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I. 1 * IIATAOZ, oios 'Inaob. Xprotov, kXgrós àmóoToXos, & A35 
ádopuévos eis eùayyéuov eo, 

1. 
Gen. 8. 15. ik 22. 18. & 36. 4. & 48.10. Deut.18.15. 382m.7.12. Ps.199.11. 12.4.9. & 7.14. & 9.6. Jer. 33.5. & 88.1 
Ezek. 34. 33, & 37. 34. 9.24. Mich. 7. 90, 

On the APosTOLICAL EPISTLES in general, 
and those of St. Paul in particular, and the various 
points connected therewith—a subject too exten- 
sive to be fully treated in a work of this kind— 
& few gen remarks must suffice. Though 
the essential doctrines and of Christianity 
are to be found in the Gospels,—yet a fuller and 
clearer statement of them was necessary, —con- 
sidering the altered state of things to that which 
existed during our Saviour's lifetime, —and espe- 
cially after the uprise of serious corruptions and 

us errors, originating partly in misconcep- 
tion; bat which required to be checked by a 
more explicit, and yet equally authoritative reve- 
lation. Now this was done by St. Paul and the 
other writers of the Apostolical Epistles; to 
which the Acts of the Apostles form so important 
an Introduction. As to the Gospels and the 
Epistles, they mutually illustrate each other. 
Consequently, though the latter were written, in 
some measure, for the immediate purpose either 
of refating heresies, which had arisen from a 
blending of Christianity with Judaism, or with 
Gentilism, or of repressing corruptions, reforming 
abuses, and composing schisms and differences; 
yet, in point of t they became, and were con- 
sid as, commentaries on the doctrines of 
Christ, as delivered in the Gospels: and though 
originally intended for particular Christian socie- 

ted to, and intended for the 
Jj instruction of, Christians in all ages. Thus, for 

example, even the decisions of cases of conscience 
concerning meats and drinks, and the other ob- 
servances of the ceremonial law, and various 
pointe at issue with the Judaizing Christians,— 
even these are our surest guides in all points 
relatirg to Church liberty, and the use of things 
indifferent; especially as to the abstaining from 
things innocent in themselves, but likely to give 
offence to our more scrupulous brethren, or lead 
them into sin. On such deep pointe of con- 
science, seo Bp. Sanderson's first and fourth 
Sermons ad Clerum. 

Vor. IL 

£. 

2 ( “rpoemmryyciXaTo Sia b Ace E18 
» 

On the cause of the above less clear promul- 
tion of the doctrines of Christianity in the 
ospels, see Canon Townsend ; and on the nature 

and extent of those clearer revelations contained in 
the Epistles, see Horne's Introd. vol. iv. Suffice 
it here to say, that in the Gospels the moral 
duties are more exactly ified, and more ex- 
pressly taught, while of the Epistles, the general 
purpose was, l. to consider and decide various 
coniroversies, or refute errors, which had octa- 
sioned the — of the Epistles; II. to enjoin 
the observance of those moral duties, which are 
binding on Christians in every age; espec. as 
regarded those virtues which the disputes or 
errors above mentioned might lead them to 
neglect. To advert to the subject-matter itself, — 
clear as the Epistles are in all material points, 
et, from various causes, ably pointed out by 
r. Graves, and Abp. Whately, they are far 

more difficult to be understood than the Gospels. 
The principal reason is, that which applies to 
all epistolary writings, their being addressed to 
those who are su d to be, more or less, ac- 
quainted with the matters on which they treat; 
and, therefore, their being not intended to be 
plain to others: in which respect mey, differ 
materially from a history or narration. Thus in 
an Epistle some things may well be omitted, or 
cursorily touched on, as being well known to the 
person or persons addressed ; though to others, 
unacquainted with the circumstances, they can- 
not but be obscure. And if such was the case 
with those who lived in the age of the Apoetles, 
how must it be with us who live at this distance 
of time to whom the language is a foreign one, 
and who can obtain no knowledge of the circum- 
stances, except what can be gathered from the 
Epistles themselves? Moreover, the Epistles of 
the A" I sh — ay answers to other 

istles, in whic n pro slions, 
"I without the knowledge of pot preg itin 
must be in a considerable degree obscure. But, 
besides these general causes of — which 
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Matt. 1.1 

are common to all the Epistolary writers of the 
New Test., there are some which are peculiar to 
St. Paul, as resulting from the character of his 
style and cast of mind. With an ardent tem- 
perament, and uncommon acuteness and readiness 
of thought, and fulness of mind, he must have 
been, from his ‘care of all the Churches,’ com- 

lled to write with great rapidity, and, it has 
* , though without sufficient proof, 
without bestowing much time in methodizing or 
digesting what he had written. And—not to say 
that method and orderly arrangement are seldom 
found in Jewish writers—Paul's mind seems to 
have been, from its very constitution, peculiarly 
averse to the trammels of regular composition. 
Hence the long and involved sentences, the 
abrupt transitions, the hareh constructions, the 
too sparing and imperfect management of the 
Particles, the perpetual parentheses (sometimes 
within parentheses, which then require great care 
to be disentangled, and nicety of exegesis), the 
frequent digressions aud sudden returns to the 
original subject, without marking it out by Par- 
ticles, the frequent changes of person, the speak- 
ing in the person of another, or as another would 
speak, by the peracynpationos, or the xoíye- 
eis ; and, lastly, the propounding objections and 

pining answers to them without any formal 
intimation thereof;—though, indeed, all these 
have been by some exaggerated, and by others, 
on very insufficient authority, ascri to the 
haste with which it is supposed the Epistles were 
written. Indeed, a grvat part of what are called 
the peculiarities of St. Paul's style are only such 
as are found, —though in a less degree, —in the 
other writers of the New Test., ringing mainly 
from the Judaical cast of mind, and in some 
measure common to all the writers of antiquity, 
at least before the Christian era. "Thus, of an- 
cient writers, THUCYDIDES possesses moet of the 
characteristics of St. Paul's writings, and that in 
nearly as great a degree: and yet who ever 
ascribed the harshness and ireculsities of that 
writer, the great Canon of Attic prose, to haste? 
which could not be thought of, when it is con- 
sidered that he bestowed on the formation of a 
not very long history almost the whole of a life- 
time of no ordinary duration. Hence we seem 
warranted to ascribe, in some degree, the irregu- 
larities and barshnesses (which I do not deny to 
be defects) of the ono writer to very much the 
same cause as those of the other, —namely, to a 
sort of peculiar mental conformation ; the minds 
of the two writers being, 1t should seem, cast in 
the same mould,—though, in temperament, it 
would seem, and character, they materially dif- 
fered. In each the ideas poured in upon him 
faster than the expressions wherewith to clothe 
them suggested themselves; ecially in the 
case of the A , who was writing in a foreign 
language. Hence arose the brevity observable 
in Sock wilta. by which, in some cases, one 
expression stands for a whole clause or even sen- 
tence, and sometimes the meaning is rather iati- 
mated than expressed. The same peculiarity is 
found, in early the same degree, in Theophrastus 
and Longinus; and, in some measure, in Aris- 

TOv mpodytav avroÜ é ypadais dyias,) 9 ° ep, rod Tiod 
avro), (Tov ‘yevouévou x orTépuaros Aavid xarà aápxa, 

&c. Luke 1. 33. & 3. 33, 81. Acte 3. 80. & 18.98. $ Tim. 2.8. 

totle and Tacitus; and in all those cases, more 
or less, from an tdiosyxcrasy of mind common to 
all. To the same cause may, in a great measure, 
be ascribed the too frequent employment of the 

, and the far too sparing use, and, occa- 
sionally, misuse, of particles, —than which no- 
thing tends more to obecurity. In the style of 
both Paul, and Thucyd., as far as 6 his 
Orations, we recognise those characteristics, natu- 
rally resulting from au ardent temperament, 
which constitute what Longinus terms de:vdrns, 
as consisting in the use of the apostrophe, inter- 
rogation, and answer by the — himself. 
Both writers (especially St. Paul) abound in 
metaphor and imagery, and no other writers pre- 
sent so many examples of that ev»áÜpoicis, or 
assemblage of of speech, which Longinus 
esteems the great component of the sublime: and 
both writers, particularly Paul, make a frequent 
use of Paranomasia, which, when properly em- 
ployed, has great force and beauty, but requires 
great judgment in the Expositor to ascertain the 
real weight of the expression. It is true that, in 
both theee great writers, the matters treated of, 
however totally different in their character, are, 
in their different ways, so deep and intricate, 
that, especially to minds of an ordinary calibre, 
they must necessarily partake largely of obscu- 
nty. Indeed, that powerful reasoner and great 
metaph vsician, Coleridge, pronounces the Epistle 
of St. Paul to the Romans the most profound 
work that ever existed. The obscurity, how- 
ever, in both those writers, as it could not be 
designed, so may it a lessened by due 
care and attention on the part of the student. 
And since, as Coleridge observes, ‘much of the 
difficulty in the Apostle's writings arises from 
the form in which tho matter is presented, and 
which would doubtless have been quite different 
in a state of things so different as that at the 
present day,—so it may best be removed by 
representing to ourselves the ratiocinations in the 
manner they would sow have assumed, —when 
the thoughts would have been more carefully 
evolved, and the parentheses thrown into soles ; 
by which, and by other methods, the reasonings 
would have stood out more distinctly.' As to 
the excessive length of sentences, found in both 
these writers, it may be doubted whether that 
does not, to minds above the ordi level, tend 
rather to abridge the labour of thought ; for when 
maay reasonings are thus linked together in a 
small compass, the respective bearings of each 
on the rest are more clearly perceptible. At 
any rate, this sort of pregnant brevity has always 
been considered characteristic of deep-thinking 
minds, such as were, especially, those of Thucy- 
dides, Aristotle, Theophrastus, Tacitus, and 
tee in whom this peculiarity is most observ- 

e. 
Lastly, wo may observe, as a striking coinci- 

dence between Thucydides and St. Paul, their 
occasionally diverging from the main subject, and 
then returning to it, and resuming the narrative 
or the reasoning, as if no interruption had oc- 
curred. In which view it has been, with equal 
truth of sentiment and beauty of expression, re- 
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marked by Mr. Robert Boyle, Works, vol. ii. 
271, * As rivers are said to run to the sea, though 
oftentimes the iuterposition of land, or risin 
grounds, or other obstacles, force them to suc 
winding meanders, that they seem to retreat from 
the ocean they tend to; to which, nevertheless, 
with an increased stream, they afterwards bend 
agaia their intermitted course, having watered 
and fertilized, by their passage, the unds 
th which they seem to wander; so St. Paul, 
ruin he direct his course to his main scope, 
may, not only without declining it, but, in 
do it, seem for a while, to abandon it, by fetching 
a compass to answer some express, or anticipate 
some implied or suppressed, objection —and after- 
wards, more successfully, resume his former con- 
siderations, now strengthened by the removal of 
the interposing scruples ; having, ws ¿v wapipye, 
happily illustrated those subjects which his inci- 
dental excursions led him to handle.’ 

To advert, in a more general wa 1i mie ud 
and of St. Paul's Epistles generally, 
—if we co merely the use of words and 
phrases, the structure of clauses, the rounding 
of periods, and such matters of, as it were, artistic 
akik. wo meet with not the smooth polished 
sentences and nice proprieties ef pure Greek 
com —— that = of st lo, — we 

ight naturally expeet from one, like the Apo- 
pile, bora and ‘educated ina chy where (he 
Greek spoken was confessedly provincial, and 
far from pare; and who had been addicted from 
his bovbood to the close study of the Hebrew of 
the Old Test. in the Sept. Version, and the con- 
versational use of the Syro-Chaldee. That we 

not to expect a nie soc dart style, 
motive exactness of syllogistic form in rea- 

soning, was acknowled by the ancient Fa- 
thera, who freely admit that the whole charaeter 
of Christianity forbids us to look for Claseical 
— in the external form of Scripture: and 

via himeelf, on Rom v. 15, remarking on 
some of those anomalous constructions which 
abeund in 8t. Paul's Epistles, plainly says, * Qum 
sunt quidem orationis vitia, sed quibus nihil 
majestati decedit cœlestis Sepientim, quie nobis 
per Apostolum traditur. Quin potius singulari 

i providentia factum est, ut sub contemptibili 
verborum humilitate altissima hæc mysteria nobis 
traderentur : ut non humane eloquentiæ potentia, 
sed sola Spiritus efficacia niteretur nostra fides.’ 
We must, however, bear in mind, with Mr. Alf., 
that any concession as to the perfection is form 
of the Apostle's writings, must have its limits; 
for if we were to go so far as to grant that such 
imperfection of form amounted to what Tholuck 
ascri bes, ite informality, the subject matter 
itself would be involved in the surrender. Ac- 
cordingly, we must assume, that the Divine 
though:s have been, under a special inspiration, 
propounded in such a form as to secure an ade- 
quate representation of Divine truth; and also 
so expresscd that, by the diligent use of all the 

uisite means, the true sense may, with what- 
ever difficulty (and great it is). be satisfactorily 
established. However, considering the persons 
addressed, the idiom and style were the best that 
could have been adopted ; insomuch that had the 

A à RU Acta 
éË avactdcews vexpov,) ‘Inco Xpiotov ToU Kupiov &. 

P 
discrimination in the inte 

18. 88, 

Heb. 1. 6. 
& 5. 6, 6. 

Apostle possessed the purest Attic style, he would 
doubtless have preferred that, which might render 
his writings more acceptable and intelligible to the 
Jews and Jewish converts, whom he chiefly ad- 
dressed. And further, if from manner we pro- 
ceed to matter—from the shell to the kernel— 
and consider the genera] contour, the sublimity 
of the thoughts, the depth and richness of the 
conceptions, the boldness and richness of the 
i ry, we shal] not fail to perceive all the 

of a true, however unadorned, eloquence 
—not that which (to use the words of Hemeter- 
husius in his Oratio de Paulo Apostolo) consists 
‘in is verborum, et orationis calamistrate 
pigmentis —— sed in è nolis, in 

rerum.’ Accordingly, it was not without 
reason, that Longinus ranked Paul among the 
first-rate Oratores; adding, however, that he ap- 

rs to more advantage in persuasion, than in 
emonstration, Finally, as regards the power of 

reasoning so eminently united in the Apostle 
with decvorne and force of eloquence, it has been 
well said, by one above al] others qualified to 
judge on that matter, the profound logician 

e, that * if any shall say that St. Paul is not 
a conclusive reasoner, it is a proof that they 
themselves understand nothing of reasoning.’ 
Thus we have the best authority for maintaining, 
against the infidel writers, that Paul did mot, af- 
ter the manner of empty enthusiasts, write down 
what he did not himself comprehend. Indeed, 
ethers, as well as Locke, including that t 
master of ratiocination, Thomas Aquinas, lave 
recognised the same cogent consecutiveness in 
the Apoetle's reasoning. I must not conclude 
this Section without noticing two or three minor 
characteristics of St. Paul's style, worthy of the 
student's attention, —(1) the frequent, and some- 
times perplexed antitheses, —occasionally even in 

itions ;— which require great judgment and 
reter, since the dif- 

ferent members of the antitheses are sometimes 
not to be taken in the same extent of meaning ; 
and not unfrequently the litera! and the meta- 
phorical signif. are interchanged, to the injury of 
perspicuity. The same may be said of the Sub- 
ject and the Predicate,—of which the former 
may be literal, the latter metaphorical. (2) Ac- 
cumulation of Prepositions, often with the same, 
or slightly differing meanings; thereby creating 
a difficulty not to be obviated without great judg- 
ment, so as not to assign a nicety of distinction 
beyond what the Apostle intended. 

ut to to a brief consideration of the 
Epistle before us,—of its authenticity there has 
never been any serious doubt entertained; this 
being attested by the strongest evidence, both 
external and internal. As to the genuineness 
of certatn portions, impugned by some German 
Theologians of the Rationalist School, the sub- 
ject has been briefly discussed on the passages 
themselves. That the Epist!e was written from 
Corinth, is evident from the contents of the com- 
position itself (ch. xv.) as compared with 1 Cor. 
1. 14. 2 Tim. iv. 20. The time when it was in- 
dited is, with t reason, supposed to have been 
towards the dose of tlie Apostle's residence at 
Corin und when be was making preparations 
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for a journey from thence to Jerusalem, ch. xv. 
2497. Acts xx. 2, 3. This fixes the date to 
the very end of A.D. 57, or the early part of A.D. 
58; the fourth year of the reign of Nero. As 
to the question, by whom the Gospel was first 
presched in Rome? we are destitute of any cer- 
tain information from Scripture, or the early 
Ecclesiastical writers; but it is with great pro- 
babilitv supposed that it was not founded by 
any Apostle, but first preached by some of the 
* strangers of Rome,’ who, as we learn from Acts 
j. 10, were at the feast of Pentecost, and were 
converted by the illustrious miracle of the gift of 
tongues. There is great reason to think, from 
the researches of Wieseler and others, Pager 
Davison, that, to use the words of Mr. Alford, 
* Paul had proximately, at least, laid the founda- 
tion of the Roman Church ; that it was originated 
by those to whom he had mes. who had 
been attracted to the metropolis of the world b 
various causes, and who had there laboured wit 
success, and gathered around them an important 
Christian community.” On the whole, we may 
conclude, from the profound researches of Wie- 
seler and others, that the Roman Church owed 
its origin partly, indeed, to believing Jews, who 
had been attracted thither in the first davs of 
Christianity, but mainly to persons converted by 
Paul's preaching. Be that as it may, at the time 
when this Epistle was written, the Christians at 
Nome were numerous, and composed, as.in other 
places, partly of converted Jews, or Jewish pro- 
selytes, and partly of converted Gentiles; which 
will serve to account for various peculiarities in 
its character and form. 

As to the Object with which the Epistle was 
teritten, —the main purpose thereof is to be kept 
uite distinct from the immediate occasion which 
ictated its being written. On turning to the 

Epistle itself, the three distinctly marked por- 
tions thereof would seein to point at rather dif- 
ferent occasions and pu The Doctrizal 
portion (i.—viii.) and the Practical (xii.—xvi.) 
combine well together, the one as the sequence 
of the other. As to the intermediate portion 
(ix.—xi.) it seems to have been written last, 
and placed where it stands, because it connects 
naturally in subject with the former, not the 
latter. The immediate occasion of drawing up 
the Epistle was, doubtless, the yet unsettled 
relations of the two divisions of Chrie- 
tians,—the Jewish and the Gentile professors, 
—as to the yet undecided question (probably 
then much agitated at Rome, as well as clee- 
where) as to their respective claims to favour in the 
sight of God. Accordingly, to adjust the question 
between the two contending parties seemed to 
call for the personal intervention of the Apostle. 
But, as that was at the nt season impracti- 
cable, he decided on endeavouring to accomplish 
the object by written communication. Now the 
difficulties which thus called for the Apostle's 
interposition,—in order to compose differences, 
and cement union, —are evident from facts con- 
nected with the origin of the Roman Church. 
That Church being mixed, probably in almost 
equal proportions, of Jews and Gentiles, the 
relative position in God's favour of these two 
Classes respectively would be likely to occasion, 

axony mioTews é mâs. Tois EOvEeotW, UTrép TOU OvouaTros avTOU 
as it did, continual occasions of mutual jealousy 
and bickerings. Now these rival claims to 
preference could only be adjusted, and the false 
views which originated them effectually put 
down, by wide and comprehensive views of the 
universality of man's guilt, and of God's grace; 
and this seems to have formed the mais purpose 
of the Epistle. And the vast importance of 
Roms, as the metropolis of the Gentile world, 
would naturally induce the Apostle, when 
writing, to accomplish more than he originally 
intended, and thus to present in this, beyond 
any other Epistle, a full representation of the 
Divine dealings, as well towards Jews as Gen- 
tiles, and formed on broad views as to the uni- 
versality of man's guilt and God's justifying 
grace. Thus, although the Epistle was not, as 
some su , & regular system of doctrinal 
teaching in writing, to eupply the want of oral 
instruction, vet, when we consider the vast im- 
portance of Rome and its Church, —insomuch 
that an Epistle to the Romans was nearly like 
an Epistle to all the Gentiles from the Apostle 
of the Gentiles, —we can be at no loss to see why 
the Apoetle expended far more of effort upon 
this than upon any other Epistle, throwing forth 
the whole power of his mind, and pouring forth, 
under the influence of the Spirit, his whole soul. 
No wonder, then, that the result should have 
been such a representation of Evangelical truth, 
especially as to man's guilt and unworthiness, 
and God's redeeming mercy, as not even Holy 
Scripture elsewhere presents ; whereas the Apo- 
stle's original purpose was simply to the 
Roman converts against the attacks made on 
their faith by the Jews and the Judaizers; to 
confute the unbelieving, and confirm the believ- 
ing Jews; to convert the unbelieving Gentiles ; 
in short, to remove the prejudices, and com- 

se the differences of both Jews and Gentiles. 
ut Divine Providence was pleased to ordain 

that the Epistle should be the great instruction 
of the Church Universal to the end of time, and 
prove a «tape bs aei. 

To advert to the contents, the first five chapters 
exhibit Christ as the author of our Justification ; 
the next three, as our Sanctification, and the au- 
thor of our everlasting Consolation. And bere 
terminates the inal part of the Epistle. At 
ch. ix. the Apostle encounters the objections which 
might be made to the foregoing representations of 
doctrine. At ch. x. xi. he confirms his position, 
that the unbelieving Jews must perish; deducing, 
however, the checring assurance, that it will be 
the occasion of salvation to the Gentiles. The 
rest of the Epistle is practical and Ao ; 
and meant to warn the Roman converts, both 
Jewish and Gentilo, against falling into various 
errors, and indulging in sundry evil dispositions 
and practices, to which they were, in their pecu- 
liar circumstances, respectively ex I 

1. vv. 1—16 form the introduction to the 
Epistle, containing. Ist, a salutation, or inscrip- 
tion, by way of exordium, 1—7 ; 2ndly, a brief 
expression of some personal wishes in order to 
pave the way for the subsequent address at v. 18, 
which forms the grand theme of the Epist!e, 
and is the subject of all that follows, up to the 
end of chap. v. 
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T. 1—7. Address of the Epistle, stating Paul's 
ang 05 be an Apostle of the Lord Jesus. 

l. éovAoc '1. Xp.) At Phil. i. 1, and Tit. 
i. 1, we have ovos Osov, åróor. 'I. Xp. As 
to the term dovAor Osov, it was applied first to 
Moses and Joshua, afterwards to the P 
and lastly to the Apostles, and the Ministers of 
the Gospel in general, as 2 Tim. ii. 24: in both 
of which last uses it denotes * one devoted to the 
spiritual service of Christ in his Gospel.’ The 
ie xXAnTÓS ue — constituted 
as opposed to bei “appointed, or consti- 
tuted by human authority by the espectal call of 
the Lord himself, recorded in Acts ix. 15, where 
he is styled a«svos ixAoyie, with which comp. 
the i£«AsEáump» of the Lord himself at John 
vi. 70, comp. with Acts i. 2. 
In the words &d«wpicuévos ele evayyédtov 

Grow is, as Hyper. remarks, an amplifica- 
tion of the preceding «An7de, denoting that he 
was not st called to the Apoetolical office, 
* sed singulari Dei judicio electum, imo selectum.’ 
The phrase alludes to his being set for the 
work of the Gospel, not only by the Holy Spirit 
Acts xiii. 2), but also by Christ Atmsel/, Gal. i. 
5,6 Oeds o ddopícas us ix xoidiat unTpóç 

nov. So Acts xxvi. V. ¿Eavpoúusvóç cía— 
doa ri. — «ls 20ayyíNior Otrov, ‘for the 
announcing of the Gospel of God :' lit. ‘the glad 
tidings sent to man by God, as his gift of grace.’ 
See more in Theoph. and Theodor. 

2. ó wpoernyy.—dayiac}| This is added to 
further display the nature of the Gospel; q. d. 
* This gift of God's grace was no new thought in 
the Divine mind, but wes long ago formed ; and 
after being announced through the Prophets by 
way of promise, was fulfilled in Jesus the éy- 
on dia rxne «pelrrovos, Heb. vii. 22, and so 

v., q. d. ‘Christum non in terris subitum 
decidise, aut sorum doctrine genus et prius 
inauditum importasse: siquidem ipe cum suo 
Evangelio, promissus ab exordio mundi fuit, et 
semper exspectatus ;' and so Hyper., who remarks 
that this was meant as a occupation of the 
objection of the Jews and Heathens, that Chris- 
tianity was a novelfy, and was intended to refute 
the calumny, that he undervalued Moses and the 
Prophets. 

3. mepi Tov Ylov, &c.] ‘concerning his Son ;’ 
for the words are best referred to ô mpor. 
supra; q. d. ‘which glad tidings in the Gospel 
he promised beforehand, intimating that it should 
be —— his See Ca * who cha- 
racterizes passage as ‘insignis locus, quo 
docemur totum Evangelium in Christo conti- 
neri: ut — a Christo pedem unum dimo- 
verit, ab Evangelio se subducat.’ 
— Tov *ysvouívov] ‘who was born.” So John 

i. 14, cáp£ iyívero, and Gal. iv. 4. 
— «ata cüápxa] Notwithstanding what some 

recent Commentators urge, this must certainly 
have the sense assigned by the most ancient 
Fathers and Interpreters, and a majority of 
modern Commentators, ° according to his human 
nature,” incarnate state, as Acts ii. 30, infra ix. 5, 
ig av ó Xpiarós TÒ xarà cápxa (where seo 

note), and 2 Cor. v. 16. There is evidently an 
allusion to his other and nature and 
origin. Thus the sense is, ‘ Christ, even as to 
bis £ncarsate nature and condition on earth, was 
of kingly descent.’ In the next verse, the Apos- 
tle adverts to the exalted and glorified state of 
Christ. 

4. The sense, in this , is not very clearly 
expressed; and, accordingly, some difference of 
opinion exists as to what it really is. The diffi- 
culty turns on the expressions dpicGivroe i» 
Guvvaues and Kara wvevpa dytecópys. As to 
the former, the ancient Interpreters almost uni- 
versally, and a great majority of modern ones, 

€ ópicÜívros to mean ‘marked out to be,’ 
and, by implication, “expressly declared to be,’ 
dti xOévros, or érogawivros, as Ch ex- 
lains; which is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
ersion ; an unusual sense of the word, perbaps 

a popular idiom. That it must be so taken here 
is certain from the context, in whichever way 
the expression ¿y duu&usi is taken, whether as 
construed with O«sov, or with ópicO£vros. The 
former construction is ably supported by Calv. 
and Hyp., and yields & sense agreeable to the 
scope of the e; but seems not so well 
founded as the latter, according to which tho 
sense may be expressed ‘ manifested with power 
to be the Son of God.’ See Acts xvii. 26, 31.— 
As to the force of xara vysvua dyuescóyns, I 
am still of opinion, that the antithesis subsisting 
between the expressions xarà odépxa and xarà 
7vsUua require the sense assigned by the Latin 
Fathers generally, and many eminent 
Expositors, according to which it denotes, ‘ the 
nly and blessed spiritual and Divine nature of 

rist.’ 
5. à! ob] meaning the Lord himself, who 

conferred on him the grace to be what he was. 
Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 10. 
— xápw xal á*ocT.] Augustin, Tholuck, 

Olshaus., and Stuart, keep the terms separate; 
&nd Stuart renders, * grace, and the office of the 
Apostle.” But I continue to think that this 
cannot be approved of, as introducing & sense not 
likely to be the true one; and especially since 
the xápis here must denote the grace wherewith 
he wrought in his Apostleship; as is clear from 
1 Cor. xv. 9, 10, which is the best comment on 
this verse. However, there is not, what many 
Expositors say, a Hendiadys, but as Calv., an 
Hypallage, by a sort of Hysteronproteron. He 
well remarks, that the two are named apart by 
the Apostle in order to intimate ‘id totum Di- 
vinw esse beneficenti#, non sus dignitatis quod 
cooptatus sit in ordinem Apost. This is con- 
firmed by Theophyl. (probably from pee bite 
where, after bidding us remark the modesty of the 
Apostle, hesaysit istosay, ob8é», pnoww, ñuÉrapor, 
é\id wavra ihdBousy &vó Tov Osov, xal unu 
é:a ov [IIyëúuaToe lAáBousy Thy drorroA hy, 
and, after referring to John xvi. 13. Acts xiii. 
2, and 1 Cor. xii. 8, he adds, xal +i Tovro; Tà 
rou IIvsóuaTos Tov YloU slo: xal TÒ ipai. 
And goes on to trace both the Apostleship, and tho 
grace indispensable to discharge its duties, to the 
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aid from on High, and he ends by saying, xai TÓ 
meiðeiw SAov ov Osou. The force of the next 
words is disputed, and it is easier to say what is 
not, than what is, the exact sense. The absence 
of the Article at wiorews here excludes the 
sense, ‘the faith, though found in Acts vi. 8; and 
to assign to rier. the sense of ‘a principle of 
faith, is doing violence to the words. The true 
force seems to be that assigned by Beza, Calv., 
Hyper, and the most eminent itors, ‘to 
the obedience of faith.” ‘Ut Deo obediatur per 
fidem Evangelio habitam ;' it being, as Hyper. 
observes, the business of an Apostle * ut homines 
ad fidem in Christo adducantur, atque ita salu- 
tem fide accipiant.' See Calvin's note, who bids 
us observe, that here * observanda eat fidei natura, 
um nomine obedientie ideo insignitur, quod 
ominus per Evangelium nos vocat, nos autem 

vocanti per fidem respondemus, This seems the 
genuine sense of the words, and thus explained 
they may well form an introduction to the sub- 
ject of the Epistle.—As to the words i» ac: 
Toit EÜvsciw, infer omnes gentes, they are most 
naturally connected with the words immediately 
preceding, in the sense, ‘among all the nations, 
Gentiles as well as Jews.— The next words, bip 
ToU ÓvóuaTos airov are variously referred, but 
best to the whole ing clause, meaning, 
‘for the honour and glory of Christ, by the 
making known his name.” 

6. ¿v ols iore xal dbucis—Xprorov] Render: 
‘among whom are Je also called of Jesus 
Christ; in other words, ‘among whom ye also 
are numbered, being called by Jesus Christ.’ 

7. This verse connects closely with ver. 1; 
thus ‘the glad tidings of God—unto all God's 
believing children,’ meaning both classes of those 
add , both Jews and Gentiles —ydprs tuty»— 
Xp. connects with «Anois dyíow. Comp. 1 Cor. 
i. 2. The words xde«c— Xp. may be rendered, 
* Grace be to you, and peacefrom God our Father, 
and from our Lord Jesus Christ.’ See Calv., who 
shows that God is here represented as the 
Giver of grace and peace, inasmuch as * unicum 
felicitatis nostre fundamentum est Dei benevo- 
lentia" and Christ as ‘qui non modo paterne 
erga nos benignitatis est administer et dispensa- 
tor, sed omnia cum eo in commune operatur.' 

8—17. Here we have the exordium, or Intro- 
duction, of the Epistle, distinguished by the 
usual characteristics of such portions in St. Paul, 
being commendatory, conciliatory, and eepecially 
appropriate, commencing with his thankfulnees 
for their faith, his remembrance of them in his 
prayers, and his full intention, however hitherto 
frustrated, of visiting them, in order to ground 
them in the truths of that Gospel, which is the 

wer of God unto salvation to all who embrace 
it in true Faith ; and thie leads him to carry out 
the great purpose of his writing to them,—namely, 
to lay down the great doctrine of JUSTIFICATION 
BY ee ida — — À 

. evxap. Tw Oto pov—Koo- e stie 
first of all touches on the commendatiry — 
and comes close home to their hearts by tho 

TQ Koopm 9! udorus ydp pov doriw 6 Beds, @ AaTpevw ev TQ 

mention of, and thankfulness for, their Christian 
faith and graces; and the turn tw Ose pov 
renders both these topics more —— and 
more impressive, inasmuch as, observes Chrys., 
the Prophets do the same, rò xoiwór ldcomwoi0d- 
favor. See more in Theophyl. and Theodor. 
— The words d:a "Inc. Xp. convey an im- 

portant point of Christian doctrine, importing 
that thanks, like petitions, are to be offered to 
God through and in the name of Christ (com 
Heb. xiii. 15), as being due to Him ; see vii. 25, 
and note.—For trip, MSS. A, B, C, D, K, and 
10 cursives, have aspi (1 add Lamb. 1183, and 2 
Mus. copies), which is adopted by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; but external evidence is in- 
sufficient ; and internal is not favourable, since 
it was more likely that drip should be changed 
to wepl by the ancient Critics, than «spl to 
Vip by the Revisers; and repi comes from a 
quarter fertile in alteration, —the Alexandrine 
family. And though «pi is shown to be a very 
ancient reading, yet not so ancient as uwip, for 
Jackson testifies that Origen so cites the paseage ; 
aud it must have been so read by the Pesch. Syr. 
and Vlg. Translators; though the latter wrongly 
renders by ‘pro; the former, ‘on occasion = 
concerning) you all.’ Alford, indeed, remarks, 
that the worde are so often confounded with each 
other by the scribes, that it is impossible to my 
which may have been confounded for the other. 
But that is the very reason why he should sot 
have decided in favour of a reading supported by 
comparatively few MSS., and with no counte- 
nance from Versions. But it is not confusion by 
scribes, but alteration by Critics, that is here in 
uestion. Now it is frequent in the Alexandrine 
mily for wapi to be found where the copies at 

have Uwéo; for example, Mark xiv. 24. 
John i. 30, Acts xii. 5. xxvi. 5. 1 Cor. i. 90. 
v. (a pd i. ̂  — s. i 1. 1 Thees. iii. 2. 
v. 10. Heb. v. 3; in ie Tipi is 
found in nearly the same Msd. as — Be- 
sides, Urip is entitled to preference on account 
of its being the more difficult reading, and there- 
fore more likely to be mistaken or altered. We 
can hardly fail to see that it was mistaken bv the 
early Critica, since we find the recent Editors 
mietaking its sense. Thus Alf. makes it mean, 
‘that thanks were made on their behalf. as if 
Paul were atding them in giving thanks; whereas 
wepi would im that they were the subject of 
his thanks. Of course between these two senses 
we could not hesitate to prefer the second. But 
vTip is capablo of that very sense; for why 
should it nof be taken for the Latin ‘super’ = 
‘ de,’ as often in St. Paul's Epistles, Rom. ix. 27. 
1 Cor. iv. 6. 2 Cor. v. 12. vii. 4, et al. sep. See 
my Lex.; and so Hyper., Bu'ling,, and Calv. 
render, and Est. explains by *super.' The result 
of this investigation is, that this mpi. which our 
Critics have embraced with both arms ('quasi 
nubem pro Junone"), was merely an easier read- 
ing, = & correction into pes Classical Greek. 
— t1—Kxarayy.—xoe A strong form of 

expression, but y an hyperbole, since what 
` 
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took place at Rome could not fail to be re- 
ported every where throughout the civilized 
world. 

9. uáprvt—ó Oeds, d AaTp.] A solemn as- 
severation (like the Hebr. mp To), used in 
cases where necessary, from the want of human 
Witnesses.  AaTp. is to be understood of ' de- 
voted services. The terms ¿> Tc wy. pov must, 
from tbe context, mean, ‘in my spirit’ == ‘ spi- 
ritually,’ as opposed to the deadness of external 
and formal worship; ‘ cultu mterno et spirituali, 
&c. so Estius, Galv. and Hyper., also Theo- 

yl. and Theodor. after Chrys. And this view 
is confirmed by Phil. iii. 3, comp. with John iv. 
23 The added phrase, iv Tw svayy.—avrov, 
denotes the kind of Aarpeia, * cultus,' intended, 
meaning that wbich concerned the Gospel of the 
Son of God. The œs may depend on the pre- 
ceding uáyprvs, and this seems more agreeable to 
the construction ; but it may also be taken with 
the following ad:aX., and thus it will yield a far 
stronger sense. and one quite as suitable to the 
context ; see Calv. 

10. si» vs Hn oro siodw8.] * if by any means 
at last 1 may be red so as to come unto 
ou ;' in other words, ° prospered on his journey 
y the Divine Providence ordering alf things 

favourably to his visit to them.'—ñón morè is so 
rare a conjunction of Particles, at least followed 
by a Verb in the Future, that I know of no 
other example. There is something very like it 
as used with the Imperat. in Dion. Hal. vii. 5 
since it may, as in the former case, be rendered 
tandem aliquando, ° some day or other.’ Some- 
thing like it is, in óV/à rori, — but the dif- 
ference is, that in én rori, when followed by a 
Future, it is intimated that the future event is 
likely soon to take place. Comp. Jos. Antt. iii. 
11, 1, ri niv òn k avs, Thy òè hån AnY~eobe, 
with Thucyd. viii. 69, 4n Sorepoy, scil. yoóro 
— s VodwÜ5couai. The term means properly * to 
be put, or brought into the right way to & certain 
point ; and figuratively, as here, ‘to be prospered 
as to any course of action,’ so as to be permitted 
to enter "pon any course, or to accomplish any 
purpose. examples in my Lex. in v. Of 
course iAÓsi» is to be referred to evod. 

11. dor. yap ið. ðu.) Render: * For my 
pa desire is to see you. The purpose he has 

view is not a purpose of his own advantage, 
but of theirs (see Theophyl. and Calv.),— 
namely, Iva usraóc yápıopa, by which is not 
meant the impartment of any supernatural power 
of working in the Spirit, but, as the followin 
context shows, ° quas habuit vel doctrine, ve 
exhortationis, vel prophetim dotes, quas sibi ex 
Dei tia provenisee noverat, to use the words 
of Calvin, Thus it might include benefit of 
a religious kind which the Apostle had the power 
to bestow. Yet the words following, als rd orn- 
pix8.—o0 vr apaxXno. ¿y Sutiy, point at some- 

thing ial, springing from the Spirit of God, 
and — the spirit of man. This mauy 
Expositore suppose something having for its pur- 
pose comfort and consolation. 
— On the ale rò ornptyO. óuac Calvin well 

remarks, * Confirmatione enim indigemus omnes, 
donec in nobis Christus solidé adoleverit, Eph. 
iv. 13. And the writer of this noble passage felt 
at once their need of such confirmation, and the 
fulness of his own power to bestow it. 

12. The of this verse, so closely con- 
nected with the last in the same sentence, is, I 
— to ala what has been said, and to 
soften what might seem to savour of arrogance. 
Accordingly, it is introduced with a formula 
(Tovro 94 tors) serving to correction and ex- 
planation, that it may not be supposed he 
values their spiritual condition. He therefore 
intimates that he does not mean to insinuate 
that the advantage will be all on their side ; but 
that be Aimself hopes to derive spiritual benefit ; 
insomuch that, while he is communicating and 
they receiving these yapía uaa. the correspondent 
graces of the Spirit will be working on each side, 
and mutual edification and confirmation be at- 
tained; for such would seem to be tbe meaning 
of the disputed expression cvusrapaxA075vai. 
Thus far in my former Editions; 1 now, on fur- 
ther consideration, add, —at any rate the inter- 
pretation * consolationem, though made the best 
of by Estius, is scarcely tenable. As to the sense 
* cohortationem,' er. lon, assigned by Bucer 
and Calvin (which they justly prefer to * conso- 
lationem,' as more suitable to the foregoing), it 
may Wè more difficult to understand its true 
monne: though Estius admits that the sense is 
not to disapproved, and is suitable to the 
modesty of Paul; q. d. ‘ ut mutus fidei commu- 
nicatione invicem exhortcmur,’ referring to | Cor. 
xiv. 31. Hyper., too, thinks it may mean, ‘ ut 
communem exliortationem accipiamus, et in fide 
confirmemur.' But this involves so much harsh- 
nese, that I should even prefer the sense, ‘ that 
I also may be comforted and strengthened.” That 
the two ideas do not blend well together, —and 
yet the terms ornp. and cuuwapaci., being 
laced in parallel, onght to do so,—is evident. 

order, however, to this, nothing more is 
requisite than to take the wapanX. in some such 
sense as will consort with the former; and in 
order to do this, we have only to retain our com- 
mon Version, but in a sense often found in our 
old writers, —namely, * comforted, in the sense 
* strengthened,’ ‘ supported ; and wapaxad. may 
well admit of that sense, since it is found in its 
derivative IlapaxAnrós, as used of the Holy 
Spirit in John xiv. 16, where I have explained 
it, with Archdeacon Hare, not merely in the 

sense, * Consoler, but in its primary 
"or* ” Such 1 be- one, ‘ St ; 

the sense here, whether with any lieve to be 
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allusion to the Paraclete I would not pronounce. 
If it be said that we want an erample of that 
sense in the verb itself, one may be found in 
1 Thess. iii. 2, éwéuWauey Tiu.—0vrspyórv— 
ale rò ornpi-at twas xal arapakaAécat 
Upüsc Tepl THe wlorews Duy: for though the 
sense there is usually explained ‘to exhort you 
to perseverance in the faith,’ yet that involves 

t harshness; and the sense I have proposcd 
18 far more suitable, and it is confirmed by Pet. 
v. 10, cavaprica: buat, o Tu píE au, ebo ca, 
zz wapa«aAíca: in the passage of Paul. And 
such may be the sense in ] Thess. v. 11, mapau- 
kaXsicTa &AAnAous xai olxodouetrs. Indeed, 
I find I am not standing alone in this interpreta- 
tion, since it was proposed long ago by the learned 
and judicious Expositor J. B. Carpz., in his work 
on this Epistle, where he remarks, ‘ Hoc in loco 
verbum wapaxAnOjvar idem est ac præcedens 
ornpixOjva, sustentare et confirmare fidem. 
Reditque omnis res ad mutuam fidei confirma- 
tionem.’ The iv &AX. and the cuu. point at the 
help and edification being mutual. 

13. What the Apostle says here, is, as Calv., 
Hyper., and Bulling. point out, meant to antici- 

the objection, ‘ Why, then, if you so greatly 
esired to see us, did you not come to us?" And 

this is introduced by a not unfrequent Pauline 
formula, intended to impress what is about to be 
said on the attention of those whom he addreescs ; 
for examples see my Lex. He says that the 
endeavour was not wanting, but the power aud 
opportunity of carrying it into effect; because, 
as Calvin expresses it, 'a captato sspe consilio 
impeditus (vel prepeditus) fuerit ;' and that this 
hindrance had continued up to the present time. 
As to the hindrance, —tkat, Calvin remarks, is 
to be understood in no other way than because 
the Lord had cast upon him more urgent busi- 
ness elsewhere, which he could not omit without 
injury to the Church. In short, from chap. xv. 

, 23, we gather that the carrying out of his 
intentions had always been prevented by Provi- 
dential circumstances, under which his inten- 
tions and wishes were overruled by intimations 
of the Divine will. And from v. 20 of the same 
chapter we may gather that he was partly pre- 
vented by his desire to preach the Gospel where 
it had not been preached before, rather than to 
build on the foundation of others. His purpose 
to come to them (be continues) was Iva kaprov 
ox., Where the xapròy cannot, according to its 
accustomed usage in the New Test., be thought 
to denote (as many suppose) personal advantage 
from his preaching to them, bat, as Calv., Hyper., 
and Est. ably show, that ‘ fruit’ which the Apos- 
tles were sent to gather. See John xv. 16, and 
comp. with Phil. 1. 22, and notes on both pas- 

The reading tivd ap^. for text. rec. 
Kapt. tia, Which I have received with almost 
all the recent Editors, on strong grounds, I fiud 

in all the Lamb. MSS., many Mus. copies, and 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. 

14. The connexion here is obscure, and di- 
versely traced. One thing seems certain, that 
is, as Calv. and Hyper. are agreed, “ Ratio ab 
officio Apostolico significat se ideo quoque diu 
desiderasse impartiri illis donum spirituale ali- 
quod, quod propter officium Apostolicum ipsi id 
incumberet, utitur ea verborum forma, que de- 
clarat non posse hoc officium defugere, sed 
summo jure ad id prestandum obstringi ;—' De- 
bitor, inquit, “sum. `" Hyper. And so Calv., 
* Ab officio suo argumentatur, non esse sibi 

tis dandum, 2004 aliquid docendis Ro- 
manis se valere confideret, utcunque et erudi- 
tione et prudentia et peritia rerum egregie excel- 
lerent: quoniam Domino visum esset, ipsum 
sapientibus quoque Dips Thus it is a de- 
veloping of the idea in the preceding verses, as to 
his desiring to have some fruit among the Romans, 
as well as among other Gentiles. By his Apos- 
tolic office and duty he was ‘a debtor,’ and his 
wish was, to pay the debt, and by such change in 
the position he held by becoming a creditor, and 
thus be entitled to a xapwos. At any rate, 
óQu. elu. cannot but denote, * I am bound by 
my office, as Apostle of the Gentiles, to discharge 
my duty in that respect, and thus reap the fruits.” 
The term, as used both here and viii. 12, and 
Gal. v. 3, must denote one bound to the per- 
formance of any duty, by the power for its dis- 
charge being entrusted to him by Providence. 
Conf. Soph. Ajax 590. On the distinction be- 
tween the two terms “EAAno: and Bapfdpois 
see Recens. Synop.; and on the origin of the 
latter appellation eee the note at Acts xxviii. 
2,4. As to the question, here so warmly agi- 
tated by Commentators, whether by BapfSdpoie 
St. Paul meant the Romans to be included, it is 
a most frivolous one. The Apostle doubtless 
meant simply by "EAX. xai Bap. to denote all 
nations, both civilized and uncivilized. So Joseph. 
Antt. xvi. 6, 7, rò dixasov 02 wacw dWowrace 
—AvowvriA£oTaTor ðv " EAXAnei Ts kai Bap- 
Bdpois, and xviii. 1, 5. Thus the words 
following, coois Te Kal avontos (meaning, in 
the woni of Pope, ‘tho savage and the sage’) 
are added by way of explanation. 

15. otrw, TÒ xaT’ ipi, wpdBupov] scil. dove. 
The use of ole here is very elliptical, and used 
as at Rev. iii. 16, oU ws, ör: yAcapds a1—u ¿XA en 
et iuícai ix Tov oroparos mov. ` Accordingly, 
so far as depends on me, it is my desire" (lit. 
* there is to me a ready willingness, promptitude, 

gv à Th . ob yap éwatoyxivopa TÒ ebayy. is 
is not (what many have suppoeed) a —— 
for ‘I glory in the Gospel; but, as Calvin 
obeerves, ‘it is an anticipation of what might be 
said in objection to it; s ted, we may sup- 
Lose, by the association of ideas in writing the 
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words trois iv ‘Pwuy; q. d. ‘J should not be 
ashamed of the Gospel of Christ even at Rome ;' 
where riches, pomp, and glory are alone held in 
admiration, w the height of genius and learn- 
ing are united with the groseest profligacy of 
manners ; and where, consequently, the humbling 
doctrines of & religion, which demands severe 
self-denial, would likely to excite derision, 
and might tend to make the her and pro- 
fessor of it as it were ashamed of it. The two 
*'yàp's refer, the former to his readinese to preach 
the Gospel at Rome, the reason of which was 
that he was sof, as might be thought, ashamed of 
the even at the proud metropolis of the 
world; the latter, to his ready alacrity to preach 
it,—as it was Š on him to do, ddatAérns 
év,—every where, to all nations: and why? be- 
cause it is the power of God unto salvation to 

one of the human race that believeth, both 
to Jews and Gentiles. This fitly introduces the 
transition to the Apostle's vation 
to be obtained alone through faith in Christ.— 
The XpicTov after at ., absent from 6 uncial, 
and several cursive MSS., confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr., Vulg., and Æth. Versions, and 
several Fathers, ie cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. Internal evidence, 
too, is rather against it, for it may have been in- 
troduced as so often following svayy. But it 
may, as Matthæi suggests, have been removed 
because of the Osov following, —as if the Gospel 
of Christ were not the Gospel of God. How: 
ever, from the next words, ĝúvapıc Otov, it 
would seem that Paul here meant the Gospel, of 
which he speaks, to be viewed as the Gospel of 
God, and accordingly left rov Osov to be implied. 
The expression evayy. Tov Osov is found supra 
i. l, and infra xv. 16. 2 Cor. xi. 7. 1 Thess. 
ii. 2, 8, 9. 1 Pet. iv. 17. Nevertheless, the pau- 
city of cursives confirming the unciale—only 5 
or 6 (for the alii multi of Scholz are of very 
little weight ; and they are not absent from any 
Lamb. or Mus. copy, nor from Trin. Coll. B, 
x. 16) has forbidden me to follow the example of 
the above Editors. š 

— éévauis yap—miorevoyri] meaning (by 
Metonymy), ‘For it is the powerful means ap- 
pointed by God, as a field of agency to evince his 
power, for the salvation of all who believe and 
embrace it' Thus the sentence comprehends 
two assertions; 1. of the complete efficacy of the 
Gospel to salvation; 2. of the extent of this effi- 
cacy, that it shall reach unto all who believe and 
obey it, without distinction of Jew or Gentile; 
i. e., as far as concerns the gracious design of 
God, alladed to in ale cwtnpiay, it shall be 
universal, Those two form the subjects 
treated of in the former of this Epistle, in 
which all are proved to under sin, and to 
need the — of God (ch. i. ii. iii. 1— 
20) ; and the en/rance into this — is 
shown to be by Faith, iii. a Il. As to ki 
devas Osov, as regards its application not to ele 
ONEGIN, or drwAccay, but, as here e , 
sis cw rpíayp, as tending to and issuing in sal- 
vation, that is treated of at ch. v. 11— viii. 39. 

17. &ukaiocórn yàp Osov—^Tíoiww] The dif- 
ficulty found in fixing the sense of this verse has 
been occasioned by the brevity of the expression, 
and the extreme flexibility of the 1 e; 
which seems susceptible of several senses, though 
only one can have been intended. One thing, 
however, is clear, that it being a confirmation, 
and fuller development, of the foregoing asecr- 
tion, that ‘the Gospel is the power of God unto 
aa rasion. — Oot mane More mon 

e Justifying ighteousness whic tows 
through Christ, as distinguished from that pur- 
ch by man's own works. This is clearly the 
sense intended by the Apostle; and hence to ren- 
der it, as some have done, ‘a righteousness of 
God's appointment,’ is to weaken the force of the 
words, a passage in which the Apostle had for his 
pa to — what forms Ti subject 
of the present iatle, justification ith, 
— Pisani n irai ho force of the term 

is either over, or unctorily treated, 
by most Expositors, though, considering that it 
ushers in a most weighty truth, it ought not to 
have been slurred over. It should seem that the 
Apostle employed the term with allusion to the 
deep mystery, unfathomable by man, revealcd 
therein. The chief point, however, is, that the 
truth ushered in is promulgated from on High as 
a revelation from , teaching men how God is 
pleased that the salvation of man shall be accom- 
pie The iv avr evidently points at the 

ospel, which, as Hyper. remarks, is considered 
as the ‘instrumentum per quod Deus vult ho- 
mines non modo institui in iis que ad salutem 
pertinent, verum etiam participes salutis aliquo 
modo fieri. And Calv. well remarks, that this 
é.xacoodun, ‘que fundamentum est salutis, reve- 
latur in Evangelio: unde Evangelium dicitur 
potentia Dei in salutem. Ita a causa ad effectum 
ratiocinatur. On the whole, the real sense of 
the phrase cannot, consistently with the context, 
be otherwise explained than, that justifying 
righteousness which God gives, as distinguished 
from that of our own works or deserts; and thus 
a meritorious, and even a saving excellence is 
revealed and promulgated by God as the sole 
mous: of the sinner's acceptance, without re- 
iance on any righteousness or merit of his own. 
In further unfolding thé sense, no little difficulty 
meets us in the next words, ¿x 3íoTaws sie 
wioriy. In further tracing the sense, as carried 
out in the next words, the construction is uncer- 
tain; and among various senses which have been, 
and may be, assigned to the words (see Estius), 
there are few that have even a semblance of. 
truth. It should seem that the reference of the 
words is to dix. rather than to rox., though the 
two phrases seem meant for the two terms pre- 
ceding, &7ox. and &ixaioc. 

Upon the whole, the most probable interpreta- 
tion seems to be that of Theoph. of the ancient, 
and of the modern, Calv., Hyper, Melancth., 
Eat., and others, by which it means, ‘ proceeding 
from faith, and going on to higher degrees 
thereof: or, in other words, ‘from faith imper: 
fectly formed to faith fully developed, settled, 

T 
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and stable.  Theophyl thus expresses it, ix 
mícoTsíewv frie ale where wAslo xol pio 
awpoxomrey pelisi. Où yao dpxst Td arpo- 
Tews TicTevGai, GAN’ ix rye sloaywyixne 
alorews Gat huas avaBalvew ele Thy TaÀacco- 
vípay Tiet, Thy Óuerém oTov ógXadf) xal 
BeBaiavidpvew. Comp. Pet. v. 9, orepsoi ry 
miersi, with 10, ornplEat, QauasÀ oaa And 
so (Ecumen., according, at least, to the interpre- 
tation in which he finally acquiesces, ix wicrewe 
Tt épytTai, kal ele wiortsy peiie ANEat. 
His interpretation, dwd wlorews ápysTat, 
Kal ele tov mioratoavta Arye, is naught, 
since the last word ie corrupt, and the true 
reading is probably wioratoovra, founded on 
an ancient interpretation adduced by Thom. 
Aquin., ‘ex fide praesent in fidem — i. e. 
‘in pleniorem visionem Dei. owever, the 
former is undoubtedly the true interpretation, 
and, besides that it is confirmed by the scope of 
the Apostle, it is quite zines to the context, 
and is confirmed by Ps. ixxxiii. 7, ropetdcovra: 
£x suvdpews ele Qóvauiw. Comp. Ps. cxliii. 18. 
Calv. well points out, that ele wioriy is added, 
*quia quantum progreditur fides nostra, quan- 
tumque in hac cognitione proficitur, simul au- 
gescit in nobis Dei justitia, et quodammodo 
sancitur ejus o. It is well remarked b 
Est., that *the subjoined proof of what is said, 
drawn from the words of the prophet Habakkuk, 
shows that the above exposition is perfectly 
agreeable to the Apostle's intention in these 
words. And he ably lays down the general 
sense of the words as follows: ‘ Vera justitia, 
qua quis coram Deo justus est, in Evangelio, id 
est Evangelii predicationem, nunc passim 
omnibus revelatur, et clare annuntiatur: ea in- 
quam justitia, que non ex lege, ut Judei putant, 
neque ex viribus nature, ut Greci, sed ex fide 
comperatur, et ex fide continue nutriri, conser- 
vari, augeri et perfici debet. Hanc autem sen- 
tentiam sic intellectam optime — Apostolus 
per id quoe sequitur. As to the kixd of proof, 
that will depend on whether the passage of 
Habakkuk was directly and literally prophetical 
of Christ and the l, by, as it were, com- 
prising the sum and substance of that Gospel in 
this sort of Axiom. Now Prof. Hoffm., vol. ii. 
141, says much to prove this, especially in his 
concluding remark, * favet huic expositioni, tum 
uod impletio visionis, que Habbakuko obtigit, 
tura dicitur procul et in fine et tempore a Deo 

constituto, conf. Gal. iv. 4^ He farther alleges, 
that the ancient Rabbinical writers interpreted 
the of the coming of the Messiah and 
faith in him. It might form such an Axiom as 
that above stated, since, as Hoffm. shows, from 
the Excerpta Gemare, the ancient Rabbins 
thought so highly of the passage that they said, 
that while David reduced the te of Moses 
to eleven, Isaiah to six, and Micah to three, and 
again Isaiah to two ;—lastly came Habakkuk, and 
reduced them all to one, ° Justus Ade sua vivet.’ 
As to myself, I think it most prudent to ac- 
queer in the middle, and safe, view taken by 

offman's erudite and able Editor Hegalmaier, 

expressed as follows :—*' Sententia generalis est, 
quod, qui promiesioni Divine fidem constanter 
habet, — s prophet hominibus «i tem- 

is applicat et Paulus repetit pari applicatione 
$p i * jo justitia Evan- eos, qui promiseioni Divine 
gelica fidem sint habituri. Immo a minori ad 
majus ie argumentatur Apostolus: si fides 
in periculis temporalibus promissioni Divinz 
adhmrens vitam servavit credentibus; quanto 
magis æteruum vivent qui Evangelio Christi 
credunt, que potentia Dei est ad salutem omni 
credenti l' Nearly the same middle view in taken 
by Calv. ; and, in fact, Hyper., who, though he 

opts Hoffmann's view, yet concludes by re- 
marking, ‘ Quocirca ad causam de salute per 
fidem Apostolus Prophets sententiam recte ao- 
commodat.’ 

]8—XI. 36. Here we have the doctrinal Ex- 
position of the above assertion,—that * the Gospel 
is the power of God unto salvation to every one 
that believeth in God; that its power lies in 
this, that it reveals the righteousness of God by 
Faith, teaches the doctrine of Justification by 
Faith.’ As to the preset Chapter, the sum of 
the argument is well laid down by Prof. Hodge, 
in the following analysis :— The Apostle, having 
stated that the only righteousness available in 
the sight of God is that which is obtained by 
faith, proceeds to that such is the case. 
This proof required that he should, in the first 
instance, demonstrate tbat the rightcousness 
which is of the law, or of works, was insufficient 
for the justification of a sinner. This he does, 
first in reference to the Gentiles, ch. i. 18—32; 
and then in relation to the Jews, ch. ii. iii. 1— 
20. "The residue of this chapter then is designed 
to prove that the Gentiles are justly exposed to 
condemnation.’ As to the connexion, somewhat 
disputed, the most natural one is with v. 17, 18, 
being, as Mr. Young supposes, * a prefatory obser- 
vation (introductory to the proof which follows 
of the inefficacy of the Law to salvation, in the 
case of the Gentiles) intended to show the rea- 

of the extension of the Gospel grace 
to them, —namely, because they must, in common 
with the Jews, stand before the judgment- seat of 
Christ.” It would, however, rather seem that 
this sentence was meant to serve as a connectin 
link between the position at v. 17, an 
the proof at large of the necessity of this justifi- 
cation by faith only—from the inefficacy of the 
Law, whether of Moses or of nature, to save 
men ; commencing with the latter. This connect- 
ing portion seems also meant to strike his readers 
with awe; by showing that in this revelation of 
salvation is included, by implication, one of de- 
struction by Divine judgment to those who 
should not believe iud obey tlie Gospel, and to 
intimate what would have been the case with ail, 
had not the Gospel been promulgated. 

18. dwoxadkumrerat yap dpyn Osov, &c.J 
This introductory clause supplies the reason for 
the foregoing assertion, that those only who were 
justified by faith could dive ; in other words, that 
no righteousnees but that of God by faith could 
avail to man's justification ; q. d. ‘God is just ; 
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men must be justified by faith; for the wrath of 
God (his righteous indignation against sin, and 
his determination to punish it) is revealed,’ i. e. 

ulgated. The expression dwoxaX\twrerat 
is, however, not to be understood of revelation 
by the Holy Scriptures proclaiming the Law of 

oses and of the Gospel; nor, perbape, of that 
indirect revelation by the Law of nature, or the 
Moral Law, in the works of creation and provi- 
dence, and in the conscience or moral sense, but, 
as appears from a*' oVpavov, which is best con- 
joined with dxox., denoting ‘an open display of 
the of God's providence revealed to all be- 
holders, and as coming from heaven, open to the 
view of all; and al«o as a declaration, as it were, 
from the throne of God, and therefore announcing 
whet must take place, and setting forth the puni- 
tive judgments of God to be exercised on the un- 

y. main sense hence to be drawn being, 
1) that God's providential purposes are revealed 
m on high, and therefore inevitable; and (2) 

that they are revealed in effectu, by the punish- 
ments, judicially denounced against sin, taking 
effect in the condign punishment of the un- 

godly. Te 
By &céfltiap i$ meant ‘i piety towards God ;" 

lit. *godlessnees, living without God in the 
world, by ada, euy and crime against 
— ° former,’ — Ai * re- 
erring to sins against the table; the latter, 
to those inst the ed m a proof of which 
the Apostle to enumerate in this very 

the sins of the heathen world.” 
— avOparuy Ta» T)» drAnOeav iv dé. 

xeTriy.] On the sense of these words two dif- 
ferent views have been formed. Some, taking 
xarex. for ixovrey, suppose the meaning to be, 
* baving some knowledge of the truth, as far as 
holding it theoretically, but not living bly 
thereto, by carrying it out in practice. fet this, 
though a not inapt sense, is one not to be elicited 
from the words without straining them, especially 
by ascribing to «carey. a sense of which there is 
no proof that it ever existed. Accordingly, it is 
better to take xaT£y. with the ancient and many 
modern Expositors, as Hesych., Calv., Est., 
Carpz., and others, ‘ holding down,’ ‘ keeping 
down the truth by hindering its development ;’ a 
use of the word found in Luke iv. 42. 2 Thess. 
ii. 6. ‘Ey déscfa may be taken for ddixes, as 
Theophyl. of the ancients, and many modern 
Expositors, who regard it as a Hebraism ; but 
that view rather tends to weaken and obscure 
the sense. It is betler to retain the phrase in ita 
full force, It may mean ‘ the practice of iniquity 
in our habitual evil-living.' But this is scarcely 
consistent with the foregoing dÀ/0., and seems 
forbidden by the words following, which require 
that by 7)» must, as Hyper., Est., and Carpz. 
have fully shown, be meant the body of truth 
contained in natural religion, that portion of 
light which they held as rational agents, and 
which they wilfully, and therefore ‘ wrongfully” 
(iv ádixía, lit. ‘by the practicé of wrong and 
roguery’) kept hid ander a bushel.’ How far, 
and in what way, the truth of natural religion 

had been ‘ kept down,’ and prevented from being 
developed, by even those who had attained to 
them, has been sly shown by HYPER, Est., 
Cudw., Carpz., and Bp. Taylor, vi. 408, seqq. 

19. &ióT. TÒ yuwordy—abroic] These words 
form part of tho same sentence, the Apostle 
commencing his proof of the heathen being 
justly chargeable, by showing that ier bave not 
the excuse of ignorance, seeing that had s 
competent knowledge of the Divine character 
and attributes. Accordingly, he shows that they 
have sufficient evidence afforded them. 
— TÒ yuwordy T. O. may be rendered, * what 

mer be known,’ lit 'knowable, of God, i. e. 
without the light of revelation, and solely by 
natural religion, —namely, the existence, nature, 
and attributes of God. This sense of yv. occurs 
often in Plato, and sometimes in Aristotle, and 
the other Phil bers; also in Soph. CEd. Tyr. 
361. Xen. Hist. ii. 8, 18; in Sept., Exod. xxxiii. 
16; and in the Greek Fathers. I see no neces- 
sity for the version which is propounded by 
Meyer, De Wette, and Alf., nor do I find it in 
Chrys. and Theodor., whom they wes 35 To 
render, ° what is knowable of God by the light 
of reason only, without revelation, is manifest in 
them,” is not ‘ asserting what was not the case, 
—— — are put E the — of no 

ysi istry. t, who assigns the 
above KS In fact, the sense onon hika" is 
required by the next step of the argument at rd 
yap ddpara ajrov, &. So Hyper. explains +ó 
veordy ‘est illud Dei ile, nimirum quod 
e Deo sciri et cognosci potest, quantum denique 

homini sat est, illis manifestum est.'— The words 
© yap Oude a. ipav. give the reason why it 
should be so, —' because God himself has mani- 
fested it; 1. e. "mado it manifest —evidently 
known. See Est. H . well remarks, that 
Paul adds ó O26e—avrois, lest any one should 
ascribe too mucn to auman nature. 

20. ra yàp dópara—O:órn:] This is said 
by way of — and maton of tho 

ing. ‘ For as to his invisible (an —— tual) 
kunbat. not discernible to — eyes; q. d. 
* These things, though otherwise invisible (see 
Wied. xiii 1—9,—a probebly present to 
the mind of the Apostle), are yet seen, and ever 
have been from the creation of the world, by 
their manifestation to the world externally, and 
are sufficiently understood by the things which 
he hath created.’ It is a fine remark of Aristotle, 
de Mundo, c. vi., radon OnT doce yevonevor 
dOÜacpnros, dx’ abray tay ipyor “san sssi 
6 O1ós: with which comp. Plato, p. 813, where 
God is termed où BXasronsvoe, à déparos, xal 
povy diavola Kataknwres. ides these, many 
other kindred sentiments of the heathen sages 
are adduced by Gataker on Marc. Anton. vii. 47, 

. 277. It is remarkable, however, that neither 
Pe, nor, so far as I know, any others, have per- 
ceived the strong affinity of sentiment between 
this passage of St. Paul and that from the Wied. 
of Sol. referred to above, xiii. 1—9, where, 

king of the heathens, as far ae regarded the 
ulgus, es opposed to the Philosophers, he says, 
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^ ^ ld , ^ 

atrod ard krícews kócpov Tot Touuao, voovpeva KaQopaTat, 
^ 3 ` , ` , 

4 re aldSvos abtod Sivapus kai Qeaórmç') eis Tó elvai aurous áv- 

u Eph. 4.7 
v Deut. 4. 15, 
&c. À > ⸗ 9 9 
Ps10.%. 7) EVYaploTHoaY adr 
Wisd. 12. 23, 

e. 
Isa. 40. 17, 

Ma». Ewa codo, éjuopávÜncav 

Méraio yap %qóávrse GvOpwra dicen, ole 
wupnv Osov ayvwcia, kal ix rev dpwudvov 
d'yaÜcv ov« layvcav eldivat TÓv ÓvTa, obs 
rois ipyos poa xóvTss laréyvocar TÓy Te Xr[- 
Tyr, "Awd xticews xoopov is for awd 
xatraBodijs xoonov (Matt. xiii. 35), * since the 
time of the creation of the world.'—Tois moih- 

2 — 

fact vooóusra, ‘being comprehended b the 
things which he hath created.” Comp. Wisd. 
xiii. 5, ix yap payéBous Kaddovijs xriopatwv 
avaħóyws ó yevectoupyds al’ray (the original 
Creator of them) Oswpsirat.—xaloparat, con- 
spiciuntur, * are discerned.’ 

— fj re dtd:os—Oercorns] This is said, by appo- 
sition, of ra ddpata: and the meaning seems to 
be, ‘ his omnipotence, and the other attributes of 
—— See Cudworth, Intell. Syst. 

n slc rò elvai a. áva*oX.] ‘so that, or 
‘wherefore, they are without excuse;' for, as 
Hyper. observes, we have an ‘amplificatio ac- 
pe de Deo rebusque divinis cognitionis, 

ing away the plea of ignorance. Comp. Wisd. 
xiii. 8, 9, máy dé o00' abtrol dovyyyworoi. 
El yàp ToaovTov la xvoay eldivat, va ÓvveovTat 
o'ToxácacÜOa: Tòv aluva, TÓv TouTev rower 
was Táyiov ovx zŭpov; How the Heathens 
were inexcusable, and how all natural religion, 
without revelation, can only render a sinner 
such, is shown in Dr. South’s Sermon on this 
text. 

21. The ĉ:ıórı here is co-ordinate with that at 
v. 19; and as at vv. 19, 20 we have the first 
proof of the Heathens hindering the truth con- 
cerning God by vice, so v. 2] presents the second 
proof thereof,—namely, that, with all their op- 
portunities for obtaining a competent knowledge 
of the true God, they made no use of it, but 
were devoted to the basest idolatry: on this the 
Apostle treats at v. 25.—-"vyyóyTss must be taken 
with limitation, viz. ‘knowing him (i.e. having 
the means of knowing him, John viii. 28) suffi- 
plenty to see his claim to be worshipped as 

— oby de O:sóv idóEacav] The glorifying of 
God as God must consist in the thorough recog- 
nition of all his glorious attributes,—his eternity, 
power, wisdom, ness, truth, justice, and 
mercy ; and also in such a due consideration of 
all those attributes, in their various relations to 
us his creatures, as may induce us to render the 
homage of prayer and praise, faith and obedience. 
The words 5j evyapiornoay are intended to point 
out the infinite obligations we owe by the in- 
finite benefits we receive from the exercise of 
those attributes; consequently intimating to us 
the duty of rendering humble and hearty thanks; 
see Calvin, Hyper., and Est. 
— ipnavaicÜncar ¿y vis deadoyi:opois, &c.] 

In inaTauoÜncay» we have a very strong term, 
but one well suited to the purpose of the Apostle 

amoXovyijrovs. ? * Ariori vyvóvres Tov 8c!v, ovx, ws Ocór éOofacav, 

éparauwÜncav èv Tots Stadoyiopois aù- 

tv, kal éckorícÓg ú àcóveros avTOv xapóía. *?? Gacxovres 
33 Y kal 7jXXatav» T5» O0fav Tov 

in this and the next two verses, which is by a 
yet further amplification on their folly and im- 
icty, to show their utter inexcusablenees.— 

diat. means, ‘they were befooled,’ or *infatu- 
ated ;’ the nature of sin, being not only to de- 
file, but to infatuate. Comp. Eph. iv. I7. The 
latter clause is intended to represent the effect of 
what is denoted by the former; the meaning 
being, that as ‘they entertained vain and de- 
grading views of the nature and attributes of 

od and his worship; so, in consequence of this, 
and as its punishment (see ver. 28), their under- 
standing, thus abused, became darkened.' So 
Dio Case. p. 164, well says, “Orav vaUsuá re 
viv Wuyi kxaraXdfin, ÜoXovrat, xal. oxorou- 
rat, kui où diva rat Kaiptoy évvoijaat. Theophyl. 
well explains, roiv Aoyiouvis TÒ wap dwerpe- 
Yav, kai—parator pX Cy xÜncav, ov ÓvruÜ£v rwv 
Tav ÀoyiwcuüG» wor TÒ Tipas dEwt£aÜa:, 
meaning, in the words of our great epic Poet, 
t Found no end, in wandering mazes lost." 

22. What is said in this verse is meant further 
to develop and explain the foregoing sentiment, 
and show the extent of that fatuity, and the canse 
of it, in the utter vaniy and folly of their 
minds. Here the sense is, ‘while arrogating to 
themselves the reputation of wisdom, they be- 
came befooled.' The Apostle seems to have had 
in mind Jer. x. 14. And as the passage of the 
prophet is especially on tdolatry, so here there 
seems an especial reference to what was. xar’ 
¿Eoyxhv, termed uaTaióTys, namely, ‘ idol-wor- 
ship;’ see Acts xiv. 15, éuapavOn was drOpw- 
wos aud 'yrvéciws, a good rendering of the 
Hebr. row Ow 55 wy, the sense there being, 
as De Dieu has shown, that ‘every man has 
become foolish, from the notion he has of his 
great knowledge and wisdom ; i.e. is made a 
fool by his [fancied] wisdom. The pretensions 
which the heathens made to wisdom will appear 
from the vain titles, as Wetst. and Kypke show, 
ascribed to those who were su to possess 
it; though they were not aware that its profes- 
sors were too often only wise in tain specula- 
tion, and in their Ethical disquisitions, secking 
virtue without finding it. Thus Hegesander ap. 
Athen. p. 162, speaks of the &oEouaratocodQoi 
and the {nrapstnotadat. 

23. xa, HAAuEav, &c.] meaning, ‘they dis- 
honoured the glorious nature of the incorruptible 
God, by representing him under the likeness of 
corruptible man, and birds, and four-footed 
beasts, and trapin things; meaning, reptiles of 
every kind, not oniy serpents, but crocodiles and 
fishes, as in Egypt. A fine periphrasis of idolatry ; 
in which, by a sort of climax, each successive 
term is stronger than the preceding, up to 
dpwatiov. On the various particulars see Hyper., 

v., and Est. The origin and progress of 
Pagan idolatry, which arose from men's pronc- 
ness to ascribe the benefits they enjoyed rather 
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ádÜüdprov Oeo) èv suowpars eixovos dÜaproü åvôpærov, xai 
werewóv xai TeTpaTrodwy Kal épmerOw. A= Aw xal Tapéoxev 155 813 
auTous 6 Beds, év rais eribupias T@v xapdidv aùrâv, eis áxa- 
bapoiav, rod aripalecOar Tà cwpata avtav év éavroi % ot- 
Twes peTnArAa£ay Tiv àXj0ciav trod Oeod év TQ Werder, xai 
éceBácÜncav xai éXárpevcav Tf rrise mapà Tov xrícavra, 
e 

os 

x Ps. 81. 12. 

oT eÚNorymros eis TOUS aidvas! aunv. 28I Aid ToUro Tap- p reri n, 
éwxev aùroùs ó Qeds eis maby dtiyias. Al Te yàp Onrerar EP» 
avTOv er5XXMafav thy $voud) ypijow eis Thy Tapà iow. 
7 "Opoiws te kai oi ápaeves, ádévres THY $vawc]v xpfjsw Tis 
Onrcias, éEexavOnoay èv Tfj ópéfeu abrüv els AXXijXovs". ápaeves 
év poeci THY áo xoc vvv Katepyalopevot, Kal Thy ávruuaÜ(ay 

to the agency of such secondary causes, as fell 
within the range of their senses, than to that of 
a Supreme Providence, has been treated with a 
masterly hand by Perizonius professedly, and by 
Bp. Warburton incidentally in his Divine Lega- 
tion. See vol. iii. p. 272, seqq. 

24. wapiseoxav—els áx.] Several of the best 
positors, ancient and modern, are of opinion 

that this must signify ‘permitted them to fall 
into’ (see a similar in Acts vii. 42); 
meaning, that ‘God gave them up to the grati- 
fying of their lusts (they being so eager in the 
pursuit, as to listen to none of the warnings of 
reason and conscience), and to the dreadful con- 
sequences (pointed out in what follows) of such 
a course.” But that can hardly be permitted, 
either in correct Philology, or in sound Theo- 
logy, as taught not only by Paul, but by the 
Evangelists. Prof. Stuart, indeed, is of opinion 
that the term wapidexey ‘neither denotes an 
active plunging them into sin, nor an tractive 
letting alone, but a leaving them to pursue their 
desires, without checking them by such restraints 
as he usual] employs on those who are not yet 
hardened offenders. But thie middle view 
(purely is dictum) is liable to nearly the 
same objection as the former, in straining the 
plain — of the term. I see not how we 
can avoid coming tus the ig ud the 
term ie not merely permissive, but judicial, 
meaning that ‘ God kot only permitted them to 
take their own ovil course, but that he judicially 
delivered them over to the consequences, by 
withdrawing the restraints of his Providence and 
Spirit—gave them vp to the dominion of their 
own wicked ;ons.' See Calv. and Est., 
who have ably treated this important topic. 

25. This verse connects with ver. 23 (ver. 24 
being, in some measure, perenne): and con- 
tains a repetition of the idea there found, but, as 
Hyper. remarks, further illustrated, being set in 
a stronger light by the antithesis between truth 
and a Jie, the creature and the Creator. 

— Thy adfberay rou Osov) Render: ‘the 
true God ;’ abstract for concrete.— Ev o Webdar 
is for ale Tò rÜ dos, ‘into a lie,” i. c. a pretended 
God, an idol; for Wevdor, like the Hebr. so, 
denoted not only a lie, but any action which 
involved a lie. in Philo, p. 678, is repre- 
sented Moses, — seeing the golden calf, as- 
toniehed to behold ócor Wevdor áv dene ¿Àn- 

Oslas bwrndAdEavro. Hence the term was very 
ee to those lying vanities, idols; see Isa. 
xliv. 20. Jerem. xxiii. 14. In ig:fáoðnoav 
and ¿Xérpsucayv is designated every sort of reli- 
gious worship and services, external and internal. 
— TÓV spooler ly ‘to the neglect of (lit. 
to the passing the Creator; preterito Crea- 
tore, as Hilary renders. To this the Apostle 
subjoins, what almost all Expositors term a 

; as, they say, wae usual with the Jews, 
on occasions where the honour of God was con- 
cerned; see Gen. ix. 26. xiv. 20. Gal. i. 5 
Rom. ix. 5, et al. But involves the 
idea of something too formal for the present 
occasion, At least where the honour of God is 
impeached, such words may rather be considered 
with Hyper., Calv., and Gomar, as a natu 
outbreak of indignation, intended to set forth the 
heinousness of the offence, by contrast with the 
contrary duty. 

26. As at ver. 25 we have a repetition and 
amplification of the sentiment at ver. 23, so in 
this and the next verse we have a repetition and 
amplification of the sentiment at ver. 24; in 
which, too, what was there said generally, is now 
drawn forth into particulars. And so at ver. 27 
the Apostle again presents the ides, that this 
deep depravity of the heathen was the conse- 
quence and tbe punishment of their abandon- 
ment of God. 

In addition to the evidence here adduced by 
Commentators from the Class. writers, as to the 
dreadful corruption of morals in the ancient 
world, it may be noticed that the disclosures 
lately made by the disinterment of Herculaneum 
and Pompeii, are such as fully to confirm and 
illustrate all that the Apostle says, or hints, on 
the tremendous abominations of even the most 
civilized nations of the ancient world. Indeed, 
the most civilized were those the deepest plunged 
into the mire of pollution; the barbariuns being 

ively virtuous. 
. For dpgevee I now read, with Lachm., 

Tisch., and Alf, &poerss, on strong authority, 
confirmed by nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS., and by internal evidence, as will pies: 
from notes on Rev. i. 5, and Matt. xxvi. 35. It 
is unlikely that the Apostle would use both the 
forms in one verse; and considering that he has 
elsewhere used apo. only, why not here? 
— åyTıpıoðiav] ‘retribution,’ in the sense 
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hy eeu ris wAdyns avrav év éavrois atrohapBavorres. 28 Kai 
cables ovx eoxipacay tov ÉOcóv Éyew èv ervyvwces, Tapédaxev 
avTov; 6 @eds eis adoxisov voÜv, Trout» Ta uù KaOnKovTa 
29 Tem Anpoejévovs acy adicial, Tropveia], wovnpia, TXeovet(a, 

‘penalty.’ The word is rare, but found in Clem. 
Alex. and Justin Ma And we may compare 
dytlpepvov in Æschyl. Ag. 39. By this dyri- 
mictiay, cousidered as the penalty due to their 
wÀdáv (or abandonment of the worship and 
service of the true God, and darkening that 
knowledge of his attributes and their own duties, 
which had been implanted by God in their minds 
and consciences), there is a reference to all the 
dreadful ces, both physical and moral, 
which followed tbe practice of idolatry, and 
the abominations above adverted to, coneequent 
on it. 

28. xal wabwe oux ljoxluacav—Imuyutcst] 
In the words édoxiuacay and déóx«or we have, 
as Calv. and Hyper. remark, an allusio or par- 
onomasia,‘ que sequam ti et pens relationem 
eleganter indicat, et apte exprimit Divini judicii 
æquitatem ;' the sense being, ° As they did not 
choose to receive, or remain in, the knowledge 
of the true God, —God, in return, gave them up 
judicially to a perverse mind, which could no 
onger y dbi of any thing rightly.' Of this 
sense of óoxiuáTaip, ‘to approve, care for, choose,’ 
the most a te examples are Jos. Antt. ii. 7, 
4, Tà ÓrvóuaTa ToúTev ÓnXecat oéx idoxi- 
pasay, and Phalar. Epist. Ë 948, d:omep ovx 
¿doxluaXov &° viov %ownplay Auwsiv yijpas 
7aTpós. The term, however, is then thus fur- 
ther developed, ‘to have and keep God in their 
knowledge; in other words, ‘to retain the 
knowledge of the true God. In short, the 
Apoetle's aim is, to show their errors and sins 
to be voluntary, and consequently inexcusable. 
‘Wherefore (he says) God gave them up els 
&édxiuov vouv, " mentem rejectaneam,” “a 
mind judicially abandoned” to that depravity, 
which, however it may disapprove it, neverthe- 
less, by God's preventing grace being withdrawn, 
it ogee being thus delivered to the evil which 
it had deliberately chosen.” 

29. waxAnpwpivous waoy ádix(q, &c.] Here 
follows an enumeration, xarà avvaÜ0poucuóv, of 
the vices which were the natural fruits of the 
vous ádoxiuos. In this list many Commentators 
trace, and others endeavour to tniroduce, either 
by change of position, or by forced interpreta- 
tions and long parentheses, that order, 
in which they would have the whole expressed. 
But it should seem that the Apostle was here 
content to enumerate the vices of the Gentiles 
ina manner, as we find done in Wied. 
xiv. 1; thus exemplifying and justi/yi 
the charges just made. On the practical im- 
portance of such enumerations Hyper. re- 
marks, ‘in hujusmodi descriptionibus, in quibus 
presertim plura enumerantur peccata, babet 
unusquisque speculum eibi propositum, in quo 
et sua vitia consideret et propriam imbecilli- 
tatem cognoscat, unde adducatur ad imploran- 
dom De: misericordiam, et rum veniam 
ropter Christum flagitet.' The difficulty found 

in ascertaining the exact sense meant to be ex- 
pressed by the Apostle, arises from some of the 
terms being of considerable latitude, and from 

there being occasionally nothing sufficiently 
marked in the context to enable us to absolutely 
determine the sense by fixing it to one acceptation, 
to the exclusion of the rest; besides, that such 
ethical distinctions are difficult to manage, as be- 
ing * periculose plenum opus alex ;’ yet we are to 
do our best, by the use of all the means which 
exact Philology and sound eriticiem can supply. 
*Adsxla, with which the list commences, seems 
meant te denote iniquity im general; which is 
followed up by other terms more ial. Iloo- 
vela all the recent Editors cancel as not genuine, 
and arising from a var. lect. of the following 
word. But there is the authority of only sine 
MSS, and some inferior Versions and Fathers 
for its removal. And the evidence of Versions 
and Fathers ie, in such a case as the present, of no 
great weight. Under such circumstances, internal 
evidence ought to be decidedly against the reading, 
to justify its removal. But that is not the case, 
since much may be said as well as against 
the text. rec. It was likely that the Critics 
should stumble at the association of the too 
terms, where the former might imply the latter, 
and where a Clase. writer would be very unlikely 
to use both, Nevertheless, the terms are asso- 
ciated by a Clase. writer of the highest order, 
ZEschin. c. Ctes. p. 84, where he mentions Tà» 
Tov KTncíQorro? Torvnpía» xai wopystiap. 
And why should we not su the combination 
adopted xar wapovopaciuy, as a little after at 

Ovou, @ovov—dcuvitous, &ovvðť Tove, and at 
eb. xi. 37, £v ploOncuy, iwetpadoOycav, oceasion- 

ally in the Old Test., Is. xxiv. 18, and the Class. 
writers, as Apul. Met. l. ix., * mulier soteva. sava ; 

rvicax, pertinax?’ As to the chaxge of order 
in some MSS., that might proceed from the en- 
deavours of the Critics to én/roduce that regu- 
larity of pe which the Commentators are so 
fond of. However, internal evidence against the 
word must be admitted to exist, since it may bave 
arisen from the Scholiastes, who might think this 
vice ought not to be abeent from the catalogue ; 
end hence brought it in from other ; 
therefore I have placed the word in brackets. As 
to woynpia, it is, indeed, obscure in sense. But 
if the terme which follow ddixíg are to be re- 
garded (as I still think they should) in the light 
of more ial developments of the general idea, 
then it will be best to keep to the most com 
hensive sense of which these terms are be; 
in which case roy. will be best explained stier 

epravity of heart, Luke ix. 29, and xaxia (like 
vitiosttas in Latin) profligacy of life, what is at 
James i. 2] denoted by wapioosia xaxias. The 
intervening ^À«o». denoting habitual rapa- 
city; as in Mark vii. 22. 1 Cor. v. 8, Menand. 
frag. xii. 8, and the above cited passage of 
JEechin., and is placed after wovnp., exactly as 
in Luke ix. 39 it precedes woynpias in the 
similar words, yéust dpsays« xai aropnpías. 
As to xaxía, it is susceptible of two senses. — 
either malitia, ° malignity, as in Col. iii. 8. Tit. 
iii 8. 1 Pet. ii. 1; or ‘ wickedness, from de- 
pravity of heart, as issuing in Anavery,—a term, 
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&axíg' peorous QÜovov, dóvov, Epidos, 69Xov, xaxonÜeíag % fi- 
Üvpurràs, karaXáXovs, 0coarwyeis, UBpiaràs, trrepnddvous, áXa- 
Yovas, éfevperàs xaxdv, yovetow ametðsis, 9! aouvérous, áavv- 
Gérous, áeropryovs, [aamovdous,] daverejpavas ! 

in that use, very fit to follow up the rest. The 
same use of xaxía, as coupled with rovwoía 
occurs in ] Cor. v. 8, and the terms seem taken 
exactly as here. Kaxía also follows up some 

ing terms denoting vices at Eph. v. 31, 
t in a different acceptation. ‘ Malitia’ in the 

above sense occurs in best Class. writers. 
The next clause, peo-rots pice annus, 

introduces another class o i 
evil dispositions. Of these the three first seem 
meant to form a group, pórov being placed in 
the middle, to point at the of the other 
two; and the term psorods, on which see my 
Lex., is stronger than the wamAnp., and is = to 
our vulgar term ‘ cram-full,’ ‘ stuffed to the 
throat’ Render: ‘stuffed up with envy and 
strife, even to murder.’ As to the subjoined 
term caxon@., it may denote, as Kypke and Alf. 
think, and as I myself have thought hitherto, 
* that evil disposition which,’ ing to Aris- 
totle'e definition, Rhet. ii., ‘consists in viewing 
actions done by others in the worst light,’ as op- 
posed to 2ijGe.a, ‘ unsuspecting candour.’ But 
the notions of and guile, ascribed by Kypke, 
are not inherent in the term, nor to be found in 

of Polyb. and Jos. cited by him. 
Besi . term, so understood, i x4 — 
comport with the preceding terms. In short, 
eg daed to think. that the term was used 
(like égpogivy in Mark vii. 22, according to s 
probable interpretation) to give a colouring to 
the foregoing terms, intimating that evil disposi- 
tions are all blended with full purpose, and from 
an evil principle, yea, from the Aeart, the inner 
man. dee Mark vii. 21-—23, and note. 

30. Yibvpsords, «aTaÀ.] These terms are 
meant to be coupled (though wrongly separated 
by the verees),—the former, as Theophyl. ob- 
serves, denoting ‘secret,’ and the latter ‘ open 
ealumniators" As to Osoorvyeie, it ought, ac- 
cording to Class. propriety, to denote ‘hated by 
God; but the Pesch. Syr. Version, and most 
modern Translators, render it ‘haters of God, 
which Calvin, with all the earlier modem Expo- 
sitors, adopts, as being more agreeable to the 
eontext; and so (Ecumen. thought. Yet the 
other is ized by Theophyl., and is found 
in the Vulg. and Arab. Versions, and is pro- 
bably, not certainly, the true sense, as 
being called for by Philological propriety, and 
nof unsuitable to the context. But it must not 
be confined to the calumniators, but extended to 
the other classes of time and abandoned per- 
sons, who were confessedly ‘ Deo exosi.' 
— uBpioras, irepnd., 8 These terms 

seem to form another group. ' re far differ, 
that the first denotes insolence, as shown in gross 
abuse; the 2nd and 3rd, as evinced in con- 
temptuous behaviour and contumelious words. 
— igsupaeras xax@r] This, we may explain, 

with Chrysostom, Theophylact, Theodoret, and 
en., ‘persons who not only trate all 

the known vices, but seek out and savent others.” 
Bo in 2 Macc. vii. 31, Antiochus is called ác 
&axías evpaT:? : and Tacitus calls Sejanus * faci- 

vices, consisting of 

32 £ o(rtyeg TO LEo& 7.*- 

norum omnium repertor.’ As to the Virgilian 
.'scelerumque tavertor Ulixee, it is not to the 
purpose; nor the xa«é» eUpsTai of Philo, though 
quite akin to the Virgilian. The most important 
point is the fact, attested by Tacitus, Suetonius, 
and Plu „ that there were in that age per- 
sons styled i$svpsTai horv, who gained a 
livelihood by inventing new modes of producing 

sual pleasure. 
91. devrérovs is seemingly a Hebraism, to 

denote persons void of moral understanding, neg- 
lecting the true wisdom, and cleaving to sin, 
and so infra x. 19, quoted from Deut. xxxii. 2], 
T which comp. ddpeww in Ps. xiv. 1. Job 
M. 1U. 

In the terms which follow, dovv0érove—édy- 
sÀsñuovae, there is some variety of reading, and 
much of ë ion. Many ancient MSS. and 
some Versions and Fathers have not dc?róvdovs : 
which Griesb. thinks is very probably an in- 

ion ; and Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. cancel 
it. If that were the case, I should suspect &crop- 
yous and dovyO. to be interchanged in position, 
which would keep the subject of disobediexce to 
parents distinct from that of breach of contracts. 
And the omission in question may be ascribed 
partly to the scribes (ob homeoteleuton), and 
partly to the Critics, who thought the dosrórdovs 
useless after acvyðirovs. But the words are not 
quite synonymous. 'Ac». may have reference 
to public, davyO. to private life : or rather, dovy0. 
may mean breakers of covenants, and dc. those 
who exter tnlo no treaties; i. e. im , irre- 

L ; and thus it will consort well with 
draAasuoras. However, I cannot but suspect 
that dov/Oírovs and doropyove ought to change. 
Places; and although there be no direct authority 
in MSS. for this, yet there is indirect ; since there 
is little doubt that in the archefypes of those 
very ancient MSS. which have not dowovdous, 
the word was written after dovvtérous. This 
also is countenanced by the very ancient MS. 17, 
and Theophylact. Besides, as aoropyous is so 
closely connected with yovevouww drsiÜsis, dovr- 
íTovs, it seems impossible to suppose that the 
Apostle would have taken the word out of its 
proper connexion, and inserted it between two 
other words, which are likewise closely connected 
and by which there would thus arise an unuatu 
disruption. : 

'AvaXañuovas, pitiless, seems a step in the 
climax beyond dowovdous in the sense above in- 
culcated. This the historians attest to have been 
the prevailing characteristic of the — in ques- 
tion all over the Roman empire. By doroypyous 
is denoted a want of the natural affection between 
children and parents respectively: of this the 
historians supply us with abundant evidence. 
And no wonder; for, as Bp. Sanderson observes, 
in his Sermon on Ps. xxvii. 10, *although God 
has imprinted these natural affections in the 
hearts of men, in as deep and indelible characters 
as any other branch of the law of nature, yet, so 
desperately wicked is the heart of man, that if 
left to the wildness of its own corruption, it soon 
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Sixalwpa tod Oeod érvyvóvres, (Ett oi TÈ TotaUra mpácaos*rex 
w lA ? 9 , 9 A 9 ` 

tios Üavdrov eiciv,) où povoy avrà mooŬow, GAR Kai cvs€v- 
Soxovet Tots 1pdoaovet. 

II. 1* 406 avarroroynros 

shakes off that also, and quite razes out all im- 
prenne of the law of nature.” See Calv. and 
Iyp. Most, however, of the later Commenta- 

tors explain aor. to mean inkuman, ‘devoid of 
fellow feeling.” A view of the sense, which, 
though confirmed by Theophyl. and some ancient 
Versions, and however good in itself, seems not 
to be that intended by the Apostle. There is 
no need to desert the proper signification of the 
word, which is ‘devoid of eropyh, or natural 
affection,’ such as exists, or should exist, between 
parents and children; and, indeed, between all 
nearly related, either by —— or by 
— as husbands and wives. us the word 
is used to denote the being devoid of the eropyù 
existing between perents and children in Athen. 
p. 55, and of the being devoid of that which should 
exist between husbands and wives in Theocr. 
Idyll. xvii. 43. Plut. t. ix. p. 8. Upon the whole, 
I Me with Erasm., Beza, Est., Grot., Kop 
and Benson, in understanding the term to de- 
note *those devoid, from being self-divested, of 
the feeling c-rop-y?j, or natural affection, in its 
widest sense ; and of the failure of the heathens 
in that respect there exists sufficient evidence. 
See Grot. and Justin Martyr Apol., cited by 
him. True is the remark of Augustin, de Civ. 
Dei, xiv. 9, that ‘a good man ought to use the 
impulses of passion and affection as stimuli to 
the working of what is virtuous,'—especially con- 
sidering that these are implanted in our nature 
in order to be used for that purpose. 

With this description of the state of the Gen- 
tiles in the age of St. Paul may be dr wm the 
fine moral picture in Thucyd. iii. , of 
the state of society in Greece at the time of the 
Peloponnesian war, where seo my notes; also in 
Philo-Judsus, p. 123, of the state of manners in 
the world during his age, both among Jews and 
Gentiles; where, among other particulars, he 
notices doxiioacs áxpacoíac, ájpoaürns usÀ ira 
ivernósécsie aloxypiv, 0opà wavreAns Tov 
xaXov. also Max. Tyr. Diss. xxxvi. 2, 
Pausan. viii. 2, 2. and a very striking in 
Wind. xiv. 23—26 (of the Gentiles), in which 
there are so many points of strong resemblance, 
that it seems probable that the Apostle had it 
in mind. 

82. The Apostle now, as Alf. observes, *ad- 
vances to the Ai grade of moral abandon- 
ment—the of God's sentence against 
such crimes with the contented 
them.’ 
— TÒ dixaleoua ToU Grou imi vl * fally 

knowing the righteous sentence of a ; ke 
having it written by God on their consciences. 
By bv eyvórrss, the Apostle means ‘such a suffi- 
cient knowledge of the great outlines of duty, as 
should render them inexcusable for neglecting 
it; thus intimating that the crimes are not com- 
mitted in sgnorance, but with full knowledge ; 
those who commit them being well aware of their 
turpitude, and that such crimes are forbidden, 
and the persons habitually committing them (for 
such is the force of pico.) liable to the highest 

a 3 Sam. 13. 

Matt. 7 1. el, © avOpwire mâs 6 xplvov ! à» Q 

penalty, like that of capital punishment. “Fhia 
is mentioned as an aggravation of their crimes: 
but another particular is subjoined besides, os 
póvov avTà Woo, adda xai cuvevdoxoucs 
Toit 4páccovci, Where we have an amplifica- 
tion à minori ad majus ; meaning, that they, not 
only,—hurried away by passion, and sudden temp- 
tation, —commit such sins, but that they are so 
devoid of all sense of moral! virtue, that they 
even a of the sins when committed by 
others, and like the persons the better for c- 
tising the same. ‘Now, as observes Dr. South 
sermon on this text), * it surely argues a higher 
egree of depravity to deliberately justify and 

a wickedness committed, than to com- 
mit it amidst the influence of violent passion. 
Therefore the guilt arising from a man's delight- 
ing in other men's sins, or (what is all aa in 
other men for their sins, is greater than he can 
possibly contract by a commission of the same 
sins in his own . A doctrine not un- 
known to the heathen sages. So Theophr. Char. 
Eth. xxix., in his fine sketch repi $iXosorn- 
fae, first defines it ‘the love of bed men and 

actions, —which implies the loving of the 
men for their bad actions,’ and then, after vividly 
pourtraying this depraved taste, he concludes: 
kal Tò SAov ñ ptrdowornpla &ÓsA pri lori raze 
wovnplas. So also in Lysias, Or. p. 411, 6, we 
have ræv aùT&v foiw (° it is a characteristic of 
the same persons’) a’rode Ts Wawra Ta kaxá 
loyá(soOat, xal obs roovTovs ¿mnawsiy, ‘and 
to approve of, commend such persons [as commit 
them). The above view is, indeed, called 
by the most exact exegesis of the term ouvsevdo- 
xovet, which, when usod, which it very rarely is, 
as here, with a dative of person, signifies ‘ to 
approve of any action with another who commits 
it, to be pleased with it, and consequently to 
like the person the better for committing it. 

IL. In this r the position—that all are 
guilty before God, ie proved concerning the Jetrs 
also, 1—16; and the first Section of it is occu- 
pied in ing out the principle of ch. i. 18, 
thus developing those principles of justice, which 
commend themselves to every man's conscience ; 
—1) That he who condemns in others what be 
doth himself, thereby imsel/, v. l. 
2) That God's judgments are aecording to the 
true circumstances of every case, v. 3) That 
the special goodness of God towards any people 
forms no ground of exemption from deserved 
punishment; but, being designed to lead men to 
repentance, it, when abused, only aggravates their 
condemnation, vv. 8—5. 4) That the grounds 
of judgment are the works, not the professions, of 
men, still less their external relations, as Jews, 
or Gentiles, vv. 6—11. 5) That the standard of 
judgment, is the light which men have severally 
enjoyed. In the first Section the practice of the 
Jews was only intimated (for the Apostle pro- 
ceeds directly by gradually working on the Jew's 
conscience), but in the second Section, vv. 17— 
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yap rplveis Tov Érepov, aeavrov xaraxpívew* TÀ yap avTa "rpáa- 
gets Ò Kpiveoy. 2 Oidapev Sé Gre TO pipa tov Ocob dori xarà 
dAnGeay éri tos Tà Toa Dra Trpáccovras. Š Aoyily 5é rovro, 
© üvÜperre, ó Kpivov Tos TÀ TotaÜra Tpáccovras, Kai TOLD 
avrà, Ore aU éxhevEn Tò xpipa roð Oeo; *°% Tod TXovTov 
TIS YPHOTOTHTOS avToU Kai Tie avoyhs kai Tíje paxpoOupias 
xaTadpoveis, ayvoay Ett TÒ ypnoroy Tod OcoÜ eis perávoiáv 

b ch. 9. $5. 
Tea. 90. 18. 
3 Pet. 3. 9, 
15. 

e Deut. 83. 

cc ayer; 5*xarà Óé thy ocxAnpoTyTa cov xai apetavontov $$ aes o.s. 

29, there is a more direct reference to the Jews, 
in which it is shown that those who sin against 
higher degrees of knowledge imparted by revela- 
ton, must be more guilty than those who have 
offended merely against the law of nature; i.e. 
he plainly teaches the doctrine, that guilt is 
proportioned to the light that may have been 
manifested, and yet been abused. 

1. 210] ° wherefore,’ ‘such being the case,’ the 
conclusion comes out thus: ‘Since it must be 
conceded that those who know the judgments of 
God against such vices as have been named, and 
still practise them,—yes, applaud others for doing 
so,—are worthy of punishment; it follows, there- 
fore, that all who are so enlightened as to dis- 
approve of such crimes, and who still commit 
them, are even yet more worthy of punishment.’ 

In was 6 xpivwy we have a mode of expres- 
sion, in its indefinite form, well suited to the 
covert mode adopted by the Apostle, who chose 
to make the proposition general, though intended 
to be of particular application to the Jews.—i» œ 
yàp. ‘for wherein, xpives, ‘thou sittest in 
judgment, pronouncing sentence’ on TÓv ÉTtpor, 
* the other party —meaning the Gentiles.—osav- 
voy xataxplvee. Such, indeed, Grotius ob- 
serves, is a common law of all men. And this 

inciple he illustrates from various Juriste, 
istoriane, and Orators. Comp. the sentiment 

of Plato, P. 453, iv ols Urspoy alria Tat, dia- 
BáAAop šauróy Af£AnÜcs.— By wpaoces is 
meant, ° habitually committest.' 

That the Jews did thus harshly judge the 
Heathens, is well known. See Tacitus, Hist. v. 
5, cited by Wetst, and other authorities; and 
that the Jews were themselves defiled with the 
same vices as the pedem on whom the "s E 
jadgment, is prov the testimon 
Josephus and Philo. j : 

2. oidausy čí] ‘and yet we fully know.’— 
xarà &ArÜ., * according to true justice.” Comp. 
John iii. 21, and viii. 16; and see notes. ‘The 
j nt of God according to truth and justice’ 
1s here adduced by way of glancing at the oppo- 
site, the inequitable, because partial, judgments 
of persons in question; the Jews, who, while 
by summarily condemning others (the Heathens) 
excuse themselves: q.d. ‘ God's judgment is sot 
thus partial, but true and unerring;' and, conse- 
quently, the sentence it passes cannot but be, as 
— in the next verse, inevitable ; q.d. 
° How can those escape, who commit tho very 
things that they so harshly condemn in others? 

3. Aoyifn dt—Tov Geov;] The interrogation, 
ushered in as it is by Aoyi<y Touro, is equiv. to 
a very strong ton. A forcible and animated 
and not unusual mode of speaking, in which an 
sae — home, and grave expostula- 

OL. 

tion is involved. So in Joseph. Antt. xviii. 6, 
10, fov Adeoaw us Uwovoeis ÜaváTov Tov atro- 
x«pá&Topoe xaTawW/evaáusvos, aA’ ov xsbaÀp 
Ti GH ToUTOY ávauaEdutvot Tov No-vyoy ; 

4, 5. Here the Apostle alludes to the common 
ground of security taken by the Jews,—that they 
were the seed of Abraham, ‘the friend of God, 
that they were God's peculiar people, and conse- 
uently he would not deal harshly with them. 
his might be proved and illustrated by various 

esce of the Rabbinical writers, and not a few 
m Justin Martyr's Dislogue with Trypho the 

Jew. "The connexion is distinctly marked, and 
the objection forcibly put, by the Particle ñ; 
die ‘Or, admitting the general principle, that 
those, who do what they condemn in others, are 
themselves exposed to condemnation; do you so 
sbuse the Divine goodness, as to sup it will 
afford impunity in sin, when its real design is to 
lead you to repeutance ?' 

4. Ñ Tov 4XoíbTov—xaTadpovis] “H for 
num or as, as in l Cor. xi. 14. xiv. 36; intro- 
ducing a new objection, as at iii. 29, et al. In 
TOU xÀoúTou TIS Xpnoróryros Many recognise 
a Hebraism, for ‘rich mercy.’ Yet Grotius cites 
from Philo, brepBorn Tou morou TH dya- 
Oorntos Geo, and Palairet., from Aristen., p. 10, 
wpatloudyny 030 WAovTOU THs svwpemeiac, and 
Simplic. on Epict. mepo) ToU rrovTOV TH 
dyelérnrot tov Otcov. Thus there is no He- 
braism ; nor, indeed, any Hendiadys; the sense 
being, ‘the fulness or ‘abundance of God's 
goodness,’ as evinced in his forbearance and long- 
suffering.—As to karag., it denotes ‘a reckless 
slighting of proffered mercy,’ under the notion 
that it was not needed, inasmuch as no sin com- 
mitted by any of the posterity of Abraham could 
finally deprive him of the divine favour. 
— dyvowy] ‘not knowing,’ i. e. (as the con- 

text calle for) from eelf- uced blindness, and 
ty ignorance. See Heb. v. 2, comp. with 
os. iv. 6. Td xaa roy for ypnororns: a 

very rare phrase, the nearest approach to which 
is in Eurip. Phan. 1754, +ó xpfíciuov $psror. 
The term here, d-ysi, should be rendered, ‘is 
leading,’ or ‘drawing thee.” Comp. John vi. 44, 
where the ideas of *leading' and ‘ drawing’ are 
combined. The above interpretation is placed 
beyond doubt by Dionys. Hal. Ant. xi. 14, where 
Claudius, after a long and eloquent oration to 
the senate, has these words: wo\Ad—Aéyaty 
éxvaa, el miv yap iwi rà xpelrte BovAtvuata 
ó Beds dyti ce (Appius), kai wAelw Tavra TOY 
Ixay@v slpnxa’ al imi Tà xsipw, Óiakevigs 
Kai Tà Aowwad ip, where the present tense is 
employed with allusion to the couneel and pur- 
pose of God's Providence. See more in Calv. 
and Hyper. c 
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d Job 4. 11. 
Ps. 02. 12. 
Jer. 17. 10. 
& 82. 19. 
Matt. 16. 27. 
Rom. 14. 12. 
1 Cor. 8. 8. 
2 Cor. 5. 10. 
Rev. 22. 12. 
e Job 34. 18, 3 Thess. 1. 8. 

At ver. 5 the As argues, that such har- 
dened neglect of "s long-suffering, by obsti- 
nate impenitence, would only serve greatly to 

vate their condemnation, by an accumula- 
tion of the of punishment at the day of 
God's righteous wrath and vengeance. Comp. 
Zeph. i. 15 (a robably present to the 
mind of the Apostle), nuípe pris [éorey] 5 
juípa ixelyn, &c., and ii. 2—dy uipa dpynes 
stands for siç nudpay dpy., an idiom found in 
Mark i. 16. iv. 18. John v. 4, and often else- 
where. Its use here is confirmed by all the an- 
cient Versions, except the Vulg. and all the ancient 
Commentators ; likewise ev modern Ex 
sitor, until arose the novelty of taking it for ‘in’ 
or ‘at the day,’ broached by two or three German 
Expositors, and caught up, as something choice, 
by Mr. Alf., though it iuvolves intolerable harsh- 
ness. Even Est. directs the Vulg., ‘in die, to 
be taken for ‘in diem ;' which is read in the 
most ancient MSS., and may be the true petite 
The words have beeu rightly referred by 
Expositors, except a few recent ones, to Oycaue., 
on the force of which see my Lex. The next 
words xai &ToxaAÀ. dixaroxp. T. Osov are exo- 
getical of the preceding, and are a sort of peri- 
phrasis of, and c terizing the Divine judgment. 

6—11. On the substance of this Section see 
the analysis, supra v. ]. But I would further 
remark, that this portion was intended not solely 
to describe the nalure and ground of the judgment 
just mentioned, and show its justice; but was 
Introduced partly in order to engraft on the 
description of God's impartial justice to isdi- 
vid his impartial justice to nations, which is 
skilfully brought in at vv. 9—1). 

6. óc dwodwosi—ipya] ‘Hoc est enim (sa 
Eat.) justum exercere judicium.” Of course, the 
rà pya must mean ‘opera omnia ejus, tam 
bona quam mala,’ as Est. says, who adds, ‘omnia 
uidem prorsus et bona et mala, quecumque quis 

fecerit, in illo judicio proferentur in lucem, et 
(ut humano more loquar) examini subjicientur.' 

s to the retribution, the Apostle is, as Alf. re- 
marks,—and as Hyper. and Bulling. long ago 
saw, ing generally, i.e. of the general 
system of God's governing the world—the judg- 
ing according to each man's work, punishing the 
evil, and rewarding the righteous. At any rate, 
no a ent can ever hence be adduced to sup- 
pore tha Komanit view, as to the merits of 
man's works ; for, as Calv. observes, though the 
passage does say that good works will bave a 
reward, yet it by no means pronounces ‘ quid 
valeant, vel quid ilis debeatur pretii.’ It was 
not necessary for Paul here to consider the foit 
in question, eince it is, further on, broadly as- 
serted that ‘by works of law can no man be 
justified before God.’ The principle which in 
the preceding verse is stated y. is in this 
and the next two verses applied particularly to 
the two clasees-—first, as here, to the righteous, 
of whom the present contains a designation of 
their character, and the retribution which Ged 
will, of pure grace, deal out to them. 

ROMANS II. 6—8. 

xapdlay, Oncaupiters ceaur@ opyiy èv ñuépa opyis xai aro- 
xadinpeas Ssxatoxpicias TOU co), 9 48> amodwce: éxáa To xarà 
Tà Epya avrov T rois pèv Kal’ trropovny Epyou ayabod, Sokav ral 
Tuv kai aplapaiay Dyroboi ww aiwvior 8* ois Sè éf ipi- 

7, 8. In these verses the principle stated peu 
rally in the preceding verse is ied specially to 
the two great classes of men,—the righteous and 
the wicked ; the former of whom are designated 
at v. 7, the latter at v. 8; and here mois xaO" 
Uwomoviy ipyou dy., construed with {nrouce, 
stands for ¿$ iwouoryg (‘by patient perseverance 
in’) ipywv dyabäv: tho singular, as denoting 
the genus, being (as often p for the plural; 
see ver. 15. infra xv. 58. hese. i. 9. 2 Thesa. 
ii. 17. The terms óav» and r:uhy are by moet 
Commentators as synonymous, but 
conjoined to strengthen the sense; of which 
several examples are adduced by Wete. from 
Thucyd., and other writers. But in them the two 
terms are not quite synonymous; the former 
denoting the honour and diynity assi to an 
one; the latter, the thence resulting. 
d$Üapcíav is added by way of raising 
to its height; q.d. ‘even š ity of honeur 
and glory.’ Thus the idea is raised as far above 
whatever this world can supply,as immortality 
exceeds the longest life; and thus fulfilling the 
moet ardent wishes of man: for, according to the 
sentiment of an ancient writer, cited by Grot., 
wv Tote Üsoie dvOpwwoe süxsTa, Tvysiv, Tie 
&Üavacías xpsiTTov ovdly sÜysras, It is, how- 
ever, to be borne in mind, such modes of 
expression as these are not to be pressed as 
if the persons in question sre to be su to 
seek for aught more exalted than to see God, and 
to be me — and — but they are — 

as v. and Hyper. su in the 
light of periphrases descriptive of — ac- 
commodated to human views, feelings, and lan- 
guage, yet capable of salutary application to things 
spiritual and eternal. 

8. rois ¿Ë ipsOclas] Supply obes, for rote 
ipfYover, i.e. dpiaTixote ; as in the expression 
ol ix wiersmt and oi ix vónov, the sense be- 
ing, ‘to those who are stubborn and rebellious, 
disobedient to the truth; those who * in of 
obeying truth and holiness, pee obedience to 
unrighteousness and sin. The eeuse, however, 
involves no little harshnees; and I am half in- 
clined to agree with Ruckert, Meyer, and Alf., 
that ips@zfa is not derived from ŝp:s, but from Zoz- 
Me ‘ : hired workman Y Brent ng toned 

tÜsía, properly ‘to work for hire,’ but 
rely and generally, ‘ambitum ` used 
principally of offici who seek their orev 
pathos in the exercise of their office; aad 
ence ¿os (a, * ambitus, ° self-secking,’ ‘ greed." 

The above Expositors, indeed, adduce not an 
atom of {ret why not do something ? 
E'en ‘poach in Suidas for unlicensed Greek’), 
and in point of fact as to the derivation and the 
sense they assign, they mig have done so by refer- 
ence to that Lexicographer, who explains ip:0e0- 
sobar by dexa{sobar,and pib: iav by uioDapsíap. 
And so Phavorinus, Eclog. p. 59, explains éps- 
Gevesw by QovA see, ‘serving for pay; and ip- 
Osia by dovAn, adding that it ie derived from 
ipi00t, ‘a hireling' and i for ‘s hired 
workman,’ ially ‘weaving’ ot ‘spinning ; 
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Geias, xai areBoior èv TH GAn0e(a, meiDouévois 66 T dL, 
Ovuós xai opyy ° Oris kal orevoywpia éri cay Nrvytw 
avOparrov ToU xaTepyalouévov TÓ xexov, Iovdaiou Te, Tpárrov, 

so Apoll. Rh. i. 917, 4 eras Ip: oe, and so 
ëp40sóúes occurs, and so Heliod. Ethiop. i. 5, p. 9, 
ai Yusatxsç iptOsvovor, ‘are spinsters.’ But 
we may well that some erample of the 

ipe sense here unded * self-seeking,’ 
*greediness, should be adduced. Alf., indeed, 
points to one in Ignat. ad Phil. 8 8, where he 
opposes ¿p:0. to Xpicropabaa. t that 
sage ratber confirme the ordi interpretation, 
the word Xp«eroj. being formed on Col. iv. 20, 
omer dé ovx olTwt iuatere Tos Xpioór, and 
the word ip.0. used with allusion to Phil. i. 16, 
© uir» iE ipiOsías, and ii. 3, undév cat’ ipiÜcíar. 
Unless, indeed, Ignat. wrote Xpicrowa@eca, in 
tacit allusion to aùrorúðsia : and thus 
may rii nan s — P 
contends for, ‘self-seeking’ —paĝ. an 
—Faĝ. aro perpetually confounded by the 
scribes); but it is more probable that the usual 
roading is the true one; and on the whole it 
would seem best to leave the interpretation here 
sn open question. Conyb. adduces the use of 
épcBevopivovs, in Aristot. Polit. v. 3, for ia- 

` But that passage rather con- 
firms the sense found in 2 Cor. xii. 20. Gal. v. 
20. Phil. i. 17. ii. 3. iii. 14, 16, and has no- 
thing to do with the ‘ selfish ` assigned by 
Mr. Conyb. to the passage before us. That it 
bears any analogy to our word job i$ past my 
comprehension. By 4A702.:a is here meant ‘true 
doctrine,’ embracing the truths both of natural 
and revealed religion; see sup. i. 18; for what 
is seid in this verse is meant for Jews as well as 
Gentiles. It hae, indeed, been disputed whether 
the expressions deiÜovot piv Ty áXnÜksía, and 
weOouivors di Ty ddixia are to be understood 
of opinions, as Mey., de Wette, and Alf. think, 

— reir x sql be ee "uet ss is e; ially as being confirmed an 
illustrated by John iii. 21, and viii. 44. And 
thusdwei8si» 77 dA Sela will denote ime Calv.) 
* to be indisposed to do what is lawful and right.’ 

At Ovuós xal dpyn must be supplied from the 
context fiera: (for dwodo0serTa) ; though 
grammatically there is an azacoluthon. There is 

force in the expressions Ovuos—orevoye- 
pia, probably suggested by Ps. Ixxviii. 49, Sept. 
éEawiorarey sis avrots dpyiy Üvuov avrov, 
Ovuóv xai dpyhy xai OAdfw. Calvin truly re- 
marks, that ‘of these four iculars the two 
latter are, as it were, the effects of the two for- 
mer; and that in each pair the sense in the first 
term is intended to be —— by the second; 

ing * extreme anger; 

differ; not, however, in the way pointed out by 
the common herd of Grammarians, as Ammo- 
nius, whose dictum is, Ouuce uév iors wpooxat- 

' ópyi) dé wodvypovios pynoixaxia. Others, 
indeed, with some experience in the u of 
the best writers, qualify the Canon, by admitting 
that the distinction is not tually observed. 
No wonder ! because it is founded on error and 
falsehood,—the truth being that pointed out by 
Tittm. ut supra,—namely, that Ovuóe differs 
from dpi) in this, that Qvuós (dwó rie Oicsene 
kal Cicews tris Wuyne, as observes Plato) de- 
notes ' the mind rowesd to anger; but ópy? * the 
emotion of indigmation, issuing in the desire to 
avenge oneself! In which view Zeno, ap. Diog. 
Laert. vii. 113, well says, io: ix:ðvula Tine- 
pias Tov doxouvros #duxwx va, oU ?rpoa korr ws. 
Here we may see how accurately, and even phi- 
osophically, the words are conjoined, and 
in the very positon which exact propriety would 
require, But not so thought the Alexandrine 
Critics, who have been here busily employed, as 
in thousands of other passages, in improving the 
phraseology of the Sacred writers, and who, ac- 
cording to the knowledge they had derived from 
Ammonius, Phrynichus, and others, made the 
words to change their — by writing ópyij 
and Ovuóe, as required by Ammonius’ Canon 
and that found in Phrynichus; and accordingly 
they — in ópy?) xai Ovuóe, which we find 
in A, B, D, E, G, and six cursivea, confirmed 
by the Syr, Ital, and some other Versions, 
and some Fathers Scholz, indeed, adds ef alii, 
repeated by Tisch, and Alf. But the alii were 
purely imaginal, No others are on record, ex- 
cept one of Matthæi’s copias of mean note, f; 
and I cannot add one; for all the Iamb. and 
Mus. copies have the usual order, which, for the 
reasons above mentioned, can hardly fail to be 
genuine. I need scarcely add, that ancient Ver- 
sions and Fathers, in a case like this, are of very 
little weight. Nevertheless, our Critical Trium- 
virs, thinking themselves wiser than Matthei, 
Griesb., and Scholz, have unhesitatingly received 
the reading.—As to the phrase Oifis xai ors- 
vox. it occurs in Artemid. On., and 0A. xal dv- 
ayxn in 2 Cor. vi. 4. 1 These. iii. 7. Of course, 
as in the former pair, the nouns are better kept 
— ; yet the distinction made by Meyer and 

., that OX. signifies ‘the outward weight, or 
objective infliction, and orevoy. the subjective 
feeling of the pressure, is, however ingenious, 
purely hypothetical. The simplest mode is to 
— the second term as (by a climax) the 
stronger of the two, as is certainly the case in 
Artemid. i. 79. ii. 3, 37, 50. ii 57, 59; and in 
Arrian, Epist. i. 25 and 28, éavrovs OAifousy 
kal orevoywpovuev. The terms differ as our 
English ‘ to be pinched by narrow circumstances," 
and ‘to be so straifexed as not to be able to 
provide oneself.’ 

9. wacay Wuyxiv áv0p.] A form of expres- 
sion occurring in Deut. xxiv. 7. Lev. v. 
1, 2. Num. xix. 11, 18, end infra xiii. l. Acts 
ii. 1, 8, but used here for the sake of emphatic 
im preseivences. ar. , 

— kacagyat, T. k.] The kara is intensive; 
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fDe1- kai" EXXAgvoc 10 Sofa Se xai rin kal eipijvg vravri TQ épyato- 

1 Pet. 1. 17. 
Luke 12. 

pvo tò ayabov, ‘Iovdaim Te, mpõTov, kai "EXXqw. 
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u f Où 

h Matt.7. st. ᷣuaprov, avópws xa) amrodovvTar xal door v vóu% fjuaprov, 
Iu 1. 92, 

1 John 8.7. 

and the literal sense is, * worketh out," ‘ bringeth 
about.” Comp. Lat. perpetro; and, like that 
term, is, when applied to actions, almost always 
used of what is evil (though in Plut. t. vi. 130, 
cited from Eurip, we have vAoíTo adpetrav 
xatrapyactcOw), as we use our ‘ to commit.’ 
But here, where the Present tense Js used, de- 
noting *the habit' of the person, we may best 
render by ‘ practiseth.’ 

10. 'loudaíe Te, prov)‘ first in order’ (supra 
i. 16, and note), ‘ first in responsibility,’ as result- 
ing from his greater opportunities. 

ehave here theconverse of the preceding verse, 
forming a sort of resumption of what was said at 
v. 7. But to ó. and reu. there, is here sub- 
joined elońyn instead of dpO., as being better 
adapted to the antithetical expressions OA ivre 
«ai orevoxwpia; while it yields the same sense; 
as denoting that e and reconciliation with 
God, by which other blessings are crowned ; 
forming a foretaste in this life of that future state 
of felicity, * where the wicked cease from trou- 
bling, and the are at rest.’ 
if In the weighty words contained in this 

verse the Apostle means not only to give a reason 
for what he has just said, but aleo to anticipate a 
latent objection on the part of the Jews, as if by 
so speaking he had given them no such advantage 
over the Gentiles, as they thought themselves 
entitled to. To this the reply is, that [*it is right 
80 to de] for there is no respect of persons with 
God.’ Accordingly, the words form not only a 
confirmation of what has preceded, but serve as a 
transition to what follows. On wpocwrorn pia 
see my Lex. in v., also in rpdow7op. 

12. dco: yap &vouws Huaprov, &c.] This 
verse is confirmatory and exegetical of the pre- 
ceding, and that, as Prof. Hodge remarks, ‘ by 
the exhibition of the important principle evolved 
up to v. 16, that men are to be judged by the 
light they bave severally enjoyed ; the ground of 
judgment being their works, the standard of judg- 
ment their know * It is a question whether 
dvopess means ‘ without law,’ or * without the law 
of Moses.” Most all Expositors adopt the former 
view; but the latter is maintained by the recent 
German Commentators and Alf. Of course the 
subsequent ¿y vóue and did vóuov must be 
taken as if ¿v ros vóue and did Tov vóuov were 
written, the word following a Preposition per- 
mitting it. The former view is maintained with 
his usual ability by Bp. Middleton; to whom 
the reader is referred. On a point of Philology 
with which the learned Prelate was so conver- 
sant, he was likely to be right; and, as far as the 
course of ent goes, it seems competently 
made out. And it is confirmed by the suffrage 
of Professor Hodge, in his analysis of the course 
of argument. Nevertheless, there is much sem- 
blance of truth in Mr. Alford's representation of 
the course of argument, —namely, that ‘it is on 
that vy undeniable assumption, that all who 
have had a law given shall be $ by that law," 
that the Apostle constructs his argument, assert- 

51a vopov xpiOncovtat, 19 (“ov yàp oi axpoatal Tod vopov 
ing it with regard to the Mosaic law in the case 
of the Jews, and proving that the Gentiles have 
had a law given to them in the testimony of their 
consciences. ‘ Besides, he adds, ‘these verses 
are no general aseertions concerning men who 
have, and men who have not, a law revealed (for 
all have one), but a statement of the case as con- 
— — — The reader must 
judge for himself on what an ane 
J uestion.—The two terms xpiÜric. and ek: 
both represent resudf; the former issuing in 
condemnation, the latter in condign punishment 
by destruction; not, however, as observes Pro- 
fessor Hodge, that any are doomed to perish, for 
the Apostle is not spesking of the destiny of 
either Jews or Gentiles by being judged, but 
Sue rule by which men at large will be 

13. This verse is explanatory of the former, 
as assigning the reason for the declaration in the 
last clause; and the correct sense will d d 
on which of the two views propounded of the 
former be adopted. Mr. Alf. (with Lachm. and 
Tisch.) edits A ákpoa'ai vouov and ol Tointa 
pouou, and yet renders ‘hearers of the law and 
doers of the law;’ and remarks in his note, that 
‘with the omission of the ov yvouov in both 
places, the whole elaborate and ingenious criti- 
ciem of Bp. Midd]. on its use falls to the ground." 
Be it so; but surely it is reasonable to inquire 
on what authority the Article has been removed ? 
Simply on the testimony of MSS. A, B. D, E 
(Ist time), G, and 2 cursives, —3l and 46; to 
which Scholz adds et alii, repeated by Tisch. and 
Alf.; but, from what we have seen on former 
occasions, the good Professors ef ali cannot 
come into count. And, indeed, of the two cur- 
sives only, the principal, No. 3], (the Covell 2,) 
only omits the rou in one of the two phrases; 
and all the Lamb. and Mus. copies have the ov. 
So that, upon the whole, the external authority 
amounts to only 7 MSS., and of those two 
only omit one of the two times; very insufficient 
authority; espec. since internal evidence is in 
favour of the word; for the Article was far 
more likely to be omitted by the carelessnees of 
the scribes, than to be inserted by Revisers or 
Critics. Accordingly, Bp. Middleton's elabo- 
rate criticism does sof fall to the ground, except 
in the imagination of Mr. Alf.—But, to turn 
from verbal criticism to matter of fact, it is well 
observed by Professor Hodge, that “ though this 
verse, with the 14th and 15th, form a parenthesis, 
as is evident from the 16th, which uires to be 
immediately connected with the 12th, yet they 
are ir wr Agri to what immediately pre- 
cedes. The 15th is the ground of what is asserted 
in the last clause of the 12th, viz., that * those 
who bave sinned under a law ehall be condemned 
by it; and ver. 14, 15 are the und of the 
assertion, that * those who have sinned without 
a revelation shall yet be punished; because, 
though they have no [revealed] Jaw, they are a 
law unto themselves." ° 
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14. Tn this verse an objection is anticipated and 
overruled. It might be replied, that the Gentiles 
have no revelation, and therefore this cannot 
ply to them. To this the answer is, that the 
: iles have E law as really — truly as the 
ews, written, though not on parchment, yet on 

the tablets of their — (Stuart) 1 
— peer] meaning, by the instinctive sense 

of right and wrong, supplied by the light of 
reason and conscience, as o to the dictates 
of law. So Aristotle, Eph. v. 10, opposes the 
voor to the vouixór.—By Tà Tov vóuov we 
are to understand ‘the moral dictates enjoined 
by the Law.’—éavrois sic, vóuos: meaning, 
* they, by the dictates of reason and conscience, 
have a law supplied to themselves.’ 

15. otras ivdelixvuvra: — do 
These words are meant to establish an 

Otriwes may be ren- the foregoing assertion. 
dered, * qui; s. der: ‘inasmuch as 
they evince the’ effect of the [revealed] law,’ 
What it would have produced, what is tantamount 
to it. Comp. Aristotle, Rhet. i. 15, 6, vóuos ó 
&ypeuu£rot ob wot +d Epyor TOU vopov. 
us also Diogenes Laert., in his preface, says 

the barbarians have the Zoyov ris pidocodias, 
though destitute of the express form of it. 
Chrys. here enumerates three kinds of law, 
l. the &ypad»os vóuos of reason and conscience; 
2. the »óuos yeypaupévor, or the civil law of 
e&ch country (see Arnold on Thucyd. iii. 37, 3), 
and the law ¿y Zpyois, the same thing in essence, 
though without the express form thereof, as in 
the case of barbarous nations. The íxtard law 

mentioned is evinced to be in the case of 
Gentiles, by their actions; and its existence is 
further shown by the testimony of their con- 
sace confirming that of their actions. Con- 
science is here considered as a witness, bearing 
testimony for or against the deeds of the man, 
and in the latter case acting as accuser. Comp. 
Juven. Sat xiii. 198, and John viii. 9, seq. 
with Wisd. xvii. 11. 
By ypaxròv is meant, ‘deeply imprinted,’ like 
characters traced with the iron stylo on the 

waxed tablets of the ancients. The metaphor is 
found both in the Old Test. and the ancient 
writers in general. So JEschyl. Prom. 814, ñv 
iyypápov od uwñuocu sédToe posvav. In 
the words ypawròv iv T9 xapdia, the Apostle 
had probably in mind Jer. xxxi. 53 (quoted by 
him at Heb. viii, 10), 2i8o0ç sow vóuove pou 
tle riv Qiároia» aiv, kal iwi xapélas abr 
Urveypádye avrovs. is à. &e.] 

— GCvuuaprvupoócg)s abrioy Tie cuvacd., 
This is explanatory of what precedes, presenting 

vu£rpcv] 
illustrate 

two confirmations of what was before said, that 
the demands of the moral law are inscribed on 
the heart of man in a state of nature: the 
meaning (as Professor Stuart shows) being, * that 
the cote of conscience, which proceeds from a 
moral feeling of dislike or approbation, and the 
judgment of the mind, when it examines the 
nature of actions, unite in testifying that what 
the moral law of God requires, is impressed, in 
some good measure, even on the hearts of the 
heathens.’ 
— peTtakd dXXa, &c.] The full sense is, 

that ‘their reflections alternately, as occasion 
may serve, either condemning thom [when they 
act contrary to the dictates of right reason], or 
acquitting and jee ing them [when they act 
conformably to those dictates ].’ 

16. iv nuéog, &c.] This is to be joined with 
xpeOjaovra: at v. 12; vv. 13—15, these words 
forming a parenthetical explanation, or confir- 
mation, of v. 12. 

The words ¿v nuépa ore xpwwet—dvOporws 
form a fine periphrasis of the great day of final 
account, and one most apposite to the present 
purpose; with which compare a very similar one 
at ] Cor. iv. 5.—By ra xpuwra tov dvOpan ay 
most modern Commentators understand ‘the 
secrets of men's hearts,’ as 1 Cor. xiv. 25, ra 
KpuwTd +ç Kaplas abray, meaning their 
‘secret counsels. Others (as the ancient and 
some modern Expositors) take it to denote ‘the 
secret sins of men’ (sce Ps. xix. 12. xc. 8); 
others, again, *tho secret actions.’ It should 
rather seem, however, that and counsels 
are chiefly meant, yet so as to include their effects 
in deeds and actions. In this view we may com- 
pare what Thales said, who, being interrogated 
whether any action (meaning secret vigi) could 
escape the notice of God, answered, * No, nor 
even any thought.’ 

17-99. This portion consists of two sections ; 
1) 17—24, containing an application of the 

inciples laid down in the preceding section, 
—17, to the case of the Jews; 2) , a 

setting forth of the nature and design of circum- 
cision. The main purpose, however, of that ap- 
plication is, to convince the Jews of sin, and 
show them that they are obnoxious to Divine 
condemnation and punishment. To do this it 
was n to overrule and set aside the plea, 
that they are circumcised, and may therefore 
claim a covenanted right to salvation. Instead, 
however, of doing this in the former of these 
sections, the Apostle does it in the latter ; and 
in the former he only paves the way for it ly 
considering the principal grounds of their do- 
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pendence and boast, 1) their covenant relation 
to God, 2) their superior advantages as to know- 
ledge, so as to be infallible guides and teachers 
of others. This he overrules by placing in con- 
trast their disobedience to God, urging that all 
this, instead of extenuating, only aggravates their 
guilt; so that their condemnation will be no less 
certain, and far more severe, than that of the 
Gentiles. Their main plea—of circumcision— 
which might have been placed first, he considers 
in the second place, for the sake of greater 
effect. 

I have now, in deference to the united judg- 
ment of the Editors, from Grieesb. down 
adopted el dé, for text. rec. ide, from MSS. A, B, 
D, E, K, and about 30 cursives; I add Lamb. 
1185, 1190, Mus. 16,184, confirmed by the Syr., 
Ital., Vulg., Copt., and /Ethiop. Versions. In- 
ternal evidence is rather in its favour, since it 
might easily have been — into ide by the 
carelessness of Scribes, or by Revisers, to remove 
the Anacoluthon ; which, however, Alf. remarks, 
is only produced by the resumption of the thread 
of the sentence with od», v. 21. The ei dé od, 
as he adds, carries on the — he from v. 5, 
since when it has been broken off by reference 
to the great day of retribution, and its rule of 
judgment. ‘ But what, if thou callest thyself a 
ew, &c; the apodosis beginning with ver. 21. 
17. ¿imava aó To vópæ] ‘The full sense is, 

‘thou restest on and confidest in the law [as fully 
able to save thee]” Comp. Mic. iii. 11, iri roy 
Kuptov ixwarawavorro, and Arrian, Epict. i. 9, 
mentions a @iAdcodey dAXoit Oagpovyra xai 
évavaTavóusvor, where, as here, it is used of 
alee trust.—xavyaca: iv Oxo, meaning, ‘ thou 
boastest of thy knowledge of and that thou 
standest in a covenant relation to him, as 4y 
God.’ See Deut. iv. 7. Ps. exlvii. 19. 

18. The intent of vv. 18—20 seems to be, to 
first urge, and then ify, the knowledge of 
God, and his will, whereof the Jews boasted. 
Accordingly, the Apostle has here adopted the 
kind of language which the Jows were accus- 
tomed to use of themselves, when claiming 
superiority over the Gentiles. 
— ywaonae Td Or.) scil. adrot, i. e. Tov 

@eov, which is implied in the subject-matter. 
— soximaLare Té Quac.) q. d. ° Thou dost dis- 

tingaish, and consequently canst decide between 
things that differ; ‘thou provest, by putting to 
the test, and thereby rightly estimating and ap- 

iating things with different claims to pre- 
erence.” Comp. Phil. i. 9, 10, ip ixcyrácti.— 
sie Tò ðoxımásiw Tà iıapipovra, where see 
note. A very rare sense of vg occurring else- 
where perhape only in Andocid. p. 121, cited by 

sner. 
— xatnyovucvor, &c.] ‘by being instructed 

from youth upwards out of the Law, —the Book 
of the Law and its contents. 

19, 20. The foer e ions here occurring, 
forming too pairs, of which the first has refer- 

ywoceos kal Tie adnOelas év TO voug. 21 m°O ody diddcnev 

ence to the faculty of knowledge ; the second, to 
that of communicating it by instruction. ‘Odiyén 
Tu bÀ Qy, pws tar iv oxora, BatdevTny appo- 
vwy, Giddoxarov vywiwy, are specimens of the 
high-sounding titles applied by the Jews to the 
scribes and doctors, eho, from ver. 2], 22, are 
here especially had in view,—titles, as appears 

wiwo8at, con : by them— 
and the terms Tv$Xor, iv Tq G«oTtt, dppover, 
and pwiew, are meant to set forth the arrovarce 
of these odryoi, justly called by our Lord, Matt. 
xv. 14, odyyot Tv X ot. 

Of the words £xovra Tù» uopdoesciuw THs 
yvwotws, the literal sense is, ‘having [in the 
law] the form and figure of trne knowledge, or 
knowledge of the truth [marked out and pre- 
scribed by God'], consequently a perfect rule of 
moral truth.—Mopdwore properly signifies ‘a 
sketch of the outlines of any figure with chalk, &c., 
on a plain surface, as Turor is ‘the delineation 
of any thing by samp.’ Now as both are sup- 
posed to represent the trae form of any thing, so 
they are both metaphorically applied (vos in 
Rom. vi. 17, and popdwore in the present peas- 
sago) to denote ‘an accurate knowledge’ of any 

ing. 
21. 6 o0v dsddonev—diddonacs ;] This appears, 

from the illustrations adduced from ancient wri- 
ters, Classical and Rabbinical, to have been a 
common argumentum ad hominem. With re- 
apes to the heads of accusation which follow, 

bas been much learning and industry nced- 
lessly expended. There can be little doubt that 
these, and many other crimes, were committed 
by the different orders of the Jews, either in the 
full, or in a qualified sense. From the state of 
society in Judæa, as described by Josephus, — 
and rapine must, and we find did, extensively 
prerai among the lower orders. Seo Joseph. 

ll. v. 26. And there is no reason to doubt the 
existence of rupacity in the Priests, and the 
higher ranks in general. Adullery, too, seems to 
have defiled all classes, as indeed it had always 
done. See Jerem. v. & As to ! wo 
have no historical evidence on which to sustain 
the charge, in the liera? sense, of robbing tem- 
ples; and tberefore the expression here used is 
perhape meant of other crimes, which partook 7 
the nature of "m such as that of defraud- 
ing the Temple of God of offerings destined for 
him. Jos. Antt. xviii. 8, 4. Thus far in my 
former editions, I sm now, however, of opinion, 
with Alf., that the contrast between lepes. and 
Bsr. Tà elwa points at the kind of robbery 
meant; so that the sense must be, ‘ Thou who 
abhorrest idols, doest thou rob their temples ?* 
Comp. Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 4, where the law runs 
thus: uh cvAdyp lepà avic, pnd d» iror- 
vopacpiyov grime Oso KxeturrAroy Aauf&rviiw. 
This view 1 myself was induced to take many 

. years ago, and promulgated it in my ‘ Supplemen- 
tary Notes.’ Indeed the view, so far from being 
& new one, derived from recent German Expo- 
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sitors, is as old as the time of Chrys. and Theo- 
phyL, and was long adapted by Est, Me- 
noch., and Le Clerc. The comment of Theophyl. 
is almost wholly formed on that of Chrys.,—«ai 
ap sl xai éBdsAvocorro Të slóeAa, &AA' 
MAT, T Q«Xoxpnuaría Tvpavpvobuevc:, Ýr- 

Torro rey tldwhixav &raÜqu&Tor Ó aloyxpo- 
wipéecav. The general term in Chrys., xouuá- 
Tav, goods, effects, has its explanation in the 
more special and usual term ávaO uera, votive 
offerings, at vases, tripeds, &c. And Theophy- 
lact's expression dorrecÓat, as applied to these, 
must have the sense found in our verb (o touch, 
viz. to meddle with, ‘lay hands upon,’ ‘take te 
one’s self any property or effects." Accordingly, 
the term here, iepoovA\ dw, will signify ‘to rob 
temples,” by carrying off and appropriating any 
of its a, or jaaTa, ` consecrated 
articles whether statues or i or vases, 
tripods, &c. In the words mis. by Chrys., 
cpoépa sv d'rmyopevuívov Ta» ty Trois & 
Asio darrecOe:, fe had, I imagine, in mind 
Deut. Me 15. sorte, lg Hia reference ie 
not only to what belonged to the images, espec. 
the gold or silver about them, but to the vasa 
sacra generally. Certainly the words, Acts xix. 
37, avdpare toGrove obra lspociAove, * nor, as 
ye may su , robbers of your temples,’ seem 
to show that 1 the accusation was occasionally 
made; and, doubtless, sometimes with justice. 
That this íspocvA. was sometimes committed, 
we may infer from the formal prokibition by law 
in Josephus. As to any certain evidence of the 
commission of this offence by Jews, the defi- 
ciency of historical or other documents is such, 
that it would be too much to expect it; not to 
say that the writings of antiquity have not yet 
been brought to light so completely, or examined 
so carefully, but that some positive, or, at least, 
incidental proof of the thing may turn up. The 
thing is itself not im and may have 

in the usual course of that petty traffic, 
which the Jews then carried on in all the civilized 
countries of the known world. It can hardly be 
doubted that among them there were fen, as all 
along since, not a few receivers of stolen : 
And, considering that tho guilt of him who re- 
ceives is as great as that of him who steals, thus 
the Jews who received such stolen — 
might be said themselves lepocvAsiv, That the 
term iepoavA ety had an especial reference to the 
abstraction of lapd draÜruara, is certain from 
Artemid. On. iii, 8, lepocvAsiv xal xAdwray 
ccv avabhuara. f 

24. rò yàp óvoua] Here the Apostle brings 
directly home the charge, at which he had be- 
fore only hinted. The words headed by xaos 
Aa Nala! * the fact is so, as it is written 
n Scripture,’ are not, properly speaking, a quota- 

tion of any one passage, but, while formed chiefly 
from Is. lii. 5, they have a reference also to 
Ezek. xxxvi. 20—23. The full sense intended 
is, ‘ The foregoing charges are not without foun- 
dation ; for to you may be applied the re 
occasionally cast on your forefathers by the Pro- 
phets. The name of God is by your means (i.e. 
on account of you) evil spoken of among the 
heathens.’ For the heathens reasoned, ` What 
sort of a religion must that be which produces 
such a life?’ 

25. The words of this verse are meant to anti- 
cipate and reply to an objection, which the Jews 
men make to the whole of what the Apostle 

said, —namely, ‘ Ay, but circumcision is 
surely, you will grant, a great thing, as being a 
seal of the covenant. Ans. True; circumcision 
is effectual, if, &c. ; i. e. ‘did you but live an- 
swerably to the obligations implied in this cove- 
nant-sign, it were well; otherwise the privil 
to which vou are entitled, as a Jew, will avail 
you nothing for salvation.” How deeply rooted 
was their notion of the complete efficacy of cir- 
cumcision to salvation, has been shown by Grot., 
Lightf., and Schoéttgen. The Apostle takes for 
granted the superiority of the Jews over the 
Gentiles, and the efficacy of the Law to salva- 
tion, if its moral precepts (called Tà étxata@uara 
ToU vóuov in the next verse) be but observed ; 
otherwise, he intimates, the advan would be 
lost. By »sóuo», indeed, Bp. Middl. thinks is 
meant, not the Law iiself, but moral obedience, 
or * virtue,’ such as it was the object of the Law 
to inculcate. And he directs vouov to be so 
taken at v. 27. Yet there, as vóuov corresponds, 
by is, to rdy vouoy, it is clear that vóuov 
is equivalent to ToU vóuov. And this must de- 
cide the sense of vouov in the kindred passage of 
the free verse. By vópov we are to under- 
— the Mosaic Law, moral as well as ceremo- 
n 

In waeptroun here we have the sign for the 
thing signified,—i. e. the being a member of the 
Jewish Church, and entitled to all the privileges 
thence resulting. And so, in the next clause, 
éxpofvovría stands for the state of the áxpó- 
vc'Tot, or those not in possession of those privi- 

es. 
e. The Apostle, after having proved that the 
sins of the Jews must render them obnoxious to 
the Divine wrath, as well as those of tho Gen- 
iles, s to demonstrate what he had said, 

vv. 7—10, that the righteousness of the circum- 
cised Gentile must also render him acceptable to 
God, and rewardable by him, as well as the 
righteousness of the Jew. 
— bay obv ñ dxpoBuorla, &c.] Here 4 &xpo- 

Bvoria is put for of dxpdBuoro:; abstract for 
concrete. by Tà Gixai@pata TOU vouou are 
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meant the moral requirements of the Mosaic 
Law, which the Jews so grievously neglected. 
— obyl ù &xp.—Aoyic0. ;] ‘would not his 

uncircumcision be accounted as circumcision ?* 
‘would he not be regarded as a circumcised 
person?’ The interrogation with oby! involves 
a strong affirmation—‘ Certainly he would.’ 
* Eodem loco apud Deum quo circumcisus, par- 
ticeps foederis, particeps beneficiorum ; nam Deus 
fidem intuetur, posthabita rpocemoAnwWig,’ as 
Carpz. remarks. 

. [ am now induced to regard this, with 
many eminent Expositors, not as a continuation 
of the question, but put declaratively, and form- 
ing a separate assertion ; the Apostle now openly 
affirming what he had at first only intimated,— 
that their neglect of the means of grace would 
bring condemnation upon them—and paving the 
way to the next verse. 
— xai xpwweit)} ‘he shall even rise up in judg- 

ment against, indirectly; i. e. by his example 
and indirect testimony. Comp. Matt. xii. 41, 
seqq. Luke xi. 31. 
— ù ix Qc. depen. * he who continues in 

his natural state of uncircumcision.’—rs\ovca 
is for éwireXovoa, ‘by performing its injunc- 
tions. 
— oa yodpu. xal mep.) The did is rightl 

rendered T Ë V. by? so that it be ur ü 
denote ‘under,’ nearly = Latin * per; the Pre- 
position denoting, as Heumann first saw, the 
state ‘in quo Judeus Legis transgressor ver- 
setur; i. e., as Alf. explains, the state in which 
the man is when he does the act regarded as the 
medium ¿Arough which the act is done. By 
yeáuu. some understand the /effer, as opposed 
to the spiril ; others, the divine ion given 
to the Jews in the Law of Moses, by a tacit A 
position to the wswritten law of nature; q. d. ‘If 
& Gentile should perform what the Law requires, 
would not this show, that you are worthy of con- 
demnation who tra the law, although you 
enjoy the light of revelation, and the privil 
which a state of circumcision confers?’ Thie 
latter sense (supported by Grot., Crellius, Estius, 
Lo is preferable, from its being (as Crelliue 
has shown in a very masterly exegesis) far more 

ble to the context than the preceding one ; 
which cannot be extracted from the words with- 
out some violence. 

28. où yàp ó iv res pav., &c.] These words 
suppose the answer of the foregoing to be made 
in the affirmative; and the yap has reference to 
a clause omitted : q. d. * Yes, truly; for he,’ &c. 
"Ev To davepe is for pavepess, e. ly; and 
supply, from what follows, 'Iovóaios; meaning 
Ó Órres 'lovóatos. The full sense is: * He is 
not so much the real Jew, who is only such 

ó év TQ kpvrrTQ, ‘Tovdaios, xai Trepvrou:) xapbías, év mvevuate, 
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openly, peblieiy, and externally (i. e. by birth, 
habits, Anguage, &c.); neither is that circum- 
cision, which is manifest and external, the irse 
one.” 

29. Here wepirouy must be taken twice, as 
was '[ovdatoe before: and by repitroud is to be 
understood $ Óvret weprrouy, meaning (as it 
is then explained) the sptrifxal circumcision,— 
namely, that of the heart, by cutting off evil 
affections. See Deut. x. 16. So a Rabbinical 
writer, cited hy Wetatein, says: ‘If a man be- 
lieve as he ought, circumcision will not make 
him a Jew; but if he believe as he ought, he is 
a Jew, though he be not circumcised.” 
— dy wravpati, ob ypdumati] Many refer 

this to the Holy Spirit, and the precepts of the 
Law. But the context rather requires the sense 
assigned by others, ‘in spirit, or Calvin, ‘in 
spiritu posita. By ypdum. is meant the ex- 
ternal observance without piety; by mwvevpu., 
the end of the ceremony, which is spiritual. 
So in 2 Cor. iii, 6, the Gospel is designated 
as a ministration ob 'ypáguaToc, éÀAA4 wesv- 
partos. 
— ol ò imawwoe, &c.] The general meaning 

is : ‘Such an one aime not at the praise of men ; 
but he will receive both praise and acceptance 
from God, who seeth not as man seeth, and who 
trieth the heart.’ ‘Ita rursum,’ observes Calv., 
*hypocritas, qui se falsis persuasionibus deli- 
niant, retrahit ad Dei tribunal ;' those Pharisees, 
and Pharisaical Judaizers, who sought to gain 
the praise of men by their outward sanctimons- 
ousness, which is here contrasted with that in- 
ternal and sanctity which seeks only the 
raise of God, the Judge of all. See the edify- 
ng remarke of Hyper. 

IIT. In the present chapter the Apostle is 
chiefly occupied in refuting euch objections to the 
p ing statements as might be su to 
occur to Jews; and the Chapter is divisible into 
three parts, I.) a brief statement and refutation 
of several objections to Paul's reasoning, 1—38. 
II.) a confirmation of his doctrines from the tee- 
timony of Scripture, followed by a setting forth 
of his conclusion,—that by the works of the Law 
can no flesh living be justified before God, 9 
20. IIL) an exposition of the Gospel method of 
justification, 21—81. At vv. 1—20 there are 
Jour objections made, or difficulties started, which 
are removed by the Apostle. The first, at v. 1, 
is this: ‘If the circumcised and the uncircum- 
cised be treated alike at the last judgment, and 
the Jews are equally guilty with the Gentiles ; 
and if the external observance of the Mosaic 
Law will not avail to justification, of what advan- 
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tage, then, such being tho case (obv), can Ju- 
daism be?' To this the answer, at v. 2, is, that 
the benefit, of greater spiritual knowledge, was 
thereby conferred on the Jews, by their being 
entrusted with the oracles of God. I quite agree 
e eclesie is — take the quee- 

and in very similar passages] not as 
coming from an objector, but as "on by the 
Apostle himself, anticipating the thoughts of his 
reader; rather, the objections which may occur 
to a reader. 

2. The expression rol xarà wdvra Tpórov 
is a very strong one, and the answer is not to the 
firs question of v. | only, but the second also, 
since it is included, by implication, in the first, 
for ‘to be circumcised’ ie equiv. .to ‘being a 
Jew.'—xata a. id means, ‘in every — 
‘in int of view.'—1Tpoeror, ' an foremost! 

— deioresOncavy Ta Adyia Tov O.) ‘ were 
entrusted with the oracles of God ; meaning, the 
word of God in the Scriptures of the Old Test., 
all the revelation therein by God of himself; on 
which sense see my Lex. N. T. in v. X¿yuov. 
On the Syntax in iie Tas0., see Matth. Gr., 
and also W iner's. —To advert to the matter itself. 
Tbe Jews were not only entrusted with, but, as 
Paul admits by his silence, were faithful pre- 
servers of, Scripture. Their care and 
solicitude in — t are potiri: to ja 
various passages, by Josephus, an ilo, 
p- 1022, D, cited by Carpz., where he well charac- 
terizes the Scriptures as pede So Àoyia. 

9. Here we have the objection, namely, 
bow the Apostle's views can be reconciled with 
God's faithfulness to his promises, made to the 
Jews? q.d. ‘Supposing that many Jews have 
been unbelieving and disobedient, shall this make 
the pledged promise of God [to bless the seed of 
Abraham] of none effect? '— Tí yde; ‘quid 
enim ?' * What, then?’ Comp. Bem , vi 
yap, al á&iuxai UU raros ; 
— sl ícrncav] This seems equiv. to 

&vio T0: ticas, * were unfaithful’ to the covenant 
contained in the Adyza entrusted to them ; for I 
agree with Alf., that the sense ‘did not believe’ 
would be out of place here, where Paul is not 
speaking of faith, or want of faith, as yet, but of 
moral guilt, the — of v. 5. rectly 2 ne 
interpretation was lo antici Ya 
to whose able note she reader is referred.” 
— fh $ amioria—axatrapyicu;) The inter- 

rogation (which is more pointed by the use of 
the 47, an? num?) involves a strong negation, 
which is more fully brought out in ud yérovro 
following. . 

4. ywícÜ0n —WdsósTns] The difficulty, which 
many have here found, may be obviated, b 
bearing in mind that the strong negation in u 
vévorro ! contains, by implication, an assertion of 

the contrary; q.d. ‘God is sof proved unfaith- 
ful. This, indeed, may prob. be intimated in the 
next words, yipío8o, &c., of which the full sense 
seems to be, ° Let but God be found true and 
faithful [to his promise, as he assuredly will], 
though every man were proved to be a violator 
of the covenant.’ On further consideration of 
this peculiar e ion, I believe the sense of it 
to be, ‘let God be held, or ed, as veracious, 
though ere man be counted for a liar. In ac- 
cordance with this is the exposition of Theo- 
doret, who explains by Óipuay Adve, ‘let us sup- 
pose it is so in words.’ Astothe Vulg. rendering 
est, the framer of that Version, Jerome, must 
have written esto, since, in his Comment. to 
Titus, ch. i, he e the sense by fiat, as 
does Ambrose. Calv., who has ably traced the 
scope of the » well observes, that the first 
member of this sentence contains the primary 
axiom of Christian philosophy. Why the second 
was added (tak s. cxvi. 11), is well en from 
accounted for by Hyperius. 

This assertion by implication is more plainly 
developed in the words following, drwe dy dixar- 
«ys, of which the sense seems to be, ‘So that 
the result may be (to use the words of Scripture), 
that thou shouldest be justified, or brought in 
clear, when thou art called to account for thy 
dealings.’ Here there is a — allusion: 
though the Deity is not considered as the judge, 
but as a : 1; and any defendant, 
who is brought in clear of blame, may be said 
pixy, because he carries his cause. Tbus the 
sentiment obtained by this accommodation of the 
words of David, may be expressed (in the words 
of Prof. Stuart) as follows: * Whenever God 
speaks by way of reproving or condemning men 
let him accounted altogether just, and let him 
be fully vindicated.’ 

5. Here the Apostle as another objec- 
tion which might occur to the reader ; q. d. * If 
our unrighteousness display the righteousness of 
God (the mode appointed by God of becoming 
righteous by faith, 1. 17), would he not be un- 
just, if he punished us for this unrighteousness P? 

— owiorno.) On the sense of this disputed 
term one thing is plain, that the customary ver- 
sion ‘commends’ cannot be tolerated. Most 
recent. Commentators — as Koppe, Rosenm., 
Stuart, and Peile—explain the word, with Erasm. 
and Grot., declarat, ‘renders conspicuous.’ But 
I find no ancient authority for this interpretation. 
All the early Versions, except the Vulg. (which 
is a free Version), render it confirms, establishes, 
proves. And though the foregoing Commen- 
tators endeavour to establish the interpretation 
from infra, ver. 8. 2 Cor. vi. 4. vii. 11. Gal. ii. 
18. Philo de Mig. 394, c, rh» codlay avToU 
cuviornas (scil. 6 O«ó«) ix oU xoopov O:0n- 
piovpynxévar, yet the learned Loesner, who fur- 
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nished them with these passages, rendere ovvic- 
rno: by comprobat, and subjoins four 
other passages from Philo, where the word has 
this same sense. In short, the interpretation 
they adopt can only be admitted cow with 
the other,—inasmuch as he who establishes and 
proves a thing to be this or that clears op all 
doubts about its existence; and, in fact, Wets. 
long ago blended both senses, rendering, * De- 
monstravit, et clara luce posuit;' and he cites 
many of ancient writers, proving that 
the term may be taken in this pregnancy of 
sense. Suffice it to refer to Susanna, v. 61. 

At uù ddikos 0 Osós ó isripíper Thy Ópytiv; 
there is great delicacy in the wording; the Jew 
not meaning posure to deny the justice of God 
in punishing, but only to hint that it may be 
questioned. The full sense is, * Is, or is not, God 
unjust?’ A milder way of saying, ‘Is not God 
unjust?’ The phrase iid. Tù» ópyñ» may be 
rendered, ‘who visits with his anger i. e., by 
implication, punishes. The phrase has been found 
no where else, except in Polyb. xxii. 14, 8, and 
is synonymous with imidipey tiw wowi, 

immittere, found in Ja Antt, iii. 13. 
be Apostle, though he here speaks in the per- 

son of an objector, yet, to prevent any mistake of 
the words uù dóuxos, &c.. appriees his readers 
that ne rears in that quality. For the phrase 
xata dvlpwwrov Nive is best — to mean, 
‘I as men (meaning the objectors in ques- 
tion) are accustomed to speak in self- justification, 
and when thus circumstanced.’ 

6—8. In these verses the objection is removed, 
and that on grounds conceded by the objector 

' himself. 
6. dwrsi—xdapov] ‘since [if this be the case], 

how shall God judge the world P" viz. in righte- 
ousness, which is involved in the very idea of 
God's judging: a sense of ¿mai found before 
uestions implying a d awa (as here and in 
Cor. xiv. 16. xv. 29. Heb. x. 2), and before 

similarly hypothetical clauses. On the true force 
bere of ixa) I have fully treated in note on 
1 Cor. v. 10, adducing examples from Scripture. 
Suffice it here to adduce two similar examples 
from the Class. writers: Soph. Œd. T. 390, irai 
—'ToV ov uárTie st; Anonym. ap. Buttm. Gr. 
Gr. 8 149, ‘Ewsi, wae dv Qiaxpívoquey aire ; 

7. In this verse the sentiment of v. 5 is re- 
sumed and completed, and the words are from 
the supposed objector. See Calvin and Hyper. 

The sense of the passage may thus ex- 
pressed :— If the fact of the Jews having broken 
the covenant [by not believing in Christ] has been 
the cause that th Ë God has e promise o ex- 
tended res cer) to a still greater number 
of le, why are the Jews punished as sinners 
for ief? It would be enough for them to 

` . 
` 

lose the privileges of the covenant; or rather, 
they should continue to live wickedly, because 

redounds from it to the world at large." 
o advert to a matter of Philology,—érepieozu~- 

cep means lit, ‘has become superabundant, has 
——— to more.” See my note on Thucyd. 

ii. * 4. 

— eT] means ‘ false dealing ;' * unfaith- 
——— wa frequent in the Old Test. 
The term, as Mr. Locke justly observes. was 
here used in preference to dé:xia, for the sake of 
antithesis to ° the truth, or veractty, of God." 

8. xal mi xabee—rd dyala;) ‘Yea, why 
not say, as wo are slanderoualy period [to ayj, 
as some affipn that we do say? Let us, &c. 
There is no difficulty in wey aA. aR hag dd from 
the following context; an irregularity, indeed ; 
though one often found in Thucyd. 

the many methods which have been pro- 
posed of adjusting the construction, and deter- 
mining the sense, here, the oniy satisfactory one 
is that of Chrys. and the Greek Commentators, 
as also Zeger, Pisc., Crellius, and Stuart. The 
Apostle is here speaking i» kis own person, not 
in that of the objector, and the words are an 
answer to the preceding objection ; not, indeed, 
a one, but meant to show its futility, b 
pushing the argument as far as it will go. Wi 
the uj) we must repeat Tí from the preceding. 
Thus the sense may be, * And why [at thie rate] 
may not we (as we are elanderously to 
do, and some say that we maintain) do evil that 
good may come?’ Yet I prefer (with Grot., 

amm., Limborch, and Stuart) at xai Tí mù to 
su 
À — and at AacnuosneÜa, we — 
The words following, xai xabee paci rivet 
huas Ayew are exegetical of the preceding, 
‘Why may we not maintain (as we are elan- 
derowsly reperted to do), let us do evil?” &c. 
This supplying of a word from a : 
clause is, indeed, an i larity in — 
but occurs in the best writers, especially Thucyd. 
By the we is meant we Christians ; and conse- 
quently the rise may mean non-Christian ca- 
lumniators, whether Gentiles or Jews; and the 
whole passage may be freely ted : * Why, 
then, may we not say (ss some do actually, 
though slanderously, accuse us of saying), Let 
us, &c.? By dv rò xpina ivčıxov dor. is 
simply meant, * whose offence is such as justly to 
merit punishment [from God}, i. e. they will be 
called to a strict account for this, and justly 
poner The condemnation and punishment 
ere adverted to are not of those who slandered 

the Apostle, but of those who adopted a maxim, 
or principle, which must expose them to the 
detestation of all good men, as well as to the 
jadgment of God. 

ly, from the Adyaw of the parenthesis, 
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9—20. ‘The Apostle, having answered the 
objections to his ent in proof that the 
Jews, being sinners in the sight of God, are, 
as such, to condemaatien, draws, in v. 
9, iu ebvious — that they have, as 
to the matter of justi ion, no -eminence 
over the Gentiles. gr ped bbe ç doctrine of 
the universal sinfulness of men, by numerous 
quotations from the DET oi These pe 
sages are descriptive of their depravity in general, 
vv. 10—12; and then of its special matifestations 
in the sius. of the tongue, vv. 13, 14; and sins of 

€, vv. 15—18. The conclusion of all * 
reasoning, from consciousness, experience, an 

ipture, — — deve ao pound of 
; but, as the ture saith, are guilty, 

as — as sr — Mer all be world 
is guilty before . v. 19; an necessary 
consequence is, “° no flesh can be justified by the 
deeds of the law," v. 202” (Prof. Hodge.) 

9. The Apostle now returns to the subject he 
had before been treating of, which had been 
interrupted by the above di ion. (Calv. 

The — er] ( ) 
another y 

answered in the words followi It has, how- 
ever, always been a disputed point among Inter- 
preters whether we eheuld point ri oby ; v poeyó- 
pba; or TÍ ob» orpoexóusÜn ; In the former 
caee, the sense will be, What, then? have we 
any superiority [or not] ?' In the latter, ° What, 

, is eur superiority ?' A sense sufficiently 
goed, but liable to this strong objection, —that 
the answer, où oárTes, will not then be suit- 
able; since that can m mean, No, certainly ; 

ant. vi. 25, wot yap 

ovdiv, * No! by no means.” 
Demeeth., cited by Winer. The other punctua- 

- 

iable to greater or less objection ; 
as has been shown bv myself in Recens. Synop., 
and by Stuart and Alf. The least objectionable 
mode of taking the word, is to it (with 

ancient Commentators, a of the mo- 
derns, aids Beza, — Bengel ; — — 
recent Forei itors) as not a Passive, but 
Midd. put for Active. Thus the sense is, ‘ Are 
we (Jews) better off (than men P ‘Have we 
any claim of preference P' To which the answer, 

above explained. ie very suitable. Propriety, 
indeed, has been thought to require rayrest ov ; 
but obdiv wévrees has been adduced, in justifica- 
tion, from Hdot. v. 34. But that is scarcely suf- 
ficient. It would seem that ob vrárres has a 
stronger import than the other, and might best 
be pointed ov, wavrwt, ‘No! certainly not.’ 
That the Apostle intended as strong a negation 

BsTados avepypévos ó XápvyE aù- (559. 

as posible, is clear from the context; q. d. 
*No!! inasmuch as both ies were, as to 
justification, on a level;’ both being, as the 

s to show, alike ‘ander sin,’ both 
as to its guilt and its power, and sinners exposed 
to the ion of sin.—The next words, 
wpopriack&ueta yap, ought not to have occa- 
sioned such perplexity to Expositors, since the 
€ mu to — an sense, ‘ We have 

ore (already) on nds 
to be Ske inde aia’ No example, indeed, ne) 
been adduced of this senee; but how it arises 
has been ably shown by Crellius, who skilfully 
founds it on a sexsus pragnans, in which the 
idea of proving s ee on b of crimi- 
nating ; q. d. ° we have a y,on we unded 
— ———— proved.’ Of the next words. T 
duaptiay civat, the full sense is, * aro brought 
under, and liable to be [traly] c d with 
sin,’ éwódixor (seo ver. E^ implying *liability 
to Divine punishment." is weighty truth is 
then confirmed by several testimonies from vari- 
ous parts of the Old Test., part of them spoken 
directly of the Jews; part including, by implica- 
tion, the Gentiles aleo. The quotat — they 
may be called such, which, from the 3r:, may 
be doubted,—are made with some laxity, and oc- 
casiopally ad sensum rather than ad literam. In- 
deed, it should seem that the Apostle meant to 
express only the substance of the words of Ps. 
xiv. t), and then ed to advert to 
wbat , alludi so to other — 
namely, from Ps. v. 9. x. 7. xiv. | xxxvi. ]. 
liii. 8. cxl. 3. Prov. i. 16. Isaiah lix. 7. The 
alteration at ver. 14 of airov into abréy is 
merely adopted for ion sake. 

11. ó cwo] meaning, according to the He- 
brew idiom, * he who is righteous and godly ;' lit. 
tis eo wise as to fear God.’ Here the expressions 
Ó oumiav and ó ix(yrér Tov Gedy are not syno- 

us; but the latter is a stronger term than 
the former, and meant to further develop the 
— thorein. — 

e:wOneapy might mean, ‘t 
have — — from the — 

rs that there is here a Motosis, by which the 
mild term sseless is employed to denote ‘ what is 
positively bad and injurious.” Thus the sense 
must be, ‘are become corrupt,’ or ‘ depraved.’ 
Tlowety xpnorornra is a Hellenistic phrase for 
rois ayabdy. 

18. dvecyptvor] Most Commentators 
refer this unusual metaphor to offensive and poi- 
sonous discourse, tending to corrupt morals, sent 
forth from the throat of the wicked, as noisome 
stenches from an opened sepulchre. It is, how- 
ever, more natural to it, with Calv., Grot., 
Crell., and others, as a description of the deadly 
calumny, by which the wicked destroy (figura- 
tively, ‘swallow up’) their fellow-creatures. 
Thus dveqyniver is taken in tho sense gapurg, 

This 
But 
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as the grave, to denote their ‘ readiness to destroy 
them’ (so Prov. i. 12, ‘let us swallow them up 
alive as the grave’), as a grave seems ready for, 
and as it were , the dead, and ‘ cannot be 
satisfied ; see Hab. ii. 5. 
— idodiovcay for idollove ; a Macedonian 

and Alexandrian form, said to be derived from 
the Baotian dialect. 

As the last clause was descriptive of that 
calumny, of the worst kind, by false accusation, 
whereby its victims are brought to utter destruc- 
tion; so tkis and the next are, I apprehend, 
meant to designate that lower species of the 
same vice, which deals not in open false accusa- 
tion, but in secret n ; ana oea af 
guises its Purpose under ng and decei 
speeches, to lure its intended victims. The 
second clause intimates the extreme nosiousness 
of the slander, by comparing it to the deadly 
poison of aspe ; designating that virulent slander, 
which cankers the brightest reputation, and those 
bitter biting speeches which sting even to death ; 
see James iii. 8. The next clause, av TÒ orona 
&pàs kal aixplae yéust, designates tho opposite 
to this secret insidious slander,—namely, open 
and bitter expressions of hatred, malice, and all 
uncharitableness. 

At ver. 15 the sins of the heart and tongue 
are represented as carried into action, and that 
eagerly and swiftly (ó£eic) ; ‘quick are they to 
carry into effect the mischiefs they meditate; 
(ber being, as Thucyd. says, i. 70, imivoneat 

ets kai. dwiredioa oye 8 av yvæsw,) 
where ó£sis answers to the rayivol in Isaiah. 
In wodes we have a highly grap ic expression, 
as infra x. 15, and Acts v. 9. Comp. Appian, 
p. 873, who calle the murderers of Cesar dvdpes 
Tayvepysis xal póvov arAdpus. 

16, 17. Here we have, in words derived from 
Is. lix. 7, 8, a fine representation, almost hie, 
of savage ferocity, which, wherever it makes its 
attacks, spreads devastation and ruin. The next 
clause, ddcy slprvns obx iyvecay, contains a 
further trait of evil. ‘Peace never enters into 
their thoughts or cares; all their counsels being 
only evil continually, never to do good to any 
one.” 

At ver. 17 we have the last touch of the pic- 
ture; not, indeed, to show (as has been com- 
moni supposed) that they are destitute of piety, 
and do what they list without any fear ol God 
(see Luke xviii. 2): the words being rather 
meant (as Calv. suggests) to indicate the foun- 
tain whence such bitter waters flow, —namely, 
the want of that fear of God by which alone men 
depart from evil (see Prov. xvi. 6). Compare 
Hesiod, "Epy. 185, where, after inveighing at 
considerable length on the vices of the men of 
his ago, be thus concludes: ZyérAw! ovdi 
Orv Omi eldcrec. Also Thucyd. ii. 53, 0o» ài 
$óBos, À ávÜpermor vónos ovdsle draipys, ° re- 

strained them from evil ; and so Lucret. : * Nec 
jam religio Divom neque numina magni Pende- 

tur.” 
19. olóausr ĝi, bri ó vópos Aiya) In olda- 

pa» we havea r expression, equivalent to 
tit is well known, it must be admitted.’ Thia 
is meant, as Hodge says, to prove that the above- 
cited texts are applicable to the Jews, since they 
occur in the Jewish Scriptures ; so that the Jews 
cannot pretend that they refer to the Gentiles, — 
since, being found written in their own Law, and 
addressed to tlem, they must be considered as 
meant for them ; though, indeed, for the Gentiles 
also, the expression being of universal applica- 
tion. By 6 vóuos is meant ‘the whole of the 
Scriptures of the Old Test.,’ comprehending both 
the Law proper, and the Prophets and Psalms. 
See my note, 1 Cor. xiv. 21.—rote iv Tc vou, 
lit. ‘to those in the Law, ‘within the circle of 
its professors.” In AaAei there is a Hellenistic 
use of the word, found in John viii, 25, and 
other of the Gospel (see my Lex.) ; 
though, at the same time, it carries with it more 
of popular impressiveness than Aéys: would have 
done ; q. d. * What the Scripture speaks concern- 
ing the characters of men, it must be understood 
to say of those to whom it is — directed — 
the Jews.’ In short, this was intended to anti- 
cipate the objection, —' these hes were 
not directed against us.’ To which the reply is, 
that they have reference to them; for what the 
Scriptures there say, is said with a reference to 
persone under the law, i. e. Jews, the elect le 
of God; see Calv. The ment, then, is, that 
* as the Jews believed that the Heathens deserved 
the conn n of — — — 
represen ews as bein eeply guilty in 
the sight of God, so it ay zeit E be con- 
cluded (as ie done in the next clause) that both 
uten te tence Fore Me ee ed as 
iable to condemnation;’ in {ya wav oroma 

paz the conclusive Particle Iva means ` whence 
it follows that ; for, as Hyper. remarks (and so 
Cal v. ), the words fva way, &c., form a conclueion 
to the whole of the first pn of the confirmation, 
On this use of Ye with Subjunct., equiv. to ws, 
or Sree, lit. * whereby should digo apu be 
stopped, see an Article in the Class. Mus. No. vi. 
p. 943, referred to by Dr. Peile. Of this use of 
$pácati, ‘to put to silence,’ by leaving any one 
without any apology, see examples in my Lex. 
inv. There is, as Calv. points out, a forensic 
allusion ; since, in courts of justice, a conscience- 
stricken silence is condemnatory. The wae ie 
emphatic, as put for 6Xos,—4. d. ‘ not the mouth 
of the Jew only, but that of the Gentile also” 
== ‘the whole world.’ Of iva wav ocroue pp. 
the sense is, ‘so that [thereby] mouth 
should be stopped ;' in other , ‘all men be 
reduced to silence,’ by being deprived of any ex- 
cuse. ‘Ysrod., ‘has become subject to the judg- 
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ment of God ;' liable to his condemnation, and 
to punishment. It is a forensic term = the 
more Class. vrevOuvor; thus it occurs in the 
later Claseies, and once in Plato, The words 
Srodixos yiv. Tp Oo may best be rendered 
(agreeably to the forensic allusion), * become, on 
conviction, liable, or subject, to the Divine judg- 
ment, or condemnation.” 

20. We have here the weighty conclusion from 
the whole preceding course of argumént; q. d. 
* Because by works of Law shall no flesh be jus- 
tified before him.’ According to this view vóuov 
will here mean the moral law, whether written 
or unwritten, i.e. law in general, any law, 
whether applicable to Gentile or Jew, any rule 
which ibes a duty, by obedience to which 
men might claim a promise of reward; and thus 
goy. vou. will signif. moral or ritual observances. 
Such, too, is the view of the sense adopted b 
every Expositor of note, especially Bp. Middl. 
and Dr. Peile; though not a few itors at 
all times have taken vouov for ToU vouov, the 
Mosaic Law. And this view is adopted by 
almost all the recent German Commentators, 
and Mr. Alf. Bp. Middl., however, urges, with 
great force, that ‘any such explanation falle short 
of the Apostle’s argument; it being bie 
to show, that no man whatever can be justified 
by the works either of the Jewish law, or of any 
other. On the other hand, Mr. Alf. objecte that 
* no such general idea of Law seems ever to have 
heen in tbe mind of the Apostle, but always the 
Law emanating from God, Gop's Law, w 
in the partial revelation of it written in the con- 
sciences of the Gentiles, or in the more complete 
one given by Moses to the Jews.’ And this view 

firmed by the words at vv. 28, 29, 
wpis pyw vóuov. “H ‘lovdalesy 6 Osós povor ; 

the whole, the point is a matter of doubt- 
ful disputation; and so much may be said for 
and against the latter interpretation, that it may 
justly be considered an open question. 

In &d Yap ad irren an. te have an 
ergumentun à contrario ; q.d. ‘for by law, or 
by the law, is only the knowledge of sin; «d. 
* so far from being — only know that 
you area sinner; of that truth you have a 
fall and complete knowledge, arising from con- 
Maia = is Dee full e —— 
n short, great doetrino which the e 

crisis S atali is (as Hodge well observes} 
this :—' the ground of the sinner'e accept- 
ance is not is himself; it is nothing sulyective, no 
state of mind, no work of morality or form, 
nothing produced in him, or done by him, but 
something done for him, which he must accept, 
and on which he must rely.” 

21. Having shown the utter insufficiency of 
human merit to attain salvation, the Apostle pro- 
coeds, vv. 21—30, to point out the method 

o ob. 10. 19. 

whereby alone men, whether Jews or Gentiles, 
can be justified‘ namely, the ri FA 
God, or the justificats faitÀ revealed in 

, and through the propitiatory sacrifice of 
Christ, —whereby all boasting ie excluded, since 
this justification, from its very nature, must be 
gratuitous. Thus all, both Jews and Gentiles, 
aro placed on the same footing ; and this doctrine 
ie no other than that of the Old Test. also. 
First, then, the Apostle reverts to the subject he 
had touched on at i. 17,—namely, that by the 
Gospel alone is shown the way to salvation; 
— truth he now cinta, more fully to 
establish. 

— Nuvi d&i—wegavipewra:] Render: ‘ But now’ 
(i.e. as hing variu — a ] Cor. xv. 20). 

— yepis vou., &c.] * without (lit. ‘a from 
Law, a righteousness [ which is] of Goa (= God? 
righteousness) has been disclosed (comp. &szoxa- 
Avwrerat, supra i. 17), being borne witness to by 
the Law and the P » constituting the body 
of Scripture, containing a recorded d tion of 
God's will s will, 

22. dex. dà Osov, &c.] A continuation of the 
foregoing sentence, to which it is bound by the 
i, which is exegetical, and may be rendered, 
‘and that, 1 my. or ‘I mean’ = ‘namely :’ 
examples of which are adduced by Matth., Buttm., 
Kühn, Winer, and Hartung on the Particles. 
Render: ‘a righteousness, to wit, of God, which 
S (appointed to be) through faith in Jeeus 

rist.’ 
— 8:4] denotes ‘the instrumental caüse;' as 

at vv. 24, 30 and Gal. ii. 16, where the death of 
Christ is said to be the efficient, and faith in 
Christ the instrumental, cause of our salvation. 
As to the force of the added words (so disputed 
as to their sense) sie wayrat xal iwi wévrat, 
I am still of opinion that is not here to 
be su ; but I now see reason to reject 
Prof. Stuart's view, according to which the ir} 
is understood to denote intention. — That sense 
may rather be assigned to the «le, as signifying 
‘intended for all [without distinction of Jew or 
Gentile] ; though what is the exact meaning of 
the ivi I would not undertake positively to 
determine. Sufficiently apt is the sense assigned 
br Dr. Peile, ‘realized unto, brought home to 

, viz., who truly repent and believe the Gos- 
pel; but is wanting that such a sense is 
inherent in the words. And, indeed, what is the 
precise sense that the Apostle himself meant 
to affix to the iwi, 1 would not venture posi- 
tively to pronounce. I am now inclined to view 
this as constituting a potnted form of expression 
poe with meaning, — as may —— 
€ in writers o t energy, such as 

Thucyd. and Demosth. To the sage I have 
already adduced from Thucyd. vi. 11, wapi 
aXsiorov xal àG wXsiorov, I now add Plut. 
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Sympos. l. vii., ñustç gavrove ypwo0as evystt- 
Couer, oy iwi acl» ior kai pis wavras ¿E- 
ayuyn, ‘of which the — to all and 
unto all is lawful ;' though there, I admit, ¿=i 
may have the sense for, i. e. ‘for their use and 
behoof,' as in Jos. Antt. xv. 9, 1, where we have 
Xenmara dawavey mpe pidroriulay, ‘for the 

of munificence.’ 
š reason 

that, as Hyper. remarks, à contrario et 
antithesin) why this was impossible; ‘inasmuch 
as all have fallen short of the glory of God ;' and, 
consequently, as salvation by works was impossi- 
ble, it was n that this justification by 
faith — be ̂  — signif —— 

— Toreaatobast properly signifies ‘ to e 
behind in a race; Dat is here used in a fgura- 
tive sense. What that veripneis is, will depend 
on the meaning ascribed to rie ddEne Tov Osov, 
which some interpret, *the image of God, in 
which man was created ;' others, mere rightly, 
* the glor; and happiness of heaven,’ as supra 
li. 10. v. 2, viii. 18. Yet it should rather seem 
to mean (as Grot., Crel., Calv., Hyper., and 
Rosenm. explain) ‘what will uce that, 
namely, the approbation of God. The passage 
means, by Afesoeis, they incurred his disappro- 

i at John xii. 48 we have 4 ofa 
ToU Osov opposed to + ófa TG» &xÜpórmov : 
and the Genit. is, in both passages, used as if 
ix or wapa had preceded: as in John v. 41, 
te rap ávÜpeéTer ob AapBdve, and at 
] Thess. ii. 6, A Stal {nrourres ¿Ë ávÜpermov 
dofay, obrs, &c. Thus the expression vere- 
pourra: will be very suitable; since, as vere- 
psi» often signifies ‘te come too late for any 
od so it may mean ‘to fail of attaining.’ 

. Sexacovuevor] scil. wdyrse, on which the 
Particip. is dependent; the Participial sentence 
being, as Alf. observes, ‘subordinated to the 
grand general statement of the insufficiency of 
all to attain to the glory of God.’ This circum- 
n is to —— since the words (as 

yper. remarks) form a itionis generalis 
summa,’ and, indeed, form ibe coun of 
the one just preceding; viz., that all who obtain 
this justification must obtain it dwepedy, gratis, 
without reference to any merit, or of their 
own. In the words following, TẸ adrou ydprrt, 
we have an emphatical tition; or rather (as 
Hyperius suggests) ‘the Apostle meant by this 
to point at the principal ient cause on tho 
pert of God in our justification; namely, his 
mere grace and favour.’ 
— da Tis d*oNvrpécios] denoting (as 

Calvin says) the material, or instrumental cause 
of our justification ; namely, that * by his obedi- 
ence unto death Christ satisfied tho justice of tho 
Father, suffering in our stead, to free us from the 
tyranny of death, by which we had been held in 
bondage.'—d4 oA /Tpocis signifies properly, ‘ the 
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act of redeeming any one’ from death or sla- 
very by paying the AóTpo», or price paid for 
ransom. It here denotes ‘propitiation’ (with 
allusion to the idea of ‘ransom’), the method of 
redemption provided by Jesus Christ. 

25, bi. 8v 4tpoíOsro—lX ac-rüpiov, &c.] * This 
portion contains the ground of our deliverance 
rom the curse of the law, and of our acceptance 
with God, and constitutes therefore the second 
step in the Apoetle's exhibition of the plan of 
salvation, He had already taught that justifica- 
tion was not by works, but by faith, and entirely 
gratuitous ; be now comes to show ow it is that 
this exercise of mercy to the sinner can be re- 
conciled with the juetice of God, and the de- 
mands of the law.’ (Hodge) I know not why 
some Commentators, as Calv., Kypke, and 
others, should here render by 'fore-ordained, 
fore-appointed ;' for wpe in composition has rarel 
the sense of afore, and never elsewhere wi 
Tinus. Hence I would retain the sense act 
forth, which is fully established by examples from 
the best writers; though the Apostle may have 
intended, besides the publicity of the appoint- 
ment, to intimate, as Theophyl. says, Sr: Táda: 
wpowpiero N dia Tov aluaros Tow Xpiorou 
ae ane Ne — e — 

aitors are t it is (as in Dio Chrys. 
Orat. vol. ii. 184) an Adjective used substan- 
tively (like yaproripiov, ewrüpur, &c.) to 
denote an expiatory victim, or a propitiatory 
offering, or sacrifice.—i» Te avTov aiuats ought 
not (as it has generally been) to be connected 
with did. The wlorsess, but, as some of the beet 
Expositors are , with iAasrhpiov. Thus 
Gud The whores will be kept s rus as it ought 
to be; since it here denotes, as Hyper. remar 
the lent. inst cause, on our t, of 
our justification ; or, ` a ‘the su ar ti 
mesas of appropriating this propitiation ;' while 
iv Te uite denotes the formal insirumental 
cause thereof. ] 
— TpoíÜsro] Of the several senses assigned 

to thie word, though that of ‘set forth" deserves, 
as I have said, the preference, there may be a 
sactificial allusion, as in Eurip. Iph. Aul. 1592, 

— ale vd iÉ iy THe ocx. avrov) These words 
show the purpose of the setting forth above men- 
tioned; namely, ‘for a proof, or display, of his 
righteousness, the mode of justification which be 
proffers. The next words, ĉia Ti)» wapecww, 
denote the énstrument, or immediate cause ; 
may be rendered, * by means of (or, through) the 
passing over, overlooking, the sins.’ By mpo- 
syoudray duapr. are meant sins committed 

re the revelation of the Gospel.—iv 7g 
¿vox# Tov Osov, ‘ by the forbearance of God." 

At ver. 26 we have a resumption and em- 
phatical a ee of what had been before said 
(as supra 2], d:xatocivn Geov—dinaiocivy Ge 
Osov), the sense being, * for a proof, or demon- 
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stration, (I say) of his method of justification.'.— 
Fer isde«Ewr, m., Tisch., and Alf. edit from 
4 uncial and a few cursive MSS., 09e Thv ivè. 
But that reading is forbidden by the els čvðs:čı» 
vet dix., found in all the . at ver. 25; for 
it is not to be imagined that the Article would be 
OIN one — oyed in — 

ther is correct : , sa ing the Ar- 
ticle to be used, the sense will be, ‘ sa the makin 
known (i.e. for the pu of making known), 
ed declarandum ; ivdacéie being considered as a 
verbal noun, equiv. to the Latin nd in dem. 
Alf., indeed, says that ‘the Article distinguishes 
this ipdesEce from the former; as the and 
whimaie object, of which that ivdacEc:c was a sub- 
ordinate pert.’ But that. is a view both forced 
sad vapid. If the Article be adopted, it can 
only be justified in the way I have pointed out. 
However, internal evidence is against the Article, 
which was more likely to be inserted by Critics, 
who th t it necessary, than removed, or 
emitted, in all the MSS. except 7 or 8. ‘In the 
clause ale rò elva:—'Ineov, the Apostle (says 
Stuart) leoks back to the whole sentiment pro- 
posed in vv. 21—24; which is, that all men are 
sinners, and that a regard merely to the Law, 
L e. a sense of justice merely on the of God, 
er he being dixa:os merely, does not in itself 
permit justification by everlooking or setting 
aside the penalty of the Law; but the death of 
Christ is an ient of infinite m rd 
which the fall claims of tho Law may be 

on, or 
sufferings of him who died in 

Redeemer bas made the exercise of God's mercy 
consistent with his justice. And eo, with re- 
ference to four Divine attributes parted at 
the fall of Adam, having met at the birth of 
Christ, it is said, Ps. lxzxv. 10, ‘Merey and 
Trath are met ; Righteousness and 
Peace have kissed each other.’ 

27. The Apostle now infers from what has 
been seid, that all reason for ing of their 

its was excluded, both to Jews and i 
— & Re Mov wiorews]| meaning, * by the law 

requires faith as the condition of. justifica- 
and refers every thing to faith alone, and 

of God." 
We have here a repetition of the main 

Proposition, again inculcated, both as a conclu- 
ob eee Los 
a text whereon to adduce further arguments on 

same subj 
— leyi(óusÜ0a. o9», riers, &c.] ‘We come, 

, to thie conclusion; that wan (meaning 
men af both Jews and Gentiles) is justi- 
Sed by faith, apart from, and without reference 
te, the works of any law, and wholly in a gra- 
taitous manner by faith in Christ. The being 
Justified by faith is here plainly opposed to justi- 

$ 
Fs 

fication by works, i. e. on the score of meri, or 
perfect obedience. Comp. su v. 24, and 
infra, v. 1. ii 16. On these words it is 
remarked by Robert Hall (Works, vol. i. p. 334), 
“ When it is asserted that we are ‘ justified by 
faith,’ I cam understand it in no other sense than 
that we are justified by a penitential reliance on 
Christ'e blood and righteousness, which as the 
Socinians have not, they cannot be saved.’ That 
they are eo to be understood is plain from 
another of this Epistle, v. 1 and 9; for, 
after saying, at v. l, ‘ being justified by faith, we 

ve peace with God,’ e Apostle, at v. 9, 
subjoins, as equiv. to it, ‘being justified by his 
blood’ (iv Te aluar:). We may, therefore, be 
allowed to combine the substance of both asser- 
tions, and we shall have the very definition laid 
down z Mr. Hall. 

— For ov», A, D, F, G, and 9 cursives, read 
yap, which is adopted by Griesb., Scholz, and 
Aig. while Tisch. retains the text. rec. ; rightly ; 
since the authority for the change is insutficient ; 
and internal evidence is nol, as it had need be, 
entirely in favour of yap. Alf. thinks ody arose 
from misunderstanding Aoyí(ouat. But why 
should not oç; have been a correction, from the 
same cause ?—namely, by Critics who did not 
recognize a conclusion, and consequently aceom- 
modated the Particle to their view. As to Cony- 
beare's reason for adopting yap.—that the argu- 
ment seems to require it, —it is ill-founded, since 
it would only prove yàp to be the more difficult 
reading, and therefore more likely to be genuine. 
Besides, Conyb. himself renders ‘ ore we 
conclude.’ I mean not to assert that ‘1 conclude’ 
is certainly the true rendering. The true sense 
seems to be, ‘I reason.” So Calv., ‘ consttiuo ;" 
and Hyper., ‘ arbitramur ; and a mighty master 
of logic (Calv.) says, ‘ Nane pease propo- 
sitionem quasi indubiam igit, addit& etiam 
explicatione.’ But what is reckoning, or reason- 
ing, introduced by oj», but drawing a conclu- 
sion? It was because the ancient Crities did 
not understand this, that they altered ob» into 
yàp, though od» had been the reading as carly 
as the time of the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

29. ‘We have here the second result of the 
Gospel method of justification; it presents God 
as equally the God of the Gentiles and the Jews, 
He is such, because it is one God who justifies 
the circumcision by faith, and the uncircum- 
cision through faith. He deale with both classes 
on precisely the same principles; he pursues, 
with iu to both, the same plan; and offers 
salvation to both on exactly the same terms.’ 
(Hodge.) What is here said scems intended to 
anticipste an objection of the Jewish readers, 
who might lay hold on the term dvOpexor in 
the generic sense, and ask, ‘ What, then, is God 
the of the Gentiles as well as of the Jews?’ 
For that is, Í conceive, the sense contained in 
the timidly question, ñ 'lovdaí(ev— 
povov; seo supra vv. b, 9, and notes. To 
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the Apostle replies first by an infer lon, and 
then by a plain assertion, which is, in the next 
verse, supported by the reason, —namely, that 
one and the same God hath himself established 
this method of justification both for Jews and 
Gentiles, and therefore must be the God of the 
latter as well as of the former. 

The words of v. 30, containing the inference 
from the preceding, are ushered in by éwelwep, 
* since, ü ; a stronger form than irei, and 
used by the best Class. writers; for which, how- 
ever, scorep is edited by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., from A, B, C, D?, and a very few cursives 
(to which I cannot make an dition), con- 
firmed by some Fathers. And Alf. pronounces 
the text. rec. to be ‘a correction.’ It may be 
such; for efwep is sometimes used by Paul 
where we should expect éwefasp in the sense 
‘if indeed" (‘as is the case’), as at Rom. viii. 9. 
2 Cor. v. 5. ] Pet. ii. 3. But it can scarcely be 
eu that the Apostle would use this refined 
Litotes in a case where the Dirty is the subject 
of the words; and since eiwep and iweiwep are 
elsewhere confounded by the scribes, so it may 
have been here; which is more probable than 
that all the copies except seven (for Scholz's et 
alii—repeated by Tisch. and Alf.—are nought). 
Besides, all the ancient Versions, except the 
Copt., confirm daalarep. 
30. On the difference between ix wiorens 

and d:4 rie wiotews, and why the Apostle 
should bave used both expressions, and not been 
content with either one or the other, much has 
been said, but nothing determined. The Apostle, 
I apprehend, did not mean the very same sense 
in both, nor use the difference solely for the sake 
of verbal antithesis; but meant thereby to ex- 
press a real, though minute, difference; but what 
that is, I would not undertake to say. His 
meaning may be, as Calv. thought, that the 
Jews would be justified ost of faith [in the 
Gospel],—namely, by Christian faith being 
— to their Pio — ph ay Gace 
solely through faith [of the Gospel], without 
any part of the religion they had professed being 
left as a subeiratum. Mr. Aen — that 
* the former phrase expresses the groun justi- 
fication, zenersll — faith ; the latter 
the means whereby the man lays hold on justi- 
fication, dsa 5s whores, by Ais faith; the 
former is the objective ground, the latter the 
subjective medium.’ The only remark thereon I 
would make is, that if the Apostle intended to 
express eo far-fetched a sense, and to make so 
sophistical a distinction as that, could he reason- 
ably suppose that any one of his readers would 
wadenitand him ? ere is far more solidity in 
the view taken by Mr. Green, Gr. New Test. 
Dial. p. 300, who says that * the Article — 
to be prefixed to wlorewe in the second clause, 
in order strictly to identify the thing signified by 
it with that in the first ; and that dia seems to be 
in for the purpose of further marking 

IV. 1 * TY obv époüuev "ABpady Tov 7rarépa nov evpneévat 

this circumstance by its peculiar precision and 
energy of signification; so that the resulting 
force of the expreseion is, that the uncircum- 
cised are justified bv the direct and unqualified 
inetrumentality of the identical faith which 
operates in the case of the circumcised.'— Jligat 
lector ! 

3]. Here again we have (as Hyper. observes) 
an anticipation of an objection on the part of the 
Jew; who might demur, that, if this were the 
case,—if faith were the nd of justification 
for all, —Jew as well as Gentile, —the law would 
be made void, and set aside. That this is nol so, 
the Apostle proceeds to show: and thus the con- 
tents of the verse form the third result of this 
method,—that it, instead of invalidating, esta- 
blishes the Law. Whether pono» here means 
Law, or ‘the Law of Moses,’ is a much debated 
question, and * adhuc sub judice lis est.' For 
my own I am now inclined to adopt the 
latter view, But, as in almost all the 
on which this controversy hinges, it comes to 
much the same thing whichever view be ad ; 
That in either sense the declaration is true, 
Hodge shows in the following words :—* If '* the 
Law" means the Old Test. generally, then it is 
true ; for the Gospel method of justification con- 
tradicte no one of its statements, is inconsistent 
with no one of its doctrines, and invalidates no 
ono of its promises, but is harmonious with all, 
and confirmatory of the whole. If it means the 
Mosaic institutions specially, these were shadows, 
of which Chriet is the substance. The Law is 
abolisbed, not by being pronounced spurious and 
invalid, but by having met its accomplishroent, 
and answered its design, in the l What 
it taught and promised, the Gospel also teaches 
and promisee, only in clearer and fuller mee- 
sure. If it means the moral Law, which, no 
doubt, was prominently intended, etill it is not 
invalidated, but established. No mora] obliga- 
tion is weakened, no — sanction disregarded. 
The precepts are enforced by new and stronger 
motives, and the penalty is answered in Him, 
who s< bore our sins in his own body on the 
tree.’ 

IV. Here commences Part II. of the Epistle 
(extending from hence to the end of ch. viii.), 
in which it is proved, that the Gospel doctrine 
of justification by faith, or gratuitous justifica- 
tion, does sof make void any Law, whether 
natural or revealed, but is quite consistent with 
both. The Apostle had before evinced, ]. that 
justification and salvation are by faith only,— 
gratuitous, and not by works of law; 2. that to 
this the Gentile has an equal claim with the 
Jew. But there existed two prejudices in the 
mind of the Jew; one founded on their notions 
of the merit of circumcision, as entitling them to 
the favour of God (which would lead them to 
hold that justification is by works of the Law); 
the other founded on their birthright, as tho 
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children of Abraham, and heirs of the ise 
made to him. And thie would lead them to 
deny that the Gentile has an equal claim to due 
tification with the Jew. These two prejudices 
the Apostle now proceeds to encounter; the 

> by adverting to Abraham, the father 
of circumcision ; the latter, by examining the 
grounds of the covenant made with Abraham 
and his seed. He thus confirms doth the above 
conclusions ; ving, l. that Abraham himself 
was justified by fai , and not by circumcision, 
since it was before he was circumcised that he 
obtained that justification (iv. 1—12); that 
therefore justification is by fatth, i. e. is gra- 
tuitous, and not by works of law; and belongs 
to the uncircumcised Gentiles, no less than to 
the Jews: 2. That the believing Gentiles are 
part of the true seed of Abrabam, intended in 
the promise (iv. 13—18) ; and that therefore the 
Gentiles, by faith in Jesus Christ, have equal 
claim with the Jews to justification, and all 
other benefits of the covenant. 
— Ti o9» ipovuey, &c.] The ov» is conclu- 

sive, with reference to v»ouor ioTGut»,—Q4. d. 
* such being the case,’ ‘ granting this ; the gene- 

senes being, * What, therefore, shall we say 
that Abraham our father obtained [for justifica- 
tien] as to (any advantage from] the works of 
the flesh, or ly and external ordinances ?'.— 
Kara cápxa may be construed either with rd» 
war. Huey, or with evpnxivar. The former 
of these modes is by several ancient, 
and many modern lo ters. And the sense 
tbus uced is voe ——— but a MN 
fransposition must thus su and the 
sense at ep. will be left deficient; nay, perba 
be hardly such as can be borne out by truth. It 
is therefore better, with other ancient and most 
modern Commentators, to take it with züpuxévat:, 
whereby the reasoning will be complete and ap- 

ite, as Alf. shows. Kard eápxa does not, as 
is common]y supposed, refer exclusively to cir- 
cumcision ; but extends also to the other external 
rites of the Law, as to xaT Zyevpua, 
viii. 4, 5, and denotes (as is said at Heb. vii. 16. 
ix. 10) such as are performed xarà vouor tvro- 
Ane sapxikns. us càp sometimes (as at 
Gal. iv. 23. Rom. ix. 8) denotes what in man is 
external and corporeal, whence spring works, in 

ition e Hd is NT Á Ü x E: al 
the offepri of faith ; see l Cor. x. 18. Phil. iii. 
3. Gal. * 12. The interrogation implies, as 
often, a strong negation, which is supposed in the 
following formula, al yap, where we have a reason 
for the negation. 
2 sl yàp — x" xavx.] Render: ‘for if 

Abraham was justified by works, he hath whereof 
to boast’—‘a ground of boasting.’ See note on 
l Cor. ix. 17.—el é8cx.,‘ if (as a matter of assumed 
fact) he was justified.' — 4AA' où rpds Óv Osóp, 
* but not (at all) in respect to God’ = ‘in his 
ight.” us the sense may be expressed as 

follows: ‘I grant that Abraham had advantages 
from hie external privileges; he was, however, 
not justified by any works or merit of his own; 
—— i in the sight of God [however he 

oL. Il. 

James % 38. 

might of men]; for the Scripture saith,’ &c. This 
the Apostle proceeds to prove from what we read 
of Abraham in the Old Test. 

— wpós Tòr Osóp] The ròv is omitted in 
A, B, C, D, F, G, but not in a single cursive (not 
one of the Lamb. or Mus.); and the reading was 
thought so worthless by Griesb. and Scholz, that 
they left it unnoticed; though Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. have deemed it worthy of being re- 
ceived into the text; but on w —— P— 
t because, says Alford, ‘the Article is inserted 
unnecessarily after wpds.’ But that it should 
have been interpolated in all the copies but six, is 
incredible; and internal evidence k not for, but 

inst, the removal; since, though the Article 
might be dispensed with after the Preposition, it 
is almost always sæd in the present phrase, as 
Heb. ii. 17, and v. 1, in all the copies; and so in 
Sept, Gen. xviii. 14, e£ al. And whereas in 
Rom. xv. 17, we have in a passage quite akin to 
tlie pee in text. rec. ra wpde Osó», yet there 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit, from these very 
uncials, and two others, together with very many 
cursives (to which I can add all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, and Trin. Coll. B, x. 16), retain the 
Toy, rightly ; but it should seem in utter forgetful- 
ness of their previous decision on the present 
sage, where it was more likely, that the — TÓV 
was omitted in those six MSS. through the care- 
lessness of scribes, than inserted by Revisers in 
all the reet. Besides, it was more likely that Paul 
should have used the Article here, since he 
seems to have done it at xv. 17 and Heb. ii. 17. 
v. 1; and espec. since, though the Grammatical 
rule which respects tho use of Prepositions, and 
their case (on which see Matth. Gr. 8 272, and 
Winer, Gr. 8 55), may either admit, or dispense 
with, the Article, yet in the case of O:òe the 
Article seems required xara Tò atuvor. 

9. ñ ypado ii] i.e. ‘the passage of Scripture.” 
—isiorevos è 'Afp. rw Oso, i.e. ° implicitly 
believed in God's assurances; and espec. as 
to what seemed, at the time of the promise, 
highly improbable—his having a numerous off- 
spring. 
— šXoyíc0n aire ale ĉıix.] On the interpre- 

tation of these words some difference of opinion 
exists. By the ancient and early modern Com- 
mentators they aro understood to express the 
doctrine of im ? ; while others 
(consisting of the recent Commentators in gene- 
ral) take them (as did Grotius) to mean no more 
than this: ‘ Abraham believed in God, and his 
faith was accounted in him as righteousness, 
and, accordingly, he was gratuitously justified.” 
Such, too, was the view taken of the words by 
Philo, p. 493, who in the course of a copious 
explanation of the nature of this faith, says it 
was ele ixacvoy ToU wemiorevxcros. And so 
also Chrys. vol. i. 489, Savill. Indeed, St. 
James, ii. 23, applies the passage in this sense. 
Nevertheless, on carefully re-considering this 
difficult question, I do not well see how any 
other sense than that first mentioned can, con- 
sistently with the context, be ascribed to the 
words. But I am far from wis iss to dogma- 
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tize on what may be considered an — ques- 
tion; and it cannot be denied that the second 
mentioned interpretation has been maintained 
with t ability; espec. by Dr. Macknight ; 
who thinks that ‘the meaning of the expres- 
sion édoyic8n sls étxatoodyny is sufficiently 
explained by the convertible terms at v. 8; 
which we may translate either ‘to whom the 
Lord shall not impute,’ or ‘whom the Lord 
shall not charge with, sinfulnees’ (or uut). 
In short, adds he, what has been termed ‘im- 
puted righteousness’ is seen from a comparison 
of vv. 6, 7, 8, to be neither more nor lees than 
* non-im guilt. Comp. 2 Cor. v. 19, Osos 
qv iv Xpiote xoopoy xaTa\X\doowy šaur@, 
ah AoyiLousvos avtos Td WapawTwouara 
avriv. ‘Inter hasce duas sententias dijudicet 
lector.' 

4. Tro di ipyatoutvo, &c.] We have here an 
illustration en from common life; and the 
full sense is: * Now to him who worketh for 
reward the reward is not counted, or accounted, 
(reyin, for iXXoysirai) as a matter of 

vour, but in the light of a debt.’ Of course 
it is implied that the work is done; for that is 
indispensable to the ication, which is here, 
as often, mixed up with the slustraiion. Comp. 
Thucyd. ii. 40, ovx ie yapev, &AX' de dheiAnua 
Thv pethe anwotwowy, and Hadian. ii. 11, 14, 
Xu obk Weroav’ GjbÀnua yàp aùròv ásro- 
T(veup, AXA ob dwptde Ctavémey, thoyiowro. 
—By te ipy. must here be meant, ‘to him 
who performs all the čpya vóuov, who yields 
entire obedience to the precepts of the law.’ — 
Tó Ó$síNnua for Tò detdopevov, ‘what is 
owed or due from the employer. The Article 
TÓ has, indeed, no place in 9 uncial and many 
cursive MSS. (to which I add all the Lamb. 
and most of the Mus. MSS., with Trin. Coll. 
B, x. 16), and has been cancelled by Griesbach, 
Scholz, Lachmann, Tischendorf, and Alford. 
How it found its way into any MSS., Bp. 
Middl. thinks * it is not easy to say or explain, 
except,’ remarks Dr. Peile, ‘ ow the su 
tis genuineness. It was, I apprehend, the very 
difliculty of accounting for the Article that made 
the Alexandrian Critics cancel it; for they did 
not see why the Article should have been used 
here, since it was not used at Xépu, aud they 
thought fit to make the two es square; and 
thus internal evidence is quite in favour of the 
word. As to Alford's way of accounting for 
the insertion, as ‘ agreein tter with the idea 
of an obligation incurred, that is wholly gra- 
tuitous and improbable. Besides, the extreme 
antiquity of the reading attests its genuineness: 
for that it was read by the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator cannot be doubted, from his Version— his 
wages are reckoned to him'—as that which is 
owing to him. Whence it appears that he took 
TÓ Speirnua, as I have done, for rd paud- 

pevov; and this expresses the force of the 
— better than the way adopted by Dr. 

eile. 
5. rw ðí uù ipy.] This is to be explained 

from rw ipy., and must therefore mean, ‘he 
who does not perform his duty thoroughly, and 
therefore has nothing whereof to boast, cannot 
pretend to have wrought all righteousness, and 
therefore cannot rest on it.’ 

The words wiorevovr: 9i —4cef95, then, must 
be explained with reference to uù ipyafouivn. 
And hence Commentators have done wrong in 
limiting the sense to believing, since it seems to 
include abandonment of all claim to salvation on 
the score of works, and such hearty and entire 
acceptance of the plan of salvation rong 
as shall secure, by the aid of the Holy Spirit 
such a fulfilment of the conditions on which jus- 
tification and acceptance are suspended, as may 
through mercy be accepted. Now if this be the 
sense of mier., it will follow that Tò» é:xacovurra 
rèv dosBy must signify who justifietk the sinner ; 
for it clearly ap from the context, that roy 
dorf is only a variation in pores for ròv 
ipyatóutvov, and is to be explained in con- 
formity to that term. 

To such a person, it is added, Aoy(fsrac š 
Gg abTov sie dixatoodvny, by which is 
meant, that ‘his faithful though imperfect ser- 
vice (in many things uù ipyatonéry, and there- 
fore &c«f3/je) is accounted and reckoned : 
eousness ; or, in other words, he is treated as the 
— and hath, xarà yap, the u:c0oy 
assigned to him, as if it were an enua.’ 
* But to him who aims zot at reward on the score 
of work done, but believeth, reposes his trust for 
sal vation, on him who justifieth (i. e. holds blame- 
less, not imputing transgression to) tbe sinner, 
his faith is counted (lit. put on count) for right- 
eousness.' 

6. Having adduced the example of Abraham, 
as being gratuitously justified through faith, the 
Apostle now goes on, in confirmation of tbe 

of above assertion, to adduce the example of David, 
as serving to show (what he had before asserted 
at iii. 31) that he does not disannul the 
Old Testament Scriptures by setting forth the 
doctrine of fous justification. 
— xabawep xai Aavié, &c.) q. d. * This mode 

of justifying men is ble to what David says, 
when he speaks of the blessednese,' &c.—yespic 
pyov, ‘apart from works, * without any con- 

sideration of the merit of the works, and conse- 
quently by grace only.' From the mode in 
which the two words Aoy[Yera: and &ceffsis in 
the Psalmist are applied by Paul, it is plain that, 
to impute, or reckon, ri without 
is the same as to — Jaüh for righteousness ; 
or, in other words, ‘the remission of sin" is 
taken as equiv. to ‘the imputation of righte- 
ousness." : 
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8. ob uh Acylonra: K. du.] Thisis equiv. to 
the farogelug phrase, plainly shows what 
Paul means by faith being imputed for righte- 
ousness. 

9. The Apostle has now prepared the way to 
refute the spacial —— esigned to be made 
by tas question at v. }. He has already shown 

justification on tho ground of meri is out of 
the question; since even Abraham and David 
were justi itously, and not ¿Ë ipywv. 
He now to prove (up to v. 25) that tho 
blessedness of justification without reference to 
works is not confined to the Circumcision (i. e. 
the Jews), but extends to the Gentiles also; 
which position is established, ]. from Abraham 
having been justified before he was circumcised 
(vv. 9—12); whence it is argued, that the Gen- 
tiles, therefore, who have the same faith as 
Abraham, will have it in the same way counted 
to them for righteousness. 2. This extent of 
blessing is proved from God's promise to Abraham. 
— Aéyousy yàp—Óikatiog.] ° for we say AY al- 

lege") thet to Abrabam faith was reckoned for 
righteousness.” The yap is exegetical and re- 
sumptive; since Paul es from the position 
already established ; and there seems an emphasis 
on Tw ` Año. 

10. ves os» ioy. ;] ‘how then (under what 
circumstances) was it reckoned ?' To which the 
answer strongly negatives the ¿y wepsrouyn,—for 
of course what wai long subsequent to his justif- 
cation (perhape twenty-five, certainly at least 
fourteen years) could not be either the ground, 
or necessary condition, of his justification. See 
more in Mackn. and Peile. 

]1. *As Paul had shown that circumcision 
was not the condition of justification, it was 
n to declare its true saturn and design." 
(Hod 3 The Apostle's meaning is, that though 
Ab 's receiving circumcision afler he was 
justified was a proof that circumcision did not 
cause that justification, nevertheless circumcision 
was not without its use, it being a onusiton, nay, 
a o pa'yic,—for the latter term is stronger than 
the former, and by which far more is denoted, 
the word having reference, not to external signa, 
but to internal and — effects ;—a pledge 
and confirmation of the acceptance of his faith 
while yet uncircumcised, i’ axpofvorias for iy 
dxpoBvorlg. Comp. Gen. xvii. 5. 

— Aoy:e8. xal abrois Thv dixatoc.] The xal 
has much force, the sense being, ‘to them /oo,' 
—é sense, however, which the scribes not per- 
eM inadvertently omitted the word, which 
accordingly is not found in the two moet ancient 
MSS. and ten others, and has been cancelled by 
woe and Tisch., ed. 1, but restored by Tisch., 

12. Toiv ororxotor rote IXrsci — 
srlo recs] lit. * who walk by, follow the steps of, 
&c. On the nature of the metaphor, sce notes 
on Gal. v. 25, and 2 Cor. xii. 18. Comp. Philo, 
t. ii. 885, Toiv abrois lyve: ivaxoXov0gaa:. 
The construction is as though the words had 
stood thus:—«al waripa wepiroujs, als +ó 
AoytoBiyvat avrote THy Sixatocbyny, Tole ok 
ix wapcroune povor, &c. The general sense 
intended is, that‘ Abraham is the exemplar of 
all uncircumcised believers, as well as of those 
Jews, who not only carry the same external 
mark (namely, of circumcision), but exercise 
the same faith, as did their father, and the Ori- 
inator of their Covenant.’ The =$ before dxpof. 

Is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. on the autho- 
rity of 6 uncial and a few cursive MSS. But it 
is called for by the use of the same word at ver. 
ll, of which thia is a repetition. The Critics, 
we may suppose, cancelled it because not used at 
ver. 10, which is no reason at all. 

13. The Apostle now adduces another argu- 
ment in refutation of the Jewish prejudico,— 
that the Gentiles, as not being Abraham's seed, 
could not be entitled to the promises. With re- 
spect to the promise of a heavenly inheritance, it - 
id not rest upon legal observauces, so as to ia- 

clude only the A of — but 
upon the ri usness HÀ (v. 13). 1f, in- 
deed, it — wpon the pe God faith- 
fulness would have been void, and ‘the promise 
of no effect, inasmuch zs the condition could not 
have been performed (vv. 14, 15). It was there- 
fore made to depend on the condition of faith, in 
order that it might be of free grace ; and include 
all the spiritual seed of the great patriarch, who, 
in the sight of God, and in accordance with the 
Scriptures (Gen. xvii. 5), is the father of all the 
gue T 16, em F 
— 20a * throu: aw; meaning, 

obedience cpi of works. like the 55 uf. 
Law. Connect the words é:4 vóuov with +ó 
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LGe... crarho Táyroy ńuðv, V (ixaÜOs qéjpamrav “Ors maTépa 

«Anporouoy sl»at, interpret them by the oppo- 
e — aa — alorews, and — 
ate, ‘For not by any legal righteousness was ù 
mised to Abraham or to his seed, that he [or 

they, as his seed] should inherit an universal 
dominion, but by the — of faith.’ With 
respect to the nature of the promise, +ó xAnpove- 
Mov avTÓyv siya: ToU cdopov, some (consisting, for 
the most part, of the ancient and earlier modern 
Commentators) take the words in a spiritual 
sense; referring them to the universal extension 
of Gospel privileges, as comprehended in the 
promise, * in thee shall all the nations of the 
earth be blessed ;’ all believers being regarded as 
Abraham's children. See Gal. iii. 8. Others 
understand ToU xdapou as equiv. to THe Vñe, 
‘the land of Canaan;’ that being a type of a 
better country, even a heavenly (Gen. xvii. 7, 8. 
Heb. xi. 14, 16), promised to the sons of Abra- 
ham in every age ; meaning those who, like him, 
practically believe the word of God. Hence Tov 
adopou, they think, refers primarily to the Land 
of mise, and secondarily to the blessings 
vouchsafed to all believers. On carefully re- 
considering this perplexing question, I am in- 
duced to embrace the view; and thus 
* the inheritance of the world" * wil] denote (as 
Alf. says) that ultimate lordship over the whole 
world, which Abraham, as the father of the 
faithful in all nations, and Christ, as the Seed of 
the Promise, shall poesese; the former figura- 
tively indeed, but the latter personally and actu- 
ally.” ‘In this sense, observes Hodge, ‘the 
promise includes the universal prevalence of the 
true religion ; involving, of course, the advent of 
Christ, the establishment of his kingdom, and 
all its consequent blessings.’ 

14. Here we have, as Calv. says, an a 
mentum ab impossibili, absurdo. ‘For,’ as 
Abp. Newc. says, ‘if the observance of a positive 
Jaw was the ground of the Divine favour, faith 
is of no avail (which is contrary to v. 3), and 
the promise is annulled; or, as Bp. Terrot ex- 
plains, * if the promise be limited to those who 
can plead a meritorious obedience, then faith is 
set aside, and the promise itself rendered totally 
ineffective." 
— ol ix vopov] scil. ol ixaiot; meaning 

*those who are righteous by performing in- 
junctions of law, and who rest on it for justi- 
fication.” Comp. ol ix wepirouñt, ol ix xi- 
c Ttt. 
— xtkíverrat, xal kaTkoyirai] These two 

terms differ as xavds and doyóe; the former 
signi ing vain, lit. *non-working;' the latter, 
* ineffective.” Render: ‘Faith is made void, by 
being deprived of its virtue; and the promise 

to punishment for the violation of it;' inasmuch 
as Jaws give occasion to offences (which are but 
the breach of laws), and offences lead to punish- 
ment. Of this sense of ópyi; (to denote the 
unitive wrath of the law), examples occur in 
m. v. 9. Ecclus. vii. 16, and Demosth. 528, 4, 

Reiske, re épácarTi 3 oüx lan» T» Ópys*y — 
irate ó vouos. 
— où? «apáfaci] We should, indeed, 

oT: vouos, &c. ; and ac- have expected ob yáp 
cordingly Beza would cancel the osx. But this 
is unnecessary, as well as unauthorized ; for (as 
it has been seen by Pareus and Crell.) ‘since 
the Apostle is arguing from the necessary con- 
nexion of cawses and effects, the proposition is 

, and contains, by inference, the 
affirmative one, —that where there is law there 
is transgression.” De Wette, indeed, accounts 
for the negative clause, by alleging that *the 
negative refers to the time before the Moeaic 
Jaw, when there was no transgression, and there- 
fore no wrath ;'—a most histical turn, and 
founded in falsity, through forgetfulness of the 
fact, that even before Moses there was, as in the 
case of the Heathens, the law of God written in 
the heart (which of itself brings in the knowledge 
of sin); so that there was the ipyow Tou róuov 
(as the Apostle says supra ii. 15) ypamròv ly 
Tate xapólais aitay, cvuuaprTvpovons aru 
THe GuvsiÓf Ge cos—rüv. oyicner xamypyo- 
posrTav. 

16. This and the verse following contain the 
conclusion from the preceding reasoning, and the 
argument here intended is: ‘ because, then, law 
can never justify, but onl — it follows 
that, if justification be at all bestowed on sinners, 
it must come in some other way than a legal 
one. At ix awlarens, repeat $ éiwayyeArla 
[yíyovev] from v. 13. 

— mavti te c*ípu.] i.e. to both the kinds 
of Abraham's seed abore mentioned. not only to 
the Jews, but to those who were ¿x wioreas 
"ABpadu, followed the faith of Abraham, in con- 
sideration of which, they, though uncircumcised, 
are called Abraham's seed.—warip wdévrey 
inde, viz. by the descent of faith, and spiritu- 

y. 
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17. xaÜ& yiypawrat] ‘agreeably to what is 
written in Scripture.’ n. xvii. 5, Of 
TíÜtxá ce, the sense seems to be, ‘I have [now] 
constituted thee, = I do hereby constitute thee, 
&c. ; a promise of which the true and real fulfil- 
ment must be spiritual, and therefore belongs to 
the seed, of which Abraham is father in 
respect of faith. ‘In fact, there is (as Stuart 
remarks) a double paternity assigned to Abraham. 
Many nations are to descend from him (erally : 
Dod eee to possess the land of 

Bat he is also to become the spiritual 
of many nations; and in him are all the 

families of the earth to be blessed.’ 
, — xerivayrs ob blo. Oso] The construc- 
tion is, xariv. Osov, ob (for œ) imwioreves. 
Render: ‘who (i. e. Abraham) is the father of 

all in the t of that God on whom he be- 
i matical at- 

TOU ÜeoTotovrTot—ét óvra] The sense 
has been disputed; some taking (wo. in a 

physical, others in a metaphorical acceptation. 
latter view involves considerable harshness, 

and is little accordant with the words following. 
Far more natural, simple, and satisfactory is the 
former, adopted by Theodoret, Estius, Elener, 

; Loesner, Schleusner, Rosenm., Fritz, 
Thol.,andStuart, who areofopinion that the words, 
while alluding to the circumstances of Abraham 
and Sarah, adverted to at v. 19, and of Abraham 
being the father of many nations yet unborn, were, 
owever, principally intended to express the un- 
limited power of God by examples MA 
illustrative of omnipotence,—raising the dead, 
and exercising almighty creative power. Far 
more di ty is found in the next words, xai 
xaXovpros rà uh Órra òs Svra, chiefiy, I 
with Alf., ‘owing to the idea that this exactly 

to the former, as furnishing another 
example of God's creative omnipotence.’ t, 
to produce this oxact tallying, violence 
must be done to the words, notwithstanding the 
endeavours of the above mentioned Expositors, 
who mostly adopt this view to evade it; and 
hence the which they adduce from 
Philo, p. 738, Tà ph Óvra ixddacey ale TÒ 
slvai, and Clem. Rom. Epist. 11. v. 1, ixdAsoay 
31G$, ox Čyras, xai fjíA naar ix Tov uñ ÓvTos 

Alf. so far as to see in this clause, not a repeti- 
tion of the former, but a new attribute of the 
Almighty ; not, however, I apprehend, of God's 
omnipotence and ity, in the sense, ‘who 
— things that are — — 
ence,’ an expansion of the ing, i.e. ° 
God's go Kad omstiscience o^ This I find 
confirmed by the suffrage of Prof. Hodge, who 

18. 11. 

vevexpwopévoy, éxarovraérrs He 111» 

observes, that ‘the passage may be considered, 
]. As a description of the omnipotence of God. 
The promise made to Abraham seemed impos- 
sible of fulfilment; yet he believed in that 
Almighty God who quickens the dead, and calls 
(i.e. commands and controls) things that are not 
as though they were. 2 It may be explained 
more in reference to the Divine omniscience. 
God foresaw how numerous would be the spi- 
ritual seed of Abraham. He was declared to 
the father of many nations in the sight of that 
God who sees the end from the beginning, who 
wakes up the dead, and before whom the future 
and the present, the non-existent and the already 
existing, are alike. these ideas may be 
united; the object of Abraham's faith was the 
Almighty and all-seeing God, who sees and con- 
trols the living and the dead, the future and the 
present, with equal ease.” 

18—22. There is here a more particular do- 
scription of Abraham's faith, as resting on Divine 
omnipotence. In order to do this, the Apostle 
states first its obj he Divine promise (v. 18) ; 
— he — m st h ̂  reference 
to the seeming impossibility of the thing pro- 
mised (vv. 19,90 ; he then intimates the ground 
of his faith, as the power and veracity of God 
e At v. 22 is pointed out the result of 
that confidence, — namely, that Abraham was 
justified by his faith. 

18. wap’ iAar(óa bw’ iXwld:, &c.] An elegant 
with which Grotius compares the 

of the Latin writers. Render: ‘ who, 
contrary to all grounds of hope, believed with a 
confident hope. In this and the similar ex- 
pression at Acts ii. 26, xaraoxnyect im’ idwids, 
there is somo live understood at idwid:, 
which is supposed to be supplied from the con- 
text and the subject. Here it is iwayysXias, 
‘the assurance,’ namely, that he should be the 
father of many nations, Gen. xv. 5. 
— obras — cov] ‘as numerous as the stars of 

beaven,' Kuea is to be supplied — the on 
text © passage in 8. mp. Ps. 
cxlvii. 4. 

19. xai ph &cOercas] ‘and being not weak 
in faith.” An elegant Litotes for * being strong in 
faith.’ So où dsexplOn at ver. 20.—ov xaTav., 
‘did not heed, or regard, namely, in the way of 
distrust. Comp. Heb. x. 21, ‘did not heed the 
difficulty, and, because his faith overcame all 
demur, he ceased to , &e. The reference 
is to Gen. xv. 5, 6, where the terms ‘ believed in 
the Lord’ must, from the next words, be taken 
of implicit faith. 
— vevexpwptvov] That Abraham forty years 

after had six children by Keturah, does not inva- 
lidate this assertion ; for (as Whitby and Mackn. 
observe) since Abraham's body bad bcen mira- 
culously renewed, as also was that of Sarah 
(Heb. xi. 11), it might preserve its vigour long 
after. 
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Rom.& 8. ad ayépOn Sid THY Sixalwow Hud. 
a Eph. 2. 13. 

20. où &iaxpibn] ‘hes red not,” * wavered 
not,’ for oóx idleracse or evedolacs.—els is fro- 
quentiy, as here, used in the sense a£. See Matt. 
xxi. 21. Rom. xiv. 23. 

— dois &ófav tw O15] i.e. ‘ascribing to 
God the glory due unto him,’ by acknowledging 
his attributes of omnipotence and truth, whereby, 
as is added, ‘ he was fully persuaded,’ &c. 

21. wAnpod.] lit. ‘ full-filled,’ ‘fully per- 
suaded.' See note at Luke i. 1. 

23. Application of what was said, to the be- 
lievers in Christ, and that by way of inference; 
q. d. that it is the true method of justification, 
inasmuch as the record was made in order to 
teach us this truth; in the words of Hodge, 
* We are situated as Abraham was; we are called 
upon to believe in Almighty God, who, by 
raising up Christ from the dead, has vi HR 
him as the Po Posi for our sins, vv. 23—25.° 

— oix iypadpn—povov] ‘Now it was not 
written on his account alone, that (his faith) was 
imputed to him for righteousness; but on our 
account too, to intimate to us the necessity of a 
like faith.’ I find this interpretation confirmed 
by Calv., in an able and instructive note; also 
by Theophyl, who remarks that *the words aro 
an answer to a tacit objection ;' q.d. * What is 
that to us?—Answ. Much; it was written on 
our account, so that we may obtain the like justi- 
fication, if we have a like faith.’ 

24. rote rorevovow, &c.) ‘namely, to us who 
believe on him who raised Jesus from the dead ;' 
thus intimating that * those who believe in what 
God has done and said with t to the Mes- 
siah will be justified through their faith, in like 
manner as Abraham was by iis.’ 

The Apostlo here concludes the Chapter with 
an animated description and commendation of 
Abraham's faith, showing the happy consequences 
of imitating it to all who profess to be disciples 
of Christ. 

25. wapsdd0n] ‘was delivered.’ —d.a Td Tapa- 
TTéuaTa "kw, ‘for, ‘on account of,’ ‘in 
expiation of, our sins ;' since our sins had made 
such an atonement necessary. See note on 
] Cor. xv. 3. 

— did Thy dix. — *on account of our 
ustification, i.e. in order that the work of 

- justification might be completed; for if Christ 
be not risen, then our faith were vain; and thus 
the Apostle treats these two august events, the 
death, and the resurrection, of Christ, by the former 
of which he was made a sacrifice for sin, and in 
the latter led the way to justification unto life 
everlasting. Thus the Apostlo introduces. the 

V. 1a Auxcawbevtes ody èx mrlotews, cipnuny Exopev Tpos TOV 

grand subject of the next four chapters—Death, 
as connected with Sin, and Life with Righte- 
ousness, - 

V. Having established these two points; I. the 
efficacy of the Gospel to justification, for which 
end the Law had failed ; and the extension of this 
gre to all, both Jews and Gentiles, through 
aith ; the Apostle proceeds (as Calvin says) to 
illustrate what he had said on justification through 
faith, by adverting to its effacts and fruits in 1 
principi Gospel-graces, each in their order, as 

. Justification, or pardon of sins past. 2. Peace 
with God (vi. 1), which ensues immediately u 
Justification, and is the same with Reconcilia- 
tion (v. 10) and a State of favour (v. 2). 3. The 
Hope A (v. 2) or of the glorious inherit- 
"WP o — oF bbe Holy Span } ats 
,4. 4. ft o y Spirit (v. 5), 

which is the ws] of our adoption (viii. b and 
the earnest of our heavenly inheritance, Eph. i. 
14. These are privil reely conferred on us 
el God, upon our admission by Baptism into the 
hrietian Covenant. Then comes, 5. Sanctificats 

of heart and life, through the sanctifying influence 
of the Holy Spirit (vi. 2, 4, 6, 11, 14, viii. 3, 
4, 12, 13). This is the condition to be fulfilled 
on our ; upon which there follows: 6. 4 

Hope % tous resurrection (v. 11. 
vi. 5, 8, 22. viii. 14, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 25). 7. 
Salvation finally perfected in the stereng pos- 
session of the — kingdom (v. 9, 10, 11. 
vi. 22, 23. viii. 13, 17, 18, 19, 23). 

To advert to the contents of the present ean 
ter, it is shown that being thus justified, 1. We 
have peace with God, and we enjoy, through 
Christ, free access to a stato of favour with God, 
and thus are led to rejoice in the hope of future 
glory; vv. 1,2. II. We are supported and com- 
orted in all our afflictions dunng the present 
life; nay, we may even rejoice in them as the 
instruments of spiritual good to us, vv. 3, 5. 
III. All this good is rendered certain, and the 
hope of it ensured, by the fact, that Christ, having 
died for us while in a state of enmity and aliena- 
tion, and having thus reconciled us to God, will 
not fail to perfect the work which he has thus 
begun, vv. 6, 10. IV. We may now rejoice in 
God (who is as truly our covenant God, as he 
had been that of the Jews), un account of the 
reconciliation which Christ has effected, v. Il. 
V. This state of reconciliation with, or filial rela- 
tion to, God is now extended to all men (i. e. 
proffered to all, laid open for all, rendered acces- 
sible to all), in like manner as the evils occa- 
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sioned by the sin of our first parent have ex- 
tended to all, vv. 12,14. Y ea, such is the great- 
ness of Christ's redemption, that the blessings 
procured by his death far exceed the ovils occa- 
sioned by the sin of Adam, vv. 15, 19; they even 
exceed all the evils consequent upon the sins of 
men, who live under the light of revelation, 
vv. 20, 21. 

1. elorjuny fyouev] ‘we have reconciliation 
and friendship with (as opposed to a state of 
alienation and enmity, vv. 9, 10) through the 
redemption which ie in Christ Jesus.’ The 
phrase sip. iy. represents the state of those 
Spoken of supra ii. 10, as opposed to the state of 

ose mentioned Jer. xvi. 5, dpicraxa thy 
tlonen»y wou ded ToU aov rovrov. Hence we 
see that this peace is the fruit of God's being 
reconciled to man. 

For ixo~ev, A, B, C, D, J, K, and 30 cur- 
sives, with some Fathers, have £yoyuav, which 
was edited by Scholz and Lachm. ; but the text. 
rec. is retained by Tisch. and Alf.,—rightly ; 
siuce external authority for the other "ap is 
insufficient ; especially as it is penes by in- 
ternel evidence, as Mr. Alford decidedly pe 
nounces, on the ground that the hortatory form 
is inadmisible. This he shows on evidence 
superabundant. Suffice it to say, that the whole 
passage is declaratory,—namely, of the results 
flowing from Justification by Faith, which, of 
course, excludee exhortation. Besides, it is, as 
I have obwerved in my Supplementary note, 
called for by the course of reasoning, this lavi: 
peace being tbe first of four uences, laid 
down by tbe Apostle, of Justification by Faith. 
But, in doing so much (ix arapiovaías), to ex- 
clude i xeu:sv, Alf. has left undone, what is very 
desirable when it can be effected, —to show how 
tbe false reading arose; in this case it was, I 
doubt not, from Jtactsm, by the confusion of « 
and o, which perpetually occurs in the most an- 
cient MSS., especially uncials, and in those 
cursives which were ema from them, and are 
of the same family. IÍ can, however, only find 
one of the Lamb., Mus., and Trin. Coll. B, x. 
16, that has Zx=uey namely, Mus. 11,836, 
of the llth century, which occasionally stands 
— alone with A, B, p F d i 

Thy %pocayeyñrv © wo r 
denoted ask. but wer ohien used ot the x 4 
mission of approach to t ns; and thus, 
by an easy transition, might denote introduction 
to a state of favour * — Xie: 
— ^Tpoca nw doyrxausy — ioTÓxauey 

Render: * — who Mii) we have — 
d admission ( E ds Mc b Bere? = 
this grace (state o e) in which, by justifica- 
tion, we — fne forensic allusion which 
some Expositors trace in ierh«., as if it meant 
stand justified, or acquitted, is not to be sustained, 
since it would introduce an incongruity of ideas. 
In the present context, by stand must be meant 
* stand fast in faith and perseverance, as in Eph. 
vi. 13, orivas. 2 Cor. 1. 24, v(o rat iorixats. 

James 1. 3. d James 1. 8, 

Rom. xiv. 4. But the passages most parallel to 
the present are ] Cor. xv. 1, yrupi{e éuiv—TÓ 
ebayyA:tor—iv d &aíkaTas (i. e. have stood 
and do stand in perseverance and faith), and 
] Pet. v. 12, évripaprrvpev tratrny slvai 6405 
&pip ToU Osov, ale ñv (for iv æ, which, indeed, 
as place in the Alex. and a few other MSS.) 

iorixare. In all these ior. denotes 
the — per ing in the faith and prac- 
tice of the Gospel, which is, in the last two pas- 
eir ur dae e a state of to be conti- 
nued in. e other passages where wpocayeyn 
is used,—namely, Eph. ii. 18, and iii. 12, are o 
another kind, since it is txtroduction to a person, 
not access to & state, that is there meant; thon 
the two ideas are closely connected, as it is in 
this case by introduction to the person that we 
obtain access to the state. Chrys., Theophyl., 
and Theodor. point to baptism (the washing of 
regeneration) in Christ's name as the appointed 
means of access to the Father, John xiv. 6, and 
consequently to the state of grace obtained 
through him. 

— xal kavy.—O:ov] There is here a preg- 
nancy of sense; q. d. ‘ we exult over, and rejoice 
in, the hope of tae po of God,’ the hope of 
that glory which G ] admit us to the parti- 
cipetion. Comp. John xvii. 22. 

3. où uóror ĝi, &AXá xai ud Sisi do. 
There ís here again a pregnancy of sense, whic 
fully expressed will stand thus :— And not only 
80 (is to the future in hope), but we rejoice un- 
der, and exult in (as to the present) tribulations.’ 
This is confirmed by the scope of the context, 
which is ably traced by Bp. Warburton, Div. Leg. 
vol. v. p. 139, thus :—' St. Paul, opposing the 
advantages which the Gentile converts had b 
Faith, to those which the Jews gloried in baving 
by the Law, adds, in order to show those advan- 

in the highest superiority, that the Chris- 
tian Gentiles could even in that which was 
an opprobrium among the Jews, —namely, tribu- 

š But the followers of Christ, who were 
taught that we must through much tribulation 
enter into the kingdom of God, had the same 
reason to glory in the roughness of the road, as 
the ancient AGONISTA had in the toils which 
procured them the — The grouad of the 
exultation seems implied (so Chrys., ée xoivto- 
pourres TG Atcoxdty Tiv ?raÜuuáTor), and is 

reseed in l Pet. iv. 13 (the best exposition of 
this ), xa0ó xoiwwevttTs Tots Tov XpioToU 
sraÜriuaci, xaipets, Tra xai dv TÌ dwoxadiwac 
TH wi avToU xapirs ayadXtousvor. 

4. alddres Sri—idawida}] A fine climax; 
as at ix. 29, 30. x. 13, seqq.; with which 
Schoéttgen compares the following similar one 
in a Rabbinical writer: ‘Industry leads us to 
innocence; innocence to purity ; purity to holi- 
ness; holiness to humility; humility to fear of 
sin; fear of sin to piety; piety to the Holy 
Spirit ; the Holy Spirit to the resurrection of the 
dead ; the resurrection of the dead to Elias the 
Prophet.’ . 
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ves Ort} iyus irropoviy Katepydkerat, 7 69. inropovt Sors, 
ý Se Sors) arriba. 5% 66 éXrris où xaraioyúvev Gre 7) ayamy 
TOU Oeod exxéyuras ey rais xapdilauy jay S12 IIveóparos drylou 

e Eph. 3. 1. 
io ww 

— xaTspyálerai] ‘ worketh out,’ ‘ — 
about; i. o. tends to do so, and, if borne wi 
fortitude, does do so. 
— doxturiv] Not š , with some, nor 

experientiam, with others; but (with an allusion 
to the doxiuh, by which the goodnese of certain 
articles was put to the proof) exactly ss we 
sometimes use the word of, to denote some- 
thing approved, and shown to be excellent, by 
proo and test; a just estimate of ourselves, and 
of our real spiritual state, as the result of the 
self-examination produced by affliction. This 
view was long ago — by me, and has 
since been embraced by Bp. Terrot and Dr. 
Peile, who have confirmed and further illustrated 
the interpretation. Mr. Alford, however, inter- 
prets doxeuny, * approval But I find no support 
to this view in any ancient authorities, —nor, in- 
deed, in any modern Expositor of eminence. As 
to Bengel's note, cited by Alford, ‘ oxi?) est 
qualitas ejus, qui est ĉóxımos, it does not appear 
to have proceeded from sufficient examination. 
It might k approved, if for qualitas were written 
status; and thus it will square with my interpre- 
tation, as adopted by Bp. Terrot, who well ob- 
serves, —' Christians in a state of comfort are ap 
to take for 
their devotedness to God; but persecution or 
suffering calls it all into exercise, and enables 
them to judge of it — And if upon 
this trial our devotednese be found strong, then 
have we a sure and reasonable hope that we are 
the children of God. The above view of the 
import of dox. I find confirmed by “w ae i 
Theod., and (Ecum., and also by Thom. Aquin., 
aan fe and Hyper., to whose notes I refer my 

ers. 
5. 3 82 ¿Xie où karaioxúva:) The full sense 

is, * Now the hope we thus obtain is one that 
does not (as human hope so commonly does) put 
us to the shame of disappointment (see Ps. xxi. 
5); [and why?] because tbe love of God (our 
feeling of his love to us) is eres imparted 
to our hearts,—poured out, by the Holy Spirit 
given tous.’ The correctness of this representa- 
tion of the sense is confirmed b r. Green, 
Gram. N. T., P 262, who says , taken in 
conjunction with the words at ver. 8, cuviorna 
òè Thy iavTov dydwny ale uae, the sense must 
be: “our hearts are, by an (rather, the) influ- 
ence of the Holy Spirit, pervaded by a sense of 
God's love to us.” Accordingly, the ground of 
our assurance is not in the strength of our pur- 

or confidence in our own goodness, but in 
the love of God towards us.” 
6—10. We have here a confirmation and illus- 

tration of what was just before said, of the 
istian hope, as founded on the abundant 

of God ; and, by way of obviating any objec- 
tion thereto, founded on desponding doubts and 
ears, by reference to the unworthiness of the ob- 
ects, the greatness and freeness of the Divine 
f 

boim forth by an argumentum à majori ad 

t 
granted tho extent and strength of 

TOU Oo0Évros uiv. 9 "Ert yàp Xpicros, Üvrov hpv aoĝevóv, 
Pa. xara xatpoy vmrép aceBav áméÜave. T Mos yàp inrép Guxaíov 

minus (or à fortiori) deduced from the unspeak- 
able love of God already manifested in giving 
his Son for their redemption, when they were 
yet it the state of heathens and enemies; q. d. 
Give not way to desponding fears; for if Christ 

hath already done the greater work for you by 
reconciling you to God, when ye were his 
enemies by evil works, will he not much more 
do that for you, when his friends, —nay, children, 
—which is far less difficult, by keeping you from 
evil, preserving you in his word and truth, savi 
you by his omnipotent — eo that his finished 
ransom and perpetual intercession may terminate 
in your finished salvation, by being, through his 
atonement and intercession, presented faultless 
pene the presence of his glory with exceeding 
joy? 

6. &cOsvior] The term properly denotes weak, 
generally through sickness. Now; considering 

effect of sin in depraving and weakeni 
both the mental and moral energies (see Isai 
i. 5) it well ex the hel mbecility 
as to , frailty as to evil, of sinners. 'Aeefióv, 
ust , seems used xaT’ iarópÜeciv,—4. d. 
when we were yet in a state of extreme spiritual 

weakness, nay, sinfulness, Christ,’ &c. The ex- 
presion xarà xatpdp signifies properly, ‘at any 

ed or appointed time, and is so used by the 
Sept. in Job v. 26, and Is. 1x. 22. Here, however, 
from the context, ít must denote * the time fixed 
in the counsels of God,’ and consequenity ° in due 
time,” as in Clem. Rom. Ep. ad Cor. $ 24, 
Wepsy Thy xarà Ka pee ywoputrny dvdoracip, 
and in Athen., p. 110, a, ob xarà xa:pép Tò 
Mapripiov—rapabijcoua:. Thus it is equiv. to 
TÓ wAjpepa ToU Xpovou in Gal. iv. 4, where 

m uds ap, &.] The itude of th . modus yàp, magnitude of the 
benefit is now set forth by a mode of 
! ion, showing the difference between the 
vol sacrifice of Christ for sinners, and the 
possible case of any mas dying for an eminently 
good and beneficent person, but scarcely so of 
one dying for a merely just one. Of the two 
yape the first is meant to introduce the illustra- 
tion, and may be rendered now; the second is 
—— — meant to y» — ion ; 

. d. * [I do not say none , &c.' It is strange 
that tas should have Uv any difference of 
opinion on the of &uxaíov and ov évyaOov, 
which some take of things, not persons. But thus 
the Article would be required at dixalov, and the 
force of the illustration would be much weakened. 
Both are undoubtedly meant of om ; and so 
far from there being, as some have thought, a 
tautology, the difference is marked; dixa:oe sig- 
nifying ‘one who is strictly just ;^ dya0ce, * one 
who is ; xpueroe, implying beneficent. 
There is, indeed, a climax, or ascending 
dation; the Apoetle'e object being, as Bp. Jebb 
remarks, to illustrate tho exceedi ove of 
Christ, by & contrasted analogy, derived from 
human ings. ‘Look around you in the 
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131 Aià Toüro, aomep Se évos àvyÜporrov ñ ápapría eis TOv $5535 n. 

rare 

of bis being Ma 

Christ; he died for those who not only 
were not good, who were not even just; for tho 
weak and frail, and the ungodly ; for sinners, and 
for enemies." 

— xai roku] * may even venture,’ sustineat, 
may bring — ra AE i. — 
pury sxatogivy, xal ToÀuncte» T- 
fyeeBar ray — bar š " 
— por:e] ° venture—with diffi- 

am: the latter a. is meant to qualify 
and to limit the force of the former. Touga 
Present, for Fut, to correspond to &volapii- 
T €t. 

8. ouvierno:s dé] ‘whereas God sets forth.’ 
See supra iii. 5, and note. The ðr: should 

ren namely that; as in x. 9. 2 Cor. 
v.14 Phil i. 27. ii. 22. Col i. 19. 1 Thess. 
L 5. ii. 14. 
There is here & variation of position in the 

uncial MSS., of which D, E, F, G, J, and 
2 eursives (to which I can make no addition) 
read ó Oede ele ju. for the text. rec. als Hu. Ò 
0:1ós, while B omits ó Gade altogether. Lachm. 
and Tisch. adopt the reading of D, &c. ; while 
Alf. the word; a course which he 
affirms ‘Critical principles render necessary.’ 
But, so far from that, Critical principles properly 
understood—by knowing how to ly the Cri- 
tical Canon he alludes to—forbid it; because 
the omission in oxe MS. may be accounted for, 
Without supposing interpolation. Indeed, if the 
Canon were to be applied in this ad libitum way, 
hundreds of words and clauses, which even our 
Critical Editors are pleased to yet spare us, 
would — e in almost all — of 
variety tion, a copies, more or less, are 
found to omit; in which case I have often ob- 
served a vacant space left, which the Framer of 
the text meant to fill up, when he had made up 
his mind which to adopt of two or more varieties 
of reading, and then to fill it up. 

9, 10. These verses draw an inference from the 
and freeness of God's Jove, as just set 

re that believers hare be — saved. 
is an ent fortiori ; e ter 

benefit has bestowed, the less will Bot be 

withheld. (Hodge.) The distinction between the 
two seemingly convertible terms QuxaieÜ pres 
and sura] idis is thus pointed out by Bp. 
Terrot: *the former term has reference onlv to 
what passes in the Divine mind, when God for 
just and sufficient causes ts the sinner; the 

tter refers not only to this, but also to the 
change which takes place tn the heart of the sin- 
ner towards God.'—e«e05cousÜ0a refers to the 
final resu]t of present justification and reconcilia- 
tion, namely, salvation ; which result the 
reconciled sinner is prevented from forfeiting b 
the assistance of the Holy Spirit. And this 
assistance is derived from Christ, who, in that 
life which he now lives at the right band of the 
Father, maketh intercession for his — 

11. où póvov di] scil. Tovro. Chrysostom and 
the Greek Commentators rightly supply iow0n- 
uti» from co050óus0a at ver. 9, ver. 10 being 
parenthetical. 
— xavy@pevo:] Iam now inclined to think, 

with Dr. Peile, that this participle is to be con- 
nected grammatically with xaraAAXavyérTsc, as 
a further reason for our Christian hope, —that, 
through the continued mediation of our Re- 
deemer, we shall ultimately be saved, seeing that 
not only have we had our sentence of condemna- 
tion (ver. 16) reversed, but more than this, see- 
ing that, like his ancient people (Ps. xliv. 8), we 
máke our boast in God as our covenant Father 
(comp. Isa. lxiii. 16) through Jesus Christ, by 
whom, &c. 
— Thy xaradXaytv}] meaning ‘the recon- 

ciliation and atonement obtained by Christ's 
death,’ as being the consequence of the atone- 
ment and expiation made by him, as is obvious 
from various pa of Scripture; see Heb. ii. 
17. 2 Cor. v. 18, 19. Heb. ix. 26. 

12—21. The design of this portion is to illu- 
trate the doctrine of the justification of sinners 
on the ground of the righteousness of Christ, by 
a ce to the condemnation of men from 
the sin of Adam. Such is the scope of the 
passage, 1. from the context; 2. from the con- 
nexion ; and 3. from the course of a ; 

12. da Tolo] ‘que cum ita stat, ‘such being 
the case,’ ‘there being this reconciliation ; as 
infra xiii. 6. Matt. xiii. 13. xiv. 2. xxi. 43. 

In the words following, most Expositors are 
agreed, that ‘ the Zatler part of the comparison is 
left to be supplied from the subsequent verses; 
the sense being suspended, on account of inter- 
vening explanations and illustrations, till we come 
to Vener] 8, 19, and 21  Hyperius thinks it was 
left so by the Apostle, in order that 'statim 
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Koopov eicijA0e, xal Sia THs ápapríae 6 Qávaros, kal obrws 
eis mávras avOparrous 6 Óávaros OujADev, ip $ mávres ñuapror 

k ch. 4. 15. 

11 Cor. 15. 
31, 23, 45. 

— 13k Gyo. yàp vópov ápapría ty év kóc ápapría è oUk 
éXXoyetras uù Svros vóuov. 1*9!'AXX éfacíXevaev ó Odvartos 
amò 'A6àp. péxpt Mwicéws, kal él Tos uù duaprncavras èm 

TQ Opommpare THs wapaBacews ‘Addy, bs sti TUmos ToU péA- 

pana attexeret de peccati vi et effectu, per quæ 
llustriora reddantur, que mox subjicientur de 

justitia per Christum illata” If completed, ho 
adds, it would bave stood thus: * Quemadmodum 
per unum hominem (Adamum) peccatum in 
mundum introiit, et per peccatum mors, et sic 
in omnes homines mors pervasit, quatenus omnes 

vimus : #G per unum hominem, Christum, 
justitia in mundum allata est, ac per justitiam 
vita ; et sic ad omnes homines vita pervenit, qua- 
tenus omnes credidimus." 
— alondOe)] ‘was introduced. A — 

idiom. So ucyd. li. 54, ù wécor—te IlsNo- 
wovvnoov ovx slorAOs. A:rHrAOs, by the same 
idiom, signifies ‘was transmitted,’ namely, from 
generation to generation. 
— id’ d wavres Dua ] Some recent Ex- 

positors objecting to the sense, inasmuch as, 
which has been ascribed to if’ &, on the ground 
that infants, who have not sinned as yet, are 
liable to death, bave pro various other 
senses, —all unauthorized and unnecessary; since 
we have only to understand by fjuaprov Guna) 
that they ‘are as sinners,’ are conside 
guilty in the sight of God; namely, on account 
of Adam's fall. Thus the expression will be 
equivalent to duaprwdol xaTscTáÜncar at 
ver. 19. And iQ' d may be rendered because. 

13. This and the next verse are meant to esta- 
blish the proposition contained in the preceding 
one; and that by —— an objection ; 
namely, that ‘since, when there was no law, there 
was no transgression, death ought not to have 
been inflicted.” The difficulty in this passage is 
chiefly occasioned by extreme brevity, and a 
Sending of the objections with the answers. The 
sense of the whole mainly depeuds upon the 
interpretation of dye: vóuov, which Origen, and 
also some modern Commentators, render, ‘ durin 
the law.” The signif. is however inadmissible, an 
indeed inapplicable: see the learned discussion 
of Tittman de Synon. — seqq. on the force of 
čxp: and uéypi, which is intimately connected 
with the sense of this whole . However, 
I am now inclined to adopt that which Dr. Peile 

pounds (after Dr. Burton), rendering thus: 
For, so far only as there was law, so far only 

was guilt in the world; but men are not charge- 
able with guilt when they have no law [to re- 
strain or guide them] (in other words, personal 
sin is not imputed to them): still, when men 
had, in a manner, no law [yet was there not 
the patriarchal law?) death had full sway even 
over such as had not sinned in the likeness of 
Adam's transgression.’ See more in Dr. Peile's 
note, and, on the other hand, consult that of 
Professor Flodge, who defends the common in- 
terpretation with his usual ability, but not with 
his usual success. Both of them have treated 
too perfunctorily the term éAXoyetra:, which, 
from ite importance as connected with the 

doctrine of imputed sin, merits more than or- 
dinary attention. Suffice it to say, that the 
word is so rare, that it has only been found in 
this and another passage of St. Paul (Philem. 
18), and in a Greek inscription occurring in 
Boeckh's Inscr. Grec. t. i. p. 850. In the pas- 
sage of Philem. it is used in its sense, ‘to 
reckon in’ any thing, ‘enter it’ on any Àoyos, 
or account of debtor and creditor, or generally 
into any account of superficies or measurement 
of surface, as in the fore-mentioned inecription : 
Bh sAXNoyoupévay Tais usTpucacw dráca:, 
ura pslOpwr, pyre Soa (scil. uéon) Tpayxéa 
óvra xai pù Óvráutra yewpysiobar. Now in 
the present the term is used ely, 
and the meaning intended must be, that ‘sin is 
not taken into account as ts a jen not 
living under any law, implying a liability to it." 
But this will not wesken the case of those who 
maintain, as does Prof. Hodge, that the simple 
doctrine and argument of the Apostle is, 
* there are evils, which come upon men 
antecedently to any transgressione of their own; 
and that, as the infliction of these evils implies a 
violation of law, it follows that they are regarded 
as sinners on account of the disobedience of 
another.’ It is remarkable, that in this I 
and that of Philem. 18, above noticed, Lachm. 
and Tisch. should read, from a few uncial MS&, 
é\XAoya, and Lachm. place in the margin here, 
as probabi nuine, é\Aoyata:; for there is 
not the s ightest vestige of any euch verb as 
¿AAoyde. And vain were it to adduce Lucian, 
Lexiph. c. 15, à yAe@rra—Avcya ; for that is no 
other than a term ooimed by Lucian, on the 
model of desideratives in saw, to ridicule Lezi- 
— Both that, and the reading of A here, 
AXoydTo, arose from the ecribes, through ita- 

cism. Thus emended, the reading will be that 
found in a few very ancient cursives (I add Mus. 
16,184, and Cov. 3, 1, m, omitted by ed for 
¿XAoystro, which arose from an tlacistic spelling 
of 4ÀA oy st Ta for —rar. 
E serves) * had — his uncontrol- 

able force.’ is is sai prosopopasia ; of 
which examples aro adduced b Wetstein from 
the Rabbinical and the Classical writers. Tove 
uù &uapr., ‘who had not sinned;' meaning, as 
ys Warburton remarks (Works, vol. vi. p. 259). 
* those who died before they came to the know- 
ledge of and evil,_namely, infants and 
idiots The words ivi re ou. Tñç *apaf. "A. 
are to be connected with ifacirsuce. Ren- 
der: ‘sinned by a transgression like that of 
Adam.’ 
— Se tore Téwos TOV wédX.) scil. ` Adu, — 

namely, Christ. It has been shown, that in the 
Rabbinical writers, and even in Josephus, men- 
tion is often made of the je Adam, which, of 
course, implies a second Adam. By +úwoç is 
here imported a general resemblance in certain 
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relations and circumstances. Of the various 
pointe of similarity between the first and the 
second Adam, the — one is that here 
adverted to by the Apes e; that, * by the first 
Adam sin came into the world; by the second 
came ri . And as all mankind were 
represented in Adam, as being the cause of their 

ishment ; so were they all represented in 
ist, as being the cause of their restoration. 

15. 4ÀA' oox we Td wapáw., &c.) Here 
strict regularity would have required the cor- 
—— part of the comparison between Christ 

Adam to have been resumed; but the Apoe- 
tle, struck with a dé, in some respecte, 
again stops to nel din difci i. e. ad- 
vantageous difference, in three ways; and in this 
verse is introduced the first advantageous differ- 
ence. The sentiment is very briefly worded, and 
consequently only to be understood by the con- 
text, in which it is intimated, that the cases, 

parallel, are not exactly alike. ‘It is 
(observes Hodge) more consistent with our views 
of the cheracter of Gop that many should be 
benefited by the merit of one, than that they 
should suffer for the sin of one ;’ q. d. ‘If the 
latter has happened, much more may we expect 
the former (taking ovx oUrc, with Dr. Peile, 
for és obre and áypi at ver. 17]; yet not to 
the extent of the transgression does the forgive- 
ness go, but much further." 
"ig iria Te ToU ivót, Kc.] The sense is, 

‘For, if (equiv. to ‘what if, what though’) be 
the transgression of the one the many have died, 
much more (= further, to a greater extent) has 
the grace of God, and the gift received by the 
— of the one, abounded (doth boad. re- 

nd undantly) to the many.’ The 
Article is used in order to point the opposition 

the two parties—the one (as it were re- 
presentative) sean Jesus Christ, as opposed to 

many members of the human family thus re- 
presented. By ¿mapíccaucs it is intimated, that 
the benefit of the free gift hath abounded toa 

far greater extent, zo) À madAop, than did the 
tury of, &c. The words of ver. 16 are to be 
explained on the same principle; q. d. * And not 
as was the tran ion which arose from the 
one [ Adam], who sinned, not to that extent, so 
lis) free grant of forgiveness, i. e. ‘so far 
ye it go.' 
6. Here there is adducod the second advan- 

tageous difference. 
— xai ovy we ds’ ivds, &c.] The sentence has 

something elliptical, and anomalous in construc- 
tion. Some verb must be supplied; whether 
leri, or iyi, matters not; and some noun ; 

th not, what some supply, 6 Odvaros IN 065, 
which is inadmissible by any rule of ellipsis: 
rather, td xpíua, as suggested by the words fol- 
lowing, Td uiv yàp xpiua, &c. So in the sub- 
sequent clause, arapaa Top aTos is to be supplied 
at dvds, from Tapa*Touéroy which follows. 
Moreover, in the é:4 is also implied 4A6ó», or 
such like. Render: * And not as was the trans- 
gression, which came through ome (i. e. Adam) 
who sinned, so is the free gift” The sentence, 
more plainly worded, would have stood thus: 
kai M we à divòs, duapricayros, TÒ kplua, 
ore àv ivòt, QuxaioUrros, TÒ Óepnua. 
— TÒ piv yap xpíua, &c.] We have here the 

same kind of elli is as in the preceding words, 
The sentence y expressed would have stood 
thus: +d piv yap «plua, ¿Ë iyót vapaTTTOJAa- 
Toe slonAOay els Tor xocpuorv, ele xardxpipa’ 
+d dà xdptopa, ix woÀÀ@r mapaTTeuÁTor 
dvacdipa, ele dixaiwpa. 

The ix in dx wo\Awy apa. is adapted to 
the 4E of the antithetical clause, and therefore 
must not be too rigorously interpreted. We may 
render, ‘on bebalf of,” or, ‘on the of.9 At 
ale sub. iyívero, ‘issued in,’ ‘produced.’ The 
terms dwpnua (free pardon) and yapiona, scil. 
xapure (qn of salvation), are — and denoto 

© ĉıixaiwua. The roMMν— t force; 
for, as Theophyl. observes, ‘ the —— nted 
by God did not take away that one sin of Adam 
only, but all the sins which were committed in 
the world after it” See note on Matt. xx. 28. 
The ful] sense of dixaiwua here is ‘the being 
pronounced just by verdict of acquittal.’ 

17. Now is introduced the third point of ad- 
vantageous difference; and the meaning of the 
words is well laid down by Hedge thus : * If, on 
account of the offence of one [t e one] we are 
condemned, much more shall those who receive 
the righteousness graciously offered to them in 
the pel not only be delivered from con- 
demnation, but also reign in life by one [rather, 
the one], Christ Jesus;' in other words, be 
loriously exalted in the participation of life and 

felici with Christ, who is the author, or foun- 
tain of life, and in wbose life do we see life, just 
as in the light (i. e. * the favour, see Ps. xliv. 3. 
Prov. xvi. 15) of God do we see and experience 
light, felicity, and glory. 

To advert to a few points of pbilology,—ris 
Gepsas THe dix. is for Tis Quxavogíyne Cedwon- 
pivne, ‘the justification ted by grace.” B 
¿v (eg Baci. is meant (as Macknight siira) 
* that they shall have infinitely greater happinees 
in their new life, than they had miseries and 
sorrows in the state into which they were brought 
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vovres, é» fw Bactievcoves Sia ToU évos, 'Igco0 Xptorov.— 
18 "Apa ovv ws St évòs TapamTOpaTos eis Távras avOparrous, 
eis katáxpipa' obro xal Ó; évos Sixavopatos eis Trávras avOpo- 

3 , ^ 

mous, eis Sixaiwow ois. 19"f)g3ep yap Osa THs %apaxoñs 
tov évós àvÜpervrov dpaptwdol xatecTdOncay oi ToXXol, oÚre 

n ch. 4, 15. 
& 7. 8. 

through Adam's disobedience, expressed by the 
reigning in this verse, and in ver. 14; 
The term expresses ‘ height of felicity,’ with an 
adjunct notion of ‘exalted honour ;’ so 2 Tim. ii. 
un el dropulvouey, kal cvuaciXsicopay. 

8. dpa obv we] Here the od» is resumptivo, 
taking up the thread of reasoning, dro at 
ver. P, and summing up the argument; though 
the Particle does not lose its ratiocinative force. 
Render: ‘So then as,” &. Of course in this 
very elliptical construction xpiua and ydpiopa 
must be supplied from the preceding context, v. 
16. Of course Odvaror ie implied in xpíua (put 
for x«arax, ps corresponding to Tes. Death 

iritual, like death natural, is represented as 
e ezecution of a sentence of condemnation passed 

on all men. So in Joe. Antt. xvii. 6, 2, death is 
spoken of as rò xaTa jrmoiouívos, scil. xarà 
TGy åvðpørwv. So also Xen. Apol. 27, xar- 
engiopivor rv pou brò Tij: Picswe Odvaror. 

e words may be rendered thus :—‘ So then, as 
by means of one transgression judgment [came] 
upon all men unto condemnation (to death), so 
also by means of one [righteousness] the free 
gift (= ‘ forgiveness’) came unto all men unto 
justification of life ? or, as Hodge, ‘that justifi- 
cation which is connected with life, —of which 
life i$ the consequence.’ As to the strongly de- 
bated question about the ‘all,’ see Hodge, who, 
as may be supposed, decides it in such a way as 
shall agresan to the system of Calvin; not 
aware, it should seem, that Calvin, in his Com- 
rin à takes a very different view from that 
which he had adopted in his Institutes, written 
in early youth, where he annotates thus : * Com- 
munem omnium gratiam facit, quia omnibus ex- 

, RON ad omnes extendatur re ipe&. 
am etsi passus est Cbristus pro is totius 

mundi, atque OMNIBUS INDIFFERENTER Dei 
benignitate offertur, non tamen omnes appre- 

wnt.” ‘So,* remarks Stuart, ‘do men 
when they look away from system, and have 
thoroughly studied the ee as Calvin had 
done when he wrote this. In his arte work, the 
Institutiones, he has sometimes exhibited senti- 
ments which differ from these.’ There is reason, 
however, to think that occasional variations of 
sentiment in the mind of Calvin had com- 
menced, and been going on very long before he 
wrote his —— A most competent judge 
of such matters, the late Bp. Burgess, more than 
once assured me that, on comparing various 
editions of the IJnstttutiones which 
during Calvin's life, he observed not a few 
changes of statements on doctrinal matters, all 
of them modifying the system adopted in that 
work, and agreeing with those in his Com- 
m entary. 

19. This verse is explanatory of the preceding, 
and ol wodAo} should be rendered : de many" 

«al Sia ris UTa«ofjs ToU évòs Oikaso, xatactabncovras oi TOA- 
ETS os Nol 20" Nópos Se mapeuaijADev, iva mTheováon TO vrapárTopa. 

is equiv. which, as ap from the foregoing, re 
to wayrac : the main drift of the À pos 
out this passage being to set forth the 
of the Redemption, as being co-extensive with the 
evil introduced at the fall, which it was designed 
to remedy. So Dr. , in his masterly 
Sermon on Popery, after quoting what is said 
at ver. 12, and the redditio at ver. 15, remarks : 
* Who would not wish that our Translators had 
kept the Articles in the Version which saw 
in the Original? thus, ‘If through the o 
of the one (that is, Adam) the many kave died, 
mach more the grace of , by the one mas, 
Jesus Christ, hath abounded unto the many.” By 
this accurate version, some hartful mistakes 
about partial redemption, and abeolute reproba- 
tion, bad been happily prevented. Our English 
readers had then seen, what several of the Fa- 
thers saw and testified, that ol sroAXol, the many, 
in an antithesis to the one, are equiv. to Távrss, 
all, in ver. 12, and comprehended the whole 
multitude, the entire species of mankind, ex- 
clusive only of the one. So again, vv. 18, 19, 
our Translators have ted like mistake ; 
where, when the Apostle has said, that ‘as the 
offence of one was upon all men (sls mésrac 
dyðpúórovs) to condemnation, so the righteoue- 
ness of one was u all men to justification ;° 
‘for,’ adds he, vas by the one man's disobedience 
(Tov éivóc) the (ol wodAol) were made 
sinners, so by the obedience of the one (rov &pós) 
the many (ol sroAXol) shall be made righteous.’ 
By thts version the reader is admonished and 
guided to remark, that ‘the many ' in ver. 19 
are the same as varr:$, all, in ver. 18. 

It is not, however, to be understood as meant, 
that all mankind are actually * made righteous;" 
but only that the benefit of this &epyue, or 
xdpiopa, or Quaíocis Tes, is ow to all; 
and if they do not reap the benefit of it, it is 
through their own fault; and that all who are 
justified must become so alone through Christ, 
— may be ies dar * were constituted," 
= and effectu became facto, 
and are A regarded in the sight of God’ for [ 
agree with Prof. Hodge, that, as in ver. 18, it is 
our — as sinners for the sin of Adam, 
and our being treated as — for the righte- 
ousness of Christ, that is the prominent idea, so 
here, ver. 19, it is our being as sach 
that is here made icuous. 

20. vóuos di wapstonAOsy] It has been dis- 
pee "cet youoe B — to pe eo as 

e Law oses, or the Law nature, as 
Dr. Peile holds. The former seems called for 
by the ing context (vv. 13, 14) ; but it 
would seem that the latter sense is to be im- 
cluded, but in a subordinate degree. Thie view 
is confirmed by Hodge, who annotates thus :— 
* Paul, having shown that our justification was 
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Bacwrrevon @& Sixasocvvns eis Cony aianov, 6&1 Inco Xpirrov 
tov Kupiou sav. 

ch. 8. 8. VI. 13 TC oð epodper ; émpevoüpev TÜ dpapria, wa $ ydpu Š 5238, 
effected without the intervention of either the 
moral or Mossical law, was naturally led to state 
the design and result of the renewed revelation 
of tbe one, and the superinduction of the other. 

stands here for the whole Moeaical 
economy, including tho clear revelation of the 
moral w, and a the institutions connected 

FRE H s E — idorod 
> is, apart from the Sanpa] ical import of 

its E 7 t i parts, was sin, or offence, 
apas:onÀ sy I would not render, with 

t and Middleton, ‘ secretly, or sù 3 
The sense of the rapà is raiber ij 

i.e. indirectly, incidentally.—The Apos- 
ing being, as Prof. Scholefield observes, 

that ‘when sin had entered, the direct and ob- 
vious method would have been to introduce the 

its 3 Gra counteraction and remedy; 
of which the Law came first, to answer a 

viz. to aggravate the evil, and 
manifest and desperate, that men 

t effectually prepared to welcome 
Thus it was an indirect step to- 

accomplishment of God's ultimate pur- 
This in tation was no novelty of 
Recens. , and Gr. Test. 2nd Edit. 
Professor, [it has since been adop 

eile]; but is as old 2s the time of Chrys. 
L, and was ado by tho most 
e early modern Expositors, as Calv., 

Hyper., and Est., whose notes well merit perusal. 
— ta wXsowácy] meaning, ‘in order that it 

might be abundantly exhibited,’ i.e. made 
it is; or, in the words at vii. 13, 

might become exceeding sinful. 
215] This may be understood both of time 

i 
KF 3 

sense EE FETT 

J 

qa * "g 
Ë 

1 
. 2l. dca Sexacocévns] meaning, ‘ by justifica- 

tion, through the remission of sine.’ 

VI. On the scope of this and the two next 
Chapters there is much difference of opinion, 
chiefly arising from taking too confined a view 
of the intent of the A e therein. So that, if 
the two most generally adopted views, —which I 
have already stated,—be combined, —the former 
ae subordinate to the latter, —we shall have the 
main elements of tbe body of truth contained in 
hose ters; and thus we may suppose that 
the Apostle, while purposing to set forth the true 
nature and obligations to Christian holiness, 
chose to do it by counteracting two grand 
abuses, which had been made of his doctrines of 
Ee and of the Christian's freedom from 

the Law, 
Of the first two Chapters the following sum- 

of the contents is presented by Prof. 
Hodge :—* As the Gospel reveals the only effec- 

p 

secure ! 
this truth is the — of this and the following 

The sixth is partly argumentative, an 

ly exhortatory. In vv. 1—11 the Apostle 
M how unfounded is the objection, that gra- 
tuitous justification leads to the indulgence of 
sin. In vv. 12—23 he exhorts Christians to a life 
agreeable to the nature and design of the 1; 
and presents Yarious considerations to 
secure their obedience to the exhortation. 
8 11. The main idea in this Section is, that 

such is the nature of the believer's union with 
Christ, that his living in sin is not merely an 
inconsistency, but & contradiction in terms, as 
much so as speaking of a live dead man, or a 

bad one. Union with Christ, being the 
only source of holiness, cannot be the source of 
sin. In v. 1 the e presents the obj 
tion. In v. 2, he declares it to be unfounded, 
and exclaims at its abeurdity. In vv. 3, 4, he 
exhibits the true nature and design of Chris- 
tianity, as and intended to produce new- 
nees of life. In vv. 5—7, he evinces that such is 
the — of union with — that it — 
poesible for any one to s esr cui 1 
death without being to his fe. Such 
being the case, he shows, vv. 8—11, that as Christ's 
death on account of sin was for once, never to be 

life consecrated to God. 
1. ví ob» ipovusp;] A formula by which some- 

thing that another might object to in a foregoing 
argumentation, or representation, is adverted to 
for the purpose of disavowing the sentiment im- 

ted to it. So Arrian, Epic p (cited by 
olf), Ti oov ¿yë Ayw; Sre dwpaxroy iors 

TÒ Ywov; mh yivorro! The formula often 
occurs in Paul's Epistles, and always with the 
íp., considered as a Fut. Active; and hence 
Hanm., Whitby, and Mackn., wrongiy render, 
t What do we say P' for it is in vain to seek to 
confirm this from Phil. iv. 4, xai má\w ipés, 
aipere, for there the Fut. is as suitable 2s the 
ie. and, at any rate, there the Verb does not 
form part of the formulas, The sense here is, 
— — are we to draw — doc- 
trine e gratuitous acceptance of sinners, or 
from justification by faith ?' 

For éwtuevovmev, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 
cursives, with several ancient Versions, have 

i?ruuívo sp, Which has been edited by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf, bat without sufficient reason, 
as will from my note, infra v. 15, where 
the same diversity of mood and tense is aleo 
found. I find it only in Lamb. 1183, and 
Mus. 16,184. However, internal evidence is 
rather in its favour; and it be the true 
reading; and, if so, I would ren er, ‘may we 
continue?’ — a sense sufficiently appropriate. 
But that yielded by the Future, -ovmep, is more 
s0,—8since the full force of the interrogation is, 
‘shall we or shall we sof?’ which is more 
pointed and better suited to the pes phra- 
seology than ‘may we?’ As for Alford’s inter- 
pretation, ‘Must we think that we may P'—the 
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qAeovdog ; ?Y pù *évovro! Oltives ámreÜávouev Tfj üpapría, 
. wes čti Djcouev dy avr); Š 

a. Kev els Xpioròv '"Inaoüv, eis tov Üávarov avtod éBamrícÓnpuev ; 
©*H ayvoeire Ste Soot éBarrrío05- 

% an 4 4 Suveradmpey ovv aire dia tod Barricparos eis Tóv Óávarov- L 
8. 10. 1 

e ob. 8. 11. 
Phil. 8. 10, 
11. 

à foe Subjunctive, an idiom treated of by 
Kühner, Gr. — adduces examples from 
Eur. Ion 758, atreyusv fh iok: and Med. 
1275; there is no proof that the idiom was ever 
used by the Scriptural writers. As a proof how 
inapplicable is tho idiom here, Alf. in his ver- 
sion is obliged to render, ° May we persist in sin 
that (God's) grace may abound P' I cannot help 
suspecting that Liuéresuev was an alteration of 
Critics, who wished to make the two verbs in 
this verse co nd in mood. "That the Fut. 
was read by the Pesch. Syr. Translator is certain. 
—But to turn from words to inge: it should 
seem from what has gone before, v. 20, that a pos- 
sible misapprebonsion might arise, nay, even, it 
seems, had arisen, as though an abundance of ei 
were the cause of a su dance of grace ; and 

does the Apostle introduce the question, 
* shall we continue, &c., which indeed any one 
might have been warranted in saying, if abun- 
dance of crime had been the cause of abounding 
grace, and not the occasion ache 

2. mh yívovro!] It is well remarked by T. 

strong denial, 
some ihference 

say, ‘It is a contradiction and absurdity, tbat 
those who are dead to sin should live in sin.’ 
Elsner and Wetstein adduce many passages of 
the Classical writers, which show that to be dead 
to any thing or person denoted to have broken off 
all connexion therewith. But that does not bear 
on the nt case, inasmuch as the ratio mela- 
phora bere subsisting is formed on a peculiar 
mode of speaking, by which the rite of immer- 
sion in the baptismal water, and egress from it, 
were used as a symbol of breaking off all con- 
nexion with the present sinful life, and giving 
oneself to a new and one, ‘As therefore 
(observes Koppe) it was usual for those baptized 
to be, on that account, called both and 

ied, and raised again to a new life, hence the 
Apostle, according to his custom, applice this 
manner of speaking to the purpose of describin 
the cultivation of Christian virtue [and bones 
(to which every Christian had bound himself 
under the similitude of death and resurrection.’ 
The wae strongly represente the teconsistency of 
such a course as the living in habitual com- 
mission of sin. Comp. Gal. ii. 19. 

' 8. À dyvesire OTi Soo: Bam T., &c.] Under 

Peina [ya domep zyyépUn Xpioròs èx vexpéw did ris Sons ToU ILarpós, 
oro xai jue év Kawornts Gæs mepirarjcwpev. 5 ° Ei yàp 

the same metaphor the Apostle proceeds to show, 
from the nature of the baptismal covenant, that 
Christians have en to be conformed to the 
death and resurrection of Christ, by dying uuto 
sin, and rising again unto righteousness, 
"H dyvosiT£ occurs also at vii. ), and is equiv. 

to ‘have you forgotten,’ or ‘are you not aware 
of, this truth?’ BawríT:o0a: siç Tira is equiv. 
to Bawr. ale Óvouá Tivos, and denotes, ° to pro- 
foss oneself any one's disciple by baptism ; which 
was unders to engage the disciple to the 
fession of the doctrine promulgated by his teacher 
Els rdv Oavarov avrov ifjas. may be rendered, 
* have been baptized unto his death.” And the 
sense is: ‘we have bound ourselves by baptiem 
to die unto (i. e. lay aside) al) sin, as Christ laid 
down his life.’ Eis here signifies * in conformity 
to,’ viz. to him in his death, that as he had died 
for their sins, so should they die unto, and have 
gone with, all sin. Thus, among the heathens, 
the initiation into the Greater Mysteries was figu- 
ratively termed a dying unto a vicious life, by 
renouncing it. 

4. cumeradnuer ctv] The od» is, as Hyper. 
observes, inferential, = ‘so then,’ or * well 
Iu evrerádQ., ‘we were thus buried (in the 
water of Baptism), —for the term has allusion 
to Baptism, according to that mode in which it 
was originally administered, viz., by immersion 
des Bingham's Antiquities) ;—a A especiall 
ntended to represent at once the death, burial, 
and resurrection of Christ (the body being thus 
hidden in the water as in a tomb), and so serving 
to signify the dying unto sin on the part of the 
baptized, the destruction in them of the power 
of sin, and their rising from the death of sin 
unto a life of righteousness. See Rom. vi. 4. 
Col. ii. 12. Accordingly our Church prays, that 
* the old Adam may be so buried that the new 
man may be raised up in us,’ &c. 
— ale tdv Üávaov] meaning, ‘after the simi- 

litude of, or in conformity to, his death.” Supply 
avrov from the avro just before. Ara tHe 
9ó£we 7. TI., * through the glory,’ and, by impli- 
cation, ‘ power of the Father.’ Comp. Ps. lxviii 
35, and lea. xii. 2. —' Ev xai. Ywije is a stronger 
expression than i» X. «aug would be; for, as 

ford observes, ° the abstract xasvornt: is used 
to bring the quality of newness more into promi- 
nonce.” Comp. 2 Thess. ii. 1]. | Tim. vi. 17. 
The construction is highly elliptical, —there he- 
ing. as Jaspis observes, only two members of the 
comparison, when there should properly have 

Jour, omitting one in the profasis, and an- 
other in the apodosis. The ge. in a com- 
lete state, he says, would be this: wa Serep 
*— Xprords ix vakpiw, Kal weprewarucs 

KawoTnrs (wns, olre kal nusis cure yapti v- 
Tee aure ix vaxpav, iv eawornre Xet Tip- 
WarThowpmsy. 

5—11. The main idea being thus introduced; 
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the Apostle now proceeds to confirm what was 
just said, and to expand the thought, nting 
it in a variety of costume, suitable to the nature 
ef the case, in order to impress the whole on the 
mind of the reader. 

e expression be- 
g. ‘grown — into one,’ as man and horse 

in the fabled Centaurs. The term is oft. used of 
the closest union and most intimate friendship. 
The force of d\Ad may — says it does) come 
under the use of the Particle pointed out in 

, Partic. ii. 40, by which dAAd after a 
hypothetical clause serves to strengthen the in- 
ference. Bat it is unlikely that Paul was ac- 
rain — this priam Grecism. TI 

: regards this veree as ei an am- 
Plifcation, or confirmation, of the preceding ; 
and he inclines to consider it as the latter. But 
I rather agree with Hyper., who remarks, ‘ Ple- 
nius exponit confirmatque que de moriendo pec- 
catis, atque iterum vivendo justitie, dici cepta 
sunt,” ere is, as Thom. Aquin. shows, a 
farther development of the foregoing thought, 
whereby Paul enforces this obligation to Chris- 
tian holi from the en t which every 
Christian comes under by baptism, of being con- 
formed to the fellowship of Christ's sufferings, 
by crucifying the flesh, with the affections and 

i 

Thus 

yireeaker OTt. 
6. ó wadaide fuc» dyÜ0porros] meaning, the 

t nature and evil disposition derived from 
Adam, and which belong to men in their un- 
Tenewed state; what is properly Appie kio only 

Concrele, MAN, 
Rabbis the man of sin. To this wad. Gv. is 

the new man, the holy d ios and 
racter infused by the Holy Spirit, and re- 

h. iv. 24, and uired the Gospel, See 
l. ii To. 
— sa lel pce. As the death of Christ is 

considered emblematic of baptism, so the manner 
of his death is made to suggest the duty of cru- 
a our corrupt nature. Comp. Gal. ii. 20. 
The Apostles argument in this and the foregoing 
verse is this : ` Bach is the nature of our union 
With Christ that, if we partake of the benefits of 

f Gal. 3. 20, 

his death, and are conformed to him in this re- 
spect, we shall be conformed to his life, because, 
after the likeness of his death, the power of sin 
in us is destroyed, by the body of sin being de- 
stroyed.' In this debated expression, TÓ copa 
rye duaprlas, we have a peculiar phrase, fur- 
ther characterizing the old mas, and of which 
the sense may be best peche body in 
which sin energizes." De Wette and Alford, in- 
deed, nr that the body can be represented as 
the seat of sin; or, at any rate, that the prizet 
of sin can be said to lie in the body, for it lies in 
the well. The latter objection may hold, but not 
the former, unless b juggling of metaphy- 
sical sophistry. In fact, Alford himself, by ex- 
plaining, ‘in which sin is manifested,’ virtually 
Gdmits it. The interpretation which I have put 
forward above is confirmed by the term — 
yn0g, ‘might be destroyed,’ viz, by being 

feed of its power to hurt; like an enemy put 
de combat; or ss a — 

though not abeolutely killed. e nature of the 
metaphor is, indeed, obscure; but it seems to 
proceed on representing sin, by a kind of per- 
sonification, as a living body, consisting, like the 
human frame, of many members, the seat of 
various evil propensities, and all of them re- 
quiring to be (even zs the members of a cru- 
cified malefactor were) nailed to the cross. 

7. ó yàp ámoÜuvaóv—dpuapríac] This asser- 
tion enforces the declaration in the foregoin 
Verse (that when the old man is crucified. 
Christians cannot be devoted to the service of 
sin) by a stmile drawn from pera death ; 
though the expression itself, àsroÜarov, is to be 
taken f ly, of ‘one whose corrupt nature 
has been crucified with Christ; q. d. * He who 
» nl dead [to sin), is freed from its power ;' 
Cedixaiera: being for //AsvÜépera:, and signi- 
fying, ‘is m its influence, or slavery.’ 
n other words, ‘4s a man corporeally dead is 

freed from the authority of all those who in his 
lifetime had power over him ; so he that is thus 
figuratively dead is freed from tbe power of sin, 
which formerly energized in him.’ 

8. al dà dariÜávousr, &c.] Here the Apostle 
takes up the word dwoQavuy at v. 7, and re- 
sumes the sentiment of vv. 4, 5, for the sake of 
adding a new sentiment, by way of establishing 
his position,—namely, that as Christ died once 
for all, and therefore lives for ever a new life, so 
the believer dies once for all unto sin, when he 
truly dies to it, so that he must for ever here- 
after live a new life, and no longer practise sin. 
ferar) The full sense is as follows: * Now, 

rther, if we bave [thue] died with Christ [b 
having our corrupt nature crucified with him 1 
we fully believe that we shall also live with him. 
Comp. 2 Tim. ii. 1], the best comment on this 
verse. 

9. slëéTres Dri, &c.) This is, Stuart (after 
Hyper.) o as much as to say, ° What I 
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have now asserted must be true, inasmuch as 
you know that to be true from which my posi- 
tion is a necessary deduction.’ But there is 
something further involved in what is seid, — 
namely (as Hodge says), that the perpetuity of 
Christ's life is presented as the ground of assur- 
ance of the perpetuity of the life of believers ; 

. d. * We shall pertake of the life of Christ ; 
, as death has no more dominion over him, 

there is no ground of apprehension that our sup- 
plies of life shall be cut off; nor that the spi- 
ritual and eternal blessings of redemption shall 
be annulled; because he ever liveth to make in- 
terceseion for us, and to grant us those supplies 
of grace which we need. See ch. v. 10. John 
xiv. 19. 1 Cor. xv. 23, &c. 
— Odvaror airov, &c.] These words are 
— of the preceding; q. d. ‘he not only 

ul die no more, but can die no more; since 
death hath no — any power over him.” 

10. Š yàp dTíÜars—reo Oss] Here we have 
an amplification and explanation of v. 9. Christ's 
life is perpetual, inasmucb as his dying unto sin 
i.e. for sin, for its expiation ; eee hess. v. 
0) was for once only; but, as he liveth, he 

live ever to the glory of God. 
Heb. vii. 27. ix. 26, 28. See more in Calvin, 
who ably traces the connexion thus: ‘ Having 
before declared that by the example of Christ we 
are for ever freed from the yoke of death, the 
Apostle now accommodates what he had said to 
the sentiment intended to be ineulcated,—that 
wo are no longer subject to the dominion of sin ; 
and this he shows from the final cause of Christ's 
death, namely, because he died in order to put 

doma APA 5] i.e. ‘being glorified by and — (i To 0:19] i.e. ‘being glori y an 
with v ather; and also to, or for, » as 
‘being the brightness of his Father's glory.’ 
Heb. 1. 3. ; 

11. Wo havo here an inference from tho 
ceding discussion, and, ther with an ioa- 
tion of it to the case of Christians, there is an 
earnest exhortation to realize in themselves this 
state of death unto sin, and life unto God with 
Christ. The sense may be thus expressed :— 
* Thus also regard yourselves as (persons) dead 
indeed unto sin, by having renounced it, but 
alive unto God in Christ Jesus ;" or, as Hodge 
explains, ‘in virtue of your union with him.'— 
The words te Kupie hum, not found in many 
ancient MSS., Versions, and Fathers, have been 
cancelled by Griesb., Knapp, and Scholz; per- 
hape rightly; at any rate, internal evidence is 
against them. . 

12, 13. We have here the conclusion; q. d. 
t From these considerations, then, let not sin 
reign, &c.—By duapría we are to understand, 
not pecoatum, but vitiosias, that propensity to 

` Taís ériOuplass avrov: 13 m 4568 mapıorávere Tà ÉN) opm 

evil which existe in e man—the $pórnne 
eapxóe spoken of in the Ninth Article of our 
Church. Here, by a bold figure, sin is per- 
sonified as a tyrant, striving to hold mastery 
over men. 

12. iv Te Ürnre vuar c.] Here OvnTo is 
not (what some have mara wey d mere epethe 
of ornament, but, from the body being the seat of 
sensuality, is used to intimate, l. that the plea- 
sures of the body are, from its liability to disease 
and death, very fleeting and temporary, and that 
therefore it is the more unreasonable to gratify 
corporeal — at the sacrifice of the soul; 
2. that the labour of resisting temptations to evil 
ie but of short continuance, and therefore the 
less formidable; 3. that they should be mindful 
of the near approach of that period, when the 
dominion of sin would work death spiritual and 
eternal. Tho expression TÓ Ovyrdr cama is se 
rare, that I find it elsewh. ouly in Dionys. Hal. 
Ant. 2187, 4, «Aíos áÜárvaror dyti rou Üryros 
cépuaot (scil. kà tovs) xaríXume Tote ly-yópois. 
But, to advert to a matter of Criticism as regards 
the text. At the latter part of the verse there is 
some diversity and confusion in the MSS., and 
consequent uncertainty of reading; so that Edi- 
tors adopt different views. Wetst. and Matth. 
retain and justify the text. rec., which I find in 
all the Lamb. and Mus. and Trin. Coll. copies, 
but Griesb. and Scholz cancel the words arg 
i» Tate dv10. abrov, from some uncials and a 
few cursives ; while Tittm., Lachm., Tiech., and 
Alf. cancel avry i», from A, B, C, and 6 cur- 
sives. The course pursued by Griesb. and Scholz 
is undoubtedly wrong, since it leaves the 
miserably curtailed and crippled. The text of 
Lachm., Tisch.,and Alf. is that which I adopted in 
the first and succeeding Edits. of this work ; and 
it is strongly confirmed by internal evidence, and 
by the authority of all the ancient Versions of 
any weight. It is not probable that the words 
airy i» were removed (as Matthei thought) ‘to 
clear the sentence ;' for even wik them it is not 

. The only objection to it is the 
extreme harshness it involves, for we no where 
else read of the lusts of sin, but only of the lusts 
of the flesh, or of the body; to remove which 
objection 4 ancient cursives (to which I add one 
Mus, copy) have avrew ; yet it may here be tolo- 
rated, use sin might be personified as a 
tyrant,—just as supra v. 6, 7, it is considered as 
a master over a slave. Nevertheless, the state of 
the evidence, not a little confused in its details, 
evidently points to the last mentioned text as 
the genuine one; espec. since from it all the 
others may have sprung. 

18. ë rhe arid &c.] We have here 
& continuation of the foregoing imagery,—in 
which sin is considered as a ala vo iesti es 
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introductory of a kindred admonition. For here 
] cannot, with Calv., Beza, and others, recognize a 
military allusion, however frequent such may be in 
Paul's writings; for,as I find De Wette has said, 
the comparison here is to servitude, rather than sol- 
diership : nor need we call in the military allu- 
tion, since the owAa may be taken (as indeed is 
its ps r sense) to denote instruments, lit. 
* tools; as in Hdot. vii. 25. ix. 121. Herodian, 
vii. 11, and elsewhere. The meaning will thus 
be, * neither yield up your members to sin, for 
him to use as organs, or instruments, of wicked- 
ness.’ On the other hand, by öra Oixavooóvngs 
are denoted the various ‘ instruments of working 
the work of God in all holiness, righteousness, 
and truth ;' and all this += O«o, ° unto the glory 
of God,” 1 Cor. x. 31. 

— es ix vexpwv Yovras] meaning, ‘as those 
who, after having been spiritually dead, are now 
alive from the dead, by a new birth and righte- 
ousness unto holiness,’ infra v. 19. 

14. duapria yàp ùu. où kvp.) The Future 
xvpievoes here cannot, by the context, be taken 
as predictive, still less as — or hortative. 
It rather breathes the lan of re-assurance 
(see Jobn iii. 19), ‘assuring their hearts,’ that 
the surrender demanded in the last verse was 
possible. The yàp points at a ible demur; 
q. d. ° How can so t a dificulty be over- 
come?" To which the answer is, ° Fear not; 
for sin shall not (as you apprehend) have domi- 
nion over you (so as to prevent the surrender), 
for ye are, &c. Thus they are encouraged to 
exert themselves in resisting sin, by the assu- 
rance of success ; as Hyper., Crellius, Estius, and 
Grotius well point out. e next words adduce 
the of this re-assurance,—namely, they 
are ‘ not under law, but ue grae, eng. 
as a system, a dispensation o is view 
of the sense is required both by the absence of 
the article and by the context, according to the 
able analysis of its contents by Prof. Hodgo; 
and indeed accords with the nature of the Gospel 
itself, considered as the means of deliverance, 
not from the yoke of ceremonial observances 
only, but from the obligation of any law of 
works, as a means of justification. 

15—23. The Apoetle now proceeds to argue, 
that tbe dispensation of grace vouchsafed to us, 
so far from encouraging sin, demands a service to 
righteousness, utterly inconsistent with any ser- 
vices to sin, which we renounced when we became 
servants of righteousness. To induce them to 

reevere iu that renunciation, a strong contrast 
is drawn betwecn the results of the service of 
vt i hi and even faüfal,—and those of the 
service of righteousnese—blissful and soul saving. 
A similar contrast is drawn between the works of 
bn flesh and those of the Spirit, in Gal. v. 19— 

Vor. IL 

15. +l obv ;—pn3) yé£vovro!] From his anxiety 
to avoid misapprehension, and show that freedom 
from the law does not at all involve freedom 
from moral operons Paul, for the second time, 
strongly denies that the liberty of the Gospel is, as 
the Antinomian heretics have averred,—a liberty 
tosin. The interrogation implies a strong nega- 
tion, fortified by the uù *yévorro, as supra v. 2. 
The question is put to anticipate & more than 
possible objection of Judaizing disputants: see 
note, supra v. l. 

For duaptricouey, several uncial and 30 cur- 
sive MSS. have duapricwpusy, which I find 
also in 5 Lamb. and 4 Mus. copies, and which 
has been received into the text by Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; whether rightly, I doubt, for 
the reading has the appearance of being a mere 
correction. Some, it seems, thought the sense 
* may we sin’ preferable. But, though it is a 
80, of the sense, yet it by no means im- 
proves it; and the ancient Versions all support 
Guapticouey, which yields the more natural 
sense. The case is quite similar to that of iri- 
pt&vovpuev, supra v. 1, where what I have said in 
my note confirms the genuineness of duaprs- 
coney here. 

16. oùx oları, &c.] After earnest dissuasion, 
the Apostle resorts to serious admomition, by 
placing before them the alternative, that the 
must serve some master, — either stn, who wi 
lead them to death; or righteous obedience, which 
will conduct them to justification. They who 
obey sin are the vassals of sin, and must receive 
the wages of sin.—pDEATH. The œ is by some 
— t whatsoever ;' ce —— was just 

ore personified, so the ere seems put in 
the masculine, for acoommodation to it. r 
— els vrak.) = ele rò bTax., ‘in order to 

be obedient.’ e ele in els Odvaroy and ele 
dix. denotes event, result, or as Rom. 
v. 16, where ele xardxpiua and ele dixalwoww 
are similarly opposed. Odvaros here mainly 
denotes spiritual and eternal death, the death of 
the soul, the awful 6As0po» alwnov ¿mó Tpos- 
eov ToU Kvplov, 2 Thess. i. 9. Aix. should not 
be rendered righteousness ; since, as appears from 
the kindred passage at v. 16 (see also iv. 25), it 
is put, by metonymy, for the effects of righte- 
ousness, in the favour of God (‘which is better 
than life"), viewed in its results, —life everlast- 
ing, as opposed to death, the state of misery in- 
d by sin. Verses 17, 18, as also vv. 19, 20, 
are not so much meant by Paul to follow up the 
argument, as to impress his readers (of the Gen- 
tiles), by showing them that they are themselves 
examples of what he is declaring. As to v. 17, 
it is an application of the general truths stated 
in the preceding verse to his readers of the Gen- 
tiles, and therein, as Alf. remarks, * the dilemma 
involved in the preceding is — for them by 
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reference to matter of fact, that though they were 
once the servants of sin, they had (God be 
thanked!) in receiving the Gospel, obeyed its 
requiremente, and consequently were freed from 
the service to sin, and become servants of 
righteousness. 

7. In Ste Fre, &c. there is a difficulty 
(arising from the words seeming to express 
a sense the reverse of what the Apostle must 
have meant), which is not removed by supplying, 
as Beza and many others have done, mé». It is 
better to suppose (with Grot. and Koppe), that 
as the Participle is often put for the Verb, so here, 
by a Hebrsaism [or rather popular idiom], the 
erb is put for the Participle, which would be 
uivalent to a Verb with xalwep, . A 

Classical author would have written, Sri, mpi» 
piv OÓvTac, &c.—vpup ĝi, &. In ele Oy sape. 
vTiwoy Qiéayijs there is a well-known hypallage, 
rae figure attraction (see Glass, Phil. Secr. 
168), as in the Virgilian ‘urbem quam statuo, 
vestra est” Thus it is for vrnx. re trite čı- 
Sayiis ale Oy tuwoy wapeccOnrs. The sense, 
probably by a metaphor taken from foundin 
and coining, is, * that form,’ lit. ‘stamp, or moul 
of teaching, unto which ye were delivered over 
by Jesus Christ to be impressed by it" (simil. 
ópQ woe, — ii. 20). Comp. Jamblichus, 

Vit Pyth., p. 89, Tò» TÚwov tüs 9idacxaAías, 
with Arrian, Enchir. ii. 19, xarà rå déypara 
rurovoðaı. See more on the exact propriety 
of the expression in Calv., Hyper., Beza, and Est. 

18. éXevbepwOdvres è awd THs dj.] i. e. 
* being liberated from the bondage of ;’ sin being 
still considered as a slave-master. There is, how- 
ever, an allusion, not (as some have supposed) to 
the manumission, but to the transfer of slaves 
(whether by purchase or otherwise) from the 
service of one master to that of another. The 
words éAsv@. ĉi mò, &c., seem meant to be 
suspended in construction on the preceding sen- 
tence. In fact, iAevO. 32 is put for xai dre 
éAsv0., * and that being freed." 
— idovA dO nr:« fj ówaiocóyg for govAo: Hrs. 

By this the Apostle means to hint at their sacred 
engagement to serve God. The sense, however, 
of the expression is modified by the context. 
Obedience to God is properly not a slavery, but 
& service ; or, at least, an ida odovA aia. 

19. &áy0pá v. íyw, &c.] The best Expositors 
are generally j Bas that this form of expression 
was employed by way of softening the harshness 
of the term édovAwOnre,—meaning to say, that 
tin so speaking of Christianity as a bondage, he 
spoke with reference to human weakness and 
frailty, which is apt mot to regard the yoke as 
our or the burden as light (so Plut. de Educ. 
$ 17, says, ravra piv oU» Kadd kal cuppé- 

povra’ à dè uéAAe Aéysw, ávyÜpoira,— 
meaning, such as human weaknees may hope to 
attain to); q. d. (in the words of C vin) I 
could, by a comparison of righteousness and sin, 
show how much more readily you ought to yield 
obedience to the one, than you have done to the 
other; but, considerate to the weakness of your 
flesh, I shall not enter into the comparison. Yet, 
while thus indulgent to you, this, however, I 
may reasonably require, —that at least you should 
not more coldly and remisely follow after righte- 
ousness, than before you gave yourselves over 
unto sin. See also Hyperius and Eetius. 

— 7apscTÓcaTs should not be rendered, 
t have once yielded,” as is apparent from the 
words following, oUT« vuv rapacticats. AovAa 
is here an adjective, signifying, ‘ serving in bond- 
age,' as in Eurip. and other Class writers. 
— áxaÜapcia and ávouía are not, as the 

have been thought, synonymous ; but as — 
apola, in the signif. * lasciviousness,” has at i. 24, 
been applied to these very persons, so that seems 
to be the sense here. Thus the word is synony- 
mous with &cíAysia and aropveía. See Titt- 
man, de Synon. p. 155. Compare 2 Cor. vii. 1. 

From lasciviousness the Apostle now passes on 
to ápouía in denen. meaning every kind of 
vicious and sinful conduct, as o to dyzac- 
Mós. In ele thy ávouíap and sls dyáseÀ ongoy 
most Commentators take the ele to denote acos- 
mulation, i. e. ‘ vice upon vice," from one degree 
of it to another. Of such a use, however, no 
sufficient proof has been adduced. It should 
rather seem that sic here denotes, as often, per- 

or effect. Thus the sense of «is avom. will 
$e, ̂  for the service of sin of every kind ; and 
that of slc dy:acp., ‘for the promotion of holi- 
ness.” 

20. The connexion and scope of this verse 
seems to be this: ‘As you once served sin, so 
now you must serve holiness, Your present re- 
lation admits of no other conclusion; for when 
you served sin, you deemed youreelves free from 
all obligation to righteousness: [so now, serving 
holiness, count yourselves free from all obliga- 
tion to sin].' (Stuart. 

To remove the difficulty occasioned by the 
rare of ¿Xsú0., and the yet rarer construc- 
tion of Dat. for Genit., we must observe that 
(ux. is not governed by iA«00., but by ¿zi un- 
derstood ; or the Dat. may be consid as one of 
reference. ‘Free as righteousness,” vix. 
as to any dependence on it; exempt from any 
dependence on it, or obedience to it. So the 
word free is sometimes used in English, e. g. by 
Denham, cited in Johns. Dict. Thus ‘ freedom 
from rigbteousness' ma is meant to corre- 
spond to the particular just before, dovAa +$ 
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duaiogóyg) is rded as, in the sinners esti- 
ination, a kind of advantage ; which, however, 
the Apostle proceeds to show is of no value, and 
this he does by the forcible words Tiva ovy 
xapwoy efyere, &c. There is, however, a yet 
greater irregularity in the sentence,—namely, 
that we have here (as occasionally elsewhere in 
St. Paul) an antithetical clause left to be sup- 
lied ; as is done by Stuart. This is no novelty, 
ving been seen by Chrys. and the Greek Com- 

mentators, and afte by Crellius and Gro- 
tius. 

21, 22. In these verses Paul points at the dif- 
ferent character, and contrasts, as in Gal. v. 19— 
24, the works of the flesh and of the Spirit, the 
different results of the service of sin and of holi- 
ness, in order to stir them up to continued de- 
votedness to God. 

21. tive oŭv xapwov, &c.] The full sense is: 
* What fruit, then, had ve at that time in ret 
of those things?" ‘ what solid advantage 
you in sin, i.e. in the works of sin, to counteract 
He cent consequences, one of which is shame; 

its future, everlasting death ?' A most for- 
cible ntation as to plain matters of fact; 
and in which the words * ye are now ashamed" are 
& strong sppe to the conscience. Seo Calvin, 
and especially Bp. Taylor's 19th Sermon, on this 
text, entided. ‘The Apples of Sodom, or the 
Fruits of Sin.’ TéAoc is here, as Weta, observes, 
for 4)cipus uicOós ; of which use Loésner and 

v adduce several examples. 
vuvi 84] See note iii. 21. AovAe- 

0érTis, &c., to the service of God.’ 
Bo Apuleius, cited by Wets. : ‘Da nomen huic 
sancia militia ;—teque jam nunc obsequio reli- 
gionis nostre dedics, et ministerii jugum subi 
voluntarium. Nam cum caeperis servire, 
senties fructum tus libertatis.'—Ele dyiacuóv, 
* unto holiness, sanctity of life, as the reeult of 
that service.” Comp. Plut. t. vi. 138, &xaparos 
wees dperiv. Tho real sense, though —— 
expressed by ¿XzrTs, is, ‘ ye yield or bear fo 
fruits euch as pertain to holiness, and produce it’ 
(see my Lex. in áxae%os, and my note on | Cor. 
xiv. 14), aud accordingly the result of the ser- 
vice of God is represented as ‘ sanctification here, 
and eternal life hereafter." 

28. rà yàp óyy/évia—alópios] This is a re- 
sumption of what was said at ver. 21, Tò yap 
TíAos—BáraTos, in order to introduce another 
circumstance, and to contrast death as the 
of sin, and the desert of a vicious course, with 
eternal life as the gift of God, awarded to 
faith and holiness, through Jesus Christ, and not 
as the reward of merit. We have here a military 
allusion ; dena being the regular soldier's pay, 
and xap:oua the occasional donative sien Dy 
the emperors. 

VII. The Apostle bere resumes, and continues 
the argument advanced at iii. 31, that the Gospel 
method of justification does sot make void the 
moral law, much lees give & liberty to sin; and 
in doing this he engrafts what he has to urge on 
what was said at vi. 14, ‘for ye are not under 
the law, but under grace ;’ which implied the 
greater efficaciousnese of the Gospel, for the 

ification he had just mentioned, than the 
Law of Moses, or any law. This he evinces in 
the present and subsequent chapter, showing the 
inefficacy of any law to sanctification, and how 
the of the Holy Spirit, under the Gospel, 

ses that defect. So far from making void 
the Law, he proves that it is the only means of 
delivering men from the bondage of sin, to which 
they are subjected while under law, and further 
shows the nature and bleesedness of that deliver- 
ance. The first six verses of the present chapter 
illustrate, by & popular image (not to be too 
much pressed upon) derived from the case of 
matrimony (which is only an obligation till the 
death of one of the parties), what was said at vi. 
14, seqq.,—that we are not under the Law, but 
under grace; and at vv. 5 and 6 are shown the 
necessity, and the happy results, of this change in 
our relation to God. Accordingly, having before 
— the condition of Christians, ially 
the Jewish Christians, to that of slaves, who have 
passed into the service of another master, tho 
Apostle here compares the condition of those 
persons with that of a wi/e, —who, after the de- 
ree of ner —— Pe mariel to an- 
other; evidently alluding to the abrogation of 
the Law of Moses, as being dead, and therefore 
no more to be observed than a dead husband is 
to be regarded by a surviving wife. The same 
applies, of course, to the law of nature. 

. Ylveoxovct vouov) It has been long a 
point disputed, whether by vóuoy is meant the 

of oses, or law in The former 
view ìs adopted by most Commentators, ancient 
and modern,—while the latter is maintained by 
Estius, Crellius, Schoéttgen, Koppe, Mackn., 
Wakef., Middl., Stuart, and H who ex- 
plain, *to persons who know the nature of law, 
divine and human.’ The two interpretations 
admit, indeed, of being united ; for we may sup- 
pose that the Apostle, while here and throughout 
this chapter, he espec. adverts to the Law of 
Moses, holds the law of nature in a combined, 
however subordinate, consideration. However, 
it would seem most probable that Paul refers to 
aw y, as to ite principle. As to the clauso 
id’ dcov, it has been a debated question as to 
the subject of the verb (p, which is referred by 
all the ancient and the early modern Commenta- 
tors, as Hyper. and Bulling., to ô vóuos : 3: d. 
* quoad TOM ea,” ‘is in force, And this form 
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of Ç. occasionally occurs in the Classical writers. 
The latter view is ably maintained by Erasm., 
Grot, Est, and others, and recently by Dr. 
Peile, who observes that, ‘tempting as at first 
sight it may seem to translate thus, because of 
Tw (corre avdpl, and ov vóuov ToU dvdpes, the 
collocation of the words, and the construction of 
xvptede, as seen in ch. vi. 9, 14, stand in insur- 
mountable opposition to it” On the other hand, 
Alf. argues that to take it of »óuos would intro- 
duce the irrelevant question of the abrogation of 
the law; whereas the whole matter in argument 
is the relation of the Christian to the law. ‘ Who 

d ch. 6, 21. 
Gal. 5. 10. 

shall decide when doctors di ?' On care- 
fully reconsidering this ing uestion, I 
would say (using the words of Dr. Peile) that 
* tempting as at first sight it may appear’ to refer 
the r to woos, it seems forbidden not so much 
by the reason (somewhat sophistical) alleged by 
Alf., as from its extreme harshness, and as rest- 
ing on a sense of {ñv not found in the New 
Test. nor in the Sept. ; ug in there is as great 
a difficulty in referring it to ó voyos, because, as 
Crellius remarks, * thus the words will not cor- 
respond to the subsequent similitude;' and be- 
sides, as he observes, * Nihil opus erit scientia 
legis ad id cognoscendum, legem in mortuos 
nullam babere potestatem ; hoc enim ipea ratio 
quemque monet.  Verisimile tamen est, ad 
wírumque referri; ad proximum proprie, ad 
remotius per catacbresin. Aperte autem non 
—— Apostolus ad utrum eorum id referri 
vellet, quia ad legis abrogationem et extinctio- 
nem potissimum respiciebat; sed id, ne odiosum 
Judsis videretur, cogitandum potius ex sequen- 
tibus reliquit, quam dizit.’ 

2. This verse is an mpi dq npe of the id) 
going.—araydpos, ‘one who is engaged (ùr 
to Obedience and fidelity to a tend, At 
vóuo sub. iwi: thuszz xavá vóuor. Tov vóuov 
TOU dvépde must mean ‘the obligation laid upon 
the wife by the husband's right to her, which, of 
course, must cease at his death. At xarnpynras 
á&TÀ Tov vouov there is, as at Gal. v. 4, an 
À , for xathpynrat ó vóuos Tov dvdpds, 
which means ‘the law, or right, over her by her 
husband is annulled.’ For a law is said xaTap- 
ytioa: when it ceases. 

8. nuariost) ‘she will be accounted,’ lit. 
* pass for.” See my Lex. In id» yivntra:r dvdpi 
évipe we have a common phrase, to denote ‘ co- 
habitation, whether iu matrimony or in con- 
cubinage, occurring in Lev. xxii. 12. Deut. xxiv. 

udges xiv. 20, and sometimes in the later 
Class. writers. 

4. Now follows the application of this prin- 

érépm, TQ èx vexpov éyepÜévr,, iva 
5 4"Ore yap huey Èv Tfj capii, Ta 

ciple to the case in question. The sense of &s 
ve, is, ‘and 80° == ‘so that; serving to infer- 
ence. 
— xal busts iÜavaréÜnTs Tæ vopm, &c.] 

* Ye also were slain to the law.’ e most emi- 
nent Commentators, ancient and modern, suppose 
an by which i0avaróÜnrTs Tc ropes 
is taken as put for ò róuos iOavaro05 oni», 
* the law has me dead to you,' meaning (as 
appears from the course of ment) ‘ye are 
freed from the necessity of performing the works 
of the law in order to justification. By this 
mode of expression, however different it may 
seem, yet the sense is the same ; the re- 
lation is dissolved, whichsoever of the parties be 
dead. But then, why, it may be asked, was it 
adopted? Not, as Taylor * to avoid disgust- 
ing He Jews, or offending their prejudices; but 
rather (as in the case of a similarly strong term 
at Gal. ii. 19, #000. &TíÜavoy—cvrsoTaópesnat) 
to recall the violent death of Christ, —in which, 
and after which, believers have been put to 
death as to the law and sin. 
— The next clause, 9.4 — X piorov, adverts to 

the means whereby this was brought about,— 
namely, through the crucifled body of Christ; 
and siç rò »yevíaDai.—éTípe denotes — 
‘that ye should become another's,’ lit. ‘under 
the A gps of another, even of him who was 
rai from the dead.’ The next words, wa 
xaprod. Tæ Oso, are to be referred to the fore- 
going clause, and advert, as Hyper. and Calv. 
show, to the which should arise from 
this new union with Christ,—namely, that we 
should bring forth fruit (that of holy obedience) 
unto God. The term xapropop. is by Chrys, 
Hyper., and Grot, rightly supposed to be used 
with reference to xapwd», "es vi. 22, agreeably 
to the foregoing similitude ; the offepring of mar- 
riago being its fruits. See Calv. and Hyper. 

. ° This verse is (as Stuart remarks) the theme 
of discussion throughout the remainder of the 
Chapter, with the exception of the next verse, 
the antithesis to this, which forms the theme of 
discussion at chap. viii. 1—11;° and that portion 
is, in a great measure, the antithesis of ver. 25. 
The course of thought in vv. 5 and 6 is ably 
traced by the Professor in the following state- 
ment of the general sense: ‘I have said that 
you must be from the law, and united to 
Christ, in order that you may bring forth fruit to 
God. This is true; for the law is so far from 
accomplishing the great end of subduing and 
sanctifying the hearts of sinners, that it occasions 
just the opposite effect; i. e. it is the occasion of 
their becoming more dceply involved in guilt, 
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and of bringing them into more vated con- 
demnation. It is the occasion of their bringing 
forth fruit zato death, and not unto God. But 
wben we are freed from all relianco upon it asa 
means of subduing and sanctifying us, and, with 
a becoming sense of our guilt and helplessness, 
bave betaken ourselves to Christ, and relied on 
bim only as our sanctification and redemption, — 
then we are enabled to serve God with a new 
spirit, and not in the old way, of only a literal 
and external obedience. This view 1s, I find, 
confirmed by the authority of Hyper.,—in an 
admirable exegesis of this whole portion, —and 
mainly of Calv. and Bulling. Accordingly, the 
Apsiles discussion serves to show the necessity 

foregoing change, and its happy comse- 
quences, — 
— i» ri capxi} By this phrase many of the 

Latin Fathers, and most of the earlier modern 
Commentators understand, * in the unregenerate 
state, under the dominion of fleshly lusts ;’ while 
the Greek Fathers, as also Calv., Hyper., Vors- 
tiu, Hamm., W ith. Locke, Carpzov, and 
almost all the recent tors interpret * under 
nd carnal — * Law; 

say, bei uently put in opposition to 
i» “ssp as tlvai, * to be under the Cospel, and 
partakers of its spiritual bleesings' (comp. infra 
viii. 2 8, 9), as opposed to the carnality of the 
Law. This, however, is not clearly made out; 
whereas the former mode of taking the phrase 
is well based ; and, icon (ek it is fully en- 
titled to be adopted ; especi if it be united, 
as it well may, with that laid down by Rückert, 
Fritz, De Wette, Meyer, and Alf., as an inde- 
ae sense; for surely, in neu ANE the sense 

d down by the earlier Expositors, the A 
may have meant to allude to the period before 
death with Christ; so that, os far as the 
allusion, ¿y 5 sapxi may contrast with the fore- 
going ¿Qasar nra. 
— In +à waOtyuara TOv duapruor we have 

a Hebrew phrase for ra mán rà duaproAd, 
* the sinful affections of the erate state,’ 
Tlá0os is the usual term on this subject; as 
Rom. i. 26, máðn driplac. At ra dia row 
vóuov some Participle, as yayovora, must be 
supplied. Aid rou »óuov should be rendered, 
not *under the law,' but * by the law;' i. e. by 
— of, it being the occasion thereof ; — 

ons were — e pro- 
hibitions of the law, which rather excited ae: 
are ae what was forbidden. See notes at vv. 5 
and 8. š 
— ¿snpystTo] ‘wrought; lit. ‘energized.’ 

See my Lex The verb e here, as in 2 Cor. iv. 
12, in Middl. Voice, though almost always else- 
where a Pussive.—'Ey ois péd. ‘in eur bodily 
organa," the seat of sensuality. See v. 22. 1 Cor. 
vi. 15. Col. iii. 5, and James iv. }. 
— sle +d xapwzoqpophocu, &e.] ° for tho bring- 

the phrase, 

tle 

for formi fruit unto death,’ as both in its tendency 
and result. 

6. yuvi è xarnpy.—vopnov] This verse pre- 
sents & contrast with the sis: q. d. ‘our 
former state was one in the flesh; our present 
is one in the Spirit” I have, with all the Edi- 
tors from Wets. downwards, adopted áo0a- 
vdvres for text. rec. — Tos, from moet of the 
uncial, and many cursive MSS, ; to which I add 
al the Lamb. and pa all the Mus. copies, 
with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, and Cov. 3, omitted 
by Mill; and internal evidence confirms ex- 
ternal, and espec. v. 4, where we have é8ava-ó- 
ÜnTrs To vouq. 'AroÜavorros arose from the 
scribes, who were led into error by the vóuov 
receding. Alf. says ‘ It was a conjecture of Beza, 
m misunderstanding the text.” But that is im- 

possible ; since it occurs in several of the Codices 
Juniores, and in the Comfhentary of Chrys. 
Scholz also testifies that it occurs in codd. plur. ; 
in fact, in all but about 60. The construction 
is: vvv di (opposed to Urs, at v. 5) xarnpy. 
aad ToU yopov, awo8avorres [ixalvw, scil. 
von] iv  xaratxousOa, which is, by Hypallage 
equivalent to voy] di admob. re vouo, ir d 
Kars. AsvOspol iopney dx’ abrov. Render, 
* But now we have been released from the law, 
having died to that by which we were held in 
bondage; inasmuch as we are become dead to it; 
so that we must worship God according to a new 
and spiritual mode, not in the old and literal 
manner, i.e. by the law of Moses. On the 
nature of the metaphor in xarsix. see my Lex. 

7. The Apostle now two objec- 
tions, which might be made by the legalist to the 
foregoing expressions; 1. On the tempting ten- 

or paor dris ee ee This he 
overrules at 7—12, by denying that what was said 
of the power of sin under the law, was to be 
understood as implying that the law was tho 
cause of sin. He shows, on the contrary, that it 
only convicts men of sin, defects and prohibits it. 
2. On the condemning power of sin, which is 
answered from ver. iS ta 25. See uotes there. 

Ó vopor duapría ;] ‘Is, then, the law the 
cause of sin?’ q.d. ‘Those motions of sins, 
which did work in our members to bring forth 
fruit unto death, you said were by the law. 
Do you mean to imply by this that the law is tle 
cause of sin P' The answer to which (as contained 
at vv. 7, 12) is: ‘The law is by no means the 
cause of sin; on the contrary it detected and 
strictly prohibited sin; but it was made an occa- 
sion of sin by the evil propensities of our nature. 
These were excited and called forth by the pro- 
hibitions of the law, and first drew ue into sin, 
and then, by sin, subjected us to death.” So Young. 
I prefer, however, to render, ‘Is the Law (our 
Law) sin?’ i.e. ‘evil, ‘sinful’ I with 
Alf., that * the question is asked, not by an ob- 
jector, but by Paul himself, in anticipation of an 
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objection.'—4AXd, ‘nay,’ or * — ‘I had not 
known sin but by the Law. By dgap. 1 would 
now understand, with Calv., Hyper., Mal., and 
Olsh., ‘sin, in principle,’ ‘ the — of sin." 
—Tñv Te yap Pr uuíav oùr fötiv, ‘for neither 
should I have known anything of sin, if the Law 
had not said, Thou shalt not covet.’ 
— olx iiÜvudosic] Here is, as often, an tm- 
Sora sete (sce infra xi.26,27. Heb. xii.27), 

sufficient, however, to suggest to the mind the 
whole of the commandment in question. The ydp 
may be illustrative; but rather confirmatory. 
There can be no doubt that (as Hodge observes) 
the Apostle by ¿muñuu. ‘designedly referred to 
an inward, spiritual sin, in order the more 
clearly to confirm his declaration. "That certain 
outward actions are wrong, he and all other Pha- 
risees knew, and were ready to admit; but that 
God took cognizance of the Aeart, and of its 
most secret workings, and even of its habits and 
dispositions, they were less dis to imagine.’ 
It ie true, that some eminent Expositors main- 
tain that the wiser Jews, and even Gentiles also, 
admitted the guilt inherent in ¿=i@vuía, ‘lust,’ 
of which they adduce many examples. Nay, 
that they admitted the guilt of sinful intention is 
plain from Eurip. Hippol 317, where, among 
QOIS COR IONIOUE of s for ruis " this : xtipas 
pay ; v at ulacuá TL: see also 
Orest, 1604.7 Yet oben more of such instances 
would not invalidate the Apostle's assertion ; 
since, as Crellius well observes, he is not speak- 
ing ‘de sapientibus viris, quorum, ob summam 

ucitatem, ratio hac in non est habenda," 
ut of the bulk of mankind. Many Expositors 

are of opinion, as were some ancients, that the 
Apostle here, and up to the end of the Chapter, 
ie not speaking in his own , or of his own 
case (for that, they say, would be contrary to the 
whole scope of his discourse, and to what is said 
at viii. 2); but is ing the character 
another, whether the Jew or the Gentile, by a 
peracynuaTicuóc (as the Rhetoricians call it) 
found leo at 1 Cor. iv. 6. Gal. iii. 18; but 
rather agree with Prof. Stenersen, that the Apos- 
tle here, at any rate, used the first person, because 
*ad ipsum haud minus quam ad omnes reliquos 
homines hoc pertinet; as St. Ambrose well 
saw, who observes, * sub sua — quasi gene- 
Fue causam agit Paulus.’ more in note on 
v. 

8. dgopuiy ù Xafgovca Š duaptia} This 
verse is, as Prof. Hodge Tears. not to be con- 
nected — with the last member of the 
preceding one, but is rather co-ordinate with it, 
and is a virtual answer to the question: Is the 
Law sin? i. e. morally evil; to which the answer 
is made hy the strongest of negatives, ui) yé- 
voro ! ‘by no means!” and the Apostle proceeds 
to show, that, on the contrary, it leads to the 
knotcledge of sin ; and then he adds, that it is not 
evil in itself, although incidentally the cause 
of n en yes as at v. T, enotes ‘the 

nciple of sin,’ ‘sin in principle,’ our — 
— the old man, the ppovypa THs capros. 

—As to &dopu?), it denotes not merely ‘ ocea- 
sion,’ but, as it were, ‘the ground of attack ;' 
— a use formed on the physical sense, ‘a 
starting point, from which to make an attack." 
See my note on Thucyd. i. 90, 2. It would 
seem, from the use of the Article in the first 
me of the — yes * sin' fed Mere 
meant, for ter force, to persomfied, an 
thus dion of the strongest kind (as denoted 
by xatratpydoaro) is ascribed to it.—Karecp- 
yácaro iiÜvuíar must be understood with 
reference to that perversity of human nature, by 
which, as the Poet says, ‘ Nitimur in vetitum 
semper, cupimusque negata, and which verifies 
the saying of Solomon, *.Stolen water is sweet, 
and bread eaten furtively is pleasant The re- 
verse i» the case in the second clause, where it 
simply signifies the sinful disposition of the 
heart, and therefore the article is dispensed with. 
In the words ywpls vóuov dpuapría pexpa 
(‘apart from law sin is dead within man, is not 
exerted or perceived’), we have, as Prof. H 
remarks, two effects of the law in this declaration, 
the excitement of evi] passions, and the discovery 
of them to be evil. Calvin makes the latter the 
more prominent particular, while the context 
would seem to require the to be so made. 
Yet Calvin, "mighty in the Scriptures," was not 
Axe to be wrong in such a matter, where bias 
could not distort his judgment. I would, with 
Bp. Terrot and Dr. Peile, place the latter on at 
least an equal footing with the former; though, 
of course, the fwo effects of law would vary in 
different persons. I with Prof. Hodge, that 
in vv. 9—11, which form an amplification and 
confirmation of the sentiment of vv. 7 and 8, 
showing more fully the operation of the law, 
St. Paul is describing his own Christian ex 
rience, and I quite assent to the remark of Dr. 

. Peile, that ‘that thus much may we gather from 
St. Paul's confession of the fault and corruption 
of his nature, that there lives not (nor has lived 
the man whose conscience (if he deal truly wi 
that law of God within him) has not, or will not 
sooner or later, have subdued him to say, O 
righteous Judge of all the earth, take my forfeit 
life, for I &m not better than my first parents 
were ! 

9. iy 82 ZXev— ror] In this and the two 
next verses the Apostle expresses the same senti- 
ment, only further unfolded, and in the ampli- 
fication and confirmation thereof, showing more 
fully the operation of the Law. It would seem, 
too, that Paul is describing his own experience, 
not only because he uses the first person, but 
t because, as Hodge says, ‘the exercises here 
detailed are more or less distinctly those of every 
true Christian, and consequently must have been 
those of the Apostle.’ * Ad suum ipsius exem- 
plum,' observes Prof. Stenersen, * provocat, non 
dubitans, quin quod ipsi ob naturam suam depra- 
vatam accidisset, id reliquis etiam, eadem depra- 
vatione laborantibus, accideret neceese esset.'— 
iwy,‘ vivus eram" seems (by an expression similar 
to that of Hor. Epist. i. 10, 8, ‘ vivo et regno") to 
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mean, ‘lived at ease,’ and to have reference to 
the security, and freedom from care, probably of 
men in such a state as is here described. This 
forcible } describes the state of Paul, 
from mere childhood to later boyhood, and per- 
haps further, before the Law began to work on 
his mind, being without a conception of 
the true nature and full extent of the Law, as 
‘exceeding broad ; see Ps. cxix. 96. 

— iXA8ovane 32 rie ivroA gs] ‘but when the 
(foregoing) commandment came to me; i.e. 
‘was brought home to my heart and conscience, 
by having true views of the nature and extent of 

Law. See Peile and Hodge.—The next 

represen 
‘then sin (which I had imagined to 

be dead within me) sprang up in fresh life and 
vigour (conf. dveðáňere in Phil. iv. 10, and my 
Bote); and I found myself no better than dead ;' 
‘ceased to live and flourish, as before’ (see supra, 
šYes) ; or, as Hodge explains, ‘ fell into misery 
— aware uites evil that was in me, and 

to which I was exposed.’ 
10. zal. tbpéOn Boi Parar] 9. d. ‘and the 

Yery commandment, whose end is life, was found 
(turned out) to me the cause of death.’ 

ll. Here we have a repetition, with some 
variation in words, of the sentiment at ver. 8, 
the general meaning being. ‘that our corrupt 

made even the Law the means of causing 
Us to sin." 
— iEmrárnc:] ‘lured and tempted me to 

Sin; e. gr. insinuating that the prohibitions of 
the law are unreasonable, and that the thing is 
plessant and profitable, and will perhaps go unpu- 
nished by subsequent repentance: in short, using 
such sophistry as that by which the Serpent de- 
ceived Eve. 1 — 

— pa—dwixr.] meaning, as before, in a me- 
taphorical sense, : brought me into a state of 
mi d 
12 Bers ó y uos] * so then (such being 

the case) the is holy, and &c.' The con- 
clusion from the foregoing representation of the 
effect of the Law is, that it is not to be blamed 
for the evil which it incidentally produces ; nay, 
‘the Law is, in every way, holy, and just, and 
good.'—d-yios is a term (like the Latin sanctus) 

y applied to law; and signifying what 
claims our reverence and obedience, b 

enjoining nal holiness, or ——— of it 
expressive rites. Of the dietinction in the 
— terms éixa:os and á&ya00s, see my 

1$. rò ob», &c.] The Apostle now considers 

Justi 

1 Tim. 1. 8. 

36. 3 
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the condemning power of sin under the Law. The 
eon iment is substantially the same z at A ; 

t here an objection is supposed ; q. d. ‘ at, 
then, has this good law been the occasion of death 
to me? how can a thing deserve the Nation 
of good, if it tends to one's ruin?’ To the 
tion which follows, the Apostle subjoins what 
may strongly establish that denial. The Apostle 

n denies that the Law is directly the cause of 
sin; but shows that our own corruption is the 
real source of the evil. The sense may be ex- 
pressed thus :—' Hath, then, this good become 
death to me? By no means (but it was sin 
which was death to me), that it might appeur to 
be sin, by working death to me by what is good, 
that sin might by the commandment be,’ or ‘ be- 
come exceedingly sinful & e. heinous), so that 
sin might be comprehended in ite true character, 
from its effects ;' one of the surest tests by which 
the presence of evil is detected. ‘Just as,’ ob- 
serves Theophyl., ‘a disorder, which, when it has 
become worse, may be said to display, by means 
of the medical art, its extreme virulence, in not 

ing removed even by that.’ 
14. “ Having exhibited the operation of the 

Law in producing conviction of sin, Paul pro- 
ceeds to show its sure effect on the mind of the 
believer; it cannot secure his sanctification. 
The cause of thie inability is not in the evil 
nature of the Law,—which is essentially spi- 
ritual (v. 14), but in the power of indwelling 
sin. ‘J am carnal,’ says the Apostle, ‘sold un- 
der sin’ (v. 14). As this, however, ie not only 
a strong, but an ambiguous expression, Paul im- 
mediately explains his meaning. He does not 
intend to say that he was in the condition of a 
slave, whose acts are not always the evidence of 
his private inclination. Hie tii may be one 
way, but his master may direct his actions an- 
other. So it is with the believer. He does what 
he hates, and omits to do what he approves.” 
(Hodge) This is & correct ar analysis; 
but the Professor here overlooks, and in his 
subjoined Comment is quite in error as to, the 
olüausv, where the Plural is quite correct, having 
the samo force ss supra ii. 2. iii. 19, meaning, as 
Prof. Stenersen points out—‘ We,’ i. e. ‘all men 
know, that,’ &c.; and he adds, * Apostolus tan- 
quam sententiam omnino cognitam atque indu- 
 bitatam proponere potuit, quum nemo sana mente 
dubitare possit, quin lex, utpote ipsius Dei vo- 
luntatis revelatio, sc. imago, perfectissime sit et 
omnino celestis; nos autem, utpote parentum 
depravatorum liberi, depravati simus, atque ad 
omne bonum per nos ipeos inutiles. The yàp is 
not causal, nor, as Hodge suppoees, transitive, 
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but exegetical, as illustrating the cases of sin 
and of the Law. As to the epithet awveupy., when 
applied, as here, to any thing of which God, who 
* js a Spirit,’ is the origin, must derive its nature 
and character from that Spirit, and therefore 
when applied to & Law, must imply purity in 
those to whom it is promulgated.—Zapxixós ex- 
preeses the very opposite,—as opposite as Spiri 
i pi" on whose works ively see Gal. 
v. 10—93. As to the force dye, the ancient 
and later modern Commentators generally are 
agreed that the Apostle is speaking, not of Aim- 
self, but of the unregenerate man; here, as be- 
fore, using a asTacynuaTiguós. Thus ‘ the 
Law,’ Paul is meant to say, ‘enjoins what is 
holy and spiritual; but, through the evil pro- 
pensities of their corrupt nature, men sin against 
1t, and are consequently subjected to death by it.’ 
Other Expositors of the early modern, and a few 
recent ones of note, take what is said as meant 
to describe the actual state; while Alf., acting 
on the ‘in medio tutissimus ibis,’ accounts for 
the ¿yœ as a ‘keeping hold yet of the carnal ¿yë 
of former days, whose remnants are energizing 
in the ren man.’ But I still continue to 
prefer the first-mentioned view; and I am in- 
clined to think it the best clue to the perplexities 
of this debated question here and supra vi. 17— 

It is, I agree with Conyb., impossible that 
the expressions at vi. 17—20, vii. 14, and viii. 4, 
can be meant of the same person at the eame 
time ; and it is not without reason he pronounces 
that the best Comment on this whole is 
to be found in the condensed expression of the 
same truths in Gal. v. ]6—18. 

Here, iustead of capxtxds, many of the most 
ancient uncials, several cursives, to which I add 
l Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies, and some Fathers, 
have odpxivoe, which is edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But the new 
reading is plainly a correction of the early Cri- 
tics to a more Classical term; the Class. writers 
often using cápxqwos, but very rarely capxixds, 
and those only the later Greek writers. 
— TuTpauívos TÒ T)» du.] A * 

pression, suited to the foregoing image, an 
rived from the Old Test. (as | Kings xxi. 20, 
ia páÜ s modica, Tó wovnpdy, ‘sold himself to 
commit wickedness.” Is. 1.1, rats auaprlace 
Uucr iwpdOnrs), weakened by those who 
merely sapian it, ‘devoted to sin.’ In fact it 
may be called a is prægnans, compounded 
of two, i. e. ‘sold to sin,’ and, accordingly, ‘ doing 
its drudgery ;'` so meant to represent unre- 

erate man as in some measure an unwilling 
Instrument, and scarcely a free agent, labouring 
— the influence of tho indwelling principle 

sin. 
15. This verse is intended to prove and illus- 

trate the above wempapiévos Ure Thy duapríay, 
* the inability to do what one would.’ 

— où ywooxeo) Many Expositors take this 
to mean, ‘I approve not;' a sense, indeed, not 
unsuitable to case; since, by disapproving 
what they act, contrary to the w, they ac- 

ex- 

de- 
20 

knowledge that the fault is not in the Law, but 
in themselves. Yet of this signif. no sufficient 
authority has been adduced, and it is not quite 
agreeable to the following context. Hence it is 
greatly preferable to take it, with the ancient 

ersions, and some Fathers,—as Chrys., Theo- 
phyl, and some modern Expositors,—as put for 
oKoroupat, hiv, eli pe denoting the acting 
blindly, as being hurried away by the dictates of 
another (and so oxorovpa: is used in Plato, 
p. 506, obro düGuav—ioxoracÜai—Troós Ba- 
TleTovs),—it being the effect of sin and the na- 
tural corruption of the heart thus to darken the 
understanding ; so as to have no choice of action, 
or acting as prapeditus, hampered therein. So 
Chrys. and Theophyl., ola wae uz cuvapwaXes 
ù duapría. And so Cicumen., axsdór áffov- 
Àfreç cuvapwafoua. "Esrsios (uoi) ñ 42;0v- 
pia al ((ovaá us, &c. Moreover, xarepy. 
is not simply ‘to do,’ but ‘to work out, effect." 
So that the general sense is, —' For, as to what I 
am endeavouring to carry out, I am under blind 
obedience to the dictates of another,—the true 
mark of slavery.’ The next words, où yàp Š 0. 
—^Aroió, are a further development of the bondage 
of the will, and evincing how blind is that ser- 
vice, and may be rendered,—‘ For not what I 
wish (that) do I effect; but what I like not that 
do I jum Here pice is simply for où 0íAes 
(v. 19) = dvoyspalve. Thus pca and dvcy 
are occasionally interchanged, especially in Plu- 
tarch. Thus the two semi-clausee, — piel 
and ¿XÀ ' 6—-ores, poen separate trais of tho 
spiritual bondage of the unregenerate, the latter 
epringing out of the former. With the latter 
ommentators compare several parallel senti- 

meats in the profane writers; of which the most 
apposite are Arrian, Epict. ii. 26: IIav duae- 
Tna paxny Wepréyxet, imel yap Ó üáuaprráreor 
ob Gide: duapravay, &AAà KutopSaca’ Ən 
St: 6 piv Odds, où morei, kal 6 ph Oian 
wot. Ovid, Met. vii. 19, *aliudque cwpido, 
Mens aliud suadet: video meliora proboqwe, 
Deteriora :: 

16. Here the Apostle adduces an argument 
flowing from the foregoing admission, and such 
as the understanding of every unprejudiced per- 
son will ratify,—namely, that in so doing, even 
bad men acknowledge the excellence of the 
Moral Law, though they do not obey it; not- 
withstanding that, from the severe es of 
conscience, they acknowledge their guilt, and 
have some faint of obeying the Law.— 
The full sense of cungnurc—cxadde is, ° 1 speak 
with assent to the Law (or its probibitions) ac- 
knowledging that it is pu 

l7. vw dd oók its bye xartpyátouai] 
Render: * Now then (i. e. in this case, et 
these circumstances) it is no longer I who com- 
mit (or practise) » but sin, which dwelleth in 
me.’ This must, of course, be taken with due 
limitations ; intimating, that the man, thue act- 
ing in opposition to his conscience, best resolu- 
tions, and earnest endeavours, can hardly deserve 
the name of a fres agent, but must labour under 

a 
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the influence of somo fatal bías,-—some inbred 
corruption, indwelling principle of sin; for in 
* latter m AAA 9 — by inoi — 
containing the doctrine of indwelling sin), there 
Cs o A an allusion to a disorder not arising 
from external causes, but inbred in the constitu- 
tion of a man, and only requiring to be called 
forth by circumstances. The term ivoixo it so 
used in several passages of Areteus that I have 
noted, one of which may suffice for example, — 
Tard. Med. Cur. v. p. 125, ivdo8i rs Sim To 
&vÜpes re ivoixési. Or we may say, with Whitby 
and Mackn., that the Apostle here, for the pur- 

of bis ment, considers man as havin 
two distinct manures the spiritual and the anal 
The former he il apy wr E E 4 
which he calls at v. 17, 19, and 25, dye, v. 22, 
Tó” tow dvOpwrov, and v. 23, TÓv vóuov Tov 
pods, and describes viii. 1 by card arveüpa : the 
latter is called ó vóuos rhe duapriac at v. 23, 
and TO copa Tov Üavéárov ToCTou, v. So 

as Xen. records, used to say that *he 
had two souls within him ; and in Xen. Cyr. i. 
21, A complains of ‘two souls —— 
within him. itby and Mackn. have well 
seen, that the iyw here, which is emphatic, is 
—— to the gow dvOpwwoe at v. 22; and 

kn. thinks that ‘the not bearing this in mind 
has Jed to the error in doctrine of the Carpocra- 
tians and — hold that tho — is 
not responsible for the sins committed against 
his better judgment." Whereas the language 
bere used is, as Calv. observes, not the language 
of deprecation, and excuse of blame, but is 
merely a strong mode of representing the eatent 
of the evil; and consequently, we are all fully 

ible for the actions produced under the 
infi uence of indwelling sin. 

18—20. The propriety and truth of this repre- 
sentation of the state of tho believer, and of the 
influence of the Law, is here re-asserted and con- 
firmed. At v. 18 there is a further development 
of the idea contained in $ olxovea ¿y ipoi duap- 
Tia, ‘For well I wot by experience of myself 
(v. 19), that there dwelleth not in me, i.e. in 
my flesh, aught that is "—mapáxsvral pot, 
lit. ‘is at hand, ‘is forthcoming ;' for present 
use. The ex ion recurs at v. 21; but no 
where else in the New Test. As to the examples 
adduced by Alf, they are only of the physical 
sense. Of the me ical sense, as here (equiv. 
to wpoxasra:, 2 Cor. viii. 2), no example has 
been produced; and I know of only one,— 
Dionys. Hal. Ant. viii. 41, 1599, 6, ale ù uir 
z0»Oi 9») %póç Thy Watpida TÁpITTI, kal Td 
QéA et» co (saÜat Tobs woriras’ 9) dà lobe, xai 
Tó ¿sacar roiv & Oédouey, &meori. The 
Apostle here depicts icé the contest of sin 
and human corruption, while a man is strug- 

ling ineffectuaily, by his own strength, to obe Um err lid 557 
The stploxw after où is absent from A, B, 

C, and 8 or 4 cursives, with the Copt. and 
Armen. Versions, and two or three Greek 
Fathers, and is cancelled by Lachm. and Tiech., 
and by Alf, who remarks, that the absence of 
the word in A, B, C, and the variations of 
yiveone and fyc are ‘too strong presumptions 
of an interpolation to allow of its being retained.” 
But as far as regards the three uncials, the evi- 
dence is very incomplete; and, as to the two 
variations, they do not prove interpolation, since 
they seem to bo merely two glosses on a use 
of sipicxe so rare, that I have not been able 
to find elsewhere a angie example; and conse- 
gen it was ir es ikely to be known to a 

itical Reviser. removal of the word—as 
in A, B, C—was only another mode of getting 
rid ofa word at which the Critics stumbled; espec. 
they saw that it might be dispensed with, by 
supposing wapdxerra: supplied from the pre- 
— context; but they were not aware that of 
the ov thus used at the end of a sentence there 
are very few examples in the Clase writers; 
and, I believe, not one in the New Test. The 
Versions adduced are of very little authority ; 
nor, indeed, are the Fathers, from their loose 
mode of citing; not to sr, that they often drop 
a word not very intelligible. However, that it 
was read by Jerome is plain from the Vulg., and 
in tbe Arab. Version. The Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator, as frequently, felt out the general sense in 
the context, and expressed by the freo version, 
* I am not able.’ 

19. ob yàp 8 0íAe—nmrpácco] This is a re- 
tition, nearly totidem verbis, of v. 15, in which 
aul re-asserts his inability to act up to his pur- 

poee and desire; here, however, representing it 
as a matter of fact, experienced by bim ; and, so 
ar 1 is an amplification of the last clause of 
v. 19. 

20. The same conclusion from the same pre- 
misses as at v. 17 ; where see note. At ¿yo there 
is a very — expression, pregnant in mean- 
ing ; me ‘I in myself’ (i.e. without the help 
of God). 

21. sóplexe ápa—mapáxserai] Here there 
is somewhat of difficulty in determining the con- 
struction, and, as thereon depending, the sense. 
Many Expositors lay down the following con- 
struction: Evploxw [xara] (per, by) TÓv vóuor, 
Sr: inol res BéXovTi moiety Tó Kaddy, tuol rw 
Kaxéy wapaxutas:. By rò» vóuor they under- 
stand the Law of Moses. But this involves a 
very harsh ellipsis; and the Mosaic law has here 
nothing to do with the argument. Hence it is 
better, with others, to suppers TÓV put for Tov- 
Tov, and to take vópov in the sense of norma 
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dictamen, ‘ a principle of action, and of our con- 
stitution, called the AA in our members’ at v. 
25. Thus the construction will be this: Evpioxw 
&pa roy vópov, Sri ipol rep 0fXovri Woiety Tó 
waddv, TÒ kakÓy Tapáxserat ipol; q.d. ‘I 
find, then, this to be the law of sin in my mem- 
bers, or ruling principle of my nature, that when 
I am wishing to do good, evil presents itself to 
me.’ Comp. supra v. 18, and note. This view 
of the sense is confirmed by Calv., Beza, Eet., 
and others, including Hodge; and indeed the 
context at ver. 22 and 23 demands it, since there 
the Apostle explicitly points out what he here 
expresses not very clearly. Tho repetition of 
iuoi is mot pleonastic, but makes rw 0£Aorr. 
more pointed. And the ra before Oédovr: is 
not unnecessary, since it strengthens the asser- 
tion, which may, suitably to the Apostle’s inten- 
tion, be expressed literally thus: —'I find this 
law with me—me, I say, whose wish it is to do 
good—that evil is (continuez) at hand’ (see 
note, supra v. edi agree with Dr. Peile, that 
while the Apostle in this Chapter “ intended to 
record hie own spiritual convictions and consola- 
tions as a Christian, he yet has mainly *in & 
igure transferred these things to himself for our 
sakes; that we might learn by him not to think 
of ourselves above that which is written by ex- 
ample of’ one who freely owns his insufficiency 
to save himself, only tho more thankfully to 
e Ger. 25) that ‘his sufficiency is of 

od. 
22, 23. The subject is hore further developed, 

and the same desire is expressed more strongly ; 
being drawn forth in a boldly figurative repre- 
sentation of the conflict supposed to exist. And 
here evrridouas T. voue is a sentiment like sún- 
uj T. v. Ste xadds, at v. 16, but stronger; the 
cuv. refers to éuaura, as in Eur. Hipp. 1281, +í 
vTdAÀas roicÓs (sc. iari) cunidy (ac. otav To); comp. 
sim. construc. in Aristoph. Eq. 164, cvvoid’ i pav- 
Tw Tt xadov. Besides, to is the office of 
the understanding; to delight in, that of the heart." 
On có» iow avOp., see note supra ver. 17; and 
comp. 1 Pet. iii. 4. The expression occurs in 
by Py and Philo — h Sie been 
y Pythagoras), and perhaps o borrowed it 

not so maoh from Plato, as from the theology of 
his own countrymen; since vestiges of it are 
found in Joseph. and the Rabbinical writers. But 
there it denotes merely the mental and reasoning 
part of man; whereas here it must, for four 
reasons well stated by Prof. Hodge, pre-su 
the person in question as in a state of Divine 

under the influence of the Holy Spirit, 
before the assertion cuvjdopar—icw dvOpwwov 
can be true. “ As J,” observes Hodge, “ in the 
language of the Apostle, includes, as it were, two 
persons, the new and the old man, the flesh and 
the spirit, it is necessary to limit the proposition, 
whether he says, * In me there is no good thing,’ 
or, ‘I delight in the law of God.’ e former 
was true only as to his flesh ; the latter only as 

to his #mcard man. What is here said," he ob- 
serves, “of the ‘inward man’ and ‘the law in 
the members,’ is elsewhere said of ‘the Spirit" 
and ‘the flesh.’ The conflict which is described 
here is depicted also in ch. viii. 18 Gal. v. 17. 
Col. iii. 9, 10; precisely the same things are 
predicted of the evil principle in all these cases, 
especially in the passage of Galatians. If, there- 
fore, the contest between * the flesh and Spirit’ be 
peculiar to the renewed man, so is also that of 
which Paul speaks in this Chapter.” 
By Érepov vóuov is meant ‘ aoo her principis 

of action, or impulse;’” sometimes called the 
vóuos &y TH capri, opposed to which is the vóuos 
rou voós further on, and vóuoc Tov wvevuarTor, 
at viii. 2—dy» roie u£Aazc: alludes to sensuality 
as seated in the various organs of the body. In 
&vTicpaT. and alxu. we have metaphors de- 
rived from military affairs; and the two terms 
well designate the conflict between reason and 
passion. Aristwn. Ep. ii. 1, £pwe dvriorpa- 
Tivew Tos UWepnpavovar $4 

24. TaXaíTwpos ¿yo dy0.] A most pathetic 
burst of feeling, drawn forth by a strong sense of 
the misery of the inward conflict, and the help- 
less and wretched condition of the person so cir- 
cumstanced ; involving a sort of death, while yet 
alive. He, in despair, exclaims, ríe us pvcsTa: 
—Üavá-ov ToóTov ; q. d. * O wretched man that 
I am; who shall (who is there to) deliver me 
from, &c. P' Not, as several Expositors explain, 
wishing to be released from the body by death; 
for it is of the burden of sin, not of fe, that the 
Apostle has been speaking; and consequently it 
is from (his that he cries out for deliverance; 
just as at viii. 21 he expresses an ardent hope 
that the human creation iAsvOepwOhosrar dad 
rie Covdelas ms opas. The body is con- 
sidered as the burden of sin, weighing down the 
soul, and dragging it to corruption and misery. 
Accordingly it is equiv. to the $pórvnuua rH 
gapxóe,— in constant opposition to the spirit and 
frustrating ite wishes, —which is represented as 
dead weight, dragging the spirit down, as it were. 
In this point of view how interesting is the very 
similar confession of Socrates, introduced by 
Plato in his Phad. p. 66,c: “Ewe dv TÒ cuppa 
xwu, Kai cupwedupudien Ú mav 9 Vox 
MEITA ToU TOi0UTOU KkakoU, OU UÁTOTE KTNED- 
ps0a ixavés, où éxiÜvuovuar. The cry here is 
to be supposed uttered in full uasion of the 
deliverance effected for the believer by Christ; 
so that his conflict will result not in the victory 
of sin and death, but in the pore of grace, 
according to the promise, ‘Sin shall nof have 
dominion over you; for ye are not under the 
law, but under grace. The assuring remem- 
brance of this draws forth at v. 25 the burst of 
gratitude, expressed in abxapia rTG-——nucr! and 
uttered in full persuasion of this deliverance b 
grace. The words require no laboured exposi- 
tion, but merely to be rescued from the perver- 
sion of false Criticism. For text. rec. Lachm., 
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Tisch., and Alf. edit, Mie TOU O:ov, from B, 
and one cursive, No. 213 (to which I can make 
no addition). Of tbe other uncials, D, E, F, G, 
have 3 xápis rov Osov. C! is uncertain; C? 
has ydpre di re Oso. That $ xépis Tov O08 
found also in the Vulg.) is an alteration of 
—— who th t the ideis an — to 

interrogation, is quite plain; yet it is sot 
such; though strict propriety, and regularity of 
composition, might require it. In short, tho 
text. ree. is a brief mode of on, which, 
fully expressed, would have s thus: ó Oeds, 
did 'Incov Xprorov, &c., © sëxapiorë@. There 
is, however, more of energy in the other mode, 
inasmuch as brevity of this kind is closely con- 
nected with pathos, for it is a pious ejaculation of 

thankfulness (similar to another elsewhere, 
1 . xv. 57, To dé Qı xápie To diddrTe 
Aui» rò virot ta ToU Kupiov uiv 'Incov 
Xprorov), suggested partly by sympathy for the 
wretched person just described, but chiefly by 
that deeply thankful remembrance of his own 
deliverance from sin and Satan; q. d. ‘ Yea, I do 
thank God that J (and every person so circum- 
stanced) am delivered.’ There is no objection 
to the sentiment of the reading adopted by the 
fore-mentioned Editors, if, at least, it be nof con- 
sidered, with Alf., as an answer to the preceding 
question; for such it carrot be, any more than 
avxapicris is; neither did the Critic who formed 
the emendation intend it to be, but only a polish- 
ing of the somewhat homely expression súxa- 
pucr, and suggested to him by the fore-men- 
tioned passage, | Cor. xv. 57. As to Alford's 
objection to sùyapıoTõ, on the score df its 
slender authority, it is groundless, since it oe- 
ears in A and all the other uncials except B, D, 
E, F, G, and all the cursives except 10, for I 
find it in every Lamb. and Mus. copy. As to 
the xéo ği re Ose found in C? and several 
cursives, it was only an ¢ t on that of 
B, in order to prevent the words from being taken 
as an answer to a question. 

25. &pa obv avTÓs reg d Here we 
have a resumption of what the Apostle had been 
saying about the frailty and corruption of human 
nature, and, in fact, a — of what was said 
more at large supra vv. 14—25. The terms vot 
and capxi are here (as TÓ cama and 5 Vox) 
in strong contrast, as cap signifies ° what is cor- 
rapt in man,’ so yous must mean ‘that nature as 

. ‘In every believer (observes Prof. 
Hodge), and in no one else, there are two princi- 
les, grace and sin, the flesh and the spirit, the 
kç in the members and tbe law in the mind; 
these are contrary the one to the other.” ‘J my- 
self, says the Apostle, or ‘I, one and the same 
man, who have been saying all this in disparage- 
ment of Law, feel both of these principles within 
me. With one I serve the law of God; 
with the other, the law of sin, that is, sin itself, 
which, as a law in my members, essays to con- 
trol me. In fact this abrés may be considered, 
with Conyb., as the key to the whole passage, 
vv. 14-28, This contrast between the two states 

(of bondage and deliverance) is happily expressed 
by Abp. Leighton thus:—‘Is this he that so 
Br eed out, O wretched man that Iam! who 

deliver me? that now triumphs, O happy 
man! tolo shall us from the love of 
Christ? Yes, it is the same. Pained then wit 
the thoughts of that miserable eonjunction with 
a body of death, and so ing out, “ Who will 
deliver?" Now he hath found a Deliverer to 
do that for him, to whom he is for ever united. 
So vast a difference is there betwixt a Christian 
taken in himself, and in Christ.’ 

VIII. Having shown that all men— whether 
under the law of Moses, or of nature eso far from 
being justified before God, are convicted as sin- 
ners; and having thus evinced the inefficacy of 
the Law, or of any Law of works, to sanctifica- 
tion, from the want of that aid from above 
which can alone enable us to overcome the in- 
herent corruption of nature; finally, having at 
ver. 25 pointed to the remedy provided in the 
Gospel of Christ, the Apostle now proceeds to 
develope and enforce the argument propounded 
at Ms 14 for Christian don (founded 
on the swperior efficaciousness of the means of 
grace afforded by the Gospel), and describes the 
nature and ness of this Gospel deliverance, 
by contrast with the misery of those who sought 
to justify themselves by their own righteousness, 
described in the latter part of the foregoing 
Chapter. The present Chapter exhibits the re- 
verse of all this; namely, the nature and blessed- 
ness of the deliverance [Ue Gospel (insomuch 
that several portions of this Chapter are antithe- 
tical to others at cbap. vii.) ; and in treating this 
— he leaves the field of logical argument, 
and enters on the more elevated sphere of joyous 
exultation. 

1. obdiy Apa viv kaTákp., &c.] The full 
sense is, ‘There is then’ (an inference from 
vii. 25, ‘ because they delight in the law of God,’ 
&c.)—as things sow sre—since the deliverance 
by grace from the body of sin effected by Christ 
—“ there is no condemnation to those who are in 
Christ Jesus ;'—meaning, the being intimately 
united to, ever incorporated with, him, in the 
way pointed out in Scripture;—namely, by 
having his Spirit dwelling in them; as is said 
infra v. 9, and in various s of cb. vi. with 
Puch comp: 2 — v. 1 ` el — — iv 

storey. Comp. John xv. 4, pelvare iv inol. 
1 John Ii. 5. iii. 6. Š 
— Toiv iv Xpiores 'I. ph cata cépxa, &c.] 

What I have said on the jcal sense to be 
assigned to these words, viz. ‘if they do but 
walk,” ‘so that they walk, &c.,' is, I find, agree- 
able to the view of the sense adopted by Hyper., 
Calv., Bulling., and, of recent Commentators, 
Dr. Peile. Hyper. renders, ' qui modo ambulant, 
‘so that they do but walk; showing, he adds, 
that the justification through Christ's death can 
only be made effectual by sanctification through 
his Spirit. And such is the view taken by Abp. 
Leighton, in his 19th Sermon. Thus, then, the 
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imputation of Christ's righteousness is suspended 
upon men's personal holiness of life as its neces- 
sary antecodent ition. However, the words 
ph xará—^?rvsvua are omitted in MSS. B, C, 
C3, D, F, G, and some 4 or 5 cursives, and are 
cancelled by all the Critical Editors, except 
Matthæi, who adduces several reasons against 
their being expunged, which, added to the cir- 
cumstance of external authority for their removal 
being insufficient, must warrant their being re- 
tained; unless in evidence were decidedly 
against them ; which is not the case. They say, 
indeed, have been interpolated from v. 4; but 
they may bave been expunged, in order to re- 
move the tautol with v. 4; I have thought 
that they seem called for by the reference to the 
preces and following context, and that some 
imitation seeme necessary. But Mr. Alf. pro- 
nounces that they are out of place here, * because 
this moral element of those in Christ is not yet 
brought in; the present assertion is general, and 
is made good in detail further on.’ It may be so. 
At any rate, I readily grant, that the words ¿À À z 
xara wvevua, absent both from the MSS. above 
mentioned, and also from others of nearly equal 
weight, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version, 
were more likely to have been i than 
removed. Under these circumstances, I have 
double bracketed these words, and single bracketed 
the former. The ition contained in v. 1,— 
‘There is no condemnation to those in Christ 
Jesus; they shall never be condemned and 
perish,—is porel from the following several 
reasons. ‘(1) Because they are delivered from 
the law; all its demands being fulfilled in them 
by the mission and sacrifice of Christ, vv. 1—4. 
@) Because their salvation is actually begun in 
the regeneration and sanctification of their hearts 
by the Holy Spirit. Those who have the Spirit 
of Christ have the Spir of life, vv. 5—11. (3) 
Not only is their salvation n, but they are 
the children of God, and if children they are 
heirs, vv. 12—17. (4) The afflictions which 
they may be called to endure are not inconsistent 
with this filial relation to God, because they are 
utterly insignificant in comparison with the glory 
that shall be revealed in them; and under these 
afflictions they are sustained, both by hope and 
by the intercessions of the Holy Spirit, vv. 18— 
ob. (5) Because they are predestinated to the 
attainment of eternal life; of which predestina- 
tion their present sanctification in effectual call- 
ing is the result, and, therefore, the evidence. 
vv. 28—30. (6) Because God has givon his Son 
to die for them, and thereby to secure their jus- 
tification and salvation, vv. 31—34. (7) Because 
the love of God is infinite and unchangeable, 
from which nothing can separate them, vv. 35— 
89." (Hodge) 

2.6 yap vóuos Tov wvetuaror, &c.] The 
Apostle (as Hyper. observes) here subjoins a 

reason in proof of his foregoin ition ; not, 
— one — from the efi of ce 
pirit, as might at first sight appear, but from 

power. of Cheval Cina ls taontionod, because 
the Spirit so given is seid to be kis Spirit ; and 
yet at v. 19 we have IIvevua Osov. But this 
seeming diversity is easily reconciled by the con- 
sideration that the Holy Spirit proceeds indif- 
ferently from the Father and the Son. Thus, at 
] Pet. i. 11, the Spirit is called ‘the Spirit of 
Christ, as — sent by Christ from the 
Father. See Jobn xv. 26. here the reno- 
vating influence of the Spirit may well be said to 
subsist ¿y Xp. `I., He being the medium of com- 
munication, by sending 1t from the Father; 
whoee Spirit, however, it essentially, and in the 
highest sense, may be said to be. As 
the exact sense of the expression, ó vóuot rou 
aves Tie Lone, &c., it may denote, as Dr. 
Peile explains, * the law (meaning the Gospel) of 
which the life-giving Spirit is the author.” And 
thus the co: ndent expression, ó pouot THT 
duaprías xal Üavárov, may mean (Dr. Peile 
thinks it does) *the law of God,' so called be- 
cause incidentally the cause of sin and death. 
“ Thus (observes Prof. Hodge) the sense of the 
whole verse, as connected with ver. 1, is, * There 
is no condemnation to those who are in Christ 
Jesus, because they have been freed by the Gos- 
pel from that law which, though good in itself, is 
yet the cause of sin and death.” This verse, 
then, assigns a reason for the declaration at v. 1, 
and the truth taught in ver. 2 is confirmed in 
ver. 3. 

3. +d yap ddvvaroy, &c.] This is confirmative 
and explanatory of what was said at ver. 2, by 
a comparison of the power of Christ with the 
requirements of the Law; a d, ‘(We are thus 
made free;] for what the law,’ &c., lit. ‘that 

of the law which could not be fulfilled." 

Aoyor sly. 
—At dia rs capkóe some Participle is left 
understood ; the full sense being, ° acting through 
the flesh,’ i. e. ‘the fleshly nature of man; and 
this as being enjoined rote T» Ovnriy (read 
capkucijy) wapixaiulvosrs Thy ucu. (Theodor.) 
In duaprías there may be a Genit. of 4 
denoting what pertains to the word preceding. — 
—did THe capxde is beet rendered, ‘ on account of 
the flesh.’ 
— xatixpive Thv du. iv ri capx[] On the 

sense here Expositors are not Many 
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explain it, ‘punished sin in the flesh, meaning, 
in the body of Christ; an interpretation some- 
what confirmed by what precedes, but involving 
too many objections to be admitted. The most 
probable interpretation is, * ped down,” ‘ cast out,’ 
deposed, sin ` no longer suffering it to reign 

over man. Comp. John xii. 31, where of Setan 
it is said, ¿x A nOricerac; and this is confirmed 
by C ; Svixnoey abT)», kai Ti)» OUvauw 
avT93* &EíAvos. And so Theodor. karíAvos. 
So, too, Hyper. explains the words; and Calv., 
who remarks that the Apostle adds, ‘iy +7 
@apxi, quo certior nostra fiducia, dum videmus 

tum et regnum peccati in ipsà natura nos- 
trà fuisse devictum et abolitum ; sic enim sequi- 
tur, naturam nostram vere fieri participem ejus 
victoria.” Thus there seems to be a sensus 
prægnans, in which the notions of putting down 
as it were by sentence; as we say, ‘crying 
own’), and — over, casting out, are 

blended. Of course, Christ’s triumph over sin 
is the Christian's, by his union with Christ, and 
mos tion in his Spirit of grace. In short, the 

° — this md b found in 
Eph. iv. 8, yy naX errsvoasp alyuadtwolay, mean- 
ing, ' be led them— Death, Satan, and Sin—into 
captivity (after triumphing over and putting 
them down), who had triumphed over and | 
captive others See more in my note on that 
verse. 

4. Iva +ó Qux. —1mÀ0pc05 iv, &c.) ‘In order 
ne aw mi — 
in us.’ ese words e e : 
result of the sacrifice of Christ. By dix. seems 
meant ‘the statutory requirements of the law,’ 
regarded as a body of ordinances, marking out 
- — of what ae law — as 

yàp xat cápxa—dporovsw] It 
been disputed whether the yap be cansal, or 

joe. According to the former view, we 
have here stated the cause why thie applies only 
to those who live xará wana. th views, 
however, may be admitted; and the sentiment 
would seem to be both, as Hyper. says, illustra- 
tive and explanatory of the preceding clause, and 
causal, by assigning a reason why the benefit of 
Christianity does not show its efficacy except in 
those who walk after the Spirit; a reason de- 
rived from the contrary aims and actions of the 
fiesh and of the spirit. See more on the EM 
connexion in Thom. Aquin., Hyper., and Est., 
from whose discussions it appears that the ex- 
pressions xarà capxa and xará wyevua aro the 
points of explanation. 

— Tà Tit capxós Ppovoveiy] There is no 
ellipsis of rpayuara: but simply the use of 
the neuter of the Article put ulely with a 
Genit. of subst., and thus — “all that 
concerns it, or belongs to it; as in Plato, p. 458, 
Tå T@y TapóvTwv, ‘the interest, or concern of 
those that are present Comp. Hdot. viii. 75. 
8o in Thucyd. viii. 35, ppoveiv ra T&v 'A0»- 
vaíey, signifies ‘to study, favour, the interests 

7 Score TÓ $póvgua Tis capkos 

of the Athenians.’ There is, however, a differ- 
ence not bang ind attention between the 
Classical and the ural use of @poveiy ra 
Tipo?, that while, in the former, it denotes ‘to 

part wi iri deir a akeni ÑE ca 
the latter it signifies, by an idea transferred from 
what stirs the miud, to that which moves 
affections, ‘to set one's heart on, place one's affec- 
tions on.’ Yet [ can adduce one example of this 
use from the Class. writers—one, too, where we 
should least expect it— Aristot. Ethic. x. 7, áv- 
Opwriwa dpovatv. So that, upon. the whole, I 
approve of Mr. Walford's — of ppo- 
vety, by which he understands it to express 
rather the affection of the heart than the intelli- 
qus of the understanding. But why he should 
ave assigned to Td peovn Tie capes at the 

next verse the sense ' the ysl Sa of the flesh,' 
I am quite at a loss to imagine, unless that Bp. 
Terrot explains it to mean * the natural propm 
sities, so called because the bodily appetites have 
an undue influence over the mind and consci- 
ence. That, however, is not a happily chosen 
term, since My is a word used not of the 
body (which is here not designated as the seat 
of the malady), but the mind and will. So Mil- 
ton speaks of ‘hearts propense to waver.’ Not 
to say that dpovnua, from its very origin, can 
only apply to the misd. In short, rd $odvnua 
Tis capxóe can only signify Tò ppovsty Tà ijs 
capkós, which expression I have already ex- 
pl : 

6. This verse is co-ordinate with ver. 5, being 
the Maj Proposition of the — preceding, 
and is, like it, an illustration of ver. 4; supplyin 
another in the Apostle’s argument ; traced 

Stuart thus: [° The precepts of the Law are 
obeyed by those who walk not after the flesh, 
but after the Spirit:] but carnal men will not 
five heed to spiritual things, and their pursuits 
ead to death. While the spiritual mind, i.e. a 
mind conformed to the dictates of the Spirit, 
stands connected with life and * ius, 
however, traces it more logically thus: * Those 
who are after the flesh, they savour the thin 
of the flesh. But to savour the things of the 
flesh is death. Therefore those who are after 
the flesh are subject to death, and cannot attain 
justification.” 

Here rò $póvnua Tis capxds is equiv. to Tò 
Qporsiy Tà THe Capkós just before; meaning, 
‘tho being devoted to the flesh.” By cap is 
here, as often in St. Paul, meant, not ‘ the animal 
propensities’ only, but ‘the carnal mature gene- 
rally, ‘the seat of carnal appetites and affec- 
tions,’ whether physical or moral, ‘the corrupt 
nature derived from Adam.” 

7. &óri] *quippe, ‘since,’ assigning the 
d or reason why what is asserted at ver. 6 

is so. The reason of the enmity is next sub- 
joined, where divara: (scil. bwordocecBar) 
may well, as the best Expositors are agreed, be 
taken (as often) so as not to exclude man's free- 
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will, but as merely involving a moral impossibi- 
lity. This, however, would seem to be no proper 
place for debating the question as to the freedom 
of the human will; and duvara: may here be 
taken in its strict sense; what is here meant 
being, that ‘ the carnal nature just spoken of being 
repugnant to the will of God, its very nature 
permits not that it should be subject to the will 
of God.’ ‘For how (says Austin) can snow be 
warmed ? since wheu it is melted and becomes 
warm, it is no longer snow.’ Even so is it with 
the carnal mind. 

8. ol dé—dvvavra:] * But they who are in the 
flesh, under the influence of the flesh, as the 
governing principle of thought and action, * can- 
not please God,’ i. e. by Meiosis, are the objects 

his displeasure, as rebellious subjects. 
9. Here the Me character may be placed 

r contrast. But Ki is — saa Calv. and 
r., to at the general sentiment is 

accom dodated to thie persons addressed, per 
thesin ; what has been said being tranefi to 
the case of Hur being ——— persons as put 
hypothetically. Acco , alwsp must mean, 
8$ modo, ‘ provided that. s The next clause, el dé 
Tıs—aùrTov, ° but if any man hath not the Spirit 
of Christ, he is none of his." I now see reason to 
Pi the iy assigned by Bp. Middl. — 

toU, ‘a y spirit, equivalent to pious feeling. 
Vain is it that the learned prelate appeals to ibe 
context in support of this interpretation, —since 
that, properly weighed, is against his interpreta- 
tion,——which is, indeed, no other than the gloss 
of the Socinians. Crell. and Schliting. 
Prof. Hodge has satisfactorily shown, that the 
two expressions, Il»suua Otov, and Ilrsuua 
Xpio'Tov, can only with —— be explained 
of the ša of the Holy Sprit, indwelling 
in the Christian. And it is, I think, rightly 
pointed out by Mr. Walford that the Apostle's 
urpose is to express the agent, the Holy Spirit, 
y his influence, who imparts and effects the 

temper or godly disposition in question, and not 
the disposition itself. The Article is not neces- 
sary to give the word that sense, because the 
word associated with it in regimen has it not. 
It is used without the Article — at vv. 14 
and 15, in the manifest sense of infiuence of 
the Holy Spirit. 
— ovx toriy abvrou is a strong expression, for 

the avTov is emphatic; q. d. ‘none of his,’ but 
another's——Satan s; and tho force of the Genit. 
points not so much to his being his by baptism, 
as to the far higher sense, of being united to 
him as being a member of his body, of which 
union St. John often 

10. el ds Xp. iv uiv] Render: * However, 
if Christ be in you, the body is (and continues) 
dead, on account of sin, but the spirit (your 
spirit) is life, on account of (by reason of) 
righteousness.” The expression iy vir is briefly 

worded for olxa? i» iut», which occurs just bo- 
fore and just after (and conf. 2 Cor. in. 17),— 
‘which,’ as Prof. Hodge observes, ‘shows that 
the manner in which Christ dwells in his people 
is by the communication to them of the Holy 
Spirit.’ Naxpòy is best taken to mean ‘spt- 
naig i i and sins, desti- 
tute of spiritual life, in a state of condemnation ; 
and the meaning may be expressed, with Stuart, 
thus: ‘If the Spirit of Christ dwell in you. 
then, although your bodies (i.e. you) are spi- 
ritually dead, i. e. are still the seat of divers 
carnal affections and lusts Sed 10), yet you 
shall spiritually live; for the Spirit of Him who 
raised up Jesus from the dead will subdue these 
forbidden affections and desires, and gradually 
make you entirely conformed to his will.'—By 
the wyavua seems meant ‘the human heart,’ as 
acted on and influenced by God's Spirit By 
ixarocivyy is, dia ges with Mr. Alford, not 
meant ‘the imputed righteousnese of justifica- 
tion, but the implanted righteousness of sancti- 
fication of the Spirit.’ It is a strong confirma- 
tion of this view, that, throughout this part of 
the chapter it is not the justification, but the 
sanctification of Christians, that forms the lead- 
ing nonet 

1. There is here, as Calvin and Hyper. point 
out, a 7 by amplification, derived 
from the efficient cause: ‘qua asserit, says Hy- 
per., ° Spiritum non modo in animé posse tantas 
Tes efficere, verum, quod magis mirahile, š 
dum insuper ut virtute ejusdem Spiritus ipsum 
quoque corpus, quod propter peccatum manet 
morti obnoxium, suo tempore gloriam amplissi- 
mam recipiat! The dé is continuative, carrying 
forward the foregoing supposition. * And fur- 
ther (or, ° moreover"), if, &c. The t 
is, that, inasmuch as God, by his Spirit, had 
raised up Jesus from the dead, he would raise up 
his people also; since the resurrection of Christ 
secures the resurrection also of those who are 
his. Comp. 1 Cor. xv. 23. I am now of opinion 
that there is here not a periphrasis, as Hodge 
says (who compares Rom. iv. 24, &c.), but a 
stronger mode of expression, intended to bring 
into more prominence the operation of the Spi- 
rit; and to intimate that, as the Spirit is power- 
ful over death, it cannot fail to render thoee in 
whom it dwells partakers of Christ's resurrec- 
tion. I still continue to read rò ivoixowy a. 
IHvevua for text. rec. Tov ivotxovvros a. [I >a ú- 
patos), from B, D, E, F, G, J, and many cur- 
sives (to which I add 2 Mus. copies, and Trin. 
Coll. B, x. 16), confirmed by the Syr., Ital., 
Vulg., id., and Arab. Versions, and several 
Fathers, confirmed by internal evidence; it be- 
ing the more di reading, and the Syntax 
less usual. The (rue reading. however, after all, 
is not quite certain, and may be àià rov iy— ot 
T»—rot: and the sense thus yielded is more 
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satisfactory, and more likely to have been in- 
tended by the Apostle. The other reading can 
only signify ‘on account of, or ° because of; 
which Alford avers * may imply the direct 
of the Spirit; which, however, is more 
ean see; and, upon the whole, both the read- 
ing and the interpretation seem an open ques- 
tion. 

12—28. Here we have ‘two additional argu- 
ments in support of the great theme of the 
ebapter,—the safety of all who are és Christ. 
The first is derived from their adoption, vv. 12— 
17; and the second from the fact, that they are 
sustained by hope, and aided by the Spirit, under 
all their trials; so that all th work ther 
for their good, v. 28. Paul just before 
shown that believers were distinguished by the 
indwelling of the Spirit. Hence he infers the 
obligation to live according to the Spirit, and 
mortify the deeds of the T v. 12. If they 
did this they should Zive, v. 13. Not only be- 
cause, as previously ed, the Spirit ie the 
source of life, but alio yes sa all ho are led 
by the Spirit are the children of God. This isa 
pew ground of — — v.14. The ity of 
their adoption is proved, first, by their own filial 
feelings; as God's relation and feelings towards 
we are alwaye the counterpart of ours towards 
him, v. 15. Secondly, by the testimony of the 
Spirit itself with our spirits, v. 16. If children, 
the inference is plain that believers shall be 
saved, for they are Aeirs. Salvation follows 
adoption, as, among men, heirship does sonship. 
d i joint beirs with Jesus Christ, v. 1”: 

12. &pa oiv, &c.] These Particles have here 
a conclusive force, ‘So then ; introducing an in- 
ference from the reasoning which occurs in the 
two foregoing Chapters, and up to ver. 11 of the 

t; pointing out the infinite obligation we 
istians are under to a life of holiness and 

purity ; since no less depends on the fulfilment, 
or non-fulfilment, of that condition, than eternal 
life, or eternal desth. 
— óQsiM Ta: louíp] lit. ‘ we are under a con- 

straining obligation,” like that of suit and service. 
See my Lex., and comp. Soph. Aj. 901, oii» 

«si» siu’ Oparirne iri. Yot ov is not, as 
* thought, put for oódip, but taken in its 

sense; and the following clause is to be 
supplied, as Grot. says, ex ratione oppositi, and 
from the context, i. e. 4ÀA à mysúuaTı TOU Kava 
Trivua Liv. eophyl. and (Ecum., after 
em. well supply the sense left implied. 

13. The secessify of thus living is now en- 
forced by an argument drawn from the ite 
effecta of the two different courses of action, — 
by a repetition of the fact announced supra 6; 

and the strong antithesis points at the widely 
different resulis ; and thus evincing the absolute 
necessity of ‘holiness, without which no man 
shall see God.” The force of the terms {gy and 
adwoby. is è ly marked, and points at their 
Full sense, ss to both body and soul, for time and 
eternity. Their force is yet further strengthened 
by the term ufAAers, which means, not ‘ seul 
die,’ as if simply predictive, but ‘skall and must 
die;' as implying what is in accordance with the 
nature of things, and the Divine appointment. 
Thus, in the antithetic declaration, it is not udA- 
Aere (r5o100ai, but simply (505005, conveying 
the merciful assurance, announced, as it were 
from on high, ‘ Ye shall live.'—IIvsóuer: means 
by the influence of the Holy Spirit, called in 
the next verse ‘the Spirit of God, as sent by 
Him. Tae vpoátEew is put, by metonymy, for 
walipara, or rae iwiÜvulas, ° affections’ or 
t lusts, which produce deeds; see Gal. v. 24. 
Thus, to ‘mortify the deeds of the body,’ is to 
‘crucify the old man with his lusts,’ to forego 
those actions to which our carnal lusts incite us. 
Of course in Tota0s is implied the rp dre 

an —— of that life in happiness 
— glory, of which the Holy Spirit is the 

utbor. 

ç 
sons 

and a 
John i. 13. 1 John iii. 9. 1 Pet. i. 23. See more 
in Calv. and Hyper., Tholuck and Olsh. 

15. où yap ¿X áflers oy. dovi., &c.] This is, 
as Theophy!, Theodor., and Œcumen. observe, 
con of what was said of the Spiritual 
Sonship ; and pointing out its nafure, in order to 
evince to Jews its high superiority over that of 
the Moesic Law; and the ment is one a 

iali effectu Spiritus, as Calv. remarks.—As 
to the interpretation of arysvua, Expositors gene- 
rally have got wrong by understanding the term 
exclusively of the Holy Spirit, or of a spirit, or 
disposition. The truth lies, as often, t medio, 
and hence it seems best to both as in- 
tended ; so that it is not merely a spirit, or dis- 
position, but, at least by reference to the arvauy. 
vlo8so. in the next clause, and abTÓ Tó Treva 
at the next verse; so that the general meaning 
of the former clause may, e Sensus pragnans, 
be considered, with Prof. Hodge, as meaning, 
* The Holy Spirit which ye received (at your be- 
coming Christians) is not & spirit of bondage.' 
—The term ĉovàslas has reference to that ser- 
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vile spirit, which pervaded the whole of the 
Mosaic Law, which dealt in threatening and 
punishments, and required continual expiations 
of sin, partly T severe penance ; consequently 
engendering in those subject to it the disposition 
of slaves, who abstain from offences not through 
love of their master, but ‘ metu crucis et pendentis 
habenc. Ele dofov, lit. *unto fear, whose 
tendency and scope was fear. The Genit. vio. 
is one of *effect See Kuin. and Winer's 
Grammars. 
— iv d (scil. mvsúp.) xpátopusv] lit. ‘in the 

power of which Spirit we (i. e. we Christians) 
cry out, ‘address the cry,’ &c. I am still of 
opinion that 6 watho was not a mere explana- 
tion of nan, but it is not clear to me what was 
intended by this, probably customary, mode of 
uniting both terms, except it be as an expression 
of humble confidence and lowly familiarity; and 
this seems confirmed by the context at tho 
parallel , Gal. iv. 6. 

16. avró Tó Ilveŭua] That this must mean, 
as I have explained, the Holy Pies Himself, is, 
as Hodge points out, certain; (1) because of the 
marked distinction between it and our spirit; 
@) because of the use of the word throughout 
the ; (3) because of the analogy to other 
texts, which cannot be otherwise explained, e. g. 
Gal. iv. 6. Rom. v. 5. Thus the Apostle means 
to say, ‘ Not only do our own filial feelings to- 
wards God prove that we are his children, but 
the Holy Spirit himeelf (by his sanctifying influ- 
ences) conveys the assurance of this to our 
minds, that we are the children of God.’ See 
Bp. Terrot and Mr. Walford, of whom the latter 
truly observes that ‘a rule is thus afforded by 
which the truly religious and Christian affec- 
tions may be tried, and distinguished from the 
mere offspring of spiritual pride and enthusiasm,” 
or, we may add, that presumption which lays 
claim to the filiation by 8 direct revelation from 
on high of election to be a child of God. 

17. et ài réxva, xai xAnpovóuoi] We have 
here an ts drawn (by what Calvin calls 
an argument ab annexis vel tbus) from 
the foregoing premisses, and consisting of several 
members rising by climax ; q. d. ‘ But if sons of 
God here, then undoubtedly heirs hereafter.’ 
‘For (as observes Taylor) the relation of 
children implies a portion and inheritance ; and, 
being the children of God, we may expect an 
inheritance suitable to the ability and goodness 
of such a Father,—consequently one of glory and 
immortality.” ‘ Thus, then (as observes Mr. 
Young), the Apostle has attained the perfection 
of his argument, and shown that the Gospel of 
Christ is indeed, what he undertook to prove 
it, the power of God unto salvation.” 
— &lwap cuuT., &c.] ‘if so be,’ ‘ provided 

ROMANS VIII. 16—19. 

1. éddBere mvebua viobeclas, év @ xpátouev "ABBA, ó Ilaryp! 
16 o Avro rò [Ivedua cuppaptrupes TQ TrveUpart nav, OTs doper 

: téxva Ocoü. Y!» Ei Sè réxva, kal xAnpovopor kXnpovouou pèv 
taru Oeod, cvyxrAnpovopo 66 Xpiaroi* elrep cuptracyopuev, wa kal 

18 q Aoylfouas yap Ste ook afta Tà mañn]uara 
ToU viv Katpod Tpóe THY pédrovoay Oófav atroxaduPOjvar eis 

yap amroxapadoxia Tis Kticews THY aTroxaduYy 

that we [are ready to] suffer with him, in order 
that we may also be glorified with him ; inas- 
much as it was but just that they who wished to 
be partakers in his glory should be kers in 
his sufferin One may remark (with Dr. Tay- 
lor) the address with which the Apostle kere 
slips in the mention of sufferings ; having, with 
great judgment, reserved it until he had raised 
their thoughts to the highest object of felicity,— 
the happiness and glory of a joint inheritance 
with the over:b lowei Son of God, —which would 
greatly soften tho transitory afflictions of this 
world. 

18. AoyYouar yap, &c.] The yap has re- 
ference to the cuuxécyx. just before; q. d. 
door scruple at the sacrifice;] for, sure I am, 
the reward shall infinitely ex the toil." See 
Calvin. a omai is a stronger term than 
olouat would have been, intimating that the 
opinion he pronounces is the result of his own 
experience and full conviction of its truth,— 
namely, that the sufferings of the nt season 
of tribulation) are not worthy (4Ë2 for dpr- 
Eia), to be com with, ‘fit to be wei 

inst, ‘the glory which shall be revealed (at 
the wapovola, or dwoxáXww is, of Christ). 
Bulkley aptly compares a similar sentiment of 
Plato, de Repub., p. 336, that ‘ neither the happi- 
ness of men, nor tbe sufferi of the 
wicked, are to be compared with that which 
awaits them both in another state” Tavra— 
obddy dors Ana oF88 payéOae pòr ixciva, & 
tTeAsuTHcayra ixadtrepov Wepipivat. 

. yap droxapad. rie xrloses— 
dwexdiy.] There is, perhaps, no of the 
Apostle on which the opinions of Commentators 
are more various than the present, vv. 19—23. 
The sense mainly depends on the meaning as- 
signed to «riots, which the ancient and many 
eminent modern Interpreters (Luther, Calvin 
Hyperius, Grotius, Dodd., Carpz., Michaelis, an 
Rosenm.) take to mean the whole visible creation, 
all animate and inanimate beings; this, by a 
metonymic allegory, or ia (common 
both in the Scriptural and Classical — 
being represented as doing what is applicable 
only to man, i. o. groaning and mourning over 
the prevalence of sin and misery, and looking 
with anxious expectation for some deliverance ; 
namely, such a renovation as pious Jews espec. 
supposed would take place in the age of the 
eis dus Move view of the 
owever, to others appeared, in its sublimity, 

unsuitable to the plain and didactic style of the 
Apostle. Accordingly, they propose interpreta- 
tions which may avoid this difficulty. Some (as 
Hammond, Le Clerc, Wetstein, Noesselt, and 
Schleusner) take xrigis not of a pisk, but 
moral creation, understanding by it the Christian 
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Church, converted from Judaism or Heathenism. 
This, however, is liable to insuperable objec- 
tions, well stated by Tholuck. Others steer a 

: course between the two former. Thus 
wrícis is supposed to mean all intelligent and 
sentient creatures,—the whole creation capable of 
feeling the passions above adverted to; i. e. the 
Auman race, of whom the Gentiles formed the 
great bulk. But this interpretation, however 
ably su by Whitby and Ammon, is liable 
to nearly the same objections as the former. 
There is no necessity to abandon the ancient and 
commonly received one,—by which, to use tho 
words of Mr. Greswell, on Parab., vol. iii. 
p- 588, ‘all nature is represented, in its various 
parts, as sympathizing together in the sense of 
moral and physical evil to which it is subject in 
the present state; awakened to a sense of its 
condition, yet doomed to under the bond- 
age of its own corruption, with nothing to relieve 
its sufferings but the hope of a future emancipa- 
tion into the — of liberty worthy of the 
creature of , and of a purification to come, 
for the recovery of its original likeness.’ Comp. 
the noble of Max. Tyr. Diss. 13, 4, bwep- 
Posves tev piv capkov atte Pbapomtvey, 
THe ĝi Wruxns iotreone 6904s, Kal xapadoxob- 
ont T)» auadXayhy Tov QucXpñoTov ToúTou 
[asp A duarros. As to the objection founded on 
the foo h mily, —that can by no means 
be allowed; and he must have studied St. Paul 
to little purpose, or must be utterly destitute of 
all taste, who sees not that there is no kind of 
sublimity in writing to which the Apostle was 
not fully equal ; nay, that he is just such a writer 
in whom we might expect the most daring as 
well as sublime imagery. 

Bat, to advert to the interpretation of a few 
particular ions in the verses. These are 
ushered in by yàp, introducing the reason why 
the whole creation waiteth—because it was made 
subject parasornr:, meaning, from the usage of 
the Sept. Ps. iv. 8. xxxviii. 4, ‘emptiness, 
t transitoriness, ' fragility.' — oox ixovca, ‘not 
voluntarily,’ but (by implication) by the will of 
Almighty Providence. 

20. 4AXà da Tóy 5xor.] On again consider- 
ing the disputed point as to the in 
tworat., I am still of opinion that it is best 
made to God as the condemning Judge; the 
most probable sense being, that ‘this subjection 
was not the result of the voluntary agency of tho 
creation, but was effected by God.’ See Theodor. 
and Thom. Aquin. It was, indeed, fully evinced 
by Calv. and Est., and has been since opted by 
most every Expostor of note. On the con- 

struction of the next words Expositors are not 
Almost all think there should be a 

arenthesis, which some place at $ yap parat- 
ornri—tworatarra, tw ihalds being thus con- 
pected SHE RU OXETEKS while a few think it 
` VoL ' 

Cor. 1.7. 
5, 4. 

4. 

consists of obx ixovoa—vwordtarra, merely 
connecting dw’ éAwidt with bwerdyy. Others, 
again, are of opinion that there is no Parenthesis, 
connecting ¿z iiri: with vexorát£arra. Thus 
the dr: will signify because. The first method is 
con to the laws of Parenthesis; and the third 
yields a feeble and unsuitable sense. The second 
is preferable; but, in fact, the whole portion at 
vv. 20 and 21 is, in some measure, parenthetical ; 
the ydp at v. 22 being resumptive, and v. 22 a 
resumption of what was said at v. 19, which is 
then made to lead to another sentiment suspended 
on the huse included in oléapev. 

2]. ix’ i\riðı admits of more than one sense, 
but its literal meaning here is, ‘ upon hope,’ con- 
sidered as a foundation for any thing to rest 
upon; as Acts ii. 22, supra iv. 18. Tit. i. 2, et 
al.; and in Class. writers, as Xen. Mem. ii. 1, 
18, dw’ dyay imide Tovæv. 

St: xal avrij—idev0.] ° because that the 
— elr also Jr ls — le the 
ndage of corruption’ (by e for ‘ bondage 

to corru tion"). Comp. š — Heb. 
ii. 15. In éAavO. dwd—els there is a constructio 
pragnans, for the fully expressed ià. d9ó xai 
eloayxOroera: ele. At the next verse the Hen- 
diadys need not, and here ought not to, be brought 
in, since it weakens the sense, which otherwise 
is, as Hodge explains, ‘ into the liberty connected 
with, belonging to, the glorification, a glorified 
state of the children of , to attain to which 
is the end and consummation of the work of 
d a 

22. There is here a re-capitulation, by way of 
confirmation, of the ing representation ; 
q. d. ‘(this is really the case) for well we 
wot (as a fact founded on both testimony and 
experience) that the whole creation cvorevd{ce 
and cuvwéiva:, terms forming a metaphor (on 
which see John xvi. 21), taken from a woman in 
travail, to denote ‘extreme agony, and great 
anxiety for deliverance.’ So Eurip. Hel. 733, 
ouvediver xaxois. : : n I 
— t Tov vuv] ‘even from the nning 

till now.’ It is well observed by ur Cony 
that ‘the Apostle here suggests an argument as 
original as profound. The very struggles which 
all animated beings make against pain and death 
show (he adds) that pain and death are not a 
part of the proper laws of their nature, but rather 
a bondage imposed upon them from without. 
Thus eve n and tear is an unconscious 
prophecy of liberation from the power of evil.’ 

23. ov uóvoy Qi, &c.] The full sense is, * And 
not only so,—but even we ourselves possessing" 
== ‘ though ing, &c. By avroi éxowras are 
meant Christians, to whom the Spirit had been 
iven as an earnest of their complete deliverance 
y the Spirit at their vio8«cia, for awapyny, 

as opposed to vioÜscíav, must denote that por- 
tion of grace already received, SUR is likened 
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to the firet fruits, as compared with the harvest. 
—Trhv á*oXóéTpecuvy is in apposition with vlo8«- 
olay (‘ our adoption’)—namely, the deliverance 
of our body from mortality and corruption, into 
the incorrupt and glorious body mentioned in 
Phil. iii. 21. The use of the expressive term 
dwexdsy. (which means ‘to wait out for any 
thing, till it be fully come") intimates, as here 
used with vlo@ec., that that vloOsc. is considered 
not as supra 15, éX\dBere wvevpa vlo0scías, but 

further development therefrom, so as to 
become a fai i; for I still think, as 
when I wrote tbe note in my Recens. Synop., 
that ulo0. here denotes the consummation there- 
from, in ful] manifestation of the privileges and 
blessings thereof in actual fruition. After writing 
which 1 found the view confirmed by Photius, 
ap. Ecumen., who remarks that viol. here de- 
notes, indeed, the same as supra 15, only more 
pru manifested, and known by experience: 

r — the Exe pag TOU — there 
comes the enjoyment of the prom essings : 
then $ ávácracit xal à boela, the inherit- 
ance of the kingdom of Heaven; and finally all 
the vio0soíae D «ai áTroreAécua a. 
For now, in the of these things, we have 
received the adoption ; or, as the Apostle more 
significantly e it, conus, i. e. vioĝe- 
TouÜÍyres dow8nusy. This, too, I find confirmed 
by the erudite and judicious J. B. Carpz. thus: 
—' Yio0scía hoc loco non est primus actus adop- 
tionis, nam fideles jam in h&c vit& obtinuerunt 
Ii»vsvua vio8eciae, supra 15; sed manifestatio 
sive io adoptionis est Aeredilas vitæ 
æternæ post liberationem corporis e sepulcro,’ 

24. tH ydp iAwids icæðnuev] The simplest 
and most satisfactory mode of considering the 
connexion of the words is, with Crellius and 
Grotius, to take the ydp as suspended on dwsx- 
8syousvo: in the precedin verse, and at éAwid: 
to suppose an ellipsis of uóvov; q.d. ‘I say 
waiting for our adoption ; for our final salvation 
is at present the object of only.’ ‘We have 
as yet attained salvation only in hope,’ i.e. have 
attained only to a state in which a hope of it 
may be entertained. 

he remainder of the verse is intended to 
show, in a popular mode, the unreasonableness 
of expecting from hope that full fruition, which 
is incompatible with the very nature of hope; as 
necessarily having reepect to fufsre, not present 

,ot — 
By iXwie BAswoudvn is meant hope that is 

real in fruition by the attainment of ite ob- 
ject; an allusion to sight, as being the realization 
of faith. So 2 Cor. v. 7, ĉia wlorewt repıra- 
Toupsy, ob dia «idovs, In the words 8 yap 
Prdiwe:, &c., wo have a general sentiment, of 
which the sense is: ‘ How can a man be said to 

hope for tho vision or fruition of that which he 
at present beholds and enjoys p 

. We have here, as Calvin remarks, an argu- 
ment from antecedent to consequent, couched in 
a popular sentiment, of uni lication ; bo- 
cause patienco necessarily follows hope, as being 
indispensable to tho attainment of the object 
h for. Hence is intimated, that ‘if hope 
has reference to the unseen and the future, then 
as salvation is & matter ef h it is to be waited 
for, and, by implication, with patience and con- 
stancy." 

It is to be observed that by ósrouosh is here 
denoted not only a patient twoasfing for the bless- 
ing hoped for, but a patient endurance of the 
trials and tribulations to be encountered in this 
state of probation; whereby the future state, of 

an eb. iv. 1—11), will 
bo both enhanced by contrast, and increased in 
intensity, ‘since we know that our labour shall 
never be in vain in the Lord.’ 

26. Here the Apostle s ts another motive 
of consolation, in the aid afforded by the Spirit 
to our infirmities.—ocaóíTws di xai, &c. 
der : * but likewise the Spirit also ;' meaning, * in 
like manner, in the same way as hope cheers and 
encourages us, so do the influences of the Spirit 
comfort and support us in all our distressee." 
Some recent Commentators, indeed, rejecting 
the sense usually assi to rò IIvevma, ‘ the 
ae cee as sent from the Father and the 

, take it to mean ‘animus et sensus Chris- 
tianus,' which they say is personified : an inter- 

ion most harsh. The objection urged by 
the fore-mentioned Expositors, that the office of 
intercession with God belongs to our Saviour, 
not to the Holy Spirit, is utterly without force; 
for the intercession here meant, as will be shown 
further on, is of another kind, 
By áa8««[ats are meant those ‘ infirmities 

and frailties of the flesh,’ which disincline us to 
bear the trials of virtue, and indispose us even to 
discern our real , or to form such prayers as 
may be to God; which icular is 
adverted to in the next words. e Apostle's 
words inculcate the great truth, of the absolute 
need of the Holy Spirit to strengthen our will 
both to work and to pray as we ought, implying, 
of course, man's concurrence and co-o ion 
with the heavenly aid. Thus the senti- 
ment conveyed is lel to that in 1 Cor. xv. 
10, ox ive, ddA’ ù Xxápie ov OsoU $ cov ¿not 
scil. ipyaZoudyn, or dvriAauBdvovea). Hence 
e next words, oux olüauev, are em ic; 
1 ‘We know not of ourselves, but we need 
n aid hades NE knoweth all things.” So in 

o or. is said to work b 
helpin the will, &c. ` Bee my note there. d 

X aùrò rò Tivetua, &c.] Here from 
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the ddA‘ (imo) it is plain that — more 
ie intended to be expressed, than what is con- 
tained in the preceding sentence; and as it is 
there said that the Spirit helpeth our weakness 
in prayer and otherwiee, so here there is given 
an wdlustratson by of his help in prayer 
only,—namely, by his not only stirring us up to 
pray, and strengthening us in prayer, but suggest- 
ing to us what we should pray for, and kow our 
prayers should be expressed. For all this is 
comprehended in the term Urepertvyydyet, on 
which it is well remarked by Carpzov: ‘ The in- 
terceesion of the Spirit differs from the interces- 
sion of Christ as well in t of person as of 
office ; the former being that os IlapaxXnros 
promised by Christ, John xiv. 16. The points 
of difference are these: 1. That the Holy Spirit 
is our Paraclete, by virtue of his abiding and 
dwelling in the heart (v. 37) on earth; but 
Christ, a tita of his ofice, as Advocate in 
heaven (Heb. ix. 24). 2. That Christ intercedes 
with the Father formally, as God-man, Mediator, 
and our t High Priest, by virtue of his own 
merit (Heb. vii. 25), but the Holy Spirit, sent 

he Father and the Son to the faithful, inter- 
- in tho keart, as our Helper, by 

stren ing us through the efficacy of Christ's 
merits, and claiming it for us as our own by 
faith; by impelling us to pray, and suggesting to 
us how we ought to pray (Zech. xii. 10), by ox- 
citing in our hearts aspirations, unutterable by 
the tongue, to our heavenly Father (v. 26); 
finally, by himself praying, as it were, in us—for 
ss; or rather, pleading iz us and toit us. 

Here, for the sake of ter emphasis, the 
Holy Spirit is represented, per psTaAwjruv, as 
doing for us what he does i» us; for the words 
eTsra'yuoie dhadnrose ought not (as they have 
been by some) to be referred to the Holy Spirit, 
but to the persons themselves thus assisted in 
igi for the expression o-Tzraypuois would 

little suitable to the , while it is 
highly so to the latier. Render: ‘ by groanings 
unutterable;' by aspirations too deep to find 
vent in words. Comp. Jos. Bell. v. 1—5, @$:- 
Motuevor 82 ráye wan, Tu PoBw  usuvkóot 
Tois orevaypnots fJflacavíQovro, ‘ were tor- 
mented by groanings suppressed by fear,’ where 
tuve. is well suited to dimovpmavor, * mute ;' 
— ráðn, ‘as to the expression of their pas- 
one,’ 

27. The scope of this verse seems to be that 
ested by Calvin,—namely, to confirm their 

confidence in prayer by the consideration that 
the prayers offered up to God by the Spirit shall 
be heard. The general sense 1$, ` He, the great 
Searcher of hearts, knoweth what mean these 
sspirations, however unspoken, of his children, 
thus excited by the Spirit. He knoweth and 

th what is the mind, or intent of the 
it (thus suggested to the faithful] ; for it is 

according to the will of God that he thus pleads 
for the saints.’ The connexion depends on the 
4i adversative ; q. d. ‘ But although those aspira- 
tions cannot find vent in words, He wh » searcheth 

eis dryaÜàv, Trois xarà Trpó- Hos 3:18. 

the heart can read them, though confined to the 
heart. This view is confirmed by the authority 
of Archbishop Leighton (in his Exposition of 
the Lord's Prayer) as follows :—' The work of 
the Spirit is in exciting the heart at times of 
prayer, to break forth in ardent desires to God, 
whatsoever the words be, whether new or old, — 
yea, possibly without words; and then most 
powerful when it words it least, but vents in 
sighs and groans that which cannot be uttered.” 

28. Here is suggested another source of com- 
fort—from the consideration that ‘all things, 
even (nay, especially) sufferings and tribulations, 
shall work together for the final and eternal 
of true believers; it being a part of the Divine 
economy, in the great mystery of our redemp- 
tion, to bring his sons to glory through suffer- 
ings, and thereby to conform them to the image 
of Christ, the First-born; first in suffering, 
then in glory.’ See Heb. ii. 10. xii. 2. (Youn 5 
As to the connexion, the Ji here is not, as the 
recent German Expositors and Alf. affirm, ad- 
versative, nor is there any opposition to v. 22; 
since, according to the logic of the context, ably 
traced by Calv., Hyper., and Crell., this pre- 
sents the eighth ment for Divine Provi- 
dence, and presented in the form of a conclu- 
sion. At the same time it contains an anticipa- 
tion. ‘Obstrepit enim (says Calv.) hic carnis 
sensus: Minime apparere, quod Deus vota 
nostra exaudiat, quando eodem semper cursu 
rocedunt nostre afflictiones.’ So, too, Prof. 
odge, who remarke that this may be ed 

as virtually, though not formally, a conclusion, 
or inference, from what Paul had said concern- 
ing afflictions. In short, the ĝi is continuative, 
though also — illative, like the Latin 
autem, or English ‘now.’ However, the term 
olgauay ç in the strong sense, supra ii. 2. 
v. 3. vi. 9. vii. 14, 18. viii. 22, * of full know- 

from experience,’ amounting to an assur- 
the conclusion, 

ledge 
ance of faith) is thrown in to 
so as to cut off all doubt. Of course by wavra 
is meant ‘all events of this chan scene,' 
especially, as the context points out, adverse. In 
aya, is implied the result, in serving and obey- 
ing.—ovvepyst denotes the co-operation of all 
events, all circumstances, sis yay, ‘for the 
bringing about of their good in the end,’ i.e, as 
the context requires, *their spiritual and eternal 

— Tots kava wpobsaty xAnTois obcww] This 
clause is intended to expand the sense contained 
in the foregoing expression, rois ayawa&o. TÓv 
@sóv. Render, ‘to the called according to his 
purpose,’ = ‘persons whose Christian call is in 
exact accordance with bis Purpose ; meaning, as 
Dr. Peile explains, ‘in whom his purpose (al- 
ready intimated, supra iii. 25, 26, as a scheme 
whereby, without any compromise of his justice, 
he should accept the sinner who pleads in the 
name of Jesus, and further described at Eph. i. 
3.—12,) “ has free course, and is glorified.” And 
why,’ adds Dr. Peile, ‘does the Apostle assert 
this of ce that love God? Because they lovo 
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him who “first loved them" (1 John iv. 19); 
they have made their election for him who be- 
fore the foundation of the world made his elec- 
tion for them in Christ, to be holy and without 
blame before him in love (Eph. i. 4); they cleave 
unto the Lord with full purpose of heart (Acts 
xi. 23), answering unto that “eternal pu 
which he hath effected (dwoinosy», brought into 
operation) in Christ Jesus our Lord” (Eph. iii. 
1. Here, then, we have the key to those (in 
every sense of the word) mysterious and much 
controverted verses which follow.' 

29. mpoiyvæ] Many Commentators here as- 
sign the sense ‘ fore-approved,' or ‘loved.’ So 
Young explains, * those whom he regarded with 
especial favour, before the rest of mankind ; the 
same with those whom he chose in Christ before 
the foundation of the world (Eph. i. 4); i.e. all 
Christians, all, of whatever nation, who should 
embrace the faith of Christ. And as, under the 
Law, the Jews were God's chosen and peculiar 
people, dv Nady avTov Ov xpot-yre, as St. Paul 
styles them (xi. 2),‘his people whom he foreknew’ 
(comp. Amos iii. 2, and see Deut. vii. 6—8); 
so, under the Gospel, Christians are God's chosen 
and peculiar people, ols wpofyvw. Yet for this 
signif. of the word no authority has been pro- 
duced; nor is there any sufficient reason to 
abandon the usual interpretation, ‘those whom 
he foreknew would be such,’ i. e. ‘ lovers of God 
faithfully obedient to him,—*'such as would 
accept, and not mos the gracious offers of sal- 
vation.” Finally, of the two expressions rpoiyve 
and apocpiot, the former is to be understood of 
prescience of character ; the latter, of predeter- 
mination founded on such prescience. 
— cvuuópdoovs tie elxovos T. Y.] Equiv. 

to cuupopd. TB alcove: in Phil. iii. 21, eóa- 
poppov TH compari THe óns avrov. But the 
Genit. after words compounded with cvv is 
uite as gt. nay even better Greek; being 
ound in Lucian; also in Epiphan. vol. ii. p. 69; 
on the rationale of which construction see Matth. 
Gr. 8 379. And so Gaoioe is used with one or 
the other. This zop@n is variously interpreted, 
and does not admit of being determined with 
certainty; but it seems to denote conformity 
of present moral character and of future desti- 
nation as to glorification of body (1 Cor. xv. 40), 
and consequently sanctification of spirit, by being 
assimilated to Christ. Conformity to his ima 
may also be included, as is plain from Phil. iji. 
10, but only as an under sense. — The next words, 
els rò elva:—adsXAQois, are best interpreted 
with reference to their scupe, which partly was 
to further develope the idea in wpowpice, as 
pointing at the — thereof,—namely, in or- 
der ‘that He (the First-born and Head) should 
be the First-born, the glorious Head, among 
many brethren,’ pre-eminent among those who 
are, but only by adoption through Him, sons of 
God, and who will be accordingly joint partakers 
of his glory. That the Jews used this very 
expression, apo'róToxos, of the Messiah, has 
been proved by examples from Philo and the 

pópdovs Tis eixóvos Tov Tiod avro), eis TO elvai aùròv powró- 
Tokov èv TroAdois d6eMdois. 90 bobç Bé vpodopwe, Tovrovs xal 
éxáXeae kai ods éxáXeoe, rovrovs kal edixalwoer obs 56 éc- 

Rabbinical writers. In the present and the next 
verses there are represented both the general plan 
of salvation and the several stages of it; and ac- 
cordingly this has been well termed by Parszus, 
the golden and indissoluble chain of salvation, as 
exhibiting the order and connexion of the various 
steps by which God carries into effect His pur- 

or the salvation of man. And, accord- 
ingly, as Carpzov observes, at vv. 28, 29 we 
have mention of the Divine benefits before the 
creation of the world, i. e. from eternity. 1. The 
?rpóOscis, or ‘determinate p ` of ting 
felicity to those who should believe in Christ to 
the end of life. 2. The zpóyveocis, ‘the pre- 
science of God" Cpe with his love), by 
which he foreknew all and each who would 
lieve in Christ. 3. The mpowpiepòs, ‘the de- 
termination’ and ‘decree’ of conferring eternal 
happiness on all and each of them. At ver. 30 
are enumerated the Divine bencfits p ir 
Katpe, tz tempore, i.e. in this life. 1. 'H «Anoce, 

ing to faith, or ‘an offering of grace,’ which 
here comprehends actual conversion and e- 
ration ; since God illumines the intellect of man 
by the Holy Ghost, sways the will, and confers 
faith on those who do not perversely reject his 
offer. 2. Aixaíiwais, ‘justification,’ by which is 
meant ' the being declared just by God, and ab- 
solved from gui t and punishment.” 3. AsEa, 
* glorification, which tts commencement in 
renovation and sanctification, and is perfected in 
life eternal. 

Of these two important terms ixáħegs and 
idikalecs, the former does not merely signif. 
‘calls, namely, by the preaching of the Gospel, 
to embrace the offers of salvation through Christ; 
since it is plain that éxdAave must mean such a 
calling as proceeds from the and 
the predetermination of God, in respect to the 
objects of it (and consequently cannot but be 
offictwal), and, accordingly, éd:caiwoe must do- 
note the result of it, in justification, or, as many 
eminent Expositors strenuously maintain, pardon 
of sins, both first and final (if, indeed, there be two 
justifications), and final glorification. However, 
we must not fail to bear in mind, with Dr. Peile, 
that ‘ Inasmuch as the several steps, whereby God 
is pleased to give effect to his gracious wpo8acre 
are on his part as determinate and unalterable, 
as the end to which he designs them to lead; we 
see now that those in whom, as invited guests 
arrayed in ‘the marriage garment which he bas 
required in holy Scripture, that character is 
begun ou earth, which his mercy, outstripping 
judgment, has long since accepted i 
that persons so called, ç 
indeed no other than those who love God (v. 28), 

d 

practical nse, 
which St. Paul makes of his doctrine of Predes- 
tination, applying it, just as our Reformers in 
their Seventeenth Article did, solely ‘for godly 
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comfort to godly men. That, as Mr. Walford 
observes, the Apostle did intend alone that prac- 
tical use alone to be made of these high and 
mysterious doctrines we shall clearly see, if we 
do but attend to the conclusions immediately 
drawn from the preceding statements,—namely, 
that ‘ Nothing shall (or can) seperate real Chris- 
tians from love of God, which is in Christ 
Jesus our Lord.’ The Divine predetermination 
equally involves the means with the end; and 
sure we may be, ‘that whoever earnestly and per- 
severingly employs the one will infallibly secure 
the possession of the other.’ As to the diff- 
culties that embarrass a which, above all 
others, contains things ‘hard to be understood,’ 
we must be content to receive Paul's Gospel (see 
Rom. ii. 16, comp. with 2 Tim. ii. 8) simply as 
it is presented to us in the chain which he lays 
down, tracing the «Anois from the wpobecis, 
and that from the rpowprere, * the predetermina- 
tion of certain persons to be conformed to the 
image of his Son.’ In the next link of the chain 
the persons thus foreknown, and predetermined, 
are represented as in the course of God's Provi- 
dence not actually, but, in bis eternal decree, 
implicitly, called and brought, — justifica- 
tion, to glory eternal. See 1 Pet. iv. 14. v. ], 
10. Upon the whole, after the most mature con- 
sideration, I come to the same conclusion, as to 
this matter, as does Mr. Alf., —namely, ‘ that 
while, on the one hand, Scripture bears constant 
testimony to the fact, that all true believers are 
chosen and called by God—their whole spiritual 
life being from him—yet, on the other hand, its 
testimony is no less precise, that he willeth all 
to be saved, and that none shall perish except by 
wilful rejection of the truth. that. on the 
one hand, Gop's SovEREIGNTY,—on the other, 
MAN'S FREE WILL, is alike plainly declared to 
us. Accordingly, to receive, believe, and act on 
both, is our duty and our wisdom.' That duty 

have ever, according to the measure of light 
dealt out to me from the Fountain of all light, 
endeavoured faithfully to discharge; especially 
whensoever either of the fore-mentioned grand 
truths was in question, so as never to sacrifice 
one to the other, but always taking my exegetical 
course (to use the words of Plato, p. 394), orn 
dy à Ad-yos (the Written Word), Scwsp 9vsvpa, 
hipy. 
$L vi oU» ipovus» TpÓc TavTa;] ‘What 

then shall we say to these things?" i. e. * to these 
ntations of the plans and pu of God 

as to the redeemed through mercy?” The weds 
does not mean simply ‘ix re, to those 
things,” or in the way of inference, but, as the 
context requires, ‘what answer in the way of 
— or demur, from discouragement — 
The next words, sl ó Osóc—xaO' huw; ‘If God 
is (as we see) for us, who (is there that shall be) 

inet us?’ q. d., in the words of Prof. Hodge, 
* If God has delivered us from the law of sin and 
death, if he has renewed us by his Spirit which 
dwells within us, if he recognizes us as his chil- 

Thm. 2.18. e Isa. 50, 8, 9. 

dren and his heirs, and has predestinated us to 
holiness and glory, who can be against us? If 
God's love has led to all the good just ified, 
what have we to fear for the future?’ Further, 
none of the trials and troubles of life, none of the 
efforts of our spiritual foes, can avail to frustrate 
hopes founded on the everlasting Rock of God’s 
s See the admirable exegeses of Chrys. and 

alv. 
92. ös ye tov làíov Yiov oùx ipslaaro] 

Crellius ably traces the connexion thus: “ The 
Apostle has set forth the benevolence of God in 
the Divine decrees ; which, however, being as it 
were hidden in God, he brings forward a pal- 
pable and indubitable proof of Fis love; as much 
as to say: ' He who gave the greater, shall he 
not give the lesser?'" That ground of con- 
fidence and security which includes al! others is 
the Love of God ; and that exhibition of Divine 
Love which surpasses and includes all others, is 
‘the gift of his peculiar Son,’ vids uovo-ysy)s by 
a tacit opposition to Oerov, implied in the fore- 
going context. Indeed the ya, which imparts 
em is to the clause, confirms the force of 
Idiov. There is great elegance in the /ifotes at 
oux ipsis., which seems suggested by the similar 
words in Gen. xxii. 12, xai oüx igslow cov 
viov cov ToU ayaxnrov (for svovs) à 
ání. See also Isa. 1. 8, 9, and Dion. Hal. v. 10, 
cited by Wets. The vip here must have the 
full sense, denoting both ‘in our stead’ and ‘on 
our behalf; i.e. ‘for the expiation from sins." 
See Isa. liii. 6. Matt. x. 21. Rom. iv. 25. 
Gal i. 4 In wwe ovyi — Xapíeera, thero 
is great force (as in Matt. xvi. 11) ; but also 
& brevity of expression, which requires to be 
expanded thus, ‘ How shall it be supposed that 
he will not also, with Him, impart freely all 
things we need, both temporal and spiritual—the 
gift of grace and of glory ?' 

93. rit iyxaXéas: xarà ixi. Os0U;] ° Who 
will act the part of Accuser, &c.? by implica- 
tion, ‘No one.’ It has been disputed who are 
meant by the accuser and the condemner. The 
ancient and earlier modern Commentators under- 
stand the Jews; the later Commentators, the 
Gentiles. It would seem that neither opinion 
ought to be held to the exclusion of the other, 
but that both may be admitted. The accusers 
might be both Jews and Gentiles, though on dif- 
ferent grounds. On the punctuation of this and the 
following verse some difference of opinion exists. 
Some of the most eminent Editore and Com- 
mentators place notes of interrogation at d:catay, 
éToÜayd», iyspôsis, Osov, and huey, q.d. 
* Who will lay any thing to the charge of God's 
elect? will God who justifies them do it?' This, 
they think, has more of spirit, and is more in 
the Apostle's manner. Yet it is scarcely agrec- 
able to the context; the intent of the Apostle, 
in this instance, being, not to remove fears of the 
mercy of God, but to place in parallel the love 
of God and the benefits obtained for the elect by 
Christ against all the hostility of man accumu- 
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lated for their harm ;—the inference just after 
being, that no created power could really injure 
those in respect of whom all circumstances would 
be directed for final good. Moreover, the com- 
mon punctuation, though it may bave less of 
rhetorical deworns, has more of Apostolical 
gravity. 

34. nGAXoy dd xai lyspÜsís] This is added 
for their consolation under present afflictions. 
And in mentioning these two joint grounds of 
our hope,—Christ’s dying, and rising again,—tho 
Apostle seems to lay the greater stress upon the 
latter. And not without reason; for by means 
of his resurrection Christ is enabled to execute 
his priestly office; and, having offered himself a 
sacrifice for our sins, is now entered into the 
highest heavens with his own blood, and ‘ever 
liveth to make intercession for us.’ 

— byrvyyxdvet ixip quay] i.e. “is con- 
tinually actin as our Mediator and Interces- 
sor; seo Heb. vii. 25. It is well observed 
by De Wette, that in vv. 33, 34, all the 
great points of our redemption are ranged to- 
gether, from the death of Christ to his still 
enduring intercession, as reasons for negativing 
the question above. Of the truths thus brought 
together, see the admirable exegesis of Calv., who 
alone has seen why the last particular, ös xai iv- 
Tuyxávs Pip juv, was added, namely, ‘lest the 
Divine Majesty should terrify us.” ‘ Quanquam 
ergo e sublimi solio pedibus suis omnia subjecta 
tenet, eum tamen mediatoris personas Paulus 
induit: «cujus conspectum horrere absurdum 
esset, quando non solum comiter ad se nos 
invitat, sed coram Patre depreoator pro mobis 
apparet." 
Te. vit &yáwn* Tov Xp.) This DAT hon 
either the love Christ bears to we, or the we 
bear io him. Recent Commentators generally 
prefer the latter vari shi cui but the former, 
which is supported by the ancient and most 
modern Expositors, as Beza, Grot, East, and 
recently Thol. and Meyer, is far more agreeable 
to the context, 
— Alys, ñ orsvox., &c.] Of these terms 

Oriyis and iwypòðs seem modifications of 
misery arising from persecution. The latter is 
by far the stronger term ; and perhaps the two 
which precede it represent, as it were, passive, 
indirect, and private persecution; Gcwymdr, ac- 
tive and public prosecution and persecution. 
The three next terms seem, in some measure, 

exemplifications of the former; Aiuós and yup - 
vorys, Which denote want of the necessaries of 
life, referring to oravoywpla and 0A(ris ; and 
uayxatpa, which denotes violent death, to 
Crwy pds. 

. xabws yiyparra, &c.] q. d. ‘even 
though the words of eh pe (describing the 
fate of God's servants of old) should become ap- 
plicable to us.” Qavarotueba may be rendered, 
we are being killed ;` i. e. some are continually 

killed, and others daily expocting death. Ipo- 
Bara opayie (answering to the Heb. maw pez) 
“Wawa seni sheep of the slaughter, slaughter- 

, sheep put aside for death. 
3/7. Owspycxepey] ‘we are triumphantly vic- 

torious over the trials and tribulations which 
essay to te us from Christ's love,’ q. d., in 
the words of Prof. Hodge, they are not only de- 
prived of all power to harm us, but they minister 
to our good, and thus swell the glory of our vic- 
tory. So Socrat. H. E. iii. 2f vixĝy xaddv, 
vrapuixay Èi iriphovov, ‘ enviably-glorious." 
However, the anticipated triumph was not to be 
effected by Paul's oton strength and courage, but, 
as is intimated in the next words, d&a trou 
àyarńo., by the gracious aid of the Redeemer, 
through whose strengthening he says, 1 Cor. xv. 
10. Gal. ii. 20. Phil. iv. 13, he ‘can do all 
things ;’ and the love was a pledge of the im- 
partment of spiritual st 

38, 39. We have here, not, as Koppe says, the 
same sentiment expressed in other and more 
forcible words, but there is, as Crell. pointed 
out, a resumption, by way of amplification of the 
idea expressed in éwaprix@uey, and setting forth 
the reason why Paul expressed that sentiment, — 
namely, because he was persuaded that the vic- 
tory was not over those things, but far beyond, 

“* Quod nulla plane sit res, que Divine charitatis 
effectum, nempe salutem nostram, possit præ- 
poin In conveying this sentiment the Apostle 
eaps words together in the effort to adequately 

express the absolute inabjlity of all created 
things, separately or united, to frustrate the pur- 
pose of God, or to turn away his love from those 
whom he has determined to save. It shouid 
seem that the most powerful — and 8 
are mentioned first. 1. Not any thing. b Nor 
any person, however powerful. The particulars 
are well stated by Hodge thus: ‘ Neither deuth— 
though cut off in this world, their connexion 
with Christ is not thereby destroyed. ‘“ They 
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shall never perish, neither shall any pluck them 
out of my hand," John x. 28. Nor life—neither 
its blandishments, nor its trials, ch. xiv. 8. Nor 
angels, nor principalities, nor powers—no 
kuman power, no angel, however mighty, shall 
ever be able te seperate us from the love of 
Ged.” Angels are — mentioned, as bei 
s ee Pad ‘s creatures. ‘Ap 

esáuei.« may denote, as some imagino, 
orders ef angels, of higher rank ; see Eph. vi. 12. 
Col. ii. 15. Thus it is equiv. to, ‘ Angels; y 
even the moet exalted in rank and power; an 

ing terme were in use among the Jews. 
—ovre ¿veo. o6re widd., meaning, as Hodge 
explains, — in this ie p in the next ; 
no present or future event, or height, nor 
depth—nothing in heaven or on earth.’ See Eph. 
iv. 9. Is. vii. 11, * Ask it either in the depth or 
in the height above, &c & Tic wTíGie 
érípa, devhoera: uae, &e. Although the pre- 
ceding enumeration had been so minute, the 
de as if to effectually exclude despondency, 

' no created being whatever exists in “ rerum 
natura” which can separate us from the love of 
Christ,’ which love is declared to be thus un- 
changeable only on account of our connexion 
with Christ, and therefore the Apostle adds, rije 
iv Xprete—npisv. See Eph. i. 6. 2 Tim. i. 9. 

IX. With the Eighth Chapter concludes what 
may be called the Perinat part of the Epistle; 
the following chapters being employed,—I. in 
anticipating and removing such objections as 
might be mede to the doctrines propounded ch. 
ix—zi. iL in giving practical admonitions suit- 
able thereto. As to chape. — ne m: 
properly speaking, ome chapter; being (as Drs. 
Arnold and Peile have observed) a portion of 
the Epistle sanding distinct from what precedes 
and follows it, and inserted only from peculiar 
creumstances existing at the time when it was 
wntten,—a portion moreover relating, as all the 
best itors are agreed, not to individuals, 
but to nations; not to — in hearen, but M 
ileges en earth. ‘The scope of the Apostle 

the present Chapter is,’ as Stuart observes, ‘ to 
support, illustrate, and defend sgain objections 
the positions which have been laid down in the 
foregoing 1. He shows that, though 
the predestinated, called, justified, and glorified, 
are of Jews and Gentiles; yet that that in- 
volves no breach of the promises made to Abra- 
ham and his seed ; for the natural seed, as such, 
are not the — objects of the promise. 2. That 
God hath always chosen the objects of his favour 
where he pleased, without regard to external pri- 
vi vantages, or relations. Accordingly, 
examples of God's sovereignty are adduced of 
kriege ep pel a gral piri 
advantages or disad 
ritual and temporal. us tho Eighth Chapter 

is the key to the Ninth, where the fed gets shows 
that in calling, justifying, orifving, 
does only what he has a perfect right to do, 
which íe analogous to the examples of his deal- 
ings in the Jewish Scriptures, and accords with 
the doctrines and predictions which they con- 
tain. In.order to remove the ecruples of the 
Jews (whether Christians or not), we have, 
an anticipation of an objection, which Pau 
thought was n , that it might not be 
— that, having abandoned their eigion, 
he had spoken against them from a hostile feel- 
ing (ix. 1—3, — in x. 1, 2). Then he pro- 
ceeds to show that God had alone, of his good 
pleasure, chosen Jacob rather than Esau; and 
that therefore the Israelites had not by nature 
any superiority (ix. 4—33). 

. dAdfürtay Aye iy Xp.] A form of solemn 
protestation, ing, in some d , of the 
nature of an oath (similar to that at 2 Cor. i. 23. 
xi. 10. Eph. iv. 17. 1 Tim. v. 21), and of which 
the full sense is, ‘1 protest in Christ, (== in the 
presence of Christ,) as Judge of the truth of 
what I say, that I s truth. I take the Holy 
Spirit, who knoweth my heart (see Acts v. 23), 
to witness that I lie not, my conscience “ like- 
wise" (‘ furthermore,’ civ) ing me witness 
that, &c. The words ¿z Xpiore are to be 
closely connected with ovyad. pou (as iv 
Xpicre with Aéyo), to intimate, as Est. points 
out, that the witness of conscience cannot err, it 
— confirmed (and enlightened) by the Holy 
pirit. 
2. Here is the subject of his solemn protesta- 

tion—‘ that great grief have I, and ceaseless pain 
at my heart.” The cause intimated at the next 
verse, introduced by a yàp, is the blindness, and 
the consequent rejection of the Jewish pee. 

8. neyouny yap av. ¿yo &váÜsua, &c.] The 
sense in this disputed passege turns on the words 
nixouny and &vdÜsua, and the force to be 
ascribed to the latter term mainly depends on 
the view taken of the former. It would carry 
me beyond due bounds to recount, much less 
review, the multitude of interpretations which 
have been affixed to both of the above terms; so 
that here, if any where, one might say, with 
Porson, * Citius quod son sit, quam quod sit, 
dicendum.’ Ameng the senses ascribed to nù- 
xómıv one, first broached by Pelagius, and 
adopted by others, down to Stuart, that it means, 
* J did wisk, when I was an unconverted Jew,’ is 
uite untenable, since, besides many other objec- 

tions, it is excluded by the foregoing context, 
espec. v. 2. None of the interpretations which 
proceed either on straining the sense of nox.. or 
explaining away that of dvd0eua, can be approved 
of. The only way to ascertain the meaning in- 
tended by the A e is to base the investiga- 
tion om correct and enlightened pone of 
Philology. The true clue to guide us in tho 
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maze of inquirv, and the only key to unlock the 
difficulty, is that which I pointed out long ago 
in my Recens. Synop., and showed to be no 
novelty, being found in Photius ap. CEcumen., 
and probably borrowed by bim from the early 
Greek Fathers, as Origen or Cyrill. In a mas- 
terly discussion, —to which I can only refer my 
Readers, —he adverts to the expression, as being 
far stronger than iSovAcuny, and then points out 
the expression as differing from süxoua,. ‘It 
is,” says he, ‘nòxómyv, I was earnestly de- 
siring; and he adds, el iveyaper, sl ivedéyerto, 
evidently izing an important — e of 
Philology, bably tTO from the Alexan- 
drine School, and handed down from thence to our 
modern Critics,—Scaliger, Casaubon, Bentley, 
Hemsterh., and others, —by whieh the force of the 
Imperf. in such an expression, denoting un- 
finished action by the intervention of some 
obstacle, permits tho supposition of some cir- 
cumstance which prevented the completion of 
the action expressed by the verb. Thus the 
design is suspended on something hypothetical — 
intention, or wish. In fact, the action is repre- 
sented as begun, but not completed, being inter- 
rupted bv the interposition of some hindrance; 
as here, the reflection that it would not be allow- 
able or permissible so to wish. Thus it resembles 
that force of the Imperf. Indic., by which is 
designated action attempted. but not completed ; 
as in the reesion dsexesAvey, Matt. Yi. 14; 
see Winers Gr. Gr. § 41,3. And so may be 
explained 4ovAóu»» at Acts xxv. 32, with 
which comp. ZEschin. c. Ctes. p. 53, &govAóuu» 
T)» Bovrthy p&r stousiobar. In all such 
cases it is now admitted by the best Gramma- 
rians, as Matth. and Kübner, and occasionally 
treated on by me in my Thucyd., that a 

ive senso is implied; q.d. ‘I could have 
wished, as at Acts xxv. 22, éBovrAcuny 
avrdéc—éxovcar (where see my note), where 
the airde nearly answers to the aùròc ¿yo in 
the text now before us, zz ‘I myself; which 
involves emphasis ; q. d. ‘1, the very per- 
son writing this” Of course the Apostle's 
* earnest desire,’ or longing" (such is the sense 
of nvy.) here is suspended on something hypo- 
thetical or conditional, which may, or may not, 
occur; and, accordingly, the wish is of repre- 
sented as actually formed ; and this prevents the 
necessity, either of explaining away the sense of 
&váÜspa, or of calling in some far-fetched sense. 
Indeed, on further consideration, I am induced 
to think, with Mr. Alf., that there is no other 
meaning which will satisfy the plain import of 
the term áváÜaua salvar ded Tov Xpiorov, but 
the full meaning, ‘ to be accursed from Christ, i. e. 
by being cut off, seperated from him, in eternal 
perdition; accordingly, it must xot be inter- 

ted, with many, as a mere extravagance of 
yperbole. ‘It is sot (Bp. Sanderson truly ob- 

serves) merely a figure of rhetoric to give his 
brethren, by that ype totes expression, the 
better assurance of his great love to them; 
neither is it a hasty, inconsiderate speech from 
him as the abortive fruit of an over-passionate 
zeal ; for then he would have corrected himself; 
as at Acts xxiii. But he speaks it advisedly, 

et with an expression of sentiment carrying with 
A deeply impassioned feeling — breathing affec- 
tion of the deepest and strongest kind.’ In this 
respect there is a strong affinity between this and 
the one at Gal. iv. 15, el àvraró» (where the 
conditional circumstance is Tove Óq- 
ÜaXuoós vum» i¿EopóEayrsç d» iðóxarí pos. 
The foregoing representation of the force of 
nvy.—which I so long ago pointed out,—has 
been recently adopted by Dr. Peile, and now by 
Mr. Alf, who well characterizes the sentiment 
as ‘the wish of an affectionate, self-denying 
heart, willing to surrender all things, even, sf «t 

ight be so, eternal glory itself, if thereby he 
could obtain for his beloved le that blessing 
of the Gospel which he now enjoyed, and from 
which they were excluded.’ In comparing, as 
he does the smiat paag of Moses, Ezod. 
xxxii. 32, xal al un, lEdAanpóv me ix Tov Bi- 
Bes; ç Pypap as, where Moses desires (the 
mperat. by implication for Optat.) to be blotted 

out of God's book, man n he would prefer 
to be blotted out of God°s book, rather than 
the Israclites should be destroyed—there is a 
strong similarity, though not such as justifies 
Dr. Macknight in pronouncing Paul's expres 
sion an ¿imitation of Moses’; espec. since there is 
a material difference, for that of Moses is 
merely a strong mode of expressing that he 
thought his own life—and every thing in life— 
as not to be balanced against the preservation of 
the Jewish pore from being cut off; whereas 
that of Paul was very diffs —as much as to 
say, in the words of Mr. Alf., that while ‘ others 
express their love by — themselves ready 
to give their life for their friends, he declares the 
Sig — affection by reckoning even his 
spirit ife not too great & pri it migbt 
purchase their salvation.’ — ka 

4. To the deep sympathy he had e for 
his own people, Pau] now subjoins his sincere 
respect for their high dignity or privileges, as the 

uliar people of God, and their ancient glory. 
e does this to show his -will to them, 

and to awaken their solicitude not to lose that 
divine favour, by which they had been so long 
distinguished. 
— wv n vloO0scía] The Apostle, as Est. ob- 

serves, does not mean the adoption he had spoken 
of in the ing chapter, — and which was 
appropriate to sons of the New Covenant;— 
for this is said of the reprobate Jews, sons of the 
Old Covenant, whose blindness he here deplores ; 
but what he means is the adoption by which 
God eq hoem the res z Mac (the other 
nations bei or his own liar 
inheritance. de Exod. iv. 22. Deut. iv. l. 
xxxii. 6. Isa. i. 2. Yet this adoption (continues 
Est.) was only a fgure and a sort of shadow of 
that inore excellent adoption to be bestowed in 
the New Test. by Christ, the Son of God by 
nature, so that ho should be the First-born 
among many brethren. 
— xal 3 ps Some Commentators take this 

to mean the glory of the adoption, and the exalta- 
tion consequent on it. That, however, would 
require the addition of avrije, and then form an 
insipid additament, Others suppose it to mean 
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the glory accruing to them from the miracles 
wrought by God, and the honour of tho Divine 
presence. This, however, is far-fetched. Some- 
thing more particular, and suitable to the con- 
text, seems meant; namely, either the ark of the 
covenant (sec l Sam. iv. 21. Ps. Ixxviii. 61), or, 
rather, the Sheckinak, or symbol of God's glorious 

mee, which resided in Seth's family till the 
and afterwarde appeared occasionally to 

Moses, Joshua, Samuel, and others, —until finally 
it dwelt among the children of Israel from the 
erection of the Tabernacle to the destruction of 
* Temple, taking up e ame tad the ark of 

covenant, and is e int 
dota Kvpíov. T ere 
— al d:a0jxac] The plural must sot, as 

some say, be regarded as put for the singular, 
se calcu: nor are we to su the cove- 
nant split into two parte, the and the 
typical ; but we must — that the Apostle 
uses the plural to favour the complacency of the 
Jews, by accommodating bimself to their mode 
of speaking, who, as we find from the Rabbinical 
writings, used to consider every renewal of the 

iginal covenant,—as those with Abraham, Isaac, 
Jacob,— in the light of a new covenant. 

—  vopobscial meng the giving of the 
Law’ (i. e. the Law given) from Mount Sinai, — 
which, indeed, might be regarded as a new cove- 
nant with the whole Jewish people. 
— š Aarpsla] the 5 vouch lepoupyla, the 

Levitical service, or ritual of worship, mentioned 
in Exod. xii. 26, and forming & part of the 
vouoUseía. 
— al iwayyeAla| This refers to the various 

Divine promises, but especially to those of Christ 
and his is ram from Abraham downwards. 
See Gal. iii. 16, comp. with Heb. vii. 6. 

5. ev oi waripes] meaning, ‘ whose ancestors 
r^s the Patriarchs, i.e. Abraham, Isaac, and 
acob. 
— — ó X iiris alaei] tof whom 

sprung Christ, as as respects the fiesh.’ In 
interpreting & , the sense of which has 
been not a little controv , even among ortho- 
dox Expositors, it is proper to proceed with the 
greatest caution. One thing is plain, even from 
the ce of the xai, that œ» must be re- 
Geared. uot to wariépes, but to "IopanXiras, and 
that dor: must be supplied from the deriva 
elec, and be taken in a popular sense for ‘ is, or 
was to be, born.” With this is closely connected 
TÓ xarà capxa (by ellipsis, for xara TÒ xarà 
cápxa pipoc), which words are emphatical, and 
allude to the other, or divine nature of Christ: a 
doctrine blo to what the Jews themselves 
expected from the Messiah ; afl of whom knew 
that he would be man, and the more enlightened 
maintained that he would also be God. See 
Bchoé 

But to to the next clause, ó dy iari — 
eloras, these words attest so strongly the Deity 
of Jesus Christ, that it is no wonder every endea- 
vour should have been used, on the part of those 
who deny that doetrine, to evade so irrefragable 
an evidence. These attempts have been made in 
various ways :—1. by cancelling Oeós ; 2. by in- 
terpreting it in a lower sense, as put for Küpiot ; 

Cc. 
John 1.1. Heb. 1.8, 9. 

8. by altering the present reading on conjecture, 
transposing o dy into dw ò; 4. by altering the 
punctuation, so as to make the words be predi- 
cated of the Father, thus forming a y 
and that either by placing a comma after aápxa 
(in the sense * May God, who is over all, be 
blessed for ever!'), or by placing it after wav- 
Twy, in the sense, “God be blessed for ever! 
Now as to the cancelling of O10s, few even of the 
Socinian Critics venture upon so desperate a 
course. I say ; for no portion of Scrip- 
ture contains better evidence for its uineness ; 
it being found in all the MSS. hitherto collated 
(I find it in all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS., ex- 
cept the Lamb. 1196; but that is only a Lectio- 
nary, and omits also iwi wavrey, not omitted in 
any other copy. And, accordingly, it would seem 
that all these words were left out through the 
carelessness of the scribe), in all the ancient 
Versions (of which the Pesch. Syr. is peculiarly 
strong and clear to the point), and all the Fathers, 
with a few slight exceptions; on which see Mid- 
dleton; and also Mattheei, who has elaborate! 
discussed the evidence alleged against the rail 
ing from the Greek Fathers, and has shown how 
very slender—next to nothing—is the counte- 
nance from that quarter; not to say that the 
word is found in almost all the best MSS. and 
Editions. In fact, the Socinians have seen the 
finpregnabe authority of the word, and have 
therefore generally assailed the in the 
three other ways, but with as little success. 
For, first, as to taking Osos for Kupios, that bas 
been completely demolished by the powerful 
arms of Bps. Bull and Middleton, and by the 
able criticisms of Dr. Pye Smith, Script. Test. 
vol. iii. pp. 303, 306 ; 2dly, as to the alteration on 
conjecture of ò àv into œv ó, proposed by Crel- 
lius, and adopted by Whiston, Clarke, Taylor, 
and (alas!) Whitby : it is totally unsupported by 
MS. authority. Indeed, if admitted, it * would,’ 
as Bp. Middleton observes, ‘introduce an argu- 
ment improbable, and Greek impossible ;' not to 
say that all the best Critics are , that no 
sero CON} excogitated to meet doctrinal dif- 
ficulties is ever to be admitted against the consent 
of MSS. and ancient Versions of weight. The 
same applies to similar endeavours by new modes 
of punctuation (where MSS. hare little or no 
weight, from the carelessness of scribes), espec. 
when running counter to the construction, and 
roducing a sense at variancé with the context. 

y, as to the attempt made to evade the plain 
sense of the words by converting them, with a 
change of punctuation, into a doxology, that has 
even less to be urged in ite defence, and, in doth 
its forms, has been completely frustrated by B» 
Middleton, who has shown that dorology would 
here be out of place, and tbat, if it were ad- 
mitted, the passage would require to be worded 
very differently. Both these grounds of rejection 
are carried out yet further, and others of no 
small weight are propounded, by Mr. Alf. In 
vain, too, were it to urge ‘ the irregularity of the 
Apostle's style,’ since, however irregular, he is a 
law unto himself, That the context requires tho 

words to be understood of Gop the Son, is mani- 

fest; and that no objection exists in the exprcs- 
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sion svAoynrds sle rods al@vae being elsewhere 
applied to the Father, but rather that it is a con- 
firmation of Christ's Deity, has been proved by 
Dr. Pye Smith. 

Of those, however, who thus refer the words 
to Christ, all are not as to their exact 
sense. Some ancient and several modern Ex- 
positors take à ay iwi mávTæv Osós to be equi- 
valent to ó dy ó MéVio Tos Oeds, ‘ who is the 
supreme God ; thus making God the Son the 
— over God the Father: a doctrine not 
only not found in Scripture, but contradictory to 
what ie there found (see 1 Cor. viii. 6. xv. 27, 
sq. 1 Tim. ii. 5. Phil. ii. 9): a doctrine, too, 
against which both the ancient and the most 
eminent modern Theologians alike contend. See 
Bp. Bull's Defens. Fid. Nic. 8 4. That, there- 
fore, cannot be the sense of the ; to 
effectually exclude which, some eminent Critics 
(as Erasmus, Grotius, Schoéttg., and Whitby) 
have been led to give countenance to the Soci- 
nian methods of reading and expounding above 
adverted to. Others (and among them the au- 
thors of our common Version), place a comma 
after wavrey, taking ó à» iri raver to sig- 
nify, * who is Lord over all,’ as in John iii. 81, ô 
&vobey lpyópavos évráyo wavrev iori. Eph. L 

x ii. 9. Thus the sense of the passage 
will be: ‘ And of whom, as concerning the flesh 
(i. e. in his human nature), Christ is descended, 
who is n that capacity] Lord over all [created 
beings], being indeed Gop blessed for ever.’ For 
this punctuation, however, there is no confirma- 
tion in ancient authority, and still lees any sup- 
port from the asus loquendi ; and, in fact, it does 
violence to the , by forcing out a sense at 
variance with the context, whic vires the 
ordinary punctuation, and the sense it yields; 
for (as Mr. Alf. observes), having enumerated 
the historic advan of the Jewish people, the 
Apostle concludes by stating one which ranks 
far above all,—that ‘from them , accord- 
ing to the flesh, He, who is Gop over aid, blessed 
for ever.’ Nor is there any occasion to change 
the common punctuation, if we only take care 
to keep out the objectionable interpretation just 
adverted to, which may very well be done; for 
the epithet supreme over all, as given to God the 
Son, will not imply any superiority over God the 
Father, but only be understood of ali created be- 
ings. And although some early Christian writers, 
as Origen, Euscbius, Basil, and Gregory Nyss., 
are asserted by Socinians to have definitely 
propriated the designation ó iwi wavrey Osos 
to the Father, only and exclusively, yet (as Dr. 
Pye Smith observes) the learned. enema has 
satisfactorily shown that those writers, in their 
endeavours to vindicate the distinct personalit 
of the Father and the Son (against the Sabel. 
lians), were indeed accustomed to use the phrase 
in question as the current designation of the 
Father, but without any intention of denying its 
application to the Son; provided that He be un- 
de as, in the order of Deity, and xar’ 
olxovouíar, subordinate to the Father. 

Thus, then, the real sense of the passage will 

dros 'Iopasj&. 78 OS Sri eic orépua "ABpadp, wavres Tékva, 

only (as Bp. Pearson says) ify the identity ot 
Christ's Deity with that of n a 
(to use the words of Dr. Smith), ‘ the attribu- 
tion to the Messiah of a superhuman nature, 
besides that in which he was descended from the 
Hebrew Fathers,—a nature to which the Aighest 
denomination and the universal dominion and 
honour of Deity properly belong,—over all, Gop 
blessed for ever.’ 

6. * Quis voti sui fervore quasi in ecstasin rap- 
tus fuerat Panlus, jam ad suas docendi pertes 
redire volens, speciem correctionis adhibet, ac si 
se ipsum ex immodico cruciatu colligeret.” (Cal- 
um pode issu : aii pud of was (=. 

yper. omployed for purpose 
meeting a tacit objection, that by tho Jewa, 
having become áraÜíuaTa,—ss was indirectly 
implied in the preceding verses,—the promises of 

od, of preserving the Jewish people by Christ, 
would be made void. To which the reply is: 
* Even though I were to oy that the Jews were 
dva0ipnara, the promises of God would not fall 
to the ground.’ course of reasoning. indeed, 
is this:—‘I do not say this as though I would 
insinuate that in the rejection of the Jews the 
word of God (i.e. the Divine promises) had 
failed of its effect. So far from that, it is rather 
— The rejection of the Jews is agree- 

able to God's former dealings with them ; for adi 
the descendants of Israel are not of the true 
Ieraelitee, to whom the promises were made, 
God having limited them first to Isaac, vv. 7—9, 
and then to Isaac's son, Jacob, vv. 10—13, re- 
jecting all the other children. Therefore he now 
acts in the same manner, by rejecting the usbe- 
lieving Jews, and accepting thoee who, by 5e- 
lieving, are the true spiri Israelites.” 

— ovyx oloy Sri ixwiwtrexey, &c.] In 
olov the oTov is for ws, and — which is 
highly elliptical, may be rend in full, ‘It is 
not so that,’ or ‘ Not so would [ reason, as that ;' 
15 * But what I have said does not imply that,’ 

. To this we have the antithesis at ̂ on in 
the next verse. '"Exsría Texas may be rendered, 
* had failed of its effect ;' lit. ‘ missed of ite aim," 
‘failed of its effect :' there being here a pomi 
taken from erokeri, as in Plutarch, vi. 
Aóyos Smrnvíiucot šxwÍw+ev, and Th viii. 

, va rv trapxovoðv ikaidew ixrimrTour. 
See note on l Cor. xiii. 8. A similar use of 
¿xai occurs in the Sept. at Josh. xxi. 45. 
] Kings viii. 56, 

7. ov2’ Sri slei, &c.] What now follows, up 
to ver. 13, illustrates the sentiment,—that the 
ri Poeta ua — — does not 

u irth and descent. To this purpose 
the A postle adduces examples, to which the pride 
of the Jews (who boasted of their descent from 
Abraham) could oppose nothing; namely, as 
being drawn, |. from the of Abraham 
himself, —not all of whose d ants, but only 
the offspring of [saac, experienced the particular 
favour of the Lord, to the neglect, in some 
degree, of the Israelites, the descendants of 
Keturah ; 2. from Zsaac, of whose children, not 
Eas but Jacob, was, by the Divine dispensation, 
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the destined itor and founder of that nation 
hereafter to be so much favoured. 
— dA’ d» "leadk« xAnOiocerai co, ewippa] 

Here we have a dreviloquentia common in the 
Jewish writers, to be supplied as follows: “for 
thus was it said, these were the words: ‘In Isaac 
shall thy seed be called :' q.d. ‘It is is and by 
Issac that thy seed shall be named, and obtain 
celebrity.’ 
8. Here it is shown, that whatever difference 

t exist between Isaac and Ishmael, that was 
to bo ascribed solely to the good pleasure and 
gracious promise of God.—rixva re iw. is for 
Tíkva DOO Y ie : ae nents being, i those 
sons to whom pertains the felicity merci 
mised to Abraham." `. Add 

9. shiae yàp ó Adyor obUTos] Here 
kt have — nent ended from 

pture. passage alluded to is Gen. xviii. 
10, which in sense, though net quite in 
words, with the Hebrew and the . How- 
ever, it may be doubted whether this can, strictly 
speaking, be calied a citation from the Sept. Ver- 
sion of xviii. 10 and 14. It seems rather an 
allegation of the substance of the sense therein 
contained, both in the Heb. and also in the Sept. 
Version. Why the Apostle chose to render xai 
lera: T Zádfa vide will appear from the note 
of Dr. Burton, who observes that the force of 
the allegation lies in rf Záfga, and in order to 
this the Dative was more suitable than the 
Nominative. And, as the Apostle's object per- 
mitted him to omit ly bad so did it els Spar, 
or whatever else he in his copy of the Sept., 
the true rendering of which I have pointed out 
In my note on Gal. ii. 5. At any rate, as it was 
Dot essential to his purpose, the Apostle chose to 
pass over the expression. apis gra, Aud 
the passage, it may best be expreseed, with Mr. 
Green, Gr. New Test. Dial., p. 267, thus :—' for 
this word (viz. the saying subjoined) is one of 
promise; a rendering. as he shows, required by 
grammatical propriety, and quite agreeable to 
the context; the present verse being, as Profes- 
sor Pas shows, meant to explain the expres- 
sion in the foregoing verse, rd Téxva rie itay- 
y9Mas, Issac might well be styled child o 
promise, because the words adduced, xard có» 
ripe, &c., are in — tec wed — 

bere p as respe the bi saac, to 
, rg Lappa answering to {Ea viðv Edppa. 

And the — in the E verre. n 80 
framed as the nomin. Zappa ere 
been zu M the words ov povoy di, àÀÀd 
‘Pe. may be thus peraphrased (as they are by 
Dr. Barton): * Nor was this the only restriction 
of promise, but there was a further limitation, 
when (Gen. xxv. 21, seq.) Rebecca had con- 

10. The Apostle now goes on to show, that not 
only did God wako a distinction, xard mpóðsow 

avtrov, among the natural descendants of Abra- 
ham, but that even among the descendants of 
him who was ‘the Son of promise, he made a 
like distinction; and tbat, too, in & case where 
the respective merits of the two parties could not 
be the ground of distinction, —that this reception 
was determined on before the children were 
born; and consequently before they could have 
had any merit or demerit. But if God makes 
such distinction among the legitimate children of 
the ‘Son of ise," then the eame God may 
choose, justify, and glorify those who are xArroi 
in respect to the heavenly inheritance. If it is 
not unjust, in the one case, to distribute favours 
cata TpoÜzciy adrov, then it is not in tho 
other. (Stuart.) 

— o9 uóvor Qi, dd\Xa, &c.] The construction 
here falls under the head of amacoluthon, by 
which a sentence is commenced in one syntax, 
and is afterwards — into another, the sen- 
tence being not finished as it was begun. Thus 
the construction would be: Od uórov di 
tovto], ANd xal ‘PeBéxxa, 4E. ivòs xolrny 
xovca &66j0n—d7:, &c. Kolrny Exovca is, 

per in, for ovA\afovea, ‘having con- 
ceived.’ 

ll. ure yap yesonPivrev—xaxdy] Taken 
m Gen. xxv. 28, the words undi Tpat&rrw»— 

xaxdv being added, to show the Jews that Esau 
lost the honour of being the root of the people of 
God, on account of his neness in despising 
that honour (Heb. xii. 16) ; and thus all notion 
of individual merit in either, as to obtaining the 
Divine benefits, might be removed, and all occa- 
sion for objection on the part of the Jews cut off. 
(Koppe and Macknight.) It is plain from Gen. 
xxv. 29, ‘two nations are in thy womb,’ that 
Jacob and Esau are not spoken of as individuals, 
but as ex Morante 4 the two nations springing from 
them; and that the election of which the Apostle 
speaks is not an election of Jacob to eternal life, 
but of his posterity to be the visible church and 

le of God on earth, and heirs of the promiees, 
In eir first and literal meaning. Deut. vii. 6, 7. 
Acts xiii. 17. That this is the election here 
spoken of, appears from the following circum- 
stances. 1. It is neither said, nor is it true, of 
Jacob and Esau on lly, that ° me bog served 
the younger; this being true only of their 
* 2 Even if Esau had served Jacob per- 
sonally, and had been inferior to him in worldly 

tness, it would have been no proof at all of 
acob's election to eternal life, nor of Esau's 

reprobation. As little was the subjection of the 
Edomites to the Israelites, in David's days, & 
proof of the election or reprobation of their pro- 

7 8. The Apostle's professed purpose in 
this discourse being to show, that an election, 
bestowed on Jacob by God's free gift, might 
either be taken from them, or others might bo 

admitted to share therein with them, it 1s evi- 
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dently not an election to elernal life, which is 
never taken away, but to external ; only. 
4. This being an election of the Mole ponery 
of Jacob, and a reprobation of the whole de- 
scendants of Esau, it can only mean, that the 
nation which was to spring from Esau should be 
subdued by the nation which was to spring from 
Jacob; and that it should not, like the nation 
springing from Jacob, be the Church and people 
of God 
Canaan, nor give birth to the seed in whom 
all the families of the earth were to be blessed. 
5. The circumstance of Esau being older than 
Jacob was very properly taken notice of, to show 
that Jacob's election was con to the right of 
primogeniture, because this circumstance proved 
ìt to be from pure favour. But if his election 
had been to eternal life, the circumstance of his 

ht not to have been mentioned, because 
it had no relation whatever to that matter. 
(Whitby, Taylor, and Macknight.) By the 
words wire yàp yavvnO. it is intimated that 
not ul; does the case of Isaac and Ishmael 
evince the sovereignty of God's choice, but that 
of Rebecca and her children does the same more 
strikingly; for the decision between her children 
was made previous to their birth, to show that it 
was not on the ground of works, but of God's 

ign re. 
— “ndé—xaxoy] ‘nor having done any thing 

good or evil, viz, to warrant election or rejec- 
tion. For «axdy, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. edit 
pavor, from MSS. A, B, and 8 cursives; in- 
sufficient authority ; especiall since internal evi- 
dence is divided; for, though xaxó» may have 
been a substitution of a more usual word, yet 
$avAÀor too may have been a correction of the 
Alexandrine Critics to a more definite and more 
Classical term: the change could scarcely have 
been made, as Matthei supposes, ex levitate. The 
same diversity of reading recurs at 2 Cor. v. 10, 
sire ayabdn sira xaxdy, where Tisch. and Alf., 
only from C and 4 cursives, with strong Muppet 
from internal evidence, edit d$abXor; while 
Lachm. retains xaxdv,—thereby admitting that 
xaxdy had once been altered to pavAoyp by ancient 
Critics; which ought to have caused Tisch. and 
Alf. to have abandoned their hasty decision here. 
At any rate, there is plainly no ground for any 
change of maong, er which I cannot find any 
warrant in the b. or Mus. copies; nor did 
Mattb. in his. 
— Iva ù kat’ ixoyhy—plvy] The full sense 

is, ‘ This — iyd or * oe order that the 
urpose o as respects election (i. e. in re- 
— to the choice thus made) BUM stand, 
be established, stand forth in its true cbaracter, 
for conviction.'— [IpoU«c:e is for rpoalpsacs: 
and ñ xar’ ixdoyhy rpoUsais is well explained 
by Stuart to mean a purpose, which proceeds 
from one's own free choice; moved by taternal, 

, nor be entitled to the possession of- 

15" Tí ot époüuev; pi) adiala mapà re Oe; My yévoro ! 

not , causes or motives. Thus the rea- 
sons of the Divine counsels are far from being 
represen ict as arbitrary, or , but 
only as being such as are not disclosed, and per- 
tain to God alone. "Kx Tov xaXovrros, i. e. de- 

ndent on the will of the caller, chooser, or 
tower. 
13. xabae yélypawrat, &c.] The full sense 

is: ‘ An example of the foregoing truth may be 
seen in the passage of Scripture where it is 
written, Jacob, &. The best Commentators, 
both ancient and modern, are agreed, that in 
"laxaB and Hecũ we are not so much to con- 
sider the two brothers , but rather as 
the founders, the one of the Israelitish, the 
other of the Idumsan ration, and, in fact, as 
the nations themselves. They are also : 
that the terms which indicate the disposition of 
God towards them are to be interpreted with an 
attention to the laws of parallelism, and to be 
understood sepia Lope o greater 
or less favour and privileges. See . xxix. 33, 
oP with v. 32. 

14. Tho Apostle, intending to show the liberty 
of the Divine choice, — forward, more Ju- 
dasco, every thing that can be said in the way of 

T. then, may be thus expressed :—-Oljestion : ing, then, may thus ex :— Objection : 
In having chosen the —— of lsaac and 
Jacob for his people, and not other natione, 
may not God be charged with injustice, &óuxía ? 
Ans. By no means; we must not even entertain 
such a thought. He then proceeds to prove the 
position, that God may freely choose a certain 
nation for his people, and reject the reet. This 
he shows, 1. from the testimonies of Moses, in 
which God claims to himself this supreme right, 
vv. 15, 28. 2. from the argument that as 
Creator, hath full power over the created, vv. 19 

3. from the predictions uttered concern- 
ing the Jews, vv. 29. (Schoéttg.) In not 
having bestowed on ali the Israelites, but on 
some only, this blessing, of faith in Jesus Christ, 
the greater part being left in unbelief, the Aposile 
shows that God does nof act unjustly ; a truth 
which he had before set forth and eetablished, 
and which he here again inculcates ; 1. By lay- 
ing down the general position, that whatever 
Deity doth, that cannot of itself be unjust. 
— showing that this was no other than the 
u mode o God's acting (which he exempli- 
fies by the case of Pharaoh), and that it would 
be both foolish and impious, on that ground, to 
call God to account (vv. 15—2i). 3. That the 
unbelieving Israelites themselves could not com- 
plain of the grace of God being withdrawn from 
them,—since he had hitherto evinced himself so 
lenient and indulgent, in bearing with their un- 
belief and iniquity (v. 22). Finally, he shows 
that by their unbelief this very ignity of 
God,—namely, in bringing other nations in their 
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place to the blessings of true religion, —is even 
ner ap T 3, q. See more in the 
notes of Tucker in D Oyly and Mant. 
— ti ob» ipovpev;] A customary formula of 

St. Paul, repelling doubt, or objection, or calum- 
pious interpretation. It is here, Grotius observes, 

sm aversaatis. C v compares Philo, 
99, c, Tí oo» Aax rior; ui] Koru Virabriop, TÓV 
Ord» savres naprvpstr , 

15. iXehow dy, &c.] This has nothing to do 
with final salvation; the general sense being 
only, that ‘God acts, in the distribution of his 
favours, according to his own pleasure The 
reasoning of the Apostle is this: ‘God cannot 
be unjust because he distributes his favours xara 
weeGccw avrov. He may surely do what he 
will with his own. Nay, your own Scriptures 
inculcate the same doctrine, where God is intro- 
duced as saying,’ &c. Thus the meaning is, that 
in conferring privil or favours, whether upon 
nations or — d x n to his 
soverei easure; seo Bp. `s . pro H js B P polog. p 

‘Even in human judicature (says Dr. 8. 
in his Seventeen Sermons, No. 15, p. 

346), should an unskilfal r take upon 
ery to find fault with the — of an a rm 

upright judge, might not the ju we 
express amet in macer I will acquit 
whom I see fit to acquit; and I will condemn 
Whom I see fit to condemn : meaning, not that 
be would do it arbitrarily, but that, as having 
the most perfect knowledge of the law and fact, 
un — ought not to be questioned by un- 

16. dpa ovy, &c.] The dpa is conclusive ; 
fe ‘Consequently it follows from what hss 

said, that favours are not obtained by him 
that willeth, or him that runneth, but through 
the mercy of God; i. e. (to apply a general sen- 
timent to this particular e) bestows his 
favours, not because they are first merited, or 
acquired by effort, either of strong desire or 
of strenuous action, but because he has mercy 
on those who are the objects of his mercy.’ 
vin) 

By ÜiXopros is denoted PA. desire; and 
by Toix. strenuous effort. So Anthol. Gr. iv. 
p. 134, wive xai séxppalvov: tl yap aùplov, À 
TÍ rò piddov; ovduie yivmoxa’ wh TpíyXs, 
ý xomia. Tho same m or is found in 

Cor. ix. 24, 26. Heb. xii. 1. Phil. ii. 16. iii. 
14. Gal. ii. 2. The two terms are here united, 
toe such a strong desire as seeks to effect 
Its ebject by every means. The general design 
of the passage is to intimate that man's salvation 
ìs to be attributed solely to the mercy of God, 
not to any merit of his own. 

17. Here we have another example of the 
position laid down at ver. 15; and as the pre- 

one, taken from Moses, was of fuvour 

peg p ional eon 7 
ment. raised up and preserved Peat, 
not in consequence of any merit in him (for he 
was one of the most presumptuous sinners on 
record), but that his own Diviue power might in 
the end be more signally displayed in him, and 
that the miracles wrought for the deliverance of 
the Israelites might spread the name of Jehovah 
—— the whole earth. 
— ¿ËErysipd oe, &c.] This is by some under- 

stood of Pharaoh's being brought into existence ; 
by others, of his being made monarch of Egypt ; 
by others, again, of his preservation during the 
various plagues inflicted, ially that of the 
boils; which last-mentioned sense the LXX. 
have e by àƏ;erno ne, a free version 
of the Hebr. Trey. It may be best to unite 
the two first senses, understandiug, * brought 
into being as king of Egypt.’ So Ps. cxiii. 7, 8, 
Sept, ò iysípor rò yrs wreydv — Tov 
xaDícat avtdéy perà ápyorrwr, and Jos. Antt, 
viii. 11, 1, 8aciA abe yap iteysipara: vr’ ipov. 
On reconsidering the debated question as to the 
force of this much-disputed expression, it ap 
to me the diversity in its interpretation has ben 
occasioned by too much limiting the sense ;— 
which, so far from being restrictive, is evidently 
meant to be extensive. And the idea of 
servation is so far from being, what some have 
su , the prominent one, it cannot pro- 
perly come in at all. The same objection applies 
to pere e: cena be m 

rt expression appears to ‘I have 
rought you into being, and raised you to what 

you are. 
18. &pa oUv Sv Oirsi—oxAnpdvar] The dif- 

ficulty in this turns on the sense of oxAn- 
póvet, which is, even by the ancient Commen- 
tators, — — Basil, Origen, and 
Theophylact, think God, i» fact, hardened 
the heart of Pharaoh by his long suffering, and 
delay of punishment (whereby the xaxía, or guilt 
of the offender was inc , in order that, on 
the measure of his iniquity being filled, the Divine 
justice in punishing him might be made more 
manifest. (Ecumen. and many others interpret it, 
* suffers to be, or grow, hard; thereby leaving 
him to the exercise of his own free will.’ Gregor. 
Nyes. ap. (comen. explains, ‘hardens himself." 
One or other of which interpretations were 
adopted by the earlier modern Commentators, 
until, in the middle of the last century, an origi- 
nal one was proposed bz Carpzov, and received 
M Ernesti and most Commentators down to 

ahl; namely, that the expression is to be un- 
derstood with reference to the antithetical word 
iA est, and, by the lex ionis, is to be ren- 
dered, ‘treats with less kindness But though 
this is ble to the context, the evidence for 
the signification is insufficient. Thus far in my 
former Editions. On more mature consideration, 
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I feel less inclined to adopt the view propounded 
by Grot. and others, —after Origen and Basil, — 
than to — —— of Bp. ERIS vua har- 
en araoh's heart not positively, but sega- 

tively, by withdrawing the preventive checks of 
the Spirit, by which men are restrained in 
their sinful courses. Thus Pharaoh, having re- 
sisted the restraining grace of God, was given u 
to his own corrupt will; and it might be sai 
though in different senses, either that he hardened 
himself, or that God hardened him. In this 
view, Prof. Hodge, after an able discussion of 
the various interpretations here adopted, finally 
acquieeces. He is of opinion that the judici 
abandonment of men to a reprobate mind, a ps- 
nitive withdrawing of the influences of the pre- 
venting grace of the Holy Spirit, and the giving 
them up to the uncounteracted operation of the 
hardening influences by which they are sur- 
rounded, are what is meant to be conveyed by, 
and is all that can fairly be supposed to be in- 
cluded in, this peculiar expression. Nearly the 
same view is taken by Estius, who represents 
Pharaoh as judicially (and altogether justly for 
his former sins) ‘ ictus, et ita derelictus, ut 
tandem induresceret in malo.’ Calvin, too, in an 
able annotation, shows that mere — can- 
not here be intended, but that it is a punitive 
act that ie here denoted, ‘divine ira actionem, 
nam res omnes externs, que ad indurationem 
et excmcationem roborum faciunt, Dei ire 
sunt instrumenta : whence it would seem that he 
thought the expression to be explained by a 
reference to that scriptural according to 
which God is said to do whatever, indirectly and 
incidentally, results from his agency. Thus the 
Gospel is the cause, not of death only, but of 
insensibility, blindness, and hardness of heart to 
* who hcar and disregard it. See 2 Cor. 
i. 16. 

19. The Apostle here anticipates another ob- 
jection on the part of the reader, whether Jow 
or Gentile, viz., How, then, can this exAnpoxap- 
dla be justly punished by God, God himself being 
the hardener? How can God feel wrath against 
sinners, since no one can resist his will? For 
if he hardens men, are surely not to blame. 
Or, in the words of Hodge, ‘ If the fact that one 
believes and is saved, and the other remains in 
disbelief and impenitence and is lost, depends on 
God, how can man be blamed? Can he resist 
God's will?” We must, however, with Conyb. 
observe, that Paul does not here explicitly refer 
to eternal happiness or the con . His main 
object being the national Reon of the Jews, 
and the above topics are only incidentally intro- 
duced. To this objection Paul returns two an- 
swors, thus stated by Hodge, 1) That it springs 
from ignorance of the true relation between God 
and men, as Creator and creatures, and of the 
nature and extent of the Divine autherity over 
us, vv. 20,21. 2) That there is nothing in his 
doctrine inconsistent with the Divine perfec- 
tions ; since God does not make men wicked, but 
from the mase of wicked men he pardons one 

e.w.. Oéret, checi Sy Se Oérest, axXnpóve. 19 4'Epeis ow por Ti 
E črt péuerar; "tm yap BovdAnpars avro ris avOéornee ; 

ov tis el ó ayTaTroxpivopevos TH 
Gee ; uù épet TO dopa TH TTXácarri, Ti pe émoínaas obres ; 

and punishes another, for the wisest and most 
benevolent purposes, vv. 22, 
— TÍ its nén era: ;] Here, we must supply, 

from the subject matter, oxAnpoxapdiat, kmra- 
Oslas, or such like; tho full sense being, * Wh 
(or with what justice) does he still find fault 
with us for unbelief and perversity ?' Te yap 
— — ior who — his "uu (80 Th. 

, an ulg., as Est. shows, ri ^ 
full sense is, S ho doth, or ean, = là will ? 
and consequently we have only fulfilled bis will” 
A common answer and excuse of men obstinate 

POO The A post d directly th . The e does not answer the 
objection, because it was one not te be 

after tho above, that claims the 
sovereignty ; yet ho makes some reply to it in the 
way of reproof, 1. by bowing that it is irreverent 
and presumptuous for mex to canvass the dispen- 
sations of (vv. 20, 21). 2 That though 
God has the same power over his creatures, as 
the r over the clay, yet that He does not act 
capriciously or arbitrarily, but that his dealings 
with the Jews, as with aù men, are consistent 
me his attributes of justice and mercy, vv. 22— 

— pevouvye, œ GvOpers, &c.] Mevovrys 
hia the; force et w at negation of any thing, 
with an affirmation of the contrary, ‘ Yea, then, 
nnar thus — an ret rebuke * 

© presumption, and the re is pointed 
the dvOpeme, implying contem and being bere 
in antithesis with Osw. is zz Latin, howranende / 
Hence the Greek Fathers and Commentators 
were right in supposing here (what modern Ex- 
positors overlook or reject) a reference to thet 
weakness, fragility, and sothingness of Man, which 
utterly unfits him for comprehending his Crea- 
tor's reasons for what he doth, were He even to 
condescend to state them. See more in Chrys. 
Theodor. ; also Calv.—dvrawoxp. signifies ‘to 
reply in a disputatious spirit.’ Comp. Jer. xviii. 
2—10, which throws much light on the 
present, from its evident reference, not te iadi- 
viduals, but to nations. 
— ph ipei rd 9Xác pa, &c.) ‘Shall the thing 

formed (meaning. the creature) say,’ even to 
him that moulded it. By rò wiacma is de- 
noted the figure formed by the ó wAdecesp, or 

tter. So Aristophanes, Av. 587 (cited by 
etst.), calls men wAdopata wyAou, and other 

Classical writers use the phrase sÀ dcece u wad ov. 
I rw in Flato, y dre l. — is called 
TÀdccov, where (as in the p ing passage 

there is an allusion to the fiction Aereo 
from the Scriptures) of Prometheus forming of 
e the first man and woman. 

hoso words are not (as they have been sup- 
posed) a quotation from Is. xlv. 9, nor even an 

io ad sensum, but simply a declaration 
on that ; and their intent is to 

stop the mouth of the objector, who leaves an 
implication of wrong on the part of God in be- 
stowing blessings on some, which he withholds 
from others; q. d. (by a sort of argumentum ad 
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hominem) ‘Has the creature a right to call in 
question what is done by his Creator?’ I must 
not omit to notice the signal d«picia evinced by 
Lachm. and Alf. (also by Tisch. in his first 
Edit.) in changing e position at uérTorys and 
&»0p. on the authority of A, B, and 3 cursives. 
In justification of this, Alf. pronounces the text. 
rec. ‘a correction’ to suit the arran t in 
Lake xi. 28. Rom. x. 18. Phil. iii. 18. * Had,’ 
remarks he, ‘the uéy. been transposed in A, B, 
&e., to avoid placing it first in the sentence, the 
same v. l. would have occurred in the other places, 
which it does not.’ But we can never safely 
reason from a v. L sot occurring; for nothing is 
more uncertain than its occurrence. Besides, 
at two of the three it could not occur, 
for iy ape obvious » yir scholar; and that 
partly ies to x. 18: and, at any rate, a single 
passage will prove nothing. Tisch. probably saw 
this when in his 2nd Edit. he recalled the text. 
yec. which is found, as far as I know, in all the 

altering usrovwys to usvov» in all the 
where it occurs. The absence of usvoUrys only 

iti ient to get rid of 
tbe unclassical position of the Particle. 

Å oox iya: itovelay—wndrov, &c.] By 
i is denoted not so — power, as the 
right to use it; power resultin m perfect 
fight, as in l Cor. viii. 9, and often elsewhere ; 

here pay suitable, for surely the 
Oreator must havo a perfect right to dispose of 
hie creatures in any way he pleases. the 
very idea of a created being, the creature (as 

remarks) can have no claim on the 
Creator. ‘Whether it exists at all, or how, or 
where, must, from the nature of the thing, depend 
on him,—be at his sovereign disposal. The 
Viustratson of this truth adduced by the Apostle 
ie altogether propriate "—ele Tipiy and als 
¿7 las ao o bot en com , ' for more or 

t 3 

which God there sets forth his power ‘to plant 
and to pluck up nations, to regulate and to alter 
their condition, at his own sovereign will and 
pleasure.’ The purpose of the words is to teach, 
that we ought not to set ourselves up as censors, 
or judges, of the dealings of God with man; for 
shell not do what he will with his own? 
Here Chrys. shows that the sole point of simili- 
tude is to the perfect pliancy of the clay to the 

tter, no reference being had to conduct ; so that 
t ean have nothing to do with the question of 

Sree will, This is well shown by Dean Tucker, 
ubi supra, and Bp. Van Mildert, in his Bampt. 
Lect., h 881. 

22. Here we have a second, and more direc 
bafis — at a had 

said there being now ied to the present 
case of the Jews aad Gentiles. 
— sl di OíXo», &c.] ‘ But what if?’ I am 

now pereuaded, that the best mode of dealing 
with this awkward and puzzling (where 
the irregularity of the construction makes it the 
more difficult to fix the salah Hag to con- 
sider it as one of the ges, like Luke xix. 42, 
and Acts xxiii. 9, which fall under the class of 
those in which sl is used with an Indic. to intro- 
duce an Aposiopesis, and where the Apodosis is 
suppressed, in consequence of mental perturba- 
tion from strong emotion; thus rendering the 
Protasis more emphatic: examples occur even 
in the purest Clase. writers ;—thus the Philolo- 
gists adduce one from Plato, Conv. p. 220, p; 
and a similar use of &AA' «l from Soph. Œd. 
Col. 590, 4AX' al OíXorrás y’ ovdi col vysty 
xatov; Thus here the suppressed clause is to 
this pu : * What, then,’ ‘ What, if it be so, 
that Gol Sv Of ac dA aat, Sv è Oke: oxAnpbver, 
is that any impeachment of the rights of God P° 
The best mode of handling the construction is, 
with Hodge and others, to consider the second 
clause of v. 22 and the first clause of v. 23, as 
co-ordinate, or parallel, clauses,—both dependent 
on al dé :—and thus the sense of the passage may 
be rendered, * What if God, wing to show 
term his wrath, and make known his might, 

re with, in much long-suffering, the vessels of 
wrath fit for (read for) destruction ; and [what 
if this took place] that he might make known 
the riches of his glory towards the vessels of 
merey, whom he fore- for glory? — 
What then? What right have we to object, if 
God, for the display of his righteous justice, 
pardons the wicked; and, for the manifestation 
of his glory, pardons the vessels of mercy?’ 
This mode of treating the passage yields a sense 
excellent in itself, and quite consistent with the 
context. Accordingly, this use of el with Indic. 
before an A posi , being a pure Class. idiom, 
fs to be kept quite apart from another idiom, 
where the use of sl before an Aposiopesis has 
this peculiarity, —that it is never found in the 
Class. Greek, but is purely Hebraistio, followin 
the use of tx in the Old Test. (as Gen. xiv. 23. 
Numb. xiv. 30. 1 Sam. iii. 14, et al. ssepe), and 
is used in oaths, and strong affirmations, as if 
under oath, the Apodosis, containing an impreca- 
tion, being omitted. 
— 0íX«r» — ivdsiEacBar thy Spy] ‘ pur- 
ing to display his punitive justice against sin.’ 
ópy supra i. 18. 
— oxeon Sprit) *'These,—in the Apostle's 

reasoning here, the spiritual counterpart of 
Pharaoh, — t the finally unbelieving and 
impenitent of mankind; who, notwithstanding 
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the long-suffering of God towards them, and the 
methods which he has employed for their refor- 
mation, persist in their impiety and disobedience 
to the end; when his Divine displeasure suc- 
ceeds his long-suffering, and his awakened wrath 
excites and arms his power against them, who 
thus by their crimes are fitted for destruction.” 
(Walford, Cur. Rom.) 
— xaTnpr.] If the Passive sense be retained, 

it may be explained, with Bp. Jebb, * fitted by 
their own wickedness, concurrently with other 
eauses—the world, the flesh, and the devil.” But 
the most correct view may be, to regard the Par- 
ticiple as used for an Adject., like our fitted, for 
fit; and this view is supported by the authority 
of Chrys., who takes it as put for Éroiua. And 
this sense is conveyed by the rendering of the 
Vulg. apta, which, of course, implies jit as being 
sel f-fitted, bly to the explanation of Theo- 
phyl. and Theodor., &vnprTicuí£va wap’ éavTGy 
xai olxobtu. That tho Pass. Part. may in such a 
case be used as an Adj., denoting what one has 
done for oneself, is plain from 2 Tim. ii. 21, ¿¿y 
oiv rit ixxadapy davrdy ded ToíTov, lara 
cxsvos ele tiphy,—ele wav ipyov ayabdy 
frrouuaguéyoy, where ÑToim., as being joined 
with sÜxypucTov, evidently stands for ¿rotuorv. 
This sense is, as Hodge observes, to be preferred, 
on the ground that the Apostle, being here en- 
gaged in vindicating the Divine proceedin 
would naturally qu of the objects of the 
Divine wrath as being fitted [rather f] for 
destruction, in the sense deserving of it. we 
— say ready, or ripe, for it by being self- 
t 
23. à wponroluacey š. è] The sense (some- 

what disputed, and far from determinate) of 
7rponT., seeme fixed by that of danpr. in the 
ein verse, and thus shown to be * whom 

e shall have afore made fit for glory,’ opor. 
being, as Dr. Peile points out, used in the place 
of the Futurum exactum, wpoerotpaoy, as supra, 
viii. 30, rpodyvw, mpomprce, ixddsos, teixalwos, 
iéóEacs, where see note. Here the full sense 
meant to be expressed is, * shall have ——— 

ly quali- fitted and pre s" and fu 
fied,’ viz. by oper idee ced grace for glory. 
So it is said, Prov. xvi. 1, ‘the ions of 
the keart are from the Lord.’ It is well ob- 
served by Bp. Jebb, Sac. Lit. p. 569, that the 
ters Katnpr. elt TOA. and rporrroiuacey ale 
óav ‘are more than simply antithetical: pre- 
servation, or deliverance, would have been a suf- 
ficient counterpoise for destruction : but the pre- 
dispositions of God are infinitely bountiful ; že 
prepares for . Dr. Doddridge well remarks 
on ‘ the great difference of phrase, in which the 
who are vessels of wrath and they who are 
of mercy, are spoken of; it being said simply of 

o former that they were filled for destruction ; 

éy TQ ‘Done Neyer Kadéow tov o) Xaóv pov, Xaóv pou, 
Kal THY OVK HyaTNnLEeVHY, hyamnpévny. ?*9* Kal éoras 
év TQ TOTO oF épp50* avToic Où Xaós pou bpets, 
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but of the latter that God them for 
glory,—a distinction of so great importance, that 
‘I heartily wish we may ever keep it in view, to 
guard us pone errors on the right hand or on 
the left.” In that wish I heartily concur. 

25. The we xal serves to introduce an ¢llus- 
tration. The passage iu view is Hos. i. 6—10, 
blended with ii. 23. * The Apostle,” Bp. Horsley 
observes, ‘ first alleges two clauses, but in an in- 
verted order, from the 23rd verse of the 2nd 
Chapter, which scems to relate more immediately 
to the call of the Gentiles; “I will call them 
my peple. &c., “and her beloved," &c. And 
to these he subjoins, as relating solely to the 
atonnan ot the ih — om e in 
captivity, that o ecy of the first 
Chapter which varus that a iko olaca where 
it was szid unto them, Ye are not my people, 
there sball they be called the children of the 
living God ;" ' meaning, that after being rejected 
from the favour of God, they were to be again 
received into his favour. Of course the Apostle 
must have intended to allege the as pre- 
senting the — statement, ose who 
under the Old vivi pd were regarded as 
not the people of God would, under the new 
economy of the Messiah, become his people. St. 
Peter, too (1 Pet. ii. 10), refers the passage to 
the Gentiles, And certain it is, that the Ten 
Tribes in captivity were little better than bea- 
thens, from idolatry, or, at least, utter godless- 
ness and sin; and consequently, what was said 
of one might be applied, by accommodation, to 
others in like circumstances, or of like character; 
or, what comes to much the same thing, ‘the 
sentiment of the Prophet (as Hodge suggests) is 
to be taken generally,—a method of interpreting 
and applying Scripture both common and [rightly 
guarded]. correct. A general truth, stated in 
reference to a particular class of persons, is to 
be considered as intended to apply to all thoee 
whose character and circumstances are the 
though the form or words of the original enun- 
ciation may not be applicable to all embraced 
within the scope of the general sentiment. Thus 
what is said of one class of heathen, as such, is 
applicable to all others ; and what is said of one 
portion of aliens from the Old Test. covenant, 
may properly be referred to others.” 
27 . The second part of the Apostle's con- 

clusion (v. 24), is, that the Jews, as such, were 
not to included in the kingdom of Christ, 
which of course is implied in all those predic- 
tions which speak of them as in general cut off 
and rejected. Two such Paul quotes 
from Isaiah. "The first is from ja: x. 22, 23 :— 
‘Though the number of the children of Israel 
be as the sand of the sea, a remnant shall be 
saved; for he will finish the work and cut it 
short in righteousness: because a short work 
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will the Lord make in the earth.’ This 
is nearer the LXX. translation than the He- 
brew. The general sense is the samo in both, 
and also in the Apostle's version,—' However 
numerous the children of Israel might be, only 
a small portion of them should escape the judg- 
ments of God.’ This being the case, it is evident 
that the mere being a Jew was never considered 
sufficient to secure the Divine favour. The por- 
tion of the prophecy cortained in v. 27 is the 
principal point, — Only a few of the Jews were 
to be saved.” What is contained in v. 28 is an 
amplification, or states the converse of the pre- 
ceding proposition,—‘ Most of the Jews should 
be cut off.” The passage in Isaiah, therefore, is 
strictly y; licable to the Apostle's object. 
— «pate: is not a mere Jewish form of cita- 

tion, x Š — els Wets. 
sion (signifyin m 
allusion to the load and aad 
Prophets were authorized to assume. 
on John vii. 28. 
— we 9» upos THe ÜaAácags] So t, that 

it cannot be numbered. So Hor. Od. i. 28, 1, 
* numeroque carentis arena.” 

Ó kaTáAsiuua] ‘the residue [only * 
implying that only a small number of them [as 
com with those who had perished] will re- 
turn to the Lord. The Article is not redundant, 
but means, as Bp. Middl. says, * (he remnant, or 
[small] portion, of the Israelites reserved by 
God for the purposes of his promises ;' probably 
with allusion to the name given to the small por- 
tion of dough reserved as leaven for the next 
bread-making, 76 xaTáAsiuna. 

2B. Xoyov yap, &c.] Aoyov is by some in- 
terpreted account; by others, matter, like the 
Hebr. yt. It-would seem that both senses were 
in the mind of the Apostle, and that he meant, 
‘would make a short reckoning, and cut short 
the account.’ There is thought to be a reference 
to Isa, x. 23. 

29. * The object of this second quotation (from 
Tea. i. 9) is the same as the preceding, —namely, 
to sbow that being Israelites was not enough to 
secure either exemption from Divine judgments, 
or the enjoyment of God's favour. The A ecu 
is perfectly in point; for although the Prophet 
is speaking of the national judgments, which the 
people bad brought upon themselves by their 
sins,—and by which they were well-nigh cut off 
entirely,—yet it was necessarily involved in the 
destruction of the le for their idolatry and 
other crimes, that they perished from the kingdom 
of God. Of course the passage strictly proves 
what Paul designed to establish, —namely, that 
the Jews, as Jews, were as much exposed to 
— ju — as others, and consequently 

OL. 

it. The expres- 
) is used with 

oritative tone which 
See note 

er. e 
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could Jay no special claim to admission into the 
kingdom of heaven.” (Hodge) Bp. Lowth and 
Koppe think there is here a reference to some 
invasions of Judæa, made by Resen and Pekah, 
at the latter end of Jotham's reign. Others 
think it descriptive of the times of Ahaz, when 
Judsa was invaded on all sides; by the Syrians 
and Israelites from the North, by the Edomites 
from the South, and by the Philistines from the 
West, 2 Chron. xxviii, 5—19, Whether the 
sense of the Apostle be an accommodation of that 
of the Prophet (as most recent Commentators 
maintain) may be doubted ; for it is certain that 
the Prophets had often a twofold view; and 
that under an eroteric sense, referring to political 
prosperity or adversity, was couched, xa0' ixó- 
yosay, an esoteric and spiritual one. And as in 
xataXspua there is a metaphor taken from 
bread ing, so in owépua there is one from 

; since it denotes the small remnant left, 
in the fertile countries of the East, for seed ;—an 

icultural metaphor, found also in Jos. Antt. 
xi. 5, 3, wapexades TÒ» Orv orippa Ti xai 
AslWavov ix THt TOT’ ovudoopas avrov Tepe- 
cocavra, and Antt. xii. 7, 3. 

In wporwOnuew there is a blending of two 
modes of expression, which are ES separate in 
a fine parallelism of Ezek. xxxii. 19. 

30—33. The o)» which introduces this portion 
is resumptive (see my Lex. in v.), and expresses 
an inference, or conclusion, from the preceding 
vv. 6—29; and the formula ti oi» ipovyusv 
serves to introduce a further ing out of the 
argument ; and, proceeding on the fact, that the 
people of Israel, as & body, were rejected, shows 
the ground of their rejection, and how it came to 
pass that their own attempts to attain to righte- 
ousness never succeeded, — because, v. 32, they 
sought it by endeavouring to obtain a righteous- 
ness of their own, to a rejection of the righte- 
ousness by Christ. The course of reasoning, 
throughout the context, is thus traced by Mr. 
Young: * The rejection of the Jews being vindi- 
cated, in ch. ix. 6—29, against the objections of 
the Jew. which would represent it to be contrary 
to the Divine veracity and justice, the Apostle 
proceeds, ch. ix. , and x. ]—3, to inquire 
into the cause both of the rejection of the Jews, 
and the adoption of the Gentiles to be God's 
pope in their stead; commencing, as usual, 

m an objection of the Jews, Tí o)» ipovusv, 
&c.; his reply being understood to this effect: 
* However strange these things may appear, yet 
so they are ;'—and — of the acceptance 
of the Gentiles to God's favour (viz. their em- 
bracing the condition of justification under tho 
— . which is faith in Jesus Christ) being 

briefly hinted in those few Torga thrown in, as 
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it were, in the middle of the objection,—ver. 30, 
Sixatocvuny Šè Ti ix whorews, ° but that jus- 
tification which is by faith ;'—he goes on, cb. ix. 
82 to ch. x. 3, to state more at length the ground 
of the Jews’ miscarriage: this he places in that 
fatal error of theirs concerning the way of justi- 
fication and acceptance with God ; they sought it 
by the performances of the Law; whereas it is 
only to be obtained through the faith of Christ.’ 
Prof. Hodge traces the reasoning thus: '** What 
is the inference from erii ing discussion ?° 
and the answer follows, ‘The conclusion is, —the 
Gentiles are called, and the Jews rejected ;' or 
* What shall we say, or object, to the fact, that 
the Gentiles are accepted,’ &c. P" But the former 
explanation is better suited to the context, 
espec. to v. 32, and to the Apostle’s common use 
of this expression; see v. 14. ch. vii. 7. viii. 31. 
—* That the Gentiles, which followed not after 
righteousness, have attained,’ &c. The inference 
is, that what to all human probability was the 
most likely to occur, has actually taken place. 
`The Gentiles, sunk in carelessness and sin, have 
attained the favour of God ; while the Jews, to 
whom religion was a [national] business, have 
[as a nation] utterly failed. Why isthis? The 
reason is given in v. 32; it was because the 
would not submit to be saved on the terms whic 
God proposed, but insisted on reaching heaven 
in their own way. As to the force of dixaiocv- 
vuv after duoxopr (comp. Phil. iii. 14), Hodge 
thinks that the word is best rendered ‘justifica- 
tion,’ ‘the consequence of having fulfilled the 
jaw, ‘a state of acceptance with God.’ The 
Apostle, he thinks, probably meant, however, to 
include both ideas in the word, namely, both tho 
excellence which satisfied the Law [the sum of 
the oe seulement in the law, Micah vi. 8], 
‘ri usness, and its consequence, justification. 
It should seem, however, that Paul adverts 
espec. to the former,—righteousness, as the great 
end and aim of the d:axer. 

81. "Iop. ài d:eox.—von. ĉi., &c.] Render: 
‘but [that] Israel, following up (earnestly pur- 
suing, or aiming at) a law of righteousness, did 
not attain unto the law of righteousness.’ There 
is no such pleonasm as many Expositors suppose, 
but merely a seeming over-loading of terms, but 
arising simply from extreme brevity; the full 
sense, indeed, being this :— Israel, by pursuing, 
‘aiming at (the establishing) a rule of righteous- 
nese, or justification [of their own], did not, and 
have not, attained to a sure rule of righteousness. 
And why? because (as it is subjoined) they 
sought it not where alone it can be found, by 
faith (L e. by the righteousness of faith) The 
er, at v. 5), may be rendered ‘as [being], — 
equiv. to ‘as though it were thus attainable.’ 
See iii. 20, and Gal. iii. 21. At v. 31. after the 
second vóuov, A, B, D, E, G, and 3 cursives, 
omit dscatocuvns, which is cancelled by Lachm. 
and Alf., and by Tisch. Ed. 1, but restored b 
him in Ed. 2; nghtly; for external autbority 
insufficient, through a deficiency of cursives; 
and espec. as internal evidence draws two ways; 
—for though the word may have been, as Alf. 
thinks, brought in for clearness’ sake, yet it may 

31 Iopa òè Owuxov vopov Ówawavvys, eis vóuov Ouatoavvrs 
oùx EpOace. Š? * Atari; Gre ovx èx Tia Tees, GAN ws éE Cpyov 

have been expunged by Critics to remove a tau- 
tology; and that is far more probable; for it is 
difficult to imagine that Paul would have omitted 
what was so n to clearnees. And as to 
the tautology hinted at by the Critics, it is not 
really sucb, but merely a repetition called for by 
the antithesis. Besides, the text. rec. is strongly 
confirmed by all the ancient Versions, except the 
ignoble ic. As to the 7: men- 
tioned by Mr. Alf., they could have had nothing 
to do with the matter either way. As to the 
vóuov after ipywy, omitted in A, B, F. G, and 
4 cursives, cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. 1, 
and bracketed by Alf., but restored by Tisch. 2, 
the evidence for and against it is mof, as Alf. 
says, equally balanced; there being only 8 MSS, 
—— all the rest, including the Lamb. and 

us. copies) against the word ; and internal evi- 
dence is in its favour. It was not likely to be 
omitted by the Transcribers in all the copies but 
eight; but it was likely to be removed by fas- 
tidious Critics, as seeming to overload the con- 
text, since it had occurred twice before; espec. 
as it would seem to improve the antithesis. 
m ripe read by the ron ar —— 
and by , is certain; and this fact 
stren hein’ the authority of the MSS. i ler E 
Mr. Alf. might have advantageously brought to 
mind his own remark a few further verses on, x. 3, 
7» ldiay duxacogvyny, in antithesis to r4» Osov 
ĉıx., where he rightly refains the second ix., 
though it had been cancelled by Lachm. and 
Ti-ch. on the authority of the very MSS. hero 
adduced; and he remarks that ‘it would seem 
as if dcx. had been written for emphasis’ sake by 
the Apostle, and omitted [rather, removed] on 
account of the words occurring thrice in the sen- 
tence.” True: but then why should not the 
ancient Critics have done in one passage what he 
admits that they did in another; the case being 
recisely similar, and the MSS. the same? As 
r. Alf. profited by Tischendorf's second thoughts 

in one case, why not in the other? 
82. The recent Commentators are generally of 

opinion that what is here adduced from the Old 
est. does not properly refer to the Messiah, but 

is applied by accommodation. That principle, 
however, is here unneceseary ; for the Prophets 
themselves often intermixed with promises of 
— deliverance encouraging anticipations 
of that deliverance, both vig and spiritual, 
which was to be expected from the Messiah. 
Nay, the Jewish interpreters themselves refer the 
words to the Messiah. As to the — 
between the Apostle and the Hebrew and Sept., 
the best mode of adjusting them is to say, we 
have here, properly speaking, no quotation at all. 
There is merely a to what is said in 
Scripture ; and thou on two 
Is. viii. 14, and xxviii. 16, the words do not pro- 
fess to be & citation from either. The latter 
clause, however, differs scarcely at all from the 
Sept., but recedes from the Hebrew. It is the 
opinion, however, of Grotius, Capell, and Ran- 
dolph, that the LX X. read, not wrr, but qr». 
But this notion seems unfounded ; for Pocock, 

m., and Gesenius have shown that wv is 
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itself susceptible of that sense. The meaning, 
however, intended by the Prophet seems to have 
been, * he need not flee for fear.’ 

33. wae Ó mioraiwv] Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf cancel was, from the principal uncial MSS. 
and a few others, supported by the Syr., Italic, 
and other Versions, and some early Fathers; 
and internal evidence would seem against it. 
Yet it is found in all the — infra x. 11, and 
may have been omitted by the scribes, by being 
written in a iation; as it is in some Mus. 
copies. 

X. “ The object of this Chapter, as of the pre- 
ceding, and of the one which follows, is to correct 
the error of the Jews concerning justifica- 
tien and acceptance with God, and to sct forth 
the truth in reference to the rejection of the 
Jews as — people of God, and the 
extension to all nations of the offers of salvation. 
The first verses are again, as those at the begin- 
ning of ch. ix., introductory end conciliatory, 
with the softening expression of affectionate soli- 
citude : ‘ Brethren, it is the anxious wish of my 
heart that,’ &c., setting forth the ground of the 
rejection of the Jews, vv. J—4. The next Sec- 

. tion contains an exhibition of the terms of salva- 
tion, designed to show that they were as accessi- 
ble to the Gentiles as to the Jews, vv. 5—10. 
The of salvation being adapted to all, and 
God being the God of all, the Gospel should be 
preached to all, vv. 11—17. The truth here 
taught (the tah, fuo the Gentiles, &c.) was pre- 
dicted clearly in Old Testament." (Hodge.) 

]. For rov 'Icp., A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 
7 cursives, have abTéw, which is adopted by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; and 
internal evidenee is in its favour; the other 
reading seeming & Margiai Scholium. The 
con is the case with the 7) after denors, 
which hm., Tisch., and Alf. bave cancelled, 
en the authority of the very same MSS. The 
Article so employed has not a little force ; sey d 
frequently, from that force being unperceived by 
the scribes, it has been over by them. 
The very same MSS. have not ieri», and, con- 
sidering how much internal evidence is against it, 
it would seem to be an interpolation. 

2. YnAov Osov} Not ‘a zeal of God,’ but ‘a 
zeal fur God and his service ; since nouns of this 
kind have a Genit. sometimes of subject, and 
sometimes, as here, of ob} The expression is 
derived from Ps. lxviii. 9, Comp. Acts xxi. 20, 
and xxii. 8, 
— oë xaT’ ixiyveaciw] meaning, ‘not in con- 

formity with, or lated by, sound knowledge, 
just conceptions of the way of righteousness re- 
vealed to them, but proceeding upon ignorance 
of the true nature and intent of the Law, of 
which they were such tenacious zealots; not 
— it had WW ra was done away.’ 

. &yvoovrTts yap, &c.] ‘for, not recognizin 
the righteousness of God, and seeking to establis 
their own righteousness.” This is meant to show 
how they came to be thus ignorant of divine 
truth, with the means for attaining unto it in 
their possession. By Tù» rou Osov dix. is do- 
noted either that method of justification (viz. 
gratuitous, by faith) which God has revealed in 
the ay of Christ ; or, as De Wette and Alf., 
that only righteousness which avails with God, 
and becomes ours in justification. By ilav ài. 
is meant a righteousness of their own, i. e. resting 
on the works of their Law. The Apostle so 
terms it, because, being a law of works, it made 
every one's salvation depend upon his own me- 
ris; and thus such a law might, in a popular 
sense, be called a justification of Ais own. 
— Tg dx. T. O. oby i*sráy.] Render, 

* were not subject to;' implying, *are not, and 
have not been subject to.’ Thus the Verb is not 
so much Pass. for Middle, as for Neut. (as in 
1 Cor. xv. 28), the one being the result of the 
other. It was well remarked by an ancient 
Philosopher, that ‘many would have attained 
unto wisdom, if they had not thought they had 
already attained unto it.’ 

4. TíXos yap vóuov X.) Here is more plainly 
set forth the wode by which God is pleased that 
men should be brought to salvation by Christ. 
The term réXos, however, admits of more than 
one sense. It may, with some ancient and mo- 
dern Commentators, be explained, ‘ Christ hath 
put an end to, abrogated the Law, in the case of 
every believer in him.’ This sense, however, is 
doing some violence to the words, and not agrec- 
able to the context. The true one seems to be 
that of — and the Greck Commentators, 
adopted by Fell, Carpzov, Young, and Dr. Pye 
Smith, ‘Christ is the end, perfection, and ac- 
complisber,—or, rather, ‘the scope, end, final 
object of the Law for justification ;' as in Acts 
xii. 38, sq. Comp. Gal. iii. 26. Col. ii. 17. 
Heb. ix. 9. Thus the meaning and connexion 
of the words will be, as Hodge says, that ‘the 
Jews erred by seeking justification from the 
law ; for the law was meaxt, not to afford justi- 
fication, but to lead them to Christ in order to 
be justified. This, he remarks, is favoured b 
the drift 2 the early part of the Epistle, whi 

G 

& 
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is to show that through Christ we are delivered 
from the law, and introduced into a state of 
grace, The same Commentator, however, seems 
inclined to adopt the usual sense, end, or termi- 
nation ; though he notices the sense of completion, 
or fulfilment ; obering that this latter inter- 
pretation amounts to the same as the former, 
though it difers from it in form, thus: ‘Christ 
has the Jaw, not b ing, but by 
fulfilling it. But surely it would be more 

able to exact reasoning to engraft the idea 
of termination on that of completing, ‘fulfilling,’ 
than the reverse. However, it would be better 
to leave the sense of ‘completing,’ ‘ perfecting,’ 
as to justification, by itself, and to adopt, as being 
the most ancient, the aa mper of Chrys., 
Theophyl, and Theodor. tius, after an able 
discussion of the sense, decides in favour of it, 
and shows that it is called for by the foregoing 
context. Prof. Hodge and Dr. Peile take vouov 
in this connexion to mean (as often in the Epis- 
tles of St. Paul) Jaw, as standing for the whole 
rule of duty prescribed to man, including for the 
Jews the Mosaic economy. But they have not, 
in this instance, made out a clear case; for, as 
appears from Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. 228, there 
are not wanting in which vóuos without 
the Art. signifies ‘the Jewish law,’ for which 
Mr. Green satisfactorily accounts. Among those 

he specifies the present. However, I 
am inclined to think that, though the Apostle 
intended the Jewish law chiefiy, et he meant 
law of any other kind. And Mr. Green himself 
lays down the canon, that ‘the omission of the 
Article to vóuos is proper, and desi in some 
texts, where, though the writer has the law of 
Moses more particularly in view, yet what, is 
said is not in respect of any conditions iar 
to that law, but common to it with other con- 
ceivable ends of moral obedience. He instances 
also Rom. v. 20, and Gal. ii. 2]. 

5. The words of thie verse are meant to con- 
firm what was just said, —namely, that what the 
Law did not, and could not, accomplish, Chriet 
completed. 

— M. yàp oder, &c.] Render, ‘for Moses 
writes of (or describes) the righteousness which 
is of the law Y e. which arises from it) that the 
man who shall have performed these things shall 
have life in and by them,' namely, as to the point 
of acceptance with God ; a very exact description 
of the legal method of justification by ordi- 
nance ;—meaning, that ‘the man who should 
perform all the requirements of the Mosaic dis- 

nsation would, on the ground of his obedience, 
ave been rewarded with all the blessings of life 

and happiness which it holds out.’ In ypapes 

, 3 ` y . ^ é X ` 3 ^ Byoetat eis tv GBvocov; roUr Car. Xpioròv ex vexpav 
dvaryayeiv. 9 €' Adda Ti Neyer; "Eyyus cov tò pid ¿cTuv, 
év TQ a TónarTí cov, kai èv TH Kapdia cow TOÛT éore 

Ty Óikatocórrgy we have a popular ellipsis, in 
which two clauses have coal into one ; q. d. 
* Moses, treating of the justification to be 
from the law, thus writes, or speaks, of it’ It 
should seem, however, that tho words of Moses 
were meant, under their chief and primary sense, 
of life and prosperity in this world, to contsin an 
obscure promise of everlasting life. 

6—8. Of this obscure the subject is passage 
justification by faith ; and the admonition meant 
to inculcated is, to believe, and doubt mot. 
This the Apostle expresses iu words derived 
from Deut. xxx. 11—14; and as the phrases 
‘ascending to heaven’ and ‘ descending to Hades" 
were proverbially applied ike the i» celum ire 
of Juvenal, Sat. iii. 75, and the celum petere of 
Horace, Od. i. 3, 88, to denote a moral impoesi- 
bility or at least an extreme difficulty ; see note 
on John iii. 13); so there the sense intended is, 
that ‘it is not ——— to attain a compe- 
tent knowledge of God's laws.” And here the 
Apostle, accommodating the words to his present 
purpose and applying them to the Gospel, by the 
rmulas rout’ ior: XpiaTóv xatrayaysiy, and 

TOUT’ tort Xp. ix vekov dvayayety, means to 
inculcate the facility of exercising faith, and con- 
sequently obtaining salvation ; meaning to say, 
that * the Gospel system asks only what 1s within 
the reach of every one, what cannot be withheld 
without obstinate prejudice, —that is, a belief in 
its divinity.' The above, however, may, perh 
best be ed as not mere formulas expressive 
of impossibility or great difficulty, but as meant 
to allude to those points at which the faith of the 
unbelievers chiefly — So Chrys., Theoph., 
Theodor., Est., and Carpz., cited by me in 
cens. Synop. Others, however, regard the words 
as not alluding to questions of unbelief, but of 
embarrassment, from not knowing what to think ; 
or others again, of anziety as to the results ro- 
specting his salvation. There are not a few ob- 
jections to the firet view; and, as to the second 
and third, they might admit of being conjoined. 
It would, however, seem that, in his application 
of these expressions of Moses, tho Apostle in- 
tended to assail that strong fortress, the evil 
heart of unbelief, or misbelief, so unworthy of the 
descendants of the Father of the faithful, which, 
in its diverse and Protean forms, could not but 
engender e ent and anxiety as to ‘the 
end of their faith, even the salvation of their 
souls.” 

The words uù et iy rp kapdía cov well 
express that sort of self-confident taking for 
granted, in which unbelief usually originates. 

9, 10. Taken out of the artificial in 
which the sentiment is expressed, it would stand 
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in full, thus: ‘If thou shalt confess and profess 
with thy mouth, and believe with thy heart, by 
a vital and influential faith, that Jesus is the 
Lord, and that God, as such, hath raised him 
from the dead, thou shalt be saved; thy faith 
shall be counted for righteousness. For with 
the heart man believeth, and with the mouth 
confession is made unto justification and salva- 
tion; see l John iv. 15, compared with v. 1. 
Confession is here first mentioned, as standing 
first in the passage of Moses. The confessing 
with the mouth is, indeed, of ter conse- 
— as regards men; but the believing with 
the heart, as respects God; for it is well ob- 
served by Origen, Exhort. ad Martyr., "Ec: ys 
slriv, Ore udXXoy ior: Tots xaíAsoi Tinay 
Thy xapdiay woppw tyovra mó Qto, rep 
T9 xapóía Tipy avTov, TOV GCTOuaTOS Ju] 
ÓuoXoyovrros. 

11. * There are clearly two points established 
by thie quotation from Is. xxviii. 16, referred to 
at the close of the preceding Chapter (and here 

ted by the Apostle with an emphasis on 
was, from which flows the remark which he 
— ap itus D — — oes from 

ipture in ver. ; the is, the untversa 
applicability of this a ed of salvation, —'* who- 
soever, whether Jew or Gentile, believes," &c. ; 
the secomd is, that it is faith which is the pre- 
scribed means of securing the Divine favour, — 

caddies m — shall pet je 
amed,” e passage, tberefore, is peculiarly 

adapted to the Apostle's object; which was not 
merely to exhibit the true nature of the plan of 
redemption, but mainly to show the propriety of 
its extension to the Gentiles.’ ( Hodge.) 

12. où yáp tort &iacT.—' EAA., &c.] * for 
there is no point of distinction, &c. The yàp 
refers to the was preceding; q. d. ‘there is no 
difference in their relations—being alike sin- 
ners, to be judged on the very same principles, 
and to be saved precisely in the same way (see 
note supra iii. 22); and why? Because ó avtds 
—atroy, ‘forasmuch as the same Lord of all 
(Acts x. 36, otros tot: mávTæv Kúpios) is 
rich towards all who call upon him; lit. ‘ for 
there is One and the same Lord of all (comp. 
sopra, iii. 30, imsimsp «Ie ó Osós, ‘One and tho 
eame God"), who is rich, &c. By wAovrev is 
meant not only ‘rich’ in mercy, but in grace, 
and all other spiritual blessings ; superabundant 
in resources to supply the spiritual wants of all ; 
so that they way bo * filled with all the fulness 
of God. Accordingly, the present expression 
may be compared with the stronger one at Eph. 
lii. 20, To duvapivep bwip TávTa Toijaat Uuty 

ix wepiccov. This religious invocation (for 
such is implied in the term éwi«aX., including 
every kind of precatory address) of Christ. as 
Gop, implied, of course, the exercise of faith 
in him; and therefore, as Hodge observes, ‘ it 
amounts to the same thing whether it is said, 
Whosoever believeth, or, Whosoever calls on the 
name of the Lord, shall be saved.’ 

13. Kvpíov] The original word for this (in 
Joel ii. 32) is mr (Jehovah), whence it is cer- 
tain that the Prophet s these words of tho 
true and only Gop; and yet it is as certain that 
the Apostle here ascribes them to our Lord Jesus 
Christ, from the words following, —' How shall 
they cell on Him in whom they have not be- 
lieved?” For the Apostle in this whole Chapter 
discourses of faith in Christ, and from the words 
foregoing, of which these are a proof, and to 
which they are connected by the Particle yao; 
introducing the words,—‘ whosoever believeth in 
him shall not be ashamed,’ are spoken, by the Pro- 
phet Isaiah, of Jesus Christ ‘the Corner-stone’ 
(Isaiah xxviii. 16). And so they are interpreted 
by St. Peter, 1 Pet. ii. 6,7. And in the Prophet 
Joel these words follow, ssayysA{ouevor ods 
Kupwos wpooxéxAnrar, ‘and the evangelized, 
whom the Lord shall call, shall be saved." Here, 
then, we have two arguments for the Divinity of 
Christ :—1. That what is spoken of Jehovah is 
ascribed to Him; 2. That He is made the object 
of our religious invocation. (Whitby.) This 
criticism is a supported by Bp. Pearson on 
the Creed, p. 149, and by Bp. Bull, Harm. 
Apost. C. v. s ], 4. 
— woe ovv ixixadicovra, &c.] The ovy 

here denotes, not conclusion, but deduction, and 
may be rendered sow. The force and beauty of 
the sentiment is much increased by its being 
thrown into the form of a Sorites of four mem- 
bers (as supra v. 3, 5. viii. 29, 30. James i. 15. 
2 Pet. i. 5, ». proceeding from effects to causes. 
See Crell. and Hyper., espec. the latter, who has 
ably traced the course of argument, which is, he 
shows, drawn ‘a causa finali seu effectu fidei 
tendente ad Dei gloriam.’ 

14, 15. On the scope of these and the follow- 
ing verses some difference of opinion exists. 
Grot., Hamm., and Stuart, sup them to con- 
tain an objection, on the part of the Jews, to the 
Apostle’s argument as to the necessity of callin 
on Christ in order to be saved, on the groun 
that they had not sufficient rtuncies of 
knowing the truth, &c. To which the Apostle 
replies at vv. 16, 17. This view, however, rests 
on no sufficient proof. It should rather seem 
(according to the opinion of most Commentators, 
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— moden that (ne yews from the 
tle himself. And the scope of the 

is well traced by Mr. Tous as follows ; V Since 
the Jews were very greatly offended by the 
preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles, and 
were, in a more peculiar manner, exasperated 

inst St. Paul on that account (see Acts xxii. 2. 
1 Thess. ii. 16), the Apostle takes occasion, from 
this last text of Scripture, to vindicate the Divine 
commission of himself and the rest of the Apos- 
tles to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles: this 
he does, Ist, From the necessity of the case ; for 
if it was God's good pleasure, as the Prophets 
— beforehand, to grant repentance unto 
life to the Gentiles, it must certainly have been 
his intention that the offer of salvation should 
be rly made to them, ver. 14; 2ndly, 
From the wonderful succees which attended the 
preaching of the Gospel among the Gentiles, ac- 
cording to the rads of Isaiah, lii. 7, which 
sho that God's blessing and aid went with 
the work.’ 

15. ka0& yiyp. ‘Os wpato:, &c.] The con- 
nexion is ably traced by Calv. thus:—‘ Sic in 
rem presentem testimonium istud convenit ap- 
licare: Dominus, spem liberationis populo suo 
turus, insigni encomio eorum adventum ornat 

qui letum hujus rei nuntium afferrent, Eo igi- 
tur ipso declaravit, non minori in pretio haben- 
dum esse Apostolicum ministerium, per quod 
æternæ vitæ nuntius nobis affertur ;' q. d. ° that 
the dignity and high importance of the heralds of 
salvation are implied in the words spoken of 
them, by prophetic description, words, too, appli- 
cable to the preachers of the Gospel; inasmuch 
as the return from the Babylonish Captivity 
had reference to an infinitely more jaffu! and 
blessed one in the time of the future Messiah ;' 
for there is no good ground for lowering the 
passage of Isaiah here adduced to a mere accom- 
modation (as most recent Expositors do), espec. 
since it appears from the Rabbinical citations in 
Wetst. that the ancient Jows themselves applied 
it to the Messiah; but we may — that the 
Prophet here, as in very many other ; 
couches under the primary and literal (which 
referred to the messengers who brought the first 
news of the return of the Jews from the Babylo- 
nian captivity), a secondary but Aigher sense, 
which is here indispensable to make the argu- 
ment conclusive. Accordingly, the Apostle was 
fully warranted in citing the passage, as showing 
that the instrumentality of the preachers of the 
Gospel was one ized and alluded to in ‘the 
sure word of prophecy,’ where their office is 
marked with characters of dignity and glory. 
Theophyl., after Chrys., well illustrates the force 
of the expressions svayyeX. slonuny, and avayy. 
+a dyaGd (which are by perallelism synonymous 
and = evayyidioy T$ alpnyne) thus: 

16 n” 433? 

Ovédly dXXo mepujecav ol &vócoXot Aéyorraes, 
AN’ À rà awoppnra ayaa, xal Tù» TOV Osov 
após dvOpwrous yevouivny elojuny. See also 
Theodor. By epaioe is meant not ‘ beauti- 
fal, nor, strictly speaking, ‘grateful,’ but ‘sea- 
sonable, and, by implication, ‘acceptable’ and 
* pleasant.’ And so it is used in Sirach, xxxv. 23, 
wpaiov iAeoe iy kaipe —— aleo xix. 27, 
and other adduced by Schleusn. Lex. 
N. T. and V. T. By oi wodee is meant, 
metaph., ‘the approach ; as in Acts v. 9, loù ol 
modes Tay Vaayray. Comp. ET Orest. 1217, 
TapÜcvov déxov wédac, a beautiful figure; for, 
‘by their approach (as Bp. Jebb observes, Sacr. 
Lit. p. 126) is excited the idea of their progress 
to us: we admire them yet afar off; our 
imagination kindles at the prospect of good things 
to come.’ 

16. AM od wares brúxoveav, &c.] q.d. But 
(it may be objected to the argument founded on 
wae supra) not all have hearkened to the call.” 
To this the answer, virtually contained in tbe 
following context, is, ‘True; very few haves 
hearkened to the l; insomuch that we may 
say, in the words of Isaiah, Who hath believed,’ 
&c. This is not, indeed, to be considered as 
& mere accommodation of that passage. The 
Apostle (as Chrys., Theodor., and Hyper. re- 
mark) meant, by its introduction, to argue that 
the want of success complained of was foreseen 
and predicted by the Prophet, and, therefore, 
ought to be no well-foun objection to the 
Divine commission of the Apostle, or any reason 
why te ministers of the Gospel should not preach 
to all. 

17. &pa 9» wlorie, &c.] The dpa is conclu- 
sive ; and the passage is of a similar kind to that 
at vv. 14, 15, with which this ie logically con- 
nected, being meant to inculcate the necessity of 
the Evangelical office; q.d. ‘Faith is founded 
on instruction; and this instruction supposes a 
Divine communication. If men, then, are to be- 
lieve, they must hear the message of God through 
bis legates.’ 

18. dAXa Aíye* Mh, &c.] q.d. but though 
all have not obeyed the Gospel ———— 
all have heard it, ñxoucav; it being meant, that 
“ how great soever the mass of incredulity might 
be, it must be attributed altogether to the per- 
verseness and evil disposition of the hearers, and 
not to any want of diligence in the teachers, who 
had indeed most zealously fulfilled their commis- 
sion; insomuch that, what the Psalmist mye 
concerning that wmiversal ing even to the 
Gentiles, by which ‘ the heavens declare the glory 
of God, and the firmament showeth his handy- 
work, may fitly be applied to the preaching o£ 
the Apostles.” See more in Hyper. and Calv. 
So, too, Hodge takes the ec Ag adding, this 
verse, therefore, is to be considered as a strong 
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declaration that what Paul had proved ought to 
be done, had in fact been accomplished. The 
middle wall of partition had been broken down, 
the Gospel of salvation, —the religion of Gop,— 
was freed from its trammels, the offers of meroy 
were as wide and general as the proclamation of 
the heavens. This idea the Apostle most appo- 
sitely expresses in the sublime language of 
Pa. xix. 4. This quotation verbatim with 
the Sept. and also with the Heb., except that it 
has the word op rendered line, which discre- 

Dr. Randolph and others seek to remove 
b supposing that the LX X. read tp: an in- 
genious conjecture, but not necessary to be 
adopted ; for (as Rosenm. and others have seen) 

may have been taken by the Sept. in the sense 
Cord: which, by metonymy, will denote sound. 
Thus there will be a paralleli. 
following. 

19-21. By way of reconciling these things to 
their belief, the Apostle now shows that both the 
preaching of the Gospel to the Gentiles, and their 
joyful acceptance of it, and the rejection of the 
Jews, had been foretold by their own Prophets. 

19. 4AAà Adyw—wapalnr\cow, &c.] Here 
the interrogation with the negation implies a 
strong asseveration ; q.d. ‘But, I say, did not 
Israel. know that, upon their unbelief, the Gen- 
tiles would be adopted, and made partakers of 
the privileges of the Gospel?’ Yes, surely they 
did, or ihe; for Moses, first, tells, &c. [speak- 
ing in the person of God.] The words (taken 
from Deut. xxxii. 21) agree with both the Heb. 
and Sept, except that vaas is, for accommoda- 
tion sake, put for avTovs. 

— im’ ovx iyi] Supply vri. The mean- 
ing being, ‘not a people of God by any peculiar 
covenant.’ By dcwvíTo, as Grot. observes, is to 
be understood, not simply ‘foolish,’ bat ` affected 
with the folly of idolatry; than which no folly 
can be greater ;—the not having the knowledge 
of the one true God, which is the only true 
wisdom.—wapa{ni\wow and wrapopyic signify, 
by parallelism and pregnancy of sense, ‘I will 
excite your jealousy by conferring on them bene- 
fits which you thought belonged exclusively to 
yew.” ‘Thus the » a8 Hodge observes, 
* plainly intimates that the Jews were in no such 
sense the people of God as to prevent their being 
cast off, and others called.’ This is more dis- 
tinctly and pointedly declared in the next verse 
(of which the words are from Isa. Ixv. 1, 2), 
which, as Hodge shows, confirms both the great 
doctrines taught in this Chapter,—namely, that 
t tho Jews were no longer exclusively the people 

ism with the clause 

of God; and that the blessings of the Messiah's 
u Ww were thrown open to all mankind.” 

. ‘Ho. ài 4ToroNua kal Xéyev Eopé8ny, 
&c.] ‘But, further, Es. is very bold, and saith,’ 
= ‘is so hold as to say, = dworoAmws À (yet, 
lit. ‘makes a bold venture’ (telling them the 
blunt truth, however it might shock their preju- 
dices), ‘makes bold to say,’ not an anomalous 
pos. being found in /Eschin. p. 72, 17; also 
y Plut. T. ii. p. 11. Philo, p. 1003, and Diod. 

Sic. v. 43. However, the words dworoAud xal 
are absent from four of the most ancient unciale, 
and the Ital. Version; whence it is plain that 
certain ancient Critics ‘ made so bold’ (such was 
their wont) as to remove words which, they thought, 
broke the rules of pure Greek composition, though 
to the weakening of the sense. Yet our Critical 
Triumvire, though they held their hands here, 
chose to insert ¿v before ois End uh Xnr., on the 
authority of the very same copies, with the addi- 
tion of B, and proceeding doubtless from tho 
same Critics, who, it scems, thought that good 
— required the Preposition. Alf., in- 

, pronounces ‘the text. rec. a correction to 
e Sept., though contrary to the Hebrew 5 
It is incredible that Paul should have in- 

serted iy against both the Sept. and the Hebrew, 
confirmed by all the ancient Versions. 
— sÜp£Ün» rote, &c.] The words are from 

Isa. lxv. 1, 2; but the two members of the sen- 
tences are, for the better understanding of the 
subject, taken in inverse order; and the sense of 
the two parts of the parallelism will become 
pines by mutual comparison; on which see 

oppe. ‘The Apostle, " Hodge, * quotes 
and applies the passage in senee in which it 
is to be interpreted in the ancient Prophet. In 
the first verse of that Chapter Isaiah says, that 
God will manifest himself to those * who were 
not called by his name;' and in the second 
he gives the immediate reason of this turning 
unto the Gentiles, *I have stretched out m 
hand all the day to a rebellious people.’ This 
quotation, therefore, confirms both the great doc- 
trines taught in this Chapter; the Jews were no 
longer the exclusive pene of God, and the 
blessings of the Messiah's kingdom were thrown 
open to all mankind. 

21. wpde dé tov lop. Aéysri]. ‘But respect- 
ing Israel he saith, SA s "nA. iger. T. X. 
pov., the attitude of gracious invitation, and 
even entreaty: ‘metaphora (says Parmus) a 
matribus, quse petulantes pueros 7 is ad 
se revocant, venientes complecti parate. Su 
Dionys. Hal. vi. 86, àÀX' adr) was, ^al 

suit 
* by.” 
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ech. 9. 97. 

4 

avriBoXrst, kal ras ypas Qul dua Tais 
wiras dvawsrdcaca VrodíEsTa:. 

XI. * This Chapter consists of two parts, vv. 1 
—]10, and 11— In the former the Apostle 
teaches that the rejection of the Jews was not 
total. There was & remnant, and pertepe a much 
larger remnant than many might suppose, ex- 
— although the mass of the nation, agree- 
ably to the predictions of the Prophets, was cast 
off, vv. 1—10. In the latter he shows that this 
rejection is not final. In the first place, the 
restoration of the Jews is a desirable and pro- 
beble event, vv. 11—24. In the second, it is 
one which God has determined te bring to 
vv. The Chapter closes with a sublime 
declaration of the unsearchable wisdom of God, 
manifested in all his dealings with men, vv. 33— 
96. In the consideration of the great doctrinal 
truths taught in this vigo toed Paul intersperses 
many practical remarks, designed to give these 
truths their proper influence both on the Jews 
and Gentiles, especially the latter” (Hodge.) 

1. Ayw obv' uù) ávócaTo, &c.] "When we 
consider how many promises are made to the 
Jewish nation as God's peculiar people; and how 
often it is said, as in Ps. xciv. id * The Lord 
will not cast off his people ;' it is not wonderful 
that tbe doctrine of the rejection of the Jews, as 
taught in the preceding Chapters, ap in- 
consistent with these repeated declarations of the 
word of God. Paul removes this difficulty, b 
showing in what sense the Jews were rejected, 
and in what way tbe ancient promises are to be 
understood. All the Jews were not cast off; 
and the promises did not contemplate all the 
Jewish people, as shown above in the ninth 
Chapter, but only the true Israel.” ( Hodge.) 
— uù rogato, &c.] 'Awwoacba is a very 

strong term, signifying lit. ‘to push any thing 
aside with abhorrence,’ as a nauseous potion; 
and, from the adjunct, ‘to entirely cast off, ut- 
terly and perpetually reject.” By róv Nady aù- 
ov is meant that true and spiritual Israel (Gal. 
vi. 16) known only to God himeelf (Acts xviii. 
10), whom, as made one with Christ, he from the 

inning accepted and approved. Comp. 1 Pet. 

2. The Apostle solemnly repeats the negation 
implied in uù yévorro! meaning to say that the 
rejection of the Jews here spoken of had no 
reference whatever to those who, like himsel 
had received the faith of Christ. See ver. 5, 

Kings. THY apuyny pov. *4°AAAA Tí Aye, avrQ Ò xpnuaria uos ; 
KaréXurov éuavrQ érraxicxtrious ávÓpas, oltives oux 

Deut.%4 éxapNeav yovu Tf Baar. 5* Obros olv kai év TQ viv kaipo 
hess. Aetppa Kam exroyny yapitos yéyover. 91 Et è xápuri, oux 

— wpolyvw] meaning, ° whose acceptance he 
foreknew," * ‘jo he Rosokuew would be his 
people. See note supra viii. 23—30, and Mack- 
night in loco. 
— i» 'HAía] meaning, in that part of the book 

of Kings which contains the actions of Elijah.— 
namely, the 17th, 18th, and 19th chapters. On 
which mode of speaking, see note at Mark xii. 
26. ‘The Apostle (as Mr. Young observes) 
means to argue, that as in the general tasy 
in the days of Elias there was still a small rem- 
nant who had not bowed the knee to Baal, so 
there was now a remnant of converted Jews, 
who were comprehended in the election of grace, 
ss with the believing Gentiles.’ 

. side oi ar] * have di down; xaTa- 
cxámTo signifying ‘to overthrow any thing by 
digging under it ;' consequently the term is very 
applicable to the utter destructiou of edifices so 
firm, or with foundations so solid, as not to be 
destroyed in any other way. 

— kaya vwedtipOny povos] meaning, ‘I 
alone of the Prophets am left.’ Comp. Aristoph. 
Plut. 1060, où ydp stpnces liuov Ynveaw er’ 
Gvdpa obe TpoTovs BeAtlova. Ma ror AC! 
ov ve lori Aoc arÀ jv iyo. 

Xenuatiopnos] ‘the Divine se." 
The word is used, like ypnuarifecy, every 
extraordinary method by which God made his 
will known to men. See my Lex. in v. Here, 
however, it has reference to that stil? small voice, 
the Bath-Col, 1 Kings xix. 12. Karédcwop ip., 
* I have reserved for myself.’ 
— Tj BáaA] The masculine form is generally 

found in the Sept. ; though sometimes the femi- 
nine; and it may have * in Paul's copies 
Indeed, as Selden (de Diis Syris) says, the 
was su to be of both sexes, designating 
either the Sus or the Moon. In the former 
capacity it was worshipped (under the form of 
a bull) by the men; in the latter, by the 
women. 

5. o}rws otv—yiyovey] ‘ Thus, then, too, 
at the present time there has remained (faithful) 
a remnant according to the election of > i.e. 
ta selection not made on the ground of merit, 
but of free grace.’ 

6. el ĝi xápırı, &kc.] This verse is intended 
to further develop the sense of the last clause of 
the preceding ; q. d. ‘If the election spoken of 
be of grace, it is not founded on works; the two 
np being incompatible.’ The latter clause, al 
dà ¿Ë ipywv, is the converse of the former; 
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10. 3. 
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Deut. 29. 
Jer. 5. 31. 
Ezek. 13. 2 
Matt. 13. 14. 
Mark 4. 11, 8 h was. vyéyparrrav 

v 3 ^ e ` ^ , , 4 1%. 
Eócxev avrois ó Geos myeua catavufews, 0$0aXu obs Jorn 12.4. 

i e. ‘grace is now no longer possessed of its 
proper attribute, loses its nature, ceases to be 
grace; ‘it is no longer an act of grace, or of the 
gift of God.’ Similarly, by éei—ipyov, which 
is the converse of el è i£ Epyov—yapis, is 
meant, ‘ inasmuch as [otherwise] work ceases to 
be work, loses its nature and essence.’ How- 
ever, the words of the latter clause, el ài iF 
Epywv—ioriv, are not in MSS. A, C, D, E, F, 
G, and one cursive, and are cancelled by all the 
Editors from Griesb. to Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch., ed. 1, though in his second ed. Tisch. has 
restored the ; very properly; for the ex- 
ternal authority existing for its removal is insuf- 
ficient, from being discountenanced by all the 
cursives except one. Internal evidence is quite 
in favour of the words, espec. from & comparison 
of supra iv. 5, and Eph. ii. 8, 9. We are not 
bound always to find a reason why words have 
jn certain cases come to be omitted. Here, how- 
ever, it is not difficult; for pal phical rea- 
sons may be imagined, from which might be 
argued the probebility of the words having been 
left out through inadvertence on the part of the 
scribes. But I rather impute their omission to 
the temerity of the Alexandrian Critics, who 
might think that what is said in this clause is 
simply the converse of what was said in the for- 
mer, since it might very well be dispensed with. 
I find this judgment on the question (to which I 
had long since been led) confirmed by the ra- 
Acveodia of Tisch., and the suffrage of Mr. Alf., 
who judiciously remarks, ‘that the Apostle's 
object being precision (Ó! si sic omnia!), it 
is much more probable that he should have 
written both clauses in their t formal paral- 
Jelism, than that the second should have been 
early omitted [ rather, removed] from its seeming 
superfluity, than that it should have been in- 
serted from the margin.’ That, indeed, would 
involve the highest improbability. It was very 
unlikely to be placed in the margip. Revisers 
of the text rarely ventured to insert. Nor is it 
likely to have originated in rash criticism. Had 
Critics wished to bring in a formal parallelism, 
they would have contrived to make the fabri- 
cated second clause better tally with the first. 

7. vi ovv ;] scil. £povusv, * What conclusion, 
by way of result, shall we draw from what has 
been said [but e See Calv. and Hyp. 
— 6 anYnret 'lopa?A, Tovro ox lmérvysv] 

‘what the people of Israel collectively (i. e. the 
bulk of the people) seek [namely, justification 
and acceptance with God by their own merit], 
that they bave not obtained.' 
— “oro, which I long ago edited, instead of 

ToóTOv, has been since received by m., 
Tisch., and Alf., and the external authority for 
it is very strong; and I can add nearly all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. However, internal evi- 
dence is equally balanced ; for, though rovrov 
might come from a marginal Scholium, yet 
rovro might proceed from the Critical Cor- 

rectors of style, considering that, as Mr. Green 
remarks (Gram. p. 273), the Clase. writers uso 
the licence of subjoining an accus. instead of a 
genit. to verbs of this class, in the case of pro- 
nouns and terms akin to them. 
— 59 òè ixXoyn bxírvysv] meaning, ‘ This 

has been confined to the believing few, who 
separated themselves from the rest, and were the 
chosen of Christ; 4 ixAoy!) being for of ¿<À x= 
Tol (abstract for concrete, as ii. 26. iii. 50. xv. 
8), denoting the Agia cat’ ixAoyny xápvros 
at ver. 5, that very small, but select, portion of 
the Jewish nation, which had faith in Christ, 
and thus obtained justification and acceptance. 
— inrwpwibnoav] ‘became hardened,’ or 

‘hardened themselves; for the best Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, are agreed that 
the Passive is for the reciprocal, as in John xii. 
40. Of course this is to be understood with the 
permission of God; and therefore, as Young 
says, ° judicially, in consequence of their impeni- 
tence, and rejection of all the means employed 
by God for their conversion.’ 

8. The sentiment is now confirmed from 
various passages of the Old Test, where the 
Prophets upbraid the Jews for a similar hardness 
of heart. 
— xaÜ ds ylyparra] This is com- 

of several found in different of the 
ld Test. Deut. xxix. 4. Isa. vi. 9, 10. xxix. 9, 

10. The spirit, and, to some extent, the lan- 
p , of these passages Paul cites in support of 
is present purpose. They are in part — 

tive of what had occu in the times of the 
Prophet, and, in part, of what should occur in 
after times; and are, therefore, quoted in re- 
ference to the character and conduct of the Jews 
in the days of Christ (see Matt. xiii. 14). The 
import of such citations frequently is, that what 
was fulfilled in the days of the Prophet was more 
completely accomplished at the time referred to 
by the New Testament writer. So, in this case, 
it was more fully accomplished at this period of 
the Jewish history than at ay other, that the 
people were blinded, hardened, and reprobate. 
And this the ancient Prophets frequently pre- 
dicted should be the case. These quotations 
also serve to show that this hardening, and con- 
sequent rejection of the Jews, was an event 
which, with regard to multitudes, had frequently 
occurred before, and, therefore, demonstrated 
that their being cast away militated with none 
of the Divine promises. 
— *ysVua xKaravú£.] The sense here is dis- 

puted, from uncertainty as to the force of xata- 
vóE., which might signify, did the context per- 
mit, ‘ compunction, from xaTavicow, ‘ to prick,’ 
‘pierce through ;’ so that it might signify ‘the 
ricking of grief, sorrow ; but among the very 
ow examples of its occurrence it has not that 
sense, but only ‘torpor,’ as in Ps. lix. 3 (Sept.), 
and lsa. xxix. 10, where it denotes ‘the torpor 
of deep sleep,’ xaTadopá, or xépwars, which 
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there Aquila uses. And eo Chrys. t. vii. 450, 
451. How it comes to mean this, is not easy to 
see. It arose probably from vuoow having, in 
common with its cognate yuerd{aw (from votuw 
cognate with yuoow, whence vuoròs and »vo- 
Taw), that sense in Alexandrian Greek. lt 
should seem that the best sense to be assigned is 
that which is inherent in the xaTadopd, or 
x&pwcis, of Aquila in the above passages, de- 
noting ‘a heavy lethargy, or lethargic sleep;' of 
course here to be taken figuratively. 

9. yevnOirw 9 rtpawe{a, &c.] As against 
those who had inflicted injuries on him, evils 
are denounced by the Psalmist, similar tx kind 
(q.d. Would that their own table may be made 
bitter by misery and misfortune, and the food 
provided for their strengthening, turn to their 
utter injury, oxavéaXov) ; so here, by accommo- 
dation, condign punishment is invoked on the 
Jows for their injurious treatment of the Mes- 
siah._—els dyraročoua a., ‘for a retribution 
upon them. So Ecclus. xiv. 6, xai TovTo 
&rraTóOoua Tis Kaxlas adrou: q.d. * May such 
evils be a retribution on them, for the injuries 
they have done to me!’ So most Expositors. 
There is, however, I agree with Hodge, * nothin 
in the Psalm which forbids its bein Considered 
asa prophetic lamentation of the Messiah over 
his afflictions, and & denunciation of God's judg- 
ments upon his enemies. Viewed in this light 
(he adds), the Psalm is directly applicable to the 
A postle’s object, since it contains a prediction of 
the judgments which should befal the enemies of 
Christ. 

The words sle @ñoav (found neither in tho 
Sept. nor the Hebrew) are exegetical of «ic 
wayiéa, where we have a metaphor taken from 
birds or beasts being caught by food placed in a 
trap. 
fo. oxoricOitwoav oi ód0aXuol —BA Gr) 

i. e. * May they fall, like blind persons, headlong 
into the evils prepared for them!’ A not unfre- 
quent mode of expression to denote falling into 
sudden and irremediable misery. 
— xai TÓv varo», &c.] i.e. ‘make them 

gn under heavy burdens, which bow down tho 
ack with labour; the whole forming a lively 

figure of misery and bondage, amply fulfilled in 
the vet more grievous subjection M the Jews to 
the Roman yoke, which took place soon after 
these words were written. 

11—24. The Apostle proceeds to intimate, 
that as this rejection and exclusion was not total, 
neither is it final; they have not so fallen as to 
be hopelessly prostrated ; and that the purpose of 
God therein was not destruction to them, but 
mercy to the Gentiles, and a paving of the way 
for their own restoration. 

11, 12. Aéye olv: uù iwtaccay, Iva wic.:} 
We have here, as Hyper. remarks, a forcible 
inte ion carrying with it an objection, founded 
on oxavdaXoy just before, — namely, whether 
what is there said is to be understood to intimate 
the final casting off of the Jews; for by wicwor 
is intimated an utter and irretrievable fall or 
ruin ; see Heb. iv. 11, and compare Soph. Œd. 
Tyr. 146, ñ yap evruyxeis, E0v Te Ore parov- 
peda, f wawTwKoreEs; 

The answer conveys a negation of the strongest 
kind,—uš yévorro! * God forbid it should be 
80!' And the reasons for the denial are sub- 
joined; namely, that this their lapse or stum- 
ling by rejection of the Gospel has been the 

occasion of its being preached to the Gentiles. 
In short, *the Apostle (as Mr. Young observes) 
sbows that all has been done in order to the 
accomplishment of a plan of the most wonderful 
and comprehensive goodness; for, 1. The rexe- 
tion of the Gospel by the Jews (which was the 
cause of their own rejection by God) was the 
means of salvation to the Gentiles, through the 
offer of the Gospel to them, and their embracing 
it; 2ndly, The fulness of the Gentiles, or their 
general acceptance of the Gospel, is one of God's 
remedies for the obduracy of the Jews; els Tò 
vapatnAccat avrovs, v. 11, by provoking them 
to jealousy and emulation; and so to a desire of 
regaining their ancient state of favour with God’ 
(see vv. 11, 14, 25, 26, 81; and compere Deut. 
xxxii. 21). 

At ver. 12 we bave, as Hyper. remarks, the 
second reason for the above denial, and that 
deduced from the tility which would redound to 
the Gentiles from this restoration of the Jews; 
according to what he had just before said, that 
the Mes of fhe Jews had produced benefit to the 
Gentiles. Hence we have here an argumentum 
à minori ad majus, et per cuntrarium ; q.d. ‘If 
from the lapee of the Jews so t a benefit 
followed to the whole world, undoubtedly a far 
greater would follow from their restoration." 

Between sl dà +d Tapá*Twua—iÜvcov and 
qóc«-—avriy there is an antithesis, though it is 
irregular, from the former member being of two 
pee which form a parallelism, whereas the latter 
as but one. The deficient apodosis is well sup- 

plied by Koppe, who lays down the construction 
as follows: ef d& TÒ wapawrTrapa—xcomoy, 
moow poy ù dvaotacis avtay, kal al rò 

nua avTOv 7rÀovTos tÜvav, TOO paiho 
Tó "Aüpeuna avrov; Again, vÀovros is for 
w ÀovTiGuÓs, blessing and saving, by a true con- 
version.—fittTnua is, by some, explained pauci- 
las, diminution ; but better by Wetstein, Carp- 
zov, Koppe, and Schleusner, conditio deterior, 
the being in & worse state, i. c. of degradation; 
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as in 1 Cor. vi. 7. Thus, on the other band, 
TÀápeua may denote a condition — 
spiritual prosperity. See iro. and Calv. The 
antithetic term /jrrrnua seems to int at 

13, 14. Some pes place these verses in 
a parenthesis, v. 15 being closely connected in 
sense with v. 12. But though the portion is in 
— nante yet there is, properly 

speaking, no is; as is evident from the 
yap which commences the passage. It would be 
nearer the truth to say, that the clauss ip’ Scop 
—tofa{e is parenthetical, as it was plainly con- 

à by the Pesch. Syriac Translator. And 
thus the sense of the passage is much cleared ; 
al wees being, as Koppe says, equiv. to iva al 
èvvaròv (as in Acts xxvii. 12. Rom. i. 10. 
PhiL iii. 11), ‘to try if, by any means, I may,’ 
&c. Thus the passage may be rendered: * Now 
I boss] to yoq Gentiles (and, inasmuch 
as | am the posila of the Gentiles, I glory in, 
Me esi the honour and dignity of my 
office), to try if, by any means, I may excite to 
emulation, &c. (q.d. ‘if I may possibly, and 
thus APT NT some of them"), a mode of ex- 

ion, Koppe observes, neither savouring of 
espair on the one haud, nor extreme confidence 

on the other, and occurring at Acts xxvii. 12. 
Rom.i.]0. Phil. iii. 11. 

]4. *opatnXdéco pov Thy cáp«a, &e.] These 
are, as Koppe observes, added for the pur- 

pose of showing that while he is strongly inter- 
ested for the Gentiles (to whom he was especially 
sent) and the Jewish Christians, he was not for- 
getful of the rest of his men ; for such is 
the sense of the expression cdpxa.—cwow ma 
be rendered (as it is by Piscator and Vorstius) 
‘put into the way of salvation.’ 
. 15. al yàp ñ dwoBoAh, &c.] The yàp is 
illustrative ; and dwoBoAy is used (by a meto- 
nymy of the effect for the cause) to denote that 
obstinate unbelief which caused the rejection of 
the Jews. The meaning is: ‘If their sin, which 
occasioned this casting away, has been the 
means of reconciling the wotld, by bringing about 
the death of Christ, what shall the recetving of 
lem pa into the divine favour be (whenever 
it shall take place) but so appy a change, both 
to themselves and to the Gentiles, as may, in a 
manner, be said to be Yui ix vixpor; an ex- 
presion to denote, by a strong and lively figure, 
matter of the test rejoicing iem such as 
receiving & dead friend raised to life again), but 

0. 
Nam, 15. 18,31. p Jer.11. 10. Eph. 3. 19,18. & 3. 6. 

here alluding to a spiritual regeneration of a 
world dead in tres and sins. ‘Since (ob- 
serves Stuart) we have at Ezek. xxxvii. 1—14, 
the moral renovation of the Jews designated 
under the similitude of a resurrection; so it is 
probable that the Apostle had that passage in 
mind; and if so, Tw?) ix yxp. must denote their 
conversion to Christianity.’ Of course by xaTaAA, 
is meant, by metonymy, the occusiom of their 
being reconciled, or restored, to God's favour; 
and the reconciliation is tbat described in Eph. 
ii. 11—22. 

16. al 68 ñ &vapx)—ol xAddo:] Here we 
have a continuation of the foregoing reasoning ; 
and the Apostle now returns to the princi 
thesis propounded at ver. 11, that ‘God has zot 
for ever and finally rejected the Jewish people.’ 
As to the imagery in this passage, dwapy7 is 
aterm denoting proper ‘the first-fruits of the 
new corn’ (or ‘ the dough first made for bread") 
consecrated to God; see Thucyd. vi. 20, and 
Numb. xv. 21. @vpama cannot, as some sup- 
pose, denote * the rest of the grain after the first- 

its had been presented ;' but (as CE gm 
$vpáw, to mix up and knead fiour in bread- 
making) ‘the dough ; and here ¿mapxh must 
mean only ‘the cake made of the first mass of 
dough,’ and offered to God as first-fruits; and 
—— * the whole mass of dough out of which 

e cake was made.’ In short, the sentiment is 
couched under a double similitude, by two dis- 
tinct allusions,—the first fonnded on Numb. xv. 
21, taken from the primitial fruits whence the 
leaven offering of dough was made; the second 
founded on Jer. xi. 16, from a tree with spread- 
ing branches: on which latter the Apostle 
cially dwells, pointing out by it the respective 
condition of the Jews and the Gentiles. See 
more in Whitby and Mackn. The meaning in- 
tended by the Apostle is well exp by 
Schoéttgen and Carpzov as follows: ‘If now a 
great pe of the Jews, at the beginning of the 

ew Covenant, have, like primitial offerings of 
ood fruit, been received, on account of their 

Lith, into the Church of Christ. and made par- 
takers of justification and sanctification (Acts ii. 
41. iv. 4); so neither has the remaining mass of 
the Jews been rejected without hope of salva- 
tion, but may likewise be received into the 
Church of Christ, and obtain justification and 
sanctification; i. e. if the mass shall evince the 
same faith as the first-fruits.' 

17—24. “ The object of these verses is to 
make such an tcation of the truths just 
taught, as should prevent any feeling of exulta- 
tion or triumph in the Gentile Christians over 
the Jews; q. d. tlt is true, that the Jews have 
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dv évexevrplaOns èv avrois, xa, svyxowwvos Ths pilys Kat Tis 
muTntos THS Maias éyévou, 189 uù KaTaxavy@® TOV KAddor 
et 68 xataxavyaoa, où a) Thv pitav Bacrabew, arr À piķa 
cé. 19’Epeis obw '"EfexXáaÓncav oi xXáOow ba éyo éywev- 

been partially rejected from the Church of God, 
that the Gentiles have been introduced into it, 
though the Jews are ultimately to be restored : 
these things, however, afford no ground of boast- 
ing to the Gentiles, but rather cause of thank- 
fulness and caution. renl —— ad 
truths in a very appropriate figure.” ge. 

17. By the site in the last clause of the pre- 
ceding verse and of the present cannot be meant, 
as some suppose, the &vapyi) Tov pupdparos at 
v. 16, but, as Hodge says, ‘the ancient covenant 
people of God.’ * The ancient Theocracy,’ con- 
tinues he, ‘was merged in the people of God; 
the latter is but the same family still’ The 
allusion in the terms gífa and «Ado. is to the 
above-cited passage of Jerem. (xi. 16), and that 
comparison 18 here mainly in view, wherein the 
Apostle pre-occupies an objection, — namely, 
that branches, though from & good trunk, yet 
when broken off, aro valueless, and can derive 
no esteem from the virtue of the trunk; in an- 
swering which he paves tho way for the admoni- 
tion following, which is meant to restrain the 
Jews from showing contempt. 
s "i a Tiivas T an, — We have 
ere a lively image, tsken from en ing trees ; 

though not aier the usual mode of introducing 
the wild olive into the garden olive, but the con- 
trary; for which Expositors assign many rea- 
sons,—all rendered — by the fuct, ascer- 
tained by the researches of enkamp, that it 
was in ancient times usual so to engraft, in order 
to preme fecundity. E n d 

"AypiéXaios must here signi an ellipeis 
of KX &dos) ‘a wild nl L 
signifies lit. ‘ to prick tn,’ and is used with refer- 
ence to the notch made tnto the stock, in order 
to insert the ; though many Expositors 
assign to iy the sense of pro or loco, yet it 
plainly means a . Thus the sense of the 

will be : * If some of Abraham's children 
were cast off for their unbelief, and thou [Gen- 
tile], being a wild olive-branch, wert grafted in 
among them’ (i. e. the branches which remained, 
the believin ews), and with them partakest of 
the root and fatness (i. e. the fatness of the root, 
per Hendiadyn) of the olive-tree (i.e. of the 
promises to Abraham, and the privileges of 
God's Church), &c. 

18. uh Katraxavy. 7. kXáde»] scil. T&v 
éxxX\acbivrwy, to be supplied from 4EexA&o- 
Uncay, supra v. 17. After sb dé xaraxavyácat 
supply yw: Sri, or the like. It is a popular 
ellipsis, occurring 1 Cor. ix. 16, and elsewhere, 
of which see examples in Winer, Gr. § 66, 7.— 
ob có—cí. The où placed first is emphatic. 
Render: ‘It is not thou,—but,’ &.; as much 
as to say, ‘ Know that the Jews owe nothing to 
you; but you, all to the Jews; since the ho 
of salvation was transferred from the Jews to the 

Tpio0Q. ° r Karas: T$ àmia ría, éEexracOnoay, ov 66 rH mistet 
Im... Eornxas. M? inrndodpover, adra pood 21 ei yap ó Ocós tap 

misil carà pucw Kradov oUk éfelaato, pý Tes ovde cob deiontat 

Gentiles, not the reverse; therefore regard them 
not with scorn.' This strongly-u plain 
was meant to repress al] self-confident exultation 
of the latter over the former. 

19. ipsis oUy "EEexX., &c.] Tho oí», as 
Crell. observes, serves to inference; q. d. ‘that 
being the case, thou wilt say (urge in argument), 
* The branches were cut out that 7 might be 
grafted in." ° 

20. xaAdcs] * Well, be it so as thou hast said, 
—what is assumed in iva being granted. The 
Particle {va may be taken, with many Expositors, 
id recently Hodge rise Bing denote, not 
the express purpose, but an inci consequence 
of the branches having been broken off. * The 
fact,’ says Hodge, * that they were broken off is 
admitted, but the inference impliedly drawn by 
the Gentiles is denied. It was not for any per- 
sonal considerations that the one was rejected 
and the other chosen. The Jews were rejected 
ouly because they rejected the Saviour, and the 
only tenure by which the advantages of a cove- 
nant relation to God can be retained is faith, 
The Gentiles, therefore, will not be secure be- 
cause Gentiles, any more than the Jews were 
safo becuuse Jews.’ (Hodge.) Nevertheless the 
xadws wil not prove this; since that may be 
taken rier, in a concessive sense; as we 
ik * Well, ting it to be so; but,' &c., as in 

ark xii. 32. Luke xx. 39. John iv. 17. In- 
deed, Hyper. has proved that there is here a 
concessio r ica, which, seeming to grant 
something, carries, however, with it the assertion 
d — ing further, which is here introduced 
y dé. 
— où di cj riors: ernas) meaning, * but 

it is by faith [alone] that thou standest ;" i. e. 
*continuest in the Divine favour, into which 
thou bast been admitted." 

21. TG» xarà picww] scil. xXAádor, ° the na- 
tural branches,’ i. e. the Jews; so called because 
naturally descended from Abraham, the root or 
trunk of the olive-tree. 
— eh $aícgra:] Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

edit $eíccera: from many cursives; to which I 
add most of the Lamb. and Mus. copies. The 
text. rec. may be, as Alf. thinks, a correction to 
avoid the Future with ur} wee: but it is more 
likely that peloera: was a correction of the 
Alexandrian Grammaticists, to introduce the 
Future; for the Ate style employs the Fut. 
Indic. The First Aorist form is, indeed, rare; 
but it is found in Jer. l. 14. li. 3 (cd. Francof.), 
and also in Ecclus. xiii. 12, où py —— 
and ce gs alps (Ot the 1 oe Subjunct. is 
supported by other passages of the t. and of 
the N. T., it is probably genuine. jr venen 
the reading peloarat be adopted, it may be con- 
firmed from Col. ii. 8, u ris—Zora:. Heb. 
iji, 12, ufrors ica: ¿v oui», and Mark xiv. 2, 
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2 "Še où» xpmorórgra, Kal áàroropíav Oeot émi pép Tovs ÚJobn 6.8. 
Cor. 15. 3. 

mecovtas, atrotopiay Èm Sé cë, ypmorórgra, éàv érripetvys ES 30,14 
Tj xpnorerynre ère kal ov éxxomjnon. °? t Kal éxeivoe 06, éày «100.514 
p) émipeivmau TÀ amiotla, éykevrpuaÜjoovrav Suvaros yap 
éotw ó Beds mav éyxevtpicas avrous. 4 Ei yàp av ex Tç 
xarà guow é£exomns aypiedaiou, kai mapà fav évexevtpiaOns 
eis Ka\NLEXNaLOY TOT@ paAXOV ovTOL, Of KATA iow, éyKevTpI- 
Oncovras 17 idia éXaía ; OÙ yap Oédrw tyas ayvoeiv, ADEA- q ver.7, 8. 

Luke 41. 34. 
gol, TO puorýpiov ToUro, (iva p) re map éavrois Ppovipot,) 17 si 

piroTs Penes fca, in which several cases, 
as obeerves Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. p. 86, the sin- 
gularity does not lie in the form of the verb, but 
in the suppression of G7 «ws before uñ. 

22. Is oiv ypnorotnra, &c.] ‘ Behold now 
the goodness, and the severity of God.” I have 
placed a comma after yonorornra, because the 
two attributes are (as appen from what follows) 
considered separately. Here xai is, as often, for 
Ti kai, ‘not only—but.” Render: ‘ Behold 
therefore the goodness, and (also) the severity of 
God ; like the genuine characteristics of even 
an earthly father. So Plut. de Educ. p. 13, de7 
Gi rots watipae T)» THY ivvTiunu&Tov RO- 
TOuÍa» Tj TpaóTrNuTi peyvivar. The Apostle 
admonishes them not so to reat upon the good- 
ness of God to them, as to grow secure, and 
forget his severity. So Ps. cxxx. 40: ‘Thero 
is mercy with thee, therefore thou shalt be 
feared.’ The words following show the — 
and of these 
attributes. dr 
— tdv iius 9 xpnor.] meaning, 

LEE by tho ness o roug 
faith Christ" 

23. The sense of this verse and the last clause 
of the preceding is: * The heathens too may 
finally be ived of the benefits now offered 
or enjoyed ; and, on the other hand, the Jews 
be finally invested with them. ‘Eyxevrp. 
should be rendered, not * will, but ‘shall, be 
grafted in; implying only what may be, not 
what shall certainly take place. From the power 
of God, Calv., Grot., Hamm., and Whitby, think 
we may reasonably include his will. See Isa. 
lix. 1; q.d., in the words of Hodge, ‘There is 
no inexorable p in the Divine mind, nor 
any insuperable obstacles in the circumstances 

e case Hence, then, it is implied that 
nothing but their unbelief hinders their being 
again received into the favour of God ; ‘ Ces- 
sante causa, ceseat effectus.' 

24. el yap où ix T5s—7T5 lèia &.;] The scope 
the argument is this: ‘That the Gentiles 

should be brought to the felicity of Christ's 
kingdom was far more improbable, than that the 
Jews should be brought thereto, since it was 
originally destined for them.’ Here the Gentile 
nations at — are compared to the wild olive- 
tree; and each of them singly to one of its 

ches, Some interpret wapd cir, ' con- 
trary to the order of nature,’ which forbids a 
wild and bad tree to be engrafted on a good 
stock. But see note supra v. 17, 18 The 
sense would rather seem to be, ‘not brought in 

for the exercise of each 

by nature, but in by art.” KaddA:éAacos 
is supposed to be a word coined by the Apostle 
to correspond to dypriAaos. But it is foun 
in Aristotle, de Plantis, i. 6, and some later 
writers. 
25—32.] Having now shown that tbe restora- 

tion of the Jews is in itself a desirable (vv. 12— 
sa ae likewise a probable occurrence (vv. 16 
—24), the Apostle proceeds, in the present por- 
tion, to announce prophetically, 1) that it actu- 
ally shall take place (25—27), and 2) proceeds 
to throw some Fight, in the way of justification, 
on the plans of Divine wisdom. The announce- 
ment is ushered in by the not unusual formula, 
ov 0í£Ao buds dyvosty, intended to impress on 
the reader's mind some weighty declaration of 
Divine truth: eo supra i. 13. ] Cor. x. 1. 2 Cor. 
i. 8. 1 Thess. iv. 18. Paul further terms the an- 
nounced truth as a uucTnotov, on which see my 
Lex. and Tholuck's note, where he classifies 
the senses, and rightly fixes the use here to the 
first of those senses, as denoting ‘a prophetic 
event, unattainable by human knowledge, but 
revealed from the secrets of God.’ This is con- 
firmed by the following words, espec. fva 4i) 
fTs Wap iavroi? $póviuot, suggested by Prov. 
iii. 7, wh lc0. peovipoe wapd ceavTs, Isa. 
v. 2l, ovverol sv iavroie, and similar pas- 
sages; here meaning, ‘that ye do not take credit 
to yourselves for superior wisdom, in havin 
accepted that Gospel which had been reject 
by the Jews.’ The sense intended may be: 
‘that ye may not be puffed up with an opinion 
of your own l uliar oon with God an i 
sequent privileges, as if you were irrevocably 
chosen, aid iy utterly rejected.” Be that as 
it may, the mystery in question was tbe future 
conversion and restoration of the Jews,—now first 
announced,—implying that the blindness and 
obdurate unbelief, of Israel was not universal, 
but i» part, and would only continue till the 
fulness of the Gentiles should come in, i.e. till 
their conversion should be completed. "“Ayme 
vU here denotes continuation, as in Rom. v. 15. 
xi. 8. By d*ó uípovs c '[opañÀ we may un- 
derstand ‘some Israelites, in opposition to the 
all at ver. 20. As to the objection of Estius, 
that there was no mystery in this, it is futile; 
since, in fact, the mystery in question has re- 
spect to the words following, dypie oU Tò mÀń- 
pena, &c., where wAnpwua is equiv. to 7700s 
tæv iÜvór, denoting the t bulk of the hea- 
thens, i.e. in a manner, all. At áxypie before oU 
TÓ "Àüpopna Tav ibvæv sloíA0g must be sup- 
plied some such words as, ‘and which will con- 
tinue to perpotuity, until, &c, Finally, at 
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öre Trpocis amò pépous TO lopa:X yéyover, Gypis ob TO TAH- 
175^ pena TOv vv ciaéA0g. ?9 Y kal obro mâs lapasX co075- 
SE, cera Kaos yéypamrae "H£es èx Ziov ó pudpevos, 
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elaérOn supply sle 3» Bacirslay oU Osov, or 
ele Thv riot. 

26. kai oUTe] i.e. when it shall be so that 
the wApeoua shall be brought in. Ze0:cerat, 
* shall be put into the way of salvation, have the 
means of salvation bestowed on them.’ See 
Note at Matt. i. 21. 
—«abuws yiypawra, &c.] The words are 

from Isa. lix. 20, and agree with the LXX., ex- 
cept that Yvexa is there used for the ix here, 
which, indeed, Beza and Koppe suspect crept in 
from an abbreviation of vaxa. But it were 
strange that it should have crept into all the 
MSS. It is better to suppose, with Vitrin 
that, together with this passage of Isaiah, the 
Apostle had in mind Ps. xiv. 7, rie dwoat ¿x 
Tidy rò cwrápior ; ani thus blended both into 
one. In xai droorpiwvea, &c. the Hebrew 
slightly differs from the Sept., as followed by the 
Apostle ; but, as Vitringa observes, that is merely 
from a freedom of translation. 

27. «ai avTq—P1a055xu] These words are, as 
Koppe remarks, taken from the same — of 
Isaiah ; though (as is not unusual in the Jewish 
writers) the passage is left incomplete, and to be 
supplied by the reader. The words Gray agé- 
Awuat Tas duaptlas ab’rey are supposed to be 
taken from Isa. xxvii. 9. They may, however, 
be taken, as Stuart says, from Jer. xxxi. 91. 
Prof. Hodge thinks setther — incon- 
sistent with the context, since the Apostle may 
mean, either that God would restore the Jews 
after he had punished them for their iniquities, 
or when he had converted them from their un- 
belief, See Isa. iv. 4. 

28. xard piv rò svayyéAtov—araripas | 
This is meant to meet a tacit objection; q. d. 
*[t cannot be that all Israel will be saved, and 
experience such grace from God ; since they are 
God's enemies, and God is theirs.’ Reply: 
‘They are, indeed, enemies; but they are ne- 
vertheless beloved, though in another respect.’ 
(Crell.) — és’ Oude. Render, ‘for your sakes,’ 
or * for your advantage,’ viz. that the Gospel may 
come unto you. 
— xara ài Thy ixdoyny, &c.] meaning, ° but 

in respect of their election (as the posterity of a 
nation chosen by God for his peculiar people), in 
that view they are beloved.'—d:a trois waripas, 
i. e. ‘on account of, and in respect of, the love 
which God bore to their forefathers.’ 

29. dusrauirnra yap Ta Xanicnara, &c.] 
t This assigns the reason why the Israclites even 
et, on their forefathers’ account, cease not to be 

belosed : and this is founded on the constancy of 
the Divine will, which decrees nothing of which 

the Deity can ever repent (Koppe) ;° q. d. ‘ For 
God will never repent of the promises which he 
made to the fathers, and.therefore will never 
change his purpose in to the bestowment 
of spiritual blessings on their offspring.’ (Stuart. 
The purpose, however, of the A poste Was, 
think, further than this, and is such as 
out by Hyper., as follows: ° Erunt quidem sem- 
per aliqui ex Judæis electi; id autem, non adeo 
propter dignitatem Patrum, sed magis ter 

1 promissiones ad Patree factas, quas is vult 
implere etiam erga degenerantes posteros, vel ob 
id quod promissis gaudet stare, et sententiam 
nequaquam mutat.’ 

—32. Of this portion (which is parallel with 
v. 11, and contains, as Hyper. says, a ratiocins- 
tion à pari intended to draw a firm conclusion) 
the sense is as follows: ‘ For as you Gentiles, who 
were once disobedient to God, by idolatry and 
unbelief, have at last obtained mercy and mtro- 
duction into God's church and covenant, on 
occasion of the obstinate unbelief of the Jews, 
who crucified the Lord of life (which was the 
occasion of the Gospel being preached to the 
Gentiles), even so , though now unbe- 
lieving, may obtain mercy, through your mercy 
[i.e. through the mercy vouchsafed to ex- 
citing them to seck for mercy]. (see — 14.) 
and at length receive the Gospel from them ; for 
God hath shut up a// (both Jews and Gentiles), 
that he may have mercy on all’ The Aposetle's 

ject, as Hodge observes, is to direct attention 
to the fact, —that God's dealings with men— both 
Jews and Gentiles—wss such as to place them 
on the very eame ground, as alike dependent on 
the same Mercy. Asal] men had forfeited every 
claim to the Divine mercy, and all were in the 
same loet estate, from which no effort of their 
pud rond A € das had determined al 
isplay his goodness, aving mercy u 

ews as well as Gentiles, and thus bring all, 
ultimately, to one fold, under one Shepherd. 
The great difficulty, however, in the , is 
with the words, avríxAsiaev ó Orde TOUR 9rápras 
els ár., which have been understood in two 
different ways. The ancient and earlier modem 
Commentator, with Wets. and Carp., render, 
*hath convicted all of sin, ‘hath proved that 
they all lie under it,’ namely, by his holy law. 
See iii. 9. Gal. iii. 22. Others, as Piscator and 
most of the recent Commentators (with the 
E. V.), interpret, ‘bath shut up (i.e. included 
together) all in disobedience and sin, subjected 
them to its control,” i. e. hath ttted them to 
be subject to it. On re-considering this case, I 
am inclined to agree with Mr. Ait, that no 

is pointed 
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Gal. 3. 33. 

0 Ocós Tous mávras eis àmeibeav, va Tos Trávras Neon. 

$3>°f2 Baños mAXoÚrou xai coplas xal yrooews Ocob! 
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mere permisseve act of God must here be under- 
stood; but that the Apostle is speaking of the 
Divine arrangement, by which the guilt of sin, 
and the mercy of God, were alike made mani- 
a — ipia o the — 

metaphor ( aps a mili one, as Dr. 
Peile thinks), — is, * God hath shut up, 
tevolved ta, : , all £o the same predica- 
ment of unbelief: but how? fva Tos v. Dudes. 
(only) that he may have mercy upon them all'— 
i.e. ‘the whole of them.’ See the able note of 
Calv., who, inter alia, observes, * Non intelligit 
(Apostolus) Deum ita exczcare omnes homines, 
ut sit illi imputanda eorum incredulitas, sed ita 
sus Providentia dispensasee, ut omnes increduli- 
tatis rei essent, quo eos haberet judicio suo 
obnoxios: atque in. hunc quidem finem, ut salus 
a sola sua bonitate esset, le meritis omnibus," 

Filled with a deep sense of human 
demerit, and Divine mercy and wisdom, to 
which the foregoing considerations, from v. 29 to 
32, had guided his mind, the Apostle concludes 
tbe doctrinal part of the Epistle by breakin 
forth inte admiration at the unfathomable depth 
and infinite abundance of the wisdom and mercy 
of God, evinced in making first the rejection of 
the Jews a means of calling the Gentiles, and 
then working upon the contnmacious Jews by 
i$ mercy shown to the Gentiles. On this noble 

one of the sublimest to be found 
even in the Holy Scripture itself, comp. Pa. 
XXxvi. 6. Job xi. 7, š v. 9. xxxvi D, 23. 
Jer. xxiii, 18, Tea. xl. 13—15. 

. Pálor mAovTou xai soptar, &c.] Here 
(ss Chrys., Theophyl., and others have shown) 
TÀovrov is merely intensive of Báðos, and stands 
for wkoúcioy. Comp. Eph. iii. 8, and Phil. iv. 19, 
Where xAovrow means, as in the present passage, 
Bot riches, but abundant goodness and grace. 
Similarly it is said, Plato, Euthyd. 13, peace 
Prò TAoíTov ris copiae. Prof. Hodge thinks 
X probable that the Apostle meant to express 
different ideas by the terme copias and yvór:wr, 
because both these attributes are wonderfully dis- 
ijs in the work of — of which he 

speaking, —' all-comprehending know- 
ledge, which — all the objects of this 
Work, all the necessities and cireumstances of their 
being, all the means requisite for the accomplish- 
ment of the Divine purpose, and all the 
of those means from the beginning to the end. 
Infinite wisdom, in selecting and adapting the 
Means to the object in view, in the ordering of 
the whole scheme of Creation, Providence, and 
Redemption; so that the glory of God and the 

e ~ b Job 11.7. 
WS ps. 36.6. 

c Ps. 03. 6. 
Isa. 4. 18. 
Jer. 38. 18. 
Wiad. 9. 18. 
3 Cor. 8. 
d Job 41. 11. 
e Prov. 16. 4 
1 Cor. 8. 6. 
Col. 1. 16. 

Pet. 9. 5. 
Ps. 60. 18, 14. 

happiness of his creatures are, and are to be, 
wonderfully promoted. 
— ws áysEepsóvnra Tà xpíuara aóTov] By 

Tà kpíuara understand the irions, 
and decrees 8 idence; and by al 
doi avTov, the ways by which bis purposes are 
carried into effect. The Apostle means to say, 
that his wisdom and ways are far above their 
comprehension ; and * will they take upon them- 
selves to counsel him?" For such is import 
of ver. 34. 

These words are y formed on Pe. xxxvi. 6, 
(Sept.) ra xpluatra cov wotl &fvaaos worddn, 
and Ps. Ixxvi. 19, (Sept.) iv rij 0aXácon ù 
68d¢ cov, xal al rplBa gov iv bdact woAXois, 
xal à Ixvon cov ob yvec8icovra:. The utter 
incompetency of the human intellect to the. 
searching or finding out the way, plans, and pur- 

of God, was distinctly seen, and sometimes 
ly acknowledged, by the ancient heathen philo- 

sophers. So Iophon. ap. Stob. Eclog. 1. ii. 1, 
P. 11, Heeren, érforapa: 83 xal rad’, ovcd wap 
yurd, Qs paddAov Goris eldivar rà T&v Üsioy 
Znrst, rocovTw u&AXXov Hoaoy sicerat. 

35. ‘This verse must, as Dr. Peile observes, 
‘be taken as one continuous sentence.” ‘Or 
who hath first given to him, and it shall'—for 
‘who bath first given to him, that it should—be 
given to him again?’ (a sentiment probably sug- 
gested by Job xli. 11,‘ Who hath done me any 
services, that I may recompense him 2°) ‘ Here,’ 
observes Bp. Terrot, * the Apostle recurs to what 
— Pounds the — orane of 
the Epistle, —Justificati ; and with it 
he ciae the — of the Epistle, — 
having abundantly proved that, if either Jew or 
Gentile be saved, it is entirely of grace, not of 
works ; neither of them having done any thing 
for God, in return for which they could claim 
Salvation.” 

36. This verse is suspended upon a negative 
clause, involved in the interrogation of the 
ceding one; i.e. [Surely no one ;} for of Him 
&c., and consequently he may dispose of al 
according to his sovereign will. The substance 
of the verse may be thus paraphrased: ‘For 
from him, as their original Creator, all things 
are derived; through him, as their continual 
Governor and Preserver, all things consist and 
subsist, are upheld and rved; and to him, 
as their ultimate end, all things and all actions 
tend, and terminate; so as to contribute to his 
raise and glory, illustrate his perfections, and 
nally accomplieh hie wise and benevolent pur- 

poses. Let, then, his majesty, wisdom, and 
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goodness be magnified and adored for ever! 
Amen. 

XII. Having now completed the doctrinal and 
argumentative part of his Epistle, the Apostle 
roceeds, in conclusion, to the practical ; urging, 

for the benefit of both the Jewish and the Gen- 
tile converts, exhortations, founded on the doc- 
trines laid down, to the moral duties of justified 
Christians. First, he inculcates the duties of 
believers generally, of whatever rank or degree, 
station or dignity (ch. xii.). Puspa, he 
treats of the political or social duties of Chris- 
tians, such as are to be observed with respect to 
their superiors, their equals, and themselves (ch. 
xiii.). Thirdly, he treats of private duties, eco- 
nomical and ceremonial, such as are to be ob- 
served by Christians in their social intercourse 
with each other, especialy towards those who 
have not hitherto been convinced, or are as yet 
weak in the faith (ch. xiv.—zvi.). This chapter 
consists of two parts, of which Part I. (vv. 1—8) 
treats of piety towards God, and of the proper 
estimate and use to be made of the various gifts 
and offices employed or exercised in the Church. 
Part LI. (vv. 9—21) relates to Christian love, 
and its various manifestations towards different 
classes of persons. As the sum and substance of 
all that has been said of the justification, sancti- 
fication, and salvation of men is,—that these re- 
sults are to be attributed, not to human merits, 
but to the mercy of God, in Christ, the Apostle 
brings the whole discussion to bear as a motive 
for devotedness of spirit, and consecration of 
heart and life, unto Gop, the Author of these 
mercics. 

l. mapaka ovv 0jas, &c.] The oUv conclu- 
sive, which ushers in the subsequent exhortation, 
may be referred to the whole of the above doc- 
trinal discussions, but chiefly to the latter part 
of chap. xi.—aud, as appears from the words é:a 
T@uv olxtipuwy Tov Osov, espec. to vv. 3], 22, 
and 35, 36 ; q. d. ‘Such being the case, and cspec. 
such being the compassion of God towards sinful 
man, and the provision made for their acceptance 
through the Beloved, &c. The Apostle com- 
mences with earnestly exhorting them to lead a 
life worthy of such great and unspeakable mer- 
cies and benefits, by presenting their bodies to 
God a living sacrifice, as opposed to the dead 
ones under the Law,—and holy, in opposition to 
external and legal oncs, to God, —in 
allusion to the selection of the victims for sacri- 
fice; which, in order to be acceptable to God, 
were required to be immaculate. 

One cannot but remark, that almost every ex- 
pression here (espec. rapacryca: for vpoca£- 
eiv, —a sacrificial metaphor, on which see my 
x.), as in 1 Pet. ii. 5, is borrowed from the 

Aarpela of the Old. Test, under which tho 
animals presented and devoted to God were re- 
quired to be free from all blemish of body ; in 
accommodation to which figurative comparison 
the terms rà cópaTa are employed, instead of 
buas abrovs (comp. supra vi. 13, Ta pidn); 
thus meaning to intimate, that, under the New 
Covenant, a spirilual sacrifice is required, by the 

ROMANS XII. 2. 
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offering of ‘ ourselves, body, and soul, and spirit, 
unto God. Sec 1 Cor. vi. 20. 1 Thess. v. 23. 
Perhaps, however, the term cœpara may have 
been employed to intimate that devoted obedi- 
ence which we owe to the Lord, as —— 
our own, but bought with a price ; and the er- 
pression may be best explained, with Hyper., to 
advert to the corporeal and external actions, 
with all the powers of the mind which have 
their seat in the organs of the body; for it is 
the regulation of the actions, and the desires 
which govern action, that is here meant, and 
not merely the regulating the mind, or soul. 
And so Tholuck ; who remarks, that the expres- 
sion is so used, because the body is the organ of 
ractical activity ; which practical activity is to 
b dedicated to God's service. However, I do 
not disapprove, though I cannot embrace, the 
view of Oleh., De Wette, and Alf., that ‘the 
term is meant to indicate, that the sanctification 
of Christian life is to extend to that pn of 
man’s nature, which is especially under the 
bondage of sin.’ But would not that sense re- 
quiro the Singular—rò cõua? On the full 
orce of @uciay here see Theophyl., Theodor., 
and CEcumen., who are chiefly indebted to 
Chrys. It is plain that Ç@cav buciay is here 
opposed to the Levitical sacrificea, which might 
be styled ‘ dead,’ as consisting of slain animals. 
The Apostle means to intimate, that our Great 
Sacrifice having been slain for us, and remission 
of sins obtained (see Heb. x. 12, 14), tee need 
not be offered to God, by the blood-shedding of 
slain animals, but as /iting sacri Several 
examples of this figurative use of the sacrificial 
term Üvcía are adduced by Carpz., which he in- 
troduces by the remark, * Ita variis in locis Philo 
docuit, homines pios ac integroe sese ipsos pe 
stare victimas oportere Summo Numini. Nam 
delectari Deum sancta et sincera mente offer- 
entis, ac spiritu ad virtutes omnis generis com- 
posito. Of the passages he adduces, the most 
appropria are, p. 669, E, 5 Yap &Anbùs ispovp- 
yla tis dy sin, mAiv Puxns Oeopidobs ebci- 
Bea; 38, where, tracing the symbolical and 
allegorical sense of holocausts, he says, that God 
is not so much pleased with holocausta, as te pes 
kað’ Sov ausivon aydpds, Os ápwpuos wy ra 
xaÜapÜ0sie, xaÜápÜsci aic dpstais Tereiate" 
Avros &a Tw ñ evapeactaty Üvala, xai dry 
Ó: GÀ cy tvápsa Tos Tw Orw. He then proceeds 
to adduce, p. 846, B, of the Nuzirai, avrov 
ávaTiOsaci xal xaÜispovoiw. He then goes on 
to ny, that Philo mentions the as serv- 
ing God most religiously ; and affirms that 
did not offer victims in sacrifice, ‘sed suas mentes 
composuisse ad hostias sanctas.’ The words are, 
iv ois uáAio ra Ospawevrai Oro yayoract, 
ob Loa xataBvovres, AA’ lepowpaemwets ras 
¿aur@v cavoias kaTagKxsud{ery áEcovrmis: 
where I suspect that Philo wrote x<aña yi, 
and that the text. rec. arose from some stupid 
marginal gloss, Carpz. then adds, * lllud ipsum 
confirmat Flav. Josephus, Antt. xviii. i. 5, els 
TÒ ispóv åvaðńuará cs (read ye, * saltem" 
aTíAXoyrts, Ovolas oóx larvreXovot Qin qpopé- 
THT ayvewy As vouí(oisp (by reason of the 
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superiority of the lustrations, which they cus- 
tomarily used); and then he adds, ip’ éaurav 
tae Üvcías iwereover, where ¿$' iavr. means 
* apud seipsos," equiv. to * in seipsis, 

Si coena Aarpalay bu.|] The expres- 
sion is in apposition, whether with @ucíay, or, as 
Alf. supposes, with the whole sentence, is imma- 
terial ; since the only point of importance is, to 
ascertain the sense, much debated, of the epi- 
thet iv. By Theodor, Erasm., Beza, 
Grot, Hamm., Mackn., others, it is ex- 
plained rati having reason; a8 opposed to rational, 
the sacrifice of animals destitute of reason; and 
so Cyril of Alex. Homil. Pasch. xxii. p. 273, 
ARTE Aarpelay the Tov dvÜpóoov xadst 
xabiipwow, aytiwmapstdywy (comparing) Tò 
X»nua Tais xarà vopov Bucias; while the 
ancients generally, and, of the modems, Est., 
Mede, Wets., Carpz., Koppe, and Rosenm. ex- 
lain it * spiritual, offered up with the spirit and 

Peart, as — to lifeless rites and ceremonies. 
rather with Prof. Stuart, Dr. 

Peile, and Mr. Alford, that Aoyixj» is opposed 
to cap«., as used in Heb. vii. 16,—a mere ex- 

service, such as the Jews offered and re- 
lied on for salvation. Comp. similar figurative 
language in Philo, t. ii. 254, rò xaÜapdraror 
Tov Ovovrot wvevma Aoyiwór. Thus it will de- 
note ‘ rational and spiri service, such as is 
the service of rational creatures, offered to the 
great Source of all reason, and by which it is re- 
quired that we should * worship him in spirit and 
in truth.” See John iv. 24. However the allu- 
sion can be but indirect and secondary ; for it is 
not so much rational worship and spiritual afec- 
tions that are here had in view, as the sacrifico 
of the heart, and the consecration of the liſe, by 
bringing not only every action, but every thought, 
into captivity to the obedience of Christ. Comp. 
1 Cor. vi. Thess. v. 23. This is ably 
evinced by Hyper., and espec. by Calv., who 
says that these words were added, in order tho 
better to explain and confirm the preceding; 
q. d. ‘ Exhibete vos in sacrificium Deo, si Deum 
colere in animo habetis: nam hic est legitimus 
colendi Dei ritus, a quo qui discedunt, perversi 
sunt cultores” This view is confirmed by the 
next words, uù cvoxnuaTítea04—áAXAXà usTa- 
poppovoðs, which must refer to action and 
conduct, 
2 The two verbs evo x. und meran. are not 

Passive, but Midd. Reflex., in a reciprocal sense; 
q.d. * Do not conform yourselves, but transform 
yourselves, —through a transformation. An ex- 
ample of ovox., followed by mpòe rev — 
is adduced from Plut. Vit. Num. 8 20. ere, 
then, the Apostle intimates kow the end of the 
above admonition may be attained,—namely, b 
seeking that transformation of the heart, whic 
will alone regulate the actions. Merapop¢. is 
a strong expression, denoting ‘complete trans- 
formation,’ whether physical or mental. In the 

ter sense, the term implies ‘a thorough re- 
newal of the mind.’ So Seneca, Epist. vi. (cited 
by t) p ‘Sentio non emendari me tan- 

OL. ^ 

^ rus > 1 Cor. 8. 10. vavri TQ Üvr. èv Upiy, un or io 

tum, sed £ urari.’ Here, of course, it means 
the transformation of the soul into the image of 
Christ from glory to glory (see 2 Cor. iii. 18), by 
such a renovation of the mind and affections, as 
can be effected alone by the aids of the Holy 
Spirit co-operating with our own zealous endea- 
vours, as implied in the use of the Imperative 
Hortative (as oft., particularly in the Sermon on 
the Mount), by way of impressiveness ; which, 
however, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. are pleased 
to change into the Infin. (as suspended on the 
zapaxaAc at the mang of the preceding 
verse), from A, D, F, G, and about 18 cursives: 
very insufficient authority; espec. since all the 
ancient Versions and Theodor. confirm the Im- 
perat; and internal evidence is quite in its 
avour; for the Canon, of preferring the more 
difficult reading, does not apply in cases like 
thie, where the reading ma ascribed to Jia- 
cism ; as is the case here ; for the uncials are all 
such as abound with Itacisms. And the same 
may be said of almost all the cursives. Of the 
only two Lamb. and Mus. MSS. which have the 
Infin., one absolutely swarms with Itacisms, and 
the other abounds in them. The same may be 
said of Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. It is no wonder 
that Lachm., who never collated, should not 
have been aware of this Itacism in a:, and of its 
perpetual recurrence. But that Tisch. should 
not have thought of it, is strange. But even 
non-collators, like Lachm. and Alf., might have 
learnt it, and its ap lication here, from Dr. Mill. 

2. els +ó doxipa{ew, &c.] q. d. ‘in order that 
e may prove by the above process ; for, I say, &c.' 
aul here seems to advert to the most remark- 

able results of this dvaxalywore Tov voós* 
namely, the proving, trying, and approving what 
the will of God is (or what he would have us 
beth believe and practise); what is good and 
acceptable to him, and perfect; i.e. fully such. 

8—21. We have here some special injunctions, 
grounded on the foregoing general exhortation, 
couched in wapaxada, and ph evo xin. 

Aéyo is to be construed with mayri Tw, 
&c., in the sense, *I charge every one that is 
among you [however high in station or favoured 
by spiritual gifts] not to think of, regard himself, 
above measure,—but to gauge himself soberly 
(suo modulo metiri, as says Horace), modestly, 
with due Christian humility, forming a just esti- 
mate of himself and his spiritual gifts” That 
this idea of a modulus was present to the mind 
of the Apostle, is probable from the subjoined 
words, which signify, ‘ Let every one estimate 
himself according to the actual measure (exact 
degree) of faith and grace, or Christian know- 
ledge, which has been imparted to him by God 
through the Holy Spirit.” See Eph. iv. 7, where 
the term employed, iuépios, is meant to incul- 
cate modesty and humility, by the appropriate 
consideration, ‘ Who hath made him to differ 
by superiority ?' Similarly as at 1 Cor. iv. 7, 
it is said, rí dà yai 8 ovK iXAaflac; To advert 
to some matters oF phraseology.—Tho words da 
Tij* Xap. T. È. m., must not be — to the 
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A 
the Spirit, which qualified St. Paul for 
discharge of its duties. In the words u vrep- 
dpovety, &c., there is a paronomasia between 
Ppovety, Owepcppovetvy, and cwppovsiv; ot 
which several examples might be adduced from 
Thucyd. and other writers; ex. gr. Thucyd. ii. 
62, un ppovńpartı povov, àÀXa xal xaradpo- 
vipart. Charondas, in Stob. Sent. 43, mpoc- 
groisía0. di Ixacros THY WodtTwY owppovety 
madXov ñ $povaiv. With dvreppypovety rap’ 0 
at dpovety here comp. Urepnpavws ppoveiv, 
2 Macc. ix. 12. In gpovety als Tò aodpovety 
we have an acuté dictum per paronomasiam, as 
in the Pindaric $povsiy iv Ty copla: and it 
may be paralleled by what our great Epic Poet 
(Paradise Lost, vii. zt calis the * knowledge 
within bounds; and the Apostle, as Hyper. 
thinks, means to intimate that the root of all 
error and discord is curious and arrogant wisdom. 
— ixácTo we] for ws ikáaTæ, as at | Cor. 

iil. 5.—pérpoy wiarewe the ancient and many 
modern Expositors explain of the yapis uara at 
v. 6, the extraordinary gifts and es of the 
Holy Spirit. So Eph. iv. 7, dvi 82 dxaorew "uiv 
¿ón ñ xápis xard Td uí£Tpor THS Ómpsác oU 
Xpiorov. By others it is interpreted of the 
measure of religious faith and knowledge allotted 
to each. Both senses may, in some measure, be 
conjoined. So Carpz. well remarks: * Mérpov 
axlorews est diversus gradus, ac to diversa, 
beneficiorum et gratia Dei, cognitionis Dei, ac 
donorum Spiritus Sancti, cum administrantium 
tum sanctificantium, que ille singulis distribuit 
ad commune bonum lesie, uti vult. (1 Cor. 
xii. 4, 11.) Est sive amplior sive arctior men- 
sure quantitas, notitia rerum divinarum, qua 
Christianis piis unà cum fide obtigit diversimode, 
per unctionem Spiritus Sancti. (1 John ii. 27.)' 

4, 5. In these verses we have the same com- 
paneon as that which occurs more at length in 

Cor. xii., and for the same purpose. The object 
of the Apostle is in both cases the very same. 
He designs, by a familiar illustration of the sub- 
ject,—from a comparison of the natural body 
with the body politic or social, to show that the 
diversity of offices and gifts among Christians, so 
far from — inconsistent with their nion as 
one body in Christ, is necessary to the perfection 
and usefulness of that body. It would be, he 
intimates, as unreasonable for all Christians to 
have the same gifts as for all the members of the 
human frame to have the same office. The senso 
may be thus expressed : * For just as in one body 
there are mauy members, but the members have 
not all the an bitis so we, the many (see 
] Cor. x. 17) [the members as a body, as dis- 
tinguished from any individual thereof] are 
one body in Christ, considered as the Head of 
the whole society, but we are each one (for 
sls (xacTosç xal’ iavròv, each individually) 

postolio office, but include the various gifts of 
the due 

oto, 10 66 xab’ els GANA énn. 9 €"Exovres 96 yapicpara 
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members one of another,’ i.e. are mutual! 
members of the same body. In 6 ài xa8' ale 
we have an anomalous idiom (found also at 
3 Macc. v. 34) for ol xa’ iva, or ele iixac-roe 
kaf iavróv. As to the reading rò, found in 
several of the most ancient MSS., and received 
into the text by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., it may 
be the true reading. Internal evidence seems to 
be in its favour, and, though the formula is 
more anomalous, yet it may be accounted for, 
and could not arise from an error of the scribes. 

6. Having hinted at the liability of new con- 
verts to be puffed up with the spiritual gifts 
which might be dealt out to them, the Apoatle 
proceeds to lay down rules for the exercise of 
such gifts; and, accordingly, “in this and the 
following verses we have the application of the 
preceding comparison to the special object in 
view. ‘If Christiane are all members of the 
same body, having different offices apnd gifts; 
instead of being puffed up one above another, 
and instead of envying and opposing one another, 
they should severally discharye their re ive 
duties, diligently and humbly, for the good of 
the whole, and not for their own advantage. 
There is no appearance of L arrange- 
ment in this passage; on the contrary, Paul 
seems to refer, without any order, to the various 
duties which the officers, and even private mem- 
(Hea of a Church were called upon to perform." 

— — bi yaplopera, &c.] The construc- 
tion in this and the verses following is anomalous, 
*Exovres may best be regarded as a Nominativus 

dens, to be taken at each member áó «oiov, 
Its sense being adapted to circumstances. At any 
rate, the general intent of the Apostle is clear, 
which is to excite his readers to the zealous erer- 
cise of the gifts of the Spirit; so, however, that 
those who enjoyed the higher kinds should not 
interfere with one another; sec ver. 8, and 1 Cor. 
xii. 4, sqq. 
— irs wpopnyrslav] Supply fye, xiro 

attiv, or ZXowrsç, Exwuev. On the nature of 
this ki edi m there has been no little discus- 
sion. Yet, still, considerable darkness hangs over 
the subject. The reader may profitably consult 
Prof. Hodge's annotation, where he shows, at 

, that the term was applied to all classes of 
religious teachers under the Old Dispensation. 
See Gen. xx. 7. Deut. xviii. 18, and especially 
Exod. iv. 16; and that this is the sense of the 
word in the New Test. is plain from Matt. x. 41. 
xiii. 57. Luke iv. 24. vii. 26—29., John iv. 19. 
Acts xv. 32. 1 Cor. xii. 28. xiv. 29—32. 
* From theso (says he) and numerous similar 
— it appears, that the prophetis in the 

hristian Church were men who spake under 
the immediate influence of the Spirit of God, 
and delivered some divine communication re- 
lating to doctrinal truths, to present duties, to 
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future events, &c., as the case might be. The 
point of distinction between them and the Apoe- 
des considered as religious teachers appears to 
have been, —that the inspiration of the A 
was abiding ; they were the infallible and autho- 
ritative messengers of Christ; whereas the inspi- 
ration of the was occasional and tran- 
sext. The latter differed, again, from the 
teachers, inasmuch as these were not necessarily 
inspired, but taught to others what they them- 
selves had learned from the Scriptures, or from. 
inspired men.’ As to the not a little debated 
expression, cata Tiv dvadoylay, one thing is 
certain, that it is not to be understood, according 
to the acceptation in which it is used by Theo- 
logical writers, of the general plan of revealed 
truth ; nor ought it to be sup to have re- 
ference to any article of faith; but it is, as 
Mackn. says, ‘that extent and energy of inspira- 
tion which was bestowed upon spiritual men, and 
ng is called ‘each man's measure of faith,’ 
ver. 3. 

As to wiorews, there seems a reference to the 
various yapicuata mentioned just after; and 
consequently wiorswe here must carry with it 
an adjunct notion of the ydpis spoken of at v. 3. 
The general sense will dien be: ‘Tet the Pro- 
phets speak in proportion as they have faith and 

im so to do.” 
7. &axoríay] The words Qtáxovos, d:axovety, 

and ég:axovia, though general terms, and used 
even of the Apostles themselves, are often in the 
New Test. taken of some certain ific office 
undertaken in the cause of the Christian religion 
(compare 1 Cor. xii. 5. 2 Cor. ix. 1), and exer- 
cised by those who did not so much iy hd 
themselves in explaining the doctrines of the Gos- 
pel, as in mono Ie cartermal and temporal 
affuirs of the Church and of individuals. On 
the kinds of Deacons, see Suic. Thes. i. 862, and 
Bingham's Eccl. Ant. ii. 20. 

8. 6 wapaxadev] There has been no little 
debate as to the respective senses of ó diddoxwy 
and 6 wapaxaXay, which some regard as mean- 
ing the same thing, while others take them to 
relate to different offices. 1t would seem that as 
Š wpodrrevesy is plainly distinguished both from 
6 Qidág xe and ó wapakadwy, that so these two 
are also meant to be distinct. In what, however, 
the distinction consisted, it is not easy to say 
with certainty. It seems most probable that (as 
— suggests) Ó Jiódaxcey was an inary 
— who taught n — the 

Gospel according to the degree of religious know- 
ledge which * ; while ó Papaka 
was an Ezborter, i. e. one who urged men to the 
practical duties, dwelt upon the promises and 
threatenings of the Gospel, and thus aided and 
completed the work which the d:dacxadoe had 
begun. Thus the expression will be equiv. to 
&rTiA cf preis at 1 Cor. xii. 28. 
On the next words, ó usradidobe—iy lXapó- 

Tari, there is even yet greater diversity or opi 
nion. Stuart is of opinion that by ó useTad:dovs, 
© Tpotordpuevor, and ó ¿XsGs, the Apostle refers 
to private individuals in the Church, conspicu- 

Jor 

Epb. 4. 11. 
1 4. 10, 
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i Deut. 15. 7. 
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ous for their attention to the duties respectively 
indicated by those words,—the m went of 
the external temporal affairs of the Church, in- 
cluding the relief of the sick and poor. He 
truly remarks that the Commentators had gone 
upon an unfounded assumption, when they took 

, rather than proved, that à uera- 
didoue, 6 ?rpoicTáusvot, and o ico» designate 
officers or offices in the Church. Vitringa, in- 
deed, long ago saw that in the case of à icv; 
and it is true of the other two, at least of mera. 
And therefore to endeavour to draw any parallel 
with the gifts and offices stated by the Apostle at 
l Cor. xii. 28, is to needlessly embarrass the 
subject. It would seem that the scope of the 
words o utradidoós—lAapórnT: is to give an 

monilion as well to the persons who exercised 
the gifts, as to those who discha the offices 
above mentioned. According to this view, there 
can be no difficulty in referring o iAewy to the 
Š, &xovos, with allusion to that alacrity so requi- 
site in the due discharge of so onerous and invi- 
dious an office. As to the à ueradidvds and ò 
wpoiorduevos, they belong, I apprehend, both 
to the 7pod$rrac and the &:dacnador, and have 
reference to the then two great divisions of the 
ministerial office, —namely, teaching and 
i Thus the two offices are mentioned apart 
at l Cor. xii. 28, and also at ] Thess. v. 12, 
Epwtwpuey Unas, dóeA pol, eldivar Tobs xoari- 
evTrat iy vuv, kai ?tpoicTauévovs óuiy iv 
Kuplw, xai vou8erouvras Duas, where the xor. 
is equivalent to the Jióáex. in the present pas- 
sage, and the xai vovÜsToUrTas corresponds to 
the wapaxaX. here. This is confirmed by 1 Tim. 
v. 17, ol xal@s poscis wpecBirepan 
Qu gs Tue &Evoóo0 cay: náXio a ol koi- 
ures ly Xóyo Kai dcdacxaXia, i. e. who were 
both wposoturres and didaoxador. It is scarcely 
necessary to observe, that in à ueračıĝoùs tho 
expression (which should be rendered, ‘he who 
imparts’) is quite as applicable to the communi- 
cation of spiritual knowledge, as of worldly 
goods. So Rom. i. 11, fva vi erað yapiopa 
Vui» *vsvuaTiKOV. In this view, iy dwAoTHTs 
will mean, ‘in simplicity and sincerity,’ i. e. not 
dolar tov Adyow Tov O:ov. Thus far in my 
former Edd. On carefully reconsidering this puz- 
zling term ó meTadiduds, l am induced to acqui- 
esce in the ancient, and the most eminent modern 
Expositors, that the impartment is to be confined 
to that of temporal goods, for the relief of tho 
necessitous. But that leaves open'the question, 
whether by the Pw filling thedepartment are to 
be understood rch functionaries, as Deacons, or 

I members of the Church ; in other words, 
whether it is to be understood of distributing the 
alms of others, or of bestowing one's own worldly 
goods, so as to be xowævixoi, 1 Tim. vi. 18, and 
thus — the private acts of Christian be- 
nevolence. Prof. Hodge unites both ; dwelling, 
however, rindpaliy on the former. But this is 
liable to four objections, which I have urged in 
my Supplem. Volume. Suffice it here to say, 
that it seems the safest view to understand it in 
the latter sense only (one frequently found in 

H2 
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1 Pet. 1. 33. 
86. +. 

. Phil. 3.3. 1Pet.1.22. & 3.17. 2 Pet.1.7. 

the Class. and Hellenistic Greek writers) of ‘ an 
open-hearted and liberal impartment of our 
oods for the relief of the necossitous ;' as in 
Cor. viii. 2. iv. 11, 13. This has been shown 

by Prof. Stuart, in his able Excursus on the pas- 
sage, where he remarks, that, ‘apart from the 
antecedent — of ai ede ccs — 
as it is gene explained) “¿he person w. 
Clea the alms P the Church, and distributed 
them among the poorer Christians,”—for was not 
this precisely ó &iáxoros, already mentioned P'— 
and if ó wrpoterdpuevos, preceding officer, 
being placed here sixth among the public func- 
tionaries, ueradcdovac properly means ‘to give 

one's own to others’ (whereas ‘ to distribute’ is 
tadedovac, Luke xviii. 22. John vi. 11. Acts iv. 

85). Thus it will mean some distributors, whe- 
ther under the Deacons or not is uncertain. 
There is more difficulty as to the sense of ó 
?poicTáusvos. Stuart, Peile, and Meyer, take 
it of ‘the patronage of strangers, by a sort of 
free hostelry, or generally of * the helping of 
those that are in need, or under any necessity 
requiring aid of any kind.” Comp. xvi. 2, mpo- 
oratis TOAN lvevyriÜn, and the preceding con- 
text. This they confirm from Theophyl., whose 
words are,—wpotorucbai iar: Tó BonÜsiv xal 
id pnuåTwæv kai dd Tov cwuaroe abToU TH 
Bontelas ccouéven, where Stuart rightly renders 
wpotaracQa by to aid, and d:a pnuáTwv by 

But that produces a very vague and 
jejune sense; and, consequently, the pass 
does not fully establish the interpretation for 
which it is adduced. Of this Dr. Peile seems 
uite aware; and, to parry the difficulty, he ren- 
dux ià puu&Tov ‘by pleadings ; comparing the 
duties of the Latin Patronus. But l cannot find 
the slightest authority for such a sense of 65a ; 
and, doubting not that the word is corrupt, I 
propose the mild emendation yonudérwy, which 
will make all right; and thus the sense of the 
words will be, ‘ both by his worldly means, and 
by his personal aid and service.’ The correctness 
of the emendation is placed beyond doubt by the 
words following, where Theophyl. remarks, that, 
** since the Apostle has spoken about the impart- 
ing of worldly goods, mepi ueTaddcews ypnuc- 
Twy, and since all do not abound in these, (have 
not these means,) he now exhorts: mpotcraco 
&AXws, we divaca, xai. Bonber ois xpptov- 
cw add’ iv o ovÓg, — but (so that it be 
done) with zeal and forwardness.'" Stuart, Peile, 
and Meyer, might have confirmed this inter- 
pretation from Chrys., who decidedly adopts this 
view of wpoter., as appears from his words, — 
dav Taúrnv (scil. dyarny ávvwOkpiTov) où 
éawduns alabijoy xpnudToy, où móvov cwad- 
TwV (I conjecture cwuaros) xal iv xprinaoct 
xai iv Acyw, and then dwarret woocraclay 
peta aovóijs. On the whole, I regard this in- 
terpretation of vi da as presenting the true sense 
intended by the tle. And should this be 
adopted by future Expositors, 1 would propose s 
yet surer emendation of the words of Theophyl., 
by reading &«à. xenudtwy xal dia pnudTæv. 
Thus by the repeated 6:4 the intermediate words 
Xenparey xai were lost, though called for by 

ROMANS XII. 9, 10. 

èv oTrovÓj* ò éXedv, èv ihaporntt. 9J'H ¿ydmm, avutroxpitos 
4. dvrocTwyobvres TÒ Trovnpóv, KoAAwpEvoL TO ayaba 10 k +$ p- 

the context, and confirmed by Chrys. That this 
must have been the view (and not that of Presi- 
dency) taken by Theodor. is plain from his in- 
terpretation, however brief,——usráà éiwiracewt 
Tavra vouoberet, kal Thy endepovlay orov- 
saiay slvai xeXedec. That CEcumen. and Pho- 
tius so understood the term, is plain from the 
words xai 7poioTacÜac« pù uec, GAX’ oF 
Vip iavrov awovdd{ovra. If this be the true 
view of the sense, it will prove that the last of 
the clauses, o ¿As@v iv LAXapornr: must sot be 
taken, as it generally has been, of any Church 
office; q. d. * Almoner, as Vitringa long ago ob- 
jected to, but any and every private Christian 
who practises the Christian duty in question; 
and it is frivolous to distinguish, as Stuart does, 
the difference between the benevolence practised 
by the ó meradidods and the ó éAswy. As to 

e latter, it is best taken in the most eral 
sense, including the bestowment of whatever 
may in any way help those who are in any need, 
or necessity, whether from poverty, or sickness, 
or a state of destitution generally, according to 
the full extent of what is meant in such passages 
of the Old Test. here in the Apostle’s mind, as 
Prov. xix. 17, davei{er Oes ó ihewy wrayer, 
and xiv. 2], iAcwv wrwyode uaxapiaós, and 
xxiii. 8, ræ Asa: a To ovs. 

9. Now follow the private virtues to be culti- 
vated by all Christians ; of which ¿yx denotes 
the Christian phi described at 1 Cor. 
xiii. 1—8. I would, however, not here commence, 
as is usually done, a new Section, but connecting 
the injunction 3j &yá- dv. with the preceding 
Ò peradidods iNap u would point, with R. 
Stephens in his Ed. O mirificam: ¿v lkapómTmTA- 
* dyumoxpitos’ áTocTV'yovrrsc, as in 
Engl. Version thus, ‘cheerfulness: let love be 
without dissimulation. Abhor, &. Or, at any 
rate, I would not separate them by division of 
Section; for, as Estius remarks, ‘que sequuntur, 
ut om : — — — & septem 
superioribus differunt." is difference, th 
made the Editors commence a Section: 
though the community before spoken of should 
have forbidden it. The term avuwcxp. is meant 
to denote that ‘every such kind of private bene- 
volence, as that just spoken of, ìs to be us- 
Jeigned, is not to be the mere acting of a part, is 
to be what it seems, and not issuing from con- 
straint.’ 
— dwoorvyotvres, &c.] The construction 

here and in the following verses is very i lar, 
and like that at Heb. xiii. 5. To take the P i- 
ciples, with Koppe and others, for Verte, is 
explaining nothing. It is better to su an 
anantapodoton, the Participles being used as if 
suspended on some Verb which occurred in the 
preceding sentence. Had the Apostle written 
ayanate dévumoxpitws, the construction would 
have been regular. The terms dwroorvy. and 
xo\\cmevot are very strong; the former signify- 
ing, as Theophyl. explains, ¿x pexis ntGoprrat ; 
and the latter denoting ‘the closest cleaving to, 
adhering to, the practice of what is fut 8o 
xoAX. is used (after the Heb. p31) in 2 Kings iii. 
9, Tp duapría ‘lepoBodgp—ixodd#On, — oun 
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adehfia eis àXXrXovs duXóoropryot, TH TiN GNXU mponyoú- 18er. 1.15. 
uevot, lr oTovÓ) pù oxvnpol, 
* Kupip SovAcvovtes 12 m+ edrrids yaipovres, TH Ortfpe inro- 

TQ TVEÚATL CéovTEs, TQ ic m. 
Heb. 10. 

3. 
1 Thess. 5. 

Cc 
96. 

Luke 

uévovres, TH rpocevxf) rpookaprepoUvres* 13 " ais ypelais ray Ee | 

awiory aurijs, ‘adhered to, ‘continued in the 
ice, ‘holding fast the practice.” It is a 

ellenistic term, from the pure Greek dyr- 
3 — a Ar New n ] Sub 

E tiÀaósA pia — hidrdderopya ub. 
Spree. — —2 —* — rises to 
something higher, and exhorts them to be g:Ad- 
eTopryot tH piradeA gia, where rH pià. is a 
Dative of instrument, denoting the mode in which 
they ought to be girdotropyo:. SiAcarTopyos 
(a word confined to the later Classical writers) is 

tly used of the satural affection subsisting 
— parents and children; but it is also 
employed to denote tender affection gom. 
— TH Timp dXX ovs vpomy.] e force of 

this injunction has, I apprehend, been mistaken 
by those, as Dr. Burton, who understand it—by 
each thinking the other his superior—of humility, 
wbich surely would be here out of place, even if 
in itself practicable; besides, that it would require 
Tporijuayrts, as Dr. Peile remarks. I cannot, 
however, admit his version, ‘vying with each 
other in showing deference,’ since it cannot be 
extracted from the words without violence. In 
short, the Apostle seems to have meant the 
reciprocal duty which we owe one to another, in 
the various orders of civil society, of setting an 
example of rendering honour where it is due. 
So H. Steph. Thes. in v. mpony. ‘alius alii suo 
exemplo praeuntes in honore deferendo :' q.d. 
thus promoting the maintenance of due sub- 
ordination, an order, in society. The 
above in tion of pony. is confirmed 
by Chrys. and Theophyl, and is adopted b ; H eopay!., P y 

11. 79 ety Meorni Expositors are not 
e agreed whether two clauses, T7 o. uh òx. 

and +. Ty. %. are to be ed as containing 
separate and š injunctions, or as be- 

ing to each , and Ç 
those who regard them in the former light, some 
suppose ri orovdy mň oxy. to contain an admo- 
nition to diligence in their worldly callings ; q. d. 
*not slothful to business.’ But, surely, that 
would suppose the sense to be imperfect] 
developed. It should rather secui that the in 
77 c1'ovóp—tTíorres are closely connected to- 

ther, and are not an independent admonition, 
t merely meant to strengthen some other with 

which ‘hey are connected in the context. Thus 
K and others refer them to the admonition 

ing, Tq Kupiw dour., of course under- 
standing cwovóg of spiri concerns But it 
íe far more natural to refer the words to what 
precedes, and suppose them intended to mark the 
manner in which the foregoing duties, of brotherly 
love and kindly attention, should be performed ; 
namely, with ‘zeal and plitude ; as elso- 
where in the New Test. Res ny Lex. If it be 
asked how covóñ can be déxynpd, we may 
answer (with Crellius), that though no one can 
be diligently slothful, or slothfully diligent, yet 
‘eidem orationis formà, in tradendis illis præ- 
ceptis, uti voluit Apostolus, et in hoc quidem 
precepto contrarium per contrarium illustrare.’ 

Heb. 18. 3, 16. 1 Pet. 4. 9. 

In determining the import of the words follow- 
ing, tw Kupiw dovXevorres, the reading has 
first to be settled. And here Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. coincide with Scholz in restoring 
Kvuole for xatpw, which, as I have shown at 
large had, on v insufficient grounds, been 
edited by Griesbach. I doubt not that Kupi 
is the genuine reading, as being more in the 
manner of St. Paul. And it is only requisite to 
advert to the scope of the words rw Kuples doud. 
to discover the great propriety of Kupiw. Now 
it was well seen ch . and Theophyl. of the 
ancients, and by alv, yper., Whitby, Wetst., 
and all the best modern Expositors, that the 
words are nof meant to inculcate an i dent 
and general precept (as the ancient Critics, who 
altered the word, fancied), but to enforce the 
injunctions foregoing, to brotherly love and 
kindly attention, on the ground that whatever 
should be done, would be done unto the Lord, 
and would be rewarded by him. See Matt. x. 
40—42. 

12. 75 iXwids xalpovres, &c.] The scope of 
these words has been variously understood. It 
would seem that they have no connexion with 
the preceding context, but treat on a separate 
subject, —the bearing up under affliction by the 
power of hope, and the support and comfort of 
earnest prayer.—rpocxapT. is a very strong 
term, occurring also in Acts i. 14. vi. 4. This 

ule use of üxou£yo is found also at Matt. 
x. 22. 2 Tim. ii. 12. James v. 11, perhaps 
formed on Dan. xii. 12, uaxápios Ó vront- 
yoy. 

13. rate xpelars—icbxoyres] Here is en- 
joined charity to the poorer Christians, and hos- 
pitality to strangers, espec., as we may well su 

sc, to preachers of the Gospel (see Heb. xiii. 
); a kindness which the want of inne, and their 

utter abandonment by their former connexions, 
would make particularly acceptable.—diax. is a 
strong term, which may be rendered, ' studiously 
cultivating.’ 

‘For xpsiace, D, F, G have uysias, a reading 
also noticed by several Fathers, which Alf. pro- 
nounces ‘a correction introduced, hardly acci- 
dentally (i.e. purposely), in favour of martyrs, 
by commemoration.” i cannot agree with him. 
He gives not a single anple of uvelar as used 
for such commemoration of martyrs. Consider- 
ing the character of MSS. F and G, fellow- 
copies of the same original, and swarming with 
Itacisms, and with blunders of the scribes in- 
numerable, I suspect that the reading did not 
arise from priestly ery, but simply from the 
error of the acribe of the Archetype, who read 

. as uv., the letters being often confounded. 
He might well do this from being probably well 
acquainted with the use of the word, to denote 
*the charitable contributions made at the anni- 
versaries of deceased Christians out of the pro- 
perty left by the deceased, in the form of doles, 
to which it is probable that the friends of the 
deceased contributed when necessary (uvelac 
x4pty), and to do honour to the d . Bee 
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oMatt 5.44 aria  Kowcvoüvres, THY duXoEevíav Ówkovres. 

ROMANS XII. 14—16. 

14 © EjAovyeire 
1 Cor. 4. 12. ` £ € A , a ` ^ 15 p 
1 Pet 8.9," TOUS Swoxovtas vas: evAoyetre, xai pù) Katapacbe. Xaipew 

o Cor. 1. 

Phil. 9. 2. 
P 

` perà xaupóvrow, kai kXaiew perà Kravovtov. 19 4 Tó abro eis 
&XX5jXovs dpovoüvres uù Tà vY4v9Xà dpovoüvres, AAAA Tois 

14 Pet. 3. ^ , ` ⸗ r > e ^ 
Ps 1811 TATMTELVOLS TUVATAYOMEVOL. UN yiver 0e Ppovtot Trap éavrois. 

v. & 7. 
Isa. 5. 21. ch. 11. 26. 

Constit. Apost. L viii. 42. How the reading 
came into the MS. D may be easily imagined, 
since there is & perpetual coincidence in readings 
between D, F, G, which prob. arose from the 
same — From that source, too, the read- 
ing pvalace crept into the Italic Version, and 
even into the most ancient copy of the Vulg. 
occasionally retaining the Italic readings), and 

the Latin Fathers. 
14, After treating of brotherly love, the Apos- 

tle, in the verses following, up to the end of the 
Chapter (which are closely connected together, 
and mark the duties of Christians under the 
injuries of enemies), inculcates good will even 
towards enemics, and an entire abstinence from 
all vindictive feelings towards them, and the cul- 
tivation of concord and peace with all men. The 
terms svAoy. and xarap. are of the strongest 
kind; and the emphasis, arising from the same 
thing being expressed affirmatively and nega- 
tively, imparts no little energy to the sentiment, 
which is evidently founded on our Lord's saying 
in the Sermon on the Mount; which, as Tho- 
luck truly observes, must have been sufficiently 
well known to Paul, as well as to Peter and James, 
since in the references among the New Test. 
Epistles to the direct words of Christ there occur 
several in the Epistles of James and Peter, but 
only one besides this in those of Paul,—i. e. 
1 Cor. vii. 10. 

15. yalpew] There is no ellips. of 8st. There 
may be a use of Infin. for Imperat. But, as 
several Imperatives precede and follow, the in- 
termixture of an Infinit., though a falling off 
from the construction, cannot injure the sense. 
And as to impropriety or inelegance, I find 
it used in the Greck Poets. ut to turn 
from Grammatical questions to matters of more 
moment. These words, of which many ex- 
amples of similar import are adduced by Wetst., 
inculcate a sympathizing spirit, or fellow-feeling, 
aliko in the sorrows and in the joys of those 
with whom we have to do. If it be real and 
enuine, both the sorrows of the afflicted are 

lightened, and the joys of the joyful are height- 
ened ; for, as respects the former, it cannot be 
doubted that (as Dr. A. Clarke observes) ‘a 
man may by sympathy receive into his own 
affectionate kelin a measure of the distress of 
his friend; and his friend find himself relieved 
in the same proportion as the other has entered 
into his grief. And to the latter the joy is alike 
inc by its being really participated in by 
another.’ hy such is the case it may be not 
easy to say; but the thing is, to a certain degree, 
accounted for, from the feeling of one party being 
by sympathy nicely adapted to that of the other, 
without any misplaced attempt to raise the spirits 
of the afflicted by an appearance of Ailarity, any 
thing but in unison with ' the "ma of heaviness.’ 
On this an ancient writer, Philemon, fr. ii. 
p. 822 (Moin.), bas touched in & of ex- 
quisitc pathos and beauty: Olmos Tó Àumatooas 

yàp ixl rò pny’ Gye Tour’ cb0ce, œr Sow, 
Tov AvWouusvov. AuToupive È Stay TiS dko- 
AovOay Adyy Xaip’, iE dvayxns otros olue%ecw 
Aéyet. The propriety of addressing consolation 
seasonably and judiciously is well pointed out 
by Plut. de Discr. Amic. et Adul. 8 17: ov« 
01d" wes ol wodXoi Tas piv ixl Tois dTvyi- 

ot Wapnyopias ovy Uwoutvouar’ AA pad- 
ov V*O TOV cuvemiUpyvouyTeYy ayorra xai 

cvvoóvpouávov. 
16. Tò avrd—gpovowvres] This injunction, 

as appears from the context, relates not to unity 
of sentiment, but of disposition ; having the same 
common disposition and spirit, so as mutually to 
bear with each other's infirmities, making mn- 
tual allowances. Mù ra una $povovrTss is 
equiv. to uñ vrnAooporsis at ii. 21 ; though 
here the sentiment is more developed. Render: 
* Be not high-minded, i. e. dwelling on the solu- 
tion of lofty questions, bigh as perilous.’ Of the 
words Tois Tawewois cuvawayousva: the mean- 
ing seeme to be, ‘holding intercourse with the 
lowly; not proudly standing aloof from them." 
The ratio metaphore rs to be this: ——A 
person is said cuvawayeoac when he is met by 
a crowd, and is hurried away with them in the 
direction they are going. But as Passive verbs 
r5 oe used in à Te shold sense, 80 cuvaw- 
ys00a. may signify to yield oneself to a multi- 

tude, and yo with . Now this admits of a 
good as well as & bad sense; in the former of 
which it is here taken, and figuratively denotes 
* to condescend to ;' which will express bumilit 
in all its various offices, lit. ‘ humble-minded- 
ness, In this — the synonym cuvu- 
wepipépecOus is always used. So Diog. Laert. 
Zenone: evur. piiois, ° morigerari, non moro- 
sum sese exhibere, and 2 Macc. ix. 27, wéwat- 
auat yap avro». imtaxws kai drravOpores 
cunmepisvexOncerac Univ. We must not, as 
several Expositors do, take ramaivoic as a Neu- 
ter, merely because the antithesis seems to re- 
uire it; for Paul does not heed such petty re- 
nements; especially as the context calls for the 

Mase. The words rote rawe:vois cuvar. aro 
well explained by H. Steph. Thes. in v. as equi- 
valent to ° sinentes vos ab illis (humilibus) quo- 
cunque velint duci, eandemque cum illis in- 
sistentes viam.' Thus it denotes a spirit of con- 
descension, and community of disposition with— 
not men of low estate, but —the humble-minded 
(Syr. Version), as o to the ol rà óyraXá 
$pov. — ‘men of humble piety; those men- 
tioned in | Pet. v. 5, rawatvois—idwor Xd pue, 
and tax. Tj xapólq, and 2 Cor. vii. 6, from 
Matt. ix. 29. This interpretation is confirmed 
by the next clause, ui) ylvecte bodvtuo, wap’ 
éavTois, formed ou Prov. iii. 7, and Isa. v. 21, 
where are meant persons akin to the oi ip. 
$pov.,—namely, the self-conceited, who, as long 
as they are such, are never likely to practise the 
foregoing injunction. The passage of Prov. iii. 
7, is quite akin to that at iii, 94. 
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1 t Mnbevt xaxóv àvri xaxod dirodibovres: mpovoovpevoe Kanda gP.. 
évexrioy. Trávrow avOpwrov 18* ei Óvvaróv, To éË Üpóv, perà 

19 t un éavrovs éxdixovrtes, mwavray avOpartwy eipnvevovTes. 

Matt. 5. 80. 
Moe. 5. 

1 Pet. 8. 9. 
9 Cor. 8. 91. 

ayarntot, GXXà Sore TOTOv TH Op'yir yéypawras yap: Epo We ui 
t Lev. 19. 18. 

éxdiknaois yo áàvraToÓcma o, Aye Kúpuos 90 "’ Eady oby Deut: 33. s. 
Eccl. 23. 1 

Matt. 5. 30. Luke 6.30. Heb.10.30. u Exod. 35.4, 5. 1 Sam. 94, 16—19, & 96.91. Prov. *5. 31. Matt. 5. 44. 

17. The Apostle having shown how studiously 
Chrietians ought to cultivate peace and concord 
One wi r, proceeds to teach how the 
ought to do it with other men (Crell.); incul- 
cating forbearance towards enemies, and patience 
in supporting the injuries inflicted by them, as 
o to that thirst of vengeance which onl 
serves to perpetuate hatred, and inflame ani- 
mosity. 

— 4rpovooesutvo: kaka, &c.] The full sense 
is, ‘ taking care po do] things of good report in 

estimation of all men [whether Christians or 
hesthens;' The phrase woovoeicÜat xaXov oc- 
curs in Sext. Empir. ap. W ets. ; and arpor. ToU 
Q¿xaíow in Jos. Antt, ix. l, 1, where pov. is for 
Tpovotay votsio0at.— The syntax with the Ac- 
cus is somewhat rare; but it occurs in Xen. 
Anab. vii. 7, 37, ravra, ws pidov óvTos coU, 
?rposroovu ns, and Sept. in Prov. iii. 4 (a passage 
probably in the mind of the Apostle here), pur. 
GŠ xara ¿sem oy, &c., also in Xen. Mem. iv. 3, 
12, ta cunpépowra wpovosiota:. The addition 
found in some very ancient MSS. and Versions, 
iverrioy Tov Osov xai was evidently introduced 
for the pu of making this e square 
exactly with that of 2 Cor. viii. 21, and hence 
one cannot but wonder at the want of judgment 
evinced by Lachm. in receiving it into the text. 
The point of doctrine incul in the two pas- 
— e same, and is ably handled by 

vin. 
18. sl sevaréy — elpnvedovres] We have 

here an injunction to a virtue nearly allied to 
that of forbearance: the striving to live at 
with all men | both Christians and non-Chris- 
— The full import of eipnvevacy is gi 
stated by Dr. Barrow, Works, vol. i. Serm. 29, 
on the present text, where be shows, 1. that ‘it 
is not ly & negation of doing or suffering 
— or an abstinence com strife and — 

t a positive amity,—a disposition to orm 
such kind offices, without which good cor- 
Fespondence among men cannot subsist ; 2. that 
it implies not some few — — 
proceeding from caprice, but a purpose,—a 
continuous cessation from injury, and a prompti- 
tude to do kind offices; 3. that it supposes a 
reciprocity not only in performing good and for- 
bearing to do bad offices, but a receiving the like 
treatment from others; 4. that it importa not 
only an outward cessation from violence and a 
demonstration of amity, but sn inward purpose 
of continuing therein.’ * Thus, continues he, 
'the being a£ peace differs only, in ree 
obligation, and latitude of object, from the state 
of friendship properly so called.” 

The limitation to the t, contained in sl 
covardy and +ó iE &uéev (with which comp. 
Hom. I]. a, 525, ¿£ ipíÜsy ye) implies that, in 
Spite of our utmost endeavours, it is not pos- 
sible to live at peace with all men; see Ps. 
exx. 7. 

19. In this verse the pronouns are eniphatie, 
and the scope of the whole is to forbid private 

ation ; enjoining the injured party to leave 
vengeance to God, or to the civil magistrate act- 
ing in his name. The clause dors rowov T$ 
épyy, however, admits of two senses. The dpy7 
may be referred to the person injured ; in which 
case dors TO*ov will mean, ‘let it go, defer 
venting it, give space to that anger which is 
& brevis, and may thus have time to cool. 

et no such sense can be shown to be inherent 
in the words; neither would it be suitable to 
the words following, ‘for it is written, &c. It 
is therefore better to refer the dpyyg, with Chrys. 
of the ancient, and the most eminent modern 
Expositore, to God ; q. d. * leave it to the wrath 
of God to avenge you, or to him who is properly 
the minister of vengeance, as representative of 
God. So we have dovvac Tómov used at Eph. 
iv. 27 ; and Ecclus. xix. 17, £AeyEov rév wAH- 
cióv cov Tpi» À ázti cau, kai dde mO*Ov 
vouw ‘Yiiorov. | Eurip. Suppl. 511, i£apxécas 
nv Lave ó Tiuepoíuevos uds 8° UBpi{ew ook 
Exon TOouivÓ &Bpiv,—where it is strange that 

the Editors and Critics should have failed to 
see that ò’ cannot be right, since it destroys the 
antithesis evidently intended between Zeds and 
the persons addressed. Eurip. must have written 
o’, where the Pronoun is o to the pre- 
ceding "uas, for éué. How often Z and A are 
confounded by the scribes every Critic knows. 
d — seo Greg. de Dialec., p. 589, ed. 

In the quotation just after, the Apostle neither 
follows the Sept. (which is here very inaccurate), 
nor the Hebrew, but forms something founded 
on both; which, however, representa the full 
sense. The Pronouns are highly emphatic. The 
words Adgyes Kopios form no of the quota- 
tion, but are added (as often elsewhere) to point 
out the speaker. 

20. day ovv—xed. avTov] Taken verbatim 
from Prov. xxv. 21, 22. The Hebrew has no- 
thing corresponding to ToUTo voii», which was 
added by the Sept. Translator to make tho sense 
plainer. The ancient Commentators have well 
remarked that there is here a sort of climaz ; 
q. d. * I not only exhort you to forbeurance, and 
a striving peace, abetaining from private 
vengeance, but I enjoin you to do good to your 
enemy, by performing the common offices of 
humanity to him, should he need them.’ Of 
the words following, dvyÜpaxas—aü'ov, there 
are two inl tons almost ease ly deservin 
of attention. l. That of the Greek Fathers, an 
most of the carlier modern Commentators, as 
also Wets., Rosenm., Koppe, Locke, Schleusn., 
and others: ‘ By so doing, thou wilt, if he per- 
eevere in his enmity and injury, bring down en 

increased wrath and enmity trom God.’ Such 

is undoubtedly the sense of the phrase in the 

paseago of Proverbes, and wherever it occurs 10 
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reta 6 éxyÜpós aov, pope avrov dày Supa, worike aùrór 
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crror. TOUTO yàp Toy dvOpaxas Tvpós swpevoes eri THY xKedaNiv 
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[rod] «cob Teraypévar 

the Old Test.; and as the words preceding treat 
of the divine vengeance, it is very suitable: nor 
is this sentiment liable to any objection, when 
properly understood ; for, as Locke remarks, ‘the 

rsevering malice of the injurer is s 
. That of Jerome and Hilary of the ancients, 

and many eminent moderns up to the present 
time, by which there ie supposed to be a meta- 
hor taken from ing metals: the meanin 
ing, ‘Thou shalt melt down his enmity, an 

soften him to kindness,” as metals are mel 
by covering the crucible with hot burning coals. 
And this view I find adopted by Bp. Terrot and 
Dr. Peile; and also by Prof. Hodge, who re- 
marks that the + pana meaning is not, ‘ Treat 
your enemy kindly; for by so oing ou will 
secure his being punished most severely by God;’ 
but this: ‘Treat him — for by so doing 
ou take the most effectual means to subdue 
im.’ But this sense cannot be extracted from 

the words without violence; and it is forbidden 
- by the of Proverbs above cited. To sup- 
pose, with others, that the expression is meant 
of the burning shame and agony of receiv- 
ing benefits from an enemy, does not, I agree 
with Mr. Alf., suffice; ‘because that to merely 
make an enemy heartily ashamed of him- 
self is hardly a worthy motive of action.” Ac- 
cordingly, I still acquieece in the former view 
of the sense; and 1 understand, with Mr. Alf. 
the words to mean, * For in so doing you will 
be taking vengeance the most effectual, even 
as if you heaped coals of fire on his bead.’ 

The full sense of ver. 2] is well expressed in 
paraphrase by Dr. Peile, thus: * Do not let your 
go purpose of forbearance and long-suffering 

overcome by evil treatment; but, on the con- 
trary, overcome evil in your opponent by exhi- 
biting on your part only good." 

XIII. This Chapter forms the second Section 
of the practical part of the Epistle; in which 
are inculcated the moral duties of all Christians, 
commencing with those towards magistrates and 
governors ; an injunction, considering the insub- 
ordinate and seditious spirit of the Jews and 
Jewish Christians, very necessary ; espec. since 
the doctrine of resistance to Heathen governors 
had, as we learn from Joseph. Ant. xviil. 2, been 
inculcated by the Pharisees. Hence, after ex- 
plaining the nature and divine origin of civil 
government (telling them that all governments 
erived the power they had from God, though 

they had not the of the government 
from Him, as the Jews hrs the Apostle ex- 
horts his readers to faithfully and cheerfully 
perform their duty in this respect. Similar 
someni tons are found at Tit. iii. 1. 1 Pet. ii. 

1. wëca Wy] So the Heb. vp; 59, mean- 

XIII. 1 *IIáca yuyn eEovcias Umepeyoúcats vroracaéaÓo. 
où yap écart [é£ovaía,] e& uù amò Ocoi* ai 86 odcar é£ovaia:, 

eiciv. 

ing — individual, without exception, in what- 
ever 7 of subjects. En 
— iEovoíais uwepey., ‘celsis potestatibus," ° 

magistrates set in public authority.” So ol dp- 
pre at ver. 3, and oi ip Uwspoy7 ðvrer at 
Tim. ii, 2—tworaccicbes is Middl. Reflex., 

‘let him submit himself, as often in the Epistles, 
and thrice in the ls. —ifovcia, * power, 
arising from vested authority.'—ai è obcat ¿£E., 
‘now (zz * and so") the existing authorities are 
ordained by God.’ The words Osov and taray. 
have reference+to the human creation and setting 
up of those authorities. Of course the é : 
include sovereigns not only de jure but de facto ; 
and not only sovereigns, but rulers generally, 
established by proper authority in any country, 
by the Law, to which Christian obedience is 
due. See Macknight's note. — To advert to 
matters of Criticism. "Efoucia: is cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. from 
A, B, D, F, G, and 2 cursives, with the Syr., 
and Vulg., and other Versions, and Latin Pe. 
thers. But the authority is insufficient; though 
internal evidence is against the word. But I can 
hardly think that Paul would leave so harsh an 
ellipsis; though, if we consider ob yap—Oeov 
as parenthetic, then ifovcia: might be fetched 
from éfovelacc.—For dad, A, B, D3, F3, J, and 
60 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1184, 1190, 
and most Mus. copies, with Trin. Coll. B, x. 16 
have v0, adopted by Matth., Lachm., an 
Tisch., Ed. 1, but restored in Tisch. 2, and re- 
tained by Alf.; rightly ; since the context requires 
&*Ó, as denoting origin. Comp. Hes. Theog. 
96. Hom. 1l. i. 279, and Prov. viii. 16. —The 
TOU before the second O«ov is omitted in A, D, 
E, F, G, and 10 cursives, and is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Alf., but retained by Tisch. ; rightly; 
since, besides external authority being insu 
cient, it was more likely to be removed because 
thought unnecessary, or omitted by error of 
scribes, than to have been inserted. As to the 
Article being, as Alf. says, unnecessary after a 
Preposition, such a refinement in phraseology was 
not likely to be known to Paul. Besides, though 
the Article might be dispensed with before an 
ordinary word, z" in the case of @sóe, espec. 
in 8 sentiment of gravity like this, the Article is 
corre used. So in a similar passage of Epict. 

an. ch. xxi., ro» ài Belo Ter cor q awo- 
plveov, olTes £xov, as rò Tov Oros Ti ay- 
pévos sls TaóúTnv T» TáEw. The meaning of 
tho rg is, that the authorities are permitted 
to hold the office they hold by the disposi 
providence of God, though à appoin 
to it by the authority, or inveeted with it by the 
consent, of man. 

. Ó dvritace. +$ iğ.) lit. ‘he who arrays 
himself; a military metaphor, like rereya. 
supra v. 1. 

2 b” Dore ó avtıraocopevos 
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TH éfovaía, Tj Tod} Oeo ciaray avOéornxer ° oi 58 avbeorn- overs. | 
3. «ores éavTois kpija Nippovrar. 9 * Oi yàp üpyovres ook. eiat Mark 13.4. 

goBos Tv ayabav Epywv, àXXà TOv xaxüv. Oédrets Se uù iei. 
poPetcba. thy éEovciay; to ayaboy Troie, xal Ekeris Cmauvov ann 
* » ^ i: ^ i , pé ` £ O’ J , 3 =e ide 
ef ave Oco yap Owkovós dort coi cis TO ayabov. éàv Jer. 22. 15 - 

` ` k. A A , 3 ^ ` , ^ de TÒ KaKov TOW, poBorr ov yàp elk) THY payaipav pope 1 Pet. 3. 13, 
Ocov yàp Siaxovos éaiv, Exdixos eis Opynv TQ TÒ KaKxov arpáa- Sk a. 
CovVvre. 

3. This verse is connected with the first rather 
than the second verse, as assigning an additional 
reason why the éfovola: should be obeyed,— 
because such is the will of God, whereby they 
are appointed to supprese evil, and encourage 
good works; consequently there is, as Calv. 
says, an argument a salubri et ab utilitate. 
— poor] ° terriculamentum,' ° object of fear." 

So in an inscription cited by Wetst., elul «pur?js 
yap mior lÜvóíxoi:s, rois È ádixovot óéos. 

For Tr&»» dyaGisv, and the other Genitives, A, 
B, D, F, G, and 2 cursives, with the Ital. and 
Vulg. Versions, and some Latin Fathers, have 
ve ayaa, edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
but on insufficient authority (1 cannot add a 
single cursive), and internal evidence is agsinst 
the change; for as to being, as Alf. pronounces, 
*a correction to Plural, to suit the sense,’ that 
cannot be, for if the Correctors had wished to 
introduce a Plural, they would have written rote 
yalors ipyos, and rote xaxois. It should 
rather seem, that the correction is on the other 
side, by the Alexandrian Critics stumbling at 
the Genit., which, indeed, involves a great harsh- 
nese, and hence changed it to the usual construc- 
tion—the Dative (as in Acts ii. 43, and else- 
where), not being aware, that there is here in the 
expression a pregnancy of sense for dofjos ‘ois 
wonrais ¿yav ipywy, as the JEthiop. Trans- 
lator (alone) saw. And the Pescb. Syr., Arab., 
and Pers. Translators by reading as if their copies 
had &ya08oiv ip yore, must have taken the same 
view. The idiom is, indeed, extremely harsh 
and anomalous, but occasionally occurs in the 

rest Class. writers, as Thucyd., e. gr. Pind. 
Pyth. v. 81, dovval Tia póßæ. Dem. p. 366, 
pþpóßot OnBaiovs, ‘dread at the Thebans.’ 

4. There is here simply an amplification of 
tbe former verse, of which this ought to have 
formed part. In the clause Oso? yàp didx.—r1d 

atòv, the words Otoũ yap d:ax. are emphatic ; 
* He is a mizister, one not acting on his own au- 
thority, but on that of God.” The next words, ele 
TÓ yalov, su another reason for obedience, 
—namely, that the ruler is not only the appointed 
minister of God to us, but is such for good, and 
that rafsral, civil, and moral; being entrusted 
with power for the welfare of the governed, and 
(kereler is entitled to their obedience, for the 

ral good of society. The next words are 
intended to point at the other great end of civil 
government, i.e. ‘to punish the evil,’ for which 
the ruler oóx elki Thy pax. popst, implying 
the possession of the power of capital ish- 
ment, represented by ‘the sword,’ which he car- 
ried at his side, or had borne before him, As to 

5 Aw avaykn vrrorácceaÜat, où póvov Siva Thy apyny, 9. 
GAA4 xai Sia Tv avveiinow. 9 Ata ToÙTO 

Prov. $4. 38, 

1 Kings 10. 

3 Chron. 19. 
` , 6 

ap Kat opous Ps. 89. 9—4. 
& 81.8, 0. Kocles.8.3—S. Isa. 1. 17. 

the term £xdixos, it is scarcely found elsewhere. 
As an Adject. it was used in the later Greek 
writers, but only in a good sense, not, as in the 
earlier ones, in a bad sense. The good sense 
was avenging. And that the —— a good sense 
was used in middle Greek is probable, since from 
it must have been derived the name of the law- 
officer, who was the syndic or public advocate for 
a city, to see that it had right and justice. In- 
deed, it is found in a Phocæan Inscription in 
Boeckh. t. i. p. 850 (probably written a century 
or two before the Christian era): Zwoópov cov 
éxéixov. The argument here is, that obedience 
to rulers and magistrates is not only a civil duty, 
to be enforced by penal laws, but alas a religious 
duty—a branch of our obedience to God. The 
term áváyxy is equiv. to xaÜgkóv lari, or ei ; 
for the obedience in question is plainly political, 
not religious ; and the words following — 
the motives ; viz. not only through dread of the 
dpyh, or ‘penalty annexed to disobedience,’ but 
Qi "iv =cuveidnow, ‘for conscience sake,” 
through religious motives; because he is a mi- 
nister of that God, who makes civil obedience a 
matter of duty. As, then, disobedience in such a 
case involves not only a breach of law, but a stn, 
so, taking the converse, we may say, in the words 
of Sophocles, Ant. 872, céBaw piv, sboífeiá 
qıs, i.e. ‘honour rendered to whom honour is 
due, is piety.’ 

5. did riw cuvsisnory] Here the Apostle, as else- 
where, enforces all relative and social duties, on the 
ground of conscience and religious considerations. 

6. Of the two reasons here assi why taxes 
should be paid to rulers, the first refers to the 

7 oftheir vocation; the second ad- 
verts to their being appointed by God to a minis- 
tration which, in various ways, is found most 
beneficial to men; espec. since, as Dr. Barrow 
observes (Sermon on 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2), ‘rulers 
necessarily take much care and trouble, and are 
exposed to many hazards for our advantage. To 
their industry and vigilance, under God, we owe 
the fair administration of justice, and all the 
other precious advan of civilized society.” 
— Poépovs reretre}] Supply avrois. Avro 

Tovro must be referred, not to bópouç TeXeiv, 
comprehended in dópove redzirs, but to +d 
Asroupysiv +S Oso, comprehended in As- 
Tovp'yol : meaning, as Dr. Barrow explains, ‘ the 
protection of right and innocency, the preserva- 
tion of order and peace, the encouragement of 
goodness, sand the correction of wickedness: all 
which governors are su to attend to, and 
on which their claim to honour and support must 
rest. So Thucyd. i 120, xp? yàp rove irys- 
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i qeXetre' NesToupyot yap Oeov cis, eis avTO ToDTo Trpoaapre- 
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povas, Ta lia iE loov rvíuorrac, Tà Kowd 
%pogxomeiv, Bowep kai ¿y áAXois ix Wayrooy 
wWpoTimwvTa. — 

Now without the payment of taxes, these various 
ends could not be attained ; for, as Tacitus says, 
* Nec quies gentium sine armis, nec arma sine 
stipendiis, nec stipendia sine tributis, haberi 
queunt.’ And yet it is God's will that the Ası- 
Tovp'yía should be performed, and consequently 
that the taxes necessary to that purpose should 
be paid. 
T After having enjoined obedience to magis- 

trates, the Apostle subjoins briefly what conduct 
is due to all persons pne 
— awodors, &c.] The full sense is, ‘I would 

not have you behind-hand with any man in any 
thing; but if you owe him any duty, perform it 
to the full. If any honour or respect, in what- 
ever kind or degree, belong to him, account it as 
justly his due; and let him have it to the utmost 
of what can with justice or in equity be de- 
manded.’ (Bp. Sanderson.) 

As to the removal of the introductory ot» b 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from D*, E, F. G, 
alone, without any cursive, the authority is quite 
insufficient, espcc. since internal evidence is con- 
trary, for the Particle was more likely to be 
omitted in 5 MSS. by the carelessness of scribes, 
owing to its being written obscurely, and by 
abbreviation, than that it should have been in- 
terpolated in all the rest. Besides, here the 
Particle is necessary, to bind the exhortation 
to the foregoing representation; and asyndeton 
would be out of place.— With respect to the 
difference between poópos and TíAos, the former 
term denoted ‘a fixed tax,’ such as the larxd-taz 
and capitation-taz ; the latter, the vectigalia, or 
customs, levied on the imports and exports. So 
Aristoph. has ayopas éAos. The general usage, 
however, requires the plural.—By @oBoe may 
here be denoted the 7 mage due to 
kings and governors; by Tiu, the due 
to all who are in authonty. So Soph. Ant. 8/3, 
Kpdros Ó', ore xpároe uíAe, Mapafaroy 
ojóauf) 7íAs : —a remarkable paronomasia, 
forming almost a rhyme. 

8—10. The connexion here is obecure; and 
whether there te any, has been doubted. So 
Bullinger remarks, * Abrumpit disputationem de 
debito, inexplicabilem si quie singula persequi 
velit” But it would rather seem that there ts a 
connexion, though hanging by a very fine thread, 
—namely, by a transition from species to genus, 
as Hyper. ably points out. And this view is 
confirmed by the suffrage of Calv., who remarks, 
* Ego existimo Paulum istem de magistratuum 
potestate preceptionem, ne cui infirma videretur, 
voluisse ad dilectionis Legem referre, acsi dix- 
isset, Quum postulo ut principibus pareatis, non 
aliud requiro, quam quod ex Lege dilectionis 
debent præstare omnes fideles" And so Eatius, 
* Sub nomine debiti transitum facit Apostolus ad 
commendandum praceplum iom 

9 dro 

tanquam debiti cujusquam perpetui.” One might, 
indeed, have — a Particle of Mee dum 
such as the pn Arab., and 7Ethiop. Versions 
refix. But the Apostle chose the asynmdeton, 
or the sake of greater force. Besides, tho above 
view is quite ble to that of Grot. and 
others, who think that the Apostle takes occa- 
sion, Hom Be mention of the word AU 
pass m what respects the 
public duties, to that which regards morals and 
the mutual offices in general of Christians one to 
another; and shows that these precepts, as they 
had been valid before Moses, so now also did 
they remain, but with the glorious 
of the Christian dispensation. In 
general scope of the sentence is plain, 
there has been some doubt as to the details. 

8. To take ódaíAsTs, with De Dieu, Koppe, 
and Rosenm., as an /ndioative, is not ble to 
the context, Tora is wholly occupi ie d 
junctions. The common interpretation (ado 
by the ancient, and almoet all modern Com- 
mentators), which regards it as an 5. 
ie decidedly to be preferred. Here, i as 
Hyperius observes), we have a persuasive to 
p ormance of what is due by the law of charity, 
rom the effect and excellence of charity; it being 
intimated that true charity is of such a nature, 
that it would omit nothing of what is enjoined 
by the Law; or, in other words, Christian cha- 
rity is a continual debt, which is ever — 
but is always owing, and never diecha in 
this life. A delicate turn, imitated bv our great 
Epic Poet, Paradise Lost, B. iv. 55: * A grateful 
mind By owing owes not, but still paye; at 
once Indebted and discharg d." 

— Tov íTipov] ‘his fellow-man,’ for res 
qÀncíor, i.e. ‘any person with whom be has 
any connexion whatever.’ So our Lord, in his 
perable of the good Samaritan, has taught us to 
extend the signif. of the word,—making thereby 
the command as unlimited as the benevolence of 
the Deity, and coextensive with the sphere of 
human action. 
— vóuop wemdripwxe| The full sense is, 

thath fulfilled, and doth fulfil, the Law; i. e. 
as Bp. Middl. explains, not the Mosaic Law, as 

the Second Table, bat Law in general, 
as the rule of human duty. 

9. What is here said is a confirmation of the 
declaration immediately preceding — that love 
comprehends the wide circle of human dutiea 
On the force of &vaxsq., denoting ‘ the bringing 
under one sum,’ see my Lex. ia v.—The +ó bo- 
fore yàp (° for example") is not put for drs, bat 
has reference to yeypaupévoy, or Asyouavov,— 
meaning what is said by way of injunction. 
This may suffice for the construction: as for the 
logic, there is, as Hyper. observes, * Probatio, 
quod tantus sit effectus charitatis, quadam forma 
inductionis.'—The words où Wevdouapr. are ab- 
sent from all the most ancient uncials, and many 
cursivos ; to which I can add three ancient Lamb. 

ort, the 
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yap) Où potxedoers où hovevoes od “Krepers [où 

yevdouaptupyaces] oùe ériOupnoess Kai ef tis érépa 
?, ` , # ^ , 2 ^ 3 A ? , 1 Matt, 32. 
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MSS. and all the Mus. copies except one: and 
internal evidence, confirmed by the Syr. Vers., 
is against the words. 
— dyanrious Tò» winclov cov we i.) Not 

meaning, that we should love him as much as 
ourselves, but in the same manner, though not to 
the same degree, as, we love ourselves. This is 
confirmed by the words following, which scem 
meant to show the sature of this love, —namely, 
that we should be as careful to avoid injuring 
him, as we should of injuring ourselves. To 
which it ie admirably observed by Bp. 
Sherlock, in one of his Sermons, that ‘what the 
principle of self-preservation is with respect to 
ourselves, the same is charity with respect to our 
neighbour. 

10. 3 dyawn—ipyd{era:] Here we may, 
with man — su abstract for con- 
crete, ‘He who loveth, de. But it should 
rather seem that the sense intended is, as Bp. 
Sherlock thought, ° Love consists in not injuring 
our neighbour. And true it is, that a great 
part of the love we owe to our fellow-creatures 
is only required to be shown by xot injuring 
— which will often operate as & positive 

— *Anpewpa ob» vóuov ñ éyárn] This may 
mean, either that ‘love is the end and scope of 

commandments respecting our neighbour ;’ 
or rather, that * in love is comprehended the ful- 
filment of the Law,—the sum total of what the 
Law enjoins as 2 = neighbour.’ — the 
same precept is called, in James ii. 8, the vóuos 
BaciMixoe, and in l Tim. i. 5, Tó íAos The 
wWapayyeX as. 

11. The Apostle now proceeds to enforce, up 
to the end of this chapter, the foregoing duties 
of Christians ; and, to excite them to a holy and 
exemplary life, he adds this new reason, —that 
tbe return of Christ to the eerth, to save and 
bless, is an event not far distant. Holiness of 
life is then com to the conduct of men in 
the broad day-light, and in full view of their 
fellow-creatures, and who are thereby held in a 
strong moral restraint. (Koppe.) 

i Tovro, eléores, &c.) At xal TovTo 
supply Tooway, ° And this admonition let us 

ly obeerve, as knowing that this is the 
critical season [for action).' In explanation of 
which it is added, ‘inasmuch as now it is time 
to be roused from the sleep of inactivity, se- 
curity, &c. Thus Paul means (as Hodge says) 
' forcibly to remind his readers that the time of 
deliverance was near; that the difficulties and 
sins with which they had to contend would soon 
be dispersed, as the shades and mists of night 
before the rising day. The salvation, therefore, 
here intended, is the consummation of the work 

ńpépa Tryyucev:) amrodapeBa Gas, 

of Christ in their deliverance from this present 
evil world, and introduction into the purity and 
bleseedness of heaven. Eternity is just at hand, 
is the eolemn consideration that Paul, like Peter 
at ] Pet. iv. 7, urges on his readers as a motive 
for devotedness and diligence in their holy call- 
ing.’ By ümvouv here is meant, figuratively, the 
— of the soul in supineness, security, 
and worldly carelessness. I agree with Mr. Alf., 
that the imagery scems derived from our Lord's 
discourse concerning his coming, Matt. xxiv. 42. 
Mark xiii. 33. Luke xxi. 28—36, where see 
notes; espec. since many points of similarity 
with vv. 11—14 may be traced, so that the 
matter in text and notes there is the best com- 
ment on this portion. The Apostle had in mind 
the same discourse of our Lord at Eph. v. 14, 
ivsipat ó xabevdwy, where see note. 
— viv yap byyvr&pov, &c.] Render: ‘ for 

now is salvation nearer to us, &c.; since the 
uav belongs to éyyurepoy rather than to ow- 
Tnpía; though the connexion with cwtnpia 
may seem favoured by Luke xxi. 28, éyyife: 3 
adwotuTpwore Unt, OI nean i is important, 
as tending to fix the dispu sense of cwrnpia 
here, which is strangely explained by some emi- 
nent Expositors, ‘knowledge of the doctrine of 
salvation ;— an interpretation utterly baseless. 
That of others, who refer it to ‘the second ad- 
vent of Christ, when the day of glory to the 
Church should commence,’ is specious; but, as 
Whitby, Stuart, and others have shown, un- 
tenable. Greatly Belen is the interpretation 
of the ancient and several modern Expositors, 
who explain or. ‘that eternal salvation which 
will to the righteous be accomplished, and com- 
mence at the period of death,’—a period to them 
the beginning of life, and light, and glory; and 
of which the Apostle so often says tho saints 

, as that period when they shall be ‘/reed 
rom the bondage of corruption, and be received 
into the glorious liberty of the children of God.’ 
See Stuart, and also Hodge, who explains 4 
cwTnp. of * the consummation of the work of 
Christ, in the deliverance (the dwoAuTpwois of 
Luke) from this present evil world.” The indi- 
vidual application of the words, though it be 
secondary, ie at this time far more important 
than the primary, because it app Ss to Christians 
of every age, unto the end of the world.—By 
&vioTtUcausy must be meant ‘when first wo 
believed" (‘at the time of our conversion to the 
faith of Christ,’ as, indeed, the Pesch. Syr. ren- 
um as in Eph. i. 13, iy © miorevoaytes. 

12. ñ véE wpotxopev—iyytxev] The meta- 
phor here is founded on the imagery of the pre- 
ceding verse, which considers oar. as accom- 
plished at a day or period = the advent of the 
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Lord; and the sense to be assigned to vò and 
nutpa will depend on the mode of interpretation 
there adopted. Hence it will be meant either 
that the night of heathen darkness, or Jewish 
ignorance, is drawing to a close, and the day of 

ospel light is dawning; or that the dark and 
obscure state of this life is far advanced, and the 
day of the resurrection, or of eternity, is fast ap- 
proaching. But the latter is far more suitable to 
the context; so that the full sense may be, that 
* the time of sin Es arising from the power of 
darkness, Eph. vi, 12) as prevailing in the world 
that now is (lying under that power) is far spent, 
and the day of the resurrection to light, life, 
holiness, and happiness is at hand.’ The figure 
is continued at the next words, dso0,s0a oty 
—dqowrós, where it has been disputed whether 
by ó*Xa be meant armour or apparel. The 
latter sense is adopted by many Expositors; but 
the interpretation is not tenable, because there is 
no sufficient authority for the sense. The true 
version seems to be ‘ harness, meaning ‘armour’ 
for defence, since ‘ weapons’ seem not here in 
view, though they are at the similar passage of 
Eph. vi. 11. Paul probably used the word orAa 
here, because the Christian virtues, admitted by 
all Expositors to be meant, are to be habitual] 
cultivated, as the best defence against the assail- 
ment of temptations to sin. The expressions rou 
cxóTovs and Tov berroç are subjoined, because 
the persons who shall put on the spiritual harness 
are the vioi @wrds of 1 Thess. v. 5; and there- 
fore their harness is called Tov $wrós, suitably 
thereto. 

13. There is here an amplification of the pre- 
ceding, adducing some examples of the works of 
darkness, which the Christians are to put of; as 
at v. 14, what works of light to put os. In the 
expression eloynu. Tepiwar., the latter term 
(formed on the Hebr. T denotes ‘ habitual ac- 
tion ; and eioy. means ‘ mingly* (agreeably 
to our Christian calling), consequently ‘ deco- 
rously.' Suitably to the foregoing metaphor, the 
Apostle instances, in the way of dissuasion, espe- 
cially those vices which, in ancient times, were 
committed almost exclusively in the night,— 
namely, those of drunken revelry, and its conse- 
uent, lewdness and vs ; and also 
oso crimes usually arising from the former, as 

quarreling and violence. 
14. ivdvcac@s Tó» K. 'I. Xp.] Expositors 

remark that we have here a metaphor è re ves- 
tiariá, found also in the Class. writers ; Lucian, 
Gall. 19, dwodvedusvor è +óy IlvOayópay, 
Tiva peTnupiácw pst’ abTOv; Dionys. Hal. 
Autt. xi. 5, Trò» Tapxúrvtov dxsivoy ¿yduduevot, 
and denoting ‘to follow any one's example,’ ‘to 
take upon ourselves his disposition and actions.’ 
But far more seems meant. It is better, with 
Prof. Hodge and Dr. Peile, to sup the 
meaning to be, ‘ Be ye so made one with Christ, 
as that he, and not you, may be seen before him 
with whom ye have to do:' comp. Gal. iii. 27. 

Eph. iv. 24. Col. iii. 10. Rev. iii. 18 Bat 
even that falls short of the full sense, which 
Hyper. states thus, * Reepicit quidem ad meta- 
phoram de induendis armis lucis, sed interea 
cum amplificatione quadam asserit, non tantum 
induendas novas virtutes, sed induendum ipsum 
Christum, verarum virtutum absolutissimum 
Exemplum et Largitorem, p. 168. And se 
Estius, * Christum induere dicuntur, qui Chris- 
tum sibi assumunt et applicant, seque ei con- 
formant, adeoque Christum in se quodammodo 
repræsentant, imitatione virtutum ejus ac bona- 
rum actionum, que in illo velut Capite perfec- 
tissime refulserunt.' Calv. well remarks, * Cu- 
randa sunt quse ad corpus pertinent, sed non ali- 
ter quam peregrinationis adminicula, non autem 
ut patrie nos oblivisci faciant’ And Prof. Ste- 
nersen observes, * Christum induere non solum 
est Christum £milari, verum etiam eam, que ei 
erat, mentem euam : hoc vero nemo po- 
test, nisi quocum Christus suum Spirz com- 
municaverit. Quare Christum induere idem est, 
ac arctius arctiusque quotidie cum eo jungi, ut 
ejus vita cum omnibus suis virtutibus quotidie 
magis magisque nostra fiat.’ The next clause, 
which presents the fe, may be rendered, 
* And, withal, make not forethought for the 
flesh, for [the fulfilment of its] lusts,’ * evil de- 
sires.’ As for the construction the clause, 
indispeneable to ascertaining the true scope and 
sense, several eminent Expositors regard the 
words as forming one construction ; according to 
which view, Mackn. renders, ‘ make no isi 
for, by gratifying, the lusts of the flesh. But 
this is doing, I apprehend, violence to the cos- 
struction, and making void the of the 
Apostle,—which was, while permitting a due 
care in providing for the necessary wants of the 
body M ich, as appears from . v. 29, it is 
perfectly allowable to nourish and cherish), at 
the same time to forbid a solicitous provision for 
ite wante, much less its lusts. This view is con- 
firmed by Theodor., Theophyl., and Œcum., 
who a point — the Apostle does not say 
simply, un worsioGe THs capxds wpovoray |in- 
deed, had he done so, the mouths of — 
ascetical heretics spoken of by Theodoret could 
not, as Theodor. and Theophyl. say, have been 
stopped], but he superadds the words «lc ¿m,.0v- 
pías, in order to prevent his meaning being mis- 
understood, though, at the same time, so to 
phrase the sentiment, as to make quite clear the 

uty of keeping down the desires of the body to 
as low a measure as possible, —in short, dood- 
aywytty TÓ cua, l Cor. ix. 27. The phrase 
2rpóvouav 7rottigÜa:, used of ‘a due care of the 
body,’ occurs also in Jos. Antt. viii. 13, 8, tos 
cduaros wpóvoray w. Diod. Sic. vol. iv. 6, ], 
?rpóv. T. GO. *., also Thucyd. vi. 9, oy cw- 
patot apovoticÜa,. It is plain that by arpó. 
1s meant ‘ the faki ident care for the neces- 

wants of the body.’ Comp. the Horatian 
t—provisa 

wary 
* 8i frugis in annum Copia ;' where 
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Doéring, by explaining collecta, spoils the sense, 
in which ones bad in view dep recept of his 
favourite Epicurus, reported by Diog. Laert. x. 
120, xricsws wpovoncecbat (TÓv copdy) xai 
fen) TOU uéAAXovTos. But there is some- 

ing yet further, in the to be considered. 
The Apostle had been before adverting to ‘ the 
works of darkness’ (evil ones) expressly, and 
‘the works of the flesh’ implicitly ; and among 
the latter he reckons £pi:&i xal (Ac, just as he 
does at 1 Cor. iii. 3, oov i» Sutiy Loos «al 
ipis, where he infers that the Corinthians are 

‘carnal’ (capaixoi), by their still having 
envying and strife’ among them Bonen. aig) 

be must have intended to include ity of 
pirit with carnality of by sensuality and 
l kinds of — And it is plain from the 

next words, éAA' ivdvcacés, that the Apostle 
meant to represent that such carnality, even of 
Te is inconsistent with putting on the Lord 
esus Christ; though the next worde are to bo 

referred to carnality of body only. 

XIV.—XV. 13. This Portion forms the third 
Section of the Practical of the Epistle; and, 
as in cb. xii., the A e had treated mainly on 
religious duties, and in ch. xiii. on those of a 
political, or civil character, and such as respect 
the daily intercourse of life, and the private con- 
duct of individuals aleo, so he in this Section 
treats especially on the duties of Church members 
towards one another, and particularly as to the 
conduct to be pursued towards weak and scrupu- 
lous brethren, in which the duties both of the 
weak and the strong are considered, each in their 
order: L as to the mode of treatment to be pur- 
sued towards scrupulous Christians, who make a 
conscience of matters of indifference (i. e. consider 
them as matters of conscience), vv. 1—12. II. as 
tothe manner in which those who are strong in 
faith (having no such scruples) should use their 
Christian liberty in things indifferent. 

As to the first Section,—the conduct to be 
pursued by the s in faith toward the weak 
and scrupulous, it is here so treated, as to induce 
both parties to use mutual forbearance—on the 

, that every person is bound to serve 
lod according to his sincere and conscientious 

Views, as to such matters as are indifferent. 
]. Tov ài obs. Tj w. TpocAauf.] It has 

a matter of no little difference of opinion, 
what class of ns are to be understood here 
by ‘ the — in the. faith.’ — — Ex- 
positors (as Carpz., Ko and Eichhom) main- 
tain that they were a specios of persons like the 
Jewish Essenes, who (like the Greek doxyrai) 
practised various mortifications of the flesh, in 
order to attain r power in the spirit,— 
nearly such as were adopted by the Mi 
later age. But it has been fully shown by 
Rosenm., Stuart, and others, that, although there 
Were then various classes of persons who prac- 

asceticism, espec. in their abstinence from 
animal food, either wholly or partially, yet that 

manner in which Paul here speaks of them 
forbids such a notion; for, instead of attacking 
their pride and vain-glory (as at Col. ii. 21—23), 
he throws his shield over them, and directs that 

& 9. 23. 
b ver. 14. 
Tit. 1. 15. 

their scruples, which were conscientious and 
sober, may be And when we consider 
that in ver. 5 mention is made of the distinction 
that the persons in question made between days, 
and compare this with what is said at Col. ii. 16, 
there can (as Stuart shows) be little doubt that 
the whole difficulty was one which aroee from 
Jewish scruples about the use of meats which had 
been offered to idols, and afterwards sold in the 
market (which the persons in question thought 
would communicate pollution to those who used 
them), and the observance of certain fasts and 
feast-days. But for the better understanding of 
the whole matter, . as a general question, 
the reader is referred to an admirable discourse 
of Bp. Sanderson ad Clerum, upon ver. 3, on 
‘the use of things indifferent; wherein, after 
stating the occasion, tracing the , and show- 
ing the connexion of tho text with the context, he 
divides it into fwo potnis of doctrine: I. That 
we are not to despise others, be they ever so weak, 
or we ever so strong: and that both for the si»'s 
sake, by which it is hurtful to tho despisers, and 
for the scandals sake to the despised. 1I. That 
we are not to judge and condemn others, 1. from 
our want of commission ; 2. from our want of 
skill ; 3. from the uncharitableness, and, 4. from 
the scandalousness of the thing itself. Or thus: 
1. We have no right to judge; aud so our 
judging is wsurpati 2. We may err in our 
udgments; and so our judging is rashness. 
1 e take — the worst way when we jud 
and condemn. 4. We give occasion of offence by 
our judging, and thus it is scandalous. ‘ Thus 
the ponis he proceeds to say, *endeavours to 
draw both parties (as being both in the wrong) 
to this honourable composition, —that the strong 
in faith shall remit somewhat of his ilious- 
ness in despising the weak and scrupulous; and 
that the weak shall abate somewhat of bis 
acrimony in condemning the strong.’ The ques- 
tion as to the use and abuse of things indifferent, 
as one not confined to the subject of ‘ meats,’ but 
extending to many other things, has in the fore- 
cited and many other of his admirable discourses 
been ably treated by the learned Prelate; and 
also by Calv. and Hyper., the latter of whom 
here shows that it is a question of all places, and 
of eve * Nostra tempestate (says he) 
multis in locis de cibis, diebus, aliisque rebus 
adiaphoris acerrimas disceptationes motas videro 
licet; ad quas dirimendas presens disputatio 
salubre cousilium suppeditat.' How suitable this 
obeervation is to the present time it is needless 
to point out. 

— TÓv dcÜiwoUrra tH awlore] According 
to the foregoing vicw, ó do@evay will denote 
one who is doubtful, or not fully persuaded, of 
the propriety or impropriety of certain things in 
themselves indifferent, and is not satisfied as to 
the liberty which Christianity allows in those 
cases. By ry riore: (which should be ren- 
dered * his faith’ or‘ belief") is denoted a full per- 
suasion of mind as to what is lawful or unlawful. 
—mrpocAauBáyscOs has Been novi inter- 
preted. The word properly signifies, ° to lay hold 
of and draw any thing or person to us; and, 
from the context, here seems to mean receive tato 
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Christian communion, with the adjunct notion of 
taking into friendly intercourse; see aleo xv. 7, 
and Gal. vi. ]. I am inclined to agree with Dr. 
Peile and Mr. Alf., that the caution here given 
seems, from the connecting d2, which binds this 
on to the general exhortations to mutual — 
at ch. xiii., to spring out of those pops q. d. 
‘But while I impress upon you the paramount 
and perpetual obligation of loving one another, 
see that our reception among you of one that is 
weak in his faith (a recent and immature Chris- 
tian, acting on too confined a principle, and en- 
slaved to prejudice) do not lead ele dranpicae 
Aoy:onwv.’ But what is the meaning of those 
words? Dr. Peile renders, ‘ occasioned by the 
evil thoughts which they entertain of each other.’ 
But such a sense cannot be wrung from the 
words without great violence. The two versions 
proposed by Prof. Hodge and Prof. Stuart are 
equally inadmissible from phi ical objections, 
not to be overcome. That of Mackn., which 
Dr. Peile rejects, is more entitled to be considered 
the true interpretation than any of the fore- 

ing three. Indeed, it needs only, in order to 
Be entitled to attention, to be amended in the 
wording thus: ‘ not so as to produce the differ- 
ences, altercations, of (i.e. occasioned by) dis- 
putative argumentations,” That dsaxplose may 
admit of this sense is certain, from the use of 
éraxplvecOar in Jude 9. Acts xi. 2. Sept. in 
Jer. xv. 10. Ezek. xx. 85, and in the later 
Greek writers, as Polyb. and Lucian; and so 
Eat. renders, * ad certamina disputationum, rather 
* disceptationum,' from a signif. found in Plut. 
Pomp. 20, £y dsaXoysonois ðv, where it denotes, 
*the disquisitions, or discussions, of the mind 
with itself, pro and con. Comp. Judg. v. 16, 
éEeracpol xapéias, and Xen. Cyr. viii. 2, 27, 
cap vópov xatecricato ó Kupor, doa ĝia- 
xpiosews déoro (‘as to such matters as might 
need discussion and dijudication'), elre dixy 
sire aywvicpati, Tods deopévous dcaxploewe 
ouvrpiysw Tots xperais. Mr. Alf. makes it 
mean ‘disputes in order fo settle the points on 
which he scruples,’ and so long ago in my Lex. 
: for the settling of disputed points.” But although 
this interpretation be very suitable to the con- 
text, it needs that establishment by proof, which 
Mr. Alf. has not adduced, and which I cannot 
furnish. The wisdom of the Apostle's caution is 
observable; for to perplex the new convert's 
mind with points, which his Christian judgment 
js not sufficiently mature to enable him to 
grapple with, might drive him into scepticism 
or worse, Calvin. 

2. The Apostle now illustrates the thing by 
an ay an and shows why he has given the pre- 
copt. IlicTeóe: aysiv,*is persuaded that he 
may eat.’ At least so Kypke, and most recent 
Expositors (including Alf) explain, supposin 
an ellips. of éEeiva:. But there needs proof, 
which has not been adduced, that tho expression 
may be used for éEeivar cayeiv. Hence it is 
best to suppose that the idiom rests on some 
— use (perhaps provincial, or common 

reck) of wioreve.y, namely, by a pregnanc 
of expression pointed out by De Dieu, *con 

4d Y) tis Gi Ó 

dently ventures to eat, —confidently, as trusting 
it to be safe so to do. He has, indeed, brought 
no example in proof; but I can adduce at least 
one, namely, Demosth. p. 866, 1, wpotobas ài 
Thy» wpoixa obx irÍoTsuce r, ‘did not confident 
venture to give up.” Iléárra: meaning, “all 
kinds of food 3 — distinction, even those 
forbidden by the Mosaic Law. Adyasa, L e. 
t even Ady.,’ rather than forbidden meats; fear- 
ing lest ke should unwittingly eat meat sold 
in the market, which had been offered to idols. 
So Jos., Vit. 93, says of some Jewish priests 
at Rome, oùx iAáÜorro rns sle Tò Ocior svas- 
Beíae, d:arpiqovro è aíxois xai xapvoir, i.e. 
‘from the dread of eating of any unclean flesh 
meat.’ TIpoceAdBero, ‘has accepted him, ad- 
mitted him to the benefits and privil of the 
Christian religion.” See note on ver. 1. 

4. od vis al, &c.] A further reason why the 
weak should not judge the strong. ‘ By what 
right dost thou hold judgment over another's 
servant?’ meaning Christ's This use of the 
—— ob rile e hua pean in the 

ass, writers, imparts much spirit to the appeal 
of right—re liw xvplto, aot š Dat. commodi 
et incommodi, as Alf., but of relation, as Stuart 
and Peile; the sense being in reference to the 
judgment pronounced at His tribunal, to which 
e is amenable. This is confirmed by Chrys. 

and Theophyl., rw óscwórn siapipec (per- 
tinet), as to his standing or falling —orjxe: 
wirst are forensic terms, and signify, ‘to stand 
or falk in judgment,’ to be acquitted, or be con- 
demned ; and so used in Ps. i. 5. Ixxvi. 7. Luke 
i. 36. Rev. ue a etal. And E all — In- 
terpreters, and almost every modern positor. 
The sense assigned by some Foreign Map tr oe 
‘remain in his place as a Christian, or fall from 
it, is far-fetched and jejune. As to what Alf. 
alleges, that the standing in judgment is not in 
question, that is a matter of opinion; and it 
need not be understood of the judgment at the 
last day, but of present acquittal and - 
ance, or the reverse. The next clause, ora 
etra, ói—AavTÓy, suggests a further reason for 
forbearance,—and the forensic metaphor seems 
here dropped, another metaphor being introduced, 
— namely, that derived from koldi any one 
who is slipping and falling, and the Apostle 
seme to have had — i" xvii. 5, * Hold 

wp my goings in thy way, that my footsteps 
elip not." is the and is, THe shall hold him 
acquitted as to this matter.’ See the able note 
of Estius, who interprets thus: * Non tuum est 
eum judicare quasi peccantem edendo, qum tu 
putas immunda. Habet dominum ac judicem 
suum Deum, sive Christum ; & quo absolvetur 
si bene agat, vel condemnabitur sì male.’ The 
argument in orabsoera, &c., is, as Hyper. ob- 
serves, that ‘there is no reason why the party 
should eo interfere by judgment; since there is 3 
sure hope of the restitution of the person lapeed, 
or supposed to be lapsed, without any such inter- 
ference ;’ besides that it is wholly umn 
ÓvraTós yap—avrov, where there ie a strong 
emphasis on óvraós, which accordingly, under 
the notion of power, implies also the adjunct ono 
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of ‘ willingness ;' as supra xi. 23; and the sense 
is well expressed by Estius thus: ‘Quamvis 
homines in fide non satis instructi eum judicent, 
id est, condemnent, tamen Deus potens est eum 
absolvere et suo judicio — quod et 
faciet" Comp. 1 . Y. 24, miotds Ó kañv 
Unat, 0$ kal rovro 21. The implied notion rests, 
as Thomas Aquinas shows, on a presumption 
founded on the goodness of God, ‘ propter ejus 
bonitatem presumere debemus quod iterum sta- 
tuet eum.” Comp. Mic. vii. 8, ‘when I fall, 
I shall arise,’ i. e., * be raised up (Sept. dvacrs}- 
estat) by Jehovah ;' to be supplied from the 
next clause, For óvrarós yáp tori, A, B, C, 
and some ancient cursives, have duvaret yap, 
which is edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; 
bat, although internal evidence may seem in 
favour of the word, I cannot adopt it; from the 
want of sufficient external authority, being op- 
posed to all the other uncials, and all the cur- 
tives, for I do not find it in any one of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies. The reading is, indeed, found 
ia B, C, D, F. G, at 2 Cor. ix. 8, but even there 
Without any cursive. It may, indeed, seem a 
strong confirmation of dvvare?, that it is found 
in almost all the copies at 2 Cor. xiii. 3. But 
the form occurs no where else; and it is, as 
Dindorf, in h. Thess. in v., shows, such 
corrupt Greek, that I suspect it to have come in 
by error of scribes for dévara: (a and « being oft. 
confounded). The scribes might make the mis- 
take, since they were prob. well acquainted with 
the form, which, perhaps, had always been used 
in the vulgar dialect and in the very low 
but not crept into the language of books. In the 
passage at 2 Cor. ix. 8, it arose prob. from one of 
two modes of removing the harshness in dvvaros, 
namely, dvvaras and duvurai. 

5. * Ad aliud genus controversiarum transit 
Apostolus, ad dierum delectum" (Crell.), ad- 
duced, says Thom. Aquin., by way of example. 
Render, “one man esteems (selects for approba- 
ton) one day above another day; another esteems 
every day alike worthy of honour.” It is obvious, 

the context, and from such parallel p es 
as Gal. iv. 10,‘ Ye observe days, and months, 
and times, and years, and Col. ii. 16,‘ Let no 
man duige you in meat, or in drink, or in respect 
of a holyday, or of the new moon, or of Sabbath 
days,’ that Paul has reference to the Jewish 

ivals; and therefore his language cannot be 
applied to the Christian Sabbath. The senti- 
ment of the passage is this: ‘One man observes 
the Jewish festivals, another man does not.’ 

we know was the fact in the Apostolic 
Church, even among those who — in the 
observance of the first day of the week ° (Hodge). 
In ixarror—wAnpopopsiab there is a brevity 

of expression, which requires us to sup ly from 
the context icÜíey xui ui) dcÜicv, xplywy Kui 
uh «xpivey nuipay. The general sense of tho 
passage is this: *let every one act with ful- 
ness of persuasion, according to the satisfaction 
of his mind, that he doth what is lawful." 

6. The Apostle now gives eram of both 
the discrepant sentiments, as well in respect of 
days, ss of meats ; and shows, by a new reason, 
that those who, in this instance, think differently, 
ought not to feel contempt for each other. 
— ó gree | lit. * he who minds,’ ‘ observes.’ 

Kuple ie for sie rov K úpiov, ‘ with a reference 
to the Lord,’ and in obedience to his understood 
will. Evyaptore? rp Oro must be so accom- 
modated as to apply both to ò ic0íev and to ó 
uù ic. In the former case, it relates both to 
the returning thanks for the food, and to the 
Christian liberty of unrestricted use; in the 
Jatter case, the sense is, ‘return thanks to God 
for the gift of abstinence.’ The general sense 
may, with Hodge, be thus : ‘He who 
disregards the Mosaic distinction between clean 
and unclean meats, and uses indiscriminately 
the common articles of food, acts religiously in 
so doing, as is evident from his giving God 
thanks. He could not deliberately thank God 
for what he supposed God had forbidden him to 
use. In like manner, he that abstains from cer- 
tain meats, does it religiously ; for he also giveth 
thanks to God, which implies that he regards 
himeelf as acting agreeably to the Divine will.’ 
—It is true that the words xal ó uh ppovav—où 
Gpovst are absent from A, B, C, D E, F. G, 
and three cursives, and are cancelled in Lachm. 
and Tisch., ed. 1, but restored in Tisch., ed. 2; 
rightly, —for ‘the words were,’ Alf. says, ‘lost 
by the scribes passing over from «poret to 
$povet. But if so, why did Mr. Alf. place the 
words in brackets, as probably not genuine? 

7. The Apostle now confirms, and amplifies 
what he has just said by an argument ex toto ad 

; q. d. ‘no wonder the particular actions partem ; q 
of our life ought to have respect unto the Lord, 
when our very life itself ought to be wholly snb- 
servient to his glory.' (Calv.) The general 
sense is, in other words, ‘ But we are, whether 
alive or dead, wholly and entirely in his power.' 
—But, to consider the phraseology more particu- 
larly. The Datives iavrẹ and Kuplw are 
Datives of reference; and one of them, saute, 
also a Dat. commodi ; and so far we may com- 

Menand. ap. Stob. p. 120, tour’ lor: +d 
Fav, ovx šaur@ {iv uóvor. Plut. i. 819, Xyl., 
alexpóv yao {yv uóvow savroie kai ¿movñ- 
ome Thus the em — clause ie: as 

odge expresses it, ‘ No ristian considers 
himself as his own master, or at liberty to regu- 
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late his conduct according to his own will, or for 
his own ends; he is the servant of God, and, 
therefore, endeavours to live according to his 
will, and for his glory.’ Consequently, ex op- 

io, ovdsie saute drobvjoxes must mean, 
no one has, at death, any power over himself 

and his fate in another state of existence, nor 
ceases to depend for every thing upon the Lord 
by whom he is to be judged.” 

8. iáv Ts yàp Youer, &c.] This verse is 
closely connected with the p ing, as intro- 
ducing the , or txference, of the proposi- 
tion at v. 7, and consists of two clauses, —the 
former of which presents, by the yap, the reason 
why we are bound to live not unto ourselves, 
viz. because we both live and die unto the Lord, 
ad ejus arbitrium uc mutum. The latter clause, 
as Cal v. points out, — the best reason why 
we should, —namely, that in every state of our 
existence, whether in this world or in the next, 
we belong to Christ. Or we may, with Hyper., 

rd it as serving to confirm the declaration, 
that our whole life, and all our actions, are to 
be devoted to the Lord, inasmuch as He has 
full power and right over us, as being his pro- 

rt y. 
ai sls TovTo yap, &c.] This is, as Calv. and 
Hyper. point out, & com ion of what has 
been just before said, and is adduced in proof of 
the above assertion, —that ‘we are to live and to 
die unto Christ." Render: ‘ Nay, for this end 
and purpose Christ died, and, after his resurrec- 
tion, rose again unto glory, and yet liveth, that 
he might be Sovereign of the whole human race, 
both the quick and the dead.' 

On this verse there exists no little variety of 
reading. Some MSS. have not the first xal; 
others are without xal dviorn; and both are 
cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf.; while several uncial and cursive 
MSS, with some Versions and eerly Editions, 
for áví(goav read i[noav, which is adopted by 
all the Critical Editors, On again weighing the 
evidence, and considering the circumstances of 
the case, [ am of opinion that there is no ground 
for removing tho xal, and no certainty, though 
some probability, that the words xai dvéorn are 
an interpolation. They are in all the Lamb., 
and Mus, and Trin. Coll. copies. As to the 
remaining v. l. i(uoe» for avé{nosy, thore is 
very considerable authority; to which I add 
Trin. Coll. B, x. 16. As to internal evidence, 
it draws two ways. Accordingly, I have brack- 
eted the dy. Alf. cancels it, —' since, he says, 
‘in a case of doubt, early authority must decide.’ 
True! if the — of the witnesses were 
above suspicion, and the reading could not be 
accounted for on Palmographi rinciples in 
four copies only. On the whole, the reading is 
an open question, and can scarcely be determined 
until the cursive MSS. are better collated. 

10. ob ài ti xpivers, &c.] Here the Apostle 
adduces asxofÀer reason to dissuade his readers 

10) Y) 8ë Tí xpivers roy adehhoy cov ; À Kat av ti 

from exercising rash judgment, or entertaini 
undue contenipe of eac other: and that is ong: 
gested ly in the term déeA¢.,— which is 
emphatic, and meant to restrain rash judgment; 
but chiefly in the words following, wdvree yap 
wapacricoussa Tae Bipar: Tov Xp., which 
import, l. that to Christ alone is committed the 
power of judgin ; 2. that we are all, whether 
strong or weak, alike amenable to this judgment, 
and therefore are not warranted in judging, much 
less contemning and despising, cach other: and, 
accordingly, that all must be len to the judgment 
of one great and true Estimator, and none ought 
to presume to intrude upon his province. There 
ie great force in the expression où di—f xai av, 
of which, as Koppe saya, the former od refers to 
the scrupulous Christian, who condemned the 
laxity of his brethren; the latter to the better 
informed, who despised those who were actuated 
by superstitious scruples.—To advert toa matter 
of various reading. For Xpiorov, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit Ozov, from A, B, C, D, E, 
F, G, with the Coptic and some later Versions. 
The reading is very specious, since internal evi- 
dence may seem in favour of Qeou, from the 
pror that Xpscrov might hare crept in 
rom 2 Cor. v. 10. But the insufficiency of ex- 
ternal authority, by the total want of cursives 
to confirm the testimony of the seven uncials, 
weakens that evidence; while Xp. is su 
by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, and b 
Origen, Cyrill, and Chrys. t. ix. 705. vi. 429, 
ix. 229. However, the testimony of all the 
MSS. except seven is, it seems, according to Mr. 
Alford's opinion, to ‘ decide nothing in the pre- 
sence of the expression in 2 Cor., Bnuarote row 
Xpiorov. But why should we not suppose that 
O:1oU was introduced by the same Alexandrians 
who made, suá auctoritate, so many other altera- 
tions? The probability is, that they did. As to 
the Fathers, Damasc. and Ruffinus, adduced for 
O:ov, they will weigh little in the balance, since 
we may well suppose that, as Matthei sa 
each, as * homileta aut dogmaticus, did it‘ ideo 
uod utrumque Christo accommodabat : just as 
id Cyrill, ubi supra, cited by Matthei, where, 

after citing TapaoTnoóusÜa ài T Xpio-e, he 
remarks, xaÜieirac yap ¿wi Üpóvov ofm av- 
TOV, Kolvwy Ti)» olkovutvny iv Qixatogórg xai- 
ToL — TOU Aavid, GT. Oeds xpsrye deri. 
Ords apa ¿c+Tiv ó Xpıorós. In short, I doubt 
not that Xp. was altered to eq by the Alexan- 
drian Critics, because they thought it called for 
by the next verse. Bp. Terrot, indeed, remarks, 
that the difference of reading cannot affect the 
sense, since ‘He who at ver. 9 rules the livi 
and the dead, at whose tribunal we shall stan 
(ver. 10), and before whom every knee shall 
bow, is one and the same, called indifferently 
Xpriorde, Kupior, and Oso. And so H 
observes, that ‘the Apostle evidently considers 
the authority of Christ as being tantamount to 
submission to God, and without hesitation ap- 
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plies the declarations of the Old Testament in 
Telation to the universal dominion of Jehovah, 
in proof of the Redeemer's sovereignty.” With 
him, therefore, Christ our Lord was God. 

11. The foregoing position is now confirmed 
from the sure word of pro * 
— 'yéypas Tat "yàp, meaning, ‘ agree- 

ably to what is mid in Scripture, —namely, Isa. 
xlv. 23, wherein there is, indeed, some variation 
from the Sept. and the Hebrew, yet not near so 
great as would at first sight appear; for, 1. the 
words Adya: Kóp:os form no part of the quota- 
tion, but were (as often) added by the Apostle 
to indicate the speaker; 2. the words «l Jj 
ifedevoerai—dwoorpapicovra: were omitted 
by the Apostle, as not neceseary to his pu ; 
3. in the next words the Apostle follows the 
Sept. (not the Heb.), at least in the Alexandrian 
and some other MSS. The only real discrepancy 
is in the first words, (à iva, which, however, form 
really an equivalent (and Scriptural) expression 
to the xaT’ ikavrTov duviw of the Sept.; see 
Numb. xiv. 21, 28. Jer. xxii. 24. Ezek. v. 11. 
Xx. 3. Judg. viii. 14. h. ii. 19. 

12. $1«acTos ñu. wepi iavroU À. 2. T. O.] 
* Conclusio hsec ad humilitatem ac submissionem 
nos revocat : unde etiam statim infert, uf ne judi- 
cemus aller alterum : quia nobis fas non est judi- 
candi vices usurpare, quos subeundi pariter judicii 
et reddendss rationis manet necessitas. (Calv.) 
So also Eatius, who points out, that a stress is 
laid on aspi £avrov ; q. d. ‘de factis ; 
non de alienis." And he adds, * Quod fatellige. 
nisi quatenus aliorum vita ad nostram curam 
po et aliorum peccata ex officii nostri neg- 
donna proveniunt Comp. Gal. vi. 5, íxac-ros 
Tov los dopríos Baoradca. That the same 
emphasis is intended to be laid on dAAsjAove at 

next verse, meant to be referred to repi 
davrov, has been pointed out by Crell. and 
Est, who show that the dAA#A. is used as at 

. v. 13, 
13. The Apostle had before reproved the weak 

Who censured the strong in the use of their 

topic of the Chapter,—namely, the manner in 

améQ0ave. 16 My BXaad- 

which Christian liberty is to be exercised. He 
teaches that it is not enough that we are per- 
suaded & certain course is, in itself considered, 
right, in order to authorize us to pursue it. We 
must be careful that we do not injure others in 
the use of our liberty.’ (Hodge.) 
— pnxirs obv ¿XAíAoue Kpivepev, &c.] 

Commentators notice the a is in xplvw- 
pev and xpivare, the word being first used in the 
sense ‘ to pass severe and unjust judgment upon,’ 
and then ‘to resolve." 

14. Here, as Calv. and Hyper. remark, is 
anticipated an objection on the part of the strong, 
to justify their not making any distinction be- 
tween meats. In removing which it is shown, 
as a general principle, that though there be no 
sin in the case simpy yet there may be from 
the circumstances of the use; namely, if thereby 
our brother be disquieted in his conscience. 
See Estius. 

— olóa xal wiwatcua, &c.] <A strong ex- 
ression, to denote full persuasion from complete 
nowledge.—év Kuplw 'I., i. e. ° by the teaching 

of Jesus Christ himself, and not by human rea- 
sonin See Theophyl., Theodor., and Est. 
— Ort ovdiy xowor] By the limitation sug- 
ted in the context, the sense must be, ‘no 

ind of meat is of, or by itself, in its own nature, 
impure (i. e. unlawful); but to him who accounts 
it to be unlawful," to him it is unlawful ; meaning 
(as Grot. and others explain ) that ‘ the persuasion 
of any food being forbidden, ie to a Christian Jew, 
as long as he is so persuaded, sufficient to make it 
unlawful for him to use that liberty which it has 
given him from the yoke of the Mosaic ordi- 
nances. The el 49 is not put for &AAa, but is 
used in its ordinary sense, and is only introduc- 
tory of another and an exceptive clause. 

5. 81a Bpwpya) ° through [thy eating of] food." 
—Avirsira: is explained by the older Commen- 
tators, ‘is injured and hurt;' by the more recent 
ones, ° is brought into grief,’ i. e. self-condemna- 
tion, by being induced to do what he believes to 
be unlawful. The expression seems — to 
mean, ‘is disquieted and perplexed with doubts.” 
—xaTa ayamny, ‘agreeably to Christian charity,” 
which requires us, for the ake of a weaker brother, 
to suffer one's own liberty to be circumscribed in 
any matter not unlawful. By dwoAAve is meant, 
not final perdition, but rather a present falling 
from a state of salvation by apostasy or other- 
wise. 

16. mù BA. ù. +ó Syetor] a not so as to 
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give occasion that your right sense of your 
hristian liberty in the indiscriminate use of 

foods be evil spoken of.’ (Abp. Newcome.) 
However, the force of rò dyady is a point not 
a little debated. Orig., Calv., Beza, Grot., Est., 
Oleh., and Hodge, render, * your freedom,' * your 
Christian liberty;' as 1 Cor. x. 29. But that 
destroys the contrast. It seems better to inter- 
pret it, with Chrys, Theophyl., Theodor., and 

hot. ap. CEcum., tiv wioriy vue, meaning, 
‘your strength of faith and grace; ray dnp- 
cue evotBaay, Chrys. See also Thom. 

uin. 
7. où yáp iorw—nTócis] A popular and 

familiar mode of expression, by which the Apos- 
tle adduces another reason for caution in the use 
of meats, and forbearance in offending a weak 
brother ; and that drawn from — end 
of our religion; we may render y, but faith- 
fully, ‘The —— of heaven does not consist 
fn, &c.;' q. d. ° The essence of Christianity consists 
in far diferent things than the exercise of one's 
right to eat meats without distinction.’ Here it 
is not meats and drinks that are considered, but 
virtue, peace (as opposed to a contentious opposi- 
tion to conscientious prejudices), spiritual joy, or 
that inward joy which springs from the consola- 
tions of the Holy Ghost: meaning, in short (as 
re Sanderson explains), that ‘the religion of 
Christ consists in the exercise of holy graces, and 
the conscientious performance of unquestioned 
duties.” Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 20. 

18. * A consequenti ductum est argumentum’ 
Calv.) ; and there is, as Hodge observes, a con- 
rmation of the preceding verse.—By roérors 

are meant the foregoing holy dispositions and 
spiritual graces, or fruits of the Spirit. It is 
true, that, for rotroic, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit roúræ, from A, B, C, D, F, G, and 
one cursive MS., besides the Vulg. Vers. and 
some Greek Fathers. But external authority 
here is insufficient, and internal evidence, fairly 
weighed, is in favour of rov-rozs, since it is called 
for by the three particulars just before mentioned, 
namely, the three spiritual graces constituting 
the justification, reconciliation with God, sane- 
tification,—essential pointe of the Christian cha- 
racter. And, accordingly, to read rovre (which 
arose, I doubt not, by the constant confounding 
of the terminations w: and ors), detracts not a 
little from the force and significancy of the 
words. Mr. Alf., indeed, strenuously maintains 
tobre, Which he believes expresses ‘ the 
gate of the three graces,’ and takes it, with 

umg. and Crucius, as equiv. to obrews. But 
this is a pnp down of the sense, which he 
would, and justly too, object to in any one bat 
himself, The almost total want of support to 
ToúTe in cursives is suspicious; and the autho- 
rity of the Pesch. Syr. Vers. strongly confirms 
the text. rec. 

20 s Ms). &yexev Spwuatos kaTáXve TO épyoy ToU Geo. llávra 

— abápsoroe Ti Oto xal, &c.] This is a 
familiar expression, to signify, *is in favour both 
with oe: me —— per Rabbinical — 
cited oéttgen : * Ut diligatur superius (i. e. 
& calo < Deo) et desideratus sit inferius (in 
terrà) et acceptus hominibus.’ How the senses 
: pence and uprightness, which Mr. Alf. ascribes to 
the term dox. can be got out of the term, I see net. 
The true force, as expressed by the ancient Ver- 
sions, is ‘probatus,’ ‘acceptus;’ lit. ‘ approved 
and received, after trial; by a metaph. taken 
from money that has the assay, and is 
received as sterling ;—so often in the New Test. 
and Class. writers. Seo my Lex., and comp. 
Hdot, iii. 143, day iv rote &oTolo, Soxipor, 
as said of a person who has stood the test, and 
is, as it were, stamped with public aspproba- 
tion. 

19. &pa ob»] ‘So ` *such being the case" 
(a formula frequent with St. Paul, but not with 
the other writers of the New Test., or with the 
Class. writers). The infereace is drawn from 
the preceding context; q.d. in the words of 
Prof. Hodge, ‘Since Christian love (rather, 
‘peace and love'], the example of Christ, the 
comparative insignificance of the matters in dis- 
pute, the honour of the truth, the nature of real 
religion, all conspire to urge us to mutual for- 
bearance, let us endeavour to promote peace and 
mutual edification.” 

20. uù Svexey Bpwmaros xaráAvs Tó Toyos 
tov Osov)] The phrase +ó Zoyow tov Otrov 
been variously interpreted. Some, as Est. and 
Menoch., regard the Zpyow as standing for the 
weak brother mentioned, supra, ver. 15, became 
(they urge) *sedificare et destrucre sive dissol- 
vere' must be referred to the same subject; 
wherefore, since edifca/son has reference to tho 

,90 must destruction. But xaraàósı» is 
not the same with dwoAAvpt: nor does it seem 
to have been the intent of the Apostle to have 
said the same thing as at ver. ] in. He 
meant, I apprehend, to repeat in the 
foregoing injunction, in order, as Calvin well 
points out, ‘to show the importance of what he 
ad said in the verse before, d:axaper Ta THE 

elxoóoyu$sjs, and where architectural allusion 
at Ts olxodouns suggested the use of the expres- 
sion here, £p'yov Tov Orov, and consequently 
the other term, xaraAósiw.' Yet that will mot 
prove that the Apoetle meant to allude to the 
— ToU Osov, Eph. ii. 10, ‘a 
oly temple in the Lord,’ ii. 18; for here we 

have foyor used, and not woinya, and the con- 
text is against that application. Hence I still 
refer to take the expression (as I have all 
one of ing dawn and ‘ undoing’ tbe 

which God might be doing on the soul of the 
weak brother, by stren ing faith, increasiog 
grece (James iv. 6), and nourishing that )o 

timately connected with the peace just 
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inculcated. To which purpose we may comp. 
Gal. vi. 16, &yaxn, xapa, slpárn, and supra v. 
17. This view of the force of the expression is 
confirmed and illustrated by Phil. i. 6, where 
this work of God is represented as being carried 
on ively in the souls of the nerate, 
thro the sanctification of the Spirit. This 
in ion is adopted, and ably supported, by 
Calvin, who truly remarks, that ‘ wherever there 
is even a of piety, there we may recognize 
the work of God ; which they quench and destroy 
who by their injudiciousness unsettle the yet 
weak [ill-informed] conscience.’ See also Mack- 
aight and Dr. Burton. 
— Tárra piv xaÜapá: —icOloyr:] ‘The 

ground on which this ferbearance is , is not 
that tbe things in question are in themselves 
evil, but solely that the use of them is injurious to 
ethers.” (H ) —By xaxóv, however, we must 
understand, ‘ what is morally wrong,’ ‘ criminal." 
The words may be re either to the tweak 
Christian, who, if he eateth d:a wpocxouparor 
(i.e. ebv Tposxóumatı, — with an un- 
certain and dubious mind), sinneth ; or rather, to 
the better instructed and advanced Christian, 
who, if, by eating, he offends and causes another 
to sin (a arpooxoupaTos, for mata wpocxóu- 
MaTos, ae *occasioning an offence to him’), 

sinneth. 
21. caddy (sc. iei) rd wn haysiv, &c.] 

The general sense is, * It is as for 
by duty) to abstain from flesh used in sacrifice 
to idols, or wine poured in libation to idols; 
or to abetain from flesh altogether; or from any 
other act in the presence of those who may thus 
be ensnared into sin, and perplexed with doubts,’ 

At the uyi before iv œ there is an ellipsis, 
which is variously filled up by Expositors. Koppe 
supplies aristy re, referring it to any other intoxi- 
cating drink besides wine. But that is not 
mitted by the context, since by ‘wine’ Paul 
means wine that had been offered up to idols,— 
as of meats that bad been so offered up. The 
true ellipsis is that which Expositors generally 
supply, moisi» (or rather roéccsu), which car- 
ries with it, by — n pai asi s sc. 
[paypa &AXo, i rehend, to 
the wee of those meats and drinka te tha way of 
excess, Mr. Conyb., however, so stumbles at 
what he terms ‘ the extreme awkwardness of the 
ellips., necessitated by the received text,’ that ho 
thinks it strange no Critic has hitherto proposed 
the simple emendation of reading 8» for i», 
which would remove the awkwardness. True, — 
but it would introduce bad Greek, since r: is 
Tegid in um & — and îy — 

proprioty. i written by 
Pai, how can we sccount for its change into the 
more difficult iy?—and thus internal evidence 
je against the emendation, which is very like 
many such proceeding from the Alexandrian 
Critics. As to the ellipse. (which was seen, and 
rightly supplied, by the Pesch. Syr. Translator) 
it ie not harsher multitudes which occur in 

u Gal. 6.1. 
James 8. 13. 

the purest Greek writers. Besides, ¿y cannot bo 
dispensed with at œ (sc. *páyuaT.). 

he words  oxavdadi{era: 4 doOeveT are 
absent from A, C, and one cursive, with several 
Versions and Fathers, and were rejected by Mill, 
and have been cancelled by Tisch., as being a 
mere gloss. Such, however, can bardly be the 
case with j do@evst ; and if ¿hat clause be genu- 
ine, so is the preceding one. at is protas. 
strange that Mill and Tisch., after collating so 
many MSS., should not at once have seen that 
the words were omitted in the Archetype of 
MSS. A and C, by reason of forming one line, 
corresponding to the preceding, ending with 
?rpocxóT T si, and thus the scribe's eye 
from one s: to the other, and thus he omitted 
the words in question. And this was the more 
likely to happen, because the most ancient MSS. 
are — — bly brum in double is pe 
com of very short lines, comprising seldom 
more than four or five words. Thus thie circum- 
stance multiplied the chances of that class of 
blunders among which I number the error in 
question. There is, indeed, t force in this 
use of three terms so nearly allied in sense; and 
here, as Chrys. and Theophyl. say conjoined, to 
re nt the person as altogether weak. Calvin, 
indeed, traces here an anti-climax ; q. d. ‘Ne 
fratribus causa lapsus prebeatur, imo nec offen- 
sionis; imo nec infirmitatis. ZxavdaAiQscÜa:, 
however, is rather a stronger term than rpocxor- 
Tti», denoting such a stumbling as verges toa 
total fall; the two terms representing less or 
greater d of mental perturbation and per- 
plexity. e third term is, I apprehend, meant 
to indicate the natural result of the foregoin 
—— 1 Cor. viii. 9), in that state of 

lation, whereby any one is disabled from dis- 
tinguishing between what is lawful and what is 
unlawful, in respect of Christian liberty,— which 
is a great impediment to growth in and 
not unfrequently terminates in backsliding, nay, 
sometimes in virtual — 

22. où vía Tw ixe] The ancient and early 
modern Commentators read thie € ively ; 
the more recent ones, declaratively ; which latter 
mode is confirmed by the Peschito Syriac. And 
so Lachm. and Tisch. point; which may be de- 
fended, and is often found in the Classical 
writers, especially those of the Comic Drama; 
but is not suitable to the character of the present 
address,—and, indeed, to that of the tle. 
Some ancient Critics, however, using MSS. t that 
aed not the marks of interrogation, and stum- 

ling at the declarative sense, prefixed an fy, to 
remove the difficulty; and the reading was, most 
injudiciously, adopted by Lachm., merely because 
contained in his three crack MSS. A, B, D, 
though it only furnishes one among a vast mul- 
titude of instances of their corrupted text.—But, 
to turn from verbal Criticism to matters of far 
more moment: wloriv must here denote * a full 
persuasion that what one is doing is lawful and 
right,’ E Lum assent of the judgment and con- 
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science. — xarà csavTÓóv Eys [comp. Heliod. 
vii. 16, xard. ceauroy Ext, kai pndevi páTe]. 
The full sense is, * keep this persuasion to your- 
self, and your God ; use it when you have no 
other witness; and do not, in exercising it be- 
fore men, employ it so as to cause your fel- 
low Christian and weaker brother to fail in his 
duty. The words of the next clause, paxdpros 
Ó uj)j—$oxipats, are capable of more than one 
sense. Professor Hodge considers it to mean, 
* blessed is tbe man that has a good conscience ; 
who does not allow himself to do what he 
secretly [ih his heart] condemns." Tho words 
are susceptible of this sense; and, if it be the 
true one, one might suppose the saying formed 
on Sirach xiv. 2, uaxápios oU où — 4 
yrvx? avrov. But this is not permitted by the 
context, which rather requires what I have laid 
down.—‘ Happy is he who doth not condemn 
himself," expose himself to condemnation, in the 
use he makes of what he allows himeelf to do, in 
the use of his Christian liberty.—namely, by 
using it in an imprudent manner; or, as Olsh. 
and Alf., ‘It is a blessed thing to have no scru- 
pe about things in which we allow ourselves.’ 
he apophthegm has some appearance of being 

formed on one of the &ypada dicta Jesu, un- 
recorded in the Gospels, which might at that 
early period be well known by recent tradition to 
be Kos our Lord. And we know that on an- 
other occasion, recorded in Acts xx. 25, St. Paul 
has adduced an actual dypagoyv rua: Maxá- 
piór icri Siddvar uaÀXoy 79 Xaufávetw. See 
my note on Luke vi. 5. Oleh. here thinks it 
has reference to a saying purporting to be from 
our Lord in the Cod. Bezæ at Luke vi. 5, sl uiv 
olóae ri roiie, uakápios ef, al 0à uh oldas, 
dmixardparos xal mapaßárne sI Tov vónov. 
But the saying is not in our Lord's manner; 
m the authority for ascribing it to Him is very 

23. ó di Q&axpiy.—kaTrax.] Render: ‘ But he 
who wavereth (hath scruples) about eating, in- 
cure condemnation,” or, * is virtually condemned, 
if he eat (i. e. in eating), because (the eating) is 
not from faith ; i.e. ‘is without faith, —' with- 
out a full persuasion that he is acting rightly." 
Theophyl. well remarks, dd th; où% Sri 
axdBaprov iv TÒ Bpisua, AAN’ Sri ovK iri- 
orevoey Ort KkaÜapor iow, dXX invato ToU 
Beéparos, ws dxaÜdprov. Theodor. regards 
the words Sri ovx ix mior., and wav di 0, as 
stating the reason for the former; q. d. ó yap 
mioTtówv dBAaBos usraXaufdver ò dt perd 
Tivos Óiakpicace (wavering, scrupling) iobiwva 
xab’ ¿aurou Yhpov ixpipa = atvroxataxpitcs 
¿cz So Bp. Sanderson, Serm. p. 511, * Be the 
thing what it may in itself, yet his : 
makes it unlawful to bim, so long as he remains 
doubtful, because it cannot be of faith." 
— way 6i Š obx ix v. du. I. '" Here (Bull- 

ing. obecrves) Paul follows up the preceding 
reason why the person incurs condemnation by a 
qu generalis ; but a ° gnome generalis” meant 
or universal application, not only to the present 

ROMANS XIV. 23. XV. 1. 
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caso, but to all other cases, and of which the 
sense is,—‘ that whatever is done, without a full 

reuasion that it is lawful, is sinful; " or, as 
Hodge expresses it, * whatever we do, which sre 
are not sure is right, is wrong.’ See a most mas- 
terly Discourse of Bp. Senderson on this tezt, in 
which, after ably settling the connexion and 
scope of the text, he shows that faith must here 
be the uasion of the judgment and consci- 
ence. He then proceeds to inquire, —I. What is 
the of the conscience, a8 concerning the 
lawfulness or unlawfulness of actions. IL Whe- 
ther, in every thing we do, an actual comsidera- 
tion thereof be necessarily requisite. III. What 
degree of persuasion is required for the warrant- 
ing of our actions: whether or no, and how far, 
a man may warrantably" act, with re/uctancy of 
conscience. Wherein is considered the case, |. of 
a resolved conscience ; 2. of a doubling conscience; 
3. of a conscience. Upon the whole, 
he proves that the true import of the text is, in 
effect, this: ‘ Whosoever shall en eo the 
doing of any thing which he verily bets to 
be unlawful, or, at least, is not reasonably well 
persuaded of the lawfulness thereof, let the 
Ping be otherwise, and in itself what it may 
be, lawful or unlawful, indifferent or necessary, 
convenient or inconvenient, it matters not, —TO 
HIM IT 18 A SIN, Here Wets. and Grot. com- 
pare similar sentiments from the Class. writers, 
and Schoéttgen some from the Rabbinical ones. 

The TO di duvapive, &c., which in 
the textus comes in at the end of the 
Epistle, is, in the far ter part of the MSS., 
including almost all the Lambeth and Museum 
copies, Trin. Coll. B, x. 16, with several Versions 
and Fathers, inserted here: a penne approved 
by Grot. and Hamm., adopted by Mill We- 
stein, Matthei, and Griesbach; but which has 
been rejected by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf. It is a question of very difficult determina- 
tion, wherein no certainty can be attained. Ex- 
ternal evidence would seem to be in favour of its 
insertion here ; yet the testimonies for the for- 
mer position are weighty, including the two most 
ancient of the MSS. (the Alexandrian and Vati- 
can), and the most ancient Versions, As to in- 
ternal evidence, it cannot well be balanced, since 
there are various considerations drawing both 
ways, which tend to make the ordinary canons 
J — of uncertain — but. upon 

e whole, it seems e uinenees. 
The internal à — of the 
as Stuart shows, is strongly against its insertion 
here; and though St. Peal does sometimes in- 
sert a doxology in the body of an Epistle, yet (as 
he points out) it is in quite & different situation 
from the present. Besides, as Bp. Terrot re- 
marks, ‘the argument of ch. xiv. is so manifestly 
continued in the first seven verses of ch. xv., 

one cannot conceive this to be a proper 
place for the Doxology.’ 

XV. This consists of two Parts; — 
I. vv. 1— 18, where Paul enforces the duty 
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ypapõv Tiv mia Éyepev. 5*'0 B Beds Tis Gmopovjs xa) beor, i: 
urged in the preceding chapter, by considerations 
derived pesa rd from the example of Christ. 
In Part IT., vv. 14—33, * we have the conclusion 
of the whole discussion, in which the Apostle 

of his confidence in the Roman Chrie- 
tans, d — d vani — of his 
apostolic o abours, and of his purpose 
to visit Rome after fulfilling his ministry for the 
saints at Jerusalem.’ (Hodge.) 

]—3. Here, after a — from the pre- 
ceeding discussion, we have farther exhortations 
to bear with the infirmities of the weak, from 
the example of Christ, in order thereby to pro- 
mote the general welfare of the brethren. 

I. By ol duvaroi, as opposed to dévvaror, 
must be understood ‘the more abundant in 
knowledge, and the stronger in faith’ (xiv. 22, 
comp. with Luke xxiv. 19, and Acts vil* 22, 
Suvator iv Aoyors); and by the ágwvaTo:, 
* those less skilled and instructed,' and therefore 
sometimes jn hesitation and doubt as to the law- 
fulness, or unlawfulness, of any thing. By ác- 
Oeynuara are meant ‘the wafe , though 
conscientious, ` adverted to in ch. xiv. 
—facraterys signifies ‘to bear with ;' a metaphor 
taken from strong persons who aid their weak 
fcllow-travellers, by occasionally carrying for 
them their burdens. It is here applied to the 
duty of using Christian forbearance, rather than 
offend tho prejudices of a weak brother. By 
davrois dpic«e:y is meant ‘ gratifying ourselves’ 
by having our own views received as absolute 
verities. 

The phrase iavro ñp. is nearly equiv. to 
[rre» Tò iuavrov evudépor, l Cor. x. 33, mean- 
ing ‘to please oneself” (only), ‘have one's own 
way,’ without regard to the good of others. The 

is very rare in Class. writers, but it oc- 
curs in Plato, p. 101, adrol airois dp., and 
elsewhere, also in Schol. on 7Eschyl. Prom. 156, 
avrés lavro dpioxay, ‘making his own will 
the law of Justice.’ 

2. dpsoxires als TÒ ayabdv weds —— By 
the addition of this qualifying phrase, sie +d 
é&yaÜo» wpot olxodouny (meaning, ‘so far as 
may be for his , unto his edification, and 
that of the Church") —for the Apostle means to 
limit his precept. showing that it must be for his 
geod, both morally and spiritually (for otherwise 
this pleasing will be for harm and evil, so easily 
does apioxsia fall into abject —— and 
aleo for the good of the Church generally, by 
the promotion of peace and robur ^ 

3. xal yàp ó Xpioròs, &c.] The foregoing 
injunction is now pressed on their observance by 
the example of — org: ir set a noble 
pattern of pure disinterestedness by ever acting 
on the rile of nol ing himself. The next 
sentiment (* nay, he bore patiently the insults of 

formula citandi; where 

& 3. 15,16. & 63. 1 Pet. 8. 8. 

men’) is clothed in the words of Scripture, Ps. 
Ixix. 9, 10, adduced by application without the 

e words éve.d.—ix’ 
dud are best considered as containing a metaphor 
taken from stripes which have fallen upon any 
one, i. e. which have been laid on him,—a meta- 
phor as apt as it is — since 
may be considered as the verbera li . See 
my Lex. N. T. on éiwtwAjoow.. And as it 
would be quite correct to say ai wAnyai ir- 
éxeccy rive (and accordingly in Plut. Alex. 9 we 
have tis *Àmyüs Kpoowecovane aire), 80 
are the figure in question is one highly suit- 

e 
4. óca yap Tpoeypáþpn, &c.] These words, 

as Grot. and Grell. observe, are b isnt to antici- 
pate an objection, —namely, that the above pas- 

has reference to David, not to Christ, or 
Christians. To this we have here the answer, 
pu of which is contained in a suppressed clause 
ependent on ydp: q. d. [‘ It does, indeed, per- 

tatn to David, but it is typical of Christ, or at 
any rate is intended to serve for our example 
and instruction ;] for whatever things were writ- 
ten, &c. So that, by studying the example of 
their patience and forbearance, and bearing in 
mind the support they received under trials and 
tribulations, they might hope, under prayer, to 
obtain the same. Accordingly, this well paves 
the way for the subject, next introduced, of 
Christian unanimity. 

At the second xposypadn the rpo has been 
expunged by Lachm., Tiech., and Alf. on the 
authority of B, C, D, E, F, G, and 2 cursives 
(one from alteration) ; but without reason, since 
external authority is insufficient; and internal 
evidence is — the removal, because it is far 
more probable that the wpo was removed, as 
considered unneceseary and tautological, than 
‘introduced,’ as Alf. supposes, ‘ for uniformity.’ 

5. Here, Hy . remarks, we have pe conclu- 
sion of the whole , consisting of com 
tion (vv. 5, 6), — oon. ver. 7. * tn this 
verse, observes Hodge, ‘the graces, which in 
the preceding verse are ascribed to the Scriptures, 
are here attributed to God, as their Author, be- 
cause he produces them by his Spirit. The full 
sense of the verse is ably drawn forth by Bp. 
Sanderson, in a Sermon on this text, where, 
after pointing out the connexion and scope of the 
words, he shows the nature of the prayer here 
made; and after observing that prayer is properly 
united with instruction, and that God is the only 
Author of peace ; and having shown the necessity 
of that influence of God on the mind and heert 
of man, which alone can eradicate pride and in- 
stil humility,—he inquires why God is called the 
God of patience and of consolation, and treats on 
the choice of these attributes, and the reason for 
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their union here. On the matter of the er, 
he considers these following particulars :—I. The 
thing itself prayed for, namely, like-mindedness 
|i. e. harmony of (cing), and then two amplifi- 
cations thereof, —1. in respect of the persons, that 
it should be universal, and mutual ; 2. in respect 
of the matter, that it should be according to 
Christ Jesus. II. He considers the second 
qualification in xara Xprordy, importing an 

ent, Ist, unto truth and holiness; 2dly, 
r the example, and in obedience to the com- 

mand, of Christ.’ 
— ó Oads THe Uwopovns Kal Tis Tapak. ]} 

An expression, I a fiend) used not merely (as 
many Expositors think) with reference to the 
various means whereby all things are made to 
work for good in the end to them that love God, 
in conjunction with the motives of patience and 
consolation supplied by the Scriptures. At any 
rate, it seems meant to allude to the work of the 
Holy Spirit, the Comforter, on the heart; a view, 

find, adopted by Calvin, who observes: * Ab 
effectis sic nominatur Deus, que prius Scriptures 
attribuebantur; solus enim Deus patientie et 
consolationis auctor est, quia utrumque cordibus 
nostris instillat per Spiritum suum.” 
— it is well observed by Bp. Ser 
that ‘ being to pray for tunity, the tle might 
well Wake mention of si in ae ial 
help thereto, and consolation as an — fruit 
and effect thereof, since patience will ever be 
found — me Th 
— Tó aitd $porsiv e expression is, as 

Bp. Sanderson remarke, ‘peculiar to St. Paul, 
and may here be supposed to have reference at 
once to the # ag and the 5 t, and 
also to the will and affections ; namely, that God 
would so frame the hearts of theee Romans one 
towards another, that there might be, as far as 

ible, an universal accord amongst them, both 
n their opinions, and also in their sentiments 
and affections.’ 

6. Iva OpoOupadey iv ivl oropari, &c.] The 
full import of these words is well pointed out by 

: erson, in & Sermon on this text; in 
ich, I. He treats at — — 2 
rifying God, and proves the glory o 

edd" intended as our chief end, for (wo 
reasons: l. as being our chief good ; 2. as that 
whereunto we are both in duty and in wisdom 
obliged. Hence he adduces an t/ference of admo- 
sition, that we do not bestow on any creature, or 
draw to ourselves, any of that glory which is due 
to God alone. II. He shows the reason of the 
expression rò» Osó» kal Hatripa roù Kupíov 
jum» I. Xp. III. He considers the glorification 
of God óuoÜvuadór iv ivi orduari, with mind 
as well as mouth, and what it imports. IV. He 
shows how much God is glorified by Christian 
unity, which constitutes the main scope and de- 
sign of the whole passage. 

— TÓ» O:ó» xal Tlarápa cov Kvuplov, &c. 
Here and in 2 Cor. xi. 31. Eph. i. 3. 1 Pet. i. 

7 € Aw 

where the same expression occurs), we may ren- 
er ms many eminent Expositors) * the God 

and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ; the first 
Person in the blessed Trinity being (as Whitby 
and Bp. Pearson remark, from the ancient Di- 
vines) the God and Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ in respect to the latter's manhood, and 
eternal filiation, or derivation from the Father, 
being God of God; his Father, in t of his 
divinity, or as he is the Word. Yet it may be 
doubted whether the common ndening, f Cod, 
even the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,” be 
not quite justifiable, and, indeed, preferable, for 
several reasons, which will appear, I think, to 
any one who attentively weighs the convincing 
and masterly discussion of Bp. Sanderson on the 
reason why the expression was adopted in our 
Authorized Version. This use of xai ca- 
tive, where, as Bretschn. Lex. in xai, 2, b. ob- E ——— 
serves, * xai et . is frequent in 
the New Test. Comp. l Pet. i. 3. 2 Pet. i. 11. 
ii. 20. Eph. i hil iv. 20. Col. iii. 17. 
2 Cor. i. 8. xi. 31. ‘In all euch cases, observes 
Bp. Middl. (Gr. Art. P. I. ch. iii. 2), * where 
kai is followed by a noun in apposition with a 
preceding noun, and limiting or defining it, tbe 
Article is usually omitted before the second 
noun.” 

7. ð wpood. à), &c.] ‘Redit ad ex- 
hortationem, in quà conformand& semper exem- 
plum Christi retinet ;' * d. * Wherefore, in order 
to the carrying out of the — of the 
last two verses by neither party, Jew or Gentile, 
despising or censuring each other, receive one 
another, show consideration and kindness mutu- 
ally, which will effectually promote the unity so 
indispensable to the wellbeing of the Church." 
The force of the term srpocÀ. must, however, 
though applied both to Christ and to the Roman 
Christians, be somewhat accommodated in sense, 
as applied to CHRIST, with reference to his 

igatty to us, notwithstanding our being ene- 
mies by evil works. See supra v. 10. 

The words xaOwe xal ó X pwrTós pocos éBs-ro 
uas may be rendered, ‘as Christ also hath ad- 
mitted you to the Christian society, as one of his 
people” See note, supra, xiv. 3, and on 

al. iv. 9, and 1 Cor. viii. 3. Ele do0Fa» Osos ia 
by most Expositors construed with what imme- 
diately precedes; by which a tolerable sense 
arises, but one not so suitable to the context, as 
by referring the words to wpochapBdvecOs àA- 
AdAous, and considering xaÜàs xal ó Xpio-rós 
POPE ld Duae as an illustration ; ‘for,’ as 
observes Prof. Hodge, * the Apostle's object is to 
enforce the duty of mutual forbearance among 
Christians ;—for which he suggests two motives, 
the kindness of God towards ws, and the promo- 
tion of the Divine glory, viz. by the diffusion of 
his religion." 

8, 9. Those verses form a confirmation snd 
illustration of the preceding. But so irregular 
is the construction, and so darkly expressed is 
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the sentiment, that the meaning has been very 
imperfectly ascertained. But the general sense 
would seem to be this ;—that the Apostle now 
u as a reason why the Jewish and Gentile 
Christizns should live in harmony, that the pur- 
pose of Christ's ministry, as shown by the dw 
— of the Old Test. subjoined, extended to 

To the Jews he came as their promi 
Messiah, and to the Gentiles as the minister o 
salvation through the 
Jews aud the Gentiles bad reason alike to glorify 
God for his mercy imparted to both. Neverthe- 
lese, to show how this meaning arises, and to fix 
the sense of some of the details, is net easy. 
Nay, the very ing is debated; and it re- 
uires to be first decided, in order to determine 

sense. The words are t m bya 
Particle,—namely, 62, in all the MSS. except 7 
wnciale and 5 cursives, which have yàp, edited 
by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But, however spe- 
cious this reading is, it ought not to be received ; 
as being deficient in external, and forbidden b 
inte evidence ; the è being the more difi. 
exit reading, and therefore mofe likely to be 
genuine, The yàp arose, I s m tho 
correction of Critics, who desiderated a Particle 
more suitable to the observation, —thinking, as 
Mr. Alf. does, that the Apostle intended to 
offer a reason for the previous exhortation. But 
that involves great harshness; so that I retain 
the dà, which was read by the Peech. Syr. 
Translator, and has the continuative and ratio- 
cinative force of the Latin awfem, ‘ but,’ or 
*now. As to the Adve, it may be rendered, * 7 
mean to say, nearly =‘ 1 maintain ;' the Apostle 
(as Hodge d intending to show it 
was that Christ received those to whom he 
wrote. But what is it that Paul means to 
allege ?—this: that ‘Jesus Christ has come a 
minister of the circumcision ;' a liar ex 
sion, no where else occurring (put by brevity for 
étáxovos Oo?  dvooTíAAOuevot pdt Tole 
— adi ij awan with which comp. Matt. xx. 
28), and here used by Paul, Alf. thinks, to 
humble the pride of the *strong'—the Gentile 
Christians—exalting God's covenant people to 
their true dignity. The words bwip 4A50. O., 
mean ‘ on of,” * for the sake of, the truth 
of Ged,’ in the fulfilment of his pledged pro- 
mises under the Covenant of circumcision.— 
The next words, ele +ó Ss8.—waripey, are a 
further development of the sense of the former; 

. d. * in order to confirm the promises made to 
Fathers’ respecting the future Messiah. 

Here watipwy is a Genit. of olject ; a frequent 
i m — — ram. Sei rand 

greatest di ty in sentence is 
the eenstruction of the first clause of v. 9, where 

of God. Thus FA 

of the Messiah.’ 

it is best to suppose the construction rd £0yn— 
QoEáca: as suspended on the preceding Afyo,— 
the sense being, ‘that the Gentiles might glorify 
God,’—namely, for the display of his mercy 
towards them,—that of being received into the 
kingdom of Christ, and made partakers of ite 
blessings. In the above it seoms implied, how- 
ever dark! , that (as Dr. Peile points 
out), ‘if the salvation of the Jews redounds to 
the praise of God's truthfulness, the salvation of 
the Gentiles redounds yet more to the praise of 
bis mercy,—the mercy of God, through Christ, 
in the bestowment of salvation.’ Comp. supra 
xi. 91, with Judo 21, rò iAeoe—'1. X picrov. 
The term iX«ev is here employed, and even 
dwelt upon, because the Gentiles had no cove- 
ee to appeal to, but only simple mercy 
to i 

9. rab y&ypa?rrav Aid TovTo, &c.] * The 
Apostle (says Dr. Taylor) is — e con- 
verts to a cordial coalition in public worship, 
and is giving each party a substantial reason why 
they ought to unite their hearts as well as voices. 
But, as it would be more difficult to persuade 
the Jew, he applies to Aim several quotations 
out of Scripture, Ps. xvii. 49. Deut. xxxii. 43. 
Ps. cxvii. I. Isa. xi. 10; the first and last of 
which, as Whitby shows, the Jews interpreted 

All of them agree with the 
Sept., and, in their general sense, with the 
Hebrew; and in all of them, derived from the 
Law, the Prophets, and the Psalms, the general 
idea (as Hodge observes) more or lees distinctly 
expressed, is, that the true wegen of God was 
to be extended to the Gentiles also; they there- 
fore include the promise of the Redeemer's 
kingdom to them, as well as to the Jews. 

10. xal wadiw Adyee (scil. $ ypapn)] This 
passage is quoted from Deut. xxxii. 43, ae read 
in the Sept.; but the Hebrew, as we have it in 
our present copies, will not admit this sense; 
and, accordingly, Calv. and others refer the cita- 
tion to Ps. lxvii. 3, 5, where the sentiment is 
the same, though not expressed in precisely the 
same words.  Tholuck, however, goes far to 
show that the Sept. text is reconcileable with 
the Hebrew; while Mr. Alf. remarke, that, ‘in 
several where the Gentiles are spoken of 

betleally, the Hebrew text has apparent! 
n tampered with by the Jews.’ But this is 

an argument better not resorted to, except from 
necessity ; which here seems not to exist; for if 
the ground taken by Tholuck be thought not 
defensible, I would prefer to refer the words, 
with Calv., to Ps. Ixvii. 3, 5, or rather to both 

es, which is permitted by 4 ypad?, if it 
be taken, as Mr. Alf. admits it may, impersonally 
== ‘ it is written." 
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12. ora, š pila, &c.] Here again Paul 
follows the Sept., which differs considerably from 
the Hebrew, though presenting the same 
sense; according to which the promise of the 
Prophet is, ‘that from the decayed and fallen 
house of David One should arise whose domi- 
nion should embrace all nations, and in whom 
Gentiles, as well as Jews, should trust. In the 
fulfilment of this prophecy Christ came, and 
preached salvation to those who were near, and 
to those who were afar off.’ The full sense of 
the briefly-expressed statement is, * There shall 
be the t (or trunk) of Jesse, and [there 
shall be] He (or, one) who is to arise from it to 
rule the nations : on Him shall the nations rest 
their hope.’ See Dr. Peile, who remarks, * The 
meaning which the Apostle's argument would 
lead us to attach to this citation is, as though it 
had been written, Zora: piv ñ 6a ToU Isocai, 
dorai 0à Ó áp Tápsvos, &c.' On the other 
hand Theophyl. says, ‘it was as if written ix Tis 
pitne ToU ‘leacat Praorice Ò dviotausvot 
Gpxuv, &c.' And so CEcumen. But this is 
silencing the «ai, though found in all the copies. 
I should prefer to take the xai in the sense 
‘even, as when put between words, and also 
clauses; on which see Herm. Vig. p. 865; also 
Matth. and Kühn. Gr., and comp. Matt. xiii. 41, 
ovAXNEE. wavra Ta oxdvéada, xal rode T. T. d. 
There are, indeed, objections to this mode of 
dealing with the difficulty, but not more than to 

r. 
* Paul 

eile's. 
13. ó de Gade r. dr. mÀnpocai, &c. 

here, as at v. 5, concludes by praying that God 
would grant them the excellencies which it was 
their duty to acquire. Thus constantly and inti- 
mately are the ideas of accountableness and de- 
pendence connected in the Sacred Scriptures, 

e aro “to work out our own salvation; be- 
cause it is God that worketh in us both to will 
and to do, according to his good pleasure."" 
(Hodge.) Thue the Spe prays to the God of 
hope (i. e. to God, who is the Author of that 
hope which it was predicted should re in the 
Root, or offspring, from the trunk Jesse), that 
they may be filled with all joy and peace in be- 
lieving, and may have a lively hope of future 
glory, through the influences of the Spirit shed 
abroad in their hearts; who thus will give them, 
while here below, an earnest of that glory. 
Comp. Eph. i. 13, sq., and Rom. viii. 23. S has 
ver. 13 is a kind of link to unite the foregoing 
admonitory with the subsequent mat- 
ter; the latter to qualify and make more palata- 
ble the former. 

14. Now commences the fourth and last Portion 
of the — consisting of two Parts; in the 
former of which, up to the end of this chapter, 

ROMANS XV. 13—15. 

s ápxeuv éÜvàv, èT abt@ Z0vm ¿Amiobcuiy. 13™°O dé Geos 
-L «js éXmíBos mwAnpacas tas máons xapüs xal eipnyns év TO 

& «rigTeUe:w, eis TO Trepicoeve Üpüs ev TH éXmià& ev Suvapes 

14 n TTérecopas è, adedpol pov, xal aùròs éyo mep Duàv, 
Šri kal avtol pectol dare ayabwourns, meninpwpévot TÁTNS 

|^ yweceos, Ovvápevo, kal áXXjXovs vovÜereiy. 15 ° ToXunporepor 
Sè Eypa ra, Üpiv, a8eMbol, amò pépous, ds eravapipyjoxay pas, 

the Apostle, after good wishes and prayers for 
their — welfare, addresses them in endear- 
ing language, and apologizes for what might be 
likely to give offence; in the latter (which occu- 
pies the last chapter) he reeumes, and continues 
the same endearing language to the end. 

]4—16. Paul here apologizes for the plainness 
of his representations, and the earnestness of his 
exhortations, on the ground, — that they were 
delivered from no want of confidence in them, 
and still less from the assumption of unwarrant- 
able authority, but simply in the exercise of his 
bounden duty and office, as Apostle of the Gen- 
tiles. e éyw is implied, as Conyb. re- 
marks, * both by the reports of others, and by my 
own judgment, whatever I may have said." 

— ort xal avToi, &c.] ‘ye of yourselves, 
[even without my sdmonition]." Beza well 
com the Homeric ri pe owscdorvra xal 
avTOv ÓTpóvti? ; Comp. the kindred sentence 
in Heb. vi. 9. The expression z. máone ype- 
gaws must not be too rigidly interpreted. Its sense, 
—as determined by the words following, duva- 
pavot Kai &AXrjXovs vovÜsTsiv, —is, * Ye are full 
of benignity and kindness, and sufficiently abun- 
dant in all [Christian] knowledge, as to be able 
to — each Vene i 

5. Tho Apostle here anticipates a ible 
objection, —4. d. * Why, then, have vou flied us 
with admonitions, &c. ?'—and states the reason 
why he had written with such boldness and 
authority. I agree with Dr. Peile, that ¿=ó 
piépous is better rendered, as in E. V., ‘in some 
sort’ — in — mante — — 
to qualify ToÀ A. iypawa, connected sim 
with iypawpa, as though the Apostle micat io 
say, ‘I have written with more freedom in some 

of my letter; when, in fact, the part of 
the Epistle to which he refers would seem to be 
that which has just preceded, inning with 
ch. xiv.; and this is sufficiently indicated by 
iypavy/a. I am surprised that the good sense of 
onyb. should acquiesce in so objectionable an 
i rjr as the foregoing, and also that he 
should reject the sense ‘in some measure,’ on so 
frivolous an objection, as tbat the sense is already 
expressed in ToÀlunp. Mr. Conyb. might have 
remembered such expressions as u&AAo» xpstc- 
cov, in Phil. i. 23, and uaAXor arepiecóepos, 
1 Cor. vii. 13, and Mark vii. 36, which are much 
more pleonastic, so to say, than this, where the 
phrase is merely a qualification, or limitation, of 
the rou., and meant to be excusa This 
— language was not uncalled for, since 

aul oppose some of their strongest preju- 
dices, and rebuked them for certain irregularities 
of conduct. 
— és iwavap. iu.) The full sense is, ‘by 
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13. 5. 

7, 8. 

l. 

Inooũ rà apes tov Beor 18 3 o) yàp ToXudjac Marev Tt, dv Od sch. 
xateipyasato Xpioròs Š/ éuoD, eis traxony eOvav, Moye ral 

19 r éy Suvapes onpelwv xai repárcov, éy Suvdper IIveúuarros t Aste 9.11. epyo, Cor. 13. 13. 

[Ocot] wore ue amo ‘Iepoveadnp, rai kvxXo péxpe tod IXXv- 
pixov, Temdnpwxévat TÒ evaryyédoy ToU Xpiorov. W * Otro Se saos. 
trotipoupevoy evayyediferOas, ovy mov wvopacOn Xpwrros, 
iva py ëm addoTpiov QeuéMov oiKxodopa 21 t AAAQ, Kabars 1s. m.15. 

yéypazrae Ols ove aynyyérn mep avtod, dovtar xal 

way of further reminding im of what you already 
know. Comp. l Pet. i. 12, seqq. 

16. els rò elvar—eles +a š0wn] The general 
meaning ie, ‘ That I should bestow my especial 
attention to the conversion of the Gentiles to the 
religion of Christ... The Apostle, however, uses 
a formula derived from the Jewish religion, in 
order the more strongly to impress on the Jowish 
Christians the dignity of his Apostleship, calling 
himself, too, not ovos, but Asvrovpyós, a 
sacred minister (see note on Acts xxvi. fd». and 
saying that his office is not xmpócosi», but 
ispovpytiv TÒ evaryyéXioy, i. e. ‘to preach the 
Gospel as a priest of the New Covenant, by 
which men are made Üvcía. toca So 4 Macc. 
vii. 8, rove ispovpyourrat TÓ» vóuor» lólg 
eluaT:. So apoadopá and try:acpivn, a little 
after, are likewise terme borrowed from the 
Temple service ; see more in Carpz. The words 
iv IIvesuare dyío are meant to suggest the 
means whereby they have been made, and are 

rved, pure; namely, by the sanctifying in- 
nences of the Holy Spirit on their hearts, and 

not by external rites. 
17. — *a reason for glorying and 

rejoicing; namely, in his labours having been 
eo blessed. Lachm. and Tisch. edit T» xavy., 
from 6 uncial, and a few cursive, MSS. ; but the 
Article is worse than useless, the sense being, *a 
ground of glorying, as in 2 Cor. vii. 4. xi. 10, 
et al. and lus. i. 23. It is true that $ xaó- 
x»e:* is found in ali the copies, supra iii. 27, 
7TOoU—!) xavsyrngi:e; where the word 1s used in 
its most abetract sense, to denote ‘the exercise 
of boasting.’ But that sense is as much regtired 
by the context there, as it is by the context 

- The word is one of such rare 
occurrence in the Class. writers, that it had never 
been known to exist in them, until of late it was 
discovered in a tract of Philodemus on Music, 
found among the rolls of the scorched MSS. 
discovered in disinterring Herculaneum. I have 
now, with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., added có» before @sëy, for reasons which 
will appear from note supra iv. 2. 

18. où yàp ToXuáce Aadsiv, &c.] Carpz. 
izes here a delicacy of idiom, q. d. ‘I can 

— venture to say what Christ hath sot 
vy me, i.e. how much be hath done. 

More simple and natural, however, is the sense 
commonly assigned: ‘I do not, in saying this, 

claim any praise, by e rating my success, or 
taking to myself the credit of what others have 
done. But, after all, the most correct view of 
the sense may be that adopted by the Greek 
Commentators, who consider this as a brief mode 
of expression (occasioned by modesty) for oó 
yap Todp. Aadtiv Ti, oy ovK bye, &AXà 
Katupy. Xpioros. 
— Àoyo xal ipye, iv Óvráuyuei—Tlveón. ©.) 

* There seems to be a parallelism between Aoyo 
and à st IIvsópa ot Osov, and again between 
ipye and àvráuet onuslev xai Tepator; mark- 
ing respectively tho miraculous gifts exercised by 
the tongue, such as the word of odok. of 
ledge, and prophecy ; and the gifts of healing, and 
the like.’ (Terrot. ) 

19. Tiv:vuaros Osos) Tisch. and Alf. cancel 
Osov, from the Vat. Griesb., Scholz, and 
Lachm. read ^»sjuaTos t from several 
uncial, and many cursive, MSS. It would seem 

tty certain, from the state of evidence, that 
Be aul wrote IIvedparos without any addition, 
meaning, of course, ° the Holy Spirit,” ° the Spirit 
of God,’ which, being expressed by the Scho- 
liaste, was received into the text. 
— aad 'I., xai xúxÀe] ‘from Jerusalem and 

the neighbourhood.” The term coe way, by 
the usage of the best Greek writers, have great 
latitude, and comprehend a very extensive radius 
of country about —— including Palestine, 
Syria, and the adjacent parts of Arabia. But 
erusalem is especially mentioned, from its being 

the centre, whence the rays of Divine knowledge 
— msm, TÒ evayy. T. X. is an expres- 

sion deviating from Classical usage, and akin to 
that of Col. i. 25, m. Tóv Adyor Tov Otov, 
meaning, ‘I have fully performed my office of 
preaching the Gospel.’ .. 

20. obre či pidor.] The Participle depends 
upon a Verb preceding, Sore wewAnpwxtvac; 
but, in translation, it may be rendered by a Verb 
in the Preterite : q. d. ‘ Thus have I striven.'— 
iAorimetaba: properly signifies to be studious 
of honour; and as such a pursuit supposes zeal, 
labour, and diligence, it comes to signify, ‘to do 
any thing with zeal, diligence,” &. Thus it here 
means, ° earnestly striving.’ f 

21. &AXà, nalós yéyp.] q. d. ‘thus making 

good in my own case the words of Scripture. 

— ole ovx áymyyíAn, &c.] Render: those 

to whom no message (or declaration) was sent. 
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of ovk aKNnKOaGL, cuujcouci “° üu Aw Kai évexoTrropny 
Td TOANA ToO éAÜeiy pos ous. 3B * yuri 66 pwnxére Toro Exov 
èv Tois KNipact ToUvToss, é¿muroQiav Sé Éyov Tov bew poç 
úuâs amò Today Tv, A x Qç éày Tropevwpas eis THY XTraviav, 

[éXevoopas mpòs opàs.] "Exito yap Owrropevóucvos 0eaaao0as 
Üuás, kai vo ouv mporeuphivai exet, dav vd Tpárrov aro 

gasi. n. uépous éurAna00. 25 y Nuvi 08 mopeúopat eis "lepovcaA1js, 
A ^ € f 07 , ` 9 sicor.16.1. Q¿axoyOy Tois dryloi *%6 = eùõóxnoav yap Maxebovía. kai Ayala 

xowoviay Twà. TrovjcacÓas cis TOs TrTMYOUS TQU dry tóv èv 
. ‘Iepovoadny 27 * evdoxnoay yap, xal operérat avtav ciow. 

9 ` ^ ^ x ^ , , v , 

ei yap Tois TrvevuaTAKois avTOv éxo.vovnca» Tà EVN, óeiXovat 
. kal èv Tots capKixets NeLToUpyncas avrois. 99 b Tobro oby èri- 
Tedécas, kal adparyuaápevos avrois TOv kaprrüv ToUTOV, a7redev- 

éXevcouas. 4 Tlapaxare 

This absolute construction is very rare; but an- 
other ex. occurs in Jer. iv. 5, Sept., dvayytikate 
i» tw 'lovóq, xai dxovoðńrTæ iv lspovca- 
Asa. The words (from les. lii. 15) exacti 
agree with the t, and are by the Jewis 
Interpreters refe to the Messiah, but applied 
by the Apostle to his own case. 

22. ào] i.e. for the reason adverted to at 
m 19, 20; zs — to pr oie — for 

© purpose of evangelizing the Gentiles. 
28. punkíéri TOTOV txwyv, &c.) i.e. ‘there 

sufficient occasion for my being no longer an 
re. So rowov ixu» in apostolical labours 

eb. xii. 17. 
— xAíuaci] * parts of the country.’ The term 

Kipa ly denotes one of those divisions of 
the sphere, between the Equator and Arctic Pole, 
of which the ancient geographers made seasons. 
—iminobiav, ‘a strong desire, The word is 
very rare, and synonymous with ¿mumo0no:ç, 
which occurs in 2 Cor. vii. 1].—rou éAOeiv, for 
ors hOciv. 

24. we dav wopevwuat ele T. Swav.) Dr. Peile 
here supposes an ellips. of 20 fore, or tho like, 
which chen occur in the Greek writers, and 
refers to Matth. Gr. Gr. § 569, 5, and to Porson 
on Eur. Hec. 398, and he renders, * Rest assured 
that if I travel into Spain.’ Of the existence of 
the ellipse. there is no doubt ; but whether it can 
be admitted here there is a very doubt. It 
secms to havo been confined to the Class. Greek, 
and espec. Attic Greek writers, and was not 
likely to be known by Paul, still lese introduced 
in tbe familiar language of Epistolary corres- 
pondence; and I still incline to render, ‘ As 
soon as == whensoever, I take my journey into 
Spain. The words seem to imply a sort of 
half-formed intention of visiting Spain: whether 
Paul ever carried it into execution has long been 
& question of great dispute. That there exists 
no bistorical record of his having done so, in the 
early Ecclesiastical writers, is, from obvious res- 
sons, no sufficient proof that he did sof; but 

copas Ov tay eis thy 2mavíav. ?? ° Ola dé Gre épyónevos 
apes bas, ëv TANp@paTe evroyias ToU Evaryediov To XpurroU 

Šë ipas, aderAdoi, Sia ToD Kupiou 
npav 'Inood Xpuoroũ, xai Sia Te ayarns ToO IIvevparos, ouv- 

whether it can be proved that he did, may be 
greatly doubted. As to the f Clem. 

manus, and Caius the Presbyter, which bave 
learned Mr been su —even by the » Gree- 

well and Bp. Bu —to prove the affirmative; 
they have been fully shown by Canon Tate, in 
an elaborate Dissertation, Contin. Hist. p. 171, 
to be a inadequate to sustain that view. The 
learned Diseertator has therein gone far to prove, 
that Paul's original design to visit in was 
afterwards abandoned, and at the time of writing 
hie 2nd Epistle to Timothy had been long given 
up. He dad, it is clear, from this de- 
tended to visit Spain, but it would seem at 
the close of a long series of adverse events, he 
had felt himself, consistently with other duties, 
unable to do so; if, indeed, he had not rather 
laid aside all intention of the kind long before. 
See also Dr. Davideon's Introduction, vol ii. 
96—102, and, on the other side, Neander, Pf. u. 
Leit., 527 —552. 

— ws dav, &c.] Render: ‘so soon as I shall 
first have — In some — satiated with 
ou, i.e. with your and converse. The 
Pes. Syr. has, ° been aladdened with the sight 
— (aka * the support of Theodor. and 

yl.), but this proceeds on too confined a 
view of the sense. Both senses must be included, 
as is done by Est, who remarks, that ‘ by this 
expression, and awd uépove, it is intimated, that 
the s of his desire could not be fully 
satis by seeing and conversing with them 
merely for a few days.’ 

30. dia T. dy. T. TIvstpm.] ‘ By the Christian 
love which the Spirit has shed abroad in yeur 
spiria, or ‘ hearts’ Comp. Phil. ii. 1, and Cel. 
i. 8. 

In cuvay. po: iv Taie Tpocstvx. there is a 
highly forcible expression, signifying ‘ to asd any 
one in aay contest, by striving with him to over- 
come ite difficulties.’ Here it signifies ‘to bel 
any ono by intercession and explication to 
for him.’ See more in Calvin, than whom no 
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Commentator has better seen the full sense in- 
tended by the words. Yet he has left something 

which may be supplied from my note on 
Col. iv. 12. 

91. rey åre:ð. i» ri lt e. the unbelievin 
Jews, who bore a deadly hatred to Paul, an 
sought his life. * Here (remarks Koppe) the 
— does not desire to be preserved from 

ies, but only that he may be so strength- 
ened, as to be enabled to overcome them ; and 
that he may be the means of cheering the 
sfücted Christians at Jerusalem.’ 

XVI. This chapter consists of various recom- 
mendations and salutations, intermixed with a 
solemn warning,—in reference to those among 
them who sowed divisions and caused offences, — 
and an earnest injunction that they would culti- 
vate kindliness and candour. Then, after ex- 
essing the salutations of several Christian 
ends who were with him, the Apostle con- 

clades with a noble and i= — 
comprising earnest prayers for them, evout 
— of glory to God. 

l. Soi8nv] She seems to have been in the 
company of those who conveyed this Epistle, 
though not herself the bearer of it. It is plain 
that she was known at Rome, and is here pro- 
-— commended to the Roman Christians, as 

their friendly notíce and assistance. 
— Gtdxovoy] Accordimg to the constitution 

of the primitive Church, there was an order of 
women discharging part of the public business of 
the Church, consisting of two kinds; 1. Elderly 
women (peo Biru, presiding over, and su- 

nteoding the morals of, the other female 
; 2. Deuconesses (8:dxovo:1), who dis- 

charged some of the offices of the ministry, as 
be de the female converts; and who also 

ected and distributed the contributions for 
the relief of sick and poor females, besides other 
officce lese important; see Bingham’s Antiq. }. 
xi. 12. Coteler on the Const. Ap. iii. 15. 

2. i» Kepíe] ‘in the name and on account of 

TS 
A 

*'Acías eis Xpioróv. 

Christ."—dEiw: raw áy., ‘in such a manner as 
Christians ought to receive each other.'—3apa- 
ornre abri, literally, ‘stand by her; a mili- 
tary metaphor, with allusion to the advocates, 
who, in defending their clients, were said rap- 
loracĝaı, and were indeed called rapacrarai. 
—iv d dv ópöv xp9(p wpéyx. ‘im whatever 
good office, or service, she may need your assist- 
ance." 

4. TÓ» davtar roedynrow owl.) lit. ‘laid ` 
down their own necks [to be eut off on the 
— decapitation) fu somewhat Hif ia iim 
mode o —— ‘they jeoparded their own 
lives in defending mine.’ Bee Judg. v. 18, and 
note on Acts xv. 26. A similar metaphor eccurs 
in Ælian, V. H. x. 16, ob uir» wats—iyed di 
UTo0sco riy xepadry, * will expose my head" 
(viz. to the block). The expression voríOgu: 
Thy Wuyhy is synonymous with that (peculiar, 
at least in the N. T., to St. John) at John x. 11, 
Thy Y. avTov tiOnow rip T&v Tpof., and x. 
15, rap yr. pou Tín, and xiii. 87, rv Wuydy 
Mov iip cow Oow, xv. 13. 1 John iii. 1 

5. riw xar’ olxoy abr&r ixxrAnciay]) Whe- 
ther by tbis is meant, * the ly of persons 
who met fer public worship at their house,’ or 
whether it dup — * their Christian 
household, is & disputed point. But although 
the latter view is ably maintained by Macknight, 
vet his arguments are not competent to establish 
his point; as has been shown by Prof. Stuart, 
who well observes, ‘that this sense of dx«X. is 
destitute of all support from the xsus | of 
the New Test.’ more in Néand. Ch. Hist. 
t. i. 839, where is adduced a from the 
* Acta M i S. Justini, which proves and 
illustrates raetice of some eminent Chris- 
tian professors, like Aquila and Priscilla, of hold- 
ing assemblies for worship at their houses. 
— 'Acíac] "This, instead of the text. rec. 

"Axatas, found in — — n has 
been, on good un o , or preferred, 
by all the Critical Editors. Indeed, internal 
evidence is so desidedly in its favour, that 
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there can be little doubt that it is the true read- 
ing. The very nature of the term drapxà 
suggests the idea of oxe person only (see l Cor 
xv. 20), and as in l Cor. xvi. 15 is 
called the drapxù Tis 'Axatas, Epænetus could 
have no claim to the name. 

T. éwianpos iv ois drooróhois) The sense 
is somewhat uncertain. Whitby, Koppe, and 
others take it to mean, that ‘ they were eminent 
teachers ; d-ocroÀos being sometimes used in 
a lower sense ; as in 2 Cor. viii. 23. Phil. ii. 25. 
But in both those the Article is not 
found ; which would seem to fix the meaning to 
Apostle in the niger sense. Thus the ir» will 
signify inler ; q. d. ‘who were well known to, 
and held in consideration by, or among, the 
Apostles.” So, too, Prof. Stuart, Hodge, and 
Dr. Peile. But, on further consideration, I am 
induced to acquiesce in the view which regards 
the expression as denoting persons so eminent as 
teachers, as to be themselves counted, and spoken 
of, as Apostles. So Acts xiv. 4, 14. 2 Cor. viii. 
23. See the notes of Tholuck and Alford. 

10. óxımov iv Xp.] meaning a tried and ap- 
p din: de — and iy Kvpíto, 

ing often, tally in the present chapter, 
used to denote Christian) ; one who has approved 
himself such by his exemplary conduct; one 
whoso piety is and sincere. 

13. Tó» ix). ip K.] ‘that true Christian 
(comp. John i. 47),—that chosen (as in v. 10, 
(ei ipee that approved) servant of Christ.’ 

eile. 
— Kal T)» unt. avTov kal iov) The full 

sense, as Bp. Terrot o is, * his mother by 
nature; mine by maternal kindness.” Comp. 
1 Cor. xvi. 18, dvízravcar +ó iow Wyasbuq kai 
rò wv, where see note. 

16. demácac01—34:X.] As the Apostle had 
before bid them salute certain persons in his ot» 
name, so he now bids them salute each other ° on 

. 

e 

360.11. KptTov, Préyovra, 'Epuáv, IIarpoBav, 'Epuiv, xai Tov; aw 
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ù Gomdátovra, bpás ai éxxdrnolas ToU Xpioctov. 17° Tlapaxade 

the reason for which injunction, see Chrysostom 
and Theophyl., cited by me in Recens. Synop. 
On this kiss of peace much has been written 
Whitby and others, who trace it to ancient On- 
ental usage, and suppose it to have been bor- 
rowed from the Synagogue. It appears that, in 
the Apostolic age, the kiss was given to each 
other at the end of the Liturgy, and before the 
Communion Service, and was understood to ex- 
ress mutual love, and equality in the sight of 
od. The — continued a use — a 

great of the first cen , and is noti 
— Ecclesiastical w writers. So Cons, 
A post. lii 57 «Ira xai dowalicbescay dÀA dA ovs 
ol dvüpss kai adXAsjAas al yuvainee TO ¿> Kv- 
piw pi\nua. See more in Suicer. Thes. in vv. 
dowacpos and diAnya, and in Bing. Eccl. Ant. 

ePi) sk ludes, the Apoetl A fore he concludes, the e in 
touches on the subject of those dissensions, which 
he had heard prevailed among the Roman Chris- 
tians, the su ion of which was one oe 
purpose of the Epistle. Of these, then, 
admonishes them to beware, and warns them 
against the authors. He bids them mark, by 
way of avoiding, those who caused divisions and 
raised factions, and also who occasioned scandals 
and offences among the unbelieving. Now these 
oxdévéada might arise both from the tsrmoral 
conduct of those who made profession of Chris- 
tianity, even of the teachers, and from the folly 
of those who, by the introduction of cal and 

opinions, caused the Heathen to take unjust 
offence at the Gospel; ‘for,’ as obeerves H 
* almost all the forms of error in doctrine which 
disturbed the Primitive Church were intimately 
connected with practical evils of a moral charac- 
ter. This was, to a certain extent, the case with 
the Judaizers, and still more so with the hereti- 
cal teachers, who were infected with a false phi- 
losophy, described in Col. ii. 10—23. 1 Tim, 
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iv. 2-8." Who these heretics were, and what 
their doctrine was, cannot with certainty bo de- 
termined; yet, from the subject of the Epistle, 
It seems probable that they were Judaizers, who, 
with an outward appearance of sanctity, were 
carnal, and led an immoral, or, at least, a sensual 
life (which latter seems to be adverted to in the 
words JovAsóovcip +H iavTrGw Koia, with 
which comp. Phil. iii. 19, dv ò Oeds ñ xoiAía), 
and only aimcd at making the profession of the 
Gospel a means of gaining a luxurious livelihood. 
—xenorodoyia properly means a kind address ; 
but is here used, is malam partem, to signify a 
plausible discourse, consisting of mere professions 
Without any reality. Conf. yonoroi Adyo: in 
Hdian., viii. 3, 10. The word following, eiAo- 
ias, is synonymous and exegetical of ypno., 
and ie merely a detorsio ad ius of the pri- 
mary signification of svAoyla, which is not 
Messing, but (in our old English idiom) ‘ Ing 
any one fuir.’—dxdxev. The expression denotes 
not so much harneless, as gui , persons, who, 
ns well themseives, suppose others to do 

same. 
18. dà 7g davrGw koe] Repeat ov- 

Aatvover, with a little accommodation of sense, 
uai; though the phrase dovAgvaw Tř 

eorpi occurs in Pallades ap. Anthol. Gr., 8 52, 
g. 10, u? às» SovrAsvew yaorpl Aéytov 

dptrá» 
19. ù yap iuev vTaxoá] The term trax. 

admits of two interpretations, 1) obedience to 
the Christian faith, comprehended in the Gos- 
pel; 2) an obedient disposition, a spirit of obe- 
dience and docility towards their teachers. The 
latter is more ble to the following context ; 
and the connexion is well traced by Hodge thus: 
—']t is the more n that you should be 
on your pan agiu these false teachers, be- 

deceived, and so good as not to deceive.’ Comp. 
Matt. x. 16, yiveoðs ppdvimor we ol Čus, xai 
axipaio: ws ai wamiorepai, where, as well as 

wisdom (namely, that spoken of James iii. 15) 
which is ele Tò xaxóv. 

20. toy Latravav] Many modern, and espe- 
cially recent, Commentators understand by this 
expression the persecuting Jews and Judaizers. 
But, as Grot. has shown, it must certainly mean 
the enemy of God and man, who is also the 
malignant accuser of the brethren, and who de- 
lights in sowing discord where there should be 
peace. ‘Since,’ says Theophyl., ‘ there were di- 
visions, the Apostle invokes the Giver of peace 
that he would put down the scandals. Now he 
does not say bwordEe:, but, what is more, evs- 
aTpliye:; applying it not only to those who were 
the workers of the scandals, but Satan, the chief 
and prime mover. Here ovyrpiye: seems both 
precatory and prophetical.’ Yet it may be doubted 
whether the word is precatory; certainly it is 
not, as Stuart regards it, merely Optative. Far 
referable is the view of Calvin, who recognizes 
ere rather a promise to strengthen, than a prayer 

to help. We may, however, best consider it as 
breathing that firm persuasion and assurance (see 
Phil. i. 19) which, in divinely inspired persons, 

rtakes strongly of the prophetical, and there- 
ore is the more calculated to encourage and 
console. Compare a ge of similar character 
at 1 Cor. i. 8, 0v BeBarwaar tuas iwe TÉAovs, 
&c. and Rom. vi. 14, áuapría yap vtov où kv- 
ptsvoes, &c. There is, moreover, an allusion 
to the primeval Mone (here, it is intimated, 
about to be fulfilled) of bruising the serpent's 
head, Gen. iii. 15. One might, indeed, suspect 
that the Sept. Translator read ovyrpie: (the 
Hebrew bein Tov en. lit., She shall bruise 
thee on the Read"); though our present copies 
have tnprice:, which, after all, may be the 

nuine reading; the Translator intending it to 
taken metaphorically in the sense insidia- 

bitur, which confirms the opinion of Umbreit, on 
Job ix. 17, and Gesen. in Lex. v. , that that 
verb originally meant (like ) trhtare, ‘to 
gape, be open-mouthed at,’ or met. ‘to be intent 
on for evil, insidiari. This would make the 
expression in Genesis quite quens wn allu- 
sion to ravenous beasts, and especially serpents, 
gaping at their meditated prey. But, to revert 
to the term here used, cuvrpityes,—it means, 
lit. *sball crush under foot; a metaphor taken 

. from utterly destroying any vessel by dashing it 
on the ground, and trampling it under foot. 
Comp. Josh. x. J0, evrérpusy abrovs Kopiost, 
where there is the same figure ; and 1 Cor. i. 8, 
where see note. . 

— ñ Xép: tov Kuplov, &c.] meaning, * and 
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for these and all other purposes may the favour 
and help of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.’ 
Thus, as Theodor. observes, having shown the 
Enemy, he now poiuts out the Helper. 

25. The construction, which is exceeding y 
difficult, is suspended at rw vy. and resumed at 
v. 27, povw code Osw. Render ai Tò xh- 
pvypa ‘even the Gospel; for «sp. is in appo- 
sition with sayy. ; the object of Paul being (as 
Stuart observes) to show that the Gospel which 
he dici e in the Hae ons. er 

—20. e sense of tbe passage is well para- 
phrased by Dr. Peile as follows :—' Now to him 
who alone can establish you in conformity to 
my de even tbe preaching of Jesus Christ 
(1 Cor. ii. 2) in terms which unfold a mystery 
kept secret throughout all past time, but now 
disclosed, and under the attestation of the writings 
of the Prophets (or, *the Prophetical Scrip- 
tures’), by command of the everlasting God, 
made known to all the nations of the world to 
bring all to the obedience of believers—to the 
alone wise God in (declared by) Jesus Christ 
(comp. John i. 18. xvii. 3), to him, I say, be 
glory for ever! Amen.’ I have only to remark, 
that, at v. 26, the construction, however anoma- 
lous, seems to be gavepel. s vvv ĉi ypapiy 
TpoQnrikap, els uraxony vía Ttos sls wavTa 

rà ivn, ‘and which was made known pro- 
phetical declarations given, through the writings 
of the Apostles and Prophets, by the command 
of God, for the purpose of bringing all nations 
into obedience to the Gospel.” 

25. xara dwoxddulyy pveteplov] * Paul here 
speaks of the Gospel as something which had 
been kept secret since the world ; that is, 
hidden from eternity in the Divine mind. It i 
not a system of human philosophy, or the result 
of human investigation, but it is a revelation of 
the purpose of God. Paul often presents the 
idea, that the plan of redemption was formed 
from eternity, and is such as no eye could die 
cover, and no heart conceive; l Cor. ii. 7—9. 
Col. i. 26." (Hod 

27. uóvo codo Ose] A remarkable phrase, 
occurring also at ] Tim. i. 17, and Jude 25. 
Koppe says it is for copwratre Oreo. But it is 
& far stronger expression than that. God is said 
to be the only wise God, —as being the sole 
Author of all wisdom, and the Fountain whence 
alone it proceeds—and Paul here affirms him to 
be such à, ‘I. Xp., ‘by and through Jesus 
Christ,’ as revealed to us in that character alone 
by Jesus Christ. On the true force of the 
epithet uér, seo note on 1 Tim. i. 17. 
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Corinth was the capital of Aches Proper; and 
* its favonrable ee oe isthmus, 

7T0pty, in the , between Peloponnesus 
and the Upper Dicere aud in conen lon with 
both the Ægean and Ionian seas—it was a place 
of great resort, and in somo measure the Empo- 
rium of Greece, and the seat of the Roman Pro- 
consul. Hence the inhabitants were rich, but 
luxurious; and not only, as in most commercial 
places, dissolute in their morals, but proverbially 
such. From the devoted attention paid to com- 
merce at Corinth, a considerable number of Jews 
had settled there, as well as in other trading 
places of the civilized world; and consequently 
there was a mixture of Jewish superstition and 
Gentile scepticism and licentiousness; for the 
place abounded in sophists, and swarmed with 
prostitutes. St. Paul, compassionating the mise- 
rable state of this great city, had gone thither, 
about A.D. 52 (Acts xviii. 1—17); remaining 
there a year and a half, and planting a floyrishing 
church, com partiy of converted Jews, but 
chiefly of —— and consisting, with a few ex- 
ceptions (as Crispus, 
the — clasees (1 Cor. i. 26); at least there 
was a considerable mixture of ranks (1 Cor. x: 

ns to 
endeavoured to subvert St. Paul's knowledge 

apostolical authority, but were strenuously re- 
sisted by his friends and adherents. Hence 
arose two pertics—the Pauline, and the Anti- 
Pauline ; the latter comprehending those of the 
false teachers, and also not s few of Apollos, and 

^ The upriee of this party epirit (at least 

Erastus, and Gaius) of 

ing pursued by Apollos, and that by Paul him- 
self. For he, as he says (1 Cor. ii. 1), employed 
the t simplicity, in promulgating the d 
truths which respected the croes of Christ, with: 
out resorting to any of the aids of worldly wis- 
om rhetoric, jud isq — in the case of 

is successor, Apollos, ‘ mighty in the Scri : 
fervent in zeal, and endo with considerahls 
powers of oratory, there was a difference, both 
externally and internally, sufficiently wide to 
operate to Paul's disadvantage, and thereby to 
occasion the admirers of rhetoric, eloquence, and 
oratory, to gire the preference to Apollos over 
Paul, even though the latter was their spiritual 
Father, and the founder of their Church. The 
ranks of the Cephas party would be not a little 
swelled by the accession of the false teachers 
and their converts, —Jews, or of Jewish extrac- 
tion,—who had crept in, and occasioned much 
mischief, by denying Paul's Apostleship, or dis- 
paraging its mature, and setting at nought the au- 
thority he claimed, on the ground of his not being 
au original Apostle, —one of the Twelve. Sone of 
these are probably alluded to in the designation 
¿yë 84 Xpiorov, in chap. i. 12, where see note. 
So that, though the persons so designated did 
not form & distinct party, but only a section of 
the Cephas party, yet they were decidedly Anti- 
Pauline; more so, probebly, than the Apollos 

. Besides this, the contentious and contro- 
versial spirit, which distinguished the Corinthian 
Church, Pauline as well as Anti-Pauline, was 
quite notorious. Even those persons, who 
were moet enlightened in Christian : 
and possessed spiritual gifts, entered into violent 
controversies respecting celibacy, and marriage, 
&c.; nay, those who possessed the highest spi- 
ritual gifts abused them in various ways by pride 
and insubordination, and an unfeeling contumely 
towards their poorer brethren. And, besides this 
abuse of correct Christian principles, and of high 
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spiritual gifts, there was much to grieve the 
Apostle in the state of the congregation, both by 
error in doctrine (introduced by the Judaizing 
and Philosophizing teachers), and still more in 
the fact, that many who made high professions, 
led a moral life unwortby of their high calling in 
Christ Jesus. No wonder, since the horrible 
corruption of morals prevalent in the society 
around them, had, it seems, considerably infected 
the Christian converts; who, it may be ima- 
gined, had never entirely abandoned the licen- 
tiousness to which they had been addicted before 
their conversion; nor had, probably, some of 
them ever quite laid aside that philosophical 
scepticism, so prevalent in Corinth,—nay, had in 
some measure introduced it into the Gospel. 
Hence had arisen the immorality which so dis- 
graced the Gospel, and the Philosophizing spirit 
which so corrupted its doctrines; insomuch as to 
introduce a virtual disbelief in the Resurrection 
of the dead. Great need, therefore, was there 
for the Apostle to endeavour to stay the plague 
of false doctrine under the guise of enlightened 
philosophy, and to check the — of evils, 
which threatened to bring the Church iteelf to 
ruin. Accordingly, the Apostle, being informed 
of this sad state of vps thought fit to frame 
the present Epistle, of which the one appears, 
from the circumstances above detailed, to have 
been twofold. He had, it is certain, been con- 
sulted by the congregation in various matters, 
not only such as concerned the ordinary trane- 
actions of life.—as celibacy, or matrimony, or 
divorce (see chap. vii, 1),—but also in Ecclesi- 
astical affairs, not only respecting the extent of 
Christian liberty in to meats and drinks 
(chap. viii.), but also — the economy of 
matters spiritual lel xi. 3—16), espec. regard- 
ing the exercise of spiritual gifts. Now, even the 
answering of these — (besides giving the 
directions which the Corintbians had requested 
of him, how best to carry into effect his wishes 
as to the collection to be made for the relief of 
the distressed Christians at Jerusalem) would, 
at any rate, have called for a letter 
But there existed, as we have seen, other and 
much stronger reasons why he should addrees to 
them, not so much an ordinary letter, as an Epistle 
Ecclesiastical, of a far higher character, and more 
extensive pu Besides the sad state of 
morals above noticed, the intelligence which had 
reached him through the family of Chloe (chap. 
i. 11), representing, besides the bitter and con- 
tentious spirit, so prevalent in the Church, the 
occurrence, too, of even a very gross case of 
incest, in a person who formed one of a class of 
high professors of, we may suppose, Antinomian 
views, and glossed over, as a venial offence, 
or, at least, passed over with impunity, by the 
congregation at large (chap. v. 1) : the litigious 
spirit so prevalent among the people, especi- 
ly of the highest classes; also the scandalous 

irregularities in celebrating the Lord's Supper; 
and last, not least, the utter want of kindness 
and condescension, not to eay of Christian cha- 
rity, from the higher to the lower classes. All 
these derelictions of Christian duty called for 
severe animadversion, and an earnest repro- 

1 CORINTHIANS I. 2. 
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sentation of what ought to be the conduct ina 
truly Christian Society. Thus we see the wide 
extent of the objects and which drew 
forth the present Epistle, and occasioned its con- 
siderable length, and unusual elaborateness.— As 
to the Place where, aud the Time when, it was 
written, the common opinion founded on the 
Subscription to the Epistle in the textus receptus, 
that it was written at Philippi, has been utterly 
refuted, and proof addu that it was, as in- 
deed, may be inferred from ch. xvi. 8, written 
so (Ecumenius testifies) at Ephesus. As te 

the time when the Epistle was written, Wieseler, 
and other recent chronologists, are of opinion 
that it was in the early part (about Easter) of 
A.D. 57, and so Conyb. and Hows., and Alf.; 
though Canon Tate, after Dr. Paley, maintains, 
that the time must have been in the early part of 
A.D. 56, and the 2nd Epistle at the close of the 
same year. This difference of exactly a year 
admits of being accounted for, by the calculation 
being made on two different principles. To decide 
which of the two views may be the true one, 
forms no pes of my provinee, but pertains rather 
to that of the professed chronologists, to whom 
I refer such of my readers as may feel interested 
in a matter which is at once of doubtful disputa- 
tion, and of no great im As to the 
much agitated question, whether there was, or 
was not, an Epistle of St. Paul sent to the 
Corinthians before the one called the first, the 
uestion is briefly discussed in the note to ch. v. 

The contents of such an Epistle, if really 
sent, have been made out from the data fur- 
nished in the two extant Canonical Epistles. It 
must have been a very brief letter, consisting of 
little or nothing more than Paul's announce- 
ment of his purpoee of visiting them on his way 
to Macedonia, and again on bis return from 
Macedonia (which pu he chan in conse- 
quence of the news be eard from Chloe's house- 
hold); also of some earnest injunctions, —taken 
by the people in too strict a sense, —u) curava- 
uiyvvola: mois répvots, and finally, a uest 
to set on foot a collection for the relief of the 

r saints at Jerusalem. As to the question, of 
ess importance, whether Paul made a second 
visit to Corinth (from Ephesus), or not,—suffice 
it here to say, that if such s visit did take place, 
the likeliest period at which it may be supposed 
to have occurred is that assigned by Wieseler, 
Conyb., and Alf.—at some point of time be- 
tween Paul's settling at Ephesus (Acts xix. 10), 
and the spring preceding the deperture from 
Ephesus (Acts xx. 1). During this time they 
maintain that a second visit to Corinth, of very 
short duration, took place; and the researches of 
Wieseler and others,—the substance of which 
is well summed up by Davidson, Conybeare. and 
Alford, far to prove at least the VI 
of the visit. The purpose of it has been 
by Wieseler and others from intimations sup- 
plied by data in the Canonical Epistles. Bat to 
advert to the matter and wording of the Epistle. 
In freedom of style and purity of Grecism, this 
Epistle takes the first place (at least with the 
exception of that to the Hebrews) of all the 
Pauline Epistles. There is s tereencss and vigour 
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ef style,—a consummateness of moulding,—s 
sustained power of composition,—and in general 
& perspicuity of expression, far removed from 

rude composition, obscure wording, and tor- 
tuousness of construction, which mark a great 
part of the Second Epistle to the Corinthians, and 
no small portion of that to the Romans. There 
is, too, a grandeur of thought, —a dignity and 
solemnity of manner, scarcely exceeded in the 
purest Class. writers. On this it is truly ob- 
served a most competent judge,—the ve 
erudite Valckenaer, in his Prolegomena to bis 
Scholia m prim. 1 Epist. ad Cor.,—' Ad rerum si 
spectemus pondus, ad senlentiarum lumina, ad 
vem el les colestis, hac in parte ipei De- 
mosthens PAULUS poterit anteponi, cujus elo- 
uium luminibus oratoriis et nativis ornamentis 

rum, et supra quam credi potest est sub- 
lime. He adduces, as choice specimens of the 
fore-mentioned excellencies, chaps. ix. and xiii., 
of which the latter has always been ed 
ss 2 perfect gem. He ought to have conjoined, 

placed first, chap. xv. At any rate, 
the three exhibit examples of the noblest 
thoughts, clothed in the most suitable language, 

y found exceeded in the Classical writers, 
and unsu in the Scriptures. There are 
in various other perts of the Epistle noble bursts 
of impassioned eloquence, which, though brief, 
are consummate ; e. g. iv. As to chap. 
iL. it is as much a gem, of its kind, as chap. 
xiii., — ri most ecd oe eet, 
sive iption of the simplicity 
clothed in language disegni] by its simple 
nasrelé. But, to advert to something far higher 
in value. The whole Epistle gives us a most ex- 
alted view of the wonderful gifts. both intellec- 
tual and spiritual, of the Apostle of the Gentiles ; 
and it leaves us at no loss to imagine how ] 
& measure of the Spirit must have been dealt 
out to him,—not only, we may be sure, for the 
instruction of the Cormthian Church, but for the 
edification of the cae voie — m 
every age. Accordin to use the words o 
Mr. Conybeare), “ ke is to thank God, who 
so inspired his Apostle, that, in his answers to 
questions of transitory interest, he bas laid down 
principles of eternal obligation. Let us, then, 
trace with gratitude the providence of Him who 
* out of ness calls up light; by whose mercy 
it was provided that the unchastity of the Co- 
rinthians should occasion the laws of moral 
purity to be established for ever throughout the 
Christian world :—that their denial of the re- 
surrection should cause those words to be re- 
corded whereon reposes, as u & rock that 
cannot be shaken, our sure certain hope of 
immortality." 

I. 1—9 form the Exordium of the Epistle, 
containing, as usual, a conciliatio benevolentia, 
by courteous greeting. 

1. «Anres á&*óoToÀos] See note on Rom. 
i. 1. The term is, indeed, not in MSS. A, D, E, 
and is bracketed by Lachm. and Alf. ; but it is 
retained by Tisch. ; rightly; since the authority 
uid n iss est is much tampered with is 

1 Pet. 1. 3. 

of no great weight against all the rest (I find it 
in all the nut and Mus. copies), and espec. 
since internal evidence is rather against it, for it 
was more likely to have been removed from 
three copies because it is absent from the opening 
of all the other Epistles, except the Epistle to 
the Romans, than inserted from the Romans in 
all the rest, and in all the Versions, except two 
copies of the Italic. As to its being inserted 
from Romans,—that is the less probable, since it 
is not inserted in other Pauline Epistles in any 
copies. By the use of the word xA. Paul alludes 
to xAnTois adyloe, infra v. 2, as at Rom. i. 7. 
— Lwobivns] Suppoeed by some, but with- 

out sufficient reason, to be the person mentioned 
at Acts xviii. 17; others, with some probability, 
imagine it was the scribe who wrote this Epistle ; 
and St. Paul, they conceive, joins Sosthenes with 
bimself out of modesty. Almost every thing, 
however, concerning the in question 1s 
mere conjecture (so Chrys.) ; and of conjectures 

itors are not sparing. All we can j^ sure 
of is, that, from being joined with St. Paul in 
this prefatory address, he must have been a 
person of much consideration, and well known to 
the Church at Corinth. 

2. &à Qa)ñuaToce Osov] ‘by the good plea- 
sure, counsel, and pu of God.’ I cannot 
agree with Theophyl. of the ancient, and several 
modern Commentators, that this is meant to 
glance at the Corinthian false teachers, who re- 
presented Paul as no — Apostle, but self- 
appointed. Considering that dca sr. Osov is a 
form of expression occurring in moet of the 
inecriptions to his Epistles, its use is rather to be 
ascribed to the deep humility of the Apostle, who 
(ae Calvin remarks) ‘is accustomed readily to 
ascribe to God whatever is any where a work of 
God, and not to claim any merit of his own; 
though he does it principally in the case of his 
Apostleskip,—that he may thereby preclude any 
charge of arrogance.’ 
— rytacnivoe iv Xptore Ineo, xAnTote 

‘consecrated in Christ Jesus, called to 
These words are closely connected with 

Tj ixxXnoía, being indeed an epereyesis of the 
notion éxxA. ToU Os0v ; as appears from the in- 
scription of Ignat. to his Epistle to the Trallians: 
hryawnpivy Oxo wurpi'l. Xp. éxrrnoig CAR 
for ?ryiaaui»g (i. e. iv XpioTo 'Inoov). it 
respect to the terms «Ayr. dylows, we may, 
with Whitby and Peile, regard them as expres- 
sions of the same import, denoting * such as are 
called out of the world, and rated from 
others through faith in Christ to be a peculiar 

le unto God: and accordingly, in virtue 
of this calling, are regarded as a nation, 
a holy nation, &c., as were the ancient people of 
God, the Jews. So that the term dyioi is often 
in the Acts and Epistles equiv. to that of Chris- 
tians, and stands o , not to unsound Chris- 
tians, devoid of the inward sanctification of the 
Holy Spirit, but to the heathen world. This, 
however, though the truth, is not the whole truth. 
This calling to holiness on the part of God, ad- 
verted to in the words xAsrois qum must, on 
the part of those who obey it, impy no less than 

e. 

&yíois 
be,” Ac. 
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a solemn obligation to be, as Hyper. explain 
‘ purgati, lustrati, mundati, devoti Deo,’ dedicated 
and devoted to God, and no longer living to 
themselves ; jus even as God is holy.’ Sve 
l Pet. i. 16. 2 Tim. i. 9. Heb. iii. l. x. 10. 
Calv. remarks that, by these two expressions 
(‘called by God, and ‘sanctified in, hy, and 
through Christ’), Paul shows who are to be ac- 
counted among the true members of the Church, 
and who properly telong to its communion. 
* Nisi enim (continues e) vite sanctimonia 
Christianum te ostendas, delitescere quidem in 
Ecclesia poteris, sed ex eà tamen non eris, Seo 
more in Calv., and also in Hyper., who, after 
explaining this point of interpretation in exactly 
the same way as Calv., offers, as built thereon, 
the following definition of é«x«xAnoia: * Ecclesia 
est congregatio eorum, qui in Christum credunt, 
sive, He olere n — — t 4 
—agreeably to the rticle of our Churc 
which defines the Church visible to be *a con- 

tion of faithful men who,’ &c. But to pro- 
ceed: the words xArroie &yíoie are by the best 
interpreters admitted to mean, 'called to be 
holy,’ or ‘unto holiness;' viz. as the suitable 

of our Christian profession, and the full car- 
rying out of the doctrine of the Gospel. This ie 
admitted even by Calvin, as probably the sense, 
though he would prefer referring the cause of 
sanctification to the calling and election of God. 
He explains this sanctification as being effected in 
us when we are by the Holy Spirit 
to serve God, and not the world. Though he 
adds: ‘Verum quia id fit, dum ineerimur in 
Christi corpus, extra quod nonnisi pollutio est, 
nec aliunde etiam nobis confertur Spiritus, quam 
a Christo: merito nos dicit in Christo sanctifi- 
cari, quando per ipsum Deo adbzxremus, et in 
ipeo fimus nove creature.” To the former asser- 
tion we may assent; but not the latter. Tho 
Prep. i» before Xpic-e denotes, not im, but by, 
through, as denoting means, implying also merits. 
The work of being consecrated and sanctified is 
represented in the New Test. as done by the will 
of God, and through the means of Christ, through 
the efficacy of his merits, and by the aids of ‘the 
Er Big lie who proceeds from the Son as well 
as Father. In accordance with the above 
statement are the words of St. Clement in the 
inscription of his Epistle to the Romans (where 
he had evidently this passage of St. Paul in 
view): Tp éxxAnolia tov Oot wapoixovcy 
Kopi Oov, wxAnroie 5yiacuévois ip Ds|ñuaT, 
Osov 3:4 Kvpiov huey 'Inoou Xpiarov, where 
the full sense intended is, ‘called to be Chris- 
tians by the will of God (who would have all 
men to be saved) ;' sanctified by that will through 
our Lord Jesus Christ; i. e. by his merits and 
atonement, and through the influence of his 
Holy — e ication as well as 
the calling is by Ais will, appears from Heb. x. 
10, ¿ç $ (scil. @zou) 0s diua: VIGAAGuos iouiy 
idà tHe Tpogdopas vov cwpatros Tov "lycos 
XpicToV, ' we are atoned for, purified, and thus 
sanctified ;' a passage altogether parallel with the 
one now before us. On «Agr. dy. see note on 
Rom. i. 7. 

— gà, wae Tes izix., &c.] As to the 
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reference, not a little disputed, of this clause, it 
most naturally connects itself with xAnr. ay., 

. d. *called to holy fellowship, with all who, 
be: So Chrys., Theoph., and (Ecumen., of the 
ancient, and several modern Expositors, as Est., 
Heyd., Billroth, and Peile. But the most natn- 
ral connexion is not, in Pauline composition 
necessarily the one intended by the writer. i 
am, on further consideration, inclined to think, 
with several recent itors, that the words 
are meant to connect with the words of address 
xáo:s duty, intimating that the salutation was 
not intended to be confined to the members of 
the Corinthian Church, but was meant for Chris- 
tian professors — the full ete = ae term) ia 
sey paw according to which view, the present 
Epistle may be ed as not indeed (with 
some itors) a sort of Catholic Epistle 
but, at any rate, as intended to be read by 
Christians, and to be made available to the in- 
struction of the Church every where. See Estius' 
able note. Regarded in this light, the clause 
forms an — addition, and was probably 

iefly to intimate to the Corinthians, 
that,—as Mr. Alf. expresses it, —' the member- 
Epor God's Holy Church Catholic consists not 
in being planted or presided over by Paul, Apol- 
los, or Cephas, but in ing on (he name of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. At any rate those words 
are not a mere periphrasis for * Christians," since 
the phrase isrexaAataÜas Tó Ovoua Tov Kupiov 
(on which see my Lex.) was one derived from 
the Sept., denoting invocation for a religious pur- 
pose in prayer, worshipping, as applied to the 

rd JEHOVAH ; but, as being here applied to 
the Lord Jesus Chris, must, by implication, 
supply an irrefragable testimony to the Divine 
worship rendered to Jesus Christ, as ‘ very God 
of very God.” 
— £v wavti tox] i.e. ‘in every place [as 

well as Corinth]. The words ajíTó» Tt xal 
Jua» may, with some early modern, and several 
recent Expositors, be referred to tore. But 
thus a somewhat jejune sense is communicated, 
and one not very apposite ; for I agree with Olsh., 
that “considerations of locality would occu 
little of the attention of believers, while uci 
would be devoted to the identity of the Re- 
deemer of all Christians; the meaning therefore 
would seem to be this, —' to all who in any place 
call upon the name of our Lord Jesus Christ, 
who is their Lord, even as he is our's" Hence 
I still choose to refer the words, with Chrys, 
Theophyl. Theodor, and CEcumen. to Kupte 
nywy in the sense pag drm by Olsh., thus repre- 
senting Christians as being, wherever they may 
reside, as the servants of One and the same com- 
mon Master. Comp. Matt. xxiii. 8, 10. 

3. xápis Untv—Xpio ov] See Rom. i. 7, and 
note. It is observed by Olsh. that «ipis» has a 
deep import, as glancing at the dissensions in the 
Corinthian Church ; and so Theodor. remarks 
that, to xápis, sloñun was seasonably subjoined, 
as addressed to persons like them Gujpuuépoit 
xal aractá(ovot. 

4—9. After the above affectionate salutation, 
the Apostle proceeds to congratulate the Co- 
rinthian Christians on the abundant gifts and 
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gne ewe on — from — and to ex- 
is hope as to their spiritual progress; in 

eder bva adir calculated to conciliate their 
good-will, to introduce, with less offence, the 
feproofs which the state of the Church at Ce- 
rinth rendered it necessary for him to administer, 
and which he soon skilfully introduces. There 
was much to be thankful for, and hopeful about, in 
their Christian state. And on ¿his he first dwells, 
in siii ra Olsh. gebe to appeal to their 
better feelings, and thus place the contrast in 

relief, and so fix & deep conviction of 
sin. On the introductory form, siyapiorea To 
Oro ucu, comp. Rom. i. 8, and see note. On 
Tárrort ste Kom. i. 10, and comp. Phil. i. 4. 
By 75 xépvr: ov Osov is meant the gifts of 

in them, bestowed by the God of all grace 
ü Pet. v.10); denoting, however, not the ex- 
traordinary spiritual gifts only, but also the ordi- 
mary graces of the Spirit, ‘given to every man, 
to profit withal.’ The Singular is used to denote 
them ‘ tanquam complerus, as a whole. By the 
dy before Xa. "I. is meant, not so much ‘ by,” or 
‘through’ Christ, as ' in' Christ; i. e. ‘in com- 
munion with Christ, your Head’ (Eph. iv. 15. 

Med, fig gic " ia Phil 1 5 eo y el passage in 
bri +f xowerla Gy slc TÒ svayyáAior, where 

note. see 
5. The Apostle here more full lains what 

he had said, by enumerating —— bene- 
fits and blessings, of which the Corinthians had 
been made partakers by Christ. 
— õrı—irhovr. abra] ‘for that (be- 

esuse) in him (i.e. by oneness with him, see 
Calv., Hyper., and Est.) ye have become en- 
Fiched in every thing, are completely enriched,’ 
more particularily in what is then specified, 
nemely, iy asr) Aóyw xal máoy yrocet, 
where, as observes Hyper., ° those leading parti- 
culars have a certain em is.” As being parti- 
ealars, they are not well rendered by ‘ doctrine, 
er learning, and . We may, indeed, 
with Chrys. and Theophyl, by Aóyœæ understand 
the faculty of teaching and preaching the Gospel ; 
bv yruoe:, the knowledge of divine things, 
whereby alone tbat faculty would be made effec- 
tual; but I prefer to explain Acya (with Theo- 
ma Beza, Calv., — —— — peile) 

faculty or power of imparting to others by 
word of mouth the divine knowledge they them- 
selves ; as it is seid, Eph. vi. 19, Tva 
uot obtin Acyoe ywpigat TO uucmTipuy Tov 
sbaryysAiov. us, as Billroth and Olsh. are 

Christi oe iet — eni iy rietianity objecticely, as the tru ; 
yvoctt, subjectively, as the truth apprehended 
and received.” Comp. v. 17. ch. ii. l. xii. 8. 
Thus the sense of Aoyos here is the same as at 
2 Cor. viii 7. But whether, as would seem from 
v. 7, by yewore the Apostle meant to allude to 
the two cegnate spiritual gifts epoker of infra 
xii. 8,—the Aóyos codiae and the Aoyos 
y»ociws, is uncertain. One may readily con- 
eeive why the two particulars are here asso- 
ciated, if we bear in mind what Chrys. suggests, 
that ‘there is a knowledge without utterance, 
aad there is an utterance without knowledge ; 

fruits; meanin 
gifte of the Spirit, but its internal graces for 

whereas the persons in question had BOTH, being 
Kai yorgat kaè elwety ixayol. Now the stress 
seems laid on the latter particular, and bence 
Aó*yos, as being most prominent in the thought, 
is placed first. 

. Kabws TÒ papt. ToU XpicTov ie. iv 
óuiv] The words have been variously explained, 
and the interpretation bas been left unsettled 
from not sufficiently perceiving the sense of a 
Particle. Of xac the sense has been variously 
explained. Theophyl. and (Ecumen. of the an- 
cient, and Hyper. and Est. of the modem Com- 
mentators, take it as standing for &' ov. But 
this view is wholly unsupported by proofs; as is 
also the sense assigned by Bp. Pearce and 
Mackn., besides being unsuitable to the context. 
It would seem that the Particle ie here used in 
no very strict sense. It is rendered quemad- 
modum by Er. and Est, but may better be re- 
presented by our English phraees according as, 
ixasmuch as, or even as, as in the Pesch. Syr. 
Version; answering to the Classical xa0d, so 
used in Lucian, t. i. 524. Arrian, E. A. iii. 16, 
9, and Aristot. de Mundo, c. 5. 

7. As consequent on the —— of the 
divine favour in general, we have adduced, in 
the words following, an illustration and proof, 
in the yaplopara bestowed on the Corinthian 
Church. As to the sense of Tó uaprpior T. 
Xp., it is best understood, ‘ the testimony con- 
cerning Christ in the Gospel, whether read or 

ed; equiv. to the Gospel, *so called (as 
Calvin observes) inasmuch as ite grand end is to 
manifest Christ to us, in whom aro bid all the 
treasures of wisdom. By the Gospel being com- 
firmed and established is plainly meant its truth 
and excellence being evinced, and that by its 

I not merely the supernatural 

faith and sanctification. See Calvin and Hy- 
perius. The words which follow at v. 7 (form- 
Ing, with those of the present, a parenthetic por- 
tion), Bors buae—yaploparte, are meant to set 
forth the extent to which these gifts and b 
and consequently the uaprTúp:ov involved therein, 
aroee. Render: * Insomuch that ye (Corinthians) 
come short (lit. are left behind) in no gift or 
grace, —namely, ‘such as those imparted to the 
Christian community of which you are mem- 
bers.” Sec l Cor. xii. m. 

Of the next Words aio E Thy 
amoxadduy:v—X pio-roy, the full sense is, ° wait- 
ing for, looking earnestly towards—as in anxious 
ex tion of—the revelation of our Lord Jesus 
Christ; denoting (as at Rom. viii. 19) not a 
bare historical belief in the fact of the future 
coming of the Lord, but expressing that longing 
desire after it, necessarily connected with love, 
faith, and hope; implying the co-existence and 
co-operation of all three, as attesting the perfect- 
nese of the — life of Christian professors. 
This sense of darexéd. (as used of a person as to 
his coming, or some event connected with it) is 
also found at Phil. iii. 20. Heb. ix. 28, as said 
of our Saviour. That the ¿moxé&, P is one 

se. i. 7, from heaven, plainly appears from 2 ë 
iv TH 535 TOU Kuplov ‘Incou da’ 

ovpavoy i wa These. i. 10), dvapíysiw TÓv 

K 
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ki Thee un dorepeiaOas év undevt yapicpati, arrexSeyouevous THY ámoká- k 

& 6. 38. 

gr F p F 

. 6 

wowee dca. P = 

pæ — e 

Ld p s 

Ylov — Te otpaviey. 1e iria 
amexdeyou epending on yar) is re- 

rded by the Commentators as to be resolved 
to the cognate Verb and some Particle; q. d. 

t dum is,” or * | expectatis.’ I 
should prefer rendering, ‘ you who are waiting.’ 
The Apostle, it should seem, — this 
clause on the former, by way of further deris 
ing his giving of thanks to God on their behaif, 
by representing them as not reeting solely on 
the gifts and just mentioned, but as having 
desires extending farther, and only to be accom- 

ished at the revelation of our Lord Jesus 
hrist, the day of pe revelation, in which 

Christ, our Wisdom, shall be fully manifested. 
8. 9c] This, as I have already shown at 

largo, must be referred, not to the nearer ante- 
ent, 'I. Xp., but to the more remote, Osós, 

at v. 4, for several reasons; especially because 
in the reference we should have had i» +j 
$uípa abrov. The is so pregnant in 
meaning, that the sense may best be expressed 
in paraphrase : ‘Who [as He hath hitherto bo- 
stowed those gifts and graces} will also confirm 
you [in their wse,—in faith, grace, and the 
petient waiting for of Christ, and carry you] 
unto the end [of your Christian course, so that 
ye may be found] blameless (incriminaléles), at 
the day,’ &c. As to the import of Zee íAovs, it 
might mean ‘to the end of life; but the context 
requires ‘to the end of the Christian course, 
*to the termination of your state of trial and 
probation.” “Kes réXouvs seems added to pro- 
mote their constancy ; since (as Hyper. observes) 
to persevere for a (ime is a light matter; to pe 
severe to the end of our course, * hic labor, hoc 
opus est' The following sentence, however, 
seems to look vet further; and the best account 
of this somewhat perplexing matter is that of 
Estius, who ably handles the point thus :— 
t Ceterum hee duo promittit: firmitatem 
in acceptis Dei donis, et perseverantiam, qua in 
illis conserventur usque ad finem vitæ, vel potius 
(quod vult pars sequens) usque ad adventum 

risti futurum in fine seculi, quamvis hoc ex 
illo sequatur.’ 

The term dray«Asirove (used also Col. i. 22), 
Dr. Peile remarks, * well describes that con- 
summation of the Christian character which the 
faithfulness of God is prepared to effect in all 
whom be is — to call into communion with 
him in hie Son, if only they be faithful to their 
Covenant of Mercy, and love Him, and keep his 
commandments.” True; but we must bear in 
mind Psul's own words at Rom. viii. vie 
yxa) (csi xara ixÀexr@v Orov; Oide Ò å- 
«atr, and remark, as Calv. suggests, ‘non 
fici in nobis primo die hanc tantam munpditicre : 
quin potius agitur nobiscum, si quotidie 

Ppoveiv, Ónodporsiv, and other 
concord and wnanimity 

Awyiw tov Kupiou cuv Incod Xpwroi* 9*0; xal BeBawoces 
bas ws TéNous, aveyxAnrous év TH ñuépa ToU Kupiov yor 
"Inood Xpiorod. ®' Toros ó cos, 9v ob exrAHOyrte eis kowovíay 
TOU Tiov avro0 Igco0 Xprotod tod Kupiov uv. 

10 m TTapaxara 96 vs, aderpoi, 54a Tod ovopatos ToU Kupiou 
^ ? ^ ^ ` 2 ^ f , D ` ° 

BERNER QE 
proficiamus in itentia, si pergamus a peccatis 
qua Deo nos obnoxios reddunt, donec cum cor- 
pore mortis exuamus omnes peccati sordes." For 
shall, I would here render by will, the former 
suggesting the idea of promise; but all that 
seems meant is an assurance from strong persun- 
sion, such as we find expressed at Rom. i. 20, 
Qade—ourrplWe: rdv Larava. Comp. a kin- 
dred passage in Phil. i. 6, arasroiÜac avrò rovre, 
Sri ò — iv bute ipyor dyabde (i. e. 
of faith and grace, and other Gospel on. of 
which the believer i$ made partaker with the 
saints) éwireAéoes (with which com ¿=à 
védove here) dxpie (equiv. to dus here) qadpae 
'[ncov Xnicrov. 

9. mıoròt ó Osde, &c.] A pres s: Ged 
will confirm them, taken his faith in per- 
forming his promises (see Est. and Calv.) ; q. d. 
* 4s God is faithful to his ises, so He will 
bring you to that peus on of Christ and of 
salvation through him, to which he hath called 
you;' see Phil. i. 6. 1 Thess. v. 24. 
— sle xoiwerla» Tov Ylov, ped This points 

K. 

rist, as members of 

redemptiea 
Pa glory. See Rom. viii. 17, 23. 2 Thess. ii. 

A 10. Afer this conciliatory introduction, the 
postle comes closer to main 

ing with t address from PM Mo comeare: 
moderate indeed, but grave and decided. And 
first he adverts to that — evil, which hed 
given rise to so many —— ich — 
to reprove,—a party — T oreover, he endee- 
vours to vindicate the simplicity of Christian 

ofthe d ook Phileophi — the o ree ists, as nst 
stitions Jews, that he may draw both of them t 
the n in $us ver. 10. T — 
— QL Tov vouaTos, &c. is ma i i 9 

as several recent Expositors explain. ° in us 
name and by the authority of Jesus Christ" 
But from the character of context, which 
bears the stamp of earnest entreaty, some 
sense is required; and the true sense must 
* ] beseech you, by the sacred name after which 
ye are called, the only name whereby ye can be 
saved, even the name of him who loved us and 

ve himself for us.' ng ii. 20.) See Chrys, 
eophyl., Calv., and 
— lva +ó abtd Alynre wavret] Tò abró 

Myaiw is equivalent to +ó avró $porveis, Të à» 
terms denotiag 

; which many Expositor 
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év tpiv oyicpata: ire Šë xarnpticpévee év TH avr vot xal 
é TH aùr yvoun. 11 'EOógAó08» ydp poe mep bpv, aderdol 
pov, vró Tay XXAXórs, Ste Epides ev ipiv eiat. 

ort Exactos vav reye “Eyo uév ceim IIaóXov: éyw 82, Amor- 2; 
be, Knpa: éyo 80, Xpiotod. 19 Mepépiorai ó Xpiarrós ; 

, >? A 
eyw 

13 ° Aéyw 5€ ToUTO, o° John 1. «s. 
Acts 18. 34. 

4. 
13, 

pù IlabXos éotavpd6n vmép tov, À eis Tò Üvoua IlavXov 
éBarriabrre ; 14? Evyapiota TO 

think is meant here. But by the antithetic 
elause, xai uà d» piv, followed up br the 

jra è xatnpr.—vot, there must be do- 
noted, not so much concord, and its opposite dis- 
cord, in feeling and sentiment, as unanimity in 

akses and profession, as opposed to discord or 
party divisions. This is clear from the next two 
verses, in the former of which the term épiédec 
denotes the same as ipiÜis(a in a very similar 
passage at 2 Cor. xii. 20. And answering to the 
— here are the Zo:ç xai dt:yooracia: at 
1 . ñi. 3, and the oxlouara and alpicats at 
1 Cor. xi. 18, 19. The words following may be 
rendered, ‘ but that T be knit together in same- 
ness of thinking, and in sameness of feeling.’ In 
xarnprT. there is a metaphor taken from 
of drawing and stitchi 
torn garment. Comp. 
Keiva xaTaprico orárTa. 

12, The Apostle now proceeds to fully unfold 
his meaning; for Aíyw 82 rovro, both in the 
New Test. and the Class. writers, is adapted to 
the purpose of jon, and answers to the 
Latin seilicet, or nimirum. Equiv. to, ‘ Now, 
what I mean is this.” “Exacros is only to be 
referred Jo the generality, i.e. the factions of 

Peal. Ax. On this whale — ical — this who cially ¿yo 
dà, Xpicrov) Commentators uae perplexed 
themselves to little purpose. No difficulty need 
be found in Paul, Apollos, and Cephas, being 
mentioned as heads of parties; for the words are 
mot St. Pauls, but those of persons supposed so 
to speak. That parties called themselves of Paul, 
or of Apollos, or of Cephas, involved no blame 
te those personages, since it was done without 
their wish. Hence St. Paul lays the blame on 
the Corinthians themselves. to , or 
Peter, the called by his name seems to 
have been so denominated, not so much from 
any attachment to the person of Peter (as in the 
ease of A pollos), as with reference to his under- 
stood (though in some respects misun 
ang a as to the obligation of the ritual part of 
unie Law on Jewish Christians. — 

. tho persons in question were Judaizers. © ` ened 
As to the difficulty connected with ¿yë 8i, 

X pueros, the best mode of encountering it is to 
suppose, that those who so called themselves 

e act 
er the rents of a 

dot. v. 106, Ira To 

s pretending to have derived their 
know of the Gospel either from the foun- 
tain-head, i. e. immedistely from Jesus Christ, 
or at t from his nearest relatives, James the 
less, Simon, = Jude; the € of non ied a 
very great authority among the primitive Chris- 
tians, being (as Euseb. ñ. Eccles. iii. 11, 20, 
tells us) called ó dsowdevvor. These, we may 
be sure, were of the Anti-Pauline party ; but, in 

they were, as Billr. shows, essentially of 

Acts 18. 8. 
16, 33. Oem Ste ovdeva tov éfá- 

one and tbe same party with those of Cephas; 
or perhaps they were persons who went a little 
further, maintaining * the notion (Billr. sup- 
poses) that intimate intercourse with Christ 
was essential to the ion of 
Apostolic authority, and so to place 
least, much below the rest of the A 
one wbo had entered upon the office 
the others, and in a way peculiar to himself.’ 

13. mapipioras ó Xpicros;] Most modern 
Expositors take these words to mean, either, ‘ is 
the doctrine of Christ divided and different?" or, 
tis the Church divided? has Christ sanctioned 
divisions in it?’ or, ‘does Christ belong to any 
one part only ?' But the simplest mode of in- 
terpretation, and the one moet accordant with 
the context, is that adopted by most of the an- 
cient, and some eminent modern Commentators, 
who explain, * What, then, are there more 
Christe than one? or can Christ be divided?’ 
Here we have, as Hyper. remarks, and Calv. co- 
incides with him, a ratio ab absurdo. It is plain 
that (ss Hyper, Calv., Bulling., and others 
down to Stenersen, have shown, that by Christ 
must be meant the persom of Christ, as being 
(Alf. observes) the centre and bond of Christian 
unity. This is called for by the context, as well 
diecussed by Calv., and its sense is well pera- 
phrased by Stenereen. Nevertheless, in the per- 
son of Christ may be also implied the Ch of 
Christ ; which vil intimate an admonition, well 
expressed by Calv. thus: * Nos unum esse corpus 
oportet, si velimus sub eo tanquam sub capite 
contineri. Quod si in diversa corpora scindimur, 
ab ipso quoque dissilimus; gloriari ergo ejus 
nomine inter disconlias et factiones, est ipsum 
discerpere, quod fieri nequit." 

In wh IIavAos ioravp. vr. bui, Stenersen 
notices the true sense of vip, not fvexa,—for 
Peter, Paul, and other Apostles, were crucified 
for the benefit of men, attesting the truth of what 
they taught, by dying for it; but not in the place 
of sinful man, or to afone for his sins. Lachm. 
and Tisch., however, have effectually ejected this 
fundamental doctrine, by bringing in wapi from 
only two MSS, B and D. I eay ‘only two; 
for I find iip in all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. The same MS. B, and another of ite 
family, has wepi for vate at 1 Thess. v. 10, on 
the very same subject, and B, O, D, F, in Mark 
xiv. 24, 

14. sòxapıorõ +e O15] The best Commen- 
tators are agreed that this phrase (by an idiom 
common even to modern languages) signifies, ‘I 
am heartily glad.’ * The Apostle so speaks,’ ob- 
serves Canon Tate, * with reference to the un- 
happy contentions which occurred ——— 
to the sojourn of the Apostle there, and whic 
now made him not sorry that he had adminie- 
tered the rite of introduction to Christianity to 
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aria, e u Kpiorov kai dior 15 wa uý tis ely Ste eis TO 
gch. 18.15 duov Óvoua éáTrTiwa, 19 ^ EBdarrica 96 kai tov Zrepavâ olxov: 

AotTróv ovK olda ef tiva àXXov Bartia. 
rasire — 17T0j) yàp améotrerré ue Xpioròs Barrivery, add’ evaryyed- 

IPLI Ceoav oùs ev copia Xoyov, lva pù xevwbi ò aravpós ToU Xpi- 
aon. grad. 18 *'O Adyos yàp ó Tov cTavpoÜ Tois mèy aTrohAUpEvals 
Rom. 1 

tIe.».1& opia dori, Trois Šë cwloudvors "uiv Óóvapas Oeod iore — 19 * yé- 
&&%  yoaTTaL yap: "ATjroAw THY coplav TOY codóv, kai THY 

eo few.’ For thus he intimates that his enemies 
would lose a fair opportunity of censuring him, 
as if drawing to himself partisans. 

16. iBawrica 38 kai, &c.] This is said by 
way of limiting the foregoing too general asser- 
tion. The formula 22 xai may be rendered as- 
tem, or veró, etiam, but likewise. 

For ig&*ri:ca, Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 
A, B, C, and 9 cursive MSS., and the Vulg. 
with some later Versions, iSartricOnrs. But 1 
doubt not that it was & mere alteration to remove 
a tautology, igá-Tica occurring thrice in a 
very short com Alf. admits it to be a ‘ cor- 
rection ;' but chooses to ascribe it to a far-fetched 
reason ted by Meyer, in preference to the 
simple obvious one pointed out by me in my 
— Volume. 

— olxov] ‘family, including persons of every 
and sex, and, of course, infants So Ignatius, 

ist p. 21, cited by Wolf: &awátoua: rove 
oikove ray d&dekpav pou cuy yuvakl kal 

rm Apostle now proceed di . The e now s to a vindication 
of his doctrine, and of the method he had pursued 
in communicating it. Up to ch. ii. 2, he treats 
of its nature, and declares that he cannot accom- 
modate it to the prejudices of men, so as (like 
the false Apostles) to out of view, or sophie- 
ticate, what would be censured by many, and 
seem to them foolishnees. 

The yap has reference to a clause suppressed ; 
q. d. ‘[ have baptized very few ;] for Christ sent 
me not so much to baptize, as to preach the Gos- 
pel; o¥xm—dAXAa being bere, as often, used com- 

raté, meaning, not for the ial purpose of 
baptizing: q. d. ‘ That was not the end for which 
be sent me forth :' and, as Bengel well observes, 
‘quo quis mittitur, id agere debet.’ Baptism 
might be administered by axy, but the chief office 
of the Apostles was to evangelize. 
— ovx iv copia Adyou, &c.] Here (as Cal- 

vin remarks) there is an anticipation of an objec- 
tion to Paul's preaching, on the score of its being 
devoid of the attractions of human eloquence. 
The answer to which is, that he was not sent to 
be a rhetorician, who should puff himself forth 
by the splendour of eloquence, but a minister of 
the Spirit, who should be content to use plain 
and popular diction. 
— "by copla Me is for iv Adye copias, 

or Ady@ copa (as cb.ii. 13, iv didaxrots dvOpe- 
aluns copias Aoyoie, or as 2 Pet. i. 16, seco- 
$iouírois abate), i.e. not what appeared to 
men learning, acumen, or eloquence, of which 

nucum ing, ' tha — Iva ph Kaye eTavpós] meaning, t 
the doctrine thereof should not — fruitless,’ 
in other words, be deprived (lit. emptied) of its 

force, from the power it ought to have, by 
its Divinity, on the minds of men, even without 
human art, being detracted from the Gospel, and 
ascribed to human contrivance. (Ernesti.) 

18. ó Adyos yap ó Tov a-ravpov, &c.) This 
we may rd (with Calvin) ass con- 
cession, to be thus resolved: ` However, the word 
of the Cross (meaning, the doctrine of salvation 
through a crucified Redeemer), because it is not 
made palatable by the communication of human 
wisdom, may be regarded as no better than folly 
by those who are in the way to perish, yet to us 
the wisdom of God shines forth therein.” — 
pepía, for uepós. So Thucyd. v. 41, rote ŝi 
Aaxedatpoviors dQOxst uepia slvai rárra. To 
the depraved conceptions of such it appears 
foolishness. ‘ Just (says Chrysostom) as to the 
dangerously sick even the most wholesome aud 

teful viands seem distasteful, and all the 
indest assiduities of friends troublesome.’ 

‘Here,’ observes Heydenreich, ‘since the term 
pepia has a twofold opposite, duvause Otov and 
codia, there seems to have been in the mind of 
the Apostle a double idea, both that of dag seiek 
and that of weakness or inefficacy; the former 
pointing to the wisdom of God; the latter to the 
power of God.’ The expressions d47o\Avpcdvore 
and cwYouéivors ‘rem denotant ex effectu ;" the 
sense being, ° To those who disbelieve and reject 
the Gospel (see 2 Thess. ii. 15), and er 
perish, it — foolishness; but by those, like 
ourselves, who believe and embrace it, and are 
thereby saved (see 2 Cor. ii. 15), it is 
as the power of God.' In other words, by the 
former may be understood, as at 2 Cor. iv. 3, 
those who are perishing (q.d. wbo are in the 
high road to perdition), namely, by their un- 
belief; and, by the latter, those who are being 
saved, are in the way of salvation; the latter 
designating those who, believing, have embraced 
the ious offer of salvation by being baptized 
in the name of Christ, and who have thereby 
become heirs through Christ of eternal salvation. 
Comp. Acts ii. 4f, awoé:Eauevot tov Adyow 
atrou iBaxrla@ncay, kai wpocerTiOncay, and 
especially ii. 47, wpoosrida: rode cuVopivove 
ka?’ suépav TH ixxAnolg. See more in note oa 
d i 15. — 

. In proof of the position oóx èv 
À you, and to show the atl fe thereof, introdecel 
by yàp, the Apostle now s first to the 
testimony of Scripture (ver. 19), then to that of 
experience (vv. 20—31), showing how striking! 
the power of the Gospel appears in its triumph 
over the wisdom of this world. The citation 

s verbally with the Sept, except that for 
e literal version xpiww there, wo have here 

the free version d0erice. 
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cuverty TV cuverav abetico. 
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q Isa. 88. 18. 
Job 13. 7. 30 u [oó codóc; moô 

ypaupareds ; Tod aviyrris ToU aidvos ToÚrou ; Odyi éptpavev + Man u. 
6 Oeòs Tv codiay Tod xócuov ToÚrou; ?l''Eme) yàp dv —X 

— é7o\s—d0erTieu] The words referred io 
(not quoted) are derived with trifling altera- 
tion, for lieation’s sake, from Vers. of 
Isa. xxix. In fact, the only difference is in 
aOerijow being used for xoúvye, and even that is 
found in a few copies of the Sept., as also in the 
passages of Just. Martyr. contr. Tryph., Euseb., 
and Crprian adduced by the Editors of the 
Sept. However, the Apostic had also probably 
in mind Jer. viii. 8, 9, for I agree with Dr. 
EOM ma there is gne not — — 
modation e prophecy, but a s io- 
tion of tbe awful — that God would 
inflict on the nation by means of the malversa- 
tion of their teacbers ; which ecy the Apos- 
tle shows to have had its fulfilment in his days. 
The words cited are meant to show, by the tes- 
timony of Scripture, how unworthy it is that the 
trath of the Gospel should be prejudiced by the 
worldly-wise treating it with ridicule, or silent 
contempt, since from the words of the prophet it 
a how ntterly worthless in the sight of 
Ged is their opinion. Calvin here appears to 

t advantage in a note full of instruction. 
thing, however, he has omitted to point out 

—namely, why the passage should have so abrupt 
and unconnested a character. This has been 
ably set forth by Hyperius as follows: ‘Since it 
might bave been urged that those who call the 

] foolishness are wise men who cannot 
easily be wrong; to this tacit objection the 
Apostle replies, not by words of his own, but b 
the testimony of Scripture, q. d. * Wise tho 
they be according to this world, yet they are in 
reality themselves foolish.” The Apostle might 
indeed, have said somewhat more plainly: ‘Who 
are those wise who reject the Gospel as foolish- 
ness? Are they not those who think themselves 
wise according to the world? But, if we may 

the truth, the very ns themselves are 
fools, neither do they understand what they say. 
They are pe aot a permiesion blinded and in- 
fatuated." the Apostle might have ex 
himself. But, with modesty (lest he 
should seem to invidiously inveigh at wise and 
great men), he only intimates what he meant by 
using not his own words, but the words of Serip- 
ture, Thus the yap is (as at iii. 19, yiypawrac 
yap à ópaccóutros, &e.) meant to point the 
argument as to the utter incompetency of the 
worldly-wise to appreciate the wisdom of God, 
which is emphatically termed infra, ii. 7, copia 
Osos i» pvornpieg. 

20. xov copos; &c] The Apostle now 
applies the sense of the passage, thas understood, 
to the $ case; and adverting to the situa- 
tion the Christian Church, of which the 
greater consisted of uneducated persons, 
employs words which are by some su to 
bes from Is. xxxii. 18, but by others, 
—“ sort of parody on it, retaining the 
point in wov—wou' ° quo ordine? je dignitate ?’ 
where the interrogation has the effect of a stron 
negation, q. d. ‘no where? zz they are nought; 
in which idiomatic phrase we have a fumils 
form of :xpression, to denote the siter inability 

of each and all to attain the professed end of all 
wisdom, the discovery of the Deity in his works 
of wiedom and Providence. 
By the codes are designated the heathen phi- 

, especially the ethical ones; and by 
pauuarsós the Dopp, or Jewish Scribes, or 
urists; though it may also include men of let- 

ters in , meaning Jewish literati, i.e. that 
order of persons professing the interpretation of 
the Scriptures, and having also the privilege of 
deciding in difficult cases, such as depend on the 
ceremonial law. By the ov{nTnThe Tov alios 
TovTov is meant, ‘the subtile disputer of this 
world, the Sophist, who rests on mere human 
wisdom only. It is not whether the 
Apostle has refereuce to the Heathen cogicrai, 
or to the Jewish crm, seekers, investigators, 
who deduced from Scripture allegorical, mystical, 
and cabalistic senses; held subtile disputations 
on decrees, customs, &c. ; and, in short, were very 
like the Scholustic : the middle ages. 
Both, it should seem, are intended; and the 
sense taken generally is, ‘a subtile disputant on 
difficult but trifling uestions, and curious but 
empty speculations lis Theophyl. explains b 
vTÓ» Àoyicpuois xal ipsévais Tà Tárra brat 
Torra); the {nTýcus xal Xoyouaxías of 
1 Tim. vi. 4; but *. the former. See Valck- 
naer's learned note in his Scholg.  Notwith- 
standing, however, tbe opinion of the very learned 
Annotator, it seems best not to confine tlie re- 
ference to the Physical, but to extend it also to 
the Dialectical Phi [so Eustath. p. 250, 
6, al erpsBrobuavar ov{yThcas (puzzles) Avoy- 
vat], the cugsorai, who professed the art of dis- 
cussing any proposed subject, and of disputing 
upon it by conjoint disputation with any other 
inquirer. These ns were less solicitous about 
abstract truth, than popular display. It is ob- 
vious that the tendency of such must have been 
to promote universal scepticism ; and hence the 
pone might well speak of them pointedly, as 
e does. 
— ovxi iucpayepy, &c.] i.e. ‘convicted of 

foolishness?' This interrogation with a negation 
involves s strong affirmation ; and the sense is, — 
that God, by promulgating a plan of salvation 
which no human wisdom could have : 
much lese accomplished, has thereby placed in a 
strong point of view the inefficiency of mere 
human wiedom for the attainment of salvation ; 
see Theophyl. and Chrys. 

2]. iru? yap iv Tp copla—mior.] These 
words are closely connected with the preceding, 
and show the casse why God did so; serving the 
pu of further illustration. There is, in fact, 

yper. observes, subjoined another reason 
why the Gospel needs not learned speech, but is 
content with a simple and rude style of speaking. 
This reason is deduced from the just ordinance of 
God, q. d. ‘for after (seeing that) the world by 
its own earnal wisdom did not (would not) know 
God, it a God to, &c.' The dy ry copig 
is capable of two or three senses; but the sim- 
plest, and most agreeable to the context, is that 
of the ancient, and several eminent modern Ex- 
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% "ExXqves codiay byrovow 
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positors, — *in (or *by*) the wise counsels of 
God (so permitting it to be).'—4Jid tHe codías, 
* by (all) its wisdom, talent, and knowledge (as 
means for the discovery of truth), did not know 
— to find out) ; God aódóxnosy, thought 

t, vouchsafed, did THs mwpias T. Knpvy. by the 
(so-called, so esteemed) foolishness of ing, 
&c.' said, — to & figure occurring in the 
Class. writers, as Thucyd. vi. 17, oùx d&ypnoros 
hide ñ Gvora. Soph. Antig. 95, ¿À £a pe, xal 
thw iË inot SvoBovAlay, and Cid. Tyr. 397 
cuca: Tubs micTesovtas is best explained, ‘to 
pat into the way of salvation, be the means of 

those who should believe and embrace saving, 
the ki l nded by this preaching.’ 

22, There ie here, as Calv. pointe out, an 
explanation of the foregoing sentiment, and sus- 
pended on the words 7* uwpíae Tov rM Ln 
which are supposed to be :— The fool- 
ishness of preaching, I say (so regarded by both 
Jows and Gentiles) Why so regarded, is stated 
in the following words, where i440) seems 
meant to lay down a in reasoning, 
serving to a pron ot what has been said; and 
here it refers, as Hyper. remarks, to each part of 
the preceding proposition. What the Apostle 
means to prove is, that the means provided by 
God for the salvation of men really corresponded 
to what it was, the so-called ‘foolishness of 
reaching * and why it was accounted foolish, — 
beanie it did not agree with the preconceived 
notions either of the Jew or the Gentile. See 
more in Hyper., Crell., and ially Calv. 
Thus we may here render, as in Matt. xxi. 46. 
Luke xi. 6, tinasmuch as, and point thus: wiered- 
ovras iab —[nrovcur Susi, &c. The first 
part of the proof is contained in the words 'Iov. 
onutioy alrova:, &c., where the sign which the 
Jews are represented as requiring is ‘a sign visi- 
ble and extraordi from heaven, attesting 
Jesus’ claims. The Jews, we know from Matt. 
xv. 4. Mark viii. 11. Luke xi. 29, both the Pha- 
risees and the Sedducees, demanded a sign from 

such as those signs mentioned in Luke 
xxi.11,25. And perhaps in John ii. 18, and vi. 30, 
3], the onuetoy spoken of is a sign from heaven. 
The «ai—«ai binds together the two parties 
alike, only in both — unreasonable require- 
ments, Calv. and Hyper.— The 8i, which 
ushers in v. 23, presents a contrast between tho 
Apostle himself and the two parties in question, 
—tbeir unreasonable requirements, and his firm 
and conscientious discharge of duty. Thus the 
general scope and logic of the passage are clear 
and consistent. There remains only one scruple 
—as to the uncertainty of reading, inasmuch as 
for enustov, Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read cnusia, while the text. rec. is retained by 
Matthen, rightly ; since external evidence is in- 
sufficient, inasmuch as, in addition to 7 uncials, 
the cursives are but 4; and 1 can only add Mus. 

. e000&goev ò Beds Sia tis peplas ToU xnpvyyatos csat TOUS 
va Tevoyras. 2 "'Emeiór kai ‘Iovdator t onpeiov airovos, xai 

23 x nuels Se xnpvocopev Xpiortòv 
éoravpwpévor *Tovdalous pèv oxdvdadov, * vers 59 pæpiar 

C38. 247 abrois 06 Tois Kross, Iovõalois te xa " EXAgoi, Xpiotòv 

7142, and Cov. 2 (omitted by Mill); and Ver- 
sions and Fathers in a case like this, of little 
weight ; and int evidence is rather against 
than for onusita. Even the innovating De 
Wette and Meyer are opposed to cyusia, as a 
correction ; because, they say, only the Singular 
could present any difficulty ; which is true, if 
entia arose from correction. But I rather think 
the Plural originated in the negligence of scribes, 
since a and o» are pue confounded ; and 
they were the more likely to fall into error, since 
the Plur. onmsia occure very frequently, the 
Bing. onusioy seldom. As to Tischendorf'a 
opinion, —that the Sing. was a correction from 
such passages as Matt. xii. 39. xvi. 4, it is a 
wholly gratuitous supposition, and involves the 
highest improbability that such a correction 
should have t into all the copies except 
about a dozen, But the strongest point of in- 
ternal evidence in favour of onusiow is that - 
gene by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p. 190, that ‘if 

Jews only required signs and mei ia 
neral, abundance had been performed by our 
rd and his Apostles, abundance were at thet 

very time —— in the Corinthian Church, 
to which St. Paul was then writing. It is evi- 
dent, therefore, that they were s expecti 
some parbcular sign of the ib In ase 
nae the 

must not omit to remark h that the 
Jews and the Greeks are well sharactertucd: 
The Jews seek a sign heaven, some as- 
tounding miracle, agreeable to their con- 

tions: the Greeks do not so much require 
miracles, as wisdom; but it must be dsmas 
wisdom, set off b the arts of rhetoric, 
grounded on the d = uctions of human reason 
popular philosophy. ° — 

husis di, &c.] ‘But we sim preach," 
&e. Xpiaór ior. is equivalent mp > 
(the doctrine) rov cravpou (of the Cross). The 
— of the — — is, * Though it be to the 
ews a stumbling-block (as contrary to all their 

secular expectations), and to the Greeks foolish- 
ness, as not resting mainly on the principles of 
human resson.’ I have now, in deference to the 
united judgment of the Critical Editors (except 
Matthei), adopted i6»:c« for "EAAwc:, from 
strong external, confirmed by internal evidence. 

24. abroie di +. xAnrois| scil. bw’ abros, * to 
those called [by him]; equiv. to rote xara 
wpoBeory [scil. Osov] xÀ wrote over, and nearly 
so (though in another view) to oie ceTonéroxe, 
* those put into the way of salvation,’ supra, v. 
18, and 2 Cor. ii. 15. At Xpsordy repeat xy- 
póccoutr, understanding by Xpiordy the Aé-yey 
[piorov ic Taupeuírov, ° the doctrine of a eru- 

cified Saviour." The expressions which follow 
are meant to further develop the idea of the 
preaching of the Cross, and are employed with 
reference, the former to the Jews, whose stum- 
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human wisdom,’ or, as it is said in another pas- 
* hid with Christ in God." 

. ore TÈ ee E ieri) This 
verse (proved by ver. 26, an : y ver. 
27) is meant i anticipate an objection, and 
supply a reason for the procedure: and that by a 
common sentiment, where Tò pæpòy and +d 
éeGevis are to be taken like 172 uepíae supra 
ver. 21; and after copesrsepoy we are to supply, 
from the context, ToU coqov ; and also at loxv- 
pórtpos, Tov loxvpov. There is, moreover, a 
sort of Oxymoron, and, as Sclater observes, a 
concessio ironica ; what is said being after the 
opinion of men. Bo Chrys. : ‘When he speaks 
A — and — — m — with 

ross, he speaks only of that which appears, 
not of that which is; for he is replying to their 
supposition.” The sense of the verse is: ‘For 
the teaching of God, though it be thought fool- 
ish, and the dispensations of God, though seem- 
ingly powerless, are really wiser, and stronger, 
than all that the wisdom of the world could 
conceive, and the power of the world could ac- 
complish.’ 

28. ‘ The Apostle now proceeds to trace 
the counsel of God m bringing men to the Chris- 
tian religion. and to explain who those are, 
whom he will think worthy of the benefits of 
it; appealing to the example of those Co- 
rmthians who had been converted to Chris- 
tianity.’ (Pott.) 

The above view, indeed, proceeds on the su 
position that by 73» «Ajo is meant * their call 
te the Gospel in general.’ But from the context 
it would rather-seem that the expression denotes 
‘the particular calling of the ministers to their 
office.” Thus the supplementary words at the 
end of the verse, xAsroí alos, to be fetched from 
the foregoing «Aoi, must mean, ‘called to 
ne the Gospel.’ So Greswell, on the Parab. 
i. 310, explains, GA £a. Thv xAow $u, * look 
at the nature of your calling, look at them that 
call you, ‘The context of the ; conti- 
nues he, ‘shows that the writer is drawing the 
attention of the Corintbians to the peculiar cha- 
Tacter of the instruments by which, not that of 
the objects for which, God had thought proper to 
carry on the work of evangelization. Such, too, 
is the view adopted by Bp. Turton (Text of the 
English Bible, p. 6b), in the following able 
examination of the context: ‘ The Apostle, 
from ver. 17 to ver. ult. is discoursing on the 
mode of preaching the Gospel, and the agente 

Cor. 
Ps. 8. 2. 

Rom. 4&1 
6. 
35. —* 
£ Fe : ^ JS s, 
8 £ 

employed for that . The hing of 
chore : ] was (ver. ] ) not with " wisdom of 
words ;" it was, as it were (ver. 21), “the fool- 
ishness of hing ;" and with to the 
agents, St. Paul declares (vv. 27, 28), that “ God 
had chosen the foolish things of the world to 
confound the wise, the weak things of the world 
to confound the things that are mighty, and base 
things of the world, and things that are despised, 
yea, and things that are not, to bring to nought 
things that are.” And the reason assigned (ver. 
29) 18, that “no flesh should glory in his pre- 
sence.” In the midst of all this comes in ver. 26, 
which, of course, ought to accord with what goes 
before, and what follows. Can any thing be more 
manifest than the object of the A tle in this 
place? For the purpose of the “ calling” spoken 
of, it was not the “ wise,” not the “ mighty,” not 
the “ noble ;” no: God had chosen “ the foolish 
things” to confound “the wise,” “the weak 
things" to confound “ the mighty," “ things base 
and despised" to confound “ the noble.” ° 

The above view was long ago taken by Abp. 
Anselm and Thom. Aquin. ; and after them by 
Tiren., Casaub., and ater; and recently by 
Dr. Mackn., who observes that, ° šf it were true’ 
(which, he shows at large, it is not), * that not 
many wise, mighty, and able were called, it did 
not suit the Apostle's argument. For surely 
God's sot calling manv of the wise, &c., joined 
with his calling the foolish ones of the world to 
believe, did mof put to shame the wise and 
strong, &c. Whereas, if the discourse be un- 
derstood of the preachers of the Gospel, who 
were employed to convert the world, all is clear 
and pertinent. God chose not the learned, the 
mighty, and the noble ones of this world to 
preach the Gospel, —but illiterate and compara- 
tively weak men, and men of low birth ; and, b 
making them successful in reforming mankind, 
he put to shame the legislators, statesmen, and 
philosophers among the heathens, and the learned 
scribes and doctors among the Jews, who never 
had done any thing to purpose in that matter. 
According to this mode of interpretation, we 
must supply as a verb to the three Nominatives, 
xadovow Unas. However, I would render Tj)» 
«Ano Duc» not, with Gresw., ‘the nature of 
ur nep. but ‘the manner of your calling, in 

ing called (a use of xÀñe:s found in the Greek 
Orators), i. e. as to the kind of persons by whom 
you are called At iEeAXEao in the next two 
verses supply sie Thv xAnow (uiv, from the 
preceding context. It is proper to bear in mind, 
that this selection of the persons in question, 
wben made, was doubtlees accompenied by an 
impertment of the p nre ifts of which we 
read, infra, ch. xii. Eph. iv. 11, viery the 
wero fully enabled to perform the Gospel wor 
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assigned to them, espoc. the svayyeX:orai 
spoken of at Eph. iv. 11. 1 Cor. xii. 28, aud 2 
Tim. iv. 5 

28. kal Td uà dvtTa—xatapy.] The Apostle 
adds another link in the chain of antithesis, by 
employing an expression which partakes of the 
Hyperbole, or the Oxymoron, but is not unfre- 
quent in d writers; Td A) Órra being for 
Tove pnéty óvrae (Gal. vi. 3. 2 Cor. xii. 11). 
With this sentiment comp. Eurip. Troad. 616, 
ed. Matthin, ‘Ope Td Tc» Orav, és rd uiv 
Tup'yovc" væ’ Td undi» dyra, rd 9 doxourt’ 
daoÀX:«oap, The «al before uù Óvra is can- 
celled by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from A, C, 
D, F, G, and one cursive—for the alii of Scholz, 
Griesb., Tisch., and Alf. are sought—authority 
insufficient for the pu espec. considering 
fbat internal evidence, though it draws two ways, 
is vet in favour of xal, since it was more likel 
to be removed by Critics, who thought that it 
was unnecessary, and that it overloaded the con- 
struction (not aware that it meant ‘ £xo,' * yea’) 
than that it should have been obtruded into all 
the copies except six, also into the Pesch. Syr., 
Vulg., and Arab. Versions, confirmed by Chrys. 
and Theodor., and (teste Jacks.) Orig. and 
Euseb. So I find Dr. Peile takes the xai, and 
why not? since this force of xal is frequent in 
the Sept., and not uncommon in the New Test. 
Est. renders ra uh Óvra by non entia, ‘ea qum 
non erant’ (not are not) pro nihili hahite, a 
Hebraism. Comp. 2 Esd. vi. 36. Acts xv. 18. 
Rom. iv. 17. Thus the sense is, ‘ Persons who 
were in estimation nobodies' — the case with 
almost all the Apostles. 

29. Swe pii—waca odpf, &c.] The con- 
nexion may be thus traced with the preceding: 
‘(God pursued the above course; chose those 
that were of no account] is order that no human 
being should boast, or ascribe what he doth to 
his own power, wisdom, or eloquence.’ For the 
text. rec. aùrov I have, with all the Editors 
from Matth. downwards, edited from very many 
MSS., including all the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
and Trin. Coll. B, x 16, Versions, Fathers, and 
early Editions, rou Osov. 
30. ¿Ë abrou dà tusie iors iv Xp.‘1.] Of 

these words various explanations have been pro- 
posed; and the contest allows of more than one 
Interpretation. The meaning intended seems to 
be this: ‘Of him, therefore (i. e. through him, 
owing to him), and through no morit of your 
own, it is that ye are in Christ Jesus, i. e. incor- 
porated in Christ Jesus' Dy the expression 
slvai iv Xpioo, I would understand not merely, 
however, the being a Christian ; for tho act of 
incorporation, or engraftment into the body of 
Christs Church implies the work, however 
gradual, of regeneration. So, too, where the 
game expression recurs in 2 Cor. v. 17, 41 tis bv 
X pio (scil. 3) cash wrlors, sci). dori. This 

sense intended. was, I find, long ago seen 
by Culvin alone of the Commentators, who, after 
remarking that there is an emphasis in iere, as 
implying ‘ existence from God and subsi 

Junction of the two terms, 

ot lgcob- ôs éyevjOu uiv copia aro Oeo, Ówawavvn Te 

in Christ, adds, that ‘the Apostle speaks not 
only of ical creation, but of that spértteal 
essence into which we are born again by the 
grace of God.” Now that this involves the bei 
sons of God is plain from John i. 12, oec 
IIAGBoOV aùTòv (Christ), iSexay avTois iEoveía» 
Tikva Osov yevicba:. 

— ds i¿ysyv. ñu. copla, &c.] These words 
seem meant to awaken in the Corinthian con- 
verts & sense of deep thankfulness, by reference 
to the great spiritual benefits obtained 
Christ (especially with allusion to his cruci- 
fizion, — 28) hot forming a beautifu) — 
mary of ngs, and repreeentin 
‘rae nature of the Christian religion. What the 
Apestle here expresses seems te have been 

by a consideration of the inesti 
involved in this incorporation of believers 

with Christ. It might, indeed, be thought that 
this would be so likely to occur to the minds of 
the Corinthian Christians as ecarcely to need 
mention. But the reason why the Apostle chose 
to express it is well pointed out by Calvin.—" Os 
éyavn0n tjui» may be rendered in full, ‘who bas 

n made and me unto us, meaning, that 
by him we obtain the following benefits Some 
attempts have indeod been made by misplaced 
— and perverted ingenuity, to draw forth 
plea — ut it is better to rest 
content with the simple and obvious im of 
the worde,—nor too anxiously inquire it 
arises. It is sufficient to regard this asa more 
forcible mode of expression than if it had beea 
said, ‘we were made wise and justified, mede 
holy and redeemed ;' besides ag im withal a 
weightier import, as pointing directly to the 
Author of the wisdom in question, and, conse- 
quently, suggesting the tion made 1 Cer. 
iv. 7, ri di ixus Š 09x. Thafes; as aleo the 
warning thcre subjoined, not to boast. And the 
same train of thought may be supposed to have 

present to the mind of the Apostle dere, 
since he adds, Za ó xavympusver, iv Kupias 
«avyác0w. The r: after dicarocurn has been 
wholly unattended to by Expositors, and bae 
been removed by ancient Critics, sc. MSS. F, G, 
D4, Orig., Cyr., and Chrys., who-read xei dex. ; 
but it is deserving of notice, as serving to closely 
unite the two — — me — and 
meant to suggest t ings so si are 
idimluiy commected. Aecordingly, 1 would 
point Grow, dixatocurn re kai. dyinspòs, «al 
dwok., ‘both justification and sanctification.” 
Calvin seems to have ived the force 
of the re «al, since he dwells much on this con- 
, h in thereel vea 
distinct; and he ably states the inferences arising 
therefrom. With respect to &soXeTpecis, it 
should seem that the expression hes refcrence 
not so much to redemption from the penalty of 
sin, in that spiritaal death which consists in the 
servitude to sin, as to the temporal —— 
of sin in this world by sickness and , With 
reference to that period (adverted to at Eph. iv. 
30, and Rom. viii. 23, v ley 
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T)» d*oXóTpeocip Tov cópnaTot hmv) when, 
by the redemption of the body from the grave, 
death itself shall be swallowed up in victory, and 
we be compe and for "e ve fre 
the power as well as penalty of sin, and thus t 

mise, that ‘sin shall noe have dominion over 
us’ (Rom. vi. 14), be finally fulfilled in us. 

Such is, I find, the view of the sense adopted 
by Calvin, who explains the meaning to be, that 
through Christ we are freed at once from all the 
slavery of sin, and all the misery consequent 
thereon. ‘ Thus,’ continues he, ‘in this redemp- 
tion we have that gift o£ Christ which, as it is the 
first so it is the last completed, in us. For 
it is the beginning of our salvation, that we are 
extricated from the labyrinth of sin and death; 
though in the mean time we groan within our- 
sel ves, anxiously awaiting the final day of resur- 
rection, as it is said Rom. viii. 26 : such being 
* the day of redemption (nuépa doAvrpóats, 

ken of at Eph. iv. 30) to which he who is in 
hriet (the regenerate Christian) is sealed.' This 

may account for the expression dzoAÀUTpocis 
coming last, whereas we should rather, as ob- 
serves Billroth, have e ted it to stand first. 
A most important pot owever, to be borne in 
mind is, that the latter (sanctification) can only 
be attained by that righteousness in the believer, 
which is the effect of his smion with Christ ‘ our 
Righteousness,’ and results from ‘the supply of 
the Holy Spirit’ proceeding from Christ. Thom. 
Aquin. indeed, says, * sanctificamur per Christum 
in quantum per eum cum Deo conjungimur ;' 
namely, as the original source of sanctification. 
Bee John xvii. 17, compared with Jude 1, coit 
iv Os: Tlarpl syiacuívoss. However, the 
union with God implies the union with Christ, 
though it is said to be ¿< O«ov. And the union 
jn question, where it truly exists, carries wiih du 
the impartment of the influence of the Holy 
Spirit, communicated by the Holy Spirit per- 
sonally, Who ‘ from the Father and 
the Son’ for that purpose; and bence it is that 
he is called the Holy Ghost the Sanctifier. In 
applying to Christ our Saviour this sort of con- 
janci term, Justification-with-Sanctification, the 
Apostle may have had in mind the papie of 
Jer. xxiii. 6, ‘In his day Judah shall bo saved, 
and Israel shall dwell] safely: and this is his 
Name whereby be shall be called, The Lord our 
Righteousness (Kupios Atxatocuvn, as in some 
copies of the Sept.) ;' for believers are made the 
righteousness of God in him. His obedience 
unto desth is their justi — or 
justification; and, as in the Hebrew original it 

Jehovah (a title given, says Dr. Lowth on that 
passage, to the Messiah by the gorien). this 
tends to prove the Godhead of Christ as God- 
man, ono with the Father. 

31. * Abit cohortatio in sententiam communem 
fere eandem a qu’ exorsa erat, ver. 29.' (Pott.) 
*En finis cur omnia nobis largiatur Deus in 
Christo; nempe ut ne quid arrogemus nobis, sed 
lli omnia —— Sat To give the 
greater wei t to the sentiment, it is expressed 
in the words of Sori; (just as, observes Dr. 
Peile, the Apostle at Rom. xv. 3, interweaves 

Jer.1.6 7. Bom. 16.18. 3 Cor. 10.10, & 11. 6, 

with his own text the substance of what tho 
prophet Jeremiah had written, ch. ix. 23, 24 

— va, xabws yiypamrta 'O xavy. &c.] 
Here there is an anacoluthon, for Tva cannot 
proper’ an Imperative. It is, I apprehend, 

t handled by supposing here a ity of ex- 
pression, whereby iva is capable of being referred, 
not to xavx. only, but to some other verb in the 
Subjunctive left to be understood— probably g 
(the ellipse of which is not unfrequent), or ier 
Tat, as a No in hx sense , may hold 
good ; y. Nor is this negatived by the for- 
mula citands following, œs peace which 
cannot be grim In — strict pri ah ny "n 
no ation from the passage of Jer. ix. 
Bie rather something formed om that pas ; 
(ang espec. on the words u) xavyácĝw ó sedis 
» Ty copia avrou ' iv TovTc,—namely, 

as it is meant by the words just after subjoined, 
in understanding and knowing the attributes of 
the Lord), or an adaptation of that passage, by 
taking some words, and adding others; so, how- 
ever, as to uce a similar ctrine ; and it is 
observable that the strictness of the expression 
ws yéíypaTTa: is qualified by the va n. The 
same words are adduced, but without the formula 
citandi, at 2 Cor. x. 17, which serves to show 
that it is here not to be on. Thus in the 
present we have the very opposite to 
what takes place in such other passages of N. T. 
as Gal. iii. 6 and 11. Epb. iv. 25, seq. 1 Pet. 
i 24. Heb. xi. 21, where we have the very 
words of Scripture, but without the form of 
quotation. I cannot with Eet. that the 
Apostle bad reference here ‘ad totius Scriptura 
sacre sensum et ingenium ;’ though it may be 
very true, what St. Augustine (by him cited) 
remarks, that ‘ universa facies atque vultus sanc- 
tarum Scripturarum bene intuentes id admonere 
invenitur, ut qui gloriatur in Domino glorietur ;' 
so that (observes Calv.), as often as we would 
glory, we must go out of ourselves to plory [and 
e to Him who hath bestowed on us all things in 

brist].' 

IL. 1—6. The Apostle, returning to the sub- 
ject treated of at 1. 17, where he spoken of 
is own preaching, and of the Gospel-preaching 

generally (whence at vv. 18—31 he had some- 
what di d), now more copiously handles it. 
]t was, he declares, no purpose of his to catch 
their attention by splendour of diction, by inge- 
nuity of ence. or the trappings of human 
eloquence ; his object bag e deliver tho 
message of salvation by Christ. 
ledge, therefore, he , he resolved to 
keep it out of sight, and eet as if he had it 
not ; confining himself solely to the things which 
related to the seen of sinners through 
the blood of Jesus. The Apost.e tnen proceeds 
to show why he p ly disclaimea all buman 
wisdom,—uamely, use the doctrines he had 
to teach, being a special revelation from God, 
were far above the reach of the human under- 
standing, insomuch that their nature could not 
be thoroughly understood, or correctly received, 
by the naturally corrupted minds of men. Thus 

hatever know- 
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mpòs buüs, adedpol, 7)Gov 
b Gal. 6. 1 
3. 
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ov xa0' bwepoyhy (for xab’ dwapiyovra Xoyov) 
signifies lit., ‘not with excellence; by striving 
after, by striving to shine thereby. In rò pap- 
Túpiov Tov Osov we have a periphrasis for ‘ the 
Gospel,’ as supra i. 6, where see note. 

1. As to «dyer, I am still of opinion that this 
ression, * 7 too,’ is best ed as said with 

reference to supra i. 17, where the Apostle had 
affirmed that he was sent to preach the Gospel, 
oùx iv copig Xoyov; from which, as Calv. ob- 
serves, ‘he passes on to the general snbject of its 
preaching; and then, at v. 23, reckons himself 
among chess who preach Christ crucified; and 
now he again reverts to himself” Nevertheless, 
there seems to be a thread of connexion with the 
immediately preceding words, which has been 
well t by Hvper. Hence it would seem 
that (as Hyper., Est, and Wakef., after Justi- 
nien, have well seen) the xai is here, as often, 
illative ; and its force may be best represented 
by rendering, * Accordingly, brethren, J for my 
part when I came to you.’ 

2. où yap Expwa Tov sldivac, &e.] The ob 
is to be joined, not with rc, but with ixpiva, by 
an idiom —— in the Class. writers, as em- 
ployed, though not with xpives, vet with the 
synonymous term d£tóe, so that the two words 
present only one idea, representing the very o 

ite in sense to the verb. Accordingly, the 
iteral sense is, ‘I did not resolve to know; ‘I 
determined against the knowing; ‘1 made up 
my mind wot to know.’ So the Class. writers 
use oU gnu, ox tów, &e. See Dr. Peile's 
note. 

The rov has been cancelled, on the authority 
of 7 uncials, and a few cursives (I add Lamb. 
1182), by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf, but injudiciously. The word was, doubt- 
less, thrown out to lessen the difficulty in con- 
struction. But the idiom (Con which see Winer, 
Gr. Gr. § 38, 3, 6, note 3) is elsewhere used in 
the New Test. ; and yet not so as to induce 
us to suppose it to have been infroduced by the 
Revisers. The phrase sidérac +. ‘to know 
aught,” occurs infra, viii. 2, sometimes also in 
Class. writers (e. g. Thucyd. vii. 19); but here 
it seems to have a peculiar sense, —namely, as a 
verb of acfion, or essence, used of the ; 
of the action, &c. (see Glass. Phil. 8. p. 219); 
and so here it signifies ‘to make known to others 
by teaching, preaching.’ It is indeed implied, 
that the Aposto other knowledge, and 
coek had he chosen, eve brought — 

o which purpoee it is o or. 
that hereby the Apostle intimates that he could 
have di the doctrine of the Godhead (the 
Divine nature, ryt Osoroyias), but that he 
taught them only respecting the tscarnation 
our 
elsewhere explains by olxovsouia), glorying in 
the suffering of his Lord. Why de Apsale did 
not communicate these Ba0n to the Corinthians, 
he mentions further on at ch. iii. 1, obx hôuvýðnv 
AaAfour Umiv we weavparixoie, ¿À À we eap- 
xixois, by which it is implied that he had not 

rd, Tijv olxovoulae (for this Theodor. 
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taught them these wrevparixd, because 
were eapxixol (and not mweuuaTucoi) and as 
such could not com them. This view is 
confirmed, by ver. 6 and 7, where to these Baby 
ToU O«ov is applied emphatically the expres- 
sion eod ía Geov. And it is there said, 
AadAovuew iv Tote TeXalore. It is here well ro- 
marked by Est., —' Hence it is plain that he does 
sot preach Christ crucified, who only sets forth 
and teaches the Croes as a matter of imitation.” 
That the Sociniuns do so teach is well known; 
but who should have expected that on this pas- 
sage the excellent Grotius should teach the very 
doctrine in question ? Nay, that even Dr. Ham- 
mond should make chiefly prominent the death 
— —— — a pissed e 
ine, and bring in his satisfaction for sin im 

renthesis ! : a 
A Thus far the Apostle has spoken of the 

subject of his teaching. He now adverts to the 
— n at ae he had pursued in 

ing the 
— kal ives D abinieki $uave] A 

close connexion exists between this verse and 
ver. 1 (ver. 2 being thetical); and xai ive 
—wpée buas may be rendered, * And T, for my 
pert, was conversant with you in weakness, and 
n fear, and in much tremor.’ In éyspénws 
%póç ouüs there is (as Billroth remarks) a cos- 
stractio pragnans, the full sense being, *I went 
to you and was with you (“apud vos") ;' a sense 
of 4pós (uas also found in John i. 1,2. The 
thread of connexion between this and what pre- 
cedes is well traced by Hyper. thus: *So far, I 
say, was 1 from being furnished with any power 
or influence, from talent or eloquence, whereb 
I might draw you over to the that I 

my time with you in —— &c. As 
respects the exact sense meant to be conve 
the term céva, that is difficult of — 
tion. It has been supposed to have reference to 
those realy infirmities, and personal disadvan- 
tages, which impeded the pene: usefulness, 
and were the source of much mortification to 
him. Indeed, it is not improbable that the 
c (yata here, and the de@enis at 2 Cor. x. 10, 
allude to what is called ‘the thorn in the flesh" 
is Cor. Bi But — rather seem to 
ntimate (as Piscator an ius explain) appre- 
hension lest by bis insufficiency, ape way or 
other, he should occasion offence, and injure the 

t cause he was so zealous to promote; or, as 
merarius, Piscator, and Heydenreich under- 

stand, ‘in deep humility and unaffected modesty ;* 
as Phil. ii. 12. 2 Cor. vi. 15. 1 Pet. iii. 15. Eph. 
vi. 5. These two last views may as 
ad ie and Eat. suggest, be combin Accord- 
ingly, they refer it to lowliness of condition, or 
situation, connected with humility of personal 

pearance (seo 2 Cor. x. l, comp. with x. 10), 
which circumstances, united, ten to weaken 
his influence; seo the next words, iy offe: xa} 
i» Tpóuq Tog. However, it should seem that 
this may best be meant to intimate a painful ap- 
prehension lest this deficiency should be preja- 
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dicial to the cause of the Gospel, owing to his 
various infirmities and weakness, in himself, for 
the mighty work in which he was en — 
not, however, that — arising from the 
peril of life, which made him etand in jeopardy 
every hour. It has been well observed by the 
most fearless of Christian professors, * Non heec 
fortitudo vere Christiana est quod wiki omnino 
metuimus, sed hsc, quod, ubi officium jusserit 
aliquid, Dei caus& faciemus, etsi cor nostrum pre 
timore palpitat.'—LUTHER. 
4. Apoetle here returns to his subject 

jast before entered upon, —namelv, the setting 
orth the difference which subsisted between his 
own mode of handling the doctrine of the Cross, 
and that of any mere human teacher. Yet there 
is a thread of connexion between the foregoing 
and the present verse,—the Apostle meaning to 
intimate, that the homeliness of his mode of treat- 
ing the doctrine of the Cross matched with the 
unpretending (and what the anti-Pauline 
represented as mean and abject) lowliness of 
manner which accompanied it. There would 
seem in ó Aóyos nov xal xüpvyuá pov a ken- 
da the sense being, ‘my mode of king 
in hing the word.” oóx iv waiBoie—Adyore, 
seil. qv, ‘was not [couched] in the persuasive 
words of human wisdom,’ i. e. was not com- 
pounded of words and sentences adapted to per- 
suade, from the sdmixture of human art or 
secular wisdom with Divine. 

— ov iv wesPoic—doyors}] I have already 
shown at large, and Mr. Alford sssents thereto, 
that the various readings here found attest the 
endeavours of Critics to get rid of the very un- 
usual word =s 0ošç (which, however, rare — 
it be, occurs also in Athan., vol. i. P 
Dionys Areop., p. 155. Cyrill, p. 125, 248. 
Epiph. i. 896). the h it is formed sual ical 
from xs, as pe from gacde. It is, in- 
deed, not found in the Classical writers; and 
besides the above passages of the Fathers (de- 
rived from this peseage), it is found only in this 
pese of Paul; yet the word was not coined by 
Pani (there is scarcely one in his Epistles that 
$s), but probably a word of the ordinary, or Pro- 
vincial riac) Greek. However, had raibu? 
been likely to be the genuine reading, I could 
strengthen the slender authority for it (only 10 
cursives) from Lamb. 1183, 1186; Mus. 7142, 
16,184, and Cov. 2, 3, and 5 (omitted by Mill). 
But it would nought avail. As to dvOpwwrivye, 
absent from B, D, E. F. G, and 3 cursives, and 
several Versions and Fathers, I have, on further 
consideration, placed it within double brackets, 
as probably arising from a marginal Scholium. 
— iv dwobelEa, &c.] Notwithstanding 

t some recent Commentators maintain, mysi- 
pa muet here denote * the operations of the Holy 
Bpirit, both ordinary and extraordinary," as shown 
in the spiritual gifts imparted hy St. Paul ; and 
Serdpues refer to that highest mode of its 
operation, which prodnced * the working of mira- 
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cles.’ But from the verse following, it would 
rather seem that it has reference to the might 
power of the Spirit accompanying the Apostle's 
ministrations, beth as to the communication of 
the Spiritual gifts, and imparting the ordinary 
graces of the Spirit; meaning, as Hyper. ex- 
plains, shat ‘by the power of God, silently and 

werfully acting on the words of St. Paul, as 
y certain secret motions, men were moved to be- 

lieve far more than they could by the influence of 
any oratorical pithanalogia ; there — an im- 
plied reference to the external power o 
oratory and eloquence in swaying the hearts of 
men, by strongly acting on their imaginations, 
and moving their passions; as opposed to the in- 
terna] operations of the Holy Spirit, as the 
Autbor of the Divine life in regeneration. I 
find the above view confirmed by Calv., Me- 
lancth., and y by Est. Comp. also Col. i. 
29 with Zech. iv. 6. The full sense of the 
words is, * but [showed itself] by demonstration 
of the Spirit and power, i. e. the power thereof 
[working mightily in me].' 

5. Wa 1j wloric bumv—Ocov]  Rosenm. and 
Dr. Peile regard the 7va here as having an 
eventual force, *so that" but this interpretation, 
perhaps, involves a solecism, and is at variance 
with the preceding context; for it bas heen fully 
made out, by Thom. Aquin., Hyper., Est., Pott, 
and Heydenr., that the Tva here denotes (as 

erally) purpose, in order that. I would ren- 
er, then, ‘in order that I faith may (not, 

might) be based not on, &. And here Olsh. 
makes the following excellent observation :— 
* The Spirit is the original creator of faith, which 
cannot be begotten of human caprice, though man 
has the per of hindering its ion : 
and it depends, for its continuance, on the same 
mighty Spirit, who is almost without intermission 
repens it anew.’ 

. Coplay di Aadovuey iv Toiv rerelors] 
This, as Calv. observes, is said by the Apostle 
per correctionem, that it might not be inferred 
from what he had said (ver. 4 and 5) that he 
was devoid of all wiedom, or, at least, that he 
held it cheap, like those low-minded and igno- 
rant persons, who despise literature with a sort 
of barbarian savagery. Accordingly, he means 
to intimate, that he was himeelf not deficient in 
wisdom (at least, such as alone deserved the 
name, being indeed of the highest kind), but it 
was such as could alone be —— by truo 
judges, and therefore he speaks it only rore 
TsÀeioie. As respects the exact sense of these 
words, the result of close and repeated considera- 
tion of the purport of the somewhat obscure 
portion of this Epistle, extending from ver. 3 to 
ch. iii. 3, leads me to tbink that the ancient in- 
terpretation, and that adopted by certain early 
modern Commentators, as Justinian, Beza, Grot., 
Sclater, and, at a later period, by Rosenm., 
Billroth, Heydenr., and myself formerly, cannot 
fully be sustained. The term -sÀ4ío:s cannot 

m. P 
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be proved to mean ‘Christians in general, at 
least real and genuine Christians, who seek and 
find Christ, the only true wisdom. Nor can it 
be proved that copia here denotes the funda- 
mental doctrine of the Christian faith, —that of 
Christ crucified, and salvation by him alone. 
This indeed, it might, of itself mean, did the con- 
text permit it; but it does not, especially ae it 
regards reAsiose, in which, as the proof fails, so 
must the general view above alluded to, con- 
nected with it, be insecure and untenable. Ac- 
cordingly, I am now induced to adopt the inter- 
pretation of Thom. Aquin., Erasm., Crell., Cas- 
tellio, Casaub., Eet., gel, Whitby, Mackn., 
Valckenaer, Pott, Stenersen, and others. who 
take sopia» to denote, emphatically, the deeper 
mysteries of the Christian faith, as founded on the 
secret counsels of God; as, for instance, those 
which respect Divine election and reprobation, 
the calling of the Gentiles and the rejection of 
the Jews, the priesthood, sacrifice and inter- 
cession of Christ, justification by faith, — in 
short, those and similar á05 Tov Oso, which 
are contained in the Epistles to the Romans, 
Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians, and Hi 
which abound in such matters. It is not im- 
probable that the ical and typical mode of 
reasoning and discussion employed by St. Paul 
in the above Epistles, for the purpose of opening 
out the more profound sense of Christian doc- 
trincee, is to be tacluded in this copia ov Osov 
i» nvornple. That such are here adverted to, 
plainly appears from the next verse, where this 
codía is called sopla Oso? iv uvoriele (oca); 
though it is not to be denied, that the more 
elementary and fundamental doctrines of the 
Christian faith might very properly be termed 
cola, nay, also copia Tov Osov, which, besides 
being clear in itself, is certain from supra, i. 24. 
In short, the réAzcoe here muet, as appears from 
the following context, be equiv. to the wysu- 
‘warixoi at ver. 15, and iii. 1, as opposed to the 
cap«ixol at iii. 1—4, and the výro: at iii. 1. 
This further appears from the two verses of ch. iii. 
(espec. yaAa bas éxoriea at ver. 2), compared 
with Heb. v. 12, 13, 14, where, after speaking of 
the elementary Christian doctrines as yet neces- 
sary to them, he adds, by a lively figure, that 
they need yáXaxros kal oë orepsas Tpopis 
was yàp ò merixay yáňaxrtos &2ipós (domi) 
À you ÓGiatocóyne, virmLOS yap iori. Tarsileov 
é ¿su ñ orapad Tpoph, meaning that of the 
copia, or copla Osov iv uvoernple, above men- 
tioned. It is then added in the same portion: 
Ais dgivras tov tie ÁpyH* ToU Xpicrov 
Aóyov, iml thy tTartarornra papeomeda, by 
which latter is to be understood the solid food of 
the more recondite doctrines and mysteries of 
the Christian faith, which were alone suited to 
the réAssor. And so at xiv. 20 of this Epistle 
vTeAalocs stands opposed to vijwios. Accordingly, 
to persons so matured in judgment and spirituality 
as to be able to receive this wisdom (in a mys- 
tery),—the Apostle laid open the rich ‘ treasures’ 
of the wisdom of God, which excited their ad- 
miring adoration. If, therefore, the Corinthians 
had not been initiated into the depths of this 
Divine wisdom, it was because they were not 

younévwy TE GAA Aarodmey codiay Geod èv uvaTn0póp, TW 

r recipients of them,—could not bear them 
rion] See Jobn xvi. 12, and infra iii. 2. We 
must be careful, however, that this interpreta- 
tion be not wrested and abused, to countenance 
the practice of some Romanists—that of holding 
one set of opinions in private, and propounding 
others quite different on public occasions; thus, 
by a base dissimulation, hiding their real senti- 
ments. Thus the words, l . ix. 22, ‘I am 

both form parts of the same Christian system. 
Estius does not here touch on the abwse that 
might be made of the doctrine of this 
Nay, it does not appear, from his references te 
the early Romanists, that such abuse had takea 
piaca, or, at least, been at all countenanced. 

hat, indeed, had been with all caro preciaded 
the early Fathers. So Augustin in his Tract 

8, in considering the question ‘ whether 
spiritual persons may have any thing in their 
teaching which they may keep secret from carnal 

s, and mention to spiritual ones only?’ 
— — Po ree ayy peor 
summed u tius: ° Alt e Aposties 
did not Mi ence teach all thin s bola ing to the 
doctrine of the Christian religion to 
whom they preached the Gospel; yet they bad 
not themselves, or other spiritual mea appoi 
by them, any thing in doetrine which, at a smit- 

time, they might not draw forth and openly 
declare to the multitude; thus teaching the same 

taking care, however, to put them forth to 
and all, ing (o the ity o —to the 
little ones, as it were, a drink of milk, which they 

per correctionem, q 
* but I mean a recondite and deep wisdom, not 
this world,’ i. e. not terrene, as it is said ch. iù 13, 
avOpenivy and secular, such as the copia roe 
aleyot and Tov xócuev ToUTos spoken of supra, 
ch. i. 20, such as that promulgated by the Greek 
philosophers, orators, sophists, rhetoricians, and 
dialecticians. As respects the expression vee 
— (not a little disputed in meaning), I 
still prefer the view of its sense which TEs 
before adopted. According to the opinion of the 
eariy Latin Expositors, and Est, it is to be 
referred to the evil spirit, the authors of i 
divination, and idolatry, who were to be de. 
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— by Christ, together with the whole bod 
of these arch-deceivers. But this view, though 
specious, is quite untenable, being refuted by the 
words at ver. B, 4l yap iyvecas, &c. Not to 
sav (with Stenersen that the wisdom of evil 
spirits, if they have any, is unknown to men; 
and it would little redound to the praise of any 
minister of religion, least of all an Apostle, that 
* he did sof teach euch wisdom.’ In the adjunct 
expression, Tay xaTapy., it is intimated that, 
however great tbeir power or influence may be, 
it must be utterly brought down, and thus their 
iz would be as transitory as their wisdom. 

ow this was literally verified in the caso of the 
Jewish rulera and doctors, who were speedily 
put down; as also in that of the heathen philo- 
sephers and sopbists, whose wisdom was nullified 
by their false religion being exploded. It is 
observable that the term «arapy. was here 
adopted as suitable to the idea contained in 
dpxorrst; xaTap'yst» being used of ` deposing a 
ruler, er i » Hos. i. 4. 2 Kings xxiii. 5, 
which ie alluded to in l Cor. xv. 24, karapy. 
á&pxs3». Heb. ii. 14, xaTrapy. AiáBoXor, con- 
sid [d 

7. adda copia» Oso? i» uvornp.] 
Render: ‘But it is Gop's wiedom that we 
speak.’ The Apostle here not only shows what 
wisdom it i9 that he delivers, —namely, the wis- 
dem of Gop, as to that of the world, but 
he further unfolds what he meant by codjíav 
i» Troie TsÀsíows, by describing this wisdom of 
Ged as a wisdom wrapt in mystery, a recondite 

of Divine wisdom. He further designates 
it as Thy dwoxsexp., ‘the plan hidden’ to the 
natural man, (dr “o, as it is said, ver. 4, or 
the man unen —— by the Spirit, to whom, 
as such, the Gospel itself, even in its simplest 
form, is hidden; much more the copia Tov 
Osov i» uve npío, by which it is to be observed, 
is meant, not man's, but God's esoteric course of 
teaching. This copia roe eoo, meaning the 

in its utmost extent, and fullest depth of 
meaning, is further designated as that ordained of 
God from all eternity to be promulgated. Comp. 
Ephes. iii. 9, pærisa:t révras tit fj olkovouía 
(or, as other copies have, xotvesvia) rev uvern- 

Tov droxsxpupuivey atò Tcv alovows by 
Te Geo, meaning, ‘in the seeret counsels of 
God ;' thor — — >s whole plan 
of redemption, includi the elementary 
and fundamental, and the more recondite parte. 
Comp. Col. i. 26. The words ele ðóğav sump 
are subjoined in the same way as Tœ» «aTap'yov- 
Mérep at ver. 6, and thy xatapyouutyny at 
2 Cor. iji 7, by way of subjoining another, and 
not unimportant, circumstance, q. d. *so ae to be 
the means of glory to us believers, as partakers 
of the gl Christ." 

8. hv) This may be referred either to eodíar, 
or écfay, and Expositors take either one or 
other view. Tho former is required by the next 
verse; but it may include the other senee, q. d. 
* Nene of their rulers (temporal or ecclesiastical) 
knew the ineffable wisdom, and the glory it in- 

ver. 14. 

. vol ves to its recipients; else they would not (we 
may presume) have crucifled the Lord of glory 
[with whom alone are the issues of life and 
K The expression, Kópios Ts ons, 
is not to be lowered, with many recent Commen- 
tators, to the ‘author of the glory,’ since it is 
formed on a similar one in the O. T., Ps. xxiv. 
7, BaaiXsós THe OóEns (a probably had 
in view by the Apostle), where the best Com- 
mentators are agreed that it designates CHRIST 
by an august title, which may be com with 
the expression employed John i. 14, dofav œs 
Movovysrovs; and which, when taken in con- 
junction with that of 64s ane óne at Acts 
vii. 2, sets forth Christ as both King of Glory, 
and Lord of hoste, our * Lord and our Gop.’ 

At ?rpoópicsy supply, from the subject-matter, 
dxroxahiwray. The expression has reference to 
the eternal counsels of God (apd xarafod#e 
xóopov) for the salvation of the human race. 
See Acts iv. 28. Rom. viii. 29, sq. Eph. i. 5, 
ll. Render: ‘which God had trom eternity 
planned and purposed to reveal.” 

The words sis QoEav rjucv may be referred (as 
ig are by some) to the Apostles m general; 
q. d. ‘ to the glory of those by whom this revela- 
tion has been promulgated.’ But it is better to 
understand them, with others, in the sense ‘ us 
Christiane; q. d. ‘to our future glory and high 
felicity ; the ele denoting end, or purpose. The 
general meaning of the verse may be thus ex- 

: * What we preach is not the wisdom of 
this world, but that which proceeds from God; 
mysterious, indeed, and formerly hidden and un- 
known, but which God had from eternity pre- 
determined to reveal and promulgate, to be the 
means of glorification to us believers." 

9. ddAXda, xabws *yéypa rat, &c.] meaning, 
‘But it is no wonder that they should not have 
known ; since the Divine truths respecting human 
salvation, as revealed by the Divine wisdom, are 
alone to be manifested by the Spirit of God, who 
alone can fathom the depths of his counsels; for 
to apply the words of Scripture, Eye hath not 

F e seen, &c. Th here had in view is 
doubtless Is. Ixiv. 4. 8o great, however, is the 
dissimilarity of the words with the Hebrew and 
Sept., that some have supposed the words to be 
quoted from a lost a phal book. But the 
opinion is at once discountenanced by the ex- 
pression œs yéypawra:; this being never a 
plied to any but the canonical books of Scrip- 
ture. Indeed, it would seem that this is a not 
unfaithful citation ad sensum, and as rega 
the substance, though not ad literam. For the 
words ixi xapdiav—dvéfn form no part of the 
quotation, but are merely exegetical of the pre- 
ceding, and formed on Is. lxv. 17. The words 
dad rov alavor ovx Axovcapey ought not to be 
adduced in comparing the Apostle with the He- 
brew and Sept., since he plainly did not mean to 
cite them. 

The Apostle here accommodates the words of 
the Prophet to his present purpose. Now ac- 
commodation admits of some change, and it may 



easily be shown that thcre is here no change in 
sense; and a slight modification of the words is 
the more permissible, since the best Interpreters, 
ancient and modern, think that the subject is 
probably the same both in the Prophet and the 
Apostle,—namely, the blessings of the Goepel dis- 
pensation : the general sentiment being, that ‘ the 
spiritual benefits which God hath prepared for 
such as love and obey him (see John xiv. 21— 
24) are such as transcend all human faculties 
adequately to understand.’ In the expression of 
the sentiment, there is a beauty not to be over- 
looked ; an apt distribution, or enumeration, be- 
ing here made of the several parts which conduce 
to the understandiug of any thing—the eyes, the 
ears, and the keart: in which, too, there is a 
climax in the third step, wherein the sacred 
writer alludes to the marvellous power of the 
human mind in the operation of T 
which is almost as unlimited as it is rapid. See 
Hom. Il. xv. 80, where, as Pope observes, ‘the 
poet describes a traveller, who revolves in his 
mind the several countries which he has seen, 
and in an instant passes in imagination from 
one distant part of the earth to another.’ As re- 
spects the på , we have, obeerves Bill- 
roth, here again, as at i. 3l, an a , OCca- 
sioned by the citationis. But it may be 
doubted whether there be really here any axaco- 
luthon properly speaking, or only a ha 
occasioned by a want of some verb to carry on 
the thread of reasoning. This verb, indeed, is 
dispensed with by some; but that can only be 
done by suppressing or passing over either the 
former or the latter &, which is not to be thought 
of. The best Commentators are of opinion that 
there is an ellipsis; though, what it is, they are 
not agreed. Indeed, whether there be a gram- 
matical ellipsis at all, may be doubted. There 
would seem to be rather a subaudition from the 
preceding context, to be mentally supplied by the 
reader,—namely, as Estius, Bp. Pearce, Heyd., 
Pott, and Billr. suggest, XaAovuer from the pre- 
ceding context in AaAovuew Osov coplav iy 
nveTnpío, thus regarding the clause à ó$0aA- 
pos—aurToy, as in apposition with codiay, or 
else as simply put for doa, q. d. ° But we A 
] say, things which (to use the words of Scrip- 
ture by accommodation) eyo hath not seen.’ 
And then, we may suppose the next words, & 
3Toíuacay —á'yat. avTov to be exegetical of the 
foregoing ; ad namely (equiv. to, I mean) the 
things which, or we may take the à as standing for 
Kab’ à. quod attinet * According to this view, 
the sense may be well ex , 89 it is by Est., 
thus: ‘ But we speak those things which, ac- 
cording to the Prophet, neither eye of man hath 
geen, nor ear of man heard, nor the mind of man 
conceived, that is, what no man whatever hath 
known,—namely, those things which God hath 
repared for them that love him. By the things 

Bere spoken of 1 would understand, not (as they 
are explained by most Commentators) simply 
the blessings of the Gospel for fiwre salvation 
and eternal glory; nor exclusively (as Lightfoot 
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and Whitby explain) the bencfits and blessings 
of the Gospel for the state; but, in a 
more extensive sense, all the benefits and blces- 
ings obtained for us by Christ both for time and 
for eternity, in this world and in the seat, for the 
present lon, as sons, and its termination im 
future glory. This view of the sense I find con- 
firmed Y the erudite and enlightened Hoffman 
in his admirable Demonstratio Evangelica, vol. 
ii. p. 137, where, after ably pointing out tbat 
* St. Paul bas alleged the quite ad men- 
tem Spiritus Sancti, and appositely thereto, he 
proceeds to remark, ss 8 from his 
elaborate disquisition, that ‘although the words 
of the paisage taken in themselves are quite 
suitable to the glory of the life to come, which 
far exceeds all that the human mind can com- 
ceive; yet that the immediate scope both of tho 
Prophet and the Apostle was not life eternal, bat 
the whole salvation of the Messish, with the be- 
nefits connected therewith, commencing in this 
— life, and to terminate in the one to come. 

owever (he adds). considering that all these 
things have been conjointly the object of expecta- 
tion to the Church of God,—accordingly, so Gr 
e o es MAT re er ies a hog to the 
life of glory, eo that the whole economy of grace 
which — airs tn excluded ; — eco- 
nomy is, like the li ory, not percei by, 
or perceptible to, the carnal intellect.” That se 
much is to be understood appears from the 
ceding context (wpowpies, at ver. 7), and 
the term sroipacey, which here, ae at Matt. xx. 
23. Heb. xi. 16, and ] Pet. i. 5, bears the sense 
* destinavit, decrevit, atque adeo vit, with & 
reference to the t decreta Dei ac consilia" 
for the salvation of men, espec. embodied in the 
leading doctrines of the Gospel, as involved ia 
ne copla Osov iv uvor»nple —Tv Tpoćpis:» è 

e now shows (as Hyper. eb- 
serves) how things so hidden and remote from 
human imagination could have been known to 
himself and the rest of the Apostles, and other 
TíÁA:0(,—namely, by the revelation of the Holy 
Spirit, and also why we cannot of ourselves con- 
ceive or know these truths. The jui» here is 
not to be confined to Paul and the other Apos- 
tles, but extended to all the réXetos or wrevna- 
Tikoi, in short aac: Toit ¿yawzë@c, Tòr Gedo 
mentioned in the preceding verse ; to whom alike 
with Apostles and preachers of the Word pertain 
the promises of the Spirit, in his gifts and 
The next words, rò yap Il»evua—Osov, are 
meant to strengthen the assertion as to his having 
to the full the copla» Tov Oso» iv nve-rupie, 
the copla» ávoxexpvnuévup, —namely, inas- 
much as the great Revealer, the Holy Spirit, 
penetrateth into and fully knoweth, and hence ie 
competent to reveal what he pleases. See Est. 
and Calv.—By Paty is meant the copia i» 
nvoTuplo dwox., ver. 7, those mysterious dis- 
pensations which lie hid from human view: the 
most hidden counsels of God, such as the calling 
of the Gentiles, Comp. Rom. xi. 23; and see note, 
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11. This exact knowledge of the mysteries of 
God by the Spirit is now illustrated by an apt 
comparison, derived from Auman affairs; q.d. 
‘for as no one can tell the inward thoughts and 
designs of any man, but the man himself, —so it 
is the Spirit of God alone that can be acquainted 
with the secret counsels of God.’ When it is 
said that ‘no one knoweth the things, or deep 
counsela, of God except the Pa ot God,’ it is 
— ero to — gs of the Son 

t — I the Son, as appears 
from John xvi. 15. ough, in like manner, 
there the Holy Spirit is not excluded. So, too, 
here, el uh rò [Iysuua Tov OsoU must, from 
what bas been said, be meant not to exclude any 
other person weevpatodisaxror. So at Matt. 
xi. 27, where it is said, ovdeis dweyiveooKes Tor 
Ilarípa el uh ó Ylós, xal & š¿ày BovAnra ó 
Ylós dwoxaXtwas, this is to be understood not 
to the exclusion of the Holy Spirit, since the 
Holy Spirit is the medium of such revelation 
and knowledge; even the Hol pnt who pro- 
eeedeth from the Father and the , the great 
Agent for enlightenment and sanctification, as 
imparting both of his gifts and his . But, 
to advert to matter» of phraseology. At Ta 
before ov ávÜpessrov supply, from the subject- 
matter, vosjuua, and at TÒ iv aùT®, lvo.ouyp, 
intimating its privacy, and ite being hidden from 

ov ávðpærov is used, and not Tuóç 
er iavrov, in order (as Pott observes) that the 
application of this example from man to God (in 
which we have an argument à minori ad majus) 
may thus be rendered more prominent. 

t Tà Tov Osov (with which I would compare 
Theophr. Char. Eth. xs. p. 30, xai +Í avres done? 
Tå Tov Osov ;) must be supplied from the pre- 
ceding, rà Ba0n, meaning the deep thoughts or 
counsels of God. A most decisive testimony 
both to the personality and the Deity of the 
Spirit; who, we may hence infer, is omniscient, 
intimately united with God the Father (even as 
the soul of man is with the body), and conse- 
srr Divine 

12. Here the connexion is obscure, and the 
scope of what is said disputed. The best view 
seems that of Calv. and Hyper., who suppose 
that the Apostle means to amplify the certainty 
before spoken of, by a comparison of contraries ; 
q.d. * The Spirit of revelation which we have 
received is not of the world, that it should grovel 
on earth, be subject to vanity, and be a matter 
of doubt and perplexity; but it is of God, and 

ore of solid and unchanging truth, and 
removed far beyond the reach of doubt.’ So, 
too, Estius, who remarks is the words Me 
Meant to pre-occupy an objection, — namely, 
this: ‘ But, if id one Sa sa the things 
of God except the Spirit of God, how camest 
f to know them?’ To which an answer 
is made by a a of — eer Tach 
es du uiv ó Osds awexdd\upev [avra], 

oL. IL 

in other words,—and, he might have added, 
in a stronger way of putting the thing, so as 
to again disavow every thing of the world, 
beth its worldly wisdom and knowledge, and 
its worldly and secular spirit; for by ró mvabuqa 
TOU KOGuov are meant the spirit and disposition 
that prevail in the world, which values human 
wisdom only; see John iii. 13, 31. It is to be 
noted that rò I[»suua +d ix Osov is not (as 
most Expositors regard it) simply for rò IIvs Gua 
TOV Orov, but has a stronger sense, meaning 
* the influence of the Spirit proceeding from the 
Comforter and EnligMener sent by God to the 
faithful to guide them into all Gospel truth, 
according to the promise, John xiv. 26, and 
xvi. 13, From the above statement of the go- 
neral sense, as regards the former clause of the 
verse, it will follow, that the Zya, at Wwa eldcmay, 
has the eventual force, denoting result; and the 
words may be rendered, ‘so as that we may 
know, equiv. to, ‘the result being that we 
know.’ If, however, the usual force of Tva, as 
denoting end, or purpose, be retained, the words 
may be explained as I have already done ;— 
‘that we may fully know [and duly appreciate] 
the — freely given to us by God.” And as 
to the objections which may be involved, they 
may be avoided by taking eld. to denote that 
— knowledge’ (even heart-knowledge) 
which leads to a juet appreciation of the thin 
in question. This view is confirmed by Eph. 
i. 18, a comment on the present passage, as 
illustrating ra cov Qsov xapicÜivra piv, 
‘graciously and freely bestowed by God" rois 
åyarwcw aùróv. Moreover, considering that 
there the sldiva: tuas is closely connected with 
this eniga tening of the eyes of the understand- 
ing by the influence of the Holy Spirit, in order, 
by that knowledge, to tbe communication of 
the mvsuua copias, it cannot but, as here, denote 
Jull and complete know] Finally, we may 
notice the words of the Apostle himself else- 
where, Rom. viii. 14—32, commencing from the 
sonship of the elect, and terminating with the 
lorious of God (in his rich gifts by the 
Gos l, adverted to here and in Eph. 1. 16), ras 
oùxi Kal civ ai’tw (Christ) ta *árTa üuir 
x«píceva: ; 

8. à xal AaXovuspr, &c.] The à I would 
not, with Eet, refer to the deep mysteries of 
God spoken of at ver. 10; but, as the conetruc- 
tion absolutely requires, to the Td yapiotivra 
ust before, as understood in the sense which bas 

n above assigned. AaXovuev means, by He- 
braism, * we publicly speak (lit. ‘discourse of") 
and communicate ; and the words ovx ¿z dedax- 
Tois—dAAa, &c., are as strongly exp as 
those in the former verse, and with the same 
view,—namely, to exclude all idea of what is 

r even in wisdom, what is of man’s teaching 
and calculated chiefly to gratify human passions 
and prejudices, in opposition to "het is of Divine 
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origin, as — under the influences of the 
Spirit of truth. As respects the construction, 
dybo. copias and wvavpu. depend on j axToig, 
just as rou Osov on didaxros in Matt. xxv. 34. 

nder, *taught by human wisdom ;' of which 
syntax (namely, the Genit. of cause) another 
example occurs at John vi. 45, didanrol Oeou. 
And, indeed, this is occasionally found, in the 
case of such verbals as the present, in the Class. 
writers. Comp. Pind. Olymp. ix. 158, sroAAoi 
èi Qidacraic 'AyÜpe mov doirak kA £oc "Qpov- 
cay thicGat. With respect to the term Acyois, 
I am still, as formerly, of opinion that it refers 
to the wording, implying the various artifici 
modes of mere polished composition and rheto- 
rical display. cannot, however, as formerly, 
accede to the view adopted by Theophyl., Grot., 
and others (including Dr. Henderson) ; for it is 
worthy of consideration that, as Billroth ob- 
serves, ‘the Apostle is here sot instituting a con- 
trast between the Old and New Testament, but 
between human wisdom and Divine revelation.’ 
Still less can I, with others, understand wvevna- 
TiKois in the sense of spritual men, i. o. ‘ teachers 
of spiritual knowledge ;' an interpretation which 
is not agreeable to the context. Considering 
that the words wvavparixa and wvevparixois 
are in a tion with à and Acyos (and, in- 

. deed, are partly exegetical of them), the term 
TTv&ukaTiKOIS can only be ag phas of thinge, 
viz. the Acyo:e, or wording. Accordingly, the 
sense intended must be, ‘ sening forth, disclosing 

` spiritual things (i.e. doctrines) by spiritual word- 
ing and so accommodating the wording to the 
subject-matter. The word dyíow before IIveó- 
partor, not found in 6 uncial and 7 cursive MSS. 
I add 2 Lamb. MSS.), has been cancelled b 

bm. and Tisch. But to bracket it is as muc 
YN is justified by the state of the internal evi- 
ence. 
14. The Apostle now gives the reason this 

heavenly wien was treated with pee Ag 
pan. that the natural man, unassisted by the 
aids of the Holy Spirit, cannot appreciate it. 
— Yuxixds è ävÖpwæwros ov déyera, &c.] 

By Vrvxixós dvOpwwor is meant the disposition 
of those who have only the Wuyi» (or ‘animal 
nature,” which man in commen with 
the brutes), without baving, or at least using, the 
wvevma, or * rational faculty,’ which distinguishes 
man from the brute creation; thus we have a 
sense of Wuyixde derived from that existing in 
the Pythagorean and Platonic philosophy, by 
which Wuyt is considered as ‘the lower and 
animal nature, common to man with the beasts 
that perish,” as distinguished from ‘the higher 
and rational nature; ò vote, rd arvavpa, be- 
peng to man alone. So Arrian, Epict. iii. 7, 
5, 4 ov) € Yuxu. Thus, then, by the 
Wuyixds &vOpemror would be denoted one who 
is led by sensual impulses only; but in Chris- 
tian Philosophy, as taught in the Word of God, 
cones in St. Paul's writings, it denotes not 
only that, but very much more, as resulting from 
it, meaning ‘the mere amima! man,—man as he 
is by nature, who has, or at least follows, ony 
the X3, the natural, and consequently evil, 
principle in man; who follows only the faculties 

of his own anima! nature, his corporeal sense, as 
the rule of his conduct; not necessarily imply- 
ing sensuality; and therefore admits not 
the teaching of the Spirit, (consequently, has 
not been nerated by the Spirit;) and em- 
braces not the discoveries of Divine revelation 
in the Word of God. Accordingly, it is said, 
such an one ov déyerar Ta Tov [Ivsóu. Tos 
Oso, ° does not admit,’ or * hearken to, the doc- 
trines revealed under the inspiration of God's 
Holy Spirit,’ ‘does not care to understand, can- 
not —— them ;° for, in fact, pid seem to 
him foolish; nor can he understand ç 
having to be searched out and discovered alone 
by the spirit, or understanding, under the illumi- 
nation of the Holy Spirit, of which he is desti- 
tute: ‘for as (says Chrys.) the eyes of the 
body, though the most beautiful useful of 
the members, yet, without light, cannot see; so 
the 1* cannot discern, unless enlightened by 
the Holy Spirit. In fact, the expreesion oç d 
Xtra: (where ix. stands for apocóéyeTa:) is 
Lei reir meaning, implying the assexf of the 

ing to what is propounded for its ac- 
ceptance, š also the — the heart 
and will by approval; and thus ov A. adverts 
to the absence of the t principle of faik. 
Similarly in Hdot. i. 48 it is mid of the various 
answers received by from the various 
oracles of Greece, except that from Delphi, ras 
uiv ù obdiv weoclero mv, lit. ‘liked him, 
was approved by him,’ as in Aristoph. Eq. 358, 
i» è ob Tpocisral us Tay wpayuerteos, Ht. 
*liketh me not,’ equiv. to ‘is liked by me; 
comp. Amos iv. 5. In both the the 
true meaning intended is, that not one of the 
things is admitted or finds access to the mind 
and heart by cordial approbation. The next 
words are meant to show thy the animal man 
withholds his assent to the truths of the G 
— namely, because they are foolishness in his 
sight: where, as at ch. i. 18, we bave the use of 
subst. followed by ior: for adjective; an idiom 
found also with the same word in Thucyd. v. 41, 
Tois di Aax. idcxe: pwpia 1lya« TavTa. 
next words carry the idea out still further, rising 
to something higher, q. d. * not only he does net 
admit them to the assent of the understanding 
and the acquiescence of the heart, because they 
seem absurd and foolish, —but he caxnul under- 

them,” ov dvvarat yvievas, i.e. not only 
does he not, but he can not. It is, however, to 
be borne in mind that this non-admission ts 
sup to arise, not so much from simple de- 
fect of ligM in the mind, as from want of eil, 
arising from pravily of keari : comp. John v. 39, 

, lipevváü& Tas ypapas (meaning, if, at least, 
the indicat. is to be read, ‘ye serutinize them in 
search of light and salvation"), xai (and yet) eè 
Ofere idOciv woos us, Iva Topo Lymra : 
John vi. 44, oddcis déevara: ¿X08169 woods pe, baw 
A" ó Tlarnp é&\xton adrév (namely, by the 
Spirit sent from the Father), where the want 
power in question is to be ascribed to want 
will, since want of will produces want of power 
in a moral t. Then is subjoined the reason 
for this inability (as far as it depends 
understanding), namely, because these 
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to be examined, weighed, or judged of, appro- 
ciated, [only] after a spiritual manner; the term 
Tv. being opposed to that mode pursued by the 
&yÜperros Yuyixds in discussing divine institu- 
tions; and accordingly it must deuote the mode 
of thinking and judging which has place with the 
man who is sot ixos, but wvevuarixes : 
namely, the mode pursued by the spiritual man, 
who, under the guidance of the Spirit, searcheth 
into the rà mysvuarTixá. 

15. à ài weevparinds—dvaxpivera:] What 
is here said is in contrast to what was just said of 
the jJywex:xés; and accordingly I would render: 
‘On the contrary, the spiritual man does that 
which the ivyixós is morally & of 
doing; he judgeth of (i.e. is able so to do), 
weighs in a just balance, and thus fully appro- 
ciates, forme a right estimate of all things, mean- 
ing, not, however (as Est. supposes), all the deep 
mysteries above mentioned, but simply all things 
that come within the scope of his spiritual dis- 
eemment,—al] that pgs bin hes = the 
—— and taught e Spirit promi to 
guide Christians into all truth, all ings neces- 
sary to salvation. Of the words following, 
avrés ĝi Un’ ovdevde dvaxplvetrat the sense is, 
from the force of the antithesis, ‘he is to be 
jndged of, i by no one' (viz. of the 
other class), i.e. by the wWeyiade, the more 

iriteal person. alv. here well remarks; 
: the flesh here exercise all its acumen, 
K is spiritual man alone that can possess 
such a sure and solid knowledge of the mysteries 
of God, as with certainty to distinguish truth 
from falsehoed, and the doctrine of God from 
the traditions of men. He is, however, judged 
€( no man, because the certainty of faith is not 
made subject to mex, to stand or fall at their 
bidding, ng, indeed, above the angels thom- 
selves. 

16. Now —— fOGS0R pr — — 
iu expressing which the A e tacitly employs, 
with some abbreviation, age words of Isaiah x]. 
18; and, as there is no direct citation, the appli- 
estion of the words may well be, as it is, very 
different from that of the Propbet. On their 

ndeed, Commentators differ in 

to 
understand uiry to be, whether any man 
has so known the mind of the Lord, as to be 
able to give him counsel or instruction; see 
Heydenreich. But Theoph. and others (com- 
prising many of the best modern Commentators), 
refe the aíTó» to ó arvavuatckÓs before 
assign following sense: ‘for what [natural j 
men hath known (the mind, or spirit) the pur- 
peses of God, so that he may instruct bim li e. 
the spiritual man)? but we Aave the mind of 
Christ, and are therefore able to judge all things, 
and to imstruct and discern the i man.’ 
Of these two modes the latter is far more agree- 

John 15. 15. & 16, 18—16. & 17.6—8 Bom. 11.84. Gal. 1. 13. 

able to the context, it being evidently the A 
tle's intention to expose the absurdity of a 

man presuming to instruct a spiritual 
man in spiritual things, or of any ordinary Chris- 
tian, or even Teacher, ming to dictate to an 
inspired Apostle like himself; for it was plain] 
the Apostle’s purpose here to indirectly establis 
his own authority, which had been called in 
uestion by some among the Corinthians. The 
juste, indeed, must, s d speaking, be referred 

to the ol Trevu., though of course it is applied to 
the Apostles, as being, xar’ iẸoxùv, oi 
matixol. 
— dxousy) for xarixopey, habemus, ‘wo are 

in poesession of' Though the seus loquendi 
very well admits of the sense assigned by Erasm., 
Hyper., Bengel, Krause, Rosenm., and Pott, 

ç : we, ‘we comprehend, 
understand ;' as in Menand. M01 frag. ii. 5, rà 
vOv O:oU ¿Xu kaÀe: and such would seem 
required by the antithetical term in the former 
clause, namely, i The resson why the 
same term was not used in the latter is, that 
there a stronger sense was required, and that 
exists in Zyouey, which signifies ‘ penitus. cogni- 
tum ws, since it is impliod in the context 
that this knowledge — from revelation by 
the Spirit, and therefore cannot but be complete 
and perfect. So Chrys., Theophyl., and Gicumen., 
after explaining vovv by +a iv vów, subjoin, by 
way of paraphrase, xal Ioue» fuste ol orrsvuaTi- 
Kol dwap aíTÓs (Xpiords) Bovera: xai åw- 
íxaXv is, viz. by the Paraclete, the Spirit of 
truth sent by the Father to the faithful to guide 
them into all the truth, the whole body of truth 
as it isin Jesus. See ch. xiv. 16, 26. xvi. 13. 

III. In order to check the contentious spirit 
of tbo Corinthians about teachers, and their 

"I'ySU- 

boasting of having had a clesrer insight into 
Divine truths, the A e now s to anti- 

7 an objection of his adversaries, —that the cipate 
orinthians had scarcely received from him the 

rudiments of the Gospel, and that they therefore 
did right to prefer teachers who had communi- 
cated the capita rerum. He shows why he had 
not fully instructed them on those abstruse sub- 
jects, on which their teachers had plausibly spe- 
calated,—namely, because, though they had been 
many of them endued with the supernatural gifts 
of the Spirit, yet be had observed such things in 
their disposition and conduct, as rendered it im- 
proper for him to speak unto them, as to 
ualified to receive the d discoveries of 
ivine wisdom. On these the Apostle did not 

much treat, because he knew the Corinthians could 
not bear them ; and.also that such instruction 
would feed carnal — instead of generating 
faith and love. o Apostle now proceeds to 
make an ication to the Corinthians of what 
he had = x ting the piena Eus force 
of xal iyo will depend on the connexion. Ac- 
cording io that traced by Billr. (who remarks, 
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eyo, adedpol, ove 76vvijÜgy Aadfoas ipi» es mvevpatixois, GAN 
&He.61, Os gapKixols, dx wpTios èv XpioT@. **Tada ópás émórwa, 
John 18.12. [kal] ob Bpópa: obmo yap ndvvacGe AAN t obre Ets viv Óú- 

that ——— ite Corinthians Sud Do be called 
Wuxixe yet t resembled such by being cap- 
KLKOL, 8O that the Apostle could not address them 
as a purely spiritual community), the meaning 
will be, Dr. Peile says, ‘and yet,’ or ‘ notwith- 
standing’ xai being taken as put, by a frequent 
use, for xaíro:. But, according to the con- 
uexion more generally adopted, it will mean 
accordingly, — to the principle above 
laid down,— that spiritual things are suitable 
only to spiritual . The Apostle first de- 
clares that he could not, and did not, treat them 
as such, and then at ver. 3 and 4 shows i 
Thus we may paraphrase as follows: ‘ Accord- 
ingly I [though spiritual, and addressing rà 
wvevpatixa ois Tvevuarixois, nay, Ta Baby 
TOU Oot ois T1ÀsÍocs] could not [consistently 
with that principle] address you as, &c. Of the 
foregoing two modes of explaining, the former is 
very specious ; but the latter bas more of sim- 
licity, and, I think, of truth, espec. from its 
ing fitted to meet the tacit objection traced by 

several itors; q. d. * How is it that you 
who have the full mind of Christ (ch. ii. 16) 
should not have instructed us more completely 
in the sublimer parts of the Gospel ?'—By cap- 
Kixoie Paul means to express not (what some Ex- 
pomon muppar: intended) that they were such as 
ad fullen , after conversion, into a carnal 

and corrupt life; nor, as Calv. observes, is it 
even meant to be said that they had not a spirit 
of but that they were such in whom the 

prevailed too much over the spirit. Hence, 
although not destitute of grace, yet, because 
there was more of the flesh than of the spirit 
within them, they are denominated capaixoi. 
See also Beza. Perh however, the term 
capx. ie meant to be understood chiefly of dis- 
position, spirit, views, and so meant to denote 
that grovelling, secular, and worldly-minded 
spirit, which aims at the hing of this life only, 
—its wealth and grandeur, or the influence which 
results from station, or talent, or cloquence 
which last-mentioned particular was the fruitfu 
source of those party prejudices, envvings, strifes, 
&c., which are enumerated by the Apostle, Gal. 
v. 20, among the works of the flesh. The next 
words I would not, with some eminent Com- 
mentators, regard as exegetical of the foregoing 
term capxtxoi, but as referring solely to the 
case of those who, from sluggishness of disposi- 
tion for the contemplation of things purely spi- 
ritual, had made little progress in the higher 
views of the Divine life, so as to have attained 
little growth towards ‘ the measure of the stature 
of the fulness of Christ" (Eph. iv. 13), by Christ 
being there meant the doctrine of Christ, i. e. 
the truths of hie Gospel. See Eph. iv. 20. This 
view is placed beyond doubt by the subjoined 
words de Xpiovo. As to capxivors, edited by 
Griesb., Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., for text. rec. 
capxixois, from A, B, C, D, and only 3 cur- 
sives, with Clem. Alex., Orig., and Greg. Nyss., 
I cannot yet bring myself to adopt it, —1. from 

great want of confirmation from cursive 
MSS.; 2. because internal evidence is, at least, 

equally balanced. It may have been an altera- 
tion of Revisers to & more usual word ; but so 

the true reading.' are very 
pone. but too far-fetched and sophistical to 

sin as is still unmortified even in regenerate 
persons. They are styled río: = * minors ia 
Christianity,’ as o to TíAs10 ¿y Xp., Col, 
i. 28. Heb. v. 13, 14. 

2. yáXa iu. iv. xal où Rpõpa] Paul here 
illustrates his meaning by & metaphor taken frem 
the feeding of infants, or babes, as compared 
with that o of more advanced years. To 
the former is given the lightest food, as milk, 
p, &c. ; to the latter, solid food, here ex 
Beca, but in a parallel sentiment, Heb. v. 

13, more definitely, by ersped Tpopi : both ex- 
pressions denoting the more sublime and myste- 
rious doctrines, as yáXa does the elementary and 
simple ones, —namely, the corruption of human 
nature, and the rich mercy of God in redemption 
by the blood of Christ; faith, regeneration, the 
nature and necessity of holiness, the influences 
and fruits of the Spirit, the eternal happiness or 
misery of all men, &c.—’Eworica is meant to 
apply. per syllepein, as well to the former as to 
the latter; see Luke i. 63; and comp. Hom. IL 
viii. 546, olvov—oiv((ovro Leroy ra. Finally, 
?rvsvua Tio). bere is equivalent to réAscos supra 
ii. 6, and Rom. xv. 1 ; meaning persons so eca- 
lightened by the Spirit, as to comprehend and 
appreciate the deeper mysteries of the Gospel. 
— Tho xai after éworica, not found in A, B, 

C, and 15 cursives, some Versions, and many 
Fathers, has been cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but on scarcely suffi- 
cient grounds; its omission being easier to be 
accounted for than its insertion. Nay, Matthsi 
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vage S*ér, yàp capxixoi core. Srov yap èv úpîv Fidos bea. Bu 
xa Epis kal Siyootaciat, ovyt capxixoi oTe, kal xata avOpo- ns ia 
mov wepstrareire; *°°Oray yap Xéyp tis "Exo pév eip goha. 
IlaóXow Erepos 6€ 'Eyo Arora ovyi saprot éote ; 

5 4 T& obv dott Ilatnos, ris 96 ° AmoxMos, [aAN $] @¿¿Zxaovot, 1241 
Ôr àv émuoreúcaTe, kal éxáot ws ó Kupws ë¿Saxep; 6 ° yQ $ Actes. sm. 
épurevoa, 'AmoXAQ0s érroticev, GAX’ ó Ocóc müÜËavev. 7 Gare 

ovre 6 dvrevov dori Tt, obre 6 ToTikwv, GAN ó av£ávov Beds. 

observes: ‘Redundare videbatur. Nemo ergo 
id addiderit, sed potius omiserit." 

These words, &AA' o00i ir: vuv GóracÓOs, imply 
more than they express; q. d. ° Nay, ye are not 
even moto able [even when ye have had time to 
be thoroughly grounded in the faith]; nor can I 
now expound the more recondite truths of the 
Gospel, with any hope of promoting your spiritual 

T The Ap ud h the grounds e now shows the on 
which this einen of their inability is founded, 
i. e. that they are yet carnal, &c. 
— ó*ov] * whereas; as often in the best 

writers. ZjÀoe, ipie, and d:xooracia are mot, 
as Krause imagines, mere synonymes ; but there 
is rather a Ciimaz ; envy (es Grotius observes) 
leading to strife, and strife to division. The 
first represents the inner feeling ; the second, tho 
outward demonstration of it; the third, the results, 
in open and continued rupture and disunion. 

— ovyl capxixoi icra] i.o. ‘does not the 
flesh yet too much — P are ye not yet cap- 

e xtxoi, compared to truly spiritual, Tyv- 
parTıxoi just before mead f ° Thus envyt 
and strife are by the Apostle, at Gal. v. 20, 
numbered among the works of the flesh, which 
comprehend (says Grotius) all those affections 
that do not tend to the glory of God and the 
good of man, but are — directed to our own 
selfish gratification. 

4. See Note on i. 12. Here the Apostle, as 
CrelL and Hyper. show, takes occasion, from 
the e on just used, to make a transition 
te the secomd part of the foregoing head, and 
thus reverts to the principal topic he meant to 
treat of; namely, of the schisms and dissensions 
among the Corinthians, which had arisen mainly 
from the invidious distinctions and comparisons 
of one minister of God with another. In thus 
ascribing to ome more honour tban to another, 
or in attaching themselves exclusively to one 
or to another, be shows that they are highly 
censurable; for none of their teachers were mas- 
ters, but merely servants employed by the com- 
mon Master to teach the truths of hie Gospel ; 
merely penne instrumental in producing, and 
not the asthors of, faith and conversion, and 
who therefore ought not to be set up as 
of the religion. 

5. 7Íe—dAA' 5] lit. ‘what else than, or but,’ 
equiv. to what but? An idiom found also in 
Luke xii. 5. 2 Cor. i. 13. The words are, in- 
deed, cancelled by all the recent Critical Editors, 
but on external authority scarcely sufficient: ae 
to internal evidence, it is rather against tbe re- 
moval; since it is more probable the words 
should have been removed by those who objected 
to the inelegance of the Greek, than inserted by 

those who wished to remove an abruptness. 
Billroth and others are of opinion that ixaore 
we ò K ópios dé. is a transposition for xai $x«ac- 
Tos, we ò K. i. avra, just as at Rom. xii. 3, 
áxácTQ we Ó Oide iuépuos uérpov aríatws, for 
Ixac rov wt ó Orde atte i. u. w. The idiom, 
however, may most properly be said to come 
under the head, not of £ ition (which could 
only be the case, supposing ixaorw œt put 
simply, as Grot, Est, and others take it, for 
ws &xác Te), but rather a certain permutation of 

lon, such as is not unusual in tho best 
Greek writers, is p ons in Thucydides, aná 
scarcely less so in the writings of St. Paul. 
However, there is in the present passage an ellip- 
sis of something left to be supplied from the 
subject-matter. Though what that is will de- 
pend on whether ióex«» is to be understood of 
the evangelized or the izers. I prefer to 
refer it to the latter, for the reasons which oc- 
curred to Calvin and others. course the word 
to be supplied is &iaxovsiv. 

6. Here the subject (the nature of this minis- 
try) is illustrated by metaphors derived from 

y , of which, in the , irrigation forms 
e moet important operation. — vyüEavs», lit., 

* made to grow; namely, by the influence of his 
pirit. 
— ¿ÀX ó Gade nÜEavysp] The full sense is, 

‘but it was God [who] gave the increase; a 
brevity of expression such as is occasionally found 
in the writings of St. Paul, and probably one of 
the idioms of the common Greek style, and 
which, in our own language, has, from negligence 
in rrriting, extended beyond the colloquial style. 

7. ’ ó abEdvev Osós] In the former 
clause ior: signif., according to its frequent use 
in the Class. writers, is aught, of any worth. 
With res to the construction, in the latter 
clause, Bill. and others would supply dori wap, 

ing that, since this is an afirmative clause, 
Tuv is involved in the rl of the ive clause. 
But there is something too subtile in this gram- 
matical theory to suit the pan, and any thing 
but artificial, language of Scripture. More of 
simplicity, and, I think, trutk. is there in sup- 
posing, with the framers of the Vulg. Version, 
and also Est., Crell, Grot., Beng., Rosenm., 
Pott, and others, that the real ellips. is iori 71. 
— to ai ob and Ti — gene vin 
gnify rom d i.e. comparatively nothing) in 

respect to God; and after Osóe must be repeated 
ác Tí ri, and vi be taken emphatically, as often 
in the Greek Class. writers, though almost always 
in the ine ris. Yet examples of the neuter 
do occur, and two have been adduced by Pott 
and Krause from Plato and Dio Cass. As, how- 
ever, something, when compared with nothing, 
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is ‘all,’ ‘the whole,’ 
carries the notion of all, and, as applied to a 
person, that of ‘ whole and sole'— (sole in power), 
to use the expression of Milton. 

8. £v elowy] ‘are [both] one and the same,’ 
both alike, i. e. only Qiáxovo: in producing fait 
(supra, ver. 6), ministers of the same God, em- 
ployed on the same work, and alike looking to 
the same increase from him who maketh to grow 
by the influence of the Spirit. Hence it is im- 
plied, no one ought to be magnified above an- 
other, since they were occupied in the same 
labour, the success of which rested with God 
alone. Other relations of oneness there are that 
might be traced, and which are suggested by the 
words of St. Paul, Eph. iv. 4—6: but there the 
reference is to Christians in general; Aere, to 
ministers of the word; and hence what is chiefly 
implied here seems to be in the way of dissua- 
sion from rivalry between fellow-labourers (see 
Theopbyl. and Phot.), and a spirit of faction and 
party among those who enjoyed the same spiri- 
tual advantages under different ministers. 
— lxac'ros di ròv Id:ov, &c.] This is added 

by way of stirring them up to diligence, that it 
might not be supposed that all the labourers, 
however inferior in industry, would be on the 
— — and — the same reward. d 
words, therefore, aire orci . 
* They are not so far one, but that respect will be 
had to each one's labour and pains, and he will 
receive his own reward proportionably.' Hence 
would arise a strong incentive to di ce and 
activity, Wi riso by their knowing that their 
* Jabour should not be in vain in the Lord.’ 

9. preveunr to 
is done at ver. 10), the Apostle briefly points out 
the scope to which the labour is to be directed. 

; q.d. 
God :' but that senso would requiro O«e—ocvrep- 
yol, as appears from Eurip. Ion 48, Geos Zuvep- 
òs n» Two Tad: Xen. Cyr. vili. 4, 8, ovy. 
copart Univ: and Pm 9. Anab. i. 9, 12. 
Demoeth. 886. The M. of person in this 
case is of rare occurrence; yet I have noted it in 
Demosth. p. 884, 2, 6 xowavds airov xal cuvep- 
yor. Plut. Pericl. rive rev Qeiólov cvrepyo» 
wsicavres. In the present instance, however, 
cuvepyds bears the sense adjutor, Ini 
and so is nearly equiv. to minister (answering to 
n €) ; which is the very sense here intended, 
and not cooperarii, or cooperatores, at least as 
— ores e the full aT of Bag 
oso terms are capable, to represent (as . 

and other early Commentators explain) God. ss 
the Operarius principalis, and the Apostles in 
question as his cooperarii, or under-workmen,— 
& view of the sense open to objection, as dero- 
gating from the awful dignity of the rd way 
attributed to him who * worketh all in all? To 
avoid which objectien, and to get rid of the 
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81O durevay 82 xal ó moriLew & ciou Exactos Se tov Lor 
Kuy Aperas Kata Tov iov xómov. 9 s eo) yap spev 

w. ouvepyot: Beo yewpytov, Geod oixodoun sre. 195 Kara rnp 
t. Xápw ToU Oeo tiv dodciody por, dx aodós àpyvrécrav Oepénsov 

5. 15,9. Epb.$.3—85. Col.1.39. 1 Tim.1.11—14 1 Pet. 411. 

seeming axthropomorphiem thus involved, with- 
out, hewersr, Saks) the sense of the cep-, sevo- 
ral eminent itors, while —— the full 
force of the ev»-, — not — ut to the 
operatores, or teachers, here spoken of; as meant 
to exprees their relation to each other as to parit 
of condition, in virtue of their being iai 
in the service of God, and being fellow-ministers 
of his. This view of the sense, however, lies 
open to the objection, that it not with the 
context, nor 18 ble of being sustained on 
correct atical principles. Indeed, besides 
being objectionable, it is wemecesmary, sinco 
nothing hinders us from taking the word in a 
modified sense (as, indeed, we must take all 

ressions used xaT’ ávÜperomáO0s.ap), since, 
as Thom. Aquin. and Eat. observe, ‘ tota 

. LJ e . ° coopera- 

tio nostra etiam Dei est, facientis 
ut faciamus." This qualied sense is Za ex- 

boris i ra pru of God's purpoees in the Gos- 
pel; see Matt. xiii. 88. John xv. 1. — 
and 2 Cor. vi. 16. Eph. ii. 20. The seve 
Pronouns in thie sentence are x; q. d. 
* We are God's labourers, whether in cultivating 
the field, or rearing the building; ye are the 
tilled field of God, ye are the building of God.” 

10—15. Thus far the Apostle has proceeded 
on the supposition, that the labourers were skilful 
and faithtul: he now adverts to those who were, 
more or less, not so; and in doing this, he con- 
tinues in the architectural metaphor just adopted. 
In short, the whole passage is allegorical; the 
Chrietian tion being the dasiding, and its 
ministers the arcbiteets St Paul had laid a sure 

se quits othar ballding. Wiser GOV e ee quite another ing. 
ture be added, it inue await the issue of that 
day of trial, which will bring every man's work 
to the test. 

10. xarà Tiv xápw, &e.) Here the Apostle 
adverts to himself; but in doing this he emplo 
an expression of deep humility,—of which ike 
meaning is pot, as most recent Commentators 
understand, * according to the office of A of 
the Geutiles graciously committed to me by God." 
Here, though the in question be included, 
the principal idea intended to be presented is, the 

rtion of Divine grace given to him for the 

modesty of the 
to avoid arrogati 
the glory due to 

— a copèt 
This use of codós to signi 
applied to mechanics, is foun 
xxix. 3, xxxvi l. And the very phrase copëe 
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TéÜeuxa: ádXXos 66 eroixodopuet? ÉxaaTog 06 Xerréro Tos èro- 
xodoper, 11 (i QeuéMov yap GXXov 

Tov xeiuevov, ds stu “Inoovs [ó] Xprotds.) 12 Ei & ris 
érrotxodopet emt Tov QeuéMov ToÜrov, yxpucov, apyupov, ious 
tepious Evha, xóprov, xakduny—l8 k éxdorov Tó čpyov pavepov 

yeunoetar 'Ù yap pépa Sndocer 

é&pxvríxTo» occurs in Isa. iii. 2, and sometimes 
in the Clase. writers. In ápycríxro» (which 
should be rendered architect) s Paul adverts to 
his own dignity, as Apostle of the Gentiles.— 
Oepirsow titerca, i.e. by communicating the 
elementary truths. —4AAos is, as Pott remarks, 
to be taken collectively, with reference to those 
persons (Apolloe and others) who had followed 
the Apostle at Corinth. On the mention of 
* building thereon, the Apostle en an ad- 
monition to those who are, or may hereafter be, 
employed in it; that they may mind with what 
kind of doctrines they follow up the first ele- 
mente, so that they may be suitable thereto. 

11. This verse seems parenthetic, and ia it the 
Apostle (as Billr. observes) gets rid of the erro- 
neous notion that it is possible to lay some foun- 

— Oexsidrcow yàp, &c.] Here ydp refers to 
the preceding BAarite wos, q. d. ° [And ueed 
there is to ta Sheed ei ta how j FOR other foun- 
dation may no man [consistently with his Chris- 
tian duty] lay.’ Of roy xsiuevoy the full sense 
is, ‘what has been laid down [by me] By '1. ó 
Xesores understand the fundamental doctrine 
to be taught of Jesus as the Christ, the Anointed 
of God. See Acts x. 38, compared with Acts v. 
42, Qióácxorrss 'Incovr (supp. slvai +óv Xpi- 
orev). The preaching of thie doctrine implies 
a faithful inculcation of all the fundamental 
truths of the Gospel, both as to its promises and 
its threatenings. Supposing, however, the true 
reading here to be, as there is reason to think, 
Ingots Xproros, or, as Lachm. and Tisch. edit, 
Xptorée I ncovs, then the sense will be, ‘ the 
doctrine of Jesus Christ, or Christ Jesus,’ imply- 
ing faith in him ae the Son of God, the 
deemer of the world. The former reading is 
supported by Acte v. 42, ava yy sAiTO a vot l naovy 
TÀÓ» Xp., and xvii. 18, 70» 'Incovr eùnyye (ao. 
The latter, by Rom. viii. 1. xv. 17. xvi. 3. 2 Cor. 
iv. 5. Gal. J 15. Eph. ii. lO and 13. Phil iii. 
14. Col. i. 4. ii. 6. 

12. The sense of this and the following verses 
is somewhat obecure, arising from some con- 
fusion in metaphor: thongh, indeed, the diffi- 
culty has been (bereased by not adverting to the 
close connexion of this verse with v. 10, and by 
a misapprehension of the Apostle's ral 
pose in this ; which was not, | apprebend, 
as is commonly thought, to represent one edifice, 
bat /:o. He means to say, that on — 
tion, as to its elementary principles, of ‘the truth 
as it is in Jesus,’ two very different buildings 
might be rsised, either of wry precious, or of 
ufteriy worthless materials. Stenersen well para- 
phrases thus: ‘I having laid the foundation, 
ethers will now build upon it; but let them see 
how they do this. For though the foundatien 
itself, once laid, cannot be — yet on this 
foundation may be raised different kinds of 
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buildings: but what each is good for will here- 
after appear for what is built of worthless mate- 
rials will fall, but what is formed of proper mate- 
rials, and diligently built up, will remain firm 
and stedfast.’ 

13. ixácrov rò lpyov pavepdy yenie.] 
These words are closely connected with the 
foregoing, forming the apodosis to v. 12. The 
general sense is, * Whether any one builds on 
this foundation a solid and splendid building of 
precious marbles, of which palaces or temples 
were built, or a mean hut, formed of boards and 
thatched with dried grass, each architect's work 
will be made manifest.’ Of course it is implied 
that any one may build either one kind of super- 
structure or the other, but each one's work will 
be made manifest (as to what it is good for]: 
and why? ñ yap ñušpa ànXocai, where 5. ñu. 
nÀ. cannot mean ‘time will show,’ since the 
Article ñ calls for a more definite senso ; and the 
following context demands the sense, ° (he day of 
judgment.’ See Heb. x. 25. James v. 81. 1 Pet. 
i. 7. iv. 12. Some eminent Expositors explain 
it of the day of persecution; an interpretation 
which they think po by the above-cited pas- 
sage, | Pet. iv. 12 But it ie not so proved. 
And besides tbat tbat would suppose the mean- 
ing to be most enigmatically expressed, the other 
ie more suitable to the context, and is required 
by tho idea meant to be ted in the follow- 
ing words, iv rupi daroxaÀ.; for God's judg- 
ment is often elsewhere compared to a fire. whic 
is here considered as a test. Besides, as Est. ob- 
serves, ° by “the day of the Lord,” or “ the day," 
ie every where in Scripture (from which he ad- 
duces many examples) meant “the day of final 
and universal jud L” He then adds, that 
* the Apostle himself, in the next Chapter, ver. 
5, spe yet of the of soundness in 
Christian doctrine in ministers, says it will be “at 
the day of the coming of our Lord Jeeus Christ,” 
which day can be no other than that of the 
general judgment. Moreover,’ continues he, 
while Scripture sometimes speaks of ‘ the day 

of the Lord,” and other times of * the day of 
our Lord's coming," and occasionally (as here) 
mentioning it emphatically as the day, it always 
designates it as ome and the same day. But we 
expect no other day of the coming of our Lord 
(as it is üsually called in Scripture) than that in 
which he is to come for the exercise of universal 
ju t. 

*Awoxaduwrera: may be, with some, referred 
to šoyov (building), the words 5 yap nuípa òn- 
Awos beiug ed as in some measure paren- 
thetical ; and thus a good sense will arise. But 
it is more natural to refer it to the nearer ante- 
cedent judpa, and thus arises a more simple con- 
struction, and a better sense is obtained; for the 
day of judginent will (as we learn from 2 Pet. 
iii. 10) be revealed with fire. According to the 
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kai éxáarov TÒ Epyov OTrotóy oti TÒ ip Soxipace. 14 El Tivos 
meam, TÒ epyov péver, Š dr@Kodounce, pabòv Aperas 15 ef Tivos 
kaa TO épyov Kataxanoerat, EnuwwOncerar adtos 86 awÜjceras, 
Heb.8.6. — ore 56 ws Sta vrupós. 16 m Ovx oldate ötri vaóc @eoÜ écre, xai 
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Qe a^ corey, olrwés orte pes. n Maóds éavrüóv éfamararo: er 

former view, the sense intended will be, that 
* the fiery trials and conflicte to which Christian 
teachers and their doctrines are subject will test 
the truth and value of their doctrine and teach- 
ing; the mem of teaching being represented 
under the figure of a building, of which only the 
solid parts can witbstand the fire. 
— After rò wip three uncial, and seven cur- 

sive MSS., and some Fathers, have abTó ; which 
reading is adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.: per- 
hape rightly ; at least internal evidence is in its 
favour; but more authority is wanting to justify 
ite reception. The Pesch. Translator had it not 
in his oy. 

14. Hero mody Asnperac and Yypiabicsrar 
are o to each other; and in the former 
there is an ellips. of gpyou, to be taken from rd 
Epyow just before ; in the latter (which is a juri- 
dical term), an ellips. of ov utcÜov, from miody 
preceding; q. d. ‘He shall be mulcted of, lose, 
the reward, which he would have received for his 
work) At aurde cwO. those Commentators are 
much perplexed, who refer the ge to Christians 
tn : but they do this without reason ; for it 
is plain that the Apostle bad only in view Chris- 
tian teachers. The sense of the passage is, indeed, 
obscured by a blending of the physical and the 
metaphorical parts of the comparison ; the first of 
which represents a builder, whose house is, as it 
Nem "mi over his gs a bre um diffi- 
culty and danger escapes through the See 
Jude 23; and comp. Livy, xx. 35, * propé am- 
bustus evaserat.’ e second part of the com- 
parison designates a Christian teacher, the super- 
structure of whose doctrine does not square with 
the fundamental principles of Christianity previ- 
ously laid down, and accordingly is brought to 

it himself saved wilh very great dificuliy. C s himself sav uth very great di . Comp. 
Artemid. On. i. 50, Gartov yàp, xai we slaraiv, 
¿x wupds dpwaYouet Tà oxtAn. 

15. It is plain that this cannot, upon 
any principles of just interpretation, be adduced 
to countenance the Romish doctrine of pergatory. 
That notion has no support in any of the earlier 
Fathers, and the countenance seemingly afforded 
by the /ater ones is not without suspicion of in- 
terpolation ; of which we are enabled to convict 
the Romanists in one instance, that of Theodor. 
in loc., where see the note of Noesselt. 

16. Having thus reminded the teachers of their 
duty, the Apostle now addresses himself to the 
taught, that they also should take heed. To the 
former he had said, * Ye are the master-builders 
of the house of God.’ To the latter he now says, 
* Ye are the temples of God ; it is therefore your 
pert to keep yourselves unpolluted by the world’ 
(Calv.); warning them, also, to beware of those 
who promulgate false doctrine, and not to reet 
upon their own human wisdom. (Hyper.) 

— olx oldare Š8++ vaós, &c.] There is here 
& recurrence to the idea at ver. 9, probably sug- 
gested by the foregoing architectural metaphor; 
and under this imagery the Apostle speaks of the 
whole body of Christian converts as being the 
temple of God, built by him, and consecrated 
to his service; just as in the Old Test. God is 

ingly styled the habilatio, and even the lewple, ingly st e station, and even t 4 
of Cod. It is further declared that the Sperif 
of God dwelleth in them, and is attested by his 

fte an as manifested his 
É the Temple at Jerusalem ; q. d. Yo are met 
merely the bæi of God, but his temple, as 
being that in which his Spirit dwelleth.' This 
is meant to point a denunciation against false 
teachers, who corrupt the minds of their dis- 
ciples with erroneous doctrines The general 
sense is, that the indwelling of the Spint con- 
stitutes the spiritual —— of God; and thet 
every true Christian is both tadteidually euch 
a sacred shrine, and also that the etole Christian 
Church forms collectively the complete and mag- 
nificent building now subetituted in the place of 
the Jewish Temple. 

The next assertion (founded, as Stenersen 
shows, on a general sentiment so universally ap- 
pee by the consent of all nations, as to seem 

rn in the very nature of man) is, that * if any 
one shall corrupt or injure this body ef the 
Church, composing the spiritual Temple of God 
(whether by false doctrines, or a contentious 
and sectarian spirit, or by a conduct unworth 
of his high calling, see vi. 15—19), him 
God destroy. Comp. Acts xxiii. 2, 3, where 
the expression used is not iseprecatory, but pre- 
dicttve; and so here «pe; is not so much 
predictive, as š . See Note on Acts 
viii. 20. " A-yios is here vey significant, and even 
emphatic; q. d. ° holy [and therefore not to be 
violated or injured with impunity J.” 

17. otrivis iors Gusts] This clause gives a 
reason for the foregoing assertion ; q. d. * which 
kind of Temple [in inviolability] ye [the body 
of Christ] are ;’ and therefore that Temple is not 
to be violated with impunity. The construction 
here is remarkable; the plural olriw:e being 
used instead of the singular Goris, by a not very 
unusual idiom, whereby, when a relative ie 
paca pawe ro — it sometimes 

es the num © preceding ; sometimes, 
as here, of the fullowing. ed 

18. * Hic — ea, quæ nuper dixerat, ad 
lectores transfert, reditque simul ad rem, v. 5, 
inceptam, copiosius tractandam.’ Comp. iv. 1. 
Cenan There is now traced the origin of 

e dissensione which agitated the Corinthian 
Church. (Crell.) And this forms a third argu- 
ment to prove the folly and sin of making 
schisms. 
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— punósis davrdy iEaw.] These words ought 
to be referred, not (as some have supposed) to 
what , from ver. 10, but to what follows, 
being & formula (similar to others, Matt. xxiv. 4. 
Eph. v. 6. 2 Thess. ii. 3. 1 John iii. 7, and Jer. 
xxxvii. 9) intended to impart force and solem- 
nity to a warning, or a precept, by hinting at the 
danger of not heeding it, through the deceivable- 
ness of persons, or the deceitfulness of things. 
Thus the sense is, * let no one (whether teacher 
or taught) deceive himself, either by resting on 
the vain opinion of bis own wisdom, or of wis- 
dom in general, whicb, without Divine illumi- 
nation, cannot but fail him.’ , 
— af rie oxe? codds sivas] Not, * seemeth 

to be wise, nor, as Wakef. renders, ‘has the 
reputation of being wise, (which might be tho 
sense, and which in Class. Greek it would be), 
but, rather, (which is the sense required by the 
words preceding, unéeis avrò» ifamzaráre) 
*thinketh himself, or seemeth to himself, to 
be wise," ‘deems himself wise.’ So the term is 
explained in all the ancient Versions except the 
Vulg., and by Erasm., Calv., Beza, Hyper., Pisc., 
Grot., Est., Crell., Heydenr., and almoet all the 
more ancient Commentators and Lexicographers. 
Worthy of attention is the remark of Bp. Pearce 
as follows: ‘I observe in St. Paul's style that, 
when coi is joined to eZ ree oxe? it signifies : 
‘if any thinks, or seems to himeelf, to be, but 
is not what he thinks he is: when col is left 
out, the words signify, ‘if any one sets up, or 
pretends to be.” At the same time the Apostle 
does not deny that he ts really what he pretends 
to be.” The words ¿y TG alavi rovr» are by 
some ancient and modern Interpreters construed 
with the words ing: but it is more natural 
and agreeable to the style of Scripture and the 
context to connect them with the ing. 
Render, ‘in knowledge of the things of this 
world ;' or, as Calv. and Grot., ‘in the esteem 
of men of the world, who know not the true 
wisdom.’ Mepós yevicbe, tlet him renounce 
all pretensions to wiedom superior to that which 
the word of God reveals.” “Iva yiv. codós, ‘ in 
order that he may become really wise,’ i. e. unto 
salvation. 

19. We have here, as Calv. observes, an angu- 
mentum à contrario, in which the laying down of 
one contrary destroys the otber. 
— $ yap copia, &c.] meaning, *[And this 

indeed is necessary,] for the wisdom of this world 
foniy] is [but] foolishness in the estimation of 

. Dr. South (in an able Sermon on tbis 
text, vol. i. 375 seqq.) takes copia here to mean 
that worldly wisdom which lies in practice, snd 
goes by the name of policy, —a kind of practical 
cunning, having something of the nature of a 
trade. This he thinks plain from the wavovpyia 
in the next clause; but from what the Apostle 
immediately subjoins at ver. 10, espec. adverting 

to ĝıaħoyiapoùs (see Rom. xiv. 1) and uéra:ot 
(see Rom. i. 21), it would seem that he bad also 
in view that sort of wisdom which consiste in 

ion, and which, however admired by tho 
learned among the heathens, was accounted by 
St. Paul ‘ vain philosophy,’ and ‘science falsely so 
called.” Be that as it may, by copia is here to 
be understood the seeming wisdom [whether 

ulative or practical] (but which is, in effect, 
y) of men who ‘lean to their own under- 

stan ing. without reference to Divino teaching. 
Comp. Plato, Apol. p. 23, A, dr: ñ dvÜOpemiyn 
copia dAlyou tivée &Eía lari xal ovdevds. 
The subsequent quotations, serving to confirm 
and illustrate this truth, are from Job v. 13, and 
Ps. xciv. 11. In the former those words 
only are taken which suited the Apostle's pur- 

; and even those are taken not onl m 
the t., but from another Version. Yn the 
latter, Paul quotes according to the Sept., but 
accommodates the e to his forse by 
giving copay ins of áyÜpo ev. In ó dpace. 
TOUS coos iv Tñ wav. a. we have a metaphor 
taken from hunters, who catch wild animals by 
throwing over them a noose i» (iv) which the 
are caught and held fast, as in . Phil. 43, 
ÀN xai copal yrepat—inwotiforra: 0áua 
(‘are bampered,' ‘fail of effect’). In the next 
clause of the Sept. (which is in parallelism with 
this), the term «oAvsAGkove has a very similar 
metaphor also from hunting. The sense is many- 

, or plaited, with allusion to the sefs laid 
to catch wild animals; denoting, as Olympio- 
dorus, on the above passage of Job, observes, 
TObe yav cvriTobs, the over-wise. Thus by 
Toùs soot: are denoted * those who think tbem- 
selves wise.” Now these, it is meant, are caught 
in & noose or net, while they are laying it for 
another. See Job xviii. 8. Ps. ix. 18. xxxv. 8, 

21—23. Here follows the epilogus, in which 
the Apostle, having thus shown the folly of 
schisms, adds an exhortation (introduced in the 
form of a conclusion from what has been "id not 
to boast, some of one teacher, and some of an- 
other, to the disregard of all the rest ; since not 
only all teachers, but all events that may befal 
them, are made subservient to the 
of the Christian body. (Est. and Pott.) 

21. undsis xavyacOw iv ávÜpo vois] ‘let no 
one boast in men,’ i.e. be proud of them as 
their teachers; mwar y ranging himself under 
any one’s banners, as leader of a sect; which was 
the case both with the Jews and the Greeks. Tho 
reason is subjoined in the words following : 
Wavra yap vper tort, Which (as addressed to 
the taught) is as much as to say ‘ye exist not for 
the sake of the teachers, but the teachers for 
you: in other words: * Yours are all teachers, 
whether Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas.’ As re- 
specta the teachers, the term &yÜpársrois is adopted 
by way of intimating & reason why this should 



16. 10—13. 
$ Cur. 3. 17. & 43. Col. 1. 36, 37. 

not be done; because they are all but men, and 
vA instruments of God for the salvation of man- 
ind. 
— 4ávTa yàp Dur tory, &c.] IIárra here 

is by some Commentators referred to things,— 
namely, the endowments of the Apostles and 
teachers; by others (which is more agreeable to fal 
the context), to , namely, all teachers ; the 
sense being, * Áll teachers, and all the various 
endowments tary repect Yay enjoy, are yours, 
i.e. meant to promotive of your spiritual 
good. Comp. Rom. viii. 28, 38. This mávra is 
then explained per peptopdy. The terms them- 
selves are not to be too much pressed ; since, as 
Calv.and Hyper. are agreed, this is merely meant as 
& representation xab’ UrepBodAny, or kat’ aüEn- 
giv, of things the most excellent in the universe, 
by & sort ot magnificent gradation ; q. d. * Yours 
are all teachers [and their endowments], whether 
Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas; nay, yours is the 
whole universe, and whatever it affords, whether 
distributed into things endued with life, or desti- 
tute of it; whether into tbings present, or things 
future (comp. Col. i. 16. Rom. viii. 39), all are 
yours, i. e. are meant to be subservient to your 
real and ultimate J^ ‘It may, observes 
Hyper., *easily be shown that all these things, 
comprehended in the foregoing pepiopds, are 
appointed for the especial service of the righteous. 

he world, as created for the righteous, —/i/e, as 
given for the righteous, and death subdued to 
them,—all things, whether present or future, are 
meant for their final good.’ The goneral sense 
is, that, ‘under the direction of God's providence, 
the world, and all things which form parts of its 
course, whether — of the present or of & 
future state, are made subservient to the final 
benefit of the righteous,’ working together for 
their good in the end, serving to make them holy 
here, and happy hereafter. 

23. Unis è Xpiorov] There is an emphasis 
on Xp., q. d. ‘ye are Christ s servants [and there- 
fore not to be enslaved to any teachers] even as 
Christ is God's," viz. in his human capacity, in 
the exercise of his office of Mediator and Inter- 
cessor; in the disch of which he depended 
on God the Father. "Cum pare & similar passage 
to the present (alike meant to carry the grada- 
tion to the highest pitch) in ] Cor. xi. 3. An 
inference from the foregoing may (as Billr. sug- 
gests) supply an admonition to teachers: ‘ Let 
not therefore pride be among you: yc belong to 
Christ the Lord; but even — not to 
serve himeelf, but in all things did the will of 
— Belong, then, to him, and be one with 
im.” 

IV. The Apostle goes on to show, that all 
preachers are but stewards of the manifold grace 
of God, and are valued in the sight of ac- 
cording to their ity, which cannot now be 
known to men; d dut therefore they ought 

1 CORINTHIANS III. 22, 23. IV. 1, 2. 

bis buo» corer ?? elre llabüXos, eire Amorio, elre Kos, eire 
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2>°C dé Aormorv, Coretta èv 

neither to be too much extolled nor depreciated 
till Christ, their Lord, shall come, who will assign 

such stewards have no ground of penay. Then, 
in order to point out the difference between the 

pov 
endured, 
shortly come, and put to the test the claims ef 
his adversaries, by seeing the powers 
which they can bring forward for their confirma- 
tion. As to the first five verses, their connexion 

vants of God and of the Church, could net 
ges become a Chater i — Sounders 
of sects; in this e 8 to state 
that the teachers are simply stewards of that 
which God hath commi to their charge. 
The only praise that could accrue to them was 
that which they might procure by ty. But 
even for this praise he himself did not look, in 
so fa? as men were concerned (áuoi dé als ¿Xé- 
yicTOv ioti», wa Ud’ Univ dvaxpites, b ows 
— : nay, 80 — iene 
° , that he not even j i 
but had left all to the Lord. If, then, the Apos- 
tle were so humble, how much more ought the 
Corinthians to be eo !° 

l. oUTw* rnuas Loy :Yicbes åvôpæror, &c.] 
] light alone ` namely, Obr, ‘in this felons 

et Urnpitas X proto, for ësaxovouç Xpxoos, 
ch. iii. 5. So Luke i 2, vwrnpérar ov Ie 

uiv. to dian. ch. iii, 5; and so in Jos. Bell. ii. 
15, 4. "The inference implied is, these, tben, 
are not to be accounted lords of their faith, se 
at they should bear their appellation from 
them. 
— olxovóuovs uva pier Ov] i.e. ‘stewards 

and dispensers of the benefits of tbe Gospel, by 
preaching its doctrines ;' which are called 
ries, becausc they are not discoverable by human 
reason, but only to be known from Divine reve- 
lation. It is meant that they are stewards only, 
not rietors, of that which they dispense, and 
ought therefore in all respects to follow the di- 
reciions of their Master ; and accordi 
is thoir chief duty. As respects expres- 
sion olxoy. uvotnpiwy Macknight, in his note 
supra, ii. 7, and Dr. Peile, think, that bere, and 
in various other passages, the Apostle applies the 
term Avo-rrüpia to the Gospel by way of recom- 
mending it to the Greeks, and thereby weaning 
them from those mysteries of which they 
Rue "m fond; and because the — the 

pel contains were unspeskably more im 
tant than those of any of those s0-culled mel 4838 

agly fidelity 
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ries, and far more certain, being from Gop. 
Accordingly, on this verse Mackn. maintains 
that St. Paul by olxoy. uvor. means to charac- 
terize himself as a mystagogus of these mysteries, 
to intimate that the deepest doctrines, as well as 
the plain clementary principles, were intrusted 
to him to be dispensed and made known. This, 
however, seems & vain fancy; and the notion, 
besides that it su the Apostle to do what 
was so censurable in the Romaniets of later agoe, 
du uy the fad tiat, in DA an 
the passages Mackn. speaks of, the singular 
peo7rápio is used, which can relate only to the 
Gospel generally; and, moreover, where the 
plural pveripia is used (which is only five 
times), it cannot have any reference to the Hea- 
then m i As to the passage of 1 Cor. xiii. 
2, édp—elde Tà uveTüpia wavta xai vaca» 
Thy *yregis, there by uvaTüpia must be de- 
no as at xiv. 2, the Osov copla i» uve npío 
(1 Cor. ii 7), and Mackn. does not himself re- 
cognize the allusion ere. Again, as ts Tà 
— rot BacóÀsiae Tov Osov in Matt. xiii. 
11, Luke viii. 10, the expreesion may only 
mean the : Gospel doctrine, as from +d 
noe. THe Baci a(as, found in the parallel pas- 
sage of Mark iv. 11. Here, however, the plural 
is used of the fundamental doctrines of the Gos- 

; on which see Est., who with other eminent 
itors, i the Sacraments; though 

Mr. Alford denies that they can be referred to 
either of the two categories in which the Sacra- 
ments are classed. The moet correct view seems 
to be that taken by Calv., thus: ‘ Honorificum 
est Evangelii elogium, quod arcana Dei, que in 
eo coatinentur, nuncupat. Porro quum bis mys- 
teriis anneza sint tanquam appen- 
dices, sequitur, eorum quoque legitimos dispen- 
satores eese qui verbo administrando presunt.' 
See also Hyper., who well obeerves, —' Vocat hic 

š similitudine ducta ab economia, 
seu administratione domus (comp. olxoe O4ov, 
said of the Church of God, 1 Tim. iii. 15), sicut 
ante vocavit rarios. Etsi vero humilitatem 
verbe ista ificent, tamen valde illustrant illo- 
rum munus. These uvornpia ministers, as they 
are the thereof, are to announce, and 
deal out the truths contained therein (óp0o- 
Topmsi»), having for that purpose received them 
from the Fountain of Truth, the Holy Spirit. 
2. The sense bere depends on the reading. 

For the text. rec. ë 04, A, B, C, D F, G, and 5 
cursives, with the Syr., Vulg., and other ancient 
Versione, have ode, which is adopted by Lachm. 

t placed at the end of the ver. preceding), 
iech., and Alf. Bat in his 2nd edit. Tisch. re- 

stores ë dé, rightly; for the great deficiency in 
cursives casts a shade on the authority ; 
and i inst the reading, 
which yields so harsh and jejune « sense, that 
only a German stomach can digest it. Besides, 
the position of od: at the beginning of a sentence 
is un ented. The very reason which induced 
Lachm. to clap it, without any authority, at the 
end of the i verse, though to the great de- 
triment of the sense. I doubt not that eds arose 

from an error of the scribes, who confounded 3 
62 with ade (as we see the same scribes did at 
Luke xvi. 25), stumbling at the unusual idiom 
ó Aoucrór, which seems Hellenistic, or Provin- 
cial Greek, for the Class. rò Aouróp (for xarà 
Tò Àouróv, lit. ‘as to what remains,’ as at Eph. 
vi. 10); and Paul uses +ó Aorwdy, as well as 
Aowwdy, and once, it seems, here, ó Aoir. In 
these cases, however, there is, I think, under 
ceterum implied the notion of potissimum, ° espe- 
cially,’ which * is very suitable. ; 
— Cnretrac] lit. * the indi sable requisite, 

tbe most essential duty, ia P Bee the botes of 
Calv. and Hyper. 

3. dol dì ale iXdyiorór icra] lit. * it comes 
to, passes for, very little.” An Hellenistic phrase 
for iX áxioróv uoi le riw, equiv. to the Classical 
wap’ oudéy ic Ti, or ovdiv Qiadépet, non curo, 
&c., there being a mixture of two constructions. 
The Pron. éuoi is emphatic; q. d. ‘ But to me it 
counts for very little, that I should be examined, 
or scrutinized, as to my faithfulness, by you ; or 
that I be brought under the judgment-day (for 
the judgment, or verdict) of man ;'—the Adject. 
árÜpe. meaning, * what proceeds from man, or 
men.’ The é&pression, indeed, involves great 
harshness, and was as so anomalous by 
Jerome, as to be set down by him as a Cilicism. 
But the best Expositors are agreed that Paul 
chose to employ the term with allusion to that 
great day judgment, infra y. 5, supra iii. 
3—15. x 15, about the award of Pebich 

alone he was anxious; his mcaning being. that 
* whether he be approved or censured by a human 
verdict is of little consequence to him, in com- 
parison with the unerring judgment of God at 
the Brett an Thus he cares not to prove his 
fidelity to those who choose to doubt it,—but 
contents himself with simply protesting it, with 
an appeal to the tribunal of the great Searcher 
of hearts. 
— ¿AXA ovdi iuavróv dvaxpive] The diffi- 

culty (which has been started by t., Mackn., 
and others), —namely, that it is the duly of every 
man (a duty enjoined by the Apostle, 1 Cor. xi. 
31, and 2 Cor. xiii. 5) to examine and judge 
himself, is not to be satisfactorily removed by 
assigning to ¿vaxpíve lpavTÓv a sense so unpre- 
cedented, as ‘I condemn myself! We may 
prefer the version of Dr. Peile, who renders, 
‘nay, I am not even my own examincr' But, 
before adopting tbat sense, we should bave satis- 
factory proof that the words admit of it. I see 
not why the difficulty may not be as well re- 
moved by taking dvaxpive in the sense to hold 
judgment on ; thus the sense will be, * Nay, I do 
not care to hold judgment on myself in such a 
caso ;' ‘I do not care to decide on my own merits 
or demerits.” This view of the sense is con- 
firmed by the term 4¿yaxpives, just after used; 
the words odtv—dedixaiwuur being parentheti- 
cal. I find this view supported by the authority 
of Theo byl., Theodor., and Est. — 

4. ot e next clause, oidip yáp—2aóvoida 
which is parenthetical, the sense is, Though 
am not conscious to myself of having done any 
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oùs èv Tovro Sedixaiwpar) 6 66 dvaxplvov pe Kúpiós éorw. 

Geo. 

wrong [in my ministry], yet am I not, on that 
Mic regarded — and free from 
blame,'—namely, it should seem, that of sinning 
occasionally through ignorance or inadvertence. 
—At ovdiy supply xaxdy, as in the Ni conscire 
sibi of Horace. The word is sometimes 3 
as at Job xxvii. 6, où yàp cuvoida ipavTo 
&tora xpatas. 
— 4X’ oux ip ToUTo dedix.] * Yet am I not 

hereby (i. e. by this ee verdict) — cleared 
of blame. Comp. Ignat. Ep. ad Magn. ap. Eu- 
seb. H. E. iii. 36, dAA' où wapa Tovro éedixal- 
«uat, Of the next words the literal sense is, — 
*but he who holdeth inquiry upon me is the 
Lord ; implying that he alone who is to judge 
him at the last day—the Lorp—is his true 
Judge, to determine whether he deserves praise 
or blame. 

5. On this the Apostle founds a most weighty 
admonition, admitting of univ lication, 
though meant for the readers, like others at Rom. 
xiv. 3, 4, 10, 14, and in the form of a usion 

* Wherefore (such from what has been said ; q. d. 
being the case) (ore), abstain from all sitting 
in judgment upon others, —myself, or any other 

reon or party,—as being premature ;' lit., ° be- 
ore the time [appointed]. At Eee d» iA0p 
there is an ellipe. ; q. d. * [But wait] until the 
Lord shall come to exercise such judgment at his 
second advent.’ The next clause, os xai $eríati, 
&c., is meant to intimate wy this judgment 
should be abetained from, —namely, ‘since we 
weak mortals are destitute of that competent 
knowledge of all the circumstances of any case, 
without which the office of judgment cannot 

perly be exercised; and ought therefore to 
eave judgment to the great Searcher of hearts, 
who will not only bring to light the most secret 
actions, but (xal dwrloest—xai, &c.) will mani- 
fest the hidden counsels of the heart.’ 1 Cor. 
xiv. 25. 

The phrase BovAal T&v xapåı&v is formed on 
several in the Old Test.; especially Pe. xliv. 22, 
* Will not God search it out; for he knoweth 
the secret things of the heart P° 35 mwn, Sept., 
Tà kptquia TH Kapdlas. 

— xal rors 6 Éxaiwos —Osov]  Theophyl., 
after Chrys., observes, that we should have ex- 

ted the Apostle rather to have said ñ riuepía, 
bo Ewa:vor. But, by so expressing, the Apostle, 
we may say, confines himself to the more 
able of the two ideas, Though, indeed, in éwar- 
vos is, Billr. thinks, also included the opposite 
to praise, 3 u£uvis and tipwpia, on the prin- 
ciple of contrarium ë contrario; yet it might 
best be accounted for on the principle, that 
B«awos is one of those words which properly 
have e middie signification ; though in use they 

5 e" Nore pù Trpo kapod Tt Kpivere, Ews Av EXOn ó Kupios- de xal 
Eom2.1, pwtice, Tà KpuTTa ToU aKoTous, Kal pavepwoe tas Bouxàs 

- TOV Kapdiay Kal TóTre Ò Émaivos yevnaeras éExdotp amo ToU 

6 f Tatra 66, aderdol, pererynparica eis épavróv Kai’ ATANG 
z. 9 Dyas" va éy "ipi páðnre TÒ PÀ ùrèp Ó yeypamrat poveiy, 

i iva uù els irrép ToU évós pucwiabe xarà trod érépov. 7 € T 

come to have a signification either in deteršus, or 
in melius; so iur Nerd t meed.’ That there are 
not a few such words in most languages is not to 
be doubted: but I cannot find any proof that 
gmratyos (or even its root alvor) was one of this 
kind: for, as to the gloss of Hesych. éwaivovs 
xploers—even supposing the sense there intended 
to be awards, it would scarcely be sufficient 
evidence, being probably founded on the usage of 
some poet. Rejecting, then, both of the two 
pus pee &bove propounded, I now prefer ren- 
ering: * And then to every one (i. e. teacher) 

shall be apportioned by God the portion of praise 
due to him,’ equiv. to his meed of praise. This 
is more agreeable to the context in the next 
verse; for, as Est. well points out, ‘the pur- 
pose of the Apostle is to repress those whe, 
through contention, extolled their own parti- 

"$13. The Apol explains the design . e e now k 
he had in the enii of himself and Apollos, — 
namely, to withdraw the Corinthian converts 
from all party-spirit, and the pride and vanity 
which it engenders. 

6. taŭra 82, d0t dol, usarse. els éx.] How- 
ever, these things [namely, ‘which I have now 
written, on the authority of teachers,’ ch. iii. 4— 
35], ‘ I have in figure applied (accommodated ) in 
other words, to myself and Apollos for your 
sakes, for your instruction ;' 38 have brought 
forward this in my own person and in that of 
Apollos, as if what was said of others (whom I, 
out of delicacy, forbear to mention) were appli- 
cable to us ; intending, under my own name and 
his, to admonish you, for your instruction, as to 
the degree of estimation in which you ought te 
hold asy teachers of the Gospel, and where you 
should vat $4253 
— pá. TÒ u p 9 yiypamrtaı dpov. 

The full sense is, ° that ye may learn the "ese, 
not to go beyond those things that are written ; 
i.e. as Mr. Alf. explains, “not to exceed, in 
your estimate of — or us, the standard 
of Scripture, which had been partly pointed out 
supra i. 19 and 312 Téypawra: A an ex 
sion commonly serving to introduce something 
written tn Scripture for general admonition ; 
not admonition only, but tastractionz ly, 
to avoid going beyond the due measure of what 
is marked out for us therein. 

— Iva pi—pvorovebe] The use of the Tadre. 
Tva is so uncommon (occurring only oace 

besides in the N. T., Gal. iv. 17), and agrees se 
ill with the notion of éntention involved in īpa, 
that Billr. is of opinion, that, since in beth 
laces the verb is one in -ów, the Apostle hss 
Hen into a grammatical error, using -ove@s for 

-é00s, and -ovrs for -er«, But grammatical 
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yap oe Staxpives; Ti Se Evers Š ovx ÉXaBes ; Ei Se xal &Xafes, 
Tí kavyücat ws uù Xafwev; 8"Hë xeropeopévoi dorè, dy 

errors rarely, if ever, occur in Paul's writings 
So that the error may rather be imputed to the 
scribes, who might, as often, confound e with ov. 
But, if Paul really intended the Indic., we may, 

ascribe this use of the mood with a Par- 
tiele of design to incialism, which Jerome 
calls Cilicism. The words may be rendered in 
their full sense: ‘that ye may not be inflated 
with pride, each one in behalf of one [of the 
two -Jeaders] to the prejudice of the other.’ 
By this force given to it, ‘the Article expresses, 
as obeerves Dr. Peile, *an individuality to the 
one and the other of the two party-leaders. He 
might have adduced, in the way of example, s 

of Luke xxiv. 18, dwoxp:Ocie ò els, 
meaning one of the two just before men- 
tioned. Thus Dr. Peile’s version, some one, is 
not quite correct. If his rendering of ale bo 
(which it ma )n ht (and certainly it is counte- 
nanced by T sedet) the «Is stands for ale 
ixacTos. Considering, however, that that elli 
sis is one requiring proof, I prefer to take the ale 
as standing for ale ris, aliquis, ‘any particular 
individual. This manner of taking the words is 
supported by the authority of Theophyl., Phot., 

7 pow ed the le in general, th . Having warn e in , the 
Apostle zA turns from the taught to the 
teachers, and severely stigmatizes their conceit; 
apostrophizing them in terms of keen sarcasm, 
and bitter irony. He took this course, because 
he had in view that pride of the teachers, and 
rivalry one against another, which could not but 
ngender a like feeling of vanity among the dis- 
* Hence, to check this evil, Pau! apostro- 

izes one such self-conceited and inflated teacher, 
rob a leader of the Anti-Pauline party (priding 

If in his own endowments of learning, wis- 
dom, or eloquence), representing as it were the 
rest. The use of the së r serves to increase 
the force of the triple interrogation here em- 
ployed. The answer, as being unavoidable, is 
eft to be supplied, i. by ó Osór; 2 and 3. by 
årò TOv Geov; In the second interrogation, +í 
Gi iyere, Š cox EAaflss ; tbe reason for putting it 
may be, what Est. supposes, namely, to antici- 
pate the reply which might be made to the first 
in ion—‘ my superiority is the fruit of m 
own talents, and the laborious assiduity wit 
which I have cultivated them.’ Now this is 
effectually refuted by the interrogation, of which 
the sense is, in other words: ‘ What hast thou of 
talents or energy, gifts or graces, that thou didst 
not receive [from God]?' Comp. John iii. 27, 
with James 1. 17. As respects the third interro- 
gation, it is only necessary to point out the stron 
mode of putting the thing; where the xai, whic 
signifies even, equiv. to as ts really the case, even 
so, and the emphasis on iAafles, serve to increase 
the force of the sentiment. The œs uh lager 
18 meant, as Theophyl. observes, to advert to the 
abeurdity of claiming that received from another, 
as if it were our own. It must, however, be 
observed, that the words admit of application to 
the taught in any Christian con tion, as well 
as to the teachers—in fact, to Christiane in gene- 
ral, as such. And here the Fathers, especially 
Chrys., Cyprian, and Augustine, have done good 

service, by refuting the Pelagias d and 
proving that (to uso the words of Caly. * quid- 
quid excellentiæ in hominibus non est na iter 
ingenitum, ut ascribi queat vel naturæ, vel 
generi ; sed ex meri et gratuitá ejus misericordi& 
manare.’ 

8. hôn xaxopsopivor ic+i, &c.] I was for- 
merly of opinion, that what is here said is to 
be understood of the teachers and °: and 
such is the view entertained by several eminent 
modern Commentators. Considering, however, 
that this view involves too much Banbuce, T 
am now induced to acquiesce in that adopted 
by the ancient ponin; as Chrys., Theophyl., 
and CEcumen., and by some early modern Com- 
mentators as Hyper. and Calv., according to 
which the reference is to the Corinthian commu- 
sity ; though I see not why it may not include 
sucb of that community as, havin n endowed 
with the higher spiritual gifts (the Adyor yrur 
caws and Aóyos copias spoken of in 1 Cor. 
xii. 8), had, on that ground, become the &.d4- 
oxaho: mentioned at xii. 29; and as those spi- 
ritual gifts were extensively distributed, it is 

bable that the persons in question were many. 
his view is confirmed by v. 15, id» yàp uv- 

plovs Taidayeryobs iynre iy XpioTo. The 
sense of the whole passage is well explained by 
Chrys., who, after ably tracing the connexion 
with the preceding context, points out the bear- 
ing of the three different clauses one towards 
ano The first is taken from persons so filled 
with food, as neither to need nor desire any 
more; the second, from persons so rich, as to 
have no need of or desire for more wealth ; the 
third, from one who, from being a private person, 
is raised to the me; and, having therefore 
attained the highest station, has notbing further, 
in the way of ambition, to wish for. After no- 
ticing the indignant vexation in the context, 
Chrys. marks the strong force and emphasis in 
làn, as intimating the improbability and absur- 
dity of their fancied TsAÀ«:óTy$. Accordingly, 
with a due regard to the delicate thread of con- 
nexion, alone perceived by Te we may er- 
press the general sense intended by the Apostle 
thus :—' ived, however, you aver you have, 
—and it would seem all at once. S has 
been the time since you became acquainted with 
the Gospel, ye are, it seems, even now already 
full to satiety.” Kexop. may seem a somewhat 
coarse term; but exx. of it, and of others yet 
more homely (such as yopra{ec@a:), are ad- 
duced by Athen. p. 100, ed. Casaub., from the 
pee Attic writers; in addition to which I 

ve noted Eubul. in his AóAw», fr. i. But, to 
eed : at the next step in the gradation, à 

TÀXovrücaTs, ‘ye are rich, —viz. in all spi- 
ritual wealtb,—there is an allusion to whet was 
said, supra, i. 5 and 7, iv mayri ivXovríoO Ta 
— ëv Kacy yrwou, Sore Guar wh vorepsiobar 
iv nevi xuplopars (meaning ‘ spiritual gift’), 
where what is said is rather to be understood of 
their claim to possess all these spiritual riches 
and gifte, than the being in actua — of 
them. Comp., too, Rev. iii. 17. ere, then, 
the Apostle means to intimate that such is the 
caso with (hem. In the words which follow, 
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xepls uav tBacirebcare, we have the top- 
step of the climax; and the metaphor is bold, 
not to say harsh. Examples, indeed, are adduced 
by Wets. from Horace and other writers of a 
similar use in Latin of the verb regno; but 
these are not to the pu ; any more than the 
example adduced by Dr. Peile from Hor. Sat. i. 

, 12, ° atque tetrarchas, oninia magna lo- 
uens, since it is observable that the purpose of 

Apostle here is to represent the persons in 
question, not as talking big, but as inordinately 
vain, fancying ves to be very princes of 
wisdom. Accordingly, the force of the term 

. € here employed may be thus — : * Ye 
reign paramount, x to your fellow-Christians 
in other Churches. This use of the Aor. 1 for 
Preeent (denoting * I have done and do a thing") 
is frequent iu the beat Class. writers. Finally, 
the words yepic "uir are thrown in by way of 
intimating the éndigmity of the thing, and the 
unconscientious éxjustice thereof. The sense is, 
* without us,’ i. e. independent of us CApostles), 
without our aid or good will (so Eurip. Inc. 67, 
epis Osov), even though Paul, as he reminds 

them, infra v. 15, was their father in Christ, 
having ten them in the Gospel of Jesus. 
— xal ódsXóv ya, &c.] In these words irony 

dod. ene — — stab inten » however obecurely e seem 
as the best Expositors are agreed, to be — 
* Would that ye were so abundant in all spiritual 
riches! for then I might partake of vour pros- 
perity, by the credit and honour which I should 
enjoy from having converted and taught you; 
since the fame of the disciple tends to the honour 
of the teacher." 

9. dox yàp Sr: ó Oede, &c.] In order to 
arrive at the exact sense of these words (ren- 
dered obscure by deep feeling) it is necessary to 
ascertain the connexion, and trace the scope of the 

The intent of the Apostle would seem 
to be, to contrast his own situation with theirs, 
and thus put them to shame. The link of con- 
nexion seems to subsist in a clause omitted, to 
which the yàp has reference, q. d. ‘ [And well 
may we Apostles form such e wish;] for how 
different is our situation as compared with yours ! 
thus while you abound in e good thing, and 

your heads high, we, This use of 
Sox is (like our Í trow) subservient to irony or 
earcasm. "Hades robe . dexérovs år- 
éds Esr, ‘hath set us Apostles in the lowest 
lace; lit. ‘row.’ Comp. Luke xiv. 8—10, e 

re taken from ranging persons in a row, ac- 
cording to rank, in to denote meanness of 
condition. 

At imuav. (ec. orduga there is another 
—— expreas the por idea of men con- 

to death, and who are in continual ex- 
pectation of meeting their fate. In the words 
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émAovrüjcare, xepls huw éBaciievcate xai Sdedov ye éBaat- 
AevcaTe! (ya xal welts Upiv cupBacirevowpev. 9 h Aox@ yap 
drt ó Beds Huds ToU; dTocTOXovs écyárovs amédeckev, ws émi- 

‘Sn. Oavarious: Gre Üéarpov èyevýðnpev TH Koop, Kal ayyédors xai 
a7. avOparros. 101 Hpeis popo da Xpioròv, Dueis 52 ppóvipos 
ia @ Xpwrg ueis daÜeveis, ipeis è ioyupoi ipets evdotos, 

that we have a new figure, on the fore- 
ing one, and probably by it, —eince, 

hon the circumstance that the execution of cri- 
minals was in moet cases public, the term 
gested the use of the metaphor in 0éaT pow, whie 
stands for Olaya, as used in Arrian, Epict. iii. 
22 (to denote a gazing-stock), 0éaua sivas $Ë 
Tav ——— Thus red — bj ts @¿arpos 
—ávÜpetroic appears to be, ‘ , in one poiat 
of resemblance we may truly be called —— 
Tot :] for we, like them, are become a gazing. 
stock to the whole universe, both angels and 
men. Oíarpo» dyer. is for Qsa+qpÁConeña, ss 
in a kindred — of Heb. x. 33. As to the 
difficulty started by some—how angels can be 
su present at such a spectacle, it may be 
answered, with Chrys. and Grot., that xal dyyiA. 
kai àyÓp. are put per uspicuów, being exume- 
rated as the constituent parts of re xéope pre- 
ceding; and thus the world [of intelligent be- 
ings] is here distinguished into two parts, the 
superior and the inferior Family, forming, as it 
were, the visible and the tevisble spectators. 
asa Tim. v. 21. ) n th 

. Huate pwpol—&ripoc n this antitheti- 
cal sentence (in which is resumed the comparison 
between himeelf and his fellow Apostles on the 
one hand, and the Corinthian teachers and 
on the other) the Apostle ironically the 
things which bis enemies said of him ; and in 
the same spirit of irony attributes to them the 
opposite qualities. 
— nepol dia Xprordy) for u. à: Tov AOvyew 

TOU Xpiorov, ‘on account of the plain preach- 
ing of Christ and him crucified ;' see supra i. 18, 
* ii. 2. In ñuste mæpoi there is an truncal 
concession ; q. d. ° those who are fools by 
the worldly-wise,' both heathens and some ef the 
Corinthian Christians. @por. iv Kp. denotes, 
with the same qualification, * so prudent and pe 
vident in the cause of Christ, as to run as little 
risk as possible.'—'AcO0srsis and ic i admit 
of more than one interpretation ; sense 
Paul intended is scarcely to be ascertained, but 
robably this: * We are [thought] week, as suf- 

ng passively: ye ere strong and influential, 
able to repel injury, or conciliste forbearance 
from — It should seem that the Apostle 
meant here to advert to the three t mesas 
whereby any influence is qune with men, or 
— pignus id the T — wisdom, T 

or power), and fame. Consequeatly, 
&aÜtv))e, in both these passages, ——— be- 
ing destitute of external endowments and worldly 
advan * and loyvpóe, * the bei 
of and buoyed up with them.’ In the last clause 
where the inverse order ie adopted, in order to 
raw a closer connexion with the next verse), 

&Tiuoc is equiv. to rà dyer xal rà iEovéere- 

following, S: 0¿a+pov ivyerfOnpey, it would seem 
engrafted 
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nueis 66 driuot. 1 *"Ayp, tis dor, a@pas xal Twewvopev ka 

Supdper, xai yupvyretoper, kal xoXadutóueÜa, kal dorarodpen, Vus: 
12l kal xomudpev épyalopevot tais ilai yepot DoWopovpevor, $3 4. 

& 18. 
& evhoyouper ScwKopevot, aveyoueBa: 13 m Bracdnpuovpevos, mapa- 

^ € / - a r , , 1 rahooper os Tepxabáppara TOÜ KOC MOU éyeviónues, TAVTOV ss 
mepiyenua éos Got. 1$" Oùx  évrpérov vpás ypádo Taira, 1 Thee 8 8 

piva, supra i. 28; and £y&oEo: means ‘in high 
fame,’ as party-leaders, or, at least, as influential 

]l. The position of &r:por, lust, in v. 10 (by 
the adverse order), suggests the dwelling on the 
distresses of body, and mortification of mind, 
which the Apostle had to encounter; and this is 
drawn forth into a pathetic enumeration (by way 
of example), brought to a kind of climaz— eo 
ordine (says Hyper.) ut in extremis incrementum 
sit, summaque — — The ex- 

ion with which the description is introduced, 
€4ypi THe dpi, serves to denote the t 

the evils in question: q. d. * Nay, not to 
mention past afflictions, m" to this present time 
we are scantily supplied with the common neces- 
saries of food, drink, and clothing. To this 
penury of circumstances is then subjoined an- 
other class of evils, scarcely less trying, in mor- 
fifiertions. The term placed in the foreground, 
koAadutOusDa, is to be taken, in a modified 
sense, of * contumelious treatment ;' as in 2 Cor. 
xii. 7. 1 Pet. ii. 20 ; and so in English ‘to buffet," 
or ‘to cuff,’ is used in our old authors, as Shak- 
speare; equivalent to ‘to be pushed and shoved 
out of the way ;' like wepiwOeio8ac in Thucyd. 
Hi. 57, 4, and Aristot. Pol. v. 6. The word is 
pronounced by Phryn. and Thom. Mag. as son- 
Attic. Bat is uot the Greek of Pausanias (who 
uses the word) Attic enough to please any rea- 
sonable judges? To the above is subjoined the 
affecting particular, ác-aTovnev, meaning ‘ the 
having no settled abode,’ ‘ not having where to 
lay their heads’ (see Matt. viii. 20. x. 23), but 
Wandering from city to city, as the Poet says, 
‘incerti quo fata ferant, ubi sistere datur.’ A 
state this, among the ancients considered so de- 
plorable, as to numbered among the erecra- 
tions imprecating evil on the wicked. The next 

icular, «al. xow:wpsy—yspoi, ought not to 
been thrown to v. 12, —since the working 

hand for maintenance by hard labour hae no- 
ing to do with rance, but rather belonge 

to the former particular, dorarovuey, as an ex- 
ample of endarance,—since the hand-labour dur- 
ing the time Paul's ecclesiastical employment 
permitted its exercise, must have been severe, 
and kept up to & late hour, and consequently 
(as Chrys. o) very —— However, the 
chief reason, I think (with . Est., and 
Grot.), why Paul mentions this, is to draw & 
contrast with the false teachers, who lived luxu- 
DT from the labours of others. This view 
T find confirmed by Chrys, Theophyl., and 
(Ecumen. - 

12. The foregoing are instances of endwrance ; 
those eabjoined, vv. 12 end 18, are instances of 

. The foregoing, observes Theodor., 
ct fortitade to the proof; the fol- 

ed for Thv rero7lpav iXocodoíay, 
ing ‘the philosophy of f. ; 

fatte 
owing 

mean orbearance; exx. 
of which seo in Suic. Thes. in v.; q.d. ‘we 

m Lam. 3. 45. n1 Thess. 2.11. 
patiently submit to reproach, insult, and perse- 
cution; nay, we requite them with the very 
opposite ;'—«üXoy., lit. * we give good words in 
return.' See Rom. xii. 14, and note. 
— drtyóutða) lit. ‘we put up with it,” ‘ bear 

it patiently ;' as in 2 Cor. xi. 20. Jos. Antt. xvi. 
9, 4. xvii. 2, 4, and Bell. iv. 8, 10 (which last- 
mentioned passage presents a strong resemblance 
to the present), dpwacuevos dríysoOs, xal 
TuWTouevan Cumas, In the next words, with 
TapaxkaAovusv (‘we use entreaty’), compare 
ésóusÜa in Thucyd. vi. 80, 8. Such terms of 

ion have no little pathos. The next 
clause, we aspixaÜápuara — Geri, forms the 
highest "p of the climaz ; in which the Apostle 
sums up the details of injurious treatment in a 
few words, the sense of which, however, is dis- 

ted. IIspwáÜapua Tov xócpov, is by many 
ommentators, ancient and modern, regarded as 

a sacrificial term, with allusion to the expé 
sacrifices of the Greeks and Romans, among 
whom, in times of public calamity, some poor 
wretch was selected from the dregs of the people, 
to be offered up asa lustration sacrifice. Such 
persons, however, were called xaÜápuara, or 
T1pikaÜápuaTa, with reference to the purifica- 
tion, or expiation, effected by their sacrifice; 
which can have no place here, unless the term be 
taken, in a very qualified and highly figurative 
sense, of those who undergo the greatest evils 
from their fellow-creatures ; see Heydenreich and 
Photius. And when we consider the expres- 
sion which follows (evidently meant, by a paral- 
lelism, to be exegetical), aávrw» Tapldjrnua, 
there is little doubt that the sense of arapixaÜ&p- 
para is ‘the cleansings up,’ as rsplynua is 
‘the sweepings up,’ or * around ;' metaphorically 
denoting the vilest things, or persons,—tho very 
outcasts of society. weplnua in this sense, 
examples are frequent; of arepixaÜ. very rare. 
But what confirms this rendering is, that Paul 
must, it should seem, have in view the 
words of Lam. iii. 45; for the Hebrew text 
there contains two words which, though now lost 
in the Sept., were probably once there,—namely, 
TspiKaÜÁKpuaTa xal wrepinua, each of which 
Paul here i» deor eee Render: ‘Thou hast 
made us as the offscouring (or “s inge-up*) 
and refuse among the people,’ “the. seat P 
society. The word wspıphuara may, how- 
ever, not have been in the text of the s 
but been used by St. Paul to further develop the 
idea, and it is quite permitted by the force of the 
Hebrew term. 

14. The Apostle now softens the seeming 
harshness of the foregoing expressions, by assu- 
ring the Corinthian converts that he did not 
mention bis sufferings as a reproach to them, but 
as a proof of his fatherly affection for them (v. 15) 
in bearing so much for their and in order 
to excite them to follow his example. 
— oix ivrpémwv buüs—vovÜsre)  Reuder: 
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e Acta 18.11. GAN as Téxva pov ayatrnta vovÜerd. 1 °’Eay yàp pupious 
Phiem. 10, qraayayous eynte év Xptot@, GAN ov ToXXoUs TaTépas: éy 
p ch. 11. 1. nies yap Xpwot@e Inood Sia ToU evayyediou éyàó Uuüs éyévvpoa. 
Phil. 8. 17. 
1 Thees. 1. 6. 
2 These. 8. 9. 
Heb. 18. 7. 
1 Pet. 5. 8. 
g 1 Tim. 1. 2. 

ch.7.%. «alas Tavrayoo èv ma 
Prov. 13.17. Matt. 24. 45. & 36. 31, 

‘I write not thus to you as shaming you,’ or, for 
éyrpéov, ‘with a view to shame you, ‘put 
you to shame, —4AÀA' œs Tix. pov åy. vouÜsTo, 
‘but as beloved children I admonish you [ss a 
father].’ 

15. In watdayewyote and waripas the Apos- 
tle contrasts the severity and mercenary service 
of paid instructors with the gentleness and the 
aisusercerce paternal spirit evinced by him- 
se 
— ¿v Xptora] Construe this with ¿y(vwnca. 

These words show the mature of the paternity 
just spoken of; namely, that of having converted 
them to Christianity. 

16. uuuyraí pov) Not ‘imitators of my 
modesty, as many Commentators explain ; for 
it seems to be simply the Apostle's intention to 
deduce from his y obse paternity the inference, 
that they should be imitators of him, as far as he 
imitated Christ; just as parents and teachers are, 
to their children and pupils, the exemplar by 
which they are to model their character. 

17. &à Tovro ixena, &c.) ‘for which rea- 
son, i.e. ‘in order that ye may the better be 
enabled to trace my exemplar in doctrine and 
duty.'—Téxroy, ‘disciple,’ or *convert.'—i» Kv- 
iw, ‘in the work of the Lord,’ the spreading of 
is Gospel. 
— ds óuàs dvauvioa tas odode, &c.] The 

Apostle does not say ‘shall teach you ;' 
to be taught by so young & man as Timothy 
would have offended their pride; and for the 
same reason he adds ‘my ways, q.d. ‘he shall 
not speak his own, but mine’ (Billr., from CEcu- 
men. and Theophyl). I would, however, ob- 
serve, that the Apostle was the lees likely to 
here s of tacking , since the Corin- 
thians had been already, and that by himeelf, all 
the essential truths of the Gospel; though, as 
Stenersen observes, ‘they might have had their 
Notions disturbed by false teachers, so as not to 
be well able to discern right from wrong conclu- 
sions, or more important from less important 
matters, so as to occasionally need that the 
simple and plain doctrine of the Apostle should 
be recalled to their minds.’ Moreover, it is to 
be considered that things may be known indeed, 
though not sufficiently —* in view, being pushed 
out of mind by other and sewer things, though 
far less important. How much this is the case 
at the present day,—and continually more and 
more,—no serious and reflecting Pastor need be 
told, —nor, it is hoped, informed, — by what means 
the evil is to be remedied. The Apoetle em- 
ploys here a delicacy of expression, which has a 
close parallel in the words of St. Peter, 2 Epist. 
i. 12, ovx. uske del (uae vsouiuuviakauw 
4spl ToÓTww, xalwep eléorac, where the 
force of the xalawep «là. is well illustrated by the 

16 p Tlapaxada ovv pâs puntal pou yiveoĝe. 174 Aià rovro 
¿meua piv Trpoeov, ds dots Tékvov pov áryamiyróv Kai Tria TÓv 
èv Kuply, ôs tyas avapvnces tas óðoús pou tas év Xpiore, 

éxxrgnoia Sdacxw. 
Eph.6&.31. CoL 1.7. &4 9. $Tih. 2.2. Rev.9. 10,18 

18 ‘Qs pn épxo- 

above remark. As respects the next words ác 
ódoós pou tat ip Xpiore, these have been 
variously explained; but their sense not eatis- 
factorily determined. They might denote, as 
Grot, Est., and Pisc. explain, ‘my mode of life 
and conversation worthy of the Gospel. But 
the — words ¿y Kupig, and xaÜ&e &à- 
édoxw, which are exegetical of the foregoing, 

lude that view. Nor is it sufficient to un- 
derstand, with Theophyl. (after Chrys), as 
thereby denoted, ras iv Te xnpvypati olxovo- 
pias, Tobe xuydvas, Ta &Ün, Tovs vouovs vods 
@síous. For, tho that is the truth, it is not 
the whole truth. The Apostle had just earnestly 
exhorted them to be imitators of him [and not of 
the upstart new teachers]; and then he adds, 
that, in order to their becoming such, be has 
sent unto them Timothy to do what is subjoined. 
But, considering that in those respects they could 
not be imitators of the Apostle, however 
might of bis life and character, —accordingly 
am inclined to think, that under tho idea of 
teaching is to be included the doctrines taught. 
And need there was that the Corinthians should 
be imitators of their spiritual Father in oldi 
fast ‘the form of sound words, as the faith 
had been taught from the first; considering that 

doctrines, nay, pernicious and soul 
jes, were even then being disseminated by 

false teachers every where. That such had 
arisen at Corinth, is certain from ch. xi. 18 aad 
19, with a reference to which the Apostle com- 
menced that chapter with the same words as 
here, uiusTaí pov ylysac8e. I now find that 
long ago Crell. and Hyper., under the idea of 
* mode of teaching,’ included doctrine ; and Est. 
observes that some here extend the force of óð. 
to doctrine, from which view he expresses ne 
dissent. Of later Commentators several 
this view. Finally, the words wasrayov 
waoy ixx\ycia seem meant to pre-occupy am 
objection on the part of some,—namely, that 
Paul accommodated not only his mode of teach- 
ing and regulating the Church, but the doctrines 
he taught, to the tastes and prejudices of his dis- 
ciples, — one set of doctrines to the Gen- 
tiles, and another set to the Jews,—a groundless 
accusation, which Timothy could, on his own 
testimony, wholly refute. 

18 œs ph—igvorw0ycar Tus]. Render: 
‘ But certain persons, as though Í were not 
coming to you, have become puffed The 
persons alluded to were, doubtless, for most 
jen. us Tan Sy t — n question ; 
though, also, as Chrys. and Theophyl. su 
the friends and connexions of the groes offender 
alluded to in the next Chapter (probably a per- 
son of wealth and consequence), as is almost cer- 
tein from ch. v. 2, xai ipsis Tejueiepmipos 
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pévou Šé pou mpós tas, épuowbnody tivese 19 r drevoopas Se r Rom. 1. 
Taxéews mpòs Uuas, Edy ó Kuptos Oeon, kal yvooouas ov Toy unes 18. 
Acyov TAY TeQvawpévov, GAL Ty. Svvapw. %* od yap ev sch.s e 
Aoyo 7) Bacireia Tov Oeod, AAN év Suvapes. 91 t Tí Oérere ; éy 3Pet- 1.16. 
paBdp EO mpos ns, 1) év dryámy mveú arti Te 1 TTpaóTyTOS ; 

V. ! 2°Odws axoveras èv ipiv mopveia, xal TrowavT)) Tropyeía, Sla" eS 

icrí; where the persons meant seem chiefly 
those; ss also other persons of rank and in- 
fluence, who thought they could not face a pre- 
sent, as they could an absent nuno pastor and 
master. Accordingly | would, with Calv. and 
Est., understand the words in question to denote 
the inflation of self-confidence and arrogance 
founded on pride. The force of the àà after ip-. 
xontrov will appear from the following connexion 
of the words, as traced by Billr. [* 1 have sent 
Timothy at prosent]: bui not because | do not 
myeolf intend to come, as some,’ Kc. So Stener- 
sen explains: ‘Do not interpret this sending of 
Timothy to imply that I dare not come to you, 
as some among you, puffed up with vain con- 
fidence, venture to maintain.” 

19. In order to preclude the suspicion that by 
this Epistle, and the mission of Timothy, he only 
meant to how they were dis towards 
him before he ventured to come to them, the 
Apostle boldly adds, ‘ But they are mistaken; 
for, by God's permission, I will quickly come 
unto you.' 

Scopa: ov TÒ» Aóyor, &c.] ‘I shall 
know,’ ° prove,’ or ‘test, not the words of those 

ffed up, but the power which manifests itself 
la them ; not the power of working miracles ; 
but the ability of performance, as o to that 
of mere words, boasting, and promises, of what 
they can and will efect. We need not, however, 

ude the power of the Holy Ghost as evinced 
in the spiritual gifts, which contributed eo much 
to the duvapis of the Apostles and first teachers 
of the Gospel; though 1 would now also include 

of doctrine, as shown in preaching ‘ with 
the demonstration of the Spirit and of power’ 
see sunra, ii. 4). In accordance with this, it is, 
find, the view of Est., who — Thy Óóvauiw 

to mean ‘ virtutem in effectu doctrine quam tra- 
debent," q. d. du ne m by trial, n an 
by f] not how cleverly they speak, but what 
2. 5 by the knowledge they boast, they have 
done among you." 

20. oë yap iv Aóyo, &c.] The exact sense 
here on that assigned to Acyor and to 
Covaury in the preceding verse; and I would 
still interpret duydues here of the power of 
effecting — in — to mere words; 
a view, I find, adopted by Est, who remarks 
that ‘virtutem intelligi in effects sermonis :’ 
*for by this — he) the kingdom of God is 
promoted, if the address of the preacher be effi- 
cacious on the minds of the hearers, so that 
they do works of righteousness, peace, and other 
things which pertain to the kingdom of God ;’ 
alluding to the similar passage at Rom. xiv. 17. 
By 5 Baciiía Tov Grov understand * the pro- 
mulgation of the Gospel; and supply ¿ca in 
the sense xaTepyátQiaTat. 

21. Tí] for worepoy, * Whether [of the two 
things) do vou choose ?' “BAO, ‘ must I come? 
— i» jáBàe] It is truly remarked by Billr., 

VoL. IL 

that the i» is not for cóv; but by iv óáf. is 
denoted ‘by the use of the rod.” In fact, the 
Prep. ¿> here answers to the Heb. 3, in or by, 
here meaning ‘in the way’ or * exercise of,’ as is 
plain from the following ñ i» ayawy, &c. The 
hrase i» páßčæ occurs several times in the 
pt., and is equiv. to ¿z xoAdoat, or iv wardev- 

Tif dvepyeia; alluding to the castigation by 
severe reproof, or, if need were, by spiritual cen- 
sures, or, when the extremity of the case de- 
manded it, by inflicting miraculous judgments 
on the refractory. In év dyary wvreduati re 
wpadriros there is a Hendiadys, or the latter 
term may have been added by way of explication. 
Not but that the other course might be (as 
Chrys. rune ha d'yá n, i. e. well-meunt cor- 
rection; but tts would be also iv TvesvpuaTt 
TpaornTroc. For rpactnros, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit wpaérnros, from A, B (C uncer- 
tain), and one cursive MS., and some Greek 
Fathers. The same change has been made b 
Tisch. and Lachm. at 2 Cor. x. 1. Gal. v. 23. 
Eph. iv. 2. Coloss. iii. 12. 2 Tim. ii. 25. iii. 2, 
from nearly the same MSS. But Lachm. retains 
Tpaór. at Gal. vi. 1, and Col. iii. 12;—a mani- 
fest inconsistency. Better would it have been to 
have edited arpaÜ-m. in those two for 
which he would have had as good authority there 
as that wbich he has, on other occasions, deemed 
sufficient to warrant the introduction of a reading. 
It is, I think, little to be doubted but that the 
Apostle employed on all occasions the same 
form; and that form, I believe, to have been 
wpaÚT., not because & few uncial MSS. every 
where present it, but because it is used by St. 
Peter and St. James, and is the form almost in- 
variably found in the Sept, and the Greek 
Fathers; whereas wpaer. is invariably the form 
used by the Clase. writers, both the Attic and 
the common Greek. Thus rpaitns would seem 
to have been peculiarly an Alexandrian, or pro- 
vincial Greek form, and accordingly was likely 
to be used by St. Paul. However, I do not 
think fit to bring it into the text, except on fur- 
ther authority, which I cannot furnish. 

V. Here commences the second Section of the 
Epistle, in which the Apostle proceeds to Jay to 
the charge of the Corinthians something of a 
more serious nature than even schism, or sect- 
srism, spiritual pride, &c.—even immorality of 
the grossest kind, connived at by them ; rebukin 
them for not having visited with ecclesiasti 
censure a scandalous incest committed by a 
member of the congregation of Corinth. He 
enjoins the immediate excommunication of the 
effender; and, for further warning, subjoins a 
serious admonition to avoid all familiar converse 
with persons who, by immorality, disgrace their 
Christian profession. 

l. B\ws axoverat iy Óuiv, &c.] The force of 
the assertion here mainly a dase apes the sense 
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Aris ovde dy trois EOvercw [Ovoudterai], dae yuvaixed Tua ToU 
b ob. 4. 8. 
3 Cor. 14. 31. 

to be assigned to QA «s, which is employed in an 
unusual manner, and hence has been variously 
interpreted, according to the construction adopted ; 
some constrning it with 3opreía, others with iv 
ute; whereby various senecs have been assigned, 
specious, indeed, but too factitious, and, from the 
harshness of the construction, inadmissible. The 
natural construction of the word is with dxov- 
svat, and it may have the sense, assigned by 
some, of xa0' óXov, ‘ab omni parte,’ ° generally." 
Yet for that signification the authority is very 
slender, and, as regards the position of the word 
at the beginning of the sentence, none at all. 
Nay, from that position, it would rather seem to 
have been the Ápostle's intent to use the word, 
like the Latin ommimo, at the beginning of e 
sentence, in the sense, ‘certainly,’ ‘really, by 
which it has the force of confirming the asser- 
tion following. This position is, in in the 
Class. writers so rare, that I am not aware of a 
single, jaro che ih —— aoveve; is so em- 
ployed a little e beginni a sentence 
as in Plutarch, Vit. vii. p. 636,” Reiske, xal š 
Aóyoe GAws 9ríyx9a, oxe? To `Hodàg. In 
construction, however. it seems to belong to both 
éxoítTat and wopvsia.—The term woprela 2 

neral one to denote ‘illicit intercourse of all 
inds") is here employed to denote iscest ; and, 

unless the woman in qfiestion had been pirum 
from the father by legal divorce, adultery. 
Whether the parties were living in lage, or 
in concubinage, cannot be determined. The lat- 
ter is the more generally supposed; yet proba- 
bility rather lies the other way.—4&xtiv, in the 
sense ‘to be united in conjugal union, is frequent 
both in the Classical and Scriptural writers; 
while in the other sense it no where occurs in 
the Scri; ones. Yet from 2 Cor. vii. 12, it 
would seem that the father was then alive. But 
that circumstance presents no real difficulty in 
the case, since, when a woman had abandoned 
her husband, the marriage-tie was su to be 
$pso fucto broken ; and then the law did not pre- 
vent the marriage of the woman to her seducer, 
or to any other man; though this was forbidden 
by the Jewish law. This is plain from Jos. Antt. 
iv. 8, 23, uù QavyvéoOw cuvoioucay dX ca, 
voÜsócae aviv, uni Aviriy (read Avirslre) 
TÓV WpotTspoy avT 7s avdpa, ‘let him not marry 
& woman living in matrimony with another man, 
after corrupting her; nor aggrieve her former 
husband (whom she has abandoned) ; for that 
circumstance is implied, and in Epiphanius’ ver- 
sion ; e blunder arose from an an- 
cient scribe mistaking the abbreviation Ave for 
Avræv. That the marriage-tie was supposed to 
be broken by the abandonment of, or se ion 
from, & husband by the wife, is certain from 
] Cor. vii. 11. That she was then held unmar- 
ried is clear from the very injunction that she 
shal] not marry another. 
— où iv rote íÜvsci». Óvouá(eTai] The 

true meaning here would seem to be, not ‘is not 
named,’ but ‘is not heard, or spoken of, as oc- 
curring among,’ &c. in which sense the word is 
used at Eph. v. 9, wopvela—pnéi dvopaLiobe 
dy duis, ‘reported as being practised among you.’ 
That such instances were not wholly ia 

matpos čyew. 2» Kal ets Trejvausuévo, éaré ; xa) ovy par- 

plain from — is said — edant ciant D iL 
. 894 eq. vol. iii. p. : .; and sc- 
P Pordingly the assertion inust be regarded as to be 
taken with some qualification. Or we may, with 
several Expositors, explain the word to mean, 
‘is named with approbation :' a sense which will 
be quite ble to fact; since, as Mr. Locke 
observes, the marriage of a son-in-law and e 
mother-in law, though not prohibited by the laws 
of the Roman — was, however, iooked 
upon as so scandalous and infamous, that it 
never had any countenance from precedent; as 
is plain from the words of Cicero in his Oration 
pro Cluentio, § 4, * Nubit genero soccrus, nullis 
auspiciis, nullis auctoribus. O scelus incredibile, 
et preter hanc unam, in omni vità inaudifum f° 
Though this passage would scem to support tbe 
former mode quite as much as the latter; and, if 
the dvoua{era: be removed, with Griesb., Scbolz, 
Lachm., and Alf. from A, B, C, D, E. F. G, and 
several cursives, it must be adopted. But I find 
no countenance given to its removal in any of 
the Lamb., Mus, or Trin. Coll. MSS. ; and I 
suspect that it was expunged to remove the difS- 
culty connected with its presence. Besides, the 
Pesch. Syr. Vers. confirms the reading of all the 
MSS. except the above-mentioned. 

2. xal dusts wadvotwpivor, &c.] It ie not 
agreed whether this sentence should be taker 
inlerrogatively, or decluratively. Several modera 
Editors and Expositors prefer the latter mode; 
but I suspect that they were biassed by the Fud- 
gate,—which had a great influence both oa pune- 
tuation and interpretation. There is, indeed, 
some difficulty in the former mode. Yet it 
seems to have more spirit, and to be more agree- 
able to the air of the context, and ie supported 
by the authority of the Pesch. Syr. Version, and 
the Greek Fathers, and Commentators; and the 
more — construction is, in a writer like 
St. Paul, more likely to be the true one. Though, 
indeed, there is no great harshness ; for the scase 

grace), and take measures that he who hath done 
this deed ptus be s eta — yeur 
society P" tius points out bow much stronger 
the rebuke is with. 

to that formal mourning, brought 
on the whole body,— which accompanied the ex- 
communication of the offender; whe was be- 
wailed as one dead, by a custom borrowed from 
the synagogue, and jong retained in the Church, 
Hence, under the idea of mourning ie couched 
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Aov erevOnaate, iva [é£]ap05n éx pécov páv ó Td Épyov Tobro 
momoas; Š ° Eye uév yap, de ámóàv TQ cópari, Tapóv 66 conis 
TO "rveUpaT., HON KEXPLKA WS Trapa, TOY OUTW ToUTo karepryaaá- 
pevov, *4éy Tj Óvópar. tod Kuplov pv “Incod Xptorod, 4 Mss. 1. 
(cuvaxyÜévrev páv xai Tov pod TveUpaTos,) oly TÜ Suvaper an y, 
ToU Kupiou "4v 'Incoü Xptotod, 

that of excommuricaiion, which is particularly 
enjoined in the next clause. 

— Iva ecco? ix pisov Su@s] <A mild ex- 
pression, i of the harsher one, éxxowg, and 
meant to su the possibility of his restoration 
to the Christian body, after thorough repentance 
and m i oe 2 RE — 
reading or ¿Eap079, ado so m., 
Tisch., and AIF., pa more inclined dian before 
to receive it As to internal evidence, it is 
equally balanced. 
— TÒ ipy. T. Tevicas ;] For roide., MSS. 

A, C. and 7 ancient cursives have wpáťas, which 
is adopted by Tisch.; while Lechm. and Alf. 
retain the text. rec. ; rightly; sinee the other 
— is € correetion of style by the Alexan- 
drian Crities, not aware of the Hellenistic use of 
4ro«ée» in Eds a case for — 5 (A 
passages of the Sept., e. g. . xii. whi 
may have been in Pauls mind), ó dvo ò 
woihear Tovro. How Meyer and Alford can 
bring tbemselves to think that this phrase, and 
Touro xatepy. at v. 3, refer to the consummation 
of lage between the two guilty parties, I am 
at a loss to imagine. ‘Secum habeant servent- 

p 

T $5 The construetion here is supposed to be, 
bye uir yap, we Twv TO copuaTi, Taper bi 
Te Weevparti, ijón xixpica wr Tap, Tév oleo 
TOTO KaTy. Tapadovvat Tw ZaTard, the re- 
maining being as sentences in- 
sorted. But it is impossible to bring such ano- 
malous composition to any lar construction. 
Jt way more accurately be said, that the inter- 
mediete words consist of serving to 
mark the circumstances of tho action, and throws 
together confusedly. whereas they ought to have 
been distributed. The words iv rw óvómaTı ToU 
Kupíov npuer '[ncou Xp. are to be taken with 
xixpsxa, the words ovraxÜásrev User Kai TOU 

S TvsÓuaTos, as denoting the fime of the 
ing in question, with aapaóovvac; and, lastly, 

the words ody 75 Óv»ápuet rou Kuplov quo 'l. 
Xe. with wapadovpa:. It is true, that some 
eminent Expositors refer ivy +a dvopars to 
wapastovvar. But this ie not a little harsh, and 
is liable to the objection of confounding the de- 
ciston, or decree, with its execution at the time of 
the convocation. The reference at cbv +$) óvvé- 
mes is not so clear; and the reference to Tapa- 
dovvas is thought liable to the objection, that 
thus i», not civ, would be required, and the 
sentiment be almost a repetition of that at ¿y ro 
évonare. But the former objection ie of incon- 
siderable weight; and the latter groundless, for 
the sentiment ie, in effect, not the same, but 
rather, ‘acting by virtue of his power.’ If the 
words be referred, as they are by Chrys., Theo- 
phyl, Thom. Aquin., Eraem., Eat., m., 
ind others, to the preceding cvvax0üírrw»r, the 
sense will be, that * not only Paul will be pre- 
sent spiritaally with them, but thet also Christ 

5 e crapadotvat Tow TOtOUTOV 21 159-19. 

will be present with his power, whereby the 
thing may be perfected. Thus it is meant that, 
as Paul will be present by his spirit (a form of 
expression found. 2 Kings v. 26, and Col. ii. 5, sf 
TÜ guest áT tipi, Te Tvedpati ody buv elu), 
so will Christ by his power. It is immaterial 
whether the werds be connected with what pre- 
cedes, or what follows; the general sense being, 
that, as Paul pro this decree, as to what 
shall be done, by virtue of the power of Christ 
vested in him, so it shall be carried into execu- 
tion by the joint agency of himself and the 
assembled congregation, with the co-operation of 
the Lord, virtually present by his power to carry 
it into effect. 

b. wapadovvar T. T. TO Z.] On attentive re- 
consideration of the somewhat perplexing ques- 
tion as to the exact force of these words, ] must 
stil! adhere to my opinion before expressed, that, 
—for the weighty reasons u by Lightf., 
Mackn., and others, —wholly inadmissible is the 
view of their import adopted by several ancient 
Commentators ( heodor., (Ecumen., Balsamon, 
Zonar, Augustin, and Pseudo-Ambrose), and, 
of modern Commentators, Calv., Hyper., Beza, 
Est., Musc., Scalig., Sclater, Wesley, and Scott, 
—namely, that all that is here meant is ercom- 
munication ; in other words, banishment from 
the Church and kingdom of God ; by which the 
effender would be put into the power of Satan to 
do his behests. And why? ‘Because (says 
Dr. Field, On the Church, l. i. 15) they are 
* left naked,” and void of all means to make 
resistance unto his wil] and pleasure : and, as if 
this were not enough, they are denied that solace 
which they might find in the company and con- 
versation of the people of God.’ To refer, as they 
do, the expression d\28p. T3t capxós to ‘the 
destruction of the offender's lusts and passions,” 
is harsh in the extreme ; espec. considering that 
the words have respect to the purpose of the 
wapatouvat te Lar. And as in the only other 
passage where it occurs—namely, 1 Tim. i. 20— 
such is said to be done for custigation and ulti- 
mate reformation, so must it be kere. Nor can 
the view of other Commentators, who suppose 
the passage to have so reference to excommuni- 
cation be maintained,—since to excommunica- 
tion there is allusion at ver. 2. Upon the 
whole, I am now inclined to think that the diff- 
culty may best be reconciled by combining what 
is sound in both the above views (the one first 
stated, and that last noticed), and engrafting one 
on the other,—either the latter on the former, as 
is done by Stenersen; or the former on the lat- 
ter, according to the opinion of Storr and Hey- 
denr.,—in which I am inclined to acquiesce; for 
there is no difficulty in supposing that the wapa- 
Covva: Te Larava implied, at least, a temporary 
excommunicatiun, only to be removed by sincere 
repentance, such as the castigation in the flesh 
would be calculated to produce (see Heb. xii. 

M2 
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11), and which chastisement must be meant by 
the term óA10por ; though so strong a term must 
certainly imply no less than grievous and pain 
disease (short, however, of death), —a use of the 
ferm seemingly derived from the inexact lan- 
guage of common life, by which, in all languages, 
terms are used (such as exitium, is, &c. in 
Latin, and plagwe, ruin, &c. in digi) in & 
sense milder than the literal import would war- 
rant. Of this use of óA«0posc I have met with 
not & few examples in the Greek Comic Drama; 
nay, even in grave prose writers, such as Plato, 

. 494, where he says, T)» woAurpaypocuvny 
—* pov slvat 3; wWoAe (the state). That if 
inflicted, it did fall short thereof, we know from 
the second Epistle, ch. ii. 6. Whether it was, or 
was not inflicted, it is difficult to say. That it 
was, is not improbable, for the reasons I have 
urged in my Recens. Synop. But further than 

ity we are not able to advance. No direct 
proof is to be derived from the present ; 
since in the expression siç jXeñooy there is only 
intimated the — and purpose of the being* 
delivered to Satan for castigation, and whic 
would, if God so pleased, follow it. 

The words fva rò weevpa—Iycov may be 
thus paraphrased: ‘that his soul, corrected, 
humbled, and reformed by these sufferi may 
be saved at the day when Christ shall come to 
judge the world.’ 

6. The Apostle here reverte to reproof, re- 
buking the Corinthians for their supineness in to- 
lerating so scandalous a character among them, 
&nd not promptly ridding themselves of him by 
excommunication. He then subjoins the reasons 
for this injunction, — with reference to 
the pernicious eff&ct of such an example in the 
Church. Such seems to be the real scope of the 
words; for I would, with Menoch., Bp. Hall, 
Rosenm., Krause, Pott, and Heydenr., regard 
où kaÀóp TÒ xaíynua Suey as containing e 

reproof, founded on wadvcoiwpévo: at 
v. 2; the Corinthians having, it seems, in a 
letter to Paul, boasted of the excellent state of 
things in the Church, and, perhape, hinted at 
their superiority to other Churches. Thus the 
sense is: ‘Your boasting is not well founded, 
or commendable [while such foul sins are com- 
mitted among you, and connived at by you].' 
— ov« olgare] This must neither be regarded 

as merely a form of transition, nor, on the other 
hand, ougbt its sense to be too much on. 
It merely refers to what is subjoined as what is, 
or ought to be, well known. So iii. 16, and else- 
where. In uixpà Youn, &c. we have a proverbial 
saying, occurring also at Gal. v. 9. Its general 
force is to denote that, from very omal begin- 
nings great things arise; so us. xi. 32, 
aud omw8ipoe mupòs TAnOivera: dvOpaxia, 
and Pind. Pyth. iii. 66, woAAdy 7’ dpe wip iE 
&yóc Eripparos iyÜopóy dlorwor iday. Here, 
however, the application is somewhat different ; 
and as the process of fermentation implies a kind 
of corruption, so, with thereto, Youn 

was applied arare to whatever bas the 
power of moral Ü corrupting. So the Rabbinical 
writers speak of evil concupiscence as corrupting 
the whole man, just as a little leaven leavens a 
large mass of dough. With a view to this idea, 
the Priest of Jupiter among the was 
forbidden to touch any leaven. Here there is 
an especial reference to the moral contagion of 
evil example; and the utxpà is ical, over- 
ruling the ples, tbat there is but one such persoa 
in the congregation : the admonition intimated 
being, that ‘even one such pestilentia] member 
may corrupt the whole ety.’ So Juvenal, 
Sat. ii. 79, ‘Sicut grex totus in agris Umims 
scabie cadit et porrigine porci." 

7. The Apostle takes occasion, from the above 
similitude, to exhort the Corinthians (under s 
uew allegory, derived from the Jewish custom of 
utting away leaven at the Passover, then pro- 
bly at hand,) to forsake vice and vicious 

sons, and, in order to prevent the a of 
moral contagion, to exclude them from their 
society; since vioo can never be banished from 
the Church, unlees those who will net abstain 
from it are banished likewise. 
— ixxabdpare Thy wad. (óun»] meaning, 

(by a certain figure taken from the custom of 
putting away leaven at the Passover) ‘ cleanse 
out the old leaven of sin and wickedness 
in you, that you may be a new-made mass of 
dough’ [before the leaven is put in] in other 
words, a pure society. So Ignatius writes in his 
Epist. to the Magnesians, ch. x.: ‘Lay aside 
therefore the old, and sour, and evil leaven, and 
be ve changed into the new leaven, which is Jesus 
Christ. The figure is, however, not unknown 
to the Class, writers, as Dinarch. c. Aristog., 
p. 67, ixxa0. thv Swpodoxtay. 
— xabes iors á(vuo:] ‘Inasmuch ae you are 

[by your Christian profession] without de ke- 
ven of wickedness in your composition.’ Of the 
words following, xai yap Tó wéoya—X pie-rós, 
the purpose Ki as 0 es Hyper., by fully ex- 
plaining the allegory, to thus pre-occupy s pos- 
sible objection, namely, that ‘what was com- 
manded to the Jews respecting the putting 
of the leaven at the time of the Passes 
nothing to do with them as Christians ; q. d. 
* Not so; for we Christians, too, have a Passover 
of our own in the sacrifice of Christ” Render: 
* For our hal Lamb has been sacrificed for us, 
even Christ [our eacrifico for the expistion of 
sin]; which sacrifice obliges us to far greater 
purity of life than the Jews were bound to prac- 
tise.” The Apostle (as observes Mr. Greew. 
the Parable of the Leaven) ‘ means to urge, that, 
as the Passover wont to be sacrificed was Christ, 
so the — pe leaven required to be pat 
&way in order to a due me tion in the feast, 
was tbe leaven of malice ind wickedness; the 
new leaven, which was to supersede 
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Kai yap TO Tacya uav inrép nuav érú0n, Xpwrós. 8 h” Note h Exod. 1. 
éoprátmpev 3) v Coun madara, unde év Coy xaxias Kai trovnpiac, Pest 1.5. 
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9 !"Ewpayra bušv èv TD emiorodg, ui) cuvavaudyvuoQa, róp- VOY yur 
8. Sora toprateusry} ‘ Accordingly, let us 

keep [our] feast’—the Christian Passover Feast, 
—namely, that of a holy life and conversation. 
Comp. lsa. xx. 9. Exod. v. l. xii. 14, ioprá- 
(ew e Kupío. The words unàəà iv oun, &c., 
stand for énAovor: ui) xaTéyorTss Youn, TOovT- 
dors thy xaxía» xai woyvnplav, G\Ad Tà 
á(vna, rovTíeT: Thy sDak. kai dAnGaar. Of 
the terms here denoting the vices to be 
shunned, and the virtues to be exercised, xaxía 
denotes vice simply, immorality. With respect 
to wovnpias, the term means properly wor 
sess; though sometimes, as in Menand. Frag. 
Incert. xii. 8, ‘ utter —— of heart and life.’ 
And so it is used in Luke xi. 38, and Rom. i. 29. 
Here, however, it has a less strong and more 
general sense, to denote ' profligacy of life;' as 
In Acts iii. 26, àcocoídtu ixacroy àv +@v 
4ovnpuisy vucp, and it is here used with refer- 
ence to the particular case of the wicked person, 
the offender, to whom allusion is made ver. 2.— 
slAccpiyis prop. signifies ‘ red, ' pure from 
adulteration ; and, e NOR — genuine 
(see on 2 Pet. iii. 1). mp. kh's Greek 
Inscriptions, vol. ii, p. 258, 48, where we have 
slAixpipers *yynoíay (i. e. ° purely genuine ) £xov- 
ca» Tpós Tárras QiXocTopyíav. Here, as 

to xaxlae xal wovnplae, slXixpírsia 
must denote ‘ š ity of heart, and spot- 
lessness of life” With respect to the term con- 
joined with elAcw., namely, éáAnOsías, it may 
denote, as Billr. explains, ‘ the obvious morality 
of truth,” ‘the life of him that doeth the truth’ 
(John iii. 21), who hath put on the new man, ó 
K. sic iv Üukxaiog org xal oovernts THS d\n- 
Geiae. But I would rather regard the term as 
sabjoined by way of further developing the idea 
conveyed in the somewhat obecure term pre- 
ceding, «Duxp. (as in the Greek Inscr. above 
cited: slAixpipest yonolav, for yrnaíes slu- 
xpiyn); and, moreover, drawing forth the im- 
lied notion of what is *free from deceit and 
ypocrisy; a view confirmed by Phil. i. 10, 

Zva fT& tlAixpivatse xai darpóoxomoi where 
the latter term lias refereoce to practice in moral 
conduct ; the former, to purity of heart and mo- 
tive, unmixed with the leaven of hypocrisy. 

9. iypaa vuir iv +B imioroAn, Al. &c.] 
On words iv Tj iic. a considerable dif- 
ference of opinion exists; some of the most 
eminent Commentators supposing the ex on 
to bave reference to an Epistle which St. Paul had 
already written to the Corinthians, but which is 
now no longer extant. Others, of no less note, 
maintain that by ¿v ry iwicToAg we are to 
understand the pis is then writing. Bp. 
Middleton, indeed, admits that the question can 
Bever be so decided as to preclude all future 
doubt; since the reference in the Article may 
be either to the Epistle St. Paul was writing, or 
to a former one; and the meaning of ie: is 
not less ambiguous. He justly o that one 
thing alone is certain; that our common version, 
“in an Epistle, is not correct. ‘’Ev +$ iri- 
@rody, then,’ he argues, ‘must be rendered, 

* jn the letter," or “in my letter ;” but the ques- 
tion is, What letter? the present, or a former 
one? That it may,’ continues he, ‘denote the 
letter St. Paul is writing, is beyond dispute; as 
“¿oak from Rom. xvi. Col. iv. 16. 1 Thess. 
v.27. 2 Thess. iii. 14, and two of Liba- 
nius cited by Lardner. At 2 Cor. vii. 8, indeed, 
À dmwsoroXs) can only mean the former Epistle; 
but there the reference to it is evident, because 
the Apostle had just been speaking of its effects ; 
which is not the case here. There seems, then, 
no internal evidence for a Jost Epistle, unlees 
£ypav/a and the general import of the 
compel us to suppose one. But tho first Aorist, 
it is well known, bas o & Present significa- 
tion, and even a Future one, and is not necessa- 
rily to be understood in a Past sense. [Thus it 
may be rendered, * I have just written to you.'] 
At ver. 11 iypawa again occurs, where we have, 
pul dt iwpava wiv, pù ovvavapiyyvobas, 
édy TiS, adeX dévouaLousvos, &c. 

Supposing, however, the present Epistle to be 
the one here spoken of, the reference must surely 
be, not (as some make it) to what follows in this 
Epistle, but rather to the direction which has 
been given to expel the fornicator; which cer- 
tainly might, from the Apostle, be regarded as 
equivalent to a general command nof to associate 
with forricators, ially as the admonition to 
‘p out the old leaven,' i. e. fornicators and 
such like, would favour the same opinion. Lest, 
however, they should so far mistake the com- 
mand, as to withdraw themselves entirely from 
the world, the Apostle explains himself, and 
informs them, ver. 10, that this injunction does 
not extend to fornicators among the heathens, for 
with such, in the ordinary intercourse of life, 
they must associate, but that it applies only to 
their Christian brethren. Mr. Green (Gram. 
N. T. Dial. p. 225) confirms the Bishop's opi- 
nion, that, as far as the words themselves are con- 
cerned, there is no need of reference to a former 
Epistle. The question therefore must, he adds, 
be settled by other considerations irrespective of 
the Article, principally by the contents of the 
present Epistle, ‘An unwillingness (continues 

) is naturally felt to admit the loss of an 
Epistle proceeding from an Apostle; but it may 
be here observed, that, if St. Paul had written a 
former reply to questions addressed to him by 
the Corinthians, it may be supposed to have been 
brief; and, its contents being embraced and amp- 
lified in the present more lengthened answer, it 
would be superseded by it, and sink into obli- 
vion without any real loss to the Christian 
Church.’ The same view is taken by Dr. Hen- 
derson, who asks, ‘ What real difficulty is there 
in this, or any other su ble case, more than 
in the universally admitted fact, that & portion 
only of the — and Divine words which 
proceeded out of the mouth of the Saviour him- 
self has been preserved to us?” They both evi- 
dently adopt the opinion, that there is a refer- 
ence to a previous istle to the Corinthians. 

That view was also adopted by Estius, who ably 
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maintains it; nay, eo far as to affirm that 
* there is no doubt but that other Epistles, as well 
ae this written by mo Apare: have been lost 
(an opinion before ed by Calvin)’ Bat 
he does not offer any proof, not even in the tra- 
ditions of the early ers. As to the argu- 
mont urged by Est., that ‘there mast have been 
an Epistle to the Corinthians before the present,’ 
from what occurs in 2 Cor. x. 10, or: al piv 
4vricroAaí, Pnot, Bapsiat xal loyvpal, we are 
not obliged to refer the words in question to 
Epistles addressed to the Corinthians ; for, when 
St. Paul wrote the First Epistle to the Corin- 
thisns, he had already written three Epistles— 
namely, the one to the Galatians, and the two to 
the Thessalonians. And it is not to be doubted 
that in such a great emporium of commerce as 
Corinth (see Thucyd. 1. 1. 120, 3), holding com- 
munication with all the civilized world, those 
Epistles, written upwards of four years before, 
must have been well kuown to the Corinthian 
Christians. Moreover, what further to de- 
cide the thing is, that from Col. iv. 16 it appears 
that St. Paul's Epistles were sent from one 
Church to another, to be publicly read. It can- 
not be denied that the three Epistles in question 
contain matter which answers to the above cha- 
racter, as being in matter always weighty, occa- 
sionally authoritative (so 2 Thess. iii. 6, apay- 
yidAonew duty, ‘ we enjoin you `), and now and 
then severe and objurgatory, as, for instance, Gal. 
iii. 1, © dvonrot Taddra! vie owas ißá- 
grave; and iv. 9, wav imsorpigere — dov- 
Agbecw Ofere; and iv. 20, dwopoumac ¿v Outs: 
and v. 7, ivpixeta (ye did run) xaÀ@*' tis 
úps ivixowe, &c., AxAd Youn drow Tó $5 
pana tum ot, where we have the same metaphor 
as in the present As to the dypaga 
dicta Christi, adverted to by Dr. Henderson in 
support of his view (and on which I have treated 
in my note at Acts xx. 35), these have no bear- 
ing on the present case. Were it not for the 
united judgment of Bp. Middl. and Mr. Green 
that 75 iw:oroAg might have reference to a 
former Epistle, I should say that it would require 
the previous mention of such an Epistle, or the 
addition of xporipa to ExioToA gj. But I bow 
to such high authority. Í must also admit that 
Mr. Green's mode of accounting for the Eyistle's 
not being preeerved, makes me look with a more 
favourable eye on the hypothesis. Nevertheless, 
though admitting that the matter is an open 
uestion, not likely to be brought to any absolute 
ecision, I cannot but still sup the words to 

have reference to the Epistle the Apostle was 
then writing; and I lay hold on the clue held 
out by Theodor. in his s tion, that ‘ we may 
conceive the Apostlo, after what precedes at 
vv. : 5, 6, to have been thinking less of the 
actual inditing, than of the PURPOSE 
of his instruction Building on which remark, 
Dr. Peile, I find, well observes, that * if we put 
ourselves in the position of one who generally 
wrote, and certainly on the present occasion (see 
xvi. 21), by an amanuensis, we shall better un- 
derstand how Paul here, and Tertius, Rom. xvi, 

NE pi de eypaya piv, pì) cvvava- 

22, came to speak of the letter, on which the 
mind of the one, and the pen of the other, was at 
the moment en . as ‘the Epistle.” Aec- 
cordingly, we might freely render, ‘in what I 
have just been addressing to you.’ 

10. xai où wdvrees] Render: ‘and yet not 
absolutely or precisely. By ToU xdepou rovrow 
— ‘the epu that (Eek in i ‘aliens 
rom the covenant of grace’ . ii. I iv. 
to heathens. And what is said of dilute per: 
sons is also applied to other notoriously diy 
pareans (as avaricious and rapacious ones, sce 
uke xviii. 15), or to open heathens. Comp. 

Luke xii. 30, rà £0» rou xócuov. the 
above is the true sense of xal (for xaíTo:) is 
plain from the context. But Lachm., Trech., 
and Alf. cancel the word, on the authority of A, 
B, C, D, E, F, G, and 8 cursives. But, specious 
as is the reading, I pause at the almost total 
want of confirmation in cursives (for I can 
supply none); and internal evidence is not alto- 
gether against the word; for it may have been 
passed over by Translators, and removed 
Critics, from not iving its true force. The 
P before domat is by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
altered to xai, on the authority of 7 uncial, and 
7 cursive MSS., confirmed by internal evidence. 
lt should scem that the two words dps. and 
À zor. were meant to present one idea. Of the 
words following, darsi dpelXers—iEeA sir, the 
sense is : ‘Since in that case it would follow, ye 
must go out of the world.” a somewhat hyper- 
bolical and perhaps adagial mode of speaking, to 
denote the abandonment of the society of men. 
This use of éwei dpa recurs infra, ch. vii. 14, 
and Job xxxv. 17, and is not unfrequent in the 
Clase. writers, . Plato and Xenoph..—may, 
occasionally in the poeta, e. g. Soph. Œd. T. 
890. The force which I have ascribed, is, how- 
ever, not contained in the particle itself, bat in 
the Àypotketio nature of the proposition to which 

: reel i ópie] lagree with Dr . vue awa ontv 3 
Peile, that this (Y be understood as bei 

to dpa, then [or rather, as a conclu- 
sion, ‘in that case*], being meant to distinguish 
what the Apostle did, from what he did nof, mean 
to convey by what he had just written. Accord. 
ingly, vui here has the sense ‘in this (i. e. the 
present) case.’ Of which use of pusi 32 deg riy 
are found in Thucyd. i. 140, 122. iii. 43. iv. 126, 
and Alexis, ITvp. cvvawoby. . |. 5, also in 
Heb. xi. 16. Thus the sense will be, * But new 
what I really mean din thus, is &e. So 
that the words will added in explanation of, 
not in ition to, the gypawa at ver. 9.. 
"AdeA or óvouaXóuasyot is a more significant ex- 
pression than dd:A ós Gv, intimating that he is 
such only by profession, and in nsme, not in 
reality, there being no spiritual affinity. I have 
adopted j for A (with all the Critical Editors) 
from several MSS. (to which I add Cor. 2, 3, 4. 
omitted by Mill), espec. since propriety requires 
it; and the evidence of Sd. were they far 
better collated than they are, is, in matters of 
this minute kind, of no authority; whereas thar 
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of Versions is, on any thing affecting the sense, 
as etrong as in the other case weak. 

In enumerating the vices on account of which 
any sth ought to be avoided, the 
Apostle does not strictly follow the former liste, 
but, because so much more is expected in a 
Christian, adds other particulars not contained 
thereip. And those which he expresses are only 
4 — meant to include others of the same 

With respect to eldwX\oXdrpye, that must be 
accommodated to the nature of the case, and, as 
the beet Commentators are , must denote 
that kind of idolatry in which some, though 
retained in Chrietian societies, indul them- 
selves, —namely, by frequenting the 1dol-feasts, 
or by so eating of the meat thence brought, as 
to offend weak brethren. 
— Te T. andi cvreoOísuw] meaning, ‘to hold 

no familiar intercourse — community of He 
being a figure expressive of intimacy ; see Luke 
xv Gal. ii. 12. This was meant to strengthen 
the efficacy of excommunication, and, under cer- 
tain circumstances, to supply its place. Some re- 
gard ovvecGies as only another word for the same 
thing as ovvavapi at (on which see my 
Lex.), or an lanation of it by way of ex- 
ample; while others d Soy in it a stronger 
expression ; which would be the case as regards 
ovvec@., if understood of a private table, as comp. 
with cucavan. But the andé — nedum 
alters the case; for I agree th orst. that ieri 
bere is a nota minoris, and with Erasm., Grot., Est., 
Vorst., and Billr., that the sense ie, * not even to 
sit at & common table with him,’ which (as Grot. 
remarks) was one of the least among the marks 
of friendship. And this is confirmed by the au- 
thority of Theodor, who explains it to mean 
&oryig Tpeph. ° e meal taken in common at any 
table NOT ene's own ; for the other would come 
under the idea of cvvavaniyrvota:, denoting not 
only the intercourse of friendly society, but that 
which consiste in the interchange of mutual kos- 

tatty ; as in the passage of Theocr. adduced 
by Bulling., well expressed in the version of 
tbat passage by Erasm., ‘Qui ad mensam semper 
eandem Cenabant ambo, fidi nimirum ut amici." 

12. Here there is intimated (as Pott observes) 
the grownd of what was just said ; and there 
be an ellips. of 4poofixei, as in /Elian, V. H. vi. 
11. cited by Wets. ; q. d. ' for what concern of 
mine was va ose "n — P' 

. d. [° ye mi ave supposed that ould so 

Jogo) for what business had I with those 
without [the pale of the Church],'— namely, to 
hold judgment over them? Some eminent Com- 
mentators point, ovy(^ Tole iow busis xplvere. 
But thie neither the context, nor the use of the 
Particle ovyi, will permit. There is no good 
reason to abandon the common punctuation, ao- 
cording to which the sense will be: ' Do ye not 

1 Thess. 4. 

1 Tim. $. 7. 
s Matt. 18. 
15—17. 
Acte 18. 14, 
15. & 19. 38. 

judge thoee within the Church ?* (q. d. ‘is it 
not only on them that you exercise ji inre ft 

18. robs ài Ee ó O. xpivar} For Kpives al 
the Editors from Wets. to Tisch. adopt «piat, 
on strong authority; but Alf. retains xpíye:, 
rightly ; since internal evidence is in its favour 
external authority in so minute a matter as thie 

ie of little weight) ; and especially since it yields 
& more suitable sense, by better expressing (as 
Alf. truly observes) the attribute and office of 
Gop, and answers better to the other presents. 
The Fut. xpwsi did not, however, as he sup- 
poses, come from Heb. xiii. 4, but from the Fut. 
ers after, which I find in the great bodv of the 

SS., though there Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
read i=dpurs, from several uncial and some cur- 
sive MSS. (I add Lamb. 1185, Cov. 2, omitted 
by Mill, and Leicester MS. omitted by Wets.) ; 
but internal evidence is, as I have shown, in 
favour of the text. rec. The other has every ap- 
pearance of being a mere correction of Grecism, 
proceeding from the Alexandrian school. It is 

r Greek, for, in fact, the use of the Fut. for 
the Imperat. is rarely found in the pure Greek 
writers, and even then only with ov and an inter- 
rogation, except in a very few of the 
poets, 2s once in Homer, and thrice in Eurip., 
and even then the Fut. has not so much an 
pi ip as en Injunctive sense. As to one 
f the three Euripidean passages, Herc. Fur. 772, 
ger’ evya0si xedady ‘Euav mów, the anti- 
strophic foot in IIAoóc«ros requires a spondee in 
the second syllable of Esr’, and I doubt not 
that the true reading is #ğa:re, as Musgravo 
long ago conjectured.—éfupetra being not a 
Greek, but an Hellenistic idiom, formed on the 
Hebraic use of the Future Indicative for the 
Imperative, is more likely to be genuine. Fi- 
nally, the reading xal d=apetre is strongly con- 
firmed both by the Pesch. Syr. Vers. and by 
Deut. xvii. 7. xxii. 21. xxiv. 7, passages doubt- 
less had in mind by the Apostle. 

VI. 1. There may seem here to be a somewhat 
abrupt transition to another subject. Yet it is 
one suggested, as Krause we!] points out, by the 
association of ideas; not, however, by connexion 
with xpivecy at v. 12 (as be thinks), but rather 
as I bave already — out) with wpivare in 

the same verse, —the Apostle, as Pott observes, 
reflecting how little that :) [ac xolois was suit- 
able to that fondness for litigation even before 
heathen judges, which, it seems, marked the 
conduct of the Corinthian Christians. This 
view I find confirmed by Photius ap. Ecumen. 
However, the connexion of ideas is, ] apprehend, 
not with v. 12 only, but also with iv. 5 (to which 
Thom. Aquin. indeed confines it). bore pi 000 
«aipoy Ti kpivere,and Paul introduces it with the 
abrupt earnestness of one astonished and shocked 
&t the existence of tbe evil practice in question. 
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bDan.7.18, KpiverOas eri tov adixwy, nai ovy éri TOv ayiwv; 2° Ov 
Zech. 14. 5. 
Matt. 19. 38. 
Luke 22. 30. Rev. 2.26. 

TOÀuQ Tis, &c.] Render ‘ sustinet aliquis, &c. 
We mav remark the strong force of the expres- 
sion, which, as Heydenreich says, * usurpatur de 
ausis impiis et nefandis, quse qua ratione quis 
sustinere, quá fronie illa & se impetrare quis 
possit. mirum, et animo vix complectendum, 
videatur. This use of the term may refer to 
any strong motive, whether of fear, or shame, or 
piy, whereby s person cannot eadure to do a 
thing, which otherwise he might be induced to 
do. [payma is a forensic term, signifying a suit, 
or such a matter as would afford ground for a 
suit, at law. Tov črepov, ‘another,’ or, ae B 
Middl. takes it, * his neighbour,’ ss Rom. xiii. $ 
and infra x. 24. 29. The reason of the Article 
being used is, he says, this,—‘ that two persons 
are sup , who stand in a certain relation to 
each other.’ The truth is, that in almost every 
instance of this idiom (and here espec.), it would 
be better to render, ‘the other party.’ KpíyscOa:, 
t to be impleaded.' Ter» ábixev» is for Tav 
duaprTwAovr, equiv. to rap awlorep, Tiv iEw 
at ver. 6, the Gentiles, as opposed to ol óíxa:ot, 
or ¿yc Thus, as Olsh. — tho ex 
sion is not meant to convey any individual stigma 
on the heathen magistrates, as though absolutely 
unjust judges, but only to denote their common 
character, as wanting the righteousness evangeli- 
cal.’ In xal ovxi iri ray dyíwv there is, as 
Kypke observes, an is; the ment 
being, he says, drawn from the quality of the 
judges, which is such as to forbid the Corinthian 
converts to expect justice at their hands. 

Recent Commentators are of opinion, ‘ that as 
the Jews had permission from the Romans to 
hold courts for the decision of suits at law, one 
among another, so this privilege had been ted 
to the wtians, espec. the Jewish Christians; 
but that some Corinthian believers, despising the 
Christian judges, had recourse to the Heathen 
ones, from some false notions respecting Chris- 
tian liberty, and a disinclination to assimilate 
themselves with Jews.’ But besides that there 
is no proof of the existence of such courts as held 
by the Jews, it is plain that by ray ayiep are 
here meant, not Christian 7 autborized to 
finally decide suits, but private arbitrators, by 
whose decision they were not obliged to abide, 
and often did not abide, but brought their suits 
before the Roman judges. In after-times, how- 
ever, it appears, from the Const. Apost. C. 46, 47 
— ere — matter — of this 
passage), that there were regular trials, in courts 
composed of the —— and deacons. 
— iri ror ádikev—:Tiy dyiwy ;} To regard 

these two terms, with the Commentators in 
neral, as merely convertible, the former with 
mía Twv, Gentiles, and the latter with the deno- 

mination Christians, is surely to attribute too 
little meaning to terms which may justly be 
supposed any thing but mere words of course. 
Certainly it is impossible to coincide in the re- 
mark of Mackn., that “many of the heathen 
judges were distinguished for their to 
Justice and al] the duties of morality!" This is 
quie inconsistent with what the Apostle says in 

is Epistles, and — in that to the Romans, 
and nearly as m th what may be gathered 

oldare Ste oi Ayios Toy KÓGJAOV Kpivovat; Kai ei èv vuv KpweTat 

from the Class. writers, Greek and Latin. As 
little is there to approve in what he says, that 
* the heathens are called sert in same 
sense as the Christians are called the saints; the 
latter,” he adds, “not on account of the real 
sanctity of their manners, but from their pro- 
ession,” so treating the two terms as mere so- 
minal igrati Rather we must su 
Christians are — aspa naspa their 
Mfg tend at tism obli em to be 
and use, if true members of Christ's mysti 
body, bis Holy Catholic Church, they cannot 
fail to be such. They are bound to be what the 
ancient people of God were, though in & ge 
degree, namely, as it is said 1 Pet. ii. 9, I0seç 
dy:ov. n — the im tard — we 
are not obliged to suppose t means 
to attribute injustice to adi the heathens indis- 
criminately, stil] lees injustice to all the beatben 
judges without exception; but he merely employs 
a term which would be applicable, more or lese, 
almost universally. I am, however, inclined to 
think that he does not use Tæ» dixe» simply 

dTícTwv ; for then why should he not have 
rather employed the plain term dicere», which 
he always elsewhere applies to heathens, and 
never ad«xot, or even duapre oi, though that is 
found in the Gospels? The reason why he chose 
to use the term Aere (and bere only) has beca 
well pointed out by Ch who observes, that 
the Apostle docs not say iwi raw d&vicrww, but 
iwi Top ddixewy, adopting an ion as suit- 
able as ible to the purpose which he bad in 
view, which was to — and draw off [from 
an evil practice]: for as the subject of his 
words was judgment, and those that are impleaded 
seek — eo much as — ae Tae d be a 
strict regard to justice on the part ir judges, 
—bence he suggests a consideration calculated 
to set forth the impropriety of such a procedere, 

. d. ‘whither are ye going, and what are ye 
oing, to commit your cause to the wey, in 
poene to the just?’ In short, as regards 

tb expressions, the Apostle means to intimate 
that, as in the one quarter they could not reason- 
ably look for justice, so in the other they might 
expect it at lesst at the hande of these whe Gore 
by profession and in reality ol dyer. 

. oU olĝars Sri, &c.) I am etill of the same 
opinion as to rejecting the 4, which has been 
received into the text before oó«, by almost all 
the Editors from Griesb. to Alf. This is de- 
cidedly opposed by infernal evidence, for, while 
we are unable to well account for its being tbroers 
€ (Alf.'s reason ‘being thought sa "is 
baseless), easily may we account for its bei 
brought into, the text, namely, from ver. 16 and 
19 of this same Chapter. Nor is the external 
evidence for it by any means strong, for it is 
found in only 5 uncial and 12 cursive MSS., te 
which I can only add one Lamb. and one Mus, 
copy. Moreorer, the most ancient of MSS. (the 
Vatican B) is without it. As to the Verse 
they are no sufficient evidence in such s caee as 
this, since the Translators merely the 
Particle by & mark of interrogation. Nor is amy 
real evidence to be derived from the Latin Fs- 
thers ; for they merely follow the Vulgate. As 
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Gre dryyéXovs rpivoð ev; nts ye Brotind; * Buwtixd pèv ovv 
KpiTnpia àv ene, Tors é£ouSernuévous év TÜ exxdAnoia, Tovrous 
xkaBitere. 5 IIpós evrporny ur Myo. oUros oun * évi év Upiv 
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Thess. 4. 6. < 1 

á&mícrov; 7 9*"Hóq pèv obv rws rrypa [èv] opiv dorw, dre 8&5 s, 

to the Greek Fathers, they have the ñ only in the 
tect; and even there some of the MSS. have it 
not. Had the ancient Critics perceived the force 
of the (so frequent in St. Paul), th 
would not have intruded the 4. Not that this 

force thus im gh 
force which would have been lost by the prefixing 
of the 8. 
— oi &yio: TÒ» kóeuor kpwovci] After a re- 

newed and most careful consideration of the 
exact import of these words, which involve no 
little difficulty, I still continue as formerly to 
give the preference to that by which it ie — 
that the faithful servants of God, after being 
accepted in Christ, shall be, in a certain sense, 
assessores judicii, by concurrence, with Christ, and 
being partakers of the judgment to be held by 
him over wicked men and apostate angels, who 
are, as we learn from 2 Pet. ii. 4, and Jude 6, 
‘reserved unto the judgment of the last day.’ 
This view, if carefully propounded, and under- 
stood with due limitation, avoids the objections 
so formidable, if not fatal, to which the other is 
open,—of interpreting xpivaty strictly of judging ; 
while, on the other hand, it is abundantly sufficient 
for the purpose of the Apostle's argument. See 
the able annotations of Calv., Beza, Est., Stener- 
sen, and Billr., whose inte tion of i» tui 
(which I have adopted), ‘ by means of you,’ is 
supported by the authority of Photius ap. CEcu- 
men., who takes iv oui» as standing for di Una. 
Stenereen and Usteri (quoted by Billr.) have 
well pointed out that by the ay:o: must be 
meant, in the highest t the sanctified ° 

8. éyytXovs s A ap | meaning the evi 
angels, ‘who kept not their first estate,’ of 
whom mention is made at 2 Pet. ii. 4, where 
they are described as aly xpíci» trnpovpavor. 
The judgment of their prince is declared at 
John xvi. 11; and that both he and his subject- 
angels must be judged by the Son, is certain from 
John v. 22, where it is said, TH» xplow waaay 
Séidesna |ó Orde] To Tig. Nor is there any 
reason why we may not understand xp¿ogusy 
hese also of the same kind of virtual judgment ; 

though how far precisely, and in what way, is 
not made known to us by any certain revela- 
tion. 

4. Biwrıxà piv—xabXere}] Some eminent 
Commentators place a mark of interrogation 
after xai{ers, which they take as an Indicative, 
in the sense,—‘ If, then, you have controversies 
about worldly affairs, do you set them to judge 
who are the least esteemed in the Church, i. e. 
heathen magistrates?’ This, however, is, as I 
have shown, liable to serious objections. Others, 
of scarcely less note, take «aGi¥. as simply Ja- 
dicat. extra intere But the sense thus arising, 
though not unsuitable, is feeble and jejune, and 
does not well comport with the air of the con- 
text, which is that of pointed irony. Hence I 
still prefer the interpretation of the ancient, and 
all the earlier modern Expositors, who take 
kaÜ0íz. as an Imperat. ; q: d. * Set them to judge 
(such Bievri«á, causes involving mere secular 
matters) even who are of no account (rather than 
heathen judges" The ToíTovs is emphatic ; 

. d. * these, 1 say, whom you affect to hold so 
cheap.” On x in its forensic sense, as used 
both of judges and arbitrators, &c., see examples 
in my Lex. 

5. mpòs ivrporny Up. Aéyeo] lit. ° for shame 
to you (i. e. ° to put you to shame") say I this’ 
(& form of earnest expostulation, recurring at 
ch. xv. 34); q. d. * What I say may put you to 
shame, as proceeding on the supposition that 
there are no persons of judgment among you 
disposed to act as arbitrators.' 

— obTes ovx iv, &c.] This use of ofrws, as 
of the Latin ñane, im wonder mixed with 
censure; q. d. * Is it really so ?'— Zodós is to be 
understood of judgment, or knowledye, in the 
business of common life; as codias at Acts vi. 3 
where see note. In the repetition at oux ovdi 
aTs, and even in the dialysis, there is much force; 
q. d. * Are none of your boasted teachers toise 
enough, none of your eloquent preachers acufe 
enough, to decide a petty case of common equity 
between Christian brethren?’ There seems al- 
lusion to the meortai or siartntal, prf 
arbitrators chosen (alpsroi) by two parties dis- 

ing upon any claim, in order to settle the 
matter between them.—dva uícor ToU adsA Hou 
for Tcv 40e hoy, ° Sing. collectively, for Plur. 
(see Winer, Gr.), by Hebraism," says Kuttner. 

6. We have here a repetition of the reprehen- 
sion at ver. l, with a yet stronger animadversion 
on their litigious spirit; q. d. * But ye are not 
content with arbitration, but ye go to law one 
with another, and carry your causes before hea- 
then judges.’ i 

7. Waring the censure of their carrying their 
complaint before the heathen courts, the Apostle 
now, at ver. 7, keeping to the reproof of their 

litigiousness commenced at ver. 6, and at ver. 8 
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$93. 9— epiuara ëyere pel  éavrOv. Atari ovyt padrov adexciode ; 
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proceeds to animadvert on the grasping spirit, 
which mainly occasioned that litigiousness which 
prevailed among them. 
— fq uiv ov iws fjrrTyua—toTi] Ren- 

der: ‘so then, even now (i. e. thus far, in this 
respect) there is, on the whole, a defect (lit. 
short-coming) among you. On this emphatic 
force of én, see my note on Thuc. vi. 34, 9.— 
The ui» oùv is rendered by Alf. imo, vero, as in 
Soph. CEd. Col. 31, referring to Hartung, Partic. 
ii. 400, aud to infra ix. 25, and Phil. ii. 23. But 
the question is, whether the sense will appl 
here? I should say not ; for Dr. Peile has well 
seen, that neither here, nor at v. 4, are the Par- 
ticles ui» ody to be taken together in their fre- 
quent sense imo, vero, ‘nay, rather; but that 
piv, on the principle indicated at Rom. xi. 13, 
serves only to throw the emphasis on Brwrixd 
and on én. The same idiom, as I have ob- 
served above, is found at ix. 25, and Phil. ii. 23; 
in which cases I agree with Dr. Peile, that the 
uiv without 62 is = ‘to go no further.’ But, to 
&dvert to the term as used to characterize their 
having suits at law with each other, frrnua, the 
best Expositors have been agreed that it means 
‘a falling short of the strict line of duty; ‘a 
short-coming, zz ‘a minor delinquency’ (so 
Est., minorationem),—a term less strong than 
-apáTrwua. See Erasm, Hyper, Bulling., 
Grot., and Est., who well show, that Paul pur- 
posely selected the expression (which is of ex- 
ceedingly rare occurrence) as denoting something 
lese than wapawrepua. There is, indeed, scarcely 
any point about which Expositors, ancient and 
modern, have been so as this. Mr. Alf, 
however, issues a decided vefo, and pronounces 
the seuse to be, ‘a falling short of your inherit- 
ance tx the kingdom of God ; and seeks to con- 
firm the interpretation from v. 9, áduxo: Bası. 
Qiov où kAnpovoursicovst But Paul does not 
here impute to them injustice, but, as Calv. and 
Hyper. show, a kind of tmbectlitatem arising from 
inability to exercise due patience and furboar- 
ance. I have dwelt longer on this matter than 
the force of a single term might seem to war- 
rant, but only because it involves a most im- 
portant question, and one, as Calv. observes, not 
accurately discussed by Theologians. His own 
note is most masterly, and goes to fully settle 
the question of Christians going to law. He 
first inquires whether it is possible to go to law 
without the impatientia ? for if it be so, to go to 
law will not be always cvil, but only for the most 
part. * Ego autem fatcor, continues he, ‘ ut 
sunt corrupti hominum mores, impatientiam aut 
tolerantie defectum (ut loquuntur) esse omnium 
fero litium accidens inseparabile. Sed hoc non 
obstat tamen, quin discernas inter rem ipsam et 
accidens vitiosum. Itaque meminerimus, Paulum 
non ideo improbare lites, quod bonam causam 
praesidio magistratus tueri per se malum sit; sed 
quia fere perpetuo adhereant pravi affectus, ut 
intemperantia, ulciscendi libido, inimicitim, per- 
tinacia, et similes.’ He then proceeds to discuse 
the question more minutely ; and he ends with 
giving some rules for the exercise of a Chris- 

tian's right of seeking redress for an injnry b 
law ; rer he concludes with the — of 
monition, — * tenendam CMT moderationem 
esse, ne remedium sibi a Domino permissum 
proprio vitio contaminent.' 
— éiaTÍ ovxl uáXXop adcxsiobe; &c.] In 

GdixetacOa and dwocTepeicÓs (of which the 
former is su to denote personal or 
injury, and the latter injury in one's 
there is an idiom (by no means frequent) tos 
nify ‘bear to be injured, or deprived of one’s 
own’ (on which see Glass. Phil. Sac., and Win. 
Gr. Gr. 8 32, 8) ; ‘take wrong,’ as Dr. Peile ex- 
plains; ‘suffer yourselves to be wronged, i.e. 
put up with the injury ?' And so Tyndale long 
ago rendered. This idiom —— I believe, 
by the Commentators) is found also, in the case 
of this very verb, in Thucyd. i. 120, 4. wire Te 
Qovylo Ths elptiuns ndduevoy ádix«sio ai, * to 
endure being wronged;' where I have addnced 
examples of the idiom in éAaqoccovmeve:. Thu- 
cyd. i. 77,1. Tadd Plut. Mor. pp. 190, 232, 236, 
Tó ddixsioba: svvacba:, ‘able to Jut up with 
being wronged; and Wyttenb. adduces exam- 
ples from Aristot, Menand., and other writers; 
and he well remarks. —' Est autem ex interiori 
vi Verbi Medii &dusio0a: injuriam ferre. That 
it is really a Middle — cannot be doubted, 
and so it is regarded by Winer, Gr. 8 39, 4, 
though he has not shown to what force of the verb 
Mid. this should be referred. That, I apprehend, 
is the reflexive form; and, accordingly, the lite- 
ral sense is, ‘to wrong once i. e. by allowing 
another to wrong one, agreeably to the princi 
laid dewn by Kühner and Jelf, as inberent in 
the Middle voice, that the n who allows an 
action to be done to himself is often conceived 
and spoken of as if he did it himself. So d&da- 
oxscÜa., ° to suffer oneself to be taught,” equiv. 
to ‘to learn, as in Soph. Antig. 356, aa rvosó- 
pout opyas td:daEaro. 

8. We have here an amplification followed by 
a circumstance serving to aggravate the offence. 
—'Adixsire, in antithesis to ddicsioGe, as in 
Dionys. Hal. vi. 73, oùx ádixeicÓs, drAAa kèr- 
xetra, and 170, ]. The term &óix. is used of 
cheating by fraud, denial of a just debt — Kai 
Tavra is for xai rovro, et quidem: a rare 
idiom; but of which Rosenm. has adduced one 
example from Josephus, and Rinck some few 
from Plato. I add Dion. Hal. Antt viii. 58; 
and I could subjoin several from Thucyd. —Tbe 
reading Touro, adopted by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., from A, B, C, D, F, and 7 cursives, is 
manifestly & Critical correction. Alf, indeed, 
pronounces the ravra ‘a correction, because two 
— ééix. and rocr., are mentioned.” Bat 
the Critics would scarcely be so stupid as mot te 
know that xai TaUra, as used in that idiom, 
merely means e£ quidem, ‘even; as the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator saw. It is plain that the rovro 
was brought in—probably suggested by the xai 
TovTO at v. 6—to introduce an easier reading ; 
though the difficulty was not so great as ihe 
TavtTa at v. l} 

9. Against the unholy dispositions above men- 
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tioned (litigiousncss and a grasping epirit) they 
are now warned by a reference to the punishment 
denounced against these and all other unchristian 
dispositions; ‘and the admonition,’ observes 
Olsh., ‘is rendered highly impressive by refer- 
ence to the character of the kingdom of God, 
which, as a kingdom of purity, excludes from it 
all that is impure; and at the same time by the 
serious consideration, that having been purified 
from their evil deeds by the blood of Christ, the 
giving themselves up to the dominion of sin 
weuld make them doubly guilty.” 
— ñ ovx oldars ori, ber] he ñ here and at 

ver. 16 is not without force. Render: ‘an forte 
mescitis?" (a doubt being implied.) or, ‘are ye 
really ignorant? So Thucyd. vi. 77, 2, ñ uívo- 
pav tas ay, Of, ‘are we really waiting until,’ 
&e.? And so often in N. T., as Rom. ix. 21, ñ 
ova ixu ifovciay; ch. xi. 2, Ñ oox oidaTs ri 
Aiye: n ypas; 
— gh wÀàayac0s' obrs %dovot, &c.] The 

Apostle now to enumerate, in the way 
of example, all such vices (including thoee he 
has been censuring) as exclude from salvation. 
This he introduces with the impressive words 
ph wravacGs, formed on those of Lake xxi. 8, 
— n 7Àarj05Ts, and found also at 

Cor. xv. 33. Gal. vi. 7, and sometimes in the 
Class. writers. So Philemon, cited by Krause: 
Mydi» TAÀarnÜge orai káp "Aidov xplors, 
"Horae roiou Orde, Ó wavrwv Üsamórws. 
The sense, then, intended is, ‘ Deceive not your- 
selves, but be well assured that,’ &e. 

10. u£8vco.] * Drunkards’ are thus classed 
among those guilty of greater crimes, since vices 
go in clusters, and it is very rare to find drunken- 
ness unattended with one or more of the other 
vices, especially the sins of uncleanness, and also 
brawling and brutality. 
— ovy dpwayss] There is here a resumption 

of what was said at mÀsovsxTal, the clase of per- 
sons being the same, but the d of guilt 

, by a more daring breach of the Divine 
aw; the latter denoting ‘those who defraud 
others by deceit,’ the former ‘those who injure 
them by extortion.” So Thueyd. iv. 80, dráry 
sémpeTrie wWreovexTicai Tiva, and i. 77, where 
wrsovextsicba: signifies ‘ to be over-reacked,' as 

to —— ‘to be deprived of 
any thing by compulsion.” The ov before xA npor., 
not found in A, B, C, D, E, and 20 cursives, is 
cancelled vi Lachm. and by Tiscb. ed. 1, though 
in his 2nd ed. he bas restored it, Mr. Alf., 
however, has not profited by the ĉrórspaı dpor- 
tides of his Achates, but cancels the ov,—a 
course involving a breach of one of the most 
certain of Critical Canons; and nothing can be 
plainer, than that the ov was removed by Alex- 
acdrian Critics, as involving a breach of Gram- 
mar. That the où should have come in, as Alf. 
thinks, from writing the ov twice over, in all the 
copies, except a comparatively few, is incredible. 
I now find my decisien confirmed by the suf- 

ava atredovoacbe, àXXà TyyiáaÜ nre, GAN Tit. 3. 8. 
Heb. 10. 12. 

frage of Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. 108, who remarks, 
that the reading of the MSS. in question arose 
from correction. He numbers this passage, in 
which the oó is found, as one of the examples in 
Greek of a repetition of the same negative, mostly 
involved in words syntactically connected (as 
here) with the verb which has the negative 
joined with it; and he observes, that *inlensity 
of sense is generally designed.’ He remarks, too, 
on the peculiarity involved in the repetition of 
the bare Particle où, adducing as other examples 
] Cor. xii. 15, 16, and Soph. Antig. 5, óvotor 
oo Tav cov Tt kduov ovk mer byw xakay, 
where intensity is communicated b7 the repeti- 
tion. Not so in 7Esch. Agam. 1635, 89 oix, 
imah Tos’ iBovdevoas uópov, Apacat roë’ 
td oUx ETÀç. 

1. xai Tavra) To account for the use of the 
neuter here, we may, with Billr. and Alf., sup- 
pose that the words ravra Tivée are to be taken 
together, as equiv. to rorovro:, analogously to 
the Latin id genus homines; the grammatical 
harshness of using ruvra for being soft- 
ened by the addition of rivis, which, Alf. re- 
marks, ‘limits the duets, the suppressed subject 
of sre.” However, this seems an unsatisfactory 
mode of dealing with the difficulty. The merging 
together the ravra and Tivis is quite gratuitous, 
and does violence to the construction ; since Tivie 
was evidently thrown in as a qualification; q. d. 
t certain persons at least ; neither does it remore 
& particle of the grammatical difficulty, which it 
is best to face at once (not to shuffle it off, 
with Meyer, by supposing the neuter to be used 
in the sense of ‘a ripple’), and class the anomaly 
with sueh passages as Thucyd. vi. 77, oux “loves 
TáÓs eloly: Eur. Tr. 99, ovxér: Tpoía rads: 
Androm. 168, où yap icf’ "Exrwp ráðs. See 
Matth. Gr. 8 440, who says the idiom is often 
found, 
— dàdÀAà deeXoveacÓ0s, dAÀAáÀ tdoOnrs, 

&c.] A sentence pregnant with meaning, and of 
which the pu seeme twofold—to soften the 
pungency of the previous reproof, and to stir up 
the minds of the readers to profit by the benefits 
of the Gospel. ‘The three terms dwredodcacée, 
fytácÓnrs, and édixarwOnre, express (says 
Olshausen), by a sort of climax, the experience 
of Christian regeneration, and thus the passage is 
of a similar kind to those of Rom. v. 1, 2, and 
vi. 1—23; and the thrice repeated dAXa gives 
force to the implied admonition ; which conveys, 
as Beza remarks, ‘a solemn warning, that re- 
pentance and forgiveness, justification and sanc- 
tification, are united by an indissoluble bond.’ 
In explaining these three terms, Commentators 
have gone to the two extremes, either of too 
nicely distinguishing the three spiritual benefits, 
or of blending them into one; though, indeed, 
the three are so closely connected, as scarcely to 
be separated one from the other. In the first of 
the three terms there is a manifest allusion to 

baptism, and in the second and third, to its ef 
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fects,—eanctification and regeneration, or, as one 
might rather have expected from what is said at 
ch. i. 30, justification and sanctification; but it 
should seem, as Calvin supposes, that it is placed 
last, aa presenting the weightiest sense; or, as 
Billr. expresses it, ‘the term which presents the 
weightiest sense is placed last, the emphasis being 
accumulated on the predicate. Be that as it 
may, the three great and inestimable benefits 
here denoted have been justly — by some 
Expositors as forming a sort of ip dsa tory, 
since, as Stenersen o es, they are so closely 
connected together, that one cannot be present 
without the others, nor can they be distinguished 
except in ht, being united by an indissoluble 
bond. Notwithstanding this, however, the three 
terms are (as Calv. observes) employed by way 
of more forcibly deterring the converts from re- 
lapsing into the state from which they had de- 
rted.—4«XoícaaÓ« is not well rendered as if 

it were in the Passive. It is a middle verb with 
& reflexivo force (like the Heb. conjugation 
Hithpshel), and may be compared with «óro- 

at, &yáXAXouas, XavyÜávoyuai, — the 
literal sense being, ‘ye have washed yourselves 
i. e. had yourselves washed), viz. by the rite of 
hristian baptism. And so in Acts xxii. 16 it 

is said, Bawricas (submit yoursel ves to bap- 
tism) «a£ dwoXovga rae apapríac cov, Í. e. 
* be washed in the laver of neration in 
tism,' alluded to in Tit. iii. 5. Eph. v. 26. Heb. 
x. 23. It is the more important to attend to the 
full import intended to be conveyed by dweX., 
considering that the two terms following are 
meant to represent Christian baptism as carried 
out in ils effects — Christian justification and 
sanctification. Accordingly, it would seem that 
in order to unite and blend the three into one, 
we are (with Hyper. and Est.) to consider the 
expression as denoting also tho spiri ton 
as the effect of the ablution in bap- 
tism, the washing in the ‘ Fountain opened for 
sin and uncleanness' (Zech. xii. 1), whereby the 
stoning blood of Christ is connected with the 
sanctifying influences of his Holy Spirit, and 
productive of moral neration ; to which there 
is an allusion in syiác0., at which understand 
T6 lIveóuaT: Tov Osov (see John xiv. 26. xv. 

: and thus, as St. Paul commences with the 
first-attained spiritual graco in tism, eo he 
concludes with the sustaining perfecting energy of 
the Holy Spirit, necessary throughout the whole 
of our Gi 
the just distinction here made between the offices 
of Christ and that of the Holy Spirit, it, in adjustin 
which it is important to attend to tho 
in iv To óvópaT: Tuc— Incov, which reference, 
I am row of opinion; is to édcxarwOnre, as Eat. 
very well renders, * per meritum Domini, &. ; 
though the more literal version would be, ‘in 
CMS of Me, for My sake,’ as in John xiv. 26, 
where see my note. y 

12. wávra po &EsoTiw, &c.] The best Com- 
mentators are , that these words are su 
posed (by an ellips. of AAA dpsie por) to 

hristian course. Calvin has pointed out fi 

the words of an objector, and such as were 
bably often used — who wished to indulge 
in seusuality, and in eating meats offered to 
idols; and who sought to justify their conduct 
under the pretence of Christian — By ‘all 
hinge, are meant all things which the Apostle 
has here in view; i.e. all kinds of food. To 
this the answer is, d\X\' où wavra cungipn, 
where the d\Aq has both a coscessory ax 
eaceptive force; q. d. * True: all things are given 
us to enjoy; but oU várTa cundéips:, all meate 
are not expedient to be eaten, because may 
throw a etumbling-block in the way of others; 
meaning, as Billr. says, that, *even in matters 
indifferent, Christian liberty must not be pleaded, 
— much less in matters which are in themeelves 
unlawful and improper. In short, in the words 
following (where Paul repeate the objection, in 
order to answer it more fully), the sense may be 
thus expressed (with a due regard to the Para- 
nomasia and the Antithesis):—‘I have power 
over all meats; but none of them shall hare 
power over me, i.e. ‘so as to make me a slave 
to my appetites.” Thus, then, are intimated two 
considerations, by regard to which Christian 
liberty is to be regulated. In the first place, all 
must be done for the bencfit and edificatian of 
the Church (comp. ch. x. 23), or, in other words, 
nothing must be done to give offence; and 

y, Christians must so use the goods of 
life, as to be at all times ready to relinquish 
them for higher objects, Tà dves. 

13. rà Bpóuara—poenaciw] scil. iors, i. e. 
j«st, ‘are meant for.’ Here the à 

sentiment is further illustrated by ezamples, an 
an objection anticipated ; q. d. ‘ All aliments are 
meant for the sustenance of the body, and the 
body is fitted to the reception and dizen ef 
them. Or rather it may , With some 
Expositors, as another ment of the opponent, 
containing an excuse for indulgence in seneuality. 
The words following, +ó ĝi cape, &c. contain 
Paul's answer, in which the words rò di e&ga— 
owmarTe are meant to reply to ra Bpé&nara— 
Bpwpac:, and ó ù O«sós—aórov to ò à¿ Oede 
kaTapyńce:. It is true, that, in the first case, 
there sceme no direct answer; but, in fact, the 
argument needed none, as it would be like 
ing from the use to the abuse of any thing. The 
Apostle, therefore, it would seem, waves this, 
and replies to the apology in the r for 
which it was, no doubt, often pleaded, namely, 
ormication; and which may have been mesat ei 
the opponent to be implied in what was sai 
The answer, then, of the Apostle is this: ‘ But 
[be that case of the body and meats as it may.] 
it will not apply to natural ites of another 
kind ; for the body was not e for fornication, 
(i. e. * There exists no necessity for satisfying the 
natural appetites in this case, as in that of ‘food : 
the m espa o p> waw for its erist- 
ence, but the gratifying of the other appetites is net 
necessary to existence,’) but re Kopie, i. e. fee 
his service, which implies obedience to his wif. 
‘ Now the will of God (says the Apostle else- 
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where) ie your sanctification, that ye should 
abstain from fornication.” ‘Yield not your mem- 
bers as instruments of unrighteousness unto sin ; 
but yield yourselves unto God—and your mem- 
bers as instruments of righteousness unto God.” 
Rom. vi. 13. 
The words xai ó Képios tes owpat: admit of 

more than one sense. Most modern Commen- 
tators explain ris cupa: * for raising and glori- 
fying the body; but far preferable to so harsh an 
interpretation ie that of the Fathers and early 
modern Commentators, which supposes the sense 
to be that ‘the body is dedicated to the service of 
Christ as its proprietor.’ 

14. o àà Oeds—Cuvduewe arov] Here the 
Apostle replies to the second argument of the 
opponent, namely, ò di O:ós—c«aTapyrjos,.. It 
is well observed by Heyden., that the sentence 
would have been more exact in inverse order, 
and with Particles of comparison, thus: 6 dé 
Osos iẸryeps? ryuae sia THs Cuvduews aÚTou, 
wees xai rò» Küpior fryecpe. Be that as it 
may, the ment stands thus :—‘ How, then, 
can I maintain that our body is utterly to 
perish, and therefore that while we live, we may 
do as we please? Our bodies are not destined 
to come to nought, but to rise to immortality,— 
an immortality of glory and felicity: but lust 
renders them unfit for the resurrection to life 
and bliss with Christ (see Phil. iii. 21, and John 
v. 29). Who, then, will suppose impure plea- 
sures a thing indifferent, when they, for a tran- 
sitory delight, plunge a man into an eternity of 
woe ?' "Hysips and d£eyspei contain an adjunct 
notion of ° raising up to glory and felicity.’ 

15. The Apostle now reverts to the foregoin 
subject, and uses another and still more powerfu 
argument against fornication; namely, that Chris- 
tians are members of Christs mystical body. 
* Here (obeerves Bp. Warburton, Serm. ix. 350) 
Rt. Paul, in order to expose the enormity of for- 
nication amongst Christians, considers every man 
as a member of Christ's spiritual body, and every 
man living in fornication as the member of a 
barlot; & profanation which renders the crimi- 
nal unworthy of the spiritual union with Christ. 
But then, to make the Corinthians still more 
sensible of this profanation, he sets before them 
the closeness of that spiritual union, which, in his 
accustomed manner, he enforces by analogy to 
the thing profaning ; just as, in another place of 
this Epistle, he exposes the profanation of the 
Lord's Supper when joined to an idol-feast, by a 
comparison between what those two rites had, or 
were supposed to have, in common. But the 

union of concubinage not so well suiting his pur- 
pose as that of iage, he employs the latter 
to enforce the enormity of the former, and, with- 
out stopping to change the terms, continues the 
use of the word Aarlot, to predicate of her, what 
js strictly true only of a og be namely, that ‘he 
which is Joined to her ts one body." 
— Ta sonata vuv.) Meaning * yourselves, 

both body and soul.” At mán XpioTov supply 
owpuaros, ‘the members of Christ's mystical 
body, namely, the Church, of which He is head, 
and the rest are members inserted by Baptism, 
and dedicated to his service in the sacraments of 
Baptism and the Lord's Supper. 
— doas ody Tà uíAn, &c.] "Atpas is not (as 

Krause regards it) pleonastic, as is clear from its 
minent position ; but we bave here two clauses 

lended into one, Prof. Scholefield, indeed, re- 
garding this use of dpas as 'uncowih, would 
(with alcknaer ) read, from several ancient MSS., 
apa. But it is far more likely that an wncouth 
reading should be altered into an easy one, from 
conjecture, or pass into it by accident (since dpa 
oùv often occurs in the New Test.), than that so 
plain a reading as dpa should inadvertently be 
changed into the difficult one dpas. Besides, the 
Pauline vigour of the expression, which our 
tasteless Critics took for uncouthness, sufficiently 
attests its genuineness. Here, then, St. Paul 
employs the same comparison as at iii. 16; and, 
in calling the body the temple of the Holy Ghost, 
he uses the same image as Philo Judeus; who, 
in speaking of the first man, thus describes his 
body: olxos yap rie, Ñ vews lepos itextalvero 
Wuxne Aoyixyjs. 

10, 17. We have here a further illustration of 
the preceding. 
17. iv wvevpal scil. cuy abro, for £v tore 

ci» aire xard TÓ wvevua, ‘is one heart and 
soul with him" (see Acts iv. 22), as intimate 
friends are said to be ux nia. Comp. 1 John 
iii. 24. 

18. éxrde Tov cwyaros}] This must be un- 
derstood comparaté (being expressed by popular 
hyperbole), espec. if sis +ó 10io» copa duapr. 
be understood, as it is by many recent Commen- 
tators, of injuring the body by wasting its health 
and strength : an argument, however, which 
would be more suitable to a heathen moralist, 
than to the great Apostle; and which, in fact, is 
adduced, in reference to intemperance of every 
kind, by Socrates ap. Xen. Mem. i. 5, 3. See 
also Ecclus. xix. 2, 3. We may suppose, that, 
while meaning to include the idea of injuring 
(and so the expression sinning against is used in 
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a Rabbinical writer cited by Schoéttgen. on Luke 
x. 30), the Apostle chiefly intended that of dis- 
gracing and polluting the body, by using it for 
purposes not intended by its Maker, renderin 
the n thereby unfit for a spiritual union wit 
Christ (v. 18), and profantag what was meant to 
be dedicated, like a temple, to holy uses, as the 
Apostle more particularly mentions in the next 
verae. 

19. Tò capa Spey] for vues, though copua 
is used for the argument's sake. Toi, scil. dvros. 
— oix orè iavriv] A popular mode of ex- 

pression, meaning ‘ye are not at your own dispo- 
sal, but Christ's; thus intimating, that, to abuse 
the body, is to abuse what is not their own. 

20. HyopdoOnre Tus] lit. ‘ye have been 
bought off, or redeemed, by a price paid ;' ‘ye 
are bound to his service, as a bought slave is to 
that of his purchaser, or of him who has pur- 
chased his redemption." 
— dofdacure 87, &c.] ° make your body, then, 

subservient to the glory of God, i. e. ‘ consecrate 
both body and soul to his service.” “Arid bore 
ToU Ozou, * which are both, of them, God's! — 
namely, * by right of creation, and still more of 
redemption.” 

The words xal lv tw wvetpaTri—Osov, not 
found in several uncial, and 5 cursive MSS., the 
Vulg., Copt., and /Ethiop. Versions, and several 
Fathers, are cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf., but defended by Matthei, who 
has shown that the evidence of the Fathers is 
contradictory, and not of any great weight. It 
must, however, be confessed that, though they 
seem almost necessary to complete the sense, 
and correspond to vv. 16, 17, 19, — they may 
have been added for that reason. I should have 
placed them in double brackets, were it not for 
the deficiency of the cursive MSS., and the au- 
thority of the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

VII. Having concluded the reprehensory por- 
tion of the Epistle, the Apostle now proceeds to 
answer certain questions, which, it seems, had 
becn proposed by the Corinthians, on matrimony 
and other kindred subjects. Whether that con- 
cerning the expediency and necessity of marriage, 
and the validity of a Christian's marriage with a 
Pagan, proceeded from the Jewish Christians or 
from the Gentile converts, is a disputed point. 
The former is the more probable, if, at least, the 
inquiries in the Letter were made in disparage- 
ment of marriage; for the Jewish converts, most 
of them, held the opinions of the es on matri- 
mony. These several questions, then, the Apostle 
answers, vv. 1—16, and after discussing another 

question concerning virgias, and subjoining some 
eneral counsel respecting other conditions of 
ife, vv. 17—20, he adds his Apostolica! counsel, 
both to the unmarried (vv. 25— 38) and te 
widows, vv. 39, 40. 

l. xaddv dvOpwrw, &c.] The beet Commen- 
tators are agreed that, from the context, xaÀde 
— have Mo sense m, = honestum, 
mo good, but must mean ceóudopor, 
dient, namely, for the reason mentioned at v.82 
for the avoiding of care and anxiety. It ie 
obvious that this is not an authoritative deci- 
sion, but = friendly counsel, and that not treating 
the question on general grounds, but solely with 
reference to those times. 

2. dia tas *ropysías] The full sense is, ‘on 
account of the fornications [that might other 
wise be committed]. A brief mode of expres- 
sion, similar to that at ver. 5, dia Tho axpaclay 
Uuay, ‘on account of the incontinency into which 
ye might otherwise have fallen.” The 
ere may be referred to the various hinds of 

lasciviousness mentioned supra vi. 9, 10, or rather 
to the prevalence of lewdness in tbe Christian 
Church which might thus arise. 
— Tév ldiov avdpa Exérc] The words iavros 

and lov are the same in sense; but here, as at 
Eph. v. 22, 25, the Apostle has chosen so to ea 
the term, as to employ &avrov for the À 
and Té:ov for the wife ; though the Class. writers 
use the former alone in both cases. Whether 
there be, as I have thought, any emphasis on the 
words, is doubtful; they are used tet. any at 
Eph. v. 22, 25, and 1 Pet. iii. ] and 5 ; as also in 
the only two instances I have noted ox? of oat 
ture,—namely, Boeckh. Inscrip. Gr. t. i. p. 
ù yuvh Tov làtoy dvdpa—iv repiver dviarucey 
(prevailed on to rise). See my note on Thucyd. 
i. 196, 11, and t. ii. 378, T lóíar — 

8. Thv derdontvny eSvoray] MSS. A, B. C, 
D, E, F, G, and 5 cursives, with the Vulg., Ital, 
and other later Versions, and some Fathers, have 
Obe ir, which has been adopted by all the Cri- 
tical Editors except Matthei. Bat external av- 
thority is, through the deficiency of cursive MSS., 
— and internal P. ———— decide 
the point, since it may be u th wa As 
to ihe text. rec. being, as the Editors — gious 
on dpecdiy, that is far from being certain. Nay, 
considering the commonness of the e 

ium conjugale, the contrury may be nearer 
the truth ; or rather óieiA 3» might be an altera- 
tion of an ordinary Greek phrase into a Classical 
one; though efporay is a term sufficiently suit- 
able, and ^ so used by Joseph. Antt. xvii. 3, 1, 
and xvi. 7, 3, vii. 12. 4, and Dio Chrys. p. 52. 
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Such an alteration might easily creep into the 
Vulgate and the Latia Fathers, and from thence 
into some Greek ones, and finally into the copies 
of the Western recension. Of the Greek Fathers, 
Chrys., whose authority is alleged for ¿$a n>, 
did »o£ so read. The expression only occurs in 
bis paraphrase ; which rather confirm the sus- 
icion of óps:Àġv being a mere emendation. 

the commencing words of his Exposition 
it is plain, that he read édqsetlouivny Tta, as, 
indeed, do some MSS., but evidently by a gloss 
on sUüroiap. As to the text. rec. being, as Alf. 
eu a es ism for the same thing, it is 
no wonder that, as he says, Meyer will not con- 

this; for what sober-minded Critic can 
concede any thing so improbable? That rà» 
Gerri was in the text in the earliest age, and 
long before the period when it began to be tam- 
pered with, is attested by the presence of the 
word in the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

4. The words of this verse are exegetical of 
the former ere medias le eect 
depend ea Aogiryw» preceding. In each of 
the clauses of this senfentia bimembris the verb 
éEove. has a peculiar force, from brevity of ex- 
pression ; the full sense being,—that neither of 
the two ies hae say separate power, any 
power to the exclusion of the other from the 
thing in question, — since, as says Grot, the 
great jurist as well as Commentator, ‘in any 
matter of partnership, no one of the parties has 
a complete right,’ i. e. separate from the other. 
Here, then, exists a confessed harshness of ex- 
pression ; for a pure Greek author. would have 
written instead of dAX’ ó dvnp,—darep or diya 
Tow avépos, and instead of &AA' jj goh iria 
er diya 9s yvvaixót. As it ts, tho harshness 
in question bas produced such an obecurity as to 
give risc to the notion (and a strange one it is) 
of Pareus, Est., aad others, as though the power 
ench had were not such as to bind the other. 
Certain it is, the present shows remark- 
ably the difference existing on this head between 
Christianity and heathenism. According to the 
latter, the husband's right was regarded as full 
and complete; the wife's as next to nothing: 
which sufficiently appears from & multitude of 

that might be adduced from the Classics, 
only one of which it is necessary for me to select, 
Eurip. Med. 235, on the subject of Medea's enu- 
meraung the various miseries of women: &e 
Tpera piv Ost xpunuárw»s vrepBoryg dew 
id gah Ssororny Te camatos Aafsty 

ere the term deow. implies that the wife had 
not tbe reciprocal right. 

5. The Apostle now returns to the exhortation 
at v. 3—el uñ re is equiv. to the Hebr. w) ON. 
'Ex evudérov, for ix Tov avupávov, or ix 
Cvapeviat, = ng) the Sr esia xaspor con- 

ptory the Apostle, 
both parties; though we dnd, from 

Ecclesiastical history, that it was sometimes not 
observed in the early Christian Church. On the 
force of cyoAd{ew sce my Lex. in v. The 

s TH vnorela kal (not found in 7 uncial 
MSS. and a few cursives (to which I can add 
enly Lamb. 1182], besides several Versione and 
Fathers) were rejected by Mill and Bengel, and 
have been eancelled by all the Critical Editors 
except Matth. The external evidence here is in- 
sufficient; and the inleraal cannot decide, since 
it is itself doubtful, drawing two ways; yet it is 
rather against than for the words. The case is 
very similar to that at Mark ix. 29; and in both 
the reading is an uestion. 
— oveipynoGe] The reading of MSS. and 
itions here varies. The early Editions and 

several MSS., with some later Versions and 
Fathers have cvvipyneds, which has been 
edited by Scholz; but ovrépysctüs was edited, 
from several MSS. and early Veniens, by Beza, 
5, Schmidt, and Elzevir, and thus was intro- 
duced into the teztus us, and was edited b 
Matth. Again, Tra, which is found in A, B, C, 
D, E, F, G, and 7 cursives, and in several 
Fathers, ie edited by Griesb., Lacbm., Tisch., 
and Alf. I cannot yet venture to receive it, be- 
cause there is a great deficiency of cursive copies 
to confirm the uncial ; and internal evidence will 
not supply their place, inasmuch as it is equall 

red; for though avrípx. may be a Criti 
correction of sre, it also a pleonasm; 
and it is difficult to say which is the more pro- 
bable. Under these circumstances I cannot adopt 
the new Fur but retain cuvipynobe, which 
I find in all Lamb. and Mus. MSS., and 
which seems to have been read by the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator. I have, however, ad 
Vocem for cxoAát., with all the Critical 

itors, on strong external authority, confirmed 
by internal evidence. 
— a) wep.] i. e. ‘may not throw you into 

carnal temptation. This does not necessarily 
imply (as Eatius, Camerarius, Pott, and Winer 
su that the temptation would be with 
Gon, or successful (though the word has that 
sense at Gal. v. 1); but there is merely denoted 

t danger, as at Matt. vi. 18, uh sloevéyxys 
7 ale Tarpas pov. 

6. rovro di Aéye, &c.] Commentators are 
pris ee — to be referred vo what 

, or to t ; or, if to what 
cedes, whether to what smmediately procedar, 
ver. 5, or to that a little further off, at vv. 1, 2. 
The latter method is preferable, and the words 
moy be referred to 2) &vocTepsiT& and xai 
wédw imi Tó avrò cuvipyneta at ver. 5, or to 
ver. 2, and then ovyyvwuny may be rendered, 
with some ancient and several modern Inter- 
preters, indulgence. Yet they are better referred 
to ver. l. But there is no reason why the Tovro 
(à Adyes may not be meant to apply both to 
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xarà cuyyvouny, ov xar émitayny T 5060 yap Tdyras år- 
Opérrovs elvat às xa) épavrov. GAN éxaaros iov yápopa 
Exes éx Oeod, 0s pev obras, 0s Šë obras. 

8 Aéyw Se Trois ayapow xai Taie ynpais, xaXov avTois OTW 
e 1 Tim. 5. 
14. 

day pelvwow dx Kayo. 
f Mal. 3.1 
16. ^ 

& 19. 6, 9. 
Mark 10. 11, 
13. 

what precedes and what follows on the subject of 
marriage; and thue the sense will be,— But I 
say what I say, or am saying.’ This view is, I 
find, adopted by Dr. Peile, who refers the Tovro 
to the Apostle's one great concession as to mar- 
riage, made firet at ver. 2, and again, by implica- 
tion, at ver. 3, and finally (and explicitly), at 
ver. 9, as conveyed by the word yayuncáTecay. 
It is not necessary to render gvyyv. ° I 
(with many eminent Commentators), but ‘ per- 
mission, as in our Pagi Versions generally. 
See my note on Thucyd. vii. 15, 3. e Apos- 
tle means, in explanation of what be is sa 
ing on this subject, to apprize hie readers that he 
is speaking of what is allowable or expedient, 
not what is enjoined to be done; q. d. (as 
Billr. explains) * You will learn, from what I 
have enjoined, not what you must do, but what 
you may do.' 

7. OéXe yàp, &c.] ‘for I could wish’ = 
OfrAorus. The words of this verse are semi- 
parenthetical; the sentiment being just after re- 
sumed with the same expression, Azyeo dé: and, 
accordingly, ver. 8 ought not to commence (as it 
does in almost all editions) a new section. 

The phrase sIvac we xai iuavrÓ» must, as 
Expositors are , be taken with limitation 
to mean, * have the same mastery over their appe- 
tites and passions as he had,' so as to be able to 
remain in virtuous celibacy, while it was by cir- 
cumstances required. At ixacror—ix Osov, 
the rendering of lov, ‘his own,’ is not quite 
accurate, since there is no Article at xdpionua, 
which there is in Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 2, dwoxad- 
toravras +H Woes Tò» Trop (scil. oth) «óg- 
pov. The words have been best rendered by the 
Arabic Tranelator, * Unusquisque donum habet a 
Deo, sibi peculiare, ‘hath a gift peculiar to, and 
proper for. him.'—xá&pioua means, probably, +ó 
Kexapioputvoy, ‘what has been bestowed upon 
any one; so that the words may be rendered: 
* quilibet domum habet peculiare, a Deo sibi con- 
cessum.’ The éyxpdrea is, observes Chrys., 
* called by Paul a‘ p^ out of modesty, as not 
claiming any merit from continency.” 

8. The Apostle now briofly recapitulates what 
has been before said. 
— trois d'yduois] Some doubt has been 

entertained as to the exact sense here. The 
expression &yauoe properly signifies snmarried, 
without determining whether the person to whom 
it i» applied, has ever married. And such is 
commonly supposed to be its use bere, to denote 
both bachelors and widowers. But the best 
Commentators, from Grotius downwards, are of 
opinion that it denotes thoee who have no longer 
a wife; i.e. widowers; observing that, as the 
usus loquendi did not permit the Apostle to write 

Twcay xpeiccop yap [dors] yautjoas À trupovcbas. 
6é yeyaunxoot TaparyyéXNo ovK éyà, GAN 6 Kópios, yuraixca 
amo ávÓpós py ywpicOjvar M (éày dé xal yeopuo@)j, 

9 *ej 5¢ ovx éyxpatevoytat, yaumad- 
10 t Tots 

L4 

peveToo 

term in a 
he case of those who have 

never married is, say they, entered upon at ver. 
25. And as to the opposition alleged between 
ol yapos and ol yeyaunxdres at ver. 10, and 
ó dyauos and ò yauscas at vv. 32, 33, the 
connexion, they obeerve, is there different. At 
Mtíyeciy sub. éyxparsvopspo: from iyxperes- 
ovra: just after. 

9. el 8& ovx šy<p.] ‘if they have not the 
ability to practise continence.” - 

10, 11. The Apostle now answers their inquiries 
as to the preservation of the marriage bond 
among Christians. 

10. = (Ales — Kópioc] The sense is 
commonly eu to be, ‘It is not so much 7 
who command, as tbe Lord,’ or, ‘ not only I com- 
mand, but the Lord also.” It does not seem, 
however, that the Apostle meant even to include 
himself, when he used the — term Tapey- 
y£XXe. The positive command of the 
could require no rein from 
and to his Muster therefore (in whose code ef 
morality the preservation of the marriage bond 
formed a new and striking feature, in strong con- 
trast with the levity of divorce then practised 
under the sanction of the Lew) the Apostle 
wholly refers this poeitive command, founded on 
Matt. v. 82; compere xix. 3—10. Or we may 
suppose that the words o9x iyw, dÀÀ' ó Keoptos 
are added, per in, to show that he here 
speaks xar’ éimxirayry; and thercfore the com- 
mand is not his own, but the Lord's. So Bilir. 
regards it as a correction of the first position in 
TGAOCVVMA; q.d. ‘not of my own wisdom, 
but as declaring the command of the Lord” Se 
on the other hand, at ver. 12, he says, ¿ye Aya, 

el drei Swa] ° — dF epio0nva,] * not to - 
m Siue Kero and in's | T . the 
aseive is ins > sense; which use 

is ed by Kuttner as a Hebraism, formed ca 
the Hebrew conjugation Hitkpahel. And so ia 
Sept. Gen. xiii. 9, we have d:ayepicOyr: ds’ 
iuo, 2 i. 98, où die xepícÜuear, 
in Justin Martyr, A i., ixæpicðş, as said of 
m aee — oe. — xv. — 10, Tvvatas 

«c Ti, 0004. Qua xcepioOsiep, rab’ aura (° of 
herself") yaunOjva:, ui) Tov wporipoy drèpèt 
doiérTos, ° her husband not having first divorced 
her.” Though, as the Lew of Moses gave ne 
power to a wife to separate herself, 

Xpo:e, so he employed the 
special application, 

i H 

, bere it seems 
to be used of mutual separation ; which, however, 
gave no power to the woman to marry agais, 
since it was only like our separation G mensá et 
thoro. The wife laboured under the same dis- 
ability by the laws of Grecce and Rome, The 
expression here, uñ xepicÜgra:, is closely coa- 
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Gyapos, À TQ avdpt xaraXXarpyrox) Kai dvdpa yuvaixa i) 
abya, 12 Tois òè Xourois éy@ Xéyo, ovy ó Kupws ef tis 
aderApos yuvaixa eyes mitov, xal abr?) cuvevdoxel oikeiv per 
avToU, pù ádiéro avri 19 Kai yum) ris Eyes dvdpa amuwrov, 
xal autos GcuvevOoxei oixeîv pet auris, p) adiérw avrov. 
14 8 HryiacTat yap ó avnp 0 mitos èv TH yvvawd, Kal Trylaa aA s Xal. 3.15 
$) yuvi 5j äTuœoros év T avopi’ érel pa Tà Tékva bpov áxáDaprá 
cart, viv 66 ayia dorw. 15 Ei 06 ó moros ywplferar, yopi- 

nected with d»ópa yvvaica uh adiévas at ver. 
11; for the best Commentators are agreed that 
the words ¿ày di—xearadr e» are — 
tical. As to the two terms dgidéva: and yepic- 
05vai, a husband when divorcing hie wife was 
said ixSaAXap», or, by a milder term, drowiu- 
ws, Or, by the mildest, dd:éva:. The first 
term is most used in the Old Test. as Gen. xxi. 
10. Wied. vii. 27. On the contrary, a wife who, 
from whatever cause, left her husband, was said 
awonsiwaw or, ywpi{ecG8a:, ‘to separate herself 
from him ;' for the wife could not send away the 
husband, but only leave the house.—K aTaAA dr- 
reca: and d:eXX. are by the best writers used 
of reconciliation of every kind, both public and 
private; see note on Rom. v. 10. From the use 
of xaTaAÀA. and the air of the context, it is plain 
that tbe A is not here ing of 
divorces, effected by law, but rations aris- 

rwise. ing from misunderstandings, or 
“ho Here St. Paul answers to the third point on 
which be had been consulted; namely, whether 
the iage of a Christian and a non-Christian 

trine delivered personally while he was on earth.' 
Bat this mode of explanation is open to strong 
objections; see Heydenreich. Certainly ¿y 
Asyes must not be limited to private opinion, as 
if from sasptration ; for the Apostle — 
wi ity, as in the full persuasion and con- 
sciousness inspiration, espec. when he con- 
eludes his decision (ver. 17) with xal olres iv 
Heide ie gin Tasas —— vd 

indeed, could not, without anticipating 
desi of the Deity, touch on thie question; 
but left it, together with many others, to be de- 
cided by the Apostles, under the guidance of that 
Hol Siri who was ‘to lead them into all 
truth,” as Apostle was fully conscious of 
when declaring at ch. ii. 16, musíte è vovv 
Xpio ow ixoner.—The expression cvvevdoxat 
olxsiy is not well rendered ‘be pleased’ (as 
in E. V.), or, * well pleased,’ as it is by Mackn., 
or, as it is by Wakef., ‘ mutually agree. The 
truth is, that the Prep. is merged in Verb (as 
in the Latin consentio when followed by an 
Infin.) to jointly produce the sense of being ‘ co- 
di to do a thing.’ Accordingly, the term 
is best rendered ‘ consents to live with; for, as 
Hobbes observes (in his Human Nature, c. xii.), 
"heo A INO more than one concur to one 

OL. Li. 

and the same action, this concourse of their wills 
is called consent." 

14. The Apostle now gives a reason why diver- 
sity of religion could not authorize separation ; 
and that by an anticipation of the objection, 
‘Shall I not be polluted bry such close union 
with a profane person?’ To which the answer 
is: ‘No; the believing wife is sot polluted by 
fie unbelievin perte Lh aan * unbe- 
ieving party is sancti e believing.'— 
erre ó dy))o ò aw. iv rh yuv., scil. wie 7, 
‘for the non-believing husband has been ad 
clean (has become clean) in the person of his 
believing wife. Of these words,— which in- 
volve no little obscurity, —the view of the sense 
taken by Chrys., Grot. and others, who suppose 
the term dy:dYso@as to be here simply put for 
oux tori dxdÜapros, ‘ie not quite unclean,’ is 
p as far as it goes, but does not go far enough. 
t is true, that the dyid{ecða: here spoken of is 

to be taken in a limited sense; and yet not to be 
entirely confined (as it is by many expositors) to 
the case of matrimony, as though it were meant : 
* He is sufficiently clean for her to live with him 
asa wife.” We may suppose, that the dy:acuds 
in question is confined, not to any one particular, 
but meant to be general, — and considered (as 
Est. suggests) as analogical, and consequently 
: ; the simple sense being. that the Bn 
son ‘is not regarded in the sight of God as wholly 
unclean' (see James v. 16). Indeed, the ve 
union of such an one with & Christian wife 
could not but in some measure separate him 
from heathens, and bring him somewhat nearer 
to God, and the worship of God * in spirit and in 
truth.' The general sense fully drawn forth may 
be expressed as follows: ‘for the non-believing 
husband has been, as it were, sanctified by the 
believing wife, and the non-believing wife by the 
believing husband [so that the one incurs 
no pollution, and the other derives great benefit]; 
For [otherwise if one, i.e. the non-believin 
m were not sanctified], your children would 

accounted impure and profane; but sot (i. e. 
in the case supposed) they are considered holy, 
and form of the people of God ;’ it being, of 
course, taken for granted that they are brought 
up by the Christian parent as Christians. 

15. After having, at vv. 12, 13, directed that 
the Christian wife should not be the firat to 
rate, if the other party be willing to live with 
her, the Apostle shows, in this verse, what is to be 
done by the Christian wife, if the Pagan husband 
be the first to break the marriage bond. She is 
directed to let the unbelieving party, if he toil 
separate, te. We are not, however, to 
suppose (with Grot. and others) M the marriage 
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técQo. ov SedovrAmtas 6 aderpos À *) aderadh èv ois ToLovroy 
nipet.si. dy è eiphvn xékXgkev fuüs ó Beds. 16 h Tí yàp oldas, viva, 

was, in such a case, ipso facto dissolved, so that 
the believing party might contract a fresh one. 
This is alike at variance with the letter and the 
spirit of our Lord's decision (Matt. v. 32) ; and, 
indeed, with the Apostle's own words in this 
Chapter ; see vv. 10, 11, 30, and Rom. vii. 1—3. 
The sense, therefore, seems to be, that the conju- 
gal union is not be dissolved by reason of di 
rence in religion; yet if the unbelieving perty 
be dis to separate, the believing party may 
blamelessly submit to such separation. Xeepi- 
{iaw ie to be taken in a Lr acceptation ; 
q. d. *let him separate himself: bring no action 
to recover your matrimonial rights.’ 

— ob dséoterar] ‘is not held bound,’ viz. so 
as to be under obligation to do what the context 
suggests, which is to go and live with him after 
this separation on his part, or to seek to be recon- 
ciled with him. Est., Calv., Grot., Sclater, and 
Mackn. subjoin, *or to remain single, namely, 
as not held bound by the conjugal tie. That, 
however, i$ more than can be gathered from the 
context, and lies open to several grave objections, 
which I have, after Wolf and others, stated in my 
Rec. Syn. Moreover, such could not be true of 
the es believing party, because, according to 
the Jaws under which the marriage contract was 
formed, she could not m in until after 
her husband had given her a bill of divorce. 
JPerhape his forming another marriage might be 

uivalent to divorcing her; but committing 
ultery after separating from her was, I appre- 

hend, such as to dissolve the marriage, and leave 
the deserted party free. Be that as it may, I 
still in opinion with Bulling., Wolf, and 
Hamm., that Paul meant no such inference as 
the above to be drawn from his words. Indeed, 
to have decided on a case which was mixed u 
with the public laws of Greece and Rome woul 
have embroiled him with the magistracy, and 
therefore it was the part of prudence for him to 
say nothing. The words subjoined to the above, 
iv ĉì slonon xéxXnxev ó Oads, admit of more 
than one sense, according as the reference is sup- 
posed to be. By some they are regarded as a 
general admonition to the cultivation of peace 
with all men: by others, as an admonition to the 
cultivation of qe with God, Rom. v. 1, and 
Phil. iv. 7. But it ehould rather seem that 
the reference is special, and to what was just 
before said. It is not, however, strictly speaking, 
& limitation of the liberty just given ; but rather 
a general counsel, which, i on, would mate- 
rially tend to prevent the person from having 
any occasion to use that liberty, or freedom of 
action, whatever it might be; namely, by culti- 
vating such a meek, forbearing, and peaceable 
spirit, as should afford no occasion for conju 
strife, or thus provoke a separation. And this 
salutary counsel the Apostle enjoins in the words 
before us, of which the full sense is: * However, 
God hath called us to peace, i.e. a state of 
pesce, o as to be in peace; for we have here a 
case of constructio pragnans per 7 lam 
in the uso of i» br als (see Winer's Gr. Gr., 
p. 351), clos»m being the abi ion in 
which the called must continue. This interpre- 
tation is strongly confirmed by the words follow- 

ing, ri ydp olas, yuvat, sl TÓ» avdpa ( 
husband ——— in ——* the Apostle — 
& reason that a very strong one,—why the 
believing party should not promote needless sepe- 
ration, but in every way cultivate peace; which 
reason is,—that by this conduct the unbelieving 
party Bred probably be gained over to the Chris- 
tian fai 

16. * Redit Apostolus ad preceptam, vv. 12— 
14, datum, rationem afferens [ex boni] que 
homines posset ad preceptum illud religiose ser- 
vandum excitare.’ (Stenersen. 
— TÍ yap oldas—có01:*;] Here is another 

reason for avoiding causeless ion, and cal- 
tivating peace; namely, from hope that thus 
the believing party may possibly bring over the 
unbelieving to the Christian faith, and thus pat 
him into the way of salvation. The sl will be 
for * annon,' like the Latin ‘an,’ for ‘ annon;' at 
idiom denoting an alternative between two pes- 
sible things; sometimes one clause only being 
expressed, and the other implied therein. Seo 
Kaba, end sar lu Gr. § 8/7, b, who limit the 

om to Ver re ; Img, ing, ss 
here; q.d. ‘how — thou her os 
shalt save him, or not P °` = * whether thou shalt 
not save?’ See Dr. Peile. So, too, the words 
were taken by Chrys., ring 1., Theodor., aad 
CEcumen., and also by Fathers, Greek aad 
Latin, and by the modern EDU from 
Thom. Aquin. downwards, except De Lyrs, asd, 
hesitatingly, Est. ; but without hesitation, Meyer, 
De Wette, and Alf, who pronounce that the 
sense ‘is not a ground for remaining united in bope 
that, &c., but a ground for Ing the sepa- 
ration, They maintain this view from the pesi 
tion of the words, by which the term in 
clauses holds a subordinate place, rather subjec- 
tive, as to the addressed, than the main 
object in the mind of the writer” Mere German 
sophistry —dust in the balance, when weighed 
against the reasons for the other view, dedaced 
from the logic of the passage, and abl 
by the ancient Interpreters, and, of the modera 

itors, by Thom. Aquin., Calv., Hyper., 
Bulling., Crell. (whose notes are masterly, and 
full of instruction), espec. Calv., who remarks, 
* Magnum et arum benum est, si mulier 
lucrifaciat maritum ; atqui non ita i amt 
infideles, quin adduci ad fidem possint: sant 
quidem mortui; sed Deus etiam mortuos susd- 
tare potest. Quando igitur spes aliqua prof- 
eiendi superest, neque scit pia mulier, possitne 
sancta sua conversatione virutn reducere in vium, 
omnia experiri debet priusquam eum relinquat: 
quamdiu enim in ambiguo est salus ini 
| "ini in bonam nos eese decet 

ides, tho passages of Joel ii. 14, Jonah iii. 9, 
Sept. (almost certainly in Paul's mind), confirm 
the first mentioned. And it is in vain that Alf 
there aleo propounds this argument of straw— 
that the Verb is in the ic position ; a wholly 
gratuitous supposition. That the Sept use id 
once, Eccles. iii. 21, to ' uncertainty, 
will not prove that it must be so taken here. No 
modern Expos 
HOA bar hc who 
tion, the falsity of the interpretation of De Lyra 
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ei Tov Qyópa owes; f) Tí oldas, avep, ei THY yuyaika doce; 
17 Ei uù éxáorø œs éuépicev 6 Beds, Exacrov dx KéxAnKev 6 
Kuptos, obra 1repvraTeirar ral otras èv rais exxAnoiats Tdcau 
éraráacopas. 18 IIepvrerumuévos tis éco pt) émioáa0o. 
év axpoBvotia Tis éxdnOn pù rrepvrepyéa Ow. — 19 1 Hl mepiToph 10,5. 

6. 15. 

ovdey éott, xai ù) áxpoB varía oÚŠéy da riv, Grad Tpos évroX ay Col * 1. 

Oeo). ?9"Exaaros èv T) (joe, À KAON, ev Taúrn uevéro. 
31 4oüXos ékXjÓns ; uý co, pedro (GAN ei kal Bóvacas erev- ch o.n. 
Üepos yevéoOas, nüXXov yxpñcar) 99 *ó yap èv Kupig xX9Ocls 

from various considerations, espec. its being at 
variance with the context, and with the purpose 
of the Apostle in this whole Chapter, and the 
extreme improbability that Paul should have 
used suck an ent. Asto Alford's argument 
that v. 15, ‘is not parenthetical,’ we do not say 
that it is; but we do say,—as is evidently tho 
fact— that it contains matter (as Heyd. obeerves) 
* éncidenter solummodo, et exceptionis loco inter- 
ecta." J 
17—24. This portion is digressive ; the Apostle 

therein incidentally — on other conditions 
of human life, which ought likewise not to suffer 

reason of the transition from ism 
to Christianity; showing by those examples, that 
the Gospel does not dissolve, or interfere with, 
civil relations, or any other obligations before 
con or which may be incumbent on men 
by their situation in life. At the same time this 
portion forms, as Hyper. remarks, a general con- 
elusion to the whole of the foregoing disputation. 
— el uh is for adAa, or aX v; as at 

Matt. xii. 9. Rom. xiv. 14. Gal. i. 7, and often 
in the Class. writers; and thus it is, as Billr. 
observes, ‘introductive of a limitation arising 
from what is immediately to follow. What pre- 
cedes (continues he) holds good %@ so far as (in 
all cases in "c what I am about to mention 
does not occur.’ In thie way Paul takes occa- 
sion in what follows more fully to illustrate the 
point, —tbat each ought to retain those relations 
under which he stood when he was called. 

17. xai otras iv ait ixxdno. +. 0.] A brief 
mode of expression, introducing two examples 
illustrative of the sense, in which something is 
left to be lied to make up the sense; 14 
* And so do I ordain [not in your case only, t] 
to be done in all the Churches mi I govern]. 
At ver. 18 we have an ill on by ezample of 
the preceding precept. The sense. may be thus 
expressed : * Any one is [we will suppose] cir- 
eumcised : [then] let him, &c. At pt) im.- 
oracle supply Thv dxpoBvoriay. Compare 
1 Mace i. Ib a aoei aco Celsus de Med. 
wv. . 

19. We have here the reason for the injunction 
at ver. 18, and that by an argument drawn from 
the non-necessity of the thing, and its uselessness 
as compared wi er eds Bi more excellent. 
— Teptrouy ovdis, Ee] Ovéír ier: is 

equiv. to odiv loyva: at . Y. 6, and ovdéy 
dpeXet at Rom. ii. 25. The meaning is, ‘ Cir- 
cumcision is of no moment, and uncircumcision 
ef no moment.” After d\Ad thpnore iro) ay 
Ovov the sense is left imperfect by a kind of 
intensive aposiopesis, by which something, sup- 

k John 8. 86. 
Eom. 6. 18, 

Gal š. 13. 
Eph. 6. 6, 
1 3. 16. 

to be obvious to every attentive reader, is 
eft to be understood from the context, or may 
be said to be inherent in it; as supra iii. 7, ora 
Ò puretuv tori Ti, obrs Ó wori{ov, dAX’ ó 
avEdvey Orde, where supply iori 7:1, i. e. piya, 
as here. This view is placed beyond doubt by 
Gal. v. 6, iv yap Xptores 'Incov obte Tepi- 
Teu) Ti a dkpoflvería, dÀ Xa Tic- 
Tee ór ay ivepyoupivn: vi. 15, xav) 
xrloce, i. 6. the — new creature’ by spi- 
ritual eration. ‘Hence (observes Est.) it 
appears that these three things are at least con- 
comitantly the same, [and t to be considered 
no otherwise than in ocomaezion,] namely, the 
keeping of the commandments of God, faith, — 
which worketh by love (and obedience), and the 
new creature. It is proper, however, to bear in 
mind that osdéy must here be taken dpt giri 
in the sense, nothing that can avail for the ulti- 
mate end in view; not, mg in 
itself; for otherwise the rite of cireumcision 
would not have been commanded by God. Thus 
it is by Phot. ranked with matters that are any 
thing only by being commanded.’ Accordingly, 
all we can imagine the Apostlo to bave meant 
must be, that the things in question were com- 
paratively immaterial, — except so as men 
placed dependence on these things as available to 
the great concern ;—in which case they would 
really be nothing, only shadows as compared 
with the substance in the L 

20. Here, and in the next verse, a general 
precept is first laid down, then followed by a 
special one, introduced by way of example, and 
to limit and explain the sense of the former. 
My co, us) íe is an idiomatical expression, 
signifying, by an ellipsis of «pl rovrov, ‘let 
not this be a trouble to you: be not solicitous 
about this [as though it could affect your accept- 
ance with God]; for grace knows no distinctions 

— ] Something is here left . MáXAoy XpHoas thing is here le 
to be supplied from the context; and this is, 
by most of the ancient and by many modern 
Cocmentators (espec. the earlier ones), su 
to be ry dovAcia. But the words, to be so 
taken, must be not a little strained from the 
more obvious sense. [I still prefer to supply +$ 
éXavOepig, a mode of interpretation at least older 
than the time of Chrys., since he admits that 
some took the words of freedom (q.d. al divacas 
&Xsv0spwbjvar, — and also adopted 
by Calvin, Hyper., and Crell., of whom the 
last-mentioned Commentator well points out, 
that ‘the Apostle introduces the ddA’ sl—xen- 
oat, lat, ne should be thought to take away all 
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distinetion between slavery and liberty Now 
he does take it away, as far as concerns religion ; 
but not as regards * commodum et incommodum." 
Wherefore, he shows, that ‘the case of slavery 
is not exactly the same as that of circumcision 
and uncircumcision, since, although the two 
latter are of no moment in common life, and in 
religion are a&dcadopa,—yet slavery and liberty, 
though, as respects religion, of themselves they 
matter not, yet in common life involve an essen- 
tial difference In which view Calvin is of 
opinion, that the sense is simply this: ‘If, in 
place of slavery, thou canst obtain freedom, this 
will be more convenient for thee.’ I should 
prefer to supply the term duane: from dvvacar, 
if I could je sure that yonca: was meant to 
be rendered ass. But it is to be borne in mind 
that xpeñoða: is capable of senses, and, 
among the rest, it p a has that of having 
a faculty of being, or being tn a certain state, or 
condition. Thus éiAav@epia xprjca: would sig- 
nify, ‘become a free man’ (a sense confirmed by 
a passage of ZEschyl. Agam. 953, te xprjaOa. 
dovi lew, * to — a slave’); a us 4uaÀAoy 
will mean, , $5 erence to some other 
ME We have here 
M and then an íxference 

ta ly important 
(oni q. d. ‘Christ 

t you at the prico of hie own blood; ac- 
co ngly be ye no longer (i.e. no longer make 
yourselves) slaves to men, so as to be in bondage 
to them, performing their behests, to the 
of withdrawing yourselves from your bounden 
duty to Christ as his bondmen, to the great 
detriment ef xour souls, by the tyranny exercised 
over your bodies.’ 

22. ò ydp iv Kvp., &c.] This is closely con- 
nected with u go: p. at ver. 21, and the sense 
is, ‘for the Christian elave ie the Lord's freed- 
man (i.e. in a moral and spiritual sense) ; and in 
like manner the Christian freeman is the slave of 
Christ,’ i.e. metaphorically, by being bound to 
gr Acre precepts. Comp. Rom. vi. 

most al owr English Translators render 
¿xa Depos, freeman ; whereas the true sense is 

; as the Vulgate and Pesch. Syr. ren- 
der. It may, indeed, be asked, Ie not tho master, 
too, an á*sAÀsé0:pos Kuplov? True; but, as 

ed, *tbe Apostle Photius has acutely remarked, 
places the parallel A this light, the better to 
comfort the slave, by suggesting a t of - 
eds s the master” In —— whole is 
intended, as Calvin says, ‘ad servorum conso- 
lationem et simul retundendum ingenuorum 
fastum." 

23. — See Note on vi. 20. 
ah *yívac80s Sovrto áyOp.] ‘do not be 

blindly followers of men, by conforming to their 
opinions, &c. Probably with allusion to the 
‘ales , above adverted to, and in order to 
caution the Corinthians against taking an un- 
necessary yoke, by subjecting their consciences to 

euch dogmatical directors. Rs then, at ver. s 
in repeats, en account of its importance, 

nim iniuxction. with which he had begun to 
treat on this subject, and with which he con- 
cludes,—subjoining, bowever, for better under- 
standing, the wapa Tw Ore, which has 
been variously explainod, and, indeed, admits of 
more than one sense. The most probable is, 
‘ conformably to the will of God, and as living ia 
his ce. 

. mepi di rv waplivev, &c.] The Apostle 
now returns from his digression; and havi 
before treated of the married and the ni plan d 
rd Mere to the —— of both sexes ; fer 
such is tho sense here of the expression rep- 
Vévor, as is plain from the context. Aud that the 
word is used of males as well as females is cer- 
tain, and well might, since the word was origi- 
nally n — of um fen. i 
— imıTayhv Kuplov ovx iyw] meaning, * 

have no special command of Cae — by 
him while on earth] to i This deficiency, 
then, the Apostle proceeds himself to supply. 
— Yueun di iwut) Some interpret, ‘I 

give my counsel and private opinion.’ Others, 
: give my decision.” Tbe former sense is pre- 
ferable, and it leaves BM wanting ; for surely 
the very private judgment of an inspired A 
even when xot su by a epecial re 
may be thought sufficient to decide in extraordi- 

cases, on which Christ left no command. 
Indeed, this may seem meant to be suggested in 
the words following, œe #Aenmivoe — ario-rós 
alvas, espec. if they be interpreted (with the best 
Expositors), * As one who hath been so graci- 
ously dealt with by the Lord, as to be entrusted 
by him with the office of Apostle,’ equiv. to de- 
Coxipacuévos wd Tov OsoUv micrevOnpas có 
aa dl qaq | Thess. ii. 4; see ix. 17. Gal ii 
7. 1 Tim. i. 11, 12; a sense strongly confirmed 
by the similar words 2 Cor. iv. 1, £xovrse tHe 
Scaxovlay ravrny, kabs fjAasOnusp.. The coa- 
struction is this;—oec (ores) fjXsnuévos ows 
Kupiov [Sere] miers elvat, ° as being one who 
has been so Y cese cen: with [as to be fa- 
voured with the Holy Spirit, and entrusted with 
the Apostleship], insomuch that I am worthy of 
entire credit.’ 

26. vouí(w oy, &c.] The Apostle now de- 
clares what this vun is; and the sense of this 
irregularly constructed sentence may be this: ‘1 
consider, then, that this is good, by reason of the 
present necessity,—_namely, that it is good fora 
man so to be [as he is]-' An example of the 
idiom is adduced by Heydenreich from the Acéa 
Thecla. At Sts xaddv dvOpwre +ó obret 
tiva, there is an anacoluthon (as Acts xxvii. 10, 
Oswpee Sri perà UBpewr—ioro0a: Tèr ros), 
for propriety of language would rather bave re- 
quired either caddy «elvai without Sri, or xaÀ ë> 
OTt. 
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— da Thy iv. dvayxny] The sense seems to 
* because | be, of the present afflicted state of the 

Church." frog ciui used both in the Scrip- 
tures and the ics for OAles, to denote 
affliction and calamity in mew. and, of course, 
any slate of affliction. Here some understand 
the difficulties Of life, and the inconveniences of 
—— But, then, why should ivaeor. have 
been xed? It is in vain to attempt to change 
this a special admonition, intended for that 
time, into a general one for all ages. The best 
Commentators, ancient and modem, are agreed, 
that what is said (as espec. appears from ver. 29 
seqq.) must have reference to the persecutions 
for the l's sake, which were then begin- 
Ding; though at the same time it may, I think, 
also advert to those peculiar difficulties, in which 
a religion so much at variance with the customs 
of the world would involve its professore, —diffi- 
culties inse le from a state of society, where 
amew order of things was struggling for the mas- 

with the ancient and long accustomed one. 
Now, in such a situation the married would be 
liable to many more troubles than the single. 

27, 98. We have here the conclusion to the 
whole ing discussion. 

27. dédecas yuvacxi; &c.] The terme ĉes- 
éioGa: and AsAvoOas are in the best writers 
used of matrimony, with allusion to the einculum 
impio Here it has been debated whether by 
AsAúóoða:i awd yvvaıxós we are to understand 
the dissolving of marriage by death or lawful 
divorce, or of the being without a wife. The ox- 
pression itself, from its nature, suggests the for- 
mer sense ; while the admonition following points 
to the later. So that the expression was probably 
meant of both, and should be rendered /ree ; 
which (as in — and fit) will ex- 

both senses,—namely, freed and free. The 
Commentators are agreed, that the scope of 

the words of this verse is to prevent the Apostle's 
meaning in the foregoing yrwun from being mis- 
taken; q. d. ‘ Understand not my recommenda- 
tion of & single life to at all countenance the 
breaking ef the bonds of marriage that have 
been already formed.’ So far, then, from this 
being (as a recent learned Expositor avers) the 
yveopn itself, it is, as Calv. points out, a * mode- 
ratio sententis, ne quis inductus celibatus com- 
mendatione illuc mentem flecteret.' . 

28. ¿à= à xal vyüups, &c.] By this the 
— means to correct any misapprehension 

what was just before said, as though he had 
(after the manner of many false teachers at that 
time, see 1 Tim. iv. 3) almost forbidden wed- 

— EN Bote al MSS. have Aáf — yn unei ave À< 
yuvaixa 7" that, as I have shown on Luke 
xiv. 20, is a vain alteration. The readin 
Yyauñcpe [found in some unciale and seve 
cursives (I add nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. 

copies), as also several Greek Fathers], and 
which has been received into the text by Lachm. 
and Tisch., is probably the true one, since the 
internal evidence of its Hellenistic phraseology 
strongly confirme it. 
— ovx ñuaprTse, &e.] Wakef. here under- 

stands by uapr. simply the doiny amiss, —a 
sense not — in the Class. writers, but 
which is here forbidden by the context; from 
which it is plain, that what is here said is di- 

inst those who (as we 
learn from 1 Tim. iv. 3) forbade marriage, as if 
it were si and in no case a state of grace. 
— OrAbw T5 capxi) namely, the man, by 

his being encumbered with the various cares at- 
tendant on matrimony, and the charge of chil- 
dren; the oman, by her having to perform, 
besides the duties a wife, the duties of a 
mother, with great pain bearing, and with much 
trouble bringing up, children. As ts the 
words which follow, ¿yë £i tuaev eiconau, I 
am sow of opinion that, of the two interpreta- 
tions stated in my note, the æcond is not in 
reality confirmed by the passage of 2 Cor. there 
adduced; and it is somewhat forced and frigid. 
More of simplicity, and probably of truth, is 
there in the interpretation first stated, which 
was adopted by almost all the Greek Fathers, 
as it has been by Est. (who explains the term 
siéoua: to here mean, ‘ having them spared 

the afflictions and troubles of matrimony’), not- 
withstanding that Augustin (whom he is so ac- 
customed to follow) and almost all the Latin 
Fathers adopt the second interpretation; and 
certainly the use of the Present tense is greatly 
in its favour. Render: ‘J [would] wish to keep 
you free from these evils; thus answering to {Aw 
èi Umar duepluvous «Tra: at ver. 32. 
29.— 35. The Apostle here more full 

mates what he meant 
79 Capkl iEove:, and 
treating on the former in vv. 29—31 
the latter in vv. 85. 

29. The Apostle, in this and the next two 
verses, means to inculcate a sifting loose to tho 
things of this world, for the reason subjoined,— 
that we cannot long what we now possess. 
— Tovro dé nj, Ader Hol: [Ori] So I now 

edit, since, although the dr: has been cancelled 
by almost all the recent Editors, it may ve 

ibly be genuine. It is found in aZ the MSS. 
in the other passage where this formula occurs, — 
namely, 1 Cor. xv. 50, and in the great bulk of 
the MSS, including all the uncial ones except 
two here. However, it is omitted in almost all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies, also in Cov. 3, 4, 5, 
not noticed by Mill; and its authenticity is 
doubtful.—rovro ĝi nui, like Adyw ài Touro, 
is a formula of transition, introducing s strength-. 
ening of what has been before said, or a farther 
explanation thereof. 

inti- 
by the expressions OA tyiv 
I & à vuar FEAR 

; and on 
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— ó katpós cuveaoradpmivor—iotiv] Notin- 
considerable would be the aid afforded us to- 
wards determining the import of this disputed 
expression, if we could fully determine the ay 
of this and the next two verses; but that is by 
no means the case, nor indeed can the import of 
tho words be certainly ascertained, except by 
making out what is the sense intended by the 
Apostle in the expression cvveoraAuévos. Of 
the two senses that have been assigned to it, 
that most approved by the recent Expositors is 
* distressful ; which derives some support from 
the expression 3 ivsoreca dvdyxn, supra, ver. 
26, compared with 2 Tim. iii. 1, évorijcovrac 
«aipol xasmol. This sense is, moreover, sup- 
posed to be deducible from the signification that 
the verd beara,—namely, to hem im, reduce to 
straits. That, however, needs better proof; to 
supply which want the Commentators who sup- 
port that view of the sense are obliged to resort 
to the corresponding use of in Latin. 
But that affords no direct evidence; because 
— invariably signifies * narrow,’ and never 
: ° More attention might seem due to the 
pue adduced from l Macc. iii. 6. v. 3. 

Macc. vi. 12. Yet these are not exactly to 
tbe pu . The only other is from 
Symmachus's Version of Ps. lxxii. 21, avyearíA- 
Aero ñ Kapdia pov. But there, as plainly 
pears from the Hebrew, it is not distress that is 
meant, but ion. In short, however 
agreeable to the preceding context the above in- 
terpretation may be, far preferable is the senee, 
assigned by others, ‘contracted,’ * short ; the cor- 
rectness of which interpretation on philological 

unds I have already shown in my Recens. 
ynop., my Greek Tcst., and my Lex., to which 

last 1 refer the reader. Thus a very suitable 
sense arises, whereby the Corinthian converts 
are reminded of the shortnees of life, and the 
transitory nature of all earthly things, even in 
their best estate; and so are admonished to ait 
loose to earthly enjoyments, remembering how 
short the time 1s as to the remainder of life. See 
Ps. Ixxxix. 47, and Comp. eda Bacch. 375, 
Beaxbs al@s' imi rovre@ di tis dv peydda 
Gier Ta KapovT oly! pépo:; espec. Pindar, 
Pyth. iv. 509, ob8¢ paxdveoy réňos ovdév: (nul- 
lam rem procrastinans) ó yàp xatpot wpds áv- 
purior (quod ad homines attinet) Boayd ué- 
Tpow ixe:. I would now remark the peculiar 
suitableness of this sense to the following context, 
espec. considering that this is called for by tho 
formula, serving to usher in what is now said, — 

» ToVTo ÓÉ nur, which has been unfor- 
tunately unattended to by almost every Com- 
mentator, though it would have been not a little 
serviceable to them in fixing the scope of the 
words. On again fully weighing the matter, I 
am now of opinion, that it has no reference to 
the preceding context, at least as s Ovi 
Tj capxi KEovciuw: for that saying required 
neither explanation nor corroboration,— nor, if 
referred to marriage only, did tho argument de- 
pend on the time (to which the above Commen- 
tators refer what is here said), viz., a time of 
distress and anxiety, it being no other than an 
universal truth (as are those at vv. 32, 33, and 

34, which are introduced as illustrating what the 
ee meant by the duepiuvous — appli- 
cable more or less to aZ times. The only true 
mode of considering the Tovro ĝi pnu: is, that 
it constitutes (as infra, ch. xv. 50, the only pas- 
nage of the New Test. in which it is found be- 
sides the present) a ula, serving to introduce 
some weighty and important argument, or truth, 
bearing on the whole subject treated of, in- 
cluding both what dae been said, and what mà 
have been said. Now here the subject in question 
is, as Thom. Aquin. well saw, bene vivendi 
modus, both as regards those who are married 
and those who are ng. And this is all 
that is adverted to in the next clause, and Re 
bably all that the Apostle a£ first intended. But, 
after giving that seasonable admonition,—telling 
them that it behoved those who have wives to 
sit as loose to the world, and to be as holy in all 
manner of conversation, as if they had none, he 
diverges to a more admonition as to 
other modes of life that may likewise prove en- 

` snari 
With respect to the next words, Tò Aowrdy 

dori, they may be construed either with the 
preceding or the following. In the latter caso 
they will have the sense ‘ reliquum est, ut ̀ &., 
as the Vulgate renders; %ya here denoting t 
final ut; q. d. ‘ There yet remains the obligati 
that, &c.—ró Aorwòy will be for els +d u a 
as Nowrdy in 2 Tim. iv. 8, equiv. to karè rò 
Aovwdy uépos Xpóvou. This seems confirmed by 
the true force of ó xadjoóç in this context, * the 
time of man's sojourning on earth,' *the period 
of his probation, as regards the working out of 
his salvation,’ ‘ each man's to-day" (Heb. iii. 13), 
ur oe also aq ç — 
weighty admonition following, which is in- 

uced by the rò Ao:wdv,—if at Teast À be 
regarded (which seems required by the following 
context) as inferential. Considering, however, 
that this is a force of the — unprece- 
dented, and requiring proof, it seems best to 
acquicsce in the former construction,—the sense 
of ‘shortness’ being implied in the rendering, 
tas to the remnant of it, brief as it may be, 
which persecution may leave to us.’ 

29. (ya xal ol, &c.] “Iva here has been vari- 
ously rendered, according to the different views 
adopted of the preceding words, either ‘when, 
or ‘that.’ But it rather seems to denote, as 
often , end ; the sense being, , result, consequence 
‘So that they who have wives will be as those 
who have them not ;' at least according to what 
most recent Commentators consider as the force 
of wo here and throughout the whole passage. 
And such may be the sense intended ; but from 
the air of the context, and the words which follow 
the whole passage (namely, Tapáyst yàp cé 
exiua ToU kócuev TovrTov), it would rather 
seem to be: * In order that they who have wives 
may (or be as though they had them 
not.” A very similar admonition, and amar 
pointed, occurs in 2 Esdr. xvi. 40—44, whi 
seems to have been in Paul's mind. Comp. what 
is said by Arrian, Diss. Epict. iv. 7. 

30. xal ol xXaíovrt — ót uh xaíporra«] 
This has reference partly to the grief felt from 
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the loss of those most dear to us, or the joy ex- 
perienced st their recovery, or preservation to 
us; also, in a general way, to whatever 
events befalling us that occasion sorrow, or call 
forth joy ; and the admonition inculcated (when 
separated from the peculiar turn of the 
sion) is, that ‘ tho passions should be, though not 

tic, yet so moderated by Christian feelings 
as to seem scarcely to exist at all.’ So Aristot. 
Rhet. ii. 15, says of the aged, xai ofre piAover 
epoépa, ore picover’ kal pidrovow ot poh- 
GorTzt, Kai pigouciy ws iA corTES. 

Of the next words, xai dyopaYovras, œs u) 
xaTréyowrst (scil war), the sense is—‘ An 
that those who buy, and sell, and get gain (in 
other words, ° obtain possession of wealth’), may 
be as those who are not long to retais their pos- 
sessions, —namely, as persons who have a mere 
life-imterest (and that precarious) in their posses- 
sions, no certain tenure of poescssion, no abiding 
condition (Heb. xiii. 14). 

3]. xal oi Xpéutyo: TG koc Tovro, à? uÑ 
xaTayxpeputyo:] Dr. Peile here objects to the 
received Version, on the ground that, ** bad such 
been the Apostle's meaning, his caution would 
have been, ‘let them not abuse,’ not ‘let them be 
as though they did not abuse this world.' And 
be propoece to render as follows: ‘And they 
that have the uso of this world, as paving umo 

is 

avo: signifies fæ- , aso 
to xewu., ‘having merely the usufract.” Yet 
even that principle would not be inconsistent 
with tbe other version. Accordingly Budæus, as 
cited by Steph. Thes., adopts, with the significa- 
tion using, also the comparison suggested by 
Dr. Peile, his words being, ‘non ut perpetuš pos- 
sessores, qui quovis modo uti et exhaurire, quasi 
jure suo, t' This view, however, is liable 
to the objection of taking for ted what has 
to be ; and, even that be done, it 
would make the Apostle only say the same thing 
jn other words, As to the objection urged against 
the received Version, it has little or no force, 
since it proceeds on a straining of the words; for 
the sense of the we is not ‘though,’ but, taken 
with 43 waray. it signifies ‘as persons not 
using, &c. Even less force is there in the ob- 
jection urged by Bp. Pearco, that ‘not to abuse 
the things of this world is equally a duty, whe- 
ther the time the Apostle speaks of be long or 
short :' which, however true in itself, is not to 
the present purpose; for the shortness of the 
time and the uncertainty of the final catastrop 
js surely & strong reason why the things of the 
world should not be abused, or (to employ a less 
invidious term) weed to excess, lit. ° to the 
wtiermost.' Comp. a similar e in ] Pet. 
jv. 7. ‘And those who use this world as though 
they used (or rather, Í might say, it not.’ 
(See note infra ix. 18.) Thus is conveyed 8 
passing censure at the too luxurious way of 

living among certain Christians at this seat of 
Grecian profligacy. Moreover, the interpretation 
I adopt is borne out by the reading of almost all 
the most ancient MSS. and some Versions (and 
wbich has been received by almost al] the recent 
Editors), rÓóv xócuov (Tovror), since the con- 
struction with Accus. (which is very rare) is 
never employed except in the senso ‘fo use to 
the » ‘to use up, which is found in Lysias, 
p. 153, 46, and Dionys. Comic. 'Ouew. frag. 2. 

course the construction will be, xoepasvo: 
[Tw xoopep] wt un KaTaxp. Toy Kocuov. The 
reason for this, not philosophic apathy but, sit- 
ting loose to the things of this world, is suggested 
in the next words, wapdys: +d cX3ua ToU 
xócuov, where the expression Tò oxñua Tov x. 
is not, as many recent Commentators take it, for 
xdopos; but Tò oxjua has reference to that er- 
ternal appearance of. this worldly scenc, which, 
as we say, makes a figure. Comp Plato, de Rep. 
ix. 4, oxjpata oir, and Philostr. Vit. Ap. 
viii. 7, xai TÍ TÒ oyna Tov kócuov TOÚTOU; 
Indeed, taking the term here in combination 
with the word following, rapdye:, we may trace 
& dramatic metaphor, with allusion to those 
grand scenic spectacles, for which Corinth, as 
wel] as Athens, was so celebrated. Accordingly, 
the sentiment here intended may be, that ‘ the 
world, and all its fairest forms, is constantly 
passing away, like the ever-shifting scenes in & 
theatre; and thus is impressed the important 
truth, that the distingui ing characteristic of 
the world is (ransitoriness. Comp. a similar sen- 
timent in Sophocles ap. Stob. Serm. 172, adAa 
Kapto TE Xatpe xai Kaxotow uloyadXs Ai) 
inv. yiveoxs 3’ olos pvopòs dvOpwrovus ixe, 

where — state, condition, answers to the 
nua of the present passage. 

—— Cire ĉi uae dusp.c.] The dé is not 
adversative, but continuattve ; the Apostle here 
recommending celibacy by a further argument; 
and that, as Hyper. says, from three considera- 
tions; l. ab stil; ; 9. à pio. 
Moreover, as he observes, the representation is 
rendered the more forcible by being expressed in 
the form of a wish. 

"Ausplp. is, of course, to be understood com- 
paratively; viz. ‘as much as your respective 
conditions in life may permit; q. d. 'my object 
in speaking thus is to keep you as far as possible 
unentangled with worldly cares.’ Tho words fol- 
lowing are an illustration by example; and what 
is said muat be s — The unmar- 
ried person, more ‘ally, employs his thoughts 
so to act, as to approve himself to the Lord; 
while the married person devotes his chief atten- 
tion to worldly cares. Tae dpioe: ry Yuv., 
i. e. may promote her domestic comforts, and 
amply provide for her and her children, which 
brings a multiplicity of cares. So Menander, cited 
by Wetstein : TÒ yvvaik. dxety, slval a waldwy, 
Wapué£vur, TaTipa, pepipvas te Biw ModAds 
Piper. 
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guar. 344 Mepépioras «ai $j yur) wal 5j srapÜévos. 1) Ğyapos pepivå 
và tod Kupíov, iva $ dyla kai cdpart kai mrvevpare 7) 68 yapt- 
caca pepipv Ta Tov -Kocpov, TAS apéces TH avdpi. 5 T'obro 

` 88 mpòs rò Spay aitav t cuudépov réya ovx, iva Bpoxov vpi» 
ériBddw, àXXÀ mpòs TO eboxnuov Kai t etmpoceŠpoy T@ Kupi 
arrepioTrdatas. 36 Ei dé ris doynpoveîv éri Tij» rapÜévov avroð 

34. On carefully considering: the disputed 
reading and interpretation of this verse, I am 
still of opinion, that the confusion arose from a 
misunderstanding of the construction of vv. 33, 
34, by which portions meant to be kept apart 
were commingled together, and thus a «al crept 
in before usuíp., which Lachm. (and Tisch. 
Ed. 1) most injudiciously inserted; as if Paul 
could be supposed to have used xal thrice in a 
clause of six words! I have now, with Tisch. 2, 
and Alf, inserted «ai between Aeuáp. and 9 

vyi), from 6 uncials, and 45 cursives; to which 
fan add all the Lamb., and nearly all the Mus. 
copies, confirmed by internal evidence, it pro- 
ducing the more difficult reading. The xai is 
not, as has been supposed, for rs, but means, as 
Dr. Peile renders, ‘also. See my notes on 
Thucyd., vol. i. 124, 300, 355. vol. ii. 552. 
Manip. is best rendered, ‘ts divided ; not ix 
interest (the one party from the other), as Alf. ; 
but in cares, pursuits; as Theodor., Theophyl., 
and CEcumen. explain; meaning, that the case 
of the one, with its accompanying circumstances, 
is widely different from that of the other, since 
kr stand, as Dr. Peile remarks, on a ve 
differept footing, and are to be differently classed, 
—Tat dpicau Te dvðpi means the discharge of 
her domestic duties acceptably to her husband. 
See 1 Pet. i. 3—7. So Theano, the celebrated 
philosopher, being asked what was the first dut 
of a wife, answered Tò To ldite piscev áydpi. 
And Melissa (ap. Frag. Pythag., p. 749, Gal.) 
answers the same question thus: Katy TQ 
airis dvépi, iwirshias wouvcay tae ixelye 
iA noías. 

85. pòr Tò tue abr or c vu h š pov] Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. read e/udopor, from A, B, D, 
and 5 cursives. But the authority is insufficient; 
espec. since internal evidence is against aiu 
pov; and iu favour of cvudoípor, as being the less 
usual term ; though it occurs in Demosth., Plato, 
and Xen. The reading eóudopor came from 
Critics, who thought that the subsequent Genit. 
called for a Subst., not aware that Tò cuu@épor 
is a Subst., and often carries the Genit., thou 
sometimes the i Besides, Paul uses the 
Verb at 2 Cor. viii. 10, and the Partic. at xii. 1. 
In óu4&r abro» there is an emphasis, ‘for your 
own benefit [not to gratify my will and plea- 
sure];' though espec. meaning (as the words fol- 
lowing express), ‘that I may not impose any 
compulsion on your wille’—ovy Iva Bpóyxor 
duty bwifj., on the force of Bpoxov, and the 
nature of the metaphor, a difference of opinion 
exists; some assigning the sense ‘rope,’ i.e. 
snare; others, ‘yoke, i.e. bond: and, indeed, 
the yokes of the ancients were often made of 
rope. The latter view is adopted by the ancient 
and many eminent modern Interpreters, as Vorst., 
Grot, Pisc., Locke, and Heyden.; the former 
by the greater part of the modern ones, which 

seems preferable. But whether the metaphor be, 
as they imagine, derived from bird. Ing, may 
be doubted ; since ropes were employed for other 
purposes as well as sxares, and we may 
suppose a military metaphor; since, in war, ropes 

Fes pi nd. e — — mer: away, and put to death, or prisoner. 
That, —— would require weptBdro. The 
term is more probably used with allusion to the 
rope with a noose, like the American lasso, used 
by the ancient huntemen, whereby, when throwa 
over the head of an animal, the beast was taken, 
and compelled to go where the huntsman pleased. 
However, since the ratio is uncertain, 
it may be safest so to express the sense as to in- 
clude both metaphors; q. d. * My meaning is not 
to lay snares for, entangle, your conscience, ot 
any force on your wishes.’ Comp. Prov. xxii. 
— Tpós TÒ sücyxnuoy, &c.) Supply spas. 
n is put for wpde = sécynuovet» kui ce eel 
eépevacy Unas Te Kupío, ‘for your more 
rous and iducu or nin service to the 
Lord.’ See Luke ii. 37. The term occurs alee 
in the Class. writers, as Plato and Lucian. As 
to si pó6c., there is some doubt as to the read- 
ing, since MSS. A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 21 
cursives (for Scholz's alii mulii are mere 
vase); to which I can only add Lamb. 1186, 
and Mus. 16,184. So that the truth is, «Tess. 
is found in all the copies except 
authority for it is put down by Alf. as only K, 
&c. Unless, therefore, internal evidence were 
quite in favour of s/TapsÓ., the other reading 
ought to stand; though it has been removed by 
all the recent Editors; except Matthei. Bat 
that is not the case; the terms are both of them 
unclassical; and either might be changed into 
the other, at the fancy of the Critics; but the 
MSS. which have eiwrap. swarm with Critical 
alterations, and hence «ipóc., which is, too, as 
Wetstein and Mattbsi remark, the more modest 
and respectful term (wpocsdépaverw being applied 
to énferiors, and having a notion of 
attention ; wap. to in ) is the more 
likely to have been used by Paul; and on that 
ground H. Steph. in his Thes. it. 

86. The Apostle here subjoins a counsel meant 
to modify the foregoing direction, by adverting 
to a case of conscience which may run counter to 
the abeve. The full sense may be thus ex- 
pressed :—' But if any one (i.e. father) thinks 
that he rin zd unbecoming towards his 
unmarri ter—a part un ing a father 
—by discouraging her marriage, if ike be of the 
full marriageable age, and if so it must needs be, 
whatever he will, let bim do; he sinneth not; 
let them marry ;' q. d. ‘ These my directions are 
p for the purpose of preserving decorum; 

t if, through attention to them, te 
should result then it is to be understoci that 
they do not apply.’ 

90; though the 
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voltei, éày 7 tnrépaxpos, Kat otras ddeihes yiveoOar—8 Orci 
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8. 

Kata Tijv ùv vop Sonam 66 rayo IIvebua @eo0 Éyeiv. 

37. és] scil ô warihp.—fornxe iðpatos, 
x ed in his ° A stronger ex- 
pression than ¿patos yivera: would be, which 
occurs in 1 Cor. xv. 58, in which there is a 
metaphor derived (as in Eph. ii. 22, and iii. 17) 
from a statue standing firm on its (as in 
Sob. Serm. i. 4, dvdpras wir iwi Báctes, awov- 
daot dà dvip iwi wads wpoatpicset daos, 
dusraxlyyros opet: ca). T 
implies the absence of all wavering in mind as to 

he is incurring the imputation of doxn- 
porivn.—The two clauses, un iyw» dráyknr 
and fovea ixt: w. Tov l0. 01X., are 
to each other; so, however, that the latter is 
i ical of the former; and the general sense 
is, *he feels at full freedom as to his own 
wish (to keep his 

K< * 

LA 

ing discussion. — Sore, ‘accordingly,’ ‘such 
feine the case. For text. rec., ó dd uh, I have 

Scholz, Lachm., Tisch. Bow, with Griesb., . and 

tection for contrast; though I do not agree with 
him in rendering tbe « ai by * both —and' 
(as equiv. to 4—x«aí); and his rendering of 
xpeigcow Tout, ‘does well even in a higher 
degree,’ involves an unprecedented idiom, and is 
forced and frigid. Still less can I agree with 
Billr. and De Wette, that Paul had intended to 
Write cakes rout, but, currente o, wrote 
Kptiocoy woui. This style of Grecism is best 

= iamen == ‘however; as in Judg. xvi. 15; 
short, like xal for xaíTo:. See many ex- 

-— in Gesen. Lex. in v. 
or ixyapuí(ov in the latter clause of the sen- 

tence, Griesb., Scholz, and Lachm. edit yapi- 
lev. But to be consistent, they ought to have 
received yauí(Qe» in the former clause, from 
nearly the eame authorities as those for yauiTov 
in the latter of the sentence; and so Tisch. 
did in his first edition. The reading, however, 
in both instances may be regarded as a mere 
alteration proceeding the Alexandrian Cri- 
tics, who considered ixyau. as unclassical, which 

is the case; but for that very reason the 
reading is the more likely to be genuine. Hence 

he expression’ 

I thought fit to retain ixyau. in both clauses, 
which Tisch. hes in his second edition — 
—one among the multitude of his wiser 

Ats in that edition. 
. The Apostle now subjoins an admonition 

respecting widows (probably in answer to some 
inquiry), tending to check their hastily forming 
second marriages. 
— ĝí?. vóu] The vou. is not in A, B, D, 

and 2 cursives, the Cod. Amiat. of the Vujg., and 
some copies of the Ital., also the Copt. and 
Besm. Versions, with some Fathers; and in- 
ternal evidence is against it. Yet it must have 
been in the text at the time of the framing of the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, which renders, ‘bound by 
the Law.’ I find it in all the Lamb. and Mas, 
copies ; and it may have been removed by Cri- 
tics, to improve the antithesis between déderaz 
and iA«vOépa icrí». 
— iAsv0ípa torl— yap.) A popular idiom, 

like one in our own .—povoy iy K., ° so 
that it be consistent with her obligations as a 
Christian ;' i.e. as Theodoret remarks, to one 
éporlore, súcsfsi, ‘only with a Christian ;’ 
such a regulation being, as Augustine ably shows, 
necessary to prevent De — ee of on 

marriages ex orbidden at 2 Cor, woe pressiy 

40. iày ofr elvy] ‘as she is* (namely, un- 
married), by the same ellipe. as supra, v. 26, dre 
kaA y dyÜperr æ Tò oŬTæs slvai, prob. s colloquial 
idiom. The phrase xarà Thy 4. yvøpnv, signifies 
* conformably, agreeably to the Jneguent have 
expressed’ (namely, supra, v. 25). No wonder 
is it that the Roman Catholic Commentators, 
almost to a man, should maintain that St. Paul, 
in what is said supra, vv. 6—9. 25—40, recom- 
mendes a single life, and commends a monastic 
one. It is truly observed by Prof. Stenersen, 
that Lather was almost the first Expositor to 
show clearly, that, so far from the latter being 
commended, the contrary may rather be sup- 

. See a good summary of the great Re- 
ormer's arguments in the Professor's note. In 
the next words, jox@ dà xayu—iyetv, there is 
an ellipse. of ¿uè or éuaurdy, the words being, as 
Dr. Peile says, equiv. to doxa? dé uoi xduí. 
The sense, somewhat disputed, is not, as Rosenm. 
— ‘I gen that I have 3 — mnt 
at t denote persuasion, though modes 
expressed. So Aristoph. Ach. 904, pia dora 
y' dv iri wpocBadsiv, where Mitchell rightly 
remarks, that ‘doxa@ thus followed bras Infini- 
tive, and espec. when accompanied apis de 
notes, not that doubtful state of mind to w ch 
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a Actes. VIII, 1 * Jeph 88 trav çqiëoXo0úrou, olbauev—(órs wares 
wS” qvàcuw Eyouer—} vci ucu 5 09 dyámm oixodopel 
b Gal. 6. 3. 
1 Tim. 6. 4. 

attaches the word to 
ink, but more frequently a full assurance and 

conviction, as in Aristoph. Pac. 18, and Ran. 
1420. Plut. 1186.' This is sufficient to fully 
answer those who call in question the continual 
inspiration of the Apostle. With respect to the 
expression IIveuua O:ov, Bp. Middl. thinks it 
cannot be taken of the Holy Spirit in the per- 
sonal sense, but must mean ‘divine guidance.’ 
And Wakef. lowers it still further, to ‘a divine 

irit; 1.e. (as Bp. Middl. on . viii. 9 
thinks the phrase may mean) ‘a godly frame of 
mind. But it must surely imply ‘ Divine asd, 
by the influence and inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit, sent from God.’ That IIvsuua Osov may 
be equivalent to rò Il»svua roð Osov, 
Bishop himself would not deny, since ít falls 
under his own Canon, c. iii. 8 6, of nouns tx 
regimes, in which ‘the Article is either prefixed 
to both the governing and the gov nouns, 
or else is omitted before both.’ 

the present use of lan 

VIII. In this Chapter the Apostle (doubtless 
in answer to some previous inquiry) proceeds to 
treat of the use of meats which been offered 
to idols. Dy ræv slóeXoDéTwr at ver. l is meant, 
—BA5 from the resumption of the subject 
of previous inquiry and present determination, — 
THe Bowoswe Tav alle. —5slóoX00vT& does not 
merely mean ‘meat actually sacrificed to idols,’ 
but also ‘that part of the victim which was re- 
served for the use of the Priests; and from 
which they often entertained their friends, or 

ve part to the poor, or sometimes had it sold in 
the market. Accordingly, it was often purchased 
to be placed on tablo at hospitable cntertain- 
ments, to which Christians might be, and were, 
invited, and which therefore it became a ques- 
tion whether they ought to eat; for, as the ani- 
mal, when alive, had been formally consecrated 
to the use of the god, and had been y offered 
on his altar, so the meat might all, in a certain 
sense, be said to be offered to the idol. In de- 
ciding this matter, the Apostle seems to allude 
to certain plausible arguments le to jus- 
tify the use of it; ex. gr., that the idol was not a 
god, but a mere stock, or stone; and that if this 

eir opinion of the idol was notorious,—their 
participation of the meat, in the templo conse- 
crated to its worship, could not involve any 
acknowledgment of its godkead, and therefore 
could be no more a sin than eating a common 
meal. This sophistry he confutes, and shows 
that, though idole were mero ‘ vanities,’ yeh by 

cipating in feasts made of meats which had 
n offered to them, Christians occasioned & 

ecandal to their weaker brethren, and ought there- 
fore to abstain. These sophistries are alluded to 
in the word oldgausy (q. d. * You know, it 
as well as I’), and are glanced at in the 
words Sr: 3rápTsS yuo ixomev, q. d. ‘for we 
all, it seems, you as well a have knowledge. 
What that knowl is, from the words 
a little after,—this being no other than what is 
spoken of at the resumption of the interrupted 
sentence at ver. 4, Sr: ovdi» Koon, 

2 bel [8é] tus Sone? eibévas Tl, ovdérw ovdev Éyvexe xablas Se 

justification) of those who partici in the 
eating of idol-meats. boasted of baving 
the knowledge of the one true God ; on that 

und, took the liberty of eating idol-meats ; 
es did the persons at — see Rev. ii. 14 

yrecit W seem, from & com- 
parison with ver. 7, and yowsor just before, to 
signify ‘ike knowledge.’ But the words © yrésere 
—olxodouet form a gnome y , and, as such, 

NE eps d — é we ma 59 'yrecis and à as coming 
undar (bo denomination of nouns used in the 

ae At all events, the P: arising is 
cisely the same, as referring to know 
wasa fis and religious), when taken by steal, and 

espec. that in question) it is 
— when standing alone, to 
pereon up with vanity or — pride. 
tainly, we cannot — 
ys some explain) it is the ten- 
ency of knowledge to — — 
knowledge, if it be sound and true, and secedar 
or human knowledge (as Calv. and Fat have 
well remarked), ‘as being derived from God (the 
author of all good), does not by its oom nature er 
tendency nder selfish pride and carelessness 
that others d be benefited ; but by the eeos- 
ston it affords to the professor of abusing it, when 
there is not the fear of God, and a desire to in- 
struct and edify others. Those who are deveid 
of that restraining principle must, and do, abuse 
all the gifts of God (such as health and strength, 
riches and honours) to the fostering of pride and 
arrogance. But, when that is the case, we are 
not to vituperate the gifis (for that would dis- 
honour the Giver), but throw the blame on the 

whe, by arung UM Eft soe ee = 
alv.) propter q lame. ‘Hoe (adds 

Junuticos dictum sit, qui contra omncs artes dse- 
trinasque li furiosé clamitant; quasi tan- 
tim ad inflandos homines valeant, ac non etilis- 
sime sint, tanquam communis vite instrumenta." 
Of olxed. the sense is, ‘ promotes the edification 
of themselves, and the furtherance of the Geos- 

xxviii. 5. Prov. xiv. 1. See Rom. 
] Cor. x. 23, and ch. xiv. 
Beza observes, an arckitectural metaphor. 

2. In this verse the sentiment at $ youerc 
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yvevar Š ei 86 ris ayaa Tov Bear, otros Syvwotas im’ abro.) 
—* c 4repl Tis Bpdcews ody TOv eiðwrohúrTæv, oldapev Sri ovdé 
etda@Aov èv Koon, Kai Gre ovdels Ocds Erepos ei pan els. 
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& 6, 4. 
9. 19. 

6. 
sa. 41. 34. 
d Gal. 4. 9. 
e John 10. 

54 Kai 

(*@atrep cisì Ücoi voXXol, xai Kuptos TrOXXol) AAN vui Johna sS 
els € óc ó warnp, éË ob Tà mávra, xai jjueis eis aùrór xai els 
Kúpıos 'Inaoüs Xpioròs, Se’ ob Tà 

Versions and Fathers, has been cancelled by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, rightly; for the rea- 
sons which I have assigned on James i. 26. 
— Goxet aldiva: Ti] ‘fancies that he knows 

something [great]; meaning, ‘is as it were a 
, who is vain of bis knowledge, and 

in it, without applying it to practice, by 
š of his duty to men. Sueh a person 

yet knoweth nothing; neither that, nor any 
img else, as he ought to know it, i. e. com- 

reste 
d i 

i 

following, fyvwora: ùr’ abrov, I would not 
(with Beza, Pott, Heydenr., and others) explain 
to mean, ‘ is to , ‘is taught by him ;' 
for although the sentiment arising would be 

— yet, as has been pointed out by Winer, 
. N. T., p. 215, this is philologically untena- 

sense rather seems to be, *is known 
approved by him,' i. e. * is ized as one 

pe A sce — — iv. 9, 
yrorret v, padop yv pras ùrò 
Oeov, i. e. ‘acknowledged and approved, recog- 

bim, as belonging to Me poene: s00 
mote there; and, also, tho able notes of 

Hyper. and Calv. on this verse. 

slƏesNXos is meant, not the image itself of 
the god worshipped under the image, but the so- 
called gods, deastri, thus termed by the Jews in 
contempt; q. d. a mere ‘ skadow,’ * a non-entity,' 
parasa, ° vanities, non-existent, much less di- 
vine.—Ob6i» ¿y xoope tori is a popular phrase, 
similar to one in our own language, denoting 
literally, ‘nothing in the world’ [mere stocks 
and stones], things which have no real existence 
in rerum natura, much less Divinity. So Isa. 
xli. 24, tbus apostrophizes idols: ‘ Behold, ye 
are of ing, and your works are nothing.’ fee 
also 1 Kings xii. 21. Jer. iii. 9. 

5. xal yap sixep, &c.] This is meant for 
ion, and to anticipate an objection. By 

A e*y ópaasoq ie meant REP on nu: 3. e. (by the 
power of tho emphasis) only those accounted, 

18. 
Acts 17. 18. 
Rom. 11. 90. 
h. 13. 8. ch. 

Trávra, Kat Hers Ss avrov. Eph tS e 

not really, such; un pica Osoi; as Gal. iv. 8. 
Comp. Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 4, ras 0vcías—s mois 
vouitoutvo:e arpoaáyovat rois, and Philo, p. 
122, ol di Aeyoucvos Ósoóras ócËn uóvov, où 
7pÀs dAnGaay voulfovrat’ dvay«n a ot vr- 
úkooy kal dovAor ores 'rysuóva iv T marri 
elvar xai kópuow *yévovr' ay ò TO Syri dpXev 
kai frysuoy sle ó Osos. 

Eire iv ovpave and sir: inl yhe are enu- 
merations of the constituent of the <ócuoe 
preceding.—For ris yas, the reading ye is 
confirmed by Matt. xxviii. 18, iv obpavea xal 
iwi ys, though there the MSS. B, D, and 90, 
have $j ys, which Lachm. there has received, 
tho here, on the authority of the very same 
MSS. — others, he edits, as does Tisch., ¿mi 
yrjs—8 glaring inconsistency. 
— Gat woddol, xai kupior ©.) Here the Geol 

are the same with the ol. Asgydpuevo: Geol before ; 
and not to be distinguished from the xópioi, by 
which name the gods and goddesses both of 
Greoce and Rome were called. By the same 
term (denoting power and dominion) the Hebr. 
Sy. was used to designate the Cansanitish gods 
and goddesses adopted by the Israelites; and 
sometimes the Tyrian Hercules, and such other 
deified mortals, become tutelary deities; see Bp. 
Warburton's Divine Leg. vol. vi. p. 888. 

6. The connexion of this passage with the 
preceding, and the scope of the argument, are 
well expressed by Billr. as follows : * As respects 
the eating of flesh offered in sacrifice to idols, 
we know that there is no idol-god in the world, 
and that there is no God but one (viz. Jehovah). 
Although, then, there be wbat are called gods, 
whether they be in heaven or on earth, as, in- 
deed, there are gods many and lords many (to 
the heathen, according to the ideas of the hea- 
then), yet is there to us but one God (i. e. there 
is only one Being whom we acknowledge as 
Divine) and one Lord.' 

¿Ë o0 Ta wavra, kal fusis, &c.] * from 
whom, as Creator and First Great Cause, ail 
things have their origin, and we [exist] for Him 
(i. e. for his service and glory, see Col. i. 16); 
and one Lord Jesus Christ, by whom (i. e. as 
the immediate and efficient cause) are all things, - 
and we by Him ;' i. e. are what we are; *lan- 
guage (as Dr. Pye Smith observes, Script. Test. 
vol. iii. 332) in accordance with the uni- 
form testimony of Scripture, which larly 
attributes all the operations of the Deity ad 
extra according to an established constitution of 
Divine wisdom to the Father, as the supreme 
Origin, and to the Son, and to the Spirit, as 
Immediate snd Effective Agents.' 
By à” a&rov, as applied to God the Son, the 

ancient Commentators understand to be denoted 
mediately the creation of all things,—and, as 
respects Christians, a twofold crostion, both 

mme, 
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natural and ae Others, however, and 
espec. almost all the recent Commentators, with 
reason recognize only s moral creation ; explain- 
ing «ai fusis Ov abrov, ‘and we [Chan] 
— him — we are] ;' i. é. regenerated an 
saved ; see 1 Pet. i. 21. As to the Socinian per- 
version, founded on the distinction here recog- 
nized between the Father and the Son, the 
Apostle, by thus calling the Father the one God, 
does not exclude Jesus Christ from being the 
God of Christians, any more than he excludes 
the Father from being Lord by calling Christ 
‘the one Lord.’ In short, as Dr. Pye Smith 
ene Test. vol. iii. p. 332) proves, ‘the Deity 
of Christ can no more be denied because the 
Father is here called the One God, than the 
dominion of the Father can be denied because 
the Son is called the One Lord.’ By this mode 
of expression it is intimated that Father and Son 
are one God and one Lord in the unity of the 

7. In this verse the Apostle briefly refutes 
what had been urged in the way of excuse on 
the of those who had knowledge; and that 
on the ground that it was not sufficient for them 
if they knew they were doing rightly, unless 
they had respect to their brethren likewise 
(Calv.); q. d. * You rightly hold that there 
ís but one God, and that the heathen idol-gods 
are non-entities; but thia knowledge the weak 
(ie a and therefore ye do not act rightly.’ 

yper. 
ù Yveci] ‘the knowledge of this,'— 

namely, that an idol is nought, has no virtue, 
whether to sanctify or to pollute. In the re- 
maining words of the verse we have a declara- 
tion à contrario, and meant to show how it is 
that all have not this full knowledge: the com- 
plete sense being, * But some, in the secret per- 
suasion of the idol's being something (i. e. a real 
being), even yet eat of the food, as if it were 
food offered to some really existing demon ; and 
[their perception of right and wrong being weak 
and ill-informed] their conscience is, as it were, 
defiled, —stained in its purity, and thoy feel self- 
condemned ;]" i. e. by doing what they believe to 

wrong. 
8. Boana dà nuas, &c.] This we may, with 

the best Commentators, as spoken in the 
person of the Corinthians, and as containing the 
other ples (and that derived à rerum naturá), by 
which they justified their eating idol-meats ; 
q. d. * But food (i. e. the eating, or the abetain- 
ing from certain meats) does not recommend us 
to the favour of God ;' comp. Rom. xiv. 17. To 
advert to the phraseology ;—wapiordva: signi- 

eiómXó0vra éaÜ(ew ;. 31 * xal ádmroNetra, ó dobevaw aderpos emi 

fies properly ‘to iníroduce any one to the notice 
of another,’ his superior; and, from the adj 
t to recommend to his favour.” So Arrian, Epi 
i. 16, avrà ivawícai, À wapacrncar. Tepso- 
cevousy and vorepotusOa signify, ‘are we the 
better or the worse [Christians] The inference 
(left to be supplied) is,—‘ Therefore it matters 
not, whether we sit down to table at idol-feasts 
or not.’ To which the Apes answers, S). dsra-re 
ôt, &c. ; q. d. (True;] ‘but be careful, lest tbe 
exercise of this liberty of yours,’ &c. ; for such 
(as the ancient and many modern Commentators 
explain) is the sense of éEovcia, as denoting 
what is claimed as a right, though it may be aa 
abuse of right. Thus it is shown to be sinful 
infra x. 15—28. 

10. ¿ày yáp—icOisw;) Here we have an 
illustration by example; q.d. ‘Thus, fer ia- 
stance, if any one thus t see you, who have 
is knowl , Sitting at table in an 

idol-temple, will not his conscience [weak and 
wavering as he is] be emboldened, so as to eat 
what has been offered to idole?" The 
sense, however, hinges on the Peer: elixe- 
dou., which Wets., Rosenm., Pott, De Wette, 
Meyer, and Alf., rendor by the eenee, 
edificabitur, — implying reference to &àeOsrese 
Gyros, an iromy, involving something very far- 
fetched and jejune; espec. since irony were here 
out of place. Hence I stil] prefer to render it, 
with many of the most eminent Exposi * will 
be confirmed,’ or * emboldened ;' as Mal. iii. 15, 
olxodonovyrat Toiovyrtes dropa, and J 
Antt. xvi. 6, ele vouvBeciay Thy ixelvey 
nor atrov. A Classical writer would bave said, 
iwapOnocra; for imaipecOar often means, to 
oa li Chart i wp to do any thing, excited, 
induced. There is, indeed, a sensus pregmems, 
the full sense being, ‘he will be confirmed im 
his opinion as to the lawfulness of eating idol- 
meats, &c.; and thereby be emboldened and 
induced to do what his conscience tells him is 
wrong,—to eat idol-meats. The word is well 
rendered by Schlichting, *erigetur et excitahi- 
tur; and he acutely remarks, ‘qui enim adif- 
cantur erigi solent,’ 

ll. xai á&*oAÀsiTa:] ‘and thus by thy know 
ledge will thy weak brother perish, &. 'AsroX, 
is a very strong term, probably adopted in order 
to make an antithesis with awé@avey; the last 
clause being intended to place in the 
point of view the enormity of the offence. And 
yet the exact amount of evil done (and conse- 
uently of guilt incurred) was, as appears from 

the next verse and ver. 7, inflicting a wound oa 
the conscience of the weak brother, by inducing 
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him to do that which he could not reconcile with 
— — The word must — 

of grà injury to soul, an 
such as, except Uy the apecial grace of God, would 
prove fatally ruinous. 

12. What is here said, ie meant to further 
illustrate the enormity of the offence; q. d. *that 
the injury and wrong done to the weak brother 
is ence against Christ, by im- 
peding the progress of his Gospel." 

‘wounding,’ is a strong term, used figuratively to 
denote inflicting ‘deep mental pasaspa. as 
in ] Sem. i. 8, and Prov. xxvi. 

13. &ómip, 11 Bpesua, &c.] We have here the 
conclusion of the whole reasoning; expressed, 
however, by the Apostle, through modesty, not 
in the form of a command (though meant to be 
such), but, xoivyecty, in bis own person. 
Chrys. and yl., in order to draw forth the 
full sense here intended, remark, that the Apoe- 
tle does not say, ‘If my brother take reasonable 
cause of offence, but, if he take offence any how ; 
and not only, I will not eat meats offered to 
idols; but, 20 meat a£ ail ;' and again, ‘ not, for a 
day or two, but, for all my life; and not merely, 
lva uà dwokice, but tva pù drös oxavda- 
Mee And to the same are the anno- 

* 

regretted that Expositors so eminent as tbe 
above should thus have pressed beyond due 
bounds a passage which, from ite hyperbolical 
character, required more than ordinary caution; 
since their interpretation would, if carried out 
Kto practice, go far to destroy all that ‘liberty 
wherewith Christ hath made us free; though, 
indeed, to determine the true import of the words 
in question, and their just application for all 
times, isa point of no inconsiderable difficulty. 
Asa fe lon for a correct exegesis, the literal 
sep sa should nete p laid om with p — 

; which, trust, it may us; 
wherefore, if meat (meaning the eating of the 

meat in question, namely, idol-meat) causeth 
my brother to stumble [in his Christian course] 
I shall by no means eat meat for ever [as long as 
I live] in order that I may not cause my brother 
to stumble.’ Of course, the expression ov i) 
páyæ ele alava, from the very nature of the 
ov uh—ele alera, must be regarded as hyper- 
bolical, and Aequi due limitation, so as not 
to be exten to al cases without exception ; 
as, for instance, cases in which life or health is 
imperilled. Nay, it may be meant only to ex- 

press in a forcible manner, that ‘he would rather 
never eat meat at all, than cause his brother to 
stumble, or, it may be, fall in his Christian 
course.” Comp. Rom. xiv. 21, and Gal. v. 7. 
At all events, the present passage is to be re- 
garded in the light not of an injunction, but of 
an admonition,—namely, as to what is ff and 
becoming in a considerate spiritual person to do; 
in short, what St. Paul wishes should be done, 
Certainly, in the application of it for direction 
in the Christian course, there will be need of no 
little circumspection, so as not to extend it be- 
yond any case similar to that of eating, or not 
eating, idol-meat. If carried as far as the words 
might seem to warrant, Christian liberty would 
be wholly lost sight of. For, it is truly observed 
by Prof. Stenersen, ‘there are not a few fanatics 
who, resting on their own opinions only, account 
se articles of food unlawful, which are not 
— not unlawful, but confessedly lawful, and 
such as may be taken with a safe conscience, so 
that it be with thankfulness to God; and, ac- 
cordingly, from which, if any one should abstain, 
in order that he might avoi tng their con- 
sciences, he would not only their : 
tion, by his own example, but even omit to do 
those things which it might be his duty to do.'.— 
* Again, others (continues he) there are who, 
although they do not go so far as to pronounce 
actions permitted by God to be evi, yet th 
would circumecribe Christian li within sick 
narrow limits, that not only would Christians 
firmer in faith be too much subjected to the yoke 
of other men less competent to ok but even 
— ir Che doctrine ol ith) would be 
imperilled, persons were always to be 
listened to. (Comp. Gal. ii. 11 seqq. A 8—5.) 
Accordingly we are to have respect both to the 

ves who account any food unlaw- persons 
ful; and see whether they condemn it from the 
mere pride of differing from others, or whether, 
through the weakness of their mind, they only 
hesitate in uncertainty as to the lawfulness, or 
otherwise; also we must have to the 
notions which they follow, whether they be de- 
rived from Holy Scripture [properly understood] 
or merely from their own opinions; and, more- 
over, wo must have t to the times and 
seasons [st which such d are broached] 
whether they be not such that, if one were to 
ive way to the persons in question, there might 
k ust fear lest the doctrine of faith should be 
en. ;3 and whether in such a case one 
ought not to follow the example of Christ, our 
pattern, who, although he knew that he was 
grievously offending the Pharisees, yet did many 
things lest he should confirm their perilous super- 
stitions, in order that he might take the occasion 
of teaching them truer doctrines. The above 
observations place this not unimportant matter 
on its r footing, and merit the serious atten- 
tion of sober-minded Christians of whatever 
denomination ; especially as they are confirmed 
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by the authority e p names in 
theology, however widely differing in doctrin 
Suffice it to instance Erasm., Calv., Hyper., and 
Melanctb. 

IX. 1—27. In continuation of the same sub- 
ject ;—the extent of Christian liberty, and the 
imits of Christian self-denial — Paul in this 
chapter treats of the — of self-denial, — of 
which he shows that he had set them an example, 
by having abstained from many nnp of far 

ter consequence than they were called upon 
to relinquish, that he might not offend weak 
brethren, 1—18. He then exemplifies the prac- 
tice of the self-denial in his own case, by first 
establishing his full claims to be obeyed, on the 
ground of an Apostleship of a nature fully equal 
to the other Apostles, and then showing, that he 
sometimes waved the rights and privileges of 
Apostleship, and abstained from demanding them, 
lest he should offend the prejudices of the weak : 
he then shows that he requires nothing from 
them that he had not himself done, and con- 
tinued to do; and points at his own conduct as 
an example for their imitation. 

1. ob« slul dwdoroXos; obr n iħsúbspor :] 
MSS. A, B, and 8 cursives (1 add Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill), and somo Versions and Latin 
Fathers, make 4A. precede dsóc-r. ; which was 
approved by Grot., Beza, Matth., and Bengel, 
and has been received into the text by Griceb. 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But extern 
authority is insufficient, and not made up by 
internal evidence, which draws two wa The 
above Editors urge that the clima» requires this ; 
there being, they think, a gradation from St. 
Paul's right as a mas to bis right as an Apostle. 
But that is taking for what requires to 
be proved, that a climax was meant: it would 
rather seom that the sense intended is, as Crell. 

ints out,‘ Am I not an Apostle, and bence 
to exercise the rights and privileges of apos- 

tleship?' Wets. and Matth. have ably vindi- 
cated the text. rec., though some of their argu- 
mente are inconclusive. Est. indeed maintains 
that the preceding and following context call 
for é\200.—dawderodoe: but that is a matter 
of doubtful disputation. As to Meyer's opinion, 
adopted by Alf, that the transposition arose 
from oùx slul dwdor. having been omitted by 
mistake, and then reinserted first, as the weigh- 
tiest and first treated,—it takes too much for 
prented : nay Rinck uses the same argument 
n defence of the text. rec. The argument in 
favour of the new reading most worthy of atten- 
tion (though Alf. et ur by it) is, that the 
transposition was sdopted to bring the weightiest 
question into prominence, But that it should 
have crept into all the copies but eleven, is im- 
probable. The words ovx slul dwdor. are meant 
to anticipate an objection of the anti-Pauline 
faction, —that Paul was not one of the Apostles, 
and therefore had not any such authority. The 

dye ood icai Malas stg i sapos 
on with a negation, have orce of a strong 

Creation ; namely, that he as seen Jesus 
Christ in the flesh; which must be understood, 
not (as some recent Commentators explain) of 
those visions of an ecstatic kind menti at 
2 Cor. xii. 1, but of the transaction on the road 
to Damascus (Acts xxii. 13—15), as the course 
of — requires. For, as Billr. observes, 
‘Paul is here vindicating his claim te the 
dignity of an Apostle, in virtue of which be 
stood upon a with the other Apostles; and 
the juetness of this ded upon whether be 
had received the apostolic office from Christ, ie 
the same way as they had received it” In short, 
as Whitby remarks, * The Apostles being chesen 
to be witnesses of the resurrection, it was requi- 
site that Paul likewise should have seen him 
risen. Hence the lan addressed to him by 
Ananias, Acts xxii. ̂  — x^ — decis- 
ration to i cts xxvi. 26. Accordingly 
we find that Chet was seen of him, xv. 8; nay, 
o to him after bis resurrection, 
— 9. m m * words — 
ob Tò lpvyor —Kupío, Bt. Paul proves his Apos- 
tleshi ab fotis; namely, from having, ia the 
actual ensbetee ef thal converted them to 
—— which, without Divine assistance, 
(a proof is Divine mission) could mot have 
been done. Therefore, by so doing restet- 
kh» Ctaxoplay wamArpexe.—By Kvpio ix 
meant, ‘in the business of the Lord and his 
religion.' 

2. sl &AXoie—ÓDpuiy sluc]. It is well observed 
by Chrys. and the Greek Commentators, that 
aul here Kava epnew, q.d. 

t gv that I am not an e to or, 
if there be any who doubt of my Apostleship, 

demonstration. Th 
is, ° Your being in the Lord (i.e. your couver- 
sion to Christianity) is a decided of my 
Apostleship' (&voc-oAie for à. at é&woero- 
Aure), as a scal is of the authenticity of a 
writing; or as a — by a workman oa bis 
"i proves it to be Ais work; compare 2 Cor. 
ii. 
3. 3 ¿uq dwodtoyia—icori] Expositors are not 

agreed whether what is here id. refers to wbat 
— or what follows. Most think the latter ; 
ut, though a good sense thus arises, it is more 

agreeable to the course of the argument to refer 
it to what precedes; as is done by the mest 
eminent itors, ancient and modern. Ses 
Calv. and Hyper. 'AsroAoyía and á»exp. are 
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forensic terms, used by Paul in order to glance 
at the arrogance of those who sat in j 
(évaxp.) on his Apostlesbip, debating on his 
claims ; as if, becausc he had waved the use of 
his privilege of Apostle, he was no Apostle, but 
only an paged Aris 

4. Having vindicated his Apostleship, he ad- 
verts to his righés and privileges therein ; which, 
however, he shows, by examples, he had often 

po P ee — iyouey av aytiy, opty 
fe by Se best Commentators taken — 
By $aystz xal riety is meant maintenance suit- 
able to the situation which they held; a right 
originally granted to the Apostles by our Lord, 

mu — áyuv) A simil . abe vaira Wepiaysy similar 
use of MI occa in Demosth. p. 958, 15, 
Tptis waidae &xoXoó0ove repicyaiy, and Theo- 

p. ap. Athen. 260, wepityyowro duo kel pais 
spovmivous. Juv. Sat. i. 122, ‘circumducitur 

uxor.’ The term yvvaixa admits of the sense 
ther a wife, or a woman. But the former is 

more likely to be the sebse here intended ; and 
this ie confirmed by what Clem. Alex. says,— 
namely, that the tles carried about their 
wives with them out of the Church funds. That 
he did not take yv». in the sense woman, is 
clear from this, that he adduces these words b 
way of confating the opponents of clerical matri- 
mony. And though (led away by the ascetic 
superstition of his age) he adds, that they did 
not live with them as wives, bnt as sisters, yet 
that is refuted by what he himself subjoins,— 
namely, that several of the Apostles had chil- 
dren. The above view of the sense has been 
adopted by almost every modern Commentator 
of note (except Est, and the other Roman 
Catholic itors), among whom Calv., Hy- 

. Bulling., Grot, Wolf, Whitby, Mackn., 
Bey denr., Pott, and Stenersen, merit especial 
attention. They have clearly shown how un- 
tenable is the interpretation, ‘a woman.’ That 
the ancient Fathers should have ad it is no 

very riod of the Church, of depreciating 
matrimony’ and exalting celibacy. So great, in- 
deed, was the solicitude to exclude aught in 
Scripture that might at all countenance clerical 
marriages, that the (ext here was tam with, 
to make it bear a sense such as sh exclude 
the hated doctrine; but in vain, for the MSS. 
almost universal! 

some may 
So e 4 ape joa (on which 
see Matth. Gr. § 431, and Jelf, Gr. $ 467), oc- 
earring in Eph. i. 7, and ii. 15. Sometimes, 

ris hureves awrredava, ka, Des 96 

however, the apposition is not so much for ez- 
lon's sake, as to note the purpose to which 

the foregoing substantive serves, as in Hdot. i. 
205, yepipar (evyvówr iwi *orapov, QiáBacuww 
Te orpate, ‘to serve for to the army :° 

yl. Agam. 958, vwal ris dpBorae Aóo.— 
iuBacw 7090s, ‘serving for something to slip 
the foot in’ (equiv. to G slipper). And so 
Anaxand. [ncert. Frag. l. 5, ¿xu yuvaixa 
ÓíaToway, ‘a wife as a mistress He domineer]." 
And to this purpose is the Homeric yuyy 
Siowowwa, ‘a wife to govern the family,’ and 
vy?) Tapin, ‘a wife to du d * *to bea 
——* And sach Ia end, the 
foree of the apposition in the present passage. 
Thus the true sense a to be, ‘to carry 
about with them [on their journeys] a sister [a 
Christian woman), a wife, i.e. supposing the 
apposition to be epesegetic ; but, if it be to de- 
note purpose, we may render, ‘as’ or ‘for a 

fe; an expression prob. to for the 
purpose of including, in the argument for a right 
to maintenance, such as being not married might 
yet require, —the domestic care and attention of 
some woman in loco uxoris." It is probable that 
the person—whether wife or ot ise-—was 
taken about for the purpose also of ministering 
to the Grecian wives, or maidens, to whom other- 
wise the doctrine of the Gospel could not have 
obtained access. 

6. 4 novos ive, &c.] meaning, * or am I only 
and Barnabas to be made oad atin to the gene- 
ral rule,—that Apostles have the privilege,’ &c. P 
Doddr. su óvos iyà to point at some 
peculiar spleen, which had arisen against the two 
Apostles of the uncircumcision. But it would 
rather seem that this was espec. expected from 
them, by the circumstances under which they 
had and carried forward the work of evan- 
gelization ; which had led them first to adopt, 
and afterwards to persevere in, the method of 
subsisting by their own labour, and, prob. with 
the same view, of practising celibacy. The drift 
of the Apostle, in adverting to his having waved 
this liberality, was, prob., that the Corinthians 
might see, as in a glass, the impropriety of their 
" sh exercise of their liberty in eating eldw- 
o0vTa. 
7— 14. The Apostle here adduces arguments 

for the right ín question, and illustrates it by 
three examples; two taken common life, 
and the custom of the Gentiles, the third from 
the injunctions of the Mosaic Law. 

T. Tis erparststat lò. dy. =z.;] ‘Who ever 
serves as a soldier at his own expense P —At xal 
ix oU kaprov abro? ova loOis.; we may sup- 
pose either an ellips. of uápos :, by a Hebraism, 
or a partitive construction, more or less common 
to all Jan . 'ReOísw has here the sense * to 

as 2 Kings iv. 42, and Judith x. 5. 
ziii. 11. U. the construction, see my Lex. The 
—Á to be supplied, is, ‘So neither 
ought the Apostles.’ 
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Has yap éypadn, Ste én’ nmi: opeet 6 aporpiðv aporpiar, 

hRom.s Kal Ó ddowy Ths édmidos aùroð peréyew èm entu 
27. 
Gal. 6. 6, 

i 30. 
: . 11. 9, 

ll h E2¿ 

nets Upiv Tà TvevpaTicd ëéomepagev, péya, ei heis Uuow TA 
s. capKixd Oeplcopev ; 19 ! Et dddoe ris éfovaias bpd peréyovow, 

bis. 18. oU paXXov HES ; '"AXX ovK éypnoápeÜa TÌ ¿Eouc ia TavTYy 

1 These. 1.7. GAANA Trávra, aTéyopev, Wa pr) éykorrsjv twa pev TH evarryedin 

8—11. To human enactments are now sub- 
joined Divine sanctions ; there being, too, a con- 
clusio à minori ad majus. 

8. xarà ãvðpwæwrov]) i.o. by a reference to the 
practice of men and the sanction of human law, 
as op to ments drawn from Scripture; 
q. d. * Is the principle I speak of—that the la- 
bourer is worthy of his reward -4 principle of 
human law [only], or is it not also recognized in 
the Divine law of Scripture?’ The yàp has ro- 
ference to the affirmation implied in the imme- 
pun, foregoing interrogation ; q. d. ‘[Yea;] 
or, 
9. uñ rev Bos] Supply povor, suggested by 

the is, ured S. asec is impli and not 
of men also?" For perspicuity, however, there is 
added, 5 àv juas waves Adye:; ‘Or saith he 
it [not] espec. for us [men]?* q. d. * may not 
fnen learn much from this ?—namely, that (by 
an argument à minori ad majus) the ministere 
of the Gospel have a right to maintenance ?’ 
Then the words e dali S ver. 10, directly 
afirm — was only before smdirecly pro- 
poun 

10. «al ó dAowy, &c.] With these words both 
the ancient and modern Interpretere have been 
perplexed. The numerous varr. lectt. only show 
that the ancients felt the difficulty, and endea- 
voured to remove it in the same manner as have 
some moderns,—namely, by Critical — 
Griesbach and others edi (from a few MSS. and 
some Versions and Fathers) ör: òp. ir’ tdwids 
ó &. d. kai ó dNowy, bw’ i\ili Tov peréxew. 
But I agree with Rinck, that this is ‘ magis fact 
lius inellectu quam verius.’ And he truly re- 
marks, that no one would have added the some- 
what obecure words 5s iAí0os avrov, by way 

vri ingen least of all i» an ixverse order. 
ides, external authority for the two altera- 

tions is insufficient ; being for the first A, B, C, 
and 9 cursives: and for the second, A, B, C, 
and 3 cursives; and I can make no addition 
from the Lamb. and Mus. copies. However, I 
find both readings in Cov. 2, though omitted to 
be noticed by Mill: so that it may have place 
in other cursives, —— ill collated as that an- 
cient and choice MS., which I have recollated 
throughout. In short, the passage needs not 
e ut ion ; and the following 
will, I apprehend, be found the true construc- 
tion and interpretation: «al ó dÀocr (pts 
áAXoav) ix’ rid: (rov) parixsiw THs iÀ mido 
atvrov, ‘ And ho reapeth ought to reap in 

hope to partake of [the fruits of] his hope.’ So 
Horace speaks of the —— M e es 
dura ferentem ;' where we have an argutó dictum 
united with a masia, such as is ueat 

f this sense of iX vic (as denoting 
) see other examples in my 

of hope, —that on which it is founded rests : 
and us+£Xsu is put for ixe: or xpjaOai, as in 
Heb. v. 13. Herodot. vi. 107. Xen. xvii 
6. So Thucyd. (vii. 69) has yArclas pevé yoo. 

1]. The Apostle, continuing the above agri- 
cultural figure, now proceeds to show, by an- 
other ment à mizori ad majus (similar to 
that at Rom. xv. 27), that, on principles of com- 
mutstive justice, ministers are fairly entitled to 
a competent provision; q.d. ‘If, for instance, 
we [ ministers of the gen bave com- 
mitted to you, as it were, the of spiritual 
and religious instruction, is it & mighty matter 
(i. e. an unreasonable thing) that we should reap 
and enjoy the carnal and temporal supports you 
can supply us with?’ The argument proceeds oa 
the inequality of that which ie given and that 
received — At miya supply uir: tly, and ipyes, 

in Eurip. Inc. * 401, Tò» Aafovre 
Twy Adyer kahe dpoppat, où ply’ ipyes 1$ 
Aéysw. This ellipsis (which occurs also at 2 Cor. 
xi. 15) is a debe wbile in the Latin, 
magnum, so ; common. —T& capaice 
Osp., ° enjoy the corporeal supports of your sab- 
stance." 

12. 44 dAXo,, &c.] Another argumentum à 
inori , y dAAo: are meant these 

visited and evangelized the 
Corinthians; and of whom some probably set- 
tled at Corinth, and became the Wevdawsere- 
Aoi, false teachers, so often alluded to by S. 
Paul, and whose own conduct, in this 
was directly the reverse of the Apostle's, evine- 
ing both tyranny and rapacity. 
— THe iEovcías bucv] The best Commen- 

tators are, with reason, that é£ovaía bere 
signifies right, as in Matt. xxi. 28. Acts xxvi. 10, 
and elsewhere; and moreover, that òpar isa 
Genit. of object for «ls ñuGç, as iEovoía wrevpd- 
Tey, ‘power over spirits,’ in Matt. x. ], and i£. 
wadone capkós, in John xvii. 2. However, the 
true ratio idi is may be, that as peti youru 
iEovcias is a compound phrase, equi t te 
&£ovcid(ovci, it may take the samo regimen ss 
that would, —namely, the Genit. 
— GdrXa wévra oriyopey] Eriyæ (cognate 
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ToU Xpioroð. 13k Oüx olsare, Öri oi Tà iepà epyalopevos dx Nom. ıs. 
tov tepov ecBiovow oi TQ ÜvciaoTnpip ampocedpevovres Tq) De 18.1. 
Guotactnpip cuppepifovras; 14 obro xal ó Kupws Šrate rois 
TO evaryyéLov KaTayyéAXOVOLY, èx TOD evaryyediou Gv. 15!’ Ene 

yéevnras èv épol* kaXàv ydp pot náXXov árroÜaveiy, f) TÒ xa iyd 3 Thes K 
1. 

1 Acte 18, 3. 

pov iva tis revwon. 16 m Eày yap evayyertCopas, ove Cot por m Rom. 

Kavynpa’ avaryen yap pot ¿míxerrar oval dé pot ¿Tiy Cay Acte 9. 6. 

pÀ) evayyerifopar — YT 9 ej yàp éxàv ToÜTo rpáaac, pmobòv exw 
n ch. 014 
& 4. 1. 
CoL 1. 36. 

ei 88 dxwv,—oixovopiay mericteuvpas. 18°Tis ody pol dari 6 2309 

with —£yes, tego) signifies properly, ‘to out,” 
or * of" (as a ship when ìt is * locke} os ‘to 
keep Sa, as a vessel to hold liquid. Hence it 
comes to mean continere and sustinere. Seo my 
note on Thucyd. ii. 94, 10. Kypke well ex- 
plaine : ‘Sed continemus nos, que [omnia] nem 
alios offendere possint :' ov xpeusÜa +$ iLovcig 
nuor, namely, that of receiving a sti 
iyxor3» Sepa is for iyxowrowper, "should 
hinder the [success of] the Gospel ;' i.e. * by the 
people grudging the expense of my maintenance, 
and — to me interested motives.’ 

13. Here we have another nent is proof 
of his Apostolic rights, derived from the Mosaic 

priesthood, who — ed at the altar, 
seem by those words to designated, as by Tà 
lipd ipyat. the imferior. See Chrysost. On 
Tposióp., eec note at vii. 35, and comp. mpor- 
"ur T Üvc. in Heb. vii. 13. 

4. Here we have further argument in vindi- 
cation of the above right.—SiéraEs, for dudray- 
ue ixoines, or ivouo0iTncos, namely, at Matt. 
x. 10, and Luke x. 7. In oie xcarayyiAXovorw 
we have a Dat. of reference, instead of an Accus. 
with ith the sentiment comp. Joseph. 
Bell. v. 13, 6, eyes, at ĝa? park ddelas kaTa- 
XpieacOas rote Osis iwip tou Orlov, xal 
Tov: Te pas oTparsvouivous iE avToU Tpí- 
hicha. 

15. Having thus asserted his right, the Apostle 
now shows he has not this — 
vip ye di osdsri, &c., the ¿yë (as at xi. 23. 

.9) is ic: ‘Tat least, (I for m 
Whatever others may do.’—ovdenl ia a Sah 
Bone ef the things which pertain to that right, 
and are included in ib ee vv. 4, 5), i. e. neither 

, Money, nor its equivalent.— Tra obre yí. 
| inoi, * that this should be done in case,” 

— ‘lve is xevecy) meaning, ‘rather than 
any one should be enabled to make void m 
f ure: [namely, that I am burdensome to none], 
pr being enabled to assert that I took pay.—7ó 
| n ̂ reer | ‘that whereof I may be proud.” 
Bu The fu] =e — — irt pu 
Xpressed in paraphrase : [* I say matter of glory- 

ing); for though I should Saek the — 
wh in simply preaching the Gospel, without 
eae to a nal interest in its success), I 
"Yo du for boesting.'—drávyx» yap uot 

irix., ‘for a [moral] necessity lies upon me [^ 
to do i, if I would avoid punishment for diso 
dience; q.d. ‘do it I must,’ for olxovouíay 
wewiorevuat’ where observe the inversion of 
construction for sj olx. wewioravral puoi, as 
Rom. iii. 2. Comp. Thucyd. vii. 57, Evrégn 9i 
Toiv: Konci—iÀTi robe &Toíxove üxovrat perà 
piaou idOeiv, where see my note. 

17. This verse is supplemen to the pre- 
ceding, with which it forms a slight digression, 
suggested by +ó «aóíxnuá pou, ver. 15; at the 
same time that it furnishes the equiv. term ó 
pucOée, ver. 18; as though the Apostle, on re- 
turning thither from his digression, had said, 
* What then is that wherein 1 glory, and find my 
recompense for my utmost services in evan- 
gelizing the world?’ For that uco ¿Xe is 
nearly identical with xaíynua ¿Xe will be seen 
b7 a comparison of Rom. iv. 2, 4 (Dr. Peile). 
ho above annotation is supported by, pram 
— n the — — — in my ` 8. 

'Dopt., an the admirable exegesis there 
a duced fivin canen. chiefly formed on the 
Commentary of Chrysost.), by which the words 
are understood to denote ‘ et which any 
one has done withont being impelled by Divine 
injunction and command, which, if he had xot 
done, he would have incurred punishment; but 
which he has undertaken of his own accord, and 
thus looks for a suitable reward.’ It is, of course, 
— in the particular ‘do i£ I must,’ that ho 
is doing no more than it is hie strict duty to do, 
and so cannot call himself other than dovAce 
&yposios, Luke xvii. 10, * without any claim for 
reward.’ 

18. The import of this verse mainly depends 
upon the force assigned to the ion pices, 
on which some difference of opinion exists. Most 
Expositors take it in its ordinary sense, and 
Wetst., Roeenm., and others, here recognize an 
acutà dictum ; q. d. * What, then, is my reward ? 
why, truly, to receive no reward at all.’ But, 
though such terms do occasionally occur in the 
writings of the Apane, they are not to be sup- 
posed unnecessarily. And here the sentiment 
would not suit the context; for the oj» is 
here meant to introduce a conclusion from the 
foregoing premises. That sense, too, is forbidden 
by the phrase Tra Ojow, which rather denotes 
the means, than the m It is best, with the 
— and the early modern Commentators 
generally, to consider 4400óe here used, by 
metonymy, for the cause of , the 
of boasting; for the two are, in the 
sage, interchanged; q.d. Er 

nt pas- 
en, is my 
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pobos; twa evayyerKopevos adarravov Onow Tó evayyédLoy ToU 
Xprorod, eis Tò pÀ KataypnoacGa Ti) éfovaía pou ¿v TQ evwyye- 

Gal. 5. 13. 
tt. 18, 15. 

2410 16, 8. 
21. 23, &c. 

Ap. 19 P'EXeUfepos yap &v ex Távrow, wacw épavróv é6oU- 
Acca, iva ToUs Trieiovas KEepdjcw. 74 Kai éyevóusv. Tots 'Iov- 
alors ds 'lovoatos, wa Iovdaiovs xepdnaw trois iro vópov as 
Ud VOLOV, mù dv avrós brò vóuov lva TOUS ÚTÓ vópov kepOngar 

rGsL2% 216 epic dyóuow Os ÄVOMOS, 

claim of reward,’ or ‘ground of glorying,—the 
thing in which I am superior to the other — 
tles? namely, this, that I preach the Gospel to 
you without charge, and do not sss my power of 
iving at your expense.’ Calv. and Hyper. 
—xarayp. is usually taken for ypticac@a:, com- 
pound lor simple. Yet that the compound 
Should here be used without some cause, can 
hardly be supposed. It would rather seem that 
the Prep. xara is, as often, intensive ; and the 
sense intended is ‘ut perutar,” ‘ that i may use 
to the uttermost:’ meaning (as Calv. suggests) 
to intimate, that the pressing his right in a case 
like this would be a kind of abuse of it. In fact, 
xataxp. here seems to correspond to xaTa xp. 
supra vii. 31 (by a kind of significatio pragnans), 
the sense being, ao as to not use (or rather 
I might say abuse) my power.’ 
19 Having, is ad; spoken with refer- 

ence to the question oux elui &voo-roXos (show- 
— he for avoiding offence, waved his 
right as Apostle, and preached the Gospel cost- 
free), the Apostle now adverts to the other and 

uent question, ovx alul ¿Xsú0spos; (Pott.) 
— ded8epos ix wavrey] i. e. ‘under no obli- 

gation to serve them. —¿¿4. édovXr., i.e. acting 
as their servant, declining no labour, and making 
myself subservicnt to their wille, becoming rote 
ması Ta *árTG ; ‘and that not for an unworthy 
end, as a flatterer, but that I might,” &c. 
— tode wAsloyae] The article means ‘the 

more, i.e. more than he otherwise would. — 
xepé. may be rendered, ‘might gain over to 
C ara d Comp. Matt. xviii. 9,15. 1 Pet. iii. l. 

20, 21. Here is shown the gature of the dov- 
Asla just mentioned.—ós 'Iovdaios, namely, by 
the o ce of Jewish rites and ceremonies. 
Bee Acts xxi. 26, and xvi. 3. By rois vrà vópov 
would seem meant the very same as the foregoing 
tois 'Lovéalow: to avoid which unsuitability 
we must su either, with most itors, 
that by the formar aro to indi arius Jews 

rly so called, by the lutter Jewish proselytes 
from Gentilism ; e with — = i ul- 
ing., suppose the former to designate those Jews 
who, though they had received the , were 
still enslaved to the observance of the law. 
Billr., however, on the ground of no reference 
being made in the context to the Jewish prose- 
lytes, is of opinion, that the Apostle has reference 
to one and the same object; only that, after 
having mentioned it in terms, he adduces 
it again in ite most striking features. This view 
long ago occurred to Chrys., and has n since 
not disapproved by Est. Of later Commentators, 
it has also been adopted by Prof. Stenersen, who 
regards the latter words as a peri is of the 
former, and as subjoined b postle for the 

of intimating why it had been n 
Tor bim to live among Jews in a manner different 

A 2 ? 

(uù v dvouos Qep àXX čvvopos 

from the way in which he lived among Gentiles. 
I still continue to prefer the im lom frst 
mentioned, adopted by Chrys. Theophyl, and 
Eat., as recommended by its quee sim- 
plicity. On carefully reconsidering question 
as to the authenticity of the words xà Ge avror 
bd vouor, Y have now admitted them withoat 
brackets; since internal evidence is so entirely 
in their favour, as to for 
ficiency of external ; though I have not 
able to find them in any of the Lamb. or Mus. 
š š 4 8 = = 8 4 E E š J if 

Fe * the interpolation might take place from 
Version; but it is far more probable 
words were lost through the 
scribes, copying from an ancient 
written in columns, where the words would form 
a line corresponding to the preceding, also 
in owed vóuor. 

21. rote dvo al te Toe pe br 
e Gentiles, of 

Quonos, by not observing the Mosaic Law. 
use of the werd dyouor, however, being some- 
what irregular, the Apostle explains it by the 
perenthetical clause Ma Gv drouos Ores, which 
signifies, ‘ not as th I were under no Divise 
Law, dX’ ivvopor Xpiore, ‘but under law 
towards Christ, and the precepts of the Christisa 

e l 

————— under no law, as 
respect to ° The readings @soç 
orou, adopted ri Lachm., Tisch 
7 uncials and 9 cursives, I still 
entitled to be received. That of O 
Peile remarks, both unauthorized and 
for, as neither si ring the construction mor 
helping the sense. But neither can I 
of the ros —— by Dr. gres 

in his paraphrase, namely, O«q—Xo«- 
rou, eir died oe — to ant frem 
passage o . lii, 23, Opate dà Xp eros. 
confirmation in question would s 
the Apostle written, uù ay dsouoe Gee, GA) 
dyvonor, œs Xpiorov, scil Gy: but this he did 
not write. Moreover, the sentiment thus arising, 
however true in itself, would not be bujas 
Dr. Peile was, I presume, induced to read 
above from not sufficiently attending te 

was 
soften the seeming harshness of the faregeing 
expression, ¿ysydunv at Gvomot, and preveat any 
page tag thereof 8 suitable š 
Hence Paul says (as Calv. it), ‘es 
Legem semper uisse, ut [Christo] cent 
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Xpior@,) iva xepdijow ávóuovs. %%*’Eyevouny rois. dobevéow Bon. 
[es] acderys, iva trois dobeveis xepbraw. rois Tc. yéyova eh. 10. 8$. 

[rà] wavra, iva mávtws Twas cwcw. B t Tobro 56 mað Sid taa. 5. 7. 
TÒ cevaryyéhov, wa avyko.wevós avroU yévwpat % t Ove oldate, 

so Eet. understands. Tho evi- 

that must be allowed for.—" Evwejsoç 
Xpiore may be best rendered, with Est., by 
* inler, within law,’ Christo, quod Christo attinet" 

to ore). 

aro 
less in- 

structed, and therefore titiously scrupulous, 
Gentiles, See supra —X 

12 To these Paul accommodated himeelf in 
Ainge imines The we is cancelled by 

and Tischendorf, on the authority 
of only A and B, and the Vulgate Vorsion ; au 
authority, however, insufficient; notwithstandi 
that internal evidence is qai against the wo 
I can, however, add one MS. to the two above 
mentioned, —namely, the Lamb. 1185, a very 
eurious MS., evident! ied from a very an- 
cient original, and of rian text. 

— Tots wâr: yéy.) To sum up the whole, 
the A says, Tots maT (scil. xai 'Iovéato:e, 
xal dvómois, kal dcbsviar) yé Tà *&vTa, 
i. e. (as Pott explains) «rpéw (sensu bono) 
pupiat Tpomás TpaTomsvot, 05s rárrat abáp- 

?ravToios yiyeva.— By yiy. rà várra 
meant, with the qualification ted by 

the context, that ‘he became to all that 
they wished,” viz. as regarded things indifferent. 
The same qualification at wéyra is to be under- 
stood at ch. x. 23, where by mávra are meant 
* all things of the kind adverted to,’ namely, ra 
é&diádqopa, ' things indifferent, The rà before 
vérra is omitted in A, B, C, F, G, and 4 cur- 
sives; to which I add Lamb. 1194; and pro- : : t 
Lean Aa ort im 50 3 t rather reject it: ye 
oseph. Antt. xvii. 10, 7, says, dveriavie Trois 

vac: elt rà wévra. But Paul might use it to 
strengthen the antithesis; or Revisers might 
sesert it, for that ; or Crities might re- 
move it, because involving a breach of propriety. 
Under these circumstances, there is no good 

] Of wa coco 
the sense is, ‘that I might put into the way of 
salvation, by conversion to the Christian faith.’ 
As to =áyreç, Dr. Peile acknowledges that 
e Version, ‘by all means,’ 

recommended ; aus uj oe re "8 
meaning was, ‘that so I may not fas 
some.” — that es i is lablo ie implied, 

eapressing what to be implied, —— — 
ide lol A rendered with more brevity, 

ity, ‘at rate ;° 
B — Eq. 233: Xen. Cyrop. 

; and Thucyd. v. 41. Of cias tho 
meaning is best conveyed by rendering, not, with 
Beza, . and others, quosvis, any, but some, 
meaning. by implication, some at least: a 

the word bears in Jos. Bell. i. 16, 4, 
BowhnOeie à' ¿Ë abray xal (even) wepicwcal 
Tuae. 

& 3. 14 
3 Tim. 4. 7. 

23. Tovro 8 sous—-yírena:] q.d. ‘This 
conduct I pursue (i. e. these compliances I make 
for the Gospel's sake — for its further propa- 
gation), to the end I may, with you, be 

r of its benefits. —For rovro, fata 
iseh., and Alf. edit wévra, from 7 uncial and 

6 cursive MSS.; to which I can only add the 
Leicester MS., omitted by Wets. Internal 
evidence is quite against TovTo: but I believe 
the true reading to be ravra: and the two 
words tavra and r are often confounded 
by the scribes, (see Luke xii. 31. 1 Cor. x. 11, 
and the var. lectt.,) and sometimes, where the 
two words occur, Tarra has been ed unne- 
cessarily, because implied. Tidera cannot well 
be the genuine reading, because, as Dr. Mill 
says, ‘nec omnia fecit, aut facere potuit Paulus 
propter Evangelium.’ 

: cwykow. avto Yyíyeua,] Some an- 
cient and modern Commentators over the 
ey as if pleonastic. But this it is nof; nor is it 
so in any of the three other where 
€evyxoty. occurs in the New Test., namely, Rom. 
xi. 17. Phil. i. 7, and Rev. i. (where see my 
notes.) The eb» here has reference, not to uav 
(as it was supposed by the framers of our Com- 
mon Version, and by Whitby), but to what is 
— in — acre —— -— — 

e rest,’ other participators in the Goape 
of course including the Corinthians. But this 
participation I would not understand, with 
Chrys., of the ancient Commentaters, and, of 
modern ones, Doddr., Billr., and others, to be 
participation in the work of diffusion or disee- 
mination of the Gospel, but participation in all 
its benefits, beth in this world, and in that which 
is to come. ‘This (observes Olshausen) Paul 
would have obtained even had he preached dxesr, 
but he included the sincere self-denying mode 
of acting, that he might not become an ddoxipos, 
ver. 27. Accordingly, the words are to be ren- 
dered, ‘that thus I might be a —— 
(or fellow-sharer) with the rest of the children 
of God, so as to be with them joint heirs of the 
grace of God through Christ.’ i i 

24. ova olgare, Sri, &c.] To satisfactorily fix 
the connexion, and trace course ef thought 
by which the Apostle here passes from the above 
to the present sub of coneideration, is a point 
of no little difficulty. The connexion laid down 

Billr. is too and undefined. More of 
simplicity and bility is there in that given 
by Theophyl. and (Ecumen. (formed on Chrys.), 
which has been adduced in my Recens. Synop. 
But it has the disadvantage of not going far 

I see no reason to alter my opinion 
that the subsequent long-drawn agonisti 
im was su to the Apostle's mind 
by the mention of the blessings and benefits, 
both for time and eternity, of the Gospel ; and 
that on that he founded his exhortation to 
strenuous rere the — course. See 
Phil. iii. 4. Accordingly, the connexion 
has been tolerably well traced by Whitby; but 
far better by Crell, thus:—‘ Here commences 

02 
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»Ep-&1- Ort of èv otadi tpéxovres wdvres pèv Tpéxovaw, els è Map- 

hive” Bdve, ró BpaBetov ; otro Tpéxere, iva nxatarabnre. ?5" Tas 

— 66 ó aywvilopevos, dura éyxpatevetay eéxeivos pèv où», iva 
x3Tim.38 dOaoroy orépavov AdBwow, ueis Sè adOaprov. ?9 =’ Eryo 

the third division of the chapter, in which the 
Corinthians are admonished, agreeably to the 
example which he has set them, earnestly to 
strive after that prize of everlasting life set be- 
fore them in the Gospel, and eo to conduct 
themeelves in things, otherwise in themselves 
'ermitted, that they may not prove a stumbling- 
block to any one. The Apostle declared that, 
forgetting his own liberty, he made himeelf the 
eervant of all, to the end that he might be a par- 
taker in the Gospel, i. e. that he might attain its 
final felicity. Thus he tacitly taught that in no 
other way can salvation be attained. Hence he 
further impreeses tbis on their minds, by admo- 
nishing the Corinthians so to conduct them- 
selves in their Christian course, that, instead of 
failing of, they sg d become poseeseors of, that 
supreme set before them in the Gospel; 
and accordingly to use with the greatest modera- 
tion things o — free o be used or not 
used. Now the Apostle argues by a comparison 
taken from the — As there, although 
all ran, yet not all receive the prize, but one 
only, who shall have outstripped the rest, and 
accordingly shall have so run, as one must, who 
desires to gain the prize; so [in this course of 
Christian piety} although all run, i. e. do many 
things that pertain to Christianity, yet not sll 
gain this immortal prize in the race set before 
them ; but those that do, are they who so run as 
those must run who are desirous of attaining it.’ 
The difficulty thus encountered by the above 
able Commentator Dr. Peile seeks to avoid by 
tracing the connexion, with Mackn., as follows: 
* Now such are not the conditions of the Chris- 
tian race that is set before you (Heb. xii. 1). 
There the succees of one is no hindrance to the 
success of another.’ This, however, cannot be 
called a connexion at all, and it moreover com- 
pels the learned annotator to assign to the words 
of the subjoined exhortation, oÜTw píysTs, Iva 
«araXáfhmrs (scil. rò Beagitor Tit KA d- 
esws ToU Grou ¿y Xprores 'Incov, Phil. iii. 14), 
the strained, yet any thing but ite, sense : 
* Be runners in that race in which ye may be 
sure to be receivers.’ Now, not to say that there 
is something wxssownd in the sense "sure to be 
receivers [of the prize of the heavenly calling], 
and which is, besides being set aside by several 
—— of Scripture, in contradiction to what 
ollows, uses aùròs dddxiuot yéinwopuat, as also 

to what Thom. Aquin. and others think implied 
in the sle è «ovoy,—namely, the sentiment in 
Matt. xxii. 14, woAXol «let xAnroi, dAlyoe ài 
dxAaxrol, far more agreeable to simplicity is it 
to suppose that the words present to the miad of 
the — (though not expressed) were those so 
ekilfully supplied from the course of thought b 
the logical acuteness of Crell. (as above cited 
than what Dr. Peile gf “twee to have been in the 
mind of the Apostle. Thus, it is worthy of ob- 
servation, the words of the subjoined exhortation 
exactly (ally with the words supplied as above by 
Crell. ; an ly to this view the meanin 
intended will be,—' as those [and those only 

attain the Bpaflstos, so do yo run that ye may 
attain." The ien I find supported by the au- 
thority of Theodoret, and, of modern Commen- 
tators, by that of Estius in an able annotation on 
the whole 

25. wae dà 0 dyor óusvot, Tárra. byxpa- 
TsiUsTai] Here, by a continuation of same 
agonistic allusion, the Apostle takes occasion, 
from what is done by the Heathen évyww»ie-ris, 
in order to secure the wished-for prize, to suggest 
what is the right course to be pursued by tbe 
Christian dywnorns, if he would hope to ob- 
tain kis crown of glory.—»árra iyxpaTsósTa:, 
° practises iyxpétrauav; with allusion to the 
preparatory training for éyesvic Tal, which lasted 
ten months. Of the extreme temperance, and 
even abstinence, here required, three examples 
are given by ‘Elian, V. H. iii. 30. 10, 2. 11, 3. 
So Epictetus, Enchir. C. 35 (cited by the Com- 
mentators), grapbically describes the thing tbos: 
e? o’ sirrax Tei», dvayxorpodeiy, díyeaÓn, 
Wtuparoo, yunvateobat Tpos dvayxyy, i» Spa 
TevTaypivg, iv xavuats, ¿v oye, ui Weyper 
Tiva», uh olvov, ws ituxen mee, ot Larpes 
Tapati kakipas caavTÓ» Te imiorary, sŠTa ele 
TÓ» dyava TapépyecÜ0a., Bp. War 
serves that ‘the Apostle here urges another argu- 
ment for their engaging in the heavenly race, 
and preferring the pursuit of spiritual things to 
things temporal; q. d. “ The pursuit of the for- 
mer has not only these advan of certainty 
above that of the games, but they are without 
any peculiar drawback ; since the preperation for 
the — prize is not more severe tham that 
for the earthly.”" Accordingly, to the 
of the dywsorhs, Paul, as obeerves, stirs 
up himself (see ver. 27), as well as others, to do 
io like manner in the istian course, —consi- 
dering that the Croton is in the latter the more 
—— being (as the next words express) no 
ess than an tncorruptible one, what is termed, 
1 Pet. v. 4, ó pog petas aye CoEns ori 
Comp. Wied. iv. 2, which was probably in the 
— mind. From the Schol. on Apoll. 

od. iii. 123, we learn that, at the Isthmian 
es (to which the Apostle here espec. allades), 

le victors — old crowned — wreath of 
ptne-leaves, though in after-times parsley ; 
which irr hmi pr to illustrat * w 
sion in apTov, q. d. * not withe ready, 
but which will — wither, — € flourish 
to eternity.” eA e is epeaki 
of that reward which the candidates, especially 
strove after, ——the CROWN; though, as Rosenm. 
shows from Vitruv. Arch. ix. Pref., that carried 
with it certain other and more solid advan 
which to coarser minds would have most weight. 

26. ¿yc roivuy oUre Tpíye] Here the 
Apostle reverts to his own case, t he ms 
thus give to what he inculcates the additi 
weight of his own ezample. See Phil. iii. 17. 
The Toívvv has a continuative with a 
conclusive force, as in lian, V. iv. 2 Xen. 
Cyr. i. 1, 2. Mem. i. 4, 13; and the ¿ye is here, 
as often elsewhere, emphatic, being intended te 
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áXXois xnpiEas, altos adoxtpos yéevopas. 

int at Aimself. Render: ‘ Accordingly, J do, 
my part, thus run [whatever you may do] 

The Apostle returns to the agonistic metaphor, 
and, first, that of the racer, in the words ovre 
Tpíxe, wt osx ádjXws : from a careful reconsi- 
— which clause I see some reason to doubt 

the interpretation I before acquiesced in 
be (notwithstanding that it is sanctioned by the 
authority of many eminent modern Commenta- 
tors) so entitled to preference as that of the an- 
cients, Chrys., Theophyl., and CEcum., and, of 
modern Expositors, Crell., Hyper., Calv., Est., Bp. 
Pearson, Bengel, and Billr., who regard it as put 
for oox œt &é4X0v Gyros BpaBelou vel axóarov. 
According to either interpretation, the adverb 
must be taken, as often, for a phrase formed 
from the Adject. and a Preposit. But I should 
wish to see some proof of dôńÀws being ever 
elsewhere so used. 

In owe ova dipa Oíper we have — 
metaphor. Now there were many ways in which 
pugiliste might beat the air, —namely, either in 

exercise, OF es a to the contest, or 
during the contest itself, when aiming a blow, 
and not reaching their object. So Ariosto, Orl. 
Fur., canto ii. 51, ‘Feri Gradasso il vento è 
Varia vana. This last seems to be the meaning 
in the tcase. With this metaphorical use 
of wvarsie I would compare Anacr., cited by 
Casaubon, Anim. ad Athen., p. 782, œs uù wpde 
'Epesra arv«raA to. 

27. éseriá(o pov Tó copa) By the body 
is here to be understood not so much the animal 

that needs strict discipline, 
to be t and 
the spirit) but the evil passions and carnal lusts 
of corrupt human nature, what is elsewhere called 
‘the of sin, Rom. vi. 6, and vii. 23, seqq., 
and which it is there said must be virtually de- 
stroved (ex 1 pressed by the strong term xaTaoyn05 
see note). It is well Served by Est. "that the 
Apoetle adverts only to the contest with the 

miiting those two other enemies, the fesh; o 
world and the devil, because the body or flesh is a 
domestic enemy (and tberefore the most formid- 
able), after subduing which foe easier will it be 
to vanquish the world and the devil.’ As re- 

concluding words, aùròe déoxtmoe 
yivesnat, little likely is it that the Apostle 
would have chosen to use an agonistic metaphor 
in a matter so momentous. The term déóxiuos 
might seem per se to allude, as Commentators tell 
us, to the previous dox:pzacia, which, as we leam 
from Faber, Agon. iii. 11, took place before 
admission to the contest, both as to moral cha- 
racter and uate fitness for the combat, And 

ns who were rex for the contest 

te be to what took place after the contest, and 

t under the government of 

Rom. 6. 18, 

subsequent to the dox:uacla, or severe scrutiny, 
which took place as to whether the laws of the 
combat had been strictly obeerved by the victor 
and to which there is an allusion in 2 Tim. ii. 
, (dày — 405 Tit, oF ore vrai dav ui) 

vouiuct &0X dap) ; for, if not, even the victorious 
combatant was cast, which was, Mackn. says, ex- 
pressed by the term ixxpívacÜa«. Nor would 
even this view be applicable to the circumstances 
of the Christian dy», or stadium ; since no such 
afler-scrutiny can be necessary to the omniscient 
udge. Nay, it is utterly excluded by what the 

Apostle himself says at 2 Tim. iv. 7, 8, Tò» dyava 
hyovuepat, Toy Ópóuor TevTérexa’ Norov (‘as 
to all that remains’) dwdxeral por Ó THs Duc: 
oricdavor. Accordingly, it is best to suppose the 
agonistic metaphor to be here dropped, and the 
expression dédcx:puor yév. to simply mean ‘ become 

» by being found unworthy of acceptance 
unto final salvation, the opposite to ovyxoivewds 
yevic8ar. svayysXlov, at ver. 23, a view sup- 

rted by the authority of Chrys. and Theodor. 
cre I must not omit to notice, what is a matter 

lees of surprise than regret, namely, the opposite 
extremes to which Commentators have gone in 
the view taken by them of this 6; some 

ing on the sense of the words, as though pressing 
they conveyed terror on the part of the Apostle 
lest. &c. ; This ie decidedly the view of the 
Fathers, both Greek and Latin, and the Latin 
Commentstors, and it has been strenuously main- 
tained by Est. While others almost explain 
away what is implied in the un, and soften it, 
down so as to express no more than the fear of 
bein ible and liable to great disgrace. 
So Calvin, Beza, Partus, and others, who so in- 
terpret, say that the term dox. does not import 

° , as 0 to electus, but is meant to 
stand in tion to or probus, as 
denoting reprehensibilis i cum magno dedecore 
bene docendo et male vivendo'— 4l] this, evidently, 
to save the doctrine of ELECTION; in order to 
which, similar is the course pursued by Est. 
Nay, he boldly pronounces that the Apostle does 
not mean that any one from being elect can be- 
come reprobate; a thing he says impossible ; for 
the ETERNAL DECREE of God cannot be changed. 
He adds, that as to the casting off and eternal 
perdition of any one for having, though s preacher 
of the Gospel, not lived agreeably to the Gospel, 
at least not consistently and perseveringly to the 
end, his perdition is no other than the effect of 
Divine reprobation : and that St. Paul did fear 
this for himself, is, he thinks, plain from the 
words here employed. It is scarcely necessary 
to say, this involves no less than a most 
grievous perversion of the words. And nearly 
the same censure may be on those who 
(as Scott) maintain the Apostle then pos- 
— the — — s — - after 
preaching to others, imself rejected, as havin 
no title to the crown. This dictum is indeed 
amongst the ‘much which (as Dr. Adam Clarke 
observes) has been said in opposition to St. Paul's 
own words.’ Suffice it to say, that full assurance 
on that head, we have every reason to think 
(from what the Apostle says 2 Tim. iv. 6), he 
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obtained by special grace from the Lord, —but at 
a later period, —at nearly the end of his course, 
because, as Bp. Bull well points out in his 
* Doctrine of final — refuted,’ it ‘ ve 
then not ine ient, but necessary to support the 
holy —— his last fiery trial.” Not that 
we are warranted in eupposing on the part of the 
Apostle any absolute doubt as to his perseverance 
unto the end, or fear as to his final acceptance. 
The sentiment experienced on that head by the 
Apostle seems not to have amounted beyond that 
‘godly fear’ and cautious distrust of one's self 
which so eminently befits the Christian pilgrim 
throughout the tw. of his heavenward course. 
To which pu are the words of Rom. xiii. 20, 
compared with 1 Pet. i. 17, iv péBw Tò» js 
wapoaxlas pv xpdvoy varrpadnre, and 
Heb. xii. 28, Aarpevwpey Tw Oew pera aldovc 
xai avXaBelas (meaning, doubtless, godly fear of 
falling from grace), and espec. Phil. ii. 12, wera 
oBov kal Tpópov Thy davrov cornolay KaTap- 
Li ese meaning with such a holy fear as may 
exclude too full assurance or unwarrantable con- 
fidence as to the result. Upon the whole, it 
appears to me that we are not obliged to infer 
from the uńræs (or rather así wee, as I would 
write, by which the sense will be ne forte) any 
sentiment of fear, —but rather that mixed feelin 
above adverted to, consisting of caution dicta 
by holy fear, such as to induce any one to take 

e proper means to euer at rere some 
contemplated consequence. In fact, when ah or 
mh weet is followed by a subjunct, though the 
qu?) is suspended on some participle expressed or 
understood, it is not always @ofovmsvos, but 
often in the Class. writers some cle denoting 
weariness, or caution. ples were super- 
fluous Í+ will thus, I think, abundantly appear 
that we are quite ears ta in su ng the real 
sense intended to be, ‘in order I miy not 
become rejected.’ This is indeed placed, I ap- 
prehend, beyond doubt by tho ex ion just 
adverted to, supra, ver. 23, Tva — —————— 
avTov (scil. evayysXlov) yévesnai, which is the 
true key to the sense here; for some of the best 
Commentators, as Crell., Grot, Eest., Krause, 
Pott, Heydenr., and Steners., are with reason 
agreed, that dóoxtuot — here is ve very 
contrary to xot veov avecVat Tou evayy. 
— divus dh Nais x«npéEas, abot addon. yév.] 

On re-considering this —— I see no reason to 
doubt that the agonistic metaphor ferminates at 
UT wTiá(o, and is not carried on (as most recent 
Commentators have su to the terms «n- 
pšEae and ádóxiuos. Dr. Hamm. (who 
derived this notion from P. Faber, Agonist. iii. 
14) aseerts that, in good authors, ádóxiuot ye- 
vícOa:, aud &vroknpvyOriva:, are all one, and are 
op to arepavouctar. have never yet 
been able to find it so used in any author. If it 
was ever used tx re agowisticA, it must have been 
as applied to those who were candidates for being 

the list of combatants; at least the term 
would be applicable to those rejected on the score 
of un to cuntend. But it is to be bome in 
mind, that the Apostle had long ago been put on 
the list of combatants by the t "Aywrobirns 
Himself, by whom he was ‘ called to be an Apos- 

tle.” It is true that xnpiccety, ‘to act e pan 
of a herald,’ was an agonistic term; and I admit 
that the Apostle may have intended, under the 
ordinary sense of x«npécca:y, to include an sader- 
allusion to the herald, some of whose duties did 
correspond to those of the Christian ers 

(Soph Aj 219) decia — 
qare of the combatants.’ But that was in- 
irectly, reciting, like our clerk, a kind of 

Si quis? S pron dor probability, is there that 
the herald ever used such exhortations, much less 
encou ents, as Mackn. represents. As to 
the authority of Faber, it has little or no weight, 
Hace in o d — the suitable to 
is purpose, Ing an agonistic figure, he 

is obliged to alter Aor to ove; — as 
the profoundly learned Valcken. truly observes, 
‘the Apostle could not have so written, since it 
would have been making Aimsel/ the d-yeroBé-rys, 
or of the crown (i. e. as conferred by 
the hands of the herald), and not the Lord Jesus, 
to whom he ascribes the bestowal in 2 Tim. iv. 8, 
Ov (eripavov) dwoddoe: por ò Kéópios. It was 
the dyeavobirne that desi: and pronounced 
the successful dyanorihs victor, and invested 
him with the ensign of victory, the crown ; both 
of which circumstances may be gathered from 
Virg. JEn. v. 245, * Victorem prseconis 
voce (by the voice or proclamation) Cloanthum 
Declerat, viridique advelat tempora lauro (the 
laurel-crown). He did wot (as Ham. repre- 
sents) proclaim the names of those beaten ; for 
that were alike unnecessary and cruel. Neither 
did he, as Hamm. secks to prove from a passage 
of Isidor. Epist. liii. [p. 265], dispose and arrange 
the contest for the prize. That was solely done 
by the &yevoO ins, the president of the ‘BAAg- 
vodixa:, or by of the qualifications of the 
candidates. oreover, the words in Isidore are 
not, as Hamm. represents them, dyava reie 
GrAAore diariOais (ò xfnpvE), but œr eure 
dÀÀoie siariOivree: namely, as said the 
doctors and bishops of the Church, inasmuch as, 
in the sacred dyévec, it is ordered that the 
oredavirns should be a xjñeəË, to set in order 
the Christian contest to others. But he says 
nothing about (what Hamm. mentions) the 
binding and img, pronouncing some conque- 
rors, and rejecting others as unworthy. Hew- 
ever, as several agonistic metaphors bate pre- 
pec: I A cuis to che — o» ea 

© part o e to the o and duties, 
85 far as the aga core M val NIME 
Thus ct áójAws may stand for we siç dyder, 
i. ° ‘as to a — object,” or exeuwós, 
equiv. to ' without i in view." 
Agreeably to this dics aea well ; 
the term (after Chrys.) by wpde ovdiva cx<ewëe. 
So Calv. explains às ovx aó4Àet: ‘recta ad 
metam dirigere cursum ; Est.: ‘recto curma 
ine metam, ul faciunt qui vincere ve- 
unt;' so denoting ° ing straight te one's 

object.’ Comp. Phil. iii. 14. T 

X. 1. The thread of connexion which I have, 
partly from Grot., Crell., Wets., and Bp. Pearce, 
traced between this and the foregoing portion is 
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confirmed by the authority of Chrys., Theophyl., 
CEcumen., and Theodoret. I would further ob- 
serve, that the vinculum subeists in the agonistic 
idea suggested by the terms ¿y craóío Tpíysw, 
ovx &órs, xaraXaBst» Bpefisior (or eria- 
pos), and ddóxipos *ysvícÜÓa:. Accordingly, the 
course of reasoning eeems to be this: ‘I have 
thus adverted to the great spiritual contest in 
dg Wo Me ML ngu and the crown that we 
&re bound to prees to attain; which 
nevertheless I count not m to have as yet 
secured, finding it still indispensable to use all 
means, is order thai I may not finally mise of 
that crown of life [ which lesson I would impress 
on you]; FOR I would not have you fail to bear 
in mind, that, &c..—namely, the great truth, 
that all do not enjoy God's favour who possess 
great externa] priv as will appear from the 
example of our Vorefutlers. In virtue of this 
connerion and the course of Teen rug atesos, I 
have now admitted, with Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf., the reading yàp (for the received one di), 
from 7 of the most ancient uncial, and 8 cursive 
MSS., the Italic and Vulg. Versions, and several 
ancient Fathers. The words où OéAw uae 

i» (which occur also in Rom. i. 13. ] Cor. 

though it be not absolutely unknown, 
seri laid to heart; it is said by meiosis for 
Oddo vuüs slddvar, which occurs in } Cor. 
xi. 3; q. d. * I would have you duly mindful of 
this, that, &c. The Suv subjoi to warélpat 
is rightly used, because even the Gentile Chris- 
tians gg un regard the Jewish Patriarchs as their 
fathers, they were, on their conversion 
to Christianity, become the seed of Abraham by 
faith (see Rom. iv. 16), and thus too the /sraal 
of 7A Gal. vi. 16. 

— TráyTs$ did Tit Oar., &c.] The rdvres is 
not, as many say, pleonastic, but meant to advert 
to the fact, that not axy one of the Egyptians, 
bat afl the m arenae through. So in 
Exod. xiv. 29, it is said, ‘there remained not so 
much as one of them" (viz. the Egyptians). 

2. Having adverted to the historical facte re- 
corded in 

whom the Divine purposes of the preceding dis- 
pensation had bow ben clearly made known to 
the true Israel of God. 

— ele rdy M. iBa?rícayro] Of this obscure 
the two most probable expositions are 

the following: 1. That supported by nearly all 
the ancient and early modern Commentators, 
thus by Theophylact : ele ró» Meeverjv 
ißarr , avril Tov, abròv dpxnyðv ioxor 
Tov TÓ*o» Tov Baxticnator “éwor yap 

90. 11. 

Earriouaros ñv, Té ra brò Thy wadirny 
tlvai, xal +d Tip ÜáXaaeap QisAOeiv. 2. That 
of almost all modern Expositors, from the time 
of Hamm. downwards, who take the sense to 
be, * were, by passing under the cloud (yielding 
themselves to its gui noe) and — the sea, 
as it were baptized, or testiated into the religion 
promulgated by Moses (Moses here stan ing 
Mmetonymically for the institutes of the Mosaic 
religion), and thus entirely ized his Divine 
mission, and bound themselves in future to obey 
his laws.’ For baptism, say ; Was a sym- 
bolioal rite, by which any one bound himself 
unto faith and obedience to any teacher of reli- 
gion ; and the baptism itself was a form of initia- 
tion — — Now this, indeed, does 
oxpress sul's meaning; but not, I 
hend, his fs meaning. Ho did not, I co = 
merely mean to trace a similarity, by tacit com- 
parison, between what the Israelites went through 
and Christian baptism, but intended to represent 
the former as typical of the latter; i.e. the being 
baptized unto Moses, as typical of the bei 
baptized unto Christ. It has been well obec 
by Bp. Marsh (Lect., 
who admitted pore by baptiem, appear to 
have generally considered the passage of their 
forefathers through the Red Sea, not as a mere 
insulated historical fact, but as something repre- 
sentative y een te me Divine favour by 
baptism. that they were baptized in 
the desert, aad admitted into covenant with God 
before the Law was given. Nay, both they and 
St. Paul seem to have regarded al? the circum- 
stances of the Exodus as typical, —namely, either 
of Christ, or of some rite of his religion.’ See 
also Is. iv. 5. Thus the full sense intended is, 
that ‘ by this figurative and typical baptiem they 
entered into covenant with God, and were initia- 
ted into the Lew, on the pani of being promul- 
mes by Moses; by which baptism they became 

‘a Church under that Law, just as by Chris- 
tian baptism Christians become God's Church 
under the Y. 

8, 4. These verses form one connected sense, 
consisting of two parts: l. xal wévree Tò wird 
Bpéna wrevpatixdy idayov, xai wavree rò 
abré *róna wvevpatixédy imion 2. Exivor yàp 
ix wvevparinne dxokovlotens witpar’ 4 dd 
witpa qv ó Xpiorde,—the latter as explanatory 
of the former. Here as the Apostle had alluded 
to what had been typical in the ordinence of 
baptism, «o he now alludes to what had been 
such in that of the Lord's Supper. See Hyper. 
and Calv. 
— ir wvevparixdy—aonua wy.) Some 

suppose the food and the drink to be called 
wvtuparixoy, because given miraculously from 
heaven. But the sense must, from the context, 
be, * inasmuch as they had a spiritual import, by 
poing typical. = he food, of Christ (° the true 
b m heaven,’ John vi. 50), and the 
drink, of the blessing of the » including 
an allusion to the Holy Spirit. See John vii. 
87—39. 
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— ixwov—rirpat} Pressing on the literal 
sense of these words, many eminent Commenta- 
tors have supposed the meaning to be, that the 
water, at first miraculously drawn from the rock, 
was afterwards conveyed as miraculously through 
the desert. They have, however, no better as- 
thority for the fact, than some Rabbinical stories 
adduced by Wets. and Schoéttgen; and the 
whole is & mere superstitious notion, resting on 
no solid foundation, and proceeding from utter 
mi ension of the figurative language of the 
Apostle, which is by Theodor, Calv., Wolf, 
Rosenm., Krause, and Heydenr., rightly under- 
stood, not of a natural rock, *tanquam causa 
materialis (to use the words of Wolf) ex quá," 
but of a spiritual rock, * tanquam cause efficiens, 
à quá illa aqua et potatio profecta sit.’ Accord- 
ingly, the Apostle here, as before, points out, 
— — — — benefit of the 

urch to spiri. interpretation 
of tho facts — in the Scripture to which 
he has just adverted; and the meaning ie, that 
* Christ, who is typified by that , every 
where accompanied and was present with them,’ 
supplying water miraculously furnished; which, 
as it never failed them, might be ra 
to follow them, as Christ, who supp it, did ; 
ither really, though invisibly, or wely 

and spiritually, by his pe and present help 
and protection. 

5. i» ois mAeiosw]) i.e. * most, or v cay, 
—namely, with all but Joshua and Caleb. On 
ug sense J ol wielovat, see note on Rom. 
v. 19.—oùx sédoxnos, a metosis, meaning ' was 
highly displeased with.’ Dr. Peile thinks that 
the collocation of the werds e negativo osx 
being placed first, when, according to the sense, 
it comes after] ie not without its meaning. And 
objecting to the meiosis, he would translate lite- 

ly,—' Yet was not God well pleased with the 
more pert of them; no! he ceased — 
them as the seed of Abraham, his friend.” But, 
had the Apostle intended to this sense, 
he would have written, not oux, but ov« ére. 
Nevertheless, the collocation is not without its 
force ;—though that force is solely to convey an 
intensity of sense, and intimate the mesons of 
expression. Comp. Is. xli. 8, * Thou art my ser- 
vant, I have chosen thee, and not cast thee — 
where Dr. Henderson rendere, ‘and will not re- 
ject thee,’ agreeably to the Svr. and Arabic Ver- 
sions, but not to the Hebrew and Sept.—which 
require, ‘and not cast thee away '—as also ia 
contradiction to his own annotation, in which he 
regards the words as an example of a statement 
expressed, first positively, and by negation of the 
contrary; in which, however, he is again wrong. 
Dr. Peile's method of treating ovx avddanes, 
though inadmissible in the passage of the Apostle, 
will ly to the words of the Prophet above 
cited, where the added clause contains a fuller 
development of the sense conveyed in the pre- 
ceding; q. d. ‘I have not, as in the case of Esau, 
Mee thee.” Cemp. Mal. i. 3 with Rom. ix. 
13. In fact, the meʻceis is recognized by almost 
every Commentator of note from Chrys. to Hey- 
denr., and with goed reason, since it is called 
by the words subjoined, carsaorpaeOncay yàp iv 

1 CORINTHIANS X. 5, 6. 

ànu.. mérpa jj» ó Xpiorós. 54’AN’ oc ey tois mheioow avTéP 
evdoxnaoey ò Qecs: xareotpwOncay yap é TH iphuy. 9 ° Tatra 

TH ipüue, in which we may su the true 
force of the yàp t be (or asam as serving 
to adduce a proof of the heavy wrath and indig- 
nation which they had provoked: and xereor. 
(founded on Numb. xiv. 16, xaríoTopmeer iv 

p ¿pšume) signif. not ‘were overthrown, bat 
Cabo aretha ax red dead] over the de- 
sert; a of xaracrTp., 
P nm uent in ue pr writers — 

, KATESTPOYTO apBapo:, ian, 
—— Mey 2, — da — bro aviXa- 

b» xaTícTpwos), and meant to represent 
death in its most ing form, here denoting 
(as —— mye Tl» áÜpóav avrov àu- 
Asray. It should seem that this was intended 
as an awful image of the eternal perdition of the 
wicked, and meant to serve for an awful warn- 
ing, by example, to sinners of e Se 
also a Rabbinical writer, cited by Weta., sa 
* Homines qui in deserto fuerunt (* were" [ 
proved p non habuerunt partem in mundo 

turo." 
6. TavTa di riot hues blyípynÜucap, ele TÒ, 

&c.] q.d. ‘Hac que commemoravi contigisse 
patribus nostris, fuerunt typi quidam ac 
et exempla eorum, quse fiunt, aut futura suat, 
circa nos, qui sumus adscripti in popalum Dei; 
et ita quidem, ut ad nostram doctrinam instruc- 
tionem et cautelam referenda sint.’ (Est.) Billr. 
here obeerves: ‘As it is cleew said, that 
* such and such a thing has in Chris- 
tian times, in order that the type which was set 
forth in the Old Testament might be fulfilled, “— 
tva vA npe 09. &c.,—80 here, conversely, it te said 
of certain events in Old Testament history, that 
“they happened in order that they might be 
examples for the direction of Christians in sub- 

uent times." " So also Bulling. and Hyper. 
All the best Commentators, indeed, are agreed 
in confining the purport of the typical corres- 
— nee and z ver. 11, to slinga, not pe 
sons; t persons occasional 
occur elsewhere as between the literal and the 
spiritual Israel; the literal and the spiritual 
dam. Hence, Dr. Peile, in assigning to the 

words the sense: ‘N particulare 

without violence, and which, if it could, would 
be a sense little suitable te the context. That it 

i. 16, epóc bworéwaecw 
ample), Tav At ore». 

as standiug for jui», as in a kindred passage ef 
l Pet. v. 3, tio: yswónspo: Tov *roiuriov, and 
1 Tim. iv. 12, réwoe Ti» TicTGw, a use this 
— derived from the language of commen 
ife. It is, however, to be borne in mind that, es 
the benefits and blessings under the Old Cove- 
nant were meant to be types and exact models 
those under the New (espec. as to the Sacra- 

2, 
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um. 31. 6. 
Ps. 78. 18, 
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mentse,—see Chrys. and (Ecumen., Hyper. and 
Bolliog.), so also were the judgments and pus 
ments for sin and impenitence; in which later 
case the events were at oce types, and warnings 
by example ; as in the former, at once blessings 
spiritual, and ENCOURAGEMENTS to us Christians 
jn running the race tbat is set before us, copying 
the patterns of faith set forth to us in the Ol 
Test. (as recited for our learning in Heb. xi.), 
and espec. looking unto Jesus the great Exem- 
pem Author and Finisher of our faith, Heb. 
xii. 

— éwiOvpyrae kaxéy] Here the Apostle is 
jastly supposed to glance at the desire for evil 
things, inexpedient indulgences of sense, existing 
in certain of the Corinthians, who boasted of 
their Christian knowledge, and prided themselves 
on their Christian liberty, so as to allow to 
themeelves a — in the idol-feasts; in 
consequence of which the Apostle takes occasion 
to allude to the solemn warning conveyed to the 
éarcOupyral in what is recorded at Numb. xi. 4 
—6, of the Jeraelites, who, dissatisfied with the 
manna, lusted after the flesh-pots they had left 
behind in . In anê sldwr. vylvscÓs we 
have a remarkable asacol. , which, however, 
is rendered less harsh than it would otherwise 
be, by the circumstance that the preceding verse 
contains an implied admonition, namely, uh yi- 
— hi "TTE ——— m ere there 
is out a solemn warning, by exemplification 
of the judgment surely annexed to any approach 
to idolatry.—xaOae xol serves to indicate the 
similarity existing in the two cases; a similarity 
consisting in this, —that as the Israelites wearied 
the Lord Christ in the above manner, and 
tempted their own destruction, so did certain of 
the Corinthians, as self-sufficient boasters of 
knowledge, and confident in their Christian 
li , tempt their fall by apostasy, through 
their luxurious habits, by eating even idol-meat 
for their lusts, and claiming the rigM to eat it, 
though to the violation of their Christian prin- 
ciples. 

7. The Apostle now applies the above prin- 
ciple to the different vices and sins to which the 
—— — ne; rome tg bui that 

abusing their etian liberty, by indulging in 
the use of meats offered to idols.—sidwA. yl- 
sees, namely, by participating in idol-feasts; as 
is plain from the rest of the words of this verse, 
which refer to the sacrificial feast to the honour 
of the golden calf mentioned at Exod. xxxii. 6. 
—áxáÜicer, ‘sat down to table? according to 
the ancient posture, afterwards changed to re- 
climing, and adopted from Gentile customs. On 
the sense of wal{aw here, see Rec. Syn., where 
1 have shown that it is best to assign to the word 

Num. 14. 3, 

101 Mnde yoyyutere, rabàs xal tives abtav éyoyyu- B®, s. 

here a signification (similar to that in 
Hor = He and a xv. 29. A " Dos 
including leaping, dancing, singing, an other 
kinds of festai mi rt. 

8. =opr.] is has reference to all sorts of 
illicit connexion with women, but with especial 
allusion to the sin of the incestuous person. For 
twenty-three, the Hebrew and Sept., with Jos. 
and Philo, give tweuty-fowr thousand. The best 
mode of reconciling the discrepancy is to suppose 
(as do Calv., Bengel, and Mackn.) that in neither 
of the sacred writers is the eract amount in- 
tended, but only a round number given ; which, 
as the number of those who fell probably ex- 
ceeded 23,000, and came short of 24,000, would 
be an approximative musd number.—A gain, the 
best mode of removing the seeming discrepancy 
between St. Paul and Moses, as to the particular 
offence which drew down the heavy wrath of 
God on the people, is to suppose, that the forni- 
cation mentioned by the former accompanied the 
idolatrous worship of Baal-peor, recorded by 
Moses, Numb. xxv. 3. In fact, from the account 
there, it is plain that the people were, as on 
many other occasions, drawn into the idolatrous 
wo N. in question by the meretricious arts of 
the Moabitish women, with whom they com- 
mitted fornication. 

9. pndd ixwap. TÓv Xpiordy] For Xp. 
MSS. B, C, and 8 cursives, have K piov, adopted 
b Lachm., and Tisch. ed. 1, but removed, and 

6 Xp. replaced in ed: 2. But Alf. follows 
Lachm., wrongly ; since e evidence is in- 
sufficient, and internal evidence is quite against 
Kópiow. It is manifest that both Kupio» and 
Quo», found in the Alex. MS. and a few others, 
proceeded from Critical Revisers, who stumbled 
at X pic rór, not well knowing how the Israelites 
could be said to tempt Christ : and both readin 
partly from those who wished to destroy this 

rf of the Divinity of Jesus Christ; for, as 
p. Bull (Defens. Fid. Nic. i. 1, 15) has shown, 

the words of the text. rec. prove both the pre- 
existence of Christ, and his Deity. In fact, he, 
whom they then tempted, was the same Person 
whom they now tempted, —their Redeemer, who 
was then with them as JEHOVAH, and had often 
ipee AN in the form of an Angel ; see 

alv., Est, Bp. Pearson, and Abp. Magee On 
the Atonement, vol. ii. 657.—éiwsipacay signi- 
fies ‘tried the patience and long-suffering of 
God; namely, by murmuring at their condition 
and God's dispensations,’ under the influence of 
impatience, ‘which (as Calv. remarks) seeks to 
anticipate the designs of God, and refuses to be 

verned by him; but would bind him down to 
fis own will and pleasure.” ] 

10. In this verse the subject of vv. 6—9 is 
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carried forward, by a kind of parallelism, yet se 
as to advert to the same wrong spirit, of de- 
manding all that Christian liberty in its widest 
extent, and unchecked by Christian expediency, 
would permit,—namely, a spirit that murmured 
at the restraints of spiritual authority; such an 
insubordinate spirit as that of the Israelites. 
The óňħoðp:vrhe here is the ó ÓóXo0peóew of 
Exod. xii. 23, the angel of death. The expres- 
sion is not found elsewhere except in Hesych., 
who explains it by Avusor ; — not, I sus- 
pect, from this passage, but some other, since the 
cognate óN oDosuriie occurs in Nicet. Chon. Cod. 
raonar. p.701. It was probably a provin- 

ism. 
ll. rara di rávra Tóro: avviBavor irel- 

vois] After the examples enumerated the Apostle 
repeats the proposition laid down, from which the 

a ratio — is drawn forth. (Hyper.) See 
aleo Calv. and Est. As sie Pye A pol ear 
we have here an amplification of that at ver. 6; 
and, as to the construction and in tation, 
these depend on the same principles. Here Dr. 
Peile pro to render, ‘Now in all these 
things that were befalling them ; which version 
he attempts to justify in his note. But, in order 
to fully elicit the sentimeut which he regards as 
intended by the Aponle, he is obliged to advert 
to what the Greek text might have been, not 
what it t in all the copies. The 7 
which he rejects is called for by the nature of the 
case; this being an apposition, as often else- 
where, ical (see 1 Thess. v. 8. Eph. i. 7, 
and ii. 17. Jos. Bell. i. 20, 1), in which case an 
we is left to be mentally supplied, though it is 
sometimes , as in Heb. vi. 19. Hdot. 
ra 86, wpocexiveoy tov Aapsioy we faciAfja 
‘io quality of king’), with which comp. 2 Sam. 

xxiv. 23, ‘ All these things did Araunah, [as] a 
king, give unto the king.” With respect to the 
construction, it is well pointed out by Billr. that 
‘since dxelyors belongs to cvvífaiwov, so after 
TUTO: we must understand sui», according to 
the hdr, for out» at ver. 6." The reading; how- 
ever, is controverted. For riuwo: MSS. A, B, 
C, K, and 12 cursives, have remixes, which is 
adopted by Lachm., Tisch. ed. 1, and Alf. But 
róhrot was retained by Griesb. and Scholz, and 
restored by Tisch. ed. 2; rightly ; since external 
authority is insufficient, and internal evidence is 
against Temixwe, which wes far less likely to 
have been, as Alf. supposes, altered to ruro: 
from v.l. in all the copies except 16, than to 
have been introduced, as a plainer reading, from 
a marginal gloss. This is confirmed by Theodor., 
who, retaining réwo: with the addition of es, 
explains by ravra rumixies ix. curlBn. That 
the Pesch. Syr. Translator had rúrot in his 
copy is evident. As to the Latin Versions, they 
do not really confirm tymwexee, since the ren- 
dering was a free version. And Fathers in such 
a case as this are of little weight for Twrix@e, 
though they would be for róxo:. Thus Origen 
Mr Jacks.) always quotes the Subet,, never 

e Adverb. Here, in short, we have a brevity 

ever, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

12" Nore 6 Šox@y Eotavas 

of expression, the full meaning being: * Now all 
these things happened to them as types, which 
would be fulfilled in similar events [ss anti- 
types] to us in our case, and in ayay — implied 

t are to servo as cram, warning 
and admonition} as it is declared in the next 
words, the best comment on which is Rom. xv. 
4, dca yàp wporypagn, sie Thy hmeripar 
éidacxadlay wpoeypagn.—re Tirn Tew als- 
reor, lit. ‘the end of the ages, —namely, of the 
world's duration, equiv. to avrríAsia Tæv ais- 
ver, Matt. xiii. 39. Heb. ix. 26. The coming 
of Christ was thus designated, as representing 
the commencement of a new peried of the 
world's existence. For xarivrneer, MSS. B, 

Fic. Min sariri viek K reqaiied st ers, have xaT3vern«sr, which is 
riety of language (tho sense being. acoerd 

to that reading, ° have come, supervemt") ; tho 
whether that reading be from correction of critics 
or error of scribes is far from certain. Bat the 

ie the more probable supposition. How- 
ve received it 

inte the text; which is as little to be 
of as the wholly omitting all netice of var. 
lect.; as is done by Matthei and Griesb., and, I 
had almost seid, ; for he only addaces the 
authority of ose MS. for it, by a i ob- 
servable in too many other cases. 

mercy and long-suffering, by any kind of dieobe- 
dience to his will. 
— bors ó dox@v iordva:] By ieráva: is of 

course meant — ; not, however, eo 
much in God by the means of 
grace, ordinary and extraordinary (as mest Com- 
peters ine uding scrip nga , 85' Standing 

n faih, as to the swerving from it, 
by hearkening to the sophistries of the false 
teachers (comp. Rom. xi. 20, eò 4$ +$ 
Yornxar, i.e. ‘in the faith as ye ba 
taught by us’). Comp. infra, cb. vi. 13, 

dy £ ] 
dy Té riere, with Col. ii. 7. Thus the 

eT ae dT us's rase: ‘I grant, in 
have been wel! instructed and taught, that “Qan 
possess & solid doctrine of faith, &c. ; but waat 
then? It was so with the Fathers, and they 
fell’ The sentiment is, indeed, a general ene; 
but the Apostle probably chose that form in pre- 
ference to direct : it is, as all 
the ancient Commentators are meant 
espec. for the proud and whe, arrogant teachers, 
vain of their superior knowledge, fancied that 
they already stood were TíÍA« 0; 
yet, as Calv. says, ‘sum infirmitatis obliti, ia 
multa flagitia prolaberentur.’ 

13. watpacudes vuar, &c.]] We have here an 

1 

strength; being no more than human nature is 
subjected to, and may be enabled to bear.” The 
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literal sense is, ‘temptation hath not befallen 
ou, but such as is incidental to man, i.e. 
uman nature. The connexion here, if any 

there be, has been variously traced. The ques- 
tion is, what may be considered the scope and 
purpose of tho Apostle in these words. Some 
suppose this to be iow for yielding to 
temptation (as thinking it too hard to bear), and 
serious admonition against needlessly running 
into it, as also exhortation to fortify themselves 
againet future assaults. Such is the view adopted 
by Hyper., Bulling., Est, Grot., Heyd., and 
Stenersen. While the ancient Commentators in 
feneri, and, of the moderns, Calv., Bp. Pearce, 

hitby, Krause, and Pott, suppose it to be the 
Apostle’s purpose to suggest motives of consola- 
tion under troubles present, or near at hand, and 
to convey a dissucsive against ency. And 

as the import of the words: and, indeed, which- 
ever mode of considering them be adopted, the 
words may be suppoeed to convey & 
of something that had been, or might be, alleged 
e persons in question. Upon the whole, 

consideration of the subject, I am 
inclined to think that the Apostle — to 
suggest matter for great encouragement, and yet 
ground for cautious distrust of themselves, as tend- 
Ing to redness for mote strenuous resistance 
te evil; the latter, however, only by implication 
under the encouraging assurance miorde òè ó 
Oeés, and even audor the first words, retpacpor 
99x slAngev, &c., which may be freely ren- 
dered, ' as to (of which you plead the 
severe assaults), there hath none (hitherto) be- 
fallea you, but what is incidental to man [and, 
consequently, such as may be borne by man]. 
Moreover (i), should severest triale await you, 

is (on hie part] faithful to his promise [of 
all needful support and protection ] (see 2 Thess. 
lii. 3, com with Heb. x. 23); even the pro- 
mise of stablishment and protection dwé ov 
Tornpov. Comp. Heb. xiii. 5. This, however, 
Involves the rect engagement on the part 
of man to do Ais part, by avoiding whatever may 

ing him into temptation, by resolutely encoun- 
tering triale in his Christian course, and taking 

to his own stepe, that he may not fall; 
relying on the promise of being upholden by the 
hand of the Lord, Is. xli. 10. Ps. xxxvii. 24. 

above view I find confirmed by Hyper. 
Balling., and Oleh. By do@permiwor i$ denoted 
what ‘man is subject to, and, sccordingly, what 
he must make up his mind to beer. To the 
examples I have already adduced of this use 
from Aechyl. Pers. 702. Soph. (Ed. Col. 598. 
Thucyd. v. los, add Jos. Antt. vii. 7,6. Polyb. i. 

» l, dsp. xaxía, and Jos. Antt. iii. 5, 7 (as 
said of Moses abiding in Mount Sinai), 7d 
Ünpiow wepirecdvTa | &xoDaveiv àvÜpermivor 
Tyoénevos. With respect to e weipaeue and 
thw ixBacw, there is no reason to suppose, with 
Dr. Peile, that the article is generic. This the 

pov, devyere amò Tfj eiSadoharpeias. 15 *f)c Arun 3 Cor. 1.16. 
povipous 0° & 13. 8—10. 
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usus loquendi will not permit; for I cannot find 
a single instance of either word being used gene- 
rically, though I have noted a few examples of 
ixBacis being used with reference, e. gr. Dio 
Cass. p. 421, 67, ed. Reim. Here the reference 
is manifest; but I would not express ity with 
Bp. Middl., by ‘the mode of deliverance.” pre- 
Jer, with Mr. Green, Gr. N. T., to supply, ‘the 
desired deliverance.’ But the true supplemen- 
tum is, rather, ‘the suitable deliverance,’ as in 
the Schol. on Lucian, Timon, 3, «pocdvos 
ixaory mny tiv Íxfucw iwuibiose ‘the 
event suitable to the stroke of the declaimer.’ 
Chrys., Theophyl, CEcumen., and Phot. here 
enlarge on the lesson inculcated on the Corin- 
thians, of not trusting in their own strength, — 
since, moderato as might be the temptation or 
trial they would never by themselves finally 
get through, nor, meanwhile, bear up under 
them, q. d. ‘It is God who gives the power to 
endure, as well as that speedy deliverance out of 
the temptation or trial whereby it becomes en- 
durable.” But the above Commentators omit to 
advert to the believer's asking for this aid and 
strength to bear, in carnest to him who 
hath promised to give it to them that ask it in 
Jaith, whereby they may be ‘strong in the Lord 
and in the power of his might.” We cannot 
doubt that (as Dr. Whitby here says) ‘God hath 
engaged to all that enter into covenant with him 
to enable them to perform the conditions of that 
covenant, since a covenant upon an impossible 
condition, he knows, cannot be performed; and 
all are bound to pray in faith, that God would 
not suffer them to be tempted above what they 
are able, by his strength, to bear.’ 

14. The Apostle subjoins (as an inference from 
the above examples and warnings) a solemn ad- 
monition egainst idolatry. 
— pevyets aad rhe elded.] i.e. ‘carefully 

avoid every a h to idolatry,’ such as was 
contracted in attending on idol-feasts. The Apos- 
tle now returns to the subject treated of at ch. viii. 
—hamely, the eating of idol-meats, and shows 
how far k is lawful, and how far unlawful. He 
first shows that it is not lawful for them to eat at 
idol-feaste, since that is a kind of idolatry, 14— 
24; but that it is lawful for them to cat the 
flesh that had been so offered, when sold in the 
market and set on private tables, 25—33. In 
order to evince the necessity for this abstinence 
from participation in heathen rites, he lays down 
the position, that every sacrificial feast is a kind 
of worship; and consequently attendance at it is 
an association in the worship of the deity to 
whose honour the feast is instituted. This he 
illustrates by fto ; one taken from the 
Christian Lord's Supper, the other from the sa- 
crifices of the Jews; from which he, at ver. 20, 
draws the conclusion, that Christians who were 
accustomed to be present at heathen sacrificial 
feasts were considered by other heathens as per- 
sons fa to their idolatrous religion, in 
the same manner as those who were present at 
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the saered feasts of the Christians thereby de- 
clared publicly that they belonged to the society 
of — Mya] A . 

. 6s $poviuots oo n expression 
Yüscderot tants) meat to soften the harsh 
ness of what he may have to say. The Apostle 
addresses them as persons of wisdom and judg- 
ment, because they valued themselves on their 
superior knowledge, and in order that he might 
make his appeals to their reason and conscience 
more effectual. 

16. +d *oTüpioy rye «0À.] This is best ex- 
plained as put for rd worijptoy Tò sUXoytnrór, 
or süAovynn£voy, (‘the cup for, or over which, we 
give thanks to God,' the — being in the 
toé,) and it is supposed to have been a popular 
phrase to denote the Eucharist, and adopted from 
what was called ‘the cup of blessing ` at the Pas- 
chal feast; see Note on Matt. xxvi. 6. In od xi 
xowwævia, &c., many Expositors think that ior: 
signifies ‘is a symbol of.’ But it may more 
simply be taken in the usual sense, and, conjoined 
with xow., be ed as & popular form of 
expression. Thus the best Commentators, an- 
cient and modern, adopting a metonymical mode 
of interpretation, suppose the wording to be equiv. 
to, ovxi of wivoyres TÓ MaTÁpiov TO &UXO"y. KOL- 
ywvoi Tov aluaros Teu Xp. eloi; ovyxi ol iabi- 
ovrss tov prtov rdv sÚÀoy. kowwvol OU Gp. 
TOU X. clo; the senso being * Are not those 
who participate in the Lord's Supper xoiwevoi 
ToU aluaros Kai Tov GüiaTOS TOU Xpioro, 
thereby forming one society of worshippers of 
Christ, and commemorators of his death and 
sacrifice for sin?’ The accusatives čprov and 
woTúpiov are regarded as put for o pros Ov 
k\wuer, &c.; or else xarà, * quod attinet ad,’ is 
supplied. There may, however, be an asaco- 
luthon, as in Soph. Cd. Tyr. 451, Ayer ĉi tov 
dvópa TOU Toy, Ov Tada (nreie, obós law 
éyOdde. The ment is,as Hyper. remarks, 
taken from the rze and the effect of the Christian 
Lord's Supper, thus: By using the bread and 
wine we communicate with the body and blood 
of Christ, and are made one with Christ. There- 
fore, in the same manner, those who use the food 
and drink offered to idols, communicate with 
idole, are made one with idols. In other words, 
* as Christians who participate in the Lord's Sup- 
pr are supposed, by commemorating bis expiatory 
eath, to kË in communion with Christ, and tho 

Christian society; so, by a parity of reasoning, 
those who icipate in heathen sacrificial feasts 
must thereby be supposed to be in communion 
with idole and idolaters, or at least to be favour- 
ably inclined to idolatry.’ 

17. Ste ale dpros — icasv] Render, not 
bread, but loaf ; as Gataker long ago pointed out. 
The loaves, or rather oakes, of Judæa were usu- 
ally (espec. at the Paschal feast) of a very large 

iw òv KA@peEv, oUyi kowwovía ToU coparos ToÜ Xpiotov éoTw; 
15, 7 ori els dpros, &y oôpa ot TroXXol oper oi yap mavTes èx 

¿ TOD évos apTou peréyopev. 
cápxa: ovyi oi éaÜiovres tas Üvaías Kotvwvol ToU QucuaoTnpíou 
eisi; 199 Tí ow dns; Gre eldmrov Tí dotw; Ñ Ste eidwro- 

18 P BAérere tov 'IopajÀ xarà 

size; so that a considerable number may be sup- 
posed to have partaken in common of ome of 
them. The sense, then, is: ‘for as there is one 
loaf, so we, the many, become one body" i.e. 
M eU One Po We: ee iay (ee we sll), 
are one body,’ professing ourselves thereby to be 
all members of that , of which Christ is the 
head. Thus it is as if St. Paul had written, 
"“Qowep sle pros iorly, où periyonen, ovret 
toriy iv cua (Eph. iv. 4) è juste ol xo) À) ol 
(for nuets wares) icusy. The words may be 
thus paraphrased, with Bp. Warburton, nbi 
supra: ‘Our being partakers of one bread (or 
loaf) in the communion, makes us, of many, 
[which we are by nature,] to become, by grace, 
one body in Christ; the communion of the body 
and blood of Christ uniting the receivers into one 
body, by an equal distribution of one common 
benefit. 

18. Bréwere TÓv 'Iop., &c.] Another exam- 
ple to show the force which is inherent in a feast 
conjoined with religious observances: and that 
taken from the customs of the Israelites, who 
used, at festivals, to make an entertainment of 
the relics of the victims, not only for their. ser- 
vants, but for strangers. (Pott) By '1ep. xerà 
cápka are here denoted the natura 
of Israel as a nation—Jews by birth, who wor- 
shipped God by sacrifices, and were as yet uncen- 
verted to the Christian religion. The sense of 
oby! ol icf, &c., is, * Are not those, who eat of 
the flesh of the victims, supposed to be partici- 

rs in the sacrifice on the altar, and of the 
efits of that sacrifice?" For the flesh ef the 

victim was eaten by the priests and the sacrifi- 
cants; see Lev. viii. 31, and Deut. xii. 6, 7. The 
application is left to be supplied, —vwhich is, ose 
cat vusie ¿cOílowrse Ta side oÜvra, xotrerci 
Caipoviey yivecOs. Now that was — 
to ring them in communion with the ity; 
especially as he was supposed to be persomally. 
though invisibly, present. Indeed, that comms- 
sion was implied by the benefits, whether real, er, 
as in the case of the heathens, imaginary, being 
confirmed by & pact or convention between the 
sacrificer and his God: see Bp. Warburton, ubi 
supra. 
19-22. The Apostle here shows that, even 

their own premises being conceded, the concla- 
sion they draw would not follow; since the 
— of censure consisted in this,—that the 
agans must necessarily suppose, that Christians 

who were present at their sacred feasts worshipped 
the deities to whose honour those feasts were 
instituted. 

* TÍ ob» nat — Br — 
of expression it is ato, . p. 7 
Tí à ob» Adyousy repi ov dclov i “$50 
* What is my meaning? That an idol is an 
thing, i.e. has any divinity; or, that the idel. 
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Burov Tí éorey; VAAN Gre & Aves à vy, Satpoviors Oves, rer 17.7. 

xai où Gear ov Oédw 86 buds Kowwvors tov Satpovion yiver Oat. fev. 
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meat is any thing? (i e. differs from other 
meats.) No; that is not my meaning.’ 

20. dÀÀ' Gri] Render: ‘ Nos but my 
meaning is, that,’ &c. This ellipsis of oix 
after an interrogation is occasionally found bot 
in the Scriptaral and Classical writers. So Ar- 
rian, Diss. i. 29, 4, wh yàp TÒ 008 i[5Aexa 
aurov, dÀÀà T)» watdlay colo» ipxyoua 
awpés avráv. Liban. Or. 104, D, xetpévore 
éwepPaiver dyüprios; aAA 0 pros kaT- 
zré*yxsi. The words & Ovec—Oew are taken from 
Deut. xxxii 17. By óaiuov. are meant either, 
as Mede and others explain, the falsely-called 
deities of the heathens, elsewhere termed siócwAa, 
or (as Luther, Calv., Beza, Grot., and Billr. are 
of opinion) evil demons, considered as actual 
existences, and who are meant at Ps. xcvi. 5 
Sept. The former mode of in tion is 
ad Dr. Peile, in whose hands the objec- 
tions to it advanced by Calvin and Whitby are 
lessened, though not removed ; insomuch that, 
although I am ready to admit it to be an open 
question, whether to adopt this view or the com- 
monly received one, yet I am inclined to acqui- 
esce im the remark of Billr, that ‘the proper 
authors of idolatrous worship are the evil demons 
with which, as actual existences, those offering 
sacrifices come into fellowship, and thereby [in 
& certain sense] serve them." 

21. où óórvac0:] q. d. ° Ye cannot, consist- 
ently; it is not suitable, and therefore not lawful 
for you.’ ‘The inconsistency, Bp. Warburton 
shows, is this: that they who eat and drink in 
the on that sacrifice are kers of the 
supposed benefits of the sacrifice, and conse- 
quently are parties to the federal rites which 
confirmed those benefits; so that the same man 
could not, consistently with himself, be partaker 
of both tables, —the Lord's, and that of devils. 
The inconsistency arising from the Pagan and 
Christian rites having one common nature (a 
feast or sacrifice), which, springing from contrary 
originals, destroy one another's effects." 
five wothpiov and peréxey Tpawi{ne 

K vplov signify, per merismon, a partaking of the 
— Supper, and the —— ie aac 

ludes to the wine out an y 
drunk at the sacrificial Testa. See Vi En 
viii. 273. Now to drink of this vinum libationi 
was strictly forbidden the Jewish Rabbis. 

, among the Rabbinical citations in Wetstein, 
Horajoth, fol. 2, 1,* Quinam est apostata? qui 
edit morticina et à bestiis discerpta, abominabilia 
et reptilia, et bibit vinum libaminis, The ex- 
pression merixeiw tpawifns alludes to the ban- 
uet set out, from the remains of the victim, for 

the —— in the * or cr ads — 
observes, that rpawi{ne depends upon uépos un- 
derstood ; of which very rare plena locutio he ad- 
duces an example from Lysias. I add /Eechyl. 

82. 17 
Ps. 106. 37. 

9. 90. 

Cor. 6. 1 m 

Deut. 4. 34. 

Agam. 490, oU yáp wor’ nÜxovr — Oavay us0- 
ttu» pirtérov ráiov pipos. 

22. The Apostle here [ntimates, that to at- 
tempt such an inconsistency must be highly dis- 
pleasing to God. IIapatnAovy may signify either 
to excite any one to jealousy, or to anger ; of 
which intensive sense of mapà we have an ex- 
ample in wapabsyes, occurring in Dionys. Hal. 
Ant. vol. i. p. 483. Sylb. The former sense has 
much to recommend it in the usage of the Sacred 
writers, but the latter is more agreeable to what 
follows, uù loxvp. avTov icus»; in which 
something is required to be sed ; q. d. * Are 
we than he, (that we can venture to 
brave his wrath?] The two senses, however, 
merge into each other; the 5 and the 
anger of God being convertible terms, and ar- 
cordingly antted in a parallelism at Ps. Ixxix. 5, 
which ought to be thus rendered: * How long, 
O Lord, wilt thou be angry ?—for ever? How 
long shall thy jealousy burn like fire ?—for 
ever?’ The repetition is required by the con- 
text, and admitted by the jetas lingue. In- 
deed we have here an example of tho Synthetic 
or Constructive parallelism, on which see Bp. 
Lowth, de Sacr. P. Lect. xix., and Bp. Jebb, 
Sacr. Lit. p. 27. Of course the jealousy here 
—— of is to be understood dvO@pwrowalins ; 
the relation of God to his chosen people being in 
SPRA often compared with that of the hus- 
band to the wife. 

23. The Apostle now reverts back to the ob- 
jections at ch. vi. 12, and (to use the words of 

p. Sanderson, in his two Sermons on this text) 
‘sets bounds to our Christian li ; first in 
the power, and then in the ezercise of that 
power ; and he encounters the error both of those 
who would shrink it in, and of those who would 
stretch it out, more than is meet. He extends 
our liberty in the , but restrains it in the 
use of that power. In his first Sermon, after 
showing that by wayra are meant all things ü - 
different], the learned Prelate points out what 
things are indifferent,—namely, all such thin 
whose expediency or inexpediency are fit to 
taken into consideration. He then proceeds to 
show the liberty which all Christians have to 
the use of thi indifferent, and the error of 
those who restrain it too mach, as also the cause 
of that error. With to the former, he 
shows that it must not be pleaded, except in 
things lawful. He points out what ezped 7 
is, and how it differs from lawfulness. en ho 
considers what edification is, and shows that it is 
the measure of expediency, and then concludes 
by pointing out that in the exercise of our Chrie- 
tian liberty much is left to the discretion of par- 
ticular persons. 
— wévra uot, &c.] Mor, absent from A, B, 

C, D, E, F, G, and a few cursivee, Versions, and 
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” 9 % ? / 9 A ` ` e ^ 

xRon1& éfeoTwW, GAN où ^rávra oikoOoj.et. % * undeig TO éavrou inm- 1 
ch. 9. 19—28. 
& 18. 5. 

91. 
Exod. 19. 5. 

Tero, AAAA TO ToU érépov [Exacros|. ?5 IIGv tò èv paxé&rAw 
^ arwdovpevov éaGiere, pndev avaxpivovres Sa T)» avveibyaur 

Deut. 10.16 26 Yeoh yap Kupiou# yf) kai Tó TANHpwpa auTHs. 9! Ei 
Ps. 34. 1. 

$0. 13. 
& ver. 

1 Tim. 6. 17. 
en 8. 10, 

& ver. 90. 
. 9. 29. 

a Pe. 34. 1. 
& 115. 16. 
Jer. 37. 6, 0. Matt. 6. 81, 83. 

Fathers, has been cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but without reason; 
for the suspicion that it may have been intro- 
duced from vi. 12 seems ungrounded. I rather 
agree with Rinck, that the Apostle seems to have 
here, as often, repeated the same objection in the 
same words, as at vi. 12. It is surely, as Rinck 
we a credible that ve rum n 

ou ve repeated uoi from the 
sage, than that the Westera should have ‘boi 
it out, probably from mistaking its scope; it 
simply serving to indicate the xoiywois, a figure 
so frequent in the writings of St. Paul. Indeed, 
I see not how the uo: can well be dispensed with, 
since in the latter, at least, of the two clauses, it 
is emphatical, having reference to TÓv irepow or 
rove ¿Típout, as was seen by Chrysostom and 
Crellius ; and as, indeed, is plain frem the next 
verse, At any rate, erávra uoc &£sc'Ti contains 
the objection of the Corinthians, and the words 
following, its answer. 

24. undeis—Ixacroc] Many regard this as a 
pune, like the one at 1 Cor. xiii., * Cha- 

rity seeketh not her own.’ That passage, how- 
ever, is not of general application ; nor is this. 
Both are to be restricted to the case in question, 
and the subject-matter. Here there can only be 
reference to the use of idol-meats, and other diá- 
popa. The passago is evidently meant to di- 
rectly bring fo a sentiment which was only 
implied in the preceding verse, and the sense is, 
* Let no man consider how his actions affect him- 
self only, but also others; meaning, that we 
must not consider our own gratification, when it 
injures the spiritual welfare of othere. There is, 
indeed, the same idiom as that treated of at Rom. 
viii. 5, Yrrsiro here being only a plainer ex- 
pression for ppoysirm there; and the force of 
t éavToU n * his own interest,’ as in Thucyd. i. 

, TÒ id’ iavtõv uóvov Tpoopmpavor, and vi. 
16, rò iavroU uóro» exor. Sopb. Aj. 1313, 
Spa mh Tovmòv, &àAX& kal rò cóv.—' Exacos, 
not found in most uncials and a few cursives, as 
also some Versions and Fathers, has been can- 
celled by all the recent Editors ; and, indeed, in- 
ternal evidence is against its genuineness, 

25. wav +ó iv uaxíANo wwrovmsvoy icb.) 
The Apostle now gives & rale for their conduct 
as to the eating of idol-meats, by which he both 
leaves room for Christian liberty, and tempers it 
with due regard to tho — good of others. 
— myéiv dvaxp.] The best recent Commen- 

tators consider this phrase as put for mundi» 
xpéías (scil. xpiaros yévos) dvaxp., ‘examining 
no kind of meat, to see [whether it be idol- 
meat or not] And the interpretation is sup- 
pone py the way following. Seo note on Acts 
xvii. 11. 

[ŠZ] ris xarc? pas TOV amiorwyv, kal Oérere vropeveaÓas, way 
To TrapariÜépevov div coliere, pyõèv avaxpivovres Sia TH ouvel- 
Snow. B s'Eày é tis piv er: Tobro eidwroOurov ote p) 

éxOiere, Š éxeivov Tov pnvicavra, Kal Ti avveidnour [* roo 

— dad thy cvveidnay] * on the score of con- 
science, —namely, as to whether it he meat that 

been offered to idols, or not,—and that, for 
the reason mentioned in the next verse. 

26. Tov yàp K.—avrijs] This passage is taken 
from Ps. xxiv. I. The full sense is, —' [You 
need none of you feel scruples in your owa 
minds i] for as the earth and all its productions 
are the Lord's, so there is nothing saterally im- 
pure, but it is only so in the opimon of any one." 
Accordingly (to use the words of Billr.), * ae all 
good things come from God, they are in them- 
selves unexceptionable, if they be used, as coming 
from God, with thanksgiving Comp. 1 Tim. 
iv. 4. 

IDoipopua here signifies whatever fills up the 
world, and is contained therein ; all God's crea- 
tures, animate or inanimate. Comp. rAdpeme 
0aX cons in Ps. xcvi. 11. 

28. slómAóÜvrór icTr.] Lacbm., Tisch., and 
Alf. edit lapo8vrór torı, from MSS. A, B, H. the 
Sahid. Vers., and Euseb. But external evidence 
is insufficient, since internal cannot be said to be 
in favour of ispc@. That lep. should have beca 
altered to cldwA. in all the copies except three, is 
incredible, and must induce one to regard ispo6. as 
the alteration. 1 must still it as a Critical 
po gpa toa MO NOTET of style, but of mater, in 
order, as ette supposes, to t what 
would be said at  heathen'e table, where it might 
be thought rude to use the term «iàeA., and 
polite to use the heathen one lapcf. Mr. Alf, 
indeed, objects that that is giving correctors 
more credit for tact and judgment tham 
generally show (which is true), and ascribes 
the use of the term to the Apostle. The thing 
thus becomes dramatic ; bat, at the same time, 
the Apostle is made to countenance what is 
eggs areg and the opposite to his own prac- 
tice. This, of course, effectually forbids the re- 
ception of ispóð., which, ind there was no 
need for the Critics to excogitate; for, since the 
tis evidently points not only at a fellow guest, 
but at a fellow Christian,—a weak Christian, in- 
deed, superstitiously scrupulous,—wishiag to ap- 
rize his brother (tho strong) Christian ef the 

t, why should we not suppose the words siše- 
AóÜvróv ior: to be spoken aside, or in an ender 
tone, to his fellow Christian, who would be likely 
to be seated near him? As to the preference te 
be given, as Alf. thinks, to lspo8., on account ef 
its being an wsuswal term, it is as usual ss 
slo. ; only one is of Classical, the other of 
Hellenistic use. 
— à ixcivoy TÒV uW., x. T. 0.] ‘om account 

of (out of deference to the scruples of) him whe 
disclosed [the fact]; yea, for comecsence ;'—* that 
his conscience may not be wounded (should he 
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—— with you).’ The next words, ov yàp 
vplovu—airne, is cancelled by all the Critical 

Editors, though retained by Dr. Peile. But the 
violence whi 

to which it might be referred—is calculated to 
increase rather than diminish the suspicion that 

from the end, to the , 
this requires confirmation . Which, 
when the cursive copies shall have been far 
better collated, may be supplied. 

29. avuveidgcw 8 Nive, — These words 
are explanatory of the foregoing did ri cuvs[- 
Snow. The ài is resumptive, taking up the pre- 
coding train of discourse, as Luke iv. 1. 
ch. iu. 29, and Matt. iii. 4, and often in the 
Class. writes. Render: ‘Conscience, to wit, I 
mean not one's own, but of the other party :' 
here pointing at the informant—the weak Chris- 
tian brother; q.d. ‘I know that you have no 
scruples on the subject; and mean not 
that with you this need be a matter of eon- 
science.’ 
— lyatl yap $ iX sola, &c.] The sense of 

this laces as been not a itd disputed. By 
many Expositors the words are ded as not 
the words of the A but an objection of the 
Corinthians to his directions, in the sense, * Wh 
is my liberty to be thus judged of, or determined, 

men's consciences, or restrained out of 
regard to the conscience of others?’ q. d. ‘I may 
have it, though I forbear to exercise it, on ac- 
count of their es Thus the words follow- 
ing are explained: ‘If I partake [of the meat} 
with thankfulness, why,’ &c. But that these are 
the words of an objector is negatived by the yp; 
and surely to suppose them so without proof were 
ubere. Besides, when St. Paul is introducing 
tbe words of an objector, he always, I believe, 
subjoins an answer; whereas none such is found 
bere : for to suppose it at ver. 31 is utterly with- 
out foundation; and the in the 
of it, introduced by some, is quite unauthorized. 
There is every reason, with the ancient and the 

mest eminent modern Commentators, to suppose 
the words to be those of the Aposile, and intended 
as a caution (suggested by the use of evrsíOnour) 
to the following effect: * For why is my liberty 
to be so exercised, as to be condemned by an- 
other's conscience [while I do what he thinks 
wrong, but I believe to be right]?’ Thus v. 30 
may rendered: ‘If I, by [Divine] grace 
(goodness), be a partaker ef this liberty, why 

ould I so use it, as to be evil spoken of for the 
use of that liberty for which I am thankful ?" i. e. 
‘why am I to occasion censure and give offence 

rash and imprudent use of that liberty, 
jon of which I am thaakfal ?° 

y confirmed by the context; and 
ng phi š unsound in it, for 

&pívacÜa, may very well be taken for xera- 
xpivecQac, er BraopnysicGa. The above view 
of the sense is supported by the authority of the 
best Commentators, ancient and modern. Seo 
oer ially Calvin and Estius, and also Dr. 

e 
I cannot omit to remark one peculiarity un- 

touched on by all the Commentators, and yet 
closely connected with the true interpretation of 
the , and for want of seeing which man 
have missed the sense. I mean that idiomatical, 
and perhape popular or provincial, use of the Pre- 
sent tense, by which it denotes not what se, but 
what is to be, or ought to be. Nearly allied to 
this idiom is the use of the Present for the 
Future, so common in Seripture, and also in the 
Class. writers. 

31. aslre oby icOlerse—worstre}| It has been 
well observed by Grotius, that ‘the scope of the 
admonition is, to bid the Corinthian converts 
beware, lest by any act of theirs, under any cir- 
cumstances, the glory of God —— the 
spread and influence of the Gospel) d be 
injured.” The sense comprehends a general 

monition, couched under a particular one, and 
the o?» is conclusive; what is said in this and 
the two following verses being the ; 
deduced from what has been brought forward in 
the three foregoing Chapters. Render: ‘ Upon 
these principles, then, act :—In whatever ye eat 
and drink, and in all your conduct, keep an eye to 
the glory of God promoting his conscientious 
and sincere worship in Christ) (see Whitby); 
and do not injure the cause of religion by throw- 
in Bu Me in the way either of un- 
lel. levers, to hinder them from embracing it, or 
of weak and ulous believers, to shake their 
attachment to it. ‘An exhortation (says Bp. 
Sanderson, Serm.) not only, in the performence 
of good works and necessary duties, to intend the 
glory of God, but even in the use of the crea- 
tures, and of all indifferent things; in eati and 
drinking, in buying and selling, and in the 
like actions of common life.” 
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à 

82. ávpóckoTo: ylvsc0s] The sense is: * Be 
none occasion of stumbling, either to the Jews, 
or Greeks, or Christians.” ° lest the Jews 
have it to say that you are not sincere worship- 
pers of the true God; lest the Greeks say that 
ou think there is no harm in idolatry; and 
est Christians weak in the faith be induced to 
forsake their Christian profession.’ Rosen 

33. xabess xdyeo, &c.] It is well observed b 
Chrysostom, that after having struck them with 
fear by setting forth their heavy ibili 
the injury and prejudice they might occasion to 
the Jews and the Heathens, the Apostle makes 
his caution more palatable by proposing himself 
as an example; q. d. ‘ [I exhort you to no more 
than I set you an eza of] : I study,' &c. 
—nacw ápícko] i. e. ‘I endeavour to please 

them; I consider what will approve itself to 
them; avoiding what will throw a stumbling- 
block in the way of their faith, defile and wound 
their conscience, lead them into sin, and imperil 
their souls. —IIá»ra must be taken with duo 
limitation. (See Calvin.) The words seem 
meant to suggest the principle which alone would 
make the rule of ‘ pleasing all men’ a safe one,— 
namely, by not consulting one's own interest, 
but the spiritual good of one's fellow-Christians. 

XI. 1. This verse is closely connected with 
the last of the preceding Chapter, from which it 
ought not to have been se . ‘Lest (says 
Bp. Sanderson) he might thought to extol 
himeelf, and that we might know how unsafe a 
thing it were to rest — on his or any other 
man's example, he leads them higher, and to a 
more perfect example, even that of Christ ;’ q. d. 
* Although my example be little considerable in 
itself, yet wherein it is guided by the example of 
Christ, you may not despise it. Nor do I lay it 
upon you as a rule; I only set it before you as 
a help and encouragement. My example only 
shows the thing to be feasible: it is Christ's ex- 
ample only that can show it to be warrantable.' 
Thus the words xdy Xpiorov are subjoined, in 
order to preclude the idea of his holding himself 
up as a primary example. 

2. Here commences another section of the 
Epis: comprising vv. 2—34 of the present 
Chapter; in which the Apostle proceeds to notice 
and reprove other instances of disorder, not to 
say misconduct, as also of irregularity in Divine 
worship, which had crept in among the Corin- 
thiane, though he commences with a com- 
mendation. 

3. Ow ài úa: eldévar, &c.] Here it is the 
purpose of the Apostle to draw their attention to 
certain cases in which they had abused their Chris- 
tian liberty in things indifferent, and thereby 

XI. 1° urai pou yiverOe, cados xaryeo 

2>’Errawa $8 jus, [adeddgol,| Sts Távra pov pépynode, 
xal, Kafes trapédwxa dpiv, TÈS wapadoces xaréyere. 
68 úuâs eidévas, bts ravróc avdpos ù repar) ó Xpiorós otu 

ch. 8. 23. & 15. 37,28. Eph.1.30—33. John 14, 38. Phil. % 7—11. 

3 c Ba 

occasioned t offence to the Jews, the Gentiles, 
and even Christians themselves. That they may 
be the better disposed to obey his present injune- 
tions, he begins with commending their o 
aforetime. In Oto suas eldevac we have a 
orm of serious exhortation to attend to what is 
going to be said, and implying that it is en 
authoritatively. Thus, in an Epistle of a 
Proconsul to the Milesian Magistrates, Jos. 
Antt. xiv. 10, 21, we find goóXouas eO» omar 
el8évar, ° I wish you to mind this.’ 
— drt *ayrós ápüpós, &c.] The A 

(doubtless in answer to some inquiry in the 
of the Corinthians) to treat of the be- 
haviour of women who were moved by inepiratien 
to speak in their assemblies. And first, ae te 
whether the women ought to have their heads 
covered. Now this question the Apostle thought 

r to deal with as one closely connected both 
With the suldection of vives fo their kusbands, and 
with the honour of the husbands ; which would be 
disgraced by any such impropriety in their de- 
meanour as might be imputed to levity, or euch 
violation of custom as would imply insubordina- 
tion. See ch. xiv. 34. 1 Tim. ii. 12. Now the 
custom was, for all married women, as well as 
single ones, to wear veils in public. Hence to 
depart from that custom (which was regarded as 
symbolical of subjection to her husband, and 
amongst the Jews was a token of modesty) would 
be to act ont of character, and thus occasion 
disgrace to the husband, and scandal to the 
Church in the eyes of the heathens. This dis- 
orderly practice had, no doubt, first arisen among 
the Gentile converts; and it bas been, with great 
probability, ascribed to an imitation of the cas- 
tom of the heathen priestesses, to prophesy, er 
otherwise discharge their religious functions, wa- 
veiled. In fact, it was the custom for all women 
to attend the sacred rites in the temples with 
heads uncovered. All this, however, was directly 
the reverse among the Jews and Jewish converts. 
Consequently, when the tice arose, it was 
sure to be imputed by the heathens to immodest 
feeling, espec. since the women being in the 
heathen temples unveiled, led to that familiarity 
between the sexes, which often produced very 
improper results. Hence it is bere strictly for- 
bidden. The Apostle, however, insists fra! am 
the argument as regards the dishonowr done te 
the husband, by thus seemingly disavowing his 
authority; and he contrasts the case of coveri 
the head during public worship, as it —— 
the women and the men respectively. Upon the 
whole, it must be borne in mind, that all that is 
here said has reference only to those times and 
places, in which the customs were directly the 
reverse of our own. And accordingly, it is of no 
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further importance to us, than as furnishing us 
with —— of universal Monum; ranu 
tbat Christians must not, im externals, rashly 
recede from decorum ; that in things indifferent 
tbey should use the same manners and customs 
as their contemporaries and fellow-countrymen ; 
eo that whatever may be accounted as base must 
be abstained from, though it may in itself have 
nothing wrong, in order to avoid all suspicion or 
offence; and, above all, that in public assemblies 
for religious worship, persons of both sexes should 
assume such a and demeanour as may be 
according to the custom of the country thought 
decorous, and suitable to their respective rela- 
tions to each other, and to the common Head of 
the Church; ‘so that all things may be done 
decently and in order.” 
— xepady is here for xópios, as in Achmet, 

Onir. cited by Wolf. Had Paul, indeed, writ- 
ten the sentence with rhetorical exactness, he 
would probably have employed the particles of 
com ws and oüÜTcvsç, and it thus: 
et wayrde dvdpds 9 xsaArn ó Xpioós tori, 
oUTwt cehadh yuya: kot ó ¿yo Kai we Kaba) h 
yvrewxós ò üyiyp, otrws Xpiorow ó Osós. It 
is well observed by Dr. Burton, ‘ that Kipari 
yuvands ó vhp (m which we have a gen 
sentiment, of the authority of the man over the 
woman, similar to very many occurring in ancient 
writers) would have been enough for the argu- 
ment; but that St. Paul adds the analogy of 
order and subordination in the Church.’ 

— repa) è XqpiorTov, ó Osós] The best 
mentators, ancient and modern, are 

that Christ is here represented as subordinate to 
God, because considered as Mediator. Lachm. 
and Tisch. prefix Tov to Xptorov, from several 
MSS, But that is forbidden by the absence of 
the Article at apa) 5. 

4. The sense of the term wpodnrevecy in this 
and the next verse has been disputed. e, as 
T. Aquinas, Beza, Calvin, and Paræus, take it to 
signify to interpret Scripture under Divine inspi- 

iow ; others, as Estius, Wells, and Bp. Pearce, 
to teach and communioate inspiration the doo- 
trines of revelation. Since, however, the word is, 
in the next verse, applied to women (who it 
appears from xiv. 34 sq. were not permitted to 
teach and preach in public), most Commentators 
for the last century have adopted the interpreta- 
tion of Menoch. and Mede,—/4o sing sacred hymns 
under the i of the Holy Spirit. But such 
a sense of the word is unauthorized. The first 
mentioned sense is indeed liable to the same 
objection as the second; though, in fact, that 
would seem to hold equally against every poseible 
one; for the Apostle says in the same Chapter, 
ver. 14, that ‘it is a shame for a woman to speak 
in the Church.’ Bp. Pearce, however, maintains 
that teacking is consistent with both the above 
passages; since here it is teaching by divine is- 
spiration (a circumstance quite extraordinary), 
Whieh is not the case in those ; for (con- 
tinues he) ‘when St. Paul imposes silence on 
— in ue Church, he means silence not in 

OL. Il, 

f 

opposition to any gift of tho Spirit, but to the 
desire, which those who had »ot the Spirit might 
have, of instructing others, or being themselves 
instructed in Christian knowledge.' I see not, 
however, why he should confine the sense to 

+ It may, I think, denote every other 
sort o ing under divine inspiralion — to 
edification, exhortation, and instruction, in addi- 
tion to that of preying just before mentioned ; 
all equally fulfilling the prophecy of Joel ii. 28, 
applied by St. Paul, Acts ii. 17, to the times of 

e Gospel, namely, that their should 
prophesy. 2 ! 

— katk xepadrye xev] Supply re, scil. 
xa\upua, expressed in some MSS. and Versions; 
or ludriov, as in Plat. Apophth., i8ad:%e xara 
THe xepadre iyw» Td luatioy. A yet more 
remarkable ellipsis is found at Esther vi. 12, 
'Auáy dà bwiorpewev ele T lia Avrovpevos 
Kara KsbaÀ)ñe, where xwv ludrioy may be 
supplied to complete the sense. But considering 
that in the Hebrew we have wen en, and that 
the Septuagint Translators do not usually seck 
out harsh ellipses, I suspect that after Avroú- 
ptvot there has slipped out of the text, ob homao- 
teleuton, xaxaduppivos, which seems to have 
been in the text in the time of Origen. 

The word xarà is here used, because the 
enge worn is supposed to kang down from the 

= — — Thy kepadhy a9.] It bas been 
disputed whether xepaàh here should be taken 
in a rative sense, as just before, or in the 

one. Now, since there are here two 
propositions affirmed, of the mas, aud of the 
toman, in the same terms, to interpret one in 
the natural, and the other in the ive sense, 
would be very harsh. Nay, thus the sense of 
xeadh would be thrice changed in the compass 
of three short verses, à thing perhaps unprece- 
dented. And as in the case of the woman, the 
natural sense is plainly alluded to in the words 
following, and therefore cannot be excluded ; so 
also it cannot well be excluded in the case of 
the mas. And yet the context (at ver. 8) 
strongly supports the ical sense, which, 
indeed, is the most important, and was probably 
most in the mind of the Apostle. In order to 
remove the above difficulty, it should seem best 
to suppose, with Heydenreich, that there is in- 
tended a union of the two senses, per amphi- 
boliam, either, as he supposes, by engrafting the 
metaphorical sense on tho natural, or (which is 
susya a by understanding the metaphorical 
sense to be the principal, and the natural the 
subordinate, or under sense, in the case of the 
woman. And thus there may also be sup 
a double sense of xaraioxúve:, denoting, in the 
former case, l. to insult, or disparage, namely, by 
contravening the intentions of the Great Head of 
the Church, or disobeying her head; 2. to dis- 
grace or dishonour, namely, by acting out of cha- 
racter, and violating common propriety. Now, in 
the case of the man, to carry the symbol of sub- 
jection (i.e. having the head ore up in public) 
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was tantamount to acting like a woman, and 
consequently disgracing his dignity as a man, in 
the case of the woman, the Apostle (to represent 
the dishonour in the strongest point of view) says 
that if the woman be not covered, —— a cover- 
ing.) it is one and the same pa . e. as bad) as 
if her head were shaven ; for such is the force of 
the idiomatical expression xai xstpaaOe, ‘let her 
even be shorn;’ meaning (by a reductio ad ab- 
ly a ‘she may as be shorn ; so stand- 
ing for iy xal rd aùró ior: [aùr xai] Tp šËuv- 
puué£vp. Now that was ed as the greatest 
possible disfigurement and disgrace to a woman ; 
and was only adopted in extreme grief (see Deut. 
xxi. 12), or inflicted, as a mark of infamy, on 
adulteresses or harlots. 

7—12. The scope of these verses is further to 
illustrate the impropriety of such an abandon- 
ment of the coif or head-covering, as being alike 
a dishonouring of the man and a disgracing of 
the woman; inasmuch as, notwithstanding the 
woman enjoys the same dignity in things per- 
taining to religion, yet nature herself requires 
that the superiority should be conceded to the 
MAN in domestic and civil affairs; and the Law 
of God, by its injunctions, confirms those dic- 
tates. First, the Apostle, at ver. 7, draws a con- 
trast between the man and the woman, as to the 
use of head-covering in public. The mas (he 
says) ought nof to employ it, as being slxwy xal 
deka Ozov,—the image of God, as holding, in 
delegation from him, the governance of all crea- 
tures (Gen. i. 26, 27. Ps. viii. 4, 6. Wisd. ix. 2), 
including woman. Man is thus considered as a 
type and image of God, just as a viceroy was 

led six» Tov Bao:héws, as if a ray from his 
brightness, And so in the ancient writers man 
is often spoken of as an image of God. Accord- 
ingly, it is implied that woma» is a ray from 
man’s brightness, shining like the moon, with 
borrowed light, and deriving her glory from him. 
So in Hom. Od. xviii. 254, Penelope says, ‘ if 
Ulysses would return and sway the sceptre,' 
at{ov ne xÀíot sln iudv wai káXAiov oleo. 

Thus, then, is implied the duty on the part of 
the man to consult the glory of God by not 
abandoning the place of dignity assigned by him. 
As to the woman, the contrary is meant to be 
asserted of ber. And the souse, if expressed at 
full length, would be, yvy) [dpeiret xara- 
xadiwrsoOar Ovi] 29óËa åvðpós ior. The 
woman is said to Cota dvdpos in the same 
sense as the man is dofa O:ov, and with the 
same additional meaning by implication; i. o. 
she was created out of him, and for his use, and 
therefore ought not only to be subject to him, 
but should so act as to contribute to his credit 
and honour; seo 2 Cor. viii. 23; 1 Thees. ii. 20. 

1 CORINTHIANS XI. 6—10. 

518 Aj» éavrije Bv ydp date kal và autre TH éfvpnuévg. 5 Š e; yàp 
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AóEa is here said, by metonymy, of that which 
or sets forth this dignity, as in Ecclus. L 

19. 2 Macc. xiv. 9. Jos. Antt. iv. 2, 2 On the 
term alxcor comp: Diog. Laert. vi. 5, 1. Arte- 
mid. ii. 37. iii. 31. Luc. Imag. 28. Before -yve 
Lachm. and Tisch. prefix 4, from 5 uncial MSS. 
and some Fathers. Internal evidence is in its 
favour. But propricty would eeem to call for 
the abeence of the Article, as in the next and 
some following verses. It is evidently a Critical 
alteration, like the 5 prefixed to yurq at v. 6, in 
Cod. B. Alf., indeed, pronounces that » was 
here removed in conformity with the preceding 
and following. But that it should have been 
removed in all the MSS. except eight is in- 
credible. 

8, 9. Here are shown the grounds of this in- 
feriority ; 1. in respect of nature, by the woman 
res been formed from the man (Gen. ii. 
18—21); 2. in posteriorily of creation; 3 in 
purpose of creation,—namely, to be a help 
meet for him. Now j implies in- 
feriority. 

10. lovalav — — Aon] There are 
few passages that have so perplexed the Com- 
mentators as the present. e difficulty centres 
in the meaning of the terms ifouciay and éyye- 
Nove, which, though in themselves plain, yet 
seem to yield, according to their ordinary im- 
port, no Y apposite sense, The former is by 
almost all Commentators explained to mean a 
veil. But, from the context, and from its being at 
ver. 15 interchanged with wspiBoAatop, it should 
rather seem to mean some article of dresa. Ia- 
deed that ¿Eoucía is the name of the article 
dress cannot be doubted, and bence it ie best 
untranslated ; i. e, ia. Of this use of the 
word (exceedingly rare) ome example has boen 
adduced by Olearius from Callistratus, who uses 
the expression ifovcía TpixyépuaTos to denote 
& kind of ing, compoeed of braids of hair. 
So also the Latin Jmperium is used in the later 
writers. Here, however, it seems to denote a 
kind of headgear; which pert! , We ma; 
pose, resembled the kerchie/ of the middle. — 
and partly the wpocwrid:oy, or ornamental vest, 
worn by the Theban women; like the ancient 
couvre-chef (or kerchief), consisting of a piece of 
cloth of a square form thrown over the head, and 
tied under the chin, and thereby nearly covering 
the face, except the eyes; similar to the treis- 
men mentioned by Dicearchus as worn by the 
Theban women : haus bl The «e aA gs Ter- 
ovTró ior, Sore Trpoc milio Ooxsiy was TÈ 
TpocwTov kart nda, ol yap — éca- 
$aívovra: uovov. This opinion derives 
confirmation from the reading of Irenewus 
the gloss of Theophylact, céAuvuma, and that ef 
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some MSS. of the Italic and Vulg. Versions, 
and some Latin Fathers (as Jerome, Augustin, 
and Bede), velamen : and so Tertull, though he 
reads explains it by velamen. ith 
respect to the reason for the injunction, as con- 
veyed by da Tovro, no view seems so much 
entitled to attention as that of the ancient Com- 
mentators, Greek and Latin generally, thus ex- 
pressed by Est.: * Wherefore, on account of 
what has been said, whereby the pre-eminence 
of the man over the woman is declared, ought 
the woman to have the i£ovcía, or velamen, on 
her head, as the symbol of the power of the maw 
over her ;` rather, as one sh say, of her sub- 
jection to him ; for, as Eat. , there is a 

d the velamen in question would 
be no unapt emblem of modest subordination.— 
But to to the next words, dia obe 
dy £Xovs, these even more than the preceding 
have given rise to a — of opinion, only 
equalled by the difficulty which they involve,—a 
difficulty which mainly consists in the circum- 
stance, that axother reason is subjoined for the 
wearing of this velamen quite different from the 
former. As to what is urged by Pearce and 
Newcome, that ‘a just and sufficient reason 
having been assigned before, we can scarcely 
suppose that a new and ]ess cogent one would 
be subjoined, — this is surely being too hyper- 
critica), not to say disrespectful to the sacred 
writer. And certainly there is no reason why 
the Apostle should not strengthen his injunction 
by the addition of a consideration which, though 
less powerful, yet was likely to have material 
force, — though it would be rather in the way of 

then of argument. And surely, in the 
present instance, where ety and decorum 
Were more particularly concerned, none could be 
fitter objects by whom to make the appeal, than 
those * ministering spirits, sent forth to minister 
unto those who shall be heirs of salvation’ (see 
iv. 9). and who, by their liar characteristics, 
of ity, humility (see Is. vi. 2), and 
—— subord aion. in ras we Gave rea- 
son to suppose the various orders are placed, 
would feel peculiarly grieved (from the interest 
which they take in the concerns of mex, consi- 
dered as the lower family of God, see iv. 9) at 
any such violation of the customary forms of 
propriety and decorum as might bring scandal on 
the Christian name. To suppose, with Dr. Owen 
and Abp. Newcome, that the words 2⁄4 robe 
ayy irous are a marginal gos is running counter 
to all the MSS., and, indeed, violating probabi- 
lity iteelf; for the words would, in effect, be no 
gion at ali. Upon the whole, as we are not au- 
thorized to deviate from the received reading, 
either by cancelling or emending,—so, I appre- 
hend, it involves no such difficulty as should 
make us abandon the ueual — ably 
supported by Hyperius. Accordingly, I still con- 
tinue to maintain the sense, ‘ out of reverence to 
the angels,’ regarded as ministering spirits at- 
tendant in the house of God; and I am now 
enabled to confirm this by an able remark of 
Dr. Bright in Lightfoot's Works, vol. i. p. 36, 
as follows :—' It seems to have been a received 
opinion among the ancient Jews that some of the 

good angels used, when the pleased, to be pre- 
sent with some curiosity and interest at the reli- 
gious assemblies of the Jows. This opinion itself, 
hot improbable to reason, the Apostle might ap- 

ve and make use of Upon the whole, there 
1s, Í doubt not, a reference here (as the ancient 
Fathers were generally a ) to those good an- 

ls who, according to the opinion of the Jews 
not derived, as some affirm, from the Platonists, 

or the Apocryphal book of Tobit, but formed on 
what they thought implied in what is said in cer- 
tain passages of the Old Test.), were ministering 
spirits attendant on the house of God, and - 
bole of his presence. In reference to the F. ; 
as holding the doctrine of the services of angels 
to men on earth, I ought to have adverted espe- 
cially to the Constit. Apost. viii. 4, where it is 
said, that ‘ there are present in the Church during 
divine service, together with God the Judge of 
all (Heb. xii. 23), and Christ and the Holy Spi- 
rit, the holy ministering — (Ascroupyixa 
wvevpata), so called in allusion to Heb. 1. 14 
(on which seo my note), ovxl wavres eloi c- 
*TOvp'ywd 9». ; As to those Theologians of our 
day who deny the real existence of the angels as 
intelligent beings, to those we leave it to digest, 
as best they may, the difficulty, thus insuperable, 
of this paseage, and the of Heb. i. 14. 
To have instituted a comparison, as they make 
the Apostle to have done, between the Son of 
God, on the — mere — — 
or imaginary beings, on the other, would involve 
no less than a palpable abeurdity. For, if the 
— regarded angels as only personifications 

certain attributes, with what propriety could 
he have represented them as iind rh Ha the Son 
of God, or ministering to the spiritual wants of 

e saints on earth? At the same time, while 
we hold the Catholic doctrine of the personality 
and n of angels to men, we are not con- 
cerned to defend the abwse of it made by the 
Jews, or the Romanists, or superstitious, and, how- 
ever learned, yet fanciful, brother Protestants. 
1 k By to be obliged to number so excellent a 
scholar as Dr. Peile, at least as regards the pre- 
sent passage, with such a class. By understand- 
ing, as he does, the words to designate the minis- 
ters performing divine service, he only adopts 
that view which had been long ago rejected, after 
the most searching examination in every light, 

a most competent investigator, sufficiently in- 
ined, for an obvious reason, to find it true,— 

namely, ESTIUS, the facile princeps of the 
Romaniet Commentators, who, however, decidedly 
adopts the view which I have taken, in common 
with all the ancient and the most eminent modern 
Expositors. 

11, 12. As the Apostle had given great pre- 
eminence to the mas, saying that the woman is 
for him and on account of him, and under him; 
so here, lest he should too much elevate the one 
and depress the other party, he brings in the 
correction whi obras vhp xowp. y.; meaning, 
that nevertheless there was much to comfort the 
inferior party, since the superior had the supe- 
riority vested in him to use for the benefit of the 
inferior; and that, upon the whole, the sexes 
were made so dependent upon each other, that it 

P2 
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was their mutual interest to cultivate indissoluble 
union. (Chrys. and Calv.)— The expression 
xepis may, owever, bo understood (as it is 
done by Theophyl.) to intimate a point of noe 
riority on the of the woman; namely, that 
though at the first creation the woman was from 
the man, yet the man is descended from the 
woman. Žad thus the senso miy be expressed, 
with Bp. Middl., as follows: ‘ Notwithstanding 
(such is the ordinance of God), neither is any 
man brought into being without the intervention 
of a woman, nor any woman without that of a 
man; for as (v. 12 the woman (i.e. women 

erally) is originally from the man, so-the man 
fe men generally) is brought into being by the 
intervention of the woman (i. e. women): theee 
and all other things are ordained to be as they 
are by the wisdom of God.’ 

3. dy ouiv avrois xplvara' tpixov—rpossý- 
x2c0ar;} The Apostle, now returuing to his 
subject, after the slight digression at vv. 11, 12, 
resorts to another and more 
showing the impropriety of women being unveiled 
in public worship ;—and this, by ing to 
men's common sense, and their own private ideas 
of decorum. Render, not ‘judge in yourselves,’ 
but ° within yourselves, each weighing in his own 
mind what I say.’ 

14. The Apostle here adds another proof of 
the impropriety of the thing in question, deduced 
from the natural sense of propriety. For $ pbc 
is best explained of an ‘ instinctive and natural 
perception of what is right or wrong; though 
some interpret it of wse and custom; which, 
indeed, merges into the foregoing, since use is 
second nature. It was the national custom of 
both Hebrews and Greeks for tbe men to wear 
their haif short, and the women long. 
— ñ ob8 airy) Lachm. and Tisch. cancel 

$, on the authority of 7 uncial, and 3 cursive 
SS., and the Vulg. Version ;—sn authority 

insufficient in a case like this, where internal 
evidence is in favour of the 3, which was more 
likely to be left out than putin. The particle is 
often so used, as in the received de iun Paul, 
cg Rom. vii. ]. xi. 2. 1 Cor. vi. ix. 16. 
2 Cor. xiii. 9, and especially 1 Cor. ix. 8, ñ oxi 
xal ó vóuos Tavra, exactly as here. 
— dria. day xoua)] Render: ‘lets it grow 

long, or, as we should say, ‘wears it long.’ 
Mr. Etheridge, in his recent English translation 
of the Pesch. Syr. Version, renders, ‘when a 
man's hair sandeth, which expresses a sense 
quite beside the ; and the sense ‘cum 

capilli,' as the version given in the London 
Polyglott, is in every way incorrect. Again, that 
of Schaaf, ‘quum crevit’ (rather ‘creverit’), 
‘grows long, well represents the original; but 

mode of fall 

since there is another term conjoined, meaning ‘fo 
stand out, the full sense meant is, * it grows long 
and bushy.’ It was a custom among the Greeks 
(with the exception of the Lacedsemonians) for 
the men to wear the hair skort. And the drinia 
here adverted to is confirmed by the fact, that to 
wear long hair the timo of being enrolled 
ipnBor was considered as at least a mark of fop- 
piehness (see Aristoph. Eq. 580), and carried, 
moreover, & certain stigma on other and far more 
serious grounds. 

15. doğa abry law ;) meaning, ‘it is an ama- 
ment to her,’ and mes her. Galen, cited 
by Wetstein, says that woman has need of long 
hair xal exéargs ivexa xai Koopov.—’ Apri Tepi- 
BoXalov, ‘as a sort of ustural covering, or veil. 
The force of the term rep:f. is admirably illes- 
trated y o deecription given by a recent tra- 
veller (Lamartine) of a Syrian girl, whoee hair is 
described as ‘so long and bushy as to completely 
cover her, like the branches of a weeping willow 

ing in all directions over its trunk. This 
verse of the Apostle must have been in the mind 
of Milton in one of the most beautiful passages 
he ever wrote, Par. Lost, iv. 504—306, ‘She, es 
a veil, down to the slender waist, Her unadorned 
golden tresses wore Dishevell'd, but in wanton 
ringlets waved As the vine curis her tendrils‘ 

6. al dé ris doxei—elva:] Render: ‘ Bat if 
any one think fit to be contentious [as to this 
matter ],' obstinately self-opinionated, sel f-willed, 
which seems to be the true sense of $iA 6v. here, 
as in Jos. Antt. xv. 6, 21, $iAOvsuxov. Sf T: xal 
Yyevaixsion arstsropÜviac. After sivas, there is, 
we may suppose, left to be understood from the 
subject-matter TH loto’ rovre poro 
Pnui, or such like. And so in a similar case, 
supra, vii. 15, the verb, instead of being left un- 
derstood, is — thus: + 8è yepi{era: 

which might have been written xepft«ea: 
ai) xepitécOo. By toat GCwwijÜwers 

understand, not (with Chrys. and Ambroee, and 
some modern Expositors) the custom of acting 
contentiously, but, what the greater part of in- 
terpreters are M NIME —— of 
women praying or uentin blic worship 
with MY i ed beide "Thus observes A 
Newcome) to the contentious he speaks wi 
authority; to others, with deference.’ 

17—22. The Apostle now brings forward an- 
other ion to the general commendatio 
which he bestowed on them, as to attention 
to his directions and ordinances He complains 
of their divisions and factions, and, as coneequent 
thereupon, their irregularities in the performance 
of public worship, and the celebration of the 
Lord's Supper; which were so t, as almost 
to contravene the purpose of its institution. Ia 
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order to remedy these, he reminds them of its 
first institution and intent. 

17. Tovro wap. ox ir., &c.] The full 
sense is: ‘ While I am giving you this direction, 
I cannot but take occasion to censure you, on the 

nd that,’ &c. Several of the most ancient 
MSS. and most of the ancient Versions have 
wapayyAe and iwavev; which reading was 

erred by Bp. Pearce, and has been received 
y Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. But I have fol- 

lowed Matth. and Griesb. in retaining the com- 
mon reading. For the other introduces unne- 
ceesarily a great awkwardness of phraseology and 
a jejuneness of sense. See Billroth's version. 
And, as regards the change in question, that 
might arise either way, namely, from accident, 
the terminations -œ and -æv being often con- 
founded. Here, however, -e is required in the 
latter of the two words, because there is, I be- 
lieve, no instance of the meiosis here occurring 
(of which Wets. and Krause adduce several ex- 
amples from the Clase. writers) except in the 

: besides that iai is almost required by 
ver. 22, iv rovrew oix iwatva. The sense of 
the words is well expressed by Billroth thus: 
* While I declare this, I cannot suppress my dis- 
pleasure on account of your conduct,—in that ye 
come er [at the ] uot for the better, 
but for the worse; by which muet be understood 
that their coming together tends rather to their 
deterioration than their improvement. 

18. cuvepxopívæv — ixxAnoia] Expositors 
are not whether ixxAnoia means A 
or y. The former interpretation is main- 
tained by —— — and de Ei 
the ments they urge only prove tt 
worl may have bat seqe, not that it must. Nay, 
the comparison with ver. 20 leads to the contrary 
conclusion. There is more reason to su 
(with Cameron, Piecator, Wolf, and most of the 
recent Commentators), that the expression means 

jon, or ly: & sense more suitable 
to the Apostle's argument, which is to warn 
them against dissensions in an assembly met 
together for the worship of God. Besides, svv- 
spx. i» ix«dyola here cannot well differ in 
sense from the repetition of the same thing, 
Cvrspx. ivi TÓ aire at ver. 20, which can only 
be understood of the Not to say that 
there is some reason to doubt whether the word 
dxxXnola had acquired the sense church (as of a 
building) so early; for (as Oleh. observes) ° the 
state of the Apostolic Church was as yet such as 
did not allow of the Christians having ecclesias- 
tical edifices properly so called; and although 
the term would scem, by the antithesis, to have 
that sense at ver. 22, yet even there it may only 
denote an assembly meeting in a cular place, 
i.e. a sense midway between catus and ecclesia.’ 
The Article, ind here might seem to decide 
in favour of ecclesia ; but it is not found in many 
of the best MSS. and the Edit. Princ., and was 
thrown out by Matthai, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; very properly; for it was more 

Tim.4.1,% 2 Pet. 3. 1,3. 

likely to be inserted by those who wished to 
make the sense churck certain, than cancelled b 
those who sought to confirm the sense — 
or congregation. By ecxícuara is meant, not 
what we understand by ‘schisms,’ namely, — 
rations from the Church,’ but ‘factions and dis- 
sensions £ it ;' and the expression is synonymous 
with alpíct:e in the next verse. 

19. dst ydp, &c.] Here às? (like the similar 
expression dvéyxn at Matt. xviii. 7, and xxiv. 6), 
does not import an absolute necessity ; but, as the 
best Expositors are srona a necessity of conse- 
quence, or when by Divine permission, on ac- 
count of preceding causes, certain things must 
happen. rys. and Theophyl., of the ancient, 
and many of tho best modern Expositors, are of 
opinion, that by alpéoscs are meant, not heresies, 
as to doctrine, or matters of faith, but ‘ divisions 
and parties,’ as those adverted to supra, i. 10, 
and 1ii.3. Thus we may, with Theophyl., ex- 
press the sense thus :—* Ít cannot but be, from 
the ions of men, and the propensities of 
human nature, that divisions will occur. 

“Iva is here by — of the best Commen- 
tators, ancient and modern, supposed to have, 
not the or causal, but the eventual force ; 
q. d. ‘ whence it will come to pass, that they who 
are approved wil] be made manifest.’ Since, how- 
ever, this is somewhat straining the sense, it is 
better to take the Zva in the final use, to denote 
end, —namely, as adverting to the pu of God 
in permitting this admixture of truth and false- 
hood in the moral world: a view, indeed, re- 
quired by the course of reasoning, which has 
been ably traced by Bp. Warburton, in a Ser- 
mon on this text; in which he considers the 
purpose of God in permitting heresies and dis- 
sensions to subsist in the world, and ably vindi- 
cates the general course of Divine Providence 
therein. ‘The Apostle (says he) in these words 
n one condition of the — inse- 

e, as it is at present constituted, from its 
Herb A isa mixture of truth and falsehood, 
analogous to things salutary and noxious in the 
natural. But, in both worlds, the good produced 
by this mixture is so eminent, as fully to support 
2 BD papier that evi was su T 
sa a grealer good : a species of which is 

here mentioned,—the manifestation of the ap- 
proved.’ The learned Prelate then proceeds to 
consider, 1. who are meant by the a : 
namely, those who so pass through the trial of 
their faith and Christian charity resulting from 
communication with heretical opinions, as to be 
purified in faith and virtue, and generally ap- 

; et j tried. and proved by God, 
approved. Sexrol. Comp. Ecclus. ii. 5, And so 
the word is used in James i. 12. 2. He then goes 
on to show the nature and end of that manifesta- 
tion, —its benefits to the themselves, 
and to the Church at large; evincing that thus 
the evil of heresies, by the gracious disposition ot 
things, is turned to ; and heresy, by & con- 
trary exertion, made to produce faith and charity: 
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and thus God's general providence, in permitting 
evil to exist for the sake of , and in bringing 
good out of evil, is amply vindicated. 

20. cuvepyoutvwy ovv, &c.] OŭŬv is here, as 
often, resumptive ; the Apostle now coming close 
home to the point he intended to animadvert on, 
and showing how and in what they as- 
sembled in worship, not to edification, but to the 
reverse, —namely, by abuse of the ordinance of 
the Eucharist. 
— Kuptaxdy Əsizvov] By modern Commen- 

tators this is usually supposed to denote the Æx- 
charist, while the ancient Commentators in gene- 
ral, and, of the modern ones, the Roman Catholic 
Expositors almost universally, and some eminent 
Protestant ones (as Grotius, Michelis, Markland, 
and Bp. Middleton), suppose it to mean ‘a (or 
*the') Lord'e-day meal; understanding it of 
the Agape, or feasts of charity, which then pre- 
ceded the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper : and 
certainly dstwvoy is frequently used in the sense 
convivium ; and we find Tertullian (cited by 
Heydenreich) calling the Agapa a convivium 
Dominicum. Besides, as Heydenreich remarks, 
it is clear from the whole context that the 
Apostle in this passage had in mind the Agapa; 
since the abuses he censures are such as do not 
apply to the Eucharist, but to the Agape. And 
yet, as Heydenreich admits, it can as little be 
denied that the Apostle had in view, at the same 
time, the Eucharist, which was added to the 
Agapa as a ; for the abuses that pre- 
vailed at the Agapa are chiefly censured on the 
ground that they made Christians unfit for the 
worthy celebration of the holy Sacrament, and 
in involved contempt and desecration of 
that sacred rite, as the Apostle sets forth at large 
in a representation of the true nature and pur- 

of the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. It 
1s therefore best to suppose (with Heydenreich) 
that the Apostle has reference to the whole of 
the Lord’s-day solemnity, which was composed 
of both Agapa and Fucharist in imitation of 
Christ's last repast with his disciples; which con- 
sisted of both the ordinary supper, and, after it, 
tbe Lord's Supper, then instituted and celebrated 
for the first time. Hence it is highly probable 
that in the pole age these Agape took place 
before the celebration of the Eucbarist, though 
in after ages the reverse became customary, and 
that, as we may suppose, from the abuse of the 
Agape. One may remark the desvorne, or spirit, 
of the words ov« da: Kuptaxoy Seimvoy a'ysiv, 
which should be rendered, * lt is not to eat the 
Lord's Supper,’ i. e. as it ought to be eaten; q.d. 
* That cannot be the purpose of your meeting to- 

ther:' the reason for which supposition is given 
in the words following (v. 21), which contrast 
what the repast was with what it ought to be; 

. d. * A repast of that kind you do not take; 
for your meal is not common, but separate; 
every one eateth his own supper, without waiting 
for others to join in it,’ 

21. rò là&ww seiwvov] meaning the supper 

mia = nn ie Coens — 
meal. ITpoX\apBdve: (antecapit) has rence 
to the eagerness with which each one (of the 
richer sort, we may presume) snatched up the 
food he had brought, and filled himself there- 
with, before the poorer class could well touch 
it; which would cause them (who had brought 
little or nothing with them) to fare very scan- 
tily. This éyá was a kind of pavor, or meal, 
to which each individual contributed his share. 
Now in the pavos it was usual for each person 
not only to contribute his share, but to eat of his 
own contribution. But in the Christian dy &rs, 
though each was to eat of his own portion, yet 
not exclusively, others ncar being allowed to par- 
(ake. Yet, as the rich were few, and the 
(who, we may suppose, brought but little) were 
many, it might be, that the former, selfishly ap- 
prehensive lest, while several were eating with 
them of their mess, they should themselves 
but little, —proceeded to eating their mese bey tre 
the others, and eat as hastily as possible, that 
they might get as much as they could ; thus de- 
feating the main pups of the ordinance, which 
was to promote love and harmony between the 
ol ixovrat and the ol ui) Zyovres. And as this 
(which is to be understood of the Agupa pre- 
ceding the Lord's Supper) was not an ordinary 
meal, it was a violation of ety as well as 
Christian charity so to act; for though each 
brought his own supper, yet when it had been 
thrown into the common stock, it ceased to be 
his own. "Thus the plenty of some shamed the 
want of others, which occasioned heart-burnings, 
and so defeated the very end of the ordinance. 
— Ör piv wea, 0$ dt peva) The anti- 

thesis may here sæm to require az0í#w to be 
taken, as it is done by several Expositors, of 
excese in eating. This, however, would involve 
intolerable harshness. It is better, with Chrys. 
and others, to include both eating and drinking, 
—the verb, by a sort of sensus praegnans, stand: 
ing for two verbs. The expression is, indeed, 
as Chrysostom observes, one of great emphasis 
(otherwise £o0ís. might have been used); being 
meant to stigmatize more cuttingly the offence 
in question, by contrasting the state of the 
with that of the richer classes. The former are 
described as having little food, and their drink, 
if any, water; the latter, as indulging to satiety 
not only in food, but strong drink. sense, 
then, is literally, * he is well soaked with drink ` 
a sense of usÜusiy also occurring at John ix. 10 
(where see note). That drunkenness, however, 
is not here meant, is plain from what is said in 
the next words, —' Have ye not houses to eat 
and drink (not get drunk) in, that ve set so 
light by the Church as to do that there which 
ought to be done elsewhere?’ Or if we (with 
some eminent Commentators) take éxxA. of the 
Congre galion, as at ver. 18, xaragdpoveitsa will 
have the sense * hold in contempt, by doing that 
before all, which must shock the feelings of the 
well-disposed." 
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22. rods n? parus 3] scil. $a-yst» ; meanin 
those who had brought scanty provision, an 
who would thus be put to shame very wrongly ; 
for, if they must struggle with want, the ‘ought 
owes ie ith it 

rade comparison with the plenty of their 
richer brethren; for (as a ' heathen poet 
feelingly observes), — Nil habet infeliz pau- 
Lr durius in se, Quam quod ridicelos homines 
aeit !" 
— In this verse the Apostle sets forth the 

impropriety and š of ‘the above selfish 
course, by reference to place and circumstances, 
showing that the purpose of Christians thus 
meeting together is not to gratify the sensual 
appetites; and that, as rds those whose 
means enable them to do this, they seed not, 
and onghi not, to come here to eat and drink 
to satiety, for that they could do at home. With 
this abuse the Apostle then places in contrast the 
true use of the rite to which the Agape was an 
introduction. 

23. wapidafoyv awd +. Kvpíov, 0 xal wapésw- 
xa ò.) Of these words the sense is well expressed 
in the paraphrase of Dr. Peile: ‘For what I 
(your first Christian instructor, 1 Cor. iv. 8) re- 
ceived of the Lord, even as I have delivered it 
unto you, was, &c. Strange it is, that in the 
face of the words dad Tov Kvpíov, several mo- 
dern Commentators, and most recent German 
ones, interpret what is here said either of tra- 
ditiom derived from the Apostles, the eye and 
ear-witnesees of the thing itself, or from the 
Gospel of the Hebrews, or some other book! The 
term sapaXapfáre is surely applicable to in- 
formation or direction derived in any way what- 
ever; and to limit it to tradition, of whatever 
kind, is contrary to the intention of the Apostle, 
and (as Jaspis observes) cuts the nerves of his 
course of argument. Accordingly the full import 
intended can only be what I have already laid down. 
* The institution whieh I am now about to treat 
on is what I myself (the ¿yo being emphatt 
as xv. 9, et al.) received from the immediate 

communication of the Lord himself; and, 
according to the express injunction therein con- 
tained, it is appointed for your observance. It 
is not, therefore, of my own inventing, nor that 
of any man ; but Divinely instituted, and conse- 
nently imperatively binding on all Christians.’ 
The sense itself which 1 have assigned to the 

pregnans. 
ádxpi* oU ay iby 

terms 4apíA. and wapéd. is quite confirmed by 
the same use of those terms, infra xv. 8, on an- 
other grand head- of Christian doctrine, the resur- 
rection of the dead, —where, however, the very 
same perversion has been employed, and, in 
both cases, with an utter forgetfulness of what 
we read in Gal. i. 11, 20, espec. ver. 12, from a 
comparison of which with the present verse it is 
plain, that dwd Tov Kupiov here is, as Prof. 
teners. shows, tantamount to de’ ddrokaA vrac 

'Incov X piarov there. 
24. On the exact sense of this whole passage, 

containing St. Paul's doctrine of the Eucharist, 
and on the full force of the terms of the institu- 
tion, — the word éori, see Notes on Matt. 
xxvi. 26, and Luke xxii. 19 sq., and espec. Bp. 
Turton's Roman Catholic Doctrine of the Eu- 
charist considered, pp. 811—332. Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. cancel, as might be expected, the words 
Aáflere, payers, on strong external, confirmed 
by as strong internal, evidence. On again care- 
fully considering the question of their authen- 
ticity, I am inclined to think them interpolated. 
On the other hand, I would at ver. 26 retain the 
ToUTo, but in brackets, which Lachm., Tisch., 
end Alf., on somewhat strong authority, cancel. 

26. xara*y-yéNANeTe] There is here a signif. 
, ‘ye set forth and commemorate.’ At 

there seems an omission of 
a clause; q.d. ‘(And this you are to continue 
to do] till he come,’ at his second ooming to 
judgment. 

. Sora] ‘this being the case, i.e. such 
being the intent of the Lord's Supper. 

— icOiy  whvy] The reading xal, instead 
of ñ, found in some of the most ancient MSS., 
al moet all the early Versions, and several Fathers, 
ought to have been admitted into the text by the 
recent editors, for reasons stated by Dr. Peile. 
Not a few passages have I noted in Thucyd., in 
which, though xai is found in all MSS., one 
should have expected ñ. So lib. i. 22 and 82; 
v. 10 and 74. vii. 19, and sometimes (though 
more rarely) where for ñ sume one or other of 
the editors usually remarks, ‘one should have 
expected xaí;' and certainly, in the unstudied 
language of common life, the Particles and and 
or are, in all languages, often interchanged. At 
any rate, omanists are quite unable to 
show, from the occurrence of ñ, that the sacra- 
mental bread may be given without the cup.— 
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"Avatiec must not be construed with Kuplov 
(as some recent Commentators contend), but be 
taken . In this representation, of 
must have been chiefly meant the particular Li 
of abuse just adverted to; and thus the unworth 

er will principally be (as Billr. ex lains}, 
He who in observing an ordinance which is 
mbolical of oneness with Christ, and so with 
l his members (by which what is done unto 

them is done unto him, see Matt. xxv. 40), yet 
affronts or injures his brother) Though to 
confine it, as do most recent foreign Commenta- 
tors, to that, is unwarrantable ; for it would seem 
that, as Calv. points out, St. Paul, as — 
here passes from a icular case to & gene 
doctrine. Accordingly the full meaning intended 
in dvakiess will be, ov xaÜncópros, ‘in a manner 
unworthy of and unsuitable to the for 
which this sacred rite was instituted, whether by 
irreverence or carelessness in the celebration, or 
want of due previous — for it, or tho 
existence of uncharitable or injurious disposi- 
tions, at the time of receiving it. However, 
dvaklws is by Lachm. and Tisch. cancelled, on the 
authority of MSS. A, B, C, and two late Ver- 
sions ; but without any reason. Internal evi- 
dence, indeed, might seem against it; but, when 
roperly weighed, it is not. Far more probable 
è it that the word should have been omitted in 
those three MSS., than that St. Paul should have 
chosen to leave a sense so essential, on an occa- 
sion such as the present,'to be conveyed per 
ellipsin. And to supply, as must be done in order 
to the making out of any sense suitable to the 
foregoing context, the word áéoxiuáca Tes, would 
involve an almost unprecedented harshness. 
Moreover, when we consider that dvatiws must 
have had place in the text as early as the time 
when the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions were 
formed, one cannot entertain any reasonable 
doubt of its authenticity. 
— Švoxos ierat Tov cópuaTos kal aluaTos 

Tov K.) The literal sense is, byan ellips. of 
xpíuaTi, ‘he will be guilty with respect to the 

y and blood, i.e. guilty of pro oing the 
symbols of the body and blood of Christ, and 
consequently will be amenable to the punishment 
due to such an irreverence and abuse of the 
highest of the means of ; see James ii. 10: 
D oa use the words of n) ‘as by the power 
of Spirit the fruits of Christ's death are in 
the right obeervance of the Lord's Supper appro- 
priated to the life of the person through faith, so, 
conversely, the abuse, knowingly and wittingly, 
of the Secrament, renders the absolutely 
& present partaker in the guilt of the death of 
Christ. Comp. Luke xi. 47, 48.' On the autho- 
rity of A, B. C (and one other cursive MS.), 
Lachm. and Tiech. cancel rou Kvpíov, but with- 

Indeed, the words can 
with than the foregoin 

y are confirmed, besides all 

out sufficient authority. 
even less be di 
dvafies: and 

woe 

appworos, 

the MSS. but five, by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions. 

28. doxipalires, &c.] ‘Let, then, each per- 
viously] examine himself, whether he 

shall cat it, as he ought to cat the i 
H the od é Sony, aas soo whether he hath the 

itions whi e participation i 
te di "m rey faith in 

ond ie 
Arey — to — the — of its 
ivine Foun ipn ium y as to being in charity 

with all men; otherwise he will partake Bot 
only ineffectually, but unworthily, and bence — . «p avre i.) i. e. ‘causes, by so eati 
condemnation to himself, and T uently 
punishment, whether temporal, as in the inictien 
of sickness or adversity,—or, if that fail of its 
effect, in a future state, by being coa- 
demned and punished with the impenitent and 
— world ; = ver. 32. 

— u diaxpivey TÒ cina T. K. meaning, 
as the best itors are agreed, * distin- 
guiehing between the sacramental elements and 
pae vx pipes Aas solani tr used at 
an ordinary ; & use taxp. derived, Er- 
nesti thinks, from the distimgmishing of meats 
according to the Mosaic law, in which persens 
are said not to distinguish meats, who eat alike of 
menu ue ad URON or Ada. ma 
out distinction, regardi profane and ferbid- 
den as lawful and ited. 

90. &à ovo] 

is almost always used in the New Teet. of the 
death of the righteous, wo may — 

y had been visited with the temporal à 
ment of death, yet had, before they died, made 
their with God by sincere repentance.— 
Notwithstanding the presumptuous attempts of 
certain foreign Commentators to explain awa 
the reality of the judicial inflictions of panl 
punishments, here adverted to, those inflictions 
must certainly be considered as Eabrigrarins Seber 
God, and as altogether supernatural (similar te 
others mentio at Acts v. 5, and supra v. 5 
2 Cor. xiii. 2. 1 John v. 16. James v. 14, 15 
Rev. ii. 22); being intended to preserve the 
purity of Christianity, and vindicate the autho- 
rity of the Apostles. These interpositions, bow- 
ever, were probably confined to the Apostelic 
age or at least to a comparatively short period 

it. 
$1. «l yap iavr. àaxp.] The full force ef 
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the yàp will by tracing its reference thus : 
* [and no Ee la f that Wo Rose so suffered; 
(it is our own fault ;)] for, if we had thoroughly 
sifted and judged ourselves (i e. made due dis- 
crimination and judgment of our character and 
— — to e. of e Lord's 

, WO not have n judged to 
dont L e. suffered such judicial inflictions 

at the hand of the Lord as we have done.’ This 
version is required by the idiom of the | 
see Matth. Gr. Gr., § 508 Buttm. Gr. 126. 
erm. on Vig. p. 819); for, where an Imperf. 
Mh dy is preceded by an Imperf. without as, 

rendering. 
32. xpwópusvo: àà—x<aTaxp 0@usy] This seems 

added to console those who were suffering under 
sickness so inflicted, and at the same time to 
i serious admonition as to the wse to be 
mede of this correction from the Lord. The 

as children by a parent, or scholars by a master, 
are ised for their good), namely, by afflic- 
tions, in order to our full reformation we 
may not be finally condemned with the impe- 
nitent and unbelieving world.” Examples of 
this use of rardevecGa:, not adduced b pa 
tors, are found in Xen. Hist. v. 3, 7, pévrot 
yt Tew TotoúTer Talav ¿yG à" s dvOpemous 
watéebsocG8at, and Soph. Œa. ol. 562, oidá y' 
avrde, ws iwacdevOny ivor, "Qoo ob, xoi 
AoT, åvňp, ivl Esont "HOAnca xivdvved- 
pat’. Here is to be noticed the direct distinc- 
tion between «pi». and wacd., and the sndirect 

Seis Pengeldel by Thespjl. who aftur evi y recogni eophyl., who r 
"AS he that ‘here we have wacdsv- 
éusÜa, not xoXa(óusÜa, ¿ÀN bó warpds vov- 
Üsrosns0a (by rovO. being denoted paternal cas- 
tigation for moral The term is occa- 
sionally so used as in Ps. xxxviii. 11, and t- 
edly in Wisd., e.g., xi. 9, 10, Ore yap ime- 
PENAS (° were tried with affliction’) «alwrep 

ée: waidevopevat, iyvecay ras iv ópyy 
xpevdpevns ácsfjsie iBacavi{orro, and xii. 22, 
KptpOj trot wpocdox@pev iXsos.—To turn 
from words to things ;—the best comment on 
this passage is the parallel sentiment in Heb. xii. 
TW d with which comp. 2 Cor. vi. 9, and Rev. 

33. ovvepyopevos ele rò paysiv] scil. «le +ó 
Kupraxdy detrvor, to the A and the Lord's 
Bupper which followed i An. ixédix., the 
ancient Commentators in general this as 

uiv. to p awpod tva Ta, Wait for each other; 
. d. * Let not the rich bastily consume what they 
ve brought with them, but give & chance to 

others of participating in it^ The more recent 

gin of the abuse in question. 

Tit. 1. 5. 

: a vv. 4—11. 

Ta de Nowra as $:*179 
Eph. 4. 11. 
3 . 1. 8. 

& 

Expositors, however, in eral assign the sense, 
* receive each other with The hospitality of private 
guests ;' implying a cordial community between 
the ri e poor. But that sense of ixdiy. 
is not found in the — and the other is 
called for by supra v. 2], Sxaor. —wporauBdvet, 
to which this is a comtrast. So, too, Dr. Peile 
and Mr. A 

34. al dé ie wacva, &c.] meaning, it should 
seem, ‘If any one be so hard to be satisfied, that 
he cannot sufficiently gratify his appetite at the 
Agape, let him take an at home; and 
not make a feast, meant for religious pel toi 
subservient to the mere gratification of sens 
appetite; lest he should so act as to incur con- 
demnation and punishment." 

— Tà Aorwd}| namely, other less important 
pes of ecclesiastical discipline, that required to 

set in order; though we may, with Billr., 
refer it to the arrangement of particulars, in 
respect to those already, as above, set in order. 

XII. This and the two next chapters treat of 
the nature, intent, use, and comparative value of 
the SPIRITUAL Girts in general In ch. xii. 
St. Paul shows that all those gifte were alike im- 
parted by the Holy Ghost, and were all for the 
use of the Church; accordingly that no one 
should value himself u his gift, so far as to 
contemn another who had an inferior one, but 
that each person should be content to exer- 
ciso his own particular gi As to the ori- 

The Corinthian 
Church was richly endowed with the gifts, but 
not with the graces, of the Spirit. Hence their 
gifts too often ministered only to strife and dis- 
order dag. pride in some, aud exciting envy 
in others. To remedy these disorders, Paul di- 
rects the people's attention to the origin and use 
of the gifts e conferred ; showing that —* were 
all imparted by the Spirit of God, according to 
his own sovereign will and pleasure, without 
reference to the merits of the persons themselves ; 
and that they were bestowed, not for the - 
dizement of the favoured individuals, but for the 
benefit of the Church. 

l. wspl Twv TwsvuaTikGy] Some here (as 
infra xiv. 37 supply dvOpwrwy, others, xapi- 
ouarev. Either is suitable to what follows (for 
the Apostle proceeds to treat fully of both spi- 
ritual gifts and spiritual persons) ; but the latter 
is the more so, and is confirmed by ch. xiv. 1, 
and Rom. i. 11, and therefore deserves the pre- 
ference. And, as Dr. Henderson observes (Lect. 
on Insp., p. 178), * it is more in accordance with 
the Apostie's general use of the word, to under- 
stand him as referring to things rather than per- 
sons, That the reference is here to things, not 

: Billr. remarks, from the persons, as ) 
analogy y the other sections ; all of which are 

introduced with remarks on £kíngs, and not on 
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rsons. Comp. v. 1. vii. 1. The Corinthians, 
it seems, had disputed concerning the relative 
excellence and dignity of these gifts, and had 
applied to the Apostle to decide the preference 
amongst them. 

2. oldars Sri—dwayspuevor] These words 
are meant to t the necessity of being well- 
informed on this important subject; since they 
have now no longer the excuse of being im- 
mersed in the ignorance of heathen idolatry. 
So far, indeed, from being parenthetical, t 
serve to o out the subject to be treated of, 
by reminding the Corinthians of an important 
truth which they ought to bear in mind. 

There seems to be an emphasis on Fre in Sr: 
&0vn Gre, q. d. ‘ye were (once) heathens, but 
are soto con to the worship of the one true 
God.’ That, however, depends on the ing, 
which varies in MSS. and is disputed by Editors. 
For text. rec. öra, A, C, D, E, J, and 50 cur- 
sives (I add Lamb. 1182, 1184, 1186, 1196, 
Mus. 16,184, 5116, and Cov. 3, 5, omitted by 
Mill), with the Mais later Syr., Sahid., and 
ZEthiop. Versions, and not a few Fathers, Greek 
and Latin, havo öri örs, while K. and a few 
cursives, have drs, without Ors. The former 
reading is adopted by Matthai, Griesb., Scholz, 
Tisch., and Alf. ; while Lachm. edits 8r: [öre], 
as I have now done, from deference to the judg- 
ment of my fellow-Editors; though I am not, 
any more than Lachm., convinced that dri dra 
is the true reading; especially since internal 
evidence is in favour of the text. rec. Mr. Alf, 
indeed, pronounces that it is either a mistake, or 
& correction to help the construction. It could 
not be the former, but might be the latter; for 
the construction would have need enough of be- 
ing helped. But I cannot believe that Paul would 
write such slip-shod Greek. 1 should rather think 
that the reading ör: örs was a Critical correc- 
tion to help the sense; which, however, does not 
need help; as will appear from the logic of the 

, Which is ably traced by Hyper., who, after 
pointing out that the Apostle's argument is one 
drawn ‘ab effectu, sive a conditione vitæ ante- 
acta, quam confert cum presenti, adds, ‘q. d. 
Vos omnes quondam fuistis gentes, idololatre, 
sequentes simulachra mute, colentes idola, id 
agentes, quò vos libido abripiebat propria. At 
nunc, posteaquam Christum cepistis agnoscere 
et confiteri, experti estis in vobis alium quen- 
dam Spiritum, per quem certó et ad optima quæ- 
que ducimini, ut percipefe possitis, si quo spiritu 
antea acti fuistis, nequaquam um spiritum 
fuisse: et conferentes spiritum, quem olim sen- 
sistis, cum eo, quem nunc sentitis, potestis dis- 
cernere quis Spiritus Dei sit, seu quid à Spiritu 
Dei proficiscatur. I will only add, that the 
text. rec. must have been by the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator. —' Asráy:oÜa« denotes the being 
hurried away by a force which cannot be re- 
sisted: and here it refers to the blind infatua- 
tion, by which the heathens wero led away into 
idolatry and vice, like brute beasts that havo no 

understanding. This is especially alluded to ia 
we dv fryscÜs, ‘as ye might be led; viz. by 
custom, example, or inclination, just as it might 

$ é:6] * for which purpose,'—namely, that 
may not be thus ignorant, but have the — 
informatica: * fer * A e mT Hender- 
son , ‘next lays it down as a princ 

larly to be borne in mind by — 
been Jews, and might still be exposed to 

the influence of Jewish impostors pretending te 
be actuated by the Holy Spirit, that no pe 
who spoke by the inspiration of that Divine 
Agent, could blaspheme the Redeemer; just 
as it was equally certain that no one could sin- 
cerely ief in his Divine character 
and mission, except in virtue of his spiritual in- 
fluence.’ 
"m Yrepite] ‘IT give yoa this ris or pria- 
e, to enable you to distinguish comcerniag 

edel things and ne.’ The first ovdsis 
must be understood chiefly of the Jews, who pro- 
tended to the Holy Spint, and yet denied the 
Messiahship of Jesus. The phrases Aiye: ¿sé- 
Osna 'imcous, and elwsiv Kópior 'Iwcoss (of 
which the former signifies literally ‘ to call any 
one fit to be put away from the earth"), are 
here to be explained, with reference to each 
other, of sutter rejection, and of cordsal ecospiancs 
of the —Ehrei» Kópuv (sciL um 
'Iuycovr im * to acknowledge, publicly 
sincerely, t Jesus is Christ the Lord, and 
thoroughly to embrace his religioa.’ 

The best comment on this is 1 John 
iv. 1—3, where is mentioned a similar mede of 
distinguishing true from false Christians. St. Paul 
means, that ‘no one can solemnly dieavow all be- 
lief in the divine mission of Jesus, and have the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit, however he may 
to them: and, on the other hand, that is 
no one who makes that confession sincerely and 
heartily, but must have the Holy Spirit, in some 
degree or other.’ 

4—6. In the enumeration of the epiritual gifts 
which occupies these verece, especial attention is 
to be paid to the three terms, ydproma, čia- 
wovlas, and évipynaa. Of these, de is coa- 
fined to the gifts of God freely bestowed ; the 
second, to his, or the Spirit's, operations (se 
called, as being worked in men by Divine power); 
the third is to be understood with reference ex- 
clusively to the different forms in which the 
ifts in question were exercised, according to the 
ifferent functions on which they were empleyed. 

In fact, we may the expression as meant 
to denote not only that there are several di 
gifte, but also that the gifts are distinct, distinc- 
tions subsisting between them (so in Plate, 
p. 207, Twà usi(ova dtaipsow &vyrectac Te xai 
voces O:couer, and in the 2 Chron. viii. 
4. Esdr. vi. 18, the term dcacpeonse is used to 

denote the distinct classes and sections of the 
Prieste and Levites), intimating that the Holy 
Spirit suffered them not to make distinct classes, 
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the wrevparixds exercising his gifts, moving in 
a sphere of his own, distinct from that of the 
others. Comp. Diod. Sic. t. ii. 94, as said of the 

, T» T^arryrov ixacroy là» ¿Xe 
póuos (‘course’) xai QugAAaynéres xai moi- 

Aws xpnoOa: Tois Tayece (° velocities") xal Tj 
Tey Ypóvew siatpéice, the distinct periods of 
time (assigned to pri pig that each 
revolves in an orbit of its own, and is governed 
by laws of its own, one not interfering with an- 
other. The lesson here intimated by the Apostle 
is more expressly taught in Rom. xii. 3, 7, 8. 

4—12. The Apostle now proceeds to enumerate 
the carious gifts of different Christian teachers ; 
and that for the purpose of showing that no one 
of them is to be despised, nor any one to be ex- 
tolled above the rest; intimating withal, that, 
however various were the we they were all to 
be traced to the same Holy Spirit, as their 
common source. In the fourth and fifth verses 
he extends the idea of diversity, so as to make 
it comprehend all the modes in which the gifts 
were employed, and all the results which fol- 
lowed their exercise, in order the more forcibly 
to exhibit the unity which pervades the whole of 
ris D vine administration. (Dr. Henderson on 

[1 is scarcely necessary to say how utterly in- 
admissible is the view of certain foreign Com- 
— m ras eri half — (see Recens. 

.). who (for the purpose of removing cer- 
tain difficulties) su the yaplenata here 
mentioned to have Men merely natural endow- 
ments, improved by use and art. However we 
may acknowledge the difficulty of determining 
the exact i , and defining the limits, of the 
several gapio pura, nevertheless there is not 
the lese reason to suppose them to have been all, 
more or less, supernatural. And, although some 
of them may seem to imply Auman , yet 
that is not inconsistent with their being likewise 

gifts; since, in all euch cases, the 
CS are of the human ivepyoúmevos with 
the Divine ivepyas is perfectly ble to the 
analogy of the Gospel system. The first occur- 
ies acre important term IIvysvua must be 
an of the Holy Spirit in the personal 
sense ; and, as all the miraculous powers men- 
tioned in vv. 4—6 are at ver. ll ascribed to the 
Spirit, who is thereby recognized as the sole 
cause of effects a little before severally described 
to the LoRD auxd to Gop, he is consequently 
identified with the other two Persons just men- 
tioned: and the Deity, as well as personality of 
the Holy Ghost, is hence fully proved; and thus 
the doctrine of the Trinity in Unity firmly esta- 
blished. See Bp. Middl. m loc. 

4. Statpicers è xyapirnáTev] for Qiádopá 
ders xapícgara. The word xápicpa signifies 
*any thing which bas been freely bestowed’ 
S apiorac) at the pleasure of the donor. In 

ew Test. the — is confined — 
fts, as ávíp-ynua is to his operations. us it 
——— that these gifts are sot mere natural 

endowments of mind, or acquired talente, but 

powers and faculties conferred by Divine influ- 
ence. With respect to the three terms hero 
employed (namely, yapıopáTtwv, Quaxovuov, and 
ivtpynnuáTor), they are generally regarded as 
synonymous, And such they, in one sense, are; 
being, as Chrysostom says, djenérus dia opai 
Movor, ¿ral wpdymata Tà avTá. The differ- 
ence, I conceive, refers only to the various parti- 
cular views under which the gifts, taken gene- 
rally, may be considered. * Thus (says Dr. Hen- 
derson) though they all designate what the Apos- 
tle describes as belonging to the subject of which 
he is treating, they nevertheless mark its several 
parte with sufficient distinctness to authorize their 
separate consideration.’ They wereall xapíouaTa, 
as being freely bestowed (supra ch. ii. 12); they 
were all dtaxovia:, as being conn , More or 
less, with offices of various kinds belonging to 
the persons who held the gifts; A : Pro. 

, Te ; Workers of h ing miracu- 
ously, Speakers with and Interpreters of tongues 
supernaturally. The term àuax. is used perhaps 
to intimate, that the possession of the gifts, or 
faculties, carried with it an obligation on the 
part of the poesessors to diligently ezert them in 
the discharge of their particular functions. These 
offices are adverted to at vv. 7—11, and e 
cially at vv. 28—31. So Dr. Henderson explains 
the diakovíat to be ‘the different forms in which 
these endowments were exercised, the functions 
by which they were called into operation, or the 
services engaged in by those who them.’ 
They were £vap'yrina Ta, since, as 1 have before said, 
the gifts, considered ae powers or faculties, were 
worked i» men by the power of the Holy Spirit. 

6. ó ivspyar Tà wayra iv v.) I would. ren- 
der, with Hamm. and Whitby, ‘who worketh 
them all in all, as understanding ¿y râs, not, 
with Heidenr., of things (namely, Qiaxovía:s), or 
as th TáyTa iv macı simply stood for SAws 
(by which the sense would be not a little weak- 
ened), but of persors, namely the persons in 
question, meaning (as Theophyl. says) ote 
T:cToi?, true Christians, ‘those who have the 
Spirit, and his influences and gifte.’ I doubt not 
that the ancient translators, though they followed 
closely the original, and so preserve its uncer- 
tainty, understood waco: of p And so 
Beza, Pisc., Calv., Grot. (who follows closely za, 
— Eatius (after T. Aquinas), and Bp. 
Pearce. By Abp. Newc., Doddr., and Sclater, 
however, it is explained to mean ‘ail in 
whom are the above faculties,’ which sense is 
ey — 

7. After finishing the elimax produced by the 
idea of Kupios having been suggested by the use 
of the correlative term draxovia, the Apostle 
returns to the agency of the Holy Spirit, on which 
he expatiates in the remaining portion of the sec- 
tion. The miraculous endowments, by the exer- 
cise of which the influence of the Divine Donor 
was manifested, were not conferred for the pur- 
poses of ostentation and vanity; but each recipient 
was so favoured, that he might contribute that 
which, in bis particular circumstances, might be 

= 
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most advantageous to the interests of the Gospel, 
ver. 7. (Dr. Henderson. )—ixáoro dà didora:, 
&c., meaning, * But to each [in particular] is 
given the manifestation of the Spirit [vouchsafed 
to him], and that for usefulness (namely, to the 
Church at large.) [not for ostentation or lucre's 
sake, to himself].—4a»ípecic ov IIrebyu. is 
for pay. xaplouaros Tivos ToU IIysóu. ‘ Thus 
the xápicua was (as Bp. Sanderson observes) a 
manifestation of the Spirit, just as every other 
seneible effect is a manifestation of its proper 
cause. The Apostle now proceeds to notice the 
gifts separately ;—a subject to us of the most 

iffüicult nature, inasmuch as arduous must be 
the attempt to settle the exact nature, and mark 
the discrimination of these xaploparta ; which is 
not surprising, since, as Pareus remarks, ‘we have 
lost the things which those terms were intended 
to denote.’ On this subject the earlier modern 
Commentators (with the exception of Grotius 
and Lightfoot) are but indifferent guides. In 
later times more has been accomplished by Vi- 
tringa, Owen, Whitby, Locke, Lightfoot, Lord 
Barrington ; and Bp. Horsley, Dr. Hales, 
Canon Townsend, Heydenr., Mr. well, Dr. 
Henders., Billr.,and Olsh. Yet still an obscurit 
hangs over the subject. The great error whic 
runs through the disquisitions of most of the 
above learned persons is that of supposing far 
more of rity of pa in what the Apostle 
says, S € A li me Pe 

t, he intended; thou am to admi 
P ith Dr. Henderson, that there is a rud 
Connexion in the enumeration of the gifts. Upon 
the whole, I agree with him, that * moet of the 
obscurity complained of has been occasioned 
partly by want of due attention to the structure 
of the Apostle's lan , and partly by abortive 
attempts to harmonize the list here with that at 
the end of the Chapter.’ Here, at least (vv. 9— 
11), the Apostle, I apprehend, did not intend 
any list of the yapicuara, but only 
meant to adduce, by way of example, isstanoss of 
diverstly in those gifts, even whero there seemed 
such a coincidence as might mark them out as 
belonging to the same class. It is, I should think, 
clear to demonstration, that no regular list was in- 
tended at vv. 29, 90. At ver. 28 there is, indeed, 
more appearance of it; yet even that, it secme, was 
not meant to be complete, since there is no men- 
tion made of the diaxpíc tie wyevpdros and the 
¿punvsía yXoccev, adverted to at ver. 10. With 
respect to the list of persons holding offices in the 
Church, and exercising gifts of a supernatural 
order, Dr. Henderson observes, that * it discovers 
nothing which indicates & design on the of 
the Aponle to adhere to the order in which he 
had classed the miraculous endowments, or to 
pecs the one table in juxta-position with the 
ormer.' To the latter of these assertions I en- 
tirely assent, but not quite to the former. In 
the before us (vv. 9, 10, 11), it would 
seem that the gifte are, with the exception of 
⁊ioris (which is placed alone, as being the fun- 
da principle on which ali the others rested), 
distributed into four pairs; or we may, with Dr. 
—— adopt a threefold classification, as 

ollows : 

Šë Adryos yoorews xarà, Tó avro IIvebua: 9! érépg 88 mions 

I. “Qe ui» —àÀAó*yot las. 
2. &AAw di Ayer puce. 
= ̒ETEPQ: ài = e 

. dÀAg ĉi yapicuara laudTer. 
2. 4M« 0i — Cuvdssecoy. 
3. Aw di rpodnreia. 
4. &dAw 8i Qiaxpílasis wvevpdree. 
IIL 'E'TEPQ. di yivn yAwoccev. 

A oo ài —— — 
o advert to the first of theee,_Asyee cedat 

and Adyet yvrecews, the distinction between 
them is variously explained. The ancient Com- 

the former to mentators, in eral, su 
denote the faculty of and teaching ; the 
latter, the mere knowledge of the Gospel, without 
the faculty of communicating that knowledge to 
others. But thus the word Acyor would, in the 
latter case, be useless: not to say that it is onl 
those higher endowments, and those by i 
Christians could be useful to the Church, that 
are here meant. Heydenr. takes Acyos 7 
of the gift of teaching and ing, in a popelar 
way, the fundamental truths of Christianity, and 
Ad-yor *ypectee ° de facultate i iosioribas res 
alhoris š inis, doctrinas sublimiores atque ar- 
canas, sermone polito coloribusque rhetoricie er- 
nato tradendi! Aud so Neander and Billroth 
explain *y»icie of the theoretical, and c of 
the cal, knowledge of the Christian religion. 
And there i$ something to countenance this view 
in the use of the word yvwore by the earlier 
Fathers. But how uncertain that interpretation 
is, may be imagined from the fact, that another 
class of Expoeitors entirely reverse the sense, 
understanding yvacews of elementary and fuade- 
mental, and coplas of more Vésod de doctrines 
and instructions, It would rather seem that 

phrases Adyor copiat and Aoyor "y»éseses, ob- 
best — 

communicating to others thi to which 
reference is made (comp. Eph. vi. 19), and there- 
fore whatever oer or yrwore may denote in 
this connexion, the Adyor was for its 
impartation to others.’ By copia, he is 
here meant the sublimer truths of the 

csar, he shows, consisted in the immediate com- 
munication of an exact and competent knowledge 
of the truths which God had already revealed 
through the instrumentality of the — 
phets and apostles, in consequence of 
Who possessed it became qualified, indepoudently 
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èv TO avro IIveóparr. G rw Se yapicpara iaudtov dv TQ aire 
IIveóparw 10) Np 66 evepynpara Suvapewr dXX Əë mpopnrela, 1-149. 
Grr Se Scaxpices mvevudtov érépp 96 yévn yrwoody, Grw Se Roe ter 

on the use of all tar inier forthwith to teach 
them to tbe church. * They differed,' continues he, 
* from the Apostles, who possessed the word of wis- 
dom, inasmuch as the latter had new truths revealed 
to them ; wheress it was the department of the 
former infallibly to explain truths and doctrines 
which had been previously divulged. They also 
differed from ordinary teachers—these being 
under the necessity of acquiring their knowledge 
of the great principles of revelation by a diligent 
study of the holy Sipari, and all the subsidiary 
means at their command ; whereas the primitive 
instructors, who were supernaturally endowed 
with the yswers here specified, were at once pre- 
pes to discharge the duties of their office. They 

imparted to them clear, accurate, and con- 
nected views of the Divine dispensations, a pro- 
found acquaintance with the more intricate and 
obecure kx of the ancient inspired oracles, and 
such enlarged and definite conceptions of the 
doctrines hed by the Apostles, as enabled 
them by their ministry greatly to contribute to 
the instruction and confirmation of the disciples 
in the faith of the Gospel.’ 

9. stipe di rieri) Su 
refer to the gifts which involv ue — of 
supernatural powers, we may-either, wi rys. 
and Heyden., explain it of the fiducia, or con- 

reliance on Divine aid, which was alwa 
ble to the working of miracles, even by 

the tles (seo Matt. xvii. 20. xxi. 21. Luke 
xvii. Le Mark iv. 40) ; or, with Dr. Hender- 
gon, understand it to denote what is commonly 
called the faith of miracles, and er saa 4 in- 
dispensable to the exercise of all the four species 
of the xapícuara which are ranged under it. 
Com Rom. xii. 2. ‘ We now (says Dr. Hen- 
derson) come to the second class of yaplopara, 
of which there are four les, ran under the 

eral head of wiorie. 

ing rioris to 

species 
Though itself a mira- 

culous endowment, and essential to the effective 
exercise of those which immediately follow in 
the classification, this wioris is to be contem- 
plated, not as a separate and distinct gift, but as 
the immediate source to which these endowments 
are to be traced, or the fundamental principle b 
which they are called into operation. It holds 
the same place in regard to the succeeding — 
pata which À¿yoe does to the two xapícuaTa 
which precede.” 

*'The first of the various classes of super- 
natural gifts placed under this special faith, as 
their operative principle, is yapícuara lauáTev, 
where the use of the pleral reference to the 
number and variet the diseases healed. The 
second class is designated fvepynpuara ëuvvé- 
pier. Between these two iculars it has 
been thought difficult to mark the distinction; 
the gift of miraculous healing (which must here 
be meant) being itself an ivipynua duvduses. 
To avoid this difficulty, some, as Mackn. and 
Heyden. explain ivepy. of an in-working of 
miracles, i. e. the enabling others to work them: 
an in tation, however, philologically invalid, 
and destitute of all foundation either in reason 
er analogy; in short, unsupported by any thing 

in the records of ecclesiastical history. Indeed, 
as Dr. Henderson observes, **to thus operate on 
the human mind is the sole prerogative of him 
who * worketh all in all,” v. 6. e can only 
su that the Apostle has reference to mira- 

ows powers in eral. The terms are, in- 
Sy ee were a] pe fum their pie Fa 
pair), transposed, as we find from vv. ; in 
both which places ivapy. dv». is placed beforo 
the xap. laj., and that as proceeding from genus 
to les. — 'EvspyñuarTa may be considered 
as descriptive not of the act of performing 
the miracles, but of the effects of that power 
by which they were performed. Both words 
may indeed be taken as a common hendiadys, 
and are equiv. to ivepynjuata Óvvaá, miracu- 
lous results. Under this expression were, as 
Olshaus. well observes, included, besides healing, 
all those specially miraculous gifts mentioned 
in Mark xvi. 18 Acts v. 1 seq. Add Matt. 
vii. 22, óvráusie o) A àe bmroicauss. The dif- 
ference between the áyepyy. dus. and the yapieu. 
lau. may be what Mr. Alexander on Billroth in 
loco thinks, namely, that the latter was the power 
of miraculously and instantaneously performing 
ne wu —— the — of — instrumen- 

i slow-degrees and great labour to accom- 
plial; akaroa tho former was tho power of 
Forking miracles in cases where no human agency 
cou 

10. wpopnrsla] This, as Dr. Henderson 
shows, is to be understood of prophecy in its 
fullest extent; namely, prophesying future events, 
to the existence of which faculty the New Test. 
supplies abundant evidence; and in this extent 
of signification it is not without reason assigned 
to faith as its operative principle. With this is 
classed, as a cognate gift, the dcaxploas arvav- 
n &Tw», or faculty of determining (as Chrysostom 
and other ancient Commentators suppose) on the 
pretensions of persons to the gift of prophecy and 
teaching, and, indeed, of spiritual gifts in Y uus 
ral, and sometimes (as we find from xiv. 29) on 
the mode of exercising even acknowledged gifts. 
This faculty may best be thought to denote 
the distinguishing [by Divine inspiration] per- 
sons possessed of spiritual gifts (especially those 
of prophecy and teaching) from mere pretenders 
to them, whether deceiving or being deceived. 
Their office was not merely to discern and die- 
tinguish true from false pretensions, but to ex- 
poee the latter to the view of others, and hence 
almost required the additional gift of the xpo- 
gnrela, in the sense above laid down. The 

ns in —X are here, as at 2 Thess. ii. 2. 
John iv. 2, 3, called myeúuara, as professing 

to speak áv IÍvsúuaTu from the extraordinary 
impulse of the Spirit. 

— yíyn yAwccay —ipuyvsla yrwoocwv) This 
last-mentioned class and pair of gifts (so placed, 
doubtless, to intimate the inferior estimation in 
which the Apostle held them) are the faculty of 
speaking in various sorts of lan never pre- 
viously learnt, and the interpretation (doubtless 
in the vernacular ton e) of what was uttered 
by the persons endued with the gift of tongues. 
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1 Rom. 18. 
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t4 yàp TO copa čv eats, Kat ÉAN Eyes TroXXÀ, Travta bé Tà pén 

Gal 338 38, Ó APLOTOS. 

L17. eire éXeUÜepor Kal Trávres 

These two gifts did not necessarily go ther 
(i.e. the latter with the former), though (as we 
may infer from xiv. 5, 13) they sometimes ac- 
companied each other. 

ll. wavra 8 ravra —floóAsTat] meaning: 
* Now that One and the same Spirit inworketh all 
these [diversities of gifts], dividing and distri- 
buting to cach [of the persons favoured with 
them} separately his own gift, as he pleaseth." 

12. xa¥amwep yap, Under a metaphor 
derived from the mutual dependence of the 
various parts of the human body, the Apostle (as 
at Rom. xii. 4, 5) inculcates the lesson, that all 
true members of the Christian body should so 
act as to form one united whole, each mutual! 
contributing to the common benefit of the Church 
Universal. Render: ‘For as the body is but 
one, and [yet] hath many members, and all the 
members of this one body, many as they are, are 
but one body, so also is Christ (i. €. his Church) 
but one.'—rov ivds is omitted in 7 ancient un- 
cials, and 6 cursives (I add Lamb. 1184), and 
some Versions, and is cancelled b holz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; and, indeed, internal 
evidence is rather against it; but there is no 
sufficient authority for removing it. 

18. xal yap iv dvi IIv., &c.| Render: ‘For 
through (the operation of] one Spirit we all have 
been baptized into (or unto) one body,’ i. e. so 
as to form one body. On the sense intended in 
this verse, I am still of the same opinion as 
formerly, and see no reason to desert the 
ancient and generally received interpretation. 
By so doing we become involved in a maze of 
discordant interpretations all liable to more or 
less of serious objection, and fequiring us to 
cancel the ele before [vetua, which word, in- 
deed, is in a few ancient MSS. and some Ver- 
sions and Fathers not found, and has been re- 
moved from the text by Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf, yet not on just critical grounds; though 
indeed, were the word away, that circumstance 
would not weaken the evidence existing for the 
common interpretation, And as to the argument 
from the usus / i, urged by those who adopt 
the novel interpretations, that 1s not so weighty, 
in the case of the Pauline Epistles, as is the 
evidence of the context, which here almost re- 
quires us to take Iveta, not of spirit or mind, 
but of the Holy Spirit, in his Divine influences 
and gifts of — not, I apprehend, as 
some contend, the miraculous gifts of the Spirit, 
for that is excluded by the term wavres, which 
must confine the sense to those ordinary opera- 
tions of the Spirit given to every man to profit 
withal, by illuminating, sanctifying, and other- 
wise making its recipients ‘ meet for the inherit- 
ance of the saints in light. Again, I sce no 
reason to reject the opinion of almost all the 

^ , ma €^ e % ^ e 4 

Tov ca@patos [Tov évòs], ToXXà OvTa, čv EoTL ca obrw xai 
13 m Ka; yàp èv én. IIveúparı "neis mávres eis êv 

cpa éBarricOnpev’ eire '[ouëato, eire “EXAnves, elre Soos 
eis êv IIveüua érroricOnpev. 1* xai 

ancient, and the greater part of the modern Ex- 
positors, that the words of the verse have especial 
reference te the communication of the gifts of 
graco conferred in the two sacraments of i 
and the supper of the Lord. This view Chrys. 
adopts, though, for homiletic edification, he mixes 
up the other. It has been adopted, and ably 
supported, by Estius, and scarcely lees so by 
Heydenr., who well states the objections to the 
other modes of interpretation, the principal of 
which he shows would make the Apostle express 
the same thing in other words. There is sorely 
no difficulty in supposing ¿mor(c0. sic i» 
II»suua put, per of a part for the 
whole of the eucharistic solemnities, leaving one 
species to be understood from the other, namely, 
food from drink, as in the case of sroTúpsos, 
supra, x. 16 and 21. I would render cis i» 
IIveuga £orícOnusv, not ‘drink into,’ but in, 
equiv. to ‘of one spirit.’ Upon the whole, the 
sense of the verse cannot be better € 
than in the words of Estius (where he closely 
follows Chrys. and Theophyl.) as follows : * omnes 
fideles, velut unius corporis membra, quemad- 
modum regenerationem habent communem per 
baptismum, ita nutritionem quoque communem 
s re per cucharistim sacramentum, And this 
ew o the sense is — — Hyper., Calv., 

aud Beza. Of these Hyper. well remarks, that 
‘Spiritum mei in recto usu sacramentorum, et 
Spiritum in illis agere aliquo modo indicatar." 
And Calvin yet more precisely and ably: *Le- 
quitur — de baptismo fidelium, qui per 
gratiam Spiritüs est efficax : multis enim literalis 
tantum est baptismus, symbolum abeque effectu. 
Sed fideles rem simul percipiunt cum sacramente, 
adeoque respectu Dei semper hoc verum est, 
baptismum tnsitionem esse in corpus Christi. 
optimum temperameutum tenct hic apostolus 
quum hanc quidem baptismi naturam esse docet, 
nos coadunare in Christi corpus. Ne quis tamea 
externo — hoc fieri imagivaretur, addit 
esse opus Spiritüs Sancti.’ And he proceeds to 
explain agreeably to the view of the sense 
above laid down) sls as put for i», ‘of, showing 
the meaning to be, that ‘ the Me tion of the 
cup imports that we all drink of the same spi- 
ritual drink; for we drink that vivifying bloed 
of Christ, that we may have a common life with 
him ° (see John vii. 37 seqq.), which is the case 
when he lives in us by his Spirit. 

14. In this and the next two verses the parallel 
is further developed and illustrated. Of xai yee 
TÒ cwmpa—wodda the sense is, ‘It is not one 
member, however important, which constitutes 
the body, but all together; an ment often 
employed by orators to excite ! ies of men 
to unanimity and concord. The Apostle had 
probably in mind the well-known apologue in 
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, which was probably derived (together with 
most of his som) from the Zast, that ever- 
fertile source of fable. 

_ 15. idv elwy 6 rots, &c.] So it is said in a 
similar of Dionys. Hal., xai Aéyoia» ol 
piv wodss, rad way ix’ avTOis TÒ copa ixi- 
kevTat, 

— o0 rapa TovTo—c(ópnaTos] * it does not on 
this account form no part of the body ;' wa 
here signifying propter, as Thucyd. ii. 141. The 
n Tapa TOVTO is found in Deut. xxiii. 5. 

lut. Camill. 128. Xen. Mag. Eq. i. 5. Dio 
Cass. 171, 96. 320, 98. The foregoing is the 
sense, according to the punctuation which Í have 
adopted, with several eminent Editore and Trans- 

uired by the proprietas lingua. 
Those who adopt the interrogation are obliged to 
sink the second ov by calling in the rule that 
two negatives make an affirmative; which prin- 
ciple will not apply in a construction like the 
present. 

18. »vvi di, &c.] Here we have another argu- 
ment, from the ordination of God. (Calv.) ‘ But 
as they are now constituted, God hath placed the 
members, each of them in the body in that situ- 
ation, and for that office, which it hath pleased 

m. 
19. al 82 ñv, &c.] ‘But if all the members 

were one member, where would be the body ?" 
q. d. there would be no body. 

20. Here we have a repetition, in order the 
more strongly to impress the great truth, on 
which the whole question turned. 

21. So far it has been shown what is the office 
of the inferior members ; namely, to minister to 
the body at large, and not to envy the superior 
ones. Now, from the converse Paul lays it down 
as the duty of the worthier members not to de- 

ise tbe inferior, whom they cannot do without. 
Calv.) The general sense intended in vv. 21— 

is, that *as the body consists of many mem- 
bers, disposed according to the pleasure of God 
(vv. 14— 20),—and as all, in their different ways, 

lators, and as is 

are osy useful (vv. 21—26), so is it in the 
Church, wherein God has appointed various offices 
(vv. 27—30); and hence all should keep the 
bar of the Spirit in the bond of peace.’ 

. rd doxouvra pidn T. c. dovev.] Tt is not 
agreed whether this refers to the eyes, or the 
brains, or the lungs and ixtestines. But there is 
no reason why it should not have reference to all 
such as are at once fragile, and yet indis- 
pensable to the functions of the whole body. 

23. &Tiuó spa] By this is meant ‘ the lower 
of the trunk of the body,’ espec. as Abp. 

Newcous thinks, ‘the ducts by which nature 
throws off what is redundant:' to which add, 
that yaorip is evidently implied; as also in 
Dionys. Hal. 1239, 12, Ka0d^so iv rote copa- 
ow huiev ñ Nodopoupivn [n yaoThp| rò rey 
wavray Tpipa TÒ coma Tpebou vn, Kal eost 
ewlonivn. Tiu. wepioo. meaning, ‘the more 
studjously clothing and cherishing them with 
raiment.’ The words xal ta doyypuova, &c., 
form a sort of perallelism on the former, to in- 
troduce the paronomasia between dox. and sicy. 
Comp. Diod. Sic. lib. v. 32, rd mpóßara ois 
&píois Thy oxévv dua xai svoxnpocbyny Tepi- 
Wott. 

24. ob xpelav xs] Sub. iva abrois Tiuhv 
wepioc. wepitlOauer. By the term evoyjpova 
Se. Paul adverts to the face, hands, &c.—4AA' 
ò Ocoe—ripty. ‘But God hath attempered [the 
various parts of] the body, by bestowing more 
abundant care and attention on any meaner part.’ 
By cuvsxépacs it is intimated, that ‘God hath 
so attempered by such a nice adjustment of the 
various offices, and peculiar benefits, of the seve- 
ral members of the body, as to form one harmo- 
nious whole.’ On this force of cuvyxep. see m 
note on Thucyd. xvi. 18, 5, Evyxpa0£v. Wi 
+ó ald uspuy. (which ja a rare phrase) comp. 
+ó — dpovety in Rom. xii. 16; xv. 5. Phil. 
ii. 

25. a xícpua] ‘division, separation,’ by which 
the Tonie — want mutual aid. 
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26. doF4Yerac] Thie must be interpreted 
agreeably to the antithetical sráexs:, and the 
synonymous evyxaípu ; and the senso is, * che- 
rished, or ‘receives due attention; comp. the 
use of iu?) supra v. 23. — 

27. The Apostle proceeds to an ication of 
the foregoing apt similitude, of the — body, 
to the case of the Corinthians, as forming the 
mystical body of Christ. 

28. lero) ‘hath constituted; a sense some- 
times occurring in the Classical writers. On the 
various names of offices in this verse, seo Notes 
supra, vv. 8—10.—dstrepoy wpophTar, rplrov 
$)idacx,. Dr. Robinson [s — AE su 

the mpopńrye to have di m the 
eea hos in this, that ° while the latter spoke 
in a calm, connected, didactic discourse, adapted 
to instruct and palignies ; the former spoke more 
from the impulse of sudden inspiration from the 
light of a sudden revelation at the moment; (so 
éToxáAwiis, infra xiv. 30;) and hie discourse 
was probably more adapted, by means of power- 
ful exhortations, to awaken the feelings and con- 
sciences of the hearers." One thing seems plain, 
—that the d:ddaxaXos, though not specified at 
xii. 8—10, were persons who possessed a lower 
degree of the Aóyos ywwoews, and perhaps for 
purposes of practical utility in teaching; the 
other in preaching the truths of the Gospel. 
— duvdmers] Equiv. to ivepyħuara  Qvrd- 

pto at ver. 10; meaning, ‘the persons having 
those powers.’ —dvr:\ ýy sis, cuBepyices. Theeo 
are terms not found either at vv. 8, 9, 10, or at 
vv. 29, 30, though here inserted, because the pre- 
sent particulars are more in the form of a regular 
list. With to the former, the most pro- 
bable of the many opinions as to the office thereby 
designated is, that it is equiv. to the didxovor, or 
* persons who attended to the sick poor, and desti- 
tute, and who probably had other similar duties, 
not always the same. Such, too, is, I find, the 
view adopted by Dr. Henderson, who thinks that 
these terms can only, with propriety, be referred 
to the administration of the affairs of the Church; 
the one designating the Deacons, whoee office it 
was to afford dvríAm[r«s to the poor, and other- 
wise assist in conducting the affairs of the Church; 
the other, the Elders or Bishops, on whom, as 
WpoicTausvot, WeoecTwres, Or yyovmevar, de- 
volved its xuBipynow in regard to worship or 
discipline. —The term xvfepriicsie seems to be 
best explained by the ancient Commentators to 
mean ‘those who had the government of a Church, 

Sl p Znroure 66 ta yapicpata 

and the management of its affairs (as an Eccle- 
siastical body); a name of office formed on that 
of the Ruler of the S among the Jews, 
rim which — m in the office of pr 

resbyter, the 4rposcréeTes wpecBbrepa 
1 Tim. v. 17. The above view is confirmed 
what is said at a similar passage of Rom. xii. 7, 
wbere, after the eame comparison as occurs at 
vv. 12—17, the — argues from thence as te 
the use of the ous xapíeuaTa, to which he 
then refers, but in a general way: sire ó Tape- 
carey, ip TH wapaxAnoe’ Ó weradidobs, ip 
dwornte 6 9poiaTduevos, lv crovey’ ó idee, 
iv lAapornr:, where arpoc. and diaxovía are. | 
think, meant to refer to the grand division of the 
gifte (by which are to be understood the gifts of 
all those under the rank of Apostles) into presak- 
pr Aad aae: ri mistration, Cieaxovia, ot 
olxovouía. Then, in what follows, he means to 
refer to the distribution of the former into 
tag and £ ing (answering to = yrsia and 
écdacKxaX la here) t for anu wapaxahev. ‘O 
peradscode and ó sáv there seem to corre- 
pond to dyrirX ace here; and ó weotordamuerct 

ere to xuBepyjcere here: see the Notes on 
that passage. Finally, the gift yéon yAwovas 
must, from a comparison of verse 10 and verse 
30, be supposed to include épunrsía yAwoowr. 
Nay, some Versions and insert épuyecia 
y^occar,—important as an i : 

91. YnAours dd—xpelrrova Commen- 
tators, ancient and modern, take YA. as not ia 
the Imperat. but in the 7sdécat., and take the 
sentence as š ive. This, however, is liable 
to much objection; for on Mr. Simeon 
Hor. Hom. App. v. p. 192) ° the same word occurs 

in at the commencement of chap. xiv. (the 
whole of chap. xiii. being parenthetical, and ex- 
planatory of the last) ; and it is in 
understood in any other way than 
Indeed, the difficulty which has induced Com- 
mentators to abandon the usual maire] qQ 

term 

of bei 

——— 

which (nÀ. is taken as in the Imperative 
entirely vanish, when we recollect that 
word of middle signification. Now, if 
be taken in a good sense (of which see exx. ia 
Rec. Syn.), the Apostle will mof, as bas beca 
thought, *thus unsay wbat be bas before 
saying. The sense intended by the A 
the passage seems to be as follows: * Have aif 
you the higher gifts? No; but all (you 
carnestly desire them. Be it seo. Seek 
them by a wrestling in prayer with God, ye 
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have the lesser.” The Imperat has often this 
sense of per me licet. The next words may be 
rendered, ‘ And yet a more excellent way show I 
now unto you.’ I agree with Mr. Alf., that 
* Paul is not framing a comparison between Love 
and the Gifts, —but pointing out the only way in 
which gifts can be made effectual in the highest 
sense.” And in very nearly the same manner I 
long ago explained this passage in my Recens. 
yn. 

XIIL 1. This verse ought not to have been 
separated from the last of the preceding chapter; 
since it is closely connected with it. a order to 
fully expose the error of the Corinthians, in over- 
valuing and priding themselves ou spiritual gifts, 
—without — to the graces of the Spirit, 
and ordinary lness as regarded their Chris- 
tian brethren,—the Apostle now declares the 
most illustrious of them to be as nothing com- 

with charity ; his object being to fix the 
attention of the Corinthian Church on the in- 
trinsic superiority of Christian charity to all the 
supernatural gifts be had enumerated, the most 
illustrious of which are nothing compared with 
LOVB. enden: : — if Í by tho rg 
guages of men, yea, of angels; equiv. to 
can speak,’ or ‘could ipa. as the Pesch. Syr. 
Version renders; and so in the next words, ‘and 
should not have love, I am become (no better 

text,— wherein are describe 
this &yémn,—' the principle of love, —of course 
to man, but at the same time ‘ istian love ;° 
i.e. such a love to man as is founded, as to its 
ultimate object, on love to Gop, and regard to 
his will (see John xiv. 21, 23) ;—his will being, 
that his rational creatures, dependent as they are 
on each other by various mutual wants, should 
Jove each other. In the next words the epithets 
j xav and &AcA. are ill rendered in 
* Sounding’ is too indefinite to express xar, 
and ' tinkling’ is almost the reverse of what is 
called for by áAaX. From the use of áAaA. 
derived from 4AXaAd, the ‘skout, or ‘halloo, 
or the battle), St. Paul may be supposed to 
bare naa " mind two miliary instruments, the 

OL. li. 

Luke 17. 6. 
Rom. 14. 7. 
ch. 13. 8, 9, 

& 14.1, 6—9. 
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former, corresponding to #x., either the 
iteelf, or a brazen Mind d EA like our 
—— the as Nd Virg. Ain. me 140. The 

epithet Zxav may beet be rend * pealing,’ 
with reíorence to the long-sustained sound of the 
trumpet, or horn. And so we speak of ‘ the 
pealing organ. Possibly, however, by xeXx. 
St. Paul meant some brazen instrument pro- 
ducing sound by being síruck in the manner of a 
bell with us; an opinion confirmed by Nonnus, 
Dionys. 1. xiv. and xix. (cited by Wets.), «óu- 
Baña Əsvsúouca (‘twirling’) Bapéfigoua. ó[Úuyu 
xaàxw, which points to an instrument like our 
double kettle-drum. Though, even, according to 
thie view, the same epithet will apply. So we 
say ‘to ring a peal.” With respect to áAaA., it 
is as difficult to frame such a rendering as shall 
suit alike the fone of the instrument, and the 
sense which dÀaAÀ. is capable of expressing. 
* Clanging' will exactly suit the former; but 
how that sense can be extracted from áAaA., I 
am unable to imagine. That term is not fitted 
to express any tone but one long sustained. Yet 
that is not adapted to the sound of the xuuf., 
which would require the epithet #x@v. So 
Athen., p. 361, aiAay — «ai xuuBadev 
7X02, clanging. Upon the whole, I would render by 
* sonorous, equiv. to noisy; a sense confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. sonum edens, and the Arabic 

ers., sérepitans. Be that as it may, the purpose 
of the Apostle is sof, as certain learned Commen- 
tatore suppose, to compare the persons in — 
tion to the instruments spoken of hy some Class. 
writers, by comparing philosophers, who dilated 
much on virtue, and did not practise their own 
maxime, to musical instruments which yield fine 
sounds, but are themselves devoid of the sense of 
hearing, or feeling, the music they make. "That 
view ill accords with the context, which requires 
the sense assigned by the Greek Commentators, 
and some eminent Latin ones, as Primasius and 
Est., who explain it to mean that the persons do 
no good either to themselves or to others: ‘cum 
enim careant charitate, que edificat, non utique 
dono linguarum utuntur ad aliorum edifica- 

f tionem.’ 
2. The true key to the interpretation of this 

verse is to keep in view, that the Apostle is here 
adverting to the Aighest of those spiritual gifts 
before mentioned, which the persons whom he 
was addressing could aim at,—namely, that of 
the wpogdiyra:, those possessed of the Aóyos 
sepli or the Adyos yrwoews. The rioris 
is the same as that at xii. 9 (where see note), 
but may be supposed to be of the most exalted 
kind, —namely, a faith of miracles. In Gore 
den m:ð. is an hyperbolical expression, founded 
on that of our Lord at Matt. xxi. 21, 22, and 
elsewhere.—Oùòév elu:, i.e. * I am entitled to 
no distinction on that account.” I 

3. In order to perceive the full D of tbis 
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verse, it is — to advert to the scope of the 
Apostle in the whole chapter. He is here exert- 
ing himself to leesen the too great anxiety of the 
generality of the Corinthian Christians for the 
xaplouara above mentioned; and, in order to 
do this the more effectually, he brings forward a 
certain principle, which, he says, is more offica- 
cious than them all, —nsmely, ay. 

The Apostle speaks in the first pereon singular 
rather than the second — plural, Ye, or the 
ret person plural, We) in order as much as pos- 

sible to avoid giving offence; especially as he 
meant, in deecribing Christian charity, to 
obliquely censure the uncharitable spirit of 
many Corinthian Christians of the highest spi- 
ritual endowments. This indirect censure is 
discernible in the mode of distributing the vari- 
ous particulars, which form the component parts 
of the t and comprehensive virtue here in- 
culcated, —namely, into foo parts; the former 
consisting of segations, the latter of ions ; 
the first showing what Christians ought not to be 
though too many of them aro) : the second what 
ey ought to be, and must be, if they hope to be 

accepted of God. 
e present is, indeed, a portion of Scripture 

of such great importance, that a more particular 
statement of its plan may be not unacceptable. 
In the first four verses of this chapter the Apostle 
shows in the strongest terms, and illustrates by 
the liveliest images, tbe transcendent superiority 
of Christian Love over even the most illustrious 
spiritual gifts; and, in order to show the indis- 
pensable necessity thereof in order to attain ac- 
ceptance with God, he sete himself to establish 
the important truth, that however those gifts 
might edify others, Christian charity could alone 
benefit ourselves. Having said thus much in re- 
commendation of this Divine principle, he pro- 
ceeds, in vv. 4—7, to describe it; and that by 
pone to its effects and properties, as the 
marks by which it may be distinguished from 
counterfeits, or such as are only (as alme-giving) 
a , and not the whole. The remaining verses 

ec are illustrative of the superiority 
ef Christian charity to every other principle, 
even the graces of Faith and Hope, highly essen- 
tial as these are to salvation; and that on the 
ground both of its peresaify, as compared with 
the temporary nature and purpose of spiritual 
gifts, even of the moet illustrious kind, —and 
also of its own intrinsic , as rich in 
bleesings to man, which redounds to the glory of 
God.—In the words idv Wuplow, &c., and éàr 
wapadw, &c., the Apostle seems to have intended 
to give an example of two of the most remarkable 
of those external marke of religion, in its prin- 
cipal parte,—love to God, and to man; and thus 
to show that if even these be of no worth, it must 
à fortiori be true of others. On the force of 
We. see my Lex. 
— ià» wapude—xaviijcepat}) Alluding, it 

is thought, to what is said at . lii. 28. of 
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, that they 
‘yielded up their bodies to be burned, that the 
might not serve any god except their own God.’ 

**'H ayamm paxpoOupel, NENT TE VET ae 4) áryáarn ov nào? ý 
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Here, then, is supposed the very laying down 
one's life, by martyrdom, in the moet cxcru- 
ciating tortures, to testimony to the truth 
of our religion. That this, however, may be 
done from fanaticism, obstinacy, vain-glory. and 
such other carnal motives, tho reeords of le- 
siastical History amply prove. 

4. Having said thus much in commendation of 
this divine principle of Love, finely designated 
by Milton as ‘the golden key, which opes the 
palace of eternity,’ the Apostle praceeds to de- 
scribe it; and that as a man would geld, by 
showing its effects and abstract pertica, and 
the marks by which it may be di ished. Of 
these characteristics no less than fifteen particu- 
lars are brought forward. And even these are 
not to be regarded as all that could be adduced, 
but as so many apt exempl. fications of the grace of 
Christian love, just as we have at ch. xii. exem- 
plifications of the spiritual gifte: in short. sach 

imens of the grace in question, as those of the 
un te SITAS Gal. v. 16 seqq. Of the terms 

which express these specimens, the /sbo scem 
designed to give a general view of — 
those following, a special one, comprehending the 
particulars therein contained. Of these two, the 
first, nakpotvusi, ‘is long-suffering, denotes the 
enduring patiently all kinds of evil, as contrasted 
with a spirit quick in taking affront, and bitter 
in retaliating a suppoeed injury, as the second, 
XenoravecGa:s, signifies ° to be, or to show one- 
self yenorde, which has the same extent of 
signif. as our Adjective good, denoting ‘ benevo- 
lent, benignant, gentle, kind-hearted.’ Chrys. 
has here a nn lanation of ypyerevsta:, 
from which the following scholium of Theephyl. 
is derived : "Ewerdh é rivet o? oòx ale @:Ào- 
coplay Ty naxpolvuía xéypnrrai, dAd wod- 
Aáxie Tove xat’ abrav Ópyi(ouívorc Surye- 
AcerreS xai slowvevonevor, œe ŠNO: maxpo- 
Oupor, náXXov uvrodt worovorw ixxaleoOa TH 
Spy dia ToUVTÓ $ucu Td ypnoreserat, 
é&rri Tov, xpnoTOÓ» 5n0os xai &caxov iv- 
ÓcíkvuTai. The same matter occurs, but in a 
more complete form, in (Ecumen. Thus evil 
is overcome with the maxim is far 
superier to the boasted ‘ Bear and forbear’ of 
the Pa Comp. supra vi. 6, and Gal 
v 
— ob YnrAot] This seems directed against the 

envious spirit with which the possessors of the 
higher gifts were viewed by those who had the 
lesser, or none at all.—od wepwepeverac. Most 
ancient and many modern Commentators (espec. 
the more recent) explain it (bv a reference to its 
derivation from the old Latin perperms, and the 
JEolic wipwepor), ‘to act precipitately and 
rashly;' a signif. confirmed and illustrated by 
Wets., with numerous examples from the Class, 
writers, and which has much to recommend it; 
but is here scarcely agreeable to the context 
Hence we may rather adopt the sense assi 
8 some ancient, and several eminent m 
ommentators, ‘vaunteth not itself” — &AeTe- 

paverat, & signif. of the word found in Polyb 
and Mare. Anton. It would seem that rsp- 
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wepeverat, 28 well as ductovrat, denotes ‘ pride, 
and vanity, on account of certain external ad- 
vantages." And it is obvious how inconsistent 
such dispositions are with the love here incul- 
cated, inasmuch as they sow the seeds of hatred 
and variance. Comp. Rom. xii. 3. 

5. oóx aoynuovet} Of this term the e 
sitions are very various, and mostly unsatis 
tory. The ier modern Expositors take the 
sense to be, ‘non agit inverecundé,’ ‘doth not 
behave iteelf unseemly ; while most of the recent 
Commentators explain it (after Grot.), ‘avoids 
whatever in the opinion of men may be base or 
unseemly.’ The former interpretation is the 
simpler and more natural, and may very well 
include the latter. The word is, indeed, properly 
& dramatic term, and was used of an actor who 
did not su the cya, or deportment, suit- 
able to his assumed character. The meaning, 
then, would be, * avoide all such conduct as may 
be indeeorous, or, in common estimation, un- 
becoming the professors of pure religion :' comp. 
Rom. xit l7. 'This, however, is not sufficiently 
suitable to the context, where the term properly 
groups with the preceding, and seems to form the 
ighest stage in the climax at wepwepeveTat, 

@uowera:, and &cxnuovei. And as wepwe- 
ptótra, and $votovTa: denote affections of the 
mind, so that may refer to the result of such in 
gesture and action. Thus it is said, Prov. xix. 1, 
° he that is perverse in his lipe, acts as a fool; or, 
as it ought to be rendered, ‘ who is a fool,’ or 
‘plays the fool.” Thus doynuovety hero seems 
to denote ‘the eagerly catching at applause, and 
the arrogance associated therewith.” So Calv. 
well explains, * non exultat ostentatione inepta ;' 
i.e. unbecoming the Christian character, whose 
prime virtue is humility ; see Eph. iv. 2. Thus 
é&eynuorvsi is said meiosin, for adpovel, 
' plays the fool (by boasting].' So 2 Cor. xii. 11, 
ylyova adpery Kavywuevor. So Plut. on self- 
praise, obrws of wesveovres twalvov—atroi TH 
$uAoloEía — acynmovovew.—The next three 
terms, ov (iret Tà davtis, ov wapokdverat, 
and oë i{erat Td waxdy, are connected to- 
gether, and seem meant to illustrate the pre- 
ceding; and if so, they relate to the same subject ;— 
thusdenoting not (as they are commonly explained) 
selfishness in general, —but that species of 1t which 
is a constant concomitant of pride, and consists 
in men making claims on others beyond what 
their merit will justify ;—the very character of 
the proud man, who is, in fact, ever ready to take 
offence where none is meant, prone to euspect 
evil or injury to be intended ; and, as it were, 
keeps a note-book for future retaliation ; which 
two last traits seem meant in où ^rapoEoveTat, 
and ob Aey((T«« TÒ Kaxdy, of which the first 
should be rendered, ‘is not prone to exaspera- 
tion,’ or ‘bitter anger;’ and the second, * does 
not enter down the evil, or wrong, for future 
avengement.’ 

6. où Xaípa iwi 7H adcxla}] Render: ‘re- 
joices not over iniquity ;’ i. e. at its commission. 
—ovyxalpa dé rz áA. Here the ov» is not, as 
many suppose, pleonastic; nor can be said to be 

1 John 8. 16, 
17. 
e Ps. 10. 8. 

15.4 Rom. 1.38% 3 John & $. 

absolutely put for iri, siuce of this use there is 
no proof. Meyer, in order to preserve the force 
of vY x. renders, ‘rejoices with the Truth; 5 
4A n0., he says, being thus personified, and ‘ mean- 
ing (says Alf), the spread among men of the 
Truth of the Gospel, and, indeed, of the truth in 
general.” But I cannot digest this harsh per- 
sonification, more suited to a Pindaric Ode, than 
to the plain, but sweetly running prose of this 
lovely Chapter. Besides, this interpretation is 
forbidden by the former member of the antithesis 
which is thus destroyed. Moreover, there is no 
need to resort to this personification, since, while 
adopting the literal rendering, ‘rejoiceth with 
the truth, we have only to suppose it a brief, 
and somewhat uncouth mode—quite Johannean 
—of expressing the full sense, ‘rejoiceth with 
== at) the existence of true and genuine vir- 
tue; q.d. ‘rejoiceth not in any [reported] 
iniquity, but in any truly existing virtue.’ The 
Antithesis is confirmed, and the idiomatic use of 
the terms dédix. and d4A:0. is paced beyond 
doubt, by Rom. ii.8, dwacVoves piv TH à) nbeía, 
wad. dè Ty ádixía, where see note. And to the 
same purpose, 1 find Eetius explain. How easily 
n Ad — p P virtue AT be inter- 
ehanged will sufficiently appear, if we consider 
that (as Bp. Warburton —* observes, Sermon 
on 2 Pet. i. 4—7) * Truth and Virtue are twin- 
bern sisters, and, with only a name of distinc- 
tion, participate of one common nature; Truth 
being speculative virtue, and Virtue only prac- 
tical truth.’ Comp. John iii. 21, Š worwy riv 
åA hbeiav. 

7. Wo aro now come to the afirmative par- 
ticulars.—oriys:. In order to avoid what seems 
tautology, if the word be explained according to 
its usual sense, beareth, Expositors have proposed 
various other senses, only one of which, how- 
ever, is entitled to attention; namely, tegit, re- 
licel, covers, su ; as in Ecclus. viii. 20; 
and l Pet. iv. 8, mp0 mávTæv di Tw elc iav- 
ToUc dwyáwnv ixravy Éxyovrae, OTi N ayawy 
Kadiwes vAÀ58os auapriov. Yet it would be 
difficult to justify the sentiment, ‘charity sp- 
presseth all things; for surely the kindness thus 
shown to one, and he an offender, would be 
cruelty to society at large. Hence it is better to 
adhere to the ordinary sense of oriye, — 
as it is by all the ancient Versions and the usus 
loquendi of the Apostle. So 1 Thess. iii. 1, 5, 
pnxéte oriyovres, ‘no longer enduring. Or 
rather the term is here to be taken as at supra 
ix. 12, dAAd wavra oréiyopep, * we have in all 
things &bstained from the use of this power or 
right to be maintained at the expense of our 
converts. And such seems the sense here in- 
tended ; namely, that true Charity up with 
much abridgment of her Christian liberty. rather 
than give needless offence to others by the 
demand of her proper rights, on the uee of things 
lawful; see supra x. 23. and Bp. Sanderson's 
Sermon on that text. It is plain that the wayra 
here must be taken with the same limitation 
(according to the cireumstances of the ease) as 
in the RON following. —3árra TiocTsUt:, l. 0. 
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‘animated by such a spirit as is disposed to hope, 
and, as far as plain facts will permit, to believe 
the best’ of others. Such s spirit as, in the 
words of Seneca, Epist. v. ll, *quidquid du- 
bium est, humanitati inclinat ad melius.—wdavra 
vwopiver, the best comment on this may be 
found in the words of 2 Tim. ii. 10, wayra 
bwoutveo (endure) dia Tobe éxAeKxTods, Iva kal 
avTol cwTnpías TúXect. 

8. To «how the ount pre-eminence of 
Love above spiritual Gifts, the Apostle, in con- 
clusion, adduces another, and the strongest, 
ground of superiority (thue showing it to be 
really the xa’ UxepBoArny óóóv he had termed 
it supra xii. 31), —namely, in its sempiternity ; 
—its eternal abiding, when other have 
passed away; it remaining in time, and enduring 
to eternity. 
— ovdiwors ixaiwra] i.e. ‘is never to 

cease Meaning that, as it is heavenly in its 
nature, so it ie eternal in its duration ; and 
whereas prophecies, tongues, &c., are but for a 
time, charity is to remain for ever. 

— tlre dà wpodnteiac, &c.) The elre is 
mostly interpreted that the sense may be, ‘ What- 
ever portion of these spiritual gifts be 
by any one.” But it seems rather to be, * What- 
soever spiritual gifts of this kind there may be ;` 
meaning, all imaginable ones, and in every con- 
ceivable degree.—KatrapynOncovrar. Render: 
‘shall be done away,—namely, by being no 
longer of any use. I'vwors here simply denotes 
the wn gift so called. 

9, 10. Here the Apostle states the reason why 
these and such like spiritual gifts will cease and 
be done away,—rnamely, because they will be 

ly useless, and partly imperfect, —and accord- 
ingly will have to be su by the perfect 
knowledge to be enjoyed in heaven. 

9. ix uípovs] It is here meant, that both the 
endowments and the use of these spiritual gifts 
are alike imperfect, as compare with that degree 
of both which is Imagina le, or with tbe com- 
plete diecoverics of another world. 

11. * We have here,’ as Hyper. says, ‘a con- 
firmatio probationis à simili; ‘for, continues 
he, * this trutb, that the thing must necessarily 
be so, the Apostle now illustrates by two simili- 
tudes derived from common life; one taken 
from the state of boyhood as compared to man- 
hood, the other from the view of objects through 
an obscure medium, as compa with one 
through a pellucid one.' 
— we vhr. ipp.) 

child, had the dispositions, feelings, and under- 
standing of a child.—'Q« výr. iAoy., i. e. ‘I 
reasoned about things with a childish ignorance’ 
and misapprehension. 

i.e. ‘I was affected as a’ 

yoa, TavcovTar eire vatis, KatapynOjcera. 9 èx pépous 
yàp ywocropev, kal èx pépous Trpodryrevouey 10 órav Se Eby 

eb 818.. TÒ TéAELOV, TOTE TO Ex pépous KatapynOnoerat. 
éXdXovv, ws výmios éfpovovy, ws vimos Noyi- 

toun ore dé yéyova avip, KaTHpynKka Tà ToU variov. 1268 Baé- 

N Ore jus» 

— xaTipynxa Ta ToU vywlov) ‘I dismissed, 
disannulled, did away with the thi trifles, 
toys of the boy. So Hom. Od. i. 296, where 

entor says to Telemachus, ovdi ti ce yxp9 
Nmriáas óxisw (to take up with childish play), 
irel ob« iTi TnÀÁkos (i.e. výriot) tool. Seo 
also Philoetr. Vit. Ap. i. 17, p. 22, and Horat. 
Carm. iv. 10, 7. The cation (left to be 
supplied) is,—* Such will be the attainments in 
knowledge of the heavenly state, as compared 
Tu et imparted by the most exalted spiritoal 

uiri Here we have the application of the above 
similitude.—A érouey yap dor: QV. icómTpov 
iy alvlypnari. Some obscurity has here been 
occasioned by an intermingling of the natural 
with the metaphorical sense, and of the thimg 
itself — mn that zin which A is = 
pared. us BA évou ep, while properly be 
ing to the latter, is used for — 
¿v alviyparti, which properly belongs to tbe for- 
mer, and for which one would have 
¿uvdo@çe, is used of the latter. ‘Ev alviy. de- 
notes, as Hesych. explains, iv wapecxcacia, * by 
guess, as in attempting to solve a riddle. By 
&co*Tpos is to be understood some of those 
tran t substances, like the lapis I 
which the ancients, in the then imperfect state 
of the arts, used in their windows for glass ; sach 
as thin plates of horn, t stone, aad 
such like. These are called by Strabo Quos pa: ; 
and from Pliny we learn that some were cleer as 
crystal ; a circumstance confirmed by a passage 
of Philo Jud., p. 1052, D, trois vate Aae«g 
$iaparíci wapamAncins. It is true, that ne 
other example has been found of this use of 
icowrpoy for lom rtpov (so Hesych. explains the 
term óí(ai0por by diowrpov, diadpasic, the only 
instance that can be adduced of the Adjectice, 
from which came the Subst. diowrpov); and this 
may, perbaps, be numbered among the peculiar 
idioms occurring in St. Paul's writi Yet 
káToTTpoy is so used in Philo, de Decal, p. 
198, 34, in a similar sentiment: ot yàp dd 
kaTO Tpov $avTraciovral Tt vous Orde parrea 
Kai kocuomoiovyra. Through these substances 
they saw, indeed, the object, but somewhat ob- 
securely, and not, as through glass, with perfect 
clearness. A similar comparison occurs im a 
Rabbinical writer, Jebamoth, fol. 49, 2, * Omnes 
— viderunt per specular non lucidum: 

oses magister noster vidit per specular luci- 
dum.'—apccwroy mpr: Tpoceov. An ex- 
pression occurring in Judges vi. 22, to signify 
what is seen on the closest inspection. ‘Bre 
yvecopuat, ° Í shall tho ly know.’ Ka@or 
xal dwreyveaeOny, * even as Í am (lit. have been) 
known by God" (importing, thoroughly amd com- 
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pletely); even that God ‘who spieth out all our 
ways; nor is there a thought in our hearts but 
he knoweth it altogether.’ 

13. vvi dé) * But as things now are,’ as the 
case now stands for the present. On which sense 
of the — (found at 1 Cor. xv. 20, and 
rie ii. 13) see my notes on Thucyd. i. 122. iii. 

. iv, 126. The 8i is resumptive ; vv. 12 
being in some measure parenthetical, and merely 
illustrative of what is eaid in the The 
ae here resumes the subject before treated 
of, i. e. the superiority of Charity,—the ground 
of which superiority, though not expressed, is 
hinted at in the words vuvi uéves,—meaning, that 
the wior:e and ¿Arie only remain in use row, 
in the present state only (for ders); but the 
¿yéwn will be exerci in another world, and 
to all eternity, —when faith will be superseded 
by sight, and hope swallowed up in fruition. As 

e Apostle has before mentioned three gifts as a 
specimen of a perticular class which were to 
cease, so he here — three which are to be 

x ent in the Church. Yet there is a pecu- 
iarity, by the emphasis in the expression ‘ these 
three: with which I would comp. Thucyd. vi. 73, 
"Epp., xai 'HoaxÀ., xai Zuup., ToU Tove Tpats. 
Aristoph. Nub. 425, 'AAXA' Sri ÑT ov vouusis 
hån 010v ovdiva ÀJ mep uais, TO Xáos 
TOvTi, kal ras NadíAas, kai ri *yAorrray, 
Tpía TavTÍ; Of course ‘these three’ point 
at the peculiar spiritual graces, in place of the 
spiritual gifts, to be withdrawn when no longer 
needful to the Church. 
— Meieov dé TovTey ñ ¿yáxn] ‘not mean- 

nt (observes Bp. Bull, Harm. Apost. p. 11), 
‘that the superiority is due to love only on 
account of its enduring to another life, but also 

use in this present life it is, as the Apostle 
admits at ver. 2, far more useful and t; 
— —— on this ground it is pronounced 
peer an either of the two others. Thus it is 

ely characterized by our great epic Poet (Par. 
Leet xii. 586), ‘as the soul of all the rest.’ 
Justly is it placed by the Apostle paramount, 
both for duration, since (to use the words of 
Whitby) ‘it continues when faith shall end in 
sarge (2 Cor. v. 7), and mis in fruition (Rom. 
viii. .), and for ection, as rendering - 
us ere IN anis God" and most beneficial ie 
man.’ Comp. Matt. v. 45. Gal. v.6. James ii. 
14—17. Besides, as Calv. observes, ‘ Faith and 
hope benefit the believer himself; charity dif- 
fuses itself to others. Faith and hope savour of 
imperfection ; charity will remain even in a state 
of perfection. 

XIV. 1. ‘This and the two prece Chap- 
ters are more than any other parts of the New 
Test. useful for showing the reality, and for 
making us acquainted with the nature, of that 
most astonishing proof of the Divine original of 

the Gospel, which was set before the world in 
the sx ral gifts wherewith multitudes of 
the first Christians were endowed. For from 
the account, accidentally given in these chapters, 
of these gifts, and of the persons who 
them, of the manner of their communication and 
operation, and of the uses for which they were 
intended, we understand that they all proceeded 
from the Spirit of God, and were most astonish- 
ing in their operation; that in every Church 
greet numbers of persons possessed these gifts, 
aving received them either by an immediate 

illapse of the Holy Ghost, or by the imposition 
of the Apostles’ hands; that the spiritual men 
exercised these gifts openly before all the world, 
for the confirmation of the Gospel; and that the 
heathens who came into the Christian aseemblies 
(see ver. 24) had thereby an opportunity to know, 
and to report to others, that God was really 
among them. And, although the irregularities 
which the Corinthians were guilty of in the 
exercise of their spiritual gifts occasioned at first 
abundance of trouble to the Apostle, these ir- 
regularities are not now to be regretted. By the 
direction of God they have been the occasion of 
our receiving certain and full information con- 
cerning the existence of the spiritual gifts, the 
primitive glory of our religion, and concerning 
the way in which they were exercised by tho 
Apostles, and other spiritual men, for the over- 
turning of heathen idolatry, the establishment of 
the Gospel throughout the world, and tho edifica- 
tion of the Church itself” Mackn. In this 
Chapter is brought forward the comparative ex- 
cellence of tongues and of prophecy (vv. 1—26); 
and then are subjoined (vv. 26—40) directions 
for the proper use of cach of these £ 8. 
— OwuekeTs Thy ayarny] q.d. ‘Studiously 

endeavour to acquire this love.” The meta- 
pu is one derived from the eager pursuit of 

ttle, or the chase.—{nAoure di, &c., * but [at 
the same time] be earnestly desirous of spiritual 
gifts.” The Imperative has here, as often, a pre- 
ceplive force.—uaAXAoy di Iva wpod., ‘rather, 
however, that ye may have that of prophecy ;' 
see note on xii. 10, 2 

2. From what follows, a case is contemplated, 
which would doubtless often occur,—that the 
language so spoken was unknown to the congre- 

tion, the gift being exercised only as an evi- 
dence of the Divine origin of the Christian reli- 
gion; in which case the Apostle directs that 
there should be an interpreter.—ovx &v0p. AaAet, 
i. e. ° he, as it were, addresses not men.” It is as 
if he addressed them not; for, as the Apostle 
adda, ‘no one (nemo feré, next to none, see 
Pers. Sat. i. 1) understands him.—dAAa To 
Ow, ' but to God [only].'—*vsópaT: dé AaXet 
puor., on the exact sense here some difference 
of opinion exists. The ancient Expositors genc- 
rally, and almost al] the modern ones, suppose it 
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put for i» rveduart, and to mean, ‘although, b 
the impulse of the Holy Spirit, he speaket 
mysteries! But thus wy. will not yield a suff- 
ciently suitable sense; and the interpretation is 
forbidden by the doctrine of the Greck Article. 
It is, therefore, better (with Estius, Hyperius, 
Vorstius, Abp. Newcome, Bps. Middleton and 
Pearce, and Dr. Henderson) to take it in the 
sense mind, ` in his mind ; rendering, with Ca- 
saubon, ‘Quippe cum nemo intelligat; sed 
animo loquitur arcana ;' for, as observes Casau- 
bon, it being the purpose of speech, *ut animi 
sensum dec t aliis; qui ita loquitur ut 
alii non intelligant, is amimo magis quam ore 
loquitur." 

Most of the older Expositors, angel | 
the Vulg. regard olxodopny, vapáxAnaiw, an 
wapanvliay, as dependent upon sis understood. 
This, however, is too arbitrary, and makes the 
sense not so direct. Hence it is better, with the 
Byriac Vers., and most of the recent Expositors, to 
regard the words as governed of AaA«i (of which 
use see examples from Ašlian and 7Eschines in 
Schleusner's Lex.); the meaning being, ‘ speak- 
eth what may fill their minds with edification, 
exhortation, and consolation.” At ver. 4 Grot. 
and Olsh. observe, that olxodouny is the general 
term, and wapdé«Anew and wapapnvliay consti- 
tute its parte. It would rather seem that oixodo- 
met refers to the principal purpose of the mpo- 
urns, which was to speak (as Calv. says) that 
whereby men m be instructed in piety and 
faith, in the worship and fear of God, and in the 
duties of holiness and righteousness. The next 
terms refer to certain other important purposes of 
the rpog@nrala,—which were, to rouse the slug- 
ish, caution the unwary, end comfort the faint- 
earted and timorous. So also at 2 Tim. iii. 16, 

the Apostle, after stating the general — of 
Scripture to be wpde didacKadlay, subjoins the 
particular ones in the words, mpòs ZÀ ey xo», and 
7 pós éxavopÜwaiv. 

4. davrov] scil. uóvor, i.e. by the confirma- 
tion of his faith ; for to speak thus must to him- 
self be an undeniable proof of his being divinely 
inspired. 

5. Oikew í] Render: ‘vellem autem,’ ‘I 
could wish — — el uù is thought to be a 
pleonastic form ; but, perhaps, it is meant to be 
more strongly exceptive than el uù preceding. 
—al uà óupunytógp, sub. ris, i.e. ‘if there be no 
interpreter at hand.” Thus it will sot bc, as 
Mackn. su , at variance with ver. 28. Be- 
sides, this is required by the spirit at least of v. 13. 

6. By way of illustrating the subject, the 

Apostle puts the case, that if de, for instance 
(meaning, per xoíveciy, any one of the persons 
who d the above-mentioned yapiouare), 
should visit them, and should merely displav the 
gift of tongues, what would his visit benefit 
them? Not at all; ‘unless,’ he adds, ` should 
address you ñ i» awoxudiwer—év didayn, which 
words have given rise to not a little discussion. 
Now in all these forms of expression, the ¿> is by 
Heydenr. supposed to denote the obwct of the 
speaking in question. But it may rather be said 
to mark the manner ; —thougb, indeed, the two 
senses merge into each other ; % ‘in the exer- 
cise of, ‘eo as to exercise. It is, however, of 
more consequence to advert to the meaning of 
the terms awoxadiwe, yuwos, podia, 
and óidayn, on which Expositors are much di- 
vided in opinion. Some take them all for Aceu- 
satives with sls, in the sense ‘so as to explain 
and make known to you my meaning, either in 
the way of , or teaching in general.’ a 
mode of interpretation harsh and inadmiesible. 
The general sense seems plainly this ;—that tbe 
use of the gift of tongues would be unprofitable, 
unless it were accompanied with some other gifts, 
which might contribute, in some way or other 
see ver. 3), to the edification of the hearers, 
hat the A potis has reference to the Spiritual 

gifts above described, is with reason supposed by 
the beat Commentators. But what those are it 
ie not so easy to determine. It would seem most 
obvious to refer the apodnT:ía to the wpoga- 
Tat supra xii. 98, 29. But ur undoubiediy 
correspond to the rs of the Aoyos you- 
gews; and since (as Dr. Henderson observes) 
the Apostle has distinguished it from doctrine on 
the one hand, and from revelation on the otber, 
it is plain that he intended it to be taken in the 
highest sense of the term; namely, of predicti 
future events; the very sense in which it is — 
supra xii. 10, where see note. In short, I am 
inclined to think with Neand., Billr., and Olsh, 
that the four particulars here specified are to be 
resolved into (wo parallel » the latter 
pair being exegetical of the former. Thus we 
may render: ‘Unless I address you, either in 
the way of revelation or of knowledge, either by 
prophecy or by — 
7 Here we have illustrated by example the 

inutility of discourse delivered in a foreign laa- 
uage without any interpretation. ( Heydenr.)— 

Ouwt, for opoiws (as in Gal. iii. 15).— porą 
éi:dovra, &c. This sage contains several wu- 
sical allusions which I ave explained in my 
Recens. Syn. More of such musical terms, or at 
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least , and some very similar ones, are 
ema gram vines de Vitios. Pud. Xxv.—p ory 
is for yxor, or POcyyer, and is a term applicable 
both to wind and to stringed instruments.—iay 
Q. aeroNqr Toit vboyvoi⸗ mh do, ‘ unless ner 
give s distinction in, or ‘to the sounds.” It 
would seem that the Apostle is sof (as many 
suppose) speaking of the intonation necessary to 
the dietinction of one tone from another; for 
that weuld be little pertinent to his argument, 
— does not — one — can HK no 

, but one who uses a language that is 
pot underwood by — Yet — on 
I agree wit rs, that is speaking o 
laws of asd melody: for that, will as 
little suit the argument. lu fact, as Calv. says, 
* non est subtilius disputandum ; quia Paulus id 
tantum it, quod vulgo percipitur. Yet he 
must certainly have adverted to something which 
etrikes the senses of the vulgar; and that, I am 
inclined to think, is the peculiar characteristic of 
any tune,—which the ancients denoted by the 
term mode, using it, in some measure, as we do 
key. This ie confirmed by the expression just 
after, dóuXor pævév; for without attending to 
the distiaction of tones, the performer surely 
could not be said to perform on the instrument 
e£ all. There w indeed seem to be an allu- 
eion to those various aud strongly marked cha- 
racteristics, which among the ancients distin- 
guisbed different kinds of music, as sacred, do- 
mestic, ic, or military; insomuch that any 
peron with a tolerable ear could tell to what 
class to refer any composition which he heard: 
whereas, if those characteristics were not observed 
in the air, he would pot know what the tune was 
meant to be; i. e. to which of the above classes 
to refer it; which is, I apprehend, what the 
Apostle means, as is plain from the words fol- 
lowing. which contain another illustration of the 
seme kind, but more perspicuous, and meant to 
explain the preceding. 

. ke] yap iav ad, &c.] The Apostle here 
adverts to a use of musical £xnes, in which their 
distinction was ially necessary, viz. for mili- 
tary pu Thucyd. v. 69, 2, and my 
note there. Now the military wind instruments 
of the ancients were not used mere y for the pur- 
pose opa PE m m ing, but also 
for the purpose of signifying to the soldiers, as it 
were by signals, what they were to do,—whether 
to advance or retreat, take up arms, or go to 
uarters; in fact, they performed all that is now 

dena by our — — — 
vij e áÀ r. dep, q. d. ‘if the trumpeter sounc 

fis iustrument Shout proper altention to this 

distinction of tunes, and thereby make the signals 
in question indistinct, not distinguishing between 
that which sounds £o arms, and that which sigui- 
fies a retreat, or other mili evolution, no one 
will know what to do.’ So Polyb. xxx., ol T 
avAntai Qvcerrit adiapeva, and Livy, lib. 
xxv. 10, * Tuba inscienter inflata, quis aut quibus 
signum daret, incertum efficiebat.' 

9. The Apostle now passes from the example 
to the case in pou (Stenersen.) — dà Tie 
yAwoone, ‘by the tongue,’ meaning tbe orga» 
of speech, as opposed to the musical instrument 
just spoken of. Ele aépa AaAat» is a proverbial 
expression, to denote speaking in vain, like the 
phrase textis verba undere in Latin, and a 
similar one in our own language. 

10. Here we have another illustration by ex- 
ample of the inutility of discourse in a forei 
lan , in which we must attend to the ellip- 
tical and idiomatical cast of the words. The 
true ellipsis here is, not doa ávópcev, which 
would lead to a wrong sense, but doa dy 
OcAovre ; and at sl Tíyo: must be repeated 
TocavTra. The formula sl +¿Xo: means lite- 
rally, ‘if it should chance [so to be] ;' but, in 
use, it often merely denotes, by aa a “í 
example, as here and in Philo-Jud., p. 1067, 
povoixoy yap, tl TéxXoi, kal yp aTiKÓp, &c 
The sense may be thus ex Bde pan There are, 
for example, as many kinds of tongues in the 
world as ye choose A suppose), if so many there 
should be.'— xai ovdiy avT&v addewvoy, ‘and not 
one of them formed of inarticulate sounds, but 
adapted to be significant to the persons who use 
it" 

ll. idv oiv ph do, &e.] Render: * Now, 
unless I kuow the meaning of the language 
Ms may be addressed to me], icoua: Te 
aXovvTt Beef. &c., I shall be, with respect to 

the speaker of it, & foreigner; and the speaker 
will be, with respect to me, a foreigner; q. d. 
* we shall be mutually ignorant of each other's 
meaning.’ On this sense of BapBapos to signify 
one who speaks in a language the hearer under- 
stands not, sce note on Acts xxviii. 2, and Rum. 
i. 14, and my note on Thucyd. iii. 68.—4y Hebr. 
for Class. iwi: so, in a kindred passage of Diog. 
Lacrt., Anacharsis says of the Greeks, uoi 
wavres “EA nves oxvbiYovc: : and Ovid, Trist. 
rs 0, * Barbarus hic ego sum, quia non intelligor 

i 
12. ofrw xai iets] There is here an appli- 

cation of the analogy. This must be taken, not 
with the preceding, but with the following words, 
and construed with (sais. The full force of 
ore will appear by supplying the ellipsis, as 
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follows: * Thus also (to apply this to your case), 
gince us are anxious for, &c., strive,’ &e. Zn- 
Awral iors is used for {nAours at xii. 31, and 
xiv. l. Ilrevu&Tev is for wrevpatixcer (scil. 
Xaptoparey), abstract for concrete, which oc- 
curs at ch. xiv. l. In the next words there is a 
transposition (for (mrsirs Tea weprocsunre 
weds Ti olxodouhy THe ixxAnolac), the reason 
for which seems to have been, that as olxodouñ 
was the principal thiug meant to be enforced, so 
it is put first. 

13. There is here an anticipation of an objec- 
tion ; q. d. * Of what use, then, will be the gift, 
and why should that be — which will 
be to the glory of God?” The remedy for the 
evil is suggested in the words following. 
— TpoctuyícÓc iva čipu.) Many of the 

best modern Commentators explain, ‘ Let him 
[so] pray, as that he way, or in such a manner 
that he may (by the words used in his prayer, or 
by explaining it in a known language), interpret 
and impart to others what the afflatus hae im- 
parted to him, and not, out of vain ostentation, 
utter it in a tongue unknown.’ But that sense 
cannot bo extracted from the words without 
much violence. The most simple, and, it would 
seem, the true interpretation, however o to 
some objection, made the most of by Mr. Alf., is 
that of the ancient, and some modern Expositors, 
as Calv., Hyper., Erasm., Beza, Grot., Est., 
Wets.; and, of recent ones, Olsh. and Ruckert, 
who assign the following sense: ‘Let him pray 
that he may be enabled to so interpret [what he 
speaks].' See ch. xii. 10, and notes. The words 
following contain a reason for the above. It was 
indeed the interpretation of almost all the an- 
cient, and early modern Commentators, until it 
had been abandoned, though on no sufficient 
s and another devised by Vorst., Piec., 

hitby, Wolf, Bp. Pearce, and others to the 
time of Rosenm. and Krause. But that, as I 
have shown, is untenable. No Commentator 
has ex the true sense better than Est. ; 
but, as very often, by the aid of Hyper. and Calv. 
i —— = — urges them yp pr at 

toher gifts than ing with tongues, by point- 
in 2 de inefficiency of that gift to gereral 
edification. The Pronoun J denotes, per uera- 
CxXnuarioudy, any person having the gift of 
tongues. Hence it is plain that +ó wvevpd uov 
cannot mean the Holy Spirit, as many Commen- 
tators suppose, nor, as others ex lain, ‘my spi- 
ritual gift.) The true interpretation is doubtless 
that of the ancients and most moderns for the 
last century, ‘my mind.’ So mwsbua ie used at 
Rom. i. 9. 2 Tim. iv. 22, supra v. 3, and vous at 
ver. 19, Render: ‘If I pray in a foreign lan- 
guage (without interpreting my words), my in- 
ternal spirit prayeth, but my mind (i.e. the 
— of my words) is without fruit, or bene- 
fit, to the glory of God, or the good of my hear- 
ers; as — no to them.’ See Eph. 
iv. 29, Comp. Plut. Philop., Aai dxapTos. 

gr».&1. wou KAPTOS dort, 156 Té ovy cots ; IIpooeótouas T [Ivevpate, 

Pa 7. arpocevEouat 66 kai TQ vob aro T IIvevpart, pare è xal 

Plato, 277, Aoyoe & Plut. t. vi. 138, dcapwor 
epós dpaTüp. —— 

15. Tí oU» ic: ;] Dr. Peile regards this az a 
Latinism, founded on guid istuc ? to express tardy 
assent and half reluctant acquiescence. Bat 
Latinisms are of rare occurrence in the writin 
of St. Paul. And the sense which Dr. Peile 
assigns of quid istuc will suit neither here nor at 
ver. 26, nor at Actes xxi. 22, without great strain- 
ing. Accordingly, I would regard it as Hael- 
a Greek, 9 — anal TÍ od» ; without 
ort, quid igitur? which, like our Eng]. * What 

then — on the short-cut expression of 
common life. The answer to the question is 
made (agreeably to the meracynymeriomds) in 
the first . The exact sense, however, is 
iis aeg Some ancient, and — all the 
early modern Expositors, suppose it to be this: 
‘The best to be done is, to ask of God to be 
endued with the faculty of divinely-inspired 
prayer in a foreign language; not with the spirit 
and soul gue eas to our own edification enlv, 
but Tæ vot, with sweasing, so as to be understood 
VA — also,’ i. e. that - may have, too, the 
gift of interpretation, as well as tongues; a sense 
of vot, it is said, required by the context. See 
ver. 19. But how word or spocast. caa 
be supposed to contain any such sense as that 
ascribed to it, however agreeable to the context, 
I see not. For my own part, ] would render ae 
follows: ‘What, then, is to be done? I must 
pray in the Spirit, but I will likewise pray unte 
the understanding [of what is said] ;' eoesste- 
pas being for $pocsóEcpnat, which is, i 
found in several ancient MSS., but is evidently 
a gloss. Te vot is, as the best Commentaters 
are , & dativus commodi for slc Të »e«toQa:, 
‘eo as to be understood,'—namely, others. 
Thus vot will stand for rosea. is use of 
a vor inlelligentiæ, in a transitive sense, i.e. as 
used of what others may understand, PE De 
occur Neben. viii. 9. 1 7, 8. 

Spirit; which, it must be remembered, the per- 
son could euppress, or resist, at his 
is plain from ver. 32, 

seem to be the case from the of James, 
where see note. See also Col. lii 16. 
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1 

Ps. 
Matt. 

=> 

mow, 1) pupious Mrjovs v yrdooy. 99 1 AŠex6ol, uh masia Heb. Eis 
vivea0e Tais pesar adda Ti xaxa vyTridlete, rais 06 pec 

1 Pet. 3. 
John 10. 34. 

t. 38. 40, 

TéAetos ylverOe. AD’ Ev TQ vópo vyéypamrae “Ore v érepo- 191, 

16. The Apostle now confirms what he has 
been saying by an example. (H r) 
— iri, àv, &c.] ’Ewei here d so at Rom. 

iii. 6. xi. 6. 1 Cor. v. 10. vii. 14. xv. 29. Heb. 
ix. 26. x. 2), and sometimes in the Classical 
writers, signifies ‘since [in that case], meaning 
that other case, and so may be rendered ‘ other- 
wie.” "Edy evroy.,* if thou shalt have given 
God thanks.” Tes IIreópaTt, ‘in the Spirit, as 
at ver. 15. Tò &uqvw, ‘the (usual) Amen.’ 
— Tov ierow) Here ldiarys — a 

private person, as opposed to one holding any 
office in the Church. See note on Acts iv. 13; 
but the context seems to require the sense, * an 
ordinary, undistinguished person, one not endued 
either with the gift of tongues, or (what was a 
gift distinct from that of tongues) the interpreta- 
tion of tongues :° the Article here serving to de- 
note the genus, or class of persons so circum- 
stanced ; and such is its force in a passage of 
Posidipp. ap. Athen. p. 376, Š wdrystpor bav— 
pdt Tov í wer» sloin. Something peculiar is 
there in the use of 6 JP TÓV Lesen TOV 
ið., where the simple expression ó lderne, to 
denote one of the clase, might, it would seem, 
* sufficed; insomuch that Pe ae — 
ta loquitur, ut, m ipsum significare volens, 
dicat, 1 qui Mx. loses. regis?" But this is 
«umbling at the idiomatical use of oaroc, which, 
similarly to the Latin locus, is used to denote 
: ition,” or ‘station.’ And to the question 
of Est. it were sufficient to reply: “ Tacitus does 
80, since in his Annal. l. iv. 38, he writes: ‘Si 

principam impleam.' And so ydpa is 
used by the later Greek writers, eg. Liban. 
Epist. 239, Brovw iv lBuerov ers.” bus the 
general sense of the phrase dvam\. T. TÓT. is, 
‘to sustain the character of;’ usually with the 
sunet notion of being really such. On the force 
of éu$» see my Lex. Evyapiertia is equiv. 
to ebAoyia, both being general terms to denote 
* prayer and praise; and so evyapioreie, a little 

r, is for suAoysis, though the two terms are 
Property distinct. See Note on Matt. xiv. 19. 

et it is agreeable to the Jewish idiom, by which 
doxologies and public prayers to God were styled 
row 

17. ob piv yap—olxodoustra:)] The Apostle 
means — to argue, that, as the Id:erne has 
known nothing of the sense of what has been said, 
he can have learnt nothing, nor — —— can 

By the use of xadae the Apostle 
means to show that it is not his intent to depre- 
— gift, but only to evince its inferior 
utility. 

18. sixaproris Aadsv] lit. *I thank God for 

‘their use. But the latter 

those foreign nations by whom God intended to 

speaking,’ &c. MáAXovr may be understood either 
of multiude (viz. of tongues), or frequency in 

is the more suitable 
sense, and more le to the asus li — 
sbyapstorw, &c. This is introduced (like xca@ae 
just rp to ap ded that he does not E 7 

e gi use he poesesses it not. € pov, 
not found in several ancient MSS. and Versions, 
and some Fathers, is cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lach., Tiech., and Alf. The same phrase, in- 
deed, occurs at Phil. i. 3, and Philem. 4; but it 
may have been brought in from thence. 

9. In arívTs À. there is an idiom, common to 
all languages, by which a small certain number 
ie put for a very few. And the same, mutatis 
mutandis, may be said of uvpíovs. Ard Tov v. 

v (or, as is read in many MSS., Versions, and 
athers, Tw vot uov) is by the best Commen- 

tators shown to mean ‘ex mentis mee sensu.’ 
See Note supra v. 15. The seat words are exe- 
getical of the preceding. 

20. After pointing out the frwe nature and 
comparative value of the gift of tongues, the 
Apostle endeavours to repress in them a too great 
anxiety for its possession, —by showing that to 
wish for it without to the advantage thence 
resulting, were — And then, using s deli- 
cate turn, suggested by the word wa:diov, he 
adds the impressive admonition, ¿ÀX à Ty xaxiq 
vnr., of which the sense is, ° but as respecte vice, 
be even infantile,’ or, * as ignorant as children.” 
Bo the Greek jenes Aiaoípat Tov. ymmiou 
kað’ 3Awíav ovdiy ó iy Taie psal ym dev, 
Comp. Matth. x. 16. 

— Taie di dpsci Tir. ylvac0s] ‘but as to 
prudence and judgment in approving those things 
wbich are excellent, be -up persons, by 
attaining to something of the maturity of your 
Christian profession.’ On this sense of £Asios, 
occurring in Eph. iv. 13, and Heb. v. 14, and 
elsewhere in the best writers, see my Lex. 

21. Another argument is now adduced to prove 
that tbe gift of — ought not to be so mag- 
nified, as to be preferred to all others; namely, 
that in Holy Writ itself we find God, not in 
kindness promising, but in threatening words de- 
claring, that he would speak unto them in tongues 
which they should not understand—not to benefit 
them, but to punish them for their unbelief and 
disobedience. (Heydenr.) The argument may 
be thus expressed: ‘Since God threatened this 
as a curse, do not voluntarily bring it upon the 
Church, merely to make a show of your gifts." 
— i» itspoy\eocos) ‘ This, while it seems 
imarily to have related to the langu of 
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1 Zech. 8. 98. 
Isa. 45. 14. 

execute on Israel, might also denote 
that he would instruct them by persons endued 
with the gift of tongues, to convince them that 
those ns taught the true religion.’ (Scott.) 
The words here quoted (taken from Is. xxviii. 
11, 12) differ considerably from the Sept.. but 
agree in substance with the Hebrew; this being 
a citation ad sensum, rather than ad literam, the 
only material difference being in the substitution 
of the first person for the third. to make the sense 
more pointed; except that the words xai oid’ 
oUTts slca«. pov are neither in the Hebr. nor 
the Sept. Hoffm. suggests that they were taken 
from the words yww man w^ of Pe. xii. he 
says, but the reference is wrong; for Ps. read 
Is. in the twelfth veree of the same chapter, 
where the Sept. has xal ovx #0éAncay áxovaw: 
yet the Pauline reading of the Hebr., I learn 
from Dr. Henderson, is found in one of the ano- 
nymous Greek Versions mentioned by Origen, 
and — extant as early as the age of St. Paul. 
Hoffm. well observes: ‘Hee ergo clausula pro- 
rió continet etiologiam, cur in alia lingua ad 
llos locuturus sit Deus, quia scilicet Deum band? 
ad eos loquentem, ue de via ad veram animi 
uietem gratioeó instituentem, audire noluerint, 
aulus autem banc clausulam immediaté con- 

nectit eum iis, que ex v. 11 citaverat, eamque 
sic inflectit : et ne sic quidem (scilicet etiam gen- 
tibus barbaris in penam eis immiseis) exaudient 
me. Id quod etiam Pauli tempore eventu jam 
jen diro fuit.’ Adyee Kvpios are the words 
TU Apostle, from the Prophet. See John 

x 
22. In order farther to show the inferiority of 

tungues to interpretation, the Apostle adverte to 
the chief purpose which such signs as the gift of 
tongues was meant to serve,—namely, for the 
conviction of unbelievers, rather than the edifi- 
cation of believers. 
— &ers al yiwooa, &c.] The full sense is: 

t Wherefore the tongues [in question] are [meent] 
to serve for a sign, or mark, [by which it may be 
known that the Christian doctrine is true. ot 
these are [intended] not [o much] for believers 
as unbelievers; whercas pod» Tsía, though 
it is not so much a sign to the unbeliever, yet is 
especially such to the believer ; namely, as being 
& sign and a confirmation of their faith, and an 
increase of their knowledge." 

23. The Apostle further evinces the inferiorit 
of tongues, by showing the smisconsiruction which 
the use of the gift might occasion to the hea- 
thens; so that, unless employed in conjunction 
with in tation, it might tend rather to the 
injury than the benefit of the Gospel. 

TOV, avaxpiverat oro Tárrwy: %'[xai obre] Tà xpvmrrà TIS 

ane iàv obv is pr aqna ^ transitive, 
signifying now if, i exam Y Warter 
1 would not understand, with most itor, 
‘all together, confuse, tumuliuarié, but simply 
‘all the persons then present who spesk in the 
exercise of a spiritual gift’ ‘Id:éerac should not 
(with some) be taken as supra v. 16 (for that 
would be unsuitable to what follows), but in the 
sense * persons not conversant with the Goepel. 
So Hesychius explains ldicras by dweipovr. and 
Theodor. by duvdrove. See my Note on Thu- 
cyd. vi. 72, 3. The Apostle, we may suppose, is 
here designating such Acathen (strangers) as 
might occassonally attend, or be induced to go 
once or twice, out of curiosity; and this by a 
tacit allusion to two sorts of such persone: 1. 
those who were well inclined to the Gospel. bat 
unimetructed in its doctrines; such as were 
disposed to reject it, and went merely from curi- 
osity, or to catch up something for ceneure of 
ridicule. The words following will bave no diff- 
culty, whether referred to both, or to esther of 
those classes, as the case may be. The words 
ovx. sipovow ore uairicOs ; (‘will they not say 
you are frantic enthusiasts?) ere evideauly 
meant for both. It is well observed by Mr. 
Conyb. that * we must not be led, from amy ap- 
perent analogy. to confound the exercise of the 
gift of tongues in the primitive Church with 
modern exhibitions of fanaticism, which beer a 
superficial resemblance to it. We must remem- 
ber that such modern ions to this gift 
must, of course, resemble the manifestations «€ 
the origina) gn in the external features, because 
these very features have been the objects ef 
intentional imitation.'—At ver. 24 we have the 
plural changed into the singular, in order that 
what has now been said, should be referred to 
either of the above sorts of ns respectively. 
"BAéyyera: is meant for the dwiores, and sig- 
nifies, ` he is icted of error in the actions he 
had entertained of Christianity, and coartaced of 
his sin in opposing God's true religion; his un- 
derstanding ing convinced, and his comecicmoe 
awakened 

24. dvaxplverac] intended for the idcserras, 
meaning, ‘is put-on his examination’ in 
conscientti@ as a sinner needing salvation. And 
no wonder; since the word of God is (ae it is 
said Heb. iv. 12) «perixos. ixOupnosen xai i» 
yotww xapdias, æv xai dvepyte. Dr. Peile, ia- 
deed, is of opinion that the exact force of iA £4- 
xara: and avaxpiveta: is this: * He finds bine- 
self convicted by all, taken to task by all? Bat 
as to his rendering ‘convicted, for the Common 
Version ‘ ixced,' | apprehend that the tera 
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dvaxp. has here, by a signif. prægnans, the 
conjoint sense ° raced’ and * convicted,’ mean- 
ing, *self-convicted of error, and convinced of 
sin ;' * made so to feel that he is a sinner, needing 
the salvation of a Saviour, as to desire and seek 
after that salvation. For a person may be self- 
convicted by conscience, but not convinced so as 
to feel that he has been wrong, and seriously to 
intend to do right. A distinction this evidentl 
in the mind of Dryden, when, in his Ovid. 
Metam. |. x. he wrote: ‘In vain; for Myrrha 
stood convict of ill: Her reason vanquish'd, but 
unchang'd her wil.’ —irò wavrwy, ‘by all the 

hers, each saying something that comes 
ome to his conscience. Sec Calv. 
25. Tà xpuwra—ylvera:] This may mean 

Qs Mr. Scott explains), * his secret thoughts are 
ivulged, viz. by being, as it were, spoken to (sce 

Heb. iv. 12), his secret objections answered, his 
secret sins reproved, and the real state of his 
heart made known to him. The words xal 
ote before Të xpuw+T&à are not found in 6 un- 
cial, and several cursive MSS., and some Ver- 
sions, and Fathers, and are cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf.; but they were 
more likely to have been thrown out by fastidious 
Critics to remove a tautology, than to have been 
introduced, as they must, through mistake, origi- 
nating in the words xai oUTo just after. That 
such a mistake should have crept into nearly all 
the MSS., is very improbable. Besides, the 
words have great propriety, as serving to mark 
the effects or results of the former; self-know- 
ledge being the necessary uence of close 
self-examination, carried on under the power of 
an awakened conscience and the teaching of the 
Spirit; for although the generality of Expositors 
understand the ra xpuwrd—gavepad yiverar of 
the xpuwra being made known to others, yet it 
would rather seem (as Calvin also considers it) 
meant of the person himself. On reconsidering 
the authenticity of the words, xal obe, I am 
ready to acknowledge that they may not be 
genuine, for external authority, if we consider 
the — of the copies that exclude them, is 
rather adverse; yet it is clear, from what I have 
urged, that internal evidence is in their favour. 
Dr. Peile retains them, and supplies ‘lastly’ 
after the second xal ov-re, thus recognizing the 
gradation which I have pointed out. He also 
well refers, for illustration, to Ps. 1. 21 ; and he 
evidently adopts my view as to the Tå xpurrd 
being, as Calv. pointed out, the secrets of the 

himself, who is labouring under a convic- 
tion of sin generally, the dc des of his whole 
nature. Calv. ably illustrates what is said of 
this secret conviction being produced in the 
loras (the ignorant sinner and almost unbe- 
liever), —— the prophesying in the congre- 

tion, by adducing the words of Heb. iv. 12. 
e then remarks: ‘ Coarguitur, inquam, infi- 

delis, non quod propheta vel tacita opinione vel 
ore pelam judicium ferat; sed quia audientts con- 
scientia judicium suum ex doctrinà concepit. 

* 

26 mTi oby oti, adedpol; Grav cuvépynabe, &kaaros pv i 

1 
Eph. 4. 13, 

CN . 0. 

Dijudicatur, quia descendit in seipsum, et habito 
examine sibi innotescit qui ante sua oblitus erat. 
Atque id est quod subjicit [Apostolus] continuó, 

cordis ejus manifesta fieri, neque enim 
significat reliquis patefieri, qualis sit, sed potius 
conscientiam expergefieri, et sua, que antea late- 
bant, mala cognoscat.’ But if Calvin's view be 
correct (and who can doubt it?), it affords very 
strong confirmation to a suspicion, which I have 
long entertained, that in the of the fore- 
cited Psalm, the Sept. Translator. stumbling at 
the harsh ellipsis, aùràe, thought the true one to 
be oe, supplied from the foregoing verb, idivEo. 
t And does not conscience, hei duly —— set 
before, and present the sinner Aimsel/—all kis 
evil deeds; which, as long as conscience slum- 
bered, or was torpid (deadened by repeated 
strokes), were hidden in utter forgetfulness even 
by the trator; but are now, through the 
self-knowledge imparted by the Spirit stirring 
—— to its work, made fully manifest? 

e next words describe the effects of this con- 
viction of ein and true compunction, —namely, 
humble and hearty prayer to for forgiveness 
and acceptance, or furtherance in his grace, to- 
gether with an open acknowledgment of the truth 
of the religion which had before been rejected : 
for such is implied in the words Sr: o 0410s 
vTws by Uuiv bors: of which the full sense is, 

‘that God is really and actually with you [as 
you aver); à d. *that the God of the Christians 
is the (rue God, and consequently Christianity 
the only true fa Si The Apostle had here 
doubtless in mind Iss. xlv. 14, * They shall fall 
down unto thee (Sept. wpoexuvieove:), saying, 
Surely God is in thee.” Comp. Jos. Antt. ix. 4, 
4, 0nvuácae tov npophrnv dv Tò Oelov oUt wt 
(I conjecture évrws) ivapyæs raphy. 

26. Now follows the concluston,—that the value 
of these xapicuara is not to be measured by 
the nature of the gift, considered in itself, but by 
the mode and degree in which the advantage of 
others, as well as the poseessor, is promoted.— 
TÍ ovv lore, &8eAol; See note, supra, ver. 15, 
from which it will appear that the words are not 
well rendered, as they are, by Dr. Peile, ‘ What 
good then is there, brethren, in this ?’—a sense 
uite foreign to the Ines as may be shown 
om the following able statement of the sense by 

Est., who, after translating by * Quid igitur facto 
us est?" ably traces the of the words 

thus: “ Transit Apostolus hac interrogatione ad 
instruendos Corinthios, quo modo et ordine donis 
& Deo acceptis uti debeant in conventu publico, 
ut et fructus sequatur, et confusio vitetur. Ac 
primum generaliter precipit, ‘st omnia faciant 
ad edificatk "" The terms expressing these 
several gifts are to be explained with reference 
to what the Apostle has before said concerning 
them.—Waryudy seems to have reference to the 
Wars at ver. 15, and probably denotes an ex- 
temporaneous and inspired piece of poetry, adapted 
either for recitation, or to be sung to some me- 
lody. Some eminent Expositors take the words 
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Wadpdv iye: fnterrogatively ; but none of the 
ancient, or early modern Commentators adopt 
this view. Indeed, the declarative sense is far 
simpler, and more agreeable to the context: and 
by thus understanding the words of what is sup- 

to be the case, we shall, I think, arrive at 
an exact idea of the Apostle's meaning. And 
this mode I can confirm from sev s of 
the purest Greek writers, e.g. Anaxand. Incert. 
frag. i. 9,’ANA' fAaBev aloypav,—daAX’ — 
wpalav Tis. Alexid. 'Iooor. fr. i. 7, ruyxavec 
pixpad Tu obca. 16, rae Sppds wuppds ixu 
vis. Timocl. Arovuc. fr. i. 13—18, phani 
wis, slol Duysidat ruprAol: riOvnné o ras, š 
NidBn xexovpixev’ ywÀós Tis tore, Tóv Pio- 
aratny Opa’ ylowy Tis aruyxei, kaTíuaDay Toy 
Olvéa (where in the early editions the first 
clauses were pointed as tnlerrogative); but by 
Meinecke i &re, on good ground, regarded as 
declarative. Finally, from the above passage of 
Anaxander it appears, that Zxac-ros here stands 
for fxaords Tic, ‘each one of you,’ namely, that 
possess the gifts. Moreover, Éx«ac-roc seems meant 
to suggest that the yapicuara would be distri- 
buted among different persons, and by no means all 
centre in one person. bly to the view of 
the sense above stated, the full meaning intended 
by the Apostle may be thus expressed: ‘ What, 
then, is to be done [to avoid these evils, and 
romote the good in viewP even this]. "Fach 
[we will suppose], namely, of the rvevpzarixol, 
ath ready at hand some one gift or other: either 

he hath a psalm, or he hath, &c. [Well, be it 
80,] let him show his gift, but so that all be done 
unto edificution. Keep that in view." Dy which, as 
Bp. Sanderson observes (Serm. p. 549), * we are 
to understand, especially in the case of brotherly 
condescension, a yielding somewhat to the in- 
firmities of our bretbren, for charity's sake, when 
we see it expedient so to do for their own, or the 
common good.’ 

27. The Apostle now gives some special direc- 
tions, by which the gift of tongues may be exer- 
cised to edification. The r:e is used (like the 
French on) to denote persons, as in ] Pet. 
iv. 11, ef ree AaAct. Thus in both it is 
equiv. to alre tivis Nadovet yAwoon, and in 
both we may supply AaAslrwoay from AaXasi. 
Kara úo fj —Tpsis means ‘ two or three [only] 
at each time of meeting.’ 

28. ¿av dà un T Óupyu.] * but if there be no 
one [present] who has the gift of interpretation’ 
(i.e. neither another nor himself); ovyare, 
scil. 0 AaAsty BovAOusvos. By íavro di Aa- 
Asírw is meant, as Chrys. explains, Aad. xara 
dQiávoiap, ñ Apiua xai ádvrodirrí ; so implying, 
* for his own edification only.” Thue at ver. 4 it 
is said, ó AaA Gv yAwooy iavróv olxodouet. 

29. wpopnra: di dv0 fj Tpete ÀaX.] Render: 

30'Eày 66 dXXq ámoxkaXvj05 xaÜnuévp, ó mpaTos cwyárer 

* Moreover, let two or three 
speak.’ By oi ão: underetan 
prophets who are not ing,—namely, all but 
the one who is speaking at any one time. Of 
caxpiwirwoay the sense ia, * let them decide on 
what ie spoken, whether it be dictated by the 
Spirit of truth, or not, —namely, lest false 
phets (of whom St. Paul warns them in his 
second Epistle, written soon after) should creep 
in. This office was, we may suppose, generally 
attached to the prophetical one, and was espec. 
exercised by those who poesessed the gift of the 
Óiákpicie arvavudTov, Spoken of at xii. 10, where 
see note. 

90. id» dt dÀAÀ e —cydTo] The sense (which 
has been debated) seems to be, as tbe ancient and 
early modern Commentators in general i 
this: * If any revelation be made [by tbe Spirit 
to another [prophet], let the first [prophet] bare 
done speaking. And in this sense avy. occurs 
in Acts xv. 15, and often in the Classical writers, 
as Polyb. ix. 13, 2. Several more ancient Com- 
mentators, — — the idea of 
any one speaking by the Ho irit being 
silenced, take ovyare in the * ae him per- 
mit the first to come to a conclusion,’ or, ‘ let 
him wait till the first bas done speaking." Bat 
so to strain the plain sense of words is by mo 
means the true mode of removing di ties, 
Here that may be done without resorting to such 
means: not, indeed, by sinking (with many re- 
cent Commentators) supernatural in these 
gy; but by supposing, tbat, in the exercise of 
*bis office, the prophets were at times so entirely 
removed from the operation of their own under- 
standing, or the guidance of their own feelings of 
prudence or propriety, as to need the ions 
of their brethren tho other prophets, and some- 
times to require being reminded to come to a 
conclusion (though we need not suppose an 
one), when running into undue prolixity, whi 
it is plain from the words following, the Apostle 
had principally in view. Besides, that a person 
endued with any spiritual gift had the power, ss 
free agent, of using or not using it, and might be 
ee led by meee eral admonition (without 
any dispa ent of the t due to the Spi- 
rit), is clear froid thie, that those who — 
the gift of tongues are commanded to silent 
when there was no one by to interpret. It is 
a just remark of Calvin and Parzus, that whe- 
ther speaking, or sitting in silence, they were 
endued, indeed, with the Holy Spirit; but very 
differently at different times. ides that gese- 
ral assistance of the Holy Spirit, which they at 
all times enjoyed, and by which they were en- 
abled to discharge their duty, they were, ao 
doubt, at times sensible of a š of 
the Holy Spirit; which, being ex x 

"the ret of the 
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might, in the case of a silent prophet, demand 
its requisition to be complied with by a speaking 
one. 

The expression xa8nudvw has here great pro- 
priety, in allusion to the siffing posture of audi- 
tors, as o to the standing one of s ers, 
common both to the Jews and the Gentiles, 
Comp. a similar use of the term xaO. in a pas- 

of similar character in Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 9, 
w he says, treating of the customs of the 
Essenes, déxa — — oix ay AaA osé 
Tit, &xovrwy ruv ivvéa, —meaning, that * he 
must not speak, if it be displeasing to the other 
nine ; i. e. must cease to speak, when they wish 
him to hold his peace. 

31. Zúvacðe yap, &c.] The full sense of the 
words is, * For litas] ye may all [who are — 
phets] be enabled to prophesy one after another; 
so that all may [in their turn] receive or com- 
mupicate instruction, or admonition.’ 

92. xai myevuara wood. Tpodo. bwrordcor- 
ras] itors are not agreed on the exact 
sense contained in these words. Some ancient, 
and moet of the best modern ones, regard thie 
verse as asserting the possibility of obeying the 
foregoing injunctions ; q. d. ‘ The spiritual gifts 
of the prophets are [2ot, like the phrenzy of the 

en priests, beyond their own control, but] 
subject to the propbets, who may exercise them 
or not, as occasion may require.’ Bp. Middleton, 
i urges that the propriety of the Article 
would require Toiv 9podrirats ; and he adopts 
the interpretation of Schulz, Rosenmuller, and 
Schleusner: * They who are divinely inspired 
are bound, at proper seasons, to give place to 
others who have been gifted with the same in- 
spiration.’ This interpretation, however, involves 
no little barshness; it being thus necessary to 
take wrtvuata mpopntæv for wreod., and to 
supply rots dAXos. As to the objection urged 
by the learned prelate, with respect to the ab- 
sence of the Article rots, it has no force; since, 
as both the nouns, pod n1óv and rpopyjrate, 
are without the Article, it cannot be n 
to the latter, espec. as what is said may be sup- 
posed to be expressed gxmomicé. Moreover, the 
cosmezion, as regards what precedes (6 wpwrot 
ecvyáéro), is quite in favour of the first-men- 
tioned interpretation. As far as regards what 

, no connexion is secessary, the words of 
ver. 32 being parenthetical ; and the yàp which 
commences at ver. 33 has reference to the in- 
junction and the reason for it at vv. 30, 31; 

. d. [° Let this injunction be observed,] for it is 
the ordinance of that Being who is the Author 
not of confusion, but of peace and order.’ They 
were — H conceive, to phe ge an objec- 
tion ; q. d. * How can it proper for any pro- 
pbet * be thus silenced P` or ‘ how should he be 
able to control the estions of the Spirit?’ 
To which the answer is, that ‘the exercise or 

Tim. 2. 

8. 18. 
ó 1 Pet. 8. 1. 
Gen. 8. 16. 

non-exercise of their spiritual gifts was at their 
own discretion (for such, the best Expositors are 
agreed, must be the sense of zvsúuaTa, namely, 
spiritual gifts) ;—whence it followed, that what- 
ever impropriety, or evil, arose from the undue 
exercise of the gift must be imputed not to the 
Spirit, but to the Prophet ki , whose duty it 
would therefore be to rein in his impetuosity, 
and yield to another, before he had finished all 
that he intended to say.' 

93. dxaracracias} On the sense of 
the word see note on Luke xxi. 9. It here de- 
notes ‘tumult and confusion, as being opposed 
to elpiíiyn, ‘ quietness and order’ (rd&ce) at ver. 
40.—The words we ¿y wacais—dylwy may be 
rendered, ‘ asis the case in all other congregations 
of Christians." There is no reason, with many 
eminent Editors and Expositors, from Bp. Pearce 
downwards, to connect these words with the 
words following: for thus the gravity and autho- 
rity of the Apostle’s injunction will be injured, 
and a great irregularity supposed,—namely, that 
of introducing an inferior reason first in the sen- 
tence. And what example is there of a sentence 
thus commencing with ws? This seems to have 
been an expedient resorted to from the connexion 
between these words and the preceding ones being 
not very obvious. But why should we not con- 
sider this (like very many others in St. Paul's 
Epistles) as a briefly-worded clause, standing in 
the place of a complete sentence, introduced by an 
illative Particle? Such is evidently the view 
ado by Hyper. and by Calv., who rightly 
makes it refer to all that bas been before said on 
the observance of order and the cultivation of 

e, —expressing the sense thus: * Nibil vobis 
actenus precepi, quod non observatur in omni- 

bus Ecclesiis; atque ita continentur in pace.” 
34. al yvy. iv Tate ixxX. zuyár.` ob yap, &c.] 

This injunction (which, it is almost universally 
admitted, implies a total prohibition to women to 
speak at all in the con tion) seems to be con- 
tradictory to that at xi. 5. To reconcile which 
with the former, many Commentators suppose 
that the Apostle Aere refers to voluntary dis- 
course, though even spoken with the ordinary aid 
of the Holy Spirit; but in chap. xi. to praying 
and prophesying under the extraordinary influence 
of the Spirit. According to this, the women were 
to keep silence; i.e. to refrain from speaking in 
public in the churches, except when they were 
influenced by an onn inspiration. But 
to that sense Whitby and Mackn. urge serious 
objections; and they maintain, that the Apostle 
at chap. xi. only intended to say now the women 
shoul Z at all, but here means 
absolutely to forbid it. Both solutions of the 
difficulty, however, are open to objections; and 
ere seems to be po safe — removing them, 
ut by supposing the pop. there to mean some 

such Talot soit of tho xpogntsia, (perhaps 
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expounding Scripture,) as should not, by its 
exercise in public, contravene the order in this 

35. el dé +: palay, &c.] This is meant to 
exclude the pretence of speaking for the pu 
of inte ion, in order to seek instruction; 
which, as it would produce disorder, is forbidden. 

36. The Apostle fortifies the injunctions con- 
tained in this and the two preceding chapters 
(but chiefly those in the foregoing verses, espec. 
ver. 33, which refers to the example of other 
churches) by adverting to a /act, —namely, that 
the Corinthians had no priority of conversion to 
plead, nor any superiority over other Churches, 
which might give them a privilege to deviate from 
the general practice ; as if theirs were the mother 
Church, or the only Church. There is an allu- 
sion to Isaiah ii. The implied inference is, 
* You must therefore submit to the custom of the 
premi. Now the mention of these irregu- 

ities naturally brought to the Apostle's mind 
the authors and abettors of them,—certain persons 
who pretended to be endued with the Gift of Pro- 
phecy, and other spiritual Gifts. 
a ¿oxst ie not well rendered in our common 

Version, *seemeth to himself; and still worse 
by Mackn., ‘is sure ;' a sense which the word no 
where bears. Rather, ‘ is accounted,’ ‘is reputed’ 
(as iii. 18, e£ rie duxet copds alat) : meaning, 
* if any one be really a prophet. T»euuarixde, 
for xvavuarodopos used in Hosea ix. 7, to ex- 
press mvt vw, implying the ion of the 
extraordinary influence of the Holy Spirit. In 
the words évtyiveckérm—ivroXai there is a 
frequent Hellenism, and we may render, ‘let him 
understand, or know, that what T write unto you 
(i.e. my injunctions) are commands of the 
Lord ; just as what comes from an Ambassador 
may be said to come from his Sovereigu. The 
Tov before Kvoíov—not found in many of the 
best MSS. and some Fathers, nor found in 
the earliest Editions, —is cancelled by Matthei, 
Gr'esb., Scholz, Lacbm., Tisch., and Alf., and is 
prob. an interpolation. 

38. dyourt} i.e. fesees ignorance, or, as it 
seems, from the antithesis, to mean, * is not dis- 
posed to acknowledge them as such.’ *''Asyvo- 
site, i. e. by a popular idiom (being ap example 
of the permissive Imperative), ‘per me licet, jn 
him do so, suo periculo ; | bave no more to say to 
him.’ Comp. xi. 16. 

39, 40. Here the Apostle recapitulates the 
main points of the foregoing arguments, summing 
them up in one comprehensive precept.— 49 xw- 
Avere, meaning, ‘be no hindrance to, discoun- 
tenance not.’ Evoynuoves kal karà —éEÉ v, 

XV. 1 Tyopifo 66 tiv, dderpol, Tò ebanryQuoy 0 evmryee- 

* jn a decorous and orderly manner.’ Ešex. refers 
to the breaches of Ecclesiastical decorum before 
adverted to; and xar& TÁĶ:» to the violation of 
order and subordination in the ministrations of 
the Church, with allusion to which the Apostle 
enjoined Christians (Eph. v. 21) srordoorseta: 
adAndors iv poe Geov. — also Coloss. 
ii. 5, BAímwv vuv thy Tači. In short, from 
the various of the Class. writers which I 
have adduced in Recens. Synop., it is plain that 
TdEiis was applied to ‘discipline and subordina- 
tion,’ both political and religious. 

XV. After re ing breaches of decorum, 
order, and discipline, the Apostle now proceeds 
to stop the of heresy ; and š on 
that vital doctrine of the Gospel, the Resunrac- 
TION. The Corinthians were, it is plain, tinc- 
tured both with the Sadducæan spirit of Jewish 
sctpticism, and corrupted with the philosophical 
dogmas of the Grecians; each alike subversive 
of all expectation of a resurrection,—at least im 
the sense in which it is here meant by St. Paal, 
namely, a resurrection of both soul and body im 
a future state. There were, it would seem, not 
a few, both of the Jewish and Gentile Christians 
&t Corinth, who entertained notions (founded oa 
the dogmas they had held before their conver- 
sion) adverse to, at least, & resurrection of the 
body ; and who had, in fact, brought with them 
their old tenets into the Christian Church, and 
— — IM tabs es. — the 

wcees, and also the Epicureans and Siposcs, 
rejected alike the resurrection of the body aad 
the soul; while the Essenes the Professors of 
the Oriental philosophy, and the Platenists in 
eneral, in rejecting a resurrection of the 

y; while all three admitted a resurrection of 
the soul, at least in words, though there is great 
reason to think that the Phi 
denied even the resurrection of the sou/, at beast 
in their esoferic doctrines. At all eventa, the 
various sects of Gentile pens sorde all agreed in 
rejecting a resurrection of the body. Hence the 
ili reception which St. Paul met with at Athens 
from his avowal of thie doctrine. It 
then, that the Corinthian heretics were twe 
kinda, corresponding to the above two classes; 
1. those who rejected a resurrection both of the 
body and soul: 2. those who disbelieved a resar- 
rection of the body, but admitted one of the soud. 
The persons of this class, however (namely, the 
Essences and the Platonists), rej a resurrec- 
tion of the body on different grounds. The 
latter, taking for granted the absolute pkyssosi 
identity of the raised body with the mortal body 
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before existing, denied the possibility of the thing; 
the former, taking for granted the morał identity: 
i.e. the being equally frail and corrupt, thought 
that if it were possible, it would be most undesir- 
able, and the thing not to be reconciled with the 
wisdom and benevolence of the Deity. As to 
the class, —those who had been Sadducees 
ot Epicureans, and stil] clung to the same no- 
tion, —thev endeavoured to justify this d re 
from what had been revealed by Christ, by 
taking (as the heathen Philosophers, of the Pla- 
tonic school, often did) the term avaeracis ina 

ical and ical sense, to designate 
b adieu to ignorance and vice, and, em- 

bracing Tight and truth, also the practi ap- 
ving of this regeneration by a reformed life. 

Thue the dsdoraors they professed was nearly 
equiv. to the Stoical dvayivynois, or wadiy- 
evscia. Hence the might well maintain (as 

id Hymeneus and Philetus), that the resurrec- 
tion o e. of the just), if was its nature, was 
already past. The Sadducean notion had been 
plainly borrowed from the Gentile Philosophers, 
with whose writings the Jews became conversant 
soon after their return from the Babylonian cap- 
tivity ; and when the necessity of preserving their 
liberty against the attacks of the neighbourin 
monarchs of Syria, Persia, and Egypt, compell 
them to form connexions with the Gentile na- 
tions of the West, espec. the Greeks and Romans. 
But, besides the en-believers, and the Àa/f-be- 
lievers, in the doctrine of the resurrection, there 
was a therd class, composed of those who might 
be called misbelievers, —inasmuch as, tho 
admitting the doctrine of a resurrection of the 

as well ss of the soul, they yet felt doubts 
and scruples as to the fime when, and the manner 
in which, it would take place; and also whether 
those found alive at the general resurrection 
would have need to die, or be received into the 
comer of the raised saints and angels without 
any suc : 

ow to the above /Ares classes of person the 
Apostle is here addressing himself; and he does 
so in the natural order; i. e. of unbelievers, half 
(er mis)-believers, and ing believers as to 

doctrine of the resurrection; the first, it 
should seem, vv. 1—934; the second, vv. 35—50 ; 
the third, vv. 51—57. V. 58 contains the in- 
ference to be drawn from what bas been before 
eaid, and contains an earnest exkortation. To 
advert to particulars ;—the errors, or doubts, of 
the several clasees Pike tao oli and corrected 

the discussion of the two following questions : 
Y! Whether there will be a resurrection of the 
dead? This is proved, 1. from Scripture, vv. ] 
—A ; 2. from the testimony of eye-witnesses of 
Christ's resurrection, vv. 12. For the con- 
nexion of the truth of Christ's resurrection from 
the dead with that of the doctrine of the resur- 
rection of the dead generally, was of the closest 
nature; so that what proved one, must prove the 
other; and the bility of such a resurrection 
being once shown, all arguments on the score of - the f bilit of the thing would be completely 
demolished; II. he argues the same question ex 
abeurdo,—i. e. by showing the absurdity of the 
contrary doctrine: thus; 1. If the dead rise not, 

Christ is not risen (ver. 13); 2. it would be 
absurd to have faith in him, according to the 
preaching of the Gospel, if he be not risen; 3. 
the Apostles, who attest his resurrection. must 
be false witnesses; 4. the faith of the Corinth- 
jans, who believe it, must be vain; 5. all the 
believers, who have died in the faith of Christ, 
have perished if Christ be not risen; 6. believers 
in Christ are in a more miserable state than any 
others, if there be no resurrection ; 7. those who 
are baptized in the faith, that Christ died for 
them, and rose again, are deceived ; 8. the Apos- 
tles, and Christians in general, who suffer perse- 
eution on the ground that, after they had suffered 
awhile here, they shall have a glorious resurrec- 
tion, are acting a foolish part (vv. 30—35). Now 
here it may be proper to observe, that there 
seems t reason to suppose (with Cocceius and 
Gerdes.) that by áráoacise vexpæv the Apostle, 
in his arguments for the resurrection of the soul, 
means, in a general sense, not merely a resurrec- 
tion of ilie body. but aleo the transition of the 
soul to a state of bliss in heaven. For, as they 
show, the Apostle's arguments at vv. 19—35 
would be inconclusive, as based on a sophism, 
technically called /fallacis is, unless 
those, whom he is here immediately encounter- 
ing, denied the resurrection of the soud as well as 
of the body; i.e. the doctrine of a future state 
in general, as did the Sadduceee and Epicureans. 
And consequently dvéor. must be taken as at 
Matt. xxii. 31. Assuredly the strong expres- 
sions, deroAécÓat, and others, would lose their 
force; since the reply would have been at hand, 
—that ‘the soul might live from the body ; 
that thus our better part might évdnunoar xpos 
TÓ» Kpior, and —— our hope would 
wot be utterly cut off, though the particles of 
flesh should not be restored to life; and, accord- 
ingly, there would still remain that anchor of 
hope for the faithful, —that of preserving the soul 
in the blissful communion of Christ. and in the 
fruition of God himself? Again, how would it 
follow, from there being no resurrection of the 
body only, that there would be no such thing as 
virtue, piety, or faith, since those might never- 
theless profit the soul? So that, supposing an 
immortality of the soud only, it would still be the 
true interest of man to mortify carnal lusts, and 
tto live soberly, aiat , and godly, in this 
present world.” Whereas the contrary doctrine, 
which denied the immortality of the soul, cut at 
the root of all virtue, and was calculated to en- 

nder immorality of every kind. We are (as 
rdes, well suggests) carefully to distinguish 

between the persons here had in view. The per- 
sons whom the Apostle addresses, informs, warns, 
and exhorts, are different from those against 
whose heresy and arts of persuasion he cautions 
his readers. The latter he no where directly 
attacks, but confines himself to addressing the 
Jormer. Otherwise, indeed, his arguments would 
have been invalid (as addressed to Sadducman 
Jews, or Atheistical Gentiles); whereas they 
have their full force, as addressed to persons who 
acknowledged certain principles on which the 
Apostle argues. Hence what is said of the 
resurrection, is meant of the resurrection of 
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Christians, and of the just and pious, not of the 
wicked (though the Apostle recognizes both at 
Acts xxiv. 15); their resurrection (which, as it 
appears, will be after that of the just) being, in 
some measure, implied in the former, as in the 
case of the immortality of the soul, in regard to 
the resurrection of the body.—To on to the 
two other heads, the Apostle at vv. 35— 
49, or 50, with reference to the second class above 
mentioned (namely, those who disbelieved, or at 
least doubted of, the resurrection of the body, but 
held a resurrection of the soul), shows that the 
resurrection in — will be a resurrection of 
the body as well as of the soul, and informs us 

. what will be the nature of the bodies thus raised, 
and in what manner the whole will be accom- 
lished. Again, at v. 49, or vv. 50—57 inclusive, 
e adverts to the third class, and shows the time 

and manner of the resurrection, and what will 
become of those who are found alive at that 
period. Finally, he concludes with a most solemn 
and impressive exhortation, as to the use to be 
made of the doctrine he is now communicating. 

1,2. The construction (here somewhat irre- 
gular) is: Tvwopl{ee dt ¿utv, ádsX poi, TÒ sbay- 
eyéAiov, © ainyysAcoduny butv,—d xal rap- 
Adhere, iv @ xal éornxare, ài’ ob kal cb{ecbs 
—tint Xóyo abmyy. Sut. Render: * Now I 
would have you bear in mind, as to the Gospel 
that [ first preached to you, which, moreover, ye 
received, wherein, too, ye stand (es Rom. v. 2 
and note), whereby also ye are being saved, to 
what tenor and purpose I preached it to you, — 
if ye keep it in mind, [as ye must] unlese [with 

the exception that ye] have believed or embraced 
ires — — in n gis may be — 
sidered the general purport of the passage; whic 
forms an exordium, or introduction, to the subse- 
quent matter treated of throughout the chapter, 
—namely, the resurrection of the dead; on some 
points of which subject the Corinthians had in 
their letter requested further information. Ac- 
cordingly it bears the same relation to the whole 

as the first 18 verses of John i. does to 
his whole . The words are few, but select, 
and full of point. And, although the composition 
may seem a little confused, and immethodical, 
yet that circumstance is by no means to be attri- 
uted to negligence, —but rather to somewhat of 

mental agitation, experienced by the sacred writer 
in treating on a subject so deeply interesting and 
momentous. There is much truth in the remark 
of Bulling. : * Ad affectum facit, quod per inter- 
cisa Menos. tanquam crebris ictibus, auditorum 
[rather, lectorum] animos ferit.'—To advert to 
the phraseology. T'vwpl{w has here, and in the 
parallel passage of Gal. i. 11, been variously, but, 
for the most part, unsuccessfully explained. Nay, 
Translators and Expositors vary in rendering the 
same words in the two es. E. V. has here 
t declare ; in Gal. ‘certify. Mackn. has ‘re- 

` here; ‘certify’ in Gal. Dr. Peile uses in 
th passages ‘ certt/y,’ which is the least exact 

version of all. re, in the sense ‘to make 
any thing known,’ is greatly preferable, and is 
more agreeable than any other to the wsus lo- 
quendi; but it does not well suit the context; and 
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ei u) ete émuarevaare. 9 °IlapéŠoxa yap viv év mpærois, 
Š xai sapéXafov, drt Xpwrrós áàméÜavev vrép tay apaprusy 

it is opposed to plain , for the Apostle had 
already taught them the doctrine. Hence many 
of the best Commentators render ‘J remind,' and 
with reason ; for, as Chrys. observes, ò yrupi{as 
TÓ 329 yw — sira: e A éuTíeon, 

pita wadcy els urriany dyeoy (by bringing 
it to er) And so TheophyL, 
and Theodor. explain. The beet way of settling 
the question is, to suppose tbat here (brevitatis 
gratia), Paul employs a of sense, ia 
which the two significations, and m 
memoriam revocare, are united. This view I 
find confirmed by the opinion of the very learned 
— Ls his Meletomate ips rne vo- 
ume o pages on this chap. only), who 
explains the term by, declarare amplins, 
istts in memoriam revocare. It is obvious, 
knowledge of every kind requires to be kept up 
by attentive reflection; otherwise it will become 
imperfect, and have to be by instruction restored, 
or even so as to make it exact ; which 
was prob. the case with many ef those whom 
Paul was addressing; and consequently he selected 
the term ypwpi{e, on which see 2 Pet. ii. 12, 
and note. By svayyé\uoy we are to understand 
the doctrines of the ] generally, those 
of the incarnation and Veni recti on 3t Christ, and 
the like resurrection and redemption of the righte- 
ous; see — viii. 11. In ee (which 
means ‘ye have persevered and do persevere ") 
there is either an istic metaphor (see Eph. 
vi. 13), or an — one, ake idpaies 
vyivec€e duetaxiynra, ver. 58, where see note; 
and comp. Col. i. 23. 2 Cor. i. 24. 1 Pet. v. 8, 
9, 12, and see note on Rom. v. 2 —6 
wapst.—xal cet. Render: ‘Which ye also 
ceived (or, * embraced"), in which also ye stand, 
whereby, too, ye are being saved ;" or, if there be a 
climas in the xai —«ai-—«ai, ‘even being saved. 
The rendering * embraced ° is 
as supra xi. 29, it denotes, as Olsh. saya, ‘not a 
Eg from men, but from the Lord him- 
self.’ 

2. de’ ob—a«ot.) ‘are in the way of being 
finally saved ;' Tan ing meànwhile “se Ger- 
des., * the eec of eration, justificati 
and sanctification, together with hope by 
which believers are saved, and glorification, “ the 
end bs sur faith, oven a — std our souls." " 
—thu À ¿yq simyys. Su. e term As 
the sense as bees pot a little disputed. That 

— and — ¢,—eermone, 
ing and terms,’ supported 

the Pesch. Syr. and Ambrose, is open to 2* 
tion, on the ground of not yielding a sufficient 
weighty sense: that of rpdmww, rati 
way, though yielding a sense weighty enough, is 
destitute of proof. Hence I am induced to agree 
with Beza in thinking that, although Paul speaks 
as if he meant the wording of kis vic voce im- 
struction, yet in reality be means the malter and 
substance of the word preached, or rather ite 
ral fenor, or eodor.) as to doctrine, as 
being the simple, unadulterated doctrine of Christ 
crucified.—el xacTéxsTs, &c., meaning (as Pref. 
Dobree well expresses freely) ‘as you will per- 
ceive, if you bave not forgotten my words; un- 

a 
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less, indeed, you,’ &c. Of xardyev, in this rare 
sense, £o hold of, remember, the only apposite 
ex. that I have noted is in Jos. Antt. it. 5, 4, 
ratne piv fjurnuórnas (‘ forgot"), rov di óva- 
patwy xaricyev. The sense which Dr. Peile 
assigns to el«y, ‘in mere levity,’ * without suffi- 
cient reason, is indeed found in the Class. 
writers; but bere it would be unsuitable to the 
context, which requires the sense in vain, as bas 
been evinced by the able logic of Crell. and Est., 
which see; and aleo the notes of Calv. and Hyper., 
who well observe, that these two eaceptions, sl 
xkaTíxyere and éxtds sl uj six? imiorsicats, 
have much point: the Apostle meaning thereby 
to make them at once attentive and docile. The 
must have believed in vain if they have not truly 
believed ; if they have been careless, they must 
have heard the Gospel without profit. In short, 
though the word is capable of several meanings, 
the only-one which suits the context is ' tx vain,’ 
parny, meaning that ° their faith will be what is 
called at ver. 14, «avy, or, as it is said ver. 17, 
paraia, inasmuch as the holder of this faith fails 
to attain the end of his faith, even the salvation 
of his soul,' 1 Pet. i. 9; the doctrine of the resur- 
rection being, as Chrys. and Theophyl. point out, 
the corner-stone of all Christian faith. 

3. After having, in the foregoing brief exor- 
dium, paved the way for making a strong impres- 
sion on the minds of the Corinthians, the Apostle 
applies himself to the discussion of the weighty 
subject itself; and he sets forth, in the first : 
how that article of the resurrection of the dead 
is inseparably connected with the rest of the 
Jeading points of the Christian faith, which form 
the one whole This truth the Apostle 
strenuously exerts himself at vv. 3—34 to firmly 
establish, and to vindicate from every kind of 
objection; in order to which he, by way of 

enumerates certain primary - 
$cal truths, as to Christ and his resurrection 

(which, as such, he had more particularly im- 
oe of Me Corinthians), and 

sets e in e connexion existi 
between them,—that bo any thus be enabled t 
satisfactorily deduce this inference, that, as inti- 
mately united with, and as inseparable from, 
these is this great doctrine of the resurrection of 
the dead. 

— wapidexa yap Suiv iv wpwrae, © xal 
4apíA.] The recent foreign Commentators, for 
the most part, explain wapidexa, ° I taught,’ re- 
ferring to Rom. a 17, and other passages. But 
the word often signifies to ‘ communicate to an- 
other learner any information or knowledge de- 
rived from some common TEACHER.” And this 

to be the sense here intended, such being 
led for by the words following, Š xal xap- 

£XAafovy, which, notwithstanding the refinements 
of several recent Expositors (who refer them to 
information derived from some of the ; 
gospels then extant, or others now lost; viz. the 
apocryphal ones), can only (as I have shown in 
my note on the kindred passage, supra, xi. 23) 
be understood of the information derived. by the. 
Apostle from the personal and immediato revela- 

VoL. IT. 

tion of Jesus Christ, adverted to at Gal. i. 12, 
and elsewhere, though it may txclude the in- 
struction communicated by Ananias, and after- 
wards by the rest of the Apostles, as spoken of 
in Acts ix. 17 —19. 

— ¿v rperais] i. e. ‘among the indes fun- 
damental truths of the Gospel.'—"O xal wapida- 
Buv. Comp. supra xi. 23, and Gal. i. 12, and 
note. This is, Hyper. observes, said by way of 
commendation and confirmation of his doctrine, 
that he did not imvent it, but had simply deli- 
vered what he had received from God. 
— é&TíÜara» rèp T&v áu.) The ùrèp is 

nol, as some consider it, for sapi, but should be 
rendered ‘on account of,’ ‘for the ezpéation of; 
with allusion to the atonement made for us b 
Christ suffering in our — See ri — 
—Tde ypadpas, meaning such parts of the Scrip- 
tures of the Old Test. A have reference to the 
sufferings, death, and resurrection of Christ, — 
namely, not only the popoean of the Messiah, 
but also the sacrifices, and, in general, the ritual 
and typical ordinances which prefigured the great 
Sacrifice. See Is. liii. 4. 

4. kai Ste irán] Christ's burial is men- 
tioned, as proving his death, just as — 
to Cephas and the 500 brethren attes is re- 
surrectzon. 

b. rote dedaxa] There were then but eleven. 
But the Apostles were so called, by a figure 
common to all languages, whereby a | y 
of persons who act as colleagues are called by 
the number of which the body is properly 
composed, though it may not be complete at the 
tin e. 

6. wp0n imáve rrr. àQ). ipárač] 
Render : ‘he appeared (lit. ‘showed sank 
to upwards of five hundred brethren at once.’ 
On the time when, and the place where, this re- 
markable circumstance occurred, no little differ- 
ence of opinion exists, as will from my 
Recens. Synop. On attentively reconsidering 
the question in all its bearings, I can no longer 

with the generality of the Commentators, 
at the a ce here mentioned is that re- 

corded in Matt. xxviii. 16 seqq. After all that 
the ability of Est., Whitby, and: Mackn. was 
enabled to effect towards establishing this hypo- 
thesis, it is one not sufficiently well: grounded to 
be relied on. Hence I now prefer to suppose, 
with other itors, that the transaction in 
question is—like that of the appearance to Cephas 
spoken of in the next verse—one which has not 
been recorded in the Gospels; and no wonder, — 
since it was not the pu of the Evangelísts to 
record all the transactions that could have been 
recorded respecting the Lord Jesus, and the 
founding of the Goepel, but only those which 
seemed to them of the test importance. And 
they might not think tis one of that kind; con- 
sidering that the re-a ce of Christ to his 
Apostles and disciples was attested by the per. 
sonal evidence of those many of the five hundred 
in question, who must, when the Gospels of 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke were written, havo 
been yet alive. Hence l wai suppose the 
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transaction in question to have been one of those 
not recorded by the Evangelists, otherwise than 
that it took place at the time when our Lord, 
having appeared for the last time to the disciples, 
and having led them forth from Jerusalem to 
Bethany, and then to the Mount of Olives 
(where, it seems, the Apostles and disciples 
were joined to the brethren at large), ascended 
up to heaven im the sight of them all. In this 
view [ am supported by the authority of Priceus 
and Gerdes. Heumann is of opinion, that the 
order of the words has become disturbed, and 
needs transposition thua: "Brura $05 'Ia- 
Ki 3e, sira Toit &zosoAo:s masiv. “Brera 
@p0n iwdve wevruxoc., &.; by which, ob- 
serves Gerdes., ‘neque Thomam inter testes re- 
surrectionis Christi in Paulo recensitos desidera- 
bimus, neque a juxta mare Galileum ver- 
satos, de quibus Johannes ch. xxi. :' a very in- 
genious conjecture, but not necessary to be 
adopted, since the Particles «Ira and iva:ra are 
not to be rigidly interpreted, as if Paul intended 
to place the nces in question in exact 
chronological order, but regarded as merely bear- 
ing the sense of porro. As to what so man 
stumble at, —the of the number; it is 
not greater on this supposition, than on that first 
mentioned. Nor is the difficulty to be removed 
by recognizing (with several Commentators) the 
ve s — for an — — pe 
ess by adopti e principle su P. 
Warburton, that* the Apeitle introduces bis Cool 
of witnesses with a becoming dignity in the gross,” 
—for what would that imply? ving, then, 
the number as it stands, and accounting for it as 
well as we can, we may, with Lightf., Whitby, 
Gerdes., Heydenr., and Steuersen, suppose that, 
though the number of the disciples mentioned at 
Acts i. 15, is only one hundred and twenty, yet 
that could not be the whole number of believors 
at that time, but only the number of those who 
had followed our Lord continually, ver. 21 ; or 
rather, as Heydenr. and Stenersen think pro- 
bable, ‘those who were collected together with 
the Apostles when another Apostle had to be 
chosen and substituted in the place of the traitor 
Judas Iscariot.’ Accordingly, we are not to un- 
derstand them to be all the disciples in Judaa, 
but only all those in Jerusalem. In Galilee and 
in various of the country of Judæa there 
must have a considerable number; which 
may well be supposed to have been at least five 
hundred. Moreover, though styled bretkren, we 
May suppose that in some their belief might be 
weak and wavering, and require that cos, - 
tion, which the august circumstance of their 
Lord's visible ascent into heaven was calculated 
to afford them. Finally, admitting the full 
number of five hundred to have been co- 
attendant with the Apostles and disciples at 
Christ's ascension, we are thus better able to 
account for the extraordinary number of three 
thousand persons soon after added to the Church 
on the day of Pentecost, —partly, we may sup- 
pose, by the testimony of those five hundred 
reaching uumerous persons, well * ars to 
Gospel trath.—ol wAslovr pivovew $. &., ° of 

816gvarov Se avrov, wotepel TQ ExtTpwopatt, WPOn xpo. 

whom the greater pert continue alive, remain 
yet living, unto this time.’ By which it is meant 
to be intimated that ney Se eee (IN NC 
nesses to the august circumstance of the ascen- 
sion. By the turn of the — in Tuis di 
it is evident that the number of the deceased 

— of three hundred eye-witnesees P—^4Turie 

E, F, G, and other MSS. and some Fathers, has 

nds, for internal evidence is quite in ite 
favour, siuce it might have been onssiéed by ecri- 

for its having been 

f] On — ote beige of these 
am now of opinion, t is appearance te 

James (which, though unrecorded in the Gos- 
pels, was handed down by tradition, and is men- 
tioned by the Fathers) took place, sof at the 
time of in Matt. xxviii. 
16, 20, but 
Gresw. has 
Toit dwocr. «zac. l would now refor, with 
Mackn., Gresw., 
recorded in Luke xxiv. 44 seqq. 
Particles imera and sira will not need aay 
difference of explanation. Thus also the fore- 
poing occurrence, —the to the five 
undred brethren, will also come in the true 

chronological order ss referred (agreeably te 
Greswell's rir Mn to what is recorded at 
Matt. xxviii. 16 as — in Gales ; 
though considering, as Dr. remarks, that 
it might have been thought that tbis 
took place in Galilee (Matt. xxviii. I5. it is 
best to suppose, with Greew., that the 
here too has followed the order of time, that 
the occurrence took place at Jerusalem. 

8. dowspel te ixtpmperi—ipol} There are 
two points connected with this passage on which 
Commeatators are divided in opinion: L. om the 
sense, and the nature of the ¿aTpesssarra > 
2. on the force of the Article. As to the former, 
ixtpeua (thought to be not a pure Attic word, 
th found in good authors, as Hippocrates, 
Aristotle, Plato, and Aristides) has always else- 
where the sense which Hesych. sscribee to it, 
ixBoAh yvvaixòs, un abortion, With respect te 
the latter particular, many pd San suppose sm 
allusion to the name given (as Sueton. Aug. c. 35, 
tells us) by the Romans to senar 
tors, viz. ix. Te this, however, it is oèb- 
jected by Bp. Middleton, that thus the compari- 
= ae aar hold rie Ac abortion is 
rought forth dead, and t e was living, 

both naturally and spiritually. He would there- 
fore take the word to mean a last-born child, 
orepoy, as often, for UereTor; with reference 
to the common notion, ent in all the re- 
mote parts of England, of the last-born being the 
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smallest and weakest of the progeny. But for 
this sense there is little or no authority ; and it 
would involve a resis. e may 
rather (with Hyper., Crell., and Newcome) re- 
eur to another sense of ixrpeya, which has 
Rot, , been preserved in any author; but 
which, no doubt, existed, and is preserved in 
Hesych. and the Glossaria, — namely, ¿“pov 
yiwnpa, a child born before the due time. So 
the Latin Pus, though it generally means 
ere As in Horat. Sat. i. 3, 46, * ut abor- 
&eus fait olim Sisyphus’ has this very sense. 
Now such infants are invariably weak and feeb!e, 
scarcely deserving the name of children ; which 
is, [ conceive, what the Apostle means to say of 
himself, —calliug himself so, as being an Apostle 
not formed and matured by previous preparation 
and instruction, but suddenly called to the office 
by an instantaneous conversion, as the abortivus 
is saddenly and prematurely cast from the womb, 
and brought into the world. It is proper, how- 
ever, to advert to the force of the Article here. 
According to the first and third of the foregoing 
interpretations, the Article seems to have no 

; unless we suppose, with Bp. Middleton, 
that it is meant to apply the term particularly to 
the Apostle; asin Luke xviii. 13, iuoi ro auco- 
tee. But this solution of the difficulty pre- 
sented in accounting for the Article is inadmis- 
sible, as producing a sense which few will ap- 
prove; and that of Mr. Green, p. 226, is much 
more objectionable, espec. as conveying a very 
revolting idea. To cancel the re, with Dobree 
and others, would be to cut the knot. Besides 
being found in all the copies but a very few of 
Do account, its authenticity is confirmed by a 
similar passage (imitated from the present) of 
Simeon Stylites in an Epistle to Basil: ¿yo 
(says he) ò raweiwde xai evTedne, TO ExTpwua 
TG» povaywy. It would seem that Simeon was 
ene of those ‘certain persons’ mentioned by Theo- 
phyl., who understood the sense to be +ó vore- 
pov yivenua, ‘the last-born offspring of a 
family.” Last-born children were to be 
born before the due and lar time; and, ac- 
cordingly, Hesych. explains («popa by 9aióíoy 
&wpov, meaning, ‘ before the due time; which 
is what d ee was intended to 
express; though out of is a sense not r; 
since it might include that of beyond the due 
time. The glose was doubtless borrowed from a 
Scholiast, and represents another ancient inter- 
pretation, distinct from that of Theophyl., and 
which I as the most ancient of all, and 

bably, the true one. It is liable to no objection 
ut what may arise from over-nice refinement of 

erudition, especially as respects the force of the 
Article, the nice proprieties in the use of which 
we cannot imagine to have been known to or 
meant to be expressed by the Apostle. In short, 
this use of ixrpepua seems to have been an 
idiomatic expression of common life. And, if 
Proof be desired of this use, something nearly 
approaching thercto is supplied by two es 
of Tzetzes, adduced by Dindorf oa Staph. Then 
in v., where rà ixcrpmpara are o to full- 

12,11. 3 Cor.8.5,6. Gal.2.8 Col. 1. 99. 

wn men; a use evidently formed on the other. 
o read re (for rive) with many recent Critics, 

would introduce an Atticism no where found in 
the New Test. nor in the Sept.; nor, indeed, in 
any Hellenistic writer. Whichever of the above 
two senses be adopted, it is plain that the Apostle 
applies the expression from deep humility; the 

article wewepei, with which he introduces it, 
being meant to soften the harshness of the ez- ` 
pression, not that of the thing. 

10. ydpire è Osov elui 5 els) scil. doró- 
eToÀos. While, however, thus ascribing what- 
ever he is, or has effected, to the grace of God, 
(i.e. his gracious aid,) yet, by way of assertin 
himeelf to the Church at Corinth, he then F 
verts to his lu , as greater than those of all 
the other Apostles, i.e. taken singly, not collec- 
tively. Of these see the detail in Gerdes., p. 114 
sq. His humility, however, is evinced by his 
introducing this notice in words implying that 
they were done by Divine aid,—an aid, he says, 
which was not fruitless; meaning, by meiosis, 
was productive of great profit. This is even yet 
more apparent in the words added, per correc- 
tionem, oux iyw dt, ddA’ 9 xápis, &c. “It was 
not I that was the doer, but the grace of God 
aiding me. Where, however, we are not to 
suppose that he represents himself as a mere 
machine, and God as the only doer. ‘ He as- 
cribes (as Bp. Beveridge observes) the glory of 
all he did to the grace of God ; yet nevertheless 
he was the person that did it by that grace.’ 
That the words are by no means subversive of 
frec-will in man, is acknowledged even by St. 
Augustine, de Gratia et libero arbitrio, ch. iii., 
* Non ego autem, i. e. non solus, sed gratia Dei 
mecum. Ac per hoc nec gratia Dei sola, nec 
ipee solus, sed gratia Dei cum illo.” And though 

t. objects"to the interpretation on the score of 
its not making grace sufficiently prominent, yet 
he grants that in this passage is intimated the 
co-operation of grace and free-will ; so, however, 
that grace works principally b helping the will 
and making it operative, though not treating the 
man as a machine. Comp. Rom. viii. 26, where 
the meaning is, that * we of ourselves know not, 
and therefore need the help of the Spirit to know.’ 
Moreover, as Est. ably reasons, * auxilium autem 
non est, nisi ene etiam eo qui adjuvatur.' 
And he concludes by remarking, that what is 
here written is as much as to say, * Non ego 
principaliter, or ‘non tam ego quam gratia Dei,” 
comparing the same idiomatica] form of expres- 
sion in Hosea vi. 6, ‘I desire mercy, and not 
sacrifice ; the knowledge of God more than burnt- 
offerings.’ Thus, after all, the doctrine here con- 
tained is no other than that found in the kindred 
passage of Phil. ii. 12, 18 (according to the expla- 
nation I have given of those words) ; and in vain 
is it that Calvin from this passage strives, totis 
viribus, to beat down the doctrine of free-will, 
which even Augustin and Eat. (both holding tho 
same doctrinal views with Calvin) admit at least 
by implication. To effect this, he scruples not 
to misrepresent what is said by the opponents of 
his inem by making them say that, ‘in the 

R 
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working, half the praise is to be ascribed to God, 
and the other half left to man.’ Whereas the 
above explanation (which is substantially true) 
cannot truly be so characterized. 

11. Having enumerated separately the offects 
and testimonies of Christ's resurrection, the 
Apostle now sums them up in one brief saying, 
of which the full purport is, * Whether it be I or 
they [who] laboured most, [it matters not ;] this 
doctrine [the death and resurrection of Christ] 
we all preached, and ye professed vour belief of 
it. And having thus attested Tur full credence, 
how can ye, consistently, call in question the 
other doctrine, so closely connected with it, that 
of the resurrection of man from the dead P ° 

12. The Apostle now comes more closely home 
to the point in question ; and, having thus far 
stated it asa fundamental doctrine of Christianity, 
and a pri article of Christian faith, that 
* Christ both died and rose in on the thi 
day,’ he now proceeds to show that with this is 
intimately connected, what certain heretical 
teachers have presumed to deny,—the doctrine of 
what is called the resurrection of the dead. Inso- 
much that, if the latter be sup baseless, the 
former must be sup equally without founda- 
tion; and that, if this one article of the Christian 
faith be assumed false, all the other articles of the 
Christian faith,—as daplism, and the atonement 
of Christ,—mutt be assumed false likewise. We 
have here an argumentum ex , by a con- 
clusion from the foregoing premises; q. d. * Now 
Christ really and died d rose from the dead, as 
has becn evinced on irrefragable evidence. How, 
then, can any deny the possibility of a resurrec- 
tion? For what once been, may again be; 
and, ë contrario, ver. 18, if a resurrection of the 
dead were to be supposed to be a vain imagina- 
tion, not deserving of our belief, our faith in the 
resurrection of Christ would be destroyed.’ In 
short, the ment is: ‘If, as has been proved, 
Christ rose from the dead, then the resurrection 
of the dead is not only possible, but actual ; for 
the general proposition, that there is no resurrec- 
tion, is included in the particular one, that Christ 
is not risen ; i. e. the resurrection of others could 
only need a continuation of that same exertion of 
omnipotence which raised Him. 

13. el ài ávácraeis—lyftysprai]. Dr. Peile 
has with reason objected to the interpretation of 
Mackn. and Burton, which, as he truly observes, 
$ needlessly involves the Apostle’s reasoning,—a 
reasoning, he adds, ‘turning simply upon this 
plain inference: “If, as some say, there is no 
such thing as rising from the dead, then bas 
Christ—who died, as I told you, for our sins— 
not been raised. For (ver. 16, &c.) if there be 
no rising from the dead, theu Christ has not 

risen. But if Christ has not risen, vain is your 
faith [in Him], ye are yet in your sins" " It is 
scarcely necessary to say that this ie the way in 
which the verses were long ago explained by me 
in my Recens. Syn. and in my Gr. Test, thou 
more at a ; ana proceeding r^ mi profound dis- 
cussions of Est., r., Calv., Bulling., He 
and, instar mtu iL Gerdesius. — 

14. Here we have another argumentum er ab- 
surdo.—tl, ‘supposing that.’  Kevór is by the 
ancient and earlier modern, and also some recent 
Expositors, explained useless, as not attaining the 
desired end. Moet Expositore, however, 
the time of Grot. and Mackn., assign to it the 
ecnse ‘false and unfounded.’ The former inter- 
pretation seems preferable; but doth may be in- 
cluded, the latter as dependent on the former. 
The sense may be thus expressed : ‘ If Christ had 
not risen, our testimony of his resurrection to life 
and glory would have false, and an impose 
ture (see ver. 25), and without any benefit to 
ourselves; and yowr persuasion of the truth 
id our report would produce no good to your- 
selves." 

15. Here we have (as Hyper. observes) a 
of the former argument ab absurdo, as to their 
presching being vain; for such it would be, if 
they brought forward falsehood for truth, and 
especially falsehood of God, the words rov Osos 
ME emphatic.—evpioxdueOn Si xai wd. 
Render, * Yea, we should [thus] also be made 
out to be false witnesses concerning God.” Keré 
is by the beet Interpreters explained ‘ ing ;" 
a signification of the word very rare, but which 
the Bis aria chose to employ, probably as wishi 
to include the sense ‘to the prejudice of, whi 

ification would occasion ; inasmuch as it would 
almost imply a want of in God to raise the 
dead ; for the Gentile Philosophers denied it. Se 
Pliny, Hist. Nat. 1. ii. c. 7, ** Revocare defunctos 
ne Deus quidem potest."—dr: iuaprep. xarà 
Tov Qsov, &c. These words are explamafory of 
the foregoing clause, showing in what sense the 
expression Wevdoxaptupes Tou Qro was meant 
to be taken. I have, in my Recens. Syn_, clearly 
made it appear that, of the various senses that 
have been assigned to iuapr. xara Tow Geos, 
the only true one is that of the Greek Commen- 
tators and the framers of our Common Version, 
t against,’ i. e. ‘to the prejudice and dishonour of 
God. It is truly observed by Grot., that ‘ every 
testimony is xarà Tov Osov, which represents 
God as having done that which he has sot done ;` 
and (as Markn. observes) ‘such a testimony, ea 
the supposition that Christ was wot raised, wosid 
be a witnessin inst Gop ; because, to tesnfy 
that God raised Christ, Whom He did sof raise, 
was to testify that Ho had confirmed the pretea- 
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sions of an impostor, which were a blasphem 
inst God.” m — 
16, 17. Here we have (as Gerdes. shows) not 

a mere repetition of the arguments at vv. 13, 14, 
but something to serve — illustration ; 
and the conclusion at ver. 17 completes the proof 
of the resurrection: for (to use the words of 
Heydenr.) ‘ riore does not here, as before, de- 
note assent to the testimony of the Apostles con- 
cerning the resurrection of Christ, but that faith 
which the Corinthians had accorded to the whole 
Christian doctrine ; or (if it be thought better to 
understand thy rior» objectively) the doctrine 
itself of the Gospel, which would be without any 
solid foundation, would be of doubtful and ambi- 
guous faith ; nay, would be liable to strong suspi- 
cion, were the resurrection of Christ taken away, 
in wbich we have the plainest demonstration of 
Gospel truth, and the moet certain confirmation 
of its divine origin. * The Apostle (continues 
Heydenr.) addresses them by an interchange of 
persons, ing first in the second, then in the 
third, lastly in the first, per xoivescw.’ At 
ver. 17 he points out a new absurdity arising 
from the denial of Christ's resurrection, —that 
they would be under the penalty of unforgiven 
sin, which is inconsistent with the very elements 
of the Christian system ; * yo are yet subject to, 
liable to, the penalty of your sins, from their 
being thus unatoned for,’ a sense highly suitable 
to the Apostle's argument. But the question is, 
how the ex ion à» duapr. elvai comes to 
mean, as Gerdes. renders, sub reaíu esse, and 
where iv has ever the sense sub, as used for ùro? 
No where. Gerdes. e, indeed, to 2 Pet. ii. 
19, rotre xal dedovAwra:. But that passage 
will only tend to afford countenance to the idea 
that ¿z is used here as at Rom. vii. 6, carnpy. 
&T7À ov vóuov, áaroÜayóvrec iv œ xaTa yousÜa, 
* by which we were held in bon ` But that 
would not here suit the context; for the Apostle 
ie not speaking of the domntimsšsom of sin in the 
members. Gerdes. assigns that as a principal 
sense, including, as the subordinate one, the 
suqpa yas of our sins by their being not atoned 

. And this sense may quite as well be ex- 
tracted from the words, by taking 4v in its usual 
signif. Accordingly, the meaning of the words 
will simply be, ‘ ye still remain in the same con- 
dition in which ye were formerly, when no remis- 
sion of sins was held out to you: as before, so 
also even now ye are subject to sin and its ty 
eternal death)." Accordingly, the full sense 
ntended seems to be this: ‘ye are still in the 
seme state of habitua] sin, unrepented of and un- 
forsaken ; and which will ultimately prove per- 
dition when consigned to a state of eternal misery 
in Hades. 

18. val xai—dwedovro} 
out ano 

Here is pointed 
fatal consequence of the denial. of the. 

a m Acts 30. 
33. 
ch. ver. 23. 
Col. 1. 18. 
Rev. 1. 5. 

resurrection; q.d. ‘It follows, also, that those 
who have died in [the faith of, in communion 
with] Christ (ol vsxpol iv Xpiora Rev. xiv. 13 
are perished :' there is an end of them and of 
their hopes; all their labour, toil, and suffering 
for Christ's sake are thrown away and perish; 
mey are disappointed of their hope of salvation, 
and are no better, in a worldly view, than if they 
had not encountered them. 

19. Here (as Crell. and Calv. remark) there 
is an answer to a lacit objection,—namely, that 
the Apostles know there will be no resurrection, 
but preach the doctrine for present advantage. 
Now this is shown to involve an absurdity ; be- 
— by — the doctrine — 
they expose themeelves to present evil of every 
kind; and if tbere is to be no resurrection of 
the dead, there will be no fulure state in which 
they could enjoy any reward. Thus they would 
act as they do wi any motive. 

— sl iv rj Los raórn, &c.] The uóvor must 
be construed after top. By we is especiall 
meant the Apostles and preachers of the wo 
though it may be extended to al] Christians in 
that age of persecution. ‘EAssvorepo: rdavrep, 
* we are of all men the most to be pitied ;’ too 
manifest a truth to need proof or illustration. 
I would not, with several recent Commentators, 

jAarixóTss iouiy as standing for jAaríxa- 
ps». The Participle, far from being pleonastic, 
adds not a little meaning and significancy, and 
disks udin aisi reseed : a — 
oping in, ing our hopes in, Christ, look, as 
to the and of these ho EO the advantages of 
this world only.’ Whether the qusis be referred 
to the Apostles and of the word, or to 
Christians in , this will hold equally 
since, in 2 Tim. iii. 12, it is said that ‘al’ who 
will live godly in Jesus Christ will (i.e. must) 
suffer persecution ;' nay, ‘that they were evon 
hereunto appointed,’ 1 Thess. iii. And tho 
bitterness of that persecution, both from the 
Jews and from the heathen, was such as we can 
scarcely imagine; though the * Lives of the 
Saints, amidst much matter that is exaggerated, 
or rests on a hal authority, contain much 
that will help us to form a just idea of the thing. 
Besides, however, the bitterness of persecution, is 
also to be included Me — — of dis- 
— —— as to the assurance of hope in 

hrist unto the end’ (Heb. vi. 11); since the 
hope of salvation (the ‘ hope full of immortality") 
could alone counterbalance the many iar 
trials and tribulations to which Christians were 
then — 

20. Having already shown, from the fact of 

Christ's resurrection, the possibility of our resur- 

rection, the Apostle now applies himeelf to esta- 

blish its certainty ; and, after having taken for 
granted—es ‘being already fully estab ished—tho 
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truth of Christ's resurrection, he proceeds, in the 
three following verses, to deduce from it some 
considerations, on which we may ground the 
most confident reliance of all pious Christians 
being raised from the dead. These are deduced, 
l. from the close consanguinity, as it were, of 
Christ, as Head of the Covenant, with faithful 
Christians, his members ; insomuch that a close 
connexion must be supposed between one and 
the other, however dissimilar may be the mode, 
vv. 20—23, inclusive. The Apostle then, at v. 
22, draws a parallel between our relationship to 
Adam and to Christ ; and reasons that the fruits 
of each (death or life) must naturally arise, At 
v. 23 he intimates that this connexion of Christ 
with faithful Christians, as of the head and the 
members, suggests naturally the order in which 
this resurrection should take place; and as 
Christ's resurrection was admitted by the per- 
sons he is addressing, to have really taken pia 
so may that of Ais fai servants be confidently 
expected to follow.—»uvi è, &c. The full sense 
is,— But as things now are, [this is wot the 
case ;] Christ kath risen.’ 
— vuvì di—iyivero] Here Dr. Peile, stum- 

bling at the — of the expression, and 
the bnees of the construction, would under- 
stand the words Xpsorde ardere, ix vexpioy 
to he a mere eregesis of yuy, ĉi, to which it may, 
he thinks, stand in apposition, or be connected 
with it by an ellipse. of drs or rı. And he 
would render thus: ‘ But now that Christ has 
been raised from the dead, a first-offering has 
— made s God of those that ve been um 
to sleep.” But apposition cannot here ; 
and the elNpeis thus supposed is barsh an ds 
authorized, nay, needless ; for though it may be 
expressed in & paraphrase, yet he wishes that 
iymnyspuívos had written, and hence ex- 
presses it as equivalent. But that is uncritical. 
Allowance is here to be made for the brevity of 
the wording, and for the being 
often found in passages like this, where the 
writer feels deep interest in his subject. The 
full sense, then, will stand thus: ‘ But as things 
now are [this is maf to be feared]; Christ hath 
risen [and eret laid open the way to life], 
the first-fruits of those that bave slept in death ;' 
i. e. himself being the first-fruits; an ellipse. ef 
Ôv or yevomevos, Which, indeed, is found in one 
ortwo MSS. Thus — has the same 
force, without harshness. From this process of 
analysis it appears that dydvero, found in the 
text. rec. and the great body of the MSS., cannot 
stand, since, although external authority is in 
favour of the received reading, T taternal evi- 
dence is quite against it, from the probability of 
its having been introduced (like v) by 

the thoee who did not understand the force o 
and the true construction of the sen- 

tence. Moreover, the authority fer cancelling 

oí ToU Xpuroũ èv TH rapovaía avrov. % ? Elra ró TéNos, Gray 

dyivero is the more weighty, from the circum- 
stance that the MSS. which have it not are the 
moet ancient, and to these may be added the 
Ital., Vulg., t, Armen., and other Versions, 

dt (or, at least, some amounting to the same 
sense) were left to be mentally understood, was 
seen by Chrys. and Theophyl. (who here supply 
và rora Tavra ov €vuflctTat:), . of me- 
dern Commentators, by Crell., 
Stenersen, who similarly supply. 

21, 22. The Apostle here further proves the 
resurrection of Christ to be the case, as well 
as the pledge, of our resurrection ; ing, that 
“since by man (i.e. a human being) sia and 
death entered into the world; so by Man, by 
One in human nature, came the resurrection of 
the dead : as, in consequence of their relation te 
Adam, all men are born mortal, and at length 
die; even so, in and by Christ, shall all be 
made alive In other words: ‘Our connexion 
with Adam brought us death; our connexion 
with Christ, life: by the one we became sub- 
ject to the dominion of death; by the other, 

ing raised from the dead, we shal] be delivered 
from that dominion: the evils inflicted en ‘us 
Aer fermer will be entirely dene away by the 
atter.' 
23. Here we have, as Heydenr. observes, an 
answer to a supposed doubt, or question, us te 
the seeming delay, and the tardy peried alletted 
to the awful change in question ; q. d. ‘a certain 
order and fixed period of time is appointed ef 
God for this effect: in due order and succession, 
and by certain intervals, must this take place te 
all, and not gapan E aa — 
Tesurrection e ^ A e 
proceeds to show what that order will be. It is, 
Indeed, not agreed whether by rayne be bere 
meant order of time, or of digmiy. But the 
Jormer sense is probably the tree eme; the 
meaning being *each at the time, and in the 
manner ordained by God,'—namely, that Christ 
should rise first, by himself, long before the rest; 
then, at his second advent, all true Chrieióans.— 
Oi Tov Xpiorov ; as Gal. v. 24, oi +. Xo. The 
A e says nothing about those who are act 
Christ's. Those, we know, will be raised tee, 
and, as it appears, last; but with the ‘ resurrec- 
tion of damnation." 

24. We bavo now (as Crell. observes) a sert 
of digression, extending frem v. 24 to v. 29; 
v. 29 connecting with v. 23, the intermediate 
verses being hypo-parenthetical. Still there exists 
a thread of connexion, which has been well traced 
by Crell., who suppoece what is said at v. 34 
adorat adiutus p W chase 
assertion, and to meet a tacit objection ; q- 
‘Why do you say that those who are Christ's 
are to bo raised at the advent of Christ? Why 
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not before, or after? Ans. It must be at his 
advent, because immediately afterwards his rei 
must come to an end. But that cannot be uil 
his enemies are utterly subjected and destroyed,’ 
&c. &c.—1lra rò TiÀos. Supply iorar. On 
the exact sense E coe eme — of 
opinion exists. r. thinks the expression 
is to be taken tocol levare (as at v. 23 dwapyh 
ie equiv. to 6 arpérros), meaning ' those who shall 
rise last; i.e. either all the rest, except Christ's 
faithful servants : or, at the termination of the 
period of the resurrection. Yet either interpre- 
tation is harsh; and there is no reason to reject 
the one adopted by the ancient and most modern 
Expesitors, by which réXos is supposed to mean 
‘the end of the world, or * of the Christian dis- 
pensation,” or ‘the world of redemption.’ (the 
economical or mediatorial kingdom of Christ,) 
or beth —when Christ shall have gained a com- 
plete vi over sin and death, wicked angels 
and wi men, and shall resign the govern- 
ment of all things to God the Father; adverted 
to in the worde following, Stay wapadw Thy 
Beer. T. O ; which Grot. illustrates from the 
custem of Presidents, sent by the Roman Em- 
peror to govern provinces; who, at their return, 
used formally to restore their authority into the 
hands of their sovereign.—dray xarapytey— 
Óvvagiy. Some doubt exists as to the 
meant by aca» ápy)v xai wacey iBovo a» 
xai Óóvauiv.. Of course, powers adverse to Christ 
mast be intended; but not, as some suppose, the 
empires end kingdoms of this world, i. e. human 
power generally, but such powers as Ie 
the consummation of the felicity obt for us 
by Christ, and are a hindrance to the Divine 
couneels for the completion of man's restoration 
to the favour of God ; namely, the kingdom of 
Satan, $ iEevca Tov oxórovs, Col. i. 18. Eph. 
vi. 12; also sin, mésery, and death. See also v. 26. 
The powers who act in league with Setan, to 

his purposes, are called ¿Zovcía ine èé- 
vapıs, to suggest their n to 
the kingdom of God and Christ (comp. 2 Thess. 
ii. 4); aud likewise dey, as being a regularly 
paid body, in epposition to the dpxh of 

riet. 
25. &s1 yap ab. Bacir.} The det seeme chiefi 

of the necessity of haing the Seripa ies, 
‘which cannot be broken.’ This is clear from 
the words of David, Ps. cx. 1, then introduced. 
—Baerdsvew, i.e. reign, as King Messiah.— 
&ypis ef, i.e. as long as his mediatorial reign 
shall continue. And that is not to terminate 
until he has, as the next words ex brought 
all his enemies to complete subjection. 
words are not those of David, but only adepted 
from those of Ps. cx. 1, tas dv 00 rods ix- 
Spove cov inromódiov Tav Tobey cov. Bee note 
on Matt. xxii. 44, where the whele verse is cited 

h. 1. 93. 
14, 

110. 1. 
Matt. 11. $7. 

b.1 
b. 3. 8. 

8. 20, 

trav 06 vmrorayf avrQ $2 

verbatim. The dy before 05, not found in six 
uncial and six small-letter MSS., and several 
siy. — — areas by — and 

isch. ; tly, ere and supra, 
xi. 26, since the dy Was likely to be introduced 
by those Critics who deemed it necessary to the 
sense ; though it is not. 

aTot—ÜáraTos] I would render (with 
the sanction of some eminent Commentators), 
* And, last of all, the enemy Death is to be de- 
stroyed.' Now as all our enemies and obstacles 
are generally encountered in the order of difi- 
culty, this suggests an idea of death being the 
most À enemy. Thus what is seid is 
equiv. to, ‘He will subject all his enemies, — 
even, at Jast, Death, [the greatest.]’ Death is 
here personified, though elsewhere more usuall 
represented under the name “Acéne, or Samüel, 
or Asmodeus; the meaning. however, being the 
state of death. The above view of the sense will 
enable us to explain the next words, wdyra yap 
Uwritatey Urd robs wodae abtov, which can 
only be done by supplying a short clause, taken 
from the prec ing, to which the yàp has refer- 
ence; q.d. ‘I say all, since dei várvTas Tove 
ixOpoùs Uwe robs 400as avtov TÍ0scQai. it is ` 
predicted of him, that he [i. e. God] hath put all 
things (by which is necessarily included all per- 
sons, all creatures, animate as well as inanimate 
under his feet.’ The words of the Psalm (viii. 
4) were primarily meant of the first Adam, as 
being the representative of the human race; but 
are here, and in Heb. ii. 6, referred, in their 
seco and mystical application, to the second 
Adam, Christ. Indeed, the whole Pealm is re- 
ferred to the Messiah by our Lord himself, Matt. 
xxi. 16.— Et», sub. ñ ypeph. At Sri ixTós 
supply TovTó icri. Render: ‘It is plain that 
[this must be] with the exception of him who 
put all things under him.’ "This sense of ¿cros 
occurs in Acts xxvi. 22, sometimes in the Sept., 
and occasionally in the Clase. writers. 

28. ötav di —— &c.] Of this obecure 
and disputed peseage, the meaning seems to be: 
‘and when all things shall be subjected to him 
(i. e. the Son), then shall the Son also himself 
declare himself to be subject to him that had 
we, al things to him;' meaning, that 
* when all the designs of the Son’s Mediatorial 
kingdom shall be accomplished, the Son, as 
Mediator, will become subject to the Father,— 
i.e. will resign his mediatorial office to the 
Father, from whom he received it; that God 
— the Godhead, comprehending Father, 

n, and Holy Ghost) may be all in all [to 
men],’ i.e. reign without the intervention of a 
Mediator, which will no longer bo necessary. 
That this passage, when properly understood, 
gives no rt to the rian and Socinisn 

notions of the Son's nature being inferior to the 
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Father's, has been proved by all the best Ex- 
ositors, but most fully and ably by Gerdes. and 
eydenr.—Iva ñ o O:09 Tà máyTa iv aow, 

meaning, ‘that He may be supreme in power; 
lit. ‘omnia apud omnes creaturas ejus, a phrase 
denoting, *to be of complete power 
equiv. to d» ixi TárvTwv ed iwdve r vr») 
in Rom. ix. 5. See also John iii. 31. Eph. iv. 
6, ond i. 23, also my note on Thucyd. viii. 95. 
Clem. Alex. p. 603, Zeve ror Tá wavra, and 
Themist. p. 275, +à wavra ale ğravra ù me- 
Asty, scil. ieri, which serves to defend 
the ra here, cancelled, on the authority of some 
ancient MSS. and Versions, by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. I more than suspect, that the word 

. 2, 9, ra v 
Pausan. Arcad. 50, apopevrey als aíTÓ» xal 
và wWavra ixttvor 9otovuávov. 

29. irsi, TÍ woujcovow ol Barr. rèp T&v 
vexpisy ;| Here the Apostle resumes the subject 
he had broken off at ver. 23. At imel there is 
an ellipsis of d\Aws, ‘Since [otherwise, if that 
were not the case, i. e. if there were no resur- 
rection] Of this idiom an example occurs in 
Joseph. Bell. i. 19, 4, imsi, Tí Qóvarat oS ou- 
Gpov psi{ov; I have pointed accordingly.—On 
the sense of the obscure words, of Bawri{opevor 
(ip Tiv vexpwy, a considerable diversity of 
opinion exists. The main points of inquiry are 
these: 1. Whether Bawri{onevor is to be taken 
in a literal, or in a meta ical sense. 2. Whe- 
ther raw vexpap is to be understood X y, or 
figu wely. 3. What is the force of the rip. 

ow on every one of these questions tho great 
fault of Expositors has been that of devising cer- 
tain novel, nay, almost unheard of, significations ; 
and which, oven if they could be admitted, are 
not agreeable to the context and the scope of the 
Apostle throughout this whole chapter. As to 
those interpretations which proceed on taking 
BawrriXopuevo: in a metaphorical sense, they seem 
entitled to little attention; and that which ex- 
plaine it ‘overwhelmed with miseries and cala- 
mities,' cannot be admitted, for want of the addi- 
tion of some word or words denoting misery or 
suffering. There is little doubt that the expres- 
sion is to be teken in the sense. Worthy 
of attention, at least, is the interpretation of some 
ancient, as Augustin, and many modern Expo- 
positors (as Scaliger, Grotius, Heydenreich, and 
Crell.), by which an allusion is supposed to the 
m Ga use, as we learn from Tertullian, 
un and Ambrose, in the first century) 

vicarious — ; le. of baptizing a living 
person ín the p of, and for the benefit of, one 
who had died unbaptized ; just as, by some, the 
Eucharist was administered to the dead. But no 
certain proof has been adduced that the practice 
was prevalent so early as tho time when this 
passage was written, or that it was in use at 

inth. Nor is it to be believed that the 
Apostle would, for the sake of a very precarious 
argument (for the practice was, doubtless, very 

rare and secret), countenance so grovelling a 
superstition,—involving, as Calv. says, ‘a 
fanation of baptism, and drawing it into an 
quite magi Yet surely the interpretation 
adopted by that able Expositor, ‘to be baptized 
in articulo mortis, besides being destitute of phi- 
lological proof, is liable, in some to the 
same objection And vain is it to u with 
Heydenr., that in such & case the Apostle argues 
ex concessis, and is using an argumentum ad homi- 
sem ; for no other argument so used by St. Paul 
would have the same consequences. Al 
therefore, the interpretation, which refers it to 
vicarious baptism does indeed fit ta with the words 
as they stand (rather, however, by a sort of cois- 
cidence than ); it cannot be admi 
since, beeides being liable to tho foregoing 
objection, it is unsuitable to the context; the 
sense thence arising, in conjunction with the 

ment of the context, beiug not a little frigid. 
The interpretation most likely to be the true one, 
must be euch as shall depend on no remote or 
far-fetched allusion, shall be agreeable to the 
context, and inherent in the words themselves. 
Now this, if I mistake not, will apply to the ope 
adopted by Chrysostom and the Greek Commen- 
tators, and the generality of Expositors in modern 
times, including Hammond, Burkitt, and Wetst, 
who explain: ° What will they be doing (i.e. 
what will they benefit themselves) who are 
tized on the score of, i. e. in of, the 
rection of the dead?’ q.d. ‘ will be 
better for it, either in this world or the next; 
y an argumentum ex absurdo. The only objec- 
tion that can be u to this interpretation is, 
its supposing the ellipsis of rie &racácte ; 
but as that forms the grand subject of the whole 
Chapter, there is surely no grest harsh i 
supposing it left to be understood. How simple 
and agreeable to the context is this view of the 

and the interrogation which succeeded its answer 
in the affirmative, ° Wilt thou be baptized in this 
faith, i. e. in the hope of a resurrection ? ° 
may also be (as the ancient Commentators think 
an allusion to the ancient mode of beptiem 
immersion ; which, while typifying a death unto 
sin and & new birth unto righteousness, had aleo 
& reference to the Christian's communion with 
— both in death and resurrection from the 

&à 

essing to be Christians, 
, Was gross Inconeistency, 
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7roujcovciw oi Bamrúióuevo, imp Tv vexpüv; ei SrAws vexpol 

ovx éyeipovras, ti kal Bamrilovras mèp tv vexpüv ; 90" ri xsCor.n. 
Kai nyeis kuwbvvevouey ücav pav; 9!* KaÓ' spépay árroÜvij- x Bom. s. s. 
cx, v) T!» vwperépav xkavynsw, fv eyo ev Xpior Inco west. 

TG Kupíp fjuáv. 32» Ei xarà avOpewrov eOnpiwopdynoa ép p10r.1*. 
"Edéaq, Tí pot Tó Speros ; ei vexpoi ovn éyelpovraa, Paya uev 
Kai Tiwpev, aŬpiov yap ámoÜvsyjokopueyv. $ = Mi) mha- xeh.8. 6. 

and must deprive them of all benefit from that 
religion.—To advert to a variety of reading, — 
for Tw — in the next clause, 7 ancient 
uncials, and 20 cursives (I add Lamb. 1182, 1185) 
have avrov, which is adopted by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; but without sufficient 
reason; for, though the external evidence is 
strong, yet the internal is weak for avréy, which 
has every appearance of an jon, to remove 
a seeming tantalo. But, in fact, such repe- 
titions as this are often introduced for the sake of 

is; or, as here, an intensity of sense; which 
v. i To regard it, with Meyer and 

Alf., as ‘a mechanical repetition of the above,’ is 
wholly unsatisfactory. 

30. Tí xal Waste, &c.] By pete may be un- 
derstood ‘ we Apostles,’ meaning ially him- 
self. The sense is, ‘ way * are we — 
tering jeopardy every hour?’ i.e. upon what 
other hope than of the resurrection of the dead ? 

31. xaf’ tnipay á&voÜrácxo] ‘I die by anti- 
eipation.” A strongly figurative and hyperbolical 
phrase, expressive of his being continually in im- 
minent of his life. omp. Philo, vol. ii, 
p. 542, xa0' ixdorny nuípar, paddov dd Spas, 
4rpoaTroUpüako. 

— wh Tù» susrípay kaúxnow] i. e. * I so- 
lemnly protest by the boasting, or ground of 
glorying, which I have concerning you, óuaT. 
= ing for ier. So 2 Cor. Mae 8. — i. 

Tour Aax. ofp Te vusaTípos Torspyoriov- 
rar. Bee Ma [ir . $ 466, 2. ‘It was 

— affection. The Apostle, therefore, on 

his continual glorying,—the conversion, namely, 
inthians, whereo had made him 

the instrument.’ This, however, may be said to 
ing than swearing, i. e. 

protesting any thing to be as true as some other 
thing is unquestionably such; which was 
the case, as the Corinthians well knew. The 
appeal made by xà, as to the truth, sometimes 
implies an oath; but that cannot be the case 
here, as strong protestation was ri ea eer 
for the parpose, ~ie Xpiore 'I. ° Apostle 
(as Theophyl. observes) in thus ascribing the 
whole to Christ our Lord, means to su , how 
justly be may expect from his Corinthian con- 
verts constancy in maintaining this their faith ; 
for, if he finds matter of ing in their spi- 
ritual improvement, so would he feel a cor- 
responding feeling of shame, if, after all, they 
should disbelieve the resurrection of the dead.’ 

32. al xarà GrOp. iOnpiou. iv EQ.] Adif- 
ference of opinion exists as to the sense of ¿0n- 
gtom., which some Expositors take in a literal, 
othere in & cal acceptation. Most, how- 
ever, adopt the former view, urging that tho air 

of the passage suggests a reference to some immi- 
sent danger. This, they think, is confirmed b 
the strong language of the Apostle at 2 Cor. i. 
8—10, with respect to some extreme peril at 
Ephesus. 2 Cor. xi. 23. They further urge that 
Tertullian, Origen, and Cyprian so took the 
word ; and that the fact itself, —considering how 

uent was this punishment for treason 
in that age,—is not improbable. This may rea- 
dily be admitted ; but whether the thing — 
happened in the case of S, Paul, may be doubted. 
That it should not have been recorded by St. 
Luke, would seem strange, and not to be paral- 
leled by the omission of the story of the penitent 
thief in three of the four Evangelists ; though it 
may be admitted that several — circum- 
stances must have occurred at Ephesus, besides 
those recorded in Acts xix. As to the air of the 
context, it ts, I think, »o more than extreme 
peril of life; for that may well be all that is 
meant by the expression xaf’ 3uípay dwobvicxw: 
and the lan of the passage of 2 Cor. xi. 23, 
is exactly of the same nature, and amounts to no 
more. As to Tertullian, Origen, and Cyprian 
recording & tradition of the Apostle being ex- 
posed to wild beasts, the tradition itself might 
easily arise from no more than taking 405p. here 
in a literal sense. If, indeed, the expression 
stood alone, there would be less difficulty in 
admitting that such might be the sense. But 
the phrase xarà ãvðpæwrov, with which it is 
associated, alters the case, since that admits of 
no sense at all suitable to the literal import of 
Ono. ; whereas the acceptation in which it is 
elsewhere used by the Apoetle, is such as highly 
favours the ical sense ascribed to 405p. 
by some ancient and several eminent modern 
Commentar, who sup the Apostle to mean 
only the imminent Aali which he ran (as 
we find by Acts xix.) from the opposition of 
ferocious adversarics. And when we consider 
that such a use of Ónpiouaxyéc was (as is proved 
by philological illustrators) usual in that age, 
being found in Ignat. Epist. to the Romans, c. 5, 
there is reason to think that this inter- 
pretation is the true one. Kard dv@pwrov may 

-thus be regarded as an elliptical expression for 
Gorse karà GvOpwrov Aiya, or Wwa xarà 
&vOp. Aíyw, Anglicé, ‘to employ a popular 
phrase.’ To the examples adduced of this figura- 
tive use of Onp:ouayety I add another, more a 
posite, from Liban. Epist. 606, 1, 2 éwoious 
Tepi Loxparny, sl xara Leexparny dyayovay, 
Gre airy Tå 6npla iwixatto, cuxdpavrat 
Tpeie. 
— déyoury xal wlopev, &c.] The words 

are derived from Is. xxii. 13, pt. Similar 
sentiments abound in the heathen writers. 
Athen. Deipn. viii. 3. ian, Exp. Alex. ii 

5, 3, Herodot. ii. 78. 
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Eph. 5. 14. 

mpòs évrpoms]» Upiy Myo. 
b Ezek. 87. 
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e John 1$. 
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33. Leaving the argumentum es absurdo, the 
Apostle now proceeds to direct exhortation and 
earnest admonition. 
— gh wravaebe] A form te to 

warning men against falling into error; with 
allusion, in the t case, to the sins just 
mentioned. So Philemon, p. 860, * Be not de- 
ceived: Death hath bi solemn courte" j 

— tipovew $n nord Omir. Kaka 
Kanal’ for Tpó* Tobs asd These words are 
bv some su to be taken from Euripides ; 
by others, from Menander. Thev occur in both ; 
me latter prob. deriving tlem fom the — 

is is not, however, a ar quotation (for 
then the metre would require — instead of 
Xenora); and indeed the sentiment had prob. 

wn, frequent use, into a popular saying. 
he implied censure was, no doubt, meant for 

certain teachers, who encou or permitted 
close intercourse with the heathens, the same 
probably who bad countenanced attendance at 
the idol-feasts. 

$4. The Apostle now presses home his admo- 
nition. 'Exvfádew properly signifies ‘to awake 
from a deep sleep,’ especially that of drunken- 
ness, as Gen. ix. 24, and eleewhere in the Sept., 
as also in the Class. writers; but it is also 
used, in a figurative sense, of ‘ sobering from the 
inebriety of error, and returning to a right mind.' 
See Rom. xiii. 1. Eph. v. 14. As to the force 
of the conjoined Adverb, Chrys. and Theophyl. 
and other ancient Commentators take it as 
standing for iwi ĝıxalæ, so as to be equiv. to 
ale dcxacocvvns, i.e. Bare OÍxaiot sivar. And 
so Erasm, Beza, Grot., and Est., as also the 
Framers of our Authorized Version, and Wakef., 
explain it; while Luther and Schmid take it in 
the sense serio. ‘ PEN ‘thoroughly.’ But this 
cannot be admitted, since that sense is contained 
or implied in dx». With the former i re- 
tation Dr. Peile thinks we shall be satisfied, if 
we compare the use of the Adverb iu Thucyd. 
j. 2], rà oàd iTÓ ypóvov altar dTícTo* 
(so as to become incredible) ¿wl +d pvbrodes, 
and other Mary a. passages adduced by Goeller. 
These are i. 140, rds Evupopàe duaÜws ywpi- 
oat (‘so as not to be foreseen’), and r. 64, 
pipe ù Ta Qauspia dvayxales. Po 
s alec Mii 40, dyOpwrircs, and iv. 62. vii. 63, 
al. 
Attic writers is unquestionable. But d:xalee is 
not, I apprehend, ore of the Adverbs so used; 
neither is the Greciem of St. Paul at all Attic in 
its character. Hence, although the sentiment 
may be thought not inapposite, as compared with 
that of Tit. fi. 12, where we have Iva cwdpdves 
wal dcxales xai eboeBas Yiouuev, yet it in- 
volves so much of Aursksess, unsupported by any 
similar use of this or any other adverb in Sf. 
Pauls writings, that I still continue to prefer 
the interpretation of the Arabic Version, which 
has been adopted by Bullinger, Hyper., Crell., 
Casaub , Vorst., Sclater, Hamm., itby, Bp. 

And this use of the Adverb in the early ̀  
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vücÜe dOeipovaww FOn ypnarà óla: wakak. — 95 *’Exmppare 
Sixaiws xal ut) ápaprárere ayrociay yap Oeo? ties čyovor 

95 d ANN’ épe; ris IIós éyeipowras oi vexpol ; molp 96 coparts 
Epyovras; 99 *"Adporv, ob Š orelpeis, ov Gworoeira, éàv pi) 

Pearce, Mackn., Gerdes., Doddr., Krause, Hey- 
denr., ee Of dinates, — 
to si wt par est,’ ‘as it is just and right 
ra 4," examples x adduced am ted 

ret. And in the passage . 5. 
dvayxaies should similarly be wadersiecd to 
mean ‘as it is — Im todo.” it may 
be further remarked, that the sentiment thus 
arising is more suitable to the context; for, as 
Hyper. well saw, the Apostle uses an argument 
ex equo, q. d. ' justum et quum est vos experpi- 
fieri et resipiscere, quando tot rationes vos impel- 
lunt, et tot occasionibus provocamini.'—d-y»e- 
clay yap Oro wie Éyovai, meaning 
who, by upholding —— errors as to the 
resurrection, and other fundamental doctrines, 
show that they know not God aright.—wpér 
ivroo why buiv Aí-yc. A formula of affectionate 
iz usaha as supra vi. 5. 

. woe bysipovra:—ipyovrat;} The A 
tle now proceeds to refute two objections (whi 
were probably often urged by cavillere, in the 
form of puzzling ) gr oe to the doctrine of 
the resurrection. l. How can all the different 

of our bodies, which have been resolved 
into dust, or apparently annihilated by fire, —ot 
have become so mingled with, and converted inte, 
the nature of other animale, —nay, of trees, plante, 
&c.,—how can these, after having been for se 
many thus diseipated, be at length reunited, 
and coalesce into one body? 2. If that be 
sible, with what kind of body are the to 
rise? what sort of body will that be? mesning 
thereby to virtually deny its ibility. These 
objections, the Apoetle first shows, proceed from 

; and he then introduces a popular sdlastre- 
tion of the doctrine, derived from what subsista 

wav, the poesibility of the 
verting to a similar procees going on 

a parity of 
reasoning, the body which dies alts, š 
again; and at ver. 42 asserts that it is so. 
course, droĝávy is here to be taken, in a 
sense, for ‘as $Ë were dies, namely, by 
corruption. "There ís allusion to dat m i 

resur- 

ng grain, whereby the germ, or bud, fed by 
the corruption of the roots, springs up into new 
life.—' Adpor. The 
rigidly interpreted ; since it may only convex the 
idea of inconsiderateness, and want of due th t 
Of several of the Class. writere t 
might here be adduced, ome must suffice; ‘Kian 
de Provid. — P: 1052 (Gronov. Ed. of the 
Var. Hist.), à Adyece abrose (scil. rede 
Ocode) nh bui» wpotyay, @ mepi; Similar 
terms employed by our are probably te be 
taken with a similar limitation of sense; soe the 
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áToÜávy ST kal Š oreipeis, où TÓ ada Td yevnodpevoy orel- 
pets, GAB yupvòv rókrov, ei TÚXOL, aírov Ú Twos THY Xovráv. 
38 'O 86 Oeòs aùr wot copa xabes HOÉANoE, Kal éxaoTe 
TÉV eTeppárov TÒ iov oôpa., 39 Ov moa capt 5) aùr) cáp: 

dara Dry uiv [cape] dvpórav, Bry 8 càpE emviv, Edn 
Šë txydvev, DAn Šë wrnvav. “4 kal copata érovpávia, ral aGen.1.16 
owpata miye AAN érépa pèv 7 TeV erroupavlwy Soka, érépa 8ë 

note on Matt. xxiii. 17, popot xal tepel 
where see note. The meaning of the is 
thus exped PT Prof. Dobree: ‘ The livin 
bedy is, like a , Organized matter united wit 
& vial pnnciple: when the body dies, and the 
seed is sown, the organized matter is thrown off, 
and replaced by other matter of different form 
and ies.” This is wel] put, but it kee 
out of sight the force of the Pronoun où, which, 
I agree with Mr. Green, when thus prominently 
expressed, seems to be this: (‘does not thine own 
experience supply an illustration ef this?] for 
that which thou sowest,' &. 

37, 38. In these verses the Apostle adverts to 
tbe other objection involved in the words of 
ver. 35, woiw di conari ipyovra:; and, con- 
tinuing the same similitude, he shows that it is 
mot that the bodies of the raised should 
be precisely, and in all ts, the same as 
when they died; since in like manner, in the 
case of grain and plants, the body committed to 
the earth ie not the same, but in many respects 
different, yet essentially the same. Thus the ob- 
jection raised from the dissipation of the particles 
of the body which has died loses its force; since 
it is not — that general identity, that 
the body raised should be com of the very 
same particles; which were indeed inconsistent 
with what the Apostle subjoins, d\Ad yuuvòv 
xeaxow (i. e. the grain apart from the blade and 
ear, which shall afterwards spring from it); in 
which expression it seems paie implied, that 
the bodies shall differ as the grain and the ear 
differ, the latter being far more glorious than the 

38. xa0de A@0¿)Xnos] ‘God, observes Dod- 
dridge, ‘ is said to give it this body as he pleases 
because we know not how it is produced ; and 
the Apostle's leading thought is, that it is absurd 
to argue against a resurrection on a principle 
which is so palpably false as that must be, which 
supposes us to all the processes of the 
divine works.’ The expression ¿goy oca seems 
meant to in the cana kabwe 90£- 
Anes, on which the whole sentence seems to 
turn ; @. d. ‘Ged hath ordained that each parti- 
cular seed should uce, not ite own y, 
but one far more glorious, and of & form such as 
it hath pleased the Almighty to assign to it.’ 

39—44. In this the Apostle, proceed- 
ing in his confutation of the objections of hie 
adversaries as — of the bodies to be 
raised, employs an tiustration of what he has 
been saying, and that by similitude. His main 
purpose is to inculcate, directly and expressly 
the important truth, which at vv. 37, 38 he had 
only intimated, as it were by implication; namely 
thst the raived body, quu! in all essenti 
points the same with the body buried, would be 
very different and far more excellent. Accord- 

ingly the t is this: that, *as throughout 
the works ef the whole creation, whether earthly 
or heavenly, animate or inanimate, a great differ- 
ence subsists between the bodies of one class, as 
compared with those of another clase; and even 
those of the same class differ widely ; such (ver. 
42) will be the case here; so will be the differ- 
ence, at the resurrection, between the bodies 
which shall arise, as com with those that 
were committed to the earth.’ In the verses fol- 
lowing, the nature of that difference is pointed 
out, and the reasons on which it is founded are 
intimated. It might, indeed, seem that the 
Apostle has more on the diversity of the 
various classes of bodies from each other, than 
was n for the purpose of the illustration 
in question. But it was done for a good reason ; 
for (as Rosenmuller justly suggests) ‘the Apostle 
means to infer from the vast variety of bodies, 
yet all bodies, the power of the Deity to produce 
from a mass of corruption a glorious and immor- 
tal body.” And surely, as Locke observes, ‘it is 
not more incomprehensible that & glorious im- 
mortal body should arise from a mass of corrup- 
tion, than that all this variety of splendid forms 
should arise from nothing.’ 

As to the precise nature of the difference be- 
tween the earthly and the glorified body, on this 
much has been written, but to little purpose. 
Indeed, the Apostle's words were not meant to 
teach us, what perbaps no human language could 
have made comprehensible. It is sufficient for 
us to be assured that the bodies of the righteous 
will be raised in a spiritualized state, and yet be, 
in & certain sense, the same with those that were 
buried. 

99. ob mäsa capt, &c.] X4pE is here used 
for owpua, because, as Heydenr. observes, *cor- 
pora animantia viva sunt, ibilia, animata, 
Vvxixà, non inanimata, ut plante et corpora 
celestia; attamen mortalia, non perennia, ut 
corpora arvsvuaTiKd, ádÜapra, in resurrectione 
restituenda, Aoga, vv. 40, 41, denotes ' dignit 
and excellence.’ 'E» d0Oopa, ver. 49, and ¿iy 
&riula, ver. 44, are Adjectival phrases, for the 
Adjectives pOaprds and áriuos.. And qyvyuxós, 
in ver. 44, as being o to arvevpaTiKkÓS 
(espec. as the ion is used with a reference 
to the words of Moses respecting the body of 
Adam, iyivıTo els Wouxne ÚScarv) must signify 
* animal" (lit. * that which draws in the breath of 
life,’ n to the existence of all animal 
bodies), that which is endued with faculties of 
sense, and has need of food, drink, and sleep, for 
its support. So the word is used by Diod. Sic. 
i 12, alrıos ToU Wuyixou Tois ávÜpormois.— 
The word càpE after wiv, not found in very 
many of the most ancient MSS., uncial and cur- 
sive, including all the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
some Versions, and Fathers, Greek and Latin, 
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41 * AXX9 Soka Xov, ral AAN Soka Tes, 
kal Grn Soka aorépwr aornp yap áarépos Suadépes ëv oër 
$$? obro xai $ avactacu TOV vexpov. ameiperas èv opa, 

mute deperas èv ddfapsig *5 *amelperar iy dria, èyeiperas ë 
Dan.13-8 Sofy omeiperar év acbeveia, éyelperas ëv 6vvápev.  o7recperas 

cópa Yuytxoy, éyeipera, oôpa mvevpatixov. “Eosti oôpa pv- 

Sonn ais, 

has been cancelled by Griesb., Matthai, Scholz, 
Lach., Tisch., and Alf.; perhaps rightly; since 
juternal evidence is against the word. 

44. fore copa Wuyixdv, &c.] These words 
are meant to throw light on what has been seid 
at vv. 42—44; but, as there seems something 
awkward, Gerdes. would suppose a ion in 
the whole passage; in order to effectually remove 
which he recommends a tra ition of vv. 45, 
46. This, however, will not be necessary if we 
suppose, with Photius ap. CEcum. and Heydenr., 
that the clause fori cima Wuy.—wvevpatixey 
with its ilustration in ver. is interposed 
between vv. 44 and 46 (which verses are closely 
connected together), to show the meaning in- 
tended to be affixed to the words Wuy:xdy and 
avevparixdy. In order to complete the sense, 
we must supply, from the subject-matter, the 
words ‘to every human being so sown iu corrup- 
tion.’ 

45. obre ylypawrat] Namely, in Gen. ii. 
7; but the quotation terminates at Tocay. In- 
deed, it is, properly speaking, not a citation, but 
only an —— of the words of Scripture; in 
which also, for adaptation's sake, wpwroe and 
"Adam are inserted. To this clause, thus brought 
forward, the Apostle subjoins an apodosis, in tbe 
worda 6 exaro 'Aódu ale arweUua Ywor., 
which are formed on our Lord's words at John 
v. 26 ; see also v. 21. vi. 83. By (car Wuyi 
is properly meant ‘a living, sentient creature; but 
in the application mado of the passage by the 
Apostle, it must mean more; namely, ‘a vital 
principle, intended for imm ity, but lost by 
sin, and only to be restored M e last Adam, 
the antitype of the first, i. e. Christ, who is else- 
where so called; see Rom. v. 14. 

46. ‘In order to see clearly the object of these 
verses we must keep in view what the Apostle 
sa eis the niit verses. The two principles, 

which the one was operative in Adam, the 
other in Christ, are ted in the Christian— 
the physical, or animal, life is the basis upon 
which the spiritual erects itself”  (Billr.) And 
so Hyper., Bulling., and Calv.—4A2A' ob wpérroy 
TÓ wvevu., &c. Supply capa iori. These 
words are to be reforred, not to ver. 45, which 
immediately precedes, but to the last words of 
ver. 44, iot capa Wuyixdy, kat lori cepa 
wrevparixdy, since that might s t a question 
why the spiritualized body might not have pre- 

xixov, kal gore apa, Tvevparwóv. 45 1 Obro xai yeypartar 
'"Eyévero ó TpàTos ávÜpomos A6àp eic Puxyny Cocar 
6 éryaros "Addy eis mveðpa Sworrowiv. * AX ov Trpárroy TÒ 

19. TTVEUPATLKOY, GANA TO YruysKov, érevra. TÒ Trvevpatiucoy. 476‘°O 
aparros dvOpartros r ñs, yoixos: ò Sevrepos dvOparros, [ó Kú- 
pios] é£ ovpavod. 48 Olos ó xoixüc, Tovro, Kai oi yoixor ` 

ceded the animal body. To this the answer is 
(by 4 reference to be tine decree), that the 
ani. must precede, the spiritual . The 
reason for this procedure is suggested in the 
nature of the terms themselves, Wuycads al 
*rsvuaTiKÓS, Which imply that the latter is far 
more than the former: since it is 
able to the usual course of God's operations, 
in the physical and moral world, that the more 
perfect should succeed the less perfect (and not 
vice versá), and from the natural to proceed 
the supernstural. The Apostle, however, iati- 
mates the reason for this procedure more clearly 
in the verses following. 

47. 6 xpwror avOpwros—ovpavov}] The first 
and second man are here opposed to each ether, 
as at ver. 45 the first and last Adam ; and as, in 
the former case, the second Adam is Christ, se 
habe cag iama be so too. The best 
ge wama ap dh at šE oùpavov must refor 
to the heavenly —— of Chr thus making 
him superhuman and Divine; see Bp. Ball's 
Jud. Eccl. Cathol. v. 5, and Dr. Smith's Script. 
Test. vol. ii. p. 121. 

found neither oixÓt is a very rare 
lase. writers, nor in the — 

chy. Prot 

g 

in the 
occurring no where else. It is 

pier and irovpáviot are 

as is the heavenly 
they that are [to Re 
lorious and immortal bodies). 
rne, and do bear (for igop. may signify both 

in our bodies the à à 
the earthy [man, Adam,—namely, in frailty, 
sin, sorrow, and death]; so shall we [at the re- 
surrection] bear the stamp of the heavenly man, 
{[Curist],’ viz. resemble him in our glorified 
M priae The — elxew ia, as 
ypke o properly of š 

tures, &c., formed after Ana — 
quently representing it exactly. 
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49. $opécopus»] Most of the ancient MSS. 
with the Vulg. and Italic Versions, and several 
Fathers, chiefly Latin, have popiowpay, which 
has been edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; 
but not on good grounds; since, besides that the 
letters o and w are very frequently confounded, 
the course of the Apostle's reasoning requires— 
as will appear from the able discussions in Crell., 
Est., and Gerdes.,—the Fut. Indicat, and not 
the Subjunct.; for, as Est. observes, ‘it is said 
of a thing fiture, i. e. what kind of body we shall 
receive at the resurrection; there being here a 
continuation of the doctrine of the resurrection, 
and a sort of ion of it” Chrys., indeed, 
as did Tertullian before him, regards the term as 
hortative, and co uently doctrinal. But to 
that view well-founded objections have been 
stated by Theodor. and Theophyl., who, together 
with Calv., have shown that the Apostle means 
not here to speak of newness of life, but the re- 
surrection of the just. Finally, the reading -couay 
is confirmed y the moet ancient of MSS., the 
Vat. B, and, of Versions, by the Pesch. Syr. ; to 
—— I add all the Lamb., and nearly all the 

us. 
50. Thus far the Aponle has shown tho possi- 

bility that God should give us, at the resurrec- 
tion, bodies very different from our present ones. 
He now shows the impossibility that those bodies 
sbould be, like our present ones, of flesh and 
blood, — mortal, frail, and continually changing. 
— TOUTO ÓÁ nude adeXpol, ore capt, Kc. 

Of this verse (on which Expositors have diffe 
more than might have been expected) Dr. Peile 
expresees the ge sense as follows: ‘ But this 
I admit, brethren,—thus far I go along with the 
objections started at ver. 35,—that this mortal 
body is not that body in which we may be glori- 
fied with him: that would involve a physical 
and a moral incompatibility, and cannot be.’ 
The above, however, though it aime at prevent 
ing the sense, yet is the lese likely to be 
the true one, from the t violence it does to 
the words of the origiaak which, to oo euch a 
ae must be ie a little — ertainly 

cannot i igni it᷑ — a sense 
Thich the mond iu io where und to bear even 
in the writers of late Grecism. To express that 
épodXoyie, or some such term, would have been 

uired. Add to this that here the word can 
ont have such a sense as is suitable to the for- 
mula which went before it, ch. vii. 29, where see 
note, and such as is subservient to the introduc- 
tion of a weighty truth (to which altention is 
thus drawn) and that bearing on the whole 
matter treated of both in the preceding and the 
following context, especially the later. Now 
this truth is one the more suitable to be incul- 
cated Aere, from its important bearing on the 

doctrine (namely, the resurrection of the 
dead) now at large set forth by the Apostle. 
And so here, as in the other paseage, the formula 
in question has reference both to the preceding 

and the following context,—the latter as referred 
to what is said in the subsequent verses respect- 
ing the ration of our mortal bodies. In 
this view it is remarked by Stenersen, that the 
formula is one of customary use by the Apostle 
to intimate that he is going to explain and fur- 
ther unfold something that he had been before 
saying. Thus here he intimates thereby that he 
is about to bring forward the sum and substance 
of the things which have been thus far consi- 
dered. Upon the whole, it would seem best to 
su the reference to be, as at ch. vii. 29, to 
both what precedes and what follows, and that 
—— of the subject generally, in sum and 
substance, is what is here intended. Such seems 
to have been the view taken by Grot., as it cer- 
tainly was by Bullinger. 
— ob — e. ʻ ane in B nature of 

inge. npor. bere signifies simply ‘ possess 
and enjoy. "The words Rim ñ A opa Tij» apd, 
xÀ. are exegetical of the ing: ‘It is not 
possible, I say, for those fleshly, corruptible, and 
mortal frames to solers place fitted for incor- 
ruptible and immortal beings.’ 

51—53. Here commences the third part of the 
discourse, which ie more especially intended for 
those who, while admitting the doctrine of a re- 
eurrection of the body, staggered at the manner, 
time, and other circumstances, The preceding 
verse seems to have been intended as a connect- 
ing link, to unite what is said from vv. 34—50 
inclusive, to what is said at vv. 51—57. Or (as 
Calvin understands it), having, Ist, shown that 
there will be a resurrection of the dead, —and, 
2ndly, pointed out of what kind it will be, the 
Apostle now enters into a more minute de- 
scription of the manner [es for the sake 
of those who stumbled at that only], which ho 
calls a mystery, because it had been hitherto 
not unfolded in Scripture, and also for the pur- 
pose of drawing greater attention to what he is 
saying. 

51. ob, pvorhpiov vut» Aéywo, &c.] Having 
sufficiently shown how the objections and cavils 
of the adversaries were to be removed and re- 
futed, and the belief of the faithful fortified, the 
Apostle now proceeds to communicate, for their 
information, some new and moet important mys- 
teries of the faith ; certain verifies hitherto quite 
unknown, and which could be derived from no 
ied source but a aen revclation,— eepec. of 

e transmutation, and, as it were, transfiguration 
of those faithful servants of Christ who shall be 
found alive at the last day, and of the incorrupti- 
bilily and tmmortality to be communicated ; in- 
termixing some intimations as to the manner 
and the order of events which shall usher in the 
last great day. I would regard this verso as 
forming the connecting link between the portion 
which precedes and that which follows. The 
Apostle proceeds to meet the doubts and sur- 
mises of certain, who staggered at the circum- 
stances, the how and the rken, &c., of this resur- 
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rection. In order to clear up which doubts and not easily to be determined to any fixed sense. 

general 
words may be expreseed as follows: ‘ Now, as 
to these doubts and difficulties, behold! I have 
& mysterious revelation to announce to you, 
which is no other than this, We shall sof all, &c.' 
The general force of the words ioù, uvorspior 
Üuip Adyeo is ably pointed out by Crell., who 
remarks that the fonnula, idod, is meant to pave 
the way for, and in some sense to commend, the 
sentiment about to be propounded to the atten- 
tion of the Corinthians. It is well adapted to 
serve this purpose, since it has the force of call- 
ing their attention te what was both sew and 
momentous,—a matter at once of wonder and of 
i By pvoriproy is here meant a thing 
itherto unknown, and not to be known without 

a Divine revelation. "A\AdooscOa: is here put 
for usraexnuaTí(seOn, Phil. iii. 2), or uera- 
uopdoovcÜa:, Matt, xvii. 2. Render: * We shall 
not indeed all of us die ; but we shall (i. e. must) 
all be changed (i. e. undergo a transmutation, in 
order to incorruptibility) before we can enter 
into heaven ;' nent. * All must undergo tbe 
change n to fit them for immortality, 
both those alive and those dead. The latter, 
after previous death and corruption, on bein 
again restored to life, shall receive a glorifi 
body; the former without having undergone 
death and corruption, being alive, shall be so 
changed, that the mortal body shall be absorbed 
by an immortal one (2 Cor. v. 4); and those 

rts of the body, which are incapable of eternal 
ifc and heavenly felicity, shall be separated ard 

cast aside; while those, which may furnish the 
materials of a glorified body, shall remain and 

preserved, and assumo a form and fashion 
suited to eternity.’ 

The use of the first person (we) will not prove 
that the Apostle thought the day of judgment to 
be so near at hand, that he and his contempo- 
raries mi — vit i tors 
aro a it appears to beu KOLPOIGLV ; 
the Apostle here speaking in the ndi of those 
alive at the last day, or, at least, meaning thereby 
to designate such as should be found alive. 

52. The Apostle now indicates the wode of 
this change, as being most sudden ; for iv dréus 
(scil. Xposo) and iv cry were, say our Exposi- 
tors, expressions to denote ‘the shortest conceiv- 
able time.’ True; but the latter phrase is not 
to be dismissed so summarily, it being peculiar, 
and, from its extreme rarity of occurrence it is 

The rendering of our Authorized Version — 
‘in the twinkling of an eye, has been thought 
by Wakef. and others unsatisfactery ; and they 
would render, ‘in the of an eye. Bat 
* glance’ implies reference to some object of vision ; 
which here would be irrelevant. 

Hi tig ned and thus may well 
‘the briefest possible period 

reject being well 
adapted to denote the space of time (the briefest 
possible) here meant. And this is confirmed by 
what Jerome says, that ‘nostri in i t 
i» ictu (oculi).' Perhaps he wrote in mics, for 
rictatione. Such is the use of the term fiat- 
ling, by Chaucer in his * Romaunt of the Reeve, 
where it is said of Fortune: ‘ Now friend, new 
* t het — E : — — her 
wheele.'—i» cáXareyyt o discuss, 
with some, the aamir of trumpets to be sounded, 
is quae irrelevant; though the opinion that there 
will be seven — has some countenance 
from a of Rev. x. 7, where the seventh 
trumpet is the solemn anneuncement that the 
mystery of God is accomplished. We may here 
suppose an allusion to the custom both of the 
Jews and Greeks, by which summons to judica- 
ture, or other meetings for civil or religious per- 
poees, were signified by sound of tru 3 yet l 
cannot agree with Heydenr., whe reselve 
all into metaphor. e cannot surely venture 
to infer less from the plain worde of the Apestie, 
than that the Almighty will issue hie FlaT fer 
the solemn convocation of the dead and living — 
if not by sound of a trumpet literally, yet by 
some notable external sign; bet of what nature, 
we must not me to pronounce. — «si 

In tho xai 
rf 

xxxiii. 9. cxlviii. 5. Judith xvi. 14. Job v. 98. 
By ñusie i$ meant music of Tórs [avvers : the 
Apostle here, as before, speaking not im his own 
person, but in tbat of the persons them alive. 
—xal ju. dAaynoous8a, signif. ‘aud then we 
shall undergo the change in question, receive i 
corruptible in the place of corruptible bodies.’ 
‘ This use of xai is meant, observes 
tto advert first to the resurrection of 
and then to the future before 
From a comparison of this 
parallel t l Thees. iv. 17, it plain] one a M, y 
that by the 5e here is to be Godeipterd the 

those then living. ancient sad 
modern, are agreed that Paul speaks zerè 
piTacx»uaTccuór, per kolvecu, meaning thus 
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53. This is certainly nof (ss has been generally 
supposed) a mere repetition, for ter effect, of 
what was said at ver. 50: but prius wo have 
the assertion that this change of corruptible to 
incorruptible se# take place, so here we are told 
that it must take place. I have thon roper 
to notice this error, chiefly because it [ea to 
another and far more serious one, —namely, that 
of supposing (as many have done) that there is 
here, in ition to what was befere said, a 

ficat — manner of the change,—by 
corruptible body of those then alive having 

an incorruptible body aks avyoudis) pat 
over it as a garment; like the doctrine of the 
Platonic philosophers as to an óxnua (so Hierocl. 
speaks of dy#uara wvrsvmatixa), learned] 
treated on by Cudworth, Intell. System, iii. 3, 27, 
F a notion which, th it may seem to 

somewbat countenanced by 2 Cor. v. 2, 3, rests 
oa no solid foundation, and merely took its rise 
from the peculiar here employed, formed 
on a blending of two images. The best recent 

itors are, with reason, that dvdv- 
vasta. hero and at ver. 54 only signifies, by a 
figure taken from putting off one garment, and 

ing on another, * to assume, receive,’ as Eph. 
m Col. iii. 10.— 4e: yàp rd $ÜOaprór 
Tovro, Kc. From what I have y remarked 
on the difference between what is said here and 
at vv. 49 and 50, it how grossly erroneous 
a version (or rather gloss) is that of the Pesch. 

. ‘will pat on ;' since expression dez de- 

cius, who ably states the reason why oportet, 
‘musi, has a greater propriety than ‘ w44." The 
expression, as denoting more than a ition of 

tection (whether in the gere or alive, until [i. e. 
at) the coming of the Lord) become, without a 
change, the children of God; espec., i 
ing, as the best Expositors are that what 
is here said refers only to those whe are to be 

; To preserve this distinction, Dr. Peile 
would translate, +d d$Üaprór» Tovro, ‘what is 
corruptible here,’ and rò Ovyróv Tovro, ° what ie 

here; meaning iv to aleve Tovrea. 
But the particular Aere can only come into a 
paraphrase, and cannot refer to the rovro, which 
is put—as the ancient Commentaters, and, of 
moderns, Gerdes., have pointed out, dsuxTux@e— 
to denote, by an ellips. of eiua, this body, which 
we bear as ‘the i of the earthy’ (rer. 49), 
the body as it now is, consisting of flesh and 
blood. The cmovro has probably some other 
force, as being, Gerdes. thinks, unquestionably 

meant to establish and confirm the weighty truth, 
that what was said was meant of the same body, 
and no other. ‘ Meantime (continues he), lest 
m should hence e the abolition of the 
whole body, and the substitution of a new and 
celestial one, the Apostle does not so much make 
mention of the body, as the rd @@aproy and the 
TÓ ÜvnTÓ» TovTo, ‘that which as yet would be 
obnoxious to death and tion;' for was 
to be wholly abolished. e are here taught 
thst the same body, stript of these corruptible 
properties, is to be imbued with new, and those 
spiritual qualities whereby it may become fitted 
for the future etate of being.’ 

54. The Apostle now shows the conformity of 
ee eee 

sure w prophecy.—ys oerat, ‘shall 
be [accom ied — ó Aóyos, ‘the prophecy,” 
namely, of lsa. xxv. 8. The words agree with 
the version of Theodotion, though both differ 
from the Septuagint and the Hebrew ; agrecing 
with it, however, in els vixos, which is by almost 
all Commentators taken for eis éíXos, i.e. «le 
TÓ» aleva; though Bp. Marsh succesefully vin- 
dicates our lish Tranelators, who render it 
‘in victory,’ which, indeed, is confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Instead of seeking for a Hebraism 
in vixos, he applies it to xararóðn, and trans- 
lates the ; ‘Death is overcome trium- 
pbantl y, —' been (equiv. to ts) swallowed 
up, absorbed, annihilated, triumphantly.” Comp. 
2 Cor. v. 4, va xarawoby Tò ÜryTÓr rò The 
Yee, where the allusion seems to be to a river 
swallowed up by being lost in the sea, so as to be 
annthilaied ; while here tho allusion may be toa 
wild animal], first worsted, and then steallowed 
wp by hie foe. So Jer. li. 34, xar(wd us ó 
Spdxey. The version sie vier instead of ale 
vidoe or ele alva, was adopted by Theodor., 
and followed by the Targum and Pesch. Syr., 
by way of indicating the figurative sense intended 
in xarewoOn. The sense ascribed by Marsh, 
‘is overcome,’ is evidently indefensible; since 
the Hebrew verb ys, though it literally, in Kal, 
signifies absorbsit, no where bears the figurative 
sense vicii, but only, in Kal, absumsit, perdidit, 
and, in Piel, as here, perdidit, adeoque eztirpavit, 
‘to quite ; which seems the sense in- 
tended in the passage of Isaiah: and rr25 is to 
be understood comparatively, ‘so that the thing 
shal! awama mpu ag Pero the -— are 
only a half poetic mode of expressing what ie 
ianed in plain prose at Rev. xxi. 4, ó 0ára- 
Tot ovm icra: Er. where the Evangelist pro- 
bably had in mind thie of the Prophet. 
In this view I am supported by the authority of 
Dr. Henderson in loco, who truly observes that, 
in both the passages the subject is not the mil- 
lennial state of the Church, but the state of glory 
after the resurrection of the body. The sense of 
le vixos cannot but be, that found in the Sept. 
Vers. of the passage of Isa. xxv. 8, doubtless in 
the Apostle's mind, where that the Sept, in 
expressing the force of rre35 -by els vixos, meant 
the sense im eternum, cannot be doubted, since 
they have so d the Hebrew word also in 
Jer. iii. 5, us) Scapavet (sc. ù dpyh abTov) sls 
alisva, n vAXayÜiovrat ale vixos ; which, by 
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the force of the antithetic parallelism, cannot but 
mean in eternum. Or it may be for the purer 
Greek els ¿Noe (sometimes used by the Sept.), 
and that equiv. to alc wayredis = ravredos, 
‘entirely.’ Thus ele denotes ‘end,’ or ‘ purpoee,' 
—what any thing finally tends to. 

55. In this verse the style rises, by a bold per- 
sonification of “Ardns, to the highest pitch, and 
the sense is couched in a kind of songof triumph for 
the victory obtained by Chriet over Death and the 
Grave; Re of bitterness either might here- 
tofore have had, being then removed by Christ. 
The passage is from Hoe. xiii. 14, rou +ó xíy- 
Tpov cov, dén; and the Apostle's words differ 
only from the ancient Versions by the trausposi- 
tion of vixos and xéytpov, except that for vixos 
the Sept. has d/xn. But I su that to be 
only a gloss on veixos, which ing is found in 
some of the Fathers, though evidently only an 
error of the scribes for »ixos. The , in- 
deed, differs too materially to admit of any mode 
of reconciliation. Yet it differs more in 
than sense ; so that it was not inapplicable to the 
Apos purpose. Dr. Henderson (after Calv., 
whom he quotes) observes, that ‘ the appropria- 
tion of the words here made by the Apostle to 
the — of r —— is made, 
not in the way o ; but merely to give ez- 

jun to the animated feelings of his Teast’ 
The term xiyrpoy is by some supposed to allude 
to the dart, which the Jewish writers, and many 
Classical and modern poets, depict Death as 
holding. See Milton's Par. Lost, b. ii. 672. The 
Greek Commentators, however, and, of the mo- 
dern ones, Grot, Crell., Vorst, and Krause 
more rightly, I think), suppose an allusion to 
e sting or scorpions. So Rev. ix. 

10, xal dyovow ovpas óuoias oxopaíow, xal 
xéyTpa Wv šy Tate ovpais avTov. This, indeed, 
is — confirmed by the next words; for, 
as Theophy!. remarks, ‘ the sting of serpents con- 
stitutes their strength, and when that is taken 
away, they cannot hurt, if they would.’ Thus 
the sense of the next words is,—‘ Now it is sin 
that gives death its chief power over us, and 
thus occasions its test bitterness.’ For dày, 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. read Odvars, from 6 
uncial, and 2 cursive MSS. (to which I can 
make no addition), the Vulg., and some later 
Versions, and several early Greek Fathers. But 
dàn is defended by all the copies in the Sept., 
confirmed by the Hebrew. And since this is, 
notwithstanding Bp. Randolph's assertion to the 
contrary, a from the prophet Hosea, 
and, as is plain from the other words, from the 

. Version, we shall do best to retain the 
reading of the bulk of the MSS. of that 
Version (including the Alexandrian), confirmed 
as it is by all the copies of the Greek Test., 
except eight, and the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

huv ’Inood Xpiorod! | 59" Nore, adedpoi pou ayamrnrtol, édpaios 

56. ñ è Sórapis rie duapriae Ó vé 
Render: ‘It is the Law which is the — 
of sin ;' i. e. what causes this power of sin, im- 
parte this power to it. By ó vouos seems to be 
meant, not the law of Moses (as moet Commen- 
tators explain), but, as the Greek Commentators, 
and, of the modern ones, Grot., CrelL, &c., un- 
derstand, — — both natural and 
revealed. So Rom. v. 18, duapria 8 oùx éd\XAo- 
ystTat ph Óvros váuov. also Rom. iv. 15, 
and vii. 9, and notes. If it be asked, Why ie 
the Law called ‘the strength of sin P' we may 
answer, with Mr. Conyb., * Because the Law of 
Duty, being acknowl , gives to sin its power 
to wound the conscience ; in fact, a moral law of 

ts and penalties announces the fatal couse- 
quences of sin, without giving us any power of 

sin. 
By. The A e concludes with a seg 

respect to the former, it may be regarded as 
uttered by the À e in — 
through faith, of that period of glory, whea be 
should join with the heavenly choir in singing, 
5 cwrnpía TO Ors jue», Te KaOuuine ¿wi 
TOU Opovov, xai Tæ 'Apr(e ! Rev. vii. 10. Of 
this verse the full sense is ably drawn forth in a 

(on this text — Sermon of Cud 
where he considers this victory as a 
victory, obtained over a threefold enemy; 
l. over Sin, as that which is the cause of d ; 
2. over the Law, as that which vates the 

ilt, and exasperates the power of Sin; 3. over 
the consequence of sin; and shows that 

the victory over death is e by the resar- 
rection of the body to life and immortality; 
which, as it was fors for es 
by Christ's dying upon the cross, so it will be 
beri dat at last by the same Spirit of Christ 
whi Lpves the victory over sin here. See Rom. 
viii. 11. 

58. The Apostle now concludes bis appeal 
with a saf corollary on the i 
ratiocination on me — of the 
enjoini duties; ]. im : — aa: * 
ness and good works o cory Hid 

y exhorted to that 

full of immer 
tality, which must result from a firm faith ; and 
lastly, that zealous performance of all goed 
coris, which would put to the test the firmness 
of their faith, and furnish the fairest fruits of its 
efficacy. In éópeic and dmttaxivyro: there 
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seems to be, as will appear from supra v. 1, and 
Col. i. 23, and notes, not (what Gerdes. ima- 
gines) an agonistic, but an i meta- 
phor. Thus Simonides, cited by Grotius, calls a 
good man y:paí Ta xai rool xal vow TaTpá- 
yuævov. view which I have of the 
nature of the metaphor is much confirmed and 
illustrated by what I have annotated on 2 Pet. 
lii. 17, Iva pr ixmienTe Tov ldloy ornpsypov. 

— Tepiccetorret iv Tes ipyw T. K.| The 
exact import of these words mainly turns on that 
of the expression 7epiecssorTase, which hes been 

iously, but not satisfactorily, interpreted. Of 
the several senses assigned, that of ° excellin 
ourselves" is, upon the whole, to be peteret 
Theophyl. well explains, eë povow avro ipya{ó- 
poe vos, à xal de wepioveias aivd TrotouyTst, 
* endeavouring continually to make greater pro- 
grese ; implying both diligence and ce, 

By the expression ipyer Tov O:0ov (with 
which comp. 76 gpyor row Grou, John vi. 29, 
and see uote) is not meant aímsgiving, nor an 
other ial virtue. But as the exhortation 

, and the motives urging it are , 90 
must the sense be so toe; i. e. ° doing all that the 
Lord would have us do as Christians ;' including, 
of course, good works of every kind (see Estius), 
and espece. works of benevolence, as appears from 
the next words. 

The last clause, eldéres STi Š xoToc, &o., 
which means ‘knowing assuredly that your 
labour is never in vain in the sight of the Lord,’ 
has reference to the preceding words, arepicesó- 
ewris iv te ipyæ Tov Kupiov 7árTors, with 
allusion to tbat recompense at the resurrection of 
the just, the hope of which would be necessary to 
animate them to be continually abounding in 

South remarks, every work; for, as Dr. 
* He — away the incitements to duty (in 
the two great ings of action, Hope and 
Fear) not only impedes the performance oF i duty, 
but hinders its very attempt.’ 

XVI. 1. Chrys, Tomar and Œcumen. 
remark, that the Apostle, having concluded his 
treatment of doctrines, proceeds to treat on moral 
duties, and espec. ou the queen of virtues—Alms- 

can One should rather say, that the Apostle 
Len. ae he usually does at the end of his Epis- 
tles, assembles together, as Thom. Aquin. says, 
*quedam epecialia et familiaria,’ and among 
sundry minute directions and tions, cer- 
tain ts for ecclesiastical duties, com- 
mencing with the matter about the charitable 
collection he had enjoined them to make. Thus 
there is a Transition. I cannot, however, but 
suspect that there is a connerion with the pre- 
ceding context, and that in tracing it, the true 
——— will be found in the words wapiocev- 
ovrsy dv Tẹ Kvpíe, and the labour of love 
conn with that exhortation.—r:7s Acylas 
vat sie Tous áy., i.e. the collection of alme for 
the rclief of Christians. Sach collections for 

Vor. | 

a Acts 11.90. 
Rom. 14. 18. 
3 Cor. & 4. 
& 9. 1. 

b Acts $0. 7. 
Rer. 1. 16. 

the relief of indigent Jews of Palestine had been 
not unfrequent among the foreign Jews; and 
bad now, it seems, been introduced among the 
Gentile Christians. The reason for which was, 
that the Christians of Juda were, by the 
various arts of Jewish persecution, direct and 
indirect, brought into great poverty; and their 
distress would be the greater, inasmuch as,— 
from the sad state of society in Judæa, so accu- 
rately described by Joseph. as existing at this 
period, when the national ruin was impending,— 
the poorer clasees would be more and more 
brought to destitution. The Article ie shows 
that the collection was well known, and perhaps 
spoken of in the letter of the Corinthians to St. 
aul. The word Aoyla is not found in Clase. 

writers; but that it was occasionally used by them 
is probable, since Suid. and Hesych. attest that the 
plur., as in ver. 2, was used in the sense ixAo- 

fac. Accordingly it is adduced by Dind. in 
teph. Thes. in v. from Theod. Stud. p. ts 

Indeed, the sing. form occ. in 2 Macc. xii. 
roino áuepot. KaT’ dydpodcyiay kavacksvác- 
mara ele apyvpiov payus id. Suri dr- 
borasdav els ‘lepood\vpa, where Valckenaer's 
Tariy emendation, xaT’ &vdpa Aoyíav, is un- 
doubtedly the true reading. e word seems to 
have been a term of common Greek. 

2. xarà uíar caffBárov] ‘on the first day of 
the week ;' uiay being used, 1 Hebraism, for 
wpe rny, 28 in Matt. xxviii. 1; and 5aípa» 
understood ; q. d. * on the first of the days of the 
week ;’ from which it is plain that Sunday was 
then set Ma by Christians for religious pur- 

—T0ire, for xararıð. Tap’ avro, ‘b 
im.” French, chez lai, ‘at home./—8 + à 

simt s — * iv Evotovetas 
signifies properly, ‘to be set right on one's way,’ 
and metaphorically, * to be in any zd 
dertaking ;' and, if a pecuniary undertaking, the 
result thereof in , == the sum so gained. 
The turn of the expression seems meant to sug- 

t the duty pointed out; q.d. ‘as any ones 
ndustry has been prospered by God, so it is his 
duty to make a proper return out of the amount, 
by doing good unto men, according to his will.” 
And this, it is ed, should be done on the 
principle of the offerings, under thé old Law, of 
the dwapyal, which were meant as an acknow- 

ent to the Giver. Here the Apostle had 
probably in mind Eeclus. xxxv. 10, ‘Give unto 
the Most High according as he hath enriched 
thee.” The collections in question were directed 
to be made eekly, because every one is more 
juclined to contribute by little and little, than 
all at once; and on the Lord's day, because a 
participation in the offices of religion most effec- 
tually opens the heart to charity. The propriety 
of our Common Version will be evident; and 
the difficulties started by many Commentators at 
Tva nij —"vyívevrar may be removed by supposin 
that the Apostle only meant that there shoul 
be uo private and pelty gatherings, then first to be 
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made, when he came, but only one cuvaiodopd 
formed, comprehending all the sums which had 
been gradually laid up by each in private. 

3. ods dav dox., dc imioT. TovTous winwe]} 
There has been some doubt as to the construo- 
tion, and, as depending thereupon, the sense of 
the words. Now àv iwtero\wy may be con- 
strued either with the preceding, or the š 
words. But the latter construction is preferable. 
Thus the àià will be for iv, or civ, and may be 
rendered ‘charged with.—oUs ià» doximacnra 
is to be taken as a brief expression (* whom ye 
may think fit to choose’), of which examples 
are found in the Class, writers. — T)» Xápur 
UuGv is for Tv Üusevr iXsnuocóprgr: seo ex- 
amples in my Lex. 

, dav dà 8 ái) Sub. +ó Mr aus At 
* supply rye duns dcaxovias. Theophyl., 

umen., and others, point out that the force 
of civ iuol wopsicovra: is, ‘they shall have my 
company, I will accompany them. But the 
sense plainly is, ‘they shall go in my company ;' 
involving, as ] points out, a just sense of 
his ——— dignity. It seems that the money 
was always sent by two persons. That this had 
been the case with the sacred money contributed 
by the foreign Jows to the temple at Jerusalem, 
appears from Joseph. Antt. xvi. 6, 7, where he 
speaks of the persone who were to carry it to 
erusalem fvsxa xouidge (for so I would conjec- 

ture, instead of the corrupt dyaxomiðis) ovp- 
wopevouivoue (‘going together’), which implies 
at least (wo. 

6. zpos (uas bi, vvxÓr, Tapapneva) ‘And I 
shall, perhaps [in my way] some stay with 
you. —1 xai wapax., ‘or even remain for the 
winter.” This sending, and, in some . Go- 
companying forward the teachers of Christianity, 
was an established custom in the first ages; and 
is apri when the stay was long, 

. où Oirw—Idsiv] This is exegetical of the 
preceding. The dpr: is meant to be load, 
and is not well rendered now. The full sense is, 
‘now that I have delayed so long.’ The second. 
yàp here is altered into da b m. and Tisch., 
rom 7 uncial, and not a few cursive MSS. (to 
which I can only add Cov. 2, omitted by Mill). 
But internal evidence is in favour of yap, which 
was, | suspect, altered to 64 for the purpose of 
removing & — and, moreover, yàp has 

support of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Ver- 
sions. The case is different with iac:rpéwp, just 

after, which has been, on com t authority 
(to which I add Lamb, 1185), altered to ¿=.- 
Tpíyyp by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf, whom I 
have now followed; since internal evidence here 
comes in aid of external authority. The text. 
rec. arose, I doubt not, from the ecribes bere, as 
often, confounding the letters + +. "n 
h some gn are rk m 
roprie language (which is rarely quite 

overlooked in the writi of St. h in 
favour of &xerpíqry, though it is posstble -— S. 
Paul wrote — bya colloquial idiom, 
would be not unsuitable to tkis part of the Epistle. 

8. izivi iv 'Epicw] ‘This, Paley remerke, 
Hore Paul. ch. iii. No. II., ‘ie in terme almost 
asserting that he was at Ephesus at the time of 
writing the Epistle, which (vor. 5 and ch. iv. 19) 

rports to have been written a short time 
before St. Paul's second journey into Greece; 

leaving Ephesus, where (ib. xix. 
been resident for the space of two years. 
the remark of the Apostle in d: xv. 393; 
which Paley observes: ‘I allow that the Apos- 
tle might say this, wherever he was; but it was 
more natural, and more to the purpose, to say it, 
if y M in — at Ephesus at — — 

. Bupa] figur. ‘an opportunity 
espe ale in which the word was seme- 
times used by the Clase. writers; exe Acts xiv. 
27.—Aviyye is for at, Which some At- 
ticists thought a solecism, but others defended. 
It only occurs in the later writers —'Evepyae is 
well explained by a Gl iroips 
— and may be rendered — 
hucyd. iii. 17, wAsiera: ĉi pst ei 

verre, In kai dyricaip. wodAei the 
be better taken for xaimap, ‘ although." 
dered ‘fur.’ Bat it would rather seem 
meaning is not fully evolved, but is to 
plied from what ; VOL MM 
are EY A there ie of my 

ig 
31 

inr 
v; v &c. 
10. 140p] ‘should come [unto ` or ‘be 

come. It appears from ch. U 17, Abad uet wae 
éwersa—vnase, ` take heed 

may be (i.e. abide) with you without molesta- 
tion,’ y, that of factions à 
words 7d yap dpyor—iya som meant te anti- 
cipete their undervaluing him on the scere of his 
youth and inferior spiritual gifts; and their gese- 
ral sense is, * He discharges the office of preacher 
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of the Gospel even as I do,’ i. e. he is as much a 
divinely commissioned minister of God as myself. 

11. u$ tee —iEovSeynoy] There was, as Theo- 
phyl. ebeerves, reason to this, since he was 

r , alone, and had the charge of so wealthy 
an 2 

19. -árret cbc 59» 0 nua, &c. Supply 
abre, meaning, ‘but it was not his in- 
elination to go sow.’ That acre is the true 
ellipsis, and not, as Commentators sup ab- 
row, I bave shown in the note on Matt. xviii. 14. 

13, 14. This concluding counsel is given with 
reference to all the preceding cautions. They 
were in the midst of temptations of various 
kinds; therefore he bide them ‘waich.” They 
had among them false teachers, and therefore he 
tells them to ‘stand fast in the faith.’ They had 
divers trials to encounter, and therefore he says 
to them, ‘gxi! you like men; be strong. There 
were, moreover, great contentions — 
and therefore he adds, ‘ Let all things be with 

My. Tbe term verre’: might, did the 
context permit, be taken to denote ° Christian 
watchfulness generally ; but from what follows 
it is plain that * watchfulness against the arts of 
seducing spirits endeavouring to corrupt their 
faith ° must be chiefly meant; and, as the next 
expression, ora. iv T. wiora:, must be under- 
stood of stedfustness in the fai MEUM yoy 
signify * watchfulness against arte of false 
teachers.” and efá«. ‘a manly firmness in main- 
taining what they conscientiously believed to be 
the truth” On eníx. iv Tý Tiera, sve note 
suprs ch. xv. 58. ° . and xpar. be 

T hors; but it would rather seem 
at the Apostle had in mind I Sem. iv. 9, 

aparaovets xal vylrscÓs «le dvdpas, i.e. by 
ebraism, yívscÓs dvdpee, with which we may 

co the Homeric dvépss tori: comp. Eph. 
vi. 10.—Kpar. is a word not occurring in the 
Class. writers, although frequent in the LXX., 
as Ps. xxx. 24, dvdpi{ecOs, xal xparaotebe À 
xaptia tue. It is often used of perseverance 
in opinion, or determination. The lit. meaning 
of xpaTaivcÜa. is, ‘to gird up one's loins,’ or 
‘string up one's nerves for any arduous under- 
taking. The Apostle has espec. in view perse- 
verance in sound doctrine; the ‘ not being hence- 
forth toseed to and fro with every wind of doo- 
trine ; see note supra xv. 58, and Eph. iv. 14. 

The Asyadefon imparts peculiar vigour to ‘he 
expression. 

4. wadvra—dydary ywiebe) It is worthy 
of remark, that exhortations to constancy in doc- 
érine are often, as here, followed up with an 
admonition to love, and to ‘keep the unity of 
the Spirit ip the bond of peace.’ 

15. The construction here is somewhat in- 
volved ; ur id to be cleared either by throw- 

words, with some, into a parenthesis ; 
or with others, by supposing a ition, 
The present order is very natural, and may 
be best adjusted by su ng an ellipsis of G>, 
* forasmuch as,’ omit use of the Sr: after. 
— ale dian. mois dy. ir. ¿] The sense is, 

‘have devoted themselves to ministering unto 
the saints.” Xen. Mem. ii. 1, 11, oùgì de T)» 
dovAsíay lnavró» TéTTo. The word é:ax. can- 
mot have reference to the offices and duties of 
Deacons ; but may be supposed to denote zeal- 
tic punta the duties of hospitality and 
general kindness to poor Christians, especially 
strangers. 

16. The fva connects with 4apuxaAe.—"Yaro- 
Tácc. may mean, as many Commentators ex- 
lain, * show them all due respect and deference.’ 
ough, as there seems to be some reference to 

the preceding irağav iavrobs (which, by a mili- 
tary metaphor, signifies ‘they have ranged or set 
themselves"), may rather mean ‘range your- 
selves under and co-operate with them in their 
benevolent designs." 

17. Bri rò vuésr bor. otro: &vev^.] The 
sense of these words is somewhat obscure, pro- 
bably from the ar mode of ex ion 
— The ancient Interpreters explain it, 
* They have taken this long journey to act as 
your representatives.” This, however, seems not 
a little harsh; and such the Apostle could not 
mean. I er (with Beza, Rosenmuller, and 
Schleusner) to render, * they have supplied your 
abeence;’ i. e. ‘supplied the deficiency occa- 
sioned by your absence* (as in Phil. ii. 3). 

For vey, several of the most ancient MSS. 
have óuáTspor, which has been edited by Lachm. 
and Tisch.; but not on good grounds ; for we 
may su the ancient Critics to have stum- 
bled at uav, especially as vending S tho 
noun, and so co ÜufTspor. my note 
on Luke age 53. 
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18. dvéiraveay yáp—buev] The sense of | 
these words is mistaken by moet of the modern 
Commentators, though well lained by the 
ancient ones, who rightly regard them as exegeti- 
cal of the precoding. TÓ bpw bor. adver.” yap 
meaning ‘thus, for instance.’ —'Arésavcay, 
“have solaced;’ a Hellenistic use of the word. 
The sense of the clause seems to be this: ‘ By 
thus supplying your absence, they have benefited 
us both : which was really the case ; for St. Paul 
gained information of the state of those absent ; 
and gained, in the counsel afforded to them 
by the — = — — 
the words is, from bei ; ovelo 
obscure and doubtful one it — be that as- 
signed by Bp. Shuttleworth and Dr. Peile, * they 
bave refreshed my spirit, and will refresh yours.’ 
Such a sense cannot, without violence, ex- 
tracted from the ° rds the words 
as expressive of a spirit of Christian courtesy, 
like that at Rom. xvi., as said of Rufus: doma- 
rd ‘Povdos, xal Thv pntipa atrov kal 
Mov. 

19. ry xar’ olxov avri ixxÀ.] It is strange 
that some of the best modern Commentators 
should explain this of all the Christians in their 
family. e most natural and probable sense is 
that adopted by the Greek Commentators, and of 
the modern ones, by Mede, Wells, Pearce, Iaspis, 
and Olsh., ‘ the congregation that was accustomed 
to meet, for divine worship, at their house.’ And 
this sense has the advantage of including the 
other. See more in the note on Rom. xvi. 5. 

20. dowd{ovrai—qur. dy.] On this custom 
seo note on Rom. xvi. 16; and comp. Justin 
Martyr. Apol. i. 85, dAXsAovs dowafousba 
qTavGduayot TOP SUYO. 

21. ó &eracyuós—II.] Schoettgen remarks on 
the ellipsis, which he supplies thus: * Restat 
salutatio a me, que est adscripta a me ipso, 
propria manu.’ ere can be no question that 
this was written by Paul with his own hand, 
though he had dictated the rest to some scribe. 
The Apostle was accustomed to dictate letters, 
and, at the end, to add a sentence with his own 
hand to pore fraud ; sec Rom. xvi. 23. Gal. 
vi. 1). Thess. iii. 17. Philem. 19. Xaip is 
rarely used, as here, for handwriting ; insomuch 
that, were there not an example found in Hype- 
rides, we might suspect this to be a Latinism., 

22. To the salutation with bis own hand Paul 
here subjoins, as in some other Epistles (e. gr. 
Col. iv. 18. Epb. vi. 24), & solemn declaration, 
or weighty sentiment ; and with the sentiment is 
conjoined an Aramaic saying, Nw yw, ‘The 
Lord cometh ;' of which the most probable ac- 
count is, that, as Alf. says, it was meant as G 

ighty tending to recall to them 
the nearness of the Lord's coming, and the dut 
of being found ready for it. See Matı xxiv. ] 
comp. with Luke xi. 40. Dr. piu e opinion 
Works, vol. v. 417—55, and xii. 461) is, that as 
e expression ‘maranatha’ implies * the comiag 

of the Lord, the Messiah, to judgment,’ it was 
here applied by the Apostle as a bome-thrust 

inst the unbelieving Jews; q.d. ‘the true 
essiah, the Lord, is coming to execute ven- 

geance on all who believe not in Jesus, and 
embrace not his Gospel ; q. d. ‘ On bis own head 
be the awful consequences of his rejecting the 
only name which has been given among mea, as 
that whereby we must be saved.” The full force 
of frw dváÜsua, ‘let him be held accureed, 
will appear from note on Bom. ix. 3. The words 
which designate the person, or rather the clas 
persons, so anathematized,—ei tie où pihs? Té» 
Kópior 'I. Xp., t whosoever doth not love the 
Lord Jesus Christ —have been variously i 
by modern Expositors, though by the ancients in 
only one way, as represented by Chrys., thus: &' 
ivós TovTov phuaros *wápyras ipoBnes, Trot 
Tà pity abre» %otouyTar Topynt pidry, Tort 
oxavdadi{ovrat rods dos ovs cia Tew alda- 
AoÜvwy, Tovs dz” dvÜpermev Óvoualomürert, 
Tove TH avacracu siawicrouvras — Asal. 
frw ! ejiciatur e cotu fidelium! 
24. à PyáTn pov peta T. 9g. ] Theodor, 

Theophy]., and CEcumen., point out (after Chrys.), 
that it was with good reason Paul sabjoined hi 
Jove to them, since, considering that the Epistle 
had contained much that was severe, it was well 
to conclude it with the expression of his tal 
love to them: thus showing them v: ov Cupo, 
ovdi dpyis heavy Ta ypadivra, àÀX' yènta 
kai xyéepovias, tl xai wixpiay ivipuror. The 
words ¿v Xpioreg "Ino. are not added as mere 
words of course, but are as much as te say, 
* My love has nothing merely human and fesbly, 
but is spiritual, and in Christ Jesus.” 
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eedonia (see 1 Cor. xvi. 5), at Philippi, as the 
subecription attests. This is plain from a con- 
sideration of the journeys and the oecurrences 
which had taken since his writing the first. 
From ch. ix. , it to have been trans- 
mitted to the Corinthians by Titus and his col- 
Hip ns who were on tbe road from Macedonia 
to Corinth, to finish the collection of the contri- 
butions for the relief of the poor Christians in 
Judea. The circumstances which led to the wri- 
ting of this second Epistle were, 1. the peculiar 
state of the Church at Corinth; 2. the alacrity of 
the Corinthians in contributing to the n ties 
of the poor Christians in Judæa, and their kind 
treatment of Titus; both of which ired 
acknowledgments from the Apostle. vin 
heard that his first Epistle had produced mu 
s among the Corinthians, and considerably 

ken the strength of the faction against him, 
he wrote this, to confirm them in the doctrine 
he had hed, to vindicate bimself against the 
calumnies of his enemies, and so to pave the wa 
for the fkird visit to them, which he medi 
The of the Epistle cannot, hewever, be 
well understood without adverting to the puce 

7 of — niega — Epist je 
experienced, at least cert persons, for 
whom, therefore, a second address seemed neres- 
sary. Not a few, it‘would seem, of the Corin- 
thians even yet adhered to their false teacher or 
teachers, virtually denied the Apostleship of 
Paul; founding their rejection of his elaims even 
on his manner of address in his first Epistle. 
Because, too, he had changed his intention of 
visiting them (see vv. 15, 16) in his way from 
Ephesus to Macedonia, they changed him with 
Jickleness and irresolution ; also pride and 
tyranny, on account of his severity towards the 

incestuous person; and moreover with general 
arrogance in his ministry, and a haughtiness of 
— one suitable to gei or piod 
of his nal a ce. 6 chief sc 
therefore, of the E rele is to rebut theese charges: 
wherein he, l. sat ily accounts fer his not 
Jana CO Em M Nn M ba Tad NOD: 

he shows that his sentence against the incestu- 
ous person was not harsh or severe, but necessary, 
and, as it by the effects, salafary. Ac- 
cordingly, he authorizes them to absolve him 
from that sentence, and restore him to commu- 
nion with the Church ; 8. he adverts to his great 
success in preaching tho Gospel, and shows that 
he dwells not upon it for his ows glory, but for 
that of the Gospel, in preaching which he used 
all diligence and faithfulness, notwithstanding 
the sore tribulations it brought upon him, and of 
which he gives a most affecting detail; 4. he 
excites them to lead a holy life; and, in order 
thereto, to avoid all communion with idolaters; 
5. he desires them to complete their contribu- 
tions for the r saints in Judæa ; 6. he enters 
m a long = ce of — net ^ charte 
ef timidit insignificance. e for- 
mer he effectually refutes by the severely "I 
gatory air of his address to the disaffected. The 
most remarkable circumstance in this Epistle 
is the confidence of the Apostle in the goodness 
of his cause, and the support from abeve to bear 
him out in it, — under difficulties of the 
most formidable kind; see Scott, who shows at 
] that ‘a stronger internal testimony, not 
only to his integrity, but divine inspiration, 
cannot exist ; for there been any collusion, 
it is next to impossible but such a conduct must 
have occasioned a disclosure of it.’ On the 
chronological difficulty connected with xii. 14, 
and xiii. Ne the Notes there. The genwinenem 
of this Epistle is so manifest, from the —— 
internal as weil as evidence, that it has 
never been seriously calied in question. 
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I have only to subjoin such observations as 
have, on careful reconsideration of the subject, 
occu to me en character and epirit, the 
manner and style, of the Epistle.—As to the 
firet mentioned of these topics. Nothing is 
more striking, even to ordinary observers, 
the marked variety of character in different 
parte. Besides the twofold character in the for- 
mer and the latter portions of the Epistle, as 
addressed to two different classes of persons—the 
well-affected and the ill-affected to the Apostle— 
in the former case overflowing with love, and in 

the latter redundant with ob — and me- 
nace) the character often shi m one phasis 
to anether the opposite ; so that consolation and 
rebuke, gentleness and severity, deep seriousness 
and bitter irony, succeed each other as rapidly as 
unexpectedly. Meyer remarks that ‘ the excite- 
ment and interchange of the affections, and pro- 
bably also the haste, under which Paul wrote 
this Epistle, render the expressions eften obscure, 
and the construction difficult; but servo only to 
exalt our admiration of the pe oratorieal deli- 
pr Me and power, with which this — 
of Paul's spirit, especially interesting as a selí- 
defomsive apology, flows and streame onward.’ 
But there is something very indefinite ia the 
* excitement, and interchange of affections; and 
I must take exception to Meyer's ascribing the 
awk of the construction, and the 
obecurity, to ° haste.’ No proof has been ad- 
duced that Paul wrote the Epistle in ‘ haste ;' nor 
can I traoe any certain marks of haste im 
on the matter. I doubt not that the obscurity and 
anomalous phraseolegy arose frem mental per- 
turbation ;—the excitement of intense emotions 

itating the mind of the Apostle while writing 
e Epistle. As to the manner and tone, there 

is (with the exception of a few portions in the 
last four Chapters) the same Apostolic gravity, 
befitting the weightiness of the subject discussed, 
accompanied with a deep earnestness and anxiety 
for the spiritual welfare of those whom he ad- 
dresses. As to * the great oratorical delicacy and 
art’ spoken of by Meyer, there is not a particle 
of art observah being mature unadorned 
save by Gospel truth ; and as to ‘ the deliogey of 
oratory,’ it is beyond my ken. There are a few 
specimens of oratorical power, and dsworiye 
almost Demosthenean ; e. gr. that noble portion 
vi. 1—10, than which there is nothing finer even 
in the First Epistle; and which for gravity and 
dignity, for — poiat, just anti- 
thesis; i know of nothin ble, except that 
inimitably fine veins ii Thucyd. i. 70, where 
he eontrasts the characters of the onians 
and the Athenians. There is, indeed, through- 
out the Epistle none of the loose and disjointed 
phraseology, and negligent diction, ascribed by 
some German Critics. It cannot, indeed, be de- 
nied that the style is very inferior to that of the 
First Epistle, —that there is a huess, —not to 
say ruggedness, —of éournerie, seldem obsorvable 
in that ; there is, too, sometimes an awkward- 
nees of moulding, as if the writer took no 
pleasure in his task. Besides, the scope of the 
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writer is occasionally indistinctly marked, the 
construction often irregular, and the composi. 
tion, with few exceptions, without that polish. 
bestowed on the First Epistle. In sbort, the 
style varies in the same degree in manner as 
does that of the eighth book of Thucydides, com- 
pared with the rest of his noble History. In both 
cases (though from very different causes) the 
work never received the ‘lime ` indis- 
pensable te perfect composition. Thus in both 
cases the same character of diction and style 
stamps the compoeitions with the same Thucydi 
dean, or Pauline, impress unmistakeably. It can- 
not, however, be denied, that some portion of the 
ruggedness, awk wardness, and obscurity, has been 
introduced by the perverse officiousness of shal- 
low Critics, or occasioned by uaskilfal interpre- 
tation, as will appear from not a few of the 
critical notes interspersed ; though I do not deay 
e hn — like that of the eighth book of 

ucydi je inh a —* state, 
such as will require the labour of more one 
generation of trac Critics before it ean be ulti- 
mately, not per sultum, brought to a tolerably 

condition.— But, to advert to a matter of 
importanee to truly Christian Bible 

students, the Epistle is peculiarly interesting, as 
giving, beyend any other, an insight into the 

e ter, and bringing to ligbt the in- 
moet feelings, of one who had once, at beea 
admitted to a ae of the unrevealed wonders 
of the other world. And when we observe in 
the interesting character here depicted, all tbat 
we can imagine of Christian beroism and moral 
elevation, combined with tbe deepest Christian 
humility, the warmest affections, and the utmest 
simplicity of heart, —we cannot but consider this 
Epistle, though the vehicle of no new Seri 
truth, nor throwing any farther light on the more 
mysterious topies of Revelation (thereby lese 
gratifying to mere speculative curiosity) ; ye as 
y the force ge — — ple to all i 

tian pilgrims (especially o mini as re- 
ete = iritual edification as png Novos 

in the Writings. See more on this saub- 
ject in Bishop Shuttleworth's Introductory re- 
marks on the Epistle, to which I have, in twe 
er three sentences, been indebted for several sug- 
gestions, 

I, In this C ptt after his usual salutation, 
Paul (vv. eee for the coneolatioms 
under tribulation, and the deliverances in damgors 
voucheafed to him, which were intended both for 
the comfort of others similarly circumstanced, and 
to As. an earnest of future aid from above 
(vv. 3—11). He rejoices is the testimony of his 
conscience, and expresses his confidence in their 
attachment to him ;—which had induced him to 
propose again visiting them (vv. 12—14), amd 
Hove tbat his — ee a mot arise 

m capricious mutability (vv. 15—18): aad, 
after adverting to the stability of God's Ars, 
throwgh Christ, assures them that he had pest- 
Quas Me viet Hom madre of Paq that the 

ty might have time to repent, amd that be 
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himself might be spared the pain of using sevo- 
rity M 17 —24). 

» 2. Address, and salutation. 
1. ëwócroX ‘I. Xp.] Seo note on Rom. L 

1.—dia Os. O., see note on 1 Cor. i. 1.—ó 
aé:r@., ‘our brother’ (in Christ), or ‘our 
brother-minister, fellow-labourer, in the Gospel.’ 
Thie Est. and others, with some reason, think 
more apt and suitable to the nten? of the Apos- 
tle—which was to give consequence to the person 
whom he had sent in some — 

2. xdpur—Xprerev) See Rom.i.7. 1 Cor. 
i. 3, and Luke xxiv. 

3. evroy. ò Osós, &c.] Doddr., Mackn., and 
Newc. translate, ‘ praised be the God and Father 
of, &c. But there is, perhaps, no sufficient rea- 
son te deviate from the common version, * blessed 
be God, even the Father,” &., which is supported 

the authority of the aucient Versions and an- 
cient Commentators, and by the most eminent 
modern itors. See the notes of Calvin 
and Whitby. However, I grant that the render- 
ing is an open question. Mr. Alf. prefers the 
oer version, on account of its ‘ verisimilitude, 
and simplicity. The former may be granted ; 
but not the latter. Whichever be the true ver- 
sion, we have the very same exordial form oc- 
curring in nearly all the Pauline Epistles, —of 
praising God for some signal blessing, and thus 
adapting the wording of his thanksgiving to the 
circumstances before him ; with allusion to which 
in the present case there is added ó Ilario tay 
olxTipumv—TapaxAsoses, meaning, ‘He who 
is the Fountain of all mercy, and the source of 
all comfort.’ It is strange that De Wette should 
think that Paul, in so expreesing himself in vv. 8, 
4, had no definite purpose, except to pour out the 
thankfulness of bis own heart. The true view 
of this rite Bei aig ola sag d a 

+, and, modern Expositors, by Kat. 
and Cale confirmed by Olsh., who well re- 
marke, that ‘this true consolation is well repre- 
sented as the operation of the Spirit, which íe 
the (only) eere ad perfect consolation.” Ac- 
cordingly, the Apostle's main purpose was, as 
Gale. remarks, Hs animate ed Corinthians, by 

is own example, co usly to endure perse- 
cution ; looking stedfastly in all difficulties, to 
the only source of hel e Gop of all comfort, 
who worketh it out fur his faithful servants who 
trust in him, in every form.’ Comp. the similar 
expression Os0u r. LÀ rior, Rom. xv. 13. 

4. ó wupaxadcyv) for rapryyopw»y, or Tapa- 
Mu, as at Acts xvi. 40. xx. 12, and elsewhere. 
Thus 4apaxeAei» signifies lit. to ‘bid any one 
take courage, by suggesting to him the reasons 
for hope and confidence. By fudit is meant 
as the best Expositors are agreed) the Apostle 
Linea who, or. thinks, uses the expres- 
sion &vvacÜa. out of modesty. But though the 
word must not be pressed on, neither must it be 

= 8-13. 
L 34. 

thus 7 . For, as Calv. well re- 
marks, ‘ut non sibi vivebat Apostolus, sed 
Ecclesia ; ita quidquid gratiarum in ipsum con- 
ferebat Deus, non sibi soli datum reputabat, sed 
quo plus ad alios juvandos haberet facultatis.’ 
The terms -apaxAsotes and sapaxaAoóus0a 
must not be confined to any one of the sources of 
comfort, but be understood generally of a//; 
especially of that spiritual support breathed into 
his soul by the great Comforter sent from God, 
and who # Gop. Now that comfort would be 
im to others, both for the purpose of com- 
monang to them the of it, and for 
Bering t em with the same spirit of devoted- 
ness to the Gospel which filled his own bosom. 

5. wapcooebec—ele dude) lit., ‘ have occurred 
to us abundantly.’ So Rom. v. 15, 4 xápi rod 
Oeov—ale robe wodAoUt iwaplaceves. The 
just after ie added on the authority of several of 
the most ancient MSS., and after the ex. of 
the most eminent Editors. In +á wad. rod 
Xprorod the Genit. may, with most ancient and 
earlier modern Expositors, be so taken as to 
denote ‘ the sufferings endured by Christ, inas- 
much as the sufferings of Christ's members for 
his sake are styled Ass sufferings, as being evils 
inflicted on his members out of enmity to him, 
and by reason of their mystical union with him, 
and the sympathy he has with them in their 
— as Rom. viii. 17. It is better, how- 
ever, th others, to interpret ‘the sufferings 
endured for Christ's sake and for his glory :' of 
which force of the Genit. exx. are not rare. 
So Eph. iii. 1, byw IlavAos ó isport rod 
Xpicrov '15cov. Thus the sense will be, ‘ be- 
cause, in la rtion to the to which 
the Gospel of Christ abundantly ex us, 90 
does the same Gospel supply us with abundant 
consolation [which we may administer to others];' 
which last words, implied from the precedin 
verse, form the true vinculum between this 
the next verse, on the connexion of which Ex- 
positors have been perplexed. The words, then, 
of ver. 6 are meant to fi the fore- 
going sense.—cwrnplat ijo, ‘for the saving of 
your souls.” In the next words the order varies 
exceedingly in different MSS. and Edd. The 
t. rec. has: sima 82 OA:BousOa, brip Tie 
uv wapaxdhoewt xal cwrnplat, Tie ivip- 
yovulrne iv Grouovy T&v avTa» rabnudtaoy 
ev xal fusis wdoxoue’ stra wapaxadovps0a, 
trip Tfjv buv 1TrapaxAsotes xal cwTnpías' 
kal ñ édwie nu&y BsBala brip óucr. Some 
ancient MSS., as A, C, and 10 cursives, together 
with the Syriac, and most other Versions, have 
elre TapaxaNoóusÜa, vxvip THe buwy Tapa- 
sAsctws, THe byspyouuions iv vxouovf Tav 
abras TaÜnuárew, wv xai Susie Wacyomer’ 
(xal 4 isle huey Ba Bala vid nee) alécres 

t, &c., which is by Griesb. and Vater. 
But it is founded on slender external evidence 
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phe Xpicrod wepiccever xai ù wapdxdnors pav. Ó 5 Eire & Ou- 
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yovuérgs éy vmropovi TOv auTay a8nuarov, Qy Kal Npe rá- 
oyopev: (kal ú éxris yay BeBaía inrép tua) eire wapaxa- 

h Rom. 8. 17. 
$ Tim. 2. 11. 

1 Acta 19. 
Kc. 

1 Cor. 15. 83. 
& 10. 9. 

t of which is mis-stated ; for it is not in the 
od. Cov. 2), and is by no means strong in ŝis- 

ternal; for it savours of the alteration of the 
early Critics, Greatly preferable is the reading 
of MSS. B, D, E, F, d. J, K, and 60 cursives; 
and I can add all the Lamb. and several ancient 
Mus. copies (including Cov. 2, omitted by Mia, 
also tho Edit. Princ., Erasm. 1, and other early 
Editions. This I have adopted, with Matth., 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. ; it being called for by 
external and internal evidence, and also by the 
context. The transposition of the clause xai 4 
éiAwic—vuwy to the end of the verse was, no 
doubt, made by those fastidious Critics, who 
thought it interrupted the antithesis between 
sira QA B., &c. and elra rapax. This class of 
Critics were, however, far less bold than those 
who, besides making use of the same transposi- 
tion, introduced other alterations,—partly to pre- 
vent a so-called tautology, and partly to render 
the interpretation tho easier; though, in fact, it 
yields a very objectionable sense; for, adopting 
the transposition of the clause 5c ivepyouudyne 
— rác xoay, it is difficult to see how their con- 
solation could be promoted by their bearing tho 
eame sufferings as the Apostle. On carefully 
reconsidering the perplexing question of the 

ing in roa e I am quite of the 
samo opinion as heretofore. Dr. Peile, indeed, 
adopts the t. rec.; which I should myself have 
been inclined todo, had it not been based on slender 
external authority, and ill-supported by internal 
evidence. This state of the case gives no encou- 
ragement to endeavour to make out, by exo- 
getical contrivances, and the ever ready aid of 

gregh — sense — would sof mis- 
represent the Apostle's evident meaning.—rize 
o Tovi. here used as at 2 Cor. iv. 12. 

. ii. 5, and v. 6. 1 Thess. ii. 13. Rom. vii, 
5. Gal. v. 6, should be referred to both Fapa- 
«Acree and cæTypiac. The Apostle means to 
say, that both his affliction and his consolation is 

lated to profit them ; and, in expressing this 
sentiment, he interposes the clause Ths dvepyou- 
M(ne— rác Xousr to show hoto his affliction may 
ps them : it will, be says, be e efficacious, 
y their patiently bearing, after his example, the 

same afflictions that ¿e suffers. To this he sub- 
p & parenthetical clause, expressive of his 

and trust respecting them, namely, that they 
will follow his example.—For sldores - 
matical propriety would have required eléore». 
Tho same i larity occurs in Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 
38, eldcrae as, &c. juets i$ to be sup- 
plied from sucy above, as avrol in the 
of Josephus. The we for &o7sp, edited by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., from a few MSS,, is 
only a correction of the grammarians, who thought 
it called for by the subsequent we. 

Verse 7 is explanatory of the preceding. They 

XoúueQa, vrép Tis Duy mapaxAncews Kat cwtnpias: 7» edores 
Sts orep Kowwwvoi ore Tv TaÜnuárov, obro xal THs mapa- 
&Mjceas. 8! O00 yap 0éXogev ipas ayvociv, adedApol, trrép Tis 

were partakers of his swferü : 
rpm of his paar —* conld —— 
ikewise partakers, ing like-min as 
rm in tho faith ob be vu ke] De 

ov yap OiAouse bpas &yrosiy, i 
Peile ren dots by ‘we have no wish you should 
not know. But that version is not permitted by 
the use of this formula (highly characteristic of 

to be said. dnd such is its force here. The 
full sense, taken in conjunction with the yap 
elliptical, and exemplificative, being this: ‘[saf- 
ferings, I may well say;] for. by way ex- 
ample, I would have you fully to kno 
&c. The sense may be ied on aa follows: 
* I would have you to well know, that, as to the 
subject (or the matter) of our distrees, which 
befell us in Asia, we were exceedingly hard 
pressed (lit. weighed down) with affliction 
our strength to bear.’ e words which follow 
serve to carry the description yet further, repre- 
senting the peril as being ali but mortal, —' inso- 
much that we even despaired of life.” ‘On this 
force of the Genit. (that of relation, without 
imenu) arr also s Dionys. Hal. Ant xii. 

y ÓTOTS a*opuÜsi:p dpyuploe (‘as 
money’), and Thucyd. iv. 60, 2, +a 
7 OvTeey avrots, see my note there. i 
view of the force of the terms éBap. and iEesop. 
is supported by the arion of Chrys. aad 
Theop o The occasion of this mortal peril is, 
as has been shown by Dr. Paley, Hor. Paul 
No. IIT., the pee tumult at Ephesus recorded 
in Acts xix. 29—32, and xx. 1. That the dan- 
ger to St. Paul may very well have been such as 
it is here represented, will sufficiently by 
considering that the whole city was filled wit 
confusion when the populace had seized his cem- 
penions; and bis friends thought him in such 
pert that they would not suffer him to adven- 
ure, a6 he wished, into the theatre, to endeavour 
—— the — — not omit to ani- 

vert on the want of judgment displa 
Lachm. and Tisch. in editin from ered udi 
most ancient MSS, ancia and cursive, sad 
some Fathera, for iwip, «pl, certainly against 
a fundamental Critical canon, for vris is the 
more difficult reading; and wapi, as 1 long age 
pointed out, is evidently a mere gloss, or correc- 
tion. d'hi fi by my remark, Alf. has here 

as 
Pre 

° 

te 
at 

deserted his , and retained imp. 
This use of position is somewhat unfre- 
quent; but it occurs twice in the and 
several times in the Class. writers; and, indeed, 
it would present itself more frequently were it 
not on some other occasions wn and 
the more usual ition brought in, by rash 
and mis-judging Critics. Billroth's preference 
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of the false reading, mapi, solely aroso from his 
mistaking the construction, on which s moet 
competent judge (Dr. Peile), has schooled him 
effectually. ith dgapsü. I would compare 
Aristoph. ap. Zonare Lex., p. 1785, lxoópuavose 
Tait cuugopais. Notwithstanding what Rosen- 
muller and others think, ders i~awopnOAvai— 

ye can only mean, 'insomu we even 
— of life.'—iEFas. on ly * to 

ort in one's progress, ing utterly at 
S iro to kao what cune be MES. iv. 8. 

9. iv iavrois TÒ ávóxpiua +. Üapárov ia yd 
xap:») This containsa strengly figurative mode 
M ife ; q. d. the hav- 
ing nought but death before one's eyes, —and the 
sentence of death in one's cars; meaning te say, 
that he was like one who is lying under con- 
demnation to death; over whom the sword of 
the Law is continually — In short, it 
is as when s man not only upon himself as 
one already cundemned to death, but when he 
has absolutely made up his mind to die, nay re- 
garde himscif as already a dead man,—and so 
may be said to have the verdict of death recorded 
in the court of his own mind. , It would seem, 
then, that the present expression is one even 
stronger than three already adduced by me from 
Thucyd. ii. 53, Joseph. Antt. xviii. 6, 2, aad 
Philostr. vii. 28, to which I now add Soph. Elect. 
772, where Clytemnestra says, in reference to the 
threats of Orestes, dAX’ ò wporratev Xpovor 
‘the close-at-hand time’) ¿yá pp alàp we 
avoupuiyny, where the sense is, ‘carried me for- 

ward (passed over "T M) as if every day was 
te be my last,’ ‘as if (i. e. thinking that) every 
day, &c. Hence it is plain that the strong figure 
in this verse is only the top step in the climaz, 
com at tho verse siap consisting of 
four degrees, xa0' iwspBorrn, Uwip Šóvap=uv, 

© present: &EaTopnÜsva: Tov (yr (ver. 8), and 
for the ion in this verse is stronger than in 
those which preceded; and, accordingly, the 4ÀAA4 
should be rendered, not sed, but imo, or quinimo, 
The masterly dieeussions of Dr. Paley, in bis 
Hor. Paul., have shown that the of the 
Apostle is sof , not a mere rhetorical 
ebullition, but the expression of the lively sensa- 
tions arising from oxtreme peril, and the impres- 
sions occasioned by recent deliverance from this 

il. The next words, ta un, &c., are meant 
to intimate the purpose for which Divine Pro- 
vidence permitted him to be reduced to this state, 
— namely, that he should Due Tw brougbt not 
to confide in his ows strength, but rather trust 
implicitly in Him who can raise the very dead, 

—and consequently can preserve the living from 
perils, however imminent. See the admirable 
notes of Calv. and Hyper.—The words wewoi- 
Oéres Susy aro not merely for arexoí8cuasr, but 
the Partic. and Verb Subset. are used to express 
continuity of action, implying custom. By * truet- 
ing in ourselves,’ is meant havi to our 
own strength [alone], without reference to Divine 
aid —-Te iyalpovri robs vexpoós, ° who raiseth 
the very dead, [and therefore who can preserve 
the living, in whatsoever peril. |’ Thus intimatin 
that the deliverance was so E as to bea Kind 
of resurrection from the Ver. 10 refers to 
the perils in question as deadly, adverting to for- 
mer deliverances and present ation, and 
expressing hope and trust of futuro deliverance. 
There is a sort of climax at the words éppócaro, 
—pustat,—and ir: pdcera:, meaning, * who for- 
merly delivered, now delivereth, and, we hope 
and trust, wil] yet again deliver us.’ 

1. cusutoupyourtev—inip ùpaw) ‘ you, 
too, —— in supplication on our behalf. 
Of the words following, tva ix woe» mpor- 
wwey, &o., the sense is, ‘that so the gracious 
gift [of deliverance] being bestowed on me, by 
means of the petition of many persons on my 
behalf, may by many persons be acknowledged 
with thanks ; for, as Doddr. observes, nothing is 
more reasonable than that what is obtained by 
prayer should be owned in praises. This use of 
siyapiorsiocOa: (as said of a thing to be re- 
turned thanks for), is very rare. Seo my 

x. 
12. ñ yap kaíxncic—TÓ papTipioy TAS vv- 

ardhoewe jn, Ae] In handling this passage 
the greatest difficulty is, to ascertain the connexion 
with the foregoing words. Indeed, that is so far 
from sleet, that some have thought there is sone; 
and, while few attempt to #rae@ any connexion, 
even those few differ as to the mode. Dr. Peile 
lays it down as follows: ‘ This affectionate in- 
terest in our favour we are entitled to expect 
[from you]; for our censcience warrants us in 
asserting that, &c Such is also the view taken 
by Calvin, who thinks that the 

e reason why his safety ought to 
to them all, inasmuch as, &c. 
carries with it a spirit of self- 
to the character of the A 
mode of turning and winding the sense, though it 
gets rid of much of this objection, yet supposcs 
words to be referred to in yàp which have no- 
thing to warrant them in the context; not to 
say, that thus the term xavynoce is well-nigh 
sunk, It is, at any rate, better to suppose, as I 

p adverts to 
commended 

This, however, 
ise little suitable 

e. And Dr. Peile's 
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Sioews Suy, öre dy ardoryrs xa) eiMwpivela Ocot, (ove ev 
copia capxiny, er yápyri Oeod) avertpadnper év TH Koop, 
mepracotépas Se mpòs ipas. 19 Où yàp dXXa ypddouev bui», 

have done, that the connexion is with ver. 10. 
Thus the full meaning intended will be as fol- 
lows: ‘And we hope and trust that God will 
continue to deliver us, In" co-operating with us 
in prayer for support, &c. &c.; FOR the ground 
of our glorying is the testimony of, &c. This 
view of the connexion is, I find, supported by the 
authority of Hyper. and Bullinger, who, however, 
e the purport of the words in | 
liable to the same objection as tbat above ad- 
verted to. The mode of tracing the connexion 
pursued by Est. has the advantage of avoiding 
that objection. He, too, with Hypa. and Bul- 
linger, refers the yap (as I have done) to 4Awi- 
xapey at ver. 10. However, on attentively re- 
—— the point, it occurs to me that the 
reference in ydp may be with the words cuv- 
uTrovpyourrav—iv cefoa, in the verse preced- 
ing. Thus the full meaning intended will be: 
* [And this co-operation we may justly expect at 
your hands] for there is to us [as dj sin youjea 
matter of orying and rejoicing [as founded at 
the testimony of our conscience that,’ &c. 
these somewhat harshly phrased words 4 yap 
«avynsis Qu@v aU» iori, the lit. rendering is, 
* for our matter of glorying and rejoicing is,” &c. 
Had diy and Tovro even been written, the sense 
would have been the same. And the 7 
in construction of $ucv and nui», vay and buy, 
as also of arn, when coming after a subst. femi- 
nine and roro, is not unfrequent both in the 
N. T. and in Thucyd. In thus taking ju&v as 
standing for jui», and abr, fot rovro, I am 
supported by Chrys., Theophyl., and Theodoret. 
There is in «avy. a double sense, of glorying and 
of ing ; which twofold sense may have place 
at 1 Cor. xv. 31, and Phil. ii. 1. 1 it. 19, 
and peers in the use of xaóynua Heb. fii. 6. 
—To papr. Sub. by, ‘that which is testified by 
our own consciences.” On the value of this tes- 
timony, and how far we ought to rest on it, see 

Sanderson's Second Sermon ad Magistratnm, 
—30. On the former it is finely said by 

ip. Hippol. 431, uóvor čè rovro pas’ diiX- 
Adolar Ale * can compete in value with life’), 
yréemny Qixalay ryaðńv. 
— i» dràórtnTi «al alAcnp.) ‘in, or ‘with 
— or singlenese of heart [as to 
duplicity and guile], and with sincerity and 
purity of mind and disposition, such as will bear 
the strictest scrutiny.” See note on Rom. xii. 
7, 8, and my Lex. in voce. Comp. Wied. i. 1, ¿y 
awdérnn: kaplar {nricers avro» [roy Kú- 
piov}. For dwAdr., however, Lachm., Tisch., 
— Alf. — Hone — A B, C, D, E, pus 

cursives, dy:déryrt, . from supposing t 
t. rec. to have been introduced from . vi. 
5, and Col. iii. 22. Bat dA d>. is more called 
for by the term following, elAwxp. Not to men- 
tion that &y:órnye is not used either in the New 
Test. (except in one passage of Hebrews) or the 
Sept. ; nor would it be quite suitable here, where 
it may have arisen from a mistake on the part of 
the scribes, for the words are in manuscript cha- 
rFacters similar. The scribee, or perhaps the 
critics, in like manner etambled at bere 
in 2 Cor. xi. 3, otra ang rà voluere Unev 

awd rhe awiornror, &c., where some of the 
most ancient MSS. have awA. xa 4 
or dy:étnrot, while in others is prefixed «ai 
Ts d wrot, evidently for the purpose of 
qualifying and explaining dwAcr. In using the 
words awAdr. and eDuxp. here, Paul seems to 
allude to hie opponents, who accused him ef dis- 
honesty and inconsistency in his words and deeds, 
as if he had written privately to some individuals 
in the church in a different strain frem that of 
his public lettera to them.—The word Qeos may 
(as most recent Commentators suppose) be meant 
to raise the quality to the highest pi Bat it 
is more ble to the c istic m ef 
the Apostle to suppose it to have reference te 
as the author thereof by his grace, or to denote 
something done with reference to him. See 
Rom. iii. 21, 22.—MSS. A, B, C, D, E, and 
4 cursives (I add Lamb. 1182, one Mus. copy, 
and — omitted by 2 x Tov, read by 

Theophyl., 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 

— the Fathers whom they adduce we may 
bring the far weightier authority of Origen, and 
even Papias; in the second of whose Fragments 
(ap. Routh. Rel. S.) we have the worda, rede 
xara Orde dxaxlay doxovrrat waidat ixndows, 
i.e. the first Christians, where xare O:d» way, 
as Ocow here, qualify the Substant., and be trane- 
lated ‘godly; with the difference, however, that 
though here Osov may mean, either ‘sach as Ged 
inspires,’ or * such as God requires in the Chris- 
tian,’ as agreeable to his own ness (sce Matt, 
v. 48) ; but in the of ias it can enly 
mean the latter, which is prob. the sense here: 
and this is confirmed by the use of the same 
pine in Eph. iv. 24, ròv xare Gade xrieOiora 
P dx, xal ócitor Ti, where see note. Bat if se, 

Papias prob. had this passage in mind, and must 
have had O«ov, not roë O«ov, im hie copy. 
— oUx dv copie —— meaning, im a 

general way, ca or secular wisdom, the 
wiedom of this world. Probably allading to the 
arts of the Heathen Sophists and R ici 
and also the Christian falso teachers. 

xv. 10. — Aveorpagnncy, qike have behaved 

18, 14. There is here, as Hyper. remarks, a 
confirmation of the truth of the Apoetle's teach- 
ing and writing, a ‘testimonio Scripturarum, et 
ab ipsorum judicio et experientia ia vita ejas.” 
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GANA f) & Gyarytyaóckere, } xal ervywacnete ¿Mito 59 bre xal 
ws TéXovs émvyvóocoðe, 1t ° xalas xal dréyvere spits dr ç eh. s w. 
pépous Ors xavynua Up&v dopey, xaÜárep xal iyels qudv, &w thi | 

16 y Kal tatry Tf werobyoe, p kot. 1. IL TH pépa tov Kupiov Inooũ. 
éBovAóumv mpos tuas éXÜeiv mpotepov, (lva Sevrépay ydpu 

16, 

Cor. 18. 5. 

Exnre,) 16 axal DV bpdv OwXÜeiv eis Maxedoviay, xal mradw q? Cor. 18. 

aro Maredoviag ¿Meiy pos ipas, xal úp Üuéw mporepphivai 
eis THY 'lovóaíav. 17' Toüro olv Bovdevdpevos pars dpa TH reo 
éAaópía expnoduny ; ñ à Bovdevopat, xara cápra Bovdevopuat, 

aidlxes. just before. And the real and 
sense (net a little mistaken by Kxpositers) 
seems to be thie: [° I may well say in godly 
sincerity :] for we write no other things [i. e. 
doctrines} unte you than what you read, whet 
you even ize [te be true] and I trust will 
continue to — ird alwa A This seems to 
be s popular manner of speaking, of which the 
sense — e no —— in — 
write, t is open and legible; y 
to the obvieus purport of the words; Í do not 
write ene thing and intend another, express one 
doctrine and mean another For (as Mackn. 
observes) ‘it seems the Faction had affirmed 
—— werd Sa vircs fire Epistle phas 

i written in embiguous , that 
he might a re (hos ax it ewited 

tion (which íe 
sn by the opinion of almest all the recent 
Expositors) be thought, as it may, te rest on 
somewhat precarious f, and little accordant 

KeOdwep xal duste fps», —n&mely, as being 
proud of such disciples. 

15—24. A defence of himself against the 
charge of fickleness of purpose in not having 

© Ib. edi ceivq 9 avmediévu, dmi. Ma] . TO 7re"T0t9 nott mM . 

The full sense is, * And it was in this firm confi- 
dence thet ye, to wit, would ize me [to 
be] even as I wrete (that I should be able my- 
self to be what I promised), that I should 
able to keep my word, —that I was desirous to 
come unto you, &c.—yxápiy, ° benefit,’ lit. ° gra- 

—— eU» BovAsvc ýrı—i ] . TOVTO yp EVOMSVPOS, Uu" TL—8Ypno. 

t Now, in thus purpostng, did Í at all is (i. e. 
aet from) apii d mind ?* í. e. infirmity of n 
pose, from ficklenese and inconstancy.—' H à 
BovAséouet, xarà cdpxa fov., ‘or what I (at 
any time [to do], do I after 
[the —— Pf buen nature [ which is prone 
to halt between two opinions)?’ The next words 
serve to illustrate the idea of this levity and in- 
constancy of by a peculiar form of ex- 
nw — in some ial saying. —I 
ave been indu to now abandon the view of 

with the werds , We may suppose, with the Greek Commentators, and several modern 
yl, Eat, Beza, and vin, thet the pileo of elf Tei this formula as an ezem- 

— here means to soften what might be plification of self-willed obstinacy of purpose, 
arregance in whet he had said; q. d. ‘he 

makes no more boesting in words than whet can 
be by deeds ; nay, the Corinthians them- 
selves being witnesses; whose own previous 
kaewledge of him would bear testimony to the 
truth of what they read.” Thus dvey:wmoxere 
should be rendered, as it is by Calvin, recog- 
noscitis, ° ize. And the word fs used thus 
in Xen. Anab. v. 8, 6, and elsewhere in the 
Clase. writers, There is, too, a kind of chimaa ; 
for imcyweexsty, es Calvin ie more sig- 
nificant than á»ayiw. Thus dvayiweenxe has 
reference to the lees favourably d ; iri- 
*ywweésee, to those who were sincerely and firmly 
attached to the Apostle. Thie distinetion seeme 
adverted to in the next verse; where, after say- 
ing iwiyverrs, he correets the term by 
Umittatics phrase dad pipevs, meaning, ‘a part 
at least of yen." 

In 4ÀA4 À there is a pleonaem ; since either 
of the two particles would have been sufficient. 
Or we may regard this (with Emmerling) es a 
blending of two modes of expression. 

14. Sr: xaéxnue —nev] meaning, [* You 
will find and acknowledge Í sey] thet wo are 
your —— also you are ours, in the day of 
the Lord.—Kaéyx. Uer», i.e. ‘such as may 
make you proud ef having me as a teacher.’— 

i 
* will or wont,’ ad libitum ; and that not so much 
because of the construction which this sense re- 
quires, Tva Tò val $ vai, xal +ó 08 $ 00, which 
would, as Dr. Peile shows, violate propriety of 
language by detaching vai as a predicate from rò 
val, and o0 from ob, but because, as he says, ‘ it 
accords neither with the collocation of St. Paul's 
words, nor with the tenor of his argument, which, 
from ver. 12 to the end of the chapter, is com- 
bating the notion of his playing and loose 
with the Corinthians, — by saying and un- 
saying as the whim might dictate. Thus at $ we 
may supply wpayna, and render, ‘so that the 
thing should be, or, taking it impersonatly, ' so 
that there should be with me [at one time], Yes, 
yes! [at another] No, no!” 

For BevAcboua:, A, B, O, F, G, and 12 cur- 
y Lechm., and sives, have SovAom., adopted b 

Tisch., in ed. 1; but in ed. 2 BovAcvoua, which 
js retained by Alf., who the other read- 
ing as a correstion to suit éBov\ounpy supra 15; 
but if so, how low must he rate the jud ent of 
the Critics whem he half worshipe suspect, 
however, that the reading (which I find also in 
Lamb. 1182, 1184, Mus. 5116, 11,836, 16,184, 
and Cov. 5, omitted by Mill) arose, not from 
correction ef Crities, but was derived (like mul- 

titades of other corruptions of reading) from the 
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sAda9.X. (yG 7 Wap po TO val val, Kat Td ob ob; 18 * IItoros òè ó Beas, 
Šri ó Ayos "jv ò pos Uus oùe t éyévero vai xal oir 19 6 yap 

t Exod. 3.14, 9 9 ^ ^ a ta? 9 youn aka Se pot xai ZiXovavoU xal Tipobéov, ‘ ove 

12. & 1 

tod Oeod vids "Incots X puros, ó év ipw Ov huv enpvyGeis, 
o vai xai o6, 

ink GAXXÀà vai ép abro yéeyover 99 Scat yap érayyeXa, Oco0, év 
M «^'^ aid r val, wal ¿v aùr Tò dpi», rà ep mpis Sókav & hpa. 
LJohn 3.3, 214°C 8è SeBauay Huds où piv eis Xpuoos, xai yploas quas, 

Valgate Version, where, for ‘ voluissem,’ the 
true reading from Jerome, was, I doubt not, . 
* volviseem.' Upon the whole, the Apostle's 
meaning appears to be, that ° he did not use the 
terme in question as mere words of course, but 
intended to make them good ; and that, although 
— was frustrated, yet the word was 
stable.” 

18. wiorde è ó Oede—od}] This may (as 
Chrys. thinks) be meant to anticipate an objec- 
tion; q.d. ‘If what you say be not firm and 
stable (and you often say vai, and it ie found 
ol), may we not fear — word (doctrine 
and preaching) be found P' viz. pal xal où, 
i.e. and wavertag. To which the Apostle 
answers,—' My purpose to come to you was my 
oton,—wherefore I attained it not; but my doc- 
trine is of God, and what, as: such, cannot de- 
ceive, Now God is true (wserds, veraz), so 
that, as He is constant, nei is bis word to 
ou, which we preach, inconstant and unstable." 
ith mıoròs o Oade comp. Heb. x. 23, mıoròs 

Ó ¿wayysODé&ngnavoe, and 1 John i. 9. Emmer- 
ling remarks on i of the Ing, 
usual in oaths (though bere is meant only solemn 
asseveration, or ion], by which the veraci- 
ousness of God is pl for the truth of the 
assertion. The phrase occurs in the Sept. in 
Gen. xxxi. 50, and 1 Kings xii. 5. The sense 
intimated by St. Paul is this, —that * his pu 
to come was his own, but hia doctrine is of Cod, 
and, as such, cannot deceive. And, as God is 
immutable, neither is his word which is preached 
to them by himself unstable, but sure.’ 

For éyévere, A, B, C, D, F, G, and 5 cur- 
sives (to which I can make no addition), with 
the Vulg. Version, and Cyrill, have doi, re- 
ceived by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., but 
rejected by Matth. and Griesb. Internal evi- 
dence seems in its favour; but the paucity of the 
cursive MSS., and the confirmation afforded to 
the great body of the MSS. by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, induce me to still decline receiving it. 
Alford’s account of it, as ‘a correction to suit 
the supposed reference to the past, is plausi- 
ble ;' but is purely a gratuitous supposition, Why 
should we not ¿oru 2 correction te suit 
what the Critics thought a tred reference to 
the ; not aware that the Imperf. is often 

to designate Aabiwal action, so as to be 
nearly equivalent to the Present. In confirma- 
tion of my opinion as to the reading boing a 
Critical alteration, I add, that one of the most 
ancient of the MSS. which have it (the Cod. C), 
has at v. 9 dor: instead of iyévero, —a manifest 
Critical alteration, but so ungrounded as to prove 
the Critic to have been as stupid as presump- 
tuous. 

19. For ó yap rou Osov, Lachm., Tisch., and 
Alf, edit ó ov O«ov, from A, B, C, and 4 cur- 

sives, to which I can only add Cov. 2, omitted 
by Mill; authority too slender to warrant the 
reception of the reading, —eepecially since inter- 
nal evidence is not, as it should be, entirely in 
ite favour. The text. rec. may have been, as Alf. 
says, a correction of order; but that it sheald 
have been c in all the copies except nine 
is incredible. It is more likely te have been, as 
those nine, an error of a scribe, who, after baving 
passed over the yàp (very often omitted 
scribes), and perceiving it after having written 
TOU Osov, b t it in those werde, te 
avoid defacing his copy. ye ef alti of Griesb. 
and Scholz is pu imaginary. 
have „—of the yép being omitted by 
the scribe, —does occur in one of ie MSS., 
though unrecorded by Griesb. and Scholz. 

20. This is meant to farther evince hew sted- 
fast and unbending o iag of 
Christ, since in him it is that all the ises ef 
God are made sure and stedfast. in) 

mised, He will through Christ assuredly 
val and dun» being strong amd frequent emeve- 
ratione of the truth ;' q. d. (in the werds of Nowe.) 
* For whatever promises Ged has mede, are 

ak of thes ET ll be : "d — tru em is and wi con 
him ; to the glory of God b — — 

21. ò ài BeBacév, &c.] is demgaated 
as the author both of their original conversion te 
the Christian faith, and of their confirmation ia 

me and you with to Christ as disciples of 
Dr. Peile thinks that this verse aad the 

next contain an € the Divine 

the 
Comp. Rom. v. 5. 

i. 13. iv. 30. Rev. vii. 3. By the Spirit is 

too, is of course b 
. i, 18. 1 John iL 20. 
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Oe: 22 * 6 kal sdpayicduevos tds, xal Sovs tov appaBava r Eph.1.us, 
tov IIvevpaTos év Tat xapdiaw ñuàQyv. 

23 x ’Eyò 66 uáprupa tov Ocòv émixaroipas émi T?» epim 3 Bom ts 
Aevi, Fre pedopevos Quy oùxéri Abov eis KopwÜov. | 95 Y ovy t: Cort. d. 

5.1 

ór& kvpievouey vue Tis TícTewe, àXXà cuvepyol dopey Tis PES 
xapas way TH yàp TISTE “écrTíiüxKamne. II. !*"Expwa 8&2 a 

& 13. 30, 31 

épavrQ ToUro, TO pù Tdduw dy AUITN mpòs twas bein, ? Hi 8k, 

comment on the terms ay. and djjap. is 
found in the words of Eph i, 1i 14. 

23. The Apostle new returns-to his principal 
subject, and here the second chapter. ought pro- 
perly to have commenced. 

— ivi Thy inky Wuxay] against my soul,’ 
‘to its detriment,’ i. e. if I speak not the 
truth. The solemni 
and in other parts of this Epistle, was justified 
by the anworthy imputation (of fickleness of has 

sce xiii 3, and x. 2,) which called it 

Dadcpusvor is for we dud. Le. Sore puide- 
qos, ‘to spare you the pain of the severe cen- 
sure, which 1 must have passed on your irregu- 

24. ovx Gri kwpiavouar — ouv] We have 
here, Beza and Grotius remark, a softening, 
rather an explanation. By xvpisúsı» is meant 
* the — Í of an arbitrary power.’ See 
Luke xxii. 25. The general sense of the verse 
is well expressed by Middl.,—‘ Though I 

of punishment, 1 would not bave you 
ink that we [seek to] tyrannize over your 

faith by wanton acts of severity, but rather that 
we may be fellow-workers of your joy; for by 
your faith alone, that faith which we seek to 

in you, can ye attain to salvation." 
Comp. Rom. xi. 20. For a reason which will 
appear from note on l Cor. iii. 9, I would here 
render cuvepy., not! » with most trans- 
lators, but “adj igned by the 

ow-he 
in the Holy 

l^ 
— TH yap wiota iorjcars * Jor by faith 

(only), [wbich we would strengthen in you] do 
ye stand.’ Stand is here said in opposition to 
failing in salvation. Comp. infra ch. vi. 13. 
Rom. xi. 20. 1 Pet. v. 12 1 John v. 3. We 
are to bear ip mind that (as Bp. Sanderson ob- 
serves), ‘though it is by faith thet we stand, if 
we do stand, yet it is by the grace of God that 
eur faith itsel f standeth. Take that grace away, 
and our faith faileth : and then our hearts will 
faint. And then there ia neither courage, nor 
poen nor obedience, nor asy thing good 

us.’ 

ur joy in th of yonr ioy, 

II. In this Chapter the Apostle continues his 
justification of himself (iatermixiag & direction 
as to the course they should now take with the 
incestuous person), and contrasts his own con- 
duet with that of the false teachers. Then, after 
mentioning his disappointment in not meeting 
Titus at Troas, blesses God for the success of 
bis ministry. On the train of sentiment in this 
whole portien, and on the general conduct of the 
Apostle in the matter adverted to, see the able 

of the aseeveration here, 

remarks of Paley in his Hom Pauline, and 
Canon Tate's notes. 

l. kpwa 8 igavru robro, TÓ nu!) Té, 
&c.] Instead of the text, rec. 4AOsip dp À 

ipnavTe by apud me, and say it is used as else- 
Where with 4apd or i», This, however, he 
justly thinks quite arbitrary, and would regard 
m. a8 a dat. commods, * I determined for myself,’ 

i.e. for my own sole advantage, best for myself. 
But this view, thongh adopted by Dr. Peile and 
Mr. Alf, appears to me hardly admissible, as 
yielding a strained and jejune sense. And no 
need is there to resort to it, since the sense pre- 
sented by the Versions, in itself natural and 
suitable, may be obtained without any such phi- 
lological subtilty, but simply by ing either, 
with yl., £xpwa 8’ iy iuaure, a varia- 
tion, however, unnoticed by all the Critical 
Editors. That the Peach. Syr. Translator had 
this reading in his MS. cannot be doubted, — 
since, although the Latin Versions of Trost. and 
Schaaf. have ‘apud me ipeum, the true and 
literal rendering would be ‘tx meipso, for the 
Syriac qeu is 3, ‘i; and, accordingly, 

r. Etheridge (the translator of that Version) 

"À prec » m iuov;] There is . al y yo Avta ; ere 
bere some obscurity, perhaps occasioned by the 
refined delicacy of the remark; which was, I 
conceive, meant to be e atory of ¿y Avry 
&XOsiv, just before. The xai, like the Heb. 4, 
increases the force of the interrogation, and ma 
be rendered ‘then ;' and in the in tive ris 
is implied, in the answer, ovdsic. T 
qis do Tw ò aod. is populariler, 
sense being, * Who, then, is there (i.e. would 
there be) to soothe my sorrows, but the grieved 

Pie $; for the singular is put 
or the plural, as in collectives. Here that de- 
signation might be said, in some degree, to em- 
brace both the sound and the unsound part of 
the con tion ; for the would so sym- 

thize with the latter, as to afford the Apostle 
but little cordial consolation; and the laiter 
could not be to do it, unless in the 

event of entire repentance and thorough reforma- 
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yàp éyw Mvr bgás, xal ris dorw ò evdppaivey ue, ci pn ò 
bris  Avmoüpevos éË cuod; 9" Kai éypaya Upiy TovTo GUTO, ia 
Pain. 31. 43 dX» Amay éyo ad àv Wer pe yalpeur %emodes èm 
ed.7.59 Wavras Upds, &ri 7) dun yapà mávræv tpv dotw. *° ¿< yap 

TOS Üxirews xal evvoyíje rapõias &ypadra úpiv dca wordy 
Saxpiev ovy iva Aurnbizre, GAA Thy aya va yore f 
EXW wepocorépas eis Upmas. 

s = AE BE ris XeMmnev, oùe eye AehuIrnKev, GAN ATO pépous 
e (ie uù émigapó wdavras) úpâs. e 1 Cor. & 4, 

tien, which the Apostle would net stay to see 
n: to the proof. And thus his ost with 

th of them could be but small. 
, 9. Iypevya oui» Tovro avvó] Most Expo- 

sitors, supposing an ellips. of ëmicTréNaiev, under 
stand this of Á * e present letter; but others, of 
the former one; while others tako rovro avró 
to refer to the order given to excommunicate the 
incestuous pereon, and the pal on 
their moral cenduct ; which is greatly preferablo, 
and ie cenfirmed by the following context. Alf. 

TOwTe to mesa ‘the announcement of 
y which seome the least 
numerous interpretations, 

owever, the plain truth is, so indefinite is the 
A poetle's » that even a bolder man than 

r. Alf. t admit that the meaning intended 
© is never likely to be faily ascer- 

4. The connexion, obscure enough, is traced 
by Abp. Newcome as follows: [‘ I wrete my 
former E ee ee 
casion of gricf;]—for I am eo much interested 
in your welfare, that I was deeply affected when 
1 wrote it; and its end was not eo much to 
grieve you, as to show my great love towards 
p e rightly suspends the sense on the yap, 

t wrongly takes it to be causal, and drowns 
the sense in a multitude ef words. But why 
should not the yàp be scal, introducing, 
by way of explanation, the reason for something 

ing; on which see my Lex. ? Thus, here, 
an ex on of Paul's conduct; 
was out of much tribulation, and 

ish, that I wrote unto you (with 
many tears) as I did [and not frem any ineon- 
stancy of purpose]; in doing which, my mean- 
ing was, not that ye should be pained, but that 
[sensible of Wi rege: which induced me so 
to write a& to give pain] ye might ize 
therein my love, which ! Kear 4 e litat 
wards dn 

5. al dí Tis AsAdwnKay] Whatever may be 
i i ion of this 

ti 
q. d. ‘ why it 
heartfelt 

to direct assertion,—and, indeed, is often used 
things past, and therefore certain ; as in JEechin., 
p3 ove yat sl uh sixny dhdexs. Euri 

1321, plovsie sl warhp igsspé pe; De- 

6 ¢'Inavoy TQ TOUTS 9 

mosth. Mid. — — el —wosrə 
wandy ¿ÀX iya: re. Yet al ris is not simply 
for derie (uin Luke xiv. 26, ee 
where, see my Lex. N. T.), but the ree rotaine 
ite usual force, though it is meant te denete (bat 
tecte) ‘a certain person’ (meaning tbe inces- 
tmous J and is not to be understood à» 

Mely. Render: ‘But if any one ( i 
the vicious person in question have consed quil 

ji + ay u HE uM Mr gH 
Church was not inflicted en the 
but only en that erring of it.’ 

. 6. Reasons are now adduced for showing mere 
to the penitent effender— d imiripla. 

simui Silani ts em offeaier;) ber nishment. adju te sa er; 
that of es ha owl awarded at 
hand of tho ion.’ 

g! 
gh 

hie sin.—Aocg »'be 
overwhelmed by the excess of his sorrow :' a 
metaphor derived, 1 conceive, not from the bei 
devoured by a beast, as is pent bat 
from ing ; compare Ps. exxiv. The 
destruction here alluded to is that from excess ef 
affliction, or self-destraction from ir. 

8. xvpeca: sle abrÓp dyérmwuo hie is res- 
dered, ‘to sanra yest love d dut e 
proper im © word permits, oot- 
Det kad alaca inotanods of the cake rather: Reia, 
the sense, ‘to make him assured of your love; 
—— by some public testimony of it; Le. the 

P- Cacti eee ee 
excommunicatioa, y the reversal of his 
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intended, was also, I find, the opinion of Theo- 
phyl. Of the phrase here used 1 have never met 
with any example elsewhere. Probably it was 
a provincialism. 

9. ale Tovro yàp typapa—icre] The full 
sense —— Fen leq ris "e 
seems to is: ° ive bim, I say ; 
chief — I had in writing [that you should 
punish him is answered ; that] was, that I 
might know the proof of qe (ie that I might 
pat pen to —— ou bo obedient in 
all thi Comp. Phil. ii. 22. 

10. @ ŝi Ti yapl{eabe, xal iyá] Sub. xapl- 
opas. The senso intended is well expressed by 

is thus: ‘in omnibus judiciis, que mquits- 
tem et lenitatem animi producunt, nemo libera- 
liüs vos sequitur quàm ego.'—«al yàp iyd—di' 
— ° Y> wasps to be, Grr whatever I 

ve [here ven any one (if J myself can 
be said to n kavai forgave it for 
sakos, and to testif' my regard or you.” Ato 
asx. sub. xeyap., whi was suppressed to avoid 
repetition. The next words, ¿z wposére Xpi- 
«Tov, are by almost all Commentators joined 
with the words immediately preceding. And 
thus a sense arises; but one, I conceive, 
not very le te the words following, Wwa 
p» TX Àsoy. và Tov Zar. I therefore agree with 
the Bale Editor, that the words xal yap—iuac 
are parenthetical; and that i» rpocery, &c., 
belong to xal ¿yë (xapi{ouas).—iv Tposózw 

means, ‘acting in the name and in behalf of 
rist, as it were in his person; synonymous 

with i» To dévdgpats rou Kuploy ñuev I. Xp. 
1 Cor. v. 4. 

ll. a u wAs0vecrnBiusy, &c.] These words 
seem meant to give a reason why he and they 
should be always disposed to show lenity on sin- 
eere repentance; namely, lest, by their excessive 
severity, Satan might obtain an advantage over 
them, b bere the offender either to despair 
or to apostacy ; 

m embracing it; or, by exciting divi- 
so in He Church; and preventing the success 

the ° 

]2, 13. What is here said is moant to give a 
farther proof of his affectionate cencern for them, 
and his desire to visit them; namely, that after 
he went to Troas to preach the Gospel, and had 
good opportunity of success; yet, because he 

found not Titus there (who was to bring him 
account of the state of the Corinthian converts), 
be could not rest, but must go in him 
into Macedonia. 

12. kal Ovpue pos dvewy.] See note l Cor. 
xvi. 9, and Acts xiv. 2. , &c., the full 
sense is, ‘But however [effecting what I could 
without his assistance] I bade adieu to them (i. e. 
the prea), and went into Macedonia." 

M. rẹ i O9 —Xpiovo] Render: ‘But [be 
that as it may] thanks be unto God ;' i. e. with 
reference to the happy turn affairs had taken at 
Corinth, and the good account he had received of 
the Corinthians from Titus (es vii. 6), the 

ifies ‘to triumph over; but here 
t Commentators, ancient and 

ern, ) in a Hiphal or causative sense ; 
as in Eur. Herc. Fur. 1596; and in other verbe, 
as Bucircvaw, i Tioti, abrapaaty, KÀN- 
povousiv, Cp», &e. The senso is, *causeth us to 
triumphantly overcome all difficulties,’ ‘to go 
from city to city as triumpbimg conquerors in 
the cause of Christ." But the metaphor is not 
to be too much pressed on. So also tbe expres- 
sisial Távtor: and ad Terri I Me A to bo 

i interpreted, unders what, upon 
the was the case. Indeed, when tho Apos- 
tle was least successful, there was always some 
kind of victery obtained over the kingdom of 
Satan.—«xai ud dopunv—gasepovyrs, &c. The 
aense is, * And who diffuseth, by us, every where 
the odour of his Divine knowledge. Thereisan 
allueion to the fragrant odour of flowers and aro- 
matics scattered around conquerors when going in 
triumph. So Plutarch (cited by Kypke) says the 
streets were on such occasions Üvuiau&rTev 
wAnpste. Some confusion of metaphor, indeed, 
ni ; € under & Y a sacs to the "e 

in aromatie odours, it represente the 
re diffusio n of the Gospel, and its salutiferous 
influence. 
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sone (John xii. 3): and as the odours of aro- 
matic herbs poems the property of being salu- 
tiferous as well as grateful ;—such is the quality 
here meant to be ascribed to the Gorpá an 
such is the idea particularly contained in the 
words of the next verse. Hore the A e is 
said to have had in mind similar modes of ex- 
pression found in the Rabbinical writings. So 
the Rabbis speak of the Law aa ‘a savour of life 
to Israel, but to the Gentiles a savour of death." 
Thus the sense is, * We are those by whom God, 
through Christ, diffuseth this odoriferous and 
salutiferous knowledge of the Gospel :' ‘we are 
the means of disseminating it ¿v Toic coton. xai 
¿v rote d*oXAvga., both among those who are 
saved, and pei those who perish. On the 
exact impert of these two expressions consider- 
able diversity of opinion existe, Calvin, as may 
be imagined, finds no difficulty whatever, by 
referring the former term to the elect, and the 
latter to the reprobate. But here, it is obeerv- 
able,.he stands almost alone. No countenance 
to this view is to be found in the ancient Fathers, 
whether Greek or Latin, not oven in Augustin: 
and next to none in the great Reformers. Thus 
Melanchthon, Bucer, Bullinger, and Beza, take 
no such view ; which bas, however, been adopted 
by some Caícinistio- English Commentators. In 
order to effectually exclude which sense, Dr. 
Peile explains ol ew. to mean ‘ they who, in the 
exercise of their own free-will, submit themselves 
to be saved by the power of God (Acts ii. 40, 41. 
47. Rom. i. 16. Cor. i. 18), are the followers 
of the great Captain of Salvation, Acts v. 81. 
Hob. ii. 10; but, of daroANdusvor, they that are 
in the way to perish, they that wilfully reject the 
roffered means of —— by their own de- 
iberate choice proclaim thomeelves unworthy of 
— ea which God, on certain bed 
conditions, has proposed to their acceptance’ 
(Acts xiii. 46). ft is, however, better to explain 
the terms in question, as the best Comments- 
tors have done, without reference to theo- 
logical system, which it could not be the Apos- 
tle's purpose Aere to introduce. In short, it is 
hest to regard the words as meant to be under- 

Grot, Hamm, Whitby, Dodds., and Wosley, of rot., Hamm, itby, r., an esley, o 
irus believers, who receive the faith, and live 
according toit; the latter, of ‘ wilful unbelievers, 
who receive it nof, and, accordingly, perish by ite 
non-reception.' In short, the present is 
perallel to that at 1 Cor. i. 18; so much so, that 
no — ought to be introduced here 
that will not suit what is adopted there. The 
sense I have laid down there will apply here; 
and this differs little from the explanation of the 
terms here offered by Dr. Peile. At ver. 16 the 

lication of the metaphor is again somewhat 
cbanged; the Gospel being considered, not as 
the odour of sweet-smelling perfumes, but of 

ica, to which we apply the term savour, as 
admitting both of 8 and of a bad sense. 
And so in Greek copy is applied in both ways; 
but espec. the latter. Considering, then, that of 
aromatics some aro salutiferous, others delete- 

2 CORINTHIANS IL. 16, 17. 

év Tois aToAAupEVvaLs’ ols ey, oop) Óavárov eis Gavaror, 16 ? ol; 
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rious ; hence the Apostle, with reference te each 
of ari two — which he here com- 
prehends ing Christians t general), means 
to say, ‘Fo those i.e, those who are ishing) 
the salutiferoue savour of the Gospel we diffuse 
becomes a deadly savour, tending to death, while 
to those who are saved it is a life- bestowing 
savour or odour tending to life (everlasting). 
The above view of the nature of the m 
cuh is further confirmed by the use, babiy 
as early as tho time of St. Paul, by the Robbin i= 
cal writers of the expressions aroma vile apd 
aroma mortis, in they characterize the law 
asan aroma viie to J; , but to the heathens 
as an aroma mortis, thus using the term ‘aroma’ 
simply in the senso odour. Iachm. and Tisch. 
at the next verse subjoin ¿x to both Candrow and 
(«5s, from 3 uncial, and 7 cursive, MSR., and 
some later Versions, besides not a few Fathers; 
bnt wrongly. The external authority for the 
reading is too slender to be relied on; 
when in direct opposition to all the early Yer- 
sions, that doji up the simple Genit, which 
only requires to be understood, to be : 

16. xal 4pós TavTa ris ixavpós ;] e inter 
tion implies a strong segation ; the semse 

being, in other words, ‘No one of himself; 
meaning, that his sufficiency must be from 
(5 whom all oie are possible}, through bis 
2 Spirit. See Matt. xix. 16. 
l7. ob ydp lopev,—c«aTnA. Td fepe v. 0.] 

The yap refers to ver. 14, the fall meaning 
being, in other words, [° We are put in trust te 
do, and enabled to do, all this, —however ardu- 
ous the task; and we do it with zeal and si 
nese of heart]; for we are not, as the the 
majority), corrupting the Gospel [in te 

e a gain of it’), The view which 1 have 
thus taken of the force of xawnA. I am now 
enabled to further confirm from what is said 
Dr. Bentley, in his admirable Sermon from 
text on Popery, vol. iii. p. 242, where he shows 
that xamnAcvacy bas a complex idea, and a wider 
signification than doAovy, since xa. always com- 
prehends doA., but 2oÀ. never extends to xe. ; 
which, besides the sense of ing, has 
additional notion of unjust gain or 

natural 

= — as xaT. Ter eee TÜ)» 
na0ñua=Ta, ‘to corru sell justice,’ to presti- 
tute learning and phils for gain. ‘Cheating 
and adulterating’ is part of the notion of 
but the principal essential of it is ‘ sordid (ncre. 
Wherefore, to do justice to our text, 
add to‘ who corrupt the word of God," by 
words ‘for filthy luere.’ — I would add that adwa- 

retail dealer, or huckster, ` cat 
who sells at second hand ;' as is plain from Piste, 
p. 581, c, Spya àAXóTQi& wapadex opera, ré- 
Tepov gwrovm w ÁN iy ol kém oc, and p. 
609. And so Hesych. explains camwnAcess by 
erawewdst. Eachyl., too, Theb. 541, by a 
ld figure (formed on the f ing sense), 

says, ¿Abav : é ' otv 00 karnAeveet» ph ‘ 
‘he will not fight by retail; i.c. in a peddling 
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&XX as d£ eDuxpiwelas, AAN ds èx Beo, xarevorriov Tov Beod, + ch. 8. 1. 
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way. In short, the xáanÀot were petly 
(and that chiefly in estables or drinkables) ex- 
actly corresponding to our Aucksers. And as 
provisions are most susceptible of that adultera- 
tion, which is so likely to be practised by petty 
venders, so these xászÀox were, from a ver 
early period, accused of this trickery. So Is. i. 
22, oi xdwnAol cor uaa yov as Tov olyos Udara. 
Kaxrnàsóziv, therefore, came to mean ‘make a 
gain of; and also, as here, to * corrupt for the 
purpose of gain.’ So Lucian, Herm. 59, &omep 
o KawnrO Kepaoduevor Kai dohwcavret. Tho 
sense, then, is, ‘corrupting the Gospel, in order 
to make a gain of it, by representing its doctrines 
and injunctions as otherwise than they really 
are.” a! these admixtures were, may easily 
be conceived, though they, no doubt, differed in 
different teachers ; sometimes consisting of Jewish 
superstitione, and sometimes of philosophical no- 
tions, and the dreams of the sophists. 

The ides is further unfolded in the words fol- 
lowing, dÀÀ' œs ¿E s]X., where, from extreme 
brevity, the sense is left indeterminate. Hence 

variety of interpretations, not a few of which 
are manifestly untenable. Whitby hrases 
as if xpdacove: could be supplied after the for- 
mer d\Aa; but it cannot; and the sense which 
he deduces from the remaining words is only 
such as is wrested from them. Nearly the same 
may be said of Dr. Peile's paraphrase; in framing 
which he did not discern the pregnant brevity of 
the words. And strange it is, that so excellent a 
Greek scholar could come to the conclusion that 
wt ix Ozov can stand for ws Ozov dvÜpormo:, or 
that iy Xpiorw means, ‘as ministers of Christ.’ 
The construction is, indeed, somewhat perturbed, 
and may at first appearance seem fa 

' . But a right view of the construction 
vill dissipate this appearance of redundancy ; and, 
jn order to this, we have only to take the words 
ws ¿Ë eidixp. ws ix Ozov as pertaining to AaAov- 
ay circu jally, i.e. so as to qualify AaA. by 
& circumstance of mode,—namely, either by re- 
garding ¿Ë aià. as an Adverbial phrase, to sig- 
nify, ‘as in (lit. ot of) sincerity,’ or (as the ac- 
companying phrase we ix Orvv seems to require) 
rather to view it as suspended on the Participle 
ol AaXourras, to be understood from AeAoUuev ; 
and this is supported by the authority of the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, which so renders at each of 
the clausulas œs ¿Ë elAcxp. and we ix Osov. Of 
ix O«ov the sense is, not, ‘of God,' but, ' from 
God,” i.e. Dei instructus, by his authority and 
instruction. With respect to the phrases which 
follow, karevóriov Tov Osov and iv XpioTo, 
they are likewise to be considered as qualifying 
adjuncts of circumstances as to mode, pertaining 
to Àalovuss. And the former signifies ‘as in 
the sight (or presence) of God,’ i.e. ‘having him 
always before us,’ and consequently having an 
eye to him, Ais will and pleasure, and his appro- 

ion alone. The latter admits of several senses, 
each not in ite. I should still be inclined to 
think that its real sense ie, ‘according to the 
truth in Jesus, and without any admixture of 
falsehood,’—but that this now seems to me ob- 
Jectionable, from its being an over-strained in- 
Ba anon Hence 1 prefer the sense assigned 

OL. (l. 

& 4.15. & 10. 88. 

by Grot. and Est. (which has the support of the 
Syriac and Vulg. Versions, and of the ancient 
ommentators), ' in the name and bv the autho- 

rity of Christ, as his ministers. This is con- 
firmed by a similar passage, infra, ch. xii. 19, 
Katevwwiov tov Grou, iv XpiaTro Aadovpev, 
where see my note. It is proper for me to re- 
mark, that the second dAAq is intensive, as at 
ch. vii. 11, and the Participle with Verb. Subst. 
is put for the Verb cawnAtvopev (= xuwndrev- 
vai icusv) to denote hubttual action. Render: 
* for we are not, like most, corrupting the word 
of God; but as in sincerity, but as from God do 
we 8 (i.e. deliver our Gospel m e), as 
in the presence of God, in the name [by the 
authority} of Christ.’ 

IIT. In this Chapter the Apostle obviates any 
charge of self-commendation, desiring to ascribe 
all his success to Gop, vv. 1—6. And in advert- 
ing to the superiority of the Gospel over the 
Law, vv. 7—11, he — points out plain 

ing (probably to excuse his own freedom of 
animadversion) as most accordant with its na- 
ture; and concludes with describing the liberty 
an ive holiness which arose from the 
Gospel, vv. 11—18. 

l. ápxóusÜa—ocvvioTávew ;]) This is meant 
to anticipate an objection, that by thus mention- 
ing his sincerity he was recommending himself. 
In the interrogation is iu dps a strong negation, 
ovóaucs ! The next words, sl uy xpytopev, aro 
to be considered as having reference to some- 
thing omitted for brevity's sake; q.d. ` [Nor 
have we any occasion so to do], unless we need, 
&c. Thus there will be no occasion, with 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., Alf., and other 
Editors, to read ñ uù for el uq, from C, D, F, 
G, and a few cursives (to which I can only add 
Lamb. 1182), Versions, and Fathers. ^H 45 is 
probably an alteration to remove a difficulty, 
which, after all, ie, as we have seen, but ima- 
ginary. This view 1 find confirmed by the 
opinion of Meyer and Dr. Peile, who supplv, as 
] have done, the ellipe. ‘No!’ ‘nor has there 
been any occasion, unless we need, &c.; and 
the same Critics deem tbat the strong external 
authority for el uù is supported by internal 
evidence, arising from sl uù being the more diffi- 
cult reading. But that canon has its modifica- 
tion; and, on carefully reconsidering the ques- 
tion, 1 am of opinion, as heretofore, that À uù 
may ibly be the true reading, nay that it 
s B ejes euch. But I cannot agree with Mr. 
Alford as to the origin of sl uù, because his 
hypothesis is too far-fetched. Critics might 
stumble at uù, and its awkward position in the 
question ; (at what would they not stumble?) 
but the fault, if any, is to be laid at the door 
of the scribes, who would be likely to stumble 
at the unfrequent à un, and read it as el un, by 
ttacism ; not to say that el and ñ aro perpetually 
interchanged.—ovorar. imcor. These (called 
by Arrian, Ep: iii. 2, 1, ypaupatra cvo.) were 
letters of introduction, probably deriving their 
origin from the essere üuluatis of the car- 
lier Greeks. They were much employed among 
the Greeks and Romans, and ae the Jews; 
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from whom, it is probable, was immediately de- 
rived the frequent use of them in the primitive 
Church. The tives alludes to the falso teachers, 
who, it seems, had (Aus introduced themselves to 
the Church at Corinth. 

2, 3. These verses present a certain difficulty, 
and that arising partly from harshness of meta- 
hor, but ch hy trots the circamstance of 
vicTOÀ! bearing two different senses in these 

two verses :—in the first, denoting an ¿muooÀ 9 
cvoaTuc), or letter serving to recommend him; 
in the second, simply an epistle, or writing. 
— ñ imor. nuov ùeis iore, &c.] As if he 

had said (observes E iyd nueis ov ÓtcóusÜa 
ypanunuáToy. avrà yap ñnuty Tà Tpáéyuara 
papTupei, according to the sense expressed by 
Theophylact, * that which letters of introduction 
and recommendation would have done, this T 
yourselves do when seen and heard.’ -Thus the 
meaning is, ° Fe are [in fact] our recommenda- 
tory Epistle, one written by Christ, through our 
instrumentality ; not with ink, but with the 
Holy Spirit; not on tablets of stone, but on the 
heart; q.d. ‘your conversion to the Christian 
faith, by my preaching and miracles, is a suffi- 
cient recommendation of me as a true Apostle, 
and of the Gospel through me. Now this con- 
version, and the moral reformation therein im- 
plied, must (from the extensive communication 
of Corinth with almost every part of the world) 
have been known to all, and were in that sense 
read by all.’ By the words a little further on, 
yiwoackonuíyg— ¿vo ev, it is simply meant 
that ‘ this recommendatory Epistle is easy to be 
read and known by all men.’ The words iy- 
ytypauuívy iv rate kapó. nu. are merely 
meant to point at the peculiar circumstance of the 
Apostle's being Aimself deeply impressed with 
the fact, that they are an Epistle recommendatory 
of him, and of the Gospel which he was bearing 
to all parts of the world. 

3. @avspoúusvo, ort ioi, &c.] “Here, ob- 
serves Prof. Dobree, ° we have a transition from. 
the heart of Paul to the heart of the Corinthians, 
as at infra vv. 13—16 from Moses veiled to the 
Jews veiled.” Hence arises a comparison of the 
ministty of Paul, as compared with that of Moses; 
see Exod. xxxiv. 83. @avep. Sri dori, &c., is 
for St: davepas lore, ‘it being manifest that 
ye are, &. The same metaphor is here con- 
tinued, but with alteration, and a different appli- 
cation. When it is said that they are even Christ's 
Epistle, the latter must be understood in a dif- 
ferent sense from the former; and the sense may 
be thus traced : * Ye bear the commands of Christ 
on your heart, and tranecribe them into your 
practice.” The words dtaxovnOcica id’ fuv 
refer to the Apostle's owa tustrumeniality in the 

matter, as much as to say: * Ye are, indeed, an 
epistle of Christ, —but one which He has ordained 
to be written by us—a writing not with ink (me 
letters of recommendation are]. but with 
Spirit of the living God ; but which he has iaka 
care to have written by us.’ By dioroXAà Xa. 
is meant the Gospel; and to this the term ir:- 
oroX is very applicable. The term being, from 
its original sense, applicable to ‘ any revelation of 
God's will to man." 

The remainder of the verse is meant further to 
unfold the sense of éw:croAd, and to show the 
superiority of the Gospel over the Law. ‘ The 
Law was written with ink; the Gospel wae 
written upon your hcarts by the Spirit: accord- 
ingly, as far as the Spirit is superior to ink, and 

eart to stone, so far is the new Dispensatien 
superior to the old.’ Again, in the Law there 
was a bare command ; in the del the injunc- 
tion was rendered effectual by the ion of 
the Holy Spirit. The words ¿y *Xe£i xapéiat 
capx. are, by transposition, put for ¿y «Aefi 
capx. K., 1. e. on blets, namely, those of 
the heart; in which words the Apostle had 
in mind the expression 35 mò in Prov. iii. 3 and 
Jer. xvii. 1, though the Greek Versions there 
inadequately render by ivl rov oThlovs : except 
that in the Alex. MS. for iwi roù wAérovt t 
xapélas, the true reading, I doubt not, is ivi 
rns TÀakÓ« T. x., as found in the Compl. aad 
Ald. edd. and some MSS. Comp. i xvii 
13 in the Complut. and 2 other : and ench, 
I am persuaded, had place in St, l's copy. 

4. The connexion which I have traced after 
Chrys., Theoph., and Calv., supposes the 
here means to de te the accusation of boasting 
A imself, And this view I find supported by 
UN po i is to — rather as a 

s ing of language that might have seemed 
boastful ; and, accordingly, the connexion will be 
with vv. 2 and, partly, 3; and l| means to 
say, that, ' whatever his superiority might be, it 
rested solely on his confidence in (lit ‘ afBance 
on; as supra i. 15, infra viii. 2. x. 2 Eph. hi. 
12) God, through Christ, from whom alone 
derived his sufficiency to spread the Gospel.’ The 
full then, may be ex thus : * We, 
however, have such a cause for entire affance [a 
ns superiority implies] in Gop alone, through 

rist. 
5. oby Sri, &c.] A brief form of expressisa 

for ob Nive $n, * [I mean not to say] thet 
wo are of ourselves able to excogitate, or devi 
any thing [of this kind, as it is said Acts iii. 12, 
iE llas duvduews) as coming out of, from eur- 
selves, namely, any thing in relation to tbe 
truths, much less the mysteries, of the da ge 
‘but our competency, or ability to utter 

= 
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with effect is from God.’ The above view of the 
sense is confirmed by Chrys., Theophyl., Theodor., 
and (Ecumen., cited in Recens. Syn., where 1 
have adduced exx. of the puse hoyiXerBar i£ 
savTov, and dh’ iavrov, from Demetr. Phaler. 
and Ælian. Ofthe two ex ions, we iE iav- 
Tæ» and ad’ savriov, Wolf refers the former to 
the will, the latter to the power. It would rather 
soem that we if iuvræv is meant to further ex- 
plain the sense; the meaning being, what Em- 
merling expresses, ‘ita ut ex me profectum 

tem. e words are perhaps to be construed, 
not with ixavol, but with AoyícacÓaí Ti: which 
is confirmed by Liban. Or. 44, p. 914, D, àq' 
tavTey aŭta ((óusvor xal oxowourres ol 
Qxaerai, &c. Of the words following (which 
ought not to have been dissovered from those 
preceding) os Nuac—draOyxns, the sense is, ‘and 

e alone it is that hath fitted us to be ministers,” 
&c., viz. ‘by giving us, through the grace of tho 
Spirit, ability to minister in the Gospel.’ The 
terms ixavol, ixavorys, and ixávecs», could 
only be meant ss the best Commentators aro 
agreed) to be applied to the work of evangelizing, 
and therefore ought not to be urged in support of 
a doctrine as they are by those whose purpose is 
to establish a system. Such, however has I 
lament to say, been done by Augustin, Thom. 
Aquin., Est., Calv., Beza, Hyper., and Bulling., 
of whom Thom. Aquin., Calv., and in par- 
ticular, extend it to every thing,—using the most 
unmeasured | , 90 as almost to deny the 
power not only to think & good thought, but al- 
most to think af all, and pronouncing, after the 
manner of the Council of Trent, that whosoever 
shall oppose their dogma is deceived by an here- 
tical spirit In the words o9 ypdmuaror, &c., 
the Apostle takes occasion to again advert to the 
difference between the Law and the Gospel; 
where by +d ypduua is meant ° what is literal,” 
—namely, the Law; and by rò wvevpa, * what 
is spiritual,” (namely, internal and spiritual reli- 
pon) the Gospel. See Calv. on . li. 29. 
uch (in opposition to the Mystics, who take 

these words of the literal, and the spiritual inter- 
pretation) Bp. Marsh, in his Lect. p. 869, has 
proved to be the only sense which the context 
admits. ‘The Apostle (says he) is drawing a 
parallel, which bas no concern with interpreta- 
tion, but is between the Law of Moses and the 
Gospel of Christ. The former “ kills," inasmuch 
as it denounces death without hope on all who 
disobey it; nay, sometimes h death, 
by the multiplicity and difficulty of its ceremo- 
nial rites. Rom. iii. 20, and Gal. ii. 19. On 
the contrary, the wrevua, the Spiritual System 

of the Gospel, Yewowore?, Ist, brings life and im- ` 
mortality to light, and affords the means of sal- 
vation ; 2dly, it imparts life, a new life, by the 
Holy Spirit. There is also an allusion to that 
expiatqry sacrifice by which this vivification is 
effected. The two Dispensations, moreover, are 
contrasted — nor t A bie) EA the Law 
was ; t; t of the , reformation 
rather than Sa aeni Scoucuhon rather than 
condemnation.’ 

7, 8. The Apostle now further evinces this 
superiority of the Gospel over the Law, by show- 
ing, 1. that its glory is greater ; inasmuch as tho 
Law had only a corporeal and visible glory. — 
namely, that in the face of Moses; but the New 
Dispensation an intellectual and spiritual one. 
(Theophyl.) We have herean argumentum à mi- 
nori ad majus; and the full sense of the two 
verses may Be thus expressed: ‘If the ministry 
or office of promulgating & covenant which, in 
the letter (when written on tables of stone), 
brought nothing but death with it, was glorious 
(namely, by the appearance of angels with the 
cloud of glory), and so glorious that the children 
of Israel were not able to look at the face of 
Moses, because of the shining of his countenance, 
which glory was soon to vanish; how muck more 
shall not the ministration of the Spiritual, or the 
Spirit. giving Dispensation (i. e. Gospel) bo 
glorious?’ I now point i» éo&y,—and xarap- 
vyousévny,—thus keeping apart the words Gore 
—«arapyounéyny, for a reason which wil] ap- 

from note on l Cor. i. 6. For ypdapacw, 
now, with Lachm. and Tisch., edit, on compe- 

tent authority, ypáuparı, which is called for by 
the course of argument which I have already 
explained. As to TH» xaTapryounteny, it must 
not be understood, with some, of ‘fading away 
with youth, and ceasing with death.” The best 
mode of taking the words is that of the ancient, 
and some eminent modern, Expositors; namely 
to suppose that thy xavapyovutrny (introdu 
to impart force to the argumentation), though it 

rtains in appearance to tiv dofay, yet, in fact, 
— to ypáuuara, meaning ‘the Mosaic 
economy ;' and that the Apostle meant to hint 
that, as that glory was temporary, and would 
cease at death, so was the Dispensation, of whose 
Divine origin this was the symbol, meant also to 
be temporary. 

9. al yap ù ccaxovia—iv dd—y] The Apostle 
here (observes “isa eal) a Ere another turn 
to the same thouyhi.’ eed, } čiar. THe 
xavraxp. is meant to further illustrate what was 
said at ver. 7, 1) dtaxovla ov Bavárov i» ypám- 
pact. The condemnatory Law, and the justifi- 
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Sicatocivns èv oén. 1° Kai yàp 
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catory Gospel, are contrasted; the former as a 
ministry of condemnation, the lattor as one of 
justification ; conferring justification on al] who 
eartily embrace it. 
10. What is here said is not a correction, but 

a confirmation of the preceding; meaning that 
the glory of the Law is eclipsed when the Gos- 
pel goes forth; as the moon and stars, tho 
diffusing their light over all the earth, yet fade 
before the beams of the sun, so the Law, glorious 
as it is in itself, yet in glory is as nothing com- 

with the greatness of the Gospel (Calv.) : 
in other words, that the ministry of the New 
Covenant so far excels that of the Old,—out- 
shines it so much in dignity, —that the latter 
was hardly glorious at all in comparison with the 
surpassing glory of the New. This use of do&a- 
oba, ‘to be glorious, which recurs at 1 Pet. 

i. 8, is not found in the Class. writers, and was 
doubtless Hellenistic, espec. considering that in 
the Sept. it often occurs, e. gr. Exod. xv. 1, 21. 
Ps. xxxvi. 21. Ixxxvi. 2. Mal. i. 11. It was, in 
fact, formed on the Hebr. swim in Is. lxiii. 1, 
glori , glorious, and "mno in Exod. xv. 

he same use of the Part. Pass. for Noun-adject. 
is found in 1 Pet. i. 8, yapa dedo—acnivy.— 
TOUTO Tw uépa signifies (like the French en cet 

, in this reference, that of comparison ; and 
veka bears the sense tn respect to — 

as in 2 Cor. iii. 10. To the examples rom d 
Class. writers adduced by Raphel., I add Thucyd. 
viii. 92, Scov dwo Bons iyska, and Xen. Hist. ii. 
4, 81, Goo» dad Bore ivaxav, in both which pas- 
sages there is nosuch as the Commenta- 
tors suppose ; but ivaxa (scil. rovrov) is subjoined, 
by way of explanation, = as far as regards this. 

11. We have in this verse a more 
roof of the assertion, —that the ministry of. the 
ew Covenant very far excels that of the Old. 

This it does, inasmuch as its glory is more 
manent ; whereas the ministry of the Old was 
one that, on every occasion, soon away.— 
TÒ xatapy., not ‘which was done away,’ but 
‘which was to be done away,’ as being intended 
to be only temporary.—Tó évoy, ` what was to 
be permanent, uóviuo» (viz. until the end of sow 
the world), and so called, as being the last Dis- 
pensation of God, and to be succeeded by no 
other.—éy dof, sub. s», ‘was attended with 
glory,' both at its delivery, and in its use. 

12, 13. Here the Apostle further developes the 
sentiment conveyed at vv. 4 and 8, and resumed 
at ch. iv. 1, as to the superiority of the Gospel 
ministration, and consequently his otn, over 
that of the Law, intimating that ho is warranted 
in using great 4ajpucía, and not, as Moses, 
employing a voil.—7apnoía xo. is, as in many 
other nouns, used with the verb xpijc8ac, sup- 
posed to be püt for the verb cognate with the 
subject, and thus to be equiv. to waspsnora- 
Co0us0a. But the phrase carries with it an in- 
tensity of sense. As to the term vafónoía, it 
admiís of two senses, either of them applicable 

in the present case. I. It may mean plainness 
or openness of speech, sine verborum involucris. 
So Chrys, Theophyl. and (Ecumen., of the 
ancients, and, of modern Commentators, Bal- 
ling., Pisc., and Beza. Thus they explain, 
* Quod Moses umbris obtectum indicavit, 
lium perspicué declarat; comparing Mark viii. 
82, wappnola tò» Aoyor ¿A GÀ s, i. e. ° spoke 
of his approaching sufferings, &c., plainly,” and 
without using, as on former occasions, figures or 
types to denote it. And so the word is used 
in John x. 29. xi. 14. xvi. 25, 29, where it 
stands rend to dy wapomiace. IL The term 
may signify openness, or bluntness of speaking, 
boldness of speech (such as befits the minister of 
the Gospel, Rom. i. 16); as Theodor.. Calv., 
Hyper., Grot, Est, Rosenm., and others ex- 
[gn This latter interpretation is recommended 

its being more agreeable to the usus 
of the — and still mor «f — Scriptural, 
writers; and it is, perhape, to preferred 
on the ground of, n think, i 
to the following context. However, the exact 
sense intended by the Apostle seems to have 

open ight forwardness of speech, stncrrnéy, 
as opposed to what is kept spon e clanked 
wp; probably with allusion to the fuls teachers, 
whose teaching and dealings, we have reasoa to 
think, answered to that character. This imter- 
retation is confirmed by what is said at ch. iv. 
; Where the Apostle resumes the subject (here 

interrupted by the portion at vv. 13—18, com- 
taining the allegory of the veil, and the subjoined 
des letion of the contrast between the Law aad 

e pel), and that with words serving to iB- 
üoduce encther allusion to the — crafty 

ices of the false teachers, as conveyed in 
aQrewaus0a Tà kpvimTá—pà Wepivevreorret 
iy wavovpyla—adrAa TH Havepeca | namely, 
as op to Tà xpuwra just before] slat 
in which expressions, Tà xpvmTrà, wavovpyia, 
and — there is an allusion to the term 
wappncia here; and by those expressions the 
false teachers are, as all Expositors admit, meant 
to be characterized. Thus we are enabled te see 

the term xáAvupua, at the next verse, came 
into the Apostle's mind, —namely, through the 
idea, by contrast, of concealment involved ia 
wappnoia. Consequently the idea in wappneia 
suggested the use of the ferm xáj viua, and that 

in suggested (as Paley has shown) the use ef 
the ry in question. 

13—15. The Apostle here means to sav, that 
his doctrine is not hid in obecurity, or am eguitr, 
or under types and shadows, as the i 

nsation had been; of which the veil on the 
ace of Moses was a figure, or emblem. As this 
covering concealed the lustre of his countenaare, 
so the obscurity of that Di tion concealed 
its real | glory; and the Israelites were unable to 
look stedfastly to Christ —the great End and 
Scope of those ceremonies which were shortly to 
be abolished, 
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13. xal ov] Subaud. modoüge Tovro, i.e. 
wapaxahiwrropey, of káNvupa ¿uriy (from 
the context), ‘we do not use a veiled and m 
terious form of speaking.’ The narrative (Est. 
observes) contained in Exodus is here converted 
into an allegory, and the mystery concealed under 
it is pointed out; or rather the whole is, as 
Cameron observes, mystical and typical. A car- 
nal people could not endure the splendour of 
Moses’ countenance, a type of the Gospel of 
Christ; and thus, agreeably to the figure, the 

was veiled until the Spirit should come, 
who was to take it away. It has been well 
noticed by Calvin, Beza, and Emmerling, that 
wpdt TÒ wn adrevioa T. vi. 'l. is not to be un- 
derstood of any intention on the part of Moses, as 
if he spoke o rely in the Law, in order that 
its ultimate import might not be discovered. 
Moers (as Calvin shows) would doubtless have 
Wished that the true intent should have been 
known, but that he had a simple duty to per- 
form,—to publish the Law; and as he could not 
regenerate the minds of the people, so also no 
blame is imputable (or is here imputed) to him, 
"quia non debuit plus prestare quam ferebat dis- 

satio sibi commissa, In short, the wpos isto 
taken simply to express eventum rei (i. e. by 

the blindness of. the Israelites) : and this Camer. 
proves by a reference, |. to facts; 2. to the anti- 
thesis at ver. 14; 3. to the ature of tho thing; 
and 4. to the propriety of the thing. 

The words 4pós TÒ uù &Trtvícai—kaap*yov- 
prou may be paraphrased thus: ‘So that they 
did not see what was adumbrated under the Law 
which was to be done away, even the subslance— 
the Gospel of Christ, the end and object, the 

m of the Law.’ Here the con- 
struction is carried on by the words left to be 
supplied, thus: * We do not use a xdAumma, as 
Moses used one over his face [to hide the re- 
nene of Divine glory) insomuch that the 
children of Israel did not fix their eyes unto (i.e. 
their mental sight did not reach unto, so as to 
discern) the end and object of that which was 
being done away; said, perhaps, in allusion to 
the transient manifestation of Divine glory on 
the st occasion recorded in Exod. xxxiv., 
when was pleased to impart to Moses a por- 
tion of his own glory, in order to confirm his 
authority by a visible image of the Fountain of 
all authority impressed on his countenance, as 
much as to say, ‘Hear ye him /* Asto the term 
sÀ wuna, used here and at ver. 15 (derived from 
the Sept. Version at Exod. xxxiv.), I must re- 
mark, that veil seems not the right version to 
express wbat is really meant; which is rather 
hood, such as was worn by the Greeks (chiefly, 
however, rc a head- ing, which con- 
cealed all the , except the eyes, and fell 
Ta the — — vie Iph. T. dis 
with Soph. Aj. , kápa xaXéuuact xpyvyjrá- 
piros, Now This both concealed the and 
shaded, though it did not quito hide, the eyes, as 

in the case of the hood of the middle ages, to 
which there is an allusion in Sbakspeare's Mer- 
chant of Venice, ii. 2: ‘ While grace is saying 
I] hood mine eyes, thus, with my hat" This 
was all the covering that, in the case of Moses, 
the occasion required, —since it was the skin of 
Moses! face which so shone that the lsraelites 

n it (as beaming with the 
ivine glory), and as such re- 

durst not look u 
reflection of the 
quired to be hooded. 

14—17. These verses form a parenthetical por- 
tion, of which the matter (which is allegorical) 
was s ted by the mention of the vei before 
spoken of, alluding to the custom of putting a 
veil on the face of the reader of the Law in the 
Jewish svn €, and showing that the disposi- 
tion of the Jews, as to blindness and dulness of 
understanding, is now just as it was in the days 
of Moses, and is no other than that which has 
occasioned their rejection of Jesus Christ. At 
vv. 14, 15 it is shown that the disposition of the 
Jews, as to blindness and stubborn aversion to 
knowledge, is no other than what was in the 
days of Moses; and is that which has now occa- 
sioned their rejection of Christ the Lord. 

14. add’ £*opo0 Td vow. a] "ANAd 
refers to a clause omitted, and the full sense 
seems to be this: * [Nor has this only been in 
old time,] but [it bas ever eince been the case,] 
that their understanding and perceptions have 
been, and are, dull and stupid.” On this sense 
of wap. see Mark vi. 52. viii. 17. John xii. 40, 
notes. It is proper to bear in mind, that what 
is said here, and in the whole context, was 
e intended to show that the disposition of 
the Jews was then very much as that of the 
Israelites had been in the time of Moses. Dur- 
ing these verses, 14— 16, the construction is 
suspended, and then at ver. 17 et seq. it is re- 
sumed and completed. 
— TÒ avTÓ káNvuua—pnáyti, n?) dvax.] The 

sense is: ‘ For, to thie day, the same veil as that 
which Moses used (i.e. the obscurity of the 
Mosaic law, typified by the veil on Moses’ face) 
atill remains, when they read the Old Testament.’ 
The noxt words, uñ dvaxaduxTousvorv—xatap- 
eirai, are best in eted to mean ‘it not being 
iscovered by (as made known) to them, that in 

Christ it (i. e. ñ waXata asan) is being dis- 
annulled (done away).' 

15. fee onuspov—xaira:}] Here the 
Apostle repeats what he had said in the two pre- 
ceding verses, and that by way of —— 
something whereby he may more clearly set fo 
what he meant the term xáAvuua. Tho 
words may be rendered thus: ‘ Yea, even unto 
this day, whenever (i.e. as often as) Moses is 
being read, there is a hood on their heart (i.e. 
lying against it); namely, so as (according to the 
ingenious tracing of the nature of the metaphor 
by Dr. Peile) to shut out and obstruct what the 
offer of “so t salvation” might have been 
expected to forth, as the instinctive motion 
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onpepoy, vika avaywocKkerat Mojatfjs, cdduppa émri Tv rap- 
mRom.1. O(av auTav Kerar 16 m ývixa Š dy emiorpeyy Tp Kúpws, 
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12. 
ch. 5. 7. 

of the heart’ Thus the Apostle here declares 
that there yet remains the samo «dA uuua set, or 
fixed, at their heart. Thus it is intimated that 
this <&Xuuaa is something adhering to the minds 
of the Jews. Aceordiop y, it is nof, as some sup- 
pose, the obscurity of the books of the Old Test. 
that is signified mystically by the xáAvupa, but 
the dulness of mind (produced by carnal and 
earthly affections) whereby the mind is prevented 
from comprehending the Scriptures, and acqui- 
escing in the great truths they proclaim, because 
there is a disinclination to believe. 

16. avixa & av (mie Tpíéqrg pos Kuptop, &c.] 
The words of this verse suggest the only remedy 
for this blindness and stupidity, and the only 
means of restoration. The use of the singular 
here, where the plural might have been expected, 
has occasioued perplexity, and a difference of 
opinion as to the reference. Some Expositors 
refer it to 'lopasÀ (the people of Israel) at ver. 
13; others, to Meuone in the preceding verse, 
meaning the Law of Moses, i. e. the Old Test. ; 
Bthers, again, to xapdia in the preceding. The 
view first mentioned seems to deserve the prefer- 
ence, yet only as involving the /east harshnees. 
It would seem that (as Cameron and Capell. 
point out, and the Pesch. Syr. Version confirms) 
the singular is here put for the plural, by a sort 
of impersonal use, or rather by an ellipsis of ree 
in a collective sense (for the plural, like the 
French on). So far in my former Editions. —On 
careful reconsideration of the subject for this ninth, 
I now think that the /ast of the three references 
in éwcorp. merits the preference, viz. referring it 
to the nearest antecedent, Tù» xapdiay abray ; 
which is much confirmed by what Dr. Burton 

ints out, that there is an allusion to [the Sept. 
ersion of] Exod. xxxiv. 34, hwixa ò dy éwi- 

orpiwvn wpde Kupiov. Accordingly, the words 
of this verse should be rendered : * But as often 
as it (i. e. the heart of the Jews) shall be turned 
to the Lord, the veil is withdrawn from it; 
meaning, as Dr. Peile explains, that no sooner 
shall it have turned from exclusive trust in 
Moses to the Lord Jesus Christ ( Acts ii. 36), than 
that obstructing veil [rather hood] is withdrawn 
from off it. 

17. ó d& Kupios rò IIvsvuá ior.) If the 
view here taken by Abp. Newc. and Bp. Middl. 
be correct, the full meaning will be this: ‘ Now 
the Lord [of whom I am speaking, ver. 16] is the 
Spirit, as opposed to the letter ; in other words, 
the Lord and his doctrine is (i.e. imparts) the 
spiritual and — religion (mentioned 
supra, ver. 6, où ypanparos, &àÀXà wvadpuaros), 
so that he who lives under the Gospel lives under 
the Spirit, is free from the slavery of the letter, as 
is alluded to in the words following, oó d& +ó 
awvevua Kupíov, ine? tXevOepia’ by bert being 
meant admission to the privileges of the Gospel. 
And so in James i. 27, and ii. 12, Christianity is 
termed “the perfect law of liberty," from the 
bondage of the Law. This view, confirmed by 
the ancient Expositors, and ably maintained by 
Hyper., has been adopted also by Profs. Dobree 

ob è Tó 7rveüua, Kuplov, éxet érevOepia.) 18 °“Hyeis 86 aravres, 

and Scholefield, and by Mr. Simeon, whe re- 
marks that ‘the Apostle is comparing the Law and 
the Gospel, which, if disjoined, may be considered 
the one as a mere letter, a ministration of death; 
the other a Spirit, a ministration of righteousness 
and life." 
ici éXevOeola understand ‘a dispensation of 

om, and not of bondage to ceremonies.’ But 
— — to — — al (ho from = 
emnation impar y the m. viii. 34), 

freedom from the bondage of corrupt passions or 
slavieh principles, — by Christ, whereby 
the believer is enabled to find Er in willing 
obedience. See Rom. viii. 1, 2, 14, 17. 

18. nuets di márres—IIvsúuaros] This verse 
contains the completion of the contrast 
the dispensation of the Law and of the Gospel, in 
respect to their spiritual efficacy, co al 
ver. 13, but interrupted by the intervention of a 
passage expressing an idea —— by the term 
KáN unupa, It is admitted to be a passage of more 
than ordinary difficulty and obscurity; and the 
terms and expressions on which this difficulty 
mainly rests are, dvaxexa\uupionw %pogwr 
kaTo*Tpi(óusroi, uarapopeoópstÜa, and * 
— ps Kupiou ahaa theee the 
phrase dvaxax. pocéwo simply signifies (a 
— — peris) * without 8 

view being intere y any in ing me- 
dium,’ ien int — of Pas by the beni 
above mentioned. ‘Hyusis, as being opposed te 
the Jsraelites — of ver. 13, must mean we 
Christians, as the subjoined waves signifies all 
without distinction of persons, or exception ef 
any. Of the words catowrpi{omavor Taw Cotes 
Kvpíov the most probable sense is that assi 
by Chrys., Theophyl., Theodor., CEcumen., La- 
ther, Est., Mackn., and Emmerl., * instar speculi 

pi atque reddentes, i. e. ̀  receiving and 
reflecting, after the manner of a mirror, the giory 
of the Lord ; where there is an allusion to the 
effect of looking at the ‘natural face in a glass, 
i.e. a metallic and highly burnished seirror (see 
JEsch. ap. Stob. 18, 1$ compared with Xen. Cr. 
viii. 1, 1, Sowsp xárowrpo» ifitagar), by 
which the face of the beholder will be illumined 
by tho ra The sense may be thus 
expressed : * We Christians, on the con (28), 
all of us, with unveiled face (clearly and plainly) 
beholding in the Gospel, as in a mirror, the glory 
of the Lord, (and not, like the Jews, seeing the 
truth veiled in types and shadows,) we, I say, are 
transformed into the same i and resem 
as that of the Lord, which we behold in the Ger 
pel, [and go eg este glory to aem. even a» we 
are supported ^ i —— the Lord" Of 
Mirapnopdouneia tho sense *are bei 
dually] —* ' i.e. un i ped 
transformation (of heart] (comp. Rom. zii. 2, 
pusTanopdoovaÜs TH ávaxawmct Tov post Une ), 
which would be by the change of heart and rene- 
vation of soul e in moral regeneration. 
This u«rauópdiecic, or ávaxalpecie, is mere- 
over said to be [kara] Tù» a%T9> (cosa, * after 
the very likeness,’ viz. of the exemplar set forth 
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in the Son of God. So Rom. viii. 29, rpowpics 
cvupopdoovs (sivac) Tit slxovos ov Yiov aù- 
Tov. Comp. Col. iii. 10, xai évdvodutvoe tov 
ríos (‘the new man") có» ávaxaiwovutvoy — 
war’ sixova tow xrícayros avrov. The words 
amo ogne els óoEav (denoting tthe constant 
accession of fresh glory") may imply that, the 
more we behold this resplendent light, the more 
we reflect back its rays; intimating that, the 
more we contemplate the great truths of the 
Nin ez of Christ as impressed on us by the 
teaching of the Spirit, the more do our minds 
become imbued with its true spirit, and we are 
enabled to “ goon,” in the words of the Psalmist, 
“from strength to strength” (from one stage of 
spiritual progress advancing to another),—until, 
at length, the view of fai/A, as in a mirror, shall 
be changed into immediate and perfect sight, 
even the glorified vision of God in heaven itself. 
lt only remains to determine the sense of tho 
words which conclude the passage, xaÜásep awd 
Kepiov IIvyzópaTos. These, from the indeter- 
minate nature of the wording, are susceptible of 
several senses, which have been assigned to them 
by one class or other of Expositors, and accord- 
ingly to decide which is the true interpretation 
must depend upon circumstances apart from words. 
Many modern Commentators (including Hamm., 
Whitby, Doddr, Mackn., and Billr.) render, 
* the Lord of the Spirit,’ namely, Christ, în whom 
the Spirit dwells, and by whom it is communi- 
cated in its gifts and graces. But this view of 
the sense -eeds on a most harsh construction, 
and is in itself little in accordance with any thing 
elsewhere to be found in Scripture. Again, by 
others, and those forming the greater part of the 
modera Commentators, the words are interpreted, 
*as from the Spirit of the Lord, i.e. the Holy 
Spirit sent from and imparted by the Lord. But 
that would suppose a £ ition for àv à Tvev- 
parot Kupiou, which occurs at ver. 17. Others 
render, * by the Lord, the Spirit,’ i. e. who is the 
Spirit; the second Genit. being in apposition 
with the first. So the Greek Commentators and 
Fathers, and the Pesch. Syr. Version, Beza, Est., 
Wolf., Abp. Newc., and m. But this lies 
open to the serivus objection urged by Bp. 
Middl., that it would uire the Article rou 
KIvedu. l agree with the learned prelate in pre- 
ferring the common interpretation, which to him 

free from all objection, and to me seems 
to involve no serious oue ; for I cannot consider 
the so-called tra ition sucb. And as to the 
one advanced by Dr. Peile, that this interpreta- 
tion translates awd just as if it had been ud, 
that has little or no force, since the use of awd 
for oxo is found in almost every Greek writer, 
very uently in Thucyd., and occasionally in 

T. lam aware indeed that in most of these 
the dwd may be accounted for, and 

shown to be capable of a sense not quite equiv. 
to that of dwé. And such seems to be the case 
bere, since it may mean ‘from, i.e. ‘from the 
operation of, under the influence of,’ as in Thucyd. 
vi. Gl. viii. 48 and 68, and other passages which 

come under the canon of Abresch on Thucyd. vi. 
61, namely, that awd Tivos won yOnvac is said 
(by — of things which are done ductu 
cujuspiam. Indeed, such, I apprehend, is the 
sense intended in tho Present passage, where the 
obscurity has arisen from extreme brevity. I 
doubt not that the preceding term ueTapoppoú- 
meOa was here intended to be mentally repeated, 
the full sense being, ‘even as we are gradually 
transformed by the influence of the Spirit of tlie 
Lord, the Holy Ghost imparted by the Lord.’ 

IV. This Chapter and the two next form the 
second section of the Epistle. The Apostle here 
skilfully resumes the subject of his discourse, 
dropt at ch. iii. 12, —the dignity of the office he 
was invested with; from which topic he had 
been drawn by the comparison with the minis- 
tration of Moses, suggested by the allegory of the 
veil, In order to this and as tending to that 
general purpose of apology which runs through a 
great part of the Epistle, he compares his own 
conduct with that of his adversaries, and inti- 
mates his superiority over them in the nost im- 
portant characteristics of the ministerial office, — 
fidelity, sincerity, zeal, and diligence. Then, to 
set in a still higher point of view his merit in the 
last-mentioned quality, he adverts to the various 
triu/s and tribulutions, which had broken his 
strength, and consequently lessened his ability to 
serve them. To this p’ysical weakness he then 
opposes, by contrast, the power of the Lord, by 
which alone he was enabled to persevere, and to 
faint not under trials. 

l. HAenOnmev}] This word is oft. used in the 
New Test, as here, of the free grace of God, 
shown in aringing me to salvation, as Rom. ix. 
15 seqq. xi. 30, 32. 1 Cor. vii. 25. 1 Pet. ii. 10. 
On the sense of éxxaxety, see note on Luke 
xviii. 1, and my Lex. The word is properly a 
military term. signifying ‘to give way from 
cowardice.” However, for éxx. hm., Tisch., 
and Alf. read iyx., from A, B, D, F, G, and 4 
cursives ; while Matth., Griesb., and Scholz re- 
tain éxx., rightly; for external evidence is insuf- 
ficient to warrant the reception of éy«.; and 
internal evidence is adverse. I doubt not that 
éyx. was a Critical correction, to introduce a 
more Classical, but less forcible term. See note 
on Luke xviii. 1. 

2. dmun. Tà kpvirTà THs aloxóvgs] Ren- 
der: ‘ we disclaim, renounce, have nothing to do 
with the secret practices of shame;' all such 
base practices as men, from shame, conceal (so 
Hdot. ii. 35, ra piv aloypa, avayxuia dt, iy 
dnoxpupe Torisi» Xptár): not meaning, I ap- 
prebend, as Est. and others explain, ‘acts of 
secret flagitiousness (though such might be in- 
directly alluded to); nor simply, as Dr. Peile 
explains, ‘ di reservation ; but generally 
all those underhand artifices by which the false 
teachers made a gain of godliness by corruptin 
the word of God, as it is said supra, ii. 17, 
kawyAtvopres Tov Adyow Tov Osov, answering 
to whut is here said, óoAoUrTas TOv Nóyov Tov 
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O:ov, which would be either by corrupting the 
doctrines of the ope: for filthy lucre's sake, or 
by teathing this or that set of doctrines, —' doc- 
trines as Goldsmith says, *fashion'd to the 
varying hour; to suit times, and please persons; 
as Chrys. and Theophyl. explain. 

The expression ¿v wavovpyia stands in oppo- 
sition to d*Aoixcs, denoting ‘trickery’ as op- 

sed to ‘ straigMforwardness" (the sancita 
before mentioned), teaching one thing and think- 
ing another (as it is explained by Theophyl. and 
C(Ecumen.), or holding back one truth, and put- 
ting forward another. In the next words, a 
TÜ Pavepwcu—avOpwwer, the Apostle indi- 
rectly glances at the same class of persons by a 
tacit contrust of their course of action with his 
own ; q. d. * They recommend themselves to the 
acceptance of men by falsifying the truths of the 
Gospel; we commend ourselves to the candid 
judgment of every man's conscience by a simple 
declaration of the truth’ I have thus repre- 
sented, as nearly as our language will permit, 
the force of the term ouveldnats, ou which the 
gist of the argument turns, and which seems 
used populariler, by metonymy, to denote * the 
judgment founded on internal conviction of the 
truth.” And the word conscience in our own 
language is often so used. See Johnson's Dic- 
tionary, where it is defined, * the estimate, or 
determination, of conscience; and he might 
have added, * both as respects one's self, and (as 
here) others.’ The interpretation I have pro- 
pounded is confirmed by the authority of Theo- 
dor. and Photius ap. C(Ecumen. e added 
words, évww.ov Tov OcoU, absolutely require the 
sense which I have assigned to cuve(énaww’ and, 
as to the general view I have taken of the pas- 
sage, it is, I find, in accordance with the mode 
of explaining it adopted by Est. and Hyper., 
za the learned and judicious editor of Bil- 
roth. 

For avvıiorævrss, MSS. C, D, F, G, and 3 
cursives, have avvio TávTac, which is edited by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., but without sufficient 
external authority, and against internal evidence 
by a breach of the most certain of Criti 
‘anons,—since it ie expelling an unusual form, 

and bringing in an ordinary one. The same 
error is repeated infra, ch. vi. 4. In both pas- 
sages Griesb. and Matth. rightly retain svv- 
ioTGvTet, also at ch. x. 18, where Alf. strangely 
calls cvvic re». the more usual form ; whereas it 
is the very reverse; though lie might bave learnt 
better from Buttm. Gr. $ 106 and 107. The 
form occurs in two of the most ancient uncial 
and in two or three cursives, supra ch. iii. 1, an 
was edited by Lachm. The simple form in the 
Present lorwuey occurs in Rom. iii. 31, in all 
the MSS. except six uncials (one from altera- 
tion), where Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. bring in 
the more usual form lordvouey, pronouncing 

a T undè BoXoüvres Tov AGyov ToU Oco, àAXà TH $avepoca 
"^ Tis àXgÜeías avvtaTOvTes Eavrovs mpos Tücav ouveldnow av- 

Oparwv, évevrioy ToU Oeod. Š ° Ei è xai éort xexaduppevor 
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the other a correction ; though its rarity forbids 
that. See Buttm. Gr. 8 107, who adduces Hdot. 
m — Muls olxías. 

e figurative before adopted is 
here continued. An S bicction is su 
founded on the preceding wacay; q. d. * all do 
not receive the Gospel, even when preached so 
plainly and strongly as Paul does.’ To which 
the answer is, that the fault is not in the Gospel, 
nor in any obecurity which attaches to it, but ia 
the blindness and perversity of those who are 
perishing, are in a lost state, meaning that of ua- 

lief.—si 8&8 xai fore xexadr. Tó soe yy., &r. 
It has been disputed whether the reference here 
is to the «dA vupa — of supra, ch. iii. 13— 
16, combined with the dvaxex. poe. at ver. 1& 
or to the particular contained in ver. 2, raecs 
cuveidnow: or, again, to what is contained ia 
the same verse, TH davepwce: rigs aA yOeiat. 
Each of these modes of interpretation has been 
adopted by one or other of the — an- 
cient as well as modern. Now, of these, the 
Jfirst-mentioned is evidently untenable. The third 
is recommended by its probability, and is ably 
supported by Calvin. 1 have heretofore, as above, 
decided on the reference to waaay, and with 
good reason; this opinion being borne out by 
the words following, and by what is 
admitted by the best Expositors, that there is 
here an anticipation of an objection on the pert 
of the opposers of Paul's preaching. Now, how- 
ever, I am of opinion that there is a reference te 
both the last-mentioned terms; th the re- 
ference to dayepwoss secms made su jently 
to wacay. The objection in question was, it 
seems, twofold; q. d. ‘your Gospel is any thing 
but clear (any thing but a $arépescis or maai- 
festation) ; it is too recondite (xexaduupéves) to 
be understood, except by a few: by the grest 
majority (waar) it is not understood, and conse- 
uently not dapi —— carried out.” To which 

the answer is: ‘ But if our Gospel is, as A 
shrouded in mystery, it is so only in the cies of 
those who are in a lost state, those who have ne 

nor lot in the matter of Gospel truth : the 
ult is not in the Gospel which we preach, or ia 

our want of clearnees in propounding its truthe, 
but in the blindness of those who wall mot we. 
To them it brings no light, and to them it is ne 
other than “ the savour of death unto death." ` 

4. This verse serves to d/ustrate the i 
one, showing how this incapacity to see the light 
of Gospel truth had arisen, and pointing out the 
results thereof. The in ity in questien is 
declared to have had its origi» in the blz el 
unbelief, produced by the influence of Satan, whe 
thus — ie — — — t of the gio- 
rious Gospel of Christ (who is image of Ged 
should not shine unto them ; and that thus * 
should neither understand nor fate its 
blessings; meaning, in other words, ‘ so that, ia 
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int of fact, they receive no enlightening, even 
bom the glorious light of the Gospel.— E» ols 
should be rendered, ° in whose case," the ¿y being 
used here as supra, ch. ii. 15, and elsewhere. 
There is a brevity of expression for i» ole ioti» 
9» xáAXwyic Sri, &c. tan is called, not lord, 
but god, of this world (so too the Rabbinical 
writers sometimes style him, Schottg. H. H. p. 
688), because he is worshipped and served tx 
place of God by the world at large. So Bp. San- 
derson (in his /th Sermon * ad Populum: shows 
that it ° is by doing service to Satan that the men 
of the world make a god of him ; service being a 
principal part of that honour which belongeth to 
God." So Matt. iv. 10, avro uóvo À a T p € ó- 
Erit. — ATíc Ter is here used by anticipation ; 
and Christ is here, as in Col. i. 15, styled +Leeoy 
Tov O:ov, in respect of his swcreate Divi: 
mature, proceeding from the Father, as * very 
God of very God,’ and, as such, exactly repre- 
senting God the Father: so that ‘he who hath 
seen sm hath seen the Father,” as it is declared 
John xiv. 9. The Apostle had probably in mind 
W ied. vii. 26, where it is said of Zodia, that it 
is dwabyaeua pero: aidiov xai elxav THs 
dyatornror avrov (i.e. Osov).—Els Tò pù 
avyaoa, &c. The construction and sense is, 
* So that the light of the gon Gospel of 
Christ (who is the image of God) might not 
shine unto them,’ i. e. that ít might not show its 
true purport, and its real excellence to them; so 
that they should neither understand the one, nor 

iate the other. — The term $oricuós is (as 
Bst. shows) here used to match with the former 
regt ight, S what is an — of 

t, xéAvuua. Now bericuóc is (as Hyper. 
A 8) a term peculiarly suitable to the Gospel, 

which is properly ligåt, as setting forth Him who 
is the Light of the world, and who is declared to 
be inently such John i. 9. 
z où yap éavroés knpóccousv, &c.] The 

connexion of these words with those at ver. 2, 
and the — of * Yap, piis o NAE P 
my note, have the support o $., yl. 
and CEcumen., and nearly so that of Hyper. 1 
am, however, now inclined to think, with Est., 
that the Apostle thus meant to intimate why to 
the words Tò» dericudy ToU sbayysAlou he 
chose to subjoin this additional particular, js 
doEne Tov Xptorov: namely, in order to set 
forth the true office of a minister of the Gospel, 
which is not to h himself, but Him who sent 
bim. Comp. John vii. 18. While, however, 
supposing this as a sort of subordinate link of 
connexion, | must regard the other as the prin- 
cspal one intended, and would express the gene- 
ral sense as follows: ‘ we do not deal craftily, we 
do not deal unfaithfully with the word of God, 

Acts 7. 55, 

t. 3. 9. 
ch. 5. 1. 

&1$.9. ` 

we dare not; for the glory of the light of the 
Gospel is not owrs, but pertains to Christ tho 
Lord, the Lord of the universe. Parallel to 
this is a e of Col. i. 15, compared with 
Heb. i. 2, and 1 Cor. xv. 28. So speaking, then, 
the Apostle intimates that he considers himself 
v no meens as a principal, but as one acting, on 

part of Christ the Lord, in the character onl 
of an Agent, instrumental to their good; q. d. 
* we are not able to enlighten, much less to par- 
don or sanctify you: but the Lord Jesus is your 
only pardon, justification, and sanctification,— 
and we simply his instruments.” 

6. ors ò O10*—0* EAauWer, &c.] The Apostle 
here returns to the allegorical mode of speaking, 
alluding again to the shining of Moses’ face. 
The construction, however, is somewhat irregu- 
lar; and the best mode of tracing it is to suppose 
an ellipsis of oŭùrós da: before ôs Nauye. In 
deterinining the tnrlerpretation, it is necessary to 
fix the connexion; which seems as follows :— 
* [ And fully are we qualified to act in that ca- 
pacit Ran be (i.e. God) who [at the crea- 
tion e light to shine out of darkness (so 
Job xxxvii. 15, pwe mosar ix axórovs), he, I 
say, it is, who hath made the light ie the Gospel] 
to shine upon our hearts (i. e. minds), as formerly 
did the light of the glory on the face of Moses.” 
The next words, wpót hwrioudy—Xpicro, 
serve to denote the of this Divine illu- 
mination ; namely, *ad illuminandam, in facie 
Christi, cognitionem glorie Dei,' *in order that 
to those, to whom 1 should preach] the know- 
edge of the majesty and glory of God, might 
become clear, in the person (i.e. personal ap- 

rance) of Jesus Christ,’ as being, what he is 
Just before called, slxay ov Osov. In o elray 
(‘who bade’) there is an allusion to Gen. i. 3, 
* Let there be light: and there was light.’ The 
Apostle, meaning to intimate, ‘ — quasi in 
creando mundo, et moraliter per Christum Deus 
dixit, Fiat lux ! et facta est lux.'—óe aupair, 
*(he it is] who hath caused the light to shine.” 
See note at Luke i. 78, ávaoA i iË Üyrovs, and 
my Lex. in Aáuvo. How this light, which 
shineth on men by the revelation of God's truth 
and the illumination of his Spirit, through the 
ear or the understanding, conveying the light of 
truth into the heart, may (as in the case of those 
mentioned supra v. 4) be in many ways excluded 
and become ineffectual, has been well shown bv 
Dr. Isaac Barrow, Sermons, vol. ii. p. 25. Tho 
Apostle has reference to the state of ignorance 
and prejudice to which he had formerly been so 
wedded ; when (in a fwofold sense) the light of 
heaven broke in upon bim. 

7. The Apostle now proceeds (from this verse 
to ch. v. 10) to advert to a very different sub- 
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ject,—namely, his own infirmities of body, and 
the trials under which he suffered ; probably to 
preclude the idea that these were inconsistent 
with the possession of those illustrious gifts and 
that Apostolical dignity which he claimed. In 
refutation of this, he shows that his heavy trials 
and tribulations are i by God for his 
own wise and merciful purpoees; that he is 
amply supported under them b Divine aid (a 
manifest attestation to the truth of his claim), 
that the trials are not without profit to them, and 
benefit to himself both here and hereafte 
Zxouev, for cari xouer.—tdv Üucavpór T., i.e. 
‘She light of the knowledge of the glory of God 
in the face of Christ’ just spoken of, and the 
important ministry which related to it. The 
term Üycavpós is here applied to the Gospel of 
Christ, considered as a most precious deposit, laid 
up to be improved (like money at interest in & 
bank); and orpax. is said by way of denotin 
what is mean and fragile, as opposed to the ric 
and solid materials of which the caskels, to hold 
treasure, were formed. Comp. Lam. iv. 2, ol 
vioi Xi» ol Tíuto( — Tas iXoyícbncay els 
áyy:ia ócrpáxwa ! Moreover, as oxeósot is 

T. — 

here put for bodies, so, in a | of Plato, 
P. 215, et al, the human body is called +d 
oxsvoe, as being, so to speak, the vessel of the 
soul. There may, however, be an allusion (agree- 
ably to the Platonic doctrine) to the body, as 
standing in the same relation to the soul, as the 
shell does to tho fish —75 UmspBorH Tijv Óvra- 
pews, i.e. ‘the exceeding great power [com- 
mitted to me as an Apostle].' Or it may refer to 
the mightiness of the things effected—whether 
miracles, or the scarcely less preternatural work 
of conversion effected with such strikingly in- 
sufficient means. — 5, for gulvnrat, might 
clearly ap to be’ of God (comp. Ps. lxiv. 9), 
and not of us: the same sentiment as at i. 9. 

8. iv wavti OAsBopevar, &c.] The full sense 
is: * So great is God's powerful aid, that although 
wo be as it were earthen, and beaten about by so 
many trials and tribulations, we are not broken 
down or destroyed. In 0A:8. and the other 
similar terms employed in tbis figurative 
(where antithesis and paronomasia are united), 
the Commentators generally recognise agonists 
metaphors. But we may rather, with Theophyl., 
suppose military oncs; the allusion being to an 
army, so p upon and hemmed in, as scarcely 
to know whither to turn itself; yet not utterly 
reduced to despair. To which view of the sense 
M and ox are far more suitable ; A:8. 
enoting ‘to pressed upon, or thronged,' 

orevox., ‘to be hemmed in; of which — & 

GAN’ ovn é£armropovpevov 9 h Ókokojeyo,, GAN ove éykaTaXeviró- 
pevov KataBaddopevot, AAN ovK atroddvpevor 10 ! aráyrore 
Ty véxpwow TOU Kupiov'Incod èv TQ copate mepipépovres 
wa xal 9) (e) tod “Inood èv TQ conari nov 
llk'4e] yàp ueis of Cavres eis Üávarov Tapaóióouc0a da 
'Igcov, tva. Kain ta) ToO I9co0 $avepoÜ0r év T) Óvyri) capa 

121"f)57e ó [uév] Odvaros dv "uiv évepryeiras, 7) 56 Gon 

Save peel. 

graphic deacription in Thucyd. v. 72,73. The 
two terms are similarly combined in Arrian, 
Dis. Epict. i. 25. On the military allusion see 
Valckn. on Hdot. viii. 59, and Wakef. on Soph. 
Phil. 432. Render: ‘ hard , yet not hem- 
med in [by tho enemy]; in other words, while 
having much to twithslund, yet baving still stasd- 
ing-room, namely, as long as we can say from the 
heart, * the Lord is our help, we will mot fear 
what man can do unto us.’ —'Efawepeicba: 
(where the ix signifies s#erly, as in iF acVersiv) 
ie used in the same sense as at i. 8, Sers š£- 
aTopi0svat 3uas Tov Xiv, where see note. The 

masia in drop. and iar. cannot be 
more closely re ted than as follows: ‘re- 
duced to straits, but not to utter straits, —des- 
pair of life. 

9. iyxaTaA.] ‘deserted [bv God],' as an army 
by its auxiliaries—daoAA. This term is alone 
applicable to soldiers, since the worsted athlete 
woro not And that must determine 
xavreBaddopevos to contain a military allusion; 
of which it is quite as susceptible as of an agonis- 
tical one. 

10. v*árroTs — Tapiéporrss] Here and at 
v. 11, we have a forcible mode of expressing the 
peril of life to which he was continually exposed 
(as 1 Cor. xv. 3], ka? ñuídpav áwoDvsexe); 
together with an indirect comparison of the suf- 
ferings endured by himself and the other Apos- 
tles, with those endured by the Lord Jesus evea 
unto death. The sense is, ‘bearing about, con- 
tinually sustaining perils and kis ota like 
those of the Lord Jesus.’ 

ll. This verse serves to 
im the f A 

and ss the second clause, which is meant te 
show the reuson why they were exposed to, and 
at the same time sustained under, these mortal 

rils and sufferings, namely, * in order that the 
ife of Jesus [and also his power). might be 
clearly fae ae their mortal bodies thas 
preserved alive." cutie ol Levres the sense 
1s, ° we who are living,’ * who are [yet] alive.’— 
TapadubousÜa, ‘are being delivered,’ i. e. ‘are 
continually delivered.' The words are well para- 
parae by Est., ° We aro daily (i.e. continually) 

livered' unto peril of death for the sake of 
Gospel of Jesus [who died for us]. Yet we de 
nol die, but, by the power of God protecting us, 
we continue alive. And this is so, in order that 
by our mortal bodies, so often delivered te death, 
and nevertheless yet alive, it might manifestly 
appear that Jesus whom we preach is also livi 
'ever liveth.' See 2 Cor. xiii. 4, and 
vii. 25. 

12. Gers ó uiv Üüreros—bpuie] Here we 
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have an inference introducing a contrast between 
their condition and that of their converts. In 
determining the exact nature of it, much depends 
upon the import assigned to évepyysiTa:, which 
most Interpreters, ancient and modern, take in 
an active sense, ‘ worketh,’ ‘ és ous.” Others, 
however, es Beza, Grot., ' Pr well; 

ign to ita tes sense, ‘is brought about,’ 
red "= takes effect ; slick occurs at 
Rom. vii. 5, and is here preferable, as being, in 
the present instance and supra i. 6, and Eph. iii. 
20, more suitable to the context. To advert to 
the sense of the ex ions Üareros and Yeon, 
these may be taken (as they are by some ancient 
and modern Expositors) in their proper sense, — 
to mean that, ‘while he is dying for Christ's 
sake, they are enjoying life.’ If so, this must be 
meant as an front of. Yet the sense thus 
arising is harsh and jejune. Hence it is better 
to suppose, with Chrys., that the sense is: ‘In 
us the Gospel takes effect by producing trials and 
tribulations, but in you by /#@%;` i.e. by com- 
parative freedom therefrom ; also as being made 
partakers of the vital efficacy of Christ by bis 
spiritual gifte, and of an assimilation to bis resur- 
rection by a life of holiness. 

13. The tiaculum of the connexion here is 
ably traced by Urt nds and Theodor. to the 
use of the term To!) for salvation, which, resting 
in hope (and what is hoped for is not seen), must 
be centered in fatth.—«ata TÒ yeypupy., i. e. 
tto adopt the words of Scripture. The genera! 
senso may be thus expressed : ‘ Now we, having 
the same Spirit of faith [namely, in the resurrec- 
tion,] as David had, adopt bis words (Ps. 
exvi. 10), and [accordingly ] we, too, having the 
same faith, speak and act as we do.'—^rrevpua 
Tij: wíc Tte? is nof, as many suppose, for riot.» ; 
but the phrase may be compared with a»avua 
coplas at Eph. i. 17, wvevua  vioÜ0scías and 
awvevma ÓOovAsíae at Rom. viii. 15, wvevpa 
awpaornros Gal. vi. 1. Thus the sense is, ‘a 
di ition, or spirit, animated by the same faith 
as David had.’ This St. Paul describes in the 
worda of the Psalmist, as urging bim to a similar 
confession arising from a similar certainty: and 
no wonder ; since firm persuasion naturally tends 
to produce it in others. So Plato, Symp., says, 
winecopas È iyw, wewetopivos È Tsipmpmat 
Kai Tote GhAovs ra (Qatuy. 

14. This verse is confirmatory of what has 
been said of deliverance by the power of God 
after the example of Christ; q. d. ‘God could 
raise up Christ; hence he can deliver us from 
perils, and even death.’ Comp. similar es 
at Rom. viii. 1], and 1 Cor. vi. 14. ‘In short 
the Apostle here (as observes Abp. Newcome) 
explains Aot the life of Jesus was to be mani- 
fested in his body or mortal flesb, vv. 10, 11, — 
alééras denotes full assurance of faith, as 1 Cor. 

o ch. 1. 6, 11. 
3 Tim. 2. 10. 

, “s. ies " 

Ée | Eph. $16. 
16 P 6,9 ovK éxkakoüuew GAN ci xal 6 éfe huave s1. 

1 Pet. 8. 4. 

xv. 68—d:d 'Iycov, ‘by Jesus,’ as the resurrec- 
tien and the life, John xi. 25. The term rapa- 
erioe: is strong, and even graphic; alluding 
to the solemn introduction necessary to admission 
into the presence of kings. Here, however, the 
introduction is supposed to be made by the Prince 
himself. Comp. Eph. v. 27, ta wapacticy 
auThy saute ivdotov T)» ixxXAnoíar, with Jude 
v. 24, Tw Üvrau£yo ovXáEat Uuüs—kal oroar 
kaTavermioy THe očne avTov aumuovs. Àc- 
cordingly the full sense is, ‘will admit us into 
his presence [with acceptance and approbation].’ 
—ovbv uiv is most happily thrown in, by way 
of confirming them in the faith ; as intimating 
that the blessings in question would extend like- 
wise to all those who should bave the like spirit 
of faith as they had. See] Cor. xv. 51. The 
Apostle may have pre meant ne hint, * the 
prospect of rejoining them in the society of ‘ just 
men made perfect’ had been to him an eici: 
— to suffer for their spiritual benefit. 

5. Tà ydp wdyra ó” uas] The sense (ob- 
scure and disputed) depends on the connezion, 
and the reference in wdyra. Now the con- 
nexion, as Calv. shows, is with the verse just pre- 
ceding. Thus by ‘all things’ are meant ‘all 
events, whether prosperous or adverse ; and by 
Q Yuas is meant, ‘on your account,’ ‘for your 
spiritual good." The next words, Wa sj Xdpuç 
W\tovacaca—rvv O:s0v, advert to the purpose, 
or result, of those sufferings,—namely, ‘in order 
that the abundant favour of God, displayed in 
his preservation, might, through the thanksgivin 
of many persons, redound to the glory of God. 
Meaning to intimate, that, under all his afflic- 
tions, he shall at least have the comfort of their 
sympathy, and the benefit of their prayers; 
agreeably to what he says at the kindred N 
supra i. li aspirator: From the antithesis 
here between the two terms wÀzovaKeo and 
wepioceday, it is plain that the sense is not 
simp , 1.6. conduce; but (by a stronger 
sense) *be ripe pe anty conducive.’ e 
words are capable of other senses, and have been 
explained in other ways; but this seems to me 
the simplest and most natural sense. 

16. 3:0 oó« ixxaxouusy, &c.] The course of 
reasoning is this : * Wherefore, although we suffer 
evils, and encounter perils of various kinds, yet, 
stayed by the power of faith and hope, knowing 
the power of God, —and feeling assured that as he 

delivered us now, he will continue to deliver 
us, and finally raise us up at the last day, — wo 
faint not, nor despair under our sufferings.'—'O 
&Ec avOp. denotes the body, as ò icwtey avO. 
the mind, or rather sou. See Rom. vii. 22. 
A1adOsipema:, ° is impaired [in its strength]: 
° well-nigh consumed.'—draxaiwovra:, ° is gra- 
dually renovated, ‘acquires fresh strength,'— 
namely, the strength of faith and hope. For, as 
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Bp. Sanderson finely remarks, * the testimony of 
& good conscience from within, and the light of 
God's countenance from above, put more true 
joy into the heart, than any outward thing can 
sorrow.” 

17. +d Tàe wapautixa ià., &c.] This is 
meant, as Theophyl. observes, to be explanatory 
of the preceding, as showing kow the inner man 
acquires fresh strength, even under such trials. 
There has, however, been some doubt as to the 
sensc of 7d wapautina—OAlwews sjumy. As 
bearing & strong resemblance to the present, I 
would compare a passage of Thucyd. iii. 56, xal 
ÖTav TÒ *apavTÍxa wou naiv wpidipoy kal- 
terra ‘and when, too, our own advantage for 
the present is consulted.’ In both these places 
waoavtixa means ‘for the present ; which, in- 
deed, is the literal sense of the word. Thus the 
sense kere will be that which the Syriac Trans- 
lator, and most of the recent ely] light eff as- 
sign, ‘our present [comparatively] light afflic- 
tion.’ But the —3 — erally, and almost 
all the earlier moderns, took wapautixa (which 
signifies — * for the present") to mean mo- 
mentary ; regarding the words as put for sj GA bie 
uav n Wap. Kal ¿Àaqnà [oba], ‘our affliction, 
which is but — and therefore light.’ 
Indeed, the sense ‘for the present’ readily sug- 
gests an idea of what is temporary ; and is re- 
quired by the antithetical alœv:ov. The phrase 
Ka’ vwrepBodiy ele bw. is highly significant, the 
repetition having an intensive force (like the 
Heb. mo nw), and may be rendered ‘ infinitely 
exceeding.’ See a fine passage illustrative of the 
resent in Dr. Is. Barrow's Sermons, vol. i. p. 

. and also Hooker's Eccl. Pol., p. 18. lst edit. 
—Bápos siguifies here, as often in the Sept., 

, or abundance ; and alæviov Bapos is 
or Bápos alwyiou QoEns, with which compare a 
similar construction in 2 Mace. ix. 10, dia vd 
THe dopne áópnTor Bápos, for TÒ Ths ouie 
a&dopntov Bapos, and Soph. Œd. Col. 297, xa- 
Tpwov ágcTv 'yne, for 9raTpeas ys daTv.—— 
str, ‘produces,’ ‘obtains.’ So Dionys. 
Hal. Antiq. lib. v. Tovro Tò ipyov d0áraror 
m óóEa» elpyacaro. 

18. un cxowotvrev, &c.] These words are 
explanatory of the foregoing, and meant to show 

it comes to pass, that the afflictions seem 
light. Now that is not only because they are 
temporary, but because wo consider them as 
things of temporary interest only, compared with 
those of an eternal existence. Z<xomoúyTev (sc. 
fiutov) is by the best Interpreters taken as a Par- 
ticiple for a Verb and Particle, * while we consi- 
der not, or keep not our minds intent upon ;* as 
in Phil. ii. 4. iii. 17, and sometimes in the O. T. 
and the Class. writers. By Ae. seem meant 
‘all the visible and eensible things of the world, 
whether pleasurable or painful,’ elsewhere called 
va ixiyua and rà ¿y kócue ; by the TG ph 

ew., ° the things not corporeally seen, bat 
85 are realized by faith.’ The intent of tho 
Apostlo seems to be, to show how heavy afflic- 
tions may come to seem ———— by a 
due consideration of the glory which will attend 
the enduring of them as we ought, and also by a 
due estimate of the value of the things which 
can be put in balance against the glory shall 
be revealed. The difference is, that the glory, 
though unseen, is real and eternal ; whereas the 
objects of the world are. though seen, unreal,— 
only a vain show (see Ps. xxxix. 6); consider- 
ing that even their longest duration is 
rary, since our life is (James iv. 14) ‘but a 

,; as unreal as it is fleeting. 
finely remarks, that the future life, which seems 
to be &énAos, is yet more manifest than the pre- 
sent, more stable, yea, more permanent: a truth 
forcibly expressed by Euripides, Hippol 188 
195 (Matthies) ; which Chrys. RA have had ia 
mind. Simi). Seneca, Ep. 59, * Ista i inari 
sunt, et ad tempus aliquam fariem ferunt. Nibil 
horum stabile nec solidum est. Mittamus Gre 
tan animum ad es que eterna sunt.’ Simil. 
philosopher Proclus counsels men to withdraw 
their minds ¿mó tu» dawoutves iwi te 
pavi. l 

V. 1. The sentiment of this verso is closely 
connected with the preceding chapter; not, bow- 
ever (as has been thought), with the last verse, 
but with the words 6:6 oUx éxxaxovpmes, ver. 16; 
vv. 17, 18, being, in some measure, parentheti 
—oldauey yao—ovpavois. There is an allusion 
to what has been said of the perishableness and 
the fragility of the body (ch. iv. 7 and 16); the 
temporary nature of the things that are seen, and 
the eternity of those which are unseen: 
the Apostle takes occasion, from the mention ef 
the future felicity of the saints, to enlarge thereon 
by setting forth the strong supports it afferded 
ham under all trials. Render: ‘ for we assuredly 
know (comp. elédcres, supra, iv. 14) that if our 
earthly house of the tent (tent-house) should be 
destroyed (i. e. in the event of its being destroy- 
ed), we have [destined for us] a building from 
God (i.e. on the part of God, ished from 
and by him), a house not made with bands [im- 
material}, eternal in heaven.” With ¿ 
olxiay &ytio. iv ois obparcts, comp. Eachin. 
Socr. Dial. iii. 4, hòn waptqhpoves Tes Yow, dra 
sls Gusives rurale E xdi 
pression «xara as peculiar propriety ; 
term being tpi iss of the destruction ef 
substances of every kind, espec. bwWdimgs, and 
sometimes tbat of the human body. So Philostr. 
Vit. Soph. i. 9, uà xaraAvÓzrai Tó copa ows 
y'pws.—[In the expression š ixiyeiot quer 
olxia Tov axúvove, some, as Rosenm. and Wakef, 

the olala as redundant ; oxaper. say, 
of tteelf signifying * the human body." "Ti e 
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however, merely evading the difficulty. It is, 
indeed, true that in the Class. writers cxjvor has 
sometimes that sense. So Plato calls the body 
Yátsow exijvor, and at Wied. ix. 15 we have +ó 
eysesdes axijvos. Comp. also Heb. xi. 10. Hence 
some Commentators (as Michaelis, Schleusn., and 
Bp. Middleton) take the sense to be, * our earthly 
abode of the body.” The learned prelate, how- 
ever, is more successful in showing the incorrect- 
ness ot Bur Comon Vas san in —— 
i e riety e one he ado t is plain 
that, ae clita must not be conside ed vien etie. 
TOU oxyvove must be meant to be exegetical of 
the 5j daly. Pua olxía. And yet, according to 
the sense assigned by the Bishop, the explanation 
would be scarcely . Besides, as that 
signif. is no where else found in St. Paul's 
writings, nor, indeed, in the Scriptures either 
of the New Test. or the Old, it ought not to be 
here introduced. Why should we not translate 
‘of the tent?’ (by a Genit. of explanation, as 
Grot. says,) which is not liable to Bp. Middle- 
ton's censure, and yields an excellent sense, as 
meant to suggest the earthly house of the 
soul, the body, was a mere fent, eet up for & tem- 
porary purpose, and formed for speedy decay and 
ruin. 

2. iv ToóTo] Supply, not (as some do) mips 
or eig tai Te oxhwes and dyres. Seo 
v. 4.—crsrá(ousy, namely, under the various 
distresses to which the frailty of that tent-house 
subjects us.— rò oixnThpiov — imiro8ourrar. 
Here we have a change of the metaphor by which 
he body was compared to a ation, into an- 
other, by which it is compared to a garment ; 
both similes in use among the Greek Philoso- 
phers,—the former emploved the Pythago- 
reans,—the latter by the Platoniste, We have 
here the two blended together, which has caused 
a mi ion of the sense by some Exposi- 
tors. OlxnrTñotov is Lees used, not siia oid 
cause a permanent, and not a temporary buildin 
Ís intendi n obp., eu sie 7. whic 
is expressed in John iii. 27, thoug oùp. is 
generally taken for éwouvpavoy. On the true 
import of éwavd., which is simply to put on, sce 
note on l Cor. xv. 53.— The expression rò 
oixmrTápiov—ix:vðúvoacða: is said by compari- 
son of the body (the fleshly frame) to a gar- 
ment ; a com found not only in the Pla- 
tonists, but in perhaps the most ancient of the 
Books of Scripture, Job x. ll, * Thou hast 
elothed me with skin and flesh." 

3. ef ye xal iydvc., o9 yupvol sbp.] The sense 
here is disputed and dubious, and the expositions 
of Commentators in general liable to objection. 
The interpretation most usually adopted is that 
of Bos and Wets. (which has been followed 
recenti Emmerling and Rinck), who explain, 
* 1f, in , it may be so, that we shall be found 

& 
Wisd. 9. 15. 

[een the change takes piece] clothed with a 
y, not having put it off by death.” For the 

Platonists, Bos shows, used the term yupvol to 
denote the dead, and évdvadusvo: the living. 
So Max. Tyr. Diss. xiii. p. 240 (Reiske), 9 uiv 
o)» ayabn Wuxi, Kal ds:awerovnuivn due- 
Aet, xai owe — idietar yvuro7va:, 
where several parallel sentiments are adduced by 
Markland from Porphyry, Philo-Judsmus, and 
other writers. The above interpretation, how- 
ever, yields a sense not a little frigid, and is on 
various grounds (which I have stated in Recens. 
Synop.) wholly untenable. It would rather 
seem that the meaning intended is: * Since bein 
so clothed (i. e. having put on this dress) we shal 
not be found naked,’ i.e. destitute of a body 
inae may become of our earthly one). Seo 

Cor. xv. 53, 54. 
4. Here we have the same sentiment as that 

at v. 2, but more plainly expressed. The only 
doubt as to the sense regards the words iœ’ & ov 
OíXouasv ixdícactai, &AX' ixevdioacOa:, which 
the best itors interpret, * For we desire not 
to put ü off, but to be clothed upon, in it; so 
that our mortal state may be at once exchanged 
for the immortal, by an immediate entrance into 
an eternal state.’ This interpretation, however, 
especially the latter part, is open to many objec- 
tions stated by me in Recens. Synop. ader : 
* For even we, who are [yet] in the tabernacle or 
body, groan, feeling oppressed, inasmuch as we 
desire, not indeed to be unclothed [by death], 
but to be clothed upon [by a celestial body J.” 
At éwevd. we must repeat, from the precedin 
context, Tó olx. rd i£ oùpavov. As to the rea 
meaning intended to be conveyed, many eminent 
Commentators havo thought it to be, that tho 
raised bodies of the just will be covered and en- 
circled with another body, which shal] be bright, 
aerial, and resplendent, and shall somehow com- 
municate a principle of immortality to the raised 
mortal body. And this is supposed to be coun- 
tenanced by ] Cor. xv. 53,54. But see the note 
there. I agree with Mr. Scott, that ‘the Apos- 
tle did not mean to determine any thing con- 
cerning the manner, as to external circumstances 
in which the body subsists after the resurrection," 
The next words, fva kxara*o05 +ó Üvyróy Óx ó 
rit Lone are best explained, with Chrys. and 
Theodor., ‘that thus the mortal principle may be 
absorbed in and swallowed u y the vivitying 
and immortal one;' or, as Theophyl. explains, 
Isa dyaXNw0$ xai Qaxavn99 Å popà rò tie 
(ors. Comp. l Cor. xv. 61. 

b. ó dé xaTepyacdutvor—O20s] Here not a 
little difference of opinion exists as to the import 
of xarepy.; though, indeed, the senses assigned 
by various Expositors, , destined, created, 
or , do not material d differ. Which of 
them is to be adopted will depend upon what is 
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Now from ver. 4 it would 
seem to mean this change from 7 7 
corruption, and from mortality to immortality, 
the &ToAÀU-Tpwcic Tov cwparos of Rom. viii. 23, 
the deliverance from the bondage of corruption, 
and restoration to the glorious liberty of the 
children of God by adoption and grace; where it 
is plain that the true sense of these words is: 
* Now he who hath wrought one} us unto (lit. 
moulded us unto) this very thing [meetness, by 
faith and hope, for a state of immortality in bliss] 
is God ;’ whose creation we are said to be, infra, 
v. 17, and his workmanship in Eph. ii. 10. This 
view of the sense I find supported by the autho- 
rity of Celv., Hyper., Bulling., Est., and Came- 
ron, who rightly understand «arepy. to denote 
the ration, by means of the word of God in 
the Gospel, through the teaching and renewing 
power of the Holy Spirit, alluded to in the next 
words; whereby we are brought, by regeneration, 
from a life the very reverse of heavenly, and are 
rendered fit for immortality. This sense of 
«aT&p'y. arises from the primary one ‘to work 
up, as said of a statuary, who works up his Us 
into a statue of the required form. So Plut. 
Pericl. «aTapyacáusvoi tiv VAnv Teyvira:. 
The expression may therefore be rendered, 
t wrought us unto this [state of immorality]." or, 
as the idiom of our language rather requires 
‘moulded us.’ So Milton, P. L. x. 744, ° Did Í 
request thee, Maker, from my clay to mould me 
man,’ i.e. ‘to mould me into man.’ The words 
following, which strongly — this interpre- 
tation, are meant to show the certainty of the 
change in qu since God had given them 
the gifts and graces of the Holy Spirit as a pledge 
of fature acceptance, by which they were sealed 
to the day of redemption (Eph. iv. 20). On the 
term dffafjava see note supra i. 22. 

6. Oappouvres ovw—Kvpiov] The ov» has 
much force, implying an inference from the pre- 
ceding ; q. d. ‘Such being the case, in reliance, 
therefore, on these gracious aids, which are tho 
pledge of resurrection and glorification, we,’ &c. 
— xai sléorac, Sri, &c.] * especially since we 

know this, &c. These words are meant to show 
the ground of that confidence, and the rature of 
that courage, which is such as to enable them to 
meet death itself.—i»dnuoUrTass is not well ren- 
dered, ‘ while we are a£ home ;' for although the 
word is susceptible of that sense, itis unsuitable 
to the context, and at variance with the reet of 
the New Test., which represents this world as 
not our kome, but our sojowrm. Render: * Ac- 
cordingly, we are ever courageous, especially as 
knowing, that while we are sojourning in the 
body, we are residing away from our proper 
home with the Lord." 

7. dca wlerews—sicovs] This is meant to 

10 h Toùs yàp wavras pâs pavepwOjwas 

show how the Apostles could be mid to be éady- 
pourrse awd Tov Kupiov, namely, by faith, 
considering heaven as their onlv home, and what 
seemed to be such, & mere sojourn. The full 
sense here intended is: *( We, I say, regard our- 
selves as absent from our home with the Lord} ; 
for (in our — state) we walk (i. e. lead our 
spiritual life 
in the sight 
with the Lord).’ 

8. Bappotmey Qi—Küpiov] This is resemp- 
tive, an pec prd of — said at 
ver. 6; q.d. * We are, I say, courage, 
desirous ratber to be,” &c. rhe general senti- 
ment is, that they wish circumstances to be quite 
reversed. The terms ixd. and évd. are not well 
rendered absent and present; still less se by 
Mankon TUN home, and at home. The true 
sense of ixd. is migrare, to On the other 
hand, the word ¿yënunca, should be rendered, 
not £o be with, but — to the 
metaphor) ¿o be a£ home with, n ving Communion 
with him in whose presence is fulness of joy. Im 
the verse following, évdnu. and ixónu. must bave 
the very same sense as in this, and may best be 
rendered, ‘whether we areat home or from home > 
i. e. remain in the body or depart from it. 

9. Paul now returns to the main cause of his 
fidelity and diligenoe in hie Apostolical office, 
and also the constancy and fortitude with which 
he encountors perils the most appalling ; confirm- 
ing withal what he eaid a little before; ; 
that whatever he does in this life, his earnest 
desire is to please God and be with Ged. 
(Hyperius.) 
— dd wai $iXAor.] * Wherefore [since we 

have such exalted hopes] we strive to the utter- 
most, &. The m or in diter. i$ one 
derived from striving for the in the 
pureuits of ambition, ea calling forth the mest 
etrenuous exertions; since the combatante must 
have learnt (to use the words of the Grecian 
torian) uù devyew rode 9róvove, $ mudi ras 
Timae Üuksiv. See Milton's Lycidas, 1. 72. 

10. rots yap wéerae quae pav., &c.] The 
yap refers to a clause omitted ; q. d. *[ And there 
is need to strive to act, so as to ve ourselves 
in his sight], for both we and all persons must 
appear, &c.—davspeÜ0ira« some Commentators, 
ancient and modern, explain, be made manifest, 
meaning that * our inmost soul will be displayed ; 
seo ] Cor. iv. 5. But though that sense be a 
good one, and agreeable to what we read elswhere 
in Scripture, it may be doubted whether such is 
here intended to be directly asserted Tbe ex- 
— 7 — rendered by others, es — 
an ens, comparere, appear ; 
sense may, indeed, include, by implication, that 
of manifestos fieri, Payspovcta: was, I suspect, 

only through faith (in Christ), net 
of him, as we shall when present 
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a forensic term, meaning ‘to present oneself for 
TA So the Pesch. Sye Version has, ‘ wo must 
all stand up for trial.’ Peer i 

— Td ià Tov oon.) Supply rerpayuiva, 
which word is — in Elian, H. À. v. 26, 
TG ıd Tow ewuaTos TpaTTóusva. And thus 
the expression is (as Theodor. points out) equiv. 
to BeBieouiva. In this manner, too, I find Calv. 
interprets the words, understanding by td Jid 
ToU ceperos not only external actions, but 
* omnia opera quse in vita corporali perpetrantur,' 
i.e. ta ĉa Tov cwn. ‘the things done by the 
person during his natural life in the body.” All 
the prinia kasu cil ee are that ‘hen 
it is plain wi punished in ne repa ion 
teith the body which it occupied in this life (see 
Acts xvii. 31. 1 Cor. iv. 5. 2 Thess. i. 7. 
2 Tim. iv. 1); and consequently that the soul 
will be punished for its own evi For 
xaxéy 1 am inclined, with Lachm. and Tisch., 
to read, on strong authority, $avAovr, for reasons 
iat will appear from my note on Rom. 
x. ll. 

11. The Apostle now again speaks of himself ; 
and takes occasion, from what he has just been 
saying. to express what powerful motives he has 
to fidelity and diligence in his office. There, 
however, existe a certain obscurity, which the 
Commentators have not entirely removed. The 
sense assigned by Billroth would be sustable to 
the occasion ; but it cannot be fairly elicited from 
the words. And the same objection attaches to 
the in tion of the expression arsíÜsi» dv- 
Opes wove —— the Greek Commentators, 
namely, to ‘persuade men of our integrity,’ ‘to 
persuzie them to think favourably of us.’ The 
sense which I have, in common with the gene- 
rality of Expositors, assigned to waifec», namely, 
‘twe use onr utmost endeavours to persuade 
men, by pressing on them these awful con- 
siderations, to embrace the Gospel, and obey 
what it enjoins,’ is, I doubt not, that intended by 
the Apostle; and this use of the term is placed 
beyond doubt by a of Ácts xviii. 4, com- 

with ch. xii. i The main difficulty, 
owever, Sa rests on the words @z@ dé 

7sav., which Dr. Peile seeks to remove by 
rendering, ° whilst God sees what we are. But 
dà is not s tible of the ——— whilst, 
and the sense thus arising is forced and jejnne. 
The difficulty is best encountered by supposing 
that, from extreme brevity, some words have 
been suppressed, which ought properly to have 
been . In short, í am of opinion that, 
after all, wo antithesis was intended. In the for- 
mer clause, it seems, the Apostle meant to say, 
that, in his endeavours to convert his fellow-men, 
he was solely influenced by a sense of their awful 

responsibility danger, and his own heavy »—Conse- 

quently, not, as the false teachers represented, by 
any human motives of personal interest. In the 
words subjoined the Apostle means, delicately 
and by implication, to solemnly attest, as before 
God, his sincerity, and the rectitude of his mo- 
tives, q. d. ‘ Moreover, we are made manifest to 
God, as so acting, from the sole motive of rescuin 
men from the wrath to come, and thus fulfilling 
a bounden duty on our part.’ On this sentiment 
the Apostle then engrafts (though with an in- 
crease of the obscurity already existing, occasioned 
by & no inconsiderable harshness of comparison) 
the sentiment, * But (or, yea) we trust also that 
we are in like manner made manifest [as so act- 
ing] to the satisfaction of the judgment of your 
conscience, your innate convictions, the esti- 
mates of your consciences respectively.—róy 
$ofor. The term may, as Commentators say, 
be used, in, for Tò pofßspåv, by wa 
of intimating the awful judgment of the Lord. 
But I am rather inclined to think, with Calvin, 
that the phrase elddéva: rév moPov Tov Kuplov 
is meant to denote ‘ the having a deep and reve- 
rential sense of our accountability to the Lord 
Jesus Christ.’ 

12. ob yap waduy, &c.] This is, as Calv. ob- 
serves, meant to anticipate an objection: * Why, 
if your views be so manifest to us, commend 
yourselves to us?’ The answer to which is: 
* Not so; for we are sot commending ourselves ; 
that is not our S 'AXAa ádoputfs— 
nue, ° but our intent in so speaking is to afford 
D matter for glorying in us; namely, that you 
ave been converted to Christianity by a true 

Apostle.—iva ixnre. Supply vs Ndyew, or 
kavxyücÜa:. The words tots iv TpocéTo 
Kavy., xal ov xapdia are meant to stigmatize 
the false teachers, who prided themselves on 
those external advantages, by which they excited 
the admiration of the multitude, neglecting the 
virtues of the heart, and the testimony of a good 
conscience. The yàp, absent from B, C, D. F, 
G, and 3 cursives, together with some Versions 
and Fathers, has been cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch. ; but on insufficient grounds, since it has 
internal evi in ite favour,—being more 
likely to have been put out of, than brought into, 
the text; and being, moreover, as ancient as the 
Alex. MS., and even as the time of Theodoret, 
—since, though not found in the feat of his Com- 
mentary, it has place in the Commentary itself. 
The reason for its being thrown out of the text 
was, I apprehend, that the Alexandrian Critics 
did not perceive its force ; which, however, will 
sufficiently ap from the connexion traced by 
me, after Cuv. 4 and Hyper. The Particle in 
question not unfrequently comes in after the ov, 
serving to introduce the negation to somo ques- 
tion put in the form of an objection. 
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13. sire iğirrnusv, &c.] Wo have here e 
Cal v. remarks), a concessio, or a speaking after the 
manner of his adversarics, making use, per mime- 
sin, of the term they employed. So that what is 
here said forms a sort of tacit reply thereto. It 
remains, however, to decide what is the exact 
force of the term ifiornuev. Some early 
Expositors, as Hyperius, and also Doddr., under- 
stand it to mean that he is transported beyond 
himself through zeal for God's glory. So Mark 
iii. 21, ZAeyow OTi éEdorn, and Acts xxvi. 24, 
Maivy, Ilave. This sense, however, is forbid- 
den by the antithetical term cwgpovovuey, which, 
from the context. can only mean, ‘ speaking mo- 
destly of himself,” as opp. to dpa elvai, xi. 16, 
and thus iior. must mean the reverse. And 
so it is taken by some ancient, and all the most 
eminent modern, Interpreters,—namely, to de- 
note ‘the exceeding due measure in self-com- 
mendation ;' a sense of the word tho more easy 
to be accounted for, since the phrase iFeornxévat 
TOU voU, or Qptver, or iuavrou (which last 

i in ZEschin. de Falsa Legat. sub 
éotny & luavrov), was often used to 

denote being a fool, which frequently carries the 
adjunct sense of boasting of oneself. Thus far in 
my former Editions. On attentive reconsidera- 
tion of the question, I am still, as before, of 
opinion that the — part of the sentence may 
very well be understood to denote ‘ erceeding due 
measure tm self-commendation ; and the latter 
what is the reverse, namely, ‘preserving due 
moderation in that respect.’ This view is, in- 
deed, not without its difficulties; thongh the 
are not so great as Billroth represents. It fails 
in the second clause of the sentence, by vielding 
a somewhat feeble sense ; yet the same objection 
attaches to the other mode of taking the words. 
Thus Dr. Peile, who embraces that view of the 
sense, expresses the meaning of the clause in 
question as follows: ‘If you believe that we are 
in our right mind, you must see it is for your ad- 
vantage that we are labouring.’ But thus the 
antithetic turn is spoilt. And, moreover, accord- 
ing to the above view of the sense of aw¢p., the 
words can only with propriety be rendered: ‘If 
we are in our right mind, it is for your advantage 
that we are so, namely, that we may the better 
be enabled to instruct you.’ Yet even thus the 
jejunences thus resulting is not removed. Perhaps 
the truth may best be attained by adopting the 
modified view of Hyper., according to which el 
cwpp. will signify, ‘if we are sober-minded, 
keeping within due bounds of zeal in our preach- 
ing for the salvation of our fellow-men, it is for 
you (i.e. for your advantage), —inasmuch as, in 
some cases, such a mode of ing ourselves 
better promotes the end in view.’ Accordingly, 
we may suppose that the Apostle in so doing acted 
on the same principle as that which induced him 
to * be ome all hinge to all men, that he might 
by all means [i.e. by the nse of all means of 
attaining the end in view, as to things indifferent] 

^ ^ € a ` 2 TÊ Urép avtav droÜavovr kai éyepÜévri. 16 n” flore nets awo 
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save some.” And surely manner, and even style, 
adopted in preaching, may be reckoned among 
the dd:aqopa. 

14. Here we have the ¿rd reason for his se 
doing, and that from a sense of gratitude for what 
he owes to Christ, as dying for him and all] men. 
— yap dyarn—rnuae. connexion may be 
traced as follows: ‘For your advantage [ L soy] ; 
for the love (or loving gratitude) we te 
Christ constraincth us (cvveGez, CEcumen.) (se 
to act in the promotion of his glory and your 
salvation ].' 

— «pivavras trovro, bri] * because we jadge 
this,” cquiv. to, ‘form this judgment of our rea- 
son for the bounden duty in question tbat.'— 
Els brip wavreay, ‘one in the place of, as a 
oe pt all, as making — for all.’ 
t is scarcely necessary to obeerve how strongly 

this text spe the doctrine of Universal 
Redemption; see 1 Tim. ii. 6. Heb. ii. 9. In- 
deed, as observes Bp. Bull, in his Exam. Cens, 
t unless Christ be understood to have died for eA, 
that foundation on whicb ministers of the Gospel 
build exhortations of this kind will be always 
uncertain, and very often false. Always uncer- 
tain, because it cannot be made manifest to men 
wko are the elect: very frequently false; se 
often,—namely, as it is used to the won-elect, 
who, on this ground of redemption, would not 
be held bound to live unto Christ, unless it were 
presupposed that Christ had really redeemed 
them. Finally, Christ himself could mot, in 
right of his own death (Rom. xiv. 9), claim 
supreme dominion over all and each, unless be 
had really died for all and every man.'— As re- 
spects the words dpa oi wdvret dwidavov, en 
carefully reconsidering what has been urged by 
Prof. Scholef. inst the Common Version, 
* then were all dead, I admit the force of bis 
objections; but I would render, not with the 
Professor, ‘then all died,’ but, with Dr. Peile, 
* then did all those die, viz., whoee substitute he 
was; in other words, ° were in no better condi- 
Hon bw dead men.’ See Rom. v. 12, 19. Eph. 
ii. 1, 3, 5. 

15. xal i*ip wavrey á&víÜarw, a} This 
seems meant to show the duty of the redeemed 
to be co-extensive with the purpose of Christ's 
death ; which was not only to deliver man from 
spiritual death, or perdition, but to restore him 
to the spiritual life which he bad lost in Adam; 
meaning to intimate that it is but just that the 
life so preserved should be devoted to the Pre- 
server. I would further observe, that the words 
are more closely connected with what precedes 
than is generally supposed. Render: * also he 
died for all,’ iva ol Cevres—Leciw, ‘im order 
that those who are alive from the dead, redecmed 
to life from spiritual death [in and 
sins unexpiated] should live" &c.— r@ owip— 
iyep8ivrs, ‘who died for their sins, and bath 
— oo [for their justification].' Cams, 

m. iv. 
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£ € ^ e ^ , ^ Aáfavros nuas éavro Ou ‘Inood 
16, The words of this verse aro, from the ex- 

treme flexibility of the terms, capable of several 
senses, among which the comnezion must deter- 
mine our choice, Now that is not, I think, as 
some have maintained, with ver. 12, but with 
the verse immediately preceding ; the Sera im- 
piringa conclusion from what went before ; q. d. 
* Such being the case, —since we owe every thiug 
to Christ, and ought to be all dead to the present 
life, —we regard no man in of any worldly 
advantage ; alluding probably to the false teach- 
ers, who prided themselves, and were esteemed 
by others, on account of some personal, external, 
and adventitious advantages, as having known 
Christ pereonally, or his relatives, or at least the 
Apostles in Judæa. See Calv. and Hyper. This 
sense of eldes recurs at 1 These. v. 12, and espec. 
at ] Cor. ii. 2, oë ydp ixpiva Tov aldivar i iv 
opui», el uù " 1ncoU» XpioTóy.—The next words, 
al ĉi xal lyrdxapar xatd capxa Xpiorop, 

d yuy ovx ET: ytvecKomey, contain, as Hy- 
per. remarks, a sentiment thrown in per occa- 
sionem ef obiter, for the pu of overturning 
the arrogant claims of the false teachers to supe- 
man on the score of having known Christ per- 
sonaliy. St. Paul says that he too had known 
Christ, altb he claims no glory on that ac- 
count; it being of littlo consequence whether 
any one has seen Christ in the flesh or not, so 
long as he does the duty enjoined on him by 
Christ; see more in Hyper. 

17. Sore al ris, el This is resumptive of 
what was said in the preceding Gore ueis dwd 
Tov yuy ovdiva: oldausv Kata capKa, and forms 
the second inference from vv. 14, 15, presenting a 
general maxim which constitutes, as Scott says, 
the standard of genuine Christianity.” From 

the brevity, however, with which it is expressed, 
the passage admits of being variously interpreted. 
From the nature of the passage, and the scope 
of the context, it is evident that ior: is here to 
be supplied ; i.e. ‘If any one is in Christ, he is 
a new creature; meaning, he is wholly changed, 
conformably to the new and spiritual religion of 
Chris:, which uires a renewal of the heart. 
Comp. Rev. xxi. 5, and note. By the expression 
being in Christ, 1 would understand not merely 
(as many have done) being grafted into the body 
of Christ by baptiem, but being really united to 
him in faith, love, and obedience.—The next 
words, Ta dpxata maple», loù yéyovs xad 
Td *TávTa, are probatory, and illustrative of 
xawh xTícu before, forming, as Calvin says, an 
t elogium ad extollendam erationem.' The 
w were probably f. on Isaiah xliii. 18, 
19. The mewness bere spoken of is not to be un- 
derstood in the limited sense assigned by many 
modern Commentators. As regarded the Jew, 
it would include an abandonment of all his /or- 
mer prejudices and narrow views ; an undergoin 
that great change of principles and feelings, whic 
may best be conceived by —— — 
the Dispensations of the Law and the Gospel. 
As en the Gentile, it would denote a still 

oL. IL. 

^ ` , € ^ Md Xptoro0, xai Sovros T Most 
greater change; implying a total abandonment 
of the errors of Ael. or Polytheism, and an 
abjuring of those —— principles which 
were generated by each of them. Finally, as 
regarded both, it implied a complete abandon- 
ment of sin, a renouncing the works of the flesh 
and the devil, a ceasing to live after the flesh, 
and a living henceforth after the Spirit ; a change 
so prent, that it might well be called xa:vh «ricis. 
—I am still of the same opinion as heretofore 
on the sense of these words, and must consider 
as inadmissible the rendering of Calv., Grot., 
and others, sif, or debet, and the Maine one of 
our Authorized Version; for the ellipsis fore 
is irregular. The right rendering is, 1 doubt not, 
that of the Pesch. Syr. Version, which supplies 
in each of the clausuls the word est, ‘ie; and 
the same was done by Pelagius and Ambrose, 
cited by Est. The senso then is, —' Whosoever 
(whatever person) is in Christ, he is a new cres- 
ture ;’ though for this some e the sense 
thus: * he is a new creation,’ i. e. * part of a new 
creation.’ See Billroth and Dr. Peile, who u 
in support of that mode of rendering, Gal. vi. 15. 
Eph. ii. 1—10. iv. 20—24. Col. iii. 9—11. But 
this, besides involving a change, to say the least, 
unnecessary, has far less of simplicity than the 
usual rendering ‘ creature’ (confirmed by the 
Greek phia which is, moreover, pre- 
ferable on the ground of its being capable of a 
wider acceptation than the other expression ; for 
to be ‘a neto creature’ is the same as being ‘a 
new man ;' what is expre:sed at John iii. 3, by 
yevimünvac ávesÜsy.. However, to * be ix Christ" 
muet mean, not only to be ' grafted into the body 
of Christ by ism, through faith,’ but ‘ to 
really be, through spiritual grace, * permanently 
dead unto sin and alive unto righteousness ;" in 
other words, ‘ to be renovated by the Holy Spirit 
to a new and holy life,’ such as is spent by faith 
in Christ (see St. Ambrose, cited by Est.) ; in 
short, ‘to be a justified believer ;' one who hath 
obtained the adoption of sons according to what 
we read in John i. 12, 6004 34 tAaBow avTà» [iv 
miota) idexey avTois ifovalay Tixva Oto 
avíaUa:. Seo also l John iii. 2, comp. with 
m. viii. 17. Gal. iv. 7; one who hath be- 

come united to Christ, he being one with Christ, 
and Christ one with him. 

18. rå dà wayra ix Tov Orov, &c., meaning, 
it would seem, to intimate the cause of the spi- 
ritual renovation effected by the Gospel; and 
that net er — — atren th, e by oe 
grace and s erived from alone. 
Ta Wavta we must understand all the com : 
nent parts of the thing in question, namely, 
spiritual regeneration by the Gospel. The next 
words advert to the means whereby it was 
effected. 
— ix ToU O10v] meaning, that ‘ it is by God, 

through the Spirit, that the regeneration in ques- 
tion is alone effected by God,” who, having re- 
conciled men to himself by Jesus Christ, thus 
made man a fit subject for this m 
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19. we õrı Oeds, &c.] This is further illus- 
trative, with amplification, of the Feeding aio- 
ject of reconciliation through Christ. me 
obscurity, however, here exists, occasioned partly 
by the peculiar idiom in we or: (best rendered 
quippe or nempe quod, literally, that is, namely, 
that), but chiefly by the harshness of the con- 
struction. Aes to the sense, there is no difficulty, 
a regards the words iy Xp:ore, which 
may be taken either with the preceding (and thus 
the meaning will be, that God reconciled the 
world to himself by me); or with the follow- 
tag, by which the sense will be, that God was in, 
i. e. united to, Christ, reconciling, &c. The latter 
mode is the more simple and natural; according 
to either view, the doctrine of Christ's divinity is 
strongly attested. Thus far in my former Edi- 
tions. On more mature consideration, I am now 
less inclined than before to give the preference 
to the ¿ater mode of interpretation, at least on 
the score of its greater simplicity and facility of 
construction, for that reason less force in St. 
Paul's writings than in most others. However, 
it seems best to reuder, ‘ God was reconciling the 
world to himself through Christ ;' which view is 
adopted by the Greek Fathers and Commenta- 
tors, the Pesch. Syr., Arabic, and Ethiopic Ver- 
sions, and by modern Commentators generally; 
"p this has been precem — ° the ground 
of its so aptly correspon to the preoedin 
and the followin words. "it is also ably min: 
tained by Billroth. The reason why the pers- 
phrastic form was here used in preference to the 
simple verb imperfect is well stated by Billroth 
thus: ‘ The — o» of in both 
these verses must inclu th forgiveness of sins, 
Justificution by fe, and the adoption A feo, 
See Gal. iv. 5, compared with Eph. i. 6 I 
would now interpret tdy <ócuoy, not ‘of the 
human race generally,’ because that would re- 
quire much qualification of the sense, and would 
be unsuitable to this passage: for, as observes 
Estius, ‘Scripture no where so speaks, as to say 
that God reconciles to himself those who shall sot 
believe tn kim ; and that he doce not impute to 
them their trespasses.’ I can by no means, with 
certain Commentators, understand by ‘ the world ° 
to be denoted ‘the persons out of the whole 
world, who are elected and predestinated to sal- 
vation.” I do not hesitate to adopt the view of 
Augustin, De Lyra, and Cajetan, that by «óc. 
is meant the ‘Church of Christ the 
world,’ that part of the world which is incorpo- 
rated in the body of Christ.—4 Aoy:{ousvor, 
“not imputing;’ as Rom. iv. 8, 4 oò wy Aoylan- 
"TG. Kopios duapríar. also oox ¿A ÀAoysty 
in Rom. v. 13.—0íusvos iv nuiv rèv à., lite- 
rally, ' putting into our hands ; i.e. committing 
to our trust.—Trór Aóyor Tit kar., ‘the message 

of reconciliation. —xaTaAÀAayss is a Genit. of 
ication. 

20. The ovw is very significant, an inference 
being now drawn from what bas been said ; q. d. 
‘In the exercise, then, of this office of recon- 
ciliation, we the Apostles are ambassadors on the 
part of Christ. The words following, ós—fjuer, 
are exegetical of iip Xp. Tp., and mean, that, 
in delivering the m they act on the part of 
God, and represent his person; and therefore 
Gop may be said by them to persuade, and 
CHRIST to entreat, when they address the ex- 
hortation, xaraAX\aynre TQ Osw, ‘embrace 
the means of reconciliation afforded to yon, 
through Christ, by God." 

21. òv yap un yvóvra, &c.] The yan has 
reference to what follows, as suggesting an espe- 
cial reason why they should hearken to the mee- 

of reconciliation; namely, that ‘he who sent 
it has been so benignant and merciful as to make,’ 
&c.—rTó» ui) yvorra auuptlay: a most signifi- 
cant designation of Christ, denoting ‘ the perfectly 
Holy and Righteous; or, as Theophyl. explains, 
avrodixatocuuny, Righteousness š In auap- 
thay imwoincey, the duaptiay is taken by many 
eminent Commentators to mean ‘a sin-offering,’ 
or a sacrifice by which he expiated our tran 
sions; and, as that sense is frequent in the pt, 
it is likely to be the one meant here. Other 
Interpreters, however, of not less note, take duap- 
thay for we duapr a, abstract for concrete, 
And thus the meaning will be, that enis k 
Christ was free from sin, be underwent the 
punishment of death, which is the consequence of 
sin: he was accounted as a sinner.’ And this is 
somewhat confirmed by the next clause, of which 
the sense is, ‘that we — beaccounted righteous, 
and justified through the redemption that is in 
Christ Jesus ;' ëÀixa,ocúy being for dixaseobdyree 
— l Cor. i. 30), and O:ov for mapa Osov. 

n either interpretation the doctrine of the 
Atonement is abundantly evident from this pas- 
sage: see Abp. Magee, lllustr. No. xx. viii., 
Bp. Bull's Exam. Cens. p. 39—43, and Dr. Is. 
Barrow's Sermons, vol. i. serm. 32. 

Vi. This Ch consists of two vv. 
1—10 (or 1—13), and v. 1]—ult.,, with the first 
verse of the following Chapter. 1. The Apostle, 
continuing his vindication of his ministry, shows 
with what faithfulness, zeal. charity, and patience 
be has discharged it, amidst all the afflictions and 
disgraces to which he has been subjected. Then, 
2, at vv. 11, 12, he desires, as a return for his 
ardent affection for them, a similar affection from 
them,—euch as should be evinced in abstaining 
from a certain practice which was contrary to 
Christian princi les, and must be destructive of 
their happiness hese, as well as endanger their 
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salvation hereafter ; — intermarrying with 
idolaters or unbelievers. In short, ver. 14—ult. 
seem to properly connect with the exhortation at 
ver. 1, * not to receive the of God in vain.” 
For vv. 3—10 seem to parenthetical, and 
meant to strengthen the force of the exhortation, 
by adverting to the character of thoee who gave 
it After desiring a proper return for euch 
devoledaese, the Apostle proceeds to notice the 
practice in question. 

l. evrep-yovrrss ĉi xai wapax.}] See note on 
1 Maé iii. 9, — l Thess. iii. 2, kon which it 
wi ourepyourrec is put for evvsp- 
oi deree, scil. rod Ores, which is to be taken 
m the immediately ing Osos, confirmed 

by the immediately subsequent rov Osov. This 
view of the sense has the support of (Ecumen., 
among the ancient, and, of the modern Commen- 
tators, of De Lyra, Cajetan, and Eat., which last- 
mentioned Expositor ably traces the connexion, 
and sets forth the general sense of the passage 
thus: ‘Cum Deus in Christo mundum sibi re- 
oonciliaverit, causam exhibendo sufficientem re- 
eonciliationis ejus ac justificationis in merito 
passionis Christi, nos apostoli, quibus a Deo 
datum est ministerium reconciliationis annun- 
tiande et exsequendsm, Deo co-operantes tam- 
quam ejus ministri, cum obeecratione vos exher- 
tamur.'—gq ele xsvdvn—diEaoGa: inae, meaning, 
* not eo to act, as that the of God, i. e. the 
gracious offer of reconciliation to God in the 
Gospel, shall have been received in vain,’ by 
your living unworthy of your holy ealling. In 
so rendering I have, I trust, represented the true 
force of the idiomatical phraseology in wapax. 
$ Sé—., which has almost all the trans- 

vs; in order to understand which, we must 
earefully notice the brevity of ion in mapa- 
xaXov utp—4)) d¢£ac8a, which seems to imply 
the omission of some intermediate verb, such as 
7posdípscÜai, ‘to conduct yourself, dore uà 
Si. (óé¿Eac@a for Ə(Eac ai), ‘so to act as that 
you shall not havo received it in vain.” The 
result denoted by ele xevoy is such as might arise 
as well from son- perseverance in fak once em- 
braced, as from failure to evince it by suitable 
Jruits in the life and conversation. senso 
which I have assigned to yápiw is confirmed 
by two passages supra, v. 18—21, and Tit. ii. 11. 

2. This is meant to adduce a reason why the 
gracious offer should not be rejected, or abused. 
And there is, as Theodor. remarks, great 
priety in the testimony cf prophecy being called 
in to strengthen admonition —Aiya yap, &c., 
° for He (i. e. God) saith ;' namely, in Isa. xlix. 8. 
Here 0:ós muet be supplied (as in Rom. xv. 10) 
from Osov in the ceelin verse ; not 7 ypaph, 
or wpopirys, as many recent Commentators 
suppose ; for such an ellipeis would be intolerably 
hareh ; whereas the other is regular, and confirmed 

the context of the of Isaiah ; for there 
is (as even the best Jewish interpreters ad- 

& 13. 33. 

mit) represented as saying to tlle Messiah, that 
the had heard his intercession, in bebalf of the 
Gentiles, in an ble or favourable time, 
and at the day of salvation (that destined for eal- 
n) * — pa succour — This 

ripture the Apostie in the next words les ; 
q.d. * And mind—now is the ac ie dee 
now is the day of salvation; the time is now 
come when God will fulfil bis promise respecti 
the salvation of the Gentiles through Christ; an 
that salvation is now offered by those, whose 
Divine mission is confirmed by signs, and won- 
ders, and mighty deeds; and is regarded as the 

time, or day of salvation, to all who 
seek an interest in the Redeemer's kingdom." 
With the expression xaipo Oro, which is ex. 
plained by the one occurring in the next clause, 
xaipós eimpogaóerros (* well accepted ge meant 
* the time for acceptance,’ rw. Seneca, 
Med. 1017, ‘ Meus dies est; — accepto uti- 
mur. This is further explained by the antithe- 
tical phrase jaipa cærnolas, * time of (i. e. suit- 
able for) deliverance.'—larfxoveá cov, *1 have 
hearkened, or listened, to thee;’ as Gen. xvi. 2, 
and 2 Chron. xiii. 20: the idea of listening being 
contained in the éwi, which denotes that the per- 
son not only hears, but turns his ear towards the 

„—and thus, as we say, ‘lends an car; 
implying a granting of the request. So Lucian, 
Timon 34, imdxovcas Tes só Xe. 

3. undepiav iv und. dcdovree wpock.}] This 
closely connecte with wapaxaAdouuey at ver. l, 
‘We you—we, I say, who give no offence,’ 
&c. For the participle may be resolved into a 
verb and relative; a view confirmed by Theophyl., 
Theodor, and the Arab. Version, and some of 
tho most eminent modern Expositors ; who are 
agreed that the Apostle is not speaking (as seve- 
ral Commentators, espec. Mackn., suppose) of 
the Corinthians themselves (as if these were 
exhortations or prec of a holy life), but of 
himself and Timothy ; though, indeed, it comes 
to the same thing; since, as Theophyl. points 
out, dv Tás: dinyhoews cuuPovrArves Twa xal 
abroi rode avrév ddepwcty.—The Apostle then 
proceeds most earnestly to remind them of Ais 
most meritorious conduct in the ministry, and 
his unsparing sacrifices for their spiritual benefit, 
as an : reason why they should not re- 
ceive the grace of God in vain. sense is, 
E laying no stumbling-block* (wpéexouya, Rom. 
xiv. 15) in the way of Christians, by which any 
one might be sh in his religious faith, or 
turned from it, or by which the ministry might 
incur censure, and become less efficient. ITpoe~ 
xowh is put, by metony my, for * cause of offence’ 
or ‘falling;’ i.e. ‘giving no occasion for con- 
temning and rejecting the Gospel.’ By ñ &iaxo- 
vía understand the above ‘ ministry of reconcilia- 
tion,” ‘ the office of preaching the Gospel,’ men- 
tioned supra ver. 18, and soequiv. to ‘our ministry.’ 

4. — davroée] ‘manifesting, ap- 
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proving ourselves as; which figurative sense 
arises out of the proper one of placing together ; 
here implying the j ition of two things for 
the purpose of showing their co ive stre or 
value.—'Qs O. &áxovoi. Supply dvree; q.d. 
* evincing ourselves to really be persons entrusted 
with a Divine legation.’ The postle then pro- 
ceeds to state the com of this his 
general Apostolic conduct; and that in a manner 
the most pathetic and impressive; with which 
comp. the parallel infra xi. 21—28, 
* forming conjointly (to use the words of Canon 
Tate, Cont. Hist. 159) a splendid enumeration 
of particulars which, —unparalleled, as, from their 
nature, they must ever — bo ranked amon 
the very mignet examples of the sublime an 
pathetic.’ have now pointed as I have, since 
T v@ouovyg isto be connected, not (as it is done 
by most editors) solely with the following con- 
text, nor, stictly speaking, a£ all; but rather 
with the CuvmatmvTes éavroue: for, 
as Thom. Aquin. points out, ‘the Apostle bere 
purposes to set forth how we ought to approve 
oursel ves —— art gga first, oe y, iv 
U*ouovp, then speciall the other terms.” 
And this is confirmed by Calv., Bucer, Hyper., 
and Est., who are agreed that voy. is a general 
term, placed first, as being intended to be referred 
to all the particulars which follow in the subse- 
quent enumeration, and denoting, in a general 
way, ‘a patient endurance’ of the various afflict- 
ing trials and tribulations specified in the words 
fo owing; tc ‘by the exercise of faith. with 
patience.’ This view, by which 4v vsoyuovg is 
taken for àr ó*ouovüs (comp. infra xii. 12), 
affords, I apprehend, the only clue to unravel 
the difficulty which otherwise exists, and to make 
what were otherwise confused, clear and intelli- 
gible. And thus the particulars following need 
not be regarded (as they have been by most 
Commentators) merely as synonymous expres- 
sions, forming together a complication of evils in 
general ; but they are to be considered specially, 
as meant to be distributed into groups, forming a 
beautiful gradation. The several evils here enu- 
merated, form, I apprehend, ires classes, each 
composed of three particulars. In the first we 
have iv 0X ipeo, dy dvayxate, ty oTvoxwpl- 
aie, ‘in a ions; in necessities; in pinchi 
distresses ;' where there seems to be a climax; 
comp. infra xii. 10, and Rom. viii. 85. So Ben- 
æl pithily remarks: ‘In preseurie complures 
went vie, eed difficiles; in necessitatibus, una 

difficilis; in oravoyespiace, nulla." 
5. As the foregoing trials were, more or lese, 

the results of indirect persecution, so the next 
group, iv wAnyais, iv «vXakois, iv dxaTacTa- 
Gía:c, represents the effects of direct persecution. 
Of these the first needs no comment ; the second 
— is illustrated by a passage of Clemens 

manus, who mentions St. Paul as ¿mTé&<xiue 
diopa hopicas: as to the third, áxaracacía:s, 
it may best, I now think, with Dr. Peile, be 

rendered ‘ tumulte,’ meaning ‘riots,’ or ‘ uproars ;’ 
such as Paul was assailed with at Iconium, 
Lystra Philippi, Thessalonica, Corinth itself, 
Ephesus, and Jerusalem. ‘ Unsettled circum- 
stances of life,’ by being. from tumults and per- 
secutions, driven from place to place into a sort 
of exile,—the misery of which from 
Paul's connecting it, at ] Cor. iv. 11, with en- 
durance of hunger, thirst, and nakedness: ma- 
vouer kal Óujepuas, xai Lir pd residuis 
ácTaToUutw, kai koTimuty ipyatóutvot Tate 
Idiace xspot: which passage, indeed, is a good 
comment on the present; and hence it 
that xóro:s here must be chiefly understood of 
his labours at his trade (hough partly of those in 
travelling, mostly on foot); and »nerslacs, of 
that insufficient support which labours so inter- 
rupted by his Apostolical duties could alone be 
expected to supply. 'Awpvríais seems to refer 
to the abridgment of his rest by night, to make 
up for the time expended by day on his evange- 
lical laboure. 

6, 7. To the above statement of the afflictions 
endured is here subjoined another of the virtues 
n eet i — — — the 

irit, in the severe school of adversity. vó- 
anve, ‘by purity and sanctity of lifo.'—Of ¿y 
waca: the sense is uncertain. As the Apostle 

is generally admitted to be here speaking of the 
ical virtues, there is much to countenance 

the opinion of Calvin and many recent Commen- 
tators, that *véc.ie denotes a ical knowledge 
of religion, such as shows itself in actions: a sense, 
fated. very suitable to the context, but which 
involves considerable harshness. As, however, 
the Apostle here intermixes with practical virtues 
some particulars which cannot be referred to that 
Osee) it iv rex boat dyi sna gs Qusa 

sot), it may tter to understan bos: of 
the cultivation of Divine kx ; that wiedom 
from above, which James iii. 17, associates with 
purity and the other Christian virtues here speci- 
fied; and St. Peter (2 Epist. i. 5) bids his con- 
verts to ‘add to their fasth ;' what St. Paul, infra, 
viii. 7, associates with 9ícr:s, and at l Cor. xii. 
and xiii. enumerates among 'the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit’ See more in Estius.—ir» paxpo- 
Ovuia and iv ypncTórwT: seem to have refer- 
ence to the of exercising the ministry in 
question, —namely, by patience and forbearance 
towards those who oppose themselves, and by a 
general bemignity of disposition, as contrasted 
with starched austerity. —i» Ilysúua+Te dyi 
must be understood of the vare of the Holy 
Spirit. Thus the sense will be, ‘by evincing 
those dispositions produced under the influence 
and aids of the Holy Spirit” Here it would 
seem the Apostle intended, in the words ¿y 
Ilveópn. dyiw—iv duvduac Osov, to further illus- 
trate what he had before said at ¿y yraca, iv 
paxpod., i» xpyo. ; meaning to intimate, that 
the knowledge to be cultivated is Divine and 
inspired knowledge, and therefore emphatically 
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the Word of truth : also that the forbearance and 
benignity practised is to be genuine undissembled 
love to man for the sake of God; not like the 
hypocritical and self-interested love of false 
teachers. Comp. Rom. xii. 9. 2 Tim. i. 5. 
l Pet. i. 22.—The next particular, iv dvedues 
Ozov, is variously interpreted. It may (with 
the — ah the earlier moderne) be — 
stood o mi supernatu enjo y 
the Apostles and Tien, and ibus sassa intended 
to com the idea before represented by iv 
&yío llysóp. But it would rather seem to de- 
note that operation of inspiring influence enjoyed 
by the — wi. r. Henderson (on 
nspiration, applies the term éxvigoralion, 

* whose Bini a (he observes) strengthened their 
mental powers, giving expansion to the under- 
standing, quickness to the perception, vividness 
to the imagination, vigour to the memory, and 
solidity to the judgment.’ Upon tbe whole, 
however, I prefer the view of Calv., Hyper., and 
Est, who take duvdues Osov to denote ‘the 
power of doing all thinge with a certain authority 
and majesty,’ by the exercise of a power imparted 
by God (1 Cor. ii. 5) of so doing all things, that 
it may be seen that God ‘ie of a truth with the 
doer by his grace and heavenly benediction.’ 
This view I find supported by the authority of 
Theophyl. The words following, da T&v 
w) ev, &c., v.7, are intended to suggest the 
means by which the dusvau:s Osov above spoken 
of was made effectual. Comp. Eph. vi. 10—12. 
Now these are, in that e, called the 
ply of God, and there military figure is ex- 

into an allegory. Here the spiritual arme 
are not partscularized, yet the terms ro» deEscov 
wai dpior. are very we, referring to 
the complete armour and arms, on both sides— 
right and left—by spear and shield, with which 
the cordirns, or completely-armed soldier, was 
furnished, who was thus said to be duqidézior, 
as having weapons both of offence on the right 
and of defence on the left: @uAaxripia and 
kuvvrýpia. So Bengel well observes, ‘ per arma 
offensiva quum Jloremus, defensiva quum 

us. And such the Christian soldier has 
need of, since the attacks of his great spiritual 
Foe are right and left; in fact, on every side. 
The sense implied in ĉ:xarocévns is this :— We 
employ no other arms than those of righteousness ;* 
meaning, as Calv. explains, ‘a conscience, 
and a holy life.’ These were the arms employed 
by the great Apostle, who recommends their use 
to us: and how nobly did he use them! In the 
words of Theodoret, ob-rs d0—a atrdv imjgpav, 
oTi drinla xariveyxey’ oox supupia idion- 
oss, ov dvo nula fvlacey’ &dXd ta T&v ivar- 
Tío» 0ds0op», áuaTáBA Tos ipecve. 

Here the reference to the circumstances, 
under which they employed the armour of right- 
eousness, passes into a sort of description of the 
situations in which they did all this; and that 
w way of contrasting their real character with 
at which their calumniators ascribed to them; 

and showing, as Theodor. says, in some other 
respecta, their real, as compared with their re- 

puted situation; by which, indeed, it might 
pear that their life was made up of — 
though not real, contradictions. 

8. dia ĉóns xai áriuías, dia vopnuias xal 
sb$nuías] Here Pid, as I long ago pointed out 
in my Recens. Syn., denotes, Bothe means, but 
the medium, through which; and it may be ren- 
dered ‘amidst.’ Availing himself of this sugges- 
tion (which I was tho first to make), Mr. Alf. 
observes, * that, ‘hus understood, these two pairs 
[the latter an exegetical parallelism to the for- 
mer] will form an easy transition from instru- 
mental, through medial, to the ive charac- 
teristics which follow.’ It is well beerved b 
Theophyl. (after Chrys.), that dveqnpia is i 
to be borne by the generous and virtuous mind, 
Ung Bebe than bodily tortures; these affecting 
the dody only, but those pressing, with their whole 
weight, on the semd. Calv. makes tho same 
remark. 
— dx wAdvot, kal &d\nOsie, &c.] After rAd- 

vot supply dvras, to match the Participles in the 
clauses following, where the xai is for xairou, 
corresponding to the da at xaíporr:t and aXov- 
TÍ(orT«s, q. d. ‘Our adversaries represent us as 
impostors, but falsely; we are real ambassadors 
from God.’ Thus, as Alf. observes, ° from speak- 
ing of repute Paul passes to the character of the 
repute, — namely, by way of explanation and 
illustration ; this Chrys. and Theophyl. well 
saw, when they remarked, Tovro ioriw 0 elme 
Ca óva na. Kai sign. TAdyor was, no doubt, 
the term ee to Paul and the other Apostles 
by their adversaries, the Pagan pricsts and the 
ewish Rabbis, as it had formerly been done b 

the Scribes and Pharisees to Jesus, Matt. xxvii. 
63. And no wonder; since it was the ordinary 
term to denote an impostor, used by Joseph. and 
the later Clase. writers. By dyvoovmsvor is 
meant obscure persons; lit. ‘whom nobod: S 
‘ nobodies ;' and by ¿muyuwcxdnsyo, ‘w 
known as the dispensers of spiritual good.’ In de 
dwobyñoxowvrae, &c. ver. 9, there is an Oxymo- 
ron, the sense being ‘ near to death, devoted to 
death by our enemies,’ See l Cor. xv. 31.—xai 
loù, gonn, ‘and yet, strange to say, we live.” 
Here Grot. compares the Latin verse, ‘Semper 
casuris similes, nunquamque cadentes.'—wardeu- 
, 

ó nad is by many eminent tinm inentetore ex- 
ained pusished, or the magistra 

i: in Luke xxiii. 16, 22. But that ‘cass ti iui 
what frigid, and the word is better interpreted 
(with all the ancient and most modern Commen- 
mom ‘chastened,’ viz. by the Lord, in his 
fatherly correction; with allusion, perhaps, to 
Ps. cxvii. 18, Sept., maidevwv iwaldrvet us ò 
Kópios" ræ òè Qaya ob wapidwxi pe. And 
so 1 Cor. xi. 82, xpivouevos dà. bed Kupiov, 
watéevoueba, where see note. Thus the sense 
is: ‘ We are permitted to fall into these tribula- 
tions, as ings for our in the end.’ 
See Heb. xii.6. The reflection in the words 
following, œe Avwrovpevor, &c. (v. d naturally 
arises ont of the preceding; q. d. * [Under these 
afflictions and corrections] we seem to be suffer- 
ing grief, and are thought the most unhappy of 
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2 CORINTHIANS VI. 10—13. 

Sevopevot, kal uù Oavarovpevor 10 Qç Avrovpevor, dei 06 yai- 
povres" de Trwyol, ToXXoUs; 5é TXovr(tovres" as pHndey ExovTes, 

11 Tò cropa pav avéwye Tpós Upáe, KopivO, 4 xapdla 
ich.7.3% NUP METAATUVTAI ! 12 ioù grevoyopeiaÜe èv uiv, arevoyo- 
11Cor.414 pelaOe Sé év trois amdryyvois py. 'Wirny 68 abri» avti- 

men ; yet, in fact, we are rejoicing in the testi- 
mony of a good conscience, and in the consola- 
oo E. P aking [spiritually] rich 

. WAouTNYovrae] ° making [spiritually] rich.” 
—My»diy txovras ; Le š ewig nothing Abs wo 
can call our own, so property. —Kai wavra 
xatéxovres, i.e. ‘and [yet] possessing all things 
{essential to our real happiness]; and, in the pro- 
mises of the Gospel, what must infinitely out- 
weigh all that world can give; even the 
boundless riches of glory in the beavenly in- 
heritance. 

11—13. The difficulty complained of in these 
verses has partly arisen from not attending to 
their — and partly from inattention to the 
nature of the metaphor in wewAatuvra: and its 
antitheton oravoy. As respects the former, the 
Apostle’s intent is,—Ist, to apologize for lan- 
guage which might seem to savour of egotism, 
and involve somewhat of reproach to the persone 
addressed; 2. under the expression of tender 
affection, to convey a delicate reproof to them 
for the want of a due return. See Chrys., Theo- 
phyl., and Theodor. He tells them, that he has 
spoken thus frankly, from his strong affection for 
them, and his desire to promote their spiritual 
good. It is the warmth of his affection that has 
caused him to speak out, as he has,—and to pour 

in 

the preceding — stream of fervid elo- 
w the preceding verses, 

ll. ù xapdia juv *TiTAáTurTa:] In the 
metapbor here employed we may obeerve an 
almost philosophic exactness; the effect of joy, 
affection, and unreserved confidence being to un- 
loose the tongue (see Ps. xl. 8. cxxvi. 2. Acts 
ii. 26), and expand the heart, which therefore 
feels as it were enlarged ; while, under the con- 
trary feeling, the tongue seems chained, and the 
heart tightened and contracted. See Hyper. Thus 
the full sense is,—' I pour forth my whole soul.’ 
So Theophyl., 5j 0£pun Ts àyámy9 TÒ cTóua, 
pou avoiyst, kai TH» Ka pov imAdrvyvs. 
The Apostle, however, as Chrys. observes, makes 
use of this profession of affection for them, in 
order to intimate their want of a due mutual 
dyda» for him. This is couched in the words 
following:—ov aorevoywpsiocOs iv iptv, &c., 
meaning, ‘our affection for you is not contracted, 
but your affection for us is straitened and con- 
tracted, — where the term oravoywprtcba is 
highly suitable; since any one who is hated is 
sald to have no in our affections. Comp. 
Arrian, Epict. i. 25, ob saute orevoywpiav 
wapiyers, d. gauróy ÜNieis—xdÜoXop ào 
ixsivou utuvnao Ti &avToUs 0XíBousv, davrovs 
cTtvoxepouuts. l need scarcely say that 
ow\ay xv. here (as at vii. 15) denotes the tender 
affections, as being supposed to be seated in the 

heart ; a use which has been thought Hebraistic, 
though it is of frequent occurrence in the Greek 

ians.—'(Qe tixvore Aéye suggests the 
ground of the claim,—namely, oa the score of 
J paternity, By this pathetic appeal to 
their hearte, the Apostle endeavours to draw 
their attention to some serious admonitious 
which he had to address to them. 

13. T)» 88 abri» dyrimioð.] The sense is, 
* Be ye also thus enlarged as to your affections 
for us, according to (i.e. by making) that equal 
return of affection which is due to us :' in which 
words he shows how this ardent desire to serve 
them might by them be made moat effectual to 
their benefit,—namcly, by making a due return, 
and following his example : and as kis heart was 
expanded in affection towards them, so should 
theirs be to him, by opening their minds to hie 
salutary counsels; which he proceeds to give 
them in the remaining verses of this chap., and 
in the first of the next, containing earnest ex- 
hortations to scparation from unbelief, and im- 
urity in general; accordingly, at vv. 14—16, 
e especially adverts to the reason why they 

should abstain from intimacy with heathens, 
and that in a popular way ; q.d. * There is not 
the idem — idem — no — of 
sentiment or ing: as being opposites, they 
can by no means unite: q.d. between be- 
i up unbelievers € can be — con- 
geniality of scntimeat or feeling; as being 

Mes, they can no more unite than things the 
most he us. In short, the connexion of 
these words with the foregoing context, and the 
course of thought in the Apostle's mind, is well 
stated by Billr. thus: * The whole of the high- 
wrought discourse in vv. 4—]0 was occasioned 
by tho Apostle's desire to appear before the 

orinthians as pure as possible, and thereby to 
enforce upon them his example. Inspired by 
the majesty of his office, which crowned him 
with honours even amid the most humiliating 
sufferings, and with the [abiding] consciousness 
that to this office all his powers were dedi 
he had allowed his words free course, and had 
opened his whole heart to his Corinthian read- 
ers. This gave him occasion once more to re- 
mind them of his close iow to them, and to 
pray them to receive bim into their heart, even 
as he had received them into kis; vv. 11—13. 
And now he returns to the admonitions given in 
vv. 1,2. As there it is said, in geo torme, 
that they ought to strive to show that they had 
not received the of God in vain; so here 
also it appears better to take the directions of the 
Apostle in as general a sense as possible, and to 
understand the words not merely of participation 
in what had been offered to idols, but of asy par- 
tial relapse into heathenism (either in doctrine, 
or in walk, or in rag occasioned by [too] free 
intercourse with the The unsuitable- 
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ness and injuriousness of such intercourse the 
Apostle first sets forth under the figute of two 
animals unequally yoked.” 

l4. ph yivecte itepoy. dwicro:s] The dif- 
ference of opinion, which existe as to the sense of 
this injunction, has chiefly arisen from inatten- 
tion to the nature of the metaphor under which it 
je couched. Now (vyós denotes the beam of a 
balance, or steelyard ; and oraQuce irepo{uyus 
was applied to a steelyard that pulls one way, formula 
when it should draw equal. The sense, however, 
thence deduced is harsh and unsuitable, and it is 
better, with most ancient and modem Commen- 
tators, to derive the word from irepos and Tvyós, 
a yoke, Thus éTspotvyíw will denote * to draw 
on the other side of a yoke with another,’ ‘ to be 
a yoke-fellow.’ And the sense will be, * Do not 
maintain any close connexion or intimate society 
with unbelievers.’ So in Lev. xix. 9 the term 
is used of he cous animals; and at 1 Macc. 
i 15 we have i(eó yOuc«» Tois 8Üvecip.. The 
Apostle did not intend hereby to forbid all com- 
munication with them; which would have been 
impracticable. See l Cor. v. 10, 11. Some, in- 
deed, suppose the chief purpose of this injunction 
to be to forbid marriage with heathens. But 
that view does not well suit with what follows, 
which rather alludes to close society and intimacy. 
Bee Theophylact. At the same time, marriage 
may be thus said to be, à fortiori, virtually for- 
bidden ; and considering that the marriage bond 
was, in the idioms of all languages, represented 
under the metaphor of a yoke, or pole, to which 
draught cattle are harnessed together, there can 
be little doubt that, while he dissuaded from 
íntimale society, he meant also to condemn mar- 
riage with heathens.—ríc koivevía dori póc 
exóros; Wetst. here compares Philo, t. ii. p. 
56, 29, tit ctv xoiwwovía To0s 'AvoAXwya Tw 
unir olxrioy ñ cuyyevic imireTideuxori; 
wonld add, Aristoph. Thesm. 137, tle dai xar- 
ó*Tpov kal ipove xoiwwvia ; and Epicharmus 
ap. Stob, p. 501, 4, rís yàp xaro*Tpo xai 
Tupia xoweoria ; 

15. By Xptore and BeAlap the systems of 
virtue and of vice are, as it were, personified. 
Bediap is from the Syriac 53, and that from 
the Hebr. 5543, wi (derived from *5 not, 
and Sy use, treul, lit. signifying that which Fare 
rot, but injures), which word occurs in 1 Sam. 
xxv. 25, and ís applied (abstract for concrete) to 
denote xaT' iE£oy?)» the Evil Spirit, Satan, as 
the Pesch. Syr. renders it. 

16. id èi she fri ibd &c.] idi ie oin 
ous signifies properly a putting together. It shou 
be here pondered: Doç — or ugreement, but 
community, or ‘connexion ; q. d. * What has a 
temple to do with idols and their worship ?'— 
The words following, busie yàp—TesvTos, are 
Slustratite of the preceding; the image of a 

being transferred to Christians: q. d. * For 
e —— are [each of you] a templo + as 
i . Hi. 16, 17. vi. 19. Comp. Hierocles, in 

Aur. Carm. p. 24, «ai vaóp sls bwodoyiy rou 
OsoU berde Tov &avroV Wapacxevacarte vovv. 
The oue may, however, be understood of the 
whole Christian Church, considered as a temple ; 
as in Eph. ii. 20, 21. The epithet Yovroc is 
applied to JEHOVAH, as denoting a real and 
existing Being, in opposition to the pretended 
gode of the heathens, which were but stocks and 
stones. The words xaOwe simsy ò Oeòe are a 

9 ication. The Apostle means to 
argue, that the ancient promises of God, to dwell 
among his pepe Israel, and to be their God, 
were now, by the Gospel covenant, renewed to 
believers, and belonged 1 peculiarly to them. In 
this quotation there is some alteration in the 
words, but no change of sense. Verse 16 is taken 
from Levit. xxvi. 11, 12; and the alteration is, 
fn fact, no more than a change of the person.— 
rou c iv abrois. In the New Test. the Verb 
ivoixies is frequently used of God's fizing kis 
seat, ‘taking up his habitation’ in some chosen 
spot,—such as Mount Sion. Accordingly, with 
that sense it carries the adjunct notion of his 
‘defending and blessing’ that favoured spot. 
Moreover, the gracious presence of the Lord with 
his people on earth is denoted by his dwelling 
with them. See Ps. ix. 1], and Is. lvii. 13. Tho 
term ie here employed figuratively, to denote the 
Divine id, and blessing. Ver. 17 is 
taken from Isa. lii. ]], 12, and the general mean- 
ing of the prophet is correctly represented ; at 
least according to the mystical sense, which some 
of the best Jewish Commentatore admit. See 
Bp. Lowth in loc.—A éys« Kopios is an insertion 
of the Apostle. Here sEéA¥ere ix uácov, àpo- 
pícÜUnTe, and áxaÜaprov un dw £005, form one 
and the same sentiment, expressed by three 
enunciations, first, direcily, then by implicution. 
The two first, however, are so closely connected, 
as to form, in fact, but one: q. d. i£sA0óvTic 
ádop. ; and it may be doubted whether uy dv. 
¿<a0. should be taken — of intercourse 
with Pagane, or literully, of abstaining from tho 
use of any thing impure, as idol- meats. The lat- 
ter view is preferable: but the former may be 
admitted as a secondary sense, for (as Grot. ob- 
serves) * the wiser Jews supposed the probibition, 
not to touch unclean animals, meant also of ab- 
stinence from society with idolaters. Yet it is 
not to be confined to that, but understood to 
denote also ín any wa ing their idol- 
atries, since thet would imply & sort of partici- 
pation in them, which could not fail to commu- 
nicate a moral defilement (uoAvauódv mveúparos), 
like that of contagious disease by the touch, and 
rove a grievous hindrance to their ‘ perfecting 
oliness in the fear of the Lord, vii, 1. By the 
hrase elodsEouar vuds is denoted ‘ reception 
* the close union with God, contained in the 
spiritual adoption of sons: see Gal. iv. 5. Eph. 
i. 5. Rev. xxi. 7. Verse 18 is supposed, by Dr. 
Burton, not to be taken exactly from any passers 
of the Old Test, but to have reference to the 
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yass Oeod dore Yavros, kaÜdx« elev 6 Geos “Ore évouksjo c 
év avrots, kai éumrepsratyce kal ~copas avTÓv 

mian. Meds, xal aíToi écovral pot raose Y" dió é£éXOere 
ch. 7. 1. èx pécov avtav kal adoplaOnre, (Aéye Kúpios,) xal 

axa@dptov pn ámTeoÜ0e Kayo eicdéEopat vpas, 
^ ^ 2 

njej, 180 kai copa Upiy eis TaTépa, Kal gets čoeohé pot 
Ren eis vioùs kal Ouyarépas, réyei Kópios mavtoxpáTæp. 
achas VIT. 1 aTaúras obv éyovres tas émayyenias, damrrol, xaÜa- 
ohn 8. š. piompev ¿aurous amo Tawvros poXva uo TAPKOS xai TVEVPLATOS, 

eritedoovres aywwouvny év doh eo. 

vert 
general declarations made by Jehovah concerning 
srael in various parts of Scripture, namely, Seri , 

Exod. iv. 22, 23. Jer. xxxi. 1—9. Hos. i. 9, 10° 
But the words bear as strong a resemblance to 
2 Sam. vii. 14, as those of the preceding verse do 
to Isa. lii. 11,12. There is no more than the 
same change of person, for application sake; and 
the words Aéya: Kéóptos and warroxparwp are 
taken from ver. 8 of the same chapter, which 
surely fires the reference of the foregoing words. 
The words eledifoua: opas in the last clause of 
ver. 17 are not found totidem is in the 
of Isa. lii. 11; but the sense (‘I will receive you 
into my favour’) has been thought implied in 
the words at ver. 12 of the same chap., ò ir- 
cuvdyer Uuac ò O:iós 'l. Yet the metaphor 
there—derived from ‘bringing up and closing 
the rear guard of a retreating army '—is here 
quite unsuitable. Accordingly, l prefer to sup- 

with some eminent interpreters, that the 
expression eledéEouat ùuâe is formed on Jer. 
xxxii. 37, 38, where the term used by the Sept., 
ouvaye, and intended to express the force of the 
Hebr. pap, —denoting ‘ the drawing together’ of 
the Jews, by bringing them back to their own 
country and the Temple of their God,—may well 
imply their ‘ being received, and becoming again 
God's people ; as it is expresely said in next 
verse, ‘they shall be my le, and I will be 
their God ;` where the words of the Sept., Zcovral 
pot als Xaoy «al (aouat avrois sle Osóy, may 
well have suggested the words following of the 
Apostle here, £coua: Sutv sle watipa, xai Susie 
loob por sle vloóv. However, I doubt not 
that he had likewise in mind the kindred passage 
of Zeph. iii. 19, 20, rù» awewcuivny (i. e. Jeru- 
salem personified as the Jewish p alodio- 
Mar—xal iv te Katpw Stay elodétouat Unas 
* adducam vos,’ as the Vulg. renders; the lite 
sense being, * bring you unto myself; i.e. * restore 
you to your filial relation to me, your Father and 
our God.’ "This is confirmed by the last words 
dyes Kipios x., thus corresponding to the last 

words in the parallel of Zeph., Aiye 
Kupsor. Paul adds wavroxp., a designation of 
the Almighty, as being a not unusual adjunct to 
— ¿ys Kipios. See 2 Kings vii. 8. 
1 Chron. xvii. 7. Jer. v. 14. xxxii. 14. Amos 
v. 97. Nahum ii. 18. Hag. i. 2, 5,7. Zech. i. 3, 
4, 14, 16, 17, and often in that book and Malachi, 
and formed on the Hebr. rea imp. The term 
very often occurs in the Apocalypse, 

$* Xepjcare jas ovdeva ndicnocapev, ovdeva épbeipaper, 

VII. After having adduced the ords of 
ipture to inculcate this important truth, and 

comforted them with the ise therein at- 
tached to its observance, the Apostle proceeds 
to subjoin an earnest exbortation—and that in 
the way of ixference from what has been before 
said—as to the — of those ‘ who are ac- 
cepted in the Beloved.’ With t to the 
scope of the argument, the Apostle here means 
to intimate (as Calvin remarks) that ‘ promises 
ere not only to them encouragements to serve 
God, but contain an implied contract on hie part 
to save them.” 

1. ravras ovv Exovrer Tas iwayy., nete] 
In this verse, which (like that of 1 Cor. xi. 1 
ought not to have been ted from the fore- 
going chapter, the Apostle (as Billr. remarks 
returns to tbe injunction with which he 
commenced, ch. vi. ‘Since, then, we have such 

mises (and now is the accepted time of their 
nlfilment), let us not render ourselves unworthy 

of God's by the defilement of our bodily 
or spiritual life. s WavTot » i.e. not 
only from the defilements of idol-meata, and 
idolatrous society, but from every sort of defile- 
ment. By mor. capads are denoted the pollu- 
tions of the sensual appetites, as exhibiting the 
outward e ion of sin by the body, in word 
as well as deed; by pod. vap. the pollutions 
of the passions, as shown in the inward workings 
of sin in the imagination and affections, involve 
ing all such thoughts as lead to evil actions. 

is view I find supported by the authority of 
Theophvl., who takes sod. wysduares as stand- 
ing for mor. vyvxsis, i.e. Ter» puTapey Aoyiw- 
uer, those evil — which lead to evil 
actions, or at any rate defile the man (the soul of 
man), as our says, Matt. xv. 18, which 
passage was prob. in Paul's mind.—ia:reXovrres 
d'yieoc., ‘striving to bring our holiness els rzXor, 
by seeking entire conformity to the law of God." 
— Ev» poBe Gaov, i.e. ‘from reverence to his 
authority and fean of his displeasure ;' as in Acts 
ix. 4M. Rom. xiii. 7. Eph. v. 21: thus inti- 
meting the great influential principle by which 
men are led to cultivate such a purity, —namely, 
‘the fear of the Lord,’ by which ‘men depart 
from evil,’ Prov. xvi. 6. 

2. The Apostle now makes a transition from 
what is doctrinal, and has reference to Christians 
in general, to what is personal, and particular to 

. himself; and resumes what he was saying supra 
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ovdeva érdeovertncaper. Š ° OÚ pos Katdxpiow Aéyar Tpo- ce. u- 
elpnxa yap, ott èv rais xapŠíaiç ruv oTe, eis TO avvazroÜaveiy 
xai ovt. * 4 IIAN} pos rappnaía pos bas, 7roXNj poe Kav- 
nois vTép Luar TendAypwpas TH TWapaxdyoe, Ureprrepiaaev- 

d ch. 1. 14. 

opat TH yapg émi máoy TH 0XNyer uy. 5 ° Kal yàp, éAOovrov Acts 16. 19, 
nov eis Maxedoviav, ov0epiav čoyneev Qveou À càp£ rjuáv, 

vi. 13, in nearly the same words; yepicars 
Suç being (as Calv. says) equiv. to rAaTuvOnrs. 
8o yl. explains it: éé£ac0s nude wAa- 
Tiet, cai mi) cTavoyepiicÓs iy juv. Thus 
the sense is, ‘Give us, I say, an enlarged place 
in your affections.” The next words suggest that 
there is no reason why they should sof do so; 
since he deserves to hold that place in their affec- 
tions, not having been guilty of any such conduct 
as alienates the affections of a people from their 
minister. "'Hóix. is a general term, and iq0sípa- 
pav and ds asov. are particular ones; the former 
is usually explained of corrupting any one's reli- 
gious principles; and the latter, of coveting his 
property. But I am rather inclined to with 
many of the best Commentators of the last cen- 
tury, that ood. idl. means, ° we have not wasted 
your substance,’ and ovd. ¿zÀ soy. ‘we have not 
Ma A fain of er res any Af yon. So 
ch. xii. 17, ĝe’ aùToù ¿mÀeoyéxTnca buat; and 
vie me Ti vi S ciae — 
anguage may be compered with that of the 
phet Samuel, ] Sam. xii. 3, seq.; and, no doubt, 
there is reference to what was done by the fhise 
thachers; who not only received a stipend for 
their office, but in other ways fleeced their de- 
votees. So ch. xi. 20, dviyeoOs—ei tis kar- 
sobis: namely, by, as we say, eating them up, 

wing upon them, and taking from them, if 
mot money, yet money's worth, or otherwise 
making a gain of them ty the many cunni 
arte ing, in which sense the wo 
occurs in Thucyd. iv. 86. 

3. où wpde xardxpiow Adyeo] Of this briefl 
worded the full sense seems to be, —' 
say not this to hint any reproach of unkindness 
to me; [but I speak merely to show my claim 
to a large place in your affections, as ye have in 
mine :] for, as I have before said (i.e. in tanta- 
mount expressions, ch. vi. 11), ye are in our 
hearts, &e., ‘to die at once, and live there;’ 
Le. as Dr. Peile explains, ‘to be with me alike 
in death and in life, to go with me to my d ing 
day ;'—'a singular — continues (but 
Boticed by Chrys., m he cites), * every way 
worthy of the warm heart of St. Paul, whic 
may remind us of Thucyd. ii. 44, ole ivevai- 
Movacal ra ò Biot ò Kal) ivre\svThoat 
Evvanerp4On, “ unto whom life has been equally 
measured out for them to be (herein consists the 
equality which the connecting Ts—x«ai would 
indicate) happy, and so die in it;" i.e. not live 
a moment than they were happy in 
living.’ 

"Ev Toiv xapdíai:s, &e., is for ip taie xap- 
Clais junior [otro] tere, bor: [ùuiv] ovvaro- 
Caveiy xai evi gy [juae] And ¿y Taîs capdiace 
elvas for yav iv xapdig. The sentiment is 
similar to diat in Athen. p. 249, rovrove à' oi 
Raotrsie Zxoves evjéerras xal cvvamoÜwi- 
Cxorras: and that of Horace, Carm. iii. 9, 24, 
t Tecum vivere amem, tecum o libens.’ 

1 Cor. 15. 81, 
ch. 2. 13. 

4. YoÀÀà — buat] Thie is supposed to bo 
meant to soften the harshness of the preceding 
expostulations ; and is interpreted by the gene- 
rality of older Commentators, ‘I venture to use 
this freedom of plain speaking with you, which 
I know you will take in good part.’ That sense, 
however, involves so much harshness, that it is 
better, with most recent Expositors, to render 
wappnola, reliance, or con , ' I have great 

is supported hy the authority of the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. However, I am inclined to think that 
both are intended, the sense of con reliance 
being the principal, and that of f 
being the subordinate, sense. This view of the 
matter I find supported by the authority of Est. 
The next clause seems in antithesis to this; and 
the full sense is ably pointed out by Est., thue : 
*multum ac sepe apud alios de vobis, ac vestri 
nomine, glorior [ i obedientiam vestram 
erga me), ‘great is my exultation rs others], 
ver. 14, ch. ix. 2—4, respecting you [on account 
of your faith, obedience, and attachment to me].' 
This view of the sense I find supported by the 
authority of Ch Theopbyl., and Theodor, 
The connexion with the words following seems 
founded on a sort of climaz, thus: ‘ Not only do 
l boast of you to others, but your spiritual pro- 
grees and well-affectedness to me gives me super- 
abundant consolation after all my tribulation.’ — 
Ten ÀAdponuat —tfacr, * [insomuch that] I am 
full of comfort; nay, I superabound with joy,’ 
* amidst all my tribulation’ The verb vep- 
wep. occurs also at Rom. v. 20; but no where 
else. Compare imepsrapicaóss at Mark vii. 37, 
Of these tribulations the nature and origiu are 
then pointed out. 

5. obdeuiay icynxey Avecty] The scope of 
the passage is well pointed out by Calv. thus :— 
* Magnitudo tristitiz — est, quantum 
efficacies habuerit consolatio. Ego, inquit, un- 
dique premeber, tam intestinis quam externis 
afflictionibus : non tamen obstitit boc totum, quo 
minus gaudium, quod mihi contulistis, prevalue- 
rit, adeoque exundaverit.’ The best recent Com- 
mentators are of opinion that jj saphi bere (as 
often in the New Test.) used for ‘the E oris ; 
meaning simply, * We had no rest,’ namely, from 
the persecutions of our unrelenting foes, the 
Jewish and Heathen zealots. Bunt I would 
rather (with Beza, Sclater, and Calv.), take s 
oder of ‘the outer man, —i. e. as regarded out- 

circumstances: though the Apostle, doubt- 
less, suffered both in body and wed from the 
effects of his — — and * wien 
any support, save that deri rom spiritual con- 
solutions The next words are exegetical ; 
which iy wavri OA B. is a general expression 
(see supra i. 6. iv. 8), and éEe0sr—pofor a par- 
ticular one. The sense is: ‘externally (i.e. in 
our body) we were to tion and 
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that AAN év Tayri OrsBopevor &oÜev páxaa, écoÜcv pofo 5 ! AXX. 
1Cor.161% Ó qapaxahay TOUS TGTeLyoUs TrapeKddecey "jus, ó Beds, év 
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S John s. 
Th Trapouc (a Titov Tov povow 06 év Tí) Tapovoia avro, 
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xal èv TH Tapaxdrynoe: À mapexAjOn ep úpiv, avayyédrov jv 
THY tpev eriroOnoty, Tov tev o0vpuóv, Tò» vav Uxor vrép 

g ch. 8. 4 duoi dere pe nüXXov xapijvaw Š "Oc ei kal ¿XÚmnca vpás 
dy Tfj émiatoN}, ov uerapéXopaas, ei kal pereucdounv.  BXéro 
yap Ort èmıoror) éxelvn, ei kal mpos Ópav, edvTncey Upás. 

han. 9 h Noy yalpw, oly Sts éXumíónre, GAN Ere éXvmijÜsTe cis perá- 

2 Matt. 90. 

Prov. 17. 94. 

€ ^ 

violence, internally (in our mind) to anxieties 
and fears; namely, for the safety of the Church 
at Corinth, lest it should be destroyed by here- 
sica and dissensions.’ See Gal. v. 15. And as 
the mind presses on the body, the latter could 
have no dvsocy, or respite. 

6. rovs rawacvous) ‘those that are cast down 
and afflicted.’ God is frequently in the Old Test. 
described as the comforter of those that are in 
trouble. Seo Ps. cxivi. 8. 

7. áa xai ip 9j vapaxA dat —érary y., &c.] 
* but aleo by the comfort with which he was com- 
forted on your account, by having to announce,’ 
&c. The Apostle means to of the com- 
fort, which it was to him, to find that Titue had 
been enabled to make report of their strong 
affection to him, and their longing for the sight 
of him. Comp. v. 13.—r5» óuev iom. is best 
interpreted, not ‘your affection for me,’ but 
‘your longing [to see me]; as Rom. xv. 23, 
imir. à xwv ToU ihOstv wpós Vinci dd san 

Titus; a mode of taking the words which re- 
moves all ambiguity. It cannot be hence in- 
ferred, that the Apostle had written with undue 
severity; still less need we stumble at the ides 
of repentiug of what was done under tbe guidance 
of the Holy Sins for by such a repentance we 
are only to understand that misgiviag, ot regret, 
—which a good and kind-hearted man feels,— 
not from the consciousness of having done wrong ; 
but from tenderness for the feelings of others, 
and an apprehension Jest his well-meant reproofs 
may have been too severe —BAiww yap, &c. 
The sense of these words is thus laid down by 
most recent Commentators: ‘ For ] perceive that 
the letter grieved you only for a short spece.’ 
Such, however. cannot be proved to be, nor is it 
likely to be, the senee.—which rather seems to 
be as follows: * For 1 perceive that that letter 
did pain you, though it was but for a season.' 

voiav: ékunnOnte yap xarà O«óv, wa èv pndevi npo Ürjre eE 
"uy. 1 °H yàp xarà Ocòv Avy perávorav eis corrnplay 

Now as où uerauíAouac preceding almost im- 
plied ‘I am glad; the Apostle, to soften what 
eri seem harsh, and to explain his meaning, 
ad viv xalpe, &c.—El Tpòt spay is meant 
to suggest, that the pain was temporary, 
benefit permanent. 

9. vvv xaípe, &c.] meaning, that the satisfac- 
tion which he has been speaking of is, not that 
they were pained, but that they were so pained 
as to be brought to a better frame of mind; and 
hence,—Aas is meant to be suggested by the words 
a little after, Iva dv mydeni nuire ¿Ë huar, 
‘that in no respect had they been aggrieved by 
him.’ The pass fah he means to say, was the 
end of tho reproof, and not the giving pain, that 
being only a means to the other, the end. See 
Plut de Discr, adul. et amic. 16, where it is 
shown, that the true friend must sometimes, like 
the physician, pais his friend in order to benefit 
him; yet be must not thereby give wp his friend- 
ship: ost yàp &sXovrra Avrai» Tov piov, 
ow bi Auv*ourra T)» ba) [ay dvainsiv’ dAN, 
er daondxe ve ÓdxvorTri polar, cotorrt 
«ai vAdTTOyrTL TÓV Osparevopevos. 

10. The Apostle here means to show that, so 
far from having been impe by him, they have 
been benefited : and this be does by pointing out 
the salu nature of the Auwy xark Qed, to 
which be then opposes that xar’ deOpe ros the 
worldly with the religions sorrow. We must 
bear in mind, that 5 xur Osv Avry is not, as 
manv tors suppose, *serrow produced by 
God,’ but, as Bengel says, ‘sensus animi Deum 
spectantis, sequentis. See the able note of Est, 
who well defines (after Thom. Aquin.) ñ xarà 
Osov Aúwn to be ‘a sorrow proceeding from a 
love ef God, and justice which God requires and 
approves ; not such as flows from the love of the 
world, and which is, a little after, called $ Top 
xocuow Adwny. In what follows (observes 
Winer), Paul sight have written ñ xarà ròs 
koguoy Avry, but we have, instead, 3 Tov xóc- 
uev Adwn, meaning, ‘such a sorrow as mcn 
the world experience (and such only as they are 
capable of], who naturally regard the things of 
the world ;' which tends both to death temporal, 
and, without the preventing of God, spi- 
ritual and eternal. The advantage of this godl 
grieving is pointed out by its effects,—psras. sis 
€wTnp.—Mardy»oi here denotes ‘such a change 
of mind as produces reformation in the life;' on 
which see Gataker'e Misc. Posth. C. 29 (in which 
he ably discusees at large all the dorms denoting 
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apetapédntoy xarepyálerav 1 66 ToÜ xóopov AUITN Üávarov 
xatepyaterar. 11 'I6o0 yap, aùrò ro@To rò xarà Gedy Xumm- 
Ova. tpas, Toon, xareuryácaro piv omovðýv! àXXà àro- 
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Ey mavti cuveoTúcarTe éavroUs 
ayvous elvat év TH Tpdypatt. 1l2k"Apa ei xai čypaņya Way, xch.: e 
ovy elvexey Tod adixnoavtos, ovdé elvexev Tov QŠucn0dyroç: ANN 

? 1 Cor. 8. 1. 

etvexey ToU havepwOivar T)» otrovdny * uv Tiv Omëp *üuóv 
7pós vas évenriov ToU Beod. 15! Aud Tobro maparerNýueha Rom. w. 
mi TH Wapaxdyce vay mepiocotépws 06 uaddov éydpnuev 
ext Tf xapà Tirov ott ávamémavra, TO mveðpa aùroð ard 
Távrov bpv. Wore el te aùr trep pv Kexatynpat, ov 
xatnoyuveny AAN es Tdyra èy adnOeia edadjoapev Üpiv, 
obro Kai ù Katynow "uv ý émi Titov adnOaa éyeviü. 

repentance); and the second chapter of Jer. 
Taylor's Tract on the Doctrine of — 
in which be considers the sature of true repent- 
ance.—«aTspyaterat, * produces;' as Rom. iv. 
15. And so Plut, vol. ii. p. 476, p, ras uiv 
yap &XAXac draipsi Amas ò Aóyos, mi» di 
p&Tdvosap abrós ipyda{sta:.—With respect to 
duerauíiAwTo», it is not whether we 
ought to refer it to cerrnpíay, or to perdyoiav. 
In the former case it will mean certain and xn- 

Yet this interpretation involves no 
little harshness, and the sense arising is some- 
what jejune. It is therefore better to suppose a 
alight ition, and a sort of masia ; 
which, if duerayveorov had been written, would 
have been complete. There is also a meiosis; 
the sense being, ‘ never to be regretted, but rather 
to be rejoiced in:’ since no one will ever have 
cause to repent of godly sorrow for sin, that being 
necessary to produce reformation, and therefore 
indi sable to salvation. So Antisthenes, Thy 
ovv dyabdy slvai doe, wpocíbnxas Thy 
dusrapirnrov. 

11. 80d yap} * Now, mind!” q. d. ‘ for only see, 
in your own case; a strong ferm of expression, in- 
— an earnest representation of the blessed 
effects of the godly sorrow in themselves, as shown 
by facts.—airé rovro Tò, &c. The words may 
mean, with Prof. Scholefield, ‘this very circum- 
stance, of our having sorrowed,' &e. ‘Tho dAdAa,’ 
observes Billr., ‘which forms a highly significant 

may be rendered immo, the Apostle, as 
it were, correcting himself, as if he bad not said 
enough.’ The several expressions are well brought 
out (as to their foree and Spinan) by Chrys. 
* Your sorrow,’ he says, ‘ not only caused 
you to condemn yourselves, as though ye had 
sorrowed to little purpose, but it has rendered 
you more anxious.’ He then enumerates the 
marks of their anxious care, ¿ÀX ë drodoylay 
póe — aéyavaxtnow, &c.—c320vó53» 
(properiv paisa rg ar marks ‘ the anxiety 
and earnestness’ with which they streve to clear 
themselves of the charges made, and remove the 
abuses censured by the Apostle. This general 
term is then followed ————— ones, of 
which Emmerl. observes that some, as ¿moÀovy., 

$óB., imıróð., and {Y7A08, pertain to the Apos- 
tle,to whom the Corinthians were anxious to 
clear themselves (they therefore earneetly desired 
to P acute him, and to testify to him their prompt 
obedience) —the others, dyardxrnat and ixéí- 
xno» (on which terms see my Lex.), belong to 
the incestuous person. The words may, how- 
ever, refer to others, who had been in a less 
degree guilty, as, for instance, those who attended 
at, or encouraged attendance at, the idol-feasts. 
—Àri00. a got are to be taken as at ver. 7. 
—ixd, means ‘ infliction iskment* (on which 
see my a) as in Rom. xii. 19, and elsewhere. 
—cvesrr. éavToUt, ‘ye have approved your- 
selves, ‘have shown yourselves by proof; i.e. 
* have shown — as a society, dyvoùs, 
pure of guilt, v Teo Tpdyu., in the matter in 
question, —that of the incestuons n. 

12. Here the Apostle explains his in 
writing as he had done, which was not for any 
particular person's seke, neither of the injurer, 
nor of the injured, or aggrieved person; not from 
any desire to punish the former, and procure jus- 
tice for the latter; but chiefly, that his anxious 
care for them might be manifcst to them in the 
sight of God. Render, ‘if I even did write to 
you [as I tia] ; for we have here an ellipse. of 
ovrese, or such like (as suggested by the xaí). 
As respecte the words efpexew Tov. &dixicavror, 
the terms ddinxziy and ádixetoÜa: are used by the 
best Class. writers; not, indeed of tncest, but of 
adultery; espec. áówsiy, as said of the adulterer. 

13. éta Tovro—i)ue»] The sense seems to 
be thís: * Wherefore [from the love we bore 
you] we were comforted in the exhilarating news 
of you, which Titus brought ; comp. ver. /. By 
tbe next words the Apoetle means, that his own 
jo was excecdingly increased at the joy which 

itus manifested at his reception among them. 
The words ör: dvawdwravra:—iey are illus- 
trative of the term yapá ; comp. 1 Cor. xvi. 18. 
—ávaTraéscÜa. means ‘ to be at rest.’ 

14. ‘Causam exponit cur super gaudio isto 
Titi tantopere et ipse letatus sit’ (Hyper. Y.— 
namely, on the ground that in whatever he had 
boasted of Titue, he was not put to shame, as 
having beseted in vain.—4AA' obs, &c., ' but as 
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m ch. 4. 9. 
Phil. 2. 12. 

2 CORINTHIANS VII. 15, 16. VIII. 1, 2. 

lö m Kai rà omdayxyva avroÜ TepigcoTépes eis bâs éoTuv, 
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James l3. py Sedopevny èv 

we spake all things to you in faith, so also our 
boasting as respects 7itus was (as shown by facta) 
the truth.’ 

15. What is said here is, as Theophy!. observes, 
meant to recommend Titus to their warm affec- 
tions. On exAéyy. see my Lex. The Particip. 
dvauiuw. is in apposition with aUTov.—Mará 
pþoßov xal tp., ‘with deep reverence and awe, 
implying an anxiety not to offend bim, and a 
marked diffidence in themselves. See note on 
Eph. vi. 5, and Phil. ii. 15. 

16. xaipw—tpiv] The sense, however dis- 
puted, seems to be, * I rejoice that, from the ex- 
perience I have had of you, 1 may in every thing 
fee] reassured, trusting in your ready obedience 
to all my admonitions or ions.’ This forms 
an easy and natural transition to the subject now 
entered upon, and which forms the Second Part 
of the Epistle,—the collection for the relief of the 
poor Christians at Jerusalem ch. viii.—ix. 15. 

VIII. The mention the Apostle had made (ch. 
vii. 16) of his full confidence in the Corinthians 
gave him an opportunity of again introducing the 
subject of the collection then making for the 
relief of the poor Christians at Jerusalem; which 
occupies this and the following chapter; and also, 
after informing them of what had been done else- 
where, of exhorting them to follow so good an 
example. They would thus, he eays, testify their 
firm faith, by imitating their Saviour; they would 
justify his own bonsting of them ; and whatever 
they bestowed, the Divine bleesing would amply 
compensate; besides that, they would have the 
prayers and intercessions to God on their behalf, 
of those whom they had relieved. 

l. rà» xépw Tov Oso ijv eð.) There has 
here been some doubt as to the sense of these 
words. lt is, however, generall , that 
Thy xápw here means (as often in this chapter 
and elsewhere) gift, or liberality. But on «ov 
Osov a difference of opinion yet exists. Some 
(as Hamm., Newc., and Wakef.) take it as used, 
by Hebraism, to denote great. That idiom, how- 
ever, is of very limited application, and cannot 
have place here. The word must have its usual 
sense. And we may suppose xdpis so termed, 
either, —as it is generally understood, —to suggest 
that it was God, who had by his grace put into 
their hearts to bestow this charity; or rather we 
may suppose the alms to be called God's, as beiug 
pu or kis sake, and in a certain sense given fo 

im, when given to his distressed servants; ac- 
cording to the gracious aseurance, Matt, xxv. 40. 
Prov. xix. 17. Thus we may render, * the God- 
alms,” and suppose that the collection was so 
termed, both to suggest the duty and reward of 
the giver, and to spare the feelings of the re- 
ceiver. 

2. The Apostle now, in order to enhance the 
merit of the gift, shows that it was done under 
the most unfavourable circumstances. —' Ev oA 5 

*?€ ^ 16 n Xaipw ore év Tayri Pappa év 

VIII. ! * Tyopitonev Se uiv, áóeXol, Tv yápw tov Oeo 
tais éxxdnolas Ts Maxedovias: 96r, éw 

Sox. Oi. is for iv OX worn 0. $£ lore 
éoxiuh, ‘in affliction most trying.'— H wapro- 
cela THs xapas a. is usually rendered ‘their 
abundant joy; i. e. joy from the doctrines, pro- 
mises, and consolations of tlie Gospel. Since, 
however, this is a sense not very apposite tho 
recent Commentators tako xapà for yápis, 
which, however, is quite unauthorized. Why 
should we not take the word in the sense alacrity, 
viz. in giving. As giving is the subject of the con- 
text, there can be no objection to assigning such 
a sense hero, by which all difficulty is removed. 
Of 5; xara Babove wTæyxsia (Adverbial phrase 
for Adjective Basta) the full sense is, ‘their 
deep-sunk poverty > lit. ‘poverty to the depth 
(thereon So Rom. xi. 33, Bá0os mÀoérouv, 
or aXovrot Babs. The same expression occurs 
in Soph. Ant. 130, and in Ælian, V. H. iii. 18. 
Thus xarà fáÜovs is a stronger expression than 
x. Babos, introduced here by the ancient Critics 
into some MSS., as D. And, indeed, the same 
has happened several times in the Class. writers; 
the true reading SáÜove being lost in all the 
copies. Suffice it to advert to Diod. Sic. i. 41, 
iy Toit xara Bubos réwore (read fBáÜovs 7.), ° in 
the deep dells’ (comp. the xotXov atAcvew Babos 
of Eur. Rhes. 112), also xii. 15, T. i. 38, Bip., 
¿EsmaVóusvoe xara Balor (read Baoue), ° exa- 
mined down to the bottom ; which passage points 
at the true nature of the metaphor here, which is 
not, as Est. supposed, taken from draining a well 
by pumping, but from sounding a — of water 
down to the bottom, an expression used, or 
alluded to by — In the Glos. xarà 
dor, * penitus, Ecibove, since xara Babor 
can only mean ‘at the wr as in Athen. p. 13, 
D, iy To fvÜc xara Babos xatudvev, whero 

i y conjectured 8düovs. Í am sur- 
prised that so good a Greek scholar as Dr. Peile 
should, in er my interpretation, which has 
been adopted by Mr. Alf., propound in its place 
so strange an exegesis as that xara is really an 
Adverb in this phrase, and BaGove a Genit. of 
measurement ! He fell into this error from not 
seeing the force of the xara, to illustrate which 
Mr. Alf. should not have adduced the phrase 
Ka GXov, but rather the Homeric xara vain, 
and <. x8ovde wyero, İl. xxiii. 10, comp. with 
Soph. Antig. 24. And surely the use of a phrase 
formed of a Preposit. and Neun Subst. for an 
Adject. is an idiom of perpetual occurrence both 
in the Class. and the Script. writers. In the 
following term, iwsplocsvos, erundavit in, there 
is, as Fritz. has shown, a dilogia, or different 
reference, in the use of iweplocevces in respect 
to its (tco subjects. The general sense (as Billr. 

trials shroagt oppression [and protably the plum: ° o on [and pro e plun- 
der of their earthly goods}, their joy m ae. 
though they were also themselves in deep poverty, 
and, so giving, they gave from their secessity— 
produced a richness of liberality.’ 
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worry Soxiy Orwrews $ Tepicceia Ts yapas avToy, kal 7) 
cata Balous TrToycía alta érepiaaevaev eis Tov TOUTOY THC 
&mAoTyros avtay 3 re karà Óvvapup, (gaprupà,) xai vrrép 
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obre xai émwreMéoy eis buas kal THY yxdpu Tavrnv. T AAA. Al Qr 

3. For trip dé». B, C, D, E, F, G, and 8 
cursives (to which I can make no addition), have 
mapa È., which is adopted by Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf., while Matth., Griesb., and Scholz, re- 
tain vip, rightly, since external authority for 
wapé is insufficient, and internal evidence quite 
against it; because vip cannot be, as Alf. pro- 
rounces, an on wapa, for it 

need none; but mapa is a Critical correc- 
tion to a more Classical term; for while mapa 
dey. often occurs in the purest Attic Greek 
writers, (mio dow. occurs only in Demosth. p. 292, 
25, and Thucyd. vi. 16, 2, usiTes» (vip Óvvapup, 
and even there it means ‘above its power.’ In 
the later writers it occurs, I believe, only in 
Epict. 31, 5. So that it is really a rare idiom; 
and accordingly it ought not to be displaced for 
one of frequent use, to tbe breach of a funda- 
mental Critical canon. But the strongest of all 
ressons why our Critical Triumvirs should have 
retained bwip is, that St. Paul uses it once else- 
where, supra i. 8, GT: xa’ UwepBordy iBapin- 
pev bwip Óévapur, where even they have re- 
tained (ip, though three of the six uncials here 
adduced for rapd have it there; and I find from 
Jackson that the Leic. MS. hes mapa in the 
margin, but in the same hand as the textual 
brip. Of course had our Critics remembered 
this, they would have retained wapd: but Cri- 
tical Editors, who set their standard so high as 
to pronounce, es cafhedrá, judgment ex dernier 
ressort, ought to remember what is in their own 
author, and what had occurred only a few Chap- 
ters before. 
4 T)» xapev, xal T)» Kow. THe Qiax.] In 

the interpretation of this much d 
upon whether the words di~acOar nudes after 
Tovs d-yíovs be genuine, or not. They are abeent 
from almost all the uncials and very many cur- 
sives; to which I can add all the Lamb., and 
almost all the Mus. copies; and on reconsiderin 
the queni of their genuinences, I am indu 
to abendon my former opinion, which cannot be 
maintained without no little ial pleading ; 
for, though internal evidence draws two ways, 
yet, when properly weighed, it is after all against 
the words, which, ingly, I have now double 
bracketed. Thus the construction and sense will 
be, ‘For even above their means, voluntarily, 
and most earnestly entreating us [to permit it], 
oo gave this charitable collection of theirs.’ 

. Kal ov, caBes HAr., &c.] We may suppl 
iópacar, as Dr. Peile, and uóvov; but I muc 

&dexay, from the preceding — 
t is not necessary to suppose an ellips. at all. 
The sense may be thus expressed : And not 

only this—which was what we had hoped, or 
expected they would do—but themselves gave 
they first to the Lord [to do his will]. and then) 
to us; i.e. to observe our directions. - 
themselves to the Lord isa strong e ion, to 
denote the devoting themselves, and whatever 
the , to his service. — xparor—xal 
first—and (then)] is put for wpésroy piv— 
xara ĉi. The construction in the second 

clause is meant to illustrate the difference in the 
kind of devotion to the Lord, and to Paul. And 
that is more plainly indicated in the phrase dia 
OeAnjmaros O:ov, the force of which is best 
— out by Calvin, who, after comparin 

od. xiv. 81 (° The pe believed the Lo 
and Moses his Rd let o rves, that ‘ the words 
are meant to intimate, that when they were obe- 
dient to Paul, they conceived that they were 
obeying God, since they regarded him as speaking 
by the mouth of God.” 

6. ale To] for sears, ‘insomuch that.’ Tho 
complete sense is this: ‘ consequence of this 
unexpected liberality of the Macedonians was 
this,—that (fearing lest you should be outstripped 
by them,] 1 exhorted Titus,’ &c.—^powrpE«To, 
* had already vegon ;’ i.e. when he delivered the 
first letter of Paul to the Corinthians, and ex- 
horted them to make 2 contribution. —73)v ydpey 
raúrnv, ‘thie work of liberality,” namely, the 
collection. See supra v. 1, and note. The «al 
may be emphatic, and refer to the other good 
sirit which they were excited by Titus. Seo 
vii. 

7. &AX'] This particle has here the Aortatire 
sense, Now, ; as in Mark ix. 22: a sense 
the more necessary to be adverted to, since from 
that alone can we account for the omission of a 
verbum hortandi before iva wep. At iv wavtl 

ly xdpers from what follows, ‘all spiritual 
fa AR graces.” Tho next words, wicra: xal 
Aye xai yrwooe:, are meant to exemplify these 
gifts and graces, of which wiora: must have the 
same sense as at ] Cor. xii. 9.— ys: seems to 
be equiv. to the Adyor yracene at ] Cor. xii. 8. 
Aóyw may have reference to the rpogntela, 
or power of instructing others, either by preach- 
ing, or explaining Divine truths. So Eph. vi. 19, 
Tva por ĉon Acyos—yvepica: TÓ nvaTüpior 
tov evayyeXloy. Comp. John xvii. 20. Acts 
vi. 2. To the gifts of the Spirit are now sub- 
oined the graces of the Spirit. —*dog oroudy; 
e. ‘earnestness’ in the discharge of every reli- 

pos doty. a Rom. pee $i vi. E i — 
.O—rTp buey iv Sui» ày., ‘and int 
affection — by you to ML "uiv is for 
els mae. At iva tipies. we may eupply dpars ; 

ving 

. 
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` 

KaL 

waon omoup, xa, TH €£ vuv év uiv ayámn,) Wa kai év Taúrn 
e1Cor.7.6. TH XÅPITL Teptacevnre. 8 e Où xar émtayny Xéyo, GdAa a 

Tis €répeu cTouóñs, Kal TO THs Uperépas aryamns yvýoiov ðori- 
flakes ss udia 9f yiwooxete yap THY yapw ToU Kuplov nyav 'Igcob 

Xpiorov, Sri Se Huds ertayevoe, wrovatos dv, iva Upeis T) 
gl Cor.7. 6, éxelvou trrwyela TXovrrjagre) 198 kal yvwpny ev Tovro dda. 
1co.91 Tobßro yap úuîv cupdéeper, oirives où povoy TO mocat, àXXà 

Kai TÒ Oédewy rpoevnpEace aio mépvoi. 1l Nuvi 06 xai TO mor- 

or take the Yva with a Subjunct. as put for an 
Imperat.—ratry T$ xaprre, ‘this grace,’ namely, 
that of liberality in relieving your Christian 
brethren. 

8. ob wat’ ixir. Ady] q.d. ‘I do not say 
this by way of command, or injunction (see 1 Cor. 
vii. 6), as if I would dispose of your property 
authoritatively ; [for works of charity should be 
voluntary :]’ ‘but hecanseof the alacrity of others; 
viz. the Macedonians; q.d. ‘lest yo should bo 
outstripped by them. At dAÀA' repeat Xéye. 
The words xai TÒ T39—Pokiua(o» contain the 
other reason for enjoining the duty on them; 
namely, that he might put to the test the genuine- 
ness of their love to God and man,—namely, 
by setting it in comparison with the zeal and libe- 
rality of the Macedonians. The construction is: 
xai [otrws Aiyw, ds] Coxtud{wo, i. e. twa doxi- 
maces. 

9. This verse is parenthetical, and the - 
ment is the same as at 1 John iv. 19. The Co- 
rinthian converts are exhorted to give liberally, 
as bestowing some portion of the riches conferred 
on them by the Lord of the universe; who, for 
their sakes, left his own exalted state in the 
bosom of his Father (see John xvii. 5), and, 
divesting himself of those glories (com Phil. 
ii. 7), assumed the condition of lowliness and 
poverty, that might become s iritually rich, 
—rich in the blessings of bis religion: in the 
means of afforded them here, and in the 
hopes of glory hereafter. It is obvious how irre- 
fragable a proof is here supplied of the pre-exist- 
ence and divinity of Christ. See Abp. M 
on the Atonement, vol. ii. p. 621, and Dr. Bye 
Smith. Scrip. Test., vol. ii. p. 354, s9.—mAov- 
Gıos œv is well rendered by the Syriac and Vul- 
gate, ‘cum esset dives,’ and by almost all our 

ersions, ‘though he was rich; dv» being here, 
as net unfrequently, the Participle — 
à Uae imTOysvos—mÀovrüonTs. The full 
sense is, that ‘although he was rich [in the glo- 
ries of the Godhead] yet for our sakes he divested 
himeelf of riches, that we, his [voluntary] 
poverty, might become [spiritually] rich.’ 

0.- «al yveuny iv ToúTe èi ¿ Pat for the 
more Classical yuwuny worovmat. The Apostle 
means, that he Joe not issue orders, but merely 
ives his advice, showing them what is ient 
orthem. I with Dr. Peile, that the col- 
location of rovro (first in the sentiment) con- 
veys an emphasis = ‘this alone,’ ‘only this; 
q. d. (according to his paraphrase) * I do but offer 
an opinion [not issue an injunction] on this 
point; for this ie all that is needful for you; 
rather, ‘expedient for you,—as suitable to 
your profession and charscter; cuvddc:, as the 

Schol. explains.—ofrivse, * quippe qui,” ‘seein 
that you,’ as Dr. Peile explains. Thus I woul 
express the sense at ver. 8 and in the present 
passage as follows : (ver. 8), ‘I say this not as a 
command ;' (ver. 10), * I give in this matter only 
an opinion : for this course Pen l am taking] is 
expedient for you,’ ‘suitable to you, as bein 

ns who have not only begun to do, but have 
begun first itis the — to — Bae indeed, 
& very iar, and elsewhere, unpre- 
codented mode of expression, ty inanis tbat 
the collection had been set on foot, and carried 
out, not of constraint, but of a willing mind. 
But though Dr. Peile scems persuaded that this 
is the true sense of the much disputed words, I 
do not concur with him, since it involves too 
forced and far-fetched a meaning; and I am in- 
clined to fall in with the interpretation of Eatius, 
adopted by De Wette and Meyer, and much im- 
proved by Wieseler, and adopted by Alf., ac- 
cording to which the rendering of the words will 
be, ‘ seeing that you ore them not only 
the act, but also the mind and purpose (to act) 
from a year ago; meaning, ‘not only were you 
before hand with them in the deed itself, but 
also in the mind and purpose, which issued in 
the deed.’ Wieseler remarks, ‘that there are 
three steps in the collection—the wishing it; 
the setting about it; and the iarvrsA£oa:, com- 
pletion of it: and the Corinthians had begun 
not only the second, but even the first, of these 
before the Macedonians.” I have nothing to 
object, except that for ‘ wilting, or ‘ wishing,’ I 
would substitute ‘willing an ing ;' and 
this is quite confirmed by the propriety of lan- 
b ; Since, as Buttm. long ago pointed out, in 
is Lexilogus, i. p. 26, * while Ros houat merely 

expresses passive inclination, or willingness, OEA e 
expresses an active choice (rather. wish) and 
purpose.’ It is strange that Mr. Alf. should re- 
tain the Common Version, ‘it is expedient.’ 
though the view which he ad with Eatius, 
Meyer, and Wieseler, requires, by the argument 
therein involved, the exposition of the Schol., 
dpuótat, ourdda, lit. ‘it is befitting,” ‘suitable 
to the case, i. e. of persons who had long been 
engaged in the matter in question, and, conse- 
quently, to whom injunction would have bcen 
out of place, but opinion and counsel suitable, as 
given at v. 11. 

ll. »vvi di xai rd Toca: iw.) The sense 
is: * But now bring to an end the doing,’ or 
what has been doing: finish what was 
—'H ^4po0. Tov Oà. may be rendered, *the 
promptitude of wishing [to do good] = * ala- 
crity of wish to do qood Comp. 3 Mace. v. 26, 
Uwodaxvier Td *pOoÜvpov Tov Baci éws iv 
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gat éemitedécate mws, xabarep 7) vrpoÜvuía tov ÜéXew, oÜro 
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estat, Kao dav Eyn Tis, evmpocdextos, ov Kao ovx Eyer. 13 Où Merki a 
yap, iva Aos aveos, vpiv 06 OX AAN, eE ioorntos, 
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& 14. 7, 8. 
Luke $1. 3. 
1 Pet. 4. 10. 
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éroize elvat.—Td iwcredéoat, the accomplish- 
ing [of what ve have ]'—ix rou &xsw 
(sub. judas and ró» Bos), lit. ° out of the means 
which ve have.’ 

12. This verse is exegetical of the preceding. 
—Bi yap ñ wpo8vpia wpox. may be rende 
‘for if this readiness of mind is but forth- 
coming; wpóx. for wapdxerrat, * is at hand.'— 
Evrpoodexros, scil. Tw Ote. With tbe senti- 
ment comp. Aristot. Eth. x. 8, p. 493, xal yàp 
ATÒ usTpiop Óovavro &y Tit sŠ WpaTrEew KaTa 
T» apathy, which may serve to defend 
the res against Griesb. and other recent Criti 
who are strongly inclined to cancel it, from l 
MSS. and a few Versions and Fathers; though 
the latter evidence is here inadmissible ; and the 
former is very weak. since, in so comparatively 
smal] a number of MSS., we might account for 
the omission from transposition ; the word being 
in some MSS. found /efore xy. But I suspect 
it was cancelled by certain over-nice Critics, who 
knew that it was often omitted in the Classical 
writers. Thus in a kindred passage of Soph. 
(Ed. T. 314, ávópa È  àdQsAaiv ad’ dv ixo: Ta 
xai duvarro, xad\ALcTOS wWovwy, Where the wy 
Xon scil. ree, is explained by the subsequent 

worde xal óóvavro. On the suppression of the 
sulject of a proposition, see Matth. Gr. Gr. 8 294. 
— Bap (for av) iyy should be rendered, ‘ accord- 
ing to what a man may have, not according to 
what he hath not.” The reading of the MS. B, 
&c., ixe, edited by Lachm., has every y appear- 
ance of being a mere correction, introduced from 
Acts ii. 45; though the construction th the two 
passages is quite different: or it ma an error 
of the scribe for iyor. "Exp, bowever: might 
be suspected to be a correction of atyle, consider- 
ing that daw or dy properly requires the subj. or 
optat Though ¿w with the present fmdic. is 
found at Mark xi. 24 (where, however, there 
is a variation in the reading), as also Luke viii. 
18. x. 8, in the earliest editions. 

13 oi ye, Tva, &c.] There is an ellipsis of 
Tovro BovAoua:, and the yàp refers to a clause 
omitted; q. d. ° [according to his ability, I say, 
that al! without distinction may bear a part;] p^ 
I would not, &c. The words iva dAXo:e årige 
are wrongly rendered in most of our English 
Versions, and the Commentators have quite mis- 
taken their sense. — Aveors, by a metaphor taken 
from loosening a cord, signifies ‘abatement of 

in, or of pressure, by remission. That the 
ter is the sense here, is plain from the anti- 

thetical term OAfyis, ‘a pressing hard on.’ So 
Jos. Antt iii. 10, 6, rote ipyore dveow ob 
diddacr. Comp. 2 Thess. i. 2. The full sense 
is, ‘ My meaning is not that they should be re- 
lieved by you from distress, so as to occasion dis- 
tress to yourselves [but only that you should 
ive what you can s pa Comp. aAX’ Tva in 
ohn i. 8. The words following are illustrative 

of the foregoing. — At 4XA&4 t Tovro Bov- 
Aouaı. The verse may be rendered, ‘But [my 
meaning is] that by an equalization, your su- 
perfluity, at the present time, may be a supply 
of their want; so that, in like manner, hei 
superfluity [st another ame may serve to re- 
lieve your want; so that there may be [as I 
said] an equalization,’ i. e. ‘an equal reciprocity 
of giving and of receiving good offices between 
ou. 

: 15. xabwe yélyp.] Maccab to what is written 
[of the manta J ̂ q. d. (as Abp. Newcome ex- 
puse ‘So that there may be a general resem- 
lance to the case of the Israelites in Exod. xvi. 

18. And that the rich may, considering his sta- 
tion and circumstances, have no superfluity.” It 
is well observed by Theodoret, that the Lord in- 
timated this — by the manner in which the 
manna was collected: Ovdiy yao @wics ó TÒ 
wriov avAMéEav TÒ yap pérpov ò usya) ó- 
Ówpoc Tw opw cuvi{evEs. At rò woXu and 
rò óX(yov supply, not (as is usually done) Zxeov, 
but ovAAeEauevos, from the preceding ovv- 
íAsEavr. The citation varies from the Sept., but 
faithfully represents the Hebrew. 

16. The tle now returns to the subject of 
Titus, which Mad been dropt at ver. 6; and, in 
order to leave them no excuse, he reminds them 
of two zealous advocates in the business, who 
had it much at heart. Adverting firet to Titus, 
he commences with giving thanks to God for 
having put it into his heart to hearken to his 
request.—Acdovr: iv 75 rapla is for iyriOÉ£rTi 
Ty kapó.—JXovói] is to be taken as at vv. 7, 8, 
‘the same earnest care for you [which I feel] 
—'Y wip buc, * for your welfare and benefit." 

l7. T)» piv "apáxA. itg.) He received, 
indeed, the exhortation, but (22), which is said by 
way of correction, to intimate that Titus was ' very 
ready" to go; lit. * readier to go than I to prompt 
him ;' or, to use our English idiom, ‘ too ready 
to go, to need solicitation.” The result of this 
promptitude is intimated in the next words; 
and ney: ‘he went forth of his own 
accord.” 
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erréuyvapev Šë per’ atro0 Toy adedgor, od 6 &raiwos ëv T@ evaryrye- 
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tavtn TÜ Siaxovoupévn vd nor 
& 9) f° mporooúpevoi xañà ov póvov éverrtov Kuplov, QAA4 xai 

‘Su. éverriov avOpwrwv. *2 Suveréuapey 66 atrois tov adedpov 
i. yuv, bv eSoxiudoapev dy rroddois odds otrovdaioy Svra, 

vunè è %oXXU arrovdasorepoy areroOnoes TOAAH TH eis pâs. 
oPns.%. 23° Elre inrép Titov, xowwvos òs kal eis Upüs ouvepyos’ eire 
Ror adeAhor Suv, ámócToXo, exxrAnoiov, Sofa Xpiorod. * Ty 

ow évdakw ris aydrns uv», xal huav Kavyncews vrép 

ipov, eis aùroùs evdei~acGe [xai] eis mpócwrov T@v éxeX5aiv. 

18. Tv ås ror, ob, &c.] It is not ; 
nor is it possible to determine, echo it is that is 
here meant, nor the exact sense intended in the 
words o ó dwacvor iv Te evayyeAio. 

19. ob móvov àí] meaning, ‘and be not only 
deserves that praise, but also’ &.—Xecpor., 
* being constituted or appointed,” as Acts xiv. 23. 
—Ti ydépere T., i. o. God's-gift mentioned 
atv. l. At wpo8upiay ¿u@v, repeat the arpós, 
* for the manifestation of,’ &c. 

20. oredAcueva: Tovro] This depends upon 
cureméuWapuey at v. 18 (v. 19 being parentheti- 
cal); for the sense is, * We have sent the bro- 
ther,’ &c., we guarding against (i.e. in order to 

ard against) any blame to us, as to the distri- 
ution of 21S abundant liberality :' a very pecu- 

liar use of eíAAscÜa:, but found also f Hi 
pocr, wepl apy. Intp.. p. 1013, xai ofr’ 
amwdcxowro ovdevos wv viÜvuovcip, odi 
oreiiacwro, ‘nor declined, avoided.” A meta- 
phor, says Foes , taken from sailors who avoid 
rocks by furling their sails, or. as we should say, 
by steering clear of them. How ors\A. comes 
to have this sense I have shown in my Lex. 
The orocrsX À. of F, G, is a Critical correction. 
— Mí Tis sud pwu. The sense is, * Lest any 
any one should have a handle for slander or 

umny, as if I appropriated any part of the 
large sum collected by me to my private use.” 

1. wpovootuevo: xaAd, &c.] For wpovoov- 
voi, B, D, E, F, G, and 5 cursives, with the 
Vulg., Ital, and other Versions, and some Fa- 
thers, have -poroovutv yap, which is adopted 
by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm, and Alf.. but on 
insufficient external authority, and without any 
support from internal evidence; inasmuch as, 
had ?rpovoovut» yap been the original reading, 
it is difficult to imagine why it should have been 
altered at all, and espec. to a reading which makes 
but a lamo construction, and seems wanting in a 
Particle of connexion. This, however, was readily 
furnished by the Critics, and as readily caught up 
by other Critics of the same intellectual calibre. 
he very words of the t. rec. occur also at Rom. 

xii. 17, where see note. In each instance Paul 
applies to the case in hand the words of Prov. 
iii. 4; and in each passage the words are sus- 
pended on the preceding, by making the latter 

Participle stand in a sort of rude apposition with 
the former. It would be vain to urge, as, per- 
haps, the German Critics have done, that the 
t. rec. here was brougM in from the of 
Romans; for cui bono? And how could it come 
into all the copies but 10? For I find not the 
reading in any of the Lamb. or Mus. copies. 

22. Tò» ¿ósX à» tuor] Who the person is 
that is here meant, is uncertain.— Os iĝoxim., 
&c., — ‘whom we have, by much ex 
rience, found to be diligent.’ It is strange that 
4310.0. should by so many be interpreted ‘the 
great confidence which we have in you for 
surely, according to every principle of correct 
exegesis, the scnse must rather be, ‘the great 
confidence which he hath in you the reference 
in wemwoBion and +g being evidently to o» — 
omovud., the brother. And indeed the sense thus 
arising is far more suitable and direct to the pr 
pose ; the meaning being, as many of the best 

positors are agreed, ‘ by the reliance which he 
places on you,’ i.e. on your good dispositions in 
general, and your liberality on the present occa- 
sion. 

29. slra xip T.) Supply either Adyor ris, 
or rather det LAE Ci B ele un mes- 
sengers, or legates of the Churches," persons sent 
to despatch their business, according to the primi- 
tive sense of the word, as Phil. 1i. 25. ese 
are called the 2óEa Xp., by metonymy, as i»stru- 
ments for diffusing the glory of Christ and his 
Dow 

T)» oUv [Dyos Ei —ÀIxxX.] The best Edi- 
tors bave been lon that the xai before 
aie 7rpoc. is of slender satione dit is not in any 
of the Lamb. and few of the Mus. copies), and 
accordingly it bas been cancelled by Griesb., 
Matthei, Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf. 
Agreeably to the true construction, we may ren- 
der, * Give, therefore, to them, in the presence of 
the churches, this evident testimony of your love 
to them, and of [the truth of] our boasting con- 
cerning you. Now whatever they did in this 
matter might truly be said to be done *in the 
presence of the churches ; not only because Titus 
would proclaim it wherever he went, but because 
Corinth was in every sense placed ts excelso; 
and, from its perpetual communication with all 
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parts of the civilized world, the tidings would 
soon spread to all the Gentile churches planted 
by St. Paul. ° 

IX. In this Chapter the Apostle, reverting to 
the collection, further urges their liberal contri- 
bution; and to the reasons before deduced, ab 
honestate, are now subjoined those ab utilitate. 
He first assigns his reasons for sending ‘ the bre- 
thren before-hand, to make up the collections, 
notwithstanding his confidence in them. Then, 
after encouraging their cheerful liberality, he, in 
the full expectation of its fruits, affectionately 
recommends them to the Divine blessing. 

1. wepi wiv yap THe iar.) The yap serves 
to connect this with the last verse of the pre- 
ceding Chapter; though, indeed, that connexion 
js not, at first sight, obvious; nay, the Apostle 
eeems to be passing to a new subject. Yet there 
js no transition, properly speaking ; or only, at 
most, that kind o quasi-transition, when a writer 
stops short in treating on any su_yect, in order to 
again advert to something that been before 
said, so as to make that the means of introducing 
some new topic. In this case, aAAd yap is not 
unusual in the Classical writers, and there is 
always an ellipsis of some words to be supplied 
from the context, or the subject-matter. So here 
we may paraphrase, with Abp. Newcome : ‘ (How- 
ever, Í need say no more, nor insist on the fore- 
going opa; viii. 24 ;] fur as to the propriety and 
reasonableness that you should contribute to the 
wants of the Jewish converts, I have no need to 
insist on them.” If this be thought too precarious 
a principle, as depending on the supply of a whole 
sentence to which it is to be referred, we may 
trace the connexion, with Dr. Peiie (after Schott,- 
Introduction to N. T., p. 240), thus: ‘ For, as 
to the Christian duty of relieving our brethren, 

rfluons for me to write to you on that 
or I koot, &c. &c., but [still] I bave 

ver. 

Augustus distributed Greece, consisting of Greece 
; namely, the tract or region to the south 

of Theeealy, Epirus, and Illyricum ; which coun- 
tries, together with Macedonia, constituted the 
other province.—Ilapsoxstacras need not, with 
some, be interpreted of infention only and will, as 
opposed to deeds ; nor, with others, of ‘ complete 

tion :' for it may well deuote, ‘has pro- 
itself" (Pass. with reflex. notion; see Jelf, 

r. § 367, 2), meaning, ‘ has been ready (to pay 
in the contribution).'—dad rip., lit. ‘from the 
year past.’ Tlep. with dwò is Hellenistic, and 
peculiar to New Test. See my Lex, 

Vor. IL 

Jre * un Tes, éày woe ovv poè Maxedoves, xai 

— ó iE ùn. ñor] For ó Lachm. edits rò, 
from the MS. B; which, however, derives con- 
firmation from Phil. iii. 6, where MSS. A, B, D, 
F, G, have the neuter form; though of that I 
cannot find a single instance elsewhere; and, 
ee that St. Paul has several times else- 
where the masculine form, it seems impro- 
bable that he should here (once) have used the 
xeuter—unless, indeed, we could suppose that in 
those other the neuter form at first ex- 
isted, and was rwards expunted by the Re- 
visers; which is highly improbable, and gives riso 
to the question, ° Why should St. Paul have ever 
used, alone it should seem, the neuter form?" 
I say ‘alone,’ because I cannot find a single ex. 
of {Ao as a neuter in any writer of any age 
except that some faint vestige of it may be found 
in the Sept. Vers. of Wiad. Sol., Astra: wav- 
oriav Tév (5jAov avTov, where Jerome renders 
as if (5A. were in the Nominative; and he may 
have in his MS. +d t:5AÀos, which might 
readily pase into rév (5Àov from the uncertainty 
of the construction, and, indeed, of the sentiment. 
But the other Versions are opposed to the Vulg., 
and agree in taking (5A. as an Accusative, which 
also is required by the context ; for, as Bedwell 
observes, ' in ceteris membris sequentibus Deum 
virtutes suas, loco armorum, sumpturum dicit 
(scriptor). If Jerome did read +d (iHAos, it will 
serve to account for his rendering by ‘zelus.’ But 
Jerome may have written ‘zelum’ (i.e. zelii); and 
the scribes taken it for *zelus.'—The i£ before 
iur is omitted in B, C, and 5 ancient cursives, 
and is cancelled by Lachm.; wrongly; since it 
was removed by the Critics as useless, because 
they were too ignorant to perceivo its force; and 
the Syriac and Latin Versions (which ought not 
to be led to as any authority in a matter of 

ad) this kind) might suggest the alteration. 
9. ufj—xsro05] i.e., as Theophyl. explains, 

xevdv  éAeyyO0n (so Hesych., padtatoy àro- 
$av07), ` should be — vain.’ — Erv te wiper 
+. ‘in this ar; i.e. your readiness to 
contribute, as ch. iii. 10.—“lva arapsox. 975, 
i.e. ‘that there may be no collections requiring 
to be made when 1 come,’ as the Apostle says, 
] s lav DO—M.] 1 

4. uú wees, dav —M. est, perchance, 
if any Macedonians should accompany me.’ He 
does not say they would accompany him, but it 
was not unlikely that they shoudd, considering 
the constant intercourse of Macedonia with this 
emporium of Greece, and the custom of setting 
forward the Apostles on their way, and some- 
times accompanying them, so as to bring them 
safe to the next Christian congregation. In iva 
bh Ady. Omeite there is a very neat turn, but 
not a particle of the À which Olsh. 
traces.—i» Tj vooTáGcs T. THe kavx., mean- 
ing, * on account of, on the ground of, this confi- 
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eUpwow was ümTmapackeváoTOUs, kaTaucyvvÜÓOLev Tues, (tva 
uÀ XMéyopev peis) év Tfj vmooráce, Taúrn [Ts Kavyjncews]. 
5'Avayxasov ovy *ynodunv tTapaxarécat Tors adedpois, iva 
mpothOwow eis vas, Kal Mpoxatapticwot T)V mpoKxaTnyyeA- 

may seem weighty, the word cannot be spared 
here, nor in ch. xi. i 

— Kaye Ü iv re uí£psi Torre, at ver. 
* leet we be shamed [put to shame] on this ground 
of our boasting.’ This view is confirmed by 
Theophyl. and who explain bwoordou by 
vrobics:, (^ ground’),—a sense arising 
from the primary one, *a foundation, support. 
The words were removed by Critics, who did 
not perceive their true force, as coupled with ry 
UocTács:, and who therefore cancelled them, 
in as thinking that 75 (oc. would express 
all that was necessary. Thus the Pesch. Syr. 
Translator rendered as if it were by a strong ex- 
pression denoting ‘extreme boasting; but the 
Arab. Translator, who usually follows him, Kata 
7róda, here renders lit., so as to show that he had 
TH xavx. in his copy; which confirms the opi- 
nion that the Syr. Translator also had it, though 
he renders with so prudent a freedom as to steer 
clear of the difficulty. 

5. Tà» wpoxatnyysA\uivny] meaning, it would 
seem, not, as our Common Version renders, 
‘whereof ye had notice before; but rather, 
‘which had been [so mach] spoken of before 
fey you] and announced [by me to the public]. 
y most recent Commentators mj)» evAoyiay is 

simply taken to denote ‘a of Yet they do 
not satisfactorily show Aow such a sense can arise 
from the primitive signification of the word ; i.e. 
‘an expression of good-will to any one.’ Abp 
Newcome's solution is the best,—namely, that it 
is so called from a metonymy of the effect for the 
cause; i.e. because it produces blessing. The 
true mode, however, of viewing the idiom seems 
to be, to suppose it used icacy. The 
Apostle often employs such terms to denote alms, 
as are calculated at once to spare tho feelings of 
the receiver, and remind the giver that he is ex- 
ercising a duty towards God. Thus we may com- 
pare this use of 1óXoyía with that of xápie at 
viii. 1, and atyapreria elsewhere. Hence it 
may be rend ‘a thanke-gift ;’ meaning, ‘a 
gift bestowed on man in gratitude to God for his 
goodness.’ The same principle may be — 
i. rw y of the rr at Gen. xxxiii. — 

. 45, ings v. 15, Sept. —At ravryy iroiune 
alva: Supply Go-rs, ‘that this sum may be ready.’ 
The words obras ae sbhoy. xal u$ Soxep 

; Merny evroylay Up&v, Tavrny éroiuny elvat oÜres às eUXoyíav, 
kal p) &arep wWreoveEiay. 5 5 Toüro 8é ó ereipov deopévos, 

.8 debouéves kal Oepice xal 0 aeípev èr’ eùhoylais, èr e)Xo- 
Ex ma yius xai Oepice. 7 *"Exaaros xafes Tpoaipeira, TH xapdla 

[À soysE(av, &c., aro illustrative of the foregoing 
sense of siXoylay. The sense is, ‘ it may 
be [as it is] a thanks-gift,' lit. * gift of blessing," 
‘and not, as it were, a grudging alms, wrung 
from unwilling givers by importunity’ The 
force of xzoveElay is well illustrated by Theo- 
phyl., who observes, that ‘he who gives alms 
unwillingly, gives it as if he were uverreacked, 
or cheated out of it; wAsovexreioGa: ae Thucyd. 
ae i. 77, where it is opposed to caTaveyaa- 
soOa. 
6. rovro dé} sub. gyi, ‘but this (only) I 

say ;' prob. meant to encounter an argument for 
iving at least ingly; the answer to which 
8, “tthe gift must, indeed be voluntary, and 
only in proportion to what can be yet, 
mind this,—he who soweth sparingly, shall reap 
sparingly.” The Apostle does not prescribe the 
amount which any one is to give; but merely 
reminds them, that they must expect to reap 
only in proportion to what they have sows. This 
metaph. use of ereipw, in the sense * to bestow,’ 
is founded om the lan of the Old Test. ; see 
lsa. xxxii. 20. Hos. x. 12. Prov. xi. 18, 25.— 
The antitbetic expression iw’ svA. may mean, as 
all the ancient Versions confirm, ‘in manner 
of blessings ; i. e. ‘ thanke-gifts or offerings’ (as 
situ rer d ‘with ample abundance, ‘most 
bountifully. Comp. Ezek. xxxiv. 26 (Sept.), 
verds avdoylas, * abundant rain ;' and Prev. xi. 
25, ey scAoyoumésn, * the liberal person.’ 

7. xa0ws wpoaipsirat Ty xapóía] not ‘as he 
purposeth in his heart; but, ‘as he is dispoeed, 
or chooseth, in his heart; for the Apostle is 
speaking not so much of determination, or pur- 
pose, ae of * will.’ The word is quite susceptible 
of the sense which was adopted by the 
Vulg. and other Translators, by many eminent 
modern Commentators, and recently by Billreth, 
—a sense supported by Acts xi. Ds, vTopoBÍc:. 
THe kapõias. Dan. i. 8, ero Aapri)A els Thv 
xapélay, where some copies have iv vg xapdia. 
And certainly the term apoaipstaÜa: is used by 
the Class. writers to denote purposing. But the 
words following, u#j—dvdyxye, seem (ae Chrys., 
C(Ecumen., Md. Theophyl. well saw) to fix the 
sense, not to or determination, but to 
the choice of i, And accordingly, with 
reason has that sense been here assigned 
most recent Commentators. Upon the whole, it 
seems to denote the disposition of heart to do a 
thing, arising from the taclination of the mind to 
it, and the deliberate choice of it pra aliis, as in 
ee gee xiv. 14 This : cones Sy 

t., who ains it ‘prout se et in animo 
ue libero — tuerit.” Bee ales priis uro 
of wpoa:p, is almost iar to the . Tpo- 
eipacce, prevails in the Sept., and is found in 
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the later Greek writers. So (besides other exx. 
which might be adduced) Jos. Antt. xvi. 6, 7, 
where he is speaking of the collections made 
among the foreign Jews, and sent to Jerusalem 
for the use of the Temple, évapxàc às ixac-ros 
— ix — — gin Ta 9.— 

Tç, . — lrap p sorny 
éyarao ©. Com Beclus. XXXV. g 11. Prov. 
— F Hp A Similarly it is said, Pind. 

K pAraróv y, ixóvTos si Tis 
in pw hipon. Sco alto Thucyd, ii. 40, ult, 
where see my note. 

8. swerde di—mwepioc. ele Duae] This (as 
Chrys. observes) seems meant to anticipate an 
objection: ‘But if I give, I shall impoverish 
myself! To which the answer is, * is able 
to [and, as he sees fit, will] make every sort of 
beneficence, —i. e. the ability and means to ex- 
ercise it—abound unto you. So some of the 
best Commentators, ancient and modern, inter- 

, taking xapw for iAsnuocdvny. Others, 
owever, understand it of ‘the gifts of God.’ 

The accumulation of terms, wayrl, wav- 
Tora, and wagay much strengthens the sense. 
—Tipioaeyyte, ‘you may have to spare [to 
bestow] on every kind of beneficence.’ 

9. cabs yéyp.} ‘ Thus the saying of Scrip- 
ture will be made good.’ The citation is from 
Ps. exii, 9.—Xxopwif{w signifies ‘to scatter, as 
in sowing,’ bly to the metaphor at ver. 7. 
—3 Sixasocurn is for i\snuocvvn.—M ive, ° en- 
dures,’ i.e. in its consequences. There is a sort 
of Oxymoron, similar to that at Prov. xi. 24, 
aloiv, of Tà Idia owstpovres wAslova wrowvew’ 
elei 0a xal, o? cuvdyorres iXaTToyovrTat. 

10. 6 ài iwcyxopyyav—iuiov)] The connexion 
here is ably traced by Chrys. and the Greek 
Commentators. The words ó iwixopsmryev— 
peu are a peri — Gop — the Good 

ing), ‘ who giveth us ings richly to enjoy.” 
It is formed A‘ Is. lv. 10.—yopnytioas xai TÀn- 
Guva:, ‘may be supply and multiply!" An Hen- 
diadys for ‘ may the abundantly supply.'—ro» 
ordpov Vue, * the seed you sow;' meaning the 
money or foods bestowed in alms, and thus sown 
unto the Lord; so expressing a wish that pet 
may have more seed to thus sow unto the Lo 
—Tà ysvipata Ts QuavogUyns v. An ex- 
pression borrowed from Hos. x. 12, ‘the effect 

or produce of your liberality.” Some take the 
meaning to be, ‘may he richly reward your 
liberality ; while others interpret otherwise. 
The most correct view of the senso seems to 
be that of the ancient Commentators and Em- 
merling, who take ya». rae dix. to denote 
‘the benefit arising from their charity; q.d. 
* May their charitable spirit find more scope 
for doing good; may their means of doing good 
be increased !' 

ll. iy vavrl *Xovri(óuivoi—dwAóor.] This 
is exegetical of the ing xal avéjoai— 
inar. The construetion is irregular, in tracing 
which it is best to regard wAour. as a Nomin. 

» ‘ye abounding,’ for Gen. absolute, and 
that for Iva witout i{nobe, scil. vwo rev Osov.— 
"HTis karspyáterau—O 1o. Thosenseis,* which, 
being ministered by us, produces, through our 
instrumentality, thanksgiving to God ;' namely, 
both frem the indigent Christians, who receive 
the bounty, and from the Apostle who procures 
and administers it. 

12. This verse is explanatory of the foregoing, 
and may be freely rendered, * For the ministering 
of this supply [to the wants of the poor] not only 
niora 4 — is a aden: to the 
glo » by ucing] many thankegivings’ 
to God ; viz. AL from the poor thus relieved, 
and from all true Christians. Comp. supra iv. 5. 

13, 14. These verses are further illustrative of 
the preceding.—éof. is a Nomtn. pendens, like 
TÀovT. at ver. ll. Emmerling shows that the 
words of ver. 13 are put for dofd{orres +. ©. 
did THe Ütakovías TaíT5e, rs TAOTE THE 
xowevlas ele abobs x. ele wavras Coxtma{erar 

» Uwrorayhy (uer ale T. sb . T. Xp. TÒ 
& $ucey ópoàoyovusvov. The force, however, 
of The dpodoy. is disputed. It seems best to 

it as put for Ty óuoXovyovuivp, ‘their 
professed,’ or ‘avowed obedience.’—Kai dxAó- 
THT’ THE KO. 8. a. K. 2. ©. may be rendered, 
* by the liberality of this your ministering to the 
necessities both of them, and of all [who are in 
need] The whole of this verse is parenthetical ; 
and the words xai aivréy dejo, &c., in the 
next verse, connect with v. 12. To clear the 
construction, we must take dejes: as put for ele 
éinew. For as the Apostle has before said, that 
this supplying of the necessities of the saints 
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"e. 
would redound to the praise and glory of God ; 
so here he adverts to another effect which would 
thence result: ‘it will also (he says) tend to 
[excite] their prayers for you.’ The expres- 
sion éwriwo8. vuas, which is to be referred 
to avra@y, may be best rendered, agreeably to 
the Syr. Version, aoe a t affection for 
you, as ia Phil. i. 8. Thus the words following 
will yield a very suitable sense; where xapiw 
ToU Osov signifies ° the grace of God in them, as 
evinced by their obedience to the requisitions of 
the Gospel in the exercise of this charity. 

15. xdpis Gà re Ors i. TH dvexd. a. dwpeg !] 
The Apostle here concludes with a sort of dox- 
ology, or ascription of praise ; in discussing which, 
it is important to fix the reference in the strong 
expression,—so suitable to the preceding context, 

j dvexd. deveg. Now here Mr. Alf. thinks 
it ‘impossible to apply such a term as this, so 
placed as here, to any gift short of that One, by 
which it may be referred to the gift of God of 
his only Son Jesus Christ,—a gift which (he 
adds) brings with it all things else (Rom. viii. 
32), and is, in all its wonders of grace, and riches 
of mercy, truly ineffable. And so (he adds) it 
is lained by all the deeper Commentators, 
specifying ———— But of the modern Com- 
mentators, who havo espoused this view, the only 
ones of any note are, Pisc., Sclater, Doddr.,— 
doubtingly,and Mackn. ; none of them deep Expo- 
sitors, as compared with Calv., Beza, Hyper , Est., 
and Bullin., followed by almost all other Exposi- 
tors, The exposition in question is very specious; 
and I am ready to admit with Doddr., that * the 
Apostle's mind, to which the invaluable gift of 
Christ was so familiar, may have by a strong and 
natural transition, glanced on that. But I much 
doubt whether that was the principal idea in 
Paul's mind. Mr. Alford's expression, that it is 
impossible to explain it otherwise than of Jesus 
Christ, is because he thought that, as Mackn. 
says, ‘30 d an epithet could be applied no 
otherwise. But even Mackn. only says, ‘it may 
with more propriety be applied to Christ.’ But 
how does he follow up that grand epithet in his 
Paraphrase ? by ‘ who batb joined together Jews 
and Gentiles in one Church.” And he follows 
up the idea in his note. But, after all, the ex- 
ression would not be too strong for the occasion. 
hlicting exerts all bis talent in carrying out 

the same line of argument pursued by Mackn. 
Thomas Scott softens it down a little, but only 
by ea | in what is not inherent in the ex- 
ression. I merely refer the reader to the excel- 
ent itions of Chrys. and Ecumen., Calv., 
Beza, Est., Whitby, and Burket, because th 
are within reach of every one; but since the 
exposition of Hyperius (from the extreme rarit 
of the work) is out of the reach of my readers, 
shall lay before them the substance of it, prefix- 
ing the introductory words of Ca] v. :—' Tandem, 

X. !* Adros 06 éyo IIaüxNos mapaxar® vas Sia tis %pao- 

quasi voti compos, ad laudem Dei evehitur, quo 
suam fiduciam, quasi re jam confect&, testari 
voluit, Hyper. remarks, ** that while Paul calls 
beneficence to the poor ‘ the gift of God,’ and for 
which thanks to God are every where due, we 
must bear in mind that, although, diligent as the 
ministers of the word may be in exciting their 
hearers to the exercise of faith and Christian 
charity, ‘nihil tamen agitur ni Deus suo Spiritu 
pectora promoveat auditorum. obrem, 
cùm sox adsunt fructus, Deus est ibus pul- 
sandus ; cùm vero adsunt, eidem agi debent gra- 
tim." This view is confirmed by Chrys., Awpeay 
6l Tå TocavrTa ayaba Ta Ota THs ¿À enuocóvnt 
tvoueva, xai Tois AauBavovew Kai Tots Tap- 
xovc:w, a mode of speaking intended to check 

any self-complacency, which might be engendered 
by the lofty nue just before assigned to alms- 
ving; this being represented indirectly as coming 

rom Gop, whom the Apostle blesses for putting 
it into their hearts to give so liberally, whereby 
would redound so much glory to God, and honour 
to the Gospel of Christ. And so Theophyl. and 
C(Ecumen. As to the words cited by Alf. from 
Theophyl, they do not contain the sense he 
ascribes; though others, which he has omitted 
to adduce, do, ——re&v dyabwv dvautpenoxe: wv 
¿E SÜnusy dca TS Capxwcews Tov Xpia Tov. 

owever, I cannot find that any ancient Greek 
Father adopted this view, which ] suspect came 
from the Arians; as we may imagine from 
Schlicting so readily catching it up, and making 
the most of it. However, it is quite plain where 
the truth of Scripture lies; and we are, I trust, 
now ready to say, with Dr. Peile, ‘ Thanke be 
to God for that his unspeakable gif? (of grace) 
through the Spirit to us, which (by its secret 
influences) moves us to have compassion on oar 
fellow creatures, even as He had pity on us, and 
of which who shall adequately set forth all the 
praise, or detail (éxdenyioerat, Sirach xlii. 17) all 
Its modes of contributing unto the glory of God, 
and e temporal and eternal welfare of his crea- 
tures ?° 

X. Now commences the third part and con- 
cluding portion of the Epistle, in which the 
Apostle, resuming his former argument, speaks 
more directly against the false teachers, vindi- 
cates himself from their calumnies, and, defend- 
ing bis Apostolical dignity, sets forth the full 

ciency of bis labours ; intimating his intention 
to evince the pre vested in him to punish the 
refractory, and thereby refute his traducers at the 
next — visit, which he intended soon to 
make—should their continued contumacy make 
80 — a daty unavoidable. 

In thie portion some difference of style may be 
observed,—there being here more of connerion 
and finish than in the preceding chapters. A yet 
greater difference exists in the spirit, manner, and 
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fone. In the former part of the Epistle all is 
mild and dá ; here severe, even objurga- 
tory, and sarcastic ; and, accordingly, the Particle 
of connexion is very appropriate, as marking 
transition not only to a new subject, but also to 
one in contrast with the foregoing. There is, 
however, no such inconsi as some have 

ised ; and therefore we may dispense with 
the is by which Emmerling, and others, 
have endeavoured to account for it. In truth, 
the persons here glanced at are nof the same. 
the preceding chapters the Apostle merely en- 
counters those who were sof well a to him, 
or insubordinafe ;' and hence he there only acts 
on the defensive. Here he seems to have in view 
the ill-affected teachers, and their partizans, 
his enemies, and accordingly he acts on the ofen- 
sive, 

He commences with entreating them, ‘ by the 
meekness of Christ,’ as ee to an ; 
which might serve to justify his previous for- 
bearance, and bis continued delay in punishing 
those who had offended. The Apostle, Est. ob- 
serves, uses this exordium, as being desirons not 
to be compelled to severity of avengement ; q. d. 
‘I pray you by the meekness of Christ not to 
compel me to be angry.” The words d:d— 
Xprcrov are meant to intimate, that he wishes 
to imitate that meekness on a principle of Chris- 
tian duty, and not from want of power to punish. 
Hence he does not say J beseech you, but aùròc 
¿ye IIavAos; which we may, with Billroth, 
ascribe to Paul's — to make prominent 
the circumstance of —— sustaining 
the Apostolic office, so «d y might place him 
face to face with his nents, But I still 
think that the true rendering is, ‘Now I, the 
same Paul who, &. In fact, there seems to be 
here a blending of two modes of expression, 
abróç ot, that same person who wapexadAss, and 
¿ye TI. Tapar. he Greek Commentators 
notice the dignity in the manner of expression 
by which, as Ale observes, aéroe points to the 
perona characteristic mentioned below, and 
ys IIavAos sets the Apostolic dignity in con- 

trast with the — whi ollows,— 
namely, in the words às xard rpdcwrov—ipmas 
(where supply saper), are spoken in the person 
of his traducers. 

2. The ài is reeumptive of the dé supra at 
wapaxade (so at Matt. iv. 1, and comp. iii. 33); 
and déouas dà may be rendered, * I entreat you, 
I say” The sense is: ‘I entreat, I say, that I 
may not have to be bold when I am , with 
that confidence, wherewith I in to be bold 

nee Le aided A stariple piel the flesh ;' i. e. gui y es, 
actuated by merely human sasctioas: See Calv. 
and Hyper., aud espec, Eat. 

8. iv capxi—orp.) We may notice the differ- 
ence between i» capxi and xara oapxa, and the 
use of orspimraaiy in the sense to be, or to live, as 
lJohni.7. The former imports ‘to live in a 
buman body, have a frail human nature;' the 
latter, ‘to live on merely human views.’ The sense 
and the force of the allusion in eTpaT. are dis- 
puted. The ancient and some modern Commen- 
tators tl toed an allusion to the exercise of Paul's 
office and commission, as Apostle; see 1 Tim. i. 
18; while the recent Commentators think the 
expression has reference to the strong contest 
which the Apostle had to maintain against sin 
and wickedness, and its upholders, and this view 
is admirably illustrated by Bp. Sanderson, in his® 
9rd Sermon ad Populum, p. 145. The former is 
preferable; but the latter may come in by impli- 
cation. The expression here, xara cdpxa, refers 
to the maxims of Auman policy; see note on 
John viii, 15, 

4. ra yap TAa, &c.] Here the thought is 
further developed, and the figure is continued, in 
order to s t the mighty supports from above, 
which the Apostle had in the exercise of this 
spiritual warfare; and that in order to establish 
his Divine commission ; q. d. * No! for the wea- 
pons of (nin our warfare against sin, the world, 
and the devil are so£ carnal or fleshly (mundane, 
and therefore weak), but mighty unto (or Se, 
God, in whose cause we fight, or through God, 
our weapons being God's instruments to set forth 
his power.’ So Billroth. However, it may 
mean, as Dr. Peile explains, ‘mighty before 
God,'—* such as God wills to be mighty." Comp. 
l Cor. i. 24—31 : certainly not, as Winer and 
Alf, *in God's estimation, *after His rule of 
warfare, The ns of the spiritual warfare 
are well — by Eat. to be, humility, patience, 
meekness, charity, and the other Christiun virtues ; 
also wisdom, knowledge, prophecy, and the other 
gfu of the Holy Spirit, natural and supernatural. 

he next words, ver. 5, serve to show kow they 
avail to the purpose thereof, —namely, to the 
storming and destroying the strong-holds of the 
adversaries, overturning all the means whereby 
they (whether the heathen philosophers, the 
Jewish doctors, or the false teachers) sought to 
impugn the truth of the Gospel as preached by 
Paul, or to establish their own errors, namely, 
through the means of false wisdom, Wevdwrupos 
yroos (see l Tim. vi. 20), as opposed to ñ 

wait Tov Osov, spoken of in the next verse. 
The same scope may be recognised in the use of 
the term sóngua, by which is denoted (as at ch. 
ii. 11) argumentative ratiocinution, such as tho 
Platonists and Aristotelians dealt in. 

b. Aoytopods xab., &c.] This is further ex- 
planatory of xa@alpsow which precedes. Ao- 
ytopove has reference to the dialectic subtilties, 
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and vain sophisms, by which the heathen philo- 
sophers endeavoured to buttress up the strong- 
holds of falsehood and imposture. In Uyeua 
(said with reference to & proud adversary, 
under the figure of a lofty tower, or fortress 
built up by the enemy) there is the same meta- 
phor ae in óxópwnua before, though with a more 
especial reference to the battlements of walls and 
fortresses ; and as Aoyicp. is a gerer on 
referring to the heathen philosophers, and partly 
the false teachers, so iowa (as 
wav) is a term icab 
heathen philosophers, the false teachers, and the 
Jewish doctors. Nonua should be rendered, not 
thought, but cogitation, i. e. intellectual ratiocina- 

* tion, es supra li. 11. The false teachers, it seems, 
found it more difficult to subject their reason 
to the obedience of Christ than their actions. 
Against thts — of man has ever rebelled. 
Thus of those who now reject the Gospel, few 
are indisposed to admit the excellence of its 
moral ; but against any subjection of the 
reason of men they loudly protest.—els thy 
bTaxo»» Tov Xp. may best be rendered ‘into 
obedience to Christ,’ i.e. his Gospel, the y»ec. 
Tov Osov. 

6. iy évoluc Eyovres] for érolues ix., ° being 
ready. — Orav TÀnp. ver Š ÙT., i. e. ‘ when 
you are generally and completely brought to the 
obedience of Christ By vuóow ù bv. is meant 
the obedience of the sounder part of them. We 
are not, however, with many recent Commenta- 
tors, to suppose that the Apostle waited till the 
eater and sounder were reduced to obe- 
ience, in order, by their aid, to punish the dis- 

obedient; since for the ixdixnorce mentioned he 
needed not their aid. It would seem that he 
deferred exercising the supernatural power of 
inflicting judgments, intrusted to him by God, 
until, by giving time for repentance, he should 
have brought beck as many as possible to obedi- 
ence, who would help to the rest so, and 
thereby render it the less n to resort to 
soverer measures. The view which I have taken 
of the sense is, in the main, the same with that 
adopted by Est., who understands the threaten- 
ing in question as directed against those in the 
Corinthian Church who were yet guilty of groes 
sins ; againet whom they were numerous, 
ecclesiastical discipline could not be exercised by 
excommunication. Est. remarks, that it is as 
* impracticable as unwise to extend ecclesiastical 
discipline, by excommunication or otherwise, to 
great multitudes.’ But, we might ask him, have 
not ë ible popes often done this, by layin 
whole kingdoms and empires under an interdict 
It was, however, I imagine, not so much ecclesi- 
astical discipline by ezcommunication that was 
here chiefly had in view by St. Paul, ae rather 
punishment by the tx/liction, through the mira- 

aiypanrertilovres av vóna eis Thy Vrraxo))v ToU Xpurob, Š ° xai 
èv éroiug &yovres éxDucijcas twacay mapaxoùv, Grav aX5pe05 

* 11T xarà Trpóaorrrov Brérere ; El tis mëroiñey ¿aur@ Xp- 
lion 46. gTOU elvan rotto NoylecOw máv ad éavrob, 51s nabs aùŭròs 

Xpucrod, otro xa peis [Xpurroo]. 95'Edv re yap xai mepo- 

culous power committed to him, of diseases, dan- 
us, and sometimes mortal ; or perhaps the in- 

fliction of Divine punishment, as exercised 
the Divine hand, in or š ; whic 
latter, in the case of multitudes, would be that 
most likely to be the mode of. punishment se- 
lected. it is well observed by Augustin 
(cited in Est.): ‘Si contagio peccati multitadi- 
nem invaserit, divine discipline severa ntiseri- 

ia necessaria est.’ 
7. The Apostle now turns from the decesters 

to the deceived.—ra x. wp. Briwers. Lachm. 
and Tisch. take the words declaratively. Yet 
the inte ve mode (ae adopted in the Pesch. 

Vers.) is more suitable to the context, 
which is keenly hful The sense of ra 
xarà we. BÀ. ; is,‘ Do you form your estima- 
tion of things [concerning a Teacher] according 
to external circumstances?" such as person, man- 
ner, learning, or , wealth, birth, rank, or, 
lastly, the adventitious advan of conversion 
under Christ himself; comp. 1 Cor. ix. 1. In 
vis there seems to be an allusion to the false 
teachers, and espec. owe who took the lead.— 
ITésoi0s» ¿cure should be rendered ‘is confi- 
dent in himself," viz. by placing reliance on some 
personal merit of his own. — Xp«a-roy siva, scil. 
CovAor ; implying, by the context, ono — 
approved by him.—Tovro Aoyi{iobe r. å. i. 
mr be rendered, *let him jn consider this 
with himself," or reason thus of himself; ` out of 
his own mind,’ ae Alf. explains. Neve 
the reading id’ éavTov, edited by Lacbm. from 
B and 2], with the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, 
$ inira, is worthy of attention, and is 
confirmed by Thucyd. vi. 40, 2, avrà dà iq 
davrijs cxowovea, where the old reading 40 
šaurñç was well rejected b7, Popp.» Goll., and 
Arn. See my note. But Thucyd. is not St. 
Paul; and I suspect the ig’ to be a Critical 
emendation. The next words mean, ‘he will 
reason out, discover, find, by all those meats 
whereby he concludes Aémself to be Christ's, that 
he may ude the same of me also." 

8. iáv Te yap xai «pico óTepor, &c.] A con- 
io, or proof, that the thing is so. der: 

* Nay, if I should boast somewhat more (than I 
have done] of my power; i.e. ‘even should I 

greater claims than 
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310% yap raider éyepivas Ó 
heresy and falee doctrine.—Oóx aloxvv85ooua:, 
i. e. * I should have no reason to be ashamed,” as 
if I spoke faleehood ; nay, the truth of facts 
would justify me. 

9. wa uù Cokw—imicroday] There is here 
an air of abruptness, and an obscurity, which 
moet Interpreters, ancient and modern, endea- 
vour to remove by supplying some clause intro- 
ductory of the words. e most probable su 
plementum is add’ ob xavynoouas; q.d. ' [if I 
scere, I say, to boast. But this I will soc do,] in 
order that, &. Now this Dr. Peile pronounces 
the most satisfactory explanation of the difficulty, 
and he seeks to confirm and illustrate it by the 
following remarks: ‘The above interpretation 
rests upon that peculiar significancy of %va, and 
its equivalents œs or Saws d» [Anglicé (even- 
tual) to the end thal, so that, or so as to ; or again 
(virtual) that sv, for to, suck as to}, which would 
lead us here, aj to render Iva un by the Latin 

not to come to the conclusion 

Angl., ‘to be one whose sole aim and occupation 
1 your fears. The 

ve view of the force of Tva may be adopted; 
but as to the getting rid of the difficulty in os 
av ixpoBeiv, by introducing a resolution of the 
terms into otbers equivalent, it is a principle 
always precarious, and never satisfactory. I have 
the same objection against taking ws dy ixgo- 
Baiv, with Winer and Olsh., for we d» ixdo- 
Boius. In short, I still pause at so long and 
arbitrary a yr —— and, accordingly, I 
prefer that of Meyer and Alf., who, taking wa 
P —* subjectively, render, (‘I say this) be- 
cause I wish not to seem, 1 quite agree 
with Meyer, that ws dy is meant to removo the 
harshness of ix@ofsiv, and means ‘tanquam, as 
the Vulg. renders, dv losing its proper force in a 
commonly current expression. Thus we may 
render, ‘as tf wers.’ However, the sense is not, 
as Meyer says, the same as ds: nor must the dy 
be in the ws, since it pointe at the origin 
of this remarkable idiom, which was, I believe, 
formed on œs dy sirom, like our ‘as I may 
say, —both limitative ex ions. 

10. ai ply ivicToXai] This will not prove 
that they bad previously received more than one; 
for, as Bp. Middl. remarks, i-icToXal might be 
used generically, as denoti 
them, though only ose letter been received. 
We may, however, account for the use of the 
Plural on the priuciple s ted by Abp. New- 
come, derived from the fact, that ‘St. Paul's 
Epistles were, as we may infer from Col. iv. 6, 
scat from ove Church to another to be publicly 

the character of 

ovyxpivat éavroUs Tic] Tevita! 

.read.' What confirms this solution of the diffi- 
culty is, that the on/y Epistles which besides 
1 Cor. had been hitherto written by St. Paul 
were the one to the Galatians and the two to 
the Thessalonians—both epistles written at Co- 
rinth during his first visit to that city, where he 
formed the Corinthian Church, and probabl 
communicated to influential converts there his 
epistles to the Galatians and the Thessalonians. 
And there are in those epistles, espe- 
cially the former, which altogether answer to this 
character. See ch. iii. 1—3. At «ol supply 
Tis, meant of the person supposed to make the 
observation, and probably the leading pereon 
among the false teachers.—fapsiat xai lox., 
* authoritative and severe, or ‘not to be made 
light of.'—:) 83 wap. Tov cop. is for rap%v 8é 
TO Gwpai, as in Thucyd. vi. 86, wore pel{ovr 
TÄS us TÍpas Tapovaías. 

— ácÜcrijs] ‘mean, insignificant,” supposed to 
have reference to the very diminutive and crooked 
form, and various other disadvantages, as to per- 
son and manner,—which the traditional evidence 
of equi ascribes to the Apostle. Bp. Shut- 
tleworth (cited by Dr. Peile) adduces in proof 
and illustration the following from the 
— book of the Acts Paul and Thecla, 
which may not improbably bave been derived 
from more authentic sources, " [doy 34 rév dyópa 
loxóusvo», Tóv IlavAos, pixpòv TG peyibac 
(size), Yury Thv Kearny, &yxóXoy mais xrf- 
pats sükvnaor ( áxvnpuop, * calveless `) cúv- 
odpuy, ixippivov. This picture is confirmed by 
the Pseudo- Lucian (a writer earlier than the time 
of Julian) and by pictures of the Greek Church 
of the very earliest antiquity, as has been pointed 
out by Mr. Curzon in hie Visit to the Monaste- 
ries.—The expression ó Adyos átovÜsynuévos 
refers, it is supposed, to his weak voice and in- 
distinct enunciation; including, too, an imper- 
fect elocution, which was, we may suppose, not 
sufficiently refined for the fastidious critics of 
Grecism at Corinth. 

12—18. Theodor. remarks on this confessedly 
obscure and difficult , that the Apostle 
designedly wrote the whole obscurely, as 
not wishing dvapya@e idéiyEat rods altlovs,—a 
somewhat unsatisfactory principle. It should 
rather seem, that the state of the passage may be 
ascribed to the effect of mental perturbation. 

12. ob yap roAp., &c.] The yap may be transi- 
tive, but ratherelliptic. ‘[But we will say no more;] 
for, &c.—Ov Toàn., * non sustinemus,’ we do not 
venture; as Rom. v. 7, and sometimes in the 
Classical writers. —' E*yx. and ovyxpivas are well 
explained by ba mni evvapiÜurcar. and 
áyrurapa0sivai. By 7:01 the Apostle means 
the falso teachers, against whom he directs the 
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11cor. 41 Duo 1* (lov yàp dx un epixvovpevor eis kaa Vrepexreivopev 
aL — éavroóv yp. yap xal tpv éjÜácauev v TQ evaryyeXp Tob 

perpa Kxavywpevos v àXXoTpiois 
Kóros, édrida 06 éyovres, avEavopevns ths miotews ipo, èv 
bui» ueyaXvvOijva. xarà Tov kavova nuoy, eis Trepuaaeíavy, 16 eis 

n 
Jer. 9. 
1 Cor. 1. 

pointed sarcasm following.—dAAd abtrol—oup- 
touc, i. e. * While they thus measure themselves 
by themselves only, and not with the true A 
tles, they are not men of understanding" ( 
rally, * do not put things 

ite- 
well together in their 

mind.’ See note on Luke ii. 47); meaning, 
that ‘th ive not what they are doing. and 
the self. clusion into which they are fallen ;" 
which is the greatest mark of folly. This abso- 
lute use of ov ovv., in which there is a meiosis, for 
a person devoid of understanding, is also found 
in Mark vi. 52. vii. 14. viii. 17, 21; and this 
Hellenistic form of the third person pl. Indic. 
present occurs also in Matt. xiii. 13. It is a 
strange mistake in Olsh. and others to take the 
word for the Dat. Plur. of the Particip. evruw 
(which the construction forbids); and as great 
an error in Criticism for Lachm. to edit cvmacey, 
solely from B, and 3 cursives of the same family ; 
but which no amount of evidence could establish, 
—since it is manifestly a correction of the Hel- 
lenistic to the pure Greek form. Numerous 
parallel sentiments are here adduced from ancient 
writers. Jt may suffice to advert to the Horatian, 
* Metiri se quemque suo modulo ac pede.’ 

13. uste á] The nueis is emphatical, and 
meant in opposition to the false teachers. The 
same metaphor is here continued, and the sense 
is, *1 will not boast, or seek glory, in respect to 
any parts further than the limits God hath 
assigned to my evangelical labours.’ By xavewy 
here is denoted that s or province allotted to 
a teacher, to which the term diocese was after- 
wards applied.—ovyi sle ra Guatpe. Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. edit ovx, from 6 uncials and 
several of the most ancient cursives e which I 
add Lamb. 1184, 1185), with Chrys., Theophyl., 
and Theodor. But I have preferred to retain the 
t. rec., with Griesb., Matth., and Scholz, espec. 
considering that internal evidence is in favour of 
ov xl, which the Revisers altered to ovx, from not 
pereieing its intensive force, and perhaps brought 
n from ver. 15. This is not the only in 
which this has taken place. So 1 Cor. iii. 3, 4, 
and other of N. T. and Sept. which I 
could adduce.— At igixicBar & xpi kal dpi, sup- 
ply Gore, the meaning being, ‘and those limits 
extend so as to reach even unto you. [Of you, 
therefore, I may be permitted to t. 

14. This verse is explanatory of ver. 18, and 
the expressions dwepsxt. é£avToUs (with which 
the Commentators compare i»spanód» tov 
Spov) is equivalent to sis Ta dusTpa kavxáaOa:, 

œ TH Urepéxewa ity evaryedicacOas, ovK èv dXXorpio xavóvt 
X cio Tà Šroma Kavyjcacba. 17°‘O 82 xavyopevos, ev Kupip 

A similar use of Swapexrelysey occurs in Lacian, 
Eunuch. 2, xexpayores xai vsraspucreuwóparot. 
The sense, then, ie, * we stretch not ourselves as 
if our boundaries did not extend so far as to reach 
to you.'—d xpi yap kal uev —X piov, * for I 
have advanced as far as you also in preaching the 
Gospel of Christ.\—@ay. signifies properly to 
arrive ; and the right of pre-cocupancy is 
here alluded to. 

15. oùx ele Tà &ueTpa xavy.] The Apoetle 
here resumes the sentiment at ver. 13, in order 
to engraft another upon it, illustrative thereof: 
* We (alludin to the false teachers) do not boast 
beyond our Fimits over other men's labours.” 
Comp. Rom. xv. 20, and aleo Jos. Antt. xiv. 11, 2, 
«aTacksvátsuw aÜvouav ix Tiv ddX\oTpiev wó- 
væv. The Apostle then hints at a result of his 
labours far more precious than tance and 
honour. We have, he says, a hope avEavouérue 
Tie Wiorews vuv ¿v uiy ueyalovÜsva: that, 
as your faith increases (i.e. as the profession of 
the Gospel extends further among you), iv iptv 
MeyaduvOjvac, * to gain fame and glory by you,’ 
—namely, as a seacher justly may, by the repu- 
tation of his pupils. 

16. ale Ta rus ayy] sub. wore, 
= ale =ó. The sense seems to be: * The result 
which I hope for, from this abundant succees of 
my labours among you, is ebay ysAícaca.: (scil. 
pe) sls ra Urepixewa Úuë@v, that I may spread 
the Gospel to the — beyond you.’—Oux iv 
&drX\orple—xavy. nder, ‘So, however, as 
not to aim at boasting over that which is already 
obtained, and in another's bounds..—Ele ta 
Toia, for iv ois iroluo:s. 

17. Since the Apostle had made frequent men- 
tion of boasting, and DE u appeared to 
some, from what he had saying, vain-glo- 
rious, hence he subjoins a weighty sentiment, oc- 
curring also in 1 Cor. i. 31 (prob. derived from 
Jer. ix. 23), but in a different relation from that 
here (couched in the form of a guome), both in 
self-vindication, and by way of glancing at the 
false tles,—_namely, that ‘ Ë who boasts 
even with reason (and not of other men's achieve- 
ments) must boast not in Atmself, but in the 
Lord, z Á whom he has been enabled to work 
good. The words of v. 18 are con of 
what is said in the present, serving to set forth 
the wselessness of boasting, by the consideration 
that ‘it is not by this that a man is approved, 
but only by the alone frwe glory of being ap- 
proved in the sight of God, and shown to be thus 
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approved ; namely, eitber by the impartment of 
spiritual gifts and. endowments; or, in a general 
way, by such a blessing on any minister's ovan- 
pu labours, as attests that he is accepted of 

' 
XI. 1. As v. 17 of the i ter was 

intended to deprecate the — x Peine 
which arises at hearing any one praise himself, 
so seems the present verse thus meant. The 
A "lira erar ah uu further to boast of 

might 7 —4deprecating censure, 
however, by Well choose; words x * Would 
that ye would bear with me a little in my foll 
[as you call y of boasting! Yea, do bear wi 
me!' Much force and el is there in this 
use of 75 ádpoc., which is to be understood of 
what Paul's called such; though it 
was not so, but arose from necessity. Similar 
uses occur in the best Class. writers, e. g. Thu- 
cyd. vi. 17, xal Tavra ú tuh—dvora—irace. 

ph. Antig. 95, GAA’ a us xai Thy ¿Ë iuov 
óvaflovAiay Habsi» Tò Ótiyór TovTo. Soph. 
(Ed. Tyr. 396, ¿AA ¿yë-— ° O pnydiv ló ç 
Olsizove. 
2 {nið yap—Yirw}] Render: ‘I am jealous 

over you with a godly jealousy ;’ meaning, a 
jealousy which has God's service at heart, as 
opposed to mere human and selfish jealousy. 

hus the expression implies a suspicious fear lest 
they should go wrong. is is eo y 
Chrys., Theophyl., GEcumen., and espec. by what 
follows at v. 3; and so Theophyl., {nAorower 
Craxscuat, Cediae kal Tpéur, ph Trj dwAG- 
T"Tos bmav ù wavoupyla wepryivnra. We 
have the same idiom in our own | — 
* jealous of the honour’ of a person. The next 
words, npuocáuny yap vpe ivl dvdpl—Xpr- 
ore, are illustrative of the thing, and the me- 
taphor in rpuocáunv would seem to be adopted 
suitably to that just after, which represents the 
Church as the bride of Christ. Thus sjpuocáuny 
is equiv. to dusmorevoduny; the figure being 
su to be derived from the Jewish saying, 
that Moses espoused Israel to God on Mount 
Sinai, and also with allusion to the ápuocal, 
who negotiated marriages for their friends. See 
also Prov. xix. 14. Krebs, however, has shown 
that this is contrary to the propriety of lan : 
the middle form dpuó(so0a« being never of 
a man's betrothing a woman to axother, but only 
to himself. See Esth. ii. 12, Sept. and Joseph. 
Antt. — 2. ae x per seem better m 
reject ae usion, and suppose, wit 
Krebe and Mall ap. Parkhurst, a parvatal image, 
similar to that by which dpuc{ew is applied toa 
father's betrothing his daughter to some one, 
Sce Eurip. Elect. 24. Thus the sense will be, 

Jaith in question; as o 

t I have prepared you [by Christian doctrines and 
virtues] that I may introduce you as a pure virgin 
to one man, even Christ, However, on further 
consideration of these words I am of opinion, 
that the parental image, of a father betrothing 
his daughter to some suitor cannot be sustained, 
as being little suitable to the context, where the 
Church is represented as the Bride of Christ. 
As to the irregularity of the expression, it is not 
greater than certain other idioms in the Scrip- 
tural writers, and not a few in Alexandrian 
Greek. The same use of the Middle form, as 
used in a Deponent sense (like the Simple 
Active), occurs in sev passages of Philo, ' 
p. 964, and Jos. Bell. i. 28, 2, evvapuócacta: 
Tove *y&uovs, and some later Greek writers, 
cited by me in my Lex. iu v. dpudc{eo. It is 
truly obeerved by Billr., that ‘the figure of the 
marriage-union (also employed . v. 25) is of 
frequent occurrence in the Old Test., to denote 
the intimate connexion between God and his 
chosen people Israel.” Comp. Isa. liv. 5. xii. 5. 
Jer. iii. 1l. Ezek. xvi. 8. It should seem, as he 
suggests, that the Apostle employs the form of 
expression, rpuocáungy vas Ci have espoused 
you’) from his regarding himself as the oidos 
TOU wvudíov (comp. John iii. 29), whose office 
it was to seek out and introduce the bride to the 
brid m, and also to overlook her conduct, 
On which office see Schoettg. Hor. Heb. i. 335. 

8. Tà yvoñuaTa ù.) ‘habits of thinking.'— 
plap awd cis darÀóT. Ts ale T. Xp.: a 

; the full sense being, ' be cor- 
rupted and perverted from the simplicity, &c. 
The sense, however, of da. has n not a 
little disputed, and is not quite certain. It would 
seem to stand for the fuller expression, À ór. 
77* xapdiac, found in Eph. vi. 6, and Col. iii, 
22, and from a comparison of Phil. iv. 7, pov- 
phos: Tas kapélas xai Td vojuaTa bmw iy Xp. 
' I, taken in conjunction with the conjugal figure 
in the context, we may suppose that the sense is, 
what Dr. Peile's paraphrase expresses, ‘ leet haply 
your minds may have been seduced away from 
single-hearted affection towards Christ. But 
Est. and others of the earlier Commentators, 
supposing the reference to be (as, indeed, it 

y is) to the arts of the false apostles, suppose 
the sense to be, ‘seducing the minds of the 
Corinthians from the simple, pure, and uncor- 
rupted faith in Christ, which they had been 
taught.” Yet, if we render, by simple-hearted 

ity to Christ, that will include the simple 
— to ps * — 

views of the philosophizing party. eophyl. 
explains, u? aim Osrre dvo THe dr Àiie ris- 
Tae? ele thy Tov iw devo sallow 4, 5. The Apostle here disallows an excuse, by 
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eico. xnpiooes bv ova exnpvEaper, f) IIveüua. €repov Xauávere Ó ove 
ch. 13.11. 
Gal. 

1. 

1 

which the Corinthians might lead that they are 
not to be prohibited from ug new 
inasmuch ae those masters communicated more 
excellent things than Paul had (Est). The 
connexion or full sense intended is: ‘for if, in- 
deed, the new-comer to you ms another 
Saviour whom we have not proclaimed ; or if ye 
receive from him another and better Spirit, which 
yo had not before embraced,—ye might well 
tolerate him (admit his pretensions to Apoetle- 
ship). But this is mof the case; neither such an 
one, nor any other, can do these things, for I 
account myself to have come nothing short of 
(to be nothing inferior to) the very 
apostles.’ The formula «el ui» yap here used is 
very rare in the Class. writers, aud in the New 
Test. is found only eleewhere in Acts xxv. 11, 
al piv ydp ddcxe, and Heb. viii. 4, sl uiv yap 
qv. By o ipxóuevos i$ meant any euch person 
coming; one being supposed for example's sake, 
and perap also by way of allusion to some 
ticular im eae — me — — 
party. e singu vevua re employed, 
as better consorting with 'IncoU»: and also by 
way of denominating the Holy Ghost personally, 
as Him from whom all rin gifts and graces 
(see 1 Cor. xii. 4—11) do come. With 
to the reading, I cannot agreo with Lachm. in 
altering the t. rec. a into dvíyeo0« from 
only eno MS., the Vat. B, for that has every 
— of being an alteration, introduoed for 
the purpose of adapting this Verb in Tense to the 
foregoing Verbs. As to the reading avelyeoOe, 

pted by Scholz, Tisch., and A Ë 
find in Lamb. 1183, 1185, 1186, and Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill), I should be willing to adopt it, 
m n: it im pr p — for 
the sake of getting of the double a t, 
which, however, as being Hellenistic or — 
drian Greek in form, has the reser probability 
rl being — ue this ic use of the 
mperfeet, ich it means, *ye might, or 

$ bear with him; see Jelf's Gr. § 898, 8, 

, 

could 
and Peile on /Eschyl. Agam. 534. C 412, 
where they point out the irony involved in the 
idiom.—'‘Yorspyxiva:. I have chosen to render 
t that I have come short,’ notwithetanding that 
some Commentators and Translators take it as 
Perf. for Preeent tense, ‘that I come short,’ 
because, in all the exx. that have been adduced 
of that idiom, there is constantly to be recognised 
an intermixture of Past with Present, thus: ‘I 
have done, and still do this or that,’ though the 
Present is generally (as here) most prominent. 
Bee John v. 45, ele Sv fjvríxes, ‘in whom ye 
have and do place your trust” On the sentiment 
sce more in Est., whose remarks coincide with 
whet 1 formerly pointed out in Rec. Syn., and 
since in Gr. Test., namely, that * what the Apos- 
tle here says was meant, not against Peter, James, 
and John (who are, in Gal., styled ‘pillars’ of 
the Church, and accordingly. by their partial 
adinirere, would be called ol varepAíav ásróc-ro- 

zi ÉXdfere, ñ ebarryQMov črepov Š oùs dOéfaaÜe, kaħðs 1 nretyerOe. 
Aa pia 7 5 e Aoyitouas yàp pndey vorepnxeras TOv. inrephiay ámoaóXov. 
acs 6f Ej 58 xal brns TQ Ayo, GAN’ où Tjj voce. AN éy sayri 

Ẹ ch. 18. 18, pavepabivres éy wacw eis iude. 75'H dyaptiay ¿momca 

ression there is no iromy), but Aot, in which 
of the above A es, 

ig sep h know, had formed eter,—who, we know, ormed a party 
at Corinth, the heads of which, we may suppose, 
puffed themselves forth as a kind of under apoe- 
tles, sont by the principal Apostles, averring that 
they delivered only the doctrine received from 
them, and that a better one than Paul's. This 
the Apostle here refutes, by showing, both that 
his doctrine was the very same as that of those 
apostles, and that he was in no respect on a 
footing of inferiority to them. 

6. The Apostle here adverts to one of the 
principal objections made to his — pre- 
eminence by his opponents.—El dé xai ldveTrye 
ve Aoye, ‘But what if I even am rude as to 

j pen in language.’ Here lJwerws, by 
e force of opposition, as respects yewos:, signi- 

fies * one ade in: speech (devoid of eloquence)," 
and whose language is plain and unpolished. 
Comp. Jos. Antt. ii. 12, where Moses is described 
as ldscerne Xóyq, and whose style of writing is 
devoid of the ernaments of rhetoric; exactly as 
Xen. de Ven. xiii. 4, says, of himself, louers« 
páv clus’ locos oby Tois you aou (for Dipacur, 
* fine words’) ov cacodiouivert (‘ more sopbis- 
— ') — Comp, 1 Cor. arr. HA lov 5 
xaf’ Swapoyhy Xoyov ñ codías.—Of course, 
'yvece. we must ss d * Divine knowledge,’ 
viz. of the things he professes to teach, —things 
pertaining to the salvation of souls. And this 
sense is adopted by the best Expositors, and con- 
firmed by the weighty authority of Valckn. Mr. 
Alf., indeed, explains it, ‘a man not professionally 
acquainted with what he undertakes; referring 
to Acts iv. 13. 1 Cor. xvi. 24, where his expla- 
nation offered here might not be unsuitable; and 
on that force I have amply treated in my note 
= “sdi 12, 2. — tho addition here of 
oye, implication, to yrwoer, quite 

alters the caso, — AAN iv wavri bavspe Ü) (yet 
—itpat, ‘yea, rather have we in every way be- 
come manifest to you in all things; meaning, 
both as to our knowledge and every other parti- 
cular. At davepwOivres We must supply, with 
Phot. apud CEcumen., from the subject-matter, 
dopis, scil. ws ixowras TavTHY Thy yuwow: a 
somewhat harsh ellipsis; to avoid which some 
ancient Critics wrote @avepwoarres (found in 
B, E, G, and 17, and received into the text by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Alf), scil c2» y»éecu. 
€ that involves equal — In ich * 

ng, @avepwecavtse, is only part of a 
on davapwGipres, the whole of which (namely, 
— &avTob«) is found in other M 
hat Paul would write such bald Greek as 

Qarepicayres no Critic will ever admit, nor 
any scholar of common sense, 

. fj duaptiav—ipiv;] There is here an 
abruptness of transition (united with Pauline 
energy of expression), which may be removed by 
supp gine a link in the chain of reasoning, thus : 
* Jf, then, the matters of objection above adverted 
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€uavrórv tatrevow iva ipels inpobljre, brs Swpedy TÓ tov Oeod 
evaryyédiov evryyedioauny vpiy ; 85" AXXas exxrAnoias ¿oú)Xnca, h ote se. 
Xafav opavioy mpòs THY uv Siaxoviay kai Tapov mpds buds Sti. | 
xai veTepnÜeis, où xaTevapxnoa evdevoss 9 (ró yàp vor 
pov wpocaverrAjpwocay oi adedpol éABóvres amò Maxedovias:) kai 

év raymi ágapi) ipiv éuavrov érijpnoa, xal typjow. 10 1 Eorw | Em 
to are of no force in showing my unfitness for the 
A postolical office, what other ground of complaint 
bave you to allege — me? Have I done 
wrong, acted unaposto ically, in humbling my- 
self?” q.d. ‘in letting myself down, that t° 
might be raised up; i.e. in abasing himself by 
labouring with his hands, and exposing himself to 
all the humiliating circumstances attendant on 
poverty (see Juvenal, Set. iii. 153), when he 
might have claimed the maintenance due to him 
as an Apostle. Comp. l Cor. ix. 7—14. In 
supplying the above words, left to be — by 
the mind of the reader, I am suppo by the 
weighty authority of Photius, spud (Ecumen. 
The omitted words, indeed, are to be fetched 
out of davepwOieree iouév: and the general 
meaning intended is, as Phot. shows,—‘ namely, 
inasmuch as there is no ground of accusation 
against us, either on the score of ignorance, or 
any other ground of complaint; unless, indeed, 
ou lay hold of tkis pretence of accusation, that 
have taken nothing from you :' in other words, 

as Phot. ———— al un dpa Tú xaTopÜe- 
para nuc» ele duapríay XoyíKecña, yyw- 
KATS, whenee it is probable that Phot. took $ in 
the sense aut (as did the Vulgate Translator), 
not sum, as most oa rng have done. And, 
certainly, to so explain the word materially 
helps the connexion ; not to say that this is a use 
of 4 quite as frequent in the writings of St. Paul 
as the other. Of this reference to an omitted 
argument, an ex. occurs elsewhere, | Cor. x. 22, 
$3 TapalgAoPusr; ‘or is it that we provoke?’ 
That he had sot claimed his right was, some 
think, all by the false teachers as a proof 
that he did not regard himself as an Apostle. 
This he snswers by giving the true reason for his 
conduct. There were two other misconstructions 
of his conduct in this respect: 1. That he would 
receive notbing from them, because he had no 
affection for them. This is answered, by sayin 
that he is doing what he does for their spiritu 
advancement. 2. That this was only a crafty 
device to catch them. This he notices and re- 
plies to at xii. 16.—‘Iva 5. vyw6ire, ° that I 
might be exalted in spiritual knowledge and 
favour of God.’ The words following are ex- 

lanatory of the preceding; q. d. ‘ because, or 
Inasmuch as, I have preached to you the Gospel 
cost free.’ The reasons why he did so are stated 
in vv. 9—12. 

8. ãAħas ixxr. iedAnca] This is meant to 
carry the allegation still further; q. d. ‘I not 
only — Gospel among you cost free,— 
but, I might be enabled to do this, I, in the 
ease of other Churehes (as that of Philippi), 
even abandoned my rule Mn notbing; 
thus, as it were, despoili em; for dcóA nca 
must be taken with due limitation, and with the 
requisite qualification. This the Apostle was 
compelled to do, sinee his ministerial labours at 

Corinth had been so and had ed so 
much of his time, as pegs allow — 
time to himself by his trade.—vcrzpn- 
Geis, ‘when I was in straits.’ Thus in Phil. iv. 
12, $e-spaicÜa. is opposed to ar«pio caó tiv. —Oó 
kaT&v&ápk. ovd., * I was no heavy encumbrance 
to you ;` lit, ‘I did not lie a dead —— upon 

ere, and 

rica.—Karar., Jerome tays, is a Ciliciam for 
xateBdpyoa. And since he testifies that raran. 
was in use in Cilicia, it might be such. But as 
&vovrapkáe occurs in Plutarch, so it is prob 
that both that and xaTa». were words of the 
common Greek, as well as Hellenistic dialect, 
That it was not in use in Classic Greek is plain 
from Paul twice subjoining words of explana- 
tion. The construction here is best accounted 
for, not by referring it to the rule in Matth. Gr. 
8 370, of = government of the Genit. by words i : 

9. d8apq]‘ unburthensome.’ A word of rare 
occurrence, of which two exx. are adduced 
by Wetst. from later Greek writers: the most 
apposite ef them is an inscription at Berenice, 
Ov povow dà by Toérow åßapů iavroy rap- 
ác xmrai, where read wapioyerat.—Kuirnpice, 

. d. * I say not this in order that I may hence- 
orth receive of you’ (comp. ver. 12, iid. 1 Cor. 

ix. 15), * for I will keep myself." Thus meaning 
to intimate, that he could not so far rely on 
their good dispositions as to take aught from 
mem. In which M it is pas — 
y Diotogenes ap. um, aBapia dat jua» 

wort wavrae põrovs: uáAio Ta Óà sori 
trols ppovat xal xaradeseTépovs ait Wu- 
xai. 

10. This resolution the Apostle confirms with 
a strong asseveration (like that at Rom. ix. 1), 
bearing affinity to an oath ; since it s io 
Christ for the truth of what is mid. © sense 
may be thus expressed : ‘ As the truth of Christ 
is (i. e. Let the truth in Christ be thought te be) 
in me, as I shall do what I protest, when I say 
this" &. The Commentators have failed to 
discover the true nature of the idiom, because 
they did not see that ör: has here the same force 
as when in the Sept. it follows a formula jurandi, 
—such as Uu Kvpios, thus co nding to the 
Hebr. .—' H xaóyx. abrn signifies, ‘this cause 
of beasting,’ as xavynua in a kindred passage at 
1 Cor, ix. 16.—O0 dpay., ‘shall not be silenced,’ 
or made void ; i. e. being shewn to be ground- 
less. There is an allusi to the uso of ppéoue 
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arnbeaa Xpiorov èv ¿uo Srv 4 Kavynots airy ov dpaynoeras 
raan. ele éuà é toils kMpasi THs Axalae! llk Aiarl; dre ove 
11€o.9.12. ayaTrés Uuas; 6 Beds older! 121*() òè morð xai %ou)co, iva 

éxxoo Tv adopuny trav ÜeXovrev adopuny, iva iy @ xav- 

si F 
i Xpio ToU. 

2. 
1. 10, 11. 

3. 

” 

z3 

s1, XÕVTAL, eipeOdor rabàs xal peis. 13 m Oi yàp Toiobro, revè- 
L7 amróoToxXot, épyatar décor, ueraoynuarTuóuevot eis ATOTTÓNOUS 

1 14 Kai où Qavpacroy aùtòs yap 6 Zaravás pera- 

19. oxnpariverat eis aryyeXov par Os" 15 a ov péya ov, cl «ai ot 

Sidxovor avtov peraoynpativovras ws Stdxovor Sixasocuvys. ov 
$0 1-5 Tò TéXos ZoTa, xarà Tà Épya avrQy. 16° TIddw Neyo pý TK 

when raid of the most; as in Rom. iii. 19, 
Iva wav oroua $payj.—Ov ppayńqeraı) I 
am still of the same opinion as to the nature 
of the metaphor; and this I can further con- 
firm from Ps. exvii. 42, waca dvopla uppá- 
Es +d aróma abris, ‘shall stop her mouth,’ 
"shall silence her. Here the metaphor in 
question is espec. suitable, considering that he 
who is convicted of falsifying a solemn asseve- 
ration made in the sight of God, may be said 
to have his mouth effectually stopped for ever. 
This view I find confirmed by Theodoret. Vain 
is it to justify, by any ingenuity of in 
tation, e$ payícsTat which has place in the 
Srd edition of Stephens, where it, however, was 
& mere correction of the reading — igh nil: 
which was received by Stephens in his edi- 
tion, and which is found in some late MSS., but 
is evidently a mere error of the scribes for 
ppayńosraı. Thus ppayicsras, as it has never 
been found in any MS. (except, as I find, Lamb. 
1185), is not ly & reading at all, and there- 
fore it is not necessary to consider whether it is 
difficult or easy. The expression «ls dua is not 
(as some Commentators imagine) simply put for 
ov, but is more significant; the expression 
ing, I conceive, emphatic, ‘as: respects me, 

and meant with allusion to the false teachers, 
who as from ver. 20, very burden- 
some to the Corinthians. 

ll. dari ;] * Why is it that I do so?’ ‘make 
this my practice?’ The answer in the inte 
tive implies (as in Aristoph. Nub. 58, and Jos. 
Antt. vii. 14, 4) a strong negation, ‘No! I take 
God to witness it is mat so!’ Which answer, 
soupled with the solemn protestation, ae ex- 
cludes what the Corinthians might possibly have 
suspected, —his want of affection for them. The 
real reason is intimated in the next verse. 

12. 8 8& wots xal 3ouíjow] The full sense 
is, ‘but what I am [now] doing I will do in 
future.’ iva itxóvyeo thy ádoputjo, &c., ‘that 
so I may cut off the occasion it might supply 
from those who desire it :' meaning ‘a handle to 
take something in the way of maintenance from 
you.” The mode of explanation is confirmed by 
the profound researches of Est., who, following 
Augustin and Thom. Aquin., shows the meani 
to that ‘ Paulus, illis occasionem gloriandi 
subtrahere volens, noluit accipere sumptus, ut 
vel in hoc cogerentur agnoecere se ab illo supe- 
rari.” Of the rare phrase dgopuhy ixxowrew 
an ex. occurs in Hierocles. 

13. of yap rorovros vu The ydp has 
reference to what is implied in tha preceding 

clause, that they are iw reality different from 
what they pretend to be; q.d. ‘[really, I say, 
and not — k — are — Fina 
they seem, but they are postles.' & 
should be rendered, not workers, but Tortas. 
i.e. ministers. The word is used in this sense at 
Matt. ix. 37. Phil. iii. 2. 2 Tim. ii. 15. They 
are called doA:ot, as pretending to that dis- 
interestedness which they did not possess. Dr. 
Peile, indeed, explains the sense of ipy. 40A. to 
be, *suppositious, ‘counterfeit workmen, un- 
commissioned labourers in the Lord's vinevard, 

ministers of Christ’ (as equiv. to * false 
Apostles’); but it rather means ‘ workmen’ (i.e. 
Christian teachers and ministers), who perform 
their Gospel work in a false and deceitful man- 
ner, so that, instead of building wp their hearers 
in the faith (Acts xxii. 32, and Jude 20), they 
in reality subvert their faith ;—a metaphor taken 
from builders, who craftily furnish their mas- 
ters with work which tends to the subversion of 
the building they are erecting. The latter idea 
is that above alluded to in the perallel expres- 
sion xaxoi ép'y&Tat, applied to the same class 
of persons at Phil. iii. 2. 

4. xal ob Üavuacrór abvrÓs yap, &c.] 
Here we have, as Calv. observes, an 

jori ad minus; q.d. ‘If Satan, the worst of 
all, transform himself. &c., what shall his minis- 
ters not do? Satan, we know, did this,’ &c., 
namely, when he tempted Eve. — Lachm., Tisch. 
and Alf edit @açua, from B, D, F, G, and 4 
cursives (to which I can only add Lamb. 1182): 
& very ious reading, since Üavuaec. might 
seem to be a gloss on Üavua. But Óavua may 
have been a correction of style by the Critics. 
At any rate Îaŭua is y ever used by the 
Alexandrian Greek writers while Oavuac-. is 
often, both by them and by the writers of the N. T. 
The Class. writers do not use ot Üavuá ies, or 
ov Îavu. iors, but only oodiz Oavua, or oodir 
Óaviacróv: and the obdéy is brought in in some 
ancient MSS. So that very unlikely is it that 
the Apostle would here employ Oavua; and, 
considering that external authority is so greatly 
in favour of Oavzacrdy, one can scarcely doubt 
tbat it is the true reading. 

15. ueracxnuarí(orrai]] We bave here a 
ignif. ‘are changed and become; as 

in Rom. ix. 29, oe Tou. áv aporoOnusy.—dex., 
‘truth and virtue,’ as o to deceit, false- 
hood, and iniquity in general.—réror, ‘ final 
punishment,’ as in Rom. vi. 21. 

16. Having stated broadly the true character 
of his opponents, the Apostle returns to his sub- 
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pe S0—n ddpova elvar et Se uý ye, xdv ws adpova Sétaa0é 
He, (va pa«póv TL Kdryo Kavynowpar 17 P O Aare, o0 AANG) 9.9... 
xara Kupiov, AAA ws év adpocuyn, ev tavrn TH UmooTdee, THs 
xavynoews. '8 s Ezret rroddol Kavydvrat xarà ijv adpka, káryà g ch. 10.18. 
xavyjcopat 19! Hdews yàp ávéyea0e trav adpovor, dpovepoe Fri $4 
Gvres. W * ayéyec0e yap, el tis yas Katadovdoi, ek Tis KaT- s Gal s. & 
ecOies, el ris Xaufáve,, el tis érraiperat, el Tis ouás eis mpóa- 
exrrovy Sépe. ?1* Kara ariuíay Neyo, ws Gre ueis noOevncaper t Pal s 4 

ject by the introductory formula rá» Aliya; 
which does not import that he is going to say wo 
snore than he had said before; but only that he 
returns to the same subject, which had been in- 
— by what was said of the false teachers. 

er: ‘again,’ or ‘once more, I say.” The ex- 
pression, however, which he employs is aleo, like 
the former one, of a softening kind, deprecating 
censure for venturing on self-praise. Thus the 
sense is, ° Let no one account me a fool, or vain- 
glorious person, for this self-praise" Why, the 
Apostle does not here say ; but he adverts to it at 
ver. 1] of the next Chapter. He is induced to 
thus boast, since the importance of the occasion 
demands it of him, and because, as he alleges at 
xii. 6, he says no more than the (rif). El 6a us 
ys, ° But if ye will not [acquit me of thie charge].' 
—xdy ws ad. dé. us, ‘why, then, even rd 
me as s vain-glorious person.” It seems, how- 
ever, better to advert to that rare sense of ŝi- 
x1o00a« by which it means sustinere, ‘to bear 
with,’ as said of the doing of any thing. So wo 
say ‘to take, ==‘ put up with.” But the sense may 
be yet more simply expressed thus: * Why then 
c'en receive, me as a fool.’ So Theophy). 
The next words, Tra uix. Tt xdyoo xavx. should 
be rendered, * in order that J, too [as wel] as the 
false teachers}, may boast myself a little:’ thus 
adroitly opening the way to the mention of his 
own labours and sufferings. 

17. 8 Xa) — xavyrioses] Notwithstanding 
the various attempts which have been made to 
elicit a satisfactory sense from this Lager sin 
only effectual mode of removing the difficulty 
is to suppose the Apostle is here speaking not 
seriously, but (as Sclater, Beza, Bp. Hall, and 
Abp. Newcome are agreed) per concessionem, 
This is confirmed by the às at we iv dip. The 
sense may be thus ex : ‘Be it so, if 
you please, that what I am going to speak, I 
— not [as I profess to do] according to the 

rd (i.e. by inspiration, or suitably to the pur- 
pus of his religion), but speak it, as $£ were, in 
olly, in the confidence of boasting.'— The phrase 
iv To„ry Ty U*ocTdoct: T. x. i$ put for i» ry 
v3rocTáce:, ‘confidence, rourion iv TD xav- 
yho: TaíTy. On the sense of the expression 
UTOTT. kavx. see note supra ix. 4. 

18. xarà Thy cápxa] By thie I would un- 
derstand not only the external advantages, both 
natural and acquired, possessed by Paul,—in some 
of which latter he was superior to the false 
apostles,—but the former (which seems ip cet 
meant), namely, as Thom. Aann and Est. 
express it, ‘de generis nobilitate, , ac coir- 
cumcisione. Comp. Phil. iii. 4 and 5, el Tit 
onre? wewoSivas iy capxi, dye padXov’ Tepi- 
Tops oar. ix "yésovs 'IopasjA, xarà vomov, &c. 

— Kaye — 
namely, not only iu the 
luded to in xarà cápxa, but also others which 
made Paul truly honourable. Thus glorying, 
the Apostle has for his purpose not to follow tho 
example of those who boast y, but to 
repress their proud boasting, and vindicate his 
own apostolical authority with the Corinthians. 

19. dius yàp dviyecte—deras] Spoken in 
bitter irony: the full sense implied, as well as 
expressed is, * I shall, I trust, not offend you by 
glorying, because, being forsooth wise, com- 
placently bear with others’ folly; ye will readily 
excuse my folly, since it is the c ristic of 
wisdom to bear with, and extend indulgence to, 
the foolish ; and ye are accustomed to bear much 
from others ; for example (yap), ye bear with it, 
if, &c. Such seems to e connexion between 
ver. 19 and 20. Of — in this absolute 
use (which is very rare) Í have noted examples 
elsewhere, in Thucyd. i. 122, 5, iv 4 doxotusy 
dv dia uar &ví ysotas, and Jos. Bell. iv. 3, 
10, dpwafcpevor dvéxeoOc. 

20. yap} — graliâ. The words following 
are intended to place the faults of the false teach- 
ers in the strongest point of view. They must 
not, however, be too much pressed on ; nor ex- 
plained with reference to any hypothesis respect- 
ing the kind of persons who were then false 
teachers. The words may be freely rendered,— 
* Thus, for example, ye pet up with it, if a man 
(such as the false Apostles) domineer over you, 
eat ap your substance, receive private gifts ; if he 
bear himeelf hanghtily, if he smite you on the 
face ;’ i.e. ‘ treat you with the most contumelious 
harshness." —By xaradov)oi, ‘treats you domi- 
neeringly, is to be understood, not so much by 
the imposition of the Mosaical rites and ceremo- 
nies, as by a general imperiousness of manner: a 
sense further developed in the term following, 
darulperat, * carries himself haughtily.’ By the 
phrase ele apócw?ror čípe:, is denoted ‘the ut- 
most Sonsness, or coarse severity.” Kar- 
100ís« and Aaufársc have been variously inter- 
preted. Many eminent Commentators under- 
stand the former term of receiving a large stipend; 
and the latter, of taking private gifts. It would 
rather seem that Aag. is to be taken of receivin 
a stipend, and xaca4c0. of exacting presents o 
money or goods, and also living at their tables; 
see note supra vii. 2. Perhaps, however, the 
two expressions are meant to be taken together, 
as descriptive of the rupacious spirit by which 
those teachers heavily burthened their devotees, 

"dL. nerd dria. My heey.) Render,'B . Kata ate ev er, ‘ 

timc rec ° th * 

soupe of these wonda (which fo obscure, and 

‘I, too, will glory,’ 
advan : ab 

obecure, 
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Acta 18. 
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been variously traced) seems to be this, ‘I speak 
thie with refereace to the reproach cast on me by 
certain (namely, the false teachers), and in order 
to excite you to make a comparison of theér con- 
duct with mine in such that you may 
see how little similitudé they bear to mo as an 
apostle, and that you ma determine which party 
has the better claim to the title of real apostle.’ 
He then follows — tadirect comparison of ` 
the mode in which že exercised his ministry with 
that of the false apostles, by a direct examination 
of the qualifications on which they prided them- 
selves, in order to show that they aleo exist in 
himself: and he then points out in what res 
bis qualifications and merits in the cause of tho 
Gospel were vastly superior to theirs. This he 
introduces with the words ¿y @ à' dy Tis ToAma 
—«dye, * ventures to boast ;' where supply xav- 
XaoVas, to be taken from the preceding xavy- 
sopas. This is softened by the qualifying inser- 
tion iv ape. Aéyw equiv. to wape y alo 
at ver. 23. The foregoing view of the sense is 
confirmed by the suffrage of Est. in an able ex- 
position, where of doQayety, so used, he adduces 
exx. from l Kings ii. and Ps. lvii., and observes 
that it is frequent in Scripture. The samo view 
is adopted also by Billro The preceding ex- 

ition of ToÀu& is confirmed by Theophyl., 
Beza, Piec., Est, and Wakef.; h 
recent itors take ToÀua in the sense, ‘is 
bold, ‘carries himself high,” equiv. to 
proud of aught ;’ and Est. admits that it 
the meaning intended here. Of this sense I have 
noticed, besides the ex. adduced from Job xv. 12, 
Tí itcX\mnoey ñ xapdia cov; the following (more 
apposite) from Thueyd. vi. 56, 2, al xal roAmus- 
ostay (equiv. to ToÀAunpol slav), and v. 76. This 
latter mode of interpreting is, perhaps, to be pre- 
ferred, because it seems to be more called for 
the deprecating insertion dy appocóvy Aye, ° 
am speaking in {the character of] foolish boast- 

2. 'E patoi— IopanX\irat—ewipua ' ABpa- 
ám) ‘Tho three honourable ations with 
which the adversaries magni th ves— 
resting on thoir me Jewish descent (cemp. Phil. 
iii. 5, tor ¿£ 'EBe., where seo note) ; where 
the des ions are so as to form a 
climax,—eo that ‘Ep. refers to the nationality ; 
*Iap. to the theocracy (Rom. ix. 4 20092; 

in owipu. 'ABp. to a claim to a e Mes- 
siah (Rom. xi. 1. ix. 7,al.).° (Meyer.) However, 
I am inclined to think, with Billr., we must 
not too narrowly scrutinize these different shades 
of meaning, but suppa that tho Apostle 
merely adduces the three illustrious names 
was genuino Jew —— himself, 

thus appropriates them to bi as being 
as truly his as his op s Á 

35 y rpiç éppahdicOnv, üraE ¿M0do0v, tpis ¿vaudynca, vuy0- 

28. &iáxovo: Xpiorov elo:;] meaning, ‘do 
they call themselves [inasmuch as they refer to 
the authority of Peter] in an especial manner 
ministers of Christ? do I; nay much more 
am I so’ (Billr.). In accordance with the above 
view of the sense, 1 would take d:axovor in a 

but (what is a seuse required by the softening 
deprecation ae wrapappoviey Nive, ‘I speak as 
@ very ; i.e. an absolute boaster; so Aris- 
toph. Plut. v. 2, uses 7apadpovsiv) that he is 
something far higher than a minister by appoint 
ment of men, namely, no other than an 
eet spart to the work from his mothers womb 
(seo Gal. i. 15), and called to it b tue personal 
interposition of our Lord Himself, God vouch- 
safing (as he says Gal. i. 16) to reveal bis Son by 
him, — ahould — Him i the Gentiles; 
—so that his apos ip was, in some sense, 
superior to that of any Pt the other Apostles, 
However, to show how much he exceeds them 
even in the lowest measure of d:axova., he then 
refers to his labours and sufferings in the ministry 
wherein (as he says, 1 Cor. xv. 10) he accom- 
plished more than they all. Of the subsequent 
terms :—as to $vAaxais, one only imprisonment 
is mentioned before the date of this Epistle, — 
that at Philippi, Acte xvi. 23. But Clement, in 
his Epistle, says that Paul was seven times put 
in chains;—tho strongest is brought in last. — 
Üavárois, meani * extreme le of death.’ 
.So Plutarch, Romul. 8 24, ved OaváTove 
uà» alprigiovs &yðpærois vev vócæv itiþí- 
pev: see supra i. 9, 10. These general terme of 
suffering and peril are, in the next two verses, 
exemplified. 

24. reac. mapa play] Those were all that 
they could inflict ; see Deut. xxv. 3. And as the 
whip was formed of three cords, and every stroke 
was allowed to count for three stripes, the num- 
ber of strokes never exceeded thirteen, which 
made aed rra 

25. rele pratt vit by ee Gentiles ; for it 
was a Roman punishment. One instance only is 
recorded, that at Philippi, Acts xvi. 22 —' Ara 
£20. viz. at Lystra, Acts xiv. 19.—rpie ipaváy. 
None of these shipwrecks aro recorded in tho 
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Acts; for that at Acts xxvii. took place later, 
and must have been the On the idiom 
in wewolnxa, occurring both in Hebr. and Lat., 
gea Lex.—iv Tw Bude, scil. rs 0aXácons, 
tin "the deep ses, the deep. So Isa. xliv. 27. 
Menand. Incert. vii. 10, elui—i» Bvb. Hippocr. 
p. 27, 10, and ÆL H. An. viii. 8,7. Not unimpor- 
tant is it to determine wkat the Apostle here 
meant to exprees by the words ¿z Tc Bubs re- 
woinca. Est. follows Th. Aquinas and Anselm 
in regarding this as a miraculous occurrence like 
that by the et Jonah. But, as 
Dr. Paley remarks (Hor. Paul. i. 71, ed. Tu 

And this would, as Chrys. observes, be introduc- 
ing the idea of miraculous agency without any 
necessity ; for we have only to suppose, in con- 
janetion with the ancient Commentators gene- 
rally—whe have been followed by the best 

ones—that St. Paul was, though ‘in the 
deep for a night and a day,’ yet supported by 
some ent of the wreck ; & supposition far 
more le than that of Theophyl., Theodoret, 
and the framer of the Ethiopic Version, — 
namely, that he was kept up all this time by 
seoimming ; which, though not a matter of impos: 

bility or without some ent, is very un- 
likely to have occurred in tbe present instance. 
Lesst of all, however, is to be said in favour of 
the view taken by Dr. Paley, who explains the 
Apostle's words to import that he was on this 
occasion obliged to have recourse to an open boat, 
upon the loes of his ship, and that therein he con- 
tinued s night and a day. A view which has 
nething to countenance it in the expression itself, 
and which is open to the — objection, — 
presupposes nothing in this occurrence bey 
the ordinary. In the of Lycoph. Oase. 
753, which I have adduced in my note, there 
exists a corruption in the reading, though unper- 
ceived by the Editors. I doubt not that, for 
Tróvrov Ó duros ivoapotmevor uvxoit, the poet 
wrote : — jedes y — — 

yuavoe Duos (for uvxois) Gadtdeone, where 
— ie to be madotstood, not of personi 
leas, but es said of things that hinder ; as, for 
instance, mosses that will not let one sleep, as in 
Eurip. Iph. Taur. 423, pivatdas adwrvove áxTde 
ialpacay - occupation that forbids sleep). 
PA irs Aj. , Tis Qy gdirtordver dXiadar 

* fishermen’) éyev déwvous dypae (' catchings 
of fish’). Eurip. Iph. T. 1137, &i*va óupnáTwv 
vTidn, ‘insomnia officia oculorum, Answering 
to ivoapodpevor Rulo ÜaXécons in the above 
passage (‘swept or hurried along in [what the 
iow ine n of the sea ') is the similar 
expression in Antiph. ap. Athen. p. 625, xoidore 
iv BuOoic:. In short, the above passage of A 
coph. ts the case of one very much in the 
same condition as — Mnt man — 
expressed the A e, namely, one who has 
been dud uis the surge, and, being entangled 
with the cordage and loose planks from the vessel, 

ts hold of some fragments, by the aid of which 
and partly by swimming) he 1s hurried onwards 

over the surgy waves, which, by their fus, 
will not let my one sleep. At what period this 
shipwreck and peril of life, by such exposure, 
took place, is far from certain. with Dr. 
Paley in thinking that it was probably in the 
course of the three or four ne previous to A.D. 
42, the date of Barnabas's bringing Paul to An- 
tioch as his coadjutor in evangelizing the Gen- 
tiles, that he visited and evangelized many citics 
in Cilicia, in the to which, to ahd fro, 
one or more of those sbipwrecks to which he 
here alludes may have len him. 

26. ddor. woAAdxis—Ayeréy] Here the Ap., 
I apprehend, added the second and third terms to 
exemplify what is expressed in the first. For to 
the great Aardshipe which he would have to 
undergo in his long journeyings, were to be 
added the dangers to which he was thereby ex- 
posee j —— eran ; mp eimi im making 

is passage along, broad a rivers, in pett 
boats; and also the perils from sober wil 
whom, at that time, even the most thickly inha- 
bited and civilized parts of the world swarmed. 
— Ex yévove, scil. luov (see Acts ix. 23. Gal. i. 
14). Jewish blind bigotry every where persecuted 
him with unrelenting malice.—’Ev aróAs: is to 
be taken generically for ly aróAsci. It is meant 
that dangers met him wherever he turned him- 
self, whether in the busy haunts of men, or in 
the solitudes of the desert, or on the bosom of 
the mighty deep. Those in the cities would be 
from the bigots, both Jewish and Gentile; seo 
Acts xvii. 5. xix. 28. By perils in the deserts 
may be understood those from the excessive heat 
or drought (which sometimes has destroyed great 
multitudes at once), wild beasts, or from the am- 
bushes of the brigands, or from the attacks of 
robbers. And as xivd. iv OaXacoy comes imme- 
diately after the words denoting the attacks of 
cuttbroats or robbers, we may suppose it to ad- 
vert to the dangers there of assassins (see Acts 
xx. 3) or of ptrates.—By wWevdad. are chiefly 
meant ‘ pretended Christians,’ whether Jews or 
Gentiles ; Ern. perpe, the former, who 
feigned to be converted, in order to act as spies; 
but per Judaizing Christians may be meant. 
Bee Gal. ii. 4. 

27. ly kóz, &c.] After perils of life, and plots 
against his safety, the Apostle now ad- 
verts to those less formidable, but scarcely more 
endurable, because continual, inflictions to be 
endured in the course of his almost perpetual 
and most wearisome journeyings, nay even in his 
more settled sojournings. Comp. supra vi. 4, 5. 
Lachm., Tiech., and Alf. cancel the é», from B 
D, E, F, G, but no cursive, and I can only add 
one, Lamb. 1194. But that authority is insuffi- 
cient, since it is more likely to have been left 
out accidentally in such a few MSS., than to 
have been imterpolated in all the rest. It is, 
moreover, found in all the ancient Versions, and, 
indeed, seems almost indispensable. 
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28. xwpls Ti» rap.) Some eminent Com- 
mentators, ancient and modern, take this to 
mean, ‘ besides other things, which I have 
omitted ; while others, scarcely less so (as Cal- 
vin, Beza, Erasmus, Piscator, Schmid, and some 
recent Expositors), explain, ‘things out of the 
regular routine of my office and labours.’ Others, 
again (as E. V., Wakef., and Abp. Newcome), 
understand it of ‘ the external troubles already 
mentioned ;' q. d. * besides such external incon- 
veniences as I have recounted.’ This Wetst. 
seeks to confirm from a passage of an anonymous 
philosopher; but unsu ully, since the ex- 
pression there is not wapexrds, but ixrós. As 
to the first-mentioned interpretation, it is open 
to tho objection, that there is scarcely any thing 
that might not be supposed to be included in the 
foregoing particulars. And, indeed, the sense 
arising 18 frigid, and little ble to the con- 
text; not to say that this ification of wap- 
exros is destitute of proof. Moreover, it would 

uire the words to be taken, with the pre- 
ing, thus: xal yunvorntt, wpis Tv Tap- 

exros,—which would make it very difficult to 
assign to the words following any tolerable sense. 
The second interpretation is, on all accounts, 
entitled to the preference; it being founded on 
the usual sense of wapsxrds, and enabling us to 
assign a satisfactory meaning to the difficult and 
disputed words ing, 4 i*icócTacis — 
nugpay, which are explained by Est., Schleusn., 
Matth., Emmerl., aid Bretschn., * the concourse 
ot coming to Paul for — That, 
owever, is a sense requiring e 

of Acts xxiv. 12, and of Jos. c. Apion. Ë not 
being quite to the point), not to say that it would 
be too limited, and may be included in that of 
the Syr. Vers., castus idianws, and the Vulg., 
* instantia quotidiana, E. V., and the Arab. Ver- 
sion, * congeries quotidiana mea, meaning, as 
Menoch., Tiren., Sclater, and Beza explain (from 
Anselm) * concourse of cares and anxieties which 
continually pressed on him ;' & sense confirmed 
by the use of this term ovcracie in Sext. Emp. 

v. Eth., p. 127, TAstóvwv xaxwy tricioracipy. 
There is, however, a not unimportant question 
as to the construction of imiovoracis. It is, 
I think, best considered as the subject, with an 
ellipe. of a verb, = ‘there comes upon me,’ pov 
being for xar’ ipot = ele dud: espec. since it is 
rather called for by the next words, where 5$ 
mápim. is in some measure exegeti of the 
foregoing ; and the words should be rendered, not 
* the care of all the Churches,’ but ‘ the anxiety 
that I feel in the anxious care which I take 
for all the Churches Thus the Genit. is causa- 
tive, * on account of;' as in Eurip. Heracl. 343, 
sloiv yàp of cov uápiuvar lovo". James iv. 4, 
W (ia Tov kóocuov—iLy0pà Tov Oro. Ecclus. 
xxxi. 1, dypuxvia mwÀouTou ixrixa cápkas, 
«al 9 nšptuva avrov &dioa bmvov, and oft. in 
Josephus. And thus is defended the common 
reading in Æschyl. Eum. 131, uípiura» ob ror’ 
¿xÀumey móvov, where Schutz rashly conjec- 
tured ¿ypas, the sense being, ‘anxious care 

Ades, ép Wiyes kal yuuvórnre Bywpis TOv Taperrós, 

erisiotacis pov 7 Kal f)uépav, 1) pépiuva tacdy Tv. éxxdy- 
civ. ?9 Tis acbevel, kal ove acberm; "Tis oxavdariteras, 
xai oUx éyà trupovpas; % 4 El zauyac0a, Sei, Tà tijs àc Qeveías 
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&bout his business" (his daily labour). I must 
not omit to notice the question as to the reading 
connec with égwiocvoracts. Lachm., and 
Tisch., ed. 1, for iwtotor. read éiviorac: 
from B, D, E, F, G, and 3 cursivee ; to which 
can only add Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. But in 
his 2nd ed. Tisch. restored éviovo7., which had 
been retained, with entire preference, by Grieeb. 
and Scholz. But, while Tisch. choee no to 
err with Lechm., but to use his own better judg- 
ment, Alf. chose, * swo judicio, to reject Tisch.'s 
devtipas dporrídas, usually c (pas, and 
brings in éwioracis, notwithstanding that inter- 
nal evidence is against it. It has not the least 
countenance from Versions or Fathers ; and the 
authority of 9 MSS. is insufficient, espec. since 
éiwioracie may easily be accounted for; (1) by 
supposing it an error of scribes, who were igno- 
rant of very rare word ¿murócTaci, and 
(2) by regarding it as an error of Critics, who 
were not satisfied with the sexse yielded by the 
other reading. Now although ivieracis in the 
sense ‘care,’ ‘attention,’ is not unsuitable to the 
context, yet, cg ae À that uépiuva comes 
just after, it involves a pleonasm, and introduces 
a feeble, for a nervous, and truly Pauline ex- 
pression; not to say that the word occurs no 
where in the New Test. nor in the Sept., and in 
this signification is confined to one writer—Po- 
lybius, and thereby not likely to have been used 
by Paul. That iw:etor. should have been 
brought in, as Alf. eu from Acts xxiv. 12, 
in all the copies but nive, and all the Versions, 
is incredible. Alford’s su fs — that iwicra- 
cts is a general term, and that uipi —— 
larizes it, is far fetched and so istic The 
same remark as above holds of the reading 
uoi for mov, adopted by Lachm., and by Tisch., 
ed. 1, from only B, F, G, but rejected, and the 
other restored by Tisch. in his 2nd ed. But Alf. 
chooses rather to err with Lachm., however 
lightly he sets by him. It is quite plain that 
Mov was merely a gloss, or correction of 
Critics, who did not know that uov is oft. used 
for woe zz sls ind. 

29. ris doOavst, &c.] This is, I conceive, 

redes he meant to illustrate the uípuva 
show the interest he took in all the Charc 
had planted.—’Ac@. may, with most Commen- 
tators, be understood of weakness in the faith, 
or of purpose ; comp. 2 Tim. 10, rf wpo8ice:, rH 
wiors:, and seo my note; and rvp., of ous 
anxiety to recover a sinning brother. Thus the 
sense will be, * Who among my converts is weak 
in faith and purpose of heart, and I am not also 
weak P' i.e. as compliant to his weakness, as if 
I aid were weak (see Rom. xii. 15, and 1 Cor. 
ix. 22) ; ‘ who is perverted in his Christian pie 
ciples, or erring in Christian ice, and I bum 
not with indignation and to recover him?’ 
The expression oxaydaX. is meant to designate 
the effect of the preceding da@sysi, to which it 
corresponds, Thus the two terms are uxüed in 
Rom. xiv. 21. 

90. si xavy. dst, &c.] The words have ro- 

9 
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fereuce to both the ing and the following 
context. ‘If, then, I must needs boast (see ver. 
18), {as I am compelled to do,] I will boast of’ 
Tà Tye dot., ‘the things which concern my (so- 
called] weakuess and infirmities ; which made 
the Apostle appear mean in the eyes of his ad- 
versarios. — eh. x. 10. xii. 10. 

81. 6 Osde xai Marie rov—Sri o6 Weddouat] 
These words are by all the ancient, and many 
modern Commentators (as Mackn.), referred to 
the narration which /ollowe of the Apostle's 
escape from the plots of the ethnarch Aretas. 
Bat, had such been the reference intended by 
the Apastle, he would scarcely have employed so 
solemn a form of asseveration—almost consti- 
tating, as Augustin, Thom. Aquin., and Est., 
are a ala j i—on an occasion 
which would have so little called for it. Hence 
the best modern Commentators, from Est. down- 
wards, have been of opinion, that the words must 
be referred to what goes before, and be regarded 
as s solemn confirmation by oath of the truth of 
the img statement respecting himself,— 
namely, his various sufferings for the Gospel's 
sake. And though it be true, that some of the 
circumstances in question were so well known, 
that even his enemies could not deny them; yet 
others, in which he has entered most into par- 
ticulars, were prob. little known even to his 
JSriends,—end would have been quite unknown 
to ws, but for the t these not 
having been recorded in the Acts of the Apostles. 
Considering, however, that a certain deference is 
due to the almost universal voice of antiquity, I 
= now pepe phy that the point, as to 

precise of these words, has not yet 
been fully settled. Certainly not a few of the 
things recorded in the pre ing portion 
no such solemn confirmation of their veracity. 
And so fen (indeed almost universal) was 
the opinion of the ancients, as to the reference 
being to the ing context, that, in the ear- 
liest division of the New Test. into chapters, a 
new chapter commenced with ó O:0s, &c. ; and 
so much did Hyper. approve of this division, that, 
in his Latin Version with notes, he makes cb. xii. 
to commence with these words. The true solu- 
tion of the whole difficulty is, I am now per- 
susded, to su (what formerly I myself sus- 

, and what I have since found supported 
the opinion of Thom. Aquin. Hyper., and 
liting) that this solemn protestation is meant 

to be applied, both to al! that hus been said and 
is about to be said, espec. the latter. This con- 
firmation was, Hyper. thinks, obiter interposita, 
in order to be á ied to both. We may, how- 
ever, be permi to suppose that the narrative 
in question was put into writing after the rest of 
this section, and was rought in as a 
kind of iwiperpoy to the above detail of his 
imminent perils and severe sufferings; though, 
from inadvertence on the of the transcribers, 
introduced after, and not , the solemn pro- 
testation at ver, 31. The very air of the passage, 
in its abrupt commencement, without any con- 

Vor. IL 

nexion with the foregoing context, tends strongly 
to confirm this suspicion. And, though a con- 
nexion is in two ways attem to be traced bv 
Billroth and by Zeger, yet it is too hypothetical 
to be considered a connexion a£ all; and I am 
persuaded that the only satisfactory mode of 
removing the difficulty is to suppose the ponia 
in question brought in out of its proper place; a 
view further confirmed by the consideration that 
iv Aauacke cannot be joined with égpotpe: 
(‘ caused a guard to be set’), but must necessa- 
rily be regarded as belonging to some expression 
introductory to the narration. As to the words 
themselves of the solemn obfesfation, Osós xal 
Tiaro Tov—Xpicroo, they are best explained 
by Hyper. thus: * Deus Christi dicitur respectu 
humans in Christo nature (quomodo Christus 
ipie — Deus meus, quid me reliquisti ?) 

ater Christi dicitur respectu Divine in Christo 
nature secundum quam genitus est ab illo ante 
secula! Est. well points out the emphasis in the 
words, ò wy svAcyirds ele rode aiðvas, 88 in 
Rom. i. 25, õs ¿our evAoynroe ele rods alvas, 
as much as to say, ‘Abst, ut abutar ejus testi- 
morio cui omnis laus et bonor debetur in omnem 
sternitatem !° 

82, 83. This circumstance (which Doddr. 
thinks took place not when the Apostle was first 
converted, but when he had preached about three 
years in Arabia) is subjoined to the foregoing, 
quasi KaT’ ¿w [ueTpor. itors generally. 
But why,’ it may be asked, ‘does Paul add this 

incident here, which is not in itself so remark- 
able as those before mentioned, and that too 
after he had already concluded? Without doubt, 
because it relates to the first danger to which he 
was exposed in consequence of his Christianity. 
The connexion seems to be this: “ J asseverate 
that all this is true (v. 31) ; nay, before any of 
these things, te Damascus, three years Gal. i. 
18) after my conversion, J tnto danger: 
from which I was rescued — Ir.) 

33. 3:4 Ovpidos iv oa yáry ixaà.] Luke, 
in his account (Acts ix. $5) of this transaction, 
uses the word owuple: but Paul's expression 
here, capydvn (from yo, ‘a weavement"), is 
the more exact term, denoting, as Suid. explains, 
ta rope-besket, or ‘net-work of cords; as in 
Athen. iii. p. 119, 407. This is confirmed by 
Mr. Curzon, in his ‘Visits to Monasteries,’ 

. 275), in his account of the great monas- 
of Meteora, he says, ‘after a careful recon- 

noitering from Jong-bearded monks, a rope, with 
anet at the end of it, came down to us, a distance 
of about twenty-five fathoms; and being bundled 
into the net, I was ju in at the window by 
two of the strongest of the brethren.” When we 
bear in mind the permanence of Oriental cus- 
toms, we may regard this incident as at once an 
exemplification and illustration of the mode in 
which the Apostle effected his escape from 
Damascus. But to advert to a seeming dis- 

y in the accounts of St. Luke and St. 
Paul as to the escape in question. In the former 
(Acts ix. 25) it is said that the T sic was let 
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down did ToU rsixour, ‘by the wall; i.e., as 
Doddr. explains, ‘by the side of it,’ which seems 
not to agree with the account of St. Paul; yet 
there is no discrepaacy in the original ; for dia 
may mean by and through the wall; i. e. through 
an ure of the wall, a loop-hole, or window ; 
geo the note on Acts xx. 9. Such is the sense of 
&ià vralyove in St. Luke; but St. Paul makes 
the thing clearer by using beth dca rou meíxovs, 
and à Ovpidos, which may be rendered, 
: — a window, by we * along") the wall.’ 
Thus in my former Editions. I would now 
add that the historical difficulty has been dis- 
eussed, and as far as possible removed, in note 
on Acts ix. 25; and I have only further to re- 
mark, that, in the plate referred to by Alf. in 
Conyb. and Hows., vol. i. 110, the window is 
not, as Alf., by implication, says, in the wall of 
Damascus, but in a turret on the wall; and hence 
my first interpretation of Ovpie is confirmed, but 
the second (adopted by Conyb. and Hows.) is 
disproved. Of course, by iv Aauacx« is meant, 
‘when sojourning at Damascus ;’ and é0». must 
be understood as I have shown in Acts. At 
deep T)» A. wodw there is a harsh brevity 
of ex ion, and an elsewhere unprecedented 
use of ippoúps: for Luke's more correct term 
ripe, like our Verb ‘to watch’ ==‘ to observe 
in ambush; and by Tà» wéAcy must be meant 
* the city gates, rae woAac, as Luke expressly 
says; accordingly, the word should be rendered 
* watched at.’ As to the perplexing question, of 
the connexion between xi. 32, 33, and xii. 1, I 
am not quite satisfied with any solution which has 
hitherto been propounded, and least of all with 
that of Dr. Peile. That of Mr. Alf. is erable, 
as being less harsh. But that which I have now 
framed with the aid of Eatius, and submit to 
my readers, is, I trust, just as likely to be true. 

XII. The Apostle now proceeds to treat of 
other matters whereof he might boast, but which 
he kept a from the former, as things of an- 
other and very superior nature; namely, the 
exalted Supernatural Gifts he enjoyed, and the 
Revelations from Heaven which had been vouch- 
safed to him; such as were proper to be men- 
tioned on this occasion, as fully establishing his 
claim to a high superiority above his opponents 
and depreciators, the false A es. Yet, with 
the same prudence as elsewhere, St. Paul intro- 
duces this fresh cause for boasting with an ex- 

ion meant to deprecate censure. As vv. 32 
and 33 of the preceding chap. seem to have been 
a supplement added to the preceding detail of the 
merits he could boast of in the cause of the Gos- 
pel, and written at another time, so the following 
portion may have been; which some think was 
also a supplement to the preceding, though, in 
fact, it contains things quite of another kind— 
things of which, indeed, the Apoetle might just] 
boast—and which are not hinted at in the p - 
ing, namely, the super fis he had re- 
ceived, and the revelations with which he had 
been favoured from heaven; both which might, 
in a popular sense, be said to be matter of just 

XII. 1 KavyacOa: ù où cupdéper por 
xai arroxaduwes Kupiov. 2 * Ola 

hoasting,—and, at all events, sufficient to esta- 
blish his claim to a bigh superiority over his 
opponents and depreciators, the Corinthian teach- 
ers, who pretended to the dignity of — 
As introductory, however, to these further 

nds of boasting, the Apostle—with the same 
judicious care to —— animadver- 
sion (which is obaervable supra, ix. 1. 16. 21. 
23)—commences with a form of expression well 
calculated to produce this effect, cavyacOa: à 
ov cvudoéptt uot, of which the sense is very wel 
expressed by leusn., *quanquam indignum 
mea personá& gloriari de rebus externis videtur.’ 
Such being the Apostle’s view, I still, as bereto- 
fore, seo no reason to adopt here the cbange of 
reading eii ung by Scholz, Lachm., Tisch, and 
Alf. ; namely, for xavyacOat 84 où evud., xav- 
aca: dat, où ovup wiv. For though dei 
K found in B, E, F, G, J, and 20 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1185, 1196), and has been followed in the 
Syr., Vulg., and Arabic Versions, and, again, 
euppipoy has place in 13 F, G, and 2 cursives, 
yet uos is absent from only one. To me, I con- 
fess, theso var. lectt. seem worthy of attention 
only as bearing marks of the having been 
tampered with by the ancient Critics. And this 
arose, I suspect, from a misapprehension of its 
true nature, and an unfou fear that it was 

to censure, Now the substitution of dst 
for à would seem io remove any such objection ; 
but thus another would arise, —namely, that in 
this case the of the sentence would no 
longer ve — * the — ‘ The 

postle (says Est.) again employs this depreca- 
tory preamble, because he is uow about to make 
mention, not of those things which pertain to his 

, but something grand and sublime.’ 
The connexion, then, between the first and se- 
cond clause may be traced as follows: ‘ [But to 
boast in my own case, and as to what concerns 
myself, is not expedient, nor is it now necessarv]; 
Jor 1 shall proceed to touch on a — of glo- 
rying which nevertheless excludes al - boast- 
ing.” Here Alf. (mirabile dictu !) abandons both 
his venerated guides, following the example of: 
Matth. and Griesb., Dr. Peile, and myself, in 
rejecting the above reading, and truly observes, 
* there can be no doubt which is the nervous ellip- 
tic irony of the great Apostle, and which the tame 
conventional propriety of the Grammatical Cor- 
rectors.’ He might, perchance, have seen the 
same truth in s vast multitude of other cases had 
be trusted to his own eyes, and not to those of his 
Foreign guides,—carried away by an overweening 
reverence of the judgment and critical acumen 
of the Germans, for which, with the exception of 
Hermann, the nation has never been distinguished. 
The terms w7. and áàsoxaA vais are not syno- 
nymous. The latter is a stronger term than the 
former.—'O* racía is ‘an appearance presented 
supernaturally to the mind of a person sleeping 
or Waking i d*oxáXviy. is ‘a suggestion of a 
truth or fact by the Spirit of God.’ 

2. olda ávÜpe wor iv Xp.] ‘I have known? 
==‘ do know, Christian man.’ The best Com- 
mentators are agreed that this expression signifies 
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a disciple or servant of Christ (as supra ver. 17); 
the Apostle thus speaking of himself in the third 
person rironga modesty, as St. John, in his Gos- 
pel, xviii. 15. xix. 35. That the Apostle here 
means himself, sopen from vv. 6, 7.—rpò ¿r@y 
éexatecodpeyp, 1. e. 14 years from the writing of 
this Epistle, which, according to the researches of 
Canon Tate, in his * Continuous History of St. 
Paul," was in the latter part of A.D. 56; and, ac- 
cordingly, the date of the occurrence subjoined 
must be the latter end of a.p. 42, and the place 
very probably Antioch, where Paul sojourned for 
a year, after having been brought thither by Bar- 
nabas, who had fetched him from Tarsus to be 
his coadjutor. If the foregoing computation be 
true, or near the truth (on which see the Intro- 
duction to the First Epist), we may see how 
mueh mistaken were Chrys. and Thom. Aquin., 
who pursued so strange a chronological reckoning, 
as to fix the period of these raptures to the year 
of Paul's conversion to Christianity, and, perbape, 
during the three days immediately after his con- 
version, during which he sojourned at Damascus, 
without being able to see, and neither eating nor 
drinking. Now those events took place several 
years before the period in question, at least seven; 
ndeed FEatiws says eight ; and he fixes it to the 
year when Paul received, with Barnabas, the 
office of presching the Gospel to the Gentiles. 

& site iv cepart, elrs icrós Tov caparor, 
ova olda] Many Commentators explain this to 
mean, that, during the rapture in question, the 
Apostle lost all consciousness of any thing 
around him (as in the case of Peter's trance, 
Acts x. 9); and that his outward senses were 
so entirely closed, (the whole perception being 
by the powers of the mind,) that he could not 
say whether his soul was then in the body, or 
removed from it. Eet. enters at large, with his 
usual ability, into this most perplexing question, 
as to the doubt of Paul whether it was in the 
body or out of the body that the rapture bere 
described took place. He adverts to Chrys. as 
being of opinion that the meaning intended by 
the Apestle is, that * be did not know for certain 
whether the æa? was rapt, the body being left 
dead, or whether the body was rapt (i.e. body 
with soul); and he adduces Th. Aquinas and St. 
Augustin as with reason objecting to this view. 
Eat. truly remarks that ‘the difficulty hinges on 
this,—namely whether, in those things which he 
saw in rapture, the mind or soul saw conjoined 
with the body, or separate from the body.’ * Nam 
etsi dicatur anima mansisee conjuncta corpori, 
recte tamen intelligi potest, eam fuisse raptam." 
It is a shrewd remark of Dr. Doddridge, that, 
‘what the presence of an immaterial soul in a 
body can be, distinct from the capacity of per- 
ceiving by it and acting upon it, we have yet to 

However, whatever may be the difficulty, 
it must by no means be removed in the summary 
way adopted by some recent Commentators ; i.e. 
by supposing the Apostle only to mean, that ‘ the 

things were represented in so lively a manner, as 
to leave it doubtful whether they had not been 
really seen and heard; that he was quasi raptus 
extra se, &c. By retaining the matural sense, 
pli j confeesing the difficulty, we, at least, are 
enabled (with itby) to ‘regard this as a proof 
of St. Paul’s belicf that the soul may have per- 
ception when out of the body, and consequently 
have an independent existence. — To advert to a 
matter of far less moment—the doings of our 
Critical Editors. For ixrés I achm., Tisch., and 
Alf. read ywpie from B, D, E, and no cursives ; 
but wrongly; as I have shown on James ii. 17. 
Besides, the Apostle meant to the very 
words,—which thus have more force, a force 
lost by the change into ywpis, which arose, as I 
have shown, from a desire to throw some light on 
& dark subject by substituting a term of greater 
exactness and plainnese, and, perhaps, to remove 
tautology, and introduce variety. To suppose it, 
as Alf. says, * a correction from ver. 2,' in all the 
copies except 8, and all the Versions, involves 
the highest improbability —‘Apwrayivra—iws 
tplrov ovp. Almost all Expositors, from the 
time of Grot., are of opinion, that this is accom- 
modated to the language of the Jews of that age, 
who held that there were three heavens: 1. the 
region of the atmosphere; 2. the sidereal, or 
place of the stars; 3. the Acaven property so 
called, the abode of God and the angels. Meyer 
politely terms this ‘a fiction of Grot.’ But t 
so distinguished a Rabbinical scholar as Schoettg. 
should take it on trust, is not to be su ; 
Others say, that the Jews held there were seven 
heavens ; but that was prob. a fancy of the later 
Jewish Rabbins Under these circumstances it 
seems the safest course, with Mr. Alf., not to fol- 
low any fired dinision, but to understand a high 
degree of celestial exaltation. However, I do 
not see why it should not be as safe to say, with 
Schoettg., H. H. p. 718, * Paulus his verbis non 
utitur, quasi ipse tres aut plures colos cum Judeis 
statuerit ; sed phrasin tantum Judaicam adhibet, 
ut rem ipsam phrasi apud eos notâ iupatixwri- 
pes proponat. Nimirum ta calum rapi, vel per- 
venire, Judaich locutione denotat, immediatam 
et summam revelationem Divinam babere: locu- 
tione a Mose desumpta, qui legem Divinam in 
ipso celo accepit, quorsum alii prophete non 

nerunt, teste ipso Spiritu Sancto, Deut. 
xxxiv. 10.' The philological Commentators have 
failed to remark that this passage of the Apostlo 
was had in view by the author of the Philopatris, 
in Lucian iii. 597, fin., where it is said of Paul, 
FadtAaios dvadpadavrias twippivos, iç Tpirov 
ovpavdy dspoBaticas Kal Ta káAio Ta ixpe- 
pabnxes, x.T.À. 

4. hpwayn els Tov map.) It is debated whe- 
ther this rapture, or vision, be the same as the 
last, or Most of the — we mene 
taroa Are ad eee nion ; while an- 
cients and several of Me non eminent modern 
=o * of the latter. The raptures thom- 
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selves were evidently distinct (though the one 
ele 4apáó. perhaps immediately succeeded the 
other); the one, as transporting to heaven itself; 
the other els TÓ» 7rapáOsicor, or the interme- 
diate state (that of faithful souls, between death 
and the resurrection) mentioned in Luke xxiii. 
43, and perhaps in Rev. ii. 7. Of this blessed 
state, Paul, it seems, bad a brief foretaste. — 
"Aponta piuara. "Appnra may signify either 
* what cannot be uttered,’ or ‘what ought not to 
be uttered.” If the latter sense be the true one, 
the words following, 2 oóx iov, &c., are ex- 
planatory of the preceding ; and yet àfnTa, in 
that sense, required no explanation, since it was 
the common signification of the word. The 
former signif. is preferable, and the sense may 
be, * ineffably, i š ime,” ‘such as no 

fntellect could comprehend.’—The words 
following, à oùx ifv avOpewrw Xa ca, sig- 
nify, * and which A they were ca of being 
expressed] it would not be lawful for me to com- 
municate;' and that (Schoettg. observes) * be- 
cause the Apostle had not the authority to de- 
clare the mysteries revealed unto him, these 
having been not so much for the sake of the 
Church as for himself, for the strengthening of 
his own faith, and the alleviation of his suffer- 
ings.” 
E. trip di iuavrov—dxoós, vl. i eed 
ne full — intended is, ‘ Of Pisis I wil 
make no t, except in respect of my infirmi- 
ties (see note, supra, xi. 30) [though I might 
boast of far more, even ósxracías xal droxa- 
Mpeg FOR were I to boast of them, I should 
not be foolish (incur the charge of foolish boast- 
ng), since I should [only] speak the truth, —but 
I oe (i. e. keep what I could sy), in 
order that no one may think more higbly of me 
than [according to the standard I hold]; as he 
sees me to be, or hears from me,—namely, in my 
teaching.’ Calvin observes, that “ the Apostle 
here anticipates his adversaries, who might, from 
his saying that he ‘would not boast, draw the 
inference that he could not boast; and this he 
does " saying, ‘I might with justice, and with- 
out subjecting myself to the charge of vanity, 
boast; for I have grounds enow: but I a 
stain. " In fact, to avoid making this contra- 
dict what precedes, we may regard the Apostle 
as saying this — — q. d. ‘Si gloriari 
voluero, non invenier stultus,'—namely, when 
com with those who havo no grounds for 
sel f-boasting. 

7—10. Paul now adverts more distinctly to 
what was before mentioned,—‘ the infirmity in 
the flesh,’ which had been & subject of d 
mortification and regret ; — since it 
hindered the efficiency of his public ministra- 
tions. 

7. xal Tp bwepP.—idcOn por axdrow 7g 

atroxadupewy iva uù) UTrepaipwpat, 

aapki] Render: ‘and that I might not be 
over-exalted by the supereminence of the revela- 
tions té to me] there was given to me a 
thorn for the flesh; Dat. incomm. This use of 
ión (very uncommon elsewhere) is decisive 
won the term being referred to ; as 
plied to God, it occurs similarly in 1 Cor. xi. 15. 
xii. 7. Gal. iii. 21, et al. To pass over here the 
many vain, and some abeurd conjectures that 
have been hazarded, I would observe, tbat by 
oxodow may be meant a ic affection (oc- 
casioned by the rapture originally, and after- 
wards continued by the mind pressing too much 
on the body), which, inflicting acute pein, and, 
by contracting the muscles of the face, thereby 
causing contortion of the countenance, would be 
& source of no small mortification to the Apoe- 
tle’s natural feelings, and to a certain degree 
tend to impede his usefulness ;—though, at the 
same time, serving to keep him low (as he says, 
iva ph bwepalpepa:) by making him sensible 
of his human j and consequently such 
as it pleased the Lord not to remove. | ZxoAoq 
Ty apx, might, indeed, have allusion to the 
idea of acute ly pain experienced from the 
disorder, whatever it might be (in which view 
not a little to the purpose are the words of Arte- 
mid. iii. 39, dxavða: xai oxcdowss ddvvae 
onualvovar dtd +ó gú): but the expression 
seems rather meant to advert to the 
pe and keen mortification resulting from this 

ily infirmity, than what belonged to the in- 
firmity itself. The above view of the sense is 
substantially that ado by Whitby, Benson, 
Mackn., Bp. Bull, Billr., and Peile. While, 
however, the term exoA\oW may be thus ex- 
plained figuratively and by metonymy, the next 
term, dyy1Xos Zara», can be unders y 
of the aforesaid physical infirmity. And what is 
said we are to consider as said in the Apoetle's 
own opinion (&nd not by an accommodation to 
Jewish ideas), —namely, as serit from Satan as # 
were by one of his ministers. This natural and 
obvious sense of the words, by which the £ 
ence of Satan must necessarily be inferred 
find, very rly contended for by B 
yet he em the case with 
well-nigh insuperable difficulties. In short, I 
suspect that one principal reason why St. Paul 
choee to use the jon was, because he 
wished the visitation in question to be consi- 
dered in the light of a temptation, or trial of his 
faith, permitted by God to be sent by the 
Tempter : for it is in (Ais view, and not in that 
of the Adversary, that Satan is here regarded ; 
as appears, indeed, from the words of Gal. iv. 13, 
above noticed : where by we:pacuds is doubtless 
denoted the same as by oxcAow 79 capxi here. 
This very use of weipacuds (namely, to denote 
* such a tribulation, or mortification, as fries our 
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ries — occurs ri — i. 2 and 12, = 
et. i 6. It appears, then, that in 7g capx 

here, and ràe gapxós in the of Gal. 
above adduced, there is a twofold allusion, (1) 
to the disorder, whatever it was, considered as & 
severe infliction ; (2) to the disorder as consi- 
dered in reference to its effect in humbling the 
pride, and ing the perenes. of poor weak 
umanity, wi l its frailties and infirmities; 

an effect which would indeed not a little come in 
aid of that wholesome self-control, by which the 
holy Apane was enabled so uniformly to keep 
the inferior and corporeal in subjection to the 
superior and spiritual nature. The view which 
I have taken of thie, as closely connected with 
Tov — ——— pou ròv by TÜ capxi pov, at 
Gal. iv. 14, and both connected with revelations 
vouchsafed to Paul in the beatific Vision, is, I 
find, confirmed by the opinion of Canon Tate 
Cont. Hist. p. 150 sq.), where, after remarking 

t the oxo T. c. is with reason sup- 
to have the same witb the infirmity 

of the flesh, and the temptation (i.e. severe 
trial) in the flesh, at an earlier period, recalled 
to mind of the Galatians (Gal. iv. 13, 14), 
as having fallen under their notice, he subjoins: 
—‘ Now the beatific vision, referred to in 2 Cor. 
xii. 1—4, must have long preceded his first visit 
to Galatia; and therefore the thorn, if as an 
humiliation and chastisement [the wacéeia, 
* loving-correction, spoken of in Prov. iii. 4, 5, 
and Heb. xii. 4, 5, 19], it came soon after that 
remarkable event; must also have preceded the 
visit into that region, and must have continued 
at least till that period when the Galatians wit- 
nessed Paul actually suffering under it. But, in 
esa of the Corinthians, the case seems very 
different. That they witnessed such a visible 
infirmity when he appeared in Corinth the first 
time, there could hardly be any need to tell 
them of, so very perticularly sow. Probably, 
therefore, his prayers for deliverance from the 
affliction had, at length, been heard. Not a 
vestige of its existence can be traced down lower 
than in that notice of it to the Galatians.'— The 
words at the end of the verse, Iya uù Urepaipw- 
sac, are absent. from several of the most ancient 
MSS., and some Versions and Fathers, and were 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., ed. 1, but re- 
stored in ed. 2, rightly ; since internal evidence 
is quite in their favour. Such a repetition, 
arising from that intensity of sense characteristic 
of a full mind, is no tautology, but conveys an 
emphasis. Tho words, as Jacks. testifies, occur 
in various of Origen, Cyprian, Macar. 
Chrys., and other Fathers. I find them in ali 
the b. and Mus. copies. 

8. mapexáNXeca] ‘I besought,’ ‘supplicated.’ 
Of this sense (exceedingly rare) I have noted 
one (and only one) example, in Joseph. Bell. i. 

5, THe yr unt Toy Ordy cbuyndor—wapa- 
karte yevicOa. By ròv Kipiop is, as span 
from the next verse, to bo understood Christ. 
See Whitby, Macknight, and Smith’s Scrip. 
Test., vol. ii. p. 229. iii. 251, who rightly notice 
this as an example of prayer (o Christ, and con- 

4. 18. 

$, the Commentators remark, we have a cer- 
tain for an uncertain but large number, to signif 

imes. So Eurip. Hippol. 46, unósiv né 
Tai0y ale rpis sbEacbar Or, and Job xxxiii. 

. But there is no need to resort to that prin- 
ciple. The words {va ¿moc am’ iuov may best 
be rendered, ‘ that it might be removed from me ;’ 
for the Aorist Active of this and other compounds 
of Tornu: are not unfrequently used in a Passive 
sense. Though the expression itself may have 
vere selected, - — to have — th to 

e infliction and the tin/fictor, namely, ayysXor 
Zara». Comp. Job vii. 16, Sept., teeta an’ 
iuov. Mackn. well remarks ‘that this example 
of prayer rejected ought to be well attended to by 
all good men ; because it shows that they neither 
should be — when their most earnest 
prayers seem to be disregarded, nor discontented 

Wc goed: dengan ad di poe their s desi , and effectu ro- 

—— * ly, either b es . slonxd uot amely, either by vision or b 
the Bath Fat. mentiona in 1 Kings xix. 12 
In dpxet co, we have, as Bengel remarks, i 
nissima pret cot. n xápie uov. The 
full sense of the words will stand us: ‘It is not 
necessary nor expedient that what thou askest 
should now be granted —— that this visita- 
tion shonld be removed from him), because my 
grace is sufficient to enable thee to overcome this 
evil.” By 9 xápie, Calvin remarks, is here to 
be understood, not (as many explain) the favour 
of God, but, by metonymy, the gracious aid of 
the Holy Spirit, through whose support he would 
be made more than conqueror. Accordingly, 
the full sense intended by dpxa? is, ‘is sufficient 
for thy aid and support.’ Why it is sufficient is 
shown by the words following, 4 yap dvvapis— 
TaÀ &iovrai, ‘for through weakness is it that my 
strength is completely manifested. Comp. Sap. 
iv. 7, and see note on | Cor. i. 27—31. The 
pov after óúvau:e, not found in 5 uncia] MSS. 
and several Versions (not, however, including 
the Pesch. Syr.), and certain Fathers, has been 
cancelled by hrs Tena — bes not on 

unds, since it is suppo y the t 
[ies zy the MSS., including some of the meek 
ancient, as B, C, E; and internal evidence is 
not seine it; for it is more likely that the nou 
should have been removed by those who thought 
that the absence of cov after áaOsveía required 
its absence here, than thet any should have (as 
Bengel thought) brought in nov to correspond to 
cov. Not to say that the mov cannot be dis- 
pensed with, since it ise, as Calvin well saw, 
emphatic, the general sense intended being, ‘ for 
my strength (i.e. the strength imparted by me), 

ius se exsertt in, &c., namely, as thus show- 
ing iteelf all-sufficient in the weakness of the 
instruments employed..." Hiera otv—ao8. pov. 
There is some appearance of incongruity between 
fidiera and xavy.; iora rather requiring 
broloopsv, as in 2 Macc. ii. 28, jiwe THY xaxe- 
7TáÜ«ap» ib*olcous». This, however, may b 
removed by supposing in xavx. & significatio 

sequent & proof of the Divinity of Christ. In 
TQ 
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xápis pour 7 yap Suvapis pou év ácÜeveia rehevodra.” "Hówrra 
otv páXXov kavyýoopat dv tals acOeveias pov, iva émriaieryoa7 
èr euè 5 Óvvapus tod Xpicrod. 10 Jw evdonra ev acbeveiass, 
èv UBpecww, év avdryxass, ëv Starypois, év ctevoxwplais wirép Xpi- 

pèni cToÜU Grav yàp ácÜevó, Tore Suvatos ci. 116 Téyova ádpov 
p "*- [kavydjevos]: duels pe 5vayxácare. éyw yap éxbeiXov vd’ 

» 8. 8. 

h Rom. 15. 
19. 
1 Cor. 9. 9. 
ch. 6. 4. 
& 11.6. 
i 1 Cor. 9. 12. 
ch. 11. 7, 9. 

ov, ef xa, ovdéy eit. 

` 2 kai Suvdpecs. 

ns, thue : ° Most willingly, therefore, will 
bear with, nay, rather rejoico in and boast 

over my infirmities [tban be discouraged under 
pom] Considering the rare (not to say un- 
precedented) conjunction of these words, §dto7ra 
and uGÀÀov, we may suppose, with Fritz., that 
the wadXop is to be construed, not with 5àicTa, 
but with «avy. Thus the sense will be, *I will 
prefer to make my boast of, rather than complain 
of.’ As respects &c9., the term here and in the 
next verse, as also in the former clause of this 
verse, denotes *such afflictions, trials, and tribu- 
lations as are sent to try the faith of the sainte.’ 
The next words, {wwa i&Tickn»ecn it’ ¿uà jj 
Sivauis Xp., are meant to intimate the, as it 
were, condition or ground of the foregoing senti- 
ment,—namely, so that (thereby) strength 
(virtus, vis, ‘power to strengthen") may reet upon 
or abide in me, i. e. for support, so that out of 
weakness I may become strong (see Heb. xi. 34). 
Comp. Isa. x]. 29. 

10. iò cvdon iv ko0sy.] Render: * Where- 
Jore I am well pleased with, I complacently ae- 
quiesce in,’ namely, for the reason above men- 
tioned, as alluded to in the à ó ; for, as observes 
Est., the deGev. would not be desirable per se. 
This sense of eidoxée, occurring also supra v. 8, 
is of good authority, being found in Polyb. ii. 
12, 8, 4 T. Torra: ovyOrkas, iv als sidoxnes, 
* acquiesced.'—In Stray ydp obw, TóTs Óvva- 
TOS lui, we have a beautiful turn (similar to 
one in Philo, cited by Wetstein, uh dvawiarere, 
TÓ dobevic Uu cúvanie ici); ga * The 
more I am brought down by tribulation, the 
more do I rience the supports of Divine 
strength.” See Phil. iv. 13. 

ll. yéyova a2ppev xavy.] As the Apostle 
began this detail of his merits and spiritual en- 
dowments with the deprecatory softening d»- 
¿(yxsc0í pov Tis &Qp., &c., and às dppova čí- 
—* so he ends it with an apology introduc- 
tory of the reason for it; q.d. * Ye see, then, 
that I have made myself a fool in boasting. But 

have com me 80 to do, viz. by rendering 
it necessary to do justice to myself, and also for 
our good, by disabusing you of your prejudices.” 
t is truly observed by Pf: Sanderson, in his 

Sermon on Job xxix. 14—17, that ‘when 
men do us manifest wrong, it is not vanity, 
but charity, to do ourselves right; and whatever 
appearance of folly or vain boasting there may be 
in so doing, those are chargeable with all, who 
compel us thereunto, and Bot we.'—’Eyw ydp 
Sparov vd’ uav cvrlaT. Theso words show 
hote the Apostle was compelled to do this; 

úv avvíaracÜav ovdéy yap torépnoa TÀv vmepMav atrooto- 
12^ Tà uéy onueia TOU drooTóxou 

«areuryáa05 év ipiv ev waon Umoguovn, [èv] onpelors xat Tépace 
13 ! Tí yap srw Ó ArrnOnre mèp Tas owas 

namely, by the want of that commendation from 
them which was his dwe, since he was nothing 
inferior to the chiefest Apostles. His merits 
and endowments ought to have been summed up 
by them, and then it would not have been neces- 
sary to rene himself. —El xai ovdsy elus. Some 
regard as spoken sarcastically, and ez opinione 

— ern n I am, it seems, a no- 
y- So Soph. Trach. 1109, xdv 70 univ @, 

and Aj. 767, xdv ó uny œv. But more natu- 
ral and probable is the usual view, by which the 
words are understood as spoken seriously, and as 
expressive of genuine humility; his own weak- 
nesses being considered qu from the strength 
of his Lord. Compare 1 Cor. xv. 8—10. 

12. Td uiv onusia—vmwopovg] Render: ‘the 
marks, to wit, of the Apostle, bavo been br ui 
out [by me] among you (meaning that they 
have been set forth) with al! patient perse- 
verance.’ On this force of the Article as de- 
noting an individual of an entire class of agents, 
Bp. Middl. and Mr. Green are agreed, and ad- 
duce as an ex. ‘He gave proofs of the general, 
or ‘the hero. The words ra piv enpsia 
watsipy. have reference to ovéiy vor. Tew 
Aotwwy awooro\wy in the preceding verse (the 
words al xal ovdéy slu: being a nthetical 
remark), and are meant to prove the assertion. 
The words iv waoy Umropovy I have showed 
long ago in Rec. Syn. to be taken, not simply of 
‘patience’ (or the ‘ power of suffering wrong, or 
enduring pain or labour’), but of * patient perse- 
veramos by continuance in well-doing ; an ex- 
ponai confirmed by Luke viii. 15. The ¿y 

fore onuziore is absent from five uncial and six 
cursive MSS. (to which I add Lamb, 1182, 1183), 
and — Tone d is — by Lachm., 

iscb., an 5 i ; since it ma; 
have crept in from the d I 

13. Having shown that no signs of an A 
were wanting in him, he inquires whetber there 
be any other deficiency which should leave them 
inferior to other churches; q. d. * [What bave 
ye to complain of?] for in what, &.—arr. 
ere signifies to be in an inferior condition; of 

which sense some examples are cited from the 
Classical writers.—imwip is for paAdov §.— 
aùròs ¿yë is emphatic; q.d. . myself have 
not, whatever others may have.—xapícac0í moe 
thy ad. T., * forgive me this wrong, * if that be a 
TE A keen sarcasm, with which comp. 
D. Hal. Ant. p. 1825, 5, (yos ctv áducíuaros 
ixavOvyós slut Upiv ; al ur) TÒ vixav TOS Tos- 
piove ie riv Uuas åðixeīv. Aà síla in this sense 
occurs no where else in the New Test., though 
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EXKANTIAS, ei pù, OTL adTOS éyà od KaTEevdpKnoa Üuàv ; yapi- 
cacÜé pot Tv ábwiav Taúrmv. **'I8o0, Tpitov éro(ues yo k Acts 30, 
Mei Tpós buàs, kal où xaravapkjoo ipa où yap Uyrà tà $I, 
ipw, GAN úuâs ov yap opeider TA Téxva Tois YyoveDo, Encav-**"* 
pile, GX oi yovels trois Téxvoss. 1 5 1? ` 

Eye òè fura Sara- 12-10., 
1 

# ` % # e ` ^ ^ ^ vac xai éxbamavoÜcoua,. vmép TOv yuydav tov el xai $id, 
Tepurgorépes Ups yanv, Wrroy ayarapat. lé *EcTo 6é 
éyo ov kareBápnca Üuác: add’, trdpywv mavoUpryos, Sorp Upás 
éAafov. Y" Mý twa dy ámécraA«m mpos Uuás, Se adrod mari. 
émAeovékroa Sus ; 18 " IIapexáxeca Titov, xal avvaméaeiXa 2,555.15 
Tov adedpor ir. erdeovéernoey twas Tiros; o) TQ avro 
TVEVLATL TEPLETATHTAUEY ; OV Tois avTois Lyveat ; 

o oh. & 13. 

19 o TTahuy Soxeite Stet üpiv amoroyoúpela ; xarevæmiov ToU SiS y, 

occasionally in the Claes. writers, and in Jos. 
Antt xvi. 4, 3, fin., oe ee TH adcala ToU 
ĉ:dæxóror, ‘to the injury of him who gave it.’ 
Here we have a most keen sarcasm. 

14. This and the next verse may be consi- 
v. 16 being Quel; con- dered parenthetical ; 

nected with v. 13. The scope of the is 
to exclude any misrepresentation of the false 
teachers, — that he was only urging his past 
moderation, to pave the way for future demands 
upon them. Thus the sense is, ‘I have not been 
burdensome to you [heretofore]; and when I 
come to you again, [as I am now for the third 
time purposing in mind to do,] I will not be 
burdensome to you.” So xi. 13, 9 ĉi wo Kul 
woow. The best Commentators are 
that rpirop is to be referred to iroluwe ixw ,; 
since it appears from i. 15 that his last visit 
could only be the sscond.—After Tpirov is, in 
some Versions and Fathers, added Tovro, which 
bas been received by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch.; but, I think, wrongly ; since inter- 
nal evidemce is quite against it; for while we 
may easily account for its imseriion, —namely, 
from cb. xiii. ], we can by no means for ite 
omission ; not a single MS. being there without 
it, though many MSS., Versions, and Fathers 
have there added ioù, manifestly from the pre- 
sent : insomuch that no ditor there hes 
admitted it. 

15. iyá] ‘I for my part.” See note on | Cor. 
v. 3.—Aaravtew kal ixdaw.; q. d. ° Í ara ready 
to spend my time, substance, th, strength,— 
nay, my very life for your sake.’ —’ Exe. sig- 
nifies ‘to be utterly exhausted by labours,’ &c. 
Thus the expression is similar to that at Acts 
xx. 24, dXX’ ovdsyde Xoyov Totovua:, 0000 ixw 
The Vrvys» pov tiulay iuauvres. It is a fine 
remark of Theodor. and Theophyl., that * what 
is here said is at once accusatory and yet con- 
ciliatory. He heals the pain he might inflict by 
charging them with want of ion to him, by 
intimating his great affection for them.’ 

16. lore d&— } The Apostle here 
pos in the person of bis ealumniators, making 

ir words his own.—AóAÀe« Gude iAaffov is 
nirgends by almost all Commentators to mean, 
* I took you in,’ * made a gain of you, by artifice 
and — The sense, however, seems 
simply to be, ‘I practised, it seems, upon you 
a piece of refined artifice, and sought to accom- 
plisb my selfish purpose by the instrumentality 
of another person. 

l7. Here Tiva Ai airov is pat, by a 
mode of expression, for &á Tua ixsive, ods, 

18. apexáA. Tlhrov, &c.] This has reference 
to what was said supra, viii. 6, 18. The 
Apostle appeals to facts, which they themselves 
could not deny; and the interrogation at umi 
ávAÀeor. implies a strong negation. The sen- 
tence, arranged according to the regularity of 
Western composition, would run thus: ‘ Did 
Titus, whom I requested to go to you, or the 
brother whom I sent with him, make a gain of 
you?’ This the Apostle follows up with a sen- 
tence in which the consequent is put for the an- 
tecedent. He does not say, ‘ No, they walked in 
my steps, but delicately substitutes, * Have we 
not walked in the same spirit,——pursued the 
same disinterested course?’ In fact the verb 
wepicm. is to be taken per dilogiam twice, in a 
somewhat different sense, as adapted to each of 
the two clausule. In the former, it may be ren- 
dered * live,’ or rather ‘act.’ Comp. Gal. v. 16, 
TvsÜnaTi wWepiwareits. One might, indeed, 
have expected that after Ixv. would have been 
subjoined dc roryscapasp, as Gal. v. 25, sl (oper 
TytÜpa Ti, TysÜbueu TL. cro: ye@usy, Meaning, ‘walk 
habitually according to its dictates; by a meta- 
phor taken from soldiers who step firm and in a 
straight line laid down,—comp. also Rom. iv. 
12,—but wsprwar. is here meant to include that 
sense. 

19. waédew Soxsire S71, &c.] The wédAw 
Goxsirs has reference to what was said supra, 
iii. 1; q. d. * Think ye again that I am 7 
myself before you P` &c. Paul says this, in order 
that the anziety which he shows to justify him- 
self in all respects may not be ascribed to im- 
proper motives, — whether timidity or selfish- 
ness. The ái refers to iii. l. v. 12 
Now the Apostle doce not reply to this by a 
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pl oren. Beo, dy Kpror@ Aadovper Tà Se mávra, ayaryrol, vmép Tij 
& 13. 2, 10. 
qch 32 
r Rom. 13. 
18. 
1 Cor. 6. 

úv oixodopjs. 20 p SoBotwas yap, wires bav, ovy otovs 
Béo eÜpo jus, kay cipeOo, Out olov ov OéXere pares 

TVA épeis, Siro, Üvpol, épiÜetas, xaraXaXual, YiOupicpol, vates, 
Gal. 5. 19 Eph. E 6,6 áxaracTacíay 91 q yn %áMu éXAÜovra pe tatrewwon ó Beos 
1Thes.&4 you mpos was, xai mevOnow Todos THY TrponnaprnkóTow, 
Heb. 13. 4. 
ach. k^ — 
um. 9 , x Dent. 17.8. aoeNyeig $ ëmpatas. 

Matt. 18, 16, 
John 8. 17. 

strong negation, oíxi, but leaves that to be im- 
plied, —by stating, with a solemn protestation, 
that his views, in acting and writing as he has 
done, have been solely their edification and epi- 
ritual benefit.—To advert to a matter of reading. 
For ré\cpw MSS. A, B, F, G. and a few cursives 
(to which I can make no addition), read 4ráAa:, 
which has been received into the text by Lachm., 
Tiech., and Alf.; but not on good grounds; for 
the sense they assign, ‘ye have long since been 
thinking,’—namely, throughout the whole of this 

rtion of my Epistle, is very strained and far- 
— — to 7 pee from the words 
without violence. » as — antiquity, 
¿Àu has the support of the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 
sion — ar expression — by the 
translator signifies * yet in,’ or ‘still, equiv. 
to ‘once more"), as also that of Cod. Cand D. 
In short, external authority is quite in favour of 
7 Nu, and so is internal evidence, as existing in 
the want of probability that máàa: should have 
been altered into wad, while, on the other 
hand, vá: might very well by the scribes be 
confounded with aáXa:, which has in other 
cases occurred.—Of wari» confounded by the 
scribes with máa: many instances have been 
adduced from various Philological writers b 
Schaefer on Steph. Thes. in v. aéAai, to whic 
I can add Thucyd. iii. 79, 1, where for Vulg. 
waa, Bek., spe. Arn., and myself, edit 
adi, from five MSS. Sometimes a// the MSS, 
unite in one or other of the two words, though 
the other is called for by internal evidence. Thus 
in Pherecr. Metall. frag. i. 83, P 108 (Meinecke), 
Quer del iyiyver ebbùe iE ápyfie wad, the 
author must have written waAa:. Read àuzA. 
iy. 508" à" dex 7áAa:: the former emen- 
dation is called for by the context. But, to ad- 
vert to the sense of the variously aang arg 
words xaTevæmiov (or, as Lachm. and Tisch. 
read, xarévarr:, as supra, ii. 17, where see 
note) Tov O10 —AaÀovus», I am now of opinion 
that it is the same as in the altogether similar 

at ii. 17. Accordingly, the sense 
ma thus expressed: *It is in the presence 
of God, in the name, or person (i.e. by the au- 
thority), of Christ that we are speaking, as if 
Christ were speaking by us.” Comp. xiii. 8. 

20. $oBovuat yàp, nes, &c.] The con- 
nexion here is not very obvious, and has been 
but imperfectly traced. The thread of connexion 
may most simply and naturally be supposed to 
hang by bnew olxodouts, thus: ' Yqur edifica- 
tion, I ssy,—[and need enough there is for this 
furtherance in the Divine life]; Fron I fear lest 
perchance on coming I should find you not such 
as I wish you to be,—and so I should be found 

Kat n?) petavonodyrey 'émi T) axabapolg xay TopveíG xal 

XIII. ! * Tpírov ToÜro Epyouas mpos Upüs ¿mi cTÓpa- 

by you such as ye would not [bave me to be]: 
Jest haply there should be found tnong you, &c. 
Of theso various terms, Zosie, {#A01, Üvuol, &c., 
the first three seem meant to designate the strife, 
jealousy, and angry contention of individuals, 
engendered by a party spirit, in their open and 
more violent forms; and the next two, xata- 
Aaral and Wibuprcpoi, the secret and underhand 
effects of the same spirit, as shown in slandenng 
and backbiting, by which would be kept alive 
the embers of discord. In the first clase are in- 
—** the — the — aur — tue 

ciples, their partisans, o fomen 
sxirpara and £pidas mentioned at 1 Cor. i. 10 
—12, and the [4Ao« xai Epis xal d:yooravias 
— at l Cor. iii. 3. By Space ae bere E 

understood, not a party spirit, but sim 
rivalries, meaning those of the teachers us 
against another. The last two terms, vectis 
and ay he i rete meant to ee ate 
gener e effects of this party spirit, on 
the buchen and the taught ; on the teachers. b 
puffing them up with spiritual pride (to which 

may be noticed s certain phrase occurring 
In a very ancient writing found in Routh's Reliq. 
Sacr., t. ii. p. 8/4), pvoiwpa wresuartos (i. e. 
‘spiritual pride’); on their disciples by blowing 
up the coals of a party spirit, busy in magnifying 
one teacher to the prejudice of another. Comp. 
1 — 6. li ains term &xera- 
oracia: may be supposed to refer in a general 
way to that state of /wmult and : Eo lich 
must ever arise in a Christian society from yo- 
eracia: and party spirit. Comp. James iii. 1s, 
Grov Ciro xai ipiÜs(a, ¿wat dxaracracia xal 
Ta» paviov xzpaynme, adverting to a state of. 
things nearly resembling that in the Church of: 
Corinth when St. Paul wrote his Second Epistle; 
for there, as here, the strife, &c. had (as we find 
from the context) arisen from a rivalry among 
the wodAol diddoxado: there spoken of, who, 
together with their disciples, t sinned not a 
little with their tongues; which evil propensity 
is nearly allied to what is here denoted by xara- 
Aadiai and Wibupiepol. 

21. Here the Apostle hints at something worse, 
— i éX. may be taken either with 
ëqA0ó=ra, or with rawsivecy. But the former 
seems preferable.—M:j ua rare. ò Oide pov 
aw. ù., ‘lest my God should humble me in respect 
of you; i.e. lest I should be mortified, and 
grieved to find, in some of you, so little profit of 
m 
‘[ 

labours."—ITev8. wodX., &c. The sense is, 
est] I may have to bewail many who have not 

repented, and forsaken their sins.’ 

XIIL In this Chapter the Apostle proceeds to 
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Tos úo naprTUpov kai Tp.Qv oTradyncetTat máy pHa. 
2 * TT poeipnxa xai mpodéyw, (os mapùv TÓ Oevrepov, " kal array bos n. 
viv,) [ypadw| trois Tponuaprqkóci, xai Tois Xovrois mâcw, 
Ort àv bw cis TO Wad, ov ġeicopar 3 cégrel Soxt- ç Matt. 10. 

pv Snreire rob èv éuol XaXoüvros Xpiotod, ôs eis tas !Or*%* 
oùe áaÜevei, GdAdd Suvarel év Out. * Kai yàp ei éoravpoOn a n. ç, 
EE aaGeveias, ard G é< Suvdpews Ocot xai yap ñuets dole- Peta 18. 
voupev èv avrà, GAA ÜnaópeÜa ov avro éx Šuvdueos Oeo 
eis vds. 5 *'EavroUs Teipátere ei core èv TH Tr(aTet, éavrovs $a 07-1 

intimate his purpose to inflict punishments su 
naturally, on those who persisted in — 
authority. And after exhorting them to self- 
examination, and to anticipate his correction by 
timely reformation, he concludes with exhort- 
— — v Mri peo , 

. rplroy Tovro ipx.) ‘Iam preparing for 
the third time and ine X ding to come." * note 
supra xii. 14.~iwi eróuaTos dvo—pijua. The 
purport of these words has been not a little dis- 

ted. Many itors suppose the meaning to 
; ° When I come, every matter or complaint 

respecting impenitent offenders shall come to a 
ar process, and be decided according to the 

rule laid down in the Law (Numb. xxxv. 30. 
Deut. xvii. 6. xix. 13), and sanctioned by the 
Gospel (sce Matt. xviii. 15. 18), that by the tes- 
timony of two or three witnesses, &c. Some 
ancient and several modern Commentators, (as 
Calv., Est., Grot., Hamm., and Locke,) indeed, 
understand by these witnesses the Apostle's admo- 
Ditions in his Epistles. 

2. wposlpnxa xal wapoXéye] As much as to 
asy, ‘1 have [just] before told I and I [now] 
give you this notice beforeband,' equiv. to xpo- 
avajewve. Here, however, the idea of warning, 
under that of threat, seems implied, as in a kin- 
dred passage of Gal. v. 21, à apoAXévye Univ, 
caw: xal wposiwop, Sri, &c. With respect to 
et Tapa vis, the best Commentators are 
that the sense is, ‘ as if I were present the second 
time, though now, as yet, absent.—I'pagw is 
wanting in several MSS, of the Western recen- 
sion, and is cancelled by Grieeb., Scholz, Lachm., 
Tisch., and Alf. ; rightly; for we can better ac- 
count for ite insertion than its omission. 

4. Many recent Commentators connect irel 
oxi pnv—X puo-rov at ver. 3, with davrovs Teip. 
at ver. 5, thus making the former contain a pro- 
tasis, and the latter an apodosis, and throwing 
the intermediate words into a parenthesis. But 
though this method yields a good sense, it seems 
too artificial; nor is the Apostle accustomed so 
accurately to complete a sentence, interrupted by 
some thesis. The usual mode of pointin 
and taking the words seems to be more natu 
and pee full as good a sense. The sense of 
ver. 3 may be thus expreseed : * Especially since 
some of you boldly demand a proof of Christ's 
speaking in me, as his Apostle; though this has 
been already confirmed by evidence of tho strong- 
est kind, —namely, by His mighty power working 
in and through me in various ways, The next 
words are meant to skow that the proof does oh 
and their full sense is (ce being put for xa 
aóTÓs), ° whereas he is not weak as regards you, 

but is mighty [in operation among you], viz. 
‘by and three me, even by the working of 
miracles and the communication of the super- 
natural gifts of the Holy Spirit,’ which attested 
Paul's divine legation. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 4, ó 
Aóyos pou iv awodsi=ac TIvevuaros xai duvd- 
pews (scil. qv) meaning of the Spirit and of 
power from on high. Comp. Acts x. 38. 

4. xai yàp—O«ov] Render: ' For even were 
He crucified out of (equiv. to * through") weak- 
ness (in the likeness of sinful flesh, see Rom. 
viii. 3), yet He is still living through the might 

wer of God.’ See Rom. i. 16. Phil. iii. 21. 
n the next member of the sentence xai yap 

ġuaîs doO.—vpae, there is adduced proof 
of Christ's power; and the general sense is, 
* And so truly we his ministers, (though) we are 
weak in ourselves as to Him, yet shall we live 
with him,’ &.—Yjeouey. Lachm. and Tisch. 
edit {nooueGa, from A, B, D, F, G, and 6 cur- 
sives. But the Active form is found in all the 
other MSS. (including the Lamb. and Mus. copies. ) 
However, it may be the true reading, and the 
Active form does occur in several other passa 
where the bulk of the MSS. have the Middle 
form (e. gr Mark v. 23, (5jog, for rec. Yiosrar : 
Luke x. 28, {nesses for {hon : John v. 25, Xicov- 
gu, and ver. 58, (rcovTa : vi. 51, Lijoes for p 
estas: vi. 57, hoes for ee is; xiv. 19, 
oere for QjoscÓs, and Lachm. mostly re- 
ceives the active form—perhaps rightly; but the 
idiom seems confined to the Gospels, and was 
— not in use by St. Paul. Thus Lrjoe00c 
is found in all the copies at Rom. viii. 13. Why, 
— an Beda Vine, have been here written 

im P ides, {7jcousy may very possi 
hive arisen from —5*— mistaking the reading 
noopueOa (so it is written in Lamb. MS. 1182 
or Ricousy, by the a having faded away, and then 
the 3 might be mistaken for v. 

5. šauToue waip., &c.] Instead of demanding 
proofs where none ought equitably to be re- 
quired, Paul bids them try and examine them- 
selves ; q. d. ° Yourselves try ye whether ye are 
[or not] in the faith; Soucsdcos pu ye to the 
proof For (as a e prominent 
position given to them) a certain emphasis is 
meant to be imparted to the Pronouns, it being 
meant, in other words, that the test is to be 

lied to the taught, and not to the teachers. 
e means to say, that if they be in the faith of. 

Christ, they will find sufficient evidences of his 
own Divine legation in the spiritual gifts, and 

neral reformation produced through his preach- 
ng, as well as to prove Christ to be in them, by 
his power. 
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Soxiualere ove érruywooxere éavroùs, ór, "Incots Xpioròs 
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6 "Exríto 86 Ste *yvo- 

Ocóv, ui Trotoar buds xaxov pnder ovy wa Tes Soxtuoe 
paver, GAN iva pelis TO Kadov moire, heis 66 ws adorot 
dev. 8 ov yàp Suvauebd re xarà Tis adybelas, GAN vrrép TIS 

vg wn 
13. 5, 9, 10. 

— À oix imvywéeokers—ádaiww ;] The full 
sense may be thus expreesed : * What, know ye 
not yourselves, and find that Jesus is in you? 
[as know it ye must,] unless, indeed, ye be not 

uine Christians, [and aceordingly devoid 
of proof whether Jesus be in you, or not}’ I 
am still, as formerly, of opinion that the Apostle 
uses dóóxiuor in a iere * view, per dilogiam, 
by a paronomasia, and with a certain p ney 
of sense which is not unfrequent in Thucydides. 

6. érAwl{o 88 Sri.—adoxiuor] Tho full sense 
is: ‘I hope, however, that ye will [know by 
proof that we are wot [as has been said of us] 
ungenuine (i. e. counterfeit) apostles and minis- 
ters. A metaphor derived from money wn- 
attested by tho stamp of genuineness, and which 
therefore is not taken. Plut. Mor. p. 4, dv- 
Ope wos dóokiuoie xal wapacWaoue. here 
the sense is, ‘counterfeit,’ and ‘devoid of the 
Divine power claimed by ue.” The ancient 
Greek (snn, and — — ones, 
take the purport ese words to — 
But the ae now seems to me not fully made 
out. Hence I prefer to understand the yee. of 
‘knowl by convincement, arising from the 
truth of the case, and the marks of Apostleship 
in re, or, as Thom. Aquin. explains, e» eitá et 
doctrinG nostrá quam ostendo vobis . There may 
however, be intended a twofold sense, as referred 
to the fwo classes, —the well-inclined, and the 
evil-inclined. The former would come to the 
knowledge in question in the way just adverted 
to. They could not disprove Paul's true apostle- 
ship without also dieproving their own enver- 
sion, since * the seal of his apostleship were they 
in the Lord.’ See ch. iii. 1—8, and 1 Cor. ix. 
1—3. The latter would come to the knowled 
in question in another way,—namely, from the 
fruits of bitter experience of his power to punish 
disobedience. This is confirmed by the words of 
ver. 7, eSxoua: di—addx. euer, of which the 
full sense (from delicacy imperfectly developed) 
is this: ‘ However, I pray to God that ye may 
do nothing evil and worthy of punishment; my 
wish being not that our divine commission may 
be [by that means] approved; but [rather] that 

may do what is good, and 
{thereby} be, as it were, without that 
not having to exercise the pawor hvis of punish- 
ing offenders.’ The ellipsis be Tva, consti- 
tuting the chief cause of the difficulty here exist- 
ing, was well seen, and the difficulty ably 
removed, by Theophyl. and Phot.—To turn to a 
matter of reading. For e6youac, Lachm., Tisch., 
and Alf. edit evyoueSa, from 5 uncials, 7 cur- 
sives, and some Fathers; and internal evidence 
is in its favour; though ——— is confirmed by 
all the Versions, except the Vulgate. 

8. où yàp üvráusÜa — dAuOslas] The con- 
nexion here is far from obvious, and the sense, 

áXnÜcías 9 © yaipoper yap Stay peis acbevapev, ùeis O8 cv- 

any thing but clear, hae been variously explained. 
The mode of tracing the connexion pursued by 
Billroth is harsh and far-fetched, and the supply 
of so many words to which the yàp is thus made 
to refer is unsatisfactory. As respects the pur- 

of the words in question, this was ably 
drawn forth by Chrys., Theophyl., Theodor., 
and Photius, and after their time by T. Aquinas, 
De Lyra, and Est. Yet they all pass over the 
force of the yap, which seems to have been 
alone recived by Hyper., who annotates thus: 
* Confirmat quod ita sit erga eos affectus argu- 
mento sumpto a suo officio, seu vero usu A 
tolice potestatis, q. d. Si honeste agitis, nos nihil 
in vos poterimus: nam potestas nostra duntaxat 
exercenda est adversus eos qui male agunt, quique 
adversantur veritati, i.e. sane na ef viia 
sanctimonim.' I cannot, however, agree with 
him in assigning to d\n. a sense so comprehen- 
sive as to include sound doctrine; but would 
understand it to denote simply, what the best 
Expositors unanimously explain the term to 
mean, namely,—by a Hebraistic idiom, — vite 
š ias ; rectum et justum est, which is 
the sense that the word bears at John iii. 21, 
Ó wowy thy ddXnOaav. 2 John 4, reptrarety 
¿s dAnbelæ. Š John 8, et al. Comp. Phil. iv. 8. 
The term óvváusÜa is to be used with reference 
to potestas punitiva, which does not come into 
force, is not exercised, so long as ñ dAnOsca, truly 
right action, which renders it unnecessary, is pre- 
served, and consequently he, whe otherwise 
could, then cannot exercise it. 

9. xalpousy yap Srav—are}] The yàp here 
must not be over, but accounted for by 
co-ordinating ver. 9 with ver. 7, so as to make it 
furnish a second reason for ver. 7 ; q. d. ‘ Nay, so 
far are we from wishing to give proof of our 
power, by having to punish your i Jarities, 
that we rather rejoice when we are [thus] weak 
(i.e. seem weak, by not having our power shown 
by the proof) and ye are strong [in faith and 
ps works]' A bly to this view, which 

confirm v., Hyper., and Billr., tho b 
yàp may be akon nearly in the samo sense as 

the former verse, meg A t Why, = yea, we 
rejoice !'—rovro dà xal evydueba, Thy uav 
— Render: ‘ — it is which 
we pray for (votis prosequimur), your restoration 
[as & body in Christ] to a sound and perfect 
state, so as to be both, as individuals, intually 
whole (comp. Gal. vi. 1, xarapriYects Tort- 
Tov), and, as a body, in a sound state as to 
Church unity. Comp. l Cor. i. 10. With re- 
spect to the general sense, it is, as Beza points 
out, that ‘whereas the members of the Corin- 
thian re were = " se were, dislocated and 
out of joint, they shou joined together in 
love (1 Cor. i. 10), and thus endeavour to make 
perfect (1 Thees. iii. 10. Heb. xiii, 21. 1 Pet. 
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v. 10) what was amiss in them either in faith or 
morals." 

10. &ià rovro—ypijowuar] This is, as Theo- 
yl observes, meant to apologize for the ob- 

Jurgatory and minatory language he bad em- 
Ploret Debes as wishing that it would have 
to be extended no farther than words, and not 
shown in deeds. The ral sense is, * For this 
[cause it is that] I write these things whilst ab- 
sent, in order that when present with you I may 
not have to employ severity, by the exerche of 
that authority w ich has been given mo [given 
me, I say] for the purpose of edifying, and not 
destroying souls.’ Coup supra, x. 8. 

ll. xarapr&{eoc8e}] meaning, it would seem, 
‘strive after reformation and perfection :' the 
term corresponds to xardptioww at ver. 9, where 
see note. Comp. Matt. v. 48, ZceoGe ody TíA uot, 
by which can only be meant, ‘aim at,’ ‘strive 
after being perfect.’ That God hath Ais part in 
this work, as well ae man, is clear from Heb. 
xiii. 21, xatapricac (scil. ó Osós) ipae iv 
wavrl leye éya0c.—IIapaxeA., ° take com- 
fort ; or rather, ‘comfort each other’ (implyin 

the giving and the taking ehh an 
this is confirmed by | Thess. iv. 18. v. 11. Heb. 
iii. 13. The rò avrà pov., denoting the aim- 
ing at concord in religious views, belongs to 
áyd 9s. 

The Apostle now fortifles his exhortation by 
proposing a strong motive to the cultivation of 
this unanimity and concord; namely, that the 

àujv. 1 Pet. B. 14. 

God of all love, the author and source of all love, 
who is himeelf the giver of peace and all other 
blessings, will be with them; namely, for their 
protection against al] who seek to interrupt that 
peace and disturb concord.—ó Oeds Tis dyar. 
xal elpijyne. Three uncial and several cursive 
MSS., to which I add Lamb. 1182, 1185, and 
some Mus. copies, have +ñ sip. xal [7H] ayá- 
ane, which is confirmed by the Vulg., Ital., and 
Gothic Versions, as also by Theophyl., Theodor., 
and Pelag. It seems to have been preferred by 
Calv., who remarks: ‘Deum pacis et dilectionis 
vocat, qui pacem et dilectionem nobis commen- 
davit, qui eas amat. And this view of the sense 
seems required by the logic of the context; for 
as Thom. Aquin. remarks, it is meant to hold 
— the bers rd «E — the above admoni- 
on, q. d. * If ye shall preserve peace among you 

the God of peace and of love will be with you š 
both God the Father, called the God of peace in 
Rom. v. 5, and also Christ the Son, as the Author 
and Giver of peace, John xiv. 27. xvi. 33. 1 Cor. 
xiv. 33. Moreover, He is not only the God of 
peace, but of love and charity, as it is here said. 
And this is so, because he who is in true peace 
of heart, is also in love and charity of life. So 
also Hyper. and Estius. 

13. Concluding Benediction, remarkable for 
the distinct recognition of the Three Persons in 
the Holy Trinity, and thence Te a by the 
Christian Church, in all ages, as the blessing 
in her Services. 
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& 
1 Thess. 1. 10. 

THIS was among the earliest of the Epistles of 
St. Paul, being written, some say, as early as 
A. D. 49, others, as late as 55 or 57. It seems 
best referred, as by Dr. Davidson, to A. D. 55, or 
by Wieseler and Alf. to 56. The Galatians had 
been converted to Christianity six or seven years 
before, chiefly, though not entirely, by St. Paul; 
but after his departure Judaizing teachers had 

t in, who maintained the necessity of circum- 
cision and the observance of the precepts of the 
Mosaic Law ; and, in order the more effectually 
to work their pu , bad undermined his au- 
thority, representing that he was no Apostle, 
having only a commission from the 
Apostles and elders at Jerusalem; who had 
always, they said, required or encouraged an 
adherence to the Mosaic Law. To counteract 
these errors, St. Paul, in the present Epistle, 

proves his Apostleship, —by showing that he 
pe received it Ñirectly from God, appealing to 
the history of his conversion, and his subsequent 
conduct. Secondly, he proceeds to refute the 
notion of the necessity of an observance of the 
Jewish Law to salvation ; showing not only that 
those who embrace the ] are freed from its 
observance, but also, that whoever depends on it 
for acceptance with God, will lose all the benefits 
to be expected therefrom. Thirdly, he vindicates 
the doctrine he taught,—of justification by faith 
without the works of the Law,—and shows the 
folly of the Galatians in going about to subject 
themselves to the Law, whereby they would for- 
feit the benefits of the Covenant of Grace. 
Fourthly, after giving them various instructions, 
and exhortations to walk worthy of their high 
ealling, and e to make a right use of their 
Christian om, he concludes with a brief 
summary of the topics above discussed, termi- 
nating in an Apostolical benediction. 

Hence it is plain that the present Epistle re- 
lates to the very same — as that to the 
Romans,—justification by faith only; though a 
difference is perceptible in the manner of treating 

I. !  IIATAOZ, ámócroXos,—oUx ar avOpwrov ovde Se 
avOparrov, GAA4 ba 'Incoó Xpictod xal Oeod IlIarpós rod 

— RM & 17.81. Hom.4. 94. & 8.11. 1Cor. 6. 14. & 15.15. 3Cor. €. 1€. Eph. 1.90. Col. 2. 14. 

the subject,—arising, Paley thinks, *from the 
difference in St. Paul's situation.” In this, to 
those whose Church he had /vuunded, he rests 
much upon authority; in that to the Romans, 
where he was not personally known, nor bis 
authority fully established, he appeals solely to 

. Besides this, there are other points of 
difference which are well stated by Dr. Mackn. 
in his preface to this Epistle. he Epistle to 
the lans, he shows, ° was intended to provo, 
against the Jews, or Judaizers, that men are jus- 
tified by faith, without the works of the Law of 
Moses; whereas the Epistle to the Romans treats 
of justification on a more enlarged plan, being 
meant to prove, both against Jews and 7 
that neither the one nor the other can be justi- 
fied meritoriously by performing works of Law, 
or any law of wo ut that all must be justi- 
fied — by faith, through the obedieüce 
of Christ. Accordingly the two Epistles supply 
a complete proof that justification is not to be 
obtained meritoriously, either by rites and cere- 
monies (though of Divine intment) or by 
works of morality, but that it is entirely a free 
gift, Proceeding 

Mie round from the subject and h op m the an e to tho 
manner,—here, too, there is a considerable differ- 
ence between the two Epistles; for while in the 
Epistle to the Romans, the matter far excels tho 
manxner,—and, from extreme brevity, a consider- 
able obscurity prevails throughout; in the pre- 
sent, though there is much of conciseness, and, 
from a similar boldness of on and pecu- 
liarity of treating a subject, much of difficulty ex- 
ists, —yet there is more of plan and regularity, as 
Dr. Davidson observes. And though the Epistle 
was written under the excitement of strong feel- 
ings, marking a fiery energy,—not to say im- 
petuosity, yet Dr. D. admits that the matter 
well arranged, and the order clear,—idea after 
idea being consecutively disposed ; and the argu- 
ments adduced admirably fitted to serve the pur- 

one from the mercy of God in 
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éyeipavros avTOv éx vexpv, ? kal of avv épol waves adeddol, 
vais éxxdrnolas THs Tadatias 3 ydpis tuiv xai eipjvn amo 

in view. Dr. D., indeed, maintains that 
*the structure is not so regular as that of the 
Epistle to the Romans, nor the order in which 
the materials are dis so perfect and consum- 
mate:' which may true, taken as a whole, 
though many portions are not inferior even to 
that matchless —— and though there is 
less of polish and refinement, there is as much of 
vehemence, by impassioned apostrophe, and strong 
— to the conscience and understanding of 

ose whom the Apostle addresses. In short, 
there is the very same Pauline character to a 
very marked degree, as bas been at large pointed 
out in the Introduction to the Epistle to the 
Romans ;—the same strong, not to say, vehe- 
ment emotion; the same emphasis and point; 
the same earnestness, not to say ĉeivórys almost 
Demosthenean; the same strong alternations, 
and sudden transitions. I need scarcely point 
out the remarkable similarity which subsists be- 
tween this Epistle and the Second to the Corin- 
thians: no wonder, since they were written 
under very similar circumstances, and dictated 
by very similar feelings. In respect to style, 

ion, and , what I have said 
of the last-mentioned Epistle will almost uni- 
versally apply to this. Yet the similarity to that 
to the Romans, in point of general plan and 
scope, and of ideas, is more marked. 
To use the words of Dr. Davidson, * both Epis- 
tles =“ — Knal a i D the Law to the 
Gospel : t stle to the Romans objectively, 
without & polemic reference to Judaizing inus ; 
that to the Galatians expressly in opposition to 
the Judaizing tendency. Taken together, they 
exhibit a complete view of the essential princi- 
ples of the Gospel. The language of the Law is 
imperative. It makes demands on every indi- 
vidual —demands which the weakness of hu- 
manity is unable to fulfil. It cannot make sin- 
ners diy. It convinces them of their want of 
holiness. On the other hand, the Gospel pro- 
miees, and confers pardon, regeneration, and 
sanctification. It supplies what the Law cannot 
give. It is scarcely n to remark that the 
expression Law, or Law of Moses, as used in the 
Epistles to the Romans and Galatians, is taken 
in its moet comprehensive sense. It is wrong to 
restrict it to the ceremonial Law of the Jews. It 
embraces the moral, as well as the — 
Lew. Both are inseparably united. The cere- 
monial is merely one aspect of Law, or, if we 
may be permitted the phrase, a grosser of 
it. The moral is a finer form of the same. 
Sometimes the one is made prominent, some- 
times the other, just according to the writer's 
pa in a particular place. It is the ceremo- 
nial law to which there is a ary reference in 
the e before us. But in demonstrating its 
inability to save, or the impossibility of obtain- 
ing salvation by means of it, every form of law is 
virtually excluded, from the same inherent effi- 
esey.’ 

I. 1—5. In these verses is contained the in- 
scription and the salutation. In treating of the 
former, clearness is im to a somewhat 
involved sentence, by placing the words ovx áx’ 

av0pewrwv—ix vexpav between marks of semi- 
perenthesis. The scope of this parenthetical 
clause (where áocTsÀAÁusvos may be sup- 
plied from á&seréceoXos) is, to show the grounds 
of Paul's claim to Apostleship, which, it seems, 
had been called in question. Instead, therefore, 
of simply saying (as in the Epistles to the Co- 
rinthians and those to the Colossians and Ephe- 
sians), &ià OsAsinaos Osov, Paul enters more at 
large into the thing, —showing what he is of, as 
well as what he is.—'Ar' áy0p. and ór áv0p. 
are not, as Koppe and Borger suppose, synony- 
mous.. Awo signifies ‘from,’ denoting origin ; 
and é:a, * by the agency or mediation of.' Thus 
the sense is, ‘not commissioned from men, but 
from Gop; not through the cy of man, but 
by Jesus Christ. See the able notes of Calv. 
and Hyper. It is plain that ávÜpdrmov points to 
the Devine origin of Christ. Hence the passage 
was justly regarded, by Origen and the other 
Fathers, as one among those which prove the 
Deity of our Lord.—déia 'I. Xp. xal Geos II. 
on he ipei is, * queni and parieti nad 

rist (who a to me) and (virtu y 
the act of God The circumstance at rou «yelp. 
aùròy ix wsxpwy was subjoined for weighty rea- 
sons, ably pointed out by Calv., Hyper., and 
Borger, to show the on which Jesus 
was proved to be the Son of God, and supreme 
Ruler of the Church ; espec. as on this rested 
Paul's claims to a Divine legation; and also, 
as Calv. wel] saw, to point liar attention to 
that pm event, as forming the commence- 
ment of Christ's kingdom. 

2. ol —Tráyrss ddeA pol]. By this I now think 
is meant, not merely ‘ brother ministers,’ but 
‘brother Christians, as composing together the 
Church as 2 Body, consisting of various mem- 
bers in the different congregations; just as here 
TGi* éxxArnoiae refers to the congregacione 
which had, it seems, sprung up in the larger 
cities and towns of Gala 

. Xápıs Ùuîv—Xpıorov) In this accus- 
tomed Christian salutation (on which see note 
on Rom. i. 7) Paul wishes them grace and peace ; 
of which they who were in danger of fallin 
beck under the Law and the grievance thereof, 
were in especial need; inasmuch as their late 
sin of ing, or even misbelief, had to be 
forgiven them by Christ and his vicarious satis- 
faction for sin, subjoined in the next words.— 
TOv dorrot iavTÓy Tipi T&v du. Ù., ° who gave 
himself up to death, as an expiation for our 
sins,” i. e. as an — sacrifice for them ;—a 
circumstance, as Chrys. observes, introduced by 
way of setting forth the vast superiority of the 
Gospel over the Law, in respect to this expiation 
for sin. Comp. 1 Tim. ii. 6. Tit. ii. 14. 1 Macc. 
vi. 44. Here, for vip, I have, with Matth., 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., edited, 
from many of the best MSS. (including several 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), and some Fathers and 
early Editions, mpl; not, however, so much 
from external authority, as from internal evi- 
dence; ëwàp being prob. a gloses on wepi.— 

we ¿E(Nmra: huae—wornpov. The sense is, 
* that he id ob ] rescue us from the pre- 
sent corrupt si vd. (“ the world that lieth 
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in wickedness,” 1 John v. 19); by rou évecra- 
vos alavos being meant, according to the literal 
sense, ' the present order of things, marked by sin 
and misery, i. e. as carried on by the men of this 
world, in their present state, w»- 

i from the wrath to come.’ See Rom. 
xii. 2. 1 Cor. ii. 6. iii. 18. 2 Cor. iv. 4. Eph. vi. 
12. Thus the sense last mentioned is by the 
context intended to be 1 and denotes, 
in a twofold sense, ‘the being withdrawn or 
separated from the men of the world, and deli- 
vered, by the death and sacrifice of Christ, from 
the condemnation befalling the angodiy and im- 
penitent men of the world.’ See Calv. and Hy- 
per. Accordingly, while ĝóvros iav. refers to 
the reconciliation, i££Asr. refers to the redemp- 
tion of the reeonciled.—xara rò 0íAgua oU 
O:ov xai II. ù., ‘agreeably to the will of God, 
even our Father,’ i.e. as the efficient Cause of 
n — The formula is oft. used by 
au 
b. & 3 sofa] not, as Wakef.,‘to whom be 
pe ay our Sore end — 
°g praise; dota being one ose 
nouns, which, when ad in their most abetract 
sense take the Article. See Bp. Middl. Gr. Art. 
ch. v. 8i. Besides, the present words evident] 
form a doxology; as at Rom. xi. 36. xvi. 27. 
Eph. iii. 21. Phil. iv. 20. 2 Tim. iv. 18. 1 Pet. 
iv. 12; in which case the Article is always used 
in its most abstract sense, as applied to God. 

6. The Apostle now, without the introductory 
—— of love or sympathy which generally 
usher in what he has to say, — abruptly 
and at once to animadvert on the gross errors in 
doctrine into which the Galatians, as a body, had 
fallen,—errors so serious and fundamental, that 
they might be said to form another Gospel. Ac- 
cordingly, he commences his subject in the lan- 
guage of astonishment at their conduct; and 
with reason, because they had the fullest means 
of being better informed. Render: ‘I do mar- 
vel that e are so soon falling off [lit. * changing 
sides] from him who called you, through the 
grace of Christ, —namely, his merits gratuitously 
applied to you; or, who called you to be is (i. e. 
partakers in) the grace of Christ.’ On this force 
of usraríUsaÜa, see my Lex.—Tov xa^. may, 
with several Commentators, be referred to Christ ; 
though, as the office of calling is elsewhere 
ascri to God, and Paul could not wish to 
convert any one to Ašmsel/, the ancient and most 
modern itors are right in so applying it 
bere; but, in fact, there is a 7 ia (as 
at iy d'ytacyc in l Thess. iv. 7), of which the 
full sense is, ' who hath called you, that you 
should be in the state of grace by Christ, —' Ey 
ápiırı is generally taken for ele yapiv. But 

the ancient and some eminent modern Exposi- 
tors render, ‘ by or through the of Christ,’ 
L e. unto salvation ; as Rom. v. 15, 2 Cor. i. 12, 

GALATIANS I. 4—7. 

O«co? Iarpòs, xa) Kupiov «9v 'Igoo0 Xpiotob, ** rod Sovros 
éavrór * epi TOv auapriov hpv, Gras entrar nas éx Tov 
EVEOTHTOS AL@VOS Topo, xarà TO ÜéXnua, Tod Oo xai IIarpos 
juar 5 ° ó oka eis ToU; aidvas TOv aivov. | àv. 

6 d avuábw Ste oro Taxyéos petatifecfe amo Tov xaAé- 

2 Thess. ii. 16.—Eic £r. sta 
were another* (see note on 2 
so corrupted by admixture with Judaism. On 
Her arg celui ea am incised e 4 with 

and i ther with a few emi- 
pent wieder vis (ag hem Crell., Bretscha., 
and Prof. Schott, that by aie is meaat 
‘hastily,’ * precipitately,' ‘inconsiderately ; which 
is, I think, more agreeable to the following than 
—— Certainly rayéwe is so used in 
2 Thess. ii. 2, where Paul exhorte the Thessa- 
lonians uj Taxíee caXevÜrnvau where ray. 
refers not so much to the (ime, as to the manner, 
in which they were affected. Comp. ] Tim. v. 
22, —— Tayéces unser ewiribec: and 
Tax 

„ Lo. ‘as s 
. Xi. 4), being 

we is used in the Seph; v. xxv. 8. 
S. xiv. 15, 28. Sir. iv. 32. v. 13. Ecclua v. 
and sometimes in the Class. writers, e. g. Soph. 
ap. Plutarch, Artax. 28, rayeia muĝo Tow 
xaxcy. However, it should seem that in the 
resent e, and in most of the others, there 

is a conjoint notion of ‘ hastiness’ aad precipitant 
inconsideration. 

7. 8 ovx &crw GAXo al wy, &c.] There is 
some difficulty in tracing the construction, and 
consequently in ascertaining the exact sense of 
the words. The ancient — modern — 
mentators, supposing 6 to refer to svayy., take 
sl uq ag put fr aka, attamen ; the sense bein 
either, * which, however, is not another A 
but there are some, ; or, ‘ which, however, 
is not another 1, not worthy of that name, 
nor indeed the Gospel at all; but, notwithstand- 
ing, there are some,’ &c. This interpretation is, 
however, rejected by Schott and Olsh., on the 
ground that si uù is no where put for 4AAd, nor 
used in any other sense than nisi. Understand- 
ing 8 obx sory GAXo in this sense, we may, 
with Abp. Newcome and Prof. Schott, regard 
it as a parenthetical clause, corrective of the 
foregoing assertion; q.d. ‘the is net 
sometimes one thing, and sometimes another, 
but always the same.’ (Heb. xiii. 8) But how- 
ever specious is the sense, the mode of arriving 
at it is not satisfactory. On again attentively 
considering this puzzling question, I have come 
to the conclusion that the mode of removing 
the difficulty is to su that there is here, as 
in Thucyd. ii. 40, 3, an irregularity in the use of 
ô, and that arising from some word being omitted 
which should have followed 5, and by another 
construction being subetituted in its place, which 
is irreconcilable with the former construction, 
and which, instead of the Nomin. à, would re- 
quire the Conjunction örov, whereas. The words 
in the above passage of Thucyd. are, ë ois &A- 
Aore (* whereas in the case of the others `) áua- 
Ola piv Üpácos, Acy:cude bi Sxvov pipa. The 
same use of ô occurs in Eurip. Ion 245, 2 wdyres 
EMA yóaħa Asóccovrec Ü«ov. Xalpovow, iv- 
Tavi’ dupa cov Qaxpvfpost, As to the present 
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ox éoTiy ŠAMO’ ei jj Twés eicw oi Tapáccovres Üpüs, kal 
ÜéXovres ueraaTpéjyas TO eúayyyéMoy ToU Xpictov. 8 f* AAA2. — 

xai day pets, À dyyedos éË ovpavod evayyed{nrat buiv Tap 
Š emyyeModueña tiv, dváÜeua orm. 98 ds mpoeipyKapey, s Rev. 1.18. 
Kai pri wadw Néyor ei Tis Uus evayyeriferas wap 0 7rapeXá- 
Bere, áváÜeua čorw. 19 ^" Apr, yap avOpa@rous TreiDc, $ Tov * 
@eúy ; 11) Uyrà avOparras apécxew ; ei yàp Ext avOparrous Npe- James i s 

the sense intended is: ‘ whereas there is 
no other Goepel [but that which I preached to 
youl’ This view is mene by the authority 
ef Chrys, Theephyl., m., Thom. Aquin., 
end Est. With respect to ef jj, it is, as Est. 

ints out, put for sed tantum, ° but only [bat] ? 
L. probably, an idiom of the common Gr. dis- 
lect. On the terms rapdoc. and psracr. see 
my Lex. N. T. in vv., and comp. Acts xv. 24, 
ivrdpakay buae Xóyois, where, as well as here, 
Tap. is nearly synonymous with cadeve at Acts 
xvii. 13, and dvacraroe, infra, eh. v.12. In the 
latter term it is implied that the Gospel itself is 
always the same, however men may aim at modi- 
fying it (viz. by the introduction of something 
extraneous, introduced either from Judaism or 
Gentilism), which would be the same as per- 

it. 

A Das xal tay fusis, À &yysXos, &e.] The 
full sense is: * But [whosoever such there should 

of expres- 
; What is next to 

an impossibility, for illustration's sake; whereby 
aleo, ae Kuttn. remarks, there is expressed the 
absolute truth, as from God, of the evangeli- 
eal doctrine presched by the Apostle. On 
Bana lec sce my annotation on 1 Cor. xvi. 22, 
and my Lex. N. T. in v. 

9. de 9rporip.] ‘as we have just said.” There 
is & repetition, but only oue arising from earnest- 
ness, and used in order to show his settled judg- 
ment. From what is here said by Paul, it, as 
Whitby says, appears that ‘a man may err funda- 
mentally, not only by rejecting a fundamental 
article of faith, but also maintaining things unne- 

, and teaching them ia the name of Christ. 
And Derein consists the great guilt of the Church 
of Rome." 

10, ãpr:ı yap—Oscv;] There is here an ab- 
ruptness of transition, and a brevity, which bas 
occasioned some obecurity, and led, besides vain 
attempts to trace a connexion (see Olsh.), to 
variety of interpretation. But the best Exposi- 
tors, ancient and modern, are in general agreed 
in regarding the passage either as an a for 
the foregoing language, which might be thought 
to savour of vanity, or as an to themselves, 
whether what the false teachers affirmed of him 
(namely, that he suited his doctrine to the hu- 
mours of men), was not a mere calumny. Both 
senses may be admitted ; tho latter as implied in 

Acts 4. 19, 
& 5. 20. 

the former. “Apr: refers to the whole time 
which had since his conversion to Chris- 
tianity ; and tbe full sense is, * What, then! am 
I now all along conciliating men, or pleasing 
God?’ That such is the sense is clear, from the 
words following, ñ (nr& dpéocew; which are 
explanatory of the foregoing. The interrogation 
at f—dpiexs:w (used as at Matt. vii. 7) implies 
a strong and indignant negation, ‘ No ë a 
Of sl yap—dv funy the full sense is, ‘for if I 
were yet secking [after all that I have done and 
suffered} to conciliate the favour of men, I 
should not be the servant of God.’ See the able 
notes of Hyper. and Calv., which furnish impor- 
tant matter for the preacher. 

1]—14. ‘Paul now endeavours, from hence 
to ii. 10, to trace historically this his relatiun to 
God through Christ.’ (Olsh.) 

ll. The connexion here (on which see Chrys.) 
has been thought doubtful; nay, some are of 
opinion (as Theodor. and Borger) that there is 
none at all; but that a new subject is commenced, 
—namely, the proof of his Apoetleship. I am, 
however, induced to think, with Schott, that it 
is connected with the preceding verse, and also 
with ver. 7 ; what is there said being here more 
fully treated of, and what is written up to this 
verse serving to pave the way for introducing the 
grind subject, which is treated on at chapp. i. and 
i. ,—his A postolical dignity and authority.—I've- 
pile may mean commonefacio, as in a kindred 
passage at | Cor. xv. l, or significo.—_ Kara &v0p. 
is for dvOpamimy, meaning, ‘is not of human 
origin, nor composed of human precepts, received 
from men, or taught by men.’ 

12, The scope of the verse is ably traced by 
Borger thus: ‘ Evidentissimis Apostolus argu- 
mentis demonstrat summo se jure extraordina- 
riam prorsus originem sus vindicare doctrina, 
quippe que ad ipeum Christum sit referenda, 
exclusa omni humans institutionis ope.’ As to 

r version of the words, Dr. Peile re- 
marks that *our Translators have rendered this 

as though it had been written obs yap 
wep — auto Tapa áyÜp. odre id. : whereas 

yap was plainly intended to connect 
this clause with the preceding. and the o&« id:- 
¿¿yx9nv refers te a latent os before wapidafov." 
He then ex the sense in paraphrase thus: 
* The which I preached to you is not 

confirmed by 
who observes that ‘ this was what the —X 
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avOpwrouv tapédkaBov avro, 

nil.8.6  , 

GALATIANS I. 13—15. 

obre é&ibay0gy- adda Òe amora- 
Acai Aureus 'Ingso0 XpwroU. 19!'HxoUcaTe yap T éuny àvao-Tpo- 

giv more é TQ lovoaiouQ, ór, raf wrrepBorny eSiwxoy rv 
Tim.1.1. €xxAnolay ToD Oo xal émopÜovv aru l$ xai mpoéxoTrroy èv 

TÀ Iovdaioup tirép ToXXoUs ovvndixuwras èv TQ yéver pov, 
m Acte 0. 15 qrepuaaoréposs Uri) vmrápyov TOY TraTpLKOY pov Tapaóóc cav. 

Rom 11. 15 m"()re è eddoxnoey [ó 

calumniators had prefemded,—namely, that he 
was not, like the other Apostles, an aùrtńxooę 
TOU Xprorov, but had received every thing he 
knew from mas. He means therefore to say. 
that he had enjoyed a revelation of the G i 
from the same source as Peter and the rest de- 
rived it,—namely, from Christ himself, and there- 
fore had no need of instruction from the elder 
Apostles.’ If the above view of the construction 
be admitted, it will follow that there is no need 
to read ovdét before éd:dax0. from A, D, F, G, 
and 6 cursives, with Lachm. and Ruckert, and 
also Olsh., who maintains that there is a ‘ ño 
distinction ; while Winer says, more rightly, 
that it is ‘non-specific.’ As to his denial that 
sapa dvwÜp. can be joined with id:ddy0., and 
that d:dacx. forms an antithesis with doA., the 
whole proceeds on false views of the construction; 
and even were it well founded, it would not apply 
to — so different from pure Greek com- 
position as the present. The foregoing d:day7 is, 
as Theophyl. remarks, ‘called awoxaAuyis, not 
only with reference to the time when Christ dr- 
exad0pn abo xaTa Tijv odor, but also with refer- 
ence to Christ's state after having left this world, 
when even an would be an dwoxé- 
Avice, much more an interview.’ There is also, 
no doubt, an allusion to the mysterious nature of 
certain things revealed, —namely, the peculiar 
doctrines of the Gospel, which we owe espec. to 
this Divine revelation. Comp. Rom. xvi. 25, 
«aT d*xoxáAvii pvornpiov. The chief of 
these revelations are sup to have been com- 
municated to St. Paul when in Arabia. 

13, 14. * In order to place the striking cireum- 
stances of his conversion in a clear light, Paul 
reminds the Galatians first of his earlier relation 
to Christ, when he ing the Church as a 
zealous Pharisee. (Olsh.) Thus the yap is ep- 
exegetical ; what is subjoined being meant as a 
proof and illustration in detail of the foregoing 
assertion, derived from a brief narrative of Saul's 
course of life previous to hie conversion, and of 
the circumstances which attended it.—dvya- 
orpopy here is synonymous with íec:s at Acts 
xxvi. 4, and signifies, as often in the New and Old 
— * manner of life, — ae — 

e ratio significationis will a , by consider- 
ing that human life is made up of human actions. 
See note on James iii. ]1. The sora is for 
x poripay, which occurs in Ephes. iv. 22. ‘The 
argument, Rosenmuller observes, ‘is, that from 
his former life, it is peu that he must have re- 
ceived his doctrine by Divine revelation. For 
since he was such a persecutor of the Christian 
religion, how could he have been so suddenly 
changed, had not a Divine revelation influenced 
him ?'—x«a0' bwep8., is for &$ó8pa, or rather it ie 
a stronger term. The expression ti éx«À. Tov 
O«ov is employed to set in s strong point of view 

Oc,] 6 à$opícas pe èx Kotrias 

the criminality of his conduct, and also that of 
the Jewish persecutors of that time.—£«ópOovr 
is a more forcible term than édíwxor, and should 
be rendered, ‘ laid it waste,’ namely, by dragging 
its professors to execution. See Acts ix. 21. 

14. 4poíxomro» i» To 'lovó.] ‘made profi- 
ciency in a knowledge of the rites and forms of 
the Jewish religion ;' see note on Rom. xiv. 11. 
—ToÀÀXobs cuynÀ., ‘many of my age,’ prob. by 
— fellow-students. gÀerrit roónuov 
and youwy is an expression frequently occurring 
in the Apocrypha; and sometimes in Josephus, 
as Bell. iv. 6. Antt. xii. 6, 2, ef is YnArHs 
iori Gv warplwv iÜcv, xai THe Tov Osov 
Opnexsias, šr ¿oo uoi. The rev warp. Tapa. 
serves to show what was ially meant by 
'Jovéaicue. The expression is one well adapted 
to denote the Judaism of the Pharisees, as a 
religion handed down from their fathers, and 
containing, together with what was of Divine 
institution, much of human tradition merely, and 
what pretended to no more than human autho- 
rity, namely, that of their forefathers. Comp. 
Matt. xv. T Mark vii. 3. Acts xxvi. 4, and 
espec. Jos. Antt. xii. 10, 6, Nouiua ToÀÀá Tiwa 
Tapílocav Tæ due ol Qapisato: ix vaTípor 
Qiadoyns, dxep ovx dvayiypawta: iv Tote 
Meiciwe vouor, xai dia TovTo TavTa TO 
Zaóóovxalev yivor ixBadre1, Aéyou bxeiva 
(scil. udvu) dsty fryeta0at vóuiua Ta yeypap- 
páva’ Td @' ix mapaóócses (‘tradition’) rav 
vaTípev un Tnpetv, and xiii. 16, 2. 

b, 16. sódóxqsiv — áévokaAX oras trav Tid» 
aos iy iol] “° Was pleased to reveal hie Son 
to me;' a forcible form of expression, havin 
allusion to &’ dwoxaAduweowr at ver. 12, an 
referring to the doctrines of the Gospel of Christ 
being, by the powerful operation of the Holy 
Spint, imprinted deeply on his mind and heart 
(‘the immer man’), as well as revealed, Aóyw 
Tit dwoxadiiews, to the ower man. So in 
2 Cor. iv. 6, the Apostle, doubtless with the 
same idea in view as here, says of God, that 
— iv Taiv xapélas fuc», Tpós $w- 
TiGuÓP Tit *yvecaos THs óëns, &c. This in- 
terpretation Tind confirmed by the ancient 
Versions, also by Chrys., Theophyl., Theodor., 
and (Ecumen., and ado by several eminent 
modern Expositors, including Prof. Schott. I 
admit, however, that the sense of iv inol may be, 
* per me, ‘through my peram as Apostle, 
and the ¿y is so interpreted by r., Grot., 
Crell., Pisc., Est., Wakef., and Abp. Newc. What 
is here meant seems to be, that God was first 
“eps : to n de the — Paul, by the 
o irit, bo e glory o the person and the 

siine of the salvation of his Son Jesus Christ; 
and to show the power of his as evinced in 
the conversion of ‘the chiet of sinners; and 
en was pleased to reveal his Son, &>., ly and 
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untpos pov kal Kadécas did Tis xdpvros aŭro, 16 ? daroka- nust 1. 
Ava, Tov Tiov avro) èv enol, va evayyerilwpas avrov éy Tois 10.29- 
&üvecur  eUÜéms où tmpocavebéuny capxt xai alpatı, 17 ovSé was” 
avnrOov eis "IepocóXvpa mpòs Tovs mpò éuoÜ dorooTóXous, GAN’ 

Eph. 8.1, 8 

amnrOov eis "ApaBiav, xal vá» vréotpepa eis Aapacxop. 
18 o *Ererra peta črn tpia avndOoy eis ‘Iepocodupa iaTopfjaat o Acta 9, 96 

Ilérpov, xai éréuewa mpos avrov nuépas Sexarrévte. 19 p Zrepoy * B38 

through [the instramentality of] Paul, as the 
Apostle of the Gentiles. J 

15. ó &dop. us] meaning, ‘who separated 
[and, by implication, destined] me to preach the 

ospel; see Acts xiii. 2. xxii. 14, sq. Rom. i. 1. 
The term &dopícas must be referred (with the 
best crea d ae ——— to a 
foreknowledge o : e able notes o 
Calv., Hvper., and Est. At any rate, it cannot, 
as Dr. Hamm. shows, with any good reason, be 
understood of any irrespective decree of the 
zr person to heaven and bliss. 

6. &vokxaX ca: — iv inoi] "Asoc. has re- 
ference to what was said at ver. 12; and, indeed, 
vv. 13, 14, arc, in some measure, parenthetical. 
The words following state the purpose of this 
revelation, —that he should propagate the reli- 
gion of his Son to the Gentiles, not confining it 
to Jews, —and consequently rejecting Judaism, 
as a religion for the world at lurge.—a00£«ws pro- 
perly belongs to á7A0ov in the next verse; 
though, in consequence of the long clause inter- 
posed, a change of construction is introduced b 
@\Ad. [IpocavariGecta: signif. properly ‘ to 
commit any thing to another,’ aud espec. ‘to de- 
posit any secret, or ‘to communicate any in- 
formation to another,’ ‘lay one's case open to 
him, to refer it to him, confer with, and consult 
him upon any matter.’ So Diod. Sic. xvii. 116, 
cited by Wetstein, rote uávTset wpocavabinse- 
vos wepi Tov onuslov.—Lapxi xal alu. may 
meen ‘any man’ (by a tacit opposition to God 
and Christ before named), not even the Apostles, 
who are just after —— mentioned : though 
some (as Koppe, Schulz, and others) take it to 
spy. *jn consilium non adhibui sensus et 

us humanos.’ Both senses may be included ; 
2t *[ neither consulted with men, nor con- 
erred with the dictates of my own mind and 
feelings; or rather, ‘of my own, or any human, 
reason.’ By rote mpd iuov roor. it is inti- 
mated that, at the time of the revelation in ques- 
tion, he received such information, as placed him 
on a footing with the A ven those who 
had been invested with that office by Christ 
himeelf; nay, even above them, since he had 
received kis illumination in a more extraordinary 
manner than they had. 

17—19. On the circumstances here adverted 
to, see Acts ix. 25—28, and notes, and espec. 
my note in Recens. Synop. on the present pas- 
sage. The discrepancies, which occur in the two 
accounts, may, in a great measure, be attributed 
to the difference of the circumstances in which 
the general historian is placed, as compared with 
those of the writer of a narrative. The 
former necessarily speaks in general terms; the 
latter descends to particularities of time, place, 
and persons; see Paley. As to the journey inte 
A i ae rene mentioned by St. Lu, it may 

OL. 

very well be accounted for on that principle; see 
Recens. Synop. So little, indeed, is here said, 
that to exactly adjust the chronology of the 
Apostle's life is next to impossible. As tothe . 
reconcilement of the diversity, which seems to 
subsist between the Apostles, in order to settle 
the chronology, no method that I have yet seen 
appears to me mm I may, therefore, be 
permitted to suggest, that there seems to be 
nothing in the words of St. Paul to lead us to 
suppose that his stay in Arabia was otherwise 
than short ; nor need we suppose that the journey 
was & very long one. It was probably taken, in & 
great measure, for the purpose of restoring ht 
health ; since it is said at Acts ix. 19 that he 
ivíaxvcsv, which implies that he was then only 
in a state of scence. And at this very 
period (when, according to the words of St. Luke, 
we find he had remained at Damascus some days) 
I would fix the first journey into Arabia, which 
as having occupied but a very short time, and 
affording no circumstances of moment, St. Luke 
omits, continuing his narration with evBéws iy 
Tais cuvaywyate áxüpvcos. And surely the 
propriety of the term ev@éee will scarcely be 
&ffected by this short interposed journey. Cer- 
tain it ie, that the words xai sies —X pio róe 
must refer to another narrative. The state of: 
the Apostle’s health would not admit of his tm- 
mediately resuming his evangelical labours at 
Damascus ; and that, as we see, is nol at variance 
with St. Paul’s account. Finally, I would un- 
derstand the words of St. Luke, ws ài éwAn- 

vvro nuipat ixavai, of the whole time of 
t. Paul's second sojourn at Damascus; which, 

by his own account here, must have extended to 
not much less than three years. Or we ma 

the narrative of what took place in his 
second stay at Damascus, to commence at ver. 22, 
EavAor di, &c. Aud though that may seem 
scarcely warranted by the words, yet it must be 
remembered, that the expression nuépa:, by an 
Hebraism, has often only the general signification 
of time, and that ixavóc is a term of extensive 
application, and is often used of a somewhat long 
period. Upon the whole, there can be little 
difficulty in understanding St. Luke's words of as 
considerable a time as St. Paul's require. 

18. loropjoa: Ilérpov] ‘loropety signifies 
either ‘to ascertain any ¿hing by inquiry, by per- 
sonal intercourse, or any person by personal 
examination ;' but sometimes, as here, * to visit 
for the purpose of becoming acquainted with an 
one by personal communication. So Jos. Bell. 
vi. 1, 8, Sy (scil. Julianum) lorópnca. ` whom 

en I came to know.’ Plut. V. Sic. See Acts 
ix. 26, 27, from which we find that the ac- 
uaintance was effected by the intervention of 

who introd Paul to Peter and 

Z 
James. 
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19. "IdxesBow] To «oh of the three Jameses 
this is to be referred Commentators are not 

The most probable opinion seems to be 
at of most Commentators, ancient and modern, 

that this James was not brother, but cousin or 
kinsman, of our Lord, and a son of Alpheus; an 
opinion maintained formerly by Winer, who, 
however, is now not disinclined to think that 
— should here be taken in its usual senso 

P. 

20. Here we have a solemn protestation, as it 
were, by oath, of the truth of what had been 
said, similar to those at Rom. ix. 1. 2 Cor. xi. 
31; q. d. * (as to) this which I now write to you 
behold (I protest), in the nce of God, I lie 
not.’ The argument, Whitby observes, is this, — 
* Having, tlierefore, presched the Gospel so long 
before Í saw them, and staying so little while 
with them, and going tben only to see, not to 
learn of them, it cannot be conceived I should 
receive my instructions how to preach the Gospel 

POL. Xepias] Syrie . Zupíae] By s is bere meant (as 
panca ac ) that part of Syria called 

23. dxovovrss dear] The Commentators 
— censider this as standing for ñwouvov. 

e But there ie rather a reference to the thing as 
customary, —' they were in the habit of hearing.' 
Instead of d«ovorres, à grammatical pro 
would have required dxosovca:. bo v 
have a construction wpde Tò cnuawópevor, fro- 
— in the best writers, adopted where (as 
oe) s would be an incongruity in the use 

the feminine; the nature of the eubject re- 
quiring the masculine gender. Render: ‘ “ Our 
uondam persecutor in time pest ie now preach- 

the Faith which once he sought to destroy :" 
and they gave God glory oa my account." 

II. The Apostle here carries forward the 
of his Divine commission, vv. 1—10; and then, 
in illustration of the nature and extent of it, re- 
counts (vv. 11—14) his expostulation with even 
St. Peter. ae him to introduce the 

ment ; 
. 1 i» ft ih the 

principal sable ho meant to — of in this 
18 e. 

l. àià dexarsoodpuy iræv) ‘after tho lapee 
or intervention ef fourteen years. This use of 
dca for Qia*ysvouévey occurs also in Mark ii. 1, 
and — — Ae ue — poro dif- 
cuity invo Bt tee ; Borger, 

oA] Susi haa viny xarà 
show that this account is US —— with 

that at Acts xv.2; for though he went up, as 
appointed by the Antiochians, yet his deter- 
mination to comply with their request (which 
he had many reasons to decline) might be, and, 
it appears, was from a Divine order.—aveOiuny 
avrots Tó av., ‘I set forth, or laid before them 
the Gospel; by which seems to be meant the 
setting forth those prominent points, which had 
reference to the annulling of the rites of tho 
Mosaic Jaw, the free admiesion of the Gentiles 
without binding them thereto, and ra. some 
of the mysterious doctrines of the Gospel, which 
seem te have been especially treated on by St, 
Paul ; on all which accounts he might well etyle 
it kis Gospel. At oie doxove: we may supply 
slvai rı, which is at ver.6. Comp. 
Acts xii. 25, where, however, it is simply said 
that Barnabas and Saul returned from Jeru- 

poet] seepi 
here tells us) he went up as 
by that God wheee he was, whom he served 
(Acts xxvii. 23), and conferred but privately 
with the three leading Apostles of the circum- 
cision;' and that because the congregation at 
large could not bear the doctrine, —that the 
Gentiles were to be admitted into the Christian 
Church without being bound te the Jewish ob- 
eervancee. On this and the next two verses I 
agree with Mr. Green oe N. T. Dial. pp. 81-3 
in his general view, and espec. in ing v. 
ae parenthetical: Paul, he thinks, while men- 
tioning his journey to Jerusalem, being suddenly 

his Greek fe eller Tine — is ow-traveller, Titus, 
from the necessity of cireumcision ; which cir- 
cumstance, as bearing upon the subject on which 

proof ho was at that time writing with so much ear- 
nestnese, was instantly noted down at the mo- 
ment, as the thought eccurred. I also 
with Mr. Green in regarding rpíxe as the 
sent Indicative ;—for, as Dr. Peile observes, in 
the Subjunctive it would have been written 
Cpdue,—and in classing this ex. with i 
Phen. 98, a$ Tis wodtcray iv plo — 
(eret Kåuoi miv [A0p, &e., ‘for fear t be 
any of the tewnsmen to be seen in the street, 
and thus there should come,” &c. ced mE. 
the verses in question may be pointed, with Mr. 
Green, thus: &rífur di xarà drorká\výv, xal 
&seÜdunv avroit rò sóeyyíAioy Š xnpvcce i» 
roi: lÜvse:, xav" ilav di ote Qoxovai, mirmraç 
ale xayóy TpíX= Š lópanor (AA obda Tiror Š 
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edu, kal áveÜéugv avrois Tó eDanry& ov Ó knpiccw év tois 
&üveci, rar iBíav Bé trois OoxoÜci, uýmæws eis Kevov Tpéxo, j 
Spapyov. Š ° AXA. o086 Tiros ó oùv ¿duoi "EMm dv, jvay- 10:005 

kácÓn mepitunGivar. Q Aid Se rovs mapeuaáxrovs yevdadénr- a ste. 
gous, oltives TrapewijADov xatacKorjcat TH éXevÜepíav T) 
fv eyopev ëv Xpwortep ‘Inood, wa pas xatadovdwowvtas .. . 
5 ols ovde mpos ópav eifauev 

cov iuoi"EXAnv dy qvayxacdn — rra s 
Gta 68 tots wapsicdxrous Wevdadirgous, o 
vives, &c. I would render vv. 2—4, partly with 
Mr. Green, and partly with Dr. Peile, thus: ‘I 
laid before them an account of my preaching 
among the Gentiles ;—but privately to those of 
reputation, lest haply I might be running, [or had 
been running.) in vain (nay, not even was Titu 
who was with me, though a Greek, constrain 
to undergo the rite of circumcision) ; and this 
was done on account of the false brethren who 
had been unwarily introduced among us, who 
bad stolen in to become spies upon the liberty 
which we have in Christ Jesus In renderin 
the words jurws—iópauo»s, I have follow 
Dr. Peile, not Mr. Green, because the version of 
the latter requires the words ¿ss0íuwy, &c., to 
be strained; for I cannot with him that 
draTíOscÜa. signifies originally, in a metaphori- 
cal sense, ‘to leave in the hands of an- 
other, or at the pleasure of another.” The proof 
he adduces from Ori is insufficient, since the 
sense there is certainly not what he assigns. The 
true origin of the sense here (which is the same 
as at Acts xxv. 14, ræ facia? dvibsro rà 
xaTáÀ tév IIavAor, where Festus was desirous of 
having the kinge opinion on the case) is, ‘ that 
the matters so laid spor or referred to any one 
for counsel or judgment, have previously been 
laid wp for ion in the mind of the per- 
son making it known.' The line of the Poet, 
dynp á&fov sls xevdv uoxOst +TpíXuv, has 
been well brought in, because Paul prob. had it 
fn mind: but we are not indebted for it, as Dr. 
Peile supposes, to Dr. Burton, but to De Rhoer 
Fer. Davent., p. 92; and it is not a line of Me- 
nander, but of some anonymous poet, in the 
Poet. Gnom. p. 905, Brunck ; though something 
like it occurs in Menander, Rhetor. Corp. 
Hist. Byz, vol. i. p. 98, wa ui) xsvauBaroigv 
where he prob. in mind the passages of Paul 
and the Gnomic poet. 

4. wapacaxrove}] means, not, ‘brought in 
unawares, or, as Dr. Peile renders, ° unwarily ;° 
a signif. for which there is no authority, and in- 

ucing a * — Rb: — 
mean, ‘ brought in by the bye, privily (an 

io donor certain who had ——— ie a 
covertly into the society), or it may mean, as 
H. Steph. Thes. in v. rendors, ‘adventitious 
strangers becoming members of the pese il & 
sense confirmed the passsges be and Hase 
adduce from later Greek writers, and also by the 
ancient Versions. The former, however, is the 
more probable interpretation ; and it is confirmed 
by 2 Pet. ii. 1, waperoatovaw alpéctic, and 
espec. by the occurrence of the following term, 
4apsau.aAOop, ‘clam intraverant, which was 
meant to be explanatory of the other.—Kara- 
oxonjoas Tij» šX. e term signifies insi- 

T] imroravũj; wa ý QX) Qe ToO 

diari, ‘to plot the destroying, or plundering, of 
persons by private contrivances ;' a metaphor 
taken from spies in war. Comp. 2 Sam. x. 3.— 
xaraédovlucurrac, lit. ‘that they might make 
us their slaves;' for xaradouxX., h the Middle 
voice, signifies *to make any one a slave to one- 
self; and hence corresponds to the Hebr. Taya 
in Exod. i. 14, and vi. 5. The reading xara. 
SovAscovery, found in A, B, C, D, E, and a few 
cursives, and edited by Lachm., Tisch., and Alf., 
is prob. an alteration, proceeding from some who 
did not well discern the strong force of the Middle 
verb; though the —csoucuvy, or —s wci», may have 
been an idiom of the common Greek, converted 
by the Critics into the Class. Gr. 

5. In ovdi wpde Spay we have a popular form 
of expreesion, meaning, * No, not for an instant,’ 
*not even temporally,’ i.e. ‘not at all' The 
more Claes. Greek would be, oIe oóx« sifauey 
ods 4 póc Spay, ‘to whom we nought succumbed, 
no not for, &c. Hence we see the bad judgment 
of Griesb. and Scholz, who would cancel the 
words, on authority next to nothing; though tho 
removal cuts the nerve of the Pauline energy.— 
The next words, Ty U*orayr zz ls dworayiy, 
are added for explanation ; q. d. ‘in the way of 
subjection ; and the words Tva—ó,a« adduce the 
reason for this unyielding firmness—' that the 
true Gospel might remain with you (Gentiles)." 

6. Here sgain there is an azacoluthon ; Paul 
prob. intending to write dad di iv soxodyray 
—obdiy uoi t pocayeTíO , ovdiy vr pos X aBounv: 
though, by reason of a somewhat long parenthesis, 
he drops the thread of the construction, and thus 
changes the Genit. into a Nominat., as it were 
resuming what was said before the parenthesis; 
the yàp ing resumptive.—vray doxovvrey elval 
TL, ` those who were of repute,’ ‘thought to be 
of consequence.'— The next clauses ó7otoí rors 
Sca» and obdly por dradéipes have been not a 
little disputed, both as to the force of the particle 
wore and the sense of the phrase ovdév por ĝia- 
pae With respect to the former, it is by the 

ulg. and Arab. translators rendered ‘ alš . 
(and this translation, also adopted by the earlier 
modern Translators and Expositors, has 
— maintained by Schott); while the 
Syr. and Coptic Translators, Chrys. and, of tho 
early moderns, Camer., and most of the recent 
Translators and Expositors from Wolf and Ben- 
gel, regard it as an enclitic particle answering to 
the Latin cunque added to qualis, and the English 
ever added to what or whatso. And this view I 
still continue to prefer ; for no proof can I find of 
the thesis, maintained by Schott, between 
QokoüvT wv slyal T: and dwoiol worse jcav, scil. 
+1, and little —— ity, since it would involve 
no iuconsiderable harshness. On the other hand, 
that dwoios ie used with morts, cunque, is certain 
from i-r um Or. de Pace, iv. 15, owotd zor’ 

Z 
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6 e° Aó 66 Tay ŝorovvræv elvai 
> a , 

fOhn.1& T OTrotoí more cav, ovdey por Duadépev. %pogomov Oeos av- 
ob 34. 19. 

Wisd. 6. 7. 

v EL Lik gvr) 
&cTi», et al. Heliodor. Ath. vii. 14, ó7oíois 
«or dpa cvvrivEÓusÜa. Basil in Epist. (cited 
by Doun. ap. Wolf.), mAùv owotd wor dv p— 
qualiacunque sint. Here, however, the dy is ab- 
sent. And it is well observed by Chrys. that 
Paul does not say slocv, but rjcav, as showin 
that even they themselves had at length 
so to preach, dra ToU knuovyuaTos TayTaYXOoU 
$iaNápuyayTos : so that cav is mot, as Grot. 
thought, put for «Iycav, as it was taken by the 
Syr. and ulg Translators. The imperf. indic. 
may as well follow owoios and iscungue as 
the opt. = the Latin im. As to the stricture 
of Est. formed on Chrysostom’s interpretation, 
that ‘we are not to think that Paul means to 
reprehend or call into doubt any thing in the 
doctrine of Peter and the other Apostles, for the 
other Apostles observed the legal ceremonies 
among the Jews in no other way than did Paul 
himself, who, in 1 Cor. ix. 20, writes, that to the 
Jews he became as a Jew, and to those that were 
under the Jaw as if he himself were under the 
law, that he might gain them to Christ: and 
therefore he ought not to say of his brother A 
tles, nihil me interest, but to clear them of unjust 
aspersion. This view proceeds on a strained in- 
terpretation of the expression ovdéy uo: Qa péps:, 
one occurring several times in Plato and other 
Class. writers cited by the Commentators,—as if 
it signified that ‘he does not care whether the 
persons ingjuestion be thought this or that; 
whereas its true import is, ‘it makes no differ- 
ence as to me and my cause, non ext meum, neque 
id ad rem meam facit, does not affect my doctrine 
or authority.’ Accordingly St. Paul docs zot bear 
so hard on his brother Apostles as Chrys. incau- 
tiously admits. Paul's case (as indeed he inti- 
mates) was quite different from theirs, and could 
not be affected by any circumstances in theirs, 
whether as to peculiar advantages and dignity, or 
to any course which they might, for present ex- 
pediency, think fit to resort to. In this and the 
next words (for the clause wpdowrow Ords &v- 
Opcrov ob AauBave: is quite $c, which 
is not the case with dwotoi wore cav, ovdiy 

ot hagin) St. Paul does not, I repeat, ‘ bear 
ard on his brother Apostles,” or depreciate them, 

but merely uses words which may wear the ap- 
pearance of arrogance, but have not the reality, 
and that not to gratify vanity, but, as Chrys. 
" 8, *to — e weak in Christ." He was 
observes .) eo so to sce 
2 Cor. xii. a1), “propter faiportunitateny — 
apostolorum, qui semper imprudentissimë urge- 
bant auctoritatem aliorum apostolorum, ut 
Paulum opprimerent, et veritatem evangelii pes- 
sundarent. Seo also Calvin. As respects the 
perenthetic words, orpóce xov —Aaufávs:, these 
are meant to advert to the reason of the thing in 

Opwrrov ov XauBávev. époi yap oi Soxovvres ovdev TrpocavéÜevro* 

question. I would now point the words of this 
and the next two verses thus: "Awé ài rey ĉo- 
xobvrey elval r1—onoiol wore Hoav, ovdiv uot 
Sadiou: (pooworov O:xó« dvOpmmov ov Nan- 
Påve) iuol yàp ol doxovvres ovdiv ?rpocav- 
¿(0svro` &ÀNÀAG Tovvavriov, ldovres Sri meri- 
orevuat TÒ evayyéXioy tis &xpoßvorias, 
xabws IItrpos ths weprropis (ò yap ivepyncas 
IIérpw ele dwooroXhy THs Kept Tonis, irnoynot 
Kai inol ele Ta &Üvn)' xal yvorres Thv xápw 
Tij» Colsiody mor, “laxwBos kai Kydas xal 
"Twdvuns,—ol doxovwras aruda elvut,—éefias 
idexay bot, x.T.A.—ipuoi yap of doxovrres 
ovdiy xpocavibeyto,. We have here a paroro- 
masia ; q. d. ‘ those who were thought something 
great], added nothing to me;’ i. e. to my know- 
edge of the Gospel. This (as Calvin and Hype- 
rius show) is brought in not from any vain- 
glorious spirit), but by way of asserting the 
weightiness of his doctrinal authority; the words 
furnishing another argument that the doctrine he 
had taught was consummate and in no respect 
deficient; impl ing. perhaps, * made no alteration 
in the Gospel Th taught." 

7. dÀÀá Toùv.] meaning, ‘nay, so far from 
teaching me any thing, or supposing that thev 
had any thing to teach me, they acknowledged 
my Divine commission; and, seeing that I was 
instructed, &c., they gave the right hand of fel- 
lowship [as Apostles] to me and Barnabas.’ At 
wenior. supply Šzó Geov, for a Divine com- 
munication is implied. See 1 Cor. ix. 17. Rom. 
iii. 2, and notes.—7d «jay. THs axpoBuvatias 
signifies ‘the preaching of the Gospel to the un- 
circumcised.’ St. Peter was chiefly, but not en- 
urei, occupied with the Jews; and St. Paul 
chiefly, but not wholly, with the Gentiles: the 
former had for his assistants principally James 
and John; the latter, Barnabas, himself divinely 
appointed to this office, whom the Greeks have, 
therefore, not ill styled the A 

8. This verse is parenthetical, and the yap 
has reference to a clause omitted ; q.d. ‘[And 
this is very true;) be who worked in, exer- 
cised Divine aid in, or upon, Peter unto,' &c. 
The term ivepy. is here, as infra iij. 5. 1 Cor. 
xii. 6, Eph. i. i. Phil. ii. 13, used of the i- 
working by the Spirit of dne aid to perform the 
work of the Gospel. See my Lex. in v.; and 
comp. = ome — in dires 
xxix. t. yj dvepyet TO i ele 
ar LA iv hes tia to the immediate 
and extraordinary mode in which each of the 
two Apostles was appointed to his peculiar charge. 

9. yvovras] This, and ldcvres at ver. 7, are 
in apposition with the Nomin. cases to the verb 
Sdwxay, which are — xal Knoas, xal 
'Io&vyns.—T?j»v. xápiww, scil. T2* áTocToA5s, a8 
xápu xal &TocToA)v in Rom. i. 5. Of oi 
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Ko$ás xai Iwdvvns, oi Soxobvres cTúXo, elvat, Sefids eSmxay 
uo xai Bapváfja xowwvias iva ueis eis Tà EOvn, avroi Se 
eis THY TreptTouny. 10% povoy tov mraxyay va pynuovedwper: hican. 
0 xai éaTrov6aca avuTo TOÛTO Trothoas. "Ore 56 Ae IIérpos £24" y 
eis | Avrióxeiav, Kara mpéowiroy aire dyrécTnv, ore KaTeyver- 1 Cor. 16. 
opevos Hv. 12 apo To) yap ely twas amo ‘IaxwBov, perà $6.51. 
tov éÜvàw cumi: öre Se SADov, bméareXXe xa) adwpstev Yemesi. 16, 
éavróv, PoBovpevos ToU; èx Tepvrouijs. 19 kai avvvrrekpíÜnaav 
Goxourres G-TvÀo. the sense is, * those who were 
Ë Apostles] accounted pillars of the Church.’ 

by Ignat. Epist. ad Philip., the Apostles are 
called oi ortho: Tov xócuou, meaning of the 
Christian commonwealth —— as oppoecd 
to the wodsrsia of Israel, Eph. ii. 12. In this 
strong expression there may be an architectural 
metaphor, wherein the Chrístian society is com- 
pared to an edifice, such as the Tempe at Jeru- 
salem, of which tbe main pillars are the Apostles. 
See 1 Cor. iii. 16. 1 Tim. iii, 15. Eph. ii. 21,22. 
l Pet. ii. 5. So Maimon. cited by Wetst. calle 
the Prophets * columns» generis humani in recta 
fide; and Philo says that good men «loves sici, 
Cnuow Grow ViipslOorris. — Qe Fide. idøxav— 
kowweviae. Indicating not merely friendship, 
and consent in doctrine, but chiefly 
ment of his A ip in common with them- 
selves; which it seems to have been a principal 

rpose of St. Paul to bring them to acknow- 
ledge. me cac der Mar oot oe ed 
= Á symbo pim pie Tenore union, whether 

ellowship in any office, or of compact es to any 
matter. So Virgil, JEn. vii. 266, ‘Pars mihi 
pacis erit deatram (tetigisse tyranni.’ Here, it 
would seem, both ip (implying parity 
in office and dignit > and compact are meant; 
the former principally, the latter secondarily. 
And, indeed, such seems adverted to in Iva, &c. 
following. The full sense, then, is: ‘ They for- 
mally acknowledged us as fellow- Apostles, and it 
was agreed that the Gospel should be preached 
by us in common, so that we should go to the 

ntiles, and they to the Circumcision.’ The 
rase aries éotvas is found both in the New 
est. an t., and also in the later Class. 

Writers, At nusis and avrol supply svayysAc- 
(éusÜa and sv tMXeovra:, from +ó sbay- 
yAcop at v. 7. “Kher ro several uncial, and 
many cursive, MSS., with some Versions, and 
Fathers, have uir, which has been admitted by 
Griesb., Matth., and Scholz; but injudiciously ; 
since internal evidence is quite against it. It 
was, I doubt not, inserted y e Alexandrian 
Critics, in order to make the correspondence 
with the following clause, avroi dà, &c., more 

10. udvov Tv Trey» Iva uvnu.] Supply 
&lroswrst of wapaxeXovvres, an NM s 
uent after uórov or wAhy, and before Wwa; 

2 Cor. «iii. 7 v. 33. The complete sense 
is: ‘ [They did not wish to im 
scribe our liberty of action as ee by any 
rules or directions of theirs, but] they 'y de- 

iful of the poor. In 

@ or circum- 

sired that we would be mind, 
Mona. (as in "QY Ps. viii. 4, and Luke xxiii. 42) 
— as often, p elli i of em n 

d or , from delicacy om y 
Tav TT. must be understood, not the poor geno- 

10. 

rally (for as almegiving held a very high place in 
the Jewish as well a Christian. Mis, a that 
would have been needless to urge on St. Paul), 
but those of Judæa in particular, who had pecu- 
liar claims to relief.—' O xai deoídaca—^2ro(5- 
oat. Koppe and other Commentators here re- 
cognise a in avrò rouro, while Winer, 
Bornemann, and Schott, suppose an axacoluthon ; 
the 8 being suspended on xo:joa, and the 
avro brought in, cat’ éxarópÜwsiy, to explain 
the Pronoun Relative. There may, however, be 
no more than a blending of two constructions (vit. 
0 wogjoa iow. and xal aire Tovro low. Toii- 
oat), which bas usually an infensive force. Ren- 
der, ‘ Which very thing I was [of myself] even 
desirous to do,” or, ‘I have endeavoured to do.’ 
So Etheridge and Conyb. However, avré rove 
To cannot mean, as C. sup * accordingly.” 
"ll. örs 8& HAO, &c.] Render: * Moreover, 

when he was come to Antioch ;' the necessity for 
which version is evinced by Schott and Borger ; 
and it is supported by the Pesch. Syr. and all 
the other ancient Versions. As to the (ime of 
this visit, it was, prob., after Paul's return from 
chad! — A and A is, on Teason, 
su y Koppe to have taken place a short 
time after that period, and been * for the 
purpose of personally inspecting the state of the 
Antiochian Church, and, by the Apostle's autho- 
rity and influence, composing the yet remaining 
differences in it. —'Or: xareyvwopéivoe qv. This 
may be rendered, ‘ because he deserved to bo 
condemned,' i.e. severely censured; Participle 
for Adjective, as WnAapwuive at Heb. xii. (a, 
or, as éSdeAvyp. in Rev. xxi. 8, for BósAvrTóe. 
However, the full sense intended seems to be not 
only *blamable, but ‘blamed, ‘who ¢ 
blame ;’ which is supported by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. The same idiom occurs in Jos. Antt, 
xii. 9, 9, we xarayvecOncoutivou 'Iecñóorou 
Kal wpocxpotcovtror Tw Baci. 

12, ¿A0siy Twwác årò '1.] The persons were, 
no doubt, Jewish converts and Judaizers. The 
words do not necessarily imply that they were 
sent by James, though we cannot infer less than 
that they had his consent for their journey, and 
probably they had some letters from him to Peter 
and to Paul. They seem to have been some of 
the persons characterized at v. 4. By é@viov 
the best itors understand, not Pagans, but 
Gentile Christians. — evr5c0:s, i.e. ‘ate with 
them as if Jews.'—UJivíavTsÀXÀXs kal ad. iavrop, 
* he withdrew, and ted himself [from their 
society] This use of the Act. roer. taken 
absolutely is very rare; though 1 have noted it 
in Plut. Demet. c. 47, bwiorads rots Óxvpo- 
TáTo:* ToU Taópov, and Polyb. i. 16, 10 

18. evyurexplOncay aire) ‘Practised dis- 
simulation with him.’ To the example I hava 
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hurried End along with a crowd, as it were by a 
torrent. The same expression occurs at 2 Pet. 

aTay0Lrris. 
14. ova dp8owodove:—evayyeAlov] i. e. ‘did 

not act with that straightforwardness which the 
spirit of the Gospel requires; lit. ‘did not go 
straight to their object (with uncompromising 
firmness) without turning to the right hand or 
the left: comp. Heb. xii. 13, rpoysde ópOds 
qoijcaTe Tole Tesi» buco. words wpdt 
v)» &dH0. +. evayy. are meant to further de- 
velope the sense ; q. d. ‘ according to the truth of 
the Gospel, i.e. ‘its true genius and spirit,’ 
which requires openness and genuineness. This 
I find confirmed by Crell., who well explains it 
to mean ‘quod non ita se gererent, quemad- 
modum sincerm atque incorrupte evangelii doc- 
trinm congruebat; quod a recto itinere, quod 
veritas evangelica monstrabat, deflecterent, et 
inter legem et evangelium quodammodo claudi- 
carent, See ] Kings xviii. 21. Thus wpde 
means ‘suitably to,’ ‘agreeably to as in Luke 
xii. 47. 2 Cor. v. 10, and in the Class. writers. 
Were it not for this being the evident force of 
the phrase, I should be inclined to with 
Hyper. and Calv. that the senee is, that Peter 
had by his dissimulation, and halting between 
two opinions, compremieed the truth of the Gos- 
pel. So Calv., * Rectus ad Evangelii veritatem 
incessus erat, unire Gentes Judmis, salva vera 
doctrina; necessitate vero servandm Legis ob- 
stringi piorum conscientias, et silentio sepeliri 
libertatis doctrinam, hec erat indigna merces 
uoitatie—iOüpices Lye, ‘livest like the Gen- 
tiles,’ i. e. in non-observance of the Mosaic Law. 
— Jovdat{ecy is for '"Lovóaixcos Qn», ‘to observe 
tho Jewish Law.’—dvayx. denotes ‘the moral 
compulsion of strong influence ;` for Peter seemed 
to employ his influence, at least by esample, to 
induce the Gentile converte to submit te cir- 
cumcision, and put themselves under the Jewish 
Law. On the Apostle's ment see Dr. 
Chandler. For ví, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 
11 cursives, with some Versions and Latin 
Fathers, have was, which is edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; and internal evi- 
dence is in its favour, as being the more difficult 
reading, and unusual in this sense. 

15 d is net agreed. among Editors and Com- 
mentaters, whether the Apostle’s address to 
Peter terminates at v. 14, or ie carried forward ; 
and if eo, where it terminates. Many think it is 
eontinued to the end of the Chapter; while seme 

mwavrev “Ei av, Iovdaios #mdpyxov, eOvinas Sys xai ove 'Iov- 
rx: Saints, tri rà Ovn avayealas lovoaifew ; 15 2ueis, dicet 

, lovBatot wad ob éË éÜvàv ápaptæħoi 16 * eidores Ste ov Stxar- 
vópov, àv u) did míorews Inso 

su it to terminate at v. 17; others, at v. 16; 
— in, at »ouov in v. 16; and others, at 
v. 14. Weighty reasons are al) in support of 
the first and last of those opinions. The ques- 
tion is, I nd, one that cannot be brought 
to any lute decision. For, as obeerves 
Schott, ‘in ipe& quidem serie et indole senten- 
tiarum hujus sectionis nihil a t, quo alter- 
utrum certo comprobetur. The scope will, in 
either case, be precisely the same, —namely, to 
maintain tbe doctrine, that a man is not justified 
by the works of the Law. but by the faith of 
Christ. In the one, it will be part of the ad- 
dress from Paul to Peter; in the other, it will 
be a general statement of the reasons on which 
Paul acted in thus addressing Peter. But it 
woald seem, that, if we su the address to 
extend beyond v. 14 (and the nature of the con- 
struction obliges us to do so; for otherwise, as 
Winer observes, the Apostle would certainly 
have added some word, to tadioate that he was 
addressing the Galatians, as ñuaîs oU» aber poi, 
&c.) we cannot su it to terminate at least 
until the end of v. 17. Though, whether it termi- 
nates there, or at the end of the Chapter, I weuld 
not positively affirm. In the former case, vv. 
18—21 may ed as meant to be a further 
illustration of what the A then said on the 
subject of justification by faith alone. And thus 
there will te, as Eat. remarks, ‘latens recessus à 
Petro, et ingreesus ad materiam principalem,' 
i.e. a paving the way to the direct address to the 
Galatians, at iii. 1 ; a view, it may be observed, 
—— — transition m Pi use of tbe 

to singular number.—gueis, vct, 
&c. ‘Hueis ought to be construed with A 
a little further on; the two words forming nomi- 
natives absolute, put for a verb and participle. For 
want of perceiving this (which, indeed, seems to 
have the Commentators), the ancient 
Critics subjoined 2¿, which has been injudiciously 
received, from a comparatively few M by 
Griesb., eee — and TUAI lev- 
ĉato: su pret, this corresponding to "lov- 
aior ——— in the preceding verse. Render: 
t since we, who are Jews by nature, or birth ;' a 
sense of dócec sometimes found in the Claes. 
writers. Plato, 245, D, pússi uiv Bdpfapo: 
Órris, vóue ði "EAAnver. In ¿£ Over dmap- 
Two! we have a periphrasis for ¿Ovixoi duap- 
TwAoÍ : this being a customary rici of the 
Gentiles (as ol dyson of the Christians) with 
reference chiefly to the tdolatry, and gross im- 
mores closely connected with their very 
religion. 
ig i£ [eye] lit. ° out of works of law," i.e. 

on the score of duty done. Of the words ntis 
als Xp. 'I. éwesteveapey, the sense is, * we to 
wit,—pamely, we (equiv. to we ly) 
have become believers in Christ Jesus.’ 
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Xpwroi" xai peis eis Xpiorov IggoÜv emorevoaper, wa ŝi- 
«asoÜev é< TríaTeos XpyrToÜ, kal oU eE Epyeov vopov ÓLÓTL 
ov OwawoÜrcera, éË Kpyov vóopov Táca cape. 17 E; 82 Gr- 
ToDvreç Sexasebivas dv Xpiota, evpeOnuev xal avrot apyapro- 
Aol,—ápa Xp«rrós duaprias Sudxoves ; uù *yévovro ! 18 E? yàp 

& xaTéXAvca, raUTa máy oixodoues, tapaBarny éuavróv ouv- 

xal is eperegetic, as in Matt. i. 24, ¿molncsv 
et wpociraksy attwe—xai (and accordingly) 
akg d nat viv yer. And so often in New Test, 
and Class. writers, e. gr. Xen. An. ii. 5, 88, Eyes 
Thy Ono, xai TiGynxer.— [sa QuxateDiopmay— 
vopov, ‘that so we may obtain justification and 
acceptance out of (or, op account of) faith in 
Christ, and not out of, by (i.e. en account of 
works of law, duty done thereby. See Rom. iii. 
20. 28, and notes.—A:óri od dixareOioastar— 
€&pE, * because on the score of duty done will 
no man be found to have been justified and ac- 
ce with God.’ In thus rendering yin vópov 
] have followed the just definition of Dr. Peil 
—namely, the * doing of what men, as in 
bv Jaw, moral or ceremenial, believe to be their 
duty. Comp. l Kings xxi. 27, 29. 2 Kings v. 
13. Mark x. 17, 20. Luke x. 25, 28. xvii. 10. 
xviii. 12. Rom. iii. 27. iv. 2, 4. 1t is truly ob- 
served by Dr. Peile, that to this enlarged view of 
the principle which the Apostle meant to combat 
in the assertion 2órs oó SicatwOnoerat iE 
ipyer vóuov waca capt, Calvin well led the 
way in the following able representation: ‘ Quæ- 
ritur quid per OPERA LEGIS intelligat. Papiste, 
ab Origene et Hieronymo decepti tantum de 
umbris litem esse opinantur, immo secure de- 
finiunt ; — Legis semper interpretantur cere- 
smonsas. caremontis ebjiciunt quastionem 
molam fuisse; quod et nos fatemur. Cur ergo, 
inquiunt, 8 icwlari ad universalem causam 
traneiliret Paulus? Hec sola Origeni et Hiero- 
nymo errandi causa fuit; neque enim putabant 
convenire, ut, quum de solis eseremoniis quere- 
rent Pseudo- Apostoli, plus apprehenderet Paulus. 
Veruta non considerarunt, hanc ipsam causam illi 
fuisse tam acriter andi, quod dogma illud lon- 

iorem trabebat caudam, quam primá fronte pre se 
rebat. Neque enim tam molestum fuisset Paulo 

sime] gloriam salutis ad opem; quemadmodum simul gloriam salutis : modum 
quum de prohibitione carnium ad certos dies agi- 
tur, non tam spectamus, quam grave sit illud, esum 
carnium interdici, quam de laqueo conscientia- 
rum sellieiti sumus. Non ergo extra causam 
— Paulus, quum disputationem de totå 

instituit: tametsi de eseremoniis duntaxat 
diglasdiabantur Pseudo-Apostoli. Nem idee 
ewremonias urgebant, ut salutem quererent 
homines in observatione s, quia scilicet 
caltom meritorium esse fin t; quare noa 

moralem illis opponit Paulus, sed solam 
E - TN 

: Apostle now proceede to confirm 
foregoing position. Previously, however, to ad- 
ducing any direct argument in proof of it, he 
preoccupies a scruple, or doubt, as if the doc- 
trino might seem to give a licence to sin. An 
objection to which the Apostle answers, first, by 
a solemn dieavowal; and then propounds twe 
solutions of the difficulty; 1. (v. 18) indirect, 

and deduced from the nature of contraries; it 
being absurd and impossible that Christ, who is 
confeesedly the author of ri , should be 
the anthor of an ; —2. f 9) diredi; in which 
tbe objection is more fully done away, by an 
argument deduced from the condition of the un. 
— who are thereby spiritually deed. 

(Hyper. )—sl 88 {nrourres dia: wOnvac—py yé- 
voto! The full sense is, ° But if, while seeking 
[ss we must] to be justified [and ted] by 
od through Christ, we ourselves should be also 

found (or made out) to be mere sinners (like 
the rest of mankind, called ‘ sinners of the Gen- 
tiles,” and, aceordingly,) yet in our sins,’ *un- 
justified by Christ, ae it is said l Cor. xv. 17. 
-— Xo. duaprias diáxovos ; ‘le it Christ 
[that has thus become] a minister of sin P' in 
ether words, does it follow, that Christ (thus 
justifying those found to be sinners] has minie- 
tered unto sin (brought about the imputation of 
sin) by occasiening its commission; M3 yéivorro! 
t God forbid,” viz. that we should thus speak or 
think of Christ, ‘in whem was God reconciling’ 
the world unto Himeelf, not imputing their 
transgressions unte them, 2 Cor. v. 19. The 
Apes’ means to say simply this, that ‘if those 

o profess to seek justification through faith in 
Christ rely also, in some measure, upon any 
works of law, they thereby acknowledge them- 
selves to be yet in their sine, and make Christ 
the minister of a dispensation insufficient to 
atone for sin.'—After duapreAoi regularity of 
composition would have required dpa Xp. duap- 
vías d:dxover, ‘then it will follow that Christ is 
the author of sin" (i. o. of a dispensation which 
leaves men under the guilt and punishment of 
sin); a sort of ræluctio us: and such 

the more spirited form of an interrogation, em- 
loying doc. ‘t nonne?" not dpa, which enabled 

xaviX. and oixoà. we have an arckitectwral mo- 
taphor, taken from unwise builders, who pull 
down and build up again without due considera- 
tion, and thereby betray their own folly. By 
olxodome i$ meant, ' I observe, or countenance 
its observance, as necessary to justification ; and 
by xeaTéAvca, * I unce ineffectual for justi» 
fication. ——— inavvó» cvrleo rna, ‘I 
ect forth or declare myself a transgressor [af the 
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Law] ;' i. e. ‘in resting my acceptance with God 
on a Law which places me in the class of trans- 
gressors, and from which the Son of God has 
come to make me free,'—a sense of cuviornut 
occurring also at Rom. iii. 5. v. 8. 2 Cor. vi. 4, 
aud sometimes in the later Classical writers. 

19. ¿yë yap da vonpov—{rjcw] On the force 
of iyw, see note at 1 Cor. v. 3. On the sense of 
the remaining words, no little difference of opinion 
exists. That by vóu is meant the of „Moses, 
is generally admitted; but on the purport of 
vóuov the Expositors are not agreed. There can 
be little doubt that both vóue and vópuov refer 
to one and the same thing; by which we obtain 
& weightier sentiment, such as is more fully ex- 
plained at Rom. vii. ; is * I, for my part, by the 
very law itself (i.e. by the tenor of the law, 
which condemned imperfect obedience, and, from 
its extreme strictness, left no hope of 
obedience) am dead to the law (i.e. have re- 
nounced it, so as to have no confidence in it for sal- 
vation), l am set free from the obligation to obey 
it for justification; [but only] that I may live 
unto God, i. e. to his service, as justified through 
the blood of Jesus.’ Comp. Rom. vi. 11. vii. 6. 
2 Cor. v. 15; and see Calvin's able note. 

20. In this verse the Apostle more fully deve- 
lopes the sentiment of the preceding one.— 
XpioTo cvysaraípepat, &c., i.e. * omnis vita, 
quam ego antehac tanquam Judaus egi, adeoque 
omnia studia et officia, quibus ista vita regebatur 
(Tò Ziv T€ sóng, TH dpapría, Ty — nulla 
amplius sant: novam nune, ut homo Christianus, 
ingressus sum vitam (rò 4e TG Oto, To 
XpioTro, TH wiore:).” (Winer.)—Yo d&— 
Xprores. This is usually wind t: Never- 
theless, I live; (or rather] not Z live, but Christ 
ime - — this A ds be correct, pA is 

oix ire iya a sort o rar aao cae r. 
xv. 10, ixoTíaca, oix ¿yo ĉi, dÀÀ' ù te. 
Yet here we have not oix, but ox Z=, d such 
a use of di were somewhat strained. Hence 
it is better to explain thus, [c 8è oóx in: 
dy, ‘nay, I no longer live,’ viz. as to ‘the old 
man,' Delos dead to sin.—"O ài pup Xë, —* 
autem nunc vivo: the full sense is, ` And as 
regards the life I now live in the flesh (carne 
pec that I live not on carnal principles, 

at — faith in the Son of God, who so loved 
me as to deliver himself to death for me ;’ imply- 
ing faith in the atoning merits of Christ, to the 
abandonment of all legal justification by our own 
merits. By ‘Christ's living in him’ is meant 
living in him by the power of his spin and grace, 
thus communicating a divine life to his soul. 
There is an allusion to that transformation to 
the image of God and Christ which is implied in 

eration. Compare Rom. xii. 2, Col. iii. 10. 
l. ob a0e7ë Thy xépu 7. O.] The full 
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torn. 191 éyo yàp dia vópov vóuo aréBavoy, va «à Siow. 
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.&' Xpiotós Ó 06 viv É év capki, év TíoTe, Ó TH ToU Tiod Tod 
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?1 n OUx. &Deró tiv xápiw tod Oeod ei yap &ià vouou Sixacoovvn, 
dpa Xpioros Swpedy améÜavev." | 

III. ! **2 avógro, Tardras! ris ipas éfgáoxave, TH aneia 

sense is, ‘ By thus arguing, I do not frustrate, or 
make nugatory, the grace of God, through Christ 
in the Gospel, as shown in freely giving his Son 
to die for us; which I should do, if I were to 
aim at —— justification by law, or any other 
coadjutrix for obtaining salvation. For if justi- 
fication in the sight of God—so as to be admitted 
into covenant with Him, and, consequently, to 
become heirs of future glory (infra, ch. v. 5)— 
can arise by means of law,—from obeerving law, 
whether moral or ceremonial, then Christ died 

y, to no effect (see Jos. Antt. xvi. 3, 4), 
since men might have been saved without his 
death, and have been entitled to eternal life 
merely by their observance of law.’ 

ITI. Having previously vindicated his Apostle- 
ship, and briek stated his doctrine of the methed 
of justification by faith, the Apostle now proceeds 
to speak more authoritatively, and comes cloeer 
home to that important point, entering more fully 
into the subject of the abrogation of the Lew. 
He a , With reference to the case of the 
Galatians ; 2, from that of Abraham, showing 
the Law to have been only preparatory to the 
Gospel. And in order further to excite the 
attention of those whom he is addressing, he 

tees them, employing an epithet (d»o- 
nTo:), which need not be 

which too they are charged by Strabo, |. iv. | 
l. rhe bus iBdonana ; "This is usually ren- 

dered, ‘Who has bewitched you?’ inoantavit ? 
Preferable, however, is the version of the Vulg., 
Pesch. Syr., and Calvin, faæinavit ? since, from 
the words following, ols xar’ dpOuAdpods, there 
seems an allusion, not eo much to the incantation 
of witchcraft, as to the sleight of 7 namely, 
by making things to appear otherwise than they 
Gre: a metaphor taken from the gross delusion 
supposed to be practised on the senses, and espec. 
on the sight, by fascination or jusglery (to which 
purpose is the saying of an eminent Philosopher 
that ‘ fascination ‘is ever by the eye"), whereby 

299. 
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reall d therefore highly adeptod t th are; and therefore hi to 
denote that fascination of the $ ign 4 4 et la 
Sada O nan as true what ie in 
false. To this there is a close allusion in the 
worde that follow, ols xat’ ód0eX uos 'lneouc 
Xp. wpoeypadn iv Šutw ioravp., where, in 
arposy., there is a metaphor taken from painti 
publicly exhibited, and accordingly, of which the 
subjects are familiar to the public, and imprinted 
indelibly, through the visual organs, on the mind. 
The full sense, then, here intended is, * You to 
whom Jesus Christ nailed to the croes was re- 

ted to the eyes [of * mind] as if depicted 
Lh a painting, how could it be that those eyes 
should be : —as it were, deprived of 
sight?’ In this lively representation of Christ 
crucified — ouble allusion: 1. to the 
Eucharist, an pt sacking, 
which had sot forth to them the doctrine 
of Christ erucified. By +g dAnÜila ph wel- 
OscGaz is meant, * not to receive the fundamental 
truth of the ],' —justificats a 
the blood of Christ, and not by works of law. 
However, the words (cancelled also by Lachm. 
and Tisch.) are, notwithstanding all that I have 

in their defence, probably not genuine; 
and certainly internal evidence is rather against 

2. Having thus rebuked them, the Apostle 
to argue with them. (Cbandl.)—Tovro 

pdvov Bile pabsiv, &c. From the exx. adduced 
by Wets. this appears to have been a common 
formula, resorted to for the purpose of bringing 
an argument to a speedy decision, by demanding 
an answer to one principal question,—such as 
should, of itself, be sufficient to determine the 
whole matter at ane i — here 
has great spirit ; and t e's argument ma 
be ated. In the words 45 Chandler, as fol- 
lows: * Those who are justified by faith in Christ 
need not conform to the law of Moses for justi- 
fication; but Christians are justified by faith. 
Therefore, &c. That Christians are justified by 

things are made to 

faith is thus proved. Those who have received 
by faith that Spirit from, which is the evi- 
dence of their justification, are justified by fask ; 
but Christians have received. Therefore, &. 
The argument is, as Hyper. remarks, ‘one es 

igno, i. e. from experience of the manifest effect 
of faith. By rd [Irevua must, as the best Ex- 
positors are , be understood, not so much 
the ordinary gifts of the Spirit, ae the extraordi- 
nary and supernatural ones by the laying on of 
hands (com Acts x. 44, éwitrsce rò Tipevua, 
&c.), "e y ia phos tongues was — 
cated. ‘It was (says r.) expedient t 
such external signs the dectsiae of the Gospel 
should be confirmed and propagated as widely as 
possible. Accordingly those gue of the Spirit 
were commu ; a8 the full evidence that 
those who received them were, of a truth, the 
people of God.’ The full import of the words, 

which imply more than they express, is well 
stated by Chandi. as follows: ‘Did ye receive 
that Spirit, which was the fullest evidence of 
your being justified, accepted, and received as 
the children and people of God, by conformity to 
the law of Moses, or by —— the doctrine 
of the —— If by embracing the doctrine of 
the Gospel, then you e justified by embrac- 
ing that doctrine, and consequently need not con- 
form to the law of Moses, in order to obtain 
justification."—dxons aísT&et. ‘Axons is by 
many said to stand for éraxons. But it rather 
denotes the ing, or —— tn (as 
Rom. x. 17); and wiorse here signifies ‘the 

as opposed to the Law. So in l Thess. 
ii. 18, Aóyo» dxone is equivalent to mòv Adyor 
Tov akovousvoy.— Ep'ycy is prefixed to vopou, 
as in a kindred of Rom. ix. 32, in order 
to hint at the nature of the Law, as one of works ; 
and dxone to miot., because, as the Apostle says, 
Rom. x. 17, ‘faith cometh by hearing [the word 
of God preached }.” 

3. ottrwe dvontol iors;] The Adverb here 
has much force, as in Philem. Incert. frag. 46, 1, 
otrwe dvavépos yiyovas, and Thucyd. vi. 36, 
1, "A@Onvalove Gorie uq BooAsTat olre xax@e 
$porfjeai.— EvapEdpevor—iniredeiobs; ‘After 
having n in the Spirit, are ye finishing with 
the flesh?’ i.e. baving begun with a spiritual 
religion (one whose truth was attested by the 
Holy Spirit), are ye finishing with & al and 
ceremonial one? do ye take up with those ex- 
ternal ordinances of the Law, which were mere 
forms, and rae typical of the internal and spi- 
ritual gifts of the 1? There is great dsivc- 
Tne in this mode of expression, in which we 
have, as Hyper. observes, an a ex 
absurdo per ; ; and the infinite infe- 
riority of the flesh to the Spirit is taken for 
granted. Comp. John vi. 63. 

4. TocavTa twabete si«5;] We have here 
another argument, the exact force of which 
depends upon the sense assigned to iwd@ers, 
which is a term used not only of evi? but of good, 
in which latter acceptation almost all the more 
recent Commentators have taken the word, 
understanding ít of the favours and benefits 
before mentioned ; i. e. * Have ye experienced so 
many spiritual benefits, tokens of Divine favour, 
to no purpose?” A sense, indeed, permitted by 
the context; yet not required by it. Crell., Bos, 
and Wolf, bave ably maintained the interpreta- 
tion adopted by the ancient and earlier modern 
Expositors, ‘have ye suffered so many evils?’ 
(i. ©. persecutions,) which yields an equally apt, 
and & much stronger sense; for, aH r. re- 
marks, we usually value that which hss been 
acquired by great danger. And it ie an excel- 
lent way to move men's affections, to set before 
them the difficulty, labour, and toile already en- 
dured in order to the attainment of some desired 
object. We do not readily commit an act by 
which all our previous labour will seem expended 
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in vain. Against the other interpretation a most 
scrious objection lies, —that, although some few 
instances have been adduced from the š 
writers of =ácxe used, without the addition of 
ev, or such like, ina senee, yet not one has 
been produced from either the New Test. or the 
Sept. Whereas examples of xracxew in a bad 
sense, without any addition, are common in both 
the Script. and Class. writers; not to mention 
that thus the expressions eZ ye and elas (scil. 
ew.) have more point and significancy. On 
reconsidering the disputed interpretation of (^40. 
involved in these words, I see no sufficient reason 
for altering my former p Arg that the ancient 
and usual fnterpretation s to be retained. The 
arguments against it advanced by Schomer, 
Kypke, and others, are any thing but weighty. 
Schomer has not proved that the Galatian con- 
verts had sustained no persecutions from their 
Gentile relations, friends, and neighbours. The 
probebility is, that (as was the case in other 
Churches) they Aad ; and it does not follow that 
they had sot, though no such have been re- 
corded. It was sufficient for the argument's 
sake to merely allude to them here. As to per- 
eecutions from the Jews, it must be admitted 
that fhose, under the circumstances of the case, 
were not likely to occur. Considering, too, that 
no example of this use of waQetv, without somo- 
thing added of Or ings, is to bo found, 
either in the New Test. or in the Sept., and in 
the Class. writers only once or twice, while, «s 
used in the sense of suffering with an adjunct, it 
occurs very frequently, it is unlikely that so very 
uncommon an idiom should have been employed 
by St. Paul in so anstudied a composition as this 

pistle. As to the argument so confidently 
urged, that the sense, as app ion to spiritual 
benefits, agrees deter with the context, it is 
invalid,—for, in point of fact, it does not 
better, nor so As to the mention of Divine 

occurring at the two former verees and 
the one ing the present verse, it does not 
supply any certain — for, as Crell. ob- 
serves, ‘the Apostle does not quite recede from 
the circumstance of the Holy Spirit's impart- 
ment to the Galatians mentioned at ver. 2, but 
he has only explained some of ita fruis, and 
admonis the Galatians to beware of Jost: 
those fruits; after the inte tion of whic 
admonitions, he returns to what wns his main 
object [for the sake of which the rest had been 
added] at ver. 5, urging it anew, and, it would 
seem, somewhat more neatly than if he had at 
ver. 4 spoken of the very same thing.’ This 
remark tends to corroborate what I have said, 
that ‘in these verses, 2, 8, 4, the Apostle diversi- 
fes the argumentation by asking, (1) whether 
professing such high spiritual gifts and graces, 
and such distinguished Gospel benefits, they will 
now take up with mere external rites, only typi- 
cal of and shadowing them forth: (2) whether, 
after suffering so many triale from ution, 
as the profession of a religion every w spoken 
against must have subjected them, they will con- 

GALATIANS IIT. 6—8. 
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tinue so to ri as io aas —— em to no 
purpose; q.d. ‘Shall the ye have re- 
ceived by The Gospel be changed into empty 
ceremonies ?’—s? ye xal elas. This has not, 
what many have imagined, the force of 1 
cation (as if involving a sert of threat), bat rather 
(as the best Expositors, Chrys, Theodoret, 

. CEcum., Calv., Hyper., Est, Creil., 
and others, are of "wi rE or correc- 
tion; q.d. ‘If, indeed, it should be proved by 
- — Te they have — oe in vain,’ 

c not suppose. us expresses a 
hope in them, that they would ses their errers 
and amend them. 

Fposo 
good pleasure of God to give the Spirit; nearly 
the same argument se at ver. ere 
for greater emphasis, consisting in an appeal te 
their own senses; in the former case, whether 
the Spirii of grace they had received was cen- 
sequent on their obedience to the Law, or oa 

lg o with allusion to the yopnyor at Athens, 
who supplied the various expenses for a public 
spectacle. 

6—9. The A abel rd decer is 
seqq.) supports the docttine justification by 
faith. by a reference to the example of Abrabam, 
the Father of the faithful, and illustrious for the 
many signal mes he gave of faith in God. See 
the note on the of Romans. 

6. xabcoe "Alipcám, &c.] Ka06* may have 
here its usual tl/ustrative and oo : 
quemadmodum. It also involves an obre, 
with reference to the thing com : 
* Even ae Abraham had faith in God, and it was 
eouhted unto him for righteousness; so it is in 
pur case. ‘ You must have entire confidence 

God ; wherein the correspondence of the two 
cases consists. 

7. ol ix wioreces] Most Expositors treat this 
phrase as like ol ix wepiropuies for ol arspere- 
Tunutvos, and equiv. to el 4ieTeÓopTsc. It 
seems, however, to be a strurger expression; 
meaning, ‘those who rest on faith —geuuine 
faith, ae Abraham's was, and rest on that only, 
as he did, and seek to be justified alone by it; 
they, it is eaid, are alone the true [spiritual] 
children of Abraham. On the force of vioi sce 
Rom; d ix. En — 

. Having taught, in & way, that men 
are justified by faith, in like manner as was 
Abraham, the A postle now, descending to par- 
tículars, shows that the Genitles as well ae Jews 
are included; that no one might imagiue that 
the justification by faith, which A m ob- 
tained, and which was promised to his soed, did 
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i Hab. $. 4. 
Rom. 1. 17. 

eh. 2. 10. 
Heb. 10. 88. 
Deut. 11. 

[&v6perros ] Enceras dv avtoie 13) Xoioros tyes ébryyo- Roms s. 

not also to the Gentiles. (Calv. and 
Cail) By ù ypaph wo are to understand, per 
proeopopasiam, the Holy Spirit, who inspired the 
words; ae Rom. iv. John vii. 88.—IIpo- 
1dovca, ‘having foreseen and foreknowmn.' — 
écacarot, ° is to justify ;' i. e. would justify: a not 
uncommon sense of the t oe oi 
eviryy. ve 'À. The sense is, ‘announced be 
[the giving of the Law, nay, even before the 
irth of Isaac] the glad tidings.’ —dvsvAcynO}- 

covras — bvn. The citation here is founded 
neither on the Hebrew nor the Sept.; and in- 
deed seems formed from two different passages, 
¿se vÀ oy. iv col from Gen. xii. 3, and Tárra +é 
Ov from Gen. xxii. 18, where 77s yñs is added. 
Instead of 1UX., évsvÀ oy. is rightly edited b 
Matthei, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
from mauy . 

9. Gers ol ix wisrswe—ABp.] The Apostle 
i repeats the conclusion at 

v. 7. Render : * So then those [only], who have 
a like genuine faith with believing A are 

be blessed [with him]; namely, by havin 
their faith counted for righteousness. It is we 

inted out by Calv. and Hyper. that miera is 
Fighly emphatic; for, se he observes, ‘nulla 

næ qualitas in rationem hic venit, nisi fides.’ 
In bert (io use the words of Bp. Warburton, 
Works, vol. vi. p. 14), ‘ the Aves is here con- 
vincing the Galatians, that the | of Christ 
is founded on the same iple with that which 
justified Abraham,—namely, Faith.’ 

10—14. Here the Apostle urges other argu- 
ments in of the doctrine of justification b 
faith ; the one at ver. 10, taken from the consti- 
tation of the iy itself, being, as Hyper. — 

ectu legi: š t an argument š 
is shown that tboee who sought to be justifiod by 
their observance of the law, so far from obtaining 
the blemedness Abraham, abode under the 
curse of the law, and were liable to Divine 

nishment. The ment, when expressed in 
ical form, is (ae Borger states it) this: ‘ Those 

who trust to the Law for salvation must com- 
pletely observe it; for vengeance is denounced 
against the t rs of it. But af have 
transgreseed it; therefore all are liable to its 

ishment.’ 
10. Sc0e ¿Ë Ep-yer vónov sl.] This must, from 

the force of the context, mean, ‘those who de- 
pend on the works of the Law for salvation ;' 
alluding to the opposite, vv. 7. 9, ol ix wloraese. 
—'Yvó xarapey «.,'are under curse, namely, 
that of the broken law; are éxixaTápa ros, as m 
the passage of the Old Test, then quoted, to show 

the reason of the thing. The citation does not 
uite correspond with either the Hebrew or the 
pt.; but the sense is the same.—Of the term 

éwixardparor the signif. is rò xatápav 
Gv, diris devotus ; and thence it comes to mean, 
according to its semse in this verse, puniendus 
gravissime, and, by a further remove, abominan- 

reste a curse.” Yet it has been found in a Greek 
inecription, ap. Boeckh. Inscr. t. ii. p. 457, im- 
kaTápaos hres iwi aie orpetipuuérats ápais. 

ll. Here is adduced another argument (de- 
HYO ned M RN MONIO NI). ve that 
no man is justified by the law. ‘Having shown 
that the law maketh accursed, but faith blesseth, 
the Apostle now shows also that faith alone justi- 
eth, and not the Law; and he brings in the words 
of the Prophet Habakkuk to attest the truth of 
what he is 7 dis d (Theophyl.) The argument 
is (as Bp. Warburton states it, Works, vol. v. 
p. 400) this: ‘That no one can obtain eternal 

our own Prophets [ Hab. who express hole your own ets J 8, 
that “ the just shell live by faith.” Now, by the 
Law no rewards are promised to fash, but to 
works only.’ —8rs 6 dixasr ic T.X. Atri supply 
1% awa. The is also cited at Rom. 
if and Hebr. x. 38. mo tors would 

construe, ó dixasoe ix wlerewe Xho. But that 
as Bp, Middl. observes, ‘would require d dix. d 
ix w., or else d ix wiersee dix., and would then 
yield a weak and inappropriate sense. Whereas 
to affirm that the man, he whose obedience, 
though imperfect, ie sincere, shall reap life ever- 
lasting from faith (as to a law of works) 
and from faith alone, is a most important declara- 
tion ; and it agrees exactly with the context.’ 

12. 6 bi vópos eix ior ix wierswe] Ren- 
der, ‘ But the law is not of faith ;' i.e. depende 
not on faith, has nothing to do with it. In ov« 
ix wlorews (where the ar(evrtcs is tic) te 
implied 4X’ iE ipywv : though that is suggested 
in the dAAá following, which belongs, I conceive, 
both to the clauses omitted, and to the one to 
which it is affixed, where it may be rendered imo. 
On the ei argument in this and the foregoing 
verse see Hyper. and Chandler.—d&»Oparos after 
aùrà, not found in several MSS. of the Western 
recension, and several Versions and Fath is 

bably from the margin, being introduced ei 
the Sept. or frem Rom. x. 5. 

13. Here we have a further argumeat, derived 
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cera, TẸ è 'ABpaày, épjnjónaav ai érayyedia, kal të 
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SISA TOXXÀV, GAN ws é$ eves kal TQ oréppati cou, & gots 
Sitar,  AXpurrós. 17™ Toro 82 réya Garin rpoxexupmpévny mò ToU 
from the ixtent and object of Christ's death.— 
Xpiorés nuas itnyopacey, &c., q.d. * we are 
justified by faith, and not by the works of the 
w, because Christ hath redeemed us ;’ literally, 

‘hath bought us off from the curse of the law; 
there being an allusion to the price paid. 
my Lex. It is not agreed whether juas has 
reference to the Jews only, and by * the law’ be 
meant the law of Moses ; or to both the Jews and 
the Gentiles, and by the law, the law of nature as 
well as the law of Moses is to be understood. 
The latter opinion is ably maintained by Grot., 
Whitby, and Mackn., and is, on various accounts, 
referable.—Katrdpa, for xardparos (abstract 
or concrete), ‘obnoxious to punishment.’ The 

eral sense of the passage is thus traced by Bp. 
Pearson on the Creed, Art. iv. : * Christ bath re- 
deemed us from that general curse, which lay 
upon all men for the breach of any part of the 
law, by taking upon himself that particular curse 

d only upon them who underwent a certain 
punishment of the law which was affixed to a 
crime. Deut. xxi. 23. 

14. fva sic rà Ovn, &c.] meaning, * with the 
intent that the blessing [promised to the pos- 
terity] of Abraham, [of justification by faith] 
might come, by (or through) Jesus Christ, unto 
the Gentiles [also]'—7va rijw—riorsws. Ren- 
der: ‘that so we (both Jews and Gentiles) 
might receive the promise of the Spirit (i. e. 
the promised Spirit through faith; i. e. ‘on 
.the sole condition of faith ;' see Rom. iv. 9, 16, 
It is to be borne in mind, that the gift of the 
Spirit was all along foretold by the Prophets as a 
part of the covenanted blessing. 

15—18. Here the Apostle further illustrates 
the argument from the nature of the Abrahamic 
covenant, which, he means to say, was in no 

made void; the Jaw subsequently pro- 
mulgated having by no means taken away its 
force. This is Filustrated by an example taken 
from Auman affairs, or what is the us ractico 
of men; for such ie the force of the formula fa 
xara avOpwrov diya, so used also at Rom. 
lii. 5. vi. 19, and often in the Rabbinical 
writers. 

15. šueç árÜpcwov] Commentators need not 
have stumbled, as they bave done, at the Sus, 
or proposed to read dume; see note on | Cor. 
xiv. 7. The word ie rightly rendered by Borger, 
Winer, and Schott, quamvis, and in our common 
version == even ; a signif. oft. 
found in the Class. writers. In such cases, the 
difficulty arises from two clauses being blended 
together; and, accordingly, the true force of the 

word will best by dividing them. Thus 
here: ‘No one rare A or altere, a covenant, 
though it be but a man's covenant. — d0srei, 
for dxvpot at ver. 17.—iwidiardoceras is 
rightly explained by Borger, ‘ adds new and con- 
ed conditions or stipulations.’ So Jos., Bell. 
ii. 3. Antt. xvii. 9, uses gwideabsann. Here ĝia- 
Ońxn is by some explained /ædus, ° contract ;' by 
others, testamentum. The former interpretation 
is preferable. But Winer seems to best express 
the sense by the eral term dispositi 
which will include —Kxexup., ° when csta- 
blished by attestation.’ 

16. Te di 'Agp.] The example ie now ap- 
plied to the promise or covenant of God with 
Abraham. The plural in iwayy. may refer to 
the repetition of the original engagement. To 
the Apostle's interpretation of rw owippari, 
and to the mode of taking exípuaoi, ted 
by bim, several recent Commentators have taken 
exception ; maintaining that owépua in the pro- 
mise to Abraham is not meant, as Paul takes it, 
of the Messiah, but of Christians in general. 
But the former view is ably vindicated by Beza, 
Whitby, and espec. Koppe, Borger, and Schott, 
who have shown that the interpretation is found 
in the Rabbinical writers, and that the mode of 
argumentation here adopted is quite Jewish, and 
therefore suitable to the occasion; and, more- 
over, that this does not at all affect the — 

ment,—since the Apostle only asks this 
tulate, that the promises made to Abrabam had 
all of them a reference to the Messiah. As to 
the assertion made by recent Commentators, that 
yu and eípua were never used in the plural, 
except to denote the seeds of vegetables, it is 
quite untenable. The use of the Old Test. will 
not prove that yn was never used to denote sons, 
or families. And as to owipua, it ts used else- 
where in the plural for sons, in Soph. Œd. C. 
599. JEschyl. Suppl. 290. Plato, Legg. p. 853; 
and occasionally elsewhere in the sense races or 

miles. ' The meaning of the argument, ae 
Conyb. observes, is, that ‘ the recipients of God's 
promises are not to be looked on as an te 
of different individuals, or of different races, but 
are all one body, whereof Christ is the head.’ 

17. We have here a continuation of the - 
ment à similitudine de testamento sive jo n 
commenced at ver. 15, but interrupted by some 
parenthetical matter at ver. 16, and now re- 
sumed and concluded.—rovro 42 Adyveo, ° I mean 
by that example to Jet you know. The form 
recurs at 1 Cor. i. 12, and elsewhere, and is 
nearly equiv. to rovro 84 nui, l Cor. vii. 29. 
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xv. 50, where see my note. As to the chronolo- 
ical question connected with the number 430, 

is of no s. to the Apostle's argu- 
ment; yet it is, I think, sufficiently settled by 
supposing (with most Expositors) that the Apos- 
tle is computing not from the ratification, but 
from the original ing of the promise, men- 
tioned at Gen. xii. 3.—2els Xpioróv. These 
words are absent from 3 uncials, A, B, C, and 4 
cursives, and are not recognized in the Vulg. and 
Coptic Versions, and several Fathers, and are 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tiach.; but without rea- 
son. I find them in all the Lamb. and Mus. MSS. ; 
and internal evidence is in their favour, conei- 
dering that no reason can be imagined why words 
so very obscure as these should have been inter- 
polated ; whereas their obscurity might very well 
cause them to be passed over by the Vulg. Trans- 
lators, and thus to be cancelled by the early Cri- 
tical Revisers. Though, indeed, the difficulty 
may be removed in a more legitimate manner, 
by supposing ele Xpiordy to be an error of the 
scribes for iv Xprores, which must have had 
pee in the copies used by the Syriac Trans- 

tors, and also by the Italic and Arabic Trans- 
lators, and by Ambrose: and Lachm. inserta it 
within brackets in his edition of the Vulg. as 
found in two of the most ancient MSS. is 
reading is followed in our Common Version, and 
is adopted by Estius, who renders it, ‘ non potest 
irritum facere testamentum, seu pactum, ante 
firmatum ratumque factum a Deo atque in 
Christo prestandum, ut sic aboleatur et inanis 
reddatur Dei promissio.’ This reading involves 
less difficulty than that involved in sls Xp., 
which is capable of no sense without using vio- 
Jence, as in Dr. Peile's version.—oux dxvpot, 
* does not (by impl., cannot) annul.'— xaTap- 
tte is with great reason thought by some to be a 
Cilicism, —or rather, I should say, a Incialism. 

18. * The Apostle Fat on that the 
great promise, “ In thy seed shall all the nations 
of the earth be blessed," referred to the Mos- 
siah, and, by consequence, that this promise could 
not be annulled by the law of Moses, which was 
iven four hundred and thirty years after it, 
raws the proper inference at ver. 18, to which 

all his reasoning tended, —namely, that justifica- 
tion, righteousness, and acceptance with God, 
could not be by the observation of the law of 
Moses.’ (Chandler.) See also Calv. and Hyper. 
— $ xÀnpovouía, meaning the blessing men- 
tioned at ver. 14, ‘salvation secured, as by in- 
heritance, on Abraham, and believers in general.’ 
At ix vópov supply iori, ‘does not come by the 
observance of the Jaw [or by any law of works].' 
—obxirs bE — &c., i. e. ‘is not obtained 
by the promise of God to Abraham, that it 
should come through Jesus Christ.’ ‘ The reason 
says Abp Newcome) is, because obedience to 
aw makes reward a matter of debt ; whereas, in 

fact, the inheritance, or Abraham's reward, was 
a free gift by promise.’ The sense of the verse 
is ably illustrated by Bp. Bull in his Harm. 

— if John 1. 17. 

19 o T; obv ò vópos ; Tór de® 
Bom. 4. 15, & 5. 90. & 7. 8. 

Apost, p. 46. He shows why the Apostle here 
places the law in opposition to the promise, and 
points out the real scope, which (ss Beza saw) 
was to tacitly meet an objection on the part of 
the Jews, as to what had said in the verse 
preceding; q. d. ‘the law and the promise can- 
not stand ther, * nempe ut hereditas ex 
Lege simul et promissione detur; cùm justitia 
Legis (loquitur cara 4vÜpwor, ver. 15) me- 
ritum inducat et gratiam excludat, adeoque gra- 
tuite prom ioni repepia nempe si Lex justi- 
ficandi caus& data fuisset." ' — xexáp. is used, 
and not iódídov, either to suggest the gracious 
kindness of God, or that it was made gratis, 
and without merit, or both senses; tho latter as 
suspended on the former. See Bp. Bull, ubi 
supra. 
19. vl ov ò vouos ;] ° What, then, [was the 

object of] the Law?' meaning the whole Mosaic 
dispensation, of which, Calv. remarks, the pur- 
pose was to prescribe a rule of life, and the cere- 
monies to be observed in the worship of God, 
and then to annex promises and threatenings.— 
tev Tapaf. yap wrpoceriOn, ‘it was super- 
added [to the promise to Abraham] on account 
of transgressions, i.e. both for the knowing or 
taking izance of them (sce Rom. iv. 15, 20. 
vii. 8—10), and for the restraining of them by 
legal penalties; for the moral law was meant to 
convince men of sin, and to check sin, and ; 
by thus discovering it, to make men see their 
need of the promise of a Saviour. See more in 
the able notes of Hyper. and Calv., who take a 
deeper and more profoundly — view of 
this text than Expositors in general.—édypie ob 
EAOn, &c. These words seem meant to suggest, 
that the Law was only intended to be temporary, 
and tory to the Gospel (as in many respects 
shadowing it forth, and showing its necessity), 
which was to be ushered in when the Seed (i. e. 
the Messiah, sce supra ver. 16) should come, 
unto whom both Jews and Gentiles, being en- 
grafted by faith, would become the spirit 
of Abraham. There is here, however, a notable 
variety of reading. For rpoceri@n Griesb. and 
Scholz edit iré@n, from MSS. D, F, G, and 5 
cursive MSS., confirmed by the Vulg. and 
Italic Versions; while Lachm. and Tisch. retain 
the t. rec., rightly; since the strongest external 
authority (r ost. being found in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. S8) requires this; and internal evi- 
dence is — in n — i tho 
great im ility of its having as r 
thinks) Fought fn, for the purpose of — 
the sense, —that the Law was not adverse to the 
Divine promises, but was only superadded to 
them. Surelythis would argue great presumption ; 
and such a change would not be likely to have 
been all but universally received. More likely 
is it that ¿rén was introduced by those Critics 
who, as did Theodor. (misled by his usual guide 
Chrys., who has handled the text with any thing 
but his usual care), thinking that the sense is 
simply lata est, ° was promulgated,’ regarded the 
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P ition as worse than useless, and (aceording 
to their wont) expunged it. What further in- 
duced them to do this was, that vouow Ti0£pa is 
pi poraa o e rum ing ie the senee ‘ to promit 

te a ]aw, but never vouo» wrpecri0., at least 
jn that acoso. bot oalr "te a law to 
some previous law; for in that sense it does 

phasis reets on wpossTéðn, 
apposita, adjuncta su 
added," into tho Abrahamic Covenant." And 
Est. (who here rejects even his own Vulgate) 
remarks tbat the expression is used lest the Law 
should be thought to have succeeded to the Pro- 
mise, and removed it; tberefore the Law is re- 
presented as ‘adjuncta et subinducta (rather 
superinducta) manente promissione  Bulling. 
points out that it is as much as to say, ‘ Lex ita 
addita est Testamento Dei eterno, ut hoc nequo 
subverterit, neque alieno sensu violarit, imó 
juverit, confirmarit, ac exposuerit $'— 
fwtyyarTtat may be taken impe or 
éwayysXia be supplied from 4 
before. The words d:arayaile " 

T elosely connected with Render : 
ape bop by or through the intervention of able. 

s; t he meaning of which will appear 
from the note on Acts vii. 53.—iv x. uscíTov, 
‘by the intervention of a mediator,—namely, 

0ses,' who is so called also by Philo, and, indeed, 
by the Rabbinical writers, with allusion to Deut. 
v. 5, Sept. (doubtless in the mind of the Apoe- 
tle), xaya slorijxay ava mágov Kuplov xal 
(uer. Nay, it has teen fully shown by Schoett- 
gen in loc. that the Mediator was the common 
appellation given to Moses in the Rabbinical 
writers; by whom the Law is often said to have 
been given ‘ by his hand as mediator.’ 

20. ó i pealrne—ele dove] This is, per- 
haps, the most obscure in the New Test., 
and certainly, above all others, ‘ vexatus ab inter- 
pretibus,” if it be true, as Winer affirms, that 
there are no less than 250 modes of explanation. 
In a work of this limited nature it is impracti- 
cable to enter inte a variety of in tions ; 
I can merely indicate that which has the greatest 
semblance of truth. I am still of opinion that 
the view taken by Prof. Schott, as follows, is the 
most entitled to be thought the true one. “ The 
intent of the Apostle is, 1 conceive, to affirm the 

eunt authority and dignity of the Sinaitical 
ispensation above any human covenant, from a 

consideration of the uature, not, indeed, of the 
Lawgiver, Moses, but of God, the Author of the 
Law. Andt the expression ele, viewed by 
itself alone, would not signi thing or 
unchangeable, yet us dn oh sea we ia ali-con- 

well, in & context like the t, be united 
with the proper and usual signification of the 
word; comp. Rom. iii. 30. ilip. i. 27. Seo 

of the alteros, or ibropution, of a. Dispense on, or a on, of & 
tion, or Covenant, These things considered, 
there is surely no objection to eu os e the 
— sie in both members ef ver. '( sente 

immutability, or perfect consistency [in which 
case sis will stand for ó abròs, ‘one and the 
eame. So Thucyd. iii. 38, ¿yë abrós shu: T$ 

sup. Ed.]. ith to the e 

CE EE T sen CES same . as at „i, i 
alicujus stare, ei addictus esse, * to be of any one's 

” Thus the sense will be, ‘A mediator, 

Law being 
eipl usc lov (ver. 19), it does not follow that 
k authority. And yet God is one, 

; the cove- 
nant of the Sinaitical Dispensation was not of 
human, but Divine wav kod nor did it depend 
on the. will of man, but of God, who is unchange- 

21. A doubt is now proposed, arising from what 
the Apostle had said at ver. 20 respecting the 
authority of the Sinaitical law, as evinced from 
the nature of God ; —namely, whether the Sinai- 
tical law, being of Divine authority and command, 
was meant to se limit (or change) the se 
given to Abraham, that that should no | be 
8 promise, of which the fulfilment belonged only 
to the free of God. This doubt (or rather 
objection) the Apostle removes, by É them 
to understand, that although each Di tion 
of God (the law and the promise) is di t in 
its own nature and efficacy from the other, yet 
there is no such inconsistency between them, as 
that the /aw should take away the promise ; nay, 
that each coheres with the other, by a connexion 
divinely ordained, whereby the law served to pave 
the way for the Christian Dispensation ; finally, 
that the law does not interfere with the 
mise, but tends to it. (Schott.) 

sense of sl yàp iðóðn vopor—éixatoc. 
‘for if a law were given which could raise 

men from death to life, then verily justification 
would have come from law.’ Of course under 
‘justification’ is included ‘sanctification snd 
salvation.” The sentiment is the same as at 
Rom. xi. 32. The connexion of the — is 
thus traced by Mr. Conyb. ‘If the law could 

ve men spiritual life, and eo enable them to 
fil its precepts, it would give them righteous- 

ness: but it does not to do this; on the 
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contrary, it shows them the impotence of their 
nature by the contrast of its requirements with 
their perks ; 

tion, and thet deduced from the proper 
ead of the law. The law is not opposed to the 
promise, since it excludes not from the benefit of 
the promise, nay, it rather leads men to joyfully 
embrace the promises.’ — scar. Many 
interpret, ‘hath included.’ A sense, however, 
toe feeble. It is better, with and Winer, 
to explain, ‘has shown or all to be sub- 

sin ie to a 
tive, and to whose deminien all are sub 
Demosthenes has xeraxAa(ew Te vómæ: oco 
more in the note on Rem. xi. 82.—réd wavra 
tlindes to the 0v, which will serve to account 
for the neuter gender bong Med Ta 1 isay ' 

K yeria ¿x mior., &e. 'Ex wleveet is for ñ 
mier. eveca. The clause may be rendered, ‘in 
order that the blessing, which depends 
en faith in ist Jesus, might be given to 
them that believe im him.’ P. iii. 

23. This verse ferms the second part of the 
above cenfutation, wherein the A teaches 
that believers in Christ are freed the law. 
(Hyperius.) Two similitudes are here made use 
ef; eae te a prison, the other to 8 — 
Ted yd — Thy iere, ‘before the faith 

‘the whereby we ; 

he der orneman, even Wut of fei t dinin: e law. 
Iie sare. llewing, rò vénos poéueÜa 
Cvyxcadsionives, seems to "estia ts 
the previous expression, evedxAsioey brò dnap- 
Tiav: and that, by a metaphor, derived from 
IM MM dp iri © passes to bs ost of 

every outlet of ecaps. — i$ povpoóusÜ0a 
contains an additional idea, exgrafted on the fore- 

ng; and of the words igpovp. ele s» méi- 
av zloty átro«., the sense may be, ‘ custo- 

usque dum fleri debet fides :' but 
it should rather seem y to the fore- 
ping figure, their mesaing A ‘ lege oircumoluss 

sereabamur ad — MN 
See 1 Pet, i. 5. peeve aris idea of 

gy Matt. 5. 17. 
wa 10. 4. 

John 1. 12. 
Rom. 8. 15. 
ch. 4 5. 

ug 

Gsservation, or conservation, for, seems included 
x that of preparato ,;, which is further de- 

by a in the next — 
ore Ò vópot Taidavyeryós, &c.) Here 

we have an argument deduced from analogy. 
And as the law was before compared to a jailer, 
so it is here likened to a wa:dayeayde, by which 
term is not to be understood & schoolmaster 
(for that would have ne — but the 
pedugogus or person (usually a an or 
slave) who conducted children à and from school, 
attended them out of school hours, formed their 
manners, superintended their moral conduct, and 
in various respects prepared them for the &idáa- 
xadoe ; see Chrysost., cited by Borger ; and Plut. 
de Educ. 813. In short, how widely different 
was the wa:dayeyér, or ‘boy-conductor,” from 
the &idácxaAos, or ‘ schoolmaster,’ is plain from 
Epictet. Sent. 101, waidace dvrae pac ol yovsie 
wadsaywye wapidocay, imBXirovr: srarra- 
xov wede td uù PAdwrecOae suas, where 
wa:day. signif. ‘one employed as a sort of looker 
after, 'oare-taker' (see Gen. iv. 12), so nearly 
answering to the éwizpowoe in Plut. de Educ. 

i. 1, 2. iii. 1, both which 
(as does also Plato) 

P 
d hecies, all leading men to the Lv ng 

wi 

disipline under which bo 
bati tor rer iridis aiti cna at the 
necessarily incomplete knowledge until tben 
communicated to them; intimating that those 
under the law were w:o: as compared to the 
T (Natok of the Gospel. 

25. o)xéri wò watday. louív] Just as tho 
buy, when he had reacbed the school to which he 
bad been conducted by the wa:daywyde, was no 
longer under his care or direction, but under that 
ef the &àécxaAos ; q. d. ‘so it is with us; we 
— ete uader the pedagogy of ine Law; 
which ie no longer necessary for us, or obligato 
upon us; inasmuch as, the better Covenant ba 
ing established, the introductory one, ef course, 

26. There is here a second argument to prove 
the unsuitablences of their being perpetually 
bound to the law; namely, that they are sons of 
God, and consequently free.—wdyrsc, meaning, 
tall of every nation,’ both Jews and Gentiles.— 
viol bers, i. e. ‘are admitted to a sort of sonsbip 
by adoption,’ with the adjunct notion of liberty 
from slavish and unnecessary restraint. 
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27. óvo: yap ele Xprordv, &e.] The full 
sense is, [‘ I say sons, and sons of God;] for as 
many of you as, having received ism, p 
the Christian religion [whether circumcised or 
uncircumcised] are united with Christ by the 
closest bond.'—On Xp. dvedic., see note on 
Rom. xiii. 14. 

28. Here we have, not a mere repetition of 
what was said at ver. 26, but a further develop- 
ment of the idea, by pre-occupying the objections 
of the Judaizers. See Hyper.—ovx ive "lovdaior, 
&c.; q.d. ‘there is under the Gospel no dis- 
crimination in privileges, no distinction of sation, 
none of condition nor sex,—but ye are all one 
Jamily, by the religion of Christ Jesus—all alike 
entitled to the same benefits, those of sincere 
believers.’ See Rom. ix. 7, 8. 

29. el ĝi Suste Xpicrov] ‘ And so, if ye be 
Christ's" (as infra, v. 24, of 8è Tov Xpiaov), 
i. e. if ye be incorporated with Christ, and m 
his members by faith and baptism i was shown 
supra, v. 27), be. In the words following, dpa 
ToU 'ABpadu—«Anpovopo:, the busic is em- 
phat the full sense being, ‘then [in that case] 

[all], whether Jews or Gentiles, are Abra- 
am's [true seed,] and, [accordingly,] heirs by 

promise,' i. e. heirs of the promised inheritance 
to life eternal ; and consequently are resting 
your hopes thereon, not on any works of right- 
eousnese that ye may have done, but on the 
covenanted mercies of which are sure.’ 
Comp. Rom. iv. 16. 8o Heb. vi. 17, xAnpowd- 
po THe dwayysXlas, comp. with Tit. i. 2. iii. 7, 
xAnpovouo kaT' ¿ària Lune alwvíov. See 
also Rom. viii. 17. 

IV. In continuation of the argument in the 
foregoing chapter, the Apostle now proceeds to 
show tbe superior excellence and freedom of the 
state of believers under the Gospel, as compered 
with that in which they were placed under the 
law. And, after reproving the Galatians for not 
adhering firmly to the latter, he illustrates the 
dj between the two dispensations, by 

ratively represented in the 
braham s posterity, Sarah's 

and Hagar's. He commences, however, with 
lancing at an oljection, prominently brought 

forward at Rom. iii. 1; q. d. ‘If this be the case, 
what advantage hath the Jew, or what profit is 
there in ER an P' This e Apostle — 
rules by arguing, that swpposing them to e 
heirs o Aleahans, yet this will not at all invali- 
date his acegunt of their condition under the 
law. And this ho illustrates by a familiar and 

tracing them as fi 
two branches of 

ponar example suggested by the sonship, or in- 
eritance, just before mentioned. 
1,2. Here we have a further illustration of 

the subject, ted by the idea of the «Anpo- 
vópot and pavers: and deduced from the 
condition of a stixor, who ie still held under 
tutelage and restraint, and cannot come into 

ion of the inheritance destined for him, 

1. The formula Aí£ye ài (on which see supra 
iii. 17) here serves to introduce & continuation of 
the argument, and an illustration of the reasoning 
in the ing chapter; wherein first the state 
of God's Church under the law is compared to 
that of a minor, whose father is dead; and who, 
tbough he be, by legal right, the owner of the 
whole inheritance, yet, while in his non-age, is in 
& situation little differing, in respect of restrain 
due odis — — = 80 — i 
t iod appoin is father for putting 
him nte poesession of his inheritance.—^»$$10€ 
dori, for yúmioe dyÜpwos, ‘one in his boy- 
hood,’ zz waie ire we, ‘a minor, one too young 
to inherit :' a use of the word of which 1 know 
no example elsewhere in the New Test., nor in 
the Sept., nor in the Class. writers. 

the terms ir:Tp. and olxoy., the 
denotes such Y in fufores) as not 
only superintended the education of minors (sce 
ZElian, V. H. xiii. 44, cited by me in Lex. New 
T in v.), but bed a sort of su x 
tendence over, and, indeed, management eir 

latter, those house and land stewards 

bursars. 
Y., as also on olxosónot. 

3. Wusie] meaning, both Jewish and Gentile 
Christians.—jarcos, i. e. children in the know- 
ledge of God, unable to attain that accurate and 
complete — of Divine things, which per- 
tains to dvdpss TéAscoe spoken of at Eph. iv. 14. 
—GcToixXsia Tov Kxécpov. Eroxia denotes 
figuratively, ‘ the elements, or rudiments, of any 
branch of knowledge;’ consequently implying 
that which is supertcial. and only suited to the 
less informed; not intended to be permanent, 
but to give way to the more complete knowled 
of a further advanced period of study ; see Cel. 
ii. 8. Here it designates, in conjunction with 
the quain term «ov xócuov, chiefly the 
ceremoni servas of the: hw ef oses 
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(comp. Col. ii. 8, 20, 21), but also the similar 
rites and ceremonies of the various heathen re- 
ligions. Now these are called ero:xeTa, as con- 
sisting of what was merely rude and elementary, 
(comp. Heb. v. 12, rà eroi. THe ápxiis), deal- 
ing in matters merely external ; and Tà orotyeia 
vou xoopou (for xocuixà), as being merely 
worldly or fips. = o : to the ixovpária 
of the Gospel. e Apostle means to suggest 
the inference, that, however useful might be the 
raid cn or the law of name (each as 5. 

actory dispensations, more or less ect), 
the obligation to both must cease when | exp 

rfect religion of the Gospel was promulgated, 
y which they were alike superseded. With 

to the phrase dedovAwpuivo: Uwe, &c., it 
is formed on those supra, iii. 23, i0 vóuov— 
ovyxexXetopivor, and ver. 25, mó wadaywydv 
éouiv, and thus p* — * elementis mundi, 
tanquam servituti, fuimus addicti." 

4, 5. Here is carried forward the illustration 
drawn from the éwirp. and olxov., q. d. * For as 
the son is, for a time, subject to the governance 
of masters; but when the wpo8ecuia is accom- 
plished, becomes his own master; so we, so long 
attached roie orotyeloe Tov xocmov, are ro- 
Jeased from them, by the Son of God being sent 
into the world for the purpose of delivering us.” 
—On the 4^ $pena ToU Xporov see my Lex. in 
v. 4)oip. The phrase here denotes the time ap- 

inted by the Fatber for delivering all nations 
fom the bondage mentioned at ver. 3.—i gar- 
éoretXts tov Tidy, &c. 'EEaa. is not, as Borger 
supposes, synonymous with dwior., but is a 
more significant ion; es where (as 
here and at Exod. iii. 10, 18, and Acts xxii. 21) 
it is used of ius sent forth with a Divino 
commission. Here, however, there may be an 
allusion to the Son being, as it is said at John i. 
18, ele óv xóXTor rov IIarpós.—Y'evóptsvor, 
* born ;’ a signif. found in Rom. i. 3, and some- 
times in the Clase. writers. T'epdueyos ix yuv. 
here intimates that Christ was endued with the 
whole of the human nature ; see Phil. ii. 7.— 
tro róuo» some render ‘subjectum legi? 
others, ‘sub lege;' i. e. for 'lovéaiov. Bo 
senses, however, may be included; the latter 
primarily, the former secondarily. At obs rd 
vóuor, ver. b, supply Órras, or dedouAwpévove, 
from the ing, *under the dominion and 
condemnation of the law,’ whether of Moses or 
of nature. See Rom. iii. 20. 

5. tva robs tnò vopov i£avy.] These words 
state the purpose for which Christ was sent,— 
namely, to buy off and liberate those who were 
under the condemnation of the Jaw, and restore 
them to perfect freedom ; see note supra iii. 13. 
The iva following denotes the end or effect of 
what Christ did.—On the phrase 3j» vlo8soíav 
TE conde sce note at iii. 26, and Rom. viii. 

Vor. IL 

T*"f)gre ovxérs el OoÜXos, Pom 8.16, 

6. Br: dé iors viol] Wakef. and Borger ex- 
plain, ‘ And to show that ye are sons.’ An 
ellipsis, however, too harsh. It is true that the 
Apostle seems to mean to assert their having 
received the Spirit as an evidence of their son- 
ship. But that may be implied thus: * And 
because ye are sons, God has [in token thereof ] 
sent, &c. So Calvin remarks: ‘ Prius adopta- 
tum esse & Deo, quam habere a Spiritu Dei tes- 
timonium adoptionis; sed effectus signum est 
causm. ‘The same ment (obeerves Mr. 
Locke) from their having the Spirit, St. Paul 
uses to the Romans, Rom. viii. 16. And on 
reading 2 Cor. v. 5, and Eph. i. 11—14, it will 
be found that the Spirit is looked upon as the 
seal and assurance of the inheritance of life to 
those who have received the adoption of sons.’ 
Here the best ancient and modern Expositors 
alike ize the express mention of the three 
Persons of the Trinity, with the due distinction. 
‘The Son (as Bp. Pearson observes) is distin- 
guished from the Father, as first sent by Him; 
and the Spirit of the Son is distinguished both 
from the Father, and from the Son, as sent b 
the Father, after He had sent the Son. And this 
our Saviour hath taught us several times, John 
xiv. 26. xv. 26. Hence we conclude that the 
Holy Ghost, although he be truly and properly 
God, is neither God the Father, nor Gd the 
Son.’— Kpá{ov here signifies ‘teachin 
enabling us to cry out [in prayer] with filial 
confidence, 'A8Ba ! — od as a Father; 
see Rom. viii. 15. Perhaps there is an allusion 
to the distinction between Slaves and Sons, or 
others of the family,—that the former were not 
allowed to use the title of Abba in addressing 
the master of the family, while the latter en- 
joyed that privil laude (in his Essay on 
the Composition of a Sermon) remarks, that the 
Jews would not permit a slave to address a free 
man as “ Abba” (Father), nor to address a free 
woman as * Imma” (Mother). See my note on 
Rom. viii. 15. 

7. Here we have the conclusion ; see ver. ]. 
Comp. Rom. viii. 17. iii. 29, where see the 
notes.—ET is supposed to be for dors, but it 
would rather seem that the singular is adopted 
to make tho application, by its individuality, 
more forcible. ere is & similar transposition 
in Rom. xii. 19, 20. 1 Cor. iv. 6, sq.—In the 
Bore it is tmplied that the person in question 
has received the Holy Spirit given through the 
Son, to seal believers as the children of God.— 
xAnp. O., meaning, partaker of the blessin 
bestowed by God on men through Christ, viz. 
justification and redemption, which are very 
often denomina an $ ance, to denote 
certainty of possession.—el è vide, xai «xAn- 

vóuos Osov dia Xp. For Osov cia Xprorod, 
Pacha. and Tisch. edit, from A, B, C, and one 
cursive, the Vulg. and Copt. venions, and several 

A 

and 
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Fathers, did Osov: a very specious reading, 
which is recommended rof. Schott on the 
score of its simplicity, and as serving to account 
for the several variations of reading which are 
found in the copies. But it does not account for 
them satisfactorily. And the other variations are 
of the most slonder authority, and not such as 
to cast any doubt on the genuineness of the t. 
rec.; which, being supported by all the MSS. 
except four (for I find the t. rec. in all the Lamb. 
and Mu. copies), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
and Arab. Version, and Chrys, I have thought 
proper to retain that text. If it be asked, how 
came Xpicrou to be left out, and dia put in be- 
fore Osov, I answer, it may be supposed to have 

from certain early Critics, who were, 
ike our modern Editors, ignorant of the ezuct 
import of à, X pic ToV, and consequently altered 
the words, so as to convey a sense which they 
could, indeed, understand, but quite at variance 
with that which the Apostle meant to convey, 
and which was well seen by Theodor., though 
best pointed out by Hyper. and Bulling.; of 
whom the latter remarks: * per Christum notan- 
ter addit (Paulus), ut excludat merita mostra." 
Even Eat, always ready to support, where it is 
pe any reading contained in the Vulgate, 
ere deserts that, and in his paraphrase ex- 

plains as if O«soU dia Xpicrov were the true 
ng. 

8. There is here a conversio sermonis; the 
Gentile Christians being espec. addressed. In vv. 
8, 9, we have a contrast drawn between the pris- 
tine state of the persons in question (when in- 
volved in gross idolatry, through ignorance of 
the nature of God), and their present condition, 
when knowing and being known of God. This 
is done to place in a strong point of view their 
folly in wishing to return to their former state 
of servitude to the law.—Tois uh pica oci 
Oeois. Most modern Commentators (under- 
standing ice: as op to vóue, or Qšcu, 
or ĉóķą) explain it to mean, ‘ those who are not 
gods by nature, but only such in the opinion of 
men; and thus tantamount to the ol Àaydusvot 
Oso) of l Cor. viii. 5. This view, however, 
scarcely reaches far enough. It would rather 
seem, according to the opinion of the ancient 
and some eminent modern Expositors, as Calv., 
Hyper., Wolf, and Elsner, that the expression 
has reference to the nature and essence of the 
only true God, as opposed to factitious deities, or 
imaginary beings having no real existence. So 
Hierocles, in Aur. Carm. p. 170 (cited by Els- 
ner), says of Pythagoras, 0e oux qv T&v a0apá- 
Toy Orav, ods iv dice Hpwwy, ¿ÀN À dyÜpe- 
wos Óóuowecs, Osov xocpn0siç, and p. 228, où 
púca abavaros Ósós. The sense first-men- 
tionod may, however, be included ; meaning, as 
Calv. explains, those in whom there is no truth 

Divine nature, but who are only accounted 
such by the opinion of men.—4As to the reading 
of several of the most ancient MSS., and some 
Fathers and early Editions, rots púse: uñ ovor 
ie plainly only an ion of those who, by 

this change of position, sought to avoid a ecem- 
ing a of them as gods in some 
sense. But no change is necessary, since the 
words cannot be better rendered than they are 
in our Common Version, formed on the t. rec., 
* which by nature are no gods.' So Deut. xxxii. 
21, avrol mapel ý\wcáv us iw’ ov Bag, i. e. Tes 
— ph õuri 0s. Had Abp. Newcome seen 

is, he would not have altered *no-gods' into 
“not gods..—The Particle ¿AA4 here bas in a 
great measure a continuative, serving to introduce 
the third part of the confutation, but also an ad- 
versative, force, as Hyper. well saw; and in this 
view it has reference to idovAcvcare, as taken, 
by implication, a second time; the full sense 
being, ° Ye did, indeed, then worship those who 
were no gods; but however ye did it through 
i orance of God, which ye have not now to 

9. padrAov òè yuec8ivree Ud Osov)] By this 
form of correction, unáAXoy 62, occurring also at 
Rom. viii. 34, and in the Class. writers, the 
Apostle (as observes Est.) meant to direct their 
attention to the — grace of God. And 
so Calv. remarks: ‘ quia s misoricordié sua 
eos pravenerit, comparing Isa. lxv. 1, * inventus 
sum (Sept. šubayne eyeviiOyy) a non quærenti- 
bus me. Of yveoGivres the full sense is, ac- 
— as sons of his ane a and 

sed as ‘assumpti als vio8seciay = rpoc- 
AnpOivres, as Theophyl. explains. Here the 
acknowledgment and recognition is supposed to 
be attested by the possession of the Spiri (in bis 
ifts and ) as the seal of the adoption. See 

Eph. iv. 0.—Téic imcorpi¢.; &c., ‘how is it 
that ye are turning beck?’ &c. The Apostle 
expresses his wonder that they, who have been 
set free from the bondage of atheism, or poly- 
theism, should return to bondage; even to a dis- 
pensation, which, however of Divine institution, 
was not of lent e to re them sal- 
vation ; for that is al] that is meant by the terms 
do0avy and rrwya, of which the latter is a fur- 
ther illustration, under another metaphor, of the 
idea contained in the former; see Theophyl., 
Grot, and Crell. How the law of Moses was 
weak, appears from Heb. vii. 18, 19. x. 1; and 
how the law of nature was such, appears from 
the Epistle to the Romans, passim. For that 
the Apostle has both in view there is little doubt; 
and such is the — of the best Expositors. 
In xé ávo0s» I would not, with Koppe and 
others, recognise a pleonasm for the simple 
wai; though the forms réÀu ix dsvrípov, 
and wéA.y ab, might seem to countenance it. 
There is no necessity here to resort to any such 
i gel ene for the context very well admits of the 
ull sense, namely, ‘ aguin, as at the first; ‘as 
though ye had never been Christians. —sáAw 
&veoGay, * iterum de novo,’ ‘ again, [as] at the first," 
is not so much a , a8 a stronger expres- 
sion, with a more fully developed sense. It oc- 
curs, and in the above sense, at Wisd. xix. 6. 
Jos. Antt. i. 18,3. See more in my Lex. New 
Test. in dvOev. * 
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10. The Apostle now procceds to adduce par- 
ticular examples of this turning back to the weak 
and ly elements just spoken of.—wapatnp. 
The full sense is, ‘ ye studiously observe,’ ‘strict 
keep.’ or the yu » he the — celebra ^ 
nutpat denotes nerally, espec. the 
Jewish Sabbaths. So Joseph. Antt. fi. 55, rap. 
Tat ifdoudar, comp. with xiv. 10, 25, wap. 
Thy TG» LaBBatrwv nuépav. If, however, with 
the Arabic Version, Wakef., Buttm., Chandl., 
and Scholz, we take the sentonce interrogatively, 
the reproof is stronger, and the expression more 
pointed: ‘Do ye then observe?’ &. But the 
declarative mode has more of dignity, and per- 
haps ey as has been evinced by Calv. 
and r. 

ll. T poßoŭua:, &c., Borger and Winer 
think there is a kind of attraction; buae, which 
belongs to the clause following, being thrown 
back to the ing one. Thus, by a ve 
common Grecism, it will mean, ‘I am afraid 
have bestowed on you labour in vain. Here, 
however, it is better not to resort to any such 
principle, since that would somewhat lower the 
sense, which is far stronger according to the usual 
manner of rendering. The ape first ex- 
presses that he is in great fear of them, and then 
subjoins the nature and eztent of that fear. This 
will espec. a , if we attend to the strict pro- 
priety of the idiom here; for the force of prjwrws 
with the Indicative is (as Winer observes) to 
show that the writer, or speaker, su the 
thing feared to have already taken place. So 
Thucyd. iii. 58, viv 32 poßoúu:ða, ph áudo- 
vipwy dua juaprixauev. Here, however, it is 
sufficient to understand * extreme fear of a thing, 
as almost sure to take place.’ 

12—16. ‘ Having thus justly reproved the in- 
constancy of the Galatians, the Apostle now sub- 
joins an exhortation, in which he most affection- 
ately adjures them to return to the right peth, 
and to imitate his example; reminding them of 
the time past, when they had most reverently 
and thankfully received the doctrine which he 
preached to them.’ (Schott.) 

12. yívscÓs we iyw, &c.] The exact import of 
these words has been somewhat disputed. Almost 
all the earlier modern Commentators (a Beza, 
Grot., Calv., Hyper., Morus, Wolf, and Whitby) 
take it to be, ‘love mo with the same affection as 
I do you While the ancient Interpreters in 

eral, and, of modern ones, Hammond, Dod- 
ridge, Rosenm., Semler, Koppe, Schleusner, 

Winer, and Schott, at xàyó we úuste supplying 
iyevéunv, assign this sense: ‘Follow my ex- 
ample, in — the law for the Gospel. I 
was once as zealous for the Jaw as you now are; 
bat now I live as do the Gentiles, and not as do 
the Jews. Do you, who are not Jews, but Gen- 
tiles, live in like manner, as men released from 
the law.’ Yet this requires great violence to be 

done to the words, and is liable to other objec- 
tions, which I have already etated. Considering 
the nature of the context, espec. vv. 15, 16, it 
cannot be doubted that some sentiment of deep 
affection is meant to be expressed in this very 
brief and therefore obscure address, wherein the 
entreaty it contains is evidently that of one de- 
siring continuance and reciprocity of affection on 
the part of another; comp. 2 Chron. xviii. 15. 
And taken in conjunction with ver. 16, we may 
regard the whole as an assurance that Ais love for 
them was unaltered, and an entreaty that theirs to 
him may be what it formerly was, and his now 
is. The transposition of the phrase of entreaty, 
áà:À pol, diouat bua», from the first part of the 
sentence, —which is its usual place, —to the last, 
strongly marks the pathos, in promoting which 
the ton has great force, a figure excel- 
lently treated of by Longinus, de Sublim. sect. 
xxii., where he says, that the hyperbaton is 
olovel xapax?)p ivaywviov málove ad10icra- 
Tos. For, he adds, ‘as those who are angry, 
indignant, or jealous, or suffering under any other 
strong affection, easily run into hyperbaton, so, 
in the best writers, excited feeling carries them 
to what are nature's works; for then is art per- 
fect when it seems to be nature.’ —Oùòév pe 
héixioare, q. d. * I have no grievous injuries to 
complain of at your hands, and therefore, in 
speaking so plainly as I must do, I am not ac- 
tuated by any — of resentment.” There is 
here, as Calv., Crell., and Hyper. point out, a 
pre-occupation of an objection. According to 
which view, the connexion of these with the 
following words may be thus traced: ‘I do not 
harbour resentment againet you, for any wrongs 
that you might be thought to have done me; on 
the contrary (di), I feel a disposition the very 
opposite, that of thorough good will, founded on 
pest experience." 

13. olara 82, &c.] According to the con- 
nexion above traced, the train of thought may 
be su I" to proceed thus: ‘On the other 
hand (8è), I feel nought but affection for you, — 
and, as ye know, on good grounds; for, when 
under much bodily infirmity, ye did not re- 
ject me, but” &c.—d:’ doOivetay rhs capKds, 
through, under, much infirmity of flesh, i.e. 

of body,’ viz. from the thorn in the flesh. Dr. 
Peile purposes to read à do@svelac, which 
would he very suitable, since it would be a 

it. of state, or situation, or affection, under 
which any thing is done. See Winer's Gr. Gr. 
New Test. p. 325, ed. 3. Schott, indeed, affirms, 
that of this use of the accus. examples are alto- 
gether wanting. I can, however, myself furnish 
one from Aristot. Mirab. Aus. C. 68, dia Tóv 
Astuwva. But I would not affirm that there 
may not be a corruption; and the terminations 
-ay and -ae are often confounded by the scribes. 

14. Tó» Xu pov tov iv +P e.) Most Expo- 
AA 
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sitors, ancient and modern, take this expression 
to refer to the ions and afflictions which 
Paul underwent. But to that interpretation 
insuperable objections have been urged b 
Whitby, Doddr., Mackn., and Borger, wit 
whom, and also Newcome and Iaspis, I would 
understand it to denote the same with the cor- 

trial called ‘the thorn in the flesh’ at 
Cor. xii. 7. The words watp. pov—ičovð. 

ove? éferr. mean, by a common I 
*ye did not set at nought and loathe me on 
account of my trial.'—iEeor. is a stronger term 
than éfov8. So JEechin. p. 31, ducyepalye: xal 
xarawris: Seopodoxias. The words œe d&yys- 
Aov Osov ié¥. do not (as most recent Commenta- 
tors suppose) merely denote ‘ receiving with 
respect; but also, and peroepe chiefly, *such an 
obedient admission of the Apostle's kaina as 
if they were promulgated by an angel of God,— 
nay, even Jesus Christ himself in person, and not 
by deputy:' and so Theon. Calv., Hyper., 
Bulling., Crell., and Est. There is a sort of 

imax, q.d. ‘ye were receiving my teaching in 
the Gospel, as coming by message from heaven; 
nay, as coming from a vice-gerent of Christ 
Jesus.” Tho Apostle could scarcely have failed 
in this peseage to call to mind the words of his 
Divine Master, as they are recorded in Matt. x. 
40. John xiii. 20, and which he probably had 
heard related by the Apostles Peter and John. 

15. ris—ipeov ;] men., Locke, Wolf, 
Doddr., Koppe, Borger, Winer, and Schleusner, 
rightly Sra d ge this as not meant to be š 
tory but ezclamatory. The full sense is: ‘ How 
great, accordingly, was Len] your congratula- 
tion of yourselves [in having such sn one for 
your teacher] l' thus implying what is expressed 
in the next words, * what an enthusiastically warm 
reception did you give me!—there was nothing 
you would not have dome for me.'——In rods 
plai pode vuv ¿EopúE. dv éexare there is a 
proverbial and — da a — 
not unfrequent in the Class. writers, denoting 
* the strongest affection ;' of which Wets. adduces 
numerous exx. So that what Paul means is, 
that they could willingly have sacrificed to him 
what was the very dearest, and most precious 
to them. Accordingly, it cannot justly be 
thought (as Conyb. supposes) to confirm the 
view of those who imagine Paul's malady to 
navo been some disease in the eyes. To extract 
the sense — by Conyb. requires great 
violence, the least of which is the fixing a strong 
emphasis on šu@v, ° your oron.’ 

16. The Apostle now deprecates any offence 
being taken at his free expostulation, as if the 
demonstration of ill-will. To tell the truth, he 
says, is the part of a /riend, not an enemy ; and 
should excite, not hostile, but friendly feelin 
* Am I become your enemy M speaking the 
truth to you, in other words, * by preaching to 

Jalse teachers, 

you faithful Gospel truth ? [by no means !j’ 
meaning to say, that be acts rather in the cha- 
racter of a reformer, than of an enemy. So 
Plato, P 471, ead perierat Svres, ov TOÀ Hio, 
with which comp. Thucyd. iv. 17, 3, AáBers ŝi 
avroie [Adyous, * words] uh *oXepnics (‘not 
as if coming from enemies") ovdi wt prow 
Uuas, GAAd hiir.. Qore seems to be used 
here, as occasionally in the Clase. writers, for 
drs, or Sowep, ‘as $ were; q. d. Am I be- 
come, as it were, your enemy, by speaking to 
you the truth ?*. The force of the Asyndetou, in 
€ = as ur is manifest. — As to the 
words . UV, itore are not agreed 
whether the sense be q bis txvisus, * the object 
of your hatred; or, vobis infestus, ‘one who 
bates you.’ The former seems preferable; but 
the latter is almost implied.—4&AnOsser ui», 
* by speaking to you the truth.’ 

7. There íi an — in this ah the 
next verse, occasion extreme ity, 
arising out pry at deli of the A ice 
a subject so personal to himself, which made 
him rather intimate his meaning than speak it 
fully out; and pertly from that union of point 
and antithesis which sometimes tends to darken 
the sense. The persons here spoken of are the 

who endeavoured to draw the 
Galatians to the observance of the Mosaic law 
in addition to thet of Christianity.—ZnAovow 
vuas. Some take this to mean, ‘they imitate 
your zeal for the Gospel.’ But it is best inter- 
preted by others, ambiunt, * they are paying you 
court. ’—où wxadws, i.e. ‘not with a in- 
— or ‘on proper principles ;' meaning (as I 
would understand it), *not from a real desire to 
promote your salvation, but from selfish motives 
and party feelings.” The explanation is much 
confirmed by the next words, which seem in- 
tended to be illustrative; and, viewed in that 
light, they need not have so perplexed the Ex- 
positors. The embarrasement, indeed, partly 
arose from the reading suas, introduced, or 
conjecture, by Beza, and transmitted into the 
Elzevir Edition and the t. rec. Though for this 
reading there is not any direct evidence; MSS., 
Versions, and Fathers, all uniting in vee, 
which I find in nearly all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies; and it has been very properly restored 
by all the recent Editors. lt was, in fact, dis- 
carded by Beza, merely from his not perceiving 
the sense of ix«Asica: (uas Or. just after, 
which is vot, as many interpret, ‘they desire to 
exclude you from the Church and salvation; 
but rather (as Winer explains), "they wish to 
separate you’ from following me, or from con- 
nexion with me, or (as Schott explains) from ail 
others (i.e. ‘who have abandoned the Mosaic 
law), in order to, as it were, monopolize you 
to themselves! The words Ya avrovs oN 
plainly mean, by the force of the antithesis, 
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€ that you may attach yourselves to them and 
their party.’ 

18. «ado» dà, &c.] A sentiment 
by ob xadwe just before. The difficulty com- 
plained of will vanish, if the words be considered 
ae formed of two sentences blended into ome. 
Thus the full sense will be, ‘ Zeal and attach- 
ment in a good cause is laudable; but it should 
be felt and shown — and not merely when 

tw Tam wth you (bu en, as now, absent from 

they stand, —a decor resting mainly with the 
term {nàovoðaı. If this be taken as a passive 
form (which the usage of language requires), we 
obtain & sentiment objectionable in itself, and 
not at all suitable to the subsequent words. Our 
common version, ‘ to be zealously affected,’ re- 
quires that we should suppose the form to be 
a middle, which there is no reason to think ever 
existed ; otherwise it would signify, ‘ to attach 
one's self to any one.’ Hence, I suspect, that 
for (niovoÜa. was written YnAwoaz, either as 
taken in a nexter sonso, ‘to feel zealous attach- 
ment ;' or, supposing an ellips. of riva, as un- 
derstood to denote, by a modest suppression, éué. 
And though not one of the MSS. seems to have 
thie reading, yet the Pesch. Syr. translator must 
have had it in his copy, since he renders the 
word in an active sense, which the middle form, 
did it exist. would not admit. Certain it is, that 
Gas and a@az are often confounded. It seems 
best to regard the clause rexvia—tuiv as a 

thetical one of exclamation (called forth 
y the recollection of the endeavour made to 

draw away their affections from him, ver. 17), 
and left unfinished, from pathos; see note supra 
ver. 12. The metaphor in &dlve is one frequent 
in St. Paul, and scarcely lees so in the Rab- 
binical writers, tbe term referring to the whole 
process of tion and formation in the womb, 
to which the words following, &xpie ob mopo. 
Xp. ¿v úpīv, are skilfully accommodated ; there 
being, as Theodor., Pisc., and Calv. observe, a 
metaphor derived from an š ect fous ; seo 
Theodor. The full sense, divested of the me- 
pon is, * the same anxiety, my dear children, 
which I formerly felt in converting you, I again 
feel (and shall feel] till the Christian doctrine 
and disposition be thoroughly formed in your 
minds ;’ ‘ until the very image of Christ be im- 

on your hearts.” The diminutive in 
lar is one of affection; see note on 1 John 
v. 21. 

20. ñQsÀAors è xwapestya,] The full sense is, 
* Bat I would that I were now present with you, 

o Gen. 16. 
15. & 31. 1, 9. 

17. 15— 

& 31.1, 3. 
Heb. 11. 11. 

that I might change my tone (i. e. adapt my lan- 
to circumstances); for [while absent] I 

am at a loss what to think of you.'— The sense 
of the words tal | xai åka: Thy pwvýv 
pov, is obscure, and disputed. Some take them 
to mean, ‘change my tone [to pratse instead of 
censure, which I cannot do], for 1 am in doubt 
about you ;' while others suppose it to mean, ° to 
alter and vary my tone,'—namelv, ‘ by accommo- 
dating my addresses, either for reproof or con- 
demnation, according to circumstances ; for while 
absent I am quite at a loss what to think of you 
(see John xiii. 22), whether you have been truly 
converted or not, and how to adapt my language 
to your real degree of merit or demerit; see 
] Cor. iv. 2]. e former interpretation is most 

ble to what : the latter, to what 
follows. And perhaps, considering bow pregnant 
in meaning every portion of St. Paul's writings 
is, we shall not be wrong in supposing that both 
these senses may have been in bis mind. in- 
terpretation is confirmed and illustrated by Phi- 
lostr. Vit. Apoll 1. iv. 20, uerafgaXó» Tov 
Tórov. Artem. On. ii. 20, áAAáccur thy 
povijy. 

21. The Apostle now turns to the Judaizers, 
and, resuming the refutation of their error, he 
proceeds to prove, M an allegorical interpreta- 
tion of & passage of the Old Test. respecting the 
two sons of Abraham, that Christians—whom he 
compares to Isaac (not Zshmael, whom he likens 
to the Jews in bondage to the law) —Aare liberated 
from the dominion of the law; and that the law 
has not any power to obtain justification ; q. d. 
* the former inherit by promise, the latter are in 
bondage.'—Tóv vóuov ovx áx. ; The sense seems 
to be, * Do ye not hear and know what is writen 
in the law, and what ye have heard read conti- 
nually in your ears?’ see Rom. ii. 13. Some 
recent Commentatore, however, explain, * Do 
not you attend to, nor understand the law [you 

fess to receive]?' Perhaps the latter sense 
may be admitted in conjunction with the former. 
As the error of the persons in question arose 
from a pin] Basi e of the scope and true 
intent of the Law, the Apostle now endeavours 
to remove their mistake by a reference to the 
Law, as found in Scripture, for the purpose of 
dion: &c] Th E 

yt£ypaT Tat yap, &c. e yàp may 
rendered. siswi. or i j A q.d. ‘The 
History of Abraham will illustrate what I mean 
to say, since it contains an apt emblem of the 
two covenants’ between which you are hesi- 
tating. 

28. xarà cápxa] ‘after the regular course 
of nature, In the antithetical words dia Ti 
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yevvaca, ifris éotiv " Ayap: 95 (ró yap "Aryap Zw Ópos ¿oi 

qHebis s. ép. rÀ "Apafia): cvarowet è tH viv ‘Iepovoadyp, Sovrevee Së 
> ^ 

$3.19 jerà TOY TÉkvov avri. 

ixayy. something is left to be supplied, and the 
full sense is, *[out of the common course of 
nature, and] by virtue of the promise made to 
Abraham.’ 

24. ätıvá torw ddXAyyopovueva) The full 
sense intended by the Apostle seems to be, 
‘which things admit of being [thus] allegorized, 
i. e. ‘accommodated symbolically to the case of 
the law and the Gospel.’ So Philo de Cherub., 
p. 143, says, Tà uiv XepouvBlu—otrwe ¿AÀAn- 
yopetras, i. c. ‘admit of being thus allegorized.' 
And so Clemens Alex. Protr. ii. and Porphyr. 
Vit. Pyth., p. 185, ddAAnyopounivwy xara 
rivas alveyuoós. It may, however, be meant, 
that they are to be considered as emblematical 
and typical,——namely, by the correspondence of 
type and antitype: a view of the sense sup- 
ported by Chrys. and Theophyl. So Bp. Marsh 
well observes, that * when St. Paul allegorized 
the history of the two sons of Abraham, and 
compared them with the two covenants, he did 
nothing more than represent the first as types 
the latter as their antitypes.’ I have not ound 
a&d\Any. elsewhere in the Passive voice, except 
in the gloss of Hesych., d\Anyopia’ äMo i 
wapd TÒ dxovouevoy Uwodsxviovca GA nyo- 
poóusvov. And Dr. Peile quotes the gloss for 
tllustration of the sense. But that is not to be 
derived from a confessedly corrupt passage. The 
words are, I doubt not, formed out of (wo glosses, 
which should be separated, and the words emended 
as follows: dAXnyopia’ Ao Tt wapa +ó vo- 
ovupevon vmod. The correction yoovjevoy 
] am enabled to confirm from the explanation of 
Chrys., irépwe voovusva, which is adduced on 
an enlarged scale by a glossator in Alberti thus: 
ditipws xaTá peTadpacty voobutva, wal ov 
Kata Tù» dvayvwow: also by a e in an 
epistle of Pherecyd. to Thales, preserved in Diog. 
Laert. l. i. 122, deca è dv imı\iyæ (° you may 
select’) 00A ovyéwr, Tà GÀ Aa Xp vost, dravra 
yap alvícaouat, where, for the manifestly cor- 
rupt O«oXoy£or, Tà, I propose the reading Oco- 
Aoyíorra, ANa, &c. At Oeod. suppl. evy- 
ypáupaa, theological writings. At adX\a yp) 
vorty some words essential to the sense are lost, 
but which may be gathered, at least in substance, 
from the winds following. Read and point thus: 
aAa xph, [A à — vosiy’ marta yap 
alvigcoua. All those glosses were evidently 
elus from Chrysost. and other Greek Fa- 
thers, 

25. I have now pointed (as in my smaller Gr. 
Test), ula uiv ded ópovs Xwa—irris deriv 
"Ayap' (Tò yàp "Ay. Zw. ópos laiv iv +z 
'ApaBla): avoroyxet è Tg viv "Iep., and ren- 
der thus: ‘One [covenant] from Mount Sinai, 
bringing forth children unto bondage, which is 
Agar [now the word Agar is (i.e. denotes) in 
Arabia Mount Sinai], and ranges in the same 
row with Jerusalem that now is (i. e. as it is in 
its present state), and is, with her children, in 
bondage (ver. 26); but the Jerusalem on high 

$6 q; 66 dvo 'IepovcaN)u éXevOépas 

(paimo) , as opposed to the lower, or terrene ; see 
eb. xii. 22) 1s free, and ¿kis Jerusalem (viz. the 

New Covenant) is the mother of us all’ That 
"Ayap was an appellation of Sinai among the 
people of the surrounding country, wo have the 
testimony of Chrysost. and the ancient Com- 
mentators, which is also confirmed by the ac- 
counts of modern travellers. And it might well 
have it, since vn in Arabic signifies a rock, or 
rocky mountain; and as Sinai is rema 
such, it might be xar’ éEoyny called T6" Ayap, 

26. ù òè dvæ 'Isp.) meaning, figuratively, the 
Christian Church, the : i 
that new and perfect etate, which it will assume 
at the coming of the Messiah. —iA «vOépa, ‘free ;° 
viz. from espiritual T MÁTE T árrow 
Suc, i.e. of all true believers; all, whether 
Jews or Gentiles, forming one common ‘ Israel of 
God.’ Gal. vi. 16.—IIarroev, however, is want- 
ing in 6 uncials, and 5 cursives, and in several 
Versions and Fathers, and is cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. It may bo 
an eal aa but tho Apostle (as Winer 
observes) is accustomed to join rmávres with 
?)usie, Or Dueie; as Gal. iii. 28, 2 Cor. i 3. 
vii. 15. Phil. i. 4. Though as that is net 
agreeable to the usage of tho Class. writers, it 
might therefore be removed by the early Critics, 
especially, in so few MSS. as eleven (for I find 
the aárrow» in all the Lamb. and Mus. per 
it might be lost from variety of position ; for 
have observed that when was and the Pronoun 
come together, there is almost always a variety 
of porinan (so here in 3 ancient Greek Fathers 
and one Version we have ĝua» TürTrev), and 
generally an omission of one or other of the two 
words. It was read by Macarius, by Cyrill. of 
Jer. Cat. 118, by Euseb. Comm. on lea., by 
Theodor., by Irenæus, Jerome, and Primasius. 
That the word should have been obtruded into 
nearly all the copies from a marginal scholium 
is very improbable. I do not doubt that it came 
from the Apostle; and even Estius is fain to 
abandon his reverend Valg., and truly remarka, 
* Videtur Apostolus hac universali nota signifi- 
care voluisse magnam fidelium Novi Testa- 
menti multitudinem ex gentibus collectam et 
colligendam, atque ita etiam Galatas esse filios 
colestis Jerusalem, ac proinde liberos. Eo 
namque pertinet probatio sequens de multis 
filiis; Calvin has bere an able note, in which, 
‘inter alia, after considering tho dyes 'Isp., as 
the Church of God, he adds, * habet enim semen 
vite incorruptibile apud se depositum, quo noe 
format, fovet in utero, edit in lucem ; habet 
cadem lac et cibum, quo procreatos perpetuo 
alit.’ He adds, ‘see, then, why the Church is 
called the mother of the faithful :' * Et sane qui 
recusat esse Ecclesia filius, Deum frustra Patrem 
babere expetit; neque enim, nisi per Ecclesise 
ministerium, Deus sibi filios generat, et tollit, 
donec adolescant, et perveniant ad virilem usque 
etatem. Hence it is clear how the case stands 
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éari», iris dork pýrnp [vávrov| uâ. ?!'wyéypamras yáp' rie s 
Evdpavdnrs, aTcípa 0 oU rixTovoa píüfov kal Bón- Tis. 
cov, Ñ ovk wdivovca GT, Tora Tà TÉkva THS éprjuov 
[4 GXXovy 3) THS éxovo ns TOV avdpa B Jue Se, dBeXdol, s Rom.9.7, 
kaTà 'loaáàx, émaryyeXías Tékva eopév. 9 '' AD’, Gorrep Tore taen. n.o. 
6 xarà aápxa «yevynÜcis eSiwxe Tov xarà Trveüua, oUro xai viv. 
30 *' ANd Tí Neyer 1) ypadyn ; “ExBare rHv wacSlaxny kal sm. 
TOV viov avTHS, où yap pù KANPOVOLNOD ò viós THs 
wWatdtaKns peta ToU viod THs éXevOÓépas. 91" Apa, aded- 
oi, ouk dopey trawdionns Téxva, GAA THs éX cu0épas. 

as to the reading. Tho A 
have been content with writing nuay, but, for 
the reason suggested by Estius, he added aáv- 
tev. But the Critics, ear too dull to perceive 
the resson, removed the word as useless. 

27. sippavOnr: —dvépa} This is quoted 
exactly from the Sept. Version of Isaiah liv. ], 
which, in its literal sense, represents the Jewish 
state, though then labouring under great distress, 
as to be hereafter restored to its pristine glory. 
But it is, we find by the Apostle's application, to 
be referred, at least in a sublimer sense, to the 
— 1 Church. With — 
to t , the expression orsipa 
ov rixr. is to be adesioni of- the Christian 
Church, in a great measure composed of Gentiles ; 
and Tie kyovons TOv dvdpa, of the Jewish 
Church. tipa is brought in with reference to 
the barrenness of the antitype Sarah.—woAAa— 
&rópa. Render: ‘many more are the children 
of the deserted and neglected. than of her who 
had a husband.’ In iy. Tróv dydpa there is an 
allusion to the fe ity which may be expected 
to result from the circumstances described.— 
ápriuov has reference to the desertion of Sarah by 
Abraham, to cohabit with Hagar, who is there- 
fore meant by ri ix dvdpa. ‘The Gentile 
world (says Dr. Chandler) 18 here —— 
as a forsaken un ied woman [rather as a 
neglected unmarried, or a forsaken married 
woman. Ep.,] because the Gentiles were not con- 
stituted the Church of God, nor taken into a 
special covenant with him, but were nerally 
abandoned to idolatry and vice. And she is 
ordered to shout for joy for that happy alteration 
which God intended to make in her circum- 
stances, by espousing her to himself, and giving 
her at length a more numerous posterity than 
the marriod wife, viz. than the Church of the 
Jews, could ever boast of, who are represented as 
betrothed to God, because they were under his 
peculiar protection, and brought into a special 
covenant with him.’ 

28. Here the Apostle adverts to the promise 
of offspring held out to the heavenly Jerusalem ; 
i c. the Christian Church; q. d. ‘If you would 
know who it is that are meant by the prophet, it 
is we Christians ; we are the iara-yysAas tTixva 
(for ra Tíxva Tà OD A RR children di- 
vinely promised, not xara odpxa, like the Jews,’ 
Rom. ix. 8; see also supra iii. 14.—»xa-à& 'Ic., 
* after the similitude or example of Isaac.’ 

29. “ Here the Apostle, adhering to the same 
similitude, adds, that ‘as Ishmael vexed Isaac, 
so do tho Jews persccute the Christians.’” 

postle, we see, might 

n aA 1 V. 1 Tj tiet 
(Borger.) It was not, however, done merely to 
trace another point of eoincidence, but to t 
that Christians are not to be surprised at similar 
persecution, from a similar cause, —ervy; but 
may yet comfort themselves with reflecting, that 
the persecution of Ishmael did not prevent Isaac 
from being the free-born son of Abraham, and 
the persecutor's superior. ‘ As one Chand- 
ler) being born after the flesh, and after the Spire 
are Asi lr dei Vr bers oe the irit 
must mean, Isaac's being born in a peculiar 
manner, by the extraordinary influence of tho 
Spirit and power of God.'—4.cxe will here do- 
note * injurious treatment of every kind, both in 
deeds and words.’ And although the Mosaic 
history records only one instance of insulting 
treatment, —namely, on Ishmael mocking Sarah, 
when she weaned Isaac (see Gen. xxi. 9, 10); 
et when we consider the — which 
th Hagar and Ishmael must have felt on the 

birth of Isaac, it was not unnatural for them to 
feel ill-will, and skow it on every occasion to the 
real heir of the promise. 

80. dd\AG ti Adyes ñ ypaph; "Ex8.] This is 
meant to indicate that the consequence of unbelief 
and disobedience, in the case of the Jewish 
Church, will be correspondent to that in the case 
of the antitype Hagar; viz. the being cast out 
from the presence and favour of , and ex- 
eluded from salvation. 

31. dpa, adéeAgoil, &c.] The Apostle here, 
through delicacy, does not fully express, but only 
hints at, the conclusion to be made, —simply ex- 
pressing what may serve to it; q.d. * We 

lievers, then, whether Jews or Gentiles, are 
not in the state I have represented by Hagar, 
but by Sarah; consequently, we are not under 
bondage to sin and death, but are free from them 
by Christ, being alone heirs of the promisee.'— 
For dpa, Lachm. and Tisch. edit 3:4, from three 
uncial, and a few cursive MSS. (to which I can 
make no addition); but wrongly ; since internal 
evidence strengthens external authority in favour 
of &pa, which is often so used by St. Paul in 
ratiocination. That the Pesch. Syr. Translator 
had dpa in his copy is plain. 

V. Having set forth their Christian liberty, 
the Apostle subjoins, by way of inference, that 
they should stedfastly continue in, and maintain, 
the exercise of that liberty from the yoke of the 
law, which Christ had bestowed on them. 

1. There is here an inference from the pre- 
ceding; and, therefore, this verse ought not to 
have commenced a new chapter. —orrix. iv is 
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éXevOepía [otv], 3 Xpwrrós ñus nrevlépwoe, oTHxeTe, Kai u 
mad vy Sovreias évéyea0e. 2182, eyo Tlatdos Xéyo vty 
ór,, day mepvréuvnaÜe, Xpurrós tpas ovdey oeXjoe. 3 pap- 
TUpoua, Šë TMy mavti avOpwr@ tepirepvopéve, Sts operrérns 
éoriy SNov Tov vopov Tou)ca, * Karnpyn@nte amo tov Xpe- 
otoù oiTwes é voum Sixawicbe tis ydpitos éferécate. 

bsa 5 b Tuco yap IIvevpars èr 

equiv. to the Class. jupníysuy.— EvíyxsoQa is 
neraly explained by «xparsie@s. word 

A used properly of baog M held by — nets, 
&c.; but is eon metaphorically employed; as 
ávíy 109a. iv vépore, ° to be held in obedience to 
the laws." The ¿s may have reference to the 
insertion of the neck in a noose, or yoke; and 
thus the sense will be, ‘do not again thrust your 
neck into the yoke of bondage [to the aml: 
Sec 2 Cor. xi. 4.—Here there are two remarkable 
var. lectt., but manifestly inferior to the com- 
mon one. The origin of both readings has been 
evinced by Rinck to have been mere error, or the 
emend didi audacia of the early Biblical Criti 
some of whom appear to have been displ 
with the position of the od», and changed it, 
though (as in many other cases) for the worse. 
From this change of position Griesb. irrationally 
concluded that it ought to have place wo where / 
and he cxt & out (as Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
have done after him) ; though without any com- 
petent authority, and notwithstanding that tho 
sentence is thus deprived of what shows its 
sco 
* ¿ye II. Xdyo, &c.] This mention of his 

mame may be meant (as at Eph. iii. 1, and 
2 Cor. x. 1) to give weight and authority to 
what is about to be said. But it seems also 
intended to contrast his doctrine with that of the 
false teachers; nay, as some think, what he 
reully teaches with what he is by certain persons 
represented ss teaching. The li, ‘eee to d; 
mind |^. hints at the great importance of what he 
is going to say, which forms the first among the 
several reasons adduced why he wishes them to 
stand fast in their Christian liberty, and that 
from the detriment with which its loss 
would be attended. Eàv wepirin., i.e. * if ye 
undertake the ritual law,'—namelv, as necessary 
to justification, expecting to be justified thereby ; 
for the words, as Chandler shows, have reference 
not to the Jews, who submitted to the rite as a 
national constitution (or mode of entering into 
covenant with God), but to the Gentiles be- 
coming circumcised.—Xpioros uae ovdiv wps- 
Arce, * Christ will gen you nothing. Calvin 
on these words rightly observes, that ‘the Apos- 
tle here does not (as at Rom. iv. 11) touch on 
the institution of God (the rite of circumcision), 
but only treats on the figment of the peeudo- 
apostles, who pretended that circumcision was an 
opus meritorium, and so commended the obeerv- 
ance of the law, that circumcision might be the 
commencement of its profession. He then 
on to say that circumcision was enjoined by God 
only for a time. Accordingly, after the comin 
of Christ, that sacrament, divinely instituted, had 
already ceased, because baptism had succeeded in 
its place. Then, in order to show how strikingly 
the doctrine of the Papisis coincides with that 

miorews ¿Mrió6G Sicawovvns amex- 

of the false es here impugned by St. Paul, 
e -— rve n * the — trul 
and sincerely recei are properly not 
of men, but T Ce For in baptism and the 
su of the Lord we are not agents ; we [only] 
oer ourselves to God for the receiving of his 
grace. Therefore baptism is, as ws, an 
opis passivum, for we ur ing 

ith, which hath all ningi aid up in Christ. 
ut ne do the Papists — — tho 

cy of an — y which men may 
before-hand meri e of God. What else 
do they but extinguish the truth of the sacra- 
ment? We [Protestants], however, retain bap- 
tiem and the Lord's supper, because Christ in- 
tended there should be a perpetual use thereof. 
But thoee impious absurdities we, as it is right 
we should, utterly reprobate.’ 

9. uepripouat ài TAN) t And moreover, I 
solemnly declare; a use of uaprépoua: similar 
to that at Acts xx. 26. See note. The expres- 
sion wade» does not imply repetition, but is 
here, as often, a continuative icle, connecting 
circumstances which relate to the same subject. 
The verse is meant to further confirm the former 
one, and to intimate the reason for what might 
seem a harsh restriction.—dgadréirnc iori, 
meaning, ‘is morally bound to the performance 
of' So the expression is used Rom. viii. 12, 
where see note. By this it is intimated that 
circumcision, like baptism, binds the person who 
undergoes it to the other rites of the religion 
undertaken; and that thus the undergoing cir- 
cumcision is a virtual abandonment of Chris- 
tianity. 

4—6. Here the Apostle shows why circum- 
cision, with the tation of being justified, 
must exclude from Chriat.—xarnpy. áró T. X., 
meaning, ‘are separated from Christ, * have re- 
nounced your interest in him.’ The true sense 
of this peculiar expression is lit, ‘you have 

company, have become from 
brist;' perhaps a metaphor taken from a ship 

which has from the tow-line, has let go its 
hold by it. The meaniag is, in other words 
* your nal interest in him has become null 
and void.'—OixaiovcOs, ‘ye are being justified, 
seeking to be justified.” Tbe seme idea is fol- 
lowed up in the next words, rit xápvros iEewé- 
cars, of which the sense is, * ye have lost hold 
of the [covenant of] ye have ceased to 
have a al interest in it." The metaphor is 
taken from a thing which, for want of care to 
keep hold of it, slips from one's grasp; as a tow- 
line, or a rope thrown out to save a sinking 

5, 6. due dwexdsydusOa. 'E> yà , 6. ñuste yap— dwexdsyousOa. e. 
&c.] These two verses should not have 
separated, since they form but one sentence, and 
ought to be pointed (as they were long ago in 
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SeyóueÜa. 9 *'Ev yàp Xpiote ‘Inaod obre mepiropý Ti toyver, oche 16. 
otre axpoSvotia, GANA miotis Oi ayámns évepryovuévn. 74 Erpé- 1 Cor. 7, 19. 

R. Stephens's edition O miri ): 'Hyusis yap 
esr Y oueOa’ iv — 

5. In this verse we Pas as heat and H T. 
show, a occupation of an objection : at, 
then, is there Lu use in circumcision?' The 
Apostle shows that those are aiming at an ab- 
surdity who think that both religions may be 
conjoined, and wish to be accounted Christians, 
even though they seek to attain justification by 
an obedience to the law. This he does by tacitly 
contrasting the carnal with the spiritual faith. 
In short, his great object is, as Hyper. observes, 
that ‘of more fully sapianu oH he had said 
on justification by ^ Calv., Bulling., 
Muse., and Crell, who have ably treated on the 

and have, I think, made it clearly appear 
that [Ivevuar: is not, as it is by Chrys., Theo- 
phyl., CEcumen., and most modern Expositor, 
to be understood of the influence of the Holy 
Spirit, but is to be taken in the sense spirit, as 
opposed to the letter or carnality of the law; 
meaning that * justification is seated in faith, and 
espec. obtained after a spiritual manner. The 
two arguments, at 9ueis yap, &c., and ¿y ya 
XpioTo, are each introduced by a yap, whic 
Particle in the former case is rendered vero by 
Musc., and bat by Mackn. And certainly yap 
is sometimes, though rarely, taken by interpreters 
as standing for dé. But, in such a case, it is 
better to suppose & reference to words suppressed, 
as in Thucyd. iv. 3, 2. Accordingiy, the sense 
will bo in the present : *[But such is 
not, I trust, the case with us], FoR we, &.— 
In éAwida dwexd. we have not a mere pleo- 
nasm, but rather a very strong mode of ex 
sion, to denote ‘anxious longing after, full ex- 
pectation of any thing, and reliance on its ap- 

The latter ie pointed out by Caloin 
alone; and the former alone by Hyper. 

6. iv yap Xp.] q. d. ‘I say in faith, and faith 
only; for, &. Here we have, as Hyper. shows, 
a reason why they should confidently expect jus- 
tification by the Spirit, and that deduced from 
the exalted nature of faith. To" preclude, how- 
ever, the supposition, that a bare faith was meant, 
the Apostle cautiously subjoins the limitation à, 
ayamrne ivsoy., meaning, what — itself, 
exerts ite efficacy in action, as opposed to mere 
speculation; what is operative, as opposed to 
what produces no fruits; see 1 Thess. ii. 13.— 
Svepyouudvn. It has been not a little debated 
amon itors whether this should be re- 

rded as of the Passive or of the Middle voice. 
he early modern Commentators generally, and, 

of later ones, Grot, Rosenm., Borger, Schott, 
and Peile, adopt the latter view. According to 
this, we may best render by ‘ Si,’ ‘ shows 
itself, evidences its presence, in love,’ i. e. in acts 
of love. Of those, on the other hand, who take 
the word in a Passive sense, there are Est., 
Hamm., Whitby, Schoettg., Bp. Bull, and Din- 
dorf in Steph. Thes. in v. Edit. Par. It is, 
indeed, asserted by Est. and Bp. Bull, that the 
word is scarcely ever used as a Middle form, 
even in the Class. writers, They might, perbape, 
have said never, except as a Deponent. I have, 
in my Lex New Test., shown that in the pas- 
sages of Polyb., adduced by Dr. Robinson in his 

9.34 ch. 3.1 

Lex., the words are of the Passive form, as they are 
in the of Aristot. de Mundo, and another 
of Jos. Antt. xv. 5, 3. That Schoettg. explains it 
as & Middle form, must have been from want of 
due consideration, since he has, in his note on 
] These. ii. 13, said that *as often, at least in 
St. Paul, as dvepyziota: occurs in the New 
Test, a passive signification is proper to be re- 
tained.' In all the passages of St. Paul a Passive 
sense (as Est. has shown) is either prominent, or 
quite Leaps ot as indeed is the case in James 
v. 16. And this view is supported by the Pesch. 
Syr. In Eph. iii. 20, and Col. i. 19, it may be 
doubtful which of those forms (Pass. or Middl. 
Reflex.) should be supposed. Here, however, 
the Passive is greatly preferable, and is supported 
by the judgment of antiquity, since not only the 
aloe ancient Versions confirm it, but the inter- 
——— of Chrys., Theophyl., and CEcumen. 
om and Theophyl. explain évspysira: by 

woa delxyura, ‘is evidenced to a living 
aith,' as said in opposition to a dead faith, spoken 
of James ii. 26. And so Est.—than whom no 
one has better (if so well) treated of the true 
force of évepysira:—explains thus: * Sed fides 
per caritatem animata, acta, mola, tncitata ad 
opus, q. d. quas per caritatem constituitur in actu, 
quamque caritas non sinit esse torpentem. Cari- 
tas enim est velut ignis, anima, spiritus, inflam- 
mans, vivificans, impellens fidem, qua sine cari- 
tate frigida, mortua est." 

7. Having opened out the true nature of the 
Gospel, and sbown that it cannot stand with the 
Law, the Apostle takes occasion to express his 
amazement that the Galatians should in any 
degree have deserted it; and inveighs against 
the false teachers, by whose evil persuasions 
alone they had been induced to swerve from the 
right course of Evangelical liberty; to which 
however, he expresses & hope that they will 
return. The scope of the passage is mae traced 
by Hyper. and Calv., who show that few and 
brief as are the —— employed to bring 
beck the erring Galatians, ay are most judi 
ciously selected, as being those highly calculated 
to work upon them, and fully effect the purpose 
in view. Paul first proceeds upon & comparison 
of their former state with their present one; and 
that (as Calv. observes) in order that, by the 
sense of shame, they may be induccd to return 
to the way from which they bad departed.— 
iTrpíysTs kaas, ‘ye were running well; i.e. 
going on prosperouely in your Christian course 
of faith and obedience. Heb. xii. 1, comp. 
with 1 Cor. ix. 24. Eph. ii. 10. An agonistic 
metaphor (see note on ver. 22, and ] Cor. ix. 24), 
suggested by the term ifewicare at ver. 4, and 
meant to suggest the necessity of continued zeal 
and energy.— Evixoys. The common reading 
here is dvixowe, ‘hath checked you in your 
course, ‘hindered you ;' i. e. ‘hath retarded, hin- 
dered.' Now this reading is well sustained by 
examples, and might be admitted ; but, as all 
the best MSS., including the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies, and many Versions and Fathers, have 
ivéxowe, which yields quite as good a sense, and 
one more le to the foregoing metaphor, it 
is preferable, and has been adopted by all the 
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Critical Editors. In deference to whose Judg- 
ment I have received it, though with some hesi- 
tation. In such a case as this, the letters a and 
e being perpetually confounded by the scribes, 
in evidence has weight, and can alone 
decide,—and that is quite in favour of dvíx., — 
for évéx., taken in the sense which, as I have 
shown, it must bear, would be far too strong a 
term for the occasion ; for those whom the A 
tle here addresses were not quite cut off in their 
course; but were only grievously impeded in 
running, being ‘sore let and hindered’ by the 
false notions above adverted to. The metaphor 
seems ono taken from a racer, who is hampered 
in his course, either by superfluous clothing, or 
the ill-man endeavours of certain by-standers 
and profi well-wishers to aid him. With the 
present compare the expression uh dvéysots, 
supra, ver. l. In my Lex. New Test., in dva- 
xowro, I have adduced exx. of this sense of 
dvax. from Polyen., Plut., and Appian, and have 
proved that propriety of language, as to construc- 
tion, almost demands dvax., for ¿virose would 

uire the dat. nuty. P 
"t 4 wesopovn—xadovvros vãs] The sense 
to be assigned to this verse depends on the inter- 
pretation of the two terms (both disputed as to 
their import) wesopovy, and rov cad. With re- 
spect to the former, very difficult is it to fix that 
on any certain proof, because the word is a term 
of such rare occurrence. Besides the pes- 
sage it has only been found in G. Pachym., p. 64. 
Just. Martyr, p. 87. Apollon. de Syntaxi, p. 195, 
and the Lexicographers Hesych. and Zonar. It 
muy mean either ibility, the disposition to 
be easily persuaded (equiv. to aóseí0sta), or the 
state of mind resulting therefrom,—namely, per- 

ness, persuasion of mind, which Chrys. and 
Theophyl. meant when explaining it by +ó rel- 
@sc0a. The latter interpretation has most su 

rt from the usus loquendi, as far as the little 
fight we have goes; and it i "on agreeable to 
the context, espec. as regards the paronomana 
between May. CAN and wreropovs. Of the other 
term ToU xaXouvros, I am now of opinion that 
the best explanation is that by which it is re- 
ferred to God ; and this derives strong confirma- 
tion from supra, i. 6, Óavuá(o Sr:—peratidecbe 
á*ró oV kahisavrot buas, iv xapits Xpsorov, 
sls repov svayyéXsov, where ToU xaAécarros 
—Xpicrou forms a fuller and more developer 
as compared with the shorter, and therefore less 
clear expression here employed. The term is 
one not unfrcquently used of Him by whom be- 
lievers are ‘called to be saints.” See Rom. ix. 
11. 1 Cor. vii. 17. Gal. i. 15. Col. i. 12. 1 Thess. 
ii. 12. iv. 17. v. 24. 2 Tim. i. 9. 1 Pet. i. 15. 
ii. 9. v. 10. 2 Pet. i. 8, though in one or two of 
those passages it may be doubtful whether God 
the Father, or Christ the Son, be meant. Cer- 
tainly there was uo reason for Chandler and 
Mackn. to have so decidedly urged a reference 
to the Apostle himself here—a reference which 
has, besides others, the objection of its involving 
a certain want of modesty; for it were surely 
not befitting one even so high as this chief 
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Apostle, to express what Mackn. lays down as 
the sense intended, ‘ that ye are so soon removed 
from me who called you.’ Calv. has shown how 
very suitable to the argument carrying on is the 
other reference to which I have now given 
preference ; and Est., besides adopting it, shows 
that there is a tacit allusion to the opposite to ó 
Oade,—namely, ó &iáfoAos, the author of all 
h and schism. 

9. Here we have, as Hyper. observes, a second 
argument, and that from the danger of the course 
in question. This is enforced by a proverbial 
saying, employed supra at 1 Cor. v. 6, where see 
note. With respect to the application here, many 
refer it to the false teachers; q.d. ‘a few false 
teachers may corrupt the whole congregation ;° 
see 2 Tim. i. 17. hile others refer it to the 
false doctrine which maintained the necessity of 
circumeision, and such a partial observance of 
the law as those Judaizers might then be content 
to enjoin. This is preferable; for the Apostle 
means by the proverbial saying, uiwpá Youn, 
used also at | Cor. v. 6, to intimate that the giving 
way to principles involving even trifling points, 
would quite corrupt their Christian soundnese 
in doctrine, and make the Gospel of none effect. 

10. iy% riwoða—Kvpiw] This is intended 
to soften the harshness of the preceding expres- 
sions, by an assurance of some remaining confi- 
dence in them; for we have here (as Hyper. re- 
marks) ‘an à spe, sive à bona ex- 
pectatione, ‘as for me, I, &c. The iyd is 
emphatic: ‘I, for my part, &e. II£moda— 
Kupies may mean, either ‘I have confidence in 
ou, through the goodness and assistance of the 

Lord ;’ or rather, ‘I trust in the Lord concern- 
ing you.’ Perhape, however, both senses are 
intended: q. d. ‘1 trust in the Lord [relying on 
his help], and I place confidence in you.'—ovói» 
&XXo $por. Here there is something left to be 
supplied ; probably. as often, from modesty. It is 
not agreed amohg Expositors, whether the words 
mean, ‘that you will be of the same opinion as 
myself, —namely, on tho subject of this Epistle; 
or, ‘that you will entertain no principlee con- 
trary to the doctrine I taught you.’ The former 
is preferable, espec. as the latter sense merges 
into the former.—ó ĉi rapaccwy ù., ‘ however, 
he that troubleth you ;' or rather, * an 

ou ;' as if that was all he could do, — 
not teach them. So Galen, rapdrrovrat móvov 
tobe parOdvovras, dtdacxovret 82 ovdiy. The 
use of the singular will not prove that there was 
no more than one false teacher; since it may be 
used collectively. Yet the Apostle scems to 
lance at one, the principal them; and by 
ore dv Ú we may infer, that he was a person 

of some consequence.—flacr. +Ó xp. may bo 
rendered, ‘shall, or will, bear the blame, and (by 
implication) suffer the punishment [suitable to 
his offence],' whether excommunication, or the 
infliction of bodily disease. See Matt. xxiii. 13. 
Rom. xiii. 2. To advert to a matter of criticiem. 
Olsh. notices the want of some connexive Par- 
ticle, whereby, he says, the separate sentences 
have an indeterminateness as to the context. 
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Prof. Schott, too, notices the too t abrupt- 
ness; and they both seem to have thought some 
Particle wanting; not perceiving that the asyn- 
deton here is quite in place, and imparts no little 
gravity to assurance. The ancient Critics 
though a Particle was wanting, and, as usual, 
kindly furnished one de suo; of which we have 
vestiges in the reading of C, F, G, and 4 cur- 
sives (Scholz adds et alii; but I cannot find 
them). However, it was brought into the text 
by Lachm., with singular d«picia, of which we 
have, alas! perpe instances. He ought to 
have seen that internal evidence is as strong as 
external the Particle, which was evi- 
dently not in the copies used by the Pesch. Syr. 
Translator. 

ll. ¿yo di, &c.] The connexion is, * But to 
advert to the doctrine which 7, for my part, really 
do hold, if (as my accusers allege) I yet, or 
still, &e. The repetition in £v: has great force, 
as serving to antithesis. The Apostle here 
giances, by example, at one of tho grossest 
calumnies respecting him, disseminated by the 
Ò Tapdecoev and his partizans, —namely, that he 
had, on some occasions, and when it suited his 
interest, preached the necessity of circumcision, 
or, at least, had allowed it to some other 
Churches; — while to the Galatians he inter- 
dicted it—irs, ‘even yet; i.e. after having 
become a Christian, and Apostle of the Gentiles. 
* If I yet, as they say, preach [the necessity of] 
circumcision [to justification] +í dre @Q(@xK.; 
‘how is it that I am ?' viz., by 
the Jews and Judaizers. The Apostle means to 
argue, that his being yet under such furious per- 
secution from the Jews was a decided proof that 
he did sof preach circumcision and the law. If 
that be the case (dpa), then xatipy. Tó axdv- 
óaAov T. e., ° the chief matter at which offence 
is taken [by the persons in question, Jews and 
Judaizers} (namely, that salvation was only to 
be obtained by believing in the Messiabship of 
one who was crucified) is done away; q. d. 
* then persecution would have ceased, [but t has 
sot] By cravpov is meant ‘the doctrine of 
the sacrifice of Christ on the croes,' and tho 
necessity of that sacrifice for the salvation of 
men. And as by this death not only eternal 
salvation was precured, but deliverance from 
the burdensome ceremonies of the Mosaic law 
was effected, —it ie no wonder that such a doc- 
irme should have been a stumbling-block to the 
ews. 
12. Sedov xal dwondyy. ol dvacrat. ù.] 

These words have given rise to no littlo discus- 
sion among Commentators. The ancient ones 
almost universally, and many of the most emi- 
nent moderne, recognize a sarcastic paronomasia 
between wepitipvectas and avokóvyactu: : 
q. d. * I would that they, who are so fond of cir- 
cumcising, would not only circumcise, but even 
cut off the parts usually circumcised.” But thus 
tho action is sumos to be voluntarily ne 
formed. Yct I agree with Erasm., Crellius, 

Elsner, Whitby, and others, that this sentiment 
has too much of bitterness and levity (not to 
say "aaa to be supposed likely to have 
come from St. Paul (even with all the allowance 
which Koppe, Borger, and Schott justly claim 
for the change of manners, and difference of 
ideas between ages so`distant as St. Paul's and 
our own); espec. as we find no approach to any 
thing like a coarse joke elsewhere in his writings, 
though penned under equally great ‘commotion 
of miad.’ For in the passage of Phil. iii. 2, we 
have only a paronomasia between xaraTouw 
and wep:rou. Of the other interpretations pro- 
posed, only fwo seem to merit attention; 1. that 
of Elsner, Koppe, Newcome, and others, who 
take the sense to be, ‘may they be cut off b 
some disease, or even suffer perdition from God !* 
But that yields a sentiment even less suitable to 
the character of the Apostle, and, as Schott re- 
marks, had this been the sense, the Apostle 
would have used another expression, and not 
dwox.; see l Cor. xvi. 22. v. 5. 2ndlv, That 
of Piscator, Estius, Crellius, Hyper., Whitby, 
Chandler, Doddridge, Jortin, Michael, Iaspis 
and others, who assign the following sense: d 
would that they were even cut off from your 
society by excommunication, or would cut them- 
selves off, by leaving it; and thus were pre- 
vented from giving you any further trouble ;’ 
which has much semblance of truth; for the 
ellipsis of aq’ busy is very mild, and like that 
at iv. 17, 30. And the use of the future middle 
for future passive is by no means uncommon. 
The construction with a future Zndieat. for Infi- 
nit. is indeed rare; but examples are adduced 
from Arrian and Aristenetus. Finally, the un- 
commonness of the word ts this sense may be 
sufficiently tolerated from the paronomasia ; see 
note supra v. 8. With respect to the allusion, it 
is certainly wot (as Dr. Burton su ) to 
ivéxoiys at ver. 7, but rather to the thing in 
question, $spcTrou), which at Phil. iii. 2, the 
Apostle contemptuously calls xaravous. This 
last interpretation is confirmed by the Apostle 
having alluded to excommunication at i. 8, 9, and 
by a similar e of 1 Cor. v. 6, 7, adduced 
by Whitby and Chandler, where having said, as 
here, ‘a little leaven leaveneth the whole Jump.’ 
— * Purge out — tho old paren 

away you person.’ e 
Aporte wishes that ¢hey would do it, rather than 
feels disposed himself to order it to be done (as 
in 1 Cor. v. 1—5. ix. 13), because (as observes 
Scott) * the infection had spread so wide in the 
Churches of Galatia, the persons to bo censured 

so great influence, and so very many 
were concerned in some degree, that there was 
little p except by the intervention of 
miracles, that such a command would be obey- 
ed.' Besides, the Apostle could not well com- 
mand tho Galatians to excommunicate the false 
teachers,—their conduct not being of the soan- 
dalous nature of that of the incestuous person 
among the Corinthians. 
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13. Having vindicated the doctrine of Chris- 
tian liberty, and inculcated its use, the Apostle 
now proceeds to guard them against its abuse, as 
shown in & censorious and uncharitable spirit ; 
reminding them that they were still bound by 
the law of Christian charity, in which the whole 
moral law is comprehended. At ale addopuny 
Ty capkl supp. To£xnTs: the sense being, ‘for 
a handle to the flesh by way of pretext to com- 
mit sin.” The term ¿@$opu9, though properly 
signifying only a means, or occasion, yet is some- 
times used, like our word ‘ handle,” of what is 
bad, at least by abuse. So Demosth. Olynth. i. 
TÒ +Š ?rpár sw (‘to be successful") rapa tiv 
á&Eíav ddopuy, TÓ xaxiss dpovety rote àvoń- 
rois ylvatat. So Schott interprets it of fleskly 
lusts, comparing l Pet. ii. 16. Yet it is here not 
to be confined to, nor understood chiefly of, 
fleshly lusts (which war against the soul), but to 
carnality of spirit as well as flesh. St. James v. 
4, well says, ‘the spirit that is in us lusteth to 
envy, and consequently to malice, hatred, and 
all uncharitableness. Accordingly St. Paul (well 
aware of the above kind of carnality) calls the 
Corinthians (1 Cor. iii. 3) capxtxoi, inasmuch 
as there was envying and strife. That the Apos- 
tle chiefly has in view this kind of carnality in 
the present passage is probable, since he glances 
at it at ver. 15, el ù dAAHAOUS sdxvers, with 
which compare Arriau, Epict. ii. 22, óáxysw. aà- 
AnAous xa) Xodopstoba, By the expression 
dà THe dyadwne sovAcvaw, ‘inservire mututs 
commodis, is depicted Christian charity in its 
widest extent, as set forth in l Cor. xiii., and 
— in the being mutually indulgent to each 
other in such matters as were disputed between 
the Judaizers and the Gentile converts. —2ov- 
Asúere indicates, as Chrys. remarks, ‘the ex- 
treme of love, And observe, that though the 
Apostle takes away the yoke of the law, he lays 
upon them asother, which, though light to affec- 
tion, is yet stronger than the other. 

he discourse is now, with much address, 
turned from doctrinal to practical subjects, with 
reference to a most important moral maxim, the 
primary precept of the Jaw, called by James ii. 8, 
youos Bactkixos.—O yap wae vopor—wAnp., 
meaning the whole law, whether Jewish or 
Christian, as it respects our fellow-creatures. 
TlAnp. here is equiv. to dvaxa@aXaourar (‘is 
comprehended") in a similar passage of Rom. 
xiii. 9 (where see note); meaning, ‘it may be 
reduced to this maxim.’ Lachm. and Tisch., 
indeed, edit wewArpwrai, from A, B, C, and 
7 cursives; to which I can add nothing; and the 
authority for that reading is insufficient, espec. 
considering that internal evidence is against it, 
from the probability of its having arisen from the 
correction of some Critics, who were not aware 
of the true sense meant to be conveyed by the 
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term, which cannot but be this, *its claims are 
fully satisfied by the observance of this com- 
mandment.’ ancas Tov wAncioy cov we 
á. The we, as Koppe observes, refers to the Rad, 
not the degree of love. We are to love others 
(móv xAnolow being for črepov) in the same 
manner as we love ourselves; and so may justly 
be required to do unto others as we would that 
they should do unto us, Matt. vii. 12. To love 
them to the same were (from the principle 
of self-love wisely implanted in us b Crea- 
tor) impossible, and therefore could not have 
been enjoined. In short, the love here meant, 
is no other than that described by St. Paul, 
1 Cor. xiii. 

15. Here the Apostle urges the practice of 
this duty from Auman motives; i. e. with refer- 
ence to the evils which would result to society 
from the breach of it. —Ei dé 4A AsjA ovs ddavers, 
&c. The el contains an admission that the thin 
was too common ; importing, * If, as is very mu 
the case.” In éáxy. and xa-sc. (of which the 
latter is the stronger term, and denotes the result 
of the former) we have a metaphor, taken from 
wild beasts, fiuely expressive of backbiting, dis- 
putes, and bitter quarrels. Of BAéwers—dpadr. 
the full sense is, ‘Take care lest ye be made 
instruments of mutual destruction as individuals, 
and of total ruin as a society.” 

16. Having declared that to bite and worry 
each other will tend to the destruction of al, the 
Apostle suggests what is the surest preventive to 

is evil, from its at once preserving love (or 
charity) and being preserved by it, namely, the 
being spiritual. To give this admonition still 
greater effect, the Apostle introduces it with the 
weighty formula Sge ài, employed for the same 
purpose, supre iii. 17, and iv. 1, and rovro éé 
onus, l Cor. xv. 50. The impressive injunction 
Wve. Wepiwarette—arionre contains the 
sum of the Apostle's practical injunctions; and 
the verses following are explanatory and illus- 
trative of it, considered as a theme.—avatuati, 
* by the spirit,’ i. e. the spiritual part of man, en- 
lightened, however, and strengthened by the influ- 
ence of the Holy Spirit. See note on John viii. 16. 
—xai ¿x Quulay capkós ov uù TeX., * you will not 
fulfil, &c. The interpretation of several eminent 
Commentators, ‘and mind that ye do not fulfil," 
is forbidden by grammatical propriety, and arose 
from ar n — to the force m the form 
où uy, follow N Yag pease I orist, on 
which Schott — to the learned remarks of 
Lipsius, de Modorum usu in N. T. p. 67. 
My interpretation of the words is further su 

rted by the Peech. Syr., Vulg., and Arabic 
ranslators. Such, too, was the view of the 

sense adopted by Chrys. and Theophyl., and has 
been of almost all the modern Commentators, of 
whom Grot and Est. have best treated on the 
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words, the former by vindicating the sense, 
the latter by ably opening out the full force of 
the sentiment, whom seo, and also Hyper. and 
Bulling. The present verse thus understood will 
tend materially to open the way to settling the 
sense of the neat verse (ñ yap capt iorivusi— 
tva wh & dv OiAnre, ravra woiTe), where fan- 
cied doctrinal difficulties have led to interpreta- 
tions devised for the purpose of avoiding those 
difficulties, but which in effect do but ees i 
them for scarcely less formidable. in 
order to fully determine the import of the words, 
it is proper to previously ascertain the connexion. 
Now this has, I think, been best traced by Crell. 
and Calv. whose modes of laying it down, 
though they seem to differ, yet in ped coin- 
cide; for the connexion, as traced by ., holds 
good of the former clause, ? yap capé—rijs 
capxós, —namely, that it sets forth (by the ya 
the cause he, who fully obeys the Spirit, wi 
not render obedience to the flesh; which cause 
is, that the two stand so mutually opposed, that 
the motions of the Spirit cannot but run counter 
to the desires of the flesh. Again, Calvin's con- 
nexion is even more applicable than the above, 
ee only to the latter clause, ravra di [oU-re] 
dyrixatra:—ravra goire, where, Calvin ob- 
serves, the Apostle admonishes them of the difi- 
culty of the epiritual contest [as involved in its 
being made a contest ], and so gives them 
to understand, that they will not conquer without 
a severe struggle ; at the same time directing their 
attention to the great source of the difficulty in 
uestion, which consists in thie,—that the natural 
isposition of man is repugnant to the Spirit and 

things spiritual, and thus intimating a whole- 
some lesson. Such, then, being the general pur- 
pe of the Apostle in these words, how, it may 

asked, could it have been his intent to exhort 
those whom he is addressing to follow the mo- 
tions of the Spirit, and by no means to fulfil the 
desires of the flesh, on the consideration that 
they could never do the things in question? To 
avoid a consequence so awkward, it will be ne- 
cessary either, with Whitby, Wesley, and Dr. A. 
Clarke, to assign to the words a totally different 
meaning, or to explain them away by unwar- 
ranted limitation, so as to make them mean, ‘ ye 
cannot at all times, or ‘generally, do) No such 
mode of removing the difficulty can be ap- 
roved. In short, I consider no interpretation so 
ree from objection as that which I have hitherto 
adopted, thus: ‘sothat, upon the whole (or, it comes 
to this), that what things yo may wish to do, 
those ye [in fact] do not.’ This interpretation, 
LN ted b ry . — repre G. — inr 

. tt, I find s y the suffrages of St. 
Augustin, Calv., | Bulling.. and Est., who, to- 
gether with the first-mentioned Commentators, 
refer what is said to good works; but Calv. and 
Est. are agreed that the Apostle is speaking only 
of the erate, since in the unregenerate there 
is no conflict at all. What the Apostle (says 
Calv.) here affirms is, that ‘the faithful, how- 
ever they may sírive, yet never, as long as the 
are in thie life, bring 40 a close the conflict [wit 
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the flesh, i. e. the old man], so as to serve God 
y. They wish, indeed, and desire so to 

do; but the full effect never corresponds to the 
wish; for the good which they would that they 
do not, but the evil that they would sot do that 
they do, as it is said Rom. vii. 19 And to the 
same purport is the explanation of Eat. 

18. al dà wvevmati—iwo vópov) Render: 
* But if ye are led by the Spirit The scope 
of these words has been variously laid down, 
but by no one of the Commentators so success- 
fully as by Calv., who shows that the pu 
of the Apostle here is to console those faithful 
ones who might be dispirited at their skort- 
comings in running the way of God's command- 
ments. Accordingly, he tells them that, never- 
theless, if they be true to their Christian engage- 
monts, they are not under a law (see Rom. vi. 
14) extreme to mark their commissions and 
omissions, but under a merciful dispensation of 
grace. Whence it follows that those skort- 
comings will not be imputed to them, but their 
services equally by God, as if full and 
complete in all respects. In accordance with the 
above is the view adopted by Est., who in his 
able note has, as often, profited largely by Calv. 

19. That they may the better be able to dis- 
cern whether they are indeed spiritual, or as yet 
but carnal, the Apostle proceeds to describe the 
flesh and the Spirit by their different effects. 
Accordingly he, at vv. 19—21, gives a list, con- 
taining u particulars, of the works of the flesh ; 
and then, at vv. 22, 23, another, of the works of 
the Spirit; wherein we may observe three 
things; 1. the general iption of spiritual 
graces, under the name ‘the fruits of the Spirit; 

the particular species contained therein; 3. a 
special privilege belonging to all those particu- 
lars, —namely, exemption from the law. In this 
general description there are four differences ob- 
servable; 1. the effects of the former sort of 
works proceed ongoany from the flesh ; these, 
from the Spirit: 2. those are rather styled 
works ; these fruits: 3. those are set forth as 
many and separate; these, as many, but united 
into one (fruit) : 4. those are expressly said to 
be manifest; of these no such thing is men- 
tioned. (Bp. Sanderson.) With this enumera- 
tion of vices and sins compare other similar ones 
in Matt. xv. 19. Mark vii. 21. Rom. i. 29. 
1 Cor. vi. 9, 10. 2 Cor. xii. 20. Eph. v. 3—5. 
James iii. 14, where see notes. The order, in- 
deed, of the vices varies; but ressons may usu- 
aly be given for esch particular distribution. 
St. Paul, as have elsewh. shown, generally digests 
them into regular order, and throws them into 
groupe. At the same time, it is plain from the 
concluding words, xai Tà poia "ovroi:s, that 
the list was not meant to be complete ; which 
was, indeed, unnecessary, they being, as the 
Apostle says, manifest, namely, to ‘who have 
the faculties of spiritual discernment’ (comp. Heb. 
v. 14). As to the words ra ipya Ts eapxós, 
the term pya must be taken with some lati- 
tude; some of the particulars here specified be- 
ing, as Whitby remarks, errors of the mind; 
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others, evil dispositions of the heart. Zapf de- 
notes, as Theodoret explains, rò capxixdy $pó- 
wna, our corrupt nature, the rv oxi Thy 
ixi Tà ysípo powhy, extending, as tr. says, 
to the powers of the mind as weil as the appetites 
of the body, and opposed to the new nature com- 
municated by the renewing of the Holy Spirit. 
See Tit. i. 15.—Of the groupe into which the 
vices now ified seem thrown, there are four ; 
l. those of lust, uoix., wop., dxal., dairy. ; 
2. those of superstition, or tmpiety, eldwA. an 
q$app.; 8. those of anger, discord, enmity, re- 
viling, and contention, Zy8p., ip., (roi, Ovu., 
épc8., dcxoor., alp., Pbov., óvor; 4. those o 
drunkenness and debauchery, n£0., xepor. As to 
the first group, the terms moix. and ropy. are 
often coupled, both in the Old and New Testa- 
ment. Mo. is, indeed, wanting in A, B, C, 
and one cursive (to which I can add nothing), 
some Versions and Fathers, and has can- 
celled by Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., whether 
with reason may be doubted; since the 
external evidence for this omission is very in- 
sufficient, though the internal is in its favour. 
And after all that can be eaid, it would seem 
that the word is an interpolation from Revisers, 
who thought it ought not to be omitted; not 
perceiving that it is implied in aropv. 

20. aldeA., Papi] I cannot agree with 
Koppe, Borger, and Winer, that sid. is placed 
after fornication, as being spiritual fornication. 
It has, I conceive, no connexion with the pre- 
ceding, but is coupled with papu., as bearing an 
affinity thereto. Notwithstanding what some 
recent Commentators say, eld. must be taken in 
the usual signification of the word; being rightl 
numbered among the works of tho flesh, since it 
originates in a grovelling and sensual mind, 
which cannot vee God in spirit, nor have 
any conception of his perfect holiness; but 
brings him down to the senses, and represents 
him to corporeal eyes by images. apuaxtía 
is by many of the most eminent Commentators 
supposed to mean potsoning, a crime extensively 

valent in the then corrupt state of society, 
th among the Heathens and the Jews. This, 

however, cannot, I think, be admitted as the 
true sense, because the vices and evil disposi- 
tions contained in this enumeration are, as 
Chrysost. and Theophyl. have pointed out, such 
as our corrupt nature is prone to. Now it can- 
not be meant, that man is by nature prone to 

I . In fact, the works in question are, 
almost all of them, such as were by the Heathens 
regarded as but slight delinquencies, and scarcely 
any of them punishable by law. It was, there- 
fore, not unnatural for the Christian converts to 
treat them, in general, as venial offences, not 
inconsistent with their salvation. To remove 
this misconception, the Apostle solemnly assures 
them that they will (i.e. if persisted in, and un- 
repented of) exclude from the kingdom of 
heaven. Thus, to the enumeration of vices 
which closes the first chapter of Romans, is sub- 
juod not the present declaration, but an equiva- 
ent—that ‘the perpetrators of such things are 

deservedly adjudged to spiritual death.’ More- 
over, the i bulb fec sense of papu. is 
inconsistent with the word following; and the 
true interpretation seems to be that ad by 
the ancient Expositors in general, and most 
modern ones; i.e. sorcery of every kind, in- 
cluding — divinations, — r 
telling, and attem intercourse with evil spi- 
rits, whether aa pretended ; ther with 
other arts, employed sometimes by the heathen 
priests for the support of their superstition, but 
oftener by impostore, similar to our cowjwrors, 
for the purpose of gain. In all such cases there 

f can be no doubt that there was & mixture of 
sorcerv and mata; of which the former, 
in all its branches, was closely connected with 
the making up of powerful medicaments, te 
produce deception of the senses, and otherwise 
effect what might be in vain attempted by in- 
cautations, or such like. How oasis this was, 
as well as other illusions, by methods now fami- 
liar to all who are versed in natural philoeophy, 
is fully proved by Dr. Hibbert on Appartions. 
Nor was this all; for such impostors also eked 
out the force of spells, and medica- 
ments, by the use of actual poisons. Finally, it 
would seem that the Apostle has in view not 
only the persons who ised the arts of sorcery 
or divination, but also those who resorted to 
them. Either would exclude from salvation, as 
being inconsistent with any true dependence on 
God, and in fact (as Mr. Scott sys) * worsbi 
ping the Devil,’ since in 1 Cor. x. 20, the Node 
of the heathens are, by implication, called deve/s, 
i. e. when real, and not mere stocks and stones. 
— The terms of the next class are such as we 
find Erw united both in the New Test. (as 
Phil. i. 15. 2 Cor. xii. 20) and the Class. writers ; 
the plural being used for greater force. 1t would 
seem that the terms £yÜpa:, ipsis, Lor, Ovpoi, 
are meant of ‘ private enmities, bickerings, emu- 
lations, and angry disputes; and ip:@etac. ixo- 
oraciat, alpicas, and $00roi, ° of ie and 
party strife,’ and its — in uncharitable divi- 
sions or separations, and sectarism in general. 
—By p@cvo: may be designated * the temper 

hich, as the Poet says, “inly pines" at tho 
happiness of others; or it may be meant to be 
conjoined with the precoding: So Soph. Œd. 
Col. 1228 (cited by Wetst.), $óvoi, erdcecs, 
loss, paya:, xal POdvor. Several eminent 
Editors and Commentators would cancel tho 

óvot, on the authority of some six MSS. and a 
w Latin Fathers. This, however, is very un- 

critical ; since it appears to have been omitted 
by the scribes from humaoteleuton, and by the 
ancient Critics from the same vain notion that 
induced their modern brethren to cancel it; 
thinking it strange that mwrder should be in- 
serted in the list, as being punishable rather b 
the civi! magistrate. But, not to say that adul. 
cal was also punishable by the civil magistrate, 

et is found in the list (compare aleo Eph. 
- 1 Cor. v. 11. vi. 10. Rom. ii. 22, seq) ; 

that objection may be fully removed by sup- 
poring that the Apostle here does not mean 
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murder, but homicide; which was among the 
ancienta often committed in the excitement of 
anger and strife. This is confirmed by Rom. i. 
29. The last poup is uáÜai «epo, joined also 
in Rom. xiii. 13, and often in the Class. writers. 
By the latter are denoted those re- 
— usually attendant on an evening of 
debauchery, consisting of licentious singing, 
dancing, and parading the streets with drunken 
riotings. 

2]. à wpodivye pni», cabs, &c.] Render, 
* concerning which I [now] forewarn you, even 
as I have told you heretofore, that they who 
practise (i.e. habitually commit) such things 
will not inherit the kingdom of God.’ 

22. xapwde Tov ll»sóu.] The best modern 
Commentators take xep. as put for pya, to 
correspond to the ipya rije capxós before; re- 
ferring to Matt. vil. 16, and Eph. v. 9. But it 
would. seem that the Apostle here studiously 
avoided rapper pli or nni corn wa ae 
ge 1 inted out by Chrys. an 3 
— W Evil works come from cured! vas 
alone; therefore they are called the works of the 
Jesh; but virtuous oues require not our own 
exertions alone, but the aid of Divine grace; 
therefore the — calls them the fruits [diues 
Spirit ; the (namely, the inteution) bei g 
from ourselves, but the /ræit resting with God. 
It — be — that * term — on 
not a, is used, by way of intimating t e 
spiritia principle, sustained by tho Spirit, pro- 
uces these virtues, as a good tree brings forth 

good fruit. Very similar to the abovo is the 
explanation given by Bp. Sanderson. After 
remarking that the term /rwš is used in pre- 
ferenco to works, with reference to the rewards 
of righteousness, he further observes that, in 
the servico of sis the toil is so great that, in 
compari thereof, the benefit is as nothing ; 
in service of God the benefit is so great 
that, in comparison thereof, the labour is as 
nothing. Where the flesh rules all, the work 
exceeds the fruit; and therefore, without even 
mentioning the fruit, thoy are called ° the works 
of the flesh.’ But where the Spirit of God rules, 
the fruit exceeds the work ; and therefore, with- 
out even mentioning the work, it is called ‘the 
J'rwit of the Spirit And eo in other ; 
as, for instance, in Ephes. v., speaking of the 
duties of holiness, as here, the Apostle, without 
any mention of work, calls them by the name of 
Just (ver. 9). But at ver. 11, speaking of sinful 
actions, he not only calls them works (as here), 
but pronounces them ‘ fruitless." Why the works 
of the flesh are spoken of in the [^x but those 
of the Spirit in the singular ( i), is pointed 
out by the same eminent writer, Serm. p. 
§ 97.—4yé*n, xapé, &c. 'Ayám is pl 
first, as being the of all virtues, and a gene- 
ral virtue comprehending many icular ones ; 
being the love of God, and of man for God's 

sake. ‘Love (says Bp. Sanderson) is so compre- 
hensive a dat it includes 3 the rest, ind 
so is the fulfilling of the whole law (Rom. xiii. 
30). There is a thread of love which runs 
through all the particular duties and offices of a 
Christian's life, and strings them, like so many 
rich pearls, in one chain.” With the present 
enumeration of compare a similar one at 
1 Tim. vi. 11.—By yapa many eminent Expo- 
sitors understand, ‘a rejoicing in the happiness 
of others,’ as opposed to envy and malevolence 
(see ver. 21), which are works of the flesh. But 
it would rather seem to mean, what the Apostle 
more fully expresses elsewhere, Rom. xiv. 17, by 
kaa iv IIvaúuaT, dyle, ‘joy in the Holy 

host,’ and l These. i. 6, xaoáà Hiysúuagroe 
a@ylov, and what St. Peter q Epist. i. 8) calls 
a ‘joy unspeakable and full of glory.” Thus 
forming, with the peace just afte 8 spoken 
of, two of the several particulars enumerated in 
the above of Rom. xiv. 17, ‘the kingdom 
of heaven is not meat and drink, but righteous- 
ness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.'— Again, 
by slpńvn, thus closely associated with xapa, may 
best be understood, not merely (as some have 
explained) a peaceable temper of mind, as op- 
pes to gpas, Üvuol, d:yooraciat, écus; 

t that (elsewhere called by the Apostle, 
Phil. iv. p ‘ihe peace of God’) which naturally 
evinces itself in a rit (sce James iil. 
17); that peace within which it has been well 
said is peace with all men.—By ypnor. is de- 
noted benignity, affubility; by dyal. that kind- 
heartedness which delights in doing good. Tli- 
eris is variously interpreted. It may denote 
(as most recent Commentators suppose) } 
and š iy, which is a not unfrequent sense of 
the wo From the context, however, it would 
seem to mean that modification of fidelity which 
consists in stncerify. Finally, dyxpdraa de- 
notes, in a greece! way, the governance of the 
appetites and passions. 

. kaTa Tay TotoÚTey, &.} Meaning, 
* Against such dispositions as those above-men- 
tioned, so law, whether the law of Moses, or that 
of nature, is directed; and to these neither can 
have reference, being oot promulged against 
virtue, but vice.’ 

24. After having enumerated the various 
effects both of the flesh and the spirit, the Apos- 
tle now proceeds to show that Christians may, 
and ought, to avoid the worke of the flesh, and 
follow the works of the spirit. To which he 
afterwards subjoins an exbortation to shun those 
works of the flesh to which the Galatians were 
especially prone, namely, strifes and contentions, 
and the vices from which they spring; and thus 
he, as it were, returns to the beginning of his 
whole exhortation.— ol dà cov XpiaToù, &c. 
Here is tacitly encountered an objection; q.d. 
* How can we, encompaseed with the frailties of 
the flesh, foriako tho works thereof, and follow 
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the motions of the spirit?’ To which the answer 
is, that we can, and must, otherwise we are not 
Christ's, and are not to expect to inherit the 
kingdom of heaven. (n This, then, is 
the test whether men really belong to Christ or 
not ;—‘ that they do crucify,” &c. 

25. al (euer mveúparı, &c.] The connexion 
is evidently with the — Now as 
there St. Paul says, ‘ they only are really Christ's 
who thus crucify the flesh [whether they profess 
to have the Spirit or not], so here he means to 
say, ‘If, then, we profess to be living by the 
Apit we must skow it by acting, not merely 
talking, conformably thereto, and thus evincing 
the fruiis of the Spirit.’ 
Rom. iv. 12, and note. 

26. ui) Yusus0a xevódoEo:,, &c.] q.d. * And 
as a proof that we are living by it, Jet us abstain 
from a Tog dairy spirit! Thus cautioning 
them — pride and conceit to which he 
knew they were too prone, and whence arose 
envyings, detractions, and contentions; though 
here he chiefly refers to their conduct in spiritual 
matters and religious communications. 

On the term orory. see 

VI. Contemplating the probability that there 
would, notwithstanding his earnest injunctions, 
be of the foregoing rules, the Apostle 
subjoins an admonition to certain persons who, 
however spiritually-minded, had not yet morti- 
fied the desire of vain-glory, but indulged their 
vanity by censoriousness and spiritual pride. 

l. dav kal wportngép, ae ‘If any person 
be overtaken in and surprised into a fault,’ do 
you, ol wvsupatixol qi e. who possess the 
spiritual gifts mentioned at iii. 5, and are, con- 

uently, advanced in Christian knowledge), 
and who are —— to the above admonition) 
walking by the Spirit (those described a little 
before, ch. v. 25; not a few of whom had probably 
often the gifts and always the graces of the 
Spirit), carapr. Such, being aware of the doc- 
trine set forth | above, ch. v. 17, and in several 
other parts of the Apostle's writings of the same 
character, would be ready to make due allowance 
for an erring brother, considering their own lia- 
bility to temptations, and would know how to 
succour those that are being tempted. Of course, 
this designation would comprehend all the true 
and living members of Christ's Church in Ga- 
latia.—KaTapTít. is for &iopÜovcOs or ¿mavop- 
@ouc8e; meaning. ° restore him to a right sense 
of duty,” and thereby to a right conduct. On the 
nature of the term I have already treated at 
1 Cor. i. 10, and elsewhere. The metaphor is 

derived from ‘setting right a dislocated limb,” 
there being an allusion to the erring member of 
Christ's body, the Church. Now this is directed 
to be done ¿y mysúu. xpacr., which evidently 
signifies ° with a spirit and temper of mildness.' 
—cxorey ctavTÓy, &c., meaning, ‘each of you 
onderig thyself, lest thou also be — 
i i in like manner]. Comp. 1 Cor 

b. aAA er rà Bápn Paor.) meaning, ‘cha- 
ritably bear with each phere infirmities and 
faults; called Bdpy as being burdensome not 
only to the person himself (see Ps. xxxviii. 4), 
but to others his associates. Comp. Rom. xv. 
and note; l Thess. v. 14, and infra v. 6.—xal 
obrwe áva*A., &c. The full sense is, * And 
thus fulfil [as ye will do] the precept of Christ, 
which enjoins us to love one anotber' (as in 
John xiii. 34. xv. 12); thus also following his 
example. ‘The best motive to indulgence to- 
wards others is the sense of our own w ess ; he 
that thinks he is something, i.e. to be free, as 
regards himself, of all Bapoe, deceives himself. 
Hence the exhortation to self-examination, which 
teaches humility, while it shows that each has 
enough to bear in his own burden. Thus, while 
all bear the burden of all, the whole body is 
held together by the bond of love.’ (Olsh. 

3. al yap doxei, &c.] The — as sug- 
— by yap) is, that ‘this selí-conceit is use- 

; for it does not really make a man the great- 
er: he only deceives himself [not others, much 
less God ].'—In unóš¿y àv there is a popular form 
of ip pre to denote ‘nothing comparable to 
what he thinks himself, or claims to be thought,’ 
and, in one sense, nothing af all, as not havi 
Jearnt to discharge the fundamental duties of 
humility and chartty.—dpsvaw. is a word onl 
found in St. Paul's writings, and prob. provincial: 
The sense is that of dwaray xapdiay avTov in 
a kindred passage of James i. 26. 

4, 5. To prevent so fatal a mistake, and effect- 
ually dissipate the delusion, the Apostle bids 
them, instead of censuring the failings of others, 
to examine and try their owa actions, by the test 
of God's laws. The words xei rors els éavtdy 
—rov itapov are variously interpreted. Many 
eminent Expositors take it to be, ‘let him keep 
bis boasting to himself alone, and not extend it 
to others. But the common interpretation is, 
with some modification, more natural, aud 
able to the words following, i. e. * Thus he will 
have matter of glorying, or rejoi ing, in reference 
to himself, and not to others;' i. e. by comparing 
bimself with others. 

— — T adim — — — — — 
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5. xacror—fBaordca}] These words admit 
of two senses, corresponding to the two inter- 
pretations of the latter part of the preceding 
verse. Br the one they will import, ‘ Every one 
will find frailties enow of his own to wrestle 
with ;' by the other, * Every man will bear his 
own burden;' i.e. ‘his own burden alone, not 
another's; and give his account thereof at the 
last day. Consequently, we are not to busy our- 
selves about the burdens of others, nor are we to 
endeavour to lighten our own by making that of 
our neighbour heavier; but to mind solely our 
own business. opr. Bac. is for altiay ixe, 
as in Thucyd. iv. 114. 

6. Hitherto Paul has turned chiefly, or espec., 
to the Teachers—or, at least, along with tbe 
laics: he now addresses himself to the laics 
alone, and enjoins a duty espec. incumbent upon 
them.—Kouw,., ‘let bim give part of his wealth ;' 
see note on Rom. xii. ld.—7. A. T@ xaT., ‘to 
him who instructs him in the Gospel.'—iy» wdouw 
éy., is for sráv roy dyabay, which is the usual 
ernie see note on Rom. xv. 27, and compare 
the phrase 7Tpídsiw iv wacw áyaOois, in Aris- 
toph. Acharn. 936, and 2 Tim. i. 18. The mean- 
ing of the expression is, ‘all things necessary to 
the attainment of the purpose in view, the dis- 
semination of pure and undefiled religion.'— 
xaTnX. is a term properly applicable only to 
instruction rivé voce and elementary; but it is 
also used of religious instruction generally. See 
1 Cor. xiv. 19. Acts xviii. 25. 

7. ui wravacbe] A formula geseraly intro- 
ductory to some weighty admonition on a subject 
which the person addressed would be likely to 
neglect.—O:ó« of uvxT., meaning, ‘is not [to 
be] mocked, sneered at, [with impunity].' Both 
expressions seem to refer to the various subter- 
fuges hy which men seek to evade this duty; 
.d.* ive not vourselves, nor hope to escape 

punishment of God, who will not suffer him- 
self to be defied with impunity.” The words fol- 
lowing contain properly a general sentiment, 
which, however, is here meant first to be d 
to the preceding subject; i. e. the support of the 
teachers (as at 2 Cor. ix. 9; and , in the 
next verses, to have a much wider application. 
There is also a metaphor, wherein the flesh and 
the spir are compared to ; in which the 
seed of each is sown, and yields crops according 
to ite nature; q.d. ‘he who neglects the duty in 
question, aud clarity to the poor, aiming only at 
hís own gratification, and seeking only his own 
interest, will reap the /rwits of such a selfish and 
sensual life, in corruption both temporal and 
spiritual, —namely, ition ; but he who soweth 
to the spirit (i. e. what is spiritual generally), by 
living according to it (see note on vv. 16—25), 
sball reap (not only the present fruits, in inward 
consolation, pat everlasting life” The Apostle 
had rs po y in mind Job iv. 8, ol ài ersi- 

OL. 

f $ Cor. 9. 6. 
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povres aùTà (scil. rà &rowa) ddivas Qspuucuy 
davrots, also Hos. x. 13, and Prov. i. 3]. It is, 
however, not merely a Hebrew metaphor, but 
occurs in pure Greek writers. Comp. Aristoph. 
ap. Aristot. Rhet. iii. 8. 18, où 8 ravra aloxpwe 
piv losipas, kakas Ot i0ípicas, and JEschyl. 

m. 405, aùròs ptrov kaptoiTo Thy duap- 
tiav. 

9. +d 9à kxaXór wotovrvres] The Apostle here 
shows that what he has said is meant to be ap- 
lied particularly to works of piety and benevo- 
ence, such as the support of the teachers of the 
Gospel, and the relief of the poor. The same 

icultural metaphor is continued. 'Exxaxsty 
signifies, ° to give up, from being tired out,’ as in 
the more complete phrase ixAvacÜus ais Yv- 
ate in Heb. xii. 8. —For ixxaxiyusv Lachm. and 
isch. edit yx., from A, B, C, and 2 cursives, 

— namely, 37 and 39; for 17 was merely an error 
in Scholz's Edit. for 37, but faithfully copied by 
Griesb., who, however, did not copy the Profes- 
sor's ef alis (purely imaginary). Tisch., how- 
ever, did not profit y his prudence, but fell into 
this Critical trap. In the other where 
the word occurs in the N. T., as Luke xviii. 1. 
2 Cor. iv. 1. Epb. iii. 13. 2 Thess. iii. 13, 
some six or seven uncial MSS. have ¿yx., the 
rest ixx., which latter I have, in common with 
Griesb. and Scholz, retained. Yet, on carefully 
reconsidering the question, I am now inclined to 
think that St. Paul wrote éyx. P evidence 
is in its favour, since it has the appearance of 
being an Alexandrian form, as lr place only 
in the Versions of Symmach. and Theodot., and 
also Euseb. Prep. Ev. p. 319, though it never 
came, as did éxx., into the common Greek 
idiom; the latter term, it seems, keeping it out 
of use. So that, but for the circumstance of all 
the most ancient MSS. of the Greek Test. at- 
testing its use by St. Paul, one might be inclined 
to suspect a correption in those very few passages 
where it has place in the above Versions. How- 
ever, the existence of the word is further attested 
by the gloss of Hesych., éy«axovusy! dyroupey, 
where tho former term ought not to have been 
tampered with by the critics. The corruption 
falls on the latter word, for which I would read 
&usAosuap, which is supported by the corres- 

nding gloes, d«x. dueAovpev. The first two 
lettera were, I suspect, eaten away by a worm, 
and the third disfigured. As to the letters x and 
À, they are very frequently confounded by the 
scribes. That Clemens Rom. read iy«. in his copy 
of the N. T. is almost certain, since he uses the 
word (ry an imitation of what we read in Luke 
xviii. 1, and Eph. iii. 18) in his Second Epistle 
to the Corinthians, 8 2, ras 4 pocsvxás Nucor— 
dvapipsy arpós tov Gedy, ut), we wdlyovcui, 
iyxaxa@pev, ‘deficiamus.” '"ExAóscÜa: signifies 
‘to be wearied out,’ and is often used, both in 
the Scriptural and Claas. writers as applied to 

B 
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harvest-work. It refers to that £irisg out of 
charity, which the frequent calls on its benevo- 
lence and the ungrateful returnsit might meet with, 
would be likely to produce. With this — 
use of uù éxxaxety and ¿cÀ úscat as applied to 
benevolence, I would compare a similar one of the 
kindred term xduvacy in Eurip. Beller. frag. 28, 
2, Edvore + lornpksie, obdi txauves ale pi- 
Aove, and Athen. 276, c, ovx dy ixomwlacs Tà 
abra wapacxeva{ovea. Seo also l Cor. xv. 58. 
2 Thess. iii. 13. 

10. ápa—^oicrses] "Apa here is used like 
Gors at 2 Cor. v. 16. Render: ‘So then, 
having these strong motives to sow unto the 
Spirit, by making pious and charitable contribu- 
tions, let us do good,’ &c. It seems to have 
been the especial care of the Apostle, in this 
concluding admonition, to show that the duty 
was to be performed, not only towards the 
ministry, but towards Christians in general ; and 
not towarde Christians only, but towards all 
their fellow-creatures.—ae xaipòy šx. * whilst 
we have opportunity in this life, and as occa- 
sions present themselves. — ipya{. is a more 
significant term than ^rois?», and implies * dili- 
gence ; denoting, in a word, ‘labour of love.'— 
vous olxaiove T. mior., lit. ° those connected by 
the ties of our common fuh.’ How olx. comes 
to have this sense, sce my Lex. This admonition 
was not given in vain. So even Julian bears 
this testimony of Christians: rpéigdovory el duc- 
ofer TaXdsAaio: wpde ois avro» xal roves 
$usTípovs. 

11. ary (wote Duty ypáup. lyp.] These words 
have not a little perp exed Expositors; several 
of whom, even from the time of Chrys., take the 
sense to be, ‘See with what great kind of let- 
ters (i. e. how mis-shapen), &c. ; a sense, how- 
ever, which does not well comport with Apos- 
tolic gravity, or the reserve traceable through the 
whole Epistle; not to ay, that it may be doubted 
whether the term 49A. is eapable of such a sense, 
That it was ever used in such a sense I cannot 
find the least proof. However, idera must be 
rendered ‘see; as being clearly an Imperat.; 
not * ye seo ; and so the Syr. and Vulg. Versions. 
However, on carefully reconsideri is puzzlin 
auction, I seo reason to abandon view whi 

the matter in ques- 
uite agree with Olsh., that the 

18 ode yap ot t mepiTeuvópevot aŭto vópov purac- 

I agree with Tholuck and Olsh 
that wnX. is here, as often in later Greek, used 

mo» as being long and 

with bis own hand. Accordingly, this may be 
Ge Mr Conyb. supposes) the: beginning the 
us 

Apostle places in a strong contrast his own con- 
duct with that of his Jowish adversaries, the 
false teachers; and after invoking the blessings 
— — and grace on those who were 

king according to rule, he concludes with 
dealing a heey parting blow at his adversaries. 

12. 6eo: Bidovow, &c.] q. d. * It is not J who 
urge you to the observance of the Mosaic Law, 
but those who court the galo of popular applause, 
—they insti you to it’ — sùxpocœær. is by 
many explained, ‘endeavour to please others.’ 
Thst sense, however, cannot fairly be extracted 
from the word; which may be best interpreted, 
Bhar carer deepen "rage of piety, so as to pass 
well with the world. —re@ oravpe Tov Xpierou. 
Many recent Commentators interpret this, ‘ per- 
secutions such as Christ suffered.” But it is far 
better, with the ancient and most modern Ex- 
positors, from Piscator to Borger, to understand, 
the doctrine of the cross,’ istianity being so 

called M Opens ey quin and since the 
death of Christ abrogated the Mosaic Law, and 
the doctrine of the atonement thereby made for 
the sins of men effectually excluded the use of 
circumcision. See the able notes of Calv., Hy- 
per., and Eat. 

13. ol wepersuy.] Some refer this to the 
persons who had thus submitted to undergo cir- 
cumcision; while others, with more propriety, 
refer it to the Judatzers,—the circumcision 
Party. For ^spvríup., indeed, many ancient 
and excellent MSS., and several Fathers and 
early Editions, have wspcratunpudvo:, which is 
edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and by Tisch., 
ed. 1, who, however, in ed. 2, restored wspse- 
Tapuy., Tightly; since — evidence is anite 
against repitsru., it having every appearance 
an alteration of Critics, Who — the sense, 
and were not aware of the idiomatic use of the 
Present. The persons in question did not, in- 
deed, intend to impose on their votaries the 
whole law; but, maintaining the use of circum- 
cision, as well as baptism, by the Gentiles, in- 
tended (it would seem) to place their votarics 
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in a sort of midway between proselytes of the 
gate and proeelytes of righteousness, and so to 

tually secure the honour of the Law by 
engrafting the Gospel thereupon. Their motive 
in so doing was to k fair with the Jews, and 
to have to boast of their influence in procuring 
the reception of the rite of circumcision; for 
that is the import of the words Tva i» Tg 
vuaTípa capxl xauyxñcevra where the term 
wepctstunpivy is to be supplied from wepitép- 
veota: preceding; ‘your circumcised flesh’ bo- 
ing equivalent to ‘ your being circumcised.” 

4. Here inol is emphatical, there being im- 
plied a comparison with the Judaizers. More- 
over, ¿uol is for als gud, ‘ quod attinet ad me,’ 
‘for my part.” The general meaning is this: 
' But, for my part, I leave them to glory in a 
fleshly ordinance. God forbid that J should 
feel proud of the inculcation of amy doctrine, 
— the plain unmixed one of justification, 
not by my own merits, but by the atonement of 
a ) mer.’—ét' ov inol «óc uos, &c., 
tby which (scil. oravpov) doctrine of the 
cross,  —ic-raéperrat, meaning, ‘is crucified and 
dead ;' i. e. is as nothing to me. By xócuot we 
must understand the things of the world, — 
namely, its riches, bonours, and pleasures; 
equiv. to ó xócuos xal Trà wavra iv ate, 
Acts xvii. 24. Bp. Middleton, indeed, stum- 
bling at the omission of the Article, and having 
remarked that whenever in the New Test. 
Kóguoe, the , occurs in its common ac- 
"d panon, it has the Article, except here and in 
2 Cor. v. 19 (of course, not reckoning passages 
like Rom, ii. 12, 15, where the omission may be 
accounted for by his canons), thinks that, in 
both these passages, the word has somewhat of 
the nature of a p name, and can therefore 
dispense with the Article. He instances Pla- 
tarch. p. 470, ó i Zate xal Koopor, ° Jupiter 
and World.’ And he might have added Shaks- 

re, *O World, thy s ipay turns!’ Since, 
owever, it seems impossible to adopt that view 

of xóa uos at 2 Cor. v. 19, both on account of its 
harshnees,—I had almost said jejuneness, —and 

cause atrose and avray immediately follow; 
so it would seem unsafe to adopt it Aere, which 
— forbidden by the re with xdope just 

15. ioriv] This reading (found in all the 

MSS. except a very few, as also in many Ver- 
sions and Fathers) has been edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; rightly, I think; 
since the common ju loyver is plainly a 
loss, prob. from v. 6. 5 the word, as 
inck says, would" involve a puo principi ; 

whereas, with ici» the yàp its force, de- 
noting the reason why he did not boast of cir- 
cumcision, as did his adversaries; ‘for circum- 
cision is nothing.—ddAAd «ath xTíe:s. The 
full sense is, ‘But the being a new creature, 
moral regeneration is ing, all in all, the 
— of the Gospel.’ See note on 2 Cor. 
v. 17. 

16. +e xavó»w ToT orory.| ‘as many as 
shall walk by this rule.’ On the ls of — 
see note supra v. 25, and on «av. see note on 
2 Cor. x. 13. By ‘this rule,’ the Apostle means 
the doctrine just mentioned, of salvation by 
grace, and the necessity of moral neration. 

or erosxyo., however, MSS. A, C, D, E, F. G, 
and a few cursives, have ero:yovcry, edited b 
Lachm., and by Tisch., ed. 1; but in his 2nd 
he has restored c+-oxsc., with reason, since the 
other is manifestly a Critical gloes, to improve 
the Grecism. It is in vain to appeal to the 
authority of ancient Versions in a case like this, 
where Versions have no weight. Thus our com- 
mon English Translators rendered ‘ walk,’ though 
they orovyicovery in their copies. By Tov 
"lep. Tow O:ov is meant the true spiritual Israel. 
See note on Rom. ix. 6. In alptun ix’ abrote 
we have not an , but a precatory form, 
nearly allied to that of benediction, by bidding 
adieu. The Epistle — was meant to ter- 
minate here, just as the Epistle to the Ephesians 
concludes with slosyn rots ddeXqois, and v. 17 
was added afterwards. 

l7. xórove ji M. Tapey.] The full sense 
seems to be, ‘let me have no more trouble, by 
either my doctrine, or my sincerity and integrity 
being questioned ; for [of the latter] I bear strong 
attestation in the oriyuara, or wounds of for- 
mer ecourgings, ings, and etonings, of the 
Jews and others, for the sake of Christ and his 
Brie add f is here used for rapiqpipw, 
and only means that ‘this is, wherever he goes, 
an evidence of his sincerity.’ 

18. pera oV wy. 0.] meaning, as it is said at 
Phil. iv. 7, * your hearts and minds.’ 
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Tuis has been pronounced the richest and 
noblest of the Epistles; and certainly, in fulness 
of matter, depth of doctrine, sublimity of meta- 
phor, animated fervour of etle, pes exultation 
(occasionally rising to what has been called rap- 
ture), and Apostolic earnestness of exhortation, 
it so deeply intereets the heart, that if the reader 
have a spark of regard for the Gospel, it will 
blow it into a flame; no wonder, since ‘in this 
(Coleridge observes) the divinest composition of 
man, we have contained every doctrine of Chris- 
tianity ; first, those doctrines peculiar to Chris- 
tianity, and then those precepts common to it with 
natural religion. The reason for its peculiar 
character, as above pointed out, seems to be that 
assigned by Thomas Scott,—namely, that ‘ the 
Apostle's heart was much enlarged in writin 
to those whom he had no occasion to rebuke, an 
with whom he was not under the neces-ity of 
engaging in controversy; so that entire confidence 
of affection took place of the caution, reserve, or 
sharpness, which were requisite in the three pre- 
coding Epistles.’ Accordingly, none of the re- 
proofs there so frequent are found in the present; 
which was written, it would seem, to confirm the 
Ephesian and other Asiatic churches in the true 
faith and practice of the Gospel; of which the 
Apostle first (i. 1, 2) shows the great eud, —that 
it was meant for all mankind, and that he him- 
self was appointed the preacher of it to the Gen- 
tiles, Then, after expatiating on the love of God, 
the dignity of Christ, and the excellence of the 
Gospel, he warns his converts against the evil 
practices in which they had formerly lived, and 
which, as Christians, they had renounced; and 
while he guards them against errors, he estab- 
lishes them in the “Way and fundamental truths 
of the Gospel, fortifies their minds to contend 
for, and persevere in, the faith of Christ, and ani- 
mates them in their Christian warfare. Finally, 
he earnestly exhorts them to a zealous discharge 
of the relative duties, and all others becomin 
their Christian profession. Thus much may suf- 
fice for the Contents of the Epistle.—As to tho 
time and place of writing, the question is too 

extensive and disputed a one to be discussed 
within the brief space to which the plan of my 
work confines these Introductions. That (kis 
epee as well as those to the Colossians, and 
Philippians, and Philemon, belong to nearly the 
same period, A.D. 62 and 63, there is no doubt; 
but, as to the exact order, there is much doubt, 
t et adhuc sub judice lis est." From the discussions, 
however, of Dr. Davidson it would seem, that 
the four were written during the Apostle's im- 
prisonment at Rome, and the present Epistle 
probably at Rome, A.D. 62. But the question 
18 closely united with another, yet more difficult 
to settle, as to the connexion between the Epi 
to the Ephesians and the Colossians, —namelv, as 
to the order in which those Epistles were writ- 
ten,—far too extensive a question to be here 
discussed at large, and for which I beg to refer 
my readers to Dr. Davidson. Great names are 
arrayed on both sides of the questions, espec. 
that for the priority of the Epistle to the Ephe- 
sians. The arguments for the former view are 
very numerous, and one or two of them are 
very strong. Those for the latter are fewer in 
number, but oe puce speaking, more co- 
gent. But on views, some are rather gra- 
tuitous presumptions, than ments. us 
Mr. Coleridge (ubi supra) is of opinion that ‘the 
Epistle to the Colossians is the overflowing of 
the Apostle's mind npon the same subject It 
may be so; but the diversity of scope is adverso 
to that view, the one to the Colossians being 
very much polemical. The view taken by Ne- 
ander, — that in the Epistle to the Colossians 
the Apostle's thoughts exhibit themselves in 
their original formation and connexion, as they 
were called forth by hie opposition to that sect, 
whose sentiments and practices he combats,” is 
persos more likely to be the true one. I am, 
indeed, inclined to agree with Dr. Davidson, 
that the preponderance of ment sems in 
favour of the priority of the Colossian Epistle; 
and that a comparison of the internal structure 
and peculiarities of both seems to intimate the 
originality of that addressed to the Colossians. 
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I cannot, however, go so far as to aver, with him, 
that ‘the thoughts and have somethin 
about them, which shows that they proceed 
from the writer before the similar thoughts and 
language of the Ephesian Epistle. This subject, 
however, is partly con with the genwineness 
and ity of the pren: Epistle, which, 
though recognized by the unanimous voice of 
antiquity, and confirmed by the suffrage of all 
the greatest names in theology of modern times, 
has recently been denied by Evanson and Usteri, 
and more recently by Baur, De W ette, and others; 
of these, the three former names are entitled to 
no attention, as being all but unbelievers. Of 
course, far more attention is due to De Wette, 
as being a essed believer, Herd it is to be 
feared, a ded smisbeliever. that as it 
may, his attack on the genuineness of the ae 
tle before us is not only most deliberate, but 
most vehement and bitter. It is unnecessary 
for me to notice, much less refute, his — 
ments, since that has been done with great abi- 
lity and success by Dr. Davidson, to whose re- 
marks l refer my readers, and I content myself 
with pointing attention to my note on iii. 5, 
for a refutation of one of the most presumptuous, 
Dot to say profane, of De Wette's arguments. 
am the more induced to bring under the atten- 
tion of the Christian public this unmeasured 
attack of De Wette, and the masterly refutation 
of it by Dr. Davidson, because the attack wai one 
of the most determined and pertinacions on 
record—ono directed by a most minute and mi- 
croscopic examination, in which nothing seems to 
have escaped him ; though, after all, as Dr. David- 
son remarks, ‘utterly ineffective and impotent 
in the result.’ ‘What minute verbal criticism, 
and Herculean industry, do men of De Wette's 
class (to use Dr. D.'s words — away in 
trying to show something which cannot be 
proved!’ 1f it be (as Dr. D. thinks) ‘ instruc- 
tive to look at the means by which men can 
persuade themselves that a writing virtually 
genuine is supposititious, it can only be in the 
Way of warning. As to the date, Commentators, 
are neither on the date (varying from A.D. 
57 or 58 to 62 or 63; porhape the date 62 may 
be the moet exact), nor even on the Church to 
which it was addressed. Some think it was 
meant for the Christians at Laodicea ; and, in- 
deed, the Epistle to the Laodiceans is referred to 
by the Apostle in Col. iv. 16; while others, to 
reconcile conflicting testimonies, suppose it to 
have been a circular letter, intended for all the 
churches of Asia Minor. Be tbat as it may, 
there is not a shadow of eaternal proof that it 
was not addressed to the Ephesians (see the notes 
of Bp. Middleton and Rinck), though doubtless 
intended for the use also of the other churches of 
Asia Minor. As to the alleged internal evidence, 
that it was sof written to the Ephesians, it is 
inconclusive, being merely founded on a mis- 
conception of certsin words and ex ions that 
occur in the Epistle; and which, when properly 
interpreted, rather confirm the common opinion, 
supported by all the MSS., and the almost un- 
varied evidence of antiquity, that it was written 
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to the Ephesians. As to the difficulty occasioned 
by the seeming mention of an Epistle to the 
Laodiceans, it admits, it would seem, of a read 
and satisfactory solution. The Apostle is, with 
much probability, su to have directed the 
Ephesians, through Tychicus, the bearer of tho 
Epistle, to send a copy of it to the Laodiceans, 
which should also be afterwards transmitted to 
the Colossians, I must not conclude without 
"epe | a few remarks on the style and composi- 
tion of this Epistle, since they seem called for 
by the perverse misrepresentations and disingenu- 
ous animadversions of De Wette, whose charges 

inst it of degeneracy, poverty of thought and 
ideas with a multiplicity of words, are utterly 
groundless. True is the remark of Dr. Davidson, 
that ‘the language is rich and copious, but it is 
— vhero ant with meaning. Not a 
word is superfluous. If, therefore, the Epistle 
has more words than that sent to the Colossians, 
it has more ideas.” The peculiarity of style, as 

ts the unusual length of the sentences and 
involution of the construction, is easily accounted 
for, by adverting to the circumstances, above re- 
fe to, under which the Epistle was written. 
The Apostle had, we see, no polemic purpose in 
view, as in the Epistles to the Romans and 
Galatians. Hence, as observes Dr. Davidson, 
the allowed the full stream of his thoughts to 
flow forth in an uninterrupted course, without 
much regard to periodic structure. So various 
were the aspects and mutual relations of those 

t thoughts, that they could scarcely avoid 
ing presented in periods of many members 

linked in, the one with the other. In other 
Epistles the periods are shorter, and better fitted 
in succession to one another. They are of more 
limited extent and definite form, because the 
writer had some definite aim. But the charac- 
ter of the present leaves the Apostle at full 
liberty to speak of the blessings treasured up 
in Christ, and freely bestowed on his people, 
with unrestrained and elevated enlargement. 
His ideas on the subject of salvation aro too big 
to be cram by the confines of custom 

iods. With exhaustless copiousness they 
orth in manifold abundance, disdaining the 
logical links of — While, there- 
fore, the style is elevated, simply because it is 
the vehicle of lofty thoughte—while there is a 
copiousness of words, because the richness of 
Divine is depicted—there is irregularity 
and intricacy in the syntactical structure.’ To 
the disentanglement of these perplexed construc- 
tions and involutions of composition, I have 

myself; with what success I 
leave it to my readers to deci 

I. 1. («à 04X. Osov] See 1 Cor. i. 1. 2 Cor. 
i. 1. Gal. i. 1, and notes.—ro:e dyíois. See 
note on Rom. i. 7.—«al wiotois. This term 
seems to be exegetical of the preceding; q. d. 
* even to all true believers in Jesus Christ.’ 
8—14 — form one at! long sentence. 

overcharged with matter, arranged imperfectly, o 
which flaw, I could adduce, however, several exx. 
from Thucyd. The Apostle's mind was, we may 
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be sure, so full of his subject (espec. in reflecting 
on the great things which God had done for him, 
and by bim), that he was not likely to be 
exact as to his style; indeed, he scarcely ever is 
at the beginning of his Epistles. —4«óAoy. ó Osóe 
kal Iarhp, &c. The sense of these words is 
the same as that of the similar ones at Rom. xv. 
6, where see note. As to the accumulation of 

ate terms in sbAoynres, sbXoyrjcas, and 
addoyia, it may be observed, that in composition 
that was by the ancients, espec. the early writers, 
rather sought after as a beauty, than avoided as 
a blemish.—ó süAoyfácaec—^rrsvu., who hath 
blessed us with (i.e. hath liberally bestowed 
upon us) every spiritual blessing.’ The Com- 
mentators in general are not agreed whether this 
is to be understood of the Uis of 
the Holy Spirit, or his fying graces; what- 
ever may conduce to the consolation of our souls 
here, or prepare them for glory hereafter. There 
is no reason why both senses should not have 
place. As to the ellips. in ¿y rots ixwovpaviois, 
many Expositors suppose Tówo:c, others of note 
Tpáyuaci, ‘matters, meaning ‘things relating 
to heaven,’ and tending to fit us for it. See the 
able notes of Calv. and Hyper., in whose view 
I still continue to agree. hough Est. es 
strongly, and not quite unsuccessfully, in favour 
of rorots. 
serves, occurs no where out of this Epistle, in 
which we have it 5 times, and in 4 out of the 5 
as used of ; that, bowever, affords no rea- 
son why the term should not be used of things. 
How it happened that the Apostle, in this and 
the twin Epistle, chose to say so much of the 
beavens and heavenly places, as also of angels, 
principalities, and powers, &c., was, that many 
things fabulous and quite contrary to sound doc- 
trine had been delivered to the people by Simon 
Magus and his disciples. Against other pesti- 
Jent errors, the Apostle, in this stle, and in 
that to the Colossians, diligently ineulcates the 
vast eminence of Christ above the angels, teach- 
ing that he is the Head of all things. Suitably 
to this view, Est. thinks the words iv ois 
¿woupo. are to be closely connected with those 
immediately preceding, and he assigns to them 
this sense, ‘qua benedictione spirituali provehi- 
mur ad celestia, ubi caput nostrum Christus ad 
dexteram Dei constitutus est." 

4. The Apostle now adverts to the nature of 
these spiritual and heavenly things.—4£eAíEarro 
—ty aire, ‘hath elected us through him,’ viz., 
as the next verse shows, to be his peculiar family 
and people.—i» åyáry, i.e. ‘through the exer- 
ciee of Christian charity.” Tho words ¿v dyárn 
have been variously arranged; but I am still of 
opinion that they connect more naturally with 
the preceding, than with the following context, 
as may be imagined from the circumstance, that 
v. 5 is exegetical of v. 4, and therefore it was 
likely that as the portion to be explained com- 

The expression ¿y roîe ir., he ob- ̀ 

XpwrroU eis avrov, xarà ri evdoxiay tod Oednpatos avwrob, 

menoed with the principal word i£sAéEaro, so 
the explanatory one would with apoepícas. To 
advert to the è of the words, we may, with 
some, who refer them to éfsAiEaro, interpret, 
‘out of his love to us.’ Yet that would rather 
require éy Tj dyawy. And it is more natural, 
with others (as Pisc., . Beza, Crell., Calv., 
and others), to connect them with ducpovws, and 
render, * by, or in, the exercise of Christian cha- 
rity ; intimating (as Calvin observes) that the 

rfection of the faithful is seated in charity or 
ove. Not because God requires such charit 

alone, but because it is the proof of fear of God, 
and of obedience to the whole Law. Thus by 
d'yém is here meant such a love to man as 
arises from a love and fear of God. 

5. The election of the foregoing verse is here 
further represented by ination to sonshi; 
— Tpoopícas pas els viobeciav. This is, Koppe 
says, for rpoopicas sloworjcacta: quar Tixva 
avTov, but it is rather for poop. vioBersiy 
fiuác avo, and that for els aùróv. This vioĝs- 
cia had formerly appertained to the Jews 
Rom. ix. 4, comp. v. 8), but was now extend 

through Christ, to all believers, as denoting that 
relation in which Christians especially stand to 
God. Thus the sense is: ‘ And this election 
consists in having from eternity decreed for us 
the privilege of being his sons' — xarà rhy 
—— T. Oer., ‘according to his own * 

casure:” a very strong expression ; on 
ull fores of which, A Hs porius Calvin, Grot., 
and Vorst. Suffice it here to say, that St. Paul 
meant thereby to effectually exclude all claime 
of human merit. The best Commentators, an- 
cient and modern, are, however, agreed that the 
election and predestination here spoken of solely 
relate to God's eternal Purpose o beetowing the 
privilege of adoption (on which eee note on 
viii. 15) upon the Ephesians and other sincere 
believers in Christ. Nay, even candid Calvtnis- 
tic Commentators admit that the Apostle has 
here no reference to the personal election of ia- 
dividuals, but to the election of whole communi- 
ties and nations,—even all the Gentiles, whom 
ot * pleased to admit to the benefits of the 

ospel. 
6. Having assured them of God's eternal pur- 

pose to cal] them to the knowledge of the Gospel 
and the privileges of the Church of God, he pro- 
ceeds to show them how greet an instance this 
was of the mercy and goodness of God. (Chandl.) 
—els Iracvor dons T? xáp. a. 1 am now of 
opinion that it is r not to take óns as put, 
by Hebraism, for its cognate Adj., but to allow 
it to retain its prominency. And acr I 
would render, with Hyper., *ut laudetur gloria 
paus ipsius;' i.e. as Est. explains, ‘ut ipse 
audetur et glorificetur in tanto beneficio gratis 
nobis collato. So also Hyper. thus: ‘ Ut pro 
tanta bonitate omnis ad ipsum solum laus redeat, 
atquo gratia ista immensaque beneficentia per- 
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10 J eis oixovopiav TOU TAX"2poparos TOP kapv, avaxeparaw- 
$ Tim. 1.9. Tit.1.3. 1 Pet. 1. 20. 

petuó apud nos celebretur. Comp. 1 Pet. iv. 11. 
—ir $ ixap. fuas, lit. ‘wherein he hath im- 

his grace to us; meaning, as Theophyl. 
and (Ecumen. explain, ‘hath poured out his 
grace upon us, so that by making us wise and 
prudent he might make known to us the mys- 
tery of his will; thus denoting the absolutely 
free bounty of God in thia acceptance.'—iy Tẹ 
*"Hyax., ‘by or through the Beloved One: a 
title of our like ó Xpiovrós (as in Luke ii. 
26, vol» Š In trav XpioTrÓy Kvpíov), or what 
Aquila substitutes for it in the Old Test, ó 
"HAcepuivor. Ita then. to have been not 
a mere — ut (like Xpeorde) to have 
denoted office or dignity, with allusion to the 
words of the voice from heaven, Matt. iii. 17, 
* This is — Son.’ Tom i! iy = 
— ò uovoysyiy* in John i. 14, 
iii. 18. 1 John iv. 9, where the full senso is, 
‘only and most dearly beloved.’ 

4. iv @ Exousy—aluatos] Render: ‘ through 
whom we == to whom we owe) the 
redemption [procured] by his blood.’ So Rom. 
jii. 24, ded THs dwotuTpwcews The iv Xp. 'I. 
where see note), and also Heb. xi. 35, ov mpos- 
Edpavo: thy drodvTpwcw.—Thy dde«ew T. 

7rape., ' the forgiveness of our transgressions.’ 
Bee my Lex. in v. 

8. 34] for $ (by a common Grecism, in which 
the relative is attracted by the antecedent), if, at 
least, we take {wspice., with many modern Ex- 
positors, in a exer sense, ‘in which he hath 
renewed his abundant goodness to us;' but if, 
witb the ancient and some modern ones, in an 
active one, ‘to make to abound’ (as in 2 Cor. iv. 
15. ix. B), the ġe will be for Bv, meening, * which 
he has bountifully bestowed upon us. — iy x. 
aod. xal $pov. may, with some, be construed 
with yvrwploae which follows, but better with 
éwsepico. which precedes. If the words be re- 
ferred to God, the sense - — r —— 
of the deepest wisdom [of plan] and prudence 
of execution] If to Biphesiane, it will be, 
in imperting to us the wisdom and prudence 

necessary to understand the Gospel.’ Either 
method is agreeable to the context, but the latter 
seems preferable, both on account of the parallel 
passage of Colossians i. 9, and because the words 
seem meant to further explain this sense.—In 
iv arácy ecd. xal pov. we have a brief form of 
expression for what, expanded, would stand thus: 
sls ñude, TAnpelírrac racy copia (see Rom. 
L 29. 2 Cor. vii. 4). As it is, the i» carries 
with it, b m the sense, *eadued witb,’ 
ie. filled with all wisdom. So Rom. xv. 14, 

what is said of redemption by free grace, through 
tbe blood of Christ, with the means for effecti ng 

Col. 1. 28, 
j Gen. 40. 10. Dan. 9. 34. Gal. 4. 4. Col. 1. 19, 90. 

it, by the calling of the Gentiles, and the pro- 
mulgation of the Gospel dispensation; to profit 
by which it was necessary that those wbo entered 
it should be endued with all necessary wisdom 
and understanding, both by the written or the 

hed word, and by the Holy Spirit; which 
tter means is adverted to in the parallel passage 

of Colossians. 
9. yvepícas] ‘by having made known to us 

[in the Gospel}. —rò uuc+T. ToU 0:A. a., ‘ his 
will or purpose long hidden in the mind of God; 
namely, for the salvation of all men, Ves as 
well as Jews. Comp. Rom. xi. 25, and note.— 
fiv HC sudoxlav) argoíOsro iv avo, i. 6. ‘ac- 
cording to his own free-will and determinate pur- 
pose in himself" Mr. Rose, on Park. Lex. in v. 
wpoatlOnur, observes, after Schleusn., ‘that if 
the reading here — the aecond ME ex- 
presees no more than what is conv evToU 
in the first.” And he adds, that ‘ Toe reed autre 
(so Mr. Rose meant, or ought, to have written 
the words must be referred to Christ our Saviour. 
No various reading, however, has place on aT, 
which seems to be found in every MS. How- 
ever, the sense of the second clause will not be 
quite that of the first, if for atrou we read 
abrov, which I doubt not the Apostle wrote; 
and, though no MS. is recorded as having that 
reading, yet such minute diversities often elude 
the most careful collators. The Syriac Trans- 
lator seems to have had it in his copy; and so 
prob. had the Vulgate, for I suspect that he 
wrote * voluntatis ejus secundum bene placitum 
suum ;' though the present copies have, by a neg- 
ligent transmutation on the part of the copyists, 
* voluntatis sua, beneplacitum «ejws;' for which 
Jerome reads summ, which the context requires. 
The cjus there was meant for voluntatis. 

10. ele olxoynpiavy}] The Common Version 
here cannot stand; for there is no örı in any 
Greek MS., nor a vestige of i olx. Ou? Trans- 
lators may seem to have the support of the Vul- 
gate, in tone. Butldoubt not that Jerome 
wrote * dispensatione" (i.e. ' dispensationem"). 
So Schaaf., after the Polyg]. and others, in his 
Version of the Syriac renders most accurately 
‘in di i plen. temp.’ And the Syriac 
words are capable of no other rendering. Mr. 
Etheridge, and Dr. Murdock, strangely render, 
tin the dispensation,’ following, as they oft. do, 
the Vulg. and Engl. Versions. It annot be de- 
nied, that «ls involves no little obscurity, which 
cannot be removed by arbitrarily assigning to 
ale the sense ‘donec’ (with Calv., Musc., and 
Est.); for that sense would require Seç, and 
then it would not be sufficiently suitable. Nor 
am I now satisficd with understanding the als of 
purpose; q. d. ‘[ And this was done] for the 
purpose of displaying the plan of (or teepeetidg) 
tho fulness of time ;' i. e. the plan to be put in 
execution at the fulness of time, —namely, that 
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of bringing all things together in Christ at the 
fulness of time. It seems better to connect the 
words els olxovouíay T. XÀ. T. x., with the pre- 
ceding ones, TÒ pvoripioy abToU TÒ Kexpup- 
pávov, supposing the els to have the force of 
re , ‘as to, respecting, thus rendering els 
olxovoulay—xatpmp ° as ed a dispensation 

. of the fulness of time, öre ÓAÀA0z Tò wArpweua 
TOU Xpóvov (as it is expressed at Gal. iv. 4), 
‘tempus maturum ac opportunum. In the next 
words, — &c., the infin. dvaxsd. is 
one serving for explication, in apposition with 
olxoy.; and the sense is, ' nemet, that of bring- 
ing together into one body, and uniting all be- 
ings under one head, CHRIST.’ See Col. i. 20. 
Note-worthy is the use of the expression áv 
IIvsbue T: siva: or yiyvac8as, ‘to be under the 
influence of the Spirit ; by which is implied the 
being exndued therewith.—rá wayra is for robe 
wdvtac; i.e. (by a common idiom) all intelli- 
gent beings, meaning both Jews and Gentiles. 
y Tà by Tole obpavois are denoted — 

elsewhere called ` family in heaven, 
which his family on earth had been long dis- 
severed, but was now to be united with it into 
one society. Comp. Col. i. 16. 

ll. iy à ixAnpoOUnusy] Here there is a re- 
sumption of the construction at ver. 7, i» à 
Zyouey (vv. 10, 11 bein Jerem ps): Render: 
* By, or through whom í repeat] we have had 
allotted to us (have obtained) & portion in this 
heavenly inheritance, See note on Col. i. 12. 
The reading, however, on which mainly depends 
the sense, is disputed. For ixànpæðbnuav, A, D, 
E, F, G, but no cursives, have ixAs8nusr, which 
has been received into the text by Griesb. and 
Lachm, but without reason, as Tisch. saw, who 
— it. The allerutios, to remove a difficulty 
(for such it is) came, I doubt not, from the same 
class of Critics as those who altered ixavecarr. 
into xaXécavti, or subjoined xaA£o. at the kin- 
dred passage in Col. i. 12, where, as here, Lachm. 
received «adic. In both these Tisch., 
rightly, retains the usual reading, which is here 
ppo by the most ancient of the MSS., tbe 

Vat. B. The framers of the reading prob. in- 
tended by ‘ the calling" thus denoted that ‘ efec- 
tual callings whereby sinners, savingly believing 
and obeying, have the heavenly inheritance se- 
cured to them. See Rom. xi. 11, comp. with 
2 Thess, i. 11. That the é«Aoy® was thought 
by the Theologians of that day to imply the 
— is plain from Chrys. and Theoph. 
ere 
12. ale rò elvac—Xpiores] Render: "Tn 

order that we, who first hoped and trusted in 
Christ, should be to the praise of his glory, 
i. e. ‘an occasion for his praise and glorification, 

Pimim SoEns avrov, Tovs 7poTMricoTas d TÓ Xpiorg l ley d) xai 
Üpeis, (axovcavtes TOY AGyov THs GAn0elas, TO evanryéXiov. Tf 
owtnplas opàv,) év à xal meorevoavtes eodpayicbyre To ITvev- 
pare TiS érayyedias TO dyip, 1* m óc otv appaBov Tis Nn- 

Locke and many recent Commentators under- 

whom ye also (i. e. the Gentile Christians) be- 
lieved, after yo heard the word of truth, the glad 
tidings of your salvation; in whom [I say] ye 
also [having believed] have been sealed with 
the Holy Spirit of promise (which is the earnest 
of our inheritance) unto the redemption, &c. 
The expression rò sbayyiAcov tHe ewTnpías 
busy (with which compare the words of 1 Cor. 
xv. 2, TÓ — — àv ob aw{ecOs) is ex- 
panty of Tòr À qhe dÀnÜslat: the 

ospel being consid. as the insírumenial cause 
whereby God is pleased to show forth his power 
for the salvation of every one who believeth, 
Rom. i. 16. By being sealed by the Holy Ghost 
is meant being and as true be- 
lievers, through the promised gift (Te imay- 
yeXias, for Te imnyys\pive), that gift pro- 
mised by the Prophets, nay, ir Christ himself 
— rg the — the meta- 
phor in éo@p., and the nature of this sealsag, aee 
notes at John vi. 27, and 2 Cor. i. 22, and com- 
pare infra iv. 90. Considering the persons of 
whom this is said, we are, I think, bound to un- 
derstand the — and gi 
of the Spirit, as well as his ordinary influences 
and graces; though most recent Commentators 
take it of the latter only. 

14. Se] for 8; the masculine being here used 
Holy Sp neuter, — with Ó s pee 

o irit, as one of the persons o 

KC ege esigned, of the ity 
Spirit. This, however, will depend on the ed 
ing. For ôs MSS. A, B, E, F, G. J, and 15 
cursives (to which I can make no addition), have 
5, adopted by Lachm., and by Tisch. in ed. 1, 
who in his 2nd ed. restored ôs, with good reason ; 
since internal evidence, as well as external, is 
a in its favour; inasmuch as why the Critics 

ould have altered ôe into ë is easy to see; and 
why St. Paul should have written óe I have 
already shown. On dg. see note on 2 Cor. 
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Col. 1. 8, 4 

1. 
Phil. 1 x 

. 

° 

Tov mpocevyOv pov 1 Piva 6 Bees tod Kuplov páv 'Inco0 y co. o- 
XpuaroU, 6 warnp ths Soëns, Son vpiv mvedpa coplas kal atro- Jsme s v, 

Karinpews év émvyvoae, avroi* 18 redwricpévous tos ód0ax- 

v. 8.—«ls ásoX poc Tie repix. The second 
of the two interpretations which I have hereto- 
fore brought forward, without expreesing any 
preference, is more likely to bo the true one, 
and on (kis ground, that, though it involves 
equal harshness, it is far more agreeable to the 
context. The sense will thus be ‘ reaching, or 
ato Hat the — potted aii of the 

re possession, even the , OF pecu- 
fiar property of God purchased by Christ with 
bis own blood, and forming his CHURCH, shall 
be consummated.’ So Acts xx. 28, rhv ¿xxÀn- 
olay fjv weprewothoato da Tov lõiov afuaTos. 
This view of the sense I find apporta by the 
opinion not only of T. Aquin., Calv., Hyper., 
Bulling., Crell., and Grot., but also of CEcumen. 
and Theophyl., who (after Chrys.) explain +ç 
Tapın. by nur olrwss touiv wepewolnoce Kal 
xrq̃ois. Calv. well points out the reason wh 
this peculiar use of ale for wsgue ad, as iv. 14, 
was here employed, —namely, for the consolation 
of those whom he was addressing, * ne grave sit 
illis expectationem suam fovere usque ad diem 
ad ventus Christi.’ 

15. Having in the former pert of this chapter 
instructed the believing converts at Ephesus in 
the certainty of their election and predestination 
to the privi of the Christian church, and put 
them in mind of those extraordinary gifts, which 
tbey received as the earnest of their inheritance, 
the Apostle now proceeds to assure them that 
their steadfast continuance in the faith (of which 
he had been informed) was to him matter of joy 
and thanksgiving ; and that he quwiqa braved 
for them that they might have a more thorou 
knowledge of the nature and invaluable benefits 
of Christianity.—dia Tovro, i.e. ‘because ye 
were sealed with the promised Spirit.’ 

16. uveiay vuv wWorodmevoe irl Tay Tpocav- 
av uov] Koppe and other German Commenta- 
tors regard this as if it were a pleonastic expression 
of the common Greek = ‘ praying for any one.’ 
But it is a ex ion, and one that 
comes more to the heart. It is any thing but 
ordinary Greek, for I have noted it in one of 
the most refined of the Attic poets, namely, 
Enurip. Bacch. 46, dOs? p’, iv ebyaie +’ ovdauou 
poriap fxs, scil. iyot. We may render iri T. 
arpoc. u., ‘at my prayers,’ i. e. * prayer times.’ 

17. ó O10e—X pic rov| The best Expositors 
are agreed that our is here spoken of on! 
in his human nature, as when ho speaks of 
God at John xx. 17. 1 Cor. xi. 3. iii. 23; see 
notes. In confirmation and illustration of this 
view of a peculiar ex ion, see Thom. Aquin., 
Calv., Hyper., and Est.—'O watrnp rit óne. 
Some interpret, ‘the glorious Father; under- 
standing the expression dda of the eternal and 

follow. 

— glory of the Deity. But it is bet- 
ter, with others, to take warp to signify here, 
as o author, cause, and source; He being tho 
Fountain of all glory, and to whom it is prima- 
rily to be ascribed. See 2 Sam. xxii. 4. Ps. 
xviii. 3. See the able note of Calv., who well 
explains the phrase as a title emerging from the 
former, *elucet enim in eo gloriosa Bei 
nitas, quod Filium suum conditioni nostre sub- 
jecit, ut per Ipsum fieret Deus noster.'— An 
Vui» 7rVAUVUG fas xal dwoxar. On farther 
consideration of these words, Í am ready to admit 
that the absence of the Article would seem to 
forbid our referring the wveiua to the Hoy 
Spirit wasi and thus we may render, wi 
Chandl. and Bp. Middl., ‘a spirit of wisdom and 
revelation.” But then the term will have to be 
almost silenced ; and yet the inffuonce of the Holy 
Spirit is almost implied in the next words, wapa- 
aviopivove rois 6pBadpois Tie xapdias Uuwv,— 
words which advert by allusion to the Holy Spirit 
asthe medium through whom this deep wisi ot 
of spirit is conveyed as a gift from * the Father 
of lights ' (James i. 17), and Who is in that view 
promised as the Spirit of truth who shall teach 
us all things, even rà Bán ov Grov, probabl 
alluded to in the term here employed, dwoxaXv- 
Waese. And this I find fully supported by the 
opinioni of Chrys. and Theophyl, Hyper. and 

ulling. Thus, according to etther interpretation, 
the doctrine of the influence of the Spirit is inherent 
in tbe passage, either directly or by implication. 

18. wadaricuivovs—iuev}] This is ezpla- 
natory of ávox., as denoting the effect of it. In- 
stead of map. Tove dpOadpods, strict propriety 
would require robs redaticpivove. e con- 
struction is, ale rò óuas wWaeewticpuivovs Tobe 
pO. [‘ as to the eyes'] re xapdias vu&v aldi- 
yat, &c.— EA ris rie wAjosee avTov is for iÀ r. 
ale fy ixAHOyre Ow’ abrov, or ó) abou. 
Comp. Phil. iii. 14, ris vw xAdoses Tov Brod 
iv Xp. "Ino. In wrovroe tHe SoEns there may 
be a Hebraism for ‘rick glory.” And so Rom. 
ix. 23, rév wovrTov TH 9óEn* avTov, and Eph. 
iii. 16, ry wrovroy THe óne. The question, 
however, is, whether ris óns is to be taken 
with the words preceding, or with those that 
— The Val dy og og for tue latter. 

nd this is confirmed by S Deme parage ol 
Col. i. 27, ris ó nÀ otros Tie okne TOU uvern- 
piov rovrou iv oit iÜyici, where the construc- 
tion is exactly the same as in this — of 
Eph.; and in each 6 wAovror is connected, not 
with the second noun, but with the third, +#% 
«Anp. and cov pvor., the intermediate noun 
qualifying the noun after it, and having the force 
of the cognate adjective Ep&oEos. Thus tho sense 
will be: ‘and to know what (i.e. how great) is 
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povs THS * xapdlas ipa, eis TO eidévar Uuas Tis éoTu 7) Xaris 

e1. aUTOU Èv TOS atyiols. 
ames 1. 18, 

110. 1. 

Cor. 15. 36. bt priv ren 

2. 
1 Pet. 8. 33. 
8 Phil. 9. 9. 

the rich and glorious inheritance obtained, or 
appointed, by him among,’ &c. Taking however 
into consideration such —— as Rom. ii. 7 
and 10. iii. 23. v. 2. 1 Pet. i. 7; and v. 10, 6 
xaXícas huat slc Thy abrov alwmoy àóóEav, 1 
am inclined to think that ris cne is meant to 
be taken simply as a noun, the sense being, ° And 
what is the richness of the inheritance of, lory ;° 
meaning, ‘how rich is the inheritance of glory, 
bestowed by him on tlie saints, —that inconceiv- 
able and eternal weight of glory laid up for, and 
to bo bestowed on, them!’ See Rom. viii. 18. 
] Cor. ii. 9. —Of 73s xAnpovouías avTov iv Tois 
aylos the sense is, ‘the inheritance which 
through him ye have among (i.e. in common 
with) the saints, or sons of adoption.” See more 
in Crell. and Est., and especially Calv., who well 
remarks that ‘high-wrought expressions like 
these are not peares forth by the Apostle sise 
delectu, and only resorted to in order to magnify 
the grace of God, that it may be worthily re- 
garded; but that, where faith is treated of, he 
then (because it is a thin ior to the world) 
lifts us up into qamipstion of the Divine power. 

19. Of this passage the sense mainly depends 
upon the construction of the words xarà Thy 
dvépyatav—airou, which many Expositors, an- 
cient and modern, construe with rods mior. 
But the sentiment thus arising is so little agree- 
able to the context, that the Test Commentators 
have been long of opinion that those words must 
be referred to ro UwepBdadXow miylor, and that 
«ata signifies ‘according to,’ i. e. similarly to, 
nas Tous mior. Meaning ‘us believers. Th 
are not, however, — as to the nature of this 
comparison; namely, whether it is meant of 
Christ's resurrection (namoly, as understood of 
God's power exerted in their conversion, and 
subsequent support by Divine grace), or, in the 

sense, a8 understood of the power to be 
exerted in the resurrection of believers ; meaning, 
that the future resurrection of believers shall be 
accomplished, according to the working of that 
mighty power which God exerted in Christ, when 
he raised him from the dead. This last mode of 
understanding the words seems moet ble to 
the context. For, as Chandl. observes, ‘as this 
is the hope of our Christian calling, and the 
peculiar promise of the Gospel, so it is one of the 
noblest instances to which even Almighty power 
itself can reach.’ I am inclined, however, to 
think, with Hamm. and Mackn., that both com- 
parisons may have been intended. As to the last 
clause, xarà Thv lyipyeav—airos’ Dv ivip- 
yneoev, the sense is, ‘answering to’ (‘ corres- 
pondently with,’ ‘similarly to’) the exertion of 
strength of his power, which he exerted in the 
case of Christ, by raising him from the dead.’ 
The comparison intended is twofold: 1. š 
of the rcsurrection and glorification of the just, 

C19. rie KARTEWS aro, kai Tis 6 TTXoUTos THS OoEns THs kXnpovojstas 
19 q kak Tí TO irepBadrov péyeOos Tis 

Suvdpews avrou els uç Tos miorevovTas, KATA Thy évépyeiay 
Tov xpárovs THs ia yos auto: % Hy évypynoey éy TQ X puro, 

.. éyelpas aùròv éx Tay vexpav kai éxaDvev ¿v SeEia avroU év Tots 
érovpavíow, 921 * Ëmepdyo máons apyns kai éfovaias, xal Suvd- 

as Christ was raised and glorified; 2. moral and 
spiritual, the being raised from the death of sin 
to the life of righteousness, and, through this 
newness of life, to the inheritance of the saints 
in light. This latter comparison must be chiefly 
intended, as is plain from the preceding context; 
since the Apostle intimates, that the persons he 
is addressing attain to it through the medium of 
the same power as that whereby Christians aro 
raised, &c. Some eminent Commentators 
the terms as mere synonyms, and conjoined by 
way of expressing the greatest degree of the 
Divine power. But, not to mention that that is 
always an objectionable —— (eee Calv., 
supra v. 18), évipyaa is by no means a syno- 
nyme of xpáros or loxós. Dr. Peile, indeed, 
would construe ToU xp&Tovt (which he 
as here equiv. to xpaToucav) with T$» evip- 

gcayv, rather than (as all other Commentators 
o) with rH lexóov. But the wsus ; is, 

in both cases, against him. And, moreover, the 
construction of xpar. with lox. is placed beyond 
doubt, by a similar passage, infra, vi. 10, ivóvra- 
poŭoða iv Kupiw xai ¿v te xpara rigs løe- 
xš abTov: also by several passages of the 

pt., e. g. Isa. x). 26. Dan. iv. 27, et al. Nor 
is it confined to Alezandrian Greek, since it 
occurs occasionally in the purest Classical writers. 
So excellent a Grecian, and . one so inti- 
mately acquainted with the Greek T ians, as 
Dr. Peile, might have brought to mind Soph. 
Phil. 594, à ui)» Av Acy@ Malcavres atau, Ñ 
pÓs loxyvos xparot, where there is mof, any 
more than here, a mere pleonasm (tho sense 
being, ‘by the use of downright force’), nor is 
there any such pleonasm in Thucyd. vii. 66, 3, 
wape loxùv rit Üvráutws évosdoaciy. 

20. xai ixdOiose] Strict regularity would 
bave required xai xu@ioas, but prob. ixabice 
was used, because verbs have a far stronger effect, 
in expressing tbe important truth couched in the 
next two verses, than would Participles. It is 
true that the very reading seemingly required is 
presented in MSS, A, B, and 14 cursives, and 
was received by Lachm., and by Tisch. 1, but 
rejected, and the t. rec. restored, in Tisch. 2; 
rightly; for a more rash and ill-judged change in 
the text was never made, even by Lachm. 

21. In the Subetantives ápy», éEovoía, &c. 
we have abstracts for concretes, to denote the 
—— who fill those dignities, and such as those. 
y épy?) and ifovcia we may understand the 

superior, and by dévau. and sup, those next in 
rank. See note on Matt. xxviii. 18. The S'a- 

in this use of doy? is very rare; though I 
rate rhe also in yl. "m — ud 

xim (° stracy, ‘government’) giraitror 
Aas, and, with tho Article, in Demosth. 1145, 26, 
j px (‘the magistrate’) wapadafovca sapà 
ths mpotipas ¿pX3°, uui» wapidesrns.— Ove- 
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patos, title of authority. See Phil. ii. 9. In 
the next words, iv res alvi tour, and iv 
TG MAiMovri, it is intimated that the power 
of Christ is infinitely above all created power, 
whether human or angelic. 

22. By the words márta —— dx0d rude 
woéas avTov (on which compare Matt. xxviii. 
18) we have graphically represented the complete 
subjection to which Christ's enemies must be 
reduced, and its results in their punishment. 
See 1 Cor. xv. 27. On this is then engrafted 
another and more striking view under which 
Christ's power may be considered, —namely, as 
it is exercised towards his friends ; wherein it is 
suggested that, in his capacity of supreme Head 
over the Church Catholic (namely, believers of 
every age and nation, compare Heb. xii. 23), he 
will use his power,—not in the way that earth] 
supreme Potentates — do, for his own | 
but exercise it solely for the benefit of kie people, 
as the head exerts itself for tho fit and sup- 

of the other members of the body, of which 
it is chief, and with which it is indissolubly 
united.—4ióexs, for T(Qsixa, or gornos, by an 
idiom formed from the use of the Hebr. Tu.— 
&wip wévra, * over all persons and things." See 
Dr. Smith, Scrip. Test., vol. ii. p. 210. 

23. rò eua abrov] ‘his body.’ ‘Namely, 
because, 1. he formed it by himself and his 
Apostles ; 2. he quickened it by his power and 
the gifts of the Holy Spirit; 3. he purchased it 
by his own blood; 4. he has bound together all 
its members by the same laws, the same faith, 
the same sacraments, the same hopes of a resur- 
rection to life eternal, and, above all, by mutual 
charity, the very bond of perfectness.’ (Dr. Jor- 
tin.)]—T0 «AÀjdpwua ToU Tà "árra tv T. wr. 
These words are in — with c@pua; and 
the Church is called his fulness, as consisting of 
many members; being an —— numerous 
society, under the government of Him ‘who 
filleth all with all [things] ; for so ra wdyra 
áv waco: mnp. should be rendered ; by which 
is meant, *filleth all his members each with 
their peculiar spiritual gifts and graces, each 
* receiving out of his fulness for grace.' 
See John i. 16, and 1 Cor. xii. 6, and comp. 
infra iv. 10—13. Est. complains of the difficulty 
of the arising from ambiguity of expres- 
sion, which he traces to this, that wdyra may 
be taken either as a Nomin. or an Accus., and 
$Ànpovuívov either in a Passive or an Active 
sense. And, in fact, to this supposed iguity 
may be ascribed the great diversity of inter- 
pretations. Afterall, however, it may be ques- 
tioned whether there be any real ambiguity. It 
is true that mÀAypovuévov of itself admits of 
being taken either Passively or Actively. But 
the former mode (adopted, from the Vulg., by 
most of the old Commentators) will require that 
at wayra should be supplied xara; an ellipsis 
which, however approved of by Erasm., Camer., 
Eat., and Hamm., is one too arbitrary to be ad- 
mitted, and which, in the present advanced state 

Rom. 12. 5. 
1 Cor. 14. 6, 

ch. 4, 13, 15, 10. & 5. 33, 80. CoL 1. 18. & & 11. 

of philological science, is such as no Commen- 
tator of note would think of proposing: not to 
say that the sense thus arising is forced and 
jejune. — the Active sense in 3A yp., 
regarded as Midd. Depon. (recognized by Theo- 
phyl. and CEcumen., and adopted by Theodor. 
and the framer of the Pesch. Syr. Version, and 
most of the modern Expositors, from 
Calv., and Grot. downwards), is best to be 
adopted, as it is more ble to the 
context and the matter of thie Epistle, and the 
twin Epistle to the Colossians. A iv. 10, and 
Col. ii. 9 and 10. But, although the ambiguity 
in question is thus dispelled, yet another may be 
thought to remain, —namely, whether aor is 
to be understood of or of things, since it 
may be of either the masculine or the neuter; 
also whether srárTa, if a neuter form, is to be 
taken in a neuter sense. Several early modern 
Commentators take mávra in a neuter sense 
{understanding it of all spiritual benefits and 
blessings, such as the context calle for), and, 
accordingly, they take mão: as a tne, un- 
derstanding it of ‘all the members of Christ's 
body, the faithful, meaning generally that 
* Christ fills all the members of his Church with 
these benefits" But this sense, however good, 
ja such as cannot be elicited from the worde 
without violence; for how otherwise can «Ap. 
%óáwra ty nace be made to mean to impart all 
such things «fo the persons in question? Thus 
the iv (found in all the MSS.) would be worse 
than useless; and the construction would be 
quite unprecedented. Hence I asquiesce in the 
opinion of Dr. Chandler, Abp. Newc., and Dr. 

ackn., that mávra is to be taken of persons, 
and «rac. of things, the full sense being, ‘ who 
filleth all the persons in question (the members 
of this spiritus! body) with all things,” viz. all 
things necessary to their well-being, all spiritual 
and heavenly blessings. In short, the true way 
of translating it is that adopted by Dr. Mackn., 
t who filleth all wtth all.” Here, however, the 
use of iy may fall under the head of what the 
grammarians term the xsus redundans; though 
there is really no redundancy at all, but only an 
idiom by which the Dat. with iv is u by 
some writers, where others would use the Dative 
of mode, or means, or instrument; which is 
alone, I believe, used in Latin. However, the 
dy is used by good writers, from Homer down- 
wards; and, so far from being thus redundant, it 
is rather more significant, as serving to bring the 
means more fully prominent than the mere in- 
strumental or modal dative. But the 
most to the present purpose (and which, with iv. 
10, serves to tne the construction and 
sense here) is Eph. v. 18, wAnpovote iv wvad- 
part, Where see my note. As to the use of the 
Middle form in an Active sense (as if a 
nent), and said by Olsh. to be unprecedented, 
there are not wanting examples, though very 
rare, such as Hdot. vi. 2, 14, rae vaus ixvAn- 
povro. Ismus, p.89. Dem. 1208. The use of 
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the Neuter for the Masc. is confirmed by the 
e at iv. 10 (quite akin to the prenn. 

va wANpwon Ta vTárTa, ‘that he might fill all 
the persons (i.e. believers) with the gifts and 
graces necessary to them." 

II. Having mentioned, in the preceding Chap- 
ter, the great privileges to which the Ephesians 
became entitled by their conversion to Chris- 
tianity, the Apostle now takes occasion to en- 
hance the greatness of the Divine mercy towards 
them, by putting them in mind of their former 
state of corruption and guilt. (Chandler.) 

l. xai opas, dvras—dpuaptias] Here some 
doubt has existed as to the connexion of these 
words with the context, also as to their construo- 
tion, and the verb to be supplied. Many ancient 
and most modern Expositors connect them with 
ver. 5, supplying &{eworoinee from cuvs{wowolnce 
after, where there is thought to bea sition. 
Thus wbat follows, up to ver. 4, and xai at ver. 
5, must be taken as pleonastic (after the manner 
of the Hebrews, who often so use their x, which 
signifies de and xai), or the ài is to be rendered 
E and the xai, etiam. By others, how- 
ever, consisting of the ancient Commentators 
generally, the words are connected with wAn- 
povuévov in the last verse of the preceding 
Chapter; both being so united together, that 
only a comma is placed after mÀnpovuévov, the 
sense assigned being, ‘He who filleth all [his 
members] with all [spiritual gifts and graces} 

filled you who were dead in, &c. O 
these two methods, the former (confirmed by 
various similar instances of anacol , and also 
by the parallel at Col. ii. 13) is the more 
natural and probable, and is supported by the 
Authority of Hyper. and Calv., of whom the 
latter ably traces the connexion and scope of the 

thus: ‘Here we have an explanation 
with illustration of what went before; in which 
the Apostle, in order the better to bring home 
to the Ephesians what he has been saying thus 
generally of the of God, now proceeds to 
remind them of their former state. "This appli- 
cation consists of two paraa an You were 
once lost; now God hath of his grace rescued 
you from destruction. These, however, instead 
of being brought ther, are disjoined by the 
intervention of further considerations dilatin 
on the main and primary one. Dr. Peile we 
regards xal ùuas óyvas, &c. as ‘a particular ex- 
em a of that general act of Divine grace 
of which the Apostle had just spoken in the 
words Tov wavra iv mo: ®ANpoUpivou; and 
he thinks it plain from Col. i. 21, and ii. 13, 
that * our Translators have rightly sought in ver. 
% the completion of the sentence from which he 
digresses in vv. 8 and 42 But the irregularit 
is too deeply seated to be so easily got rid of. 
If the resumption of the sentiment at ver. 1 be 
supposed to take place at ver. 5, then the words 
of ver. 4, though they seem to amalgamate with 
those at ver. 8, will have mo termination, 
for want of a Verb tx oratione directa. Now 
that might have been avoided by writing 5j» in- 

EPHESIANS II. 1, 2. 
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stead of jy. But, as it is, the words must be 
associated with those at vv. 5 and 6, as they are 
in all the ancient Versions and Commentaries ; 
and it would seem that the writer himself in- 
tended them to be so taken; though, sd siga 
ing the words ó 64 Oeds—nyase, he e the 
resumption of the incomplete construction at 
cuvs{woroinaos very obecure. The reader will 
observe that I include ver. 2, as well as 3 and 4, 
in the — portion; for which I have the 
support of Griesb., Scholz, and Paley, Hor. Paul. 
P 12, ed. Tate. He truly remarks that, ‘ if 
ere we take away the perenthesis, we have left 

& sentence nearly the same as in Col. ii. 12, 13. 
We have (continues he) the same sentiment in 
nearly the same words; but in the Ephesians 
twice interrupted by incidental thoughts, which 
St. Paul (an bjs manner ie) enl by the way, 
and then resumes the thread ol his discourse. 
It is interrupted the first time [aj vv. 20—23 
erm which breaks in upon his mind, o 

e exaltation of Christ, and the second time by 
a description of heathen — ; or rather, a 
retrospect of their sad state when sunk in heathen 
depravity. By vexpde slvat iy Tate auapr. is 
meant, ‘ to be entirely enslaved to sin, as a dead 
bared is to the power of death, and to be as inca- 
pable of rising from it to spiritual life, as a corpse 
1s of being restored to natural life, See Matt 
viii. 22. Luke xv. 14, and notes. 

2. iv ale wors wepiswaticars}] That sin 
had formerly reigned in them he now evinces 
from its go. or fruits; the power of sin not 
being sufficiently perceptible to men, until it 
shows itself in s utwani action. (Calv.)—<a=& 
TÓ» al&va tov xócuov T., ‘according to the 
way or course of the world :' what Tacitus calls 
seculum (so German. i. 9, ‘corrumpere et cor- 
rumpi se@culum vocatur"); meaning, ‘in con- 
formity to its corrupt principles, and wicked 
ractices."—Katra tov apy. rns if. Tou dépos. 
he best Expositors, ancient and modern, are in 

general agreed, that i€ovcias is here put for 
a@pxne, ‘power’ being put for ‘thoee who exer- 
cise the power, or rule, throughout the various 
degrees of subordinate agency.’ So Theopbyl. 
explains, &pxovra tay ivasplwy dvvduecey, the 
leader of shoes powerful spirits who hold their 
residence in the air; see Jude 6. Indeed, Mede, 
Whitby, and Wets. have shown at large tbat 
both the Jews and the Gentiles (espec. of tho 
Pythagorean sect) believed the air to be peopled 
with genii, or spirits, under the governance of a 
chief, who there held his seat of empire. These 
spirits were su to be powerful, but malig- 
nant, and exciting men to evil. That the Jews 
held the opinion in question is plain from Philo, 
p. 31, 28, gor: 33 xal xarà TÓ» dipa Yuya 
QowuáTwv lepwrarot xopòs, and Diog. Laert. 
viii. 92, slvai ra mávra ròv dípa Wuyiey in- 
TÀso»: also from the Rabbinical writers. So, 
in Pirko Aboth. fol. 83, p. 2 (cited by Weta), 
they are represented as filling the whole air, 
ranged in troope, and under regular subordina- 
tion ; which illustrates the ¿Eovcíae of the Apos- 
tle. This belief was transmitted to the carly 
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Fathers (so Ignatius Ep. to Ephes. $ 13, i» $ 
Was WoNsuos xaTapysirat &tpicy Kal ¿uysiwy 
7yivu&Tey), and came down even to modern 
times. We are not, indeed, warranted in as- 
eribing to St. Paul the wild dreams of the Rab- 
bins; but neither are we justified in supposing 
him to have disbelieved the above notion, and yet 
countenanced it for a temporary purpose.'—Tov 
4v20paTos, for arysvua, by a slight anomaly in 
construction ; and that, I apprehend, occasioned 
by the use of the xara just before, to signify, 
* according to the will Y which, in thought, in- 
volving a Genit., so the case of wvavpuaror is 
accommodated to that, rather than to the gram- 
matical construction. — ToU voy ivspyouvroç, 
meaning, ‘exerts hie energies, and manifests his 
influence.” So Matt. xiv. 2, al duvduas ivep- 
ovow iy airo, because he had risen from the 

dead. Hence demoniacs were called évspyou- 
pavot. Thus it is meant, that the Evil Spirit 
powerfully and manifestly, by their actions, ope- 
rates in the disobedient, with reference to the 
Gentiles, who are here called of viol ris åra- 
Osías, an expression not merely synonymous 
with dwe:Ozic, but a stronger term, to denote 
* devotedly and habitually disobedient.’ So Luke 
xvi. 8, of viol ToU alvos trovrov, ‘devoted to 
this world, and Matt. xxiii. 15, vlós ris yeivyne, 
used like viol Qayarov in the Old Test. 

3. The Apostle here les what he has just 
said to the Jews aleo; and shows (as in Romans, 
ch. ii.), that they, too, as well as the rest of the 
world, had been under the dominion of sin.— 
iv ois xai fusi? w. Expositors are not 
whether ols is to be referred to vlois T. åm., or to 
Tapa TOpuac: at ver. ]. But though the latter 
has much to countenance it, more may be urged 

inst it; and the objection, as to the construc- 
tion of dvacrpigpecba with a Dat. of 
not thing, will not hold good, because it is here 
construed with ¿z Tate &T:0. T. C. — words, 
according to the other view, would be useless). 
And as here we have dvsorp. iv Tate imi8., so 
at 2 Cor. i. 12, we have ¿y dwrornti wal sii- 
xpivsia Otroù dvectpadnuey iv TH kÓcuo. 
Nor need we strictly interpret the iv by inter ; 
but we may suppose it taken in a lazer sense for 
ev, meaning, ‘as well as they.'—^4roiovrTte Tà 
Ger. is strangely rendered by Dr. Peile, ‘acting 
on the suggestions.’ The sense is plainly, ‘doing 
the wills,’ ` performing the behests of the disposs- 
tions of the ;—those things to which we are 
inclined by our corrupt nature, as denoted by the 
term Tis capxós. This plural of 641. (occurring 
also in Acts xiii. 22) is not found in the Class. 
writers, though it occurs in the Sept.—05sA. ra» 
étavoicor is wrongly rendered, ‘the mind.’ It 
denotes the passons, as capxós does the apps- 
tides, of our corrupt nature, This natural corrup- 
tion is implied in 0sX. (which should be ren- 

dered ities), and is expressed in the next 
words, which seem added for the very purpose of 
inculcating that truth. For though duos there 
is tortured by many learned Commentators, to 
yield some such sense as shal] exclude the doc- 
trine of the natural ion of the human heart 
(namely, by explaining it either custom, or ac- 
qui: Lo ), yet in vain; for in all the passages 
cited the sense natural disposition is ever appa- 
rent. In short, a far greater portion of learning 
and ingenuity, than has been employed in the 
cause in question, would be insufficient to set 
aside the common interpretation, and establish a 
sense unsupported the usus loquendi, and at 
variance with, the — Aud all merely to 
get rid of a doctrine plainly revealed in Scrip- 
ture, and confirmed by the experience even of 
the most virtuous and pious persons; nay, ac- 
knowledged by the heathens themselves, as might 
be shown by many examples, one of which must 
here suffice: Eur. Beller. frag. ix. 1, ‘Qs iuqu- 
TO? này Tc dvOpwroe xaxn. The expres- 
sion (derived from the Hebr.) rixva dpyis 
signif. * persons worthy of wrath and punishment.’ 
So 2 Pet. ii. 14, xarápas tixva. Isa. lvii. 4, 
Tíkva &ves(ae. The same idiom has place in 
vlos* but sometimes the Subst. following is found 
not in a Passive sense, as here, but in an Active 
one, as ver. 2, ol viol awe:Qeiae. Moreover, 
ol Aodrol should be rendered, not others, but 
* the rest fot mankind], the other nations. 

4—6. This may be regarded as the second 
ticular spoken of in the note at ver. 1, of which 
the general import is, that God has preserved the 
Ephesians from the destruction to which they 
were devoted. This, however, the Apostle has 
—— in other words, by way of further 
enlarging on the love of God, and thus (as 
Chandler observes) ‘setting before them their 
obligations to the Divine mercy and goodness, in 
their recovery to the knowledge and operation of 
true religion and virtue by the gospel of Christ.’ 
In fact, he now returns to the subject he was 
treating of at ch. i. 19; and what is there only 
indirectly intimated, he here distinctly propounds; 
namely, that as God raised Christ from the dead, 
so he will raise ws up. 

5. The term here, evws(ooT*oíncs, is well 
explained by Whitby: ‘hath quickened us to- 
gether with Christ,'—namely, not only by giving 
us & new birth, or renovation of life, but an 
assurance also of eternal life; according to what 
ie said by Christ himself, John xiv. 19, * because 
I live, ye shall live also, and by the Apostle 
elsewhere, Rom. v. 10, * we shall be saved by his 
life See Calv. and Hyper. The interposed 
words xápirí iors cecwopivot are meant to 
forcibly imprese the great truth, of.God's free 
gift of eternal life to as many as submit them- 
selves to be saved by the plan of salvation set 
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THT OJA€V. 
11345 pynpovevete, Ste 

forth by God himself. See Theophyl. on Rom. 
iii. 24. Here, and at ver. 8, the words xapirl 
tore cacecpico: should be rendered ‘ by 
(i.e. an act of grace) ye are placed in a state of 
salvation. This bas been evinced by many 
eminent theologians, including Bp. Bull, Harm. 
Evang. c. xii., and is further established by a 
very accurate Greek scholar, Mr. Green, in his 
Gram. N. Test. D., p. 317. 

6. cvvexad. iv rois lvovp.] Hereby is inti- 
mated the great dignity of our Christian profes- 
sion, by opening out our participating with Christ 
in the Society of God and the angels, and that by 
right of citizenship obtained by Christ; so that 
we are entitled to all the privileges of the Church 
and family of God. 

7. iv Toiv aloo: T. iwapx.] tin all future 
ages (i.e. all futurity) both of thie world and 
the next. In vis ydptroe avTov ¿y ypnor. 
i$' huas a participle is to be understood ; the 
sense being, ‘hie richly abundant grace and 
mercy shown towards us,' in the blessings con- 
fe through Christ and his atoning merits, 
through the l This passage is thus beau 
tifully alluded to by Irenæus, p. 181: 
Talia fecit (Deus) propter hominem, ut mə- 
turescens in iis fructificet immortalitatem, et 
eterna superinducit propter suam benignitatem, 
ut ostendat seculis eint rie &c. 

8—10. * These verses are closely connected 
together, and contain the same sentiments, ex- 

in other words.’ (Koppe. 
8. Tp yàp XÉT, E ly to the 

view stated, d ge ver. 5, = render ) ue 
it is b i.e. a eystem of free at 
ye have been brought into 8 state of salvation 
through faith (as the medium) ; and that [salva- 
tion by grace] not arising from yourselves [i. e. 
any thing that ye do], not [pertaining to you] on 

score of works done, so that no man can 
boast, that being precluded.’ This eventual sense 
of Iva, as expressing a logical conclusion, was long 

adopted by me in my Recens. Syn. and Gr. 
Tat. and I have since found that it had been 
previously promulgated by Dr. Mackn., who 
with reason objects to our Common Version, 
* lest any man,’ &c., on the ground that ‘it re- 

nts God as appointing our salvation to be 
D faith ix order to man’s boasting ; 
which certainly were an end unworthy of God 
in so tamatter. I must not omit to notice 
the de question as to the reference of rovro. 
I am still of opinion that it is neither to rloraes, 
nor to xdprri, but to the subject of the foregoing 

ist vation by grace, through faith in 

: Tempo- 

Oucev ¿v rois éroupavios dv Xpiot@ Inood: 1 iva evdeikyras ëv 
Tos aic, Tois érepyouévors Tov vrepBáXXovra TovTOY TS 
xapitos abtod èv ypnotoryte èp’ ñus iv Xpiot@ 'Incob. Š € TH 

* yàp ydpiti éare cecwopévos Sia THS Tria reas" Kai ToUTO oU é£ 
úv, Beod rò Spor 9 ^ oùe éE Epywr, va uý Tis kavysjarat. 
10 i Abrod yap spev Tropa, cri 0éyreç ev Xpurro 'Inood èm 
čpyois ayaois, ols mrpontoipacev ó Ocós, wa év avrois Trepura- 

ùeis ToTé Tà vn èv cape, (oi 

and his Gospel : a viow, I find, confirmed by Dr. 
Chandl., Dean Tucker, Dr. Mackn., and Dr. A. 
Clarke. And to show that this interpretation is 
not a mere novelty, I need only refer the reader 
to Theophyl., who thus explains: Ov Tà» rior 
Adyet apoy Osov, &ÀÀà TÒ Gta sic Ties cæ- 
Ova Tovro sapdv tors Osov. Such also is 
the view ado by Chrys. and Theodor. And 
that it is the true one is clear from ver. 10, where 
see note. 

10. avrot yáp š. voínua] The yap serves 
for dir iL and explication; that being, as 
Bp. Bull points out, the scope of the verse. 
There is here a clause omit which may be 
supplied as follows: ‘Salvation (i.e. the being 
paed in a state of salvation) was the gift of 

od, not for any works that we had done, nor 
with a view to any that we might do. So that 
boasting is excluded. Do them, however, we 
must; for we are his workmanship, created in 
coni de eg re poe of prag] 

sample purpose orming 
good works,'—namely, such as (in the words i 
our Twelfth Article) * follow after justification, 
and spring out necessarily of a true and living 
faith in Christ” The strong term xr:aO4vres, 
used also infra 10, must not, with some recent 
Expositors, be lowered, since it has reference to 
that «sion of Christians with their Lord, which 
forms the essential condition of their Christian 
existence, — ole wpontroluacey — spim., ° for 
which good works (i.e. with a view to their 
pee) God hath aforetime (all along 

m the first) provided, so as that in them we 
should walk.’ I would thus render, being of 
opinion, with Dr. Peile, that ‘the words Tva i» 
avTots wapim. declare the object of ols spor. 

is ing must be referred to the Prow- 
dence of God, who in the Gospel fore-ordained, 
with reference to Christian works, that we 
should walk in them. A similar use of mpo- 
"Toíu. is found in Philo, p. 17, ó Oade ra iv 
KÓG pue TávTa "TponTo.uácaTo sis [perra 
avTov. 

11. Havin ken to them of the general 
"T of fallen man, and the Morem a all 

ievers by rich grace and mercy of God, 
the Apostle next proceeds to set forth to the 
Gentile converts the peculiarity of their case, 
which had placed them much further out of the 
way than the Jews had been. He illustrates the 
mercy of God in their conversion, by showing 
them that was under no previous obliga- 
tion, by virtue of any special covenant he had 
entered into with them, to confer so great a hap- 
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piness upon them ; since they were wholly un- 
acquainted with, and strangers to, the only pecu- 
liar covenant he had entered into with any part 
of mankind. 

ll. &ó uynporsótrs, čr: &c.] The full sense 
is, ‘ Wherefore [that ye may understand the 
megnitude of the benefits ye havo received, and 
the obligation ye lie under to the performance of 
good works] remember, &c.—i» sapri, ° by 
natural descent, or carnal origin.' The words oi 
Aeyopevor—yatpow. are exegetic and parenthe- 
tical ; thus at or: nos there is a reswaption of 

construction.—Oi Azyouevor axpof., i.e. 
* who are or usly styled the sxcircun- 
eised.'—áxpoflvaria, for axpoBvero:, abstract 
for concrete; as at Top, just after, for ol 
TtpUTATMTSALE VOL. e expression iv capxl 
Xeigoroutrov. (° made by hand, in the flesh’) is 
Medi b regi M d enn basa ss, 

heart, it stporou' rov. 
See Col. ii. 11. Ë: MT 

12. xvoit Xp.] for xepicÜírrse áxó cov 
Xp., ‘without communion with Christ, The 
sense is further developed in the next words, 

p. THe wor. T. I., ‘aliens from the 
citizenship of Israel. 'Aor5AAX. is a stronger 
term than dAAórpiot, though that word is b 
Aristotle opposed to evusoAiTat. Todrrela is 
& word used of astical, as well as civil 
polity ; since, in the case of the Jews, the 
one va duly united with the other.—EFíro: is 
wed for dwsEsvopivo: (to correspond with 
éwyi.), and consequently it carries the — 
of a Particip. ; see Winer's Gr. Gr. § 30, 6. So 
yi — E s Eivos piy ToU 

ov Toud’ ils n dia0n«ovy THe lorayy. 
the Genit. of the noun bas the force ot en 
Adject. By these Jia05xac« we are to under- 
stand ‘the patriarchal and the Mosaic covenants.” 
See mote on Rom. ix. 4—éAwida uù ¿xowrse, 
‘having no [assured] hope of eternal life and 
salvation :' meaning, that they had been out of 
covenant with God, and were consequently desti- 
tute of any hope of pardon and acceptance with 
him.—cai 0:01, iv T& xócuc, ° and thus with- 
out God,'—namely, ‘either by knowing him not, 
or not worshipping him as God.” By a similar 
mode of expression, Jos. (Antt. xvii. 5, 6) de- 
scribes the wicked man as doing what he does 
we iv donule cov Osov, ‘as if there were no 
Deity every where t° The words i» re 
«ócug are added b way of magnifying their 
offence, as living in a world created and pre- 
served for blessing by God, and yet not knowin 
him, or worshipping bim, as its Creator an 

13 i» Xo. 'L.] ‘by Christ and his religion." 

Or wo may, with Koppe, supply vrse; q.d. 
* having been united to Christ; “become Chris. 
tians; comp. Rom. viii, 1.—paxpay slvai: and 
iyyiós silva: were figurative expressions, de- 
noting, respectively, the pious worshippers of 
God, and therefore favoured with admittance 
to his presence, and those who neglected it 
(i.e. the Gentiles), and were consequently far 
removed from his presence and favour. See 
Isa. lvii. 19, and notes on Acts ii. 39, and on 
Luke xv. 13. 

14. 4 elpjvn hucv] Put, by metonymy, for 
Ó rois elpyieny ¢ the Author of our peace [and 
reconciliation with God]") occurring in the next 
ve: Jue as me Jews call — essiah — 
eace.—At Td áudor. supply n or yévn, 

* both of the — The words following aro 
illustrative of the sense of the fi ing, by an 
allusion to the ition wall in the Temple, 
which separated the Court of the Gentiles from 
that of the Jews. 

lication, for &«ad$páccor fuae iE dAXww» 
Ove. It here alludes to the ritaal law of 
Moses, which was intended only to k the 
Jews apart from the Gentiles, but which, in 
fact, produced that mutual enmity to which the 
Apostle aren to advert. 
"s. v &xOpay may be taken either with the 

preceding, or the following words; for the same 
sense will arise. But it seems more natural to 
connect them with the following.—ró» vópov is 
in apposition with ix8pav, denoting the cause of 
enmity. This the Law was, since it generated 
in one party an antisocial and operei iou irt 
and in tbe other a deadly hatred.—i» ty capx 
a., i.e. by the sacrifice of his body on the cross, 
— namely, to bring in that ‘everlasting righte- 
ousness,' of which Daniel prophesied. The terms 
ivr. and dcypu. refer to the ceremonial part of 
the law; cod ane specified as being the cause of 
the disunion. On xatapy., see Rom. iii. 31. 
Gal. iii. 17, and Notes.— iva rovcs—év8., lit. ‘in 
order that [thereby] be might, by himself, form 
the two classes of men into one new mankind." 
At rode dd0 sub. áyÜpormovs, from dyOpenor 
following. The two classes would be one inan, 
by being one in friendship, and having a common 
spirit of affection ;—as a man is ineeparable from 
himeelf;:—and ‘one sew man,’ since each part 
would be brought to a new and reformed reli- 
gion, with new and infinitely better principles. 
— ¿y dave, i.o. ‘through his means,’ i.c. * by 
his death on the cross." 
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l Pet. 2.4.5. Rev. 31. 14. 

16. awoxaradX.] This is more significant 
than xacaAA., and refers to the enmity previously 
existing; the term denoting *a transition from 
the state of enmity to that of friendship.'—i» ivi 
owu., ‘by composing one body; i.e. Christ's 
mystical y, the Church; rosa yas Tù» 
x0. is not synonymous with xarapyicas thy 
£y0pav just before, but is a stronger expression, 
denoting that ‘ it is annulled for ever.’ 

17. sunyy. slpfivnv, &c.] Ae Christ did not 
himself preach this peace to the Gentiles, we must 
understand it as done through the medium of 
his ambassadors, the Apostles. EvayyeXifecOaz 
elpivny (proclaim a mode of obtaining peace and 
reconciliation with God) is a phrase occurrin 
also at Acts x. 36.—After uaxp. xal Lachm. an 
Tisch. insert elońynv, from ‘A B, D, E, F, G, 
and some 4 cursives (to which I can make no 
addition), the Vulg.. and Ital., and other Vers., 
and some Fathers. But they were not warranted 
in so doing, since internal evidence is at least as 
much against as for the word. It certainly was 
not in the copies used by the Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator; and I regard it as an interpolation of Re- 
visers, who thought that the sense was thus im- 
roved. Had the word been there from the first, 
ew would have thought of removing it; and 
even they would prob. not have done the thing. 

18. +w *poca'ywy?)v, meaning, by the force 
of the Article, ‘the access which we have.’ See 
notes on Rom. v. 2, and on l Cor. xii. 19. In 
poca. there is an allusion to our introduction 
to a king, or great man.—dy dvi Ilvsónat:, i. o. 
* by the intervention of one and the same Holy 
Spirit in his office of Paraclete.’ 

19. dpa ob», &c.] Here we have the inference 
drawn from what has been. said at vv. 15—18: 
‘So, or now, then,’ &c. The terms évo: and 
7ápoixot differ; the former being applied to a 
city or country, the latter to a family; thus cor- 
responding respectively to the Latin terms pere- 
grinus and hospes. In the words following, eva. 
refers to. the Eívot, and ol«sto: to the aráp.; 
comp. ver. 12. The meaning is, that they ‘all 
have now every privilege which the Jews had, 
of being the people and family of God.'—For 
dÀXà ovur. Lachm. and Tisch. adopt ¿XÀ iors 
gvur. from all the most ancient uncials, and 3 
cursives, (to which I can make no addition); 
but on insufficient grounds, espec. since internal 
evidence is by no means in favour of the word. 
In fact this is a case precisely like that of the 
alovn» at v. 17; and what I have said there 
exactly applies here. 

20. On the olxoe, implied in olxsio: just be- 
fore, the Apostle engrafts a figurative comparison 

GopmÜévres eri re Oeuedio Trav dmoarÓXav Kai trpodrrráv, dvTos 
poywviaioy avtov ‘Incod Xpiorod: 21 t dy à maca 7) oixoðopr 

t 1 Cor. 3.17. & 6.19. $Cor.6.10. ch. 4.16. 

of the Church to a House or Temple of God; 
having in mind, it is supposed, the Temple of 
Ephesus. The present is worthy of ad- 
miration, from the skill with which the archi- 
tectural figures are applied to the subject. By 
wpopyray most ancient and early modern Er- 

itors understand ‘ the a kaos of the Old 
estament,’ as being the heralds of the Gospel. 

Since, however, the term is put afler &¿woc+ó- 
Awy, and the Old Testament prophets could 
hardly be said to form part of the Christian edi- 
fice with the Apostles, the most eminent modern 
Commentators, from Grotius downwards, seem 
nen in understanding it (as indeed the 5th verse 
of the next chapter requires) of the 9rpod5ra:, 
or ‘inspired teachers of the New Covenant,’ 
mentioned in various parts of the first Epistle to 
the Corinthians. See also iv. 11. Acts xi. 27.— 
ÓvTos xpoywviaíov. Called in the ancient pro- 
phecy (see Matt. xxi. 42), «ada ywvias. In 
order to understand this expression proper, we 
must bear in mind that ‘ the strength of buildings 
lies in their angles; and that corner-stone 
is that which unites and compects the different 
sides of them ; and that the okbief corner-stone is 
that which is laid at the foundation, upon which 
the whole angle, or quoin, of the building rests, 
and which, therefore, is the principal support and 
tie of the whole edifice. Now Christ is the chief 
corner-stone; the main stress of this spiritual 
building lies and rests upon him, who by his 
death hath united Jews and Gentiles, the two 
different constituent parts of it, into one com- 
d regular let and temple.” (Chand. 
n the same manner the expreseion is explai 

by the ancient Commentators. And that such is 
the idea intended to be conveyed, appears from 
the term evrapuoAo*yovuérn in the verse follow- 
ing; comp. also vv. 14—18. 'Axpoywmatov T 
would render, not, the ‘the chief corner-stone’ 
(for all such corner-stones must be equal), but 
rather ra is confirmed by the absence of the 
Article), ‘a corner-stone; meaning an extreme 
"a pri stone, a stone at the extreme angle, the 

of the sides; q.d. * Jesus Christ being like 
unto & corner-stone, any corner-stone of that 
kind.’ See l Pet. ii. 5—7. 

21. i» $ rára ñ ol«.] Render: ‘by whom. 
i.e. ‘by means of whom, &¢.—evvapu., ° framed 
together,’ so that the stones shall fit in (Acyée) ; 
according to the ancient manner of building, in 
which the stones were not squared, but laid 
Aoyadny; see my note on Thucyd. iv. 4. The 
term is rare, and never found in the Class. 
writers (though the simple douoÀ. occurs twice 
in the Anthol. Gr., while it is not unfrequent in 
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the Fathers. The 5j before olxodou? is cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch., from seven uncial, and 
several cursive MSS. (to which I can add nearly 
al] the Lamb. and some of the Mus. copies); 

rhaps rightly. See note, infra, iii. 15.—aé- 
fe als paov, &c., crescit, it, a metaphor 
Grot. and Koppe observe) taken from animal 

and vegetable growth, to denote edificial increase. 
The term was, we may suppose, suggested by the 
two ideas, of a body and a buildi ge being still in 
the Apoetle's mind.—év Kupiw. This serves to 
complete the idea in dior, meaning, ‘a temple 
holy to the Lord.” 

22. iv s) This may, with some, be referred 
to Kvpíw, just before; but better by others to 
sao, which is confirmed by a similar use of the 
rare word cuvoo2. in Thucyd. i. 93 (of the 
walls of Athens), Evroxodounuívot peyador 
Aí80( xai ivroun iyywuor, On ale katone. 
vov Osov, see Rom. viii. 9. 1 Cor. iii. 16. 
1 John iv. 13, and notes.—i» IIvsónaTi is by 
most recent Commentators taken for ?rwvsvuaTi- 
xov. But the sense assigned by the ancient and 
most modern Expositors (*by the Holy Spirit") 
is far more agreeable to the context, and to the 
general tenor of the reasoning. 

Hi. The Apostle, having now fully declared 
that it was the eternal purpose of God to call the 
Gentiles to be ers of the privil of his 
Church, proceeds to speak of the — of his 
own Apostolical character and office, and of the 
extraordinary manner by which he was called to, 
and fitted for, it; that hereby he might not only 
give his readers a fuller assurance of the truth of 
the doctrine he had laid down, but prevent their 

better, with many eminent Expositors (as Abp. 
Newc., Bp. Middl., and others), to — vv. 2— 
13 inclusive as parenthetical, the thread of the 
reasoning being resumed by a repetition of rov- 
TOv Xápiw (‘on account of this equal admission 
of both Jews and Gentiles"). The argument is 
well stated by Bp. Middl., in the following para- 

rase. ‘ For this cause, J, Paul, the prisoner of 
esus Christ; for,’ or ‘since (alya equi. to si- 

quidem) indeed ye cannot but have heard both 
of my divine commission, and of the nature of 
the doctrine which I am commanded to teach 
(vv. 12, 13), for this cause (rovrov xápw 
— e^ 14—19) I pray to God, who has 

OL. 11. 

ch. 1.9, 10. Col. 1. 26,20. d Acts 10. 28. 

been thus merciful in calling you, that ye may 
be strengthened with might by his Spirit (v. 16), 
that so Christ may dwell in your hearts.’ After 
this prayer is subjoined a doxology (20, 21), with 
the concluding Amen. 

2. Tijv olkovouíay T. x. T. O.) The full sense 
is: ‘the dispensation of the Breve of God [com- 
mitted] to me [by apostleship] for your sake.’ 
Comp. Col. i. 25, xara Tv olxovoníav ToU OsoU 
Tiv ÓoÜdicáp uot ele vuas. The els úuas is 
rendered in our Authorized Version, *to you- 
ward; by Abp. Newc., ‘towards vou ;' by Dr. 
Peile, ‘in relation to you.’ And certainly the 
words are capable of that sense : nevertheless, on 
account of the vxip óuov Tov &Üyow in the pre- 
ceding verse, and the els vuas in the parallel 
pessage of Col., where the rendering of our 
Authorized Version is ‘for you'—l prefer to 
render ‘for you, i.e. ‘for your sake; which is 
confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., and all the other 
ancient Versions. 

3. Ste] ‘ [also] that.'—«aTà dwoxdn., for iv 
dmwoxahiwat. Comp. Gal. i. 12.—70 uvorripiov, 
of the calling of the Gentiles.—«a@we, for xa0' 
& xpolyp. tv iyw, ‘according to what I have 
before briefly glanced at.'—For #yvepics, many 
MSS., Versions, and Fathers, have éyvwpictn, 
which has been received by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. ; but, I apprehend, wrongly ; 
for it has every appearance of being a mere altera- 
tion to smoothen a slight ruggedness of style. 
Internal evidence is, however, rather difficult to 
balance; because either reading might have arisen 
from an error of scribes, Moreover, the united 
suffrages of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. attest the 
extreme antiquity of the reading. 

4. rods 6 his may be taken, with Koppe, 
for iv d, or resolved into & dvayiwwonorres 
àQ¿vaoc0s voca, Tpós abre, i.e. i» arg. 
—Zvveorv. The word signifies intelligence and 
sagacity (whether natural or acquired, but chiefly 
the former) as evinced in a thorough knowledge 
of any thing. 

5. we vvv dwsxad.}) I would still render ws, 
tin the same manner as,’ i.e. ‘to the same ex- 
tent, fulness, and clearness as. —Trois ay. door. 
airov. Olah. thinks it singular that the Apos- 
tle here calls the Apostles, and, consequently, 
himself, along with them, “holy: and Do 
Wette finds in that a mark of the non-apostolical 
original of this Epistle; ‘ which, however,’ Olsh. 
says, ‘is certainly carrying the thing too far.’ 
Very true! But is not the use of so mild an 
expression carrying the thing too far? Jt surely 
does not follow, that, because an expression is 
unusual, it must be regarded a not genuine; 

c 
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much lees stamp u uineness on the whole 
work in which it is found. But the expression 
does occur once elsewhere, in Rev. xviii. 20, 
supp. 4. aù., oüparé, xal ol &yior dwoorodka 
xai ol ?pod., ‘his holy Apostles and Prophets.” 
It is true that the reading there is doubtful; but 
seo my note. See also Rev. xxii. 6. As to the 
difficulty here found, or rather made, Oleh. would 
remove it by regarding the Apostles and Pro- 

ets as a Corporation; and hence he says the pre- 
dicate ay. is subjoined to them in their official 
character. But there is no need to resort to 
that 010s awd unxavne, for the Apostles were as 
frequently styled dy:ot as the Prophets. And 
they are fully entitled to the a jon, being, 
as Luke describes them, Acts i. 2, Christ's cko- 
sen vessels for conveying to the Church the 
awvevna dywecórys. See more in Dr. Peile’s 
note, who remarks, that the reference is here to 
their consecration, recorded in John xx. 2], 22, 
where see notes, 

6. By cvocewua is denoted ‘the union of many 
members in the same body ;' and by ovunár. (on 
which see my Lex.) are meant jotut heirs, and 
joint-partakers, of the promise of salvation by 
Christ. The term coccwua is introduced by 
way — the ides of close union, so as te 
form one body. 

7. éyev. diáxoypos] i. e. * had committed to me 
the d:axovia’ mentioned at ver. 2. The samo 
expression occurs at Col. i. 28. Of xarà rip 
dvipys:av rie Óvv. the full sense is, ‘by the 

t [and supernatural] efficacy of his power.’ 
Es sur i. 19, 20.—riv dobeicay. Six of the 
most ancient uncial MSS., and ten cursives, 
the Mr Ital., and Copt. Versions, and some 
Latin Fathers, have rie $o8:í(cgs, which was 

roved by Griesb., and has been received into 
e text by Lachm. and Tisch. Now, this read- 

ing might arise either from negligence on the 
of the scribes, who thought that 400. be- 

onged to 7€ ydpcros, or from certain Critics, 
who, having in view the words supra, ver. 2, Ti+ 
&pvroe rov O«ov re soOslone, supposed the 
postle must have so written Aere. But that 

does not follow, since the context (here is not 
uite the same as here. I quite agree with Dr. 
eile, that the Apostle did aof intend to say, 

* which grace has been given me.’ But I cannot 
with him, that ke Apostle meant to say, 

* of which grace there has been given me in pro- 
portion to the inworking of his power.’ The 
e ad * — in his note — 
might o namely, *according to the gi 
of God's grace with which 1 have been gifted?) 
ie as good as can be desired. And that he shoul 

considering that not have preferred it is stra 
has here employed he acknowledges that St. P. 

his nent construction of a cognate noun and 
verb. The received reading is strongly supported 
b Pesch. Syr. Version; and, as respecte the the 

Version, even Est. rejects it, and ers 
she cele $o0sicay, which li also — 
Tisch. in hie 2nd edit. As M to illustrate 
this use of ivépy., which signifies lit. ixwortiag, 
meaning, *effecting on the inner man, the sou 
and spirit, we may compare supra, i. 19, xara 
T)» tv. Tou kpáTovs THt voe avTOoV, and 
Col. i. 29, xarà Thv ivépy. iv šuol i» Qvváuct. 
Here the word ŝúvamıs is implied, since it is 
from the Holy Spirit that the ivipyera in ques- 
tion proceeds ; and, accordingly, Ch uses the 
hrase évépy. Tov [l»róuaTow. Even in the 
lass. writers dvépy. is sometimes used de 

sente ope Divina, e. g. Diod. Sic. 1. xi. 14, € 
xarawAayírras Ti)» T&v Orav ivípyttap, pv- 
yai» ix rev TÓT wv. 

8. ¿uol re iAayiceToTíÍpo warres rov dy.) 
‘to me [I say] who am beyond comparison the 
least of all saints.'—iXayior. A comparative 
formed on a superlative ( Aéxiorrot), like wpa- 
tioros. ‘'EXaytororaro: 1 found in Sext. 
Emp. The Apostle means to say that, of all 

reons now Christians, he was, by reason of his 
ormer bigoted adherence to Judaism, and per- 
secution of the Gospel, Àumanly speaking, the 
least worthy of the supernatural call, and Divine 
illumination, which had been vouchsafed to him. 
— Tav before dyíev, absent from A, C, D, 
E, F, G, J, K, and many cursives (to which I 
add all the Lamb. and several Mus. copies), is 
with reason cancelled by all the Critical Editors. 
— &vyeEiyv. wr. T. Xo., ‘the inecrutable, un- 
searchable, riches of Christ, meaning, the un- 
fathomable depth of his wisdom and mercy, as 
shown in the mystery of humsn redemption by 
Christ ; which could have been known only from 
revelation, and was disclosed to Paul xara &o- 
ké) uyu, as it is said ver. 3: comp. Rom. xi. 
88, œ Pálos rhovrov—Osov' dt aveEsyviacros 
al ódol abrov, meaning, bis ways of mercy and 
compassion just before adverted to. 

9. perisa: rore lit. *to bring the light 
to all men,” ‘to cause clearly to see," show 
them. oni Awa edd olxov. — &e., 
meaning, ° w and how great] is ispensa- 
tion which reveals the mystery, that had been 
hidden in [the secret counsels of] God.'— re re 

ii. 10, xcrieOivres iv regeneration. 
Xp. 'Ineos : soe also iv. 24 Strange it ie that 
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Dr. Peile should have been so far misled by the 
flimsy reasonings of Mackn. as to retain the t. 
Tec. xowespia, which is destitute of any external 
authority of weight, and is at direct variance 
with internal evidence.  Olxovouía, which I 
Jong ago adopted, I have now found in all the 
Lamb. and in the best Mus. copies. As to 
transcribers subetituting olxovouía for kowwwvia, 
strange were it that almost all should have taken 
& liberty which, in point of fact, they hardly 
ever did. That was reserved for the Critics, who 
undertook to revise and improve texts. If the 

Pers had any hand in this matter, it was 
rather by mistaking olxov. for xowwwvia. Dr. 
Peile, indeed, avers that the view of the passage 
taken by Mackn. is confirmed by the Apostle's 
use of we rícat here and elsewhere; for which 
ebservation he was indebted to Calv. But, 
although Calv. takes for granted that xowwwvia 
is the true reading, yet in his exposition he is 
compelled to give it a sense quite unheard of, — 
namely, promulgation. But the argument as re- 
pects dwrica: depends aney on that inter- 
pretation, and, therefore, is wholly baseless, since 
it would be reasoning in a circle. It was pardon- 
able in Mackn. to battle so hard for xoiw., since 
it may be thought to afford some countenance to 
his notion that the ‘ Apostle is here contrasting 
the discoveries made in the Gospel with those in 
the heathen mysteries, and the Christian Church 
with their religious societies, or fellowships.’ But 
that (like very many others proceeding from the 
same writer) is too fanciful to merit any serious 
attention. 

10. Tra *yrepie05 — ixovpaviors]) Render: 
‘to the intent that now (i. e. in these latter days, 
as it is said Heb. i. 2 to the princedoms and 
powers in the heavenly [mansions]; meaning 
those various orders of angels alluded to supra, 
i. 21 (and of which fuller mention is made in 
Col. i. 10), all equally created by him. Thus 
here by rais dpyats we are to understand the 
apyai, ° prin oms,’ so created. —4&id THs éxKX., 
tby, or ‘through, the Church,’ i.e. simply b 
what is going on therein.—namely, the Chure 
(agreeably to the words of Christ, Matt. xvi. 13) 
now (van) already built wp, founded on a rock, 
‘against which the gates of hell shall not pre- 
val'—-y»ep. imports the communication of 
more light and knowledge, even to beings of such 

t wisdom. See Chandl.—9oAvzoíxiAos. This 
is not wol! rendered manifold; a sense which 
would rather require woAvwAoxor. I should 
prefer sulti/arious, ‘immenscly diversified, as 
denoting what is ‘ conspicuously excellent.’ 

ll. I have now pointed Osov, xara wpo8., 
and would not object to even @sos xard (with 
Rob. Steph., in his edit. O mirif), which 
may be preferable, on the ground that there 
is an ellipsis of some particip. , such as ôn- 
Aovuérn, Setxvupivn, or such jike, i to be fetched 

^, & 10. 19-33. 
v ev tetoOnoe Sia Tis hiv. 

out of yvworoGyz, at ver. 10. Render: ‘ac- 
cording to his most ancient , (counsel 
lan, and dispensation), which, having formed 
m eternal ages, he executed by Christ Jesus 

our Lord; meaning, ‘that the angels un- 
derstood the manifold wisdom of God, by the 
gathering the Christian Church, in that disposi- 
tion of which He formed or settled by 
Jesus Christ ; all which had a reference to him, 
and led " to the ccom lishment a: ae 

rposes of mercy and favour towards mankind, 
m and by him Kard 7po0. may be for iv 
7poÜícsi, i.e. ‘displayed in the predisposition, 
foreordering of the ages or ordinations of Divine 
Providence.” Considering, however, that the 
—— alleged to establish this use of xara 
ave only an accus. of person, not thing, and are, 

besides, not of the same character, it may be best 
to retain the usual signification. according to, in 
— with a the way of fulfilment). 

2. Tiv wappnolay kai thy mpocaywyhv 
Wakef. renders, ‘this plainness of speech an 
admission.” But that sense would require rav- 
—— However, considering that — 
7appucía nor Tpocayory!) can regarded as 
strictly abetract nouns, the Article should cer- 
tainly be aspi by rendering, ° the freedom, 
or free privilege, of address in prayer, and the 
introduction to the throne of grace.’ I agree 
with Mr. Green (Gram. N. T. p. 23), that the 
Article at rpocay. is used by way of intimatin 
that it is employed in the well-known ; 
sense (on which see my Lex. N.'T.), and as, 
therefore, necessary to preserve the allusion. 
See my note supra, ii. 18. The same remark 
applies mutates mutandis, to mapp., on which 

so see my Lex. N. T. 
13. The connexion is well Jaid down by Theo- 

phyl. thus: ‘ Wherefore [since great is the mys- 
tery of your calling, and as great things are com- 
mitted to me to preach to you, and I must needs 
suffer bonds and injurious treatment frum those 
who understand not this mystery}, I desire that 
ye faini not, i. e. be not troubled and disconcert- 
ed, as if something unexpected had happened.’— 
In alrovmat us? éxxaxsty there is an obscurity 
arising partly from extreme brevity, but chiefl 
from tho want of some pronoun at alr. Severa 
recent Commentators suppl Ms, and take alr. 
in the sense * I pray God that I may not faint,’ 
&c. Yet the context rather requires air. to be 
taken in the sense ‘I earnestly intreat,’ which 
— implies buzs. The difficulty, how- 
ever, chie y turns on the words iv Taie ÜAívrsot 
mov brip uuv, Fris iori ófa vuar: but it 
will disappear if we regard the sentence as con- 
sistin three clauses compressed into one ; and 
which, when dilated in a paraphrase, will yield 
a very plain sense, thus: ‘I intreat you not to 
be discouraged in your Christian profession, at 
the evils A — (which, however, I suffer for 

c 
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your sake and in your cause, by preaching the 
equality of the Gentiles with the Jews); since 
those afflictions are so far from being a r 
to me or you,—that they are rather matter of 
glory to you, in behalf of whom I suffer, when 
you consider the firmness with which I endure 
them as an attestation of my sincerity in the 
Gospel I preached to you; so that ye may be 
proud of being converted by me.'— Exxaxtiv cig. 
nifies properly to be tired out (see note on Gal. 
vi. 9), but figuratively, ‘to » * to despair, 
as here and in 2 Cor. iv. 16, where see note. 
The Class, term is ixkáuveiw rivi. Griesbach 
and Scholz have most carelessly omitted to spe- 
cify the var. lect. iyxaxetv, though noticed by 
Wetst., and found in A, B, D, É. and seversl 
cursive MSS.,—nay, received into the text by 
Lachm. and Tisch., both here and in all the 
other passages where ixx. occurs in the t. rec. ; 
but, as I have already shown, without any suff- 
cient reason. 

14. rovrov xápw] I would refer this, not, 
with most Commentators, to what immediately 
precedes; but, with Crell. and Bp. Middl., to 
ver. 1, where see note.—xáu*To Tà yoraTta 
pov. An Oriental form of expression, denoting 
humble and fervent prayer.—Ilatripa Tov Kv- 
piov Quer ‘1. Xp. ‘This is, as Rosenm. re- 
marks, * used instead of Oso», to intimate that it 
is on account of this mysterious connexion that 
salvation redounds to Christians. From the 
mention (continues he) of this connexion sub- 
sisting between God the Father and the Son, 
the Apostle was led to introduce that which sub- 
sists, though of a very different kind, between all 
created beings and the Father.’ 

15. iE oU nasa *aTpid, &c.] 'EE o) may 
refer, either (as some suppose) to the Father, 
from whom both men and angels are named, i. e. 
denominated the family and sons of God, ii. 19. 
Luke xx. 36. John i. 12, or (according to 
others) to Christ, by whom saints and angele 
are incorporated into one family. or society, of 
which he is the Head. But the former mode is 
preferable. * From whom, —namelv, the Father 
of our Lord Jesus Christ, God the Father ; since 
both his family above, even his angels, and that 
below, his saints, are alike called after him, sons 
of God. By the use of the singular, vaTpid 
with råga, it is intimated that these different 
families form in effect but one united family, 
alike olxstoz: Tov Otrov, and forming the Aouse- 
hold of God. 

16—19. This portion contains the subs/ance of 
the prayer, and may be compared with a parallel 
passage of Col. ii. 1—10. 

16. xarà TÒ» MÀ. T. È. a] The sense seeme 
to be, ‘according to his abundant beneficence and 
mercy, which is his glory; dvvduse being for 
Suvates. This is not to be understood, with 

Chandl., merely sak dy mand of resolution and cou- 
rage in professing the Gospel amidst persecution, 
but must comprehend (as Mr. Scott suggests) 
‘all the holy dispositions of their renewed souls, 
in faith, reverential fear, love, gratitude, hatred 
of sin, hope, and patience; that thus they might 
be stedfast amidst temptations and persecutions, 
enjoy comfort, and glorify God in every situa- 
tion.” On the expression ròv tow avlp., sce 
notes on Rom. vii. 2 Cor. iv. 16. So Plato 
said, p. 589, rou Ew dvOpwrov ó iyrós áp- 
Opwros tora tyxparioratros. Read —spos.— 
“Iva dey buv. Most of the uncial MSS. have 
éw, which has been edited by Lachm. and Tisch.; 
but wrongly; since in favour of the unusual 
form, and very rare construction, Iva, followed 
by Opt. ; for dw is the com. Gr. form for Attic 
oin. Rare, however, as is the form den, it occ. 
with (ya supr. i. 17 (where Lachm reads do from 
only one MS.), also, but without wwa, in Rom. 
xv. 5. 2 Thess. iii. 16. 2 Tim. i. 16,18; all sine 
var. lect. This is not the only passage where 
éwn has offended the Critics and been altered, 
e. gr. at 2 Tim. ii. 7. into deoe:, found in 6 un- 
ciale, and 3 cursives, and adopted by Lachm. and 
Tisch. ; but, as I have shown, wrongly. At 
2 Tim. ii. 25, óis is in the t. rec. ; but dw» ie 
found in A, C, D, F, G, and several cursives, 
and is edited by Lachm. and Tisch., and, as I 
have shown, is prob. the true reading. 

7. kaTowijaat tov Xprordv—Kapdiacs dpe] 
‘so that Christ may by the exercise of lively 
faith [through the Spirit dwell in your hearts,’ 
—namely, as in a Temple consecrated to his 
service. Comp. supra, ch. ii. 22. Thus the heart 
of the Christian believer is compared to a 
fit for the abode of God (by an allusion, as we 
may suppose from the verse following, to the 
celebrated temple of Diana at Ephesus); the 
faith of a Christian bein considered as a build- 
ing, wherein God and Christ dwell by the Holy 
— Of course it is implied that the Heavenly 

uest is received (as says — ‘anima nostra 
complexu, embraced with the whole heart. The 
words following, ver. 18, advert to the other prin- 
ciple of the Christian life besides faith, —namely, 
love, meaning the love of Christ and his G : 
and the terms ipit. and 10eusA. intimate that 
it should be deeply rooted and firmly grounded ; 
the former being a tnetaphor derived fom trees, 
the latter from buildings Both terms occur in 

ol. i. 
18. wa ifioysonra, &c.] Here is represented 

the result o this love. The meaning being, that 
in proportion as these feelings are rooted in the 
heart, they shall, under the teaching of the Spirit, 
be able to comprehend, &c. The expressions +ó 
7rAáTos xai urjkos, xal BaGos, are meant simply 
to intimate the cust extent, viz., of the love of 
Christ ; for at inpos the thread of the construc- 
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tion is, from intensity of feeling, dropped ; and 
the words are wanting which ought properly to 
have followed, 77$ dyá9 ns Tov Xpiorov, and 
are to be supplied from the words of the sew 
construction taken up at yvwval s—4á'yámny 
TOU Xpiorov, ver. 19, where we have a brief 
form of expression for what, at full length, would 
stand thus: ‘and [in short] to know [as far as 
is attainable by man] the love of Christ, though 
completely to know and fathom it surpasses all 
human powers. For ‘there is (as observes Bp. 
Sanderson) such a height and depth, and lengt 
and breadth in every part, as nought but an in- 
finite understanding can fathom. “ So God loved 
the world.” But much that so containeth, 
no tongue can tell, no wit of man can reach. It 
is a love incomprehensible. It swalloweth up 
the sense and understanding of men and angels; 
fitter to be admired and adored with silence, than 
blemished with any of our weak expressions.’ 

19. yvwvar—rov Xpiorov] This has been 
thought to involve a contradiction, and has given 
rise to no little discussion. The difficulty, how- 
ever, may be effectually removed by considcring 
this as a brief mode o ; of which the 
sense, conveyed in a few more words, is as foi- 
lows: ‘ An [in short] to know the immense 
love of Christ’ (i. e. the immensity of redeeming 
love); though, indeed, to completely know it sur- 
passes the powers of all finite beings. The next 
words fva wAnpeO7j7e els wav Td *Aüpeua 
vou Otoũ suggest the result of the foregoing,— 
namely, their being filled elc way Tó wAnpwua 
Tou Gros, ‘unto all the fulness of God;' an 
unusual form of expression, capable of more than 
one sense, but here to be understood of what was 
before spoken of,—namely, the in-strengthening 
by the power of the Spirit, obtained by the spi- 
ritual ix-dtrelling of God the Father, and Christ 
the Son, ¿y Tois ayiois or ario rois (comp. iv. 6), 
implying *all the gifts and graces of the Spirit 
which flow therefrotn.' 

20, 21. Of this noble doxology the general 
sense is clear, and therefore no petty ——— 
are to be taken at the ogy ; as, for in- 
stance, ¿zip Tayra and vwip ix wapiocou; 
since this accumulation of the same or similar 
phrases, like the repetition of words, serves to 
strengthen the sense. The most correct mode of 
viewing the phraseology is to consider that if ¿x 
4r1piccov had away, there would have been 
a simple repetition of Uwip, of which à» would 
havo been governed ; and thus Urip vip would 
have corresponded to longè in Latin. As 
it is, bwip ix wepiccov is a stronger term than 
iip or ix wspiogov would have been separately, 

though having the same regimen as cither,— 
namely, a Genit., which here may be resolved 
into éxelvev d ; and as the ix waptoco enhances 
the sense here, so in Plato de Legibus, |. v. 
p. 219, we have ix wepiccoy imepiye: rote 
&AXoiv. Two clauses here seem blended into 
one. When separated, the passage will run thus: 
* Now unto him who is able to do for us all 
things that we can ask—nay, who is able to do 
all things infinitely beyond what we can ask, or 
even conceive." 

21. iv Xpiore eee] The expression is 
very emphatic, intimating that*it isthrough Him 
alone we are to offer up all prayers and praises," 
Heb. xiii. 15; ‘all intercourse (to use the words 
of Bp. Sanderson) between heaven and earth, 
God and man, being through him.’ So that if 
any grace come from God to us, it is through 
him; if any glory come from us to God, it is 
through him: e ‘according to the powerful 
influence of his Spirit, that now is working in us 
[by his gifts and graces, see 1 Cor. xii. 6 and 11. 

hil. ii. 13. 1 Thess. ii. 13] to him [I say] be 
lory in the Church, through Christ Jesus 

(namely, as Mediator, see Heb. xiii. 15), through- 
out all generations, to the latest period of eternity.” 

IV. Having concluded the doctrinal and argu- 
mentative part of the Epistle,—showing God's 
gracious desiyn in the Gospel dispensation, and 
the benefits and privileges that appertain to all 
the faithful in Christ Jesus; as also the manner 
of his calling the Gentiles into hie Church, and 
how precious was the blessing, —the Apostle now 
subjoins (agreeably to his custom) various prac- 
fica] directions, and, with affectionate earnest- 
ness, exhorts his readers to walk, live, worthy of 
their high calling. And first he presses upon 
them the duties of unanimity and , from 
the consideration of their being all alike mem- 
bers of the same body, of which Christ is the 
mystical Head. I. To cultivate a unity of pau 
amidst the diversity Y gifi imparted by the Holy 
Spirit, vv. 1—16. II To evince the difference 
between their former and their present state, both 
by shunning the vices to which the heathens were 
80 prone, and by ie RUNE the opposto virtues, ` 
vv. 16—38. v. 1 . vi. 1—9. To this is, at 
ch. vi. 10—20, subjoined a final and general 
exhortation to manfully maintain the spiritual 
warfare as good soldiers of Jesus Christ. 

l. o», &c,] * according such being your high 
privileges and hopes.'—— ó décuios iv Kuplo: 
it. ‘the person who is a pnn &c.; for that 

is the force of the Article, which has here the 
uso xaT’ ¿Eoxñv. ‘Ev Kuplep is for à,à Tov 
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Kuplov, ‘in the Lord's cause.’—wsptrarycat, 
denoting habitual life and practice.—x«Ancaws, 
namely, the state to which they were called and 
admitted by the grace of God; i.e. that of the 
Gospel; meaning that they should walk worthy 
of 4 privileges it bestows, and suitably to the 
duties it enjoins. So Phil. i. 27, áEies rou 
evayyeXiov ToU Xptcrov wodcradso¥s. Com- 
pare also 1 Thess. ii. 12. Col. i. 10. 

2. The Apostle now, with admirable address, 
slides into the mention of those duties in which 
the Ephesians, it seems, were most deficieut.— 
Tas. xal TpaóT. The two terme are near] 
synonymous in use (and so our old Englis 
writers treat them; e.gr. Cbaucer says that 
‘humility, or meekness, is the remedy against 
ride; and Spenser, Faerie Queene, i. 10, * he 
umbly louted in meeke iness’); but they so 

far differ, as that the Jatter arises out of the 
former. Aristot. (Rhet. ii. 31) defines rpadr. 
as the contrary disposition to passionateness (dp- 
y:Aodrms), and thus rare. is the opposite to 
pride and a nce. So Est. well observes, 
Mansuetudo est iracundim contraria, sicut bu- 

militas superbie. However, it need not be con- 
fined to anger, but extended to any other violent 
emotion. Jerome well remarks, ° Mansue- 
tudo illa est, que x passione turbatur, et 

aliter irà non rumpitur; meaning any pas- 
sionate affection that might cloud the judgment, 
and so prejudice the mind, as to render the per- 
son unreasonable, or inequitable; thus destroying 
that candour and impartiality, which are so in- 
dispensable to duly bearing with each other. 
This is confirmed by Ambrose: ‘ Perturbatio 
enim et tnyutetudo contentionem facit; hinc ori- 
tur discordia, que corrumpit pacis federa So 
&lso Thom. Aquin. explains the words as not 
confined to pride and anger, but extended to 
ùmpatience of spirit, and also to inordinate zeal, 
whereby those. who are turned away by it, 
*omnia que vident judicantes nec tempus nec 
jocum servantes, conciliatur turbatio in societate.’ 
Whereas, observes Ambrose, by bearing with 
each others infirmities, ‘cum lenitate animi 
monendo corriguntur delinquentes, et pax fratri- 
bus, per quam fli Dei non immerito vocabun- 
tur, quia dixit Dominus, uaxépto: slonuo%oioi, 
Sri avroi viol OsoU xAyÜrcorra:" 

3. T. Thv ivótnTa Tov Tivedu.] * Anxiously 
striving after the unity so suitable and agreeablo 
to the dictates of the Holy Spirit, whose influ- 
ence Ger possessed. Thus ‘ unity of spirit, = 
* spiritual unanimity ;' the Article having in this 
case no force: as also, infra, ver. 13, els ij» 
ivoryta THe votes kal THe iwcyvec.,‘ unity 
of sentiment, that of faith and knowledge ; comp. 
Phil. i. 27, Ore ornxera iv ivl weevmare uia 
vvu xn, &c., meaning, ° by the cultivation of una- 
nimity,' óuovoovrT&$ kai Oouovrvxovrrss, Unity 
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arepurarijaas THS kXijaeos Hs éxXj0nre, ? b wera qráas TaTrewo- 
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of spirit is what is here especially intended ; 
though that of unanimity, one-heart , should 
be included.—i» Tæ cuvd. THs elpiwns, i.e. ` b 
the cultivation of that peaceable spirit, which 
binds all together. So Ovid, Metam. i. 25, 
cited by Wetst., ° Dissociata locis concordi pace 

4—16 form the reason on which the injunction 
at ver, 8 is founded. At vv. 4—6 the Apostle 
urges the cultivation of Christian unanimity by 
reference to the oneness which prevails in the 
Gospel system. And the general sense intended 
in this verse is, * There is one and the same body 
(meaning the Cburch Universal) sanctified by 
one Holy Spirit, even as also yo were called [by 
that Spirit] unto one hope of your calling, — 
namely, the hope of the resurrection to life and 
gory. That the Holy Spirit is here meant, and 
not, as some understand, the spirit of Christ, 
still less spirit or mind simply, is certain from 
the words supra, ch. ii. 18, or: &:” avrov (i.e. 
Christ) šXousv thy wpocaywyiv—év évi Tvev- 
mate xe Tó Tlarépa. e word els, re- 
peated throughout this whole Pasage (vv. 4—6), 
means, ‘one and the same ;' for the Apostle is 
here enumerating every thing in the religion 
wherein there is an évorns. 

4. xaÜos xal ixAnOnre, &c.] Render: ‘ even 
as also ye were called [by one Spirit] unto one 
hope of your calling; i.e. to one hope of the 
Rente i resulting from that calling. — iv mua 
— or els uíap ària, ‘to one common 
o 9 

. als Kúp:oc] meaning, ‘one and the same 
Lord Jesus Christ, your common Saviour.” — uia 
aloris, ‘one and the same faith,’ as containing 
one settled and fixed substance of truth, such as 
was taught by the Apostles, and soon afterwards 
embodied in the Apostles’ Creed, and formed 
the fundamenta] principles of belief necessary to 
be profeseed in order to receive Christian 
tism. Hence baptism is immediately subjoined. 
Moreover, by i» Bá7r-Tic pa it is intimated that all 
Christians, however they may differ in opinion, 
are initiated into the Christian society by the 
same ceremony, and with the eame form 
expression. 

. Ò ini wavrev] ‘In answer to those who 
would draw these words to exclude Christ from 
being Gop, we deny not that God the Father is 
one God over all, or that there is one who is both 
one God and the Father; only we add, that there 
is also One, who is one God of the same essence, 
and the Son, and hath his principality in all 
things; and so also say we of the Holy Spirit ; 
and that as the one Lord and one Spirit here do 
not exclude the Father from being both Lord 
and Spirit, so neither doth the one God and 
Father exclude the Son or Holy Spirit from 
being God, but only from being God the Father." 
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66 éxdaTQ hua Econ 7) yapis Kata Tó uérpov ts Swpeds Tov 
Xpicrod.— € dio réyer "AvaBas eis bros yx pax Tevoev ge 
aixyparwotiav, xai édwxe 6ónara tots ávÜpocoxs. 
9 ^ To &è, avéBn, th éorw, ei pù Ott kal KatéBn [mpõrov] eis hien s 

(Whitby.)—4:à wdvreys, i. e. ‘ filling all things 
with his presence, and overruling them by his 
Providence.’ 

7. ivi dk —deop. rou Xp.) This is intended to 
encounter an objection—namely, that the gifts 
of the Holy Spirit are different in different per- 
eons; which might occasion envy, and be un- 
favourable to unity. The sense is, ‘(It is true 
that these gifts are not the same in all;] daz 
then to each one of us is given the gracious aid 
of the Spirit according to the measure [not of 
faith, or natural endowments, but] of the gift of 
Christ ; i.e. in such measure and proportion as 
Christ thinks fit to bestow. Being, therefore, 
freely bestowed, they ought to excite, not conceit 
and arrogance, but ulness to God for his 
* unspeakable gift." 

8. The Apostle now proceeds to prove the gift 
of the Spirit to be from Christ, by ana to 
Ps. lxviii, 18, taken mystically. The ment is 
this: ' In the Scriptures some one is said to have 
ascended up into heaven, and from thence to 
have distributed gifts unto men. But since God 
himself cannot be said to have ascended unto 
heaven, inasmuch as he always is ix heaven, and 
never deecended from it, the Prophet must ne- 
cesearily have had in mind some other Person, 
who, r he had descended from heaven to 
earth, ascended from thence unto heaven. And 
he can be no other than Jesus the Messiah, whom 
we know to have descended from, and again 
ascended up to, heaven. At Aéys supply 4 
ypas; a frequent ellipsis. The Aysi, bow- 
ever, does not necessarily imply a regular 
tion ; and the passage follo is clearly not 
intended to be such; as appears from the chan 
of the second person into the third. The only 
variation is, that for idwxs ócuaTa Toit dvÜpo- 
mois, the Sept. has ¿Xaa ç dopata ¿v áyÜpermo. 
The áv0pir o, however, agrees neither with 
the Hebrew nor the Greek of the Apostle, and 
yields no tolerable sense; and, in short, is cor- 
rupt. Some MSS. have dvipuwas, which is 
doubtless the right reading. But the error rests 
chiefly in the 4», for which I would read ir’, 
answering to the for of our English Version. 
Now iy and iw’ are perpetually interchanged. 
Thus the only variation will be in the use of 
dere ÓóuaTa Teis åvôpøro: for ¿Xañsc 2. 
Toit ásÜpe$os (for so, I apprehend, the Apostle 
read in the Sept.) ; and that is no di A 
the meaning being the very same ; for the sense 
of the Hebr. cma mono nri» aud duces è. 
ix’ år. can be no other than ‘thou hast re- 
ceived gifts on account of men ;' i. e. to give to 
men. And the Apostle only says £dex« to make 
the sense plainer; as also does the Chaldee Para- 
pbrast, and the Syriac and Arabic Translators. 
After carefully weighing what Dr. Peile has 
alleged against my interpretation of these words, 
I see no reason to alter my opinion as to the 

sense intended by the Sept. Translator 
and the Apostle. Dr. Peile strenuously con- 
tends for the common reading in the Sept, iv 
ápÜpermq, which be would render, ‘after the 

fashion of a man.’ But this involves a harshness 
intolerable. It is difficult to imagine how so 
accomplished a Greek scholar, and so excellent 
a marian, could have seriously brought him- 
self to trace the construction of tho last clause 
in ver. 18 of the Sept. (namely, xai yàp dra- 
Oouvres Tov Katacxnveca:) thus: xal yàp 
dweOovvrse [iAaBov ópara}] rou (equiv. to 
Hors) caracxnywoat ly abrots (1) 75» Ackas, 
l Sam. iv. 21, 22. Rom. ix. 4; (2) ròv Yiòv 
TÓ» povoysyy, John iii. 16; (3) +ó [[vsbua rd 
d'yiov, Acts v. 32. [t is impossible to deny this 
the praise of great ingenuity, but ít is needless 
to say that it can by no means be received. 
With respect to the rest, Dr. Peile takes for 

(what ought to be shown as at least 
probuble) that the — meant to direct the 
thoughts of his ers to vv. 29—32 of the 
Peu: lf eo, i houd he not have mads 
that meaning plain by partial quotation or other- 
wise? I grant, indeed, that the Sept. Translator 

have, in writing ¿y dyÜpesmw, intended only 
a literal version of the Hebr., i. e. ‘in the man." 
But that would have required gnen. With re- 
spect to the /ast clause of the verse in the Sept., 
which Dr. Peile, by a sort of Procrustean pro- 
cese, attempts to bring to some tolerable con- 
struction, even by almost re-writing, it is un- 
—— very corrupt; nor is the corruption to 
be ewended by supposing less than this, that the 
original here was (if dyOpormeo be the true read- 
ing just before) xaiwep aweWourrt, Tov kaTa- 
oxyvw@cat (scil. roy Kupior to be supplied men- 
tally from v. 16). I have adopted xaiwep from 
the Version of Aquila, which derives some con- 
firmation from that of Symm., and which, I 
doubt not, was formerly read in the And 
certain it is that ydp and wapi are uently 
confounded by the scribes. Supposing, how- 
ever, the Sept. to have written dvÜparsmois, then 
I would read from Symm. d::0ovoi, which is 
supported by the reading amwsBeis of Aquila, 
who probably wrote a7::00vc:1. Of course the 
words iy avrote (namely, the dwellers in Mount 
Zion, see ver. 16) are left to be supplied from 
the context. Thus the Hebrew and the Sept. 
will, in this clause, be well reconciled. It is not 
Jpecessary to make the words of the and the 
Apostle eractly tally, since the Apostle did not 
intend to cite, but only to apply the words of the 
Pealmist to his present purpose. Now such ap- 
plication allows of partial modificati And 
surely here the liberty does not run into licence, 
inasmuch as the Chaldee Paraphrast and the 
Syr., Arab., and Ethiopic Translators confirm 
the Apoetle's view. Nay, even the Jewish Ex- 
positor, Sulomon Jarchi, in his Comment. in loc., 
explains to mean ‘ isti munera, ut illa 
dares filiis hominum.’ 

9. ri ior] ‘what does it infer or imply P* 
The Apostle's argument is, that if Christ as- 
cended into heaven, he must have first descended 
and been on earth. For the original abode in 
heaven of the Messiah was not doubted even 
by the Jows themselves. Tho expression re 
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Katwrepa pipn rie "yrs was, by many of tho 
old Expositors, taken of Hell. That interpreta- 
tion, however, has bcen overturned by Bp. Pear- 
son on the Creed, p. 229, and by some other of 
our great Divines. Many eminent Commenta- 
tors, ancient and modern, understand it of the 

ve, bly to the uent use of the ex- 
pression in the Old Test. Since, however, that 
sense is not very suitable to the Apostle's - 
ment, the best Expositors are now generally 
agreed, that rà xaT. uéon Tne "yr means * the 
lower regions,'—namely. of the earth; ris yas 
being a Qenit. of explanation. Thus the expres- 
sion xarafas ele rd xaror. pípy THe ye will 
refer, not to Christ's descent into the grave, but 
to his descent to earth, and incarnation on earth, 
terminating with his descent into the grave. 

10. 6 xataBds—d dvaflás] meaning, * Now 
he who thus descended, is the same as he who [at 
his resurrection] ascended far above all the 
heavens; i.e. to the highest heaven; compare 
Heb. vii. 26. Ps. viii. 1. cviii. 4, 5. In Ya 
7À»9p. ra 7. the neuter is for the masculine; 
and the sense is, *that thus he might fill all per- 
sons (i. e. all believers) with the gifts and graces 
necessary for them; see i. 23, and iii. 19. The 
reason why the neuter was employed in prefer- 
ence to the masculine, seems to have been this, 
that the Apostle regarded the persons in ques- 
tion as members (uépn) of the same mystical 
body of Christ, ——the Church. So at ver. 12, 
ele olxodou)v Tou céuaros rou X. Also 
ver. 16, Tò c@ua — Ëy uéTrpo ives ixdorov 
tpous. 

ji 1]. The Apostle now illustrates and exemplifies 
this A jpesua, in its various degrees; and shows 
that in all cases the gifts were given [not to 
excite self-conceit, but] mps 7Ó» kaTapricuóv 
Tav dyiwy. Now as we have here only an eaem- 

ification of the variety of spiritual gifts, we 
must not expect any such exact detail, as that in 
] Cor. xii. 8—11, 38—30. The ol wvevparixol, 
however, are evidently ager in the order of dig- 
nity, as in 1 Cor. xii. 29, 30, to which last pas- 
sage this bears a strong affinity. And the rpod. 
and d:ddoxador here seem exactly to correspond 
to the mpo. and &ià. there. With respect to the 
sayy., however, much difference of opinion 
existe. In the only two other passages where the 
word occurs in the New Test. (Acts xxi. 8, and 
2 Tim. iv. 5) it simply denotes a of the 

. But here some more special sense is 
evidently meant. Now we learn from Eusebius, 
Hist. l. v. 9, and other writers cited by 
Suicer, that, in the Apostolical Church, evayy. 
was the appellation given to those who 
aided the labours of the Apostics (and we may 
suppose also the rpop7j raz, or pus Teachers, 
of | Cor. xii.), not by taking charge of any parti- 
cular Church, but by acting as itinerant preachers 
and teachers, wherever their labours might be 
needed, and thus building on a foundation previ- 
ously laid by the Apostles or Prophets. This is 

6 avaBas Umepdve wavrwv TOv ovpavav, iva TANPwWON Tà Tráv1a. 
—11 k Kai aùròs &Owxe, Tovs ëv atrocroNous, ToU ÔÈ mrpodytas, 
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TOY karaprucuóv TaY wyiwy eis Epyov Staxovias, cis oixodopny 

the account which the ancients give of the dutics 
of the evayyzAroral. But when we consider 
what were the duties of the Seven sayy er: 
only a few years before, of whom Philip was 
one (Acts xxi. 8)), we can scarcely doubt, that 
to those above mentioned may be added that of 

izing the heathen, —in fact, discharging the 
kind of duty performed by the Misstunaries of 
modern times. To these evayyeArorai there is, 
I apprehend, nothing corresponding in the enu- 
meration at l Cor. xii. Or perhaps the d:daoxa- 
Ao: there may include the evayy.; for it would 
seem that the &i&áaxaAo: here are not the same 
with those in 1 Cor., and that the term is here 
closely conjoined with woruéves, to show that it 
was not, properly speaking, a separate order; 
though the wouéves appear to have been supe- 
rior in dignity to the &ióáexaAXo: and are sup- 
posed to have been the same with the xvBepmi- 
ctis at l Cor. xii. 28 (see, however, the note 
there), or the ol arpoicráusvo: at Rom. xii. 8, 
and the dwrioxowor of Acts xx. 28. It is thought 
that the sroiu£yss were those who had the more 
important pastoral charges in cities and larye 
towns; the JióácxaAo:, the smaller ones; sec 
Theodoret. Thus it would happen, that the city 
Totuéves Would have first an txfluence with, and 
then an axihority over, the country Pastors. 
Hence gradually their offices would vary and 
become distinct; the wor. at first discharging 
all the ordinary pastoral duties, and afterwards, 
when they became d bun as superintendents, — 
and were then styled éwicxowo:,—they either 
discharged them, or not, according to circum- 
stances. The gdwxs here corresponds to the 
bero of l Cor. xii. 28; but the former is here 
— reference to the idwxs óoueTa at 
ver. 8. 

12, The Apostle here adverts to what is the 
sole intent of these divers gifts, namely, arpós ro» 
xkaTapric pup, &c., * for the setting right, putting 
in due order of the saints, by fully £ š 
them in the doctrines and discipline of the Gos- 

. Such is the use of xatrapri{ecOar at 
Cor. xiii. 11, and Gal. vi. 11, comp. with Luke 

vi. 40. The next words express the samo sense, 
with vg tegens to the foregoing im ,; ch. ii. 
20—22, by which the body of the Church uni- 
versal is com to a grand edifice (such as the 
temple of Diana at Ephesus) forming an habita- 
tion of God through his Spirit. The words els 
&pyor d:axovias seem thrown in between xar- 
apt. tev dyiey and ele olxodouny Tov gen. 
T. Xp., by way of explaining the nature of that 
kaTapricuós, and may be rendered, * as s 
the work and office of ministering to them,’ viz. 
to their souls; comp. ele dtaxoviay ois ayiot 
in 1 Cor. xvi. 15. Here, then, the work of the 
Ministry is spoken of as the means for effecting 
the end in question,—a means, as is intimated in 
the words following,—which must continue to be 
employed ‘until we all [at len attain unto 
the unity of the faith (soe vv. , and know- 
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TOU capatos TOU Xpictod 13 péypi raravrýowpev ot waves 
eis THY ÉévorgTa THS TíoTews kal THS éTwyvecewos Tov Tiod Tod 
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ledge of the Son of God,’ meaning, ‘ unto unity 
as to faith in, and knowledge of,’ &.; in other 
words, ‘both unity of faith as to doctrines, and 
of knowledge of Christ, or recognizement of him 
as to his true person, glory, and work in the 
economy of grace." 

3. ixo: kamavr. ol wavres, &c.] Ol wdv- 
Tis, ‘we all,’ viz. who form the body of the 
Church. On the sense of xaravr. see note on 
Acts vi. l. At uíxoi kaTavT. supply, from the 
preceding, xamapri(ovT:e xai olxodouovvTts. 
At ris ixıyv. T. Y. T. O. repeat thy ivor. 
The sense of evor.—rys im:yv. seems to be, 
* agreement in doctrine and views ting sal- 
vation by the Son of God.’ The words els dvdpa 
TÉAt(Op, &c., are further explanatory of the 
karapTicUuÓs, q. d. * unto complete and mature 
spiritus] manhood, settledness in faith, and ma- 
turity in knowledge. Comp. 1 Cor. xiv. 20. 
Phil. iii. 15. Heb. v. 14. In the next words, 
sls uérpor—XpicTov, there is a further develop- 
ment of the metaphor. Render: ‘even unto the 
measure of the of the fulness of Christ; 
meaning the standard of spiritual advancement 
tbat his Church is destined to reach. 

14. By the same metaphor as that by which 
those who have attained unto unity of faith and 
maturity of knowledge were just before desig- 
nated as those full-grown in Christ, so here, by 
an implied caution against the seductive arts of 
falee teachers, who apply themselves to sow divi- 
sions, those so drawn from the unity of faith are 
designated first under the ile idea of š - 
rienced children, and then under that of sailors 
carried to and fro, xhudiwmuLopnevos (see my Lex. 
in v.), in a vessel without ballast, by violent gusts 
of wind (comp. Max. Tyr. Diss. 3l, ñ vavs mept- 
1 épeTo), 80 as to go no where; and those by whom 
they are thus deceived are, by another metaphor, 
designated as jugglers and mo ks, practising 
(as the words wpds meGodelay import) their cun- 
ning trickeries and sleights with concerted - 
ning of deceit. In «vBeia the metaphor is one 
taken from playing at dice, with some allusion to 
the loading of the dice, as practised by gamesters. 
The above use of xufeia is so very rare, that the 
Commentators have not adduced a single ex. of 
it. The following, which I have noted, will 
therefore be acceptable. Menander, in his "Yaro- 
et. fr. ii. 10, who, after characterizing human 
ife as ‘a holyday, a pleasure-sojourn,' subjoins, 
iv d xos, áyopá' kAés Tat (1 would read 
kXomal), cuBstat, diarpiBal. There is here 
a manifest allusion to the fils teachers. Indeed 
the same metaphor is used by Epiphanius tn 
Mans , who terms the vain subtilties of 
those heretics xuBeuriahy Qao kaA lav. 

15. áXnOsóorr:s ¿y &yávy) This phrase has 

& 5. 23. 
Col. 1. 18. 
o Rom. 12. 5. 

been variously interpreted. Considering that the 
words have reference to Christians in not 
ministers, the sense usually nu to them, 
T pesking the truth,’ is manifestly inadmissible. 
The true sense is that put forward by Calv., 
Hyper., Est, and Bp. Sanderson, according to 
whom, I render: * holding the truth (meaning the 
truth in Jesus, as implied in unity of faith) in 
love, meaning, a spirit of Christian charity ; so 
as to let no professed Jove of Christian truth 
militate against Christian charity. The next 
words point at the result of this keeping them- 
selves steady in the unity of the faith, namely, 
that they “will thus attain to a true spiritual 
growth in all things (both of faith and practice), 
& growth adapted unto that of Him who is the 
Head, even Christ, even *unto the measure of 
the stature of the fulness of Christ," before 
spoken of, ver. 13. 

16. šË oU wav, &c.] The Apostle here returns 
to the figurative representation at vv. 12, 13 
interrupted by the hortatory matter in vv. 13, 
5); and, agreeably to the proper sense of 

xatapr., employs the same image, derived from 
the human body, that he had before done at 
ii. 21; comp. Col. ii. 19. The words may be 
thus construed, way TÓ cua Tijv aÜEncw ToU 
c'ona'os Toisirat, equiv. to TÒ cpa Thy ave. 
avTov r., by an idiom derived, it is said, from 
the Hebrew, but, in reality, common to the in- 
artificial style in all languages. The full sense 
intended is: ‘from whom the whole body, fitly 
conjointed and compacted, through every joint 
and ligature of supply (whereby mutual aid ie 
afforded), according to the efficaciousness of each 
individual part, or member, in [the] measure [of 
its power] maketh (i. e. causeth) the increase of 
the body, unto the edification [of itself ] by love." 
The force of the Article 779 before TiXop. is 
difficult to be traced. Yet, on comparing this pas- 
sage, Matt. xxiv. 15, rd BütAvyyua THe ipyuo- 
c'*ws, and another, Eph. iv. 29, rpds olxodouny 
Tij? xpelacs, we may perceive a faint reference ; 
though. the Article is used only because it would 
be so used with the cognate Participle; for 
which the Genit. Subst. is employed, Thus 
here it stands for ris imixopnyoúons, ‘every 
supplying joint,’ or ‘every joint by which aid is 
ministered.'— There is here a remarkable ano- 
maly of construction, by a sort of anacoluthon, 
TOU GO TOS being ut instead of avrov, ‘maketh 
increase of itself, Pe. thriveth. In avrapuoA. 
and cevufif. we have a metaphor taken from 
carpenter's work for buildings, in which the 
various pieces of wood are so fitly joined by 
straight fines, equare niches, or — as 
to form one harmonious . The term hero 
employed, cvvapp., alludes to the joints of the 
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pevov kai. cuu, Batouevov, 

EPHESIANS IV. 17, 18. 

dua dos áps tis éreyopryias 
% , 9 # e AN e , ? ` * a 

xaT évépyyeuav, év uérpo évos Exadotou pépous, THY aŭënņow ToU 
TWLATOS TroLetTas eis o¿Kkoóoumu EauTOU €v WyaTrN. 

p mom: 1.9, 

1 bet. 4.5. 

Rom. 8.7. 

17 P Todro oùv Xéyo xa, waprópoua, èv Kvpio, pnxéts vas 
qrepvraeiv, rabàs Kat Tà Momà EOvn TepurarTet, ÈV PATALÓTNTI 
Tov voós autay, 19 q èsxoriopévoi TH Svavola ÖvTes, amrnAdoTpiw- 

1 Thess 48 udvor Ts Cons ToU Geod, dia THY Ayvoiay Thy ovcay èv avrots 

human body, called dpuol, and sometimes appo- 
plat. Soin Epicrat. Antil. frag. ii. age is said ras 
dopovias diayadgy ToU cwmaror. On the term 
&xiyop., sce Col. ii. 19, and note there.—«ac' 
évépy. bears the same sense here as at ch. i. 19. 
iii. 7, and Phil. iii. 21, having reference to the 
operation of the Spirit on the mystical body of 
Christ. With i» uéTpw, &c., comp. supra, ver. 7, 
évl ixaoty fina ($00 ñ xápis xarà TO pnéTpor 
rns dwpeas Tov Xp. The general sense here 
intended is, that ‘as the Auman body ws to 
maturity, and thrives by the mutual aid of the 
various members, so the mystical body of Christ, 
which is the Church, grows and prospers by the 
exercise of the gifte and of individual 
members for the good of the whole; thus be- 
coming & complete spiritual aaay fit for the ser- 
vice of Christ; and thus is upheld by the mutual 
support and love of the members, being preserved 
by the authority and care of the Hend, Christ.’ 
As to the words els olxodouhy iavrov iv dyary, 
these, like xar’ ivépye:av, and pipove, have 
reference not only to the mystical body of Christ, 
but are meant to inculcate the weighty lesson,— 
that ‘the mutual working of each member for 
the good of the whole tends to promote the 
edification of the Church.’ (See 1 Cor. xiv. 4, 5, 
12.) And the particular dy dyawy is meant 
to advert to the principle by which alone this 
knitting together, or this mutual éwyopnyia, will 
ever consistently made, — namely, that of 

istian love. For uépovs, A, B, and several 
cursives, have uíAovs, which was commended b 
Griesb. and adopted by Tisch. 1; though in his 
2nd Edit. he restored uéoovs ; Ter properly ; 
since uéAovs is evidently a gloss, or false correc- 
tion, proceeding from some Critic who did not 
see that uápovs was adopted rather with reference 
to the Church than to the Auman body, and for a 

reason, considering that this was what the 
Apostle had chiefly in view.—trhy ab£ycw Tov 
cop. Woetrar. Render: ‘maketh (causetb) the 
increase of the body,” for aüE. is not a noun taken 
in its moet abstract sense; nor is it, as far as I 
know, ever so taken, except as a technical term 
in rhetotic, to denote ion, as oft. in 
Polvb. In all other cases the word has usually 
a re expressed or implied, nay, even in 
cases where the Article is not used, e. gr 2 Mace. 
v. 16. Jos. Antt. i. 2, 2. ii. 10,1. This view 
is confirmed by the parallel passage in Col. ii. 
19, aü£st T)» adEnow Tov O10v. 
7. aving exhorted hie readers to walk 

worthy of their vocation, and espec. to cultivate 
unity among themeelves, as being all members 
of one body, the Church of Christ, the Apostle 
proceeds to caution them — tho corruptions 
of the Gentiles, and to inculcate other duties and 
virtues suitable to their Christian profession. 
Tovro Aíéy« kai paptipouas. A very energetic 

expression, denoting * This I charge and earnestly 
entreat.’—éy Kuplo, * by the Lord,’ i. e. * by the 
love you bear and the duty you owe to him.'— 
v uaTaióTyTL TOU yoós a. Render: ‘in vanity 

of mind,’ i. e. ‘in modes of thinking and feeling 
that are foolish.” So Rom. i. 28, wapidwxes 
avrovs sic dddxtuoy vovv, where see note. On 
the exact sense, however, of uar. Expositors are 
not agreed ; some explaining it of fully, or error 
of opinion and reasoning; others, of error in 
practice ; improbity ; and others, again, of idola- 
try. The first interpretation deserves the 
ference ; but the Mou T = pea The 

sent passage ma t illustra: y ave 
imilar one at Rom. i. 21, where it is said of the 
heathens iuara:w@noap iv Tois dtaroyia- 
pots aùtõv, kal icxoticOn 9 ácivsTos 
airay xapéla, i. e. vous. Folly of imagina- 
tion and reasoning led to idolatry, and that to 
immorality ; as, on the other hand, immorality 
darkened the understanding and perverted the 
judgment. A subject on which Bp: Warburton 
as ably treated in various parts of his works. 
18. In this verse the Apostle illustrates the 

nature, and intimates the cawse, of this mental 
foolishness. —toxor:opivor, lit. * befooled.” See 
note on Rom. i. 21, and my Lex. in v. —&z3A- 
AoTpueuíro:. This may considered ip the 
light of an Adjective (so the Pesch. Syr. has 
* alieni) ; and we may render, ‘alienate from ;' 
as Milton, Par. Lost, ' O alienate from God.’ 
—r15j* Core Tov Osov, for THe Kata Oso» Kee, 
* such a life as is according to the will of God." 
Aud as the will of God is our ficatà 
(1 Thess. iv. 3), so it denotes, as Theodor. ex- 
plains, T)» iv dost Lari». The words dua T3» 
G'yvounp, &c. suggest the oause of their blind- 
ness and aversion to true religion. The full 
sense is, ' because of the ignorance that is in 
them, owing to the callousness of their hearts." 
It is well remarked by Zapch., * Excercatio pro- 
prie ad mentem refertur, cujus est videre; obdu- 
ratio ad cor, cujus est flecti. See note on Rom. 
Xi. 7. Zanch., Beza, Calv., Hyper., and Bul- 
ling., are, with reason, that the obduracy 
in question is here spoken of by the Apoetle as 
the origin and root of the ignorance and blind- 
ness above mentioned, because men sov/fully close 
their eyes to the light falling upon them, and 

darkness rather than light. Thus it is 
intimated that this blindness of heart is seated 
in their very nature, corrupt as it ia This self- 
produced mæwpæwo:s is at ver. 19 further developed 
In its effects as expressed by the term &A. 
which denotes the being devoid of all sense o 
shame, or having so far ceased to feel the pricks 
of conscience, as to rush into the most unbridled 
licentiousness (see Rom. i. 24—28), * committing 
iniquity with greediness.' And, delivering them- 
selves (ierat. waped.) over to this state, they 
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Sea THY Trwopwor Tis Kapdias avTdv 19 t ofrwes dmyNyNKOTEs, r Bom. 1.9, 
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3 Cor. 3. 18, 
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ériÜvuias tis amars 29 t ayaveopoQa, S¢ TO %veúgaT, ToU $È! 

are by God delivered over to a reprobate mind, 
n i 28, and a self-hardened heart, Rom. 
ix 

19. danAynxores}] This term has been vari- 
ously interpreted, but generally taken in too 
limited a sense. The notion implied in it is, in- 
deed, very complex ; but as the term seems to 
have been meant to be a further development of 
34ropecis, it may clefs denote * being past all 
feeling of remorse or shame,’ jnsenalble to the 
stings of conscience, callous to all sense of right 
and wrong. On this sense of dao in composi- 
tion (by which it denotes ceasing from the action 
expressed by the verb), see my uote, on the same 
use of ¿maXyñcawrse, in Thucyd. ii. 61, fin., 
and á*woAlodovupáguivoi, ii. 46.—'Eavrovs wap- 
iduxay TH dordryela, ‘abandoned themselves to 
all sorts of lasciviousness,’ such as are described 
in Rom. i. 29, sa pr wsovetia i$ meant to 
further develope the idea in wapiéd. iavroós; 
q. d. ‘not only gave themselves up to the perpe- 
tration of all vice, but with a iness of sen- 
suulily never to be satisfied.’ For here, as Chrys. 
and Theophyl. point out, wAsovsEla is equiv. to 
duet pia. 

21. sty«] Most Commentators take efye in 
the sense sí modo, which is very agreeable to 
what follows in this verse. But thus there will 
be & considerable difficulty as to the construction 
of dwo8icGa: at the beginning of the next verse, 
which cannot, without great arsh ness, be sup- 

to depend upon X¿ye xai uapTúpona: at 
ver. 17. It is better to take ečya (with the best 
Commentators for the last century) in the sense 
inasmuch as; which occurs also at iii. 12. By 
evTÓ» and aire we are to understand the doc- 
trine of Christ, as corresponding to Xp. in the 
preedine verve: Though the Apostle does not 
express that they had been taught by him, vet he 
intimates it in the words following, xaÜes ioti 
GAnGera iv +e 'L, being very suitable to the 
instruction of one who was taught by personal 
revelation from Jesus Christ (see Ce . i 12, 
and the note), and who therefore must be sup- 

to know fully the pure doctrine of the 
1. 

25. åwobioða: is to be referred to édi:day8., 
the sense being, ‘have been taught to put off. 
The construction is, id:a X0. [Sore suas áv.], 
t that you should put off.’ The words xarà Tù» 
por. dvact. are closely connected with those 
which follow, rò» wadatdy avOpwrop, there be- 
ing a transposition for Tò» wad. dy0. TÒ» xard 
T» mpor. dvacT., to be taken for réy xarà 
Til» TpoT. avactpopiy war. avOp. Tòv idv 
duapríai:s, the expression rdy wad. av8. being 
bere used, not, as at Rom. vi. 6, to denote the 
corrupt nalure, there called * the body of sin,’ 
which we derive from Adam, but th» Tis 

duaprías ivipyaav, the working of actual sin 
consequent on original sin. This is evident from 
the term wporipay, and espec. from Col. iii 9, 
awexdvoapevot TÓv wadaiov dyÜpewop ady 
vTais wpakeccy: compare also | Pet. i. 18.—+rdv 
PUecpduevov. This is added, because dvac+o. 
is a term of middle signification, though here 
evidently used in a bad sense. Render: ‘ which 
was corrupt, had become corrupt. Thus xarà 
às iv. will be for did Tav ix., ° through the 
influence of deceitful lusts; 75« d'ráTns being 
for awatiAas. There is here a reference to 
that deceit, which the sensual appetites practise 
upon the understanding, by the gratification of 
those lusts, which delude men by vain appear- 
ances and fallacious hopes, always ending in 
disappointment and shame; and pervert them 
iuto the belief that they are harmless, not- 
withstanding they will be their ruin in this 
world, and their perdition in the next. On 6 
waXaids and ó kawós dvp., see notes on Rom. 
xii. 2. vi. 4. 

23. dvavsoUcÜa. dà ToO wWravpatt Tou vods 
uae] ‘to be renewed in the spirit of your 
mind; meaning, as Theodor. explains, +n 
ópui Tov yoov, ‘ spirilualem (i.e. spiritual, as 
distinguished from material) animi notionem, 
the main disposition of the mind. Here we may 
suppose, with Doddr., that vous stands for ‘the 

soul, and wvevua for ‘ its intellectual and 
leading faculty, on which the Spirit of God 
might chiefly operate; yet not exclusive of a 
certain influence on the inferior powers. Be 
that as it may, thus it is shown that this dvaxaí- 
»ecis must reach to the very ‘ground of the 
heart,’ consequently involving a thorough putting 
away of the old leaven spoken of ] Cor. v. 7, 8; 
and to this purpose is the prayer of David, Ps. li. 
ll, wvevpa evdis iyxalvicoy iy rote Áyxáois 
pov. The result of this renewal is adverted to 
in ver. 24, xai ivdve. tov kawóv asOpwwor, 
* and [thereby] to put on the new man,' meaning 
those new and holy affections and just works 
suitable to the kaw xrícis (see l Cor. v. 17. 
Gal. vi. 16) proceeding from the inmost heart to 
the every action of tbe life, and thus attesting 
the work of regeneration on the soul, alluded to 
in the term xrioVévra, which is best explained 
from the fuller expression in the patallel 
of Col. iii. 10, dvaxauobputvor—xaT' slxóva oV 
xticavrot avTÓv, with which campare 2 Cor. iii. 
18, ray ab)» elxdva usarauopiovuiÜa—xaÜá- 
wep axò Kupiou IIvsóuaTos, regeneration being 
considered as the recreation or reformation of 
the image of God, lost by sin, and only to be 
restored through Christ and the Holy Sp the 
Paraclete (see Rom. viii.), through whose aid 
alone this mortification of sin, and regeneration 
of heart, can be at 
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voos vuv, % kai évdtcacGa: Tov xatvov avOpwirov Tov Kata 

Ger kruaÜévra, èv Šuxatoocúv Kai cowrnre TH adnOetas. 
u Zech. 8 
16. 
Bom. 12. 5. 

x Pa. 4. 4. 
Deut. 24. 15. 

25 u Aw dToÜÉépevo, Tò yevoos, XaXetre adAnOetav Exa- 
cTOS Lerà ToU WANTON aUTOU Sti écuéy aXXov LEAD. 
26 x'Opvyitea 0e kal py ánaprávere ó Mos uù érivéro 

{ieee dri TQ mapopyiope tow 279 * unde Sidote oTov TQ AtaBory. 

24. Tò» xarà Oeov xTic0. iv dix., &c.] I 
would now render, ‘ after the image of God as in 
Christ" (see Rom. viii. 29. 2 Cor. iv. 4; v. 19. 
Col. i. 15. Heb. i. 3); for I agree with Olshaus. 
that the words, ‘characterize the new man as a 
re-establishment of the Divine image, and, at 
the same time, give the specific tokens of that 
image :' also, that in the words xarà O«óv KT., 
there is allusion to the creation of man, as de- 
scribed in Gen. i. 27. “The new birth (con- 
tinues Olsh.) is the second creation, wherefore 
the new man is called xau «risie. Now as 
God, in the beginning, created man after his own 
image, so too in the new birth He again created 
him after the same, because sin had dimned the 
image of God. That xarà O40» here stands for 
xaT' slxóva Osov is plain from the parallel pas- 

in Col. iii. 10. The archetype, however, 
"after which man is made in the new birth,’ is 
Christ, the second Adam, elxwy tov Osob tov 
doparov (Col. i. 10. 2 Cor. iv. 4). Therefore, 
the new man is also called * Christ in us.’ Christ 
makes his likeness in every [regenerate] human 
heart, begetting Himself again." 

25. The Apostle now proceeds to specify some 
of those cvil habits and propensities, which are 
most of all opposed to that state of renewal and 
sanctification just inculcated ; and he places fore- 
most a vice to which the corrupt nature of man 
is peculiarly prone—/a/sehood of every kind.— 
awo8iuevos +d wWeudos. So Lucian, Vit. i. 
p. 370 (Hemst.). awo8ou rò Wevdos, ‘the prac- 
tice of lying.” Under the term Wevdos is com- 
prehended deceit and fraud of every kind, as is 
clear from the reason subjoined,—' for we are 
mutually members (of one and the same body], 
and, as such, are bound to help each other]: 

hereas deceit of every kind promotes the con- 
trary; and, by destroying confidence, tends to 
unloose the bands of society.—AaAstiTs—aÜToU. 
Taken from Zech. viii. 16, as the words in the 
next verse, ópyyí(ecÓO« xai uù duaptavete, from 
Ps. iv. 4. 

26. ópyl(so0s xai uù duaprávere] Many 
take this interrogatively : q.d. ‘Are ye angry, 
and sin not? [impossible.] However (xal), let 
not, &c. But this is doing violence to the con- 
struction. Neither, indeed, is it necessary to 
resort to so harsh a method of explanation, for 
the laudable purpose in view—that of removing 
an objection—since, from the air of the sentence, 
and that of the context (which is all prokibitory), 
it is sufficiently evident that here we have not 
a command to be angry, but merely an implied 
concession, joined with a caution to beware of 
sinning by theuse of that concession. ThusWiner 
reckons this among the examples of Im : 

issive. The words are, indeed, equiv. to 

e 
oUres joy. Sore ph duapradvery [iv abro 
the Imperat. being only txjunctive as regards 
regulation of anger. And here we have an in- 

stance of the sense of a term being qualified by 
some words following, with which it is closely 
connected ; as in Eurip. Suppl. 557, yvorras 
ob» xpemy trade, 'Adixoupivous T£ uéTpiaG, uñ 
Üvuc $íptuw, 'Adixsty Ts ToiavO', ola uù BAa- 
vrac 7róXiv.. Thus, then, the sense here intended 
will be nearly the same with that expressed in 
Joseph. Bell. ii. 8. 4, where the Essenes are 
spoken of as ópyns Tapia: sixatoc (i. e. just 
regulators of anger, so as not to let it exceed 
due bounds), 0vuov xaBextrixol. The words are 
taken from Ps. iv. 4; yet there is no little difficulty 
connected with them in that place. The word 
v^. is rendered * contremiscife, ‘stand in awe, 
in both our Versions. How, then, are we to 
account for ópy(tecOs ? It is not true that m 
never has the signification of dpyi{eota:; for it 
bas it in Prov. xxix. 9. Ezek. xvi. 42. Such 
& signification, however, is inapplicable here. 
Schleusner, indeed, would have the term here 
taken for metu percelli, perterreri, as the word is 
used generally of any vehement commotion of 
the mind; and he refers to 2 Kings xix. 7. But 
that is a very insufficient proof; nor is the credit 
of the Sept. Translators to be saved by so harsh 
a mode of interpretation. It would seem that 
they mistook the force of the word in this 
sage, and assigned a sense which they had o 
done elsewhere, though it has no place here. 
It is plain that the credit of the Apostle is not at 
all concerned ; for he only applies the words to 
bis own purpose, which does not necessarily 
imply approbation. Besides, the sense in ques- 
tion, though not a good one, is not 
Whereas, if we adopt the sense of ópy. pro 
by Schleusner, it will follow that the Apostle 
mistook the true sense of the Sept., and conse- 
quently might have mistaken that of the Hebrew. 
— ó Hos uh bibvéro ivl To 7. Š. An 
adagial form of expression, signifying that wo 
should not extend an action beyond the day. So 
Deut. xxiv. 15, * Thou shalt give him his hire, 
neither shall the sun go down upon it (namely, 
unpaid).’ Thus Plutarch tells us it was a maxim 
of the Pythagoreans, when hurried into r 
and abuse, to shake hands and make up the dif- 
ference before sunset. From the Apoetle's lan- 
guage, then, it is plain that be considered a 

ing of resentment, in a Christian, as 
excusable, but not settled hatred. In which view 
I would compare what Tacitus says, Agric. 22, 
t apud quosdam acerbior in conviciis narrabatur 
—ceterum ex iracundi& nihil supererat; hones- 
tius putabat offendere, quam odisse." 

27. undi did. row. T. A.] Many recent Com- 
mentators take res Aiaff. to mean ‘the adver 
"T Such a sense, however, is at once frigid 
and unsuitable, and the only true interpretation 
is that of the ancient and most modern Exposi 
tors, ‘the Devil :' a use of the word found (and 
always with the Article) in 2 Tim. ii. 26. Heb. 
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ii. 14. It is also (as Koppe admits) supported 
by the constant tenour of Scripture, which in- 
culcates the existence of a Being who, by himself 
and his agents, tempts men to sin, and especially 
makes his attacke when any of the violent pas- 
sions are put in motion. hy I have adopted 
ni for uñ Ts, with Scholz, Lachm., and 
isch., will appear from note on 2 These. ii. 2. 
28. 6 xAiwrewv) Theft was then very preva- 

lent among the heathens, and in some countries 
is said to lave been tolerated by the law. But 
see my Recens. Synop. At any rate, here the 
Apostle means only such a sort of pilfering as 
was practised by necessitous, because td/e persona. 
Thus the Apostle enjoins txdustry as the best 
reservative from this sin, since then there would 

no temptation to commit it. The construc- 
tion and exact sense of xom:atw—yapoiv would 
seem to be as follows: xor. rais xepaiv, ipy. 
rò dáyaÜ0ó», ‘let him labour with his Áands [if 
need be], working at what is good,’ i.e. some 
honest occupation. Some, indeed, take dya0óv 
to mean ‘a livelihood.” But of this signif. there 
is no proof, and little probability; whereas the 
former one (supported by many of the best Ex- 
positon) is liable to no objection, for Zoyov may 
very well be supplied.—ró aya8dy is equivalent 
to dyabov tt &pyor ; meaning (as Theodor. ex- 
plains) éya0jv ipyyaaíav, as opposed to the evil 
industry and pernicious pane | of the thief The 
above sense is also very suitable to the context; 
and it is confirmed by what is said in the next 
verse, where the discourse is enjoined to be ‘ what 
is good, as here the occupation is to be what is 
honest and creditable. 

29. was—pj] for undeis, by a Hebraism, as 
also was ov common in the Now Test. See note 
on Matt. x. 29.—Zapós (like putidus in Latin) 
may mean (as most Interpreters explain it) ob- 
scene ; but, from its own proper signification, and 
the Aóyos ayabds arpós olxodouty, to which it 
is here opposed, the term must be a/so meant of 
tany kind of bad and unprofitable discourse,’ as 
* brawling, ° slandering,’ and ‘ the foolish talking 
and jesting, mentioned at ver. 4.—dyaOée «pós 
olxocouny may be rendered, * adapted for edifica- 
tion.’ So Pausan. |. vi. 26, 4, xwpa ele xaprovs 
ipa dya, and thus Arrian, Epict. ii. 15, op- 
poses campos Acyor to what is iine ¿ç olxoóo- 
why, probably with the present passage in mind. 
— With +z xpeias, just after, Expositors have 
been not a little perplexed. In some of the 
ancient Versions and MSS. it is omitted, while 
D, E, F, G, ef al., have Tis víoT10$ ; a mani- 
fest change to get rid of a difficulty: though 
that, and even the omission of the word, has been 
supported by eminent Critics; but in vain. Both 
external and internal evidence are strongly in 
favour of the t. rec. ; which might be explaincd, 
with some, as put, per À , for wpds 

elav The oixodoune, if we could conceive hy 
e sense should have been so expressed in pre- 

$ Cor. 1.33. & 5.5. ch. 1. 18, 14. 

ference. But that is scarcely possible. Indeed 
thus the xosías would be almost useless. Hence 
we may best, with Grot. and Wahl, take «75e 
Xezias, by a frequent idiom, as a Genit. Subst., 
put for its cognate Adjec: Thus, then, it is 
meant that ‘what is said must not only be edi- 
fring in itself, but suitable to the occasion and 
the person.’ So Plutarch (cited by Wetetein) 
says that Pericles prayed to the gods that no 
expression might fall from him wpos Thv Tapa- 
xatuivyy xpelay ávápuooor. 

29. a do xápw rote dx.] On reconsi- 
dering the interpretation of Xéo:y, which I have 
heretofore given, after most eminent Expositors, 
from T or. downwards, I am inclined to 
doubt whether the common interpretation, ‘may 
communicate spiritual grace,’ be not preferable. 
Certainly it is more natural, and more suited to 
the mode of thinking and ing found in the 
Apostle's writings, and is, when properly under- 
stood, quite as agreeable to the context. It is, 
moreover, supported by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulgate Versions, also by Chrys., and by Theo- 
hy; as is plain from his gloss, {va KtXapiter- 
pdvous ipyaonra: 6 Xóyos. Chrys. had evi- 
dently in mind the words of the Apostle supra, 
i. 6, THs xápvros avTov, iv $ lyaplrwoey huas, 
‘hath bestowed his grace.’ As respects the usus 

;, there we cannot expect any confirma- 
tion from the Class. writers; and, as to the 
Scriptural, why should it sof mean the spiritual 

conveyed by edifying discourse, namely, as 
ing (Calv. — ‘adminicula salutis?" Of 

course, the Divine blessing, and the aid of the 
Spirit of e, are to be The above 
view I find confirmed by Est., in an able note. 

90. uù Auweirs Tó lI»vsvuua Tó yov} This 
injunction seems given with a reference to the 
foregoing vices and all similar ones; containing 
a reason why they should abstain from them,— 
namely, because they would, by committing them, 
gem the Holy Spirit, and cause Him to depart 

m them; q.d. 'do not i any euch evil 
Hoal so grieve the Holy Spirit as to provoke 

Him to depart from you.’ So in Hermas Past. 
p. 210, we have, uh Avwee rò Iivevua TÒ yiov 
TÓ Katotxouy iv col, uhwors ávoaT?j TÒ coU. 
Comp. also Is. Ixiii. 10 (a passage probably pre- 
sent to the mind of the Apostle here), avroi ài 
AwreiOncay, xai apuyay tò llvsvua TÒ 
Gyiov avTov, kal larpád n aùroîe els dyOpav. 
—iy «c. Render: ‘by or through whom ; not 
=“ , a8 in our Common Version, which was 
mre” altered from the by whom of all the 
old English Versions. And this (as Bp. Middle- 
ton has shown) is required by the use of the 
Article. Of course this will prove the perso- 
nality of the Holy Spirit. Many eminent Com- 
mentators, however, for the last century, take +ó 
Tiv. T. d. T. O. as put for Tò Oeiov, i. e. Tóv 
O:óv. But why it should have been so written, 
they do not tell us. It would seem that this is 
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ToU Oeod, ev œ éocjpayisÜgre eis Tjuépav ámoXvrpoceos. 
&x. X  Ilàca mixpia ral Oupos «al opyn «ak kpavy?) kai BXaadmnuía 
Col, 8. 13, 18; ápÜ:yro ad buav, ovv Tracy raig 33 d wiverOe Sé eis ahAxndous 
Tukee.. XprcToi, evorrrayyvot, yapilopevot éavrois, rabàs Kai 6 Qeos 

e Col. 8. 8 

b John 13. 
&4. 

13. 
1 Pot. 3. 18. 
1 John 8. 11, 

an expression — occurring no where elee) 
compounded of two forms of speaking, each very 

uent, viz. rò ll»vua Tov Oioũ, and +d 
Ilveuua 70 yio». Thus ToU Ocou is abeent from 
some MSS., Versions, and Fathers, which at least 
shows the sense the ancients put on the passage. 
That IIrsvuja must be taken in the personal 
sense, is clear from the kindred paseages of 
2 Cor. i. 22, ò xai ogpay. nuas, Kul dots TÓ» 
appuBwva Tov IIveópaTos, and Eph. i. 13, iv S 
(scil. Xpioro) Tio T10cavTse, iacpavyícOnre 
vo IvsóuaTt THs ¿mayya) (aç a ayiw, on all 
which see the notes on this important 
point of theology. 

81. mee] See note on Rom. iii.44. In 
the placing of this and the following words, the 
Apostle intended, I conceive, a sort of c/imaz, 
proceeding, from acerbity of spirit and roughness 
of manner, to brawling and abuse. How 
utterly unsuitable to the character of a Christian 
must be all brawling and clamour, we D 
imagine from the | ght in which it ppan ; 
even to well-disposed Jews. So Joseph. Bell. ii. 
8, 5, says of the Essenes, od rs xpavyn ToT£ Tov 
olxov (the common dining-hall) pf See OdpuBor 
poduvar. It is well said by Chrys., that *olamour 
is the foaming steed on which anger pursues its 
impetuous course: throw down the steed, and 
the rider will fall to the ground.’—fr\acqgyyia, 
meaning, as Bp. Taylor explains, ‘all words that 
are injurious to God or man.’—oby racy karla, 
meaning, ‘together with all other vices of the 
same class;’ namely, violations of the principle 
inculcated in the next verse. See note on Rom. 
i. 29, from which it will appear why xaxía is 

t last ; and that it denotes ‘malignity, i.e. 
mischievousness, proceeding from the heart 

and intention. That xaxia may denote inten- 
tional and habitual ndschievousness, is plain from 
Eurip. Hippol. 1334, 754» è ov duaptiay To 
nh elddvarc—ixrAXve xá«xne. So Thucyd. i. 82, 
Evyyvonn, el ui) perà kakías, GoEns dd uai- 
Àov duupria TOA pws. 

82. In this verve, as Hyper. observes, we have 
accumulated, by way of antithesis, the contrary 
virtues, which ought to succeed in the place of 
the foregoing vices. — ypnoroi, «Ua wAa'yxvot, 
&c. These terms are sot (as they are regarded 
by Koppe) synonymous; but the latter is the 
stronger term (see note on 2 Cor. vi. 6, and Gal. 
v. 22). Render: ‘gentle (or kind), compas- 
sionate, mutually forgiving.’ The words follow- 
ing suggest the reason for this, where the Ephe- 
sians are enjoined to be as forgiving to others, as 
God had been to them, by graciously placing 
them, through the atoning merits of Christ, 
in a state of salvation. Comp. Matt. xviii. 
21—35. 

dv Xpict@ éyapicaro viv. V.1*TivecOe obv pipnrai tov 
Geoũ, as téxva ayarnta, ? "xai mepimarteire év awydtrn, rabàs 
kai 6 Xpioros 7ryám RO €vV ñus, xai trapédwxev éavróv Urép rov 
mpoapopay kai Üvoiav, T@ cà eis dophv evwdias. 3 ° IIopveía 

^ 

` 

V. 1. This verse is closely connected with the 
last of the preceding Chapter; q: d. *Be ye, 
therefore [ss being thus mercifullv pannis 
imitators, in this respect, of that God, who 
set you an example, which, as children beloved 
and favoured, you are bound to follow. Chil- 
dren, it is presumed, will follow the example of 
their parents (compare Matt. v. 45—48); and 
children beloved are doubly bound to attend to 
their injunctions. In -Tíxva dyawnra, there 
seems an allusion to the vioOscía and its benefits, 
on which see Rom. viii. 15, and com 19 and 
2], and ix. 1l. GalL iv. 5. Eph. i. 5. 

2. «pura. iv dyámy] This is a more sig- 
nificant expression than dyawars adAAnAove 
would have been, since it denotes the whole 
tenour of life. With the words xaÜ&s xai ó 
Xp. hyár. huás comp. supra iv. $2, and 1 John 
ii. 6, dpetrAat, kabs sxeivos TrspiearáT yos, kal 
«vTÓs oUTwS Tepcramiitr. This love of Christ 
js instanced in his delivering himself to death 
for us (see Rom. viii. 32), yea, as is implied in 
the next words (with which comp. Pa xxxix. 6, 
Sept), giving bimself as an expiatory sacrifice, 
Tpogdoopd and Ovela being ficial terms 
wniüed in order to further strengthen the sense. 
Agreeably to these sacrificial terms we have sie 
éouny evesdiac, an ex ion derived from the 
Jewish sacrifices, and denoting such as God 
2d receive with approbation ; see Gen. viii. 
l. 
8. wopvala 8a, &c.] The Apostle here reverts 

to the immoralities which they had formerl 
been addicted to, and into which, by the em 
communication of their heathen neighbours, they 
were still likely to fall._—’ Axa¥apcia has refer- 
ence to those horrible abominations mentioned 
or alluded to at Rom. i. On the sense of the 
term following, wXeovetia, some difference of 
opinion exists. Moet Commentators understand 
it, in the common acceptation, of covetousmess. 
This, however, not suiting well with wopveia 
«ai waca d«aÜapcía, many recent Expositors 
take it to mean tution for lucre’s sake, or 
getting money by acting as panders to the lust of 
others. But of such a signification no proof has 
been adduced; and, indeed, the sense is not a 
little foreed and frigid. Again, some ancient, 
and many eminent modern Commentators, from 
Hyper., Est., and Hamm., downwards, explain 
it, * greediness in the indulgence of the lewdness 
just mentioned.” An inte ation, however, 
iable to —— objections, which have 
been stated by Salmasius. Wolf, and Scott. The 
expression may be understood to denote an is- 
satiable desire of, or intemperance, in even lawful 
carnal gratifications. So iv. 19, dy wArove£ig. 
Nor is what is said in ver. 5 at variance with 
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cè xai Táca áxaÜapaía, 7) rXeoveE(ia, unde cvopatécOw èv byiv, — 
(xabas mpére ayio) ** Kal aicxpóros, xai paporoyia 7) Prov. 12.33. 
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TNS, —ős stiv ei XoXaTprs,—ovk Eyer kXopovopiav èv TH Bact 

this view; for surely sensuality is as much idola- 
try as covetousness ; see Phil. iii. 19, where of 
sensual worldlings it is said, * whose god is their 
belly.” But, after all, it may be doubted, whe- 
ther the common interpretation be not prefer- 
able; and that for reasons which appear from the 
note on Col. iii. 5. And the paseages are so en- 
tirely parallel, that whatever can be proved to be 
the sense there, must be received here; and as 
the former is more in detail, so it muet regulate 
the interpretation of the latter. ‘This interpreta- 
tion is by no means to be objected to on the 
score of novelty ; since that St. Basil so took the 
expression is pretty certain. And sucb, since bis 
time, was the view adopted by Bp. Sanderson 
and Dr. Doddr. The words u5ói óvouatéc0c 
dv Suiv are best rendered, ‘let it not be spoken 
of [as existing] among you,’ let them not be 
heard of among you; this being posnit equiv. 
to, but a stronger expression than, ui) fore iy 
bute. The unde here stands for ud" oA we, nullo 
modo, ° not at all:' the idiom was prob. almost 
confined to the language of common life, like 
our ‘never’ as used for * not at all ;' though it is 
occasionally found in the beet writers; as Thu- 
cyd. vii. 49. l, évixupuxtvoutvo» wpdt abTÓy, 
wore undi (eo in 17 MSS.) &varíeracÜa.:. 

4. aloyp., xai aepo. Ñ svp.) These terms 
seem meant to exemplif/y Aoyos ca*pós s 
little before, iv. 29. — Ala xp. denotes ‘ obscenity 
of h; and pwp. and arp. signify lit. 
‘foolish trifling, talking, and jesting, but are 
here used, per (woxopicmór (a figure very fre- 
quent in the phraseology of antiquity ; on which 
see my note on Thucyd. iii. 82, 4), the former to 
denote what the Hebrew = by n* 723 
‘the naughtinees of the mouth,’ the iloquium 
ef Plautus; the latter what the Greeks call 
BenuoXoyía, seurrile joking (so Aristot, Eth., 

nes evrpawsria by weradavusen Ufpis), 
or perhaps, the re, in which (as 
Chandl. says) ‘indecency is couched in a witty 
turn, and is, by being thought ingenious, the 
more dangerously du hs d With these words 
we must repeat órouatécUm iv Uópuiv, with a 
Sight accommodation of sense; i.e. ‘let none 
of these be heard of among you.’ So | Cor. v. 1, 
Topvela—firis odds iv paci. óvoná(erai.— 
Té ow< dúx. may be rendered, * things which 
are not suitable { viz. to our holy ing, as 
children of God, members of Christ, and temples 
of the Holy Ghost]'—At dAAd padXov sò- 
Xaereria supply from the subject-matter doe, 
bat let there be (practised) proper and de- 

Corous discourse, —namely, as opposed to the 
= Xporns — spoken d ; or, as referred 

Me polo evTpaTa urbanity, as op- 
posed to ° scarrility" or * indecent jesting.. The 
Jvrmer interpretation, however, is preferable ; 
and there may be an adjunct notion of what is 
edifying. ai me — pmo to the — 

ew confirm what is seid supra, iv. 
wd CoL Hi ' 

Col. $. b. 
Rev. 32. 15. 

5. Touro yap ioi yiwwon.] For ici seve- 
ral uncial, and not & few cursive MSS. have 
lora, which is preferred by the recent Commen- 
tators, and edited by Griesb. and Scholz; but 
without sufficient reason; for in external evi- 
dence it is inferior to the common reading, Ver- 
sions in such a case being of no weight, and 
Fachers but slender authority. Internal evi- 
dence, too, is quite against it; for the words are 
frequently confounded by the scribes; and lore 
is just such an emendation as would be likely to 
occur to the ancient Critics. The t. rec., then, 
must be retained. After reconsidering the point 
of reading for the ninth edit., I continue of the 
same opinion. The superiority in external au- 
thority of Zora (which, however, does scarcely 
exist) is overbalanced by its inferiority in inter- 
nal evidence, for thus the word y:vwoxorrse 
would be no other than useless; and the words 
are often confounded. Hence I still, with Matth., 
retain iori yiv., taking, however, doré yiv. as 
put for an imper., since the context here, as in 
certain other similar passages in 1 Cor. vi. 9, and 
Gal. v. 21. vi. 70 (as Koppe remarks), * verba 
sunt denunciantis malum, quod cavere debeant.’ 
There may be in éord ytywoxovres & peculiar, 
and emphatic, expression, nearly equiv. to, but 
somewhat stronger than yivwoxets would have 
been, which is often used by St. Paul in such 
formulas of warring, but never iors. Thus the 
sense will be equiv. to iors, scitote, which Je- 
rome reads. I suspect that lors was originally 
a gloss proceeding from those who meant to ex- 
pos the force of ieri by a plainer term.—oóx 
Xu KAnpovopiay iv TH Bac. Tov XpuoTov kal 

Osov. Comp. the similar phrase, ] Cor. vi. 10, 
Bac. sov ov kXnporouicovai.—Tov XpicTos 
Kai Osov. Render, not, as in our Common Ver-, 
sion, ‘of Christ and of God,’ but * of Christ and 
God.’ As to the rendering of Bp. Middl., ‘ of 
Him who is Christ and God," it is scarcely ad- 
miseible; for, though it might be sustained 
grammatically, it would well-nigh lead to a 
sense unwarranted by Scripture. The expression 
ù Buetrtela rou Xpic ToU nowhere occurs; 
while that of 4 Bac. ov Oaov is very frequent. 
Yet this kingdom is often designated as Christ's, 
because it is held in concert with God the Fa- 
ther; e.gr. Matt. xx. 21, iv TH Baci sg. aov: 
as in Luke xxii. 30, it is said ¿v tH Bucirele 
pov, though it is true that SaciAsía there de- 
notes only the mediatorial kingdom of Chris 
whereas ders Bac. must mean Christ's elern 
kingdom in heaven, as deeignated in 2 Pet. i. 11, 
¿xi Xopmyn0úcsTrar (uip ù aicodos els rhe 
aløviov othelay Tov Kvplov nuc» xal 

5pot IncoU Xpicov, meaning, ‘the king- 
dom which he will, as God, one with the Father, 
ever possess in heaven wih God, after havi 
delivered up his mediatoria] kingdom on ea 
to the Father, In accordance with this is, I 
find, the view of the sense adopte? by Est., who 
remarks, that ‘this is not as if Christ were 
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tat 3.4 Acia TOU XpwrroÜ xal Oco. 9t Meis tuds arararw revois 
e 

Col. 8. 6. 
3 Thess. 2. 8, 
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Acyots* Sia TabTa yap Epxerat ñ opyn Tov OcoÜ émi Tous vious 
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k Rom. 6. 31. 
& 13. 12. 
2 Cor. 0. 14. 
3 Thess. 3. 
14. 

llk Kai 

not God, or as though there were one kingdom 
of Christ, and another of God; the Apostle only 
denoting one and the same celestial kingdom, 
which is that of God, as King by nature, while 
it is that of Christ, considered as man con- 
stituted King by God (see Ps. ii.), and thus 
subordinate to God the Father, according to 
he doctrine of the Apostle, 1 Cor. xv. 24, 
et al." 

6. xtvoiv Acyos} Alluding. we may suppose, 
to the empty reasonings of the heathen sophists, 
who, as Hy r. observes, ‘used subtle words to 
extenuate the vices in question; comp. Col. ii. 
4. Hence the Apostle, by a sort of 
tion, forewarns them that the wrath of God can- 

. not but fall upon those guilty of such offences." 
—The second clause of the verse is meant to 
five a reason why such deceivers should not he 
istened to, and why the vices in question should 
be avoided; and tbat deduced from the condign 
punishment to be inflicted on those who commit 
such things. The term £pxsra: is emphatical ; 
intimating that some even urged that the denun- 
ciation was not so formidable, —since God would 
never put his threats into execution against these, 
which they represented as comparatively slight 
offences. 

7. uù yiveoOe avuuéToxo: abTóv, &c.] The 
full sense in Paul's mind is, * Be ye not, then, 
partakers with them [in their vices], if ye would 
not be partakers in the punishment which must 
attend them.’ Comp. Rev. xviii. 4, izíA0ece 
4E abrie, ò Xaós pov, tva ph evyxowovüonre 
Taie auaptias atris, xai ix ray wAnyav 
are AdBnre: and see Thucyd. i. 39, (xA g- 
páTov Š: uóvey áusTOXovs, oT T&v merà 
Tas ToáEsie ToUTwY ul) kowcavtiv. 

8. jra yap wore—Kvupiw] Another argu- 
ment deduced from their present state, and serv- 
ing to point out the inconsistency of such a con- 
duct; 2 d. *For ye are not, as formerly, in a 
state of moral darkness [which might extenuate 
pu vices], but are now enlightened in the 
nowledge of the Gospel of Christ" The Apos- 

otov TQ Kupig. 

tle exhorts them to remove the inconsistency, b 
living suitably to their high calling.—oxoros ñ 
for ¿v cxóTst, or icxoriouévos in Rom. ii. 19, 
and l John i. 6, iv rw GxóTst wepiwatiomen: 
and põr for wsdwriopuéivor, thongh perhaps a 
stronger expression. —‘Qs ríxva orós wepiwa- 
reire. The expression réx. purrds is equiv. to 
viol $wrós, and vide jugpac, in 1 Thess. v. 5. 
It seems to have bcen derived by the Apostle 
from its use by our Lord, Luke xvi. 8, vioi ToU 
Q$wós, and espec. John xii. 35, 36, ire mixpòv 
poe põr ub’ vue» lori, wepiwareire 
ws TÒ $ec txyevTe—lws Td has XiTi Tıc- 
2: els To Pe, ne bm y tvnots, 
and comp. an altogether el passage in 
1 Thess. i 4; see also 2 Cor. vi. 14. Hence it 

xa, Siucavoovvy xai annbeia') 10 !0oxiuátovres ti stw evápe- 
pù) TuyKowwvetre Tots Epyots Toîs 

is plain that Calv. was wrong in understanding 
the expression ‘sons of light’ to denote ‘those 
who are illumined by the Spirit of God.’ It 
must mean rather those who are light in the 
Lord Jesus, who is ‘ the light of the world, ‘the 
true light,’ John i. 4, 5, 9, in short, those who 
believe in that light, and walk in it; according 
to the explanation I have given on the first men- 
tioned of John. Of course, the way to 
walk as children of light is to walk is the light, 
and direct our steps by the light. Light and 
darkness were, from the earliest ages, 
images to denote good and evil. Thus 
cient Magians (or worshippers of the Deity by 
fire) made fire the symbol of the principle, ` 
and darkness that of the evil principle. 

9. In this verse we have a third reason for 
obeying the above injunction, and that deduced 
from the effects of the Holy Spirit, once received 
by believers.—d yap xapwor, &c. The yap 
refers to a clause omitted ; q. d. ° Live as children 
of the light [and this, if ye be children of light, 
e will do], for the effect of that light and the 

Spirit is, &c. The Apostle (as Calv. obeerves) 
means to point out the way in which children of 
the a should walk,—touching, by way of 
exemplification, on some of the principal com- 
ponent parts of a holy life.—o xapzós Tov 4. 
On carefully reconsidering, for this ninth edi- 
tion, the debated question as to the reading here, 
it now appears to me that internal evidence is 
far more against IIvsóu. than I was formerl 
of opinion, insomuch that I can scarcely admit 
that the reading may be considered an open 
one ; and MORET I am now induced to re- 
ceive that adopted by all the Editors from Gries- 
bach to Scbolz, Lachmann, and Tischendorf, 
for which considerable external authority ex- 
ists in six of the moet ancient uncial MSS, 
and ten cursives, to which I add two of the best 
Lamb. MSS., confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions, and some Fathers. The 
whence the Apostle derived what is said in vv. 8 
and 9, calls for eros. As to HHysçu. it may 
have been, as Koppe and others suppose, an 
alteration proceeding from some whose purpose 
it was to make the paene square with that at 
Gal. v. 22; though IIvsuy. is as much re- 
quired by the context as here is durée. 

10. óoxiuá(ovres. &c.] These words are 
closely connected with those at ver. 8, œs Téxva 
$wTós wepim.—Aoxip. (the exact sense of which 
bas been disputed) may be rendered, * proving by 
ha or search [in o = to know = ise]; 
thereby] approving an tising what is accc 
able i bas ata: i — = 

ll. xai pù cuyxKoueysiTe, &c.] This is meant 
as a counterpart to the exhortation at ver. 8, œs 
Tikva pet. weper., q. d. ‘on the contrary, have 
no fellowship, &c. The expression cwy«. coit 
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ipyas, &c. (like xou. ots &pyyoit wovnpots at 
2 John 11, and xow. duapría:e at 1 Tim. v. 22), 
signifies, ° to partake in evil deeds, either by prac- 
tising, or by pons and countenancing them.’ 
See Rom. i. 52.—dxdpw. denotes, by a litotes, 
that which is pernicious and mischievous, See 
my Lex. in v., also my note on Rom. iii. 12, and 
my note on Thucyd. i. 91, — ENIY 

era. Most Expositors supply aùroòe, meaning 
the doers of the works ; and they render iX íyX. 
reprove, viz. by wholesome correction. This, 
however, is so harsh, that it is better (with 
Theodor., Phot., the Pesch. Syr., Wakef., and 
Schleusn.) to supply avrà (i.e. Ipya «ov exó- 
Tous), and to interpret dAdyyers ‘bring to the 
light, and evince their evil nature,’ namely, by 
showing in contrast the opposite virtues. This 
sense is required by ver. 15, with which the pre- 
eent closely connects; and v. 12, which, as Dr. 
Peile has shown, throws light on both. The 
interpretation which I have adopted of éidyyer« 
here, and of iAdyyerat at v. [s. is much con- 
— no little light thrown on uH "me 
what obscure , by a passage of Menander 
in his "Yoga. Fr. v. TovTo imioxoret (‘throws 
into the dark, makes unseen’) xai dvoryerela xal 
TpO*ov wovnpig, xal waco ols ioxnxey åy- 
Cpwwor xaxoie, TÓ *oÀAáà xextnoba’ Ta 8 
ZAA AX Ey x «a4 ( are brought to light"). 

12. ra yàp xpvbr —Aéyew] This is meant 
to place in a strong point of view the abominable 
vices of those persons, with whom he has just 
exhorted them to have no society. The yap 
bas reference to a clause left implied; * For [as 
to censuring their actions in twords,) it were a 
shame to,' The sentiment contains one of 
the most cutting reproofs ever penned, aud is 
espec. pointed by the emphasis on yu. and X£- 
aw, Of which several lel instances have 

been adduced. Here there is supposed to be an 
allusion to the abominations of the nocturnal 
mysteries, on which see Whitby. 3 

13. ra ài várra—darepovrac] The sense 
is here disputed, and, indeed, is not very clear. 
By Trà wavra, however, must be meant all the 
evil deeds just mentioned ; and, in fact, v. 13 is 
closely connected with the uaAXoy dà. dA yy. at 
ver. 11. Rosenm. and Koppe are of opinion 
that a reason is here meant to be given wh 
Christians should study to correct the morals 
of the heathens. But it would rather seem that 
as at ver. 12, the Apostle mentions bow those 
deeds of darkness could not well be reproved and 
made to appear what they are,—so in ver. 13, he 
shows how they might be most effectually made 
to ap in their true character; viz. by being 
brought into contrast with the deeds of light from 
the children of light, or true Christians. The 
sense, then, may thus expressed: ‘ Now all 
these [deeds of darkness an mel being made 
to appear what they are by the light [of the 
Gospel, as evinced in the children of light] are 
made manifest or exposed (by their moral tur- 
pitude being discovered).' ith t to the 
wan Ero they have been variously 

OL. 

explained. The preference has generally been 
given to the interpretation of Grotius, * For it is 
the light [of severe truth] which makes e 
thing manifest and in its true colour.” But 
though the sense thus arising is good and suit- 
able, it cannot, I think, be extracted from the 
words without great violence; nor can gavep. 
be taken for pavepovv. The Apostle would thus 
have written gar yap ior: Tó avapouy TÓ 
wav. And the common interpretation (as con- 
cerns pa»sp.) lies open to the same objection, 
though the sense yielded is very suitable. The 
true interpretation seems to be that of the ancient 
Expositors almost universally, by whom gavep. 
is taken in a ive or a reflected sense; q. d. 
< Whateoever shows itself [to the world and de 
not seek concealment], as the life of true Chris- 

. tians may do (so Matt. v. 14, * ye are tho light of 
the world: a city set on a hill cannot be hid") 
that is light, [and adapted to discover darkness, 
i. e. by the contrast.’ 

14. iò Adyas, &c.] There has been no little 
controversy as to these words; which, while they 
seem to be introduced as a quotation from Scri 
ture (for wherever else the form 410 Aiya: acute 
in St. Paul, it serves to introduce a citation), are 
no where in Scripture. The ancient and 
many modern Expositors regard the words éyac- 
pa:—Xpioroe as a quotation from Isa. xl. 1, 2. 
Others, again, suppose them taken either from a 
lost canonical, or an apocryphal book. But that 
a canonica] book should be Jost, is of all impro- 
bable suppositions the most improbable. And 
that the Apostle should speak of an 
book in the same manner as of a canonical, is 
not for a moment to be supposes Many recent 
heal rea See rh AH or — sup- 

at the words form part of a spirü ; 
hen sung or recited in the churches. This 
however, rests on mere conjecture. The words 
may, I think, best be ed as formed upon 
Scripture. In short, we seem to have here not a 
citation, but an ¿cation of, by way of inference, 
from the words of the Prophets in general, espec. 
Isa. 1x. 1 —5, and Pe. xviii. 28, what is there said 
being applied, in the mystical sense, from the 
casc of those in Jsrael, who ‘turn from trans- 

ion,’ and receive the light of the Messiah 
(for of him the Jews themselves have understood 

© words), to the case of those among the Gen- 
tiles, in every age, who turn to the pod: the 
general sense intended being, in other words, 
* Wherefore, in thie view, the words of Holy 
Writ may be rded as enjoining sinners to 
come to a right understanding, —as one awakened 
out of a deep sleep, to go out of darkness and 
have light, — and that from their Redeemer, 
CunmisT. In which words, as the Prophet es- 
hurts them, he may be supposed virtually to 
address them, when he says, "Evysips, &e. Ac- 
cordingly, at Asye: the Apostle, of course, means 
ó Kupros to be supplied. At imihavoe: cor ó 
Xp the Apostle had probably in mind the words 
of Ps. xviii. 28, Sept., cù merists Avxvow pou, 
Kipi’ ò Osos pev, — (read weet) 

D 
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wv, kal avdota x tay vexpar, kal dridhatces cos ò 
poll. X otros. 16 n Brérere oby mas axpiBas wepuraTetre, us) eoe 

Gaopot, àXX ws cohot 16 éfayopalónevos tov xatpov, Sts ai 

cxóros pov. Comp. also 2 Sam. xxii. 29. I 
have now deferred, t with hesitation, to the 
united authority of all Critical Editors, from 
Griesb. to Lachm. and Tisch., who regard £yeips 
as the genuine reading. The form ¿ysštoa is 
the aor. ] middl. in a reciprocal sense, ‘ Rouse 
thyself, and have been adopted by some 
revisers as a plainer term than éye:pa, in which 
there is the use of the neuter for middl. pr abs 
as — verb a — (as in ne N 
use of yepe) only in the poets, as espeare, 
Milton, Dryden, Prior, and Pope, e. gr. ‘ Mor- 
phous rouses from his bed.” 

15. Here, I apprehend, we have not (what 
many Commentators su ) a new admonition, 
namely, to Christian prudence; but (as others 
have well pointed out) a continuation of the pre- 
cept at ver. 3: or the words may form, as Hyper. 
supposes, & conclusion to the whole of the pre- 
sent subject, referring y to what has just 
been seid, about reproving offenders, and partly 
to what was introduced in the early part of the 
Chapter, where the Apostle in a general way 
admonished them against fornication and un 
cleanness. —'AxpiBas weptwarsite, ‘conduct 
ourselves circu tly, minding your steps, or 

aviour.’—éne 1s for &ri, —a blending of twe 
modes of expression, GÀ (ara wae wepew., and 
Bréwere Sri axpiBar reper. In ph es àro- 
gor, àXÀ' de codioi we have an antithetical 
parallelism (such as is found in the Clase. as 
well as the Script. writers), where, for emphasis 
sake, a proposition is expressed both affirmatively 
and negatively, as in Jolin i. 20, &uoAoynes xal 
ovx Hovicato. By aopo: and cool are meant 
the persons just before denoted by oxcros and 
gas, and a little after termed d$povse and 
evmivrasc, by a frequent Hebrew idiom, whereby 
wisdom stands for virtue, and folly for vice. 

16. iE£«yopatóusvo: Tóv xatpdv, &c.] On 
the exact import o these somewhat obscure 
words considerable difference of opinion existe. 
Not a few eminent Commentators explain them 
of the caxtion to be observed in avoiding per- 
seculion ; the sense being, ‘that they should 
draw out their time as long as they could, b 
not provoking their enemies to cut them o£ 

his view, however, is neither suitable to the 
context, nor in accordance with the parallel pes- 
sago of Coloss. iv. 5, adduced in illustration ; 
besides, it yields a sense little agreeable to the 
manner of the Apostle. The more usual inter- 
pus is, ‘endeavouring to recover (lit. ‘buy 

k`) the time that has been lost, by iligently 
making use of what remains, and improving it 
to the most valuable purposes.’ Yet this, though 
it yields an excellent sense, has no support from 
the context, and does not suit with the parallel 
passage of Colossiana. In order to ascertain the 
sense here intended, we should first trace the 
connexion; according to which ifayop. T. x. 
will, I apprehend, be found to have reference to 
dxpifas weptw. in the preceding verse. And 
that expression must also refer to iAdyyars, and 
the whole of ver. 14. In short, the Apostle 
means to teach his readers how that ¿Xa yEËE:e and 

gatning fa: 
use to whieh those opportunities were to be 

$arípecis might be brought about, —namely, 
by walking circumspectly ; and the words 4j dz 
ë t, GAX’ we codboi and ¿Ea-yyop. TÒv xaupór 
are, Í conceive, mcant to urge this cir- 
cumspection, by showing that thereby thev will 
act like truly wise men,—namely, ‘ by diligently 
making use of the opportunity afforded them of 
evincing in their conduct such a contrast, as may 
rouse those who are in the deep sleep of pagan 
— and vice; so that, standing reproved 
thereby, they may be brought to Christ, who 
will give them the light of the Gospel and the 
aide of the Holy Spirit.'—The remaining words, 
Ors ai nutpat wovnpal eles, are somewhat ob- 
scure, admit of more than one suitable sense. 
If they be referred to ifayop. Tò» xeipórp, the 
meaning will be, ° bocause the times are daager- 
ous, the season of their usefulness is precarioua, 
and consequently the opportunity offered ought 
to be carefully made use of. If referred to 
dxpiBwt wepiwareire, it will be, not that ‘the 
times are dangerous to their safety, but to their 
virtue ; being full of temptations, trials, and va- 
Tious hindrances to religion: so that they will 
bave need of all their circumspection care 
to walk aright.’ This, however, is far less suit- 
able to the context and the lel passage of 
Colossians than the former view, which ie ac- 
cordingly to be preferred. Correspondent to ¿> 
copig wspiwareiy in the ve of 
Colossians, there is dxpiBie wspewarsiv: and 
though we have not here what is added 
there, wpoe robs iEw, yet such may be under- 
stood in what is here evidently to be supplied, 
7pó* aéTovs, as referred to avray at v. 12, 
which relates to the designation at v. 6, rode 
viove rye awe:Osiae, and that cannot but refer 
to the who are unquestionably meant 
at ver. 14. Tho admonition, then, clearly is, 
that ‘ they should adopt a discreet and circum- 
Mes conduct towards their heathen neighbours ; 

ereby making use of the rtunity afforded 
of bringing them to the light of the Gospel; 
and that use the season for their usefulness 
is precarious, and the opportunity for exer- 
cising it is to be carefully seized.” This view 
of the sense is much confirmed by a most able 
discussion on the import of the terms by the late 
very learned Dr. Samuel Parr, in his Sermon on 
this text, Works, vol. ii. p. 704. He commences 
by observing that the use of the phrase here, 
kEayop. Tò» xatpdv, is acknowledged to be 
founded on Dan. ii. 8, where the senso is, ‘I 
know of a certainty that you would, by all 
means, obtain a more favourable opportunity for 
avoiding explanation altogether, or attempting it 
with better effect, because ye see that the thing 
is gone from me,—namely, the particulars of the 
dream; for it seems the ki only a con- 

recollection of what he dreamed. * The 
ion iEayopadYso8a: tov xaipór (continues 

he} became almost proverbial among the Hel- 
lenistic Jews. It acquired the signification of 

e opportumtics ; and the specific 

plied msy sometimes have y stated 
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in speaking or writing, though we are left to col- 
lect it from the context, in the passages of the 
New Test. as well as of Daniel.” The learned 
writer is of opinion that both here, and in the 
passage of Colossians, the same duty ie incul- 
cated,—of circu ion and ence; ‘the 
same ground existing for it in tbe immoral 
habits and malicious dispositions of the adversa- 
ries to Christianity” The Ephesians were to 
* walk circumspectly? and iğayopá{:oða: mày 
Kwaipov, ‘because the days were evil.’ The 

ians were to ' walk in wisdom to those 
without, and éEFayopátsaÜa: TÓ» xaipóv, be- 
cause, in the reign of Nero, St. Paul was thrown 
into bonds for speaking tho mystery of Christ, 
and because the dangers which had already over- 
taken St. Paul impended over the Coloseians. 
Now the opportunity for gaining a more serious 
hearing to the preachers of tho Gospel would be 
the result of the wisdom with which they and 
their followers walked towards those that wero 
without; and the want of such wisdom would 
have occasioned the loss of such opportunity, — 
would have occasioned additional obstacles to 
the propagation of the Gospel, and additional 
difficulties to those who were already converted 
to it. On repeated reconsideration of this diffi- 
cult question, Í am entirely of the same opinion 
as heretofore, that the sense is, ‘carefully and 
diligently making the moet use of the present 
opportunity,’ viz. for evidencing in their conduct 
such a contrast as might rouse those who were 
in the deep sleep of heathenism, ignorance, and 
vice; so that they might turn to Christ, who 
would be light to them, by his Word in the 
Gospel, and by his holy enlightening Spirit. Of 
couree —— next clause subjoins the — for 
promptly using the opportunity, —namely, that it 
s otherwise be lost, the times being evil and 
unfavourable. 

17. uù ylvecOs &dpover, 4ÀAà &e.] Here 
we have a repetition of the preceding pi) œe 
sopo, àÀÀ' ds codol at ver. 15, though, in 
the present case, the sense is carried still fur- 
ther; àp. being a stronger term than ¿codo ; 
there being, it is supposed, an allusion to the 
feasts of Bacchus, or rather, it would seem, to 
the Bacchanalian orgies of the heathens; which 
enables the Apostle to introduce the admonition 
against drunkenness, Thus the sense is, ‘ Where- 
fore [such being your obligations as children of 
light, live accordingly, and] act not like pu 
out of their mind (bat play a wise and sober 
part}, like ci ns, cautiously look- 
ing to their ways, to shun the snares laid in 
them; not acting as foolish and rash persons, 
who rush blindly into dangers, but as wise per- 

who bear them in mind, and seek to escape 
em.” 
18. wh usÜécx. olve] lit. ‘be not drunken by 

the ase of wine’ (Dat. of instrument); dÀAd 
4À npovoOs ¿v rvsiuari, * be filled, i. e. seek to 
be filled, with the holy influence of the Spirit 
(not the fumes of wine), endeavour to attain its 
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influences.’ It must, however, be borne in mind, 
that this seeking and endeavouring must be ex- 
tended to the diligent use of all the appointed 
meuns of grace, — earnest prayer, public 
and private, and especially the right use of the 
sacrament of the Lord's Supper, the highest of 
all those means. Thue we gain a solution of the 
difficulty here found, or rather made, by man 
Expositors, on the same principle as that which 
wil app) to the debated words of Philipp. ii. 12, 
13.—iv œ% tori dowria. ’Acwria is not well 
rendered excess, that import being implied in 
meOuox. The term isa xem comprehensive one, 
denoting ' the disposition of & person abandoned 
to intemperance.” Render: ‘in which [drunken- 
pete} there is a [tendency to] dissoluteness,' or 
t profligacy ; see Prov. xxiii. 30. Such, too, is 
the view of the sense taken by Hyper., who 
says, ‘there is here a ratio suasoria ab effectis, 
sve a dammnoso. And so Calv. remarks, ‘ Ad- 
monet quid mali pariat ebrietas, nempe dew- 
Tiav; quo nomine intelligo lascivias omne genus 
et dissolutiones.' 

19. XaXovrTs? lavTois Wadrpote, &c.] These 
worde are intended to illustrate and exemplify 
the preceding verse ; and the meaning that, when 
in their families, or in society, they felt elevated 
bevond ordimary ton, and sought for 
hilarity, they should not express this feeling, as 
did the heathens, in singing or reciting dissolute 
songs (called scolia), but in the use of ‘ psalms, 
hymns, and spiritual songs ;’ either by rectlation, 
to each other, or by staging them, singly or in 
chorus. On the discrimination of sense in 
oues Guy. and w8. wy. 1 have fully treated in 

Syn. It would seem that by Wadu. we are 
not to understand the Psalms of David only; 
but also the compositions of those persons who 
had tbe spiritual gifts (so 1 Cor. xiv. 26, sire 
aXuóp dye, where see the note), which are in 

b. (Hist. Eccl. 1. v. 28) distinctly adverted 
to: Warpoi xal woul adsA Gav an’ dpyris 
brad moray ypeapetcat, which compositions, 
he says, Trò» Aóyov Tov Osov, TOv Xpordr, 
Uuvover (‘celebrate the e or of God, Christ"), 
BsoXcyourrse (‘speaking of him as God).' Ac- 
cordingly, such WaApoi differed in no material 
respect from Üuvot; see Rec. Syn. How far the 
al wyeupu. differed from is by no means 
clear. The difference would seem to have been, 
—that the two former celebrated the praises of 
God in strains adapted to be sung t chorus ; 
while the dóai were — on some religious 
subject, and, it is probable, were usually only 
recited ; or, if sung, sung as are our solo anthems, 
in which there is much of recitative. This the 
Apostle directs to be done i» ry xapóíq, i.e. so 
that ‘the inward affections of their hearts’ 
should go with the outward expressions of their 
voices; meaning, that this was not to be per- 
formed in a cold and formal manner, or be re- 

ed as always to be done, but only when the 
elt so inclined. Thus we shall fully comprehen 
the force of T admonition at James v. 13, at 
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which eo many have stumbled, si@uuet tis; 
yraAXéTo. 

20. cùxapıoT., &c.] This forms another head 
of admonition as to their private conduct, and is 
illustrative of the walking circumspectly. It 
must relate solely to the ion of thank- 
fulness ‘to God even the Father’ in private de- 
votions, or in family prayer, and that under all 
circumstances, whether prosperous or adverse; 
sce two admirable Discourses of Dr. Isaac Bar- 
row on this text, vol. i. 91, 121, entitled, ‘On 
the Duty of Thanksgiving, where, after obeerv- 
ing that “the words may, without violence or 
prejudice on either hand, be ted from the 
context, and considered distinctly by themselves," 
be remarks that “ every single word of the sen- 
tence carries with it a notable emphasis and espe- 
cial significancy. The first expresses the swb- 
stance of the duty to which we are exhorted ; the 
next (namely, in order of construction) denotes 
the object to which it is directed (God). The 
following term ‘always’ determines the main 
circumstances of this and all other duties, the 
time of performance. The last, ‘for all things,’ 
declares the adequate matter of the duty, and 
far it should extend."— The subsequent expres- 
sion ¿v dvyouare (little attended to by most recent 
Commentators) is to be understood with reference 
to the mediation of Christ (see C t. and 
Theophylact), ° through whom alone all blessings 
flow’ to sinful man, and through whom all praises 
are accepted that ascend from earth. 

21. vroraccopusvo: dXA6No] This forms 
another head of admonition, namely, to that 
natural, civil, and ecclesiastical subordination, 
the violation of which was, there is reason to 
think, not unfrequent among the early Chris- 
tiana. They are, therefore, exhorted ‘to submit 
themselves to every ordinance of man, for the 
Lord's sake ;' that those in subordinate situations 
should render due obedience and subjection to 
their superiors; and that ex animo, and on ac- 
count of the duty they owe to God, as is enjoined 
further on to servants. From this verse to chap. 
vi. 10, the Apostle (following up the general in- 
junction bworace. 4A. with particular ones 
adverts to various kinds of subordination, —bot 
natural and social,—each in order, and exhorts 
to the discharge of the relative duties. Comp. 
1 Cor. vii. 10—19, and 1 Tim. vi. 1, 2.—iv póßw 
@eov, ‘from reference to the authority of God.’ 
So Rom. xii. 11, rw Kvpío douXetorres. Here, 
indeed, there is great reason to think that Xp:- 

purrouvres Trávrore imp Trávrov, èv ovonatt tov Kupiou fjv 
'Inco0 Xpictod, T0. Oep xai Harpit 9! * brroraccopevos AAAs- 

aw, Aois ev doo 1 Oeod. 93 t Ai yuvaixes, rots Blow dvdpdow vro- 
TáccegÜe, œs te Kuplo *"Sre [6] avnp dots repar) ris 

mit s. YUVALKOS, @ç Kal Ó Xpioròs repar) Tie éxxdAnolas, kal avros 
- €oTt acri)p ToU cw atos. 9*5 ' ANN’, orep 1) éxxdnola Umordo- 
cera. TQ Xpia TG, obra xal ai yuvaixes tots Blots avdpdow èv 
mavri. ?5 *Oí dvdpes, dryamüre tas yuvaixas éavrOv, kaÜdx« 
xa 6 Xpioròs Teyámmoe Tiv éxxdnolay xal éavróv trapédmxev 
iméep abris 399Y iva aur dyidon, xaBapicas TÈ XovrpgQ ToU 

oroũ (instead of Osov), found in very many of 
the best MSS., ancient Versions, and early 
Fathers (and which has been edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.), is the true reading. 

22. làlo«] The expression is not to be rigidly 
interpreted, it merely standing (as Col. iii. 18) 
for baeripore; a use, however, not found in the 
Classical writers.—es* Tw Kuple, weaning, tas 
a duty rendered to the Lord, your common 
and Master, and therefore to be discharged wil- 
lingly and cheerfully.” 

fort xeadn THe yuvaxde, &c.] Seo 
1 Cor. xi. 3, 7, and notes.—xspaÀ) 9 rigs ixxd- 
alas, ‘Head of the body of the Church’ (e 
Rom. xii. 5, &nd note). Thus intimating that 
as Christ is the preserver of the body of the 
Church, so is the husband to be the 
sno menor of his — and any an ua 
which our lan expresses e siguifi- 
re term husband ; i. e. hun band or bond of 

. The Apostle here points to the reciprocal 
duty, by which the submission before enjoined 
would oe rendered more easy and effectual; 
namely, by kindness and affection, as a liberal 
indulgence to the frailty of the weaker sex. 

26. Iva abriy ay:acy—piuatt] i.e. ‘that 
he — [by his Spirit] consecrate it to his ser- 
vice, sving cleansed it by the washing of the 
water (i. + Y Aat narra gre 2 bs laver of 
regeneration; see Tit. iii. 5), an rough the 
word, i. e. the ], as the means of their can- 
version and sanctification.” The expression i» 
Pinar. has been variously, but not satisfactorily 
explained. It sigh mean this, or that, did the 
context permit. But the question is, what it 
does mean? The Fathers, Greek and Tatin, and 
several modern Commentators, refer it to the 
words of the form in — But that is open 
to objections insuperable. The one which I 
ve ve s , according to which óna. is 

referred to the Gospel, is supported by many of 
the best Expositors; though they, for the most 
part, and but Strictly speaking, 
the term should be explained—as it ie by Au- 
gustin on Bt. John, Trac. 80, and Est.—to denote 
the word of evangelical doctrine, inasmuch as 

that is received by faith in Christ; what is called 
by Paul himself, Rom. x. 8, rò p5ua tHe wis- 
Tews. Comp. v. 17, Tò puua. And as calcu- 
lated to further illustrate the force of xaÜapícas, 
as used with óñua+Ti so explained, August, we!l 
subjoins Acts xv. 9, +$ mieru xaÜapicas às 
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a Gen. 3. 23. 
Rom. 13. 6. 
Cor. 6. 
13. 37. 

3. 
att. 19. 

Mark 10. 
Cor. 6. 16. = 

^ , ^ ` ” e ` , , vaixa avTOoU kai égcoyTatL oi ùo eis cápxa piar. 
* To pvorýpiov tovTo uéya iotr 

xapülae aire», and 1 Pet. iii. 21, where seo 
note. This enlarged view of the force of the 
expression has been, I find, recently adopted by 
Mr. Conyb., who remarks that the meaning is, 
that *the Church, having been purified by the 
waters of baptism, is hallowed by the revelation 
of the mind of God imperted to us, whether 
mediately, or immediately.’ Comp. Heb. xii. 13. 

. Iva 4rapacTíáeng—4auepnos)] There ie here 
some variety of interpretation, occasioned prob. 
by a misconception of the metaphor. Koppe 
takes wapaor. simply for arspiroueta0a: or 
wracOat, ‘make her his own. But this is 
merely avoiding the difficulty. Considering the 
words of the foregoing verse, in conjunction with 
Oriental marriage customs (among which was 
this, that the bride should be carefully washed, and 
in every way purified, previously to the marriage), 
there is here doubtless a matrimonial allusion. 
And, viewing the present passage in conjunction 
with 2 Cor. xi. 2, wap@évoy dyviy wapacticat 
TO 'Xpioro, we may well suppose that there is 
such here. The words uù £yovcar owidow ñ pv- 
(¿a allude to the Oriental methods of making the 
skin so clear and smooth, by removing all freckles, 
wrinkles, or other blemishes, as to be ãuwuov. 
So Solomon's Song iv. 7, xaAn, xal papos oix 
otw iv coi. “THapaerhvat is thought to be 

used either of the father-in-law's in 
bride to the bridegroom, or of the bri 
taking her home when espoused. It would 
seem, however, that the expression has reference 
to the P. , 0 pior Tov vuudoíov, John 
iii. 29, who originally selected the bride for the 
bridegroom, uid afterwards formally introduced 
her to him, first for his a ion as & wife (see 
John jii. 29, and note), and finally when for- 
mally brought home to hš on the weddin 
Dight ; see Psalm xlv. 14. And as in John iii. 

. the Baptist compares himself to the para- 
nymph, and Christ to the drs ; so here, it 
would seem from the expression lavo, Christ is 
considered as ymph to himeelf, with respect 
to his spouse the Church.—Instead of airiy, 
6 uncials, and 15 cursives, with the Vulg., Cop- 
tic, and Italic Versions, with some Fathers, have 
evTÓs, which has been edited by Griesb., Scholz, 

hm., and Tisch., but though the reading is 
very vea it would seem to be only a correc- 
fion of those who stumbled at the i arity of 
the expression in this sense; not perceiving that 

ucing the 
` 

éyà 8à rbyw eig Xpiotòv 

the irregularity was occasioned by Tà» ix<Àw- 
ciay being thrown in to make what is meant by 
aùr», which is personified, more plain. The 
paseage may be literally rendered, ‘ That he might 
present her [namely], the Church, unto himeelf 
glorious, &c. On reconsidering the question for 
my ninth edit., I am ready to admit that inter- 
nal evidence is equally balanced between the two 
readings; but the want of more ezternal evidence 
for ards (I do not find it in any one of the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), and the strong authority of the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, induce me still to follow 
Mattheei, in retaining the t. rec. 

28. The argument in this and the three fol- 
lowing verses is founded on the nature of the 
conjugal union, whereby the husband and wife 
become, as it were, *one flesh.' Thus the wife 
is ed as the husband's second self.—ra 
iavræv copuaTa is for iavroùs, conformably, 
Koppe says, to the preceding figure; but rather, 
it would seem, in order to make the applicati 
in the next verse the stronger, by 
cápxka. Ags illustrative of the argumentation 
here (which is popular, taken, as Calv. says, à 
naturá, and therefore not to be too much pressed 
on), may be noticed the words of Aristot., Eth., 
p. where he says, ‘any one's son is Sarep 
pípos avTov, and then adds, aùrò» 33 wpoa- 
sira, Br\awray ovdsls. Comp. Hom. IL 9, 

29. ó Kuptos] Instead of this, 5 uncial, and 
20 cursive MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1183, 1, 
m.), aud several ancient Versions and Fathers, 
have ó Xpiotde, which bas been edited by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tiach. I have, 
however, chosen, with Matthei, to retain the t. 
rec., since internal as well as external evidence 
is in its favour. 

80. ór. uíAn sopiv—airov] The sense is 
prob. to be completed from the preceding verse, 
as follows: ‘[The Lord so nourishes and su 
ports us who are his Church] because we are [in 
that view] members of his body. The next 
words, ver. 3], carry the comparison further, by 
an allusion to what Adam seid of Eve, Gen. ii. 
23; thus representing the relation as bei 
equally close as that of Eve to Adam. An 
then, to place what is said in a stronger point 
of view, the Apostle introduces the very words 
spoken of the woman. 

82. +d uve rápur—ioi»] lit. ° This mystery 

e use of 
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is a great one; ‘in this is [contained] a great 
m stery, representing a most important truth 
[though long unknown],—namely, with refer- 
ence to the mystical union between Christ and 
the Church, as alluded to in the next words, 
¿ya $i Aéyæ ale, &c., ‘I mean with reference 
to,’ &c. The Apostle, it is plain, izes an 
allegorical in that passage, involving an 
image of the intimate union between Christ and 
his Church. —Aéye sle—ixxX., meaning, it 
would seem, ‘But in saying this, I ially 
advert to [the union between] Christ and his 
Church [that you may apply ít to yourselves]. 
Dr. Chand]. remarks, after Calv., that the 
Papists would fain prove from this passage that 
marriage is a sacrament; whereas pvorijpioy in 
the N. T. is never a sacrament. ft would havo 
been more correct to say ‘some Papists ;' for I 
do not find all Papists of this opinion ; —— 
Thom. Aquin. and De Lyra were not. Cardin 
Cajetan and Est. both admit that the doctrine 
cannot be ed from this ; and they 
remark (what ought to have no little weight), 
that neither did the ancient Catholic divines 
adduce it in poet. Indeed, Est. adopts the 
sense assigned by the best Protesiant Commen- 
tators. 

VI. 1. i» Kvolo] i.e. in deference to the 
authority of the Lord, (¿y #óBe Ocov, v. 21.)— 
ToUvTO yap i. è., meaning, that this is right and 
just, both by the law of nature and that of re- 
velation.. 

2. rina +. wat.) Tenge properly signifies, 
‘to perform dutiful attention to any one; and 
here reverence must comprehend the cognate 
offices of affection, care, and support. The same 
complexity of sense is observable in the Class. 
phrase tina» ròv laredv. In fries ioriv ivr. 
xp iv ir. some limitation is intended. Most 
of the beet modern Commentators understand by 
apetn ‘the first with a ial and appropriate 
promise annexed to it;' contained in the 

commandment being only 8 de- 
olaration of Ged's mercy to all who keep the 
commandments. If this be thought unsatisfac- 
tory, we may, with the ancient and some eminent 
modern Commentators, take opor» i» to mean, 
ta principal commandment,’ as, from its peculiar 
importance, it may very well be termed. Thus 
iv iwayy. will mean, ‘and that, too, with a pro- 
miss annexed.’ This latter mode, however, is 
not necessary ; for as to the objection that some 
have made, that the former sense would require 
the Article, that has been refuted by Bp. Middl., 

5 4 O; BobXot, braxovere Tois ruplois xarà odpra peta poBov 

who has shown that aper» may very well be 
taken for ñ aeo. 

Tva s0 —r 57s ye] Many recent Expositors 
represent the import of the promise to be, that 
* the Jewish state would be flourishing and 
manent, if the children were educated.' And 
that the education of children is of t conse- 
quence, both to the welfare of families, and bo- 
nefit to the community at large, cannot be de- 
nied ; but there is nothing said here of education ; 
nor was the commandment meant for children in 
age, but offspring, whether children or adults. 
Hence there is no reason to abandon the view 
taken by the ancient and early modern Exposi- 
tors, that the promise was meant for individuals ; 
though it would, of course, apply likewise to 
whole societies, as composed of individuals. We 
are not, however, hence to infer, that the same 
temporal blessing may noto be with certainty cx- 
p to attend the performance of thie du 

r the promise is only mentioned as & of 
the high £mportance of the commandment. Still 
it seems to be implied, that what was attended 
with so marked a blessing under the Mosaic law 
(even the performance of a precept which consti- 
tuted part of the Moral law engrafted into Chris- 
tianity), would experience a corres nding por- 
tion of blessing under the —— Crist, — 
the reward might be not so much of this d, 
yg eerie ers] i.e. “å 

. Mù Tapo ere] i.e. ‘do not irritate 
undue austerity, or needless severity.’ For 
seems to be the force of the rapa. At the pa- 
rallel of Col. iii. 21 is added Ya pad 
dbuucory, 1. e. ‘lest they fall into that discou- 
ragement, and despair of doing their duty, which 
unmerited harshness occasions.” The words fol- 
lowing seem meant to suggest the mode whereby 
the pr Ses obedience of children might be 
most effectually secured, — namely. by giving 
them such a course of discipline and instruction 
as properly belongs to a religious education, which 
ought to be employed in forming them for the 
Lord, by laying a restraint u e first appear- 
ances of every vicious passion, and 1 
them up in the tcords of faith and of good doc- 
irine; seo l Tim. iv. 6.—wa:dsia xai vovô. 
should be rendered ‘education and discipline ;* 
the former grot seeming BP j m 
sructory part of cducation, and the latter the 
corrective part, by forming their morals. Kupiov 
ie added, to su that the whole of this edu- 
cation and moral training shopld be suitable to 
their Christian profession. 

5. cara cén<a] ‘earthly :’ said with allusion to 
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their common Master in heaven. Thas the Apostle 
does not interfere with any established relations, 
however (as in the case of slaves) morally wrong, 
but only enjoins the discharge of duties, which 
the very persons themselves recognized.—yerad 
@oBov xal Tpóuov, ‘with diffident anxiety and 
self-distrust.' See note on 2 Cor. vii. 15, and 

on Phil. ii. 12.—d» dawAdr. T. «., ° with 
hearty sincerity and good -will.'—«cs re Xp., ‘as 
if the service were unto Christ, the heavenly 
Master, who is, in a more eminent sense, the 
Lord of the Christian.’ 

6. un xaT’ dpOadrpotouvr., &c.] This is fur- 
ther fllustrative of the preceding verse. Th 
are first told how the service is sof to be ren- 
dered, and then how, and on what panapa. it ds 
to be rendered. The terms . and aroun. 
are both of rare occurrence, and denote a service 
and obedience rendered only when the master is 
— and to p the praise of men.—ix yuyis 

equiv. to dy awAor. THe xapdiat in the fore- 
going verse. Koppe, and most recent Editors, 

int thus: zos Orosi ix Puxe, mer’ tdpoiac, 
Aséorres [at] Træ Kupig. But this seems 

to do some violence to the construction. More- 
over, that ix yvy ne was meant to be taken with 
the preceding, not the following, words, is plain 
from the parallel of Col. iii. 23, xai wae 
S rı dav wore, ix jV/oX97 ipyatects (i.e. 
‘work it out with your whole soul") às Te 
Kepíg, &. Again, the course of thought in this 
passage requires that uer’ eivolae should be 
taken with dovAséurrse. Finally, the às before 
ræ Kuple, which I have admitted, with all tho 
recent Editors, on strong authorit (to which I 
add al] the Lamb. and Mus. copies), is required 
by the same course of thought, as also by the 
parallel passage of Col. above noted. The pas- 
sage may be rendered, ‘ but, as servants of Christ, 
doing from the heart the will of God (what it is 
God's pleasure you should do), and, ac- 
cordingly, with -wil] doing such service as 
{done] unto the Lord, and not to men, considered 
apart from God.’ See Dr. Peile's foot-note, 
where he adds that the xal is so used here as to 
connect *obedience unto men with obedience 
unto God in Christ, and unto Christ in the 
Paterfamiliae, the tem and the spiritual 
Pastor and Master, —each in his own order and 
place of responsibility and trust.’ And thus, 
continues he, ‘ the xai becomes the exponent of 
a far — principle, which our great Poet 
(greater herein than his Critic dee) has so 
happily expressed, when of Adam Eve he 

says, ‘ He God only, she for God in him.’ 
Par’ Lon, iv 259. 

9. rà avrà «oisiTs wpde abToUt] i. e. *dis- 
your duties to (kem as conscientiously and 

religiously as they are required to do to yus.’— 
dviivris thy dwatAnv. The sense here must 
depend opon that assigned to dij», a term 
often in the Sept. used of wrath and angry objur- 
gation ; and we might here take it to mean, ‘a 
threatening, objurgatory demeanour.'—áviérprec 
will then signify forbecring (e in Ps. xxxvii. 8, 
*Jeave off "m , let go disp omen er mode - 
rating it, as the margin expresses it. us, how- 
ever, the Article wil have no force; and, after 
a careful examination of all the passages of the 
Classics where I could meet with the word, I 
have not been able to find any instance of the 
Article being used without some reference. Now, 
as dwéva: often in the Scriptures signifies to 
remit, but scarcely ever to leave off, I am inclined 
to think that the sense is, ‘ remitting the severit 
of punishment you had threatened," or inteodef, 
or which is denounced by the Law. So in 
Xenoph. Mag. Eq. i. 14, ñ awed} signifies the 
punishment awarded by Law. Also Plutarch, 
Alex., cited by Wetstein: we di ¿@oa TÓv troy 
adeaxora Thv éms cA Qu, * had shaken off all fear 

the puuishment denounced.” Thie interpret- 
ation is placed beyond doubt by the words follow- 
ing; the argument being, ° Show a forgiving spirit 
towards your bond-servants, knowing that you 
stand in great need of forgiveness from that com- 
mon Master in heaven, in whoee sight you are 
— servante, and who will make no distinc- 
tion o prene 

10—17. Tho Apostle here draws his practical 
exhortations to a closo by a general admonition, 
couched in a figure derived from military affairs, 
He bids them ‘be strong and of good courage ;’ 
and at the same time, well knowing that all 
human strength is but weaknese, he points to the 
alone source of competent strength and courage, 
in the . As the soldiers of Christ, the 
Ephesians are called upon to stand firm against 
their various spiritual enemies, in the exercise of 
all the Christian virtues and (see 2 Cor. 
vi. 6, and notes), aptly designated by the y, 
or ome suit of armour, provided for every 
true believer; clothed in which they are to fight 
under the banners of the great Captain of their 
sal vation against sin, the world, the flesh, and the 
Devil. Without this they would have been 
unequal to the contest; and they can only be 
strong i» the Lord by seeking strength, as 
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communicated by his Holy Spirit, and that can 
alone be obtained by fervent *prayer of faith" 
to the throne of Grace. 

This has the 
passage 

P 

10. ivóvvauovc0s iv Kvp., &c. 
same sense as Kparacoveis in a kindred 
of 1 Cor. xvi. 18.—^«p&r. +. loy. may be ren- 
dered 'tbrough the force (i.e. efficacy) of his 
strength.” The Apostle first compares generally 
the strong motives to stedfastness in the pre- 
fession of the Gospel, supplied by the consolation 
and aid it im here, and the glorious hopes it 
reveals hereafter; and then follows up this mili- 

metaphor, evolving it into an , in 
which he comperes the moral and spiritual arme, 
with which the Christian ought to be furnished, 
with the panoply of the Greek warrior. 

ll. Tov Osou] i.e., as it were, ‘supplied by 
God,’ just as the wavowXia of the ancients was 
by Me monarch or the — are — (‘to ar 
stand, oppose’) is properly applied to persons, but 
metaphorically to things, when closely connected 
with persons.—ue80d. must, in this context, be 

as a military term, pere d "maneweres, 
espec. as in some passages cited by the Com- 
mentators uéOodo: and réxvar are used as syn- 
onymous, See supra iv. 14, and note. — oU 
A:aBddov. In vain is it that many recent Com- 
—— veld here — all Fare of Dia- 

ical agency, by e ning Araf. to mean ‘an 
adversary.” Taking this f conjunction with 
what follows, and what we find in other parts of 
Scripture, we cannot but recognise a reference to 
the great — of evil, and gia cg 
a of his personality an i ere 
Wy. however: be an dient —— though 
only a subordinate one, to the arts of malicious 
adversaries; not only Jews and heathens, but 
also those of the false Judaizing teachers. 

12. 6ri—5 9áAn] Literally, ‘for to us the 
contest is not with, ; 1. e. the struggle which 
we have to maintain is not, &c. ‘Thus (says 
Calvin) expressing the greatness of the danger, 
by ——— nature of the enemy ;' thereby 
intimating that the Seay is beyond buman 
strength to grapple with. IIaA» is properly a 
gymnastic term; but the A e often unites 
military with agonistic metaphors; and here tho 
oce is not less suitable than the gar t 

in a similar of Max. Tyr. Diss. v. 9. 
vol. i. 79, Ed. Reisk., we have mention of So- 
crates wrestling with „Melitus, with bonds and 
— next, the phil er rae wrestling 
with a tyrant's anger, a rough sca, an d dien 
dangers; then, Xenophon struggling with the pre- 
judices of Tiesaphernes, the snares of Arieus, the 
treachery of Meno, and the royal machinations ; 
and, lastly, Diogenes struggling with adversaries 
even more formidable, namely, poverty, infamy, 
hunger, and cold.—At alua xai eápxa wupely 
uóvov, ‘merely human enemies á4vÜpóovse 
duorowabeis uiv xal leoduvdpove, as Theophyl. 
explains, namely, as op to Dæmoniacal foes. 
See Matt, xvi. 17, and Gal. i. 16. So Heb. ii. 

tov AtaBorov. 12'°Ore ove čotw Hiv 9 dÀ pos alua xai 
cápka, àXXà mMpos Tas apyas, mpos Tas éEovolas, mpóc Tovs 
Koo poKxpatopas Tow oxoTous [Tov ala@vos Tovrov], poç Ta Tvev- 
1.18. 

14, mán wpde odpxa. That Dæmoniacal op- 
ponents are adverted to is clear by the force of 
the antithesis, as also from the words rà 4A» 
ToU wovnpou at ver. 16. By rae ápyás—rác 
éEovelas, the best itors, ancient and mo- 
dern, are , must be meant an 

— in the case of * angels) the 
various orders of evil angels (as is plain the 
TOV A:aBoXov in the preceding verse). who had 
long revolted from, and been in opposition to, 
God and his kingdom. See Rom. viii. 38, and 
note. The words rpée rode Koop. T. ox. T. al. 
=. are by some recent Commentators —— to 
refer to the Jewish rulers. It would, ver, 
seem that they are merely meant to — 
more particularly the above-mentioned am- 
gels, and show how they are connected with thie 
world, and are enabled to the maintainers 
of the truth; namely, as being the rulers and 
directors of the spiritual darkness of this world ; 
namely, of thoee who uphold ignorance and vice 
iig Poke ig A a strong | — Properly used 

e perors of Rome, the Kings ersia, 
and other pu monarchs. fo Satan is im 
John xii. 31 called ó &pye» cov xóauov Tovrov, 
and examples of this use are adduced by Wet- 
stein from the Rabbinical writere. Irenæus, too, 
says, A:aBoXor, 8» xal xomcuoxpárTopa xa- 
Aovery. The words Tov alævoc, not found in 
5 uncials and 3 cursives, as also several Ver- 
sions and Fathers, have been cancelled by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch. But, ng the 
words to have no place here, it is difficult to seo 
what suitahle sense can be assi to tow oxo- 
Tove Tovrov, or how ‘ this darkness’ can properly 
be seid, considering that no darkness has before 
been mentioned. Were rovrov away, there 
would be some sense in cov oxcrove (which 
might desi the world as dark; so supra, 
ch. v. 8, we have, ira yáp wors axóToc), though 
that would be not a very apposite one. Hence 
the words (which I find in all the Lam). and 
Mus. copies) are beet retained, and their omis- 
sion may be accounted for by supposing them to 
have been inadvertently over by some 
copyists, owing to the rovu—rovrov, the latter 
word being expressed b7 an abbreviation 
much like rov; and thus alevor would be 
omitted, and then Tov, having no sense, would 
be altered into roérov. Or vow aisvor might 
intentionally be suppressed by some half-learned 
Critica, who su them to be superfluous as 
bein (as regards sense) in xoopoxp., 
and did not perceive that this, though a seeming, 
is not a real tautology; the words Tee G«óTovs 
tov alavor rev. being meant to be explanatory 
x the aaa obscure term — . Thus 

persons as at, Eoeeier 
and xocuoxp., must be the dade rules of dark- 
ness, holding rule under Satan, ‘the prince of 
this world,’ who accordingly is styled by St. Paul 
elsewhere (2 Cor. iv. 4), Ò 040« Tov alovot Tov- 
TOv, Where al». is (as here), from its being 

` 
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a more forcible term than xdcyov, and as de- 
noting this world that lieth in wickedness (1 John 
v. 19 coe at Gal. i. 4, ó — — rovn- 

je. How strong a term is alov plai pears 
from Ephes. ii. > — 

13. Here we have a repetition, for greater 
impressiveness, of the foregoing admonition.— 
iv Ty ñuípa TD *ovnpd, meaning, ‘the day of 
persecution and temptation.’ See supra v. 16. 
On the exact sense of xarepyacduevo: some 
difference of opinion exists. ancient Com- 
mentators in general, and most of the carl 
modern ones, explain it, ‘having accomplished all 
things, i.e. connected with this contest; while 
Beza. Zanch., Kypke, Wets., Koppe, and almost 
all the more recent Expositors, assign as the 
sense, ‘having conquered all our spiritual ene- 
mies namely, the world, the flesh, and the 
devil. The former inte ion ie permitted 
by the usus i, and may seem the more 
simple and ble to the thing signified, but 
the other is required by the context, there being 
a military metaphor, as is certain from various 
passages of the Claseics adduced by the Commen- 
tators. We may suppose the neuter here (as 
often) put for the masc., or rather dwayra may 
be taken adverbially for omnino. Moreover, the 
above interpretation of xarepy. is required py 
the antithetical term orjvas, which must signify 
* to stand victorious over, survive the contest.’ 
So Thucyd. v. 102, xal imiv rò uiv sifai ab00s 
dvitmiorov, usta è cov Opouírov TL xal 
eTf5vat ihwic ÓpÜise, where see my note, and 
that on 2 Cor. iv. 8. Perhaps the Apostle had 
in view Ps. xx. 8, where the Sept. has xai dvap- 
6c0nusv.— But the true sense of wp is, I think, 
that expressed by Piscator and Gigsus, stetimus, 
(or stamus) immoti et victores. See Josh. vii. 12. 
The next word tryna) is exegetical of the pre- 
ceding, and it is well rend by Tirin. conetsti- 
mus. It would have been better translated in 
the Greek by 680i lordpus8a. 

14. The Apostle now repeats for the third time 
his exhortation, and that in order to develope the 
nature of the daty by tracing its various parts. In 
the accommodation of the figure employed we may 
observe consummate skill and address.  ZT5Ts 

vests of the Orientals require to be girded up for 
a, ‘in truth 

and sincerity,’ true and sincere belief, the bracer 
Similar 

m ors occur in Josephus. 
By dix. must here be meant the constant practice 
of. the moral and Christian virtues, which would 
be the surest external — — the ca- 
lumnies of Pagan adversaries, as it would also 
be the best internal support and comfort. In 
this noble passage we may suppose the Apostle 

to have had in mind a similar one of Wisd. v. 
17—20; also Is. lix. 17, évedtcatro sixatocévny 
es Owpaxa, formed on lsa. lii. 7, accordi 
to the Greek version employed by 8k. Paul at 
Rom. x. 15. 

15. xai trodnoduevor—slotync, meaning, it 
would seem, * And [like as soldiers have their 
feet shod with sandals armed with iron, as a de- 
fence against the roughness, and a security against 
the slipperiness, of the roads,] so do ye arm your- 
solves against the rough or slippery temptations 
of your Christian course, by being, as it were, 
shod with the preparation and defence supplied 
by the Gospel of peace (i.e. which alone gives 
peace), even the strong motives to constancy in 
religion and a holy life supplied by the Gospel." 
—ne slpüvns is added (as Theodor. observes) 
simply because war had been just mentioned, 
and so intimates, ‘ that while we are to manfully 
fight against sin, the world, and the devil, we are 
to cultivate peace with each other, and with our 
common Lord." 

16. ivi waciw] The MS. B and 10 cursives 
have iv rci», which derives confirmation from 
the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, and some Fathers, 
and has been adopted by Lachm., but without 
sufficient reason. External authority is quite in 
favour of iwi (which I find in all the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies} and so is internal evidence, consi- 
dering y was prob. a mistake of scribes for 
irl, since iv would be more likely to occur to 
them than ¿ri (and the two words are very often 
confounded); which may more easily bo ima- 
gined than that St. Paul should have used a 
word so much lees suitable than iwi, which sig- 
nifies ; ' besides, and above all (the rest] ;' 
a sense far stronger, and more apt, than ‘in all > 
and certainly the air of the context requires & 
very strong sense. This preference is admitted 
even by Eest., and he remarks that this is con- 
firmed by a kindred of Col. iii. 14, ivi 
waco: 0a Thv éyém y [ivdicacOs} frist iori cór- 
dec uos THe Dr. So here, why it should 
ben above all to take the shield of faith, 
is shown in the subsequent words, which exprees 
that by the use of this wo ‘can [alone] extin- 
guish the fiery darts of the evil one.’ It is well 
observed, too, by Bodius (apud Poli Syn), 
* Favet etiam satura fidei, ususque hic ei ad- 
scriptus, qui est non ad vulgaria, sed ad perni- 
ciosissima, tela, retundenda. The expression 
t super, ‘ante omnia,’ may further be accounted 
for, since, aa Bodius remarks, no of our spi- 
ritual panoply can avail to repel the temptations 
of the devil but fash. If you o to him 
purenees, righteousness, &c., he will readily an- 
ewer that ‘all those virtues are imperfect and 

lluted, and therefore cannot please God, &c. 
ut these objections easily fall before the shield 

of Faith, whereby, being grafted in Christ, we 
are ted by Gop, and are accounted pure and 
perfect i Christ, Erasm. remarks that ofica: 
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is used * improprié,’ since we should rather have 
expected such a term as eacipiendi, or discuti- 
endi; but there is no incongruity, since the 
A ponis —— more when he says ofiíca:, 
wherein he had an eye to the epithet he had just 
before uscd; q.d. * Satan's darts are not only 
sharp and sure to penetrate, but (what is more 
destructive) also armed with fire. But faith will 
suffice not only “ad refundendum acumen, sed 
restinguendum etiam ardorem." The 8íAn ra- 
7 vp. (a very rare expression occurring elsewhere 
only in Apollodorus) were slender arrows of 
cane, to which ignited combustible matter was 
attached, which, when shot, would set on fire 
wood-work, tents, &c. Bo Thucyd. ii. 75, wup- 
— óicTois BudAscOac: see Hdot. viii. 52. 
ow it was the aim of the persons so assailed to 

intercept aud quench these burning arrows; and 
that could by nothing be so effectually done as 
by the use of their sh in the large ob- 
long shield here meant, and called Oupsde, from 
ite resemblance to a door, which would quite ex- 
tinguieh them), since they were eesily put out 
by a sudden jerk. 

l7. Tov carne.) for rie cwrnpías, as in Is. 
xxxviii. 11. Pe. lxxxiv. 7. Luke ii. 30. iii. 6. 
Acts xxviii. 28. Here it must mean the hope of 
salvation, as in ] Thess. v. 8, ipdvcápusvo: Tepi- 
xspadalay ihrisa coT«plas. — Tij» pé- 
Xatpay vou IIvevu. The best comment on this 
expression is to be found in Heb. iv. 12, Ya» yap 
6 Acyor ov Otoõũ xal Touéérepos trip wacay 
ué&yaqpar Cicrouoy q. d. * As the Word of God 

from the Holy Spirit, so what it effects 
and bri: may be said to come from the 
Spirit ; and accordingly the sword, by which it 
is typified, may not unaptly be termed the sword 
of the Spirit” Now ¿ks pñua Osov would sup- 
ply the best defensive weapon 1 all the 
attacks of adversaries, as supplying abundant 
matter to refute every infidel objection. 

18. Having thus equipped the Christian sol- 
dier with the Sprit panoply, the Apostle pro- 
ceeds to show him how he is to use it, —namely, 
by the exercise of fervent prayer.—iy wvaduare, 
‘in spirit, i.e. really, heartily, and truly. So 
John iv. 23. spocxuyncovew iv fysvparı Kal 
&Xn0sÍq.—IIpockapTepícs. i$ a stronger ex- 
pression than wpoosuyaes, signifying a long con- 
tinuing, unremitted perseverance in prayer. The 
words following, els aùrò Tovro dypumyuirres, 
serve to further dovelope the preceding i» sari 
xap; denoting, aa Theoph. says, Th» vin rH 

Mou, Iinrép ob mpecBevw év dXúcer Wa é avro rrappuotá- 

Vuxije. To frequent and earnest application for 
spiritual aid, — the various trials they might 
be exposed to, they are to add prayers for the 
support and welfare of Christians in general. 

9. 8009] This reading, for do0im. is found 
in many of the best MSS. (to which I add nearly 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), Fathers, and 
early Editions, and has been edited by Grieeb., 
Matthæi, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., in defe- 
rence to whom, and in consideration of strong 
external evidence, I long ago received 3069; but, 
on reconsidering the question, I must say that 
internal evidence is quite in favour of do¥eiy, as 
will appear from what has been said on the 

has here been unnecessarily disturbed." 
I would add that it is defended by the weighty 
authority of the uncial MSS. B and C, together 
with a vast majority of the rest. The words i» 
dvoite—nrappucig may best be rendered, ‘ by 
—* ng my mouth with freedom.’ Probably St. 
aul soon to be brought to a public 

hearing, and then to be permitted to vindicate 
both himeelf and the Gospel. On the expression 
TÓ . ToU abayy. see note on | Cor. ii. 7. 
A. wpsecBsiew) i.o. ‘1 sustain the office of 

wpsoBsie, or . So drip Xpieros 
wpecBevouey at 2 Cor. v. 20. In i» ardor 
there is su to be an allusion to the custom 
of all nations of holding inviolate the person of 
an ambassador. Whenever dà. is used with iy, 
it has a jo sense, to denote chains, or, figu- 
ratively, smprisonment, The words Tra ¿v ayri 

a\yoa are further explanatory of those at 
ver. 19, where see note. 

21. +i rpdcow} This is exegetical of the 
foregoing, Tà xar’ ini, scil. — ant (ig It isa 

phrase, occurring aleo in | Sam. xvii. 18. 
—6 é&yaTmwTrÓc should not be rendered ‘a be- 
loved,' as in almost all our Versions ; for that is 

lecting the Article; nor ‘the beloved, with 
akefield; though the common Version so ren- 

ders at Rom. xvi. 12, IIepeída thy dyawnray, 
and 3 John ], Tate ra dyarnre. It is clear 
from Rom. xvi. 12, that the A nice cannot be 
meant to mark soturiety, or celebrity, and thero- 
fore the cannot be tolerated. It is, I conceive, 
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used for the possessive pronoun. Thus in Phi- 
Jem. 1, 2, our common Version rightly renders 
ir. tae dyawnrs and Ar. TH ay. by tour 
beloved Philemon and our beloved Appia. 

22. wapaxadricy rae xapdlas šu@v] This is 
not to be understood of exhortation, but in the 
usual sense to comfort or console, namely, by 
freeing them from excessive anxiety on his ac- 
count. Kapéía is here said to be put, per synec- 
dochen, for the person himself, as in other pas- 
sages where various affections or passions are 
attributed to the heart; as John xvi. 22, xapij- 
osta: Mν ù Kapdia, and Acte ii. 26, ae páv8n 
9 kapia nov. 

23. dyawn perà wliorent] The uerà is em- 
phate, the senso being, ‘love conjoined with 

ith, and not, as too often, from it.’ 
Thus, as in 1 Pet. i. 5, we are directed to add to 
faith virtue, so here St. Paul might have written, 
* Add to your love faith,’ as it were, * informans 
et ad operationem excitans, according to the ex- 
lanation of Est. So that, as true faith worketh 
b love (Gal. v. 6), so is love formed or fashioned 
and set to work by faith. 

24. iv 4$0apcía] The Common rendering, 
tin sincerity,’ cannot be fairly elicited from ¿y 
&p8apcig. And the Marginal Version ‘iscor- 
ruplibly’ is open to grave objection, which has 
been well stated hv Dr. Peile. I should willingly 

adopt the rendering, ‘is inco ` (which 
would derive confirmation from James i. 27, 
0pnoxsía xaÜapà xai duíarros), i. e. *uncor- 
rupted by any admixture of sinister motives, pure 
and without worldliness or h isy’ (see James 
iii. 17), but that the term d@0apcia is not sus- 
ceptible of such a sense; and vain were it to 
seck to support it from Tit. ii. 7, since there 
&dQÜOapseíar is admitted to be not genuine. I 
am more inclined to receive the rendering of 
Dr. Peile, *grace be with all that love our Lord 
Jesus Christ [and abide with them] imperish- 
ably.” According to thie, iv &$0. wil] stand for 
ele á$Oapoíar, ‘in immortalitatem. And this 
view of the construction is confirmed by the 
authority of Muscul. (who refers ¿v dO. not to 
Tõv dyawenmrev, but to 3 xápis, ‘gratia sit !") 
and by Beza, who explains iv dp@. to mean ad 
vilam aternam, as denoting the measure of devo- 
tion of that grace which he prays for to the faith- 
ful. Thus we may point,'I. Xpiordy, iv di0ap- 
cia dunv. What tende to confirm this view 
hy that — of * oe a tort of 
ozology, where grace (namely, the grace of our 

Lord) is rs Jor certain persona, as in Rom. 
xvi. 20. b or. xiii. 18. . vi. 18. Phil. iv. 
23. Col. iv. 18. 1 Thess. v. 28. 1 Tim. vi. 21. 
2 e 22. Tit iii. 15. Heb. xiii. 25. Rev. 
xxii. 21. 
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T His is evidently one of the later ae of 
St. Paul; though on its exact date no little dif- 
ference of opinion exists. Some ascribe it toa 
date as early as A.D. 58, others as late aa 65. 
The most probable date seems, for the reasons I 
have given in the Introduction to the Ephesians, 
to be that of 62; since it was evidently written 
during St. Paul's first imprisonment at Rome. 
That it was then written, is plain from i. 7, 13. 
iv. 22, and from various intimations in it (i. 12. 
ii. 26). The church of Philippi was founded by 
St. Paul, A. n. 50 (Acts xvi. 14); and that 
he again visited them in 57, we learn from Acts 
xx. 6. They had been all along very liberal in 
imparting to him of their substance, and had, on 
various occasions, though but a poor community, 
aided him with money, that he might be enabled 
to on his great designs for the evangeliza- 
tion of the principal cities of Greece and Asia 
Minor, without incurring the imputation of in- 
terested motives, by becoming ch ble to his 
converts. Accordingly, when they heard of his 
imprisonment at Rome, they evinced the same 
good dispositions towards him as formerly, —and 
sent Epaphroditus, one of their Presbyters, with 
a present for "s re x his m which, 
it appears from the Epistle, were great. The more 
jnineqiaie purpose 7 this Epietle (sent on the re- 
turn of Epaphroditus) was to return thanks to the 
Philippians for their kindness. Of this Epistle 
the genuineness has never been doubted except 
recently, by some German unbelievers, or mis- 
believers, as Baur and others; whose attacks, 
observes Dr. Davidson, are too abeurd to deserve 
notice. The general of it was to express 
to the Philippians his feelings of gratitude for 
their bounty, and his esteem and affection for 
their zeal and Christian virtue, and at the same 
time to confirm them in tbe pure faith of Christ, 
and encou them to continue to walk worth 
of their high calling. As to the order in whic 
the present Epistle was written, among the four 
which were written by Paul during his two 
years’ confinement at Rome, there is every reason 
to think that the Epistle was written, as Dr. 

Burton and Dr. Davideon think, last of the four 
[prob. in the autumn of A. p. 62], towards the 
end of Paul's imprisonment at Rome, and not 
long after the — istle, to which it bears 
no inconsiderable resemblance in character and 
manner — not in composition) ; to account 
for which, we have only to in mind that the 
circumstances, as to the persons addressed, were 
very similar, and espec. that the polemic spirit 
was not called forth ; and that there was, espec. 
in the case of the Philippians, little or nothing 
to call for Apostolic censure. To advert to its 
characteristics and manner. ‘The Epistle, Dr. 
ir e — * does not exhibit the same re- 
gularity of structure, or sequency of ment, 
as mark tho writings of the Apostle — a 
But they were here not called for, since the 
epee was not meant to be ive ; for 
which reason there is lees of logical succession of 
ideas than in the other Epistles ; and the nature 
and purpose of the Epistle rendered any artificial 
lan unn Presenting, as it does, a most 

Interesting, and even affecting delineation of the 
Apostle's calm resignation under the tion 
he was enduring, and of his ardent affection to- 

those converts for whose edification it was 
written, the warm-hearted affection of the Apos- 
tle is exhibited in genuine tenderness of spirit 
oozing out in much natural and unadorned beauty 
of expression. There is nothing formal, or con- 
secutive; and its general tone is that- of deep 
earnestness, couched in practical exhortation. 
* Hence (as observes Bp. Shuttleworth), although 
it contains no points of doctrine which have not 
been discu in the A e's former Epistles 

that to the Ephesians, to which this bears 
no little resemblance in manner and epirit), yet 
it is highly interesting and instructive, as pre- 
senting a brief summary [as com with that 
more enlarged one in the Eph Epistle] of 
Christian faith and practice." 

I. 1. dwcoxdwois) On this word see the note 
on Acts xx. 17, 28. 
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— See Rom. i. 7—9, and note. Eph. i. 15, 

3. sbxapic ré tw Oto, &c.] ° I return thanks 
to God; for xápw ixw.—iwi wacy TD uvela 
busy, ‘on every remembrance of you ;' meaning, 
tas often as I bring to my mind the various cir- 
cumstances of your case and condition.’ Comp. 
] Cor. i. 4, and Eph. i. 15, 16. 

3—11. These verses contain the exordium, 
commencing, as usual, with congratulation ; * and 
in the present case for two reasons : 1. that Paul 
may thereby evince hie love to them; 2. that, 
by praising them for what is past, be may ani- 
mate them to go on in like manner for the 
future." 

4. dejou] The expreesion is mof, as some 
consider it, synonymous with wpocevyy, but 
denotes prayer, or intercession.— 
T» Óínciw. Render: ‘the’ or ‘my supplica- 
tion ; meaning, that whenever he offers up su 
plication for them, he offers it with joy.—By 
WaytT. (uc is meant the community of Chris- 
tians forming the Chyrch at Philippi. 

4, 5. merà xapás Thy inoi» «ovp. iw] Ti 
Kotvevia Uu» ele TÒ decoder Render: 
‘making with joy the request U make], on ac- 
count of (lit. ‘on the score of’) your fellowship 
unalo the Gospel,’ meaning their admission unto 
and participation in its benefits and blessings. 
See more in Calv. and Hyper. The same con- 
struction (though with a different sense) occurs 
in 2 Cor. ix. 13. Considering, however, a cer- 
tain tw ity which seems to exist between 
inoi» 3roioóu. and iwi TD Kow., 1 am now in- 
clined to think that the words irl 5 xow. were 
meant to be connected with siyaprorw, &c., as 
showing particularly what that was for which 
he gave Boa thanks. According to this view, 
we may point thus, Eixapior® To Oto pov 
iwi waon TU uvela Ouwv wavrors, iv Tacy 
thoe: pov urip T. buv, werd Yapas Thy 
Cinow ç. the supplication” Toi00usyos, inl ry 
xow. I agree with Wiesinger, that the phrase 
brip wdytoy væ is not to be joined with what 
————— — F : luu tte 
wo ing, iv arde ĉeha: pov, with whic 
comp. Col. i$ 1 Thess. i. 2. I have pointed 
accordingly. The view which I have taken of 
the context, and of the connexion of irl +f xor- 
veovlg (as propounded in my Supplementary Vo- 
lume), I have since found confirmed by tho suf- 

of Wiesinger. In adverting to his thanks 
to God for their present (xpi oU vir) ready 
acceptance of the Gospel admision to the par- 
ticipation of Gospel privileges and benefits (so 
^owevía l John i. 3, 6, 7), the Apostle seems, 
from the next verse, to have had in view their 
Feller admission thereto; which, however, ho 

s. 
hi g Acte 10. 33. 

dpoveiv K w. ss. 
Eph. 3.1. Col 43818. $ Tim. 1.6. $3.9. Heb. 13. & 

does not ly enjoin them to seek, —but 
conveys it, by implication, under a persuasion 
that such, by the pleasure and grace of God, 
will take place. This construction is confirmed 
by the kindred in 1 Cor. i. 4—8. The 
foregoing view of the force of xoiwwæwvia ele rd 
evayy., ‘your fellowship in reference to the 
Gospel,’ is confirmed by the suffrages of Calv. 
and Hyper., and the most eminent of the later 

Ito rs. 
. weworOwe, &e.] This states the grounds of 

his alacrity in praying for them, as Sr: ò ivapE. 
object of his confident hope. Render: 

t being persuaded (i.e. by a confident expecta- 
tion, founded on moral certainty, conjecturing 
of the future from — as to this very matter, 
that he who, &c.' The same idiom in aitd 
rovro occurs in 2 Cor. ii. 3 and Gal. ii. 10. 

‘this very matter’ is meant ‘what 1 have 
even just said as to the sincerity and constancy 
of your Christian profession.” Of the next words, 
ë lot. iv )uiv ipyor dya00», &c., the full 
sense is, * he who hath a good work in you 
[see Eph. ii. 10), i. e. in your hearts, will carry 
it forward unto the end, —meaning the day of 
the Lord, (virtually at death,) —when justification 
and sanctification will be completed in glorifica- 
tion; at the’ day of his second advent, when 
Christ will be revealed in glory. See John xvii. 
17. 22—24, and comp. 1 Cor. i. 8, where I have 
shown that ¿ydoX. was originally a sacrificial 
term, employed in the phrase dvdpxso0a« ra 
Kava, and that afterwards: in the use with the 
Accus. case, there was still an allusion thereto. 
See more in my Lex. By £pyov dyaððv, we 
are to understand fait, in ite result, by the re- 

neration, through here implied, in a holy 
Ñ @ (see 1 Tim. ii. 15) throughout the ual 
progress of ‘sanctification through the Spirit, 
sent by Christ; the apymyós rit (ors and 
cwrnpias, as it is said Acts ili. 15. Heb. ii. 10, 
where see notes. In éwirsdiggs &dypis, &c. 
there is at éwitr. a signif. pray, the full sense 
being, ° will go on with it unto, and finish it at,’ 
&c.; meaning, ° will carry it forwards till it has 
reached completion ; for, as Bengel observes, 
'jnitium est pignus consummationis Comp. 
1 Cor. i. 8, ðs BsBucwoss vpas Toc TíXovs, &c. 
—By #uípaç 'I. Xp. is meant, either ‘the da 
of judgment, when Christ shall n in his 
glory, or *the day of death,’ which is to every 
one, as it were, ‘the day of the Lord.” 

7. ka0de dors Oíxatov—bu cvy] ‘ Even as it 
is suitable for me to stand thus affected to you 
all; meaning, to feel this confident hope in 
you.—Aixasov here, according to the popular 
acceptation of the term, means 'swifable in re- 
spect of consistency, by tallying with, something 
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else; hore ‘what may justly be expected from 
him to feel for them,” from the relation in which 
he stands to them. On the sense of gpovsty seo 
my Lex. The clause dia TÒ Eyew pe—ipas is 
meant to intimate wherefore it is that he enter- 
tains so assured an expectation, and confident 
hope, respecting them ;—namely, because he con- 
siders it incumbent upon him, as being a duty 
bound upon him by heartfelt affection for them. 
—The words iy rois üs0uois—ToU evayy. may 
be tsken, with Storr and Dr. Peile, in the sense, 
*as being in my bonds for (and so, my defence 
and corroboration of ) the Gospel, all of you my 
helpers in grace,’ meaning, ‘ because even in my 
bonds, in which I defend and confirm the Gos- 
pel, ye are all assistants to me in my duty.’ 
* The Philippians, as Storr observes, ° might pro- 

tly be styled cuyxowwvol 459 xáprTos ToU 
avXouv, because, whilst he was emploved in 

teaching the doctrines of the Gospel without 
charge to others (2 Cor. xi. 7), and now was 

ending those doctrines even in bonds (vv. 13, 
14. Eph. iii. 1), they M their liberality had 
sustained and refreshed him.' Of course, the 
above interpretation proceeds on the view of 
those who take rie xápiroc to denote the con- 
tribution sent by the Phili ians for Paul's use, 
under his severe trials in defence of the Gospel. 
But this view involvos too great harshness to be 
safely adopted; and the passage by which it is 
mainly sustained, — namely, 1 Cor. xi. 23,—is 
uite as ble of such a sense as will confirm 

the view taken by the ancient and early modern 
itors, by which the term denotes, in a 

general way, * the Divine grace exercised towards 
mankind in the benefits and blessings of the 
Gospel, including both tho gifts and the graces of 
the Spirit; which is much confirmed by the 
parallel passage in 1 Cor. xi., according to the 
more natural and obvious view of the words ;— 
‘that so I may be a fellow-sharer of tho blessings 
and privileges of the Gospel.’ See my note there. 

8. yap] This refers to the words did TÒ ¿Xsuy 
—iuae in the preceding verse; q. d. * (I say, I 
have you in my mind, and bear you in my heart, 
as fellow — of Divine grace] for,’ &c. 
On the phrase uápTve pou ioriv ò eds, seo 
Rom i.9, and note.—éiw:ro8e is a stronger term 
than dyawaw; see note at 2 Cor. ix. 14. In i» 
oTAáyyvoic lyseo Xp. we have a strong He- 
bran. denon the most ardent Christian love; 
meaning, in a general way, such as Christ had 
for the human race. 

9—11. Here is contained a sort of brief spe- 
cimen of the prayers which he is accustomed to 
address to Mies on their basf sane the — 
points at main purport of the prayer. By 
éyámy we are to understand, not ‘love to him- 

eis )uépay Xpiorod, l11*remXgpo- 

self,—as some Expositors, ancient and modern, 
suppose ;—but, in the most extensive sense of 
the word, ‘love to God, his religion, commands,” 
&c., and of man for God's sake; involving the 
principie of love so finely described in 1 Cor. xiii. ` 

his vie w is confirmed by Wiesinger, who re- 
marke that dydwn is ‘the love which has been 
awakened in them through the preaching of the 
Gospel ;' and has regard, of all, to the Lord, 
and then, together with him, to all that belong to 
him, and his service—tbus forming the root of 
the Christian life. In daiyvmoe: we have a 
stronger term than yvooe:, denoting full know- 
ledge of any thing; by which we may understand 
knowledge generally, espec. that of Divine things. 
In the use of ala0. there seems a lar idiom, 
M which the word denotes *a quick eji et 
of truth and falsehood, and here a spiritual dis- 
cernment;’ on which the best comment is to be 
found in Heb. v. 14. In short, the general sense 
scems to be this, ‘I pray that ye, having love, 
may also have faith, competent [ Christian] keow- 
ledge, and al] [requisite] spiritual discernment, 
namely, so that they might*mutually redound one 
to the other. Thus, then, the Apostle prays that 
their knowledge and spiritual understanding may 
keep pace with the increase of their love and affec- 
tion ; since, by that mcans, Christian love produces 
the better fruits. I find this view confirmed 
Wiesinger, who shows that both ¿miyseocie 
aicOnors, understood as above, are necessary to 
produce dya7wn in ite full evangelical sense, so 
that it may rightly discriminate ra Qiacíporra, 
by the aid of that due measure of knowledge and 
spiritual discernment, by which Christian love 
will sot become the sport of every impulse of the 
heart, and lead to those aberrations, of which we 
find too many exx. in every age. 

10, 11. els rò SontudYew Tà Qiaíporra, &c.) 
In doxtudYecw we have an allusion to the 
of knowledge and discernment in that experience 
which often enables us to decide at once on the 
comparative difference of things. The general 
sense is, ‘in order that ye may prove (i.e. put 
to proof, weigh, try, and form an estimate) as to 
what things are excellent or praiseworthy," 
sint pro veris bonis (comp. Rom. xii. 2, 
ele +d ox. ri Tò ya Óv), or rather quas inter 
bona excellentia sint. Comp. 1 Cor. xii. 31, and 
Rom. ii. 18, ywooxsis rd Anna (sos), xoi 
doxiuátsie Ta Qiaíporra. In the next words, 

—slAikpieis wai áwpócx., the former term 
refers to ‘ purity of faith, and soundnese of doc- 
trine, denoting that sincerity and genuineness 
which is devoid of the leaven of hypocrisy, is 
not ewayed by vanity, or other corrupt motives 
(see note on 1 Cor. v. 5); lit. ‘what will bear 
to be examined under the strongest and most 
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searching light” See more in my Lex. The 
latter term, d wpooxumas, here used intransitively 
(nearly equiv. to dueumro«), has reference solely 
to eos in moral conduct; and by wewAnp. 
xapweey (ver. 11) it is intimated that these ac- 
tions should be not only good in quality, use. 
xepwer ayateoyv, but abundant in quantity 
(comp. 1 Cor. xv. 58. 2 Pet. i. 8). The term 
kapa ey points at the obligation to render them, 
implying the fest of the goodness of the tree of 
faith which produced them. The phrase sle 
hutpay Xp. marke the destination and purpose 
of action ; lit. ‘for the final decision at t — 
day,’ and with an especial reference to that deci- 
— By ae LX. n —— these 
works are, however, only the effects of his grace, 
by the Holy Spirit, and alone accepted through 
his mediation. By sie dof. x. i. O. is meant 
* which would redound to the glory of God, and 
the recommendation of his religion.” For xap- 
wiov—riy nearly all the uncial, and 25 cursive 
MSS., with some Versions, have xapwév—rop, 
which has been edited by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., end Tisch.; but without sufficient rea- 
soa; since the singular seems to bave arisen 
from the Vulgate and Latin copies, and to have 
been adopted from inattention to the idiom of 
the Latin language, by which the word fructus 
rarely oceurs in the plural in a metaphorical 
sense, As to the other Versions, they are chiefly 
such as usually follow the Vulgate; and the 
mp are such as y L — to meton that 
œ and o are perpetually confounded. e t. rec., 
too, is more ble to the style of the New 

est. (seo James iii. 17), and is supported by 
the authority of the Pesch. Syr. Version. And 
although xapsór — rÓv be the more difficult 
reading, and on that account may seem entitled 
to the erence, yet that canon cannot be ap- 

ied where a manifest violation of propriety of 
ie involved. As far as the authority 

of the Vulg. we may remark, that many g. goes we may re 
of the most ancient Latin copies (perhaps from 
the ltalic Vers.) have fructus, which arose, I 
suspect, from an abbreviation — Est., 
indeed, pleads strongly for his Vulg. fructu, but 
muet have felt hard set for an argument, to re- 
sort to one of straw, by arguing * that Paul is 
only speaking of one fruit of righteousness, i. o, 

ing; wherein Est. stands, in a manner, 
alone. the force and iety of the plaral 
see the able note in Calv. However, on atten- 
tive reconsideration of the question, I am ready 
to admit that xeparór be the true — 
The Critical canon need not here be made void, 
since there is no violation of propriety vf lan- 

as is certain from Col. i, 9, TAN- 
ate vij» inlyveew. 

12. The Apostle uow adverts to matters per- 
sonal,—his present state and future prospects; 
and that in order to introduce an earnest ex- 
hortution, 1. to w in his s and walk 
worthy of the pel (vv. 27—30. ii. 1—16); 
and though he should be sacrificed in its 
cause, to rejoice with him at the result.— 
yiveoxew Ši buas Bovrloua, &c. A form of 
expression serving to introduce some interesting 
communication. By Tà xar’ iui ie meant here 
‘the events that have — to me, my present 
condition; q.d. * So from my bonds and 
other trials and tribulations proving (as you 
might apprehend) obeíructions to the progress of 
the Gospel, they have rather tended to its advance- 
ment and promotion.'—iA:5A. for åw ifno:v, as 
Mark v. The words ware rove decuote— 
Gavepots are meant to intimate the musser in 
which this furtherance to the cause of the Gospel 
had been produced (daTs—"yevíeÜa. standing 
for sle rò yavícOa., equiv. to iv Tẹ ysviobu:), 
—namely, — imprisonment being : 

togetber with the occasion of it, even by 
the presching of a religion so full of hope and 
consolation to men. ides that ution 
naturally rather furthers the cause it is intended 
to supprese; and courageous endurance of 
cution for religion's sake recommends it, by 
aac gr ite reality, and displaying its efficacy. 

13. iv Sdep To mpaıTwpiæ — 
or guarters, of the Prato- 

rians ; others, the Palace called Pratorium, be- 
ing the residence of the military governor of 
Rome, the commander of the Pratorian bends, 
the body-guards of the emperor; others, again, 
the royal or $ š , or Court. meaning its 
inhabitants. Thus rois Xorois ac; will mean 
the rest of the inhabitants of the city at large. 

14. wewor8orae Tois sopore pov] ‘havin 
taken courage at the intrepid manner in which 
bore and do bear my bonds.’—rvte wAciovas, 
* very many,’ implying more than would other- 
wise have * ventured to declare themselves." 

15. * The Apostle proceeds to open out a pain- 
ful circumstance, connected with the preaching 
of the Gospel, which he had to experience. 
(Wiesinger.) This and the ensuing verses seem 
to indicate the existence of a party at Rome (like 
that at most other places where Paul preached 
the Gospel), which was hostile to him. The 
pereone who composed it are supposed to have 

Judaizers, who concealed part of their sen- 
timents, and preached the substance of the Gos- 
pel, in order to form a party under their influ- 
ence, and in opposition to the A pese apnd his 
friends, that so they might gradually impose the 
Moseic law on the Gentile converts. They must 
have beca, in some measure, insincere in their 
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rofession of the Gospel. From the researches, 
however: of Dr. Davidson, and the writers 
whom he compiles, it would — that there 
was. properly speaking, no Judaizing party at 
Philippi; though there might be some persons, 
converted Jews, who were anxious to instil their 

uliar views of the Gospel into the Gentile 
hristians, at Jeast so far as to induce them to 

submit to circumcision. But that the persons 
here alluded to were Judaizers, we have no 
reason to think. That the revse cannot be the 
part of the brethren mentioned at v. 14, is quite 
certain. As to the kind of opponents here meant, 
they cannot have been of a Judaizing party wish- 
ing to gradually impose the Mosaic Law on the 
Gentile converts; for then they could not be 
sincere Christians at all; and the Apostle could 
not, as we find, have rejoiced in their preasag; 

e and its success. In fact, the joy of the Apos 
would (as Van Hengel and Wiesinger obeerve 
be inexplicable, if the Gospel were not preach 
by them in its integrity (at least, substantially 
so). In short, I agree with able Expositors, 
that all we are here told of the motives and 
objects of these opponents is of so personal 
a nature, as to oblige us to come to the con- 
clusion that these were not Judaizing Chrie- 
tians (much less a Judaizing party) that are here 

ken of, but preachers agreeing (mainly) with 
the Apostle in doctrine, but seeking to d 
him by their paon Their motives, it would 
scem, were, envy of Apostle, h a 
and ttrigue,—motives of a purely personal na- 
ture, as opposed to good-will and lows, and pro- 
ceeding from insincerity of mind (oox dyes), 
such as would distinguish those whose hearts 
were not right as to the root of the matter, — 
though they might preach what was substantially 
true, and edifying to their hearers. Thus there 
muet have been two parties of those who preached 
the word ; one party actuated, in what they did 
by envy of Paul's popularity, and by contentious- 
ness, ài dpi (for iE Epidos, or i dpiOsíae of 
the next verse; like the ol if 4piÜe(ae at Rom. 
ii. 8); others, $c eddoxlay, out of -will and 
love to man (espec. Pau!) for God's sake, as op- 
posed to a sectarian spirit. 

16, 17. These verses are explanatory of the 
preceding: ver. 16, of the Tvis uiv, &c., and 
ver. 17, of the rivée ĝt, &c. Though in MSS. 
A, B, D, F, G, and 10 cursives, with some Ver- 
sions and Fathers, they are ( , which 
has been — by most Critics, and adopted 
by Griesb., Knapp, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; 
but without sufficient reason; for p: the 
transposed order is more ble to à 
usage (by which ui» is referred to the nearer, 
and di to the more remote, and is found in 2 Cor. 
iii. 16), yet the other is more accordant with 
Scriptural expression. And, indeed, the usual 

ition is the more likely to bave been adopted b 
t. Paul, as being the more nafsral one, by whic 

the placing of the two kinds of preachers would 
correspond to that in ver. 15. This is much 
confirmed by 2 Tim. ii. 20, where à ui» has 

16 Oi pèv é£ épiÜeias tov Xpiortòv xatayyéddovewy, ovy dryvéss, 
oloperos ÜXiNriv émubépew rots eopoîs pour 17 "oi Se êE ayamys, 

atin til eidores Öri eis atrodoylay ToU evaryyediou Kxeipat. 18 T'i ydp ; 
reference to what pee. à 33 to what follows. 
On again carefully reconsidering, for my ninth 
Edition, this somewhat perplexing question, I can- 
not yet see cause to alter the opinion heretoforo 
formed, considering that the uncial MSS., 
on which this change mainly rests, are too full of 
alterations, made for the purpose of introduci 
classical symmetry, to enable me to give implicit 
assent to the presented t; th in 
deference to he opinion of so many Critical 
Editors, I am willing to consider the point as an 

question.—ÀiE tp:Osias (in which the ¿£ 
enotes the moving cause, ‘out of") ie a phrase 

of the same character as ¿x diaqpopas in Thucyd., 
and here, just after, ¿E dyarnt. 

16. ody dyrs] ‘not from pure motives, of 
genuine affection for the cause of Christ, but 
those of selfishness and hostility to Paul’ Tho 
words olóusvoi—pov are ly supposed to 
mean, ‘thinking to add yet more affliction to 
that of my imprisonment, by strengthening the 
hands of my adversaries.” But the ancient and 
many modern Expositors take the sense to be, 
* thinking to bring upon me severity of treatment, 
in addition to confinement.’ Both senses may be 
admitted, since either motive may have actuated 
different — or even the same — at 
different times. For imipipecw, M A, B, D, 
F, G, and 8 cursives, with some Versions and 
Fathers, have éyeípew, which is edited b 
Lachm. and Tisch., aa being the more difücult 
reading; but wrongly. It is plainly an altera- 
tion, which arose the somewhat unusual- 
ness of imıpipuv in this sense, though it occurs 
in the best writers. To the examples adduced 
from Philo and Aristotle, I add Thucyd. iii. 56. 
vii. 55. There, however, and perhaps here, the 
sense is not radd, but *bring upon, as in 
Thucyd. i. 70. iii. 46. Indeed, it was this mie- 
conception of the true sense, which led (as in a 
thousand other cases) to this Critical correction, 
though it brings in an expression half 
ical, and not at all in the manner of St. Paul ; 
whereas iid. is quite so, when employed as 
here, and in Rom. iii. 5, ‘to bring upon, occa- 
sion. See my note there, in which ] have ad- 
duced other exx. Here, then, the sense intended 
is ‘to bring affliction, by severity of treatment, 
u one [already] suffering € — 
iË dvd ne. The full sense intended is, ‘ out of 
love [to me and to the 1] For those who 
really loved the Gospel could not but love Paul, 
as being appointed for its defence. 

17. xeipa] lit. ‘I am set, or placed (where I 
am);' meaning, *am appointed to this office, or, 
am ordained to this ministry. So These. iii. 
3, ra ToUTO yap xelueba. See note on Luke 
ii. 

18. ri ydo;] The force of the phrase is well 
illustrated by Steiger, who observes, that ‘in 
such in ions and exclamations yàp has 
the conclusive sense quid ergo? answering to the 
French donc, quoi donc? and so is equiv. to «t 
oŭv; Ho it comes to have this signif. has been 
variously explained. According to some philolo- 
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gists, we are to su an ellipsis of dkagdipas, 
i. e. ° but no, th Are abita k ea: P is that to 
me?’ The true force of the idiom depends on the 
sense of the added ai)», which is not well ren- 
dered nevertheless, or * notwithstanding :' it rather 
stands for Àj» Sri, attamen, which, indeed, is 
found in severa] MSS. and Fathers ; but, doubt- 
less, from a gloss. Render: ‘ Be it by pretext, 
or in appearance, with a pretended zeal for the 
Gospel, but in reality eo to preach the Gospel as 
to abate Paul's influence with the people. The 
next words, xai ip rovre xaípe, ddd xal 
xapńoouaı, must be taken with the n 
qualification, namely, * In this spread of the Goe- 
pel, though it has partly proceeded from improper 
motives, —envy, ill-will, and hatred, ——yet do I 
rejoice,’ 

19. olga Tie Sri Tovro] Render: ‘for well 
I wot that this state of things (the preaching of 
Christ in every way) will turn out good for me’ 
Md ‘beneficially, whether for soul or body"), 

rough your prying for, and obtaining for 
me, a supply of the Spirit of Jesus Christ, ac- 
cording to my earnest expectation and hope that 
1 shall in no wise be put to shame (i. e. by those 
hopes being frustrated). To advert to a few 
points of disputed philology, rovro must not be 
confined to Paul's captivity, but to be understood 
of the whole matter just before mentioned, the 
harm done, or meant to be done, to Paul, by the 
hatred and jealousy stirred up against him.— Tw- 
Tn6ía» here, though generally understood to 
mean salvation, may rather have the sense as- 
signed to it by the ancient and many eminent 
modern Commentators, including all the recent 
ones, temporal deliverance. So 2 Cor. i. 6, ixip 
TH bur» rapaxÀAnosos kal cwrnpias. And 
so Job iii. 16 (a paseage probably here had in 
view by the Apostle), xal rourd uo: dwofijce- 
Tat ely owtnplay. Yet the words following, 
[414] ixcyopryias Tov ved. "I. Xo., seem to 
call for the other interpretation. To remove 
this difficulty, the best course will be to take 
ceutnp. in the most general sense of the word, of 

, or , and thus be understood in the 
two senses of temporal and of spiritual benefit; 
the former as adverted to in dca THe Vua ĉi- 
Tews (comp. 2 Cor. i. 11, and Acts xii. 5); the 
latter in ivixopiryías Tov — 'I. Xp., 
which must mean, ‘by the supply of the Holy 
Spirit of Christ [procured by our prayers] ; see 

*9 Chrys., Perd sí Calv., and Hyper., and comp. 
Gal. iii. 5, ó éxixop»yycv vuiv TO Tvevpa, and 
2 Cor. ix. 10. e Spirit, meaning the grace of 
the Spirit, is said to be of Er iu beng pro 
cured by him; see John xvi. 7. And that t 
is considered as the bestower of the Spirit is 
plain from ne iii, 17, 18 (see also John i. 16), 

VoL. IL 

áToÜavei» xépüos. ?? Ei dé gu 2 9. 

though, as He proceeds from the Father and the 
Son (see Matt. iii. 16. John xv. 26), he is often 
called rò TTvevpa rov Oso. 

20. ‘ This expectation, which the Apostle here 
expresses, harinonizes with an accompanying 
hope, whereby it is confirmed. The expectation 
is founded on the hope.’ (Wiesinger.)—4*roxa- 
pad., ‘anxious expectation,’ as in Rom. viii. 19, 
where see note.—0oT« iv obdevi alox., i. e. ‘that 
in no respect shall I have reason to be ashamed 
[by being frustrated in my endeavours], but shall 
rise superior to all my difficulties In this 
manner tbe word is used in 2 Cor. x. 8. 1 John 
ii. Ecclus. xxiv. 30. li. 24. To show that 
he seeks not his ows» glory, in any success, he 
adds, usya)uv0. Xo.— Ev res copnaT pov is 
more energetic than dy éuoi would have been, 
since martyrs and saints are said to glorify God 
tin their bodies See John xxi. 19. 

21. ¿uol yap—xépdos] The yip has refer- 
ence to a clause omitted; q. d. [And whether 
one or the other result shall befal, is all one to 
me,] for, &c. On the sense of the words fol- 
lowing, some difference of opinion exists. Ac- 
cording to the interpretation most generally 
adopted, the meaning here (the :ame as in the 
latter clause of the preceding verse) is, that 
‘both in life and death Christ is his gain ;’ i. e. 
that his death and life are alike consecrated to 
Christ, Xpsorde being considered as the subject 
of both members, and xípóos the fcate o, 
both, and the construction being as in Hob. vii. 
4. Yet, after all, it may be doubted whether ' 
there was any sufficient reason to forsnke the 
interpretation of the ancient and earlier modern 
Expositors, which is well expressed in our Com- 
mon Version. Nor is it any sufficient objection 
to it to urge (with Pierce) that ‘thus the Apostle 
only clears away one of his assertion, and 
says nothing of the other; for in an acute dio- 
tum like the present, it were injudicious to de- 
mand a strict logical correspondence of the second 
member to the first. Allowing something for 
the sacrifice of strictness of expression to point, 
the full sense intended would seem to be this: 
‘(and whether the one or the other befal me I 
care not,] /or my life [if I live] will be devoted 
to the service of Christ, and [if I die] death will 
be a gain to me, [since I s be released from 
the miseries of this wicked world] According 
to this interpretation, rò Xñ» is for $ {oor} uov, 
denoting simply the action of living. ith this 
sentiment 1 would comp. lian, Var. Hist., 
ovx rv pa rote xaxoîs ovdi TÒ dwoOuveiv 
Kípdos. Jos. Antt. xv. 5, 5, adpdos 2° al Ort- 
oxov, THY Guuopay TÒ Civ, wuiovpevar. Sce 
Wiesinger, who well observes, that ‘up to this 
point it is all one to the Apte whether be 

B 
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TO thy èv capki ToUTÓ pot xaprmós Epyou,—xal Tí aiprjcouat ov 
r 3 Cor. 5. 6. 
3 Tim. 4 6. 

yvopita" ?3TGvvéyoua, *5é èx trav Óvo: Tv émiÜvuiav čxaw 
eis Tò avadioat, xal avv Xpiocte elvat, ToXXà püXXov kpeiag ov: 

ecu. 2479 06 Émiuévew ev TÜ capKl avayKaorepoy be tpas. ?5 * Kal 
ToUTo meroiðòos olda, Ste uev xal avpmapajevo Tüciv vv, 

t3Co.l1& eg THY UuaY TpoxoT:v kai yapày THs TicTews B'iva TÒ 

Acts 20. 25. 

u Eph 41. 
Col. 1. 10. 
1 Thess. 2. 
19. & ¿ 1. 

shall magnify Christ by his /i/e, or by his death ; 
only the frurt which his —— labour pro- 
duces k him from choosing death. Of 
course death is pain only in consequence of the 
higher life to which it conducts (or subserves), 
the čoyov and the xaparóc. 

22. al èi rò (fv—wyvepl(o] Here, again, 
there is a certain obscurity (arising, as often 
from extreme brevity), which has occasioned 
variety of interpretation. The ancient and the 
best modern Expositors are, however, with rea- 
son, agreed that «1 dà means ‘ quod si,’ ‘ but if > 
and that the sense is as follows : [* To die, I say, 
would be gain to me] ; but if my living in the 
flesh be profitable [for the work of the meh 
what can I say ?' q.d. * be it so.” In this highly 
elliptical sentence there is evidently an aposto- 

, from extreme pathos, after &pyov. The 
xai before ri is far from being, what Heinrichs 
considers it, plebnastic. It has the not unfre- 
quent sense yea, or verily, and its full force ma 
be thus expressed : * But if my life in the fl 
be useful for the ministry of the Gospel, [what 
can I say P] verily, what I should choose i wot 
not.’ Several recent Expositors, however (as 
Van Hengel and Wiesinger), regard xai ri, &c., 
as a subsequent member of the sentence; ad- 
ducing as an ex. of this xal in the apodosis 
2 Cor. ii. 2. It may be so; but thus there will 
be a very harsh anacoluthon.—tpyov is often 
used of the office of & Christian teacher (as 
1 Thess. v. 13), and xapròs denotes the fruit or 
utility, thence resulting. Moreover, this use of 
yvæpi%æ for yu o, though rare, is occasion- 
ally found in the later writers, and occurs in Job 
xxxiv. 25 and Prov. iii. 6. 

23. cuvéyouas $$ ¿x Tiv dbo] Render: ‘ but 
(or however) Iam held in suspense from these 
two [opposite motives]. Here ix is used for 
awd, lit. ‘ out of." —cvyíyso0a: properly signifies 
*to be hemmed in,’ see note on Luke xii. 50, 
‘but is often, as here, used figuratively for to be 
held 3 — SEEE TARA we — a — 
metaphor; the word pro signifying to 
cable, but sometimes simply to rt, and, like 
many other words denoting departure, is used of 
departure from the world by death. So Philo 
in Flacc. p. 991, dvddvore dx roð Biov, and 
JElian, V. H. v. 6 uses dwodvea, and a Rab- 
binical writer cited hy Schóttgen uses the phrase 
* dissolve ex hoc mundo.’ So here ix Te gap- 
ade is to be supplied from the antithetical éy 
capxí. See vins masterly note; and my 
note at Luke xii. 36, and comp. 2 Cor. v. 8.—In 
woAdX. M. Kpttogoy there is no pleonasm, but 
rather a more forcible form of expression (like 
90A 0 u&AXor kpsiocov in Ieocr.), of which the 
sense is, ‘very far better.’ 

xaíxnua ouv tepiccein ev Xptore Inco ev ¿uo did ijs 
éuns Trapova(as wads Trpós gas. 27" Movoy akiws ToU evayye- 

24. rò 8d irıp.—üuaãs] ‘ but, on the other 
hand, to remain is the more needful, or expe- 
dient for you (because of you) ;’ a peculiar idiom, 
of which Loesn. adduces a of Philo, 
where dvay«. is followed by d&péAcmos. as if by 
way of explication; to which I add Apoll. Tyan. 
Epist. , ovx olós re iyvóuņn» wrriova 
yotec «al ovdé (I conjecture odi») siye» 
ya'yxaióT&pa (—ov) Toute, for xpicius. Toó- 

vw», ‘more absolutely ient for you to know." 
To the present Purpose ere is a fine observation 
of Seneca (cited by Wetst.), * Bono viro vivendum 
est, non quamdiu juvat, sed quantum oportet. 
Ingentis animi est, alien caus, ad vitam re- 
verti; meaning, as it were, to return back to 
life, by interesting oneself in its concerns. 

, 26. * Whatever uncertainty the Apostle 
might feel as to which he should choose, he 
speaks with the utmost confidence as to tchat is 
to befal him ; and ie equally prepared for either 
event; though what he bas characterized as 
* more ful,"—namely, “ his abiding,”—ho 
feels sure will take place.” (Wiesinger.) ‘The 
expression Tovro wewo:8we olda denotes, not 
“ certain knowledge," from positive certainty, 
but merely “ a full expectation.”” (Wiesing.)— 
Gri weve kai cvp. m. Š. meaning, ‘that I 
shall remain [in this life], and continue with you 
all in the enjoyment of your "cao 

25. ele Thy üóucy—1drlo-ríesc these words 
there have been various translations; most of 
which, I agree with Bp. Middl., are liable to 
the objection, that ae disjoin wpoxowhy and 
xapáà», as if mior. did not depend on the for- 
mer, as well as the latter; as may be inferred 
from the omission of the Article before xap&»r. 
Bo supra ver. 7, i» jj dwoNoyla xal. BeBaiesast 
TOU suayysAlov. Thus the learned Prelate well 
renders, ‘to promote your advancement and joy 
in the faith,’ i. e. for your religious improvement 
and your religious comfort. And so Calv. 

. Iva TÒ Kavy.—dpuas) ‘so that your glory- 
ing, on account of Christ (and his Gospel], may 
be increased for me by my return nin to you." 

27. Having said thus much of himself, bis 
own views and bopes, and their glorious pros- 
pects, the Apostle now, with much address, turns 
the discourse to exhortation, ing bow alone . 
they can attain this joy in the Lord, and his 
earnest wish that they may attain it.—novoy 
afies Tov svayyeXlov, &c., ‘only do bat live 
and act worthy of the Gospel.’ There is here a 
peculiar use of udsos, unnoticed by Expositors, 
and which I have noted elsewh. only in Jos. 
Antt. iv. 8, where Moses, addressing the Israel- 
ites just before his death, says, «over, ols bude 
à Oede BoíóAera: EwerOa, ToíTo:? mai apxast. 
E has here great force, ‘ introducing (obeervea 
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Alou trod Xpiotod momrteúcole iva eire EXOav xal Wav tas, 
eire ATWV, axovow Tà MEPL UpQV, ČTE ornxere ÈV éyi Trvevpati, 

1 uyn cvvaOXoüvres TH Tae! ToU evayyeXiow B x Kal Ji) = Matt..10 pad pur rÜ ayy ui) = 
, % ` e ` ^ 9 / 9 ^ mrupópevot ev pneri vr TOV üvrikeuiévoy: (Aris auTois [uér] 

^ ` e^ = 3 

€oTiw évderfis atrwdelas, tuiy 6€ cwrnplas, ka Tobro ard Ocot 1. 

Rom. 8. 17. 
3 Thess. 1. 5. 
Tim. 3. 11, 

29 y Gr, upiv ¿yapíoc0n Tó Umëp Xpucro0, ob póvov TÒ cis avTOv 7 Actes. q. 

musteverv, GANA Kal tò mèp avToU máoyew) % tov aùrtòv 
G@yava éyovres olov $ ere év éuoi, xal viv axovere ev epoi 

a 1 Cor. 8. 16, 
& €. 19, 20. 
& 19. 18. 

II. ! * Et mis ow sapákXgots é Xpur@, el re mapapóbiov tO si 

Wiesing.) that on which all depende, the indis- 
sable condition of tke coming again to them, 
the joy of their faith, supra vv. 25, 26, On 

the senee of wod:t. see note on Acts xxiii. l, 
and my Lex. in v.—Tra elre idOmv, &c. The 
full sense is, ‘so that, whether coming and visit- 
tag you [I may see], or being absent from you, 
and only hearing of you, [I may learn] that ye 
stand fast,’ &c. : an elliptical mode of expression 
adopted in order to avoid tautology. There is in 
dxovow the figure called zeugma ; as in l Cor. 
ili. 2. In orna. iv ivl wvadpar: we have 
simply a figurative description of Christian unity 
and concord. See Theophyl., and comp. Hdian. 
viii. 5, 15, Sr: 'ITa)AÍa waca cupwervedxot 
pla yvoun xal Wuyy, &c. However, I quite 
agree with Meyer, that this unity of the human 

irit is to be considered as the effect of the 
oly Spirits working. The expression is 

thought to contain an agonistic metaphor, fur- 
ther developed in the next clause. The simple 
import, however, seems to be, ‘striving together 
Leteonsonely (comp. iv. 8) for the furtherance 
of the Gospel ; to which the ltving worthy of it 
would not a little contribute. 

28. xai uh *Tvpóutvoi—dvrTwctiuiyoy] Ex- 
positors are not agreed whether rTvp. is to be 
understood of ferror at the cruel persecutions of 
the opponents of the Gospel (which is the com- 
mon interpretation), or to be explained ‘ being 
startled, and shaken from the faith by the 
sophisms and calumnies of your opponents, the 
Judsizers" See Zanch., tius, ke, and 
Pierce. Of these two senses the latter is too 
far-fetched to be admitted. The former is much 
more ore e natural. ]t is, besides, more 
agreeable to the ratio significationis in arTÓ- 
patas, a term properly used of horses who take 

ight, and then applied to men who are scared, 
frightened. The above Expositors, indeed, rest 
much on the connezton with the ing words. 
But that is not so close as they choose to repre- 
sent it, by passing over the kal, which, according 
to their interpretation, ought not to be there; 
and, instead of uù, ought to have been written 
ov. As it is, the syntax seems to be that of par- 
ticiple for verb ; and, on account of the u) pro- 
hibitive, the verb must be in the Imperative. In 
this met ical sense wrvp. occurs ín Plut. 
Fab. Max. 3. Diod. Sic. 1. xvii. 34, 57, 58, and 
Plato, Axioch. § 16. To consider the sense of 
the next words, firis abois—ec«wrypíae, the 
only interpretation that will bear examination is 
this: * which freedom from terror, and intrepid 
maintenance of the truth, —as it shows tho truth 
of that Gospel which ye believe, —is to your ad- 
versaries a proof that they deservedly suffer de- 

struction for rejecting it and persisting in their 
wickedness; while to you it isa proof, that the 
God who now sustains, will hereafter reward, 
you.” As to the sentiment, it has an exact parallel 
in 2 Thess. i. 5, where the tribulations which, 
through the envy of the Jews, the Theesalonian 
Christians suffered, are termed an ivderyua The 
Gcxalas xpíosos Tov Osov, meaning, ‘a sure 
token or proof that God will inflict heavy punish- 
ments on the adversaries of the Christian faith, 
and will reward the oppressed faithful even unto 
death with the crown of life that fadeth not 
away.—The words xai rovro dwd Osov are 
meant to strengthen the preceding encourage- 
ment, and intended to suggest the highest ground 
of comfort; ‘that so (as Calv. expresses it) the 
taste of the grace of God may alleviate the bit- 
terness of the cross, —with reference to God as 
the t Author of their salvation.’ 

. Ste duty syapicOn, eel meaning, that 
‘to suffer affliction is granted by God (lit. ** at 
the hands of God") as a ial privilege, and 
therefore to be rejoiced in; inasmuch as when 
we hear of faith and constancy in the faith be- 
ing the gift of God, we are led to hope well, and 
believe that, by the help of God, nothing will be 
difficult ; being assured that * he who hath begun 
a good work will complete it.’ As to the con- 
struction here, it will be much cleared by dre 
being taken (with Van Hengel and Wiesing.) as 
illustrative of the whole sentence preceding ; 
which ie evident from the resumption of the à 
(Tip XpicTov at Uwip abTov. ‘The Apostle 
(observes Wiesing.) was just going to say, “ for 
to you is the given to suffer for Christ" 
but he then interposed the additional words, 
* got only to believe in Christ," in order more 
clearly to show what that is, in which the I» 
ue consists." 

Here the Apostle confirms what he has 
just been saying by his own example, directing 
them to it for their encouragement. Of Ibere the 
full sense is, ‘yo have seen, and do see,” said with 
reference to his sufferings for the Gospel, as re- 
corded Acts xvi. 19—40, and his present impri- 
sonment. This was the conflict they bad seen 
bim contend with : and they now heard of an- 
other and severer, in his imprisonment at Rome 
as an evil doer.—For iéerze, A, C, D, E, and 20 
cursives (I add 4 Lamb. and 4 Mus. copies), with 
several Fathers, have eiósTs, which ìs adopted 
by Griesb., ains Seeli TARM an Tisch., 

rightly; but the ing of the great 
— KA MBS. is confirmed by the Pesch. 
Byr. Version. 

II. "ne T dai now, resuming the indirect, 
x 
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b Rom. 14. 
10, 16. 

&.16. 1 Pot. 3. 6. 

but not the less urgent, admonition commenced 
at i. 27, proceeds, from generals to particulars, to 
exhort them, if they hope for any of tho consola- 
tions of the Gospel, or if they have any such 
fellow-fecling as even nature instils, and natural 
religion inculcates, to fulfil the various duties of 
Christian humility, cultivate a oneness of spirit, 
diligence in working out their salvation, and 
espec. tho adorning the Gospel of Christ by their 
life and example. The Apostle has, supr. i. 27, 
preseed on their attention ‘the standing in one 
spirit’ as so indispensable to success in the con- 
test, which he says at v. 30 they have to sustain. 
He does so, because this was, it seems, the very 
point on which the Philippian Christians were 
defective,—as also in Christian Aumility,—since 
it appears that they gave way to strife and vaiu 
glory; all prob. springing from the bitter root of 

iritual pride l tis oU» wWapdxAnars, &c. 
Much energy is imparted to the sentence by its 
being composed of clauses commencing with al. 
But, in determining the true sense intended, it is 
of importance to ascertain the force of the al. I 
formerly thought, with many Expositors, that, 
so far from expressing doubt, it is strongly 
affirmative. But, on further consideration, I am 
of opinion, that the circumstances of the case 
forbid its being brought in here. It is true, that 
there is here a formula ; suitable to 
obtestation, not unusual in the best writers; 
e. gr. Virgil, JEn. i, 603, * Di tibi, sè qua pios 
respectant numina; si quid Usquam justitia est, 
et mens sibi conscia recti, Premis digna ferant.’ 
But the very exerciso of the obtestation, as it 
implies earnest entreaty (espec. to suniy; seo 
Hyperius' able note), cannot but point at the 
present existence of dissension, more or less; 
and this is confirmed by iv. 1, 2. But we 
are not warranted in supposing any violent dis- 
sension amounting to ezacerbation of feeling, as 
vag supposes; q. d. * If you can be entreated 
in Christ; if you can be, &c. The true sense 
may best be expressed thus: ‘By whatever, 
then, there is of consolation in Christ, by what- 
ever there is of comfort in love, by whatever 
there is of fellowship of the Spirit, by whatever 
there is of bowels and mercies, fill up, I beseech 
you, my joy; q.d. ‘give me full occasion for 
Joy in you.’ By wapaxAnors seems meant 
‘consolation under the sufferings endured for 
Christ's sake, as supra i. 29.—« +, Tapan. 
adydwne, ‘whatever of comfort in Christian love 
there is in you,’ dyarns Wuyayeylay, as Theo- 
dor. explains; meaning, * the solace and comfort 
arising from the paon of our sins by Christ's 
love. But, to advert to these four particulars 
(about which there has been needless debate) 
more at large. The first two are closely con- 
joined, and are well explained (after Chrys.) by 
heophyl. thus: si BoíAscÜa wapdxAnoiv Tiva 

Qouva[ pos iv ois watpacuoie pov, si Tiva 
srapauvÜÍas olav 9 dyaun yevva ; except that 
this is passing over iv X puo. which is meant 
to advert to the soxrce of both those feelings, * is 
Christ, so as to convert them into Christian 
feelings. But to advert to a matter of reading, 
—I still continue, with Tisch., to retain the 
reading ri, which I find in all the Lamb. MSS, 

. — 

PHILIPPIANS IL 2. 

ayarns, eb Tis Kowovia mvevpatos, e 1 [twa] o”Mkoyyva xal 
SiS: œ oixteppol: 2° 7Xnpeocaré pou THY yapay, iva TÒ alto dpoviyre, 
oh. 

except one (1184), and all the Mus. copies; 
though Griesb. and Matth. edit rie, but with- 
out sufficient support from external authority, 
only 18 copies. If, however, the Apostle wrote 
Tit, one may be sure that be wrote w 
pula; and certainly he does use the term * 
where, 1l Cor. xiv. 3 (sine v. 1.), and it is ob- 
servable that a and ov are perpetually confounded 
by the scribes. Accordingly, I am inclined to 
think that ef Tis wapauuiia dy. was written by 
Paul When 4apauvÜía came to pase into 
mapapúĝıov, then ree was sure to be 
into rı. This is not the only passage in which 
TapauvÜÍía and apauíÜ.o» have been con- 
founded byte scribes to the injury of the sense. 
Thus in i 
Toavra ( 
beari 

Tois orpatieorait, tho case of the plurals before 
requires us to read wapayv6ca, which emenda- 
tion is confirmed by Dionys. Hal. Antiq. ii. 3, 
ls 239, edit. Reiske ; T: Tapauvbıov is con 
y Jos. Bell. vi. 3, 1; for although it may seem 
— — by the Critical Canon, that the more 
difficult reading is to be preferred, yet that has 
an — in cases where a violation of pro- 
priety of language, and still more of good senso, 
would be involved; which is plainly the case 
here. With respect to the reading of the next 
words, sf tia cwAdyxra, &c., Tisch. agrees 
with me in rejecting (notwithstanding its bei 
strongly supported) the reading al tis, tho 
received by Matth., Griesb., Scholz, and Lechm. 
Rejected, indeed, it must be. However, the 
variety of readings in the Greek text, and the 
harshness involved in one reading, the ris, almost 
amounting to barbarism, makes me suspect that 
the Apostle thought fit to place so pronoun, since 
the nature of the expression owAdy xva xai 
olxTipuol make it difficult to employ aay. 
This —— of mine is strongly confirmed by 
tho Pesch. Syr. Version, in which no pronoun 
is found, as if in the copy the Translators had 
iy c%)À. xal olxr., leaving the pronoun to be 
supplied from the context. To advert to the 
next and very important, though least satis- 
factorily explained particular, si 7:9 xowevia 
Tysúm., Where almost all the recent Expositors, 
from the absence of the Article, explain it cos- 
sensio, or conjunctio animorum, by ap interchange 
of heart with heart, so as to produce Christian 
unity ; which may seem agreeable to the context; 
but not more so than the sense assigned by ali 
the ancient and earlier modern, and also some 
eminent recent Expositors, - p of 
Holy Spirt, gara participation in his gifts 
and graces. the notes of Calv., Hyper., 
Bulling, and also s Yan He and Wiesinger. 
The nert particular, al e om. xal olxt., pa 
forms the top step of the climax ; q.d. * Whatever 
there be of yearning and tender feeling, by which 
Christians are drawn together in the bonds of 
holy love.’ 

2. wAnp. p. T. Xaedy) *Fulfil yo my joy,’ 
‘complete the joy 1 felt in your conversion, and 
have since experienced in your Christian pro- 
gress ;' namely, by cultivating the mutual agres- 
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26 & 
e Matt. 11. 
29. 
John 18. 18. 
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+ oxotrétre, AAAQ Kai Tà érépwy éxaaos. 5 ° otro yàp dpovei- i Sere. 
John 1.1, 

ofw èv ipiv Ó xai ev Xpiotrm 'Igooi* 9í0s èv poppi G«co0 ss 1. 

ment in doctrine and concord of sentiment be- 
fore enjoined.—roó avrd — and Tò iv ppor. 
are, indeed, by Photius, Heinrichs, and Schleusn. 
supposed to be synonymous; and, indeed, the 
two words are conjoined in Polyb. 441 (cited by 
Wets.), Aéyoures fv xal ravtd %dvTee, and 
Aristid. p. 569, £y xal raùtò ppovoiwres. But 
I apprehend that the phrases +ó aùrò dp. and 
Tó iv cp. are, here at least, not synonymous. 
If I mistake not, the admonition to concord or 
unanimity is first propounded generally, in Tva 
rò avTÓ ppovirre (mich expression is well ex- 
plained by Steiger, ‘la concorde l'harmonie des 
sentiments, implying harmony in doctrinal views), 
and then ly, by way of explanation, as 
resolved into its parts, i. e. jj» aùtiw dyarny 
ã yxorTis and cúuVyuXxo:, where we may understand 
wres.—Zuuwuyoa: is well explained by Photius 

Ouórvxoi,, ` like-minded ;' lit. *fellow-souled." 
Theophil (after Chrys.) well expresses the re- 
sult thus: TavTa wavra iv ToUT@ mot dwodorTs, 
dy Two dÀX$Xovs dyaway, and then well re- 
marks, "Opa di was TÒ Óuovosir ixelvovs olxsíav 
sbepysciay, xal ws aùtòs áXéovs dEcobu*vos 
TÍOsTai. He then similarly explains the Xana 
as ‘joy’ oby Iva r&v Kivddvev pvaOis, aXX tva 
bj eit TO avTÓ por Ts. 

9. usdiy xarà lpiO. ñ xevod.| scil. wocovvres, 
or ppovourres; referring chiefly to the former 
of the two sorts of agreement above-mentioned, 
in allusion, perhaps, to tho vain ambition, and 
consequent quon and atrife, sometimes at- 
tendant on the possession of the higher spiritual 
gifts. See Gal. v. 26. 1 Cor. xii. xiii. xiv. The 
next words, Tj TaTti». &c., suggest the best 
exre for these evil dispositions, inherent in the 
cultivation of a spirit of unaffected modesty, — 
namely, *by,— through lowliness of mind, — 
making higher account each of the other re- 
spectively (i.e. in some points of view), than 
of yourselves.’ Comp. l Pet. v. 5, mávres 9i 
ad\Ahdrors Uroracacousvot, Thy Taravodppoct- 
vnv éyxouBwocacbs, where see note. However, 
T. š 7 account of,’ seems meant, the 
* being as far as the frailty of human self-love 
will permit, di to make more account of 
the claims of others on our consideration, than 
of those which may be due to ourselves.’ Comp. 
Rom. xii. 10. Instead of ñ xevodoE(av, A, B, e, 
and a very few cursives (to which I can make no 
addition), have undà xaTá xevod., which reading 
has been received by Lachm. and Tisch.; but 
wrongly ; for it, I suspect, arose from a gramma- 
tical correction of style, as respects ñ. Perhaps 
St. Paul wrote ñ xarà xsyud., which seems to 
bavo been in the copies used by the Pesch. Syr. 
"Translator. 

4. ph va eer. inn This is com- 
monly understood as an admonition against se//- 

, and inculcating a disinterested spiri ; 
but considering what precedes and follows, it 
would rather seem that the words contain, not 
an injunction to a fresk duty, but an admonition, 

Col, 1. 15. Heb. 1. $. 

which might enable them better to perform what 
had been just enjoined, as to the cultivation of 

y. They are recommended to attend to 
the gifts or endowments and excellencies of 
others, as well as their own (udvov being here 
evidently understood); for want of which it was 
that so many gave way to vanity and spiritual 
pride. Such is the view of the sense adopted not 
only by many of the best modern Expositors, but 
by the ancient ones almost universally. For 
ixaorot and oxoweirs, Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. read Zxac+o and cxorovvres. Iam dis- 

to admit oxowovrvrer, as strongly sup- 
ported by both external authority (to which I 
add Lamb. 1185), and internal evidence, but I 
reject ixaero, as not so well supported by ex- 
ternal authority. and opposed by internal evi- 
dence, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version. 

5—11. Here the Apostle has indicated the 
antidote to these divisions,—humility, and an 
unselfish spirit; of both which the example is 
set before them in Christ, the great Exemplar of 
eclf-denying love. 

5. Tovro yáp—X.'1.] povsicbe is by re- 
cent Expositors regarded as used im ; 
but it is rather put for @poynua gore, under- 
standing by ppóvnua * disposition, way of think- 
ing. he expression must, of course, be meant 
of the particular disposition here espec. adverted 
to,—Aumility. But to attend to a variety of 
reading. ‘The yap after Tovro is cancelled b 
Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of A, B, C, 
and 2 cursives, with some Fathers. Dut the 
state of the evidence does not quun that step. 
It would seem quite genuine, and meant to point 
at the ratiocination ; for, as Hyper. well saw, wo 
have here an ‘ ab exemplo Christi, a 

jore ad minus. It is almost certain that the 
Pesch. Syr., Vulg., Italic, and Arabic Transla- 
tors had the Particle. I suspect that the word 
was lost in those five copies, by its being absent 
from the Lectionaries, for here there commences 
a new reading. 

6. ds iv uopoj—ica O19] Render: ‘who 
being in the form of God (i.e. of the nature of 
God) thought it [as he justly might] no robbery 
or usurpation, to claim equality with God, and 
et (v. P), nevertheless, emptied himself of,’ &c. 
n this ge the ancient Expositors almost 

universally, and by far the greater part of the 
modern ones, are of opinion that 4» poopy 
Osou ix ápx. signifies, '(though being, or exiat- 
ing in the form and nature of God, i. e. being 
really God ; poppy being taken to denote, by 
metonymy, tho vois and ovaia, the nature and 
essence : and, indeed, when applied to God, the 
term can have no other meaning, since the Deit 
has properly no form nor shape. Of this ry d - 
cation of uopd? several exx. have been adduced 
both from the Clase. writers and Joseph. ; which 
see in my Lex. That the Fathers took the word 
pop? in this sense, rs from Suic. Thes. ii. 
877, and Bp. Bull’s Defens. Fid. Nic. p. 37, 



Luke 22. 27. John 18.14, Gal. 4 4. 

seqq. Thus the sense will be, ‘suletsting in the real 
Jorm of God, one with and equal to Father ;° 
as ie ably evinced by the most eminent of the 
earlier modern Expositors, -— Bps. Pearson, 
Bull, and Burnet, and recently by w 
sea the Atonement, i. p. 71, and ii. 4/9), Bp. 

urgess, Dr. P. Smith, and others. Some con- 
siderable Commentators, however (as Whitby, 
Wolf, Carpzov, and Mackn.), think the above 
view cannot be admitted; since Christ, when he 
became man, could not divest himself of the 
nature of God; and with respect to the govern- 
ment of the world, we are, they say, led by what 
the Apostle tells us, Heb. i. 3, ‘to believe that 
he did not part even with that, but in bis di- 
vested state still upheld all things by the word 
of his power.’ By nop) Osov, therefore, they 
understand that glorious form, * the visible glori- 
ous light in which the Deity is said to dwell,’ 
1 Tim. vi. 16, and by which he manifested him- 
self to the Patriarchs of old, Deut. v. 22, 24, 
which was commonly accompanied with a nume- 
rous retinue of angels, Ps. lxviii. 17, and which 
is called the similitude of the Lord, Num. xii. 8, 
the face, Ps. xxxi. 16, the Exod. xxxiii. 
15, and the shape, John v. 37. This interpreta- 
tion is, they think, supported by the term uopdo7p, 
here used, which signifies a person's external 
shape or appearance, and not his #alure or 
essence. But the learned Commentators seem 
here to confound the signification with the sense 
of a word. That uopph has not properly the 
signification in question,—essence, may be ad- 
mitted; but that it was sometimes so wsed by 
the writers on peer and theism, is attested 
by the exam adduced by Elsner and othe 
and its use here in the above sense is confirm 
by what is elsewhere said in Scripture. Thus 
Heb. i. 8, the Son is similarly called yapaxrip 
Tis ÜTocráctcc avo, ‘the — image of 
God's person ;’ evidently with reference to his 
nature and essence. To the exx. I have already 
adduced of ucobh for vocis, I now add Eurip. 
Bacch. 54, poppy tr’ ¿uñu periBadroy als áv- 
pòs éaiw.—Ovx dpwayucv nyncaro Tó slvai 
Tou Oem. The ancient Expositors generally, and 
most modern ones, explain, ‘did not think it a 
robbing God of his glory to be, &c. Several 
Interpreters, indeed, ancient and modern (as 
Orig., Theodor., Rufin., Pisc., Grot., Maldon., 
Wolf, Wetst., Abp. Newc., Bp. Middl., and Dr. 
P. Smith), take the sense to be lit. ‘He did not 
esteem it a prey, a thing to be caught at and 
coveted, a great prize.” But that interpretation 
presents a sense at variance with the context, 
and in many respects objectionable. And as to 
what the above Expositors say, that dpwaypds 
is bere put for —— that they merely take 
for . Abp. Newc., indeed, thinks this 
has been evinced by G. Wakef. from the genius 
of the Greek language. But unless the genius 
of the lang be something different from the 
usus lin i ails deny this. For after care- 
fully examining all the words in —ypos (about 
a hundred), I find scarcely any instance of words 
in yuos being put for the cognate form in yaa, 
wher that form has a passive sense. Of a neuter 

PHILIPPIANS II. 7. 
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there are some examples; but in at least four- 
ee Eos 
s assigned by the Lexicons, of course agrecabl 
to the usage of the best writers; and there 4 
almost always a cognate form in —,ypga, which 
has larly a passive sense. I confess, how- 
ever, that ome ex. of dpwayyos, in a passive 
sense, occurs in Cyrill. Óp. vol. i. pars 2, p. 25. 
Ed. Par. 1638. In obx myñoaTo there is that 
sort of concessive sense, which oft. belongs to 
such words as think, judge, &c., as used of what 
is thoroughly admitted and acknowledged, and 
of which no doubt can be entertained. The use 
of the word, in such cases, is subservient to 
argument, and may be especially obeerved in a 
train of reasoning, wherein the person arguing is 
sensible that he has the advantage. Thus it ap- 
pears that the clause ovx dpwaypudr myúcaTo 
TÓ elvai toa O4c is not a princi but a 
secondary part of the sentence ; the propositioa 
mainly resting on the clause ôs iv poppy Əsos 
Uwapxoy and éautoy ixtvece, and this clause 
serving to point the By elva: Ica 
Ow is meant the being of the same 
Divine attributes and perfections. Thus Ieos 
here signifies, ‘the same in nature;' and Isa, 
though not, strictly speaking, put for Icow, is 
equivalent to it in sense. And no wonder; 
since Tea sival rit is for (xar) lca [n£pn] 
£lyat, ‘to be at equal shares with, to be on an 
equal footing with, to be on a parity with, an 
equality with.” That ica has sometimes this use 
has been proved by many examples. The scope 
of the reasoning in the whole passage is well 
stated by Chrys, Theophyl, and CEcumen., 
thus : * Wben any one any dignity, he is 
afraid to lay it down, lest he should lose it, as 
being not his own; but when any one kas st 
nature, he can very well disregard it, knowi 
that he has something which he cannot lose; 
if he chooses to lay it down, he can take it up 

in.” The general meaning, therefore, is: 
t The Son of God was not afraid to descend 
from his own dignity, since he had not this 
(namely, the being opa with God the Father 
by panoh; but knew it was his natu 
ran 9 

7. dxévoce] ‘seipsum inanivit, as the Vul 
renders; ‘emptied himself, divested bimself Prot 
bis Divine natural glory}, as the Pesch. Syr. ; 
and, by implication, *seipsum ad statum tenuem 
depressit.'—uopdo ij» sovAov AaBayw, ‘by taki 
the form of a servant, and by appearing on — 
as one of no dignity or reputation, but of lowly 
condition ; said with allusion to the humility of 
human nature, as com with the Divine. 
So Test. xii. Patr. p. 744, róv Bacitia Tüp ov- 
pavav Tov ixi yns pavivra iy poppy áyÜpe- 
Tov taweivwoses. The words followin should 
be rendered, ‘after having become like unto 
man ;' i.e. by assuming a human body ; and they 
intimate the Divinity of Jesus Christ,—being 
meant to show the difference between Christ's 
former glorious and his present humble etate. 
"Onoiép., however, imports not resemblance only, 
but real nature, See Note on Rom. viii. 3, and 
comp. Heb. ii. 14. 
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8. 8 evp. œs &vOp.] i.e. ‘ remaining what 
he was, he took what he was not;' his nature 
was not changed, but he was anges iv oxń- 
pati, i.e. iv eapxi. (Theophyl.) The we is not 
put for tuaquam, but is used with allusion to the 
wido diference between the exnua which our 
Lord assumed, as com with the uopo} 
Osov. ought 

i. e. ‘ wherefore, in reward of this obe- 
Since (observes Hyper.) thus much 

said of the extreme humiliation and 
the cross of Christ, thero was an opportunity 
afforded, as was also fit, to subjoin something 
respecting his great exaltation. Accordingly this 
is added by way of showing that that lowliness 
detracted nought from the Divinity and dignity 
of Christ.—imepipwoe, ‘has exceedingly ex- 
alted him. ‘Since (observes Theodor.) one who 
is God cannot properly be said to be exalted, the 
exaltation in question must be understood of his 
human nature, see John xvii. 1—5. Acts ii. 38. 
Heb. ii. 9.—'Ovoua is by the best Expositors 
interpreted dignity, (as in Rom. ix. 17, and Ach- 
met Oneir., supnosy Uyroe kal óvoua w)À£ov 
Twv áÀÀ)ev Bacihiwy), denoting the exalted 
dignity of our Lord in his quality of Mediator, 
Eph. i. 20, 21. 

10, 11. These two verses mark the result of 
this superexalted óvoua, and point at the bound- 
less extent of the dignity,—namely, the bowing of 
every knee, of whatever rank (here implying, as 
appears from Eph. iii. 14, religious a ton), 
and the confession of eve by the ascri 
tion of the title KYPIOX Lo , supreme overall 

resons, and in all causes. This view is confirmed 
y Is. xlv. 23, which Paul had in his mind. The 

expression iy Tg ÓvóuaT.'Inycov moet Protestant 
Commentators regard as simply equivalent to re 
"Iycov ; while the Romanists convert the bowing 
the knee (not kneeling, as Conyb.) at the name 
of Jesus to a mere ceremony. A middle course 
will here, as often, be found the safest. The 
Apostle : have meant to represent the su- 
preme dignity of Jesus by such a form of ex- 
pression as would designate of a maa in tho 

dience, 
bas 

18. 

highest dignity; namely, in not only having the 
bending of the knee to him when present, but even 
at the pronouncing of his same; which is, I be- 
lieve, an Oriental custom. At all events, the 
words designate the profound subjection of all 
created beings to the supreme dignity of Jesus; 
but they by no means direct, though they may 
be thought to justify the Romish ceremony of 
bowing the dead, in public worship, at the name 
of Jesus, a practice in tiself not at all objection- 
able, though by abuse liable to produce evil. 
— iá*rovpayíwy — xaTaxÜovlev. ender: ‘of 
heavenly, and of earthly, and of under-earthly 
beings; meaning, all intelligent creatures. Van 
Hengel thinks that the Son is not here consi- 
d as an object of worship, but only in the 
light of Mediator: an utterly baseless view, 
occasioned by a difficulty, —which, however, dis- 
appears if we consider, with Wiesing., that the 
é£ouodoynore, though universal, is not necessa- 
rily universally voluntary—that result of Jesus’ 
Kupcorne being reserved for the Apocalyptic 
period, ushering in the Millennium.—els dar 
Osov II aTpós, meaning ‘that such a confession re- 
dounds to the glory of God the Father; since, as 
CEcumenius observes, it is to the glory of the 
Father, who has exalted the Son to such a 
Kuprorne. 

12—18. ‘The Apostle now engrafts on the 
example of Christ a compreheusive and pointed 
exhortation, having a retrospective reference to 
vv. 2—4.' ( Wiesing.) 

12, 13. xaOwe wavrore—pov] Here is in- 
culcated obedience on their part to Aim, in imita- 
tion of the obedience of Christ, the Son, to God, 
the Father; but the argument is obscured by 
extreme brevity of expression, two,clauses being 
blended into one. Expressed at full length, the 
sentence would stand thus: «xulwe 4ávToT4 
UwnxovcaTs, uj) iv TH 7apovcía pou uovoy, 
dÀAà ly Tg d*ovcía pou’ &ÀXà vvv Wow 
naXAXoy iv Tj dwovola uov, braKxovEers,—Kxai 
xaT&p'y., &c., where the vv» should, properly, 
come in before i» ry d?rovc(g, and the xa0oç 
should as properly be followed by ois before 
yoy (aa in John iii. 14. 2 Cor. i. 5. ] Thess. ii. 
4); but, instead of this, we have, by a sort of 
anacoluthon, the adAa hortative quim age (as 
often in Script. and Clase. writers), which must be 
construed with erà pof. xatspy. Thus it is 
not unfrequently, as here, employed to introduce 
an ezhortation, which exhortation is, in the pre- 
sent caso, ‘to stir up themselves vigorously in 
working out their salvation ; where xaTepy. (on 
which see my Lex.) implies, by the force of the 
xad, & notion of zeal aud diligence in effecting 
this great object (comp. Luke xiii. 24), or, at 
least, of endeavouring to effect it; for this is one 
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of the many examples of verbs of action being 
used of strenuous endeavour to perform the ac- 
tion. See note on Eph. v. 18, mÀnpobc@z iv 
Tv»sÓóuaTt. The purse para doflov xal Tpó- 
pov is united with xaTspy. (though placed Tat 
in the sentence) by way of intimating the mo- 
mentous nature of the concern in question, and 
the extreme peril of miscarriage therein, —thereby 
presenting an effectual check to a self-righteous 
spirit on the one hand (see 1 Cor. x. 12. Rom. 
xi. 20), and an unwarrantable confidence on the 
other. See note on 1 Cor. ix. 27. The next 
words, ver. 13, 6 O«de yap—évepysiv, seem to 
have a twofold bearing, being meant partly (as re- 
ferred to xarap'yát.) toencouragethe faint-hearted 
to vigorous exertion, on the ground that God is 
* He who worketh in them, he who exerts his 
influence on them (see Eph. ii. 2), both to will 
and to work" (i. e. to carry that wil] into work or 
effect), but chiefly, and as referred to pera pó- 
Bov, to check self-confidence, and infuse diffi- 
dence, num. self-distrust, and holy fear,— 
lest, by their blind security and negligence, they 
shall have received this Divine aid sz vatx. 
2 Cor. vi. ], and Heb. x. 38, This latter view 
is further strengthened by the added words, vip 
vie evdoxlas (equiv. to those at Eph. i. 5, xara 

v aidoxlay Tov OsAnparos avTov), which sig- 
nify ‘of his own will and pleasure,’ and accord- 
ingly imply the sovereign om of God's in- 
working (whether by his Word, or by his Spirit 

Grace), of his own gratuitous mercy, —— 
m all claims of human merit. From these 

words, then, justly may we feel exco to 
* work out our own salvation’ on the ground, that 
herein Divine power worketh with us (and for 
us), as it is seid in Isa. xxvi. 12, * Thou hast 
wrought all our works t and us,' for so I 
would there render, meaning ‘in so far as to 
further our work.’ On the other hand, however, 
as justly may we feel diffidence in ourselves and 
humility towards God, when we consider, that 
* God it is who worketh ts us, of his own sove- 
reign twill and pleasure,’ and that from him pro- 
eced both the will and the power to carry the 
will into work as s our salvation. It is 
worthy of observation that even Calv., in his 
annotation on the present portion, admits tbat 
this is no place in which to seek the doctrine of f 

cveniens, nor, on the other hand, is it 
any suitable instrument by which to * beat down 
the doctrine of free-will.” Nay, even Augustin 
de Dono Persev. c. xiii. (cited by Est.) admits 
as much. To this pu true is the remark of 
Prof. Hey, Lect, vol. iii. 241, that ‘free-will 
and grace, however seemingly opposite to each 
other, are not really op ; they may both be 
received, they seem both to be received by onr 
Church, as also by Augustin.’ It is obvious how 
perfectly the above view of the sense coincides 
with the doctrine of our Tenth Article, of which 
the ion, considering the circumstances 
under which it was drawn up, reflects no little 

credit on its framers. See Bp. Burnet there, and 
also Prof. Hey's Lectures in Divinity, vol. iii. 
243, who truly — t *it is of great im- 

rtance to set all expressions tin in 
fadi & just and clear light, that d skal leave 
the efficacy of rewards and iskinents undi- 

"minished, and shall afford no pretence for re- 
missness in spiritual diligence.” [In which view 
comp. 2 Pet. i. 5, owovdny vaca» wapetcesiy- 
xavrat.] So long as our part, in working out 
our salvation, is disentangled from mystery, the 
pee of God way safely be committed to those 
necrutable counsels which may be termed ‘the 
clouds and darkness which surround his throne," 
Ps. xcvii. 2. I must not omit to add that before 
Oede the Article ó is absent from seven uncial, 
and some cursive, MSS., and from Damasc., and 
is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch.; perhaps 
rightly; the suppression of the Article having 
arisen, I imagine, from the — meent to 
be given to the idea of the , 88 opposed to 
the creature; as in Heb. i. 2, iAdAncer gui 
¿y Yle, ‘by his Son.’ And so in Heb. vii. 28 
These two, and the present passage, then, form a 
class, to which may be applied the remark of 
Mr. Green, Gramm. N. T., p. 182, that ‘as the 
presence of the Article is an impediment to the 
inherent signification of a word to which it is 
prefixed, having any prominence or point in the 
sentence, so there are passages containing words 
to which the Article might rightly be placed, 
but where it is withheld for this reason.” He 
adduces as exx. Hob. i. 1, and vii. 28. 

14. wdera woutra—diar.] Having given 
this earnest exhortation to Christian humility 
and anxious diligence, the Apostle now reverts 
to the subject of concord and m 

the and humility, treated of at v2 8 4^ B 
words * Fr mp sem designated the 
effects of the ipiÜeía and xa inst 
which he had there cautioned x the former 
of the two terms denoting ‘a ing and un- 
acquiescent spirit, one against another, and the 
latter ‘that internal debating, leading to external 
disputation, which seeks to ezcuse itself from per- 
forming the duty of meekness and brotherly love, 
by starting doubts (based on some flimsy reason- 
ings), which prevent the carrying aught into per- 
ormance, alluded to in the vdrra moure.” 

15. Ya yív. & "Axépaios is equiv. to the 
* énleger vite scelerisque purus’ of Horace. On 
écsorp. see note on Matt. xvii. 17. Actsii. 40.— 
For duéuwra, Lachm. and Tisch. (Ist Ed.) 
read dueua, from 3 of the most ancient MSS. 
and 2 others, and some Fathers; but on insuffi- 
cient grounds; since all the other uncial MSS., 

er with nearly all the cursives, with Chrys., 
Theodor., Theophyl., and several other Fath 
have dueusra, which is restored in Tisch. 2n 
Ed. ; and very properly; since it has quite in its 
favour internal evidence, as existing in the 
greater likelihood that duejuwra should be 

to &uepa, than tbe contrary. And, in- 
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deed, the word has been so altered in one of the 
3 fore-mentioned very ancient MSS.,—namely, 
the Alex., at 2 Pet. iii. 14. And so in Hesych. 
the word duwpunros is explained by áuopos. 
No reason can be imagined why ducpmyros should 
sot have been used by St. Paul. [t was a word 
in use from the time of Homer to that of Cyril. 
of Alexandria, though of very rare occurrence; 
whereas &ucpos was in frequent use, and occurs 
nearly a hundred times in the Sept., while duw- 
Morro occurs not once. Hence, as apewpos is 
found several times in New Test., four of them 
in the writings of St. Paul, auwunra was here 
likely to be altered into 4uepua.—As regards tho 
next words, iy uícw, Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
pícov, from strong external authority confirmed 
by internal evidence. And this reading I should 
be ready to admit, could I find that such an ellip- 
tical form of expression for cata uícov was ever 
jn use. But that is not the case; and hence I 
suspcet that the word is corrupt, and that the 
true reading is pice, for iv uéow, which is an 
expression occurring several times in Homer 
(e. gr. Od. viii. 66 and 473, «Ios à' dp’ avTOv 
Micow čaıTvuóvæwv), and occasionally, though 
rarely, in later writers. The expression ys»sas 
oxoXttas kai dcaoc rTpaunívns seems formed 
on Deut. xxxii. 5, yeved oxodsa xal disorpap- 
puírn, which I would render, ‘wicked and per- 
verse,’ meaning ‘obstinately wrong,’ i. e. ‘turned 
from righteousness.” In paivecOs we beeorijpes 
iv kócuw, there may be an allusion, as Saurin 
and Doddr. suppose, to light-houses ; but rather 
to the heavenly luminaries, which give light to 
the world, and are so called in Gen. i. 4, 16, 
and elsewhere. The metaphor is frequent both 
in the Scriptural (as Matt. v. 14, 16. Eph. v. 8. 
] Thess. v. 5) and the Class. writers. By ‘ye,’ 
I would understand, ‘ye Christians,’ not ‘ye 
Philippians, as most Expositors suppose, which 
occasioned others to take $aíy. asan [m jve. 
But their duty to be such is rather implied than 
ex 
1e. In imíxowrse (where there may be an 

allusion to men holding out a lanthorn to light 
others) thero is an evident reference to the words 
of our Lord, Matt. v. 16, oUres Aap dre +ó 
$t tuov—drwe lwow Üucv Td xaid ipya, 
meaning by pas the light of. Divine know] ge 
here denoted by the expression Aoyos Lane, de- 
noting, as often, ‘the > Comp. 2 Cor. iv. 
4. phrase irixev Acyow occurs also in 
Artemid. On. i. 5 and 16. ii. 15.—In ele xavy., 
&c., ele denotes end or result; and tho phrase 
stands for oTa kaéxnud Mot buüs ysveobat, 
‘so that your conversion to the faith, and your 
constancy therein, may be a matter for my re- 

4. 
3 Tim. 4. 6. 

s Acta 16, 1. 

1 Thess. 8. 3. 

joicing in the day of Christ; i.e. ‘the day of 
i awasi On Kaux. in this sense, see note on 

or. Xv. 31, In ele xevòv ixowlaca there is 
an agonistic allusion, as at l Cor. ix. 26, and 
Gal. 1i. 2. The expression dxow. is well illus- 
trated by the phrase iy xórors, &c., at 2Cor. vi. 5. 

17. dAX’, el xal owivdopar—xal Asvr.] Here 
the Apostle (as Wiesing. observes) lays aside 
momentarily the representation of what is to 
befal him, in order to say that in the other case 
too, that, namely, of death, he joys and rejoices 
with them; and they are to do the same.—There 
is at owéyd. a sacrificial allusion (similar to that 
of Eurip. Orest. 188—190, 'E££0vo" à Doifor 
"uds Mé\sov, ¿módbovoy alua dove Ilampo- 
$órov uaTpós), prob. suggested by the associa- 
tion of ideas with the preceding mention of the 
labours and sacrifices which the Apostle had 
made for the Gospel’s sake; and by which he 
means to intimate, that for the same glorious 
cause he is ready to sacrifice life itself In short, 
the faith of the Philippians is supposed to be a 
sacrifice offered to God; and his own life is com- 

to a drink-offering of oil and wine poured 
upon the sacrifice (Exod. xxix. 40, sq.). Thus 
it is meant, that if his very life's blood should be 
poured forth as a libation by martyrdom, in pro- 
moting so ble an offéring to God as their 
faith, —he should rejoice, as they would have 
reason to do, in the consolations of the Gospel ; 
or, if he be even offered up in sacrifice for the 
service of their faith, that he may present them 
as a sacrifice to God accepted in faith. There is 
the same figurative use of the kindred sacrificial 
term xa8octów in Dionys. Hal. vii. 48, àédora: 
yap hòn brip tuev TÒ copa TojuóÓvp, kal 
kaÜwaleTat rote mip THs Toews dywour. 

19. Verses 19—30 form the second pert of the 
Epistle, containing an announcement of his in- 
tention to send Timothy, and of his having sent 
back Epaphroditus.—i» Kupiw 'L., to whom he 
refers his kope and trust, as well as every thin 
else. The words following the cays are u 
elliptically ; the full sense being, ° to send Timo- 
thy, that not only r may be fully assured of 
my state, but that I also, being assured of your 
condition, may be easy in my mind.’ 
20—22 show the reason why he sends Timo- 

thy, and no other,—because he has besides him 
no one laóv/vxovr. 

20. laoiyvxor] i. ©., as it were, one endued 
with the same soul and disposition, & second self. 
The word is very rare, though occurring in Ps. 
liv. 18, and the Schol. on Eurip. Androm. 419, 
lcóyvxa Toiv ávÜpeo*oiw slol tra TKPA. 
yvncíee Ta Tepi væv meptuvice, * who will 
with genuine fellow-feeling care for your wel- 



mavres yap Ta éavtay Syrovow, ov ta [Tov] Xpiorov ‘Incod. 
$3 Thy 5é Goku avrod ywooxere, Ort, Qç TWatpl Téxvov, aUv 

23 Tovroy uév obv éXTit 
Téu ra, œs ay amido ta ep, due, éfavrije- % " qrérroiÜa. G6 év 
Kuplo, Ste kal aùròs Tayéos éXevcopat, 25 *' Ayarykatov Šë yN- 
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éuot é8oUNevoev els TO evarryédwoy. 

Phim. 23. 
Philem, $. 
; ng 1L cayny Evajpótvrov tov acerov kal avvepryóv nai avaTpaTtuo- 

Thy pov, úv O6 ámócTOoXov, Kal Xevrovpryóv THs wpeias pov, 
TéuNra, mpòs vas 99 ¿med érrimoday hy Távras pâs, xai 
adnpovay, Sores nxovoate Ste nobévnce. 
mapariýoiov Oavatw adr’ 

97 kal yap nobéwvnce 
6 Ocog avrov nXénoer ove autor 

5é uóvov, àXXà xai ép, iva wn AVIrnY émi t Xómg oxy@. B Zarov- 

fare” Comp. 2 Maccab. xiv. 8, umip Tov 
&vnkóvToy» To Bacirel, yunoiws ppovwy, and 
Eurip. Hippol. 309, $povovrrTa ywicia. I add 
another,— comp. an inscription ap. Boeckh. 
Inscr. Grec., vol. ii. p. , 48, alrAcapsvics 
yvncoíar šorti Tps wavrat piroorooe- 
yíav, ‘a sincere, genuine (such as it professes 
to be) tender affection.’ 

. Thy dox. abTov *yw.] meaning, ‘the f 
of him (i. e. his fidelity and constancy) ye have 
had and known.’ So 2 Cor. ii. 9, iwa yuo ri 
ŠoxK (unu buv. 

The force of this Particle is 23. uiv ar) 
&c.—ws dy, ‘as soon 

The full 
cop sae t : 
as. 1 Cor. xi. 34, ws dv iA0e. 

tained the state of my affairs [so as to be enabled 
to say something positively ]. 

25. dvayxaiov di—ipas}] The full sense is, 
* But (since these things, though probable, are 
et uncertain, that you might not be any longer 

ignorant of the state of my affairs), I judged it 
necessary to send x eer. though he be 
not quite restored to health ; yet, lest you should 
hear any false tidings of my fate or his, I thought 
it better to send him now, without waiting for 
another opportunity.’ — evorpaTiT9», * col- 
league; lit. ‘comrade in the welfare of the 
Gospel.” It is not agreed whether ¿mócToÀ)oe 
signifles messenger, or bishop, or , i.e. 
t minister.” The first-mentioned sense, occur- 
ring in John xiii. 16, and adopted by Theodor. 
aud some eminent modern Expositors, seems to 
deserve the preference; for of the other signifi- 
cations there is very slonder proof.— A«scvrovpy. 
Tij xp. is, I conceive, intended to complete the 
designation of Epaphroditus’ office, — namely, 
that of /egate from the Philippians to Paul on 
the affairs of the Church, and of the con- 
tribution which they had sent for his relief and 
pecu See 2 Cor. ix. 12. 

. imsi) bwiwo8ay y—åðnuovæv] Here 
we learn why Paul thought fit to send back 
Epaphroditus, i.e. because * he has been longing 
to see] you all; and was much troubled on 
learning that] ye had heard he had been sick.’ 
nuove is a word of very rare occurrence 

out of the Scriptures; we find it, however, in 
Hi ., adueey xai adnpoviwy ó Quude. 
4; Here Paul confirms the news they had 

received of the dangerous sickness of Epaphrodi- 
tus. For «apa. 0ay., Heinrichs thinks pro- 
priety of language would require iw: Oayárov, 

as in les. xxxviii. ]. This, however, is hyper- 
critical. The Greek Versions and MSS. there 
differ; and, prob. in the time of St. Paul, some 
copies might have had wap. rw Oavare. That 
the Apsal had that passage in view is very pro- 
bable, espec. since he has no where else used the 
word. To the adverbial use of wapawAncroy 
for wapamAnclws, no reasonable objection can 
be mado, since it occurs in Thucyd., Herodot, 
Polyb., and Lucian; and sometimes with a Da- 
tive, as in Polyb. iii, 33, 17. That it should be 
used with OaráTw is not digi 25 since Xen. 
Cyrop. v. 1, 11 (Ed. Thiem.), has apar- 
ciws diaxsiaÜar, and Aristot., ap. Steph. Thes., 
s — : — as pavla ————— 
ut what decides this point is, that Hippocrat., 

Epid. i. (cited by Wetst.), bas xai Hines yt 
TAÀncíor ks Tov Qay&Tou xaT! ixsiyur Thy 
)uaípay—rAnaíor» apixeto Bavarou, where 
— is, in Tama, an — and 
ere propriety of language wou uire 

do svo J eee: «s ToU Üav, —A vOv Kekos. 
Àn expression used a bly to the uniform 
doctrine of the Holy Scriptures, —that recovery 
from dangerous diseases is to be regarded as pro- 
ceeding from Divine interposition, and as a mark 
of God's mercy.—Tva uñ Avan imi Avon exo 
The expression may be compared with one in 
JEschyl. Pers. 537, ui) xara wpde xaxotar 
4pocÜnTa: xaxov. These words strongly attest 
the affectionate tenderness of the Apostle`s 
heart; as the words &ónuowov— jha. in the 
verse preceding do that of gi ger qn 
Avry. Almost all the unci ~ and a 

m Sore wa hye ‘ha $ ther with an . in 
MSS) and Gécumen. im Ao ys, which was 
edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
while the former was retained by Matth. Pro- 
priety of language is in favour of Aéwgp:; but 
that consideration is, in a writer like St. Paul, 
of little weight in comparison with the usage of 
the New Test. writers. Aud even Matth. ac- 
knowledges that ‘seepe in ejusmodi locis in N. 
T. est Accusativus' The reading Avwg prob. 
arose, not so much from a correction on the 
of Critics, as from an interlinear gloss of a Scho- 
liast. So that, upon the whole, I am inclined to 
receive XAó* ny, and should have done so, had I 
not observed -yv and -y continually confounded 
by scribes. 

28. owovd.] This is well rendered by the 
Vulgate, festtnantius, and by Theopbyl. á»v- 
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6avorépos obv €mreyu ra avrov, va iGovres avrüv wad, xaptire, 
xàryà àXvrrórepos à. 79 y IIpooGéyea0e ov avróv éy Kuplp perà 
adons yapas, xal ToU Tow/Tovs évr(uovs yere. 99 * Gry b m 5 

& 
Gal. 6. 6. 

5. 

TÓ Épyov tod XpioToð uéypi Üavárov ipyyice, 1 wapaBovrevad- Pruor X 
a a , ^ € ^ 17. 

pevos TH Vuxũj va avarAnpacy Tó ùv borépnua THS póç ME a 3 Cor. 18 
Xevrovpryías. 

III. !* Tó Xouróv, aderqoi pov, 

wepOeres, i.e. * more hastily [than I otherwise 
should],'—namely, for the reason mentioued at 
ver. The words {va ldcyres—es contain 
another instance like those noticed on the pre- 
ceding verse.—xdyo drum. g, viz., by knowing 
that the person so much beloved by us all is 
restored to health — 

29, 30. Epaphroditus here recommended to 
their Christian reception. 

90. d:a Tò ipyov Tov Xpiorov] Some MSS. 
omit Tov, and otbers have, for Xp., Kvpíov; 
while others, again, have Xptorov. Lachm. ro- 
ceives lpyovy Xpiorov, as did Tisch. (ist ed.), 
though in his 2nd ed. he has ipyor, without any 
addition ; which can by no means be approved ; 
for some such adjunct as Xpio'Tov, or Kvpíov, 
or Osov, is here — e to make out the 
meaning; not to say that Tò spo» never occurs 
in the New Test. used absolutely to denote the 
Gospel. Of the three readings, Xpsorov, Kv- 
plov, and Osov, the last has little or no autho- 
rity ; Kupíov has very slender, except that of the 
Pesch. Syr., and was prob. brought in by those 
Critics who wished to make the passage square 
with the parallel ones at 1 Cor. xv. 58, and xvi. 
10. Thus Xpıorov has internal evidence no 
less than external authority (espec. that of the 
Vat. MS. B) in its favour, and ought to be re- 
tained. The rou may seem required by pro- 
riety of language; but it is absent from every 
S. at 1 Cor. xvi. 10, though found t every 

MS., except one of mean order, at 1 Cor. xv. 
58; and I find that elsowh. in this very con- 
struction, where the Article has been used with 
the former Subst. on which this depende, though 
the Article is generally used, yet it is sometimes 
dispensed with. Not so, however, where X prorde 
Occurs; in which case I believe the Article is 
always used with the latter Subst. I say ‘al- 
ways ; for [ do not reckon the where 
Ine. Xp. occurs as exx.; for there 'I. Xo. is 
really a name; and hence the Article is 
dispensed with ; e. gr. Acts ii. 38, ¿wl Tẹ ó¿vó- 
partı `l. Xp., and iv. 10. viii. 12. xvi. 18. Heb. 
X. 10, rov ceparoe I. Xp. 1 John i. 7, 70 
alua 'I. Xo. Rev.i.9, T)» naprvpíar I. Xp. 
In u£yo: Qavárov Hyyioe we have an expression 
savouring of Hebraism, and prob. formed on Ps. 
Ixxxvii. 5, comp. with Job xxxiii. 22, y yia» 
als Odvarov. The phrase uíyp: Savdrou is 
found also in Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 7.—7apafovA. T3 
Vvx$, ‘not regarding his life;' Jit. ‘consultin 
amiss for his life, by disregard to his safety ; if, 
at least, arapafovA. be the true reading; but 
A, B, D. E, F, G, and a few cursives (to which 
I add 5 Lamb. MSS.), a few Versions, and some 
Fathers, have rapafoX., which is preferred by 
most Critics; and has been edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lechm., and Tisch. Tbe t. rec. has, 

Eph. 6. 10. 
, , > ` aipere éy Kupio ta avrà Mise 8. 

x P p P James 1, 3. 1 Pet. 4.18. 

however, been ably defended by Hamm., Wolf, 
Bengel, Elsner, Matthssi, Michaelis, Schleusner, 
Storr, and Rinck, who urge, that though wapa- 
Bovdedec@ar does not elsewhere occur, yet no 
authority is required for so ordinary a compound. 
I would add, that as to the authority of MSS, 
and Versions for the other reading, the MSS, 
are com tively few in number, and, though 
very ancient, are such as have been every where 
altered by the early Critics, who changed the 
popular expressions into Classical ones. And 
with respect to the Versions, they are worded so 
ambiguously that it cannot be pronounced with 
certainty what the Translators read ; though the 
sense ‘not regarding his life,’ or ‘despising his 
life,” seems more to favour the old than the new 
reading. As to the authority of celebrated Greek 
Scholars, such as Salmas., Scalig., and Casaubon, 
it cannot decide a question of this kind ; for we 
may account for their predilection, in the same 
way as for the correciton of those Critics who 
altered the MS. A, B, &c.,—namely, from the 
perpetual occurrence of mapáßoňos and rapa- 
BaXíc0a, in — not unsuitablo to a pre- 
sent passage; and the very great rarity of mapa- 
— which has been found no where 
else, except in the Greek Fathers. But that is 
no valid argument against the eristence of it, 
since it is ically, being derived 
from rapáßovňos, synonymous with xaxóßov- 
Àoç; and, though that word be rare, it is found 
in Du Cange's Gloss. Grec., accompanied with 
two authorities, and évowapdfovAos, in the 
sense here required, occurs in /Eschylus, Suppl. 
113. Also xaxofjovAsóscOa: in Eurip. Ion 877, 
Wuxa 2 4X yet, xakoffovXevÜsic" ix, &c., and 
xaxoBouXla in Jos. Bell. i. 32, 3, though no ex- 
ample is adduced, even in the enlarged Paris 
edition of Steph. Thesaur.—On again reconsider- 
ing this puzzling question, I see no reason to 
alter my decision in favour of i ie ande, espec. 
since [ find that Tisch. has, as oft. elsewh., by his 
second thoughts recalled wapaBovuX., which has 
internal evidence in its favour, and must have 
been read in the copy used by tbe Pesch. Syr. 
Translator, which entirely precludes the supposi- 
tion of Wiesinger and others, that wapaBovA. 
was introduced from the Greek Fathers. From 
the nature of the expressions following, the best 
Commentators are inclined to think that tbe 
d of life above adverted to was brought on 
by Epaphroditus’ hastening forward to reach 
Rome, in order to fulfil his commission from the 
Philippians, in spite of a severe fit of illness which 
seized him, and with which he struggled so as to 
reach kis ination and fulfil his commission, 
though almost at the expense of his life, since 
the disorder had become so aggravated as to 
prove nearly fatal 
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% Cor. 11. 18. 
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IIL. 1. rò Aocrov, 40.] This is best regarded 
as a form of transition to the subsequent matter, 
where yalpers iv Kupío is not a mere formula 
0 valediction, as is plain both from what goes 
before, and from the repetition of the phrase at 
ch. iv. 4 (avowedly a repetition), as also wav- 
ort, which, of course, is to be here understood. 
It must, then, have the same sense as at 1 Thess. 
v. 16, and be regarded as . The Apos- 
tle prob. had in mind those various of 
the Old Test. where this rejoicing in tbe Lord is 
spoken of, and occasionally inculcated, implying 
such & cordial profession of the Gospel, as re- 
sults from an adequate conception of the love of 
Christ.—rà avrà ypddecv—oix dxunpov. Ren- 
der, ‘is to me not irksome.’ Thus the antithesis 
(which in the original is strong) is fully 
brought out in the version. is use of dxy. in 
an active sense, as applied to things which occa- 
sion trouble or annoyance, is very rare; but it 
occurs, and also with gen., in Soph. CEd. T. 834, 
'Huiv piv—ravr’ óxvüp. By Tà attra are 
meant ‘the same things which we have urged 
to you before; viz. by word of mouth.—doda- 
Aie ù., lit. ‘makes you safe ;` since, in the words of 
the adage, ‘litera scripta manet, ° remains for use.’ 

2. "Here follows the motive that has induced 
the Apostle again to call upon his readers to 
rejoice in the Lord, —namely, the danger which 
threatens them from those who do not rejoice in 
Christ, but have their confidence in the flesh. 
In opposition to them he exhorts the Philippians 
to rejoice in the Lord.' (Wiesing.) The Apoe- 
tle now subjoins an exhortation to depend on 
the Gospel alone for salvation, to the entire dis- 
regard of the Law; and warns them of the evil 
arts of deceivers. — Sr\iwere is a strong ex- 
preesion, in which we have a metonymy of ante- 
cedent for consequent, and may be rendered, 
‘look to;'i.e.'beware of So 2 John 8, 8Aé- 
were iavrovs. The more usual Syntax is with 
dxó and a Genit., as in Mark wii. 15. The 
persons designated by the term * dogs’ (a word of 
reproach common to both the East and the West, 
and expressive of impudence and rapacity), are 
supposed to have been the Judaizers who had 

vily crept in, and were sowing the seeds of 
Sudi. The appellation is applied to them 
by way of retort, inasmuch as, wo have reason 
to think, they used it of tho Gentiles, even when 
converted : though, considering the persons here 
had in view, there may su a two- 
fold allusion both to their im (in which 
view comp. Is. lvii. 11, of adver dvacdets +H 

B, with Rev. — as ig — 7 
and greedtness. om. Il. , 856, an 
Od. xxii. 55, comp. with Is. lvi. The same are 
also characteri as xaxol ipydéra:—ol, i. e. 
‘those who are performing an evil work,’ viz. 
the introducing of the law. So Theodor., who 
explains, où yap olxodopovery, dÀ Nà Thy olxo- 
Sou(ar ch pea big — i jos AA 
proachful appellation xuvat the Apostle 
subjoins a sarcastic one in thy KaTaTopiy, 

PHILIPPIANS III. 2, 3. 

ypadew buiv ipo pèv oix ókvnpóv, tuiv 66 acpaħés. ° b BAé- 
mete ToU; KUvas, ÉBXérere TOs xaxoUs épyatas, BAérmere THY 
karaTou 3° jue yap eopev Ú Trepvrous), ot mvevpate 1 Occ 
Aatpevorres xal xavyopevor ev Xpiot@ ‘Inood, kai ovx év capri 

which the recent Expositors in general regard as 
denoting the action itself, and ———— to Tepr- 
rout; q.d. * beware of this mangling of the flesh 
[for it is no more: which they call circumcision.’ 

ut that is inadmissible; and, on account of 
Tobe kaxobe igy. preceding, —to which this cor- 

nds,—T/» xac. must refer to persons; as 
indeed is plain from the next verse, nuete yao 
éouev ñ vr&pvrous. The expression seems rightly 
regarded by Gatak., Grot., Roeenm., and others, 
as abstract for concrete, to denote ‘those whe 
maintained the necessity of circumcision,’ which 
is styled concision (or ‘ mangling’) by way of 
contempt. Three instances of a similar ‘ detorsio 
vocis in deterius" may be seen adduced in the 
note on Heb. iv. 9, caBBartcuós. 

8. hues yan lousv ù or:pcr.]. Render, * for 
ee are the Circumcinion ^ D CH are 
aloue the preter of true circumcision; q. d. 
* They ought not to arrogate to themselves alone 
the title of circumcision; for we Christians are 
(i. e. ) the true circumcision, even that of 
the spirit and the heart.’ See Rom. ii. 10.—Ol 
wvaiu. Oso Aaro. Render, ‘[we are those] 
who worship God spiritually,” i. e. ; that spi- 
ritual service enjoined by Christ, Sohn iv. 33, 
or the ° reasonable service" mentioned in Rom. 
xii. 1, ‘and which (observes Bp. Middl.) made 
the essence, as distinguished from the barren 
ceremonial observances, on which principally the 
Jewish opponents of Christianity appeared to set 
a value. Thus here is deno the service of 
the mind and heart, the tener man, the internal 
worship which especially constituted the spiritual 
service of the Gospel, as opposed to the carnal 
and external observances of the law and its 
fleshly ordinances.—To advert to a matter of 
reading. For Oew all the uncial MSS. have 
O«ov, which has been received by Matth., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., but the former is retained by 
Griesb., and rightly; for, although external au- 
thority is rather in favour of Osov, internal evi- 
dence is decidedly in favour of Osce ; for if Geos 
be read, it cannot be supposed governed of $ 
since no instance have I noted, either in t 
Sept. or class. writers, of Xarpsósi followed by 
a genit. Consequently it must be governed of 
awvejpart. Yet the expression is incapable of 
any such sense as will suit the context. The 
context requires an expression such as shall be 
in opposition to rp capx(; and Matth. says it is 
so opposed. But how the Spirit of God can be 
shown to be in opposition to circumcision in the 
flesh I see not,—at least not without employing 
considerable violence. See Est., who in an able 
annotation examines and refutes the various 
modes of interpretation which have been sup- 
[gem to arise out of O«sov. U the whole, 

still acquiesce in the received reading Oso, 
which is confirmed by the authority of the Pesch. 
2. and the other ancient Versions, as also of 

rys. (who, from his commentary, evidently 
so read) and Theophyl, Theodor. CEcu 
and tbe Cod. D of tho sixth century. — 
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aremoiÜóres* 44 xatrep eyo Éyov meroibnow xai èv capri, Ei asco. v. 
Tç Soxel áXXos TremoiDévas év aapki, éyo pGddov 5 ° t mepiroph 
Oxtranuepos, x yévous "Iapanr, puħñs Beviaulw, 'Effpatos é£ iue DE 
'"EBpaiev, xarà vópov Papicaios, 9 íxarà jov SwoKxwv Tv * 

18. 31, 33. 
Rom. 11. 1. 
Actes 23. 6. 

. 17. 18. 

f£ Acts 8. 8. 

éxkXgaíavy, xarà Scxasocvyny Tijv ÈV vóuq «evópevos &yeurrtos. im 
75'4AX árwa tw ot xépŠn, TaUra dyynua, Sa tov Xpiaróy g Mss iu. 

h Jer. 9. 23. Ünulay. 9 *'AXXà uevobv[ye] xai Tryoüpas Távra Ünpiav elvar die vx 
Col. 2. 3. Wied. 7. 9. 

4. * In this and the following verses the A 
tle proceeds to combat his opponents with 
own ns He himself, he argues, possesees 
all to which they attach so much value; never- 
theless, he has renounced it all for the sake of 
Christ.’ (Wiesing.) At xalwep iyo ixev, &c. 
supply slui, and render: ‘Although J am one 
having (i. e. oue who has) confidence ; meaning, 
* the trust arising from glorying in the flesh ;’ 
see note on 2 Cor. iii. 4. The tle does not 
mean that he this confidence; but that he 
has, or should have, this ground of confidence, 
óf such existed: and that he does not iso 
such grounds, i wy by the doxsi of the follow- 
ing sentence; which, therefore, is not, as some 
supposed, pleonastic. He means to hint, that ho 
does not depreciate such grounds of confidence 
because he possesses them not. Nay, he goes 
still farther,—declaring that he has more grounds 
of such confidence than any other; for that is 
the sense of the words sl r:e—yaAAov, which 
are generally considered as a mere Hebraism. 
Yet I have remarked something similar in Diog. 
Laért. iii. 43, where he gives us the Inscription 
on the tomb of Plato, El dé Tis ix wavrey 
copine piyay oxy ixavov, Tovroy (scil. Tò» 
&vaiwor) ¿Xs wAsiotov. The brevity at ¿yo 
piov appears to have arisen from the writer's 
wish to avoid seeming to recognise such grounds. 

5. In proof of the assertion in iyw uaAXor, 
the Apostle here states the principal — of 
confidences on which the sows trusted.—wepir. 
òxTańu. The sense of this idiomatical clause is, 
as Bp. Middl. remarks, ‘ being, in respect of cir- 
cumcision, parane] on the eighth day.’ 
On the ing here, however, there has been 
some doubt. "The Edit. Princ. has wepirouy ; 
while the Editions of Erasm., Stephan., Beza, 
and Elzev. have wspirouy. Yet weprtouy was 
afterwards introduced into the £. rec.; and the 
MSS. would seem to be decidedly in favour of it. 
It is moreover preferable; since (as Bp. Middl. 
observes) wepitout would require the Article 
‘my circumcision was an eighth-day one"), and 
us the usus loguendi, by which adjectives of 

time in -yuepor and -aios are appiied to — 
not things, would be violated. The Jews regarde 
circumcision befure the eighth day as no circum- 
cision, and after that time as of little avail.—ix 
yiv. 'lop., pur. Baviagiv. Render: ‘by nature 
an Israelite, by tribe a Benjaminite" I would 
comp. what Joseph. says of himself in his Pre- 
face to Bell. Jud. 8 1, yévas ‘EBpatos. This he 
mentions, in order to show the genuineness of 
his Judaism, viz. as being a Jew by birth, not 
one become so by proselytism ; and that birth of 
a tribe not contaminated by forcign admixture. 
—'Efgp. i£ 'Efp., scil. wepuxews, ‘a Hebrew 
descended from parents who were loth Hebrews.’ 
By tbe same idiom it is said, Eurip. Alc. 677, 

eir 
Oeccadroy x’ awd Osocadrov warpds yiyara. 

ropert. iv. 2, * Tuscus ego Tuscis orior.’ By 
vóuoy must be meant the ¿Om peculiar to 
Pharissism : a very rare signif., but of which I 
have noticed two examples, in Aristoph. Av. 
1343, and Thucyd. vi. 16. 

6. xarà XñÀov dubKev Tijv ixxÀ.] The 
sense is: ‘As to real, that was attested by my 
—— of Christians," On the reading {%7- 
os, edited by Lachm. and Tisch. from a few 

uncials, see note on vias ix. — étkato- 
cvy» — ápuepno Tos. It is commonly supposed 
that dix. here denotes a diligent observance of 
the law; q. d. ‘as far as s an exact observ- 
ance of the law, I was irreprehensible. But the 
sense seems to be: ‘As far as regards any justi- 
fication to be obtained by the law, I was irrepre- 
hensible.” See the able note of Calv. 

7. The Apostle having shown how superior be 
is to all his opponents, even when measured 
by their own — — to 5 
dtwa—{nuiav. The sense is, ‘ But such 
things as were to me (in my sight) matter of gain, 
have I accounted as (so much) ¿oss for Christ. 
The terms xépdn and (nuía are mercantile terms, 
profits and losses acquired or incurred in trade; 
and thus unders they import a very forcible 
and striking sense to the ; ‘for thus, as 
observes Mackn., ‘it is as if the Apostle had 
said, In making the vo of life for the pur- 
pose of gaining salvation, it was my first purpose 
to pu it with my circumcision, snd my 
careful observance of the ritual observances and 
moral precepts of the Law; and I put a great 
value on these things, on account of the gata and 
advantage I was to make by them. But, when 
I became a Christian, I willingly threw them all 
overboard, as of no value in purchasing salva- 
tion. And this I did for the sake of gaining 
salvation through faith in Christ, as my only Sa- 
viour.’ Paul, however, means somewhat moro; 
q. d. ‘I regarded them not only as useless, but 
injurious.” So, in the next verse, he says he 
accounts them as not merely valueless, but con- 
temptible. 

8. dAAd pevovwye — Kupiov pov) This is 
partiy explanatory of the preceding, with which 
t is closely connected, and pu said per ep- 
anorthosin. The full force of tho words is, EMT 
rather (imo vero wiique), I do even account all 
things to be so much loss for (or ‘in comparison 
with’) the excellency, &. It was the super- 
eminent excellency of that knowled , Which in- 
duced the Apostle to make the sacrifice of what- 
ever came in competition with it. As to øxú- 
Ba^a, on which see my 4, I am now of 
opinion, that it is best rendered, with Dr. Peile, 
‘offal, .d. ‘which I have done well to throw 
away. Bo Apulcius, cited by Wets., ' rem fami- 
liarem abjecisse, velut onus stercoris.'— The siras 
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Oa Tò bmepéyov Tis yoooews Xptotod ‘Inco’ tod Kvpíov pow 
irom. 10.3, Òt Ov Ta mávra enuwOny, xai tyyotpat oxtBada <la iva 

isis. Xptorov xepdjow, 9! kai ebpeÜ ev adte, p) éyov piv Serato- & 1. 17. 
& 
& 9. 30. 
k 
+e AFK 2 Cor. 4.1, Beod Sixavoovvny érri TH Tria Ter 

Rom.&3. ouyny THY €x vópou, GAAA THY Oia Tictews XpiotTov, THY èx 
10 k A ^ y> ` ` ` 

TOU YV@VAL AUTOV, kai THY 
1. , ^ » ⸗ » a ` ` , ^ 
tim., Suvayw THs àvacTácewos avToÜ, kal THY kowewíay tv maby 
1 Pet. 4. 18. 
1 Acts 26. 7. 

after oxóflaXa, not found in four uncial MSS., 
and the Vulg. and Italic Versions, has been 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., lst Ed., but 
restored in Tisch., 2nd Ed.; very properly; 
since external authority is very greatly in its 
fuvour; and internal evidence preponderates, 
considering that it was more likely to be re- 
mored by the earlier Revisers of the text in 
MSS. B, D. F, G (as removing a tautology be- 
tween {nuiay selva, and akóffaka — than 
to have been introduced from a marginal scho- 
lium. But the repetition of elva: rather strength- 
ens the expression.—iva XpioÓv xepdice, ° ob- 
tain the benefits purchased by the sacrifice of 
Christ." 

9. xal sópsOis i» abro, &c.] This is expla- 
natory of the nature of the benefit from Christ, 
and has an allusion to the mode by which it is 
effected.— Eup. is not (as most recent Commen- 
tators suppose) put for æ, but there seems to be 
an allusion to the judgment of the great day. 
Thus the sense is: ‘and be [at the last] recog- 
nised by, or found united to him in faith and 
obedience.'—éy adrw denotes the spiritual union 
mentioned by our Lord in John vi. 56, ¿y ¿puoi 
nivet, dye iy avro, and the next words hint 
at the means by which it is to be effected.— u 
xwr, &c.; i.e. ‘not having, as a dependence, 
a righteousness of my own obtainable by the law 
{ove Rom. iii. 20), but the justification [obtained 

rough faith in Christ] The next words, «jv 
ix Otroù din. ¿ml ty wiore, are exegetical of 
the preceding, where at ix Oeov sub. didondony. 
—iwi ri 9074, ‘on the score of, or condition 
of faith.’ 

‘The Apostle now proceeds to describe 
— that rig — — or which he 
ad just en, 's gift of grace—de- 
—*X for all, and effectually realized unto all, 
such as simply believe, and hopefully wait on 
him for ealvation. It is not merely that 
all should have life in Christ, who in Adam a 
had sinned, and all become subject to God's 
wrath and condemnation; but more than this— 
comp. John x. 10. Rom. v. l7—where Christ 
is truly known and realized as “the power of 
God and the wisdom of God," there (see on 
l Cor. i. 30) is not exculpation only for past 
guilt, but positive consecration also to a new 
state of Innocence; there is not the righteous- 
ness of Justification only, once for all “ conveyed 
through the laver of Regeneration;" but the 
righteousness of Sanctification also, in 
“ babes in Christ;" continued in those who sted- 
fastly continuing in all the means of grace which 
God has provided for them, “ grow up into en- 
tire conformity with him who is their Head ;” 
and, finally, made perfect in those who, as men, 
havin suffered and died with him carnally unto 
Sin, shall also, as in him made partakers of the 

padtov avtod, t cuppophovpevos TQ Üaváro avro), 111 crees 

Divine Nature, be y raised up in him, 
and with him live for ever unto God.’ (Peile. 
By yvewa: is denoted, wot a bare theoreti 
but an emphatically experimental knowledge of 
Christ, i.e. his pereon and office, the knowi 
(as is intimated in the next words) the force an 
efficacy of his resurrection, and its august 

; namely, to raise us from the death of sia 
to the life of righteousness. By ywvewei T» 
Kowevlay iv *aÜnuáTrer avTov is meant, as 
the words following further explain, the knowing, 
by our own experience, those ralijuara, or the 
being made as conformable to his sufferings by 
enduring similar sufferings from the world, as 
we are made conformable to his death, bv dying 
unto sin. See more in Calv., Hyp., and — 
Zvunopoo)susros. For this, Mss A, C, D, and 
8 cursives, have cupuop¢t{opevos, which is re- 
ceived by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but external au- 
thority is insufficient ; and internal evidence is 
in favour of the t. rec., which is confirmed by 
the Pesch. Syr. Version, Chrys, Theodor., and 
Greg. Naz. The sense is, ‘by bein 
into conformity with his dying.” See Estius. 

ll. elaws xararrücw als Tj» i£avac T. Te» 
vexpiy)] Here the MSS. are divided; some 
having the t. rec. 75j» i Ear. Tow v., others T&v 
ix, and others, again, ij» ix vex., which last has 
been received bv Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
from A, B, D, É, and 10 cursives; to which I 
can make no addition. Thus external authorit 
is in favour of the t. rec., though internal evi- 
dence is equally balanced; for rij» ix may have 
been a correction proceeding from those who 
thought that the sense which the context re- 
quires, ‘the resurrection from the dead,’ could 
not be extracted from ¿Eay. tay vexpwy. The 
Tij» has both force and propriety, by a use of 
the Art., found also in Luke xx. 3; TUXety TH 
ávacTáciwse tye ix vaxpõæv, as also Acts iv. 2, 
Tv ávácracu Thy ix vexpay, where, however, 
many inferior MSS., and some Versions, and 
Fathers, have 7j» dv. Tis» vekpor. The phrase 
dvác T. ix vexpioy occurs also in ] Pet. i. 3; and 
we have ifavácTacis ix occasionally in the 
Class. writers; e. gr. Strabo, p. 102. But I see 
not why éE£avacr. Tw vexpew should not 
tiself have the same sense as that conveyed, wi 
more propriety of expression (and for that reason 
likely to be adopted in the early uncial MSS.), 
iEay. Thv dx vakpoov. Little prob. ie it that the 
reading éEavdor. tiv dx rey rikpow» should 
havo been altered to 4E. Ti» vexp. There is 
great reason to think that the ¿x arose from those 
who thought it necessary to the sense, and did 
not see that it could be fetched from the ¿£ in 
iEavdor. Hence I cannot but still retain ¿čav. 
TP VEKp. 28 & r aud familiar mode of 
expression (suitable to the persons addressed), 
according to which the expressions ele à» iav. 
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+ xatavrýoœo eis thy é€avacracw i TÓV vexpav. 
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Hn &Xafov, 7 dn Tererelwpar uxo 66 ef kal. karaXáflo, He. 13. s. 
Pet. 5. 10. 

ep à xal xatednpOny to [Too] Xpsorod [ I9oo0]. 13’ Aderdoi, 3 bet. Lb 
éyó euauvrov ov Xoyitoua, xatewdnpévas ? ev 80, rà pv Grricw 535, n. 

uke 9. 62. émiXavÜavóuevos, Toig; O6 Eumpoobev érrexrewopevos, !* xarà 1 Cor. 9. 34. 

oxorov Suoxw émi To BpaBeiov ris Qve Kryjoews TOD Oeod év Hehi 
XpuwrrQ ‘Inood. 

voy advert—as at Rom. iv. 16, and elsewhere— 
to the state of the persons in question, that state, 
or kind, of resurrection unto life of those who 
have died in the Lord, and whose resurrection 
from the dead wil] be a resurrection unto ve and 

; their bodies being raised incorruptible, and 
th body and sop] united for ever with the 

Lord. See Thess. iv. 6—18. The efwae bo- 
fore xaravr. cannot justly be thought to imply 
any doubt, but only intimates a humble striving 
after, as o to & false security; hence wo 
should render: ‘that I inay by whatever means;' 
the idiom only implyin , as Calv. observes, the 
di of the thing, in order thus to excite 
them to grapple with it. There is another ex. 
of this ellipt. use of slaree, with an implied 
notion of striving, in Acts xxvii. 12, slmæs ú- 
waivTO xatravr., &c., and sometimes in the 
best Clase. writers, e. gr. Thucyd. iv. 11, sIxee 
G@oaduevor thoy Tó TaíXi Gua, and Homer, Od. 
xvi. 459, seqq. That Theodor. and Theophyl. 
(after Chrys.) saw this implied sense, is evident 
from their expositions. 

12. ovx Gr: ñn EAaBov] The Sr: has refer- 
ence to ver. 8, the principal proposition. In 
short the full sense of this elliptical expression 
is, * Not that I mean to say, I have already at- 
tained [the certainty of salvation].' Seo l Cor. 
ix. 27. — rere. is usually rendered, ‘were made 
perfect.” But the best Expositors are agreed 
that in this (as well as in &ioxe, xaTaAafo, 
and other terms occurring in this and the next 
verse), there is an istic metaphor, as in Luke 
xiii. 32, and Philo, p. 74, Gra», w Wuyi, Teis- 
ete, xai Bpaflsíav xal orepávwv &EËEÀe ç. 
From which, and other es, it is clear that 
TeXe:ove8a: was a word denoting to reach the 

as victor, and receive the prize.—In the 
next words, ip’ & xal xareAnpOny, &c., there 
is another application of the term xaraAaau- 
Bave, the sense being, ‘in order that I might 
Obtain that for the attainment of which I was 
laid hold of (i. c. impressed inte the service) by 
Jesus Christ, The Apostle here alludes to the 
extraordinary circumstances under which, being 
impressed iuto the Christian stadium, his con- 
version took place. Perhaps he had here in 
mind Isa. xli 8, 9, od à¿ 'Iopa$XA — öv 
j$y&rnca: où dvradaBouny ax’ «pw» rie 
yne, where dáwriAafóun» and the Hebr., 
n ge alike express the sense, ‘ whom I laid 
old of [by the hand], and brought dw’ àxpewr 

ria yie, from the ends of the earth? Here the 
MSS. exceedingly vary. See Tisch. and Scholz, 
who edit (xà Xprerov. But no good reason is 
there for rejecting 'Incov, which occurs at ver. 
14, and is supported by the Alex. MS., and the 
Pesch. Syr. Version. The roù may not be 
genuine, but it should only be bracketed. 

Tim, 4.7, 8. 

15 9"Oco, otv TéXei0, ToÜTO dpovGuer Kal p gae 

13, 14. Here the agonistic metaphor is yet 
further developed, and in the terms ir:\ayð. 
and éxacrewousvos we have terms appropriate 
to the racer, whether on foot or on horseback, or 
in the chariot, who stretched himself forward in 
his anxiety to reach the goal, agreeably to the 
description in Horace, ‘Instat equis auriga ex- 
tremos inter euntem vincentibus illum Preter- 
itum temnens.' In this and other ages here 
cited, the racer is graphically deacribed sa think- 
ing not of the space already run (‘ nil actum re- 
putans, si quid superesset agendum,’ as says Lu- 
can, Phars. ii. 657), but looking solely to what 
remains; and, less of the progress made, 
stretching forward to traverse that which sepa- 
rates him from the goal. I add, in further illus- 
tration of dwecxr., Basil. Mag. t. iii. p. 20, iv 
Tote Spopore Tois Éu*poaÜey iwsxTalvOuU, eni- 
tere in, and Diog. rt. vi. 2, 6, where it is 
recorded, that when one said to Diogenes, then 
advanced in years, * You are an old man; now 
rest from labour.’ * What’ (answered he), * si ĉo- 
Ai:xóv £dpapor (‘if 1 have run the long course"), 
mpå tw Tisi idee pe vaivai (‘to relax") xal 
ay maddov imuretvar; W or éwcretvac I 
would read dwexrsivat, ‘me porrigere ac pro- 
tendere summo studio, eniti, where éwexr. has 
& neuter sense, as in Greg. Nyss., vol. ii. p. 843. 
—KaTŘ oxowdy diwxw, * Í press onward right to 
(lit. over against) the object, viz. the goal in 
view.’ In avo xAns. there is an allusion, not, 
as has been supposed, to the lofty seat of the 
BeaBsvrijs, but, rather, to the thing signified, 
since dvo signifies on high, i. e. heavenly. For 
¿xi Lachm. and Tisch. read als, but on insuffi- 
cient evidence. 

15. One cannot but observe the address with 
which the Apostle passes from the indirect ad- 
monition of the preceding verses, 8—11, to the 
direct exhortation contained in the present; and 
that first introduced, per xolywoiw, with ‘we,’ 
but immediately changed to * ye.'— À ato, man 
eminent Commentators interpret of * full growt 
in Divine knowledge,’ the sense being, ‘ fully 
instructed in the Christian religion,’ as in 1 Cor, 
ii. 6. So also Taie perì rédetor yiveods, 
1 Cor. xiv. 20. But it may better, with others, 
be taken of who have attained to a com- 

tive ection, by far advancement in moral 
and religious knowl and Christian virtue, 
-— the latter. So Matt. v. 48. xix. 21. Col. 
i. 28. iv. 28. James i. 4. iii. 2. Ephes. iv. 13. 
So Ecclus. xliv. 17. Isocr. Panath. p. 239, re- 
Aeloue árópae slvat, xal wdoar iyew ras 
éperas, and Simplic. on Epict., p. 289, who says, 
t Make it your study to live we TéAtov, ovy oe 
Tios aweidngpdéra, &c., i.e. the life of a por- 
fect man, not as though you bad already attained 
perfection, but as always advancing towards ii.— 
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el ti érépws dpoveire, xal Toüro 6 Oeos Uuiy amoxadinper 
Rom. 12. 

$poveir]. 
6. 
& 15. z 
1 Cor. 1. 10. 
Gal. 6. 16. 

$ Cor. 11. 12, Ñ 

16- TOUS Gal. 6. 18. 

roũro pp., ‘let us aim at being thus disposed.” 
See Calv. The next words, xai sl r:-—dwoxak., 
are obscure, from the construction being somo- 
what perturbed, which stands thus: el poovsirí 
vt ér&poss, * if ye regard (or attend to) any thing 
otherwise," i. e. in a Jess ect manner. Thus 
the sense is, * And if there be aught wherein ye 
are of different sentiments from the foregoing 
views, this error, God will, I truet, even remove, 
and thus open your minds to the light of truth.’ 
(x ae Mind ] oru 

. wAnv els S—chpovety thie passage 
both the reading pe the interpretation have 
been controverted. Somo ancient MSS. and 
Versions omit xavovt—povety; others, xavóvt 
only; others, again, +d altro gpoveiv; and 
in some the words are transposed. Griesbach 
has cancelled all the words; proceeding, doubt- 
less, on a rule in criticism,— that a 
which is variously read in the MSS. is most pro- 
bably spurious. That rule, however, has many 
exceptions; and, among others, when a 
is very obscure, and there are many alterations, 
whether by omission, alteration, or transposition, 
all tending to remove the difficulty. Now to 

such a passage would be as uncritical as 
cancelling a merely because it is difficult. 
Of this kind is the Peseage before us; and there- 
fore I agree with Wetst., Matthei, Rinck, and 
Scholz, that the words must sof be cancelled, 
nor even altered ; for neither of which courses 
do I find any countenance in the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies ; since the transposition arose from 
certain words being first omitted, ob homapoteleu- 
ton, and then introduced in the wrong place. 
The forementioned Critics take for grasted that 
the words were introduced from Gal. vi. 16, and 
Phil. ii. 2, and iv. 2. But I cannot, any more 
than Rinck, bring myself to regard the words as 
an addition, inasmuch as the sense requires that 
the passage should be read in full; for, as Rinck 
adds, ‘the interpretation which they assign is 
one involving no inconsiderable harshness, Had 
the Apostle (continues he) meant what they 
suppose, he would have written dy routes (or iv 
aŭt) xal oroxeiv, nearly as in Col. ii. 6. 
But ó avrde means tdem, and serves to intimate 
an exhortation to unity of doctrine. The particle 
wry restricts the sort of diversity admitted at 
ver. 15 (r: érípess) : ' quo minus tamen à norma 
generali dicendi, in concordiá morum disce- 
datur.’ Thus Ad will have the sense, ‘ but, 
however (for mAh» &AAd)'—meaning, * be that 

what it may, be that diversity more or 
ess —as in Luke x. 20, «Aj» iv To/Tw uù 
xXaíorTs, &c. (where see my note.) On the 
terms croix. and xavóvs see my note on Gal. 
vi. 16. As to the question whether oocysiv is 
Infinit. for Imperat., the idiom is by no means 
so frequent in the New Test. as is supposed. Soe 

16 P ITA» eis Ó éiÜdcayuev, T@ aiTa aTovyeiv [xavóvt, TO avró 

17 q Suppsunrat pov vyivea0e, áBeXdol, kai axorreire ToDç otro 
vepuraroüvras xalas éyere TÚTov pâs. 18* 40XXol yap mepi- 
maroo, ods TodNaKis ÉXeyov tiv, vov Se kal xXaiov AXéye, 

éxÜpois ToU cTavpoU tod Xpioroð 195 dy Tó TÉéXos aT- 

note on Rom. xii. 15. The only pudr? cer- 
tain ex. is Luke ix. 3, xsv, and hence I prefer 
to suppose oro: xetv to be suspended in construc- 
tion on the foregoing ppovænev. In short, the 
pessage will be best understood by — it 
as one of the many in St. Paul's Epistles, where 
two — found blended into one. and con- 

uent ere is a peculiarity 
a well Ë a brevity. If written at length, the 
passage would have run thus: wAdp ele ô 
$0., Toure [sei] eTocysiv To. aùr cTor- 
tiv xavow. The rule here adv to is 

that of the right doctrine of faith, just laid 
down. 

17. ovunun. pov ylvec82] The Apostle con- 
cludes with a weighty exhortation: * Be joint 
imitators of me,’ i.e. unite in following my ex- 
ample.—cxoweirse— Auie, ‘And observe [for 
imitation] those who so act, as you see us act- 
ing, and have us for an example [tberein].' On 
TuTov see Acts vii. 44. 

18, 19. These verses are in some measure pa- 
renthetical. After wepsw. many Expositors sup- 
pose an ellipsis of xaOue, or érípes ; but there 
seems rather to be an aposiopesis, for delicacy's 
sake. In the of a term to characterize their 
conduct, the Apostle chooses to describe the per- 
sons,—first , as enemies of the cross of 
Christ; then under their principal tedividual 
characteristics. First, then, they are designated 

rally, as the enemies of the cross of Christ; 
1. e. inimical to the doctrine of a crucified Re- 
deemer, through the sacrifice of whose death cir- 
cumcision was become unnecessary (see notes on 
Gal. v. 11. vi. 12, 14), —and in general utterly 
averse to the humbling and spiritual doctrines of 
the Goepel. Of these it is first eaid, for warning 
to others, that their end is destruction ; meaning, 
that their conduct, if persisted in. must termi- 
nate in their perdition. See Jude 13. They are 
then characterized by their chief personal traita, 
—sensuality, a shasqa impudence in glorying in 
their false doctrines and licentious practices, and 
a general worldly-mindedness. Of these the first 
is expressed by a comparison used in Rom. xvi. 18, 
where see note, and elsewh. Several parallel sen- 
timents are adduced by Grot., Wolf, Alberti, and 
Wetst. the most apposite of which are the follow- 
ing: Eurip. Cyclop. 335, à "ye Tin Odeo, why 
áuoi (0coici È o0), Kai rj, ueyícTpg yaorpi 
790: Üavuóvew "Qt Tov Titi» ye kal payı» 
TOU’ nutpay Zsbt ovror avOpwmrorc: Toto 
cwppocs. 

18. robe ix0poís] The want of correspond- 
ence in case (since strictness of construction may 
be thought to require rote iyOpoic) seems to 
have arisen from expression, which 
is to be ascribed to warmth of feeling, —namely, 
the indignation felt by the Apostle at the shamo- 
ful conduct of the persons in question. Never- 
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theless the nominat. would be quite as suitable, 
nay, even More so, as & from the passages 
of 2 Pet. ii. 13, and Jude 19, which I have cited. 
There is in either case an ellips. of the prc 
of the verb. subest., i. e. either vras or óvras, 
+. ‘ those enemies [as they are] of the cross.’ 

hus as the words now stand the construction is 
that of the accus. absol., as in Acts xxvi. 3, 
yvwa Tyv óvra ce. Had oi ix0poi been written, 
the construction would have been that of nomin. 
— inris — have * mere —— to 
the warmth of feeling inherent in the words, 
which borders on — (q. d. * those ene- 
mies I call them’), such as that which we ob- 
serve in the of 2 Pet. and Jude. 

19. àv ò O:òt n xoa] I cannot agree with 
Ambrose, Calv., and Hyper., in referring these 
words to the false brethren who wished to bring 
in the law of meats, &c. ; but I consider them, 
with Theod., Theophyl, Est, and Grot, as 
pointing at the one grand object for which those 
men live, —namely, the sensual gratification of the 
mere animal man, without any thought or care 
of the spiritual part of man. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 
13 and 14; and see espec. the able note of Est., 
who remarks: * Ventrem babent pro Deo, non 
quod improprié ventrem Deum suum reputantes : 
ut non eo sensu, quod in ventre fiduciam collo- 
cent, sicut hominis avari Deus eet pecunia qua- 
tends sperat et confidit in nis thesauris ; sed 
quia ventris caus& omnia faciunt, i.e. finem con- 
stituunt in deliciis cibisque ut proinde ventricola 
dici — juxta illud Apoetoli de iisdem, Rom. 
xvi. 18, Te Kupi Š dovAsvovow, adAd TH 
davtow xoria.’ So, too, the was taken 
by Hooker, who in his Eccles. Pol. 1. xi. 4 (cited 
by Dr. Peile), says: ‘Man doth seek a triple 

erfection, l. a sensual, consisting in those things 
which even life itself requireth, either as necee- 
sary nn (or supplies), or as ornaments 
thereof: 2. an intellectual, consisting in those 
things which none undern man is either 
capable of or acquainted with : 8. a spiritual and 
devine, consisting in those things whereunto we 
tend by supernatural moans here, but cannot here 
attain unto them. They who make the first of 
these three the scope of their whole life, are said 
by the Apostle to have no god, but only their 
own belly'— xai à dofa iv ty aloyxivy 
aT, oting & hardened insensibility to 
shame,—a lorri in that of which they ought 
to be ashamed. So Polyb. viii. 23, ip’ ols d yov 
aloyvvectat, imi ToUTOi we Kadois, oen- 
povecOa: xal ueyaXavyxeiv.—Ol ra iriyeia 
gp. Render: ‘whose minds are devo to 
earthly things;’ of course, to the neglect of 
heavenly ones. See Col. iii. 2, and comp. Hom. 
Od. xxi. 85, iġnuipia $povéorrss. 

20. This verse connects with ver. 17, to which 
the ydo refers, vv. 18 and 19 being parenthetical. 
— might, did the context permit, denote 

OL. . 

1 John 8. 2. 

either conduct, manner of living, &vac pod»), as 
it is commonly interpreted, or, as others, *com- 
munity,” ° political society.’ But the best Ex- 

itors are mostly d, that it means ‘citi- 
zeuship, which implies that of a community, or 
country; ns the context points out—éE ov xal 
curnpa awexdexousta K.°1. X. The i£ ob is 
for ¿Ë æv, scil. ovpaywy, by a common figure. 
The words have reference to the omitted clause, 
and suggest a reason why we should give our 
attention, as £ heart-concern, to heavenly thin 
namely, becauso we expect from thence the 
Saviour, who will richly reward all our patient 
endurance here; see 2 Tim. iv. 18.—daaxds- 
Xón10a denotes anxious expectation. 

21. In touching on the redemption to be be- 
stowed on all who make good their title to the 
heavenly citizenship, the Apostle, with consum- 
mate address, adverts to that which is (as we 
learn from ] Cor. xv.) to be the commencement 
of the rewards Christ will bestow, thus forming, 
as it were, a pledge for the rest. On this point 
he bas, with great judgment, taken his stand; 
since it suggests a strong motive to resist tempta- 
tions to sensuality and worldly-mindedness; 
as much as to say, “ Why should I take so 
much thought for this wretched and perishable 

y—this paltry self —when by resisting temp- 
tatione Í may expect that this very body will by 
my Saviour be changed into a body similar to 
his glorious body, and be made capeble of plea- 
sures, ‘such as eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, 
neither hath it entered into the heart of man to 
conceive ?' " — meracynparices. A metaphor 
taken from putting off one dress and taking an- 
other instead. See more in my Lex., and espec. 
Jos. Antt. vii. 10,5. viii. 11, 1. I have not found 
the phrase usrac Xn. Tó copa any where else ex- 
cept in Diod. Sic. t. i. 201. Here the figurative 
sense alludes to the putting off of jon and 
the putting on of lon, as one dress is 
changed for another. The words ele Tò yavioGa:, 
not found in many ancient MSS., Versions, and 
Fathers, have been cancelled by Griesb., Lachm., 
and Tisch., and with — reason, since D 
evidence is inst them. —‘ ov ov, 0 
serves Steiger. indicates the result of ike usTGĩ- 
oynp., and the term means ‘of the same form 
and nature (see Rom. viii. 29) with Christ's" (a 
change necessary previous to our admission, ‘ for 
this corruptible must put on incorruption, and 
this mortal put on immortality,” ] Cor. xv. 25); 
namely, ‘his glorified nature.’ Moreover, ‘as 
Christ,’ observes Steiger, ‘has taken the uopph 
of the Auman nature in all the misery of that 
popph, so shall we obtain the poppy of the 
nature of Christ in all its glory ; for, as Bengel 
obeerves, ‘non mors salutem dabit sed gloriam." 
—w«aráà Thy ivipysrav—rávra. We have here 
*an ment d majori ad minus, meant to si- 
lence all unbelief, —the power z hath to subdue 

P 
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all things havi subdued even death’ (Theo- 
phylact); see ] r. xv. John xi. 25. 

IV. Ver. 1 of this chap. ought to have formed 
ver. 22 of ch. iii., since it is the ¢ to the 
foregoing, as intimated by the ores, which sig- 
nifies ‘so then, such being the case, viz ‘as I 
have already said," i. e. supra, ch. i. 27, where, as 
at ch. fii. 20, and iv. 1, is inculcated the woAi- 
Tivua lv obpave, and the standing fast in the 
faith of the Gospel, here denoted by the expres- 
sion orýx. i» Kuple, which occurs also at 
l These. iii. 8. 2 These. ii. )5.—" E60. is not 
so much synonymous with yavr., as it is a 
stronger term, —which may be rendered eroptati ; 
also denoting Paul's great desire to see them 
again ; see i. 2/—90.—xapà xal eTíqavos, i. e. 
& cause of rejoicing and of glorying to me. On 
the expression or. ¿v Kuple, seo 1 Cor. xv. 1. 
xvi. 13. Gal. v. 1. 

2. +d avTÓ dpovety iv Kopia] This expres- 
sion may denote both unanimity in doctrine, and 
concord in views and objects. The ns in 
question were probably deaconesses of the Church. 

3. vai ipwrw| So I have edited for xal ip., 
with all the Critical Editors from Weta to 
Tisch. ; not only because external authority is 
very strong (to which I add all the Lamb. and 
nearly all the Mus. copies), but because internal 
evidence is quite in its favour, since it is more 

ble to the context, and is confirmed by a 
milar use in Philem. 20, and Rev. xxii. 21. 

The xai arose, I ¢ from a blunder of the 
scribes.—ovZuys. On the sense of this word 
Commentators are not [t seems rightly 
taken by Heinrichs to denote a closer connexion 
than cuvepyde, supra ii. 25. Otherwise it might 
be supposed to designate Epaphroditus. It would, 
therefore, seem to mean colleagwe, and to be 
meant for the Bishop, or principal presbyter, of 
Philippi, perhaps Timothy (vide supra i. 1), who 
was, in some sense, Paul's colleague; comp. Arist. 
Plut. 945, id» 8 aéQvyor Aáfi wá. And this 
is confirmed by the use of yvnoiws, supra ii. 20. 
See Dr. Peile.—alrives dy To ebayysAo ovv- 
HOAncay uoi, ‘such as strove with, co-operated 
with me, in the cause of the Gospel,’ viz. by 
furthering in some way or other its p tion 
or acceptance. See note, supra, ch. i. 27.—KA#- 
a»Tros. This is said by the ancients to have 

been Clemens Romanus, afterwards Bp. 
Rome, who wrote the Epistles to the Qorin- 
thians, one of the Apostolical Fathers; but the 
tradition has been generally rejected by the mo- 
derns, though on no sure grounds. In fact, we have 
the positive assurance of Irensus, ap. Euseb. H. 

--^ 2 Eùoðiav TapaxaXÓ, xai Zuvróynv TapaxaXQ, TÒ avTO poverty 
3 b * Nai è porõ xai cë, avlvye yuyjote, cu)Aapi Bayou 

autais, atruyeç dv T@ evayyerin cuvnOrAnody pot, perà xa, KXr- 
pevros kai THY Mormáw cUVEepyaY pov, Qv Tà ovópara èv BiBAo 

4 c Xaipere év Kvpíp Távrore Tw põ, yaipere. 5 To 
émiewés úp wvvecÜ)jre Tücw avOparras ó Kupws éyyvs. 

E. v. 6,2, to the following effect: TpíTe Tore 
dad áàwocTrÓÀlew thy imicxorny x«Anpovrat 
Kà jans, ó xal éwpaxwe Tove dwoordXows, xal 
¿ue PBX nae avrote’ where Conyb., who refers 
to the passage, conjectures cvufgifleexes. The 
true reading seems to be cuuBeBnaws, * who bad 
met with them,’ i.e. in ecclesiastical communi- 
cation and conference. — dv Td Ór»óguera iv 
Bif Toss. This expression may be thought 
ird kw in accommodation to the i by 
which the future life is represented a little before 
(iii. 20) as a woAlravua, which supposes a list of 
the ciltzens’ names, from which the names of the 
unworthy are erased; see Rev. iii. 5, and the 
note there. Thus the names of the virtuous aro 
often represented as in heaven; see 
m qe and espec. Rev. xiii. 8. Comp. with 

. lii. 16. 
4—9. ‘The Apostle now again addresses the 

Church at large. Again, he strikes the key-note 
of the Epistle, calling upon them ali to rejoice ; 
and with this the special exhortations, which fol- 
low on till v. 7, stand in close connexion. These 
exhortations are summarily contained in a con- 
cluding one at v. 9.” mort 

5. +d iwserxds] or ù imic, meaning 
that ‘moderation,’ lit. ‘ reasonableness of mind 
(answering to the uerptowabaca of philosophy) 
which holds such a complete control over the 

ions,—comprehending the due restraints of 
esire or anger, fear or sorrow,—as will produce 

forbearance, mildness, and kindness, as to others, 
and, as to ourselves, an equanimity or holy in- 
difference to the things of this world,—from the 
consideration that the time is short, and the 
world (o continuing city), in its ever-shifting 
scene, fast passing away (1 Cor. vii. 31); but 
that the Lord is at hand for judgment, that ‘he 
cometh quickly to judge every man according to 
his work.' Bev. xx. 12.)—é Kópios ¿yyúóce. 
Most recent Expositors take the meaning to eg 
* The Lord (i. e. God) is at hand [for help; an 
therefore there is no cause for over-anxiety];" 
comp. Ps. xxxiv. 18. This is, however, not a 
little harsh. Far better is it, with the ancient 
and earlier modern Expositors, to understand the 
words as spoken of Christ. The words must not 
be connected with what follows, but, as is most 
natural, with what precedes; and the internal 
connexion will readily be apparent, if we con- 
sider the true force of Tò dissects, as above ex- 
lained; and whether ‘the coming of the Lord’ 

taken of the coming of the day of judgment, 
or, what is tantamount, of the hour of death to 
any one, matters not, and the latter is implied in 
the former. 
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6. undi» mepimvare) ‘be not anxiously soli- 
eitous about any thing. Theee words are con- 
nected with the foregoing rò éwiecnie—dvOpe- 
aroce, and are meant to carry forward the injunc- 
tion from uerpeoráðeia to its result in dueptm- 
pla; and the next words suggest, that when the 
mind has been thrown off its balance, and anxious 
solicitude, the opposite to quiet equanimity, 
creeps in,—the best cure is prayer, with thanks- 
giving, viz., for what God shall have been pleased 
to grant, impiyi acquiescence as to what he may 
eee fit te withhold, and otk from an entire ao- 
“paywa in 5. — = ned (iv "n 
scil. rpdypars), toget a putting up o 

uests for future needs, made known to I 
and not confined to secret wishes, but finding ex- 
pression in uttered prayer. The result of this 
course is stated in the words which follow, ver. 7 
of which the most probable sense is : ‘ And [thus 
the peace of God (meaning that which the G 
of peace bestows by the Gospel, and sustains by 
bie Spirit of grace, obtained through Christ 
are will fortify, &. 

7. Thie interpr. of 5 slo. +. Osov, is confirmed 
M note. Eat, indeed, 

inks the peace of God here meant is, that 
tranquillity of mind, (as to anxious 
fears and troubles,) arising from reconciliation 
with God (Rom. v. 1), and the observance of his 
commends. But this falle short of the full sense 
intended ;—which seems to have been in Hy 
rius’ mind, though not expressed in wor 7s. He 
— conjoins peace of conscience with peace of 

nd. But that can arise only from reconcilia- 
tion with God. Now if peace of conscience, 
founded on that reconciliation, be conjoined with 
the sense above laid down, it will preeent the 
whole meaning intended.—Of the next words, 
Ppovp.—vney the true sense is well rendered 
° fortify (lit. ‘ garrison’) your hearts and minds 
against all such tapayai as break in on that 

"— The last words, i» Xp. '1n., import that 
this all-surpassing blessedness is centred alone 
in the grace of God, through ERI que ipse 
(says Calv.) non cognoecitur, nisi per Verbum, 

RUM RN. of hak pce which she Gud uf rene experience o t peace which t 
imparts by the Gospel is the mind's best 
against distrustful anxiety. We thus feel fulfilled 
in us the words of the Prophet (Isa. xxvi. 3), 
* Thou wilt keep him in perfect whose mind 
is stayed on thee.’ Itis worthy of observation, that 
two terms, xapdíae and vorpara, are here made 
use of, though one might have seemed sufficient ; 
but, as Calv. and Hyper. well point out, tho 

Hyper. in a m 

Apoetle, by taking both terms, meant to compre- 
hend the whole of the immaterial part of man, 
consisting both of the intellectual faculties and 
the or passions ; both of which require 
to be fortified, the former against the deceits 
of carnal reasonings, the latter against the al- 
lurements of the world, the flesh, and the 
devil. 

8. The foregoing exhortations to faith and 
holiness are here, in conclusion, briefly summed 
up in one comprehensive practical injunction to 
the uniform observance of all the moral duties 
enjoined in the Gospel; thus intimating that 
Christian faithfulness cannot rest on the dis- 
charge of any one virtue, but on the uniform 
observance of the whole of what is enjoined in 
the Gospel, and hath been urged upon them by 
himself.—dea iari» ¿X n079, &c. 'ÀX 107 signi- 
fies, ‘ truly virtuous,” ivápsTa, as Theodor. ex- 
pene saya, ‘honourable, or respectable." 
oocó 5, ‘amiable, meaning that quality 

which conciliates love and respect. By this the 
Apoetle seems to advert to that in which reli- 
gious persons are too often deficient, who, by an 
austere and ascetic demeanour, not a little preju- 
dice the cause of religion.—«i rie dpe, &c., 
meaning, * Whatever else there be of what is 
virtuous and praiseworthy, think of and study to 

tise them.' So St. Peter, 2 Epist. i. 5, en- 
oins believers to add to their faith virtue, —sub- 

joining, as here, a brief sum of the chief 
n which — — abe bo character, 
ere the terms employed are only general ones. 

By the things (as the neut. is necessarily ren- 
dered) understand the 5015, i.e. moral propertics, 
or habits of actions, Of Aoy((sc0s Tavra the 
sense is, ‘so think on, or study them, as to practise 
them.’ Then, to prevent mistake, with ravra 
Aoy. here, is in ver. 9 interchanged Tavra 
TpáccaTs, ° practise, i.e. habitually perform, 
these things.’ 

9. Here the Apostle refers them to his own 
doctrines, precepts, and example; which, accord- 
ing as they follow, so will they af(ais the 
of God. The terms iudOsrs and wapsdafers 
are not the same in sense, but are well distin- 
pes by Grot, the latter as being the more 

rmal and special term, denoting ‘ knowledge 
gained by actual instruction.” Of qxotcars xal 
aléera iv duoi the full sense is, * have heard to 
be in me and see to be in me;' i. e. ° practised 
by me.—spáccsTs should be rendered, not do, 
as if wossire had been written, but ise ; the 
term being used of a course of action, of what is 
done las e d and habitually. 

P 
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10. ápysÜGAeTa. Tò Pip luos dpoveiv] lit. 
* ye are re-blossomed as to your care for me; 
& peculiar, sand almost poetic utation for 
* your care for me hath revived,’ ‘grown n 
again ;' Jit. * fe-flourished" or ° re-bloesomed, as a 
tree, seemingly dead, again shoots forth in leaves 
and sprouts ; or as an annual plant is reproduced 
in the spring. There may . some — 
in thus applying to a person what is properly ap- 
plicable onl to a thing and a state. But it is 
not greater than what is found in a universally 
admired passage of Shakspeare's Henry VIII. : 
‘This is the state of man: to-day he puts forth 
The tender leaves of hope ; to-morrow blossoms, 
and bears his blushing honours thick upon bim." 
The next words, id’ à—7jxaipesicÓs are meant 
to suggest the ercuse that might be alleged for 
this long neglect; and their sense is best 
sented by the Vulg. and Syr. Versions, * sicut 
etiam curam habebatis,’ ‘inasmuch as although 
ye had even a care for me,’ &c. In AxapsioGs, 
there is, as Theophyl. points out, & term of com- 
mon life, for oux sdxatpetoOe. The Apostle 
means to suggest the beet excuse for them, by 
presuming that they had not before had an 
portunity of ending, or were destitute of the 
means.—fxatp. may be understood of either. 
See note on Acts xxviii. 14—16. 

ll. oùx Sr. elvai] meaning, ‘I do not ea 
this with reference to any necessity to which 
have been reduced; for I have learnt, in what- 
ever circumstances I am, therein to acquiesce, 
and accommodate myself thereto. —abrdpane is 
used both of a thing sufficient the in- 
tended, and of a person who feels sufficiency, and 
is content ; seo my Lex. These deeply 
affecting words show that the Apostle bad been 
suffering under a decrease of his usual means of 
subsistence ; yet that he had been endeavouring 
to reduce his desires to a level with his means, 
so as to be content. The true character of the 
words has been well seen by Hyper. and Calv., 
who notice that they are said per corrects 
to preclude any supposition that what he h 
said was meant to them with his penury, 
or as if he himself bad not sufficient fortitude to 
bear it. This ie ably opened by Bp. Sanderson, 
in two Sermons on this text. He regarde this 
and the following verses, up to ver. 19, asa 
gu to prevent any unjust opinion of the Apos- 

e, as if he sought theirs more than them; q. d. 
‘Truo it is when I received from Epaphroditus 
the things that were sent from you, it was no 
small rejoicing to my heart, to see your care of 
me (after some years’ intermission) to flourish 

in; and I cannot but warmly commend your 
charity, for you have done well to communicate 
with my afflictions. Yea, I should derogate 
from the of God, which worketh in you, 
if I should sot both acknowledge your free bene- 
volence towards me, and approve it as an odour 
of a sweet smell, a sacrifice acceptable to God ; 
which I not with a greedy mind, to make 
a gain of you, nor for a cloak of covetousnees 

^ , ` e A 6 Q l3 ] , > ^ 9 
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(God is my witness), nor any other way so much 
in reference to my own private interest as for the 
lory of God and the comfort of your consciences; 
inasmuch as this fruit of your faith, thus working 
by love, redounds to the honour of the Gospel in 

e mean time, and shall in the end abound to 
your account in the day of the Lord Jesus. 
Otherwise, as to myself particularly, although 
my wants were suppjed, and my bowels re- 
freshed. through [ou liberality (which, in the 
condition I was in, was some comfort to me), 
yet if that had been all I had looked after, the 
want of the things you sent me could not have 
much afflicted me. The Lord whom I serve is 

D, All-eufficient ; and kis grace had been suffi- 
cient for me, though your tes had never 
come. He that enables me | owever anable of 
myself to do any thing, yet] to do all thi 
thro Christ that strengtheneth me, bath 
framed my heart by his Holy Spirit, and trained 
me hereunto in the school of affliction, to rest 
contented with his allotment, whatsoever it be, 
and to have a in myself, tho in 
— so great — of ¿utwand tbi 5 

t I in respect of want; for I have 
learned, in whatsoever state I am, therewith to 
be content].' 

12. 82 is, in several Versions and Fathera, not 
found, and has been cancelled, on strong autho- 
rity (to which I add all the Lamb. an several 

us. copies), by most Editors; ightly. 
Internal ileus is certainly — "er 
over, the 4 bere has great strength, 
and is much in the Apostle's manner. —raTe:- 
vovoða:. This term signifies, ‘to be in lowly and 
necessitous circumstances, as the antithetical 
one, ‘to have a superfluity. The sense is ren- 
dered plainer by the words following, xai yop- 
TálecoÜUa: kal arswüy. In 9epiceeóeuw xai vo- 
Tsp4icÜa. wo have a more significant e 
than rar. kai wepioc., vo. signifying, ‘to be 
in utter want of the necessaries of life.’ In the 
expression meuúnua: (‘1 am initiated"), there 
may be, as many Commentators suppose, an allu- 
sion to initiation into the Heathen mysteries: 
but that is very uncertain, and not probable. 
Its literal sense is, ‘I have been initiated, have 
learnt, fully know.’ <A very strong metaphor, 
denoting the ion of perfect Mee as 
acquired from long study. So Plut. Moral. p. 795, 
+à uiv Tperra pavOdvey ir: Tol vrsssoÓa: xal 
pvovusvos. The Apostle, bowever, coms to 
— — p ow that use of the ——— 
which it denotes the betng taught Divine tru 
viz. ‘by the wisdom from above, th the 
Holy Spirit’ So Dionys. Areop. de Colesti 
Hier. C. iv. No. 4, p. 49, rò 8siov 75$ $iXavÜpe- 
tae uva Tpior d-yysXot TpæTo» luvrióncav. 

18. rávra) i. e. all things connected with my 
Christian duties. He then shows the source of 
bis ability, as springing from the aids afforded to 
him by Christ, through the Holy Spirit. —»- 
uvam., lit. ‘in strengthening him." Seo on 
1 Tim. i. 12, 
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14. 4A3v—0AX [yai] This is added to preclude 
any idea of his depreciating the gift, or miscon- 
ceiving the intentions of the donors. Though he 
had t to endure poverty without murmyring, 
he was not the less entitled to assistance. And 
eros done a work in communicating aid 
to him in his distress; for that is the sense of 
the words cwyx. u. +. 0., which are for avyx. 
pos iv Tjj 0X. pov. 

15. iv apyy T. svayy.] ‘at the beginning of 
the Gospel's bein preached among them.’ In 
ale Xoyov doc, wai Amp. there is an allusion to 
the ratio » et datorum among the Ro- 
mans, and that to intimate a regular idee 
tion of giving and of receiving; q.d. ‘If T 
other Church gave, it was something not wo 

cited by noig eek fe] In the . drag xai Sle] In 
Expositors from Sept. (Neh. xlii 20. 1 Macc. 
iii. 90) we have only #maË xai dis, without the 
first xai, though even in the latter passage the 
sense ie, ‘not once only, but twice, where I 
would point thus: xal sjAafiín uh osx Ixy, 
we rağ xal dis, ele rae dawavat xal Td 
óópara: suppl. dsddvaz & sdidov éuwpocOsy 
davit xripl. 
Ý : PN ¿Cr tn inar] q. d. ‘I feel plea- 

sure in the gift; not so much on my own — 
as yours; considering tho fruit that will redo 
m is in the praise of men and the recompense 
o i 

18. driyo 9i rávra) I am now of opinion that 
the force of dwiya here is the same as at Matt. 
vi. 2 and 5, where I have fully treated on this 
peculiar idiom, and have shown that here it is 
rightly rendered b i, or acceptum teneo; 
o s I pen apres ex. yx i ii. 485, — 
where we have «wy d*xiysw (‘ accepisse’ 
rayta wap avrov. TIswA. is added in order to 
strengthen the sense, and to show that he wants 
no more. On the expression ¿gun tùwð., see at 
Eph. v. 2. 2 Cor. ii. 14; and on @uc. dexr. 
see at Rom. xii. 1. 

19. yÀnpécei—bucov] Render: * will abund- 
antly supply all por need,’ spiritual and tem- 
po Of the phrase xpsíav wAnpovw another 
example occurs in Thucyd. i. 70, fy à' dpa rov 
«al wsloa GaXGcip, dyrskalcayres áAAÀa, 
¿mA)ñpecav T)» xpselay. By the riches here 
spoken of may be meant riches of grace and 
beneficence; for. wAovroy TE XÁápuTos avTov, 
as is fully expressed at Eph. i. 7, xard *óv mov- 
TOV THe Xápvros abToV : comp. Eph. ii. 4, Xoó- 
gio? ev ED and Rom. x. 12.—i» QóEp may 
be construed either with wAnpwce:, and taken 
adverbially for évdcEwe, or with wAovroy, and 
taken adjectively for ivdofov; but the latter is 
the — eT: sd ge ie and y: — 
b . iii. 16.—dv Xprorw, ‘per Christum; 
Chris being considered as the medium ‘ through 
whom all blessings flow.’ 
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Coromæ was s large, populous, and wealthy city 
of Phrygia (whose site has been at len eter- 
mined to be the present Kàona), at which there 
was a flourishing Christian church ; but by whom 
planted, we have no certain information. From 
some in the Epistle (as i. 21, 25. ii. 5, 6), 
and from the probebility that it should have 
taken place at some period when Paul visited 
Phrygia, there would seem reason to think that 
it was founded by the Apostle; while, from 
other parts of the Bpiatlo (as, for instance, ii. 1), 
the contrary would : and as there seems 
to be something like positive proof that ho was 
not the founder,—while there are only arguments 
of ility that he «eas, we seem authorized to 
rather embrace the fee. Yet, though not 
literally the founder, he might, in a qualified 
sense, termed such; since the Gospel dis- 
pensed to the Colossians (i. 21—25) came me- 
diately, though not immediately from him. Who 
was the actual founder, the learned are not agreed. 
Some say ras; others, Timothy. The lat- 
ter supposition has more of probability in its 
favour. Be that as it may, it seems that the 
Church at Colossæ had been planted and watered, 
and brought to a —— atate, perhape by 
sa oe two e L With rest with paul 
n preaching the ^ respect to the 
date. of the Epistle, the internal evidence supplied 
by the Epistle iteelf shows that it must have been 
written at nearly n Sme ame m to the 
A PEPES , but, according to the general opinion, 
a littlo after it. At any rate, tbe two are, as Paley 
says, ‘twin Epistles, being written nearly together; 
insomuch that many expressions in the one were 
made use of in writing the other.’ This, how- 
ever, will not determine the question as to pri- 
ority. Be that as it may, the present Epistle is 
evidently mainly directed against the tenets and 
ractices of certain false , who had crept 
n, and disseminated erroneous and superstitious 
notions respecting the worship of angels, self- 
mortifieation, and the observance of the Jewish 
Festi and indced of the Mosaic ritual Law 
in gen as necessary to salvation. Who these 

persons were is not agreed. See the Introduc- 
tions of Schott and Boehmer, and . of Dr. 
Davidson. The truth seems to be, that, beng 
the notions of the Essenes were most in accord- 
ance with the errors here condemned, yet that 
the falee teachers were not of one particular 
M but A Adr ud — of various 
classes, chiefly Judatzers, and for the most 
such as had taken up the dogmas of the Eose ea. 
—but also Platonizers, Gentile converts, who 
blended Platonic notions with the doctrines of 
the Gospel. Nor probably were there wantin 
some who had been professors of what is call 
the Oriental Philosophy (for asceticism has been 
ever prevalent in the East), and had, on be- 
coming Christians, retained several of their super- 
stitious and ascetical notions. Accordingly, one 
main purpose of the Apostle's writing was, to 
counteract the spreading evils of mystical fana- 
ticism (in a high] — people) on the 
one hand, and a false philosophy nearly allied to 
Gnosticism, on the other; which latter corrupted 
the simplicity of the Gospel, as the former did its 
pure . This purpose the Apostle strives 
to effect, by exposing the gross chimeras of the 
former, and by refuting the doctrinal errors 
of the latter; at the same time inculcating the 
pure doctrines of the Gospel, and urging the pure 
morality thereof, without which its doctrines 
the Epi a a — eee of 

e stle is, l. to Jay down the r- 
pose of the Gospel, and to show how far it * 
pasece the law of Moses as well in glory, as in 
wideness of comprehension; and especially to 

int out that all hope of man's redemption is 
ounded on CHRIST, our Redeemer, in whom 
alone all fulness, perfection, and sufficiency are 
contained. 2. To caution tho Colossians against 
the insinuations of the Judaizing or philosophizing 
teachers, as inconsistent with the main doctrines 
of the Gospel : after which follows an interesting 
description of believers acting uniformly under 
the influences of the Gospel, and an earnest ex- 
hortation to walk in their s 

From a comparison of this Epistle with that 
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b Eph. 1. 
PEN 1 us 

Thess. 1. 2. 

o Eph. 1. 18, 

mist tpw év Xpiot@ ‘Inood, xal tiv dám Tj» eis Tárvras ie 

to the esians, it will be obvious that the sub- 
stance of the former is found in the latter. The 
two consequently reflect great light upon each 
other, espec. the former upon the latter, of which 
it is indeed often the best comment. As to the 

written at Rome during the Apostle's confine- 
ment there, and at nearly the same time with, 
probably a little before, the Ephesian Epistle, 
and both in the first half of A.D. 62.—As to 
the autkeaticily and — of the Epistle, 
it is amply attested by quotations from Irenæus, 
Clemens Alexandrinus, and Tertullian, and 
by various allusions in Justin Martyr, and Theo- 
P ilus of Antioch. Its authenticity, however 
as recently been denied not only by the infidel 

writers Baur and Schoegler, but by others; who, 
however, bave been ably refuted by Olsh. and 
Meyer, nay, by De Wette himself; and I agree 
with Dr. Davidson in ‘thinking it strange that 
in replying to them so well, he was not led to 
question the soundness of his own rejection 
of the authenticity of the Ephesian Epistle; 
for the Critic who doubts of the one may as well 
an his doubts into the other.’ However, wo 
need not the aid of one so utterly incapable of 
weighing the value of testimony, and so incom- 
petent a judge as to where truth is to be found 
— nos (ali lio, nec Y ists.” I 
qais ndm nnde that the stamp d eel 

ticity is im on every ; an 
that the fabrication of it would be a phe- 
nomenon perfectly inexplicable.— Before I con- 
clude, a few words may be permitted on the style 
and composition of the Epietle. In this respect 
there is, 1 apprehend, an inferiority to the Ephe- 
sian Epistle. The present seems to have been 
written with some haste, on the spur of the occa- 
sion, and currenie calamo, to stop the further 

read of the dangerous errors promulgated by 
the false teachers. Accordingly, there is far less 
ef the finish of regular composition, though the 
plan and arrangement are all that could be 

I. 2. KoXoccais] A, B, K, and 40 cursives (I 
add all tbe Lamb. except 1186, and several Mus. 
copies), and early Editions, and several Versions 
and Fathers, read KoAacc., which is preferred 
by most Critics, and adopted by Matthai, Lachm., 
and Tisch. ; while Griesb. retains o. There 
can, I think, be but little doubt that the t. rec. is 
correct, at least according to the peni Sd of 
the inhabitants themselves, as we find from the 
coins, of every age, which may be seen in Eckhel, 

tr. Num. Vet., vol. iii. P 147, 34. ; and as 
the o is found in all writers down to the time of 
Polysnus (in whom we first find the a), there is 

decr doubt — ater ins dne of St. Paul, the 
spelling was altered, prob. from provincial pro- 
nunciation, and it seems likely that the alterstion 
was introduced by those who lived distant from 
the place, and knew not its true spelling. After 
iv Xptores 5 of the most ancient uncials, and 
3 ancient cursives (I add Lamb. 1196), with the 
Syr., Copt., and Vulg. Versions, subjoin 'Incov, 
admitted by Lachm. (not Tisch.) and on far 
better grounds than many of bis insertions. 
Tbe words xai si deni 'Incov X piov, absent 
fron B, D, E, J, K, and several cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1185, 1195), together with several ancient 
Versions, including the Pescb. Syr., have been 
cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; 
perhaps rightly ; for internal evidence is rather 
against them : the words being probably intro- 
duced from tbe parallel in the other 
Epistles (e.gr. 1 Cor. i. 3. f Cor. i.2. Gal 
i. 3. EG. i. 2. Phil. i. 2. 1 Thess. i. 1. 2 Thess. 
i2. I Tim. i. 2Tim.i.2. Tit. i. 4. Phi- 
lem. i 3). Certainly we can thus easily account 
for their tnsertion, though by no means for their 
omission ; unless, indeed, we M pos that the 
Apostle wrote elps»vn dad Otov IIaTpós uev, 
Kai Xprorou 'Igcov Tov Kupiov nucv, where 
tho recurrence of the words sev might, as in a 
thousand other instances, occasion the accidental 
omission of the scribes; and as this is not im- 
probable, I have chosen to leave the words in the 
text but inclosed within single brackets. 

3. The punctuation at aáyToTs—^?orpoatvxó- 
evo. is doubtful, most Editors placing à comma 
after Xpierov, and thus connecting ?rávToTa 
with 4pocsvXóuaro: ; while others place it after 
7rávToTs, thus connecting wéyrors with svxa- 
pioovusy. Of these two methods, the former 
is supported by Rom. i. 10 and Phil. i. 3; but 
the latter bv many other passages, as Epb. i. 16. 
1 Thess. i. 2. ii. 13. 2 Thess. i. 3. ii. 13. Philem. 
4, and those more parallel, 

4. áxovcarTis Thy awloriv, &c.] “° since or 
because we have heard, &.; thus serving more 
particularly to denote the cause or subject of the 
action of thankagiving just before mentioned. 
TheophyL and yper. explain dxovoavres by 
Óióvi Hxovcamey. It were scarcely n to 
mention — br that — e net Critics 
wrongly place v. 4 in a parenthesis; thus uniting 
wpocsvyouevor with cid Thv thrida.—Ti 
alorw vusr, &c., ‘ your faithfulness,” or con- 
stancy in the faith (comp. v. 2), a sense of 
aloris, as is shown by Locke and Pierce, ro- 
quired by the context.—els mávras Tos dylovs, 
i.e. to all faithful Christians, whether Jews or 
converted heathens. It is truly remarked by 
Boehm., that genuine faith is always faith work- 
ing by love (Gal. v. 6. James i. 22), conse- 
uently it is extended to all who are created in 
e image of God (James iii. 9); though it is 
dr y due Tois elxaío«s THs ara raw, Gal. 
vi. 10. 
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5. à Thv tdwida, &c.] Some doubt exists 
as to the construction of these words. By many 
modern Translators and Expositors they are con- 
nected with svyap:orovpses—mwpocevyopuevor at 
ver. 3; ver. 4 being regarded as nthetical. 
This, however, is quite inadmissible: not, in- 
deed, for the reason usually assigned, that no 
exampie is to be found of evyapioreiv followed 
by dca with an Accus., but use the method 
in question involves a considerable harshness of 
construction, and yields a sense somewhat jejune., 
Hence it is better to refer the words to the verses 
immediately preceding, as the moet simple 
and natural construction is always, caleris pari- 
bus, to be preferred. Yet the reference is, I ap- 
prehend, not to dyár nv, &c. only, as some Ex- 
positors suppose, but to misri» also; the latter 
springing out of the former, —love being ever the 
fruit of a true faith (see Gal. v. 6), and both to- 

ther forming, as Gomar observes, the two mem- 
D of the Christian religion. Now this hope 
(meaning, as at Tit. ii. 18, the thing hoped for, — 
the object of this hope), is by the 2:4 represented 
as the impulsive cause of their faith and love; 
q. d. * which faith and charity ye have exercised 
in consequence of, &c.: for, as Dr. South well 
observes, * Hope and fear are the grest handles 

eby which the will of man is to be taken hold of, 
when we would either draw it fo duty, or draw 
it from sin. In the expression &voxeiuíryy 
there is, as at ] Pet. i. 4, rernonuivny (by way 
of expressing the certatnly of the thing), an allu- 
sion to money or re laid up in a treasury, 
to be distributed to conquerors in the games; 
and which they are so certain of receiving, that 
each one's share may be said to be laid 
Jor him. So Plutarch, cited by Heinrichs, rote 
40  BaBiekócip awoxerat ypac iv aov. 
Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 8. Of the next words, fy 
®ponx.—svayyeXiov, the full sense is, * which 
[hope] ye first heard of in the preaching to you 
of the true doctrine of the Gospel’ (comp. Eph. 
i. 13). The words of v. 6 may be thus rendered : 
* which has come to you (been —— unto you 
as fit has to others] in all parts of the [civilized 
world, and is [now] bringing forth the increase 
of fruit; as among others, [so] among you, from 
the day when ye first heard of it (so as to give 
ear to it), and had made known to you the grace 
of God in truth,’ equiv. to the true gospel of 
grace. Such is the general sense. To advert to 
a few matters of philology. IIapóvros, Partic. 
Imperf., for 6 mápeorı, meant for Pass., ‘ being 
brought.” In wapri Tæ xócuc there is no ky- 

, the expression being used to denote the 
wholo of ‘the civilized world; thus almost 
making good the words of Ps. xix. 4. 

6. ior: xapTodop.] ‘is bearing frui (‘ the 

Mou, 8 ° rod Trapovros eis Uus, ralos Kai èv Tawri TQ xó 
kai ŠoTt KapTropopoupevoy «ai asEavónsvoy, Kaos Kal èv Div, ad 

, S ")uépas HKovoaTe, Kai éméyvorre THY yapw ToU Beod év an- 
0 7 xabos xai. épáÜDere ámó "Eradppa rod ayarntod ovv- 
SovAou uav, ős dors mua Os inrép tpav Siaxovos tod Xpiorov, 

-% 86 ka Snrwoas "uip Tv UpGv ayarrny èv TveopaTt, ? © Aid 

fruits of righteousness,’ Phil. i. 11, that of re- 
forming men here, in order to their salvation 
hereafter) as elsewhere, so also among you.'— 
T)» Xápiw Tov Osov iv áXnÜsla, i.e. * the true 
Gospel of I have followed the recent 
Editors, Griesbach, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
in introducing sitet xoope the words xai ab£a- 
vóusvov, Which are found in very many M 
(to which I add 1 Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies), 
many Versions, together with the Pesch. Syr., 
the Italic, and several Fathers, though it is not 
quite certain that they are genuine. They 
have been (Wetst. and Matth. think they er) 
introduced from the lel passage at ver. 10; 
but it is more probable they were accidentally 
omitted by the scribes on account of the simi- 
larity in ending between xapsod. and aiEavon. 

7. xaÜés xai iuáÜsrs, &c.] meaning, ° which 
extensive success of the Gospel ye have [doubt- 
less] learnt from,’ &. The xai after xaOue, 
not found in several ancient MSS. and some 
Versions and Fathers, has been cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; but inju- 
diciously ; since for its insertion we cannot ac- 
count, but for its omission we may very easily, — 
namely, from its seeming to be useless, and the 
sentence to be overloaded with the copula; 
whence it was removed by the Alexandrian 
Critics. But in reality such a use of xai (found 
in the very best writers) imparts no little nerve 
and vigour to the sentence.—iwip buav, ° for 
your [spiritual d. ‘The expression (ob- 
serves Hyperius) 1s very emphatic, as intimating 
the care and solicitude of Epephras for their 
salvation; and meant also to suggest the cor 
— high value they ought to set on him." 

iv wvstuats] This may have the sense 
ed by Cbrys., Beza, Calv., Hyper., Casaub., 
Crell., and almost all recent itors, apd- 
ritual; not meaning, however (as most of them ex- 
plain), merely eartfelt and sincere, but, as Hyper. 
and Calv. understand it, spiritual love ; so called 
by way of distinguishing it from tbat which is only 
mat external, and unaccompanied with any mo- 
tions of faitb, or it may mean according to the 
explanation of some ancient Commentators, as 
Theophyl., and several eminent modern ones, as 
Grot., Whitby, Boehmer, and Steiger, * wrought 
in you 3 the Spirit, whose fruit is love; see 
Gal. v. 22—26. This latter interpretation bas 
most to recommend it, because it will embrace 
the former, but not tice vers ; and the moet 
extensive is, ceteris paribws, preferable. The 
sense which has been assigned by Mr. Conyb., 
after Chrys., ‘in the fellowship of the Spirit,’ is 
entitled to attention, but can only come in * quasi 
ex conjuncto,' and by implication, as a secondary 
sense, 
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Eph. 8. 10, pm 
Phil. 1. . 

4. 1. 

Pet. 

xal paxpobupiay perà yapas 191 evyapiotobvres TQ IIarpl TQ Acta 00.18. 
9—23. These verses form together one single 

rhetorical period, wherein the Apostle begins 
with expressing his earnest wishes and prayers 
relatively to the progress which they had yet to 
make, whether in sanctification or in the true 
knowledge of God, which he tacitly o to 
that knowledge frere) by which the false 
teachers promised the Colossians they would 
make astonishing advances. This latent polemic, 
as it may be recognized in the first part of this 
period, so espec. may it from ver. 12, where the 
A postle m: a e Colossians iura — 
r ought to be ever accompanied wit - 

Krade to od; for it is God whe hath fitted 
them 
them. 

.) 
9. ĉı& rovro) ‘wherefore [since I have heard 

so good an account of youl raqa d qe ñnudpae — 
íarpocsuXónsroi. Comp. Eph. i. 15, 16. The 
substance of bis prayer is, that they may have 
such an increase of in Divine things 

ied with a conduct worthy 
of their high calling. By the expression 4 
Áví-yvecit tou OsA7 abroU may simply 
be understood, a knowledge of what God would 
have men to believe, and what to do, in order to 
be saved; comp. Acts xvi. 30. xxii. 10: though 
in the phrase wAnpwOnre Tij» ixiy. there may 
be, as Steiger supposes, an allusion to the favour- 
ite terms of the Gnostics, *Aspeua and wAn- 
povoba:, yvecis and éwiyvwors. On the words 
áv wdcy copia xal cuvios mvsvpatixg, comp. 
Eph. i. 8, 9, and notes. By wyevpatixy we are 
to understand, not any wisdom, but spiritual 
wisdom, even that — by, or proceeding 
from, the inspiration of the mi Spirit, as 1 Cor. 
ji 1$ Eph. v. 19. Col. iii. 16. 

10. aepuraTjca: (uas, &c.] Supply fvexa 
eroU or Gers, for ele ro.— Els wacay ápécxsiar. 
Supply avrov, for Sore wavree dpioxscbar 
aire, ‘so that yo may entirely please God.” The 
expression is generally used in a bad sense, but 
sometimes, in the later writers, in a good one. 
Bo Polyb. has à Tov Bacitiet dpicxea, and 
Philo, p. 38, says of Adam, mávra xal Adyew 
wal ^r, tv dowotdafey sis apicx., &c. The 
words following suggest how this dpéoxeca may 
be accomplished; namely, Ist, by perseverance 
in rendering the fruit of good works; 2ndly, by 
patience and constancy in temptation and adver- 

sity.—dy wayti ipye ayale xaprod. Render: 
‘being fruitful in (the — of] every 
font work, and increasing in the knowledge of 
od; i.e. of his will, ver. 9: one icular 

being closely connected with the other; for a 
life and uct worthy of Christ and his religion 
was the fruit to be expected from a right know- 
led, We have here that allusion to a fruit- 
tree which is also found at ver. 6.—avEavcuevor 
als thy ixiyvecw. We have here a blending 
of two modes of expression, the sense being, *in- 
creasing in and attaining unto;' compare 2 Pet. 
iii. 18. Had Griesb., Lachm., Scholz, and Tisch., 
seen this, they would not have admitted into the 
text, from a few ancient MSS., and some Ver- 
sions and Fathers, the reading ¿v +g imiyvwort, 
which is manifestly an alteration, to produce an 
easier sense. In such a case as this, the autho- 
rity of Versions and Fathers is very slender. 
Besides, the expression is defended by a similar 
construction in Eph. iv. 15, aùğńswuev ele 
abrdy (i. e. Christ), where see the note. When 
the nature of the term aóEáve is considered, 
euch a construction will not seem strange. The 
Apostle has placed the two —— together, 
the increase of and that of virtue, well 
knowing that they always tend to mutually pro- 
duce each other. See the able note of Calv. 
Tisch. has, I find, in his 2nd Ed. restored the t. rec. 

ll. iv waoy suv. duvvapotuevor] This adverts 
to something far beyond know ; namely, 
that mighty energy of the Spirit, whereby the 
might be enabled not only to know God's will, 
and act according to it, but to suffer in fulfilling 
it, —and that not only with patient endurance, 
but cheerfulness. That the strength in question 
is the strength of the Holy Spirit, is clear from 
the jue passage of Eph. iii. 16, where aee note. 

12. sbyaptorovyres, &c.] This is meant to 
show the of that joy, and to intimate 
how it should find expression ; namely, by thank- 
fully acknowledging 1n prayer the mercy of God, 
who bad enabled them to obtain the glorious 
inheritance laid up for all faithful Christians. 
However, [ am inclined to think, with Mr. 
Conyb., that 5uas is used with reference to both 
the writer and the readers; and the particular 
case of the readers, as formerly heathens, is re- 
ferred to at v. 21, xal buas. In the term ixav. 
there is a conjoint notion of enabling and fitting, 
there being a certain pregnancy of sonse in the 
verb, the full meaning being, ‘ hath fitted, made 
fit or meet, by imparting the grace of the Spirit.’ 
Comp. the kindred passage at 2 Cor. iii. 6, ôs 
ixdveoey ñuGe diax. x. 8., where see note. In- 
deed, almost all the best Commentators, from 
Hyper. and Calv. downwards, prefer the above 
sense. Indeed, Hyper. is of opinion that ixav. 
here is, in reality, a stronger term than é£- 
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sA\éEaro in Eph. i. 4, 5, and he well points out 
how this fitness or meetness is imparted and ob- 
tained. To the same effect Calv. remarks, * Nas- 
cimur filii ire, exsules regni Dei: sola est Dei 
adoptio quae nos efficit idoneos. Adoptio autem à 
gratuita electione pendet. Spiritus regenera- 
tionis est adoptionis sigillum ;' as much as to say, 
that *this meetness for the inheritance of the 
saints in light is, as the result of the adoption 
(springing from gratuitous election), the seal of 
which ie the — Spirit of regeneration, whereby 
those who were in sin are made new crea- 
tures, 2 Cor. v. 17. Hence we learn, then, as 
says the learned Expositor, Boehmer, that, 
t whereas by sin all men had become susameet to 
be partakers, an all-merciful as Almighty God 
hath made them meet in tkis manner: that, 
without any merit of their own, he, for Christ's 
sake, hath remitted sin to them, hath rescued 
them from the dominion of sin, hath made them 
new creatures (xawáds xTícsus) by the Holy 
Spirit. Accordingly, such only as are the repone 
yate in the Spirit [justified and sanctified] will, or 
can, have an entrance to the kingdom of glory.’ 
This is precisely the doctrine contained in the 
Articles of our Church, and which may be re- 
cognised in the Collect (13th Sunday after Tri- 
nity) wherein we pray: ‘ Almighty and merciful 
God, of whose only gift it cometh that thy faith- 
ful people do unto Thee true and laudable ser- 
vice, grant that we may so faithfully serve thee 
in this life, that we fail not finally to attain 
thy heavenly promtses:* meaning the tnhers 
spoken of in the present pesage By por is 
meant the light of Divine knowledge, as respects 
both the present and the future state, in which 
the light possessed in the former state will be 
exchanged for a far clearer manifestation (as it 
were, ‘face to face’) of the glory of God. Comp. 
1 Cor. xiii. 12. 

13. The Apostle now adverts to the mode 
whereby this blessed change had been effected, 
and that in words containing a noble amplifica- 
tion of the power of God and his goodness to 
man. ‘Here (says Calvin) we have indicated 
what may be called tho origin of our salvation, 
when God snatches us from the depth of that 
destruction in which we were sunk.’—rae éEov- 
cias ToU oxdrous, meaning, the dominion of 
ignorance and idolatry, and the tyranny of sin 
and its author; a sense of ¿E. occurring in Rom. 
xiii. 1. Heinrichs remarks on the aptness of the 
term petiornes, ‘since it is not only used of 
transferring persons from one country to another, 
but of changing tho form of government under 
which they live, as from despotism to freedom. 
So here those who bad been under the tyranny 
of ignorance and Satan are represented as being 
transferred to the kingdom of knowledge, virtue, 
and Christ, By the term i£ovcía is here de- 
noted, not, as most modern Commentators ex- 
pin it, ‘ power, or ‘force used over; it is better 
y others interpreted ‘dominion,’ i.e. ‘ domina- 

COLOSSIANS I. 13—15. 

mis. KAVOTAVTL Tuas eis THY pepida ToU KMI pou Tay dylev dy T@ 
ero 19*0s ¿26úcaTro ñus dx rìs éfovaías Tod oKorous, xai 
peréotncey eis Tv BactNeiay tod Tiod rìs œyámns avTov 

ae” ltl gy d &youev Tj drodvrpwow [Sià Tod afparos avrob], riw 
3. adeow Tov duaptioy 15 m $ç dor cixwv tod Qeov tod aoparov, 

tion.” But the antitheton BaciAslay requires 
some yet more definie term, namely, regno, 
meaning ‘ absolute will,’ aped / equiv. to Tvpa»- 
vidos, by which Mug in and (Ecumen. explain 
it; and Theodor. by évvacrsiay, very neari 
equiv. to dsoworsiay. I would not i ahd 
Tovs, with many modern Expositors, of a thing, 
‘moral darkness,’ or ‘ignorance, by sin and its 
concomitant misery, but (taking oxcrovs as 
abetract for concrete) of a person (as is ita use 
at Luke xxii. 33. 2 Cer. vi. 14. Eph. v. 8); 
and, as is clear from the opposition in Sacu «la 
TOU Yiov T. å. abTov, that person who is the 
author of all evil,—the devil, Satan. And this 
view of the sense derives confirmation from Eph. 
vi. 12, where ¿Eovoía and xocmoxp. denote ‘ the 

Sd of gk — rule dep w Den Wy wor sin,—a rule to ó 
¿¿éBoÀ oe, * the ruler of darkness.” i 

l4. ‘Jam ordine persequitur, omnes salutis 
nostre partes in Christo contincri; et ipsum 
solum, ut est principium omnium et finis, debere 
eminere, et conspicuum cerni supra omnes crea- 
turas.’ (Calv.)—tyxousy» à» &molorpeci dia 
Tov aluaroe avTov, ‘in whom we have our re- 
demption (lit. “deliverance by ransom"),' Jos. 
Antt. xii. 2, 3 This has been ined at 
Eph. i. 7. The words placed in ets are in 
very many MSS., Versions, and Fathers, not 
found, have been ed by almost every 
Editor ; and, I think, rightly : for we may better 
suppose them to have been bro 
i. p! than to have boen omitted 

15. The Apostle, now rising to a hi 

exact 

as Dr. 

preeentation") under which it ever been 
given to man, to see ee T n a is 
invisible.’ The expression has al 7 occurred 
at 2 Cor. iv. 4, and is used by Philo, p. 823, 
where he says, that tho Logos is slxà» Osov. 
Comp. Heb. i. 3, yapaxriip rie Uwoordctws, 
i.e. a true copy similitude, or delineation of 
the Father,’ as ally representing his substance, 
essence, and attributes, as the impression answers 
to the seal. See the able note of Calv. On the 
interpretation of wowroroxos waone xTíctes 
the opinions of Expositors are very various. But 
the most natural and best founded view is that 
of almost all the ancient, and most eminent mo- 
dern, Commentators, who take = os for 
?poTot (as in John i. 15, 30),-and assign as the 
sense, ‘ begotten every creature, i.e. be- 
fore any created being had existence ; correspond- 
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arporrórokos Tráavjs kríaeos* 16 n Sry dy alte extlaOn rà mávra, 23%); 
Ta év Tots ovpavois xal TÀ emi Tihs yis, TA óparà xa) rà àópaTa, Heb... 
eire Üpóvoi, ere xupwrnres, eire apyal, elre ¿ËEouc (ar, Tà mávra Ero V? 
Ov avToU xal eis avrov écriaTaw— 17 kal avros éors mp0 mavraw, 
xai Tà Trávra èv avrà ouvéotnxe 18° xal aùtós dott 7) KE 

ing to what is said, Prov. viii. 25, * Before the 
mountains were settled, before the hills was I 
brought forth.’ So also Bp. Pearson, on the 
Creed, explains it to mean, ‘begotten by Ged 
(as the Son of his Jove) antecedently to all other 
emanations; before any thing proceeded from 
him, or was and created by him.’ On 
which subject see the from the Fathers 
adduced in Suicer's Thes. vol. ii. p. 879. How 
far the words aro from proving (what the Soci- 
nians maintain) that Christ was a created being, 
is quite obvious ; since, as Bp. Horsley observes, 
we have not ^rpeTóxTicTO? (i. 6. wpwros 
arioOsis), but apoeróToxos. For a refutation 
of which shallow gloss, see the note on ver. 16. 
TIperor. is wrongly taken by Whitby and 
others (including Jeusner) in a figurative 
sense, to denote ° Lord of all things,’ as xAnpo- 
vouos máyrtæv, since the word is never so used, 
except in reference to primogeniture ; see Gen. 
xxvii. 29, 37. 2 Chron. xxx. 3. Jerem. xxxi. 9. 
And though in Rom. viii. 29, we have rdv wp. 
áv wodXots ádeA pois, yet there his followers 
are represented not as his creatures, but as his 
brethren. On which, and other accounts, the in- 
terpretation first mentioned (according to which 
we have here a strong testimony to the eternal 
filiation of our Saviour) is greatly preferable; 
and it is clear that verses 15 and 18 are illustra- 
tive of the mature, as verses 16 and 17 are an 
evidence of the pre-existence and Divinity of 
Christ. 

16. Sre lv abra ixT. Tà váyTra) This must 
not be taken (as it is done by many of the re- 
cent Expositors, with Grot.) of a new and moral, 
j.e. e lical, creation, but of the natural 
creation of all things by Christ. ‘Not one ex- 
ample (says Dr. itby) can be shown, where 
the creation of all things in heaven and earth is 
used in a moral sense, or concerning any other 
than the natural. Moreover, in the first pisse: 
“all things in earth," and “ things visible,” 
must comprise things without life, the inanimate 
parts of nature, concerning which it is absurd to 

of a moral creation ; 2dly, under “ things 
Ín heaven, invisible," &c., must be comprehended 
the whole celestial hierarchy ; ii. 15. Ephes. i. 
20. vi. 12. But good angels cannot require a 
spiritus! renovation, and Christ came not to 
convert fallen angels, but to destroy their em- 
ire; see also Bp. Pearson on the Creed, who 

a m * rate sor of tk shows that 
ese wo supply a proof of the — 

asserted in shia’ forego, namely. ‘that a 
other emanations or productions come from him, 
and whatsoever received its being by creation 
was him created.’ That the words must 
have the sense of a physical, not a moral creation, 
has also been most ably and convincingly proved 
by Dr. Pye Smith, Scrip. Test. 1. iv. ch. 4, who 
gives the following admirable view of the dens 
as showing the nya of the , and the 
nature of the work attributed to the Saviour. 

Rom. 

11. 
eh. 9. 16. 
9 x 1. 10, 

$aA Pe 
& 5.33. Acts 38.33. 1 Cor. 15. 90, 33. Bev. 1.8. 

* The connexion of this shows that tlie 
Apostle's leading design is to imprese the minds 
of Christians with admiration and gratitude, in 
consideration of the Divine m conferred 
apon them, through their believing “ the word 
of the truth of the Gospel.” This design he pro- 
secutes by representing the unspeakable greatness 
and value of redemption (vv. 13, 14 , the dignity 
and perfection of the Redeemer (vv. 15—18), 
the rich abundance of the blessings which are at 
his disposal (ver. 19), and the re-union of the 
two t parts of the moral universe, —sinlese 
an els, : men recovered by a process of recon- 
ciling and restoring grace, in one boly and 
body under Christ as their glorious Soren, 4 
(vv. —— The rà before dopara is a 
sent from B, D, F, G, and two cursives, and 
with Origen thrice (to which I add J 
Euseb. Hist. Eccl. iii. 36, undév us nicas 
Tov dparey xal dopétey), and is cancelled by 
Lachm. There can be no doubt that Ignat. had 
this passage in mind ; and Vales. there remarks, 
that it is the custom of Ignat. to allude to the 
words of St. Paul, though the learned Commen- 
tator did not discern it in this case, —where, in- 
deed, all that we can say is, that St. Paul's 
words were in his mind. Under these circum- 
stances, the ra may be bracketed, but ought not 
to be expunged.—«i7s Opóvoi, sire xvpioTsTas, 
By 0póvo. understand potentates of the most 
exalted kind. So in Test. xii. Patr. p. 518, 
where the seven heavens and classes of angels 
are described, there are said to be in the seventh 
Opovoi, iËouocíai By the terms xvpióTgTss, 
&pxal, and ifovola:, are denoted potentates of 
an inferior kind. See Milton, Par. Lost, b. iii. 

l.—24/' abrov, by him, as the efficient cause. 
— sls aùròv, ° for him, as the final cause, for the 
manifestation of his power and wisdom in pre- 
serving and governing what he had created.’ Seo 
Phil. ii. 10, 8q. 

l7. xpd várrev] This evidently denotes, 
not mere supereminence, but pre-eri , 88 is 
lain from the words preceding; this being a 
urther development of the thought there. "And 

as little can the words following, xal à wévra 
iv aùr cuviornxs, be taken of the pre- 
servation and governance of Christ ; for of such 
a sense there is no example : whereas of evyíc. 
a es s — consist or subsist with tho 
mp notion of conservation, preservation, 
many exx. aro adduced from Plato, Philo, Jo- 

h., Diog. Laért., and Aristot. So Aristot., in 
a kindred passage, says, ix Tov Osov +a máyra, 
kal 8:4 Osov ñutv ouvdornxs. The term is well 
explained by Dr. Pye Smith, ‘ are maintained 
and secured in their station of order and blessed- 
ness ;' and by Hyper., ‘ gubernantur, conservan- 
tur.” So also Theodoret, xuBepva thy xricow, 
preserving b7 the exercise of wise and potent con- 
servation. It is manifest that the first clause of 
this vidugpul pb the Deity, the second, the om- 
nipotence, consequently the Deity, of Christ. 
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ToU capatos, THs éxxdnolay čs doti apy), perrórokos èx TV 
vexpdv, va yanra év wacw atros mpwrevov. 199"Om ey 
aire ebdoxnoe way TÓ TXjpopna KaTouxjoat, 4 xa) de avrod 

Rev. 1.5,18 2 4 , , » 4 9 , EN 

q Eph. sis dmoxaraXNáLas Tà Trávra eis avTov, eipnvoTroinaas ŠL TOU aiya- 
Cor. 5. 18. 
h. 3. 14, 

r Eph. 3. 1, 
2,1 ` 
s Eph. 2.15, KAL 

Eph. 1.4. 
& 5. 

the Apostle now 

Theophyl.) apok the Divi di d says .) spoken of the Divine dignity 
e the Son. be — s of his condescending 
humanity. So Theodor. remarks, dad 5s Ozo- 
Aoylas ele Thy olxovoulav uavrígn.—Kal abros 
tory, &c. Render: * He is, moreover, the head 
of the body, —namely, the Church.’ (See Rom. 
xii. 5. Eph. i 22, sq.) ‘[He it is] who is the 
— or author and first cause) of all 
things.” s v. iii. 14, he is called 4 exi THe 
xriceee Tou Osov. Christ is then said to be 
wpwror. ix T. vexpap, as at l Cor. xv. 20 he is 
called &vapy?) T&v kexotunpivesy, the first who 
was raised from the dead, never to die — 
See note on l Cor. xv. 20, and Smith's Scrip. 
Test., vol. i. p. 592. iii. p. 900.—4y «ác: may 

an ings, and de- 
Eph. i. 

be referred to both 
note ‘ mM points of comparison." 

19. 9r: iv avTg—cxaTow.] There is here 
thought to be an uncertainty as to the nominative 
to sudox., which some su to be Xpieros. 
But that is neither agreeable to the context, nor 
to the tenour of Scripture. Others imagine it to 
be rò wAtjpwoua; q.d. ‘in bim all the fulness 
[of the Godhead] was pleased to dwell,’ compering 
i. 9, i» abre xaToixsi way TÒ mnÀñpena THE 
OsórnTot cwparixes. Such a sense, however, 
of eù. would be very harsh, and the sentiment 
unsuitable to what follows. It would seem that 
the true nominat. is ó Martho, taken from vv. 
12, 13; and indeed vv. 14—18 inclusive are in 
some measure parenthetical; which is indeed 

uired by the construction in the next verse. 
— t is not so certain what is meant by +d 9A j- 
pega. It may denote either * the fulnese of the 
Godhead,” or, as Whitby explains, ‘the fulness 
of Divine power and authority, namely, to cre- 
ate, preserve, and redeem the Church, which is 
his body.’ So Bp. Sherlock explains it to mean, 
* that Christ should be all in all, the head of the 
second as well as the first creation.’ Comp. i. 
23, and note. The latter sense is more agreeable 
to what follows; but it may include the pleni- 
tude of Divine perfections as a Saviour. Dr. 
Pye Smith (Scrip. Teet. vol. iii. p. 261) explains 
it, ‘the rich abundance, the perfection of all 
those blessings which the context represents as 
bestowed by Christ on those who believe in him.’ 
If this view be adopted, J would substitute tho 
Absolute Perfection, with D 
Deity Himself. Comp. ii. 9. John i. 16. This 
is, as Dr. Peile remarks, an ex. of abstractum 
pro concreto. 

20. 3: avrov dwoxaradidEat, &c.] Repeat 

r. Peile, even that of 

Tos TOU cTavpoU avTo0, Ov avrod, eire Tà emi Tis vis, elre Tà 
Rom.6.1,10. dy Tojs oUpavois °?lr nal Ujüs ToTé Svras atrnddoTpimpéevous 

éxOpovs TÜ Stavola év trois Épyow tots Tovopois vuvi de 
arroxatnNatey 2% dy rH conari Ts capkos avTod, Sia ToU 

7. Üavárov, rapaocTíjoa, tpas aylovs Kai aympous Kai üveyiNvirrovs 

eiddéxnoev ó Gade. On the expression dwoxar. 
Tà wayra, eco note at Eph. i. 10.—elonvomoi- 
teas is a modification of the sense of dwoxataA- 
AdEat, denoting the bringing about mutual 
By the aùròv some understand God; 
more properly, Christ. In did Tov aluaros Tov 
oravpov we have a very significant term, mean- 
ing, ‘by his bloody death on the cross.” See 
Eph. ii, 14.—alve 7d iwi T. yns—i» Toit ove. 
must be construed with ra masra, meaning all 
intelligent creatures, whether on earth or in 
heaven, both men and s. We are not, how- 
ever, by slonvow. to understand any reconcili- 
ation of the to God, but only the resto- 
ration of that amity between angels and men, 
which bad been interrupted by the fall of man, 
and which could only be restored by the recon- 
cilement of man to his offended Maker; so that 
both angels and men might, in virtuc of that 
peace (purchased by the sacrifice of Christ on 
the cross), worship God, as forming one society 
under one Head. See Eph. i. 10. Heb. xii. 22 

2]. The Apoetle now tes what has been 
said to the state of the Colossians, as formerly 
Gentiles, and now the favoured people of God. — 
dargAXorpusuírove, i.e. ‘aliens from God, and 
consequently alienated, or separated from, de- 
rived of, the Divine promises and benefits. See 
ph. ii. 12. iv. 18, and note. In bx Opods 7 

G:avolg wo have a stronger expression; q. 
‘nay, enemies,’ &c.——$ Q avoía, ‘at your hearts 
and minds; viz. considered as the seat and 
source of the evil actions, just after spoken of. 

22. iv 7o eL An en ie 
mode of expreseion to signify, ‘ T cy or 
incarnate body given up to death:' so said as 
opposed to his mystical “T See the ablo noto 

Calv. Of the terms dyíove, ducpovr, and 
dvey«Xryrovs, the lst has reference to what takes 
place between God and man; the 2nd and 3rd, 
to what — between man and man: and there 
is, as Theophyl. and Hyper. observe, an incre- 
mentum, or awresis,—an advance from weaker 
to stronger terms; q. d. ‘not only holy, but also 
unblamable and unreprovable (duepovs, for 
duipwrovt), not only by the world, but even 
in the sight of God ;' their sanctification bein 
rendered as complete as their justification 
been. Comp. Eph. i. 4, and v. 27. The force 
of the expression rapacrijca: will best appear 
from a comparison of parallel expressions at 
v. 28, 2 Cor. iv. 14. xi. 2. Eph. v. 27, and 
espec. Jude 24, rq è Ovrauíre pda: smear 
darraicrove, xal Toa: kaTspermop THt CoE ne 
cvrov duwpove, which passage seems to have 
been written with a view to this of St. Paul and 
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xatevamiov autod 93 t ebye émipévere TH ría Tew TeÂepeMwpévoi t John 9.10 
xal édpaiot, kal p) peTaxivovpevos amò THs éXrr(Bos ToU evaryye- $592 
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èv tots Tabjpaci pov mèp vuv, ka ávravamNnpà Tà varepij- E 
pata Tay Oripewy tod Xpsorod év Tf) sapxi pov Umëp ToÜ sta. 

& 8, 30—83. 

* & 14.33. 

PhiL 9. 17. 
b. 8. 11, 

4. 18, 
coparos avroU, Ó éoTu *) éxkxXngoía: 25 * $e eyevouny yò Šid- Vea s. 10, 
KOVOS xarà Tv oikovopiav ToU Oeod, Tu 6oÜeiadv pot eis Üpás, x Eph. £ 

aAnpwicas Toy Xoyov ToU co, B Y Tò. puoTýpiov TÒ dTrokexpuu- 1i 

. 8. 

2. 
13. 

6. 25. 

pévov atò THY aiwvæv kai amò TaY yeveðv, vuVl 68 ehavepwOn FRS Po. 
^ € 4 , ^ 97 s 300 e ` la í e ^ Titus 1.3. 

TOIS ayiots avTov ols 0éXgoev ò Geos yvapioat, Tis 0 TrXoU- 1 Pet. Us 

tos THs Oó0fgs tod pvornplov ToUTov èv Trois EOveow, ös date 15r t, ? Eph: 1.7. 
& 8. 

the passage at Eph. i. 4. 
metaphor has been pointed out in the note on 
Eph. v. 27. 

23. Here we have an exhortation to perse- 
verance in faith and hope, from the consideration 
that without it all hitherto conferred will 
be fruitless, (Calv.)—eiys, &c. An elliptical 
mode of expression, differing from sImsp, and 
which is thus to be supplied: ‘ And so it will 
be with you, if at least,’ or ° seeing that,' &c. 
On the next words, imipdvera TH ict Teba- 
MeAtepivos kal ddpaior, see note at Eph. iii. 18 
and ] Cor. vii, 37. The scope of the portion 
from this verse to ii. 7 is, as Hyper. says, confir- 
mation. It is well obeerved by Calvin, * Gra- 
phice depingit fidei certitudinem, quum in ea 
jubet Colossenses fundatos esee ac stabiles. Ne- 
que enim similis est fides opinationi, qua variis 
motibus quatitur; sed habet firmam constan- 
tiam, que omnibus inferorum machinis resistat." 
—p) putraxwospapro: amd T. ÁXvídos, lit. 
*not stirred or moved away from the hope; a 
metaphor which I formerly supposed taken from 
any one's shifting his s ing his 
abode, as in Hdot. ix. 51. Now, however, it 
—— to me that the metaphor is rather one 

en from a statue which is stirred from ite 
basis, and removed from its standing; a view 
confirmed by the opposite term, édpaior infr., also 
by 1 Cor. xv. 58, épato: yivecOs, áusTaxipn- 
vot. Comp. Jos. Antt. v. Z 2, uaraxtynÜírrse 
dp mağ [ard] rou xócuou tHe ToÀrsíae 
way core wpds TÒ Kad’ ñdorñv. 

yuy xaipe—capxi pov] The full sense 
is, ‘Now I rejoice at my sufferings [undergone ] 
for you [Gentiles]; and [I consider that} 1 [there- 
by] fill up in my flesh what remains of the afflic- 
tions to be endured by me for Christ's sake.’ 
His sufferings and his rejoicings therein seem 
mentioned to show that his profeseion is founded 
on solid self-conviction. Comp. v. ll. The 
deri in árravaTA npo is not, as it is usually re- 

ed, ic, but may have the sense as- 
sence by Abp. Newc. in the following para- 
phrase: ‘I, who formerly persecuted the Church, 
now, is my turn, fill up, by my bodily sufferings, 
what remains behind ;' or, in the words of Dr. 
Peile, ‘what is yet wanting to complete the 
coun rt of the afflictions of Christ in my per- 
son,’ who then subjoins the following able re- 
mark: * That «ai dvravamzAnpe, &c. is no more 

& 1 Tim. 1.1. 

The natare of the than an enlargement upon the preceding clause, 
voy xalpe—ivrip ùp&v (in which light com 
v. 21, ch. ii. 13), and that the Apostle rt be ud: 
derstood as though he had written xal dvravawA1/- 
per. This Calvin had seen, when be wrote *co- 
pulam accipio vice causalis, reddit enim rationem 
cur 1 sit; quia socius in ea re sil 
Christi: nihil autem hac societate beatius optari 

test.’ See the whole of the masterly note of 
alv., where, Dr. Peile observes, ‘he ably, on 

sound Theological grounds, defends the Apostle’s 
assertion against every Papistical and anti-Scrip- 
tural perversion of it. 

25. The Apostle now drops the image by which 
the Church was just before com to & body, 
and uses terms suited to a Aouse; to which, in- 
deed, the Church is compared at 1 Tim. iii. 15. 
Now over this house God presides as supremo 
olkovouos (so it is called thy olxovoplay Tov 
Ocov, see Eph. iii. 2, and note); committing, 
however, this olxovoula to others (as here to 
Paul) who are called é:dxovor.—IlAnpaoa Tov 
Àdyov row Osov. The complete sense of the 
—— is to fully make by diving ita 
full operation, and, under grace, due e to the 
word (or mesenge of RECONCILEMENT) from 
God. Comp. Acte x. 36. Rom. xv. 19. Seo 
Calv. and Hyper. 

26. +d uveT.] ‘even the mystery; namely, 
that of admitting the Gentiles into the Christian 
Church, which had been comparatively concealed 
from precoding ages and generations of men. 
See notes on Matt. xiii. 35 and Eph. iii. 3—6. 

27. ole 70íA., &c., meaning, ‘to whom God 
has been pleased to make known what are the 
glorious riches and preciousness of this mystery 
among the Gentiles.’ The mystery is the free 
grace of God, and the remission of sins alone 
through the blood of Christ.—ós tor: Xpiorde 
dy Uuiv, ù Aeris tHe óns. For ds, some of 
the most ancient MSS., together with the Vulg. 
and Italic Versions, have 5, which was edited by 
Lachm., and by Tisch. in his first ed., though in 
his second he has restored the ds, very properly ; 
for external authority is quite in its favour, and 
fnlernal evidence for it so strong (considering that 
the ó is plainly an alteration to suit the gender 
in uve.) as to overbalance almost any external 
evidence. In short, the de is put, per attrac- 
tionem, for 5; and the full sense intended ie, 
‘which mystery consists in preaching Christ 
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matso Xpsoròs ev Üpiv, ù éXmis ris So—ys 98 '^bv ueis karanyéA- 
Aouev, vovÜeroüvres mávra avOpwrov, xai Siddoxovres Trávra 
dvÜporrov v tracy aojía, va mapaorjowpev mávra avOparroyv 

bb ch. 3. 
s, 

Phil. 1 ^j 14. 
e 

got zi? = 
9 lA 1 : iN 

among you as the Author of the hope of eternal 
lory. To turn from words to things, Hooker 
ta cited by Dr. Peile on this ) well re- 
marks, ‘ that in Christ is, to generally, 
the medicine that doth cure the world; and 
Christ in us is the recetpt of the same medicine, 
whereby we are every one particularly [indi- 
Ton cured; inasmuch as Christ's incarna- 
tion and passion can be available to no man's 
good who is not made partaker of Christ, neither 
can we participate him without his 

28. ðv ñuste karayyéiiiopev, The full 
sense is, ‘ which Gospel we preach, admonishing 
every man [of whatever nation] of its claims [to 
his attention], and — dat man [who at- 
tends to the admonition] the duties it enjoins :' 
probably — intimating the manner of the 
thing, —namely, by first preaching the fundamental 
heads of Christian doctrine, and then building 
thereon the knowledge of Christian duties. By 
copia must, of course, be understood spiritual 
wisdom, that which ‘maketh’ men ‘wise unto 
salvation’ (see Ps. xc. 12), and which is drawn 
from him who is emphatically Wisdom, and ‘in 
whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom.’ 
Hyper. here well observes that there is in the 
repetition of á»ra áyÜpwsor and radon ía 
no little emphasis. By coig is to bo under- 
stood the knowledge of God as he is in Christ 
(see supra, ver. 25). By waoy it is intimated 
that the wisdom in question is complete, and 
wanting in nothing to make a man TéiAstoy iy 
Xpiore, of a perfect knowledge of 

rist and his Gospel. On the ex ion 
wapacr. sce note at 2 Cor. iv. 14 and Eph. v. 27. 

. ele 0] scil. rpayua. Render: ‘ unto which 
purpose also J strenuously labour, according to 
the energy which operates in me powerfu PB 
See Phil. iv. 13, and compare 1 Cor. xv. 10. In 
«oT. we have a strong expression, illustrated by 
what is seid at 2 Cor. xi. 28, that he has the care 
of all the [Gentile] churches.—&yeritóuavos is 
an agonistic and highly energetic term, expressive 
of the extreme earnestness with which the Apos- 
tle is exerting himself to counteract the efforts of 
the false teachers. 

II. Ceasing to speak of himself, the Apostle 
now adverts to the Colossians, admonishing them 
to abide constantly by the pure Christian instruc- 
tions which they had received from Epaphras, and 
not to suffer themselves to be led away by the 
devices of false teachers: an admonition, on ac- 
count of the many errors of doctrino with which 
they were carried to and fro, higbly neceesary. 
(Heinr.) It is well observed by Steiger, that 
in the first five verses of this Chapter Bt Paul 

x, Tcov é Xpiot@ ‘Inco * eis Ó ka) komið ayouopevos 
m karà Thy évépyeuav avroÜ THY évepyyovuévg» v pol èv Bvvdpe. 
22. IL. 1 * Ow yap uç eidevar sjMxov aywa &yo Trepi buoy rai 

TOv èv Aaodixelg, kal Soot ovy éwpdxact TO TpócerÓP pou ÈV 
.83.capKi: 2 ba rrapaxdnboow ai xapdias avTOv, 1 cupSeBacbe- 

Kat eis wayra TXoUrov THES TANpopopias TA 

appeals to the sympathy of the Colossians. * He 
testifies (says Calv.) his love to them, that he 
may have more credence and authority with 
them; for we willingly believe those who are 
solicitous for our salvation.” The labours he 
underwent for their sake are, by amplification, 
called contests. 

]. 0o yàp, &c. This has reference to 
— —— just before; q.d. *I say, labour 
earnestly; for, &c.—Aixoy dera &ye wepi 
uv, * how great an anxiety I have on of 
you; lit. ‘how great a ict of anxiety I sus- 
tain.” This was natural, on account of dan- 

re they were in from the arts of wily seducers, 
Poth of the Judaizing and Pagani Christians, 
who had corrupted the simplicity of the š 
In iwp. rò mpócæróv m. iv c. there is a Ho- 
braism, signif. *to have personal knowl of.” 
It is generally supposed that the words xai Seoz 
y &op. show that Paul had not been to Colosso 

Laodicea. But thus we must supply &AAo, 
which is hareh ; and yet it is highly improbable 
that he should have gone throughout Phrygia 
(Acts xvi. 6. xviii. ° without visiting two of 
ite most considerable cities. 

2. Iva wapaxAnBwow al xapdia: a. 
their hearts may be comforted and 
Here there seoms an allusion to the d 
of the sustaining comforts of the G 
from the doubts and fears 
teachers; whence it was necessary 
discordant parties ther (cupP:Ba{ery), and 
thus close up the schism. On the expression 
evu B.B. seo note at Eph. iv. 16, where it is inti- 
ee pred aie are —* — closed 
up by that which he there speaks of as the great 
* of schism, and that for want of which schisms 
arise, — namely, CHARITY. By the i» before 
dyáTy is denoted the manner, and by the sis, 
just r, the and end to which they are to 

united, which is the ‘being imbued with 
knowledge far more elevated than these teachere 
piscata.. or could communicate.’ For the t. 
rec. cuufS:Bacbivrey, 1 am half inclined to re- 
ceive, with all the recent Editors, the reading 
evufliBac0irrss, because it is supported, besides 
external authority, by ë as exist- 
ing in the greater probability that the early Cri- 
tics should seek to remove than that they should 

though thie fe found imfre i. 16. Eph. HL 17 o is is found infra, iii. 16. . iii. 17. 
iv. 2. 2 Cor. ix. 10. In order to heighten the 

tation, the Apostle, instead of siç erárra 
or ale wAdpy Gúrscup, says, ale Thy WAnpodo- 
play THe cvvicews, and, what is yet more, ale 
másra 7TÀovTo» TÄS wAnpodopiat THY Fuy- 
doaens. Then, by apposition, he at sis wiy. rou 
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cuvéacos, eis émiyvocty tod pvornplov ToU Oeod [xai IIarpós 
xai tov Xpiorov], Š ° ¿e & eiat mdvres of Gnoaupol ris aodías $10 *- 

e Eph. 5. 6. xal TIS *yvocews atroxpupos. 44 Tobro 88 Xéyo, Iva uh Tis Uus ch. v. 15. 
e 1 Cor. 5. 

Trapanroyitnras éy miBavoroyla: 5 ° ei yàp kal TÜ cape meiu, $$, o. 
GANA TH TveUnaT,. aiv ipv eiut, yaipwy xal Brérov pv Thy i. 

, ` ^ > ` € A fi 
Tak, kai To aTepéoua THs eis Xpiaroy misrews Üpóv. 
ovv mapedaBete Tov Xpiotov ‘Incodv rév Kupiov, dv aùr Tepi- 

Thess. 2, 

p. 11. 
8. 

1 Cor. 1. 5. 

matere, T £ épubouévos kai errocodopovpevos év avT@, xal BeBas- HER 
ovpevos éy TÜ Tra res, Kalas ediddyOnre, mepiocevovres ey avri) È Jer. a. 
év ebyapiua ría. 

ude 13. 

3. 
rir W 
Eph. 6. 0, 18, 

8 h Brérere uý tis vds doras 6 avAayaryOv Sia tis pio- Y 
pnveTnoíov subjoins the causes why he ascribes 
7ÀovT. and wAnpod. to Christian knowledge ; 
namely, inasmuch as it leads men to understand 
the uvorýp:ov, or divine decree, for blessing men 
by Christ, hitberto hidden. 

3. iv &] Supply Xprore or pvornple. Ac- 
coring to either, a sense will arise, but 
much depends upon whether the words preceding, 
xai Ilarpds kal rov Xptorov, are, or are not, 

nuine. Now there is, I apprehend, nothin 
ike sufficient evidence to authorise any one wo 

to be omitted; though Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch., have cancelled them all. Render: 
t of God even the Father, and of Christ ;' see i. 
26, 27. The g is better, with most Expositors, 
ancient e — pit to — ‘It 
respects (sa itby) the person o st as 
Mediator, the ead of bom. the Apostle 
declares, hath an excellency beyond all other 
knowledge, Phil. iii. 8; for 4» d spirans 
tn whom ye are ci I yer. 11, and ¿y d 
— whom ye are risen again, ver. 12, 
plainly relate to Christ's person, and bis merits 
as Mediator; and the whole of the following 
Chapter treats of him, and of the benefits we 
have received by him. The Apostle also applies 
this to him by saying (ver. 6), as received 

Lord Jesus Christ, so ín kim; and by 
warning us against the deceit of vain philosophy, 
because ix Him dwelleth all the fulness of the Cod 
head. — ¿iy § slot mávreg ol Oncavpoi, &c., 
meaning, ‘in whose — are the moet precious 
doctrines of Divine wisdom and knowles, ; al 
laid up as in & treasury. Comp. Eurip. Alc. 
614, ¿y oic dyalog: dà sárr' lyse Tiv co- 

las (dapa). The Apostle here alludes, as 
r. Conyb. observes, ‘to those who (like the 

Colossian false teachers) professed to be in pos- 
session of a higher yxwore. In opposition to 
them, he asserts that the depths of the yrware 
aro to be found only in the “ Mystery of Gop,” 
viz. the Gospel, or (as he defines it, i. 27) Xo 
ords iv vuiy.’ 

4. rovro dt Nive, &.] Here there is a re- 
ference to ver. 2 (ver. 3 boing parenthetical) ; 
and the literal sense is, ‘This I say, meaning 
that, &c.; zz ‘I mean to say that."—waped. 
signifies, 1. ‘to reckon wrong, make a wrong 
account; 2. to cause a person to judge wrongly, 
by presenting a false reckoning, to deceive. — 
aw Gay. signifies a plausible but false representa- 
tion. See my Lex. So xpnorodcyia in Rom. 
xvi. 18. 

5. el yàp «al r caoxl —slui] Comp. a 
kindred Sentiment in 1 Cor. v. 1 ind sce 
note.—yaípev xal Bréwov. An Hendiadys for, 
‘rejoicing while I see ;’ comp, Jos. Bell. iii. 9, 2, 
ruas weds rò wapdv eb (Xowvraç yalpw xai 
BA£se. The term BAímwv may be understood 
figuratively, of the certain information received 
—* Pus and — ai 2 i SE 8.— 
Tatu is for suraklay, denotin a mili 
metaphor) subordination to their spiritual pad 
tors and masters; and orspéwpa denotes ‘ sted- 
fastness in faith.’ See l Cor. xiv. 40. 

6—15. To praise the Apostle now subjoins 
—— to remain ormi n rig — 

the Gospel, to persevere in the faith, by being 
on their guard againet false teachers. And here 
we may distinguish three several parts: verses 
6, 7 contain a positive, verse 8 a negative ex- 
hortation. In vv. 9—15 we have certain reasons 
which come s E at °” —— Striped 
an exposition of the o ox doctrine. (Steiger. 
—ws oby wapehdBare, &c., ° As, therefore. $6 
have received the doctrine of Christ, walk,’ con- 
tinue to walk in it, and by it — your whole 
conduct.—wapahayf. is used o quiring know- 
ledge of every kind, both oral and by writing; 
see | Cor. xi. 28, &.— wep: warsiy here denotes, 
not so much the Aabi ion of the life, as 
the regulation of the profession and the doc- 
trine professed; so that there should be the 
orepiwua THe wiorses mentioned supra 5. 

T. igpi(. xal dxowx. iv avra] eso are 
Participp. of manner ; i. e. * by being rooted and 
founded,” or ‘grounded up on Him [as on a foun- 
dation];’ on which see Gal. iii. 18, and note. 
Comp. Clem. Alex. Strom. vii. 9, $ (scil. eiore:) 
Thy *yvaciw imoucodoust h áXr0sia.—Bfa.., 
* being stayed, * stedfast,! = orspsol ry wiore, 
1 Pet. v. 9.—wepioc. iv avr. They are not 
merely to adhere to the faith, but to increase in 
it (see Calv.) ; and that increase is to be accom- 
panied with thankfulness of heart, and thanke- 
givings of tongue, for God's fre Spirit 7 —— 
to them the pure truth b 
See Calv., Hyper., and Olsb. 

8. * Postquam hactenus (i. 23. ii. 7) confirma- 
vit Colossenses in doctrina quam semel accepe- 
rant, jam avocat a falea doctrina, quam propone- 
bant adversarii. (Hyper.) ‘Iterum cum veneno 
antidotum a se datum opponi debeat, admonet." 
(Calv.) As the foregoing portion served for 
con jon, 00 does present serve for con- 

ion.—PAdwere wh Tis, &c., meaning, ‘Seo 
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to it, lest any delude you by means of an mper 
aud deceitful philosophy {whether Gentile philo- 
sophy, or Jewish theosophy], which reste merel 
on what is handed down as wisdom, or what is 
agreeable only to the imperfect doctrines of the 
world, and not the Gospel of Christ ;’ compare 
Matt. xxiv. 4.—cvAaywysity here signifies ‘to 
lead off apu. mske spoil of, by depriving you 
of your Christian liberty. It is well observed 
by Calvin, * Verbo utitur admodum proprio : 
alludit enim ad predones, qui dum violenter 
rapere m nequeunt, fraude abigunt pecudes.’ 
Comp. 2 Tim. iil. 6, alyuaA. ra yvvaıx.—in 
dca THe pios. kaè xev. dw. most recent Com- 
mentators recognize a Hendiadys for 44A. THe 
&vaTy2Às : for the Apostle, they maintain, does 
not condemn philosophy iteelf, but only out of 
its proper limits, and exercised upon matters be- 
vond its scope ; see Hyper., Schoettgen, Archbp. 
Newc., an Lord on's Advancement of 
Learning, |. ii. 5, p. 5; and last, but not least, 
Sir T. Browne, Rel. Med. p. 22, who there says, 
with reference to this text, ' Beware of 
sophy, is a precept not to be received in too large 
a senso; for in this mass of nature there is a set 
of things that carry in their front (though not in 
capital letters, yet in stenography) something of 
divinity ; which, to wiser reasons, serve as lumi- 
naries in the abyss of knowledge, and to judi- 
cious belief, as scales and rundles |i. e. steps of a 
ladder] to mount the pinnacles and highest pieces 
of divinity.' This observation I admit to be 
marked by the talent which distinguishes a writer 
of no ordinary power; but I see not how it can 
here apply, since the philosophy of which the 
Apostle speaks is no other than heathen philo- 
sophy, as regarded matters of religion, which, 
from the ignorance of the persons, was sure to 
deceive, and could not but be a vais deceit, by 
professing to be what it was mot, and promisin 
what it did not perform. This view is, I find, 
supported by no less an authority than Bp. War- 
burton, Div. . 1. iii. 8 4, who observes that 
*the Apostles always speak in terms of con- 
— or abhorrence, of the Grecian philosephy.’ 
And he shows at large that they had good rea- 
sons for so doing. See more in Calv.; not fail- 
ing to consult Olsh., who steers a due medium 
between the two extreme views. The crotyeita 
TOU xKócuou (on which see note at Gal. iv. 3), 
as well as the wapddcoww Tv dvOpmrwr, may 
relate to both Jews and Gentiles, referring, in the 
case of the latter, to those systems of religion 
and philosophy which had been handed down 
from generation to generation, but rested only 
on the opinions and authority of men. 

9. Sti iv aire, &c.] The connexion is, 
[Bowery of any who would draw you away from 
the truth as it is in Jesus], for, &c. The expres- 
sion caparixess is susceptible of three several 
senses : ]. corporally ; 2. truly ; 3. substantially ; 

COLOSSIANS II. 9—11 

a Tobias kal revis amarns, xarà tiv mapáðocw TOv ávÜporrro, 

QUT@ KaTo? Tray Tó TOM|poyta, Tis Ücórrrros TwpaTiKas 10k xai 
dare év avT@ TremAnpwpevol, Ss dor 1) kepar) máavs apis Kai 
eEouclas 111d d xai mepeetenOnte Tepito ayewpotrourre, 

amexdvces TOÜ caros [Tray duaptiav] Tie capKos, €» 

one or other of which bas been ad by the 
best Expositors. But it has been well shown by 
Hyper. and Wolf that these merge into one an- 
oder And so Whitby, who remarks, ‘ In Christ 
the Deity dwells in fulness, as nothing could be 
added to it; and so in him, bodily, —that is, as 
the sun dwells in the firmament, the body 
of it is. The whole Divine nature is not only 
in part, but fully, without absence of any part of 
it, t» Christ; and that not by les, or image 
only, but n and substantially ; and conse- 
quently the will of God must be supposed to be 
so revealed in Christ, that there can be no need 
of any addition from the Heathen — or 
from the Jewish Law ;' see also Bp. Beveridge. 
The full sense will thus be, ° For in him all the 
complete perfection essential to the Godhead 
abides corporally, substantially, and really, and 
not in the manner of shadows.’ If this associa- 
tion of three several ,significations should be 
ought harsh, we may take only the second and 
third, —truly or really, and essentially ; in oppo- 
sition to types and shadows, mere resemblances. 
So Aristot., Rhet. i. 1, an that ‘argument is 
the essence (cisua) of proof.’ 

10. merà.) i. e. ‘amply provided by him, or 
by bis doctrine, with whatever is necessary to 
salvation; without needing any additions fou 
heathen philosophy, or from Jewish tbeosophy. 
— xeparh—tEovcias, meaning, ‘who is su- 
preme over every order of intelligent beings, 
that exercise authority and power.” 

]l, 12. The Apostle here encounters thoeo 
who endeavoured to bring in circumcision, and 
shows how, in Christ, all that the believer can 
possess in spiritual blessings is already imparted 
to him by Christ. In the expressions arspcTogj) 
dxtip., and ¿v TÜ dwexdvce TOV ceparor Tey 
duapTiv rit capkós, and ¿y TH TsptTou p Tos 
Xp., we have the principal trasés of the trne spi- 
ritual circumcision d wali by Christ, or which 
has Christ for its author and object; whereon 
see Rom. ii. 29. Phil. iii. 3, and com Deut. 
xxx. 6. Jer.ix. 26. The second and third of 
the above iculars are exegetical of the first. 
Thus the sense is, * Through whom ye have been 
circumcised with a circumcision not corporeal 
[but spiritual ],—namely, that which consists in 
putting off the body of the sins of the flesh (i. e. 
In renouncing the sins to which the body and 
the flesh are prone), even with the circumcision 
of Christ (i.e. that spiritual circumcision which 
he requires) as it is typified by baptiem, [which 
corresponds to circumcision]” On the 
in dorex. and the sentiment contained therein, 
eomp: Eph. iv. 22, &vo0íc0a. vu as—Tó» ra- 
Aacoy &vOpwxov. Here the words To» duap- 
Tı, not found in most of the uncial MSS. and 
several cursive ones, as also some Versions and 
Fathers, have been cancelled by Grieeb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. But I suspect that tho 
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Th Tepirouy ToU XpiwroU, 1? m euvrahévres aùr éy TQ Parris- — 
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ph. 1. 19. 
3.1 s 
ve 

n Eph. 2. 1, 

pots Óvras év rois mapamtæpaci Kai TH axpoBvotia Tis capkós o Eph. 2.16 
pov acuvelworroince oly aùr yapudpgevos Üpiv TÁVTA Tà Heb. 7. 18. 
mapartwpata, l4 ° éEareipas Tó xaÜ' huv yepoypapov Tots pom. bus 
Sóypacw, Š jv inrevayriov cjut», xal avrà ?pkev é< ToO écov, In. 9.5. 
mpoonkwoas avró TQ oTaup@' 15? amexdvodpevos Tas 

words were only removed in order to get rid of a 
difficul 
what seemed an exuberance, by removing T&v 
dpuapruov. This suspicion is confirmed by the 
circumstance, that in four ancient Fathers 
(on n, Cyrill, Tertull., an r.), and the 

esch. Syr. Version, ra» duapriov is retained, 
and Tov cwpuarot expunged. Yet those Critics 
beh — heretical e text were pos. 
ut indifferent š riety a 

force of T&v duapricy even oit] roe capxós 
was long ago well pointed out by Chrys., Theo- 
phyl., or., and (Ecumen., and, of the mo- 
dern Expositors, by Calv., Hyper, Est, and 
Bulling., who have shown that it is a much 
stronger mode of expression than it would be 
without T&v» duapTiæv or Tov cwparor, and that 
TÒ copa TG» duaprisw is equiv. to Td cepa 
Tij: duaptias in Rom. vi. 6; also that each ex- 
pression is tantamount to the Pauline ó wad aide 
GvOpeewot, our corrupt human nature. How- 
ever, it would seem that rd cpa T&v dpuap- 
Tiév is a somewhat s expression, tho 
plural being used by m of denoting the com- 
plexity, and, consequently, power, of the sins, 
which differ no less one Lon another in species 
than the various members of tbe body. And 
hence in the next chap., ver. 5, the various vices 
of our corrupt nature are called +a wéAn, scil. 
Tov wadatov avOpemov. So that, on the whole, 
the plain sense here intended pi by renouncin 
and casting off the practice of the sins to whi 
the body and flesh of our corrupt nature are 
prone.” Finally, the extreme antiquity of the 
reading so injudiciously discarded is certain from 
its being found in the Pesch. Syr. Version of the 
second, and the Arabic of the fourth, century. 
The words are, moreover, decidedly favoured by 
internal evidence, as existing in its being easy to 
account for their having been , but not 
for their having been interpolated. In ver. 12 the 
Apostle illustrates this by a fresh image, also 
employed at Rom. vi. wbere see note. 

covragivret aire iv To Bart.) mean- 
ing, ° having engaged at your baptism to renounce 
sin, and walk in newness of life’—iv ẹ xai 
cvrnyípÜrrs, &c. The sense here is the same 
as at Eph. ii. 5, 6, where see note.—0(à THe 
wlorews—vexpev. Render: ‘through faith in 
and dependence on, the power of God, who raised 
him from the dead, [and can therefore raise 

13. xal buat vexpois—waparr., &c.] This 
moral reformation is bere illustrated by another 
figure, found in a kindred passage of Eph. ii. 
1—5; see Rom. vi. 8.— 75 dx 74 i.e. 
‘your carnal and corrupt state as heathens,’ as 
opposed to waprropy dysipos. at ver. 11. Seve- 

Vor. I. 

ty, or rather to relieve the passage of 

? Matt. 13. 99. 
5 as Luke 11. 92. 

Spy John 12.81. 
& 16.11. Eph.4.8. 6.12, Heb. 3. 14. 

ral MSS., and some Versions, Fathers, and earl 
Editions, after cus+K. have added ùuãs, whi 
has been received by Griesb. and Scholz; and 
others, for oui», have huty, which has been edited 
by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; but, I think, 
injudiciously ; for, as Rinck justly observes, this 
is closely connected with the preceding; q.d. 
* You who were dead in your sins, are quickened, 
your trespasses being forgiven.’ After which, at 
ver. 14, the subject is resumed, with 
the introduction of the first person Pronoun Pos- 
sessive. 

14. &EaAshbar—oravpw} Comp. the parallel 
— En. ii. 15. "n Apostle here con- 
siders the Law as a nole of hand, or bond, given 
by a debtor to his creditor; and, by way of ex- 
pannon; he adds, Toiv Óóynuac:, where Bp. 

iddl. supposes an ellipsis of cú»; which is, 
however, quite unexampled in the New Test. ; 
and the sense arising, ‘together with all ite cove- 
nants,’ is too feeble for so vigorous a writer as 
St. Paul. It is better to suppose an ellipsis of 
iv, which is in the parallel passage of. 
Eph. ii. 15, ròv vóuov T» ivrodwy iv doypact, 
xatapyiicas. Thus it is for ó ny iy r. 9. Ren- 
der: ‘consisting of the covenants, namely, con- 
tained in the various expiations prescri by 
the Levitical law.’ These ordinances, it is 
added, * were in full force against us;' for that is 
undoubtedly the sense of « a6" ñuë@v, notwith- 
standing that some render, ‘ with respect to us.’ 
The words Š ñv twrevaytiov uiv seem meant to 
explain xa’ xiv, as rjpksv ix Tov uícov (from 
the Latin è medio tollere) is exegetical of iEaXei- 
Was, in which there is an allusion to blotting, 
and thus annulling, a writing; corresponding to 
our expression, crossing In 4poc»,Aecas 
abré Tw cTavpy there is an allusion to the 
ancient custom of annulling covenants or bonds, 
by driving a nail through them. Thus the sense 
is, ° having driven a nail into it, and through it, 
by his cross’ (i.e. the atonement through his 
cross), and therefore it. ‘But,’ ob- 
serves Dr. Peile, ‘to trace the spiritual applica- 
tion which St. Paul has made of this stron 
metaphor, we must turn to Rom. ii. 15. iii. 4. 
vii. 15, 16; and finding both Jew and Gentile 
inwardly '* consenting each one unto his Law, that 
it is good," we shall see that what God has 
against us, and in strict tenor of Law must exact 
without abatement, is no “ hand-writing of ordi- 
dances" (as has been said), ceremonial or moral ; 
but & bond antecedent to, and independent of, 
every lex scripta. See Calvin's able note, which 
is well worthy of attention. 

15. awexdvodpevor—ideryu.] Here there is a 
succession of military metaphors. 'A sax. allu 
to the stripping and pundering of vanquished 

e 
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qur'a xa) tas éfova(as, Sevyparioey ev mrappna(a, OprayBevoas atrrous 
, 9 A 

EV avro. 
Gal. 4. 10. 
r Heb. 8. 5. 
& 10.1. 
8 Jer. 29. 8. 
Ezek. 13. 8. 
Matt. 94. 

16 q M?) ody tis Das kpiwéro èv Bpwooes f) év Tócek, f) èv pépes 
éopris, j vovunvías, ñ caBBárew 17'& otre crià TOV. ue- 

Eph. 5. e Aovrov, Tó Òè capa [Tob] Xpiaro). 18 * Mndcis vuás xarapa- 
3 These. 3. 

pln ts Bevéro Oérwy èv tatrewoppoovvy xal Opnoxela tov dryyéXaov, 

foes; idesypu. to their being *erposed to public 
gaze and derision.’ —wrafpncig signi ing ‘ openly, 
publicly,’ as in John vii. 4. xi. 54.—OpranBevoar 
is added by way of completing the ides. So 
Plut. i. p. 158, 1, Bacı\sīs d0piéuBsvos.. By 
vas dpxác xai ras lEovcías are meant those so 
called at Eph. vi. 12; namely, ‘the evil spirits 
and their agents! See John xii. 31. 

16. We have here an inference from the fore- 
going arguments; what had been before said of 
circumcision being now extended to the discrimi- 
nation of meats and days. (Hyper. and Calv.) — 
ù o)» Tis Dpas, Render: *Wherefore 
such being the case with the ceremonial law] 
et no one judge you in [respect of any rite con- 
nected with} meats.” Although almost all Ex- 

itors regard uépec here as having the same 
orce as uíost in the expression iv pépet oU, 
2 Cor. iii. 1o. and ] Pet. iv. 16, yet 1 doubt the 
correctnees of that view. There upas, signifies 
parte, particular, which cannot be the case in the 
pes passage, where the — may best 
— — Hoi hereto ore — ‘in " 

spect of, thou v Aóyw, ‘on the score of,’ 
TM tare been better Greek : for though ¿v 
népe: is used by the best Class. writers, as here, 
with some Genit., as aperas, x&prTos, — 
&c., yet only in conjunction with a Verb, as 
TíÍOscÜa:, v0(100at, &c. The only parallel in- 
stance of this use known to meis Philo, p. 156, ¿y 
pips Aoyou. 
i7. d tore oxiá—X pio Tov] meaning, * which 

things [as compared to the future evangelical 
blessings to be obtained by Christ] are a mere 
shadow; but the substance is what appertaius, or 
relates, to Christ and his Goepel' The best 
Commentators are that the Genit. Xp. is 
put for the Dat. with à»; 1s * the thing WE e. 
the truth itself), the future blessings themselves 
subsist in Christ, resulting from hia person, 
work, and salvation ;' for it is not to be under- 
stood that these and all other of the ritual con- 
stitutions of the Law of Moses shadowed forth 
some Christian mystery, but only that they were 
as mere shadows compared to that solid and sub- 
stantial truth, which Christ, by his Gospel, hath 
discovered to us. 

18. The Apostle, having cautioned them in 
the last two verses against that slowness of heart 
to believe only on Christ crucified for their ac- 
ceptance with God,—which was the stumbling- 
block of Judaism,—reverts now to that subject 
which he had so much at heart (ver. 1): that 
those Gentiles, namely, who had embraced the 
saving doctrine, should not be drawn aside from 
a single-hearted devotion unto Christ (2 Cor. 
xi. 3) by adopting the specious and self-imposed 
observances, by which seekers after the wisdom 
of the Greeks—and such were the early Gnostic 
and Platonistic corrupters of Christianity—would 
have disguised the apparent simplicity of the 

means whereby the very foolishness (as it eoomed 
to them) of was to prove itself wiser than 
men Cor. i. 25).—KaraSpaBevire. This 
term (called by Jerome a Cilicism, though it is 
found in Demosth., Polyb., and Plut.) has been 
variously — chiefly from want of a 

o clear notion of the import of the word, which 
signifies, 1l. ‘to give the BpaBetor, or “ prize,” 
wrongly,’ or * to artfully disappoint any one of the 
rize he secks;’ 2. ‘to circumvent, like Tapa- 
oyi{sc@ac, supra v. 4. And although some 

recent Commentators suppose the sense here to 
be ‘to condemn,’ or ‘ ify, or * 1 
over,” Hr — hà = rather —— 
assign to defraud, chouse you of the prize 
seek ; namely, * by drawing you off from the * 
doctrine to a false one :' a senso su by the 
similar expression, Rev. iii. 11, cparsc 9 iyece, 
Iva undsis A4By Tóv oripavóv cov. Of Oil er 
the sense is from clear. By many Exposi- 
tors it is taken with ¿y rawswodpociry, and 
explained, *delighting in;' while others inter- 
pret it, — ; viz., by a pretended humility 
and modesty. Í prefer to take the expression, 
as it has been by some ancient Commeatators, 
with xaraBpaftvire, though not in the sense 
wi assign; for the — seems to be, 
* Allow no one to gain his will (succeed in bis 
wish), or ‘ defraud you of your reward.” From 
the context it is-evident that raweiwoppoctyy 
must here be taken in sensu deteriori, to denote 
‘an over-strained self-abesement,' ° humiliation ;" 
like that, observes Mr. Conyb., * which has often 
been joined with ascetic practices, and has shown 
iteelf by the devotee wearing rags, exposing him- 
self to insult, living by beggary, &c. Of en- 
oxela tiv dyyéÀwv the senso is disputed. 
Some, regarding dyy. as a Genit. of object, ren- 
der, ‘a worshipping of angels’ (see Test. xii. 
Patriarch., cited by Bretschn. Lex. in v. i@eXo- 
Opnexsia) ; others, ‘a worship of angels,’ mean- 
ing, such a worship as angels render, a sort of 
ecstatic devotion, called at ver. 23, ¿0sXo9ow- 
oxsia. But that is quite opposed to the context. 
According to the former interpretation (adopted 
by the ancient and most modern Expositors) the 
persons in question — to be Gnostics), 
adopting the opinion of the Eseenes, Pythago- 
reans, and Platonists, maintained, from a senti- 

least, 
worship was — see Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 7, 
fin. ully reconsideri 
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& uù éopaxev euPatevwr, eii) puoiovpevos id Tov voòs 
capküs avrod, 19 txal ov xpatay tiv Keparny, éË ob müv 
capa Sia tav ade kal ovvdécpwy ëmuyopiyyoÚuevoy kai Gun 
Bafopevov, avEes thy avEnow roð Oeod. 2%" E; [obv] ameOavere 5 
ov TQ Xpat amò THY oTOLYElwY TOD kocpov, Ti, cx LOvres 
êv xooum, SoyparivecOe ; A * Mn dry, um9ë yevon, 

» 

Ois ; 
tified iu the same manner as the Worship of the 
Virgin Mary, angels, and saints, is usually jus- 
tified in the Romish Church. “This self-chosen 
(observes Olsh.) and invented worship is called, 
sup. v. 23, 40«Ao8pnaxsía, which term also there 
recurs in conjunction with tawe:voppoctun.’ 
That this Angelolatry continued for some time, 
notwithstanding the Apostle's earnest caution, 
there is reason to believe. Theodor. speaks of it 
as existing in the region of Colosse, until at 
length it was put down by a council held at the 
me idee Biss of Laodicea, in the fourth 
century. The next words, & uh ¿@paxav iuBa- 
TIO, "m — to censure generally that 
prying an ulative spirit, on points not re- 
vealed, which had been Introduced by the Gen- 
tile converts; for iuBaredw signifies ‘to go in 
or into,’ and is followed by an Accus. of place, with 
or without a preposition of motion, or its equiv., 
a dat. without a preposition. But it is some- 
times, though rarely, used figuratively of ‘ going 
into, by investigating’ a matter, with the idea of 
care, diligence, and study. So Philo de Plant. 
Noe. p. (cited by Loesner), iwcwAdov in- 
Rarevovret tais imtorypac. I add Philo 
p. 16, and 2 Macc. ii. 30, +ó éuBaredew, K 
wept wévrwy wortaba: Xoyov, kal wokumpay- 
Movsip, which serves to confirm the common 
version ‘tatruding, that term carrying with it 
the notion of ‘ prying into any matter without 
right or welcome.’ Thus the sense bere of à u? 
wpaxer iuBaredvey is ‘intruding or prying into 

matters which he has not known, and does not 
know’ (see 1 Tim. i. 7), namely, the state of the 
invisible world. The words following trace this 
spirit to its origin; namely, ia vanty, lightly, 
inconsiderately, and causclessly taken up, and 
afterwards fostered by a carnal disposition.— 
votodmevor, ‘ puffed up and proud.’ So 1 Tim. 
Yi. 4, Tevrvpera: pnis imioramevor. 

19. xal où xparay T)» xadadnv] These 
words refer to the whole of the preceding verse ; 
intimating, that ‘ by such worship of angels, an 

umptuous intrusion into the secrete of the 
rd, t 1 did not hold fast their allegiance to 

Christ, the Head and sole Mediator between 
God and man, and the Revealer of what was 
proper to be known; but abandoned the grand 
pape of the Gospel by seeking other media- 
Ins Í i Tim. ii. 5—7. vid the hdi ono 
ng, oU wav—oupufif., the sense will appear 
from T note on the parallel at Epb. iv. 
(E. cim iXopmyoiuarov, i.e. * ministered unto by 
the mutual aid supplied by its members.’ On 
this term and on div, see note on Eph. iv. 16. 
—Thv abEnow Tov Oou. My interpretation of 
this somewhat peculiar phrase is confirmed by 
the suffrage of Bohmer, and Oldsh., who well re- 
marks, that *the sentiment thus elicited is an 
expression of the truth that the growth of the 
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P 1. 6—9. 
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Bà xTrim 4.3. 
um Isa. 99. 18. 

THS 
TÓ ayes z 

22y & égr, Tdyra eis d0opày TH atroypyoe, KaTa Tà Matis? 

Church proceeds from God, and not, as the 
Colossian false teachers thought, from inferior 
powers, as angels, authorities, and powers, who 
are, in l Pet. iii. 22, said to be subject to him; 
the infinite superiority of whom to the angels is 
stated in Heb. i. 4, sqq.' Thus the genit. roù 
OsoV is one of instrumentality, as if mapà were 
expressed, just as TÒ cwThpiov or Ú cwrnpia 
Tov Qop or Kvpíov is put for rapa Tov OsoU 
or Kupiov. See note on Luke iii. 6. 

20—23. We have here a conclusion, intro- 
ducing an expostulation pointed by interrogation, 
and the general sense contained in these verses 
may be this: ‘If ye be [as ye profess yourselves 
at baptism] dead with Christ from the rudiments 
of the world (i.e. have renounced Jewish ordi- 
nances), abolished through Christ (see Eph. ii. 
15), why, as if living in conformity to the world, 
do ye subject yourselves to carnal ordinances 
such as, “ pack not [this], taste not [that kind 
of meat] (1 Cor. vii. 1. Í Tim. iv. 3), handle 
not [that as upnclean]P"* " &c. On the expression 
Ta OToiys(a TOU Kocpov, see note at Gal. iv. 8. 
—édoyparitecOe, ° ye suffer ordinances [namely, 
those of the Jewish law] to be im on you." 
In uù dry, &c., we have speci some of the 
óyuara in question. Yet the expressions are rot 
as some consider them) . “Avy and 
iyns seem to refer to a greater or less contact 

with things ceremonially unclean, though the 
former might denote the same as ysúcp; on 
which see my note on Thucyd. ii. 50. The 
terms are sup to have reference to certain 
meats, and, indeed, animal food in general, which 
was forbidden by the Pythagoreans to be eaten; 
but surely they must chiefly be meant of what 
was forbidden by the Jewish law. As to the 
words following, d ior: wavra ele $0opày, if à 
wéyra refer to the meats prohibited, we may 
best explain, with the ancient and many eminent 
modern Expositors, * which things are all so far 
from polluting the user, that they rather them- 
selves perish by using, and tend only to corrup- 
tion,'—and consequently do neither good nor 
harm (see Rom. xiv. 17), conformably to the 
words of our Lord, Matt. xv. 17, 18. et this 
yields a sense not sufficiently apposite, and it 
would rather seem that the reference is to the 

ibitory ordinances, and that pÊopàv is to be 
taken in a — sense. Thus the meaning 
will be, * All which sort of ordinances or restric- 
tions tend only, in use, to the destruction of 
those who adopt them; being [only] framed ac- 
cording to the commandments and precepts of 
men, [not of God].' By this method of cxposi- 
tion (supported by the authority of Augustin, 
Estius, and Wolf) we not only obtain a sense 
worthy of the Apostle, but also a good construc- 
tion ; for, according to the first-mentioned intcr- 
peanon pr next words, xarà Tà irráAuaTa 

G 
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ver.18.  évráM4aTa xa, Sidackcadrlas TOv avOpworov. ?35*ürwá écri 
; 4 8. A L4 , , ` , Aóyov èv čyovra copias, ëv ¿leob porcia kai ramre.wodopoovvy 

«ai adedia oœwparos, ovK év TG Tut, TpOS mAnopoviy TIS 

Kal @:dacxaXNlas Tiv &yÜparrov, cannot be re- 
ferred to what immediately precedes, but to doy- 
pa Tí(soÓs at ver. 20, which is exceedingly harsh. 
I have in this ninth edition pointed as I have, 
because the words uù & (yys form an a 
pendage to Tí —doynatifecOs, and are only 
meant to furnish a specimen of the kind of óy- 

‘ra, or authoritative injunctions, spoken of. 
ut considering that we have ui—pundi—unde, 

and that there is, as the particles suggest, a gra- 
dation in the descending scale,—which was well 
pointed out by Calv. and Kypke,—1 prefer to 
render, ‘ Ne esitaveris, ne gustaveris, neque atti- 

rie.” So Bulling. rendere by ‘ —— 
or ‘ne quidem,” * not even.” Thus, as Calv. 
remarks, there is here an allusion to the ual 
progress of morosity and those who entangle their 
consciences by laws of their own making. 
initio (adde Calv.) jam plus equo rigidi—imo 
esse laqueos, qui sic initio stringunt, ut successu 
tandem temporis strangulent.’ As ts the 
use of darrecÓa: for esitare, I need not say that 
it is indubitable, being found in the best writers, 
from Homer, Thucyd., and Xen. downwards 
(though it is strangely neglected by the Lexico- 
graphers, not even appearing in Liddell's Lex.) ; 
nor is its use confined to the pure Greek Class, 
writers; but it occurs, if not in the e at 
least in Joseph. (e.gr. Antt. iv. 8, 21). Philo, 
p e and 931 5 e um — baden 
orphyry, ; ; rt., Pausanias, Ælian, 

Ardas and, lastly, Plutarch ; e. gr. in Vit. Cus. 
et de Sanitate Tuend. s. m. dwrecat yàp aù- 
T&v ià xpóvov mapýve: kal ysúsc0ai, where 
the two terms dr. and -ysúsc at are conjoined, 
as here; though I see no reason why they should 
have been, except for the purpose of making the 
meaning of dam. more determinate. However, 
thougb this use is, we see, found in many good 
writers, yet it is scarcely to be there recognized 
more than once or twice in each. Its antiquity, 
however, is certain, from the circumstance of its 
oceurrence in Homer, Od. iv. 60. It was evi- 
dently held in no favour by the purest Greek 
writers ; though it was used somewhat more by 
the inferior writers; and we find it in Joseph. 
and Philo, and also the writings of St. Paul, in 
the last-mentioned case, prob. from its having, 
we cannot doubt, always been freely used in the 
language of common life. As regards the words 
at v. 22, â ior:—droypiost, on again carefully 
considering the disputed question concerning the 
reference in &, whether that be to \prokibited 
meats,” or to * ibi ordinances, I must 
— acquiesce in the former view, as was done 
by the Greek Fathers and the Latin ones, 
with the exception of Augustin, and several of 
the most eminent of the modern Commentators. 
Thus the sense will be, ‘ which things [however] 
are all [so far from polluting] aly meant to 
— in the using, thus passing away without 
eaving any inward defilement,’ thus constituting 
no other than the doctrine contained in Matt. 
xv. 17, sq., and Mark vii. 18, sq. and also | Cor. 
vi. 13, +á Bpópara tH xou, xal ñ xoa 
qois Bpépuaciv' Ocos xal tadtny kal 
TavT& xatapyice. It was a frivolous ques- 

tion agitated by the early Commentators, whe- 
ther dwoyp. signifies ° use’ or ‘abuse.’ Properly 
speaking the term imports neither, but a * esi: 
wp, equiv. to ‘consumption by use; on whic 
sense of the noun, and its verb dwoypicacba:, 
I have fully treated in my note on Thucyd. i. 68. 
vi. 17. vii. 42, adducing examples from Die 
Cass., Appian, and Josephus. 

23. &rwá ioti Adyow piv, &c.] It is well 
remarked by Calv., that ‘we have here a pro- 
occupation of what might be urged by the con- 
trary ; wherein, while he concedes to the 
adversaries what they might urge in excuse, 

i íd totum pro nikilo ductt.'.—Acyov pis 
ixovra cop., ‘a show, mere semblance of wis- 
dom,—namely, as opposed to the óvapı» or 
—E Comp. 2 Tim. iii. 5, ¿xosrse uopqo- 
ow evosBeias, Thy Gi civayiy Hovnpivor. Í 
agree with Dr. Peile on the forcible opposition 
in which the Apostle has set lori No-yow uiv and 
oix [£eviv] iv tens, where oox iv Ting T. can- 
not mean (as our Common Version expresses it), 
t not in any honour. This l had myself noticed 
long ago in Recens. Synop., where I censured 
St. Jerome for imputing, from this paseage, to 
the Apostle an tgxorance of grammatical pro- 
priety, which he often elsewhere ascribes to him. 

ow unfounded is this charge of ignorance Aere, 
appears by considering, that we have here a cer- 
tain idiom which comes under the canon in 
Kühner's Gr. $ 734, that * the adversative d, 
answering to uiv, is sometimes suppressed when 
the word to which the d2 would be attached im- 
plies in itself the opposition sufficiently,’ which is 
the case here; for the ov«, by ite position, im- 
plies the é4.—’Ev é0sA00pnoxsia may be ren- 
dered, ‘as evinced in an affected sanctity,’ lit., 
ta would-be worship, an over-scrupulosity of 
worship.—rawetvodp. must, from the context, 
denote that ‘spurious humility, under which 
lurks spiritual pride” With respect to dard. 
owu., it denotes ‘harshly treating’ (see 2 Cor. 
xiii. 2) by neglecting the comfort of the body as 
to other things besides food, —namely, clothing, 
warmth, rest, &c. ; and the words ovx iv (ug — 
capxds are meant to be explanatory of ddpecdia. 
And here it would seem, that as the Apoetle bas 
shown in what Christian wisdom did not consist 
(namely, in unnecessary and affected austerities), 
s0 now he shows in what it does consist, or is 
consistent with, —namely, z¿uf, 8 just Tih Tos 
céuaTos 7Tpós TÀmnopu. T. o., Where Tinh de- 
notes * attention to, or care of, any thing or per- 
son ;' as in 1 Cor. xii. 23, 24, where it is used, 
as here, of the body, Tiyuy 9«pico. repr rifense, 
aptly designating ‘the attentive care of cherish- 
ing the body, by the supply of its wants,’ in op- 
position to the ddacdia, ° the neglect of that due 
care and attention, by ascetic severities." The 
subjoined words, zpos wAnou. T. capxóc aro 
exegetical, and may best be rendered, ‘as re- 
spects the satisfying of the wants of the flesh." 
omp. Prov. xiii. 25, ‘the righteous eateth to 

the satisfying of his soul,’ i. e. * of himself,’ * his 
bodily wants,'— namely, to keep up ddr je for 
the performance of the duties of life, so the 
body may serve the spirit, which an extreme 
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either way would prevent. The above view is 
confirmed by the anthority of —— Theophyl., 
Theodor., and (Ecumen.; also by Calv., in a 
most masterly note; and so, mainly, Est., but, 
for obvious reasons, he does not come so closel 
to the point as his illustrious co-interpreter. It 
is plain that the Apostle, upon the whole, affords 
here no aupport to monkish austerities or ascetic 
abstinence from the use (in moderation) of the 
things which the body needs, both for its own 
— and to bear up the mind. What he in- 
culcates is the wse in measure due, without the 
abuse. With aged. cúp. here comp. Plut. de 
Sanit. 25, decdeiv xal dusArXety ToU coparor. 
I cannot but notice the ambitious interpretation 
of Mr. Conyb., especially since it professes alone 
to remove an acknowledged difficulty. He 
affirms that the literal sense is, ‘in reference to 
the ixdulgence of the ; and in his free ver- 
sion he renders ‘and are of no value to check 
the ind of fleshly passions.’ Ho then re- 
marks, that no Commentator, as far as he is 
aware, has suggested the interpretation he has 
sopen. He might have been aware of Dr. 

i who has used words tantamount to 
those employed by Mr. Conyb. and of Thom. 
Aquin., who uses nearly the same; but contrary 
to the scope of the context, as will appear from 
the able logical tracing of Calvin. 

TII. This Chapter commences with the general 
conclusion to the whole of the first portion of the 
Epistle, wherein the Apostle, resuming (as Dr. 
Peile says) the brief argumentation from what 
had been advanced at ii. 12,—from which, if we 
comp. ii. 21, we shall see he had digressed at 
wv. 21—23,—briefly exhorts them that, waving all 
terrene and corruptible thin ch as the de- 
crees about meats and drinks,—they should 
aspire alone after heavenly and incorruptible 
ones. The general sense contained-in the first 
four verses is this: ‘If, then, ye have realy 
died with Christ unto the observance of Jewis 
rites (see ii. 20), and have risen with him to 
better hopes, and, by his example, profess to pur- 
sue better aims,—no longer grovel in worldly and 
carnal superstition, but seek after those observ- 
ances which are spiritual and heavenly; set your 
affections on heavenly, not on ly objects, 
aiming at those blessings which are deposited 
where your Redeemer will dispense them, who 
there sitteth at the right hand of God now and 
for ever, to bless and reward all his faithful 
servants.” 

l. sl ob» cuvmy.] ‘If then ye have been 
raised with Christ” Comp. Phil. iii. 20.—ic. 
—«abiu., ‘abideth ki 

2. ppovsīv is a stronger term than Vmrsiv, 
meaning, ‘to seek earnestly,’ and is so used at 
Rom, viii. 5, Phil iii. 10. ` 

5, 33. 
4. 22. 

1 4. 6. 

3. dvaÜápsra, &c.] q.d. ‘I esy, mind not 
earthly things, since ye have died to the thi 
of this world (ii. 12); and as Christ is invisibly 
with God, so your life is with God deposited, or 
treasured up, with Christ.’ See Calvin's able 
note.—} {wh ipo xixpuwrat—Ocse. Bretschn. 
well rendors, ° Vita vestra (i.e. felicitas) simul 
Christi vità latet quidem nunc in colo [ibi] 
recondita, et asservatur apud Deum.' Comp. 
Ps. xxxi. 19.—3ó» here signifies ‘ through the in- 
sirumentality of as in 1 Cor. v. 4, aiv ry duva- 
pat ToU. Kuplov 'Iycov Xp. This salvation is 
said to be laid up, because prepared for them, 
awd xataBo\7e xócuou, apud Deum; also as 
being through his mediation, and pre- 
served by his continual intercession. See 
vii. 25. 1 Pet. iii. 2. 

4. Srav ó Xpsords—doky] ‘ But when Christ, 
who is our life (i. e. the author of it, John xi. 
— shall be made manifest at his second advent, 
as Judge, then shal] ye be made manifest with 
him in glory. I have rendered pavep. as I 
have, fol aming the Pesch. Syr., because it seems 
called for by the propriety of the term parspæ- 
Ojvar. I agree with Mr. Conyb, that this 
advent of Christ in glory is = darokáAvy/ie Tay 
vla» rov Osov, Rom. viii, 19, intimating, as be 
subjoins, ‘that the real nature and glory of 
Christ's people (which is now hidden) will be 
manifested to all mankind wben Christ shall 
come again, and force the world to recognise 
him, by an open display of his majesty.' The 
above view is confirmed by Chrys., who, after 
the exhortation, uù T(aás ivrav0a (nreire 
Kal ddfas° ‘ixe? yap 1 ĉoka vuv, then subjoins 
the following fine comparison derived from the 
pearl , 0 uapyaplrns Kkixpuwrat ieee dv 
fÜ iv Te dorpeiw Tav di WepiOpavedy ixsivo, 
Tórs Kanne iv ddfy° olo xal rjpets, &c. 

5. vexpwoarts ovy Tà néXn Uucwy) i. e. ‘obtain 
a complete mastery over the earthly and carnal 
lusts which war in your members :* see Eph. v. 5, 
To make his meaning clearer, the Apostle now 
subjoins some exx. of the lusts to be mortified, 
and commences with the general terms ta 4éÀn 
ú. T. È. 7T. y.—Tà piin T ¿mi ris yas, for 
tafyaa. The full meaning is, ‘given for 
earthly pu * as opposed to heavenly ones: 
for there is an allusion to the antithesis, existing 
supra, ver. 2, between rà væ and Trà ivi rit 
y5*. By Tà máàn are denoted ‘ the members of 
the body, ‘the body itself," considered as tho 
seat of the passions and desires (see James iv. 1); 
the members being considered as the instruments, 
or tools, to do what the spiritual part of man wills 
or consents to, whether good, or, as here, bad. 
See Rom. vi. 18,19. vii. 5,29. As to isi vuíav 
«axiv, ° evil doa peste the expression mgar 

or- signify, in a way, ‘the lust after any 
X gratification ; for there is, as Theophyl. 

eb, 
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remarks, an daiOvuía kañh [and he Just before 
observes, mára yap ¿muQunla xai), where, for 
waca should be read où maraj. Considering, 
however, the preceding context, it is beat to refer 
it, with Hyper., Est., Crell., and others, to the 
above-mentioned sensual lusts, as they exist in 
the heart and imagination, though not carried out 
into acts.—xax?) is added with reference to the 
baseness of the lusts in question, and not meant 
(as Eat. supposes) to intimate that there is any 
such thing as a lust. In short, the purpose 
of the Apostle ie no other than to out the 
lesson of his Divine Master, Matt. v. 28, was 6 
Pimwv yuvaixa wpds TÒ iwOuunoa airie, 
&c., regarding the deliberate evil desire as action. 
—opvsíav may include adullery.— By dxa0. 
and wéQos may be meant, those abominations 
mentioned in Rom. i.; and that such ie the 
senso, would r from the only two other 

where St. Paul uses the word, Rom. i. 
, wapldwxey abrovs ele waOn drculac, and 

1 Thess. iv. 5, u? ¿y vá0c toriBupias, and as 
in those two passages 4áÜos is so connected with 
other words as to show that it must be taken in 
a bad sense, so here the words following, ¿m.- 
Ovu(ay xax)», seem to determine the sense. By 
Tij» %ÀsoveÉlay most Expositors, ancient and 
modern, understand covetousness; while others, 
consisting of some ancients (as Hilary) and mo- 
derns (as Est, Hamm., Jortin, Doddr., Locke, 
and others), objecting that such cannot well be 
reckoned among the lusts in the members, inter- 
pret it of ‘that insatiable desire, up to greediness, 
of even lawful sensual gratification, which con- 
stitutes a kind of idolatry.’ This latter view 
may be well founded; but the argument for its 
adoption, derived from the incongruity of sup- 

sing covetousness to be ranked among the lusts 
in the members, is not very strong, since the 
term members is, as Calv. observes, used im- 
proprie, sed eleganter, to designate the vices of 
our corrupt xafure; that being considered as a 
mass composed of different vices. They are 
called ‘earthly,’ inasmuch as they drag us down, 
and keep us down to earth, as the poet says, 
t Atquo affigit humo divine particulam aure.’ 
See more in Hyper., Hamm., and Mackn. And 
though from what is said at Phil. iii. 19 it is 
certain that sensuality may, as well as covetous- 
ness, be regarded as idolatry, yet the latter is in 
Scripture ally represented in that light; 
and though covetousness be not a work of tho 
body, yet it is a work of the fesh; and as tho 
preceding term da:@upiay xaxiy designates * cvil 

-Gepos, ia, as Calv. says, per a 
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áxaÜapa(av, rátos, értOuplav aiv, kal Tv mXeoveE(av, tris 
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8 z Nuvi de árróÜeo0e xai ipeis rà Tavra, 
; ópy?)v, Oupov, xaxiav, Bracdnplay, aioyporoylay, ée ToU aTopa- 
Tos buQy. 9 h Mn w~evdeobe cis àXXjXovs, atrexdvodpevos Tov 
Tanawyv avOpwrov ctv tais mpakeow aùro® l0!xai épŠ8ucd- 
evot TOY véov, TOY àvaka4voUjevoy eis enriyvwcw xaT eixóva 
tov kTlcavros aùrov likÓmov ove éve ExXAm kai "Iovdaios, 
mepitoun Kat axpoSvotia: BdpBapos, ZxvOns oos, eevOepos- 

concupiscence’ generally, so does this particu- 
larly, adverting to its most dangerous species, 
‘inasmuch as (observes Scott), though it be as 
contrary to vital Christianity as the sen- 
sualities, it is more plausible, and not so eesily 
defined." 

6. rove vlobs ris &72:10.] meaning the hea- 
thens, as Eph. v. 6. 

7. iv ole] Referring to the & (i.e. which 
vices and sins) at ver. 6.—i» avrois has the 
same reference, meaning the children of disobe- 
dience, the heathens. On this and the next 
three verses, see Eph. iv. 22—29, and comp. 
1 Cor. vi. 11. 

8. On the terms joy? and Ouuds, see Rom. 
ii. 8; and on xaxíav, see note at Eph. iv. 31. 
Comp. Eph. iv. 25, which is the best comment 
on this verse. 

9. ph wed. ale GAA.) In the Lamb. MS. 
1182, the els had originally no place, —not, in- 
deed, from any error on the part of the scribe, 
but by the alteration of some Critic, who stum- 
bled at the construction, accounting it not Clase. 
Greek, as in Soph. CEd. C. 528, 1512. Xen. 
Cyr. i. 5, 8, in order to make it such, he put 
out the sis; and thus the sense will be, ‘lie,’ 
* deceive each other;’ but though this construc- 
tion occurs in the , Isa. lvii. 11. Deut. xxx. 
27. Ps. lxxx. 18. Hab. ix. 2, the removal of 
the ele was both unauthorized and injudicious. 

10. dvaxa:voupevov—aat' elxova Tov xricap- 
Tot a.] See note on 2 Cor. iii. 18.—2ls iwiyvw- 
ow TOU «tia, stands for Iva ¿wuyv@Ts Or 
xricayra. 

ll. 87rov oóx Spi —iA e58epos] q. d. * in which 
new creation, or eneration, it matters not 
whether any one be Jew or Gentile, &c. See a 
similar passage in Gal. iii. 28, and comp. Acts x. 
94. The omission here of xai between SápBapos 
and Zxó0ns, and between dovAos and ¿Xeú0spos 
is remarkable, and has not a little lexed 
Interpreters. One thing is certain, t what 
is said in the second clause, Sápapos—4A«v- 

] osem ; and 
thus the copula was omitted, not for brevity so 
much as for spirit, to which the so 
much contributes. Of 8ápBapos, Exótne, Heinr. 
thinks they are not opposites, like the former; 
but that there is a kind of climaz; q.d. ‘ barba- 
rians, nay, the most barbarous of them,—Scy- 
thians.’ But thie climax would involve such an 
aane ape of climax with antitheeis, as we 
can hardly suppose the Apostle to have intended. 
It would rather seem that there is an opposition ; 
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and if so, it would seem to be that pointed out 
by Prof. Scholefield,—that the ‘Scythians are 
opposed to other barbarians, as being more bar- 
barous, just as barbarians in general are opposed 
to Greeks.” Yet thue the comparison is ob- 
viously one not a little irregular. The above 
view, moreover, seems required by the scope of 
the Apostle,—which is to show that, under the 
new Covenant, all human distinctions, whether of 
nation or of religion, of state (civilized or un- 
civilized) or of condition in life, would be of no 
avail, either to help or to exclude any one from 
the — — di — But distinc- 
tion surely implies something like opposition, or at 
least co ison ; and, after all, the ellipsis may 
be not of xai, but of ñ, which is ezpressed in the 
passage of Maximus Tyrius above quoted. That 
the terms BapBapos and Zxv0)s have reference 
to ge and civilization is plain from Rom. 
i. 14, "EAAn ol Te xai BapB., copois Ts xal 
dvorTo:is. On the sense of a\Aa Ta wavra xal 
iv vac. Xpiaós, see l Cor. xv. 28 and Eph. i. 
23, and notes. 

12. ivdscacbs oğv—or\áúyx. olx., &c.] To 
the ive exhortation, supra v. 8, ‘to la aside 
tne old man,’ is here subjoined the positive one 
—'to put on the virtues suitable to the Chris- 
tian profession, which are then exemplified b 
the proci ones (see Eph. iv. 32, and notes) ; q. 
as being elect, and saints beloved, they must also 
walk worthy of their high calling ;’ q. d. ' Having, 
then, these glorious hopes on an equal footin 
with the elect people of God, not only detest an 
avoid the vices just mentioned, but cultivate those 
virtues, which become those to whom God 
hath shown rock mercy and loving-kindness,— 
namely, compassion,’ &c. On the metaphor in 
iv. and erà., see Rom. xiii. 12, Eph. vi. 11, 
and the notes. In illustration of the former, 
Kypke cites from Themist. Or. 24, ivsiórvsp 
dpsT)» avrì lnaTíor Audisaro, and Atbenmus, 
p. 565, Bou)dusyo, ivdvacOar abT)v airap- 
xelay: and Wou. compares a similar admoni- 
tion of a Rabbinical writer, Berachoth, fol. 16, 2, 
*Induas te misericordià tuâ, et co-operias te 
potentià tua, et circumvolvas te bonitate tu&, et 
circumcingas te adis dite The — of 
TAT esvoppocurny wit NTT., paor., and uax- 
pob. —— becouse one should not have 
expected it, espec. since, as Conyb. remarks, ‘the 
very same quality, which is condemned in the 
false teachers, is kere enjoined ; showing that it 
was not their self-humiliation which was con- 
demned, but their exaggerated way of showing it, 
and the false system on which it was engrafted.’ 

3. On this verse see note on Eph. iv. 2 and 
32, and comp. Gal. v. 22 and Phil. ii. 1. The 
Injunction to the practice of these virtues mipit 
well have been needful, considering that the di 
putes which had arisen from the false teachers 

had doubtless called forth much bitterness of 
spirit. 

14. The Apostle now subjoins that the virtue 
which is above all to be striven r— , ie 
that in which all the rest are comprehended, and 
on the especial ground,—that it is the cvvdeopoc 
Tc TeAacornros, as being ‘the most perfect 
bond,'—namely, of union, concord, and harmony. 
To advert to a matter of reading. For fris, L 
B, C, E, G, but no cursives, together with cer- 
tain of the early Fathers, and the framers of tho 
Vulg. and Italic Versions, have ô, which has 
been edited by Lachm. and Tisch. If the old 
reading be retained, the sense will be, as Mr. 
Green points out (N. T. Gr., p. 247), ° that cha- 
rity is a consummate bond of union in the bod 
of Christians. According to the new one, it will 
be not the charity in tse{f, but the circumstance 
of its swperaddition to the above-mentioned 
graces, producing, by its crowning union with 
them, the perfection of virtue.” However, with 
all due deference to so exact a marian as 
Mr. Green, I see not why the same sense me 
not (owing as wo ought for the peculiar 
phraseology of St, Paul) be extracted from the 
common reading. And I observe that Dr. Peile, 
whose Greek scholarship is of a high order, re- 
tains that reading. Nor js there any thing sori- 
ously to object to in it; though it may not, 
strictly speaking, be quite exact. Supposing the 
Apostle to mean what Mr. Green expresses as 
the sense, exactness might require 6, as perhaps 
the Alexandrian grammatical magistelli perceived, 
and hence, as on numerous other occasions, al- 
tered the reading to 3. I really cannot bring 
myself to suppose that St. Paul here wrote what 
would be any thing but in bis usual manner. 
Wetst, however (' vir rimè nasutus’), did 
not stumble at the phraseology in r:e, but re- 
marks, ° Caritas colligat omnes virtutes, ut nulla 
desit; ost omnium virtutum vinculum.’ And, 
among other containing a similar senti- 
ment, he siduces one from Simplic. in Epict. 

208, where it is said that the Pythagoreans 
honoured friendship above all other virtues, xai 
gúvósquor GUThy macky Tav piTæv ieyor, 
where a carping Critic might find something to 
fix his tooth on. But of such a Critic, as re- 
spects the words of St. Paul and of Simplicius, 
we might say, in the words of Horace, ` ls 
quærens illidere dentem, Offendet solido.’ 

15. To the exhortation at v. 12, svdvc. oov, a 
fresh one is here annexed, but in the form of & 
wish, as the nature of the ‘ ` requires ; for 
no one can acquire that — for himself, though 
it follows, according to God's ordinance, the ear- 
nest striving after sanctification. (Ol) Before 
adjustin e interpretation we must ascertain 
the aei es For 0400, A, B, C, F, G, and 6 
cursives, and nearly ali the ancient Versions, 
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have Xpscrov, which has been adopted by every 
Critic and Editor from Matthæi to Tisch. The 
uestion is one not easily brought to any certain 
etermination. Taking for granted that Xprorov 

was the original reading, we may ask how came 
the reading Osoũ ꝰ Griesb. would answer, ‘from 
the parallel passage of Phil. iv. 7.' But the 
Alexandrian MS. has there not @soç, but 
Xprorov. However, that is more prob. than 
the conjecture of Matthei, that Xpsorov came 
from the next verse. Upon the whole, I am 
now of opinion that critical reasons are in favour 
of Xpierov, which, were there more cursive 
MSS. in its favour, I should have received.—7 
slpiivn T. O. BpaBsvires ty +. x. On reconsi- 
dering the point of dispute in Spaß., I acquiesce 
in the following sense: ‘ Let that peaceable dis- 
position enjoined by God to all true believers be, 
as it were, an smpire to compose all differences 
—— you, so as to be pi — ot your 
feelings, the — principle of your hearts.’ 
Comp. Phil. iv. 7, à elpiun ov Osov ppovphoet 
Td* pin ap bur, where see note. The only 
only other ex. of this sense known to me, is in 
Plut. t. ix. 35 (Reiske), iori ris ipopisv xal 
BoaBebev, ó Osds.—Ele fy xai ixr., i.e. * unto 
which [ ] also ye were called,’ i. e. on be- 
coming Christians, and being initiated into hís 
religion who preached on earth.—éy dvi 
epar. is for «ls iv cua, scil. elvai, i. e. ° that 
you should be owe body ;’ inasmuch as without 

and concord, unity is out of the question ; 
see Eph. iv. 3.—seiydpioro: is by somo ancient 
and many modern itors interpreted, gentle, 
courteous, amiable. But the sense assigned by 
the Greek Commentators and many modern 
ones, including Grot., Casaub., and Heinr., is 
more natural, ‘ be ye thankful,’ i. e. feel and ex- 

thankfulnees to God, viz. for having called 
u to such privileges and blessin So supra 
7, weptocevovres iy aùr (scil. miere) iy 

abyapiotig. . 
6. ó Adyor Tov Xpirrov, &.] meaning, as I 

have shown at large in Recens. Synop., * Let the 
doctrine of Christ and the truth of the Gospel be 
— impressed on your hearts, accompanied 
with all spiritual wisdom.’ So Tanchum, fol. 24, 
8, cited by Schoettgen: ‘Lex sedem figat in 

* èv Tj xapdia ipw tp Kupi. 174 Kai way 6 te dv more év 
Novo 1) ev Epyy, mávra éy dvopatt Kupiov 'Inaod, evyapisrobrres 

yuvaixes, vrroráaaeaÜ0e Tots [Diois] avdpdow, s avijceyv 
à é Kupíp. 19 Oi dvdpes, ayarate tas yuvaixas, xal pù mi- 

xpaiveaÜe mpos aùrás. “%0 t T'à réxva, Úmaroúere Tois yovetcs 
i. xarà Táyra* ToUTo ydp otw ebdpeotoy *éy Kupíg. 21€ Oi 
5 qarépes, ut) dpeÜitere Tà Téxva pôv, iva ui) àÜvadaw. %%* Oi 
" Soo, inraxovere xarà Távra Tot xarà odpKa kvpiois, pù Èv 

* óffjMaNuoDovAe(a ws ávÜperrápeako, AAN èv åTAOTNTI Kapdias, 

medio ipsoram ;’ comp. Col. i. 9, and Eph. i. & 
—whoveies, ° abundantly’ * largely. — ĉ:ðá- 
akovtes. This is, by anacoluthon, for é:da- 
oxovert, Render: ‘by teaching’ Comp. Eph. 
iv. 29; and on the whole passage see note on 
Eph. v. 18.—iv xápırı Gdovres, i.e. ‘ singing 
with the devotion which such spiritual songs are 
calculated to inspire, as opposed to the profane 
bacchanalian songs of the heathen.’ Here the 
A postle seems to intend to represent the natural 
d of this áyowx. wAovolet. For as ‘out of 

e abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh,” 
soa mind thus filled and fervently exercised will, 
like a full fountain, well forth and overflow in 
praises and thanks to God. 

17. wav Š Tı, &c.] ‘quod attinet ad. — E» 
éyéuare K. '1., meaning, ‘agreeably to his will 
and suitably to hie Gospel ;' comp. 1 Cor. x. 31. 
In how many ways, and in what perticular re- 
spects, we may and ought to perform all we do 
in the namo of the Lord Jesus, is well pointed 
out by Dr. Isaac Barrow, cited by D'Oyly and 
Mant.—9:/ avrov. This has been variously, but 
in general erroneously, explained by recent - 
mentators. The true import of the words seems 
best represented by the ancient Expositors, who 
interpret, ‘ by his mediation." 

18—25. m general Paul proceeds to par- 
ticular precepts.—Comp. Eph. v. bo 33. vi. 1.—9. 

18. es dvixev] Equiv. to the &(xator of Eph. 
vi.l. The lit. sense is, *as is right and just," 
because it is agreeable to the commandment of 
the Lord.—M 5j wixp., ver. 19 (corresponding to 
mh wapopy. in Eph. vi. 4) signif. ‘ not to indul 
in a spirit of bitternees and exacerbation.’ In 
this sense the word occurs in Philo, but very 
rarely in the Class. writers. At ver. 20, instead 
of the t. rec., r$ Kupío, many MSS., Versions, 
Fatbers, and early Editions, bave ¿> Kupío, 
which I have — with almost every Editor 
from Bengel to Tiech.; with reason; since in- 
ternal evidence confirms competent external au- 
thority. —For dp@adpodovAslace, at ver. 22, I 
have ventured, with Lachm., to edit, from many 
of the most ancient MSS., and Chrys. and Theo- 

yl., as aleo the lel of Eph. vi. 
— al — — b. 

gel, and has been approved by Griesb. _ It is pro- 



COLOSSIANS III. 23—25. IV. 1—6. 

doBotpevos tov Geov. B y Kal mâv & ri éày morre, &x puyis 
épyyáteaÜe, œs rë Kuplip xal oùe avOpdrras: ™ eibóres Se ard Eh m. 
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Rom. 14. 
8. 

Kupíov arrodppecbe ri Guramó8óocu rìs xAmpovoní(as' TQ yàp ^ 

Kupite Xpior@ Sounrevere. 25 *°O 8à áBucdv xopsetras ó nëíence, 
xal ovx čati TpocwroAn ia. 

s Acts 10. 84. 
Rom. 3. 11. 
1 Pet. 1. 17. 

IV. la Oi xúpioi, Tó Oixatov xal b Luke 61. 
Rom. 12. 13, 

Tip iaotnta Tots Covos TrapéxeaÜe, eibóres Öri kal dpets &yere Eph- 6. 1s, 
Kuptoy èv ovpavois. 

% ^ Tp %poceuxD mpooxaprepeire, 

1 Thess. 5. 

18. 
17. 

ypmyopoivres év aÚrÜ vin” 
evyapiorig: Š ° apocevyopevos Gua xai Trepi Hpv, va ó Beds $18? 
voln tiv Ovpay Tod Xoyov, Nadfoas TO pvoTHpLoy ToU Xpi- $ rd 1. 
c'To), Òr Ó kai Sédenar * iva davepoow avo, às Se? ue XaXfjoa: S 3.3. 

d Eph. 5. 15, 

64'Ey coóíg teperareire mpòs tovs ¿Ëo, tov xatpov éfaryopa- Vh. 4 
Sopevor. 5 ° O Xóyos. duo Trávrore Èv xápuri, üáxari HpTupévos, ° Ecoles. 10. 

eidévar Tras Set butts én éxáarQ aroxpiverOat. 

bable that e was subjoined from the word follow- 
ing. At ver. 24, elóorss—cA3., the argument 
is directed against a ible objection; viz., 
‘What shall we gain by such fidelity? The an- 
awer to which is, ' Perhaps from your master 
nothing; but from the Lord ye will receive,’ &c. 

dyr. Tij kAnp. the Genit. is exegetical, and 
signif. ‘the reward which consists in the inherit- 
ance of heaven in return [for your obedience on 
earth] ;' see Eph. vi.8. ʻO dixi, ver. 25, must 
be referred, not, with some, to the master, but to 
the servant ; though, by the words xai oùx lori 
arpoc emo sría, it is hinted, that if the master 
do wrong he shall be punished. To prevent, 
however, misapprehension, this is fortified with 
as direct injunction to the masters, in the 
words following. 

IV. l. This first verse closes tho foregoing 
exhortations, and accordingly ought not to have 
been separated from the preceding chapter.—rd 
êlxaiov kai Thv loornra may be rendered, ‘the 
just and equitable thing.’ So Thucyd. ii. 44, où 
yap olov te goy Ti À ixa:ov —— 
e 

2. Here commences a brief conclusion to the 
whole Epistle, in which the Apostle recurs to 
various general exhortations, headed by the moet 
weighty one, to prayer, by the impreesive ex- 
pression Tj mpocsvyy Tpooxapr., where mpos- 
kaprsosip signif. ‘to assiduously persevere in 
any thing, and is used of prayer in Acts i. 14. 
vi. 4; compare Rom. xii. 12. xiii. 6. The 
phrase ypny. iv airy, which denotes ‘ watchful 
diligence in or about any thing, ie added, to 
strengthen the sense. So l Pet iv. 7, wiware 
ale ras vpocsvyás. The same sentiment, more 
fully expressed, occurs in Eph. vi. 18, where see 
note. 

3. wpocevy. dua kal =. 3.] See Eph. vi. 19, 
The Apostle, it would seem, desires the Prayers, 
partiy to suggest the duty of praying for each 
other. — Ira ó Oade dyoíËEn du Üpa» ToU 
Acyov. Wets. compares a similar form of ex- 
pression in Pind. Olymp. vi., xph widas Vuvey 
dvavíTraus» atrats. He might more a 
sitely have cited Pseudo-Theogn. 421 (edit. 
Gaisf.), wodXois óyÜpormois yAwooy 06par oox 

Bones at: 

Mark 0.50. ch. 3.16. Eph. 4 909. 

balasivrar dpucdiat, Kal aiv mó) À dnfA Ta 
pédec, where I would read, from Stobeus, 00pa 
—taixscras dppodlyn,—ddXaAnra and widze, the 
sense being, as appears from the next verses, that 
‘to many men there is no ready door of speech 
by the tongue, so that to them many things are 
found to be inexpressible.' There 065pa stands 
for 0ípa Adyou, facultas sermonis. The writer 
had probably in mind this very ge of the 
Apostle, or that of Rom. viii. of. orevay pote 
&AaAdTots, On 0¿oav, see note on Acts xiv. 27. 

4. we det us ÀaÀ cai] On this the 
best comment is the parallel one at Eph. vi. 19, 

, where see notes. By œc def 1s meant, 
* boldly,’ ‘ authoritatively,’ as one empowered to 
do so hn being Apostle of the Gentiles. 

b. iv copia wapiwarsire wpde obs iEo] 
By copta is to be understood dpovijos:, ‘a wise 
discretion in their conduct,' such as to afford no 
handle of accusation against them (see 1 Thess. 
iv. 12), nor givo any unnecessary offence, by 
ascetic austerity or by a repulsive acerbity of 
demeanour. us, in ] Pet. iii. B, they are en- 
joined to be not only $:iXádeA oi, but $iXo- 
vs = To šč w, i. e. * those who are without 

e fold of Christ, whether Heathens or Jews. 
Y S d xaupór. ikay. see the note on Eph. v. 

6. ¿v xápuri] The best Expositors are 
that i» rv sa tor éwlyapcs, or xapíeis, * cour- 
teous,’ ‘agreeable,’ as opt to ‘ascetic aus- 
terity, and therefore likely to make them es- 
teemed. This will tend to fix the sense of tho 
disputed phrase Aar: hpr., which must not, 
with many, be interpreted of Divine wisdom, but 
have the sense ‘seasoned with the savour of, 
made agreeable by being blended with. wisdom’ 
(of which sult was tho symbol), and thus made 
more palatable to the hearers. See note Matt. 
xiii. 50. The Apostle means, I conceive, that 
kind of talent, which shows itself in terseness of 
thought and smartness of expression. Comp. 
Plut. de Garrul. ch. xxiii, x&pww Tw wapa- 
oxsvaforrss &dÀAAijAoue Sowep ári: ipnòú- 
povot d:aTpiBny kal Thv weak. Thus they 
would be better enabled, as the Apostle adds, to 
give an answer to any one who asked them & 
reason of the hope that was in them; and would 
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f Acta 2. 4. 
Eph. 
33. 

COLOSSIANS IV. 7—18. 

Ure TITA xar égà mávra yopicn Üuiv Tvywos ó æyamyròs 

Mmi BEApos, wal motos Sidxovos xai ouvdovr0s év Kuply 8 dy 

éreu ra Tpós tpas eis avTd ToUTo, wa yo Tà Trepi Üpóm, xal 
g Philem.10, Tapaxahéocn Tas xapdias ipar %Eadv 'Ovpce(up TQ more 

kai ayatrnt@ aderpo, és dorw éE ipðr mavra tyuiv yvepiobats 
10’ Agratera: tyas “Aplorapyos 6 cuvatypadwres 

pov, kal Mápros ó avepws Bapváßa, Trepi ob éXáflere évroXds, 

anma (day BO mpi Opás, débacbe avrów) ll <a) Igso)s ó Xeyó- 
1 Pet. 5. 18. 9 ^ e a e , ` 9 

pevos Ioveros, ot Swres èx Trepiroui]s, oUTOL novos cvvepyyoi. eis 
Tv Bacirelay rob Geod, oftwes eyernOnady pos wapryopia. 

toma 121° Agrateras tas "Emadpas ó éË tay, 9oUXos Xpioro), 
ob. 1. 7. 
Pulem.s. JrdyToTe wywvilopevos vrrép Ujiv èv Tals Tpocevyais, a 

Tédesot kai, TemT)pepévo, ev mavti QeMIuaTs ToU Beov. 
OTTE 

13 uap- 
Tup@ yap auT@, Ste Syet Girov moaùw inrép úpa xal TOv èv 

k 3 Tim. 4. 
10, 11. 

. 94. 
] Rom. 10. 5. 

Aao&weía kai trav éy "IepamóNe. 4* áomráteras pág Aoueas 
ó laTpos, 6 &ryamyTOs, <a) Anuads. l5 ldamácacÓe rovc èv Aao- 

ae” Sixela d8eXots, xai Nuupâv xal rjv xaT olxov aitod éxxdn- 
DUM 5. ciay. 

16 m Kal óray Gvayvaec09 map úpiv 7) TOTOAN), Tromoare 
iva kai éy tH Aacdixéwy exxrAnoia avayvwchÀ, raè thv éx Aaods- 

n Phim. 2. elas iva Kai peis avayvare. 17° xal elrate’Apylrmp: “ BAérre 
Ti» Staxoviay f| TapéXaBes ev Kupp, wa avri mdnpois.” 
18 oO dotracpos TH ¿uñ xetpi IHasXov.  . Mvnuoveveré pov raw 
Seopav. Ñ xapıs wel tov. dun. 

IIpés KoXoccacis éypadn aro ‘Pons Sa Tuyixot xal 
"Ovgcíuov. 

make it more effectual, by being appropriate. and 
adapted to circumstances. 

—18. This portion co nde to Eph. vi. 
21—24; where see notes. On dyar. ad. see 
note on Phil. ii. 25, and Eph. vi. 21. On the 
words rapax. Tat xapdias bua, seo supra ii. 2, 
and notes. 

9. ös ior iE buc] * who is of you; i.e. 
* who is your countryman; see infra v. 12. We 
learn from Theodoret that this Onesimus was the 
runaway slave of Philemon, converted by Paul, 
and concerning whom he wrote his Epistle to Phi- 
lemon.—ra bos, * the present state of his affairs.’ 

10. Now commences the last portion of the 
Epistle, consisting of salutationsand confirmations. 

l évres ix msp.) L e. ‘who are Jewish 
Christians.’—olrivec must be resolved into xal 
oŬro:, as was dono by the Peech. Syr. Translator. 
—'Trapn'yopía is used, according to the popular 
idiom (found also in our own language), for 
waotyyopot, or for oímsp uoi wa pouy.— 
Zvvepyyol ele Thv Bacusiav rou Osov, not, ‘ix 
the Einem of God,’ as Wakef. and Mackn. 
render after the Syr. and Vulg. Versions (a sense 
which would require iv T9 asus), nor, ‘ as 
to the kingdom, with Abp. Newc., but, as it is 
rendered in our authorized Version, ‘ato the 
kingdom,” for the spreading of the kingdom of 
God in the Gospel. So Xen. Symp. viii. 38, cis 
Tavra ç, and Mem. iv. 3, 10, siç woAcuow c. 

Thus it is nearly equivalent to ce. +g Bacisle, a 
construction occurring in 3 John 8, e. ry 4A n@a í 

12. wdyrors dyewitóuspros rip Une s» 
Tais Tpocsvyais] Render : ‘continually striving 
for you in peus to God on your behalf; where 
we have a forcible expression to denote the moet 
earnest and fervent prayer, such as that spoken 
of at James v. 16. Comp. Rom. xv. 3. Zerzva: 
has here tho same force as at Eph. vi. 13, «ai 
ravra xatrepyacduevo: orjvar, and Phil. i. 
27, and Gal. v. 1. On TíÍÀAswx see l Cor. ii. 6, 
and Eph. iv. 13.—wemwX. means ‘ thoroughly en- 
dued with all spiritual gifts and gracee.'— i» 
*ayTi OsX. is for «le rd wav 0íAnua. So Eph. 
iii. 19, wa wAnNpwOnTe «lc wav TÒ TAhpæpa 
TOU € p is, vidt od a bene Pa 
two modes of expression,—the sense : 
* complete in all the will of God.’ á 

16. Tù» ix Aaod.] These words have been 
thought to refer to a loet Epistle of St. Paul to 
the facic, But as no other certain instance 
is on record of a lost Epistle of the Apostle's, we 
may hesitate to admit that to have been the case 
here, and suppose that tho Epistle in question 
was another copy of tbat to the Ephesians, that 
being in some measure a circular one. 

18. uvna. u. T. Óscn.] q.d. ‘Be æ mindful, 
as to imitate my cou us constancy in the 
faith ; for such Paul's example would 
tinual remembrancer. 



IIAYAOY TOY AITOSTOAOY 

H IIPOZ 

OEZZXAAONIKEIZ 

EIIIZTOAH IIPOTH 

I. 1 *IIATAOZ xai ZiXovavós ai Tiuó0eos Tj éxxdrnola a 3 Oor. 1.10. 
Ocooarovixéwv éy Əe@ IIarpi kai Kuplp Inso Xpiot® ydpus 3 Tros. 1,1. 

CHRISTIANITY was first planted at Thessa- 
lonica,—a large, populous, wealthy, and com- 
mercial city, the metropolis of the Provincia 
Secunda of. Macedonia, and the seat of a Ro- 
man President and Questor,—by St. Paul, on 
his second missionary progress through Asia 
Minor to Macedonia and Greece, daring the 
autumn of A.D. 51. The Thessalonian Church 
was formed y of Jews, but chiefly of Gen- 
tiles, mostly Jewish proeelytes, esp. females of the 
higher ranks The unbelieving Jews, however, 
having, as usual, excited a persecution against 
the Apostle, he was forced to leave the newly 
planted Church, after a stay of aly four or five 
bated avs Phil. iv. 16 with 2 Thess. ii. 2], 
(indeed his sojourn was too short to enable him 
to inetruct the believers fully in the doctrines of 
the Gospel,) under great triale and many disad- 
vantages, and to flee to Berea, whither he was 
followed by the Thessalonian Jews, and from 
thence to Athens, and finally to Corinth ; from 
which last place this Epistle is generally ad- 
mitted to have been sent. Tho immediate oc- 
casion of its being written was the favourable 
report which Timothy, whom he had sent to 
visit them in his stead (1 Theses. iii. 1—6), had 
given of the stedfastnees of the Thessalonians in 
the faith. But though St. Paul found in the 
state of things, as reported to him, much to 
commend, and nothing of great importance to 
censure, yet he thought proper, on account of the 
temptations to which the converts were exposed, 
from the evil communications of Jews and Hes- 
thens, to intermix cautions and warnings with 
his commendations and exhortations, and to 
establish and strengthon them in the faith of 
the Gospel. In short, one leading design of the 
Apostle, in writing this Epistle, was to confirm 
the Thessalonians $n the fasth, to exhort them to 
8 courageous profession of it (notwithstanding the 
persecutions the unbelieving Jews); and, 

ve all, to excite them to such a practice of 

tts moral duties, as was becoming their high and 
holy calling. This was the more necessary, 
since there is reason to think that they were not 
free from that uncleanness, which was a remnant 
of heathenism, and for which, as we learn from 
the Asinus of Lucian, their city, like other 
wealthy commercial cities, was notorious. The 
genuineness of this Epistle has never been doubt- 
ed, being attested by citations from or references 
to it in the early Fathers, from the time of Poly- 
carp downwards. It is almost universali - 
mitted to have been the first written of St. Paul's 
Epistles, —though on the precise date the learned, 
& usual, differ. Suffice it to say, it could not 
well be written earlier than the spring of 52, or 
the autumn of 51, nor later than a style it 
is more simple and perspicuous than that of any 
other of St. Paul's Epistles; and it is character- 
ized by deep earnestness, and an affectionate 

irit. Ho first reminds them of the formidable 
difficulties which ho had to encounter in accom- 
plishing their conversion; and warns them against 
those heathen impurities, which they had so lately 
practised, and even now not fully abandoned. In 
order to account for the introduction of so much 
matter on a opie (that of the Resurrection), 
which, besides this and the second Epistle to the 
Thessalonians, Pau] has not handled elsewh., ex- 
cept in his first Epistle to the Corinthians, ch. xv. 
(there more at large), we must bear in mind cer- 
tain peculiarities in the state of things amon 
the Theesalonian converts, which may be gath 
from various passages of this and the second 
Spune and may serve to account for the course 
which Paul adopted. The expectation of Christ's 
speet y re-appearance and advent (perhaps occa- 
sioned by misinterpretations of Paul's words on 
the subject of the foyarae uipa, or Xpóvoi, 
see 2 Tim. iii. 1. Heb. i. 2. James v. 3. 2 Pet. 
iii. 3), would be likely to produce enthusiastic 
feelings in many, and a spirit of restless excite- 
ment in more, prejudicial to the per- 



1 THESSALONIANS I. 2—5. 

bE LIe Sui xa) eipüvg amò Oeod Ilatpos uv, kai Kupiov 'Inco0 
- 8. 

. 1. 8,9. — X/ꝓuroũ. 

Tit. 3.4 5. 
e 1 Cor. 9. 4. 

to the labours and cares of earth, and, by trans- 

due attention to secular affairs. I with 
Dr. Davidson, that the enthusiastic addresses of 
rophets (or those who affected to be such) had 

fed to the opposite extreme, of a want of due 
toleration for such as were gifted with a genuine 
inspiration; so that thus an excessive of 
fanaticism had led many to class all utterances 
of spirit, whether genuine or not, under the same 
category. Hence we may well account for the 
injunction at ch. v. 19—21, rò IIvsvua uh oftv- 
vurs’ wpopytsiac uh dfovÜsyveire wavra 
Kundera" TÓ xaddy kaTexers, where see notes, 
It only remains for me to remark, that the great 

ject the Apostle had in view in addressing this 
pistle to the Thessalonians, drawn up so suit- 

ably to their particular circumstances,—was to 
encourage, yet ish ; to s , confirm, 
settle them ; to encourage them to continuo sted- 
fast in the faith ; and to seriously admonish and 
exhort them concerning many things which they 
ought to abandon, and others to reform and rec- 
tify. Then, after inculcating brotherly love, the 
Apostle settles some points with to the re- 
surrection (on which sundry erroneous notions 
were entertained); and enjoins them to a due 
preperation for the advent of Christ to judgment; 
after which he concludes with various practical 
couneels and instructions, 

1. ZcAovavydc] Silvanus, or Silas, is first 
mentioned in Acts xv. 22.—Tipo@sor. 
note on Acta xvi. l. At iv Oses supply oto. 
At — the amiee rŠ would, strict x 
speaking, be n ; but it might very we 
he omitted. — 

2. Here commences tho exordium; with which 
compare similar ones at Rom. i. 8—10. Eph. i. 
16. 2 Tim. i. 8. 2 Thess. i. 3. ii. 18, where see 
notes.—dáóiaA ames, for sroÀ À xis (as at ii. 18. 

- v. 17),—namely, ‘at every return of prayer;' 
see note on Rom. i. 9. 

8. Tov Ipyou—td-widor] This is by Koppe 
and many of the more recent Commentators re- 
garded as a mere periphrasis, equiv. to rlorses, 
xal dyadmrne, xal idwidos. But surely ipyou 
and xowov must have an intensive effect, and 
denote, in the former case, zeal and — 
and in the latter, alacrity and diligence. To ad- 
vert to particulars: * As —— Prof. Schott 
in his excellent edition of this Epistle) in tho 
words following, «oov Tit dyawnt and ro- 
Movie rie iar. are so used that the former Sub- 
stant. indicates the thing as arising from tho 

2 > Evyapicrotpev TQ @e@ Trávrore Trepi Tdyrov Vv, pveiav 
` ouv Tovovpevoe ÈT. Tey Trpo evx àv hav adiareitrras, Š ° pynpo- 
VEVOVTES Uu TOU Epyou THS TricTews, xai TOU KÓTOU TÄS AYÁTNS, 
«ai THs vmopovijs Tis umos ToU Kupiou jpov Incot Xpioroù, 
éuTpocÜev tov Oeod xai llarpós ñuQu 3 4 eidores, aderot 
qyamnpevos UTO Oeo, Tj». exroyhy tua, 5 ° 6r, TO evarryédsoy 

so épyov Tis ior. (‘opus quod ex fide 
proficiscitur") denotes ° sentiendi ique ratio 
ex persuasione Christiana oriunda ;' nearly equiv. 
in sense to ar(ois Ó adyawne ivepyounivg in 
Gal. v. 6 By rou kó*ov TH dyá* 9t is meant 
‘that diligence of exertion whi ings from 
love,” nearly equiv. to dyarns xowiecne. Thus, 
again, 7s vropovis THs šX. denotes * that con- 

endurance which springs from hope [in 
Christ for salvation].' Thus it is nearly equiv. 
to édwidoe Urousvovonr.—Tov Kuploy is a 
Genit. of object, for sic rdv Kópior, * hope re- 
posed in the Lord, as the only bestower of salva- 
tion.'—4upocÓsy rou Osov, &c. This form is 
by many eminent Expositors, ancient and mo- 
dern, referred to the three nouns, wlot., a-y., 
and ¿Aw., and supposed to intimate, by a He: 
braism, the purity and sinceritv of those virtues, 
Others, however, connect the words with j»»4:., 
and understand them of pra to God. This 
latter view is supported by the Pesch. Syr., and 
is, not without reason, preferred by tho best 
Expositors, from Benson to Pelt, in his judici- 
ous Commentary on this Epistle. And so also 
Calvin, who well remarks, that ‘this was added 
in order to give more weight to the affirma- 
tion.’ 

4. slddres, &c.] Eljórie here, as well as 
ynm. at ver. 3, depends on the words of ver. 2, 
süXapidToUut&y — Trpogsvxé "luv &6.—" Trà 
O«ov must be construed, not with ri» ixdoyhy, 
but with #yamwnuíror as propriety of langu 
almost requires, and the usage of the Apostie 
elsewhere (as 3 Thees. ii. 13, and Col. iii. 12) 
confirms. By ixXo'y. some understand the abso- 
lute election of the persons, as tadividuals, to 
eternal life. But from iii. 5, and v. 14, and 
2 Thees. iii. 1], it appears that some were dis- 
obedient, and in danger of gr d away. Henco 
the best Commentators, from Chrysostom down 
to Pelt and Schott, interpret it of their election 
to external privileges as a 

b. The scope of this verse seems to be, to inti- 
mate a full persuasion that this conversion of the 
Thessalonians to the Christian faith was marked 
by the MT of Divine power, as attested by 
the most indubitable signs, which are then sub- 
joined.—ró stayyé\cov nev, meaning, *our 
preaching of the Gospel, or ‘the Gospel as 
preached by us; as in 1i. 4. Rom. xvi. 25. Gal. 
li. 7. 2 Thees. ii. 14. 2 Tim. ij. 8. With iysvéðn 
ale Unas (‘ad vos pervent o Pelt compares Gal. 
iii. 14, Tya «le Trà £0pn 4 eùhoyla yivyra:. The 
words d» duvauss xai iv IIy. ay. (put for ¿v àwv. 
Tov II». dy.) are by — i eminent Exposi 
understood of the miracles worked, and the 
supernatural gifts — St. Paul; see 
Rom. xv. 19. S Cor. il, 4. T, sense, however, 



1 THESSALONIANS I. 6--8. 461 
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8. 
2 Thess. 1. 4, 

Soviq xa) ` Ayata, ard [xai] év mavti rómQ ý mistis tuav ý 
arpos Tov Ocòvu éFerrjrAvOer Gore uù ypeiav yuas &yew Nadeiv Ti. 

must not be confixed to these; but tho words are 
to be understood also, nay, chiefly, of the inter- 
nal power of the Gore! in its ordinary influ- 
ences on the — ected by the Holy Spirit, 
and attested by the fruits of the Spirit.—i» 
2Ànpodoopla 9oXAX y, scil. rie wlorews, equiv. 
to iv vía Ts. wexAnpodopovpivy, Heb. x. 22. 
In the last clause of the verse, xaOwe oldare— 
de” Sua, there is an appeal to the knowledge of 
the readers themselves, —the Apostle advertin 
to another evidence of the truth of the Gospe 
preached, — namely, from the conduct of the 
p of it,—pointing to himself as an exam- 
ple,—who, by his purity, disinterestedness (as 
shown in working with his bands, ii. 9), and 
other moral virtues, had so fully proved his sin- 
cerity, and the truth of that pel which he 
preached.—olos here, as at 2 Tim. 1i. 11, is used 
in a good sense, like the Latin ' qualis,’ t what 
manner of ns in our conduct.’ See Theo- 
ph L and Theodor. The sense here intimated is 
ully expressed infra ii. 10, duets uáprvpse we 
ócímt xai Quales Kal pipt Tær duty éyerjOn- 
psv. In fact, the general sense intended is, * ye 
well know [and can testify] with what Divine 
power and wAnpodpopia we have taught you, 
and with what alacrity and patient endurance wo 
have borne the sufferings we had to undergo for 
yours and the Gospel's sake.'— óc suas, ‘for 
your sakes, for your good, not for our own pri- 
vate interest.” 

6. xal vucie pip. Hu.—Kvplov] ° re ye have 
become imitators of us, and [so] of the Lord.’ 
The imitation here enjoined is wot, I conceive 
(what most itore explain it), an imitation 
of Christ and the Apostles in pert d. ictions, 
but, as Zanch, Grot., Doddr., and Pelt, under- 
stand, in a way, though, of course, in- 
cluding the other, as is plain from the words iv 
OAipes wodAg, which form an intermediate 

thrown in, to note a circumstance 
principal subject of the sentence, 

—their imitation of the Lord; namely, that it 
was ‘amidst much tribulation ; = though under 
trib., for so I would render, with Abp. Newc. 
and Schott. See Acts xiv. 22, comp. with Rom. 
v. 8. When the Apostle sys that they were 
imitators of him and the rd, he, I thiak, 
means imitators of him, and thereby of the Lord, 
—— y — ne a a by the 

el passage o or. xi. l, pspnrat pov 
S ieee: calms xdyw Xpiorov. By pera 
apas IIveynaroe ayiov ie meant ‘a joy in- 

spired by the Holy Spirit, which accompanied 
and rewarded their alacrity in receiving the 
word, and their firmness under tribulation in 

adhering to it; which was an evidence of their 
election, and a pledge of their title to a happy 
laa comp. Rom. xiv. 17, and Acts xv. 

7. Gori ye] * insomuch that ye became ex- 
mM. . On the term «ovs, see 1 Cor. 
x. 6, 1l. Phil. iii. 17, and notes. For rvwovs, 
MSS. B, D, and seven cursives, with some Ver- 
sions, have Tor, which is adopted by Lachm. 
and Tisch. But external authority is guis in- 
sufficient (for I find it not in a single b. or 
Mus. copy, except that it is in Cov. 2, though 
— over by Mill); and though internal evi- 
ence may seem in its favour, yet it ie evenly 

balanced ; for though Phil. iii. I , and 2 Thess. 
iii. 9, may seem to confirm «ovr, yet there the 
plural is plainly used for the singular, not here; 
and I can scarcely believe that Paul would use 
so h an expression. However, I grant that 
the Pesch. Syr., ulg., and Ital. Versions, strongly 
confirm rúrov, 80 that the reading may be con- 
sidered an uestion. Besides, in Lamb. 
1185, the original reading seems to havo been 
TVTOD. 

8. dd’ iuo] The Apostle now points at the 
excellent effécís of this good example of the 
Thessalonians, whose fame had spread far and 
wide. (Schott.) This is explained by moet of 
the more recent Commentators, * by your instru- 
mentality. The literal sense (of place), how- 
ever, adopted by the earlier Expositors, must not 
be excluded. In fact, both senses seem com- 
bined. * From you the sound of the Gospel first 
issued, and by your means was spread abroad in 
all Macedonia.” With the construction, indeed, 
of the sentence, owing to the où —— 
xal, Expositors are not a little FP? exed. They 
are, however, generally agreed in supposing a 
transposition of où uóvoy, which must be taken, 
they think, with ¿ẸńxnTaı; see Koppe, Pelt, 
and Schott. But it would rather seem that the 
true notion of the construction can alone be 
attained by considering the passage as blending 
two modes of — thus: ‘For from you 
sounded the word of the Lord over all Mace- 
donia and Achaia: and not only has your faith 
in God been well known there, but the report 
of it has been disseminated everywhere else; 
namely, in most of the countries of the civilized 
world, with which Macedonia and Achaia had 
constant commercial communication. In iE. 
there is an allusion to the xýpvyma of the Gos- 
pel, and to that sonorous voice, as it were of a 
trumpet (see Isa. lviii. 1. Rev. i. 10), with 
which x#puxss (like our criers) were accustomed 
to speak. And so Hesych. explains é€4xu7a 
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by ixnpúxðn. How honourable it was for the 
Gospel to issue forth from any place of all 
the places of a cu we may infer from 1 Cor. 
xiv. 36, 5 dd’ Univ Š Aóyos Tov Osov LERAGS; 
—hore uù xpsíay yuas tye AaAsiv Ti, *s0 
that we hans no need (anywhere, wherever we 
go) to say any thing; meaning, either in com- 
mendation, or congratulation,’ for there are every- 
where those who — of you. The sense is 
well expressed b eodor., pobAa(jev nus ñ 
pian, kai map G&A dxotomey & Aliyev 
Oirouey, Ó$An yap mac, yéyova TH ñus- 

Tipas &idagkaAÍas rj iv Šutv evxapwia. 
. dwolay slcodo» icyousy}] The sense is, 

* What a successful entrance we have had unto 
you; i.e. what a favourable reception we havo 
experienced at your hands (for that is implied by 
motos, 1 Comp. infr. ii. 1; q: d. (as 
Olsh.) ‘we need praise you to none, for they 
themselves have already related to me how 
thoroughly yo have been converted, and how 
suitably ye walk.'— xai was iwecrpivvare, &c. 
These words are explanatory of the preceding 
óroiay slcodov icxopsy, to evince the com- 
pletenees of their conversion. In iwrsorp. mpóoe 
vov Osdv we have a formula occurring also at 
Acts xi. 2]. xiv. 15. 2 Cor. iii. 16, and do- 
noting, by a Hebraic and figurative phrase, cun- 
version from idolatry and paganism, or Judaism, 
to Christianity. The contrary is spoken of in 
1 Cor. xii. 2, namely, a going wpde ra sidwAra 
wà &pwva. The words following show the 
pose of this turning ; (Sore, or sis +ó] dovAevew, 
tto worship and serve, &c. On Oeo Lert: xai 
4A 90., seo Jobn xvii, 1—5. 

10. xai dvapévew, zd Here wo have, con- 
joined with the former, those points espec. ad- 
verted to, which distinguish the Christian reli- 
gion from Judaism ; so that this with the pre- 
ceding verse contain a brief summary of the most 
important doctrines of arut theoretical 
zig practical; ‘for (as observes O sh.) while in 
imıorpipew faith is couched, dovAeósi love 
(rather ‘loving-service’), and drvauévstw sope; 
nearly equiv. to dwexdéxeoGar at Phil. iii. 20.’ 
There is a remarkable brevity and ey of 
meaning in the words dv firyeipsy tx vexpov— 
tpxouivns: the full sense intended to be sug- 

ed being (as Hyper. observes) that ‘Christ 
rst died, and then rose again, and ascended into 

heaven, and from thence as God is to be ex- 
, as the Judge and Remunerator.’ In the 

words which usher them in, &vauévsw rov Yidy 
—oltpavisy (meaning, ‘waiting for that second 
advent of Christ, when he shall come in his 
lorious majesty to judge both the quick and the 

dead"), we have a most expressive mode of speak- 
ing, to denote ‘fully receiving him—as their 
Redeemer;' implying obedience to his precepta, 
and true faith. This implied sense of faith was 
well seen by Chrys. and Theophyl., and is ex- 
pressed by them thus: imudh Tà uiv Ouvráà iv 

II. la Aùro yàp oldare, à&eXdol, Thv eloodov nuay THY pos 

xsocl, ta 8 xpnord bv irisi, peydAnge 
avTois wpocpaprupet wloriy elye (siquidem) 
dvauívovc. kai thalYouct BeBales tra pui- 
Aovra. Here the expression has especial 
priety, being meant, as Pelt suggests, to to 
the subject connected with the principal purpose 
of the Epistle; which was to correct the errors 
that had arisen as to Christ's return from heaven. 
The next terms, Tò» pvóutvovy—óp'yij must not 
be summarily wrapped up, as they are by Wakef. 
and Conyb., in the words, *our deliverance from 
the coming vengeance. They have a far deeper 
aper not unseen by Chrys. and Theophyl., and 
fully opened out by Calv, Hyper, and Est. 
Render có» jvuóu., not ‘who delivered” (as 
E. V.), nor * will deliver,’ as others; but, as the 
rn Syr., Ambrose, ru Calv., ‘who de- 
ivereth us; $e. ‘a pæn ionis æternæ, 
as Est., who further explains, ‘ eripit nos (mean- 
ing, as Cal v. says, ‘ those alone who are by faith 
reconciled to God") ab eterna damnatione efsam 
tz presenti, quatenus eos per beneficium redemp- 
tionis sus, durante hoc sæculo, eripit e potestate 
Diaboli ;' for this deliverance, which commenced 
&t our Lord's death and sacrifice, may be said to 
be continually carrying forward (so 2 Cor. i. 10, 
0s ix TyAixoéTov Üavárov ippicato nast, «al 
puerai els Sv gArÍxausp, Ste kal ri pvas- 
vat); ‘seeing that he ever liveth to make inter- 
cession for us’ (Heb. vii. 25), by himself our 
Advocato with the Father, and by the aid of the 
Holy Spirit, the Paraclete; and this he will him- 
self complete at the last day, when Death, sps- 
ritual as well as temporal, shall be swallowed 
in victory, a victory achieved by ‘him who 
us, and washed us from our sins in his own 
blood.’ Rev. i. 5. However, the circumstance 

inted at in the words TÓv gvóu.—ópy. T. 
px. has another note-worthy reference, — as 
pointing at the great end and of Christ's 
resurrection, —namely, as Calv. points out, *ut 
ejusdem glorise nos omnes tandem consortes 
faciat, qui sumus ejus membra, — Paulus, 
irritam fore resurrectionem, nisi iterum appareat 
suorum Redemptor, fructumque et effectum ejus 
quum in se exhibuit virtutis ad totum Ecclesia 
corpus extendat." 

IL Having at ch. i. 4, 5, briefly touched on 
the subject of his coming to the onians, 
the Apostle here enters into it more at large, 
both to give vent to the high feeling of sats: 
tion, which he, on — experiences at the 
— with — iu d vere the Divine 

essing, preac the to them, and if so 
vm the minds of the Thessalonians in that 

sound doctrine, which they had received from 
the Apostle and his collesgues, so tbat they might 
bold it fast, in spite of all the artifices of the 
false ers; and further to excite them to 
imitate the fidelity, diligence, and truly Christian 
spirit of their er. (Schott. 
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1. abroi Yap, acl. The ydp may best be 
referred to owolay sisodoy icy. at i. 9; q.d. 
* [I need scarcely have said what I did, on our 
ingrees unto you, and the result of it;] for ye 
yourselves know,’ &.—ov xpi), ‘not without 
effect, fruit, or success,’ both in its nature and 
results, as ed both the teachers and the 
taught. See Chrys. and Pelt. There is a pelw- 
ets, 90 that the sense is nearly = ¿y óvráya:, 

.i 5. 
m Here, as Pelt remarks, ‘e contrario idem 
gprobat.—xai after adda, absent from all the 
uncial, and very many cursive MSS. (including 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), has been can- 
celled by almost every Critical Editor; and 
rightly. The rpo in wpowaGovrse is not pleo- 
nastic; the sense being an/ed, aforetime. The 
expression USp:cGivres refers to Paul being 
scourged ; a insult to a Roman citizen.— 
éwapp. iv To Oso, &c. i. e. (as in Acts xiv. 3) 
* we took courage, in dependence on the aid of 
our God, to speak,’ &c. Of iy =. 4yõovi the full 
sense is, ‘amidst much struggle and anxious 
exertion. Comp. Thucyd. ii. 45, 1, dp@ uéyay 
—óv áyéva, and Arrian. Epict., d» dyau ovv- 
áyaTat, in discrinine. 

8, 4. Having thus put them in mind of the 
circumstances of his first entrance among them, 
Paul proceeds to — aranan was tho 
resent opposition to his person and doctrine.— 

bik ix wX&yne, scil. qv. Here the negative is 

@apolas): charges which Calv., with ingenious 
analysis, distinguishes under the heads,—impoe- 
fure, as re the substance of the doctrine; impu- 

ity, as regarded ————— 
ud, as regarded the mode of action. These 
charges, then, the Apostle simply and gravely de- 
nies, and then shows how ungrounded they were, 
since his conduct would be quite unaccountable on 
the supposition of funaticism, or of i wre, or of 
interested motives in general.—' Axa. denotes, in 

eral, the being swayed by corrupt motives, 
whether of wealth, fame, &c. So Arrian, Epict. 
iv. 1], Yuxĝe axaÜapaía, &óyuara rovnpa.— 
AcAw means ‘ the Snowing! beguiling men into 
error, by mis-stating, or terating, the truth ;' 
or at least ‘undertaking and carrying on the 
work of evangelizing with fraudulent views, or 
to answer sinister ends.’ In short, the Apostle 
means to say that he and his colleagues are 
neither themselves deceived, nor do they wil- 

fully deceive others; they are neither fanatics, 
nor im rs or cheats. Moreover, the Apostle 
might here not only intend an answer to his ac- 
cusers, but mean this as a retort upon them ; for 
suy may be em ic: since the falee teachers 
of the Jews, or Judaizers, and the Philosophers 
and Sophists of the heathens, were, as Chandler 
has shown, themselves notoriously guilty of that 
very conduct which they imputed to the Apos- 
tles, being the greatest impostors and cheats, 
yonres kal Tepatsias usaTol, says Lucian; who 
adds, that the impudence of their hypocrisy was 
intolerable. To advert to a matter of debated 
reading. For obre, A, B, C, D, F, G, and 6 cur- 
sives (to which I add Cov. 2, 3, passed ever by 
Mill), have ovd&, which ie adopted by Lachm. 
and by Tisch. ed. 1, who in his Jud ed, restored 
odre, rightly ; for the other reading is evidently 
a Critical correction, since ovdé is required by 
strict purity of Grecism, of which Paul is not 
ve observant. 

. Here the Apoatle declares what was really 
the origin of his instruction, and the disposition 
suitable to such an origin. (Schott.)—«aQes ds- 
CoxeuaousOa Uwd Tov Osov w. TÒ «. best 
Expositors are of opinion that tbis is an lar 
construction, to be resolved into xa@we idoxi- 
Macey nudas 6 Oeds, Sore AreoTaúsu Suiv +Ó 
abayy. See Win. Gr. Gr. 8 38, 1, note 2. Per- 
hape, however, there is a blending of two con- 
structions, we ésdox:udous8a vrò rov O«ov and 
we wemcorevus0a. Comp. Joseph. Bell. i. 26, 
2, we Gadoxipmacpivos ióty0n. nder: ‘ were 
approved, or judged fit to have the Gospel com- 
mitted to us.'—dpéioxovres, i. e. ‘ endeavouring 
to please ;’ Pep or, to the similar expres- 
sion of Ignat. ad Rom. C. 2, ob yap Oirte ini 
avOpwraptoxjoa, 4AAà Occo — This 
use of dpioxw is supposed to be Hellenistic, but 
I have noted it in iw Antig. 74, iwal mÀ ales y 

dvoe, “Ov det u’ Qpícxsu oic xarw (scil. 
beoe), viv ivOdde. The phrase ó doximateoy 
ras xapdlas is equiv. to ó ipsuviay Tae Kapdias, 
at Row. viii. 27, or 6 — i. 
24. See also Jer. xvii. 10. It is, indeed, as 
Schott says, ‘ sollenne Dei predicatum’ in V. et 
N. T.; bk d. * Probe dignoscit pietatem voram.’ 
In the addition here of nui» the reference is not 
to Paul, Timothy, and Silvanus only, but to all 
men, of whose hearts God is the searcher and 
trier. To touch on a point of considerable diffi- 
culty, —where, however, as Olsh. truly obeerves, 
one seeks in vain for explanation from Exposi- 
tors,—we should take the words of v. 4 in a 
sense utterly contradicting St. Paul's doctrine 
every where else, were we to suppose the sense 
to be, ‘I have been tried by God, who knows all 
hearts, seeking no man's honour.’ In order, 
however, to find our way in this embarrassment, 
we are to bear in mind tho following suggestions 
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of our enlightened interpreter: ‘ All poutive 
good St. Paul attributes to God as its real 
source ; on the other hand, he derives just as 
decidedly evil only from the human will as the 
final cause; this will now can, in spite of the 
universal sinfulnees, still be corru and pol- 
luted in a different degree in different men : 
the one ma so far pure, that, when ho sees 
the light, he receives it as such, without pol- 
luting it by a sinful taint ; the other, on the con- 
trary, has added so much of his own guilt to his 
innate sinfulness, that he pollutes even what is 
holy. According to this, then, St. Paul can say, 
perfectly in harmony with his fundamental ideas, 
that God committed the"Gospel to him because 
he had found him approved ; not as if St. Paul 
had been by nature good, but only so that he 
was in a state to receive in purity the holy 
matter which was committed to him, and not to 
corrupt it by mingling his sin with it; therefore 
on account of the negative good in him. Man in 
all his — = — — be — 
and upright, acknow as good, evil as 
evil; such upright souls God can alone make 
uee of as labourers in his kingdom, and as such 
St. Paul represents himself hore.’ (Olsh.) 

5, 6. The Apostle now proves this integrity 
and purity of motive, by adverting to two things 
which most usually sway men; vanity (or ambi- 
tion) and avarice. Previously, however, to no- 
ticing these ch he briefly pre-occupies that 
of (of which his adversaries were noto- 
riously guilty), and he proves himself sot to be, 
as they said, a men ; and that by simply 
appealing to themselves as his witnesses, who, had 
he been guilty of base adulation (the surest mark 
of a sordid mind and corrupt motives), must 
surely have known it. To advert to a few 
points of phraseology, ¿y Aóyœw xoXaxzías is not, 
with some, to be ed as a mere Hebraism, 
for iv xoXaxsía ; nor, with others, to be ex- 
plained as standing for ‘in accusatione adula- 
tionis, which would weaken the sense. We may 
best, with Koppe and Schott, take iy X oye elvat 
for ylvecOar iv Adve, ‘to be conversant in 
words, &c., and consider the Genit. xoXaxsías 
as put for the adjective xoXaxsvTixe ; the sense 
being, *nunquam versati sumus in sermonis 
genere adulatorii,' * were not conversant in words 
of flattery, used not flattering speeches,’ Comp. 
1 Cor. ii. 5, ¿v Aóyæ copias. 

5. On the import of the next words, odre iv 
mwpopacea wreovetiac, a difference of opinion 
exists. Some the rpogdce: as merel 
pleonastic, while others think it serves to } 
-wXsovetlas; and others, again, assign to it vari- 
ous senses, more or less objectionable. We may, 
I think, best (with the Pesch. Syr. Trans., Beza, 
Grot., Bp. Sanderson, Benson, Chandler, Flatt, 
Schott, and Olsh.) take ¿v mpopáo:: wKeoveLiac 
(supply ¿yayn?0nusy) to mean ats prætextu ava- 
riti, and thus consider this as a popular way of 
expressing the carrying forward any plan of co- 

_ agreeable to the words 
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vetousness under a fair pretence,—as the false 
teachers did, by fleecing their devotees, if not by 
themselves, yet through the medium of another ; 
gee 2 Cor. xii. 16, 17, where are to be noted, as 
— bearing on the case in point, the ex- 
pressions ddA Spas £Xafor and iwXeovixryeca 
Uuat, q. d. * 1 laboured among you, sot with fair 
pretences, at the bottom of which was covetous- 
ness, lf this should be thought unsatisfactory, 
I would s t whether the difficulty may not 
be remo by poate the words thus: oire 
iv —— wAsovetias. Thus the construc- 
tion will be: ofre iv XAóye xodtaxslas, obire 
[iv Xóy e] wAcovetias: the — i» apo- 

oliness]* being 
is the 

vii. 13, 2, and ?rpód aci in Eurip. 
In the subjoined Gade paprus 
FER to the wd Judge who cannot err, even 

Searcher of all hearts. Comp. 1 Sam. xii. 5, 
and see note supra v. 4. 

6. obra Cwrowwres ¿Ë d»0p. óav] The 
Apostle here adverts to another kind of covet- 
ousness, not the * auri sacra fames, but the thirst 
of fame, styled by Milton, ‘ That last infirmity 
of noble minds’ At {nrourres supply juar, 
from éysriOnuev of the preceding verse; both 
being for é%nr¥cauery, on which duvauerr 
(‘though we might’) is suspended. It may 
seem strange that the Apostle should write if 
ávÜponroy and dx’ GÀ cv, not ¿E dvOp. and ¿£ 
åw, nor da’ av0o0. and ax’ wv; but the 
reason will appear by considering the distinction 
of signif. in ¿Ë and awd, which is well pointed 
out by Schott, who observes that dé always has 
reference to the mediale origin (or second cause) 
(for examples to the thing or person that gave 
occasion to any thing said or done), but ¿x (as 
also wapd) to the immediate, or cause. 
With respect to the expression ¿y Baps: sivas, 

itors are not agreed whether it signifies ‘ to 
be burdensome to you; so v. 9. 2 Thess. iii. 8, 
or ‘to use ic authority over you.’ The latter 
interpretation is adopted by most ancient and 
many modern Expositors, as being far more 

preceding and following ; 
and several exx. of this signif. are adduced by 
the Commentators; but it would rather seem 
that the sentiment in the clause oÜvs Yyrourrer 
—ddXA wy is inate to that in odre ivyern@y- 
pev iv wood. wKeovetias, and that the words 
Quyéuavort iy Bápsı elvar, &c. (which are paren- 
thetical) refer to the principal sentiment. This 
view is confirmed by the language of the Apostle 
elsewhere. So at v. 9, rods TÒ ph iziBaptcal 
Tua Ug»: also 2 Thess. iii. 3 im Baoñncas. 
2 Cor. xi. 9, iv mavti afap:; (niv inavrór 
áTüpuca: whereas the other signif. of @&goç is 
no where found in the New Test. The Apostle, 
however, may here have intended both senses; 
— that he might, in virtue of his autho- 
rity and privileges as an Apostle, have ruled 
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them aathoritatively and imperiously, and been 
chargeable to them, by taking pay for his eer- 
vices. 

7. 3prioi] i.e. ‘as it were a tender parent; 
implying the most tender and affectionate feel- 
ings. the Homeric rarip 3’ we NTior Hey. 
— E» uíco vucv is a Hebraism for iv vpiv, 
* among — To . a confusion of ipi a 
it is r (as the best Expositors suggest) to 
take the nest words with what follows, hot with 
what precedes. The Apostle compares himself 
first to an indulgent futher, and then to a tender 
nursi . In the expression Varwy there 
is an allusion to the manner in which birds warm 
their young, by placing them under their wings 
(Deut. xxii. 6. Matt. xxiii. 37), or nursing- 
snothers cherish them in their bosoms; implying 
every necessary sustentation. And great we 
know was the mildness and tenderness of the 
Apostle to his converts, whom he regarded as 
his own dear children. 

8. obras, lusipouevor ed *thus having a 
strong affection for you.’ Instead of ipecp., 
almost all the uncials, and above 30 cursives (to 
which I add Lamb. 1185, 1186), have omecp., 
which has been edited by Matthei, Griesb., 
Koppe, Scholz, Schott, Lachm., and Tisch. ; but 
perhape without sufficient reason. External evi- 
dence, indeed, is in its favour; but infernal, I 
apprehend, is against it. It is, indeed, a word 
destitute of any authority, RE found only in a 
few MSS. (not the text) of Job iii. 21, o? iuel- 

pra: Tou ÜuryáTov: and, notwithstanding what 
Matthei urges, it is, as Rinck says, contrary to 
analogy. Indeed Schott, who adopts om., has 
not proved that the word ever existed. He ap- 
peals, indeed, to Hesych., Phot., and'Phav. But 
they, copying from the Scholiasts, manifestly had 
the present passage in view; and, therefore, to 
infer from them the existence of the word, would 
be reasoning in a circle. The same objection, 
also, applies to his argument, that ‘ du. is enti- 
tled to the preference, as being the rarer word ;' 
for that canon surely cannot hold good of words 
so rare as no where to be found, espec. if th 
would be formed contrary to analogy; indeed, 
Om. can easily be accounted for as a mere error 
of the scribes. See Rinck. It would seem that 
the o arose from the e preceding. In the passage 
of Job it arose evidently from the o£ preceding, 
as the testimony of the text (almost all the MSS. 
having lueip.) shows. Matthsi, indeed, says the 
word occurs in Symmachus’ Version of Ps. lxii. 
2. But the tert there has lusip. ; and if even 
Ousip. were found in some MSS, óu. might be 
easily accounted for from the e preceding. The 
scribes, I suspect, fell into the error, ause 
ipetp. never came into the commun dialect, and 
is rarely found in any but the best writers. Thus 
when an o or w preceded, the scribes, thinking of 
the common word óunpeósaÜa:, easily manufac- 
tured OusipecOac; the e: and n being perpetually 
confounded. Finally, as to what Schott urges, 
that du. is the stronger term, that may be doubt- 
ed, for lup. is surely a very significant term; 
not to say TBS óusip. would yield a sense little 

Vor. Il. 

3 ^ a 3 Phil. 3. 17. 1 John 8. i6. etbaryéMov ToU Oeo, àAXà tE na X 

1 Cor. 4. 12. 
2 Cor. 11.0. & 13.18. 3 Thess. $.7—9. 1 Tim. 4 10. 

nected with ; whereas the sense intended 
Apostle is * warmly attached to.” Thus far in my 
former edd. In this ninth, after further and moro 
mature consideration, I am inclined to adopt ou., 
espec. since internal evidence, if weighed in a 
just balance, is in its favour. The exception to 
the general rule of preferring the more uncom- 
mon in the case of manifest barbarisms does not 
apply here; for, though duecp. may be formed 
contrary to analogy, so are not a few words of 
the common Greek dialect, nor is it so rare as to 
be found no where else. Hesych. in óusíporrat 
must have had in view some other paseage, and 
not the present. It is also found in some MSS. 
of the Sept., in Job iii. 21, and in somo of Sym- 
machus’ Version. Ps. lxii. 2. As to my remark, 
that the scribes may have brought in oueip. from 
being lese acquainted with luz. than ĝu., there 
is no reason to think that iuz:p. was unknown 
to such persons as the scribes, who must have 
had, from copying, some knowledge of the lan- 
guage of the lettered. On the other band, óu«tp. 
ìs so rare (not being found even in the Clase. 
writers of the least pure Greek), that it may be 
doubted whether it was a term of the common 
Greek dialect every where in use. One may 
rather suspect that it was a incialism, one of 
the Cilicisms admitted to occur in the writings 
of St. Paul.—séódoxovusy, lit. ‘we might havo 
thought good, ‘should have been disposed :' a 
sense —— 2 Cor. v. 8, and occasionally 
found in the Sept. and the later Greek writers. 
The usual construction with paradovva:, the 
Genit. and Dat. is here altered to the Accus. and 
Dat., from the sature the thing. For ye- 
qum I have now edited éyevnÜnTs, ‘have 

en, ‘become’ (which has been received into 
the text by Lachm. and Tisch.) from all the 
most ancient MSS. (to which I add two of the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), with the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, and as propriety of language in the ex- 
ression of the obvious sentiment requires. The 
orms of the preterite and aorist ] pass, being 
written by abbreviations similar to each other, 
were frequently confounded by the scribes. 

9. Having thus expressed the tenderness of his 
affection towards them, and his readiness to have 
imparled to them not only the of God, but 
even kis own soul and life, bad it n ; 
for their service, he to mention a cir- 
cumstance which was the strongest poo of the 
strength and disinterestedness of his love towards 
them, and by personal a to their recollection 
was likely to prove effective.— Mynuovevers yap 
—Osov. Comp. 2 Thess. iii. 7—9, mønu., * ye, 
no doubt, remember.’ —xórov xai — xov. ‘my 
labour and travail; namely, his trade. Comp. 
2 Thess. iii. ].—vwvxTóse xai judoaç the Com- 
mentators regard as merely equivalent to ádia- 
Así(arTeos, assidu, early and late; bet the ex- 
pressions may be taken ísZerally, and in their full 
acceptation. For in so speaking: the Apostle, 
we may sa , alludes to the toilsome exercise 
of hie inde occasionally carried on through the 
hours of the xight as well as Er in order to 

u 

suitable, for it could only mean ‘ ed — 
y the 
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allow him an opportunity, at other times, to pur- 
sue his evangelical labours. 

10. ‘Iterum Dei et eorum testimonio ad suam 
integritatem assorendam utitur : ac Deum quidem 
conscientia, illos vero rei compertss testes facit." 
Calv. — às ócíoc, xai Quales, xai du. dyer. 
Comp. Demosth. C. Mid., obTws eda Bios, 
ottws sücefas, ovTwe perples OuaksteÜDa. — 
‘Ociwe duty towards God, dix. that 
towards men; and duéuT«cs denotes by impli- 
cation the repule of performing both. 

ll. xaOawep olðare — ós warijp rixva i.] 
This ie not a mere enlargement upon the fore- 

ing wc doles, for I with Dr. Peile, that 
€ is better joined with éva, to express the sense, 

‘taken individually, ‘one by ome; the sense 
being, ‘even as ye well know, in respect to each 
one among you, how we were exhorting you (= 
* used to exhort you") even as a father (doth) his 
children, that &c.’ Accordingly, as at v. 7, he 
compares himeelf to a tender nursing mother, so 
now does he compare himself to a tender father, 
who brings up his children to all that is good, 
kxrpipwy aurove iv wadsig xai scía 
Kvptov. 

11, 12. The construction is here somewhat 
irregular, and can only be adjusted by tin 
éyerOnuey from ver. 10, or (which is ter) 
supplying usv, to be fetched from ¿ysvi@nusv. 
—IIapax., Tapay., and uaprvp. These terms 
are xot synonymous.  IIapax. and vapay. differ 
as our exkurt and persuade ; namely, by * heart- 
ening on to do a thing by the use of kind and 
encouraging words.’ See Hom. Il. viii. 470, 680. 
JEsch. Prom. 1063. Xenoph. Cynag. vi 25. 
Aristoph. Vesp. 115. Maprup. is a 
term than me former, —— on, 
urge, urgently press,’ as in a kin passage o 
Bh. iv 17, nd also Thucyd. vi. 80, and viii. 

For uapTvpoóusro. I have, with Matthei, 
Schott, and Tisch., edited paprupdmevos, from 
nearly al] the uncial, and about 30 cursive MSS. 
(I add most Lamb. and Mus. copies). It is 
well remarked by Schott, that uaprupsicbas 
cannot admit of the sense here required; ‘and 
although (continues he) Expositors assert that 
uaprTupsicÓa, is sometimes used for mapre- 
paĝa, yet they do not prove it The truth is, 
that though uaprTúpsoða: is sometimes used for 
pnaprupiiaÜa, in the sense testari, sanotà affir- 
mare, yet there is no proof that uaprvpsiata, 
was ever used for uapTópsoÜa.. See Poppo on 
Thucyd. viii. 53, 2, and note on Acts xxvi. 22, 

On the words «lc rd epiw., &c., which serve to 
note the ¿ntent and effect of the foregoing admo- 
nition, comp. Col. i. 16.—Baoid. xai bókar may 
be, as most Commentators su for Baoc:- 
Aslav lydoEov ; but I agree with Schott, that it 
is not necessary to resort to that principle here; 
since the word may retain ite proper ` 
force, so as to further explain and illustrate 
Baci\siav; i.e. ‘to call us to the duties, pri- 
n and final blessedness of the Christian 

e. 
13. *Having thus appealed to God and them 

for the unblameableness of his conduct, and his 
zeal and fidelity in his ministry, he commends 
them for the just — thoy paid to it, and their 
sincerity and ch Inces in submitting to the 
great design of it' (Chandl)— ài& Tovro, 
‘wherefore [since we have been thus successful 
among you}, we do thank God that,’ q. d. it is on 
this account that we do it. In wapad\aforres— 
@soü there is a transposition usual in St Paul 
(and also in Thucyd.) by which the Genit. is 

from the noun which governs it by 
intervening words, The latter part of the verse, 
ob \óyov áyÜp.— micrevoverv, represents the 
word of God as a mighty principle of action, in 
producing the wepiwarnca lws Tov Grow of 
v. 12.—A óyov &xo?j« is not (as most recent Com- 
mentators imagine) for Xoyov or áxosj». It may 
be ed, with Theophyl. and CEcumen., as 
equiv. to xrpvyua, we dca rov áxoveOrnvai Tes- 
Tsvópevov, and thus dxone is equiv. to dxove- 
Osice in Isa liii. 1. Jer. x. 22. This is con- 
firmed both by the passages of Isa. and Jer., and 
by the same idiom occurring at Heb. iv. 2, ove 
é dí nose ó Àoyos ijs dxone ixsivove: eo that 
there is no seed to resort to Olshausen's solution 
of the difficulty, —too readily acquieeced in by 
Schott, — which on the supposition, that 
Paul here considers the phrase Aóyo» dxore 

breaks Tap uc» 88 a inet idea, which virtuall 
up the construction. The difficulty solely arises 
from the strange position of O«ov, which, how- 
ever, as axons must necessarily bave followed 
Adyou, was unavoidable, without re-writing the 
sentence.— In idéZacBe, ob Xoyov, Kc. there is a 
brevity of expression, for ¿ĝéğacðe avrdy at où 
yov. Aixola: differs from eagaXaufássiw, 

as implying more or less of š Thus 
Abp. Newc. well renders, ‘ye embraced it.’ So 
Thucyd. i. 95, idéEavro roùe Àóyowe, xal 
Tpoctiyor Thy yrounv.— Os xal. ivepysirar, 
&c. e Se is by some referred to Osov. But 
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the best Expositors are in general agreed in 
referring it to the more remote antecedent À ¿yoy 
Tov O:ov, which, indeed, is required by the 
words following, as Hyper. ably evinces, who 
shows that there is ere proof a signis, Ls 
effectibus.—ivapyeira: is by some taken Actively, 
in the sense worketh, as a powerful principle iud 
ducing its genuine effects; while others take it 
Passively, to signify ° is made effectual,’ or shows 
itself in its effects, —namely (as is just afterwards 
shown), by producing an imitation of the best 
examples of Christian piety and virtue. This 
Jatter mode is preferable, and indeed Schott 
maintains that drvspryysto0at is never in the New 
Test. used as a Middle form, with an Active 
sense, but always (eepec. in St. Paul's writings) 
as & Passive. Nay, Bp. BULL, Examen, p. 9, 
goes yet further, and asserts that it is scarcely 
ever so used, even in the Classical writers, but 
always in a Passive sense; and after adducing, as 
exx. of the New Test. use, Rom. vii. 5. 2 Gor. 
i. 6, he rescues 2 Cor. iv. 12 from the misinter- 
pretation by which an active sense ie by man 
there attributed to dvepysirat. He also vindi- 
cates the same sense to Eph. iii. 20 and Col. i. 
ult., and finally in the present passage, 2 Thess. 
ii. 7, and James v. 16; and though Bp. Bull in 
these renders évepy. by perfici, while 
Schott adopts efficax reddi, yet both are agreed 
on the sease: the latter explaining it of passin 
from tho mind and understanding into the uf 
and actions, and thus bringing forth fruit (see 
2 Pet. i. 8) ; while the former ably elicits the full 
sense with the weighty remark, ‘Scilicet tum 
demum in homine Dei Verbum irepyysicOat, 
sive perfici, dicitur, cum finem obtinet, et effec- 
tum sibi destinatum, que est FIDEI OBEDIEN- 

14. In this verse the reference may be, as 
Hyper. and others suppose, to the last clause of 
the ing one; and thus what is here said 
will be a proof of the foregoing. as to the efficac 
of the word. But4t would rather seem (accord- 
ing to the opinion of Calv., Chand), Koppe, 
Pelt, and Olsh.) to have reference to the w 

the verse i^g; being meant, we may 
suppoee, to illustrate the efficacy of the faith of 
tbe Thessalonians, by their eourageous endurance 
of persecution, and to t a strong reason for 
their constuncy therein, by noticing their resem- 
blanco in thie respect to the primitive Christians 
of Judse, and even to the Lord himself. —" Y pete 
dp piunrai iyev., &c. Render: ‘for yo have 

become followers of, &c.; namely, by bearing 
the same troubles and persecutions as the persons 
in question did. So supra i. 6, piunTai "uiv 
byarhOnve xal Tov Kuplov, deEausvor Toy Xoyov 
dv Oris: woddg. On the expression T@v ix- 
kAneusp oU Osov, &c., see i. l, and Acts viii. 

& 14. 5, 19. ` 
& 17. 5, 13. 

M & Ld 12. 

1—4. — evudovAsTér is for the purer Greek 
óuosÜwar, ° fellow-countrymen.' 

15. laíovs] This has been cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; but rashly. We 
can hardly suppose that a marginal gloss should 
have crept into nearly all the MSS. (1 find it in 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies). It is far more 

bable that it was cancelled in a few copies, 
m a groundless fear lest it might countenance 

the dogma of Marcion, —that the Jewish Pro- 
phets were not the Prophets of the true God ; 
un Me — for the — they would 

ikely to plead a corruption o text; and to 
cast that on Marcion himself would clench the 
argument. Or perhaps it was thrown out by 
some over-nice Critics of Grecism ; this use be- 
ing not very Clasesical. Or finally, it might, as 
Schott observes, have arisen by hom on 
with the preceding word. Certainly, the s- 
sion carries with ìt great emphasis, as in Tit. i. 

ndeed, it is neces- 12, lioe avrav mpophTne. 
sary to the — the very force of which, as 
is shown by Chrys, Hyper., Chandl., Calv., and 
Schott, reste on Idlous; the design of the Apostle 
being to evince, that it is no wonder they perse- 
ated the Christian converts every where, since 
they are a persecuting and murderous race. They 
put to death ‘the Lord of life and glory’ him- 
self; ney, they even murdered their own pro- 
phets, whose Divine authority they 
(however they might reject that of Jesus); and 
hence no wonder they should ute these his 
followers. In the words xal nuas éxdiwEavrwv 
there is, as Schott remarks, a transition from 

t events to present; the sense being. ° they 
ve persecuted and do persecute us." —éx&iox., 

we may observe, is a more significant expression 
than iex. ; denoting ‘to chase away from place 
to place by bitter persecution.” Comp. Luke xi. 
49.—«al Gee pi) dpecxovreyv, xal &c. Mi 
dápsaxórToy must not be taken (as it is usually) 
in the sense, ‘do not seek or care to please God.” 
Thee on is best explained by many emi- 
nent Commentators, ancient and modern, per 
meiosin, to signify, ‘are in utter disfavour with 
God are Qroorvyeis, as their historian Jo- 
UE himself admits them to have been. There 
fs here a climax ; the xai—«al having an inten- 
sive sense, both —and ; it being meant, that they 
are both in disfavour with , and are in a 
state of hostility to sll men. I have pointed 
accordingly. In waow dvOpemroas ivavriwv 
there is an allusion to that — or — 
antisocial, spirit towards other nations, whic 
Tacitus Me by ‘adversus omnes alios hostile 
odium, nay, ‘odium generis humani, and of which 
the later Greek and the Latin Clase. writers fur- 
nish striking proofs, some of them here adduced 
by the esas see Diod. Bic. xxxiv. 

H 
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p. 524 ; Josephus, c. Apion. ii. 14. Philostr. Vit. se 
Ap. v. 33. Tacit. Hist. v. 5; and espec. Juvenal, 
Sat. xiv. 103, 4. We are, however, to bear iu 
mind, that, as Olsh. suggests, *all this, according 
to Paul's manner, is not couched in the Jewish 
national character, nor in the influence of the 
Mosaical institutions, but solely in the perverted 
Pharisaical spirit, which bad taken full posees- 
sion of the people (all, at least, who made any 
profession of religious seriousness]. For áva»- 
Tov the more Class. use would be (what is, in- 
deed, found in several MSS., and some Versions, 
and which would better correspond to mu) 
&pscoKkórTowy before) ivayriovuárvav. But the 
former is a somewhat more forcible term, being 
used like contrarius in Latin (as Phadr. iv. 10, 
16, * quos ipse alueris, Tibi inveniri maxime cox- 
trarios"), intimating that ‘ they are tho common 
enemies of the rest of the human race.’ The 
next words (v. 16) have a close connexion with 
the foregoing, showing Aow they evince this hos- 
tile men towards other nations, viz., by * hinder- 
ing the Gospel from being preached to them, 
that they might be saved.’ 

16. ele rò avawAnpwoat) This is put for Tva 
&vaTAnpoc:, and the sense may be, ‘in order 
that they may fill up, = ‘as if they would 
[thereb 1 fill up [the measure of] their iniqui- 
ties.” Matt. xxiii. 32, comp. with . xv. 
16. Deut. ix. 34. However, I am, on further 
consideration, now inclined to e with those 
who refer the construction to that of ele with an 
Infin., and regard the Article rò as put, not of 
counsel or intent, but of event or effect, as in 
2 Cor. viii, 6. Heb. xi. 3, et al. So Est., who 
remarks, that it is as much as to say, ‘and so, 
while they cease not to sin, they always heap 
sins upon sins, until at length they fill the mea- 
sure to the brim, when nothing else will remain 
for them but the terrible judgment of God, since 
unishment can no longer be avoided or de- 
erred.'—4rávrore, ‘at all times; i.e. now as 
well as formerly. It is well remarked by Schott, 
that the — is put amet in the —— for the 
pu of more strongly intimating their perpe- 
tual obstinacy, which admitted of no repentance. 
By the term id@acs it is denoted that the 
punishment will come upon them suddenly, and 
me they wee expect w — the Aorist is 
ere, as in other ike the present par- 

taking of the Prophetic. amplo ed to denote cer- 
inty and speediness of accomplishment. Finally, 

by the expression els réXos it is intimated that 
e punishment should go on and terminate only 

saternecionem, at their utter destruction ; 
which literally took place, according to the pro- 
phecy of Daniel, ix. 27, by which it was foretold 
that *the city and the sanctuary should be cut 
down,—as with an inundation, and overwhelmed. 
and even £o the end (icc TíAovs wo) šuov, Sept.) 
of a decisive war should be ‘ destruction upon de- 
struction; xal ws ris ouvrsdeias kaipoy — 
CoPjoerar iwi 3j» iphuwow. The signal fulfil- 
ment of these words, only a few years after, is 
fully attested by the great Jewish historian.—To 

advert to a matter of criticism, as to the reading. 
For £$0ac« MSS. D, D, have £$0axe, ad 
by Lachm., and also by Tisch. in bis Ist edit. ; 
though in his 2nd he restores £$0aocs, which is 
found, it would seem, in all the other MSS., in- 
cluding the Lamb. and Mus. ones, except that 
I find £$0axs in Covell. 2, omitted by Mill. 
Yet internal evidence would seem to be in favour 
of £$Oaxs, from the infrequency of the 
form, which could not have arisen from scribes. 
It is indeed so rare, that I can find no other ex- 
ample of it except in 2 Chron. xxviii. 9, xai 
(et TOv ovpavioy Ep0axe (scil. ñ pyh abra), 
so written in all the copies except Compl., 
which has ip0ace, seemingly from the alteration 
of a Critic who wished to introduce the more 
usual form. I know of no other example; but 
the Pluperf. form (which implies the Perf.) oc- 
curs in Plut. Galb., — wTpoecAnpwt Tov 
O., and Synes. ap. Steph. Thes., ¿$ç ¿xs muls- 
pevos; also the Particip. Perfect, as re@Oaxwe 
in Tzetz. Exeg. in Hom. Iph. 119, 4. However, 
iphaxı have been a critical emendation of 
the framer of the text of the Cod. B, and that it 
was such is confirmed by the circumstance that 
0acs seems to have been read by the writer of 
the Acta Thome (who lived several hundred years 
before the Cod. B was written), who at § 33 has 
closely imitated the present as follows : 
— (sine v. 1.) yap cos TÒ T£Aos THY dr- 
eA tíac, unless the writer thought fit to alter the 
form. And considering that the passage of 
2 Chron. seems to have been in the mind of the 
Apostle (as might also Dan. iv. 21), he might 
choose to adopt the form ipUaxs, espec. as it is 
most agreeable to propriety of language. 

17—20. Here the Apostle reverts from the 
Jews to the Thessalonians, and, agreeably to 
what he had said at ver. 8, expresses his great 
desire to again visit them, and tells them the 
reason why he has sent Timothy to them.— 
&Topd. is a very significant term, and eo rare 
a word that I have noted only one ex. elsewhere, 
—namely, in ZEschyl. Choéph. 244, properly 
denoting ‘the separation of children from their 

nts, but sometimes, as here, ‘of parents 
rom their children” The expression is, in the 
present case, peeun suitable, since, by a con- 
tinuance of the metaphor at vv. 7 and 11, tbe 
Apostle is considered as their spiritual father. 
This use, however, as applied to parents, is eo 
rare, that I know of only two exx. elsewhere, — 
namely, Soph. Trach. 941, xAdw» obodven’” ix 
duotu too.) dpa IIaTpos T' ixelvns +’ bppa- 
vioptvor Biov (where the poet must, I think, 
have written Blew (* in life’] for Bíov) ; to which 
add Lycophr. Cass. 103, dvoty werXecaty époa- 
viopivny ovis. The reason why Paul here 
used the compound d*opd. was, perhaps, that 
be had in mind Gen. xxvii. 45, uiwors å% o- 
TiKvewÜo awd T@v dbo uav nuípa pie. 

17. mpòs xaipóy &pas] This is by many emi- 
nent Commentators taken for wpós xaeipós, or 
wods pav. But it would rather seem that a 
blending of two synonymous expressions, in or- 
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der to give a sense stronger than either would be 
seperate] y,—namely, for a very brief season. In 
4 poco où kapóía there is a delicate turn; 
and at arspico. towovd. and iv wodAy évivula 
there is a blending of two modes of expression, 
denoting great desire, and earnest endeavours to 
satisfy it. —ró wpdcewoy Uuov là. is a Hebrew, 
or rather primitive, expression for ‘to visit you.’ 
The full sense of the passage may be exp 
thus: ‘ But we, brethren, having been torn from 
ou, or ‘ bereaved of you, for a short space, — 
fand that] in face and presence only, not in 
cart,—have been the more solicitous (anxious) 

to see your face.’ Nothing short of this ampli- 
fied vereion can draw forth the full sense in- 
tended by the Apostle in this , 80 preg- 
nant with meaning, and in which words he 
on words serve to show the vehemence of his 
desire to see them again. It would seem, in- 
deed, to have been the perturbation of his feel- 
ings which occasioned the removal of the phrase 
dy wodAg deriÜvuiq out of its right position be- 
tween wapioc. and iowovd., for I cannot agree 
with Schott. that the words were purposely so 
placed, gravitatis causa.—lIIapioc. is not to be 
taken, with Est. and Olsh., simply as put for 
Aíar, nor even for ‘more; but, as the argument 
in the context requires, for ‘the more, as in 
Heb. ii. 1. xiii. 19; thus intimating that ‘ even 
this brief absence had caused him the more 
vehemently En Y to desire their presence.’ 

18. ài. $014. ¿X0.] For 24.9, A, B, D,G, 
and 7 cursives, have d:67:, which is received by 
Olsh. and Lachm., and by Tisch., ed. 1, who, 
however, in ed. 2, has restored 210, with reason ; 
since the other evidently arose from Critical cor- 
rection, employed also at iii. 1 by the Reviser of 
the text of MS. B, where, however, he ‘stands 
alone. This is not the only place where ddr 
has been introduced for ĉo. See l Pet. ii. 6, 
and note.—’Eyw piv IIavAos, * I, Paul, for my 

° The insertion was made to prevent any 
mistake in the use here of the plural for the sin- 
gular.—d'a£ xal die, i. e. ‘not once only, but 
a second time,’ on which sense see note on Phil. 
iv. 16.—x«al évixoey suas ó Zar., ° but,” atta- 
men, ‘Satan hath thwarted our purpose.’ See 
Luke xxii. 3 1 Cor. vii. 5, and note on Gal. 
v 

19. rle yzG2p—wapouc(a ;] The yàp refers to 
a clause omitted; q.d. ‘And no wonder we 
should be thus desirous of seeing you], for what,’ 
&c.? The sentence following would have bee 

tner, if e declaratively ; but instead 
of this it is, with ter clegance and spirit, 
made interrogative (q. d. * who is our hope if ye 

are not so ;` implying, * ye are so, in the fullest 
sense’); after which there is subjoined, at v. 20, 
the same sentiment expressed declaratively, with 
yap referring to the axswer supposed to be 
given; q.d. ‘[Are not ye such, &. I may 
with truth say that ye are], for ye are,’ &c. In 
iXTr., Xapa, and orid. kavy. there seems to be 
a climaz. 

III. The Apostle now proceeds to recount 
what he had done, and espec. why he had sent 
Timothy. We have here a reference to what 
was a little before said, ii. 17, seq., of his earnest 
desire to see them, and his attempt to do so be- 
ing impeded. And the present narration is, as 
Calv. observes, meant to further assure them of 
the earnestness of this his desire. Accordingly, 
this portion ought not to have been dissevered 
from the preceding context by commencing a new 
chapter. 

l. ayxérs oréyovras] Here we may, with 
the best Commentators, supply from the subject- 
matter, roy woloy Quy š © desire of seein 
you"); q. d. ‘not being able any longer to hol 
out, or restrain the desire of seeing you, [and yet 
being unable to accomplish that desire’ ], —words 
which must be supplied from the subject-matter. 
The next words, sùĉoxýo. xaradkap—povoi, 
xai dwinwWapusy, advert to the circumstances in 
which Paul thought fit to acquiesce, in the next de- 
sirable course to adopt.—namely, to remain alono 
at Athens, and send Timothy to Thessalonica in 
his stead. So Est, ‘ visum fuit adventum et 
presentiam meam pcr alium mihi conjunctissi- 
mum, ac velut alterum me, suppleri. He fur- 
ther remarks, that the expression povo: KaTa- 
AacPOnvac was adopted to express his affection 
for Timothy, and ‘ ionem suam ob absen- 
tiam Timothei ad Thessal. missi.’ 

2. For Oiáxovov cov O:0U xal acvvapyóv 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. adopt xu 
cuvapyov TOU Osov, from a few uncial MSS. 
(to which I can make no addition). However, 
internal evidence is in favour of the reading, 
which, were there more authority of cursive 
MSS., I should be ready to receive; for I sus- 
pect that ouvepydv and d:dxovoy are only two 
readings of the same single term used by Paul; 
accordingly, one must be a gloss on, or an altera- 
tion of, the other. It should seem that avrep'yóv 
is the original reading, and d:dxovoy the gloss, or 
Critical alteration. "She origin of the change 
prob. was, that some Reviser stumbled, though 
causolessly, at the expression cuvspy. ov Osov, 
as partaking too much of ism, and, 
accordingly, substituted the correction dsdxovov. 
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Thus internal evidence is quite in favour of cuy. 
vov Osov, the force of which phrase I have 
showu in my note on 1 Cor. iii. 9. Lachm. and 
Tisch. here cancel the second wuars, and for Tepl 
read Uwép. For each reading there is consider- 
able authority ; and as incer evidence is some- 
what in favour of the latter, it might be received 
were there more external authority for it. As 
respects the duds, internal evidence is so strong 
against it as to warrant ite exclusion. It seems 
to have been cancelled for the purpose of re- 
moving a tautology ; though here intensity of 
sense is communicated by the repetition. As to 
the sense to be ascribed to wapax., I am now of 
opinion, that its being combined with ornpi-ac 
will not necessarily call for the sense ‘ to exhort" 
or ‘to admonish ;' for though the two words are 
associated at Acts xiv. 22, yet there the con- 
struction is different from that of this passage, — 
where, I apprehend, the sense ‘to comfort,’ = 
* to strengthen,’ which I have inculcated at John 
xiv. 16, is the most suitable, and it is confirmed 
by 1 Pet. v. 10, ernpíEa:, c0cvé cat, where sco 
note; and so the verb ‘ (o comfort' in our older 
writers, even down to the time of Hooker, who 
writes, ‘to comfort and confirm the assent of 
reason.' See more at large on this sense in note 
on Rom. i. 12. 

8. The Apostle having told them that the 
design of his sending Timothy to them was to 
establish and comfort them in their Christian 
faith and profession, and to prevent their being 
either flattered or frightened out of their con- 
stancy, adduces two cogent reasons for their con- 
tinued patience and resolution. (Chand.) ‘ It 
was,’ observes Olsh., ‘ but natural, and to be ex- 
pes that voung Churches, not yet well con- 
rwed (such as that of Thessalonica was), might 

easily be shaken by the vehemence of persecu- 
tion. Hence the Apostle had, immediately after 
the founding of their Church, apprized them of 
the ioevitablonsis of the thing."—re. The Dat. 
here denotes cause, like the Hebr. 5 placed beo- 
fore Infinitives; and thus the Tg here will be 
equiv. to ele rd at ver. b. As to the reading 
TOV, it is evidently a gloss, or correction. The 
expression calyecGa: seems to be best explained 
by Chrysost. and the ancient Commentators by 
xwvetoGar, carevscOat, rapáTTsoÜa.; a sense 
of the word often found in the Class. writers. 
So Diog. Laért. viii. 1, 21, of 88, catwdpevor 
Tots À«youívo:s, ió&xpvov. Eurip. Rhee. 55, 
gaivet p’ &vyvxyos ppuxrapla. ose who so 
understand the term here, tell us it comee to 
mean this from the primitive signification of the 
word a or wag ho tail, ss a dog does. But 
that idea, besides that it is not sufficiently pri- 
mary, would rather lead to the sense of adularé, 
which would here be quite out of place. In fact, 
the original signification of caíve is the same as 

that of the cognate form geiw, to move or stir, 
any thing from its place; and hence, in 

the figurative sense, to perturb, &c.; a view, I 
find, adopted by Pelt and Schott, of whom the 
former rightly observes that caine comes from 
the old uncontracted form ceaivew (with which 
compare Asaive and veaives), and that, of 
course, from the primitive form of. With re- 
spect to the exact sense here, I should say, that 
while some explain it ‘to be perturbed,’ others, 
‘tto be moved [from the faith], it will be best 
to usite both senses, the latter arising out of the 
former. Comp. Acts ii. 25, Yva ph cadevies, 
where see my note.—iy Tate OrAipeot tavrais, 
‘at these evils [suffered by me and you].' The 
reason for this is assigned in the next words, aie 
ToUTO Kt&lusÜa, which must not be confined to 
the Apostle and the Thessalonians, but taken 

ly, as referring to the lot or condition of 
all true Christians, who, as Hyper. expresees it, 
*omnes ad hunc usum sunt positi, s£ graviter 
affligantur ; see 2 Tim. iii. 12. Acts xiv. 22 
Luke xxiv. 26. I find this confirmed by Calv., 
and also by Olsh., who well observes, that in 
the ele ovo xsí(usÜa is couched far more than 
the moral necessity of suffering; nay, that it 
points at the ordinance of God,—that Christians 
are to suffer ;—inasmuch as suffering is for them 
a means of perfection, if endured in a right 
spirit. See Pet. ii. 19—22. It is, indeed, the 
test of the true Christian ; see 1 Pet. i. 7. iv. 12 

4. xaÜes xai—oidare] A somewhat harsh 
construction for xaws (put for 5) «ai, ot 
oldars, éyivero, * which also, as ye know, came 
to 9 

. Here there is a resumption of what was said 
at vv. 1, 2 (the third and fourth verses being, in 
some measure, thetical), and the words may 
be rendered * On this account,’ or ‘for this rea- 
son, it was, that I, being no longer able to con- 
tain myself (out of anxiety for you, wrestling 
with trials and eg pooner to ascertain the 
state of your faith (constancy in your Christian 
profession ).'—n4 wes igtipacey vuas Ó Trip., 
(fearing) lest haply the Tempter may have by 

some means tempted you, and our labour should 
be in vain.’ Or, as f. Scholefield expresses 
it, ‘to know whether the Tempter have tempted 
you by any means, and ¿es (in that case) our 
abour be in vain. He compares Eurip. Phen. 
91, 2, uý ie wodsitey ty TplBo parré{eras, 
Kdyuol uiv £&AOg pathos, we doé, Woyos, Lol 
8’, we dvácc p, and he remarks that ‘in both cases 
mÀ has different senses, according to the different 
moods with which it is connected :' which is 
very true; but the question is, esbat are those 
different senses ? . Peile, appealing to the 
same of Eur., renders nearly as I have 
hitherto done. On mature consideration, bow- 
ever, I am now of opinion that the above view is 
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not so correct as strict propriety, as to the diffe- 
rence between the two constructions,—that with 
the Indicat. and that with the Subjunct.,—re- 
quires. The principle on which this use of uj 
— is ably — out by Mr. Green, Gr. 

. T. Dial. p. 80, seq. thus: * 45, when com- 
mencing & dependent clause, is sometimes found 
followed by the Indicative, that is, when the 
circumstance expressed by the Verb in the 
clause is one which is certainly not prospective, 
and therefore the notion of design is excluded; 
aud the Particle is nearly deliberative, or dubi- 
tative.’ After illustrating this principle from 
the passage of Eur., he adduces the now 
before us, which he pronounces to be exactly 
similar, and renders, * I sent to learn the state 
of your faith ; whether the Tempter had tempted 
you, and lest our labour should prove in vain.’ 
And he then remarks, * The Apostle sent, first, 
to learn whether they had been tempted, and, 
secondly, if that should prove to be the case, to 
revent a failure of his past labours.” Lastly, 
e compares Ecclus. xix. 13, — piov, 

púrots obx bxoínos, kal, sl re iwoinos, ph- 
4roTt poch. 

6—8. ‘The Apostle further describes, with a 
touching sensibility, how beneficially the good 
tidings which Timothy brought of their firm 
state of faith, and of their love, had ted on 
him; he says they are a comfort to him in all 
distresses ; yea, they have brought him life in 
death.’ (Olsh.) Render: ‘ But now that Timo- 
thy hath come to us from you, and hath Soneat 
us glad tidings of your faith and love, and that 
it have a kind remembrance of us alwaye— 
onging to see us, even as we you,—therefore, bre- 

thren, have we been conforted concerning you 
under all our affliction and distrees (lit. ‘ pressure 
of difficulty—straits") through your faith;’ i.e. 
* faithfulness to your Christian profession.’ The 
reading avayxy xai OA\ffet, adopted by Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisth., from 6 uncials, and 4 cur- 
sives (to which I can make no addition), is a 
Critical alteration; whereas t. rec. is con- 
firmed by 2 Cor. vi. 4, in all the copies; where 
see note. To su all the copies here, except 
10, to be altered from that would involve 
an extreme improbebility. The Sr: in ri vU» 
Zone seems to refer to a clause omitted; q.d. 
[We may truly say we were comforted in our 

distress ;] for now (as things now stand), on 
hearing this good news of your stedfastness, we 
do indeed live, i. e., enjoy life; since our labour 

npépas vrmepewmepwaao0 Sedpuevor f Rom. 1. 10 
— 129. 
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has not been in vain.’ This sense of (5v, as of 
vivere in Latin, is frequent. Of this use of vuy, 
Dr. Peile adduces an ex. from Thucyd. ii. 77. 
It is indeed frequent in that writer, and I have 
treated on it in lib. i. 68 and 123. The words 
following, ¿ày— Kvpíe, do not correspond in 
construction ; but, in fact, there is a blending of 
two clauses, vUy (iav Ors iorixare, and (5oo- 
Mev édy orixnre. On oijx., in the sense of 
, being stedfist, seo Gal. v. 1, and Phil. iv. 1. 

9. This joy felt at tidings (considered as the 
fountain of fite) announcing the faith of the 
Thessalonians, leads the Apostle to bless Him 
who was the axthor of so good a work; after 
which act of thanksgiving, he offers up a prayer 
to Almighty God, that he would graciously 
favour his purpose of returning to Thessalonica. 
—ríva evyap., for +. dEíap aüx., or woe 
$vváusÜa edyaptorety atiws Ti Oso; There 
is an allusion to Ps. cxvi. 12.—i«i wéoy Ty 
xapd, for rip w. yapás, ‘on account of the 

t joy; a use of wae derived from the 
ebrew.—uarp. rov Otov should be joined with 

xaed: and, as Chrys. observes, the words are 
meant to refer to God as the Author of that joy ; 
and to hint that it is His git, and not to b 
ascribed to their own exertions. 

10. ùmepexr. ĉeópevoi, &c.] The feeling of 
devout thankfulness to God for them was natu- 
rally accompanied with a desire and prayer to bo 
permitted to revisit them, expressed in prayers 
to that effect; for in sis rò idsty the ale rò 
denotes end. In xarapr. TÈ vorepiyu. tie 
wioraws Wuv the senses of repairing and oom- 

to be united; as Gal. vi. l, and pleting seem 
2 Cor. xiii. 11. The full sense is, ‘to repair what 
is incomplete, and fill up what is lacking. How- 
ever, in these Yorepiuatra tHe wlorewe (lit. 
* short comings of faith") is to be understood, not 
‘the power of faith’ (for that had been, we find, 
hitherto évepyns), so much as defects in the 
knowledge of faith, which admit of being 
dually supplied through a longer intercourse with, 
and further instruction from, the Teacher. How- 
ever, Paul, we may be sure, considered the xar- 
apTícat ticable, not by his own power, but 
through the sean of the Holy Spirit. 

11—18. ‘Paul here utters explicitly the peti- 
tion that God and Christ may prepare for him 
the way to his dear Christian brethren in Thes- 
salonica, and fill them with love, and confirm 
them in sanctification.” (Olsh.)—«arev0. ri 
óóóv does not mean merely (as some recent 
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Commentators imagine) ‘ May God grant us to 
come unto you!’ It is, in fact, a prayer; and 
it need not have been debated by Expositors 
whether there be an allusion to making a straight 
road, or to cutting out and levelling a road (on 
which see Matt. iii. 3, and Luke i. 79); for both 
may be understood ; the * directing of any one's 
steps’ implying a removal of al] impediments. 
The language (that of humble dependence) is 
founded on those passages of the Old Test., 
where Ged is said to direct the ways, or steps, of 
n: as Isa. D ik 8. Jart x. 23. Vor 
iii. 6, and (which the Apostle appears to have 
had in mint} xvi. 9. And what is so often in 
the New Test. ascribed to God is here ascribed 
to Christ also; as also in the next verse there is 
another ascription of what pertains to Deity. On 
which see Whitby and Dr. Pye Smith, Script. 
Test. vol. iii. p. als, 221. I 

12, 13. Having thus expressed his anxious 
desire to be permitted to again see them, the 
A ponie concludes the first part of the Epistle, by 
subjoining pious wishes and ardent prayers for 
their spintual advancement, espec. in charity and 
love, ‘the very bond of all perfectness’ (Col. iii. 
14. Comp. ] Cor. xiii. 13. 1 Tim. i. 5. iv. 12), 
and hence here represented as tending (als) to 
procure our acceptance with God at the great da 
of account; see Matt. xxv. 35, 36. On the full 
eense of the present prayer see Hyper. and Calv. 

12. wrXsovdoa Kai wepiocedoa) ‘make to 
increase, yea, abound.’ The two terms are here 
used in an active sense (sce note on 2 Cor. ix. 8), 
w indeed, Ton yl this — * Hm all 
anguages. On the doctrine see Calv. and Hyper. 

13. ele rd eTnpíEau.—l» aver Render: 
* that he may so establish your hearts (as to be) 
blameless in the sight of God.’ On the force of 
ornp. see note on Rom. xvi. 2. 2 Thess. ii. 17. 
Pis 3. James iii. 8. 1 Pet. v. 10. Nos phrase 
AafucTOvs iv dy. is t with meaning, 

chiefly by the use of dy, Pith which comp. 1 Cor. 
vii. 15, 2. Gal. i. 6. Eph. vi. 24; and on the 
force of auiur. see Eph. v. 27, and note. The 
last words, perà orárrov, may be taken either 
wita T. wapovolg T. Kup., or with the more 
remote antecedent jua» Tas xapóíac, see the 
notes of Calv., Hyper., and Est. The former 
construction is, however, the more natural, though 
I would not say that the latter may not be in- 
cluded, so that the words may belong to both. 
At any rate, the rendering of Mackn. and others, 
* with all his holy angels is quite untenable. 
Est. well explains v. 12, and the first clause of 
v. 13, thus; ‘ Dominus vos abundare faciat cha- 

ritate, ita ut per eam confirmet corda vestra i 
omni bono; voe, inquam, reddendo irreprehensi- 
biles, atque sine offensione viventes quoad ex- 
ternam conversationem, idque cum sanctimopi&, 
ie. puritate et munditià privatà animi et cor- 
poris. The sense of wavrewyr T. dy. is well ex- 
plained, ‘omnibus per ipeum (i.e. Christum) 
sanctificatis ̀  to whom be will say, ‘Come 
blessed of my Father, &c. ‘Non dubito (sass 
Calv.) quin sanctos ideo nominaverit Paulus, ut 
admoneret nos in eum finem vocari a Christo, ut 
cum omnibus sanctis colligamur: hac enim 
copiano studium sanctitatis acuere in nobis 
ebet.’ 

IV. Here commences tbe second P: of the 
Epistle, which, as in the other Epistles, is par- 
anetic. (Hyper.) Though the Apostle had seen 
reason to tow high commendation on the 
Thessalonian Church generally, he at the same 
time judged it proper, by adverting to his ows 
course of life, both to confirm those who had 
hitherto done well, and to admonish certain who 
might be inclined to follow the evil examples so 
frequent in this city. After which he then (ch. 
iv.) p to various exhortations, giving them 
those rules and directions relating to the purity 
and holiness of the Christian life, the observance 
of which was n to their walking worthy 
of the Lord to all well-pleasing, and to their 
answering the obligations of their Christian pro- 
fession. (Schott and Chandler.) After tbe prayer 
that God would, through his Spirit, fill the Thes- 
salonians with Christian love, the Apostle now 
turns to them also,—calling u them to do 
their part in the work of sanctification ; so that 
here, as Phil. ii. 12, 13, human agency seems 
not to be annihilated by the Divine, but stimu- 
lated. Paul acknowledges their Christian walk. 
ing, but exhorts them to still increase in the 
care and fidelity of their walk. 

l. rò Aourór xi^. A formula of transition 
frequent in Paul's Epistles, espec. towards the 
close. The rd, however, is here cancelled b 
Lachm. and Tisch., on strong external autho- 
rity, confirmed by internal evidence.—4» Kvpíe, 
‘per Dominum.’ The construction is, Ye, 
Kaç wapsk\aBers —Osw, olUrwe (i. e. iv 
TOUT@) Waptocevyts padrAov.— 7d wee, lit. 
‘the instruction  how.'— -spiuraTaiP xal 
dpioxaw may be taken for ofrwe wepirvareiv 
@ore dp.; or there may be an Hendiadys for 
Oem dptcxovTes Tipiwatsiv.—lva apicc. 
MaAXo», * that ye may make greater and greater 
progress," 
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3—5. * To this general exhortation the Apostle 
now causes the ial moral precepts to succeed, 
and first of all those for sexual purity and chas- 
tity (vv. 3—8). The dysacucs for“ the state 
of holiness,” is to be taken here in a special 
sense as Sera as it is also used at Rom. vi. 
19. 1 Tim. ii. 15. The proper term for it is 
dyvaia, l Tim. iv. 12. v. 2. But, considered as 
true inward chastity, it is necessarily conjoined 
with universal ty ; whence the justifi- 
cation for such a special application of the word 
proceeds.” (Olsh.) The earnest injunction to 
moral purity seems to have been suggested by 
the term twourn in the last verse of the 
chapter preceding, where it is well expressed by 
Est., *sanctimomiá, meaning ‘puritate et mun- 
ditia privata animi et corporis. The rovro is 
wot pleonastic, but serves to strengthen the ex- 
pression, and ó dyiacuós is put per appositionem 
exegeticam ; and yap is best rendered quippe, or 
‘ sempe, ex gratia.’ 

4. What is here said is exegetical of the pre- 
ceim. By rò éavrov oxevos is meant, as the 
best Expositores, ancient and modern, are in 
general agreed, ‘ his body ; the body being thus 
considered as the dyysioy rìs V/vxris (to use 

receptacle of the expression of Philo), i.e. the o 
the soul. So Cicero, Tusc. Quest. lib. i. cap. 22, 
* Corpus quidem quasi vas est, aut aliquod animi 

m ;" and Hermas calls the body simply 
the vessel, without any adjunct for explanation. 
The expression, indeed, in this sense is not un- 
frequent in the Heathen Philosophers, and the 
Christian Fathers of the earliest period, as Bar- 
nabas; and it is, moreover, found in l Sam. xxi. 
5 (which prob. su the use of it here), 
* Women have been kept from us these three 
days, since I came out, and the vessels of the 
young men are holy.’ How suitable, too, this 
sense is to the context, it is needless to remark. 
Accordingly, the undoubtedly true sense is, * the 
vessel of himself, his body ;’ such being consi- 
dered as the ¿yrystov, or ' receptacle of the soul,’ 
wbich is sppoimted by the Creator to 
(xracĝaıi, for kaTíxsi), and, by implication, 
to hold the mastery over the inferior part of the 
— This use o r: Bid — was 

r rand provincial, and prob. intro- 
* ; from the Latin use of ; 3 for kur- 
éxew (seo the Glossaria), which is sometimes 
capers in the very sense here intended by the 
Apostle,—namely, to hold the mastery over. So 
Cicero, Verr. v. c. 68, says, ‘totum hominem 
possideret, made himself master of the whole 
man. Turretin here well remarks, ‘Qui eese 
affectibus carnalibus dedunt, non possident cor- 
pus suum, non sunt ejus domini, sed sunt ejus 
servi.’ I find this interpretation confirmed by 

1 Cor. 1. 2. 
Heb. 142. 14. 

1 Pet.1.14 15. g Luke 10.16. 1Cor.7. 40. 

Chrys., who says, dpa zjueie abro (0 oxavor) 
x«TGusÜa, Stay uívn xaÜapóv, xai loTw iv 
dyiacuo* Stray di áxáÜaprov, apapria, sc. xta- 
Ta atbrd. In Tij there is a reference to the 
— and conse pent ri des of the body 

mpurity. ith the whole passage com 
Rom. P 31, 32, which forms its best comment j 

6. Tò uh) UwepBalvay xal arXeovexTeiv dp TW 
Tpáypu.] On the sense of these words no little 
difference of opinion exists. Most modern Ex- 
positors understand ùx:pß. and «Asovax. of 
covetousness, or rather cheating and extortion ; 
and by rw wpdyp., business generally, i. e. com- 
mercial transactions; or they take ro as put for 
rive: & Use, however, quite contra linguam ; and 
TÓ wpayua in the sense business is negatived b 
the use of the Article (which, as Bp. Middl. 
truly observes, ‘limits the sense to the matter in 
question,—namely, the conduct of the incestuous 
person ;' see vv. 8, 4, 5, 8); or generally, that of 
seduction of chastity, with allusion to the base 
arts by which such infamous designs are brought 
about. Thus the true rendering (in which all 
the beet Expositors, ancient and modern, are 

) is, ‘to circumvent and overreach as to 
the matter in question,'—namely, corrupting, by 
seduction, & brother Christian's wife or daughter, 
and so inflicting on him a grievous injury. To 
the exx. (not all of them to the purpose) which 
have been adduced of this use of ro wpayua, I 
add Lucian, Dial. Mor. viii. s. fin., xai aùròs 
dya pÀ éysrat ale rd wpayua. Indeed, I would 

$0 far as to say, with Mr. Green, that ‘ proof 
1s required of wpayua being ever used in the 
Singular, to denote what the common interpreta- 
tion affixes, ‘“ worldly business in general ;" 
while of the other sense abundant proof has 
been adduced.' Somewhat scanty, however, has 
been the proof as respects UrapBaivecy, and, 
therefore, tbe following ex. may be acceptable, 
Artemid. iii. 25, omah dety twa kal adixnoat’ 
RoN áK — poi XÒ dee arte voÜove waidae 
AdOpa wotjoas.—Ardre ixdixos ó Kópios rapt 
a. T. Render: ‘for the Lord is the avenger of 
all such,'—namely, by punishing those who com- 
mit them. So Jos. Ant. iv. A 24, has vópos 
KoXaorne *yíÍvarat Tay TotoOÚTev, and 
Batrach. v. 96, ys: Osós Exdixov Supa. 

7. où ydp ixdA\zoew—adyiacuw] Here is 
urged the second motive to enforce the above pro- 
hibition, in which we have, as Hyper. and Calv. 
remark, an argumentum à contrariis ; q. d. ‘God 
hath called us unto sanctification, therefore cer- 
tainly not to uncleanness, because the two things 
are inconsistent with each other. See 2 Tim. 
i. 9.—i» dyiacue, meaning, ‘under a dispensa- 
tion of holiness,’ which requires holiness, 

8, Tory. ó aGeréev should be rendered, * whero- 

Hom. 
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fore he who despiseth,’ scil. ri» Tov —— 
xAfjciw, as the Pesch. Syr. Translator supplies. 
On the force of the term d@ersiv, sce note at 
Gal. ii. 21.—ovx—aAAqa, ‘non tam—quam.’ By 
&v0perov the Apostle means — intimating 
that any such dis of him would be, in fact, 
disregard of Gop. Indeed he seems here to have 
had in mind the words of Christ, Luke x. 16, 6 
averay Que iui dÜsrs?, &e. For nuae, many 
MSS., some Versions, and se Fathers and 
early Editions have vuas, which is adopted by 
Matth., Lachm., and Tisch. ; but I rather 
with Griesb. and Pelt, that the t. rec. should be 
retained, being far more suitable and natural: 
and as to the superiority of MS. evidence for 
úuâs, the words are so perpetually confounded, 
that such authority is here of little weight. In- 
ternal evidence as to sui outweighs ex- 
ternal, and the former is quite in favour of juar, 
which is required by suas in the verse pre- 
ceding. Dy rò lIlvevua &yiov are not so much 
meant the — an as the 
ordinary aids of the Spirit, given to every man 
to profit withal. 

. d1Aaó.] From the context it that 
we are chiefly to understand that sort of love to 
the brethren (i. e. Christians) which is evidenced 
in what is usually denoted by charity, in minis- 
tering to their temporal wants. By 0404í0. is 
meant not merely, or chiefly, the teaching of God 
by the precepts of the Gospel, but that teaching 
of God by the Hoty SPIRIT, whereby not so 
much the txtellect is enlightened, as the Aeart is 
touched, and the affections swayed. Comp. Isa. 
liv. 13. John vi. 44. 

11, 12. * This one thing alone Paul entreats of 
them,—not to stand still at that point to which 
they had hitherto attained, but to increase in 
love, eepec. to let their brotherly love expand 
into universal love—as shown mpor robs ita.’ 
(Olsh.) 

11. $ioriustaÜa: rjovxátev] ° that yo make 
it your study to be quiet. Qo. is used 
at Rom. xv. 20 and 2 Cor. v. 9. The term sig- 
nifies properly ‘to love honour,’ and in the New 
Test. *so to exert oneself in rar any thing as 
from a love or sense of honour.’ In the 
now before us there seems an elegant allusion to 
the strivings of ambition with the quiet of pri- 
vate life, and that wre boldness of turn, and a 
sort of q.d. ‘ Honorem et laudem in eo 
ponire, ut vitam agatis tranquillam.’ By àcvx. 

denoted the opposite to restless and in- 

94 TTepi 82 ris peraderglas, ov ypelav éyere ypahew vpir 
avrot yap úuetç Oeodidaxtoi dote eis Tó dryamáv GdAndoUs 10 xai 
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subordinate spirit which, there is reason to sup- 
pose, was then very — in the world, and 
such as would be likely to arise from the ex- 
treme excitement inseparable from a new and 
deeply — religion. With this is closel 
connected the following particular, rpdocew + 
l:a. So Hesychius places together ld:owpayzis, 
ida wpadrreyand novyafew : and Plato, p. 680, 
has sjcvxías ixwy xai Tà iavTov wpdrres. 
Dio Cass. lx. 27, àv qovylay dye» xal Tà 
davrov mpáTTæv. Instead of l:a in this phrase, 
elegance of Grecism would rather require iav- 
T&v; but an ex. of id:a has been adduced from 
Galen. Be that as it may, the Pronoun is very 
emphatical, and the full force of it is well shown 
by Dr. w in two admirable Sermons on 
this text. On the expression 4pyá(scÓa: aic 
léíais xspol, see Eph. iv. 28 and note. Here 
liz: is added by way of strengthening the sense, 
and because of ra ĉia before. 

12. Iva waptwratnts sócynuóres spot Tobe 
ife] So Col. iv. 5, i» sopla wapewareire 
7pÀs Tos iË. The expression, however, of the 
present , Sùr X nuove, has a more Š special 
sense ; meaning decently, pens or — 
including the iden of regularity and order. 
l Cor. xiv. 40, it is said wavra svo ynuóves xal 
kara TáEw ywiobe namely, lest the heathens 
should repreeent Christianity as a religion of 
sloth and disorder. Tots é&e, scil. 75€ éxxAy- 
cíae; meaning, those out of the pale of the 
Church, as 1 Cor. v. 12, 13.—ydevce xopeíar 
xare. At pndavds some supply rpdyuaros; 
others, &vOpe mov. The latter is preferable, as 
yieldin ns — —— m and nara 
comprehending the other; q. d. ‘that ye ma 
beholden to no man for any thing which is 
surely of human blessings one of the greatest. 
So it is eaid, Ps. cxxviii. 2 (a eese: perbape, 
here had in mind by the Apostle), rove wdvove 
TV kapT oy cov Payecat’ paxapios al! 

13—18. The Apostle now passes on to correct 
the errors of those who were altogether doubtful 
of tbe state of Christians alresdy dead, or who 
should die before the solemn return of Christ to 
judgment (an event which they thought not very 
remote); namely, whether they would, equally 
with those whose earthly course should reach up 
to the coming of the be partakers of the 
resurrection of the dead; or, whether they would 
not be in & worse condition than those in the 
heavenly kingdom. Although we are not en- 
abled to exactly trace the origin of this anxiety. 
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et, from what the Apostle says, we may collect 
that some such doubt exited. among then at 
that time as to the matter in question; insomuch 
that they mourned bitterly over those brother 
Christians who had already died, as if they were 
to be deplored ; and themselves being ignorant of 
the day, were in great fear of death, and 
accordingly were more prying than was proper in 
searching to know the fime when Christ should 
come. (Bchott.) To repress these vain doubts 
and fears, and, as far as he Co properly do it, 
satisfy their curiosity, the Apostle the 
doctrine he had already taught them of the re- 
surrection of the pious dead to a happy immor- 
tality, as founded on their Lord's own resurrec- 
tion. He further informs them, that those found 
alive at the coming of Christ will have no ad- 
van or privilege over those already dead, as 
hi the happiness of a future state ; that they 
would, indeed, not die at all, but be changed into 
incorruptible, yet that they would not anticipate 
the dead by being first received up into heaven ; 
nay, that the dead must first be raised, and then 
both they and the persons then alive would be 
taken up /ogelher, to meet the Lord in the air, 
and so be received into heaven. 

13. ob Gide 3è tae dyvostv] A form of 
soliciting earnest attention, frequent in St. Paul's 
writings. Comp. l Cor. xi. 9.— röv «exoiun- 
pvo, lit. ‘of those who have p to sleep,’ i. e. 
departed in in the faith and fear of the 
Lord. See note on John xi. 12. Strong autho- 
rity, however, exists for xouueuíyev, which has 
been edited by Lachm. and Tisch., from A, B, 
and several cursives (I add Lamb. 1186). But 
since internal evidence is equally balanced, and 
external authority is insufficient, I have, with 
Griesb. and Scholz, retained the t. rec. For oó 
0íXc just before, almost all the uncial MSS., and 
many others, have 0íNousy, which has been received 
by Lachm. and Tisch. But the t. rec. is not to 
be disturbed, since the formula loguendi, ov 04Xo 
buat áyv., is frequent in the writings of St. 
Paul, —though it is possible he might here choose 
to Wii tn the plural. However, the singular is 
strongly supported by the most ancient of all 
documents, the Pesch. Syr. Version. By oi 
Ao:?roi are meant ‘the heathens,’ who, having no 
rational hope of a resurrection, used to make a 
show of excessive grief for the departed. This, 
as well as the feeling itself, the Apostle forbids, 
as being inconsistent with the hope of the resur- 
rection set forth in the Gospel. By the word 
&XTle is here to be understood a sure and well- 
ounded jon ; for that the heathens had a 
hope, and even a sort of expectation, has been 
— e Commentaters, though that was, 

p. Warburton thinks, rather in the exoteric than 
the esoterio doctrines of the philosophers, and, 
withal, one very obscure and imperfect. Here, 
we may remark, the Apostle says, nof (like the 
Stoical philosophers) that they ought not to 
grieve at all (which were unnatural and imprac- 
ticable), but that they should not griove as those 
who have no hope. See Ecclus. xxii. 11. It is 

a fine observation of Bengel, * Efficacia religionis 
Christiane vel maxime ex eo petet, quod ea 
desiderium mortuorum, affectuum subtilissimum, 
non tollit aut exacerbat, sed suaviter temperat.’ 

14. al yàp wioradopuay, &c.] The al, as Est. 
well points out, is not dubü , but ‘ prasuppo- 
nentis, velut fundamentum firmissimum sequen- 
tium.’ At obw xal supply (with Theodor., and, 
of modern Commentators, Abp. Newc., Chandl., 
and Schott) wioratcopuey, taken from miorev- 
ousp just before; q.d. ‘If we believe, as we 
must, in the death and resurrection of Christ, we 
have equal reason to believe, &c. The argu- 
ment is a popular one, as in l Cor. xv. 13, 18.— 
Tove xoi nÜEvras, meaning those who have died 
in faith, which is the import of the term supr. 
v. 13; and, accordingly, no adjunct is necessary, 
such as dà rov 'Incov, standing for civ ra 
'Incov, as some Commentators have supposed. 
Taking, then, àià tou '"Incov with the words 
following, and not with the preceniog, we may 
render them ‘per Jesum, ‘by bis power and 

ncy ;' and thus the general sense will be, that 
* jt is by the and agency of Christ that God 
will bring with him those of his people who are 
departed — are lie? a — taught in 
other parts ipture: e.g. John v. Y. 
vi. 89, 55. xiv. 3. B Cor. iv. 14. Phil. iü. 31 
This is confirmed by the authority of Chrys., 
Est., and Hyper., which last-mentioned Com- 
mentator, after an able analysis of the sense of 
the context, explains the meaning to be, ‘per 
potentiam Jesu, ipso Jesu autore, Pater adducet 
mortuos cum illo, i.e. Jesu.” This explanation 
is confirmed by the circumstance that xor. is 
the term priated in Scripture to express the 
death of the righteous, whose death, as Hamm. 
observes, ‘is but a repose of their bodies in the 
dormitory, and a reet of their souls in God's 
hands.’ Hence it is not unfrequently in N. T. 
applied to those who have died in the faith of 

hrist: e. g. Matt. xxvii. 52, rév ksxoiunuávev 
dylwv. Acts viii. 60. 1 Cor. xv. 6, 21. 1 These. 
iv. 13. "AE« must have a sensus pragnans, 
* will raise them up, and bring them along with 
him (i.e. Jesus) into heaven ;' so that they may 
remain with him and partake of bis glory. See 
John xiv. 3. 1 Cor. xv. 18, 23. 

]15—18. Here the Apostle announces more ex- 
plicitly the progress of the occurrences as certain, 
revealed truth, assuring them that all true Chris- 
tians shall be partakers not only of the resurrec- 
tion, but also of the same salvation prepared for 
them in the kingdom of heaven, whether they 
be dead, or still alive, at the coming of the Lord 
Jesus. (Schott. and Olsh.) 

15. rovro yáp—xow.] Render: ‘ Now this 
I tell you, on the revelation (or authority) of the 
Lord, that those who are alive and survivors 
at the coming of the Lord, shall by no means 
anticipate, take precedence of, those who shall 
have already died,—namely, in entering into 
heavenly bliss. Every one, as the Apostle says 
at 1 Cor. xv. 28, will enter, ‘in his own order. 
The words may express (what some suppose them 
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to do) the Apostle's opinion that he should, or 
might, survive until the last day. But as we 
have no proof, from any other passage, that the 
Apostle did entertain such an opinion, many 
Expoeitors, ancient and modern, would take 
nets as said per xolywo.v,—meaning, we Chris- 
tians : though, in thus understanding the words 
as put hypothetically, not a little ness is in- 
volved; and, as — — it — 
to imagine any reason why the tle 
should bayo adopted a mode of speaking always 
ambiguous, and in this context obscure.’ And 
the here adduced in proof that ñuzte 
may mean ‘ we Christians’ (as Mark x. 3. John 
vii. 19, 22. Acts vii. 38) are perhaps not quite of 
the same nature. Hence it may be best to adopt 
a middle course; and suppose that, though the 
nusts does not imply that the Apostle thought 
certainly he should live till the last day, yet it 
may serve to show that he thought it possible the 
last day was so near at hand, that some then 
living might see ü; and that, having no certain 
revelation, he expressed himself indefinitely: a 
view, [ find, supported by the opinion of Prof. 
Schott. That the Apostle had reference to thoee 
of his own age, involves, he thinks; no difficulty ; 
for even our Saviour himeelf never spoke 
nitely as to the time when he should return, whe- 
ther sooner or later, although some of his say- 
ings seemed to import as much. Thus there was 
nothing to hinder the Apostle from supposing, 
with most Christians (who ardently desired the 
advent of Christ, and the great change it would 
bring), that the coming of the Lord might take 
place during the lifetime of some of the per- 
sons then living. That St. Paul was strongl 
inclined to think so, seems evident from ver. 7 
Nor is there thus any contrariety with what is 
said at 2 Cor. iv. 14. 1 Cor. vi. 14, if we do but 
consider that the Apostle was unwilling ever to 
pronounce any positive opinion respecting the 
time of Christ's coming; and the pets may 
very well include both all those who had died 
before the Apostle wrote this, and also those who 
should die before the coming of the Lord. By 
speaking obscurely he doubtless meant to express 
no certain expectation on the subject; for though 
he was himeelf inclined to think that some then 
alive should witness the coming of Christ, or, at 
least, that it was not far distant; yet he was well 
aware that it was not permitted to him ‘to know 
the times and the seasons, which the Father hath 
reserved to himself, so we find that he some- 
times refutes those who expected the Lord's re- 
turn to be close at hand, and gladly anticipated 
it; and as the Apostle, at the time when he 
wrote this Epistle, was not yet far advanced in 
life, he might very well entertain the opinion 
that he should perhaps live to see that day. 

16. * To what has been said the positive side is 
now subjoined, from which follows the ground- 
lessness of the anxiety of the Thessalonians for 
their dear — in the faith ; for at nn 
comin in these will rise ; co uently 
none ea cole before tiem A (ole ) Here we 

‘by 

triumphal entry of an earthly king taking pos- 
"Mission with an armed force. 

Peile, m i m & sudden i but of that * there is 
no proof. Hence it is — v $. apy., 
x. áv c. O. as exegetical of the foregoi p» 
xtAadouari, Which means lit. ‘at the of 
command, by signal given (so Thucyd. ii. 92, 
ad’ iyós xeXevonaros iuflorcarrte, where seo 
my note) even by the voice of the archangel and 

the trumpet-sound’ (uttering God's ips 
See Matt. xxiv. 81, comp. with 1 Cor. xv. 5 
where see notes How what is here said, 
espec. iv odd mryyt, may be referred to figure it 
were difficult to say, and presumptuous to pro- 
nounce; see note on l Cor. xv. 5l. I agree 
with Calv., that the Apostle's intention here was 
no other than ‘ magnificam et reverentiæ plenam 
Judicii speciem gustandam , donec eam 

cernamus.’—KaraBijcera: dx’ ooparov. 
That this descent of Christ will be a visible one, 

as prepared i» xeAsdcpari, is clearly shown by 
Matt. xxiv. 30 (where see note); but whether 
the Redeemer will tread the earth, or only show 
himeelf to men, is not openly declared. In Rev. 
xix. 12 is described this appearance of Christ for 
the Millennium ; but there, too, the discourse 
seems only of a showing himself on the part of 
Christ, to the terror of the unbelieving, to the 
joy of tho believing. How the appearing of the 

rd will have an annihilating effect on the 
wicked, and their head, Antichrist, is declared in 
full detail at 2 Thess. i. 8. ii.8; in accordance with 
which, the Lord is, in this Epistle, described as 
a heavenly erparnyòs, coming not alone, but 
all his saints with him (supra iii. 13), who form, 
as it were, his heavenly army, which surrounds 
him, as in the case of the Old Test. JEHOVAH 
(see Gen. xxxii. 2), and the description in Rev. 
xix. is quite in accordance with it.’ (Olsh.) By 
ol vexpoi ¿y Xp., it is generally admitted, are 
meant those who have died in the faith and fear 
of Christ, equiv. to of Xp. «ocun8. 1 Cor. xv. 
18; for the best Commentators are ; 
nothing is said, either here or at 1 Cor. xv., of 
the wicked; since the time when they should 
rise iaa — no apes to rud friends, in- 
asmuch as wo rise only to os: š 
The wpwrov t reference to tho whole clause, 
not merely to ol vsxpoí. It is meant that the 
resurrection of the dead in Christ shall take 
place first, and then the glorification, by incor- 
ruptibility, of the living, who shall be caught 
up, together with them, into the clouds, to meet 
the Lord in the air. This particular, the being 
caught up aud introduced to the Lord in the air 
is, as Theophylact observes, a token of honour, 
as opposed to the state of the wicked, who shall 
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await the sentence of the Judge below,—woped- 
&00s år’ luov—4le +d wip rd alwmoy, &c., 
Matt. xxv. 4l. After all, however, attention, 
though not tance, is due to the interpreta- 
tion of Dr. Burton (adopted by Dr. Peile), who 
with more than usual confidence pronounces the 
sense to be, not * those who have died in Christ 
(our de brethren in the Lord, 1 Cor. xv. 
8), shall be first to rise,” but ‘the resurrection 

of the dead shall take place first ; and then the 
living ehall be caught up:' ‘ though,’ remarks 
Dr. Peile, *he has, oddl — not told us 
what to make here of the words i» X pore.” 
These Dr. Peile would, after Schott, connect 
with dvyacricoyvra:: which, however, as Olsh. 
has shown, is doing too much violence to the 
construction to be adopted. In short, it seems 
to me that neither Dr. Burton's view, nor Dr. 
Peile's modification of it, can stand, being beset 
by difficulties insurmountable, which my limits 
will not — me to point out. 

17. * To this description of Christ's appearing 
are now annexed details as to the relation of 
those fallen asleep to the living, and stating the 
course of the events according to the revelation 
made to Paul on the subject. (Olsh.)—éraira 
npecie—weptrl.—dpway. Render: ‘ next in or- 
der,’ or * , shall we who are alive, who 
remain over (i.e. the —— shall together 
with them be caught up in a cloud.” The best 
comment on these obscure words is the parallel 
paseage of Rev. xi. 12, where, in describing the 
revival and ascent into heaven of the two Wit- 
nesecs killed at Babylon, it is said xai fjkovcar 
Quer» psyaAnv ix Tov ovpavov Adyoucay 
avrois’ AvdBntre woe’ kal dviBnoay ele rdv 
oùpavòy iy TH vepédrn, ‘in the cloud’ (provided 
for them), or rather, ‘on the cloud" (considered 
as a sort of vehicle). See also Rev. xiv. 14, iwi 
5 ved. xa0ñusvos, and comp. Dan. vii. 13 with 

att. xxiv. 30. xxvi. 64, and Rev. i. 7. I find 
this confirmed by Olsh., who assigns the follow- 
ing as undoubtedly the meaning :—* The quick 
and the dead (both of whom are to be imagined 
clothed with their glorified body), borne by 
clonds, caught up from the earth by a sudden 

wer, come to meet the Redeemer, descending 
rom heaven, in the air, and thus (ofre = ‘ un- 

der these circumstances, in the given state of 
aun 1 aro gathered ther unto the Lord 
(seo 2 Thess. 1i. 1, as to this dsriovrayery?) imi 
TÓv K pir), therefore not on the rdi but in 
the higher regions."—sls &várr., for ávavrav, 
as in Matt. xxv. 1,6. Acts xxviii. 15. 1 Sam. 
ix. 14. Jerem. xli. 6; in the other later Class. 
writers, also in Polyb., Diod. Sic., as a brief ex- 
pression of common life. By this is denoted 
their being as it were iatroduced to the Lord, 
preparatory to their being for ever with him, im- 
plying participation in his kingdom and glory. 
See Joha xiv. 2, 3. The next words, xai oUT«w 

8.3. & 16. 15. 

—toous8a, seem meant to express the third and 
topmost step of the felicity of the saints. The 
Particle obra is pregnant with meaning; the 
full sense of the words is, * And when thus the 
prepatory judgment and sentence shall have been 
iven, then shall we who are admitted to the 
eavenly kingdom be, and continue for ever, 

with the Lord. See Luke xv. 3l. John xii. 
n xiv. 23. xvii. 24. See Calv., Hyper., and 

t. 
18. sors wapaxad.—robros] Here we 

have the conclusion of the foregoing, pointing 
at the scope of the whole of what has been said, 
and more plainly showing that (ss Calv. re- 
marke), ‘in fide resurrectionis esse nobis justam 
consolationis materiam, modo Christi simus 
membra et illi tanquam capiti nostro veré uniti 
simus: quamquam Apostolus non modo unum- 
quemque sibi querere doloris solatium jubet, 
sed aliis etiam ministrare,’ 

V. 1. The Apostle in this Chapter meant 
principally to — the further inquiry of 
curious persons; q.d. ‘ Wher shal) these things 
be?’ &c. (see Matt. xxiv. 3), and (agreeably to 
the example of his Lord, see Luke xiii. 23, 24) 
endeavours to turn their minds to something of 
far ter importance,—even the living such a 
life, as that they shall always be prepared for tho 
advent of the Lord, however sudden and unex- 
pected it might be; which, come when it might, 
would surprise the wicked, and fill them with 
terror; which, however, would only be the pre- 
lude to the execution of their condign punish- 
nn Eod ig ys of this circumstance of 
the terror our s appearance, ves, as 
Mackn. observes, that ‘the Apostle Bad some 
further view than that of comforting the Thessa- 
lonian Christians under their bereavement of 
deceased relatives and dear friends.” 

2. áxp. oldars, &c.] Alluding to the sayi 
of our Lord, Matt. xxiv. 38, and perhaps stil 
more to the knowledge they would a oe | 
sess through the verbal instruction Pau Ka 
iven them. Some, indeed, as Hammond and 

Schoettgen, understand this figuratively of the 
destruction of J m; but the context here 
will not permit us to understand it in any other 
than such a sense as will admit of a reference to 
the judgment, at least by implication, not, how- 
ever, the general day of Judgment but, as Chrys. 
and several eminent modern Expositors are 
agreed, the perticular day of each individual ; 
for, as observes Bp. Jebb, Serm. p. 20, ‘the day 
of his death ix to each man, as it were, the day 
of Judgment. Not, indced, that there is no in- 
termediate state, but that our condition in the 
disembodied and intermediate state, no less than 
our final condition for all eternity, must be dc- 
eided by the condition in which we shall die. 
So far, indeed (continues he), as from Scripture 
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we may venture to pronounce, the great day of 
jadgnieat will be for the most part declaratory, 
the distinctive feature, perhaps, of which will be, 
that before an assembled universe it will pre- 
sent a ° revelation of the righteous judgment of 
God.’ So, too, Olsh., who observes, that ‘as ac- 
cording to several of Scripture (John 
iii. 18. 1 Cor. vi. 3) the faithful are not judged 
at all, so whenever the idea of judgment is used 
of them, it is only to be so conceived, that by it 
the recognition of the faithful, as being really 
such, is ex ° He is also of opinion that, 
* though the dead will not experience the actual 
— till after their resurrection, yet there 
is also a preliminary decision given with death 
itself! The ù before ñuípa, not found in a con- 
siderable number of MSS., has been cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch., perhaps rightly, for the 
reasons which I have given on the parallel pas- 
sago at 2 Pet. iii. 10. I would only further ob- 
serve, that the use of the article with ġuépa, 
infra, ver. 4, will not prove that it was € 
here, because there the case is different, the ar- 
ticle having the force of remewed mention, q. d. 
* (he day before spoken of,’ &c. 

3—5. For greater impressiveness, the Apostle 
now adverts to the effect which the resurrection 
will have on the unprepared and wicked; and 
passing from the day of the Lord to the general 
notion of day, he, at ver. 4, graphically represents 
the character of the careless and disobedient, and 
of the watchful and obedient tively, under 
the usual figures of light and dar. ; and then, 
at ver. 6, he, on this figure, founds the earnest 

ion, ‘Let us, then, as children of the 
day, not act like children of the night and of 
darkness, by sleeping at our post; much lees by 
engaging in other pursuits usually thought appro- 
priate to the night, as drunkenness; but be 
watchful and sober.’ The Apostle (as Oleh. well 
observes) here takes Christ's coming, on ite 
threatening, condemning, J side, in order 
to excite his readers to earnest watchfulness, that 
they may not grow like the God-estranged men 
of the world, whose souls’ state is intimated by 
the exclamation slovy xai dopadaca,—in using 
which Ezekiel (xiii. 10) must have been in Paul's 
mind. 

4. Yva $ ñWñuípa buds —c«araXáfBy] ‘should 
surprise you, come upon you unawares,’ as in 
Polyb. ix. 18, 3, ras nudpas xaradaBotone 
avTóv, Comp. John xii. 35, and see note. For 
xAéwrns MSS. A, B, and the Copt. Version 
have «\dwras (approved by Grot.) which is 
adopted by Olsh. and Lachm., while Tisch., with 
Griesb., retains xA és ys, rightly, since external 

L4 

vý- 

authority is exconlingty slender, and internal 
evidence not, as O supposes, in favour of 
x\iwras. To suppose xAéorras, with Olsh., an 
alteration from ver. 2, is preposterous; for that 
the alteration should have been made in all the 
copies but two (for I find xAéarrns in all the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) is too insprobable to be 
thought of. As to the remark of Conyb. in 
ver of xXAdwras, that ee, oor of transition, 
bus A Wore MEET a mpi change from one 
metaphor to another, is not unlike the ure of 
St. Paul, there is nothing of cogency in the ar- 
gument. We are not to bring tn such a transi- 
tion and change of metaphor here (where it 
would involve a harshness un ented even 
in St. Paul) on next to no authority. I doubt 
not that reading arose from an error of 
scribes, the letters a and n being perpetually 
confounded. 

5. viol durée tore xai viol — On 
the force of these expressions, which are nearly 
convertible (as is shown by dards xai nuíeac 
being combined in Jos. Antt. vii. 8, 1), see note 
on Eph. v. 8, and John xii. 36. The expression 
viol nuspas does not elsewhere occur, and was 
only introduced here by way of corresponding to 
vloi yuxTÓc and oxorove just after. 

6. vim oU» mÀ — "e The full sense 
s well expressed r. Peile, in paraphrase, 
thus : * If ^ be so, hei, with us, brethren, let 
us not be slumbering at our post, as do the great 
mass of men who know not him that hath called 
us to be his soldiers and servants (2 Tim. ii. 
8, 4) ; but let us be vigilant and sober-minded.’ 
2 Tim. iv. 5. 1Pet iv. 7. v. 8. 

7. vuxrds—psOvovoiw)] No wonder; for the 
being drunken in the time was accounted 
the greatest disgrace; so 2 Pet. ii. 13, and note. 
To this purpose Commentators have adduced 
8e from ancient writers; to which 
might have added others, from Athen. 
pp. 279, 433, and Hor. Sat. i. 4, 5], ‘Ebrius et, 
Magnum quod dedecus, ambulet ante Noctem 
cum facibus.' 

U. reis dt, judo. vrac, vibes] The full 
sense is, ‘ But let us, being, as we are, at least 
i.e. by profession), of the day, be sober.'—i»- 

é&pevor Oepaxa wicrews, &c. The foregoing 
admonition to watchfulness suggested, it seems, 
here to the Apostle a figurative comparison of 
the Christian with the soldier at his post os 
guard ; and accordingly the various virtues and 
graces, with which he ìs to work out his salva- 
tion, are com to the various arms of a sol- 
dier; as at . vi. 13—17 (see notes), * there- 
by, as Dr. Peile observes, ° representing to us in 
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the abstract, Justification, Faith, Salvation, as so 
many different pieces of that Divine panoply, in 
which, for our encouragement at once and ox- 
ample, he has set the Christian warrior, as it 
were, objectively before us; standing (as we 
— ane) on * e footing, which “ ires 

of peace” hat ven us, inst “the 
viles of the devil," faits: with ns 
which the hand of God himeelf hath P for 
our use, to every one that asketh of him, from 
the celestial armoury of Truth.—@wpaxa ris- 
Tse Kai dyawys. Corresponding to the phrase 
Oapaxa T#% dixatocuene at Eph. vi.14. The 
phrase éXwle cærnpias is found also in Jos. 
Antt. xvi. 8, 2. — xai wepixed.—owr. Here 
IAT. is in apposition with wepix., on which kind 
of apposition, = nempe, see note on Matt. xv. 9, 
and add to the passage adduced Jos. Bell. i. 20, 
l, iye» TÀ)» áperüv Tie cernpíae irida. 
*Qs is used, instead of the apposition, st Heb. vi. 
19. The expression iÀ. cwr. is one of fre- 
quent occurrence in Jos., and is found in Thu- 
cyd. iv. 96, though in each case only as under- 
stood in the sense * hope of jon." 

9. ri oóx &ÜsTo—4AÀAÀ' sle mapıroinow, &c.] 
In these words the grounds and nature of this 
hope are set forth, and that by reference to the 
end of 0) — to — aye is 
expressed , by osx ë0szo; posi- 
tively, by D * An respecta ¿Oso ale, this 
is an expression, ebraism, equiv. to wpo- 

destinavd, e in 1 Pet. ii. 8, als o irá- 

O0suírov Ti)» vox pov sie (ep, also not un- 
frequently in New Test., as wi pear by the 
exx. adduced in my Lex. N. T. e wrath o 
God involves the idea of punishment to the utter- 
most, even perdiiion. As respects the proposi- 
tion ite "ale apun, corrnp., it is put 
for ele Tó wepiwoseioGar nuat Thy ed e Vag a 
use of wapiw. found also in 2 Thess. ii. 14, ele 
wapu. dofne Tou Kupíov, and Heb. x. 89, sle 
wep. Wuyne, ‘in acquisitionem, possessionem," 
making one's own, viz., ‘salutem animarum,’ as 
oppie to ‘ perditionem’ just before. It is plain 

t there is nothing in the use of devo sls, as 
used for wpowpice, to countenance the notion of 
an absolute Divine decree, since the very purpose 
of the Apostle here is, as Eat. remarks, * animos 
Tbess. excitare per verba bonc spei et fiducias, to 
rouse thoee whom he is addressing by suitable 
encou t to exert themselves to ‘make 
their calling and election sure,’ to work ow! their 
salvation in humble dependence on the of 
God (here implicitly held forth) to them 
to work hie will, and ene Ie the assu- 
rance hence to be gathered, that the design of 
God our Saviour in sending his Son was not to 
condemn the world, but to save the world. So 
Dr. Burton well expresses the sense thus: ‘ For 

Gal. 6. 6. 

5. 17. 

God hath placed us in a state in which we are not 
(‘ae Predestinarians vainly talk.’ Peile] exposed 
to his anger (rather, ‘ wrathful ce ̀), but 
in which we may obtain salvation.’ See John 
iii. 36. also Dr. Benson, as cited in my 
former Editions. 

10. sire yony. sire ka€100.] The best Ex- 
positors are that this is put for elre Yauey 
sire d?roÜáveysy, implying, as Peile explains, 
*under all circumstances, and in all s of 
our existence.’ It is meant, that whether we be 
alive or dead at that day, it matters not; the 
drap wit Christ, or enjoying eternal happiness 
with him Seg sopra iv. 7. ali be saually our 
portion. v. and Hyper. 

ll. ded, &c.] ‘Such being the case.’ Here 
we have subjoined the txference from the fore- 
going, and that by way of exhortation. Exposi- 
tors are not agreed whether rapax. should be 
ee comfort, or emhort. The term is sus- 
ceptible of either sense; but the latter is more 
suitable to the context here, as the former is to 
the context in the parallel passage at iv. 18. And 
though it has been urged - baci is here a 
repetition, epanalepsin, of what was said 
iere: yet thet bee by no means been . It 
is better, therefore, with the most eminent Com- 
mentators in general, to explain vapaxaAasirs 
‘exhort each other to the duties of watchfulnese, 
one perseverance in the faith, and a hol 
life Thus far in my former Editions; in whic 
view Dr. Peile acquiesces, regarding the sense as 
* hardly less applicable to the conclusion of the 
preceding C r, than to comfort ;’ and con- 
nects very well with olxodou. just after. But 
there is sense of wapax. which is far 
sore applicable, and connects even better with 
olxodou., 1 mean that which I have inculcated 
in note on supr. iii. 2 (where see my note); for 
surely to the heart, and con the 

is the surest way to build up any one in 
faith, hope, and charity, so that the Christian 

fessor 1 become a holy Temple in the 
rd. See l Pet. ii. 9. Jude 20. —xaOwe xal 

wors. This praise, mixed with the exhorta- 
tion, is delicately thrown in, to make the latter 
more offectual. Of this an ex. occurs in Aristid. 
t. i. 232, 11, oyaddy 8a ovdiv Mo, f] 5 wousirs, 
waptvsca. Seo also 2 Thess. iii. 1, Iva ó À yo 
Tov K. apixy xai dofaYnra:, cabwe kal rpée 
Š pas. 

12—14. Having exhorted them to comfort and 
edify one another, the Apostle adds such. other 
exhortations as he found, from Timothy, were 
necessary. Lest they should imagine they had 
no occasion for religious teachers, he enjoins 
them to show all due respect to their spiritual 
pastors and masters; and to those he hints their 
reciprocal duties to their people. (Grot. and 
Benson. )—sidivas here includes the notions of 
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respect and care, shown espec. in making due 
provision for their comfortable sustenance. "This 
force of the term is found also in Gen. xxxix. 6, 
and Prov. xxvii. 23, where the Hebrew is yr. 
From this passage some learned Commentators 
have inferred the existence then at Thesealonica 
of the three distinct orders of the ministry. 
Koppe, however, maintains that the terms vovOer. 
and wpotorduevo: are not meant of various 
kinds of Presbyters (some Bishops, and others 
Pastors, see Acts xx. 17, comp. with 28. Phil. 
i.l. 1 Tim. iii. 2, seqq.), but of the same per- 
sons comprehended, in this verse, under the more 
general term xomi@vres. Kom. is, indeed, a very 
general term to denote, ‘labouring in the pro- 
mulgation of the Gospel; as Rom. xvi. 6, 12. 
1 Cor. xv. 10. xvi. 16. Gal. iv. 11. Phil. ii. 16. 
Col. i. 29. 1 Tim. iv. 10. v. 17. But, upon the 
whole, I see not how we can come to any deter- 
minate opinion on the nature of the ecclesiastical 
government of the Thesealonian Church, for want 
of more exact information than we possess. Yet 
it seems probable that by xowsovres are denoted 
*those who occupied the — offices of 
teaching ;` and by wpoiordpevor ‘the rulers of 
the church ; and that vovÜerovrr:e is a general 
emm applicable to both. See note on Rom. xii. 

13. nyobat abrods bwepsxw.] An expres- 
sion corresponding to the Class. one wspi 
qTAÀsÍoTov nyisa: or woisîolaı, ‘to make 
very much of ‘to hold in the highest honour.’ 
Render : ‘ account them as very highly deserving 
of love and honour. In ¿y aydary we have 
superadded to the idea of honouring that of 
loving. —rò ipyov a., meaning, either the work 
of instruction, or government, or both. The 
reading aùroîs has no claim to be received ; for 
1) it 1s very inferior in external authority ; and 
2) internal evidence is in favour of iavroîs, 

which is more suitable to the context, and does 
not, as the other, violate Grecism ; for the pro- 

jetas linguæ would require, not alpnysósw čv 
Tivi, but perá Tivos, as Rom. xii. 18; whereas 
sip. iv daurots (for 4AAsAois) is confirmed by 
Mark ix. 50, alp. iv aXAnAore. ides, &av- 
Toic is confirmed by Clem. Alex. Pad. iii. 12, 
p. 263, Sylb., and by the Copt. and Gotb. Ver- 
sions. The var. lect. did not arise from an error 
of scribes, but a mistake of Interpreters and Cri- 
tics, who erroneously connected the words with 
the preceding context, as if the Apostle meant to 
exhort the people to be at peace with their spiri- 
tual guides; which, however, were unnecessary, 
that sense being included in the preceding, 
* velut. minus in majori, says Est.; for in ex- 
horting them to pay deference to their spiritual 
instructors, and to love them highly, it was im- 
lied that they were to be at peace with them. 

Whereas there was need of a mew, yet kindred 
exhortation to the people ; i. e. that they should 
keep peace among themselves, one with another ; 

Eipnvevere èv éavrois. 
dóeM bor: vovÜereire tovs árákrovs, TapapuÜeiaÜe Tovs ddvyo- 

voxous, àvréyeo0e trv acbevav, paxpoOupeire mpòs Trávras. 
15 "'OpGre uý Tic kaxov àvri Kaxod Twi amrod@ adda TávroTe 

1* "IfapaxaXoÜuev Se vpnás, 

for, 28 Benson observes, ‘if the le quarrel 
among themselves, their spiritual guides cannot 
expect much love from them, or to do good to 
them.’ Moreover, thus the exhortation here will 
be quite akin to that at the close of the 2nd 
Epistle to the Corinthians, where, after first ex- 
horting the people to be at peace and concord 
among themselves, Paul adds, as a motive to 
follow the injunction, * And then the God of love 
and peace shall be with you ;' so here, after vari- 
ous other exhortations, he, at v. 23, concludes, 
not indeed "o an — but = = ap- 
precatio, to the same effect, ; em, 
of God, the peace he had before enjoined them 
to cultivate, and also holinees of life; the for- 
mer being implied in the ex ion ‘ the God,’ 
i. e. author, * of peace,’ as in 2 Cor. xiii. 11, ‘ the 
God of love and peace; just as (observes Ben- 
son) in Rom. xv. 4, 5, having mentioned * pati- 
ence and consolation, he then styles God * the 
God of patience and consolation ; and having in 
Rom. xv. 12. adverted to ‘trust’ or ‘hope, in 
God,” he calls him ‘the God of hope; and in 
each passage he joins it with prayer to God for 
the thing; whence it is plain that thoee passages 

14. óuàs, &ósAd oí] meaning, as the best 
Expositors are agreed, those idi plea pe pastors and 
masters just before mentioned, and now apoetro- 
phized. To these the terms vovô. and «apap. 
are especially suitable; and dr»ríy. may very 
well respect the Deacons.—dtrd«xrovs i$ properly 
a military term, but is of general application, 
and denotes * tusubordinate.! — ÓXvyoiróxovs, 
* faint-hearted’ (a word no where else found), 
is for uixpolyóx., a term of frequent occurrence 
in the Sept., where it signifies ‘those who are 
labouring under such trouble, that their heart 
sinks within them.’ The expression may be sup- 
posed to denote those who are fearful, even to 
despairing of working out their selvation ; ba- 
rassed by perplexities, fears, and misapprehen- 
sions. —á&yTéy100a tev 409. This must, from 
the context, mean, ‘ support the weak [in faith); 
a sense of 408. occurring in Rom. xiv. l, vov 
éc0. iv misera, prob. meaning those who are 
weak in their notions of religious liberty.—pa- 
kpo0., * be long-suffering and indulgent.'—^ará»- 
Tat, meaning, all persons of whatever disposi- 
tion. "There is, however, reason to suppose the 
above admonitions intended, not for ministers 
only, but for all, the Apostlo bere, as at Rom. 
xiv., meaning to give a general admonition, — 
namely (to use the words of Bp. Sanderson, 
Serm. on Rom. xv. 5), ‘that the strong should 
be more compassionate to the weak, and the 
weak more charitable to the strong; both weak 
and strong more patient and moderate, and more 
respective each of the other in all brotherly 
mutual condescensions.’ 

15. opare my Tis Kaxdy, &c.] This admoni- 
tion (manifestly intended for ALL, both rulors 
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and le) is founded on that of Christ, Matt. 
v 39. 44, where see note.—Oxerz, not follow, 
but earnestly endeavour to follow, * cultivate,’ 
* practise, as Rom. ix. 30.—rò ayaGdy, as bein 
in opposition to xaxò», must denote ° beneficence, 
° goodness, as in Rom. xii. 21. Gal. vi. 10, = 
á&yaÜecórn. Rom. xv. 14. Gal. v. 22. Eph. v. 
9. 2 Thess. i. 11, à. àixaiocórny. The former 
hrase is so rare, that I find it elsewhere only in 
lato, p. 480, and Xen. Cyr. viii. 1, 13, and 

dparhy ĝ.. in Plato, p. 213. — ale srárTas, 
namely, not towards some, but all men. So at 
2 Tim. ii. 24 the injunction is, * be gue [not 
unto some, but] unto all men ; and, Tit. iii. 2, 
to ‘ show all meekness to all men." 

16. wavrore xaípere] It is strange that 
some eminent Commentators should have ex- 
plained this as equivalent to a sort of valediction, 
* May you always be prosperous and happy!" 
Closely connected as the words are with thoee 
which follow, they must surely contain an admo- 
nition, not, indeed, as Dr. Burton's version ex- 
presses, to cheerfulness, but, as Expositors in 

neral are agreed, to joy i» the Lord (which 
uer words, indeed, are found added in some 
MSS., and have place in the lel at 
Phil. iii. 1. iv. 4) ; meaning, that devout cheer- 
fulness under all circumstances, proeperous or 
adverse, which results from a firm dependence 
on God's providence, a Ju appreciation of our 
Christian privileges, and the greatness of that 
hope to which we are raised by the Gospel pro- 
mises; whereby alone we are enabled (in the 
words of Rom. v. 2) to ‘rejoice in hope of the 
glory of God.” 

17. Prayer is next enjoined, as the best means 
of maintaining this joy in the Lord ; 8s is shown 
in Calvin's note on vv. 16, 17. By ádiaAsíarres 
is meant unintermittingly, i.e. never ceasing to 
pray both at all stated times for public or family 
prayer, and at all such seasons as are suitable, or 
required by circumstances, for private devotion ; 
moreover, at all times carefully maintaining a 
rayerful frame of mind. See note on Luke ii. 
57. xviii. 1. Rom. viii, 1; and compare Eph. vi. 
i i. 9. - ] Suppl 7 

. dy wavyri sbyapiotetrs apply wpay- 
pats, ° under all circumstances.” Comp. Eph. v. 
20. This injunction is, as Calvin observes, sub- 
joined to the foregoing * quasi temperamentum, 
ut quse desunt expetentes, non tamen desinamus 

tias agere.' The connexion between these 
three rules of a Christian's life are well pointed 
out by Calvin, as also by Bp. Beveridge thus: 
* As (says he) we are to rejoice in the Lord 
alway, so, in order thereto, we must pray unto 
him without ceasing, that being the means 
whereby to keep our minds always fixed upon 
him. and so in a right frame and disposition to 
rejoice always in him; but for that purpose, as 
we pray unto him for what we want, we must 
likewise give him thanks for what we have; and 
therefore it is added, In every thing give thanks.’ 
— Tie OéAnpa, &c., in which clause 

OL. 11. l 

12. 12, 

.5.20. rEph.4.8. 3fTim.1.6. 1 Cor. 14 1, 80. 

(serving to enforce the above exhortation) the 
TovTo may be referred to the conjoint injunc- 
tion to unceasing prayer and continual thanks- 
giving. The sense is, * For this is the will of 
God, signified by Jesus Christ respecting — 
this is what God is pleased to appoint by Jesus 
Christ to be performed by you.’ See more in 
Chandler. 

19. rò IIvsuua uñ og.] The ancient Expo- 
sitors in general, and the most eminent modern 
ones, +ó Il». as relating solely to the 
supernatural Spiritual gifte, which, that some of 
the Thessalonians d, is plain from the 
verse following. ey are not, however, agreed 
whether by oBévypvra is meant the quenching 
them in others (by discouraging and disallowing 
them), or in themselves ; namely, Pr neglect or 
abuse, or by evil living. Both may be intended, 
but chiefly the former. While, however, under- 
—— ——— the extraordinary influences 
of the Holy Spirit, we must, as respects the latter 
reference, include his ordinary sanctifying in- 
fluences and , given to every one to profit 
withal. By the term cBivyvre the Holy Spirit 
is here compared to a fire, as in Matt. iii. 11, 
aurds buat Barrios: iv Tvesuars dyip xal 
Tvpi, the purpose of which designation is to 
represent the sanctification as effected by the 
purifying influence of which we read in the next 
verse. more in note there, and aleo 2 Theas. 
ji. 13. It is supposed that that fire may be 
quenched not merely by putting it out altogether 
by an evil life and conversation, but also by 

ing tf (o go out for want of using it, by 
neglecting to stir it up for use. Comp. 2 Tim. 
i. 0, dvaLwrupety Tó xdpicua Tov Grou. 

20. wpod. uù — As the foregoing admo- 
nition was not to quench the Spirit in others and 
in themselves, so this, I apprehend, is solely not 
‘to quench,’ i. e. ‘repress it,’ by disallowing and 
discouraging the manifestation of it in 
Here xpodnrala may be used in the same sense 
as in the Chapters on the Spiritual gifts, in 
1 Cor. xii. and xiv. (see note on xii. 10). If it 
is not certain, it is at least probable, from St. 
Paul's using tbe plural apodo. that he meant 
thereby to * the xapicuara wrpogpntalas. 
He may have intended thereby the exercising of 
the gift of prophecy in other ways besides that of 
foretelling future events, And there is the more 
reason to embrace this view, since the warning 
was not unneeded in the early Church, for as it 
is well observed by Mr. Conyb., ‘ the gift of pro- 
phesying (i. e. in inspired teaching [and preach- 
ing]) had less the ap ce of & supernatural 
ift than several of the other xapícuaTa, and 
ence it was thought little of by those who sought 

more for display than for edification.” I have 
inserted tbe words ‘and preaching,’ because that 
seems to have been the priacipal occupation of 
the wpodirns, who, it would seem, taught by 
reaching the truths of the Gospel. Whether tho 
rophets’ did not sometimes act as Expocitors 

Scripture (which Calv. and peus make the prin- 
I 
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cipal sense in the way of ing thereon, by a 
sort of Homiletic discourses, 1 would not be posi- 
tive. Indeed, it is not improbable that such 
was included in the duties of the rpogirne. 

21. wdvra doximdYers—xariyere} In ox- 
pa{ere wo have a metaphor taken either from 
the assaying of metals, or rather from tho try 
of money, by ringing or the touchstone. To this 

ere seems an allusion in the expression follow- 
ing, xaráxere, which refers to the contrary of 
receiving, namely, the rejection of bad money 
when . Here two remarkable diversi- 
ties of reading exist. Several MSS. have wdyra 
@à doxiu.; many others, marra Goxiudtorres : 
of which the former has been edited by Griesb. 
and Scholz; but I see no reason to adopt either. 
Both appear to be mere marginal glosses, in- 
tended to indicate the connexion of t words 
with the preceding, and make the sense plainer, 
and accordingly deserve no attention, except as 
eerving to show how the words were understood 
in the earliest Considering that the admo- 
nition in question regards the doctrinas of such 
spiritual persons, as well as the reality of their 
gifts, it may very well admit of being applied, 
mutatis mutandis, to the endowments and doc- 
trines of the teachers and preachers of the Gospel 
in every This doxcuacia is shown by 
Whitby and Benson to be indispensable to those 
on whom it is obligatory to ‘ hold fast that which 
is good ; and that the ancient Fathers allowed 
this (rial to their hearers, is certain from the 
citations adduced by Whitby. 

22. ¿wó wavrés slàoue rov. àw.) Expositors 
are not agreed whether slove should be rendered 
appearance, or kind, i. e. sort. The former inter- 
pretation has been adopted by moet modern Com- 
mentators, including Bp. Middl. (on account of 
the want of the Article) ; the latter by the an- 
cient ones generally, and some eminent earlier 
moderns (as Hamm., Le Clerc, Buxtorf, Wets., 
and Benson), and, after them, by almost all re- 
cent Commentators, including Koppe, Schleusn., 
Pelt, and Schott. And certainly the sense is 
one very agreeable to the asus i. So in 
Jos. Antt. x. 9, 1, we have way š wovnpias 
¿miu E&ussoe iv To TpóTo, xal pydiy &osßèe 
wapaiixev. The sentiment will thus be paral- 
lel to that at Phil. iv. 8, ca leri» 4Ag05— 
£Üd nua, al Tis dperh xal sl Tit Kraioc, TavTa 
Aoyí(ec0s: and that the expression was so un- 
derstood by St. Polycarp, from an imita- 
tion of the present passage in his Epistle to the 
Philippians, c. ix. ‘Keep — from all 
evil; for he that in these things cannot govern 
himself, how shall he bo able to prescribe them 
to another?’ The connexion, however, of these 
words with the wg is in favour of 
the other interpretation. Render (agreeably to 
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the Vulgate and Bengel), ‘from every evi] ap- 
pearance,’ which may, in a popular sense, mean 
from every thing which has the appearance of 

being evil; of course including the latter sense, 
which is confirmed and illustrated by a 
of Plut. de Vit. Pud. c. 1, ebsza05*, xal (‘even 
4900s TÒ hatvopevoy aloypóp, ó s00voeo my Tor, 

ere evwaÜ)s signifies ‘sensitive in bis im- 
pressions as to what even to be evil.” 

23. To admonition the Apostle now subjoins 
to God, as well knowing that his 

alone could uce in them the will the 
pener to do all those things to which he had ex- 
orted them.—ó Oee tloswns. A highly 

significant expression, in which the word ‘peace’ 
bears a sense far beyond its acceptation in ordi- 
nary language, a 
meaning ‘the author of and enjoiner to peace’ 
(see 1 Cor. xiv. 83), and the —— of all Je 
to believers, both from within and from without; 
God being considered ss, in Christ, reconciling 
the world unto himself, and therefore becomi 
‘their pe&co.'—d»yi&ea:. On the full force 
this term, see notes on John xvii. 17 and 1 Cor. 
vi. 11.—óA ors ais, for ÓÀortA Ge. —' OX xA npov 
is put, as at James i. 4, for TíAstov. By the 
several terms Tó 4vavpa, ñ ivy), and TÒ còpa, 
the Apostle means to denote, a periphrasis, 
tho man, with all his facul ies and powers 
* qd and — Now — these the 

postle may be preserved entire iu 
itself, and à altogether qu so as to be blame- 
less to the coming of Christ; the spirit, t, by being 
nen pure from all ignorance, false principles, 
and bad affections, and adorned with all the 
sacred dispositions of piety and virtue; the soul, 
by being purified from all corrupt imaginations, 

ions, and evil habits; and the body, by being 
ept unpolluted with any criminal actions, by 

the motos of all its appetites; in short, being 
habitually employed in the good works of a 
Christian obedience. See more in Calv., Hyper., 
uw and Benson. 

24. To oe the Apostle now subjoins a 
moet comfortable assurance ; namely, that God 
enti do what he has promised, and thus act 
ably to the character of a faithful Creator. 
pare 2 Thess iii. 3 and Heb. x. 23. With 
wee 26 compare l Cor. i. 9. Rom. xv. 31. 
xvi. 16. 

26. dowdoacGe—iv di dpa dyle] This 
injunction occurs also at Rom. xvi. 16. 1 Cor. 
xvi. 20. 2 Cor. xiii. 12, where see the notes. 
I have only to add, that we find a full account of 
this observance, as it was practised in the primi- 
tivo Church, in the Constitutiones Apostolica, 
1. ii. ch. 57, from which it ap that the men 
and the women were placed — of 
the place of worship; and that thes beter në 

as used of peaceable persons; 
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ceiving the Holy Communion, the men kissed 
the men, and the women the women; moreover, 
that the observance, proclamation was 
made by the principal Deacon as follows: ufrie 
«aTd Tivos, marie ty wuwoxpica® Bira xai 
——— ůASAoue ol Evdpas, xal 4AXM- 
Aas al yuvataes, rò iv Kvupío pirnua’ éA Na 
prie dodiwe: where xarà means ‘ towards.’ 
After this repeated ufis there is an ellips. of 
wouire, or some such verb; the full sense 
being, ` Let no one do this in guile.” See Matt. 
vi. Mark xiii. 15. Luke xvii. 8. The dyle 
after bi) jua: is equiv. to the ¿v Kvele in the 
above —At v. 27 the Epistle is addressed 
to the Rulers of the Church, and is directed to be 
read to al] the members thereof as brethren; 
and accordingly it was, we may su , de- 
livered to and read first by them, and then by 
them to the whole Churth assembled ther. 
t But,’ as observes Oleh., ‘that Paul should lay 
the injunction on the elders with the formula of 
adjeralion, is remarkable, and only to be ac- 
counted fer by supposing. as we are warranted in 
doing, from supr. vv. 12, 13, that some slight 
differences had occurred between the Rulers of 

the Church at Thessalonica and the Church at 
large, from which Paul might nd that the 
Rulers might not communicate the epistle to the 

ion at all.’ As to the change of ópxi{ w 
into évopx. by Lachm. and Tiech., from MSS. 
A, B, D, E, and a few cursives (to which I can 
only add Mus. 16,184), it is not rightly preferred 
on merely the score of its rarity, inasmuch as 
the form is so rare as to occur no where else 
ex in a Greek Inecript., Boechk, vol. ii. p. 42, 
No. 1033, and that of a date long posterior to the 
age of Paul; and prob. the use of the word was 
confined to the common dialect, though well 
known to the early Revisers, who introduced it 
as a (to om) pa — Ha, agr das cancelling 
of dyioe by Lachm. and Tisch., from 5 uncials, 
and 6 cursives, is not authorized by competent 

since the rarity of the expres- authority, 
sion, ay. doen ., occurring elsewhere only at 
Col. i. 4 and Heb. iii. 1, makes it less likely to 
be introduced here from th 

ecessary. 
Besides, it is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and 
Vulg. Versions, 

112 
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Tuis second Epistle was evidently written not 
long after the first (probably only a very few 
months, and towards the end of Paul's stay at 
oo towards pal cee — 53); m » it 
would seem, principally for the purpose of cor- 
recting a Khake which had S endi from the 
eu iier as certain expressions therein 
contained, as if the day of $ were to be in 
that age : an error which, if not corrected, might 
have proved very dangerous. The circumstances 
which led to the drawing up (no doubt suddenly 
and prob. bastily) of the present e an 
other matters which may throw some light on its 
occasionally dark contents, or at least account for 
that obscurity, bave been ably set forth by Mr. 
Conyb. as follows: * The excitement which Paul 
had endeavoured to allay by his first Epistle had 
iucreased, and the fanatical portion of the Church 
had availed themselves of the impression pro- 
duced by Paul's personal teaching, to increase it. 
It will k remembered, that a subject on which 
ho had ially dwelt while be was at Thessa- 
lonica, and to which he had also alluded in his 
first Epistle, was the second advent of our Lord. 
We know that our Saviour himself had warned 
his disciples that “of that day and that hour 
knoweth no man, no, not the angels of heaven, 
but the Father only ;" and we find these words 
remarkably fulfilled by the fact, that the early 
Church, and even the Apostles themselves, ex- 
pected their Lord to come again in that very 
generation. St. Paul himself shared in that ex- 

ctation ; but, being under the guidance of the 
pirit of Truth, he did not deduce any erroneous 

conclusions from this mistaken premise. Some 
of his disciples, on the other hand, inferred that 
if, indeed, the present world were so soon to 
come to an end, it was useless to pursue their 

common earthly employments any longer. They 
forsook their work, and gave themselves up to 
dreamy ons of the fature; so that the 
whole framework of society in the Thessalonian 
Church was in danger of — fern whe 
encouraged this delusiop, su it by i i 
nary revelations of the Spirit (2 Thees. ii. 5; 
and they even had recourse to fo , and circu- 
lated a letter purporting to be written by St. 
Paul (2 Thess. ii. 2) in confirmation of their 
views. To check this evil, St. Paul wrote his 
second Epistle. In this he endeavours to re- 
move their present erroneous expectations of 
Christ's immediate coming, by reminding them 
of certain signs which must precede the second 
advent. He had already told them of these 
signs when be was with them; and then ex- 
plains the extreme obscurity of his description 
of them in the present Epistle; for he was not 
giving new information, but alluding to facts 
wbich he had already explained to at an 
earlier period.” Under existing circumstances 
the Apostle endeavours to effect his by 
showing: that the day of judgment Wil wot 20 
speedily arrive as they imagined, but that, before 
it, an awful apostasy would prevail. Such was 
his principal and immediate purpose ; though be 
did not omit to take the opportunity to reprove 
the disorderly conduct in some, which had beea 
occasioned by the opinion in question, and to 
earnestly exhort them to the discharge of their 
eie duties. des — — sah 
ivisions (corresponding to three cbapters), 

of which the first is tid , the second party 
io and partly didactic, the third hortatory 

I. 1, 2. On these verses see ] Thess. i. 1, sq. 
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3—12. After this introduction the Apostle, 
Hyper. observes, * begins by the of 
raise to exhort them to persevere in the faith.’ 
e commends them for the stedfastness of their 

faith, and for their patience under persecution, 
comforting them with the assurance, that when 
Christ cometh to judgment, they would be re- 
warded, and their persecutors punished. 

3. evyapiorety, al Comp. Rom. i. 8. 1 Cor. 
iv. 5. PhiL i. 3, 4. ‘A mode of commendation,” 
obeerves Chandl., * the most engaging and effec- 
tual that could have been adopted; and the pro- 
perest way imaginable to establish and strengthen 
them.' The we here and throughout the Epistle 
is, as the best Expositors are agreed, to be under- 
stood of St. Paul only.—svyapioreiv ódpsíAo- 
pay is taken by Chandl. and Koppe as a familiar 
mode of expression for alríay iyw Tov sbx., 
* we have reason to, &c. ; but this lowers the 
sense : there being nere, as Hyper. remarks, an 
emphasis in ddeiAousy, intimating that the 
thing is a matter of right, and that by not doing 
it we should be guilty of ingratitude. See Calv. 
and Bengel.—xaÜ0cc aEióv doiww. The expres- 
sion is, as often, for xa0ijxoyv or dixacov, ‘ par 
est, ‘it is fit or proper.” This is added, Theo- 
phyl. observes, in order to prevent any undue 
spissa MUT from the performance of such 
an act of thanksgiving, since in this we are doing 
so more than our duty. Comp. the injunction of 
our Lord, Luke xvii. 10, Adverse Sti QovÀAoi 
axptiei iouar bri 6 @prlr\oue moga: (sup- 
ply uóvov), vs7t01 xau y. —' H à-yáarn ivds ix., 
&c. Including all those kind offices by which 
Christians might assist their fellow Christians, 
and thereby mutually sweeten the bitterness of 
that cup of sorrow, which their profession of a 
new religion, every where spoken against, would 
be sure to expose them to. 

4. wore—Osov] Render: *'Insomuch that 
we ourselves are proud (or, may boast of) you 
among the Churches of God, on account of,' &c. 
—dy Tac ixxA. TOU Osou, i. e. ‘inter ceteras 
eccl.'—c«avx. in 2 Cor. xii. 5, and oft. is so 
used. The iv means de; as in Gal. iv. 20, 
aropovua: iy vui, and i. 24, idóEator iv iuol 
TÓ» O«ór, and sometimes in the Class. writers. 
In bropovns kal rlorews there may be, as most 
of the later Commentators say, an Hendiadys 
for vropovns THs 2r (o T£w9, as ropov TH iÀ- 
wios: but it is better (with the ancient and 
earlier modern Expositors) to keep the terms 
distinct, as Oleh. shows to be proper; the latter 
being considered as productive of the former, 
since patience (as Calv. observes) ‘is the fruit 
and testimony of faith.’ 

5. Having thus expressed the great satisfaction 
he felt in them on these accounts, the Apostle 

& 11. 18. 
& 15. 4. 
& 16. 5,6 

proceeds to set before them an argument the 
most powerful to confirm and establish tbeir 
fidelity for the future. The words ivéerypa ths 
Qixaíae, &c., evidently refer to the preceding ; 
but the connexion is not very clear. If, with 
some, we take wenyi as a Nominat., it will 
be necessary to supply 3 ierıv; if, with others, 
as an Accusal., we may, with the Pesch. Syr, 
supply els, which, indeed, is found in some MSS. 
Of these two methods the former is preferable. 
But still the reference will be the same ; though 
what that exactly is has been disputed. Some 
refer the words to dwopovys, &c.: others, to 
Ccwypote and OXiJrsoiy; q.d. * Which pume. 
ing of persecution and affliction] is a proof of the 
righteous judgment God will exercise at the last 
day.’ For, as observes Calv., * if we hold it as a 
first principle of faith, that God is the just Judge 
of the whole world, and that it is bis office to re- 
ward every one according to his works, it neces- 
sarily follows that the present drafia is an evi- 
dence of a judgment not yet apparent.’ Thus the 
Apostle will be understood to say, ‘God suffers 
ba to be afflicted with troubles, in order that, - 
oy apportioning to you salvation in heaven, and 

judging them to punishment, he may set forth 
a demonstration of the justice of his Judgement? 
Yet the sense thus arising, however excellent, 
would, so introduced, involve no little harsh- 
ness; and accordingly it seems best, with Schott, 
to unite both references thus: ‘Which [your 
patient endurance of afflictions] is an evidence 
of the righteous judgment of God [to both you 
aud your persecutors]; to you, by apportioning 
to you the rewards of an everlasting kingdom, to 
those the punishment of their sins” Comp. Rom. 
ii, 5—8, and espec. Phil. i. 28. With respect to 
als rò karak., it is by some referred to $v- 
Cacyua, or ĉıxaías,—by others to dy£yxso0s. 
The former method, however, is preferable. In- 
deed, the scope of the clause is to point out the 
happy consequences of thus bearing afflictions for 
the Gospels sake with patience, even the being 
counted worthy of being made partakers of eter- 
nal bliss, as Luke xx. 35, seqq. 

6—8. The Apostlo now dwells at large on this 
sure expectation of a just judgment, introducing 
also a brief s initon — = for the 
purpose of speaking comfort and consolation to 
the persecuted Thessalodiaas, as also from thence 
to take occasion to rectify an erroneous notion of 
theirs concerning the day of judgment, &c. This 
assurance, that God would manifest his righte- 
ousness in the proceedings of a future judgment, 
the Apostle further tllustrates, by adding elrep 
ee &c., where the strep is — Rom. 
viii. matory, not dubitative, and may 

: —— ‘inasmuch as..—wapa Gag, 
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11. 
L 

Kuplov xal amd rijs do&ns tis ioyvos avrod, 10! Gray EMOn èv- 
Danz SokacOnvas dv rois cyiows auro9, Kai GavpacOivas év rao. Tois 

* judice Deo.'—dvra. is a word of middle sig- 
Dification ; but it has here more point than a 
term would have which has only a bad sense. 
—dysais is also opposed to Alyce at 2 Cor. viii 
13. The word properly signifies * relaxation,’ or 
* release from labour, or affiction’ (and thus is 
nearly equiv. to dvámavois) ; but it is also figu- 
ratively used to denote ‘the felicity promised to 
God's faithful servants ; which image is finely 
employed in a passage of singular uty and 
pathos at Heb. iv. 1—11. 

7. iv +f dwoxadiwe ov. Kupiov, &c.] So 
pointing out the time when this righteous judg- 
ment of God would take place. (Chandl.) Here 
d*ro«. (on which see Luke xvii. 90) is nearly 
synonymous with $arípocie at Col. iii. 4, but 
is more significant than aapovala.— Avráj eot 
means, ° by whom he exercises his power.'—,uar' 
ayyXov duvdusws, i. o. with the angels who 
are the attendants on bis majesty, or power,’ as 
in Matt. xxiv. 30. Luke xxi. 27, etal. Comp. 
a Fee i. 16, rou Kupiov—éuvayww xal wapov- 
olay. 

8. iv wupl pdoyds may be construed either with 
the preceding words (as it is done by moet recent 
Commentators); or with the following, as it is 
by the ancients and the moderns in general. In 

e former case it will denote ‘the glory with 
which the Lord will be clothed at the last day ;' 
in the latter it will be symbolical of ‘ the awful 
punishment to be inflicted on the wicked,’ even 
‘the lake of fire, mentioned in Rev. xx. 10. 
The words may, however, be said to belong to 
both. It is well observed by Hyper. * Amplificat 
justitiam Dei, presertim à ponis impiorum, quas 
per circumstantias exaggerat, et velut hypotyposi 
uadam ponit divinam potentiam ob oculos.'—— 
am still of the same opinion as heretofore as to 

rejecting ¿y pAoy! wupde, received into the text 
by Lachm., holz, and Tisch. (1st Ed.), though 
in his he bas restored it to the text, and 
also, in Acts vii. 30, edited ¿v wupi $AÀoyós in 
his 2nd Ed., for iv $Aoyl wupde in bis first, In 
Heb. i. 7, vpóe poya is found in all the 
MSS., where the Sept. has wip $X éyov, a free, 
but very faithful version. In the of 
Exod. iil. 2, cited by the Apostle in Acts vii. 30 
(and present to his mind here), the MS. B and 
others have iv rupl $AÀoyós; but the MS. A, 
and several other MSS., and early Editions, have 
iv prey! aupés. But dv rupl Xoyós is found 
in Ecclus. viti. 10, in the copies. The read- 
ing iv wupl poys is more agreeable to the 
ebrew ; but, on account of its Hebraistic harsh- 
ness, it was, I suspect, altered in the of the 

t., at Exod. iil. 2, also in Acts vii. 30 and this 
of 2 Thess. by some over-nice Critics, who wished 
to introduce purer Greek. Thus in Pind. Pyth. 

iv. 400, wo have $X ¿ya Tvpóc &srísrreor; and 
in Eurip. Bacch. 8, 4vpós $Aóya, and C 
386, wupds $XAoyl.—Aidorros ixdixners. 
full sense is, ‘awarding just retribution.” An 
Hellenistic expression for dwodovvar éxdix., 
occurring in Numb. xxxi. 3; or wotetoOar ixd. 
By rots uh eléco: Osó» are meant ‘those who 
know not God at all,’ as heathens, or ‘know him 
not aright,’ as Jews; implying that the sveass of 
this knowledge bad been vouchsafed, but wil- 
fully meglected. — ois ph Uwaxovove:, &c. 
meaning, * those wbo, after having known God 
aright, as revealed in the Gospel of Christ, had 
not fulfilled what that Gospel enjoins." 

9. 6As0por alow.] This is an exegetical apposi- 
tion, showing the mature of the punishment, — 
even ‘everlasting perdition.’ “OAeOpow is for 
dT stay, implying *misery the most extreme" 
(see Matt. vii. 13); ‘utter and irremediable 
perdition.’ The words ¿mó poc. tov Kupiov, 
&c., depend upon lxv ticovow, and their 
sense must be decided by the force ascribed to 
the ded, which many eminent Expositors sup- 

to be causal, explaining, ‘punientur a 
omino et a majestate ipsius vim suam ex»e- 

rente;' in allusion to Levit. x. 2: or, ¿wo Tpos- 
eTov Tov Kupíov being taken, by Hebraism, 
for dwd Tov Kupiov; as at Acts iii. 19. Comp. 
Jer. iv. 26. Others, however, of not less note, 
suppose the expressions to signify, * far removed 
from,’ ‘excluded from’ (as in Luke xiii. 28 
with allusion to the words of Isa. ii. 19, aw 
vpocoTov ToU póßov Kuplov, x«l awd trae 

le; 
$oEns T$ vos avrov (with which com 
Gen. iv 14). his latter view seems prefera 
since (as Schott observes) ‘the words so under- 
stood yield a more weighty sentiment; whereas 
the former would make what is here said, the 
same sense, in other words, as had been already 
said at vv. 7, 8." 

10. In i»do£. lv Toit á»ylov airov and bavu. 
iv waar tots mor. there is a kind of paral- 
lelism, of which the two members mutually 
illustrate each other; and the effect of both is to 
set forth, in a more ME poimi of view, the 
terrors of that — which shall overtake 
the ungodly, by the contrast of, what will be 
contemporaneous therewith, the glory and blee- 
sedness of God's faithful and elect servants; seo 
Hyper., Calv., and Chandler. 'E»doEá(sotaí 
vim is a phrase almost peculiar to the Sept, 
signifying, as used of , ‘to obtain glory’ 
either in the punishment of the wicked (see 
Exod. xiv. 4. k. xxviii. 22), or in the de- 
livering and saving of the righteous, God's faith- 
ful people. Thus we may express the sense of 
ivdotacÓgra: dy tote dylois by * to derive orm 
from the eternal happiness [which he be- 
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* miotevoacw (Ste émuTeú0n TÓ paprúpiov hav è$ úpâs) év 
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stow on] all faitbful Christians. — For t. rec. 
awvorevovowy, I have, with all the Critical Edi- 
tors, adopted m:orevcaciy, from almost all the 
unciale, and many cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1184, Cov. 2 and 4, omitted by Mill, and 
Mus, 11,836), confirmed by inte evidence, 
in its greater suitability to the context; for, as 
Schott observes, ‘the subject here treated of is 
the time when the Lord shall show his majesty, 
by bestowing eternal felicity on bis true wor- 
shi with reference to their past faith and 
obedience, Comp. 2 Tim. iv. 8, rots hyarn- 
«oot. Besides, the reading is confirmed by 
almost all the ancient Versions. The t. rec. 
arose from error of acribes.—i» rf 3uípa lxsírn. 
The words are — as in Rom. ii. ] 
«oi8fjcorra,, to which, after a parenthesis of 
three verses, corresponds ¿z ñuípa at ver. 16, 
So here the words ov:—vyuas are parenthetical ; 
and the sense seems to be, ‘because our testi- 
mony unto you (lit. *apud vos") hath been be- 
lieved by you.’ Now the foregoing sentiment, 
Rich ME respect B = — is in this 

nthesis indirectly and men applied to 
the T lans in Durticubur. : 

ll. ele G wpocevy., &c.] Render: “For 
which end (or ‘purpose’) it is, that we pray 
always for you, that our God may make you 
worthy of your calling in Christ Jesus Com 
Phil Ñi 14, = lxavwoayre at Col. i. 12. 
many of the Expositors, as Olsh. ; and also the 
Syr. Version. However, I continue to prefer, with 
otber Ex — render, ‘may account you 
worthy of,’ ‘ vouchsafe to bestow upon you.’ So 

teva: is used supra v. 5, as also in the KAT: 
Clase. writers. On «Arjoews seo my Lex.—xai 
4Ànpocg asav sidoxlay, &c. These words, 
somewhat obscure, have been variously inter- 
preted; and, indced, admit of a different sense, 
according to the reference supposed in sidoxlay 
Gya8wauvns. If, ss would seem most natural, 
we refer the expression (with the majority of 
Expositors, ancient and picem to the preceding 
subject of God, the sense will * That he 
would powerfully and fully accomplish by you 
all the designs of his goodness, and consummate 
our work of faith, i.e. make your faith see ei 
^ those things which are its pe fruits, a holy 
obedience; comp. James i. 4. But though the 
&bove exposition is very agreeable to the usus 
loquendi of the words, and makes & very good 
sense, yet, Schott objects, that, ‘since in the 
latter member of the sentence, xal ipyov xis- 
vTewe, something is noted, which evidently 
belongs to the disposition and life of the Thessa- 
lonians, and closely coheres with the same verb 
arAnpeacy, it would be harsh not to refer the 
antecedent formula also to the same,—as has 
been done by many Expositors,—ancient and 
modern. But the loves does not evidently be- 

long to the disposition and life of the Thessa- 
lonians, * because here,’ as Olsh. observes, ° the 
discourse is of God's work, not of man's;' and 
&pyov wioraws rather denotes here ‘faith, as 
God's work in the souls of men, which is capa- 
ble of continued development in respect to its 
discernment and depth.' He further well ex- 
plains the sense of the foregoing words to be, 
* That our God may fill you with all that good 
which is well pressing to him; meaning, all 
the good which is well pleasing to him i you. 
The adverbial phrase ¿v duvdus: is to be re- 
ferred to the whole of the preceding,—mean- 
ing, as Dr. Peile — ‘the so filling up the 
measure of your faith (and its proper fruits, 
7Tücap sidoxlay ayabwovvyc) as to make it a 
real and offective principle.’ 

12. Gres ivdo—acly Tó õvoua—avrte] What 
is here said adverts to the effect of the preceding. 
In rò óvoua Tov Kuplovu there is wot (as is com- 
monly supposed) a pleonasm for the person, but 
a stronger expression, meant (as Bengel suggests) 
to ascribe as much as possible the honour to 
Christ in the work of man's salvation ; in sbort, it 
cannot but, in this context, point at the digni 
and majesty of Jesus Christ, Comp. Phil. ii. 
9,10. Heb. i. 4. Tho glorification in question 
is, by Benson and most recent Commentato 
referred, in the case of dy vuiv, ‘through you, 
to this world ; in the case of ¿v avr, ‘ thro 
him,’ to the world to come. But surely the 
parallelism of members requires that what is 
ascribed to the /atter should also be ascribed to 
the former. Hence it is better to suppose the 
reference, in both cases, both to this world, ard 
to the world to come. Nor can the sense be 
expressed with greater simplicity and exactness 
than in the paraphrase of Schott: ‘In order that 
the name of Christ may be glorified in you, both 
by your present bold profession of his truth, and 
your holy conduct, and zealous labours to spread 
the Gospel; and, at length, in the sight of the 
whole world to all eternity; and that you ma 
also be glorified in bim, by perfectly bearing bis 
inde enjoying his love, being owned as his 
brethren, and sharing all his honour, according to 
the infinite riches of the mercy and of 
the Father, and the Lord Jesus.’ notes on 
John xvii. . By Christ's glorification 
being placed first we are, as Calv. says, reminded 
of the poncipel end of our whole life, even the 
glory of God, ‘that God in all things may be 
lorified through Jesus Christ,’ 1 Pet. iv. 11. 

also John xvii. 10, and Gal. i. 24; and aleo 
the notes of Hyper. aud Bp. Beverid Now 
this t work eo far exceeds all that could 
have been imagined, or the Auman merit 
could have cluimed, that it is well said in the 
words following to be xarà T)» Xépu Tov 
@sou, &c. See Calv. and Hyper. As to the 
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a Rom. 13. 1. 
1 Thess. 4. 

2 THESSALONIANS II. 1—3. 

Il. 1 *'Eperüpev 5$ iude, aderdol, Prep Tis wapovoias ToU 
n Kupiou huv `Inco0 XpiaroU xal judy éruvvaryoryis em avrov, 
b Jer. $9. 8. 9 beis TÓ ur) raxéos carevOfvat Dus amo TOD voòs, * unŠë Üpoci- 

S Oai, pyre 9ià, mveúparos, pyre Sia Aoyou, pyre Se émurroXis, 

as St judy, dx Ste évéorq«ev 5) pépa ToD 1 Xptorov. 3 ° Myris 33. 
Eph. 5.0. 1 Tim. 4.1. 1 Jobn 2.18. Rev. 18% 11. 

concluding words, ToU Geov Suc» xai Kvpiov 
"I. Xp., the omission of the second Article in 
this, as in the similar cases at Eph. i. 5. 1 Tim. 
v.21. 2 Pet. i. 1, and Jude 4, will, as appear 
from what is said by Mr. Green, Gram. N. T. 
Dial., 215, 216, tend to show that ‘the words are 
meant to be descriptive either of a single person, 
or of two persons united in joint agency.’ On 
the former supposition the sense will be (as Mr. 
Granville Sharp and others contend), ‘of our 
God and Lord: ° But that view Bp. Middl. 
(however favourably disposed to it) admits to be 
scarcely tenable; and the authority of antiquity 
serves to confirm the opinion, that it is meant of 
two persons, though strictly united in joint 
agency: thus designating, as observes Est., ° gra- 
tuitam boneficentiam Dei, tanquam largitoris, et 
Christi Domini velut hoc nobis promerentis ;° 
thus effectually excluding al] claims on the score 
of human merit, and also attesting the doctrine 
of the unity in person and office of the Father 
and the Son. On the full sense of the glorifica- 
tion here spoken of, see more in Est., and my 
note on 1 Pet. iii. 15. 

IL. The mention of the coming of the Lord 
paved the way for the Apostle to introduce that 
of the end of the world, and thus to correct the 

icious error, which had arisen from a mis- 
understanding of his former words, as if it were 
just at hand. 

l. ipwriputv mening) W earnestly intreat 
you.” The vrép must taken, ss often, for 
wepi, quod attinet ad, ing, ‘on the subject 
of'—n2uy» imis. ix’ avrdy, ‘our gathering to- 
gether unto him.” ’Emtouvaywyn only occurs 
once elsewh. in the New Test.,—namely, at 
Heb. x. 25, where it is used of a Christian con- 
gregation ; but it is often used in the Apocrypha 
to denote the congregation of the Israelites. The 
term co nds to dwayrnais at l Thess. iv. 
17—27, and is illustrated by Matt. xxiv. 31, 
ovváčovo: Toùs ixXsxrous avrov. It is well 
observed by Salmas., that ‘the coming of Christ, 
and our gathering together unto him, are here 
united, as um ef correlatum.’ I have, with 
Schott and Scholz, pointed accordingly. 

2. els +d uù rax. caXse0.] This depends 
upon épwr. in the preceding verse; sile rò bein 
for rov.— aX. meaning ‘to [suffer yourselves 
to be troubled ; as Acte xvii. 13; comp. James 
i.6. So Arrian, cited by Wetst., uh doca- 
AsvecOar did Tav copıopáræv, where the 
metaphor is taken from a ship torn from its 
anchorage, and carried out to sea; which, in- 
deed, seems to be what St. Paul had in mind in 
this passage, ¿mó Tov vode (‘from your mind") 
being for ¿mó tHe dyxipas ToU voor. In what 
that consists, has been ably shown by Hyper.; 
namely, faith in the revelation of God by his 
Apostle.—0posto0a. (on which see my Lex.) is 
Hr Wars of gadsv0. So Matt. xxiv. 6, dpare 
M 0posic0s. The full sense will thus be, ° that 

ye be not shaken from the hitherto settled per- 
suasion your — pA be thrown into un- 
reasonable perturbation.” The ion Ta X£ws, 
* hastily,” — with it an aq) act notion of 
fuse c “heye e Ti v. 22, 
comp. with Wied. xiv. 28, and Prov. xxv. 8. 
Hence St. Paul rebukes the Galatians for such 
levity, by saying (Gal. i. 6), Oavuáľ{æ Sr: or% 
rTaxiws psraribscOe drè, &c. 1 have, on fur- 
ther consideration, now chosen to adopt with 
Lachm. and Tisch., 456à for ure, from A, B, 
D, F, G, Orig., and Theodor., to which I add 
Roe, 2 (No. 47), left unmentioned by Wetst., 
and consequently by Griceb., Scholz, and Tisch. 
Indeed Wetst. omits the Clar. D, and Griesh., 
with a not unusual carelessness, omits al er 
to notice the reading, which, however, I find 
also in one of the Mus. copies, Harl. 5115, pr. 
manu. And I doubt not that it will be found 
in other copies at least as the origina] reading, 
though altered to us by Revisers. Here uyi 
— evidence in its favour, for it was 
likely to be brought in by the thrice — 
pre just — — it — ed by 
ropriety o : e idiom uently 
— in the Now Test., and I know of no ex. 
where the rule is broken; for as to Eph. iv. 27, 
there unéé for ure has been adopted by Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. (so I had before done before 
Tisch.), from all the uncials and most of the 
cursives ; to which I add all the Lamb. and moet 
of the Mus. copies, including Cov. 2, omitted 
2A Mill; just as here Oposîoĝe is noted by 

itors only from MS. B, though I find it in 
Cov. 2, collated most carelessly by Mill, and in 
Lamb. 1184, full of very ancient readings, gene- 
rally passed over by Editors. The Apostle then 
adverts to the various modes by which they might 
be ,—namely, da wredparos, dca Ao- 
you, and ó Erie oA gs, where the first expres- 
sion, did wvevuaros, refers to a pretended rere- 
lation of the Spirit from a person who affects to 
m. under the influence of the Holy Spirit — 

&:" muy is to be referred to both dca Aóvyoe 
and 2’ Feiesohnc: Of ë Adyou, ws åt Sur, 
the sense is, ‘by report as through us, i.e. 
‘through the medium of some pretended mes- 
sage from us, or something purporting to have 
been said by us' So Synes. Epist. , Gade 
MET THe Eup oxou (meaning ‘a word-of-mouth, 
verbal message’) xal Tj» ayruyxov imioroAn», 
t receive with the animate the inanimate epistle.’ 
Synesius, who was, it must be remembered, a 

ristian bishop, seems to have there had in 
mind this passage of St. Paul; and, if so, must 
have taken the very view of the sense which 1 
advocate. Of course à; iwiotoX. refers to a 
letter purporting to have been written by Paul, 
but reall feret Comp. ch. ii. 15, slra 8:4 Ad-you 
elre Ói' émioroAne Uucy (where eee note).—et 
Sr: meane ‘as if ° [affirming] that. : 

3, 4. ‘The Apostle now solemnly warns his 
readors against all these forms of deceit (in what- 
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bpüs eEatratnon Kata pndéva Tpómow Öte, àv pt) ENN 1) aro- 
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ever mode practised) ; and that, too, because the 
day of the Lord necessary preliminaries, 
which must have first occurred before it could 
take place.” (Olsh.) By ñ awooracia is meant 
the apostasy on which they had been previously 
instructed by word of mouth by the Apostle. 
As to the words following, there is plainly at the 
end of the sentence an omission of some words, 
to complete the sense, which, from the extreme 
length of the inserted portion, were left unsup- 
lied. Now, from the we dr: ivéornxey ù 
ipa ToU X piov in the preceding verse, it is 

plain that the Apostle meant to say ‘that day 
teil] not arrive unless there be first the apostasy." 
On the purport of this moet difficult portion, 
vv. 3—12, which treats of the Apostasy, and the 
Man of sin, very great difference of opinion ex- 
iste. Yet the various interpretations of Com- 
mentators, numerous as they are, may be distri- 
buted are fuo agro 1. That of — who 
suppose the words to have respect to what was 
—— happen, and, in a comparatively short 
time, did happen, as the destruction of Jerusalem, 
or the great — which preceded that event, 
or the revolt of the Jews from the Romans, or 
tho prevalence of the heresy of the Gnostics ; not 
to mention other less pokes opinions. 2. That 
of others who i nds the words as having t 
to something which was to happen long aflar ; 
and of the interpretations of this clase, there are 
again two divisions ; 1. that of those who suppose 
the apostasy and the Man of Sin to have already 
— in Popery, or Mahometanism ; 2. of 
thoee who think they are yet fo come. The moet 
general opinion is, that the passage has reference 
to the d heresy of P. , and the corrup- 
tions of the Romish Church (the Man of Sin be- 
ing supposed to denote the Pope for the time 
being, 1. e. the series of persons who have filled 
the Papal Chair), and that the — here 
mentioned is to be understood of the grose cor- 
ruptions of the Romish Church. But though 
this view has been supported by the ability of 
Mede, Benson, Bp. Newton, Mackn., and others, 
and is much countenanced by several striking 
ootncidences, which exist between the characters 
of the , a8 compared with those of Ro- 
manism, yet it is liable to such serious objections 
as would seem to forbid ite adoption.— As to that 
interpretation which refers the to Maho- 
melanism, it may be considered utterly unfound- 
ed; for surely Mahometanism cannot be called 
apostasy from a religion with which it bad never 
bad any connexion. As to the interpretations 
comprised under class 1, they are all liable to 
insuperable objections, and deserve little atten- 
tion. Before I venture to suggest where the 
truth probably lies, it may be proper to premise 
a few remarks on the nature of the e, and 
to consider how far we are warranted in expect- 
ing to be enabled clearly to discern its full sense, 
and explain its complete application. And first, 
it is evident from the use of the Article with 
a@rooracia in every one of the MSS., and the 
words où pynyoveders, &c., of vv. 5, 6, that the 
A postle does not here communicate any new de- 
claration, but that he only repeats one before 
made ; and equally clear is it, that when ho bids 

them ‘ remember what he had told thew,’ it is 
therein implied, that something was then said, 
which is now omitted. The Apostle’s words, too, 
are plainly meant for the Thessa lans only ; 
and we may presume that, with the aid of what 
bad been before said, they were enabled to suffi- 
cientl —— their meaning; but it does 
not follow that those words should be intelligible 
to such as are ignorant of what the Apostle had 
before said. Accordingly, much of obscurity 
must necessarily hang over the , and 
therefore some harshness may be — in lay- 
ing down the sense; wherein it is of no small 
consequence to ascertain what gererul points, and 
those unconnected with any particular hypothe- 
sis, admit of being regarded as fully established, 
&nd consequently fit to be made a foundation 
whereon to build whatever further may be pro- 
pounded. "That the day of the Lord here spoken 
of is not the destruction of Jerusalem (as some 
maintain), but the day of Judgment, seems to be 
quite certain. It is scarcely less so that the Man 
of Sin of St. Paul has reference to the very same 
character as the Antichrist of St. John (1 Epist. 
iii. 18, and elsewhere), and who seems intended, 
though not called by that name, in the Apoca- 
lypee, ch. xiii. That the ancient Commentators 
universally considered the prophecy as one of 
distant completion, and not to be understood till 
its fulfilment, is alike certain, and deserving of 
serious attention. The ancient and the most 
eminent modern Expositors are, with reason, 
agreed, that the prophecy has the same reference 
as that in Dan. viii. It is gre then, that 
both St. John and St. Paul had in view the 
&bove portion, which manifestly relates to the 
coming of the Son of Man, and the events that 
should precede and accompany his advent. But 
that their descriptions were, as some imagine, 
solely f , may be doubted. It 
would seem that something was founded thereon, 
and that the same highly figurative, symbolical, 
and allegorical mode of expression was vag tí ; 
but that many other characteristics of the Apos- 
tasy and Anti-Christ, or the Man of Sin, wero 
added by St. Paul (whose words in this whole 

rtion, vv. 3—12, may be regarded as a further 
illustration of what was obscurely and very figu- 
ratively spoken of by Daniel) under the inspi- 
ration of the Holy pirit, or from actual, though 
limited, rovelation. Upon the whole, there seems 
ood reason to su , with many eminent Ex- 

itors for the last balf century, that what is 
ere spoken of has not yet taken place; thou 

there is much to warrant us in thinking that the 
mystery, or secret principle, of iniquity and 
apostasy is soto actually ing, and that, when 

Imighty Providence shall please that the rò 
xaréyov,—never to be removed till the end of 
time, —shall no longer impede the full working 
of the principle, —the apostasy (no doubt consist- 
ing of a series of acts, though marked by the 
Article as one whole) will rapidly display itself ; 
espec. when the Man of Sin, or Anti-Christ, 
shall be revealed, or appear, as the great Agent 
of the Evil One in the whole transaction. But 
to proceed to the ceróal interpretation of the 
most important words and phrasee contained in 
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this interesting portion, as paving tho way for a 
better comprehension of the hole, —the word 
d*ocTacía properly signifies ‘an abandonment 
of connexion with any person ;" impro , in the 
case of a political ruler, * rebellion.” t it may 
be used of a thing as wel] as a person, and in the 
Scriptures it almost always means ‘ ment 
of a religion, by passing over to another, or to no 
religion ; but it is very rarely, I think, used of 
: jon of a religion by persons still continu- 
ing in the profession of it” Accordingly, the 
term seems here to denote, as it is explained by 
many ancient Commentators, and, of modern 
ones, Calvin, ‘a very general defection from God 
by Atheism.’ —droxaàvplğ denotes, not simply 
(what some explain it) but has an 
allusion to those secret ings of apostasy and 
sin, which should at various times —— the 
final public and general one. Schott observes, 
* that St. Paul speaks of the apostasy and impiety 
as then latent, but hereafter to openly appear, 
and have its extremest measure at the appearance 
of the Man of Sin.’ In the expression ó advOp. 
Tis duapríae we "m the ancient, and 
some eminent modern Expositors) trace a paral- 
lelism of Satan with Christ; q. d. * As the Savi- 
our, clothed in the human nature, a at 
the time decreed by God and Christ, so will the 
Power of Hell, introduced in the person of a 
man, appear, when the apostasy have be- 
come so ripe as to require his agency. He is 
here called ó vids 7s dwmdAsias, as as is at 
John xvii. 12. 

4. ó dvrixelusvos—ciBacna] In these words 
the Apostle had doubtless in mind Dan. xi. 36. 
* The dyr. and i*epaip. are (as Pelt., after 
Chrys., Theophyl., Grot., and Koppe, observes) 
to be conjoined in one idea, denoting the — 
himself over, and opposing himself to, God, an 
consequently putting down all worship of the 
Deity, in whatever form,—claiming to himself 
that adoration which is due to the Dei 
so as to be the only object of "um 

enoted 

gerents on earth. Accordingly aígacya signifies 
whatever object is worshipped or as 

Thus in Wied. xiv. 20, and Acts xvii. 
23, it is used of the idols of the heathens.—" Qore 
aitoy, &c. "Qore should be from 
the foregoing by a colon, sinco (as Pelt observes) 
* minus consilium quam innuere vide- 
tur” Render, ‘insomuch that.'— abrédy—«a0- 
loa: is best rendered, on the authority of the 
Pesch. Syr. and several eminent Expositors, 
‘seat himsclf in the Tempie of God as God; 
i.e. in quality of God. The words following, 
awoéux. iuvròv Sr: i. O., are (as Chrys. and 
Pelt explain) put for ¿mudsuxvúva: watpwpuevoy, 
i.e. omouddlev Osce vouiQacOa, as Philo said 
of Caligula. Considering tho highly allegorical 

and symbolical nature of the whole of this pas- 
sage, there can be little difficulty im supposing 
that by * the Temple of God ' is meant (as almost 
all the ancient and many eminent modern Ex- 
ouam understand) the stian Church, as in 

Cor. iii. 16, 2 Cor. vi. 16. Eph. ii. 21 ; though 
the generality of modern Expositors understand 
it of the Temple of Jerusalem, or rather de ade 
sacra cenerally understanding thereby that the 
Man of Sin will, as it were, fix his seat above 
God's holy place of worship, and affect Divine 
worship or authority.— The words ow: O«óv are 
not in MSS. A, B, D, and 10 cursives (to which 
I can only add Cov. 2, passed over by Mill), 
several ancient Versions (not the Syriac), and 
some early Greek Fathers. In evidence 
is againet the words, which are prob., though not 
certainly, an insertion from a marginal scholium, 

b. ov pynnovatders—ipiv;] It now seems te 
have occurred to the Apostle, that what he has 
been saying might to some be new and unheard of. 
Accordingly he reminds them that this is no other 
than what he had before told them,—having com- 
municated to them the substance at least of this 
information when he was with them (Pelt).—éA«- 
ov, ‘I told,” * used to tell you; q.d. * And you 
ve no need to stumble at this doctrine, or to 

wonder that you do not see tbe Man of Sin ex- 
tne his baleful force; for you are well aware 
that there is something which prevents him from 
making his a ce." 

6. wai vuv TÓ xaTíyoyr oldare, &c.] Nw is 
taken by Koppe, Flatt, and Pelt, as a Particle 
of transition, or continuative, as in John xiv. 29. 
xvii. 5. Acts iii. 17. vii. 94. x. 5. xv. 37, et 
sep. al.; and so xa] Tà vv», Acts iv. 29. v. 38. 
xvii. 30. xx. 32. xxv. 11. 25. And though this 
may seem liable to the objection started by Olsh., 
yet his own mode of taking it, as put for xai +é 

-»Uv Karé xov, is much more objectionable; and 
so great js the — which overhangs the 
context, that there is the more reason not to 
deviate from the usual force of a Particle, or a 
formula, like xal »uv. One might have expected 
xal ta vv», but Paul does not use that form, 
and seems to have employed x«i puy as | find 
Dr. Peile takes it. As to what is meant by + 
karTíxoy (well explained by Chrys. Tò xà vor), 
it is impossible to pronounce with certainty, from 
the great obscurity which envelopes the subject ; 
and, indeed, as the Apostle was speaking of what 
was well known to them, he had no reason to 
open it out very clearly, and therefore we cannot 

to thoroughly understand it. Upon the 
whole, the most probable opinion is that of 
Theodor., who understands this hindrance of the 
decree of God's Providence, which prevents the 
appearence of the Man of Sin until the ‘ fulness 
of time. —sis Tò dwoxaX. is suspended on xar- 
¿Xov and is mof put = Koppe supposes) for 
aÀÀ Suws droraivplńcsrai: but there is a 
blending of two clauses into one; and the com- 
plete sense is, ‘prevents him from being re- 
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vealed, [as he will at length be] in his season, — 
namely, that agreeablo to tbe counsels of Al- 
mighty Providence.’ See John vii. 30. 

7. TÓ yap pvoTtýpiov fen ivapy. T. 4.] Ren- 
der, ‘for already is the mystery of iniquity at 
work, ‘ beginning to be effective.” The Apostle 
saw a most pernicious principle of evil even in 
his time secretly insinuating itself among Chris- 
tians; though, from the power which restrained 
it, not yet fully developed. (Pelt.)\—rys dw. is 
rightly supposed by Pelt to differ littlo from the 
d'rocTacia at ver. 2; since dvouía may, by its 
etymology, very well signify dzocTacía darò 
Tov vouov Tov Osov. So in 1 Macc. ii. 44, those 
aro called dydpes vono: whose awooracla was 
mentioned at ver. 15.— +ó pust. THs dvou. must, 
with the ancient Expositors, be taken for xaxpuj- 
udvn dvouía, implying also a notion of evil, and 
of what consequently seeks concealment. See John 
iii, 19—21. Schott well explains the phrase 
to mean, ‘improbitas quse adbuc efficientiam 
suam occultat, sive occultare debet, eo quod 
ciem pre se ferat honestatis, et artibus clandes- 
tinis utatur. Comp. what Joseph., Bell i. 24. 1, 
says of calling the life of Antipater uuoTńpiov 
xaxias, ‘a mystery of wickedness, and what 
Dion. Hal. says of Theopompus, that ‘he deve- 
loped the mysteries, or secrets, of falsely seeming 
virtue, and of concealed vice.’—ivepysita: may 
be rendered, * is being carried into action (Epyov), 
is being developed.’ So the Pesch. Syr., ° is be- 
ginning to be effective.’ See Note at Í Thess. 
li. 13. In the next words, pcvor—yivyras, 
there is an ellipsis common in the popular style; 
and the sense is only to be expressed by expand- 
ing the expressions as follows: ‘Only there is 
one who for the present holds it back (obstructs 
its progress), [and who will continue to do so] 
until be be removed.’—fwe ix uécov yévnras is 
an uncommon form of expression, which Schott 
says occurs in Marc. Anton. viii 12; but I do 
not find it there. It certainly, however, occurs 
in an anonymous writer cited by Budeus in his 
Comment. L. Gr. 

8. Here ó dvouos, lit. ‘the lawless one,’ de- 
signates, as Pelt remarks, the author of the uuvcr. 
ans Áávouíae. The words following are added 
for the consolation of true Christians. The first 
clause, dva\wost—avrov, is not a citation of, 
but formed upon, Isa. xi. 4 and Ps. xxxiii. 6, 
and avadwoa: is used for the aveXct of the Sept., 
as being a stronger term, denoting ‘ total destruc- 
tion,’ ‘ utter consumption.’ As to the readin 
dveXei, here edited by Lachm., from A, B, D, an 
10 cursives (I add Mus. 5116), it doubtless came 
from the Sept. After Kiópioc, MSS. A, D, E, 
F, G, J3, and 6 cursives, have 'Incovs, which was 
adopted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
(1 Ed.), though in his second Ed. he has removed 
it; rightly, for internal evidence is against it, 

Cor.4.4. Bph.2.2 Rev. 18. 18, &c. 

With rë imipavılg The wapovclas a. comp 
Jos. Antt. ix. 4, Th» rov Geos imipavaay. On 
the term dwip. see my Lex. N. Test. in v.—ró 
T »&UJ. Toe eroparos 18 well explained by Vater, 
‘verbo, jussu suo efficacissimo;' which is con- 
firmed by Chrys, rw imiraypate povoy dva- 
Awoat, and Theodor, POiyEtrar povov, kai 
wavwr2Opla wapadwose (read dvadkwon). The 
next clause designates the ease and speed of this 
destruction (here represented by the equiv. term 
xaTapy., ‘to utterly destroy any opposing force :” 
sec 1 Cor. xv. 24. 2 Cor. iii. 7) at his very ap- 

—At ¿mió. Te wap. there is a fuller 
ression for iva». (not, however, such as 

to involve pleonasm), but to impart more of gra- 
vity and dignity to what is said. Indeed the ex- 
— — Scriptural and the 

Clam. writers, to ote Divi esty. 
This will fully appear, by comparing the arte 
form éwidavala as said of Christ and of God, 
in 1 Tim. vi. 14 (where see note). 2 Tim. i. 10, 
iv. 1, 8. Tit. ii. 13, 

9. ot deri ñ wapovola, &c.] This must, of 
course, be understood of the mos, and, as 
Hyper. well observes, ‘Per antithesin mentione 
facta adventus Christi, qui erit in caritate, adje- 
cit, adventum Antichristi fore secundum 
tionem Satanæ, whose arts and methods of 
effecting bis purposes are then described, both 
for warning and other pu . See Matt. xxiv. 
25. John xvi 4. xiii. 19. "This verse connects 
with v. 7, by the introductory oë ioci», be- 
ing nthetic; and the dwroxdAuyie is now 

od, by analogy with Christ's advent, vapov- 
ola.—O0b torw 4 wapovala xat’ ivipy. T. È. 
is (as Pelt remarks) for 0e ápsa rat oly Tw 2. 
ivspyouvuívæ iv aire, ‘at whose presence Satan 
will work with great power.’ So at Eph. ii. 2, 
he is said to be iv:epyæv iv Tois vlois THs dTe- 
Osíae. Moreover, the term is of great signifi- 
cancy, denoting such forcible kind of operation 
and agency, as effectually secures the accom- 
plishment of its which may well be 

plied to the devices of Satan. Sec Matt. xiii. 
st. Luke xiii. 11. John xiv. 30. Eph. ii. 2. 
Tbe words óvráus. xal onusios xal ripacs 
may be understood (as they are by almost all 
Commentators) in the same sense as those at 
Acts ii. 22, duvdueoe kai +TÁpaci xal onpslois : 
but as racy is here added, it would rather seem 
that by iv wdey ĉvvdusı is meant, ‘all conceiv- 
able power; and by anu. xai Táp. are specified 
the kinds of power. The expression Weddour is 
intended for all three. In the next words, xai 
iv wdoy awdty Thç ddc«ias, other modes are 
advered to, by which Antichrist and his agente 
and abettors — —— to un their 
cause; namely, ‘by every unrighteous 
deceit and fraud, ss well as that of pretended 
miracles." 
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10. rie dàixzlae] The ric, not found in MSS. 
, B, F, G, and 5 cursives (to which I add 

Cov. 2, omitted by Mill), and some early Fathers, 
bas been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. The 
—— of its uineness is one of no easy 
etermination ; for, since adcxia is (as clearly ap- 

both from Class. and Script. usage) a noun 
that admits of being used in its most abstract 
sense, it may, in that quality, take the Article 
as at Luke xiii. 27. xvi. 3. xviii. 6. Rom. ii. 

Acts i. 18. 1 Cor. xiii. 6. 2 Thess. ii. 12. 
James iii. 6), yet being here united with waon 
drary (as it is in construction with rdoy at 
Rom. i. 29. 1 John i. 9. v. 17), it comes under 
the rule of Middl. Gr. A. ch. vii. wae, $ 1 (for 
the context requires us to render, ‘ every specics 
of unrighteous deceit and fraud"), and as such 
the Article is better away ; at least, it may well 
be dispensed with; but whether it was used by 
Paul I would not say.— Ev rote daroAAvuévoie 
must, as Pelt says, be joined with dvepysira: 

latet in wrapovela kar ivipysiav. Now 
this implies a yielding to the arts of the Seducer, 
and therefore iv rots droà\. may be rendered, 
* Among those that are to perish, meaning, 
* must perish ; as in 1 Pet. i. 7, Xpvoíou Tov 
droà\vpuévov, and 2 Pet. iii. 11, rodrwy ob» 
adyrwv \vonsver. Yet the present signif. may 
be retained in the sense, ‘to those who are in a 
perishing state, because’ &c. At any rate, the 
consequence is, that they are wot among the 

clase, ¿z Tots cwYoudvors, which class 
must have been here present to the mind of the 
Apostle; and of the two classes mention is made 
at 1 Cor. i. 18. 2 Cor. ii. 15, and ii. 3. Of the 
next words, av?’ ay Thv d'yd* nv THe dAnOelac 
oùk idé&., the sense may best be determined 
by adverting to the true force of &éy160ai, as 
distinguished from Aaufdveiw, on which see my 
Lex. in v. édéyec8ar. The sense will thus be, 
* they have not cherished, with a desire to retain 
it, the love or care of the truth,’—namely, the 
truth as it is in Jesus. 

11, 12. * God punishes sin by means of sin ; 
and therefore it is that he sends rots doroAAv- 
pévors, * to the lost ones” (those who are in the 
way to perish everlastingl y) —who, through their 
own fault, do not allow the love of truth to be 
stirred up in their hearts—a strong delusion, that 
tey may beliove a lie.’ (Olsh.) 

ll. ài Tovro] i.e. because they have had no 
love of or care for the truth; there being no 
effectual preservative from fatal error but the sin- 
cere love of truth and virtue. See two able dis- 
courses on this text by Dr. South, vol. iv. p, 325, 
seqq., wherein he shows that ill-disposed affec- 
tions are both naturally and penally the cause 
of darkness and error in the judgment. The 
best Commentators are agreed that we are here 
to suppose that idiom by which God is figura- 
tively said to do a thing which he only permits 

11 J Kai 3: roto * zréu re, aùrois ó @ eoç 
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to be done. But this principle, always precarious 
and unsatisfactory, is here i icable, because 
there is plainly here a judicial and punitive in- 
fliction of blindness.—wiuwa:. For this, Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., edit wéuwe:, from A, B, D, 
F, G, and only one cursive (for the ef alts of 
Scholz is nought), but plainly from alteration. As 
to the authority of Basil and Cyril, it is of no 
great weight. of Origen would be so, but 
that he elsewhere (teste Jacks.) cites wipyar 
We have besides the authority of Hippolytus, 
the disciple of Irenæus, for wiuwe: in a passage 
cited by Jacks. But he must have written 
aéuwa:, because he explains it to mean éyyespei 
e Osóv) yevioOa:. That the Pesh. Syr. 
ranslator had vréuv/s: in his copy is quite cer- 

tain, and also tbe Vulg. In short, š evi- 
dence is, I think, in favour of aréuvrai, for rea- 
sons which I have not space to detail, further 
than that prediction (which Dr. Chandl has 
sbown is inherent in the expression) requires 
the Future. I doubt not that wise: aroso 
error of scribes, who perpetually confound = and 
v, for reasons which even the slightest acquaint- 
ance with P hy will point out. Olsh. 
indeed, prefers aréu7e:, on the ground that 
gives the whole description at v. 9, as the Pre- 
sent in prophetic wise. But the connexion of 
v. 1] is not with v. 9 (for vv. 9 and 10 are paren- 
thetic), but with v. 8; and consequently the 
Fut. wéuwes matches with the Futures d»a- 
Awe and xarapyioca. Besides, the use of 
Pres. for Fut. is not Pauline, scarcely ever oc- 
curring in his Epistles. — évépysiay wavs. 
Hea i — — not of — pita 

m f, but o — aud, whi 
—— to others. Thus it is explained 
by Theophyl.; and so in the old glossaries the 
term aAÀápy is explained not only of error, but 
also — — one a — is made 
to pass for truth. Such, in is its accepta- 
tion both in the Script. (Matt. xxvii. 64), and 
the later Class. writers (as Diod. Sic.), and also 
Josephus.—res Weddes, ‘the lie’ = * that which 
is no better than a lie,’ for 7. Weed. does not 
mean — , as Bp. Middl. main- 
tains, but, as Dr. Peile explains, the anti-Chris- 
tian and anti-Scriptural counterfeit, implied in 
vv. 9, 10, which the Man of Sin—the Mystery of 
Iniquitiy pases off as, or in opposition to, ‘the 
truth,’ ty dAnUsig, namely, of God, mentioned 
vv. 10 and 12. 

12. 1wa xps8.] “Iva bere denotes, as oft., not 
end, or ‘purpose, but effect. See Luke xi. 50. 
—«pr8., for xaraxp.— AAN’ svdoxiearres iv T$ 
aécxia, ‘but who bad pleasure in, had a liking 
for, the déccla above mentioned. The ¿> is 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., but on no good 
grounds. 

18, 14. * As at v. 12, Paul closes his ic 
communication, so he bere reverts to bis 

| 
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Gem srávrore Trepi duo, adedpol Tyamnuévo, trò Kupiov, ori 
elero úuâs 0 Beds ám apyis eis cwrnplay Š ¿yacu Iveú- 
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aya. 

readers, and repeats his sense of obligation to 
give God thanks, that he had chosen thou by an 
eternal election unto salvation in Christ, and 
consequently had preserved them from the dmo- 
Azta of those who allow themselves to be de- 
ceived by the wAdsn of Antichrist, v. 11.’ 
(Olsb.) 

13. nueis di—iuev] Here wo have a repo- 
tition of what was said at i. 8. Render: * How- 
ever, we are bound to give perpetual thanks to 
God for you, that God bath, from the beginning, 
chosen you. to salvation.'—dx’ dpxs signifies 
* from eternity’ (as at l John i. 1, 8 s» dar’ dp- 
x72), alluding to the eternal purposes of God in 
calling the Thessalonians to the Christian faith. 
To advert to & matter of reading. MSS. B, F, 
G, and 5 cursives, have drmapxhv, which 
been adopted by Lachm., and 5 Tisch. in his 
Ist ed., though in his 2nd he restores dr" dpx?s, 
rightly, considering that internal evidence exiets 
to strengthen what is a vast riority of ex- 
ternal authority And though d*apyi» ma 
seem confirmed by Rom. xvi. 5. 1 Cor. xvi. 15, 
and Rev. xiv. 4, dwapyi) te Oaw, &c., yet such 
& sense would here involve no little harshness; 
whereas the other is quite suitable to the con- 
text. The expressions dwapyne and dwapyiy 
are not unfrequently confounded by the scribes ; 
and hence the Editors have, when, as here, each 
reading yields a sense, been puzzled to decide (as 
for instance in Thucyd. vi. do. 4. Jos. Ant. vii. 
14, 10) which sense is the true one; that, how- 
ever, is, we see, not the case here. In iv dyi- 
«cuo [IIv. is denoted rather the means, or the 
mode of the salvation ; * by or under the sanctifi- 
cation of the Spirit,’ or, as others explain, ‘on 
condition of sanctification of spirit; but the 
former is preferable. So at Eph. i. 4, to election 
is added the end and condition of it, slvat hae 
d'yiovs, &c. ; and at 1 Pet. i. 1, 2, Christians are 
termed ¿xÀax+Tol xarà wpdyvecty Osov IIaTrpos 
iv ay:acue IIysónaTos.—K ai riors: drnBalac. 
Here d). is a Genit. of object, as in riers 
svayyeXiou at Phil. i. 27, the sense being, ‘ faith 
reposed in the truth, —namely, as it is in Jesus. 
See supra, ver. 10. Comp. Plut. Rom. C. 8, Tjj» 
wlorw loxvpáp ras iAwídos, ‘his faith (or 
* sure trust’) in the thing hoped for.’ 

14. ele 3] ‘unto which, —namely, election 
and ite consequent, sanctification.—ebayy. HMAV, 
i. e. the Gospel preached by me; as l Thess. i. 5. 
—^repum. one, like wapex. coTnplas at 
1 These. v. 9. 

15. * Having thus expressed his thankfulness 
to God, for the assurance he had of their bein 
preserved from delusion and imposture, an 
chosen to salvation, he adds an exhortation to 
stedfastnees and constancy in that faith and pro- 
fession to which they had been called by the 
Gospel of Christ.’ (Chandl.)—orijxers. See 
Gal. v. 1, and note.—«paretre ras wapadocaie. 
Kpar. is for xaréxyere, as l Cor. xi. 2, rae 
wapatoces Katixets. By trav Tapað. are 
meant ‘the doctrines and precepts delivered to 
the world by the Apostles,” either in writing, or 
by word-of-mouth, as a revelation from God; 
and so wapiéwxa is used at Acts xvi. 4. l Cor. 
xi.2. xv. $. See the able notes of Calv., Hyper., 
and Benson. Such, too, is the sense in Ep 
sition to the Romanist one) assigned by Theodor., 
who explains the thus: £ysrs xavóva 
écdacx $ TOUS wap ‘ev vui» rpocersy- 
Oivras Adyous, obt kal wapovTes Upmiv enpita- 
uev, «al dwovres bypádrauev. In site dvd 
Aoyou—imioroAHs uwv, the Pronoun belongs to 
both Aéyov and ix:croAne, and the full sense 
is (as well expressed by Chandl.), this: ‘ who- 
ther by our word [of mouth], or ‘ by letter, 
q.d. * whether by us in person, when wo were 
preaching the Gospel to you, or whether by our 
etters to you ;' meaning either the former Epie- 
tle to the Theesalonian church, or that now 
written. See note on supra, v. 2. 

16, 17. After the above exhortation, the ape 
tlo, as usual, concludes the whole with an affec- 
tionate prayer for them; with which com 
1 Thessalonians iii. 11—13. v.23, and Colossians 
ii. 

16. oùe wapdxAnow alwelay xai irwlda 
dya0. iy xáp.) ‘God is here depicted as tho 
source of comfort in tbe distresses of the present, 
and of good hope for the future, by means of the 
operation of bis But if the wapaxAnors 
is here called alwvıos, it is only to be understood 
in opposition to the transitory and deceitful com- 
fort from the earth, espec. as hope is named be- 
sides. Comfort in general can find no application 
to eternity, ag the sufferings which are presup- 
posed by the application of it cannot have any 
place here.” (Olsh. )—éy xdorrs must be con- 
strued with gods, meaning, ' through [his] grace 
[alone], without any merit of ours. 

M. As to the force of wapaxaXdica: here, it 
is the very same as at supra ] Thess. iii. 2, where 
see note, and other notes elsewhere, there re- 
ferred to. 
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IIL. Having accomplished the more immediate 
design of his Epistle, the Apostle proceeds, at 
the close of it, to inculcate such practical in- 
— as were suitable to the circumstances 

which the Thessalonians were placed. 
1. —— wspl uiv, Iva, &c.) Ren- 

der: ° Pray respecting us,’ &c. The Apostle asks 
not their prayers generally, or for — 

, but for what would be to him the greatest 
leesing, — that the Compe may, through bis 

means, make its way rapidly, and be successful ; 
for that, as the best Expositors are of opinion, is 
the sense of rpixp xal dofd{nrat. In the for- ` 
mer of these terms there 1s the same metaphor 
(taken from a race-course), as in 1 Cor. ix. 26, 
and Ps. cxlvii. 15 (where the LXX. render, 
les Táxove paneta: ó Aóyos avrov), which 

was probably in the mind of the Apostle. 
he same expression occurs in Eurip. Ion, 531, 

Toixer ó pos dv co. Tduà enpnjíves» ay. 
In Fig. thero is reference, not so much to the 
Gospe ng admired and embraced by many, 
as its being glorified ín itself, by the suitable 
conduct of those who embrace the faith. Comp. 
supra i. 10, 12. The next words, cade x«l 
4pó9 vus, contain a delicate commendation of 
those whom he is addressing, and introduced, 
Est. remarks, by way of exciting them to make 
further progress in that for which he commends 

since, on bad men being overcome, the word of 
truth will run ewiftly.’ The sense, then, is ‘and 
in order thereto] that we (oening imself, 
[ — and MOT) ma — from 

© opposition and persecution of ]° &c. In r&v 
drórwv kal xov. dyU. the dros, is by mo 
recent Expositors as nymous wi 
rounpor: a view of the bete adopted by the 
Posch. Syr. Translator, and supported by the 
use of the word at Luke xxiii. 41; but, from 
the words following, some more ial sense 
seems intended, and the term a to compre- 
hend the notions of e and pm ; 
the former regarding the heathens, the latter the 
Jews or Judaizing Christian teachers, described 
in 2 Tim. iii. 8 as GvOpwro: carepOappivor 
‘òv vouv, Thus the expression may be rendered 
érrational, and will thus be equiv. to the term 
d\dytero: employed by Jos. Antt. xvi. 6, 8, to 
denote those prejudiced and irrational persons 
the Gentiles who delighted in persecuting the 
Jews.—ob yap rdvrey j vía Tis. It does not 
mean, as some explain, ° There ase few men of 
in ty, or persons whom we can trust :` a sense 
neither permitted by the use of the Article, nor 
suitable to the context, The true interpretation 
is, I apprebend, that of the ancient in general 
and many eminent modern Expositors cepec. 
Crell., Wolf, Le Clerc, Turretin, and Peli) all 
have not the dispositions of mind to t them 
to receive the truth,’ i. e. the Gospel; q.d. * the 

2 THESSALONIANS III. 1—3. 

1$ — TIT. ls Tó Xouróv 7poceúyxec0e, adedol, mep nuóv, tva ó 
Sa Adyos ToU Kuplov rpéym xai Sokafyras, rabàs xai mpós Djs, 
i1. ? ^ kal Tva buc0Quev aro TOv åTóTav kai Toynpoy avOpwror 

où yap Trávrow 1) riots. 5 Iioròs 86 doriw ó Kípws, 85 orn- 

lovers of truth and virtue alone possess them." 
And eo the words are explained M rani Theo- 
phyl., Theodor., and CEcumen. Ít is, Theophyl. 
observes, equiv. to o0 yap wavret Ticrevoverw 
@AX’ of áE:or, the worthy and well-disposed (2s 
Matt. x. 11, éEsrdcare tie iv airy &EFice 
bare), lceráónon fit to receive the Gospel ; 
and so — ols désorar TÒ uh %icTawac, 
though that by no means destroys free-will; for, 
ry k — ayar Ozov idioy +d ae 
pav dà +ó TilÓscÜar où yap avayxn Bra- 
«Tat, dÀÀÀ Thy yuoouny (Tei. See John vii. 

. Luke ix. 23. The question, as Wolf ob- 
serves, is whether the Evangelical faith here 
spoken of be said to be où wavrey because it is 
m side power, s is to be accounted as 
& Divine or use it is not found among 
all. ‘The latter view,’ continues be, ‘is prefer- 
able; for to those unreasonable persons in whom 
there was not faith the e sets in ition 
the Theesalonian Christians as those who bad 
faith ; whence it follows that by faith is here 
meant the receiving of the Gospel. The words 
are evidently meant not generally, but only of 
the s just spoken of. Upon the whole, 
nothmg is more certain than that the Calvinistic 
gloss, ‘non a Deo electi sunt nt credant,' cannot 
stand. It is well said by the very learned and 
pious Turretin, ‘ Minime intelligit Apostolus 
dem nonnisi quibusdam hominibus necessitato 

quadam infundi, cæteros vero homines ad non 
eredendum prædestinatos esse; qus idea Deo 
— est, perfectiones ejus omnes aufer- 
ret, denique omne ab incredulitate vituperium, 
uno verbo, judicium omne, omnem religi 

9. mıoròr ĝi — — zl A senti- 
ment suggested y the rio rie o precedi 
verse. e connexion is ably traced by Pelt 
thus: *[Those bed men who oppose the truth 
do, indeed, lie in wait for us;] bw Gop will, we 
trust, rescue. us from their designs, of 
his faithfulness and truth will never forsake va." 
Comp. 1 Cor. x. 13. i. 8, 9, and 1 Thess. v. 24, 
and notes, And so Calv., ‘ Postquam 
non semper inveniri fidem in hominibus, ipsos ad 
Deum evocat, ac fidelem esee dicit, Rehder: 
um — and 8 [to his promises diens 

x eTnolEsc 0nas—^"rornpov, o [ac- 
cordingly] will confirm you fin the faith], and 
preserve you from evil,’ or, ‘from the evil one,’ 
the devil; for it is an question as to which 
of these two interpretations should be adopted, 

of each being well supported and suitable to the 
context. Of rd wovnpdy in the sense evil we 
have an ex. at Rom. xii. 9, and of To? 4rernpos 
im the same sense one might be adduced from 
John xvii. 15, Ya tnptioye abrote ix oU wovy- 
pov: in both which passages the comtext (which 
can alone decide in a case where the asus lo- 
qe will admit of either of two in 

the sewer sense. For Kópior, Lachm. 
— MSS. A, D, F, G, and one cursive, 
the Vulg., and Italic Versions, Osds, which may 

been written by the Apostle; but, as cx- 

= TS 
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pikes vuds, xal dudrdfes amò tod TovnpoU. **Ilemoijayey 56 130.7. 
év Kupip é$ tas, Gru & maparyyéXXouev ùpîv, kal trovetre kai 
roujoere. 5 °'O dé Kúpios rarevÜóva, pv tas xapdlas eis T)» ç Chron. 
ayarny ToU Ocoü, kal eis «àv Urropovny ToO Xprotov. 9 f TI - f1 Thess. 4. 

eyéxXXopev 66 opuiy, adeAdoi, ¿y òvóparı tod Kvplov pów 'Inao0 vr. 1L ig is 
Xpicrro0, aTéXAeaÜa, ops amd mavròs adedhod ardxtws mept- 
vraToUvros, Kal pù karà THY Tapddoow f)» 1 rapéXaBe rap uv. 

ternal evidence is decidedly in favour of Kópios 
coe must also have been in the copy used by 

e Pesch. Syr. Translator, and is found in the 
Vat. B), so is internal evidence, as existing in 
the greater likelihood of Osós being an alteration 
than Kupior. It may be su that the Cri- 
tics who thus altered the ing were desirous 
of making the present square with another 
at l Cor. i. 9, rloros ó Osóc, and x. 13. 1 Thess. 
v. 24, not bearing in mind that 6 Kupcor may be 
understood of Gop the Fathor, as well of Jesus 
Christ. And I doubt not that the word was 
here meant to be taken (as T. Aquin., Hyper., 
and Calv. show) of the former, ially con- 
sidering that (as Prof. Schott has well seen) the 
words have reference to supra, ch. ii. 18, Src 
elAaro buat ó Osóe dm’ pys, xal ¿xéNecs, a 
reference indeed long ago discarned by Chrys. 
and Theoph. 

4. werol8., &c.] Comp. Gal. v. 10. It is, 
Pelt observes, the manner of the Apostle to couch 
exhortation under exhortation.—vuas, namely, 
as opposed to wárro» at ver. 2.—iv Kuply, i. e., 
says Chrys, *in his benevolence; implying the 
necessity for the Divine assistanco co-operating 
with our own earnest endeavours.’ To trust, in- 
deed, in the assistance of God, that they are 
doing what he enjoins, seems to involve some- 
thing of incongruity. The most effectus! method 
of removing which difficulty is to regard the sen- 
tence as containing two members blended into 
one. Thus the sense will be, * Now we hope and 
trust that [upon the whole] ye are doing the 
things which we command you; and we trust in 
the "s assistance that ye will be enabled to 
— to do — — it is Divine 

postle every where e necessity of Divine 
e and yet, on the — hand, admits the 

existence of freewill, or human liberty of action. 
Bee Phil. ii. 12, sq. 2 Cor. iii. 5. y 

b. ó à¿ Kópios xatsvOsvar—Oeov] Notwith- 
—— the attempts that have been here made 
to establish a sense which differs widely from the 
ene commonly assigned, the latter is, as I have 
shown in Recens. Bynop., alone the true one. 

e words (which are quite in the Apostle's 
manner) may be rendered, * And now [in order 
thereto] may the Lord [by his Holy Spirit 
direct your hearts unto ies of God oD 
«aTavO. see note on 1 Thess. iii. 11. Any seem- 
ing inoongruity is removed by su ng Kup. to 
mean ‘the Lord [working by Nigri Spirit}. 
— rv wou. T. Xp. is by most recent Commen- 
tators explained, ‘such patience as Christ dis- 
played in bis sufferings.’ But there seems no 
reason to abendon the view taken by the ancient 
and most modern itora, ‘the patient en- 
durance of tribulations such ss Christ suffered, 
and which Christians must be prepared to endure 
in his cause.’ 

— 6. le may — — with which 
e e t emplo txg language to 

show lis affection for ‘hens: and hile to make 
palatable the reproo/s he was about to introduce ; 
which were meant to correct a spirit that the 
Apostle had remarked among some of them,— 
namely, a disposition to be idle, and throw them- 
selves on the bounty of their richer or more in- 
dustrious brethren for maintenance. These he 
had before enjoined to ‘quietly work, and eat 
their own meat.’ Since, however, his injunc- 
tions had been little attended to, he repeats them 
with greater autbority and earnestness, strict] 
commanding the other Christians to break off 
familiar intercourse with such, in order thereby 
to bring them to shame and repentance.—o7iAAX. 
dude, ‘that ye withdraw Tou ve from,’ åp- 
(erac0a, xepí(sc0a, dad, as the anciont Com- 
mentators explain. See note on 2 Cor. viii. 20. 
So Malachi ii. 5, awd apoccrov óvóuaTós pov 
eríAXsc0at abróv. By dráxros must here be 
meant the leading an idle life, unaccompanied 
by that regular industry, which the Almight 
enjoined on man at the fall. See 1 Thess. v. 14. 
By the rapá. are meant those spoken of at 
ii. 15.— To advert to some matters of reading. 

6. Kuplov fhuev 'I. Xp.] Tisch. cancels 
3p, from a few ancient It was, indeed, 
more likely to have been put in, than put out. 
But the state of the evidence does not warrant 
an Editor in doing more than bracketing it; for 
in so few as 6 MSS, it might easily be omitted 
by the carelessness of scribes; and it has strong 
support from the Pesch. Syr. Version. At the 
end K he Ma sii eta a — 
Ta e (the t. rec.), tapéiAafov, Taps 
Jar, é\dBocay. Schott and Scholz edit = 
éXafov, Grieab. and Tisch. rapsAdfocar, Lachm. 
wapedafers. The reading rapiAafs may have 
arisen from an abbreviation of wapsAdBers, for 
which there is considerable authority. Neverthe- 
less, it seems to have arisen from a correction of 
wapiiaBoy, made by some half-learned Critic, 
who stumbled at the Plural as referred to the 
Singular déeX pòv, not aware that, as wayrde is 
associated with it, it may be taken generically for 
advroy dósXbov, and so admit of a Plural 
being applied to it. Waps\dBsrs seems itself to 
have been another correction, proceeding from 
the same class of persons. The original reading, 
I doubt not, was -apsAd(jocas, afte 8 
— wie a puse ise esa in mam 
of, most said, ort to wapíAa- 
Bov. In such cases Tisch. teonriably introduces 
the antique Alexandrian form,—a course which 
I am more inclined to tolerate than to adopt; at 
least in the New Test. though not in the Sept., 
where it occ. freq. ; insomuch, that wherever the 
form -osav is found in the MSS. (which it very 
oft. is) it may claim to be introduced into any 
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regularly formed text, if we should ever be so 
fortunate as to have such from the hand of an 
Editor of the Gr. Test., who would make it the 
labour of a long life, and more than emulate the 
fame of a Wets., a Matth., or a Griesb. 

7. The Apostle here calls in his own ezam 
in aid of his precepts.—atrol yàp, &c. The 
senso seems to be that assigned by Bengel and 
Pelt, * For you yourselves know what manner of 
life ye ought to pursue, in order to imitate us.” 

pad pad 

. dprov daysiy mapa Tivos is a phrase 
meaning ‘to be supported 7 any one.’ Comp. 
2 Sam. 1x. 7, 10, Sept. and Heb. 

9. ¿Eoucíav] scil. rov dwpsdv prov paysiv 
wapa vudy. On which see 1 Cor. ix. 6. 

10. sf res od OfXer—doOcéirw] An adage, of 
which many exx. have been adduced. 

ll. d«ovousv yap] The yàp has reference 
to a clause omitted; q.d. *(I am induced to 
give this injunction,] for I hear, &c. At ipyat. 
and wepispy. there is a paranomasia, as in 1 Tim. 
v. 13, oU povoy ài dpyai, dXXà xal weplepyor, 
and Demosth. E , 24, i£ ov ioyaly xal 
wepiepyatn.  llspuspyátecaÜa. signifies, l. to 
labour eaveedingly ; $ to devote sx la- 
bour. The sense may be freely expressed thus: 
‘doing nothing [in one sense}, but over-doing [in 
aome ; i.e. not busy at work, but busy-bodies 
at play j. 

l i id tovx.] namely, as opposed to that 
unsettled spirit, which indisp them for la- 
bour, and disposed them to a disorderly life. At 
the phrase troy iavrGv prtov ¿ic0ía an em- 
phasis is meant to be laid on iavræv, and the 
expression employed by St. Paul seems to have 
been one customary among the Jews. So in a 
Rabbinical writer, cited by Wets. (Aboth Nathan, 
90) we have: * Quo tempore homo panem pro- 
prium edit, animo composito et sedato (equiv. to 
perà novyias here) est: si vero panem paren- 
Vig comedit, non animo tum pire — ne dicam 
e pane peregrino, equiv. to a\Aorpla, or Tœ» 
Cil uy. Canip. — Sat. v. 2, dlienũ vivere 
uadri."—To advert to a matter of reading, for 

dià TOUV—X pia ToU, several ancient MSS., with 
the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, have ¿v rw Kupio 
— X picea, received by Lacbm. and by Tisch. (Ist 
Ed.), though in his second Ed. he has restored 
dia Tov, very properly. The other reading was 

Thess 1.9. va EauTous TUTOV ÓGjev Üp4v eis TO reto Qa, Nuas. 
tr... YAP STE Hpev pos buds, Toro 7rapyyyéXXopey. tpi Ste, ek Tis 
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doubtless an alteration from 1 Thess. iv. 1, where 
it may be suitable, though here it is otherwise, 
since we have here a formula j as at 
Rom. xv. 30, wapaxadw uae dia Tov Kvupios, 
nay, even stronger than there. This I find ac- 
cords with the view taken by Est, who well 
annotates: '* Est amplificatio per incrementum 
in verbis apostoli, q. d. ‘Non præcipio tantum, 
sed et obsecro, nec id quomodocunque, sed per 
Dominum, &c., quod est vehementer obtee- 
tantis." 

13. uñ ixxaxtonre xaXom.] This is similar 
to the injunction at Gal. vi. 9, 7d xaXdy rocovv- 
sç pn &xkakiputv, ° let us not be weary of do- 
ing good ;’ i.e. by the exercise of charity; which 

; ther with the connexion with the 
preceding (indicated by the de), must determine 
the sense here to the subject of Christian cha- 
rity; though most Expositors extend it to that of 
virtue in general; wrongly, for as to xaXoo«si» 
occurring in that sense at Lev. v. 4, there the con- 
text and opposition with xaxo*oiri» as much 

uire that sense as the context here does the 
other. The ài shows that the admonition was 
chiefly intended for persons above the working 
classes, and was meant to repress that disinclina- 
tion to relieve and assist even the industrious 
and deserving, which was apt to be engendered 
by the idleness or unworthiness of some of the 
objects of charity. To advert to a matter of 
reading. Three of the moet ancient MSS, have 
éyx.,—a reading received by Lachm. and Tisch., 
who have made the same alteration from the 
same MSS., at Gal. vi. 9; but see note there. 

14, dca Täs ixicT.) Some Expositors con- 
nect this with onusovcÜs, placing a comma 
after suc, in the sense, ‘inform me of the de- 
linquent by letter. That, however, is negatived 
by the use of the Article; for (as Bp. Middl. 
has shown) if euch had been the meaning, there 
would have been none, and onpetovabs cannot 
well admit of that sense.—rrs éwioroAne may 
be rendered (with Bp. Middl.) t our Epistle,’ lit. 
‘the Epistle which we wrote you.’ The sense 
of onu. required by this interpretation (namely, 
‘mark that man as one to be shunned’), is, in- 
deed, not very uent, but it is sufficiently 
supported by authority (being frequent in Poly- 
bius), and is confirmed both by the context here 
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and the etymology of the word. On uñ evrava- 
ply. see 1 Cor. v. 9, 11. The expression is 
equiv. to evyyxpacÜa. at John iv. 9. Thus it 
was a sort of excommunication, such as was in 
use among the Jews. See Schóttgen on Matt. 
xviii. 17.—tva évyrpawy, i.e. ‘that the shame 
thereof may bring him to repentance.’ Comp. 
Tit. ii. 8, and l Cor. iv. 14, and notes. 

15. wai uh ws ix9pov Ty.) ‘and yet regard 
him not as an enemy. “These words are meant 
to show the nature of this sort of punishment, 
and how far it should extend. It was to be con- 
sidered only as a vov@scia, having in view not 
so much the punishment, as the reformation of 
the offender. And the conduct adopted with 
regard to him was not to be so far removed from 
friendliness, as to approach to hostility. The 
term vovô. is to be taken as at 1 Thess. v. 14. 
Comp. Levit. xix. 17. 

Vor. lf. 

16. Comp. Rom. xv. 33, 6 Osds riz alonuns: 
and on both remark, that nothing could 
be more euitable to close both those Epistles 
than a prayer for peace from the Lord, or God, 
of peace, who, as he carries it completely in 
himeelf, can abundantly impart it to others also, 
and ¿y mavti TpóTo, ‘in every wise,’ * in every 
relation, and under all circumstances. That 
Lachm. and Tisch. should have altered Tpórw to 
Tóry, from only 4 uncials and 12 cursives, was 
a mark of dxpicia the most extreme. The ex- 
ression mayri tooww is one occurring in the 

t writers (including Thucyd.) in the sense 
omni modo, one very suitable and agreeable to 
propriety; whereas, had có been written, an 
áv would have been required. Moreover, wavri 
TpóT o occurs in Phil. i. 18. 

17, 1s. See note on Rom. xvi. 21—23. 1 Cor. 
xvi. 
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War are now arrived at the Pastoral Epi 
which deserve especial attention, from their con- 
taining many important particulars respecting 
the discipline of the Church, as the foregoing 
Epistles do respecting the doctrines. They are 
assuredly of great importance; for, although the 
erroneous notions of the Judaizing teachers (the 
immediate occasion of their being written) have 
disap . yet as Dr. Macknight observes, ‘ the 
Epistles to Timothy are still of use, as they serve 
to show the impiety of the principles from which 
these errors proceeded ; for the same principles 
are in every to produce errors and vices, 
which, though different in name from those 
which prevailed at Ephesus in the Apoetle's 
days, are precisely of the samo kind, and equally 
pernicious.” They are indeed exceedingly im- 

rtant to the Church in every age, by giving its 
Ministers, of whatever community or denomina- 
tion, the most perfect pts as to the duties of 
their reepective offices, pointing out the general 
ualifications necessary to such as are candidates 
or the ministry, and explaining the ends for 
which the offices were originally instituted, and 
ought still to be continued in the Church. The 
consideration of those matters is closely con- 
nected with four questions, (1) as to the persons 
to whom they are addressed, and for whom they 
were expressly intended, and their history, as far 
as can be gathered from the New Test. ; (2) as 
to the time when, and where, written, and 
the object of the writer; (3) as to the ent 
of the contents with those objecta; (4) as to 
their authenticity. Each of these points will, on 
the several Epistles, be discussed with s succinct 
brevity, demanded by the plan of this work. As 
to the Epistle which first occurs, —the notices 
we have of Timotheus in the New Test. are few, 
and far between. His conversion first took place 
at the time indicated in Acts xvi. l. The no- 
tices of him after he was with Paul, and during 
tbe Roman imprisonment, must be familiar to 

my readers, both from the New Test. and from 
the ordinary authorities. The latter part of his 
history is either quie unknown, or shrouded in 
deep obscurity. As to the fime when this Epistle 
was written, it ie a much debated, and, indeed, 
debateable question. Eminent Critics vary from 
the earliest date, A.D. 52, to the latest, 63. 
Suffice it to say, that such strong reasons militate 
against the earlier date, as to make it quite un- 
tenable. There is much to countenance, but 
scarcely sufficient to substantiate, the very latest 
one. As to Dr. Davidson, strongly impressed 
with the difficulties lying against both the fore- 
going hypotheses, he, acting on the maxim ia 
modio tufissimus ibis, thinks fit to take an inter- 
mediate period, and, with more prudence than 
judgment, fixes the date at a.D. 56. For my 
own part, I am convinced that few competent 
judges of such a matter as the one in question, 
will rise from the perusal of Mr. Conybeare's 
paper (Appendix I.) on the dates of the Pastoral 

pistles, without feeling all but convinced that 
they could not have been written eartier than 
A.D. 66, nor later than 68. My own impression 
is, that the date is the true one; —I mean 
that of 1 Tim. and Tit. ; for that of 2 Tim. must 
have been several months later, prob. in the 
summer of A.D. 67, at Rome, during the Apoe- 
tle's last imprisonment. It is pretty clear 
Tl. must have been written in the latter part of 
the autumn of A.D. 66, and l Tim. in the carly 
autumn, or late in the summer, of that year. Of 
course, if Mr. Conybeare's view be adopted, th 
dates of ] Tim. and Tit. will fall on the late 
summer and autumn of A.D. 67. As to the place 
where tbis Epistle was written, all is conjecture, 
and nothing really kowon. To advert to the ob- 
jee of the writer, and the design of the Epistle, 
t is generally supposed to have been to instruct 
Timothy in the discharge of his ministerial 
office; but it was prob. intended also to carry an 
indirect application to others; and the more im- 

E 

d 
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mediate occasion of its being written seems to 
have been, to caution both him and others 
against the delusions of those false teachers 
(su to have been Essenes), who by their 
subtle distinctions had corrupted the simplicity 
of the Gospel, and by their interminable contro- 
versies on speculative points had turned men's 
attention off from weightier matters. Hence the 
far greater part of the Epistle is occupied on 
matters of doctrine, and the remainder treats on 
matters of discipline, ceremonies, and Church 
overnment, Yet the former is every where 
ept paramount; and, accordingly, the Apostle 

presses on Timothy to keep continually in view 
(in his teaching and preaching) the interests of 
practical religion, and gives him the most salu- 
tary counsels and earnest exhortations to the 
discharge of his episcopal office. Hence the 
Epistle naturally divides itself into two Parts,— 
I. that wherein Timothy is instructed as to his 
conduct in the settlement and administration of 
the Church at Ephesus; II. that wherein some 
seasonable admonitions are given, for the benefit 
of the people at large ; some of whom, it seems, 
had been disturbed by the seductive arts of false 
teachers, and others had been too little mindful 
of the sacred obligation incumbent on them, to 
‘adorn tho doctrine of God in all things, —the 
poor, by insubordination, sometimes rising to 
sedition, and the rick, by covetousnese, Accord- 
ingly, the Apostle gives counsels suitable to both 
those classes ; warning the one of the pernicious 
consequences of angry controversies on matters 
of no moment; tho other, of the danger of re- 
sisting the ordinance of God, * who maketh rich 
and poor,’ and whose will it is that both should 
alike glorify him,' the rich * out of his abund- 
ance, and the poor out of his poverty.’ 

As to the agreement of the contents with the 
professed object of tho writer, that has been 
abandantly shown, and is of itself too obvious to 
need pointing out. As to the style and composi- 
tion of these Pastoral Epistles, it cannot be de- 
nied that they are inferior to those of the other 
Pauline Epistles. The structure is more tor- 
tuous and anomalous, prob. from less time 
having been taken with them; espec. as being 
private Epistles; the moulding is, generally 
speaking, somewhat rude, and the matter less 
carefully digested, the clauses being imperfectly 
arra ;—all which tends to produce no incon- 
side maT bs is pq —— 

rceptible (espec. in im.) a diminution o 
the writer's pristine vigour and energy, by the 
failure of physical strength, occasioned by ad- 
vancing years; which could not but tell severely 
ona ily frame originally feeblo, and now 
borne down by such varied trials. Yet the same 
Pauline spirit ie every where perceptible. An- 
other important point here remains to be adverted 
to—that of the authenticity of this and tho other 
Pastoral Epistles. It might be thought that the 
ati but universal acknowledgment of their au- 
thenticity by those most competent to judge, and 
whose suffrage must have the greatest weight, — 
the ancient Fathers, from Irenæus and Clement 
of Rome downwards—should all but decide a 
question of this nature, And a long array of 

such authorities as adduced by Dr. Lardner, and 
Dr. Davidson, ought to decide the point in fatour 
of the authenticity. They are, moreover, included 
in the Canon of Muratori, are contained in the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, and are reckoned by Euse- 
bius among the óuoAoyoóusva, or Canonical 
Scriptures, universally acknowled Yet great 
objections have been made as to the authenticity 
of these Epistles, and strong denials thereof, not 
merely by the infidels (as in the case of the Ephe- 
sians), as Evanson and Baur, but by Eichhorn, 
Scheiermacher, De Wette, and Schwegler; whose 
arguments, however, are ably examined and satis- 
factorily disproved by Mr. Conybeare, also by 
Dr. Davidson, who «ums up the case thus: * Ez- 
ternal evidence, in favour of the authenticity, is 
most satisfactory of itself. Internal evidence ac- 
cords with it. Every one sees, and even De 
Wette acknowledges, that the language and man- 
ner bear a close resemblance to Paul's. As to 
the alleged proof of their being — by an 
imitator, what does it amount to? Does it not 
amount to this, that there are diversities of dio- 
tion between them and other Pauline letters— 
that the writer is less doctrinal, and more prac- 
tical—that there is less of exact arrangement, 
than in moet others—that he speaks more of 
himself, or at least of the Poroa conduct of the 
individuals addressed —more of a certain class of 
errors, which should prevail in the Churches of 
Crete, i mp and Asia Minor generally, than 
he had done in any other Epistle? In short, 
there is such diversity as frequently happens in 
the case of the same writer, who, in different cir- 
cumstances, addressing different persons, and with 
different pu in view, necessarily varies his 
mode of writing, to suit the alteration of circum- 
stances. As to appealing to the many &za£ Aas- 
óusve, and peculiar words, found in these 
pistles, of which lists are given by De Wette, 

and after him by Dr. Davidson, and Mr. Cony- 
beare (the last of which is the most complete, or 
rather, the least incomplete), the Pauline origin 
is not to be disproved, as Dr. Davidson shows, in 
that way. To show the futility of such reason- 
ing, it 18 sufficient to say, that on the same data 
we might argue against the authenticity of the 
Epistle to the Philippians, Galatians, Ephesians, 
and Coloesians. The difference in question be- 
tween Paul's other Epistles and these Pastoral 
ones, may (as Dr. Davidson observes) be amply 
explained by difference of design, leading to the 
treatment of different topics; difference of the 
parties addreseed, of the relations sustained by 
the writer to those parties ; and the general cir- 
cumstances, objective and subjective, affecting 
both at the time of writing. But, according to 
the views of the German Critics, no matter what 
may be the outward circumstances, or inward 
romptings, of a richly stored mind like Paul's, 
he must, it seems, be confined to one set of words 
and phrases. The injustice of this would be 
admitted even in the case of an uninspired 
writer; how much more in that of a Sacred 
writer, whose inspiration controlled tho exercise 
of tho mental pewers, without suspending it ! 

I. This first chapter forms a sort of Preface to 
Kx2 
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the whole Epistle; and in it the Apostle, after 
reminding Timothy of the sacred charge com- 
mitted to him (i. e. to preserve the purity of the 
Gospel against the pernicious doctrines of the 
falsc teachers, whose notions led to empty specu- 
lations and frivolous controversies, and not to a 
holy life, and which, therefore, he in tho next 
chapter warns them to shun and avoid), then 
shows the true use of the Law of Moses, agree- 
ably to the representation of it in the Gospel 
committed to him to preach; on the mention of 
which he cxpresses at large his ardent gratitudo 
to God, not only in calling him (who had been a 
bitter persecutor and insulter) to the Christian 
faith, but in entrusting him with the high office 
which he held in the Church. 

l. xaT’ ¿murayñqwv Geov] ‘according to,’ or 
* by the appointment,’ or ‘decree.’ So also the 
most recent Commentators, who it as 
equiv. to xarà TÒ OéAnua Grow, or dia 0sÀ j- 
maros Otoũ, elsewhere; but it is a stronger ex- 
pression. By cwripoe nuav is meant, ‘the 
author of our salvation ;’ as iv. 10. Tit. ii. 10, 

God is with reason so called, since, as Ben- 
son observes, ‘the original of our redemption 
through Jesus Christ was the love and goodness 
of the Father, who planned, as well as of the 
Son, who effected it." So Calv. also, who refers 
to John i. 16.—759 iX«ídos ñuë@uv, meaning, 
* the ground of our hope of salvation ;’ as Col. i. 
27. Comp. Eph. ii. d. So in Jer. i. 7. Joel 
iii. 16, and also in the Class. writers, as Plut. de 
Superst. 7, dperis ¿Arle 6 Oeds tori. From 
the —— passage at Tit. i. 2, it would seem, 
as Wiesing. supposes, to glance at those false 
toachers, who virtually set aside that hope, not to 
say that the name cwrijp implies this hope. 

2. yunoly Tíxvo] ‘my genuine,’ or ‘true 
son; called son, as being converted by St. Paul 
(1 Cor. iv. 14, 15. Gal. iv. 19); and ‘genuine 
son,’ as, from his zeal in propagating the faith, 
and his other moral qualities, bearing that like- 
ness to Aim, which true sons may be supposed to 
do to their parents. 

9. xabws wapsxaAsca—Maxed.}] The con- 
struction here is tortuous and elliptical. — rop. 
ele Maxed. must be construed between xabwe 
and wapex., and the profasis at cafe is without 
its a is, oUrws, which must be supplied. 
The simplest and most natural method is to 
understand oJrw xal vuy wapaxade, Wiesing., 
and of this Dr. Peile approves. — wapaxdXsca 
may be rendered, ‘ I directed ; as at Matt. xxvii. 
33, et al.—^ropsvóusvos, ° when departing.’—nu} 
érepodidacxaXsiy, ‘not to teach any other doc- 
trines than such as are agreeable to tho truth," 
i.e. 'sound doctrine; see more in Calv. and 
Hyper., and also in Estius, not to omit Theophyl. 
and Theodor. 

4. undi wpootyew uúQoí] * nor to give heed 
to fables ;’ meaning, the Rabbinical traditions 
and interpretations afterwards embodied in the 
Miechna, and called at Tit. i. 14, comp. iii. 9, 
* Jewish fables ; as also is plain from the follow- 
ing words which, Dr. Peile observes, ‘ suggest 
inquiries, and put men on tracing their descent 
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from Abraham ; rather, ‘ suggest what Chris- 
tianity is. The phrase rpociyerw pvdore occurs 
also in Arrian, Epict. ili, 21, where the sense, as 
here, is, ‘ to give ear to,’ with the implied notion 
o ing, or holding, certain opinions as posi- 
tive truths. So ch. iv. 1, epocéxovres 0 Qaoxa- 
Alas datpovlwv. Hence we may perceive what 
is meant by the expression following, yeveado- 
ylacs dwspdytois, which is by some referred to 
the Æons of the Gnostics; t ough, as the an- 
cicnt and some eminent modern Expositors have 
seen, it must chiefly relate to that fondness for 
genealogical investigation which has ever distin- 
guished the Jews. Thus the term pu@o:s may, 
per Hendiadyn, have reference partly to tbe 
myths connected with the genealogies. So Po- 
lyb. ix. 2, &gapi0ustaÜat ra wepi Tas yeveado- 
ylas xal uélovs.—' A x ipavros prop. signifies ig- 

inable, * whose discussion might be endlessly 
spun out; as in Plut. i. p. | Àóyov wpde 
é&T spáyTovs čercıðarpovias ixtporra : a term 
very applicable to genealogical disquisitions, be- 
cause (as Calv. observes) the discussion itself is 
intermipable, * vain curiosity knows no bounds, 
but is hurried from one labyrinth to another." 
That by moe. and yevecX. are espec. meant mat- 
ters and subjects of a Jewish character, is an 
from the passages of the Pastoral Epistles above 
referred to.—TUyrrio eis mapíxovo:, * which afford 
occasional matter for questions,' and those inter- 
minable. In this sense wapéyw occurs in Thu- 
cyd. vi. 46, 4, ixrÀngıv—rap:îya. In the next 
words I still retain the reading olxovouíav (since 
for olxod. there exists only the evidence of one 
MS., D?) to that of olxocouíar, though I grant 
the harshness of the construction; for the ds- 
logia, like that in Thucyd. iii. 14, ŝ&:ĉóvras, in 
waptyxovo: is, I believe, never found ia C 
writers, except in fwo separate members, or op- 

ite clauses, of a sentence, though there is, as I 
ave shown, something tantamonnt to 14 here; 

MaAXov ñ being put for xai ct. The harshness 
may, however, be lessened by rendering thus: 
* which occasion controversial questions as to the 
Divine economy, rather than set forth the Di- 
vine dispeneation,—God's gracious plan of sal- 
vation [in the Gospel as resting exclusivelv on 
faith in Christ Jesus] Comp. Eph. iii. 2, Tù» 
olxovoulay ris Xápvros Tov Osov. So Est. ad- 
mirably explains it to mean, ‘ dispensstionem 
Dei, qua disposuit et ordinavit, ug mysteria fide 
suscipiantur, cum sint incomprehensibilia: cui 
ordinationi resistunt, qui questiones de iis mo- 
vent. tanquam ratione comprehendi possent.” 
Dr. Peile observes, that, in so designating the 
economy of faith, Paul has described the charac- 
teristic principle of the Gospel nearly as Tacitus 
hes described the idiosyncrasy of the Teutonic 
mind, ‘ reverentius est credere, quam scire." 
Alas! how widely different is the idiosyncrasy 
of the Teutonic mind at the present day! Be- 
sides, the very expression olxovouia Tov Gsou is 
found at Col. i. ds. «aTà Thy olxovoulay "rov 
Osov, and its equiv. ri olkovouíay TAS x&pt- 
Tot ToU Goo, E b. iii. 2. The reading olxe- 
olav, I have little doubt, arose from the 
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carelessness of the scribes at a very ear] iod, 
by which (as not rea ee ë has ken place 
elsowhere) tho letters A and N were confound- 
ed, which they might the more easily be, consi- 
dering that the use of olxodouy to denote * Chris- 
tian edification,'—a use found also at Rom. xiv. 
10. xv. 2. . iv. 12, 16, 19. 1 Cor. xiv. 5, — 
was one well known to them. The letters being, 
then, thus confounded, it seems that, by a sin- 
gular accident, the word so altered yielded as 

a sense, and ove more generally intelligible 
an the genuine reading. The early Critics, 

however, perceived that the reading olxodoulay 
was incorrect, and accordingly altered it to olxo- 
$ou)s (which the above-cited passages would 
suggest), as found in Irenæus ap. Epiph., and 
su to be represented in the * adificationem" 
of the Posch. Syr. But whether tho Pesch. Syr. 
Translator had not in his MS. olxodoulay may 
be doubted ; for it is sot, as some say, a bar- 
bariem, but may have been a common Greek 
term for olxodoury. That olxodoulay can be 
shown to be as ancient as the fifth century, is 
certain from the evidence of Chrys. and Theo- 
dor., who seem not to have been aware of an 
other reading; also of the Alex. MS. I find it 
in all the Lamb. and all the Mus. sopies, in- 
cluding Cov. l and 4, paesed over by Mill. 

. TÒ 0i viet Brvkecpiron] Regarding 
this, with most Expositors, as a di ion, from 
which the Apostle does not return until nearly 
at the end of the ch. (v. 18), Dr. Peile translat 
* Whereas the great end and aim of the Gos 
message is, in one word, Lovz; comp. John 
xiii. 94, seq. Rom. xiii. 8—10. 1 Cor. xiii. 13. 
1 John iv. 1—21. But the digression is far from 
certain. Wiesing. and others v. 5 as 
standing in an adversative relation to v. 4 (as 
suggested by the dé); and remarks, that ‘ the 
Apostle is specifying the aim of the rapayysAia, 
in order to show how far tho things he speaks of 
at v. 4 deviate from this eim. Now, how remote 
from this aim are those myths and i 
with their subtle speculations, which take the 
lace of the Dispensation of God that is in faith ! 

This love, which is the aim of all precept, rests 
on the foundation of purity of heart, goodness of 
conscience, and faith unfeigned ; while those 
Qwráoss have nothing in common with that 
which is the subject-matter of faith.’ But it is 
of some importance to fix the sense of the term 
mwapayyetXias, which is by most ancient, and 
many modern Expositors, explained ‘ charge,’ or 
* exhortation,’ which seems confirmed by v. 18 
—aórn Tijv wapayy., but that will all depend 
on the connexion at v. 5. But since the context 
evidently calls for the sense *the revelation of 
God in the Gospel-meseage to man,’ it seems 
best to regard rns wapayysXiae as put in the 
Sing. for the Plur. TG» wapayyskudqev, in 
order to designate those commandments and in- 
junctions as a body or system. See Crell. Tho 
term wapayyéApuara is so used in the Plor. iw 

e Rom. 
& 18. 8, 

Pre ° e. 

Rom. 1. 
3 Tim. 8. 7. 
3 Pet. 3. 13. 

pyre & Mryouct, pre mepi 

Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 4, of the ha of the 
Mosaic religion contained in the Holy Scrip- 
tures; but considered as a body of precepts, 
forming Holy Scripture. TíAos here signifies, 
* fina] pu » that to which all the parts of a 
whole tend, and in which all terminate ; comp. 
Rom. x. 4. lus. xii. 13. The phrase ix 
kaÜapás xapélas shows the kind of love enjoin- 
ed. lt is to be sincere (not founded on interested 
motives) and springing from (so ix is used in 
2 Cor. ii. 4) motives of conscience, and undis- 
sembled conviction of Gospel truth. 'A«ó for 
ix would have been better Greek; so ZEschin. 
285, a’ dyvov e rónaros. Of course purity of 
heart can only arise from previous purifying by 
faith, and the grace of the Holy Spirit, Acts xv. 
9. See Wiesing., who remarks that *thus the 
pure heart is necessarily connected with the 
second thing which the Apostle mentions as 
presuppoecd in all true love,—-the evvwesíónocic 
yat (comp. iii. 9. 2 Tim. i. 9), or «aA, Heb. 
xiii. 18. It 1s (continues he) the conscience that 
is reconciled to God, by knowing its guilt re- 
moved; for a conscience unreconciled to God 
and man cannot love purely, because it cannot 
believe. The third requisite to true Christian 
Jove is * faith un feigned ;' an expression which, 
as Olsh. observes, * adverts to the new-life power 
which dwells in such a heart and conscience, — 
and which, as to its quality, is to be viewed as 
springing from faith, which alone makes the 
evil conscience good, and which purifies tho 
heart; but it does this only when it is itself 
unfeigned." 

6. This verse and those that follow give addi- 
tional characteristics of the errors adverted to at 
v. 4, intimating that it is from the want of a 
pure heart, &c., that certain persons doo x?}- 
cayrit, lEaTp. als par., where there are two 
metaphors blended; one that of missing a mark 
(suggested by the réAoe just before), the other, 
of wanderi m a road, So Jos. Antt. ]. xiii. 
18, éEarp. The dd0u dixaias. Hip . de Nat. 
Hom. i., vio: óš els nakpoXoylav — 
and de Facult. Med. Simpl. vi, ele pudove 
yeawdus—ifetpawaro, and Porphyr. de Abst. 
iv. 16, paratodoyiay nyovwrat thy TolaúTuyv 
wapalrnow (excuse) xal, Tó dy ALyousvor, 
ypawy UOXor (gossip).—Ma'. has reference to 
the interminable and unprofitable (yros ç men- 
tioned at v. 4, and called xevopeviase at vi. 20; 
thís vain and empty talk being, by implication, 
— to the performance of suletantial duties. 
"x kind of * vain talk' is meant we learn from 

v. 7. 
7. Oidowres] ‘desiring to be [thought], 

‘affecting to be ;' as Col. ii. 18; intimating, as 
Hyper. observes, *that they have not erred 
through ignorance, but, scientes et volentes, they 
having rushed to the office of teachers of tho 
Gospel, to which they were wholly incompetent.’ 
—»0uod10áckaXo:, meaning, ‘doctors or teachers 
of the [Christian] law.’ The term, indeed, pro- 
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perly signified a Doctor of the Jewish law; but 
it was prob. here used by Paul, because the per- 
sons in question were Judaizing Christians, and 
therefore likely to cling <o the old term, rather 
than adopt wpsoBurepor, or other terms then in 
general use among Christians. However, since 

iesing. and Huther bave gone far to show that 
these persons were xot Judaizing Christians, tho 
sense may be, as bic it, ‘ desirous 
to be, in their way, what the Doctors of the 
Law were among the Jewish people.'—43 voovrs- 
ves ‘though understanding not [what they say ]’ 
is a polar phrase, to which is subjoined 
more recondite one pyre wepl Tivæv diaBe- 
— where é:af. is used (as often in the 
ater writers) of strongly affirming or strenuously 
maintaining any thing (see m der) meanin 
here the true nature of the Law, and the 
intent of the Gospel. To this the Apostle in the 
next words adverts,—in order to make his 
meaning the clearer, and also to show that he 
does not despise the law. 

8. xaAce] ‘excellent,’ both in nature and in- 
tent, espec. the moral law; though even the 
ceremonial was such, as regarded its true scope. — 
oidaus» means, ‘we well know [and admit].'—iár 
Tie ave (scil. vóuw) vouluws xoirra:, ' if he uses 
it aright,’ viz. by following it, living agreeably to its 
injunctions (so Eurip. Hip. 97, elwap ye Ovnrol 
Ozwy vóuoict xpaopusÜa. "Thucyd. iii. 70, 6, 74 
vouw xpricacOa.), and fulfilling its design, whi 
was to restrain and check, by tho carrying out of 
its moral precepts, vicious and evil habits; and, 
by its ceremonial ones, to lead men to that better 
law which was revealed in Christ. 

9. * From this verse we learn, first negatively, 
and then positively, what the design of tho Law 
is; which he must kxow who would use it 
aright.’ yyy ising) The sense is well expressed 
by Bp. Middl. thus: ‘ recollecting (rather, * well 
aware’) that neither the Mosaic, nor any other 
law, is directed (lit. ‘fixed,’ *enacted") against 
the just and good, but only against the lawlese 
and disorderly.” So also, observes the Bp. at 
Gal. v. 23, St. Paul having enumerated the fruits 
of the Spirit, love, joy, peace, &c., subjoins, 
‘against such there is no Jaw, oü« iors vouos, 
which appears to be exactly equivalent to the 
vouos où astra: in the present verse. ‘Ido not 
deny (continues he) that the Mosaic Law is 
comprehended in »óuos; 1 contend only, that 
vóuoe in this place is not limited to that Law, 
but that it comprises every law, written and un- 
written. human and Divine; nor could the argu- 
ment of the Apostle be stated with greater force, 
than by his extending what was primarily meant 
of the Law of Moses to law universally: the 
Mosaic Law, says St. Paul, was intended to 
restrain the wicked; against the just neither it 
nor any other law was ever promulged.' Thus 

ópkois, Kal el te črepov Tj) Ùyiawoúoņn SidacKkadia àvrikevraa, 
ll i karà TO evayyé ov ths Oobgs tod paxapiov Oeo), Ó èri- 

Aristotle, cited by Benson, saye, ° The law is not 
against the virtuous, because the virtuous are a 
law unto themselves. And so, I would add, it 
was a saying of Menander, dixacos ¿Qy 3s, Te 
Tpó7 (thy [good] disposition) xosey vou, as 
alaw. In the subsequent enumeration of vices, 
the general terms dvou. and ¿yumoTéx. (lawless 
and unruly) are, by way of exemplification, fol- 
lowed up by special ones. T however, are 
introduced by the connecting link of some which 
are partly general, and ly special ;—es dosf. 
and dvoc., — p B*B.; and which rather 
consist in princi, an in practice.—apapr. 

be taken, with some, to mean sdolaters ; but 
it is rather synonymous with doef., with which 
term it is often connected in Scripture.—dsec. 
and fef. are also nearly synonymous, and may 
be rendered ‘impious and heathenish. Next 
come the ial terms, commencing with mur- 
der, both of the worst kind, and the less criminal, 
manslaughter. By wropyae are meant adulterers 
as well as formicators. To m and sins of wn- 
cleanness the Apostle, in dvdpaTodie rais, mb- 
joins robbery of the worst kind,—by š h 
free persons to be sold as slaves, or trafficking in 
them when so of ag asas crime universally 
regarded as of the deepest dye, and always 
punished with death. By Wevorae and ir iopo 
are denoted different modifications of the same 
crime (so Rom. i. 3], dovsGero:, &csropdow), the 
latter rising beyond the former, as ex- 
ceeds perky: or by Weer. are, 1 apprehend 
denoted not (as the expression is y inter- 
reted) liars, but deceivers, ut. faithless, an in 
m. hi 4. lJohn ii. 4, 22. Thucyd., in 

bis inimitable description of the state of society 
in Greece at the time of the Peloponnesian war, 
l. iii. 83, assembles together these two vices 
(namely, Wevor. and ¿míoox.) thus: ovte À ó- 

ot áxvpós otra pros hoPepos.—Ei ^ri is 
or & Ti, meaning, ‘ whatever else. . By óysau. 

41d. is meant, by metonymy, ‘sound or whole- 
some doctrine.” So vy:aivowres Aóyo: at vi. 3. 
: Tim. i. 13, and Philo, p. 32, rots ùyiaivevras 
oyove. 
ll. xarà Tò sbay'yíXMov] Dr. Burton rightly 

connects these words with +$; vy. d:dacx., supr., 
thus: ‘and whatever else is opposed to 
sound doctrine, which is in accordance with the 
Gospel, given for the glory of God; which Gos- 

1 has n entrusted to me; and I thank oar 
rd Jesus Christ, that he has thought me fit to 

be entrusted with it.’ The connexion and scope 
of the words have been misunderstood, or 
verted, by the German Commentators generally. 
Wiesing. remarks, that tbe designation t 
* as also the epithet — is selected, 
In order to give prominence to the i 
value of the Gospel. —it bein i kan 
tho glory of Him who is blessed; aad, conse- 
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quently, the revelation of his glory must be rich 
in blessings. However, from the use of maxd- 
ptos at vi. 15, it is plain that the epithet was 
adopted as one appropriated to designate tho 
Delty, Accordingly, it is so used in the Class. 
writers, from Homer downwards, and also by 

Tl 2. * Having to the com- 
mitted to his trust] in opposition to the so-called 
vo «ador, the Apostle enters more fully 
into the manner in which this trust was com- 
mitted to him, in order thus to show what cer- 
tainty he has of the trath of the —the 
certainty, namely, of a personal experience, in 
virtue of which be, who was a blasphemer and a 

rsecutor, was transformed into a minister of 
esus Christ.” (Wiesing.) The Apostle, bow- 

ever, under the impulse of his deeply thankful 
heart (such as continually in all hie 
Epistles), clothes his allegation for ead under 
cig ee bee wing. ie wa (ae 
y Huther, t ‘the Apostlo enlarges (up to 

v. 17) on the graco experienced by him from the 
Lord, but in such a manner, as to make it clearly 
manifest, that the Gospel committed to his trust 
is truly a Gospel of the glory of the ever blessed 
God!" The words are well hrased by 
Wiesing. thus: * And ] thank Jesus Christ our 
Lord, who hath enabled me, that he counted me 
faithful, appointing me to the ministry, although 
I was before a blasphemer, and a utor, and 
injurious, says the Apostle, in explanation of the 
words which was commilied to my trust, v. 11, 
Christ, who hath enabled me ;—inasmuch as the 
strength for the ministry to which the Lord had 
appointed him, not from himeelf, but 
from tho Lord, who hath called him to this 
ministry, The full sense, however, of iyóvrag. 
is, ‘who strengthened me, ‘put into me the 
ability and qualifications for discharging the 
trust ;' implying, of course, all that Divine illu- 
mination and supernatural power (called óóva,us, 
Acts i. 8) by which he was enabled to fully com- 
prehend effectually p the Gospel. All 
this he constantly ascribes to Christ — See 
Acts ix. 17. Rom. xv. 19. 2 Cor. v. 5. i. 1. 
—ÓTi Tu, ma my. Oiu. ele diax. is for OTi 
&ÜaTÓ pe, Miordv nynoauevor, ale diax. In 
OTi "LOTO ps Wy. &c., there is a remarkable 
chang of construction, and not the ordinary one, 
by which an Adject., or other word, which logi- 
cally belongs to one construction, is mati- 
cally united to another. See 2 Cor. v. ]. Acts 
v. 20. Rom. vii. 24, comp. with Thucyd. v. 89, 
1, and iv. 126, 6. 

13. Here the Apostle describes bis former 
condition in words of deep humility that dic- 
tated such strong expressions ; which wero sof, 
as A ir su — meant to give 
effect to the contrast with the foregoing, ‘ putting 
me into the ministry.” For rd» escapes — 

-unbelief [of the truth of the 

. 6. 
l Matt. 9. 
& 18. 11. 
& 30. 38. 
M 

and Tisch., from several MSS., some very an- 
cient, edit rd mpor. But internal evidence is 
against the above reading, since Tò» was, on ac- 
count of the adv. wporepoy, more likely to be 
changed to rò than rò to Tov. Moreover, St. 
Paul oft. uses tho adv. mpórspov, but only onee 
elsewh. +ó xpor. Apain, the Tò» is required to 
connect us before with óvra, as was seen by the 
Critic who formed the text of the Alex. MS. 
when he inserted us after óvra. In ñÀ)áco., 
dicox., and fp., there is a climax; the spirit of 
ill-will, expressed in the first, being, in the 
second and third terms, carried into greater and 
greater effect. On Brdod. see Acts xxvi. 11; 
on ĝis., Gal. i. 13, and on ùßp., Acts viii. 3. 
ix. 2. In on: éyvoor —dvio vía there is an ob- 
security and seeming inco ity arising from 
brevity of ex ion; two clauses being blended 
into one. e full sense is, * because 1 did what 
I did in simple ignorance [of the nature of m 
eonduct], and in sincere [tho unfounded 

1) The 
words, however, are, as Wiesing. o es, not 
intended as a palliation of his conduct, but only 
meent to show that there was that in him upon 
which Divine mercy might take hold; and so 
show how it was ible for mercy to be ex- 
tended to one like himself. 

]4. vwapewAsdvacse—dyaans]| The verse is, 
from brevity, obscure. The sense, fully ex- 
pressed, is as follows: *[And not only was I 
pardoned,] ów the grace of our Lord so super- 
abounded, [beyond my deserts, compare Rom. 
v. 20, bwapemeplooavosy à xápie,] that I was 
also brought to believe and love Jesus Christ 
[whom I blasphemed and hated]. See Acte 
viii. 3. xxvi. 9. 1 Cor. xv. 9. The Apostle (as 
Wiesing. and Olsh. observe) here places in o 
position to the state described supra v. 13, the 
new state, —that of which manifests itself 
in his life and labours,—and which has adorned 
meti "n faith — Latte — Sar or in 

riet Jesus, — ing the result of grace, 
which brings faith and love along with it. 

15. We bave here, as Crell. observes, a con- 
clusion from the foregoing, in which tho Apostle 
deduces, from his owa example, that which he 
had above asserted as true ; 2 d. that 
from hie own experience he can testify to the 
truth of what he says as to the power of saving 
grace, and redeeming love, in his strong assertion, 
that,—wiorés ó Aóyos, &c., meaning, * assuredly 
true and worthy of entire confidence is the asser- 
tion that, &c. The formula, wierés ó Acyor, 
which occurs five times in the Pastoral Epistles, 
but no where else in the New Test. nor in the 
Clase. writers, seems intended to introduce a 
quotation from some well known and weighty 
authorities ; and onos, it should seem, —npemely, 
at iii. 15,—eetthout the formula, where see note; 
The saying thus adduced infra iv. 9, is similar to 
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the present. I would add, that, though the above 
peculiar expression does not occur elsewhere in 
the Singular, yet it does occur in the Plural, 
twice in the New Test. —namely, in Rev. xxi. 5, 
and xxii. 6, ol Adyoe mioroi kal ddrnOivol alo. — 
Zaca: means, not only ‘to put into the way of 
salvation,’ but also to furnish with such aids of 
Divine grace in working it out, as are consistent 
with the free-will of men as moral agents.—sv 
7püTOÓt aluc dyes. At this strong expression 
the Commentators stumble. To remove the dif- 
ficulty, Benson explains it, ‘the first who, from 
a blasphemous persecutor, has become a Chris- 
tian, which sense, however, would require the 
Article; while some, as Abp. Newc. and Valpy, 
render ‘a chief,’ i. e. ono of the chief. But whe: 
ther wpa@roe ever has that sense may be doubt- 
ed ; certainly not in Eph. vi. 2, where see note. 
Hence it is best to retain the common inter- 
retation, rding the words (with Chrys, 
heophyl., Theodor., and Grot.) as merely ex- 
ressive of deep humility and self-abasement ; 
ike those at 1 Cor. xv. 9, ¿y@ clic iXayroros 
ver dwoord\cyv. However, the remark of 
Wiesing. is worthy of attention, —namely, that 
it is the conduct of the Apostle in tsel/, viewed 
by him apart from its mitigating circum- 
stances, which induces him to use tho expres- 
sion. 

16. àÀAa dtd Tovro 9X eO», &c.] meaning, 
it would seem, ° Howbeit for this reason was Í, 
&c. In other words, ‘I was the first and chief 
of sinners, and therefore in me first [of all who 
had so sinned]. or, in me principally, above all 
(even as I had sinned above all, v. 15), did 
Christ show mercy.'—-ij» wacay uakpo8., * the 
utmost long-suffering.” Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
dwracay, from three uncials and four ancient cur- 
gives (to which I add Lamb. 1185), —an autho- 
rity insufficient. Besides, it m urged, that 
while Paul only uses the word ras once else- 
where — ; Eph. vi. 13), and that in the 
neut, plural, Q uses mac hundreds of times; 
and, in the passages where he uses it, was never 
ap as a var. lect. Besides, vaca» is con- 
firmed by such as John xvi. 13, rip 
vüca» adOauayp. hat Griesb. and Scholz 
thought of the reading is plain from their omit- 
ting to even report it. I doubt not that az. 
came from Critics, who wished to screw up the 
representation to the very atmost.—^rpóse ùro- 
TTG T. peAX. Trio T.," fora typeand pattern, 
by way of exemplar’ (iworéwwore prop. de- 
noting either such an exact representation of the 
form of any thing as is obtained by a stamp, or 
impression, as of a seal, or die (Hesych. on- 
petov], meaning, ‘that my case may form a 
sort of precedent, to be viewed by all who are 
hereafter to believe in Jesus Christ unto life 
eternal,'—* and thus contribute to the comfort of 
all — sinners.” 

17. Here the Apoetle's gratitude for the mercy 

á$Üápro, opát, pove copy Oc, ru) xal Sofa els tous 
of God breaks out into an expression of devout 
praise and adoration. The term ó face:Aeos is 
often applied to Gop, as being the King of kings 
and Lord of lords. See note on Matt. xvi. 16. 
He is, moreover, termed a&0dpres, as distin- 
paa from earthly monarchs; dopare, os be- 
ng mes olkõv á7póciTor, dy slƏàsw ovdslc év- 
Opwwey, ovdt deity Cuvarat, infra vi. 16.— 
opát. Comp. Heb. xi. 27, Tò» doparos, 
meaning Him who is invisible. By this, we must 
suppose, is meant to be understood invisible ex- 
cept by his works, as Creator, Preserver, &c. See 
Xen. Mem. iv. 8, 18. On uóvo code see Rom. 
xvi. 27. Tho word cogs, not found in four 
uncials, and two cursives, some Versions, and 
Fathers, has been cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. Internal evidence, indeed, 
would seem against it, inasmuch as it may have 
been introduced from Rom. xvi. 27. Yet I can- 
not but suspect that it was removed by those half- 
learned Critics, who stumbled at the expression, 

from their taking the passage, as docs 
pe on John xvii. 3 (but wrongly, as will ap- 

pear from the note on that passage), as if pointed 
&QOápre, dopare, nove, codo Osce. If, in- 
deed, that were the true punctuation, the word 
would seem almost wseless; but that argument 
will only be valid against the on, not 
the genuineness of cope. Lampe, indeed, asks 
why the expression ‘only wise" should be ap- 
lied to the Deity any more than ‘ only éincisille." 
ut it would not be difficult to offer a reason for 

that, were it necessary : but it is not; for adeor 
is merely used by an idiom very suitable to 
Oriental diction, though not confined to it, 
whereby it merely raises the positive of any qua- 
lity to the So Ps. xli. 4, Sept, evi 
Move Xuapror, i.e. ‘especially, «ar ifoxàr, 
and so in the purest k writers; e. gr. An- 

being pre-eminently such. ‘Certainly poper (as 
observes Bp. Burgess, cited on John xvii. $ 
does not so exclusive a sense as the Unita- 
rians suppose.’ But what Unitarians think now, 
the Arians might think in the ry As eur aande 
therefore I cannot but suspect that doctrina? rea- 
sons may have concurred in inducing some early 
Critics to throw out the word ; emboldened, per- 
hape, by what it said at vi. 15, 16, ó paxadprot 
xai povos Óvváo rue, ó BaciAsoc Tov Bacusv- 
Ovrewy, xai Küpioc T&v xupievorres, Ó uo 
ixwv abavaciav, pat olx«e» darpdcirov. It 
may, indeed, be urged that the Trinitarians 
might tefroduce it from Rom. xvi. 27 ; but (put- 
ting good faith out of the question, aud the fact 
that, of the orthodox adding any thing to the 
text, very few proofe can be adduced), it was fat 
more the interest of the Arians to remoce, than 
of the to add, any thing. 
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14. 

II. 1 IIapakaXà ov mpõrtov vrávrow moicîchar Sere, mpoc- 

18. The Apostle, here resuming what he had 
said at ver. 3, turns again to Timothy. In this 
verse we have a remarkable transposition; the 
construction being, Taty» T)» TapawyytAÍa» 
vaparíOsual cot, Iva, xarà Tae 9rpoa-yovcas 
ixi ot woodrreiac, orpatrety, &c. ‘Eni in 
this sense, concerning, is rather unfrequent; but 
seo exx. in my Lex. Of the words rac rpo- 
ayoucae ix) cà wpopnrtelas, the only well- 
founded interpretation appears to be that of the 
ancient and most modern Expositore, who refer 
them dere revelations made by ei Holy Spirit 
to À es, or persons possessing the yapiopua, 
or Spiritual gift, called the mpopnyrela (of the 
existence of which we have indubitable evidence 
in the New Test.) ; which were virtually direc- 
tions as to the persons proper to be designated as 
officers and teachers in the Church. Acts 
xiii. 1, 2. xx. 28. Y. — xii. 4—8 n Thus 
we may su the revelations in the present 
case, i hive: been made when Timothy was 
called to the service of Christ, when the will of 
God for the mission of Paul and Barnabas was 
narrated by the Prophets at Antioch, who, it 
seems, then foretold that Timothy would be a 

n who should prove eminently useful in the 
hurch, and consequently be very proper to be 

invested with government in it.—lva orparsvy. 
Render: ‘that thou mayest war; a "xw 
metaphor (like one in Joseph. de Macc. § 9, 
ispdy xal sbyavy otpareiay orparevaacbas 
trip The evoeBsias) employed in allusion to 
the cou and vigilance requisite to his office, 
Several similar modes of expression have been 
adduced from ancient writers, representing life 
as a warfare, and man as a soldier. So Seneca, 
Ep. 96, *vivere militare est, and Max. Tyr. 
xix. 4, orparnyov piv TÒ» O10», orparalay ài 
Thy Cony, polly Aa ài TÒ» dyÜpwrov. 

9. wiottw kal dy. cuvaid.] Mentioned supra 
v. 5, and forming the principal virtues of the 
Christian soldier. * These (observes Dr. Is. Bar- 
row, Serm. vol. ii. p. 10) are terms inseparable 
from each other; for the first is nothing but the 
stipulation of a good conscience, fully persuaded 
that Christianity is true, and firmly resolved to 
comply with it; and as to the other, a man void 
of conscience will not embark in Christianity, 
or, having laid conscience aside, he will soon make 
shipwreck of Faith by apostasy from it.’ Mioris 
bas here res to orthodoxy of doctrine (what 
is called, infra iv. 6, rots Aoyoue THE aría Ties 
xai THe Kadne didacxaXiat), and cuvaldnoce, to 
conscientiousness in ing it—dwrecduevos 
* having cast off, ‘caat it from them.” At we 
v» wierw ivavaynoay there is a š 
metaphor, derived from merchant-sailors, who 
lose their property by the vessel, in which they 

have embarked it, being run on a rock, wep) 
Epua, as it is said in Thucyd. vii. 25 (where see 
my note). This figurative use of the word is 
rare, but it is found both in the Fathers and in 
tho Clase. writers, as in two or three passages 
cited by the Commentators; to which I am en- 
abled to add a still more apposite one from 
Pindar, frag. incert. xxiii, 'Apxd payadac 
dpsTae, vaos’ 'AX/Os.a, Mh wraions ¿unu 
| eóv0sciv (for cuvOnxny, ‘plighted faith") rpa- 
Xet work Peó, i.e. ‘do not dash the bark of 
my faith on the rock of falsehood and deceit.’ 

20. obs wapidwxa T. Z.] See note on 1 Cor. 
v.5. At Tva wa:dsev8wor un BXacd. there is a 
kind of proverbial expression (not unknown in 
our own language), which may best be illustrated 
by a similar one in Soph. Antig. 1089, tva yv 
TpíQ uy Thy yXoccar novywripay. The term 
Praag. seems to have respect, not to ò 

. 2 2 y 

perly so called, ‘ — evil of that which is 
— but as Dr. Peile explains, in its present 
application it must mean, ‘ speaking in disparagin 
teda of the Gospel as preached by me.’ By iva 
qaidavO. it is meant that ‘ they may, by the dis- 
cipline of correction, be in some measure re- 
strained from evil,’ if not induced to repent of it. 

II. The Apostle, now proceeding from generals 
to particulars, gives directions to Timothy for 
the regulation of the Church; and first as to its 
external form, commencing with the most im- 
portant of external observances,—public worship. 
—Tpistov wavrey, first of all, at the com- 
mencement of public worship. By these several 
terms, denoting prayer, in all ita aspecte, and in 
every form, dances, Tpocsvxyàüs, &c. we may 
understand, 1. deprecations of evil; 2. supplica- 
tions for good; 3. intercession for others; 4. 

to the Divine goodness 
for preservation, or prosperity ; a view supported 
by the authority of St. Augustin (as quoted by 
Dr. Parr, Sermons, vol. ii. p. 644), who inter- 
prets “ ecuis, ' ions that evil may be 
averted from rulers; «pocivyas, ‘ petitions that 
good may be obtained for them ;’ éyrevEais, ‘ in- 
tercesstons that needful graces may be conferred 
upon them ;' edyaprorias, * thanksgivings, when 
they have fulfilled the high functions of their 
station, by effecting the deliverance of their peo- 
ple from impending danger, or by redressin 
some grievous and inveterate wrongs, or by dif- 
fusing general happiness in the teu and orderly 
administration of government.” It is strange that 
all the modern Translators and Expositors should 
have taken 9ois100a« in a Passive sense; which 
is against the usage of the Now Test. writers 
eepec. St. Paul), as well as of Jos. and, indeed, 
e Class writers, The Present tense of this 
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verb is almost always, and in the New Test., I 
believe, invariably, used as a Middle Deponent. 
Accordingly, the meaning is, * I direct, then, first 
of all the making of Prayers. This accords with 
the rendering of the Pesch. Syr. and /Ethiop. 
Translators, and the exposition of Theodor., and 
derives confirmation from Plut. Num. c. 14, 
i0i(orroe fuas ToU vouoÜérov my %ouicoQas 
Tas TrpÓc Tó Osiov lyrtóE sie iv ác yoMa. Great 
ignorance is here shown by Schleiermacher, in 
denying that the Particle oU» here has any logical 
connexion ; not being aware that it existe with the 
words TraíT5v Thv wapayyeXiay vapaTíOeuaí 
cot, sup. i. 18, where there is a gen injunc- 
tion, —here followed up by a particular one. 
Thus the oj», which may be rendered aecord- 
ingly,’ is, as often, resumptive; the words D> 
t.wis—PrAacgnueiy being thetic; hence a 
new Chap. ought not to have commenced at 
wWapaxadw. 

. Tav iv Urspoyy ó.] answering to the ol 
&y rida of the carly and pure Class. writers, * those 
who hold any office in the state,’ the éEoucias of 
Tit. iii. ]. The phrase before ue is confined to 
the later Greek writers, as Polyb. and ethers; 
though used by Longin. de Subl. xxx., rpds 
Tupavvous, Řacı\ías, wyenévat ¿y Uwepoyaic, 
scil. obc:, and other passages of the later Greek 
writers, —/josuov xai novy., i.e. ‘peaceful and 

le,’ suffering no disturbance, and offering 
none, comp. | Pet. iii. 4; such a quietness as 
can no otherwise be attained than b 
government, and without which godliness could 
de s ETT n not well ren- 
dered gravity ; e term has respect, not to 
manners, but (ife, denoting that decorous, not to 
say scvere, regularity of conduct, required in a 
well-ordered society, as to the dscentions 
practices espec. prevalent in times of war and civil 
commotion. Thus the term is best rendered b 
Erasm. honestate. And so Ælian, Var. Hiet. ii. ] 
uses csuvornt iov, and Jos. c. Ap. esuv. doxsip, 
and Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 2.—EveeBela is not well ren- 
dered ‘piety; it rather means ‘religiousness, by the 
exercise of a godly spirit ; denoting, according to 
its difference from the synonym svAdBasa, ‘ the 
spontaneous feeling of the heart.’ The word is used 

irteen times by Paul in the Pastoral Epistles ; 
but by no other writer of the New Test. except 
Peter, who employs it four times in his firet 
a it ie also used by Clement of Rome. 
The general sense intended by the Apostle i 
that the prayers are to be offered up chiefly, 
in a religious view, with reference to the evil} 
God, by whom the powers that be are ordained, 
but partly, and in a political one, in return for 
that quietness, which can no otherwise be attained 
than by good government. ‘The latter of these 
reasons is refe to in the expression xaAóy 
(for dixasov), the former, in the á róčsxrov iva- 
Tov Tov Gc Tf)pos Nuwy Osov in the next verse. 

3. Tovro yap «aAÓv, &c.] ° For this (namely, 

1 TIMOTHY II. 2—5. 

evyds, évreüfew, evyapiotias, inrép mávtræv ávÜporrreow, 9* inrép 
is Bacitiéov xai mávræv TOV dv vrmepoy?) OÜvrov, iva jjpeuov 
7 Kat novywv Biv Suayopev év máoy evocBela xal cepvorntey 

v. Š "ToUro yap Kadov xai amóðexTov dvæmiov Tod corpos nud» 
x. Oeod, *° Ss mávras àvÜparrovs Oéret cwbivas xa eis eriyvece 
o  àáXgüeías éABety. 5 ER yàp Geós, els xal peolrns @eoó xai 

making intercession for all men, eepec. rulers) 
js » &c. The expression «caAdy seems te 
mean what is good as men (80 Theophyl. 
explains it rd óc kaAov), i icd, ruin 
tum, quod decet’ The word dwoedaxrop signif. 
properly what is worthy of being accepted or ap- 
proved; but here it denotes what is — 
answering to svapsoros in Heb. xiii. 21.— m. 
cancels the yap, on the authority of MS. A, and 
2 cursives, and the Copt. and id. Versions; 
most injudiciously, since the omission of anim- 
portant Particles in a very few MSS. is usually 
owing to negligence on part of the scribes, 
who, I have observed, omit yap more frequently, 
perhaps, than any other Particle. 

4. wévrat dvipwrous] meaning, ‘all persons, 
without exception ;' q. d. ‘God desires the salva- 
tion of all, and therefore for all we ought te 
pray.’ The words xai —iAOeiy» suggest the means 
of salvation,—namely, by coming to a full know- 
ledge and entire recognition of the truth [of the 
Gospel. In bwíyveci there is a sensus. prag- 
sans often found in ¿muyceooxe. The conjoint 
and tmplicit sense ° recognition’ has place in the 
verb at Matt. xiv. 35. Mark vi. 54. Luke xxiv. 
16. Acts iii. 10. xii. 14. The word properly 
signifies full and complete knowledge. Com 
Ceb. Tab. 12, where we have els Tà» wn 
wadelay bX\Oaiv. 

5. As ts the conneson here, the yap is 
best referred to the clause immediately pre- 
ceding, thus: ‘God will have all men to be 
saved [and come to the knowledge of the truth]; 
Jor he is the God alike of all, and the man Christ 
Jesus is the Mediator between God and 
who gave himself a ransom for all” * It is plai 
(says Dr. Paley), from the form and turn of the 
— that Christ's mediatorial character 
and office was meant to be represented as a per- 
petual character and office, because it is 
sented in conjunction with the existence of 
and men, so lung as men exist.’ But Christ 
Saviour is also to be considered as ing of 
both natures, the Divine and the human; in the 
latter effecting satisfaction, and aleo exercising 
continual tefercession for us, by presenting the 
serit of his sacrifice offered onee for all. Here. 
then, is meant to be designated such a Mediator 
for men with God as to also an Atomer, and 
also a perpetual Zmíercessor; thus in all was 
Christ reconciling man with his offended Maker. 
Comp. the parallel sentiment in Rom. iii. 29, 30, 
and eee notes. As to the Unitarian gloss on 
psg. (by which it is taken as merely meaning 
‘one who makes known the mind of two parties to 
each other, and concludes an ment or cove- 
nant between them’), that is disproved by the 
words of the next verse, ó oùe savTÓ» avri- 
AvwTpor bwip orávrev, from which it plainly 

that the principal notion of uso., as ap- 
ied to Christ, is that of adonement. On the 

whole subject of mediation and atonement, see 
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avOporov, dvÜperos Xpwrrós "Ingots, 9*0 Sods éavróv avri- =t». 
1 , , a Cor. 1, 6. 

Avrpov inrép grávrow TÒ uapripiov Kaspois ious 1! eis Ó éréÜv &p.i.7. 
Col. 1. 14. 

2 Thess.1.10. fActs9.15.813. 2. & 33. 31. Rom. 1.9. $9. L & 11. 18. & 15,16. Eph. 3.8. Gal. 1.18. & 32.8. $ Tim. 1. 11. 

Bp. Warburton, Div. Leg., book ix. ch. 2, who 
there shows at large that mediation, to be effec- 
tual, must be enforced by some sutis/action ; and 
that, as the mode of this mediation might have 
been either by inferceding for the remission of the 
forfeiture, or by satisfying for the debt, so we 
find by Scripture that both were emploved, the 
interceseion being by way of satisfaction for the 
debt. The price paid was the death of the Son 
of God. And as to the nature of that death, 
which bad the efficacy of redemption, he shows 
that it must be (as it was) bot voluntary and 
offered up as a sacrifice. And thus the expiatory 
sacrifice of Christ on the cross operated for our 
redemption. As to the other Unitarian perver- 
eion of the sense, which represents Christ as 
here called a mere man, it has been abundanti 
refuted by Abp. Magee, Bee Pearson, Bull, 
Beveridge, Warburton, and Dr. Mackn. Suffice 
it to say, that were he à mere man, how could he 
mediate between God and man? Comp. Heb. ii. 
14. iv. 15. He would himeelf need a mediation. 
It is plain that this e cannot contravene 
the doctrine that Christ was both God and man. 
Indeed, had he sot been more than man, there 
would have been no occasion for detperor, 
which word ie never found so peur to any 
other person, as Moses or John. And though in 
Numb. xii. 3 we have ó dv@pweros Muatone 
?rpabs (rv), yet there the Article is found, which 
it is not here in any MS.; nor, indeed, is it 
wanted, &vÜpemos 'Iycovs Xp. standing as a 
title, like Kvpioc "Incovs XpicoTés. And hore 
it may be remarked, that our Common Version 
throws a needless stumbling-block in the way of 
the ignorant, by rendering the oUTos,—avrós, 
and oda in Heb. iii. 3. vii. 4, 24. viii. 3, and x. 
12,—by ° [3s man.’ It ought docet to be *this 

reson. But to proceed, —in the present 
The Article is unxecessary, siuce, as Bp. Middl. 
has shown, ‘ Jesus Christ could not be called the 
man xar’ éfoyx», since he did not poesess the 
human nature in a pre-eminent degree. The 
learned Prelate rightly regards Gv@p. as used for 
a fille, in the same way as Kópios 'I. Xp. Thus 
we may safely aseert, that Christ is here named 
* Man by the title derived from his inferior or 
pan — me tbat , 1. — of 
is natures, which proper ongs to com- 
und nature of Christ ; bor he is mediator, not 

— ———— as he is man, but inasmuch as he is 
OrdvOpwwor. This does not exclude the Son's 

rticipation of the Godhead, but distinguishes 
is mediatorial office, to which on many accounts 

the Divine nature was also . Comp. 
Heb. ii. 16—18, which is an excellent comment 
on the present passage. 

6. ò oùs iavTÓv ávTíA. ù. m.) See Matt. xx. 
28, and note, and Bpe. Sanderson and Beveridge 
in D'Oyly and Mant. The åvrià. of this 
sago is a stronger term than the Aurp. of Mat- 
thew, and is well explained by Hesych. dvrí- 
ĉorov, implying the swbeifution, in suffering 
unishment, of ono person for another. Bee 
Cor. xv. 3. 2 Cor. v. 21. Tit. ii. 14. 1 Pet. i. 

18. The next words, rd papripioy kaipois 
idioce, from their abruptness, involve consider- 

able difficulty, and hence great diversity of opi- 
nion exists on their sense. As to the various 
readings, they seem only to attest the perplexity 
of the ancient Critics, and are of no value, ex- 
cept to show what some ancients supposed to be 
the sense. To advert to the interpretation of the 
moderns, Abp. Newc. renders, *a doctrine to be 
testified of in its r time, This, however, 
is paying no attention to the Article, which, in- 
deed, chiefly occasions the difficulty of the sen- 
tence ; and though Dr. Benson's version expresses 
the force of the Article, it oannot, I think, be 
admitted, since uapriproy, in the sense of a per- 
sonal witness, is unprecedented. I should prefer, 
with Bp. Middl., to p the clause into a paren- 
thesis, and render, ‘the proof of it in due time.’ 
Yet this runs counter to the laws of thesis, 
and the sense arising is scarcely suitable; not to 
say that the signification proof is unauthorized. 
In fact, tho learned Prelate so distrusted his own 
interpretation, as to be ready to suspect that the 
clause is not genuine. I would ——— to ren- 
der, ° which (i.e. the fact of Christ's having 
iven himself a raneom for all) is the testimony 
or — [to be borne witness to, i.e. to be 
sot forth and taught] in its due season, —namely, 
that fitted for its purpose. Thus xa:pois llore 
will have the same sense as at vi. 15, and Tit. i. 
9, and is nearly equivalent to rd mÀpega Tov 
xeóvov at Gal. iv. 4, the time appointed in the 
counsels of God, the time of the Gospel. Tho 
Apostle, then, means to hint to Timothy (and, 
thro him, to all ministers), that the fact o 
Christ's having given himself a ransom for all is 
to be the great subject of their preaching ; and, 
accordingly, the present sentiment is Suite paral- 
lel to that at 1 Cor, ii. 2, where Paul professes 
that ho ‘determined to know nothing (i.o. to 
keep solely to the one truth) of Jesus Christ and 
him crucified.’ Tho above interpretation is, I 
believe, not liable to any well founded objection. 
The suspicion, above referred to, of Bp. Middl., 
that the words are not — is quite ground- 
less. They cannot be dispensed with, since ô in 
the next clause can be referred to nothing but 
uapróptov. The various reading merely serves 
to attest the vain endeavours of the ancient Cri- 
tics to explain the words as they now stand, and 
havo stood from the second centary downwards. 
The Reviser of the text of the Alex. MS. re- 
moved Tò papTipsov, which seems to do away 
with the difficult ; but that is only by convert- 
ing di into something borderiug on ab- 
surdity, and equally destroys the reference as the 
former mode. ore attention is due to the 
mode puraued by other Critics, who (as we find 
from the reading of three uncial MSS., with the 
Sixtine, Vulg.,and Ambros.) wrote thus: où uap- 
vip. llore xatpoie é6080n. But that is no other 
than re-writing the clause, and — it plainer 
by amplification. Nay, from the Pesch. Syr. 
Version (if, indeed, the reading be genuine) it 
would seem, that even in the second century the 
Greek text (at least in the copy, or copies, used 
by the Syriac Translator) had been interpolated 
by a similar amplification ; though what was in- 

we are left to conjecture. I suspect it to 
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éyà xnpv& xal åmóortoros, (arnOevay Ayo ev Xptote, ov yev- 
Ps. 184. 3. 

ea. 1. 15. 
Mal. 1. 11. 
John 4. 21. 

h Tit, 4. 
3—8. 
1 Pet. 8. 3. 

Sopar !) SiSdoxaros vv év ra reu xal anņbeia. 88 Boúñopai 
oùv mpocevyerOat Tos avdpas év ravri TóT@ émalpovtas óaíovs 
xetpas yopis Opyñvç kai Staroyiopod. ?»'Noaúrws kal tas 
yuvaikas èv xataoToAy rocl perà aidods kai ocwpporúrns 
Koopely éautas, pn €v mhéypacw, À ypuco, À papyapirais, 3) 
ipatiopp morvrere? 10 GAN', Ò mpérei yuyakuy éranyyeXXopé- 

have been & ¿BeBaís09n, the very reading which 
must have been in the copies from which the 
Italic Version was formed,—namely, ‘ quod con- 
firmatum est.’ The interpolator had prob. in 
mind 1 Cor. i. 6, xa0ós TÒ uapTúpiw ToU 
Xprorov éBeBarwOn i» butv. The explanation 
which I have above given of the text as it now 
stands (and as, I am persuaded, it left the hands 
of the writer) will, 1 think, be found, consider- 
ing the difficulty of the case, quite admissible. 
The harshness will be diminished by considering 
that it is not very unusual, in writers like Thu- 
cyd. and St. Paul, for a word to be left to be 
supplied mentally, and, as philologists say, fetched 
out of some word (generally a verb) which is ex- 
pones Thus here paprupyaccpuevoy is left to 

supplied from paprupioy, which is the less 
harsh, considering that the phrase uaprupeipv 
pao Tupian is found several times in tho New 

est. 
7. 4ry0ecav—od Wetdoua !] A solemn form 

of asseveration, occurring also at Rom. ix. 1. 
See also John i. 19, 20, and note; comp. 2 Cor. 
xi. 10. The phrase iv río Ttt xai aX. is not 
an Hendiad. for i» miare: ¿Ana (ae, but there is 
a pregnancy of expression for ‘in the faith of 
Christ, and the truth of his Gospel.’ 

8. The ob» is resumptive, and refers to the 
direction at ver. l.—-oó« &vdpae should be ren- 
dered ‘the men, as having opposed to it just 
after tas yuvatxas; perhaps, too, intimating 
that the men, not the women, were to lead the 
prayers.—á» mayri row seems to mean, ‘in 
every, i. e. ‘any place whatsoever [appropriated 
to public prayer], and the words must be close] 
joined with those immediately following, iui- 
povras dalove xsipas, said with reference to the 
attitude commonly adopted by the ancients in 
fervent prayer; see Ps. cxxxiv. 2, and cxli. 2. 
The use in this expression of an epithet before 
etpas is very rare. One example is adduced by 

Wetstein from a e of Galen; and I have 
noted another in Philo, p. 648, where we have 
KkaÜ0apádc (answering to óaíovs here), which term 
signifies unpolluted by vice. Here, however, the 
epithet is meant to be emphatic, in allusion to 
the carefully washed, though morally unclean, 
hands of the Jows and Judaizers, inculcating an 
earnest exhortation to cultivate the óctóTys, 
which becometh their Christian profession, and 
espec. suitable to prayer. The phrase xœæpis 
ópyñs xal QiaNoyuruoo is best understood of 
the absence of ion, and debate about mat- 
ters of doubtful disputation, which would be 
likely to introduce some passionate feeling ; for 
such seems the true force of ópyri. 

9. &cavTws kai tas yvrvaikas, &c.] Here 
almost al] modern Expositors take the sense to be, 
* And in like manner I wish the women to adorn 
themselves, &c. But thus there is no corres- 

such as is intimated by the icle 
woavres. Now, as it is likely that the Apostle 
would address something to the women, as well 
as the men, on the subject of prayer, I agree with 
the ancient and a few eminent modern à 
tors, that we must repa not only BovAoua, 
from the preceding, but also mwpocedyeoOas. 
Some, indeed, repeat the whole sentence; but 
that is harsh and unnecessary; for ecaórec may 
be taken to mean iy Tayri TO* o—€1aXoyic Mov. 
There seems to be here, as often, a blending of 
two sentences into one; and thus xai is to be 
repeated with xooustv. Soat ravræs in Luke 
xiii. 3, and 1 Cor. xi. 25, Z\aBey must be re- 

ted from the preceding; and in ] Tim. iii. 8, 
l|. Tit. ii. 3, Qe? Tva: is to be repeated from 

the preceding In tho present passage, however, 
the Apostle blonds the two sentences, as meaning 
to say, ‘I wish them to attend such prayers in 
modest apparel :' thus adverting to feo points in 
which the two sexes, respectively, would be too 
M toerr; the former from a spirit of contention, 
the latter from womanish vanity, and fondness 
for exterior adornment. In pera alov: kei 
cup. the Apostle further developes his mean- 
ing; q. d. ‘ And let this adornment be rather with 
modesty than with art;’ rather ‘ by sober-minded 
self-restraint, than alluring attractiveness.” Mr. 
Conyb. remarks ‘it as a peculiarity of the Pas- 
toral Epistles to dwell ve frequently on the 
virtue of cwppocurn, or self-restraint. Com 
Antiph. Incert. Fab. lvi. p. 568, Mein, mẹ 
Xewomacty (for xocuore, as Plato, 229, xyoepuaet 
Kai koopots) TÓ coma Aaumpürsiw — " Ep- 
your di kaÜapois xai TpoToic (* moribus") Tùy 
«apóiap. And so Phintys (a Pythagorean phi- 
losophess, in her conjugal precepts) forbids the 
wearing of-gold (in gold ornaments), or jewels, 
or gay attire, but enjoins the wife xoopeiv dà 
madAov arv alcyon. Lachm. and Tisch. 
alter ñ before ypvow into xai, on strong autho- 
rity, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version. If 
it be genuine, we may suppose the words «rAéy- 
pac and — to be taken es an Hendiadre, 
to denote the xpwAvAor, or kópvußos, of Thu- 
cyd. i. 6; namely, the top-knot, formed of braids 
of hair drawn up into a knot, and clasped around 
by the insertion of gold combe. But that would 
be confining the use of gold to the combe, whereas 
we know it extended to bracelets, armlets, ank- 
lets, ear-rings, &c. Hence it is better to retain 
the ñ, and take ypuow in ite widest acceptation, 
$0 as to understand the golden head- banda, brace- 
lets, armlets, anklets, and ear-rings; and by map- 
"is i ornaments for various parts of the 

. made of precious stones. So aarewmm in 
Latin is used for ornaments of gold; as Virgil, 
ZEn. iv. 138, * Crines nodantur in aurum.’ E 
xvii. 4, xai 9 yuvà rv k&ypucwpuirQ xpvocw 
kal Nide@ iuo, kal pupyapirase. 
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vais 0coaéfleiav, Òe &pyov. áryaÜov. 

50) 

11! Tuv) év ġovyig pavða- Vor, 
véro év macon irrorayÑ 12 yuvasnl 06 Siddoxnew oU. drurpéme, 99598 
ovde aùlevreîv avdpos, AAN elvat èv novyig, 1$ *' Addu yàp k Qen, 1.97 
mparos émXac0n, elra Eva. 14! nai Addy oùe ymar 9 dé cor- n.s, 
vw?) amarnbcica év trapaBace, yéyove. 
THs Texvoyovias, àV pEeivwowy ÈV TITTEL kai dryámy Kab dyytac ue, 
m Lerà coybpoc ús. 

10. éwayy.] This use of the word, by which 
it denotes "the following a course’ of life, or 
adopting a set of opinions, is found also in the 
best Clase. writers; as Xen. Mem. i. 2, 7. iii. }, 
], also in Jos. Antt. Prem. $2, Osov Gepamelay 
iva Wied. ii. 13. he sense here is, 
‘making a profession of. — 6:ag. denotes the 
worship of God, and, as is implied, in its purest 
form. Thus it had been used of Judaism, but 
was now transferred to Christianity. At de’ ipywv 
dyabey supply xocusiv éavrác. Comp. l Pet. 
iii. 3, 

ll. yvy; iv tcvxía pavd.]  'Hovxía, in this 
sense, to denote ‘modest silence,’ is rare in the 
Clase. writers, but found in the Sept. and Jos. 
Bell. ii. 8, 5, xal kaÜicávrov mus’ jovylac. 
The best Expositors are agreed that this injunc- 
tion relates, like the foregoing, to public wor- 
ship; and that what is added in the next verse is 
intended to further develope the meaning here. 
Women are enjoined, at divino worship, to keep 
that silence which is suitable to their condition. 
They are not only not to pe in Heg but not 
to instruct ; they are to learn, and not to teach, 
nor in any way assume authority over the other 
sex, but to be quiet, and bwordooscba:, for the 
injunction here is exactly the same as that at 
1 Cor. xiv. 34. 

12. o6da avOevreiy dvdpoe}] ‘nor to claim 
authority over, zz éEovord{erw. How tho term 
comes to have this sense, see my. lex.—The next 
words, 4AX’ elvac iv novyla are exegetical of 
the foregoing, and denote that quiet ce and 

7 (the novxiov mrena in- 
culcated, 1 Pet. iii. 4), which is the very oppo- 
site to a spirit that ts rule. 

13, 14. Hore are adduced two principal reasons 
for the foregoing injunction, serving to show why 
the female sex is in subjection to the male. As 
to the first, it is generally eu to be founded 
on tho Jewish notion, by which (as we find from 
the Rabbins) priority of creation was always 
thought to carry with it precedence ; see Wetstein 
and" Lesher There is, however, no necessity 
to resort to that principle. We may regard tho 
words as intimating the argument more plain! 
expressed in a kindred of ] Cor. xi. 8, 9, 
ov yap icTw àv')p ix quet Aà yuvi iË 
åvðpót xal yap ovx ixricOn á»üp bia Tù» 
Yyuvaina, dAXa yur dia Tov dvépa, which pas- 
sage is the best comment on the present; show- 
ing that her being created as an helpmeet to man 
tmplies an inferiority to, and dependence on, man. 
Answering to iA &c01 here is ixrioðn there; a 
term used with reference to Gen. ii. 7, iwAa- 
osv ò Osos TÒ» GvOp. yovv &vó THs "ris. 

14. xai 'Adau oix hrar.) Here the ancient 
and most modern Expositors repeat, from the 
—— 7peTos. his, however, is not a 

ttle harsh. The Apostle merely means to say, 

16 JwOnoerar Sè Sd i ** 
m $Cor. 11.5. 

m Tit. 9. 1%. 
1 Pet. 4. 7. 

that the fault of being deceived rested on tho 
woman; q.d. ‘It was not Adam that was de- 
ceived {by the serpent], but the woman; who, 
being so deceived, was especially in fault.’ Hence 
it follows, that she, from that original imbecility 
and persuasibility, was very properly subjected to 
the man, and thus must not usurp authority over 
him. To advert to a matter of reading. For 
&TraT50s70a, four uncial, and ten cursive MSS. 
(to which I add Lamb. 1184, Cov. 2, omitted 
by Mill, and Mus. 5116) have ifar., which has 
been received by Lachm. and Tisch., but on in- 
sufficient authority. Besides, internal evidence 
is rather in favour of drar., which was more 
likely to be altered into éfaw. (namely, from 
2 Cor. xi. 3) than the reverse. In the eof | 
Gen. iii. 13 alluded to, all the MSS. of the Sept. 
have hrárnos, not inr. 

15. ewOicsra: 9i—cedposórgc] The diff- 
culty so justly complained of in this passage 
centres in the expression rexyoyovlas ; and this 
not a few Expositors have attempted to remove 
by assigning to the term some peculiar senso, as 
education, or offspring ; the ià being taken for 
có. But thus the latter part of the sentence 
will not correspond to the former: and, both 
those significatione are deetitute of any authority. 
Again, to take the expression, with others, as 
meant of the bearing the promised Redeemer, 
would suppose such an @xigmatical mode of 
speaking on a plain subject, as it is very impro- 
bable the Apostle should adopt As to the 
attempt made to remove the difficulty by assign- 
ing to awÜjc. a senee by which it may denote 
temporal deliverance and preservation, it lies 
open to tho fatal objection, that the deliverance 
has not been observed to be confined to Christian 
and pious women ; and that the context requires 
Go. to be taken of eternal salvation. I have 
heretofore Mongar that tho sense may be this, 
* Nevertheless, the sex, which was the means of 
bringing such ruin on the human race, will not 
be excluded from salvation, or admitted to it on 
worse terms; but it will be extended to them, 
through child-bearing and the various onerous 
duties which follow it,—they will, I say, be 
saved, equally with the other sex, as & sez, and 
all the individuals of it, if they embrace and con- 
tinue in the Christian faith, and practise those 
duties of loving obedience, holiness, and modesty 
which it enjoins.’ On careful reconsideration of 
this difficult question, I see reason to think that 
this interpretation is liable to too much objec- 
tion to be tenable; and I now prefer regarding 
the phrase dia Tis Texvoyovlas as an insertion 
thrown in by way of i the ious 
assurance just given of salvation on equal terms ; 
in like manner as at Mark x. 30, the ious 
promise of ample remuncration, in this world 
and in the next, to those who forsake all for 
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a Acts 2. 
38. 
Phil. 1. 

9. 

] TIMOTHY III. 1, 2. 

III. 1*Ilwrós ó Xóyos el tis éTwkome opéyeras, xaXov 
b TI. ia é&pyov émiÜvuei. 9 5 Ae; oby tov éricxotrov dveridntrroy elvai, 

pas yuvarxos avdpa, * ynbdáMov, cwppova, Koopiov, duXoEevor, 

Christ's sake, is qualified by the insertion ward 
Qi yn, w eee note. This view is, I find, 
that which was adopted by Wolf and Bengel, 
who remark, * denotatur hic conditio sivo status 
in quo mulier salutem sic assecuta ; though they 
notice not, what seems an important feature, 

circumstance ; that we have here a š: 
just as (to use the words of By, Sanderson) pe 

vii. 28, to a similar kind assurance is subjoined, 
0A (riv 88 fj capxi ÉEovai.  Wiesing., indeed, 
thinks the words were thrown in, only to point 
out the woman's proper sphere of duty, and to 
suggest that this position has been assigned to 
her in consequence of the fall; q. d. * that in this 
sphere to which God has appointed her, and not 
in the sphere of active duty for the advancement 
of the Gospel, she will be saved on the same 
conditions as the other sex.' This view is adopted 
by Mr. Conyb., only that he takes ow@se. of 
temporal preservation. ‘The Apostle's mean- 
ing, he says, ‘is, that women are to be kept in 
the path of safety, not, by taking upon them- 
selves the office of the man ( ing a public 

in the assemblies of the Church, &c.), but 
y the ormance of the peculiar functions 

which God has assigned to their sex. But that 
figurative sense of c«Oijc. is unprecedented, and 
is here forbidden by the context, being in opposi- 
tion to iy — vivovs. — lores «al 
ayary kai dy:acne, &c. ese three particu- 
Jars embrace the grand outlines of a Christian's 
duty ; for to the first the second is indispensable ; 
and the third not less so to the two others; for 
‘without holiness no man shall see the Lord.” 
By cudpocdonc is meant that discreet sober- 
mindedness just before enjoined. Thus it will 
correspond to the similar term ewdporicuov at 
2 Tim. i. 7, and iyxpáTsia at 2 Pot. i. 6. And 
here we cannot but remark the refined addrese 
with which the Apostle thus brings round again 
what he had before enforced. 

Ill. The Apostle now proceeds to the cognate 
subject, and adverts to another department of 
Church regulation, —namely, the qualifications of 
those who are to preside in the above assem- 
blies for prayer, as Presbyters; or are to dis- 
charge other and aconomical functions connected 
therewith, as Deacons. 

l. wierde ò Àoyos] Many Commentators, 
ancient and modern, thinking that the subee- 
quent affirmation would scarcely uire so 
solemn an introduction, refer these words to the 
preceding assurance in caw@ijoera:, &. But 
though the formula is used of what goes before, 
at iv. 9, yet it has just been used of what 
lows ; and certainly tbe character of the formula 
(which is not solemnity, but seriousness), is 
here far more suitable thereto; q.d. ‘It has 
been said, and is a true saying, and worthy of 
entire confidence, that, &c. This view is con- 
firmed by the authority of Calv. and Hyper. I 
know not why Neander should ob to the 
sudden transition as un-Pauline; for in what 
Scriptural writer are there transitions more ab- 

rupt than in Paul? Besides, it is no further 
abrupt than might be ex from the discus- 
sion of a new subject. As to the remark of De 
Wette, that *it introduces not, as elsewhere, a 
maxim of faith, but of experience, it is enough 
to reply, with Wiesing., that, if the saying bea 
maxim of expertence, it is founded on a basis of 
doctrine. As to the force of ir:oxowse, it is 
that of spéiritwal oversight generally, not confined 
to the o of éxloxoror, or arp«o9éTapos, but 

b. air qn the case of é:dxovor.—K aA ov 
pyou iw:8. y thus calling it ‘an honourable 

work,’ or —— the poste doubtless Cent te 
suggest ita, weighty duties are especially te 
be cousidered, rather han the honour, that ae. 
crues from it. Comp. Phil. i. 6 by 1 Thess. v. 
18. Indeed, ipyow is a term always used of a 
laborious and important office. So it is said, 
Isocrat. in Dem. rots 2cËnt dps youiveve— 
Scot ul» ob» Tpóc Tove iavræs pirove Tobt 
wporpsemTiods Aéyovs cuyypagovc:, xa À óp 
äp ——— y TUM 5 . 

mine Tov is is properly an agonis- 
tical term, signifying, ‘one who gives his adver- 
sry no koli upon him ; but it is often (as here) 
Sete NEN o 000 Woa fee oto 
to justly accuse him. So Thucyd. v. 17, «eie 
byGpoics dvew. siva:. ‘Such (says a celebrated 
writer) is the perfect parity of our religion, such 
the innocence and virtue it exacts, that he must 
bea very good man indeed who lives up to it. 
And when we consider the still —— 
ments in a teacher of religion, —who is to be an 
example to others,—and reflect on the injury 
done to religion through the side of falee pro- 
fessors, how much reason will there a that 
such an one should be, as the Apostle sa 
blameless !' —usas vatxóc Gvépa. That the 
Apostle forbids cannot be doubted; 
but the only question is, whether he means to 
forbid more one wife af a time, or more 
than one wife in all; q. d. ‘the candidate shall 
not have married a second wife. Authority 
seoms most in favour of the former interpreta- 
tion; but, as in a kindred passage of ver. 9, 
where it is required of a widow, in order to be 
m on the list for support by the Church, to 

ve been ivòe dedpde yvy), where the expres- 
sion can only mean, to have had one husband; 
and since it seems (as E observes) to have 
been the chief intent of Apostle xe óe: 
T)» kusTpíav, it may be supposed that he for- 
bids second marriage in a Presbyter, lest, in an 

when divorce was so very se cias Mi- 
nisters might be induced to divorce, and 
thus subject themselves to scandal, as if actuated 
by improper motives. On further consideratien, 
however, for thieninth edition, of this puzzling 
— it occurs to me pop ane, TUN. by whi 

e is supposed to forbid second mer- 
riages, ie liable to as grave objections (which are 
— by INDE) s which — M its 

ing supposed to forbid polygamy. Here, if auy 
where, the maxim ‘in medio fufissimus obis’ 
would be expedient, could it be brought im, 
Which it may, if we suppose the true interpreta- 
tion to be that so ingeniously propounded by 
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Sidaxticov 3° ui) mapowov, ur) wAHeTHY, ui) atoypoKepdiy GAN’ 93 Tim. s. 
mieh, auayov, adiddpyupor *4 rob idiov olkov Kados mpo- amt... 
iordpevoy, Téxva &yovra éy irorayy, weTà Taons aeuvortyTos- 5 (e¿ 
Sé Tis rod liou oixov mpoorivat oùe olde, rs éxxAnoias Beod 
érrepernoetas ;) 5° uj) veodurop, iva us) Tupmbeis cis epia eutrécy ° lea. 14.13. 

Mr. Conyb., in the following statement of the 
case, as it might be with respect to the persons 
in question, iwloxowoy, or *psafórspa: ‘In 
the corrupt facility of divorce allowed both by 
the Greek and Roman law, it was very common 
for man and wife to and marry other 
parties, during the life of one another. Thus a 
man might bave three or four living wives; or, 
rather, women who 1 successively his 
wives .... We believe it is this kind of suc- 
cessive polygamy which is here spoken of as dis- 
qualifytng for the Presbyterate The above view 
1s much confirmed by the ; from 
whom it originated.—ynpáàov, * vigilant or cir- 
cumspect’ (in which sense the word occurs in 
the later writers), —a quality, indeed, suggested 
by the very term ioríoxowos, which imports 

7 superi , — cd * sober- 
minded; i.e. one who holds his ons and 
desires under. So Æschin. cont. Timarch. 25, 
37, ix wasdos sle ypas capper. By xooutop 
is meant ‘ orderly, decorous, ceurompsmi, as 
Theophylact explains. Indeed, these three terms 
form a class of cognate virtues, and certainly 
habits implied therein, not bebaviour and con- 
duct only, but (as explained by Theodoret. 
xal oxńnaTtı, kal BAíunaTi, rai Badlopats) 
carriage and deportment, as implied in xócy. 
Such is the use of the word in Philem., ’Adsr@. 
fr. ii.1 —4, ov áy XMaÀ Tis uixpóv, ieri «óc Mtot 
oud dv wopetytal Tis ele Tàu yiv BÀ mes 
HAlxov (‘tale’) ui» ù Qbúcu piper Aadrcw, 

pndiv Toray 2' Gs Xnnov, ovToe KÓTMIOS. 
terms ced. and xocp. are, indeed, frequentl 
conjoined iu the Class. writers; whence it is 
plain that there is a reference to the manner and 
— no less than the actions and conduct, 

ell might the Apostle require thus much from 
Christian ministers ; for no less than this was ex- 
ag e pel riarum So in AEschyl. 

heb. 606, Amphiaraus is described as being a 
model for priests, thus: ovros È ó mévris 
oud poy, sess rcp — avhp, 
yas rpophtns.— Pir0E avon, itable;' see 

Rom. xii. 19, and comp. Beo xiii. Aidan., 
* fit to teach,'—namely, as possessing the know- 
Jedge and faculty necessary. See Tit. i. 7. — 

uà ápowos] Some Expositors, ancient 
and modern, take this to be equiv. to ugue) 
or av0aéy, which is, indeed, much countenanced 

three vices in this clause standing opposed to 
three — in a cere But, — 

that we have at ver. 8 the expression u) o 
axpociyovres used of the Deacons, here at least 
the physical — bs included ; and, ^ 
cording to eve nciple of correct exegesis, i 
must stand r^ In he word wdpowor the 
4apà may mean denoting excess, which 
is confirmed by Hab. ii. 5, ‘he tramegresseth by 
wine; but it more prob. means sitting long at 
the wine table, — by pd xxiii. M, 
iyxpon%. rep olvæ, meaning, given to muc 
wine ; £ in’ Las Lacian, and other Class, 

writers.—wAjarn». The term has been com- 
monly rendered striker; but, considering that 
the expression is opposed to duayoy in the next 
clause, it is better explained, with the moet emi- 
nent Commentators, ancient and modern, quar- 
relsome. Of thie metaphorical sense, rare in the 
Class. writers, to the examples from Plut. ad- 
duced by Lexicographers, I add Dicæarchus, p. 
15, Opacsie òè xai vfipia ral, xal dweptpavor 
TÀf5xTaÍ Te. The next words, aà aleypo- 
xepén, not found in very many of the most an- 
cient MSS. (to which I can add several Mus. co- 
pies), and nearly all the ancient Versions, besides 
many Greek Fathers, has been, with reason, 
cancelled by all the recent Editors. They came, 
doubtless, from the parallel passage of Titus.— 
adirdpyvpov. the vice of avarice it may 
surely be expected that a minister of the Gospel 
should abstain ; for such can hardly subsist with- 
out the breach of more commandments than one. 
Indeed, it would be excessive candour to imagine 
that & man who so visibly sets his whole heart 
not only on the world, bat on one of the moat 
worthless things in it (for so is money with re- 
pH to its uses), should be, at the same time, 
aying up his treasure in heaven. * Ye cannot 
serve God aad Mammon.’ 

4. xa)&e wpoter.] ‘woll or creditably INE 
lating.’ So Diog. Laert. i. 70, 5j* abrov olxlas 
Kariwot wpoorarety.—Tho words userà máns 
ceuy. are to be construed with Tov Idlov olxov 
kaÀct* wpoiorduavoy, denoting the gravity of 
demeanour to be adopted. e circumstance 
Tíkva ixovra iv brorayy adverts to the case 
wherein the cadet wpoior. is most requisite. 

5. al á ree —briuaAdesTa:;) This seems 
founded on a sort of proverb, that ‘he who can- 
not regulate his private affairs, is not fit to be 
entrusted with those of the public With the 
sentiment comp. Plut. t. vi. p. 545, eb ñpuocuí- 
vov slvat Tov olxow dst Te pidrovts dppó- 
pe xal déyopdp, ‘the State, By wie 
xkÀyolas, it is implied that the management 

of the Ch forms an office any thing but 
easy. Comp. Artemidor. ]. ii. 30, cvornu&rwv 
(1 conjecture GvoTñuaTo, ‘the corporate body 
of the priests of God ) Gpxew xal imctpowevew 
váct oxvAmots xai dndlac Bretixas Tapi- 
Tibnor. 

6. uù vecdvrov) ‘Not a new convert,’ by a 
metaphor like iul ia 1 Cor. iii. 6, ¿ye ips. 
revoca. There is also implied a notion of the 
rawness, and imperfect — — with the 
doctrines of Christianity, likely to be found in 
such ; which seeme referred to in the rupafsis 
just after; since imperfect knowledge generates 
vain pride, and, in the case of a ruler, overbear- 
ing The term, which recurs at vi. 4 
and 2 Tim. iii. 4, occurs no where else in the 
New Tost., and seems to have been resorted to 
by Paul in consequence of the peculiar circum- 
stances under which the Pastoral Epistles were 
written, as in the case of many others which 
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ti Cor. 11. TOD AtaBorov.  ! Ae dé adrov xal paprvpiav Kadny éyew áró tów 
eEwber iva uù eis overdiopov éjrréa ka maya ToU AcafgoXov. 

Ateos. 86 Araxovous OTAÚTWS cejuwoUs, 17) Sihoyous, n3) oiv TOAN Tpos- 
hori" eyovras, U) aia ypokepbeis, 9 h éyovras TO uvaTü)piov TIS TríaTcose 
19. ^ L4 10 ` * e e john9,10. y kabap cvveibrjoet. 19 kat otro, 06 SoxipalicOwoay mpõror, 

celra Siaxoveitwoav, àvéykNgro, Óvres. 

cenvas, pù €uafgóXovs, vnpadious, miotas év Tract. 
écrocav mas yuvasxos üvbpes, Téxvov KANAS Trpolarápevos Kai 
TOV idiwy oixwv. !31oi yap Karas Staxovycarres, Baur éav- 

91. 
Luke 10. 10 
—12. 
& 19. 17. 

I have adverted to in my Introductions to those 
Epistles. It does not occur in the Sept. ; but it 
does, and in the Passive, not only in Jos. and 
Philo, but in the Class. writers, as Plato, De- 
mosth., Ælian, and Polyb. (iii. 81, 1, ¿yrost xal 
TeTvgpwras), but only in the Particip. rerude- 
pévos, as in 2 Tim. ii. 4. Iam not aware that 
the Particip. Aorist occurs elsewhere. — The 
words eie xpiua iuwiocy ToU AiafjóAov are by 
most itors, ancient and modern, under- 
stood of falling into the same condemnation and 
punishment that the devil fell into through 
pride; which is supported by the authority of 
the Pesch. Svr. And so Calv. observes: * Est 
elegans antithesis, que indignitatem auget: Si 
is qui preficitur Ecclesia Dei, sua elatione in 
eandem cum Diabolo condemnationem ruat.' 
Several eminent sitors, however, from Lu- 
ther and Erasmus downwards, take ov Aiaf. 
to mean the calumniator or slanderous enemy of 
the Gospel, the noun being, they say, used gene- 
rically 2 pee kie seek an — to — 
niate the Christians; but, as vin o ee, 
* rarum est ut judicium mojadioasitam significat." 
Besides, it is not to be imagined that the Apos- 
tle could intend the term AcaBoXov to be differ- 
ently interpreted in two continuous portions. 
Whether, therefore, we understand A:afoX. to 
mean the il, or the calumniator, the same 
view of the sense must be adopted as — 
both the verses. The reason assigned by Calv. 
for rejecting the sense calummniator, and preferring 
that of the devil in the former verse, is quite 
valid; and, if that sense be received in the 
Jormer, it muet be adopted in the latter. On 
the other hand, if the sense devil be proved to 
exist in the Jatfer, it cannot but be assigned to the 
former. And certainly there seems even stron 
reason to adopt it in the latter than in the 
former. Moreover, the expression £usíarrsuw 
als mayia ov AiafloAov naturally suggests the 
idea of diabolical influence, espec. when taken 
(as it cannot but be) in comparison with a pa- 
rallel expression in 2 Tim. ii. 26, dvaninfoow 
¿x Tis Tov A:aBoXou wayidos, and 1 Tim. vi. 9. 
Another reason for preferring the sense ‘ devil,’ 
in ver. 7, to that of the sense iator, is, 
that those who so take it are obliged to suppose 
iu els óveidicuór xai maylda T. A. an ys, 
which is too arbitary & mode, and contrary to 
the logic of the passage, as ably traced by T. 
Aquinas, &c., and, moreover, against the judg- 
ment of antiquity; for the Pesch. Syr. and Vul- 
gate translators repeat the $m as if they had in 
their copies a second «lc.— The term way. may 
denote, in a generic sense, the various snares 

11 Tuvatxas woavres 

12 Staxovos 

which, as we learn from Scripture, the Tempter 
is ever laying to entrap our virtue. 

7. dwd trav iEwbey] i.e. ‘those out of the 
e of the Church,’ non-Christians. So in Jos. 
li. ii. 8, 5, the expression rots TE wOen is used 

of the son-Essenes, not, as Whiston ignorantly 
renders, the y A 

8—10. Tho qualifications now marked out for 
Deacons are comparatively few, such being omit- 
ted as have reference to government, or teaching. 

8. uñ dtAovyous] ‘not double-tongued, or 
double-dealers, deceitfully saying one thing to 
one party, and another thing to another; one 
thing to the minister, and another to the people. 
Such an upright, straight-forward disposition was 
very necessary in persons who, like the s, 
= as it were, n the — and tho 

e; espec. as difference of opinion respecti 
Ve wish rites = ceremonies, and various other 
matters, existed in most congregations.— oí. 
moha ?rpocíyorras, ° not given to much wines 
The Apostle, as Theophyl. observes, says not ad 
peOdcous (for that were altogether unworthy), 
but ‘not great drinkers; for much wine, even 
though it produce not inebriation, greatly weakens 
the tone of the mind. So it is finely said by 
Philoetr. Vit. Ap. i. 8, évavyriotcBa: +n Tov rov 
overage, Qia0oXovrra Tos iv TH Vrvy9 aibipa. 

9. ¿xowrae Tó uvoTüpiov—scvvsiósos] In 
the interpretation of these words Expositors not 
a little differ. But the sense seems simply te 
be, ‘holding the doctrines of the faith sincerely 
and — On Tò peor. TH wioereet 
in this sense, see Eph. i. 9. vi. 19. Col. iv. 3. 

10. xal obro:) ‘those too,’ viz., as well as the 
Presbyters; for, it seems, examination as to cha- 
racter and qualifications was to precede election. 
—áAvíyksAnTroi.— Answering to maprvplay Kadrhy 
x at ver. 7. 

l. yuvaixas] Most modern Commentators 
interpret, ‘their (i.e. the Deacons’) wives ;' 
while the ancient and most eminent modern ones 
take it to mean the order called Daaconesses, to 
whom certainly the qualifications here mentioned 
are more suitable than to the former; and on such 
a point the voice of antiquity ought not lightly 
to be rejected: indeed, the former interpretation 
would require the Article. In some cases, how- 
ever, the same persons might be both deacons’ 
wives and deaconesses.—miorat iv maci, said 
with reference to their dispensing the public con- 
tributions among their own sex, to whom, by the 
customs of the Grecks, men had not access. 

13. Babudy éavroie kaXór wapiwocovrra: | 
s they obtain for themselves a honourable pai 

rom tion,’ lit. ‘grade of dignity.’ The passages 
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Clase. writers here adduced by the Commenta- 
tors and Lexi hers are not to the purpose. 
They might better have referred to Hermes ap. 
Stob. Ect Phys. t. ii. 938, where BaOuol means 
* degrees" of excellence and rank in souls, such 
as is su d to exist in angels; and so in the 
Sententie of the emperor Hadrian, id» xaAós 
orpatiatns yivy, TpíTe Balbus (‘step of pro- 
motion’) ele xpa:itepioy cuyncy ueTafiva:. 
This latter would be peculiarly appro- 
priate in fixing the interpretation, if we could be 
sure that Paul had reference to promotion to the 

igher of Presbyter, or perhape Bishop. 
And so the ancient, and several modern Exposi- 
tors, as Grot., Est., —with more recent ones, as Drs. 
Burton and Peile,—think was intended; to which, 
however, the objection naturally occurs,—that 
the moral value of such a motive as that of 
interest was not likely to be held out by the 
Apostle. Besides, I cannot find any other ex. 
except that one; whereas, of the sense ‘ e, or 

of Hermes, * position,’ besides the above 
I can adduce a passage of Gregor. ap. St. Thes. 
in V5 xai yap $w dparis ovx TTo» ñ BaÜuaor 
5) Tporíungie, and another from the 6th Canon of 
the Council of the Ephesians, Tov olxzlov Bab- 
pou adwowlaray cited by Suicer. Thes., who ad- 
duces two other exx., and says that it oft. occurs 
in the Canons of Councils, to denote any grade of 
Ecclesiastical dignity. And the interpretation I 
have adopted is confirmed by the scope of the 
context, and the intention of the Apostle, which 
was to point out the importance of good Deacons 
to the well-being of a Church ;—and such men, 
it seems intimated, hy the worthy performance 
of tho office, gained for themeelves a high posi- 
tion in the community, and acquired (by con- 
stant intercourse with different classes of men) a 
boldness in maintaining their principles, which 
was of great advantage both to them, and to 
the Church of which they were subsequently 
to become Presbyters. At wodAhy mapp. supply 
vapor, The sense seems to be, ° they obtain tho 
privilege of speaking with freedom (i.e. beyond 
that o — Christians) on matters concerning 
the faith.’ 

14. iAOsiv mode cz TA X:ovy] ‘very quickly :° 
a later Greek expression: for it is very rarely 
found in the Class. writers, though occurring twice 
elsewhere in St. Paul, and twice in St. John. 
Lachm. and Tisch., indeed, adopt tho reading 
i» Táy1:, which is evidently as much a gloss as 
TaXíws, found in one or two MSS. In his 
second ed. Tisch. bas rightly restored Táxıov. 

]5. dav 82 Bpadive, iva slóge] e best 
mode of removing the difficulty here complained 
of seems to be, to repeat TavTa ypade from the 
preceding verse ; g. d. ° [And I write these thin 
unto thee, not as if 1 should never come ign], 
but that if I should be delayed, thou,’ &c. 
oridos kal idpaíwua Ths &AnO. These words 
have been variously interpreted. In order to 
ascertain their sense, it is necessary to determine 
thoir scope, —and whether they should be taken 
wit on ing, or the following words. 

OL. 

Some ancient and several modern Expoeitors 
(as Chillingworth and Gataker) and many re- 
cent Interpreters, refer them to what follows. 
This method, however, lies open to insuperable 
objections, as stated by Poole, Benson, and Scott. 
And thus, too, I apprehend, the sentiment is 
overloaded with words, has in its air something 
frigid and jejune, and, what is more, involves 
an anticlimax, no where found in Scripture, and 
very rarely in any Clase. writer. The natural 
connexion of the words is, doubtless, with what 

yet certainly not, es some imagine, 
with eiéjs, as if the reference were to Timothy : 
for that would be an utter violation of the con- 
struction, and involve somewhat of — 
for, though Timothy might be a pillar of the 
truth, yet not a fc ion thereof. In short, 
the words cannot well be united with any of 
the preceding context, gxcept with fris iorl— 
Yauros, which is their natural connexion, and 
which would probably have been more generally 
received than It has among Protestant Expositors, 
had they not wished to rescue tho ge from 
Romish perversion. But surely such forced ex- 
positions, devised merely to evade the arguments 
or claims of opponents, are unworthy of a cause 
which needs not the aid of disingenuous arts to 
uphold it. Here there can be no doubt but that 
the true reference is to frie dol» ixxAnola, as 
was maintained by almost all the ancient Exposi- 
tors, and many eminent modern Protestant Com- 
mentators, as Grot, Bp. Hall, Calv., Hamm., 
Gothofred, Weber, Schmid, Devling, Wolf, 
Whitby, Mackn., and Bp. Van Mildert, and, of 
the recent Expositors, Dr. Peile, and, of the 
Foreign, Wiesing., Huther, and Mack., who un- 
derstand it of the Church Universal, adminis- 
tered under an external visible form of govern- 
ment,—and which, by maintaining the revelation 
of God and his religion, upholds it as a foundation 
does a building, or as pillars support an edifice. 
That such is the meaning, is plain from the con- 
text; the design of the pee being evidently 

is this, —to give weight to preceding instruc- 
tions, as to the regulation of the Church at 
ux EAT by suggesting the important for 
w ich the Church Universal was instituted; for 
as Wiesing. observes, ‘the Church is here styled 
pillar of the truth, inasmuch as the continuance of 
this truth, its historical existence as Christian 
truth, rests on thie—that there is a Chureh 
which supports and preserves the Word Y truth, 
Without & Church there would be no Christian 
truth on earth; on the existence of the former 
rests therefore the existence of the latter upon 
earth.” The above interpretation is, I believe, 
lisble to no well-founded objection; and, in- 
deed, any other mode of explanation is, both 
hilologically and otherwise, quite untenable, 
h may, indeed, be asked, that if such be the 
meaning, why was it not expressed more exact]y 
and intelligibly? I answer, that the Apostlo 
could not express rie doi before orvAos, &c., 
because that would have involved a tautology of 
the very worst kind possible, of which there 

L 
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1 John 1.14 

1 Pet. 3. 18. 
Mark 16. 5. 
Eph. & 8,6. Col. 1.328. Luke 34 51. 

Ís no example to be found in any good ancient 
writer; and it was not necessary so to do, since 
the apposition supplies this subject to the con- 
text, and that context furnishes us with Hrie 
dori, —just what is wanted. With reference to 
the di i» doctrine here involved, I would 
say, that as the Church of that age (to which the 
words were especially meant to apply) might 
well be said to be cTwÀoç xal idpalwua Tis 
4\8eiac, because founded by the Apostles, who 
were the pillars of the Christian faith; so, if the 
words be applied, in the present instance, to the 
Church, they are not to be referred to the 
Church of Rome, or to the Church of Exgland or 
of Scotland, or an y Church, but to 

pray in our Tiun). consisting of all the true 

all euch Churches as hold the eseential doctrines 
of the Gospel. So that the passage by no means 
implies the infullibility of any particular Church. 
That the words are well adapted to express the 
above sense, is manifest; for orvdoc being quali- 
fled and explained by édpaiwua, must put 
for ordAwma (on which word see Stepb. Thes.) ; 
and in éépaiwua there is, I think, an allusion to 
the mode in which vast edifices, like the Temple 
at Jerusalem, or that of Diana at Ephesus (sup- 
posed by some Commentators to be here alluded 
to in olxoe), were built; — as in several of 
our cathedrals (such as Canterbury and old St. 
Paul's), by first laying a foundation with rows of 
lars penetrating deep under ground, —and then, 
y building upon those, as it were stage by s 

gradually raising the mighty superstructure. 
again, for this ninth ition, carefully reconsi- 
dering this much agitated and lexing ques- 
tion, Í am still of opinion that be les). is to be 
understood the Church Universal, administered 
under an external, visible form of government,— 
and which, b maintaining tho revelation of God 
and his religion, upholds it, as a foundation does 
e building, or as pillars support an edifice. As 
the Chure doi os is ers — so eack 
particular Church ma regarded as a po 
of that foun dadon ñutuy, which upholds tho 
superstructure of Gospel truth. 

16. xal duoroyountvwe miya, &c.] This is 
closely connected with what precedes; the sense 
being,* And confeseedly (i. e. unquestionabl à great 
is the mystery of godliness’ (meaning, the Gospel- 
scheme, as in Joseph. c. Ap. i. 12) contai in 
the long-concealed, but now revealed truths of the 
Gospel, which that Church is to recommend and 
support, and of which the sum is, that * God was 
manifested in the flesh? There may, indeed, 
seem an „and a sort of diatus in the 
sense between uve'r. and O«ó«; but that is not 
— int — of St. Pan and epe 
ally in passages, like the nt, of great pathos. 

See Rom. xi. 33—36. fa these bibe Y have, 
after eminent Editors, placed a mark denoting 
the aposiopesis. The term uvoTfpior is often 
used of the doctrines of the Gospel in general; 
but was here, I conceive, adopted chiefly with 
reference to that t of ‘God mani- 
fested in the flesh" on which all the others 

1 TIMOTHY IIT. 16. 

&paíena tis dXgÜeías. 19! Kal ouoroyoupevws péya éori tò 
Ts evoeBelas puvorýpior—@Oeòs épavepwOn év eapxi, édsxatoOn 

hinge, and which Timothy was espec. to urge. 
x js true that — sense, — Pe down. 
epends upon the reading, which, in case of 

Oao0s, is disputed. Griesb. has for O«os edited 
Se; but without any sufficient reason; for the 
external evidence in favour of it is next to ne- 
thing; only three MSS. having 6, and ome ó, and 
those all of the Western recension, and prob. 
altered from the Vulg. As to Versions, waqu a 
most of them favour ös, yet they cannot 
balanced against nearly the whole of the MSS. 
The Latin Fathers, indeed, support ô, as might 
be expected from its being the reading fol- 
lowed in the Vulg. ; but as to the Greek Fathers, 
they are by no means, as Gricsb. affirms, in 

of óc; for it has been irrefi ly proved 
by Matthsi, Rinck, and espec. Scholz, that their 
testimony is, upon the whole, decidedly in favour 
of O:óc. The false reasonings of Griesb. and 
Belsham have been fully exposed by Dr. Burton 
ane p.141) and the British Critic and 

uart. Theol. Rev. ii. 297; the former adducing 
evidence of the way in which the was 
understood by the Ante-Nicene Fathers, in cita- 
tions from abas, Clem. Alex., Hippolytus, 
rage ke — ‘Tey — others are added 
y Rinck from Ignat. to the Ephesians, § 19, 

Osov dvOpwwives pavepovutvov. Bengel, Mat- 
thei, and Rinck, are decidedly of opinion that 
the reading OZ arose from OZ, and not OZ from 
OZ: and no wonder; since (as Matthei bas 
shown) in the uncial MSS. the line in O is not 
unfrequently omitted by the scribes; as, for in- 
stance, in the next word ipav:pœbn. Now in a 
question of testimony, like this, it might be suffi- 
cient to prove that external evidence is decidedly 
in favour of @soe; but we may as confident! 
refer to the infernal, since it is not less so. 
has been shown by Bp. Bull, Abp. Dr. 
Burton, the British Critic, and Rinck, that the 
reading ör is liable to almost every objection in 
interpretation, and violates all the rules of con- 
struction. The genuineness of O:ós has also 
been E vindicated by Dr. Henderson, in a 
tract entitled, * The Great Mystery of Godliness 
$ncontrovertible, in which, after a moet elaborate 
discussion of the evidence external and internal, 
he decides the question in favour of Osdés. Se 
far in my former Edd. On again carefully con- 
sidering the question, I sm still of the same 
opinion ; espec. since I find Osó« in all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies; and though Tisch. alleges, 
among the of the Fathers serving te 
support the reading Se, Barnab. Epist. ver. 12, 
yet there the antithesis with vids deOpawov do- 
manded vide ToU Osov not Osov. And in the 

he cites of St. Ignat. ad Eph. ver. 19, 
eov dyÜpormípsws pavepounivou (where other 

MSS. have dt dvOpuwou awoutrov, a manifest 
error of the scribes for pavspovuivov) vain is :t 
that he seeks to invalidate the | proof by al eging 
that the Syriac Version follows the ing view 
That may be the case, but it will not prove vios 
to be the true reading. Nay, Ignat. cowid not 
have so written: for vlov of itself 
denote the Son of God. Moreover, the expres- 
sion dvOpwwlvee or às áyÜperov, meant to be 

| 
| 
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opposed to the former, demands Osov. In short, 
I still retain sóc, and consider the sense of the 
passage to be, * And —— great is the im- 
portance of the mystery of godliness contained in 
the long , but now rerealed, truths of 
the Gospel, which that Church is to recommend 
and support ;—and of which the sum is, that 
Gop was manifested in the flesh, &c. Here, then 
(to use the words of Bp. Pearson on the Creed), 
*St. Paul, unfolding the mystery of godlinese, 
has delivered six propositions together, and the 
subject of all and each of them is God ; and this 
God, who is the subject of all these propositions, 
muet be understood of Christ, because of him 
each one is true, and all are so of none but him. 
He was Word, which was Gop, and was 
made flesh; and, consequently, God manifested 
tn the flesh. Upon him the Š'irit descended at 
his baptism,and after his ascension was poured 
upon his Apostles, ratifying his commission, and 
confirming the doctrine which they received from 
him; wherefore he was God justi; in the 
en His nativity the angels celebrated; in 
the discharge of his office they ministered unto 
him ; at his resurrection and ascension they were 
resent, always ready to confess and adore him. 
e was therefore God seen of angels.'—ixnps x05 

dy č0v., ‘proclaimed among the nations at 
large, as the Author of eternal salvation to as 
many as believe in him (Phil. ii. 16), (accord- 
ingly) believed on in the world (st large); and 
(final ly) taken " to heaven, to be henceforth in 
glory. Acts i. 11. ii. 36, et al. There is only 
one icular that is doubtful as to its sense, 
i. e. edtxaseOn iv wvavuars, of which the true 
meaning seems to be, * was recognized (and vin- 
dicated as to his true character against all gain- 
— through the Spirit’ in various ways, 
which are pointed out by Est., and sleo by Bps. 
Pearson and Hurd. Comp. Matt. xi. 1 
Rom. iii. 4 

IV. 1. à 9i IIrevua, &c.] The connexion 
of this verse with the preceding matter is so 
close, that & new chapter ought not to have been 
commenced here; though to trace the exact con- 
catenation of the ideas is by no means easy. It 
may be best to render dé, with Mede, verunta- 
men; q.d. ‘ Nevertheless [important as these 
truths are, and though the Church, by preserving 
the mystery of godliness, be the grand support of 
the truth], the Holy Spirit, &c. See Dr. Peile's 
paraphrase. By ro II»rsuua some eminent Ex- 

itors understand that manifestation of the 
pins which was vouchsafed to the Prophets 

of the Old Test. ; as, for instance, Dan. xi. 36— 
89. But the term is better referred to the 
Apostle himself (comp. 1 Cor. ii. 10), for the 
expression seems to imply a direct revelation; 
comp. Acts viii. 29. x. 19. xi. 12, and Rev. ii. 7, 
dxoucéTe ri rò llyevua Adyar Tate ixkin- 
clas. It may, however, have been a revelation 
to the prophets of that period; Acts xi. 28. xiii. 2. 

with 

Rom. 16. 18. 
3 Pet. 3. 3. 

By the expression vorépote xaipois are meant, 
PR Acts ii. 17. Heb. i. 1. 1 Pet. i. 20, tho 
times of the last or Christian di: ion. Comp. 
2 Tim. iii. 1. James v. 3. 2 Pet. iii. 3. Jude 18. 
—d'rocácovTa. wis THS Tier., ° certain por- 
eons will fall away from the faith,' with reference 
to the great apostasy,—the same subject as that 
treated on at 2 Thess. ii. 3—12, where see notes. 
Hos terms — — and — here, 
enote erally and properly apostasy from a re- 

ligion, by entire abandonment; but sometimes, 
as here, only a falling away or defection from the 
true faith of it, by either rejecting some of its 
doctrines, or arbitrarily introducing others, or 
corrupting some of them by an admixture of the 
dogmas of heathenism or Judaism.—wveduacr 
w)avoe, meaning (by the use of the Subst. for 
Adj.), ‘persons who profess to speak by the Spi- 
rit, espec. in teaching, but are in reality im 
tors, leading astray. Jos., Bell. Jud. ii. 13, 4, 
TÀávo. avlpwwo xal d*arsavss, In fact, 
rÀ voie serves to determine the sense of %veú- 
pası, which otherwise would only be, ‘ those 
claiming to possess a Divine inspiration; as 
2 Thees. ii. 2. 1 John iv. 1. iii. 6. Of &dac«. 
Garp. it is not agreed whether the sense be, * doc- 
trines suggested by, proceeding from, demons,’ or 
: — demons,’ The former interpretation 
is preferable, as more agreeable to the context. 

Mackn. 
2. iv deroxp. Weud.] The words are closely 

connected with the foregoing; but the construc- 
tion is very anomalous, and not to be adjusted by 
any grammatical legerdemain, —such as supposing 
an antiptosis, or resolution of construction. It is 
scarcely lese unsatisfactory to suppose, with Co- 
nyb., that * Paul, while grammatically speaking 
of the demons, is really speaking of the false 
teachers, who acted under their impulse. That 
he is speaking of the seducers I do not doubt; 
but for that reason the connexion of the words 
must be, as Wiesing. suggests, with Tooatxovres, 
understanding the words to denote, ‘ by, or through 
what cause they gave heed,’ &c. Of the two ex- 
pressions, iv Uwoxploes and WeudoAdyay, the 
former denotes ‘a pretended show of extraordi- 
nary sanctity,’ which allures the simple; and the 
latter adverts to the falsehood by which the 
claims are supported. The two ideas are untled 
in Jos., Bell. i. 32,3, repareiay (‘humbug’) 
xal Gwoxpiow À (yau Thy sveiBeray ;—Kexav- 
Tnpiacuíyev Thv llay cvv. In this figurative 
expression Expositors are not whether the 
metaphor be taken from the ing of crimi- 
nals, or from the cauferixing employed by sur- 
geons on mortified flesh, which is insensible to 
all feeling. So Diod. Sic. xx. 54, Taie Wuyaie 
borip xavTipá Tiva wpoonys. The latter 
view (ably maintained by Reitz on Lucian, i. 
645) is preferable, as yielding a sironger sense, 
one more suitable to the context of the Epistle, 
and better according with the parallel ages 
of a ge nor is it unsupported by ancient 
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authority. So Theodor. says that ‘ this serves to 
indicate T)» lo xárnv avTov w tr pint Thus 
it answers to dwnAynxores at Eph. iv. 19. To 
advert to a matter of reading. Lachm. and Tisch. 
(1st ed.) edit xaxavor., from 2 cursives, and 10 
uncial MSS. of no great note; but without res- 
eon; since xaveTnpiá%w is a vow miu; for, 
though it seems to occur in Strabo, l. v. p. 215 
(cited in Steph. Thes.), yet there, as Dindorf re- 
marks, the true reading is xavTno. It is true 
that I find «xexavor. in Lamb. 1183, 1185, and 
Mus. 11,836; but doubtless from error of scribes ; 
espec. since all those MSS., however valuable, 
swarm with such blemishes. 

8. dwix. Bpepu.] Here the best Expositors 
are agreed, that «sAsvovrey is to be supplied, 
taken from xeA. before; comparing 1 Cor. xiv. 
34; these two passages being peculiar cases, dif- 
fering from those many, where, in the latter part 
of a sentence, a word (generally a verb) is to be 
supplied from one that occurs in the former part 
of it; or if not the same, some word of cognate 
sense. Whereas, in these two passages, the word 
to be supplied is one the very opposite in sig- 
nification to what bad occurred in the former 
member of the sentence: which may pe be 
paralleled with the Clase. idiom, by which, in 
the ub - of a sentence fomes a ^ e 
perandi with a negative; and in the secon e 
verb is to be aod without the Now 
here «ceAve includes within itself ; yet, in 
the second clause, a verbum $ i, as xadev- 
óvTwæv, is to be repeated, as in the former case. 
The next words, È ó Gade dxriosy, &c., aro said 
in opposition to the unjustifiable asceticism of 
thoee who dared to forbid the use of tbat which 
God created to be partaken of (with duo modera- 
tion), and thanksgiving (to the Bestower). See 
Eph. v. 4, snd note. The words placed within 
brackets are implied in the subject-matter; as 
was well seen by Theophyl., who remarks, ù uiv 
maraAn lis thy cunpsrplay iya: (i. e. suggests 
the idea of moderation in the use) # dš tou 
T)» duetplay (Exec). Thus there are two con- 
ditions,—one express, the other implied. The 
words ois io Toiv xal dweyy. T. dÀ. are exe- 
getical of the foregoing, meaning (by a Dativ. 
commodi) for the benefit of those who have such 
faith as to fully know the truth concerning the 
use of meats. ' Hos autem (observes Eat.) op- 
ponit infidelibus, tam hsereticis quam aliis, veri- 
tatem, de quà hic agitur, ignorantibus.’ ‘Not 
(continues he) that God excludes such from the 
use of his crestures ; but that they, by their 
asceticism, exclude themselves.’ ‘Sed ideo (he 
goes on) solos fideles nominat, quoniam ceteri 
partim vanis ac superstitiosis suis legibus semet- 

privant creaturis Dei, ut haeretici, et inter 
hilosophos Pythagorici, partim non eo modo, 

quo debent, utuntur, id est, cum sobrietate et 
tiarum actione. See also Calv. and Hyper. 
iesing. is of opinion that *the words involve 

an opposition of a two-fold kind, (1) to the infe- 
rior position of Judaism, which not pene- 
trated to the full knowledge of the truth. (Acts 

* 

grov, perà evyaptotias MappPavópevor: 5 dyidteras yàp &à 

x. 10, -); and (2) to the transcendental posi- 
tion of the heretics, who made the paperionity of 
their knowledge, and their higher moral perfec- 
tion, to consist in abstinence from meats.” To 
the latter of these views I assent, but not to the 
former. I doubt not, that the Apostle had also 
in view both the Pythagoreans, as Est. supposcs, 
and the Essenes; which will evidently appear 
from Josephus’ very exact description of them. 

4. Sr: wav xricpa—dwofr.] These words 
are meant to further or the foregoing ; q. d. 
* who fully know, I say, that every creature is 

(fit for use, and lawful), and none to be re- 
jected (as unfit) when received with thanksgiving." 
As the force of awoPX. (unattended to 
by Expositors), it does not merely mean rejecta- 
neum ; for the following context at dy«áQera:i 
calls for a stronger sense, which M perm, 
since tho term awófÀnrov is oft. used by Aqu. 
and Symm. for the Hebr. 5p, ‘an abominable 
thing; sud in Hos. ix. 3, for the Hebr. woo 
(‘impure `), is by the Sept. rendered axcaQaprov, 
but by Aq. usuiacuévoy, and by Symm. &so- 
Bn Tor, meaning ° fit to be rejected with abomi- 
nation,' as defiled and impure; so 1 would now 
render the word (with the Pesch. Syr. and Arab. 
Versions, also Grot., Schleusn., and Bretschn ) 
* et nihil [eorum] um (est).' The next 
words (v. 5), dysa{erat yáp—irTsvEserc, seem 
meant not so much to give a reason for the 
coding, as to limit the foregoing position, and 
show thet every xricua Osov may become 
«aXóv (for that is what is meant by dy:á{era:), 
—namely, ‘if it be en and enjoyed, da 
AGyou Osov xai ivravEews, in conjunction with, 
receded by the use of, prayer,’ &c. ; i.e. * its use 

omes pure through the word of God in the 
Gospel, which allows its use, and prayer, which 
asks a blessing on its use.” Not, indeed, that we 
are to suppose that there is a natural impurity in 
the creature, which must thus be removed (that 
being forbidden by Rom. xiv. 14); still less to 
think it — to resort to those endless, vain 
distinctions, made by the German Expositors. 
lt is enough to take the term dyiá[sTa« ina 
popular sense, and suppose, either, with the 
vob ig i Ris a can ee or, 
rather, with Est., an anticipation of an objection ; 
q. d. * Whether there be, or be not, we wave the 
quen ; but if there were any such, dyra {eTa 

c. It is, however, of more importance to ad- 
vert to the atrong confirmation which this pas- 
sago gives to the practice of prayer before per- 
taking of God's creatures, —a duty so scrupulously 
performed in the early ages of the Church, of 
which we have a specimen in the following in- 
teresting * Grace before meat, as used in the 
primitive Church, and preserved to us in the 
Constitut. Apostol. 1. vii. 49, svAoymTos +l, 
Kopie 0 Tpipwæv us ix veoTyTOS mov, 0 Qidovs 
TpoQi» wacy sapxi? wiipwoow xapat xai 
eUppocuvne Tas meen es ue», a T 
Wacay avTapxetay Exovres Tripicgeoeusyp ele 
wav ipyov dyaÜóv iv Xptote ‘Incov Te 
Kuple Qua, ds’ où cor QoEa, Tiu), Kal xpáTos 
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Adyou Oeod xai évresfews. 6 * Tabra vmoriÜénevos Tois dded- «s: Tim. 3. 
ois, kaħòs eon Stdxovos "Incod Xpiotod, évrpedópnevos Tots 1Pet3.s. 
Adyoss Tis wlotews, Kal Tis Kady Sidacxadias Ú TapmkoXo)- 
O@nxas. "f Tov; è BeBnrous xal 
ryupvate 5é aeavrüv mpos evaéBeiav.. 8 58'H yap aeparuc) yup- 

f ch. 1. 4. 
& 6. 90. 

3 Tim. 2. 10, 
23. 
Tit. 1. 14. 

ypawdes pudous Trapawrob- 

vacía impos 0Myov éotly wpédiuos 7) 66 evoéBera wpos mávra & Ours n. 
wpépuós otw, érarryeMav Éyovaa Voñs tis viv xai Tis per- 
Aovons. 9Ilwrós ó Xoyos kai máons ároSoytis ios. 

ale rods aloras duty. From the expression 
Aó«ov O1s0v we may infer that the avxapieTía 
was usually made in some ; 
(as in the foregoing Grace),—a custom very pro- 

y adopted by the framers of our admirable 
itargy. 
6. évyrpepouevor Toe Acyors, &c.] meaning, 

* one nourished up in the doctrines of the faith ;' 
signifying, as Calv., Beza, and Eat. pee, ‘the 
sum of Christian doctrine, as regards the cre- 
denda of the religion, as in Acts vi. 7. The 
next words, xai THe KatHe—Wapnx., are exege- 
tical of the foregoing, forming a more — 
description of Christian doctrines to be believed, 
by tacit opposition to the reverse, which Timothy 
is cha to counteract. In the etrong expres- 
sion $ 3rapnxoA. ° hast followed and fully learnt, 
there may be, as Vane thinks, an implied 
admonition to continue in the sound faith he had 
attained to. 

7. BaBnrAove —awapa:tov] The mention of 
$idac«. reminded the Apostle of the uara:o- 
Aoyla, supr. i. 6, a kind of learning, to which 
Jewish youths were particularly attached, — 
namely, tbat of the Rabbinical traditions and 
speculations, snch as we find in the Talmud; 

© uuQo, xal yavear. &víparr. of i. 4. To 
these the epithets here used are quite applicable; 
and Een may refer to — them n 
to the Pagan superstitions. —ypaésósie, ‘silly, 
absurd, lit. ‘ old’ womanisb." "5o Strabo calls 
peu Yypaeón uvÜoXovyíay: Jamblichus de Vit. 
yth. has ypawðıcıy vxroOrikais, and Hippocr. 

de Facult. Med. Simp). 1. vi., sle uddous ypač- 
Cate iEaTpáTaTO.—luurats è csavródóv %pje 
tvgíB. These words seem meant to anticipate 
and overrule a plea, which might be advanced 
for the kind of learning just condemned ; namely, 
that it exercises the ing. The Apostle 
directs Timothy rather to — himself in ac- 
pairing a perfect knowledge of the religion which 
ne to — see ver. 18; — <: on Ee 
eultivation of the practical part thereof, by study- 
ing to lead ‘a holy life, which is the true sense 
of sioéB., on which sce note supr. ii. 2. 

8, 9. From the istioal m. in yup. 
Gravrdv the Apostle takes occasion to show the 
igh i of this miris yvuvacia, by 

contrasting ss benefits with those resulting from 
the temporal 
devoted themselves, either by way of preparation 
for the games, or for honourable display in gene- 
ral; the advantages of the former being, he says, 
only temporary and temporal, those of the latter 
permanent, and extending to a future life. Thus 
the argument corresponds to that in 1 Cor. ix. 

» xavos piv obv, Iva POaprdv eríQaror 
Becr, husie ĉi, &pbaprov. seems to 

yvuvacía, to which young men so fir 

ch. 6. 6, 
h ch. 1. 15. 
3 Cor. 6. 

DESEE. 
P 

be the most natural and consistent view of the 
sense, though many Expositors understand tho 
Yuuv. of what we call ily exercise ; a sense 
surely too limited. In cwparsxy (which is for 
TOU Gua TOS, 38 ud yas vouixás for náxac Tapi 
TOV vópov, Tit. iii. 9) there is an allusion to 
exercising or training of the body. The term 
yupvacia must, however, not only be referred 
to the laborious exercises of the athlete, but to al] 
the other of what we call (raining, as ap- 
plied to the mévraðňov, and exp by the 
term iyxpaTsss00ai, in 1 Cor. ix. 25. The ex- 
pression xpde óA(^yov may be understood both of 
degree and duration. And so, as res the 
Jormer, it is well said by Diogenes Laert. i. 56, 
of the d0Anral xai doxovpsvo: that, ‘ while 
going through the exercise or training, they are 
wodtvéawavot (i. e. sacrifice much, are at a great 
private expense) xai vixwwyras ditio: and 
when conquering, occasion loss to the public; 
namely, because they must be paid dearly for 
that which they have acquired dearly.—wpde 
-ávra, meaning, ‘in every way, and under all 
circumstances. — dwayyeAlay ixovea, &c. A 
promise as respects the former, ply verified in 
that ‘peace which th all un erstanding,' 
and that * hope full of immortality,' which, added 
to the blessings in this world ever attendant on a 
life of virtue and temperance, make godliness, 
even as respects the preeent existence, to be 
indeed ‘a great gain.’ 

9. wears 0 Noyor, &c.] On this formula see 
note supra i. 15. By the Aóyoe here spoken of 
is, as the best Expositors are agreed, to be under- 
stood the above position, à svesBera pos Távra 
GAGOAOGRGBB/LAmoce: an assertion well termed «rio ós xal 
maons awodoyns á£ios, worthy to be relied on, 
and worthy of entire and universal acceptance ; 
for, as Benson observes, ‘without these three 
great principles, a God, a Providence, and a fu- 
ture state of retribution, religion could not sub- 
sist.’ And the Apostle, in the next verse, plainly 
intimates, that these principles wore his support 
under affliction, as well as animated him to zeal 
and diligence in active service. 

10. sie rovTo yàp, &c.] Tap has reference to 
imayyeXlay £x. at ver. 8, and by sls Tovro is 
to be unders +ó ixew iwayy., &c. In this 
verse we have, as Hyper. observes, a ratio con- 

mationis à signo (or, as Crell. says, ab mini ed 
q. d. * That what we affirm is true, you may 
assured by this certain evidence, that for this 
cause we labour and undergo great perils. There- 
fore do we bear up under such accumulated hard- 
ships and difficulties, because we have a fixed 
hope in the living God (who is the Saviour of a// 
men, however forlom and perilous be their con- 
dition in this world, if so be that they do not by 
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TovTo yàp Kal romiðpev xai ovediopefa, Ort sjXrrixapev ri 
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13"Ecos épyouas Tpoceye TH àvaywooe, T Wapaxdroe, TH 

their faithlessness exclude themselves from sal- 
vation); and we are certain that it is the praise 
of our doctrine, that we cannot, by any circum- 

- gtances, however adverse, be deterred from that 
truth which consists in faith and charity.” Such 
is the substance of the sense of this passage. See 
more at large in the notes of Calv., Crell., and Est. 
Wemust not, however, neglect to advert to the im- 
portant wordsós dor: owrhp mávTæv, which many 
eminent Expositors (with a view to supporting 
the doctrine of Universal Redemption) explain, 
* would have all men to be saved ; a sense, how- 
ever, not to be extracted from the words ; though 
it may seem countenanced by what follows, and 
the same expression supr. ii. 3, 4, yet sce note 
there. The true sense seems to be, * who is the 
temporal Preserver of all men (as well as the 
Saviour of mankind in general, whether Jews or 
Gentiles) ;' holding out salvation to men of every 
nation who seek it in faith ; and espec. of those 
who seek his preservation in faith, as true be- 
lievers. Comp. Eph. v. 23. See Calvin's able 
note, who, however, errs by confining what is 
said to temporal preservation ; whereas the other 
(of salvation in the life to come) was, I doubt 
not, meant to be included. And in this point of 
view God may well be said to be ewr?)p TávTwv, 
as providing salvation for all, placing it within 
their reach, and opening out to them the possi- 
bility thereof. The above view I find confirmed 
by Chrys., Theophyl., and CEcumen., and, after 
an able discussion, adopted by Est., as the fullest 
and truest comment, as much as to say, ‘ Deum 
etiam in hac vità singulari quodam modo fide- 
lium esse salvatorem ; quia laborantes adjuvat, 
ut ad salutem seternam perveniant, et quia salu- 
tem temporalem facit eis esse Salutarem, id est, 
utilem et conducentem ad salutem eternam ; 
denique quia cooperatur illis omnia in bonum, 
tam adversa, quam prospera.' He further adds, 
that this sense is required by the context. 

12. andsis—xatragdp.}] From the connexion 
of this with the next clause, by means of áAAd, 
it is clear that the meaning is, * Let no one bave 
reason to despise thy youth, i. e. despise thee on 
account of thy youth. Comp. Plato, p. 527, uù 
lacóv rive cou xaTadQporijcai we dvonrov. At 
the words following &AXa truwoe yivov, &c., 
something seems wanting for connexion; q.d. 
* So far from suffering him to hold you cheap on 
account of your youth, give him reason to hold 
you-in reverence as a true ministerial exemplar 
to your believing flock.’ Theodoret well pera- 
ps 0íAe«c us). xaTadppovetoÜat xsAeUmv ; 
Av xos vóuos *yayov. Ósi£oy iv cavTo TÓ T 
vouwy kaTOpÜmua' Ext TÓv Biov uapTvpovrTa 
Te X óyoe.— Ev X óyo, iv dvacrpopy, meaning, 
‘in words and in actions, conversation and con- 
duct.’ —åyárn, — ‘love both to God and 
man; what is called dyawn devwoxpiros in a 

at 2 Cor. vi. 6. Ilicrie must 
erence to the outward profession 

similar 
here have 

rather than the internal sentiment. Here ¿» 
TvtÜuaT. may seem not in place, in a detail of 
outward qualities, which shall be an example to 
others. Hence the ancient Critics (as we find 
from the omission of the words in 5 uncials, and 
10 cursives, and some Versions) cancelled the 
words. In this they have been followed by 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch.; but without any 
sufficient cause; since for the desertion of them 
no reason can be imagined, while for their omis- 
sion a very strong one may be assigned, —namely, 
that myevu. was commonly understood of the 
Holy Spirit; & sense which they rightly judged 
could have no place here: hence its omission in 
some Versions. However, it may have been in- 
troduced, from marginal reference to 2 Cor. vi. 6, 
by some one who was not aware that here the 
influence of the Holy Spirit cannot be supposed, 
as there, to exist. But that it should have been 
introduced in euch a way into all the copies ex- 
PRAE (for I find it in all the Lamb. and Mus. 
MSS.), is highly improbable. In short, the 
words must retained, and explained, with 
Theophyl. and the best modern Expositors, to 
mean, in üy of disposition, both as to 
heart and life, in which the influence of the 
Hoy Spirit must be recognized. 

13. On carefull Tpoctys TH — 
reconsidering this variously explained passaze, 
am now come to the conclusion, that if 75 
dvayvece: be taken in conjunction with tbe fol- 
lowing context, it must su to refer 
especially to the reading of the Scriptures of the 
Old Test. in public worship, a custom which, it 
seems, had been transferred from the Jewish 
Syn e to the Christian assemblies; and that 
the following expressions, Ty ®apaxAgos and 
TH 9idaakaAía, while they confirm the foregoing 
interpretation, wero meant to point at what fol- 
lo the recitation, —namely, exhortation, or 
admonition, and instruction generally; so that 
the Readings were very much like our Ærpusi- 
tory Lectures, or the Homilies of Chrys. on the 
New Test. This is confirmed by a passage 
Just. Mart. Apol. i. 67, cited by Hevdenr., from 
which it appears that they were of this kind. 
See more in Wiesing. and Olsh. It is true that 
Theodor., Doddr., and Benson, interpreted T$ 
áva*yy. by ‘ private reading and study, of which 
sense the word is quite capable. But that can 
only be tmplied, since, how could a Preebyter 
pre such expository and instructive matter, 
to follow up the recitation, except by private study 
and diligent research ; without which the en- 
lightening of the Holy Spirit, well brought in by 

eodor., could not be expected? In fact, the 
admonition to cultivate private study is implied 
in the subsequent admonition, uy &utAsi— 
XapícuaTos, and espec. ravra peAéra, iv Tov- 
roe lob: Iva cov ú Tpoxoir?) pav. p, since the 
spiritual gift of enlightening had, it seems, to be 
kept up, by the exercise of human means of 
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Tim. 1. 6. 
m Acts 90. 
28. 

TOUTO Yap Toiv, kai ceavrüv Gwaes Kal TOs Esek.88.9. 
AKOVOVTGS GOV. . 

V. 1 *IIpeoBvrépo u erremdAnens 9. e 

GANA Tapaxades Ws TA- s Lev. 19. 32. 
, m Deut. 38.9. 

Tépa’ vewrépous, ws adeAhovs: 2 mpecBurépas, ws pntépas: 9s. + 1i— 
reoTépas, ws abehpas v macy ayveia. 

attentive and continued study, for the perform- 
ance of the work of instruction, v. 16. This 
x&proua was, wo learn, given dia TOP 4 not 
* according to prophecy,’ but ‘ by or through pro- 
phecy, i. e. by the Holy Spirit speaking through 
the mouths of the prophets at the time of ordina- 
tion. So Calv., who refers to supra, i. 18, cara 
Tac Tpoayovcas ¿Tí es wpopyreiac, where see 
his note. Ag 7 no example has been adduced 
from tho New Test. of d:a wpopyrsias thus 
used, | have noted it in Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 5, Ay 
(scil. módy) dv ó Osde aivta (read adres) dia 
wpopnrelac iiAnTa: (* may choose out"). The 
words perà ini. T. xsipésv T. woecB. are not 
at variance with what is said in a kindred pas- 
sage at 2 Tim. i. 6, did rie iv0. T. xeipor 
pov, since the parà here only denotes concur- 
vence in the thing. How far that extended, wo 
are not informed, nor is it necessary for us to 
know. As to the thing itself, see Acts vi., espec. 
xiii. 3, and note. According to its general use, 
it must bo considered as an att of the 
gift of the Spirit, by prayer, through the instru- 
mentality of others, cither for an Ecclesiastical 
work undertaken, or service entered on (as in 
Acts viii. ]7. xix. 6, comp. with Heb. vi. 2) for 
the performance of the general work of the Chris- 
tian in working out bis salvation, and which he 
ean alone perform by the aid of the Spirit of 

15. ravra peréra] meaning, ‘ Exercise thy- 
self in these things, make them thy perpetual 
care and study; both this and the next pbrase 
being, in the best writers, used of diligent atten- 
tion. So Diog. Laért. x. 123, ravra wparre 
xai padéra, and Arrian, Dies. Epict. iv. 1, 
ravra usÀéra, Thus aleo Thucyd. i. 142 
( ing of the long training and practice by 
which the Athenians had attained their naval 
pre is me nsaTorTes aT 1000s ¿mó Tey 

nô:xæv. It is probable that the Apostle, in 
thie use of the expression, had still in mind the 
agonistical or before employed; uaAsTéáo 
being & word used of all exercises, 
whether of mind or body. Possibly, too, he may 
have had in view the words of Ps. i. 2.—i» Tov- 
Tos lobi, meaning P the same idiom as in the 
Horatian totus in illis) ‘continue in the careful 
ob-ervance of all such exercises.'—@avepa 5 iv 
aci. Lachm. and Tisch., on strong grounds, 
cancel dy. If retained, the sense will be * in all 
things,’ viz. those just mentioned, and others 
pertaining to his ministerial functions; but, if 
thrown out, it will be, ‘to all persons; which 
sense ie the more suitable of the two, and more- 
over has the support of the Pesch. Syr., ital, 

3 Xnpas típa tas 

and Vulg. Versions. Calvin, indeed, thinks that 
the other senso ‘ magis quadrat (scil. verbis).' 
But he was not sware how weak is the evidence 
existing for áv, which, I suspect, crept in from 
certain Critics, who, taking macı» of things, 
thought, and justly thought, that ¿v was neces- 
"7 to the sense, and accordingly inserted it. 

6. waye ceavTo, xai TU duóacxa)Xía] I 
would render, with Dr. Mackn., Bp. Jebb, and 
Bp. Horsley, ‘ Take heed to thy doctrine, though 
not to the exclusion of leacktng, meaning the 
manner thereof. By avrote just after, under- 
stand the above inculcated needful attention to 
himself, his teaching, and doctrine. On the force 
of iwexe, seo my Lex. N. T. inv. With irl- 
pava aurois comp. Jos. Autt. viii. 7, 5, éaréuauwae 
Touro dXpi TeAavT?S. 

V. 1—25. Here are given directions to Timo- 
thy, as to his conduct to the various members 
of the Church, according to the several distinc- 
tions of age, sex, or positiun in the Church. On 
some of which particulars, e. gr. as to the 
management he is to pursue with respect to the 
widows, the Apostle treats more fully. 

l. vpsofvrépo] ‘an elderly person, as op- 
to the veewrepo: just after.—imiwdX. is to 

understood of * sharp rebuke,’ by administer- 
ing the verbera li The usage does not 
occur elsewhere in the New Test., but it does in 
the Clase. writers, from Homer to Polyb. and 
Plutarch. To this expression is opposed the 
Wapacaha es TaTípa, meaning, as Est. ex- 
lains, cum tone admone, as one would a 
ather. Such was, indeed, in theory at least, the 

ért., in his custom of ur ae and Diog. 
Life of Plato, iii. 95, ascribes a similar sentiment 
to that philosopher. 

2. I have removed the comma after 41A ., 
because the words i» =. ayy. are evidently meant 
for the seerépas. 
s ripa] The best Expositors are ndis p 
the sense is, ‘support, or competently provide 
for, as at v. l7. Matt. xv. 4-0. See notes on 
Mark vii. 9—13, and comp. Acts xxviii. 10.— 
Tác ÓvTws X., i.e. ‘those who are really widows, 
in the proper sense of the word (adverted to at 
v. 5), —namely, ‘destitute.’ From what the Fa- 
thers and Greek Commentators tell us, it ap- 
pears that these persons were maintained from 
the funds of the Church; and yet from what 
follows, it is clear that they filled an office; the 
name xjpa: being as much one of office as àiá- 
KOVOT, Though the exact nature of its duties has 
not been determined. That —— who held 
it instructed the younger es in the princi- 
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ples of the Christian faith, is pretty certain; but 
whether they were, as some say, the same as 

is yet a disputed point. It would 
seem that they were necessarily the same ; 
but that having once been such, during the life 
of their husbands, they were not removed from 
that office. Otherwise, it would seem, their du- 
ties were different from those of the Deaconesses, 
and were we to call them by such a name as 
would designate their chief duties, we might call 
them ‘ Female Catechiste That these differed 
from the Deaconesses, is certain from the posi- 
tive testimony of Epiphanius. Yet they might 
occasionally assist them in their duty of visiting 
the sick. Be tbat as it may, the existence of 
such an order as the x5pa« requires no very 
strong testimony from Ecclesiastical hietory; 
since, from the extremely retired life of the 
women in Greece and other of the East, 
and their almost total separation from the other 
sex, they would much need the assistance of such 

rsons,—who might either convert them to the 
Christion faith, or farther instruct them in its 
doctrines and duties. This care in makin 

] ) y descendants 
further removed than children, as grand-children, 
or great grand-children.—pav@., ‘let them (mean- 
ing those grand-children) learn from me [a lesson 
proper for them to know],—namely, có» iiv 
olxov avatfsiv. Render: ‘to exercise dutcous 
care towards their own family, ‘to duteousl 
care for those of their own family.  Harsh is 
the ellipsis of als, or mpos, supposed by many; 
for no reason can be imagined why the Preposi- 
tion should not havo been or the equi- 
valent construction used, of which so many in- 
stances present themselves in the New Test.,— 
namely, the dative, rw liw olxe. As it ts, how- 
ever, we must suppose the word here meant to 

taken in its active sense, —nomely, ° piè co- 
lere, equiv. to curare ; a construction frequent 
in the best Class. writers, though #¿ere the word 
is almost always used only of piety to the gods, 
and not, as here, of duteous affection towards 
perents. Yet in Dio Cass. 530, 44, we have «6o. 
7rpós tev ddeXgov. And so occasionally in Jo- 
sephus. By the expression áuoigás &sroóidóvat 
(put for dusígeoÜui, in Jos. c. Ap. ii. 27, Tòv 
ovx ¿us(Bonsvov rác Rapa yoviwv yapetas), it 
is hinted that this is no more than repaying a 
debt due to them for their former care and atten- 
tion to their children. The words xai dwodexrdy 
are absent from almost all the uncials, and many 
cursives io which, however, I can only add 
Lamb. 1185, 1, m.), and are cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, and Tisch., as introduced from supra ii. 
18. They may have been so; but it is strange 

that the words should have got into so many 
MSS. and all the early Versions. 

5. W è Óvres Xúpa, xol utmowesuira] 
* Having (observes Eat.) before shown that ¿rus 
widows are to be honoured and sustained, he 
next points out tolo is a true widow, meaning to 
say that a true widow is one who is desolate, and 
destitute not only of a husband, but also of sons 
or nephews, and all human aid whereby she can 
be holpen.’ Thus uepuov. is exegetical of dvrest 
xoa, and ueuov. does not need dw’ dvópós be- 
ing understood, for it is the purpose of the Apos- 
tle to explain, not what he means by xúpa, but 
3j Gyrus ripa. Accordingly, the force of memor. 
is best expressed by an adjective, as the Latin 
solitaria or sola. Eurip. Alcest, Š Aéwoc. 
However, the term implies also the notion of 
t destitute. The next words, fiwicey éwi Tov 
Ot v, *setteth her hope in God ;' not, as many 
Expositors explain, as to temporal provision. 
These words, and the following, xai rpocpéivet 
—nutpas, seem espec. meant to point at the cos- 
dition and halats of the persons in question, the 
al óvTws xipat, in the way of commendation, 
and thereby to suggest how worthy they are of 
honourable sustentation. See the admirable note 
of Calv., who, as an Expositor, is here, as oft, 
instar omnium. He well points to the case of the 
unmarried of both sexes in 1 Cor. vii. 32, and to 
that of the widow Anna in Luke ii. 37. Of the 
two foregoing grounds of commendation and re- 
commendation, the sense comprebended in tho 
former is (Calv. observes) tbis,— that they 
* nullo avocamento distrahi, quin respiciant in 
solum Deum; quia in mundo nibil reperiunt, 
quo fulciantur. The second ground is that, — 
° assiduë precibus incumbunt. Unde sequitur 
juvandas esse ac sustentandas Ecclesie im- 

sis." 
6. ' Postquam sua not& veras viduas insig- 

nivit, nunc alias opponit, que rejiciends sint. 
(Calvin.)—ħ è ewaraXeca, meaning, ° 
she who liveth a life of luxury, self-indulgence, 
and dissipation.” So in James v. 5, we have 
united itpudicare xal iowaradijcars. The 
word (which is rare) comes from owerdAn, 
though I cau by no means agree with Schleusner, 
that the metaphor is ‘è cutis pruritw. It is 
rather * ë cute bene curat ;' a common fi to 
denote luxury. So Hor. Epist. i. 4, 15, * Me 
pinguem et nitidum, bene , vises.— 
TÉÜvn«e, ‘is [spiritually] dead,'—namely, in sin. 
So Theophylact explains, x&v éoxj (gv TavrTw 
Thy CGcav Thu aloðnrhv, TOv: xaT arvsUpa. 
And so also Theodoret. Comp. Eph. ii. 1. Similar 
sentiments are found in the Apocrypha, the Rab- 
binical writers (as Jalkut Rubeni, fol. 177, 3, 
* Impii, etiam dum vivunt, vocantur mortui"), 
and even the heathen — Compare 
Timocl. ap. Stob. 91, 15, otros werd (érro», 
TeOvnxes, aspirate’. So I would point, for 
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Tavta TapáyyeXXe, va averidntros Mow. 84 Ei Bé tig TÀV à te. 
idiw, xal padorTa THY oixeiwv, où ?rpovoet, THY TÍsTu HpYNnTas, Tit Vw 

e Gen. 18. 4. 
xal čotw amiorou yeipwv. 9 Xnpa xaraxeyécQo uù ÉXaTToV & 9.3 
érÀv éEnxovta, yeyovvia évos avdpos 

eríOy. is for reOynxces dv, already dead. Such a 
reon, then, the Apostle means to say, is not to 
chosen, since, though meuovwuisn in one 

sense, as being bereft of a husband, yet she is, in 

———— hich sh f iveli » which she possesses, not for purposes 
of Christian benevoience and charity, but for 
selfish purposes, in a sensual and luxurious life, 
free from care or control. 

7. Tavra Tap. Iva àveríà. sow) The 
vavTa here refers to v. 4; and the subject at 
«ci» must be the persons referred to there at 
MGVOGViTMGGV. Since, however, there seems an 
implied admonition for the widows at v. 5, the 
rerent may extend to that verse. That there 
is an implied admonition to widows, nay, all 
widows who make any profession of iness, 
cannot be doubted. Nay, Chrys., Theophyl., 
Theodor., and Œcumen., make the reference 
direct and principal, and so does Est. 

8. al é Tie THY Lelev—yxsipwr) The tis 
here must not, with many Expositors, be referred 
to the widow,—which would involve an intole- 
rable harshness,—but to those belonging to her, 
v. 4, sons, grandeons, or nephews; and in this 
Eat. acquiesces ;—' ita tamen (he adds) ut geue- 
ralis sit sententia, quà rem particularem con- 
firmet.'—By ray olxslwy some Commentators 
understand no more than idiwy. The two words 
are, indeed, in their general use, synonymous; 
but olx. denotes properly & nearer connexion 
than idiwy: the former that of consanguinity, 
the latter that of afinity; including, perhaps, 
those of the same honsehold, as domestics, whe- 
ther bond or free; and the distinction is here 
evidently meant to be attended to.—+ñv aríoviw 
hpv. e full sense is, ‘he denieth [by his 
works] that Christian faith [which he professeth 
with his lips] ;' (comp. Tit. i.16;) for that teaches 
him, rima tov taripa cov xai pnripa cov, 
including the making a sufficient provision for 
their wants. The construction of dp». with an 
Accus. of thing is, indeed, very, fam, not oc- 
curring elsewhere in St. Paul's Epistles, nor in 
the Catholic Epistles, nor in the Gospels; but 
it is not hence to be set down,—as it is by Baur, 
De Wette, and otbers, as un-Pauline, since it 
occurs Rev. ii. 13, oix f4prócw thy wien. 
And if used by St. John, why should it not have 
been used by St Paul? In the sense ‘to ab- 
jure,’ ‘to cast off, it is used with &oígstav.— 
d*ícTov ysípwv, meaning, ‘is lees observant 
of the moral relative duties than an unbeliever ;' 
for the heathens considered themselves bound, 
and were by tbeir laws required, to maintain 
their parents. 

9. xaradsyicbw] lit. ‘be put on the list;' 
namely, of widows to be maintained at the ex- 
pense of the Church. KaradiéiysoOas signifies 
to be enrolled in any order of persons, civil or 

military. Besides the general roll which com- 
prehended all the Christians of any Church, 
there were, it seems, particular ones confined to 
the clergy, and those poorer Christians who were 
maintained at the public expense, including de- 

fe, using the ample means of 

, Luke 7. 38, 
10 e gy ¿p'yotç KANOES Tet. 4 9. 

A) 

YN, 

stitute ey and widows; and of such lists the 
Ecclesiastical Canons often make mention. With 
this entering upon a lisi was, says Jerome, —in 
order to in eome measure compensate the Church 
for ite bounty,—conjoined an obligation to un- 
dertake certain public functione, ially busi- 
nese of a lighter kind, suited to one in the decline 
of life. ‘Theee widows (adds he) assisted the 
deaconesses riy so called, and were called 
xpacBerides Epip anius expressly distinguishes 
Tas ypasoripas mpecBuridas from the regular 
deaconesses, and at the same time adds that they 
were xnpa:. It ie, however, as Mr. Conyb. ob- 
serves, ‘a disputed point, what list is referred to 
here in xaraAeyícOw, whether 1) the list of 
widows to be supported out of the charitable 
funds; or, 2) the list of deaconesses ; or, 3) the 
Tá'yua yepuwv, or body of Church widows, men- 
tioned by Tertull. de Vel. Virg. c. ix., and by 
other writers, as a sort of female presbyters, 
holding a distinct ecclesiastical position and du- 
ties. The point is fully discussed by Huther, 
p. 167, and ius: p. 507—522. Iam dis- 

, with Mr. Conyb., to take a middle course 
tween the lst and 3rd hypothesis, by supposing 

(as, indeed, I havo at all times heretofore gono 
to do) that the list here mentioned was that of 

all the widows who were officially recognized as 
—— by the Church ; but was not confined to 
such persons, but included aleo richer widows, 
who were willing to devote themselves to the 
Offices assigned to the poor widows. This view 
is, indeed, liable to some objection, — which, 
however, is satisfactorily removed by Mr. Conyb. 
in his instructive note—By ivde dvdpde yun} 
must, notwithstanding the dissent of eminent 
Expositors, be meant no other than the uxivira, 
one who had been only once married, —the case 
of Anna (Luke ii. 36), as has been fully evinced 
by Wiesing.—To advert to a matter of punctua- 
hom. Tho Editors, from Griesb. downwards, 
generally place the comma after yeyorvia, thus 
uniting yey. with yx#pa. But the previous 
Editors placed it after s&#xovra, thus uniting 
it with yvy. This latter punctuation I continue 
to prefer; indeed the other mode is not to be 
approved of, because it places the participle where 
it is not wanted, and leaves without it the word 
that does wantit. I say want, since the sense in- 
tended by the Apostle is evidently that assigned 
by the Pesch. Syr. translator, ‘who has had but 
one husbend.’ So our common authorized Ver- 
sion, * who has been the wife of one man.’ That 
xńpa does not need yayorvia (which, indeed, 
would be unsuitable in tense) is plain from such 

as Xen. Mem. i. 2, 35, undd od ĉia- 
iyov vewtripas (scil. avópáci) -rpiáxovra 

drav. Of course, in each passage there is an 
ellipse. of the particip. otca. This pen ap- 
pears from the use of iAarroy for éAarTÓvwv, 
as in Thucyd. vi. 95, 1, raAdvrey oix iXaccoy 
wivre kal sixoo:, where I have adduced other 
examples of the idiom. 

0. iv spyoe xaXois papr.] This use of iv 
is Hellenistic. In Class. Greek it would find no 
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paptupoupévy el érexvorpódygoev, ei éfevoboygaev, ef ayien 
modas évurev, ci OrsBopévoss émýprecev, ei mayri Epyq aryabe 
érnxorovdnae. 11 Newrépas dè yrjpas rapavroi* Gray yap rara- 
oTpnuucwos Tov XpwTo0, yauety Covo W éyovcat xpipa, 

f Tit. 4. 8. 

@dvouo,, Tepuepxoncva, TAs 

place; a in a — xv. 10, 5, we have jv * 
—tov fov xadoxayabia papTrvpovpevos. o- 
aioli well “observes that ‘the Apostle lays 
weight on this, in order that such a widow may 
be publicly acknowledged as a godly person.’—el 
itexvorpogpnce. It is not n ere to sup- 
pose any unusual sense of «i ; it will be sufficient 
only to repeat X%pa karaXevyáícOe. By iraxy. 
is meant ‘educated, and, as is implied in the 
context, xaAcs. Comp. supra iii. 4, and see Eph. 
vi. 4. Of course, it must be meant of sucb chil- 
dren as she dus had, if any; for we are not to 
suppose, as Heinr. does, that the bearing of chil- 
dren is here insisted on. Nay, we find, from 
Ecclesiastical History, that aged virgins wero at 
a later period received into the number of the 
Nene "EEsv. denotes hospitably entertaining 

hristian brethren, though strangers ; chiefly, we 
may suppose, travelling preachers, since dylwy 
just after occurs. On d. wodas ipjrer see note 
on John xiii. 14. This observance was usually 
administered by, or under the superintendence 
of, the mistress of the house; and being, in the 
East, iiy d grateful, is meant to designate 
generally kind attention to the comfort of guests. 
—OA:B. ix hpx., ‘hath ministered to those pinched 
by poveri Comp. Pyrrh. ap. Athen., p. 419, 
uù 9A 80uevos kaxowabes. In each passage there 
is an ellips. of Urs rhe wevlas, which worde are 

in Artemid. On. iii. 66. See Bp. Pear- 
son's note on Ignat. Epist. p. 17 ; and for an ex. 
of irapx. in this later sense see Diod. Sic. t. x. 

. 120, rote sedeuivore olkaræv imapxovca. 
Beo more in my Lex. By imnroà. is meant the 
following up the good work, by seizing any op- 
portunity of practising it. 

l. wapatrov] ‘decline,’ viz. to put them on 
the list of widows, reject their application, So 
Polyb. v. 27, rode apxovras wapytTicatTo.— 
"Orav yap xatacrpynynidowot Tov Xp., ‘when 
they run riot against Christ ; i. e. rebel against 
the restraints of Christianity, by a life of volup- 
tuous luxury, unsuitable to their calling, and de- 
trimental to the cause of the Gospel: said in 
allusion to the case of the 7 cvaraAoca, v. 6. 
This is confirmed by Bamab. Epist. ad Cor., 
Srav yap owaradawow, itia as Tov 
Kvuplov éavrwv. Tho reading xaracTpnvyié- 
cover (inadvertently, but most negligently, omit- 
ted by Griesbach and also Scholz), found in 
some of the most ancient MSS. and Chrys., and 
received by Lachm. and Tisch., is probably tho 
true reading. Internal evidence ie in its favour, 
since the syntax is a later Greek one for the ear- 
lier and purer one with the subjunctive. It occurs 
also in Rev. iv. 9, bray dwcover, though there 
some MSS. have (probably from correction) 
Cwowos or door. In Matt. v. 11, rav óraióí- 
cwcw vuas, the reading órsidícovctw xai dió- 
Eovory, found in some ancient MSS., is worthy 
of attention. ü - 

ötre THY mpæryy TioTu nOérnaay. 
oik(as" où povoy 66 apyai, &XXà xai 

13 ("Apa 6€ xal apyai pav- 

12. dyovoa: xpíua — $0£moay] Expositors 
are not : whether rier. is to te — 
of the Christian faith, and OET. of a oning 
it; or whether it is to be understood of the 
solemn engagement (per by vow) to celi- 
bacy, and devoting themselves to the office of 
xpa, which would render i ible; 
and #0ér. of making light of and forsaking it 
As to the former interpretation, I am not aware 
of any example of a0erTstv 3v wiorey, or áð. 
Doing over naod of caseg o a religion ; which, 
too, would not necessarily follow their marrying 
even with heathens, as appears from 1 Cor. vii 
14. Besides, thus the suitablenees of the ex- 
pression mpoærn» might be questioned ; since 
Paganism was their first religion. Whereas, ac- 
cording to the senee it carries in the second inter- 
pretation, which I find confirmed by all the sn- 
cient Fathers, Greek and Latin, referred to by 
Eat. in his able note, it is very apt. And the 
phrase aOeraiy T)y wiorw, in the sense fallere 

, ° forsake a promise or engagement,’ is fre- 
quent in the later Class. writers and the Sept., 
both with mieri» expressed, and also implied, as 
in Ps. xiv. 4, and Jer. v. 11, prob. in Paul's 
mind, às Osr? yuvi, els Tòr cvvórra avt, 
oUTws fj/Ü£rnosy ele ini 6 olxos 'IapagA, Adyt: 
Kópios. ‘Hence (observes Conyb.) when a 
widow was received into the number of Churek- 
widows, a promise was rh bi from her (or 
virtually underetood) that she would devote her- 
self for life to the employments which these 
widows undertook ; viz. the education of orphana, 
and superintendence of the younger women. 

18. dua ài xai ápyai uavÜar. &c.] This 
corresponds to yapety 0¿XNoucuy at v. 11; v. 12 
being, in some measure, parenthetical; q.d. 
* They desire to marry, and, morcover, learn to 
be idle, by gadding about among families” By 
which seems to be meant, that they made their 
duty, of going about to instruct the women and 
children, or other parte of their office (as seeking 
out objecte of charity, see note supra v. 10), 
rather & means of pastime, than subeervient to 

e purposes of their vocation. As to the 
connexion, which is needlessly debated by the 
German Expositors, the most natural one — 
that ad by Winer) ie, to su an ellips. 
of o$ca: for slvai, and this cannot be rejected as 
da t arret since exx. are adduced by Huther, 
P. 70, to which I could add not a few others 

m Thucyd. Thus they formed habits of idle- 
ness; and not only that, but, as is added, of 
trifling, pryin , and intermeddling ; a spirit which 
is admirably depicted in the masterly sketches of 
Theophrastus, aspi AaXids, and wepi wepiep- 
yilas. Between the terms dpyai and sepíspyo 
we may observe a paronomasia, as in 2 Thees, 
iii. 11. @Asapoe comes from PAvor, a bubble; 
since to blow up such, well designates the occu- 
pation of a trifler.—Acoberat Ta wh Ó. is an 
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€Eetparnoay orlow tod Xaravá. 
EN EL yrjpas, érrapkeire abrais, Kai uù BapeloOw % éxxrAnola iva 
Tats ÖVTWS ynpass érapkéa. 

171 Oí xaXós mpoeotares mpecBvrepos rris tins afvov- 
c Óccav, padiora oi komivres v Noy xa) Sidacxaria. 8k Aé HEI 
eyes yap 7) ypady Body dħoðvra ov dipawcers xal ¿Eos 
Ó épyarns tov poloù avroU, 19! Kara mpeavrépov xarryopiav 

euphemism for ‘talking scandal” So Eurip. 
Pheen. 205, OirdWoyov yap Xpñua Onrerwv 
ipu’ Zuwpás È dpopuae fv AaBuor rev 
Ady, WAslous iweopipovew. dow) of ree 
T'uratE£l, undi» óyiis QAA6Aa6 Aéyaiw. 

14. vswTépas] i. e. the younger widows, not 
ero men, as in our Common Version ; for of those 
alone the context treats. Indeed, Xtipas is added 
in several MSS., and expressed by the Greek 
Commentators.—fjoíA opua: is to be understood, 
not of injunction, but only of wish that they 
would marry rather than make engagements and 
break them ; q. d. * I wish them to marry again, 
— if they are so inclined and have opportunity, — 
rather than aim at what they cannot attain, — 
namely, the dedicating of themselves, by celi- 
bacy, to the promotion of the Gospel.’ also 
the words are explained by Calv., Hyper., and 
Grot. It is not enough to say, with Chrys. and 
others, that in BovAoua:—yaueiy the Apostle 
points out a remedy to the younger widows, 
whereby they will give no occasion to the adver- 
rary to reproachfully of the Gospel, such 
as would be given by the conduct described in 
vv. 11—13. That, however, is a circumstance 
which may be implied in the other,—namely, 
Texvoy. and olxodeow., suppl. als +ó or Sore, 
and that equiv. to Tva rexvoyovwo: Kal olxo- 
Quoc, ‘that they may be occupied in the vari- 
ons duties of wives, and mothers, and house- 
keepers ; these three terms, yapety, Texvoyo- 
reip, and olxodeoworeiv, comprehending, as 
Bengel remarks, the three grades of female 
domestic society. — undeula» poppi», &c., 
* and [thereby] give no handle, &c.'—Te ayrixar- 
ive is in a generic sense for rote árri- 
Ksiu£yors ; comp. | Cor. xvi. 9. Phil. i. 20.— 
Aoidopías ydpiw, for Xod, Eysxa, and that for 
ais Nordoolas. 

15. hn yáp tives] The full sense is, * I say 
what I do, for certain persons have,’ &c., in the 
way mentioned supra 14,—or, at any rate, have, 
by marrying, to prevent those aberrations, vio- 
lated their en ents to celibacy, so 
indispensable to their all-abeorbing office. 

16. ef r:e—éxe:] A popular brevity of ex- 
pression, meaning, ‘If any believer, of either 
sex, have (relatives) who are (poor) widows.” I 
agree with De Wette, that this may denote a 
wider relationship, as aunts, or cousins, Tisch. 
has in his 2nd Ed. rightly restored words q, 
which in his Ist Ed. he had cancelled, with 
Griesb. and Lachm., from A, C, F, G, and 2 
cursives; wrongly; since the words were ex- 
punged to remove an unclassical expression. 
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—8 
8. 

i Rom. 18. 8. 
& 15. 97. 

` 16 ^ E? rig mioròs ñ 
Phil. 2. 39. 
1 Thess. 5. 
13. 
Heb. 18. 17. 
k Deut. %. 
14. & 96. 4. 
Lev. 19. 18. 

7 
1 Cor. 9. 9. 
1 Deut. 19. 

] Tit. 1. 18. 
Dent. 18. 11. 

Other Critics have removed $ and TioT),— 
which shows the origin of the other reading. 

17. From the relief of the poor the Apostle 
proceeds to the support of ministers; thou 
with an obscurity of expression (arising probably 
from delicacy), which prevents us from acquiring 
any very exact information. "That a stipend was 
appropriated to the support of the minister is cer- 
tain; but as to the amount, and the mode of col- 
lection, we are left very much in the dark. 
Some Simmering of light, however, may be 
obtained from a passage of Euseb. H. E. v. 28 
(cited by Wetst.), where there is mention of a 
certain Bishop being en Sores NauBavey 
pnvata énvdpia py, at 150 Denaria a month. 
—xporcr. 7pacB. must not be taken, with 
some, of the Pastoral duties properly so called; 
but of the directive functions of some one ruling 

, who regulated and had the govern- 
ment of the Church of a city, or district; in 
fact, the Bishop of a somewhat later period. 
a£:ove$. the meaning is not merely, ‘let them 
receive,’ but, ‘let them receive as their just due.’ 
So Heb. iii. 3, wA2fovor yàp doEns otros mapa 
Mevony fStíera. By Tiufjs may be under- 
stood both *compctent reward’ and ‘suitable 
respect; and the term é:wA 7c may (as the best 
Expositors, ancient and modern, are 
taken as standing for woÀÀje. i.e. * li sti- 

nd;' exx. of which mode of expression have 
n adduced both from the Class. and Script. 

writers, though not all of them to the purpose; 
see 2 Kings ii. 9, and Rev. xviii. 6. This view 
of the sense Ís preferable to the one common! 
adopted, because the Apostle, it may be observed, 
when speaking on the — subject, never 
descends to particulars. To avoid, however, any 
unn curtailment of the sense, we may, 
with Bp. Sanderson (in his third Sermon ad 
Aulam, p. 393), understand this double honour, 
of one honour due to the place, and another due 
to merit in the diecharge of its duties. ‘For 
where Mee he) place and merit concur, there is 
a donble honour due.'—ol xoriavres iy dyw 
«al did., i.e. discharging the regular 
duties. See Benson. 

18. xal &Ecoc—avrov] These words are no 
where to be found in the Old Test.; and as we 
are not compelled here to repeat Aiye: ù ypaph, 
we may suppose that the words in question aro 
introduced as a proverbial maxim, such as our 
Lord often adopted ; and they are nearly parallel 
to his sayings at Matt. x. 10, and Luke x. 7. 

I9. xarà vpvof.] Not, ‘an elderly person,’ 
as many interpret, but, ‘e presbyter.’ — iri, 
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p) a tyou, eros el pt) emt úo $ Tpuov uaprüpcov. 

1 TIMOTHY V. 20—28. 

20 Tow 
ápaprávovras évavriov TrávrTovV ÉXeyye, wa Kai ot Xowrrot dopo 
éywot. ?! Aiapaprópojas évorrriov tod co) xai [Kvpéov] ‘Ir 
goð XpurroU xai trav éxrextov ayyédov, va ravra. $vAdtm 

& 13. 
1 Tim. $. 10. 
$ John 11. 

m Actat.&. YGpis TrpoxpijuaTos, unoéy Tov KaTa TpocKNicw. 22 m X eipas 
13. 8. , > / ` LA e , 9 , Taxéos umóe, éeririber, unde xowwver duaprias &XXorpuus 

»P.141. TEQUTOY dyvóv THpe. ?5? Mnyxéte vdSporroter, GAN otug òrre 

* under the testimony of :’ a rule founded on the 
w of Moses, Deut. xix. 15, and adverted to 

at Matt. xviii. 16. John viii. 17. 
20. rods duapr.] This verse treats of those 
— — fall into un It is not agreed 
whether the presbyters, or the people at large, are 
here to be understood. The context favours the 
Jormer view ; but the air of the sentence, and 
the change of number, rather require the latter. 

21. &anuaprópouaut ivwwioy oU Oso, &c.] 
A most solemn form of earnest injunction, —in- 
troduced, as Calv. observes, not only from the 
matter being very serious, but of great difficulty 
25 Mgr : sentiment similar ocur in Jos. 

. ii. 16, 4, papTúpopaı Duc T ta, Kai 
tous ispote dyyétAous cov Osov. By yaa 
&y*yé£Xwr are meant those angels who kept their 
first estate, and are, thus considered, the chosen 
and approved ones; see Matt. xx. 27, and note. 
They are here conjoined with the Lord Jesus, 
because they will be present at the day of judg- 
ment as assessores judicii attendant on Christ.— 
K vpíov, not found in several ancient MSS., the 
Vulg. and Ital. Versions, and some Greek and 
Latin Fathers,—has been cancelled by Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. But it is defended by tho 
Pesch. Svr., Arabic, and Gothic Versions, three 
uncial MSS., and Chrys., besides nearly all the 
cursive ones, including all the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. Yet, even if genuine, it will not 
necessarily follow that the words @soç and 
Kuplov are meant to be descriptive of a st: 
po The doctrine thus breught in would be 
ere out of place; and Bp. Middl. admits that 

there is no reason to think that the Fathers so 
— the words. Nor can this be inter- 

reted of two persons united in juint agency, as at 
ph. v. 5, and yet Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. p. 216, 

has shown that the omission of the second article 
necessarily implies one or other of those two 2 

itions. Here, however, the persons would 
ave to be considered quite distinct (so Eat. 

* coram issimis d testibus"), as infra, 
ch. vi. 13, ivøriov Tou Os0U xai Xpio Tov, and 
2 Tim. iv. l, dkapapripouas &vcrsmioy ov Osov 
xai Tov Kvpíov 'I. Xpioov. Comp. John viii. 
15 and 16, and see note. Accordingly here the 
&bove canon would be broken, unless indeed we 
should suppose that the form Kipios ‘Ino. Xp. 

me so incorporated with the proper name as 
to be subject to the same law, and consequently 
did not seed the Article. However, there is no 

reliance to be placed on such critical nice- 
ties; and thus I would retain tho Kupiov here, as 
the rov Kvpíov in the altogether parallel 
of 2 Tim. iv. 1, though I grant the omiesion of the 
words is countenanced by l Tim. vi. 13, and con- 
firmed by strong evidence; and accordingly I 
have Kupiov in both passages.—iva 
TavTa puddtns, &c, This may extend to all 

the foregoing injunctions; but it chiefly respeca 
the las ; — meaning, ‘all these matters of 
discipl — seo eros Le. * i 
ourself apart from prejudice, or ion; 
it., fore-judging, answering to the Latin pre 
judicium. — xarà %pócxÀicu, ° through par 
tiality,' or undue favour. The word is used by 
good, chiefly however later, writers, as Polyb. 

x. Emp., and Josephus.—Lachm. indeed hss 
edited wpdcxAncw, from a few ancient and 
many modern MSS. and Athanas. But no ex- 
ternal authority can suffice to establish a reading, 
which is capable of no sense at all suitable, and 
which evidently sprung from what is called 
flacism. In fact, rpdoxXcors has elsewhere not 
unfrequently been corrupted into arpóexAnett, 
of which no less than six instances are adduced 
by Hemsterh. on Aristoph. Plut. p. 373; sad 
more may be added from two ges of St 
Basil, cited by Cotelier on Clem. Rom. ad Cor. 
§ 21, where, with the present evidently 
in mind, he writes, tùy dyawny avray ph xarà 
wpooxXloas, Aà wWacw Toit hofoupivost 
Tov Ordy dciws lony waptyitTwody,—a 
confirmation of the reading wpoaxA c. here, 
demanding it in those two 

22. xeipas Taxis und. iwrrider}] The troe 
sense, according to all the ancient, and nearly all 
the modern Expositors is, ‘ Lay bands (for ordi- 
nation) hastily, or precipitately (see note on Gal. 
i. 6, and 2 Thess. ii. 2), on no man.’ So Chrra. 
well explains, wodXaxis waptoxewapever «ui 
axptBws dEsrácas. The German Comment 
tora, however, from Heinr. down to De Wette 
and Wiesing., interpret this ‘laying of bands’ ss 
merely the form of restoration of penitents to 
Church-fellowship. But the proofs they adduce 
of the practice only refer to a far later period of 
the Church. They appeal, indeed, to the m 
ceding context; but in vain; for nothing ist 
said of exclusion from the Church, but only of 
édayEce, a sort of public reprimand ; a very 
ferent thing. Besides, ing to that in 
tation, the words of the next clause uni xouevrt 
duapr. &áXXor. will yield a very jejune sense. 
Whereas, according to the usual exposition, 
words admit of a very suitable sense, if at lest 

ed asa r mode of speaking, denoting 
the — accountable for the delinquencies 
life, or short-comings in duty, of the candidste 
eo inconsiderately ordained. See the able note? 
of Hyper. and As to the next claus, 
have long ago pointed out, in my Recens. Synop, 
that ceavroy is emphatic; and that dy». mut 
not be understood of the foregoing delinquencies; 
and this I find confirmed by the su De 
Wette and of Wiesing., who with me in 
thinking the sense to be, ‘K thyself from 
sins, so as to be the better able to rebuke thé 
sins of others,’ 
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“pe, Sua Toy oropayov cov xai Tas Trukváe cov doGevelas. 
24 Twv ávÜperrov ai &gapTría, mpodnrol eist, mpodyouvcas eis 
xpioww Tio 66 Kai émakoXovÜoÜaiy. %5 'f1caíros kal TÀ Kara 
Epya TrpoónXá ioti Kai Tà áXXos Éyovra KpuBivas ov Sivarat. 

VI. !*"Oco, eiciv vro tuyov SoUXot, rovs iSlous Seorrotas a Eph. +. 
Taons Tipis dious TyyelaÜoaav, iva pù TO Ğvopa ToU Occo kai Sel. 3—- 
9 €49aakaXia Bracdnuirar. * Oc 8ë mioroùs Zxovreç Seordtas, Pret E > 
p?) Kxatadpoveitwoav, ór, ddegol cicu GAd uüXXov Sovrev- 
érocav, Ore Tria Tol elo, kal ayamnTo oi Tis evEepyerias àvri- 

93. unxiri bdoow., &c.] The abruptness com- 
plained of here, and which Schleierm. calls ‘the 
awkwardly introduced particularity,” will cease 
to give offence, if the following suggestion of 
Thos. Scott be duly weighed. ‘It occurred to 
the Apostle's mind, when reflecting on Timothy's 
manifold cares and labours, that his frequent 
indispositions might be increased by too great 
abstemiousness, to the prevention of his useful- 
ness, and the shortening of bis days. He there- 
fore broke in upon his subject (* contextum abrum- 
pit.” Calv.), to counsel him not to drink water 
any longer, at least as his only liquor, but to use 
a little wine, to strengthen his stomach, and pre- 
serve his health.” See also Macknight. 

24, 25. This must (Hyper. thinks) be con- 
nected with what precedes, there being here an 
Epanaphora or regressio. The general meanin 
(he says) may be thus expr : ‘Keep thyself 
ure from all participation in other men’s sins 
by ordaining unfit persons to the ministry ;] 
To avoid which, however, will require much 

circumspection and ee Jor though 
some men's sins are discernible without any close 
examination, anticipating, as it were, the judg- 
ment passed on them after examination ; yet, in 
other persons, their faults only follow, being 
known only after much examination. In like 
manner it is with respect to men's virtues. Some 
immediately appear ; while others are only known 
after long acquaintance with the persons. 
would comp. Soph. Œd. Tyr. 614, Xpóros Qíxaiov 
audpa deinvuciy povos’ Kaxdy àà kdy iv niuépa 
volns mı. The foregoing connexion will, 

however. depend on the reference at csauróy 
dyvov typet, which, if interpreted as I have 
done, will forbid the connexion traced by Hyper. 
However, there is nothing to prevent us from 
supposing that Paul had in mind the reference in 
question ; and the view taken by Hyper. is ably 
maintained by St. Augustine, cited by Est. 

25. kai Tà GAXAws ixovTa, &c.] meaning, 
*and those works which are otherwise [than 
manifest] (i. e. ob arpóó:AXa) cannot [whether they 
be good or bad] be Jong hid.’ See more in Calv., 
Hyper., and Whitby.—To advert to matters of 
various reading. For Td xada ipya, Lachm. 
and Tisch. read rd ipya Td xadd. They also 
cancel iori, and read éuvayrat. The two last 
emendations are prob. well founded, since they 
have š 7 in their favour, as existing 
in the circumstance of the double reading tore 
and elot. The first reading has every appearance 
of being a mere correction of style, such as is 
very often found elsewhere in the four uncials 
aid. four cursives, which contain this reading. 
There is still less to be said for the da, after 

woavrws, inserted b rie (and Tisch. in his 
first Ed.), from A, F, G, only, so to say, iwo 
copies, F, G being fellow copies, from the same 
onginal. The Critic had in view such 
as Mark xiv. 31. Luke xx. 3. Rom. viii. 26, not 
aware that the style of the Pastoral Epistles is 
different, espec. in the sparing use of Particles. 

VI. 1. The admonitions in this and the fol- 
lowing verse are (as appears from ver. 3) in- 
tended to correct certain contrary positions of the 
false teachers (commonly supposed to have been 
Judaizers), who, it seems, wanted to introduce 
into the Christian Church the doctrine, —that, 
as no Jew was to remain a slave for life, so ought 
no Christian ; thus releasing men from all ed 
duties, under the pretence of religi hts, to 
the great scandal of the Gospel. Indeed, into 
errors of this kind mea or unreflecting per- 
sons might easily fall (partly by misinterpreting 
the metaphorical language of the Apostle), even 
without being perverted by any Judaizing teachers. 
It was obvious that — of the Gospel is 
adveree to slavery. Indeed, in proportion as its 
injunctions are obeyed, it tends to roof out a 
practice, in which folly and crime are alike con- 
spicuous. Hence it was natural for persons so 
ignorant as slaves, to regard the Gospel as freeing 
men from all obligations that are intrinsically 
and fundamentally inconsistent with justice and 
equity. Thus the Apostle's admonition was 
ae seasonable.—"Oco: sicily rò Luydw è. 

e may notice the strength of this expression, 
in which there is a blending of fwo (comp. Gal. 
v. 1, {vyg dovAsias dvixects), and that, prob., 
in order to put the case in its strongest point 
of view (supposing even the harshest bondage), 
and thereby make the injunction to obedience 
the more forcible. See llel exhortations in 
Eph. vi. 5—8, and 1 Pet. ii. 18, where see 
notes. 

2. wh xarad.] scil. avTov, — * let 
them not be neglectful (or dis rdful) [of 
their orders], as being in spiritual matters on 
an —— with their masters. This absolute 
use of xaradp. is very rare, but occurs also in 
Jos, Antt. xiii. 6, ].—4AAÀ d paddAov dovAevirw- 
cav, ° but let them (i. e. the slaves) serve them 
the rather, i.e. be the more zealous in their 
service. So uaAXov dyaray in John iii. 19, 
and xii. 43, and oft. eleewh. The term dyumn- 
Tol serves to strengthen the preceding one, 
Ti0TOÍ. The next words, ol ris avepy. ávTAA., 
must not, with some, be referred to the slates, 
but to the masters. The words ör: miorol eloi 
—dvrihauBayduevor, ‘because those who are 
partakers of the benefit of their good service are 
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$02.1.47. Aaufavopevot, Taira didacxe kai mrapaxáNe 3 b Ei Tis érepo- 
ch. 1. 8, 6, 

Si8acxarei, kal uù) mpocépyetat trytaivovet Aoyous Tots Tov 
cicon s, Kupíou pôv Incod Xpiorod, xai Tjj kar. evoéBerav SidacKnada, 
Pim. 4c Terúborat, pndev émwTápevos, dà voc wept EnTýoess xa 
wo 1%. Aoyopayias, é£ dv yiveras POovos, Epis, Prac dnuias, brróvoun 
nera Tompa, 531 qrapadivarpiBat SiepOappévwv avOparwy tov vow, 3 

3 
3 John 10, 
Tai 15. 

oh. 4. 8. 
Heb. 18. 5. 

faithful and beloved, i.e. beloved brethren in 
the Lord, Comp. Philem. 16. 

3. af Tis érepod.] meaning, ‘ If any teach other 
doctrine,—doctrines different from those I have 
oft enjoined you to teach and exhort.’ See 
supra L 3, and note. The next words, xai uy 
wposipxerat—tidacxaria, are explanatory of 
the foregoing, and further the train of 
thought: they may be rendered, ‘and does not 

e to (assent to) the wholesome words of 
Christ, and to the teaching which is ble to 

liness, or leads to it in a godly life. See 
alv. The by. Aovyors, equiv. to vy. dudacc. in 

1 Tim, i. 10, means, as Wiesing. says, and De 
Wette admits, ‘some doctrine in opposition to 
that of the seducers, which is unsound through 
a profüless *yvacis. The opposition being be- 
tween doctrine which leads to godliness and one 
not promotive, but subversive, of it. See Calv. 
But how, then, can Wiesing. say that ‘the words 
+J xaT' eiaif. didack. are unnecessarily added 
to the preceding?’ He might just as well have 
said that the words of the preceding clause were 
unnecessary. He, however, forgets thet the 
words of both clauses are n to convey the 
Jull sense intended. The words rois rov Kupiov 
nu. might have been dispensed with; and I won- 
der that (hey were not pronounced by De Wette, 
or Wiesing., unnecessary. If any think them eo, 
let them learn their true scope from Hyper.,— 
* Doctrinam quam exposuit [Apostolus] in hac 
epistola vocat sermones Christi, quia nimirum 
tota à Christo est tradita, neque usquam vel 
latum unguem discedens à Christo, ideoque 
meritò ei adhsrendum." 

5. wapudcatp:Bal)] The reading here is un- 
certain. Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
edit, from 5 uncial and about 20 cursive MSS. 
(e which I add several Lamb. and Mus, copies), 
wa*apaTp. But the compound d:awaparp. is 

almost unexampled, and good reasons are given 
by Tittman, de Synon., p. 233, why that reading 
cannot be admitted. The rapa in this word de- 
notes, as Heinrichs observes, inanity, and the die 
vehemence. Thus the expression aptly designates 
the fully as well as violence of the contest excited 
by the angry competition above alluded to. On 
attentive reconsideration of the question as re- 
spects the disputed reading here, I am still of 
opinion that Tittman's reasonings, which for- 
merly induced me to retain vapadia Tpifai, are 
no less than irresistible, Vain is it to plead 
strong, but not paramount, external authority in 
favour of what would be a mere rism, but 
which might easily arise through inadvertence fi 
on the part of the scribes; and certainly the very 
ancient MSS. in which it is found (namely, A, 

- D, F, C, I) abound in such errors. It might, 

xal dmecTepnuéyov Tis àM)Üeias, vopalóvrov mopiapòv eivas 
Tjv evoeBeav. [Adiotaco and tv Towvrov.] 9*"Eocor & 

however, proceed from Critics, who preferred 
that position of the Prepositions, just as others, 
stumbling at the use of two Prepositions in com- 
position, thought fit to remove one, but could net 
agree on hick Thus some read wapartp: fai, 
others, as K, and some cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1185), ësa=-p Ba. Thus we see how little 
reason there was for Wiesing. to Lipa: 
écamp. the best accredited reading. nert 
words, dis@Oaputvws avOpwrev, &c., seem 
meant, by adverting to the character and disposi- 
tion of the persons themselves, to intimate the 
wholesome truth, that (as Hyperius says) ‘ex 
conditione doctorum solet eorum doctrina msti- 
mari; q. d. * It is not likely that any wholesome 
doctrine can come from those whose minds aad 
consciences are corrupt, and consequently desti- 
tute of truth.'"—vouilorvrwy wopiopmoy sivat T. 
evoiferav. Here we have an illustration of tbe 
corruptness just adverted to. Render: - 

ing that godliness is gain,’ i.e. regarding 
ospel, or any other religion, only as it may be 

subservient to gain; for I agree with Mr. Green, 
Gr. N. T. Dial p. 172, that ° the absence of the 
Article before rop., while escéB. has it (as be- 
ing used in its most abstract sense) shows that 
the former is the predicate, and accordingly that 
the sense must be, ‘supposing that ineas i» a 
mode of gain, a mere gainful e. Of ær 
tences similarly constructed I have already ad- 
duced several exx. from Xen., Dion. Hal., Zosi 
mus, Joseph., and Philo, to which it may suffice 
to refer my readers. There is an earnest gravity, 
and deep wisdom, in the subsequent injunctioe. 
—agicraco ame Tay TooúÚTer are, i 
not in MSS. A, D, F, G, and 3 cursives (to 
which I can make no addition), also in the Vulg., 
Ital., and some later Versions, and are cancelled 
by Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., but retained b 

atth and Scholz, with reason ; since 
authority is insufficient, and internal evidence ie 
not decidedly against them. It cannot be said 
that they were interpolated from other 
They may have been introduced because 
seemed called for, like that in Rom. xvi. 17, az’ 
avr ixxAivare,from which passage, however, it 
could not be taken, otherwise the term daxXiz. 
would have been taken with it. In short, it is more 
likely to have been accidentally omitted in six 
MSS, than to have been interpolated in all the 
rest, and in the Syr. Version. The words sere 
read by Chrys., Basil, han tat and Theodor. 
Even Eat. here goes against bis ulgate, but coa- 
— Mr — ae — were 

in the I& copies, by ing to 
Fri. An T š: 

6. Zor: à wopiopès, &c.] Here such a skil- 
ful turn is given to the foregoing position, as te 
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mopispòs péyas 4 eUvoéBeus perà avrapxeias. 7‘ oddey yap f Job 1.21. 
elonveyxapen eig TOV KOopo OfjXov Ste ovdée éfeveykety te Suvd- 
peĝa: Š 6 éyovres Šë Statpodas xa) oxerdopata, rovro ápke- * 
cOncóueÜa. 9 Oi Bà Bovrcpevor mrovreiv, éumímrovaw eis m, 

25. 
Pet. 5. 7. vre.paa pv kai mayida, ka, émiÜvulas TroXXàs ávorjrovs kai Bra- 1 Pet ST 

make it express a —— truth,—namely, that 
* piety is not, as the false teachers deem it, a 
losing concern, but that it is piety iteelf that is 

in; meaning, that religion, if accompanied 
with that contented spirit which it alone, through 
& true faith, teaches (a disposition well said by 
Bp. Sanderson to consist * in the mutual and re- 
lative sufficiency of the things unto the mind, 
and the mind n the thinge ), produces E 
truest gain, even the t happiness here, an 
— liſe Vien app i 

7. The Apostle now, as Theodor. observes, 
confirms the above position from the very nature 
of things.—oudiy yàp slanviyxauer, &c. The 
yap refere to a clause omitted; q.d. ‘ Why 
should we be so anxious to secure what can stand 
us in so little stead, and will fail us so soon? 
since there is nothing we can long enjoy ; for we 
brought, &c. Comp. Philo, p. 852, unóir els 
Kóa 40v, 4ÀXà andi cavróv slarveykxae yvuvós 
piv yap NAbas, yuuvds wadiv daríns.—ArjXov 
Sri, for à. geri Sri. Three uncial MSS., and 
one cursive, are without é7Xov, which was can- 
celled by Lachm. and by Tisch. (1st ed.), though 
in his second he has restored it, and very pro- 
perly ; for it bas not only the weight of authority 
in its favour, but it is indispensable to the sense, 
because the ör: without ógAÀor is worse than 
useless. 

8. The tle here shows in what this aùráọ- 
xzia (ver. 6) consiste.—dcatrpopas. The word 
is put in the plural, in order to answer to oxs- 
Tácpuara, which term has the same senso as 
our clothes; and so it is used in Jos. Bell. ii. 8, 
5, (eeájusvot oxewadouacs Awoie. In ds:arpo- 
as the dia is very significant, importing a per- 

tual supply of necessary food, tho ‘provisæ 
es i annum’ of Horace. — ro/Toit dpxe- 

o8nc0u60a, not, erimus, as many Translators and 
Expositors render, but, simus, ‘we must be, it is 
our duty to be, self-sufficing ; the Fut. Ind. being 
here put for imperat. (necessarily, indeed, since 
the Fut. -@rjcoua: bas no imper. and no conjunc- 
tive, and accordingly the reading dpxecOnowusba 
is no other than a solecism) ; though this use has 
place only in cases where, as here, the word bas 
that sense by which it expresses what is 
to be done, what ought, by the situation of the 
person, to be done. See Matth. Gr. 8 511, 5 4, 
and Winer, Gr. 8 44, 3. Of this the Apostle 
E not only the pt, but the example. 
hus in Phil. iv. 11, he says, ZuaQov—airdpxne 

tiva:, and then are subjoined the affecting words 
MtuUnua.—vortpataÜa., lan pointing both 
at the difficulty of attaining this adrdpxca, and 
the means by which it is to be overcome,— 
namely, by the ‘insiren 1 irit 
through Christ, as adverted to in the next verse. 
Very similar is the language, and scarcely Jess 
affecting, of the greatest of dramatic Poets in his 
noble Drama, the (Edip. Colon., where at the be- 
nning he introduces ipus, saying to his 
ghter Antigone, Tis rò» wAavirny Oldisovy 

28, & 90.31. & 38. 90. Matt. 13. 23. James 5.1. 

«a0' $uípav| ray vi» exanorois ferai 
Ówpruaciw | euikpóv uàv i£avrovrra, Tov eui- 
xpov 8 iTi | usiov pipovra, xal (‘and yet’) 
Tó’ ¿Eapxouv ipol;| Evípvyaiv yap ai 
?ráÜa: ua yo uaxpóe xpóvos | Evvéev 910áo kei, 
xal Tó 'yervaior rpiroy, where the Schol. well 

róð’ ¿Eapxouy as equiv. to Sues your 
Tovras dpkoónevos, and he with great tasto 
explains rò yavyatoy by có tHe dvdpelas 
TÀXeovrék "ua. 

9, 10. In these verses we have arguments 
— avarice from the extreme perils in which 
ches involve men; and those are exemplified. 

In vain is it that some recent Commentators 
have attempted to refine away this impressive 
admonition, by referring it to mere Jewish no- 
tions. Avarice and idolatry are, indeed, com- 
pared, both in the Old and New Test.; not that 
they are of guilt, but in order to show the 
great guilt of the — And that covetousness 
is in the Gospel regarded as highly criminal, 
the strong language of the Apostle puts beyond 
& doubt. 

9. of BovXousvos arXovTsiy] ‘ those who study 
to be rich,' and devote their thoughts to the 
increase of their wealth, making this their great 
end and aim.—duwiwrovew ele weipacudy xai 
wayléa, Render, not as in our Common Ver- 
sion, ‘fall into temptation and a snare,’ but, 
‘into temptation and snare,’ the term saare being 
put gemerically for the plural snares. And so, 
indeed, Tyndale has in his Version *temptation 
and snares.’ There may be (what many of the 
most learned Expositors suppose) a Hendiadys 
for ele watpacuov mayiga, *ensnaring tempta- 
tion.’ But the objection to this view is, that 
thus the words would only advert to those ille- 
cebras which ensnare men by the various tempta- 
tions which beset them from their corrupt na- 
ture. This, however, is not the exact meaning 
here intended by the Apostle, —who rather adverts 
to the temptations proceeding from the snares of 
the evil one, through his agents, and against 
which we are taught in the Lord’s Prayer daily 
to pray. Thus the expression xal wayida is (as 
Hyper., Crell., and Est. well saw) meant to com- 
muuicate & certain emphasis to the foregoing 
term wetpacudy, and to advert to the kind of 
temptation here had in view. The next words 
forcibly advert to the pernicious and baleful 
effects thence resulting. By the terms dvofroue 
«ai a it is meant not only that they are 
hurtful, but such as are unworthy of a being 
endowed with the faculty of reason (vous), who, 
being thus raised above the animals, ought to 
rise above them in such animal propensities. 
So Longinus, de Subl. 8 44, says that when men 
are devoted to avarice and sensuality, and the 
cognate passions and affections, they can no 
longer look upwards; and that mental greatness 
must pine away and be neglected, when men Ta 
6vnrà iavrõæv uípu xal dvdnra txDavad orev, 
wapivrae abaw Tà áÜáyara. It is true that 
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Bepas, afrwes BuOifover rods avOparrous eis ÜXeÜpov xai ar- 
Pori. exar 101 Sita yap mávrov TOv xaxav srw ù) d«Xapryupia, 
Isa. 1. 23. 

. 1M. 
er. 5. 37. 

for dvonrous, several MSS., and Versions, have 
àvovńýrovs, which has been approved by many 
Critics. But the t. rec. is decidedly preferable, 
and is confirmed by the use of this very term 
with éwc@uz. in Pausan. Arcad. p. 202, ele 
iviÜvuías 8& dvocTrovs mool é&EoxkéíAXovoi. 
In short, it arose, if not from an error of scribes, 
from an alteration of vain Critics, who thought, 
as is their wont, they were improving the ex- 
pression (q.d. ‘useless, nay, injurious’), not 
aware that the term 4:0. is employed, not only 
with reference to the vain expenees of the ric 
and luxurious, but as applied to all other luste— 
in fact, what is contained in the expressive words 
of St. John, 1 Epist ii. 16, $ ¿wiQuuía rie 
capxds xai ñ éwiOupla Tov dd0adrtpwv xal 9 
a&dafoveia rou Blov, to all which may be applied 
the epithet foolish, because they are unworthy of 
the attention of a rational being. Such may 
truly be called ‘ vain things which cannot profit, 
for they are vain, wholly unproductive of good, 
cheating their votaries with the skadow, but 
never giving them the substance, solid happiness ; 
and hence truly termed in Eph. iv. 22, ¿miñuulas 
tüs àwáTns. Hurtful they are in many ways, 
as destructive alike of health and fortune, plung- 
ing their victims into an abyss of utter ruin and 
destruction inevitable. In the words following, 
BuOiXoverw els GX ooy xai &srdXeiap there is 
an almost poetical boldness of metaphor; which, 
it would seem, may be derived from a skip that 
is plunged head foremost into the BuOce 0aXác- 
ons, never more to rise. See Polyb. ii. 10, 5. 
Diod. Sic. xi. 18. The same metaphorical use is 
found in Longin. de Sublim. 8 44, yàp diAo- 
xonuaTía,—1Tpós Dv dwayres ¿mnÀnoTeç fon 
vocoUusp,— xal $ diAndovia, QovXayeryoUat, 
puaXXoy 62, we dv elo Tis, a kara Bv Lovsi 
avtdvdpous fidén Tote Biovs. Of course, the 
Bv0ós here meant is, as the ar paps wana words 
oint out, the Bu@ds awwAslas (a phrase found 
n Hippocr. Epist.), that of utter ruin, as a bot- 
tomless abyss; though there is prob., ae Bretschn. 
and Wiesing. suppose, an allusion to the pit of 
eternal perdition in Hell (see Rev. ix. 2). 

10, That theso are the consequences of de- 
siring to be rich is now confirmed, as at v. 7, by 
a general, and seemingly proverbial truth, as to 
the love of money. Some itors, not aware 
of this, and wishing to avoid what they think too 
sweeping an assertion, and one scarcely justified 
by facts, would render, ‘a root of all evils;' and 
others, *the root of all these (i.e. the above- 
mentioned) evils is, &c. Of which two exposi- 
tions the former would violate the usus loquendi, 
according to which the Article, though not ex- 
reseed, is necessarily implied in the arávTev; 
6r a root of all evils is surely a contradiction in 

terms. As to the latter, it is quite against the 
idiom of the Greek language, which would re- 
quire to express such a sense, váyTwv TrovTwy 
Tcr kakv. Indeed the sense itself would be 
one not sufficiently strong for the context ; it 
being evident that the Apostle meant to say, as 
Hyper. explains, ‘In summá quoniam difficile 

hs Teves òpeyópevoi atrerAavnOnoay amò Ths wWlrTews, Kai éav- 
ToUs mepiemeipav Gdvvais TroXXais. llk Xj è, à dvÓporme tov 

esset enumerare omnia mala et pericula quse ab 
avaritià proveniunt, ipsa est omnium mifMorum 
radix et origo. Nor need we scruple on the 

und that some few vices which are also pro- 
uctive of great evils (as lust) seem unconnected 

with avarice, though they are not so in effect. — 
and one might take as literally true what is said 
by Ammian. Marcell. 1. xxxi. 4, * Cupiditates 
irat) materia omnium vitiorum ;' which will 
nclude PiAndovia as well as Gthoxounerie. 
Be that as it may,—here, as Calv. remarks, it 
was certainly not the Apostle's intention to in- 
clude under avarice whatever species of vices can 
be named : he simply means to say (by a popular 
hyperbole, wayrwy standing for moÀÀ) @w, very 
many) that ‘infinite are the evils resulting from 
this one; or, as Bp. Sanderson paraphrases, 
* this is the root of very many and even almost 
of all evils;’ it being, cat’ igox tv, the root of 
all, as most productive thereof. So correspond- 
ing to the saying of Bion, unTpó*oA:s THF 
= Epp ee te ANTON TiC weieer 0d 
T. It is strange that some Expositors of note 
should take the sense to be, ‘ have pierced them- 
selves all over from head to foot.” The rapi in 
7rapiéar, is — or iv; and the term signifies 

ly to stick any thing upon a sharp stake, 
&c., or to stick the atako inte it, of which sense 
many exx. are adduced ; and, metaph., i infid 
acute . Indeed, the very phrase s. dds. 
occurs in Homer and Orpheus, cited by Wetst. ; 
to which I add Æsop, Fab. 504, xaxoiv iavrots 
wepimelpovres áTromíaTois, ‘unexpected evils.” 
See exx. in my Lex., and add Thucyd. vii. 84. 
'Oàúwvn is a very strong term, deri I 
bend, from ddovs, and thus denoting literally ‘a 
— pain,’ ‘sharp grief,’ an expression most 
applicable to the present case; for, as Bp. Sander- 
son well observes (in his 5th Sermon ad Aulam, 
p. 428), * whilst men (divided between hope and 
fear), through the desire of having, hang in sus- 
pense between the hope of getting and the fear 
of missing, they cannot but hence suffer man 
keen sorrows, and creato to themselves 
unrest.” 

ll. od di—Biwne, &c.] Having thus warned 
Timothy to shun the various vices and evil die- 

itions before enumerated, Paul now enjoins 
im to cultivate those virtues most opposed 

thereto, —virtues which here, as in a similar 
enumeration at ] Pet. i. 5—7, form a beautifal 
chain, not a link of which can be dispensed with ; 
so here too, as at Rom. ix. 30, 31. 1 Cor. xii. 
1; and Heb. xii. 14, he employs the forcible 
term dixe, which properly signifies to 
after, and figur., to earnestly endeavour to attain 
to. So in Eurip. lon 440, we have the very 
phrase diwxe dperas. In doing this, Paul in- 
tended to remind Tim. of his devoled duty, in 
addressing him by a title, &»0p. 7. Qeov, for- 
merly given to the of the Old Test, 
and therefore very suitable to the inspéred teach- 
oat the New, and, indeed, to an of Gal 

ing ages, as denoting ‘one devoted to 
and employed in making his will known unto 
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Geo, taŭra debye Siwmxe è Sucatoovvnry, cvoéBeiav, wlotw, 
aryarrny, tromovny, t wpaornta. 12 1° Ayovilov Tóv kaXóv ayava 11 Cor. 0. 

26. rs rízrews, ériaBoU rí aiwvlov twis, eis fy xal ¿djóns, is tot 
kal w@pohoynoas T)v Kady 6uodoyiay évorriov ToXAQV papTv- 

man.” See 2 Cor. v. 20 and 2 Tim. iii. 17. The 
cou before Otoũ has no place in the Alex. MS. 
and one or two cursives, and was cancelled by 
Lachm. and by Tisch. in his lst Ed., though in 
bis 2nd he restored it; very properly; for an 
omission in so very few MSS. may well be as- 
cri to accident. In fact, Osov is found with 
the article in the only other where St. 
Paul uses the expression, namely, 2 Tiw. iii. 17 
also almost always in the Sept. (whence St. Pau 
derived the expression), except it be omitted for 
some reason, as is the case in 2 Pet. i. 21, yio: 
Geou avOpwwo: (where, however, the Alex. MS. 
alone Aas it), since it there forms a sort of com- 
pound term, atra © *men who speak from 
God; as also in 2 Kings iv. 20 (whence St. 
Peter derived the expression), éyvey ör: avOpe- 
wot Tov Oou dyios obror, scil. dors, ‘a holy 
man of God,’ for the addition of dy:oc makes a 
difference. The expression, indeed, occurs in 
Philo de Abrabamo, s 292, in its briefest form, 
namely, ávwÜpemos Grov; but it i$ very rare; 
and the style of Philo is not that of St. Paul. 

š I e né š — about 50 ones (ere 8 — 
u either o , or priests, such as Elijah, 
Elisha, Shemaiah, or, at least, such as had a 

vine commission, as Moses, Samuel, or David), 
and it is almost always, except for some particu- 
lar reason, used with the Article. The ex 
sion seems to include a twofold idea, of one 
speaking by Divine revelation, through the Spirit 
(9pod rins), and one acting by Divine authority ; 
in short, of a Divinely commissioned messenger 
and Divinely instituted minister of God (as were 
Moses and others): here tlie Genit. adverts to 
the source of the revelation and of the authority, 
—namely, Gop himself. As respects its use in 
the N. T., in the of 2 Pet., the former of 
the above two ideas ls that espec. dwelt on, 
though the latter is implied. In the of 
St. Paul (1 Tim. vi. 1l. 2 Tim. iii. 16) it re- 
presents a general idea under that of an indi- 
vidualized and particular one, —denoting one who 
is Divinely commissioned to teach the truths of 
the Gospel, and is Divinely illuminated for that 
urpose, so as to be a fit ‘steward of the mani- 
old mysteries of God.’ See more in my note on 
2 Pet. i. 21. But, to revert to the enumeration 
above noticed, as employed in the pas- 
sago, the Apostle, we may observe, keeps much 
to ilies; while at Gal. v. 22, where he 
specifies or exemplifies the fruits of the Spirit, he 
i$ more icular. It is, however, worthy of 
remark, that, as he commences this list with the 
master virtue, and pre-eminent characteristic of 
the Christian religion, dixaiocórn, or ‘the doin 
unto others as we would they should do unto us, 
so he ends both lists with the qualities of meek- 
ness and forbearance; meaning, it would seem, 
to — * by ‘reio ps can the — 
Virtues be made effectual to the t pu o 
* the man of God,’ even ‘the salvation of Souls. 
By these, indeed, the ‘wisdom which cometh 
from above’ is evinced to be pure, in that it is 
m e (ere James iii. 17) : and well does pa- 

OL. Il. 

ver. 19. 
3 Tim. 4. 7. 

tience hold the prominent place here assigned to 
it, ° patience being (as Bp. Sanderson admirably 
terms it) the eace- .—To advert to 
a matter of various reading. For wpgornra, 
9 uncial, and 2 cursive, MSS. have rpauwa- 
Barav, which is received into the text by Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tiech. Ns — is not a little 
specious, espec. considering that Ignat., Epist. ad 

rall., may be thought to allude to — 
when he says, Thv Tpavmá8day dvadafovrer. 
But that is uncertain, and, although the word is 
used by Philo, t. ii. P 81, and Phot. Bibl. P: 160, 
and zpauxa@he by St. Basil, and rpavwabiw by 
Philo, it never occurs either in the Sept. or in 
the Apocrypha, and is too philosophical and 
artificial a term to suit the pun etyle of St. 
Paul. As to the authority o h. Syr., if the 

be to the purpose (but I have not the 
opportunity of consulting it with the context), 
it would have some weight, but not a pre- 
ponderating one, because he lived long after the 
age of our earliest uncial MSS. Upon the whole, 
l am willing, in deference to the opinion of 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., to consider the 
matter as an o uestion, — I cannot 
think St. Paul employed the term; but I rather 
suspect that the reading was introduced, at a 
very early period, by the ancient critics as an 
improvement on the plain term wpabtyra, on 
Mg I have fully treated in note on 1 Cor. 
iv. 21. 

12. dywvi{ov Tò» xaddv dyava T. x.) Said 
with reference to the whole of his exertions, 
whether in the defence, or in the illustration of 
the faith, both by words and actions. Ka)d», 
*good, or honourable. This, indeed, it might 
well be termed, as compared with the ignoble 
objects which called forth the exertions of the 
áyeovic ral. The same agonistic allusion (also 
observable at 1 Cor. ix. 27) is kept up in 
the words following. — iariAafov rie alwewíov 
Kes, &c. Render: ‘ Lay hold of ipsu tara 
to get hold of, obtain) the eternal life to which 
thou wert called, and, accordingly, hast confessed 
the confession.” In ir:à. there is an ago- 
nistic metaphor, eternal life being represented 
under the image of a BpafBeio»y, or prize to be 
contended for in the games. ’Ew:A. properly sig- 
nifies to get hold of, dling by any thing, as a ro 
&c., and hence it comes to bear the sense obtain ; 
but is here uscd simply of the endeavour, like 
not a few other ver I have expressed the 
force of the 7* before Kee. because it has an 
especial reference to the els fy ixA $0. following. 
And I am not aware that St. Paul, at least, has 
ever employed 7 (wj as a noun in its most ab- 
stract sense, like n aría Tis, ñ svoiBera, n dXmís. 
— Els Dv xai ixÀ., * to which thou wert, or hast 
been, called, —namely, at his baptism, and after- 
wards at his ordination, which latter is espec. ad- 
verted to in the next words, with allusion to the 
public Pr of faith, rijv xaÀ ñv omod., ‘ the 
good confession or profession, which always ac- 
companied the rite. Now this might well be 
called xa, as being a full — of faith 

M 
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pov. 13 m ][apayyëXA0 col dvómiov tod Oco ToU Goorrovotwros 

Ta Trávra, kai Xpiorov ‘Incot ToU paptupncavros éri Tlorriov 
ea. MAdrov TH Kady oporoyiay, 1* rnpjoai ae Ti évroA3yv ¿oxu 
nch.1.1 Ao 
17. & 5. i » 
Rev. 17. 14. 
& 19. 16. 

and hope, and a solemn engagement to give him- 
self wholly to the work of the ministry. 

13, What the Apostle had before enjoined in 
figure, he now expresses in the way; 
making, however, what he says yet more impree- 
sive from the solemnity of the manner, taking 
God and Christ as witnesses to his injunctions. 
But here a matter of reading has to be settled 
before exposition can be fixed.— +o (eoTotovv- 
vot T. 4. Four uncial and six cursive MSS. 
have, for Yworotourrot, {woyovourrot, which 
has been adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; insuffi- 
cient authority. It may, indeed, be thought that 
wow. is a on {woyor.; and accordingly I 
nd Hesych. explaine Coy de by (eoTo:6s. 

And it is truly remarked by Matthei, that Ywo- 
yovée is more used by the Class. writers than 
Qeooi» ; but that is only in the sense ‘ to 
create or vivify, which would here be unsuit- 
able. And the use by the Class. writers would 
rather make one asses | Ywoy. as an alteration of 
Critics. If, however, {woy. be, as it may, adopt- 
ed, we may suppose (wor. to be a gloss upon it: 
and this theg phers must have meant b 
the explanation, ^ who giveth life to all, whic 
may be what the Apostle meant; though, ac- 
cording to the usage of the Sept. and the New 
Test. in Luke xvii. 33, and Acts vii. 19, {woy. 
can only mean ‘lo preserve life. Nevertheless, 
as he who preserveth life may be said, in a cer- 
tain sense, to ‘ it, so here there may be 
(perhaps according to some provincial idiom) a 
union of both meant to be conveyed in tho 
term {woy. In short, the word cov {wor., or 
i. may be meant to animate the courage of 
imothy in defence of the Gospel, as well as his 

zea) and exertiona in fulfilling his vows, from the 
remembrance of that Being who gave him life 
and yet rved it, and would raise him up at 
the last day (see Rom. iv. 17. Epb. ii. 5. 1 Pet. 
iii. 18), and give him an inheritance incorrupti- 
ble, and that fadeth not away. The next words, 
papruprcayros Ti)» xai» óuoX. (where Thy is 
to be taken, as at v. 12, with reference to John 
xviii. 36, seq.), form a remarkable variation of 
the phrase, and involve something ; 
for, ——— paprvpsiy uaprupíay (as also óuo- 
Aoysiv wohoylar) be used, yet never uapTv- 
psi» duodoylay, which is a blending of the two 
hrases uapTvpsir papr. and duodoyeiy óuoA. 
Hence the two verbs, òuoàoyéw, as used in 
the sense to publicly confess, ess, and uapru- 
péw, as used in that of to like the Latin, 
testificor),—are so much alike, that they admit 
of being interchanged. There is here a reference 
to what ie recorded in John xviii. 33—37. In 
fact, what our Lord said was both a confession 

declaration ; & confession, or profession, as 
tion of Pilate, and a de- 

meant the tajunction just Riven * to fight the good 

àveriNrTov, péypi THS érupaveias ToU Kvplov fjv Inoc 
XpuaroU: 15 "Ay xaipois iow @e¿Ëe, ô pwaxdpwos kai povos Óv- 

Ty ‘dyvdy thpet. See the notes of Calv. and 
Est. Tho recent German Expositors, indeed (as 
Olsh., Leo, and Wiesing.), explain it to meaa 
* all that CE * ee > the Christian 
doctrine in its binding and disciplining aspect, as 
forming the law for the Christian, Soe Tit ii. 
11. comp. with John xiii. 34. And so Dr. Peile, 
* (he law of Christ forming the duty of each 
member of his Church’ (Rom. xiii. 10. I Cor. 
xi. 21. Gal. vi. 2. James ii. 8) ; which term, to- 

ther with $ wapayys\la supra i. 5, $ ë- 
oxaXia, supra v. l, and iv. 16, sj ested Bera, v. 

5, and iii. 16, j dudayy, Tit. i. 9, is, he thinks, 
to - — a — ora — understood 
terminology of the tle's days. It may be so; 
but that rests on —— only; and the inter- 
pretation, however specious, is too harsh and 
strained to be put in competition with the first- 
mentioned view, which has the stamp of nature 
and truth. I quite agree with Wiesing., that the 
epithets dow:Aoy and dvewid. are not to be 
taken with évroX. as its predicates, but with es. 
And so Calv., Hyper., and Est. I cannot, how- 
ever, agree with him, that the construction de- 
notes ‘the effect of keeping the commandment 
The words are in apposition with os, or there is 
S ape of — wan as — in Th 
n the next words, u£xpi Tç aih.—Xprcres, 

there is, as Wiesing. remarks, a quite Paulino 
connexion of ideas, akin to such as 
l Cor. i. 8. Phil. i. 6, 10, &c. (which form the 
best comment on this), where see notes; and 
here see the admirable notes of Calv. and Eat. ; 
the latter of whom points out ui the second 
advent of Christ to judgment should be so fre- 
quently referred to in the Scriptures. It is, he 
says, ‘fam quia ad gloriam, que tunc revelabitur, 
spectat ac protenditur omnis spes fidelium, quam 
eos mirifice consolatur in omni tentatione, pres- 
sura, et persecutione, quam in hoc seculo pati- 
untur; tum quia judicii illius futuri cogitatio 

ioribus terrorem ingerit, simul et stimulos 
injicit ad parandam viam Judici venturo’ He 
prefaces his remark by observing, that the Apos- 
tle does not say ‘that thou shou!dst preserve the 
commandment until the day of death,’ as at Rev. 
ii. 10, yLvov miorde & xpi Oavdrow (though death 
is to every person tantamount to the second ad- 
vent to judgment) * sed adventum Domini." TA. 
Theophyl. peus out thus, wa padov ab 
Óuysipn, Mrüécae tHe Coen ixsivys tac 
age Accordingly, at v. 15 are accumulated 
the — predicates of the majesty and power 
of God in bringing about this glorious ¿r.@d4- 
veia, which pave the way for the sublime — 
that closes the . There is ‘an emphasis 
at Idfocs, q.d. ‘at his OWN good time," that which 
he has reserved in his own power. tness 
of tho expression is well pointed out by Calv.—ó 
max. xai póvos juv. On the former term, pax., 
see note supra i. 1]. The latter, uó». èw., is 
likewise meant to point at the greatness and 
majesty of the Deity, who produces the ir:ġé- 
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ydcTns, ó BaciXes tiv Bacidevovrey ral Kúpios Tv rvpievóv- 
Tov, 16 o povos čywv aÑQavaciav, pis oixav dmpócvrov, dv eler š Ezoa. 88. 
ovdels ávÜporrav, ovdé Weiv Sivatar @ Tit kal xpdtos alóuiov. Jonn a 

1 

any. 

Aavo 18 3 dryaDoepryeiv, TAouTety év Epyois Kadois, eÚueraŠó- r Matt. 6. 90, 
Luke 13. 18, 

Tous elvat, kowwvixoùs, 19* drrobncaupltovras éavroîs Oewérsop s. 816.9. 

vera, in its reference to Gop. Avy., however 
rare, does occ. at 2 Macc. iii. 24. xii. 15. xv. 23. 
The epithet uór. is used as at Rom. xv. 27, where 
see note. The next two expressions, ó Bac.— 
kal Kúp., are — further — me fore- 
going august idea. e same, or parallel ex 
sions, occ. not only in the Scriptures, both of the 
Old and New Test., but also in Philo and Jo- 
seph., and, as I have shown, occasionally in the 
Class. write re. 

16. ó novos xwv av., &c.] i. e. immortality 
self-derived ; implying, that he alone can confer 
it; as it is said, John v. 26, that he ‘ hath life in 
himself! The epithet ros (on which see Rom. 
xvi. 27, supra i. 17, ind. note) is one applied to 
all the attributes of the Deity, so as to denote 
that he is so tranacendently the possessor of 
them, that he alono may be said to , 88 
he alone can confer them.— dis olx &*póc- 
arov. It has been disputed whether mae should 
be taken in a satural or a m ical sense. 
Adopting the former, we may understand the 
expression of that dazzling glory. which is su 

to surround the throne of God, where he 
especially dwells; see Rev. xxi. 24, and comp. 
Ps. civ. Isa. Ix. 1, 19, 20: an opinion also 
held by the heathens, as appears from Hom. Od. 
xiv. 42, and Plutarch, Pericl. 39, rò» uiv Tó*roy 
ëv Tobe Osovs xaroxsty Aéyovcw — (Qe 
xabupe Tov ravra xpóvoy óuaXas wapi au- 
aromevoy: sce more in Grot., Hyper., Crell., and 
Benson. Thus there may be, as Hyper. and 
Benson say, an allusion to the custom of eastern 
courts, where people were not admitted to see 
the monarch face to faco. Perhaps, however, the 
— may be best understood metaphori- 
cally, as denoting the invisible nature of him of 
whom it is said, John xi. 7, ‘Canst thou by 
sceking find out God?’ so meaning (os Scott 
expresees it), that he is surrounded with glories 
so resplendent, that, as expreseed in the next 
words, no man can possibly — to him, 
except in and by his incarnate Son. 

7. 19. Some have considered the foregoing 
Doxology as properly the conclusion of the 
Epistle, and shes verses, together with what 
follows, vv. 20, 21, as a mere meni; en- 
cer without reason; for, as Wiesing. obeerves 
(an even Schlierm. acquiesces in the remark), a 

oxology does not necessarily stand precisely at 
the conclusion of an Epistle; as appears from 
T i. 17. Rom. xi. 36, and other passages. 

7. The Apostle now subjoins a most earnest 
admonition, suggested, we may suppose, at once by 
& benevolent regard for the poorer classes, and an 
anxiety which he could not but feel with respect 

to another class of persons, of whose salvation bis 
own manner of speaking, and still more that of 
his Lord, argued the great difficulty, —even ‘the 
rich in this world,’ as opposed to those whose 
riches centre in the other, and future world. 
See Matt. vi. 20. xix. 21.—4ui) ÓyrgXodpovesiy, 
* not to themselves haughtily;' see note on 
Rom. xi. 20. So Eurip., Su 4 863, says of 
Capaneus, @ Biot uiv iv woAdds, “Hxiora à' 
SABw *yavpos ñw (was not at all purse-proud), 
Qoóvnua ot Ovdiv re uei(or lxs», Å wévne 
rr — llAoórov  ádyÀóTgTi, for ÀXovro 
— — P Mace. a — it 

said by Phocyl. frag. xiii. 24, oe Tpóyog, 
caro 5\Bos. See also Eurip., Elect. oft. 
44.—re Tapíxorri "uir, &c. The argument 
hinted at in these words is, that, as God is so 
bountiful as to satisfy all our wants, and to some 
(as the rich) supplies these blessings wAovelws, 
so as to be a blessing, so he expects that the rich 
should imitate his beneficence, by liberally im- 
parting thereof to their fellow-creatures, — sis 
àxoÀNaucu, ‘for —— meaning, ‘for gene- 
ral enjoyment,’ and not for selfish enjoyment in 
the possession, both to those who it, and 
to those to whom it is mercifully dispensed. 

18. wdovrety iv ipy. xaAoie] Comp. a simi- 
lar expression in Plato, de Rep. p. 696, B, iv 
uoyy yap üpEovai» ol re yri %Àoúcio ov 
xXpucíov cet ròv ebdaluova wAovTeiv (es 
ayatne.—Evpueradoroue siva, lit., ‘to be good 
at distributing, ready to impart.” 

19. dxofeavoitorrat éavrots—{wizs] In 
this verse the Apostle, as Hyper. observes, * over- 
rules by anticipation an objection which the rieh 
might make to the foregoing doctrine, namely, 
that they should thereby erkaust their resources : 
and he invites them to the exercise of charity 
and beneficence on two grounds,—the first, by an 
argument ab utili, aro8ncaupi{ovras éavToisc 
OauddXcov wadrdy ele rd uéXXor : the second, by 
an argument suspended on the above, —namely, 
the of the reward attachod to the per- 
formance of this duty, even that of life, real and 
true (of which the life that now is forms only a 
faint image), as consisting in an eternity of bliss 
laid up in heaven for the righteous. I have 
already adverted to a certain confusion and cata- 
chresis existing in awoOne. Osui. as forming a 
main cause of the harshness and difficulty com- 
plained of by Critics on this passage. o re- 
movo this, it was proposed by Hamm. and 
Mede to take OeuéAtor to denote ‘a contract or 
bond for payment;' and thus an obvious senso 
will arise, which might be confirmed and illus- 
trated Kon s pees of Prov. xix. 7. But tho 

M 
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proof of this signif. of the word is not sufficient 
to warrant its adoption; and we must seek an- 
other solution of the difficulty. Now, if (as 
seems clear) St. Paul had the passage of Tobit 
iv. 19 in mind, then it would seem that he 
meant OeuéArov here to be taken in the sense of 
cua there, namely, to denote a * depositum, lit, 
‘something laid with a person, and to be 
returned by him when called for by the depo- 
sitor.’ Now, of this sense of Oéua exx. occur in 
abundance; but of OsuOuor I cannot find ose; 
—yet such a sense may have existed in the lan- 

of common life, and Paul may have chosen 
to adopt it. But, it may be asked, if the Apostle 
meant to express this sense, why did he not at 
once employ the term @éua, which he had before 
bim in the passage of Tobit? I answer, because 
he had, I apprehend, in his mind a old idea, 
involving a twofold allusion, and a twofold meta- 

; and hence ho made use of the term Oeni- 
tov, as one capable of conveying both allusions. 

Of this accumulation of two metaphors involved 
in one term, several examples might be adduced 
from Scripture (and even the Class. writers, 
espec. Thucyd) but one will be sufficient, 
namely, from Pea. xxxvii. 5, where tho literal 
rendering and full sense of the Hebrew phase is, 
* Roll thy way (viz. of life) upon, and commit 
thy course (thy actions and occupations) unto 
the Lord ;' where we have the same accumulation 
of two metaphors in a single word, one taken 
from rolling a heavy load from one's own arms 
to those of another; and the other, from devolv- 
ing, i. e. committing, the eare and disposition of 
affairs to the hands of another. However, here 
it would seem that the mind of the — 
dwelt more upon the metaphor of a fo š 
than upon that of a for future re-pay- 
ment, and that hence he was induced to emplo 
Osu(Àios in preference to iua. And certain it 
is that the ancient Commentators and most emi- 
nent modern ones sup no other allusion.— 
“Iva imı\áßwævra: tHe alevlov (ene. For 
aleviov, many MSS., including almost all the 
most ancient, together with nearly all the Ver- 
sions and very many Fathers, have õvræs, which 
has been received into the text by all the recent 
Editors, and internal evidence is in its favour; 
for who would ever have thought of explaining 
alevíov by dvrws? Still not impossible is it that 
same Critics should bave altered alw». into óv- 
T«w*, considering that the latter contains a more 
forcible term, aud one of profound philosophy. 
And Matthsi (who retained alwy.) remarks, 
that the Fathers not — oppose q 
Óvres Loy to ñ {wy ivravÜa. Wets., too, 
refers to various paseages of Clem. Alex., Origen, 
Basil, Euther, Greg. Naz, CGEcumen., Const, 
— though indeed those require to be care- 
fully examined, for I suspect that some of them 
are not to the purpose. ets. remarks, that the 
reading 6vrewt was approved by Dr. Mill, whereas, 
in point of fact, Dr. Mill in his edition retains 
alwvíov, and expressly styles óvrwc an ‘ in- 
— — whereby eternal life is described, 
referring to Clem. Alex. And that Father, to- 
gether with Origen and some others, may be 
thought likely to have made the change, i not 

] TIMOTHY VI. 20. 

KaXàv eis TO uéXXov, va émiNáevraa Tis atwviou bere. 90 N 
T'uó0«e, Thv * rrapabnxny $úxatov, éxrperouevos tas BeBrjXow 

for interpretation, yet in order to introduce a 
deeper and more philosophic sense. But so te 
take it granted is more than ought to be 
done. It may also be urged, that the expression 
ù ÓvTws is Mors in the manner of the Greck 
oe sir vas Jud. — St. dris But 
that, again, involves & principle too arbitrary to 
be relied on. With more truth may it be sed, 
that this use of š Órrws is somewhat in the 
manner of St. Paul, at least as he has written in 
this Epistle. Upon the whole, I am now ef 
opinion that the reading $ órret Yeon prob. came 

TRAD. The Apost lude withou . The Apostle cannot conclude wi t agai 
urging the injunctions contained in i. 18, indie 
7.—vrhy vapaÜ xu» púñačov. Here, as at 2 Tim. 
i. 14, the Apostle enjoins Timothy to keep hold 
of, preserve, the sacred deposit of gare Gospel 
committed to his HEY te even the form of sound 
words spoken of at 2 Tim. i. 13. On the reading 
4apa0. for the t. rec. arapakaraÜ xy, see note 
on 2 Tim. i. 14.—xal &vT:0. THe Yiv. youc. 
By dvri0. are meant ' -di ` ie. 
disputations, in ition to the pure doctrine of 
the Gospel, founded on objects inted by the 
arts of dialectic sophistry, with which comp. the 
¿vavru@osic of speculative sophistry, spoken of by 
Philostr. Vit. Sophiet. i. 25. In 9s Yravd. -yve- 
etes, there has thought by some an allu- 
sion to the . But to this others reply, 
that although those heretics derived their Lh 
lation from the falsely termed to which 
they laid especial claim, there is great reason to 
think that they were not then in being, at least 
not known by that name, until upwards of ten 
years afterwards. Whitby adduces various other 
reasons to show why the — in question 
could not be the Gnostics, He strenuously main- 
tains that they were the vouod:daexaXo: men- 
tioned supra, i. 7, * Judaixing teachers, and thus 
the opposite to the Grostics, who were, as lrensus 
testifies, the adversaries of these legaliste. The 
same view is maintained by Mackn. But that 
view does not rest on any certain proof; nor have 
we evidence sufficient to enable us to decide as to 
what were the exact opinions introduced by the 
persons here censured by St. Paul, the words 
used being so few. Yet, few as they are, they 
are quite as applicable to the ee of those 
early heretics (probably Gentile Christians) which 
paved the way to Gnosticism, as they are to those 
that were maintained by the Judaizing Chris- 
tians. As to the expression, ch. i. 5, 6, ao-roysi» 
wiotews devwoxpirov, it has a meaning essen- 
my different from acroysiv epi Thy wie» 

tho true faith by heresy" tho former, e fanless the true fai ; the former, a ̀ 
in faith, by that faith not being founded on true 

ion ; the persons in question being only 
n external profession Christians, but in reality 
holding more or less of, or at least favouring, 
Judaism. Hence it is prob. that the same per- 
sons are not had in view here and there. And, 
when I consider that Chrys. and all the Greek 
Commentators refer what is here said to Gros- 
tictsm, I cannot but think that there is in the 
opinion something of solid truth, however mixed 
with error. The true view I apprehend to be 
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that laid down by Est., in the following ablo an- 
notation: * Quamvis credi it Gnosticorum 
nomen hon statim cum heres] emersisee, sed ali- 
quanto (about sixty years) post tamen Aposto- 
Jorum temporibus, rem ipsam jam tum a Simone 
et Nicolao, quorum in Actis Apost. (vi. 5. viii. 
15) Lucas meminit, originem accepisse, certum 
est. Hi namque doctrinam suam hereticam 
atque probrosam specioso scientie titulo ornare 
et commendare studuerunt. Unde factum, ut 
eorum successores, ipso etiam sects vocabulo 
scientiam profiteri volentes, sese ons, id est, 
cognitores, appellarint. Quam rem Epiphanius 
cum alibi, tum in heresi Carpocratitarum, sub 
initium, aperté declarat, qui idem hereticorum 
post Christi adventum exortorum hunc facit or- 
dinem, ut primi fuerint Simoniani, tum ordine 
sequantur Menandriani, Saturniniani, Basilidi- 
ani, Nicolaitm, Gnostici, CAFDOCTRL AM, Cerin- 
thiani, Nazarazi, Ebionite, Valentiniani, et qui 
deinde recensentur. Ex quibus jam perspicuum 
fit, Irenæum verissime, lib. i. cap. 20, ecripeisse, 
a Simonianis falsi nominis scientiam initia sum- 
sisse: scientiam enim illi falso jactabant; etsi 
nondum Gnoetici vel a seipsis vel ab aliis nomi- 
nati.’ The above view seems substantially 
founded in truth. But what is said about the 
Simonians and Nicolaitans having eriginated in 
Simon Magus, and Nicolaus the deacon, has been 
strongly denied by Vitringa, Obss. Sacr. iv. 9, by 
Brucker, Hist. Crit. Philos. t. iii. 304, and espe- 
cially by C. C. Tittman, Dis.: ‘de vestigiis 
Gnosticorum in N. T. frustrà quaesitis. That 
the Simon pk. he mentions was another 
Simon, and not Simon Magus, seems pretty 
certain : but there was no reason why Tittmann 
should have called in question the existence of 
such a sect. Its existence is attested in a frag- 
ment of Hegesippus ap. Euseb. Hist. iv. 22, ad- 
duced by Dr. Routh, Reliq. Sacr., vol. i. p. 216, 
ed. 2. Now, Hegesippus places him first in the 
list of eleven classes of heretics. As to the Ni- 
colaitans, Tittm. greatly erred in denving the 
Nicolaitans to have been heretics, alleging that 
their offence was rather in their practice than in 
their doctrine. This view, I suppose, he founded 
on the passage of Rev. ii. 6, uictis Tà ipya tev 
NixoAairow à xayw prow. But that Zpya 
there ought not to be so strictly interpreted, is 
plain from ver. 2 before. And that it was the 
doctrine of the Nicolaitans that St. John saw 
especial occasion to censure is certain from ver, 
15 of the same chap., where he lays it to the 
charge of the Church of Pergamos: oUTws xpa- 
Tovera: Thy didayiv tev NixoXavror, like the 
Kp. Thy dida yi Buhadu at ver. 14. Indeed, 
Tittmann seems half inclined to , with Fir- 
milian, in his Epistle to St. Cyprian (whom he 
places in the foreground in his arguments against 

Gnosticism in the apostolic age), that there were 
no persons. But he has been ably answered 
by Dr. Routh, Rel. Sacr. i. 258, with whom I 
quie agree, that undoubtedly some heresies, and 
those even declining from communion with the 
Church, existed before the death of the Apos- 
tlee, certainly before that of the Apostle John. 
Now the view thus taken is not, as Est. alleges, 
in sense the same as that adopted by the ancient 
Commentators before mentioned, but arose from 
a development of the simple statement in those 
interpreters. They agree in referring the meta- 
phor in Osu. to the immoveable lity of the 
reward in question, 7 óvres {ow}; and they are 
all agreed that the performance of the good 
works in question is such as to procure for us the 
enjoyment of the true life, even the life eternal. 
But they say nothing about the cumulus, or the- 
saurus meritorum, as being the foundation of that 
future edifice prepared for us in heaven. In fact, 
that was a mere tacrastation superinduced on the 
original nucleus, so as almost to nullify it. In 
short, it appears to have been no other than a 
web spun out of the brains of the echolastic theo- 
logians of the middle ages, afterwards taken up 
by the Popish Commentators, and which has 
been stronuously maintained by the most learn- 
ed, judicious, and candid of their Expositors, 
Estius. Yet how he could reconcile it to his 
conscience to the words (not a little im- 
portant) of Thom. Aquin., quæ est principium 
merendi, I know not. Certain it is that he 
pus not more harsh than ssjust censure on his 
rother Commentator Calvin; who, he affirms, 

here acknowledges the promise of reward, al- 
though he rejects the meri, and pronounces that 
the reward is not due ; as if meritum and merces 
were not mutually related to each other, so that 
one cannot stand without the other. This, how- 
ever, is nothing more than a vain scholastic sub- 
tilty, at variance with the simple and popular 
doctrine of Scripture. It is too plain that Est. 
suppressed the above words, that he might weaken 
the doctrine laid down by the Angelic Doctor, — 
namely, that ‘the merits on which the possession 
of the future glory is suspended, are obtained by 
grace. So Augustin, cited by Thom. Aquin. 
elsewhere, says plainly, ‘Sine gratia gratum 
faciente non potest a mortalibus vita duci.' But 
that is no other than the doctrine of Calvin, and 
indeed of the Church of England in her Twelfth 
Article. And why, it may be asked, should 
Calvin be accused of error for promulgatin 
the same doctrine as the Catholic Doctor (thoug 
the latter £ncrusted on it something more)? It is 
also to be observed, that Calvin does zot say that 
the merces is indebitu, but only that the ° remu- 
neralio non ex ratione meriti pendet, sed ex 
liberali Dei acceptione." 
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I.  IIATAOSZ, ónrócroXos *Inoot Xptorod Sa OcrAnjparos 
Gcoũ, kar érayyeXay Cogs ris èv Xpiota `Imcoo, ? T'uuo@é@ 

THAT this © was written by St. Paul 
while under co , and at Rome, is plain 
from i. 8. 12, 16, 17, and ii. 9. But whether 
that was his imprisonment (mentioned in 
Acts xxviii), or a second one, much later, is a 
point on which no little difference of opinion has 
existed. The question is discussed by Mr. Horne 
with his usual diligence and accuracy (from the 
statements of Benson, Lardner, Macknight, and 
Paley), and he decides in favour of the 
supposition ; rightly, I think; for the arguments 
on that side certainly preponderate: though, in- 
deed, had they been of = ce weight, the uni- 
form testimony of early Ecclesiastical tradition 
must have decided in its favour.—Thus far in 
my former Edition. In this mint I have to add, 
that Í am still of the same opinion as to the 
latter viow being the preferable one, as I find it 
confirmed by the — of Mr. Conyb., in his 
able Memoir (in Appendix I.) on the the 
Pastoral Epistles, on which I have treated at 
large in the Introduction to 1 Tim., where I 
have indicated the probable date—which can be 
only, however, an approximation—of the present 

stle. 
be immediate purpose of this Epistle, —the 

sacred legacy of the Apostle's last farewell to his 
most beloved son in tho faith, —was, to apprise 
Timothy of the circumstances of his second im- 
risonment (for of the fact itself he had probably 

heen already informed by the brethren travelling 
from Rome to Ephesus in the latter part of the 
spring), and to request him to make haste and 
come to him before winter; but, being uncertain 
whether Timothy would receive the letter in 
time so to do, and thinking that, if he should not, 
he might not find him alive when he did come, 
he gives him various counsels, exhortations, and 
encouragements, with the earnest affection of a 
dying parent,—in order that his personal loss 
might be, in some measure, supplied by this im- 
pressive š The Epistle seems to have 

been written under a strong timent (veri- 
fied by the event) that it would be his last letter, 
and that, if not addressing his /ast farewell to his 
dear son, he was at all events providing against 
the occurrence of his own removal, by 
dom, from this earthly scene. And surely (to 
use tho words of Canon Tate, Cont. Hist. p. 130), 
* [f ever of one holy man upon earth, on the eve 
of his departure from it, we may believe that a 
clear assurance of heaven was vouchsafed to him, 
we may without scruple believe so of St. Paul; 
who had already in beatific vision enjoyed a fore- 
taste of what was to come. And T 90 many 
trying scenes of faith, charity, and patient en- 
— divinely exercised in the service of bis 
Great Master for the salvation of souls, what is 
it that we read when the close of such a life 
draws nigh? Solemn declarations of his own 
sure and certain hope of future blesecdness; as 
his last bequest of consolation and joy to all 
those who, after his bright example of 
and faith, however otherwise inferior, yet do seck 
to neri wap d of the Epistl 

As to the an raseol e Epistle, 
seo the remarks above made dn the Pastoral 
Epistles generally, in the Introduction to 1 Tim. 

hat is there said applies to thts; with the ex- 
ception, that there is less of the defects of com- 
position complained of by the Critics, and, from 
the peculiar circumstances of so writing, more of 
native and deep impressiveness, more of perspi- 
cuity, and, on the whole, some approach to 
finish of the style, unpretending I effective, — 
which we find in the Epistle to the Philippi 
As to the contents ; the simplicity of the Epistle 
scarcely admits of any formal analysis. It seems 
to divide itself into three parts: 1. the [ntroduc- 
dion, i. 1—5, containing the tescription, saluta- 
tion, and affectionate felicitation. II Various 
exhortationa and encouragements, i. 6—iv. 8. 
HI. A request to come to Rome ily, ac- 
companied by various particulars of 
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GAA Suvduews, al dyámns, wai 
commissions, and salutations for the brethren in 
Asia Minor.—As to the agreement of the con- 
tents with the ified pu of the writer, 
though that may have been denied by some, the 
particulars of whose objections have been 
with his accustomed acuteness and ability by 
Wette, yet the whole fabric crumbles into dust 
under the spear of Ithuriel, powerfully wielded, 
in the cause of truth, by the strong arm of Dr. 
Davidson. 

L. 1. dwéor.—xar’ imayyeXlav Lone] Here 
xavé denotes pu or result, * on account of,' 
‘in pursuance of, as to the effect, ‘so that,’ as 
the words express, ‘ the ise of salvation 
th Christ might be published by me.” . 

2. 1 Tim. 1. 2. 1 Thees. i. 1. 2 John 8, 

— p Oso] Seo 1 Thees. i. 2, piv ixw TO Os i. 
and jJ Thess. J Blas Puni sana ‘after tho 
custom of my forefathers.’ Comp. Acts xxiv. 14, 
and see note. What the Apostie here says was 
meant to refute the unjust charges of the Jewe, 
who accused him of abandoning the God of his 
Fathers —ly xaQapG ovvesdijoet, ‘in the exer- 
cise of a conscience.” Comp. ovvadioss 
dyal p wewoXlrevuar at Acts xxiii. l. xxiv. 16; 
ka» evvaldnow i ys, Heb. xiii. 18; and ovr- 
sidnow iyay dyabny, | Pet. iii. 16, 21.—' Qe 
déiáAeum Toy Eyw—ysalavy. 1 would now, with 
Calv. and Drs. Burton and Peile, suppose the 
meaning of this obecurely-expreesed por to 
be, ‘in the constant mention which of 
ou in my prayers, Í add my thanks to God’ (see 
hilem. 4). Accordingly, connect xépu ixw 

with what follows in v. 5, make v. 4 to depend 
upon ¿Xe Thv wepl eov uvsíay, and render às 
déidXerwror, &c., with Dr. Peile, * uninter- 
mitted as is the remembrance which 1 make of 
thee,” &e. 

5. frie ivedxnos] Intimating that it was not 
by external profession only, or some transient 
feeling, but as an internal principle dwelling in 
the heart; per with allusion to the Gospel 
doctrine, by which true Christians are consi- 
"X as temples of the Holy Ghost. See Eph. 

6. à” f» alríay] * Because I am fully per- 
susded that thou hast the gift of faith unfeigned." 
Bo Est., who explains the wiwa:opas either of 
* moral certainty, or of that * certainty of faith 

coppoucpov. Š ° M? oby £iem. 1.» 

authorized by Divine authority.” ‘Nam (adds 
he) fide certus erat Apostolus Deum esse poten- 
tem servare depositum suum; at hoc modo non 
noverat fidem non fictam in Timotheo habitare, 
sed id longa experienti& didicerat, ideoque hu- 
manitàs certum tenebat.’ Comp. Rom. viii. 14, 
15, et al.—avaptpy. cà dvat., ‘1 do remind thee 
to stir up—keep alive by due exercise.” '’Ava{w- 
@vpety prop. signifies ‘ to stir up, blow up,’ as it 
were keep alive a dull fire; and hence, metapbori- 
cally, ‘to rouse sluggi: , and call into action 
any dormant faculty, whether of body or mind.’ 
d notes on — v. 19, and ] is iv. e 

e xápicua here must, as appears from what 
follows, chiefly denote the supernatural gifts of 
the Spirit imparted by St. Paul on setting him 
apart for the ministry, but not to the exclusion 
of the ordi graces of the Spirit. 

7. ob yap idwxsv—cudp.] Most recent Ex- 
positors, taking wy. in the sense spirit, or ‘ dis- 
position,’ render, ‘for God hath not given us a 
disposition of faintheartedness, but of energy, 
love, and sobermindedness.’ But, considering 
the receding context, the sense ‘Spirit,’ i.e. 
* the Holy Spirit,’ must be chiefly meant ; though 
the other may be included in a secon sense ; 
and thus the full sense will be, that ‘ the influ- 
ence of the Holy Spirit given by God to his 
faithful people, espec. to the ministers of his 
Word, ie not a spirit of timidity (i.e. does not 
impart it), but of love, of power (energy, called 
úv. Ta allusion to the EM MIS —* grin’, 
Tot, ‘the power imparted by the Holy Spirit"), 
and [ et] of sobermindednese; meaning, as 
Theophyl. remarks, ‘such a soundness of mind, 
and soberness of ji , as should fit them to 
choose the good, and refuse the evil; including 
also such a seriousness of mind, as can alone, 
through Divine grace, arise from a spirit free 
from inordinate affections; I had almost said, 
from that zeal which hurries a person beyond the 
bounds of discretion." This I find confirmed by 
Calv., who remarks that Paul adds ceo. to 
éyarn, * ut illam Spiritus potentiam discerneret 
ab intemperie fanaticorum hominum, qui, quum 
ruant impetu turbulento, Spiritum ferociter jac- 
tant ;' ‘therefore (he adds), that the powerful 
force of the Spirit is to be tem by sobcr- 
mindedness, and a placid desire to promote edifi- 
cation." 

8. We bave here a conclusion drawn by infer- 
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ence from the foregoing premises; q.d. ‘Since 
then you have — rit, &c., be d ashamed,’ 
&e. So intimating that this timidity, implied in 
the foregoing, had in some measure evin 
by his not coming to Rome, lest he should be 
involved in the tion of his master; and 
he then sets before Timothy the momenious 
nature of that for which he is called upon to 
encounter persecution ; namely, the salvation to 
be attained by the gracious calling of God, ‘who 
ees apod — re brou $ life and im- 
mortality to light by the Gospel.’ —-uaprTúpiov, 
———— the preaching and profession of the 
t l. * aris: on Tem. — but 

rather: this being, as . observes, put 
; perk ayanta Ooi. This (as bp. 
Middl. has shown) connects not with re sway- 
vehi — that case s Article would have 

n repeated, rw svayyeA les res kark 0úyauuy), 
but is to be joined with tha wee thus: ‘ but d 
Hos — p dip to be — for the 

's e, in ence on the support 
which God affords.” Tm d 

9, 10. At these verses the Apostle points at 
the chief heads of sound Gospel doctrine, in oppo- 
sition to the unsound views of the false teachers, 
meaning, chiefly, it should seem, to imprees more 
strongly on Timothy's mind, that this salvation 
is not of works, but of grace: a doctrine which 
the Apostle often inculcates (see Eph. ii. 8, and 
Tit. iii. 5); and it is here very aptly introduced, 
since there was the more reason for Timothy not 
to decline persecution or toil in the eause of Him 
by whom he had been saved — —— 

9. To advert to a few matters of philology. At 
xaT’ là. 3rpóOsciv, kal x&pu Thy 808. there is an 
Hendiadys for as at v. 10, 
(e?jv xai àOaociar dia ToU svayysA iov. 

10. $avspe0stcar, &c.] Com m. xvi. 26. 
Eph. ii. 9.—75* iwmıpavılas. This Theodor. well 
explains by ivavOpe mote: the expression being 
one espec. used by the ancient writers, of the 
appearance of the gods on earth. So Jos. Antt. 
xviii. 8, 4, we have +y iaripáreiay ixdinyetras 
TOU 'AvovB:éor.—Karapy. rdv Oaveroy, ‘has 
deprived it of its power, by procuring for 
all men a resurrection from the dead.’ The same 
term, on the same subject, occurs in 1 Cor. xv, 
25—27, and Heb. ii. 14. So, too, in an inscrip- 
tion found in Nubia, cited by Bornem. de Glos- 
sis, p. 48, it is said of God, ó dy Odvaroy 

4 @eo0, ? frod awoavros Hyas xai kaXécavros KAncEs cya, où 
Kata Ta Epya Huv, àXXà Kat’ diay mpoOecw, xal yapey Tip 
Sobcicay huiv év Xpior 19000 mpò ypóvæv aiwviæv, 19 8 pave- 
pobeicay Se viv Sia Tis èmıpavelas ToU ocwrijpos 9v “Inaot 
Xpua'To0, catapynoavros pèw tov Üávarov, dwricavros Sé Caw 
kai apGapalav dia tod ebaryyediou eis ó é¿ré@mv cya xnpvt 
Kai atóoTohos Kat Siddaxaros COvav 1318; f)v airiav Kai Tavra 

. AAN ove èraoyúvopar olda yap @ TerioteuKa’ xai 
,, Wemecpat, Sri Suvaros dors Ty mapabnxny pov $vXá£as. eis 

sia Gxewny tiv nuépay. 18*‘Trorirwow eye vyuawóvrey Ayer, 

rarapydcas xal dàn» xatarerioat.—Oe- 
TÍcarToc, ‘who hath brought to light,” and, by 
implication, ° made certain, what was before ob- 
scuro and dubious,” just as bringing light to any 
object ascertains its reality. mp. John v. 24 
° 59. So Arrian, Epict. i. 4, re di rà» éAd- 
Oscay sÜpórTt kai Qorricarrt. Mrd: in an 
able and instructive note, shows that * 
the heathens had conceived, by tradition and 
light of nature, of certain future good things to 
be received after the termination of the present 
life, was but faint, not credited by their pbilose- 
priors, and disbelieved by the bulk of the people. 
here had been many j 

since (as Paley who 
proves, thus the term ger. is perfectly appli- 
cable. 

11. «le 3] for igh’ Seep. Comp. 1 Tim. ii. 7. 
12. ola yap @ wexloravxa) ‘for 1 know on 

whom I have , and do repose, my faith 
and trust.’ Of next words, xai wiwsopet, 
&r:—tuioay, the sense is, ‘and fully persuaded 
am I, that he is able to preserve my deposit with 
him (i. e. the deposit of my soul and its salvation 
committed unto his hands as a faithful Creater 
and Preserver), as it is — Pet. aes 
kTruOTÀS xal cerrijp), ‘unto » even tha 
í * the win. as it is 

make up) his jewels.’ Similarly, in Hermes 
Pest. L li 

y Expos 
tors assign Mog at v. 14, and 1 Tim. vi. 20), the 
doctrine 

ecy. 
13. Now follow some exhortations, first gene- 

ral, and then special. On ùror. see note on 
l Tim. i. 16, and on dy. see note on l Tim. vi. 
8. By vwortrewcw ¿Xs vyiawóvræv Noyes i$ 
meant literally, * the sketch, delineation, or out- 
line of sound doctrines, which must bave been 
such a summary of the Christian faith, as is now 
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@ map ipo jxoveas, dv wloret xal drjámy Tf) ev Xpurro In- 
cob: 14! rhy xaX)» *mapabýenv díXatov 6:2 IIveóparos drylov m.om. 
Tov é€voikoÜvros év piv. 15 m OlŠaç tobro, Öri åmeorpádmoáv m Acts 10. 
pee Travres oi év tH Acla, dv doti Póyeos xal ‘Eppoyévns. °. +. 
16 a Agn Ecos ó Kúpios TO 'Ovnoipópov otk: Čti moNAÁáKIS Be n Acts 38. 
avexevge, kai Tv volv pov ode èmyoyúvôn, Y! dAA4, gevó- Erst». 
pevos év ‘Poun, omovõaiórepov é¿bfrnoé pe, xal edpe 18 (Sqn 
aur@ ó Kupios eüpetv édeos mapà Kuplov é éxelvy TÅ únépar) 
xai óca èv ‘Edéow Sinxovnae, BéNTiov ov ywoake. 

II. 1 Su obw, réxvov pov, evduvapod év Tf) ydpire TÜ ev Xo 
cT Inoov. ?* xa å jxovoas Trap ¿no Sià TroXXàv uaprÜpov, a1 Tim. 8.3, 
Tara, TapáÜov uros avOpwrross, olrwes ixavol écovtas xai Tit. 15-9 
érépous Sida. S b Sd ody kaxomáÜncov ds Kaos oTparuarns 8%, 

called a Creed, and in which the Apostle in- 
structed his converts. See Rom. vi. 17. 1 Tim. 
vi. 3, 4. Tit. i. 9.—4y« must be connected with 
iv mior xai áyéwp. Timothy was to hold 
fast this summary, not in faith only, but with 
love and charity towards those who might differ 
from him in some respects, so that they were 
non-essentials. 

14. Tepa05«nv] Such, for the t. rec. Tapa- 
Kara0nxnvy, is found in almost all the uncials, 
and many cursives q add all the Lamb. except 
one, and nearly all the Mus. copies); and it has 
been justly restored by Wets., Matthæi, Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.; wapaxatalyxn 
being the Attic form, mapaĝńxn th 
Hellenistic one, and accordingly used by Jos. 
and Philo several times. See Wasee and Popp 
on Thucyd. ii. 72. By this mapað. is here 
meant the if of sound doctrine in the Catho- 
lic Faith, committed to bim by Paul. It was 
to be retained by the aid of the samo Holy 
Spirit, under whose iufluence it was commusnt- 

15. Now are held out some examples, partly 
for warning, and partly for instruction.—d:c-p. 
does not so much mean ent of the reli. 
gion, as a ing of its outward profession, and 
a withdrawing of their countenance from Paul. 
So 2 Tim. i. 15, &v«c'. ua, ° forsook me." Comp. 
Jer. xv. 6, od &vascTpádcons us (the Lord). Also 
Soph. Œd. Col. 1271, uh u' — 

6. The family of Onesiphorus acted the re- 
verse, and therefore the Apostle prays that they 
may find mercy and acceptance with God. On 
* & 966 Col. iv. 11. The word seems to 
signify properly to ‘ bring & person to life again 
(ava) who is fainting with heat, by giving him 

18. BiAriov] i. e. ‘better than I can write or 
tell thee.’ 

II. 1. ‘Sicuti antea jusserat depositum servare 
per Spiritum, ita nunc precipit, ut in gratia robo- 
retur.’ (Calv.) Rightly; for the expression ivdv- 
yauov can mean no Jess than ‘exert thyself vigor- 
ously ;' * strengthen thyself [by every exertion in 
thy power], in [humble dependence on] the grace 
of — by and roms oh wt 10, 

bus the passage is quite parallel to . vi. 10, 
ivivrauovoOs iv Kupíe, and l Cor. xvi. 18, 

«paratoUcÓs, where see notes, and also Grot., 
Benson, and Doddr., on the present passage. In 
all these cases the expression is to be taken, if 
not literally, in the reciprocal sense (inculcated 
by Grot, and Benson), yet in the popular sense 
of the word, rouse your powers. Nor are we to 
wonder that such an exhortation should have 
been thought secessary by the Apostle, since, as 
Calv. remarks, * Adeo ignava est caro, ut medio 
in cursu flaccescant etiam qui prediti sunt egre- 
giis donis, nisi identidem excitentur.' 

2. dia wodAwv papr.] There has been some 
doubt as to the bere referred to. It 
seems best, with Eat., Wolf, Rosenm., and 
Heinr, to understand both the ge ids and 
others of tbe con tion present at Timothy's 
ordinstion (mentioned at 1 Tim. iv. 14. vi. 12, 
and 2 Tim. i. 6), which was prob. accompanied 
with a public charge, the substance whereof St. 
Paul desires may be delivered to others also. In 
wapaQov there is the same metaphor as in wapa- 
Onᷣxnv, supra i. 14, and elsewhere. The next 
words, riorois—dsdaEar, advert to the two prin- 
cipal —— D the ministry, —fidelity, and 

r ; 
3. we xaX. orpat.) A military allusion, as at 

1 Tim. i. 18. vi. 12. Here, however, are, I 
oo designated, not so much courage in 
efendiug, as labour and hardship in propagating 

the Gospel. So supr., i. 8, evyxaxowáÜncor Tw 
suayysAle. And be it observed, that xaxoma- 
Oia ñ often used by the Greek Historians with 
reference to the manual Jabours of the soldiery. 
Valer. Max. viii. 5, ' Carneades josus sapien- 
tie miles’ Hero, instead of ot ob» kakor., 
6 uncial, and 5 cursive MSS., with the later 
Syriac, and some other Versions, have Zvyxax., 
which is received by Lachm. and Tisch.; but 
not on good grounds; for the c)» here is worse 
than useless to the — and may easily 
have arisen from scribes in copying from an 
original which had not the oi» (prob. cancelled 
by the Critics for the purpose of removing a 
tautology); in which case the oë would for 
obv in composition with the verb following. 
This is more prob. than that the reading was 
adopted from supr. i. 8. Moreover, what weakens 
our confidence in those uncial MSS. in this case 
is, that they all of them have the manifest blun- 
der of the scribes in reading eve rpaTuTys for 
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e10x.9 Inooũõ Xpioroð. 4° Ovdels aparevouevos cumdéxeras rais Tow 
wis, Blov mpayparelass, (va T$ oTpaTodoyjcavTs apécy. 5 Ea» 
estam.7. 06 kai ¿OXD Tis, où orepavovrat, àv pù vopipæos ADAH. 5* Tor 
Past. xomiovra yeopyoy Set Tpérov Tay KapTav peraauPavery. 
CAM 7 Noe à réya {Sgn yap co, 6 Kipws cúecu é Tác. 
A35. 2 , , ^ ` , 3 ^ 2 z 
8135 8 ° Mynuoveve Inooty Xpioròv éyyryepuéyov èx vexpav, EX o?rép- 

arpar., the ov having arisen, as often, from the 
c preceding. Certain * Pesch. Syr. Trans- 
lator must have read Zò obw» xaxow., which is 
found in the Vat. B, and, it seems, in all the 
ow ru : L i fiul 

4. On the foregoing military comparison Pau 
fount an " Served om the ye of a 
soldier, and here appli 7 v 
Biov wpayp. is meant the — ife in 
general, the plural being used with allusion to 
the various kinds thereof,—as culture, trade, 
manufactures, &c. Now, by the Roman law, 
soldiers were excluded from all such; and 
wonder, for the long civil wars (throughout 
nearly the whole of the civilized world) and the 
change of manners had made it n that 
the army should be a regular profession, which 
did not admit of military service being carried on 
conjointly with the ordi business of life, in 
trades or professions, 2s the case more 
or less until nearly the Christian era. And, ac- 
cordingly, the Roman soldier was strictly for- 
bidden to exercise any trade or handicraft (see 
Veget. l. ii. 19), in order that he might be a 
«aÀóc orpariorns. With iusAÉéxsTat, ‘en- 
tangles himself, comp. Arrian, Epict. iii. 22, 
where it is enjoined that tho putos poet be not 
éuTra&mAeyut£vos axíaicuwv. ere may, how- 
ever, be an allusion to marriage, as . en- 
tengling any one with the cares of life, from 
which Roman soldiers were strictly prohibited.— 
TG GCTpaToÀoyücarr:, meaning the sovereign, 
or state, that has taken him into pay. 

5. On the miary St. Paul now engrafts an 
agontstical allusion, as in 1 Cor. ix. 25. —402 $5, 
‘contend in the games,’ viz. by wrestling.—ov 
eTiQavovTrai, ‘he does not gain the me 
—vopuíues refers, not so much to the rules ac- 
cording to which the contended, as to 
the previous rules of exercise enforced by the 
trainers. Arrian, Epict. iii. 10, àoe aos d&ó- 

. Seger, el voulues BOX naye, al payes boa 
Oat, al iyvuvácðns, al rou ddelwrov fixovcas. 
The phrase vouluewe 46. occurs also in Galen 
and other writers. The two things which seem 
here espec. adverted to are, 1. the ous severe 
exercise, and 2. the stripping off all their clothes, 
throwing aside every encumbrance, so as to give 
their opponent no advantage over them. 

6. The onistic ideis i now into an 
agricultural one, such as we find at 1 Cor. ix. 10. 
James v. 7. The sense, however, will depend 
upon what wpwrop is to be referred to. It is 
most naturally connected with usTaA., and such 
is the construction adopted by the generality of 
Expositors, ancient and modern. The sense, 
however, thus arising either involves what is in- 
consistent with facts, or (even when apa out 
by the harsh ellipsis of 7va xoá, ‘in order that 
he may be enabled to labour ") contains a truth 
here — and the spiritual application 
thence deduced is forced and frigid. We have 

only to suppose, what is common in the writings 
of St. Paul, a somewhat h tion, and 
(with many of the best Expositors) to join wpe- 
vov With xomw:avra, as is required by course 
of argument; the true construction being this: 
ost Toy yewpydv MPÕTOV KOF. T. KANT. MET- 
where xoa. ie the participle š. 
literal sense is, ‘It ie n that the busbend- 
man should first labour, and enjoy the fruits 
[of his labour].' 

7. vós: & Ayo]. * Mind, lay to heart, what I 
say.’ This refers to all the foregoing admonitions 
from i. 8 forwards. There is, however, some 
doubt as to the ing. Lachm. and Tisch. edit 
& Aíyw and oas, from some six uncial, and a 
few cursive MSS., and some Versions. But the 
external authority for this reading is insufficient ; 
and internal evidence is, in the case of ô, quite 
adverse, since it is plainly an easier readiug, and 
such as Translators who render freely d be 
likely to follow. For the latter change there is 
more to be said, and the reading is received by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. Rinck remarks that 
én, which cannot properly be joined with yee, 
ecems to have crept in from supra i. 16 and 18. 
But it oceurs also at Rom. xv. 5, and Eph. i. 17. 
2 Thess. iii. 16. Thus the form occurs 
Jive times, and hence it was likely to be employed 
the sixth ; whereas the promissive form (whereby 
Paul would aæure Timothy that he should bave 
understanding given to him if he would bestow 
anon) ee I think, not once, unless Rom. 
xvi. 20 be thought to supply an instance, the 
words there being, 6 Oeds THs alpnens currplye: 
Tov Satavay, &c. But there the Alex. MS. 
and one other, together with the Ital. Version 
and Theodor., have the . covtrpiwva: If, 
however, the Fut. Ind. there and 
ed, we must regard it as taken Hebraice for 
Optative ‘ benà tis vel bene sperantis,’ as 
Est. suggests. t this is a use very rarely 
found in the Septuagint, and never, I beli 
in the New Testament; and, therefore, I still 
retain dg», which was, I suspect, stumbled at by 
the Critics on account of the yap; and, accord- 
ingly, they substituted dace: which has 
pened elsewhere. That the Optative or eemi- 
precatory sense is here intended, is clear from 
the ydp, which is sof, what some recent i 
tors suppose it, a mere Particle of transition, bat 
is a formula pertaining to the Optative, of which 
the force may be best e thus: * May, 
then (or * accordingly"), the Lord give thee,” &c. 
So el yàp is used in Job vi. 2, Sept., and also in 
Xen. Cyr. vi. 1, 38, and elsewhere in the best 
writers. In short, the context will not permit the 
words to be taken (as Est. a) of promise, 
but of prayer, as Calv., Hyper., Bulling., and 
Grot. have shown. : 

8. urna. "1. Xp., &c.] Here there is a conti- 
nuation of the admonition in yós: à Aévye : the 
intent being to admonish Timothy, im all his 
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partos Aavio, xarà Tó evayyédsdv pou 9 fé d xaxorrabd uéypi 
Occ Qv, dx kaxoüpyos AAN ó Xóyos ToU Oeo0 ov Séderau. 
10 € Ara cobro Trávra, Vrrouévo Sta ToU. ékXeicroUs, va xal avrot 
cwrnpias TUyoc, Tis év Xpiore 'Incoo, perà Sokys aiwviov. 
11 h TIvorés ò Xoyos* ei yap avvameÜávopev, xai cvtncomer iei 
trropévopey, ral cupPacirtevoopuer ei apvovpcba, 
cera, Nâs’ 13 ke, arirtouper, ékeivos TMIOTÒS uévet, ápvijoa- 
olar éavrov ov Ovvaras. 

141 Tatra trouduynoxe Stapaprupo 
1 Eph. 4 17. 1 Thess. 411. 3 Thess.8.6, 1 

sufferings and dangers, to remember Jesus Christ, 
of the seed of David, and thus a man in flesh 
and blood (i. e. the promised Saviour), who had 
been raised from the dead; the recollection of 
whose sufferings, with the glorious termination of 
them, in his exaltation as a Prince and a Savi- 
our, would be the strongest incentive to con- 
stancy, both for himself and others. 

9. xaxom.] q.d. ‘J labour;’ suggesting his 
example in aid of his ts.—cde, for al. 
Of ¿AA ó Adyor—déiderae the full sense is, 
* but [it is my comfort, and yours, that] the werd 
of God is not bound (aleng with me], but is 
making free course and is glorified.’ Thus it was 
not on i by others, but also, in some measure, 
by the Apostle himself ; for he seems not to have 
been restricted from preacking the Gospel at his 
own hired house. 

10. da rods ixXexrove] meaning, as the best 
Commentators are agreed, those who were called 
to receive the Gospel, especially the Gentiles, of 
whom St. Paul was especially the Apostle. 

11,12. weords ó Aóyos] This formula some re- 
fer to what precedes, as at Tit. iji. 8 ; but it almost 
always relates to what ; and that it is so 
to be taken Aere, appears from ydp in tho next 
clause, which means scilicet, so that there is no 
occasion for drt. This use of the formula is in- 
tended to direct the attention to some weighty 
and indubitable truth (see 1 Tim. i. 15. iii. I. 
iv. 9), and ially when, as in the present 
case, flesh and blood would be likely to stumble 
at a somewhat unpalatable doctrine, involving 
the sacrifice of what is most precious in this 
world, in order to the happiness of tho next. 
See Calvin and Hyperius. Many Expositors are 
of opinion that what is here said was a saying in 
frequent use among Christians. But of this we 
have no pros ; and the fact itself may be doubt- 
ed ; for, 1. the saying is not at all in the manner 
of a common adage, especially as it is too long 
(the saying extending as far as où OvvaTa:); 
and, 2. it is too refined in the thought, and anti- 
thetic in the expression. It bears more resem- 
blance to what Mr. Conyb. thinks was the com- 

ition from which it was taken,—a Christian 
Hran. But I know of nothing to confirm this 
conjecture ; for that it is capable of being sung 
to music, is no proof at all. In order, however, 
better to understand its character and gueses its 
origin, we must bear in mind that the 
consists of two distinct portions ; the first (meant 
for encouragement and ion, and contain- 
ing in ev(iconss—ocvuflaciXAsócousv a beau- 
titul dimaz) terminating at evuflaciA. ; — 
Rom. vi. 5, 8, and notes; v. 17, and Rev. iii. . 

, 
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f Eph. 8. 1, 
18. & 4. 1. 

L. 1. 24. 
4. 3, 18. 

Phil. 1. 7. 
.1.1 
rol. 1. 34, 

so o, 

B e + 
Cor. 

1 Pet. 

3 ^ ? # 1 Matt. 
KAKELVOS apv7- 8$. 

Mark 8. 58. 
Luke 14. 9. 
Rom. 8. 17. 
$ Cor. 4. 10. 
Phi). 8. 10, 
1 Pet. 4. 18. 
k Rom. 38. 8. 
& 9. 6. 

64. 3 Pet. 1.18. 
dvorrvv tov Kuplou 

the second, meant for warning, as to the awful 
uences of failure in enduring the fiery 

trial (see 1 Pet. i. 7. iv. 12), —namely, that of 
being disowned by Christ. See Matt. vii. 23, and 
comp. x. 23. The remaining words of the sen- 
tence form, properly speaking, but one clause, 
e — — for an — of a has 

n said, and to point the warning. e sense 
is, ‘Though we should be unfaithful to our en- 
gegements, He will, and must, abide faithful both 
to his promises and to his ings. He can- 
not deny himself (as we way) by falsifying his 
own solemn declarations, i.e. He cannot renounce 
his own character, act inconsistently with him- 
eelf. Therefore, as Christ is true, so must apos- 
tates and backeliders be rejected by bim at that 
day, with the awful denunciation, “I never knew 
you; depart from me," &c.--el ápvovusÜa— 
9»14às. Render: ‘if we [on our part] deny [him], 
he too will deny us.'— To advert, however, to 
some questions as to reading. For éproóui0a, 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit dpynedusOa, from two 
uncial, a few cursive MSS., and some Versions. 
But Versions are of no t weight in a case 
like this, and the reading in question seems to be 
& mere correction proceeding from the early Cri- 
tics, of which the purpose was the better to adapt 
pe word to s m follows a little ie 
priceras. But such adaptation is a point little 
— in the mw poe "Pel. Thor, in 

is e, while we should have expected 
the addition of nusie to nd to xáxeivost, 
yet that is not found iu a single MS. And the 
suppression of the pronoun in such a case is ob- 
servable now and then in the best writers, espec. 
Thucyd. Again, after dpvýsacða:, v. 18, almost 
all the uncial MSS., not a few others, and several 
Versions, insert yàp, which has been received by 
Grieeb., Scholz, Lid. and Tisch. But inter- 
nal evidence is against the word, considering 
that, while almost impossible to account for its 
having been omitted, it is by no means difficult 
to account for its having been It came, 
I suspect, frem certain petty Critics who bad 
not taste sufficient to be sensible of the force of 
the Asyndeton. ° Deny himself he cannot [inas- 
much as his very nature is truth itself ].' 

14. Tavra brou.}] So I would point, with 
Theophyl.; such being more suitable to the 

vity and dignity of solemn injunction. In 
von. — yem tobea — the sense ‘ to 
bring to mi: suggestion, and ‘ to en , ea- 
hort, by suitable admouiden ;' as in 2 Pet. i. 12, 
where see note.—óiapsaprrvpóutroc iver. T. K. 
Sce l Tim. v. 21. On Aoyouaysi» see l Tim. 
vi 4. For Aoyouaxety, Lachm., and Tisch., 
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uÀ Xoop.axetv, eis ovdéy yprjowuuov, eri karaaTpodt) TOY axov- 
f 

OPTOWV. 

1 Tim. 1. 
& 4. 7. 
6. 90. 
t. 1.1 
3. 9. 

ed. 1, edit Aoyouaysa:, from two of the most 
ancient uncial MSS., the Vulg. and 7Eth. Ver- 
sions, and some Latin Fathers. This would 
make the admonition one addressed to Timothy. 
But it were surely little necessary for Aim, 
though highly so for others. And it is observable 
that, at 1 Tim. vi. 20, Timothy himself is (as 
Eat. points out) not 7 to abstain from 
contests of words; but others are indirectly re- 

for giving way to BsB#jAous xsyodhes- ̀  
vías, which are mentioned that he may avoid 
them. Aoyouayeiy too is confirmed by the Pesch. 
Syr. Version, in addition to all the MSS. except 
two; and is rightly restored by Tisch. in his 2nd 
edit. At imi xaracrpopy there is not, as some 
suppose, an ellipsis of ef uà or &ÀAé. Much 
energy is imparted by the 4 . The gene- 
ral sense is, that *controversies which turn on 
some nice distiuctions in words, rather than in- 
volve differences in things, are to be avoided, not 
merely as uselese, but as tending to subvert the 
faith of the hearers; since they may thus doubt 
of the truth of that Gospel about which the con- 
tending parties cannot agrec.' See Calv. and 

15. After having shown what the preachers of 
God's word ought not to do, the Apostle proceeds 
to point out what they omght to do. Here it is 
proper to notice the connexion, which has been 
ably traced by Calv. in the following judicious 
remark : ‘Since the most fruitful source of con- 
troversies about doctrines is the eager desire of 
ingenious men to recommend themselves to the 
world, the Apostle — what is the best re- 
medy against this, by directing the minister to 
look unto God; q.d. ‘ Whereas others court 
popular applause, do thou study to approve thy- 
self and thy ministry unto Gop. ay vr Lais ovpTa 
Tov Novyow tHe áXnOsíac. The general sense 
here is obvious; but the nature of the m 
here employed has been not a little disputed. 
Many recognize in ópÜor. an allusion to the 
Jewish Priests, in sacrifice, cutting up or dividing 
the victim into its proper parts; or te the Scribes 
dividing the Law into sections; others, to a carver 
distributing the meat to the guests; or, to a steward 
dealing out the articles committed to his manage- 
ment: all which notions, however, are quite un- 
supported by any thing like sufficient proof. For 
first, as to the opinion of those (comprising almost 
all the early modern Commentators) who, sup- 
posing here a sacrificial allusion, take ópÜocousty 
ere for ópÜise réuvecy, as in Athen. ; it 

is to be observed that there we have denoted, not 
the cutting up of a victim, but of a pre- 
vious to roasting it; which was probably done by 
splitting it, as it were, in fwo. The opinion most 

nerally adopted by the recent Commentators is 
that of Greg. Naz, ably supported by Elsner 
and Wetst., according to which there is supposed 
to be a metaphor taken from those who proceed 
by a direct road, leaving crooked and winding 
paths; and they compare the Greek phrase Téu- 

15 Sarovdacoy ceavróv Soxyov TapaaTijcas TQ Oen, 
épyarny averaloyuvtov, ópÜorouoüvra Tov Noyov Ths adnOeras. 

a 16 m Tàç Se BefjXovs xevohwrlas mepiloraso mi TXetov yap 
aital arooxopouow àcefje(ae 17° xal 6 Xóyos aUTaY ws yáyypawa 

vstw Oddy (or xéAevOov) avOeiay, and the Latin 
viam secare. This view, however, is liable to 
two objections; 1. that it drops the idea of ipyá- 
rns, and unwarrantably introduces that of ódor ; 
2. that it does not sufficiently unfold that 
of the compound term ópÜorouovrra which im- 
ports the act of cutting, or dividing, and which 
might lead us rather to think that the Apostle 
had in view the acf of ing when the 
are made st ; an opinion suppo by the 
authority of Chrys. and Theodor., who annotate 
thus: * We praise even those men, who 
cut their furrows straight; so also the teacher is 
to be commended, who follows the canon or rule 
of the Divine Oracle” According to this 
view, ‘the spiritual workman who needeth not 
to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word of 
truth,' is he who wanders not to the right or to 
tbe left, but goes forward directly in the of 
truth, who, at every step, takes for his rule the 

ed word of God. After all, however, ever 
this view lies open to the same objection as the 
others,—namely, of introducing an idea, which 
there is no reason to think was in the mind of 
the writer; nay, it may be doubted whether the 
Apostle is here speaking of Scripture at all, and 
consequently whether he is giving any direction 
for its interpretation. By ‘the word of truth," 
seems rather to be meant the Gospel; and the 
A postle — to have had no special allusion 
to any of the qualifications or offices of the spi- 
ritual workman, but solely has in view the gene- 
ral idea of ‘doing his work of the Gospel so as 
not to be ashamed ;' i.e. with all wisdom, dili- 

ce, and faithfulness. So the Vulg. well ren- 
ers, *recté tractantem ; and the Pesch. Syr. 

Translator, * preaching rightly ;' whence it ap- 
pears that he also took ro» Aoyor rye dAnOeiae 
to mean, not the Scriptures, but the Gospel ; an 
interpretation confirmed by the context, at ver. 
14, iwi xaractrpopy Tov dkovovter. And 
in this sense the expression occurs at 2 Cor. vi. 
7. Eph. i. 13. James i. 18. Col. i. 5. Thus, too, 
in Euseb. and other writers, ópBorouía is used 
for dp8od:dacxarlia. So Const. Ap. vii. 30, 
ópÜorousi» ¿v Trois Kvplov Qoypuaeir. 

16—18. On these verses see notes at ] Tim. i. 
4, 20. vi. 20. iv. 7, and also Bp. Warburton's 
Divine Leg., vol. iii. p. 198. 

16. BsBiXovs xevopwvias wepiteraco] lit. 
‘stand aloof from, keep clear of, avoid,’ equiv. to 
erapacrov in l Tim. iv. 7. v. 11. So the word is 
used freq. in Jos., Lucian, Jambl., and even the 
earlier and purer writers, especially Plato.—éwi 
aXsiov *pokóyovcgiw docflalas, meaning that 
they will (if they go on as they do) increase, &c. 
Comp. Thucyd. v. 57, 1, el un ?poxeTraA 
vat inl ador ywptcec8a avrà, ‘the 
would proceed to a greater pitch.” 

So in Plut. 17. ws yáåyypaiwa vouny Ee 
de Adul. c. 36. the flattered d uM. ted 

paírais—uafipeÜOsie, * eaten ap figur. as ya 
brought to destruction : comp. Prov. xxvi. 
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vouny ev àv éotiv "Tuévaws xai $íAmros, 18 °ofriwes Trepi Tv o1 Tim. 6. 
GrnGevay notoxnoay, Xéyovres THY avdotacw Ñn yeyovévat, — 
«ai avatpérovas thy Twàv lot. 19 P'O uévro, orepeds Üeué- y John t. 
Atos TOD Oco čorneev, Éyov T)v adpayida taitny ""Evyvo 

? A 3) Kupws Tots évtas avroi xal “amoornt@ amo adixias mâs 
ò ovouatwv TO Óvoua * Kupiov.” 2’ Ey adn è oixia OÚÜÚK ıRom.9. s. y a 
Parallel is an expression in Dionys. Hal. Ant. 
p. 1868, Reiske, ovx iota — tev Qautovíer 
xov, ies dy —da'yídawa tyxabnpnivyn távra 
o (my xal QuadOeipy rà xadd, * eats out all that 
is good, and Plut. de Superst. c. 1, rovro rò 
ju lòv ixu, véinerat thy Wuyny, where 
xs. is used as šč: here, of tendency to the 

action, ‘what will tend to eat,’ cat as rust eats 
metal (see James v. 3), and will eat on, spread 
further (so Acts iv. 17, Tra ph iwi wAsion 
éiavsu 05), even as running ulcers. 

18. dvampísrove: Thy Tivæv Tene * They 
upset the faith of some.’ Perhaps alluding to 

ment by dex- the persons as being upset in 
ub. 897, dva- terous sophists. So Aristoph. 

eie TavT' ayri iÀ (yav. 
19. 6 uí£rrot orepecs, &c.] In order to deter- 

mine the exact import of this difficult passage, it 
is proper to pay especial attention to the con- 
nexton (for a connexion there certainly is, not- 
withstanding that it has been denied by some 
and thought doubtful by others) ; and this would 
seem to be with the ing verse; a d. 
* Nevertheless [whatever may be the ovil effects 
roduced by these seducers] the Foundation of 
Bod standeth firm and immoveable:' it being, 
as Hyper. observes, a proof that all are not su 
verted ; q. d. ‘ Although false teachers do subvert 
the faith of some, yet the solid foundation of God 
stands firm and unshaken, and therefore the 
edifice is safe.'— But to consider the exact import 
of the expression ó ÜsuéAios Tov Osov. By this 
the recent Commentators in general understand 
the Christian religion, which has God for its 

Yet thus it will be necessary to take 
OeutArof to mean edifice ; for which signif. of 
the word, however, no good authority exists. It 
is best, then, to suppose the word here employed 
in the usual acceptat.on: though even those who 
retain it, vary in their interpretation of the ex- 
pression; some understanding by it the doctrine 

the resurrection, whereon principally God has 
meant the truth of the Gospel to be built; 
others, Christ ki. ; and others, again, the 
promise of eternal salvation through Christ. Of 
which expositions the second and third, though 
they are not a little — and have much to 
recommend them in other parts of Scripture, yet 
they havo little support from (my, the second 
may be said to run counter to) the contest, which 
is strongly in favour of the first, i. o. the doctrine 
of the resurrection. This, too, has the further 
advantage, that it admits of the third being en- 
grafied upon it; for certainly ‘the fundamental 
doctrine of the Gospel, the resurrection (see 
1 Cor. xv. Introd.), contained in itself the pro- 
mise of eternal salvation to all true believers, 
and indeed might be taken, synecdochen, to 
denote the religion itself. Moreover, according 
to this view alone are we enabled to assign any 
tolerable sense to the words following, lxv thy 
edQpayida TavTny: for to suppose it to mean 

token, or confirmation (as those are obliged to 
interpret it who understand @auéX. of an jr aedi 
would make the next words incapable of any 
satisfactory sense. The best Critics, for nearly a 
century, havo been of opinion, that egpay. may 
retain its almost constant signif. in the New 
Test., and denote the impression, or , mado 
by a seal, whether cyphers, figures, or letters; 
and Biblical antiquaries have proved not only 
that the ancient seals had often whole sentences, 

; &c., but also that the foun- 
dation-stones of great edifices had often engraven 
on them, or stamped upon them by a large seal 
mag ams having reference to the purpose of 
the building, or containing certain moral apo- 
phthegms. Now here the foundation of this mys- 
peal buldog; meaning THE GOSPEL, is — 
to have two inscriptions upon it, r to 
impressed on the minds of all professing Chris- 
tians, both for emcowragememt and for warning, 
according as the case may be; for ent, 
since the Lord knoweth his chosen, approveth 
and taketh care of his obedient people, and will 
reserve them, while others are left to perish; 
or warning and admonition to unstable converts, 
and indeed a direction to all professing Chris- 
tians, to make their calling and election sure, 
and evidence the reality of their faith and love 
by being ‘careful to maintain good works’ (Tit. 
iii. 8), which are the surest proofs of their sin- 
cerity, and the fairest fruits of their efficacy.— 
To advert to a matter of reading, though not 
affecting the sense. — For t. rec. Xpiorov 
Matth., Griesb., Vater, Scholz, Lachm., an 
Tisch. edit Kupíov, on very strong authority, 
—namely, almost all the uncial, and very many 
cursive, MSS. (to which I can add all the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
and some other Versions. And, considering the 
great weight of external authority, while internal 
evidence is evenly balanced, 1 have now received 
mee — no the — lav] Thi 

. dy pe —ériplay is passage 
es such of the obscurity of the — 

ut the difficulty here, as at Rom. v. 12, chiefly 
arises from the ication of the similitude not 
being . It ie not whether yey. 
olxia means the world, or the visible Church. ; 
but there is little doubt that the latter is the true 
view. By oxsin some think are meant Ministers; 
others, Christians in general ; but if olxia mean 
* the visible Church, oxo must mean ‘all pro- 

ing Christiane in it,’ whether ministers or not. 
The best Expositors are agreed that the Apostle 
meant thus to intimate, for the encouragement of 
faint-hearted believers, that the heresies aud 
backslidings of many professing Christians did 
not affect God's covenant and promises to true 
believers; ‘for, as in pipe , &c., so in 
the visible Church, not only true Christians were 
found, but persons of a different character, yet 
whose hypocrisy and iniquity were overruled to 
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gore povov axes ypuca xai apyupa, Grd kal Evdwa Kai dotpa- 
roh. 7. «ua aj à pé» eis Tijv, & Se eis atipay, %1°’Edv obv tis 

éxxabdapy éavrüv ATÒ ToÚToy, ETTALL oKeEdos eis Tuv, ?ryuaaévov, 
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fulfil his rightoous purposes. See Calv. and 
SINE Thus the connexion may be laid down 
as follows: *[Such being the case, let every one 
that nameth the name of Christ depart from 
iniquity if he desires to attain to the resurrection 
of t e jue This he must do ;} for though there 
are as well as good characters in the Church, 
as in a large house there are various sorts of 
vessels, yet it is only by cleansing himself from 
all iniquity that he can be fit for his Lord and 
Master's service here, and his rewards hereafter.’ 

21. Here the Apostle, pursuing the same meta- 
hor, admonishes them to keep themselves pure 
m the aforesaid evil principles and practices; 

of course implying a careful separation of them- 
selves from the reons themselves. So Tit. iii. 
10, it is said, — wapa:rov, and | Tim. 
vi. 5, &dpleraco &vó Tav ToioéTay.— Exra- 
Oapy—rtovrey, keep thyself pure from the con- 
tamination of these, namely, the seductions of 
evil men, false teachers. xaðáp. is a highly 
significant term, of which the sense is to cleanse 
out; and is espec. used of the purifying vessels ; 
which idea seems, from the subsequent term 
exsvos, to have been here present to the mind 
of the Apostle. The same fig. use occurs in 
Arrian, Épict. ii. 23, 40, Tù» arpoaípaciw (‘his 
disposition’) é«x«xa@apac, and in Plut. vi. 153, 
cited in my Lex. in v. In oxevor—nytacpivoy 
there is an allusion to the veseels of the temple, 
which were kept apart from all profane use. 
The xai before «Uxp., not found in many uncial 
MSS. and Versions, is cancelled by Lachm. 
and Tisch.; perhaps rightly; for the asyadeton 
bere would have great force. It is observable 
that a xal has been similarly foisted in at Tit. 
lii. 1. The words siç wav čpyov dyabdy nroi- 
Macudvos are exegetical of the aS ypnorow pro- 
ceding. —1rosn. has the sense, ‘accommodated to.” 

22. vewrepixas éw.0.] This is not, 1 think, 
to be interpreted of lusts properly so callod; 
such a sense being foreign to the context, end to 
the character of the person addressed ; and the 
abstinence elsewhere ascribed to Timothy ex- 
cludes the idea of sensuality. It would seem that 
veer. here stands for ustpaxtódeco (an expres- 
sion which Philo joins wi piat and that 

: 

the Apostle thus means (as Salmas., Wolf, Calv., 
and Heinr., aro of spine) to denote ‘those 
vehement, tmpeluous, and passions’ 
mostly found in young men, but which are some- 
times found in middle age, which Timothy had 
nearly reached, and, accordingly, against which 
the Apostle here cautions him; and, ache s 
him, other ministers, both young and middle- 

23 s T'àç 5é vewrepixas émiÜvuias peye Siwxe 66 Stxacoovvnp, 
wioTw, dryám s», eipyyny petrà TOV. éricaXovuévov Tov Kúpiov 

`. €x kaÜapás xapdias. %*Tas 8ë pwpàs xai aradevrous rý- 
oes wapactod, eds Sts yev payas. % " soov B6 Kvpiov 
ov Sei payerOat, GX Trriov. elva, poç mavras, Sidaxcrixov, àv- 

madevovra tos avriiiarieyéevous 

aged, as well as Timothy. Now when we con- 
sider that it was rashness, vanity, and fer 
controversy and novelty, that had hurried Hy. 
meneus and Philetus into those baneful errors, 

inst which the Apostle here cautions Timo- 
, the suitableness of the present admonition 

will be very t. — By the term xece. 
is meant ‘justice’ (= to the Latin agustas, sce 
Acts xxiv. 25), ‘que neminem ledit, eed uni- 
cuique quod suum est tribuit" (Est )—awierers 
and &y are, Calv. subjoined, as 
forming the principal instruments of rectitude. 
Comp. the kindred passage 1 Tim. vi. 11, ¿sexs 

; I gender strife, would be at 
variance with that Christian love, which, as Psal 
intimates, is to be evinced in cultivating peace 
even with those who conscientiously differ from 
us in opinion, so that it be on matters not affect- 
ing fundamentals. The iwixad. Tòr 
Oso» or tov Kópiov is one formed on the use of 
box. found in the Sept. and in the N. T. (ree 
my Lex.), by which the word denotes sometimes, 
as , Rot invocatios tn prayer, public or pri 
vate, but ‘that God-feari decctional * 
which is always ready to address God in er 

ion is here 
e 

,in a 

er- 

plains by u) 4E broroA ge GAN’ by SraO i ws), is 

23. daraiósórovs] * tasuleas, which tend to no 
solid information, being founded on mere (s: 
forming, in fact, the xevoduwvias and drriÜdcus 
THt Wavdevopnov vectes of 1 Tim. vi. 20. 

24. uáxsoÜai] ‘to be disputatious and quar- 
relsome ;' sce Tit. iii. 2—aveFlaaxos y 
signifies ‘patient of injuries! See my Lex. 

ere, however, it must denote ‘tolerant of those 
tulant expressions, which too often arise from 

ifference of opinion :’ a disposition above all 
others calculated to — the peacs above 
inculcated ; ‘ patiencs being (as a great Divine 
well says) the great Bg 

25. robe dyrcdser:0.] meaning, not those who 
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far) more 1 Š@ abróis ó Beds uerávoiav eis erriyvwow adnbeias, 
36 xai avaviypwow éx Tis ToU AwBonrou mayiðos, efoypnuévos 
wr’ avro) eis TO éxeivou ÜéAua. 

III. ! * Tobro be yivwone, Sts ey eoydrais uépais dvori- T John i. 

oppose the Gospel itself—who are, at ch. iii. 8, 
denoted as ol dy@:orapevo:, and from whom 
Timothy is there directed to tura away,—but 
those who oppose his views of it, lit. set them- 
selves ín ition to. So Longin. de Subl. § 17, 
dvTidia TiO Éuevor pòs Thy maba. Seo more in 
my Lex. These Timothy is enjoined to treat 
with mildness, meekly — and setting 
them right where wrong, instead of harshly cen- 
suring them,—whereby, so far from being brought 
to a better mind, they would only be uselessly 

; Accordingly, the next words, u% 
wore de abrois 0 Osós ueTávoiay ele iwiyyvæ- 
ow dÀ nOs(ae, are meant to suggest a reason why 
it is fit the Christian minister should exercise 
this mild forbearance,—namely, because it holds 
out the best hope of bringing over the erroneous 
oe to a reception of the truth as it is in 
esus; for the context requires us to render, ‘ if 

peradventure God may give them,’ &c. : a some- 
what irregular use of uf wore, but occasioned, 
as Mr. Green has well observed (Gr. N. T., p. 
a) by the Apostle's having ‘set out with the 

tate [ which is no other than the proper] 
seuse of un; but, a design being still strongly 
presented to his mind, he subjoined the Mood 
(viz. the Subjunct.) co nding to the pre- 
vailing thought, springing from the hope that 
God give them repentance.’ The minister, 
Hyper. remarks, is to do this because ‘ speran- 
dum est illos (viz. the dyr:diariOeuévove) per 
Deum adducendos ad,’ &c. And this is supported 
by the exposition of Chrys. and er lows, 
fr orat Tit Stopbwore, and especially 

heodor., who explains the uý wore dw abrote 
perdvoray thus: slxds yàp (‘it is preferable’) 
avrovs Tit vas» iwixovplas Tvyxeiv, xal &c. 
It is true that the above view of the sense de- 
pends on the reading. Now for du, five uncial 
and s few cursive MSS. have à, which reading 
has been adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; while 
Griesb. and Scholz retain de, whom I continue 
to follow; though, as will appear from note on 
Eph. fii. 16, dun may prob. be the true reading ; 
for perhaps the Optat. may have been used in 
Hellenistic Greek for the Subjunct., in which 
the uñ wore means ‘(to see) if,’ or * whether 
rhape and this is confirmed by Luke iii. 15, 
taoy:Youdveer—uy wore ards sln ó Xprords, 

sine v. l., and also by Homer, Od. xii. 215, al xé 
wo: (‘haply’) Zubr Awy óv8e y’ óN 8 pov vrer- 
$vyíur. Comp. also vii. 814, oIxoy d8—dol ny, 
where it would seem that the Hellenistic idiom 
was derived from the ancient Doric. To the few 
cursive MSS. adduced for du7,—only two or three, 
—l add Lamb. 1185, 1, m. If the dw be retain- 
ed, the sense will be, ‘If ha Y; God may give: 
if the Optat, it wili be, ‘If haply God should 
give.’—sle ialyvecw dà., meaning, ‘ that so 
— may acknowledge the truth which they had 

ore rejected.” The Apostle then hints at the 
sinfuluess of their even conscientious opposition 
— — by making it need repentance. Comp. 
cts xi 18. 
26. xal. dvayfnj., &c.] This strong expres- 

sion seems meant to more clearly express the 
sinfulness and danger of those opinions, by a 
reference to their origin and . As to the 
figures, we may suppose a somewhat abrupt transi- 
tion from the — derived from the deep 
€ inebriety to that taken from slavery; just 
xç the first c * there is a harsh blending of 

e metaphors of sobering from tnebriety (sco 
note oat Gar xv. 34), and that of ——— 
— from a snare (as birds from the snares of 
the fowler), by which is here to be understood 
temptation ; the latter of. which is found in 
1 Tim. iii. 7, a ui) duwicg els ayida oU 
AtaBodrov. By Grot, Beza, Benson, Beng., 
Wetst., Mackn., Wakef., and Abp. Newc., the 
ixelvov is referred to the remote antecedent ó 
Ovós. But that involves no little harshness, 
from the violent transposition it supposes. The 
most natural reference is to the nearer ante- 
cedent AiaflóXov; and thus the image of com- 
plete deliverance is made stronger. Comp. Luke 
xxiii. 25, réy 'l. wapidwxe Te Osuna: aù- 
tev, ‘to do with him as they would. The 
construction here is, indeed, awkward; and there 
is a difficulty in referring abou and ixeívov to 
the same subject; but there was no reason for 
Wiesing. to refer aùroù to Timothy, and dxsívov 
to God; for De Wette has shown, by a 
from Plato, that the above-mentioned reference 
is inadmissible. There is also an ellips. of ro- 
oar; and ale stands for srpós. The com 
phrase occurs in Luke xii. 47, and there is an 
allusion i prieoners n er — at dis- 
erefion, and consequently, if spared, to do 
the behests of the victor. 

III. Having apprised Timothy that, for wise 
reasons, in the counsels of God, falee teachers 
were permitted to arise, the Apostle now pro- 
ceeds to apprise him that, through the tnfluence 
of their falso doctrines, grievous and perilous 
times would arrive; which are then graphically 
described. The Apostle may have done this, in 
order to put Timothy on his guard; for such is 
implied in the phrase rovro yiveoxs, intro- 
ducing this ictive description, — which is, 
with reason, sappari to have the same referenco 
as that of the and the Man of Sin in 
the second Epistle to the Thessalonians. More- 
over, by turning his view to future grievous and 
perilous times, the Apostle meant, doubtless, not 
only to quicken his vigilance, but sharpen his 
diligence ; for as Calvin observes, ° hac denuntia- 
tione diligentiam ejus magis acuere voluit. Ubi 
enim res ex voto nostro habent, magis securi red- 
dimur, secessitas autem acrius s: 

]. iexérTais ñuípai] An expression equiv. 
to Serepos xetpol, | Tim. iv. 1, where see note. 
—lvericovrat kaipol xaXerol,‘ difficult times, 
seasons hard to bear will impend, be at hand, 
present themselves." Comp. Cic. Epist. ad Attic. 
grave tempus.’ Such is the use of i» in Her- 

mog. ap. Steph. Thes. in v., where we have ò 
kaipós iviorn Taw uva Tnplor (* advenit, adest"). 
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covras kaipo xaXerol. ? Écovras yàp oi avOpwros bixavros, 
pirapyupot, adaloves, Urrepipavoi, BXdodrpot, yovedow areaGeis, 
axaptotot, avociot, Š adotopyot, aotroviot, OuífSoNo,, axpareis, 
avnpepot, apirdyabor, 4 mpodorat, mporereis, Tervbopnévo,, pià- 

2—5. The Apostle now tllustrates the epithet 
XaAcroi, in a description full of energy, contain- 
ing, as in Rom.i.,a long drawn evrva0poicpós, 
with which the Commentators compare somo 
from the Clase. writers, all serving to show 
the degeneracy of Christians at the period here 
spoken of. The fulfilment of the prophecy has 
been referred to various periods, with more or 
less of probability, but perhaps never so as to 
attain any thing approaching to certainty. 

2. piravra, pirapyupa, &c.] The various 
vices here specified seem (as elsewhere in St. 
Paul's writings) to be enumerated with a certain 

rd to plan, eo as to form , of which 
electro: and gd:Adpyupo: form the first, and 
should be rendered ` selfish, fond of lucre.’ The 
former term roperiy implies no more than the 
feeling implanted by the Almighty in man for 
his preservation, So Jos. Antt. iii. 8, 1, da ra 
TÓ dices TáyTas Iva, didudrous. In the 
same good sense of the word, Aristotle, Rhet. ii. 
15, says that old men are didavro: paddor ñ 
éat. In the later writers, however, the term is 
generally used in a bud sense, like our selfish, 
and thus well op to diAcxador. Comp. 
Plut., vol. v. p. 508, p@eravrou yàp dvdpde, oó 
$iXokáAov Tayrós ási BaXm(a Tov fyystoÜOa:, a 
confessedly corrupt of which the true 
reading, I think, is, Qu. y. d., où diXokáXov, 
wavros abTÓ» BeAtio iryetoBar, where Badr. 
means ‘ considered as more worthy of his con- 
sideration ; no wonder, since the selfish man is 
he who does every thing with a reference to self- 
gratification only ; who loves none but himself; 
and cares for none but himself; whose affections 
(to use the words of a great moral painter) 
* solely centre in one whose interest and 
indulgence alone he considers on every occasion ; 
sanpa yaa the good or ill of all others as merely 
indifferent, any further than they contribute to 
the pleasure or advantage of that person.’ Tho 
words éhafovas, Urepnpava, BAdopnpos, form 
the second group,—namely, , G 
railers, Of these three terms we have the first 
two associated at Rom. i. 30; and corresponding 
to BrAdognuos here we have there ¿BpÁczée.,. 
The third group is, yovevow made, dya- 
pia Tot, dvdain, aoropyo, dowovdot, consisting 
of vices which naturally follow one upon the 
other (the vices generally go in clusters) ; for, as 
Theop deta tiim he who is — to 

nts will be uxgrateful to others : and he that 
— is d»ócios, because +T$9w ociay kal +d 
óQuXópnarov abiret. He will also be doropyos; 
since for whom will he feel affection, if he has 
none for his benefactor? He will also be áo rov- 
dos ; for whom will he keep covenant with if not 
with his nt or benefactor? It would seem 
that the three last are introduced (as in Rom. i. 
40) by way of climax to the ing. 'Avóe. 
denotes ‘ violators of the most solemn civil obli- 

tions, which are called öga as opposed to 
epa (or Divine obligations) by the best writers. 
So Thucyd. ii. 52, és dAcywpiay érpáorro xai 
lepa@v xai dole». Finally, by the expression 

doropyo, ‘devoid of natural affection,” it is 
meant, not that they sever lad the erupys, but 
that they have divested themselves of it. See 

De MBs, à én} á tá t, dxparais, Pepot, àpi- 
&ya00:] Thee form the fourth group. By é&ca 
are meant 7 ; namely, on the princi calumniators 
of bringing all others down to their own low 
level.—axpareis is generally regarded as equiv. 
to dxoAacrat, to denote incontinent ; but that is 
a sense wholly unsupported by proof. The ex- 
pression would rather seem to mean istem- 
perantes, for áxparmsis éavTév, scil. iar«ÜÉvusesn, 
affectuum, ‘having no mastery over their à 
and affections,’ lit. uareined. And although exx. 
of this absolute use in a general sense are rare, 
et Aristotle furnishes more than one in bis 
thice, vii. 1, 4. And so Hippocr. Epi 

1. iv. and Thucyd. iii. 84, dxparne ópyse, ° un- 
governable in impetuosity.’ This trait consorts 
well with the wpowereic just after, meani 
‘headlong, rash; implying the absence of 
restraint in laws, whether buman or divine. Of 
this, indeed, the next word dá»whuepown, fierce, 
savage, may be considered as tllustrateve; in 
like manner as ádQiA4vyaÜ0o0( may be meant to 
further develope the idea of d:aBoAor before. 
"Apirayabo. (a term exceedingly rare) many 
— ee ve take — Ë pua — 
all that is ` Yet as we have ire 
used at i. 8 in the sense ‘a lover of good men,’ 
here it is surely better to render, ‘ haters of 
men; and thus the term will well consort with 
é:a8. preceding. Nearly connected with this is, 
I conceive, the following rpodorar, indicating, it 
would seem, a us way of showing thei 
hatred to the good, and bringing them into trouble 
with their persecutors, whether Jews or Heathens. 

4. The two next terms, wpowsreis and TeTvó., 
form another group. Of which the former (oa 

-which see note at Acts xix. 36) answers to the 
ium Asicros óEste of Thucyd. iii. 83, denoting a 
headlong, rash, reckless spirit. On the latter, 
see note Í Tim. vi. 4. It may best be explained 
‘conceited,’ espec. since the qualities of headlong 
rashness and conceit are generally associated, the 
latter ucing the former. Lastly, we have a 

trait, piAsdovor paño Š Qa) d0sos: 
with which Wets. compares Demophiles, 
give kai duAó00sov TÒ» avrÓp». &éÓvra Tor 
or:, and from Philo, 333, 49, $iAn$oros xai 
QA oma075 uaXXor 9j PiroBeov. By the 
bere spoken of may be meant sensual gratifica- 
tions in general. Prob., however, the Apostle 
intended cbiefly to denote *a dissipated spirit, 
and ‘an inordinate fondness for pleasure,” wbat- 
ever that might be; though, in some cases, it 
might not, in due measure, be of a ba cen- 
surable kind. With this view the words follow- 
ing at v. 5, dxovrat uMopd., &c., are very con- 
sistent, as denoting a mere profession of the 
Gospel, and an attention only to its arternal 
forme, with little or no influence on the heart 
and life; what Philo (cited by Loesner) calis 
imtmoppitay Thv sùo .—By dds. is de- 
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doves uáXXov À diXó0coi, 5 b Zyoyreç popdwow edoeBelas, Thv b Matt. 7. 18. 
òè Sdvayw avris spvnuévo. xai 
ToÚTæv yap cis oi éyOvvovres eis. tas oixias kai * aiypadwrTi- 

TovTous amrotpérrov. 6 ° ¿c Rom. 10.17, 
ch. 2. 16, 
& 3. 10. 
3 John 10. 

Corres [rà] yuvaudpia ceowpevpéva åpaprlais, dyóneva émi- ot 
Ovpaw wotxirats, T mdyrore pavOavovra, kal unòérore eis èri- 
yvocw arnOcias dOeiv Suvdpeva. 

noted here, as in Phil. iii. 10, ‘the essential and 
real efficacy inherent in any thing,’ and uópq. is 
put in opposition to it, to denote * the mere ez- 

form; and hence we may render, *pre- 
senting the form of piety, but declining (or 
being indispoeed to evince) the real eflicac 
thereof, viz. in their life and actions, as indi- 
rectly o to words and mere forms. Comp. 
Tit. i. 1, 5 dAHOaa xaT! avoífiiiay. | It would 
seem that, introducing the trait X sdovot 
last, after all the foregoing vices, the Apoetle 
thus meant to intimate that it is the root of them 
all. So Philo-Judeus, vol. ii. pp. 268, 25, says 
of the p:À\ńĝovos, or lover of pleasure, that ho 
will not be that only, but will have all other 
vices; and he subjoins a catalogue of no less than 
146 epithets characterizing the vices which ac- 
company d:Andovia. And no wonder; since in 
this vice is involved the grand master-principle 
of cupidily. See note on ] Tim. vi. 10. On the 

who may be supposed to be characterized 
in the nt portion, and the od of the 
fulfilment of this — no little diversity of 
opinion existe. I agree with Benson in regard- 
ing this as having the same reference as tho 

t Apostasy mentioned at 2 Thess., and intro- 
uctory to the reign of the Man of Sin, or 

Anti-Christ; on which see 2 Thess. ii. 3—9. 
Here, however, as in the former case, the Apostle 
scems to have considered the mystery of iniquity 
as then working, though only in its beginning, 
and his corrupt o rs as those paving the way 
for it. See ver. 13, and iv. 8, 4. 

6. ol bvduvorrss ele às olxías, &c.] Here 
js thrown in, as a reason why the persons in 
question are to be avoided, & peer trait by 
which they are distinguished, —that of insinuating 
themselves into the confidence of families, for 
the sake of interested In this expree- 
sion iyduvorvres eis, of which see other exx. in 
my Lex., there appears to be a metaphor de- 
rived, not, as Commentators say, from serpents, 
but rather from worms; the persons in question 
contriving, as we say, to worm themselves into 
the confidence of others, in order to make them 
their dupes. So it is well said by Anaxilas in 
Atheneus, p. 254 (of a similar class of persons, 
namely, flatterers and parasites), 

ol xóAaxís slot Tiv ixóvrTwv oiclas 
ckóAnket" ele ody xaxov dyÜpormov Tpowoy 
sladis, fxacroe la0(si, xaÜiuevos: 
fet dv, Gasp Tupóv, dwodslEn xavóv. 

- ira?’ E pay Adup’ — E à d 
or so the ought to In in order 

to make sense. Moreover for irre I would 
read xaÜfjusvoe ; and for arepodaxvei, read Ñre- 
pov ddxver, — Observe, too, the elegant parono- 
masia between xóÀaxss and oxewAnxes. By 
Aéuua is meant ‘the ` as compared to 
avpos, ‘the grain.’ This I would ob- 
— hay no little light on the expression 

OL. il. : 

Tit. 1. 11. 
d Exod. 7. 
1, 

8 4"Oy mpórov 06 "Iavyis Lim 85 

kaTsGÜ(s. used of such 
It seems that both the 
teachers, like impoetors in religion of every ago 
and sect, fastened on the liberality of their devo- 
tees.—For alxuaXerrevoyrr:e, I now read, with 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., alyuadwrl- 
en from A, C, D, E, F, G, and 25 cursives 
I add Lamb. 1182, 1185, Mus. 19,288, and 

Cov. 2, omitted by Mill). Considering that both 
terms are in the writings of St. Paul, and 
both occur in the Sept. and the later writers, 
internal evidence is equal, and external autho- 
rity must decide; which latter, in point of anti- 
quity of text, is decidedly in favour of alyuadw- 
TIX. In illustration of this neering, several 
passages have been adduced from Irenæus, Jose- 
paus, and other writers. The Pharisees, it seems, 
ad always employed these means. So Jos. 

Antt. xvii. 3, 4, says of them, ols yaipew rd 
Ocioy d poa moiovpévwv, URAKTO N yuvaiKewvtTic, 
where I would read, ole (xaipe:y Te Oriy mpos- 
wowoupivesy, scil. abra) unto 9 yuvatnovi- 
vit. By res Oslo is denoted religion, as the ex- 
pression signifies in Thucyd. v. /0. The same 
thing, indeed, has happened in every age, and 
the same arts been practised by religionists the 
most widelv separated in opinion and doctrine. 
In short, Jerome asserts that al] heresies begin 
with women.—cacopsvuéra du. This is well 
explained by the Lex. Cyrill., BsBapnuiva åm., 
the expression pointing, it would seem, at the 
weight of former sins as burdening the conscience 
(see Matt. xi. 28), from the guilt of which, as 
well as of present offences, they sought to be 
delivered on casier terms than the Gospel autho- 
rizes, See Calv. and Hyper. By the words fol- 
lowing, éwsOupiare worxiXace, many understand 
carnal’ lusts and gross vices of every kind, in 
which it is supposed they were indulged by their 
teachers. , however, s upon a very 
improbable view; and from what follows it would 
rather seem that the ¿miQuuía, here spoken of 
are those of the heart ; see Ps. lxxxi. 12. And 
so, indeed, the expression is used supra ii. 22, 
where we have rae »teTepikás iw Quulae, 
Again, at iv. 3, speaking of similar persons, Paul 
says, THs Vyawovens didacKxaXlas obx ávéEov- 
Tae dAXa, xata tas iwiOuulas ras ldias, 
davTois imsowpevcove: didacxaXdous. Thus the 
expression may be said to designate the various 
fancies by which their light minds were carried 
away at the will of the artful hypocrites who 
guided them at pleasure: a view confirmed b 
what follows, wavrors uavÜávovra, xai pnei- 
mora siç ixiyvmwow, &c. ; for it is such light 
and unbalanced minds that are observed to be 
ever learning (namely, some new fancy), and 
never coming to any solid or certain knowledge. 
Such, too, is, I find, the view adopted by Calv., 
who says, ' iscenti — accipio 
pro stultis et levibus deside " quibus circum- 

N 

ns at 2 Cor. xi. 20. 
harisees and the falso 
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kai laufpim avréctycay Motod, otto xai otro: avÜiarearra: 
T) adnGeia, dvOpwiros waredOapuérvor Tò» voy, adoxtos epi 
Tv miot. 9 'AXX ov wpoxowovcw èm mhcior 5) yap dvo 
avTOv éxdndos čoras Tüci, ws Kai 7) èxeiwwv éyévero. 10 e Fy 
66 wapnxodovOnuds pov T) &iDackaMa, TH ayeyi, TH rpoBéac:, 

TÜ Tiere, TÜ paxpoOuula, TÜ drámp, TH mopov, 11 ‘Toes ôi- 

546 

e 1 Tim. 4. 
€. 

& exypots, rois TaOnpacw, old por éyévero èv ' Avrwyeia, ¿v "E eovis, 

° , 

* caro ò Kuptos. 
Acts 14. 33. 

ev AvoTpois olovs Starypods vmveyka: xal ex Távrow pe 
13 5 Kai ardyres 99 oi OéXovres evceBas Us» è 

ates 

eppv- 

tats. Xporo `Incoo, E&swyOnocovrasr. 13 IIoygpoi 66 àvÜpormot xal 

feruntur mulieves, que Deum ex animo non 
— et tamen religiose et sancte volunt 

8. 'laywñte xal 'Iau.] Nemes of two ian 
icians, who, as we learn (not from Moses, 

but frem the Rabbins, confirmed by Pliny and 
other Class. writers) were magicians at the court 
of Pharaoh, and who opposed their sleight of 
hand tricks to the miracles of Moses.—«ar- 

n, as 
used of the samo persons, hes before occurred at 
1 Tim. vi. 5, denoting ‘men whose mental judg: 
ment had been depraved and corrupted by e 
ways and corrupt affections.” On dédxiuor, s00 
notes on Rom. i. 28, and 1 Cor. ix. 27. 

9. où wpoxdovoww — šortai) Render: not, 
* shall, but * will, the words ing prophetic. 
The Apostle assures mehr for his comfort, 
that the evils in question will not proceed much 
further, by the fo pem wickednese of the per- 
sons becoming publicly notorious.—dvo:a. The 

ion here involves the conjoint notions of 
‘extreme folly,’ ‘ presumption,’ and ‘impiety ;' 
in which last sense it often occurs in the Sept. 

10. có dé] The ài is adversative (q.d. * Do 
thou, on the contrary’), and serves to contrast the 
abandonment of the true faith by the false teach- 
ere, with the adherence to & by Timothy; a com- 
mendation, from which the Apostle takes occa- 
sion to subjoin, at ver. 14, an admonition to 
constancy. And, instead of rapn«. ry 4X Osla, 
he says nk. mov TH OdacxaXia, thus em- 
phatically denoting ite truth. On this he en- 
grafts a sketch of the principal features of his 
own conduct, as a model to Timothy; and closes 
with adverting to the persecutions he had endured 
in order that Timothy might be prepared to en- 
counter same with like courage; suggesting, 
moreover, for his comfort, a trust in that mighty 
Power which had delivered Aim out of all his 
triale. On the expression "e see note on 
Le i. 8, and 1 Tim. Y t he — sig- 
nifles follow wp; as at ace. ix. 27.—dywyy 
fe for dyacrpod f, * mode of life :’ a sense of the 
word rarely found except in the New Test. and 
Rept., where it occurs 2 Mace. iv. 16. vi. 18. 
xi. 24. I have, however, noted it in Jos. Bell. 
L 23, 5.—r5 wpo8ice:. This is by some emi- 
nent Expositors interpreted , OF ution 
of purpose; as Acts xi. 23, +ñ vpo0ícs jt 
xapdlac mwpocuiver re Kuply. Yet these 
notions of firmness and resolution are communi- 
cated by xapólae and wpocu., whereas here 
there is no adjunct, and therefore the usual senee, 
purpose, scope, aim, and design, is preferable, 

After the general terme dywyy and arpotées 
come, as in 1 Tim. iv. 12, the : 1 
maxpoD., dy., and Prou. —H is 

Š as in 1 Tim. iv. 
however, ayday comes first, and is after- 

wards followed by wievac; while here eiers: 
comes first, as in l Tim. i. 14 vi.ll. 2 Tim. 
ii. 22. 1 Thess. v. 8, where they are coasi- 
dered as being «med (as in Eph. vi. 13) 
bein compared to a breast-plate: and at 
v.6 ç. is shown how — be united ; viz., 
when ‘ faith worketh by love.’ It may be thought 

that the terms should be here sepurated ; 
but if we were to impute it, with most recent 
Commentators, to mere irregularity of style, we 
should overlook tho intent of the A e, whe 
here, I apprehend, purpoecly mieru 
and dyéwy, in order to introduce with each the 
virtue ing from it. That sría rie is closei 
connected with uaxpoO. is plain from Heb. wi. 1 
which passage is the best comment on the present; 
and that dyawy is equally connected with &sro- 
Mos appears from 1 Tim. vi. 11, «río, ayadorns, 
bwropomty. Tit. ii. 2, rp (esc Ty kyéry, +$ 
brouovg. Whereas, of ríos followed by òwe- 
pori), 1 know of no instance, ex Heb. vi. 12; 
nor of dyamn followed by max pia. Besides, 
St. Paul seems to have subjoined wen. to inti- 
mate that the love was, as it regarded men, ot 
that —— e Tua one him to = 
an ing and e ing to i 
sal eation “of souls. 1 The best comment on this 
b rud — v. 1—9. ; 

. In vote ÓOeoeyuote there is an exegetical 
ition. Render : ‘namely, y 

3. wrovnpoi—xeipoy| Here there is an indi- 
rect admonition to Timothy to go forward in 
the right path, from strength to s h, and 
from righteousness to righteousness; as the ‘ bad 
men, teachers, in question, will go on from 
bad to worse. Their being false teachers is sug- 

by the next term, yonter, though aros. 
might of itself denote that. So in Jos. Antt. ii. 
18, 8, Pharoah calls Moses srovnpdv, thus charac- 
terizing him as aʻa base impostor, seeking to 
deceive men by evil arts, namely, magic, and 
thus to lead them to cast off their allegiance to 
their sovereign. So again, Joe. Bell. i. 11, 13, 
speaking of the impoetors who drew away the 
ews into rebellious acts, calls them worgpoi 

and wAdvo: &vÜpermox xa; drareavet, poo ydi- 
pats Oracuov.— The next words, mÀav. xal 
w\aveusvor, some eminent Commentators take 
to mean, that ‘as they deceive some, so are 

ves the dupes of others.’ Bat 
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yontes Trpoxódrovaiv érri Tó yelpoy, mavavtes xal TaVDpEVOL. 
1* h Xy) dé uéve év ols Euabes xa) “muras, eidas Trapà TIVOS bob2.2. 

enables, 15 kal dre amò Bpépouvs Tà iepà ypadupata oldas, rà 
Svvápevá ce copicas eis ourrnpiay, dua ma rews Ths év XPT ne 
Incob$. 6! Tlaca ypadpi 0comvevaos, kal wpérspos mpos Sida- 31Pet 1.19, 

that might sometimes be the case, the words are, 
I conceive, meant to suggest kow it happened 
that they went from bad to worse ;—namely, by 
the influence of — as well as that of 
deceiving others; for men are observed to repeat 
falsities, till they almost believe them themselves. 

14. imioróðne] meaning, ‘thou hast learnt 
with absolute certainty and full persuasion.’ So 
Hesych., imwAnpogopnbns. Theophyl., pera 
aÀnpodoopías inabes.— The words following, 
eldcde wapd ot, &c., show the grounds of this 
certainty and assurance ;—namely, ]. that he had 
been — sound doctrine by one divinely com- 
missioned, like the Apostle; 2. that the truths in 
question were founded on what had been learnt 
by him even from his childhood (for bis mother 
was a Jewess, and are more likely to 
earefully communicate religious instruction than 
fathers); and that learning the learning of the 

Scriptures; 3. that those Scriptures are 
capable of supplying him with all knowledge 
and certainty necessary to salvation. 

]5. dià vío Tie THe iv X. '1.] These words 
are corrective and explanatory of the foregoing 
assertion, indicating the only meass whereby the 
salvation in question can be attained ; q.d. * pro- 
vided we — faith in Christ Jesus, who is 
the end of the Law for justification to them that 
believe." (Rom. x. 4.) Thus we are drawn from 
the latter of the Law to its spirit in the Gospel. 
See John v. 39, 40. 46. The scope of this clause 
is well pointed out by Hooker, Eccl. Pol. i. 14. 
‘The Apostle (says he) here grants that the 
Holy Scriptures (meaning those of the Old Test. ; 
for those of the New were not in being in Timo- 
thy's childhood) were able to make him wise 
unto salvation, but he adds, “ through faith which 
is in Christ Jesus" Wherefore, without the 
doctrine of the New Test. teaching that Christ 
hath wrought the redemption of the world, 
which redemption the Old did foreshow he should 
work, it is not the former alone which can per- 
form so much as the Apostle doth avouch, who 

pposeth this, when he ifieth that so 
highly. Of the intent of the Old as compared 

th that of the New Test., it is well said by the 
same admirable writer, ‘The general end of both 
is one; the difference between them consisting 
in this—that the Old did make wise by teaching 
salvation through Christ that should come; tho 
New, by teaching that Christ the Saviour is 
come, and that Jesus whom the Jows did crucify, 
nae whom God did raise again, from the dead, 
is He.” 

16. The Apostle here carries forward the enco- 
mium above briefly expressed, setting forth the 
high value and great excellence of Scripture, first 
on the score of its paramount ity, and next 
with a reference to the manifold utility thence 
resulting. (Calv.)—waca ypaph Oedwveveror, 
&c. Here there is evidently an ellipsis of ier}, 
though Commentators are not whether it 
should be introduced between ypag? and Oec- 

mwvevorot, or between Osowy. and xal &$íA., 
thus joining Oaó*v. in immediate concord with 
waca ypas. The latter method is adopted by 
Theodoret, of the ancient, and by many eminent 
modern — from Cameron to Heiur. 
and Iaspis; q. d. ‘all inspired Scripture is also 
rofitable, &c. This, however, is not permitted 
N the xai, which is found in every existing 

S.; and though it does not appear in the 
Syriac and Vulgate Versions, yet, as Bp. 

iddleton observes, ‘it is far easier to per- 
ceive why xai does not appear Diere, than how, 
supposing it not to have in the earliest 
MSS., it should have found its way into all 
those that remain.’ The ypaph, Bp. Middleton 
proves, is meant of the lepá ypáupara just be- 
ore mentioned; the senso being, ‘the whole of 
such Scripture is divinely inspired.” That such 
is tho truo construction, has been most fully and 
a rine by Dr. Henderson, in his Lectures 
on Divine Inspiration, d ur 805—310. ‘That the 
Scriptures of the Old Test. (says he) are intend- 
ed, is unquestionably the construction best su 
ported by the preceding context. Even on the 
di eg that no reference had previously been 
made to any specific writing or collection of 
writings, it was most natural for Timothy, —who 
had reccived an early Jewish education, of which 
the study of the Scriptures formed a prominent 
Rr apa understand the Apostle to mean these 

riptures; ypaq?, the term here used in the 
singular number, being in common use in apia 
tion to them. He had been taught to regard them 
as the productions of men who were actuated by 
the Spirit of God, and who consequently wrote 
what was agreeable to his will. The very ter- 
minology, therefore, independently of any thing 
else, would, at once, lead his thoughts to these 
Scriptures as the collection to which reference 
was made; but the circumstance that, in the 
verse immediately preceding, the Apostle had 
expressly mentioned the lsp ypaupara, “ sa- 
cred Scriptures,” as those which Timothy had 
known from his earliest age, would seem to place 
the matter beyond dispute. It is in the closest 
connexion with the statement there made re- 
specting these Scriptures that the subject of tho 

t text is introduced, and it is evidently in- 
troduced by way of supplement to what had been 
there taught. e train of the argument is this: 
* Not only are the Divine Scriptures, with which 
you are familiar, capable of furnishing you with 
the knowledge requisite for your own personal 
salvation, by pointing out Christ as their end or 
scope, but they are s rich treasury of inspired 
wisdom, from which you may bring forth matter 
adapted to all the various d ments of the 
office with which you bave invested." ° 
The learned writer further shows, p. 309, that 
the translation, ‘every divinely inspired writin 
is also table, &c., besides being destitute 
the slightest authority from MSS., is quite inde- 
fensib * To say nothing (continues he) of the 

N 



Gal. 1. 30. 
” % ` % 4 

linen s s. epyov ayaloy éEnpria pévos. 
1 Tim. 6. 21. & 6.18. 

awkwardness and total want of point introduced 
into the passage, by giving to the copulative con- 
junction the signification of also, such a mode of 
construction is at variance with a common rule 
of Greek syntax,—which requires that, when 
two adjectives are closely joined, as Osomwvevoros 
and &@éAuos here aro, if there be an ellips. of 
the subst. verb ior}, this verb must be supplied 
after the former of the two, and regarded as re- 
peated after the latter. Now there exists pre- 
cisely such an ellips. in the case before us; and 
as there is nothing in the context which would 
lead us to take any exception to the rule, we are 
bound to yield to its force, just as we would in 
any similar instance. That all the ancient Ver- 
sions may as properly be rendered, “ The whole 
of Scripture, which is divinely inspired, is profit- 
able," &c., as '* every Scripture," &c., is evinced 
by Dr. H., who obeerves, that *the evidence in 
favour of the translation in our common English 
Bible, derived from the Fathers and almost all 
the Versions, among others the modern Creek, 
which reads SA, '* the whole," is most decided." 
It may further be observed, that the elliptical 
tori should not be rendered, ‘is given; for 
thus, as Dr. Henderson shows, *a degree of em- 
phasis is attached to the word which it does not 
possess, and which, I would add, no elliptical 
term can have. It is best, then, to retain the 
version is, meaning comes, as the JEthiopic 
Translator freely renders. To advert to a variety 
of reading. Lachm., and Tisch. in his lst ed., 
adopt, from 8 uncial, and 4 cursive MSS., 
éAXeyudv: but, in his 2nd ed., Tisch. restores 
sAsyxov. Yet whether it was worth while to 
change, and then to change back, I cannot see. 
External authority is decidedly in favour of 
&Aayyov, but internal evidence equally for 
áXeyuóv : and hence not easy is it to determine 
the preference, since the scales hang so even; 
and, though rare, éAsyyuos is found occasionally 
in the Sept. and the Apocrypha, and sometimes 
in the Greek Fathers. Yet the circumstance 
that ¿Xeyxoç is used by St. Paul at Heb. xi. 1, 
where not a single MS. has zAsyudy, may be 
thought to turn the scale in favour of &Asy xov. 
The four following expressions point at the re- 
sult which the Holy Scripture 1s calculated to 
romote, The first I have already explained. 
he second, wpde SAeyxor, means ‘ for confuta- 

tion of error in doctrine; and as the former pair 
referred to doctrine, so does tho latter to prao- 
tice. Thus wpde imavópð. means ‘ for the promo- 
tion of correction of what is wrong in life. This 
is confirmed by the phrase íavopÜwcis ToU 
Blov, occurring in the Class. writers, as Polyb. 
and Arrian; also in Philo and Josephus. The 
fourth particular, wpds wadelay T. iv dix., has 
been variously explained, espec. by the recent 
Foreign Expositors, as also Dr. Peile and Mr. 
Conyb., who render, * for discipline in the school 
of righteousness.’ And Mr. Conyb. compares Heb. 
xii. f and regards this wa:d. as a severer kind of 
twavdpOwors ; a specious, but not solid or ten- 
able view, since it involves grest harshness, and is 
not agreeable to the context, which requires the 

2 TIMOTHY III. 17. IV. 1. 

cxariav, mpòs ÉXeyxov, mpòs émavópÜeciw, mpos wadelay Tip 
èv Sicawoovvy Y! iva prios j ò Tod Oco0 ávÜparros, poç was 

IV. lš diapapripopas [ody eyes] 

interpretation of all the ancient and modern Ex- 
positors until recently. Calv. well explains, * ad 
ie sancteque vivendi rationem ;' and Eat., * ad 

justam et sanctam vitæ conversationem." Bat 
the fullest and most able exposition of the true 
sense is that of Hyper.: ‘In summa, si qui de 
ullà re, que pertinet ad veram justitiam, k- 
tatem in Deum, charitatem in proximum, velint 
institui ac doceri; si qui vel nesciunt, vel si 
sciunt, haud tamen satis animum adjicere pos- 
sunt ad pietatis officia, uti par est, exercenda ; ki 
magistram sibi præficiunt Sacram Scripturam, etex 
ea addiscent quicquid ad juste, sobrie, pie agen- 
dum in hoc seculo est necessarium.’ Of course 
there is an allusion to the four principal duties 
of the spiritual Pastor and Teacher ho which 
Est., for a particular reason, that may well be 
imagined, limits it whom it is incumbent 
to aid those commit 

comp. . iv. 12, 
7oÍncoy veut erred 
expression would be applicable to the Christian, 

t for every good purpose [his ministry is designed 
to snaver] Com à pure ii. 21, and Eph. if 10. 
—¿EnpTi cuyos. e term is ve appropria 
since it means lit. ‘ age equi C uand 
with all requisites for his work; or, as we 
should say, ‘ accomplished for,’ by being * 
with all due means and appliances for this effect. 
As business is said to be completed when its 
urpose is accomplished, so & person is said to 
o accomplished for a n when he is fùr- 

wished with all the aids for bringing it about; 
and so bere of the minister of the Gospel, who 
is to be wpds way &p'yoy à'ya0ov üEnoric pos. 
So Jos. Antt. iii. 2, 2, woAcusty mpor &vOpe- 
wove Tois awract xaÀées éEnpriopivove, lit. 
* well equippod with every thing.’ 

IV. To the foregoing statement of the meass 
xr for making the Pup we teacher com- 
plete for every work, the Apostle engrafts 
an earnest exhortation, pointed by the inferential 
oby, to the constant aid sealous use of them. 

l. éiauaprópouci] See note on a similar 
passage of 1 Tim. v. 21. The words Tov méA- 
orros—avTrov are added by way of remindi 

Timothy of the strict and solemn account, whick 
he must have then to give of his stewardship; 
and by THhu BaciAsíav is intimated the glorious 
reward of fidelity. The latter clause simply 
means, ‘when he shall come in his ki iy 
i. e. that of his glory commencing with the day of 
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év«rriov TOU O co), xai rod Kupiov ‘Incod Xpiotod rod uéXXovros 
pive Cavras kai vexpovs xarà Thy ériupaveray avTov Kal T)v 
Bacirclay avroí- ° b xnpvEov roy Xóyov, mioty. evKaipws d Acts %.7. 
axaipws: éXeyEov, emttipnooy, Tapaxddecoy éy Táon paxpobv- 
pela kai Gay. Š “Eotas yàp xatpos, óre tis vyiacvova ns Šida- 
oxandias ov« avéEovtav adda, xarà, [ras] ériBupias tas idias, 
€aurots emucopeúcouqi Sidacnddovs, cvnOouevos THY axonv ** kai e 1 Tim. 1. 4 

& 4.7. 

aro pèv TIS adnOelas THY aKony atroatpéYrovewy, mè òè rovs 

pvOous exrparncovrar 543d dé vide év act, kakomáDnaov, SAC yS 
ép'yov Troincov evayyediorod, tiv Svaxovlay cov mAnpopopnaoy. 
6 e 'Eyò yap Hn orévSopat, kal ó 
judgment; the present being only his mediatorial 
one. 

2. ivícr50:] ‘assiduously apply [to your 
work]; for, as Calv. observes, ° his verbis non 
aseiduitatem modo commendat, sed etiam conten- 
tionem; qut omnia difficultatum obstacula supe- 
ret’ The words following, suxaipwe dxaípos, 

the hearers, 
— exactly as 

at Matt. v. 42, where see note. s to the for- 
mer, the expression will denote, ‘at all times, 
laces, and occasions, not only convenient, but 

Inconvenient to himself :' ‘not only (as Dr. Bar- 
row says) tuking opportunities presented for it, 
but ing at them, and creating them to our- 
selves, when there is no such apparent need of 
it” As respects the latter, —the people, — at all 
times, both convenient to them, and what they 
may think inconvenient.’ And so Augustine, 
on Ps. cxxviii., ‘Sonet verbum Pa — 
portune, nolentibus importune. 5 t., too, right 
saw that the expressions should be referred to 
both ies respectively, and remarks, ° semper 
cpportane feri, quod fit utiliter ad salutem : licet 

ia consideratione fiat imporíune, spectato nimi- 
rum homine exteriore et affectu sensuali, sive 
ejus qui agit, sive ejus circa quem agitur, Ben- 
e. however, equally saw the true scope, and, 

tter than any other Commentator, explains it 
thus: ‘ Insta — solitis et legitimis, et 
extra ea; sive tibi auditoribusque commodum 
est, sive minus.'—4AayEor, ¿mur[nnoov, ‘ con- 
fute (namely, those who are in error as to doc- 
trine), reprove,’ namely, the unruly or the im- 
moral in DA arapaki sdr, &c., * exhort all] 
to continuance in sound doctrine and holy life. 
So Plutarch, de Educ., speaks of instructors as 
é.dacxorvras, darsiXovrras, Seoutvous, cuufov- 
Aevorras. All this is directed to be done iv 
wacy uaxpoD., ° with the greatest patience. At 
ida xij following repeat wdéoy; the sense being, 
‘and with every [suitable] instruction ; i. e. sound 
doctrine, as appears from what follows just after, 
Tht —— —XXXXXXC —8* 

3. iorat yap xacpor] So showing, by a refer- 
ence to the waywardnese of men, how zealous and 
active ought the ministers of the Gospel to be; 

. d. ° need is there of these exertions; for the 
time will come when,’ &c. (Calv.)}—rnjz vyiai- 
youons 6:0. See 2 Tim. i. 13.—oó« dwiE., ` will 
not bear to listen to” To sound doctrine, which 
necessarily requires a holy life, the corruption of 
human nature, in every age, es men averse; 

ch. 1. 8. 
& 3.3. 

` ^ ^ , , eu 1. 28. 

KaLpos THS Epis dyaXúceos PPS u. 
inducing them rather to follow such teaching as 
makes the ification of their passions con- 
sistent with hopes of salvation.—«xara ras imi- 
Ouylae +. l8. is by the earlier Commentators con- 
strued with iw:owpevcove:, but by the more 
recent ones with d:dacx., which seems preferable, 
since it is more agreeable to the wsws l š, 
yields a better sense, and is more suitable to the 
style of St. Paul, which sbounds in transposi- 
tions. The words may be rendered, ‘ according 
to their several fancies or caprices.’ See supra 
iii. 6, and note. The rac before éiw:Oupias, 
not found in many ancient MSS., has been can- 
celled by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.: but the 
evidence in this case only warrants its being 
bracketed. Internal evidence draws two ways; 
and Griesb. seems to be aware that the reading 
here is an open question.—iwicmpeyoover ĝi- 
éackdAovs. An expression of contempt; q. d. 
‘there will be no want of persons tsiius farine." 
The next words suggest wky they will heap up 
teachers; namely, as xun0dusyo, Ti)» dxonp, lit. 
t having an itching in the ears ;' i. e. wishing to 
be gratified with something which may please 
their fancies. So Plut. de Superst. c. v Mic 
KYNTEWS DTP. 

4. usÜove] So said with reference to the false 
— 2 the doctrines; such being ever em- 

o caplandum. 
? g vps) See 1 Thess. v. 6, and note; and 
on kakomúáðnoov see supra ii. 3, and note. 

6. ¿yo yap ñn ariv., &c.] ‘Eye is empha- 
tic, and co nds to ov in the former verse. 
Tap refers to a clause understood ; s d. ‘ [Do 
thow fully discharge thy ministerial duties, nor 
expect any further exhortation from me;] for, as 
for me, J, already, am now being poured out; 
meaning that his life is being sacrificed, as a 
libation is poured forth on occasion of a sacrifice. 
See note on Phil. ii. 17. The ñn here adverts 
to the nearness of his death, of which he had 
then a presentiment. That the general sense is 
éaOavarios aluı, wo may be sure. Expositors, 
however, are not whether the expression 
signifies, * I am y to be poured upon in sacri- 
fice, as the victim had the libation poured upon 
its head; or, ‘I am ready to be poured,’ i.e. 
my blood to be poured out as a libation. Tho 
Jormer view is more ble to the usus lin- 
gue, and is confirmed by Phil. ii. 17, add’, el 
Kal ox ivoa: imi Ty Bvcia, where see note.— 
¿uñç avadvcews is put for T. iu. dvaXAvetos. 
Lachm. and Tisch. (1st ed.) edit 7. dyad. pov, 
from nine MSS.; though, in his 2nd edit., be 
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t10or.9.34, Èpéornee T f roy dyava Toy karov Tryovispat, Tov Spduov Teré- 
Phil. 8. 14. 
1 Tim. 6. 13. 
Heb. 13. 1. 

1 Cor. 9. 

] Pet. 5. 4. 
James 1. 12. 

Aexa, THY wloTw TeTnpnear 9 8Xovróv ámoxevral por Ò TIS 
Ocavoc vns atépavos, ðv ároboce, pot ó Kúpios év éxeivp TP 
Jupa, ó Sixatos xpirýs ov povov Šà poi, aXXà Kai Tact Totis 
7'yaTK«001 Thy émipaveay avrod. 

h CoL 4. 14. 9 Srovdacov bev mpos pe Tayéeos 10h Anuas yap pe 
éyxaTéXMrey, ayamyoas TOV võv aiðva, xai éropevOn eis Ocaca- 

i acta 18.37. Aovis Konoxns eis l'axaríav, Tíros eis Aadpariay 1 
Col. 4. 10. 

n i Aov- 
Fhilem 3€ Kae égri uóvos uer euov. Mapxov àvaXafBàv dye perà ceavrou 
k Acts 90. 4. 
Eph. 6. 21. 
Col. 4 7. 
Titus 3. 19. 
1 Acta 

Eos yap pot ebypraros eis Guwovíav, 19 k Tvyukov 96 awéoretAa 
eis "Edecoy. 18 Tov * hedovny, bv åméumov dv Tpwdd: rapa 

EIN Eum epxónevos pépe, wa Ta Bia, KaMaoTa Tas jeuf panas. 
MCN AnéEavdpos ó yaXkeUs ToXAd por xarà évebeifaro I amo- 

bas restored the t. rec., rightly; since the other 
evidently arose from a marginal gloss. 

7. The above metaphor is followed by 
another, derived è re isticá, on which see 
note at | Tim. vi. 12. On the following words, 
Ópóuor TeTéXexa, see note on Acts xx. OA —rhy 
wlorw TsTipnxa. Mauy eminent Commenta- 
tors render, ‘I have preseved my — But 
the common interpretation, ‘I have kept the 
precepts af the Christian faith,” besides being 
more is much more ble to the wsus 
lingue. For, not to mention that wiorre has 
very rarely the sense fidelity, the phrase iteelf, 
‘I have kept my fidelity,’ is, I believe, quite 
destitute of authority ; whereas, of rnpeiv, fol- 
lowed by words similar in sense to ri» wloriy, 
denoting ‘ the doctrines and neon of the Chris- 
tian religion,’ many exx. might be adduced. 

8. dwdncerraf wor} meaning, ‘is laid up as in 
a treasury as ready; see notes on Col. i. 5—8. 
1 Thess. ii. 19. . i. 15. Crowns and all sorts 
of prizes held forth to conquerors were said dsro- 
kalo ai, use they were set apart as their due, 
and ready for them. So in Demophilus, Similit. 
p. 615, we have rots uiv oradiodpopoverw iri 
Tw TípuaTi TÒ BoaBetov THe vixne — d T ó- 
wesvat, and see Pind. Olymp. x. 9. Comp. 
a similar use of drox. in jos. Bell. ii. 8, 
1], Taie dyaÜais Wuyais Ti)» bwip éxsavóv 
Clarray awoxeitoba, &c.—ly ixelvy rH uípa. 
See note supr. i. 12.—rois Hyawnxoot Thv às. 
avrob, meaning, ° those who have reason to look 
forward with hope and satisfaction to his coming ;' 
namely, having fought the e fight, and 
kept the faith. Comp. I Cor. i. 7, and note. 

0. Annas yàp, &c.] q. d. ‘for I stand in need 
of some assistance, as having, &c. This 
man had, it seems, through co ice, deserted 
Paul, and, through worldly-mindedness, preferred 
some opportunity of temporal advantage to aseist- 
ing the Apostle and furthering the Gospel. 

11. Render: * Luke alone is now with me,' 
j.e. alone of his companions and earlier asso- 
ciates, such as Mark next mentioned (see Col. 
iv. 10) ; though there were not wanting ren, 
and in some degree fellow-labourers in the Gos- 
pel, who duteously attended on the Apostle, as 

bulus, Pudens, Linus, and Claudia. 
13. peAdynv] Some MSS. and Editions have 

pawóànv, which is by many supposed to bo the 

original spelling of the word, though, in later 
— The word was, they think, at 

first patwdAns (whence the Latin persia), th 

ded at ho "iip it seems to have 
n *a travelling c ' or 'over-wrapper," 

reaching to the feet. If, however, @a:A. be the 
original reading, it may have been a provin- 
cialism. 

14. 'AXMéEavópos] See 1 Tim. i. 20, and Acts 
xix. 39.—moÀÀ <d uot xax& ivedelEatro. Mr. Co- 
nyb. justly ob to the * did me much evil" of 
the authorized Version, and he maintains that the 
lit. interpretation is, * manifested many evil things 

inst me,’ zz ‘charged me with much evil in 
declaration. He argues, that as the Active 

form of the verb has in Class. Greek a forensic 
meaning, so may the Midd. ivedeiEaro, used in 
an Active sense, be supposed to have the same. 
But there is no f that a forensic sense was 
here intended. e only fault in the Common 
Version is in being too free a rendering; the lit. 
senso being, *showed much evil to s me, — 
Dd x mE evil ;' EA this as eg by 

iod. Sic., . x. p. , meyaAny Š 
apecBela tvedsiEaro: also in Sept., Gen. L 15 
and 17, — xaxd, woeonpé, And so 
the framers the ancient Versions took it; 
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Seon aro 6 Kipws xarà Tà čpya abrob- 15 by kal cú buXáccou, 
Alay yàp avbéarnxe Tois ñueTépois Xoyow. 16 Ey Tf mpærn 
pov atronoyla ovdeis os cuptrapeyévero, GANA Trávres ue éykar- 
éumor (uù avrois Aoyioĝein!) Y! ^ à dé Kúpiós por mapéory, m Pes 
«ai évedvydpwcé pe, va t duot TÒ iijpvypa, mTÀ)podopn09, kal š r. s. 

m Ps. 33. $1. 
Acts 1. 

axoven Távra Tà ÉÜvy Kai éppvcbny èr cróparos Aéorros. 
18" Kal pucerai pe 6 Kópios dao mavròs épyou trovnpod, ral n Ps.ım.7. 
owce eis Tv Baciheiav avroU ri érovpayvwur à 5) Sota eis 

, , 

TOUS aimvas TOV aiovov ! dus. 
19»"4g-aca, IIpicxay xai 'AkUXav, kal vÓv 'Ovnaubópov ° acta 18.5. 

oixoy. 99 ?"Epaocros &pewev é KopivOw Tpóduuov è amé- 
arov éy Miry áaÜevoüvra. A Srrovdacov mpo xeuidvos éABeiv. x n: 9. 

Rom. 16. 8. 
ch. 1. 16, 
Acts 19. 
& 30. 4. 

"Aarráteraí ae EüfovXos, xal IloúŠms, xai À poç, xai KXavóía, 
wai oi aderpol mávres. %2 6 Kupies 'Inaots Xpsords peta rod 
TrVEvpaToS gov. 7) yapis pef Huan any. 

IIpos Tipoeov Sevrépa tis "Edeciov éxxdnolas mpõrov 
ériaxoroy yeiporovrÜévra éypádw) amo ‘Popms, fre éw 
é&evrépov zrapéar Haos to Kaicaps Népevs. 

tho they rightly render by ‘showed unto 
watt Aad titties is maintained by Est., who 
= that veð, ‘ostendit’= ‘exhibuit,’ lit. * affecit.' 

c adde, that it is a Hebrew phrase, frequent in 
Scripture, and adduces several exx. from the 
Psalms, e. gr. iv. 6, ‘Who will show us any 

P' ]xx. 20. lix. 5, "ostendisti populo tuo 
ur&' But that will only prove that it may, 

not that it must, havo that sense. It may have 
the sense ‘to evince, ‘to display, as eaid of a 
feeling, or disposition of mind; and so it is used 
in Hdot. viii. 141. Thucyd. iv. 126. Aristoph. 
Plut. 785. Xen. Anab. and Cyr.; and so the 
later k writers, as Diod. Sic., Hdian.; and 
the Dat. is in most of the foregoing 
exx., in the rest it is implied. However, tho 
hraseology of the Clase. writers is very different 
m that of the Scriptural. Besides, the sense 

thus yielded is not Mong enough to match with 
the expression which follows, drodéqn aùr 6 
Kvp:os, and least of all with phas Tå pya 
acro. That Chrys. and Theophyl. took the 
word as Est. does is evident from their gloss, 
E0AX c£ pe brapBaXXovTos, À nai àrabopese, 
and t TT. remark, mean 
¿dày pEerral Tivat KaKxouy, ot 
Peidovra:.— Axodyn, &o. 
ancient, and several eminent modern Commen- 
tators, that this is to be considered as, not pro- 
perly spesking, an im jon, but rather the 
expression of a hearty wish that the person in 
uestion may suffer condign ishment; i.e. 

that the righteous God and Judge may treat him 
as he deserves, unless he should heartily repent 
of his sin; a limitation which Mackn. thinks 
implied in the following m s Tà ipya; 
but without reason ; it is er, as Dr. Peile 
thinks, implied in the very nature of the wish. 
Comp. Rom. xii. 19. Jude 9, and sce notes. 
Such strong expressions are oft. misinterpreted 
by Critics. Thus in Shakspcare’s Richard ILI. 
—-‘If heaven have any grievous plague in store, 

exceeding those that I can wish upon thee,” &c., 
even there is, properly speaking, no imprecation, 
but the earnest desire expressed, as in Romeo 
and Juliet,—‘ Blistered be thy tongue for such a 
wish.’ Tho reading, indeed, of many MSS. and 
some Versions and Fathers, dmodwoe: (adopted 
by Griesb. and Scholz), would remove all difh- 
culty and objection; but for that very reason 
it cannot safely be adopted. 

16. wp. kaokoslel One hearing, it seems, 
had been granted him at Rome; and he was in 
expectation of a second, during which interval, 
it is plain, this Epistle was written; and, as wo 
learn from Ecclesiastical History, this second 
turned out very different from the first, since 
tho Imperial butcher, in a rage, as Chrys. tells 
us, at his conversion of the royal cup-bearer, had 
him beheaded, — uñ atroie AoyicOsin! See 
Rom. iv. 8, and note. 

17. wapiorn] i. e. by secret help and support. 
So Homer says, Minerva vapía T, 'AyiAAe.— 

npop., ‘might obtain full credence,’ * be 
fully believed with assurance of faith; see 
ard i. 1, DR T Tà ivn, — as 

nr. an nm. say, populariter, for ve 
many of different nations; i. e. who had business 
at the Court. The words, however, are not, with 
those and other Commentators, to be referred to 
his defence only or chiefly. They have reference 
to the preaching of the ] by him during his 
long confinement, by which in a manner all the 
nations might be said to bear it; since Rome 
was the resort of persons from every quarter of 
the civilized world, individuals from each of 
which would hear the Gospel, and carry tidings 
of it at least, if not diffase its doctrines, in their 
respective countries.—éspucOny ix oóuaos À. 
The best Expositors are agreed in understanding 
this expression to allude to the Emperor Nero. 
Certain it is, from Esth. xiv. 13, and Ezek. xix. 
8, that the Jews used to call tyrannical princes 
by the appellative lions. 



IIAYAOY TOY AIIOXTOAOY 

H IIPOZ 
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Trrus was a Greek, either of Syria, or of some 
province of Asia Minor, bordering upon it. He 
was one of St. Paul's earliest converts; and. so 
mucb in his confidence, as to be allowed to ac- 
company him and Barnabas to the first council 
at Jerusalem, and afterwards to attend him in 
his circuit, to visit and confirm the Churches. 
He was probably afterwards employed in con- 
fidential public business for the Church; inso- 
much that, some years after, we find him sent 
by St. Paul to Corinth to examine the state of 

e Church in that city, and to transmit a report 
of it to him. In consequence of that, he was 
sent back to Corinth to hasten the collection for 
the poor brethren in Judæa. After that time we 
have no further mention in the New Test of 
what became of him, except that in this Epistlo 
ho is spoken of as boing with Paul in Crete, and 
in 2 Tim. iv. 10 as being in Dalmatia, having, it 
is supposed, been sent there to settle the affsire 
of the Church. It would seem that Titus, though 
perhaps occasionally sent to settle the affairs of 
other Churches, had Crete as his especial pro- 
vince, from the time when he was left there by 
Paul (Tit. L 5). As to the time when — 
was first planted in that island, we are left muc 
in the dark. The most probable opinion is, that 
notwithstanding the Gospel DA t have been 
announced, and become known, in Crete, from 
the time of the first effusion of the Holy Spirit 
at Jerusalem (Acte ii. 11), where some Cretans 
were present; Jet that it was not thoroughly 

lanted there till many years after; most pro- 
bly by St. Paul, and some say during the year 

and a half he spent at Corinth, between the lat- 
ter part of a.D. 51, and the early part of 53; 
for it appears from 2 Cor. xii. 14. xiii. 1, that 
he did make an excursion during that 
time, and after it returned back to Corinth. 
This, however, is, to say the least, very doubt- 
ful; it being little probable that St. Paul would 
spare time enough for so t a work as evan- 

lizing the * hundred-citied isle,’ quasi iv Tap- 
oe t would rather seem, as otherssu „that 
the Apostle evangelized Crete during the period 

I. 1 *ITATAOS, oos @eo0, amóororos 8ë 'I5000 Xpioroù, 
(xarà tiotw éxrextav Qeod ral émiyvwow adnlelas tis rar 

between his first and second imprisonment at 
Rome ;—namely, in the summer of A. D. 63. On 
the date of that evangelization, or rather further 
spread of evangelization, and regular settlement 
of the Church in Crete, very much depends on 
the date of the Epistle, on which I have treated 
in the Introduction to 1 Tim. Whichever of 
the dates there mentioned as moet probeble,— 
the Autumn of A. D. 66, or that of 67—be adopted, 
it is quite plain that but a short time—the period 
between Autumn and the following spring—could 
have intervened between this Epistle and the 2nd 
to Tim., confessedly the last of Paul's Epistles. 

I. 1. The expression govAcs Osov is here 
used, as at Acts xvi. 17, Rev. xv. 3. It is, as 
Wiesing. (after Calv.) observes, the more general 
designation of office, which is followed up by its 
more special one in dvocroAos 'I. Xp. ; the 
two predicates, by which the Apostle designates 
himself, occur no where else in exactly the samo 
construction; though that at 2 Pet. 1. 1 comes 
yery near it. The designation ‘servants of God’ 

been originally assigned to the 
God under 
devoted service rendered to him. See 2 Kin 
ix. 7. Judg. ii. 8, com with John i. ] ; xii. Š 
But the appellation dovAor Os0U, or Xprorou, 
might, and often did, mean only a ‘ minister of 
God’ or ‘ of Christ” And such is the import of 
è. Kuplov in 2 Tim. ii. 24. Accordingly, strict 
exactness of designation might require the addi- 
tion of dwdorokos Xpiorov, though dovdoe 
Xpicrou several times occurs; and therefore the 
designation in 2 Pet. i. ] is, as regards St. Peter, 
quite exact. And so is that St. Paul here, 
since the very same person might be (as in the 
case of Paul and of Peter) SovAcs Osov and 
Xpiorov, the service being rendered to both. 
See John xiv. 9, 99. Thus ài should be ren- 
dered, (‘and not on iy so] but.” Nay, it seems to 
have been Paul's design here to represent his 
office in its twofold aspect, with reference- both 
to God and to Christ; as to the former, as 
holding a certain ministry and office, as it were, 

e Old Test., with allusion to 34 
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10, & 3. 1 

5*Tovrov xápw t xaréuróv ae éy Kpijrp, wa tà Xebrovra Sb". 
1 Thess. 3.4  dEph.1.2. Col 1.9. 1 Tim.1.2. 3 Tím.1.92. 1 Pet. 1.3. 

in the family of God. See Est, who further ^ 
bserves, o that ‘ we are not to stumble at the union 

of the two expressions, as though Christ were 
not Gop ;' ‘nam (continues he) Christum secun- 
dum id, quod homo est et caput totius Ecclesise, 
considerat. Quin potius eo, quod indifferenter 
modo Dei, modo Christi servum se nominat, 
Christum esse Deum vult intelligi.'—The next 
words, xarà mieti» &xXsiróp» Osov—down to 
Zer5pos Huey Osov, forming a long parenthetic 
portion (baring š strong resemblance to Rom. 
L 1, seqq., and Gal. i. 1, seqq.), peint at the end 
of his Apostolic office, —' namely,’ as observes 
Wiesing., ‘the bringing about of faith in the 
elect of God, and the knowledge of the truth, 
whilst the subject-matter of his preaching, with 
which he was entrusted, according to the com- 
mandment of God our Saviour, is described as 
the hope of eternal life, which God, that cannot 
lie, promised before the world began, but bath in 
hie own time manifested his word through the 

hing, which is committed to the Apostle.’ 
more in Calv. and Hyper. To advert briefly 

to the phraseology.—«ara is * unto’ = ‘ destined 
for; as in 2 Tim. i. 1. 2 Cor. xi. 6. By ix^. 
Osov are meant ‘believers in Christ, who were 
now chosen to be the elect people of God ;' and 
are at l Pet. ii. 9 called ‘a chosen generation ;' 
‘a designation, as Wiesing. observes, ‘having its 
ground, not in any thing belonging to the per- 
sone so distinguished, but in the eternal act of 
the Divine will, the apó0«ctc, Rom. v. 25, or 
Lia wrpo8sers, in virtue of which they are fore- 
ordained to salvation. Thus the sense is, ‘for 
the furtherance of the faith of God's elect.’ And 
this is on their n furthered when (to use the 
words of our X VIIth Article) ‘ they — 
obey the calling The next words, xa ie] 
dwiyvescty point at the second thing which it is 
the of the Apostle's office to accomplish, 
—Dnamely, the attainment of a (of 
course, one resting on rar of the truth (comp. 
] Tim. ii. 4. 2 Tim. ii. 25. iii. 7), meaning, of 
course, ‘as it is in Jesus,’ Eph. iv. 21, but here 
expressed by the peculiar phrase ris kar’ siai- 
Ba», meaning, ‘which is accordant to godli- 
ness (religiousness of life), and leads to it.’ 

2. The words ix’ trwids {ons aleviov mean, 
‘on the hope of eternal life; q. d. * founded on 
that hope ;’ or, as Est. renders, ' ex quo speranda 
nobis offertur vita eterna.’ Comp. Rom. vi. 23. 
—é dipevdns Osós. An af ahon of God, like 
ó adnBivde, used by tho Class. as well as b 
the Scriptural, writers. So Eurip. Orest. 364, 
dyevdis Geos. Comp. Heb. vi. 17, 18.— ñv 
éwnyytiraro, &. Comp. Luke i. 70. Rom. 
i. 2. Alluding to the promise made by God to 
Adam and Eve and their posterity at the fall 

e Acts 14. 33. 3 Tim. 9. $. 

(that *the seed of the woman should bruise the 
serpent's head’), and s renewed in the 
covenant with Abraham. On the expression 
ae over alevío» seo notes at 2 Tim. i. 

3. ipavípeca] ‘hath revealed,’ * made known.’ 
On this expression see 2 Tim. i. 10; and on 
«a«pois lôlo:is, Acts i. 7 and 1 Tim. ii. 6. vi. 15. 
As to the construction (which is anomalous), 
Wiesing. well obsorves that * ròv Aoyor avrov 
here takes the place of Ay before ; and the change 
of object, or rather designation, that eternal life 
is still, in respect of its davipwaie, a thing 
future.” Comp. 1 Tim. iv. 7. 1 Cor. i. 21. The 
next words, 5 iw:orevOny, are added to express 
that that eternal life, long since promised, but 
now manifested, is the subject matter of the 
Apostle's preaching; and that xar’ imrayiy 
T. È. ñu. O., ° — to the injunction,’ ‘ ex- 
ress direction of God." Comp. l Tim. i. 1. 
m. xvi. 26. 
4. yolg rixve, &c.] Comp. 1 Tim. i. 2, 

and 2 Tim. i. 2.—x«ará xouyñv wiatiy, * accord- 
ing to (* in virtue of) tho faith common to 
both of us and all Christians.’ On the words 
following, xdpse—nuiov, see 1 Tim. i. 2, and 
note.—éAsos, before alpsjyn, is cancelled by 
Scholz and Tisch., from C, D, F, G, two cur- 
sives, and several Versions; while Griesb. re- 
tains the word. But, since internal evidence is 
against it, it was more likely to be brought in 
from the parallel than put out, I rather 
agree with Scholz and Tisch. It would seem 
that Paul chose here to adopt the briefer inscrip- 
tion; and that it was afterwards lengthened by 
those who wished to adapt it to the longer form. 
The authority of the Pesch. Syr. Version here 
has great weight, and is in favour of tho briefer 
inscription. The same authority confirms the t. 
rec. just after, where Lachm. and Tisch. edit. 
Xptorou ‘Incov, from A, C, D, and three cur- 
sives, with the Vulg., and somo later Versions. 
"Iyoov Xp. might be altered M Critics (accord- 
ing to their wont) into Xo. '1.; in which case 
Kuplov would be removed by other Critics, as 
against the custom in the New Test. 

5—16. ‘The Apostle begins by reminding 
Titus of the commission given him to ordain 
presbyters, v. 5; he then, in vv. 6—8, specifies 
the qualifications of a presbyter, in a moral point 
of view, then with respect to doctrine, v. 9; and 
confirms the necessity of these qualifications, vv. 
10—16, by a reference to the circumstances of 
the Cretan Christians, which demand on the 
part of the presbyter a decided adherence to tho 
true and sound doctrine, and an energetic appli- 
cation of it.’ anp 

5, rovrou xáp. xaríiAuróy os iv Kp.] Hero, 
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as at Gal. i. 6, the Apostle enters at once is 
medias res, saying, ‘For this cause left I thee 
behind in Crete, that thou mighteet farther set 
right the things which remained to be put in 
order, or * what had been wrong, and UT portly 
get right (by me)’ For xkari\ırov A, C, 
D, F, G, and several cursives (not many, as 
Scholz and Tischendorf affirm, and sof, as 
Wetstein, No. 31), have dwéA:woe, edited by 
Lachmann and Tischendorf, perhaps rightly; 
since internal evidence is in its favour, ss it 
may have been altered to the plainer xará., 
used in l Thess. iii. ].—lye cà Asivovra kwi- 
(topÜecy. At Askworra, ‘ were lacking, Par 
ticip. Imp., understand 2,oo0@csess, taken from 
bar dsopSecy, which supplementum is confirmed 
by the pasmge I have cited from Philo. The 
use of the term éorcd:op8. implies the farther 
aid of Titus, in order to fully out Paul's 
plans for the settlement of the Church with 
respect to discipline, even perbaps more than 
doctrine. This signification constr. (viz. 
genitive of thing) occurs in Pept Trach. 937, 

With respect to the reading 
which is disputed, for 4vi&iopÜcoy five 
and several cursive MSS. have imidop06cne, 
which was adopted by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
in hie lst ed.; though in his 2nd ed. he has 
restored the other reading. Which of the two 
readings is entitled to the preference, it is per- 
haps impossible quite to decide. Tho word itself 
is, as I have said, one of very rare occurrence, and 
never occ, in the Class. writers, though the Verbal 
ae a in Philo, — p. ae pu poe form 
s found in ; and J. Damasc., 

cited in Steph. Thess. ed. sais. which confirm the 
t. rec.; while the Active form is supported by an 
Inscription ap. Boeckh., vol. ii. p. 409, 9, al 04 
Tt kaxi* ÓóEy—imidiopÜecaTs, and Eustath. 
Opusc., p. 109, 90, iwiduopÜos» Tò iv "uiv spi- 
vixov. It should seem that tho Middle form, as 
far as it was used, was confined to the language 
of books, that of the Active to the language of 
common life ; enis perpe sometimes found 
in books. Upon the whole, internal evidence is 
in favour of éwidiopfwoye. From the expres- 
sion following, caraericys vpscvrípovs, it is 
evident that Titus was invested with Epiecopal 
authority, in the highest seneo of the word iwi- 
oxorot, which was sometimes, as at ver. 7, and 
Acts xx. 17, 28, used im tho lower senso of 

obliged to understand this a 
tnlerposing his influence with the congregations to 
procure the election of these persons as presby- 
ters; than which a harsher or more factitious 

was surely never promulged even by the 
inians.—«aTá& módi». Not ‘in every city,’ 

but ‘in each city or town" (lit. ‘ city by city’), 
of all those which had Christian congregations. 
Of such there might be several in this * hundred- 
citied isle; though the name aróAÀ:« was often 
given to towns ; and there is reason to think that 
not a few of the Cretan cities were no better. — 
cot dceraf., ‘as I [then] directed thee.” Paul, 
it seems, had not time then to give the directions 
and injunctions which he now seads. Connected 

with the statement set forth in this verse, there 
is a question of some importance which has never 
yet been satisfactorily decided, ‘eed adÀme sub 
Judice lis est." The question is, at what time pre- 
vious to the writing of this Epistle did Paul leave 
Titus at Ephesus?—a question not easily an- 
swered. It has a to some inquirers ef 
com t judgment as most natural to su 
that Titus was one of the friends who, with Luke 
ie; Aristarchus, accompanied — on his cele- 
rated vo to Rome to ap umto Casar, 

and that twas while the ship was detained by 
westerly winds in the harbour of Fair Ha 
Crete, that Christianity was first in 
Crete; and that when ship sailod, Titus was 
left behind to set in order the things yet waat- 
M. grids this is very € coded from probabi- 
ity. It not t ip stayed euffi- 
ciently long to afford Paul the a ity ef 
evangelizing Crete. It is to be o that 
the expreesion is lxapov, not wedXov, in the 
sense ‘a good long time.’ But even thet is a 
comparative term. Circumstances would ferbid 
any such delay as would be requisite for that 
purpose; not to say that Paul would never be 
allowed to leave Fair Ha but be expected te 
be always ready to sail with tho vessel ; and even 
& good deal of time could ecarcely be turned te 
any sufficient Lay arti Besides, there is no rea- 
son to think that Fair Havens was a city or town ; 
it was only, as Mr. Smith has shown, an open road- 
stead, or rather a double forming only 
a good anchorage, not a port. It is more 
ble that, as Bp. Pearson, Dr. Paley, Canon Tate, 
and others suppose, we have to take for grented a 
second, but sxrecorded, journey of Paul to Crete, 
i.e. from Rome, —namely, at the close of his 
first imprisonment there. I with Cacen 
Tate, that it is likely that Titus, as well as 
others, visited Paul towards the close of his im- 

isonment. And thus Paul, Timothy, and Titus, 
in voyaging from Epheeus to Rome, took it seems 
the opportunity of stopping at Crete, Paw] having 
before learned, during his sojourn at Fair Havens, 
that the Gospel had been planted in seme parts 
of the island ; for the residence of Jews there ie 
certain from Acts ii. 11, and their number may 
have increased since the time he was first at the 
island. Thus Paul, it would seem., finding that 
a door had been to him by the 
thought fit to take Crete in his way to Ephesus, 
and, in conjunction with his two associates, nurse 
the infant Faith. With their aid he would (as 
Canon Tate remarks) soon accomplish the ferma- 
tion of some Churches, and the establishment of 
others in the Faith. And as Timothy was, we 
know, destined for high services the 
M een labour of carrying on (ia: d:0p@.) what 

e — had begun was committed to Titus. 
ve view su that, from some cause, 

though (as Canon Tate observes) now lost te all 
conjecture, some one had deposited the first seeds 
of the Gospel in Crete befere the time when 
St. Paul was on the island on his voyage to 
Rome. Nay, it is not improhable that he might, 
while the ship stayed at Fair Havens, have 
communication with some of the Christian con- 
verts,—possibly from Gortyna, the second city 
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of the island, and only distant about 12 miles, — 
or at least learnt of their existenoe in other 
parte of the island, probably on the northern 
pert, which was the best peopled. 

6. The Apostle now proceeds to particularize 
what he had just said generally, and at v. 7 isa 
confirmatory explanation of v, 6, and only the 
oci ust sinus moral and others, are men- 
tioned.—aZ r1e== Saris, ' whoever; comp. 1 Tim. 
liL 2—7.—4ví-y«X. hero is==dvewiAnwroe there. 
The epithet s.crà, added to +Téxva, is to be 
taken, as at Eph. i. 1. Col. i. 2, as denoting not 
only ‘believers,’ but ‘faithful to their Christian 
engagementa,'—4;) à» xatry. ácorríac, lit. *not 
under accusation of dissolutenese, not even to be 
ill-reported of in that respect.' On the force of 
the word 1 have already treated; and more may 
be seen in my Lex. 

7—9. Comp. 1 Tim. iii. 2, 3, and notes. 
7. œe O:o9 olxovóuov] ‘as the steward of 

God's family’ (which every congregation xa 
And, surely, if fidelity bo required in earthly 
affairs, how much more is tequisite in spiritual 
ones! See l Cor. iv. 2. Heinr. here com 
Soph. Ant. 671, iv «ois yap olxcloow tt 

á&vip | xenords, paveirat xdv wore ði- 
Katot Gv.— AvOadn, ‘ self-willed :' of which cha- 
racter a most spirited sketch is given by Thoo- 
phrastue, Char. ch. xv. On the terms following, 
bpyidov, mápoiwov, TAHKTHy, and aloypoxepsy, 
eo Tim. * M MR 

QiXÉya e expression may i 
either a s of men’ (as tho — 
used in Aristot., Rhet., prap: ii. 4, Cod. Vat.), 
or, ‘a lover of goodness.’ But the former 
more agreeable to the context, and better suited 
to the opposite dp:\áyaðos in 2 Tim. iii. 3, as 
also to the usage of the language in similar ex- 
ressions, e. gr. niocypHoros in Xen. Hist. ii. 1, 
. Dion. Hal. Ant. vii. 62; uueáya0os in oe 

on Ps. viii, and the Scholiast on Pindar.—9(- 
Kaos, atov. Here there re to be a climas 
(a in Porphyr. de Abstin. ii. 60, xal ài. xal 

.); the former term denoting * the being right, 
tnieger, as to human laws and duties ;' the latter, 
t as to Gop and his laws, pure sin, godly, 
pious.” So in Polyb. xxiii. 10, 8, we have ra 
Teds Tots dyÜparimovs dikara xal rà arpés Ocods 
ogia. 

9—16. * Here we heve We guo of an 
&víoxoTos, with respect to doctrine, and s con- 
firmation of this ES reference to the state of 
things in Crete.” (Wiesing.) See also Chrys. 

9. dvr«xóusvor] * elosely adhering to; lit. 
* holding fast by thing, in o tion to 
[are] one who would wrest it away. 
n my Lex. in v. As to the words rov xara +. 

Š r. 4. 1. 
h. 5. 18. 

g 
r p 

laad Ey? ont erm 
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1.10. 

. 1. 18. 

1. F p z Fš P 

6idax)v *ioToo ov, Í agree with Wiesing. 
that they are not ie understood as ex — 
two co-ordinate | snis of the Aoyos, but that 
the xarà T. Pidax/)» more exactly determines 
the Aóyos : also that «ard di&a?» denotes the 

of the credibility, —* in so far as,'— 
namely, as the word rests on the Apostolic teach- 
ing. Accordingly, I would render, with Dr. 
Peile, * holding by tbe true [lit. ‘ trustwor- 
thy, as duel doctrine set forth in the teachin 
of the Apostles (see Matt. xxviii. 20. Acts i 
42. Eph. ii. 20. iii. 5); that he may be able xal 
wapaxadstv—éXéyyery, words which have been 
variously, but Bot | think, satisfactorily inter- 
preted, partly by choosing wrongly among the 
sev senses of which tho terms are ble 
but chiefly by taking ¿v for ‘in,’ which obliged 
the Translators to fill up the sense they assigned 
to wap. by some others with which it has no- 
thing incommon. Thus, deceived by the Vulg. 
f», a few early and several later interpreters, as 
Wiesing. and Conyb., explain, ‘in sound doe- 
trine;' which will neither suit to ‘ exhort,’ nor 
to ‘console.’ It would suit to ‘ com ;' a senso 
of the word found in the New Test, and on 
ir I have Aures Theeph — —— sae 

is is su y 4 Quart xa 
ornpl{y. Pow ve I am faclined to think that 
the Apostle intended as wide a senso as the terms 
will admit, Accordingly, M rendering i», per 
(as almost all Expositors of every age do), — 
Hebr. 3, and the Syr. D, we may suppose the 
eense to be this, * to exhort, confirm, and com- 
fort.” Comp. 1 Pet. v.10, ornplE as, c0«vóca:. 
That the Pesch. Syr. Translator took the ¿y for 
per, ‘by,’ is evident. My view as to the extent 
of sense in the term wapax. I find confirmed by 
Hyper., who explains it by ‘exhortari, 'con- 
solari ° (rather, ‘ confortare `), ° re. On the 

ion dytatvoven see note at l Tim. i. 10. 
0. ‘Having laid down a common rule, to be 

everywhere observed, the Apostle now enforces 
it by a reference to the peculiar necessity 
exists for its observance.’ (Calv.)—elol yàp 
Tool xal, &e. Kal after roAAal is in several 
MSS. not found, and in others it is put before 
matatodoy. It is, therefore, with reason, sus- 

ed by the Editors to be interpolated ; ; 
some early Critics, who thought a copula was 

required.—dvuwor. here seems to denote dis- 
obedience both in matters of doctrine and disci- 
line; Judatvers being prob. for the most part 
anal na vic: is meant of those who are 
at 1 Tim. i. 6 said to have turned aside «le 

(ay. See note there. 
it. mind-deceivers) are those who at 

. xvi. 18 are called ifawaravres Tat Kap- 
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lac Trav dxdxwv.—Ppevaw. is a word found 
o Bas this passage, and was prob. a provin- 

ism. 
11. ods det ivicou.] Namely, by putting 

them to silence after full confutation, and then 
formally silencing them by Episcopal authority. 
So Demosth. p. 85, 4, has dvicopu. Toss abro 
árriAÉyorras. See more in my Lex. in v.— 
Sout sieve advarp., i. e. ‘subvert the faith of 
whole families" So 2 Tim. ii. 18, r3» «rav 
évatpixove:. This, indeed, is hinted at in the 
words diô. à. wh sT, where there is a litotes, as 
in lea. lxvi. 4. John xxi. 18 Comp. Plato, 
p. 960, oXas olxías, XpnuéTev Xépu, bsrixei- 
over xaT' &xpas iEaipety, and Jos. Bell. i. 25, 
g (i4 T&v» ToLovTæv olkxovt—xkai Bacrdrsiate 
Aat dvarpiwecba:. These are the kind of 
persons described in 2 Tim. iii. 6, as ol édvds- 
vovrte ale rae olxías xal alyuaX., &c., and 
who are at ver. 2 described as piAdpyvpor, cor- 
gs (a = to alexpov xipdous Evsxa. 

2. elwé Tris—wpo@.] Here 1àios abréw is 
put per in, as being a stronger expres- 
sion, IIpo@. is by Abp. Newc. and others ren- 
dered poet. And, indeed, the term, like vates in 
Latin, was then applied (as implying a sort of 
énspiration) to all poets of more than ordinary 
celebrity ; though it had been formerly confined 
to Homer, Hesiod, and Pindar. imentdes, 
however (who is admitted to be the person here 
meant) was not & poet, but a , and a 
writer «pi ypnopuoy, and, as Theophyl. says, 
@sacuote xai &*oTpo?iaeuois Tpoctxcy, xci 
pavtikhv Óox@v xaTopÜovr, ‘was reputed to bo 
an able uéwru.' Hence he is called by Apu- 
Jeius, fatidicus, and by Cicero, vaticinans. And 
Plut. Sol. 12, says he was VsopiAns xai codde 
mepi Tk Oia, insomuch that he was reckoned 

ong the seven wise men of Greece, and was 
called in by Solon to aid him in the formation of 
hie laws. Thus the word meant, in a general 
way, ‘an interpreter of the will of the gods.’ 
a then, it bise n had — 
to his prophetic, rather is poetic celebrity. 
—Kpntres dei Wevora:. These words were 
borrowed by Callim. (Hymn on Jove, v. 8), who 
fully evinces the justice of the expression dei, 
from their having fabricated a tomb which they 
pretended was Jupiter's. 

13. iAeyxe avrods dwotéueet] A metaphor 
derived from surgeons, who cut away the un- 
sound flesh even to the quick, lest the mortifica- 

Ons. Se fjv airiay edeyye aùroùs àamorópæs, wa vytaivwow év 
Tj lore, 14 ™ ux arpoaéyovres ‘Iovdaixots pv0ou, xai évrodais 
avOpwrrev àrooTpebopéyov tiv adyOeayv. 15 " [[ayra [pev] xa8- 
apa trois xaÜapois Toi; è peptacpévors xai amiotois ovdey 
xaBapov, Grd peplayras avraw xai ó vois xal $ cuve 

, 16? Ocüv sporoyovow eidevat, Tois Šà čpyois ápvobvrat, Põe- 
& Ayicroi Svres kai áeiDeis, xal mpòs Tay Epyov ayabov adoxipor. 

I“ 

tion should extend. The same expreesion occurs 
at 2 Cor. xiii. 10, where see note. 

14. ui) wpoci xowres 'lovóaixoit m.) See note 
Tim. i. 4.—4docTpsdouítro» Thy dXAd- 
By this metaphor, as Mackn. observes, 

it is represented that truth offers itself to the 
Judaizers, while they turn away from it in con- 
tem 
ju wávra piv kaÜapá, &c.] A similar senti- 

ment is found at 1 Tim. iv. 4, 5, and Rom. xiv. 
14, and also Ecclus. xxxix. 32. So also it is said 
by Galen (cited by Wets.), Tois dxabdpras 
V/'vxais, el Tpopl wove wpochipst Aóvyovt, ov 
uovor obdiy wpedroscs áp, à kal Braet 
où outxpa. The uiv, not found in most of the 
uncial and several cursive MSS., is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch. ; perhaps rightly; since internal 
evidence is against if, from its being more likely 
to have been inserted, in order to correspond to 
the è, than removed. Those who inserted it 
did not perceive the force of the 
But to revert from words to things. The Apos- 
tle here takes occasion, from what has been said 
of Jewish fables and traditions, to inculcate a 
kindred trath, —that the Jewish distinctions of 
meats and drinks, as clean or unclean, were of 
no effect as to moral purity; which consists not in 
abstaining from certain meats, but in preeervi 
an unpolluted heart; q.d. ‘to the pure [in heart] 
all such meats as, by the Jewish traditions, were 
held as unclean, are pure;' i.e. may be eaten 
without defilement; but to the — [in 
heart}, and unfaithful to Christ, nothing is pure. 
—Atularra: ariy evrslónois. Comp. Dionys, 
Hal. de Thucyd. viii., uiaípsw T)» ovrsldueiw. 

16. @sóv óuoXoyovcu sldiva:, &cJ] This 
seems intended to evince the justice of the fore- 
going charge (ver. 15) of wnbeliof, and, as Hyper. 
observes, anticipate an objection exculpatory of 
the falso teachers,—that they have much know- 
ledge of God and religion, are pious and labo- 
rious in their preaching, and pure in their lives. 
The antecedent, however, the Apostle denies, 
hence the consequent falls to the ground; q.d. 
* They profess, indeed, to know, love, and serve 
God, but in their actions they neither know nor 
obey him, their deeds not corresponding to their 
professions; as it is said, 2 Tim. iii. 5, gyewres 
MopGwow sóctflilas, thy dt Óvvauw avret 
horyuávo:i. The term ipyore is used with re- 
ference to the idea of Adyors implied in óuoXo- 
yovci. So in a passage of Aristotle, cited by 
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II. 1 Su 88 Adres & mpérei TÀ byiawoúon ¿ac kaa Š mpec- 
Bvras vnparéous elvat, ceuvors, cappovas, iyialvovras Tf) lore, 
Th ayarn, TH vmonovi? Š *apecBuribas dsaúrws v KaTacTH- 
patı lepompereis, ui) GuaóXovs, mn olvp morro SedovrAmpévas, b Gen. & i 
Kadodiarndrous, * va swdpovitwot tas véas duXávOpovs elvat, 
duXorékvovus, 5 b cadpovas, ayvas, oixovpoUs, ayabas, Umorac- |Tim $L 

Budsus, Comm. L. Gr. in voc. cvyddw, we have 
xai cuvadovrewy piv Toit ipyos, modir tion’ 
Ccapwvoiwrewy di Xoyovs, YroAnwriov, where, 
instead of the manifestly corrupt words Aóyovt 
Uwolknwriov, I venture, with some confidence, 
to propose to read Adyors, dwoAnxrioy for àmo- 
oratioy, we must abandon their society.— Bde un- 
voi. On this expression see note at Matt. xxiv. 
15; and on &édéx:p01, note at 2 Tim. iii. 8. 

1I. 1. As the best means of keeping out fables 
Titus is recommended to labour for solid edifica- 
tion. (Calv.) Comp. 1 Tim. iii. 11. v. 14.—%9 
ĝi AáAe:, &c., q. d. * Horum ergo pessima exem- 
pla fugiens, ea age, in eis labora, que ecclesia 
Christiane singulis hominibus, statibus, pro- 
sunt, vv. l—10; vivimus enim temporibus jam 
evangelii lumine illustratie, quibus digne viven- 
dum nobis est, ver. 11—-fin.' (Heinr.) 

2. peo Bóras vno. elvar] Repeat Ad ei, in 
the sense slid, bid. By arpso(3. somo eminent 
Expositors understand, not aged men, but Pres- 
byters; alleging that the directions here given 
are similar to those at 1 Tim. i. 3, and «rpsci- 
vidas at ver. 3 is applicable to those women who 
bore offices in the Church, as from 
the epithets lepowpameis and xaXodiduakáXovs. 
This view, however, is supported neither by tho 
authority of the ancient Expositors, nor by the 
opinion of the best modern ones; and the quali- 
fications do not sufficiently correspond. Indeed, 
the word is never so used in the New Test. 
More may be said for rpecBiridas as denoting 
* female elders,’ or * deaconesses ; where there is 
ancient authority to allege. Perhaps we may, in 
the former case, reconcile the two interpretations, 
by supposing that the Apostle, though using the 
general term wpsoBirne, yet bad also in mind 
those who filled ecclesiastical offices.—ùy alvor- 
vas TÜ wiore:, TD YTY, TY Topo. Åc- 
cording to the Versions in general these Datives, 
&yávy and Smouovp, are taken as dependent on 
by:alvoyras; but that leads to a sense which 
could not be intended. Repeat elva: before iv 
dyawy, thus: ‘That the aged men be sober, 

ve, temperate, sound in tbe faith, continue in 
ove, in patience.’ So the ZEth. Version has, * ne 
heesitent in flde, et diligant, et patientes sint.' 
On these various particulars comp. 1 Tim. vi. 11, 
and 2 Tim. iii. 10. 

3. ly karaceríüuar: lsporp.] ‘in deportment 
[not ° dress] such as becometh persons reverend 
and of holy profession.' So Philo, t. ii. 457, 
Ozov yryórvaci—lapompsssie [Oras] ras iav- 
Tov Üiavoíae, and Porphyry, TÒ dt oepvdy xai 
ix Tov xatacripatos iwparo.—Acédovr., ‘ ad- 
dicted to;’ nearly synonymous with =pocíxXov- 
ras at ] Tim. iii. 8, though a somewhat stronger 
a and illustrated by John viii. 34 and Rom. 
vi. 14. 

4. Iva cwdpov((c: ras vias gir. elvai] 
Lachm. and Tisch. alter ewdpoví[wct to cw- 

ppovitovar, solely on the authority of A, F, G, 
(to which I add Cod. Coisl., adduced b 

Jacks., Lamb. 1182, 1 m., 1196, and Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill); but wrongly, since it is for- 
bidden both by external authority and internal 
evidence, as existing in the greater probability 
that -ec:» should be mistaken by the scribes for 
-ovow (the letters w and ov being continually 
confounded), than that so p & solecism should 
be committed as joining ¿va with an indic. pre- 
sent, which is not proved by such examples as 
gucrovebe in 1 Cor. iv. 6, and YnAours In Gal. 
iv. 17, as will a from the notes there. How- 
ever, it is possible that the originals, from which 
those | exceedingly ancient, — were 
copied. had cudpovicover, since the use of tva, 
followed by Indic. Fut., is not unfrequent in the 
ancient MSS., and would have been more fre- 
quent, but for the errors of scribes, or the license 

Ed S &c.]] Th rd . Iva cedpovrlt., &c. ese words point 
at the chief 4 the instructions, SALIT, 
that they should teach them to be cadpoves, 
acting as monitresses and lators of their 
morals. These instructions (as appears from 
what follows) wero to turn on the domestic 
duties suitable to young married women, and 
each in the order of importance. The first, im- 
plied in @iAavép., is, as it were, their cardinal 
virtue; for it was well said by Socrates (ap. 
Stob. p. 488), evcéBeca yuvarnela, ó “phe 
Tév avépa pws. 

5. In olxovpovs we have a very significant 
term, denoting not only *stayers at home’ (ore- 
yavonuous, Lycoph. Cass. 1095), but, ex adjuncto, 
t care-takers of the house. Eur. Herc. Fur. 45, 
"Poi" Tíkver, olxovpor. Philo de Exsecr. 

9 vvaixas—c«odopovas, olxovposs. Dio 
ass. p. dor. vy) cwdpoy, olkovpós, olxov ó- 

pos: and so Theophyl. here explains by olovo- 
pMuwkás, The —— adopted by Lachm., 
and by Tisch. Ed. 1, from 6 of the most ancient 
cursives, was a gloss of a Scholiast, or an emen- 
dation of Critics, founded on the above sense, 
taking the word to mean ‘toork-twives,’ having in 
mind Solomon's description of a good wife in 
Prov. xxxi. 31, and supposing the sense to be, 
* doing the work of a housewife.” Yet that sense 
is in some measure implied in olxovpods, since 
that term comes from olxos and oŭpos, meaning, 
* watching, keeping, taking care of the house,' 
which usually implied ‘taking some share in the 
house-work, such as is implied in our old 
English Aowsetoife, as Shakspeare was thinkin 
of, when he wrote in his * As you like it,’ iv. 5, 
‘I surely did think that her old gloves [i. e. such 
as she did the house-work in] were on; but 
*twas her hands; she hath a Aunvive's hand. — 

may mean either,-- with reference to 
the words following, —' good-tempered,’ or, as it 

er seem, with reference to the pre- 
ceding, *good-wives, in the sense in which the 
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copévas Tots idiots avdpaow, tva. pn ò Aóos ToU Oeod Brac 

word was used by our ancestors, like the olxoĝe- 
— of — ii. 33, or the bona-fasmina 
of Ennius; namely, ‘ managers.’ us it 
will be exegetical of the preceding. On tva ui 
© Aóyos, &c., see l Tim. vi. 1. 

7. wepi wavra, ae] I know not why Kyplee 
and Heinr. should explain mepi wayra as equiv. 
to Tepi wayra &vOperoy, * towards every man,’. 
taking sá»ra asa singular. It is true that, in 
the sense wep. is found in the Attic Greek 
writers, cited by Kypke, but not one of them bas 
aapi ndyra; besides that, be adduces no proof 
of the use of 4drra for ravra ávOpwrov. For 
^*apéxóutyoe one might rather have expected 
wapixwy, which is found in the purest Attic 
writers, as Plato, /Eschin., and others. Yet 
wWaptxXopuevos occurs once in Xen. Cyr. viii. 1, 
89 (in a passage very similar to the preeent), 
pie char ae — — wapelyero. "i 
y idack $Üapeiar repeat mapi 
oe from the preceding: The phrase 8* 
1o is not to be taken in tho soceptation it 
bears in Bodies of divinity ; but understood simply 
of such proceedings as become the person, and 
beseem his calling in Christ Jesus. In short, by 
*dvTa may be meant, in general, all the duties 
of & Christian, whatever his station in the 
Church, whether private or public, whether of 
the taught or the teacher. The Bishop is re- 
guira to be an exemplar to both these classes, 

or there is meant an EXZMPLAR as may 
be followed by all under him, whether cleric or 
lay brethren; though the words following were 
meant to apply chiefly to the former. On Tov, 
ri ae iv. 12, — note. By ad:a@pOopiay is 
eno integrity of purpose, by wot corruptin 

the word of God. for euin. or from any humaa 
motive, 2 Cor. ii. 17. 1 Tim. vi. 5. So the 
term was explained by H. Steph. Thes. in v.; 
and this view is confirmed by the use of the 
Adj. déidq opos, as said both of unoorrupt 
judges, and generally persons who act from a 
disposition unswayed by corrupt motives of 
kind ; as Demosth: BS. It is true that for 
dé:up8. several of the most ancient MSS., and 
very many of the later ones, havo rj ddr 
which was commended by Griesb., and 
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch., but not, I appre- 
hend, on good grounds. External authority is, 
indeed, rather in favour of d@Ooplay, but in- 
ternal evidence strongly supports aia«0. Sup- 
posing the two terms dà,a$0. and dog. to be, 
as the Critical Editors affirm, oes un sense, 
the former could not need to ained, still 
less to be altered into the latter. However, they 
are sot so; a0. denoting 'incorruplion, as 
said of a thing; ddia@l., 'incorruptness, or 
* uncorruptness, as said of a person, who is not 
induced to do wrong by any corrupt motives ; 
which latter is the sense here intended, as will 
ap still more from what I have remarked on 
Adyow yñ just after. It seems, however, that 
since, as we know from Theophyl, some in 
ancient times (as not a few there have been in 
modern) referred the term to doctrine (having in 

$nuiyra. § Tous vewrépous a@oavrws tmapaxdhe 
T crept 7rávra ceavróv Trapeyópevos TUTOV KaAa@Y čpyow éw TH 
didacxarig adiapbopiay, ceywornta, ájÜapaiav, 89 * Xoyov. yd, 

as been. 

codpoveur 

mind the expression, ñ &yiaírovca didacxaX ia, 
supra, i. 9, and 2 Tim. iv. 3), so the framers of 
the marginal ‘scholia’ explained d&ia«58. by 
dohop. as a more suitable term to express the 
idea. And this so ved itself to the Critical 

opted it into the fezt. The 
déia$Üapsíar and d clay are 

SS. and several Fathers, with the Peach. Syr. 
and Arm. Versions, is evidently a mere scholium, 
coming from certain who understood the tenn 
d@p@. to denote ‘purity of morals,’ as some mo- 
dern itors have done, having in view 
1 Tim. iv. 12. By csuvórnte is denoted that 
ç — deportment* which excludes all levit 
ets e Sanoi s, bet abaya oon is cal- 

to catch attention © condescending 
to what is low and familiar. : 

8. Aéyov Syd] Not a few exx. of this 
are adduced ets., and others might be 
added. But in these several the sense 
of ùy. varies. And the main question is, what 
is the sense which the word bears here? Now, 
that will depend on the reference in Aàóyov. 
Supposing it to refer (according to the opinion 
of the ancient, most modern, Commentators) 
to doctrine, it may be taken to denote verum, 

e n ni oa 
saying what was said before in iv ima takry Aa: acka tdiapBopiay. Accordingly, it is 

beiter to take Adyoy to denote w 

ch go , and were meant to 
. That they must not 

be referred to what goes before has been ably 
shown by Raphel., whose main argument seems 
to be this, that ‘St. Paul for this reason requires 
Aóyov oye of Titus, lest the adve r should 
havo any cause of speaking evil of Christians. 
Yet, as far as s Christian ime, the 
Gentiles spoke evil of Christians for that 
thing; nor could that be avoided, although 
the Doctors of the Church had used, in teachin 
and preaching the divine word, ever so much 
care and caution.’ It is further observable, that 
St. Paul enjoins the same Adyor to be dxaré- 
‘yveoros, *irreprehensible, or ‘what cannot 
justly be condemned.’ But ali the infidels coa- 
demned the ie «tpi Xpioray, because tbey 
accouated the thing ü as Now this 
circumstance seems conclusive in proof that Aé- 
i ydus UM Dok RS TRAE to) the. UU 
wWaoKahig, but be regarded as forming a sepa- 

rate head with another reference, and with an- 
other acceptation of Adyou; and I agree with 
yq ien in supposing the eense here intended 
to be sermonem, understanding thereby that /amé- 
liar conversation which we employ, towards those 
with whom we are acquainted, in social inter- 
course, Agreeably to this view, Calv., I find, 
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axatayvectoy iva ó éË dvavrias évrpamí, pnv very mep 
* ju! acyew $aüXov. 9 ° Aovdovs Blois Serrórais inrotdc- Eh. s. 
cecha éy mâcw evapéctous elvas, us) àvriXéyovras 10 us) voogpi- ;,™™* > 

Copévous, àXXà TícTw Tücav eraxvuuevous ayabyy iva Tiv 
Oidacxadiay ToU Iwriüpos pv Oco xocudow é mTücü. 

1 Pet. 2. 18. 

f1 Tim. 3. 4. 

11 f'Emedáry yap 5) xapis ToU. Oeo ý carnpios waow avOpe- 3T Y. 

refers it to common life and private conversation, 
So also Bengel explains it, as Crell. before him, 
by ° sermonem in consuetudine quotidiana.’ Nor 
is this view a modern novelty, being as old as 
the time of Chrys., who so understood Adyoy, 
since he explains the clause as if iv ry Big xal 
erect oer had been in the text before Aó-yov 
ùy. Upon the whole, then, it appears that the 
Apoetle's pu here wes, to express the same 
nus as he conveyed ta Timothy, 1 Tim. iv. 

eabpa vytia wosioveor. The term 
ur09, as in 2 Thess. iii. 14, 

y. It is conjoined with alex. in 
Ps. xxxiv. 20, aloxvvOslncar xa) irrpasaeíycay 
dua. There is an implied notion of deeisti 
from any words or actions, so as not to be put to 
shame by plain facte. Of ivrpawy Adve, the 
full sense is, ‘ma ed i 
against you, viz. 
— of ws;' for here the reading varies, and 

doubtful, though "iy is best supported, and 
in this reading Ti naly acq after 
men (as in very many eimilar cases) first 
edited iue. 

9, 10. Comp. similar admonitions at 1 Tim. 
vi. 1, og. Eph. vi. 5—8. Col. iii. 22. 

9. At drTiXÉyorras] ‘not answering again.’ 
The term is su to be equiv. to dyrare- 
aplveeGas at Rom. ix. 20 (which may serve to 
illustrate an obscure expression, yl. Theb. 

warwerdmsis av; for avyraroxpivy ; 
For so I would point, ing the ing 
line as spoken aside). The expression is, in- 
deed, by the recent Commentatore in general 
taken to signify ‘ not refractory,’ or ‘not rebel- 
lious.’ But I prefer the foregoing interpretation, 
which is confirmed and illustrated by Soph. CEd. 
T. 408 (perhaps founded on the above cited pas- 

of hyl.), El xal rupavvete, áEcoowrTéor 
+ó your "lo! drriéEavr Tovds yüp kdy% xpa- 

Ob yap Ti col {æ ovos: for the slave, Te. 
it seems, hed not the privilege to make any repl 
to his master. Thus, in Dionys. Hal. hot vL 
26, p. 1099, mention is mado of a slave who, on 
bis master ordering him pel un some work 
unreasonably laborious, d»reisré» abro, 
wAryas &Aafs paerits wav woke. 

10. Here wacay mieri», for rior. vaca», 
was edited by Tisch., ed. 1, from several of the 
most ancient MSS. ; though in his 2nd he has 

t. very properly restored rec, By wier, 
cy athe is meant ‘irus fidelity,’ ‘faithfulness to 

be 
"by having no eril to say of eal 

one's engagements.’ —rhv 8idacxadlay ToU Ew- 
rijpos. Lachm. and Tisch. insert rv between 
6:8. and ov, on the authority of six uncial and 
some cursive MSS., Chrys., and Theodoret. But, 
although internal evidence ie rather in favour of 
this reading, yet, to determine whether this, or 
the commonly received one, be the true reading, 
rae di t as ys — D wu an 

neiatency very uently evi i 
Lachm. at ver. 11 peat the second 4, A the 
authority of three or four uncial MSS., though 
internal evidence is as strongly as external au- 
thority in ite favour ; and even proper of lan- 
quer requires it, the repetition of the Article 

ing necessary to point the general truth here 
ex that ‘it is tke grace of God which 
bri salvation to all men.’ Here, i 
Tisch., after first following Lachm., deserts fi 
and restores the g. 

11, 12. Here commences the latter portion of 
the Epistle, in which, as Crell. and Hyper. ob- 
serve, there is expressed the main reason why 
men should live thus righteously and godly, and 
withal the general of the piety required of 
them are enumerated. The great end and sim of 
Christianity here adverted to is, through the 
mercy of God, founded on the merite of Christ, 
to bring men on, through faith and holiness, to 

vation. 
11. Of the two constructions, adopted by Expo- 

sitors, of these words, ix«dárn —dyOpermois, 
that by which eewripios is construed with raci» 
scems to deserve the ce; the word cerń- 
mos taking after it a Dat. And that ésecárn 
may very well be taken absolutely, is sufficiently 
shown by the words a little further on, iii. 4, örs 
dà š xpuerórus —ivadápy. On the other hand, 
ewrüpios taken absolutely would be here ve 
harsh. However, since the constr. of irs. wi 
wau dvÜpérmois is supported by a of 
Luke i. 79 (isi$ara: Toit iv oxdret), it may 
per be allowed at ceripios to supply Táv- 
TOV, wau, or take waow twice. And so 
the words must have been taken by the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator. This construction I find adopted 
by Dr. Peile. The foregoing is the im- 
port of the worde; but to fix the exact sense, the 
meaning attached to wasdsvouca must be ascer- 
tained. The sense ‘teaching, the erudiens of 
the Peach. Syr., Arab., and Vulg. Versions, is 

; yet it scareely far enough; for 
is not ‘simple sesruction’ that communicates 

what is enjoined. Neither, on the other hand, 
can I a of the rendering of Kuttn. and 
Dr. Peile, ‘ disciplining us,'—namely, through 
the precepts of virtue and holiness given to us, 
gn e tnetituta modia by which we may come 
to what is presented in the Gospel; which more 
than savoure of views that Dr. Peile cannot sp- ` 
prove. The true view of the sense seems to 
that — Est., as follows: ‘ Non quod 
Christi tat in doctrina, quemadmod qu um vo- 
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lebat Pelagius ; sed quia manifestatio gratie, seu 
beneficentie, Dei nobis esse debet vice $énsüfu- 
tionis ad vilam sancle m. Verumtamen 
nec ea institutio, nec ulla doctrina auribus ad- 
mota, quamtumvis ad persuadendum apposita 
restabit, ut sancte vivamus; nisi Deus hoc 
psum per gratiam suam in nobis efficaciter 
operetur. It is in vain to seek to confirm Dr. 
Peile's view by Heb. xii. 5—13, since there it is 
the wa:dsia Kvpiov, even that of bytes, 
: — discipline. I sphere that Dr. 

eile did not a in support of his interpreta- 
tion to 2 Tim. Pt for ho explains * rat- 
éclay there of discipline in righteousness. But 
that interpretation, notwithstanding Mr. Cony- 
beare's ingenuity in making the best of it, is, as 
I have there shown, untenable. I need scarcely 
say, that the ù before cero. has been rightly 
restored by Tisch. in his ed., though in his 
Jet he followed Lachm. in cancelling it on the 
authority of only 8 MSS. (A, C, D), and con- 
trary to internal evidence. The reading of F, G, 
is another Critical alteration, even more inju- 
dicious, 

12. dpyncdusvor—vrae xoopixae ¿wiQun[ate] 
By áp». is meant abnegantes, lit. — No to 
their solicitations ;' implying, as Theophyl. re- 
marks, ‘total and heartfelt aversion.’ See note 
supra, i. 15.—doiBecay. This consisted not only 
in neglect of the proper object of worship by 
idolatry, but also by those vices which invaria- 
bly attended in its train; designating the condi- 
tion of the unconverted, both heathen and others. 
On the expression ras xoopixas iw:ð. the best 
comment is l John ii. 16.—c«dp. denotes virtue 
as regards ourselves; ix., as regards our fallow- 
creatures ; and svceBac, as respects God. 

13. 4pocd1Xx0usvovi—X pio rov] Of these words 
the most natural sense, and that required by the 
proprietas li , is, beyond all doubt, the one 
assigned by almost all the ancients from Clem. 
Alex. downwards, and by the esrly modern Ex- 
positors, as Erasm., Grot., and Beza, and also by 
some eminent Expositors and Critics of later 
times, as am Pearson and Bull, Wolf, Mat- 
thei, and Bp. Middl.,—namely, * Looking for 
(or rather, looking forward to, comp. Job ii. 9) 
the blessed hope, even the glorious vaa. Sd 
our great God and Saviour Jesus Christ." 
cause of the ambiguity in our Common Version 
is ably pointed out, and the above version esta- 
blished on the surest grounds, by Bp. Middl. and 
Prof. Scholef. But, besides the argument founded 
on the jety of language, that of Beza, who 
urges that ¿m:@. is no where used of God, but 
Christ, is unanswerable. Other convincing argu- 
ments for the construction here laid down ma 
be seen in Dr. Routh's Reliquis Sacre, vol. ii. 

p.26. Against the view of those who maintain 
the words to be ‘ descriptive of two te 
rid unsted in joint » I would, wi 
Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. Dial ., P- 216, propose this 
uestion : * What intimation is there given in 

Scripture of a glorious appearing of the Fa- 
ther, and of our Lord Jesus Christ, i» concert i" 
Certainly, none whatever. Consequently we are 
bound to adopt the only other view which can be 
taken of the words, —which view was adopted by 
the Greek ecclesiastical writers in the carliest 

riods of the Church. The reader is particu- 
* referred to Clem. Alex. Cohort. ad Gentes, 
sub init, where vv. 11—14 are cited by that 
Father, and the view of Ler. here maintained is 
adopted. As to the plausible argument of some 
in firour of the new version contended for, that 
* Jesus Chriet is no where styled the God ;" 
we answer, that sey áAXov belonging to both Grou 
and Zerijpos, alters the case, and removes that 
— The sense, as above shown, is plainly, 
‘the glorious appearance of that GREAT Brine 
toho 1s our Gop AND SAVIOUR.’ 

14. idexey iavròv iwip dpe) i.e. * gave 
himself up to death, gave not gold, or silver, or 
holocaust, but Himeelf, body and blood — 
Eph. v. 2); and that, by implication, freely and 
spontaneously.—Autpecnrar, ‘might redeem 
us." The word here is a verbum pragnans, de- 
noting not merely, as the Socinians contend, a 
* withdrawing men from sin,’ by a pure doctrine 
and a holy example, but a paying the A&rpop, 
which delivers them from the penalty of sin, 
pat from its nog reg ate Rom. vi. 14. Here 

to sin is to understood as — 
ius penalty of death spiritual. See eb 
ii. 15. From thie Christ hath delivered us, b 
delivering us from sin in all its liabilities, both 
‘ab effectu et ab reatu’ (as says Est), in other 
words, both from the power of sin, and the pe- 
naliy of sin. In the next words, xai xaÜapíey, 
&c., may be ized a blending of two clauses 
into one,—namely, ‘that he might [by atone- 
ment] purify us unto his service, and [thus] make 
us 8 people peculiarly his own, by being zealous, 
not of vain rites and ceremonies, but of good 
works,’ 

s] This ought not to be rendered, 
as it is by m. and others, ‘enjoin ;' a signif. 
wholl — The sense commonly as- 
sign sufficien t, and indeed no perplexi 
would bave exivted. had the comma of the cay 
Editions after wapaxd\se been retained. The 
general meaning may be thus : * The 
&bove doctrines and duties do thou teach, and 
exhort to the practice thereof; and [any who 
gainsay or neglect them] rebuke with all antho- 
rity, i.e. in the exercise of all the authority 
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vested in thee as God's minister for that very 
purpose. So 2 Tim. iv. 2, xipvEou—éX £ y Eov— 
wapaxaX\ecov. The expression pera waone 
awetayne l would not (with most Commenta- 
tors) refer to iAsyye only, rendering severely. 

` It is better to understand it of all tbe several 
terms preceding, and render, ‘ with all autkorita- 
tiveness, in the sense above pointed out. So im- 
perium in Latin is used for auctoritas, sach as 

. that of masters over their servanta, parents over 
their children, husbands over their wives, and 
sometimes physicians over their patients.—ndsis 
cou Ttpip., i.e. * give no one just cause to 
despise thee.’ He does not say, as to Timothy, 
despise thy for Titus was & much older 
man ; but ‘despise /Aee,'—namely, for the want 
of due authority and firmness. 

IIl. 1. éoníurnoxe airode—twordeo.] On 
this esie see Rom. xiii. 1, compared with Col. 
i. 10. So important an injunction was this of 
obedience to magistrates ever regarded, that one 
of the seven precepts of Noah was to avoid 
resistance to magistrates. Of the two terms 
designating this obedience, bwordeoe. refers to 
their position of subjection to the powers exer- 
cising magistracy, and «eiÜapyti» to the obe- 
dience due to lawful authority. The subjoined 

do» éT. tiva, must 

proechful language, which is forbidden by the 
mndiva, though of co 
persons. And with this is conjoined the duty 
of being &áuáxovs, ° non-quarrelsome,' ‘ non-ca 
tious,’ or nady to think themselves injured; 
but aiming at the cultivation of the opposite dis- 
position of meekness and forbearance towards all 
men, even towards those who, like their heathen 
adversaries, little deserved it at their hands. 

3. uev yap work, sel The yàp is meant to 
assign a reason for such lenity and mildness to- 
wards abusive heathen opponents ;—namely, pity 
for their miserable condition, and recollection 
that Diy — tere once such as those per- 

OL. 

sons now are. By the expression 5usie the best 
Expositors are agreed that the Apostle s 
per xoívectp ; i.e. identifies himself with them, 
as he often does elsewhere, in order to soften 
disagreeable topics, and avoid offence; for, not- 
withstanding what some eay, there is here scarcely 
any particular suitable to Paul when a Jew, 
whereas all of them are very similar to those by 
which the Apostle describes the at 
Rom. i. and elsewhere.—avonro: has reference 
to the liar iguorance of atheism, which says, 
* there is no God’ (Ps. xiv. D or of polytheism, 
which bows to idols. Nearly synonymous with 
this is the term following, wXavemevos, which 
is accordingly at Heb. v. 2 joined with dyvow», 
and may there, as here, be rendered self-decetved, 
implying voluntary error. — dwecOsis, as being 
placed Éetwoon ayont. and w)av., must denote 
a contumacious refusal of belief and obedience, 
corresponding to ovx idoxinacay TÓv Osóv ixeiw 
iy bwvweyvocti at Rom. i. On the words 
dovAsDorrse éwiOup. xal nd. worxidace the best 
comment is Rom. i. 28—3], and Eph. ii. 3; 
and as those words allude to the abominable vices 
of the heathens, so, I conceive, do the next to 
certain evil dispositions, —such as malice, envy, 
hatred, and all uncharitableness. So Rom. i. 29, 
wexAnpopivovs—xaxia’ psorove P0dvov, pó- 
vov, Epidos.—Ardyorres (sc. Bíov) is a stron 

ression (occurring also in 1 Tim. ii. 2, an 
oft. in the Class. writers), denoting ‘the going 
on AM in any course of action.’ —oTvyn- 
Tol, ‘hateful (or ‘deserving of hatred’) to God 
and good men. Of picouvrse aAAnAous the 
sense may be best expressed in the words of 
Tacitus, incisos mutuis odiis. In this last parti- 
cular we have one of the surest indications of 
t the carnal mind, which is enmity against God.’ 
Accordingly this hatred is with reason placed by 
St. Paul, Gal. v. 20, among ‘the worke of the 
flesh.” How far the heathens carried this per- 
nicious principle, will sufficiently appear by s 
reference to the frequent custom of antiquity, of 
having plates of lead nailed up in the sepulchral 
vaults, inscribed with bitter imprecations of their 
enemies. 

4—7. ‘To the above Paul places in opposition, 
by an Gra 62, matter introduced not so much to 
give a description of a new state, in contrast with 
the former, as to show how little reason the 
Cretans have to be proud of themselves. It is 
through the kindness and love of God that they 
have been saved, not in consequence of their own 
merit, but solely in virtue of bis compassion, 
through the work of salvation and the efficacy of 
baptism. When this connexion is rightly con- 
sidered, we clearly see why the kindness and 
lovo of the Saviour-God are mentioned so em- 
phatically with tho work of salvation, and why 
‘that saving efficacy of baptisa a brought pro- 

o 
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mincntly forward; the sense intended running assuredly obtain salvation.’ Lachm. and Tisch. 
thus: ‘ When, however, the kindness and philan- 
thropy of our Saviour-God appeared, he saved 
us, not on account of works of righteousness 
which we had done, but in virtue of his mercy 
through the laver of regeneration, and renewing 
of the Holy Ghost, which he has shed on us 
abundantly through Jesus Christ our Saviour, 
that, being justified by his grace, we should 
fe^ (Wie — pa — of eternal 
ife.’ iesing. omp. the el paseages at 
Gal. iv. 8 6. and Eph. ii. 1—10, the latter of 
which especially is & good comment on the pre- 
sent.—rov ZwTpot nuev Osov is not well ren- 
dered by Bp. Middl. and Wiesing., * of our Se- 
viour God; who, in supposing that here and at 
i. 3. ii. 10. 1 Tim. ii. 2, the Saviour God means 
Christ, is certainly mistaken. Not only the 
parallel of Gal. and Eph. show it to be 
God the Fi who ie here meant, but such is 
clear from ver. 6. This view is confirmed by 
the almost universal voice of antiquity, and is 
ably maintained by Est., who, among other pas- 
sages, adduces John iii. 16, oUre yap hyárnoev 
Ó Oede, &c. Rom. v. 8, cvvierno: thy iavrov 
ayawny ele pac Ó Ocós, &c., which latter pas- 
sage serves to confirm the remark of Eat., that 
here, as elsewhere, the term Zer?)p is applied as 
well to the Father as to the Son, 

4. The terms xoncr. and Qi. properly differ 
as genus and les, yet are elsewh., as well as 
here, joined by good writers, though exclu- 
sively laler ones, as Philo, Jos., Liban., Aris- 
tides, Lucian, Plut, &c. Here the conjoint idea 
which they re nt is equiv. to xápie Ocov 
supra, cb. ii. 11. The term $iXavOpusría is, 
however, very seldom used to denote *the love 
of God to men, though frequently * the love of 
man to man.’ In the former use, however, it 
occurs in Artemid. iv. 24, rò r&y Orav $ iÀ éy- 
Opwrov cvriévat. I would render, ‘the kind- 
ness and the philanthropy ;' because the second 
Article is meant to give prominence to the term 
introduced by it, and the two are not to be taken 
a tely, as in Matt. xxiii. 23, dwodsxarovre 
TÓ Hi ras aov, xal +d &vnÜov xal TÒ kÓuwoy. 
See Green, Gr. N. T. Dial. p. 213, 214, where 
he justly obeerves that the present ex. of this 
force of the repeated Article is the more remark- 
able, because only one person is described. 

5. wv irois.) Render, with Mackn. and 
Wakef., ‘which we had done,’ or did; i. e. be- 
fore faith and the laver of regeneration. ‘ This 
(as Whitby observes) does not in the least ex- 
clude the works of righteousness which should 
hereafter be done, by virtue of the new nature 
given to Christians, and the renewing of the 

oly Spirit, from pone ondion of their future 
happiness; and when the Apoetle says xara Td» 
avTov ideoy iowo:» Huds, his meaning is, that 
by his free mercy he brought us from a state of 
wrath and condemnation into the way of salva- 
tion ; in which, if we walk and continue, we shall 

(1st Ed.) read à, from a few uncial and other 
MSS., yet against internal evideuce; for who, it 
may be i e would correct the more difficult, 
but grammatically correct reading, œ» to &? 
Jone Teh. (ad Ed) be — eure to be 
one. Tiech. .) very properly restores 

œv. With equal want of judgment Lachm. pre- 
fixes ou to AovrTpov, from one MS., the Alex. ; 
for, if St. Paul had prefixed the Article to Aov- 
Tpov, he would naturally have done it to ra- 
ag So in Eph. v. 26, we have in all the 
MSS. ve Xovrpe Tov datos. But Aovrp. ra- 
Ayy. is equally correct.—iceos, meaning, the 
best Expositors tell us, * bath put us into a state 
of salvation.’ See note on Matt. i. 21. Acts ii. 
47, aud 1 Tim. ii. 4. But the ex ion must, 
in the context, rather denote, deliverance from 
the consequences of former sins, negli and 
ignorances, by having offences atoned for, 
and the means of future holiness and righteous- 
meses communicated.—d:a AovTpov wahtyyene- 
elas. Render: ‘by the laver of regeneration ;' 
i.e. (as Bp. Hall explains) ‘by means of those 
holy ordinances which he h appointed ; and 
mainly, as one of them, by the holy sacrament 
of baptism, which is the laver of our spiritual 
regeneration ; yet not by any virtue of the out- 
ward sign, but by the inward renovation which 
is wrought in us by the Holy Ghost.’ That by 
qTaGÀtyy. is meant ismal regeneration, the 
ancient Commentators almost universally (see 
Ch i. 328), and the most eminent ones of 

ern times, are And that this is the 
doctrine of our Church, is evident from its 
XXVilth Article. The term, indeed, might, 

7 the adj AouTpdr, mean 
ration: and though that sense be very rare in 
the ancient writers, yot I have myself noted an 
example in Euseb. Eccl. Hist. iii. 23, fin., dsdoos 
piya wapéduyua pe nÜ.as, xai 
miya yrepioua wadiyyevectas. The expres- 
sion dvaxav. Hy. dy. must, of course, be pri 
marily understood of the renovation prosesding 
from the regenerating grace of baptism ; though 
it must by no eni be cea to that, but un- 
derstood of that moral renovation begun in bap- 
tiem, but requiring the aid of the Holy Spint 
throughout the whole of life. The reader is here 
referred to an excellont elucidation of this con- 
troverted topic by Dr. Glocester Ridley (cited by 
Mant and D'Oyly), which leaves, in fact, very 
little about which moderate men, careful to 
understand each other, would differ; also to 
Bp. Bull, Harm. Ap. p. 83, and espec. to Bul- 
ling. on this paseage. 

. tva —— &c.] 3 1e the pee 
passages o . iv. 3—6, and Eph. ii. 1—10; 
also, Rom. — v. — 2 17. — 
ii. 29. — fi ixelvou yapits. By ki še, 

à understood the grace of Eon: course, to as is 
plain from éixeivov, not abrov, being used ; the 
one pointing to the remote, the other, to tho 
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nearer antecedent. ‘It is evident that Luther 
felt, as did St. Paul and St. Augustin, that the 
evil in man does not lie in the imperfection of 
his outward works, but in the corruption of 
his heart. Therefore did he so strongly urge, 
that, if we are to be justified, it must be wholly 
through grace, by the righteousness of our Divine 
Saviour, to be received and appropriated by faith, 
without eny edmixture of the works wrought b 
so frail and peccable a creature as man.’ Archd. 
Hare, Mission of the Comforter, vol. ii. p. 752. 
—For yopa Lachm. and Tisch. edit yssi- 
Ocuso, from five uncial MSS. But that was, I 
suspect, a mere alteration, proceeding from the 
Critics, and introduced in order the better to 
suit in tense with the preceding dcxa:wOévrse. 

8. wtards ó Aovyos] A formula peculiar to 
the Pastoral Epistles: * Faithful, or true, is the 
saying. Expositors are not quite agreed whe- 
ther this refers to what precedes, or to what 
follows. In the later case the sense will be, 
* uphold the doctrine, that believers should main- 
tain good works. To this sense, however, the 
pan TOUT oy is adverse; and it is not permitted 
y the fva. Hence it is better, with almost all 

eminent Expositors, ancient and modern, to re- 
fer tho words to what precedes, understanding 
by vrovrwy the ‘doctrines above mentioned ; 
vv. 4—8 ;—namely, 1. the ruined state of man, 
both in soul and body ; 2. the infinite goodness 
of God, which devised his salvation; 3. the 
manifestation of this ness by the incarnation 
of Jesus Christ; 4. the justification which they 
who believed received through His blood; 5. the 
mission of the Holy Spirit, and the purification 
of the heart by His influence ; 6. the hope of the 
resurrection of the body, and the final glorifi- 
eation of both it and the soul through all eter- 
nity; 7. the necessity of obedience to the will 
of God, and of walking worthy of the vocation 
wherewith they had been called.—Kai repi Toú- 
Twv BovAoua, &c., meaning, ‘and I would have 
you constantly insist strongly on these truths; 
so that those who have believed in God, may 
maintain good works.” The cause of the obscu- 
rity, and consequent diversity of interpretation, 
in these words, arose from the Apostle not having 
here shown how it should be, that the doctrine 
of salvation by grace should produce holiness of 
life. But he has done it in another kindred 

, which the Commentators have omitted 
to adduce—namely, Eph. ii. 9, 10, where, after 
baving at large treated on the subject of sal- 
vation by Brace (as here), adding that it is not 
of works lest any man should boast, he sub- 
joins: avTov yáp ¿cusy volnua, KT. Üíuraç iv 
Xpiore ‘Inovy ivl ipyois dyaÜois, ols rpo- 
nToíuucap 0 Ost, iva iv avTOIs Wepiwariompey, 
where the yap refers to a clause omitted ; q.d. 
* [Yet wor.s must be done,] for, &c.' Hence it 
wouid seem that xaday ipyws here must have 
the same sense as £pyyoie dyafote there; and 
consequently it must not be limited, with many 
eminent Commentators, to works of 
still less to the business of our vocation, but be 

extended to good works of every kind. Topo- 
teracÜa: signifies, l. ‘to set oneself about any 
thing; 2. ‘to assiduously practise it; a sense 
not unfrequent in the Class. writers. Accord- 
ingly the two terms d$porr. and wpoltoracbas 
taken together convey an intensity of sense in the 
latter. — The rw before Otes is cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of all the 
uncial, and several cursive, MSS., and Theodor. ; 
but without reason, since it is contrary to the 
usage of St. Paul, and the other writers of the 
New Test., who often use wioravery TH Oso, or 
T$ Kvuplo (as Acts v. 14. xiii. 12, in M. C.; 
xvi. 34. xxvii. 55. Rom. iv. 3. Gal. iii. 6. James 
ii. 93. 1 John v. 10, sine v. lect.), but nowhere 
7i0TaUsIp Ow. Tiorevecy T@ Oew does occur 
(as Gen. xv. 6. Ex. xiv. 31. 3 Kings xvii. 14. 
Ps. lxxvii. 26. Jonah iii. 5) in the Sept., but 
aor. Oew. never, any more than in the Class, 
writers. Hence we may suppose the reading in 
question to have arisen from carelessness on the 
per of the scribes.—ravT& dor: TG xara, &c. 

me 14 MSS. have not the ra, which Bp. Middl. 
is di to cancel, for scarcely any better rea- 
son than because he does not see the force of it. 
And what the Bishop was only trclined to do, 
Mr. Valpy, swayed by his —— takes cou- 
rage and ; aud, with less than his usual dis- 
cretion, cancels the word, alone of all the Editors. 
But, not to advert to Bp. Middleton's reasons for 
supposing it not genuine, it is surely difficult to 
imagine how, if so, it should have been iatro- 
duced into nearly nine-tenths of the MSS. ; for 
Rinck's collations present no variation : whereas, 
for its omission we can well account, —namely, 
from the ancient Critics being as unable to dis- 
cover ita force as was Bp. Middl. Yet, if I mis- 
take not, it is susceptible of a very good sense,— 
namely, * These are the things (i.e. duties), which 
are good and profitable unto men.’ Similarly to 
what is said by Plut. de Educ. 8 17, ravra uiv 
obv xaXd xal cuudipovra. The above sense is, 
I apprehend, much stronger than that yielded by 
the Common Version, and such as is very agree- 
able to the Asyndeton ; which in St. Paul is com- 
monly introductory to & sentiment of more than 
usual energy. Indeed, it is here required by the 
contrast in the next verse ; for, in the pursuit of 
curious speculations, unconnected with the main 
articles of our faith, and the common rules of 
human duty, practice is usually neglected. So 
far in my former editions. I have now to add, 
that, among a multitude of passages from Plato, 
Xen., and Plut., which have since come under 
my notice, I have not found any with the Article 
so used, except one in Plut. Pericl. c. i., rav ài 
xaAGv xai odpsrAluwv Wapapedovvras, & cir- 
cumstance which is the more remarkable, as 
serving to assist us in determining the true read- 
ing here, where the Article ra is absent from 
nearly all the uncial and very many of the cur- 
sive iss. (to which, however, I can only add 
Lamb. 1186, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill), and 

bas been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. But, 

though — authority may seem to favour 
Oo 
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the omission, internal evidence is quite in its 
disfavour; for no reason can be imagined wh 
any Critics should ímtrodwos the word, whic 
would seem superfluous (and of which, indeed, 
Bp. Middl. confessed he could not discover the 
force) ; whereas it may very well be supposed 
that Critics would—as is often the case else- 
where—cancel what they could not comprehend, 
and what to them appeared to answer no purpose. 
To me, however, it seems not useless, as serving 
to promote an intensity of sense, thus: * These 
are the things which are good and profitable unto 
men :` a sense this called for by the Asyndeton, 
which in St. Paul is usually introductory to a 
sentiment more than usually —— The 
force of the Article here will appear y consider- 
ing this as referable to that class treated 
on by Mr. Green, Gr. N. T., p. 210, in which 
* the full idea in a writer's mind is expressed by 
the employment of two or more words nearly 
allied in meaning; as I have already shown is 
the case with xaAd and &pfXzpua, in which case 
the first word has the Article and the other not. 
Besides, the ra is called for by the contrast in- 
troduced by è in the next verse, where the 
things adduced are speculations, both foolish and 

—— Unrsosns] In this expression there 
is, as Vitringa (de Synag., p. 671, fin.) ways. an 
allusion to those disputations vain and foolieh, 
which were held in the Synagogues by the dis- 
puters (ever ura of this world, on matters 
pertaining to the Syn and the economy 
of the Old Test. He further enters at large 
into the nature of these cvturijotis, * questions 
for discussion.' On this subject see notes at 
1 Tim. i. 4. 2 Tim. ii. 16, 17. On yevsaAoy(as 
see note at l Tim. i. 4, also Mosheim's Ecclesi- 
astical Hist., vol. i. p. 71. 

10. The mention of ‘ frivolous questions, and 
curious subtilties" naturally introduces that of 
the heresies and schisms, which they seldom fail 
to generate (comp. Rom. xvi. 17, where see note). 
On the sense of alperixdy &y0pesror, and of 
term oxloua, much has been written. Suffice it 
here to say, that alperixde seems to mean ‘one 
who takes up any doctrine in opposition to, or 
inconsistent with, the fundamental truths of the 
Gospel ;’ espec. if anxious to promulgate bis own 
notions, and from a vain-glorious desire of being 
the head of a sect. Of course, schism is the pro- 
mulgation and supporting of such heresies. See 
my Lex. in v., Bingham’s Ecclesiastical Antiqui- 
ties, 1. xvi. 6, 21, and Vitringa, de Synag. p. 755, 

"1. eléwe Sri—abroxat.] These words, not 
a little obscure and controverted, are, I conceive, 

TITUS III. 9—14. 

9^ Mwpds Se Üyrüscs xai yeveadoylas, kai épew xal 
n a. VoutKads, Tepiotaco eiai yap avwdedeis xa pata. 10! Aine 

TOV avOpwirov, pera piav kai Sevrépay vovÜcaiav, maparrob- 
- 11 eiðòs Ort é£éa paras ó ToLovTos, Kai duapTdye, dy avToxatd- 

1? k”Orav méuyw " Apreuüv mpos ae, $ Tuytxov, omoúðacov 
i. CAOeiv mpós pe eis NucómoXur éxeç yap xéxpixa rapayeusdaaas. 

au. 131 Znvav Tov votcoy kai AtroAXw@ otrovdaiws pores poy, tva 
14 MavÜavérocav 8ë xal oi ñuérepo, Ka) 

meant to suggest s reason why all intercourse 
with such a n is to be avoided. And the 
diffculty mainly hinges upon avroceraxperos, 
which some eminent Commentators think may 
mean, ° one who furnishes matter of self-con- 
demnation against himself; a sense, however, 
not a little harsh, and far from suitable to what 
preceded. The ancient interpretations, from their 
—— deserve more attention. Chrys., Theo- 
hyl., and CEcumen., explain it avawo\oyntror, 

. €. ‘condemned by himself and his own consci- 
ence:;' implying that he teaches erroneous doc- 
trines, knowing them to be such: for, as Whitby 
observes, no man who acts according to his 5 
ment, how erroneous soever that may be, is 
self-condemned ; while Theodor. thinks that the 
import of the whole verse is dvdmyros yap lori 
Ó wovot. Perhaps the truth will best be attained 
by — both oa thus: ‘Such an 
one avoid (comp. l Tim. vi. 5, dwo); for he is 
utterly perverted, and therefore no good can be 
expected: to be done: he sins self-condemned, 
and is so tnexcusable that you may justly break 
off intercourse; and, by his being already se//- 
condemned, you need not keep up intercourse 
with the intent of incing him of his error ; 
for of that his conscience will admonish him." 

— tkiorpartat—xal auaptave av avro- 
KaTéxpuroe] I have explained ¢£éor. to signify, 
‘is utterly perverted, corrupted, and gone wrong.” 
And so it is understood by several of the most 
eminent ill Pre ancient and modern. Thus 
they regard étiorpawra: as standing for à- 
torpaxta:: though they adduce no certain 
proof that that word was ever so used. For as 
to the of Ezek. xiii. 21, Sept, that 
affords no sure data. And, sgain, that of Deut. 
xxxii. 20 is not to the purpose, since there &iic. 
merely means , i. e. obetinately wrong. as 
the con to truth and righteousness. In con- 
sequence, then, of the want of authority for the 
above signification, I am now inclined to prefer 
the version adopted by other Expositors, eversus, 
equiv. to subversus (lit. * upturned `), meaning 
subverted in faith, hope, aud every good gift So 
Est. and Calv. explain the term, supposing here 
a metaphor taken from a Aouse, which, if col- 
lapsed in some of its parts, may be repaired and 
renewed ; but, if its 7 are uptumed, 
there ie no hope of restoration. And this opinion 
derives support from a paseage of Hom. Il. xvii. 
58, Bó@pou T’ iEiorpape xal iEstavvec’ ivi 

ain. 
me The scope of this verse seems to be, to 
engraft upon the Christian duty enjoined im the 
last, in eov. *pó*., iva univ avrots Aelwy, 
a general admonition, further illustrative of ver. 



TITUS III. 15. 565 

&pryov TpolaracÜa, cis tas avayxalas wpeias va uù ow 
ékvcaprrot. 15 ° Aoratovrai ce oi per éuoU rávres: dotracat TOUS 
eroivras ñus èv mistet. IÅ xápis peta ávrov vuv. apy, m1 Cor.16. 

Ilpós Titov ris Kprràv éxxdnolas arpévrov émicxotroy yer- 39a om. 
, 9 , ?° Ó` , a , Heb. 18. 35. 

potovnbévra éypadn amd NixotodXews rìs Maxedovias. 

8, as to works of benevolence in 
words may be rendered, * And withal, let our 

ple (meaning the Christians) among you,— 
the Cretan Christians, —learn to exercise them- 
selves carefully in ly actions (i.e. works of 
benevolence), for the supply of necessary wants, 
that they may not be unfruitful.’ This use of 
ol nur. is very rare, and probably a colloquial 
idiom; it occurs, however, in Ignat. Smym. 11, 
and Polycl. Mart. 9, cited by Mr. Grinfield. On 
the expression arpoíccacÜa. sce note supra v. 8. 
By xeÀa ipya must here be espec., if not solely, 
meant works of benevolence and charity ; as ap- 

from the context, and the very expression 
xa ev ipywv, occurring in a similar connexion 
at 1 Tim. vi. 18, and v. 10. Heb. x. 24, and else- 

eral; and the where. The next words seem intended to show 
what was meant by xaAwy fpyœwv here, and in 
some degree to ify what had been said; the 
senso being, ‘ for the dapply of necessary wants ;' 
comp. Demosth., p. 668, al dvayxatat xpeiat. 
And that the iód(a provided for travellers were 
sometimes so called, is plain from Acta xxviii. 
10, xal dvayoputvos iwideyro ta Tpós T)» 
xpstav. So that Theophyl. (following Chrys.) 
well explains by i$odiáca:, xýðsoðai Tir čsv- 
pévev, xal iv ypnpact xai iy priuacti, where, 
for iv huaca, read, as the sense requires, évdu- 
pact. The words following suggest the reason 
why they should do this, —namely, ‘that the 
may not fail in rendering such fruit as Gospe 
principles should yield.’ : 
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Cor. 16.19. Col. 4. 18,17. Phil. 2. 95. 

Tus Epistle is simply a brief letter, on s 
private, or personal matter, written to reconcile 
a Colossian named Philemon (who had, it seems 
from v. 10, been converted by Paul, prob. when 
he visited Phrygia) to his slave Onesimus, who 
had abeconded, whether for crimes he had com- 
mitted, or for some act of disobedience, and 
having come to Rome had been converted to the 
Christian faith, and baptized by St. Paul,—with 
whom he stayed some time, attending upon him 
with the test fidelity, and attached affection. 
In order, however, to repair the injury he had 
done his master, be was anxious to return to 
him; but was afraid that, on his return he would 
inflict (as the law allowed him) condign punish- 
ment for his misconduct; and St. Paul wrote 
this letter to entreat Philemon to on his 
offence, and receive him again into his servi 
not, indeed, as a slave, but as a servant an 
Christian brother; since he might now place 
entire confidence in him, as he was become a 
sincere Christian, and would in future conscien- 
tiously discharge his duties. Nay, in order to 
revent all objection on the score of injury suf- 
ered, the warm-hearted Apostle offers to reim- 
burse Philemon any loss he had sustained by 
him. It is of some importance to duly under- 
standing the scope of the letter, and a due appre- 
ciation of the conduct of Paul, to determine 
whether the words of v. 18, in which hôlxnos is 
followed up by ódQeíAu, refers to something 
stolen by Ones. from Philem., or to the wrong 
generally done to his master, —by depriving him 
of his services for a long time, and, pue. by 
idleness and negligence while with him. The 
thing is not certain. However, I agree with 
Dr. Davidson, that since the words sj — 
seem meant to further develope the idea in 
Adicnos, aud that considering the delicate nature 
of the language employed in the Epistle, the 
terms are too strong to denote injury by loss of 

dishonesty tted by On b. at th I commi y Ones., prob. at the time 
of his running away, in order to supply funds for 
travelling expenses, and until he should have a 

It would seem to advert to some act of 

EIIIZTOAH. 

1*]IATAOZX, Séousos Xpioroð 'Igo00, xal Tipobeos ó 
Tim.1.8 dŠeX bos, Didjpovs TÈ &yamnrë xal cvvepyd uv, Š b xa 

safe refuge and abode furnish tem support. 
See the able note of Est., whose — eR this 
view is all but certain, —espec. since it is — 
supported by the coe address employed by 
Paul in wording the letter so as to e its de- 
sign, in spite of the great difficulty encountered, by 
the accomplishment of the benevolent pu of 
the writer. Accordingly, though the Epistle, con- 
taining, as it does, no regular statements of Chris- 
tian doctrines, or practical exhortations, might 
seem of slender importance as & document present- 
ing Christian truth, it is not without its useful- 
nese, by suggesting weighty practical application; 
espec. since, as Dr. Davidson observes, it ‘ serves 
as a practical comment on Col. iv. 6, é Acyor 
Uuiy—mrüs Set Duas ivi ix. dwoxpivecOat, in- 
asmuch as it is impossible to it without 
being struck with the amiability, and generosity 
of spirit, which breathe through the letter.’ Dr. 
Davideon is of opinion ‘that true delicacy, fine 
address, consummate courtesy, nice s of 
rhetoric, render the letter a unique specimen of 
the epistolary style.” In the same tone, of un- 
measured ae. Dr. Doddr. regards ies also 
does Dr. D., as far superior to the brated 
Epistle of Pliny the younger to Sabinian (Epist. 
l. ix. 21), written on & similar occasion ; thougb 
os hf (Dr. Doddr. ee) furnishes no ex- 
ample of the Epistolary style equal to that of 
the letter in question.” For my own part, I 
like not sweeping comparisons; and in a case 
like tbe present, there is & want of good taste in 
instituting them. — As to the (ime when tho 
Epistle was written, there is much uncertainty. 
But Dr. Paley has gone farto prove it to have 
bcen written at the same pes with the Epistle 
to the Colossians (but whether before or after 
that Epistle, is difficult to say), and committed 
to the same person, who conveyed that, and no 
doubt thts at the same time, to Colosse. The 
writer was yet in confinement, but is supposed to 
have been nearly at the end of bis first imprison- 
ment. 

l. &éeutos X. 'I.] ‘a prisoner for tho sake 
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* Ala tÀ ayarnry, cai ` Apyxürme te cuoTparuyrp huey, kai 
Tř) xaT olkóv cou éxxrAnaolg: 9 yápis Ùpîv xal eipnyn àró Oeod 
TLarpos uv, xal Kuplov 'I9000 Xpioroù. 

4° EóxapiaTÀ TË Oep pov, rávrore uveíav cov TOLOÚLEVOS o Rom. 1.8. 
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e Rom. 13. 

8 g Aiò, moj èv XpwrrQ wappyolav Exwv ëmerdcoeu Go, TÒ p1 Trews. 
&vfkov, 9 Sia Thv aydm paddXjov Tapaxade Tovwovros dy as 3ConM.8. 
JIlaüXos mpecBirns, vu Se xal Séopwos “Inoot Xpictod. 

h 1 Cor. 4. 16. 

10 ^]JapaxaAQ oe ep, ToU oÙ Tékvov, dv éyévvgsca év Tois Sty 

of, or in the cause of, Jesus Christ ;' see 2 Tim. 
i. 8, and note.—cvvepyw, lit. *belper [in the 
cause of the Gospel]; whether as Deacon, or 
pesce to the congregation assembling at his 

ouse is uncertain. 
2. Arde] Said by the ancients to have been 

the wife of Philemon. Archippus, =e us, 
was his son, and a n in the Chu 

6. Saree ù xow., &c.] The best Commentators 
are agreed that here mpocsvxópevos is to be sup- 
plied from wpocevyéy at ver. 4, * praying that.’ 
—y KOLY. THe TíGTaO COV a ok — mab 
lit., ‘that the communication of thy faith [by 
promoting ite icipation with others, in one 
community of faith, see Tit. i. 4] might become 
effective,’ efficaz, operatriz, as Jerome renders: 
and eo Theophyl. explains, IuTparTos, kal ola 
ceca, so a to continually produce its effects. 
he sense of these words is very obscure, but it 

may be that — by Conyb., ‘In (causing) 
true knowledge of all the good, which is in us for 
Christ and his service. But I am not satisfied 
with any inte tion of the words that I have 
seen, nor can Í offer any which satisfies myself. 

7. xépu] Six uncial, and ten cursive MSS., 
with Versioni; Fathers, and early Editions have 
apd», which has been edited by Griesb., Scholz, 
im. and Tisch. Ed. 1; but, I think, without 
sufficient reason; since evidence for xa- 
p&r is not strong, the MSS. being of the Western 
recension, and abounding in corrections; whilst 
Versions are in a case of this kind so evidence, 
and the authority of Fathers very slight. With 
respect to the internal evidenee, it is decidedl 
in favour of xápıv, as being the more difficult 
reading. On which grounds I imagine Tisch., 
in his 2nd Edit., has recalled xápw. The Cri- 
tics broached the emendation (as at 2 Cor. i. 15), 
because T did not perceive the true sense of 
xápir, which is ‘gratitude,’ ‘ holy thankfulness o 
spiru ;' as oft. in the N. T., e. gr. Luke vi. 32, 
seqq. xvii. 9. Rom. vi. 17. 1 Cor. xv. 57. 2 Cor. 
ii. 14, et al.—ore Tà omdayyva—cov. These 
words are exegetical of the foregoing. Though a 
difference of opinion existe as to the sense of 
Ta e*Aá&yxva Té» aylwv, which some, as Est., 
Casaub., Menoch., understand of the persons 
themselves, with a notion of misery, calling for 

pity. Far more natural, however, is the inter- 
pretation of others, as Theophyl., Grot., Beza, 
and Seul the heart and mind, as at v. 20. 
This sense of inl oft. occ. in the N. T. 
Nor is it a mere eornm. exi. of it being 
adduced by the Commentators from Plut. de 
Virt. et Vit. § 2, to which I add Dionys. Hal. 
i. 518, 16, iv vote c*Aáyxvoit évrerixvia, 
— insid * Lycoph. — 465, — 
crárov Eivov "Erw: sapw c*TAáwyyrop, 
* touched his heart." ack Ag. 366, eT dy va 
à' obte pard{er IIpós dvóíxow pptoly TeAsc- 
Q$ópois Alvace xvxovpmevoy xéap, where Herm. 
remarks, ' Z=) dy xva explicat poets per xíap.'— 
’Avawimavrat, ` have been recreated, refreshed, 
solaced,' as v. bo. 9 Cor. vii. 13, a sense very 
rare in the Class. writers, the only ex. I know 
of being in Leges. Homerit. ap. Anecd. Gr. 
vol v. p.75, 3, rots wiéyntrae dOspderevé re 
kai ivavácava. 

8, 9. à,4]) ‘This being the case,’ i. e. since 
you have shown so benevolent and liberal a 
spirit to Christians.—^ragp. Ixe» iv Xp., i.e. 
* such full authority as I might, by the authority 
of Christ and as his Apoetle, use.” Of this sense 
of wappnola (which seems required by the con- 
text) exx. occur in Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 12, and xv. 
6, 7, imava: wordy sle Thy 'loudaíay wision 
Timp kai rappnola. Zosim. Hist. iii. 7. Of à 
dynxow the meaning is, * what is Ls for you 
to do as a Christian.'—4i& T)» dyarny. The 
full sense is, it would seem, * because of the love 
[which subsists between us].' 

9. rovovroe dv ot MavAor, &c.] q. d. ‘cum 
talis sim, ut tibi imperare possim, magis tamen 
hortor tanquam eenex, inquam, imo etiam vinc- 
tus, hortor et obsecro te, certus preces meas apud 
te non fore irritas’ (Wets.), who compares Au- 
doc. in Alcib., 5 88 wavrey Oe«worarór iors, 
TotouTot dy we sÜvout TH Op, Tobe Aóvyovs 
voutTai—Ipsofórgs, an old man.’ ‘ There 
are —— Heinr.) mos — Mice he 
grounds his uest: I. as being an e to 
whom Philemon was indebted ; 2. as ne an 
old man (ane to such we should be loth to refuse 
a request); 3. as being a pri in the cause of 
the i. e. “ for the a pels sake.” ° 

10. venca} i.e. ° havo converted to tho 
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Secpois pov, Ovýoiuov, Y (roy 7oTé cot dypnotoy, vvyi Sé col 
kai dol evypnotoy,) bv averewa 19? av 86 avrov, TOUTÉOT: Tà 
cua omrdayyva, mpooXafo). '3“Ov éyo éBovXounv mpòs épav- 
Tov KkaTéyew, iva vmép cov Óuxovr poe év Toig Seapois ToU 

11Cor.9.7, evarryedion 1* ! yopiç 66 Tis oñs yuouns ovdev 7OEAnoa 7rocfjca:, 
0.91. (ya uù) e xarà, avdyeny TO órjaÜov aov Ñ, GAA KaTa Exovoroy. 
Pee 15 Taya yap 5a Tovro éywpicOn mpos wpay, va al vtov autor 

á&Téyps 6 ovxére as SovNov, GAN itrép OoUXov, adeAoy aya- 
InTov, panera épol, woop Sé paddoy coi, nai év capKi xai 

Christian faith? by s metaphor common both 
in the New Test. and tho Rabbinical writers.— 
Several MSS. prefix ¿yë before iyévvnoa, and 
are without wou: both which readings have been 
received by Lachm., and the latter by Tisch. 
But, as respects the former, it is founded on 
very incompetent authority, that of only three 
MSS.; and, as to the latter, the external autho- 
rity for the ce of the uov is greatly superior 
to that which exists for its absence (six or seven 
MSS. being — authority in the case of 
an omission), and it has, moreover, the support 
of the Pesch. Syr. Version. Znternal Pid ki 
too, is quite in its favour, considering that it 
was far more likely to have been left out, than 

t in. 
ll. ró» word cor—edypnorov] On the ad- 

mirable addrees shown in thus introducing the 
request to be made, see Benson. “Ayxonoroy 
is supposed by many Expositors to be used, per 
litoten, in the sense injurious ; since from vv. 18, 
19, it appears, they think, that Onesimus had 
robbed his master. Seo Introduction. 

12. rà iud ewXáyyva] i.o. ‘whom I love as 
if it were myself, lit. * my own bowels.’ So the 
best Commentators explain, comparing Eath. vii. 
3, and adducing — exx. from the later Class. 
writers of ow\ay va in the sense son ; to which 
may be added another from — Antig. 1053. 
Nor is the idiom without parallel in our own 
language, in which the expression ‘ my heart’ is 
used of a person as an address of warm affection. 
— poc Àaĝßov, meaning, ‘take him to thy confi- 
dence and protection: as Acte xxviii. The 
word is, indeed, absent from A, F, G, and one 
cursive, and is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., 
but wrongly ; since that it should have crept into 
all the MSS. except four; and two of them, F, 
G, duplicate copies, and all the Versions, from 
the Pesch. Syr. downwards, is incredible. That 
it should have been omitted by error of scribes 
in so few MSS. is very possible. It is, more- 
over, supported by the weighty authority of the 
Pesch. Syr. and the other ancient Versions, as 
also by that of Chrysost. both in his text and bis 
commentary, where he notices the force and sig- 
nificancy of the term thus: ov« slots» dvrodíEa: 

: wWpocAafou, i. e. receive him to your 
society and friendship, as a brother in the faith. 
So Rom. xiv. ] and 3. xv. 7, as also Acts xxviii. 
2. To ascribe the omission, as Conyb. does, to 
St. Paul's ‘abrupt and rapid dictation,’ is quite 
unsatisfactory. ides, it is plain from v. 19, 
that the Apostle wrote thie letter with his ‘ own 

13. öv ¿ye iov. arpós iu. xariy.] * whom 
I was wishing, could have wished, to hold back, 

retain.” This is added to show the A poetle's de- 
cided opinion that he is now sÜxpno-Tos.— 
trip cov, not ‘in thy stead; for, as at ver. 19, 
the Apostle tells him that be even owes Az 
to him,—so that debt could not be better 
than by granting Onesimus to Paul in his 
—diax. refers, not so much to ‘the waiting on, 
as of a servant,’ but to * the kind offices" which a 
spiritual father had a right to ex from those 
whom he had begotten in the faith. 

14. xepic @à THe ons yreuns] lit. * apart 
from, ‘without thy consent [on matter}. 
The Class. writers in this sense use aysu, in pre- 
ference to ywpis. So Hdian. v. 1, duoi dà oxo- 
wos, unddy Ti wodtriuy viv Tit Gustipat 
yvennt. Xen. Mem. iv. sub fin., Gysv Tis To» 
4rpoT pov Óacrórrov yrepnt.— lva uh esc KaTa, 
&c., * that thy ness [if thou choosest to give 
him up to me] may not be as though it were 
(done) of necessity, but voluntary ; or, taking 
œs in the sense suggested by Dr. Peile, ‘that th 
goodness [kind compliance with my request 
might not be [as is the case when done after a 
compulsory fashion] of a compulsory and reluc- 
tant character.’ 

15. The Commentators remark on tbe ev 
phemism in éyapic6n, which they render, * was 

, or’ 

This could not indeed justify Onesimus’ 
running away (Rom. iii. 8), but hence is magni- 
fied the gracious mercy of God, who had brought 
good out of evil, See more in Mackn. and Ben- 
son.—1r»a alemov asTóv awixys. Here there 
is, I conceive, a blending of two clauses into one, 
i. e. ‘that thou mightest receive him back from 
me reformed, and thus to remain with thee for 
ever,’ or perpetually. This view I find embraced 
by Dr. Peile, who, for this sensus m 
&Tíye, refers to his note on Phil. iv. 18, sod 
the exx. there given ; to which add Luke vi. 24. 
The yap has reference to some words omitted; 
q. d. [' However, regard what has ha as 
permitted by Divine Providence unto good, } for 
perbaps he was A This is not so mach 
meant indirectly to engage that he shall not run 
away again, as to suggest another more stringent 
and affecting consideration ; *for if (as Dr. 
ton observes) Onesimus had continued a hes 
then, Philemon might have had him as hie ser 
vant for life, but after that they would have been 

ted; now they would be companions for 
ever, in this world and the next." 

16. xal iv capxi xai iv Kvp.] meaning, ° both 
in his outward and his inward man,’ Sce 2Cor. 

| 
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v Kupip; Y Ei obv eye Éyew xowovóv, mpoocraßoð aùròv 
eos épé. 19 Ei é T+ Adixnoé ce À odelret, Touro duoi. éAdoyet. 
19 éyó IlaüXos eypaya TH éuf wei éyó atroticw iva uù 
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æa vrrép Ó Néyw Toijoes. °?2 Apa Se xai éro(uaté por Eeviar 53%, 

iv. 6 qg: Eph. iv. 18. Col. iii. 3. 1 Pet. iii. 4; 
and see Kuttn. and Dr. Peile. 

l7. al ob» dpi Exars—ipi] The best Com- 
mentators are Mea that xoiwevós here (like 
the Hebr. an in Prov. xxviii. 24, and Isa. i. 23) 
signifies a friend ; q. d. ‘If I am worthy of parti- 
cipating in your confidence as a friend.'—IIpoc- 
Aaflv abtrov we ipi, ‘show this confidence to 
Onesimus, and receive him as thou wouldst me, 
with kindness.’ 

18. el dé re Adlenoé os ñ dpetree}] On the 
true sense of these words, which is not a little 
disputed, I have treated in my Introduction to 
this Epistle —rovro ioi 4ÀXóOyst, lit. ‘reckon 
that in the account between ue as an item for me 
to pay. See my Lex. in v. The word does not 
occur in the Class. writers ; but it has been found 
in the . sense in an Inscription (Boeckh, Gr. 
Inscr., p. 850), añ dÀXAovyovutver rais usTpf- 
oso awacas pyre pal0pev, ure doa (scil. 
nion) Tpayía Óvra xal pù Óvváusva yiwp- 
asta &c.—To advert to a variety of reading. 

For éd\Aoyee Lachm. and Tisch. edit ¿XA ya, 
from seven MSS.; but on insufficient grounds ; 
for no certain proof is there of euch a word as 
¿AAoyée (for the Aoyae of Lucian, Lexiph. 15, 
is a fictitious term, coined in ridicule by Lucian); 
while 4AXoyíe, though exceedingly rare, occurs 
in the above e, and in Rom. v. 18, where, 
however, the Alex. MS. has iAXoyaro, meaning 
é\Xoyarat, for the t. rec. {AXoysira:, But, as 
Lachm. and Tisch. did not receive the verb there, 
they os not, in consistency, to bave done so 
here. In fact, in both places the reading was a 
mere error of tbe scribes, who very often con- 
founded s: and a, on which errors see Bast. 
Comment. Palsogr. on Gregor. de Dial., pp. 623, 

, 706. 
19. ¿yë IIavXAos (yp. T. i. x.) q.d. ‘ For 

ter certainty, take my engagement: I, Paul, 
now inditing this letter, [do hereby] write with 
my own hand, I will repay it” Comp. olxsió- 
yep åopása in Pachym. vi. 26.—Tva uj) 
éyw oot t xal ceavroy uoi *pocodea[À as. 

ia seems meant to rouse Philemon's sense of 
shame at being yet in debt (lit. ‘in arrears of 
debt;' see my note on Thucyd. vii. 48, 5) to his 
spiritual father; and thus to stir him up to a de- 
sire, in some way or other, to discharge the debt 
(knowing that the generous mind is, in the words 
of Aristot, Eth., p. 175, olot «ù wosstv—svapys- 
rovhnrot è alayuverai.—xai ávrívapyyeTikóe 
®ecveyv [iori]: cttw yap rpocopudnoau ò 
bwdépEae, kai oTa: aU wevov0ws), and w 
that way shall be the Apostle most delicately 
intimates, and engagingly urges upon Philemon. 
See Calvin's able note. 

20. vai—Kvpío] ‘Do (w3), brother, grant 
that I may enjoy this from thee, as from one in 
the Lord’ (i. e. as from thy conversion). Of the 

next clause, the sense seems to be, ‘ gratify my 
heart in this matter connected with the religion 
of Christ. See note supra v. 7. For Kupig not 
a few ancient MSS., most of the early Versions, 
and many Fathers, have Xpiorw, which has been 
edited by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
but whether rightly may be doubted; such be- 
ing, perhaps, a mere alteration of the Alexandrian 
Critics, to remove tautology, and suggested by a 
similar expression at Phil. i. 8, we iareo00 wav- 
Tac Duas iv omdayyvos 'l. X. Moreover, 
Kupie is in exact accordance with the invariable 
u of St. Paul, who often employs the phrase 
¿y Kupies to signify ‘in the work of the Lord 
and the G {À as Rom. xvi. 8, 13. ix. 2. 
Eph. vi. 21. 1 Thess. v. 12), never iv Xprorw, 
except in ] Cor. iv. 17; and even there three 
uncials have Kuoíe. Upon the whole, however, 
I admit that the reading here is an open ques- 
tion. As to the distinction laid down by Dr. 
Peile, that i» Kupig refers espec. to ‘a man's 
conversion to Christianity, and ¿y Xpiore to 
* his nerate state of salvation and grace, in 
his visible Church,’ the laying down such canons, 
on a writer like Paul, is alea — plenum 
opus, and never to be depended on. 

2]. 4rsoi0es rH¥—co1] Render: ‘ In reliance 
on thy ready obedience I have written unto thee 
as I have}.’—dax., Benson, Wakef. and Abp. 
ewe., render ‘compliance ;* and so several 

Commentators explain: but this quite mars one 
of the many refined strokes in thie brief Epistle, 
which is ably pointed out by Est. thus: ‘ Hic 
rursus tusinuat se, quamvis precibus agat cum 
Philemono, posse tamen precipere: id enim 
includit obedientia nomen. Ac si diceret: Obe- 
dientia tua mihi probe cognita facit ut plane con- 
fidam me impetraturum id, quod hie literis flagito : 
quoniam etei iperem, obedires. This was 
seen also by Chrys. ; and so Theopbyl. remarks, 
ola isriráT ev nol» 0603 avÜadia(opusvos ipya 
got, G\Ad Üafpeor T?) v*axop cov. Hyper, 
too, was quite aware of this, as bis — note 
will show. ‘What stone, exclaims Chrys, 
*would not such language soften?’ And yet, 
observes Eat, ‘orationem . adhuc auget, in tho 
subsequent words, eldwe—morjoas, q. d. ‘well 
knowing (from experience of thy obedience) that 
thou wilt do even more than I say.’ It is 
strange that Expositors should not have seen 
that Paul points at Philemon's permitting Onesi- 
mus to resume his duteous ministrations and 
attentions to the comfort of their common spi- 
ritual father,—inasmuch as Paul half expresses 
A iu — supr. 13, dy iyo ¿Bov- 
óunv 7rpós šu. KaTíysu. 
2. due 2i kal b. Peile thinks that this 

must be connected with the request at v. 20. 
But why should it not be connected with vv. 12, 
18, and 20? q.d. ‘1 havo yet another request to 
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make of thee—that thou wouldst get ready for 
me a lodging;' either, as Mackn. thinks, ‘a 
house’ [rather ‘furnished ments’) (where 
he might receive all who might resort uuto him), 
or an rtment—(a sort of prophet's upper 
chamber) in Philemon's house. Comp. Eurip. 
Alcest. 365, xai dap’ iroiual’, ws cuvoixiocouca 
pot, where uoi is meant both for svelte and 
cuvoix. The formula dua dt xal occurs also in 
1 Tim. v. 13, but no where else in Scripture, 

33 m° Aordlovrai ac ‘Eradpas, 6 cuvatyudadwrtos pov év Xpiote 
'Incoó, Mápxos, % a’ Apíorapyxos, Anpâs, Aouxas, oi cuvepyol 
pov. ?5'H wápis tod Kupíou juv 'Inco0 Xpiotod perà To) 

IIpós SaAnpova éypadn dard ‘Payns Sià "Ovgo(uov oixérov. 

p» I believe, in ie Claes. writers; though 
@ Te Kai occasionally occurs in i 

from Homer dawnwanle: — 
23. I a with Conyb., that Epaphras is 

here styled by Paul bis ‘ fellow-bondsman,’ only 
because he had taken up his residence with him 
in the lodgings where he was held in durance by 
the soldiers that kept him. This is far more 
Ans than Dr. Benson's view, adopted by Dr. 
316. 
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I. 1*JIOATMEPNS xal voXvrpómoes mddas ó Oeóg Xa- e Nom. 15. 

Anoas To marpáow èv tois mpopýrais, én’ *écyárov To 

WE are now arrived at a Book, on the nature 
and character of which, and espec. on the writer, 
there has been more discussion than on all of 
the other — ya pa el Teat., putting aside 
tho A ere inte have espec. to 
be — to. 1. What may be considered the 
nature of this Book? Is it to be called an 
Epistle, or what? 2. To whom was it addressed ? 
3. In what was it written? 4 By 
whom was it written? 5. What was the occasion 
of its being written, and what is the scope of its 
contents? Now, from the forme of salutation 
usually found in the Epistles being here wanting, 
e Ep vi doubted whether it ed as 
an Epistle, sent to some one Christian community, 
or whether a Discourse on some important topics, 
intended for the instruction of Christian readers 
is But the objections to its claim to be 
regarded as an Epistle have been quite over-ruled ; 
and by the able reasoning of several eminent 
Critica, it has been established that the composi- 
tion in question, though it be without some of 
the usual characteristics of an Epistle, yet is 
essentially an Epistle; being at least an address 
combiced, with dissertatory and argumentative 
matter, in order to give the appeal to the Jewish 
brethren greater effect ;—though, for reasons ad- 
verted to by Prof. Stuart, not —— such. 
That it was meant espec. for some Christian 
community in particular, is plain. Thus, for in- 
stance, we have the pronoun ye, and that in con- 
junction with some particular circumstances con- 
nected with the persons so addressed ; nay, even 
a visit is mentioned, as promised to them, and 
various salutations are sent. As to the question 
to whom it was addressed, it is tnscribed to the 
Hebrews; though the learned are not agreed 
whether by those are to bo understood Hebrews 
in general, Christian and non-Christian, or 
whether the former only; and if so, whether 
Hebrew Christians in Palestine, or in Asia 
Minor, or in es or in eee These and 
other questions have been fully and ably dis- 
cused by Prof. Stuart, from whose researches 
it seems pretty certain that the inion of the 
ancient Greek Charch, adopted by Beza, Calvin, 

oel 2. 28. 

Hyper. Bp. Pearson, and nearly all the most 
eminent Critics, almost up to tbe present day, is 
the one entitled most to reception, —namely, that 
tho Epistle was ine nil intended for the 
Hebrew Christians in Palestine, who bore the 
appellation Hebrews by way of distinction from 
the Foreign Jews, who were called Hellenists. 
But whether it was meant for the Church or 
Churches of Palestine és quieras or some Church 
tn particular (as that of Jerusalem, or that of 
Cesarea), must, Í apprehend, after all that has 
been said, be left undecided; and prob. it may 
have been, in some measure (like the Epistle of 
St. James), meant for the Jewish Christians in 
JSoreign countries as well as those in Palestine, 
and was therefore written is Greek, though even 
on that point a difference of opinion exiets. The 
Fathers of the Greek Church geuerally, somo of 
the Latin (ss Jerome and Augustine), and a 
few eminent modern Critics, maintain that it 
was originally written in Hebrew, and afterwards 
translated into Greek by St. Luke, or Barnabas, 
or Clement of Rome; while the modern Critics 
and Commentators iw general maintain that it 
was written in Greek. For the opinion 
the chief reason alleged is, that, since the Epistle 
was addressed to Hebrew Christians, it was 
proper that it should be written és Hebrew. But 
surely there were, as we have seen, reasons wh 
it would be as proper to be written in 
Those, on the other hand, who contend for the 
Greek original, establish their opinion on various 
points of taternal evidence arising from the com- 
pinos itself: 1. since the work has all the 

om and spirit of an original, and Hebraisms 
are in it not so frequent as in the Septuagint 
Version. 2. That Hebrew names are interpreted. 
8. That the passages cited from the Old Test. 
are not quoted from the Hebrew, but from the 
— baer — — not 

a nt; for as to the ole 
can an Werk have more of the air of an origin 
than Josephus's His of the Jewish War? 
And yet we know that it was translated from a 
Hebrew original. Other arguments are employed 
by Prof. Stuart. But those arguments only tend 
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to show the expediency of a Greek, but do not 
di. the depend of & Hebrew original ; 
d as the weight of historical testimony (in the 
Greek and early Latin Fathers) is most decidedly 
in favour of a Hebrew original, it would seem to 
be the best mode of reconciling conflicting testi- 
mony, of removing various difficulties (such as 
may be urged, whichsoever hypothesis, of a Greek 
or of a H. original, be adopted), and account- 
ing for various phenomena, to suppose that here 
as in the case of St. Matthew's l and 
osephus's History of the Jewish War), there 

were, in & certain sense iginais, both 
coming from the author himeelf, and therefore 
equally entitled to the name of an original. Nor 
will it be of much importance to ascertain which 
was first; but if we inquire which, in all proba- 
bility, preceded, there are, I apprehend, as many 
reasons why we should here assign the priority to 
the Greek, as, in the case of St. Matthew's Gos- 
pel, we ought to the Hebrew— reasons founded 
on tn/ernal evidence, as supplied from the nature 
and state of the composition itself. Besides which, 
the Greek would be more likely to be firet called 
for, and at all times would be of more extensive 
circulation and utility. As to supposing, with 
several ancient Critics, that the Greek was s 
translation formed from the Hebrew by 8t. Luke, 
or Barnabas, or Clement, such probably originated 
merely in report or surmise, or was perhaps sug- 
ges by the desire to account for the dissimi- 
arity sup to exist between the style and 
manner of this Epistle and those of the acknow- 
ledged Epistles of St. Paul. It is probable that 
the Hebrew was formed either contemporaneously 
with, or a very short time after, the Greek, and 
was, We may su ; drawn up forthe especial 
use of those Palestine Jews who, being of the 
less educated class, or living in the country, did 
not understand Greek ; though intended, I ima- 
gine, also for those Jews out of Palestine, who 
were called the J ion; i.e. those 
who sojourned in the parts beyond the Euphrates, 
as Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Media, Parthia, Ela- 
mitis, &c. Now these were not likely to under- 
stand Greek, but would probably bave a tolerable 
knowledge of the Syro-Chaldee, into which the 
Old Test. was now already translated, as appeare 
from the Targums (i.e. Chaldee Versions) of 
Onkelos and Jonathan Ben Uzziel. Now the 
existence of these Chaldee or Syro-Chaldee Ver- 
sions, formed at or before this period, proves the 
existence of a very extensive class of persons, 
rob. both in and out of Judæa,—i.e. of the 

tern Dispersion, ——who did not understand 
Greek, and therefore could not read the Septua- 
gint Version ; which, indeed, was at firet intended 
alone for the Foreign Jews of the Western Disper- 
sion; though, from the circumstance of the Greek 
Janguage becoming prevalent in Judæa, it at length 
proved useful to the educated class there. 

With respect to the date and canonical autho- 
rity of the Epistle, the former is established by 
Prof. Stuart, on good grounds, both external and 
internal; and the latter, by actual testimony the 
most weighty and decisive. That it was written 
while the Temple at Jerusalem and the Jewish 

mavrwv, (9v oð xal ToU; aiavas èmolnoer) Š °ds,—dy 
e Ps. 110. 1. Wisd. 7. 38. John 1.4. & 14.9. 3Cor.44 Col.1.15 17. Phil. 2.6. ch. 8.1.& 9.13 | 

? , 
anav | 

state were yet in being, is plain from the work 
itself; and yet that it was written in the late 

rt of the tolic age, is evident from variou 
intimations (see v. 12. x. 32. xiii. 7, 17); amd 
the external evidence for its canonical : 
is almost of equal strength, from its bei 
in the Pesch. Syr. Version, and from a chain of 
— and attestatiens from the early Fathers, 
lement, Barnabas, and others down to the close 

of the second century; where, as Prof. Stuart 
observes, ‘the question of the Canonical credit 
of the Epistle intermingles itself with the ques 
tion whether St. Paul was the writer of the 
Epistle.” And this naturally leads us to the most 
— though, at the same time, the most 
difficult — connected with the Epistle— 
namely was the writer? Now some have 
ascri it to St. Luke, or Barnabas ; 
Clement of Rome, or Silvanus, or Apollos. How- 
ever, the Christian Church in general has ever 
ascribed it to St. Paul. Indeed, as to Barnabes, 
Clement, Silvanus, Apollos, and Luke, there is 
no external — to prove any one of them t» 
be the writer; and trlernal testimony is very 
slender, nay, as regards Luke and Clemens, quite 
adverse. Internal testimony is not wanting in 
favour of Apollos, but it o 1 amonat to this— 
that if the matter depended wholly upon isferaol 
evidence, we might indeed say that there is no- 
thing in the Epistle but what seems e to 
the c and talents ascribed in the New 
Test. to Apollos. Yet this kind of evidence can- 
not be admitted where external evidence is enr- 
tirely wanting (as is the case here), and where 
internal evidence of a still stronger kind may be 
alleged in proof of some other writer, and where 
eaternal authority of the strongest kind is cos 
bined with that internal. And this leads us to 
advert to the evidence for the opinion which bas 
generally prevailed in the Christian Church, that 
this Epistle was written by St. Paul. oe 
extensive a question, to enter into details woul 
be unsuitable to a work of this nature. I muet 
therefore content myself with briefly — 
to the ing features of the evidence, ex 
and internal, referring the reader for further par- 
ticulars to Prof. Stuart's Introduction to his 
Translation, with notes, of this Epistle. Now 
the evidence FOR the Pauline origin is of two 
kinds,—eaternal and internal. As to the ez- 

evidence, it seems adverted to as the pro- 
duction of St. Paul by St. Peter, in his Second 
Epistle, iii. 15, 16; for there is great reason to 
pease that this Epistle was the one which 
St. Peter had chiefly in view. See note on 2 Tim. 
iii. 15. 2. The Epistle is found in the mot 
ancient of the Versions, Eastern and Western; 
as, for instance, the Pesch. Syr. ef the 2nd œn- 
tary, and the nearly as ancient Latin Version 
called Ztalic. 3. The testimony of Feclesiastial 
antiquity is quite in favour of the Pauline origin; 
the Greek Fathers almost universally ascribing 
it to St. Paul, as also many of the most emincat 
of the Latin. ‘ Now, as observes Prof. Stuart, 
* the early testimony is, of course, immeasurably 
the most important ; and there seems to be suff- 
cient evidence that this was as general and uni- 
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form, for the first century after the Apostolic 
e, as in respect to many other Books of the 
ew Test., and more so than in respect to seve- 

ral. So that it is apparent that the weight of 
evidence from tradition is i preponderant 
in favour of the opinion that Paul was the 
author of this Epistle.’ 

Let us now advert to infernal evidence for the 
Pauline origin. I. Paul cherished a t affec- 
tion for his kinsmen according to the flesh (Rom. 
ix. 1—4); and is it probable that he should never 
write to them, and endeavour to remove their 
prejudices and their unbelief? II. If a writer's 
method of treating his subject, together with his 
manner of reasoning, be a sure mark by which he 
may be recognized, then St. Paul must be allowed 
to be the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews; 
for, in the first place, the general arrangement or 
method pursued in (Ais, corresponds with that 
found in the confeseedly Pauline Epistles; and 
in the second, we here find that superabundance 
J meaning in very few words, which 
istinguishes St. Paul from the other sacred 

writers; and thirdly, many things in this Epistle 
show its writer to have been not only ‘mighty in 
the Scriptures," but perfectly conversant with the 
customs, practices, opinions, traditions, exposi- 
tions, and applications of Scripture then received 
in the Jewish Church. III. Not only does the 
general scope of this Epistle tend to tbe same 

int on which St. Paul so much dilates in his 
Epistles (mmer. that we are justified and saved 
alone through Jesus Christ, and that the Mosaic 
institutions cannot accomplish that); but there 
are various doctrinal propositions in this Epistle 
which are found in the acknowledged Epistles of 
St. Paul; 1. As to the degree of religious know- 
ledre imparted by the Gospel ; 2. as to the views 
displayed in the Gospel concerning God the Fa- 
ther, and the communication of the gifts of the 
Holy Spirit; 3. concerning the person and media- 
torial office of Christ. IV. There is such a simi- 
larity between the modes of quotation, and style 
of phraseology of this Epistle, and those which occ. 
in the Epistles confessedly by St. Paul, as evince 
this to be his production, those being: 1. modes 
of are and interpretation of some passages 
of the Hebrew Scriptures, which are peculiarly 
Pauline, because only to be found in the writin 
of St. Paul; 2. instances of coincidence in the 
style and — of these Schmidt, De 
Groot, and Stuart adduce s considerable num- 
ber: add to this, that agonistic figures, which are 
frequent in St. Paul, are found in the Epistle to 
the Hebrews (xii. 1—3, 4, 12); 3. coincidences 
between the exbortations in this Epistle and 
those confessedly Pauline; 4. similarity of the 
conclusion of this Epistle to the conclusions of 
Bt. Paul's Epistles. V. There are several cir- 
cumstances towards the close of this Epistle 
which prove that it was written by St. Paul; 
sce xiii. 23, 24. x. 34. Now is it possible that 
these coincidences can be the effect of mere acci- 
dent? Ie it not, rather, far more probable that 
Paul was the writer of this Epistle? 

The foregoing sketch presents the oudlines of 
the Professor's argument on the ‘ternal evi- 
dence, adduced for the Pauline origin of the pre- 

sent Epistle, on the nature and weight of which 
evidence I would offer a few remarks. First, the 
evidence as regards the circumstances, is, in a few 
respects, inconclusive, and in all is not so strong 
as that deduced from similarity of doctrines, &c. ; 
and yet even similarity of doctrines and method 
would not, of ifself, be sufficient to prove this to 
be the production of St. Paul; for such are not 
inconsistent with its being from the pen of 
A . The evidence arising from similarity 
of diction would secm likely to be decisive ; but 
ere it must be acknowledged that a considerable 

part of the passages adduced by the defenders of 
the Pauline origin are not sufficiently definite to 
absolutely prove cuincidence; while a few pas- 
sages that are so (as will be seen by the su 
quent Annotations) have been inadvertently 

over. One thing, however, is certain, 
m the learned researches of De Groot and 

Stuart,—namely, that the points of similarity 
and coincidence are far more numerous than those 
of dissimilarity; though these last have been 
hunted out by the indefatigable diligence of a 
whole phalanx of German Critics for the last 
fifty years. It must, however, after all, be con- 
feed, that the internal evidence for the Pauline 
origin is Jess strong than the external. It is, in- 
deed, of the nature of all internal evidence i» 
favour of the authenticity of any composition (I 
mean, that a work came from the pen of any cer- 
tain writer) to be lees satisfactory than that which 
is against it; for while, in the case, inter- 
nal evidence may be so strong as to prove the 
point almost to demonstration, in the former case 
it can rarely rise much beyond a high probability 
that the work was from the writer in question. 
And as no infernal evidence can prove a book to 
be genuine, when eaternal evidence is decidedly 
against it; so no internal evidence short of that 
— kind, proceeding from what involves 
ana ism, can prove a work to be spurious, or 
not written M any author, when external testi- 
mony decid V attests that it was. Yet, some- 
times, internal evidence that a composition is by 
a certain writer, may, if his style, manner, and 
cast of thought be very peculiar, prove so strong, 
that a person po of a true taste and correct 
judgment may feel such a persuasion that the 
composition ts by that writer, as to rise to what 
he thinks Here, however, we have to 
encounter tho perplexing fact, —that while the 
cast of thought and m of reasoning are de- 
cidedly Pauline, yet the inys of style, and 
especially the co ition of the sentences, are not 
so; though that difference may be partly attri- 
butable to the difference of subject in this e 
tle, which was intended as a treatise rather than 
an hortatory letter ; and being didactic, would 
consequently be written with far greater deli- 
beration than most of the Epistles confessedly 
Pauline appear to have been, and would have 
more of the finish of style and composition than 
those. At all events, the coincidence in the 
former particulas is of by far the most import- 
ance; and I must say that the feeling of my own 
mind ae to the composition now in question, 
after repeated and most attentive examinations 
of its contents, is that none but St. Paul could 
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have written it, and consequently that none but 
St. Paul did write it. That he did, is all but 
certain; for in it we have all the peculiar and 
prominent features of St. Paul's style and man- 
ner,—the same method of treating his subject, 
the same fulness of thought, the same devotional 
spirit, the same warmth of feeling, and the same 
energy of expression, which characterize bis other 
Epistles, Can all this be the case, and yet the 
Epistle be not by St. Paul? 

But if so satisfactory be the proof as to its 
Pauline origin, how, it may be asked, comes it 
to pass that learned Continental Critics for the 
last balf century have almost unanimously re- 
jected it? To this I reply, that the wonder is 
much lessened by considering the strong bias of 
the persons in question against old established 
opinions. Of course they take their stand on the 
snternal evidence, founding thereupon various ob- 
jections (for the most part exceedingly frivolous), 
which have, however, been so fully refuted by 
Prof. Stuart, that only a few remarks in addition 
can be necessary. The Critics, who contend 
against the Pauline origin, rest their proof chiefly 
on thg — that the Greek of this Epistle 
is so much superior to that of the Epistles ad- 
mitted to be by St. Paul, that the composition 
in question cannot have been his. But is that 
great superiority a matter of fact? I think not. 
After a study of the Greek language as diligent, 
and an acquaintance with its writers, of every 

» probably as extensivo, as any L. at least 
of my own country, now living, Í am decided) 
of opinion that the Greek is, except as 
the structure of the sentences, NOT so decided] 
superior to the Greek of St. Paul, as to make it 
even d that the Epistle was written b 
bim. t any rate, certain it is, that, thoug 
arguments drawn from the style and diction of 
the Epistle to the Hebrews, as compared with 
those of the Epistles admitted to be written by 
St. Paul, would not of themselves be enough to 
prove the Pauline origin; so, on the other hand, 
the same kind of arguments, if even far stronger 
than they are, never can decide the Epistle to be 
not written by St. Paul. And this latter needs 
the aid of external and historical evidence even 
more than the former. Moreover, those who 
maintain that the Epistle was sof written by St, 
Paul, are quite unsuccessful in showing who was 
the author; for objections of the most serious 
kind lie against name that has been or can 
be brought forward. That it was written by 
Barnabas, or by St. Luke, there is not a shadow 
of evidence; for Clemens Romanus, or Silvanus, 
the evidence is very slight; and for Apollos, the 
external or historical evidence is next to nothing ; 
and the internal only such ss to induce us to 
grant that he might be the writer, $f historical 
testimony would allow it; but it does not. And 
one cannot imagine that, if Apollos kad been the 
writer, all attestation to the fact would have 
thus wholly lost. It is plain, therefore, that 
this, as well as the preceding: hypothesis, is ut- 
terly untenable, Of this, indeed, Seyffarth and 
Kuinoel are quite aware; yet, sooner than admit 
the Pauline origin, they have devised 
hypothesis even leas admissible than the fore- 

going,—namely, that the Epistle was written br 
an anonymous Alexandrian Jew. But what ea 
be imagined more improbable than that the wert 
of an writer, and an obscure person, 
should, in the of 30 years after it was writ 
ten (the time of Clement of Rome, who appeals ts 
it as a book of Divine authority), or not very 
after, when the Pesch. Syr. Version was 
bave come to be regarded as an inspired work, 
and received into the Canon of Scripture, though 
no works had been admitted to a place there, bet 
such ss were confessedly written by Apostles! 
This argument, indeed, holds good, more or less, 
of Clemens, Silvanus, and Apollos, bot mach 
more of an us writer. Besides, as the 
writer evidently was well known to those whom le 
especially addressed, how could it happen that be 
should not be more generally known ? On the 
other band, the al most universal persuasion in the 
earliest age that the Epistle was written by St. Pex! 
can hardly be accounted for, except on the sup- 

ition that it was. Indeed (to use the words of 
rof. Stuart), ‘ if Paul did not write it, who did? 

And what is to be gained by endeavouring to 
show the possibility that some other person wrote 
it, when so many circumstances unite in favour 
of the voice of the primitive a se that 
this Apostle was the author? That the Church, 
during the first century of the apostolic age, 
ascribed it to some one of the Apostles, is clear, 
from the fact that it was inserted among the 
canonical books of the Churches in the East aad 
the West; that it was comprised in the Peschilo, 
in the old Latin Version, and was certainly 
admitted by the Alexandrian and Palestine 
Churches? Now what Apostle did write it, if 
Paul did not? Surely neither John, nor Peter, 
nor James, nor Jude, The difference of style is 
too striking between their Epistlee and this, to 
admit of such a supposition. But what other 
Apostle, except Paul, was distinguished in the 
ancient Church as & writer? None; and the 
conclusion, therefore, seems to be altogether 8 
|... one, that he was the writer.” In short, 
must, with Pref. Stuart, entirely acquiesce in 

the judgment of Origen (which certainly attests 
the opinion to have been of the highest aati- 
quity), that it is not without reason that the an- 
cients have handed down to us, that this Epistle 
is St, Paul's.’ — Thus far in my former Editions. 
On again carefully reconsidering the subject fer 
this ninth Edition, I continue to be substantially 
of the same opinion ; and Í have only to subjein, 
from my recent Supplementary Volume, the fol- 
lowing matter, which will tend, I trust, te bring 
this long agitated question to a satisfactory ad- 
justment. m 

My exertions in support of the Pauline org® 
of this Epistle have been, since I wrote, - 
ened by the aid of three able s irte 
Rev. Charles Forster, On the Apostolica] Autho- 
rity of the Epistle to the Hebrews, the erudite 
Dr. Routh, and the learned Canon Tate, io bis 
Cont. Hist. App. G; where he treats at largo, 
1) on the Epistle to the Hebrews itself; and, 2) 
on two persons who might have the 
bearers of it. As to the first, he unhesitating\y 
avows that he receives the Epistle to the He- 
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brews as essentially stamped with the Apostolic 
authority of St. Paul himself. ‘That it should 
(he goes on to say) wear so much the character 
of an argumentative Discourse, and so little 
present that of an Epistle, is the natural conse- 
quence of its immediate object, —to reason on the 
high mission and Divine nature of our blessed 
Lord, with the Hebrew Christians, from their 
own Sacred Books; to which persons, however, 

nerally speaking, Paul had become more or 
Le obnoxious, as being the Apostle of the Gen- 
tiles, ant the assertor of their evangelical liberty.’ 
In adverting to the notion (first briefly started 
by Luther, and lately much favoured on the 
continent) that A was the author of this 
Epietle, he re s, that ‘if any man but St. 
Paul could be the author of the Epistle, or if the 
hand of any other man could be employed to 
write it under his direction, Apollos was pe 
liarly qualified for that purpose; aad that a 
guiding inspiration might be given to such a 
writer [so employed], who can doubt?’ Now 
that it may possibly have been written by Apol- 
loe, but under the immediate direction of Paul, 
and with continual suggestion of arguments from 
the Scriptures to him who was ‘ mighty in the 
Scriptures, I am not prepared to deny. But, 
granting tbat this hypothesis sufficiently ensures 
Apostolica] authority to the Epistle (which it 
scarcely does, for if Divine inspiration was ne- 

to Apollos in drawing it up, it would 
seem that the Epistle might as well be called 
Apollos’ as Paul's), this bringing in of Apollos 
has not, as far as I can find, the slightest counte- 
nance from any ancient authority. Barnabas is 
mentioned by Tertullian; but he stands alone; 
and we bave no reason to think that Barnabas 
bad the pen of a resdy writer. There is stronger 
authority, resting on Euseb. and Jerome, for 
Clemens Romanus; but they do not speak with 
much confidence; and they mix up the hypo- 
thesis by Clem. Alex. of its being ori- 
inally written in Hebrew by Paul, and trane- 
ted into Greek, with all that finish of composi- 

sition which it has. by Clemens. But there is no 
sufficient evidence for this, and no reason to think 
that Clemens was eque, to Greek composition 
of so high an order. Far greater attention is due 
to the opinion of those who think that it was 
written by the band of Luke, but under the dic- 
tation of St. Paul, in such a way as to vindicate 
the substance, and doctrinal au ority, to Paul, 
but give up the writing and composition to St. 
Luke. This opinion was long ago adopted (as 
the result of extensive discussion) by Estius, in 
his Introduction to this Epistle. His words are 
these :—' Quare, cum aliis, omnind dicendum 
arbitramur, subjectum sivo materiam (the sub- 
ject-matter) totius Epistole, simul et ordinem a 
aulo fuisse subministratum ; sed compositionem 

esse cujusdam alterius eujus operá Paulus uten- 
dum putaverit.’ He then to adduce 
Bede and Bellarmine, as among tho modern 
maintainers of this view, and, of the ancients, 
Euseb., H. E. iii. 32; — and Jerome, 
de Script. Ecoles. ; and, lastly, Origen ap. Euseb. 
vi. 19; where (says Est.) ‘the learned Father, 
after having spoken of the style and character- 

& 38.6. Ps.3.7. Acts 18.8% ch. 5.5. 

istics of the Epistle in terms agreeing with those 
above used by himself (Est.), concludes in the 
following words :—Ego constanter affirmo sensus 
esse Apoetoli, phrasim autem et constructionem 
verborum alterius cujusdam— velut dictata ex 
preceptoris ore scribentis. Proinde si que Eccle- 
sia istam habeat Epistolam, eam ipea approbet ut 
Pauli, idque hane ratione persuass: non enim 
temeré veteres eam Pauli esse tradiderunt, Est. 
is entirely of opinion that St. Luke (as being the 
favourite companion and fellow-labourer of St. 
Paul) was the likeliest person to be employed on 
such a service as the one in question ; and, in 
confirmation that he tas, he adduces the argu- 
ment that there are not a few terms (of which 
he adduces amplo) in this Epistle which are 
peculiar to it and Luke's Gospel and Acts, but 
scarcely to be found in the other books of Scri 
ture. The learned Commentator then “sasi a 
to develop more fully the view he thinks best to 
tske on the origin of this important Epistle. 
* What I maintain (says he) is, Verba esse Pauli 
tum quoad sententiam et res, ut dictum est ab 
* subministratas, atque earum ordinem ac 
ispositionem generalem, tum veró quia totam 

Epistolam alieno stylo concinnatam, eed suis 
sensibus plenissimé respendentem, ipse tanquam 
suam bavit ac misit; adeo ut fateamur non 
solum Paulum in materia’ et ordine preecribendo, 
totaque Epistola uam scripta fuit appro- 
banda, a Spiritu Divino motum fuisse, veràm 
etiam mentem et manum ejus qui composuit (sc. 
S. Luce) ab eodem Spiritu fuisse gubernatam, ut 
non alia nec aliter scriberet, quam oporteret : 
haud secus atque factum est in aliis, qui sacros 
libros scripserunt, The most weighty ancient 
authority for this view is the of Origen 
ap. Euseb., cited by Estius, though it seems un- 
known to even the best-informed of theological 
writers on this subject since his time; which 
may have arisen from the being adduced 
by Estius somewhat imperfectly, only in tbe 
Latin Version, and, what is worse, with a false 
reference. After no little trouble, I have suc- 
eeeded in finding it in the original Greek of 
Origen, at |. vi., cap. 25, of Euseb. H. E., p. 295, 
ed. Reading. Est. has, I find, very well ex- 

the sense of the , as far as he took 
t,—except that he did not fully open out the 
force of the terms dwomuynuovavacy and oyodA:0- 
yeadsiv, inasmuch as those terms do not imply 
that the words written by St. Luke were Yd 
those ounced vivá voce by St. Paul, whic 
would make St Luke no more than a scribe, 
which evidently it could not be Origen's inten- 
tion to intimate, since the view that he takes in 
the preceding context (which ought to have been 
also adduced by n is, that ‘the thoughts 
and sentiments are Paul's, the phraseology and 
composition Luke's, or whoever was the writer.’ 
Origen probably was of opinion that the sub- 
stance, or subject-matter, was (as Clem. Alex. 
thought) dictated by Paul in the Syro-Chaldee, 
but expressed by the writer in Greek; the Greek 
(not necessarily Pauline) which he thought most 
suitable to the subject and the occasion, as ad- 
dressed to learned Hellenists. However, the 
view taken by Estius,—and by him alone fully 
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developed and carefully ed from all mis- 
construction,—is preferable. And who was so 
likely to have been selected for eo important « 
pu as the one in question, or who could so 
well fulfil the wishes of the Apostle as Luke the 
Evangelist, whose Gospel had been formed under 
the Apostle's eye, and with his continual co- 
operation? Nor will it follow that, because 
some small degree of dissimilarity may be traced 
between the style of the writer of the Acts and 
that of the Epistle to the Hebrews, that Luke 
was not the writer; for, as Eat. remarks, ‘aliam 
dictionem historia postulat, aliam disputatio ad 
penusden qut suscepta de magnis et profundis 
dei mysteriis;' nor 1s the difference ayaq than 

between Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians and 
those to the Romans, Galatians, and Thessa- 
lonians. The above view of Origen and Estius 
sufficiently vindicates the Pauline origin of tbe 
Pyuiie— a least, virtually and essentially — 
while it furnishes a ready solution of the many 
difficulties which beset the doctrine of the Pauline 
origin in its literal and most unqualified sense. 
But if St. Luke be regarded as the framer of the 
Epistle as we have it, the moet probable date for 
its composition will be the period (at the end of 
A. D. 65, or the early part of 64) when the Apos- 
tle, towards the close of his earthly course, and 
during the latter part of his final imprisonment 
at Rome, was left (as we learn) with Luke alone; 
which would afford a fit opportunity for Paul, b 
the welcome aid of his old companion and fel- 
low-labourer, to make a last effort to rouse his 
Hebrew brethren to reconsider their views, and 
come to a truer sense of the august doctrines 
promulged in this noble composition, without 
their prejudices being awakened by the name of 
the addresser. 1 am happy in being enabled to 
add, that the foregoing solution of this puzzling 
question (promulgated by me in my Supplemen- 
hi Volume) has since been confirmed by the 
su of Dr. Davidson, whose judgment was 
formed on an independent course of research. 
The conclusions to which he comes, after a most 
elaborate discussion of the materials, for and 
against, on the case, are expreesed in the follow- 
ing decided, but not overcharged representation 
of the matter: * The reasons are strong for main- 
taining that Paul was Ionan Borg author, and 
that Luke did not trasslate the Epistle from one 
language into another. Yet this does not mili- 
tate against the notion that Luke had a pert in 
putting the thoughts and words of Paul into their 
present form. hat was the nature of the ser- 
vice he rendered, it is impossible to discover. 
How far he polished the style cannot be known. 
He co-operated with the Apoetle in making it 
what it now appears. We are thus brought to 
substantially the conclusion which recommended 
iteelf to Origen in ancient, and to Lardner, Hug, 
and Stier in modern times.’ He concludes, by 
removing an objection, which, having never been 
satisfactorily obviated, has caused many to stum- 
ble at the Pauline origin ;—namely, how shall 
we account for the fact, that there was so much 
diversity among the early Fathers, and Churches, 
as to the writer of this p egi To this the 
answer (as satisfactory as the want of complete 

historical data admits) is this, —' the majority of 
the early Christians attributed it to the A 
When first written, it was doubtless sent to some 
one Church, as the concluding verses clearly 
prove. That Church, as we shall see, was prob. 
that at Jerusalem, the centre of the imfluence 
which the Epistle was meant to reach. Jt would, 
therefore, be well known as the Apoetle's 
duction in that place, and the knowledge be 
diffused round about in an always widening cir- 
cle, as the existence and contents of the 
were spoken of. Hence the majority of the early 
Christians reccived it as Paul's. Hence, too, the 
Eastern Churches generally admitted it as his. 
But many doubted, or denied, its Pauline origin 
because the Apostle's name was not openly at- 
tached to it, as it is to his other writings. Per- 
haps he refrained from prefixing bis name, that 
be might not unnecessarily excite an unfavour- 
able — among his readers by a know- 
ledge of its origin. A few who were judges of 
style may have hesitated to receive it as Paul's, 
solely on account of its diseimilarity in that re- 
spect to his other writings; or may have 
been confirmed in their ious doubts of its 
Pauline origin by that circumstance; but the 
many who did not acknowledge it as Paul's were 
not commonly influenced by diction and style. 
The Western Christians denied its Pauline ori- 
in, because at a distance from the place to which 
t was originally addressed. The Kasorns: who 
were nearer, took an opposite view. Surely the 
latter had better means of knowing the true state 
of the case.'— To advert briefly to the and 
contents of the Epistle. ‘Its great object is to 
show the Deity of Jesus Christ, and excel- 
lency of his Gospel, when compared with the 
institutions of Moses; to prevent the Hebrews 
or Jewish converts from relapsing into those 
rites and ceremonies which were now abolished ; 
and to point out their total insufficiency, as 
means of reconciliation and atonement. The 
reasonings are interspersed with numerous solemn 
and affectionate warnings against apostasy and 
exhortations, —addressed to different descriptions 
of persons,—to continue stodfast in the faith; 
which serves to introduce an impressive discourse 
on the nature, efficacy, and triumph of faith, by 
which all the saints in former ages had been 
accepted by God, and enabled to suffer severe, 
and perform noble exploits in defence of their 
holy religion; from which he takes occasion to 
finally exhort them to stedfastness and perse- 
verance in the true faith as it is in Jesus.’ 

L The general design of the writer being so 
to commend Christianity to those whom he ad- 
dreseed, as to confirm them in their adherence 
thereto, or induce them to embrace it, if they 
had not yet done so, he commences his discourse 
by firet raising in their minds the bi con- 
ceptions of Jzsus CHRIST, as the A that 
new 
1). He then points out the dignity of his office 
and pen. M — the aria, which was 
created by him (ver. 2); representing him 
being the true image of God, the : tive 
to men of his glory, and accordingly endowed 
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with Sovereign power (ver. 3) ; that, as Mediator 
of the new Di ion, he is exalted far above 
the angels, the mediators of the old Covenant; 
that in his name Son, he has an appellation far 
more exalted than theirs (vv. 4, 5); nay, that he 
is the object of worship to the angels, while they 
are only God's mes rs (vv. 6, 7). That in 
his quality of King and Messiah he has an eter- 
nal dominion; and is elevated by his love of 
righteousness to an bonour above all other kings 
(vv. 8, 9), being, indeed, addressed in Scripture 
as Creator of the Universe, immutable, imperish- 
able (vv. 10—12) ; an exaltation never ascribed 
to angels (ver. 13), —who are only considered as 
agents employed for the of those who are to 
— the salvation which Christ accomplishes 
(ver. 14). 

Vv. 1—3, inasmuch as they develop the funda- 
mental idea of the Epistle, form a sort of Intro- 
duction to the subsequent matter from v. 4 on- 
wards. Of these three verses, the first sounds 
forth, as it were, the key-note to the whole dis- 
course; and the revelation of God in his Son is 
— to the revelations of God by the Pro- 

ets,—the former as infinitely higher, so as to 
be such xar’ é£oxrv. Expositors are not d 
whether the commencing words movu. and wo- 
Aurp. should be kept distinct in sense, or be con- 
nected a8 synonymous, and designating, by in- 
fensity, the great variety of the ancient revela- 
tions; q. d. as < Lin explains, ‘ per varias per- 
sonas, variis legibus et doctrinis, sub variis um- 
bris ac typis, figuris variis ac revelandis modis.’ 
This latter view would seem confirmed by certain 
passages adduced from Maxim. Tyr., and Philo, 
where we have «oAÀvutps Kai woAuTpOTws 
and 3oÀvuapous xal wodurpdéwov. Yet thus 
the difficulty is merely shifted, not done away; 
for there the terms surely admit of being kept 
distinct in sense, and they are best kept distinct 
here. But woduusp@s cannot mean, as many 
explain, ‘at various limes.’ Its most probable 
sense is that of Calv. and Hyper., ‘in sundry or 
diverse parts, or ‘ways’ (so Jos. Antt. viii. 3, 
9, of Solomon’s temple, ravra wavra xov- 
pepe xarecxavace, and Plut. de Invid. c. v., 
won. iEenópdens); the diverse disclosures in 
question being, as Dr. Henderson (Lect. on Insp.) 
observes, "effected not only in various parts or 
portions, according to the various exigencies of 
the Church, —2a considerable period of time fre- 
gunt intervening between them ;—but being 

rnished by means or in ways greatly differing 
from each other.’ In roàvrpóræs we have, as 
Dr. Henderson says, expressed the idea of multi- 
plicity as well as diversity ; the term being meant 
to denote the various modes of Divine revelation, 
by dreams, visions, symbols, Urim and Thum- 
mim, and prophetic ecstasy. That Tholuck and 
others should pronounce that the ‘ words are 
used merely for the sske of amplification,’ is a 
proof of the blindness of semirationalistic views, 
using cracked Criticism, and perverted Philo- 
logy, as its agents. I agree with Prof. Ebrard, 
that AaAsiv properly denotes * oral communica- 
tion between man and man,’ and not only, as 
here, ‘the utterances of God in revelation,’ but 

wavTes ayyerot Geo. 

visions, &c. Of course by 4aTípse are meant 
* the ancestors,' generally, of the generation in 
Paul's time.—éy stands here for dca, denoting 
instrument; an Hellenistic idiom, formed on 
Hebr. 3, * by,’ or * through.’—wpod. here, as 
often, denotes those who communicate the Divine 
will. At ver. 2, instead of the t. rec. io xárov, 
very many MSS. (to which I add all the b. 
and most of the Mus. copies, including Cov. 4, 
omitted by Mil, early Editions, and Fathers 
have doxa7ov, which has been adopted by every 
Editor of note; and with reason ; espec. as it is 
confirmed by the occurrence of the very expres- 
sion in the Sept. at Numb. xxiv. 14. Fack. 
xxxviii. 16. Jerem. xxiii. 20; though ioydérey 
elsewhere occurs. Moreover, ¿cxérou is to be 
referred, as being the more difficult reading. 

ith respect to the sense of the expression ir’ 
toyarou, it generally imports, ‘at some future 
time’ more or less remote, according to the con- 
text and scope of the passage. When the times 
of the Messiah are spoken of, tbe expressions 
cxyaratc huipar, icxaroe xaipós, or xpóvos, 

and rò ÉcyaTo» Té» "uspiv, mean the last 
times; since (hen an end would be put to the 
Mosaic Dispensation by the coming of the Mes- 
siah. Thus the expression goy. nu. was occa- 
sionally applied by the Apostles to denote the 
time shortly previous to the advent of Christ to 
judgment at the end of the world. Sometimes, 
owever, it was employed to denote the 
“Sra nid SA nag ss e Dod oon 
that of Jesus Christ in the Gospel. And such 
seems to be its import here.—To advert to iy Yi«c, 
this use of Yiæ without the Art. does not, as 
Prof. Stuart thinks, tend to invalidate Bp. Middle- 
ton's theory of the Greek Article. In a note on 
Matt. i. 1, and iv. 3, be shows that, by a licence 
arising out of the nature of Oede, we may write 
either ó Yis rov Osov, or Ylós Osov; but he 
has, I believe, no where noticed the peculiar 
usage before us of Yiòs for Y'lós Osov, which is 
indeed exceedingly rare, yet again occurs at ch. 
v. 8, and vii. 28. Had he done so, however, he 
would have found no difficulty in sini. 
with his theory; since he would have seen that 
Yios may, in this use, be considered (like Xpi- 
orcs put for ò Xpia-rós Tov Osov) as an appella- 
tion converted into a sort of proper name, and 
consequently entitled to the same licence, which 
we find to be the case in Xpioros ; very rarely, 
indeed, in the Gospels and Acts, but frequen 7 
in the Epistles. Mr. Green, however, Gr. N. T. 
Dial., p. 182, classes this with those 
where the Article, which might rightly be pre- 
fixed, is withheld, to promote snence, or 
point ; espec. in cases where there is a contrast, 
as here, and at vii. 28. The Apostle's especial 
concern is, he thinks, with the nalure and attri- 
butes (without calling attention to the inherent 
meaning of the Title of the Son of God), in order 
to impress on his readers his Divine ip, and 
consequently (which is the leading idea of the 
Epistle) his immeasurable superiority, in virtue 
thereof, to all preceding Jens bearing & Divine 
commission. * The rendering,’ as Mr. Green ob- 
serves, ‘should prob. be, “ By a Son," or ^ By 
One who is his Son ;" implying that God no 
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NOUS auTou mvevpaTa, 

Jonger addressed them by a prophet, a mere 
olxirns, but by One who had the nature and 
dignity of a Son. There is the same contrast 
vii. 98. Ó vóuos yap &yðpømrovs (** mere crea- 
tures ris apxtepeis, Exovras acbi- 
ytiav, Ylóy (** God's Son ") ele òv alova rere- 
Astwpsvor k endued with everlasting perfec- 
tion ”)."—dv i0nx«s «Anpovopoy mdyTwæv. The 
term xÀnpovóuov was for xúpıov, to bint 
at something further ; on which see aes ale 
Of xXnpovóuos wavroy the full sense is, * Lord 
of all things in the world by inheritance,’ in 
virtue of his Sonskip just mentioned. So «An- 
poróuoc Kó uov is used at Rom. iv. 13. Comp. 
v. 9; and see Bp. Bull, Jud. Cath. Eccl. ch. v. 
88, p. 42.—8' od. Here Kuin. justly rejects 
the Version of Grot. and others, * on account of 
whom ;' since 2: ob, and ĝi’ dv, are no where 
confounded, but kept distinct, in this Epistle. 
Indeed, the sense thus arising would be srappo- 
site, and the thing asserted contradictory to 
what is said repeatedly in the New Test, as 
John i. 3. 1 Cor. viii, 6. Eph. iii. 9. Col. i. 16, 
17 ; from which it appears that the words must 
be understood of a physical, or ficient creation 
by Christ; as all the ancient Fathers are agreed. 
So Just. Mart. has & rove oùpavoùs ixrice. 
By rots al@vaç is meant (as at xi. 3, and per- 
hape | Tim. i. 17) ‘the whole system of crea- 
tion, tho material universe’ (as, indeed, the 
Pesch. Syr. Translator renders), comprehending 
all created things in the heavens and on earth, 
corporeal and incorporeal, and thus answering to 
the wavra of John i. 3. This sense of ala» 
(found also at Wisd. iv. 2. xiii. 9. xiv. 6) is 
confined to the plural, being formed by the 
Alexandrian Jews on the Hebr. oyw. See 
more in my Lex. in v. alév. 

8. dwavyacua— b*oerác.] Render: ‘the 
effulgence, y emanation, of his glory,’ meaning, 
as in our Liturgy, * Light of Light;' or rather, 
‘Light from Light’ (according to the ancient 
Latin Liturgy), ‘and the exact image of his 
substance, or essence.” Aca corresponds to the 
Hebr. Aa», and, like it, is used of the 
Divine Majesty of the Deity. And thus the 
sense here intended is, as Dr. Pye Smith explains, 
that * the Redeemer is the true and proper repre- 
sentative of the Infinite Perfection of the Deity.’ 
The term dwavyacua (which signif. lit. ‘ of- 
shining’) denotes properly ‘the light reflected 
from a lucid body? but it is here used figur. in 
the sense of sixwyv; intimating that he is that 
to the Divine Father, wbich the solar light inci- 
dent on our world is to the samo light as the 
source of its emanation. So Philo, vol. i. p. 337, 
has rò di dyiacua (the Sanctuary) olov d*yíwv 
amravyacua, pianua ápysrosov, meaning, that 
the one was a perfect likeness of the other. See 
note on Matt. xvii. 2—yapaxrip (from ya- 
dcow, sculpo), prop. signit. ' the die,’ or ‘ stamp- 
ng-stool,' used in coining, by which the figure 
to be expressed is — ; also ‘ the impression 
made by a seal;' being thus synonymous with 
odpayie: and as such cannot but be an exact 
representation of the die, or seal, so the word 
came to denote ‘an exact and perfect resem- 
blance, or ‘ counierpart ;’ of which sense exx, 

` ` > ^ Kal TOUS XevTOvp'yoUs avToU 

are adduced from Aristotle, Plato, and Philo. 
Thus it ie a stronger term than ixw»; with 
which, however, it is in use synonymous. So at 
2 Cor. iv. 4, and Col. i. 15, Christ is called 
alxwy rou &opárov Osov.—' Y *óaacis signif. 
not ‘ person" (a sense of the word unknown until 
after the Arian controverey, in the fourth cen- 
tury), but * substance, or ‘ essence ;* i.e. — | 
equiv. to UwapEce: a senso supported by : 
authority of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulgate Ver- 
sions. And thus yap. THe Urooracrws atrov 
may be rendered (as it is done by Ernesti), ‘ the 
—— expression of the Divine Nature and 

nce. It is meant, then, that ‘the glory of 
the Father was on the Son, and the 
umcoracie of the Father was im on the 
Son; so that the Son represented it, as an im- 
preesion represents the seal, forming a perfect 
representation of God's person and attributes; 
i.e. of the perfections subsisting, or — in 
God. The idea was probably suggested by a 
similar one at Wied. vii. 26, where Wiedom is 
said to be an efflux from God's glory, an awas- 
yaspa purds didiou, icomtpoy THE TOU O:ov 
avepysias, xal elxay ris ayabornros avrov. 
—Pipuy Ta wavra, &. Péipwy is rendered b 
Abp. Newc. ‘ruling,’ by Stuart, ° controlling; 
but I prefer our — Mars I - 
tag,’ or * supporting ;' which is confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Translator. Theophyl., and — 
all the early modern Expositors. So Bp. Hall 
explains, ‘giving support, maintenance, power, 
and preservation to all things that he hath made.’ 
Similarly it is said, Ps. lxxv. 3,‘ I bear up the 
pillars of it (i.e. the earth).' Thus the expres- 
sion is equiv. to dvadéipwy, which term involves 
an adjunct notion of ` regulating’ as well as ‘ sup- 
porting.’ Indeed, such seems to have been the 
reading of the original from which the Vatican 
MS. B was copied; for as to the reading pavs- 
piv, it is evidently a mere error of the copyist. 
Of course dvadipwy was no more than a ; 
though highly deserving of attention, as indi- 
cating the sense assigned to pápæv in the earliest 

—On reconsidering this point of interpreta- 
tion I am still of opinion, that the variously un- 
derstood term dipwy is best rendered by sxs- 
tinet, upholds ; and the term seems used, by a 
metaphor derived from those who cause any 
thing to be stirred by applying the finger, i.e. to 
stir by heaving up any thing so as to move it.— 
Te partı THE Cuvaduews avrov. This is, by 
Hebraism, for rw phuarı suvare, ‘by bis 
powerful fiat; the words 23? and 5ua being 
often used in the Old Test. of the fiat of Omni- 
potence, conveying, as Dr. Pye Smith remarks, 
the idea that He docs not sustain the world with 
effort, but by his simple volition. See Gen. i. 3, 
and Ps. xxxiii. 6,9. By ‘all things" are evi- 
dently meant the subjects of the ion or 
dominion just before spoken of; namely, the 
natural universe. The next words, &’ davrou, 
are absent from A, B, Dš, and 4 cursives (to 
which I can only add Mus. 11,836), the Vulg., 
and some Fathers, and have been cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., but not on good grounds; 
for a few MSS. are insufficient to warrant the 
cancelling of words, espec. when they are almost 
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indispensable; which is the case here. For, as 
Eet. observes, ‘from the Divine nature of Christ 
the Apostle reverts to his kuman nature (com- 
prising in this passage the sum and substance of the 
whole Epistle), teaching that he, as a man, through 
desert obtained by his passion remission of all 
our sine, and made full satisfaction for them by 

ing himself to God the Father as a sacrifice 
rus.’ Such is the sense inculcated in these 

words ĉi’ iavrov, which are highly emphatic, 
veing eu to da re Üvoíae avTov (as in 
ix. 12, 26. ii. 14), implying. ‘and not the 
blood of victims,’ as has been observed by C m 
Theophyl., Theodor., and (Ecumen. Besides, 
the words are confirmed by the weighty authority 
of the Pesch. Syr. Version. Their omission 
arose, I suspect, from the occurrence twice just 
before of avTov (a cause of omission as found 
to exist in numerous other cases) ; and this is 
the more probable, considering that from the 
reading of the MS. D and others, as also Theodor., 
Cyril, &., it plainly appears that oTov for 
avToU or iavTov was rad at a very early period. 
Again, the nud after duapriwy hae been can- 
celled by Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of 
A, B, D, E, and 3 or 4 cursives (to which I can 
only add Mus. 16,184), and some Versions. But 
it is confirmed by Rev. i. 5, T AoscavTi nas 
j Te» du. uc, where Lachm. and Tisch. 
(1st Ed.) cancelled the word, on the authority of 
only three MSS., though Tisch. has restored it 
in his 2nd Ed. Yet here it is not quite neces- 
sary, since the Apostle may have meant to speak 
in a sense, as in Col. i. 14, iv & ixopev 
—"rij adptow trav duapriuy, and Acts ii. 38, 
als d scu duapricy, where, however, Lachm. 
edits, from five ancient MSS., s. ad. T&v dy. 
ùmæv, involving inconsistency with his decision 
at Col. i. 14, and here; though in Col. i. 14, and 
Acts iii. 38, nuc» is implied in the context. 
Not so here, since the sense may be, * having 
made purification of sin,’ viz. by its expiation. 
Comp. iAáoxso0ac Ts duaprías, infra ii. 17, 
and odi» Avrpeciy at Luke i. 68.—éxcabice. 
Supply iavró», ° seated himself.'—r25s usyaAXc- 
cup, scil. Tov Otov, meaning (by the use of 
abetract for concrete) the Almighty. So in the 
Book of Enoch we have ¿vémiov tHe óne THe 
peyaracurne. Prof. Ebrard is of opinion, that 
* in these words there is solely the idea of purtici- 
patios in the Divine dominion and majesty, 
without any local reference whatever.’ But the 
reference does exist, as implied in the next 
words, iv (iy nois (= iv éwovpaviose in — i. 
20), where Ebrard recognizes it. ‘Thus is 
described the xAnpovoula which the incarnate 
Son has received; and after these introductory 
words, by way of foundation, the writer now 
passes to the first principal inference from them, 
—namely, that that Son, the origin of the New 
Test. revelation, is infinitely superior to the 
angels,—the organs of the Old Test. revelation. 
The ing out of this inference occupies from 
v. 4 to c. it. 18 of the Epistle." (Ebrard.) 

4. T. xpeirtuv yavoutvos Toy ayy.) - 
der: ‘being so much superior in rank to the 
angels. From the examples cited by the Com- 
mentators, it appears that xpailrrwy was used, in 
an august sense, of the gods and demigods of tho 

heathens.—d:agmopwrspoy, denoting ‘a more dis- 
tinguished superiority."—dvoua. Many modern 
Commentators assign to the word the sense 
dignity ; but the ancients, and the generality of 
moderns, ‘name,’ or title, of Son, which is 
greatly preferable; for (as Kuinoel and Stuart 
observe) ‘the argument in the sequel shows that 
the sense involved in tho title Son is the ground 
on which the superiority over the angels is 

ved.’ Now none but Christ is ever called 
the Son of God. 

5. [n confirmation of the above, an argument 
is adduced from the Old Test., formed on two 
pss aí it (Ps. ii. 7, and 2 Sam. vii. 14), which 
ave in every age referred, by even the best 

Jewish Interpreters, to the MESSIAR, at least in 
their mystical and sublimer import; for in such 
& sense as is inherent in these passages (namely, 
one that denotes ‘supreme dominion and autho- 
rity’), neither angels nor men were called sons of 
God. The force of the argument lies in Vlot uov 
and ysydvynxa, but in whatever way this may 
be referred to Christ's kuman nature, it can be 
no ground for such pre-eminence; and conse- 
quently this filiation must be applicable to him 
in his Divine nature. The expression onuepoy 
yeyéovnna is usually Vin deritood of *the eternal 
generation of the Son of God; q. d. * Whereas 
the angels are created, he is begotten,’ i. e. holds 
the dignity he possesses T an eternal generation. 
But it does not appear how cnñueoov can ever 
denote * from — By Chrys. and Theo- 
m» it is referred definitely to fine; and the 

t Expositors have always so understood it, 
though they are not agreed whether by that timo 
is denoted the period of our Lord's incarnation, 
or of his exaltation (as regards his humas nature) 
to his mediatorial throne after his resurrection. 
The later view, however, is decidedly preferable. 
To the above remark Dr. Peile adds, de suo, 
* The question, if any there still be on this point, 
is surely decided by our Apostle's ewn teaching, 
as happily preserved for us in Acts xiii. 32, 3$ ; 
where that identical Promise to which he here 
refers. as made by the mouth of Nathan unto 
“the Patriarch David” (2 Sam. vii. 12—16), is 
declared to have been “fulfilled unto us,” the 
children (in CHRIST) of the Prophets, and of 
the Covenant which God made with the Fathers 
of the typical Israel, ** in the act of God's having 
raised Jesus" — the Beginning and First- 
Born of that new creation from the Dead, 
wherein he, by his Spiritual and Life giving 
— is now the Christ in us, our Hope of 

ory.” 
6.1 After this verse there follow certain argu- 

ments, in which the superiority of the Son over 
the angels appears; though not precisely that as 
respects the foregoing olxovouia.’ (Ebrard.) The 
difficulty complained of in this verse mainly rests 
on the expressions aA: and elaayayn. Here, 
if necessary, we might, with Rosenm.. suppose a 

ition of the words, for *áA«q di Stay, as 
often in the Script. and Class. writers; but it is 
not necessary. Stuart justly contends that there 
is wo transposition, and he takes di máy to 
mean, ‘ Again, also, when he, &. But the 
words dà and wéAw do not, properly speaking, 
belong A vy other; the di belonging to öTav 
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sloay., and the wadw (if it have the same 
sense as in the former verse) to Aéyev taken 
from Adye:, or alae taken from ire just 
before. 1 find this view of the construction con- 
firmed, virtually at least, bv Ebrard, who ob- 
serves, that ‘according to the sense patente 
mái» can belong only to Ayes, parallel to the 
Àu (elwe) at v. 5, and consequently there is 
an hyperbaton (rather, an bypallage).' The ex- 
ression sigay. has been variously interpreted, 
ut there is no sufficient reason to abandon the 

sense, supported by many exx., commonly as- 
signed,—namely, of ‘ushering, as it were, into 
the world’ (namely, by the predictions and pro- 
hecies of Scripture) the advent of the First- 
egotten. Thus understood, the term denotes 

* the formal introduction of one, vested with hi 
authority, to those whom he is to govern,’ as in 
Philo, p. 193, C : and in this is implied a formel 
declaration to the inhabitants of the world, an- 

ls ae well as men, of the exalted rank of the 
ersonage so introduced. Thus we may render, 

‘and when he shall have brought in.” It would 
seem that the term elodyew was used by the 
writer, from his having in mind not so much the 
idea of Gop, to which the nou context 
pointe, as the holy Prophet speaking under Divine 
inspiration.—tréy IIperóTroxov. Render: ‘the 
First- tten, or * First-born.’ For this, as 
appears from Pe. Ixxxix. 27, comp. with Rom. 
viti. 29, was a title of Messiah; and when 
the force of the metaphor is duly weighed (on 
which see Schoettg.), it will be found to mean 
the Lord — and angels. ‘The writer — 
Ebrard o ) says designedly, not Yide, 
which would denote the Znoarnate, but IIpwro- 
rokos, Which, like the uovo e€ of John, de- 
notes the Evernal Son of the Father; or, as 
Paul more fully expresses the sense in Col. i. 15, 
YlowTóToxos ?rácons xTíc&cs, where see note. 
The words following are taken from Ps. xcvi. 7 
according to the LXX., who have rendered 
OW» by dyyedor, though modern Interpreters 
take it to mean the of the heathen. 
The word is, however, as Kuinoel remarks, used 
in the former sense at Gen. xxxv. 7. Ps. Ixxxii. 
], which would be very suitable to the context 
and the intent of the Psalmist here; for it is 
admitted by Kimchi that ‘this Psalm, as well as 
all from xciii. to ci., relates to the mystery of the 
Messiah.” QOzov, however, was supplied by the 
Sept. Translators, to make the sense clearer, 
though the use of the Article with dyyeroe 
would have answered the Aalen as well. The 
argument of inferiority deduced from any one's 
worshipping another, is irrefragable. Of course 
it is implied how supremely t must that Per- 
son be, whom the very angels are to reverently 
bow before. Comp. Phil. ii. 10. 

7. To further prove this inferiority of the 
angels to Christ, certain passages are now ad- 
duced from the Psalms, in which they are called 
ministers, but Christ KING supreme and perpe- 
tual (Kuinoel) ; and that for the purpose of con- 
trasting the angels, as servants, with Christ as a 
King.—rpds uiv, &c., ‘as regards,’ ‘in reference 
to. The words following are from Ps. civ. 4 
(Sept.), though for wupds 4Aóya we have there 
up dXiyov, which, however, will not prove 

6.à ToÜUTo Éypuioé ce 0 @eàç, ó 
that the Apostle, as Kuinoel supposes, quoted 
from ; but only that he gave another 
version to wrt) Cw, and that so similar to the 
version of Symmachus, that it is not improbable 
some copies of the Sept. might then have the 
rendering assigned by the writer. Indeed, such 
is found in many of the best MSS. of the Sept. 
It has been doubted whether the subject here be 
contained in wysiuata and +=upoe poya, or in 
TOUS ayy. and rots Astroupyous. Many emi- 
nent Expositors adopt the latter view, rendering, 
‘t who maketh the winds his messengera, 
flames of fire his ministers.” This interpreta- 
tion, however, Bp. Middleton thinks, would re- 
quire the Article at weedu. and wupos $A óya ; 
and though it be very ley to the context 
of the Psalm, yet that of the Epistle requires the 
first-mentioned construction, which is confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syriac Version. And Prof. Stuart 
thinks the Hebrew words admit of no other con- 
struction. It has also been disputed whether 
wvevuata should be fender. * spirits, or 
‘winds.’ Now Bp. Middleton's criticism would 
necessari] seclude the latter sense, and conse- 
quently oblige us to adopt the former. Consider- 
ing, however, the licence, throughout St. Paul's 
writings, with respect to the omission of the 
Article where it can conveniently be omitted, 
such a principle may be regarded as ious ; 
and the question must be determin fele by 
the comparative fitness of the two senses. That 
of * spirits’ is contrary to the use in the Psalm, 
and is at variance with the other member of the 
Parallelism ; ‘since (as Carpzov observes) there 
can be no comparison between an intelligent ens 
and what is not intelligent.’ Indeed, bess 
Commentators have been long agreed in reject- 
ing that interpretation. The sense * winds’ or 
‘the winds’ is doubtless the true one. And 
though Aere again the words are s ible of 
more than one sense, yet the only one suitable 
to the context is, * Who employs his angels as 
winds, and his ministering servants as light- 
nings;' q. d. ‘ Angels not less than the winds 
and lightnings obey his fiat. As he employs the 
winds and lightnings as instruments of his will, 
so does he the angels as bis agents.” In like 
manner, Xen. de Mem. iv. 3, 14, speake of the 
winds and lightning as Urnpéra: Te» Orv. 

8. wpds Tò» Yloy] Render: ‘ respecting the 
Son,’ as ver. 7, mpos dyy£A. “° respecting the 
angels.’ In 0pórvo: and páßðos we have emilia 

dominion in the kingdom of God-man ; and, 
as the former clause designates the perpetuily, so 
does the latter the perfect equity of the Son's 
government.—ó Oeds. Nomin. for Voc., as else- 
where in the New Test., and generally through- 
out the Sept. This clearly ascribes Divinity to 
the Son, agreeably to the Prophet Isaiah ix. 6, 
* his name shall be called Wonderful, Coun- 
sellor, the Mighty Gop, &c. Dp. Henle has 
fully shown that the passage is here with the 
greatest propriety applied to Christ (as, indced, 
the best Jewish Interpreters admit), and made 
an argument of his Divinity, not by any forced 
accommodulion of the words, but according to 
the true intent of the Psalmist, and the literal 
and only consistent exposition of his words. 

9. #yéwncas—¿rvonu.] This is illustrative of 
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the expression ev@urnroe before; and the Aorist 
here denotes, as often, what is cuslomary ; and 
thus it ie well e by the Present tense. 
The general sense (strengthened by the use of the 

ive form following the affirmative) is this: 
* perfectly equitable and just is thy — 
At iyptos—Sdatov ayadXdoucs there is com- 
monly su to be an allusion to the inaugn- 
ration of Kings and Prophets by anointing ; in 
allusion to the anointing of Cbrist by the Holy 
Spirit for his regal priestly office in the 

urch. To this, however, both tbe context and 
the usxs — are adverse. Now ypísiw some- 
times simply denotes ornare, instruere (as in Acts 
x. 38), which seems to be the sense here. Thus 

@AX. will have reference to the notion of ex- 
jon and celebrity, included in that of honour- 

tng; and so Chrys. must have taken it, since he 
explains 4yaXX. by dyAaicuov, xackX\wmionov 
óns. By robs usTOXovs are meant * associates 
in dignity, cvvÜpóvovs; comp. Rev. xix. 16. 
The Accus. is here (by an idiom found also occa- 
sionally in the Class. writers) A for the Dat., 
which is the usual Syntax. It is not certain 
whether the first ó Gade is a Nomin. or a Vocat. 
Many eminent Expositors, ancient and modern, 
including Ernesti, Rosenm., Kuin., and Stuart, 
suppose the latter; while the ancient Inter- 
preters, and almost all modern ones, adopt the 
Jormer view, which yields a better sense, and 
with a more natural construction. 

10—12. The xai (meaning, ‘and further’) 
serves to connect this position with the testimo- 
nies at ver. 8; and consequently the matter must 
have the same reference, to Christ. The passage 
here introduced is from Ps. cii. 25—27, which, 
while it would seem to be, at least primarily, a 
description of the eternity and immutability of 
Gop, is here quoted in such a manner as seems a 
direct and unreserved application to CHRIST. Cer- 
tainly, as Stuart observes, there is nothing in the 
Psalm that forbids its application to the Messiah ; 
may, many are most applicable to him: 
and such a reference is supported by the fact 
that several Psalms do contain such predictions. 
‘Th (he — even if it were supposed to 
be icable merely to Jehovah, there would be 
no difficulty with the quotation here, since the 
application of the same words to the of God 
which were originally spoken of Jehova, would 
be the same as saying, What was affirmed by the 
Pealmist of Jehovah may be as truly affirmed of 
the Son.’ Thus the weight of the ment as to 
the Divine nature of Christ would the same. 
This, however, is taking too low a view of the 
subject. Dr. Pye Smith (Scrip. Test. 1. iv. § 16) 
has given good reasons for supposing that the 

in the Psalm was directed, under the in- 
spiration of the Holy Spirit, not to Jehovah, but 
to Messiah, the hope of Israel. From a close 
examination of the nature and character of the 
Psalm, the learned writer shows the inference 

to be unavoidable, that the afflicted Psalmist's 
p. er was to ‘ same DiviNE PERSON who 

allowed himself to be seen in a glorious 
human form, by Abraham by Jacob, by Moses 
and his associates, and by Ezekiel; the Angel of 
the Covenant; the Hope, the Redeemer, the 
Saviour of Israel.’ Hence it follows that the 
Apostle, in making use of the Psalmists prayer 
as a testimony to the supremacy and Deity of 
that Messiah, expreesed no more than the true 
and original meaning of the I 

10. xar’ dpyae T3)» yay lo... Kar’ apyas 
is best rendered ‘of old ; since the Sept. only 
rendered xaT' dpyae with reference to the iv 
apxfi of Gen. i. 1.—40444A. refers to the first act 
of creation, with allusion to the idea entertained 
of the earth by the Hebrews,—namely, as a plain 
surface erected on foundations. The use of t&v 
yuoov imports, not instrumentality (as Stuart 
supposes), but poter, as Estius has ably shown. 
By the aóToi we may, with Kuinoel and Stuart, 
understand the heavens and the earth; doth 
having been mentioned. Thus in 5 y; and ol 
ovpavol we have a periphrasis of the . Bee 
Gen. i. }. xiv. 19. In aùroi the gender is ac- 
commodated to ovp., as the last-mentioned and 
the worthier gender. For é:apudvers a few an- 
cient MSS. have d:aueveis, which is adopted by 
Griesb., Knapp, and Stuart; but the former is 
pany the true reading, and is confirmed by the 
esch. Syr. Translator, who well renders, ‘ Thou 

art permanan and certainly there is nothing to 
hinder the Hebr. wyn from being ex in 
the present tense, as it ts by Dr. French, in his 
Translation of this Psalm. Thus, too, there is 
more force and propriety in the sentiment; the 
Present being more applicable to a Being whose 
duration is unconnected with time, who was, is, 
and is to be ; who ‘is the same yesterday, to-day, 
and for ever.’ The words xai warras—ddAay. 
are exegetical of daroAoUrTa:, as kal Tà ZTn— 
inei. are of Qiaudysie. With wavres œe 
sal eg che reget comp. Isa. li. 6.— 
wepiB. denotes a wrapper, or outer garment, 
like the Àyke or bornouse of the Arabs tae such 
is the idea in the Hebr. denoting the sky. 
In that expression and ¿XíEsiç there is an allu- 
sion to the heavens as an , the rolling up 
implying removal, for the purpose of substituting 
others,—the ‘new heaven and new earth’ of 
Rev. xxi. 1. Comp. xx. 11. 

12. od ài ó avrós sí] Of these words the 
sense is but imperfectly indicated by Commen- 
tators, who have failed to perceive that the sen- 
timent here is the same with that more fully 
expressed at xiii. 8; both containing the idea of 
abeolute unchangeableness, and both ascribing to 
the Messiah the Divine attribute of tmmudability. 
So Philo (cited by Carpzov) says of the sun, ó 
abíTós ior del, The words following, Tà £3 
cov obk é«Xalouct, are expressive of immor- 
tality ; q. d. ‘thy years (meaning, thy existence) 
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will never fail, or come to an end.’ The whole 
serves to place in very strong contrast with the de- 

dence, the weakness, the nothingnese of the 
most exalted creatures, the characters of eternity 
and immutable faithfulness in the Saviour of men 
and Lord of angels. 

13. * This verse forms the key-stone of the 
whole argument; and, accordingly, we may do 
well to look back on the course of reasoning that 
has been employed. The New Test. revelation 
of God in the Son was opposed to that of the 
Old Test., as the absolute to the relative, v. 4, 
and the abeoluteness of the former derived, 1. 
from the name Son which is assigned in the Old 
Test. to the promised Messiah, but to none 
among the angels, v. 5; 2. from this, that where 
the (Messianic) saving work of God, i. e. of the 
Il pærórtoxos is prophesied of, merely the place 
of worshipping spectators belongs to the angels, 
v. 6; vv. 7—12, from the smmediateness of 
the union of God with men in the Meseianic 
salvation, from its ing duration and its 
spiritual nature, inasmuch as it rests on the re- 
ciprocal relation of human righteousness, vv. 8, 9, 
and Divine faithfulness, vv. 10—12. It had been 
shown in vv. 8, 9, as well as in vv. 10—12, that 
an immediate elevation of man to , and an 
immediate act of on the part of God to- 
wards man, without the interposition of angels, 
were already laid down in the Old Test. as tho 
fundamental characteristics of the Messianic sal- 
vation. This émmediateness is now in v. 13 still 
farther confirmed by a crowning from 
the Old Test., in which it is most clearly ex- 
pressed." — By wpde riva, &c., is 
meant, ‘ Where does God address even the angels 
in terms implying that they are aó»Opovo: with 
him?’ for such is implied by the phrase xáĝov ix 
õ:ğið&v: on which see notes on Matt. xxii. 44, 
where the words are applied by our Redeemer 
himself to the Messiah. The words fws àv 0c 
—wodwy gov contain an image of complete sub- 
jection, and are highly intensive of the sense of 
the foregoing phrase. 

14. This forms the conclusion of the comparison 
made between the Son of God and the angels ; for 
the purpose of evincing the t superiority of 
the former, there is subjoined a reference to the 
condition of the angels, tchat they really are.— 
Ovxi wavres elol Acct. wy., &c. The interroga- 
tion with obyi implies a strong affirmation, inti- 
mating that the hug is an universally admitted 
truth. The full and literal sense is, ‘ Are not 
all of them [of whatever rank] (no more than] 
ministering spirits sent forth for service (or assist- 
ance), on the part of (i. e. in behalf of) those 
who are to inherit (i.e. obtain) salvation ?' 
They are said to be Ascrovoy. wveðuara (an 
expression formed on Ps. ciii. 21, Sept., súÀo- 
yetre ròv Kupiov, Aeivrovp'yol avTov, Tor- 
ovvrss Ta OeAjuara airrov) as being merely 
Otáxoyo: Geov, not eóyOporo:, like Chriet. The 
next words are exegetical of A«vrovpy., and 

qrávres eig Xetroup'ryizà rveüpara, eis Gukoviay àrroaTeXXójseva., 
7 ™ Sud Tos uéXXovras KAmpovonety oœwrnpiav; II. | Aià roro Sei 

show the rxature of that service. Finally, the 
term dmooreXXcueva is used to intimate that 
they have no se/f-derived dignity, but are only 
&vócToÀo, with delegated authority, which is 
the constant doctrine of the Old Test., and the 
Jewish writings in general. The use of wrevm. 
here seems formed on Num. xxvii. 16, Osó« ree 
Tvsvu&Toy xal oráane capndés.—Ata Tods m¿À- 
Aorras xAnp. cer. <A periphrasis for faithful 
and true Christians; the best comment on which 
will be found in the words of the same Apoetle 
at Rom. viii. 17, where see note. 

II. This and the ing Ch the learned 
Ernesti justly calle She Sbon falus x iced š ; 
and he lays down a summary of the doctrines 
which may thence be pore namely, the Divinity 
and the humanity of Christ; the conjunction of 
both natures in one person, the communication of 
the Divine idiomata ; the twofold state of Christ, 
and bis triple office. 

At vv. 1—4 the writer subjoins a practical 
application, springing out of the foregoing doc- 
trines.—d.a Tovro, ‘wherefore,’ i.e. such bei 
the infinite superiority of Christ, the Head 
the new Dispensation, over the angels, — the 
mediators of the old, —seo much the more care- 
fully must we hold fast by the doctrine so re- 
vealed to us: The strong term wepioc. cannot 
be better than thus: ‘with an earnest 
vehemency of [heedful wariness] So Lord Cla- 
rendon says, ‘carnestness and vehemency of ex- 
pression. The warning hinges on the forcible 
expression uý wore w&pafpwisuty, and hence it 
is proper to ascertain its true import. Com- 
mentators are not agreed whether it denotes to 
glide, or slide from them, turn aside from them, 
fall from them; or, to let them glide or slip from 
the mind in utter forgetfulness; in which latter 
sense the word occurs in Lucian, Dips. contra 
Hos. 5, elti iv ros THe Wouloswe Gpouce tapag- 
puivy Adn. But that is too feeble a sense to 
match the foregoing expression wepsocoti per, 
and it is inappropriate. Accordingly, Í continue 
to prefer the firat interpretation, which is espec. 
suitable, since, as Prof. Ebrard observes, ‘ this 
falling away from the doctrine heard was the 
specific camper which threatened the persons in 
uestion. To remove any seeming harshness in 

the wording, we have only to suppose the use of 
, 80 frequent in high wrought, figura- 

tive language; the words, * lest we should glide, 
or slide away from the things’ being interchanged 
with *lest we should let them glide away. or 
slip, from our mind and attention.’ And thus 
the expression ‘lest we should slip aside, slide 
em the things (lit. * be carried the things’ 
equiv. to *let them slip out of the mind and 

escape the attention']), is very appropriate; and 
Paul prob. had in mind Prov. iii. 21, vii, mà 
wapajgvge, rüpncor si ius» BovAw. 
metaphor is not taker, as Kuin. thinks, from a 
torrent, but rather from a vessel passing down a 
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river, and which, from want of attention on the 
of the stcersman, is allowed to glide past 

the place which the veseel was bound for. Theo- 
phyl. well observes, that this is said to intimate 
the easiness of the sip, and the great difficult 
of recovering it: +Ó yap wapagpuiv (scil. 
Üüdwp) Bioxorov iwaveXOetvy. There. however, 
may have been a mending ie Paul's mind of both 
the above figures, as in the following paseage,— 
Greg. Naz. ap. Steph. Thes. in voc., Yea m 
¿EíTwÀa To xpovw yiynrat Tà «add, xa 
ph wapappun, Ans BuOote duavpovmeva. 
Comp. Ëupel. ap. Stob. Floril. iv. 33, paivstaı 
Kal wapaóñjst raw bpsvosy, ° slips out of his wits.’ 

2. al yap ó r dyyédwy Aad. Xóy.] Here 
there is shown, by an argument er minori ad 
majus, why the Gospel demands especial obe- 
dience. And here, notwithstanding what some 
eminent Expositors maintain, ó ó ayy. AaAn- 
sie Aóyos must denote * the Mosaic Law,’ thus 
pronun sued as appears from Gal. iii. 19, ó vóuos 
tarayels Óc ayyédov, and Acte vii. 53, iàd- 

Bete tdv vóuoy sls Qiarayás dyy. (see notes). 
Comp. with Jos. Antt. xv. 5, 8, uev Ta xá- 
Acora Tay ÓoyuáTov T@v iv Tote vóuowe be fi 
ayyiter wapà Tou Geos pabdyrey. Any 
seeming discrepancy between what is said in 
those es and the present, as compared with 
Exod. xx. ], and elsewhere, where Gop himself 
js said to proclaim the law, will at once vanish, 
by application of the well-known principle, * Qui 
facit per alium, facit per se; and Gop might be 
said to promulgate, and the angels to proclaim 
the law.'—fíBaios, *firm;' namely, by being 
carried fully into execution. Thus it is meant 
as Prof. Dobree well ex ) to say, ‘If the 
enunciations of Moses were actually fulfilled, 

much more will Christ s, which are now confirmed 
£o ws (i. e. farther lained and partiy accom- 

É by the V pe es, through the witness of 
the Spirit. See Rom. iv. 16. 2 Pet. i. 19. The 
terms vapáflacie and =zapaxoñ are nearly syno- 
nymoos; the only difference being that the for- 
mer implies contumacy as well as disobedience, 
positive trun lon. — Micbawodocia is beet 
rendered ‘retribution ;’ since that must imply 
pom though at x. 35 and xi. 26, reward. 

o the illustrations of the Commentators I add 
Eurip. Or. 833, watrpdwv wabiwy duotBay 
(where the Scholiast explains éxdlanaiv), and 
JEschyl. Theb. 1023, rotmiripiov AaBety 
mercedem) tinepiav. So also Hor. Carm. iii. 

, 24, * Et nefas, aut pretium emori." 
This idiom in proOawod. occurs in no other 
writer except Const. Ap. vi. 11, and is justly np 

by Fischer to have been taken from the 
common Gr. dialect, where it was used for the 

Clase. usoOodocia. Micbarod. is, indeed, pro- 
nounced by Prof. Ebrard to be a more select and 
elegant term; but without reason, since from 
H. Steph. and Dindorf. it seems to have been 
confined to the later and less pure Gr. writers, 
and accordingly well known to the scribes, who 
sometimes introduced it into the text; e. gr. in 
Diod. Sic. l. xvi. 73. 

9. T9 AikavTaS cwornpiat] LXer. is taken b 
some good Expositors for Acyou cwT., whic 
occurs in Acts xiii. 26, meaning the Gospel, or 
Christian religion. But it must rather, by met- 
onymy, denote ‘the means, or the doctrine of 
salvation ; there being here a tacit comparison 
between the temporal salvation of the Law, and 
the eternal salvation of the Gospel; as is evident 
from the expression ryA:cadrns, which intimates 
* the greatness of the thing,' and the correspond- 
ent guilt of neglecting it By the term dus ń- 
cuvtes, ‘after having slighted,’ is intended to bo 
conveyed the idea of such total disregard and 
apostasy by those who had embraced the faith. — 
apynv AaBovca—els uas éfsBaio05. This is 
rightly regarded by Ernesti and Kuinoel as a 
ormula pregnans, to be explained by Aber ele 
huas xai ißeBairwðn, * was delivered unto ue at 
first, and then established to us on firm grounds.” 

4. ewvsTiuauprupovrTos—0íA no is explana- 
tory of ig«f., and the sense is, God umet] 
bearing this joint testimony [to the truth o 
what was hed} by signs and wonders, and 
various miraculous ers and distributions of 
the Holy Spirit, [imparted] according to his own 
will and pleasure.” So Sext. Emp. adv. Log. ii. 
324, has cuversuaptupovcav Te AóÓye.—Zn- 
utíois T£ xai Tipas, See note on Acts ii. 
22. The words following, xal IIvsiparos d-yíov 
pepigpoîs, are oal, and show the manner 
of the thing; for uso. does not denote, as Stuart 
thinks, *tho additional gifts of the Spirit other 
than supernatural powers,' but * particular distri- 
butions;' and the best comment on the expres- 
sion is in the words of the Apostle at 1 Cor. xii. 
4, Qdiaupícacs 8& xapicuárwy alcol, rd 8a 
aire Ivesua, &c., and xii. 11. 

5. ob yap &yyíXoi—hAaXovusv] Having 
warned them nst the of apostasy 
from the Gospel, the Apostle resumes the subject 
of Christ's superiority to the angels, pecesdin 
to show that the sew dispensation was not indeed 
* ordered,’ like the old, by angels, but that the 
Son of Man, the Mesviah was, in his human 
nature, placed at the head of it. Now as the 
Jews gruated that the dispensation of the Mes- 
siah would be of a higher order than that of 
Moses, a that Jesue was the sole mediator 
or head of the New dispensation, and that angele 
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were not employed as mediators in it, would 
satisfy them that Jesus was superior to the 
angels; since the place which he holds in the 
new economy is higher than that which they had 
under the old, because the new economy itself is 
of a higher nature than the old. At the same 
time, an objection which a Jew, weak in Chris- 
tian faith, and strong in his attachment to the 
Mosaic institutions, would very naturally feel, is 
met, and tacitly answered by the Apostle, in 
what follows. The unbelieving Jews, doubtless, 
urged upon those, who professed an attachment 
to Christianity, the seeming absurdity of re- 
nouncing their subjection to a dispensation of 
which angels were the mediators, and of acknow- 
ledging a subjection to one of which the professed 
head and mediator appeared in our nature. The 
Apostle concedes the fact that Jesus had a nature 
truly and properly human (vv. 6—18), but, in- 
stead of granting that this proves the new dis- 
pensation to be inferior to that of Moses, he pro- 
ceeds to adduce evidence from the Old Test. to 
show that man, or the Auman nature in the per- 
son of the Messiah, was to be made Lord of the 
universe. Consequently, in this nature, Jesus 
the Messiah is superior to the angels. Of course 
the possession by Jesus of a nature truly and 
properly human, does not at all prove either his 
inferiority, or the inferiority of the dispensation 
of which he is the H (vv. 6—9). Nay, 
more; it was becoming that God should exalt 
Jesus, in consequence of his obedience unto 
death; a death n for the salvation of 
both Jew and Gentile (vv. 9, 10). To suffer 
this death he must needs take on him a nature 
like ey š ae as polis Bsa * ros salvation = 
cup ee s dosi e , 80 he ici 
in the sature of men, in order that br esparlence 
he might know their sufferings, temptations, and 
trials, and thus be prepared to succour them, vv. 
11—18. (Stuart.) Rather, that he might more 
effectually and completely expiate sin.—riy ol- 
Kovuévyy Thy uíXÀoucay may denote, as Wit- 
sius and Kuin. think, the new dispensation (as 
opposed to the old); i.e. the Gospel dispensation, 
commencing at Christ's first advent, and, when 
completed at his final advent, to be me into 
the economy to subsist under the reign of Christ. 
Thus it comes to designate the same as the 
— woXw of xiii. 14, the future world, or 
ingdom, spoken of in the Prophets; as Isa. 

lxvi. 22. 
6. dceuapr. dé x. rls] There is here a sort 

of lacuna supplied,—‘ but [God put it in subjec- 
tion to Christ]. for,’ &c., which suppressed clause 
is implied in the proof itself. (Kuinocl) Thus 
the sense is well expressed in paraphrase by Abp. 
Newe. : ‘ But God hath committed the dispensa- 
tion under which wo live to his Son, who be- 
came man ; to which assumption of human na- 
ture, and its consequences, Í apply the words of 
the Pealmist. The ris must, of course, from 
the subject and the context, denote an šmgpt 
writer; & mode of expression by no means im- 
plying any ignorance of the writer in question, 
nor even of the part of his work intended ; but 
only supposing so familiar a knowledge of both 
in the reader, as merely to need the words boing 

cited ; and as it was confined to writers of the 
greatest eminence, it implies any thing but irre- 
verence. Indeed, this mode of citation is com- 
mon in the Rabbinical writers, and not unexam- 
led in the Class. authors.—í ¿ocu avOpesmwos, 
c. It has been not a little debated whether by 

dyOpotros, and vice ádvÜpesrov, is here meant 
Man (i.e. human nature) or the Son of Man, i.e. 
Christ. That the is — to the 
Messiah is certain, from our ^s Mes 
another part of the same Psalm to himsel att. 
xxi 16). This, however, will not prove, as some 
imagine, that the salm is meant of the 
Messiah alone. That notion has been refuted at 
large by Bp. Middl., who shows that ‘this Psalm 
- an instance of ue chet i in the Old us 
of various passages n th a primary and & 
secondary sense; i. e. eipele of a two-fold appli- 
cation, — being directlyapplicable to circumstances 
then past, or present, or soon to be accomplished ; 
and txdirectly to others, which Divine Provi- 
dence was about to develope under a future Dis- 
pensation. The learned Prelate shows that the 
objections advanced against this view only tend 
to establish a secondary, not to disprove a pri- 
mary sense. ‘It may readily (he continues) be 
admitted that the words here, though primarily 
— of Adam and his descendants, cannot in 

eir full and complete sense have their sole re- 
ference to them, because they expressly represent 
a person, who, after a while, was advanced to the 
highest dignities, a perfect Lord and governor 
over all created beings, & complete conqueror 
over all the enemies of God's — Thus, 
as observes Conyb., * while the Hebrew Psalmist 
speaks of mankind, the New Test. [by the Sacred 
writer] teaches us to apply his words in « higher 
sense to CHRIST, the representative of glorified 
humanity. But to consider the phraseology in 
detail : ucumjoxy (* shouldst bear in mind 9 is 
— by the wise ¿musk 
which signifies to show to, i.e. regard 
with favour and protection. It is truly observed 
by Bp. Middl, that *the real difficulty of the 
Pealm, as applied in the Epistle, lies in vvv, 
which signifies both te a small degree, and also 
Jor a short time, the former sense adapted to 
(he the cay. he our Saviour.’ ‘In this case 

e continues) three suppositions ap i- 
ble; either that the Psa * has ied the word 
to signify tn G small , Which is the more 
common meaning, and that the Apostle, availing 
himeelf of ite ambiguity, has hed se bg Boayxv 
Tı in the other sense; or else that Pealnsist 
had by inspiration a knowledge of man's future 
resurrection and exaltation to the condition of 
angels, in which case he might rly sa 
a at. time ; or lastly, that the H * — 
tent to use the phrase, as the Pealmist had used 
it, to signify tx a small , since this was euf- 
ficiently expressive of the condition of human 
nature, though the other sense would have been 
more immediately applicable to the condescen- 
sion of Christ; and of these the last rs to 
be the least embarrassed with difficulties. 1f the 
Pealmist has declared man to be little inferior to 
the angels, the application of this phrase to Christ 
will signify that he took the human nature ; the 
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only difference will be, that what in the one case 
is made matter of pride and exultation is a sub- 
ject of humiliation in the other.’ This inter- 
pretation of Gpax +i is confirmed by the autho- 
rity of Dindorf and Stuart, who show that the 
sense is required in the Psalm, and is more suit- 
able in the Epistle. * For what (observes Stuart) 
is the design of the writer? To prove that Christ, 
in his human nature, is exalted above the angels. 
How does he undertake to prove this? First, by 
showing that this nature itself is made but little 
inferior to that of the angels; and next, that it 
has been exalted to the empire of the world.’ 
The Apostle (as Kuin. and Stuart prove) was 
fully justified in using the term &y»yíXovs, this 
being found in the Sept., and indeed su 
by many of the best Interpreters, Hebrew and 
Christian, to convey the true sense of the Hebr. 
torte, on which see Stuart. —AóE9 and Tiup are 
terms synonymous, but here : to raise 
the sense.—ored. denotes ornare. On the na- 
ture and origin of the metaphor see my note on 
Thucyd. iv. 12], and my Lex. in v.; also Cebot. 
Tab., p. 41, and Artem. On. ii. 30. 

. Wavra owiratar Ùr. T. wod. a.) i.e. 
* thou hast given him complete and universal 
dominion ;’ a metaphor derived from Oriental 
customs, and copiously illustrated by Dind. and 
Stuart; comp. j Cor. xv. 27. Tlárra, as Bp. 
Midd). observes, ‘is a term whose extent seems 
ascertained by the subjoined exumeration of the 
several classes of brute creatures, and at vv. 7, 8, 
of Ps. viii. But as má»ra may include all things, 
without exception, and angels as well as men, 
‘what proves the secondary sense by no means dis- 
pn the primary.— Ey yàp tw, &c. The ydp 
s illustrative ; the writer now proceeding to com- 
ment on and e from the above scripture. 
The expressions ¿y ro vvorátai abtrw—dyuro- 
TaxTop strongly mark the sss ity of the 
subjection. "Yaror. and &dri«sy may, with many 
recent Commentators, be referred to the wrier, 
by the figure mentioned in the note on eloaydyy 
supra i. 6; but it is more agreeable to the con- 
text to suppose it (with the ancient and most 
modern Expositors) to relate to Gop.—Nvry éi— 
iroreraypuíva, q. d. * But now, as we do not 
see al] things; for instance, al] mankind, death, 
the evil angels, &c.' (Abp. Newc.); meaning, 
‘that this prophecy of the Psalmist is not, as 
et, wholly fulfilled; but that so much of it has 

n accomplished, that we may it as a 
peice that a fulfilment of the rest will certainly 
ollow.’ 

10 ^"Empere yàp git 

9. ròv è Bpaxú Tı—iorep.] In this pas- 
sage the subject, as Bp. Middl. remarks, ‘is 7» ài 
Beax? Ti—'Incovv, and the predicate all which 
follows. Moreover, in the subjoined clause, 
ÓTws xdpire Oso voip muvròs yedonra 
Oavdrov, there is assigned the reason why Christ 
suffered death, as mentioned in dia TÒ wabnua 
TOU Oavarov.’ The difficulty here complained of 
is partly caused by an imversion of construction 
(prob. resorted to in order to make the grand 
subject of the assertion, Jzsus, the more promi- 
nent), and partly by the last clause being worded 
with obscure brevity. —— the sense 
(when the construction is cleared, and the phrase- 
ology properly interpreted) will be as follows: 
t But. Him, who was made a little lower than 
the angels (namely, by assuming the human na- 
ture)—even Jesus—we see (even by the eye of 
faith in the revelation made to us), on account 
of his baving suffered dcath, crowned with glory 
and honour; (which suffering he bore,] in order 
that, by the grace of God, he might taste of 
death for every man ;’ i. e. that, by the goodness 
and mercy of God, this his suffering of death 
might bo effectual unto the salvation of all men. 
This mode of taking the is, 1 believe, 
liable to no well-founded objection; for the sen- 
timent contained in the last clause is not, as 
some affirm, the same as before, but is a further 
: jon of what was before said, — namely, 
that Jesus suffered the death in question, that 
he might give his life a ransom for all, | Tim. 
ii. 6. Matt. xx. 28. Mark x. 45,—and thus it may 
be regarded as an addiiion, meant to inculcate 
the great and cardinal doctrine of the Gospel, 
THE ATONEMENT. Ver. 10 is closely connected 
with v. 9, as an explanation (which is further de- _ 
veloped at v. 11), wherein it is shown how suil- 
able this crowning of Jesus with plo and honour 
was to the wisdom, justice, and otber attributes 
of the Deity. 

10. The force of Popes &c. is not well ex- 
pressed by, ‘it became Him,’ &c., decebat ; for, 
as Ernesti remarks, ‘it opens a door to unhal- 
lowed metaphysical refinement.’ (In how many 
other cases, alas! does this apply?) On the 
other hand, it is not well to take it, with Kuin., 
as equiv. to dvayxaioy ior, as will appear further 
on. Preferable is the rendering , oportebat, 
at least if it be taken in the somewhat qualified 
sense, as standing for par erat, and so the Pesch. 
Syr. Version ‘it was proper, q.d. ‘as Christ 
possessed a nature truly human, and as all men 
are, by the arrangement of a wise and overruling 
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Providence subjected to trial, —so it was proper, 
[suitable to] God, that Jesus should be subjected 
to trial in our nature before he was advanced to 
glory in it'—By avrew is, no doubt, to be un- 
derstood Gop, not, as some say, Christ. In the 
words à! dv—ra (where supply éyévero) we 
have a formula designating the supreme Lord. 
So Rom. xi. 36. 1 Cor. viii. 6; God being de- 
scribed as the First Cause (é:’ dv), and the Sus- 
tainer and Preserver (2: oŭ) of the Universe. 
At modrods vioüs ele óav dyayórvra the 
construction, as respects &ya-yórTa, has been dis- 
uted. Many construe it with the words fol- 
owing, thus referring it to Christ; but thus the 
sentiment seems overloaded. It is better, with 
others, to suppose ayayorra as put for dvya- 
yóvT:, by an , oft. occ. in St. Paul (as 
Acts xi. 12. 2 Cor. xii. 17), and in the Class. 
writers, espec. Thucyd. Render, ‘ After he had 
decreed to bring many sons (meaning, all true 
Christians, or those who are ‘ tten again to 
a lively bope,’ 1 Pet. i. 3) [back] to life and sal- 
vation [from death and misery],'—a sense of 
éofa occurring in Rom. v. 2. I Cor. ii. 8. I 
would not, with some recent Commentators, 
take dpy. Tie owr. as equiv. to dpxnyðv xai 
cwrtipa in Acte v. 31, where Christ is said to 
have been exalted to be a Prince and a Saviour, 
for it seems that the Apostle intended to express 
some hi sense, and more profound doctrine 
than that; and what this is, will be found set 
forth in the notes on Acts iii. 15, and Heb. xii. 2. 
— ápymyór TS cor. alta». The last word 
is absent from one MS. the Codex Sinait. Covell., 
which Dr. Mill thought the true reading of the 
Apostle; for ‘quis sanus (asks he) illud aùr&v 
expunxerit? True: but it might easily be 
omitted by accident in the case of one scribe, or 
it might be expunged bv a rash Critic, who, 
having in mind Acts iii. 15, rò» &pymyóy $c 
(ore, and Heb. xii. 2, ròv Tre wiorawe &px., 
thought that +ç sær. should here be taken in 
its most extensive sense, of ‘ salvation generally.’ 
But the context shows that there is a reference 
to ' the sons’ before spoken of, as the sub- 
ject of the assertion. The is ably ex- 
plained by Thom. Aquin., r., Est, and 
Calv., from whose discussions it is clear that the 
avTwy cannot be dispensed with.— Ara 4a0nuá- 
Twv Traca In aaÜÓnuárov» there is re- 
ference not only to the death of Christ, but to 
those many sharp sufferings which preceded it. 
On the exact force and nature of the metaphor 
in TeXac@oar some difference of opinion exists, 
which may be best adjusted by considering its 
mode of signif. and Aow that arises. Now re- 
Aetouy properly signifies ‘consummare, to ren- 
der perfect, But there is also sometimes, and 
may here be, inherent in the term a notion of 
reward and felicity, —derived, probably, from the 
agonistical metaphor above, with reference to 
reaching the goal and receiving the prize. Hence 
he who prociaims the victor and bestows the 
prize is said reAscovw Tiva, and those who re- 
ceive it are said reAecovaÜat, made míA «tos, ‘ to 
be consummated’ (so infra xii. 20 we have ŝı- 
xalwy TeTeAstepivev); an idea very applicable 

UIC Te yàp ayalwy xai oi dyiaķoperos 

to CHRIST, who ‘for the glory that was set 
before him endured the cross, despising the 
shame.’ Whether the allusion may be brought 
in here, very much depends on the sense to be 
assigned to reAciwoas. If that of ‘ consecrare ° 
be adopted, with several eminent Expositors, 
from Calv. to Schmid and Küttn., it cannot. 
But that ‘ consecrure’ must be admitted as the 
sense here, has been ably evinced by Hyper. and 
Est. They have proved, from an able examina- 
tion of the preceding context, and tracing of the 
course of reasoning, that tbe sense of reA. must 
be consummare, or perfectum reddere. The sense 
of the whole passage is ably laid down by Est. 
thus : * Deus, qui rerum omnium finis et auctor 
est, ideoque sapientissimus, judicavit, boc quam 
maxime decere, ut, postquam aut quoniam 
multos filios suos per multarum adversitatum 
tolerantiam ad gloriam adduxerat, similiter etiam 
auctorem æternæ salutis illorum, id est, Filium 
suum naturalem per afflictiones ipsamque crucem 
consummaret, hoc est, ad consummatam gloriam 
perduceret.’ If this be regarded, as it justly may, 
the true interpretation, the istic allusiom 
may have place: but whether the Apostle had 
in mind the agonistic expression, is more than I 
would pronounce. See more on this important 
term reXetwoa: in the note on the kindred pas- 
— vii. HP és | Th 

. 6 Te yàp dyiá(o £vo? e yap 
refers to some words jr to be mentally sup- 
plied ; q. d. * (I say many sons] for the Sanctifier 
and the sanctified are alike sons of our Father, 
God.’ Both are sons of God, but in different 
ways; one, as of the same substance with the 
Father; the others, as creatures ; see Theophyl. 
Whether at ¿£ dvds there be supplied yévove, or 
wartpds, matters not, since, as Est. shows, it 
comes to the same thing; or rather we may sa 
the two senses merge into one, as Est. himself 
scems to have perceived, who, after ably tracin 
the logic thus, * Plenius id quod dixit, probat, scil. 
decuisse Deum ut Filium suum passiones 
consummaret. Est autem probatio talis. Christus 
a Deo constitutus est Pontifex, qui, oblato saori- 
ficio, sanctificaret, i.e. a peccatis emundaret ac 
Deo reconciliaret genus humanum, subjoins 
t Atqui Sacerdos sanctificans, et populus, qui saro- 
tificatur, ex uno sunt, i. e. ex càdem nafarü ku- 
maná vel (rather ‘adeoque’) ex uno primo te.” 
The sense of dy:aYwy and dy:aYouevos involves 
a much debated question. I am, however, on 
reconsideration, inclined to think the in 
tion ‘ the iator and the expiated, though 
ably supported by Ernesti, Kuttn., Kuin., 
Stuart, scarcely tenable. The true and full sense 
of dvyid(ev and dy:d{eras here is ably shown 
by Theoph l.; to whom add Œ@cumen. on 2 Pet. 
i. 5. Prof. Ebrard observes that dy:aYeuw here 
denotes ‘ the tota] act by which Christ withdraws 
his own people from the natural life of death, 
and places them in the sphere of a new life,’ which 
rests upon his atoning death, has its source in his 
resurrection, consists in the appropriation of sal- 
vation through repentance, faith, and renewal of 
life, and will at one time be perfected in sinless- 
ness and glorification. The other and stricter 
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signif. of dy:afew, in which it denotes ‘the 
special renewal of life proceeding from faith 
(John xvii. 17. Comp. Heb. xii. 14), belon 
to the third usage of &y:os. See] Pet. i. 16." 
However, | do not see why this stricter sense of 
dy:dXetw should not be brought in here, since 
Faith itself is the pn of God, through Christ, 
and the teaching of the Spirit. See Matt. xiii. 
ll, duty óí£dorTa: yrivac Ta uvoTüpia, &c., 
where see note. And this view is nearly that 
taken by Dr. Peile, in whose Paraphrase there is 
much to approve, and something to pause at. 
See also Calv. By the expression ovx. ivatox. 
is implied (ss the best Expositors, ancient and 
modern, are agrecd) tbe infinite superiority of 
Christ to the human nature. ‘ For if Christ (as 
Stuart remarks) were merely a man, where would 
be his condescension in calling men bis brethren? 
whereas, if he & higher nature, and 
ixtvecey iavTÓr, uoppiy dovAov AaBwy (Phil. 
ii. 7, 8), then, indeed, it was great condescension 
to call men his brethren.’ See more in the able 
notes of Calv. and Est. 

12. The truth of the above position is now 
confirmed from the Scriptures of the Old Test.— 
Adywr, &c. Render: ‘inasmuch as He (i.e. 
Christ) saith, or may be supposed to say, while 
on earth, ! will, &c. For piel ̂  Gu the Sept. 
has the synonyme dcnyfioonat. That thie Psalm 
relates to the Messiah, the best Commentators, 
Jewish as well as Christian, are . In- 
deed, as Stuart remarks, * the history of his death 
scems a kind of practical commentary thereon; 
and there is nothing which forbids the applica- 
tion of it to the Messiah, but quite enough to 
show that it is inapplicable to David.' The term 
¿<<Àncoía signifies properly, in the Jewish sense, 
* the saeetibly of the nation congregated at Jeru- 
salem ; but in the Christian sense, as here, the 
assembly of the faithful, which forms the Church 
Universal. 

13. The citations in this verse are by some 
supposed to be from Ps. xviii. 8, or from 2 Sem. 
xxil. 3. The Psalm, bowever, contains no allu- 
sion to the MESSIAH; the best Commentators 
are now agreed that both citations are from 
Jsa. viii. 17, 18, and of which, as observes Dind., 
“there could have been no doubt as to the thing, 
but for the second xal wao, which some 
thought could not be meant of the same pamage, 
At x. 30, however, there is an exactly similar 
case.' * The argument (says Stuart) is this: 
Men exercise trust or confidence in God. This 
is predicated of them as dependent, and possess- 
ing a feeble nature. The same thing is predi- 
cated of the Messiah, and consequently he pos- 
sesses a nature like theirs, and therefore they are 
his brethren ; nay, ‘ his children,’ whom he calls 
such, John xiii. 33. xxi. 5, are those whom God 
had given him, John xvii. 9, 24.° I regret that 

John 1. 14. 

ea 
Phil. 2. 7. 
9 Tim. 1. 10. 

my narrow limits will not enable me to do more 
than refer my readers to the masterly note of 
Calv. in defence of the Apostle's scation of 
this text. 

14. ¿mel ob» rà watdia] Here Paul, suo more, 
skilfully takes up the word ‘children’ from the 
preceding verse, and makes use of it to evince 
the moral fitness of Christ’s suffering; meaning, 
of course, by ma:d., ‘the true spiritual children 
of Christ’ thus, ‘ Forasmuch, then, as the chil- 
dren are all of one flesh and blood, He also him- 
eclf, in like manner, became partakers with them 
of the same fleshly nature..—wapawAnciws, not 
‘in a similar manner,’ but, by an idiom uent 
in the best writers, ‘in the same manner’ (so 
Demosth., Olynth. iii., rapawAnoiws xai óuoíws, 
and Thucyd. i. 14, óuoia xal wapamwAroia) ; 
which, of course, implies really and truly, not in 

only, as the Docete perversely ex- 
plained the word. The next — down to the 
end of v. 15, show the grounds on which the 
foregoing assertion rests. * That (observes Ebrard) 
which stands in the way of our becoming sons of 
God, and which must first be removed, is death, 
or,—as the author here more specially describes 
it,—the being subject to the kingdom of dark- 
ness and the Prince of this kingdom, who has 
the power of death. This bondage of death could 
be removed only by our guilt being atoned for 
through the eacrificial death of Christ. In order 
to this, however, it was necessary that He should 
become a member of that humanity which took 
its rise from the first Adam. Render : ‘in 
order that he might by his [own] death put 
down, and deprive of bie power, him who hath 
the power of death, namely, the Devil.\—«atapy. 
is here used as at the kindred passage of 2 Tim. 
i. 10. Here, however, the Apostle, instead of 
TÓv Üáv., employs the e jon To xpáTos, 
&e. suitably, Kuinoel thinks, to the preceding 
imagery; or, rather, for the reason suggested by 
Ebrard, because Jesus by his death has not freed 
us from death absolutely ;—the death of the body 
remains, but its sting has been taken away ; hence 
the Apostle speaks not of the taking away of 
death, but of the cessation of the power of death ; 
because, as the words of v. 15 suggest, * Christ 
has released those who through fear of death 
were all their lives subject to bondage.’ In the 
words +ó xpáTos ixovra Tov Üav. there may be, 
as is commonly supposed, a reference to the his- 
tory of the Fall in Gen. iii. 15: and thus the 
Devil, as being the author of sin and of death 
also ue latter as introduced by the former), 
may be said figuratively to have the poer of 
death, and that not only temporal, but eternal ; 
for as ‘ the wages of sin is death,’ the Devil, by 
leading men into sin, brings them under the sen- 
tence of death. Comp. I John iii. 8. But by 
his own death, our Lord, offering himself up for 
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the expiation of our sins, destroyed the cause of 
eternal death, even siz. 
_ 15. xal &xaXAáEn —ÓovAs(as] The full sense 
is: ‘and [by bringing life and immortality to 
light] might deliver those whose continual fear 
of death placed them, as it were, in a state 
of slavery to an inexorable tyrant.” 'AsaAA. 
signifies metaph. * to set free from any thing that 
holds one hampered, as from evils, labours,’ &c., 
and sometimes even the fear of coming evils. 
Here it is used absolutely (as in Soph. Ant. 596, 
ove’ dwadiaooa yeveay l'íévoc—ovó. Exes piav 
Avow), though by an ellip. of dovAclas, or such 
like, in Hdot. i. 175, meaning the 

ing free from the chains of that fear of spi- 
ritual death, which must hold souls unreconciled 
to God through Christ, who came to preach ‘ re- 
demption to the captives.’ That this is nof an 
overcharged ntation will appear, when wo 
figure to ourselves the state of mind of the un- 
repentant sinner, when the very thought of death 
comes home to him. But the Apostle says still 
further, that * Christ has put down him who had 
the power of this death —the Devil, —and who 
held and exercised it against us in the way above 

inted out. It is true, that by Oavarov many 
Expositors understand only ‘ the dissolution of the 

y ; but that is a very shallow view; and we 
must, with the ablest Expositors, as Calv., 
Hyper., Beza, and Est., take it of death temporal 
and spiritual, both ‘the first and the second 
death," as it is called in Rev. ii. 11; not only the 
separation of the body from the soul in this life, 
but the eternal separation of body and soul, united, 
from the presence and favour of God in another 
world, most significantly expressed in 2 Thess. i. 
9, by óA:0pos alunos åw TposwT*ov Tov 
Kupiou xai á&vó rie óns TH loyvos avTov. 
Indeed, it is not snp the ceasing to be, *the 
shuffling off this mortal coil, that alarms men; 
for, as on observes, ‘there is no passion so 
weak, that does not overcome the fear of death— 
love, revenge, grief, fear, and even satiety.” But 
it is, as our great Dramatic Poet expresses it, 
* the dread of something death.” Thie it is 
which ‘makes cowards of us all.’ In short, the 

t ‘sting of death is sin’ (see 1 Cor. xv. 56, 
7), from which we can alone be delivered by 
faith in Jesus Christ. —" Eroxos is here put for 
dvaycuevor, sulject, lit. held . The 7 
sense is very rare, but it occurs in the Anthol. 
Gr. i. 179, ir’ ayavpas čvoxov Bdpos. The 
hrase dvoxos sliva: ĉovňelas corresponds to 
L, € CovAcias ivíyxsc0s at Gal. v. 1. 
té ov yáp—iviAauB.) The difficulty, which 

has occasioned some diversity of interpretation, 
hinges on the term ironik, which is by the 
Greek Commentators and the earlier modern 

itors interpreted ‘assumes. the nature of° 
But this sense is neither agreeable to the ssas 
loquendi, nor suitable to the context. The best 
Interpreters have been long agreed in explaining, 
‘helpe,’ ‘assists,’ in reference to the work 
redemption, as one of infinite pee ane i. 72, 
ie a gracious ‘ help in time of need’ (infra, iv. 
16), here represented under the image of a — 
tng hand held out to uphold the footstepe of a 
sinking wayfarer; comp. Ps. xvii. 5. Acts xiii. 
18, irpoQodoópnesv avrois iv Tf lpriuw, comp. 
with Deut. i. 18, and Numb. xi. 12. Thus, then, 
the term will correspond to 8o»05ca« at ver. 18. 
Render: ‘He doth not [thus] assist aagels, he 
is not their Redeemer.’ Here, then (as Stuart 
observes) is meant to be adduced another reason 
why Christ took on him a nature that was 
human; namely, because he came to succour 
men, not angels, and consequently was made liks 
unlo man, in order that he might the better be 
enabled to feel for, and help him. By the ex- 
pression omipuatos 'Aflpaàu may be under- 
stood either the natural (meaning tho Jews) or 
the spiritual seed of Abraham, the Gentiles; it 
being true of either; and though, as the writer 
is addressing Jews, the former is more to tho 
purpose, yet the latter may be included. 

17, 18. These verses contain an ixference from 
the foregoing.—90*», ‘ whence,’ i.e. because ho 
was to eir helper and redeemer. — xara 
wdvra óu., ‘to be in every respect, in the same 
condition ` (i.e. as far as extended to the human 
nature, its innocent infirmities and amiable sym- 
perma with the Jewish High Priest, and as 

ving offered up himeelf a sacrifice for sin. 
The epithets here applied to him, iAcs#uey and 
wioros, are used with reference to his character 
of Priest, in relation to God and to man re- 

ctively. As regarded God, he would be faith- 
fil in discharging the duty of his office of atone- 
ment; and to his fellow-men he would be com- 
— as one who could sympathize with the 

uman frailties he had himself! e experienced, as 
intimated in the next words, els rò iAdoxsoba 
Tas duaptias T. À., which suggest the 
of that priesthood, —namely, to expiate the sins 
of the people. How iAdox«c8a: comes to have 
this sense, see my Lex. in v. 
— % yap rads dete. These words are 

ntended to show e being compassionate ss 
well as being like unto his brethren: necessarily 
attached itself to the idea of such a High Priest. 
Render: ‘for in that (forasmuch as) he hath 
suffered, having Himself been tempted by suffer- 
ing (tried in the furnace thereof), He is able to 
succour them who are being tempted.” I find 
this view confirmed by tbe full discussion of 
Prof. Ebrard, who remarks, * For, as Christ was 
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tempted precisely through suffering, and suffered 
in the being tempted, so it is evident that he 
** has suffered " in the same respects in which he 
was "tempted." The helping, therefore, refers 
just to those things in which the state of being 
tempted manifests itself.’ This absolute construc- 
tion of wespatecbar is so rare, that I know of 
only one other ex., in Plut. de Discr. Adul. c. 8, 
dva vpaLtía An@beis iwados tort TG weipo- 
páv, ‘chimes in with one tried with affliction.’ 
A pee sentiment is found in Æeschyl. Agam. 
170, Tàv poveiv Bporots óómcavra, Tov wast 
páðor Oévra xuplws iyew. At the QóvaTat of 
the next words there is implied, with the power, 
the disposition, to succour,—an assertion founded 
on the common sentiment of every age, that ez- 
perience of suffering peculiarly fits and disposes 
men to sympathize in it, and thus to succour the 
afflicted. So it is said by Philemon ap. Max. 
Tyr. Ixiii. p. 93, 6, ix Tov wabsiv yivwone xal 
TO cuuwaGsiv’ xai cot yap àXXos evusraÜjce- 
va watwv. And so Meleager in Anthol. Gr. i. 

14, olga wa8ay iXseiv, and Soph. Œd. Col. 
"x 3], Tois yap éuwsipors Bporav | novos olóv 
ra cvyraÀa mepsty trade. Hence it is no won- 
der that, as an eminent Moralist observes, ‘ they 
fly fur consolation and help to those who have 
known the touch of woe; the prosperous, as 
ignorant of their feelings, and therefore likely 
to be regardless of their plaints, they decline.’ 

III. In chape. iii. and iv. the subject is the 
Son and Moszs. ‘From what is said supra ii. 
17, 18, the writer might have proceeded forth- 
with to the comparison of the New Test. Mes- 
siah, as the perfect High Priest, with the im 
fect High riest of the Old Covenant But, 
after a brief recapitulation in ch. iii. ], of what 
is proved in the preceding,—namely, that Christ 
unites the office of a High Priest with that of a 
| eii Messenger of God to men, he suddenly 
reaks off at v. 2 into & comparison of Christ 

with Moses. This is not the result of caprice, 
but of intrinsic necessity.’ Thus far Professor 
Ebrard, who proceeds to point out how it arose ; 
and then, after observing that vv. 1, 2 form the 
transition, remarks that ‘ the transition takes the 
form of an erkortation ; and the link of the con- 
nexion is, he thinks, in the words daróce-oAos 
and dpyispeve, in which the substance of the 
train of thought in chaps. i. ii. is recapitulated, 
in order, from that point, to proceed further." 
Paul addresses them by the title ddsA poi dioi, 
inasmuch as they are (which the next words sug- 
gest) ‘called to be holy.’ e ig ipis is un- 
usual, and occ. elsewhere only in | These. v. 27. 
—i*ovparíov is for ovpavd0ew (comp. Phil. iii. 
14, rie dye xAnoews), meaning that the calling 
is from heaven —i. e. from (through Christ, 
the Caller, 1 Pet. ii. 9. 2 Pet. i. 3, who is iz 
heaven, John ii. 13),—by a call to heaven, even to 
the inheritance of the kingdom of heaven. To 
the proximate object of the verb xatay., namely, 
'19cou», are affixed the attributes ów dwoor. 
wai dpx. T. òp. fuir, of which the former de- 
sigoates Christ as legotus Dei, et s$nierpres vo- 

ch. 4. 14, 15. 

M ° 

1 
10, 41. 

b Num.12.7. ver. 5. 

luntatis der (as in John iii. 34. x. 36. xiii. 16. 
xx. 21. Heb. i. 1), and is adopted because of the 
comparison with Moses, who was such ; in the 
latter there is a tacit comparison with Aaron, 
the first High Priest, and such xar’ ifoyńv. 
The sentiment is generally supposed to be this : 
that ‘as Aaron was the ápyiepsus of the old and 
imperfect covenant, so is Christ of the new and 
better one, who is therefore of higher dignity, 
making that real atonement for men, of which 
the sacrifice offered by the High Priest was only 
the type.” This is very true; but the notion of 
a covenant is only by implication, and to be 
sought in the term óuoÀ., which, according to its 
use in the New Test., is ‘ confession,’ or * profes- 
sion,’ of Christ as our Lord. And thus it may 
well denote ‘the faith itself; as Chrys., Theo- 
phyl, and Theodor. explain it. And so Dr. 
urton, who remarks, that the Jews call the 

High Priest their ° Apostle,’ and ‘ the Apostle of 
God.’ And our Lord, in Jobn v. 38. vi. 29, 39. 
viii. 42, and xvii. 18, speaks of himself as * sent 
by the Father.’ Est. well shows why duod. was 
used, and not mior., because there is an allusion 
to the confession of faith in baptism. ‘ Erat ergo 
(he goes on to say) Christus confessionis eorum 
Apostolus, quia doctrinam fidei, quam tenebant 
et profitebantur, ipee per se cis annuntiaverat. 
Erat ei Pontifex confessionis ipsorum, quoniam 
et hoc Pontificis est, vere religionis doctrinam 
populo confitendam tradere. And so Calvin. 
here is great bat at in the term xarayoñocaTs, 

which is miserably lowered and debased b 
Ebrard, though ably set forth by Calv., and, 
after him, $c; by Est. Here ñu@v is emphat 
there being here an indirect comparison be- 
tween Moses the dwderoAos, as also Aaron the 
dpxitpsie, of the Jews, and CHRIST, who is such 

to all believers; and for that very rea- 
son, as above pointed out, it is better to take 
óuoX. to signify ‘the faith, or doctrine, confessed, 
or ! š 

. TicTÓ» óyra] Here is subjoined a new 
quality. brought ander attentive consideration,— 
the ages s Jesus in the discharge of all the 
duties of his office, as dwoor. and dpx. The 
next words, iv 0A « e olxep avrou, here and at 
v. 5, are formed on Numb. xii. 7, où% oves ò 
Ospdwev pou Mwvon: iv Siw Tæ olke pov 
4icTÓS iors. Ebrard, with several Editors and 
Expositors, would place a comma after Movo., 
and then refer the words ¿y dd, &c., to miordy 
órra. ‘ Logically (adds Ebrard) the sentence 
would of course have extended thus: 'Igoovs 
TicTOt iorw TQ arovjcarri abTÓy iv De To 
oixw avTOU, œs xal Mevatjs miords ny iv SA 
*« olxw avrou, and all that is meant is, that eac 
was faithful in the sphere of office, or duty, ap- 
pointed to him.’ True; but that does not render 
the change of punctuation necessary. From the 
context it is plain that ox must, as being a 
lied both to Moses and to Christ, mean family 

(including the more definite idea of Church), or, 
as respects the Jews, nation ; for the Jewish na- 
tion 1s considered as God's family, and is so 
called in Amos iii. ]. As applied to Christ, it 
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Matt. 16. 18, 
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kai Moeva]s é tk TQ olxp avro). 3 ° IIXcíovos yap Sofys 
4 . e s ^ Py 

a Kph, 3. 10. ovtos Tapa Maton nkiwrat, raf Ócov TrXeiova TL éyes ToU 
e u 

15, 18. 
ver. 3. 

[4 

Matt ws UTTO TIVOS’ Ó Ôè TA Trávra karackevácas, Geos.) 
olkov ó xaraakévácas avrov * (Aarás yap oixos Katacnevaleras 

5 e Kai Mov- 
rcr 6. 16. A ` ` év a y , a e 0 , , , 
Eph.2.31, oç uév wets Èv Sh TQ olny avo ws Oepatrwy, cis naprüpiov 
oh. 10. 35. 
Col. 1. 23. 

inust denote the great Family of Christians 
comprehended in the visible Church. See Eph. 
iii. 15. 

3. wrslovor yàp, &c.] The yàp, which is not 
mentative, but simply intensive, connects 

with xaravojcars, &c., introducing another 
point of view, in which Christ is greatly superior 
to Moses. On the exact nature, however, of tho 
parallel, some difference of opinion exists. The 
point of comparison here intended between Moses 
and Christ (involving the superiority of the lat- 
ter) most probably consists in this,—that while 

oses was curator, he was also 0spdarev : but 
while Christ was curator, he was at the same 
time vios and xaracxevacTis olxov. 

4. was yàp olxoc—Oeds] In the interpreta- 
tion of this Commentators differ very 
widely, and that from a certain difficulty, not so 
much in the words themselves, as in tracing their 
connexion and bearing upon the context. Most 
Expositors, from Whitby to Stuart, suppose the 
words to be an argument to show the superiority 
of Christ over coi | evincing that Jesus is 
God: a view supported by the following able 
discussion of the course of argument by Dr. Pyo 
Smith, Scrip. Test., vol. iii. p. 313: * This pas- 
sage represents the constitution of revealed reli- 
gion, in the different modes of its administration 
an , under the figure of a well-arranged 
domestic establishment. Of this establishment 
God, the Supreme Father, is the primary Author 
and Sovereign Head (ó oroicas) : it is, there- 
fore, throughout, called kis household. In de- 
scribing the arrangements of the household, the 
Apostle pursues a train of resemblances and differ- 
ences between Moses, the leading person under 
one administration, and Christ, tbe Chief of the 
other. Moses was appointed to his station by 

Moscs competent authority; so was Christ. 
was faithful to his charge; so is Christ. Moses 

or ministering o P. 
is 

was (Qepawer) an ; 
and therefore, eminent and dignifled as was 
station, he was only a servant ; but Christ is the 
Son of the Sovereign Lord and Supreme Father 
of this holy family. Moses was a part of the 
household; but Christ was (ó xaTacsvácas) 
the immediate Constructor of the establishment. 
Moses was honoured suitably to his capacity; 
Christ had higher honour, in proportion to the 
superiority of the Lord above the domestic; and, 
since he is the Constructor of '* all the things," 
(all the parts and arrangements of this economy.) 
he is Gop.'— To advert to a minute matter of 
reading. Six uncial, and a few cursive MSS. 
have wéyra without the ra, which is cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but not on good grounds, 
nce the external authority /or the omission is 

very slender; and internal evidence is against 
it, considering that, from the sense intended 
being plainly, ‘the whole of the things in the 
universe,’ propriety required the Article; a pro- 
priety, I believe, elsewhere invariably observed 

TÓv NadnEncopévor 6 f XpuaTos Se, ws vis esi Tov olxov aŭto 

by St. Paul, e.g. 1 Cor. viii. 6, 4£ où rà wave, 
and xv. 28, voráE. abre Tà dura. See espec. 
Col. i. 16, y avro ixricOy rà wavra, also rå 
wdavra à avrov, supra ii. 10, à” où Ta warra 
(sine var. lect.). And puipain at Col. i. 16, 
Lachm. cancels, on slender authority, the ra in 
both places where it occurs, yet Tisch. retains it. 
In fact, in almost all the passages where the 
expression Td á»ra occurs, some few MSS. 
are without the Article, doubtless from its being 
omitted through carelessness on the part of the 
scribes. 

b, 6. Oepaweoy here is opposed to viós a little 
after; though the term is properly op to 
xúpios, as denoting ‘one who despatches an 
—— as assistant * or under direction of 

e principal ;' i.e. the xúp:oç, and is synonymous 
with iris Since, however, vióe has 
shown to be tantamount to xvpi:os, there ìs uo 
anomaly. The next words, «le papripioy rae 
aA 10. stato the object of Moses’ service; — 
to deliver to the people what was to be promul- 
gated and taught from God in the religion in- 
tended to be introductory to a more perfect dis- 

neation. Such, at least, is the sense, if mapr. 
taken (with moet recent Expositors) to denote 

instruction ; but if it be understood as bearing 
the more usual interpretation of testimony, the 
meaning will be ‘the commission of Moscs was 
merely to bear witness to the higher revelation 
which was afterwards to be made by Christ.'— 
Ele paper. is for els +ó uaprvpsi», ‘in order to 
teach, or give directions ; see Kuin.—Y'ióe may 
be, as Theophyl. says, for vide xai xAnpovouce, 
equiv. to «xdpsoe. From the structure of the 
words it is plain that w:oros rj» must here be 
repeated. The opposition, too, is not onlv be- 
tween Ospaway and vids, or xópiov, but between 
iv top olxw and ¿xl rò» olxov, to show the dif- 
ference between Moses and Christ. The former 
was part of the family; the latter over the family, 
in uat of Lord theroof. 

. Of the subsequent words, ob olxóç £opsr 
"utis—caTdG ywusv, no one bas traced the con- 
nexion so ably as Calv., who, after pointing out 
a turn similar to one at Rom. i. 6, i» ole iore 
kai vuets xAnToi "I. Xp., remarks that ‘so does 
the writer here exhort the Jews who had em- 
braced the Gospel, that they should persevere in 
the faith, whereby they might be reckoned of the 
family of God.’ * Dixcrat prius, Christi imperio 
domum Dei subjectam eese. Huic sententim 
commodum additur hec admonitio, tune eos in 
Dei familia locum habituros, si Christo pareant’ 
Dr. Peile well observes, that ‘the nearness of 
the interest in Christ's Sonship and inheritance, 
which they have not only as his household, but 
his family, the Apostle proclaims, when he adds, 
* whose family and household we are, so far 
forth as wo are holding &c."' But why not 
render éaywep by ‘if so be?" which is required 
to express the condition limitative, well pointed 
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oÙ oixos dopey Nets, éávmrep THY mrappnaiay kal TO Kavynua TIS 
éAmr ides péxps TéeXous BeBaiay xatdoywpev. 7 € Ao, cabas Néyer g Sem. 23. 
TO IIveipa tò dyor Ihpepov, dav Tfj$ Hovis avtod vers” 
axovonte, Shu] oxrAnpuyynte Tas Kapdias UgQu, ws év h xod. 17. 
TQ TWAPAWiKPATKG, KATA THY ?)uépay TOD Tmeipac pod Nom 91 
év TÀ épnpw 9 o0 éwelpacay pe oí watépes Upay, ĝo- 
xipacav pe kal clov ta Épya pov reocapáxoyTa 
ETY 106,0 rmpotwybica Tp yevef) éxeívy, kal elror 
out by Calv., and adopted by Ebrard, who thinks 
it forms the transition to the exhortation in 
vv. 7—10. Render, ‘if so be that we do but 

It is true that MSS. A, C, D3, 
E?, J, K, and 2 cursives (for the alii of Scholz 
are i ary) are without the wep, which is 
cancelled by m. and Tisch.; but wrongly ; 
being o to internal evidence, since it 
was far more likely to be omitted than added. 
Moreover, iavwep occurs also at ver. 14, and 
ch. vi. 3, though it is confined to this Epistle. 
The words uiyp« TíAovs BeBaiav are cancelled 
by Tisch., but only on the authority of the Vat. 
MS. B, the AEthiop. Version, and the Fathers 
Lucif. and Ambrose, —an authority quite insuf- 
ficient to warrant more than the b ing of the 
words, which may have been introduced from 
ver.]4. But it is of some importance to ascer- 
tain the force of the term, which, in this limi- 
tative condition, expresses what it is that we are 
* to hold fast Dr. Peile thinks that rijv mapp. 
micans ‘the freedom,’ or ‘privilege’ which we 
have of sons born in God's house; and that 
TO xaúX. THe iX3r. just after denotes ‘ exultation 
of hope; a very specious interpretation, some- 
what countenanced by Rom. v. 2. viii. 21, but, 
I apprehend, untenable. I am still of opinion 
that the term wappnoiay has reference to the 
ÓpoXoyía, or profession of faith, supra v. ], and 
ch. iv. 14, which, to be of any avail, must be 
mado in ; comp. x. 35, uh ávofld- 
Ants thy wappyuclay Vucr. This view is mainly 
confirmed by the suffrage of Ebrard, who thinks 
that * itis nothing else than the wioris itself in its 
most direct and practical expression.” This is so 
far true, as that riors is the animating principle, 
whence issues the fruit out of the open confession 
of faith. As to the accompanying expression, xai 
“ó kavx. THs dAq., it seems added to quiy the 
idea contained in «afpno., as not only ‘a sure 
confidence, but a ‘joyful? ul one.” Be- 
Baíav is made to agree with wapp., as being the 
more important term; and, per , to intimate 
tbe ity of the profession so made being 
stedfastly adhered to. So that there is no occa- 
sion to call in (with Est.) the grammatical O.os 
¿=ó unXayne—the zeugma, here. 

7. The foregoing clause oU olxor—rédous is 
skilfully employed as a vinculum, to connect, with 
the wafpycla there mentioned, an exhortation 
(extending to iv. 11) to constancy $n the profes- 
siun of a religion which furnishes such a joyful 
hope. In order to lay a foundation for it, and to 
give additional weight to the admonition, there 
are adduced the words of Ps. xcv. /—11. Many 
emincnt Expositors indeed refer 240 to BAiwere 
at ver. 12, ing the intermediate portion 
as parenthetica That, however, is not a little 
harsh ; and it is better, with Heinr., Dind., and 

Kuin., to refer it to uj) oxAnpdyyre at ver. 8, in 
the sense, ‘ Wherefore as the Holy Spirit speaks 
by tbe Prophet (whose words I make my own) 
o-day that ye have heard’ == ‘in which it shali 

be that ye have heard; as Dr. Peile has well 
rendered the words. The word orjuepov is em- 
phatical ; meaning, ‘at this very time,’ namely, 
of the admonition, xps ob TO ariuepor kaet- 
vat (see also iv. 7), since that alone is the ‘da 
of salvation.’ See 2 Cor. vi. 2, compared wi 
John ix. 4. 

8. uñ exAnporiyre Tae xapó.] q.d. ‘Be not 
obetinate and disobedient, as were your fore- 
fathers, by their murmurings [at Massah and 
Meribah],' i. e. from their rebellion there, and 
the —— provocation of God. See Ps. xcv. 
7, &. The words ws iv tw *apaT*ixpacguo 
are well rendered by Kuin.: *ut [olim] factum 
loco, qui & rebellione dicitur, tempore tentationis 
in deserto facts ;' and he shows that, even in the 
Psalm, Meribah and Massah are not used as 
proper names, though that use be Ainted at; and 
that the place where the provocation and tempta- 
tion occurred was in fact called by Moses Massah 
and Meribah, as from Exod. xvii. 7. 
Moreover, the use of the words as a Ives 
was more ada to the pu of the Epistle, 
namely, admonition. The icle is bere used 
cat’ iğoxúv; for though the Jews provoked and 
tried the patience of God throughout the whole 
of their Journey thro the wilderness (six 
particular provocations being mentioned, Exod. 
xvi. 2. xvii. 2—9. xxxii. Numb. xi. 32. 
xiv. 29. Deut. i. 34, seqq.), yet the occasion in 
question was the last and most signal instance, 
when God swore in his wrath that they should 
not enter into his rest. 

9. éasípacdy pe—idoxivacdy us] The us 
after imsip. is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. ; 
and for édox. us they edit i» doxtuacia. There 
is the same authority of uncial MSS. A, B, C, D, 
E, for both alterations, and they both evidently 
proceeded from the same workshop, that of licen- 
tious alteration, under the guise of improvement ; 
which may be supposed to have here had for its 
purpose the removal of & seeming o 
style ; though it is no other than a certain Aars. 
ness, highly suitable to indignant remonstrance. 
In sidoxiuacay (i.e. ‘put him to proof, to see 
what he would do’) there may be a climax.—«ai 
sido» may be rendered (as it is hy Dr. French, 
in his translation of this Psalm) ‘although they 
had seen; which is uired by the Hebrew 
t2; and this sense of xai, like that of the Ho- 
brew *, is not unfrequent. By gpya are denoted 
* the wonderful works’ wrought for their preser- 
vation and protection in Egypt, and their con- 
tinual sustenance in the desert. A 

10. wpoceyGiea) On further consideration, 
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Ael wravavras tH rapi adroit Sé ovK éyvaocaw 
inom Tas Od0Us wou Mos posa év TH OpY) pov Ei cic- 
Det. eXLeyvcovTareis THY KaTaTauaiv pov. 12 BAérere, ader— 

gol, pýmore Eorat @ Tw pð Kapdia Tovnpa amtoTias, €v TED 
kch 10. docTvat amò Oeod ŠQyros: Š *àXXà mapaxaMeire éaurous 

xa? éexdorny ýpépav, üypw ov TO onmepoy KadetTrat, iva pry 
1 wer. 6. 
ch. 4. 14. 

oxdnpuvOn * é£ Úpa tis àrráry Tis GuapTrías' 1*! uéroxyoi yap 
1 , ^ ^ ` 9 ` ^ e 

Hom.&1. eeyoyajev TOU XpioTov, dv mep THY ápyv THS UTooTdáceos 
m ver. 7. 

I see reason to reject the nautical metaphor here 
recognized by some lexicographers and philolo- 
ists; and 1 now rather with those who, 
eriving the term from d yÜos, eu it to bea 

metaphor taken from bearing & heavy burden 
until one is weary of bearing ìt. Thus it occurs 
frequently in the Sept. to express the Heb. yp, 
and has the sense to be weary of, involving 8 con- 
joint notion of hatred and loathing. See note on 
Acts xiii. 18. In this fig. sense the term also 
occurs at Ecclus. l. 27, év dvoiv iOvert mpos- 
oxbow ñ Wyn pov, and Lev. xxvi. 43. And 
so the simple verb is used in Hom. Il. i. 570.— 
dsl wav. T. kapdia—pov. Render: ‘ever aro 
they wandering [from me] at heart (see Isa. 
xxix. 3); they, moreover, have no knowledge of 
my ways, or doings.’ So Est. well expresses tho 
sense thus, ‘ Opera potentis, bonitatis, et justitis 
mes, que coram eis feci in Ægypto, in mari 
rubro, et in deserto, que ctecitate cordis non 
consideraverunt, nec eorum rationem habuerunt, 
ut mihi credereut.'—4rAa». Ty xapdia is a strong 
expression, like that in Isocr. duas rate ĉia- 
voiaıs *rÀavacÜa,, Indeed, xapdia here may 
he understood of ‘ the affections," as ap from 
the words following, which are illustrative; and 
Lyvecae implies not simple i nce, but * the 
not caring to know, nay even disapproval, as far as 
they might know.’ 'Asi here has nothing cor- 
responding to it in the Hebrew, but was added 
by the Sept. to strengthen the sense; and it is 
justified by the regc. £T» to which it adverts. 

]1. ab sloeXedcovra:, &c.] On the force here 
of el see note at Mark viii. 12.—:r7j» xardwav- 
civ uov, meaning, ‘the rest which I had provided 
for them; that of the heavenly Canaan. The 
— is combined with xAnpovoula in Deut. 
xii. 9. 
yx: — we have the sary SA vagy eal 

n the foregoing passages ripture further 
enforced bs varices considetatinns: i And first is 
deduced the important lesson, that they should 
not harden their hearts to the words of the Gos- 
pel.’ ber eee ERG aderqpoi, &. The 
general sense is, ‘ Beware, brethren, of an evil 
unbelieving heart, such as the Israelites pos- 
sessed, lest, like them, you apostatize from the 
living God ; lest you apostatize from the religion 
of Christ which he has required you to receive 
and maintain, and thus perish like ancient Israel, 
who revolted from God.’ (Stuart.) 

13. 4ÀÀd wapaxaXdeirs iavrove, &c.] Under 
the term «rapax. is, as Hyper. and Carpz. show, 
comprehended teaching, admonition, entreaty, con- 
solatton, reprehenston, &c., cach to be used as the 
case might suit. Here, then, we have intimated 

péxpi tédovs BeBalay xardoywper. 15 m'Ey te XéyesOai- 

the important truth, that our faith is especially 
confirmed by mutual exhortation; implving, that 
as a means to prevent — they should thus 
mutually strengthen each other.—dxp«s où Tò 
oruspov kaX.] A forcible mode of expression, 
importing ‘as long as it can be said, '* To-day do 
so; ̀ or (to use the words of Dr. Burton), ‘so 
long as you are allowed to consider the time still 
unexpired, in which God invites you to hear his 
voice.—7»a uù oxAnpuvby, &c. The full sense 
is; * [Use these means,] that none may, by ne- 
glect of them, be hardened and w callous to 
all remonstrance.’ ZxAnpvvecBar prop. signif. 
* to be so hard as not to yield to the pressure of 
the finger in touching,’ and is here used figura- 
tively of the obstinacy of unbelief. So Theo- 
phyl, Sowsp TÀ wWerweopwuiva copata xai 
oxdtnpa oUk airu Tais T&v latpwy wtosiv 
oŭTw kal al exXAnpvvOsica: Wuyai ovx aixovat 
To Àoyw Tov Osov.. In awaty THe apapríac 
the expression du. may be understood of that 
corruption of our nature (the $poornua tis cap- 
xóc), which blinds the understanding, and, by 
giving undue weight to carnal reasoninga, plunges 
men into unbelief, and thus into menlir, or, 
at least, into backsliding. For ree éE vue» 
many ancient MSS. (including all the Lamb. 
and several Mus. copies), and tbe Ed. Princ., 
have ¿Ë vey tis, which I have now, in defer- 
ence to the united judgment of all the Editors, 
from Griesb. to Tisch., received. 

14. uéroxo: yap, &c.] The yàp refere, I 
conceive, to what was said at ver. 6, which seems 
T — rg — jd the exhortation at ver. 

ollowed up here by a necessary warning, 
lest, having begun well, they should end ill ; fe 
pretextu im (says Calv.), quam consequuti 
sunt, carnis indulgeant securitati, dicit, opus esse 
perseverantim.' And to urge them to this, they 
are, as at v. 6, reminded of the comdition on 
which alone they can be ‘partakers of this so 

t salvation.” Of course, by uér. Tov Xp. is 
enoted * that spiritual union with Christ, which 

implies participation in the benefits of his Goe- 
pel; see John xiv. 11. xvii. 23, and ] John i. 3^ 
—iáv wep has reference to the above implied 
sense in uéToyoi, &c., — it on the con- 
ditional Particle, in which povoy is implied.— 
dpyny Ts broor. is for Thy šË ápxtis Vwoera- 
ety or Thy UTóoaciv THY TpwTny (as infra v. 12. 
John ii. 11), ‘your first constancy in the pro- 
fession of the Gospel ;" lit. * that firm foundation 
in faith, on which can alone be built constancy 
of profession ;' the wappnciav BsBaíay spoken of 
supr. v. 6. 
s. iv tæ X¿yec0ac Zóu.) It is almost 
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“ Snmepov, àv THs $ov5s a/ToD axovaynre,” — pÀ 
oxrnpuvyte Tas Kapdias bpay, os v TO TapaTiKpa- 

^. T 4 Q. 16 ^ Tives yap áxovaavres Traperixpavay ; GAN ov TÅVTES n Nan. 14 
ot éfeX00vres éË Avyurrrov Sia Mwicéws ; 17° Tío. Š8]ë mpos- 

, 0 z x " > ` a e , e a 22, 37. 
wyOie Teccapáxovra éry ; ovxyi Tois duapTncacW, dv Tà kQXa & 2.05. 

* a. 

Errecev èv TH éEpnum; 19 p Tisi Šë pose uù eivenevoerOas eis 1 Cor. 10.6, 
THY xardmaucu aÙTOÙ, €& pÀ Tois aTre\Oncact; 19 Kai Xérro- Meu 
pev, Ste oun nduvynOnaay eicenOeiv 

hopeless to trace out any regular connexion in 
the passage consisting of vv. 13, 14, 15, so de- 
formed by axacolutha. One step towards it is to 
consider v. 14, with Bengel., Michael., and Peile, 
as parenthetic, and to refer ¿v rw Aévy., &c., to 
the words wapaxudsire savrods—iva pù oxAnp. 
at v. 13, considered in their substance o 
import; q. d. ‘Carry on with wary heedfulness 
this mutual exhortation and strengthening in 
the path of faith—Do it at once, ày tw Aívy- 
Zru., even whilst it is being said (i.e. might be 
said — you one to another) in the voice of 
Scripture, for warning against delay, and exhor- 
tation to duty.” The fall sense of the adduced 
words of Scripture may be represented thus: 
* To-day if ye be disposed to hear his voice [hear 
it at once, and], harden not your hearts in the 
warning. Thus, following up the foregoing ap- 
peal; we may say ‘seize time by the forelock.' 
Comp. Eccles. ix. 10, mavra doa dv tipyn ù 
Xtip cov woijoat, we ñ ÜUvauis Gov, 9r017 GOV, 
where I would read Soy duvauss cov, which is 
confirmed by the Hebr. The instanter 
which the Vulg. employs ‘in the place is only 
implied in the context. 

6. The clauses of this verse are by most 
Commentators taken declaratively, in the sense 
expressed in our Common Version. Dind., 
Kuin., and Stuart, however, have shown that 
this is by no means ble to the design of 
the Apostle; which (as Stuart observes) ‘is, to 
lead the minds of the readers to consider the 
specific sin,—viz. unbelief, which occasioned the 
ruin of the ancient Israelites, and would involve 
their posterity in the like condemnation.” The 
best Expositors, ancient and modern, are 
that the clauses are —— and may be 
rendered, ‘ Who now were those that, when the 
had heard the voice of the Lord (Deut. iv. 
v. 25), did provoke [God]? Nay, were they not 
all those who came out of Egypt, under Moses’ 
guidance 2° q.d. * Yea, might I not ask, did not all 
who came out of Egypt do this?’ i.e. all but 
Joshua and Caleb; and indeed, popar y speak- 
ing, all. I find this confirmed by the able analy- 
sis of Ebrard, who remarks that at vv. 16—18 
the proof of the foregoing is developed, and then 
in v. 15 the same thesis as we have supra 14; 
only in a negative form (that the Israelites, on 
account of their unbelief, came not into the rest) 
je repeated as a erat demonstrandum. 

17, 18. Render: ‘with whom, further (ôi), 
was it that he was disgusted (loathing their 
ways) for forty years? as it not with those 
who had sinned; whose limbs (i. e. ren fell 
in the wilderness? Unto whom again (8i) did 
he swear, that they should not enter into his rest, 
but unto them that were disobedient?' It is plain 

Vor. II. 

IV. 1 $ofm- Deut. 1.9. 6v amıotlav. 

that the sin of the Israelites was not so much us- 
belief in God, as distrust in him, by a sort of 
practical unbelief in his power to save them. I 
find this view confirmed by Ebrard, who remarks 
t that the chief and fundamental sin of the Israel- 
ites was that disobedience which refuses to be 
led in the gracious ways pointed out by God, 
arising from that distrust which induced the 

ople to think that, in spite of God's promises, 
1t would not be possible for them to obtain pos- 
session of the promised land.’ In wv rd xwAa 
£v ocv iv T. ip. there is a graphic representation 
of destruction by a violent death. Had, indeed, 
xareorpwOn been substituted, as at 1 Cor. x. 5 
(where see note), for grece, it would, indeed, 
have been pu more $0; but wir, like the 
Hebr. 5p, of itself the idea of prostration 
by a sudden and violent death. See Ez. vi. 11. 
udg. iv. 22. 1 Sam. xxxi. 8. Ka&Aa (which 

signifies the limbe, as apart from the trunk), is 
said by the Commentators to be put, by synec- 
doche, for the bodies themselves; but the usual 
sense may be retained, as being truer to nature 
(see Ps. cxl. 7), since we find from the accounts 
of Oriental travellers, that in places where human 
carcasses are found stretched, the x@Aa ime leg 
and arm bones) are soon all that are left entire 
by the wild beasts and birds. 

19. wai Br\éwopev—ds’ årioriav] Here the 
Apostle returns to the thesis which was to be 
proved. Render: * And so (= ‘so that’) we 
see that they could not enter [into the promised 
land] because of their disbelief in God's Provi- 
dence to bring them into the promised land; 
nay, even discredited the account of the 
land brouglit by the spies, Numb. xiii. xiv.” The 
best Expositors are of opinion that the 7àvvij- 
Oncay is to be taken populariter, the sense being 
simply this, * we see [or the 7 and the 
event] that the reason why they could not enter, 
was their disbelief; which, together with the 
sins springing from thence, made them unfit ob- 
jects of the protection and favour of God ;' and 
thus their introduction to the promised land was 
so far š le ; as it is said at Mark vi. 5, ox 
Hdbvaro xa? obósuíar Óóvauw moroa: bid 
Tl» amioriay avrwy, meaning that * Christ 
could not, consistently with the rule on which 
he acted, of requiring fusth in the subjects of the 
miracles.” So, in the present case, that want of 
faith and trust which made these Israelites dis- 
trust the providence of God rendered them unfit 
objects of his favour, and made it, in that senso, 
impossible for God to confer it on them. See 
more in Calv., Hyper., and Est. 

IV. The writer now treats the history alle- 
gorically (as in Gal. iii. 16. Oa. applying it 

q 
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Ouev obv, ph more, xaraXevropévgs èmayyehias eiaeXÜety eis 
, ` A A e ^ e , 

TV KaTaTravow avToU, Šox Tis ÈE buy varepuévas. ? Kai 
yáp spev evyyedicpévot, kaÜámep Kaxeivor GAN oùr edé- 
Anoev ó Aoyos THS axons éxelvous, us) 1 cvyKEKpapevos TH ría Tei 

to the case of Christians. (Dind.) He begins 
with declaring, that a promise of entering into 
God's rest is still made to Christians,—as it was 
to the people of Israel, vv. 1, 2, —and into which 
believers are still admitted, ver. 3. Now that 
the rest spoken of by the Holy Ghost in Ps. xcv. 
is not a mere temporal rest in the land of Canaan, 
but also a future and heavenly rest, is plain, in- 
asmuch as God's rest is such a rest as God enjoyed 
when he had finished the work of creation, and 
consequently a spiritual, heavenly rest, vv. 3, 4; 
because the terme of the oath, * they shall not 
enter into my rest, imply that the promise in- 
cluded another rest besides that of Canaan, a rest 
resembling God's rest, ver. 5; because, since it 
remaine that some must enter into the rest 
spoken of in the oath, and they to whom the 
promise was first given did not enter in by reason 
of disbelief, it follows that a rest must be in- 
tended into which all true believers may enter, 
and consequently a /uZure and heavenly one, ver. 
6; and because God, in the oath, warns the ls- 
raclites against losing this rest, a long time after 
they had been in possession of the promised land, 
and consequently he must have intended another 
rest than that of Canaan, vv. 7, 8. There re- 
maine, therefore, a spiritual and heavenly rest 
for the people of God, into which those who 
enter shall cease from their labours, as God did 
from his work of creation, vv. 9, 10. Hence 
M the duty of labouring to enter into it, vv. 

l. $ofin0. cdv—iorep.] Render: ‘ Let ue 
then be afraid lest, though there be a promise 
left Ar: entering into his rest, any of you 
should be found (lit. * be deemed `) to have faflen 
short of it.’ I find this view of the sense con- 
firmed by the Pesch. Syr, Vulg., and Arab. 
Versions, and the best modern Expositors ; and 
it also seeme required by the context, and the 
usus lingua as to xaTaA., which, as it is used by 
Polyb. oft. of a hope, by others of an inheritance, 
so may it of a promise ; since the promise 
here has reference to the heavenly inheritance. 
Besides, the sense ‘a promise being still left,” is 
far more agreeable to the context, implying that 
the promised rest had not yet been enjoyed, but 
was left for others to enter upon. The above 
reading of éoxjj is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version, and by Est. in an able rase. 
However, the full sense is, *should be deemed 
by the event; a mild expreesion, intended to 
soften the harshness of the term torep., imply- 
ing ‘ utter failure ;' usually by neglect. On the 
— ne see note on Matt. xxv. T 

. Kai yap icpev sÜnyysÀ.] meaning, ‘ for to 
us [Christiane], too, hae the —8d message, or 
proffered blessing [or a rest] been made, as well 
as to them.’ On this allusion to the Gospel as a 
pra d seo note on Acts xiii. 32. In ó Aóyoe 
TÄ dx. we have a Hebraiem for ó d«ovcÜsise 
Aóyos, ‘the word heard by them.’ Seo Rom. 
ix. 6. 1 Thess. ii. 13. ‘Thie word,’ so heard, 
ovx e@pidnoey, ‘did not profit them ;' why, is 
said in the next words, uj) cvy. T. T. T. áxoúc., 

: adopted into 
has recalled 

where the sense depends on the reading. How- 
ever, a difference of opinion exists both as to the 
reading and the tule ion of these words. Not 
inconsiderable is the variety of reading, though 
chiefly what concerns mere grammatical form, 
and this variety is between -ua»ot, -upuevor, 
-cus»os. The only material variations are be- 
tween xexpapives and ovyxexpapivous, a0 
between dxovcaciw and dxovcayrast, or dxov- 
cárrev. With respect to the former, ew-yxa- 
xpayupévoue, it is found in several uncial, and 
not a few cursive MSS., was by Wets. preferred, 
and received by Matth., and by Griesb.,—placed 
in the inner margin, by Lachm., by Tisch., ed. 1, 

me text, tbough in bis ot eg os 
the t. rec.; and very pro ; for 

there is eve — de — the changes 
arose m the difficulty found in iv- 
ing the nature of the metaphor — — y 
in determining the construction and general sense 
of the words. Now, although external authority 
is in favour of cvyxexpaupéivovs, or -ouévove, 

t a tolerable number of MSS. (including Lamb. 
185, 1 m.) have cvyxexpau£ros : and this read- 

ing has the support of the Syr., Vulg., Ital., and 
Arabic Versions, and several Fathers. Nor is 
the inequality fatal, since the terminations oç and 
ac are so similar in MS. characters, that one 
might easily be mistaken for the other; and in 
the present oe might easily be read as if 
ove, on account of the ¿xsívouç just before, with 
which one would be very likely to connect it. 
Accordingly, internal evidence fully balances 
any inforiority in external authority. i 
this, the reading cvy«sxpaputrovc, in whatever 
light we view it, is, as Dr. Owen shows, inca- 
pable of any satisfactory sense; for, as Mackn. 
truly observes, 'considering that Caleb and 
Joshua were the only persons who received this 

»yot dxofjs with faith, we cannot suppose that 
the Apostle would of the mixing of tho 
Dooe GÀ ooi them. Hence it may be 
preeu that o—or is the true reading. Yet 
those who adopt o—or are not as to tho 
sense and the nature of the metaphor. Thoee 
who render it mized, or tempered, suppose here a 
metaphor taken either from ng medi- 
cines, or from the concoction of food, whereby 
the chyle is converted into blood. See Camer., 
Grot, and Owen. But this view, as applied to 
faith, involves no little ë š tncongrutly ; what is 
more, I have not been able, after diligent search, 
to find a single instance of the term ovyx. being 
used to denote ° mixing and tempering medicines, 
or in asy such medical — metaphor as 
has a nee ; ence it seems better 
to pass by the notion of mizing, or contempering, 
&c., and to suppose the equally frequent one of 
QUON, ing by becoming perfectly united. 

ato, ri . 852 and Soph. Aj. ç 
s ba Menand. ap. Stob. Flor. xlv. 8, 
osi—rhy Tov Adyou uiv õúvauıv ook IríQOovov, 
He. è xpnoro cuyxexpapivny. Plut. Non 
Poss. Suav. c. 20, Birriop—ri avyxixpactat 
TU wepi Oc» óy xowór aldovs xal pofov 
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A 9 LA S a Bi , 0 > * , e Tos aKxovcacty. wcepyoueÜa yàp eis THY KaTdTavoL oir». o.n. 
mertrevoavtes, rabas elpnxer ““Qs Gpoca v TÅ òpy pov 
Ei ciceXevocovras eis tHY karámavoív pov” xaíro 
To čpywv amo KataBorrs Koopou *yevnÜBévrov. 4> Etonke ydp vaen.s.2. 

Exod. 90. 11. 

mov Tepl THs EBdouns obro" Kal karémavoev ó Geds ép Say. 
TH ?4Épa TH EBSOmy amò TavTaY TÓV Épyov aiTor 
5 kal èv rovro mán Ei eioeXevcorras eis THY karTá- 
WTavoltv pov. 

4ráÜov. See more in my Lex. in v. Without 
attempting, however, to minutely scan the mere 
verbal peculiarity as regards the metaphor, we 
may more tably direct our attention to the 
Gospel truth conveyed under it. And what the 
Apostle may be supposed to have here had in 
view seems to be what may best be expressed in 
the words, slight!y altered, of Est. ín his com- 
mentary: ‘commiscetur autem auditio fide, 
quando qui audit recipit ;' so intimating that it 
is indispensably necessary to its due effect, that 
the word of God, addressed to man, should be 
received in faith, and held fast in faith, from the 
heart and in the heart. So Luke viii. 15, ofrivase 
iv kapi xadg xai &ya0p, dxovcavtes, TÓv 
À ¿yor kuTíyova:, * keep hold of it,'—namely, in 
firm faith. As respects the construction, the Dat. 
rü miers: ie governed of the odv in composi- 
tion, as in the of Menander above cited. 
In vois dxovcac: the Datives are for Genitives 
with óró (see Matth. Gr. 8 398). Or they may 
be Datives of circumstance, pointing to a given 
oase ; q.d. *in the case of those who heard it,’ 
as in Thucyd. i. 84, povor—simrpaylae ovx 
&EvBol(ouev, xal Euppopaie fjocov iTípwr 
alxomsy. 

8. Of this verse the import is rendered not a 
Kittle obscure by extreme brevity, and also a cer- 
tain cast of reasoning peculiarly Jewish. Hence 
various modes of interpretation have been pro- 

unded, all of them more or lese objectionable. 
e ancient and common interpretation, in its 

simplicity and suitableness to the context, has 
the greatest appearance of truth. It is well ob- 
served by Kuin., that we have here unfolded, 
though briefly, what was meant by the foregoing 
expression in the Psalm, 5j» xaráravo:y Tov 
Osov ; namely, ‘a quiet and felicity similar to 
that which God enjoys; to which true Christians 
are to attain, after having one through the various 
troubles and afflictions of the present life. Thus 
in Rev. xiv. 13 the dead in Christ are said to 
‘rest from their labours.’ See also Wied. iv. 7. 
At ver. 4 this rest and felicity to be enjoyed by 
Christians in heaven is compared to the rest of 
God after the work of creation was ended,—the 
Sabbath; and so it is termed at v. 9, caf- 
Baricuoe. Accordingly it was, we find, a saying 
of the Jewish Doctors, that the Sabbath was an 
image of tbe future rest of the Pann after 
the resurrection. See Wets. and Schóttgen.— 
sicspyxóueQa yàp, &c. The yap has reference 
to a clause omitted, left to be supplied from the 
foregoing context; q.d. ‘Glad tidings, I say, 
have been proclaimed [to ws]; for we [Chrie- 
tians], too, do enter (i. e. are to enter) into the 
rest spoken of in Scripture as follows. —oi wic- 
TiUGapTss aro opposed to ois dweOioact 

, 4 p ; AE. 

6 "Karel ov azrodcirreras Tivàg eigeAÜeiv eis 

supra iii. 18.—xalros may be rendered, sempe, 
sinirum, ‘namely,’ or ‘and indeed such a rest as 
God enjoyed [when he rested] from his works 
after the creation of the world; the true ellipsis 
at kalto: being xarémwavoey awd, as it is said, 
ver. 4, xaríxavasy—ávó vávrev Tav ipywv * 
abTov, and v. 10, xaréxavoey dud tay lpywy, 
&c. After xac «Tpnkev we must supply the words 
wepi T@v dmiornodvrey, in order to correspond 
to ol miorevcavrses, which indeed suggest this 
ellipsis, And such omissions of words serving to 
show the , or indicate the application, 
are frequent after the formulas xa8íc yiypar- 
vat, and such like, of which xa eipynxev here 
is one, being equiv. to Kab elms at John i. 23, 
and elsewhere, and xa@we sipnras just after. 
Now in such a case the formula merely imports 
that some truth adverted to may be collected hon 
the words thus introduced. Thus it is lere meant 
that the truth just mentioned may be collected 
from the words of God concerning the faithless 
Hebrews,—that they should not enter bis rest; 
— the faithful would. 

,5. Here the idea in the foregoing verse is 
further developed; and the general sense in- 
tended is, as Conyb. observes, * God's rest was a 
pareet rest joven a heavenly and spiritual one]. 

e declared his intention that his people should 
enjoy hie rest,—that intention has not yet been 
fulfilled, —its fulfilment therefore is still to come." 
The force of the argument is in the terms 
avTov and pov; for rspi Tç 430. must not be 
regarded as the subject spoken of; their purpose 
being simply to make the reference in sov more 
qune: and therefore Adve is left to be sup- 

ied. 
j 6. ima otv—dweiOaiav] The only mode of 
interpreting this sentence, so as to make it 
able to the context, is to suppose that here, as 
occasionally elsewhere in Scripture, the conclu- 
sion of the argument is left to be supplied, which 
may be done thus: ‘It follows, then, that oi 
Sorspov evayyeNroOivres elosrXevcovra: did 
wiarw. And this is the less harsh in the pre- 
sent case, since a conclusion comprising it is in- 
troduced at ver. 9, meant both for the argument 
at vv. 7, 8, and for that in ver. 6. The foregoin 
view is, I find, supported by the opinion of Prof 
Stuart, who gives the following able illustration 
of the sense of this verse, in conjunction with 
what goes before: * We have here a resumption 
of the subject in ver. 3, after the explanations of 
rest which vv. 4, 5 contain. There the writer 
says, “ Believers enter into the rest of God." 

ow is this proved? ‘ Because lic has sworn 
that unbelievers shall not enter into it;" which 
necessarily implies that believers shall enter into 
it. — — delaying a moment, in order to 

Q 4" / 
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abrny, xal of mpórepov eúaryycM o Üévreç ovk eiatjXÜov St amei- 
c Ps. 96. 7. 
ch. 8. 7, 16. 

Gevcav—! ° má twa oplfer z)juépav, Xj wepov, év Aavid Xéyov, 
perà TocoUrov ypovow (Kalas eipprav) Znwepov, àv TS 
hwvijs a)0ToÜ axovonte, pù oKANpYYNTE Tas Kapdias 
AGu. 9 Ei yàp avtovs Inoods xaréravaev, ovx ày mepi GANS 

Rev. 
Esd. 2. 11. 

TQ Aag ToU Oeo. 

show what the nature of the rest in question is, 
viz. that it is God's rest, i.e. such rest as God 
enjoyed after the work of creation was completed 
(vv. 3—5), the writer resumes the consideration 
of the proposition advanced in the first part of 
ver. 3, and avers that, as some must enter into 
God's rest (for God could not be supposed to 
have provided one in vain), and as wnbelievers 
cannot enter in, so it is necessarily implied that 
believers, and they only, will enjoy the rest in 
question. It is not to be unattended to, —be- 
cause throwing light on the reuson for the rejec- 
tion, — which is not à! ¿muTíaw, as iii. 19. 
Hence we are warranted in saying, tbat the re- 
jection of the Israclites was caused both by un- 

lief (distrust of God's Providence) and dis- 
obedience to his will, —the former producing the 
latter. 

7, 8. The argument here (not very clearly ex- 
pressed) may be traced, after Whitby, and other 
eminent Expositors, as follows: * And since the 
Peal mist, so long after the Israelites entering into 
Canaan, speaks of a set (ime of entering into his 
rest, and that time is still future, and typical of 
something under the Gospel; for Joshua did not 
give the rest, Hed ani called the rest of God, 
— otherwise the Holy Ghost would not so long 
after that, in David's time, have spoken of 
another day of entering into his rest; it follows, 
therefore, that there must be yet another rest 
remaining to the people of God." 

7. wadwy tiva ópia "uépav, &c.] “And 
again he defines and appoints a certain time, a 
to-day, i.e. he defines and mentions another 
time by the same name /o-day, at which the 
were to enter into this rest, saying, ‘by David, 
after such a time as we have before mentioned, 
namely, forty years;' ‘ for if Joshua had brought 
them to that rest (i. e. true and stable one), God 
would not have spoken, by David, of another 
time hereafter ; from which toe are to beware lest 
we be excluded.” 

9. dpa dwodslwera: caBBartioude, &c.] q.d. 
* So, then (by the tenour of the Christian cove- 

, 9) there does remain, &c. Here, 
for évawavors before, wo have substituted the 
rare term caffaricuds, Y to exclude any 
tdea that the rest of spoken of might be 
the Sabbatical rest, and partly, by thus comparing 
it with the Sabbath, to intimate that that was a 
symbol of the true and eternal sabbath with God 
in heaven, of which their Doctors spoke (see 
Schoettgen, Hor. Heb.), the rest and felicity of 
the world to come, the age of consolation. Of 
which sabbatism it is well said by Bengel, ‘In 
tempore sabbata multa, sed tum erit sabbatismns, 
perpetuus, perfectus, plenus, sternus;' ‘ Where 
esintly heroes are for ever said To keep an ever- 
lasting sabbatis rest.'—To advert more particu- 
larly to the interesting term which designated 

341. éXader uerà Tadta "uépae 9 d dpa. dmoXeirera, caf aria pos 
10 6 yàp eiaeXÜov eis THY karárravoiv avToU, 

this blessed rest. Xafflaricnuós ie a word of 
the rarest occurrence, having no place in the 
Sept., aud being found only two or three times 
in the Ecclesiastical writers, as Origen, Epiphan., 
and Eustath. It occurs, however, in one, and, as 
far as I know, only one, of the Class. 
writers, namely, Plut. de Superst. c. 9, where, in 
recapitulating the degrading practices of super- 
stition, he specifies sÀ ecc, caraBopBopacsic, 
caBBaricpods, pipes iwi WodcwrOY aio xpas, 
awpooxabloss, dAXoxdrous Wpockurjcas. But 
the presence of the word there may justly make 
us pore and Dr. Bentley, against Collins, 
p. 211, with reason regarding it as not to be 
tolerated, proposes to read Bawriopous. I should, 
however, prefer xa TaßarTtıcuoùs (Angl. duck- 
ings over-head-and-ears), a term there high] 
suitable, as conveying a contemptuous idea, whic 
does not belong to the simple noun Bawticpous. 
That, indeed, is never found in the earlier Class. 
writers, while the verb, ca rafawri{w, and the 
noun, karaan ric mds, occasionally occur in the 
later ones. I doubt not that Plut. there glanced 
at the Jewish baptisins (or ceremonial washings) 
adverted to by the Apostle, infr. xi. 10, dsaqe- 
pos Ba Ticpuois. Though, to show his con- 
tempt of theee, he empoi the izvidious term 
xataBawr., exactly as Greg. Naz. in his Fourth 
Oration, p. 670, to the request of an Anti-trini- 
tarian to baptize, bids him ‘go and look out 
elsewhere for a Ban TioThv, À xatTaBarticriy; 
* which words are rendered, ' quære qui te tengat, 
vel potius extinyat,’ Angl., ‘ may you.” And 
so also xeraBawriotiptoy, as said of the same 
persons, is contrasted with the Bawriorrptoy of 
the orthodoz in Act. v. Concil. sub Mana, p. 649, 
adduced by Suic. in his Lex. in v. 

10. ó yap eloeXOey els, &c.] The words of 
this veree are closely connected with the former; 
and the only way to ascertain the true sense 
intended by the Apostle is, to render them with 
scrupulous exactness thus: ‘for he who hath 
entered into his rest hath himeelf aleo ceased 
from his own works, as God (did) from his own 
(on the first Sabbath) Thus there is an exact 
parallel, which requires that the respective works 
should bear some affinity to each other; which 
effectually excludes the interpretation of Calv., 
who takes ipyewwv avrov of ‘the works of the 
flesh. The true sense, as pointed at by the 
parallelism, is that of Est., who explains it of 
the laborious duties of life. He has most ably 

and signally refuted the view taken by Calv. in 
his ela bore. but very erroneous exegesis. whose 
interpretation was incautiously caught up by Beza, 
Piscator, and others. Estius note sets forth all 
that is necessary briefly as follows :—‘ Expositio 
est sabbatiemi, quem dixit reliquum esse populo 
Dei. Sabbatum enim institutum fuit in memo- 
riam quietis, qu& Deus requievit die septimo ab 
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xai avrós xaréravoey amd TÀv Épyev ajToU, dorep amd TOY 
idiwv 6 Beds. ll Yrrovdacwpev odv ciaeXÜeiv eis exevo Tiv 
xatanavow iva u) év T@ aùt® Tis brodevypate Téon Ths 
ameWelas. 12° Zav yap ó Xóyos Tod Oco xa évepys, xai ji to 
Towwrepos vrép Tücav payaipay Sictopov, xa) Svixvovpevos 

omni opere, quod fecerat. Ad eundem modum, 
quisquis ingressus fuerit in requiem Dei, id est, 
a Deo paratam populo suo, etiam ipse requiescet 
a suis operibus, id est, laboriosis actionibus hujus 
vite, secundum illud in Apoc. xiv. dvápri— 
Tva dvawavowvrai—per’ avtay, which is the 
best comment on the expression here. The above 
view is confirmed by the ancient Interpreters 
universally, from Chrye downwards; also by 
Thom. Aquin., and by several eminent modern 
es Qel and is ably supported by Prof. 

11. The connexion with the foregoing context 
is well pointed out by Ebrard thus: ` Man has 
not yet entered into the rest, but Jesus has en- 
tered into the'true Sabbath rest: what remains, 
then, but that we also should seek by Him to 
enter into this cafaricuóos?' This leads to 
the exhortation, cwovddowuev ob» eloehOeiv— 
«aTráTvavciw, with the accompanying warning, 
{va pn—dwabeias. It is well remarked by 
Conyb., that ‘ the reasoning of the — rests 
upon the truth,—that the unbelief of the Israel- 
ites, and the repose of Canaan, were typical of 
higher realities; and that thie fact had been di- 
vinely intimated in the words of the Psalmist.’ 

12, 13. Having shown that unbelievers skall 
mot enter into the rest of God, the Apostle now 
represents the awful nature of the denunciations 
of God in Scripture against unbelief and disobe- 
dience, and forcibly evinces the impossibility 
that any unbelief lurking in the heart can escape 
His all-seeing eye. 

12. £o» yap ó Aóyos, &c.] The yàp has ro- 
ference to a clause suppressed; q.d. [‘ Great 
gal: and danger sould: there be in such un- 

lief ;] for, In the interpretation of these 
words, from their highly figurative character very 
obecure, the preceding context is our best guide. 
From this it would seem that the expression ó 
Aóyot Tov Osov, ‘the Fiat of God,’ is to be 
taken, not (as many understand it) of the Word 
of God ts general, but (as the best Expositors 
are agreed) only of the mz: declarations to 
be found therein, issuing in His Fiat ; accord- 
ingly, Qo» xal ivapyns is to be understood * 
Hendiadyn, * of mighty energy and of unfailing 
fulfilment on the disobedient.’ This force of {ap 
occurs both in the Script. and the Class. writers. 
Siee my note on Thucyd. iii. 17, 1; and comp. 
Aristoph. Eq. 379, ws dv t9 (‘is in a state of 
vital energy `) rd Bovħsvrýpeov. The allusion 
at the term évepyijs, lit. ° a£ work, * effective,’ I 
have already explained at 1 Cor. xvi. 9, and 
Thucyd. iii. 17. The idea in ivepy9ç is further 
developed in Toucrspos—puáyaipar, where the 
effect of God's punitive judgments on the soul 
is represented by a most forcible comparison with 
the dreadful effects produced on the body by the 
uáxaipa sioropos, or dicropov Eidos, answer- 
ing to our batile-axe, with which, in war, the 
heroes of antiquity used to mow down whole 

Prov. 5. 

ranks of the Shen. By a similar image it is 
said, Wied. xviii. 15, 16 e. e which well 
illustrates the present), ‘Thine almighty word 
(ó wavrodivauds cov Acyos) leaped down from 
heaven out of thy royal throne, as a fierce man 
of war (áwórouos [‘ slashing’) oAsuie 775) 
into the midst of a land of destruction, and 
brought thine unfeigned commandment as a 

rp sword, &c. Comp. also Rev. i. 16. ii. 12. 
xix. 15.—So far in my former Edd. On again 
reconsidering this most puzzling question, as to 
the reference in 14 and the connexion with 
the preceding, and espec. the force of ò Aoyoe 
Tov, I am inclined to somewhat alter my view, 
espec. by taking a more enlarged scope. I cannot, 
indeed, adopt the view of Calv. and others, how- 
ever plausible and ably supported, —that ó Aóyoe 
ov means ‘ the word of t preached by 
the minister of the Gospel,’ for reasons ably 
stated by Eest., which forbid it. And, to take it, 
with Conyb., of ‘the revelation of God's judg- 
ment to the conscience, is liable to the same 
objection as the foregoing. Accordingly, I would 
now take the expression in the most general 
sense, of ‘the revelation of the mind, or will, of 
God, imparted to man, not only threatening the 
disobedient, but promising his blessings to tho 
obedient, and exhorting them to lay hold of 
those promises. This is called for by the con- 
text; for, as observes Est., * Agit Apostolus de 
flde habend& verbo permissionis et commina- 
tionis Divina, docetque, si Dei promissiones fide 
amplectamur, in requiem ejus ingressuros ; sin 
minus, male perituros, idque eorum exemplo, ad 
quos olim sermo Dei factus est.—Nam sive per 
ee, aut per Filium suum, Deus loquatur, sive 
per angelos, sive per homines, idem est Deus, 
qui loquitur, et, quod ad loquentem attinet, idem 
sermo. Qui proinde semper ut ejusdem est veri- 
tatis, sic et ejusdem virtutis et efficaci, tam ad 
prestanda promissa credentibus, quam ad infe- 
renda supplicia contumacibus. Cum ergo sermo 
Dei sit, ipse Deus loquens, promittens, minas in- - 
tentans, non mirum si Apostolus ea omnia, quee 
hic dicuntur et Deo propria videntur, adscribat 
sermoni Dei.’ Thus the sense is, ° Studeamus 
ingredi in illam requiem; credamus verbo Dei 
nobis annuntiato, ne pereamus cum incredulis.’ 
I would add some further illustrations of the 
strong terms which give so august an air to the 
puce t kai dvepyis Est. explains, * vivus 
et efficax, meaning ‘non est otiosus aut actionis 
expers, ut ea, que mortua sunt; non est irritus, 
non frustratur effectu suo, quemadmodum nos- 
tfis verbis sspe contingit; sed vivit, ac vim 
suam exercet in reddendis tam premiis, quam 
suppliciis comminatis. By the words dsixvov- 
Mivos dypi uepiopov—uvereyv is denoted ‘ the 
all-searching, and deeply penetrating power of 
this Word—penetrating the hardest parts, even to 
the inmost of the joints, the marrow of the 
bones.’ In uveAaw there is Plur. for Sing., as 
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f1cmn. Kal xpiTixos evOuunoewy xai evvoudy Kapdias. 13 1 kai oix écart 
xriois apayns ë¿vamuv abroU, mavra Šë yvuvà Kai terpaynrs- 

i5 h Oò 

mávra kaÜ opowurnta, ywpis 

A 8. 
15. ^ 9 ^ , ^ ` €e ^ € , 
& $4.16 opéva Tois OPOarpois adrov, ™pos Ôv uiv Ó Mos. uu 
&ix dli — 146"Ewoyrec ovv apyiepéa peyav, diedndvOoTa Tots ovpavods, 
go. "T "Inooty róv Tio» ToU Oeod, kparðpev Tis OpoXorylas. 

d 2 % M / ^ ^ 9 # & 7.9. yàp ëxopev ápxiepéa m — ouptraGjcas rais aobeveiats 
& 9. 11, 34. 3 * ; pov, * remetpapéyov KAT 
b Dea. 03, s. in Soca PUER ch. 3.17. 1 Pet. 3.33. 1 John 3. 5. 

in Plut. de Discr. c. 29, urirs vevpots À mvedois. 
In each case the Plur. in 4v:A. is used in order 
to suit the Plur. in the other Substantive. In 
tho next words, xai xpirixds—xapélas, is con- 
tained another, and no less momentous, consi- 
deration, engrafted on the former, and suggested 
by the figure in &rixvosusros Xp. epic uov,— 
namely, that ‘this same Word of God in his 
Revelation to men, is able to try the very heart 
and reins (i. e. the inmost recesses of the heart), 

tting to the proof what is there found ;' mean- 
ng, * one who can discern and, as we should say, 
turn inside out, lay bare, the secret thoughts and 
intentions of the heart.’ 

13. The above sentiment is here confirmed by 
transferring what was said of the Word of God 
to God Himself, its Author.—xal otx tore 
xris åp. d. a. By ok ap. is meant, by 
Meiosis, ‘ manifest,’ ‘conspicuous.’ ‘ Hinc (says 
Est.) intelligi vult hypocrisim et infidelitatem, 
etiam in animo latentem, a Deo ignorari non 
posse; non quod he sint creature, sed quia, qui 
creaturam omnem perfecte novit, etiam defectus 
ejus ac vitia non novisse non potest. —arárra 
yuuvd xal TtTpaynAicuíva, &c. Of this ex- 
ression T£TpaX. the general import ie obvious, 
ut the nature of the meta * been somo- 

what disputed. The most probable opinion is, 
that we have here an allusion to the bending 
back of the head, so as to lay bare the neck, as 
in slaughtering animals, as appears from Diog. 
Laért. vi. 61, lei Tov kpióv ae ° old 
TOV OvTos kopactov TpaxnAiCerat, also ad- 
verted to. long before, in Homer Il. i. 459, ad 
Wovcav (scil. Tp&xnAor), ‘they drew back the 
throat, or wind-pipe; thus laying it bare to 
view. Thus there may be an allusion to the 
manner in which victims sacrificed to the gods 
were butchered, by being thrown backward (see 
Schol. on Ap. Rhod. 1. i. 58), and their throate, 
usually concealed, laid bare to view. The words 
avToU—^rpós Ov uiv ò Novyor being a designa- 
tion of the omniscient Deity, * who trieth the 
hearts and reins,’ and to whom an account is to 
be rendered by ue. The words wavyra éi—av- 
Tov tend somewhat to embarrase the eonstruc- 
tion; but their purpose is to ¿lustrate the idea 
of this omniscience. The construction may be 
laid down as follows: xal ob« for: Krisis ada- 
whe ivømiov aitou weds Ov nuiv Ó dyos 
wayra Gt yuurvà xai TeTpaxnALcpiva ois 
ó$0aXuoie avrov. In fact, the sentence con- 
sists of two sentences blended into one, and ó 
Aoyos might be meant to be taken in both the 
above senses, one for each clause, thus: * More- 
over there exists no creature that is not manifest 
in the sight of Him with whom we have to do; 
but all things are naked and exposed to his eyes, 
unto whom we have to render an account.’ 

14. iyovres oiv ápyupía, &c.] The oè» is 
resum , referring to a subject commenced 
supra iii. 1 (but interrupted by the digression on 
the unbelieving Jews in the desert), namely, 
that of Christ as our High Priest, and the supe- 
riority of his pricsthood to the Levitical one, a 
subject on which the Apostle treats up to x. 18, 
enlarging on it thus much, from its great import- 
ance, bearing as it does eo directly on the most 
momentous part of Christ's office, his atonement 
for sin by the sacrifice of himself.—ápviepéa 
péyay. The term u£yay has much signi " 
adverting to the various ponu ob superiority in 
Christ over Moses, or the High Priests above 
mentioned.—d:sAnA. Todbs odpavods, ' who hath 
passed through the heavens,’ viz. so as to reach 
the seat of the Majesty on high; for the Jews 
reckoned three heavens,—the aerial, the sù 
and the Aighest heaven, or the residence of God 
and the angels, called by the Son of Sirach, xvi. 
18, ó oùpavòs Tov ovpavov. See 2 Cor. xii. 2, 
and note. Agrecably to this idea, there were 
three divisions of the Temple,—the Court, the 

and the um Sanctorum; to the 
furthest of which, and through the Veil that hid 
it from view, the High Priest passed once every 
year. Thus the passing in the one case ie com- 
pared to the passing in the other ; and by paesi 
to the farthest heaven is implied co : P 
the work of expiation, and access to God fully 
obtained. 

15. This is meant to encourage them to follow 
his admonition, by p to another int of 
superiority in the new dispensation, wbich i 
that in Jesus their High Priest they bave ons 
not too exalted to concern himself with their 
miseries, but one who can sympathize witb them, 
as having himself felt them; and to their in- 
firmities and frailties, as having himself been 
subject to them. ‘To a nature (says Dr. Blair, 
in an able Sermon on this text) er raised 
above us we must have looked up with terror; but 
He who remembers the struggles of his own soul, 
will not surely judge ours like a hard master.’ As 
tosympathy with the miseries of man, as having felt 
them, pomp. tue sentiment of Philemon, Incert. 
Frag. 51, "Ex yap Tov wasiy yiveoxe kal rò 
cuurabeiy’ Kai coi yap dAXot avusraÜrcera: 
wubcov.—Min suvdpevoy cvusraÜz ca, meaning, 
‘incapable of — with, by being raised 
above, human infirmities and miseries, as un- 
veiled Deity would have been.'—aweweip. adverts 
both to trials by affliction and temptations to sin ; 
importing, however, no more than the being sus- 

ible to temptation, from the possession of a 
human nature; though, indeed, our Saviour Christ 
was, in some respect, tempted, and assuredly tried 
beyond what men are; his whole life being little 
else than one unvaried conflict or trial of virtue. 
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ápaprías. l6!IIpocepyoóueÜa ov perà rappnoias TÈ Üpóvo irom 
THS xápiros, wa AGBopev * &Xeos, Kai yapww etpwper, cis eKat- SEF, yo 

V. ! 3IIüc yap apysepeds éË avOpwrov ap- 2 
Bavóuevos, vmép avOpwrav xalictatat Tà mpòs Tov @eov, iva , 
ampoodépy Sapa re xal Qucías rèp àpapriw ?  uerpiomaDetv & 

pov Bojgeav. 

For wewrepanivov, Lachm., with Scholz, edits 
wewepacuivoy: thus restoring the t. rec., which 
had been dismissed by Griesb., Matth., and 
Tisch., for wewetpautvoy, which is, indeed, more 
—— to strict propriety of language. See 

. Mag. cited by Wets. at, however, is no 
sufficient reason why wsraipay. should not have 
been written by St. Paul. It is found in four of 
the most ancient uncial MSS., and many cur- 
sives; not any, however, of the Lamb. or Mus, 
copies. It is surely not to be denied that re- 
wetpacu. may have come from the scribes. 
Thus, in a passage of Thucyd. vi. 45, weipadeis, 
* tempted,’ a few inferior . have racpaceis, 
doubtless from the scribes. And prob. the form 
cO was in moet use in the later Greek. Thus 
——— occurs in Ach. Tat. l. ii. 27.— 
Xepie duaprías. The sense here assigned by 
some ancient and many eminent modern Exposi- 
tors, ‘ without giving way under those afflictions,’ 
is little suitable. It is plain from the foregoing 
expressions do@evelacs and arsoriipauívor, that 
the only true interpretation is the commonly re- 
ceived one, * without yielding to, or falling into 
ein; which ís, I find, also "ww by Kuinoel, 
who confirms it from v. 2. vii. 26. 2 Cor. v. 21. 
1 Pet. ii. 22. 1 John iii. 5. 

16. arposspxdpusÜa obv, &c.] We have here 
an inference and exkortation founded on the fore- 

ing doctrine; q.d. ‘Having, then, a High 
riest who can sympathize, &c., let us approach 

with confidence to the throne of a gracious God, 
as well we may, assured that whatever we ask in 

yer, nothing doubting, we shall receive ;' see 
att. xxi. 22. In the expression 7e Opove rie 

xi^: the allusion is not, what some — to 
Jewish notion of God's having two thrones, 

—of mercy, and of judgment; but rather (as the 
best Commentators suppose) to the ark of the 
covenant, the mercy-seat (Rom. iii. 25), where 
God was nd M sitting enthroned, hearing 
the supplications of the le, accepting their 
oblations, and dispensing ddeor xal x&pww. The 
terms Aáfeopner and supensv are synonymous, 
though the latter is the stronger. "EA«os and 
xápes, too, are generally synonymous; the gra- 

ous dispensations of God being called hie mer- 
cies, to intimate our tness of them. Here, 
however, the terms have a distinct sense with 
reference to the two ideas involved in weme:pa- 
— at ver. 15, viz. mercy, or compassion, to 

ings encom with sin, and surrounded 
with trials and tribulations (see ver. 15), and 

vouchsafed at all times, to comfort, support, 
and sanctify them.—els «üxaip. BonO., for els 

iv Kaip, ‘for seasonable help, ‘to be 
elped opportunely.* 

V. 1. In order more fully to set forth the nature 
and efficacy of the Priesthood of Christ, the 
Apostle carries forward hie comparison between 
the Jewish High Priest and Christ ; and in order 
thereto he begins by describing the requisites for 

the former; and then proceeds to evince that 
Jesus Christ is the true High Priest, and in- 
finitely superior to the Jewisb ones, by having 
all the requisites for the office, and each in the 
highest . ‘The yap ie not argumentative, 
but exegetical, introducing an explanation of 
what was said at iv. 14—16, bringing under 
closer consideration, and laying to heart, the 
charge given, by implication, at v. 16." (Ebrard.) 
] understand, with him, the proposition at v. I, 
as not & special, but a general one, meant of 
every such Higb Priest, every individual of that 
class; yet in the deecription, as ‘taken from 
among men,’ there seems a tacit comparisen with 
Christ, the Divine High Priest. ‘The subee- 
quent words,’ observes Ebrard, * up to the end of 
v. 4, point at the requisites pertaining to every 
such High Priest.’ That these requisites were 
found in Christ, and how they belonged to him, 
is thon shown at vv. 5—10.—iwip ávOpcor 
xaBiorarat ta r. T. O. The full sense is, ° ie 

pointed [such] for the benefit of men in rela- 
tion to (their observances towards) God.’—iva 
wpocpipy swpa, &c. These words indicate the 
purpose for which the office was espec. appointed ; 
and of course intimate a main requisite in the 
person so Aag. i åvðp. In wrpood. we have 
a sacrificial term, found also at Matt. v. 23, and 
John xvi. 2. The expressions dupa and Ovcía 
are properly distinct ; the former being the origs- 

term, and such as chiefly res the moet 
ancient and primitive kind of oblation, that of 
the fruits of the earth, and generally as to sacri- 
fices, —the unbloody ávaO uaa, afterwards called 
thank-offerings, whence, says Joe. Antt. xviii. 
1, 5, of the es, els 76 lepdy dvalsy para 
eTíAXoyrss, 0voías ob« bwitedoves : 
the bloody offerings, the various sin and — 
offerings made by slain beasts. Sometimes, how- 
ever (as infra viii. 4, and often in the Sept.), 
— includes E — seein š sacrifices. 

, parprowabaiy Cvedmevot is expression, 
from its corresponding to the one before used, 
cupwabyoa: Óvrápnsyos (see iv. 15) cannot but 
denote something nearly allied to it, though not 
(as some have supposed) tho same, The term 
perpiomaGely prop. signifies ‘to oneself 
with moderation,’ holding the passions under 
due restraint, so as not to give way to anger or 
any other excess (as was enjoined by the Peri- 
patetic philosophers, in opposition to the Stoics, 
who maintained that & man should be superior 
to the influence of the passions, and held thet 
the wise man was not dwaOije, but uerprowabhie ; 
see Diog. Laért. v. 31). Hence it came to denote, 
as here, ‘ the being gentle, forbearing, and indul- 

t to the failings of others.’ By the expression 
óvaTa: i$ meant not so much the power as the 

disposition to show indulgence, as a man, towards 
Tois ayy. kal mav., whence we are not justified 
in supposing a mere Hendiadys for rote ¿Ë dy». 
TÀar.: inasmuch as the indulgence of the Higa 
Priest on earth was not limited merely to 
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Suvdpevos Tots d'yvootat kal T'Xavepévow" eel kal aùtòs mept- 
e Lev. 9. 
& 16. 8, &c. 
ch. 7. 
d 
I Chron. 38. 

clase of offenders, much less is the clemency of 
our great High Priest in the heavens so limited, 
Lev. vi. 1—7, but towards those who go astray, 
partly through unavoidable ignorance, or in- 
voluntary error, and partly through the weak- 
ness of human nature, and the deceitfulness of 
sin. Comp. Tit. iii. 3, dvdnro:—wravcopevos. 
The terms ay». and «Aa». are, in the Helle- 
Distic use, nearly synonymous sce Ps. xxv. 7, 
compared with 2 Chron. xxviii. 13, where dy». 
is put, per vwoxopicpop, for &uapráysww. And 
so dyvo:i and ayvónua in Ecclus. v. 18, and 
ayvonua in Heb. ix. 7. The next words, irel 
kal abTÓs weplx. do0., seem meant to show how 
it is that he is so disposed, —since he himself feels 
the weakness of human nature clinging about 
and cleaving to him; for the term weplx. do- 
notes, by a metaphor taken from clothing, *the 
being intimately conversant with, implying the 
idea of kabit, by which a thing cleaves to us, even 
as the fabled garment of Nessus to Hercules, of 
which says Soph. Trach. 770, xal 4 poo^rTVa- 
cero TlAsvpaicw aprixoArXos, ors rix- 
Tovos, Xvrov, &c. 

3. &ià radrnv] ‘on account of this [frailty 
and the sinning consequent upon it.'] —«ai drip 
davrov. This he was bound to do, if conscious 
of any icular wilful sin. The sacrifice was a 
young bullock; which, for greater security, was 
always offered up by the High Priest for kimsel 
on the day of Expiation. See Levit. xvi. 11, 
— To advert to a diversity of reading. For 
vavtny, Lachm. and Tisch. edit avrhy, and, for 
bip, mapi. The former alteration is inadmie- 
sible; since the authority for it, that of 4 
uncials, and l or 2 cursives, and some Versions, 
is insufficient; and internal evidence is against 
it; and it enervates the vigour of the sense, 
which is, ‘on account of this [very] weakness.’ 
As to the second alteration, it is not easy to say 
which is the true reading; since both wip and 
zepi are used by St. Paul, the former in 2 Cor. 
v. 21. Heb. v. i. vi. 27. x. 12, the latter in 
Gal. i. 4; as also in 1 Pet. iii. 18. 1 John ii. 2; 
and I find it in all the best Lamb. and Mus. 
copies. But, as Paul wrote, supr., ver. 1, Ya 
4pocípg—vip dy. sine v. l., and infr., x. 12, 
Uwip du. wpocevéyxas sine v. l., also infr. vii. 
27, rèp ray duapr. dvadpinuy for rpocd., so 
we can scarcely doubt that bere be wrote ùr ép : 
for, in so exact & composition as the present 
Epistle, a third wspi in the course of a few 
words would never have been employed. How- 
ever, the reading may be regarded as an open 
question. The reading of Lachm., for davrov, 
avrov, from two or three MSS., destroys the 
antithesis, and, as such, cannot be right. The 
scribes prob. wrote, as they often do, aùroù by 
mistake for avrov. 

4. oby šaur@ Tis Aaufávsi Thv Tias]. Tinh, 
like the Latin Aomor, is a term often used of 

Keitai àáaéveiav. 3° Kal Sa ravrny odetrer, xkaÜos epi ToU 
7-4, MIOU, OUTW Kal | Vrrép éavroD, rrpoadépew vrép ápapriiy. * 4 Kai 

ovy éavrQ Tis Xaufáve, THY Tipiy, GAD [6] xarovpevos vro 

bein tod Oeod, xaÜdmep «ai [ô] 'Mapov. 5*Ofbre xal ó Xpioròs 
Ac Ls. ovy éavròv éO0bace yevnOnvas apyvepéa, GAN’ 6 XaXjoas Trpós 

‘office, whether political or religious. The ex- 
ression AauSdvew iavTo is highly emphatic, 
the sense being, ‘does not take fo himself [as his 
own] what has not been given to him." p- 
Xiphil. Galb. p. 187, voui æv ovx elAnpévar 
Thy apxhy, d\Ad Sedco8a: (scil. avràr) aire. 
—For xatdwep, Lachm. edits xaðws, one 
MS., Chrys, and Procop.; while Tisch. edits 
xad Tep, from three uncia] MSS. The former 
alteration is quite inadmissible, and involves an 
inconsistency on the part of Lachm., since at 
Rom. xii. 4, xaÜdw«p yap iv ivl ceouaTi, he 
rejects the xa@we supplied by four of those MSS. 
(uncial ones) to which he usually ascribes so 
much weight. As to Tischendorf's i 
xaQwomep, it cannot be admitted, this being a 
word found no where in the New Test., nor in 
the Sept., and which has place only in writers 
several centuries later than the time of St. Paul. 
The reading doubtless arose from xa0c6s being 
pe as a v. l. over the x«Üd?rap, and it ma 

supposed that the Reviser who adopted it took 
the wap with the xaÜec.—' AXXd ò xadovmerot 
vwd ov Osov, meaning. that this office must be 
of Divine intment. The ó before xaXodpevoe 
found in the t. rec. has been cancelled (on the 
authority of many MSS., to which I add Lamb. 
1190) by Bengel, Griesb, Matthei, Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. ; and rightly; since it might 
easily originate with the scribes, or be an ineer- 
tion of some injudicious Critics ; though, as wa 
Middl. observes, far from assisting, it distu 
the sense; xaXdovpuevor here being to 
davre just before; q. d. ‘not of his own accord, 
but being called thereto by God.’ On the same 
authority the ó before 'Aapó» has been can- 
celled. To advert to something far more im. 
portant than Critical minutia. The above seve- 
ral points of agreement in the High Priest, are 
characterized in a masterly way by Calv. thus: 
‘Primo dicit assumi ex Lussisas sacerdotes; 
deindé non rem privatam sod totius i: 
tertid non inanes debere ad placandum 

electi sunt ef comprobati.. He then proceeds to 
handle each of the pns with his usual ability. 
The notes, too, of Hyper. and Est. are of an 
high order, and important to the Theological 
student, 

5,6. At those vv., thinks Ebrard, the inquiry 
begins, whether, and in how far, those requisites 
belonged to Christ. In doing this, it is shown at 
v. 5, that, whereas no one could take upon him- 
self the Levitical high-priesthood, unless called 
by God, as Aaron was, Christ not only was ap- 
pointed to his priestly office by God, but had an 
everlasting priesthood conferred upon him, of 
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which Melchisedec's was but a type. Further, it 
is shown, that Christ's priestly office was thus far 
superior to that under the Law, in that he was 

inled to it by an immediate investment from 
above, in virtue of bis relation to God as Son, 
which made him High Priest in & far higher 
sense. This appointment is at ver. 6 evinced by 
reference to Ps. ii. 7, and cx. 4, the two 
being regarded as prophetical, and the prediction 
therein fulfilled in Christ. The phrase ody 
áavTóv iócEacas corresponds to ovx saute Aau- 
Bárt before. —At aAA" ó AaAnoae wpde abroy 
supply, not per ellipsim, but from the context, 
ádoEacsv aùróv; q. d. ‘God who spoke these 
words inted Christ to be our High Priest; 
the appellation Yide implying that dignity. 

6. xarà Thy rakiy MeX. ie for xara civ 
Omodrnta, * after the manner of, as at vii. 15. 
* The particulars (says Stuart) of the comperison, 
in respect to the priesthood of Christ and Mel- 
chikcdes are not immediately brought into view, 
but suspended until the writer has introduced 
other considerations relative to Christ as a priest, 
vv. 7—9, and given vent to his feelings of con- 
cern for those whom he was addressing, by sug- 
gesting various considerations, adapted to re- 
prove, ch. v. 11—14; and to warn, vi. 1—9; as 
well as to excite and animate them, vi. 10—20.' 

7—9. Of these verses the exact reference, 
scope, and bearing have been not a little dis- 
puted. They would seem to be (as Abp. Newc. 
and Stuart them) explanatory of ver. 2, 
being intended to be subservient to the com- 
parison of Christ, as — with the Jewish 
riests. Hence is evinced the fitness of Christ to 

a compassionate High Priest, inasmuch as 
from his assumption of haman nature, and ex- 
posure to its infirmities, he can pity the infirmi- 
ties of others. 

7. ös iv rate tudpase tHe capkós, &c.] 
Here there is, together with a certain obscurity 
in the phraseology, a perplexity in the construc- 
tion, which some attempt to remove by placing 
in a nthesis the words dencese Ts—s0Xa- 
Baiar; others, the whole of ver. 8; and others, 
again, the words xaiwep v Ylós: each of which 
methods lies open to objection, and not one of 
them completely removes the difficulty. The 
obecurity bere seems to be chiefly occasioned by 
the insertion of the words «ai elcaxovabsis and 
ane t0À. ; and if these are considered as paren- 
thetical, the souse will be cleared. Bv ñuíp. 77$ 
capxós av. is meant, ‘during the time when he 
lived as a man among men ;' in which there is 
an evident allusion to the period before he had 
put off his Divine nature, of course implying 
that he had such. Zapxocç also carries with it a 
notion of the frailty and misery of the flesh; 
*the whole (as Stuart observes) designating the 
condition of the Locos on earth (see John 1. 14. 
1 Tim. iii. 16), and the period of the Saviour's 

x John 11. 27. 

humiliation ; on which see Calv.—dsHoate re 
wai lxernp.—wpoceviyxas. Render: ‘by hav- 
ing offered up (== inasmuch as he offered up) 
both entreaties and supplications, with strong 
outcry and tears, to Him who was able to pre- 
serve him from death.’ In swpocd. there is a 
sacrificial allusion, on which see my Lex. in v. 
The clause usrà xpavyrs lox. xal saxpicoy 
with which comp. Joe. Bell. i. 32, 3, pera 
AoÀvyuov xai daxpuwy) is to be construed 

after denoae xal ixeTspías ; the whole refer- 
ring to our Lord's earnest prayers during his 
agony in the en of Gethsemane. —Kal cic- 
axovabels dro TH evAaBeias. It isa disputed 
uestion whether the expression 759 evap. 

should be rendered fear of God, or piety. Either 
sense is permitted by the usus š; espec. 
the former, which is a signif. of the word fi 
quent in the later Greek writers and the Sept., 
and is here preferable on the score of greater 
strength and suitableness. Thus the term els- 
axovcÜsie will have a sort of double sense, by 
what is called a sensus pregnans (an idiom com- 
mon both in the Scriptural and Class. writers) ; 
in illustration of which Commentators refer to a 
similar use of the Hebr. my in Ps. xxii 22, and 
Job xxxv. 12, where the Sept. similarly has xai 
où un sloaxovey xal áwó ÜUflpsme Tovnpav 
* aud vet thou wilt not hear, (and so deliver him 
from the insolence of the wicked ;' see also Ps. 
lv. 16. 2 Chron. xviii. 3]. Pe. cxviii. 18. The 
full sense will then be, * was heard in referenco 
to his prayer to be preserved ;' i. e. was so heard 
as to be delivered from this fear, —namely, that 
horrible fear, of which we have so affecting a de- 
scription at Matt. xxvi. 37, and from which ho 
was delivered by an angel strengthening him, 
Luke xxii. 43. Thus the full sense, as Prof. 
Ebrard, after an ample discussion, Jays down, is, 
—' He prayed to be preserved from the death 
which threatened bim, and was so heard as to be 
saved from that fear.’ This is confirmed by the 
Pesch. Svr. and Ital. Versions, and by the most 
eminent Expositors, from Calv., Beza, and Grot., 
down to De Wette, Thol., and Ebrard, who ren- 
ders vv. 7—9 thus: ‘ Who, in the days of his 
flesh, when he preyed for the warding off of 
death, and was heard in as far as respects the 
fear of death, learned obedience in that which 
he suffered; and, after he was perfected, became 
the author of eternal salvation,” &c. He then 
remarks, ° What a beautiful harmony and sym- 
metry does the sentiment thus receive !' 

8. xaiwep dy Ylos] Render: not ‘ though 
he were a son but (as is clear from the pre- 
ceding words, iv Tais nuípais T. c. a., = when 
he was in human natare), ‘though he was tho 
Bon,'—namely, of God ; "i a use of Yiós with- 
out the Article, also found supra i. 1.—duaGe», 
aq’ wv iwabe, &c. In Suate—éwale there is 
supposed to be a paronomasia, prob. founded on 
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Üpüs, tla Tà oToryela Tis àpyi« Tv ANoylwy ToU Ocot xai 

the proverb ua0juara Tà walsjuara, traces of 
which arefound in Hdot. i. 207,and 7Eschyl. Agm. 
170, Tc máls: uáðos Bivra xvpiæws ixuw. The 
expression šuaðs Th» Uraxohy ie best regarded 
(without any reference to metaphysical refine- 
ments) as a populur mode of speaking, to denote 
that * he was made to learn, experimentally, how 
difficult it is to obey God's will amidst compli- 
cated trials.” ‘This, indeed (as Calv. observes), 
was done, sostri , for our instruction, 
that he might thus give an illustrious proof and 
specimen of his subjection to death ; though, in- 
deed, it may be said that Christ by his death 
learnt to the full what it is to obey God, when 
he had then so especially to deny himself and re- 
nounce his own will, by yielding himself, of his 
own free will, obedient to that death which he 
dreaded. It is meant, then, that * by the experi- 
ence of sufferings Christ learnt to what an extent 
it is necessary for us to yield submission and obe- 
dience to the will of God. And therefore we 
also, after his example, must, by various afllic- 
tions, and at ep by deatb itself, be instructed 
and formed to a like obedience.’ 

9. radaroG8elc} This term has reference to 
Iwas at ver. 8; and hence the word must here 
have the same sense as at ii. 10, rò» ¿nxnyór— 
Oca vaÜnuároy tadrevooa:, namely, ‘to bring 
or exalt to glory in heaven.’ So it is well ob- 
served by Calv., that * here we have the final or 
remote end (as it is called) why Christ must 
needs thus suffer, —namely, that thus he was in- 
augurated to his priestly office; as though the 
Apostle would say, that his suffering of death, 
even the death of the cross, Was a sort of solemn 
consecration in Christ, whereby is intimated the 
reference which all hie sufferings have to our 
salvation.’—rois braxotove. a., to those yield- 
ing an obedience to hie Gospel as full and un- 
reserved as that rendered by Christ to God the 
PA es iG — ie 
equiv. to dpxmyós at ii. 10. e same expres- 
sion is used by Philo, t. E s 440. 

10. wpocayopsvOals e sense seems to be, 
t being proclaimed and constituted.’ Appoint- 
ment — bilis —— as a — 
times, eb u e person e title 
attached to the office. A : 

ll. We have now, to the end of the next 
chapter, a digressive portion, —though introduc- 
tory and preparatory to the main —show- 
ing the priesthood of Christ,—which, as Calvin 
suggests, seems to have been to rouse the mind of 
the reader to increased attention to that deeply 
important subject. Accordingly, this portion 
consists of tacit reproof, by implication, as well 
as ion, intermixed, however, with con- 
polation. First the Apostle points at the difi- 

of the matter under discussion, so as to be 
ciently intelligible; a difficulty, however, 

only, or chiefly, with reference to the imperfect 
capacity of those whom he is addressing to receive 
and comprehend those truths. At the same time 
he glances a latent reproof on them for their de- 
ficiency in this respect, in order to excite their 
attention to what he is going to say, and their 
desire to acquire competent knowledge. Indeed, 
the f carries with it (as Hyper. shows) 
somewhat of sarcasm, or rather feeling, 
at their backwardness, almost amoun to re- 
trogression, in Christian knowledge. This will 
appear from the general air of the words, when 
accurately ted, q.d. * Concerning whom (or 
** which matter,"—the comparison of the priest- 
hood of Melchisedec with that of Christ) we 
have much to say, and that difficult to be made 
clear to you, seeing that ye have become dull in 
your comprehension (of spiritual matters) ;" 
prob. from neglect in making use of their spi- 
ritual ad in which it should seem that 
they were rather retrograding than advancing. 
I am, however, inclined to think that along with 
incapacity to understand is conjoined indisposi- 
tion to comprehend,—a use of »eÜ8sóc akin to 
that of ‘ sluggish’ in our old writers ; and so Est, 
explains by * torpentes ; which is confirmed by the 
‘ingenium socordia torpescit’ of Pliny; and by the 
vtsÜpox&oÓio. of Prov. xii. 8; and eo Chrys , t. 
viii. p. 207, vea@poxdpdion vrss iv ty wiorres. 
The phrase iteclf, ve0póe Tate dxoais, is very 
rare; and Expositors and Lexi hers bring 
forward no other ex. But Polyb. 1v. 8, 5. v., 
Taie ¿wuyolaÁ comes near to it; to which I can 
add something more ite from Heliod, 
ZEth. v. 10, vapor: T)» éxodár, where I 
conj. 7j dxog, and Sapph. Frag. i. 5, Blomf., 
xephy È áxors alcOnow (Xoucur. 

12. xai våp; Opeirovres elvai diddoxartor— 
TOV Oop} What is here said is explanatory of 
the foregoing, as serving to show the cause of the 

oxapéla, and the result of it, not only 
failure o but actual retrocession. Ren. 
der: ‘for when, according to the time (ye have 
been learning) ve ought already to be teachera, 
ye have need that again some should teach you 
(the truthe) which are the elements of the 
oracles of ° Buch is tho general sense: a 
few brief illustrations of the iculars may 
suffice. By dca TÓv Xpóvos it is intimated that 
they had been learning long enough to be 
teachers ; long enough to und , not 
the elements, but the more recondite doctrines of 
the Gospel. By rà orocyeta THs dpyns, for +à 
T pira croyxeia, are meant faith, repentance, and 
such like, which are so called,as being those which 
the learner orelye: goes upon, in seeking to attain 
further knowl Comp. Plut. de Educ. 16, 
oroia THe dpaTHs. At to Ta \óyia Tob 
Osov, it would mean, according to its 
senso (as in Rom. iii. 2), ‘the word of , as 
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revealed in the Scriptures of the Old Test. ;’ but 
bere, from the context, ‘the Revelation of God 
in the New Test’ See Est. The words of the 
next clause are meant to further develop tho 
idea, and to impress it more strongly by means 
of an apt and forciblo figure implied in the words; 
and accordingly *have need of milk, and not of 
solid food; wherein there is a com n of 
them (as it were neophytes) with children, who 
can digest none but the lightest and least solid 
food. The elementary, and the more recondite 
doctrines are here compared to * milk,’ and ‘ solid 
food,’ respectively ; just as at 1 Cor. iii. 2 yá) a 
ie opposed to fipeua. By orepsd pod) is 
meant ‘solid food’ (called by Galen lo xvpo⸗r 
Bpoua, and by Arrian, Epict. ii. 16, 39, rpodi) 
e T:pscTípa), such as that of flesh, and grain in 
its most condensed stato; as opposed to milk, 
porridre, and such like, elegantly termed by 

ocles via pod. 
3, 14. Here we have the above similitude 

further unfolded, and a iption given of the 
persons to whom the milk of instruction is alone 
suitable. (Hyper.) 

š, wae yap ó ustéixwy, &c.] There is here 
a certain obscurity, occasioned by a confounding 
of the natural with the metaphorical, or allegori- 
cal, sense. If Kep distinct, the tbought would 
be expressed as follows: * Thus [sas] every one 
who can live only on milk is, in some sort, a 
babe ; [so] every one who can profit only by the 
first elements of the Gospel, is also a babe is 

, being dwsipot Aoyou sixatoovvns.’ 
Comp. ar an apt illustration) Artemid. On. i. 
16, P dobeveĩe yap elg: ol iv yáXarri 
waides ——— Kai uiv» (read 
pw) Of (read ye) xal ol rédeto: Stray socouv- 
Tes, Tpopy (‘food’) u) QóverTa: xenobas da 
Thy avaykny, yáXaxTi Kal uacba xpavra 
eyvvaikalo, where, I doubt not, a certain corrup- 
tion exists as to the reading. I suspect 7j to have 
been loet after xpñoða:, and would read and 
point thus: dórywrra: xp5c0a:, fj dia Thy áváy- 
Knv, yaraxts. The later of the two cases su 

has reference to such instances as that well- 
nown one of the Grecian ter. The main 

difficulty turne on the force of the expression 
Aóyov Óuc, where, from the sense being ex- 
pressed in a general way, there is room for 
variety of interpretation. Many of the best Ex- 
positors, from Calv. and Grot. to Kuin., Olsb., 
and De Wette, take it to mean doctrinam per- 
Jectiorem, the TsX dió ws en of infra vi. l; 
regarding it as in antithesis with Td ororyeia, 
and the Genit. as one of quality. But this is 
liable to some objections (well stated by Ebrard), 
too serious to be removed. Accordingly, it is 
best, with most Expositors, to take dix. as a 
Genit. of object, ‘the word of righteousness ;’ 
meaning, however, not, as many explain, ‘the 
moral law,’ but ° the rig before God in 
Christ, —the doctrine of justification by faith 
and grace, which prob. the persons here addressed, 

VI. ! Aw adévres Tov tis apys Tob 

as well as the Galatian Christians, had forgotten, 
or not duly attended to. Now to those thus de- 
ficient are opposed the réAs:oz, or ‘those who 
can bear the solid food of a more recondite in- 
quiry into n origin e — of p Gospel ;’ 
comparing the of righteousness, the nght- 
eousness of Faith (see Rom. iv. 13), with She 
righteousness of the Law (see Rom. x. 5). Ac- 
cording to this mode of interpretation, v. 14 will 
run parallel with v. 13; for, as observes Ebrard, 
* He who still needs milk, cannot yet have com- 
prehended the doctrine of justification ; but that 
strong meat, and more difficult to digot (of the 
higher typology) is adapted not to such, but only 
to mature Christians, who have come of age, and 
who are exercised in distinguishing between the 
true and the false way.’ The several terms, 
Tertlwy, orepsd Tpoph, and či, are equally 
adapted to the natural and to the figurative sense. 
Bo per. remarks, that the rato similitudinis 
would bave required a noun expressive of age, as 
men (adults or old men); but the Apostle 
Lr ary it enough to say perfectos, as in Eph. iv. 
13, avépa réAccov. Thus by reXefwy he means 
‘those that have made some progress, so as to 
understand the deeper mysteries of the word ;' 
such as those of whom he makes mention at 
1 Cor. ii. 6 : ° Howbeit we speak wisdom, ¿y ois 
TéÀsío:t.' The next words, did T3)v ZË v, servo 
to show the nature of this reAa:orns, and in 
what it consists; where the phrase does not here 

, did the eontext mi) 

*the power or ability of doing any thing, ac- 
auited by frequently oing the samo thing." And 

.. Diod., and other later 
however, was, 1 suspect, 

condition, resulting from Ires 
y 

I 

g’ Comp. 
ol uiv» slay Spor, of 88 did Thy cuvnQatap 
dard lacs, ‘from constant practice.’ By the 
terms xaXov and xaxov are denoted not simply 
* moral good, and moral evil, but *the of 
truth, and the evil of falsehood, of error, in reli- 
gion.' 

VI. 1. Here the Apostle proceeds, in con- 
nexion with the foregoing reasonings, com- 
menced at v. 12, to exhort his readers to strive 
after that ection which he had enjoined to be 
aimed at, and accordingly to exert themselves to 

beyond the elements; q.d. ' Wherefore 
(3:9), there being solid food provided for those 
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who would grow in grace, and in the knowledge 
of our Lord Jesus Christ ; consider it to be your 
duty to avail yourselves of it” Such is evidently 
the general sense involved in the introductory 
éc:o. But as to the meaning contained in the 
subeequent portion Expositors differ. I have here- 
tofore been of opinion, that the Apoetle means in 
these words to apprize his readers of what he is 
about to do in his subsequent address to them ;— 
namely, after ing over the more elementary 
perts of the Christian doctrines, to proceed to 
the higher and more recondite ones, the more 
spiritual mysteries of redemption by Christ: 
q. d. * Passing over [for the present] the elemen- 
tary doctrines of repentance, faith, baptism, &c., 
let us proceed to the consideration of the higher 
doctrines (as involved in the om pa cn between 
the priesthood of Melchisedec and Christ). And 
this,” adds he, ‘by God's permission, we will 
now do, i. e. intend now to do. Now this the 
writer does, but not until after a di jon, con- 
tained in vv. 4—12, inclusive; commencing the 
discussion in question at ver. 13. This view is 
very plausible,—has much on the surface of the 
words to recommend it, and is ably supported by 
Grot, Whitby, Wolf, and other eminent Ex- 
positors, but is liable to insuperable objections, 
which are ably stated by Est., Kuin., and Ebrard ; 
insomuch that, on carefully reconsidering the 
case, I am induced to embrace the view of nearly 
all the ancient Expositors, and, of moderns, of 
Calv., Bohme, Bleek, and Ebrard, who under- 
stand the — (‘we’) here, as used *in- 
sinuatorié, modestia ergo, and the whole as 
admonitory to the readers. According to this 
view, the subsequent words admit of an excellent 
sense. Thus Tóv Tis doxiie TOV Xpiorou Noyow 
will be in exact parallel with the expression supr. 
v. 12, Tà aToiysia THe ápxfjs TõV oyiwy ToU 
©., and accordingly the whole stands for dgiév- 
ves Tó Ayew wepi Ths dpyns Tov Acyou ToU 
Xpiorov, and that for iv Acyiwy Tov Os00.— 
"Exi Tiv rerarornra $epousÜa. TaAXsioT. is 
here equiv. to ra réAata there, those recondite 
doctrines which correspond to the solid food of 
Christian knowledge just mentioned, fit for the 
víAtow supr. v. 14. Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 6, 7, 
codoíay» dà AaXouusy dy ois TsÀAsÍo:s, cocpíav 
Osov ¿v uva Tnpíc. In of the above 
two es Kuin. would take rs dpyns as 
subst. for its cognate Adject., and thus equiv. to 
wpæros; ‘eo that here, says he, ‘Tòr TÄS dåp- 
ne Àóyov is tantamount to TÓv mpæ@Tov Xoyov; 

thus by Tov Xpic'Tov is meant the Christian doc- 
trine, and by Adyow the treating on it; the 
general sense being, ‘ the treating of the elements 
of Christian doctrine ;' ‘and thus, remarks Kuin., 
we get rid of the hypallage.’ But, I would re- 
mark, at the expense of introducing something 
more objectionable than hypallage ;—namely, the 
harsh and unauthorized taking of Adyow for 
tractationem,—a use which, if it could be proved, 
is one not permitted by the parallel pamago at 
ch. v. 12. Fhe two passages, indeed, such 
affinity, that the sense Aere must be determined 
by the sense there (and vice vers) ; consequently 
TOV Acyov can admit of no other sense Tà 

Aóyıa there. But the sense here may be made 
consistent with the sense there, by the method 
which I have pointed out, without violence. 
And, since the principlo of is one not 
to be reso to without necessity (which here 
does not exist), it is best dispensed with, as it 
may be, by supposing that in each of the two 

ero isa passages enit. Subst. for its ate 
Adject., as in Luke xvi. 8. Rom. i. 25. Eph. 
ii. 2, and other passages to be seen in Win., Gr. 
Gram. N. T. § 34, 2. On this principle, as 
— hypallage, see Hermann on Vig. 
p. 890, and Fritz, Excurs. 1. ad Marc. E ^ 
de Hypall. in N. T. See also Coray on Thu 
iv. 120, who remarks tbat such expressions are 
best considered as containing, in two words, one 
"npe — Thus at Mer e notion would 

that o principles. Here, then, we might 
render lit. * the — e. doctrine) of Christ of 
the beginning, meaning, *such as is taught at 
the beginning of Christian instruction,'—natmelv, 
me —M1 — b ei sense here 

assigned to xaTa Ouevor will depend u 
the view adopted respecting the force of the Me 
ceding words. It would seem that the Apostle 
meant to advert to the communication of the 
chief of the doctrines of the Christian 
religion (as in Rom. xv. 20. 1 Cor. iii. 10), 
omitting such as were tmplied in the very pro- 
fession of the religion ; and therefore we are not 
to expect to find all that are specified in similar 
enumerations at ] Cor. xv. 3, 4. 1 Thees. i. 9, 
10. Tit. ii. 11—14, though some of them may 
be iv Toit 4pórTois, or primary ones. The sense 
assigned to uù war. xaTaf. by Ebrard, ° not 
demolishing,' is forbidden by the wsws A 
for I cannot find a single ex. of the Midd. form 
xataBadXscba: in the sense * fo demolish, but 
only in the sense ‘jacere, ‘ to lay down,’ whether 
in a lit. or a fig. sense. The sense here may be 
thus ex » ° not again and again laying our 
foundation, as to conversion from d works, 
and faith towards God ;' Genitives of explanation, 
On the first pair which forms the series, into 
which the fundamental points of the Gospel are 
in & popular way distributed, the best comment 
is Acte xx. 2], d:auaprupouevoe "Iovdaíois s 
xai “EAA qat jp ele Tòp Osóv. peradvoray, xal 
TícoTiv» Tù» els tov Kópioy. The term pexpaw 
may denote sinful works (comp. Eph. ii. 1), ren- 
dering needful the uerdvora here spoken of; but 
it is rather used with reference to the works as 

itless, inefficacious to save, as being mere works 
of external righteousness, not proceeding from a 
living faith, and therefore productive of only a 
legal, not an Evangelical repentance. See Matt. 
iii. 2,8. Acts iii. 19. 2 Cor. vii. 10. See more 
in Hyper., Calv., and Est. 

2. As to the second pair—fawriocnearv č- 
Cayne txiBioewe Ts ysipisr, 1 still, as hereto- 
fore, prefer, with Kuin. and Dr. Burton, to take 
Barr. as a term referring both to tho 
Christian baptism, and to the Jewish baptisms 
(implying, in the adjunct dcdayHe, such a com- 

ison of one with the other, and such a know- 
edge of the difference between them, as would 

lead to the adoption of the latter), of which men- 
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ces Te vekpõv Kai Kpiuatos aiwviov. Š * Kal cobro rroimoopey, t ict 18 01. 
37 , n e , 4 b? , ` w James 4. 15. 

o ° - b Matt. 13. dv mep emttperrn ó Beds Aduvatov yap Tots &ra£ dowri- b Ms 

tion is made infr. ix. 10; yet this I do merely 
from that view involving the least difficulty. 
One would have expected tho singular, Bawrio- 
pou, whose existence would appear from the false 
reading, occurring in 4 ancient MSS., Barris- 
pov, prob. an error of scribes. But even the 
reading Bawriomou was merely an alteration of 
Critics, to remove the difficulty; which must be 
met as well as we can, and may be much less- 
ened, if not removed, by supposing that, of the 

rsons addressed, Hebrew Christians, some (per- 
ape not a few) still clung to certain of the rites 

and ceremonies of the Mosaic law, espec. as to 
the various Bawr:opoi (* immersions and wash- 
inge ) prescribed by that law, and all emblemati- 
cal of that purity of mind so indispensable to the 
worshipping of God acceptably. And since the 
same doctrine was emblematically inculcated by 
the Christian baptism, the baptisms enjoined by 
the law might be, however erroneously, thought 
reconcileable with Christian principles and prac- 
tices. Accordingly, such kind of Bawriopoi 
(evidently adverted to infr. ix. 10, dsaddpace 
Bawricpois) may also be meant infr. x. 22, in 
the words épparyriopivo: and AsXovuéros +ó 
oua tear: kaÜape. That this view is not a 
mere novelty, but was held by some ancient 
Greek Fathers, appears from Theophyl., who re- 
marks: "Ices é otro: (the Hebrew Christians 
addressed) ais ZT, ToU vouou dyrexonusvor (as if 
et clinging to the law) wodAobs Bawriopods, 
lovduixws (more Judaico), xai iv TH xápırı 
éxpioBavoy’ where éwpéioBevov is rendered con- 
stituebant, a sense not unfrequently found in the 
Greek Fathers, from whom "Theophyl. derived 
the above annotation. —’Ew:0icews Xs pov. Here 
we have not a separate head of doctrine, but an 
external observance closely connected with the 
foregoing; and a reference is thus had to the 
laying on of hands, by which, in that age, baptiem 
was accompanied, and that not merely as a sym- 
bol of the spiritual gifts and graces to be there- 
after bestowed, but as a bestowment of them for 
the present, by a sort of foretaste.—avacradcews 
pskpoy, meaning, not (as many have supposed) 
tho resurrection of the just, but a resurrection 
generally, both of the just and tbe unjust, een 
of in Acts xxiv. 15.—xai «pip. alwy., ‘and of a 
judgment, the consequences of whicb, whether 
lor lise or woe, will be eternal.” 

3. kal Tovro wothcousy, &c.)] See note 
supra v. l. I still retain the reading Bá p 
though 4 of the most ancient uncials, an 30 
cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1184, 1185, 1 m., 
and 3 Mus. copies), have -cwyuser, which, how- 
ever, is forbidden by internal evidence. ; 

4—6. Much difference of opinion exists as to 
the sense contained in these verses; in deter- 
mining which, it is of consequence to settle the 
connexion in aĝúvaTov yap. Some refer yap to 
the preceding verse; while others suppose it be- 
longs to ver. l, but of course vary in their repre- 
sentations of the meaning, according to their 
different views of the import of that verse, and 
according as they take the expression åĝðvvaTov 
ina * „or in an taqualified sense. If we 
adopt the view generally taken of the sense of 
ver. 1, we may regard it as an argument to show 

ch. 10. 20, 97. 3 Pet. 2.90. 1John 4 10. & 5.16. 

the necessity of going on in the true profession 
and faithful practice of Christianity, founded on 
the desperate condition of apostates, and para- 
phrase, with Mr. Holden, thus: * Let us strive 
to > go on to perfection, and resolve upon it, vv. 
1—3, for it is impossible to renew again by re- 
pentance those who have been once enlightened, 
&c., and yet have fallen away, since they crucify 
to themselves the Son of God afresh,’ &c. Yet 
thus the argument is any thing but cogent, and 
the case is made far more prominent than seems 
to have been intended. ence it is far better, 
with some ancient and several modern Com- 
mentators, as Whitby and Abp. Newc., to sup- 
pose the ydp to have reference to the words ph 
wédw ÜsuíAioy xaragaAAóusvov: q. d. ‘ [Let 
us, I say, not have to lay again the foundation of 
our religion, or by giving way to sluggishness, 
gradually slide into apostasy ;] for it is impos- 
sible to renew them again unto repentance who 
have fallen away.’ That apostasy is here meant, 
is plain from what follows, and espec. from the 
parallel passage at x. 26, 27 (bien is the best 
comment on the present), —from a comparison 
of which we are best enabled to explain the 
terms here on which the sense mainly rests,— 
advvarov, dwTiaO., wapawscorras, and &va- 
kavlay. No writer has, I think, thrown so 
much light on this most controverted passage as 
WA Jeremy Taylor, in 8 4 of his able treatise 
‘On the effect of — vol. ix. p. 199— 
202. (Ed. Heber.) He there shows that by mapa- 
wecovraty is meant, in conjunction with what 
follows, ‘a falling away from the state of excel- 
lent things in which they had received al] the 
present privileges and blessings of the Gospel ,’— 
a full conviction and pardon of sins, the earnest 
of the Spirit, the comfort of the promises, an 
antepast of heaven iteelf. ‘ Now (continues he) 
to fall away from all this cannot be by infirmity 
ignorance, or surprise; this being what Paul 
calls ixovciwe duaprdavew, to sin wilfully, after 
they have received the knowledge of the truth.’ 
It must, he proceeds to show, denote ‘ absolute 
apostasy, either unto heathenism, or Judaism, or 
any other state of des ising Ei hating Christ, as 
thus crucifying him h. y the peculiar ex- 
pression &vaxaiví(sww. als mer. Bp. Taylor sup- 
poses it to be intimated, that such persons can- 
not be restored to their former condition, or to 
any other gracious covenant, since they have de- 
spised ‘his. ‘Other persons (continues he) who 
“hold fast their profession," and “ forget not 
that they were cleansed in baptism," they, in 
case they do fal] into sin, may proceed, in the 
same method, as in tbeir first renovation to re- 
pentance; that is, in their being solemnly ad- 
mitted to the method and state of repentance for 
all sine known and unknown. But when this 
renovation is renounced; when they despise the 
whole economy; when they reject this grace, 
and throw away the covenant, there is ‘ nothing 
left" for such but a “ fearful looking-for of judg- 
ment ;” for these persons are incapable of the 
mercies of the Gospel,—they are out of the 
way; for there being but one way of salvation, 
viz. by Jesus Christ, whom they renounce,— 
neither Moses, nor nature, nor any other name 
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cÜévyras, yevoapévous te THs Swpeads Tis érovpavíov, xal per- 
óxovs yernOévras IIvevparos áryiov, 5 kai xaXov yevoapévovs € coU 

can restore them; and their case is so bad,— 

With 

to whether it should mean abeolutely impossible, 
or very difficult. The truth here (as not unfre- 
uently) may be said to lie tx medio. The learned 
relate above cited shows that the word is to be 

understood, not in the natural sense, but in the 
moral, as in ‘ the case of a criminal condemned 
by the law, of whom we say it is impossible he 
should escape, i. e. by the law, that being clear] 

inst him.” In like manner (I would add 
ilio apostats may be said to stand in the same 
place with respect to religion, that a deserter does 
with respect to an army ; the one is condemned 
by the articles of war, and has as little chance of 
regaining the name and character of a brave man, 
as the other of ever again attaining to the state 
of a sincere believer. Thus we may, with Bp. 
Taylor, illustrate the expression from the parallel 
words oox ir: droAeísrarac Ovela, alluding to 
Moses’ law, in which, for those that despised -it, 
i.e. for apostates (as Maimonides expounds), 
* there was no sacrifice J—— * Bo that 
(continues he) though dóvraTow signifies, is 
sensu forensi, a stato of sin which is sentenced 
by the Law to be capital and damning, yet here 
it denotes the highest degree of that deadliness 
and impossibility, as there are degrees of ma- 
lignity and desperation in mortal diseases; for, 
9 all evils, this state here described is the 
worst.’ But, besides all other senses of this 
word dóóva-oy, it is certain, by the whole frame 
of the place, and the very analogy of the Gospel, 
that the impossibility here mentioned is not an 
impossibility of the thing, but only relative to 
the It is impoesible to restore him whose 
state of evil is contrary to pardon and restitution, 
as being & renouncing the Gospel, that is, the 
whole covenant of on and ntance (comp. 
1 John iii. 9); so far impoesible as not to be 
done without the extremest difficulty, and a per- 
fect contradiction to that state in which he is, 
for the present, lost. So that this impossibility 
concerns not those that return and do confess 
Christ, but those that wilfully and maliciously 
reject this only way of salvation as false and de- 
ceitful, and never return to the confession of it 
again, which is the greatest sin against the Holy 
Ghost. Thus it appears that dduvaroy here (as 
elsewhere, both in the Scriptural and Claseical 
writers) denotes the highest degree of what we 
call moral impossibility, something so i 
difficult, as to be utterly ; 

the reach of his grace 
things are possible." (Matt. xix. 26.) * Even (ob- 
serves Conyb.) in the more strongly worded pa- 
rallel passage, x. 26—31, it is not said that such 
apostates are sever brought to repentance; but 
only that it cannot be expected they ever should 
be. In the subsequent words, ros drat pw- 
rio., down to the end of the next verse, the 
blessings and privileges of the Gospel seem dis- 
tributed into two divisions, — (1) as respects 

leges 

Divine knowledge ; (2 ei 

vendis in Se Min * priv in 

this world, and everlasting happiness in the world 
to come. To the former class pertain the prres- 
leges, denoted by wa $ericÜirras and uer- 
óxove yernÜivrae DlveóuaTos dyiov; to the 
latter, the subsequent results. b the term 
$wrioÜírras is generally sup to be de- 
noad oe being enlightened by the truths of 

e 4 espec. as respects repentance and 
faith. £ Eph. i. 18. 1 Pet. ii. 9. 9 Cor. iv. 4.) 
Thus the expression may be compared with that 
infra x. 26, Kau Bava Thy iwiyrwow THe &Am- 
Oclas, except that it is a much stronger term. 
Some, however, consisting of the ancient Com- 
mentators and many eminent modern Expositors 
(as Beza, Camer., Grot., Hamm., Est., Whitby, 
Bengel, Ernesti, Michal., and Valckn.), suppose 
PuwtioGivrat to stand for BawricOivras: as it 
is said, infra x. 82, dvapıuvýoxeoðe tae Tod- 
Ttipov ñuipas, iv ale $erricÜirres, &c. My 
own view of the point cannot better be expressed 
than in the words of Hyper, thus: * Etsi rectè 
accipere possimus exposita hic esse beneficia spi- 
ritualia omnia, que credentes ab initio * 
evangelii ad id usque tempus, quo Apostolus epis- 
tolam hanc scribebat, acceperant ; tamen non du- 
bium est, de iis prmcipué, que in baptismate à 
tempore prima institutionis acceperant, beneficiis 
— fleri, adeò ut omnia ferò, que htc di- 
cuntur, baptismo, tanquam rii ipsius effectus, 
tribui recté Sunc" That there is at least a 
strong allusion to baptism in the expressions hw- 
ticQivrac and draxaiw((siww, may be inferred 
from the points adverted to at ver. 2 being those 
in which candidates for baptism were espec. in- 
structed. The words following, yevcepnévove 
rise Ómpsde Tij irovpavlov, have n vari- 
ously interpreted, and admit of more than one 
sense. If by bere 0íyrae just before be merel 
meant ‘instructed in the principles of Chrie- 
tianity, then &wpsáe bxovparíov here may be 
explained (as it most commonly is) as equiv. to 
xAjoews irovpaviov at iii. ]. Yet this is nota 
little harsh ; and thus yevoauévovs would be far 
too strong a term to suit the reception of instruc- 
tion in producing faith and grace. Hence it is 
better, with others, to understand this of the gift 
of the Holy Spirit, which is infra, viii. 20, called 
Thy Swpedy Tov Brot, to which ysvcauépove is 
quite applicable. The f ing particular has 
atl — so — — the increase of reli- 

ous knowledge in the ordë way,—namel 
fy the sanctifying graces of the Spirit 2s thro A 
the extraordinary influences of the Spirit. "To 
turn to the secomd class above adverted to, the 
expressions indicating the inestimable privé 
and ha ; of the Gospel, these are 
suspended on the term yevoapivout, which here, 
by a figure found in the Hebr. Se, the Latin 

re, And the correspondent terms in most 
dea oe to know by ence. So in 

Ps. xxxiii. Sept, we have yevcacOs xal 
Were Sri Xpnorós š Kvopioc, and 1 Pet. ii. 3, 
did ¿yzúcac0s Ste ypnorés ó Kópios. The 
peculiar expression xaAXó» Oso fua is ex- 
nen by 2 ancient, e several modern 

Expos ors, of the word Gospel. But thn 
the epithet — by being placed first, 
is meant to be very t—would be very 
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fua Suvápew Te uéXXovros aiðvos, Š kai Trapareaóvras, ráMv 
avaxawitew eis uerávoiav, àvaaravpoüvras éavrois tov Tiòv 
tov Oco xai mapaóevyuaT(tovras. " *I') yàp $ miotoa Top o Ps. e. 10. 
én’ aurijs TroXMákis épyópevov veróv, kal tlerovaa Borávqv eü0e- 
TOV Éke(vow Ov obs xal yewpryetrar, ueraXauávye, evroyias amò 
TOU Ocoi* 8 éxjépovca $ë àxáyÜas xal tpiBodous, adoxipos kal 

vapid. I am inclined to su , with Mr. 
Green, Gr. N. T. Dial. p. , that «dAdp is 
not meant to be a mere epithet, but is a predicate, 
as olvoy ———— in John ii. 9 (where see 
note). Thus the sense will be, ‘we have ascer- 
tained, proved by trial, that the word of God [in 
the Gospel, with its glorious promises of a reeur- 
rection into life and glory, &c.] is good,’ i.e. 
easily such, as the best of all good things. 
So Philo, p. 470, speaks of the siya O«ov and 
the Adyos Oeov in a similar manner, as some- 
thing to be ascertained, and adequately enjoyed 
only on trial. In determining the sense of the 
words following, dvydusis uéAAorros al&vos, the 
question is, whether by ale» ó unéAXer bo here 
meant the à jon, or, as many able 
Expositors maintain, zz +ñ olxovuérn» náAAov- 
gav supra. If it does, then vyan. will advert to 
the supernatural gifts and powers bestowed by the 
Spirit, through imposition of hands; though not 
to the exclusion of the powerful influence of the 
Spirit for sanctification. But whether the Apostle 
meant to express this sense I doubt. The inter- 

tation which I have propounded in my smaller 
. Test.—' the powerful supports ministered by 

the doctrines of the Gospel as respects a judg- 
ment to come, and a future state,’ seems v 
nearly what the Apostle had in mind. And this 
view is somewhat confirmed by the opinion of 
Calv., who thinks that the words are meant to 
intimate, * Nos fide quasi admitti in regnum 
coeleste, ut beatam immortalitatem, quss sensus 
nostros latet, spiritu cernamus.’ This of course 
implies the illumination of the Spirit (adverted 
to in the preceding context) ; so that, as Calv. 
save, ° e mundo abducti erigamur in celum.’ So 
Theophyl explains by rò (qv dyyeXuxée Tpós 
va péddovra awoBXlray, xal hån appaBava 
Xu tHe medrovone Lane Thy ivrav0a (fôn) 
WvsUMATIKhy. 

6. «ai mapas sore G] meaning, ‘those who 
have fallen away: a mild expression to denote 

izing, equiv. to dwoorjva: dad Oeo 
Yarro at iii. 12.—dvaxawl{ew signif., l. to 
rebuild decayed edifices; 2. to renew them by 

rs; 3. in a metaphorical sense, to restore, 
ere åvan. ele per. is for dvax. ele rd, bore 

peravosiv, implying xai dvacrpipay sie TÓv 
Kópior, which is expressed at Acts xxvi. 20 
By the next words, áracravpovvrae rò» Tide, 
&c., we have graphieally represented the peculiar 
enormity of the offence; namely, that by turning 
apostates they represent Christ as an impostor, 
and consequently his crucifixion as just; and 
thereby put him afresh to shame. To sink the 
dva is unjustifiable; and to justify it by repre- 
senting dvacr, ‘to reeruify. as against the 
usus ;, is in vain. That draer. is so 
taken here is plain from the context ; otherwise 
the poist carried on between wéd.v, daxa., 
and avacravup. will be destroyed, and the sense 
not a little woakened.—4avroie some interpret 

* apud se ;' others, ° tum in se ;' others, again 
‘in suam perniciem.’ The sense last mentioned 
is manifestly inadmissible. The other two may 
be combined; the latter as e on the 
former. It is meant, then, that they, as it were, 
do it again in their own case, and as far as they 
are concerned. the expression 7apaó. see 
note at Matt. i. 19. 

7, 8. To enforee the admonition contained in 
dóóvraTo», ver. 4, the Apostle now contrasts, in 
forcible imagery, the respective conditions of 
those who, enjoying the blessings and privil 
of the Gospel, sse them aright, and of those who 
abuse them. The former are compared to fertile, 
and the latter to barren, ground, the difference 
between which is denoted by the different effects 
which the rain from heaven has upon them; in 
the one causing exuberance of corn or grass, in 
the other raising up nought but thorns or briers ; 
see Matt. xiii. 3—8, and xviii. 23. Blessing 
attends the one; cursing and burning the other: 
thus are figuratively represented, as in the - 
ble of the sower, the different effects of the 
Christian doctrine on different persons. Those 
(it is meant) who improve their spiritual ad- 
vantages will be blessed, and those who are either 
wholly unfruitful in Christian graces, or abandon 
the Gospel, will be rejected, as thorny ground is 
rejected by the husbandman, and whose end will 
2 i from mo, ye cursed, into everlasting 
re 

Render: 
Matt. xxv. 41—46. 

7. yñ yàp 3 miovea Tév—vderdy] 
‘for land( or, *soil ") which imbibeth the rsin;' not, 
‘the earth which,” as in the Common Version. 
Why this version cannot be admitted, will ap- 
nw from my note on Mark iv. 5. Comp. Hdot. 
ii. 17, ñ yàp (yñ) wlvovea +ó Udep: iv. 198, 
yñ OuBpov wie w%uwvca. the next words, 
therovoa Bordyny, &c., it is well observed by 
Grot., that there is a peculiar felicity in the 
application of the term tixrouca to ‘the gud 
ground,’ and of —— 8) to * the dad ;’ 
the former being represented as bringing forth a 
healthful issue, whether in corn, or grass; the 
latter, as casting , 80 to speak, an ton, 
By a similar mixture of metaphor, it is said, 
Soph. Œd. Tyr. 25, p8lvovea miv Ka) uË, 
iyxdprois xCovds, O0ivovea è dyáN aç Bovvo- 
pore, TÓKkoicÍ Te yuvaixey.—Eb0erov inelvore 
ë: ode, &c., * is suitable to, useful for those on 
account of whom,’ &c. — ueraAXauf. aboy., 
; es of,' ‘is admitted to, zz * enjoys God's 
b casing, in the resulting fertility. So ‘ partake’ 
in our old writers, as — 

8. ixpipovea di, &c.] Here there is implied 
the circumstance of the land having been first 
watered and cultivated ; the meaning being, ‘ But 
the land (supplying yñ at ixpipovea) which 
[after receiving rain and cultivation] bringeth forth 
thorns,’ &. On the term rp:Bodous see note at 
Matt. vii. 16. —edóxiuos, sc. tors, i.e. ‘is held 
despicable by its owner,’ as unfit for cultivation. 
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{Prove xarapas eyyus ñs TO Tédos eis xatdow. 9 Ilereiopela Sé %rep) 
Matt. 10. 43. 

15 
Mark 9.41, 7 K: 
ee oUTO XaXoUJA€V. 
1 Thess. 1.8. 2 Thess. 1. 6, 7. 

To this is added a yet stronger expression, xatd- 
pas éyyue; meaning (by a mode of expression 
similar to that infr. viii. 13, éyyos dQawviouov), 
‘is near being utterly rejected’ (lit. ‘thrown up 
with a curse’), implying also, ‘is near to being 
cursed by God to utter barrenness ;' the opposite 
to the preceding usraAaufdrei ebAoylas awo 
ToU Otoũ. So the Hebrews called a sterile field 
éwcxardparos; i. e. ‘devoted by God to a curse’ 
(see Ps. cxvi. 34, Seph: and land so hopelessly 
unproductive was popularly called owed land.' 
—e Tó TíAos els xavow. Supply icri. The 
phrase els xaucu slvat is a Hebraism, formed 
on "35 mn, and the verbal is for the Infin. 
passive used as a noun; see Isa. xliv. 15. By 
the burning here spoken of is certainly not to be 
understood, with some Expoeitors, the being 
burnt up with drought (because, as has been 
before seen, it is implied that the rain has fallen 
on the ungrateful soil) ; but we have here alluded 
to a process common in the East, ——and found 
more or less every where, —by which foul land is 
ameliorated by the thorns and thistles being 
pared off at the roots, and heaped and burned; 
which both cleans and manures the soil. So 
Virgil, Georg. i. 85, * Sepe etiam ateriles incen- 
dere profuit agros. The Apostle cannot but 
have had in mind Christ's Parable, of the diffe- 
rent kinds of ground. ‘In that Parable, how- 
ever (as Ebrard observes), we find the best refu- 
tation of the Calvinistic exegesis of vv. 4—6. 
The fruitful as well as the unfruitful soil re- 
ceived the same rain and blessing; it is the fault 
of the soil if the seed is choked by thorns and 
evil lusts. The cause of the falling away lies not 
in the want of an abstract donum perseverantia 
withheld by God, but in & short-coming in the 
struggle with the old man.’ My interpretation 
of els xavow slvai I find confirmed by Ebrard, 
who subjelne the remark, — This is, then, the 
type of the eternal destruction of the individual 
who was com with an unfruitful field.’ 

9—12. The Apostle now turns to the other 
side of the subject, —to the comforting hope, that 
in the case of his readers it has not yet come so 
far as to a falling away. He takes this course in 
order to soften any seeming harshness in his 
mode of addressing them; and to intimate that 
he deals thus plainly with them, by way of warn- 
ing, from ion, as well as from a sense of 
duty. The foregoing remarks confirm the view 
which 1 have ‘always entertained, that srele- 
Mesa is not to be understood of * /ull persuasion,’ 
or ‘confident expectation’ (for the Apostle's pre- 
vious complaint of their sluggishnees forbids 
that), but merely denotes, as we popularly say, 
*a So at Gal. v. 10, it 1s said, ¿yo 
minoa els (uas, OT: obdiv ANo Hpovicsre, 
and yet at iii. 1 he had called them foolish. 
* The change (observes Ebrard) here from seve- 
rity to gentleness, reminds us of Gal. iv. 12, 19, 
and 2 Cor. x. 11; add Gal. v. 10; and sup- 
lies a confirmation of the Pauline origin of the 

Epistle” 
9. xai ixdu. cærtnp.)} ‘Yea, things con- 

nected with, and leading to, salvation ;' of which 

ùv, ayarnrol, Tà Kpeirrova kai éyoueva owrnpias, ei al 
104 où yap adicos 6 Geos, eridabécbas row 

force of IxsoQa, see my Lex. The expression 
iyóusva cwtnpias co nds to the foregoing 
xatdpas iyyús; intimating that, as spostates 
are xatdpas éyyts, so those who persevere in 
the faith are ixópıvor cærnplas, ‘are in the 
way of salvation. 

0. ob yap ddsxoe, &c.] Tap scems to refer 
to the reasons which the Apostle had for this 
good hope of their salvation; reasons founded 
partly on themselves, and partly on that God 
who ‘is not unrighteous to forget their work and 
labour of love; for they had, it seems, shown 
such attention to one important branch of Chrie- 
tian duty, as justified him in the acre that they 
would in time add other virtues and graces, and 
thereby obtain the Divine aid and blessing on 
their endeavours to work out their salvation. 
See Phil. ii. 13. Jude 24, and 2 Thess. ii. 13. 
Prof. Ebrard, after laying down the wholesome 
truth, that ‘the more the new life has already 
shown itself to be efficacious in a Christian, the 
more the fruits of holiness have been visible in 
him, so much the more may it be concluded 
that his has been a central, fundamental, and 
deep conversion," proceeds to observe, that * upon 
this truth the sentiment of v. 10 is" founded. 
Because the readers have already evinced, and do 
still evince, the visible fruits of faith in works of 
love and of service, the writer cherishes the per- 
suasion that God will not let them fall, will not 
withdraw his Spirit and the help of his grace 
from them.’ I now, on further consideration, 
see cause to reject the sense samerci/ul, no ade- 
uate f for it existing. More of nature and 
e simplicity of truth is there in the ordinary 

sense, wary unjust, which is supported 
by the Peech. Syr. Version, and called for by the 
context, and which has been rejected by somo 
merely on doctrinal grounds, and from miscon- 
ception of the true ings of the quae as 
relates to the terms merces and gratia Dei ; some 
fearing, it seems, lest the paseage should thus 
favour the dogmas of the Pelagians and Ro- 
manists, who imagine a mutual relation between 
the ne of we mala — and deserv- 
ings. But, to see the fallacy of this supposition, 
the reader need onl consuls: the able annotations 
of Hyper. and Calv., the latter of whom has 
evinced that ‘the Apostle is not here discussing 
— — is ae cause at our salvation ; 
and accordingly no judgment ought from hence to 
be made a: to Cho rae of works. nor what is 
due to works.” His further remarks are borne 
out by the able discussions of Hyper., who far- 
ther adverts to an important principle,—appli- 
cable not only here but in not a few other 
sages where oven the best theologians fail to 
resort to it—namely, that the Apostle is here 
speaking ‘communi more et uens 
communem sententiam, quà dicitur a Deo nul- 
lum bonum relinqui inremuneratum ;'—a prin- 
ciple which entirely bears out what Calv. re- 
marks, that ‘no judgment is to be formed from 
this passage on the point at issue between the 
Pelagians and the Orthodox, as to the question 
of human merit.’ Indeed, the most eminent of 
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Epyou tov nat [tod Korou] ris ayámns, Hs evedeitacbe eis 
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all the Roman Catholic Commentators, Eslius, 
confirms to a considerable extent the views taken 
by Calv. and Hyper. The view taken by the 
latter is confirmed by the opinion of Prof. 
Ebrard, who says, ‘It is here affirmed of God 
that he does not give up to perdition a man who 
ean still, in any way, be saved, in whom the new 
life is not entirely extinct, and who has not yet 
entirely fallen away; but that he seeks to draw 
every one as long as they will allow themselves 
to be drawn.'—As the Critical question, 
which concerns the words rou xó*ov, on care- 
fully reconsidering the matter, I still continue, 
with Matth., to retain them, though against the 
united judgment of Grieeb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. External authority for their removal is 
very slender,—only 5 uncials, and 10 cursives; 
to which 1 can make no addition. Internal evi- 
dence, indeed, draws two ways. The words might 
be introduced from 1 Thess. i. 3; but it is very 
improbable that they should have been intro- 
duced, as it would seem unnecessarily, into all 
the copies but 15. And as to the ancient Ver- 
sions appealed to, Versions are not, in a case 
like this, of any great weight. That xóTov is 
retained in a few copies and in Cyril, and &pyov 
cancelled, plainly points at the origin of the 
reading, however emb by so many Critics ; 
who, if they had borne in mind the strong aver- 
sion of the ancient Arietarchs to pleonasms, and 
the officious zeal with which they almost syste- 
matically removed them, they would have held 
their hands. It may, indeed, be replied, that 
the words are not absent in any copies at 1 Thess. 
i. 3 True; but there the removal could not be 
made. In short, the es are not parallel; 
and hence in lation was the less likely. 

11. * Quemadmodum laudes permiscuit exhor- 
tatione, ne immodice exasperat eorum animos ; 
ita, ne quid assentionis habeat illa comitas, 
libere, quid adhuc illis desit, admonet ° (Celt); 
who well saw, what escaped most Expositors, the 
adversative force of dé. Render: ‘ But what we 
desire is, for each one of you (every individual) 
to evince the same zealous promptitude (as here- 
tofore) to the full assurance of hope unto the 
end," i. c. ‘to the uttermost,’ ‘to the fullest ex- 
tent.’—wA npodoplay ane iXTídos, for itwisa 
awrewXnpopopnuivny, meaning, ‘a fully assured 
hope’ (as at x. 22 we have i» wAnpodopig 
wiorews, ‘unwavering faith"), whereby they 
would be most effectually secured against apos- 
tasy. It would seem, too, that faith is here im- 
lied in the hope ; without which, indeed, it would 
k nugatory ; q. d. with Calv. 'Caritatem veetram 
multis experimentis testatam fecistis: superest 
tamen, ut fides respondeat. Sedulo ne deessent 
hominibus vestra officia, laborastis: sed non 
minore studio incumbere vos decet ad fidei pro- 
fectum, ut firmam plenamque ejus certitudinem 

betis Deo.’ 
2, The next words, Wwa ui? veOpoi, &c., fur- 
Vor. I. 

Ps. 106. 9. 
Luke 1. 78. 

ther develop the preceding sentiment, and have 
reference to iàs. preceding; q. d., pointing at 
result, ‘that ye may be not, ds heretofore, slug- 
gish nor faint in your hope:' to rouse which, the 
Apostle recommends to their imitation the er- 
ample of those who had evinced those qualities 
(faith and constancy) which are best calculated 
to stimulate hope, and rouse exertion, —namely, 
Abraham and the Patriarchs, together with all 
those of his spiritual seed who were inheritors 
of the — TÍoT:iwt* kal uaxpoOv- 
las. eral eminent Expositors ize 
ere a Hendiadys for wiorsws paxpoOvuov. 

But that detracts from the force and energy of 
the words; which seem meant to advert to the 
two great features of the Christian profession, 
fatth and under trial, which are in 
Scripture almost always considered separately, 
one bearing on the other, e.g. James i. 8, +d 
oxlov  Vuiv Tie wiorews KxaTapyaCerat 
Uwopnoviy. The same error of Commentators 
in introducing Hendiadys at the expense of tho 
sentiment is observable in not a few other pas- 
sages of the N. T., e.g. James v. 10, where by 
xaxo*., &c. is meant both affliction Ld. e. the 
being afflicted) and patience [under affliction]. 
So here faith is considered as productive of pa- 
tient long-suffering. —KAnpovouotyrey is a Par- 
ticiple Aorist, to be explained, * who have come 
into the enjoyment of the promised blessing of 
salvation, understanding «xAnpov. as referring 
partly to the Patriarchs, their pious progenitors, 
who lived by faith in the promises of salvation 
through the future Saviour; and partly to those 
Hebrew Christians, who, imitating the faith and 
— of their ancestors, had fought the good 
ght of faith and endured unto the end; and, 

being at length delivered from their trials, had 
entered into the joy of their Lord, promised to 
all his faithful servants. The plural in iwayy. 

used, because the promises in question were 
extended to the Patriarchs generally, and were 
pe at various times and seasons (see Gen. xii. 

xxii. 16 and 18. xxvi. 9. xxviii. 13); all, 
however, centering in the promise of salvation 
through a Redeemer. 

13, 14. Here the Apostle takes occasion, from 
the foregoing, to excite the Hebrews to perse- 
verasce, by enlarging on the iie d of the 
promises of God, as even confirmed by oath; 
recalling to their minds the many examples of 
JSatth presented by their ancestors, espec. Abra- 
ham, whom he justly magnifies, though he shows 
even him to have been inferior to Melchisedec ; 
thus paving the way to represent the dignity of 
Christ as supreme. 

13. T» yap "ABpaap, &c.] The yàp, as Mr. 
Wesley well reas out, has reference to a clause 
omitted ; q. d. *[Yo have abundant encourage- 
ment to this diligence and faith ;] d^ or, seeing 
that, no stronger promise could be made, than 
that great promise wbich God * to Abraham, 

A 
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and in him to us."—sTIxe, meaning, ‘had it in 
bis power, for idiparo.—Gpocs xa’ éavrov. 
* Sanctissimé promisit, i.e. pledged his eternal 
Godhead to fulfil his engagement. So God is 
said, Jer. xxii. 5, and elsewhere in the Old Test., 
to swear by himself, as having nono superior to 

14. $ use] A frequent formula of iih 
and also of solemn engagement.—75 u'j»—1TA10. 
qrÀyU. cc: a most emphatic mode of expression, 
formed on the Hebrew (but occasionally occurring 
in the early Greek writers), denoting, * I will as- 

` suredly greatly bless and multiply thee.’ Only 
part of the promise is here quoted, because it 
was one so well known, that more was unneces- 
sary; but the Apostle's ent is concerned 
principally with those words, ‘And in thy seed 
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed." 

15. The Apostle here again (as at v. 12. iii. 6, 
and elsewhere) inculcates constancy in faith; 
and in order to enforce the injunction, rema 
that it was only through this constancy that 
Abraham obtained the ‘ promised blessing '— 
namely, of a son who should produce a progeny 
that should become numerous. The preterna- 
tural birth of a son under such remarkable cir- 
cumstances was a sufficient pledge that what had 
been promised respecting him would be fulfilled. 
Other blessings, too, were connected with the 
birth of Isaac and the faith of Abraham, which 
Abraham did not, indeed, obtain by actual pos- 
session ; but by anticipation, confident hope, and 
unwavering faith in the promises of God. Comp. 
Jobn viii. 56. (Stuart.) 

16. From the promise made by God to Abra- 
ham the writer takes occasion to s on the 
immutability of the Divine counsels and pur- 

in See ver. 18. (Kuin. We 
have here, as Calv. observes, an a 
minori ad majus; q. d. ‘Si homini, qui natura 
mendax est, jurant: habetur fides, quia inter- 
eedit confirmatio per Dei nomen; quanto plus 
fidei meretur Deus ipse, qui eterna est veritas, 
quum per seipsum jurat! — cov psiCovos, i.c. 
* by some person greater than themselves [who 
can ave falsehood], meaning God, who is 
called, John x. 29, usiQev várToy.—K ai raone 
aùroîs dvriXoy(ac, &c. The force of the Arti- 
cle at ó Spxoe ought not to be overlooked, as it 
is in the Common Version and some others : 
and to the sense assigned in others, * the oath 
for confirmation,’ it is well objected by Abresch, 
and Bp. Middl., that that would require ó slis 
BeBaiwow Spxoc. The adjunet bere, siç fs- 
Bulwory, is of the same force as the one in Thu- 
cyd. iii. 82, ópxoi —— for ele EvvaA- 
Aayh», since in either case is denoted purpose. 
Thus we may render, ‘ the oath sworn is to them 
9 termination of all controversy, unto confirma- 

tion,' or aseurance of belief in the word, by caus- 
ing doubt to terminate in sure confidence. As 
to the argument, comp. Thucyd. iv. 87, ovx dr 
Maw, wpde Trois Opxois, BsBalwow Aáf&orrs. 
The oath here spoken of seems to have been 
euch an oath as that mentioned in Thucyd. v. 78, 
—namely, that against a person accused of an 
crime that was not clear and decisive; in whi 
case the accused and suspected, but not fully con- 
victed, person was allowed to clear himeelf by a 
solemn oath as to his innocence of the crime. 
Such an oath might, accordingly, be well termed 
‘an end of all controversy unto confirmation,’ — 
namely, of the truthfulness or innocence of the 
accused party. 

17. iv à weptoo. Bovi.. &c] ‘ Wherein,’ 
* suitably to which (principle) Gop,’ &c.—iue- 
olraves for uac(re &vyévemo, ° Mediator 
under oath ; as much as to say, that ‘although 
faith was due to the assertion of the God of 
truth, even without the interposition of an oath, 
yet in condescension to human weakness, he sub- 
Joined an oath to the promise. —rò duerabe- 
Ta THs Rovi ije — s; of bis 
will or purpose.” use here e singular, 
fem rather than the plural, is not without 
ts force; for, as Bp. Sanderson obeerves (Serm. 

viii. ad Pop. § 17, p. 657, on Prov. xix. 21), 
* while it is no commendation, but ratber a dis- 
peragement of men’s devices, that they are so 
many, it is to the honour of God, that his counsel 
is but one and unchangeable, and accordingly the 
great foundation of our Christian hope is im- 
moveable.'—éiueclrevoay Spxe. Of this obscure 
expression various novel interpretations have 
been propounded by the recent Expositors. It 
may suffice to notice that of Bretschn. (adopted 
by Kuin.), who assigns to éuecir. opxe the 
sense sponsorem esse; a sponsor being one who 
acts the pert of a mediator between two parties. 
Thus he renders, ° promissionis veritatem spo- 
spondit juramento ;' adducing from Josephus an 
example of pecirns in the sense . Yet 
even tbis interpretation lies open to no little ob- 
jection ; for as God cannot be a y between 
imself and the heirs of the promise, so neither 

can he bea , in the above sense. Other 
interpretations propounded are even less entitled 
to confidence ; , unti] such be found, I can- 
not part with the sense ordinarily ascribed, ‘ in- 
terposed an oath,’ as the Vulg. freely renders; 
meaning, as Stuart explains, ‘that he was made 
[so to speak] mediator by an oath,—interposed 
an oath betweeu himself and the other party, the 
heirs of the promises, i.e. made an oath the 
means of removing all doubt on their part, whe- 
ther he would faithfully perform what he had 
promised.’ And so Dr. Peile, ‘ ë (by 
mediation) ; became, as it were, a third party 
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between himself (as the Promiser and the heirs 
of the promise, and so a virtual guarantee for its 
fulfilment) by means of an oath. 

18. Yva dca Ovo Tpaynáreov duetabirer, 
zc In further urging the ment founded 
on the oath of God above mentioned, the Apos- 
tle, in now ing on that oath, makes, in re- 
ference to it, a sort of distinction, which has to 
many seemed far-fetched, at least according to 
the sense almost universally assigned to this ex- 
pression, ‘the two immutable things,'—namely, 
the word, or promise, of God, of itself immuta- 
ble (see Rom. x. 29), and the oath of God, added 
in condescension to human infirmity. Yet, ad- 
mitting the distinction to be far-fetched, that is 
surely no more than what may often be said of 
Jewish — (as found in the Rabbinical 
writers), and not very unfrequent in Paul. Nor 
are exx. of such wanting in the best writers of 
anti oity. It must here suffice to adduce one 
ex. that quite to the purpose) from Thucyd. 
ii. 95, da dio owocyicas, &c., which 
presente a yet more out-of-the-way kind of ex- 
pression, and one, moreover, which has not, like 
the present, the advantage of the thing signified 
being sufficiently elevated to comport with 
hraseology almost of Pindaric boldness. The 
— — — not " ge as might at 

rst sight appear. e may, yper., regard 
the words as the conclusion of a syllogism, 
“wherein (he says) the writer infere more than 
was strictly necessary, or than simply followed 
from the two premises; for he infere that on 
two accounts,—namely, on account of the pro- 
mise iteelf, which even alone ought to be suffi- 
cient, and yet more because of its confirmation 
Ve believers ought to continue stedfast in 

faith,” &c. By the two immutable things, in 
which believers may confide, are meant, (l) 
God's promise that Abraham should have a Son 
(the Messiah), in whom all nations should be 
blessed, Gen. xxii. 18. (2) His oath that this 
Son should be High Priest for ever, after the 
order of Melchisedek (Ps. cx. 4). The things in 
question are called immutable, as necessarily at- 
taining their fulflment; and the reason for this 
immutability is adverted to in the next words, 
á» ole ddvvaroy Watcacbar Oedv, a reason 
founded on the nature of God himself, who is, as 
such, necessarily veracious (see 2 Cor. ii. 18), 
who can neither be deceived, nor be induced to 
deceive. —loyvpdy wapdx\now. The term 
wesdcieve has been variously explained, but 
no sense is $o suitable as the one commonly as- 
signed ton, which is supported by the 
authority of the best ancient Versions and the 
Greek Commentators. This consolation is called 
lo xvpd», valid, from its affording a firm ground 
fur assured hope, as founded on the oath and 
covenant of God.—ol xatapuyorrat xpatioat 
Täs Tpoxstuíyns iÀ. There is here a sensus 

which may be thus evolved : * we who 
run, to take refuge in and grasp at the bope set 

before us in the Gospel,” as sinking mariners 
gladly run into any harbour of refuge, or lay 
old of & rope thrown out for their deliverance 

from the deep; there being a mixture of two 
metaphors. 

19. ñv] Supply drwida, not (with many) 
apax\now, which is against the scope of the 
passage; whereas ¿Awie is closely connected with 
the continuation of the above nautical metaphor. 
The construction is this, he (scil. édwida)— 
tloepyouivyy els Tò iowrepoy tov xaTam. 
Render: * Which [hope] — entering into that 
within the veil (namely, heaven), meaning, in 
other words, that *our hope is firmly fixed on 
heaven,’ as an anchor is firmly fixed when elcep- 
ouden ele yr» dapañ, secure ground. Comp. 
ind. Frag. Incert. iii., PAvxeia ol xapdlay ati- 

TéÀXowca ynporpopos Evvaopsi dAaris, à. pá- 
Arora Ovaray worvcrpopoy *yvouayr xuBepva, 
where there is a metaphor derived from a ately 
vessel (the ‘tall ing bark' of Shakspear), 
resting safely at anchor, and defying the raging 
storms around. The term — to be re- 
ferred, not to &yx., but to idwidor. Render: 
‘which hope entereth (viz. by anticipation) into 
the inner sanctuary (xaTaTíTacua, see my 
Lex.) where God dwelleth,' even heaven itsel 
iyousy, for — as in an anonymous 
writer, cited by Chrys, xaréyew Tù» ayxupay 
TOU frvsíuQTOS. object of the anchoring 
here spoken of is, to secure us from making ship- 
wreck of our faith and trust in God. Of this 
there was great danger; for, as Calv. observes, 
*quamdiu peregrinamur in hoc mundo, non 
stamus in firma terra; sed quasi in medio mari, 
et quidem valde turbulento fluctuamur. Thus 
then the general sense intended is, * Hold fast 
the objects of your Christian faith and hope. 
These will keep D steady in adberence to your 
holy religion, an rve you, as an anchor does 
a tempest-tossed bark, from making shipwreck of 
the faith." 

20. rov póópouos, &c.] Of these words 
the sense mainly depends on the force of thé 
expression ?póópoues slo:jÀA0«. This the recent 
Commentators suppose to stand for wponÀ0s, 

ling to JEschyl. Theb. (196, Blomf.) iwi 
éauuóper wpddponce Abov dpyaia Ppi. 
That passage, however, is unsuitable to the pre- 
sent purpose, since there wpod. is for 4 porpoTá- 
ênv, as in Soph. Antig. 108, puyada mpóčponov. 
Indeed, it may be doubted whether 4poópouos 
ever simply means one scho que OIN any Per 
son, or thing; for though in the h fragment 
of the Tragedies of 7Eschylus we have diowow’ 
'Exérn Tip Bucirelayv Tpólpouot pedrabpey, 
yet there, I am persuaded, the true reading is 
Tpódouoc, to be taken adjectively, for apo 
utXáÜpop idpeuívos, meaning the statue. In- 
deed, whereas 3oóópouos is used for ° running, 
or going forward,’ as in Hdot. ix. 14, wpod. nÀ ta 
erparis, it is almost always smplsed that the 
going — is to prepare the way for others 

R 
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who stay behind. So Eurip. Iph. Aul. 424, iyó 
ài wpdépopot o je Tapackevigs xápir Hue. 
As to the ication of the figure here, it may 
be true that Christ is in this said to be 
our precursor, to intimate that it is our duty to 
follow him. But that is not the whole truth, 
nor the main purpose. What is here said is, I 
conceive, meant not so much by way of erkorta- 
tion to follow Christ, as of to do 
so; implying not nir that the possibility of en- 
tering the heavenly kingdom is ascertained, but 
that ration is e for those that follow. 
So Christ says of himself, John xiv. 2, woped- 
opat iToi.uácas TóTov ÜDuiv. Thus then 
the words may be rendered, * whither Jesus is 
entered as a Forerunner for us; and not as a 
Forerunner only, but, having opened heaven, he 
remains there as our High Priest, to ¢ 
thither all the faithful into the presence of God." 
In the expression iip ñuæv there is plainly a 
reference to Christ's pri ; from which the 
Apostle takes occasion to show that, as it was 
lawful for the Mosaic High Priest alone to enter, 
through the veil, into the inner sanctuary, so 
Jesus, as High Priest of the new dispensation, 
alone — tho shad go patus 24 — ed 
expiation o cacy for sinners, . 
ie 1, 12, 22” ds. 

VIL The Apostle now resumes a subject which 
he had before glanced at, vv. 6—10, and pursues 
it to v. 25, where he takes up the topic broken off 
at v. 10, and comparo ips he — to say 
concerning it, vii. 26—28; atining the passage, 
which he had referred to, from Ps. cx. 4; and, 
after removing the doubt, which might seem to 
hinder him from treating of the sublime doctrines 
of the allegories and types of Christ, he labours 
to convince the Hebrews of the authority, pre- 

ives, and exalted priesthood of Melchisedec. 
His argument is founded on the oath of God, by 
which Jesus was constituted a High Priest for 
ever, according to the order or similitude of 
Melchisedec. Whatever, therefore, as a priest, 
this personage was, such must Jesus our High 
Priest be. "Now the superiority of the priesthood 
of Melchisedec is shown in vv. 1—10; and 
though the Apostle has not expresely stated the 
eub bu but left it to be cal by the 
reader, it is clearly this: that, as Melchisedec is 
superior to the Aaronical priests, and Christ is a 
priest after the order of Melchisedec, so Christ 
must be far superior to them. (Dind., Iaspis, 
Stuart, and Holden.) 

]. The yàp is resumptive, pointing back to 
vi. 20. Some Commentators after lepsbs supply 
jv. This, however, not a little interrupts the 
course of argument, from an examination of 
which Kuin. shows that ‘ the udus oratoria 
carried on from ver. ] ends at the words of v. 3, 
píves lepeds els Td Senvexds; and that these 
words belong to Melchisedec, and are to be con- 
eidered as the predicate; while all the reet that 

precedes is subjoined to the saPject, describing it 
more at lago a view, I would add, torri cd 
by the use of the Article at Màx., which Bp. 
Middl. shows would not otherwise have been 
employed. As to the doubt which has been en- 
tertained, whether MÀ y. is to be regarded as an 
appellative (i.e. title honour) or a proper 
name, the latter is the common opinion, and is, 
upon the whole, the best founded. At all events 
a real person is here designated, and not (as some 
suppose) an imaginary one; yet of thoee who admit 
the reality, all are not as to the nature of 
his person. Many ancients and some moderns have 
supposed him to have been a superhuman persoa, 
while others suppose him to be the same as 
Enoch, or Shem, or Job. There seems, however, 
most probability in the opinion of Josephus, and 
several eminent moderns, that he was a de- 
scendant, not far-removed, of one of the sons of 
Noah ; that he was a powerful chieftain, ot head 
of a tribe, among the Canaanites, and, after the 
custom of the jarchal ages, was, as head of 
bis tribe, both king and priest.—To advert to a 
matter of reading. At roù tWierov Lachm. 
cancels the «ov, solely on the authority of the 
Elz. Edit. and one cursive— No. 35, an inet 
internal evidence, since the rou was wore likely 
to be omitted through the carelessness of a scribe, 
than added in all the copies except one ; for I 
find it in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies. I doubt 
not that it was omitted in the Elz. Edit. by a 
typographical blunder. Besides, propriety of lan- 
guage requires the Article, which is aleo found 
in the of the Sept. here alluded to. — 
cuvayticas'A. Kuin. has here ably removed 
a seeming discrepancy between this account and 
what is said in Gen. xiv. 17; from whence it 

en. xiv. 17 is quite 
susceptible ; and that such is the meaning here is 
plain from ver. 15 of that ; for the action 
at hi 17 must be Ee same with that at ver 15 
an at must sim be defeating, as is plain 
from what follows, Bo M. x. 20 we js 
kóTrorTte avrode komi» meyarny edodpa.— 
EvAoyteas aóróv. This many recent Com- 
mentators take to mean no more than ‘havi 
congratulated him ;" but it has been fully pro 
by Ernesti, Winzer, and Kuin., that word 
must here have that more eminent sense which 
the ancient Expositors assign to it, as denoting 
‘a — — "o DAE the ex 
sion does not sim enote ‘ apprecart, but 
‘bona, ut certs pi ines apprecari; see Lev. ix. 
22, Numb. vi. 23. This is plain from ver. 7, 
rò ikatrovy ÜwÓ TOU xpeitrovee svAcysitat 
It is implied, therefore, that what was uttered was 
‘ex autoritate monttuque Divino ;' involving such 
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a blessing as that which Jacob desired, and ob- 
tained of the ange], Gen. xxxii. 29. 

aad TávTov] scil. rov dxpo8iviwy, as is 
ex at ver. In vain is it that some 
recent Commentators attempt to prove this to 
have been only a courteous interchange of pre- 
sents between two chieftains. The Apostle's 
language will admit of no such sense ; but plainly 
implies, what is expressed by Philo, p. 437, that 
this tenth was given pixngpope O«o xapio- 
pia Tie víxns.—IIporrov» piv ápunyavoussot— 
alpnens. The best mode of taking these words 
is to consider them as elliptical, and (with 
Carpz) to be supplied as follows: IIpiror piv 
éppnvevouevot ior Ó MeXyxiosddx xarà +ó 
óvoua avrov Baciisbs sixatocurys imera ë` 
iors xai BactrdXeis Bahu, Š iors dpunrev- 
Gpevoy Bacirsds closryns. — Baordeds dtxaio- 
covnt. This is by some Expositors, and recently 
Stuart, regarded as merely equiv. to Bae(Xsve 
óíxavos ; while others (as Ernesti and Kuin.) 
have, I think, gone far to prove that the expree- 
sion here designates ‘such a king as discharges 
his functions, whether regal or sacerdotal, so as 
to make his subjects righteous and holy ;’ with 
allusion to that full justsficatton which we obtain 
through the intercession of the great High Priest, 
Jzsus. So Baoidsis alprivnc is shown by Win- 
zer to be an appellation adapted to the great 
Antitype, the ‘ Prince of , the Recortciler 
of man to his offended Maker, and who put away 
the enmity between Jews and Gentiles. Comp. 
Eph. i. 10. Col. i. 18 28. 

9. awarwp, duntap) Of these controverted 
expressions one thing may safely be affirmed, that 
Ter can by no means be supposed to import that 
Melchisedec, as a man, was not born and did not 
die; but, as the best Expositors are in general 

, their meaning is merely, that, as a man, 
his biith and death, or father and mother, are not 
recorded in Scripture. This is confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, and by Epiphanius, cited by 
Küttn., où da Tò ph xew waripa ñ unripa, 
éAAá dia TÒ pH iv T3, Oig vypadf) xara +Ó 
QariperaToy ixwyouacba:. Similar modes of 
expression are found in the Class. writers. So in 
Eurip., Ion 110, we have duirwp dáTowp Ts 
yeyar.— Aysveadoynrot we may, with some, 

as explanatory of the two preceding words, 
denoting ‘one whose origin and pedigree are 
unknown; but it is better, with many eminent 
Expositors, to suppose it to bave reference to 
Melchisedec as.a priest; understanding him to 
be so called, because, being a Canaanite, and not 
standing in the pue geneslogical register as 
belonging to the family of Aaron, he was a priest 
not by right of sacerdotal descent, but by the 

ace of God. His priesthood, therefore, was of a 
igher order than Aaron's. Here, then, we have 

a striking cuwaterpart in the antitype Christ, who 

was likewise dyeveaXoynrot. The above view 
of the expression is strongly confirmed hy the 
words at ver. 6,6 uù yevsaXovyouuevor ¿Ë avv. 
—Mire apyny nutpov pire Lone T(Àoç i. 
These words seem meant to be taken in éwo senses, 
l. as applied to Melchisedec, and 2. as applied to 
Christ, the type and the astilype respectively. As 
said of the former, they may mean either, * havin 
no beginning of his [Sacerdotal] days, nor end o 
his [ rdotal] life; or, according to others, 
* having no limited time for the commencement 
and expiration of his office,’ as had the Levitical 
priests, who were restricted to serve between the 
ages of 30 and 50. As applied to the later, 
Curist, the words will have their literal sense, 
denoting eternity, and consequently Deity.—Thio 
next words adupo:wpivos T@ Tiw tov Osov 
are oh s — ——— to n — to what 
immediate: ,—since Melchisedec's priest- 
hood ended with his life; while Christ's will 
only terminate with his Mediatorial reign ;—but 
to tho words just preceding, taken by themselves, 
and no other assimilation understood, but that of 
his ‘being made, by the Divine decree, a type of 
that great High Priest, who had neither —— 
ning tes days, nor end of life.” See more in 

ac. . 

4—7. The argument arising from the fact, that 
one of Abraham's contemporaries was in somo 
things superior to him, as here stated, serves to 
introduce with great advantage a most conclusive 
argument against the perpetual obligation of the 
Levitical law, and the continuance of the Aaron- 
ick priesthood, and that of the covenant mado 
with the nation of Israel at Sinai. (Scott.) We 
have here set forth the superiority of Melchieedec 
to Abraham, on the ground that this superiority 
was acknowledged by Abraham himself, in the 
act of rendering tithe to him; consequently tho 
inferiority acknowledged by Aim must attach to 
his descendants. 

4. Té» à.oo0.] 'AxpoBina at first denoted 
only the first fruits (dwapyai) of the spoils 
taken in war, but came at length to mean the 
kole of those spoils; and since Josephus and 
Philo, in relating the story, both of them — 
that Melchisedec received the tenth of the 
of the spoils, the best Expositors have, with rea- 
son, sup that to be the meaning here. 

5. xai oi uiv —avrov] Render, * And those, 
indeed, of the tribe of Levi, who hold the office 
of the priesthood, have a direction, by the law, 
to take tithe of the people; that is, their bre- 
thren, though sprung from the loins of Abraham 
[like themselves]. — > iepateiay auf. is 
said, since, though all the tribe had s right to 
tithes, all were not priests, but only the sons of 
Aaron. The argument goes on the principle 
(acknowledged by the persons addressed) that the 
rendering of tithes to another implied inferiority 
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in the’ payer. With dvrodn» lyovci» comp. 
John xix. 7, vópov dxouser.— AwodexatTon gene- 
rally signifies to pay tithes, but here to cause 
them to be paid, to receive them, as also in 
l Sam. viii. 15. Neh. x. 37. — éEépyseOar ix 
avis óoéos Tivos is a Hellenistic phrase, found 
in the Sept., and corresponding to the Class. one 
ysvvacOat UTC Tivos. 

6. 6 dà uh yevead. iE a.] ‘But he he 
Melchisedec] who did not trace his origin 
them (and consequently might be thought no 
priest by the Jewish law), yet received tithes ;' 
intimating that his priesthood was of another 
kind, and in virtue of another authority. There 
is an emphasis on 'Affp.; and sUAcy. contains 
the other argument for superiority ; which is 
plain if the word be taken in the same senso as 
at ver. l. The plural in éwayysXia here, and 
at Gal. iii. 16, as used of one promise (that in him 
should all the families of the earth be blessed), is 
used either dignitatis iá, or rather with re- 
ference to the several repetitions of the original 

mise. 
7. xwpis l 9ácne—cpasíTrTovos] The di is 

argumentative, and may be rendered now. The 
expression +ó éXarroy is reckoned among those 
examples, so e eld occurring, of the use of 
the neuter for the masculine; as John vi. 37, 
way, and 1 Cor. vi. 11, Tavra, and occasionally 
in the best writers. In the Scriptures, however, 
the idiom seems rarely introduced (as it is in the 
Class. writers) for the mere purpose of 
in style, but almost always on account of some 
delicate propriety. Here the neuter has the ad- 
vantage of being better adapted to a general pro- 
position such as the present; and moreover, b 
ite use, makes the comparison in question Q 
comparison not a little humbling to the national 
self-complacence of the persons addressed) less 
invidiously prominent, 

8. A yet lurther ground of superiority is now 
urged.—ds, meaning, under the Levitical law, 
which assigned them tithes. — dwoOuioxovres 
áv9., meaning, ‘those who exercise their office 
only a — each — ing to ae other 

and consequent ing only life-pos- 
S DEDE tid? d, but there x enis i in the 
case of Melchisedec's priesthood. Of the words 
following, waprupovuevoe Sr: Xy, the full sense 
is, ‘one receiveth them, of whom it is testified 
(namely, Ps. cx. 4) that He liveth [for ever], 
pévar sis TÒ Ccnpenés. 

9. The ment here urged is, that even Levi 
himself, h unborn, virtually paid tithes to 
Melchisedec through Abraham his ancestor. On 

ó Meryiwedéx. Ei pèv ody tereiwors Sid Ts Aevirucijs 

this a aloes however, as it is —— pre- 
carious, (tho roceeding on a principle recog- 
nised * thoee um whom it is addreseed,) the 
writer, the qualifying expression œc éwor 
alwaty, hints that he doce not mean to press, or 
particularly insist on it. 

10. ip T3 depui, &c., meaning, that ‘even 
then, when Mole isedec met A am, Levi al- 
ready (in a certain sense) existed, and through 
Abraham, paid tithes to the king of Salem, i. e. 
acknow inferiority com with him. 
Here, as often, the conclusion is left to be sup- 
plied, and the argument is, Christ is a pri 
after the order of Melchisedec. Melch is 
superior to the Aaronical priests; consequently 
Christ, as a priest, is superior to them.  (Stuart.) 
i l — urning —— the type oe antitype, 
the Apostie now proceeds to prove superiont 
of Christ by another ced: of UL whi 
may be stated, with Stuart and Holden, as fol- 
lows: ‘If the Levitical priesthood had accom- 
plished all that was needed (a free atonement and 
salvation), there would have been no occasion 
for another pricet to arise after a different order ; 
namely, after the order of Melchisedec, ver. 1]. 
But i ni abc were , there must 
also be a c of the /aw under which it was 
appointed, ver. 12. Now that the Levitical priest- 
hood was intended to be changed, is evident from 
this, that Christ, of whom the things in Psahn 
xe. 4 were said, sprang from Judah, of which 
tribe no one was allowed by the Mosaic law to 
officiate at the altar, vv. 13, 14. And farther, it 
is still more clear, from God's oath, that there 
was to be another priest, different from, and 
superior to, the Aaronical priesthood, inasmuch 
as he was to be after the order of Melchisedec, 
vv. 15—17, and ual: consequently the law 
of Moses was to be abolished, and to give place to 
a more perfect dispeneation, vv. 18, 19, the Hi 
Priest of which must therefore be pre-eminent. 

ll. The Apostle now evinces that the Lo- 
vitical priesthood must yield to the priesthood 
of Christ, because Melchisedec, after whose or- 
der he is a prieet, 1. is to Aaron, vv. 1 
—14; 2 hath no end of life, vv. 15—19, but 
remaineth a priest continually. (Bengel.) The 

ment is as follows: ‘From what has been 
said, then, it appears that the Levitical priesthood 
is by no means a perfect institution (i.e. per- 
fectly pine, d 1 God's designs and man's 
wants in its m ng a perfect expiation for sin) ; 
for thus the order of Aaron needed not to have 
been superseded by that of Melchisedec. Whence 
it follows that both the priesthood and the law 

- 
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were to give way to a better priesthood, and 
more excellent dispeusation.—ó Aaóe yap ir’ 
aury vevom., ‘for by it the people were mt 
under tbe law," or the law given them. The 
Passive form »ouoÜ0. is by no means frequent. 
When it does occur it is chiefly used of a law, or 
dispensation, as infra viii. 6, and Jos. Antt. iii. 
15, 5. Plato, p. 736. But used, as here, of a 

or state, in the sense ‘ to be furnished with 
awe or institutione, it is very rare; yet 1 find 
it in Plato, 701 and 962. For vevopobéirnro, 
Lachm. and Tisch. read, from 4 uncial, and 5 
cursive MSS., vevono8irntas, which is sup- 
ported by the authority of the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 
sion; though this is not a case in which Ver- 
sions have any great weight; and internal evi- 
dence is against the ing, which was, I sue- 
pect, — in by the Critics from the kindred 
passage infra viii. 6. Many recent Commentators, 
indeed, interpret the iri ‘on condition of,’ or, 
* on account of ;' neither of which senses is here 
suitable. In the Vulg. it is well rendered sw; 
for the Det. here denotes the foundation upon 
which any thing or person reste, and 
which it 1s supported : consequently it may sig: 
nify, as here, simply sub, though the Gerit. would 
have been plainer (ae Luke iii. 2, ix’ apysepdcov 
"Arva xal Kuiada) ; and hence in 4 uncials, and 
5 cursives, wo have airizs, which is edited by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; but without reason, 
external authority being insufficient, and inter- 
nal evidence against the reading, which was prob. 
& Critical alteration; though it is possible that 
aori was an alteration from viii. 6, irl xp. 
dsravyysAae vevonobiryra:.—Ths it: xporia— 
lspíéa, meaning, ° What need was there for it to 
be abolished, and another substituted for it, un- 
Jese for its insufficiency to expiation; which 
would prove the Levitical priesthood inferior to 
Christ's, and consequently requiring to be abo- 

icy ji beui a i ] The ya . nara TiOsuívne yap—yiveras e ydp 
has here a use falling nade: that extensive class 
in which the reason referred to is to be gathered 
from the contert, or the subject-matter. In the 
present case it may, as oft, be rendered xem 
scilicet, qui By the term uırarıð. is im- 
ported ‘abandonment of the old, and the eubsti- 
tution of a new, law.’ The necessity here spoken 
of is, of course, a necessity arising from the con- 
dition of human nature ; 1. e. what Dialecticians 
call a — of consequence; the means of 
atonement, as Abp. Newc. says, depending on the 
priesthood. That a change of the priesthood in- 
vulved a change of the /aw, is not what the writer 

means to prove; for that his readers would admit 
without proof; but that there was this change of 

hood (necessarily involving a change of law) 
is what he proceéds to establish in vv. 13—17 ; 
and that by two arguments: 1. that the High 
Priest CHRIST was not descended from the tribe 
of Judah, vv. 18, 14; 2. that he was to be a High 
Priest for ever, and consequently no change of 
priesthood is any longer to be expected. More- 
over, as Christ's priesthood differed from the Le- 
vitical, so must the law by which it is regulated 
differ from that which lated the Aaronical 
priesthood. See more in Kuin. and Stuart. 

13. ig’ Sv yap, &c.] The ydp here, and in 
the next verse, refers to a clause omitted, to be 
supplied thus: *[But the priesthood is chan 
from one order and tribe to another;] for he, 
&c.—ravra, i. e. his being a priest after the or- 
der of Melchisedec, and his having an eternal 
riesthood.—pericy., lit. ‘had part in, had to 
o with, i.e. belonged to.’ So Diod. Sic. p. 217, 

peTíxew mis wapadlov.—Tpociayyxe a Ovo. 
is equiv. to wpocedpevecy T@ Ovo. in l Cor. ix. 
13, where see note. 

14. wpddndov, &c.] This is a stronger term 
than à5Ào», and being synonymous with katáðn- 
Àov in the verse following, it may be supposed to 
mean, ‘prominently conspicuous ;' lit. ‘ plain at 
first sight ; see note on | Tim. v. 24. In the 
term avatiradxey the best Commentators are 
agreed that the metaphor is derived from tho 
springing up of plants. Certain it is that the 

ebr. mpg (a plant) is often used in the Old 
Test. of the Messiah, and that rg is sometimes 
rendered by the Sept. dvaroAn, and sometimes 
BXáarnua. That duros and 0&Aos are, in the 
Class. writers, used of illustrious persons, is well 
known. 

15. 4epico. itt xaTadrydov oo A very 
forcible expression, of which the literal sense is, 
‘more abundantly downright plain is it"— namely, 
that the priesthood of Christ is far superior to 
that of Aaron, and consequently that the law is 
to be changed —el xara Thv dpodtyta, &c., 
* if [as is the case] another priest,” &c. ; meaning 
to say (as Wesley well points out) that both the 
riesthood and the law are changed, because the 
riest now raised up is not only of another tribe, 

but of a quite different order. 
16. The sense of the verse is this, * Who 
— Christ) was not made such (i. e. a High 

riest) by a law of fleshly commandment [like 
the Mosaic, which was so, inasmuch as its ordi- 
pances were frail, looked no further than this 
life, and therefore temporary, and to be abro- 
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gated, Ephes. ii. 15], but through the power of 
an endless life,—namely, as having in him the 
power of endless life, i.e. both as Son of God, 
and also as involved in the promise and oath 
of God, ° Thou art a Priest for ever,’ &c.; see 
more in Hyper., Calv., and Bp. Hall. By the 
expression capxiaye the Apostle may also have 
meant to suggest the inferiority of the old Law 
in respect of its carnality ; and to intimate that 
the exalted excellence of the new High Priest 
demanded a co nding excellence in the law 
—namely, by passing from a carnal to a spiritual 
service. On the var. lect. capxivie see note on 
1 Cor. iii. 1, and 2 Cor. iii. 3. 

17. paptrupet] scil. ó Osos. The conclusion, 
that the law is also changed, is left to be supplied 
by the reader. (Stuart.) For waprvupet Lachm. 
and Tisch. adopt the reading of 4 uncial and 5 
cursive MSS., with some Versions, zaprvpeira: : 
but without reason. The terminations -sî and 
-strat are not unfrequently confounded. Here, 
however, the reading -«tTa« seems no other than 
& false correction of those who were not aware of 
ai si gid O:ós. -— 

, 19. The Apostle here repeats more posi- 
tively, what he has before said indirectly, re- 
specting a change of the law and the priesthood, 
and at the same time gives a reason for the 
change. Thus ver. 18 is closely connected with 
the words of the Psalm, v. 17. espec. the phrase 
xara thy Tak Max ; for this order of things 
was contrary to the Mosaic law. (Kuin.) 

18. düírucis piv yap, &c.] 'A0íTno:s pir 
here has corresponding to it imscaywy) at ver. 
19, ylveras being repeated; q. d. * For there is 
indeed [implied in those words] an annulliug of 
the former ordinances [concerning the paar 
hood], and an introduction of a better hope.’ 
The commandment here spoken of (ivrohis) is 
Not to be confined to the priesthood, but extended 
to the whole of the Moeaic law, so as to be 
equiv. to vóuos, as Mark vii. 8,9. Of this it ie 
said (as a reason for its abrogation) that it is 
weak, and useless for the desired object, expia- 
tion; as is made clear by the parallel clause, 
ojdip yap iredelwoev, &c. Not that the law 
was weak or unprofitable as to the end for which 
God made it, to Jead men to Christ (Gal. iii. 24), 
but utterly weak for justification and salvation, 
and comparatively unprofitable, though answer- 
ing for a time many important ends. See Gal. 
iii, 19—24. The meaning intended is, that the 
Law by its sacrifices, and the observances of the 
priesthood, * provided no real expiation and 
atonement ` for sin.—’Ewacaywyh (which sign. 
lit. *superinduction") is a very rare word, of 

which only one ex. has been adduced, from Joa. 
Antt. zi. ©, 2; to which I add Thucyd. viii. 92 
By the ope here spoken of, understand the dope 

salvation held forth in the Gospel, and intro- 
uced by Christ,—a hope, as it is added, by 

which alone we have approach to God. Comp. 
Eph. iii. 12.—é:’ $e éyyifouey Te Ose. "Ey- 
¥‘Tousy is a very forcible expression, the * draw- 

near’ being meant to intimate a great point 
of superiority in the new Law over the old one. 
Under the latter the priests only, not the people, 
were permitted, in their acts of worship, to draw 
near to the manifestation of the Divine 
in the Tabernacle; but under the former, by the 
sacrifice of Christ, all believers are alike per- 
mitted to come to the throne of grace, in fall 
dependence on the all-powerful intercession of 
an ever-living High Priest. 

19. obddy yap iteXslecsr ó vopor—idwléos]} 
Here the sense is obecured by harshness in the 
construction, and extreme brevity. — Valckn. 
Schol., t. ii. p. 529, says that the words as they 
stand are for ó yap vouos ovdiy irsdsincen’ 
ddA Die xpsitrey ¿macra sloayouivy (ra- 
ther iwscayouivn) érerziov, the hope here 
orn ef being the hope of salvation through 

e benefits of the expiation made by Christ, 
the High Priest. Comp. infra, viii. 6, and 
N T ia Kom, v. 2. Eph. 1i. 18. iii. 12. Heb. 
v. 16. 
20—22. The argument stands thus: ‘ The 

Gospel is a better source of hope; forasmuch 
(xa0" Gaop) as the intment of a priest by an 
oath exceeds, in eo -—— and importance, an 
arrangement to take the office merely by descent, 
— so muck does the New Covenant, of which 
Jesus is the sponsor, exceed the Old. The 
whole may be literally rendered, ‘ And 
[rere is this argument too, —that] inasmuch as 

was made a priest not without an oath (for 
those have been made priests without an oath, 
but he with an oath, even that of him who said 
unto him, “Tbo Lord hath sworn and will 
not repent,” €) in just so much is he made 
ve mara of a better covenant.” Comp 
viii. 6. 

21. The term here, dpxepocia, is mot (ss 
Kuin. considers it) merely equivalent to opxer, 
but (as Tittman de Synonym. observes) denotes 
‘a solemn affirmation, or promise, on cath.’ It 
is a rare word, though found in Ezek. xvii. 19, 
and 9 Esdr. viii. 9. The Class. writers use ópxw- 

cioy. By the words où usrausA nÜidetrat we 
ve expressed the sature of the oath in ques- 

tion, which is such an one as implies that the 
appointment itself ahall sot be reversed. 
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22. With respect to the two terms dabsjune 
and iyyvor, the former signifies, 1. ‘a disposi- 
tion or arrangement of any thing:' 2. ‘a cove- 
nant; 3. when applied to the Jewish law, or to 
the Gospel, it denotes (with allusion to the en- 
gagements and conditions involved) *a díspensa- 
fion. "Eyyvor denotes sponsor, or ‘surety ;’ a 
word occurring no where else in the New Teet., 
but found in Ecclus. xxix. 15. 2 Mace. x. 28. 
The Class. writers use ¿yyvmrie, or ¿xí ; 
The term is one of extensive signif., and here 
carries with it a double sense,—namely, of Surety 
and Mediator,—as is pian from the — pas- 

at viii. 6, where the term used is pacitne. 
ese senses answer to the two principal parts 

of Christ's office in tho working of man's re- 
demption. 

, 24. We have here another and final point 
of superiority in Christ's prieethood over that of 
the Levites, founded on the fact that tho latter 
is continually ng, and passing into different 
hands by succession, while the former is =s- 

and This comparison, how- 
ever, is — intended to apply to the High 
Priest's office; Jesus being all along considered 
as dpxiepeds, though the term lapes, and not 
dex. seems here to be used in order to include 

; priests as well as the High Priest. 
And here, it is probable, the argument pro- 
ceeds on the peeve that multiplicity argues 
ixferiority. ‘Hence (says Bp. Sanderson, Serm. 
p. 657) the Apostle proves the insufficiency of 
the legal priesthood and sacrifice: the priests 
were many, and there was a constant repetition 
of the sacrifice, because of the mortality of the 
one and the insufficiency of the other to take 
away sins; as, on the contrary, he further on, 
x. 1—14, proves the sufficiency of the priesthood 
and sacrifice of Christ from the unchangeablences 
and one-ship both of Priest and sacrifice.’ 

23. elo: yeyovores] for yayóvaci, by an idiom 
not unfrequent in the New Test., and sometimes 
occurring in the Classical writers. The term 
ardsiovec (as Stuart observes) refers, not to the 
number of prieste existing at any one time (said 
to have been 1500), but to the numbers formed 

ted succession. Of the High Priests 
ero had been 75 at the destruction of Jerusa- 

Jem. Of vapayuírty the meaning must be, not 
* eontinue alive’ (as is clear from vv. 3, 17, 21), 
but ‘continae in their ofice ; though névew in 
the nert verse must have the sense, to 
signify that Christ is immortal in his nature, 
= e (ov, as it is said at ver. 25. 

24. awapaBarov] lit. ‘ untransmissible, ‘ not 
having to be transmitted or to pase into different 
hands in succession.’ Here, then, it is shown 
that God having by oath constituted Christ 
* priest for ever, his priesthood has not, like 
Aaron's, any succession in office. He is one and 
the same to his Church ‘ yesterday, to-day, and 
for ever. Henco is then drawn the ‘usion, 

Rom. 8. 94. 
Tim. 3. 5. 
ch. 9. 34. 
1 John 3. 9. 
o Rom. 8. 34. 

` 

TO 

that he alone (and not the Jewish High Priest) 
is able to fully save from condemnation all who 
have access to God through him: the proof of 
which ability lies in the words following már- 
rors Zav, ° since he liveth for ever.” 

25. cw{ew ele +d wayreXis ĉúvaraı) The 
somewhat peculiar expression ele TO wayredie 
may be taken either (as construed with évvata:) 
of time, to signify perpetually, equiv. to «le +d 
dinvexdée ; or, as construed with ow%aw, it may 
be understood to denote degree,—i. e. ‘to the 
utmost of their need,—and so signify entirely, 
completely. The former interpretation was adopted 
by some ancient Fathers, as Chrys. Theophyl., 
and (Ecumen. (and so the Syr., Vulg., and Arab. 
Versions), many modern, and almost all later 
Expositors; while the latter was adopted by 
Theodor., the framer of the Coptic Version, and 
Zonaras, and, of modern Commentators, by 
Hyper., Beza, Casaub., Erasm., ria, AR Bram., 

sn., Carpzov., Wakef., and Abp. Newc. Tho 
former is thought to bo confirmed by the words 
following, ráyrore (ev, and yields a sense quite 
suitable, since the salvation Christ procures is not 
tem , but perpetual, —extending both to 
this world and that which is to come, and is 

Yet thus a sense arises which, if not 
feeble, does not go to the rvot of the matter. I 
am still of opinion, that the latter interpretation 
is —J— as yielding the weighiier sense. It is 
well observed by Hyper. that St. Paul employed 
this expression most aptly and suitably, as in- 
tending thereby to express more than simply per- 
fection (i. e. completeness), even consummate com- 
pleteness, absolute perfection. It is also worthy 
of observation, that of sis TÒ wavreXis as used 
B time e — Cehich for as to ae if 

. vii. 2, and xii. which passages are a 
by the above Expositors), the — catively in 

latter, continually, without intermission, in the 
former. As to the expression, supr. v. 3, uíves 
lapsós «le Tò Scyvexis, it will not oblige us to 
interpret ele rò wavreAie here of perpetutty. 
Upon the whole, the best mode of determining 
this question is to suppose that the Apostle 
meant to unite (by a pregnancy of sense not 
unusual to him) both one and the other accepta- 
tion of the expression, the sense of wily 
being — on that of perfection, since, in 
order to this salvation's being em ect, it must be 
perpetual. Otherwise it would have been im- 
perfect, and not suited to the end proposed; for 
(as Hooker observes) * we account thoee things 
perfect which want nothing requisite for the end 
whereunto they were instituted. — sie rò iv- 
TvyXavew bxip a. ‘so that he can [always] 

e intercession for them.' The ex ion 
may, however, like éyyvor at ver. 22, advert to 
all the other offices of our great High Priest, 
as well as his intercession; on which see Scott. 
Kuin., indeed, in an elaborate note on this word, 
is of opinion ‘that Christ, as our great High 
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émpemev apytepevs, Sotos, dxaxos, aulavros, Keywpiopévos amò 

Priest, is here compared with the Jewish priest 
in the work of d ion.” This, however, is 
taking too confined, not to say low, a view. Ta- 
tercession, in its fullest sense, must here be in- 
tended, which may include both lon and 
that sort of intercession which is ascribed to our 
Lord by St. John, 1 Ep. ii. 1, IIapáxAsror 
Zxouev mpos rév Tlarípa, 'Incov» Xp. Now 
from the full discussion on the sense of rapé- 
kAwTos, which will be found in the note on 
John xiv. 16, it appears that the word denotes 
advocate, or intercessor ; which is, I conceive, the 
principal sense here and at 1 John ii. 1; though 
that of Aelper, the one ascribed by most eminent 
Expositors to wapd«. in the above passage of 
St. John's Epistle, may be included. 

As a means of exciting them to come 
unto the all-sufficient and never-failing Helper 
and Intercessor, the Apostle now adverts to the 
infinite superiority of the High Priest of the neto 
to the one of the old dispensation, in the spotless 
purity of his character, which is such that he 
needs not to offer sacrifice on his own aceount. 
The Apostle shows, that, whereas they were en- 
compaseed with infirmities, Ho was : 
whereas they were ceremonially undefiled, He 
was morally so. Finally, when it is eaid that 
such a High Priest as could effectually be our 
Intercessor and Helper was to be such 
for the purposes of expiation and salvation, we 
have here strikingly represented the superiority 
of Christ, who toas such; and this the words of 
the Apostle imply. 

26. For £-p«*s», Lachm. and Tisch. edit, 
from four MSS. and the Syr. and Arabic Ver- 
sions, xai dwpewev. But the Particle is unsuit- 
able bere, and the Syr. Version is wrongly alleged 
for it, since the xai comes in after Daa. I 
doubt not that xai was introduced from the 
margin at a wrong place, being prob. meant to be 
brought in before xaxwpiouivos by some Re- 
viser, who did not perceive the force of the 
Asyndelon. By the term rperı» is denoted 
* the needfulness of suitability.'—" Oc«os, dxaxos, 
áuíapTos, keywpiopivos awd tiv du. Those 
several terms seem to have allusion to the quali- 
ties required (though rarely, if ever, found) i 
the earthly High Priest. The first of them 
(datos) regards the duties to God, accompanied 
with internal purity of mind and disposition ; the 
second (dxaxos) the duties to men. accompanied 
with purity in the life. 'AguíarToe signifies 
intamtinatus. So at James i. 27 we have xaÜapá 
xai áuíavros. The concluding expression, xe- 
wotouivos aad Tay ¿uapa denotes (as 
bp. Newc. and Kuin. interpret) ‘ differing very 

far from the rest of men, and consequently not 
of their number ;' in short, one who has no need 
to offer expiation for his own sins (ret 27), as 
being xæpis duapríae, as it is said, iv. 15.— 
—vUWnrorepos Tey oùbpaviv, equiv. to d:eAAv- 
@óTa Tovs ovpavods at iv. 14, and dxabioey ¿v 
tıg rov Üpóvov tis pryadwovuns dv Tois 
ovpavois at viii. l. Thus Jews is represented 
as being cúvðpovos. (See John xvii. 5. h. 
iv. 10. Rev. iii. 21.) All these phrases de- 
note the most exalted dignity and majesty, not 

TOY GuapTwodey, kai virmXorepos THY ovpavov yevouevos 77 P ds 
% oùe čye kaÜ ńuépav avayeny, orep oi ápxiepeis, TpoTepor 

on earth only, but in leaven ; and consequently 
representing him as infinitely superior to the 
Jewish High Priests. 

27. xa0' $uípav] Some would here ly 
epiguírny, or Tevaypuivny, understanding this 
of the day of expiation. The ellipsis, however, 
is one quite destitute of authority. There is mo 
sufficient reason to abandon the sense commonly 
assigned, daily. And that the High Priest did 
make a daily offering for the sins of himself and 
the people, is quite certain from Philo, who says, 
apxispedt, xara vOuOVt svyas TE x«i 
Ovalar Teruv xab’ ixdorny Huipary. See also 
Levit. vi. 20. Numb. xxviii. 3,4. On the exact 
nature, indeod, of this sacrifice, some difference 
of opinion existe, Kuin..is of opinion that the 
sacrifice was not exptatory, but euwcharistical, and 
he thinks that the expression, <a@` tudpap, is 
used ariter (aa at Mark xiv. 49. Acts xvi. 
5), to denote from time to time, i. e. ‘as often as 
he was conscious of any private sins, of course 
including the sacrifice on the day ot existe 
But this is running counter to the writer, 
in whose words it is, at least by implication, 
asserted, that the High Priest did offer a sacri- 
fice daily, and that not a mere eucharistical, but 
an : sacrifice, as is necessarily to be in- 
fe from the words iip rev idicey apap- 
Tiv, and the force of the sacrificial term &ra- 
Qipa (for rete ele Tó QucuacTípioy) which 
occurs at xiii. là. And so | Pet. ii. 5 we have 
va). TvtvuaTiKàs Üvolas.—Tovro yap, &c. 
The true purpose and import of the yap here, 
and that in the next verse, is, I think, best 
pointed out by Bp. Jebb, in his Secr. Lit. p. 385, 
who brings this (vv. 27, 28) under the 
head of thoee Parallelisms of the New Test. 
wherein, when a precept is delivered, an asecr- 
tion made, or a principle Jaid down, 
reasons for it are independently assigned, without 
any repetition of the common an ent, 
without any other indication of continued repe- 
tition to the original proposition than the re- 
peated insertion of some causative particle, yàp 
or Sti: of which he adduces as examples Matt. 
1 Mee Mae oe vi. 7, 9, 31, i 13, 
4. Col. ii. 8, the present passage, an . xiv. 

15. xv. 4. xviii. 23. xix. 2. On the present pas- 
sage he remarks, that the division of the proposi- 
tion here is clear and explicit: (1) Our great 
High Priest is under no necessity of offering 
daily sacrifice for his own un nor (2) for the 
sins of the people. The two-fold proof of which 
two-fold assertion is divided into two clauses, 
each commencing with yáp : the proofs, however, 
are arranged in — — —— 
epanodos ; the second assertion being prov 
and after it the first The non-necessity of 
offering sacrifice for his own sins is first asserted, 
and last proved,—in order to give prominence to 
the grand comparison between him and the | 
High Priest. He did once for all offer sacrifice 
for the sins of the people: he never did, meter 
could, and sever will offer sacrifice for his own 
sins; because he is, and toas, and shall be ever- 
lastingly PERFECT and FREE FROM $IN.—id- 
áva£E, meaning once for all ; as Rom. vi. 10, and 
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trép TOv idiwv ápapriQv Ovoias avadépew, Srara TOv tov 
Aaoi* Tobro yap eroincey éparrak, éavróv avevéyxas. B q *O ghs m. 
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&. 1, 2, 9. 

VIII. 1 * Kejáxaiov Šà dri rois Xeyopévois TotoUrov &yopev Eiht ® 
ch. 1 
& apytepéa, ôs éxáDuaev v Seta trod Üpóvov tis peyadwotvns èv 6i. 

ois obpavois, ° ° ry dylaw Xesroupyós, xal rips amis Tis GA Mei 
infra ix. 12. x. 10.—'Eavró» dvevéyxas. ° When 
we find it expressly stated, that our Lord offered 
op himself as a sacrifice for sin; when he is else- 
where asserted to be “the propitiation for our 
sins,” 1 John ii. 2; “the Lamb of God which 
taketh away the sin of the world,” John i. 29; 
when God is said to have “ spared not his own 
Son, but delivered him up for us all,” Rom. viii. 
32; and that by him “we have received the 
atonement,” Rom. v. 11; when these and many 
other such passages are to be found ; when every 
expression, referring to the death of Christ, evi- 
dently indicates the notion of a sacrifice of atone- 
ment and propitiation ; when thie sacrifice ie par- 
— represented o the nature of “a sin 
offering ;"—it may well a surprisi on 
hak fa nd it has ever eens ate. a question 
that the death of Christ is indeed pronounced in 
Scripture to have bcen a sacrifice of atonement 
and expiation for the sine of men.' (Abp. Magee.) 

28. ele TÓv alova ter.) The sense of rarı- 
Aescepuivos here is variously, but, for the most 
part, erroneously rendered. Our Common Ver- 
sion has ' ` jn the text, and * perfected’ 
in the margin. The former rendering, as will 
appear from note supr. ii. 10, is untenable, 
whether there or here ; nor does quite 
sutisfy the exigency of the case, as regards the 
contest. e version consummatum is more 
exact; but the term may include both senses, as 
forming one general idea. This view is con- 
firmed by the opinion of Hyper., who, in & most 
elaborate note, shows how skilfully the terms 
were selected, as being highly appropriate to the 
subject-matter. ‘Other epithets,” remarks, 
“might have been selected; but thie involves 
something more august than any other, espec. 
when conjoined with Yics, regarded as equiv. to 
Ode.’ He concludes, by assigning to tsteX. 
the force of perfectum ef consummatum, ‘ que 
vox,’ he adds, ‘ commodissima est ad suggerendum 
quód cum ipse talis sit, possit etiam alios con- 
summatos (et sanctificatos) reddere, [ideoque ad 
plenum salvos facere].' Eat. assigne the following 
as the sense of the passage, ‘Qui non 
solum ab initio sanctus, innocens, et impollutus 
fuerit, et & peccatoribus segregatus, sed et 
devicta morte, sublatus in celos, atque excelsior 
colis factus, omnimodam semperque mansuram 
adeptus sit perfectionem.’ This exposition is 

, 29 far as it goes ; but it fails by not tracing 
the ides involved in consummare (which sense he 
himself admits), so ably drawn forth by Hyper., 
and which is even more prominent ip the kindred 
passage, supr. ii. 10, where see note. 

VIII. After having treated on the nature of 
Christ's priesthood, and its superiority over that 

—éixabioay iv, &c. 

of the Levitical priests, the Apostle now proceeds 
to the consideration of the duties tes,— 
namely, ‘the nature of the sacrifice which Jesus 
offers; the place where it is offered; the ¢ 
which it has to atone for sin ; and the difference, 
in regard to all these pona, between the sacrifice 
offered by Christ, and that which was presented 
by the Jewish priests.’ (Stuart.) In the present 

hapter he shows the superiority of the former to 
the latter on these grounds: l. that Christ, as a 
Priest, exercises his sacerdotal office in heaven ; 
whereas the Aaronical priests only perform theirs 
on earth, with a typical and emblematic service. 
2. That Christ's ministry is more excellent than 
theirs, as corresponding with the ter excel- 
lence of the covenant of which he is the Mediator; 
which covenant it was foretold should in due time 
be introduced, and by which the old covenant 
was to be abrogated. ( Holden.) 

l. xepáXaiov di, &c.] From what has been 
already said, and from the fact of a new topi 
being here introduced, it is plain that the term 
xepdAatoy must be interpreted, not sum (i. e. 
‘summary,’ or recapitulation), but princi; 

inf, as Chrys., rue and Theod. explain. 
Notes on i. 3, and vii. 

26. ‘Here is shown the vast difference between 
Christ and the Jewish High Priest; the one 
being seated on the throne of God in the heavens, 
while the others are only ministers on earth, ina 
temple reared by the hands of men.’ (Stuart.) 

2. We have here further developed the idea in 
the eding verse.—As(rovpyós. See Notes 
on Kom. xiii. 6, and Phil. ii. 25. By ra dia 
alee pépn) is here meant (as at x. 19. xiii. 11) 
the Sanctum Sanctorum, as opposed to the doy 
xoomixoy at ix. 1; and considering that the term 
united with it, exnvñs, has the epithet 4An0ivije 
(like &pros dAnbivrot in John vi. 32), true, and 
worthy o name,—it would seem that that 
epithet may also be mentally extended to dy. ; 
and that both ay. and ox. are so called, as being 
heavenly, in opposition to that made with hands, 
constituted oses, ix. 11; and therefore truly 
such, as opposed to the earthly ones, which were 
only skadows of the heavenly.—xai ovx avOpw- 
wor. The xai is absent from B, D, E, and one 
cursive, and the Ital. and Arab. Versions, and is 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. But the au- 
thority ie insufficient —(as to the Versions, they 
are of no weight in a case like this, and the Latin 
idiom would require the absence of the word) ;— 
and internal evidence is against the removal, 
since, that all the copies except 4 should have 
been interpolated in so minute a matter, is in- 
credible. There can be no Asyndeton sought 
here; and the use of the xal is more agreeable 
to popular simplicity than ite non-use, 
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Owhs fy čmnëev ó Kupios, kai oùe avOpwros. 3 ° IIGs yap 
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e10«.** 6 eyyy} Se S;adboporrépas 1 Térevye NeiToupyias, ow Kal xpeir- 

3. It is now shown that Christ discharges tho 
office of High Priest and Minister of the Sanc- 
tuary on thie ground, —that all the Prieste had 
need to offer a sacrifice. In the next verse are 
subjoined the reasons why Christ is and must be 
a Priest i» heaven—wasc yàp dpyupsbs, &c. 
Fdo has reference to a clause omitted, which 
may be thus ——— *[ We have a High Priest 
and Minister of holy things in heaven ;] for, &c. 
Bv wpocg. sepa xal dvo. are espec. meant 
* pç sacrifices, both unbloody and bloody ;° 
the piacular sacrifice of Christ being compared 
with the ceremonial sacrifices of the priests. 
oo As High Priest, it was necessary that 

hrist should have some oblation to present. 
What that is, we learn from vii. 27. ix. 12, 
namely, himself; after presenting which, we are 
told that he sat down at the right hand of God. 

4. *The Apostle now proceeds to show the 
reason why Christ is a Priest in the tabernacle 
above, and not in that on the earth.’ (Stuart.) 
—al piv ye S» iwi ye, &c., meaning, that 
* [Christ does really sustain the character of 

riest in heaven ;] for if, &c. The argument is 
one deduced ex ; q.d. ‘Christ does not 
sustain the character of a Priest on earth [as 
earthly] ; since he was not a Priest here: for on 
earth he would not have been a Priest, much lese 
a High Priest, since he was not of the tribe of 
Levi, nor of that race which offers up, &c. Con- 
sequently the oblation he presents must be in the 
gi ier d temple,’ meaning heaven. 

5. olriwes Urodelynari, &c.) The full sense 
is, *who serve unto & ministry [in & temple] 
which is but an image and adumbration of the 
Temple in heaven. So xiii, 10, rp oxney 
kaTpsósw. “Y ardóseyua signifies properly ‘a 
sketch (sometimes called oxtaypagpnua) marked 
out by a painter," to serve as an r for any 
one to copy, who may fill up the outlines. —Zacg 
is added, to make the sense more distinct, and 
with allusion to the substantial ity of the 
other ministry, or had in which consists the 
superiority of its High Priest.—«a0às «aypn- 
matiora:—cxnenyv. This is meant to show the 
propriety of the terms roð. and oxig, and al- 
udes to the directions given to Moses respecting 
the construction of the tabernacle, as intimating 
its emblematical nature. On ypnuarifaw seo 
note on Matt. ii. 12. —For soe m. and 
Tisch. edit voi5o sis, which is confirmed by both 
the Sept. (Exod. xxv. 40) and the Hebrew ori- 
ginal ; — even there three MSS. and the 
omplut. Ed. have morons. The Subunct. is 

found in Matt. viii. 4. xviij. 10. Mark i. 44. 
Since, however, this is a quotation from the 

Sept., it is best to follow the purest reading of 
that Version. 

6. vuvì dé} Lachm. and, in his Ist ed., Tisch., 
edit vv» da, though in his second ed. Tisch. re- 
stores vuví: very properly; since wuvi à is of 
very frequent occurrence in the Epistles of St. 
Paul, and was more likely to be changed into 
yup than vics versG. At another further 
on, xi. 16, Tisch. abides by the reading vue, adopted 
by Lachm. in preference to vuvi. fall sense 
may be thus expressed : ‘ But, as things now aro 
(i.e. since Christ is a Priest in heaven), his 
priestly function is far superior to of 
the Levitical priesthood ; as far as the covenant, 
of which he ie the Mediator, is more excellent 
than the one introduced by Moses; and suck it 
is, inasmuch as it is founded on better promises," 
Comp. supra vii. 22.—For réravye Lachm. and 
Tisch. edit rérvys, from 4 unciale and 3 cur- 
sives, which may be the true reading, and may 
not; since both Trírivya and TíTvya were in 
use by the later Greek writers. Tervxwxa is 
the pure Greek form, and is here found in a few 
MSŠ. (to which 1 add Lamb. 1182, 1183, 1 m.), 
but doubtless from correction.—scitryt signifies 
‘one who mediates between two parties, and is 
equiv. to the éyyvoe used supra vii. 24. The 
same term is also employed at Gal. iii. 19, and 
is applied to Moses, but in a more eminent sense 
to Christ at ix. 15, and ] Tim. ii. 5, thou 
peotyyvor is the pure Greek term. As to the 
manner in which this mediation was effected, it 
is clear from the context, the whole of this 
eon and, more or less, from all the Books 
of the New Test., that it was not merely, as the 
Unitarians aver, by Christ's tnlerceding for tho 
remission of the forfciture of salvation, but by 
is ing satisfaction for the debt. On this 

Seep T important subject, —the means of recover- 
ing what was lost by Adam's tran ion,—the 
reader is referred to Bp. Warburton's Divine 

., l. ix. ch. vii, and Abp. On the 
Atonement.—fris iwi xkpaírTogw erayy. ver. 
By these words it is shown Aot they are better, 
n since they respect an efernal, not a 
temporal and earthly inheritance, By muppbio 
that expiation and atonement of which old 
Covenant was destitute. 'E»i has here the sense 
sub, ° under the sanction of." See note supra vii. 
].—vavouo8irnrat, meaning, ‘is promul 

and established with all the solemnity of a law;' 
the term being used in order to indicate that this 
was both a covenant and a law. ‘ The better 
promises (observes Stuart) follow in vv. 8—13, 
and the perfection of tho second is further dis- 
closed at ix. 9—14. x. 1—22, xiii. 9—14.' 
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roves oti SiaGjuns peoitys, Aris ext xpetrroow émayyerias 
vevopobernrar. 1! Ei yàp ñ wpwrn éxelvn ?jv Quenmros, oU. áy febru, 
Sevrépas éCyretro Toros. Š © peuhopevos yap avrois Neyer 'I800, gler. m. s1, 
7épat Epyovtat, Néyes Kúpios, kal cuvredéow ml rov 
oixov Iopannr xai èmì rov olkov loúŠa 891a85kqv Katuy 
9? ov cata tHy StaOneny Av erolnoa rois martpácw aù- 
TOY, èv Hepa éTtNaBopévov pov THs xeipòs avTar, 
éfayayeiy avrovs èx yas Aiytrroy brs aùrtol ovn 
évépesvav dv TH StaOynny pov, káyà 9uéXnoa avTOD, Né- 
yet Kópios. dre abr: 7) Stadnen hv Stabgjoopas TQ hiems 
oikxo lopa?X peta tas hyuépas exeivas, Néyes Kupsos, >S 
ôLõoùs vopous pov eis T3)» Sidvosay abTÓy, cal eri cap- 

7. The subject of the superiority of the new 
Covenant touched on at vii. 22, and resumed at 
viii. 6, is here continued up to the end of the 
chapter; and this portion is justly regarded by 
Kuin. as parenthetical, since at ix. 1, ie intro- 
duced the ides between the two Tabernacles, 
which would have come in after viii. 5, had not 
the Apostle, on the mention of the better pro- 
mises, stopped to skow them to be such, from the 
inferiority of those which subsist under the old 
Law.—:i yap—roror. The ment here is, 
that ‘ the introduction of a sew Covenant implies 
the insufficiency of the former.'—àáyusu tos, lit. 
* what could not be justly found fault with,’ as 
being perfectly adequate to accomplish the pur- 
poses in view.—Ovx dv devr. irr. róros. Here 
we have (as oft. in the writings of St. Paul) 8 
sentence composed of two sentences blended into 
one ; i. e. ‘there would have been no place (i. e. 
room or occasion) for a better covenant, and 
sqa aa a better covenant would not have 

sought for.’ The term i{nrairo was, it 
would seem, used with reference to that anxious 
desire and expectation, which had long filled the 
hearts of the pious, for the new Dispensation, 
and which ‘the sure word of proph had told 
them should be promulgated by the ire of all 
mations. (Haggai ii. 7.) Seo 1 Pet. i. 10. 

8. usudóusvos yap, ni T'dp has reference 
to a clause omitted; q. d. * [But there was such 
a place to be found ;] for, &c. It has been dis- 
puted whether usupoóuavos should be joined with 
aoroit, or be referred to Qia8ri«n at ver. 6. The 
Jormer mode is generally adopted by the older 
Commentators, the latter by the more recent 
ones; who justly urge that the context, and the 
precision style, observable in this Epistle, 
alike require it. In the which follows, 
this diseatisfaction of God with the old Covenant 
is — and therefore it is not unaptly ad- 
duced to prove that that covenant, and the reli- 
gion thereby introduced, was not ducuwror. See 
vii. 12. The Apostle, indeed, might well adduce 
the paseage, since, in its literal sense, at least, it 
has been always referred, even by the Jews, to 
the times of the Messiah. In the words them- 
selves, however, there exist not a few minute 
discrepancies from the Sept., which the recent 
Commentators in general ascribe to the writer's 
citing from memory; but as they are, for the 
moet part, found in some of the MSS. of the 

Sept., they may have been in the text at the 
ime of E Paul. — dcaBrixny Katty, (ihe s 

esley explains, new in many respects (thou 
not ss to the substance of it) l. as being ratis 
fied by the death of Christ; 2. as freed from 
those burdensome rites and ceremonies; 3. as 
containing a more full and clear account of spi- 
ritual religion; 4. as attended with larger influ- 
ences of the Spirit; 5. as extended to all men; 
and, 6, never to be abolished. 

9. où xarà, &c.] Kara here, like the Hebr. 
5, denotes simililude, as in l Pet. i. 15, and 
sometimes in the Class. writers. In the words 
¿y nutpg iwidtaB. pou THe xtipós altar there 
is a Hebraism, for ¿y hudpa ore iwedaBopny T. 

.a. On the sense of im:AauB.. see note on ii. 
6. The expression is one to denote ‘the care 

and tenderness of a parent.’—Ovx ivíuaway iv 
Tp Ciabiixy m. A mode of speaking (per meio- 
sin) equiv. to ‘they violated my covenant.” This 
su the reason why the new Covenant was 
framed,—namely, because the old one had not 
been observed. By ja. are here meant * the 
precepts enjoined in the covenant,—rtTda vevo- 
o8srnudva (see note on v. 6), and what had 

been undertaken to be performed.—fjuíA nca aù- 
very, ‘I di ed them,” ‘took no care of 
them.” This agrees throughout with the Sept. ; 
but, judging from Symm. and the Vulg., most 
of the modern Versions would seem to be very 
dissimilar. And yet there is no discrepancy. 
The sense assigned by the Versions in question 
is — india to the y gi nay, contrary 
to the proprietas li ; e best itors, 
both Jewish and Christian, have long been 
agreed that 03 Wya should be rendered, * 1 was 
weary of and cared not for them ;’ which is con- 
firmed by the words of 1 Sam. ii. 30. 

10. ĉ&:aðńxn Av Gia ficouat, &c.] The phrase 
ristopb. Av. dia Tí0scÓa. Oia0rjknv is found in 

488. It is well observed — Conyb., ‘ that 
$iaÜrixn does not (like the English ‘ covenant ̀) 
imply reciprocity.’ It properly means ‘a legal 
disposition, and would, perhaps, be better trans- 
lated ‘ di ion” here. A covenant between 
two ies is ovvðúxn. The new dispensation is 
v gif from God, rather than a covenant between 

and man (see Gal. iii. 15—20). However, 
at the rendering ‘ dispensation’ 1 pause.—Acdove 
sóuous, &c. For didode the Sept. has &idovs 
wcw, but the Hebr. simply nna, Z well give. 
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Sias avTOv émuypdye avtrovs kai coma, avTois eis 
139244, Ocóy, xai avtol écovTa( pos eis Xaov. 

Santy. Od foc i éxao Tos TÓv * roAíirgv avTod, Kai Éxao rog TOV 
adeXpov avToU, éyor Tvl: róv Kuptow ore vmávTes 
elSnooval pe amò pixpod avtav ws ueyáxov abTór. 

kRom.1. 12kőr, Trews čcopat Taís abdtxiats avtov, kai TOY 
^^ dpaptiov aùrv xal 

punocOa ér. 
mpwatny TO 5é mahaioúpevov Kai «ynpáckop, éyyós djawcuov. 

amis [X.15 Elve uy ody xa) 5j mpor [ovg] 9awpara Xarpeías, 

Most Commentators suppose dcdods put for duces ; 
but it is better to su an ellipse. of siue or 
icoucs. This use of didwus is thought Hebraic; 
et an ox. has been adduced from Xen. Cyr. viii. 
> 20, 2 uiv of Broi Sovras als Tas Yuxar Tots 
dvOpamos. In each there is a blending 
of two modes of expression. Of the metaphor in 
¿wi xapdiae avtav imvypaye, other exx. occur 
in Rom. ii. 15, and 2 Cor. iii. 3; nor is it unfre- 
uent in the Class. writers. So in Æschyl. 
hoéph. 447, we have roast’ dxovwy ¿v paci 

ypádov. On the full import of this and the 
foregoing expression see Hyper. and Calv. Suf- 
fice it here to sa (n tbe words of Wesley), that 
* by * putting his laws in their minds” is meant, 
opening their eyes and enlightening their under- 
standing, to see the true, full, spiritual meaning 
of those laws; and by “ writing them on their 
hearts” is meant, making them to inwardly ex- 

rience whatever he hath commanded.'— xai 
couai abToit siç Oady, &c. A mode of speak- 

ing frequent in the Old Testament, and which 
may be, as Carpzov says, a formula solemnis, 
pertaining to any Divine covenant, importing the 
giving protection and blessing, on the one 
and worship on the other. 

11. ob uñ ScddEwor, &e.] meaning, that ‘ they 
will have so to teach, &c.' —For the t. rec. 
ainolov, I have, with all the Critical Editors, 
from Matth. downwards, adopted woXirny, from 
all the uncials, and — many cursives, including 
most of the Lamb. and Mus. copi The t. rec. 
came, I suspect, from the Scholiaste.—The words 
Alyou' Duo, Tó» Kupiow are, as Kuin. says, 
* illustrative of the admonition adverted to in 
éiddonew; for thus speaking, it is predicted 
that there will be, comparatively, no seed of this 
under the new and better covenant; since the 
knowledge of true religion will be so universally 
diffused as to dispense with it. 

12. Ste tAcws icouar, &c.] Here is adduced 
the reason why all should worship God,—namely, 
because Christ, by his death, hath obtained full 
pardon of sin, and hope of eternal felicity —raie 
adcxlacs a., put for avrots adixover, as in Thu- 
eyd. viii. 40, 1, — áv aie déixiace 
— ho words xal T&v dvouiev are 

cancelled by Tisch., on the authority of three 
MSS. the Vulg, Syr, and other Versions; 
while Griesb., Scholz, and Lachm. retain them ; 

roperly; considering that the words xa 
TOV dugprine «al Tiv dvousep recur at x. 17, 
sine v. l. And though the words «ai Té» avo- 
mav have no place in the Sept., nor is any thin 
corresponding to them found in the Hebrew ori- 

hand, 

T may s be 
posed—espec. con never slay- 

ishly binds himself to the Sept.—to have chosen 
to express the full sense of the Hebrew term 
recor by two terms; which is the more prob., 
considering that he could scarcely fail to have in 
mind such as Exod. xxxiv. 7, and Num. 
xiv. 18, in the former of which passages we have 
Gpa:pev dvouías xal adixiat xai duapríasc, 
and in the latter passage the Sept. express the 
single Hebrew term ven by the two Greek ones, 
días xai duaprías. Hence I still retain the 
words in question.—43; urqyo0&. A refined mode 
of expressing : of sins. The general 
sense is, that ‘under the new covenant a com- 
plete atonement will be made for the ems of 
men, whereby they may, under the conditions of 
that covenant, attain salvation.’ 

18. iv TQ Adyew—adancpev] From the 
prophecy, — that a new covenant would 

ormed, the Apostle justly infere the abroga- 
tion of the old- win eXaloce: a E, 're- 
presents it as antiquated.’ In wadatovmevon «ai 
yupacxoy there is a use, with which may be 
n that of wad. in Plato, Conv. p. 208, Te Tò 
ci i1o Kai 9?raXaioó0gtyor vaire viov iyxata- 

inal, yet I see not why tho A 
sa sidering t 

Asirai, and p. 59, araXacovut£se : in the former 
of which passages, by dió» xai wed. is meant 
quod abit et antiquatur, and the expression is ex- 
actly parallel to the pee Td TaÀaiosutpop 
kal yupaexoy, there being in each a Hends 
introduced by way of strengthening the senec. 
In the one case we may sender, ^ hel is gone 
out of use and superannusted;' in the r, 
* what is gone off by utler senility.’ This is then 
followed up with a general sentiment; q. d. 
* Now what is grown old, and, by implication, 
weak and uselees, is near dissolution; implying 
the inference, that as the old covenant is consi- 
dered by God as antiquated, it would be suc- 
ceeded by a new and perfect one ; see infra x. 21. 
The expression "ries adevionov may be sup- 

to indicate the writer's persuasion that the 
ewish Temple worship was destined to experi- 

ence a speedy destruction, which indeed took 
place a very few years after. Seo infra x. 37. 

IX. Thus far has been evinced the entire infe- 
riority of the — of Aaron, as compared 
with that of Christ. It has been proved that 
Christ is High Priest in the Temple of Heaves ; 
while the Aaronical priests offer sacrifice in a 
—— which is no more than the image and 
shadow of the heavenly : finally, that to Christ 
belongs a far more excellent pricethood, as being 
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TÓ Te" Aytoy xoopixov. ? b Senvy yap kareakeváaÓn, Ñ puro, wean 
(év 3 Ñ Te Avyvia xai 9 Tpárrela kai sj rpóÜecis TOv dprov Lav. 96.5 

Mediator of an infinitely superior covenant. On 
this subject the Apostle now further enlarges; 
p ing. in this and the next chapter, to con- 
sider the nature and purpose of the Temple service. 
And here, while he speaks with due r of 
ordinances of remote antiquity, instituted by God 
himself, and with evident complacency dilates on 
the splendour of the tabernaclee formed under 
Divine direction,—yet he shows that there is in 
the new religion what far overbalances the ex- 
ternal magnificence, which so dazzled the eyes of 
the Jews in the old; nay, what was traly august ; 
that respecting merely what is erte and re- 
quires constant repetition ; this, what is infernal, 
and sufficient once for all. Accordingly the one, 
though of Divine appointment, was calculated to 
be merely temporary, and meant to last only till 
& more perfect and permanent one should be 
introduced by the promised Messiah; when, 
having already answered ite end, and become 
useless, it must cease. See more in Calv. and 
Hyp. 

l. niv oùv) The Particle is here transitive 
and continuative (as in Acts i. 18. ix. 31. xv. 30. 
xvii. 30. xxiii. 22), and may be rendered row, or 

re. — oxy, not found in most of the 
MSS., many Versions, Fathers, Commentators, 
and earl Editions, has been rejected by almost 
eve itor from Mill to Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. ; with reason; since internal evidence is 
as much against it, as external. It doubtless 
came from a marginal Scholium, but wrongly 
founded, since d:atyan, as the best Expositors 
are agreed, is the true subaudition.—£«xaueuaTa 
Aarp., ‘ordinances of divine service, or wor- 
ship; signifying lit, what God dd:caleos, ‘ was 
pleased to ordain.’ So Aarpela and AaTpevey 
are often used, cut’ itoynhy, of Divine service. 
The Genit. in the Substantive Aarp. may (as in 
the case of an adject. preceding) be rendered 
* respecting,’ of which sense exx. may be seen in 
Winer's Gr. Gr. 8 23, 3, though he omits this 
use after a fve.—TO0 Tt Ayto» koguikoóv. 
Almost all our Translators render, *a worldly 
sanctuary.’ This, however, Bp. Middleton pro- 
nounces to be a sense utterly inadmissible. It 
would, he says, require either rò &yiow Tó xoc- 
peexdy, OF TÒ xosa. d'yiov, inasmuch as both 
yoy and xocuikóp being Adjectives, one of 
them must be taken Subetantively; and the 
position of the Article determines that that one 
must be xocutxóp, which is by Homberg, Bp. 
Middl., Wakef., and Prof. Stuart, understood to 
mean ‘the sacred furniture,’ vasa sacra, totumque 
apparatum Leviticum ; though that interpreta- 
tion has been rejected by Dind. and Kuin., on 
account of the signif. being destitute of sufficient 
authority; and rightly: for though Bp. Middl. 
adduces that of the Coptic Version, which renders 
ornamentum, yet that is taking for ted the 
existence of xoopixdy as a Subst., which, without 
positive proof, is inadmissible. Indeed, I have 
myself sought sedulously for an ex. in the Clase. 
writers of every age, but without success. It is 
true that in a e of Grammaticus, cited 
by Ducange, Glose. Gr. in voce, I find xai iví- 
óvcay aùròv kocuiká, But this proof halts on 
the same foot as the last,—Leo being a writer 

infima Grecitatis, who lived long after even the 
Coptic Version was formed ; not to say that the 
passage is evidently corrupt. Instead of évidu- 
cev, the true reading, I suspect, is dydédnoey. 
Thus xoopixd is an Adjective plural, and sig- 
nifies secularia; the sense being, ‘and secular 
affairs enchained him.’ See 2 Pet. ii. 19, comp. 
with Luke viii. 14 and Rom. vii. 23, 24. In 
short, we may suspect that the Substantive xoc- 
mixdy never existed ; espec. as even the Adjec- 
tive xoouixds is very rare; and it is not likely 
that the Substantive would be formed from so 
rare a form, but rather from xoomcos, which was 
common. Indeed, all the Nouns Substantive in 
¿Koy are rare,—such, [ mean, as are real Sub- 
stantives, and not Adjectives taken substantively ; 
for almost all of them are, like Ae£uxóv, Adjec- 
tives neuter taken substantively, by the ellipsis of 
some noun. In short, the only vestige of the 
existence of the Substantive is in a e of a 
Rabbinical writer adduced by Bp. Middl. Yet 
there may we not suspect (considering that xoc- 
Mikóv DO where occurs, and Koouoy very often 
in the later Greek writers) that the Rabbi wrote, 
not Ponp, but onp? And though Bp. Middl. 
appeals to other Hebrew words similarly formed 
from the Greek, as dia0:«» and wappnela, yet 
those were words of t occurrence, quite 
unlike the one in question, — which, if it did 
exist at all, was scarcely known to tho Greeks 

meelves, and therefore would not be likely to 
be adopted by a foreigner. Of the word xóo pov, 
and in the sense ornament (namely, of dress), 
exx. occur in the Alexandrine writers, as Judg. 
viii. 26 (Symm.), Cohel, zii. 9. And so the 
Glossary Cyrill. kópia "yvvaikós and kór- 

xepadne. Other exx., too, are adduced by 
ucange from Achmet., Oneir, Theophanes, 

Didymus on Homer, and Liban: insomuch that 
I oe y suspect the ic Translator, here 
appealed to by Bp. Middl., had in his copy 
kOocpuiov. Certainly the existence of xócutoy 
discountenances that of xocuikóv; since the lat- 
ter word was not wanted. At all events, no proof 
has been adduced of tbe existence of the Substan- 
tive xoopuixdy, at least so early as the time of St. 
Paul. Hence it is best here to retain the Adjeo- 
tive use of the word. Nor will it thus be neces- 
sary to read, s Bp. diede 82yS$, TO KOGUikÓV 
&yiov. We have only to suppose, as we very 
well may, that the writer intended this, though he 
did not so express his meaning. Thus far in my 
former Edd. On carefully reconsidering this 
perplexing question for my ninth Edit, I am 
still of the same opinion as heretofore, notwitb- 
standing that I find so exact a grammarian as 
Mr. Green, Gr. New Test. Dial. p. 188, confirms 
by bis su the view of the sense ——— 
by Wakef., Bp. Middl., and Prof. Scholef. Hie 
reason for adopting it, however, must stand on 
its own footing, and that not valid, —namely, 
that, since the words cannot easily be rendered 
80 as to make xocpixòv a predicate, it must bo 
regarded as a Noun [Substantive]. It cannot, I 
grant, easily be so rendered ; but the difficulty is 
greater of regarding xooucxdv as a Substantive 
wholly without proof. To Mr. Green's argu- 
ment, that, as a sacrificial rite is in Ecclus. i. 19 
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termed xdopusor Kuplov, the apparatus 
might be termed rò xoopuxov—I anewer, Non 
sequitur. Rejecting, then, the supposition (which 
Bp. Middl. admits to be not uetus of xoope- 
Koy being a Substantive, and regarding it as an 
Adjective, it remains to ascertain what is its real 
import. First, however, it will be n to 
explain that of +d “Ay:ov. Now this must 
surely mean the Temple, doua being understood. 
And so the Pesch. Syr. Translator renders it 
* domus sancta. As to the sense of xoauikóv, 
the ancient and some modern itors take 
the meaning to be, * which belongs to the whole 
world; while others, as Grot, Wetst., and 
Middl., render it mundane, i. e. emblematical of 
the mundane system ; interpretations alike harsh 
and unsupported by the context. The true sense 
is, I apprehend, that adopted by Chrys., Calv., 
Crell., Hyper., Wolf, Estius, Casaub., Beza, 
Pisc., Bengel, Ernesti, Dindorf, and Stuart, who 
regard xocuxoy as equiv. to iwiye:ov, xtipo- 
awroinroy, Taurus xricews at ver. 11, and so dis- 
tinguished from the axnyy dAnOcv}, at supra 
viii. 2, and the ra ayia &AnÜiwaà and irovpánia 
infra v. 23, 24. So Hyper. explains it ‘ mun- 
danum duntaxat, i.e. externum, temporale, car- 
nale, et nequaquam spirituale. And Crell. re- 
marks, ° Mundanwm vocat respectu illius celestis; 
ita ut mundanum idem quod terrenum vel emcu- 
lare sit.’ This view of the sense I can confirm 
from Jos. Bell. iv. 5, 2, where, speaking of the 
Jewish priests, and the Levitical form of wor- 
ship, he says, Ol dà wpd dAlyou c)» lepáv 
ioira wspiceiuevor, kal THe kosmis Opn- 
oxeias Katapxorres—Popa xuy@v Kal Onpier 
&BrXéwovro, where Koop. signif. terrene, as op- 

d to ial, i.e. by icuts Comp. 
the phrase xoc uix?) sùračia, in Plut. Mor. 

. 119, and Stob. Eclog. Phys. p. 66. So also 
in Artemid. Oneir. i. 2, it 1e said, that ‘to 
eclipses of the sun or moon portend rán xoc- 
piKá Thus, then, we may render: * Now the 
first covenant, also, had ordinances of worship, 
and the worldly or terrene Sanctuary,’ as men- 
tioned in the apodosis at v. 11. 

2. ñ mporn] meaning (by the frequent use of 
wpitot for mpórapos) the anterior, or o 
part of the tabernacle, corresponding to the 5*3 
or spópaot in the Temple; for the Tabernacle of 
Moses (like the Pri of Solomon, and that of 
Zorobabel) was divided by a Veil into two taber- 
nacles ; in allusion to which the whole Sanctuary 
is called in Ps. xliii. 3, mawn, Sept. exwuve- 
ara. The difficulty here found, or sought, by 

Expositors, arose only from a harsh brevity of 
expression, not unfrequent both in St. Paul and 
Thucyd. No diffculty would have existed had 
tho Apostle expressed his meaning more fully, 
thus: * For a tabernacle was constructed [con- 
sisting of two compartments]; the first, which is 
called Holy, wherein was, &c., and the second, 
which contained,’ &.—Avyvla xai 4 TpaweLa, 

HEBREWS IX. 3—5. 

rris. jus Neyetas” Ayia Š ° pera à rò Sevrepov xatarétacua a mh» 
Neyouern “Ayia aylov, ** ypucoty Éyovca Oupsatypioy, xa 

thy xifovrüv ris StaOnens Tepucexarduppéevny mavrodev ypuc (p, 
èv $ orduvos ypvon Ééyovca TÓ pavva, kai 7 páfOos 'Aapev 
ý BXaerüjcaca, kai ai mháxes Tis Org, 5° úmepava Që 
auras XepouBip cons xatacnidlovta Tó iXaoTüpww: Trepi dy 

&c. On the first of these particulars see Exod. 
xxv. 31, seqq., and on the two others, Exod. xxv. 
31.—n ?rpoUscis Tor &præv we may either, with 
some, regard as standing for of dpro« ol mpor- 
Oéuevor; or, with others, take the expression as 
standing for ol apro: ras wpobiceus (see Matt. 
xii. 4), the Show- bread (so called as being placed 
before the Lord), elsewhere denpanineted Cx 
torr, literally, 

3. perà š TÓ Gsutrepov, &c.] This second 
veil was that which separated the Sanctum from 
the Court, and was called iwiowacT pov. 

4. Ouncarip:ov] This term has given rise 
to much perplexity. According to Exod. xxx. 6, 
the incense-altar was not in the Holy of holies, 
but on the outer side of the veil which separated 
the Holy of holies from the rest of the Taber- 
nacle. Several modes of evading the difficulty 
have been suggested; amongst others, to trane- 
late Ougsarrpiov, censer, and understand it of 
the censer which the High Priest brought into 
the Holy of holies once a year: but this was not 
kept in the Holy of holies. Moreover, Ovara- 
*Tüpio» is used for ‘the incense-altar’ by Philo 
and Josephus. The best explanation of the dis- 
crepancy is to consider that the incense-altar, 
though not within the Holy of holies, was closely 
connected therewith, and was sprinkled on the 
day of Atonement with the same blood with 
which the High Priest made atonement in the 
Holy of holies, See Exod. xxx. 6—10, and 
Lev. xvi. ll, &. (Conyb) — wérroOsr, i.e. 
both outside and inside, as we find from Exod. 
xxv. 11, Jos., and Philo.—é» $g, i. e. ‘in the ark." 
This, indeed, would seem to be at variance with 
what is said at 1 Kings viii. 9, that the ark con- 
tained only the two tables of stone. Hence 
various methods of removing the di y 
have been proposed; while Kuin. and Stuait 
here decide, wi Deyling and Carpzov, that all 
wo have to do is to show this description to be 
true of the tabernacle constructed and furnished 
by Moses (of which alone the Apostle is epeak- 
ing), though not of the Temple of Solomon. That 
the pot of manna and Aaron's rod were laid 
up in the ark of the covenant is, they show, 

ved from Exod. xvi. 32—34, and Numb. xvii. 
0, at least according to the interpretation of the 

Rabbins and Jewish Interpreters even to the 
present day. The pot, too, is called ‘golden’ in 
the jun though not expresely said to be so in 
the Hebrew; and yet that it was so, considering 
the purpose, cannot be doubted. 

5. Xap. ĉóğnņnc] From a comparison of the 
where these Cherubim are mentioned, it 

appears that they were symbolical emblems of the 
Divin e nature, denoting the supreme governance 
of the Deity over all creation, and representing 
bis tutelary presence. The term dob is by 
recent Commentators in general supposed to refer 
to the splendour of these figures, which were 
covered all over with gold; while the earlier 
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oun 6écTL viv XAéyew Kata pépos. 8! Tovrov è ofrw kareakeu- t Nam. 38.3. 
acpévey, eis pèv THY TpwTnY axi)» SiaTravToS eiciagiy oL iepeîs 
Tas NaTpeias émvreXoÜvrec. TF eis dé T?» Sevtépay maë Tod g Exa.. 
éviavroÜ povos ó apyvepers, oU ywpis aiwatos, Ó mpoodépes trep iue? 
e ^ ` a ^ a 9 ? 8h a ^ a ver. 36. 
éauro0 Kai Tov TOU XaoÜ ayvonuaTor ToÜTO SnXovvres Tov h Johu 14. & 
TTvevparos toô ayiou, pire mepavepðolai Thy TOv ayiwy ddov, 
ET. Ts mMpwrns oxnvis éxovons ordow. 9!"Hriws mapaBonry tace 13. w. 

is Tò by Tov eveaTnKé @ t$» 86 | Ova | eis Tov Katpoy TOv éeveornxoTa, Kal’ du Qp Te xai Üvaía, 
"rpogdépovra,, uù Suvduevas xarà ovveidnow TeXecas TV, I na 
Aarpevovra, 10 k uóyoy mì ÉBpopnact xal mógacu xal Siaddpois, Nan 197, 

ones, more properly, understand it of *tho glo 
of the Lord' dwelling between and shining 
around them, as alluded to in Ps. lxxx. l.— 
iAaortptov. This was the 5», cover, or lid, of 
the ark (or the pra^ dera so called because, by 
the sprinkling of blood upon it, the atonement 
was effected on the day of expiation. 

6. ToóTov 0i oltre xatecx.) Render: ‘ Now 
these things being [thus] set in due order.’ — 
sloíac: should be rendered by a Present, not, as 
it is usually done, by a Past tense; since the 
Present, from its indefinite sense, suits all times, 
and was here used with full propriety, the Tem- 
ple being yet in being, and the Temple service 
continued. The same error is committed at the 
term arpoa pst, arpoapípovo:, and vpoc épov- 
Tau. at ch. x. I with Mr. Conyb. in his 
remarks om the difficulty here (as elsewhere in 
this Epistle) found, or made, by Commentators. 
Undoubtedly, as Mr. Conybeare observes, * the 
writer is king of the Sanctuary of the First 
Covenant (see ix. 1) as orsinslly denya, And 
he on to speak of the existing Temple- 

ip, as the continuation of the Tabernacle- 
, Which, in all essential points, it was.” 

7. &wak T. iv.) Since from Lev. xvi. 12—15 
it appears that the High Priest entered the 
Sanctum Sanctorum twice (some say thrice, and 
the Rabbins even four times), dak T. iv. must 
(as the best Commentators are agreed) mean, 
* on one day only in — ; ie. on the day 
of Expiation ; and, indeed, as the two enterings 
were in continuity, and forming one and the 
same service, they might be almost said to enter 
the Sanctum Sanctorum but once, From Philo, 

591, cited by Kuin., we learn that if the High 
Priest entered on more than one aay in the year, 
or oftener than twice on that day, he was put to 
death without mT ne akin meaning 
all such sins for which expiation was held avail- 
able; sine of presumption and wilfulness, and 
the more heinous offences (as murder, adultery, 
ne blasphemy), being excluded from expia- 

on. 
8. Tovro] Some ly did, or xara ; mean- 

ing, ‘by this reetriction and difficulty of access." 
That, — involves a needless harshness; 
and it is better, with others, to TOUTO 88 
representing the subject of what was signified in 
the instruction,—meant to be intimated by a 
sort of figurative and spiritual application of the 
injunctions, or by the inference from them,— 
which, he means to say, is that the true approach 
to God, and access to the real Holy of holies, 
Heaven, "N the expiation of sin, was not made 

VoL. 

fully manifest while the Jewish economy sub- 
sisted; or, in other words, that, as Conyb. ex- 
plains, * while the emp wo with its ex 
clusion of all but the High Priest from the Holy 
of holies, still existed, the way of salvation 
would not be fly manifest to those who adhered 
to the outward and typical observances, instead 
of being thereby led to the Antitype.'—irt ie 
TpóT15$ oxnyne sxovans eTáci, lit. ° while the 
first tabernacle (or dispensation) had a standing,’ 
i. o. subsisted, was in force; of which sense 
Kypke adduces exx. from Polyb., Plutarch, and 
Dionys. Hal., and Carpzov from Philo. How- 
ever, it would seem that the Apostle adopted the 
expression, because, as Theophyl. and Theodor. 
suggest, he meant to advert to the second hol 
edifice being still standing, and the Temple 
fices and services yet constantly offered. How- 
ever, by ris mpærns oxnvys is really meant 
simply ‘the first di ion ;' i.e. that under 
the first Temple. The image in éyovons ordoty 
is adapted to the in onxnyye. 

9. iris] scil. exur?, ‘which [dispensation].’ 
—"rapaf. scil. dort, ‘is, or has been, a type or 
figure,’ — namely, of the entrance of the more 
excellent High Priest into heaven, whereby is 
obtained free access to God, hitherto hindered.— 
als rv xaipdy Tov ¿vacT. Render: ‘ up to the 
present time ;" meaning có» Ka:pdv Tris QuopOco- 
Gwg at ver. 10, which had then bui ius sce x. 
10—14, 19, 22), when there was no longer occa- 
ston for the type in question; though, by the 
continuance of the Temple service, and the per- 
verse unbelief of the Jews, it might be said still 
to exist.—4ipá re xal Üvcía:, meaning all sorts 
of expiatory sacrifices. In u? vráuavac xara 
cuvine TsXau cat TÒ» Aap. the expression 
Suvduevas is accommodated in gender to the 
latter of the above terms, as being the nearer and 
more important noun. The eral sense is, 
* which cannot perfectly tranquillize the consci- 
ence of the worshi [who offers these ex- 
piatory sacrifices] lit. * which cannot consum- 
mate, make perfect, the worshipper, — accom- 
plish his purpose [remission of sins] as to the 
conscience, == so as to satisfy his conscience.’ 

10. uóvov iwi fpéuaci—irikelusva] Of 
these words, the construction, and (as dependent 
thereon) the sense, have been not a little dis- 

ted, the reading itself being a matter of de- 
te. Here several var. lectt. exist (especially 

Ĉıxaræpara for &ixaicouact) ; which, however, 
seem only so many different attempts at getting 
rid of what seemed a harsh construction, — 
namely, ó pd T£ xal VICES Su SSS 

8 
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Barri ois, [xai] Sixavopact capes, péyps xatpod SiopPacews 
rrexeipeva. 

xsíuaya : in adjusting which most Commentators 
take ¿muxalusra twice ; i.e. with iwi Bpwuaes 
«ai wouact, and with péype xaipou d:098., the 
ivi being put for iy. And, indeed, this would 
seem the most natural construction ; but it leads 
to a sense objectionable; for how oblations and 
sacrifices can be said to consist in meats, drinks, 
and ablutions, it is not easy to see. It would, 
therefore, seem that ixix. is only to be taken 
once, and that udvoy mexpi xaipou dtop8. imix. 
are alone to be referred to dpa xai Oveiai; 
also that the words iwi Bpwuace xal—capxde 
are meant to designate another class of ritual ob- 
servances, as being mere ordinances of the fus 
gross and external, and therefore not able to 
quiet the conscience, or make tbe worship 
perfect. Thus ¿rì must be rendered not in, but 

; and by dixatwuac: capkós we may 
understand other similar observances, as circum- 
cision, &c. ; or (as such an ellipsis of dAXors in- 
volves a certain harshness) we mer rather sup- 
pose thie clause intended to quali/y the preceding, 
and show the true nature of the Bowuara xai 
xóuara here spoken of. By jia$ópow Bar- 
Ticuoie are denoted those * ceremonial ablu- 
tions,—some respecting the priests, others the 
Levites, or the people at ,—which are de- 
tailed in the Books of Leviticus and Numbers. 
Hence they are here termed &i&Qopo:, ° of vari- 
ous kinds,'—namely, as paese to the dif- 
ferent orders of persons, whether Priests, Levites, 
or others. "These, then, in addition to the pre- 
ceding class of ritual observances, are said to be 
bvikeíusva, ‘enjoined, and intended to be in 
force, u*xpi xatpoU QiopÜcootee, meaning, ° the 
period which should introduce a reformation of 
religion, by a — of external forms into vital 
and spiritual worsh p,—namel , that of the Gos- 
m ere, tben, it is meant (as Stuart expreeses 
9 that oblations and sacrifices are offered up, 
which cannot fully accomplish what is needful 
for the purging and quieting of the conscience of 
him who performs the services in question ; be- 
ing enjoined and in force (together with meats 
and drinks, and various ordinances pertaining to 
the flesh) only until the time of reformation. On 
reconsidering for this ninth Edit. the reading and 
sense of thie ver., Í continue to be of the same opi- 
nion as heretofore. As to the reading, that opinion 
is confirmed by the circumstance, that, tho 
Tisch. in hie 1st ed. adopted, with Scholz and 
Lachm., the reading édcxa:mmata for xal 8i 
xat@pact, he has, in his second ed., restored that 
lng very properly ; since it is impossible to 
defend dixaimpara in a composition like this 
Epistle, marked by exactness of style. Yet he 
would have done still better had he followed 
those Editors in cancelling the xei, for which 
there is Tong Mon (to which I add Lamb. 
1182, 1183, 1196), espec. considering that inter- 
nal evidence is against the word, since we can 
easily account for ite i jon, viz. by those 
Critics who did not perceive the force of the 
apposition, or (as it may have been) by scribes, 
who thought that dcx. ought to have a xai as 
well as the foregoing substantives. 

lll Xpuorés è tapayevopevos, apyvepevs TOv pe- 
Aovrov ayabav, Sia tis peilovos xal TeXewrépas orvs, ov 

11—15. The Apostle now contrasts these sym- 
bolical and temporary ministrations and ordi- 
nances with the effectual and perpetual services 
of our Redeemer, who exercises the office of 
High Priest in a greater and more perfeet taber- 
nacle, even in heaven (ver. 11), into which He 
entered by his own blood; thus procuring eterna] 
redemption for us (ver. 12); for, he argues, ‘ if 
the blood of bulls and goats, offered by the Le- 
vitical priests, could effect an outward purifica- 
tion (ver. 13), much more must the blood of 
Christ purify the conscience, and fit the believer 
for heaven (ver. 14): for this reason be ie ap- 

inted the Mediator of the new covenant, that 
y dying to purchase redemption for sinnere, 

even in formes times, believers of all might 
receive the promise of an e inheritance 

C. x à å AA. åy.) The . Xp. 6 wapay., apy. Tey us n 
sense is, ‘ But Christ, hadog come (in the flesh) 
an High Priest, in respect of the hope of the 
blessing in futurity, (passing) through a greater 
and more perfect T e, not made with 
human hands,—tbat is to say, not of this (na- 
tural) creation, —not by goats’ and calves’ blood, 
but by his own blood, hath entered once for all 
into the (true) Holy place, after having attained 
an ing redemption, so called in oppo- 
sition to the temporary one of the High Priest 
at the annual day of expiation.'——1 must not 
omit here to notice a matter of readi For 
us Grev MSS. B. D, and the Pesch. Syr. 
and Ital. Versions have -ysvouírew. adopted 
by Lachm., and by Tisch. in his let ed., who in 
his 2nd ed. restored usAAórTev ; very properly ; 
since external authority is very slender, and in- 
ternal evidence is rather against, than in favour 
of, yav., which, notwithstanding all the sophisti- 
cal reasoning of CUM — to amen et 
and his attempt to show the i ess 
meAX. is an ious failure. I suspect, indeed, 
this yev. to no more than s corruption, b 
error, of the scribes, of some other reading whi 
was a Critical emendation of ueXX. by those who 
did not perceive its true force and entire suitabi- 
lity. Though some modern Critics, as Dr. Man- 
gey, similarly stumbling, proposed to read ma- 
vovrwy,—utterly inadmissible, as yielding a most 
frigid and jejune sense. As to the authority of the 
Pesch. Syr. Version, adduced for ys»., that aid is 
vainly invoked, since from the sense it 
* wrought out,’ ‘effected, it is plain that the 
Translator had not ysvouírev in his copy, but 
some other word, which we are left to divine; 
sed heret aqua. Strange is it that any should 
have stumbled at usAA dyress, which yields, when 
properly explained, a moet excellent sense, as 

ting (Est. observes) the ‘bona cavestia et 
eterna, que in futuro secolo expectamus per 
Christum, per ministerium eui sacerdotii, qui 
nobis intercessor est et dux ad ea bona.’ So iu 
x. 1, the Law ie termed a oxi rær utAAérTOv 
d'yeÜev. See more in Hyperius, who has treated 
moet fully and ably on this point—4u rae 
over xal rar. oxnvye. Render: ‘ by the 

better and more perfect tabernacle.” To what 
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xeiporrougrov, (Tovréariw ov TavTns THS KTicews;) 12 ™ qudè Òe p^ 
a a Eph. 1. 7. 

aipatos rpáryov kai pooywy, id è ToU idiov alparos, eiaTjAÜev Gah M 
é$ára£f eis Tà ayia, aiwviay AvUTpwow ebpápevos. 19 n Ei yàp YPet ris. 

` , ⸗ ` ` , & 6. 9. TO alua tavpwv xal tpaywy, Kai omoðòs OapáXews pavtifovaea n Lev. v. 
\ e , ` ^ ` , 14, 1e. TOUS Kexolvwpévous, ayiales mpòs THY THS capKos xaQapoTmra' Num. 1. 

10. 4. 140 mór uüXXov TÒ alua ToU XpicTo0, ôs Sid IIveúuaTos aiwviou Sue i.n. 
^ ^ ^ Rom. 

€avrüv Tpoc!jvey«ev äpwpov TQ Og, kabap tiv cuveldnow Eph.s.2 
0. 18. 

1. 4. 

hnGu aro vexpav Epywy eis TO Natpevery Oew@ lOvr.; 15 P Kai & P, 
eh.6.1. 1 Pet. 1.19. & 3.18. & 4.3. 1 John 1.7. Rev.1.5. p Rom. 3. 25. & 6. 6. t Tim. 3.5. ch. 8. 1. & 13. 94- 1 Pet. 8. 18 

this oxnvye is to be referred has been debated. 
To understand it, with some, of the Christian 
Church, lies to various objections, well 
stated by Dindorf, Stuart, and Kuin. It is the 
Opinion of these, and many other eminent Com- 
mentators, that we have here a comparison of 
Christ with the Jewish High Priest, who, on the 
day of — passed through the Sanctum 
into the Holy of holies, answering to that part 
of heaven wherein is the immediate presence of 
God himeelf. Thus, then, the Apostle will here 
mean to compare the visible heavens (called by 
the Jews the tent of God),— through whic 
Jesus passed in his ascension to the Aighest 
heaven,—with the veil which separated the 
Jewish Sanctum from the Holy of holies; and 
oxney TeX. will thus denote the exterior parts 
of the heavenly Adytam. So at iv. 14 Christ is 
spoken of as dseAnAvOds rode oùpavoús.— 
Xetpow. means * not made by kuman hands; où 
rTavTne Ths xticews, ‘not of this world's fabri- 
eation, not of a but of heavenly fabric,’ 
acil. hy fankev Ó$ Képios, viii. 2 Mr. Conyb. 
thinks that the parenthetic words rovrioriv— 
xrioaws have much the appearance of a marginal 
gloss on où yepowoińrtov, But there is nothin 
to countenance this suspicion in the MSS. an 
Versions, except that the words are abeent from 
the Venice MS. 109; but omissions are very 
— in that, and moet other very ancient 
MSS. ; and the words are not such as a glosso- 
grapher would have adopted, who would un- 

ubtedly have framed a mach more perspicuous 
explanation. Besides, the words have quite a 
Pauline air, espec. in the harsh and peculiar use 
of TraéTus THe xTicees, for ° this world's fabri- 
cation.’ Besides, Paul often uses the form rout- 
dors to introduce an explanation, or further 
development of his meaning; so Rom. vii. 18. 
ix. 8. Philem. 12, and often in this Epist., as ii. 
14. vii. 5. x. 20. xi. 16. xiii. 15. It occurs in 
1 Pet. iii. 20, and in Acts i. 19. 

12. obi ds’ aluaroe, &c.] meaning. ‘ Neither 
by the blood of victims, such as bulls and goats, 
but with his ewn blood he entered, once for all 
into the Holy of holies, after having obtained 
eternal redemption for us by his own blood.’ 
The term ipárağ alludes to the High Priest's 
entering once only every year into Holy of 
holies; — e — was once 
every year, CHRIST, the t Hig t, en- 
tered once for all; see jota aleia Aú- 
Tpegu, * eternal, as to the Levitical 

one.—evpduavee, lit. * having acquired 
for bie eke aoe : — SE i. 19, 1, 
we have dó£av dperie « spor. my note 
on Thucyd. i. 18. A á 

13. aeročòs ĉapá\sws] Seo Numb. xix. 2—9. 

— favti{ovea, ‘sprinkling, — namely, when 
mixed with running water, thus forming a sort 
of holy water used to purify the defil Seo 
Numb. xix. 17. 

14. dca TIvedparoe}] Of this unusual expres- 
sion the exact sense and application have 
not a little disputed. Some eminent modern 
Expositors su the term IIvsóyu. used with 
reference to the eternal and epiritual nature of 
Christ; a view adopted by Bp. Bull (Def. Fid. 
Nic., p. 19), who takes the sense to be, ‘ eternam 
Christi Divinitatem, sive divinam Filii Dei per- 
sonam, unitam humanam naturam in arà Crucis 
Deo obtulisse;' adducing, in support of this, a 

from the Epistle of bas, ch. vi., 
where it is said of Christ, aibroée iwip T&v 
JueTípor cuapTioy fusÀAs GxsUos TOU %yaÚ- 
paros (the vessel of the spiritual nature of 
Christ) 4poedípsiw Ovolav. Others, consistin 
of the ancient Commentators in general, an 
many modern ones (as Calv., Est., Whitby, Bp. 
Middl., Winzer, Kuin., and Stuart), understand 
it of the Holy Spirit, either personally, or 
through his influences, by which every circum- 
stance of our Redeemer's course is said in Scrip- 
ture to have been accompanied : an interpreta- 
tion which seeme to deserve the ce. Ac- 
cording to the former, this text supplies a proof 
of the essential Deity of Chris ; according to the 
latter, of the e Divinity of the Holy Spirit. 
—KaOapit c)» cuveidnor, A strong ex- 
pression, to denote the removal of guilt, by a 
comparison of the washing the surface of any 
unclean vessel with water, or other liquid, so as 
to thoroughly cleanse it. Comp. Rev. i. 5, re 
Aovoarts huas ¿aro Tey duapricn Hypo iv To 
aluat: avrov. Here, by the term cussisnors 
is, as Stuart observes, meant, not simply the 
conscience as a faculty of the soul, but the mind, 
meaning ‘ the conscious of man,’ ‘the in- 
ward consciousness! Compare James iii. 4, ó 
kpv1TTÓs THe kapóíae dvÜpormos. This is said 
figur. to be purified, by the removal of the op- 
ressive sense of conscious guilt — to us, 
ike the fatal robe of Nessus, and entailing spi- 
ritual death. Comp. infra x. 22, igpayrioudévor 
vat kaplas àwó cvvedncrwe Bovnpas.—By 
dead works, ss here opposed to ‘ the living God,’ 
we must understand such worke as pollute the 
soul, even as dead bodies were thought to pollute 
the living worshipper; and from this pollution 
the b] of Jesus can alone cleanse men. 
the — — (ele rò — pa 
QvTIi) we see the purposes answered this 
— in the blood of the Lamb, i. e. that we 
are thus permitted to draw near unto God, and 
offer him, after this Mary pe 8 sor- 
vice; jast » those under old dispensation 
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Sià totro Siabyens raivis pecityns éotiv, mes, Üavárov yevo- 
uévou eis atTroduTpwotw TÀv ém. Tfj rpory ceaban TapaBácecv, 

were not permitted to approach God until the 
had first gone through à previous ceremoni 
purification. 

15—18. In this obscure passage the difficulty 
mainly turns on the import of the term darin. 
The sense formerly assigned to it, testament, is 
now generally rejected, m its involving some- 
thing like an absurdity. For how, it is asked, 
can any one be called the mediator of a testa- 
ment? How can a testament need a mediator? 
How can any one be called the mediator of his 
own testament? How can the Mosaic law be 
called a testament P Who was the testator? And 
how can it be said that the testator died to render 
it valid? This, indeed, is so plain, that no Expo- 
sitors of any note now contend for the sense testa- 
ment throughout the ; though some (as 
Limborch and Medhurst, in 2 Dissertation on the 
subject, in the Bib]. Hag.) ascribe to it the double 
sense of covenant and testament, namely, a cove- 
nant which partakes of the nature of a testament. 
It ie, however, generallv admitted, that in ver. 15 
the sense is covenant (as viii. 6, xpalrrovoe ĝia- 
Orne pecirnye, and o elsewhere in this book 
and other parts of the New Test.) ; and the ti 

? 

l., Al- 

Mosaic covenant cannot well be considered as a 
testament ; and that accuracy of ment requires 
the above sense: in order to evince which they 
trace the course of the d rpg i which see in 
Pearce, Mackn., and Hold., or, in another and 
modified form, in Prof. Scholef., which eee in 
his Hints, &c., cited in my former Edd., accom- 
penied with remarks in refutation from myself 
and Prof. Stuart. Suffice it here to remark that, 
to suppose àraOsuávov and 2:a0(usyos to be taken 
in a sense d. from that contained in &a- 
O:xn, is exceedingly harsh; since the sentence 
is highly antithetical, and the pointe of antithesis 
fall on those very words. To remove thie for- 
midable objection, some who support the inter- 
retation in question render diaÜeuáívov (as does 
Dr. Burton, after Whitby), *the covenanting 
party.’ But we may ask (with Prof. Stuart), 
where is the death of a person covenanting made 

necessary, in order to confirm [or ratify] tbe 
covenant ?’ ‘ Besides (as the learned Commenta- 
tor observes) Christ ratified the covenant, not as 
a maker, but as a iator, agreeably to what is 
asid in the preceding verse. Upon the whole, 
I seo not how the a interpretation can be 
admitted; for to run directly counter to the 
sus s, and violate the common idiom of 
the language, in order to make the Sacred writer's 
argument accurate, is a course which no consci- 
entious Expositor of the word of God will think 
allowable; and in a passage like the present, 
where the fitness of an argument is not the matter 

in question, it is better to leave the Sacred 
writer's ion (be it what it may) as it 
is, than to attempt to improve it at the expense 
of violating the laws of sound interpretation. 
Here, however, no such great perplexity exists ; 
for there would seem no serious difficulty in- 
volved in — that ‘the Apostle takes 
advantage of the twofold sense of d:a0nxn, inti- 
mating that it is applicable to the Christian dis- 

sation, not only as denoting a covenant (which 
s > — — of the word in ; 
ture), but also in its general acceptation, a 
testament, the death of a testator being not less 
requisite to the operation of a will, than the 
death of 2 victim to the validity of a covenant." 
* As &uaÜrxn (observes Mr. Rose) means both 
covenant and testament (each being a solemn 
disposition), and as covenants in ral an- 
ciently (and espec. that of Mount Sinai) were 
ratified with blood, the Apostle, in comparing 
the new ĉan with the old, ts it in 
a double light, a covenant ratified by blood, of 
which the former sacrifices were tho types, and 
& testament ratified and brought into action by the 
death of a testator.’ The points of co 
xe would observe, the same ud dE 
each case respectively. The occasion of here 
introducing Jia0. in a sense deviating from, 
though closely connected with, that adopted in 
the preceding verse, is well pointed m A Prof. 
Stuart thue: ‘The whole comparison testa- 
ments among men which confer a valid title to 
an inheritance (vv. 16, 17) seems evidently to 
spring from the mention of Christ's deat’ in the 
preceding verse, and of the confirmation thereby 
of the believer's title to a heavenly inheritance. 
It ie as much as to say, “ Brethren, regard it not 
as strange that the death of Christ should havo 
given assurance of — blessings to believers 
—should have ratified the new d:a0sixn, of which 
he ie the author; other dia05«a: are ratified by 
the death of their respective testators, and only 
in this way."' He goes on to show that even 
the ancient covenant, though it could not be 
called a óia85«n in all respects so well as the 
new one, was still ratified in a manner not unlike 
the new one, viz. by blood, the emblem of death, 
vv. 18—22. See more in Calv. and Hyper., and 
espec. Crell, whose elaborate discussion com- 
pletely establishes the view taken by the above 
eminent Expositore, espec. Mr. Rose. It is 
moreover confirmed by considering the scope of 
vv. 15—18; the purpose of the Apostle being (as 
Kuin. shows) to clear the doctrine of the death 
of the Messiah from objections and scruples, by 

ty of it to effect the grand showing pra 
purposes of hie mediatorial namely, ° tho 
expiation of the sins of the whole world.” It 
may be added, that vv. 16, 17 are, in some mes- 
sure, parenthetical, and are intended, as Crell, 
long ago saw, not so much for ; 28 for dlus- 
tration, showing that 4 aii) diaDii«n, whether 
regarded in the light of a testament or of a 
covenant, requires to be ratified by death. Build- 
ing on this suggestion, Mr. Conyb. remarke, that 
i t P aimon gi this pe is det — as a 

argument, but as a rhetorical i//ustration, 
— ¿sq nidos to the writer by the ambigoity 
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of the word d:a8yxn.’ True; but I pause at the 
use of the epithet ‘rhetorical’ as applied, so 
needlessly, to the word of Inspiration. Finally, 
mecirns is here used in a very peculiar sense as 
applied to a thing, to — what p^ express by 
a on's — — ing a business for one 
bo transacting it with the other party ; which, 
in the present case, was done by Christ's nego- 
tiating with God the work of reconciling man 
to his offended Creator, and thus effecting by 
mediation the atonement. This use of the word 
is, however, so rare, that no ex. of it has hither- 
to been adduced. I have, however, noted two, 
ono in Jos. Antt. xvi. 2. 2, where it is said 
of Herod, xai tiv wap’ ' quere dori {nrov- 
pivæv uícíTns qv’ xal dsexpattero (read 
Ssewparrero Tó) pndevoe &Tvytjoac Tovs àƏso- 
pívovs, and another in Diod. Sic. t. iv. 55, uec. 
ræv dporoyiwr.—' Ores, Üavdrov ysvopéivou, 
&e. Kender, *so that [his] death having taken 
place for the — of the transgressions com- 
mitted under the first covenant, they who are 
called might receive the promise (i. e. the pro- 
mised blessing) of the eternal inheritance.’ Comp. 
Rom. iii. 25, 26.—ol cexA nudvos must not be joined 
with rie alevlov xAnpovoulas, but be referred 
to thy bxayysXiapy, Thy bwayy. TH alevíov : 
s ssorcalas belas taken for Nae. Iove: 
vyv. . 

16. $ípsc0a.] Render: ‘be brought in,’ = 
proved. produced, In which sense the word 

occurs in a passage of Plato cited by Kui- 
noel. 

18. ' Aliud argumentum, quo probatur equum 
esse, ut novum testamentum, intercedente morte 
Christi, — fiat, a emo typi veri wa 
veritas debet ndere typo. per. o 
evince the —— of the —— of 
Christ, adverted to at ver. 15, Oavérou yev., 
the Apostle shows that, from the first, God rati- 
fied his covenant by sacrifice.—ó0«» odd’ —atp. 
iy«x. I would render, ° Whence (for ‘ where- 
fore’) even the first Testament also bad dedica- 
tion not without blood. I agree with Conyb., 
that 504» does not refer to the preceding illustra- 
tion concerning the death of the testator, but to 
the — from which that was only a mo- 
mentary er temporary) digression. Comp. 
v. 18 with vv. 12—14.—éyxaivec@as in this sense, 
‘to inaugurate by dedication,’ occ. in 1 Kings 
viii. 63, and Deut. xx. 5, where it answers to our 
handsel, as used of a house; and as the kand- 
selling of any building was anciently celebrated 
by formal rites, which served to rati/y the pos- 

session of the thing, so the word came to simply 
mean to ratify, as applied to covenants. 

19. This verse, then, is explanatory and con- 
firmatory of what was contained in the preceding. 
—AadnOelens yap waons, &c., ‘for when 
Moses recited the whole Law (meaning the- 
formula of the covenant) to the poopie: as had 
been prescribed [by God], &c. By wdene iv- 
TOÀ! we must understand all the precepts con- 
tained in Exod. xxi. —xxiii., as referred to Exod. 
xxiv. 3. For xarà vóuov, Lachm. and (in his 
let Ed.) Tisch. read roy vóuov, from 13 MSS., 
Theodor., and Theophyl; though in his 2nd 
Ed. Tisch. restores vóuo», rightly; for the other 
reading may be supposed to have been introduced 
from ver. DA comp. with supr., viii. 4. But by 
vonov is to be understood, not the law itself, but, 
as Est. explains (after Theophyl.), * mandatum 
secundum ; Le. mandatum lege compre- 
hensum,’ that which ed the promulgation 
of the law. See Exod. xx. 18, 15. xxiv. 3.— 
AaBuvr—ispdrvrics. Moses, in his account of 
this transaction, says nothing of the blood of 
poore of the water and scarlet wool, nor the 

, Dor of the sprinkling the book of the Law 
with blood; circumstances su to have been 
derived from ancient tradition, and adverted to 
by the writer as things well known to his readers. 

that as it may, since similar rites are men- 
tioned in Lev. xiv. 4—6, 49—52, there can be 
little doubt that they were used on this occasion. 
The water and hyssop are easily accounted for as 
necessary, or at least very suitable, to the thing 
performed ; and that it was usual for water to be 
mixed with the blood, we learn from Lev. xiv. 
49—51. Finally, as to the sprinkling of the 
book, that involves no di: , being only an 
addition to, though no variation from, the Mosaic 
account; and as the altar was sprinkled, so might 
the book, ss it lay upon the altar. Mr. io bi 
bide us remember ‘ that the Old Test. is usually 
referred to memoriter by the writers of the New 
Test.’ However, he grants (all that we can 
desire) that the advocates of verbal inspiration 
would be justified in maintaining that these cir- 
cumstances actually occurred, though they aro 
not mentioned in the books of Moses. 

20. +ó alua 7. éta8.] i. e. ‘the blood by which 
the covenant was solemnly established and rati- 
fied; ivríAAacÓa, here standing for the pre- 
ceding ourreXaty or éyxaiwi(tw.—IIpós uae 
is put for a dativus commodi. The words here 
cited do not exactly correspond to those of the 
Sept., but they well represent tho sense. 
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21. The dedication of tbe Tabernacle, here 
adverted to, is described at Exod. xl. 8, sq. and 
Lev. viii. 10, sq. ; where, however, the circum- 
stance in question is not mentioned, and might 
very well, for brevity sake, be omitted by Moses. 
It is supposed to have been derived from tradi- 
non, and mention of it is made in Josephus and 

ilo. 
22. cyedsv] This limitation is employed, 

because some things, i.e. such as could endure 
fire, were purified by fire, and others which could 
not, by water. Sce Lev. xvi. 28. Numb, zxxi. 
23. Kunis aim., &c. Answering to this is what 
is said by Josephus, Philo, and the Rabbins, that 
without Wood (typical of the remission of sins by 
the Messiah) no one was absolved from hie 
sins or defilements. On the reasons, see Braun, 
Owen, Dindorf, Kuin., and the 9th Book of Bp. 
Warburton's Div. The word aluaTs«- 
xvola does not occur elsewhere; yet we need 
not suppose it to be, as the Commentators say, 
coined by the writer. It is sufficient to consider 
it as one among the very numerous worde of the 
Hellenistic, Alexandrian, and common dialect, 
not preserved in the remains of antiquity. The 
Apostle now, reverting to what was said at ver. 
2], again treats on the main point,—the atone- 
ment,—subjoining a conclusion to be drawn from 
the whole of the preceding. 

23. dvaynn oðv Té Uwodelypara, ae The 
full sense is, ° Hence it was necessary that the 
shadow of heavenly things [the Tabernacle] should 
be aysaq bere consecrated to sacred uses] 

ith auch rites as these [of bulls and goats}, but 
that Heaven itself should be purified (i.e. an 
approach to it be made by purification) by a 
more effectual sacrifice,” even the blood of Christ. 
In the expression xaÜapí(sc0a: there is, Ro- 
senm. obeerves, *a metonymy, such as we often 
find, when things partly similar, partly diseimi- 
Jar, are com ; for as by the legal purification 
an entrance was afforded to the sanctuary, so, by 
taking the effect as standing for the cause, Heaven 
is said xaÜapí(«cÜai, instead of saying that an 
entrance by them is given to that heaven.” 

24. Having by these two reasons evinced that 
the new testament could not have been ratified, 
except by Christ’s dying, the Apostle now pro- 
ceeds, as he had before n, to fully show b 
several arguments the superior efficacy and excel- 
lence of the sacrifice of Christ, as compared with 
the legal sacrifices. (Hyper. Here, then, the 
aeavenly priesthood of Christ, which had been 
treated of previously to the parenthetical passage 
on the necessity of his dying. is here resumed and 
further illustrated.—ot yàp els xe:powolnra 

modais mpoopépy éavróv, MoTrEp ó Gpyupebs eicépyeras eis TA 
yia xar éviavtoy dy aluaT, áXXorpiqr | 99 (* éwei See avrov 

Qy, &c., meaning that Christ did not enter 
into the earthly Holy of holies, which was onl 
an image of the Aeavenly, but into Heaven i 
On these two terms xe:pom. and ayia, see supr., 
vv. ll and 2.—dyrirvwa here is nearly synon. 
with bwoédacyua before explained, denoting ‘ the 
iater high priest to Christ yee in ue me- 

atorial high-priestly capacity, and as Lord in 
heaven.’ — vv». iupavıobiva:i, &. 'Exdane- 
Ojva: is a forensic term, signif. ‘fo present one- 
gA before a tribunal, or court, either as a plain- 
tiff, or advocate. Here, from the context, the 
latter must be the sense intended. 

25. The writer now contrasts the offering of. 
Christ with hie own blood, with the entrance of 
the priest into the Sanctum Sanctorum with the 
blood of another,—and accordingly declares Christ 
to have appeared before God, and entered into 
heaven, not in order to make a E 
of himself, i. e. not, after having en into 
heaven, to again go forth from thence, and de- 
scend on earth, and there again be killed as a 
victim, and rising again, make offerings 
of himself in heaven to God. Herein, then, he 
shows both the dissimilarity of Christ to the 
High Priest, and his superiority to him: 1. in- 
asmuch as the High Priest entered into the 
Sanctum Sanctorum with the blood of another, — 
namely, of the victime, so that the High Priest 
and the victim were distinct; Christ, by his 
own blood ; 2. that the High Priest, after having 
entered the Sanctuary, n went forth from it, 
and repeated this ingress and yearly, so as 
to enter several times, while Christ entered once 
only. (Limborch.) Here, then, as Hyper. ob- 
serves, we have an à circumdantia, 
that Christ only offered his sacrifice once, and 
that once fully sufficed for the expistion of sin. 
—ove’ Iva, &c. Odi here corres s to ov 
yàp at ver. 24, and dvayxn must be repeated; 
the sense being, ‘neither was it necessary that 
he should present himself often, as the High 
Priest enters the temple every with another's 
blood.’—éauroy for ró [ov atua, ix. 12. 

26. ¿mal ide1—axcdopov]} In this clause (which 
Hyper. justly considers as ical) we have 
a reductio ad absurdum. ‘It is shown (sys 
Calv.) what an absurdity would follow, if this 
one sacrifice of Christ should be not sufficient; 
for thus he must needs qeu) have died oftes, 
death being in ble from sacrifice. It fol- 
lows, then, that the virtue of this one sacrifice is 
eternal, and extends to all ages.’ By ¿xi evr- 
wTshtlq Gv alcovey is meant ‘ towards the close 
of the Mosaic dispensation.’ See note on 1 Cor. 
x. ll. Schoettgen supposes the term cupritus 
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to be here used, rather than +édos, by way of 
marking the junction of the two réAn or periods, 
by the close of the first running into the com- 
mencement of the second ; so that the period of 
Christ's coming was ‘tn comfimio Vet. et Nov. 
Test., ubi due extremitates se invicem continge- 
bant, Accordingly it is well observed by Bengel 
that *the sacrifice of Christ divides the whole 
age or duration of the world into two parts, and 
extends ite virtue backward and forward, from 
this middle point wherein they meet, to abolish 
both the ilt and the power of sin.'—^r1$aví- 
perra, Fath been made manifest, or ‘ hath 
manifested ™—a reflex. sense of Perf. Pass, 
occurring also in Col. iii. 4. 1 Tim. iii. 16. 
1 Pet. i. 20. v. 4, and sometimes in the Class. 
writers, as Hdot. vi. 22. D. Hal. x. 37. — le 
dÜOírncw duapríac. This may mean (as many 
eminent Expositors explain) ‘for the expiation 
of sin, slc áxoXUTpecir, as it is said supra, 
ver. 22, ele dwoX. is» duaptia@y, ‘to make an 
end of them by obtaining their pardon and the 
abolition of the penalty.” But that would have 
required some such term as dveveyxety duap- 
vias at ver. 28. Yet of this proof is required. 
The nature of the metaphor, and the logic of the 
context, point at a putting down, making away 
with, of some previous authority and rule. And 
as Christ came to save from the power, no less 
than the penalty, of sin, it would seem that what 
Bt. Paul fere means is, ‘the dominion of sin that 
is to be abolished,’ according to the promise in 
Rom. vi. 14. This view I find supported by the 
authority of Hyper., Bulling., Est., and Hamm. ; 
also by Epiphan. Heres. p. 343, as appears from 
the words ele xurdxpiow duaprías (written 
with an evident view to Rom. viii. 5) xai àbi- 
Tow ToU ÜavácTov. 

27. It is now shown, by a new argument, de- 
rived à simili, that Christ ought once only to 
offer himself, —namely, because his sacrifice and 
death were one and the same. And here it is 
not meant to be affirmed that all men must die 
(that being undoubted), but only that it is ap- 
pointed for them once to die, and that after death 
nothing shall remain but judgment. (Dindorf.) 
—dwoxeraz, ‘it is laid up,’ or reserved, by the 
appointment of God, as in the case of a sentence 

on a criminal,—of which the execution is 
certain, though the period not defined ;—a pecu- 
liar use of dwox. (to denote * absolute certainty’), 
but occ. elsewh. in D. Hal. v. 8, rots xaxoóp'yois 
dr. wa0eiv.—Mera di rovro xpleis. Render: 
* but after that judgment," ‘ to be called to judg- 
ment;’ meaning, ‘to meet the award at the day 
Z i , —a day which, as Sir Thomas 

rowne, Rel. Med., p. 89, finely observes, ° must 
make good that great attribute of God, his jus- 
tice, —which must reconcile those unanswerable 
doubts that torment the wisest understandings, 
and restore those seeming inequalities and re- 
spective distractions which exist in this world, to 
an equality, and reconcile justice in the next.'— 

dwat, ‘once for all’ (see my Lex.) Thucyd. 
i. 189, i&óxev. mağ wepl drárrov dawoxpi- 
vacOa:. | 

28. obra xai, &e.] Here we have the appli- 
cation ; ‘as it is appointed unto men,’ &c., * so 
Christ, so,’ &c. : in which is implied the reason of 
the above,—namely, the fact that the legal sacri- 
fice could not atone for sin. At wpocaveyOeis 
ires is a sacrificial term) supply ale 8voíay. 
n els rÒ wmoÀÀ wy aveveyxety duaprrías we have 

another stron metaphor, which, from its con- 
nexion with the cardinal doctrine of the Gospel, 
the Atonement, deserves especial attention. "The 
hrase dps». du. occ. also at l Pet. ii. 24; and 
n both the sacred writers had in mind 
Isa. liii. 11, 12, and hence the sense of the phrase 
must be, in either case, (1) ‘to bear the sins of 
another by suffering in his stead the punishment 
due to those sins.’ (2) ‘To bear them «v or 
away, remove them by eapiation;’ sin being 
viewed figuratively es a burden too heavy for 
the sinner to bear; perhaps with allusion to Pe. 
xxxviii. 4. The term woA\wp is generally ex- 
plained by the Arminian Expositors, ‘even as 
many as were born into the world ; by Calvin- 
istic ones, ‘as many as truly believe in Christ.’ 
The former sensc cannot be admitted, as being a 
manifest m The difficulty however is abiy 
met by Bp. Middl. as follows: ‘We are told 
that of wodXol is often equivalent to mávrse, 
It ie not, however, quite certain that the Apostle 
here meant to express mávTwv : the verse con- 
cludes with the mention of those “ who wait for 
him," i. e. who wait for Christ's second coming, 
in humble hope of receiving their reward ; and 
these manifestly are not the whole human race. 
So also supra, ii. 10, it is said that Christ bringeth 
many sons, 3roÀAAoUs vlobs, unto glory. See also 
Matt. xx. 28. xxvi. 28. Mark x. 45. The reason 
why, in some places, Christ is said to give him- 
self a ransom for all, and in others only for 
many, seems to be, that when all are mentioned, 
it is meant that to all he has offered the terms of 
salvation; and where many are spoken of, it is 
considered that by all the terms will not be ac- 
cepted ; there is no ground therefore for the Cal- 
vinistic interpretation of this and similar texts.’ 
But, as observes Dr. Peile, * Calvin's own inter- 
pretation of this text is no more Calvinistic than 
the Bishop's.’ See Calvin's note, as cited by 
Dr. Peile. I would add, that what Dr. Peile' 
has said of this note of Calvin's is also true of 
most, if not all of the * similar texts’ mentioned 
by the Bishop.—yepie duaprías ó$0scvra:. 
y duapr. should not understood, with 

some, a six-ofering. Considering the correspond- 
ence of these words with «ls 40itnow duaprías, 
dca Tfj? Üvcíae avToU wedavépwrai at ver. 26, 
xwpis duaprías must mean ‘ without having oc- 
casion to bear our sins [in order to atonement]. 
inasmuch as being himself — dat ge ávó 
sav duapreMcv, supra vii. 20.—4ls cwrnplav 
may bo referred to drraxüsyopároic ; but better 
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QuTHY THY eikóva TOV Tpaypárov, kar èviavròv Taie avtais 
Ouclass às Trpoadépovaiw eis Tó Sinvencs, ovdérrote ÓUvaras Tops 
mpocepyopévovs Tedermoay ? érrel oix dy éravcavto %poodepó- 
pevat, Sia TÒ pndeplay čyew Ett cuveidnow dpyaptiav Tovs Aa- 

to é@0ijcerar, whence, as Kuin. observes, will 
arise a weightier and more apposite sentiment ; 
that * He will not then as a piacular vic- 
tim to expiate sin, but, as the Judge of quick and 
dead, to bestow eternal felicity on his faithful 
followers.’ 

proceeds 

(Scott.) The scope of vv. 1—18 is to evince the 
utter inefficacy of the Jewish sacrifices, as con- 
trasted with the perfect expiatory sacrifice made 
by our great High Priest. This subject the Apostle 
had glanced at before ; vii. 11—19. viii. 7—10. ix. 
8 16 13, 14; and he now enlarges on it, in- 
ning with declaring, that the Levitical sacrifices 
could not be a perfect satisfaction for sin (v. Di 
for if they had been so, once offering them would 
have been sufficient (v. 2). But the continual 

ition of them shows, that sin remained un- 
oned, notwithetanding the previous sacrifices 

offered for it (v. 8); and, from their very nature 
it is impossible that they should procuro the par- 
don of sin (v. 4). Thie is also asse in Ps. 
xl., which is prophetical of the Messiah (vv. 5— 
7); and from which it is evident, that de- 
signed to abolish his former dispensation con- 
cerning the Levitical sacrifices, and ta establish 
another and better one (vv. 8, 9), which offers a 
perfectly efficacious sacrifice through the offering 
of the body of Jesus once for all (vv. 10—14); 
and which is also testified by the Holy Spirit 
the Scriptures (vv. 15—18). 

1. exiày ydp ixæv, &c.] meaning, ° that Christ 
effectually by one sacrifice expiated the sins of 
many (seo ix. 28, and x. 10) ; for the law, having 
[oniy] a faint adumbration or outline of the 
lessings in future (see ix. 11), and not the full 

form or i of the matters in question ;'—the 
actual realities, as o to the ekial, ‘ mere 
shadows,’ as opposed to solid substances. Zaid 
signifies an outline, or sketch, as opposed to tho 
filled-up figure of any thing, so as to constitute 
a substantial form. in Philo, p. 218, we bave 
á«sivot ydp Tat oxides wWAaTTS, wore 
leypadovrrs. On the other hand, slxdy (to 
which it is here opposed) denotes the full and 
complete effigies of the Da m This and other 

es (see v. 12, and ix. 9—14) ‘abundantly 
prove (as observes T Magee) that the sacrifice 
of Christ was not, as the Socinians aver, a figura- 
tive sacrifice, founded only in allusion to the 
sacrifices of the Law, but a real and proper, a 
true and effective sacrifice, while those of the 
Law were only faint re tations intended for 
ite introduction. —«ar’ iviavróv Tate abTaic 
Ovatacs, &c. There is here a transposition, for 
Tate abrait Ovo[ai as eporpipover Kar’ ivi- 

aurdy ale rd dcinvexie, &c. The words vais 
avTait Üvoía:s belong to the following Teds- 
«cat, which denotes to ‘ effect a complete purifi- 
cation,’ comp. consummare. See ix. 9, and vii. 11. 

2. ima ovx dv, &c.] Here we have a proof 
of the assertion at v. 1. Instead of the t rec. 
dorsi dy, all the uncial, and many cursive MSS. 
m which I add Lamb. 1182, 1183, 1185, and 
196, and all the Mus. copies), some Fathers 

and Versions, and almost the early Editions 
except the Ed. Princ., have irai o$x day with a 
mark of inte tion at the end of the verse; 
which readin been adopted by Bengel, 
Griesb., Matth., Tittman, Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tiech., whom I have followed, since the word 
oox might more easily be omitted by accident, 
than intentionally inserted. And th it may 
be supposed (which, however, I doubt) that the 
sense is the same according to either ing, 
et with the oox and a mark of interrogation, it 

far more of spirit and animation, and, in 
respects, more satisfactory (see Scott); 

ite greater obecurity and difficulty, 

sacrifices could have perfectly 
would they not have ceased to (as 
no longer necessary]? That iwsi may thus 
commence an interrogative as well as declarative 
sentence, is certain from Rom, iii. 6, and 
Aristoph. Nub. 689. Thie use I have observed 
to occur espec. in sentences where ydp or some 
equiv. Particle occurs, and also when accompa- 
nied with Verbs in the Imperfect, or Aoriste 
Indicative, thus assuming the sense of the same 
tenses in the Subjunctive. So in Thucyd. i. 11. 
wo es TÓ vee — ox ay ss — = 
1. 68, ov yap pxupay Big jue» elyov, an 
elsewh. also in the New Test., 1 Cor. xiv. 16. 
xv. 29, and sometimes in the Sept., as Job xxxv. 
7.—d1a TÒ unëzu[as ixur iTi cvvs[óncu, &c., 
meaning, ‘ because the worshippers, being, once 
for all, made clean from sin, would have been no 
longer troubled in their consciences with the re- 
membrance of sins, thoee being thus expisted. 
The term cuveldnors bere, as also supra, ix. 14, 
denotes not simply ‘the conscience’ as a faculty 
of the soul, but rather ‘ the mind,’ meaning ‘the 
conscious power of man,’ ‘ the knowledge of one $ 
own thoughts and actions.’ Hence it may often 
be best rendered by consciousness (e. g. in Philo, 
frag., Š ov pavrAov ouvalénors, and Diod. Sic. 
t. ili. 189, dca rù» cursidnow Tov pibov elt 
paviay weptiory), there being here a mixed 
idea of conscience and : the latter, 39 
the reeult of the former, or the one mutually 
acting and reacting on the other. 
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Tpevovras, &maf xexaÜapuévovs; Š 

Gpaptiav kar évavroy 3 åðúvarov yap alua Ta)pev xai 
Tpáryov áQaipeiv ápaprías. 5 ° Aw 

3. d\Aa] The word has here (as at Acts 
xix. 2) the sense tmo vero. The force of the 
argument here urged mainly turns on the ex- 
pression dvduvyors, and the full sense is well 
re ted by Boehme and Kuin., who explain, 
* Nay, so far are they, by these continued sacri- 
fices, from being freed from the consciousnees of 
unexpiated sin, that there is [rather] therein (or 
only) a commemoration of the sins of the people.’ 

váuyygie duapTiuor, ‘a commemoration of 
sins, viz. by a ceremonial commemoration of 
sins intended to preserve them in remembrance 
exactly as the annual offering of the paschal 
lamb was commemorative of the first paschal 
Jamb. 

4. Here we have another argument to prove 
the insufficiency of legal sacrifices to take away 
sin, derived from the natare of the things offered 
up; which, it is obvious, bear no proportion, 
either to God, who was to be propitiated, or to 
man, for whom they were offered, or to sin, 
which they should expiate. (Hyper.)—ddvvarov 
yap, &c. The yap is confirmatory of the pre- 
ceding p ition; it being meant, that ‘the 
thing aimed at is impossible, because such sacri- 
fices are of no value in the sight of God;’ can- 
not atone for sin (adacpsivy duapriac), by peo- 
curing its pardon, or arrest its punishment. ‘ The 
Apostle’s argument (obeerves Thomas Scott) is, 
that no sacrifice could really atone for sin, or bring 
sinners into a state of acceptance with unto 
eternal life, which did not make full satisfaction 
to his offended justice, and render it honourable 
to him to remit the punishment of it. But the 
legal sacrifices were so far from being thus effica- 
cious, that they did not suffice for the indivi- 
duals, or the generation of Israel, who presented 
them, even in respect of a permanent exemption 
from temporal judgments; for the most solemn 
of them, at the day of atonement, was rather an 
annual re of their sins, than a removul 
of the guilt of them; so that they had only a re- 
spect to the year which was past, and the same 
remembrance. As Divine intments, such 
sacrifices might be a suitable 
of guilt, and profession of repentance, and reli- 
ance on the mercy of God, on account of which 
he might bear with the leraelites, and give them 
temporal benefits; and they aptly typified the 
sacrifice of Christ; but they could not ibly 
render pardoning mercy, in its most plenteous 
exercise, consistent with the infinite justice and 
holiness of God ; without which nothing could 
take away sin, according to the Apostle’s reason- 
ing in this place.’ * Micah, too, had taught the 
same doctrine, vi. 7, and even insinuated that 
the beathens, being sensible of the impossibility 
of making atonement for sins by shedding the 
blood of beasts, had bad recourse to sacri- 
fices, under the notion that these would be more 
meritorious.’ (Mackn.) 

5. To prove his doctrine in the most unanswer- 
able manner, the Apostle shows that, however 
opposed to Jewish prejudices, it ie no other than 
what is recognized in their own Scriptures; 
adducing, and arguing from, Ps. xl. 6—9, which 
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AAN EV AUTAS avapynots b Micah 6. 
e Ps. 40. 7. 

9 , 9 ` , & 50. 8, &c. 
ELD EPYOMEVOS ELS TOV K0G POV 

Amos 5. 31, 22. 

passage showed that Christ's coming was the neces- 
sary consequence of the inefficacy of the legal 
sacrifices, and of the Almighty's purpose of 
saving sinners.—4:0 alospyóuspos sis TOV kóc- 
Mos tyin &c., meaning, ‘ Wherefore (i. e. in 
proof of this) in a Psalm which is prophetic of 
the coming of the Messiah, He is represented by 
David as saying, on his coming into the world,’ 
&c. The quotation is from the Sept., with only 
the change of frncas into siddéxnoas; and at 
ver. 7 by a shortening of the words of the Sept. 
The discrepancy is not so t as it would ap- 
pear from the writers on the Quotations, who 
subjoin «ai Óv vouov cov i» uícw THY Kapdiac 
pov, though the Apostle plainly did not intend 
to take them. The Sept. Version itself is only a 
free translation of the Hebrew, and its true sense 
will better appear when it is pointed (as it ought 
to be) thus: '1óo0, few: (iv xeparlds—éipuov) 
Tov woinoas TÒ OiAnua cov, ò 10s pov, hov- 
Atjünp, xal rou vóuov cov iv pice TH xapó(ae 
Mov. In order to properly understand the last 
clause, it should be observed, that the Septuagint 
Translators, erroneous! y indeed, took the “rmn 
as an Accusat., not a Nomin. The moet k- 
able circumstance connected with the in 
question is, that in the words capa ài xarnp- 
tices the Sept. and the Apostle alike differ widely 
from the Hebrew, which is well rendered, ‘ mine 
ears hast thou opened. To remove this dis- 
enr various methode have been proposed, 
either by altering the Hebrew to correspond to 
the Greek, or the Greek to the Hebrew. None 
of these, however, can be adopted, since the pre- 
sent reading in the Hebrew is confirmed by all 
the MSS. and Versions; and in the Greek by all 
the MSS. both of the Sept. and the Apostle. 
More attention is due to the methods pro 
of reconciling the sense of the Hebrew with the 
Greek, and making them, though different in 
words, coincide in meaning; of which the most 
probeble is that of Josepb Mede wv orks, p. 897), 
who translates the Greek thus : ° Thou hast fitted 
my body [to be thy servant},’ namely, in such a 
manner as servants’ bodies usually are; with 
allusion to the custom among the Jews of boring 
the ears of perpetual servants. All these methods, 
however, are, more or less, barsh. Again, though 
the words in the Hebrew may, with a reference 
to Isaiah 1. 5, be explained of obedience; yet to 
bring that sense to any coincidence with what is 
contained in the Sept. and the New Test., caua 
xaTnpríco uoi is impracticable. Indeed, the 
best Hebraists are now agreed tbat the meaning 
of the Hebrew words » mm tcm is, ‘me do- 
cuisti; as in Isaiah l. 5, and 1 Sam. xx. 2, the 
phrase vm rm signifies that the Messiah has 
opened out some profound truth. Finally, for 
copa here we have the strongest evidence ex- 
ternal and even internal ; such being required by 
the words slespyóutvos ale Tòv xócpuov just 
before. And at ver. 10, in the words d:a Tie 
"pocdopás Tov cwparos Tov '1. Xp., there is 
an evident reference to the oia xatnptricow 
pos at ver. 5, which must, together with the 
sloapx. ele v xdcpov before, be understood of 
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Aéyer @uc¿av kal mpocpopàv ove nOéXnoas, cópa 
Sè xatnpriaw pot. SdrXoKaUT@paTa kai mepi åpap- 
tlas oun evdoxnoas. Trore elmov 'IŠoD, Hew (éw re- 
farids BeBriov yéypamrTa, wepi épo) Tod morca, 
6 Beds, TO OéANpG cov. 8 "Avwrepoy Xéyoy: “Ors OÓvo iav 
kai poa Qopày xai óXokavTOLaTAa kal Teplápaprias 
oun 50éXncas, ov6é EVSOKNoAaS (aires xarà TOY vouoy 
mpoopépovrar) 9 Tóre eipgkev: 'I809, aw Tod wotjaoas, [ó 
8«cós,] TO ÜéXmu à Gow  dvaiet TO Tpórrov iva TÓ Oevrepov 

the trcarnation of the Redeemer, with allusion 
also to the expiation he made with that body 
offered up as a sacrifice for the sins of the world ; 
see ii. 14. ix. 25. x. 10. It may be urged, indeed, 
that this is not the sense of the Psalmist. 
Granted: but the Apostle is amenable to no 
blame ; for, as Stuart shows, * the circumstance 
adverted to in zona xatnpr. uoc is not primary 
or essential, but only incidental to the argument 
he is carrying us And as the "s had occa- 
sion to quote the long passage in which it occurs 
for Pee» um purpose, and was obliged to quote it 
from the Septuag., as being alone understood by 
hie readers in general, the words which he there 
found, he was fully justified in retaining; espe- 
cially as they did not impede, but rather promote, 
the purpose he had in view; namely, by turning 
e minds — dari to CHRIST, who, es 
ncarnation, became the true expiatory sacrifice, 
of which the sacrifices in the Law Wee but types 
and symbols. 

7. tóra) ‘then.’ In the Hebr, m. The 
words, however, have so perplexed some Critics 
that they choose to regard each of them as redun- 
dant; but that is cutting the knot, It is better 
to suppose some rather unusual, yet suitable, 
eense of w and mors; and we might (with 
Carpzov, Ernesti, Morus, and Gesenius) render, 
*therefore.' Yet no sufficient reason exists to 
deviate from the usual sense, of time; this being 
rather, as Stuart suggests, to be understood of 
the time referred to in the ing context of 
Ps. xl., wherein are related the wonderful works 
of God. By the expression xemarié: BigAiov 
is meant the Pentateuch, and such other parts of 
the Scriptures of the Old Test. as were then in 
being. KedaA., ‘roll.’ So called with reference 
to the wooden rollers about which the sheets of 
parchment were rolled, and which had at one end 
a «siaAis, or sort of carved head, which gave 
x uie p whole. — aka ee 

. On the passage of the Psalm the Apostle 
now offers some anh showing, from the 
words of the Messiah, briefly repeated, that the 
Levitical sacrifices, from their inefficacy to obtain 
the full pardon of sins, are abrogated, and the 
sacrifice of Christ substituted in their place. 

9. morea: TÓ BiAnua cov] In other words, by 
offering myself on the cross, according to thy 
command, John xiv. 31. The words 6 Oede 
are absent from several ancient MSS. and some 
Vers. and Fathers. and have been cancelled by 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; but they 

orjon. 04’ Ev d Oerrjpare fyacuéves dopey [oi] Sid mis 
mpoopopas ToU awpatos Tod l«coó Xpictov párat. 1! Kai 

are well defended by Matthai and Valcknaer. I 
find them in all the Lamb. and Mus. copies.— 
dvaipet +d mprov. ‘He abolishes,’ or ‘abro- 
gates, the first. The term av. is often used of 
the abrogation, or annulling, of a law. These 
words contain a usion from the foregoi 
sentence. By rò wpwroy we are to understan 
the Levitical sacrifices; and by td Seu-repay the 
will of God as evinced in the sacrifice of the 

M "The Ap. } roceeds to erplain what . The Apostle now p s to in Ww 
is meant, in his case, by doing the will of God, 
and what is the efficacy of that obedience.—i» 
d OA. ‘In conformity with which will’ [of 
God], whereby he was pleased that Christ should 
be a victim, and which Christ came to fulfil; 
see vv. 7, 9.—sy:aantvor lani», * we are atoned 
for, purified, and made holy,’ expiation being 
made for us, and the pardon of our sins obtained; 
compare vv. 4, 11. ii. 1].—’Eqawat must be re- 
ferred, not (as it is by some) to nycacp., but to 
meee. compare ver. 14, and supra ix. 26, 28 
The full sense is, ‘once for all ;’ a very signifi- 
cant term. ‘The Apostle (says Stuart) meets 
the objection as to dissimilarity in the act 
expiation, by ehowing that being onos slain as an 
expiatory offering, was quite sufficient to satisfy 
all the demands of the case." 

11—18. The Apostle had, in the term ipéwak, 
again adverted to a point on which his Hebrew 
readers might think there was a superiority in 
the Jewish dispensation; namely, that the ex- 
piation made by the High Priest was made every 
year, that of Christ only once. Here he agan 
encounters the objection; showing that it was 
made once for all, by an act neither needing nor 
admitting of repetition, — on which our atone- 
ment may safely be rested, since it will be for 
ever availing, and not be te ry like the 
sacrifices of the Old Dispensation. And here be 
applies generally to the sacrifices offered daily 
by the prieets the argument by which he hed 
proved the inefficacy of the annual sacrifices of 
the High Priest in the Holy of holies ;—nemely, 
that the very repetition of such services evinced 
their inefficacy, viz. to obtain permanent pardon 
and complete expiation. Whereas, though Christ 
offered but one sacrifice for the sins of the world, 
yet that one was so effectual, as not to need being 
repeated ; and, asa proof of which completion, he 
shows that he was seated at the right hand of 
God as Lord of the universe. At ver. 14 be 
affirms that the repetition seed not be 
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mâs pév iepeUs čornre kaÜ ñuépay Xevrovpyyüv, xal tas avras 
qroXXáxis Tpoc'bépov Üvaias, aitwes oddérore Svvayrat TepueXetp 
Guaptias etavros 9ëé, piay mèp duaptiay mpocevéyxas 
Guolauv eis Tó Suenveres, éxabicer év Sefia ToU Oeod, 19 f rò Xormov 

exSeyopevos ws trew oi éxÓÜpol avrod DromóOLov 
rv mov avTOoU. lt md yàp 
TÓ dumvexèę tots aysatopuévous. 

e Col. 3. 1. 
ch. 1. 8, 18, 

1 Cor. 15. 35. 

vpogdopá TereXeioxev. eis 
15 Maprupet 96 uiv xai TÓ 

IIveüua to dyww perà yàp Tó mpoeipneévar 168 Aty Ñ glenn, 
Stadnnn fv StaOnoopar Trpós avrovs perà Tas y) uépas Rom. 11. 97. 

ch. 8. 8, 

é€xeivas, reyes Kúpios, Ssd0vs vopous pou éml napdias 

since it has already fully produced the effect, the 
perfect expiation of those who have an interest in 
that sacrifice by faith and repentance. Then it is 
said, that to this efficacy the Holy Spirit bas tee- 
tified, in the before-mentioncd account of the 
Covenant of which Jesus Christ is the mediator; 
namely, that under the sew Covenant, sin should 
be no more remembered: consequently, since 
pardon is obtained, no more for sin is 
n , 17, 

ll. was pi» lepsós] meaning, in a generic 
sense, ‘the priests generally in their course,’ in- 
cluding the High Priest. It is true that, for 
lagsie, Lachm., and (in his 1st Ed.) Tisch., edit 
&pyispsis, from not a few MSS., though, in his 
2nd Edit, he has restored iepavs; rer pro- 
perly; since external authority is in its favour, 
and also in I , considering that isp. 
was more likely to be altered into ¿px. tban the 
reverse. The Emendator, it seems, thought the 
context called for ¿ox.. forgetting that the writer 
of this Epistle uses isp. for dpy. supr., vii. 21 
and 23. viii. 4, twice, as does also St. Luke, 
Acts v. 24, and so it occurs in the Sept. In 
ornas, to which is opposed at ver. 12 ixálicsv, 
there is an allusion to the rule which required 
the Priests to sand while in tbe Temple; in- 
volving a tacit contrast between the humble pos- 
ture of those ministers standing, and that of 
Jesus, who, in quality of LoRD, sits in the 
sence od,—and that at his right hand, and 
aurOpovos. See Matt. xxvi. 55. 

12. For aš+roç, Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. (Ed. 1) read obros, from MSS. A, C, D, 
E, and 5 cursives; but in his 2nd Ed. Tisch. 
restores avros. The same change, and change 
back again, he adopts at Acts x. 42, which may 
be right there ; though, whether such be the case 
here, I doubt. At any rate, internal evidence is 
equally balanced. Ovo« may have been a Cri- 
tical alteration to a purer Greek term; though 
aitée might here be used rather than otros, 
honoris causá, as Hom. ll. viii. 4, abrde ài (Jupi- 
ter) a áyópsve, Brol 3 xd wavres dkovov, 
though Ionic and Poetic Greek would not suit 
Paul's style; and when we consider that there is 
more of emphasis (where it is called for by the: 
antithesis) in ovros, also that the writer uses 
obroe elsewhere at iii. 3; vii. 1 and 4, sine v. ]., 
where there is no antithesis, one can scarcely 
doubt that oŭros is the true reading.—els +d 
dsnvexis is construed by Valckn., Dind., Bochme, 
and Stuart with Üvcíay; but by Expositors gene- 
rally with ixá0ice, which is more agreeable to 
the context. 

13. éxdsy.] ‘awaiting.’ See i. 13. On the 
next words eee supra ii. 8. Matt. ii. 44. Acts 
ii. 85. 1 Cor. xv. 27, 28. 

14. rereXeixey ale +d 9. rods dy.] Ren- 
der: ‘For by EGE at) one offering [that of him- 
self, ver. 9] hath he perfectly expiated those that 
are sanctified.” By the term TeTsAalexe» (on 
which see supra ix. 9. x. l, and notes) is denoted 
that provision which was made, by the sacrifice 
of Christ, for perfect reconciliation and justifica- 
tion, unto eternal life; so importing (to use the 
words of Bp. — — that ‘our High Priest, 
by the one oblation of himself, once offered, was 
a complete propidiaticn, or has made sufficient 
satisfaction for the sins of the whole world; so 
that we need no other sacrifice besides that, where- 
by we obtain the remission of our sins, in the re-. 
conciliation made for us.’ By the expression Trois 
d*yiaCouávovs are denoted not merely (ae Ham- 
mond and Wetst. explain) obedient Christians, 
i.e. such as obey the Gospel, and so become 
entitled to the benefits of Christ's death ; but 
those who are sanctified by faith springing from 
regeneration, and evidenced by the sanctification 
of the Spirit unto obedience. See Hyper., Me- 
lancth., Calv., and Est. 

15, 16. Here Beza, De Dieu, and Storr, rightly 
connect pera yap TÒ %posipnx(va, with A£yst 
era a little after. For xposipnxéva:, Lachin., 
and (in his lst Ed.) Tisch., edit elpnx., from 
four uncial and several cursive MSS., with the 
Vulg. and some later Versions, though in his 
2nd Edit. he restores wpoatp., very properly; 
for this does not purport to bea lar quota- 
tion, and wposip. is here employed, as better 
suiting the pu of & statement of the Holy 
Spirits witnessing. Render: ‘for after having 
first spoken (i. e. uttered), This is the covenant, 
&c., the Lord [then] saith’ The po was ro- 
moved by those Critics who did not perceive the 
construction here, which is indeed harsh. As 
respects the difference between the Sept. and 
Paul, at d:dode, &c., in which the latter mate- 
rially differs from the former, confirmed by the 
Hebrew,—rather than suppose, with Kuin. and 
other Critics, that this difference arose from lapes 
of memory on the of the Apostle, I prefer to at- 
tribute this step eitherto the earliest scribes; who, 
it seems, passed over the dwow after didovs, or to 
some Critics, whose purpose was to remove what 
seemed a pleonasin. For mà» Qiavousy, Lachm. 
and Tisch. read Thv &iávoiar, from eight MSS. ; 
though in his 2nd Edit. he restores ræv ĉia- 
your; very properly; for thy didvoray is at 
variance both with the Sept. and the Hebrew. 
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ajTÓ», kai éri TOY ÓiavoiOy avTav éemiypaya av 
rovc l kal Ty ápapTi.Ov avT@Y Kai TOY àvopiðv 

^ ^ e" 
a)üTÓÀV ov py pyncOe@ črti. 8"Osrov 66 pesis rovrwv, oùr 

17. For uvnc02 Lachm. and Tisch. read 
cOjcoua:, from four MSS. But this is for- 

idden by supra viii. 12, where, in quoting the 
same , the Apostle wrote urncO (for so 
we have it in all the MSS. but one, and that one 
of inferior note),—namely, as is read in the 
Sept, and the same idiom où 4j — (for 
Fut. 4vnc0.) in Ezek. xviii. 24. Isa. xlv. 25. 
Ezek. xxiii. 27, et al. Moreover, oò uù foll. by 
the Sabinae frequen occurs in the writers of 
the N. T., but followed by Fut. Ind. very rarely, 
and scarcely once without the Subjunct. in some 
MSS. We cannot suppose that the Apostle would 
adduce the passage again with an alteration of 
reading. 

18. — di äpsois, &c.] The Apostle thus 
sums up the reason why, under the Gospel dis- 
pensation, absolute and final on is obtained. 

19. Here ends the doctrinal part of the Epistle, 
the remainder being occupied with admonitory, 
hortatory, and consolatory matter. And first the 
Apostle proceeds to the practical ication o 
the foregoing doctrines, exhorting his Hebrew 
readers to constancy in their Christian profession, 
warning them against apostasy, and pointing to 
its awful consequences ; intermingling, however, 
encouragement and promises, to excito them to 
strive for the prize of their high calling in Christ 
Jesus, by enduring unto the end. The neral 
senso of vv. 1 is well expressed b mm. 
and Whitby as follows: ‘Such being the sum of 
my argument, viz. that as the High Priest en- 
tered into the Holy of holies with the blood of 
a sin-offering, by passing through the veil,—so 
Christians enter Into heaven by virtue of the aton- 
ing blood of Christ; let us then cherish an assured 
confidence in the faithful promises of God, and 
persevere steadily in a Christian course, receiving 
mutual encouragement from each other from the 
near approach of that day,' &c., meaning the ad- 
vent of Christ to judgment.—wagpnolay sis thy 
eicodoy, lit. ‘a confidence as to access ;' mean- 
ing, a confidence (or confident trust) that we 
shall enter. In Tc» ayiwy we have a Genit. 
for an Accus. with els. The expression is in- 
tended to denote the true Holy of holies,— 
heaven. 

20. Qacar] for ele (wv üyovcay, * which 
leadeth to salvation."—Jdvexalviocey Jui», ° hath 
dedicated it to us,' i. e. unto our use; lit., * has 
first opened it to us.’ So Chrys. explains, ‘ first 
formed it, and himself first entered upon it." In 
this sense the term occurs at Deut. xx. 5. 1 Kin 
viii. 63, and 2 Chron. vii. 5, answering to the 
Hebr. pr. As, then, to haxdsel any house is to 

* &rv mpoopopa Trepi ápaprías. 
19 h"Ewoyres obv, adedpol, mappnolay eis Tiv elaobov Tay 

dyiov év TQ aipats Ico, 20 fy évexalucer tiv, ó0óv Trpóa- 

f Comp. iv. 16. vi 

avToi- 9l!x«al iepéa péyav éri Tov olxoy Tov cot 99 k ar 
xoueda perà adrnOiwis xapdias év erXnpodopía Tríarews, éppas- 
TuGuévo, Tas napdias amò aouvednoews trovnpas, ?3 ! kal XeXov- 

open it for the first time for use (see Deut. xx. 
5); so, ‘to bandsel any road,’ ia to open it for 
access, and dedicate it to use. See note supra ix. 
18.— da rou xatawerécparos. pply 
&yovcar. By this obscure mode of expression 
(on which see note at vi. 19) is meant Christ's 
body, which ie, by a figure similar to that at 
John x. 7, and xiv. 6, compared to the veil of 
the Temple The meaning is (as Conyb. ex- 
plains), that ‘the flesh (or manhood) of Christ 
was a veil which hid his true nature; this veil 
he rent, when he gave up his body to death; and 
through his incarnation, thus revealed under its 
true aspect, we must pass, if we would enter into 
me : * of God.” Oxo] ‘havi 

. &vl +. oixoy Tov Osov] * a great 
High Priest set over the house of God, ; mean- 
ing, God's spiritual house, or family, on earth; 
comp, l Tim. iii. 15; and so Calv., Hyper., and 

t. 
22. mposspxáueða] ‘let us approach in prayer." 

f ii. siw js Clas is best 
explained ‘a faithful and true disposition of 
beart,— making a heart-concern of the thing. 
Comp. Isa. xxxviii. 3, wopedOny dpcrmio» cov 
per’ áXnÜsías, iv xapdia &AnÜivp, and 2 Kings 
xx. 3.—iv wAnpodopia rier., ° with a fully as- 
sured faith,’ such as to exclude any approach to 
wavering, or apostasy. Comp. Dionys. Hal., 
729, 21, Sylb., * lo xvpq, xal. où oA 
dr ixovea awloris slvai. K< supra vi. 11. Col. 
ii. 1 Thess. i. 5.—' EópavT. and Aedovpysvos 
are terms belonging to he T -service ; and 
the rites to which they allude a reference 
respectively to expiation and to moral purity. 
See ix. 13. There is here, however, a more par- 
ticular allusion, —namely, as Kuin. suggests, to 
what is said at Exod. xxix. 21, and Levit. ix. 2, 
20, of the vests of Aaron and his sons being 

rinkled with blood, in order to their being 
lowed to enter the Sanctuary. May we not, 

therefore, suppose that when the High Priest 
entered the Sanctuary, he entered not only with 
blood, but also having his robes sprixkled with 
blood? The words J——— Ts xapéles 
xó cvy. Tov. (with which compare 1 Pet. i. 2, 
pavricuór atuacos "I. Xpicroy) should be ren- 
dered ‘ sprinkled, as to our hearts, from an evil 
conscience, i.e. (laying aside the metaphor, on 
which see note at ix. 13, 14) ‘ cleansed and freed 
from whatever dispositions corrupt the consci- 
enco, and defile the heart” With the expression 
ovvaé. xov. I would compare Jos. Antt. i. ]. 4, 
¿mi cuya du wounpe pe. 

23. AsAouudvo:, &c.] The expression here 
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pévoi Tò côpa boats xaQap@' KaTéywpey T)v ÓpoXMoylav THs 
Eanos diari (mioròs yap ó CmaryyeXuevos') % xal rata- 
powpev GAdyhous eis Tapotvauóv aydrns xal Kad@v čpywr m Bom. 

3 Pet. 8. 9, 25 m un eyxatanelrovres THY ericuvaywyny Eavrav, Kafes Eos 2 Pe 

turns wholly on a comparison with the 1 rite 
of washing for purification ; and there ie here an 
allusion to Baptism, as also in.the foregoing ex- 
pression we have a parallel with a Jewish rite, — 
namely, to what is said in Exod. xxix. 21, and 
Lev. viii. 30, of the garments of Aaron and his 
sons being sprinkled with blood, in order to their 
being allowed to enter the Sanctuary. The Jews 
(says Prof. Stuart) ‘ were sprinkled with blood, 
in order that they might be purified, so as to 
have access to God: Christians are internally 
sprinkled, i.e. purified by the blood of Jesus. 

he Jews were washed with water, in order to 
be ceremonially purified, so as to come before 
B : —— ve been — by hrs por 

ing water of baptism.'—«aTíywpuar Thv Óuo- 
oylay rye iÀ. axdivy. One might have ox- 
pected wiorewe instead of Aw. And such is 
read in a few MSS., but doubtless from gloses. 
The full sense, imperfectly developed, is, ‘let us 
hold fast unflinchingly the faith we confessed [in 
baptism], and cling to the hope involved in that 
profession.’ So Est. observes that ‘it is termed 
confession of hope, because he who confesses 
faith in baptism at the same time the 
thing which he hopes,—even remission of sin 
resurrection of the body, and life eternal ;’ an 
we might have expected axXiyste, &c. huste. 
So 4 Mace. xvii. 4, daAcohe Omspeviyxas TÓV 
id rav fjacárer Gsscudy.—xÀAiyp. * firm and 
unwavering.’ So Lucian (cited by Wets.) has 
duci) Th» Wuxiv.—miords yap ó brayyni- 
Aáputros, &c., meaning, *[And this we may well 
do;] for God will surely keep Ais promises, of 
all needful present support and future salvation ; 
and therefore we may well perform our engage- 
menta." 

24. xaravompey &dX(}4Aove, &c.] Of this ex- 
proensa the exact sense has been disputed. The 

terpretation of some, ‘ let us take care of, pro- 
ceeds on a signif. of the word quite unauthorized. 
And as to that proposed by o even by Est., 
in an able note, * let us consider, in miad, 
— namely, by showing a mutual concern for each 
other, it is one not sufficiently authorized by the 
asus i, nor, indeed, quite agreeable to the 
context. It would seem that as the Apostle has 
just been exhorting to a sincere and lively faith, 
so here he intends to subjoin an admonition to 
those good works, which are the surest proof of 
its sincerity, and the fairest fruits of its efficacy 
(eee Gal. v. 6, and Tit. iii. 7), and . to that 
important branch of them which consiste in works 
of benevolence; ‘for charity (ns Dr. Is. Barrow 
says) being the main point of our religion, and 
beneficence the chief point of charity, it may well 
be ranked so high in the divine heraldry of Scrip- 
ture.” The admonition is so exp as to seem 
to advert to a certain principle, which might be 
serviceable towards producing and maintaini 
these good works,—that of mutual emulation, an 
the sense of acting under the eyes of euch other, 
as well as of God. Be that as it may, the sense 
seoms best represented by the Pesch. Syr., Chrys., 
Theoph., Theodor., among the ancient Com- 

mentators, and Beza, Calv., Hyper., Grot., Me- 
noch., Wolf, Carpzov., and Kuin., among tho 
modern ones, who take xaray. &AÀ. to mean, 
t jet us take note of, keep our observation atten- 
tively fixed on, each other.’ Thus, with Dr. A. 
Ci and others, we may explain, * Let us in- 
cite each other, by & mutual example, to an in- 
crease in love to and man, and, as a proof of 
it, to be fruitful in good works; for as the great 
proof of love to God is obedience to his law, so 
* great proof of love to man is actually doing 
m ® 

25. uh byxaradslrortses Thy imicuayeyhy 
éavrisv) meaning, ‘not forsaking the assembling 
of ourselves together in public worship; lit. ‘ not 
abendoning, discontinuing [by allowing it to go 
into desuetude] the assembling, &c. A very raro 
use of éyxar., as said of a course of action, but 
found also in Polyb. xvi. 28, 9, éyxaTradsiwov- 
Tat Tae aibray wpoatpicons (undertakings), also 
n Boeckh's er E Gr. t. ii. p. 119, 2 
pyervar (birelin yxaraXvrorror Ta ipya. 
owever, Qi Gee here seems to have been 
ted to the Apostle by two t 
t, 2 Chron. xxiv. 18 Nehem. x. 39. xiii. 

11, oix iyxaraXsiousy +óv olxov Oso, ° will 
not forsake attendance at the worship of God.' 
In this sense the word ¿muicuvayey9 is indeed 
rare, only occurring elsewhere in the New Test. 
at 1 Thess. ii. 1 ; but it is found at 2 Macc. ii. 7, 
in the sense religious assembly, and was here em- 
ployed in preference to cwaywy?, by way of 
distinction from the Jewish religious meetings. 
See Bengel. Here, then, it would seem that, as 
one principal means of maintaining their faitb, 
hope, and charity, and by raising a wholesome 
emulation, which mightcounteract ary cd end 
with which he charges them at ver. 11, the Apos- 
tle enjoins a regular attendance on the various as- 
semblies for divine worship, whether in the public 
—— or in their more private meetings 
held for social worship. How indispensable this 
was to the producing the above ends, and how 
the neglect of this duty would tend to apostasy 
itself, it is scarcely n to observe; nor 
are we justified in seeking to diminish the force 
of the implied admonition, by adverting to the 

liar circumstances in which the Hebrew 
hristians were placed, and the temptation to 

which it appears they were of themselves too 
prone, , or, at least, backsliding. The 
Importance, and even necessity of the duty of 
Christians assembling themselves together at 
stated times is such as exists in every age. To 
see the high importance thereof, we need only 
attend to the remark of one of the bitterest ene- 
mies of our religion, (‘fas est et ab hoste doceri,’) 
Gibbon, in his Decline and Fall of the Roman 
Empire, vol. iv. p. 83: ‘ The devotion of the 
poet, or the philosopher, may be secretly nou- 
rished by prayer, meditation, and study ; but the 
exercise of public worship appears to be the only 
solid foundation of the religious sentiments of 

, which derive their force from imita- 
tion and habit. The interruption of that public 
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exercise may consummate, in the period of a few 
years, the importaut work of a zali revolu- 
tion.’ Comp. ] Tim. vi. 2. At wapaxadourres 
supply cavrods, which is expressed at iii. 18, 
wapax. lavroUs — lva. u') oxrnpwO_ Tit š 
Quy. By *apax. is meant ‘exhorting eac 
other to constancy in the performance of the 
above and all other religious duties ;' there bein 
here, it would seem, a reference to that especi 
benefit resulting from these meetings, as they 
were then carried on,—uamely, the mutuall 
teaching and exhorting or admonishing sack 
other. And so Hyper, in his explanation of 
vapaxaXourTtc, unites the idea o : 
T. u. dow Brix. Bu oa, —— and so much 
the rather ought ye to mutually exhort and 
excite each other to the performance of all 
works, inasmuch as ye eee the day approaching." 
What ‘day’ is here to be understood, whether 
the day, or time, of the destruction of J ; 
or the day of judgment, ie disputed. Most modern 
Commentators adopt the former interpretation, 
which ie ably maintained by Prof. Stuart; but 
though it be true that the day of God's jue 
ments on the unbelieving or spostatizing Jews, 
in that catastrophe, would be a seasonable deli- 
verance of Christiane from their persecutions, 
yet that was not, I think, intended to be made 
the prominent idea: and when we consider that 
the expreesion the day, or that , is almost 
elways in the New Test. used of the day of judg- 
ment, I prefer, with the ancient and several emi- 
nent modern Commentators, as Calv., H x 
Wolf, and Abp. Newc., to take it of the advent 

Christ to . Seo ] These. v. 2, 4 
owever the Hebrew Christians united in their 

minds theee two events, the second advent 
of Christ to the destruction of Jerusalem, and 
the end of the world, called 4 evyríAsia Tav 
alóvwy. And so it is said, 1 Pet. iv. 7, ravroy 
(à rò Thor fyyixe’ cudpovijcars ob», &c. 
Hence botk the above senses might here be in- 
tended, —the latter as founded on the former. 

26, 27. Here is suggested a reason why they 
should beware of whatever tended to a : 
—namely, that if, after baviug acknowledeed and 
embraced tbe truth, they should slide back into 
error, and deliberately apostatize, there would 
be no hope of pardon and acceptance, but their 
case would be desperate. 

26. merà rò AaBeiv thy islyvwow THs GAn- 
Oeics} A phrase nearly equiv. to that supr. vi. 
4, pwricOnva:, but a more ex ive one, as 
being compounded of two .—ob« ÎTI Tepl 
duaprióy, &c., i.e. there is no other mode of ex- 
piation provided ;' and since God will not pardon 
sin without seme satisfaction (else the argument 
here would be inconclusive), it follows that 
nought can remain to apostates but a horribly 
fearful expectation of future judgment unto per- 

dition, strongly alluded to in the awful expres- 
sion 4rvpós (7Àos, denoting ‘the fiery anger of 
God,’ oft. thus designated in the Old Test. See 
Ps. xxi. 9. Mal. iv. 1. Infra xii. 29, and -— 
the terms Jiávvpoe and alÜüw» in the G 
Class. writers. . 

27. poBepa dé Tis ixdoyh xpicacs] So Basil. 
M. t. ii. 524, poPepa yap Tie ixdoyy xpicset. 
Tis has here t emphasis, being intensive of 
the force of the Adject, as in Eurip. ap. Sto 
beum, p. 173, 11, devi ie Óprysj. The word 
xox occurs, I believe, no where else; but, 
from what has been said by me in Lex. N. T. v. 
écdéyouas, it will be plain that our recent Eng- 
lish Translators have done wrong in altcring the 
looking-for of oar Common Version into azpecta- 
tion, which very inadequately represents the force 
of the expreesion —a manner of speaking used with 
allusion to what is matter of sight (and therefore 
more forcible than a term whose reference is to 
what is matter only of intellectual perception), 
and, as Hyper. on that passage well pointe out, 
was 'here suggested by the similarly forcible 
expression preceding, Briware ly-yíQovca» Tiv 
fjuépav, meaning the day of judgment’ The 
propriety as well as ferce of the term ing-fof, 
as employed im our Common Version, will 
fully by marking its happy effect in the 
following passage of a distinguished poet, and 
moet consummate judge of the force of terms, 
(Dryden), * Drown'd in deep despair, He dares 
not utter one repenting prayer. Amazed he lies, 
end sadly looks death. —4o0ieup —Toos vT- 
evavrious. As fire is oft., in O. T., said ‘to ex 
up’ what it consumes, eo the fiery wrath of God 
is not unfrequently represented as consumtng, 

, and casting into perdition rots Ter. 
the onemies of God, meaning those who 
themselves to his true religion, the Gospel of 
Christ. The Apostle had here prob. in mind 
lsa. lxiv. 2, xaraxaócst wip robs VsaparTi- 
ous. 

28, 29. Here is an argumentum à minori ad 
majus, to show the heavy wrath, which hangs 
over apostates, when even Moses’ law punish 
such defection most severely. 

28. pónuoy M.) meaning the ceremonial law, 
for a wilful violation of which no persons what- 
ever were exempted from punishment. — 47° 
Ovioxa:. Render: *dieth; the Present being 
used with reference to the punishment pre- 
i for all times, by the Law, at Deut. 178- 

29. Tóco OoksiTas osos, &c.] These words 
are meant to place tor light the guilt of 
apostates. The expression doxsirs has gest 
energy; and af:etioera: no little elegance: 
The roam i$ not (as some imagine) to be joined 
with doxsire, inasmuch as the word óoktiTs is 
to be pointed off by commas, as an insertion 
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6 tov Tidsv roô Qeod xaramamjcas, Kal Tó alua rhs SvaOHens 
&oiwóv tpynoduevos dv à ñTrydon, xal rò IIveüua Tie ydpitos 
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s Gal. 8. 4. 

Geod Covros. 9?*'AvauuuvüoxeaÓe è tas %pórepov juépas, Pali m. 

thrown ín; which at once imparts t spirit, 
and conveys an appeal on the part of the writer 
to the judgment and conscience of those whom 
he is addressing. Comp. Anacr. Od. xl. 15, 
awocoy, doxsis, Tovosciv, "Epes, Ocovs c) 
Baddere;—Kal rò alua trae siadrians, &c. 
Render: ‘and who the blood of the cove- 
nant (i.e. the blood of Christ shed to ratify the 
new covenant) wherewith he was sanctified (i. e. 
cleansed from bis sins, and set apart to the ser- 
vice of God) as a thing common and ordinary, no 
more than that of a man, and consequently having 
no expiatory efficacy. — xai Tò IIrsvua tie 
Xáp:ros évvB. Render: ‘and hath treated with 
contumely the Spirit of grace; i.e. the Holy 
Spirit, the bestower of ; viz, by — 
his holy influences, which would have preserv 
him from apostasy. Thus, supr. vi. 4, the per- 
sons in question are described as once uéroxot 
IlvróuaTos dyíov. Many recent foreign Com- 
mentators, indeed, attempt to lower the sense to 
tthe mercies of the Gospel ;' but it has been 
convincingly shown by Bp. Middl. that this 
version is wholly inadmissible. * Attributes (he 
observes) are frequently expressed in tho ancient 
Oriental tongues and Scriptural phraseology, not, 
as with us, by means of Adjectives, but the 
Genitives of the names of attributes, made to 
depend on the noun to which the attribute be- 
longs. The Holy Spirit is continually named in 
the Syr. Version the Spirit o holiness; and the 

iuus throne, a title of the Almighty, is in this 
istle, iv. 16, ó Opovoe Ts xáprros. the 

; God is in | Peter, v. 10, ò Oade 
m@aont yápvroc, and here rò IIvevua rH Xá- 
pirot, ious Spirit, i.e, the Holy Ghost.’ 
This interp. exactly suits the context: and that 
the writer should in the same verse speak of 
* trampling on the Son of God,’ and of ' insulting 
the gracious Spirit, will seem very intelligible 
and natural to those who admit the personality 
of the Holy Ghost; and they who do sof, ought 
at least to — g — oe * for 
ite obj ings, and even ities ; and that to 
‘insult the mercies of the Gospel’ is tolerable 
sense. Thus, then, to grossly insui!, katara- 
mri», the Holy Spirit, is to reject his holy in- 
fluences with disdain, to deny their reality, or it 
may be, ascribe them to demoniscal agency 
sin against the id : 

30, 31. This solemn warning the Apostle fol- 
lows up by adducing two passages from Scripture, 
showing the tremendous nature of the - 
ment threatened ; applving diy estt cul was 
originally said of the idelatrous tiles. Togive 
greater fora to tho words, he has employed, in 
the place of the usual formula of — a mode 
of expression to suggest the august - 
ness of the Speaker (i. e. Gop by Moses), in bis 
attributes of infinite power, justice, and truth; 
see vv. 81, 37. The paseage is from Deut. 

xxxii. 85; but the words quoted do not entirely 
agree either with the Sept. or the Hebrew; 

ough the sense is faithfully represented ; and 
probably some copies of the . 80 read in the 
time of St. Paul. The words Aéyac Kupsos are 
cancelled by Tisch., but retained by Lachm.; 
very properly ; since the authority for their bein, 
cancelled is very slender (only that of 4 MSS. 
and some Versions); while internal evidence is 
equally balanced. Tbe words ibly have 
been introduced from Rom. xi. 19; but if the 
Apostle subjoined the words or they are those, 
not of Moses, but of St. Paul himself, q. d. ‘ It is 
the Lord who per) in the of Romans, 
he would be likely to do so in this. However, 
the question is a doubtful one. The second 
passago is taken from Deut. xxxii. 36, though 
ound also in Ps. cxxxv. 14. The term «piva? is 
by some explained ‘will avenge.' But though 
that sense seems suitable to the passage of 
Deut, the context in the Apostle seems to re- 
quire that assigned by many eminent Commen- 
tators, ‘will condemn and punish his [aposta- 
tizing] people ;' of course, by an accom ; 
of the sense of the original. 

31. poPepdv rò iuweestv, &c.] The term 
of. here answers to the Latin horribile. The 
expression éuwiwrew ale Xstoé Tivos, denotes 
to fall into any one’s power for evil, as punish- 
ment, or avengement. The epithet [&rros may 
refer either to the yer in d or the omni ce of 
God, or, indeed, to both, in order to show how 
utterly hopeless is the condition of his enemies. 

82. To the influence of gs is now 
eubjoined the — of self-interest. They 
are reminded of the supports that had been pro- 
vided for them under tbe trials they had ex- 
perienced in the former days of their Christian 
profession ; and it is intimated that, as to what 
they had suffered, and renounced for Christ, the 
sacrifices would be lost if they should now give 
way and apostatize. The best comment on this 
pases is a very similar sentiment at Gal. iii. 

4.—Tas apérepov ñuípas. TIporepov is here, 
as often in beg? bar used Adjectively. As to 
— vv. 20—31, and the similar one, vi. 

, 80 perplexing to some serious Bible-stu- 
dents, Te — downwards, it must be borne 
in mind that neither passage asserts the in:posst- 
say of an e's repentance. It has been 
woll ebserved by Mr. Conyb., that * what is eaid 
amounts to this,—that for the eonversion of a 
deliberate apostate, God has (according to tho 
ordinary laws of his working) no further means 
ip store than those which have been already tried 
in vain.’—pericblyres, ‘after having been en- 
lightened,’ viz. by tho light of the Gospel (see 

h. i. 18); having been called out of 
into his marvellous light A Pet. ii. 9), and there- 
by become Christians. Hore, too, there may be 
an allusion to baptism (so also supr. vi. 4, w 
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1 Tim *19- japxóvrov vjdv META yapas poaebétaa0e, ywwoKovTes &xew 

see note) as the sacrament of heavenly by 
the Holy Spirit for regeneration, alluded to supr., 
v. 29, rà [IvsUua re Xáprros &yvfp., meaning 
*the spirit of (in baptism) by which they 
had been b t out of darkness to light in the 
Lord. The words following advert to the trials 
and tribulations that succeeded to that first period 
of Joy in the Holy Ghost. These are first de- 
noted by the forcible expressions 40A no:c 7ra0n- 
párwv (an agonistic metaphor, as in Thucyd. 
vii. 71, 1, roù» Toy &yova—:?s yuwuns siye), 
and OiYes, by which are designated * the effects 
of direct persecution,’ as distinct from óvsidio- 
pots Osarp:Vouevor, which denote the indirect, 
—of ry the most extreme. 

83. dvecdiopois re xai OAiWeci Ocarp:{omue- 
voi] A strongly fig. mode of expression—sug- 
gested by the foregoing agonistic metaphor—of 
which the sense is, ‘ being — to opon and 
public insult,’ where the term Qearp. has allusion 
to criminals exposed, as a spectacle in the theatre, 
to the public insults of the multitude (Tacit. 
Ann. xv., * pereuntibus addita ludibria’) previous 
to their being put to an ignominious death. 
Philo, p. 1043. and Plut. de sers N. V., and 
Some. 1 Cor. iv. 9, óc ¿miñavaT(oue (déüsiEsv) 
Sri Olarpov lvysyfÜnuev TE xoope.—Kotvesvo 
ylvecOax fig. denotes ‘to be partakers by deep 
sympathy with those that were thus circum- 
stanced ;—for such is the force of ray oUTwse 
dvacrp. and not ‘treated ; for ávaerpíd1o0a: 
is not a Passive, but Midd. Reflexive, in a reci- 
procal sense, lit. * to turn oneself about in a place, 
versari, or about a thing;' and hence, to be cir- 
cumstanced so and so as to the thing; which 
seems to be its use here. Though, were it not 
for the odrws, the word might be referred to 
dvetdsopois and OX idrso:, by an ellips. of avroie, 
t conversant about revilings, afflictions.’ 

34. xal ydp rote scuote, &c.] The words 
of this verse are tilustrative of both the above 
sorts of suffering, —that personally, and that by 

and mental participation (as members of 
e same body); only they are taken in trverse 

order, Chiasmum. The sense is, ° Ye had, 
for instance, sympathy with, and succoured me 
in my bonds.’ To this same principle of sym- 

; Which makes us, as it were, partictpators 
n the evils of our friends, the Apostle has another 
allusion at xiii. 9, prumjoxecQe ray Ó2sculaoey, 
ec cuvésdsmévor. Here, indeed, a difference 
of opinion exists as to the uud Instead of 
the t. rec., decuots uov, MSS. A, D, and 12 cur- 
sives (I can only add Mus. 5116), and several 
Versions, have deoputoe, which has been pre- 
ferred by most Critics, and edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, bm., and Tisch. The t. rec., haw- 
ever, is abiy defended by Heins., Capel., Wolf, 
Carpzov., Michael., Matthei, Schleusn., Bp. Jebb, 
and Rinck; and has been retained by Matthæi ; 
perhape rightly; since the external evidence for 
it is vory pear y superior, and the internal not 
inferior. The recent Critics, I suspect, have 

been chiefly induced to reject the t. rec. from 
the opinion of Valcknaer that it is not 
Greek; but as it has been shown by ebb, 
Secr. Lit. p. 354, Valcknaer's testimony is nega- 
tived by his own admission supra iv. 15, cva- 
Taloa: Tate dc0evaías, that ‘it might be used 
by the best Greek writers! That ovur. can be, 
and is, used of things, even by the writer of this 
Epistle, is plain from the above pes. and 
from a passage of [socrates. adduced by Bp. Jebb, 
very similar to the one before us: Sore xai Tate 
puxpate arvyiace Ixacros hnv wodXods el ys 
cunwabscavras, ‘so that each of as had many 
to sympathize even with our small mischances." 
[! add Polyb. iv. 7, & Tate trevor à 
Now (says he) since it is unquestiona 7 pars 

Greek to say ovpwabjca: rais dtvyias, 
can be the solecism in saying Teie deouotc evu- 
waljca:? These phrases, indeed, may be ellip- 
tical: dsopoie uov cuvswabicare [nor]. evp- 
wabjoat [nuiv] Tais acBevelars nuo». &Tv- 
xian quay cvumaÜscarras [nušy] ̀  
ellipsis, however, extends even further this. 
The complete phrase is cuvsw. uo« iv Tois ĉes- 
pots mov; and, in the process of abbreviating it, 
there is an Aypadlage, as in Phil. iv. 14, ewyxes- 
vestoayrie pov TH 0A, for cvyx. nox ë> 
Ty Olya: pov. Thus in my former Edd. 
On ully reconsidering tbis perplexing ques- 
tion, I am ready to admit that the learned Critics 
whom I have adduced have pushed too far some 
of the ments for ósouoic pov, and have 
underrated those that may be urged for — 

iais.) 

for which Est. has advanced some remarks 
deserve attention. Though, when he argues from 
the similarity existing between decpuois and dee- 
plo, he uses an ment which draws two 
ways. And indeed the reading has chiefly to be 
determined from internal evidence, —and that, I 
now think, is pretty evenly balanced. For pow 
was not more likely to be removed by thoee who 
found dsculoe in their copy, than to be added 
by those who, finding éecuots in theirs, inserted 
the pronoun, because St. Paul uently sub- 
joins it, indeed always except in Pbilem. fs, and 
even there it is imp ied in the uot.—Iloocs 9 £- 
acg0s, ‘admitted, uiesced ; a signif. found 
in the Sept., Exod. x. 17, but not in the Clase. 
writers raptu, * wealth, or rty :' a sig- 
nif. — — later writers. A i» before 
éavrois , on stron nds, espec. from 
internal evidence, cancelled —— Scholz, 

m.,and Tisch. It was prob. introduced by 
those Revisers of the text, did not perceive 
the force of the Dat. commodi in éavrote, ° for 
yourselves, which imparts no small force and 
emphasis, of which, however, Lachm., and Tiech. 
in bis let Ed., effectually deprived the pera 
by reading éavrods, from A, and 5 cursive MSS, 
and the Vulg.,a reading which evidently arose 
from the infuitive ixew, the scribes not 
ociving the construction. The words i» oùparoie 
are cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. on the 
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anthority of three or four MSS. and the Vulgate 
Version. They may have been introduced from 
a marginal scholium written by one who was 
thinking of Col. i. 5 and ] Pet. i. 4, and then 
transposed in some MSS. (to which I add Mus. 
5116, and 11,836) ; this may be thought to con- 
firm this view. But variation in position oft. 
leads to omission in a few MSS. And the autho- 
rity of the Pesch. Syr. Version in confirmation 
of all the MSS. exc. 3 or 4, forbids even the 
bracketing of the words. 

35. uh ávrofáA. oí») The Apostle subjoins 
exhortation to admonition, ‘not to cast off, or 
away, that confident hope and trust,’ by which 
they were assured of ‘the better subetance,' 
Grapftv, for which they had cheerfully encoun- 
tered losses and sufferings. — The next clause, 
Brie ixss pob. pey. adverts to the ground of 
this perseverauee in well doing, —inasmuch as it 
carries with it a mighty recompense of reward, in^ 

uital of all that they had suffered in the pur- 
suit of the hoped for heavenly inheritance. * Quod 
autem (observes c» remunerationis nomine 
utitur [Paulus], eo nihil diminuit de gratuit& 
salutis promissione; the true view, whatever 
Est.—with unusual dogmatical sophistry, —may 
say to the contrary. It ie not, cannot be, a re- 
ward of meritorious works, which is spoken of 
here. The only true ground of the wafpne. 
here spoken of, consists in the unswerving fuit, 
which trusts in CHRIST, and in him only. 

96. The Apostle here urges the continuance of 
that patient endurance, on the ground of its in- 
dispensable ity to bear them up under much 
future trial, q. d. ‘great need have ye thereof, 
for &c.,'—s weighty representation, which Bp. 
Senderson in a Sermon on this text well applies 
for general use thus: “ well is it said, * Ye have 
need of petience;' for, 1. we live here in a vale 
of misery, where we meet with a thousand 
crosses and vexations in the common road of our 
lives, which we have need of patience to digest ; 
2. we are beset and surrounded with a world of 
temptations, assaulting us within and without, 
which we have need of patience to withstand ; 3. 
we are exposed to manifold injuries, obloquies, 
and sufferings, which we have need of patience to 
bear ; 4. we have many precious promises made 
us in the word of grace, of glory, and of outward 
thinge; of some of which we find as yet but 
slender performance, and of others no visible 
probability of their /xtsure performance ; these 
we have need of patience to : 5. we have 
many duties required of us in our Christian 

ings, and in our particular vocations (for the 
honour of God, and the service of our brethren) 
which we have need of patience to go th À 
One cannot but admit the power for edification 
of the above passage of the learned Prelate: but 
he ought to have seen that it does not well suit 
the present , since boy. cannot well be 
expressed by ‘patience’ in the ordinary sense, as 
denoting ‘ the suffering of evil with equanimity ; 

VoL. IL 

Rom. }. 17. 
Gal. 8. 11. 

t. 1. 6. 

but here the context requires the rendering per- 
severance, equiv. to ‘ patient perseverance to the 
end of any labour or trial; and this must here 
be, the end of one's earthly course. Comp. 
Matt. xxiv. 18. The term xpsíav must here 
denote * urgent need and necessity,’ as said of a 
thing that is indispensably necessary to us. 
37. 98. Here a remarkable discrepancy exists 

between the Hebrew and the Sept. and the 
Apostle; for while the Apostles words agree 
with the Sept., except in the transposition of the 
two clauses of the latter verse, for better adapta- 
tion to his purpose, they both vary considerably 
from the Hebrew. The words ò ipyóusvos Hs: 
xai ob xpovist follow the Sept., except in adding 
ó to ipydmevoe, which, however, it is not im- 
probable was anciently in the t. text, since 
otherwise the Framers of that Version would 
probably have written rò ipxóuevov, meaning, 
the prediction. At verse 3 the discrepancy 
seems very great between the Sept. and the 
Hebrew; yet it need not be ascribed to corrup- 
tion in the Hebrew text; for it has been shown 
by Pocock that the Sept. may very well be recon- 
ciled with the present text, there being only a 
change of person to make the sense plainer. The 
ov of the Sept., —where, according to the He- 
rew, it should have been avrov,—may be 

accounted for on the same principle as that above 
mentioned. It would seem, however, that the 
writer did not adopt the uov; for though it is 
found in two of the moet ancient MSS. and 
some Versions, yet it seems to have been intro- 
duced from the Sept., where it was meant to be 
taken for siç gud. In the two other places of 
the New Test. where this passage is quoted 
(namely, Rom. i. 17, and Gal. iii. 11), the uov is 
not found. 

97. utxpov Gaoyv 0cov] A phrase used by the 
best writers, to denote ‘a very little while,” In 
ó ipxopuevos we have a not unusual designation of 
the assu n. This coming is to be understood 
of the advent of Christ to destroy Jerusalem, and 
put an end to the Jewish state.—fEes xai où 

ovu. This is zot a mere pleonasm, but a 
orcible mode of expression. Comp. Mnesimach. 
Com. Hippoiatr. frag. i. 25, asiw Bàn xai pù 
miAXaw. Thus the sense here is, ‘ will come at 
once and no longer tarry.” 

. Here are suggested the means by which 
the just shall attain this life; namely, by his 

reevering and enduring faith and reliance on 
God; of which the Apostle soon after takes 
occasion to illustrate the nature, and exemplify 
the efficacy, by reference to the worthies of the 
Old Test.—é è dixatos ix vo ams [horar 
Render: * Now the jon shall live out of faith 
[in me], uov being left to be supplied from the 
subject-matter; though it is expressed in the 
Sept, where mov is for uoi, equiv. to els iné, 
forming an example of the attributive construc- 
tion, as in Eurip. Troad. 376, jdovai Téxvewr, for 
dwi Tíxvow or dal Tinya. 23 Jclf, Gr. Gr. 

T 
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HEBREWS X. 39. 

Cnoetar kai àv boo TelAg- 
Tat, oun evdonel Ú Puyyn pov ¿y aite@. 99 'Hyeis 56 oix 

§ 499—601, 2, and note on James iv. 4, giAla 
ToU xócjuov. However, the subaudition is so 
harsh, that I am inclined to think uov may 
be admitted into the text; as it has been done 
by Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority of two 
uncial MSS., some Versions and ors. 
—«ai tay brooreiAnra, &e. Here it has been 
not a little disputed what is the subject of the 
verb UroorsfAnra. Almost all Commentators, 
from the time of Beza and Grotius, have thought 
it to be ric; while the ancient and earlier 
modern Commentators, and a few after their 
time, as Bp. Pearson (Parsnesis prefixed to Sept.), 
Mackn., Whitby, Abp. Newcome, Dr. A. Clarke, 
and Bp. Turton (in his Text of the English 
Bible, pp. 78—86), refer it to the just man before 
mentioned. Of course, the advocates for the 

siguify nothing, the Lord taking pleasure in none 
but “j men only, and such as “live by 

The question, however, is, which of the 
two above-mentioned modes of reference should 
here be adopted, and in order thereto, whether 
there can be any principle which may suffice to 

portance. N decide a point ef such im ow here 
2n Turton comes opportunely to our aid in the 
following able remarks : * The Apostle (says he) 
exhorting those whom he is addreesing to sted- 
fastnese in the faith, employs, with some varia- 
tion, the worde of the Septuagint Version of 
Hab. ii. 4, which may be rendered, ‘If a mas 
draw back, my soul shall have no pleasure in 
him; but the just shall live by faith.’ In this 
rendering, the words “a man," or “any man,” 
are more than the Greek contains, and are intro- 
duced because there is, in the Greek, no reference 
to any individual before mentioned ; But it suited 
the Apostle's argument to invert the order of 
- egre — i Met — as used 

pos 8 ret in Prophe 
ipd from its position had had & more rcl 

lication, there would have been some dif&- 
culty in conceiving how any other version than 
the one now given could ever have been thought 
of. That the bearing and import of words are 
frequently changed by their position, is knowa 
to all who know any thing of the nature of lan- 
guage; and thus the mquiry is reduced to this, — 
whether, for the purpose of confirming the faith 
ef the Hebrew converts, the A e need a sen- 
tence, the signification of which should be de- 
termined by ite own obvious construction, or by 
what might te be recollected of its form 
when used by 8 het, who here seems rather 
to be re to quoted. This point the 
reader shall decide for himself. As to the light 
in which thie passage appeared to the elder Com- 

mentators, Erasmus manifestly did not contem- 
late the introduction of gaits, “any man.” 

Veger explained the dra back with reference 
to the just man [as did also that consummate 
theologian, H. ; see his able examination 
of the sense. Eprr.]. J. Capell. and Grot. ex- 
amined the Septuagint Version of Habakkuk, 
and finding 7:« to understood there, seemcd 
to think that it must be understood in Heb. x. 
38 likewise. Beza, the great authority for the 
rendering ‘ but if any man draw back,’ described 
the Apostle as inverting the elauses of the sen- 
tence, but retaining the Prophet’s meaning; and 
this, so far as 1 can perceive, is his : 
reason for introducing r:e. That, by this ren- 
dering, another version was avoided, by no mesos 
agreeable to Beza's Theological opinione, 
can be no doubt, From Bp. Pearson's Praf. ad 
Param. we learn that, in his epinion, the inverted 
order of the clauses, adopted by the Apostle, at 
once gave to the verb “ draw back” a nominative 
case “he,” the just man (which also was the 
opinion of Theophylact), and that when Bera 
— “ But the just shall live by faith; 

any 

just man” from 
clause— 1. by 

drawing (it) —indicate either a want of good faith 
or an ach He concession te theological oor ione 
I would further observe, that the censure here 
sppliod by Bpe. Pearson and Turton to Bez 

ould also be applied, in some measare, to Cal- 
vin, who has on this occasion evinced no little 
disingenuousness ; for though he did not venture 
on the ckange introduced — be strove 

ly resu to the sense natu [ting from the 
words, M rendering day boo TiiAara:, ‘si sub- 
ductus fuerit; though such is evidently at 
variance with the seus ; both of the Clase. 
and the Script. writers. Thus in the Sept. the 
term always carries with it the ides of fear; and 
so in Jos. Ant. ii. 5, 5, and vi. 5, 5, we have 
$óBw added, to mako the sense stronger. la 
the Bell. Jud., i. 20, }, it is used without 
thus: 0063 rovro dy Swsorauddéuyp elei. lo 
short, the term in question implies a de 
one’s pledged faith, by a metaphor derived from 
the, case of a soldier who deserts his post, by 
shrinking beck from d (which, moreover, 
seems to have been had in view 
Rev. xxi. 8, where aye ), for 

levi TOi? dasActe x«l dwieroit), 
the second death. There is 

it. 
use of éroer( sotar is rare; though Í 

have noted it in Jos. Bell. iij. 8, 1, m0 dptoe" 
éweoridXsro. The view of the construction 
bere, wbich I have taken, ie su 
Est. has remarked in a long 
on this verse, to which I "i is 

39. Here the ensuing discourse oa faih i 
woll introduced by what may be considered t 
connecting link of am indirect exhortation 
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XI. ! *"Eore à wloris érrifouévov irootacis, mpaypdtov s Eon. 
éAeyyos où BXemrouévev. ? év Taórg yap euaptupyOncay of? 18. 
erpeaBvrepo. 3» ITictes vooüpev 
prisa. cot, eis TO pù dk damvouévar Tà (SXerópeva yeyovevas. 

xar)priaÜa, Tos aidvas bor. l 

$ Pet. 3. 5. 

* ° IIiore: wieiova Üvaiav “ARA apd Káiv apocrveyxe TQ «0.44 
Oco, Š; Fs euaprupyOn elvas Sixasos, naprupoüvros émi ois Math sk ss. 

q. d. ° But we [I trust] are not of the number 
of, &e. On the terms isocvTíAAscÓa. and 
&1roc TOÀ) eee note at Acts xx. 20. — Here vro- 
evroAne is abstr. for concrete, == ray UrocreA- 
Aonutveoy, as in the instance of à wapsTouy and 
many — T panapas Of ale —— 
vxijt meaning is, ‘ unto the preserva- 
tion of the soul’ from death spiritual, as by dwe- 
Aet is denoted ‘ destruction from the presence of 
God.’ Comp. 2 Chron. xiv. 12. See more in 
note on ] Thess. v. 9. 

XI. 1. Having mentioned faith, issuing in con- 
stancy of endurance under trials and afflictions, 
as the peculiar characteristic of the true Chris- 
tian, the Apostle, in order to excite his readers 
to the latter, proceeds to show, that such faith, 
or confidence, in the Divine promises of "t 
under trials has always been the means of pro- 
moting such rance; also that the very 
nature of faith, and the character of true be- 
lievers, require this. In order the better to work 
on the minds of his Hebrew readers, the Apostle, 
after first deecribing the essence and true nature 
of faith as a saving principle of action, illustrates 
at large its efficacy, proving, by a long array of 
Scriptural examples, that it always been the 

die earliest ages, First, tho Apostle define iest rst, 
Faith, not logically and formally, but ile per 
and practically. Now faith, he says, is éAmZo- 

v brcoracie, where of 
tations the best founded is ‘ 
trust as to things hoped for,—firm persuasion as 
to their existence (so supra iii. 16, comp. 2 Cor. 
ix. 4. xi. 17), a ization of them as absolute 
verities, though now only seen by the mind's eye 
—— v. 8), and only objects of trust and confi- 

(resting on God's promises). Tho next 
words, wpay. À. ov Pher., serve to further do- 
velop the idea, by pointing to the resudé, as a full 
convietion of their being truly existent, though 
not seen by the bodily eye. The same brevity 
of expression occurs in Thucyd. v. 111, 2, rà 
lexvpóraTa (your surest grounds of preserva- 
tion) dAw:Yousva ué) Aaras. 

8. =í(s+rs— so] The Apostle now proves, 
by reference to the creation of the world, that 
faith s even things long past, and which do 
not strike the senses. (Kuinoel. Here several 
Expositors connect uh with #$arvou (rey, assign- 
ing as the sense ‘ita ut ex iis que non essent, ea 
us sunt existerent, as in 2 Macc. vii. 28, ovx 
ic dure ixoingss abrd (i.e. the universe); 
but ite natural construction is rather with yayo- 
viva:: and from this there is no reason to de- 
part, since the same sentiment will either way 
arise, and that founded on Gen. i. 1. It is meant 

the various interpre- 
confident 

that *through faith we clearly apprehend, that 
the world we see was not made out of apparent 
materials, from matter which had existed from 
eternity, but was uced out of nothing to be 
seen; so that, at His fiat, the material creation 
was brought into existence, and formed into the 
things we see.’ So Rom. iv. 17, OsoU xaAovr- 
Tot Td uh vra we vra. Comp. Philo, de 
Creatione, Ta uh vra ixáAacr cle TÒ slvai 
With 7d Bàirópeva, ‘things actually seen, 
comp. 2 Cor. iv. & Joe Antt. v. 10, 4, 
tev Brswopives, and ZEschyl. Choéph. 844, 
Td fAíworra, ‘things really existing.' For 
Td BA«róuiva, Lachm. and Tisch. read rò 
BAswopevov, from 4 MSS., 2 inferior Versions, 
— 2 Fathers; m — — — for any 
change except what might or by stron 
intemal evidence; which is not the an bere. 
since rd fA«wopnsvoy is precluded by the anti- 
thetic term $aiwopuérev. That reading probably 
arose from a confounding of the abbreviations 
for ro and ra, which abbreviations are not dis- 
similar; and then AArw. would be accommodated 
in number to its Article. 

4. alors TwAÀslova— O19] ° By virtue of 
faith Abel,’ &c.; implying that it was his faith 
which made his offering more acceptable. Some, 
indeed, are of opinion that his offering was more 

ble as being of animals, not of the fruits 
of earth ; but it would seem that the offer- 
ing iteelf was made from the superiority of his 

Not only did Abel evince a more decided 
devotion to his God, by offering victims of the 
choice of the flock, but (as is shown by Abp. 
Mageo on the Atonement, p. 52) there is great 
reason to su that ‘ his faith was especially 
superior, as being not directed to God alone (re- 
cognizing his existence, authority, and provi- 
dence), but also to the Great Redeemer promised 
immediately after the fall (Gen. iii. 15), whose 
expiatory death was ie by animal sacrifices ; 
by offering which Abel evinced his faith in tho 
great sacrifice of the Redeemer prefigured by it; 
and thus he obtained that acceptance from God 
and witnessing of his offerings, which was rofused 
to Cain.’ —ipapr. slvat dix., lit. ‘ho was borne 
testimony to [by God] to be,’ &c., i. e. testimony 
was borne by God that he was such. Aix. is an 
epithet — ape to Abel in the Scrip- 
tures, Philo, osephus. The words here, 
maprup. ial Tois depois avTov, are (wan 
of the preceding ; the sense being, ‘ bearing h 
approving testimony respecting the gifts.” The 
nature of the term and the language of Scri 
ture elsewhere (Gen. iv. 10) point at some visible 7 
token of approbation, though what that was we 
aro not told in the Old Test. But the Jewish 
— TA the most eminent Christian O »m- 

T 
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&épow aùroð tov O«eoií xal Š avrijs àmoÜavàv Ere * Vane. 
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17. 

mentators are agreed, that it was signified by 
from heaven consuming Abel's victims, while 
Cain's fruits of the ground remained untouched. 
How ancient thie opinion is, from Theo- 
dotion's insertion of the words in his Version of 
Gen. iv. 4,—an insertion prob. not made without 
authority, however it might originate from tra- 
dition only.—xal ài' ab ijc åwobavæv irs Aat, 
Render: ‘though dead, he yet speaketh.” Fora 
similar use of the particip., comp. Anthol. Gr. 
Jacobs, x. 82, oiya» íyw, ° though silent, I 
speak.” The sense, however, depends upon the 
reading, which is disputed. Instead of tho t. rec. 
AaAXsiTai, MS. A, and 20 cursives (to which I 
can add 2 Lamb. and most Mus. copies), most of 
the Versions, and many Fathers havo AadXei, 
which is preferred by Grot., Mill, Valckn., Dind., 
Kuin ,and Boelime, and edited by Bengel, Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; while the former is 
retained by Matthei. But notwithstanding all 
that has been urged by Matthei in favour of the 
t. rec., AaAat is certainly preferable, not only as 
being the more dificult reading, but as yielding 
the only sense worthy of tbe writer. On the 
contrary, the sense of ÀaAs? (namely, that, 
*though dead, yet he by his faith, as it were, 
speaketh,’ bidding us follow his example, and in- 
— a like faith in God as ‘the rewarder of 
those who diligently seek him") is highly suit- 
able, and recommended both by its simplicity 
and its ——— of sense. The figure b 
which ‘ the dead are said to speak,’ and admonis 
others by their own example, is found in the 
best writers, espec. the Poets and Orators. So 
Ma JEn. vi. 618, ‘magni testatur voce per 
umbras: Discite justitiam moniti, et non tem- 
nere Divos.’ It may, indeed, be said, ‘If such 
be the appropriateness of AaXzi, how came Àa- 
Astra: into the great body of the MSS. P' Ian- 
swer, from an error of scribes in some very an- 
cient archetypes, by which a flourish after e: was 
taken for an abbreviation of -ra:. I have found 
this oft. the case in the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
and Schaefer, on Greg. de Dial., p. 754 and 842, 
testifies to the same fact, and ere some exx. 

5,6. Enoch's faith the Apostle justly ix/ers 
from his having a testimony of approbation from 
God; since without faith it is impossible to have 
such approbation. To this faith the Apostle 
ascribes hie being ‘ (ranslated, so as not to 
rience death.’ The import, however, of the 
words Asrarâbon, &c., has been not a little dis- 
uted. Most foreign Commentators for the last 
alf century have been of opinion that neither 

Moses nor the Apostle meant to say that Enoch 
was taken to heaven alive, but that he was re- 
moved thither by a sudden death, bleue by 
lightning. The arguments urged are detailed and 
reviewed by Kuin., who, very properly, rejecte 
that notion, and accedes to the opinion of tho 

6 ywpis 66 misrews advvatoy eùapeorioar moreicas 
TOY Tpocepyxóuevov TH Oe, Gri doi, rat Tois éxlyTovaty avrov 

Hom. 83 ussOarrodorns yiverar. T:°lIlI Te, ypnuariobeis Nóe epi tay 

yàp bei 

ancient and moet modern Commentators, that 
both writers meant to represent Enoch as re- 
moved to heaven alive. Indeed the words of the 
Apostle, Tov uñ Lésty Oavator, admit of no other 
construction ; and though what is here said ap- 

to rest on the words of the Sept. (the «ai 
ovx—Oeds being a citation, justificatory of what 
is said in the foregoing clause), yet the expres- 
sion ovx ebpicxero, taken in conjunction wi 
meréOnxe, is so strong as to admit of scarcely any 
other interpretation: and the Hebrew terms are 
quite as remarkable; for, as Kuin. observes, 
while Moses — uses the term no” ia 
recording the death of the other patriarchs, of 
Enoch alone he employs the term mp) (acca- 
rately rendered by the Sept. usréOnae), which 
is no where used of removal by death, on] 
employed to describe the translation of Elix 
Again, ody sip. i$ a faithful version of the Ho- 
brew um, ‘and he was not,’ with which Kuia. 
compares * nec deinde in terris Romulus fwit, ia 
Livy, i. 16. That the Septuagint Translators 
affixed such a sense to the words, cannot be 
doubted, espec. since Joseph. and Philo did tbe 
same. adr iba the — of — —* 
at a much earlier period, so understood m 
both the above js , 8 from c 
xlviii. and xlix. 14, where, if the term dra dqOn 
could be thought doubtful, the context proves it 
to mean what wo understand by 
Such, too, has been the way in which tbe words 
have been understood by the beet Jewish Inter- 
preters from the earliest periods. : 

6. vioTs0cat ydp det—yiverac) q. d. ° Sin- 
cere worship of God implies a firm belief in his 
existence and moral government, and that he 
will reward those who study to do his will, snd, 
bv implication, punish those who disobey it 
aith in his existence must worship of 

him. And who would worship a sys Sige re- 
mained an unconcerned spectator of what passes 
on the earth, and with whom is no retribution ? 
IIpocépyecBar in this sense, to denote ‘ divine 
worship, is frequent in the present Epistle, and, 
indeed, may be said to be pecaliar to this Book, 
since it occurs no where cleo in the New Test. 
nor in the Sept. 

7. whore: xpnuaTicOsie, &c.] “It was by 
faith that Noah, being admonished by a divine 
revelation concerning things not yet seen, 
only to be viewed by the eye of faith, &c. By 
Tay undézo Breroutvey is meant the Deluge 
and the events subsequent to it; the expression 
being used with allusion to the definition of faith 
at ver. 1, ZAeyyor où AAcwouivey. The true 
and full sense of the disputed expression stAe- 
AnOels is ‘through reverence and godly fear,— 
fear of God and reverence to his commands: 8 
sense of the word oft. found in the Sept, but 
very rare in the Claes. writers ; though it occurs 
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pndéra BXerouévov, evaBnOeis kareoxevaae xiBartov eis cwr- 
piav rob oixov avrou Èr ts KaTéxpwe Tov koc Lov, xai THS KATA 

miot Sixatoovyns éyévero KAnpovowos. 9 f IIiores raħoúpevos {5.12.1 
. 2. 

"ABpadp vmjkovaev é&eOeiy eis tov Tórrov, dy uere Xapfá- 
veiw eis KXnpovopiay, kai €EjdOe uù emvotdpevos ov Epyerat. 
9 lores wapwxnoer eis Thy tyjv ths émayyéXlas às áXXorpíav, 
év oxnvais karowjcas, petà "Icaàk xa ‘Iaxw8 trav cuycMp- geh.5+ 
povopwy TIS émaryyeMas THS aUTHS 

in Æschin. ap. Steph. Thes. and Plato, p. 879.— 
Kateoxtvace xtBwrdy, ° built an ark.” "Thus 
obeving the Divine order, ° Make thee an ark of 
gopher-wood. And when we consider the length 
of time it took, the immense labour it must have 
required, to effect the thing, we may appreciate 
the value of Noah's obeying in faith. The labour 
must have been enormous, in the then state of 
the arts, to build a ship, or rather a floating edi- 
fice, of the form of a parallelogram, 300 cubits 
long, 50 cubits broad, and 30 cubits high; far 
— in size the largest ship of the line 
ever built. It was called man, or xiBwros (or, 
as Josephus terms it, AápraE), with allusion to 
its chest-like shape, doubtless chosen as far easier 
to build than one of a round form; and which 
is even yet, in a great measure, preserved in the 
form of the Chinese junks. As, then, by this 
wonderful occurrence, i.e. Noah's building so 
vast a structure, we see established the strength 
of his faith, so by that event connected with it, 
an universal Delu of which the truth has 
been attested by all nations, * the savage and the 
sage,’ wherever written records have D pre- 
served, tradition been maintained, or rites com- 
memorative of the Deluge and the deliverance of 
Noah and his family by an ark been celebrated) 
we see established the very fact, which the In- 
fidel denies, —the existence of a Divine Revela- 
tion,—namely, that the Deity 4as condescended 
to make known his wil] to man; since Noah’s 
conduct surely implies foreknowledge of the De- 
luge: and that could only be founded on a com- 
munication from God to man,—to refuse admit- 
ting the evidence of which, must consequently 
expose the infidel to the same condemnation as 
that by which Noah's faith condemned the un- 
believing world, and expose him to the same 
destruction that overwhelmed them.—sls cun- 
fay oV olxov avrov, ‘for preservation of bis 

household — kafika TÓP kóruov, namely, 
* inasmuch as any one may be said to condemn 
others, who, by his own deeds, shows what they 
ought to have done, and thus convicts them of 
blame for not having so done.’ Comp. Matt. 
xii. 41, sq., and Wisd. ii. 13, where it is observed 
that the wicked are desirous of getting rid of the 
righteous man, because, say they, éydvero ñuiy 
als dAeyy xor trav lyvoiwy nus, meaning, ‘ by 
his modes of thinking and acting he is a reproof 
to ws.'— ht xarà wlori dix. iyiívero KÀN- 
povóuos, for ixAnpovounes, ‘ became 
of, &c. By the expreesion here, 5j Qixaiocórn 
xara wiotiy, i$ meant ‘acceptance with God,’ 
* the felicity of those who are justified by faith.’ 
Bee Rom. i. 17. So at Rom. iv. 9, Abraham is 
said to have been * justified by faith,’ viz. in the 
declarations of God respecting the land of pro- 

& 18. 14. 
Bev. 91. 2. 10 6 é£eBévero yap Tiv Tovs 

mise and the Redeemer; of whom the promise 
was confirmed in the rez of the covenant 
made originally with Noah, to whom the doctrine 
of justification by faith in a Redeemer was, no 
doute — known. ed — 

. kaÀoúusvoç] ‘being called upon, invited, 
bidden.’ See du xii. 1, comp. with Acts 
vii. 3. The words uh imi. wou 6px. are 
meant to illustrate Abraham's faith, and have 
been wrongly sup to mean tbat he was in 
ignorance about the land or its qualities; for 
that is inconsistent with Gen. xii. 1. We may 
regard the words as a popular mode of expression, 
denoting that he threw himself wholly on Divine 
providence. 

9. wapuxnosy ale Thy yrv] for elonAOsv ale 
Thy ynv, kal wapoxnoey ixet. The reading, 
however, is disputed, and Lachm. and Tisch. 
cancel the 7j», from three uncial and a few cur- 
sive MSS. But propriety of lan requires 
the Article, and the u of the New Test. 
confirmsit, See Acte vii. 17. ix. 8. xv. 8. Gal. iii. 
4.— ee dÀ., for ovx lélav, ‘as if it were a 

land in which he had no concern.’ —wrapuxnos 
is for wapoixos (i. e. adXoyavis) rjv, in oppo- 
sition to ¿muysune. The words following, iv 
exnvais xaT., are meant to prove and illustrate 
the preceding term «apex. ; designating the life 
of the Nomades, or rovers of the desert, in every 
age. Now the building of a kouse would have 
implied a property in the land; not so the setting 
up of a tent. In those early periods, when popu- 
lation was thin, even foreigners seem to have 
been allowed to E tents, and bring cattle to 
graze, where the land was not occupied by the 
natives. — wera  'Ioaáx xai 'JlaxwB—avuris. 
These words are to be referred to all that has 
preceded in the verse. Here wera is meant to 
mark, not time, but parity of circumstances ; sig- 
nifying ‘ as well as,’ * in the manner of” (by a use 
of the word found also at Phil. iv. 3); so de- 
noting community both of circumstances and of 
disposition; q.d. ‘as also did Isaac and Jacob 
after them, to whom the same promise belonged.” 
Here, then, Abraham's so living is mentioned 
to evince his faith ; q. d. * It was by faith in the 
romise of God, that he was content to go and 

five in a foreign land, and sojourn as a foreigner 
there, though fully assured that it was to be the 
inheritance of his posterity.’ 

10. i€sdéyaro yap—o Gade] q. d. [° No won- 
der that he believed in God's temporal promises;] 
for he fully expected, i. e. looked forward to,’ &c. 
Comp. Gen. xlix. 18. Ps. xl. 1. Ies. xxv. 9. 
xxvi. 8. xxxiii. 2. Rom. viii. 19. 23. 25. Phil, 
iii. 20. 1 Cor. i. 7. These words, then, are meant 
to show the preme on which Abraham was 
content so to live, —namely, that of faih (agree- 
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Gepedious eyoucay ody, Hs Teyvirns Kai Snusovpyos 6 Oe. 

= g = ” 

k Gen. 98. 4. 
& 4. 9. 
1 Chron. 99. 

to the description at ver, 1); even the 
tient hope of tlie city which foundations, 

to the ing life adverted to at 
Jerusalem mentioned at 

xii. 22, and often in the A ypee deecribed in 
glowing i , sach as the Jews applied to the 
new Jerusalem, which they supposed was to 
descend from heaven—imagery also employed by 
the Sacred writers, but intended to designate the 
new Jerusalem in i. e. heaven itself. 
verse may be rendered, ‘for he looked out for 
——— anticipated) that city which hath sure 
oundations (comp. xii. 28); whose builder and 
maker is Gop.’ By this strong mode of ex- 
pression the city is distinguished from all ordi- 
nary ones, as‘ the city of foundations,’ because 
the only abiding city. Comp. xii. 22. Mr. 
Green, br. N. T. Dial., p. 227, thinks that the 
use of the Article here k contextual, the word 
having the Article by suggestion. And accord- 
ingly he is of opinion that rods Osa. must mean 
thoes foundations of which the habitations just 
mentioned (axyvais) were destitute. This, how- 
ever, has the objection of being a view too re- 
fined to suit the simplicity of Scripture } : 
Moreover, tents are not buildings and such need 
no foundations to give them all the securit 
intended. At the same time, some reference 
pos: here meant, though the Article cannot, 

r. Green thinks, refer to some 7 
foundations of notoriety; at least, he observes, 
‘it is difficult to conjecture what they can be.’ 
Difficult, indeed, it is, yet not impossible. I 
doubt not that the reference is to such deep 
oundation-cowrses as were employed in building 
the walls of cities meant to be impregnablo—at 
least to any military engines. Such was the way 
in which the walls of Nineveh, Babylon, and 
other of the most ancient cities were built. 
Thus those of Babylon, as described by Hdot. 
i. 179, had the foundations so deep, as to consist 
of thirty courses of large square kiln-burnt bricks, 
formed in a mould. A foundation so laid would 
bear up s wall of almost any thickness and 
height. An evident allusion to this may be re- 

ized in St. John's description of the mystical 
ew Jerusalem coming down from heaven, Rev. 

xxi. 18 (the same with that mentioned infr. xii. 
22, as worst Osov Yavros, IspoucaÀ ñu évov- 
pasi), which is represented by St. John as 
coming down from heaven, and by St. Paul as 
being ts heaven, the one (the Millennium) as 
porao to the other. In that Passage (xxi. 
8) the wall is described as havin ‘es such 

courses, and thus the Plural OsusAíovc here is 
quite intelligible. Such, indeed, was the mode 
in which, more or less, the walls of all strong 
cities were built; and accordingly it is not diffi- 
cult to imagine & reference of soforiety in the 
caso of such jon-courses as thoso in ques- 

ver. 9,) the heavenl 

N h Tigre, kai avr?) Xáppa Ovvapav eis xataBorAnv orréppatos 
éXafe, xai Tapà xaipóv urias [érexev], ere miotòv tyynoato 
Tov érayyeirduevov. 121 Aò xai ad’ dos téyevrinoav, xai 
Taira vevexpmuévov, rabàs Tà otpa Tov oUpavoU Tq WIDE, 
xai * às 7) dupos 5) rapa Tó xeos THS Jaddoons 7) avapiOunros. 
13 k Kara síarw áréÜavov otro. mdvres, us) XaBovres Tas émay- 

tion.—The rù» seems to have a twofold refer- 
ence both to Eyovcay and to wroAcw; the latter, 
with reference to tho earthly, as the opposite to 
the heavenly (ch. xi. 16), heaven itself.—Of 
course the expression Osu. efy. here is to be 
understood, in a figur. sense, as equiv. to that at 
xiii. 14, uávoveav, denoting a community never 
to be dissolved, namely, the Gospel plan of sl- 
vation, the O«uéAioe Tov Geov at 2 Tim. ii. 19. 
And why uívovcar? Because the builder and 
maker is Gop,—‘ the Rock of ages." I 

ll. avr XZáfpa] ‘Sarah herself! Avr) is 
used with ober on to hs which; rom — 
stances, seem i mpossible, an 
consequent —— which she had at first bar- 
— when the thing was announced to her, 
and which was even entertained by Abraham; 
though the reproof of the Lord and due reflection 
brought both to a firm belief.—els xaTaßoiiv 
omipnarot. This may be regarded, with many 
of the best Expositors, ancient and modern, as a 
brief mode of expression, simply denoting, in 8 
par manner, the act of conception. me, 
ndeed, as Ernesti, Kuin., &c., render it, ‘for the 
foundation of a family,” ‘in order to found s 
family :' a sense, however, frigid in itself, and 

ters, t have s 
ficed, the cancelling is ill judged; for which, in- 
deed, there is next to no authority, and $ 
evidence is against it. Possibly, however, the 
word not be genuine, and the writer may 
have meant, under the idea of to be 
implied its consequent parturition ; (n a similar 
inartificial and popular mode of expressing the 
idea of conception as that in Lev. xii. 2. The 
words sie +Ó Tskrveca: added in several ancient 
MSS. and Versions, arose from a gloss on eis 
xaraBo\hy eípuaToc, which, however, con- 
firms the above view. I 

12. xa8àe rà åorpa—ðaàácons] Oriental 
and popular hyperboles, though such are found 
also in the Western writers. So Aristoph. Lyt. 
1260, says, jv yap Tdvipee ovx. lAáccors Tit 
éupas, To) llépca: For the t. rec., oot 
MMOS, all the uncial, and many cursive M 

(to which I add all the Lamb. and most Mus. 
copies), most Fathers, and early Editions, bave 
ee 3 Áuuos, which has been adopted by Matte, 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; and justly 
or propriety of language alike requires 
Article ‘Ga vn the passage of Aristopb), and 
rejects coef, We may suppose in this, a5 In 
many other cases, š to have passed into t by 
error of scribes. 
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yeas, GAA TófpuÜev aùràs ¿Šóvreç, [xal wewÜévres] xai 
ácTacánevo, xai ópoXoyjcavres Sri Eé¿o, kal mapermiðnpoi 
eiat émi tis yii. 1* of yàp roiatra Xéyovres eudavitovaw Sr, 
marpa émisyroUoi. 15 Kal ei pèv èxeivns épvnuóvevov ad’ $ç 
t eGov, elyov dy kaipóv avanduav 161+ yyy) 88 xpeirrovos 1 Exod. 8. 6. 

att. 39. 33. 
Opéyovras, rouréatiy érroupaviov. i oùe èmaioyúverat aùroùs 4997.8. 
ó Beds, Beds emucadeicOar abr: fjroiuace yàp avrois TON. 

13—16. * These verses are introduced to con- 
firm what was said at ver. 10 on the nature of 
the faith of the Patriarehs,—that it ed not 
an earthly, but a heavenly country, the same as 
that which Christians expect.’ (Kuin.) 

13. xara wierw dáwíÜavov otro: TárTw«:] 
Some learned Commentators interpret the pro- 
mises alluded to in this chapter as temporal ; and 
are consequently reduced to the necessity of con- 
fining the expression otro: wares to some of 
the persons that had been named ; or of referring 
it to all Abrabam's descendants, of whom men- 
tion has been made in the preceding sentence. 
Now it is obvious, as Whitbv remarks, that all 
the descendants of Abraham did not die in faith ; 
and how, on the other hand, any particular indi- 
viduals of those before named can be selected by 
an expression which comprehends all, it is not 
easy to discover; and if all who had been before 
named are referred to (ss is unavoidable), then 
the promises cannot have been temporal, there 
being some to whom ne temporal promises were 
made, as Abel and Enoch. As to the difficulty 
arising from the declaration, that the persons 
enumerated had died in faith, when it is known 

words 
went before, q. d. all that did die. Tho words 
xai wecoOéivree are cancelled by Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch., being plainly a gloss on dowac. fol- 
lowing, of which the sense may be, as moet Ex- 
pou suppose, ‘kailing them ; the metaphor 

ing one taken from persons who, when the 
see at a distance the wished-for port, salute it 
with joyful shouts. So Virg. Æn. iii. 522, * Ita- 
liam leti salutant’ However, I should wish to 
see some proof of the use of doras. with this 
metaphor; and, until such shall] be adduced, I 
prefer te take the term emp to denote, like 

, receiving gladly (so Chrys. 7e0íyrast). 
—namely, by aaticipation; of which examples 
ar ats Pass iD ay Lex. N. T. in v. 

3. Siros kai waper(0nnol slew ixl Tis yie 
Render : ‘ foreigners, and sojourners on earth; 
i.e. in this world as com with heaven : said 
deo with —— — 4, and n 

, an 8° n ot paseages o e 
€ T. as Gen. 3 xen 4. Ps. D vi espe i i 

cb, too, was eathen o- 
sophers Thus Plato in Axiocho says, Neve 
nula rie lori» 6 Bios. And so life is also 
called in 7Eechin. Socr. Dial. iii. 3. 

14—16. The course of argument here may be 
thus traced: ‘ The Patriarchs professed tbem- 
selves to be strangers, and thereby showed they 
were desirous of some country as a permanent 

abode. Now if they had sought a country in 
those parts, or had regarded their native or 
ancestral Jand as their true country, they might 
have found means to return thither. But they 
did wot consider Canaan as their country, nor 
did they return to Chaldea; therefore they de- 
sired not an earthly, but a better, even a heavenly 
one. 

15. xal sl piv ixalyns—dvaxduwa] The 
sense is, ‘And if truly (while thus designating 
themeelves) they made mention of (bore in 
mind) the country from which they came forth, 
they might have had easily of returning to 
it.’ Between the departure of Abraham from 
Chaldea and the death of Jacob, there was time 
for the Patriarchs to have returned thither if 
they had loved it as a country ; but they did xot. 
* [f they had sought a country (obeerves Braun), 
no one was more desirable than Chaldea, then 
far superior in fertility and wealth to Canaan.’ 
For i£5XA00» MSS. A, C, D, and 3 cursives, 
read i£éfncav, adopted by Lachin. and Tisch., 
but on insufficient grounds, internal evidence, as 
well as external, being in favour of éE5A0., of 
which iif. was a Critical emendation. 

16. vvvi di, &c.] meaning, * But as thin 
now are (since they so spoke and acted), it is 
lain that they rested only on the promises of 
od respecting the possession of Canaan, as a 

country, not a mere sojourn, by their ity ; 
as they did of the attainment by themselves of 
another country, even a heavenly.’ For vuri, 
many MS8S., and some Fathers and early Edi- 
ti have vU», which is edited by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; but without suffi- 
cient reason ; for though pv» is used in this sense 
in other parts of tho New Test, yet vuri is 
stronger in sense than v/v, and is more suitable 
when, as here, used in antithesis, after si has 

ed. Thus it is found at Rom. vii. 17. 
eb. vii. 6, and sometimes in the Class. writers. 

It is true that we have vv» ĝi used in antithesis 
at ] Cor. xiii. 13. Thucyd. iii. 49, and after el at 
Luke xix. 42. Yet as rvvi occurs in antithesis 
supra viii. 6 without any var. lect., I have thought 

per, with Matthwi, to retain the common read- 
ng. That heaven is man's proper country was 
indeed acknowledged by most of the heathen 
philosophers who believed in a future state. So, 
too, Scaliger, in his Epitaphium, says, ‘ Profecto 
vera patria viro forti celum est : quippe hic 

1 boni, mali in exilio sunt.’—d:d oox 
atc XoreTat, &c., ° therefore (i. e. since they 

had such undoubting faith in the Divine Me 
mises) God does not (i.e. did not) disdain 
(aning: Meiosin, vouchsafes, see note on 
ii. 11) to be called (eir ; implying the 
ideas of protection and preservation.—"rroiuac« 
yàp avrots wok, ‘[nay, he shows himself 
such], for he hath prepared and destined for 
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mons. 17m [Tíore, Tpocevüvoxev "ABpadp tov 'Ioeaàs retpafopevos 
Foolus. 4. xg) Toy povoyevh TpocéQepev ò Tas émayyedias avad<Edpevos, 
x Gen. 23.1%. 
Rom. 9. 7. 

3. 29. 

290.2 6 Oeòs, Sey avróv xai ev 

Gen. 48, 
Ets 16, 30. 
& 47. 81. 

them a city,’ or permanent abode (as opposed to 
the exnvai at ver. 9), even a heavenly one. On 
šrroíu. see note on Matt. xxv. 34. 

17. wlora pocev. 'ABp. T. 'Ic. v.] Render: 
* By faith it was that Abraham, on being put to 
the proof (as to his faith) offered up 1eaac ; yea, 
the holder of the promises offered up his — 
only begotten son.’ Of course the verb (z=poc%. 
is here, as oft. elsewhere, to be understood of 
* will and purpose of action,’ here only hindered 
from performance by the interposition of Divine 
command ; and, accordingly, it has been always 
regarded by the Jewish writers, from Philo down- 
wards, as a complete sacrifice. It would seem 
that ávadsE. is more significant than de&. would 
have been, intimating the receiving the promises 
as a real heart-concern, in full faith of their ful- 
filment. 

18. xpos dy iXaXn00] Render: ‘to whom, 
or, conceming whom it had been said,’ &c.; 
meaning, * that Abraham, to wbom it had been 
said by God, “ In Isaac shall there be named a 
posterity to theo." '—i» 'Icaàx xX. c. CT., 
it is in Isaac that, &c. As much as to say, 

* the seed which is promised tbee must descend 
ue from Isaac.' 

9. Aoyicáusvos Sti—d só] The full 
sense intended ie, ‘as reflecting tbat, though 
Isaac should die, yet the promise of rity 
by him would be sure, inasmuch as the same 
Omnipotence, which at first brought him into 
being, could even raise him from the dead.'— 
60s» aùTòv xal iv vapafjoAg ixouícaTo. These 
words, not a little obscure, have been variously 
interpreted. Many eminent Expositors, ancient 
and modern, have taken ¿y wapaBoAy for i» 
TUume, or ¿v cupBors, scil. THe dvarrdcewe : 
an ellipsis, however, too harsh to be admitted ; 
and, as Ernesti observes, Isaac is no where called 
a type of Christ in that respect ; nor could he be. 
The expression may rather be su d to mean, 
* simili modo, * with similitude; though on the 
point of similitude here intended there isa dif- 
ference of opinion. Some, as Newcome, Hamm., 
Whitby, referring the words to the miraculous 
birth of Isaac, explain, ‘ Abraham believed that 
God could raise Isaac from the dead, because he 
had, as it were, obtained him from the dead ;° 
i.e. because he was born of those ‘as as 
dead :° an interpretation not a little barsh, and, 
moreover, inconsistent with the usus š as 

ts xoutc.; KouícacÜa, never signifying 
simply to obtain, but to receive either in 
the way of of what is lost, or in return 
for what has been given. Hence I prefer, with 
Calv., Limborch, Kuin., and Stuart, to interpret, 
* Abraham believed that God could recal bis son 
to life; wherefore (because of this faith) he also 
$n like manner, by a correspondence of a circum- 
stance admitting of comparison (Le. as it were 

18 "459; ôv éXaxjÜgy “Ors èv "Iaoaáàk xX905oeraí cot 
aTépua V9 Xoyuaápevos Sts kal èx vexpüv éyeipew Suvaros 

vapafjoXj éxouícaTo. ° IIta-rei 
ep ueXXóvrov. evioynoev 'Ioaàx Tóv "laco xal tov 'Haa?. 
21 p Tío res "Ia ámoÜ0vrjokev éxaaTov tv viðv Iwond cUXo- 

raised from the dead), received him back, as 
from the dead, [safe] ; for Isaac was in a manner 
dead, —i. e. in his father's opinion and his own, — 
and was restored to his father, as it were from 
the gates of the grave. Comp. 2 Cor. i. 9, 10. 
This interpretation is placed beyond doubt by 
Jos. Antt. i. 13, 4, where, treating on this very 
circumstance, he says of Abraham and Issac, oj 
ài wap’ idwidas iavrods xexomiomévor, i.e. ‘as 
having got back, recovered, each other, by being 
restored to each other.’ 

20. miors:) ‘ by faith, viz in the revela- 
tions made to him respecting his sons’ future 
condition, firmly trusting that the blessings he 
was invoking would have their effect. And 
though those blessings turned out different 
from Isaac's intention, qe they were not tbe 
ia convenes in faith that they would be fal- 

21. On more mature consideration, I am now 
of opinion that we should not. be justified in 
rendering irl +ó dxpov tie paBd. avrov, 
* towards the bed's head ;' and very doubtful is it 
whether the Hebrew text was originally intended 
to convey that sense; though, cou/d it even be 

at Moses meant to express that sense, 
it would be no sufficient reason why we should 
depart from the obvious sense of the Greek words 
taken verbatim from the Sept., of which it is one 
of the quotations without the citandi ; 
if, indeed, such can properly be termed citatious 
at all. Est. ably remarks, that ‘whether what 
was read in the Sept. with the Hebrew or 
not, tho writer of thìs Epistle cited it oppor- 
tunely, and ated it to his purpoee.' 
Tho same view is taken by Grot., Calv., Perkins, 
Schoettg., and others of the best Commentato 
And I would observe, that the’ accommodation 
might be the more readily made, considering that, 
as Est. points out, * each sense might be true suo 
modo ; nor do the two disagree.’ Yet those who 
admit tho above view are not at all agreed on 
the sense intended to be expressed by «poc- 
exivnow ixi TÒ axpoy ris paBdov. Several 
ancient, and not a few modern Interpreters, as 
Hyper. and Est., — here a deep and mys- 
tical sense, understanding by Trò &xpos T$: paf- 
cov avTov, either Ji s staff, as the symbol of 
his — Jacob receiving this honouring power 
in his son (so Calv. explains); or, as they sup- 
pose, Jacob foreseeing that in his son Joseph 
HRIST was signified; and accordingly in this 

staff, or sceptre, of Joseph, he ised the 
regal of Christ, ‘denique (adds an 
ejus virge fastigium sese, caput, adorame, g 
caput Christi est Deus.’ (1 Cor. xi.) This new 
is strenuously maintained by Hyper., and is 
adopted by Est.; but it is too harsh and far- 
fetched to be safely — More of simplicity 
is there in the view adopted by Grot., Hamm., 
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enoe xai wpocexvunoeny mì rò axpov THS páp dov aù- 
ToU. ?"?^]licre 'Ioc? redevrav epi ris é€odou tev viðv qaen w. 
"Iopanr épvnuovevae, xai wept tTav ootéwy avTov éveTeiNaro. 
23 r ITío re. Mavors *yevvnÜeis expv8n tpinvoy tre Trav Trarépov z Exot. 
avro), iori elóov acteiov TÓ tradiov Kai ovx époSnOncay o ^*^ 

1. 16. 
& 3.3, 11. 

7. 90. 

Sidtaypa Tov Bacthéws. % * Tliotes Mowojs, péyas yevopevos, s Exot.t. 
npynaato XéyecÜa, vios Quyarpoç apaw % padrov éXopevos Pai n. 
crurykaxouyetco Qa, TQ Aa@ To Oeod, À mpóoraipov yeu åpap- 
Tias amóħavoi % peifova adovroy Fynodpevos TOv $ èv Avyú- 
TrTQ Onoavpav tov dveidiopov tov Xpiotoir áüméfXere yàp eis 

Schoettg., Doddr., Abp. Newc., and others, who 
trace in the words simply the — of xen 
ping. and the feebleness of the worshipper. It 
is well observed by Heinr. that the words iwi rò 
Expov tit paBdou do not in to the blessings, 
but only render more vivid the image, of a sick 
man, who, being about to address thoee standing 
around, is compelled to lean on his staff, or 
crutch. 

22. wlara—tversikaro] These words seem 
meant to be explanatory of what was said at 
vv. 20, 21, and to more fully develop their sense. 
It was faith, the Apostle shows, that was the 
moving principle both in the sdAcyia and the 
a@poexuvynore, and the words iusnudvevos Tepl 
are tEcdov rey v. "I. (where iurnu. must be 
understood of i ipii gen d from 
inspiration at the time) are intended to tlxstrate 
the expressions aspi usAAOrTer, as mepi Taw 
Gorton a. ivaTsÍA. to point to the circumstance 
which led to the rpockxvynere. That the same 
injunction should have been agai» given at the 

solemn blessing was natural. On the former 
occasion, it seems, the Patriarch did not give the 
chief reason for the injunction; but did so in the 
latter, when he spoke wspi usAAOr Tw». 

23—28. Here the Apostle illustrates the prin- 
ciple of faith, as operating on another great 
Founder, as it were, of the Jewish nation; and 
introduees the chief instances of Ais faith, by 
adverting to that of his parents, as evinced in so 
confidently committing to the care of Providence 
the child whom, from a persuasion of his being 
destined to something great, they had, at their 
imminent peril, rved for three months. 

23. ra» varípwr a.] Of this use (exceedingly 
rare) of aaTípas to signify both parents (occur- 
ring also at Eph. vi. 4), an ex. is adduced by 
Wetst. from Partheniue.—Asors slov dorstov 
+Ó watdiov. This is not meant as the chi 
reason why they preserved the child. It was 
their fuih, and implicit reliance on the blessing 
of Providence upon their endeavours to save the 
child, that princtpally induced them thus to con- 
ceal him. The other was only an inferior rea- 
son; though it has been thought that, from his 
remarkable comeliness, they augured he would 
turn out something extraordi ; beauty being 
by the ancients regarded as a mu of the Divine 
fa vour. 

24. miyar ysvóusvos] meaning, ‘ when he had 
attained to man's estate ;' a sense of uíé*yas found 
in the best writers, from Homer downwards, and 
here required by the original Hebrew.—4pvijcaro 
AéyeoOas. It is not necessary to understand by 

chief mistakingly put down 

this a formal refusal. The expression may merel 
be supposed to denote that he was »ot d vl t 
be so called, which is attested by the whole of 
the narration in Exodus. It seems he had been 
regarded as som of Pharaoh's daughter. In his 
disavowal of this he was actuated by his resolu- 
tion to renounce his splendid pros , and do- 
vote himself to the deliverance of his country- 
men; and not being the real, he did not choose 
to be the adopted son of Pharaoh's daughter. 

The next two verses (25, 26) show the extent 
and of the sacrifice; Moses being 
there represented as abandoning the wealth, 
luxury, and sinful pleasures of a court, —then 
the wealthieet and most magnificent, though the 
most corrupt, in the world,—for the oppression 
and insult which, when he professed himself an 
Israelite, he must have to encounter. The words 
Tpócx. ix. duapr. &móN. advert to the chief 
reason for this abandonment — his preference 
of the ing blessings which God can be- 
stow, as contrasted with the ing pleasures of 
sin. — Te» iv Alyúw+Tg Üncavper. Griesb., 
Matth., Scholz, and Tisch. read r&v Alyúmrov 
Oncauperv, from four uncial and several cursive 
MSS. (to which I can add 1 Lamb. and 5 ancient 
Mus, copies), the Syr., and some other Versions ; 
while Lachm. edits ¿v AlyósTov, from A, and 
2 cursives (1 add 3 Lamb. copie): which read- 
ing, however, involves a gross violation of gram- 
matical propriety. The reading may possibly be 
the true one; yet one cannot wall see why it 
should have to dy Alydwrov. 
Quite as likely is it that the early Critics altered 
¿> Aly. to Alyvwrov, for the sake of making it 
tally with roù Xpıorov. Tho Critical Editors 
have omitted to state that Chrys. undoubtedly 
(as I find from inspection of his Commentary) 
read iv AlyósTo : though Wetst. and Scholz 

Chrys. on the side of 
AlyócTov. As to Theodor., whom they place 
on the same side, his oe affords no 
proof which reading he adopted. There can be 
no doubt that the arch of the Alex. and 
two or three other MSS. must have had ¿y 
Alyiare, for iv AlyvwTov evidently arose 
from an error of the scribes; which error, in- 
deed, might easily arise, considering that the 
terminations e and ov are perpetually confounded 
by the scribes. 

26. ròv dvedioudy ov Xpiorov] This ex- 
pression been variously explained. The 
ancient and most modern Expositors take it to 
mean, ‘contumely similar to that which Christ 
suffered ; remarking that the Genit. oft. denotes 
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e Thy pmobaroðosiav. °t Tlicre xarêwev Abyvrrov, uù ġo- 
we. BnOeis Tóv Oupov ToU Bacıihéws” Tov yàp áoparov ax óp@v rap- 
& répņoe. B "Illiste weroinxe TO wWacya xai THY %póoyusu 

ToU aipatos, iva uù ò óxXoQpeúey Tà Trperróroxa iyn aùr. 
W 99 x TTiores déBnoav T» 'EpvÓpày Oaraccay, œs Sia Enpâs 

yJ em. So qretpay AaBovres of Avyuwriot, xaremóüncay. I IIiera 

comparison, or similitude, as Luke xi. 29, +d 
onustov "leva: 2 Cor. iv. 10, $ véxpeets Tov 
"Incov: 2 Cor. i. 5, rà waOnpata rou X pico. 
To this, however (which eeems too confined a 
view of the sense), I prefer that adopted by 
others, as Bp. Ha! ie M — bah 
interpret, ‘the re whi e, together wit 
the pes of orsel., suffered for the tion 
of Chriet ;' i.e. a Redeemer who should arise from 
among them; see l Cor. x. 4,9. Both senses, 
indeed, may be conjoined; and we may suppose, 
with Bp. Bull, that * the — of the Tsraelites 
is called the reproach of Carist, not only for the 
similarity between it and that which Christ also 
suffered (or from its being a type thereof), but 
also, and chiefly, because that people was the 

ople of Chriat, and so their reproach was his,’ 
Exod. iii.6,7.—triv mcoOawodeciay. Namely, 

the future reward of faith and constancy to be 
expected in heaven, of which the possession of 
Canaan was but a type. 

27. miers xarikiwey A., u$ of] The 
best Expositors are that the Apostle ie 
speaking, not of Moses’ flight to Midian, but of 
his departure from tthe second time, when 
he led forth the Israelites from Egypt. And 
though, in the former case, he had been in great 
fear, in the latter be was fearless, not heeding 
the minatory words of the King on bis leaving, 
* See my face no more,’ nor the vengeance wit 
which the tyrant was sure to visit the Jeraclites 
for their departing in spite of him. —éxapripnes, 
‘bore up. In this clegantly elliptical use the 
word occurs in the best Clase. writers, Thucyd. 
li. 44, xaprepste òè yp)) xal dArwe waldey 
irigi. r. Alcest. 1074, pov *apauwsi», ñ 
4a0órra xapreptiv, and Rhes. 148, dwee me 
xaprepovy6", Stay ĉin. Thus, then, it is meant 
that he courageously encountered the hazards of 
disobedience to the earthly and visible King, as 
keeping in view his paramount duty to that 
Monarch who is txvisidble, the Lord of heaven 
and earth. Seo Tim. i. 17. 

28. msroinxe] Almost all Expositors take 
amer. to mean ‘he celebrated ;’ but Calv., Boehme, 
and Kuin., ‘he instituted ;' observing that a term 
of latitude is adapted, to suit both +ó wacya 
and thy wpdcxyuow Tov aluaros. Dr. Peile 
bids us observe wewolnxe, ‘hath instituted,’ not 
Àsroínct, because he is speaking of what at the 
time he wrote was an existing institution. I 
prefer, with Conyb., ‘hath established.’ It is 
pla that this was done ‘io faith; i. e. in fall 
confidence of the preservation promised, and also 
in faith of a higher kind; the rite being not only 
a memorial of Israel's deliverance, but also a 
typical prefiguration of our salvation by the death 
of Christ, and through faith in his blood: see 
Owen, Mackn., and tt, and comp. 1 Cor. v. 
7.—rhv *póeyvoir, i.e. the sprinkling of blood 
mentioned in Exod. xii. 7, 22 ; lit, ‘a pouring out 
upon,’ as Exod. xxiv. 6.— For OA oÓpsówy Lachm. 

and Tisch. edit 9À«0p., from MSS. A, D, E, and 
Damasc. : but I can find no sufficient authority 
for the orthography, which, beside the testimony 
of one MS., the Alex., has little to rt it in 
the Greek Translators, and none whatever in 
Joseph., Plato, or the Clase. writers. 

29. cT)» 'EpvOpay 0áAaccav) Seid by the 
beet Commentators to be so called from the red 
tinge, im by the weeds with which it 
abounds, insomuch that it is called in Genesis 
Heo ee ya ee And so the Pesch. Syr. 

ranslator calls it. Reeenm., however, is of 
inion that it ought to be ealled the sea of 
adrepores; those occupying the bettem: s 

view aleo adopted by Laborde, Travels into Pales- 
tine, p. 264, who quotes Giovanni Finati as say- 
ing, ‘that the water of this sea is so transparent 
that he amused himself with observing — 
liarity of the depths below him, where and 
corals grow to such a size as almost to have the 
a ce of groves and gardens.’ These par- 
ticulare, however, serve to confirm the 
view quite as much as the latter.—To dca Enpe 
Lachm. and Tisch. subjoin a from three 
uncial and several cursive MSS. ; but wrongly; 
since external authority is quite against the in- 
sertion; and estill more t: ! coa- 
sidering that it was far more likely to be pat in 
than put out by the early Bible-revisers It 
doubtless arose from the grammarians, who sup- 
plied the ellipsis. Indeed, the words could not 
well have been otherwise than as they stand, &à 
npas, since the Apana we canmot doubt, had 
n viow, besides other passages, Exod. xiv. 22 
xv. 19. Josh. iv. 22, Sept. The jon à 
Enpa occurs not unfrequently in the Sept, and 
never, I belicve, followed by y5.—7s wsip.— 
Kars. Render: ‘of which ( of the sea, 
become dry land) the HOME on making 
trial, were swallowed up.’ 

Render, ‘ By 90. wiera tra telyn, &c. 
faith it was, that the walls of Jericho fell, after 
having been compassed about, gone round, seven 
days; the period foretold by at which the 
city walls should fall. See Josh. vi. 12—20. 
Now this was permitted to bri vietu; 
i.e. on account of, or to try, the faith of Joshua 
and his army in the assurances of God; and 
therefore to that faith the fall of the ci ma in 
& certain sense be ascribed. ; 
affair was su tural; for the Israelites were 
merely to march round the place for seven days, 
blowing the trumpets, bnt abstaining from attack. 
That the walls did fali down flat at the last shout 
of the le on the seventh day, without any 
physical cause, is a fact which cannot be er- 
lained away by any philological device of those 
She seek io remove te eu ral. True and 
weighty is the observation of Calv. on this re- 
m le transaction: ‘ Puerilie erat circuitus 
ille, Paqo, ludibrio; parent nihilominus 
mandato , neque ludunt operam: feliciter 
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Ta Tei `Iepuxe &reoe, xuxrwbévra ¿mi érra fjuépas. 91 * Tlic- s 
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tet 'Paàf s) wopvn ov avvaroXero tois arreOnoact, SeFapévn ime? w. 

TOUS Katacxotrous per eipnvns. 52 * Kai ri ére Neyw ; émiNeiye Š i: 1. 
, € ` >? ` , í. &13.7. 

yap pe Sinyoupevoy ó xpóvos epi) T'e&eov Bapáx Te, xa Sap ov EM 
xai lej0áe, Aavió re xai Xapovijk xal rv Tpobgràw 33> of St 7, &c. 

& 
Sta trictews xatyywvicavto Bacinelas, cipydcavro Siucatocvvnp, » Joa. is. o. 

1 Sam. 17. 84. 

énérvyov erayyemav, Eppatay oropata Xeóvrow, 34° éogecay 199.51. 
& 12. 99. Dan. 6. 93. 
& 20. 7. 

enim succedit, ut promissum illis fuerat. Certum 
est, non hominum clamore, vel strepitu, nec clan- 

re tubarum meenia corruisse ; sed quia speravit 
populus, quod se facturum Dominus promiserat." 
5. ñ *ópry] Many Commentators have so 

stumbled at this term, — employed here and 
in James ii. 25,—that they have attempted to 
affix to it some signification varying from the 
common one; either tdolatress or hostess. Now 
the former is quite inadmissible in a plain nar- 
ration like that in Josh. ii. 1. vi. 17; and the 
Jatter, though somewhat countenanced by Jo- 
sephus and the Chaldee paraphrast, is untenable; 
.for, as the best Hebraists are agreed, mn will 
bear no such sense, since it cannot come from 
the root m, to feed, but from jm, to ‘commit 
whoredom ;' see Stuart. Kuinocl, indeed, 

that were we even to adopt that sense, ‘it 
would come to the same thiug ; since, in ancient 
times, those hostesses were generally harlots.' 
But that, I apprehend, only applies to much later 
times. At this early period tans were scarcely 
$n use at all. It was the frequency of travelling 
that, in later times, rendered inns necessary; 
and the multitude of travellers at such places 
tended to produce vice. It is best, however, to 
retain the usual sense of the word, and, with 
Macknight, to rdi we that Rahab is here so 
ealled, use she once been so; viz. before 
she had been brought to the knowledge of the 
true God, and had been received into the body of 
the holy people, Josh. vi. 25. So in Matt. xxvi. 6, 
Simon is called *the Leper, because he had 
formerly been such; and Matthew was called 
t the Publican ’ for the same reason. — Elpiune is 
by the best Expositors interpreted ' kindnees, 
hospitality But the term may also have 
allusion to some form of addrese used on re- 
ceiving any — to — oed: such, we may 
suppose, as ‘ e in peace!’ to correspond to 
the usual one for salutation at parting, * Go in 
peace !' a salutation which (as peace included 
security, uillity, and good of e kind) 
would be an implied assurance of kind treat- 
ment. Comp. Luke x. 6, and see note. 

32—35. Here the Apostle briefly sums up some 
remaíning examples of faith, by the mention 
(though not in the order of time) of the pon 
most remarkable for it. The principle of faith, 
he intimates, was conspicuous in them all, though 
its fruits were various; and accordingly he pro- 
ceeds to enumerate the distinct of each 
person’s particular faith. All that is meant 
seems to be this, —tbat the subsequent particular 
circumstances are true in regard to one or other 
of the persons in question ; of whom some (as 
Joshua and David) subdued kingdoms; others, 
as Abraham and David, received promises. In 

c Jud. 7. Tl. & 15. 15. 1 Sam. 14. 1, &c. & 30. 1. 3 Sam. 7. 12. 1 Kings 9. 4 & 19. 1, &c. 3 Kings 6.16. 
1 Chron. 32.0. Job 42.10. Ps. 6.9. & 89.30, &c. Isa. 88. 31. Dan. 3. 26. i 

some it was evinced by cou usly attemptin 
the subjection of kingdoms far above theirstrengt 
to master; in others, * by living soberly, rigbte- 
ously, and godly,’ and faithfully discharging their 
pub ic duties as rulers, through faith in Him 
who will render to every man according to his 

works.” With the actions which espec. evinced 
their faith, the Apostle intermixes a reference to 
the reward of that faith, in the attainment of the 
temporal blessings promised by Jehovah; and 
amongst the rest, success in their public mea- 
sures, whether of war, or legislation and govern- 
ment in gene 

92. dwidatper yap pe Qy. Ó xpdvor, &c.] 
A form of expression oft. occurring in the best 
writers; though in none of the many exx. ad- 
duced have we, as here, xpórvos simply. Yet I 
find it in Athensus ap. Steph. Thes., iiA se(aroi 
ò’ dv ue xpóros: Demosth. 324, imsime: pe 
ó Xgóvor and Dionys. Hal. Antiq. p. 2086. 

slpyácavro éixaiocivny| ` wrought for 
their acceptance (in the sight of God) in their 
several official stations, whether as judges or 
kings.’ In the term elpy. we have involved a 
notion of what is abitual; as in Matt. vii. 23, 
oi ipyaldmernr Tj)» ávouíav. 

33, 94. ippağav oTópara Aisórrww, &c.] 
These scveral expressions, ippatay, icBecay, 
ipvyov, &c., are partly general, and partly in- 
tended to show how it was that the promises 
were obtained : of which character is iveduvane- 
nca» awd doOevelac, where ivedveau. means, 
* were made strong,’ lit. ‘had strength put into 
them; a very forcible expression e sewhere 
used five times by St. Paul), for which Lachm. 
catches — weaker one idvy., from two MSS., 
and in them only from the careleesness of the 
scribes, who, it seems, mistook the abbreviation 
of sve for a simple «. The words following, 
dyenOncay loxvpoi iv wodiuw, carry the 
ides still further, being meant to intimate, that 
* faith animates to the most heroic enterprises, 
both civil and military. Now both expressions 
apply to Joshua, k, Gideon, Samson, 
ephthab, and others. Of the former the literal 

sense is (ua idiom frequent in the Class. 
writers), m being weak, became strong: 

. true of Samson. See Judg. xv. 19. xvi. 
. The words following, vapsufoXàs Exd ipay 

é&AXorpicr, seem meant as a climax on those 
preceding čx\ıvav here standing for évéxd. (as 
n Hom. Il. v. 97). The sense may be lit. ex- 
pressed, ° yea, wade their ranks give way ;’ i.e. 
routed their embattled hosts. Here, as often in 
the Class. writers, aepsu(JoA denotes, not 
campe, but the armies which fill the camps. 
The other expressions in verse 34 are ial ; 
the first adverting to the cases of Daniel, Sam- 
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Šúvapıv trupos, Epvyov cTónara paxaipas, évedbvvapwOnocay aro 
arKing, @70eveias, eyevnOnoav ioxyupot èv trodéu, TapewBoras Exdsvay 
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í , Asum. AUTpocgis, iva &pevrrovos àvacráceos TÚywcı 36 ° Zrepo, & 
e Jer. 90. 3. 
f 1 Kings 91. 
18. 

bee zt gudanijs 
son, sand David ; the second to that of Shadrach, 
Meshach, and Abednego, who may be said to 
have ‘quenched the power of the fire,’ because 
their firm faith in the protection of the God of 
Israel caused that it should have no power over 
them, but, as far as regarded them, be quenched. 
The third, apeyer Tou. pax., may refer to the 
frequent and wonderful escapes of David from 
the sword of Saul. The expression eroua pax. 
is regarded as a Hebraism, and occurs at Jo 
viii. 24. Yet it is sometimes found in the Class. 
writers, as Soph. Aj. 651. 

35, 36. The Apostle now passes (by a natural 
association of ideas) from the case of those who 
were delivered danger, through faith, to 
that of those who exdured evils of etr kind 
under its support; in which there is an allusion 
to 2 Kings iv. 18—37. 1 Kings xvii. 17—24. In 
all these cases wiors:, or Qià ario Tec, may be 
supplied from the preceding; and indeed it is 
plainly implied. In this and the next two verses 
the Apostle passes from the earlier periods to 
the later times of the Hebrew nation, and from 
persons in public to those in private stations, in 
order to show that the duty of faith quite as 
much pora nee to one as the other. 

85. ££ dvacr.| Render: *by,' lit. ‘out of a 
resurrection.’—'Erunwavic@naay. On the exact 
nature of the punishment here denoted, no little 
difference of opinion exists. Many understand 
áTrvuv. to mean, ly, ‘were tortured to 
death; while others suppose a special sense; 
though what that is, they are not agreed. The 
import of the expression will best appear by con- 
sidering its derivation, —namely, from ríusavov, 
which signified, 1. a beating-stick ; 2. a beating- 
post, which was of the form of a T, and thus 
suggests the posture of the sufferer. Moreover, 
from this beating being inflicted sometimes with 
sticks or rods, sometimes with leathern thongs 
inclosing pieces of lead, hence Tvumavi{æ came 
to be equiv. to eaipíQo or ixdipw; nay, even 
awoxedadifa or dvaipten ; se in general 
when the poor sufferer was not already dead b 

this kind of knoxt) the punishment ended wit 
beheading him Accordingly, in Plut. de Discr. 
8 25, ruuwavlfovroe xai reXovvros, I conjec- 
ture should be read réuvowros. What is here said 
refers to the case of Eleazar, 2 Macc. v., and also 
to that of the seven brothers, 2 Macc. vii.—The 
next words, où wpocdsEduevas Thy TOÀ., * not 
accepting the proffered deliverance,’ i.e. at the 
price of base dissimulation, refers to the mother 
of the seven sons, and her youngest son (2 Macc. 
vii. ).—«paltrrovoe, namely, * better (as Conyb. 
observes) than that of those who (like the Shu- 
namite's son) were only raised to return to this 
life. This reference is plain in the Greek, but 
cannot be rendered equally obvious in English, 
because we cannot translate the first dvacrd- 

éurrarypav xal pactiyov %eipav édaBov, éri 66 Seopa xai 
37 €usOacOnoav, émpicOncay, témepácOncav, é 

etes in this verse by resurrection.” Comp. Jo- 
seph. Bell. ii. 8, 10, who, recounting the various 
tortures inflicted on the es, in order to in- 
duce them to abandon their religion (o-psfAev- 
pevor, &c.), adds, that ‘they heeded them not, 
but evOuno: rae Wuyxas Aplecay, Oe Faris 
KOMLOU EVOL. 
36. 38. * At v. 86, the Apostle returns to the 

mention of less violent sufferings, in order, from 
these, to rise again in a new climax, v. 37, to the 

test tortures, Then, at the end of v. 37 and 
in v. 38, he sets over against the cruel death of 
one martyrs, the destitute life of others.’ (Eb- 

36. weipav iduBov]} for iwetpevro, ° experi- 
enced,’ * felt the force of" Comp. Joe. Antt. v. 
2, 8, and x. 8, 3. The phrase is rare; yet it oc- 
curs also in Xen. Mem. i. 4, 18. Hdian. ii. 2, 1, 
and, in the ; Deut. xxviii. 56. Here there 
seems an intimation how hard, eepec. to some, 
are such indignities to bear; though there is an 
espec. reference to the third of the seven bro- 
thers, in 2 Macc. vii. 10, who was made a mock- 
ing-stock (dvewal{sro). 
ES The punishment of the ríuaropr was, as 

we have seen, ly unto death; but the 
various punishments next mentioned (sA.BacOy- 
cay, ixpicOncav—dwibavoy) are decidedly of 
that character. Of these the first, stoning, had 
been in use from the early ages, and was at first 
appropriated to crimes involving profanity. The 
prophet Zechariah, and, as some sav, Jeremiah, 
died this death. The second, that of sawing in 
two, was an atrocious punishment also of a ve 
early date, as being mentioned in 2 Sam. xii. 3l, 
and elsewhore, and which Isaiah suffered. Voe- 
tiges. too, of this are found in the Aeuthen writers; 
as Herodotus, ii. 139, evufovAsU«uww—robs lpéac 
—pnícoves G&iarauásir. It is, indeed, even 
et in use in the East, being recently employed 

Tharawaddae, the usurper of the Birman 
throne. With respect to the expression follow- 
ing, iveipácÜncay, some it as an inter- 
polation, or a var. lect. of iwpic®., or a gloss on 
that word. Others suppose it an error of the 
scribes for some other word ; and about a dozen 
different conjectures have been proposed (the 
most plausible of which is éwuparOncas, that 
by which the seven brothers had the coup de 
gráce), not one of them in the least counte- 
nanced by the MSS. How it should be a gloss, 
or why an emendation of ixpic®., it is not casy 
to see; for so plain a term as that required not 
the one, and that the other should find its way 
into all the MSS., were unaccountable. Kuinoel 
coincides in the opinion of those who would can- 
cel the word, for which there is all the au- 
thority of three MSS. and some Versions and 
Fathers : a testimony, however, very inadequate ; 
for in so few as three MSS. the omission may 
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surely be imputed to accident; besides that, a 
term so difficult would be likely to be cancelled 
by those who, like the above Critics, were ready 
enough to remove what appeared to them inex- 
plicable. In order to ascertain the exact import 
of the term, it must first be determined whether 
it here bears a general or a special sense. Against 
the former (viz. tried or aig toe to apostasy) it 
is urged, that that sense had boen before express- 
ed, and that it is not likely so accurate a writer 
would pase from very — terms to one so 
general ; and, therefore, Sykes, Semler, and Er- 
mesti take it, by a change of genus for ies, to 
denote * heing put to the torture.’ As, however, 
no authority exists for the above sense, it is best 
to adopt the figurative and general one first men- 
tioned, to which the objection that has been 
urged is far from being formidable, considering 
that anomalies as great may be found in the 
acknowledged writings of St. Paul. Thus we 
mer (with Crell., Limborch, Mackn., Carpzov, 
and Stuart) take it to mean, that ‘they were as- 
sailed by temptations to apostasy, —or at least 
simulation,—by the motives both of hope and 
fear, espec. the former, sometimes insinuated un- 
der the prospect of exquisite tortures; a sort of 
trial like the fiery darts of the Evil One, in bear- 
ing which even great and good men — 
and which might, therefore, be reckoned amon 
the heavy trials of the people of God. An 
here, undoubtedly, the trial intended is, as supra 
ji. 18 iv. 15, and 1 Cor. x. 13, supposed to come 
from Gop, who is thus said to (ry or prove men, 
in order to test their faith and confidence in Him 
(comp. ] Pet. i. 7 and note) ; and thus the trial 
is ly sent i» mercy, to purify. Comp. Wisd. 
Sol. xi. 9. In the words following, ¿v dove 
pax. &x¿Q@ayov, (lit. ‘they died by slaughter of 
the sword,’) there is a blending of two phrases, 
such as I know no ex. of elsewhere. From the 
trials of faith in those who had to encounter 
death or torture, the Apostle now passes to the 
less violent, but scarcely less severe fate of the 
unbappy persons who, after having eecaped out 
of the hands of their tyrante and persecutors, 
were, as wretched outcasts, exposed to every 
variety of woe. —IIspijjA0oyp iv unrwrais, &c. 
By the terms ugAeTais and alysios dépuact 
we may understand rude garments formed of 
sheep or goat skins with the wool on, which, 
Carpzov shows, were worn by the very poorest 
class, and are stil] used in Russia and elsewhere. 
Torapobnerot, OA:Bousvoi, kaxovyovurvor are 
terms designating every variety of pinching 
want and dire distress, while the words follow- 
ing, dy ipnulaie wravepevor xal Spaci, &c., 

vert to the other miseries of their sad condi- 
tion, as houseless wanderers. 

88. ey osx Ñv dios ó acopos! &c.] Of this 
parenthetic remark the true intent is doubtless 
that suggested by Calv., to anticipate a possible 
objection, that the persons in question were thus 
outcasts, because not worthy of human society ! 

Contrariwise, it is asserted, ‘ the world iteelf was 
not worthy of them’! alluding, as Hyper. ob- 
serves, to the obetinate rejection, on the part of 
the ungodly.—ownAaloe xal aie dwais ris 
ynt. By the former are meant caverns ; by the 
latter, caves. These were, it would seem, not 
only used for sleeping in at night, but sometimes 
for abode by day. Now Palestine abounds in 
caverns very well adapted for the habitation, 
however dreary, of numerous persons; as is clear 
from the account of what befel Josephus and the 
Jews after the capture of Jotapata, in the perse- 
cution under Antiochus. See Antiq. xii. 8. The 
éy, which I suspect has been lost after the second 
«ai, taken in conjunction with ownA. and ¿mate 
suggests the sense of dudwAcvovree (latitantes), 
which is used in Jos. Bell. i. 16, 3, where it is 
said of the brigands in Judæa, that they were all 
cut off by the Romans except those ol «oie 
omnAaios iuchwAsvovras, UwreXsivovro. But 
they are designated rather as lurking-holes than 
as places of abode, and that in order to intimate 
the hardships of the inmates. At any rate, by 
éwais here should be understood holes, probably 
those fissures which abound every where in Ju- 
dea, such as might serve either as dens for wild 
beasts, or lurking-holes for human beinge; the 
words rs yñt being meant to represent them 
as subterranean. This is confirmed by Aristot. 
Hist. An. vi. 1, who there speaks of a wild beast, 
which ele ras órás dv T9 YÜ xaradudusvos 
veor reves, and ix. 6, where it 1s said that the 
— change às dwae iv rH vp. 

. kai oirrot—oux ixou. T. iw.) “ Argumen- 
tum est a minori ad majus. * Nam si illi, quibus 
nondum tanta lux gratie affulserat, tanta con- 
stantià in malis tolerandis excelluerunt, quid 
efficere in nobis debet plenus Evangelii fulgor! 
Illos exigua lucis scintilla in celum duxit, quum 
Sol justitis nobis luceat, quo nos pretextu ex- 
cusabimus, si hereamus adhuc in terra?" Hee 
est genuina mens Apostoli." 
Hyper.—dia rs wierews. ` 
* on account of their faith 
ploavro Ti» iwayyeAlap, Of these words, 
and those which follow to the end of ver. 40, the 
sense mainly depends upon the import of the 
expressions Thv iwmayyeAiay and xpeitroy Tt, 
of which the former must, from the context, be 
understood of the promised blessing of a Re- 
deemer ; e Cul of the oe of that 
romise — the — or The 
wayytXiav Lachm. s trav iwayysXlae, 

from two MSS. But that reading arose from 8 
mere alteration, suggested by what is said supr. 
v. 17, but without reason; for the plural, as well 
as the singular, is used, because of the promise 
including several particulars (see Dr. Owen, supr. 
vi. 13—18). Yet here the singular is used be- 
cause the crowning blessing of all, even the pro- 
mised Messiah, is what is espec. considered, that 
being more particularly n to the reà siw- 
O9va. mentioned at ver. 40. Thus the general 

, 
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sense is, ‘No: God was pleased, in the exercise 
of his providence for us, to destine that they 
should sof attain the perfect fruition of the Di- 
vine promise, till the time when they should 
aah it — — vov] “havi 

. mapi haav — syrauérov| ‘having 
looked out, provided for ue, on our belalf.'— 
IIpofA. is so very rare a word, that no other ex. 
is adduced even in the Paris edition of Steph. 
Thes Yet it is found ia the Sept. Version of 
Ps. xxxvii. 13 (where it means ‘to so look for- 
ward, as to foresees a future event’), also in 
Eccles. vi. 9, where, however, the true reading 
seems to be wpocfAiway. On the xpeirrov 
Tt, ‘the better provision,’ the true comment is 
supr. vii. 19, 22. viii. 6. ix. 23. x. 34. Eph. ii. 
10. Of the next words, iva u^ Kv "n. TEN., 
the true and full sense ie, ‘So that, not without 
us (zz ‘in complete communion with us") ehould 
they be consummated by the full accomplish- 
ment of their faith—the long promised inherit- 
ance with Christ.’ So Theodor. (after Chrys.) 
finely pointe out why God so ordained, dvayives 
ò Tap Sov Osde rode ræv GÀÀ Gy dy&vat, 
Iva Tov oradlov AvÜérTos, xowtj wavrat Tav 
dvafpnolav ¿EO on rods wienpopovs. And 
Theophyl. (also after Chrys.), didesne rots wpoxa- 
povo wWpdoyeuud T. srov wapipivs ale 
viv tTeralay tio X[Ía y rods dapor ol dd 
diravOperot ovres yaiportat kva uivovow, iva 
Kai KOtyy cUppaviact. 

XII. 1, 2. Having pointed out the nature, and 
shown by examples the efficacy, of faith, the 
Apostle now to exhort his Hebrew 
readers to bring the same principle into action 
in the Christias faith ; inculcating stedfast perse- 
verance even under the greatest trials, —and com- 
forting them with the assurance, that the evils 
they were then suffering were not marks of God's 
wrath, but rather paternal chastisements, intended 
for their good iu the end. He founds his exhort- 
ation on a view which seems to have been sug- 
gested by the foregoing istic allusion, and of 
which the imagery in vv. 1 & 2 is a continuation. 
Thus he represents the persons whom he is ad- 
dressing as placed in a race-course, of which the 
—— are the innumerable company of the 
orthies of the old Dispensation just adverted 

to; who, by their words and actions, testified 
how far the objects of their faith were raised 
above worldly considerations. 

In developing this figure, the Apostle adverts to 
three circumstances ing the runner, in order 
to deduce from thence the exhortation he bad in 
view: l. That he carefully cast aside every encum- 
brance to his , not only ridding himself of 
unnecessary elothing, but (by moans of previous 
Mining) of all superfluous flesh. 2. That he 
patiently endured the toil necessary to fit him for 
the race. 3. That he kept his eye stedfastly 
fixed on the goal, where the Bpafsvr?c sat ready 
to determine the contest, and distribute the 
prizes. On each of these particulars a few re- 
marks will be necessary, in order to point out 

HEBREWS XI. 40. XII. 1. 

40 ToU Oeo mep judy xpeirróv te TpoBAevrajévov, wa ui 

XII. 1 *Toryapoüv xai ueis, TocoUTov Éyovres arepuceijseyop 
&ToÜéuevoy Trávra, xal TV evmepi- 

th icatü First, the term ignifies e application. First, the Syxor signifies 
weight, load, enc. ; and as Oyxet Tov 
Cwpartor, or T&v eapxey, or such like, oftea 
occur in the later writers, there is reason to 
tbink the allusion is quite as much to the weight 
of flesh, as to that of clothes. In the cata 
the expression may be understood, in — 
way, of whatever — (as sensuality or 
sce g ergo d — soul down to 
earth, uently i es it in running its 
spiritual race. Thus, then, it is meant, that ‘at 
one running in a race would be cumbered bys 
heavy load of useless flesh or superfluous cloth- 
ing, so is the Christian, by sensuality and worldly- 
— — hindered in running the race 
set before him ; comp. Philo, p. 288, ösa: ði 
Tov capxkó» @opTov áyÜodopovet, Bape- 
vousvot kai wes{duevor, ave fBAéarsw sis Tat 
oùpavlove wepicdoue ádvvaTouc:. In the words 
following, zer T» sÜTepic'TuTOP — the 
above metaphor is dropped ; not, indeed, as seme 
suppose, from inadvertence, but to suggest the 
application. And as dyxov was meant ina 
sense, so hero Tj)» ibwepíeraTo» dpapTi 
points to one particular evil disposition which 
they alee . * — . The sia m 
question (or rather t isposiféom to it) may, 
with the best Expositors, be supposed to be that 
of unbelief (the want of the wic-ris before incal- 
cated), conjoined with timidsty in professing the 
Gospel ; which would constantly tempt them to 
MNT: either actual or virtual, and to which 
their peculiar cireumetances must have ex 
them. Thus it will not be difficult to fix · ibe 
sense of the disputed expression siTepicreTor, 
which, being an d'ra£ As*yóuarov, is best under- 
stood from the context. Now, although from its 
etymology, it might bear almost any one of 
various senecs assigned by Commentators, yet 
from the context it will admit only one of the 
two following: either, 1. that of Chrys. and 
most itors, * which doth so beset u$; 
or, 2. that of Grot., Crell, l., É pke, and 

mds around 
unbelief, 

Kuin., *the sin which especially 

tto wad 
— our course ;' — 
and a disposition to apostasy, thus sai 
round,’ with allusion, it is supposed, to the long 
Oriental garments, which in such exercises were 
cast aside. Of these two interpretations, the 
former is somewhat objectionable, from the cop- 
fusion of metaphor it introduces, and the want of 
authority for such sense. Whereas, according to 
the latter interpretation, the word will have the 

sense in which the noun wepioracis is 
by Max. . (as cited by Kypke), rae wept 
ordoaus macas (‘all impediments’) drsdvceT, 
Kal rev decuav IEivce abrév. And how 
applicable is this sense, it is scarcely necessary to 
o ; sine being most fitly compared to bonds, 
by which man is ‘sore let and hindered in ran- 
ning the race which is set before him.’ See note 
on Gal. vi. 2,5. And this 1 find confirmed 
Est., who thinks that the sin is called ayzepi- 
orator, because ‘hominem facile cércumstt, 
est, com taplioet ac teneat, ne in cur 
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cospto progrediatur, ut si quis currentem injecto 
laqueo retineat. . . . . Monet ergo Hebreos 
Apostolus, at peccati laqueos et impedimenta, 
us cursum remorentuor, excutiant abjiciantque.’ 
owever, on mature reconsideration of this per- 

plexing point of interpretation, it seems to me 
that the objections I have advanced are not of 
such weight as to exclude the former interpreta- 
tion. Especially as the ion of meta. 
thus introduced is not open to any serious objec- 
tion in & book like the N. Test., in which such 
eonfusion is frequently found, as indeed it is not 
rarely in the writers, espec. Thucyd. and 
Plato. In fact, I am half inclined to think that 
the Apostle had in mind otk metaphors, espec. 
the former; and so, nearly, Dr. Peile, who would 
understand *the Apostle here to have specified 
what he more intended by ¿yxov wavra, 
and yet to have adhered so far to his metaphor 
as to describe Sin as Th svweploraroy, that 
easily found, that ever- obstruction in our 
path.’ The only objection to this view is, that 
the Apostle here, as oft. elsewhere, personifies 
Sin. As to the want of authority, it is pertl 
supplied by a passage of a like cast (and in whic 
the confusion of metaphor falls on words very 
similar in sense), in Plutarch, on Self-praise, 
c. 18, where he says. that * talking of oneself has 
its stronghold in Selfishness; and he subjoins, 
that in those who bave but middling merit to 
glory in it, du@uerat wodAdnie ¿mie uvn, scil. 
avrois, it clings to them continually, assailing 
them by continual assaults.’ Thus the purpose 
of the A is to represent Sis as an enemy 
ever y to hinder the progress of the Christian 
racer in his course, either hindering him by 
standing, as a secret enemy might, in the way, 
perhaps throwing a rope round him, or actually 
getting hold of him,—to stop his co as an 
open enemy would do. Ac’ vrouovie péxeusr 
TÓv mpok., Kc. The term i*ouor) is here 
meant to denote — endurance and per- 
severing fortitude. expression ¿yo is used 
to intimate the struggle necessary to be main- 
tained with various evil passions and propensi- 
ties,—-a struggle only to end with /ife, —so multi- 
form are the temptations of the world, the flesh, 
and the devil, which beset us both in body and 
mind, in our earthly course, 

2. ádioporras sls róv—'Incosy] Thus far the 
Apostle has, for the confirmation of his Hebrew 
readers, set before them the examples of those 
Worthies of former times who , by the 
strength of their faith, done and suffered so 
much; ‘ecarcely any thing, as Bp. Sanderson 
obeerves in a Sermon on ver. 3, ‘ being so calcu- 
lated to stir up men to the performance of duty 
as the era. of such as have rmed the 

success ; for, same before them with gory an 
besides that this leads them to emulate their 
glory, it eheers them with hopes of like success, 
and effectually removes that which is the com- 
mon excuse of sloth and neglect of duty,—the 

tence of š bility.’ ‘Thus far, then (adds the 
rned prelate) he brings to their view this cloud 

of witnesses, —as also witnesses of their success or 

& 3. 10. & 8. 1. 

failure. But now through this cloud, as a medium, 
he bids them look at a Aigher example, —the Sun 
of Righteousness. An example recommended to 
them, 1. from the completeness of Him who is at 
both ends of the race, at once the &yevo0íone 
and the BpaBsvrijs, —Heo that gives the law at 
the start, and He that gives the prize at the goal, 
—the Author and Finisher of our faith. 2. From 
the manner of his sufferings; not patiently alone 
enduring, but also courageously doping them. 
3. From the issue and of bis suffer- 
ings, which were in lieu of the pain, joy; of the 
shame, glory. So that if they desired to reign 
with him, they must first suffer with him.'—-Tóv 
wie wiorews ápynyóv. ‘Apy. here signifies 
author and ; Christ being so termed, as 
calling forth our faith by his promises in the 
Gospel, and exemplifying it in his person. In 
like manner the Gpafsvris (to whom Christ is 
here compared) was almost always one who had 
himself been victor, and who therefore presented 
in himself an example to the candidates for the 
prize. This view 1 find eonfirmed by Est., in, 
an able mote. On reconsideration, however, of 
the matter, I doubt whether this sense can 
fairly be deduced from dpyny., it is better to 
adhere to a s sense ; and none, I think, is so 
proper to be ted as that of * author, meaning 
prime author,’ ‘originator, ‘ original e, ; 
and not, as many explain it, ° princeps, captain,’ 
equiv. to dywrotirns or BpaBevrijs: for to that 
there can be but an allusion. By ris riorewe 
I would understand, sot, with Stuart, the Chris- 
tian religion, but the faith of those who profess 
it; not, however what Kuin. explains it to mean, 
a mere ‘fiducia,’ or ‘confident expectation of 
future felicity,’ but ‘faith’ as it is described by 
St. Paul Eph. ii. 8, namely, as ‘ the gift of God,” 
‘a principle given to us (Phil. i. 29), and im- 

rted to, and instilled —— by the -Holy 
pirit; in short, ‘a justifying hye: ith, a saving P 

wrought in us by the Holy Spirit sent by Christ, 
whereby we receive Christ as he is revealed to 
us in the G , and trust in him alone for 
justification and salvation.’ Accordingly, Christ 
our Saviour is well designated, supra, ii. 10, as 
Ó ápynyós THe cerruplac: such a faith termi- 
nating in salvation. See 1 Pet. ii. 9. Here, then, 
I would render ‘of your faith,’ the Art. being 
put for the Poss. noun. This sense it is 
necessary to assign to 77$ wloerewe here, since the 
term is meant to set forth faith as the great agent 
through which Jesus becomes the dpyryós ie 
(efje, Acts iii. 15, and the dpynyde THe cwTn»- 
pías, Heb. ii. 10, namely, because, as we learn 
from John xiv. 6, ‘through him alone any one 
cometh to the Father in acceptance, and through 
his life-giving Spirit (the Holy Spirit sent by 
him) the dead in trespasses and sins are so quick- 
ened, as to believe in him as the truth, come to 
him as the way, and thus ezperience him as the 
life, even by a saving faith unto salvation. By 
Tit) THe lo tmc (a term used with allu- 
sion to the Spafeurhs, or * person who distri- 
buted the prize") is meant * consummator of the 
work of faith and grace, whoreof Jesus was tho 
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otaupoy, aicyúvns xatappovncas, v Oefià Te ToU Üpóvov rob 
Beod * cexabixer. 3’ Avadoyicacbe yap Tov rovavrny.trropcepe- 
vnkóra td Tay GuapTo Xo eis avTOv ayTiNoylay, Wa jus) kdqasyre 

@ 1 Cor. 10. 

ah. 10.88 — 94. 4 c Oŭmw péxpis aipatos 

initiator and originator; thus bringing grace. 
unto its perfect work in glory. Comp. Phil. i. 6. 
—dyti Tie wpoxetuévyne, &c. The term árri 
here has been variously interpreted; but no 
sense, as Kuin. proves, is so suitable to the con- 
text as the one commonly semen because of, 
which he, in conjunction with Wetst., shows to 

out of that use of dvi, 
e price of any labour or 

service. Of this use exx. occur at Eph. v. 3l. 
Luke i. 20, and Jos. Bell. i. 8,6. Indeed the 
idea of reward is inherent in the very term fol- 
lowing, xapas, which implies ‘exaltation at the 
right hand of God, and a glorious reigning with 
him, —an idea suggested by the words further on, 
¿v ğı Tov Üpóvov Tov Oeov xexdBixer.— 
ale xóvns xaradporiscas. Render: * having de- 
spised disgrace, setting os by it, equiv. to 
wap’ ovdiy wyovmevor in Diod. Sic. t. v. 313. 
Comp. also Jos. Antt. ii. 11, 1, xarad$povar Tis 
dropiac. l cannot, with Dr. Peile, render this 
kxaTadQporác«e, by ‘ loftinees of bs] day ;—not- 
withstanding that T'hucyd. ii. 62 i e observes) 
expresses by xarappovnua, ‘the calm composure 
of a mind that knows its own strength, —which 
dispiritualizes an august idea. 
3. The Apostle now, as Hyper. observes, ac- 

commodates the above example to the particular 
ease of the Hebrews themselves; here (as Calv. 
says) further enforcing the above exhortation by 
a comperison of Christ with thoee that are 
Christ's. * The term dvadoyiocucGa: imports 
(as Bp. Sanderson well observes) not the bare 
Vadis ABA of a thing by itself alone, but also 
by wapak and comparing it with some other 
things of like nature, and observing the analo- 
ies or proportions between it and them so 
ere it denotes a comparison of the case of our 

Saviour with that of his suffering people; and 
the yap, which here is mentative (signifying 
now then) is meant to point an argument against 
all discontent and repining, by pointing out to 
their contemplation and consideration, by con- 
trast, One infinitely higher and holier, who suf- 
fered far worse treatment than they could ever 
experience. As respects the term dvr:Acylays, 
even Kuinoel's version ition (= — 
in Jos. Antt. xviii. 1, 31) does not represent the 
full force of the word, any more than that of 
contradiction. 1t denotes * such a determined and 
infuriate opposition to any one's claims, as to find 
vent in gross calumny and insulting language and 
behaviour.’ Comp. Acts xiii. 45, xai avréAeyor 
rots Umwd [IavAov Asyouivos, &vri évyorras 
«al BXacgnmourres. I have chosen to read aŭ- 
qròv, for avrdv, with Tisch., because it is called 
for by the context; aùròv being capable of no 
satisfactory sense,—and avr. is found in Theo- 
phyl., and in some of the Lamb. and Mus. copies, 
and prob. in not a few others; and in matters of 
this minute kind MS. authority has not its usual 
weight. Besides, considering that there is an 
emphasis on To:avT:)v, and another on duapTía». 

be one naturally arising 
by which it denotes t 

Tais yuyais vj éxXvouevor. 
GVTLKATETTHTE, TPOS THY ápaprríav 

— to the ‘Just One,’ l Pet. iii. 18, a 
ird would be inconsistent with that taste 

which prevails throughout this Epistle —Iva mẹ 
xaunre, &c. We have here a continuation of 
the agonistic metaphor; these two terms xšassyra 
and sx\udusvos being both à palesxrá. It is, 
however, not quite agreed whether ats We xa Ze 
should be construed with xaunre, or with sA. 
Kuin. decides in favour of the latter mode, citing 
from Plutarch aic ĝiavolaıs l:xAeXvuípoi:c ; but 
that the words would be as suitable to xám., is 
certain from a passage of Diod. Sic., vol. ix. p. 
220, ón xáuvorres Tate Wuyais. Jos. Bell. iit 
6, rats Wuyate ivaroxáuvew. We may, indeed, 
"i that they were meant for both x&u. and 

K. 

4. The Apostle now ‘ ultra progreditur, and, 
employing & fresh argument for courageous en- 
durance of the afflictions laid upon them, here 
means to shame them for the want of resolution, 
which, contrary to the express injunction of Ged, 
they began to evince under present evils, and 
those not of the most serious kind. At tbe 
same time this seems meant as a transition to 
more general arguments, to strengthen the fore- 
going exhortation to patience and perseverance 
n well-doing, even under suffering. And hence 
under Sin (again personified), considered as the 

adversary opposing Christians in their 
course, whether by maliciously running in their 
way, or by violently blocking up their course 
sce Po rr 8, an ne): seems meant to 
inclu the agents of sin,—sin, energizing, 
through those agents, in hatred of the truth, aiid 
carried out in all the modes of persecution 
thereof, both active and passive, direct and in- 
direct. The former is espec. alluded to in the 
peculiar phrase u£Xott aluacos for uíypit uluar- 
axxuoias, as in Heliod. vii. 8, and Niceph. 
Hist. p. 741 (cited by Wets.). Accordingly, in 
the resistance to sin, considered as an accident or 

ity, the sin of apostasy seems more particu- 
arly meant; and by resistance to this sin, even 
unto blood, is meant so overcoming the weakness 
of the flesh, as to be ready at any time to shed 
one's blood in the cause of the Gospel. That 
there is an agonistic allusion, and, as at Rom. vi. 
16, a personification of Sin, the best Expositors, 
from Crell. and Est. downwards, are agreed 
duapria is represented as an adversary assailing 
them for the purpose of making them fail in 
their bounden duty and service; and as in the 
pancratium, here alluded to, until blood was 
drawn, the contest was not thought serious; so 
here the writer means to say, that, in the strug- 
gles which they had hitherto bad to sustain 

inst the temptations to apostasy, or to back- 
ding, presented by the malice or the arts of 

their adversaries, they had not yet been called to 
the severest trial, —that of sealing their faith with 
their blood. They had only been tempted, or 
tried, by the ligter evils, of confiscation, or igno- 
minious punishment, or persecution generally. 
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avrayouilopevor 5 kai éxXéXNga0e THs TrapaxMiceas, res buy d Job 5. 17. 
c» vioig Siadeyeras Té pov, pù Òħiywpet maidelas Kv- Y. Lu 
pou, pnòè ékXvov ÙT adrod ¿Aeyyxógevos 6 ôv yàp 
¿yama Kúpios rardever gacTuyot è mávra viòv dy 

1 ^ e 
Tapabéyeraw 1° Ei araióeíav vropévere, os viois tuiv mpoo- 

$ e , , , ex 9 , , héperat 6 Geos: tis ydp stw vids by où marðeúei Trap ; 
. 15. 

19. 18. 
8 ( RY? t Ps. 78. 15. 

Ei feen s 
Sè xwpis dote matelas, hs péroxyos yeyovacs mávTes, dpa vóßor §X™™'* 
Eo Tè, xai oùy vioh 98 Elra rovs èv tis capKxos huv Trarépas Boole. 
elyopev TaiŠeuràçs, kal éyerperóueÜa: où TANG uáXXov wrota- 155,14. 

Surely, then, it were most base to turn their 
backs, as it were, in the ude to the contest, 
and not resolve to bear the heat and burden of 
the day,—to faint where they ought to persevere, 
and to stop short where it is their duty to ‘en- 
dure unto the end.” 

5. xai ixXíA.] Here there is a mixture of 
ion with exhortation. Render: ‘ Yea, 

ye have [it seems) forgotten the exhortation, 
which addresses (reasoneth with) you as sons 
(thus,) My son, set not light by the chastening 
of the Lord (by not heeding it, as if not from 
the Lord's hand), nor be disheartened (dispirit- 
ed) when thou art corrected.’ Of dxXéX. in this 
sense, and absolute construction, other exx. occur 
in Isocr., p. 322, and Dem. 421, and with Wuxaie 

in Polyb. xx. 4, 7.—iXévyyso0ai, ° to 
be corrected,’ is of very rare occurrence. We 
may compare the use of ‘to rebuke,’ = ' to cor- 
rect, in our old writers; comp. Ps. xxxix. ]], 
for the rebukes there are not ve — but 
the strokes, or plagues, from the Lord's : 

7. el wacdelay broutvers, &c.] Here we have 
a conclusion drawn from the above Scripture, 
though with the omission (per asyndeton) of a 
conclusive particle. Since, however, «i seldom 

ins 2 sentence, the ancient scribes stumbled at 
it, and supposing it to be conuected with the pre- 
ceding words, wrote sic, the « arising from the gr 
following. Such is, I apprebend, the true origin 
of the ale, which has n half roved by 
Griesb., and receivod into the text by Matthei, 
Lachm., and Tisch., ed. 1, but rejected, and ai 
restored, by Tisch., ed. 2; rightly; since el is 
required by the course of reasoning, and by the 
antithetic el at v. 8.—ríe ri tori, &c., ` For 
what eon is there whom (his) father chasteneth 
not?’ meaning to say, ‘how can ye expect chil- 
dren sot to receive chastisement?' The sense 
of the whole passage is, ‘hence, if ye sustain 
trials and tribulations, you may thence infer that 
you are the objects of God's fatherly love and 
care; but if you are exercised with no afflictions, 
you have reason to fear that God neglects you,— 
that ye are no true sons.’ The terms throughout 
the whole passage, vv. 4—11, are very strong, 
and may have meant more than they express. 
At all events, they attest that the Church ad- 
dressed, whether of Jerusalem or Alexandria, 
was suffering under a severe persecution. As to 
tbe ori reof, I agree with Mr. Conybeare, 
‘that the intense feeling of Jewish nationalit 
called forth by the commencing struggle wit 
Rome, which produced the triumph of the zealot 
perty, would amply account for a persecution of 
the Christians at Jerusalem at this period ; as is 

: — who suppose the Epistle ad- 
QL. 11. 

` 

dressed to them. But the same cause would 
produce the same effect on the great Jewish 
ay mn of Alexandria.” 

, 10. I still continue, with R. Steph. Ed. O 
mirificam ! to take these two verses in close con- 
nexion, in which, I agree with Dr. Peile, the 
Apostle intended them to stand, because, as he 
obeerves, ‘it is from the last clause of v. 10, ale 
Td ueTaXafleiv T€ dyLoTnTos avrov, that we 
gather that the Father, whom, in v. 9, he op 
to those from whom (as mediately inte be- 
tween us and our Maker) we severally. deiived 
our natural being, can be no other than the “one 
Mediator between God and men,”—God ix Christ 
at once, and Christ in ws." 

Ver. 9 contains an ‘argumentum a minori ad 
majus, adducing another reason for ùmopovh by 
an illustration derived from earthly parents; and 
thus is introduced at ver. 10 the proof of the far 
fuller and more beneficial discipline of God as 
compared to that of auy earthly parent. The 
elra is not merely continuative, but also ratio- 
native zz Latin téane? ‘is it then so?" intro- 
ducing indignant questions, as in Dem. 16, 11, 
elt’ ovk aloyvvecGe; Render: ‘Is it so, then, 
that we had fathers of the flesh as correctors, and 
so we gave them reverence; and shall we not 
much rather subject ourselves to the Father of 

irits, and live? For they, indeed, for a few 
ys, held us as they thought fit in discipline ; 

but He for our benefit, in order to our being par- 
ticipators of his holincss.'—o x. u. bworayn- 
ooueOa, &c., ‘shall we not then obediently suffer 
what is inflicted by rẹ Ilarpl tae Twevud- 
tev?’ a liar expression, and variously ex- 
plained. Some, regarding the sentence as anti- 
thetic, and repeating "uev from the preceding 
clause, interpret, * Father (i. e. Creator and Vivi- 
fier) of our souls.’ Yet to this it may be object- 
ed, that God is the Creator of the body as well as 
the soul (and so at Num. xvi. 22, God is ad- 
dressed as ó Orde r&v TrivuácTwy kal waone 
capxos); and indeed the sense thus arising is 
scarcely suitable to the argument. By others, 
the expression is taken as a Hebraism for spi- 
ritual Father, as o d to our fleshly fathers. 
This, however, is too limited a view of the ex- 
pression, which may rather be supposed to refer 
to the work of ion, effected by the Di- 
vine Spirit, whereby faithful Christians are said 
to be ° tten again’ of God, 1 Pet. i. 3. 1 John 
v. 18. Thus, then, as Calv. observes, ‘ while 
God is the Father both of our souls and bodies, 
yet, as in creating our souls he neee not the in- 
strumentality of men, and also by the power of 
bis Spirit he in a wonderful manner renews 
them, he is peculiarly, xaz’ éEoxay, styled the 

U 
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qnaóneÜa të IIarp, trav Twevpárer, kai Gjoopev; 10 of pè 
yap *pós oXMyas f)uépas, Kata TÓ OoxoUr avrois, emaldevow ó 8 
émri TÓ cuphépoy, eis TO peTraraPely Tis ayiwornTos avro). 

h Ies. 88. 17. 
James 8. 18. 

114 JTáca 8à sraibeía mpòs péy TO wapov où Soxei yapas elva, 
GAA AUIS ÚoTepoy be xapmo» eipnvixoy Toi; Ov aÚT9S ye- 

iim si yupvacpévors dobieci Stxatoourns. 1!,,0 rds mapei 
Eci. Léyas yetpas Kai TA Taparedupéva yorata áropOo- 

Father of spirits! See more in Hyper. and Eat. 
—xal Yioousy, ‘and thus live,’ ‘ attain everlast- 
ing happiness” In the second member of the 
—— at v. 10 there might have —— 

ing expressed to to = iyas 
tuépas, such as arpóe Suápas, namely, 
for our whole lives, —nay, even beyond; since 
the training is for eternal life, which eprings 
from having ‘ become partakers of his holiness,’ 
— words on which the best comment is 2 Pet. i. 
4, Iva yivncOs Osíae xocvesvol picses, and 
Lev. xi. 41, cited at 1 Pet. i. 14—16, ‘Be ye 
holy, for I am holy.’ In fact, the words further 

the idea at ¿mi +ó cvmgipos, and, while 
ing the power of adversity to exercise and 

strengthen virtue, aleo allude to that regenerating 
influence of — — —— to in is re- 
ceding verse), where versity is sancti to 
the spiritual pu of ihe faithful. 

ll. masa dà wacdsia, &c.] This is, as Ebrard 
observes, ‘a precious verse, to which properly 
speaking. istian erperience can only furni 

[true heart-written] comment;’ — * All 
discipline seems, during the time of its eon- 
tinuance, to be an object not of joy, but of grief; 
afterwards, however, it yields a peaceable fruit to 
those who are exercised thereby, — a fruit of 
Fighteousness."—yapae is a Genit of quality, 
put for an adjective. The ra stone e? is 
very significant, ney Soe , importing that 
adversity, however for the time it seem to be not 
joy, but rather grief, in reality it ie, in its 
afects, ‘all soy." See James i. 2.—alonvixcy. A 
peculiar use of the word, of which consequently 
the exact sense has been disputed. Some explain 
the expression pacatum, or ) ; le. as 
bringing with it the peace with God which 
springs from faith: an interpretation, however, 
not a little harsh. . Others, as Theophyl., Calv., 
Est., Bengel, Mackn., interpret 

; lit. ; 
piden salutary chastisement, in producing 

Col. iii. 15), as 
Lets — re — too often felt 
an uring the period of correction ; an 

hend, the best founded. —— I appre 
See m. and comp. Rom. v. l. In ĉia- 
eúyne is a Genit. of explication; q.d. 
‘even of righteousness.’ Not, however, u 
standing thereby (with Kuinoel and others) rec- 
titude, or ty, but that righteousness which 
has to God and his Law; such as is not 
merely external (ace Phil. iii. 6. 9), but sternal, 
when the heart is right with ; 80 denoting 
— — — may mean, as 

ns (the now on iated 
righteousness in Christ. See note A James iii. 1 . 
B & abris yeyups. is meant, by a resumption 

the agonistic metaphor, ‘exorcised therein,’ 

"a 1a trial and tribulation. And so Jos. Ant. 
, uses yvuré[u» avrobe voie XxaAccois. 

Furthermore, w I TÒ Wapov — * 
time of suffering, so does Sorepoy period 
experiencing its benefits, when we find that ‘it is 

for us that we have been afflicted’ (Pe. 

ve 
as at the 

original confirms the reading here. The 
used by St. Paul seems to kavo bed (an. we til 
find in two or three MSS.) éYecars, which be 
altered to . as a more appropriate term, 
since the full sense bere intended is, ‘ raise up- 
right the hands that hang dangling down, namely, 
from utter exhaustion and unstrung nerves, 
attendant on despondency. So wap. is used in 
Plut. vi. 251, 6, — Th» Wexyey ord 
ris cundopar. Finally, as respects ysipet 
dvetuivas in the Sept, the words must te cor- 
rupt; and I doubt not that the true reading 
there is yxeipae dysimivat,—an opinion con- 
firmed by the words of St. Paul here, rapsi- 
pévat xstpas; and certain it is that the termina- 
tions es and sç are ao similar as to be easily 
confounded. The term d»op0. must be taken in 
a twofold sense, and, as applied to y reg 
quera. — mean jJ as in n 

us words wapstuivac and + ipa 
graphically — the effects of w —— de- 
pression and dejection of spirit, by terme which 
Bese: denote bodily exhaustion. In this light 

Sanderson seems to have viewed the expres- 
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Prov. 4 

Gal. 6. 1 Upav, wa py TO yordov éxrpar?), ia05 be uáXXov. 14! Eion- Sait ty 
VNV Suoxere peta T 

sion in the following paraphrase: ‘ Support the 
hands that hang loose, and have not strength 
enough to lift up themselves; and bind up the 
feeble knees that are not well knit up in the 
joints, and are unable to bear up the body.’ 

13. xal Tpoy1ás ópÜBác—r. rosiy Üuév] The 
words are taken from Prov. iv. 26, ópÜáe rpo- 
yu woies cote Toci, xal rds ódoc cov katev- 

vvs. The meaning (withdrawing the metaphor) 
is, that ‘ they should avoid or remove every ob- 
stacle which might impede them in running their 

hristian course ; whether of self-indulgence on 
the one hand, or of a slavish fear on the other 
the whole, Stuart says, emveyiny the idea that 
to go straight forward in their Christian course, 
regarde of any afflictions to which this may 
subject them, is the only way of for thoee 
who are in danger of halting. This may be 
true, if there bo (as Ebrard states) a reverting 
beck to the exhortation at vv. 2, 3. By the 
eddy, he observes, ‘the readers are themselves 

- meant, in so far as ay bad already grown slack 
in the race, and were thus (speaking figuratively) 
lamed. are to take care not to break en- 
tirely, or to dislocate their limbs, i. e. to become 
entirely incapable of going on in the race; the 
are rather to strive to recover their origin 
strength and vi This is ve ious; 
bat, apprehend, scarcely what the catle had 
in mind; and to su with Dr. Peile, that 
vv. 15—17 present what the Apostle had in his 
re m€— La wrote T - te — increase a 

culty a , on the foregoing view, too great 
for ena Calvin to Pied Besides. it leaves 
the words ia05 è uaXXor wholly out of count, 
as inexplicable. I am inclined to think, that the 
only true view of the sense is thet To out by 

e Est. thus: ° Verisimile est non de quicumque 
greesuam claudicatione loqui Apostolum ; sed de 
eà, que contingit in semitá fidei, dum incipit 
nutare et inclinare ad defectionem a fide sus- 
cepta, quales erant ex Hebreis multi. Minus 
autem est claudicare, quam errare. Non enim 
qui claudicat aberrat de vid. Monet ergo, ut, si 
qui inter eos sint clandicantes, id est, ad defee- 
tionem proni propter afflictiones, quas fidei caus& 
patiebantur, statim adhibit& patetnà cur de 
medicamento doctrina, is atque ezkor- 
fafionis, sanentur ef confortentur, ne ecti 
longius abducantur et corruant.’ I find this con- 
firmed by Theophyl. thus: ¢AAd uaAAoy orov- 
sécars, Iva la05 rò iv bpiv yeodevov, TovT- 
doi «hy twa dwiorlay iyere uíypi ToU 
pov, QiopÜeÜnrs padrrAov. Hov yàp i» re 
Top tdmeortia; 

14. The Apostle now to remind them 
of various duties to which their Christian pro- 
— and the — he ansaid d — ren- 

it necessary that should pay a cu- 
lar — (Stuart.) Exhortations to peace and 
to holiness are well introduced after that to per- 
severance in the faith, since the former would 
much contribute to produce and promote the 
latter.—«al ròp dyiacuóv. The term dyiac- 
ads in general signifies purity of heart life, 

v, xai TOY dryacpóv, ob wpis ovdels 1Tim.s. s. 

pera, tov Kúpior 15 m émiawomrotvres pý tis vaTepOv aro 
3 Pet. 

m 3 Cor. 6.1. 
1.16. Deut. 99.18. ob. 8.18. Gal. 5. 13. 

conformity to God (Lev. xix. 2), and to the holy 
example of Christ. But, from what follows, ver. 
16, it would eeem meant (as the ancient and the 
best modern Commentators are ) to denote 
purity of morals, and espec. that which forms the 
an of sanctification, the abstainin 
m fornication. So it is said, 1 Thess. iv. 3, 

ToUTo yap tort TÒ OiAnua Tov 200, ó dytac- 
moe uav, &c.; and so at ver. 8 the two terms 
&xaÜapcía and dy:acuds are o And in 
this Est. acquiesces, as the simpler view ;— 
though he places first another, which is, perhaps, 
the true meaning intended by the Apostle ;— 
namely, ‘such purity of heart as may issue in 
purity of life,’ what is adverted to at Matt. v. 8, 
without which no man shall see the Lord :' no 

wonder, since, as Calv. observes, at the close of 
his able note, ‘non aliis oculis videbimus Deum, 
quam qui reformati fuerint ad ejus imaginem." 

15. Here the exhortations at v. 14 are ; 
only in the inverse order. ‘ They are carefully 
to see (each one for himeelf, and also the one 
for the other, by means of that wapdaAnore 
described in ch. x. 24, 32.) * that no one re- 
main behind the grace of God," an expression 
which is still to be explained from the allusion 
to a race towards a goal. And they are likewise 
to take care “ that no up-springing root of bitter- 
ness cause disturbance, and thereby many be de- 
filed." ° rard.) toxowourres uú Tu, 
lit., ‘seeing to it;' i. e. looking diligently, both 
to themselves and to others. At uy Tie vorepiy 
supply dori, as in Deut. xxix.18 By rie 
kan re TOU Osov is usually understood the 

ristian religion; the caution being thus sup- 
to be against . Yet such a sense 

ìs forbidden by the term óc-T., unless that be 
taken, in & very unusual sense, for 
Hence it is better to understand the ion 
to denote the special mercy and favour of God in 
giving us his sanctifying grace; and, from the 
close connexion of this clause with the preceding 
one, xal rdv dytacpdy, oU wpis ovdels Yeras 
TÓ» Kipior, wo pri suppose two sentiments 
to have a mutual affinity; the admonition bei 
that ‘no one fail of, i.e. by not improving, an 
thus lose that portion of —— grace ven 
from above, whereby alone he can be enabled to 
fulfil the injunction to ‘perfect holiness in the 
—— Goa, 2 aen 2 Thess. ii. e na 
tracing the scope of the whole passage, it will, 
apprend be seen, that the words uf Tis bore- 
—— contain the sentiment in- 
tended to be expressed; and the two following 
peor La Tue wopvor, Š BiBndor, &c., certain 
parts ones, serving the purpose of exemplifi- 
cation, and meant to make the warning in ques- 
tion more pos Thus, as the words u ti 

a wixplas, &c., are meant (as a from 
Ht of Deut. xxix. 18 ee vested to) 

e crime of apostasy, or unbelief, or of pro- of 
faneness in eral; so what follows, ufá ree 
adpvos, $ BíBnXos, is directed against sensuality 
or worldly-mindednees in eral; the 
thus profligete and profane eing com with 

g - 
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Esau, because, as he sold his birthright for a 
mess of pottage, so such an one sells the favour 
of God for gratifications the moet fleeting and 
worthless. In thus laining the expression 
Aa wixplas at once of apostasy, or semi-apos- 
tasy by unbelief, and of a corrupt life, I am 
supported by the authority of Theodor. ; and also 
of Est., who thus lays down the sense: * Advi- 
gilate, ne quis sit inter vos, qui tamquam radix 
amaricans, que fructum amarulentum ac fellis 
instar abominabilem proferre nata sit, sursum 
germinet ac pullulet, hoc est, fructus edat ama- 
rulentos vitiosorum operum, aut perversorum 
dogmatum, quibus unitas vestra, quam habetis 
in Christo, turbetur; sed si quis talis sit, aut 
sanetur quam primum, aut exstirpetur. Ad doc- 
tring perversitatem et fidei corruptelam pertinere 
hanc radicis metaphoram, potius quam ad alia 
vitia, probabile fit ex loco illo Deut. ubi adversus 
cultum falsorum Deorum hsec Moses conciona- 
tur” With respect to the satsre of the meta- 
hor in these words, ui Tis pita Tikplas— 
oN, we may here trace one of the many 

agric ral allusions found in the New Test. ; 
e infection of ‘evil communication’ bein 

com to that of bitter and noxious t 
finding their way into & garden,—which strike 
their roots deep and wide, so as to be with diffi- 
culty eradicated, and spread so fast as to tn/ect 
the ground in every direction; an allusion drop- 
ped in the term following, usavOmor, which do- 
notes, in a way, the pernicious influence 
in question to corrupt the faith and morals of 
the persons. Comp. v. 15, and see note, and my 
Lex. inv. In order to avoid the confusion of 
metaphor in 4voyAg and puiavfior, Grot., 
Whitby, Mill, an Valckn. would, for iroxÀn, 
read iv Qs. which is supported by the Hebrew 
text in the of Deut. xxix. 18, here referred 
to. But since / MSS. of the Septuagint (in- 
cluding the Alexandrian) read as in the Apos- 
tle's text, it is little probable that the other 
reading was the general one in his age. Indeed, 
the researches of Jackson of Leicester, cited in 
Holmes's Septuagint, go far to prove that such 
was a true rendering of the Hebrew, according to 
the copies used by the LXX., and that the 
Masoretical reading of our present copies is 
wrong. Be that as it may, such seems to have 
been the reading of the S int, whether the 
true one or not matters little, since the words in 
question are not a regular quo/ation, but only (as 
&t ver. 12) an joution of the to the 
case in point; and the above reading being suited 
to the Apostle's purpose was — by him.— 
Kal dca T. pavla Tool. The MS. A, and 
one other, have of woAAol, which reading is 
adopted into the text by Lachm. and Tisch., but 
on very insufficient authority, though a far 
stronger would not justify the change, which 
seems to have been made in consequence of what 

was annotated, with less than his usual judg- 
ment, by Grot, who seemingly approving of od 
TroÀXoi, explains it to mean . que, he re- 
marks, “a ibus facile corrumpitur," re- 
ferring to Gal. v. 9, where it is said that a little 
leaven leaveneth the whole lump. But the 
leaven does not always come from the Zeackers, 
but sometimes from the taxgki, as the history of 
all sects and heresies tends to show. Besides, 
the idiom ol soAAol to denote plebs no where 
occurs in the New Test., nor was it likely to 
occur. 

16. u$ Tis wopvos, &c.] These words (as we 
have before seen) are illustrative of the pre- 
ceding ; and, as Calv. observes, having first ex- 
horted them to ‘ holiness, without which no man 
shall see the Lord,’ the Apostle now warns them 

inst such things as are especially contrary 
thereto — formiogztion and profanenese. $0 mean- 
ing to say, *lest, for instance, any of be a 
fornicator.’ In subjoining À 8íyXos ie. Apos- 
tle, as Calv. well points out, ‘ descends from what 
is particular to what is m fornica- 
tion, which is one of the things contrary to holi- 
ness, to profaneness, which is the oppo- 
site of holinese;' and, accordiugly, Bf. denotes, 
‘one who treats sacred things with contempt, 
who has no sense of religion, and lives without 
God in the world ; who doni iritual blese- 
ings, from being wholly carnal and sensual, and 
therefore will readily barter his heavenly inherit- 
ance for sensual gratification of any kind. —é&»ri 
— mas, — ex ion, to intimate 
ow fleeting are the gratifications of sense, as well 

as how dearly purchased. Comp. Plut. de Ser. 
Num. Vind. c. xi., where Lysimachus, after sur- 
rendering himself to his pursuing enemies, the 
Gets, to obtain a draught of water to slake his 
thirst, is represented as exclaiming, «v riz 
iue xaxlac (° grovelling baseness") ôe &’ sdorhe 
obT Bpaxtiar iecripnua: Bacuusíae Tye- 
kavTus 

17. dwedoxindo@n) ‘he was (i. e. his request 
was) rejected.’—uerasoias yàp réwov, &c. The 
best Expositors are agreed dat the term masra- 
yo, here simply denotes a changing of any one's 
intention (as in Thucydides, iii. 36. 5, sorepeia 
meravoa Tis süQbç alrote, Kai dvadoy:onde, 
&c., and Jos. Bell. i. 4, 4), and that rowor here 
denotes means; the general sense being, ' he 
found no means of inducin [Isaac] to change his 
intention, or alter his words." Comp. Wied. Sol. 
xii. 10, xpívev dé “araneae ididoue (read iĝi- 
sec) TOrov petavolas, and Clemens Alex. i. 7, 
peravolat Tórov idewxe. According to the more 
common interpretation, by which the term uera». 
ie understood of Esau, the avrhy will have to be 
referred to svAoyiay, meaning, as Conyb. sars, 
that he — to reverse the consequences of his 
fault, and obtain the blessing; but this involves 
great harshness. 
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18—21. In again urging on his readers the 
duty of perseverance in faith and holinees, the 
Apostle dwells on the superior excellence of the 
Christian religion; contrasting the condition of 
worshippers under the Old and that under the 
New law, which he designates by the two holy 
mountains, Sinai and Sion; illustrating the sub- 
ject from the narration at Exod. xix. 20, sq., and 
with reference also to Deut. iv. 11. v. 5. The 
latter dispensation, he shows, is so¢, as was the 
Mosaic, severe, onerous, and minatory; but 
holds out salvation, and infuses joy, hope, and 
confidence. Hence, however, he argues that its 
very superior excellence would render its rejec- 
tion proportionably more criminal. * The magni- 
ficent peroration now introduced (commencing, 
indeed, at v. 1 of this chap., but here concen- 
trated), had for its object & powerful appeal to 
his readers to aim at such a faith (like that of 
ch. xi.) as should realize to iteelf as wel] what is 
subjective and earthly (Tå ivíysia), as what is 
purely spiritual and beavenly tra ixovpávia), 
so as to effectually reach the now disclosed óĝòv 
TG» üyiew. (Peile) *Predicat (A lus) 
magnitudinem gratis, que nobis pa fuit 
per Evangelium, ut reverenter eam excipere die- 
camus.’ (Calv.) 

18. où yap ?rpocsAnA0aTt, &c.] The yap 
bas reference to the caution at ver. 15, uh borta- 
pity awd T. yap. T. O. IlpocípyscOa: is a 
term denoting religious service and worship 

nerally ; though it may designate, as here, em- 
d uon) a religion. Of the expression Ynàag. 
the sense has been disputed. Many Expositors 
explain it, * touched [from heaven], scil. ¿> 
voi, by lightning, with which, as the narration 
of Moses shows, the mountain was struck. But 
the term Yyàapáw signifies, not to touch, but 
(what were quite unsuited to the idea of fire) to 
feel of, to handle. Hence it is better to retain 
the ancient and common interpretation, by which 
Ynrapepive is taken for Johan, in the 
sense ad contrectabilem, * which may be handled ;' 
and so will be equiv. to alo@nre and ixyele, 
denoting ‘ material and corporeal, or palpable and 
tangible mount, in opposition to the incorporeal, 
spiritual, and heaven one, the heavenly Sion, 
ver. 22. This is confirmed by Calv., Hyper., 
and Est., of whom the first-mentioned remarks, 
* Mons Sinai manibus pelpari potest; mons vero 
Sion nonnisi Spiritu comprehenditur.'—xexav- 
Miveo wupi is best rendered, ‘that burneth with 
fire;' Perf. Pass. in Pres. sense. Comp. Hom. 
Il. xix. 376, xatouévov wvpde, Part. Imperf. 
The words following advert to the tremendous 
circumstances attending the promulgation of the 
law at Mount Sinai, and which struck such 
terror into those present at it; circumstances 
whose august dignity must not be lowered by 
attempts at minute explanation; and where (as 
jn similar at 1 Cor. xv. 52, and 1 Thess. 
iv. 16) it mes the itor to ‘ pull off his 
shoes from off his feet, as being on holy ground.’ 
The wording here is formed on Deut. iv. 11, xal 
byivovro axóros kal vyródos kal ósa iri 

yiv, &c., and ch. xix. 16. The word »yvódos is 
very rare in the Class. writers, but it occurs in 
Lucian de Morte Peregr. $ 45, y»ódov xaTa- 
Bárros xai kvua i»ysíparros, where the term is 
used probably in derision of the use (as obso- 
lete) of the word in the Sept. and St. Paul. For 
oxores, Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from several 
MSS., {ogw, a very specious reading, but one 
which cannot recei except on much 
stronger external authority. Interna) evidence 
may seem to be in its favour; but I much eus- 

it to be no other than an emendation of style 
introduced by certain Critics who had in mind 
2 Pet. ii. 4 & 17. Jude 6 & 13, and such pas- 
sages of the Classical writers as Plut. Alcib. 28, 
SuBpop iKalbynç imtwecdvra xal. Bpovrás xai 
(oor. That Paul here employed the word 
oxorw, may be with great probability argued 
from the fact, that he no where uses the word 
Yomor; and such is almost certain from Exod. 
x. 22 (which passage was evidently had in view 
by him here, and served to suggest tho phraseo- 
logy here employed), éyívaro oxdros, yvódos, 
OvedrAa. As respects the term 0víAA y, derived 
from the Sept. of Deut. iv. 11, it there corre- 
sponds to the Hebr. wrw, though it does not re- 
present its sense chick da ; but it was adopted 
with allusion to the violent that accom- 
panied the cloud, the thunder, and the lightning 
of Sinai, Exod. xix. 16, 18. xx. 18. 

19. xal cá). fjv xai pevy pnudrov)] Ren- 
der : * and to sound of trumpet and voice of words’ 
(Deut. iv. 11), denoting Divine communication b 
words, introduced by sound of trumpet. See Exod. 
xix. 19.—wxapytricavro uñ wpocreBjvar abrote 
Aóyov, lit. *entreated for the word (namely, 
the besh psnudrwy, the verbal communication ) 
not to be added (i. e. further addressed) to them. 
Of the rare use of uñ and the infin. after apait., 
seo other exx. in my note on nogo v. 63, 3. 
I doubt not that the reading wpocGstvac arose 
from certain Critics who stumbled at the very 
uncommon use of wpocriOnus in the Passive, 
and hence subetituted the Active, which, how- 
ever rare, is found in Isocr. p. 288, $0ocÓOsiva: 
ovddy sTxov ois «lpnuéávois, and Demosth. p. 99 

904, arpoc0fcw di, &c. The Apostle prob. 
had here in mind the words of the Israelites to 
Moses, Exod. xx. 19, AáAucor od Huiv, xai uñ 
Aadeirw arpóe Huds ò Osós, as also the words of 
the Sept. Version of Deut. xviii. 16, ov rpoc8h- 
cout» axovoat Thy dori» Kuplov Tov Osov, 
kal, &c. ; which and Deut. v. 25, àv 
7pocÜdGusÜa &áxovcak Thy wri)y.—dáToÜayos- 
eĝa, doubtless suggested to the Apostle this 
peculiar on, poa sÓrjvat Td Xoyov. 

20. Here the Apostle adverts to a circum- 
stance which had espec. caused their alarm,— 
namely, that so strict was the edict which forbad 
the mountain to be touched, that even a beast 
touching it was to be stoned. See Exod. xix. 18. 
—Tó d:acTteXAcmevoy, meaning, ‘the strict in- 
terdict, — that if even, &. Conyb. places a 
full stop after diac-r., ‘because (he adds) that 
which the Israelites “could not bear" was sof 
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the order for killing the beasts, but the utterance 
of the commandments of God.’ But that cannot 

strong term diacreAX., denoting ‘a strict edict’ 
(like the d:anapruphoa: in Sept.), requires the 
term to be taken with the ing strict injunc- 
tion, which refers to Exod. xix. 12, 13, where it 
is not confined to beasts, but extended to men, 
who are placed first. The words $ñ foi: kara- 
rotsvOdcera: are, with reason, cancelled by 
Lachm., Scholz, and Tisch. ; for the overpower- 
ing authority of external evidence against tho 
words forbids us to — that they were 
omitted by the scribe, from A:@. and karar. 
each ending with -OrcaTa:. 

21. rò $avra(óuevoy] meaning, ° the fearful 
sight,’ , as we should say. A use of 
$avr. which, though rare, is found in Plato, 
p. 313 & 376. Lucian, t. iii. 43, rodkvmopgov Tt 
xal Óíaua xal pavra{ousvov. The words xai 
£vrpouot, though not found in the Sept, are 
confirmed by 2 Macc. xiii. 2, clés roy Aaóv Ste 
4criv &vrpouos xai £udooflos, where read, from 
the Alex. and other MSS, icp. The Apostle 
was justified in ascribing these words, £xe»oflos, 
&c., to Moses, since they are implied in what 
was uttered by him on the solemn occasion in 
question, as recorded in Deut. xviii. 16, * Let 
me not hear again the voice of the Lord my 
God, neither let me see this great fire any more 
that I die not [of fear] ; where for ‘ Let me,’ 
&c., it were better rendered, ‘I must not hear 
—I must not see—lest I die [of fear].° 

22—25. Here the contrast between the two 
dispensations is strongly marked. By XZu¿ow is 
meant the hea —— ards * 

or tangible mount Sinai ; and the gene 
senso intended (withdrawing the sublime imagery 
under which it ie couched) is this: ‘ You are 
now admitted to the privileges of the heavenly 
city,—ere come to a dispensation mild and be- 
nign,—which will lead to the possession of all 
the glories and blessings of the celestial Jerusa- 
lem. Here, however, it is of importance to 
ascertain what is the exact subject of the present 
description. Most Commentators su this 
to be the Christian Church on earth. To this 
reference, however, Kuin. strongly objects, as 
being inconsistent with the words pupidow 
ayytiev, and those further on, sw»s/uact 
Cixalwy rereAsteopiveoy. The intent of this 
portion ie rather, he thinks, to set forth the 

inty of that bleseednees destined for Christ's 
faithful worshippers ; a bleseedness as sure as if 
they were already enjoying it,—insomuch that 
they are said, in a manner, to have already 
arrived at heaven, and the life everlasting ; see 
ix. 11, 18, 14, compared with xi. 10,14. Such, 
too, is the view taken by K Stuart, aud 
Abp. Newc., who remarks, that * Christians are 
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represented as already come to that state which 
faith and obedience will secure to them.” Consi- 
dering, however, the manifest contrast bere pre- 
sented of the new with the old dispensation, I 
see not how the sense first mentioned can be 
excluded, under any plea of certain ions 
occurring, which might seem unsuitable thereto. 
Both the above senses, indeed, may be 
to have been intended; the economy of lef s 

on earth, with all its promises and ordi- 
nancea, being intimately connected with that 
which, we havo reason to think, subsists in the 
holy abode of God and Christ in heaven, to 
which it is continually transmitting fresh inha- 
bitants, See Rev. xi. 1, 2 xiv. 1—5. xxi. 9— 
27. lam, however, inclined to think that the 
Jormer sense was at first the sole one intended, 
and, properly speaking, terminates at the words 
*[spoucaÀ ñu iTovpaviw (though resumed at ver. 
24); after which, for the encou ent of those 
now fighting ‘ the good fight of faith" is, at ver. 
23, interspersed imagery euited to no other than 
the heavenly Jerusalem, in the full sense of the 
expression, even Heaven itself ; the persons here 
addressed being represented as having already 
joined the great family of God in heaven, and 
ecome registered citizens of the heavenly Jeru- 

salem (over which reigns God, the 
Ruler of all), and already in the blessed presence 
of Christ, the Mediator of that covenant which 
had brought them thither. And here it may be 
observed, that at the words xai diabiixne vías 
peciry the writer forsakes the imagery suited to 
the Church of God in heaven, and returns to 
that on earth ; for 'Incov seems to belong to the 
Jormer, and mecity drabiixne vias to the latter ; 
"Incos being the venculum which connects them ; 
though the term wgocsAnAvOare must be ac- 
commodated in sense to each. In the latter they 
are said to come to Christ, as coming to his reis- 
gion, embracing the covenant and di ion 
obtained by his mediation; and not mediation 
only, but atonement (as is expressed in the next 
words, xai aluat: paryriopou, which contain a 
contrast to the typical sprinkling under the Le- 
Vitical law; see Exod. xxiv. 8); an atonement, 
it is said (by a boldly sublime figure, probably 
suggested by that at Gen. iv. 10, pwvh afuaTot 
Tov ¿jsÀbou cov Bog Tpót pe, ix TÄS yix), 
which ‘ speaketh better things than the blood 
Abel,’—namely, inasmuch as tat cried aloud to 
God for vengeance, this proclaims pardon and 

Such, then, appears to be the general 
Import of the whole passage. As respecte tbe 
phraseology itself, 'IspovcaAiju woupay[a is in 
apposition with, and explanatory of, the pre- 
ceding; and on sense see note on xi. 10. 
The term wavijyvpis proper denoted any so- 
Jemn festival, as that of the Olympic or Pythian 

es, at which great multitudes used to be as- 
sembled together (see Blomfield on /Bschyl, 
Theb. 206, and my note on Thucyd. iii, 104, ak 
and thus the word was adopted by the 
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Comp. Eurip. H. Fur. 1283, «le otov lpdv 8 
mavhyvpiv (sacred assemblage as unto a pie) 
rr stu’, and Alex. ap. Athen., p os Tı- 
nuias dà Tvyxávew nuae adel rods Lavras, 
onp ele wavhyvuply Tiva ddiypivous. Hence 
is confirmed the propriety of the punctuation of 
the next words, which I have adopted, with the 
best Critics, from Bengel to Vater, Kuin., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., who show that while the 
common punctuation, xai pupiaow yy) ev, 
wavnyvps Kal dxcAncig, involves a pleonasm 
unsuitable to the dense brevity of the writer, 
this is required by the structure of the whole 

rtion, of which each pa h is commenced 
y «ai, and continued, where any addition is 

made to it, by nouns in apposition, without any 
conjunctive icle between them. Render: 
“and to myriads, even the joyful convocation 
or assembly of angels, as hymning the praises 
of God around his throne ;' compare Rev. v. 11, 

., and Ps. cxlviii. 2. The term wrpwroroxos 
here simply denotes (without any reference to 
the original idea of p ifure, seo Kuin. and 
Stuart) ‘those who enjoy distinguished privi- 
leges, or are well beloved, —those a little after 
designated as ‘the spirits of just men made per- 
fect ; daa ret however, those who, in every 

, have lived in the faith and fear of Christ, 
w robes have been washed in the blood 
the Lamb, and who aro sccordingly admitted to 
the ‘ inheritsnce of the saints in light.'—4ovy:- 
Ypaupivey should be rendered ‘enrolled ; the 
term being employed suitably to the preceding 
ones ós: and éxxAncia. Heaven is often in 
the New Test. represented under the figure of an 
earthl tical society, of which those entered 
on ite list are cifízens, with allusion to which the 
heavenly city is represented as having its ° book 
of life,’ wherein are inecribed the names of those 
admitted to salvation, though that is not here 
applicable.—At xpir) Gee TávTæv there is a 

ition for Org xperb wavruv. The ex- 
pression «perg wavrey has, indeed, been thought 
scarcely suited to the context; but we may eup- 
pas (with Kuin.) that this is a desi 
od pm — for consolation and for 

warming. By the term wvejuaor must, o 
course, be understood the disembodied spirits, as 
] Pet. iii. 19, rote iv vaxi wrabpacn, and 
the Song of the three children, v. 68, aUAovyeicas, 
cvióuaTa xal Wuyal dixalwy, TÒ» Koptoy.— 
TereX. signifies consummated by admission to 
their final state of glory and inesse. Seo 
notes at xi. 39, and Phil. iii. 12. Inetead of the 
t. rec. xpeirrova, most of the MSS. and Ver- 
sions, together with several Fathers and all the 
early Editions except the Erasmian, have kosiT- 
Tov, Which has been adopted by Griesb., Mattb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. The common read- 
ing , as Kuin. thinks, have been introduced 
from vi. 9. vii. J9. viii. 6. x. 34; but it would 
rather seem to have come from the scribes, and 
the A te have arisen from the A following. The 

bein 
of eli from heaven, 

expression signifies what is more sal and 
available towards removing the wrath of God, — 
namely, mercy and on. By Abel must of 
course (as Bp. Middl. and Kuin. observe) be 
meant, by implication, the blood of Abel, or as 
Abel by his blood; for, as Crell., Theo- 
phy, m., and Stuart explain, while that 
called for vengeance (see Gen. iv. 10) on the 
murderer, that of Christ (the blood of sprinkling) 
speaks (i. e. assures us of) atonement and on, 
— us admission to the true holy of holies, 
eaven itself. See x. 19. 
25. With the latter clause of the preceding 

verse is connected the first of this, introducing 
an earnest exhortation not to reject thie Jesus, 
who by his blood cries for grace to sinners saved, 
and who addresees them now by the ministers of 
his Gospel, to come to him and be saved. This 
I find confirmed by Est, who ably traces the 
sense thus: ‘Cum ad senguinem melius loquen- 
tem quam Abel acceseeritis, omni studio caven- 
dum vobis est, ne eum, qui per sanguinem suum 
longe meliora loquitur, omnibus veniam pro 
nens, omnesque ad salutem Evangelii sui minis- 
tros, aut simpliciter recusetis, aut (quod deterius 
est) etiam contemnatis.'— At the next words, el 
yap lxeivor obx ipvyov, &c., * exhortationem 
confirmat a pænå recusantium, atque hanc pro- 

of bata minori, id est, ab eo, quod magis erat veri- 
simile.'— At oíx ipvyov supply, from the subject 
matter, dixny; as at nusts, also pevEdus6a, 
"A«roeTp. signifies, ‘turn away from,’ reject, or 
renounce ; a stronger term than wapaitnoamevos 
jast before.— With respect to the words rò» iari 
THe yne xpnuaT[(ovTa, as opposed to +ó år’ 
ovpaviov, their sense has been not a little die- 

ted. One thing is clear, —that pny ap 
ere signif. to ‘promulgate the will’ o to 

man,” as Jer. xxix. 18, Aóyor y ioi rh rs ty 
TG dvopari uov, and Heb. viii. , Kaç xaxpn- 
u&ricra. Moore, and xi. 7, and oft. in Juse- 
phus. Moet Commentators understand by these 
two ssions Moses and ist ; the former as 

od's iaternuncius on earth; the latter as 
phos Apostles and mi- 

nisters in the Goepel. Yet thus the emphasis 
f would be rather in words than in sense ; and the 

sentiment expressed would involve something 
not a little incongruous and frigid. Some, in- 
deed, understand the two expressions of God; 
others, the latter only: but the former mode ie 
quite inadmissible, and the latter not a little 
— m is — aer & sivi ios 

oses and Christ, tho not, I con n the 
way above adverted to. 1t is best (vid Orne 
Storr, Boehme, and Kuinoel) to take the two 
expressions roy irl yñe (for such, instead of 
iwi Tije yie, has been rightly edited, from many 
MSS. and early Editione, by Griesb., Matth., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.), and TrÓv dr’ où- 
pavàr as belonging, not to xpyu., but to rru 
und , so as to be equiv. to the adjectives 
irlyrov and otpáriov. Comp. i. 1. That à àv 
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xpnuarifovra, ToXM0 uüXXov fjjets oi Top am’ oupavów aTroaTpeE- 
yHag.20. houevor 28 You povrh Tyv yiv éoadevoe rTóre vüv 9€ y Hag. pevo 7) yn 

> , 

eryynyeA- 
rat, Meyor "ET, &maë éyó ceiw où povoy thy yv, adrAa 

s Ps. 103. 27. 
Matt. 24. 88. 

«ai Tov ovpavov. Ts To dé éri &mat naoi trav caXcvo- 
SPEI. uyay Tv peTabeow, OS merompévov, va uelyy TA pù aaXevo- 
iwi yhe may be for éwlyaos, is plain from 
1 Cor, xv. 4, Ó wpatos ÁvÜpermos ix yñs, 
xoixós. Thus also the expression ów dvra dx’ 
ovpaveyv here co ds to ó Kupios it où- 
pavov there; denoting the heavenly origin of 
Christ. Hence, though almost all Commenta- 
tors repeat xpnuarifovra at TÓv dx’ ovpavwy, 
yet it seems not m unnecessary, but even im- 
proper, as not agreeable to the Apostle's meaning; 
which, I apprehend, was to designate Jesus as 
Him who actually came from heaven, the Lord 
from ; q. J ‘not merely an inspired per- 
son such as Moses, but as Sos of God, One with, 
and therefore representing, the Deity.’ This I 
find confirmed by Ebrard, who explains ypnuar. 
¿mi ys to denote ‘God the Son ;—' God, as 
reve ing himself.’ Comp. l Cor. x. 1, seqq. 

26. ob ù wr), &c.] i. e. ° whose voice sound- 
ing from Sinai.’ See supr. v. 19. The best Ex- 
positors are in general agreed that the word ob 
refers (as matical propriety would require) 
to Christ, notwithetanding that the thing is in 
Exodus ascribed to God ; nor is there any in- 
consistency, since the New Test. and the Rab- 
binical writings agree in representing it as the 
Son or Gop, who ap to the patriarchs, 
who delivered the Law b angels, and who was 
the ANGEL-JEHOVAH worshipped in the Hebrew 
Church. See Acts vii. 58, and 1 Cor. x. 4, 9. 
By icáAevas is meant, lit. ‘made it shake as a 
ship at anchor is tossed by the waves.' Comp. 
the noble of ZEschyl. Prom. 1080, al605p 
à eet ohw Bpovr}, cpaxire +’ Aypicy 
dviuwy (the convulsive force of the winds): 
x09va & ix wvOuivey Abrais pifas mvua 
xpadalvor, Kvua bi wóvrov Tpaxı? pobi 
— Kesey, tev T' ovpaviwy” Acrpey diddous. 
On this and the next verse Ebrard well remarks, 
* The same Christ, who has slready revealed him- 
self on Sinai as the lawgiver, and who now speaks 
from heaven as Mediator, will come again as 
J In proof of this the . ii. 6, 
is adduced, which, in its original import, really 
refers to the coming of Christ to set up his king- 
dom in glory. Paul plainly Jays emphasis on 
two points in the e, first on this, —that at 
the second coming of the Messish, not merely 
are local appearances of nature to take place on a 

of the earth, but heaven and earth, the whole 
visible created world, is to be shaken and un- 
hinged; secondly on this, —that the shaking is to 
take place tr: rağ, consequently is to be such 
& sbaking as makes any repetition superfluous, 
such therefore as is to unhinge and change every 
thing that, generally speaking, is in its nature 
changeable.’ In the citation from Hag. ii. 7, 
Sept., there is represented the general sexse of 
the Hebrew, though with a fight change of 
words, for adaptation to the present ; and 
ov póvov—&\A& is intended to strengthen the 
sentiment. It would seem, too, that St. Paul 
did not intend to at — but to go for- 
ward to the end of ver.7; and, indeed, the 
mention of the first words would, to persons so 

conversant in Scripture, readily bring to mind 
the whole. The words plainly predict that mighty 
ch in religion, — Mir to S — 
b © promulgation of the Gospel. In these, 
and gle descriptione iven by the Prophets (as 
lsa. xiii 13, and Joel ii. 10. iii. 16), of the 
changes which should precede, and the mighty 
power which should accompany, the last and 
perfect — of Christ, the thing is repre- 
sented by God's ing—not, as at the giving of 
the Law, the earth only, but both the earth and 
the heaven, i.e. effecting a complete and total 
change.— To advert to a matter of reading. 
olw, Lachm., Scholz, and Tisch. edit ceice, 
for which there is strong external authority; to 
which I can make no addition. But int 
evidence is in favour of geiw, as being the more 
likely to have been altered. Even in the pas- 
sage of the Sept. the MSS. fluctuate between 
cse and csicw. The latter may seem called 
for by the Hebrew; but, considering that the 
event — was very Men — to 

e present ceiw was pro opted to 
— that it was, in a manner, just laking 

At v. 27, Tò i ire Eral—nercOecrw, there 
is a ing out of the sense in the of 
the Prophet in a further development, by a sort 
of application of what is contained therein. Of 
the words àyÀAot T&v cad. perabsary the lit. 
senso is, ‘denotes the change of place of the 
things that are put into such extreme commo- 
tion, so as to be por Qa fall and perish.’ So 
Jos. Ant. iii. 7,1, BovAera: i cvvaxripa òn- 
Aovy, as much as to say, ‘This yet once more 
signifieth the removal of the things that are put 
in commotion ; evidently meaning the abolition 
of the polity, rites, and ordinances of the Jewish 
dispensation: of which use of ära% an ex. m 
adduced by Carpzov from Philo, p. , TÒ pep 
yap &*a£, lows, &c. But of it: arag no ex. 
has been adduced: yet it occurs in 4 of 
the Sept., Judg. xvi. 18. Hag. ii. 7. Gen. xvii. 
93. Judg. vi. 3. In the Class. writers the only 

in which I have noted it is Pol 
iv. 3, 8, where it is se 
A Lag (accedamus), Eri, yervaler, t 
f war. the use here is nearly the same as in 

Matt. xxiv. 29, though ovyxsxuuivesw used in 
Jos. Bell. iv. 4, 5, would have been better 
Greek. Of às wero:nuivey the sense is, upon 
the whole, beet explained, * as of things that were 
merely , and therefore so constituted as to 
be temporary.” Thus wewpinudven will be for 
Xetpoworyr cov, matatilia, as o; to 
Toit doaXsvros, as af viii. 2. ix. 24, rots izos- 
pavios ; it being meant, that ‘ the ancient order 
of things, viz. the Jewish dispensation, will be 

» removed, ished, in like manner 88 
the objects of the natural creation : all 
change or abolition of the old dispensation was to 
take place, in order that a sew one might be i0- 
troduced which sbould undergo xo change; be 
usivy à ui) cadevdusva, L e. continue to the 
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peva. %*8:6 BaciXeíav ácáXevrov trapadapBavorres, Eyaper s1Pet.3. 5. 
xapw OV is Natpevwpev evapécroe TH Oc perà aidovds xai 
eviaBelas’ 79 * kai yap 6 Ocos judy TrÜp KaTravadionoy. 

end a the world unshaken, so as not to be abo- 
lished.” 

28. 29. Here we have an inference from the 
preceding, forming a continuation of the exhort- 
ation commenced at ver. 25, to peace and holi- 
ness; and constituting, as Hyper. observes, a 
conclusion to the three suasory considerations 
preceding, espec. the last; q. d. ‘Such being the 
case, let us,” &c. The full sense of the two 
vv. may be thus expressed, ‘ Wherefore, re- 
ceiving [as an inheritance] a kingdom not to be 
remo (seo Dan. ii. 44. vii. 18. Ool. i. 18. 
1 Thess. ii. 12. 2 Pet. i. 11), let us hold fast 
grace (of faith imparted by the Spirit), whereby 
we may serve God acceptabl (i.e. by ‘being 
accepted in the Beloved, Ep '. 1. 6. m. iii. 
24), with reverence and God-fearing piety; for 
our God is also a consuming fire (as well as 
Love). See Rom. ii. 5, 16. 2 Cor. v. 10, seqq. 
2 Thess. i. 7, seqq. 1 Pet. iii. 4.—But, to advert 
to particulars, and notice the principal expres- 
sions, which conduce to this sense: and 1) the 
term ¿Xeusy-— which is susceptible of several 
senses, and is variously explained. The ancient, 
and several modern Expositors, as Rosenm., 
Dind., 8 Boehme, Kuin., Ebrard, and 
Conyb., explain, * let us have gratitude, whereby 
we may serve, &c., and they refer for an ex. to 
Luke xvii. 9, xápıv yaw. But that will scarcely 
prove even that such might be the sense, did the 
context permit; but it assuredly does not; as has 
been ably evinced by Eat. thus: ‘ Primm, quia 
non addit Apostolus, cus gratia sit habenda, vide- 
licet Deo; quod alias non solet omittere. Deinde 
quia dyaw Xépu, gratiam, pro eo, quod 
est gratias addere, non est styli Apostolici. 
Utuntur enim Apostoli passim verbo svxapio- 
Taly. — quia non bene quadrat E 
sensui qu uitur: quam serviamus. It 
would alee ape that t the sense is, as I long 
thought, * Let us seek to have grace,’ &c. ; a use 
of dys (also found at Matt. xiii. 12, and Luke 
viii. 18, Gorse yàp xi, 0o0jcsTac aíTo), by 
which it signif. *to have fo good purpose, by 
keeping and improving it.’ And so Dr. Peile, 
who explains the to mean, *Let us 
have infused into us, be dutiful and submissive 
recipients of, the grace of God.’ And so Doddr., 
it seems, thought, who observes, that ‘in this 
oblique intimation, by which it is, as it were, 

or that we may certainly have 
if we take proper methods for obtaining it, 

there is something peculiarly impressive.’ True; 
if we could be sure that this ‘oblique intima- 
tion’ is really conveyed; but of that, on consi- 
deration, I greatly doubt. After all, however, 
I finally acquiesce in the interpretation of Calv., 
Hyper, Beza, Eat, Pisc., Capell, . Fell, 
Hamm., Whitby, and Expositors generally, con- 
firmed by the Pesch. en. Version. Upon the 
whole, the fullest and ablest tracing of the sense 
is that of Hyper., who concludes thus: * Discent 
hinc Christi cives et discipuli, Regnum Christi 
in gratiá et — versari. Ex grati& seilicet 
feri, r fidem verd apprehendi et assumi.’ 
omp. Éph. ii. 8, and espec. Rom. v. 2 (which is 

the best comment here, Az’ ob rh» xápw Taú- 

Ty», iv Ü iayrixapusv. — one denote 
e grace of regeneration through the Hol 

Spirit. Comp. Tit. iii. 5, with 1 Pet. i. 3. It i 
frivolous to argue, as Mr. Conyb. does, that the 
above interpretation would require xatiyouey 
viv Xápw. He cannot be unaware how very 
oft. iye is used for xaríxæ both in the New 
Test. (e. gr. John xiv. 20, ò xwv tas dyroAás 
pov xai cnp». l Cor. xi. 6. Phil. iii. 9. 
1 Tim. iii. 9, 2 Tim. i. 13. Heb. vi. 19. Rev. 
ii. 24, seqq.) and in the Class. writers As to the 
Article, though it might better have been inserted, 
yet it may be dispensed with as being implied ; 
and thus the sense may be expressed, ‘ Let us hold 
fast whereby, i.e. such grace as &.’ Robt. 
Steph. first saw this, and accordingly he removed 
the comma after Xáp:v, and rightly. 2) As to the 
hrase which concludes the verse, uar’ alô., it is 
rom its difficulty variously interpreted ; and, as 

oft. is the case under such circumstances, there is 
a variety of reading. For al2ovs, MSS. A, C, 
D1, and 5 cursives, with the Copt. Version, and 
Chrys., have déous, which is adopted by Lachm. 
and Tisch., but rejected by Matth., Griesb., and 
Scholz ; rightly ; since external authority is quite 
insufficient, and internal is against déous, for had 
that been the original reading, who would have 
thought of altering it to aldovs? But the oppo- 
site was not unlikely to be done by Critics, who 
did not well understand aldovs, and thought the 
idea of fear necessary to be put in, as in Ps. ii. 11. 
Phil. ii. 11, 12, and oft. elsewhere. Besides, the 
authority of all the MSS. except 8 is confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. Version. Other copies, with 
the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, have déove xai 
avA., and others $óflov, for déous: which only 
confirms my suspicion, that the variation of 
reading sprang from fastidious and presumptuous 
Critics. It is no wonder that they should stum- 
ble st the aidovs, about which even the beet 
modern Expositors are not agreed. "There is no 
well-founded objection to ‘reverence,’ meaning 
‘filial reverence,’ if, at least, we interpret the 
next words, ‘and yet holy fear’ = ‘ a God-fearing 
spirit.” I am, however, inclined to think that 
by aldove is meant, ‘modestia, humilitatis, of 
which sense, as will appear from Estiue’ note, 
the word ald. is quite susceptible. That modes- 
tia is so used in Latin is certain, and sometimes 
‘modesty’ in English, in our old suthors, as 
opposed to pride and nce. So Shaksp., 
* Much ado, &c., Act ii. 3. And so Foxe bas 
‘modest humility, and others ‘modest diff- 
dence.’ And I doubt not that Paul had in mind 
Mic. vi. 8, What doth the Lord require of thee, 
but —— to walk humbly with thy God?" for 
such, notwithstanding what the most recent Ex- 
positors say, is the true sense, as Rosenm. main- 
tains; and this, he remarks, is confirmed by the 
Chaldee Paraph., and a kindred expression in 
Prov. xi. 2, wbere the Hebrew has a near deri- 
vative of the same terms, and the Sept. has 
cTróua Tawswéev (read Tawevouy), as 0 

à ce. As to the accompanying term, 
£0Àaf., it is meant to further develop the idea 
here, and signif. ‘a God-fearing spirit, —'a fear 
of offending God by any app to self-right- 
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XIII. 1 **H duXabBeAía pevéror 2 * Tis hirokevlas pù ème- 
ávecÜe Sid, tavrns yap éXaÜov tives Eevicaytes ayyéħovs. 

M:nvicxeo0e trav Secpiov, ws cuvdedenévor tw Kaxovyou- 
pévov, ws xal avTol Üvres év copate * Tipos 6 yápos ëv ace, 
kal % koir apiayros: mópvovs Se Kai posyovs rpiveî 6 Oes. 
54 —— Ó TpóTos' apKovpevot Toss > ` 

avuTos ees 
4 Exod. 38.8. Deut. 16. 19. & 81.6, 8. 1 Chron. $8.90. Josh. 1.6. Prov.15.10. Matt. 6.35, 94. 4.11. 1 Tim. €. 6, &c. 

cous pride. How the word comes to have this 
sense I have fully shown in my Lex. That Calv. 
alone, perhaps, of the Expositors, had this view 
of aldovs is plain, since be says it is here inti- 
mated that no observance is approved by God, 
unless accompenied with a spirit of humility and 
modestia. 

“XIII. The portion of the Epistle which now 
follows is occupied with particular exhortations 
to various duties; not, however, brought forward 
abruptly and unconnectedly, but closely related 
to each other, and with reference to the purpose 
and scope of the whole Epistle. * First,” —— 
Ebrard, ‘iu vv. 1—6 we have exhortations re- 
specting the tedividual life as such; then in 
vv. 7—17, ting the relation of the indi- 
vidual to the doctrine and the profession ; and 
finally, in vv. 18—25, the conclusion of the 
writing.” 

1. r piad: (a usvéTo] ‘let brotherly love 
continue to be tised ; meaning, ° let mutual 
love one to another, as Christians, continue to be 
cultivated [as heretofore], and firmly rooted in 
your lives and conversation.” 

2. rie pidoEeviae] A virtue closely con- 
nected with the foregoing, and a main evidence 
thereof; being one especially to be practised 
towards their Christian brethren, since the dis- 
tress occasioned by persecution would cast pm 
upon the charity of others.—4iAa00v tives Eev 
cavtes ‘unconsciously entertained.’ So mean 
ing to evince that greater honour among men, 
and uently reward from God, sometimes 
attende the discharge of this duty, than the cir- 
cumstances of the case would lead us to expect. 
There is allusion to the cases of Abraham, and 
of Lot, of whom the former entertained three, 
and the latter, two angels. See Gen. xviii. 1, 
C xix. 1. P deeuluv, &e.] - 

. prpvioxecOe r&v Ceculwy, &c.] meaning, 
that *they should have such a lively fellow- 
feeling with the prisoners, as if they were fellow- 
sufferers; though from the context the term 
Muy. must Pes a relief as well as sympathy.— 
Tey Kaxovyouuivey, ‘thoes who are suffering 
distress, namely, for the Gospel's sake; see supra 

. 87.—By the words we xal avrol dyree iv 
ceopare it is intimated, that they themselves are, 
while yet alive, expoeed to similar distress, so as 
to need sympathy and support from others. 

4. thuscoe 6 vapor] i 
age would lead us to supp! 
* But the foregoing an 
arrn almost obliges us to supply gore, 
whicb, however rare in the Class. writers, is not 
unfrequent in the Scriptures, as Rom. xii. 9, 
$ dyarn &vurókpiroe. This latter view is 
supported by the —— of Chrys. and Theo- 
phyl. denunciation ; and it is required by t 
contained in the next "enl. -dnlavves, i. e. 

undefiled by commerce with others. 
Phyntias ap. Stob. Ecl. p. 444, 26, rd epi 

as an holy state, and one signifying the mysti 
union between Christ and his Church. ay, it 
is spoken of as s holy state even by the hea 

FA (scil. cvps- pu osopher Plotarch, Amat. 8 4, 
v dvópós xai *yvyaikós) ob yéyoray, od’ Locri» 

lperrípa xaTáEsvEis.—' Ev wact may simply 
mean 'among persons contracting it, without 
exception on the score of liar en ents 
to piety and holiness.—In the next Poda «el Š 
xoitn duiavrot, we have a parti injunction, 
intended for the married, —namely, that they 
sbould keep themselves from adultery, or un- 
cleanness; $ xoírm being a term to signify (as 
often in the later writers : So we 
have tbe phrase xoír9» walverw in J us and 
Plutarch. This injunction is then followed up 
with s solemn sssurance, which seems to hava 
reference to both the precedin injenctions; q.d. 
* Let the Hope ; for cators God will 
judge : let the married keep themselves pure 
rom adultery; for adulterers God will judge, 

i. e. condemn and punish. This judgment, then, 
the Apostle denounces not only against adultery, 
ek agria dew which — eise different 

m the en sages islators,—who 
tolerated simple fornication, as tending to 
serve the virtue of married women ! Plato 
in his Philebus, cited in Atheneuse, 511, D. 

5. dgdiXdpyvpor ó mpósros] scil. iow.  Tpó- 
wot here stands for 780s, denoting, as oft. in the 
Class. writers, ° habitas and character :’ lit. ` turn 
of edi — — Toit Wapovers, 
meaning, by an of rpdéypact — 
m Dinarch, p. 94, bo. * be —— your 
present condition.” Phocyl. 4, dpxsicPac 
Toiv wapéovet, xal áXAXorpier dTíy100a.. — 
avTóe yàp slonxev, &c. Hero is assigned the 
strongest of all reasons for this contented i- 
escence,—namely, the assurance of God, that He 
will never forsake those who put their trust in 
Him; abró« here plis te 010* just before, 
.d. ‘for He has Himself said in His word. 
Where this is said, has been disputed. It would 
seem that the Apostle had espec., though not ex- 
clusively, in view Deut. xxxi. 8; for, if we there 
read, with the Alex., Ald., Compl., and some 
ether MSS., oò u$ es dvý, 068 ov ph Lyxea- 
Alay: as is — by the fense in iyxerr., the 
difference will be only in the of person— 
which 1s often resorted to in such cases for the 
sake of adapting what is said to the occasion in 
point; espec. considering that the Apostle seems 
also to have had in mind Josh. i. 5, feome: usé 
cov, kal obx byxaradshyw ce. manner in 
which the citation following (from Pa. exviii. 6) 
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yàp eipnxer OU pý ce avô, oùò où pý oe dyxatarira 
6 e dare Üappoüvras nuas Neyer Kupios pol Bonds, xal 
où poBnOncopat Té Towvjoet pos ávOÓpomos; 7! Mw fre. 
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4. 14, s 
Rom. 14. 17. 

xkaAàv yap xdpits BeBatobaÜas tiv xapdiav, ob Bpwpacsy, éw S258 

is introduced, serves to show that the passage was 
oan) employed for the purpose of consola- 
tion; q. d. in the words of Bp. Sanderson, ‘ Lean 
upon "s Providence, and thyself upon 
his promises; and contentment will follow.’ 

7. Arne in mind,’ namely, 
so as to feel gra or their instruction, and to 

faith, by preaching to you the Gospel, and led 
you into the way of righteousness.’ Beo Ps. 
xxiii. 9.—4ra0sepovvrass, ° attentively reflecting 

here, remarks, a A ll qued? as L. sia 
metaphor taken from painting, whi 
art the pupils carefully look up at the picture of 
their master which are copying. Tay ixB. 
T. dvacr., meaning, ‘ the result of their conduct,’ 
or manner of life; viz. as seen in their blessed 
exit from this life, and the termination of their 
earthly trials by entering into the joy of their 
Lord. The next words advert to the means by 
which they might best follow their examples and 
attain their end, —namely, ‘imitating their 
faith ;' constancy in the ion of the true 
faith, so as not to be hurried out of course by 
sange doetrines; ver. 8. 

8, 9. 'Ineovs Xpierde x0ie xal onpspor, &c.] 
It is not agreed what is the exact reference here, 
—whether te the verses which precede, or to 
those which follow. The former view is adopted 
by the ancient and very many modern Commen- 
tators, espec. Calv., and, recently, Ebrard ; the 
latter, by some of the moet entzent modern ones, 
espec. those of the last half century; which is 
preferable, But wo may suppose the reference 
to be twofold, —namely, both to that which pre- 
cedes and that which follows. And as what is 
here said may bave been suggested by the words 
uinsicOs Thy wiorce in tbe former verse, so, it 
would seem, im these words "Incove Xp«rrée, 
&c., wo have s vinculum to unite the sentiments 
both at ver. 7 and ver. 9; q. d. ‘Jesus Christ is 
always the same, yesterday, to-day, and for ever; 
Àis faith is always the same. then, your 
faith be the same; and be not carried away, &. 
Comp. Gal. i. 8,9. I &ad this view confirmed 

by Est., who ably traces the ratiocination thus: 
* Fides vestra est in Jesum Christum, sicut et 
fuit vestrorum  prepositorum ; atqui Jesus 
Christus semper idem est: ergo et vestra 
eadem eese debet cum fide illorum ; ideoque ne- 
cesso est, ut — fidem de tape ;" which 
explanation, he not only aptly cenjoins 
— with the preceding, but also with 
the following context. “Si enim Christus sem- 

nec aures prebere 
ferentibus." B 

his eternal and immutabl 

Chri z of the — the Apost] rist, in ing Y., e. 
applies * admonttion to shun 
‘manifold and strange doctrines,’ i. e. doctrines 
in themselves varying, multiform, and incon- 
sistent, though all alike foreign to ‘the truth, as 
it is in Jesus, which is always the same. Such 
is the general sentiment; though the reading is 
disputed. For the t. rec. wepipip. MSS. A, C, 

, and very many cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1182, 1188, 1190, 1196, and several an- 
cient Mus. copies), with some Versiens and , 
Fathers, have wapad@., which I have, with all 
the Critical Editors, from Beng. to Tisch., re- 
ceived, espee. since internal evidence is in its 
favour; for th I wa v) — composi- 
tion are perpetually confoun yet here wapad. 
ields a rel stunt and better sense,—there bein 
ere a metaphor taken from a ship carried out o 
ib course by violent winds. So Plut. Arat. 12, 

woe piya Tusa — Tapadspdmevor 
porss fiyaTo Te ‘Adpiat, and Timol. c. 6, ai 
ĝi xploae calovrat, xai Bapadipovra: ire 
vey iwalvey xal Woyev, where the allusion is 
to a vessel hurried ow of ber coures, this way and 
that way, by the violent Levantine winds, so as 
never to be able to mep any course, Here, then, 
the full sense intended is: ‘ Be not carried away 
[from the truth] by the guste of diverse and 
novel doctrines hurrying you this wey and that,’ 
i. e. doctrines varying one from another, and all 
differing from the simple truth as it is in Jesus. 
It is, however, possible that waps@. is the true 
reading, as thus the sense will be, ‘ whirled 
09865 À, as in Jude 12, where see note.—«aA óy 
yap xa@pits BsBawvc8a:r. This is meant to 
show why we ought to keep to simple and certain 
doctrine ;—and m the end of Y 
which is to confirm and establish us, and assure 
us respecting Glod'sgrace. So Calv., and recently 
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Peile. Thus yápıs is used nary as at xii. 28; 
and as Est. well observes, * in illa stabile bonum 
anime sum invenient homines, Now this staid- 
ness is not formed by variety and novelty, but by 
simplicity and certainty : therefore diverse and 
novel doctrines are not to be admitted. From 
the words following, ova dA ñ@ncav, it is plain 
that xaddv dor: here is for cvudépsi, as at 
1 Cor. vii. ] & 26. ix. 15. By xapóía is meant 
the soul of man, which is confirmed and refreshed 
by simple and sound Gospel doctrine, producing 
& heartfelt peace. 

10. This is a passage which, owing to the re- 
condite nature of the metaphors employed, in- 
volves no little difficulty. Much here depends 
upon the connexion of v. 10 with vv. 9 & 11, 
which Kuin., after a full discussion, lays down 
as follows: ‘We Christians are not to rest on 
those ritual injunctions so scrupulously observed 
by the Jews, as to meats lawful or unlawful, and 
meats sacred: we have a sacred meat, and that 
far more precious, yet such as they who are of 
Moses’ law cannot eat, for it is the flesh of the 
piacular victim.” He further observes, that the 
expression ol ry oxnyy AarTpedovres, though 
properly applicable to the Jewish priests, yet is 
ere used of those generally who approach the 

altar as toorshi . Now Christ is a piacuiar 
victim, like that offered on the day of expiation, 
which even the priests were forbidden to eat. 
ar * of our best y —— 
suppose to be put, by metonymy, for the victim 
offered on the altar, being suggested by the Bow- 
para preceding; q. d. * We Christians, too, have 
our sucrifice (namely, that of Christ by his atone- 
ment, shadowed out in the Law and typified in 
the Lord's Supper), of which those who rest their 
hopes of salvation on the ritual sacrifices of the 
Mosaic Law (viz. Jews or Judaizers) have no 
right to partake ;' i. e. they are not ized to 
eat, with any hope of benefit thereby, secing that 
they rest their hopes of salvation on another and 
very different one.—At ovx Eyovcay iEovcíay 
Tisch. cancels, what even Lachm. ig- 
oucíav, from two inferior MSS.—quite uncriti- 

ly, since, from the small number of MSS. 
which have not the word, it is next to certain 
that it was omitted by accident. Indeed, the 
word could not here well be dispensed with. 
And morcover the phrase Zyew iğovolav (as 
used of privilege) occurs at Rom. ix. 21. 1 Cor. 
= 5, 6, and IXu ifovoiay paysiv in 1 Cor. 

4 
11, 12. These verses are illustrative of the pre- 

ceding; and, as Stuart observes, ‘their chief ob- 
ject is to introduce Christ as an example of suf- 
ering, in order to imprees on the Hebrews the 
necessity of perseverance in their Christian pro- 

HEBREWS XIII. 10—14 
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fession, amidst all their trials and difficulties." 
There is, however, meant to be an indirect com- 
parison between the Jewish sacrifice on the great 
day of atonement and the expistory sacrifice of 
Christ. Indeed s regular ontsthesis runs through 
the whole » both in words and things. 
As, in sacrifices mepi auaprías, the victims were 
burnt out of the camp, so Christ was carried out 
of the city (according to s custom then common) 
and nailed to the cross. In thi too, 
Christ was like unto these victims,—namely, that 
he suffered without the gstes of Jerusalem. * The 
blood of the former was presented before God ia 
the most holy place; the blood of the latter, in 
the eternal sanctuary above, ix. 12, 23,24. The 
bodies of the beasts used for the former were 
consumed or destroyed without the camp; the 
body of Jesus was sacrificed or destroved without 
the gate of Jerusalem. "The atoning sacrifice of 
Christians is analogous, then, to that of the Jews, 
but of infinitely higher efficacy.’ Comp. ix. 13, 
— iz &] M 

qoivvv iEspy., &c. ost Expositors here 
interpret, ‘let us abandon the profession of Juda- 
ism, and abide by that of Christianity.’ To this 
sense, however, Kuin. justly objects, as little 
agreeable to the context; and he (in common 
with Rosenm., Dind., and Stuart) adopts the one 
assigned by Chrys. : ‘ Let us, after his example, 
patiently endure the “cruel mockings," perse 
cations, and revilings of the Jews ah in short, 
that is to be borne for Christ and his name's 
sake." Thus, then,-to * go ost io him ` is to bring 
ourselves to the same mind as that with which be 
went thither, and so to consider what he there 
suffered for us, as to be pre ourselves to 
‘endure all things‘ for his sake.—In the words 
TÓ» dvadiopdy avro? íporrsc there is (as at 
Matt, x. 38) an allusion to Christ's bearing his 
cross; for by the expression TÓ» óvtidicuór is to 
be understood the cause of his reproach,—the 
cross. 

]4. ob yàp xouv, &c.] Here is suggested a 
reason why they should be p to thus suffer 
for Christ's sake,—namely, * stace they have here 
no permanent city, but seek one yet to come,’ 
even the J. above mentioned. 
the city which hath foundations (i. e. s permanent 
abode), xi. 10. xiv. 88. The full sense, e 
and by implication, of vv. 13, 14, is drawn forth 
by Dr. Peile thus: ‘ Therefore let us be content 
to have no aóA«s, no earthly Jerusalem, or place 
which the Lord hath chosen for his more imme- 
diate worship and service (John iv. 21—23); but 
confessing ourselves, as did the Patriarchs (xi. 
13—16), to be making our present life of faith 
our appointed way to a better life to come, be 
willing—yea, even rejoice—to bear the reproach 
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of being called after the Name of One that was 
crucified, and despised as the self-denying sub- 
jects of a Kingdom not of this world." 

15. à” abrou oby dvapipwper—Oew] It is 
justly observed by Kuin., that the exhortation 
now subjoined is deduced not from what imme- 
diately preceded, but from the whole argumenta- 
tion, espec. vv. 10—12. The sense is, ‘ By Him 
therefore (i.e. Christ) (as our Mediator and 
High Priest] let us offer up, [in return for the 
blessings of the Gospel, not the bloody sacrifices 
of animals, or the vain oblations of the fruits of 
the earth, but] the sacrifice of praise; i.e. by 
thanksgiving for his benefits; a use of ai». pecu- 
liar to the Hellenistic Greek, and found in the 
Sept. at Ps. cvii. 22, and also in the A 
at Judith xvi. 1. Ecclus. xxxii. 2, and 1 Macc. 
xiii. 51: xai «logAUar als avri)» (turrem) perà 
alvicsw: kai Batwy. See also note on John xii. 
13. The words following, TovríeT: xapwop 
— &c., are explanatory of the preceding ; 
the sense being, ‘I mean the fruit or oblation of 
lips (a mode of expression derived from Hos. xiv. 
2, xapròv Tay Xs À ¿wy hua), Nag thanks to 
hie name.’ ‘ Thus, then (sa r. Is. Barrow, 
Serm. viii.), while we are no longer required to 
yield material, we are still bound to yield spi- 
ritwal sacri 1 Pet. ii. 5). We must burn 
incense still,—that of fervent devotion; and 
send up continually to heaven the thank-offering 

6. rhe è sümodae—u% iwiXay0.] Render, 
* almsgiving, moreover, and contributing (to the 
necessity of the poor) forget not (to practise) ; 
for with such sacrifices is wel 3 
* such are the sacrifices with which,’ &. 

17. wsíQsc0s +. ?ryova.] The Apostle here 
reverts to the admonition at v. 7, in order to 
further develop the idea there. There is a na- 
tural association in the whole context, well traced 
by Ebrard thus: ‘ Paul with the mention 
of those leaders of the Church who had suffered 
martyrdom ; he bad brought them forward as an 
example of faith: from them he passed to fuik 
itself, as o to foreign doctrines; then to 
the obligation above all to be established in 

, to the grand development of the idea that 
the Jew is the excommunicated party, while the 
Christian, precisely when he is excommunicated, 
then first truly enters into the true holy of 
holies; finally, to the doctrine, that the internal 
reproduction of the sacrifice of Christ—the bear- 
ing the reproach of Christ—together with love to 

e Acta 33.1. 
LVA v Philem. 13. 

the brethren, are the only sacrifices which God 
desires from the Christian (not as atoning sacri- 
fices, but as thank-offerings); and love to the 
brethren leads him back, at last, to the duty 
towards the ryyovpueros, those, namely, who are 
stil] living.’ And what are those duties? Those 
of ready obedience, by giving due heed to their 
admonitions and exhortations. And why? ‘ Be- 
cause they vigilantly watch over your soule.’ 
The next words, wt Ady. dwod., point at the 
principle of action which impels them to act as 
watchmen,—the considering them ‘as those who 
must render an account? Jat the day of judg- 
ment}; implying the awful responsibility of 
ministers; comp. Ezek. iii. 17,18. In the next 
words, {va wera xapas T. x., many refer rovrTo 
to Adyov dwod., and suppose an ellipsis thus: 
t [Obey them, I say,] that they may give this ac- 
count with joy.’ But this is quite inadmissible ; 
because the account the ñyoug. have to give is 
not of their success, but of their dypumvia to 
obtain it Besides, the words must be referred to 
&*yp., as being the primary thing; and the other 
as introduced to show the uence thereof. 
Thus the sense, as Est. says, is: ‘Ut curam vestri 
agant cum alacritate et gaudio, et non gemant 
sub onere; sed levius illud ferant, dum vident, 
se non inaniter in vobis laborare. The next 
words, dAvorreAls yàp ùp. T., ‘for that were 
unprofitable for you,’ are rightly referred by 
Calv., Hyper., and Est, not, as they are by 
many Expositors, to Aoyor á*oóoc., but to 
&ypvar. mèp iue, q. d. ' It were disadvantage- 
ous to yourselves that your pastors should exer- 
cise their heavily laborious offices among you 
with heavy hearts and desponding anticipations.’ 

18, 19. a pocsóx100s wepi uwv’ 9revoiÜaus» 
yap, &c.] The full sense is, * Pray for us; for 
we trust [we merit it] by having & good con- 
science, —in all things studious to act righteously 
and holily y or iv macı may mean, ‘in the sight 
of all persons.’ With carn» ovveidnow i xoper 
comp. Jos. ii. 2], 7, wap’ ols dv adyaboy +ó 
cvv1i0ós Xe, and 2 Cor. i. 12, ù xavynore 
up airy iri, TÒ papTúpiov THY cuvecdncewe 
Huw, OTt ¿v dwAdrnT1, xai elAccpeveia Osov— 
dvacrpadnusy (' have conducted ourselves’),— 
a passage evidently from the same writer as the 
— In ver. 21 and 22, Lachm. adds xai 
óyw to ipyw, to wordy he prefixes avóc, and 

changes åvíyeoðaı to dvíys00ac—2ll on the 
authority of one or two MSS., and against every 
principle of sound criticism. 
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20, 21. à ài Osos tHe alprwne, &c.] The full 
sense is, ‘May God, the author of peace, who 
raised from the dead the great and supreme Sh 
herd of the sheep (even the Lord Jesus Christ), 
by the blood of the everlasting covenant [offered 
by that great Intercessor}], may He make you per- 
fect in every good work, to the doing of his will, 
* which fe Tour sanctification;"] [in order 

reto] working in you the power to do what 
ie well-pleasing in his sight; see Phil. ii. 13. 
On the expression ó Osós re sloñvne, see Rom. 
xv. 33, and on có» wowuiva To» "poro, 
John x. ll. The epithet alevíov applied to 
ScaOnxne is used by way of contrast with the 
temporary one of the Jewish law.—The words 
following, &ià "Incov Xprorov, connect with 
xatapricat preceding; the intermediate words 
being parenthetical. nder: ‘for Jesus Christ 
his eske.' Possibly, however, they may be meant 
to connect with what immediately goes before : 
in which case the passage will imply (as Bp. San- 
derson thinks, Sermons, p. 378) that our good 
worke are pleasing unto God upon these two 
grounds; l. because he worketh them in us; 

2. because he looketh upon us and them in Christ 
Jesus. Comp. Isa. xxvi. 12. 

22. dviysobe ToU. Xoyov TH YrapasA doseoc] 
On the full sense of wapaxX. see note on 
i. 12.—x«al yap da Bpayéevr twior. iniv. The 
best mode of meeting tbe difficulty which has 
been found at dia Bpax. is to take the view of 
Thom. Aquin, the ‘four words’ referring to 
the first seventeen verses of this concluding 
chapter. . 

. amwoXe\upivov} * A careful comparison of 
Phil. ii. 23, 24, will hh but prove, (1) that the 
writer's meaning here was, “ know that our bro- 
ther Timotheus (Acts xvi. 2, 3), in whose com- 
pany way Me Jou, in eave oe Tord speed him 
on bis way to you (l Thess. iii. 11), has already 
taken his departure from Rome ;" (2) that the 
writer, oe Sa was no other than St. Paul; 

e (3) that the Epistle to the Hebrews was written 
shortly after that to the Philippians, and when 
the Apostle had now seen so much of the issue of 
his long detention in Rome, as to be anticipating 

19) his y restoration to his freedom as a 
hristian Missionary and Evangelist, (Peile.) 
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Wr are now arrived at the Epistles called 
ic; an appellation variously accounted for, 

but, by the generality of Commentators, sup- 
to have been given, because they were 

addressed, not to any — Church (ike the 
istles of St. Paul), but to Christians in general. 

The appellation, however, was not coeval with 
the time when these Epistles were written, but 
given at a much later pow probably at the 
time when the Canon ef Scripture was first eet- 
tled. Such catholicity must be taken with much 
modification, and seems to denote the Christian 
Church, in of a country or class, as the 
Jewish of the Eastern or Western Dispersion, 
then the Churches of, as wo should say, Jewish 
Christendom. Two of thoee Epistles, indeed, 
(2nd and 8rd John) are tbe farthest from Catholic, 
yet it is not improbable that, at the time when 
—— was first given, those Epistles had 

received into the Canon of Scripture, 
that afterwards they were placed after 

lst John, as being by the same writer. 
But to proceed to the Epistle now under con- 

sideration ;—since (epo Apostles of the name of 
James are mentioned in the New Test., there has 
been some doubt as to which of them was the 
writer of this Epistle. The learned, however, are 
in general that it was net the eon of Zebedee, 
but the son of Alpheus or , called ‘the 
Less’ and * the Just ;* who was Bishop of Jeru- 
on g a ET o neman, of 
our . i. 19. He was regarded as espec. 

ape l s iod eypeintod Bish CEU Cha h an ear i opof t urc 
3 riala and as sach was a prominent meom- 
ber of the first Council held there A.D. 49. 
With respect to the date ef the Epistle, we know 
that this James was put to death in a tumult of 
the Jews, A.D. 62; and internal evidence (aris- 
— from x niea — pat — Manis were 

disturbing Ju not long precede 
the destruction of Jerusalem) is thought to show 
that it must have been written only a short time 

s to — and the learned in general 
x it at 60, or 61. Dr. Davidson, indeed, me 

to it as early a date as 45; thus making it 
earliest of all the es: bat whether he has 
suceceded I doubt. He has, at least, shown that 

the 
not 

and 

& a.i. 

1 Pet. L. 1, 

the arguments for so late a date as the above 
mentioned are any thing but satisfactory. Per- 
hape here, if any where, ‘in medio tutissimus ibis." 
This Epistle (like 2nd Peter and 2nd and 8rd 
John) was not at first received as Canonical ; 
but after a severe scrutiny (attesting the great 
caution of the primitive Church in receiving any 
books into their Canon), all doubts respecting its 
genuineness being removed, it was at a v 
early period admitted into the saered Volume. 

e Epistle consists of three parts: the firet 
f which (chap. i.) is hortatory; th 
(chu uber — the third —— 

—20) partly Aorfetory and conciliatory, partly 
accusatory and The design of tho an . 
writer was, to guard Christians against the cor- 
rupt practices of the Jews, namely, such as, 
under the form of religion, denied the power of 
it; and to warn them against being deceived into 
the opinion, that the profession of doctrines, the 
possession of intellectual knowledge, and the ob- 
servance of outward forme, can stand for practical 
religion, i. e. * faith which worketh by love,’ and 
moral obedience : ‘thereby,’ as Mr. Wesley ob- 
serves, ‘repreving the Antinomian epirit which 
had even then g up in the Church and 
infected many of its mem who perverted the 
glorious doctrine of justification by faith into an 
occasion of licentiousnese.’ Moreover, the A @ 
here intends, not only to reprove the evil-living 
and the worldly-minded, and set right those who 
were misinformed as to the nature of the ] 
but also to comfort and en those who 
right notions of it, and were ting their lives 
by its requisitions,—to console those who were 
—— ander sickness, or sinking under the 
persecutions of their adversaries, with the assur- 
ance, that ‘the Lord is mindful of them, and can 
heal their sickness, in answer to prayer; also 
that their adversity and the tyranny of their 
adversaries would be alike short, since the com- 
ing of the Lord to jud t was near at hand. 
Mr. Hartwell Horne in his Introduction, 

slightingly of this Epistle (ealling i= an Ephet ting is Epi ing it ‘an Epietle 
of straw’); excluding it from she sacred — 
on account of its contradiction to ft, 
Paul's doctrine of Justification by Faith; but 
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that more mature experience induced him subse- 
quently to retract his opinion. But this is not 
correct. He never retracted the sentiment, but 
only removed it from the editions after 1524. 
Archdeacon PAS — contends — even in 
the preceding words of the passage, e mode in 
which they are introduced, and the scope of the 
context, greatly diminish the gravamen of the 
charge made against the Reformer, who, in the 

of the Preface in question, in — 
or the instruction of Bible students, those ks 
of the New Test. which are of the greatest im- 

rtance, first says, that ‘ the ] of St. John 
D to be valued beyond the other three Gos- 
pels,” and concludes thue: ‘St. John's Gospel 
and First Epistle, the Epistles of St. Paul, espec. 
those to the Romans, Galatians, and Ephesians, 
these are the books which set Christ before you, 
and teach you every thing necessary for you to 
believe, though you were never to hear of any 
other book or doctrine. "Therefore the Epistle 
of James is quite an Epistle of straw K the side 

these, for it has no true Evangelical ter." 
ow Luther's zealous Apologiet urges in exte- 

nuation, that the obnoxious expression is not 
used positively, but relatively, in comparison with 
those books of the New Test. in which the special 
doctrines of the Gospel are brought forward more 
fully and explicitly. He bids us ‘bear in mind 
that the Epistle in question had been turned by 
those who e rated and perverted its meaning 
into the main prop of those very errors concern- 
ing faith and justification which it was Luther's 
peculiar mission to overthrow ;—and who would 
make a man an offender for a word uttered in the 
strife of so awful a conflict?" But, notwith- 
standing this clever special plesding, Luther 
must still remain liable to grave ceneure for 
using an irreverent comparison of some books of 
the [uspired Word with others thereof. Besides, 
it is untrue that the books Luther specifies do 
teach us every thing necessary for a Christian to 
know. For, not to mention the Apocalypee, 
there is the Epistle to the Hebrews, which has 
ever been regarded as the great fortress of Or- 
thodoxy, and the Scandslum Socinianorum, 
evincing above the other books of the New Test. 
the Deity of Jesus Christ. As to Luther's alle- 
gation, that ‘the Epistle has no true Evangelical 
character,’ that depends on the determination of 
the long litigated question, as to the accordance 
in doctrine between the Apostles Paul and James, 
on which the reader is referred to Thos. Scott, 
and to Prof. Scholef. in his Two Sermons before 
the University of irre, where the apparent 
discrepancy is satisfactorily removed, and the 
general harmony in doctrine, notwithstanding the 
difference in object of the two writers, is ably 
evinced. That difference in object is proved to 
a demonstration by the Prof. And as to the 
general harmony in doctrine, that is peculiarly 
well proved in the following of Bp. Hop- 
kins, quoted by the Prof.: ‘ There is no opposi- 
tion at all between the two Apostles; for St. 
Paul only excludes works from being the way and 
means of our justification, and St. James only 
excludes that faith which is without works.— 
Bt. Paul's scope is, to show by what we are justi- 

fied; and that, he tells us, is by faith. St. Jame's 
scope is, to show what kind of faith that is which 
must justify us; not an empty, vain, fantastical 
faith, but such as is operative, and productive of 

works. His intent is not to exclude faith 
rom our justification, no, nor so much as to jem 
works with it in partnership and commission ; for 
v. 23, he tells us the Seripture was fulfilled 
which saith, “ Abraham believed God, and it 
was imputed to him for righteousness ;" the very 
place St. Paul (Rom. iv. 3. Gal. iii. 6) makes 
use of to prove justification by faith ; and there- 
fore when he saith a man is justified by works, 
he contends for nothing else than a faith. 
St. Paul and St. James fully accorded about this 
doctrine of justification by faith. St. Paul affirms 
that it is faith alone which justifies ; St. James 
denies that a lonely faith can justify; and we 
assent to both as true; for the faith which alone 
justifies us is not a lonely or solitary faith, but 
accompanied and attended by good works.’ 

As respects manner and style, this Epistle is 
-characterized by deep earnestness and simple 
punos by grandeur of thougbt, and beauty of 
magery. It possesses a singular vividness of 
thought and pointed terseness of expression (see 
Col. iv. mt united, at the same time, with an 
unaffec vig eae! quite apart from all logical 
power. We observe an almost oratorical (sot 
rhetorical) Secvorne and force in the 
yet tempered with true Christian meekness ; and 
nally, s sound wisdom, and practical 

eenee, in the counsels, such as may well be called 
(in the Apostle's own words) * the meekness of 
wisdom.’ The composition may be characterized 
generally by its concise sententiousness and 

hic power; the sentences rising sometimes 
y climax to sublimity ; the diction distinguished 

by its neatness and ral purity of expression. 
I cannot perceive ‘the air of artificial, nor io- 
deed ‘ want of easy flow, ascribed to it by Dr. 
Davidson; there is every where the stamp of 
nature, as well as the power of truth, and as casy 
3 a of expression as can well be found in the 

. lest. 

I. 1. "Incov Xpierov $ovAos.] On this ex- 
pression see note at Rom. i. J. That the title 
&Tóc Too: is not added, will, as Benson observes, 
by no means prove the writer not to have been 
an Apostle; since the same omission may be 

Bt Paul to the PHilippiane, Ephesians end Thoe t. Paul to the Philippians, esians, an 
salonians. As to the Inscription rate dea 
puar Taie iv TË Əracmwopë, the 
Tais iv Üiacw. may be an a t for the con- 
crete d:sowappivoic, as sometimes in the Sept 
But there is rather an ellipse. of the Particip. of 
sTuu, ° those who are in the dispersion.’ Comp. 
Just, Mart. cum Tryph., rae rav iv diac. 
süxée. It is true that there were properly iwo 
Dispersions; the Eastern (beyond the Euphrates) 
and the Western; which latter had comm 
at the time of Alexander the Great, and increased 
so much, that, in the Apostle's all the com- 
mercis] and manufacturing cities of Syria, Egypt, 
and other parts of the sea-consts of Africa, Á sa 
Minor, Greece, Italy, and Spain, were of 
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them. The persons who formed the latter culti- 
vated the use of the Greek tongue, as if it had 
been their verxzacalar one, because it was indis- 
pue n to the commercial transactions 

which they almost invariably lived. These 
ews of the Western Dispersion were by far the 

most numerous; and therefore it may be thought 
the Apostle aap oyod the Greek tongue ; though, 
had he addressed himself to the Eastern Disper- 
sion, he would prob. have written in the Syro- 
Chaldee. But the strict sense of the wording 
points to all Jewish Christians out of Palestine, 
and therefore must embrace both Dispersions; or 
rather ‘to all Jews in Dispersion ; and therefore 
it is bootless to inquire where these Jewish Chrie- 
tians, espec. in St. James's view, were. But if the 
early date, so ably maintained by Dr. Davidson, 
be the true one, we may readily suppose with 
him, not, indeed, that the persons addressed were 
the disciples scattered abroad after the death of 
Siephen, Acts viii. 1, but that it, at any rate, 
sachided them ; and that St. James had chiefly in 
view Jewish Christians scattered about in the 
regions of Syria, Cilicia, and the neighbouring 
parts, where the Greek language was espec. cul- 
tivated, and spoken by Jews. The subjoined 
term xaípsup (sub. Aiya) is the usual form of 
salutation ; as we find it in Acts xv. 23 used by 
the Council of Jerusalem in addressing the con- 
verted Gentiles, and prob. dictated by the Apostle 
himself. 

2. wacay yapav—worlros} An admoni- 
tion, serving to pave the way to the first topic 
treated of in this Epistle, — namely, patience 
under affliction, and —— in adhering to the 
Gospel ; a subject on which the Apostle proceeds 
to enter without any of those preliminary consi- 
derations with which writers in gen would 
have introduced it; as, for instance, ‘ Though it 
may seem to you hard that God's people should 
be so afflicted, yet consider your afflictions not as 
regards their present evil, but their future good ; 
and accordingly count) &c. laca» yapa», 
* nought but joy,’ i. e. a matter of pure and entire 
rejoicing ; see Col. i. 9—11, and l Tim. i. 16: of 
which use of wae several examples are adduced 
by Wotst. ane a T Comp. Eurip. g 

» way xipdoe wryou (nutoumivyn $vygn. By 
wetpacmol are donated trials and tribulations 

erally, espec. such as serve to try religious 
ith, by proceeding from the persecutions of 

Heathen adversaries. The term aoxfAore has 
reference to ‘the various kinds’ of trial by perso- 
cution, and proceeding from unjust accusations 
to the most cruel deaths. [epiwirray with a 
Dat. is equiv. to éuwieray ale (as Luke x. 30); 
thongh it is a stronger expression, and always 
used of what is calamitous, as in Thucyd. ii. 54, 
qToi0UT ( T és wept wecovras. 

8. yir. Sr: —vwouoviy] This is intended 
to confirm and illustrate the assertion of the pre- 
ceding verse. There seems, too, to be a brevity 
in the expression, whereby a link in the chain of 

ment is over, which may be thus su 
plied : * knowing as fe do, that afflictions are trials 
of m e and that it is this trying of your 
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1 John 8. 33. & 5. 14. 

faith which [alone] produces patient endurance [of 
what God may lay upon you], &c. True it is, as 
St. Paul says, Rom. v. 4, (onov!) xarapyaCe- 
Ta. Üoxiudiv : but doxlucov differs from oxi?) 
in this, —that the latter denotes the proof or test 
&self, the former, the do«iuacía, or act of proving. 
The reading, indeed, is more than disputed, inas- 
much as T7s wlorews is cancelled by Tisch., but 
retained by Lachm.; very rightly, for the external 
evidence for the removal of +g wicraws is next 
to nothing, being only that of one cursive MS., 
the later Syr. Version, and a Latin Father. I say 
one MS., for what Dr. Mill alleges, Barb. 1, isa 
mere shadow. And as to MS. B, which Tisch. 
adduces, he there stands alone, nor is there any 
proof iri the MS. has * D worda; hence wo 
suppose their presence. Tisch. perhaps imagines 
that they have been foisted in from b Pet. +. 7; 
but of that there is no proof, nor the slightest 
probability, inasmuch as the words are indis- 

nsable to the tolerable expression of the sense 
tended by the Apostle. In short, there is every 

reason to suppose that they were in one, or say 
two MSS., omitted, by the negligence of the 
scribes. 

4. ñ dà bropovih—tyite}] A somewhat un- 
usual mode of expression, put, as Hotting. thinks, 
for rie è úxou. Epyov TEX. iore. It might 
have been so expressed; but with equal pro- 
priety, and more force and spirit, it has been ex- 

d as it is, inasmuch as the true and full 
sense is, ‘ But, however (knowing, as ye do, this 
truth), [comp. John xiii. 17,] let (only) patience 
have her perfect work (obtain full scope) in you.’ 
So Est.: ‘ Patientia vestra ne deficiat, sed opus 
suum perducat usque ad finem; sic enim erit 
opus absolutum atque perfectum, et re, et fructu,’ 
—The next words, va ss T£À., point at the 
true end and aim of all fession of faith, — 
namely, to produce tical results, so that the 
professor may be réA. xai 0ÀóxA., terms nearly 
synonymous, and the latter = oAoraAde, | Thess. 
v. 23. The proper difference between the three 
terme is well expressed by Tittman, de Syn., p. 
181, thus: ‘‘OAd«Anpos est integer suis parti- 
bus; TíAs(09 est perfectus et solutus omnibus 
numeris (so oAoxAnpia at Acts iii. it óAo- 
vTeAne est omni ex parte pe he two 
terms in question seem, as sn., Hotting., and 
Pott suppose, to be used with allusion to the sacri- 
ficial law of the Jews, by which both the victims 
and the sacrificing priests were required to be 
video, dAdxAnpor, and dáaucpuoi But the 
Apostle follows up what he has said by way 
of explanation, with a phrase of ordinary use, ¿v 
pind. Astwousvor, ‘in nothing falling short of, 
deficient in nothing essential to the performance 
of every good work ;' comp. Jos. Antt. ix. 11, 2, 
ovdeulas pere daseAsiveTo. In requiring of 
them to be thus perfect, the Apostle requires no 
other tban his Master had done before him, Matt. 
v. 48, ¿osos TíAacou, Gowep ò Tlatnp bui 
6 iv Tois obpavois TíNs0s dai. They are ‘to 
aim at, copy,’ the perfect exemplar, — that of their 

vine Master. 
5. al 8é Tie buio Aslwerar —— &c.] The 

x 
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best Expositors are in general agreed, that by 

bat “practical — — and — t t r9 * "9, 1 9 

(as iii. 13, 15, 17. 2 Pet. iii. 15), —namely, how 
to act in any critical conjuncture; such being 
highly instrumental to the réAssow spyev = 
meationed, by enabling them to improve 
afflictions to their own spiritual benefit and the 
glory of God. Yet the term may aleo be meant 
to denote that ‘spiritual wisdom’ by which we 
are enabled to see whence, and why, afflictions 

ve not the gift so to think or act.’ 
it is replied, ‘Seek it, then, of God,"—namely, 
says CEcumen., inasmuch as He it is who must 
originate this ' work. However, by the 
wisdom here spoken of may be und not 
only the wisdom how to act and how to ft 
but how to /ice, or walk worthy of their hi 
calling. — rov &üórros Osov ücw åta, 
meaning, ‘who giveth this, and all other good 
gifte, to all men,’ &e. The term d«wAée is by 
some ancient and by the recent Commentators in 
general explained stmpliciter, cadie banay, 
as o to tho motives and private en 
which too often acco y human gifts. Boat 
Rom. xii. 8, we have ó meračıčoðs, iv á=Àé- 
‘ntti. But the sense commonly assigned, kibe- 
rally, abundantly, ie far more simple and na- 
tural, and is confirmed by 1 Tim. vi. 17, ‘he 
giveth men all things richly to enjoy.’ Yet 

with the idea of liberal that of 
itude may be conjoined, inasmuch as God 

is not only * more ready to bear than we to pray,’ 
but, in his merey, more ready to give than we 
are to ask, giving us at once more than we desire 
— — e Calv. nee g — 
n the subjoined expression, xal 4 .; 4. 

* He deu te [as men often do] rebuke those 
who ask with importunity, or give to them con- 
tumeliously,—or, having given, upbraid them 
with the benefits bestowed ; dwelling on them 
with that — rari eed of which it is 
finely said eca, ' t animum et pre- 
mit, as imp a sort of reproach. So in a 
sage of Menander some one is de sinn as 
saying to such a giver, xaAée roihcart, ov xa- 
Awe évsídieas* ip xaOetAae arAoUciOP 
TTwey$ Adyw: and justly it is observed by 
Plut de l., p. 64, raca dussdi {Loudon 
xapis iwaybde «ai &yapis. True is the obser- 
vation of Calv., that * men, even the most liberal, 
are apt to make mention of former benefits, in 
order to excuse themselves for not bestowing 
future ones; God, ou the con , is ever ready 
to crown former with fresh benefits without end 
and without limit.—«xal doÜdc:irat adre. A 
promise most sure and most comfortable, —but 

Kvpíow  9fáy)p Sipuyos áxarácraros é mTácaw Tas 060i 
avro. ` 9 Kavydobe 9ë ó ábeXjós ó rameivós dv T@ tes aùrot 

as Bp. Sanderson shows in his 2nd 
be understood with the limite- 

tions, * if God shall see it expedient to t 
what we ask, and if we pray for it as we t 

which mus 
ferm. ad 

fitting; that being the pledge and condition of 
success.—unédiy ciaxp., i. e. with an undoubüag 
reliance : a sense of d:axp. which has been er- 
piane at Matt. xxi. 21. Mark xi. 23 Acts x. 

. See also my Lex. This is then dustrated 
by comparing the state of mind of one who dosbts 
with a wave of the sea: a sometimes em- 
ployed in the Class. writers to designate the con- 

nfidence.'——ártu- 
—2— kal prrtYoutve. "“Avem{YeoGa: and 
iwiXecOac here, as KAvcewi{ecBa: and repi- 
— at Eph. iv. 14, signify ‘to be raised by 
the wind into waves, or ri ° And so in 
Philo, cited by Wetst., we have sl mù weds 
dvinov pixlYorre +d Bdep. Here we have aa 
apt — the mind of an unstable man, fluc- 
tuating tween belief and disbelief, hope m : ing of 

mob, sya, doratoy xaxév, Bardecy Sucrev, 

on * [Let him, I say, ask in faith;] for otherwise 
shall any thing; 

ighty ape- 

à vy very rare word, [ed 
found in Clemens, 1 to the Corinthians, aad 
the Const Apost, and is nearly synonymes 
with à[Xoyos and ƏrmÀóoe. In its present use 
and application it means ‘a man of unsettled sad 
fluctuating sentiments, too solicitous about the 
present to attain the future,—too anxious about 
the future to secure the present; who this mo- 
ment would sacrifice all for eternity, and the 
next would renounce thing for this preeent 
life.” Now it is implied ah a oae will not 
obtai his request, because, unstable in al] his 
purposes, he cannot aak with that undoobting 
a which is indispensable in him whe addresses 

to be cast down and 
nor the ri 

ron. ] 
mind Jer. ix. 

dictum, or a 
A ha ja 

karene te tbe Caput 23, 
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15 My&elc vreipatopevos Xeyéro, Öri “amò [Tov] Oeod vreipá- Her.t i9 

peculiar to poverty and riches respectively, —in 
the former to discomtent, in the latter io pis 

—— al È ¿AAa. Evereyla, ÓpyyB Tav 
vO pee Tey, 

may 
be compared similar ones of St. Paul, espec. at 
1 Cor. vii. 22, a passage in ite nature and mode 
of expression closely resembling the present. In 
both these cases the kigh party required ing, 
and tbe low, raising ; and this the Gospel is fully 
able to effect, by the one being taught to culti- 
vate contentment, by the other to study humi- 
lity and beneficence. —«av yao, as applied te 
the poor brother, signifies, Let him, instead of 
being depressed by the consideration of his hum- 
ble station in life, find matter of joyful exultation, 
by considering his high iion in another view, 
—namely, that he isa child of God, and admitted 

. a strong 
argument for the ly cultivation of this humi- 
lity, on the part of the rich,—aamely, as existing 
in the — ity of wealth. 

10. Gv: we d»0os xóprov wapsi). An image 
and ass. writers, 

ll. avirsska yap ó dios, &c.] Here we 
have the image r uafolded; yàp pointinge 
oe ee eee 
similar case, ver. 24, aad elsewhere. Moreover 
Field as often — parables of our Lord, the 

elopment imagery merges into a narra- 
tion of the things signified therein.—ci» te 
xatown, not ‘with a burning beat; 1. because 
that sense would render the Article uselese ; 

represen 
heat, which cannot be intense, compared with 
that of noon. In short, the learned are agreed 
that by the expression re xavowm is den 
* the burning wind’ called in Hebrew pvp, and in 
the Sept. rendered by xaúcey, and in Arabia 
called the Simoom. Now this, as we learà from 
Oriental travellers, often blows up at sunrise. 
See Chardin, Shaw, Niebubr, and Burckhardt. 
The above view is, moreover, confirmed by Jonah 

n 
. 

iv. 8, prob. iu the Apostle's mind, xal iyivero, 
dua Tw dvatsiras TÒv lor, wpocitatey ò 
0140s Teebpatrs xavowns, cvyxalouri, &c. 
—otre xai Be lead ie Here T ue ee 
application : suddenly] perishe ri 
man in the midst of his oogupations." 

12. Here the subject at vv. 2, 3, ie resumed, 
and s gnome generalis is subjoined, resulting from 
what was said at vv. 9, 10 (ver. ]1 being a paren- 
thetical illustration), and of which the sense ia, 
‘ —— or on the other hand, blessed is 
the man [whether he be rich or poor] that en- 
dureth temptation or trial ; for, &c. Of done 
Yevopuevor the sense is best rendered, according 
to the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, *after he 
has been approved." : See note on 1 Cor. xi. 19. 
The term ox. is to be an agonistic one, 
and it is illustrated by Kypke from the oxı- 
Tu of the Grecian dyweee. So Philo, t. i. 
52, ixkaxpiuárvor yap iot, Gasp ¿Ë ávyiavos 

lepov, xal dsrodadoxiuacuíávor. note on 
1 Cor. ix. On crigavor Tç (wie seo note 
at 2 Tim. iv. 8. By ó Kópios must be meant 
the Lord Jesus, as from his several de- 
clarations while on eerth, in which is the oft- 
repeated promise, ° I will give eternal life.’ See 
Matt. x. 37. John iv. 14. x. 28. xiv. 23. 

13—18. Having spoken of the benefit of tempt- 
ations in the sense of frials, the Apostle now 
touches on temptations in the more usual sense, 

y, solicitations to sin [which may be callod 
txternal, as those, trials]; guarding his 
readers against the fatal error of ascribing such 
temptations to Gop, as if impelling men to sin. 

, he says, proceed not from , but from 
the /usts of. men, which, if yielded to, will bring 
death rather than a crown of life; and therefore, 
though trials may be ascribed to God, yet tempta- 
tions, in the bad sense, must not. Sin and death 
proceed from the luste and wickedness of men ; 
whereas God is "cea X of en Dur the 
iver of all good. nson. any probably ex- 

cased their immorality, by pleading (as the eor- 

by the same dogma : in opposition to which, 
tlle Apostle assures them, that as afflictions are 
not sent by God to make men worse, but better, 
so when trials of virtue generate templations to 
sin, no man must dare to say that he is tempted 
by God [thus making God the Author of sin]; for 
as God is not tried or tempted to moral evil (i. e. 
is not liable to evil, and consequently cannot be 
tempted to real so he of himself tempteth no 

is, man: a truth ized even by the wiser 
Heathens. See Hom. Od. i. 52. So also in a 
passage se by Theile, it is said, 

x 
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Tà Osv Te kal naxáptoy, oÜTs aird *páyuaTa 
Eee, obre ¿Típoie wapéyet, where for wpay- 
para I conjecture rapayuara. 

13. wetpafcuevoe] Of course implying, as Bp. 
Sanderson s ts, that the person yields to the 
temptation.—The «ov before Osov is cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch., on very strong external 
authority. But internal evidence is rather in 
favour of it, as also the custom of St. James, who 
sometimes uses the Article with Q«ce where it 
might be dispensed "with, as, for instance, at 
iv 

14. fxacTos St wapaLerat, wò The llar 
iw:Oupiae i€er\x., &c.] ‘But whosoever is 
tempted and impelled to sin, is hurried away and 
enticed by his own lust,’ or evil desire. Eri- 
Ovuia has here the Article, because it is per- 
sonified ; on which see note at Col. iii. 5. The 
term i££AkecoÜat signif. prop. ‘to draw off or 
away,’ and, in a moral sense, to draw away from 
the paths of virtue. So Xenophon (cited by 
Raphel) has sl airds tridecxviar davTÓ» Aui 
ied tev wapautixa nédovay iàxópıvov ano 
rõov &yabwy, and Test. xii. Patr., ele wopvslav 
pe lEeiAxócao. From what follows, however, 
there would seem to be a metaphor taken from a 
harlot, such as is, in the Tabula Cebetis, repre- 
sented as laying hold of men, and drawing them 
off to their company. In deAca{duevos there ie 
a piscatory ko e added to complete the idea. 
So Athen., p. 308, dveXxvoGels di ov dadedZerar, 
obrs capxl obs áAXc Tevi iuyyoxw. The term 
is, indeed, one not unfrequently used, in this 
metaphorical sense, of pleasure, desire, hope, &c., 
agreeably to the saying of Plato, that men are 
caught with pleasure, as fishes with a hook and 
bait. So Plutarch, in a strikingly similar passage, 
cited by Pott, say. TO YÀuxÓ tHe ¿mribuuiae, 
Gerp isap, iEé(N sur dvðpõrovs. ‘Thus, 
then (says Bp. Sanderson), every man's tempta- 
tion, if it take effect, is merely from his own lust. 
It is his own act and deed, and to be imputed to 
himself alone. Persecutions, and all occurrences 
without, are not the chief causes, nor indeed 
causes at all, but the occasions only of the soul's 
fainting under them. Temptations or trials they 
are, but no more. The will * its natural liberty 
still, and it is at our choice whether we will yield 
or no. But every man is tempted (i. e. cam 
ea or so as to be overcome by the temptation) 
y his own lusts, of what kind soever.’ By the 

lust (iw Quta) here spoken of ought not to be 
understood (what many take it to mean) ungo- 
verned sensual inclination only,—but, in a general 
way, the vehement desire for any object (wealth, 

wer, or fame— see 1 Cor. iii. 4), such as can- 
ot be attained without sin. Indeed the idea of 

áviOvuía here in the mind of St. James seems 
to have been the very one attached by St. Paul 
to what he calls rò $oóvnua ris capxós, Rom. 
viii. 6, where it is similarly said, +ó $póvnua 
THe capkóe, Ü&vaTos ; of which expression the 
import is well represented in the IXth Article of 

rire:  Auapríay 1j ë Auapría atrotedeobecioa ámokve. Odva- 

our Church by ‘the lust of the flesh,’ namely, 
that propensity to evil springing from the inward 
depravity of our corrupt nature. 
n eira ù 'EsxiÜvuía cvAXafjfovca, &c.] 
Here lust, or evil concupiscence, is represented as 
a harlot, who allures men to her impure embraces, 
(see Prov. vii. 10,) and, from that conjunction, 
conceives and brings forth SIN ; and when Sin is 
grown up, she is represented as following the 
same lewd courses with the same man, and the 
issue is DEATH, which destroys the sinner. This, 
then, is the true genealogy of Sin and Death. 
Lust is the mother of Sin, and Sin is the mother 
of Death, and the sinner the parent of both. 
Comp. Rom. vii. 8—13, though the 
there is just the reverse. Hence, I would observ 
may be emended and illustrated a corrupt an 
most obscure passage of 7Eschyl. Agam. 738— 
746, where, after saving that "Tore begets, to 
the evil of men, a new progeny, be adds, Neapa 
gece: xorov. Aaipova ray auayow "Avlepoy 
pácos usXaí-Nae perabpaciw Tas, Eléous- 

vay toxevory. l would there, with Dr. S. But- 
ler, read vsapa dist kópor, which is confirmed 
by a passage of Theogn., cited by Wakef.: riacvex 
Toi Kópos Ufpiww, also by Hdot. viii. 77. In- 
deed, that xópov ought there to be read, is placed 
— doubt by a of Pind. Olymp. i. 90, 
K @ Trew (for Drapes) “Atay, w m by a 
similar personification as that of the Apostle, we 
have in "Arn a nification of human folly, by 
which men are hurried into vice and destruction. 
Final} y,—- with a view, probably, to the above pas- 
sages of Pind. and Eschy].,—Longin. de Sublim. 
$ 44, after pointing out $iXAapyvpía and giAn- 
ovia as the two t diseases of the moral world, 
similarly says of thése, that, where they abido 
long in any one, they soon generate ones, 
vysOTTOTOLEtl Tat, kal Taxis "yevousva Repl 
T&KvoTOIlap, dXaovelay Ta yervect xai Túqboy 
xai TpvQo jv and these, it is added, breed Sapir, 
«ai Tapavoulay, xal dvaucyvvrías. And so in 
a fine passage of /Eschin. contra Timarch., p. 27, 
5: M yde olsaUs Tas r&v dOixnuáTepr apyde 
daró Vsiov, dàr’ aùx Us drÜpes ev dasAysias 
ivecOar'—dAX' al arpomsT:iic ToU oc pua-ros 

loval. xai TÓ undir lkavóv frystoÜat, rav Ta 
TÀnpoi Td ÀnoTnpía, Taut els row ixr- 
axtpoxédnta iuBiBáte, Tavrá lorw ixdore 
roivn. 

16,17. Here we have a confirmation of what 
was said at ver. 13, ó yap Ords dweipacrds iei 
Kaxiev, Weipatat Oi abrét ovddva’ and that, as 
Calvin says, by an argumentum a ; 
showing, that as God is confessedly the author of 
all to suppose him to be the author of ered 
were absurd, as well as ponn This erroneous 
notion, then, the Apostle refutes, by opposing to 
it the contrary (ruth, —namely, that so far from 
God being the author of moral evil, by tearptiag 
men to sin, he is the giver of every gift, the 
great Source of all good, the Goop Baring. 

16. uà wravacGs, dds poi nov dy.) A formula 
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ayab, xai wav Sapna téMciov, avwbév dci, xataBaivoy aro 
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m John 1.13. 

ToU llarpós TOv dxrwv, map @ oUx ëL TapaXXary?) 9 TpoTrIs *43 u. 
Gal. 4. 19. àTockiacua,. 19" BovyXnÜeis drexvgaev ñuGçs Xóyo adnGeias, eis Pet 1. 23. 

Tò elvas Nas ámrapyrjv Tiwa TOv avTOD KTLC LATO. 
Matt. 20. 15. 
Jer. 3. 8, 
n Prov. 17. 

19 ^" f) cre, á6eXdoí pov dryamjToi, éorw was avOpwros TaXÙS Exi s 1s. 

similar to several in St. Paul's Epistles, as 1 Cor. 
vi. 9. xv. 33. Gal. vi. 7, soliciting serious atten- 
tíon to some momentous (though not sufficiently 
acknowledged) truth, — caution against the 

error. Comp. Matt. xxii. 29. Gal. vi. 7. 
1 Cor. xv. 33. 

17. The — here is, that, as God is the 
Author of all good, it were absurd to su 
Him to be the Author likewise of evil, which 
would be contrary to his nature as God, By 
eríAscoy is meant, by way of climax, ‘ fully com- 
plete.—rov IIaTpos trav oTov. Of this ex- 
pression various interpretations have been 
posed; some Commentators assigning to it a 

sical, others, a pre dang sense. It ms 
best to suppose here intended, though 

chiefiy the former, and that by an allusion not 
only to the sus, but also to tho otber celestial 
Juminaries ; q.d. ‘tho Creator of the heavenly 
bodies; so called Ps. cxxxv. 7. Jer. iv. 23. In 
the and secondary sense, the expression 
may be understood to allude to the spiritual tight, 
and consequently happiness, which is dispensed by 
God in the Gospel. So John i. 4, it is said, xal 
$ (et Tr TÓ pas Te» dyÜpéwer. In wap’ à 
oéx ivi Pdl Cult À Tpoow5e dwrocxiacua, 
there are supposed to be metaphors, 

by the use of the term gare, often 
deno in in the Sept, the ly bodies, of 
which God is the Maker and Framer, thus serv- 
ing to mark the immutability of God's benevolent 
purposes. So it is said in Mal. iii. 6, ¿yë K ópioe 
—ov« hAXolwuat, with reference to that tmmuta- 
mer cl the Divine — of "ues the — 

ilosophers in geuera uent . lam, 
— rather inclined to think. that, although 
the words are all three properly technical terms 
in astronomy, they are here employed rly, 
with only a faint allusion to their scientific ac- 
eeptation; just as in our old writers the word 
parallels is used with allusion to bodies running 
along side by side of each other, though not in 
the mathematical sense eqwidistantly. This is 
beet much the case with dwooxiaoua here, and 
still more with srapgaAAey?, insomuch that it 
seems best to suppose that it is here meant simply 
to be taken in the ordinary sense, for variation, 
meaning vari , dAXolaucit, as Hesych. in- 
hid phy the word; doubtless from this passage, 
and evidently deriving the gloss from the ancient 
Commentators. Here, then, by pow. will simply 
be denoted matatio, m litas, as in Plato, p. 
102, tpowal xal áAXoiec:s, and not unfre- 
quently elsewhere. 

18. BovAnÜsis ávsxénoer—cricuáTor] This 
ie meant to confirm and illustrate the above 
aseertion, maga docis dyab), &c. The expres- 
sion flovA nÜsie ie by some understood of God's 
sovereign will or pleasure; by others, of his - 
ness and grace. senses seem intended, and 
the best comment on thie expression is the simi- 
lar one, Eph. i. 5, cata riy ebdoxlay ros 0sÀ 5 - 
patos a’rov. In the words dwexinoey nat 

Aye dXAmÜsíae we have a recurrence to the 
— at ver. 15; — being wre iven : 
ind of genealogy ! usness (as there o 

Sin), of which Coa ehe Prime Mover. Other- 
wise — — * should have had the ogres 
term dvseyivynos, denoting our — 
the Gospel. See 1 Pet. i. 3,23. This, then, is 
analogous to the sonship spoken of at Gal. iii. 26. 
John i. 12, seq. iii. 3, seq. Eph. iv. 22, seqq. 

19—21. An inference ioe by wore) 
is now drawn from what has been said of God's 
po in brin ing men to the knowledge of 
im by the word of truth; and that by way of 

admonttion, though Expositors are not agreed 
whether it ends À the words immediately pre- 
ceding, or others farther back. It would seem to 
have respect to tho whole of what has been said 
concerning the dealings of God with men in the 
work of salvation, vv. 5, 12, 13, 17, 18; q.d. 
*Since God is the liberal giver of wisdom and 
every good and perfect gift, the Father of lights, 
unchangeable in his attributes, who tempteth no 
man, but of hie free benignity hath tten us 
again by the Gospel to be the first-fruits of his 
creatures, and hath promised a crown of life to 
those who love and obey him,—therefore, let 
every one, &c.—It is true, that for ere, 5 
MSS., A, B, C, and 2 cursives (to which I can 
add nothing), with the Vulg. and some later 
Versions, have lors, which has been ado by 
Lachm. and Tisch.—very uncritically, for ex- 
ternal authority is not at all for, and internal 
evidence is quite against the reading—since it 
might well arise from an error of the scribes, 
though it destroys the infarence, here intended to 
be drawn from what has been said; q. d. ‘Such 
being the case, let every man,’ &c. Indeed, I 
cannot find that iors was ever used in the sense 
Mind, kaow this, as introducing a caution, or an 
exhortation, which the Critics here are obliged 
to bring in, in order to produce any sense, however 
lame. The general admonition here given, dao 
wae—AaAjoat, together with another just after 
subjoined, yivecOe woinrai À you, xal uñ póvov 
a&xpoarai, form, as it were, a fert, on which the 
Apostle dilates (with the exception of a digres- 
sion at ii. 1—13, censuring tho undue respect of 

reons in religious assemblies) up to iv. 12, 
Fhe of what is contained in these 
general admonitions is,—-that ‘they should feel 
alacrity in receiving the word of truth, the Gos- 
PEL, and in hegring it should be prompt to 
listen (comp. Ecclus. v. 11, ylvou trayxde iv 
axpodeat), but slow to speak ü. e. dogmatically 
or dictatorially) ;' also that they should not give 
way to that hot-headed controversial spirit (for 
which the Jews were eo marked, see Hor. Sat. 
i. 4, 12) which makes men impatient of contra- 
diction, and apt to break out into invectives 
against those who oppoee what they think the 
truth. This position the Apostle fortifies by the 
general axiom, that ‘the an disputation of 
man can never promote the owledge nor 
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eis Td dxotoat, Bpadis eis TO XaMjsas, Apadds eis pyp 
o Ecc. 7.9. 20 9 Gon) yàp avdpos Sexasocuyny Oeod ov xarepydferaz 71 P Aiò 

$" átmoÜéuevo: rücay Dvmapíap xai mepioselav karlas, ¿v wpgirars 
&éfacÜe tov ¿Zudurov Xóyov Tov Suvduevoy cQ@ca, Tas uyas 

dake net ÜpGv. 23 q T'iyec0e Bé rostral Noyou, xal pù povey axpoarai, 
1Jon$7. crapadoyilouevos éavroUs. "Ors el Tie axpoatis Xoyov. éori 
ther the interests of true religion.’ Moreover, he, 
at v. 21, admonishes bei net s rest in : 

, but so to learn the Gospel, as to acf upon it. 
H4 however, puts thie as rongy as pube 
introducing it as a conclusion from the great 
truth laid down at v. 18, and, at the same time, 
farther carrving out two admonitions just 
given. In doing this he, however, interweaves 
& fresh admonition formed on v. 15, exemplifying 
the evil influence of concupiscence and ein by its 

— — den QR M case), sin i api —putting 
away d you all puis ine &c. Thus, 
they are first to ‘cease to do evil,’ to lay aside al 
the iniquities of their former life (seeking, in the 
words of 2 Pet. i. 9, row caBapioudcy TG» náa: 
duaptisy) ; then ‘to learn to do well; to em- 
brace the ater * pes iA bru and learn its 
doctrines with docility,and lastly to put im practice 
whatever knowledge they have acquired. Refer- 
ring the words, however (with most recent Expo- 
sitore), to thoee which £ š precede (oᷣꝓvi 
yàp dvépdt, &c.) the terms puwapiay and 
wepiccslay kakies are mot an Hendiad., but 
form a climax, including every kind of foulness 
of morals (what in Latin is by spur- 
eitia; comp. uoAveuós capade, 2 Cor. vii. 1), 
even so exceeding all bounds of turpitude, and 
utterly unsuitable to what might be looked for 
from those who are expected to be a kind of 
awapyhy TV xTiGuÁTOy», V. 18. Of the term 
é£EaeÜs, conjoined with éagur., the full sense 
is, as Calv. expl., ‘ita suscipite ut vere insera- 

of fact, the term never bears the sense of en- 

expresses by ‘ implanted in our nature,’ the term 
being used according to tbat Ap stieg meta- 
me by which the effects of the Gospel on the 
eart of man are co to seed sown, or 

seedlings implanted in the groumd (comp. Luke 
My uie with ances io that —— trine 
of the Gospel, —that holiness righteousness 
are not satura! to the human heart, but require 
first to be š there by a Divine hand, and 

a second nature. Comp. 
yuut£voi—i« owopar 
So St. Barnab., Epist. 
understanding mystical sense in the 
Š iupuror dwpsa THE Oidayne ToU Osov. And 
in Hdot. ix. 94, we have, xai mata Tavra ip- 
urov parrixhy Xs, ‘divinationis donum,' 
* divinitus ingeneratum, i. e. insitum.’ The sense 

Pet. i. 23, ápa"ys*ysv- 
Odprov, and 2 Pet. i. 4. 
ix., terms the gift m identical likeness. Comp. 

of ip r + is well pointed out by Calv. 
thus: ‘ Hoc verbo significat modestiam et facili- 
tatem mentis ad discendum composite, qualem 
Isaias (lvii. 15) describit, quum dicit, Super 
quem requiescet Spiritus meus, nisi super humi- 
lem et quietum ?' Thus the expression 
: — of humility and — Comp. Eph. 
v. 2, rawe:vodpocuvns xal rpeotytes, where I 
have shown that ‘ meekness" in our old writers is 
sometimes used for ‘ humility,’ and is oft. found 

yor cuca: T. Vuy. Su., the former directly, 
the latter indirectly sense may 
thus —— * But then [in order that the 
word of truth may really uce those blessed 
effects on the soul which it was to do] 
ye must be not bearers only,’ &c. is not 
en (however prompt to hear, and even to 
listen), ye must i deed carry out what the 
prescribes to be done. Comp. Rom. ii. 13. With 
the admonition xal ui nuove» axpoatai we have 
conjoined, in the next words, wapadey:{ousres 
éavTobe, a warning; it being thus inu 
that, by being mere hearers only, tbey will bot 

themselves, and not attain tho expected 
saivation. See vv. 26, 27; and comp. Matt. vii. 
21. Rom. ii. 18. 

23—25. Here the Apostle illustrates the case 
of the unfruitful hearer by a familiar ceznparison, 
presenting a most apt emblem 
. 23, dre al Tie áxpoaris Adyou, &c.] mean- 
ing (ss u sO UM e word oC God 
is a glass, reflecting to a man portraiture of 
himself, ósroiós dors, whether there be any thi 
amiss in him ; and he that heers the word of 
and doeth it not, is as if a man should look upea 
and contemplate Ais face in a looking-glass, snd 
no more. As for any use or effect of this looking, 
he beheld and went and presently forgot. 
When he has seen what — to be cor- 
rected, to be reformed in him, he contents him- 
self with having seen them, thinks no more of 
them, and f to amend them." is, in 
— — comparieon, in — the word 

represented as a glass reflecting to a 
man the portraiture of kimseif. The words saras, 
TÒ ©. THE yavic. avrov may best be rendered, 
“surveying his native person (or face);' where 
Tij: yev. is a phrase for Adject. yaréecos = 

tos, ‘native,’ such as nature has made it, ia 
opposition to what art might make it. So Est 
‘Ita dicitur ad differentiam lurve 

° Thus it is the 
, aut faciei 

physiognomy, the 
rtemid. On. ii. 7, 

where he says, xaromtpi{ioĝa: či, xai spa 
Thy éavToU sixóva p KATÓTTpæ, &ya- 
Ody. It is strange that Dr. Peile should render 
xara. by ‘fasteneth his gaze upon ; where the 
context requires quite the reversc,—namely, the 
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&Gi ov wonris, obros goxey ávÓpl xatavoobyts TÒ Trpócarrov 
Ths yevécews avToD èv écontpm xrevonoe yap éavrüv xai 
arrednrvbe, xal «UÜéos émeXáÜDero ómotos Hv. ?5*'O è Tapa- «399.115. 
xinpas eis vóuov TéXeov Tov THs éXevÜepías, Kai Trapapeivas, 
obros, OUK áxpoari)s ÈRIANT OVIS yevouevos, GANA TONTAS &pryov, ES 

obrog paxápios é TH Tone, altod gota. — 96! EY tis Sones Mati 

were looking at it, by a careless Thus 
the words at Nice Alor — — he 
takes a at himeelf, off, straightwa 

a Ac. Est. ably traces tho pist ol the 

. Here the Apostle contrasts with the case 
of the careless that of tho attentive hearer, and, 
in the above-mentioned sense, xaravoovvt: is 
— sa to — — rige as 
t pri * to stoop down, for the pur- 

° ily locking at’ (see Luke xxiv. 12. poe of carefu 
ohn xx. 5, 11), sometimes, ae here, denotes 

simply ‘to look at attentively; seo 1 Pet. i. 12, 
ale à imcBvnovew &yyedor at. Here, 
however, saree [^P rris n. 
eame meta & loo pe as in 
foregoing sentence, the sense to look 
glase.—vdpow rTidstoy TÒ» ijt iXavQapíae. Not 
meaning, as some explain, the Moral law, as 

to the Ceremonial one; for that, how- 
ever it may deserve such a title in iteelf, cannot 
give liberty to such as transgress it. Nor must 
we, with others, espioi it ° the Gospel; but 
rather, in a general sense, the law of Divine 
Revelation in the Gospel, which may truly be 

mold — one Hoc os t ; 1. as being in of a rit, not 
burdened with slavish ceremonies ; 2. as freeing 
theee, who embrace it and fulfil it, at once from 
the burdensome observances of the Mosaic Law, 
and from bondage to the Lew of sin in their 
members (Rom. vii. 23), liberating them from 
the curee of the broken Moral Law, and bring- 
ing them (as 8t. Paul says, Rom. viii. 21) from 
t the bondage of corruption into tho glorious 
liberty of the children of God; see Rom. viii. 
12—17. Gal. iv. 21, seqq. Heb. xii. 18, seq. 
This, then, is no other what St. Paul, at 
Rom. viii. 2, calls ‘the law of the spirit of life 
in Christ,’ which ‘hath made" us ‘free from the 

styled TíAs(0c, both as being perfect in ù 
in its character, as containing a perfect rule of 
ec aa Rom. rus 2): MM a as 

te votaries perfect, by repairi re- 
storing the defeced — — ich man 
was origi nally created. See Col. iii. 10. 2 Cor. 
iii. 18. This Law is represented as s mérror into 
which the Christian may look, to judge of his 
true spiritual character. By the term rapa- 
piívae is denoted fixedness and ———— of 

Ti- attention —axpoarhs iariAuoporije. Here 
Anemovas is a Gonit. subst. for adject. There is 
here an indirect tion between ipyou and 
Adyor, the sense, fally evolved, being, ‘ not 
a hearer [only of the word], but a doer [of the 
deed] or work enjoined in the word.'—I» 75 
roues, scil. abrov, ° by his doing [ i.e. what the 
law enjoins].' Comp. Ecclus. xix. 17, moincis 
vomow. 

26. The Apostle here brings the admonition 

ion to the 

3. 13. 
John 18. 17. 
Luke 6, 47. 

Sg 
= 

close home to their bosoms, and that by drawin 
s marked line of distinction between true an 
feigned religion. Accordingly, he here—with re- 
ference, we may suppose, to certain persons among 
those whom he is addressing, —puts the case of 
one who has the reputation of piety (doxat 0p5- 
oxot sivas, on which form of expression see my 
note on Thucyd. i. 79, 1), and, as rs from 
what follows, ‘ thinketh himself,’ but mistakingly, 
t to be pious ;’ and who, moreover, doth sot breile 
his tongue, is sof Boadàr sis Tó AaAGoat. This 
man's religion, it is said, is vain, and will profit 
him nothing. See my Lex. To advert to a 
matter of verbal criticism. The words i» opin, 
not in A, B, C, and 5 cursives (I add Cov. 4, 
omitted by Mill), and almost all the Versions, 
were rej Matth. and Bengel, and have 
been removed from the text by Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., with some reason; for, 
though the words may seem confirmed by 1 Cor, 
iii. 18, af vee Coxet copds elva: kv opi (sine v. 
lect.). James iii. 18, rie copds xal ivia Tue» 
iv Sutv; ch. v. 13 & 14; yet these several pas- 
sages only serve to render more probable the 
supposition that the words were introduced from 
the marginal scholia. More likely is it that the 
should have been added to the text than with- 
drawn from it. They may have been added, to 
make the sentiment more direct and personal; 
but they may have been removed, because not in . 
their ; Which is in some ancient MSS. 
assigned to them. But it would seem that the 
Apostle did nof use the words, in order that he 
might make the sentiment more general (and 
consequently more weighty), as supr. v. 19 & 23, 
al rie dxpoatús. Thus in | Cor. viii. 2, eZ ie 
Qoxsi (‘seems to himself’) aldírva: vi, the senti- 
ment is ist for the same reason ; and I 
am inclined to approve of what Tisch. has done 
in there cancelling the ài, from several of the 
best MSS., several Versions, and some Fathers ; 
and the omission of the words tbere is confirmed 
by the here,—for, although two MSS. in- 
sert dà, which is adopted by Lachm., yet it plainly 
arose from certain correctors, who thought, as did 
the Vulg. and some other ancient Translators, 
that some Conjunction was wanting; not bearing 
in mind that such weighty sententia as this, and 
1 Cor. viii. 2, are by the best writers brought 
forward without being introduced by any Con- 
junction, whether continuative or otherwise. 
Rexx. are not unfrequent in the Class. writers, 

ly Thucyd. and Aristot., and not s few 
occur in the New Test., e. g. James i. 19. 1 Tim. 
iv. 12, pili arn, v. 15, 22. 1 — 12.— 
arate x synonymous wit Tapa- 
Aoy. iavrovs at ver. 22. By not bridling the 

is meant, the givi ooee to vain and 
frivolous, or boastful and slanderous, discourse. 
Of the me in xaAway. several examples 
are adduced by Wetatein. . 
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JAMES I. 27. II. 1—3. 

Opñcoxos elvas [é opiv], pù) yadtuvaywyav yrmooay avro, 
dTarGv xapõlav abro), Tovrov patasos 5j Opnoxeta. ?! üu Opr- 
oxela kaÜapà xai dpiavros Tapà [To] Oep xai IIarpi abr 

IA 

ortir érwokérreaÜa. òpþpavoùs xai ynpas é TH OXisye: autor, 
domtNov éavróv THPELY ATÒ ToU koc MOU. 

a Lev. 19. 15. 
Deat. 1. 17. 

$ Chron. 19. 

II. ! *' 48eX oí pov, pù ev rpoaorrroMjríaus éyere THY Tío 
ToU Kupíov uó “Inoov XpwroU Tj Sokns. ? dav yap eiaéX8y 

or.3431. eis THY Gvvaryary?jv tuâ avnp ypucoŠaxTrúMos év écht: Nappa, 
& 995. 21. 
Ecclus. 4. 1. 
Matt. 33. 16, 

27. Opnexsia xaÜapà — icriv] Here, as 
Paley well remarks, the Apostle is describing 
religion, not in its principle, but in its effects. 
Having declared what religion is sof, he now 
points out what it és. This, however (as 
and Grot. observe), is not to be taken as a de- 
scription of the of religion, but as an Wus- 
tration a its nature er acca” eee S 
some its princi uties, — an 
moral parity. Bee Matt. xxv. 34, seqq.— rapa 
T€ Oes xal Iarpi. Render: ‘ before God, 
even the Father.” 'Apníarros is subjoined to 
xa0apd, both to strengthen the sense, and to 
correspond to the term dowsoy in the next 
clause. On ivicxémTeoÜa: see note at Matt. 
xxv. 36. By the words following, &caiXov iav- 
ov, &c., is meant the keeping oneself apart from 
the sinful pursuits, corrupt maxims, and evil 
customs of the world. See l John ii. 13—16. 
2 Pet. ii. 18—20. 

II. The connexion here is by Pott supposed 
to be with what immediately precedes, by 8 sort 
of illustration è confrario. But it is rather with 
the general subject of vv. 22—27 of the foregoing 
Chapter, —namely, the necessity of doing, and not 
merely ing or believing the Gospel ; implying 
the great truth, that the erternal pert of religion 
is fruitless, when men live in the neglect of its 
moral duties. Indeed, the scope of this whole 
Chapter seems to be, that of further inculcating 
what was before said, on the necessity of dotng, 
as well as professing. This the Apostle presses 
on their attention, by pointing out the breach of 
the duty in their general conduct, even when 
engaged in the performance of religious services : 
the poor being, in the places of Divine worship, 
treated with contumely, and su 
to starve, and their miseries "T visited with 
faint wishes. Accordingly, the first part of 
this Chapter (vv. 1—13) is occupied in animad- 
verting on their breach of the most important of 
the works of the Gospel law,—Christian love in 
its widest senso. This serves to introduce, in the 
second part (v. 14, fin.), a serious warning against 
an error prevalent in that age (almost , in- 
deed, amongst the Jews, and which also might 
lead to the neglect of other moral duties, as well 
as charity),—namely, that a speculative belief of 
the doctrines of the Gospel was sufficient to save 
men, however deficient they might be in those 
moral duties which it enjoins, He then proceeds 
to show the emptiness of such faith, and conse- 
uently its inadequacy to salvation, by some 

plain and familiar examples, tending to evince 
that moral actions are the only sure evidence of a 

elaéA05 Šë xal rrwyos ép purrapa éoOiyri, Š xai ériBrepnre ent 

true and well principled faik, and that where 
these do not exist, all else is valucless. 

l. ph i» mpeterenny iat, &c.] From the 
above introductory re ; it is clear that aš 
here is not (as some su it) & - 
but prokibitive. And of the expression à» wpee- 
wron iair Exec T)» rierıv, the true sense 
—— be, ‘ Do ao so hold — of Christ, 
as to show respect of persons.’ is use 
of the word wpocemoAnWia is, indeed, very 
rare, no where else occurring,—ineo- 
mucb that one might suspect the e to have arisen 
from the e following, and, indeed, a few MSS. 
bave it not. But qum that was only es 
emendatione ; and the common reading is de- 
fended by 2 Pet. iii. 11, i» dylace avacrt, ie 
xal evosBelace, and Col. iii. 22, na ¿> - 
motovAslacs. Moreover, as Hottinger here ob- 
serves, the plural use of abstract nouns substan- 
tive is found in writers, —namely, * ubi not. 
tam notio generalis, quam res vel events singu- 
laria significantur.'—rij« dof ys may be construed 
with wiorcy before; but it is better gen with 
Tov Kuplov; by which it will stand for ipdoEov, 
as in similar expressions at l Cor. ii. 8. Heb. ix. 
b. Acts vii. 2. i. 17. And so i» óp at 
2 Cor. iii. 9. 

dp sleíA0g] This is intended to 
illustrate by what was meant by i» 
4poc. ly. Thy ct came d curay p Pus. 
From what is said at vv. 4, 6, 9, some Expositors 
would render this, not T place of worship,’ 
but ‘ your judicial assemblies; such being, they 

bya ewish custom, held in tho places of 
worship. Yet of the word evveywyà to — 
of itself a judicial , no example bas beet 
adduced. Such, however, may be tecladed, if 
the term be taken to denote (what it very well 
may) a assembly, whother for worship, of 
for judicial purposes. On either of which occa- 
sions this rpocemwoAmpia would be alike im- 

per. Certain it is that cvsayeryy was some- 
times used to denote a Christian of wor- 
ship; as, indeed, might be expected; the term 
being, in its liar conveniency, likely to be 
retained, with other similar ones, by the Jewish 
Christians, And here, it may be observed, the 
singular is used generically for the plural.—avap 
r meaning (like ——— ia 
— one who wears rings on his fingers, as 

prey did. The word is no where 
else found, but it is formed analogically, like 
XovsowAóxauot, &c. — XAauwpá. ‘ splendid, 
‘sumptuous’ (so Rer. xviii. 14, ra Xeuwpád).— 
namely, as opposed to the term following, pe- 
wapa, shabby ; as the word is used in Jos, Apt. 
vii. 11, 8, dvwaoas icOsTa. 

the ric 



JAMES II. 4—7. 681 

Tov Gopovvra tv és 0ñYra Tij» Xayrrpàv, Kai elrnte avT@’ Zù xáÜov 
Ode Ka, Kal TO Troy elanre Xv orh: éxei, f) káÜDov de 
tro TO VToTO0.v nov * <a) où SexpiOnre év éavrois, xal éyé- 
veole xpvrai Stadoyicuey Trovopdv ; 5 b'Axoúcare, adeddol pov b Luke 6.20 
dyamntot: ovy 6 Beds éEeXéËaro Toùs mræyoùs trod Í Koopou 3527.4. 
[rovrov], mAovcious év Tistet, xal KAnpovopous Tç Bactheias, 1 Tim. 6 18, 
Hs émwyyeiXaro Trois ayaraow abróv; 5 °ipeis Se aridaare Ezo. 9.6. 
TOY "TTOYOV. 

c 1 Cor. 11. 
Ovx oi TXojcio xatadvvacteiovew tev, kai ™ 

aro, ÉAxovciw Ups eis xpirnpia; 7 ovk avro. Bracdnpodiat 

9. iiA Aera: imi] i. e. ‘look upon with re- 
spect and favour, like the Latin suspicere.— 
wadoss is for i» cade, ‘in a good place.’ So 
Lucian, Ver. Hist. ii. 13, «aA Gs ixá8io1. 

4. wai ov GOiekp(Ón ra — orupiv;] On the 
construction and sense of thie passage some dif- 
ference of opinion exists. One thing is certain, 
that the sentence is ¢ Ite ; for by under- 
standing it declaratively, the sense arising will 
be most frigid and forced. As to the sense, not 
a little disputed, some Expositors take it to 
mean, ‘ye are in doubt, or hesitation.” But 
there is no reason to abandon the sente assigned 
by the ancient and most modern Expositors, ° are 
ye not partial P` i. e. ‘do ye not, then, make par- 
tial distinctions; and, by implication, ° acting on 
‘wrong estimates, and passing rash, if not unjust, 
decisions P' —i» iavrois is for ¿v 4AAsjAots, or ¿y 
Tj xapdia vuisv, as Mark xi. 23. The words xai 
(ovx) ¿yivso0s xpiral QiaXovyiouór. vovnpiav 
are of the foregoing; and the Geni- 
tive here is one not of object, but, by Hebraism, 
put for our attributive ; d. d. ‘are ye not judges 
who surmise evil, (as it is said, Matt. ix. 4, 
ivari busts dvÜvusicÓs woynpa iv rats xap- 
Ciace bucy:) who form yout judgments on erro- 
neous reasoninge and false estimates? viz. by 
judging of any one's worth by his outward ap- 
pearance ; in short, that kind of judgment against 
which Christ himself warns, John vii. 24, Fudge 
not according to the appearance, but judge ye 
righteous Ply gment.' 

5—7. The Apostle now convicts them at once 
of impiety and of folly by this unjust preference; 
Showing that the class of persons whom they 
despise are ie objects of dop's favour; while 
they whom they thus prefer, are those by whom 
Christ's followers aro espec. oppressed. 

5. ovx ó Oede i ahiEaro TOUS TTwxove, 
&c.] This choice, and the favour which it im- 
lies, are to be understood only as that resultin 
m the better disposition towards the Gospe 

evinced by the class in question, from their not 
being wir. ey in the temptations which beset 
the — Le term iE. is, doweren not ks: 
80 unders , 88 to imply respect o ; for 
that would suppose, on e of Ged, no other 
than what is reprehended in men. See Calv.— 
Tov KOcuov TovTOv. lam now of opinion that 
*TovTov may have come from the margin, where 
it was supplied in order to more fully develop 
the sense. And, indeed, propriety might seem 
to require it, since there is an — between 
this world and that to come. Accordingly, had 
vourou been written, it could never have been 

ly cancelled ; but it was not unlikely to 
In the margin, and so to have come into the 

text. As to the reading rw xócjo, adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch., from A, B, C, but no cur- 
sives, external authority is too slender to war- 
rant its reception ; espec. since internal evidence 
is not in its favour. Considering its existence 
in so very few MSS., all of one family, it may 
have arisen from error of scribes, who oft. con- 
found ov and w: or it may have arisen from 
Critics, who stumbled at the construction, tho 
justified by 1 Cor. i. 27, —and thus brought in 
what was more perspicuous in expression, — Ier 
in the sight of the world,’ as Dr. Peile renders; 
though I see not how the words are susceptible 
of that sense. As for the construction of wXov- 
ciovs, it is not so much in opposition to mTœ- 
ods, ‘as there is,' observes Peile, ‘ the proleptic 
use of the Accus. (Jelf's Gr. Gr. § 439, 2), 
setting forth the effect of the verb ¿Es ég., q. d. 
* Hath not Gop chosen those who are poor as 
regards this world (such as the world calls poor) 
to be rich in respect of Faith ?* I find this con- 
firmed by Est, ‘Sensus est, Deum elegisse et 
vocasse pauperes hujus sseculi, si eos fide 
cseterisque donis spiritualibus divites?’ He fur- 
ther remarks, that the Apostle says, ayawwou, 
not wiorsvovory, ‘ne quis fide otiosa, et dilec- 
tionis vacua, regnum sibi polliceretur.’ Of course, 
by ‘the loving’ must be meant ‘the practically 
loving,’ by ing his ep as our Lord 
himself says, John xiv. 21, ó iyw» ras lyroAás 
pou xai T piv abtas, ixstvót da Tiw ò &yawovy 
pa. That the Apostle had this passage in his mind 
there can be no doubt. 

6. ipsis 0i )yriuága Ta TÓy Tee xó] ‘W here- 
as ye regard not the poor man,’ = ‘treat him 
with disdain.’ Comp. Theogn. 621, wae rit 
wrovctov avépa rie, dria à weviypdv. * This 
was,’ as Dr. Peile observes, ‘the crying sin of 
the ante-Christian times, both among the Hea- 
thens and the Jews’ (see John vii. 48, 49, and 
notes) ; and the old leaven of Pharisaic pride and 
exclusivenese, though with Christian profession, 
had not availed to purge it out. ‘ Are not the 
rich those who lord it over you? are not they 
the persons who haul you into the courts of jus- 
tico P are pot they the persons who blaspheme, 
defame, or profane the honoured name fot the 
Redeemer] pronounced over you [at baptism] ?" 
namely, by calling Him impostor. It is well 
observed by Calv., that this is not said to incite 
them to avenge themselves on the rich (for that 
were contrary to their Christian profession) ; but 
it is merely mentioned in order to set forth the 
unreasonableness of their conduct in thus paying 
court to their oppressors, and slighti their 
fand, or at least those who have done them no 

jury. 
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8. The Apostle now shows that this respect of 
persons involves a violation of the Law; bere 
urging what is not only a positive injunction of 
ribera il FEN fonni s fun — - 
ciple Divine law, an uently exten 
to the Gospel likewise; for tho best itors 
are agreed that the term AaciArxés, as 
denotes what is principal, or eminently good and 
excellent (thus Plato says, rd xiv opOdv vouos 
dori BasıÀıxòs, and in Jos. Bell. ñi. 10, 8, the 
term Bacrrixd is used in the sense prastantis- 
sima), so it is here ied to this maxim, as 
being what Christ, Matt. xxii. 38, calls the 
pete Kai pyáàn ivroAn, and St. Paul, Rom. 
xiii. 10, and . v. 14, designates as the «*As- 
pena vouoy ; with reference to ior 
obligation and i of this precept, as 

verning all the other duties to our neigh- 
ur 
9. al da TpocwToXwir TS UTE, Sel q. d. * But 

if ye have respect to persons [ if ye are par- 
tial to your otn persons] that is wot well, —nay, 
e commit sin, being, indeed, convicted by the 
was rs.’ By the law is here meant 

the law just mentioned, or such others as more 
particularly forbade respect of persons, as Lev. 
xix. 15. Now any one may be popularly said to 
be convicted by a law, when he acts contrary to 
its injunctions. 

10. Sore yap—Evoyxos] IIávre» ivoxor is for 
&voxos kpipaTı wayTesr ; — is.amenable 
to condemnation as a breaker of the whole body 
of the Law,' and consequently bis puniehment 
will be proportioned to his offence. On the 
proper force of the term ¿yoyxoç eee note at Matt. 
xxvi. 66. 1 Cor. xi. 27. Here, then, the A 
tle goes yet furtber, and affirms that he who thus 
offends against tbe particular law in question 
will be condemned as a transgresaor of the Di- 
vine law is general, and thereby be obnoxious to 
the pumishment of tranegression; for ‘he who 
keepeth, or endeavours to keep, the whole of the 
Law, except in one point (and especially if that 
be against the scope of the whole), wherein he 
deliberately, umptuously, and habitually 
offends (for the ment itself implies these 
limitations), he is adjudged to punishment as a 
trans r of the law, quite as much as if he 
had broken al its precepts. Now it was an 
acknowl principle among the Jewish casu- 
ists, that the wilful h of one Jaw of a body 
of laws involves a transgression of the whole; 

JAMES II. 8—14. 

TÓ Kadov Üvoua Tó erixdyben ep tpas; 9 * Ei né» Tot vópov 
L. rTeAeire Baaiuxóv, xarà T)» ypadyy "Ayamíjoeis Tov TAN- 
giov gov WS ceavTO», Kaas TowiTe 9° e Šà poconro- 
AgrTéire, ápapríay épyáleaÜ0e, dheyyopevos UTO ToU vóuov es 

s. wapafléra. 10 f"Ocris yàp ÜXov tov vouov tHpyce, srraices 
=» Se dy él, yéyove Távrev évoyos. 1156 yàp eror M?) poe 
s yevons, ele xat Mù hovevans ei Se od powyetoess, dovev- 

geis 82, yéyovas mapaßárns vopov. 12° Obre XaXeire xal ore 
1s. Troseite, às Sea vopou éXevÜepías uéAXovres xpivecOar 1315 yap 

kpíais avirews T@ p?) Tromjoavts Ecos’ [xai] xaraxavyáras neos 

14 X Ti Tò Shedos, ddergol pou, dày gra Tw Man Tis Exes, Epya 
and accordingly the Apostle here means to sa 
that the can f applicable to the laws of 

nounced guilty, inasmuch as hristi y, ° : 

law and the Prophets ; see Matt. xxii. 
ll. This verse serves to im and 

what was said in the 
the thing, 
law; the 

d. *He lane uis made the whole 

ance of the whole Law.'—yéiyovar apaBáTwe 
vópov, meaning (as Bp. Middl. js erg Thou 
art a violator of that morality which the whole 
and every pert of the Lew was designed to pro- 

12, 13. Of these verses, v. 12 contains a gene- 
ral admonition, founded, by way of inference, 
and that followed up at ver. 13, by a particular 
denunciation, serving for esemplilcation. The 
in in question is (as Aretius observes) 
e i — lives x conversation are 
to be so framed that we ma judged accordi 
to the law of love.” — * 

12. obre Aadsire xal oTo, &c.] The word 
xplrecÜac here is very em c; q.d. ‘you are 
to be judged by the law of liberty, of which 
boast ; it being shown (as Bp. Middl. ) 
that tbe wapaBerne »ouov does not act as one 
who shall be judged by the law i — The 

y : of 
your law of liberty, as if you might act as 
pleased ; ies rather remember, tt you will be 
judged by this law of li N e poor iÀev- 
Qapíae here spoken of is that of which mention 
was made supra i. 25, where see note. Moreover, 
Q: vopou is for xara wopov. The yàp, ver. 13, 
has reference to a clause omitted; q. d. ̀ [ And 
remember how you exercise judgment on earth ;] 
for, &c. These two clauses, 3 yap xplauw— 
«please, have in them an ial sir; and of 
the term xaTaxavydTa: the sense seems to be 
pet — by Vater, * non — lætatur, sed 
con, expectat ;' meanin a use of xarà 
found in Thucyd. iii. 83), ° Ah the least fear 
of judgment ;' which must, however, be limited 
in the present application, to import, that pity 
— to others, as it were, disarms severe judg- 
men 



JAMES II. 15—18. 

pù) Suvaras $ mistis Se uÀ Oxy; 
aderpos f) aceh) yuuvol tirdpywot, xai Meróuevo, Wat TIS 

683 

aacat avróv; 151’ Kay Se 1 takes n. 

ednuépou Tpodis, 16 "elmp é tis avrois ¿£ ipa ““Tardyere m1 sons. 
èv eipnvy, ÜepuaiveaÜe xal xopráteaDe,"—,u) Sre 58 abrois ta 
emitndeca ToU caparos: ti TÒ Shedos; 1 obro nal $ Trias, 
€ay pat) Epya exy, vexpd oti xaf éavrijy. 38°’ ANN épei tis: 
ZU miotw exes, xayo Épya exw Seifov pos Tijv wlotw Gov Cak. 

n ch. 8. 18. 
Matt. 7. 17. 
Rom. 8. 1. 

t èx r&y &p'yov cou, àyà Ocio cot ¿x TOV Épryov pou THY mioriy 1 These. 1. 

14—26. The Apostle now reverts back to the 
subject treated of supr. i. 22—27, that they should 

—— diat all be paso sof ea: — owing that ut ical religion is 
vain ind ineffectual for salvation. And Ke he 
glances at a kindred subject, —the error of those 
who (falling into the Jewish notion, that the 
profession of a covenanted religion was sufficient, 
without suitable praetice, — and perverting the 
Gospel doctrine of justification by faith) main- 
tained, that faith alone without works would 
avail for salvation. By the case of one 
thus professing to have faith, but at the same 

i he shows that such time poing destitute of works, 
a faith will be utterly unavailable for salvation ; 
and at vv. 15, 16 be illustrates this inutility by a 
familiar comparison, and one bearing upon the 
very failure in question.. The whole paseage is 
espec. appealed to by some writers whe are 
opposed to the Scriptural doctrine of Justificatà 
by Faith; and also by others, who endeavour 
rom heuce to support views which involve the 
doctrine of a mised Justification. In refutation 
of which view, and in proof of the virtual bar- 
mony of the doctrines of the two Apostles, St. 
Paul and St. James, the reader is referred, be- 
sides the notes on the Plowing passage, to some 
remarks on this important subject in the Intro- 
duction to this Epistle, and espec. to a masterly 
passage of Bp. a ae there cited. 

16. bwéyere iv slpúvp, &c.] Forms of ex- 
pression constituting such sort of common-place 
expressions of g will, as similar ones in 
Homer, Od vi. 207, weds yap Accs slow 
Gwavres Aeivoi Te wrwyol 7s, and Menand. 
ap. Stob. Serm. p. 512, Gesn., 'Asi vouí(ovO' ol 
TívuTiS T&v» Gecsy. The inference is, * As good 
words, even if accompanied by good will, do not 
profit the distressed ; so neither does faith, with- 
out works, benefit the believer; it is of itself 
dead ; i.e. utterly without effect; resembli 

to the poor, unattended with act 
relief. —rà imirndtia Tov ceparor. This is 
for the purer Grecism, ra spl tov ceépnaTos. 
So Artem. i. 77, n yàp TÒ capa Tó úauTñt Tivi 
wapiyxovea, elkóres xal ra wepi TÒ cua 
mapixot av. 

18. 4ÀX' pst Tie, &c.] A which, 
with the ap ce of plainness, has not a little 
eniburriséed Expoolters, th ancient and modern. 
And here, as in other cases of difficulty and per- 
plexity, not a few : ings exist. Of 
these may be especially noticed that remarkable 
one, by which, instead of the lectio áK, 
many MSS. and most of the ancient Versions 
have xwpis, which has been — by almoet 
all Critics, and edited by Griesb., Scholz, m., 
and Tisch. According to this the Apostle is 

supposed to prove the necessity of good works, 
by showing the Mi gae pé ied of evincing the 
existence of faith wi them; q. d. (ironically) 
‘Show me now the excellence of thy faith [ 
thou censt] without works.’ I will not believe 
that the faith of which thou boastest is worthy 
of the name, unless thou show it me in re, and 
by thy deeds. Yet this reading, as it is inferior 
to the other in external authority, so also is it in 
internal evidence ; for far more likely is it that 
¿x should have been altered to epis, than xæpis 
to ¿x ; espec. considering the occurrence of ywpis 
at ver. 20. That xæpis, the plainer, should be 

ly altered to dx, the more difficult, read- 
ing, were in tho bighest degree improbable; and 
utterly impossible is it that xepis could be acci- 

y ad ie an] me IM d 
pls. In short, the ing in question is, 

Matthei thinks, a mere ‘ correctio , or in- 

then, a isa 

in 
9, it is 

pointed- 
ness of expression ; q. d., in the words of — 
* Nay, rather to such a person any one might wel 
say, Now then thou hast faith, and I have works; 
now show me thy faith, if (how canst, namely, 
from thy works; and 1 could moet easily show 
theo from my works faith.'—On carefully 
reconsidering, for my ninth Edition, this per- 
lexing question, I am of opinion that tho t. rec. 

is untenable. It is im e to extract from it 
any suitable sense, without doing t violence 
to the words; even Dr. Peile's defence of it, 
however clever, is but special pleading; and bis 
own version is liable to the same objection as 
those of others. However, while xepie yields 
exactly the sense which the context calls for, 
how it could ever bave been cbanged into ix, it 
is not ned i vj qm I — help ne 
pecting that áx, if net the true ing, is foun 

g; and Í have little doubt, that the Apos- 
the wrote ixrds ipyey, sine and that 

Í was, by some dards, being written 
scribe, taken as put for ix, espec. considering that 
ix Té» ipyey occurs in tbe next clause. In 
most, however, of the early MSS. y«pls, it 
seems, had place, which prob. arose from a very 
ancient gloss, for this use of ixròs in the senso 
sine is very unusual. Jt may, indeed, be urged 
that yepie is used at v. 20. But tho Apostle 
might here use é«rds, for the sake of the sar- 
castic turn which it imparts namely, five ee 
works, being unburdened by them. Such also is 
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oma... pov. 19° XU mioteveis Gre ó Beds els dott; Karas morcs xal 

Tà Saiovia motevovot, kal ppiocovon © Bérers 66 yrovas, 
Mark 1. 34. 
Acts 19. 15. 

JAMES II. 19—24. 

à dvOpwire xevé, Ste 9 tlotis ywpis TOV ëpywv vexpa éoTL ; 
pans. 21 P’ABpadu ó arp ñuQv oùe éË “pyayv edixawwbn, aveveyras 
q Heb.11.17. "Toads, Tov vióv avroU émt Tó Ouvovactnpioy ; *29 Brerreacs Gre 

5? TícTi ouvnpyes Tots épyow avrod, kal èx Tov Épryov 7) TTTS 
Gen. 18.6. éTreX ¿00 ; B ' xal érrnpwOn 7) ypaph 7 Meyouca: 'EmiaoTeva e r 

2 Chron. 20. 

aas 06 ABpadp TQ Beg, kai éXoyio 0 avT@ eis Stxaco- 

Gaa cuUrvqgwv kai diros Oeod exrAOn. ?*'Opáre [roiv] Gre e£ 

the use of ixròs in Plato, p. 22, lcróe àv Tow 
q»Oovov, and P 188, dxrde ov yedXolou éorares. 
And so Hdot. iv. 13, 8, and . Ant. 4, 
havo i«róe &tnye. Indeed, ix and ixr’ (ixrés) 
have been elsewh. confounded by the scribes, 
e.g. in Xen. Hipp. vii. 4, and Apol. 4. Nor is 
this the only paseage in the N. T. where ywple 
has been obtruded into the text of MSS. by way 
of gloss for ixróc. Thus at 2 Cor. xii. 3 we 
have, in all the MSS. but three (B, D, E), sire 
iv couats alre ixrÓc Tov ceparos, for which 
those three have xepis ov cup. d, though 
in that Lachm. and Tisch. have admitted 
xXwpie into the text, there cannot be the least 
doubt that it was either a mere gloss of the Scho- 
liaste, or an e ion of certain Critics who 
wished for a more exact term. I have little 
doubt that some MSS. will yet be found that 
have ixrós. Indeed Est. (after Valesius) attests 
that there are such. He adds that the Pesch. 
Svr. and Vulg. (and he might bave added the 
JEtbiop.) Translators had that reading in their 
MSS.; which is quite pese: and yet he 
omits to avail himself of this clue to find his 
way out of the difficulty, and rejects ixrds, on 
the ground that it no where is used in the sense 
sine in Scripture, forgetting the above-cited pas- 

of 2 Cor. 
9. od miorsbsie — dplecove:] Here we 

have an ¢lustration of the position at ver. 17. 
To show the vanity of such s faith as does not 
influence the conduet, the Apostle adverts to the 
fundamental article of all true religion, the exist- 
ence of one God, the only object of worship, as 
distinguished from the worship paid to idols,—a 
doctrine held alike by the Jews and the hetero- 
dox Christians here alluded to. By the belief 
here spoken of is to be understood a merely spe- 
eulative and inoperative belief; such an involun- 
tary belief as even the demons entertain, who, we 
know, confessed Jesus to be the Christ, the Son 
of God. See Luke iv. 41. 

20. The Apostle now proceeds to confirm the 
sbove assertion from Scriplure.—dvOpems xevi, 
* foolish man.’ An add like others of our 
Lord and of St. Paul, used by any one when in- 
culcating that of which the truth is so obvious, 
as scarcely to require proof; but also employed 
in cases of grave and just reprehension.—drs ñ 
TíoTit xwpis ray ipywy vexpd iorw. An 
apophthegm which may be illustrated from the 
arte of common life, in which theory is dead (i. e. 
useless) if not carried into practice.—vexpd isu. 
The Vat. M8. and two others, the Sahidic and 
Arm. Versions, and some MSS. of the Vulg., 
have dpyi, which has been received into the text 

by Lachm. and Tiech. But see my note on Rom. 
ib 14. It has certainly the appearance of being a 
mere , or an easier reading. Nexpa thus 
used is meant to signify E 
nothing, like a dead tree; comp. 2 Pet. i 8, ova 
— odd dxaprovs. 

1. In proof and illustration of the foregoing 
assertion, of the necessity of good works to a true 
justifying faith, the Apostle adduces the exam- 
ples of Abraham and of Rahab. ‘Aveptyxat is 
well rendered by Prof. Scholef., ‘in offering up," 
i.e. in being ready to offer him up; for it is 
always ed in Scripture as a real sacrifice. 
Abraham's justification by faith had, indeed, 
taken place long before this offering up of his 
son, and, as the Professor observes, ‘all that this 
action did towards it was supplying the evidence 
of the nature of tho faith by which be was justi- 
fied.’ For a complete refutation of the discre- 

which at first seems to subsist between 
B. James and St. Paul on faith and works, the 
reader is referred tothe Introduction and Bp.Bull's 
Harm. Apost. Suffice it here to say, with Wesley, 
* there is no contradiction between Apostles ; 
because, 1. they do not speak of the same faith ; 
St. Paul speaking of living faith, —St. James here 
of dead faith : 2. they do not speak of the same 
works ; St. Paul speaking of works antecedent to 
faith, —St. James, of works subsequent to it." 

22. $ wlorie a. T. Ç. a.) ‘bis faith wrought 
with his works;' i. e. was subservient to the pro- 
duction of them: a rare use of cuvepysiv, but of 
which examples are adduced from Philo. Kai 
ix TG» ipyov—iredr., ‘and by works his faith 
was rendered complete, made available to justi- 
fication by actual obedience. See 2 Cor. xii 9, 

éwAnpwo8)) meaning, as Abp. Newc. ex- 
plains, ‘ was thus more fully verified,’ rough it 
was rh tee d true at the time it was spoken. 
"ExA0n, ‘he was ed,’ accounted as. At 
pior Osov the Article is here not used, because 
pior Osov forms a title. The expression is used 
with allusion to what occurs in 2 Chron. xx. 7, 
and Isa. xli. 8, ‘ the seed of Abraham, my friend." 
The title is ascribed to Abraham, not so much 
because God frequently appeared to and conversed 
with him, as because he entered into a covenant 
of perpetual friendship with him and his seed. 
See Gen. xxii. 16. 

24. ‘Here we have,’ as Dr. Burton says, * the 
conclusion, ** Ye see, therefore, that works may 
contribute to show a man's justification, and the 
act of faith is not the only thing which proves 
it;"' a conclusion so suitable, and even neces- 
sary, that we cannot but censure the rasbness of 
Lachm. and Tisch. in cutting it out, on the au- 
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Epyav Sixavotra: avOpwrros, xai ovr èx miotews povov ; 25 *Oyol- s sch. 2.1. 
` `X € € , G > v , e [4 & 0. 33. 

ws dé kai 'Paàf ñ mópvý oùe E čpyaw ¿Šucauó0n Urrobctauéyg Bos 1i n. 
ToU; a@yyédous, xal érépa cð éxfaXobca ; %”Nomep yap Tà 
capa xwpls TveópaTos vexpóv cot, obra xai j Trois opis 
TOY Épryov vexpd, OTH 

IIl. 1 * M») morso diddonaros yiverOe, dSeXdot pov, ei&orec 
Gru peilov xpipa AppopeOar 9 *roXAà yàp wraiomev áravres. 
Ei tis ëv AOyp où Trraíe, obros TéXetoç avp SuvaTis yadwa- 

A 

a Matt. 7.1. 
& 23. 8. 
Hohi: 2. 20, 

b Eccles. 7. 
20. 
Prov. 20. 9. 
Ecclus. 14. 1. 
& 19. 10. 

^ ^ & 25. 11. 
yaryioas kal oXov TÒ apa. Š **'I66, rev Ürmov robs yadwors Matt. 13. 87. 
eis Tú arópara fáXXouev pos TÒ 

thority of a very few MSS., unaware, it seems, of 
the fact, that Particles, espec. ovr, are oft. omitted 
through the carelessness of scribes, ignorant some- 
times of the abbreviation by which they are often 
expreesed. 

, 26. 4 40pvy] On the sense of this term 
see note at Heb. xi. 31. ‘Yaod., ' by having 
received into ber house. 'ExfgaA., * by having 
put them forth,' sent them away : a sense occur- 
ring in Matt. ix. 25. ‘Erépa odo, i. e. by a dif- 
ferent way from that by which they had entered, 
— namely, by the wall. By being justified it is 
meant that she was justified. in the same way as 
was Abraham,—namely, by works proceeding 
from faith, and also by faith made perfect by 
works, The same conclusion, therefore, as that 

at ver. 24, is here implied, with a strik- 
ing similitude employed to enforce it, namely, 
that as a lifeless Corpas is not a mas, so the faith 
which does not produce good works, is only the 
dead carcass of faith, and not the living and 
genuine Christian faith. It is not vital, and 
therefore fails of leading to salvation. Of ray 
&pyer, works considered as the fruits of faith, 
the best comment is the parallel paseage of Gal. 
v. 6, where see note, and espec. the paseage of 
Theophrastus there cited. 

ITI. On the connexion here much has been 
written, but little determined ; and indeed some 
have thought there is none. It should seem that 
the purpose of the Chapter is to further develop 
the admonition supra i. 19, ‘let every man 
slow to speak ;' the Apostle meaning thus to re- 
prese their too great fondness for talking rather 
than acting, —and espec. when the vice showed 
itself, as it too often did, by persons setting up 
for teachers, though without the proper qualifica- 
tions for the office. 

l. A45 wordol Siddexartor yivecbe}] This 
may be considered as a popular and familiar mode 
of expression, for ‘ let there not be among you a 
worvérdacxad ia.” we are to under- 
stand not so much public ministers, as private in- 
structors and monitors in religion. In giving the 
reason why they should avoid this evil, the Apostle, 
waving higher considerations, only adverts to 
what may k called a motive of in/eres(—'  know- 
ing that we [ who are teachers] will be called to a 
stricter account than others, and, if found want- 
ing, incur severer punishment.’ 
$ Toà yàp ?rralousv drarris] ree re- 

fers to a clause omitted ; q. d. '[And reason have 
we to fear we may be found ——— in 
many respects wo all err by g hastily, 

1 Pet. 3. 10. 
o Ps. 82. 9. qrel0ecÜa, avrovs j)uiv, ral 

inconsiderately, and rashly;' lit. ‘tripping in 
one's h.' 1 doubt not that St. James had in 
mind Sirach xxv. 8, uaxápios—0$ dv iv yAocog 
oix dícUnss, ‘doth not slip in his speech.’ 
Implying that ‘as all persons are liable to com- 
mit faults, eo they who take upon themselves the 
office of teaching, make their liability the greater." 
In the next words the Apostle enforces the cau- 
tion in question, from the difficully of governing 
the tongue, —adverting to one especial error into 
which persons, who set up for teachers, mostly 
run,—namely, that of too great vehemence of 
speech and bitterness of censure, or, in some way 
or other, ‘speaking unadvisedly with their lips.’ 
—al ris iv \óyw ob wraiat, oÚToe, &c., mean- 
ing, * If any one, indeed, offend not in speech, he 
ja | soiopamuvely ] a perfect man; able, we may 
presume, [if he can govern his e,] to hold in 
subjection the other members of the body like- 
wise; i.e. all his appetites and passions; and 
‘thereby,’ as Benson observes, ‘he will be best 
able to instruct the ignorant, and rebuke the 
guilty, That the assertion of the Apostle is to 

understood with the above due qualification, is 
evident at once from the very nature of the thing, 
and from the whole tenour of what the Apostle is 
saying; from which it appears that no one comes 
at all near to perfection, properly speaking. Con- 
sequently, by the term perfect is to be understood 
in such s Lind and degree of completeness as 
human frailty permits. 

3, 4. Here we have the importance of this 
vernment of the tongue illustrated by two simi- 

tudes, in which it is shown that, as we manage 
the most untractable horses by bridles, ver. 3, and 
steer ships, even in the midst of storms, by means 
of & small] helm,— ver. 4, so the tongue is a little 
member,— yet boasting great things, ver. 5. That 
such is its , is further shown at vv. 6—10; 
from which it follows, that he who is able to 
govern his tongue, is able to govern his bodily 
passions too ; thus evincing, that ' little things can 
effect great objects.’ 

à, rGv Terra, &c.] q. d. ° He who has a 
proper controul over his tongue can govern his 
whole body, just as he who holds a horse by the 
bridle governs and turns about his whole body." 
Comp. Ps. xxxii. 9, Sept., which was prob. here 
had in view by the Apostle. This twofold ana- 
logy of a horse and of a ship may be the more 
easily accounted for by considering that the 
ancient Greek Clase. writers often institute com- 

1 — i aee — re nautica,’ Be — 
ippol. » prac’ ùvias xapotv, " EXA«s« da, 

xem ora vauvBdrns drip. ii 

` 
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d Ps. 13. 8, 4. 
& 73. 8, 9. 
Prov. 12. 18. 
& 15. 3. i 

à 16. 7. Aa ó f A 2 * 
ins TUP, KOC 1,08 TS abtias. 

EE rs N, Ë ° 
4. Ldub xal Td wrota—iwo epe rn 

éadiov] So Aristot. says, ech. 1. v., 
peyiðn wroley xivsira: Gd pixpov olakos.— 
merayera:, ‘are moved about; a very rare 
idiom, for the Clase. wepidyerar, which I can 
find no where else except in Schol. on Hom. Od. 
ix., where he explains woda nòt by Tòr eTa- 
wyó» TÒ wndddtoy.—Srov d» % öp à, Ke. 
e word dpuh here is not well translated force. 

It rather means, as the Pesch. Syr. renders, im- 
3 — — sense — term is oſten v 

e later Historians. in — 
Dionys. Hal. p. 61), and Nicoph. p. (Go 
Byz.), we have ñ puh rov ebOírorros, ' the wi 
of the steersman.’ 

5. oU Tw xal š yXecca, &c.] The full sense is, 
* [As skipe are turned about with a comparatively 
small implement,] so also the , though s 
little member compared with the rest of the body, 
boasts of effecting great things" However, the 
words xal ueyadavyet may best be rendered, 
‘and yet boasteth great things,’ i. e. of effecting 
great things. Comp. Ecclue. xxxvii, &ya00» 
«al xaxdv, Yoh xal Odvarot’ xal (and yet) à 
xupsavovea &vQuAeyas alti yie ierw, 
‘is that [power] which ruleth ever them; an 
hyperbolical e ion, to set forth the power of 
the tongue in the world. This use of u«yaAXavxy., 
with accus. of thing wrought or effected by the 
boaster, is very rare; but I find it also in Lucian, 
Philope. c. 8B, uh cor ¿wira QóEo wepl inav- 
Tow peyadavxetoGa:, i. e. boast of doing things 
incredible. —óA (yov—árás si. It i$ not 
whether UA n» signif. materiam, ‘a mass, or heap, 
of wood, or siloam. The former sense may be 
confirmed from Tbucyd. ii. 75, where the word 
signif. ‘ʻa pile of fagote;' but the latter is well 
supported ; so Hom. Il. ii. 455, höre wip &tƏn- 
Aor imipArAlya dowerov trAynv. And so the 
Pesch. Syr. But the former is the more usual ; 
and it is here more ble to the context, for 
in the words following, * the world of iniquity ° is 

” as — iyd icious e a 
tongues of men ; t ing represented as 
UA n, or fuel for the fire, and the tongue as the fire. 
Indeed this interpretation is placed beyond doubt 
by Eeclus. xi. 92 (which seems to have been bere 
present to tho mind of St. James), dad «v605- 
por rupde wrnOdverar dvOpaxta, ‘a pile of coal 
or charcoal) is filled [with fire].' mp. also 

lus. xxviii. 10, card rhv GAnv wupds olet 
dxxavOherrat, 

6. xal ġ pese Ahia] A difficulty here 
presente itself, chiefly turning on the term xos uos, 
which some would alter, while others propose to 
understand it in a sense different to that usually 
assigned to it. The context, however, rather re- 
quires the word to be taken, in the common ac- 
oeptation, to denote an émmense congeries. It is 
justly observed by Bp. Jobb, that * the image of 

Agrae 5 3 ore xal $ yA@ooa upo péos dori, Kai peyadav- 
wr Xe I000 óXyov wip Hæ ÜM avarte! 6° kal $ yroooa 

oGLros 7) yAoooa xaÜicraras È» 
Tots péAeoly Hwy, 7) a miXoUca aov TÒ capa, xal droyilovca 

fire, thus elicited, is immediately applied to the 
tongue; while the i of vastness naturally in- 
duces a mention of the world,, ‘The A d 
Calv. observes, ‘contrasts the smalinees of the 
tongue with the immenseness of the world, or 
universe. The first clause, xai $ yAecca rep, 
forms, Dr. Peile remarks, a * simple proposition, 
which the A e's strong sense of the evil he 
would describe, ds into the words that fol- 
im. Those he ably etu thus — of 

niquity, so to speak, is the tongue found among 
* members, defiling, as it does, the whole body, 
and inflaming the circulation of the animal sys- 
tem, and itself inflamed by hell-fire" The only 
objection to this version is, that it takes for 
granted the use of ofres, for ac slsaty, without 
sufficient warrant. Accordingly, I would prefer 
taking it for obras ec, sc. vp : though, after 
all, the construction is anomalous. 5 
the difficulty involved in the os, it is no wonder 
that it should have been expunged b 
Critics, as we find by MSS. A, B, C, and 5 cur- 
eives (to which I can only add Lamb. 1184). 
Yet Bengel, Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch., wi 
singular false judgment, have cancelled it; while 
Matth., Scholz, and Dr. Peile, rightly, retain it. 
—xai Lr bs adum brand q. d. ‘it is that 
which sete on fire, and destroys the whole course 

it. “ wheel 1 of life from its beginning to its 
ecline;' i. e. by raising and fostering hatred and 

enmity, it renders life a scene of misery. It may, 
however, be best explained of the iullammatica 
of the evil passions of human nature, wbich in- 
flame, not to say poison, the course of society. 
For, as Bp. Butler observes, ° this wantonness of 
speech sows the seeds of strife among men, and 
inflames little disgusts and offences into enve- 
nomed enmity, which, if let alone, would wear 
away of themselves.’ It can scarcely, however, 
be said, with Kuttn. and Dr. Peile, there is 
medical imagery, which there would be if rpoyde 
were to be referred to the circulation of the blood. 
The term rpoyxòv is best explained of the whole 
course of life, which is thus elegantly —— 
to a wheel, with allusion to the vicissitudes of life, 
and also to the constant recurrence of the same 
events, all continually tending to the same final 
catastrophe at the close. So Bt. Isidore Pelusa 
finely remarks on the : Tpoyoedas 
yee iorw Ó Xpóvot ip (esse, als tavrés 
vaxux\oumevot, ‘continually turning round 

on itself; an apt emblem of he's vicissitude, 
Compare Anacreon, iv. 7, TAoxòhæA 
ydp ola, foros TpíÍXe — xv)ia Un fc. — mal 
20 onin òrò THe 'ysíywns, meaning (m 

p. Jebb well expresses it), ‘it is also a 
itself inflamed from hell,’ i.e. the powers of 
hel,—the Devil and his angels, who, through 
the medium of the evil passions of our nature, 
inflame men with * darte in hell, and 
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Tov Tpoyxov THS wyevéceos, Ral dXoyouévo wd Tihs vyeévvm. 
7 [laca yap $vois Onpiwv Te kai verewow», épmeràv Te kal 
évariov, Saudteras kal Seddpactar Tf) pice T) avOpwrivy 
8 f -jjy 06 yroooay ovdeis S0varas 
e'xerov Kaxdv, iea!) ioU Oavarnpopov. 9 *'Ev avr?) e9Noyolpey 
TOv Ocóv xal IIarépa, xai èv aùr karapaue0a tors ávÜparrovs 

avOparrev Oaudaae axata- tPs. 1.3. 

E92 ii 
& 9. 6. 
1 Cor. 11. 7. 

ToU; Kal éuotwow Oeob yeyovoras: 10 èx rod aùroð cTÓpaTos 
é£épyera, evroyla, xal karápa. OÙ xp), adeddpot pov, ratra 
obro yiverOa: ! ll Myre 0) myy ex tis avris mûs Bpver Tó 
yyXuxv Kal TO wexpoyv; 1? pù Sdvarat, adedgpol pov, ave) éXaías 

them to sin with thie instrument of all evil, 
e tongue. 
7, 8. Other associations now arise. ‘The con- 

sideration of the world and of the wheel of na- 
ture, or generation, would naturally lead a con- 
templative mind to expatiate over the vast scene of 
nature, animate and inanimate. Thus St. James 
introduces the whole brute creation, whether 
dwelling apoq the earth, or beneath it, in the air, 
or in the waters of the sea.’ (Bp. Jebb.) Of this 
passage the scope is to show, by a new reason, 
what an evil thing the tongue is—inasmuch as it 
continues always wasubdwed, whereas the most 
ferocious animals may be tamed. 

7. waca ydp $écit Onplev, &c] Here I 
would not, with some, regard the term vers 
as pleonastic. Neither would I, with others, 
take the words «aca dósi:s as standing for 
Tárra Td iv pice Onpla, to denote what we 
call the various kinds of animals. It would 

Kovpovóæv +a pudov óp-| víÜu» dudifaXor 
éyu, | kal Onpa» dyp D 
tlra\lav $óciv| cmeipacc: cictvocheore:s, 
| dpip padhe drip: where all these are so many 
Particulars intended te illustrate the power of 
man to tame the animals. Bat, to return to the 
Present pessage; in the Genitives Onplev, Te- 
Tuview, &c., we have Genit. of š 
equiv. to ra Oupla, x bl aq ipwera, 
wal lpaA (a. The distribution of brute crea- 
e kere re — » — on em at Gen. 
X. 2, 3, and Ps. viii. 7, IAS which passages 
are the beet illustration of t 
there any thing to contraveme the 
tion generally adopted, suitably to 

d water. The same 
the three cle- 

distri- 

cited by Bp 
Finally, the worde dauá(aTa: xal dsdémacras, 

from bei ic, form a most 

xaxov, meotrh lov Óapendópov, there is a blend- 
ing of two images; one taken from a virulent dis- 
ease, which cannot be stopped; and the other 
from the bite of a venomous reptile, which cannot 
be healed. In the latter of these we may recog- 
nize an allusion to Pe. cxl. 3, ‘ adders’ poison is 
under their lips.'— To advert to a matter of 
reading. For dxeráey«ror Lachm. and Tisch. 
read dxa-ácaTov, from three MSS. and the Vulg. 
But, from what I have said in my suppl. note, 
it is evident that d«erácr. cannot be admitted, 
and that dxatrécy. (which the Pesch. Translator 
must have had in his copy) is required by the 
context. Thus the sense be, ‘is an evil irre- 
preesible," said with allusion to the for- 
mer co ison of a fire. 

9—13, The Apostle now enforces the duty of 
restraining the tongue, on the ground of the in- 
consistency of employing to wicked and pernicious 
purpu that faculty of speech by which we are 
enabled to laud magnify , even the Fa- 
ther, q. d. the use of the tongue is to praise God for 
his benefits; the abuse of the tongue is to curse 
‘man formed after his image’ (see Gen. i. 26, 
E Accordingly, ‘the tongue is an organ of 
infinite mischief, as being the worker of contra- 
ries, such as nature itself abhors.' 

9. iv aùr sbAoyevusp, &c.] ° That bleesin 
and cursing should proceed from tho same mou 
is evidently unnatural. Hence the Apostle now 
proceeds to prove, by anel ies of nature, that 

these things ought not to be so." His analo- 
gies, however, are so derived as to complete his 
picture of the world. He draws our attention to 
the department of inanimate nature; and that 

pert of this visible creation may contribute 
to the illustration of his subject, the fouxtains 
(ver. 11) stand forth as representatives of unor- 
ganized matter; and (ver. 12) various kinds of 
trees as representatives, at once, of ic bodies 
and of —— life.” (Bp. Jobb. the grav 
and dignified rebuke at ver. 10, o Soh. ade í 
Mov, — otre yivecOa:, it is shown how ss- 

him by his Maker. Tho the A 
trates from twe familiar examples, ° arguing,’ as 
Grot. says, ° from what is impossible in ; 

i "als adopted by Lord, Matt v ros son so our att. vii. 16." 
IN pice $ ermys, &c.] : 

tion ied st ; 
which it is added, —— 
obdenta, &c. It is truo that th 
yAvad MSB. A, B, O, and 6 

for ovéspia— 
ves, have obs 
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Toat, Ñ awrErcs GÜKG; 
yAvKV mohoa Ddwp. 

h Gal. 6. 4 
eb. 1. 31. 

JAMES III. 13—15. 

oUros obOepuía Ty) àXvkov raè 

h13 Tis codós xal ¿muoTiuzv ev ùpiv ; Gcibáro èx THs Kars 
isi dvaotpodis rà čpya abro dv mpatiryts colas. 14i Ei 86 Grow 

dA vkór yAuxi, which bas been edited by Griesb. 
and Lachm.; but 1 have thought proper, with 
Matthei and Scholz, to retain the t. rec. ; for 
though the other be the more brief, it is not the 
more difficult reading; and we can better ac- 
count for the longer having been cut down to a 
shorter and neater mode of expression, than the 
shorter expanded into & more diffuse and less 
elegant one. 

18. Having cautioned them against the abuse 
of the tongue, the Apostle now proceeds to strike 
at the root of that evil, warning them against 
envy and malice in their hearts ; assuring them 
that meekness, , and beneficence, proceed 
from heaven; but that envy and contention are 
the offspring of hell. (Benson.) We may rather 
suppose it to have been the intent of the Apoetle 
first to enforce the admonition supra i. 22, yíysoOe 
womrai Aóyov, and then, at ver. 14, to advert to 
the other subject. In short, as Aretius obeerves, 
* to reduce the grand subject of the Epistle (that 
of adorning our Christian faith by a suitable life) 
to a general tion, —that it is true and hea- 
venly wisdom to thus “adorn the doctrine of God 
our Saviour in all things."" As introductory, how- 
ever, to this, he, in the words ris copds, &c., 
glances at the original fountain of these bitter 
waters, pride and vain-glory,—the frequent off- 
spring of false wisdom, and naturally productive 
of envy and contention; though at those words 
vis coos, &c., Tis is not, as is generally sup- 
posed, put for sI rie éor:, but has a much 
stronger sense; q. d. ‘Is there no wise and dis- 
creet person among you? [If there be] let him 
show his wisdom,’ &c. The ane prob. had in 
mind Jer. ix. 12, ris (ó) dvÜperos iv ouiy — 
cuvéres (for evriéro), and espec. Hos. xiv. 10, 
vis coi óc kai curios ravra;  cuverde xai 
imcyvwcerat atta; where for ñ some copies 
have xai, others ric: the former reading is e 
ferable ; though I suspect that neither had place 
in the original, but Sig from the F Version, 
or perhaps from the Hebrew, and the Chaldee 
Paraphrase. Of course it is left to be supplied 
from the preceding context. It is strange that 
so many Expositors should have wished to re- 
move the interrogation and to take % for the 
relative Pron. qui, and ris, there and here, for «1 
Tis, Which some MSS, have, but from a gloss. 
The Critics had not, it seems, the taste to perceive 
the force of the interrogation there and here, 
which serves for a personal appeal, as also in Ps. 
cvi. 43, ris codós, xai uN aku tavra; Comp. 
also infr. v. 13, xaxowulst Tis ¿v buiv ; mpos- 
svxXícÓw. I may add, that in iv wpadryt: 
copiat James had prob. in mind Prov. xxii. 4, 
Symm. vorepoy wpaitnros dófos Kuplov, 
where the Sept. has yaved copias; though 
there, for yeved, the true reading seems to 
éoea, (for yépaTa, a form found in Hdot. ii. 

tos, 2,) which signifies honorary rewards: and 
this is confirmed by the Hebrew term, which 

qixpov éyere xal épilelav dv Ti) xapdia vuv, un Kataxavyacbe 
E1029 gai sevder0e xarà rìs adnGeias. 

e 

3] 

means tbe rewards of humility. Comp. Cratin. 
Chir. fr. i. 9, 30vA 0 yw copia Bporéer, a wisdom 
not arrogant, but accaninanied. as suitable to weak 
man, with humility. By im:oriper is here 
meant, ‘discreet,’ by the possession of that fact, 
so necessary to any one who bas to instruct 
others.—derEarw ix ris xadys, &c., meaning, 
‘ Let him show, by a virtuous life and right con- 
duct, the works of wisdom [as well as utter the 
words]; and that a mild wisdom, such as is ac- 
companied by meekness and humility.” By the 
pya here spoken of we may understand, with 
Schneckenburg, ‘singula codíae documenta, 
quorum series continua thy «aA jy ávacaTpod ijs 
efficit On the term dvacrp. see note at Gal. i. 
18. In the expression rpagryt: copias (which 
stands for copia $patía) the A e glances at 
the proud, morose, and dictatorial dispositions of 
the teachers in question, and other self-appointed 
censors. 

14. al ĝi ÚnÀos vixpóp, &c.] The declarative 
form is here undoubtedly the true one; and the 
sense, however disputed, be, * But if ye have 
bitter envy and strife in your heart, do not boast 
yourselves, and lie against the truth ;' i.e. ‘the 
truth of plain facts” Comp. Jos. Bell. Pref. 8 1, 
Katavsvdovrat Tey Tpayuadter, and espec. 
Diod. Sic. T. i. p. 12, £via z: Kkatewevobar THe 
GAnGeiac. However, the Apostle's full meen- 
ing seems to be that laid down by Dr. Peile 
thus: ‘If in your (really erate and un- 
changed) hearts and lives ye so belie the Truth of 
the spiritual Man, as exemplified and embodied 
in Jesus (Eph. iv. 20—24), better were it that 
you should cease to pride yourselves on being 

15 k Oùx &grw atrn 

Christiana, than be found in pour ractice wit- 
nesses, not for, but against the religion which 
you profess. Comp. 2 Cor. xiii. &' But Dr. P. 
should have adduced Calvin's able tracing of the 
scope, on which the above representation is 
founded: — ° Notat Apostolus fructus, qui ex 
nimia austeritate nascuntur, que mansuetudini 
est contraria. Necesse est enim, ut immodicus 
rigor pravas smulationes gignat, que in conten- 
tionem mox erumpunt Æ ionem dixit 
amaram, quia non regnat nisi dum animi veneno 
malignitatis infecti sunt, ut omnia in amarulen- 
tiam convertant. Ergo ut vere gloriemur, nos 
esse Dei filios, jubet nos placide et modeste egere 
cum fratribus; alioqui mentiri nos pronuntiat, 
dum Christianum nomen jactamus." 

15. Having before (supra i. 5, seq.) adverted to 
AE wen of — and tbe means of X 
t, the Apostle now enters upon a description of 
it, vv. 15—18; and in ardar to this, he makes a 
previo distinction between true and false wis- 
om,—between that which is heavenly, and that 

wbich is mere earthly wisdom ; depicting both 
according to the true source from whi f they 
roceed, and the fruits by which they may 
known.—oùx sori airy, &c. Render, ` This 

is not the wisdom which cometh down from 
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above, but is mere earthly (i. e. animal or carnal, 
belonging only to the man) wisdom, nay 
demoniacal ; meaning, such as we may conceive 
of demons, whose wisdom is but cunning and 
deceit, and is subversive of all order, —qualities 
the very opposite to those by which ¿rue wisdom 
(which is then described) displays iteelf. The 
implied notion of craft is not the only one here 
intended, nor indeed the principal one. That is 
rò Tovnpós, ‘evil,’ ‘ wickedness,’ as suited to 
evil spirits, and derived from the Evil one ó wo- 
»upos. "Wuxiki), ‘animal,’ or ‘ natural,’ as op- 

to TvívpuaTiK$ ; consequently implying 
the natural corruption of man, and the need of 
preventing grace. See more on 1 Cor. ii. 14. 

16. Gov yap (5Aos, &c.] We have here (as 
Calvin observes) an argumentum à repugnantibus ; 
envy producing effects the very opposite to those 

` of true wisdom, as described at the next verse.— 
By d«aracr. is meant ‘disorder,’ * commotion,’ 
‘tumult.’ The best comment on these vv. are 
the kindred ones at 1 Cor. iii. 3. xiv. 32. 2 Cor. 
xii. 20, where see notes, The expression xal 
Way $avAor rpaynua, is said by climax to denote 
‘every sort of what is morally bad.’ 

17. Having shown what is mot, the Apostle 
now — to show — Has wisdom, 
describing it by its — in direct oppo- 
sition ta those of these arrogant self-constituted 
teachers. First it is pure, in t of its objects, 
motives, and tendency, * perfecting holiness in the 
fear of God ;' see supra i. 27. 2. It is peaceable 
and -making, disposed to cultivate ‘ 
with al] men, and to promote it among them; 
see supra i. 19. 3. It is gentle and forbearing, 
ready to comply in all things not sinful ; see ver. 
9, and supra i. 21. 4. It is easy to be persuaded 
to what is reasonable, or to admit any reasonable 
extenuation of error. 5. lt is full of mercy and 
compassion, abounding in the good fruits springing 
from thence, beneficence and charity to the poor 
and afflicted. 6. It is impartial, having no respect 
for persons or parties; comp. 1 Cor. iii. 3, 4. 
Finally, it is described as free from hypocrisy, 
free from the affectation of superior sanctity, 
which is commonly found to accompany the spi- 
ritual pride alluded to in 2 Cor. xii. 20, puciacace. 

18. Now are represented the effects of this 
peaceable spirit.—xapads di tHe dixasocbuns, 
&c. Here the di is continuative, and serves to 
conclusion. Render, * Furthermore (in short), 
the fruit of righteousness is sown in, or ‘b 
peace, for them who make peace (i.e. whose 
doings make for — By owsiperas it is 
intimated that as the of 3roivovyres slprvnv sow 
these good fruits in and for peace, and y makin 
peace, so shall they reap a rich arvest thereof, 
meaning that, ‘They who cultivate a peaceful 
temper may assure themselves that they shall 
reap vas iiie of it in a harvest never ceesing,— 

OL. il. 

Phil. 11. 
11 

namely, in a world where righteousnees flourishes 
in eternal . Comp. a similar agricultural 
metaphor in Antiphan. Inc. Fab. frag. iv. 4, 
lr cae Tots — iiic peti, —— 
ápiTOs, (meaning kindness, will to others 
dior Beco. See note eed x. “Te 
advert to a few matters of phraseology. In slprivn 
there is a tacit opposition to the dxatracracia 
above. The force of ris dixasoc. is debated, 
and scarcely admits of being brought to any cer- 
tain determination. Est., after ably tracing the 
sense, thinks it is this, that ‘ex pace, tamquam 
semine, provenire vitam sternam, qus ad fructus 
ac merces justitim, i.e. vita sterna ind 80 
Whitby, cited in my former Edd.) vel ipsam 
ntan tamquam fructum, colentibus pacem.’ 

. Burton and Peile think the sense is, that 
* persons [accepted with Gop, for Christ's sake] 
who live peaceably on earth, sow a seed, which 
will produce to them righteousness (final accept- 
ance with Gop), and peace in heaven.’ The r7¢ 
before d:xacoc., not found in several ancient 
MSS, (I add Lamb. 1182, 1184) and Theoph., 
is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., with reason, 
since internal evidence is rather against the word, 
whose absence is confirmed by Phil. i. 11, xapmòv 
Stxascoouvne, and Heb. xii. 12, xapròv elpnvixóv 
é:xatoovvns, which may seem to decide the force 
of dix. here, and fix it to the interpretation of 
Dr. Burton. 

IV. From exhortations to the cultivation of 
peace, the Apostle slides into reprehension of tho 
— dispositions as evinced in quarrels and 
isputes,-—dispositions to which too many amon 

them, espec. of those exercising the office o 
teachers, or arrogating to themselves that title, 
were prob. prone; and all to be traced to one 
original spring, the lusts and passions natural to 
tbe human heart. (Pott. 

]. aóAsuo: xal ud xai] ‘contests and strifes ;' 
whether civil or religious, is notagreed. We may 
— both ; the Jews being prone at once to 

ition and to religious disputes. In either case 
the contests themeelves originated in the same 
source, the cherished lusts of those from whom 
they proceeded. Here, then, the Apostle means 
to say (as Bp. Sanderson well expresses it), ‘ Mar- 
vel not to see so many scandals, divisions, distrac- 
tious, and wranglings in the Church, and factions 
and convulsions in the commonwealth, so long 
as there is pride and selfishness in every man’s 
bosom, or, indeed, any other lust unsubdued ; for 
all these wars and fightings from without, what 
other are they than the scum of the pot that boils 
within? even the ebullitions of those lusts that 
war in our members, and the dictates of a cor- 
rupt nature.” Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 11. Rom. vii. 23, 
and notes.— To advert to a matter of verbal cri- 
ticism. Lachm. and Tisch. — from 8 MSS. 

Y 
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I add Lamb. 1182, 1184), and some late Versions 
heoph., wo@sy wort. xal «60s» u. But 

this reading, which is not in the manner of the 
Apostle, seems a mere alteration (having for its 

to strengthen the sense) introduced by 
certain half-learned Critics, who did not see that 
by woAsuor xai udyxar are denoted * quarrels and 
contests of all kinds between man and man,’ both 

litical and civil, nay even religious. By Tey 
nov understand ‘tho lustful passions,” * orav- 
ings after sensual pleasures,’ which incite men to 
fierce contest for the means of — those 
luste. Of 58. as thus used for ¿m.QuuklaÁ an ex. 
occurs in Xen. Hist. iv. 8, 2 vi. i. 4, al roù 
céuaTos néovai, and it is found sometimes in 
Plato. Here, however, the lusts for sensual gra- 
tifications are figuratively represented (for more 
lively impression) as seated in the various mem- 
bers of the body. Comp. Col. iii. 5. In the pre- 
sent , however, these members of the body 
aro figuratively represented as carrying on a war 
against the soul. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 11, dréxsoða:, 
and Rom. vii. 23, where see note. 

2, 3. What is said in these verses is illustrative 
of the foregoing; there being here nted a 
sort of conciso, bul comprehensive, iption of 
* the carnal mind (even the passions and appetites 
of our corrupt nature), which is enmity against 
God. And most graphically does the Apostle 
describe its aims and purposes, and the disap- 
pointment of those purposes, tending to make 
manifest its emptiness and utter folly. Of this 
briefly-worded passage (vv. 2, 3) the general senso 
is this: ‘ Ye eagerly pursue whatever your lusts 
prompt. Ye nourish a bloody hatred and envy 
of all who stand in the way of your designs; yet 
ye cannot attains to that which ye seek; i.e. 
ye cannot kave that which might satisfy your 
cravings. ‘ Ye battle hard [to obtain what may 

tify your desires]; but m possess [them] not. 
e have not [what would satisfy you), because 

e ask not for it [even true peace dnd happiness]. 
Ye do seek, perhaps, for it, but ye obtain it not, 
because ye seek it amiss; i.e. only in order that 
you may consume [what you obtain from God 
upon your lusts [where God has decreed it shoul 
not be found];' meaning, that they do not seek 
for what they aim at, true happiness [‘ our being's 
end and aim'], where alone it can be found, in 
righteous obedience to the will of him who is 
alone * able to make all' iness, as all * ° 
to ‘abound.’ The various particulars above sup- 
plied are, I apprehend, no more than the context 
requires to be understood. And as reapects the 
most important one, that which may be supposed 
to form the object of all this vehement desire and 
anxious striving, —nemely, something that should 
satisfy that ardont desire of happiness natural to 

JAMES IV. 2—5. 
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the human heart, the same view is, I find, adopted 
by the able Commentator Theile.—For govss- 
eva, some would conjecture @Uovsire ; as think- 
ing the former too strong a term. But for an 
alteration so unauthorized no real necessity ex- 
ists; since the expression may very be 
understood of intention rather than act; as in 
Sophocles, Œd. Tyr. 534, goved)e Gy vevds 
TávÓpós, a disposition, however, involving much 
of the guilt of actual murder. See 1l John iii. 
15. At alrsivs xai où Aauf. there is, as Eat. 
remarks, s pre-occupation of the plea, * Nay, but 
we do ask and seck of God by daily prayer.’ 
Answer: * Be it so: but yo ask amiss; therefore 
it is that ye do not receive. The next words 
serve to illustrato the import of the xaxese (which 
signifies lit. wickedly), and show it to mean, * for 
evil p ° that ye may consume what ye ask 
for on yee lusts, i.e. in gratifying them. 

4. The Apostle now resorts to the language of 
severe reproof, seriously warming them to abstain 
from those lusts whence come strifes and dissen- 
sions, and indeed from all excessive to 
the things of this world. (Pott.) For such, Com- 
mentators in general are agreed, is adverted to in 
the expressions po:yot xai uo«xaAidse, which 
may be supposed to denote spiritual see 
Isa. lvii. 15. Jer. iii. 8, 9, comp. with Matt. xii. 
39. Mark viii. 38), or that base worldly-minded- 
ness which sacrifices the love of God to the plea- 
sures of the world.—5 girAla rou xócuou, 
‘friendship with the world which lieth in sin,’ 
which is an implied enmity to God, as being at 
variance with his plans for the promotion of vir- 
tue and happiness. 

5. $ doxstrs Ovi]. This disjunctive use of $ at 
the beginning of an interrogative sentence is rare, 
but occ. in Arrian, Epict. ii. 17, "H xevese vas 
wyas Taúrae awnyousev; and Matt. xrvi. 
, 4 Soxsis OTi ov Óvvauai, &c. However, in 

the words following some difficulty is involved, 
inasmuch as, though the words purport to be a 
citation from Scripture, they are no where to be 
found there; ‘nor,’ observes Prof. Scholef., ‘ if 
we take wveuua in e sense of — 
position,—as seems in this viow to necessary, 
—4oes it e of explanation why this 
should be called “ the spirit that dwelleth in us,” 
which, on tbe other hand, is a very usual, and 
proper, and intelligible description of the Holy 

pirit, who comes into believers for the very pur- 
pose, To avoid this difficulty, some resort to 
conjecture, while others suppose the words teken 
from an Apocryphal book, or them as an 
interpolation,—methods alike objectionable. It 
is beet to suppose the expression $ ypaph to 
refer, not to any particular of apam 
but only to tho general incur. of Scripture n ita 
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declarations on the above subject, of friendshi 
with the world, or worldly-mindedneses (on which 
subject see John xv. 18—20. Matt. vi. 24. Luke 
xvi. 13, 15, &c.) ; also, that the verse is to be 
— a two —— tivo erie — ig 
the passage is poin arpzov, Calv., Griesb., 
K , and Scholz. The sense, then, will be (as 
Prof. Scholef. renders), * Do ye think that the 
Scripture speaketh in vain? Does the Spirit 
that dwelleth in us lust to envy?’ In both cases 
obrws is, of course, to be understood, thus: 
* Tbink ye that the Scripture speaketh in vain 
[or without good reason in condemning this 
worldliness]? No! And again, do you think 
that the Holy Spirit which dwelleth in us is 
prone to envy? does the new nature which he 
creates produce such fruits? See Gal v. 22— 
26. No! On the contrary, he giveth more grace, 
in order to resist it' This last clause, indeed, 
some sup 
to a 

adverted to; q.d. * Nay, so far from that, he 
pes more grace than to leave those who obey 
is holy motions to such worldly and unchristian 

tempers,’ Thus far in my former Edd. I would 
now take a somewhat different view. As to the 
objection adyanced by the Prof. against taking 
9rviUpa in the sense ‘man’s disposition,’ as far as 
it is founded on the words associated with it, 3 
catexnoey iv nut», though they are highly snit- 
sble to the Holy Spirit, they are very applicable 
to the disposition of mind and heart of man, 
which may be said, by a sort of Hebraism, to 
dwell in him, as being inherent in him, i. e. im- 
lanted by nature, tabred. Such is the use of 
lidsta and tesifus, as said of dispositions in- 
herent in man, which may be seid to dwell with 
man, because ever with him to actuate him. 
And in this sense the words will have an addi- 
tional force, by a certain energy thus imperted to 
the sentiment in rode $0óvoy ixcwoGsi, it bein 
thus intimated that ‘this pronenese to envy an 
jealousy is inherent in the heart of man; a 
truth borne out at once by Scripture and by 
experience. Nor is this construction and sense 
of éwcwoOsTy so rare but that it is found also in 
Ps. xlii. 1, Sept., dmoroÜs? ñ vrvxri. mov rpós 
os, and Ps. ixxx. 3, and Ixi. 10. It is plain, that 
‘to lust towards envy,’ or ‘jealousy,’ means ' to 
have a proneness towards those passions.’ If the 
interrogation in the second clause be retained, 
the sense must be, ‘ Does the spirit dar Bo 
us, amended by the Spirit [from on high], have 
& lusting towards envy? does it uce such 
fruits? No, certainly!" But thus some violence 
is dono to the words, from its being necessary to 
suppose an ellips. of an oëTws emphatic, and to 
regard the où as standing for ovxí! Accordingly, 
it would seem better to consider the words wp 
plóvov—ńniy as declarative, and to encounter, 
as well as we can, the difficulty involved in 

h Matt, 5. 4. 

ypa ph. Iam inclined to think, with Est., that 
* the words are meant to be taken as a quotation 
from Scripture, though conveyed as a sentiment 
founded on experience, and abundantly con- 
firmed by Scripture I entirely agree with him 
in regarding the words as altogether parallel to 
those supr. v. 2 and 3, iwiÜvuriTs xal oóx 
Éxyers, alrsiTa, xai od NauPavere, for the pre- 
sent breathes a tone of reproach similar 
to that which pervades the above; and a simi- 
lar reason is there expressed why the askers or 
seekers do not receive what they ask or seek, — 
Dares because their spirit lusts, desires, and 
seeks in s wrong spirit, subservient only to envy. 
By ; Est. fully shows is to be under- 
stood, that which was iutimated and implied in 
the foregoing alreirs, xal (‘and yet") où Nap- 
Savers. Indeed, there seems little doubt that 
the Apostle had in mind, and intended to suggest 
to the minds of those whom he addressed, the 
Scripture (i.e. of Scripture) contained in 
St. Matthew's Gospel as above cited, and which 
is accordant with various ges of the Old 
Test., thus putting St. Matthew's Gospel on the 
footing of pad) Oeowveveroe 2 Tim. iii. 16. 
It is true that one difficulty, occasioned by taking 
the above view (however agreeable to the con- 
text, and suited to the Apostle's argument), is 
this, that in lwo, at the beginning of the next 
verse, the required cannot be found in 
wvevna: though I with Est. it may be 
fetched out of what is implied in à ypad$. For, 
as observes Est., ‘considering that Scripture is 
the word of God to man, and what the Scripture 
promises, Gon himself promises, so here O«0e 
may very properly be understood to be implied 
in Divine Scripture.’ 

6. In the words here cited from Prov. iii. 34, 
vrspnparore must, from the applica- 
tion, be su to comprehend all the fore- 
going classes of persons—the envious, the vain, 
the censorious, the bre the spiritually 
proud, and the worldly; who, as they resist 
the grace, and, in various ways, tranegress the 
will of God, may be said to be i:p0fj$., as 
setting themselves against God. Comp. 1 John 
ii. 15, 16, and /Eschyl. Pers. 882 —6, Blomf. 

Lads Tot xoXaovrije Tiv UT spkóT wv dyay 
QM [vac 100povos Bape. 

pó* TavT' ixtivoy, cwppovety Kexpnutvor, 
wivpvonerT’ suroyoot vovÜsTáuact 
AfjE£at 0s0BAaBouyÜ' zs px ó y Qoca. 
8. ayvicats — his we must under- 

stand to be not merely (as Bp. Jebb points out) 
by cultivating sincere repentance, but also b 
seeking the pelYova xépu above mentioned, 
from Him who hath promised to give it, the hel 
of the Spirit enabling the persons both to wil 
and to do; to be no longer divrvyor, but whole- 
minded, chiefly intent on serving God, no longer 
fluctuating betwoen His friendship and the friend- 
ship — tho ont: 

Y 
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we fort 
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Matt. 
e 6. 

3. Sb 
1 
95. 
Rom. 14. 4. ris el, 85 xpivets Tov Érepov ; 

9. Here we have graphically described the 
workings of repentance. Of the two clauses o 
yidkws—pmeractpagpire and xal 9 xapd ele 
KaT., the i the state of tem- 

rary sorrow; wailing being but the action of 
the feelings when excited, not a calm habitual 
temper of the mind and heart. Thus it is most 
correctly opposed to luughter, also the temporary 
effect of temporary excitement. The latter clause 
describes not any thing external, or dependent in 
any degree on animal impressibility, but a dis- 

ition whose root is in the heart; dejects 
Bei a sense of sorrow mingled with shame, the 
daughter of contrition, and the parent of humi- 
lity. So Bp. Jebb, who defines xarro. by * the 
feeling of mingled grief and shame that expreeses 
itself by downcast eyes.’ But it may be confined 
to grit (both that of attrition and of contrition); 
an bly to this view Plut. de Vit. Pud. 
c. l, defines xard. by Auwrny káro Bréiwew 
mwotovcay, though ‘regret,’ or 'self-reproach,' 
may be conjoined. So in Thucyd. vii. 19 and 
75, cari. ie associated with xaráueuyis oor 
avrev. Thue may arise the idea of that mourn- 
ing for sin adverted to in Isa. lxi. 3, and Matt. 
v. 5, which, implying ‘repentance not to be re- 
pented of, leads to solid spiritual comfort, the 
oil of joy for mourning, and the garment of praise 
for the spirit of heaviness, so that the true Goes- 
pel mourners may become trees of rü 
the planting of the Lord, 

10. rawewebnrs tvwxiov—ipas| This sen- 
tence terminates the moral process, and so, while 
recommending them to ‘turn unto’ their God 
‘with weeping and mourning’ ees ii. 12), for, 
as Bp. Jebb observes, the ‘ fruit o ili! ope 
dejection is religious humiliation before God: 
with this the Apostle had commenced, and with 
this he concludes; annexing only the sure and 
certain result and reward of humiliation, so pur- 
sued, and so attained;’ at the same time he 
suggests, for their comfort, that ‘such a sorrow,’ 
if it be indeed that ° godly sorrow which worketh 
repentance’ (2 Cor. vii. 10), will not be un- 
heeded by him who is ‘ ever — forgive, 
and plenteous in mercy to a)l them that call upon 
im. 
11, 19. Here the Apostle takes occasion to 

warn them against evil disposition nearly 
allied to a quarrelsome and envious spirit, — 
namely, that of cemsoriousness and detraction (a 
subject before touched, ch. iii., but here resumed 
and expended), reminding them that such arro- 
gant censoriousnese was, in effect, censuring, or 
setting at nought, the Christian law, which for- 
bids such s disposition, 1. by slighting its prohi- 
bitions against detraction ; 2, by sitting in judg- 
ment upon the fitness of the law rather than per- 

xal 4 yapa eis kaTrjdeuav. 10! TamewoOnre évarriov tov Kupiou, 

+ llk My) xatadaneire Mν, adedpol ó karararáv ader- 
W. dod, xal xpívev TOv adeAgov ayroD, xaTadahe vópov, xal Kpives 

att. 121 Elç dori 6 vouoÜérgs ó Suvapevos csat kal atrohécas’ od 

forming it; and by thus setting up to be arbiters 
of the law, usurping the office at once of law- 
giver and judge from Him who alone has the 

wer of condemning or acquitting, awarding 
estruction, or bestowing salvation. Comp. Rom. 

xiv. 4, which passage is the best comment on the 
nt. 

ll. vóuov] By this some understand the law 
of Moses; others, the Gospel: but it is best, 
with Bp. Middl., to su term here, as in 
Rom. ii. 25, to have reference to law in general, 
i. e. moral obligation in its most general sense, = 

; the Apostle meaning n to inculcate, 
that *to all religion, candour and will are 
essential, whether we be Jews, Christians, or 
even of the number of those who are a Jaw unto 
themselves. Religion of every kind forbids 
calumny, and accordingly he who is guilty of it, 
— on all religious sanctions by thus us 
ing the prerogative of the one Jud universal.” 
—Tointne vouou is, at least in this sense, an 
Hellenistic phrase; for in Claes. usage it would 
only mean ‘a law-maker.’ It is of very rare oc- 
currence ; though I have noted it in 2 Macc. ii. 
67, and woinore vóuov in Eccles. v. 19. On the 
term x< see my . 

12. ale dori» Š vopobðirne, &c.] meaning 
* Thou intrudest into a province that is none of 
thine. There is ove pu ipid and dei [and 
one only], who [alone] hath the right power 
to save [those who obey him] and to destro 
[those who disobey him; such being the case], 
Who art thou [weak and erring mortal, thyse 
accountable to that one Judge,] that dareet to 
wrest judgment from his hands, and exercise it 
on another?'— To advert to s matter of read- 
ing. After vouobirns, Griesb., Matth., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch. add xai xpiths, from the 
two most ancient MSS., upwards of 40 others 
to which Lue o 184), almost all the 
ersions, and seve athers, r rightly ; 

for the addition seems called far by the kabae 
quent words, and indeed by the Article ó before 
youo09., since the sentiment conveyed is that 
‘ there is one Person, who is the Lawgiver and 
J Td who alone can, &c. After cv many 
MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1182, 1183, 1184, 
1196, and a few Mus. copies) subjoin ài, which 
is adopted by Lachm. and Tisch.; but wrongly, 
since it is plainly an addition proceeding from 
tbose Critics who did not perceive the force of 
the asyndeton, nor call to mind a similar passage 
of Rom. xiv. 4, od tit al ò xpivesy &AXoOTO., 
where not a single copy bas any Particle. For 
Hewes Lachm. and Tisch. read wAncioy, from 
12 MSS. (I add Lamb. 1182, 1184), the Pesch. 
Syr., Vulg., and other Versions, and TheophyL ; 
perhaps rightly; fer internal evidence is quite 
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13 m "Ave viv, oi Xéyovres* “ X9pepov * kai auvpiov $ Topeu- Y. 
capeba eis tTHvde THY TOMY, Kai 1 romowpev éxet. eviavTov eva, 
wat t éumopevewpeba, xal t xepdjcwpev.” 14 ofres oùe èni- 

in its favour, érepow being seemingly a mere 
lose. 

£ 13—16. The Apostle next proceeds to reprove 
the self-sufficiency, worldly spirit, and unbeliev- 
ing irreligious language, which were manifested 
by many in another wey. (Seott.) Presuming 
too much on the present life, and not sufficiently 
considering ‘ how frail‘ they are (Ps. xxxix. 4), 
and how perpetually dependent on the provi- 
dence of , they spoke too confidently of the 
future. 

13. &ys vuv) A form of soliciting attention, 
like Sevra h in Origen s Version of Isa. i. 18. 
In the words that follow, otjuspor xal adprov— 
xapdnowpuer, the Apostle represents the worldly- 
minded persons in question as saying, what per- 

was usually only the subject of their 
(see Ps. xiv. 1. liii. 1); but his rebuke is well 
pointed and just. The allusion is to the com- 
‘mercial business, in which almost all foreign 
Jews were en , and for the furtherance of 
which they had to take long journeys to distant 
trading places, as Tyre, Alexandria, Antioch, 
Ephesus, Corinth, Rome, &c. For xal aðpıov, 
Lachm. edits ñ aÜpio» from very slender exter- 
nal authority, and quite against internal evidence, 
since the ñ is manifestly a gloss. —' Euwopsvow- 
ps0a.. Lachm. and Tisch. adopt the Fut. Ind. form 
in this and the following verbs, on competent au- 
thority ; which is confirmed by the circumstance 
that the Fut. is abeolutely required by the con- 
text in éxcaurdy Iva here and dAa(ovsíais at 
ver. 16.—rivds m)» rów. Render: ‘this or 
that city,’ the purpose of the Pron. being merel 
to advert to some projected city. So v. 15, moih- 
geusy Touro À ixsivo. 

14. ofrivere—abprov'] lit. ‘ye who know not 
(i.e. though ye know not) [the event of] the 
morrow, i. e. whether you shall retain your 
wealth, or be withdrawn from all enjoyment of 
it by hopeless sickness, or removed from all pos- 
session of it by death. Comp. Prov. xxvii. 1, 
with Sophocl. Œd. Col. 567, ' E£oà', avhp àv, 
x&Ti tHe is aŬpıov Oddly mAíop mos cov 
pireoriv nutpac.—To advert to a matter of 
reading. For rò T. aÜp. Lachm. reads ra +. 
«6p. (from MS. A, and 4 cursives, to which I 
add Lamb. 1182, 1184, 1185), but wrongly; for 
the context requires the Së r; the sense be- 
ing, as the Pesch. Syr. Translator renders, ‘ what 
shall be on the morrow,’ ‘ the event of the mor- 
row, by an ellips. of dcduevoy, or such like. 
Vain were it to seek to defend the rà from such 
passages as Rom. viii. 5, rå THe capxóe, for the 
Plural is there as much required, as the Sing. is 
here. In illustration of this sentiment the Apostle 
subjoins, Toia yap $ {wh ouv; &c., * For what 
(or, how fleeting) is your life! how short a span 
js it at the utmost !'— druis yap, &c. ; q. d. ‘(It 
Ís as nothing.] /ur "tis a vapour, appearing for a 
short time, and — ze awa — a 
gnis fatuus. m isd. ii. 2, 4. Similar 
air ipm are found in Hom. Il. vi. 146, and 
Horat. Art. Poét. 60. The usion is, that we 
ought not to be too anxious to provide necessa- 
ries for so short a sojourn, but should cast our- 
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m Prov. 37. 

Luke 12. 18. 
n Job 7. 7. 

40. 6. 
1 Cor. 7. 81. 
ch. 1. 10. 

1Pet.1.3& 1John 3.17. 

selves wholly on the protection of that God on 
whom we entirely depend, and study to seek his 
favour.— To advert to a matter of reading. Of 
the two yaps, the former is absent from MS. B 
to which f add Lamb. 1184); the latter from 
S.A ae which I add Lamb. 1182), and it is 

cancelled by Lachm. He might as well have 
cancelled both, since they stand on the same 
footing ; and in each case were, I doubt not, re- 
moved by Critics, who thought one of them use- 
less, and stumbled at the tautology, but differed 
as to which yap to retain. That they should not 
have known the force of the second yap is not 
surprising, since it is peculiar, being, I now think, 
not causative, but intensive (like our Engl. why) ; 
a use of the Particle espec. found in the case of 
sentences exclamatory. Render: * Why, ‘tis a 
vapour, or smoke. MS. B, and 10 cursives (to 
which I add Cov. 4, omitted by Mill), indeed, for 
bor. have gore, which has been received into the 
text by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but most uncritically, 
since the canon which prefers the more difficult 
and harsh reading has its exceptions, one of 
which is that the reading shall not exhibit any 
thing wholly unprecedented, not to say incon- 
gruous; which is quite the case here, for it is 
not men, as ; Who are by so many writers 
compared with ‘smoke,’ ° vapour,’ ‘shadow,’ or 
other images of what is fleeting, but * the life of 
man. So when atuyis, or drpude, is used in 
Ecclus., and also aruie arulder is used in the 
samo book, it is not of the of men, but 
their state, or, as we should say, their life. As 
to the superiority of ty for iat, 
if it did exist, that could not decide the question, in 
cases where (as here) words are so much alike as 
to be continually confounded by the scribes ; and 
here the iors arose from error of scribes. The 
reading dors is confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. “Eora:, found in 50 MSS., is onl 
another error of the same kind. Instead of dé, 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 6 MSS., xaí; but 
the reading has nothing to recommend it, nor is 
the authority existing for it competent. I suspect 
that St. James wrote ài xai, which, indeed, is 
found in a great number of MSS. : and the for- 
mula is one of — frequent occurrence in N.T., 
though in several of the passages the xai is 
omitted in a few MSS., espec. where, as here, it 
does not seem to convey any additional sense. 
—(ivavra di add. Several MSS. read xal d¢., 
and not a few dé xai, while a few very ancient 
ones (to which I add Lamb. 1182) have no Par- 
ticle at all. There is, accordingly, the strongest 
evidence that there originally was none (and 
therefore I have now bracketed the dé): and this 
course is confirmed by supra iii. 17, pror piv 
~—imwetra in all the copies. It is true that at 
Heb. vii. 2 we have mpõrtov piv—imasita ĝi 
xal: but St. Paul is not St. James. Besides, 
there the xai does not belong to the ói, but to 
the following word. And in 1 Thess. iv. 17, we 
bave xpwroy irra. Thus in the purest Class. 
writers — is used ao n sven men 
TpéTov uiv receded ; e. gr. /Eschy!. Pers. 
558, Oroit piv nearer s6Eaobat 0íA c, trata, 
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orache và THs aŬpiov! (mola yap 7) bor) ouv ; atpis yap dorw 
oasian. pos OAtyov paiwopévn, čmeira [Sè] adarvilopern’) 15 ° avri 
1 Cor. 4. 19. 
Heb. 6. 3. ToU Aéyew bâs: 'Eày ó Kópws @eMIon, kai Gjowpev, kai * morh- 
p1Cor.6.6 Couey ToUTO 7) ékeiyo: 16 P yüy è navyadobe èv rais àXaloveiaas 

b 
30. 

&c.; and Aristoph. Plut. 657, 772. Thesm. 190. 

15. áyrl rou Aíysw—xsivo] These words 
are closely connected with mad irs aÜpiov, 
the clause woia yáp—ddaviQouírn being - 
thetical. Render: ‘instead of saying [as ye 
ought], If the Lord please that we live, we will 
do so and " d — gis indeed, used 
expreesions of this sort, though, we may suppose, 
d hee words of course than with sA settled 
belief in the Providence of God.—xai Liewer, 
xal moio. The Fut. Ind. form at oso. is 
preferable for the same reason as at v. 13; but 
propriety of 1 e absolutely requires {now- 
s», for which there is strong external authority 
(confirmed by internal evidence), and it has the 
support of the Pesch. Syr. Version. Neverthe- 
less Lachm. and Tisch. edit {rjcouay, in defiance 
of their own punctuation ; for the reading they 
follow requires Wetstein's punctuation —{cepsy, 
«ai 9roujcouay. 

16. vow ài xavyãaðs iv rais ddaXoveiace V.] 
The full sense is, * Whereas soto (as the case too 
frequently now is) ye pride yourselves in your 
vauntful projects and proud Ton [anticipating 
a sure success]! Comp. l Jobn ii. 16, ù ¿XAa- 
ovela cov Biov. Jos. Bell. iv. 3, 5, éwrnAa- 
ovevovTo—Tois ToÀuñuqdgu,. 
17. «lót ody Kaddv, &c.] An inference or 

conclusion meant to preoccupy the possible ob- 
jection, ° We all know this :° to which it is re- 
pict * Well, then, he who sins against light and 

nowledge is guilty of an aggravated offence; 
lit. ‘to him there is sin,’ answering to what is 
said, Gen. iv. 7, ‘sin lieth at the door.’ See 
Luke xii. 47. John ix. 41. xv. 22. Rom. i. 20. 
By the term «addy is meant ‘ what is right,’ 
—namely, the acknowledging of the Providence 
of God, the humble expression of dependence on 
which is bounden duty. 

V. 1—6. Some Commentators suppose this 
portion to be addressed to the unbelieving Jews, 
among whom the Jewish Christians lived under 

rsecution, and of whom many were rich, and 
ed s dissolute life. Accordingly by the miseries 
here adverted to are, they think, to be understood 
those in which the Jews, even in foreign coun- 
tries, were involved, together with those of Judæa 
itself, during the war with the Romans, and which 
the rich must have been especially exposed to 
suffer. I prefer, however, with others, as C 
zov, Rosenm., and Schott, to understand the 
Apostle's words in a more extensive view, as 
meant to apply also to, if not exclusively intended 

Moma. Xpucós buv xai Ò dpyupos xatlwrat, kal ó 

uav. lláca xavynows Tavr Tovopá éotw. q Eibors otv 
KANOV TOLELY, Kai u) TTOLOUVTL, APTA GUTO TTW. 

V. l*"A4we viv, oi mrovctwl, kXavcaTe oAdoAvCovTEs emi 
vais TtaXasmrwpias Up» tals émrepyopuevats. 

Tm62, UMV done, Kat Ta ipdTia vay ontroSpwra yeyover $*6 
3*'0 aXovrTos 

e yx » ^ , 
WS  GUTO)P ES 

for, those worldly-minded and nominal Christians 
whom he censures supra iv. 13—17; 
whoee minds were wholly devoted to the businces 
and the pleasures of this life. Here, then, enu- 
merating the evils which shall one day overtake 
eventually the rich and prosperous of this world, 
the Apostle, we may suppose, has in view, besides 
particular evile belonging to particular tienes, 
those evils which in times and ages per d be 
said to result from riches abused,—evile which, 
in the present misery and future woe entailed on 
their — may well be called so many 
‘sorrows with which they have pierced themeelves 
through!’ (1 Tim. vi. m) 

Here, under lively imagery derived from 
the Prophets of old, is designated the perisbable 
nature of all earthly possessions. Seo Job xiii. 
28. Ps. xxi. 9. Ies. x. 16. xxvii. 11, and espec. 
Lam. iv. ].—In the words ó rAovros—axariwras 
are ted three kinds of wealth, 1. that 
consisting in agri ce, especially corn, 
wool, &c. 2. That consieting in costly or 
webs of cloth (Hdot. iv. 43). 3 That of gold or 
silver, whether in ingots, or coined into money. 
These are all severally re ted as perishing, 
sedie d a using, but for want of use, by being 
hoarded up welessly. — first kind nd wealth 
ls graphically as rotting in tho grana- 

r want of being dealt out for use. This 
adverted to in the 

nee, 
sort of wealth is that 
parable of the rick man, Luke xii. 16—21, where 
such riches are termed +é ysvñua+Ta THE yapar 
xelueva. By the term cicnza applied to this 
sort of wealth is denoted the rotting by mildew, 
or being eaten up —— The term onte- 
Bpera te to garments and cloth (rè 
aya0d xaiusva ale iry wodAd, Luke xii. Ha 
co & to eùs kal pesi in Matt. vi. 19. 
Comp. Menand. Frag. Incert. xii, 6 ud» lòc +ó 
Ciðńpiov \vualysi—rò O° ipáTiov (‘the cloth ") 
oi onres. By xariwras, as applied to the third 
particular (the precious metal) is denoted the 
growing do Ae want of being kept erit by a 
iberal circulation. Of this amassing of useless 
wealth it is well said by Phileterus ap. Athen. 
p 280, D.: Ble aipsoy ovyi ppovr Zaw (ecil. 

ç) 671 | dora. Ylspíspyos low awoxsiobat 
Tay) | taro» dpyvpiov. Sol point the 
p . In vv. 2, 3, is designated the rich meer, 
who denieth himself what is necessary, v. 2, let- 
ting hie wealth go «used (v. 5). or withholding 
more than is meet.—By xal ò lòt avraw sit 
kap. is meant ‘that their non-use by a li 
circulation will matter for their comdemna- 
tion.” Comp. Eurip. Hi 1061, $3 SéArTes 
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paptúpiov ůpîv éorat, kai dayeras tas odpxas tov as 
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vis" 
Upiv. 
hde—xatrnyopet cov. In paysras ras cápxac 
the nature of the metaphor is disputed, though it 
undoubtedly refers to misery the most acute and 
intense; and hence it is not well to refer it to 
euch as results from the carking cares of getting 
together, and keeping together, wealth ; and, ac- 
cordingly, vain were it to refer to such passages 
asthe Horatian arugo et cura peculi ; for, though 
such cares may wear down the miser to a skeleton 
by consuming the flesh (see Ecclus. xxxi. 1) 
yet he feels not the carking care as any pain ; and 
though Plut. de Superst. describes this * devoted- 
ness to riches as sting away the soul,” yet the 
miser heeds not such figures of speech from the 
pousse: Nor would this, if it dealt in malin, 

an argument worthy of an Apostle. Accord- 
ingly, I continue to be of the same opinion as 
heretofore, by referring the expression to the 
anguish elernal of another world; supposing, with 
Est., that the Apostle does not mean to set forth 
what the selfish rich who live to themselves only 
now suffer, but what they will have to suffer at 
the day of judgment. And so the passage is un- 
derstood by Calvin. By the /ast days are not, I 
— to be understood (as Bp. Jebb ex- 

ins) the last days of the Jewish nation, but the 
day of judgment I am inclined to regard the 
words as presenting a remarkable instance of the 
— and consequently I would point them 

us: ‘'E@ncavplcats—iv icyarais nuda 
(48mo.), q. d. * Ye have heaped up treasures [for 
your last days]; but what days? for the last days 
of the word, the period of the last judgment.’ 
Here, then, the best comment (and that serving 
to draw forth the full meaning of the Apostle) is 
to be found in the words of St. Paul (Rom. ii. 5), 
which the Apostle in this passage may justly be 
supposed to have bad in view: Oncavpi{sie 
c:avTa Ópyhv iv nuipae ópyiis xal amo- 
xaX ei sws Cixaconpiciae Tov Osov. 

4. Here is represented, not 8 rich miser, but a 
rich man uniting in himself the character both of 
covetous, withholding from others their just due, 
and luæurious. ing all on Aimself (auswer- 
ing to the description contained in the parable of 
the rich man and Lazarus), and oppreseing his 
labourers, by diminishing their wages ; or keeping 
back part, on various pretexts. Here, then, by a 
figurative mode of speaking, also found in Lev. 
xix. 13. Deut. xxiv. 14, 15. Mal. iii. 5, the 
Apostle represents the withheld wages of the 

rers as calling on God for vengeance ; and 
which appeal, it is intimated by the words als rà 
era Kup. Zaf. slasA. (formed on Ps. xvii. 6, 
and Isa v. 9), will surely be attended to. In 
either case the woe, the curse and the condi 
punishment, ig denounced against them for the 
abuse of /alenís committed as unto unfaithful 
stewarde.—ó uias —ó dv1coTsonudvos, ° with- 

vue, kpálev. kai ai Boal rÀv Üepuadávrov eis Tà wra Kupiov Pojas, še 
5*'Erpvjrjcare émi rhs vſe, Job 

éotratadnoate Opéypare ras xapdlas oudv os dv Qupa opa- * 
6 f xaredixacate, épovevoate Toy Sixawy eUk GYTLTATCETAL tech. s 6. 

e Job $1. 18. 
Luke 16. 19, 

held, left unpaid.’ Such is the use of aroer. in 
Jos. Autt, iv. 8, 38. 

5, 6. The propriety of the transition bere will 
appear from a comparíson with the kindred pas- 
sage of Mal. iii. 5, and Jer. xii. 3. Here we have 
described the same luxurious profligacy, leading 
to the same terrible destruction, on which the 
last of the Prophets expatiated, while describing 
* the t and terrible day of the Lord." (Bp. 
Jebb.) Thus, then, after severely rebuking their 

ity, the Apostle proceeds to stigmatize their 

5. lowatadi#cats] On this expression see 
note at 1 Tim. v. 6.—iOpiware às xapdias, 
&c., meaning, ‘ Ye have pampered yourselves in 
sensuality, as animals are fattened for slaughter ? 
alluding to the punishment that shall overtake 
them in that ‘day of slaughter,’ when they shall 
be slain like cattle; an image (as Bp. Jebb ob- 
serves) of the highest order of prophetic sublimity. 
Similar ones are found in the Class. writers. $ 
in 7Eschyl. Agam. 1659, the Chorus thus ad- 
dresses the sensualiet, Ægisthus: IIpácos, Tial- 
yov pialvey thy dixny’ imsi dpa (‘is at hand" 
sc. Tis; i. e. the avenger, Orestes. See ver. 
Comp. Athen. p. 336, xaipwpsv, Zoe Evsa Tir, Thy 
Vx v teipev. In we iv hudpa opayñs, tho 

s is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. from four 
MSS.,—an authority, however, too slender to 
warrant the remo of a word which can 
scarcely be dispensed with, and which was in the 
text as early as the formation of the Pesch. Syr. 
Version. Tisch., in his 2nd od., would have done 
better in recalling the ws, as he has done in a 
similar case at 1 Pet. iv. 19, œs wove «Tic. 
The view which I have taken of the sense of the 
words we ¿y ining opayne is confirmed by the 
able annotation of Est., according to which the 
ws is indispensable. Comp. Ezek. xlviii. 15, and 
espec. Jer. xii. 3, ° Pull them (i. e. the oppressive 
wicked) like sheep for the —— and prepare 
them (by fattening) for the day of slaughter,’ 
where it is intimated that the wicked have been 
suffered to prosper only as a preparation for the 
final day of slaugMer, als ñuípav a days, as the 
Sept. renders. 

. katedixdoars, ¿bovsúcaTs, &c.] Besides 
the cruelty and gross sensuality above mentioned, 
the Apostle here stigmatizes another and worse 
kind of cruelty, namely, that of persecution even 
to condemnation and death, as denoted by the 
expressions xaraé. and igovevoars. Here, how- 
ever, it has been disputed whether by rdv dlxasoy 
be meant ‘the just man’ (meaning good men 
generally), or, ‘the Just One,’ namely, Christ, 
who is so called at Acts vii. 52, and iii. 14, 15. 
Of these two modes of interpretation the 
is adopted by the generality of Commentators, 
ancient and modern ; the latter, by a few modern 
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7t MaxpoOupnoate ovv, adedpol, Ews tis Trapovaias ToU Kv- 

péov. “Idov, ó yewpyos éxdéyeras tov T[u4oy xaprov ris yi, 
paxpoOupay én’ alte, ¿oç dy X48n veróv mpwipov xa) Óyrusov- 
8 waxpobupnoate Kal vete, ornpifate Tas Kapdias Yur, OTt 

NUN $ Trapovcía tov Kupíov ipyyuce. 9 ^ MÀ orevdtere kar. GX hwv, 
aderpol, tva uù [xaralxpiOnre iðoù, ó xperis mpò tæv Oupay 

1 Mast. &. 13. EOTNKED. 

Expositors, as Mackn., Rosenm., Abp. Newc., 
and B Jebb, and, of ancient ones, —X CEcumen. 
and Theophyl. As an ment for this latter 
view of the sense, Bp. Middl. urges that the hypo- 
thetical use of the Article, by which rò» dixatoy 
would stand for rode d:xaiove, would present too 
strong an expression. With far greater reason 
may we inst the above view, the forced 
and jejune sense which must thus be assigned to 
the words following, oux dvr«rdocarat buiv: 
namely, ‘the Saviour opposes not your perverse- 
ness; or, as Dr. Burton explains, ‘He is not 
opposing you in your career of national ungodli- 
ness and obduracy, but lets you fill up the mes- 
sure of your sins. On the whole, the latter view, 
—ably supported by Calv. and Eat.,—secms pre- 
ferable. W the concluding clause, ovx avri- 
rdocerat úuîv, the pu of the Apostle is to 
further set forth the guilt of this cruelty and 
oppression, by representing it as inflicted on the 
he pow and unresisting; see Calv. And how 
little effectual resistance the oppressed poor could, 
in that age, make to the oppressing rich, no one, 
conversant with ancient literature, will need to 
be informed. I need only refer to the 
Juvenal, Sat. iii. 299, * Libertas pauperis haec est, 
Pulsatus rogat, et concisus adorat, Ut 
liceat paucis cum dentibus inde reverti” I must 
not omit to add, that the interpretation by which 
TÓ» Cixacoy is taken to denote our Lord Jesus 
Christ is ably refuted by Est., who decidedly pre- 
fers to understand the just man; and he 
remarks that elsewhere in Scripture ó dixacos, in 
this emphatical sense, is opposed to the rich and 

werful. And he adduces, as exx., Isa. lvii. 
& xciii. 21, et al. It is remarkable that the 

learned theologian should have omitted to adduce 
Wisd. ii. 12—18, which must have been in the 
mind of St. James; and, accordingly, he mus 
have intended to take row dlxacoy in the gexeric 
sense. How Bentley could have brought himself 
to suppose that St. James wrote not oóx dyrir., 
but ó Kópioe ovx dytir., I am at a loss to ima- 
gine; and still more how Bp. Middl. could call 
the conjecture * ingenious.” 

ere the Apostle turns to the Christian 
converts suffering under their oppression, and 
exhorts them patiently to endure the injuries 
inflicted on them, seeing that the advent of the 
Lord Jesus Christ approaches. This he confirms 
and illustrates by the example of the husbandman, 
and by those held out to them in the suffering 
Prophets — ükpoteeurt The term 
has here a double signification; namely, patiently 
endure, and patiently wait Comp. Heb. x. 
86, seqq., Yrouorns yao ixere xpaías, ` for 
need ye have of patience'—until 6 ipyopusvos 
E, —a passage forming the best comment on 
the present. By js 9apovc. T. K. seems meant, 
by a double sense, ‘the advent of Christ at the 

of th 

10 1“Tróderypa Adhere Tis xaxoraÜeías, adedpoi pov, 

destruction of Jerusalem,’ and ‘ the final advent ;" 
espec. the latter.—roy Tiuiov kaprov. So called, 
as supplying tbat which forms the moet 

of food to man, ‘bread, the staff of life." 
s+Tóy Tpæipov, meaning the , 88 òye- 

pov does the vernal rains. Lachm. and Tisch. 
cancel Uerdy from a few MSS. But it cannot 
well be dispensed with. Nor is it likely to have 
been omitted, for, while the complete expression 
occurs several times in the Sept., no where do I 
find there the Adject. employed without verop. 

8. ornpitare ras xapSías ù.) i. c. ‘ stablish 
your hearts in faith and patience.’ — exe, 
*hath drawn nigb;' i.e. ‘is all but at hand; 
which is required x Tpó T&v» Üvpar Loryaes, 
just after. Comp. Matt. xxiv. 33. 

9. ui? oreva{eTs xaT é\Andeov] The Com- 
mon Version here is any thing but happy, whether 
in its textual or its marginal reading. 
and do not well represent the sense of the 
original; at least, if groan be retained, it must 
be — to da et groan of dis- 
content, but the o — š 
which BF to find fault with — an — 

om of injuries, sometimes imaginary, 
mostly erated. See Calv. Some characters 
are naturally querulous and impatient of others 
infirmities, forgetting their own; others are sus- 
picious, and prone to resent injuries. Both 
classes of persons are here admonished to = 

Con- Jorbearance and long-suffering, lest the 
demned by their own judgment, —mindful that, 
with what measure they mete, it shall be mea- 
sured to them again : besides which, it behoves 
them to consider that the common Judge of all 
standeth at the door. The Tea uù xaTraxp. here 
is equiv. to Iva uù els Uwdxptow wients, at 
v. 13 And accordingly the xara should be re- 
moved. Indeed it is d in very few MSS, 
and those of the lowest order. The ó before 
xperne has no place in several MSS. and the 
t. rec. (the Elz. Ed.); but it is found in the 
Btephanie text, and in the great body of the 

; and it is required b priety of lan- 
the sense being, ‘ the alge xaT éfoyhp,” 

who is at Acts x. 42 denominated 6 wpiopéiver 
Kp. gag xai vexpor. 

10. To encourage them to patient endurance, 
the Apostle now points to the examples of those 
who trodden the same thorny path before 
them; so supplying what has ever been a power- 
ful incentive to ‘the faith and perseverance of 
the saints."—dwoderyua AdBers. On the force 
of Swéderypa see note at John xiii. 15. —r7 
xaxomaÜsías. The expression may be under- 
stood to mean, ‘constancy in enduring suffer- 
ings;' or it may with aaxpoÜvulae just after 
form an Hendiadys, to denote * patient endurance 
of evils.’ On the various evils endured by the 
Prophets, see Heb. xi. 33, seqq.—@ ¿A éA near 
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m 3 Chron. 

Ps. 60. 16. 

iva ui) td xpiow méonte, 13 m Kaxorrabel Tis èv Ogy ; mpos- Eh 5 19. 

Tc ÓvóuaT: K. This is intended to at once set 
forth the high character of thoee who ‘endured 
the like things,’ and to give greater point to the 
argument; aa ‘If their high commission did 
not screen from suffering; if they bore such 
evils, well may ye.’ 

II. uaxapíCousv] * we pronounce those bless- 
ed, agreeably to Christ's words, Matt. v. 11, 12. 
— ros ¥rou., ‘who bear with patience the trials 
appointed for them by God.’ On this absolute 
use, see note on Rom. xii. 12. Here we may 
suppose the Apostle to have had in mind the 
words of Dan. xii. 12, uaxápioe 6 iouivov, 
with which comp. Matt. xxiv. 13.—1d TéAos 
Kuplov. Render: ‘the [happy] end which the 
Lord wrought for him, putting an end to his 
— $ with reference to what is said, Job 
xiii. 12. 

12. uù duviers] ‘leave off swearing.’ The 
Apoetle now takes occasion to advert to one 
among other modes of expressing impatience, 
namely, by the use of angry oaths uttered under 
impatience, and from great provocation ; for such, 
as Bp. derson and Abp. Newc. show, are 
meant by the oaths here spoken of. Besides 
these, however, we may suppose,—espec. from 
the use of the solemn formula rod wrayrev,— 
that the Apostle here speaks generally of ali 
oaths used in common conversation ; such kind 
of swearing being, there is reason to think, v 
prevalent among the Jews. So Philo, vol. ii. 
P. 271, cited by Wetst., testifies to the prevalence 
of this profane practice thus: dA\a xal mapa- 
AaBére Tit, el Bovera, pù why Td dvoráTe 
xai wpecBuraroy s000$ alriov, ANa wir, 
fiov, daripat, ovpavdv, TÒ» cvuTarra kóc- 
pov. That the Apostle's words have nothing to 
do with judicial — all the best Commen- 
tators are agreed. And, indeed, such is certain 
from the similar words of our Lord, Matt. v. 34 
—S7, on which, doubtless, the present injunction 
was formed. It may be observed that the prac- 
tice of the Essenes wholly coincided with these 

hibitions. Thus we find from Jos., Bell. ii. 
, 6, that they avoided swearing, as if it were 

worse than perjury ; though there, as in the pre- 
sent case, the injunction, as Whiston remarks, 
must be su to have had its particular ex- 
ceptions, as on certain great and n occa- 
sions. Thus, in the next section, we find it 
related of these very Essenes, who are before 
said to have so zealously avoided swearing, that 
they admitted none into their brotherhood till 
they had taken certain tremendous oaths to per- 
form their several duties to God and to their 
neighbour; so evidently not accounting this any 
violation of the rule ‘not to swear at all The 
case is the same in the Christian system, as wo 
learn from the Apostolical Constitutions, which, 
although they coincide with these prohibitions of 

Christ and his Apostle as to swearing in general, 
yet they explain it elsewhere by avoiding to swear 

, and to swear often and in vain. And so 
when they enjoin not to swear at all, they add 
that, * If such cannot be avoided, we must swear 
truly; which sufficiently serves to explain the 
nature and measures of this general injunction. 
—fre Suey Td val, val, kai rd o0, où. This 
seems to have been a proverbial form of expres- 
sion, to denote simple affirmation or negation ; 

; if need be, but unaccompanied with 
oaths. — Iva ph bd «plow mienta. Very 
many MSS., some Versions and Fathers, and 
some early Editions, have als dwoxpiotw, which 
reading was received into the text by Matthei, 
but uem thrown out by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch.; very properly ; since it admits of no 
tolerable sense: and external authority is of no 
great weight in a case like this. The reading 
arose, I suspect, from a blending of dw and its 
gloss sls, putting els first. Thus two and «plow 
were causelessly joined together, and hereby the 
reading «le jóxpicip is well accounted for. 
That a gloss on jw should have occurred was 
likely, since miwrew two vi (for als vı) is of 
very rare occurrence, though such is found in 
Diod. Sic. t. ii. 269, and viii. 209 (where ùr’ 
éEovolay stands for sis ig., which occurs in 
E 12), also in Polyb. iv. 15, 11. 

13—18. Here the Apostle adverts to other 
trials of patience and resignation, namely, those 
of sickness, or other calamity; pointing out 
the best means of removing, or mitigating, the 
evils. And first he enjoins the use of prayer, as 
the best balm for the wounds of affliction, and 
the most effectual preservative against the allure- 
ments of prosperity. 

13. xaxowabai Tic ¿v ouiv; &c.] It has been 
a matter of dispute, whether these words should bo. 
taken is ively, or declaratively. Editors 
vary in opinion, but recent ones, from Griesb. to 
Tisch., adopt the declarative,—and certainly in 
the Class. writers the older Editors adopted in 
such a case the interrogative,—while the recent 
Editors have preferred the declarative, e.g. in 
Antiph. Acdum. frag. ii. 5, aTi» 0oXvriAe To 
Bia, Tis ob b0ovst; Dind. and Meinecke reject 
the interrogation of the former Edd., and write 
Bip Tis. For my own part, I am now disposed 
to acquiesce in the ive mode, which im- 
plies a ition of a case, as at 1 Cor. xiv. 26, 
Wadudp ixt, Qibay v ixet—wavra, &c., where 
see note.—4UÜvust ris ; WadAirew. Not meaning 
thus to say that cheerfulness is always to be so 
expressed (see notes on 1 Cor. xiv. 15. Eph. v. 
19. Col. iii. 16); but recommending them to 
adapt their devotions to their present frame of 
mind and to external circumstances ;—in sorrow 
and affliction offering up prayer and icu- yer E 
tion; in joy offering ‘the sacrifice of praise 
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— * Kuoiou. 
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avTQ. 

(Heb. xiii. 15), giving thanks for past and pre- 
sent blessings, with prayer for future ones, and 
for grace at all times to withetand temptations. 

14. wpocxaX. rode mpeofß. THs ¿xxÀ.] [I agree 
with Dr. Peile, that by rove wpscB. are meant 
the Church Presbyters, or the order of Priests, 
who acted as Pastors.— pocevt4eÜ0eca» in’ 
avTÓyp — Kupíov. 'Ev re ÓvóuaTrt Tov Kv- 
píov some construe with 4pocsvEáaÜwcar ix’ 
avrov: others, with áA«cv. avTov ikaip. We 
may, however, sup them to belong to both; 
the whole thing being done in dependence on the 
aid of God, solemnly invoked in — That 
oil (espec. the generous oil of the East) is highly 
salutary in various disorders, will, however, by 
no means prove it to be here enjoined as a wedt- 
cal means ; for from the Gospele (see Mark vi. 
13) we learn that this (which was a general 
remedy among the Jews) was used by the dis- 
ciples even in conjunction with miraculous power. 

ay, our Lord himself condescended to employ 
certain media in working miracles. In the case 
of these presbyters, as in that of 0 ileal al 
the oil may have been only used as ical of 
tho cure to bo effected by the Divine means, 
Upon the whole, it involves, I rehend, the 
least di, to suppose that by the healing in 
question is meant prelernatural healing; o 
wise the strong expressions 7) sëX? THs wioreet 
Cowra TÓy Kapy., xai Uysost a. o K., and others 
must be taken with such a limitation as, in the 
ari context, would involve a very t 
arshness In the next generation, indeed, (ere 

is little doubt that the thing became a solemn 
igious ceremony comprehending a : 

rite, the use of which tended to produce the 
blessings invoked, as far as was consistent with 
the purposes of Divine wisdom: in which case, 
of course, the expression prayer of faith would 
bear a very — sense to hin does in the 
present passage. Here it may supposed to 
denote ‘ the prayer which proceedeth from that 
faith to which was formerly granted the pre 
of working miracles; see Acts iii. 16. m. 
xii. 3. 1 Cor. xii. 9. xiii. 2: in which view the 
sins (namely, sins sincerely repented of ) of which 
it is here said that ‘they shall be forgiven,’ are 
supposed to be those of which the disorders in 
question were a temporal and judicial punish- 
ment; see Matt. viii. 17. John v. 14. 1 Cor. 
xi. 90, seq. The Apostle here 
the sick person himself addressing the 
life and death, health and sickness, for his re- 
covery: but that was so manifest a duty, as to 
seem unnecessary to be enjoined on any truly 
Christian person. Accordingly there are very 
few passages enjoining this duty; however, in the 
Old Test, one occurs in lus. xxxviii. 9, 
Téxvoy, iv — cov pù wapaéBrXsrs 
ite not negligent of thy duty’), ddAAd siEas 

vpiw, xai avTOs lacsrat. 
16. iEomodoysiots dA dois Tà Teparre- 

says nothing about 
7 Lord of 

15 ° Kai 9 evyn tis Tistess cece, Tov kdpvovra, cai 
avTov ó Kupws xà» ápaprías Ú Tremoimkas, dbeÜrjaeras 
16 'EfouoXoyeicÜe GANS TA TrapaTTTwpaTa, Kal eù- 

para, &c.] Some, ing this as a fresh 
exhortation, unconnected with the preceding con- 
text, suppose it to enjoin generally a mu con- 
fession of faults or injuries committed against 
each other, with a mutual lication to God for 
spiritual health. This view, however, lies 
to no little objection im the barshness which it 
involves, of assigning such a figurative senee to 
la0grs in a context like the present. Hence 
most Expositors, with reason, connecting the 
exhortation with what precedes, understand the 
injunction not as a general, bat a special one, 
referring only to cases of dangerous sicknese, and 
when the confession and reconciliation in question 
would materially tend to promote the recovery of 
the sick pereon. The ‘ prayer’ here mentioned 
seems intended chiefly of the injured a, whe 
should not only forgive, but prey for is injurer, 
if penitent; though it may be understood of 
all other prayers for the recovery and pardon of 
sins of the sick person, except those mentioned at 
vv. 14,15. It seems that the Apostle here meant 
ae an all and extol a — to freely 
co on all proper occasions, the wrongs we 
have done to any — Certain it is that Çe. 
resent passage will by no means support 
mish practice of axricalar confession, espec. to 

& pricet ; — a * case, being 
supposed to e to the in 
order to obtain his forgiveness. Finally. to « - 
courage the use of prayers for the sick, not only 
on the part of ministers, but that of Christians 
in general, there is added the assurance, woXd 
loyxvas sinoce dicalou ivapyounien, meaning, 
that ‘the earnest prayers of the righteous have 
great . At least, such is the 
sense ; but the exact import of this peculiar ex- 
ression much depends on the true nature of the 
orm IH Poma If it be, what many suppose 

it, a Middle form with reciprocal sense, it will 
signify : ing itself, equiv. to working, Active ; 
and thus it will be a convertible term with ivep- 
vie or ivapyos. As exx. of this form the Com- 
mentators who adopt the above view refer to 
Rom. vii. 2 Cor. i. 6. iv. 12. Gal. v. 6. 

h. iii. 20. Col. i. 29. 2 These. ii. 7; yet&, in 
most every one of those (as I have 

shown in my notes thereon) a Posse force ie 
either strongly marked or very ible; and 
in this view I am supported by P Dull, Exam., 
p. 90, Schoettg. on Gal. and Ep . and Dindorf 
on Stepb. Thes. in v. It is, I believe, never 
used as Middle, with a true Middle foros in 
the Class. writers, and in them a Passive form is 
ru u, et I have myself noticed exx. in 
Polyb. i. id 5. ix. 18, 9, Pseudo- Aristot. de 
Mundo, and some very late Greek writers. The 
question, however, is, not what it may mean in 
some of the above-enumerated passages (for in 
others it cannot but have a Passtve sense), but 
what is its import here. Now, from the Middle 
form and signif. arises a very languid sense, 
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qrAijBos ápapridv. 

whereas one strongly significant is called for by 
the context; and hence I agree with those Ex- 
positors who regard irspyyovuívo as a Passive 
Jorm with Passive sense, denoting prayer * wrought 
out and carried into effect in suitable — 
such as the just know how to employ, exactly as 
at Gal. v. 6, wloris &° åyárys tvspyounlyn 
signifies ‘faith wrought out and carried into 
action by deeds.’ Dr. Peile's version, ° 

in duty, called into action, maki 
itself felt in all its inherent efficacy,’ is formed 
on Calvin's note, who illustrates the thing thus: 
* Quotidie oramus pro tota Ecclesia, ut peccata 
ili Deus remittat: sed tunc vero in actu eet 
oratio, quum succurrere contendimus iis, qui 
laborant. 

19, 20. To the above injunctions to mutual 
confession, forgiveness, and prayer for each other, 
the Apostle now subjoins another, to mutually 
co-operate in correcting each other's errors in the 
doctrines, or failures in the practice, of Chris- 
tianity. 

20. xal wadiwee wA n0os du.) Expositors are 
not whether the ooceriag here spoken of 
is to be understood of the sins of the converter, 
or of the converted. The former interpretation 
is espoused by Origen and soveral Latin Fathers, 

Pet. 4. 8. 

and of the moderns, by Hamm., Whitby, Wells, 
Atterbury, and Doddr.; the latter, by Grot, 
Vorst. Galv., Est, Bp. Hall, Wolf, Benson’ 
Sherlock, Rosenm., Mackn., Abp. Newc., Pott, 
Scott, and almost all recent Commentators, who 
argue that it seems hardly consonant with the 

age and doctrines of the Gospel, that any 
sin should be forgiven, if it be unrepented, or 
persisted in; amd if it be repented forsaken 
it will be pardoned twithout the meritorious act 
here mentioned. Indeed, the latter interpreta- 
pon is * alone — ie ie —— p 
ow early it was adopted will appear from its 

being followed by the Peech. Syr. Translator. 
Thus, then, we may suppese the meaning to be, 
that ‘so doing he will cause these his sins to be 
covered wp in the sight of God, and to be un- 
punished,—that Christ's atoning blood might 
cover the multitude of his sins, never to appear 
in judgment against him.’ By this, however, 
we are only to understand that the good offices 
of the reformer will powerfully temd—be the 
means—to procure the forgiveness of sins and 
final salvation of the penitent sinner, since con- 
version does not necessarily imply final perse- 
verance, and therefore can by no means ensure 
salvation. 
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THE authenticity, and consequently canonical 
authority, of this Epistle, has never, until re- 
cently, disputed. On the (ime, however, 
when, and the place where, it was written, no- 
thing certain can be pronounced. Indeed of the 
history of St. Peter's life subsequent to his being 
at Antioch, A.D. 46, we know nothing from the 
New Test. That he suffered martyrdom at Rome 
at the close of the reign of Nero, about the year 
64, we learn from the early Ecclesiastical Histo- 
rians; aud that his remains were deposited at 
Rome, we have the same testimony ; to which I 
am enabled to add that of Procopius, Hist., p. 
195, 10. But though the time when this Epistle 
was written cannot be exactly fixed, yet, from 
some allusions in it to the troubles in Judæa, it 
is supposed to have been not long before the 
death of the Apostle; probably about the year 
63. See Prof. Steiger's Introd., 8 10. With re- 
spect to the place where it was written, the de- 
termination of that point is cloeely connected 
with the interpretation of the paseage at chap. v. 
13, where see note. As to the persons to whom 
it was addressed, that, too, is a matter of some 
uncertainty. They were probably the Christians 
dispereed through various parts of Asia Minor 
and the East, espec. Pontus, Galatia, Cappadocia, 
Asia, and Bithynis,—chiefly Jews, but partly, 
though in a small measure, Gentiles. As regards 
the matter contained therein, this Epistle bears a 
close affinity to that of the Epistle of St. James 
in scope and argument, adverting to the persecu- 
tions to which the Christians were exposed, ex- 
horting to patience and resignation, perseverance 
in the true faith, and inculcating universal love 
and the — a ira pagar ror The 

t purpose of the stle in this Epistle was 
Apes et the faith of t believers, chiefly Jewish 
Christians, and to stimulate them to continue in 
a holy life and conversation, and ‘testifying to 
them that this is the true grace of God in which 
they stood.’ ‘ Hence,’ as observes Dr. Davidson, 
‘the Apostle's design was to assure them, that 
the truths which they had received from the li 
of Paul and his assistants were the unchangeable 
word of God, the source of all animating hope, 
as well as permanent comfort, wbich they should 
appropriate with the simplicity of new-born 

babes ; so that by means of it they might grow 
up to the maturity of Christian manhood. In 
this manner he confirms them in the faith which 
Paul had taught; and virtually rebukes the 
errorists, who had sown the s of corruption 
among them. It was also his design to exhort 
them to stedfastness under the trials to which 
they were exposed, to furnish consolation, and to 
regulate their conduct towards the heathen around 
them ; that they might be sober, holy, and barm- 
lese ; silencing their persecutors with well-doing. 
Those whom he addressed had been already rooted 
and grounded in the doctrines of Christianity ; 
and therefore the Epistle is not doctrinal.” Haw- 
ever, a most competent judge of such a matter, 
with equal exactness and point, remarks, that ‘ the 
heads of doctrine contained in it are many, —bat 
the main (topics), and those espec. insisted on, 
are these three, Faith, Obedience, and Patience 
(the chief purpose being to eetablish Christians 
in believing, to direct them in doing, and to 
comfort them in — after the most blessed 
example of their r, the Lord Jesus). Ac- 
cordingly, continues he, ‘the Epistle is a brief, 
but very clear summary both of. the consolations 
and the instructions that are needful for the 
encoursgement and instruction of a Christian 
pilgrim in his journey to heaven; elevating bis 
thoughts and desires to that happiness, and 
strengthening him against all opposition in the 
way,—both that of corruption within, and tempt- 
ation without.” (Abp. Leighton.) As to the 
matter of the Epistle, the style is somewhat 
similar to that of St. James, but has not that 
ready flow, nor ease of expression. There is a 
kind of harshness of manner, and roughness of 
ex ion, evincing an imperfect command over 
a foreign lan The peculiar character of 
— istle, as a obi points out, is ‘a 
pe ng warmth of manner, corresponding to 
the foriginall ] fiery, but [now] subdued ‘ea: 
perament of the Apostle.’ However. a deep and 
marked carnestness appears throughout, ‘as of 
one,’ — a —— ‘whose soul is stirred 
to its very depths by the hope of future . 
With him, conte Dr. Davidson, il pat 
— point of Christianity is Hope,—a well- 
grounded expectation of future glory, through 
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xai Bibuvias, ? "xarà mpoyvwow co. IIarpós, dv 4yacnQ b Eph. 1. 4 
IIvevparos, eis traxony xai pavtiopòv atuaros Incod XpiTob: tis) 
xápis viv kai eipijvn wrNOvvGein. 

Christ Jesus.’ In short, the Epistle (which 
kes largely of the character stamped on 

eter's speeches in the Acts of the Apostles) is 
in every way worthy of the Apostle. In it, as 
might well be expected from the Apostle's cha- 
racter of mind and Christian experience, * watch- 
fulness (as observes Dr. Davidson) and sobriety 
are inculcated in proportion to the height of 
Christian attainments, and humility is often 
enjoined to lower pride.’ 

I. 1, 2. ixAsxrots] ‘ elected to the privileges of 
the Gospel, as beng professing Christians." By 
this term, as Bp. Hall says, are denoted ‘ those 
who, in their outward profession and in the 
judgment of charity, are reputed for the elect 
of God, and chosen by him to salvation. See 
Rom. viii. 33. Of course it is by no means 
meant to be asserted that all such would be ulti- 
mately saved. They are said to be elect, as being 
admitted to the light of the Gospel, as distin- 
guished from others who are still in the darkness 
of heathenism. By calling them elect xarà arpó- 
yvewotv Osov (for such is the construction), ° ac- 
cording to the —— of God ` (on which 
expression see Acts ii. Rom. viii. 28, seq. 
Eph. i. 5, and notes), the Apostle means to de- 
note that the calling of these persous to the 
knowledge of the Gospel was (like every other 
circumstance relative to his gracious dispensa- 
tion) foreknown by God.—wapam:druos, for 
the more Class. rapuixore, though the word is 
used by the later Clase. writers. By the expres- 
sion waper. Óiacopas are meant the Jewish 
Christians, dwelling as scattered sojourners over 
the countries subjoined. On óiacopd, see on 
John vii. 35. James i. ], and my Lex. In the 
enumeration of those countries the Apostle 1. 
Steiger observes) seems to have regarded the 
thing in his mind as if forming a circle, so 
traced as that the line should commence with 
Pontus, and terminate, after being carried round, 
at the same point—Pontus. The é», at the 
hrase dy:acue Iiv., means, not through, nor 
* but (as in the parallel of 2 Thess. ii. 
13, ‘chosen to salvation, i» dytacug IIysópa- 
Tos) ‘in,’ zz ‘under,’ with reference to the m 
sent state of acceptance and grace in which they 
stand. Render: ‘under sanctification of the 
Spirit,’ ‘ through his sanctifying influences.’ The 
next words, ole Uwaxony «al payriou., denote 
Purpose or effect. See Calvin's able note, termi- 
nating with the words, ‘Summa est: salutem 
nostram manare ex gratuit& electione Dei, sed 
eam simul considerandam eese ex fidei experi- 
entià, in eo quód Spiritu suo nos sanctificat. 
Postremó duos esee vocationis nostre effectus aut 
fines, nempe ut reformemur in obedientiam Dei, 
et Christi sanguine abluamur; utrumque autem 
esse opus Spiritus Sancti. Unde colligimus neque 

& 16, 26. 

electionem a vocatione, nec gratuitam fidei justi- 
tiam a vite novitate esse.’ Thus we 
have here a sort of sketch of the economy of our 
redemption, as being the free gift of God the 
Father, effected by the blood of God the Son. 
And, accordingly, we are (in the words of Tho- 
mas Scott) ‘taught to ascribe our salvation to 
the electing love of the Father, the redemption 
of the Son, and the sanctification of the Spirit; 
and so to give glory to the Triune God.'—ydpis 
éui» xal slprvg wrNOuvbcin. The same form 
of salutation recurs also at 2 Pet. i. 1; and with- 
out «A nO. at 1 Cor. i. 3. This form is found also 
in the Old Teet., Numb. vi. 24—26; and so a 
Rabbinical writer says, * Scribit fratribus filiis 
meridei Paz vestra multiplicetur Í" Comp. also 
Jude 2, Acos buy xal slpriyg —nrA nOvyOsln. 

3—5. The Apostle now opens out his subject 
by calling on his readers to join with him in 
devout) Blossia the God and Father of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, for this his mercy and He 
reminds them of the happy immortality set be- 
fore them in the Gospel, and which they would 
obtain, if they continued true to their Christian 
profession. This view paves the way for the 
mention, at ver. 6, of trials and : 

3. à Gede xai Mavip Tov K. 4. T X.] On 
this form of expression see note at Rom. xv. 6.— 
—w«ará TOÀ) avrov Àros. These words 
are highly significant, inculcating (as Luther 
shows) ‘a most important evangelical doctrine, 
that it is only of the exuberant compassion of 
God (see Luke i. 78) that we are saved.'—áva- 
avyücas nuas sic dXoí0a, &c., ‘who hath 

tten us en unto a hope.” The beet com- 
ment is at Titus iii. 5, xarà tov abToU Atov 
ic octv fuas da Aovrpov wadtiyyevecias, xal 
dvaxa:v@oses [vedparos dyíov. "the subjoined 

ithet Qecav is for {womrotovcay, in allusion to 
the life and immortality brought to light by the 
Gospel. Comp. óó0v (aoa, Heb. x. 20. The 
*hope' here mentioned is that of being one day 
(in the words of Rom. viii. 13) ‘delivered from 
a state of bondage (to corrupt nature), and intro- 
duced into the freedom and glory of being sons 
of Gop.’ This hope is represented as introduced 
by Christ's resurrection, inasmuch as that showed 

e possibility of our oton resurrection, as being 
both a proof and pledge thereof. Thus, then, in 
sls dAwléa Lõsav we have indicated the end and 
result of tbe sew birth just before spoken of. In 
als xÀnpovouíay &ádÜapror, &c., v. 4, is shown 
the object of this hope—namely, an inheritance, 
here represented by such epithets as quito distin- 
guish it from mere uoridiy inheritances; for 
whereas the latier are corruptible in themselves, 
and fading, as to the trivial solid comfort they 
impart, and its perishing nature; this, the inho- 
ritance to which the regenerate are entitled, is 
š in itself, and they will be rendered 
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gon, ép oùpavoîs eis * buds, Ë * Tous dp Dvváuei Geov ppovpovperous 
Nider ts, Ced TücTews eis cornplay, éroiuny aro 
f Rom. ii. éoyáræ' 8év d dryaX)uáa0e, ddbyow pri (e; Séov iori) wmn- 
en d U. Oévres év mowilo wet 

$. s. g Prov.17.8. Isa. 45.10. 1 Cor. & 18. 

incorruptible and immortal to enjoy it. See 
$002 d ore rada, e the two terms 

apos and dulayTov, the former represents 
it as imperishable ; the latter, as sncontaminated 
by those vieee which so grievously disturb all 
human happiness, and untainted with that evil 
which, in this world, ever intermixes itself with 
what is good. Moreover the inheritance in ques- 
tion is termed áuápavrTovr, ° never-fading,' because 
it never grows old, but pe y endureth such 
as itis to all eternity. Finally, it is said to be 
‘reserved in heaven, and consequently is eut of 
the reach of frustration or deprivation, —on which 
seo Col. i. 5. 2 Tim. iv. 8. 

5. rode iv Qvváus. Oso? ppovpounivous da 
alorewse asses — * [for ky. who are 
preeerved an arded e powerta tection 
of God through faith into salvation’ n the ex- 

ion ppovpouudvouc we have a figure derived 
mans , whore whatever is 

deposited is secure from all attacks: se forming 
a beautiful representation of the complete security 
of true believers under the protection of a God 
who is engaged O an ee them safe 
unto salvation. By &id wiorewe, just after, are 
denoted the meane through which this power of 
God works in us. Faith is here ted as 
the medium through which this event is brought 
about; q. d. ‘through the exercise of a firm and 
settled faith, which endureth unto the end.’ See 
Col. i. 23. Heb. iii. 6. Finally, in «le carnplay 
is intimated the end of that preservation and 
support; namely, final and complete salvation. 
*Eroiuny &voxkaXwdQÓrva:, * ready to be revealed 
and imparted ;' l: ready for them (though 
they are not ready for it), inasmuch as it is re- 
served for them. "Ev xatog icyxére, tat tho 
final consummation of all things,’ at the day of 
judgment. 

6. The Apostle proceeds, after expressing thank- 
fulness to on account of the blessings 
vided for believers, to console and animate them 
in their present condition; which, because of 
those blessings, notwithstanding their temporal 
sufferings, was as full of joy, as it was safe and 

(Steiger.) —» 9$ &yaA- 

meaning to say, * this felicity ye expect, — 

ersons. In some the trials 
would be from the infliction of Jewish or Heathen 
persecution; in others, from the temptations of 
the world, the flesh, and the Devil, with which 
all have, more or less, to contend, while in this 
earthly state of trial. And eo, through means of 
sin, there would be many interraptions to that 
complete joy of which they should be made 
takers at ‘the revelation of Jesus Christ.’ Bv 
the restriction involved in the words al &ío» ior! 
(with which Luther aptly compares those infra 

ames 1.8. ch. 4 132. 

ili. 17, d Ofo: rò OfAnua rev Geov), we are 
taught (as Steiger observes) that ‘ suffering is not 
absolutely necessary and salutary to the faithfal.” 
* They must not (says Luther) lay upon themselves 
a cross out of their own will, but wait for that 
which God may lay upon them.’ 

7. va rò —— X pueros] "Isa here 
denotes result ; these words denoting (as Steiger 

ithful, and says) * God's purpose in trying the 
its Loo ree wo oso iD aro Brot jn Mo 
faith.’ Heuder: * [n order that this Meet ef your 
faith [by affliction], in im ce far exoeeding 
that of gold which perisheth, b tried in the 
fire, may be found [to terminato] unto praise." 
Here we have a comparison, à minori ad majus, 
between the proof of the genuineness of , by 
the assay of fire, with that of fash, tried in tbe 
furnace of affliction: a comparison found elee- 
where in Scripture (as Prov. xvii. 3, Soarsp 
ia uei erei iv kauívo doyupor xai Pr, 
oU Tes ixXsrcral capsiat wapa Te Kvplo), and 
eceurring not unfrequently in the Class. writers. 
So Seneca de Prov. 5, *ignis aurum 
miseria fortes viros. Comp. Philo, p. D, 
ù dpdvncis, Bv alxace yovoío, ddóÀe xai 
xaÜapa, xai wservpmpivyg xal dedoxiuacuiry, 
cal rile pice, ixe? páv ior iv rH mov 
@soç copia. Comp. Prov. xvii. 3 xxvii. 21. 
Ecclus. ii. 5, and 1 Cor. iii. 13, all prob. in Peter's 
mind. Besides the above, however, we have an- 
other point of superiority in the f of tried 
A = hs over —— ld tried in the 
re; and that is suggest y the expression ov 

drodXuuévov, by which it is intimated, that 
whereas the one wears out and — in tho 
use, —however approred by the fire,—the other, 
on the contrary, in use loses nothing of its weight 
and value, but rather acquires more. Moreover, 
besides its value being increased by time, it will 
also (as is intimated by the words following, 
sbps0p ale Évawor xal. Tipd)v—Xpirrov) be 
found to go on in increasing glory unto eternity, 
‘enduring even unto everlasting life; for the 
words dy axoxaA oie ‘Inco Xpiorov are to be 
taken in close connexion with the preceding 
OóEay ; this revelation of Jesus Christ at the day 
of judgment naturally suggesting the idea of what 
St. Paul s of at Rom. viii. 19—21, ‘ the 
revelation (or manifestation), at that day, of the 
glory (coexistent with Christ's, Rom. viii. 17, 
and therefore eternal) of the sons of God,'—the 
glory which shall be then revealed at the redem 
tion of our bodies. See Rom. viii. 23. —To ad- 
vert to a matter of various reading. For «ei? 
Tij Tepor MSS. A, B, C, and 20 cursives. (to 
which I add Lamb. 1182, 1183, 1194, Mus. 5116, 
16184) have wodvriudt., which has been received 
by Griesb., Seholz, Lachm., and Tisch. Bat, 
though external authority is rather in favour of 

this, yet interna] evidence inclines rather for the 
other reading. I am now ready to agree with 
Matthai that the reading areAvTiuóT. arose from 
the woXd being erroneously conjoined with tips. 
Of course the Tiu. would then be altered to Tiu, 
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i Gen. 40. 10. 
Dan. 

Matt. 18. 17. vncav podras oi Trepi THs cis vus yapuTos Mpodmrevcavres, MA} I. 

since there is no such word as roàvrluios. And 
as wedvris. is surely mot (what Steiger calls it) 
the more difficult readiug, so neither is it the 
more ‘suitable,’ the one being as suitable as the 
other. Nay, weAd ris. is more so, since it con- 
weysa more forcible sense in a passage where force 
of expression might be expected; and that is a 
reason which, in a theological, though not critical, 
view, eught to have t weight. inally, roÀ 9 
sut. is confi by a similar idiom (prob. 
present to the mind of the Apostle) at 2 Cor. 
viii. 22, woAv c*ovdaióTtpor.—Tov  dsroÀA v- 
pávov. Many Critics, from Grot. down to Steiger, 
take this as Pres. for Fut., as in 2 Pet. iii. 11, 
TosTwev—Td»rev Avouévev, and 2 Thess. ii. 10, 
dy Troie dwolAwpuévote. Yet in all these passages, 
there is, strictly ing, no Future sense, but the 
Present is used simply of what takes place cus- 
wani? and what, therefore, in a po sense, 
must take place; and even the purest gold tried 
in the fire must perish by using. In «le irawov, 
&e., Steiger remarks on the accumulation of syno- 
y ene nother instance of the eame is feund in 

rtemid. Onir. iv. 2, dwatve: xal iua kal 
óé[«.. But the two terme, though there syno- 
nymous, are not so Aere, the sense here intended 
being prob. this, that ‘ such trial is to the praise 
and glory of God,’ i. e. to the glory of his grace. 
Comp. Eph. i. 14, sle Imauoy rye éne av- 
sad and i. 6, ele ivawow dofye v5* xdpivros 
avrov. 

8. The Apostle here, after the above erar 
tical digreesion respecting the glory that is to 
ensue upon tbe close of their trials, reverte to the 

t condition of believers ; q. d. * I thank God 
your redemption and appointment to eternal 
— in ie ver : which you do even 
now rejoiee, nothwithstanding your preparato 
eufferings; ye rejoice, be repeats again, “with 

confidence toward the Saviour, as though 
ys were already crowned by him with that 

escedness.” (Steiger.)—dy, ovx aldores, dya- 
wars, &., ' whom, th having not seen [in 
the flesh on — ye love; in whom, though 
not yet seoing, ye believe,’ &c. ; oomp. Heb. xi. 1. 
John xx. 29. iger well remarks on the paral- 
lelism which here exists, and the double contrast 
here involved: ‘ Not to know, and yet to love, 
ROME one contrast; and not to behold, but 
still, t roh faith to rejoice, forming another.’ 
* Here,’ Calv. * two Pin In ro- 
pounded, —that they should love Sevious 
whom they had not seen, and believe on him 
whom they had net beheld. Yet the former is 
produced by the latter; for faith is the cause of 
the love.’ That their loving Christ is here placed 
before their believing on him, we may account for 
on this principle,—that while faith is the cause of 
love,—yet love, when sincere, may outrun faith, 
even as the loving and beloved disciple outran bis 

love 

companion, and came first to the Lord (John xx. 
4). To advert to a variety of reading. For 
alddree 12 MSS. have iédvrae, which is adopted 
by Lachm. — Tisch. Bar no change is neces- 
sary, or, i » expedient; since sléores ma 
admit of the twofold sense here required, hich 
ldeyres could not. The full sense bere intended 
is: ‘without having known, by seeing him face 
to face, ye love; without now beholding him, ye, 
by faith, rejoice in him.’ By the words dyaA- 
Aidols xapd dvexAaArhre xal dedo~acuivy it 
is intimated, that the trust in question is an 
inezpreseibly joyful one. And truly as the bap- 
pinese prepared in another world for the righteous 
is so great as to be inconcsivable to human ima- 
gination (1 Cor. ii, 9), well may the joy of its 
expectation and anticipation be t , 88 it is 

; lit. * joy not to bespoken out, 
or expressed, by adequate declaration.” Iu tho 
superadded epithet dsdofacuivy there bea 
Hebraism (formod on Ps. Ixxxvii. 3, et al.) for 

lows or excellent ; and so the Expositors who 
take this view explain the term dsdoEacuévy in 
2 Cor. iii. 10, Thus the faith in question is re- 
presented as an inexpreasibly and — joyful 
one. This, however, somewhat detracts from the 

postle meaning, I apprehend, te 
deeper verity, —namely, that ‘this 

exulting joy carried with it glory to the persons 
rejoicing in the Lord, —a fom both present 
inasmuch as, to use the words of Erasmus, ‘the 
itbful are in this world | glorie SAI 

Deum’) and future, considering that there is laid 
up for them an eternal weight of glory in His 
resence with whom is fulness of joy. Comp. 
v. 18, Iva xal iv tH évokxaX iyu THs óne 
abrov yapite dyadX:mpusvor,—words represent- 
ing the very sense here intended by áyaAÀA. yape 
dvexX., an yd which the full — is, — 
at it, and in the participation of it,’ according to 
what we dex — 4, Sray ò — 

29089, xal vueie a)v aura pavep. iv QoEy. 
^. Ti Apostle now shows the jOMSResS 
of this salvation, by pointing at the deep interest 
taken in it by the Prophets of old, who earnestly 
inquired concerning it. See Luke x. 24.—w sp} 
$o cwernplas—wpognrevoarrss, meaning, ‘con- 
cerning which felicity [and its nature] the Pro- 
phets studiously examined, and diligently inquired 
after; [the Prophets, I say,) who prophesied of 
the which was to come unto you. The é& 
in &€e{irneay and iğnpeúvneav is (like our 
word out) intensive, conveying the idea of anxious 
and diligent search: from which expressions it 
¿opa (as Maske: observes) that the Prophets, 
in many instances, did not understand the mean- 
ing of their own prophecies, but studied them, as 

re did, with great care to find them out (see 
Dan. ix. 22. vii. 28. xii. 8), espec. as respected 
the Messiah. Soe Calv. and Eat. 
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11 k épeuyavres, eis Tiva f) otu Kxaipov dndov TÓ é avrois 
Deo. tte IIvedipa Xpiw tod, mpopaprupopevoy Tà cis XpicTov maiaa, 
1 
13. 

eb. 11. 18, 
90. 

m Luke 18. eis à eriOupodow ayyedo. Tapaxias. 
18. 13. 

6. 14. 

n Rom. 13. 3. 
ch, 4. 3. 

Ll. ldpsvravrec, ele rlya—ddEas] The full 
sense is, ‘investigating [I say] at what — 
period, and in what kind of times, [whether of 
national prosperity or of adversity,] that would 
come to pass, which the Holy Spirit within 
them, given by Christ, had showed to them; 
signifying what Christ should suffer, and the 
glory to which he should be exalted.’ Of the 
terms here, ris and «rotos, it is well observed by 
Steiger, ‘ that the marks the object after 
its abetract determination, as this or that, for the 
object in question; the latter, its quality, its 
properties! So Mark iv. 30, tint óuoreceutv 
Tiv BaccAslay Tov Gaot; fj iv Toig wapaBoAZ. 
&c., and Aristid. p. 91, vaode è wolous xal 
tivas uá Aio ra Óp@vTeç, &c., ‘what sort of 
ships, and what particularly are they whose sight,’ 
&c. ‘Now it was natural, says Steiger, ' that 
the prophets should seek for a double mark of 
the Advent of Christ—the announcement of the 
appointed distance of it as to time, and delinea- 
tions of the character of that period in relation 
to others.” In the expression rò i» abrois 
TIvevua, &c., we have involved the doctrine of 
immediate internal revelation. Comp. Matt. x. 
20. Gal. i. 15. Moreover, the Holy Spirit is 
here called ‘the Spirit of Christ,’ as being that 
iven by Christ unto the Prophets.—r. u. T. 

Botas. Not ' glory,’ but ‘ glories,’ referring both 
to Christ's resurrection, and to the exaltation to 
the right hand of God subsequent to it. See 
John xiii. 31. Acts iii. 13. Phil. ii. 9. 

12. ovx, éavroic, ñuîv ĝi] Tho far greater 
t of the MSS. have iut», which is adopted b 

Driesb., Scholz, and Lachm., but most uncriti- 
cally, since external authority is of little weight 
in the case of worde so much alike, and per- 
petuall confounded, as mutv and bui», where 
internal evidence must decide, and that is quite 
in favour of ruiv, which is absolutely required 
by the context. It is, besides, strongly supported 
by the most ancient of MSS. (B Vat.), and the 
most ancient of Versions, the Pesch. Syr. The 
general sense of the runs thus: ‘unto 
whom [I say, in answer to this earnest inquiry] 
it was revealed, that not for their ow» benefit, or 
with relation to themselves, but for us, and to us, 
they were ministers of announcing thoee things, 
things [I say] (meaning the wonders of .redeem- 
ing love) over which the angels bend with admi- 
ration and deep interest, while looking into and 
surveying them.’ This is all that can safely be 

thered from the expression éw:Oupovew Tapa- 
xuvyes, which, as it cannot denote perfect know- 
ledge on the part of the holy angels, so, neither, 
on the other, is it to be understood to convey the 
idea of a mere hasty glimpee, since that is not 

Dan. 13.9, Kal Tas ETÈ Tara Sofas: 12! ols arrexadudOn, ór, ovy éavrois, 
“piv 66 Senxovovy avrà, & viv avnyyérn tpiv Sia TOV. evayye- 
Moapévoy tpas év IIvetpate ayim árooraMévr, at’ oùpavoù, 

13 m Aiò avalwodpevas 
tas 0cjwas tis Stavoias ùv, vnpovtes, terelws edtricare erri 

e 58 hy depopéevny buiv yapw èv atroxadinves "Ingo Xpicrod. 
l4 n Qç Téxva iraxons, pù TvoxnpaTilomevoe Tats "rpóTepo» ép 

permitted by the term éwriOvpoverw,—th 
this term does not necessarily impl 
desire (for exx. of which use of iw:ĝvu., seo 
Ecclus. vi. 2. Ps. xliv. 11, besides other pas- 
sages in the Sept.), or wish beyond attainment, 
as though the angels in heaven had a less insight 
into these deep things of God than the saints on 
earth. Such will abundantly from the 
notes on Luke xv. 16, and xvi. 21, comp. with 
Ecclus. vi. 2, and Ps. xliv. 11. It must, at any 
rate, denote numm observation ——careful in- 

tion promp interest. 
Td. Os the shove lopre representation of 
the glories and blessings of the Gospel (which 
forms the exordium of the Epistle), are now 
founded certain weighty exhortations to a & 
suitable to such high privileges and glorious pro- 
mises.— did dvalwodusvor—ydpe, meaning (by 
a metaphor derived from the custom of the On- 
entals, and, indeed, the ancient world in general, 
of girding the long fiowing robes about the loins, 
on engaging in any active exertion) : ‘Such, then, 
being the case, gird up the loins of your mind, 
en with activity in working out your salva- 
tion;' or, in other words, * keep your minds and 
affections continually disencum and pre- 

to run the race set before you, by castin 
aside all carnal prejudices, and abandoning 
anxious cares about the things of this life, and 
whatever might prevent you from understanding, 
embracing, and obeying the word of truth.” On 
the term vida, to denote ‘ seriqus sober- mipded- 
ness,’ seo 1 Thees. v. 6, and 2 Tim. iv. 5. "EA- 
witew here apu *to place one's hope on, as a 
sure ground of faith.” So at Ps. xxxiii. 18 we 
have ihaifowrss iwi rò EXeot abrov. TeAsiat 
some take as standing for siç réAor, ‘unto the 
end; while others assign to it the sense coa- 
stantly, or entirely. senses may be united. 
By xápıv is to be understood ‘the fulness of 
grace to be conferred at the period in question, 
and of which those addressed were now to hold 
fast the blessed hope. Of pepomésny ipi» iv 
amoxadivve: Ineo? Xo rov the full sense is, 
* which is brought, or offered, to you now, and is 
to be conferred on you at the appearance of 
Christ [to judgment]. 

14. at Tíkxva Òr., uh cevexynuaTi(., &c.] 
$Here (says Calv.) it is intimated, 1. that we 
are called to God through the Gospel to the pri- 
vilege and honour of 7 2. That we are 
adopted on the condition of acquitting ourselves 
as tent sons; for though obedience does not 
make sons, yet it distinguishes sons from aliens.’ 
—we Tixva Umaxons, &. <A Hebraism for 
Tíxva d3ixoa.—Mi cuc Xnu. See note on Rom. 
xii. 2, and comp. infra iv. 2. The full sense of 



1 PETER I. 15—20. 705 

TH ayvoia bpv érriBuplass 2 ° ahha KaTd TOV Kadéoayra Uus o Lev. 1. tk. 
* Avv, Kai avTol ays év wdoy avactpody yevýônte 6 p Sore SRT y 

⸗ e # ev , ` e , 9 yéypatrrav “Ayios yéyvec le, Stu yò yós eipe. Cor 
ci IIarépa émixaXeia0€ tov ampoowrornTTws kpivovra xarà TÒ in. 3. 
éxaotou čpyov, ev doo Tov THs TapotKias Uv ypóvov avactpd- % 

17 4 Kai cor. 7. 1. 
. 11. 44. 

Deut. 10. 

Chr. 19. 7. ^ EE | gyre ir eidores Ste ov POaprois, dpyuplp 7) xpvalo, éXurpar 10b %4. 1%, 

Onre èx THs para(as buoy avactpopis matporapaðorov, 19 ° a 85. 
Pont 3. 10, 

> A , ^ 11. 

TIMP alat, ds ápyoü ápopov Kal aomidov, XpiaoU* 20 t rpo- tor... 
eyvecpuévou èv Tpó raraßoris Koopov, avepeÜévros Sé ém E» 
Col. $3.95. Phil.9.19. Heb.11.1$. r1Cor.6.9. & 7. 25. 

& 5. 9. t Acts 3. 94. 1John 1.7. Rev. 1.6 
Tiít.1.2, Heb.1.2. Rev. 18.8 

the verse is, ‘as acting in the character of obe- 
dient children, not conforming yourselves [in 
practice] to what were formerly, in the time of 
vour ignorance (comp: Eph. iv. 18. 1 Tim. i. 
13), tho desires of your hearts.’ 

5, 16. 4AXà xara rTòv xaà.—aùrol dy.] * A 
Jine vocationis argumentatur. Deus nos sibi in 
peculium segregat : ergo inquinamentis omnibus 
puros esse oportet. (Calv.) — àÀÀ& xarà TÓV 
xaXécarra, &c., meaning, ° but, conformably to 
the example of him [the Holy-One] who hath 
called you [unto salvation] (see Gal. v. 8) be re 
also holy.” ò dy., indeed, was a frequent appella- 
tion of God among the Jews, q.d. the Holy One. 
Here, then, we have an argument for personal 
holiness, on the nd that we are bound, as 
obedient children, to follow the example of our 
heavenly Father, who hath called us to the imi- 
tation of bis own holiness: a truth this which 
the Apostle then proceeds to confirm from cer- 
tain words of Scripture, in which, as Calv. ob- 
serves, wo have what was a frequent exhortation 
of God to his chosen le of old, whom, as 
surrounded on al] sides by the profane beathen 
nations, from whose pernicious example they 
were ever in danger of suffering, he thus calls to 
Himself, as though he would say, * It is with Me 
that you have to do; ye are mine: keep your- 
selves, then, from the pollutions of the heathen.’ 
— To advert to a variety of reading. For yé- 
yt00:, MSS. A, B, C, and 11 cursives (to which 
I can only add Lamb. 1182) have iczc6s, which 
has been adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. But 
this seems a mere Critical alteration, derived 
from tbe Sept., which renders the Hebrew lite- 
rally, whereas the — of the Apostle seems 
to have been to give the sense untrammelled by 
Hebraism. The siui a little after is cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch. on the authority of only 
two MS., A, B, with Clem. and Cyrill.; but 
moet uncritically, for it bas place both in the 
Hebrew and the Sept., as also in the Pesch. Syr. 
and other Versions. The omiesion may fairly be 
ascribed to the various tion of the words 
dyor and «lui, in the MSS. and the Sept., some 
having siui d-yios, others ay:oe elui, which 
latter is the better supported reading, and con- 
firmed by the Hebrew. The Apostle (as ob- 
serves Steiger) had already characterized be- 
lievers as ‘children of obedience,’ and Gop as 
thim who called them ; accordingly, he now 
draws their attention to this,—whether they had 

-been obedient to the call, and become holy, since 
God is so (as the high and lofty One whose 
same is H n Isa. lvii. 15] 

Vor. li. 

+ 

s John 1. 39, 36. Acts 230.28. 1 Cor. 5.7. Heb. 0. 12, 14. 
Rom. 3. 25. & 10. 35. Eph.1.9. &3.9. Gal.4. & CoL 1.26. 3 Tim.1.9. 

17. We havo in this verso a second mont 
for — — — from the ri dde: 
integrity of the Divine judgment, in which no 
bare title of profession will pope us; but the 
judgment will be impartial, making no distinc- 
tion between Jew or Gentile (see Acts x. 34), 
but judging every man’s profession and character 
by his works. "Beo Rom. ii. 7—11. Hence it 
behoved them to pass the time of their earthly 
pilgrimage in fear, as well as in hope (see Heb. 
xii. 28), ‘ working out their salvation with fear 
and trembling’ (Phil. ii. 12), lest they should 
t come short of the glory of God.’ Considering, 
too, at what a price they had been redeemed—a 
price so infinitely precious—they ought indeed 
to walk worthy of it — «i Ilarípa iwixa- 
Astol: tov, &c. The best founded sense is: 
‘If (or “inasmuch as") ye call Father (ad- 
dress by the name of Father), Him who with- 
out partiality judgeth according to each one's 
work,’ meaning his course of actions and life. 
St. Peter prob. had in mind (besides the begin- 
ning of the Lord’s prayer) a passage of Jer. iii. 
19, Tlaréoa kai loirt me (where some MSS, 
have iwcxaXdsioOe, others iwixaAícacOs. St. 
Peter seems there to have read éw:xadioecOs) 
xai an’ ipot ovx daroarpadricsaOs. 

18, 19. Here we have a third ment to holy 
living, from the merit of that sacrifice offered for 
us in the precious blood of Christ.—eldcree OTt 
ov POaprois, &c., ° knowing [as ye do] and 
bearing in mind, that ye were not by corruptible 
things (however precious] (as gold and silver) 
liberated from your vain and foolish manner of 
life, received from your forefathers.'—pua-aías 
here signifies victous, as Tit. iii. 9, with allusion 
both to CE and to the vices which it brought 
with it. In éAurpwOntre and tiple aluaT, 
there is reference (by an allusion to the Paschal 
lamb) to the work of atonement, effected by the 
sacrifice of Christ; and in åuúpov and dc. 
there is an allusion to the Poes required in 
the legal victims, which typiñed the great sacri- 
fice of Christ. See John 1. 29. 

20, 21. wpoeyrwoptvou piv TpÓ, &c.] q.d. 
* of Christ, [I say] who was fore-destined to this 
work of liberation and redemption, before the 
creation of the world, —but made his appearance 
in these latter times for your sakes who, through 
him, believe in God, that raised Him from the 
dead, and glorified Him; so that your faith and 
hope rest on (or should rest on) God.” IIpo- 
syvecuivou is equiv. to mpowp:ge (with which it 
is conjoined) at Rom. viii. 21. And so tbe 
word is used in Thucyd. ii. 64, m On the ex- 

z 



1 PETER I. 21—23. 

écydtav TÓw ypovev Š) úpâs Nu roù DV avroð miorevovras 
eis O cv, Tov éyeipavra aùròv èr vexpov, xal Sofa» aire Sovra: 

Eph. 4 8. 
1 Tim. 1. 6, 
Heb. 18. 1. 
ch. 3. 1 7. 

John 1.18. LG, 
ks $5. TOS, 

Gore THY TÜcTw tyov Kal édrrrida elvas eis Ocov. 
uyas bgóv Hyvixores év TÜ vmaxof Tis adyOelas, &ià ITvev- 

eis duXa8eA (av avuTroxpitoy, ex kaÜapás xapdlas àXXr- 

23 x Tac 

James LIS Nous «qyamGaTe extevass B y dvayeyevynpévos ovK ex omopâs 

pression pd xaraBod7s xóc ov, see Eph. iii. 9; 
and on óav, Acts ii. 33. iii. 13. Heb. ii. 9.— 
lw’ iox&rev tiv xpóvæv, Lachm. and Tisch. 

w.iorevovras, Lachm. and Tisch. read, from two 
MSS. and the Vulg., vio 00e; but on insecure 

unds. Even Est., in —— on the 
Vulg. Version, fideles, is obliged to explain it as 
put for credentes. Moreover, although 4rio-ro$s 
may scem required by the canon which assigns 
the preference to the less usual form of expres- 
sion, yet that canon, it may be obeerved, does 
not apply in the case of expressions wholly un- 
recedented, which wiorés sls Gedy certainly is, 
or it is found no where in New Test, nor in 
the Sept. ; nor, as far as I know, in Jos., Philo, 
or the Class. writers. Again, rods wiorsvov- 
Tas, not To? wierods, is found in Eph. i. 19, 
and wacw Tois TiGTeVOvGuy in l Thees. i. 7, 
each without v. lect. We may very well suppose 
the reading wio-rots to have arisen certain 
scribes mistaking the abbreviation for aricravoy- 
Tas. 

22, ds yuyac Vui nyvcxores, &c.] To the 
above exhortation to holiness the Apostle sub- 
joins another to charity: ‘ Wherefore, — 
purified your hearts by your obedience, throug 
the Spirit, to the true doctrine [the Gospel T. 80 
far as to bear a sincere love to your Christian 
brethren, see that ye [continue to] love each 
other with a pure heart, and ardently.’ By the 
truth here spoken of is, of course, to be under- 
stood the truth as it is in Jesus, or the Gospel of 
Christ. So in John xvii. 17 the word of God 
in Chriet is said to be the truth. See note there. 
—The words 2 IIvevnacmoc, which have no 
lace in six MSS., and almost all the ancient 
ersions, have been cancelled by Scholz, Lachm., 

and Tisch. But, though this may seem justified 
by the apparently greater probability of the words 

being put in than put out, yet they may have 
been a cidentally loft out in consequence of the 
peculiar construction of the seatence, o 
as it is by a multitude of adjuncts, in which some 
one or more of them might be expected to be 

itted, and then brought in at a wrong place; 
or, as is the case here, omitted altogether. It is 
difficult to imagine that eo important a doctrine 
as that conveyed by these words, —semely, the 
necessity of the influence of the Holy Spirit ex- 
— on the — mem o Sea both to 

e embracing of Goepel, obedience to 
its requirements, would have been left to be un- 
derstood by implication, . considering that 
we find St. Lube, when inculcating the same 
ee " the ee — heart by cor- 

ial reception, in faith, o Gospel, ainly 
expresses this doctrine by the insertion of this 
particular, dode avvrois Tó lleva rd dion. 
And though the agent in the of St. Luke 
is said to be Gud, and here the Holy Spirit, yet 
no real discrepancy exists since we are here to 
understand the Holy Spirit as eent from God 
* h the —— d Christ Sein xiv. 6). 

e heart or soul, as Steiger truly observes, 
* needs purification in itself, [so as both to be- 
lieve and peg Cr Gospel,] being now in a fallen 
condition in bondage to the . The Purifier 
where given, and not resisted, is the Spirit ; and 
Chrietians, i of grieving Him by clinging 
to their old corruptions, must purify and saactify 
themselves through his power. See more in 
Calv. Of course, thie purification must be pro- 
gressive ; for, as remarks Est. ‘even justified 
believers need still a daily increase of this purifi- 
cation by faith, through the Spirit; ‘ quis enim 
(says St. Augustin) in hâc vità sic mundus, ut 
non sit magis segue mundandus P'—ix reba- 
pac xapdias. Lachm. and Tisch. cancel caOapar 
from two MSS., imagining, I ene tbat the 
words were foisted in from ] Tim. i. 5. and 
2 Tim. ii. 22, But surely it was more likely 
that they should have been left out per homesote- 
lexton in two MSS., than that they should have 
been interpolated in all the rest. idering, 
too, that they are found in all the ancient Ver- 
sions except the Vulg. (and their omission there 
is well accounted for by Est.), and may fairly be 
presumed to have had place in the text as early 
as the formation of the Peech. Syr, wo may 
justly suppose them to have come from tbe 
Apostle; who, in employing them, prob. had ia 
mind the two of St. Paul above noticed, 
pel gena att. v. 8, as aleo the words of our 

uttered in the presence of tho A as 
recorded by St. John, xv. 8, xaÜapol tors da 
TÓv Àóyov, &c., meaning. ‘the word of God in 
He — of Christ, dwelling in them by faith.’ 

v. 7. 
23. dvayeysvennivo: ob« éx, &c.] Thee 

words suggest why they are expected to be thus 



1 PETER I. 24, 25. IL 1, 2. 

$Oapri s, àXXà adGdprov, dia royou Lavtos Oeod xai HEVOVTOS , 
sis Tov aiðva. ** Air ác a càpE ws xópros, Kai aca v. 
Sofa av@pwrov ws ávÜos yxóprou. ¿éËmpdav0n ó xop- 

107 

Pa. 108. 15. 
2cclus. 1$. 

1 Cor. 7. 31. 
James 1. 10. 

Tos, kal TÒ ávÜos [aU ToO] é£émrecoe rò è piua Kv- iimas v. 
aa Ps. 108. 

piov pévet eig TOY aiQva. 
yeAua0cv eis. Dpás. II. ! *'AsroÜéuevo,. ov mâcav kaxíav kai x 

^ , A ta ` , Tobro Šé dort Tó pra TO evay- 1... 
* Luke 16. 17. 

Matt. 18. 3. 
, , ; Rom. 6. 4. 

mávra 60Xov, kai iroxpicets, xal POovous, xai wdoas xaraxa- 1 Cor. 14,20. 
Màs, 2 as áprvyévvgra Bpédn, Tò Noysxov Adorov yada émuro- 2 s,s, 

ch passages 
t. Tho 

dyayivyners here spoken of is the same with 
the wadiyyavscia of which St. Paul speaks Tit. 
jii. 5, dea Aovrpov warsyyevecias wai dvaxat- 
vesatet [[vsvuaros dyíov, which might 
possibly be — to the mind of St. Peter, 
as suggested by the words dca [Ivevuaros, which 
he bimself employed in the foregoing verse. 
But this regeneration and renewing of the Spirit, 
taken in coujunction with the purification just 
before spoken of, evidently adverts to the work 
of regeneration as carried on through the influ- 
ence of the Spirit during the who!e period of the 
Christian’s course, so that he should acquire fur- 
ther and further degrees of purification, among 
which is the perfecting holiness in the fear of 
God ; and of this latter work of the Spirit on 
the mind and heart, St. Paul treats, Rom. xii 2, 
and Tit. iii. 5. The expression here, uérovTos 
tle row aleva, may be referred either to Osov 
as it is by Grotius and Elsner, who cite Dan. vi. 
,avTqo iors Oeds (ar kal pávæv), or rather 

to Xoyov, i. e. the which is more agree- 
able to the propriety of language and more suit- 
able to the context, and is confirmed by an 
imitation in Papias, ap. Euseb. Hist. Eccl. viii. 

, où Yap Td ix tev BiBrAlwy Tocovróv us 
Spedsiv UrsAauBavov, co» Td rapa (wons 
Pwvne xai pevovones. 

24, 25. In confirmation of this position, refer- 
ee ia apy opa o ves eee pe 
whic e is justly regarded as propheti 
the eternal —— of the truths of the Gospel. 
By this, too, it may be intimated, that the carnal 
ordinances of the laa would soon be done away, 
whereas the Gospel dispensation would continue 
forever. In ver. 24 the comparison is similar to 

in James i. ii. & iv. 
24. Here Lachm. cancels ws before xóproc; 

and both Lachm. and (in Ist ed.) Tisch. cancel the 
«vov after áv0os, They also change dvÜporrov 
to iris. But these alterations are insufficiently 
al age nor can we fully determine the genuine 

ing, unless we could know whether the Apostle 
here intended a citation of the words or not. Sup- 
posing that he did, the words as they stand in the 
t. rec.,—if, at least, avrov be, on competent au- 

rity, removed,—will fully answer that purpose. 
If he only intended to give the sense in : 
the text of Tisch. may be admitted ; though why 
he should, in his 2ed ed., have restored avTov, 
Which he had in his lst ed. cancelled, it is not 

easy to seo. However, being of opinion that the 
Apostle here intended a citations which was called 
for by the occasion (namely, offering a confirma- 
tion of what he had just said), I advocate the 
retaining of the t. rec., with the exception that 
the avTov (which may have crept in from the 
margin, or have been lied by St. Peter in 
order to clear the sense) should be included be- 
tween brackets. 

the glory of man, subject to ch but] re- 
llaqa. invariable. both as to its 

truth and its power, verified both in its prowises 
and its threatenings, which will be accomplished 
to all eternity.'—Trovro ĝi ior, &c., meaning, 
* And that eternal truth is inherent in the very 
doctrine which is now preached to you. The 
reason why the Apostle here uses Kv»oíov for the 
Osov of Isa. xl. 6, 8, Sept, Dr. Peile justl 
thinks, is, ° to distinguish the better between, (1 
that specific announcement of good tidings (Tò 
sbayysX:08iy als Qua) of which he had just 
before made mention as the living and abiding 
manifestation of the Incarnate God, our Saviour 
and (as dwelling now not with us, but és us), our 
Senctifier; and $2 that prophetic word of pro- 
mise, in which Jehovah (until that in the only 

Socket by Ue gus. o£ cll Lo holy pecphets en e mouth o is holy prophets 
since the world n; John i. 18. kes iit 21. 
xiii, 32. Heb. i. 1, 2. 2 Pet. i. 19, 212 Accord- 
ingly, continues Dr. Peile, ‘we must, by +ó 
pua Kuplov, in the present passage, understand 
" that which Jehovah hath spoken," and which, 
because “the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it," 
standeth fast for ever’ —e. g. xui ócÜidavrai à 
óa Kupiou xal OvTat waca edp TÒ owri- 
piov ToU O«oV, Sri Kvpios sAdAngs, lsa. xl. 5. 

IL Having shown that the faithful are re- 
generated by the word of God, the Apostle now 
exhorts those whom he is addressing to lead a 
life correspondent thereto: for the ov» at ver. 1 
seems to have reference, not, as must Com- 
mentators suppose, to what was just said, ver. 25 
of the preceding Chapter, respecting the ever- 
lasting permanency and invariable certainty of 
the Gospel, but rather to the whole of what was 
said in that Chapter on the Christian's privi- 
leges. At the same time it may be true what 
Steiger says, that this first verse is less the con- 
tinuation than the resumption of the preceding 
exbortation at ver. 22, forming also the link of 
connexion with what follows. 

2. +d Noyixdy dóoXor yáXa] This ie said by 
allusion to unadulterated wine, unmixed oil, or 
pure and posae medicine; under which meta- 

z 
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wa omo ro pu rena 
=" š 

phor is designated pure Christian doctrine, the 
wholesome nursing-food of the soul. Many 

might be adduced from Plato and other 
Greek hilosopbers containing the same meta- 
hor, After avénOnrs 42 (to which I add 

b. 1182, 1183, and 5 ancient Mus. copies) 
have sie cetnpiay, which words are found in 
almost all the ancient Versions, and were 
by several Greek and Latin Fathers, and have 
been received into the text by Bengel, Wetst., 
Matth., Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; in 
deference to whose authority I have received 
them in small print and in brackets. Undoubt- 
edly they convey an important sense, serving to 
“show (as Mr. Home observes, Introd., vol. ii. 

` p. 398) the reason why the believing Jews were 
erated, and also why they were to desire the 
— — of the Gospel, viz. por 

ey mi increase, or guow ttp, unto 
oalon 3" Yet it may be pw saka came — 

parently eo important to sense, to 
omitted P West. accounta for their — 
on the supposition that they were expun 
those who thought the words would thus seem 
to signify that infants are excluded from salva- 
tion; while Pott supposes them to have been 
thrown out by those who thought ses man 
favour the erroneous notion that we can be saved 
solely by the efficacy of Christian doctrine. The 
latter i$ the more probable opinion ; but where, 
I would ask, is the proof that the integrity of the 
sacred text was ever so systematically tampered 
with from doctrinal reasons and on such slight 
grounds, at least by the orthodox, as to be safely 
recurred to as a principle on which to account 
for the absence of words in MSS.? Until this 
can be established (which, I apprehend, never can, 
and which, if it could, would involve dangerous 
consequences to the certainty of our faith), I 
shall continue to think it far more probable that 
the words in question are an insertion from the 
early Scholiasts, and intended to complete the 
sense, by showing the great end here to be kept 
in view. In doing this, the Scholiasts adopted a 
phrase occurring, in the same import, supr. i. 5, 
and often in St. Paul's Epistles. 

3. By a of the Old Test. the sentiment 
of ver. 2 is amplified ; into which [passage] since a 
little before the subject treated of had been the 
Christian religion under the symbol of milk, so 
here it seems to be introduced by the verb éysu- 
cacÓ«. (Pott.) Est. well remarks, that there is 
here a confirmation of the foregoing exhortation 
to the study of Christian perfection, from the 
sweetness already enjoyod of the Gospel. This is 
one of those passages in which there is no gwota- 
tion, even by accommodation of number, n, 
&c., from the Sept., but simply an 
from Ps. xxxiv. 9, by way of allusion or refer- 
ence, as in 2 Cor. ix. 7 lapy yap sorny 
dyarg o Osós, 2 Thess. ii. 8, taken in conjunc- 
tion with ¿mimo0ñoaTs just before, meant to 
suggest, that ‘as infants, in experiencing the 
sweetness and purity of the mother's milk, seck 

- former containin 

1 PETER II. 3—5. 

Po. joate, wa é avrO adfnbizre [ele — 3 d erep éyeúcac 8c 
Sts xpncrToçs ó Kupsos. **IIpós ôv mrpocepyxónevos, ribor 
tavra, mo avOparayv pèv amwodedoxtpacpévoyv, Tapa 

i 66 Oem exrexrov, Evtspov, 5 0 xal avroi ws XM0o, Covres 
Phil. 4.18. Heb.3.6 & 13. 36. & 18.16. Rev. 1. 6. & 5. 10. 

it the more, and love the mother the better, so 
Christians having experienced the salubrity of 
tbe sincere milk of the word, should be similarly 
affected towards Christ.’ Ejlawep has no little 
significancy, supposing, as Steiger says, a neces- 
sary pre-requisite, grounded on the internal mo- 
tive which must excite to the enjoyment of 
Gospel truth, q. d. otherwise all this will go for 
nothing. The Apostle assumes that those whom 
he is addressing had come to Christ through a 
true conversion, and become experimentally ac- 
quainted with his goodness and the seoeefness of 
his Gospel. It is (to use the words of Luther) 
as if he had said, * Whosoever has sof tasted it, 
to him it is not sweet, it has not reached his 
heart (for that is fo taste when we with the heart 
believe); but they who have experienced it, who 
always seek after the food of the Word, to them 
it tastes well and is sweet,’ i. e. is relished. 

4, 5. These verees aro nei connected ; the 
a is, atteran s; 

the purpose of ie Apestie being here — 
Christians not only to recetve, but to observe and 
act «pon the precepts of the Gospel. In fact they 
contain, as Aretius says, the to the 
antecedent at ver. 3, as to the sweetness they 
ia dan dr Mal aa the — ay, 
a rien 8 geo, e ould 

frame their lives sic o to. — i 
4. 4 poctpyxójavot e term y 

notes generally, but is also used of that 
species of approach, which consists in any one's 
resorting to another as a feacker, and becomi 
his disciple; but it must here have a such 
deeper sense, as said of the Saviour, who Himself 
said, ‘Come unto me, all ye that labour and are 
heavy laden,’ &c., Matt. xi. 28.—Ai@or Terra. 
* Christ is so called, not only in respect of bis 
smmortality, but also from his being to us the 
sole — of spiritual and eternal life, and so 
at once a living and an : ing stone; and 
believers are so called (ver. 5), we may suppose, 
as drawing life from Him by virtue of their union 
with Him as a living foundation.” (Abp. Leigh- 
ton. )—dwwodedoxtuacpuévoy, ` disapproved, or re- 
jected. <A term not unfrequently employed of 
im whom the Prophet speaks of as * i 

and rejected of men, even JEsUS, whom the 
Jewish hierarchy refused to acknowledge. There 
is here an allusion to the words of Ps. cxviii. 22, 
where Christ is prophesied of as * the stone which 
the builders rejected.'—ixA exró», ‘select, ex- 
cellent.” So in the Book of Enoch, Fabricii 
Cod. Pseud. V. Vet. i. 184, we have Xo 

— expression Xí0o, Yo there . In the on t TovTes is an 
allusion to Isa xxviii. 16, where the 
redicts the establishment of the Christian 
hurch, under the i of & temple, built by 

God himself, of which Christ should be the 
corner-stone. Accordingly the Christian Church 
is represented as a spiritual building, whose 
stones are the living members of Christ's body, 
he himself being the Head, and the fountain of 
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Acts 4. 11. 

pacay oí oixodopodbvres, otros évyernOn eie Kedai Bom. 9. ss. 
yovías,—kai Xí0os wpocKkoppatos kal éTrpa orav- 
Sárou Š (Sol zpoaxórTovai, TQ Xyo ámeiQoüvres, eis Ó Kai gi C 

life to them. They are termed living stones of 
that building, inasmuch as they live by ‘ the faith 
of the Son of God ; He being in them. From 
the Temple itself the Apostle then proceeds to 
the service of the Temple, with reference thereto 
applying to Christians various titles originally 
applied to the Jews. They are, he shows, ‘an 

y Md or, as it is said, ver. 9, ‘a royal 
priesthood `°) in a higher sense than the Israelites 
were called ‘a kingdom of priests’ (Exod. xix. 
6); for they are appointed to offer up spiritual 
sacrifices, acceptable unto God by Jesus Christ. 
Seo Rev. i. 6.—To advert to a matter of reading. 
For leparevpa ayiov Lachm. and Tisch. read 
als lep. yov, from not a few MSS., and some 
Fathers and late Versions; an alteration an 
thing but well grounded, since the sis came evi- 
dently from the margin, though it was probably 
intended to fill up an ellipsis at dvevéyxa:. Had 
the — ay (les Pr hap palates to 
ver. 9, vbpeits ore] BacíAstvor. ispdrevpa, 
they would not have — so baseless an 
emendation, which, however, I find Tisch. has 
in his 2nd ed. abandoned, discarding the ele. 
With the expression dvevéyxat wveup. Quolas, 
comp. Philo, t. ii. p. 457, 10, Oepamevrai Osov 
ysydvact, ov (wa xaraQvovres, dÀ À à lepomps- 
Teis, Tas iavTõy diavolas KaracKsva{aw dý- 
oupres. 

6—10. The Apostle here confirms what he hed 
said of Christ, in relation to believers, who ac- 
quire all their glory through building upon bim: 
and in relation to those who reject him, he reasons 
out of the Old Test., and in such a manner, that 
he strengthens the first by repeating it in a short 
but apposite citation (v. 6), but the other he 
represents at large, in words derived from other 
portions of Scripture, contrasting it with the rela- 
tion of believers to ipe Sakae i 7, 8), through 
which the transition is effected to the representa- 
tion, set forth in the next section, of the calling 
of Christians in their relation to unbelievers, 
which transition iteelf contains the beginning, 
(eigen) Mo of this representation, vv. 9, 10. 

r. 
( 6. 8:6 xaí] For this very many MSS. and 
Versions have d:ors, which reading has been 
adopted by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
But, although external authority is in its favour, 
internal evidence supports d:0 xal. The formula 
8:6 xai, followed by a verb, is almost peculiar to 
Scripture, and is found in Luke i. 35. Acts x. 29. 
xiii 35. xxiv. 26. Rom. i. 24. iv. 22. xv. 22. 
2 Cor. i. 20. iv. 18. v. 9. Heb. xi. 12. xiii. 12; 
hence I cannot quite approve of its being rejected 
bere. For iv rp ypady Tisch. reads ¿y ypapĵ, 

from 4 MSS. ; and Lachm. reads ñ ypapà, from 
16 MSS. and the Vulg. But that reading plainly 
proceeded from a corrector, who stumbled at the 
use of mpiya in a passive sense. Yet the 
idiom is not to be removed in so summary a 
way ; otherwise wepsdyera: iv T$ ypapy would 
have been a milder emendation. But this use of 
neut. for passive is found elsewhere in New Test. 
and the Sept., as also in the Classic writers, both 
Greek and Latin.— Accordingly wepcé xe: is to be 
taken as Impers. neut. for wepidystar; as in 
Jos. Antt. xi. 4, 7, kaÜ&s iy ab 9 (scil. évioT0À p) 
weptiyet. See note on Rom. ix. 33. The words 
cited do not quite correspond with the words 
either of the Hebrew or the Sept. ; but they repre- 
sent the sense, though in a somewhat compressed 
yet clearer form ; especially in that sublimer and 
mystical acceptstion, which was doubtless in- 
tended by the Prophet in conjunction with the 
primary one.—o6 miorsiwy ix’ abt, ‘ whosoever 
confideth on it,’ or Him ; the latter springing from 
the former. See Steiger. ’Ex’ are is added in 
order to complete the sense, and suit the appli- 
cation.—O uù xaTauvxuvb9, i. e. ‘shall not be 
— of his hope.” See note on John 
viii, 5] 

7. vui» obv ù Tua) Tote mior.) Render: 
* Unto you, therefore, who [thus firmly] believe, 
belongs the preciousness [which I peak of]” By 
most Commentators, indeed, rin is taken as 
standing for £vriuos ; a mode of exposition which 
might be tolerated as regards the «sus loquendi ; 
for so in Plut. de Is. & Osir. 8 5, we have, ovdiy» 
OUT Tinh Alyuwrlore we ò NeiXos. Yet tho 
sense thus arising is not so apposite as that yielded 
by the former mode.—a*1:00vo:, meaning, ‘ the 
unbelieving, and [consequently] disobedient.” In 
this sense the term occurs also in John iii. 36. 
Acts xiv. 2, and elsewhere. We have here a 
blending of two ideas, as in the case of trois 
awodAupéivore at 2 Thess. ii. 10—12, where seo 
note.—Aí00s wpooxduparos, meaning, ‘a stone 
at which any one may stumble.’ Just as a corner- 
stone, though placed to sustain the walls of a 
building, yet may be stumbled at by a careless 
passer by, to his injury. So Steiger, too, I find, 
explains ; observing (after the ancient Commen- 
tators and e ‘that the corner-stone is 
commonly of a twofold nature; designedly and 
essentially the foundation-stone of the building, 
accidentally and unintentionally a stumbling- 
block for those who incautiously turn round tho 
corner, and drivo themselves against it; but hero 
the latter also is given as intentional.’ z 

8. of wpocxowroves, Te Adyw dsrsiÜourras] 
These words are explanatory of the Ing, 
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and servo to intimate the application. The con- 
struction here has, indeed, been disputed; some 
(as the older Commentators in general) construing 
qo \dyw with arpockóuuaros ; others, as the 
Pesch. Syr. Translator, and the more recent Com- 
mentators, with awe:Bouvres. But it is well 
observed by Steiger, that the construction is only 

mmatically, not ly, doubtful. And 
e jur thinks, with Benson, *that the com- 

parison here of Christ with the stone at which 
unbelievers stumble, taken in conjunction with 
the very common form of expression, ams:ðeTy 
à Noy and Te evayyeric (as infra ili. 1, and 
iv. 17) decides in favonr of the latter construction.’ 
According to which he well expresses the sense 
thus : * But to the unbelieving, —who, because 
they believe not the word, stumble upon this 
stone, &c.—ele 8. Supply wpóexouua. It is 
ably evinced by Mr. Horne (Introd. vol. ii. pp. 
297, 398), that, from an examination of the fore- 
goin context, the sense here cannot be, that 

God had ordained them to disobedience (for in 
that case their obedience would have been im 
sible, and their disobedience would have been no 
sin); but that God, the righteous Judge of all 
the earth, had appointed, or decreed, that destruc- 
tion and eternal perdition should be the punish- 
ment of such disbelieving persons, who wilfully 
rejected all the evidences that Jesus Christ was 
the Messiah, the Saviour of the world.” There 
is here an allusion to the words of Isaiah, viii.15; 
with which compare Matt. xxi. 44. Luke ii. 34. 
Rom. ix. 92; and see also the note on Acts 
xiii. 47. 

9, 10. Here are further eet forth the high pri- 
tileges which are obtsined by faith in ist 
(see note supra iii. 4); and that in language 
originally employed to denote those of 8 
chosen people of old. 

9. busts bi vyívos ExXexrdv, &.] Of these 
expressions, yévos xÀ. is derived from Isa. xliii. 
20; Bacireroy lepdrevpa, from Exod. xix. 6; 
&0vos dior, from Deut. vii. 6, and xiv. 2; and 
Aads als wepewolnorw (answering to Aaós mepi- 
oícioc at Tit. ii. 14), from Exod. xix. 5, and 
Mal. iii. 17. See note on Acts xx. 28, and on 
E i. 13, 14.—őr we ras dpsras, &c., meaning 
* that ye should show forth [by words and deeds] 
the excellences, or perfectione, of him who hath 
called {and drawn] you from the darkness [of 
ignorance, sin, an mien to his marvellous 
light, namely, ‘the true light, 1 John ii. 8; 
* the light of the Lord,” Isa. ii. — lit 
signif. “to tell those without what is done with- 
in; and here (as Ps. lxxi. 15, and lxxiii. 28), in 
a general way, to tell at large. ‘Aperas is not 
well rendered praises: it rather signifies virtues ; 
moral attributes— whatever calls for praise’ (see 
Phil. iv. 8); meaning espec. the Divine good- 

ness; though aleo the other attributes of faith- 
fulness and truth are f : 

10. oi mori où Xa0c—lAsnOí£yTse] Predicates 
for elevating the feeling of gratitude and conf- 
dence, derived from Hos. ii. 25. (Steiger.) The 
full sense intended is, ‘who were not a people of 
God, but now are so; who were not [formerl 
in favour with God, but now have become such, 
being received into the pale of Christ's Church. 
In ov Xads the words are to be conjoined, so as 
to form a sort of anomalous compound, as ¿w° 
ovx ya, at Rom. x. 19. ix. 25, tòp os—XAaóp 

ny ovx hyaw. And so the Hebrew w and 
the Sept. ov at Deut. xxxii. 2) ; the idiom some- 
times occurs in the Class. writers; as Thucyd. L 
187, ñ où QiáNvais, where see my note, Dr. 
Peile's note here. To the pas of the O. T. 
on which these verses are formed may be added 
Mal. iii.17, which served to suggest the expression 
here Aads els wepirrolnory. e Prophet there 
introduces Jehovah saying of those that feared 
the Lord, gcovral por els wepimoingıw, where 
the term wepiroinocs signifies what the Latin 
expresses by ium, & private property, lit 
what has been acquired by purchase, and what 
thus becomes any one's own. Here els mepi- 
woinow Stands for mwspurourróv, which is used 
by Hesych. in a Pe wspiove.oy, with re- 
ference to Tit. ii. 14, tva xabapion &£avTO Aur 

ar&pioóciop, which was here probably had 
in —— by the Apostle. The ideas, however, of 

properly and of purchase are here to be kept 
in view, the perso in question being the Lord's 
own peculiar rty, and that obtained at the 
infinite price of his own blood. Both ideas are 
kept in view also in Acts xx. 28, fj» (meaning 
the Church of Christ) o«pieworicaTo ià Tov 
lólov aln aTos. 

1 s cep oo an impressive Ga 
to so precious a Gos b 
abstaining from those fleshly lusts which down 
men in perdition, 1 Tim. vi. 9. Sce Rom. vi. 
12. James iv. l. The nature of tbe argument 
here will be best understood by supposing (with 
Grot, Roeenm., and Pott) that the Apostle is 
reminding them of their situation as wapoixes 
and vapeíónuo: in a foreign country, strangers 
and pilgrims in this world, as com with the 
next After which, in the following verse, he 
takes occasion, from their situation as isti 
strangers in Heathen countries, to press on tbem 
the duty of adorning the doctrine of God their 
Saviour in all things. 

ll. For &-íxscÜai, very many MSS. (to 
which I add one Lamb. and one Mus. cops) 
have daréyeos, which reading has been adop 
by Tiech.; while Lachm. retains the t. ree., with 
more than usual, yet misplaced caution, since the 
óuas which it requires, and which he introduces 
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merely frem ancient Versions, is perhape not 
found in a single MS. It may bo supposed to 
have arisen (as also — dwixscta:) from 
misapprehension of the construction, which is: 
ety aT Tol, rapakalée wt wupolkovs Kai Tap- 
amcdvuovr—awiysc6s, The intermediate and 
parenthetic words may be thus rendered: ‘I do 
exhort yeu, as it wore strangers and sojourners.' 
With peculiar propriety does the Apostle here 
say Wapewdnpous, since the Epistle wasaddreseed 
7aperióóuore Quacopas TIorrov, &. Simil. 
in Heb. xi. 13, we have, Ef£vo: xai wapenldnpoi 
alow dol cae yae. By capaccai (iÜvuíai 
are here den not only ‘fleshly lusts,’ pro- 
perly so called, but ‘those carnal affections and 
passions of the mind and heart, which are equally 
prompted by unregenerate nature, and which are 
alike enmity equine God.’ To show the destruc- 
tive tendency of these *fleshly lusta, and to set 
forth their formidable nature, the Apostle adopts 
in the next words a smililary metaphor, —repre- 
senting in a strong point of view the struggle we 
bave to maintain in this life, of the flesh against 
the spirit, and the fatal consequences of giving 
way in the contest. The same metaphor is 
adopted in James iv. 1, ro» néoviv Tov orpa- 
Tevopiner iv Tole péas: (where see note). 

12. ri APE T POPIN EENT The particip. 
Exevres connects closely with áwíyscOs, and 
consequently confirms that reading. — £yorree 
should be rendered keeping, i.e. maintaining; 
and dvaerpogiy xaA)jw, a creditable course of 
conduct. The same sense may be assigned to 
Zxew in Acts xxiv. 16, dwpdoxowoy avvslónauw 
4pós Tobe ávyÜporwove, and also infr. iii. 16, 
ouvi. Iyovree dyabhv. This use of £ysi for 
xatixev is found both in the N. T. and the 
Clase. writers, See my Lex. N. T. The two 

the one here, and that at iii. 16, are so 
very similar, that the same sense of ¿xs must 
be assigned to both. The only real difference 
here is in the addition of i» juípa imioxoris, 
which I am still of opinion is best explained to 
denete *the time of God's visiting the hitherto 
unconvinced and unconverted with & full con- 
viction of the truth of the Gospel.’ And this 
sense is ably stated and well illustrated by Eat. 
and Calv.—iwowretcayrie has been altered to 
—— from eum — 
sch. ; but propriety of Jan and the paral- 

lel e bf ii. 2 n Which there is no var. 
lect.) confirms io T:6c., ‘on having surveyed" 
the xara toya. 

13, 14. The Apostle now illustrates the general 
precept of vv. 11, 12, by adverting to the parti- 
sular duties to be observed by those residing 
among the Heathens, both by Jewish and Gentile 
Christians. (Pett.) From the highest standing of 

Christians he straight to their most ordinary 
obligations, —ftom the glorifying of their royal 
priesthood to their obligation to obey human 
authorities. (Steiger.) 

13. Uwordynte ovv, &c.] Seid 
eae 
ca 

j by way of 
i/ying the xai) draa pod) above incul- 
(it being certain that submission to law- 

fully constituted — is the usual attendant 
en well-doingy; though this forms only the part 
of a series of special and particular exhortations 
on which the Apostle now enters, after general 
exhortation.—wdoy árBp. xrices,‘all political in- 
stitution, a very rare sense of xr., founded on the 
Greek xriZerv, and the Latin creare, as used of 

inting magistrates. The term BaciÀ. may 
here have reference to the Roman Emperor, 
styled by the Greeks BaoiXeds: and the ex- 
pression following, sjyeudow OV abrov wen- 
womévo.s, may be understood of the Roman 
governors sent out from Rome to rule over the 
provinces with the power of life and death. In 
what St. Peter bere says of government, as ‘a 

ordinance,’ and what $ Paul says, Rom. 
xiii. 1, that ' the powers which be (or“ rule") are 
ordained of God," no real discrepancy exists; for, 
as Bp. Sanderson observes, ‘the substance of 

of every magistrate is the ordinance of power of 
God, but its accidents, to wit, the specification of 
the circumstances thereto belonging,—as in 
of places, persons, titles, continuance, jurisdic- 
tion, subordination, and the rest,—is a human 
ordinance, introduced by exstom, or positive 

15. In this parenthetical portion there is in- 
troduced an additional argument for the above, 
deduced from the Divine will; thus suggesting 
the motive for obedience. On this, however, is en- 

fted another, from the good effects of a blame- 
ese conduct, inasmuch as it may thus stop the 
mouths of foolish calumniators,—men who know 
not the religion they revile; for by the term 
ayveclay is espec. denoted * unjust accusation, 
founded on ignorance.'— $(uovv Thy—ayvecian. 
The reading of MSS. 96, 142, and Clem. Alex., 
ipyaciay, is not a gloss, but rather a plainer 
im : y en sense (misunderstood by Eat. 
and other itors) is, ‘ tracfationes," ‘ opera- 
tiones ;' as in Plato, p. 404, B, wpds was ip- 
yacías wpayuatov uoyÜupuw, ras di Xon- 
orwy. So, then, St. Peter might have written; 
but so, it seems, he did not write: accordingly, 
retaining dyywolav, we must explain as well as 
we can. [t is best interpreted, with the Vulg., 
‘imprudentiam,’ meaning ‘ accidental ignorance, 
* involuntary error, or mistake, arising from want 
of better information, or fuller consideration,’ as 
oft. used in Cicero, and other of the best writers, 
meaning ‘ the ignorant talking (or ̀ * calumny") of 
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8 Matt. 6. Cor. 7. 10. 

foolish men. "This view I find confirmed by 
Grot, Rosenm., and Pott. Thus qiu. is used 
figurat. and metaph. for ‘to repress by full con- 
futation” Comp. Jos. de Maccab. i. 2, $uovr- 
Tat Wavra Ta TOV cwpaTos KuñuqTa UTÓ TOU 
Ao*vyic oU. 

6. œc iA«i01poi, —lA evOsplay] On this text 
see Bp. Sanderson's Serm. 7 lerum, where, 
after observing that ‘there is not any thing in 
the world more generally desired than liberty, 
hor scarce any thing more generally abused,’ he 
shows that ‘such has been the case, even in 
respect of that blessed liberty which the eternal 
Son of God purchased for his Church.” ‘ Ac- 
cordingly (continues he) St. Peter and St. Paul, 
the two chief planters of the Churches, endea- 
voured to early instruct believers in the true 
doctrine, and direct them in the right ws of 
their Christian liberty, especially in the cases of 
soa and of obedience. St. Paul usually treats 
of the former ; St. Peter (having to deal mostly 
witb stiff-necked and insubordinate Jews), gene- 
rally the latter, and no where more fully than in 
this Chapter.” The learned Prelate then pro- 
ceeds to show that the words of the text are to 
be understood as an anticipation of an objection 
which might be made by some new converts of 
the Jews; q. d. ° We have been taught that the 
Son of God hath made us free, and then we are 
Sree indeed, and so not bound to subject ourselves 
to any masters and upon earth,— no, 
not to kings, but much rather bound nof to do it, 
that so we may preserve that freedom which 
Christ hath purchased for us, and reserve our- 
selves the more entirely for God's service, by 
refusing to be the servants of men. To this ob- 
jection the Apostle fully replies. He tells them, 
that being indeed set at liberty by Christ, they 
are not therefore any more to enthral themselves 
to any living soul, or other creature; not to sub- 
mii to any ordinance of man, as slaves; that is, 
as if the ordinance itself did, by any proper direct 
and immediate virtue, bind conscience. But 
yet, notwithstanding, they might and ought to 
submit thereunto as the Lord's and in a 
free manner; Í e.bya —— and papa Wi 
suhjection to their power, an sence to their 
lawful commands. They must, therefore, take 
heed that they use not their Js Sor an occa- 
sion to the flesh,—nor, under so fair a — 
liate ax eml licentiousness, making that a 
for their irreverent and undutiful carriage towards 
their superiors.’ Thus, then, the general sense 
here intended is (as Bp. Sanderson well expresses 
it), ‘Submit yourselves to public governors, both 
supreme and subordinate ; be subject to your own 
particular masters; honour all men with those 
proper res due to their stations ; but do all 
this [not as slaves, but] as free; do it without any 

Tijv éXevÜepíay, GAN ws codhot Oco. Y *Ilávras T4usjc are, 
Tjv adedpornta * &yamüre tov Qeov $ofeic0e, Tov Baa(Xéa 

18 r Oi otxéras trroraccopevot év Tayri doe Tois 9corróraas, 
ov povoy rows ayabois Kai éwiewégiy, GAA Kal Tois CGx0XOëS. 
19 s T'obro yàp yápis, ei Sia. ouvelðnoiw Oeod trropéper tis AÚTAS, 

0. 

impeachment of the liberty you have in Christ." 
The term xaxía here is, as Bp. Sanderson shows, 
ne taken in = — sense, of ‘sin and 
iniquity in general,’ yet with especial reference to 
that a Ae vn kind of it before spoken of,’ *in- 
subordination and disobedience to lawfully con- 
stituted authority.” — injunction 
of St. Peter here is akin to of St. Paul at 
Gal. v. 13, uh rij» iAavOspíar als &iopudr TH 
capxi, where the expression capt has reference 
to ° carnality’ of every kind. 

17. ‘Here the Apostle closes his general ez- 
hortation concerning subjection to superiors with 
four short precepts, or aphorisms, which may not 
unfitly be ranged into fo combinations. The 
two former into one, thus: Honour all men, but 
not all men alike. You must be ready to do all 
offices of respect and love, as occasion serves, to 
nh mel but you are to remark that your 
brethren in Christ claim a nearer interest in 
your ions, and ity too, than they that 
are without. Honour all men, but especially lowe 
the brotherhood. The two latter may be ranged 
into one, thus: Fear God and ‘the king, where 
the fear of one will consist with the fear of the 
other; but where they are incompatible, hold fast 
to the fear of — ling — this — 
ou may not , still you must do hi 
al the kossar otherwise that may be.’ (Bp. San- 
derson.)— árras Tiudcare, ° Honour all; — 
mmer to vion honour " — xiii. 

: & general injunction then : its 
species. Bp. Bidder here shows that T the 
term cannot be taken in the sense, bot is 
rather to be understood in that laxer one, by 
which it imports all that esteem or be it 
more or less, which (either in justice or charity) 
is due to any man in respect of his place, person, 
or SOON Seo to the — merit, 
or exigency of any of them respectively, together 
with the willing Pesforiastee of al] such just and 
——— offices, as in TOES EU to any of the 
said respects can reasona expected." 

&AAÀa xai "rois exouois] Bretschn. and 
others render ‘ iniquia, i. e. * qui non rectá juris 
vi& inceduut' But that sense is forbidden by 
the antithetic dyaÜois xai im:ıx., which re- 
quires the sense cross-grained, churlish, ill-tem- 
pered. However, it would seem that, as the 
single term oxoA. is opposed to the two terms 
&vya0. and ¿muscx., it is meant to have a twofold 
sense corresponding to the twofold reference ; and 
this it very well admits. As opposed to èyað., 
it may here signify sniqwis ; though I cannot find 
that it ever ts so used; and therefore that can 
only be its sense by implication. Ae —** to 
— it signifies harsh, severe, and churl- ek. ill lem 

19. roro ydp xáåpıt] Supply ieri: mean- 
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macyev dies. P t][ojoy yap xAéos, et auaprdvovres aiii! 
, e ^ ? , 3 9 ^ |, u 

xoXadutopevo, wropeveire; GAN et dyaÜomowüvres xa) má- u 

- 

^ ^ ^ Á 5. 

oovrTeç trromeveite, ToUro yápis Tapa Beğ. °? * Eis robro yàp Thess. 1.1. 

éxrOnre, rs kal X pia ros émaÜev wrép ñuàv, 
bmoypauuóy, iva émaxodovOnonre tots ixyveow auto ?? v óc 3 Cors. mn. 

partı aùto®t 93x0e Aoiðopoúpevos oük avredoddper, 
oùx relier tapediiov 06 TQ xplvovri 

ing, ° This obtains tance with, is well- 
pleasing [to God]; wapa Oew being bere un- 
derstood from Osov following, and mapa Qees at 
ver. 20. Of dca cuveidnocy Osov the sense is, 
*through a principle of conscience as regardi 
God, and our duty to him, conscience being here 
considered as a principle guiding any one's ac- 
tions (as in Rom. xiii. 5. 2 Cor. x. 25, 27, dia 
rù» cuvelénocy), dictating toa man what to do, 
and warning him what not to do. See an illus- 
tration of t S riacipe here taken for granted in 
Heb. xi. 25, 26. 

20. The fwo Participles here affxed to the 
Verb isouav. in each clause of the sentence, and 
the xai, which seems meant to nite what ought 
to be kept separate, tend to render the construc- 
tion here confused. It would seem that the Par- 
ticiples are best considered as used for Gerunds, 
and meant to denote limitation, as in Xen. Mem. 
i. 1, 18, where there are (as here) two Partici- 
P Ru ̂ L tine tate 

2 The Apostle now suggests a powerful 
motive for showing this obedience to the will of i 
God, Dae! out, for their imitation, the bright 
example of Him who, in his sufferings for us, 
endured more cruel contumelies, and far greater 
sorrows, than we can ever be called to endure, 
nm — “re Matt. xxvi. 67. 
—The scope an ings of the argument at vv. 
21—25, e well mc by Steiger, thus: *We 
have here expressed in pregnant anguag and in 
close succession, the double thought: 1. Ye are 
bound to obey Christ, because (67:) he has suf- 
fered for pu 2. ye are consequently called to 
patient, though undeserved, suffering, because 
also (xai) Christ, while he suffered for you, suf- 
fered undeservingly, and indeed ( ic.) with the 
design that ye should therein imitate him as your 
Pattern, (lit. “outline,” by way of “copy.” Comp. 
bwodsiyua at John xiii. 15, and see note.) By 
the firet Christ is represented as our Master, 
whose call we must obey; by the second, as our 
Pattern, in suffering ; from which it is clear, that 
we also must suffer patiently. These two posi- 
tions are presently illustrated in an inverted 
order, yet so that each is distributed into two 
clauses, and in such a way that the two first 
begin with Se, as also the third; but the fourth, 
as being dependent upon the third, with Tra. 
Ver. 22 designates Christ as innocent; ver. 23, 
as suffering patiently,—as a Pattern; ver. 24, 
as a SACRIFICE for all; and ver. 24 with 25, as 
a PHYSICIAN AND SHEPHERD, espec. for those 
believing servants ;—as a REDEEMER.’ 

21. iip "uc, ùv vroi.) I still continue 
to regard thie as the true reading; in which I 
am supported by the united suff of Matth. 
Scholz, and Tisch. The t. rec. (which is that of 

3 

Üuiy trokprdvev i'josa 4.6 
v Isa. 58. 9. 

Heb. 4. 15. 

dixaiws> ?*57 0e Tag Jones 
y Isa. 53.4,5. Matti. 8.17. Rom. 6.3, 11. & 7.0. 

both Elzev. and Steph.), óuóv, duty (retained 
by Lachm.), reete on very slender direct autho- 
rity, and has internal evidence very strongly 
opposed to it. It is plain that the readings juov, 
bmiv, and huæv, ñutv (the Stephanic text) were 
no more than two modes of getting rid of the 
harshness involved in nuwy, vpiv. rtain it is, 
that duty seems called for by the Verb following 
àvakoXovÜsjos Te : and yet the use of duty offers 
no reason why the Apostle should not have 
written Juv; nay, a reason there is why he 
should, namely, in order to place a agen cardi- 
nal doctrine of the Gospel on its broadest basis ; 
for ju&v» meane ‘us all,’ i.e. ‘all Christians." 
So iii. 18, Xpicvós £vaOs, Iva "uas poca. 
Tø Oy. Indeed nu&v» (found in tbe Pesch. 
Syr.) is placed beyond doubt by a infra, 
iv. 1, Xptorov ovv wabdrros pie s rand iv 
capxl, xal buats Thy avri)» Evvorav owAlcacbe, 
where there is the same transition of person, and 
the words there are made to advert to the words 
supra, ii. 21, by means of the Particle ody, which 
s both resumptive and conclusive. The very 
same cheng of person from uds to juae pre- 
sents itself, infra, ch. v. 10, ó 8 Oede 6 xaAícas 
juae xarapticat vuas. Though there the 
huas has been changed to buas by Tisch. (in- 
consistently enough) ; and at iv. 1, he cancels 
vip ducv, from only three MSS., as if to get 
rid of evidence against his false criticism at ch. 
ii. 21. However, on further consideration it 
would seem, that the same reason which calls so 
strongly for ruc», calls also for juv; and hence, 
although the external authority exieting for it is 
not very strong, while trifiing, indeed, is that for 
Vui, vui», yet, considering that the case is not 
one in which MSS. have any great weight, ] am 
inclined to give the preference to huty, espec. 
since it is supported by the Pesch. Syr. Version. 
And as to the transition of persons in the next 
words, that difficulty is, ae we have seen, any 
thing but formidable, and will be lessened if we 
take Tva in the eventual sense to signify ‘so as 
that,’ thus serving to point out the result of that 
example which Christ left —namely, that the 

ns addressed should follow his example.— 
— —— rots Lyveoty avrov, answering 
to the expression, Rom. iv. 12, orotyeiv oic 
ixracı, and 2 Cor. xii. 18, wepiwareiy mois 
Iyvece: forms of speaking, to signify (by an 
idiom found alike in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin), 
* the following any one's example.’ 

24. Se rae duapriac—EvAov] Said in allusion 
to the words of Iss. liii. 12. Of the term dvagé- 
pac» the full sense here is, * who Himself (singly) 
LA LM ^ i E of our sins ; comp. Heb. M 

» 28; whic an e t empha- 
tically attest tho doctrine of the vicarious aud 
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ápapríae Sv altos Avjveykev v rà conari avTOU éwi TÒ 
EUXov, wa rais ápapríaw atroyevouevor, Tf) Sixatoouvyn Chooser 

EA ob r$ péXoT. avTod idOnte. % s 'Hre yàp ws wpo- 
Ze , 

no. Bara twravapeva GX 

Isa. 8. 
Tim. 3. 9. 

s. 

Rom. 

3 Cor. 4. 16, 

atoning nature of Christ's sufferings.—iva ait 
Guaptiae dwoyevousvar, &o. hese words 
mark the of this vicarious sacrifice, and 
are meant to intimate the bounden duty of those 
for whom Chriet suffered, —namely, being 

lt of sin, and having renou freed from the 
the ice of it, by being dead thereto (see 
Rom. vi. 2), they should live to the p of 
ighteousness. This proceeds on the acknow- 

Jedged principle of ancient law,—tbat any one's 
life, when forfeited by crime, and preserved by 
another, should be devoted to his rver. 
more in note on Heb. xi. 28,—où tp poer 
avrov laÜwre, meaning, ° by whose ipes and 
wounds (Singular taken generally for Plural) 

ur spiritual wounds and diseases are healed.’ 
Isa. viii. 3, ‘He hath borne our griefs and 

carried our sorrows; both which —— 
denote the spiritual sicknesses produced by ein. 
See Isa. i. 5, and note at Matt. viii. 17. 

25. ws wp0Bara waveucva’ AN’ dixic Tpá- 
pure vor iwl, &c.] So writing, the Apostle had 
in mind Isa. liii. 6, and Ez, xxxiv. 6 & 23, and 
— the worde of our Lord, Matt. xviii. 12, 13. 
"or tAavepeva, MSS. A, B, and 2 cursives (to 
which I add Lamb. 1196, ] m.) have vAarc- 
svor, which reading is adopted hy Lachm. and 
isch., and is — of attention, begin some- 

what confirmed by a kindred paasege at Ps. cxix. 
176, ixXaviÜsu» ws wedBaroy &voXeA0s, and 
espec. lea. liii. 6, méwreç œs Tpoflara ¿m)Àae 
ynOnusy. According to this reading the con- 
struction will be, nre wAaveopavor, we Tpoflara 
TAdVGVTGS. But it is worthy of remark, that 
in the sacred writers the Participle wAavapevos 
is, in such comparisons, joined not with the per- 
son, but with the sheep. So lsa. xiii. 14, os 
apvBaroy wKavepevov: Jer. |. 17, where it is 
said, * Israel is as a scattered sheep.’ Sept. rpd- 
Bao» wiavwpsvoy. At any rate, there is no 
sufficient warrant for receiving into the text a 
reading so slenderly supported, and where inter- 
nal evidence draws two ways.—s5jTs yàp—Jinóv. 
‘The yàp is meant to show the ground on which 
they are said to be healed: 1. because they actu- 
ally needed healing; 2. but now were brought 
back to their original state.’ (Steiger.) Here we 
have set forth in a strong point of view the pre- 
ciousness of tho saivation, bv contrast with the 
opposite state of misery and utter destitution, re- 
presented by a most expressive and pathetic 
Image.—In the words 4AÀ' iwsorpdgnre vip, 
&c., we have a blending of the comparison with 

émeaTpájwre viv ¿mi Tov morpéva 

4 — [IL l*'Onoíes, af yuvaixes, vrroraacójevas Tois ¿(ot år- 
Eph. P. Opácty, iva xal el tives dmeiQoba, T@ Myo, ca Tijs Tw yuvasciiy 

dvaotpodis, ávev Xoyov, xepOnÜrnawvras, ?émomrevoawres Ti 
& év $ófy dyviy» avactpodiy tuav. 3 **f1v érro ovx ó ébwOcy, 
u. éumXokfje TptxGv wai TrepiÜéaecs xpuciev Ñ évdvcews ipaTiev 

, kóguos $° ¿XA 6 xpvmrós Tis Kapdias avOpwros, èv Te 

the thing compared ; and the term éwicxeros is 
added after wro:uéva by way of explaining im bet 
sense Christ is our See note on Matt. 
xxiii. 37.— woimntva «ai iwiexowor, (e. 
The full sense is, * who is both the 
and (asa true she ) the care-taker of yeur 
souls, as He who careth for you. Comp. ver. 7. 
Perhaps St. Peter had in mind Pe. cxlii. 4, ‘and 
there is no one that careth for my soul." 

5 g 
ve 

was loet’ And so, at John x 13, 
scribed by implication as ene ‘who caret 
his sheep. 

es 
duties of obedience,—from that of subjects 
sovereigns, and servants to masters,—to the 
mestic relations of wives to husbande. — rete 
liors dvdpdow. 

de- 
for 

III. 1. The Apostle here carries forward the 
i to 

de- 

rp css aay ter attentions to other mea. ‘ 

nated only by íevré&w. See l| Cor. vii. 2'— 
dmaiÜovot Tos Acye, ‘are not believers in the 
Gospel, have not embraced the Gospel.’ Ti 
&vaoTpod5*, ‘the conduct ; meaning such vir- 
tuous and prudent behaviour as the Apostle here 
enjoins. "Avsv Adyou, i. e. ‘ without any formal 
argument or proof :° meaning, as explains, 
that ‘an i : ion should be made by the con- 
duct upon those whom the trord has not wea.’ 
Such fruits of the Gospel supplying a tacit, bat 
powerful, proof of its beneficial tendency, and 8 
popular argument for its truth. On «spd. in this 
sense, namely, * to gain over to the , to 
a uad way of salvation, see note at | 3 
ix. 19. 

3. av lare Sex ns An injunction, 
like a similar one, ] Tim. ii. 9, sq., to be under- 
stood in a comparative sense; the ov—dda 
being for son tam—quam. With the expression 
wipilleras ypveiwy may be compared similar 
ones in Diod. Sic. xii. 21. ands weprri@seOar 

` xpvela, and JElian, Var. Hist. |. 26, «dun wepi- 
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á$Üápre tod Tpaéos ka) tfovyiov mvevuatos 6 stiv evo- 
mov TOU Beov TroXvTeMÉS. 5 Obro yap wore kai ai yia 
yuvaines, at éXmritovaa, émi rov Oeòv, éxóouovv éavrás, tro- 
Taccópneva, Tois Wiis avdpdou 84a Pappa bkovce TH àGem.11. 
"ABpaàp, xvptoy avtov Kadodoa S éyeviÜmgre Téxva, aryabo- 
TrowÜcat, Kai p) $oBobuevau pndeplav wronoecy. 7 ° Oi e1Cor.7.3. Oi viet 
dvdpes spotws, cuvoixovvres Kata yoeow, as dabevertépm oreve Erh: 535 
TG yuvatxel árovéuovres Tuv, OS Kab * cvyKANpOVOLOL xápuroç Col. 8. 19. 

Carns, eis TO uù) * éyxorrrecOas Tas mpocevyàs bpóv. 

Ostrov. Point, av lare ovy ó iEwOay, éuwrOKs 
Tpixav xai arspiÜéosos xpuciwy, À dvddcews 
ipaTtiwv, Kós nos. 

4—6. The Apostle now enforces his exhorta- 
tion to the internal adorning, and the conjugal 
respect, before enjoined, by showing that such had 
ever distinguished holy women in the earliest 
times. Of these the Apostle mentions in particu- 
lar Sarak, the wife of Abraham, whom he recom- 
rends as an especial example to * women profess- 
ing godliness,’ with allusion, we may suppose, to 
the more than feminine strength of mind, and 
firmness of character, which distinguished that 
excellent woman, in common with the other holy 
women here adve to,—who were eminent 
examples at once of fearless trust in God, duteous 
subjection to their husbands, and that undaunted 
perseverance in well-doing. from which no trepi- 
dation of feminine weakness could turn them 
aside. l 

4. ó kpvirTÓS tis x. EvOp.] i. e. ‘let it extend 
to the mind, róv iow dvyÜporroyr, Rom. vii. 22; 
internal and mental, being opposed to eaternal 
ornament ; q. d. * Vestments soon fade and wear 
out, while the internal ornament is ever-during.' 
—iv te apbaprea (scil. kóouw) Tov—13ovyíov 
av., ‘quiel, composed.’ Comp. Aristoph. Ñan. 
1000, Aziov (‘even’) weevma, and Plato, rò 
Actov xai naovyzov nos. 

5. ai Doridevsa: ivi TÓ» O:óv] A form of 
expression derived from the Sept., and denoting 
* eminent piety and devotedness to God.’ 

6. xépio» aUTÓv kaXovca] Thereby (it is 
meant) ackuowledging her subjection ; a subjec- 
tion, however, having nothing in ít servile or 
slavish. — 4&ya0omoousa, Kai uù PoPBovpavar 
mnésulap wronow. Of these words the true 
sense appears to be that assigned to them by Est., 
Erasm., Carpzov, and Calv. : ‘not being deterred 
from persevering in their duty, or in their Chris- 
tian profession, by the timidity natural to their 
sex; in other words, ‘not being frightened out 
of the path of Christian duty by any sexual ap- 
prehensivenese This sense of mrónois naturally 
arises out of the verb wroeicBar, in the sense 
used in Luke xxi. 9, and xxiv. 37. The word, 
however rare, is cited by Bretschn. from Philo, 
p. 516, and 1 Macc. fii. 25, though in another 
sense. Ho adds, what is more to the purpose, 
Prov. iii. 25, où pogi8ron wrdnow imeXUov- 
cay. 

7. Before proceeding to the general precepts at 
ver. 8, the Apostle subjoins to the above length- 
ened admonition to the women, a word or two to 
the men, to prevent any abuse on their part of the 
power committed to them, and to represent the 

conjugal relation as one not merely of right, but 
of reciprocal affection. The obligation on the 
part of the husband to support the wife he does 
not touch upon; merely adverting te the higher 
and spiritual datie of the husband to the wife; 
duties part! (consisting in that devo 
affection which counts the welfare of another as 
its own, and therefore not according to any pre- 
scribed rule, but conformably to itsown best know- 
ledge, xarà emer [guided by religious princi- 
ple): and pertly , in the mutual participa- 
tion of grace, in which the married persons stand 
in respect to eternity, and in which both parties 
must seek to have themselves at present con- 
firmed. (Steiger.)—ce &aÜsvea Típe oxsósi TG 
Yvvaucelo. Many explain the term exsóec to 
signify tool, utensil, as answering to the expression 
Spyavov, employed by Aristotle to designate the 
wif. This, however, appears any thing but the 
sense had in view by the Apostle, who, so far 
from intending thus to depreciate and degrade, 
here evidently (from what follows) means to 
elevate the weaker sex. Certain it is, that the 
above sense is by no means requited by the ex- 
pression itself, cxzvoe ; for this word, as it lite- 
rally signifies thing made, so it may here very 
well have the — creature, ‘in reference to God 
the Creator.—dawovinovres Tiv. From the 
context it plainly appears that 4) is here meant 
to denote ‘that kind of respect, attention, and 
care, which is shown for valuable, but fragile, 
articles.’ So a Rabbinical writer, cited by Schoett- 
gen, says, ‘Sicut konor quidam habetur crys- 
tallinis, quia solicitó tractantur.’ So of Abraham 
it is said by Philo, vol. ii. p. 96. 9, dia 73v Tipit, 
Dv dwéveme Tf yauiry. However, the sense to 
be assigned to ¿uñu will depend on the construo- 
tion, and that hinges on the reading here adopted, 
whether cvyxAnpovouot, or cvyxAnpovduors. If 
the former, then the words dwovéyorres Tipiy 
will have to be joined with the words ng ; 
if the latter, then they must be taken with the 
words following. The former reading (which I 
edited) has been adopted by Lachm. Internal 
evidence must decide, which, though almost 
equally balanced, is rather in favour of evy«An- 
povéuois, though involving an intolerable harsh- 
ness. The ancient Versions, too, quite confirm 
ouy«Anpovdpors, and make up for the slender- 
ness of authority from MSS. Thus aùraîe may 
be supplied from the foregoing context, and 
Gv'yxAnpovóuois taken as in apposition with it; 
and go the sense will be, ‘ bestowing due respect 
to them, as to those who are joint-heire with you 
of the grace of life." In the words following it is 
suggested why they are entitled to be thus treated, 



5. 

pian” ebowdayxvor, t pihoppoves: 
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8 f Tò è rédos, mávres Ópódpoves, aupmralcîis, pidaderos, 
98 uù amodidovres kaküv àvri ra- 

Lev. 19.18. KOU, $ Xoibopíay avti Aodopias tovvarytiov ÒèÈ evdAGyoWwTes, 
M @ldotes Öre eis ToUro éxAnOnte, wa evroyiay KAnpovounonre. 
&£* 105'0 yàp Oérwv tæv áyaráv, xal letu ñgépas aya- 

Cr.67. O05, TavcáTroe THY yXQccav avToU amò raro, xai 

72" : p 

jt H.E 
` áTÓ 

«ai StwEdto avTny. 
got 

Py E e 
1M. 

Gag Gay DP OO E PR "x 
—namely, as being fellow-heirs with their hus- 
bands of the s&me salvation. To which is then 
subjoined a further reason, in the words sls 7d 
pi byxowrecGat rae roocevyas vuv, meaning, 
tin order to prevent that greatest evil arising from 
want of domestic harmony, that the minds of the 
parties cannot wife im , and are, indeed, 
indi for that fervent supplication, which 
can alone reach the throne of grace.'— To advert 
to a matter of various reading. For the t. rec. 
ixxdwrecGat, all the critical Editors, from Wetst. 
to Scholz, Laclim., and Tisch., read ¿yxóx., from 
vastly preponderating external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence, when properl 
vpad; for, though éxxdw. is the more d£ 

ing, yet it involves the objection, that the 
sense thus yielded, to be ‘cut of, utterly de- 
st ' is too strong for the occasion, since the 
jarrings arising from want of due respect and 
ind attention would not, in the case of religious 

persons, be such as to utterly cut off all family 
and social praver; though it would be interrupted 
and hé , and spiritual benefit must bo 
almost lost by alienation of affection. 

8. Here are subjoined some general directions 
to Christians at large; exhorting them to mutual 
love and concord, kind treatment of all men, 
even enemies, as most likely to soften their ani- 
mosity, and draw down the favour of God.—ro 
vidos. This is best rendered by Erasm., Grot., 
Rosenm., and Pott, ‘in summ ;' = the Class. 
dy xaadraiw.— Onódp. is equiv. to rd al+TóÓ 
Gpovouvres at Rom. xii. 16. xv. 5, and +ó èv 
Ppovovwres at Phil. ij. 2. For pirddpoves seve- 
ni MSS., Versions, and Fathers, have Tams- 
vodp., which has been adopted by Griesb., 
Lachm., and Tiech. I cannot venture to follow 
their example; the t. rec. having decidedly in 
ite favour not only ity, but also, I 
apprehend, internal evidence ; for, while it is most 
improbable that @tAcdpovee should have been 
introduced from the preceding g:AadsA os, it is 
not difficult to imagine that ramewddp. might, 
as Matth. su , ariso from the oliaste or 
Catenists. Perhaps, however, it may be an an- 
cient alteration the homily writers; for, as 
Matth. observes, pi\opposúvy is a word occur- 
ring no where else in the New Test. ; and, like 
qÀ oEepía at iv. 9, is more of a virtus civilis, and 
far inferior to the rest here mentioned. On the 
contrary, Tawewodpocivn is a Christian virtue 
of the higl est rank, and very suitable here, as at 
Eph, iv. 2, and Col. iii. 12 

yeldn avrod ToU pÀ Maj Ca, óóXoy. 
mò kako0, kai vrovmodá To ayador ÜCnryoáTo cipsjvmv 

1$ *'Ür, of ó0$0aXuol Kupíov 
émi Ó.xalove, kal QTa avToU eic Sénory abTOV. póg- 
wrov 66 Kvupíov ml wovodvras kard, 19 Kal ris ó xa- 

llhi’Reerevara 

9. uh darodidórrec xaxdv, &c.] Comp. Rom. 
xii. 17. There is here, Steiger thinks, a cimar: 
q.d. ‘not actively to repay evil with evil, nor 
even with the mouth to retaliate it; but, on the 
contrary, to return for evil.” See Matt. 
v. 44. The words following suggest a reason why 
the admonition should be observed; q. d. * For 
to this end were ye called in the , that ye 
should obtain a blessing [from God], (meaning, 
* good of every kind 5 accordingly, it behoves 
you to wish and pray for blessings upon others.’ 

10—12. The matter in these verses is formed 
on, rather than contains a quotation from, Ps. 
xxxiv. 13, 14, though the differences are small, 
and the alterations only sach as the better to adapt 
the words (which say have been partly those of 
the M soa of set) Symm., and Theodot., 
as well as the Sept.) to tho present of 
exhortation. The commencing words ur of 
strong Hebraism, found also in Esth. ix. 22, 
-yew dyabae sudpas, ‘to spend happy days; 
yet it is not wholly unprecedented in the Clase, 
writers, e. gr. Anthol. Gr. i. 298, Gra» OiAy tre 
udpay ldaty xa) ñu, for dyay, and some ves- 

tiges of a similar use of aya. occasionally occur 
in Homer, Hesiod, Pindar, and Hdot.; nay, 
sometimes in Thucyd., e. g. iii. 82, 3, d» «Lossn 
kal &yaÜoic wpdyuact. Such modes of ex- 
pression are not confined to Hebraism, but aro 
redolent of the simplicity of phraseology in tho 
I ages. 

12. ori ol d@Oadrmol, &c.] The Sri seems 
to have reference to the admonition at ver. 9, 
and also the reason for its observance at vv. 10, 
ll. The same sense will arise, if, with Calv., 
we su the words intended to suggest a 
powerful motive of consolation amidst evil of 
whatever kind,—that we are looked upon by the 
Lord, who will give us help in due season. In 
the words ol dp@adrmoi, &c., God is represented 
as ever mindful of the righteous, and in the words 
following, era avrov, &c., as ever ready to 
hearken to their petitions. Conip. John ix. 31. 
—"roócoov Kupiov iri. The state of the 
wicked, as opposed to that of the good, is hero 
pare in contrast as to their treatment at the 

ds of God; and that contrast ie rendered 
more pointed by the term wpocewov, which 
graphically — the extreme displeasure of 
the Lord, the full sense being, ‘ is against them for 
their condign punishment’ and utter destruction. 

13. tis ò xaxécer — yivnobs;] Here wo 
have a further confirmation of the foregoing sen- 
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timent, by an argument deduced from common 
erperience, Henco the assertion is to be taken 
(as at Prov. xvi. 7) with due limitation, as to 
what is marily the case. From the context, 
indeed, it is plain that this is not to be under- 
stood as an assurance that they shall never be 
harmed, but sane not so harmed as to be utterly 

; though ‘persecuted,’ yet‘ not forsaken ;’ 
though ‘cast down,’ yet ‘not destroyed,’ 2 Cor. 
iv. 9. This, then, and other pes of Scrip- 
ture concerning temporal promises (see 2 Pet. ii. 
9), are, as Bp. Sanderson observes, to be under- 
stood, not as universally, but as commonly true, — 
and not «absolutely, but with this reservation, * un- 
less the Lord, in his infinite wisdom, sees cause 
why it should be good for us to have it other- 
wise.' Certain it is, as Calv. remarks, that ‘if 
there be in our minds this deep-seated persua- 
sion, that God's promised help is sufficient for 
us, we shall be quite to repel all the 
timid distrust of unbelief.'— To advert to a matter 
of disputed reading. For utumrai, MSS. A, B, C, 
and 18 cursives (to which Tadd Lamb. 1182, 1184), 
have (n\wrai, adopted by Lachm., and by Tisch. 
Ed. 1, but rejected in Ed. 2; rightly ; since it 
evidently arose from an emendation of the Alex- 
andrían Critics. 

14. 4AX', al kal mácYyorTt dtd Sixacocbyny, 
maxápıo:) An assertion Intended to correct the 
foregoing porn assertion, and meant to antici- 
pate the obvious objection, that the righteous are 
observed frequently to suffer at the hands of the 
wicked: to which it is replied, * True, you may 
suffer; but it will be for righteousness’ sake, and 
then yours is the blessing and reward promised 
of the Lord.’ (See Matt. v. 10.) The connexion 
of these words with the following, rò» dà $ogov 
aiteay uj dofinÜzTs, unà rapaxÜrrre, is well 

by Steiger thus: ‘ Happy are ye, I say, if 
ye suffer persecution ; but this must ye do under 
pui (otherwise there is no salvation in 
t); ye must not du before your persecutors, 
but must sanctify (i. e. fear and honour him 
wbo is really your Lord, and not man), and that 
in your inmost hearts;' such a deep-seated per- 
suasion that our help is in God being (as Calv. 
obeerves) ‘ the best support against the misgivings 
of timidity or unbelief. 

15. Kópiov dà TÓ» Osdv dyiácavs iv ais 
xapd. uiv] Of these words the true purport, 
much misspprehended, seems to be, the recog- 
nizing the holiness, wisdom, power, and other 
attributes of the Lord; the holding him in deep 
reverence, and feeling entire confidence in him, 
as alone able to save to the uttermost—s 
this with the whole beart, eo that this inward 

17 Kpeirrov yap dryaBorrotoÜvras, et Orei Tò QéAmua 

homage to the holiness of the Lord, and entire 
reliance on him who is mighty to save, shall be 
& deeply seated persuasion of our minds and 
feeling of our heart ;—and that showing iteelf in 
our words and actions, by honouring his holy 
name and his word, that the name of the Lord 
may be glorified in us (2 Thess. i. 12). Well is 
it said by Abp. Leighton, *the fear of God drives 
away all other fears; there is no room for them, 
where this great fear is ; and being greater than 
all those, yet it disturbs not as they do; yea, it 
brings as great quiet as they brought trouble.’ 

16. ouvsldnow čxovres dyaÜ8n», &c.] It is 
not well, with some, to connect these worde 
closely with the preceding (for thus there will 
arise a sense not a little forced and jejune); they 
must rather be taken with those in the former 
prt of ver. 15. So Steiger explains; ‘ Fear God, 
ut be ready to give an answer to tnguirers, and 

calumniators refute by your conduct.’—iva, iv $ 
xatadadovow — dvactpopyy. Render: ‘so 
that, in that whereof they = against you, as 
evil doers, they who thus der your virtuous 
and Christian conversation may ashamed,” 
i. i put to the shame of being convicted of false- 
hood. For kxaraXaXovoiv buy we KaxomTouoy, 
MS. B, and 2 cursives, with some later Versions, 
have <araAaAstos, which has been adopted by 
Tisch.; but on insufficient grounds, since the 
reading in question seems to have proceeded from 
some whose purpose it was to remove a certain 
harshnese of construction, and relieve the sen- 
tence of something that seemed overloaded in 
the wording. It may also be remarked that; 
while the Active xaraXaXaiv occurs freq. in the 
Sept., and several times in the N. T., as said of 
persons, on the other hand tbe Passive form as 
used of things occurs no where, I believe, either 
in the Script. or the Class. writers. Certainly, 
there is more of oic nd and suitableness in 
the reading of the t. rec. xatadadwow, or 
xataXaXovery, found in A, and 20 cursives (to 
which 1 add Lamb. 1183 and 1196), and adopted 
by Matth. and Lachm., and also myself, but 
with some hesitation, since external evidence for 
-Aovew is inferior. However, in evidence 
is in its favour, and it is also confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. Version. The term is best rendered 
‘calumniate;’ and ¿zrnp., just after, ° obtrectare,' 
‘to contumeliously disparage,’ ‘to traduce; a 
use of the term which, as said of things, is very 
ui yo it occ. in Demosth. cont. Mid., cited in 

es. 
17, 18. The Apostle here suggests, for the 

comfort of those suffering under the injuries of 
tho ungodly, certain considerations deduced from 
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the will of God and the example of Christ, —in- 
timsting, at the same time, a sort of warning ; 
q. d. * He who suffers for crimes can expect no 
recompense; but he who suffers for rigkteous- 
ness’ sake, and in God's cause, may confidently 
look forward to a sure reward.’ eanwhile the 
consideratiou that he is suffering for good, and 
not for evil, will be & great consolation. In the 
words following, 37: xai Xpiords drag repi 
duapriey, &c. (with which com ose supra 
ii. 21—24), the argument is: ‘If Chriet suffered 
for us. who were then evil, how much more 
should we be prepared to suffer tribulation for 
the glory of Christ, and the good of the Gespel.' 
—wepl duapricy, lit., ‘on the score of, on ac- 
count of, sine.” The var. — i i either a 
gioss, or an alteration su such passages 
as Acts ix. 16. Phil. i. 29.2 These i. 5. ] Pet. ii. 
21. For éwa0s, Lachm., and Tiech. (let Ed.) read 
A-í0aps, though in his 2ad Ed. Tisch. restores 
ruĝe, very properly, since the above reading 
may be pronounced an alteration as baseless as 
that found in several MSS. supr. ii. 21, which 
no Editor has thought fit to adopt. It may 
further be obecrved, that the term waGets here 
hes a deep earneetness and impressivences, as it 
also hae in Acts iii. 18. xvii. 3. Heb. ii. 18. 
v. 8. ix. 26. xiii. 12. 1 Pet. ii. 19, 23. iv. 1, in 
ell which . is rred to dro- 
Ovúoxsı», from our Saviour Christ being there 
represented as suffering in the condition of a con- 
demned malefector for the sins of the whole 
world, being made’ sin that he might atone for 
the sins of men. It is true that term á1o- 
Ovhexsıv is used to denote Christ's propitiatory 
sacrifice in 2 Cor. v. 14, 15, but there it is only 
on account of the antithetic term ol (orae, as 
also in Rom. vi. 10, where awétave has opposed to 
it {9.—wpocayayn, might ' bring us unto a state 
of reconciliation.’ See supra ii. 21 and Rom. v. 2. 
—ÜavaTwÜ01i« piv capxi—wyetpart. The two 
terms capxi and weetuar: are autithetically 
opposed ; the former irvine Christ's human 
nature, wherein he suffered in the body; the lat- 
ter, his Divine and spiritual nature. By this it 
is intimated, that as Chriet suffered in the 
body, but was quickened and glorified in the 
Spirit, so it will be with ‘them who are 
Christ's.” 

19, 20. i» & xal rots iv @uÀNaxñ weetpaci, 
&c.] This passage, as it is not a little obscure, se 
it has been variously interpreted. Many (as Beza, 
Elsn., and Mackn.) take the meaning to be, not 
that ° the spirits were in prison at the time when 
Christ preached to them through Noah,’ but thet 
he preached by hia Spirit, or Divine nature, to 
the antediluvians, who are now (viz. in the ago 
of the Apostle) in prison, detained, like the 
fallen angels, unto the day of judgment, Jude 6. 
Thus the Apostle, they think, proposes this ex- 
ample to his Christian brethren as a wholesome 
warning to deter them from being corrupted 
thosc around them. Thie exposition, however, 
like several others proposed, lies open to various 
objections. Upon whole, I know of no inter- 

pretation involving so little difficulty as the coms- 
mon one, by which this is understood to denote 
according to the plain tenour of the words) that 

rist went down and preached (i. e. laimed 
his Gospel) to the antediluviane in es; and 
it is shown by Bp. Horsley (in an able Sermon 
on this text) that ‘this plain and obvious sense 
is not to be rejected because it contains what 
may seem strange and unaccountable; otherwise 
scarcely any thing might be believed.” ‘ The in- 
terpretation of this le passage (continues the 
learned Prelate) turns upon the expression “spirits 
Brin NON it is hard} to mention 

spirits here can signify no other spirits tham 
the souls of men; for we read not of any preach- 
ing of Christ to any other race of beings than 
mankind. The Apostle's assertion, therefore, is 
this, that ** Christ went and ed to souls of 
men in an. bow invisi x mansion of de- 
perted spirits, certainly net a place of 
penal confinement to the good, is nevertheless in 
some respects “a prison." It is a place of seclu- 
sion from the external world, a place of unfinished 
heppiness, consisting im rest, security, and h 
more than enjoyment. It is a place which the 
souls of men never would have entered, had net 
sin introduced death; and from which there is 
no exit by any natural means for those who have 
once entered. The deliverance of the saints from 
it is to be effected by our Lord's power. Asa 
place of confinement, therefore, though net of 
— it may well be called “a prison." 

he original word, however, in this text i 
not of — — pn but merely “a 

ace o ng ;" for so this passage might 
KÉ rendered with ze exactness: He west and 

to the spirits tn safe . And the 
invisible mansion of d spirits je to the 
righteous “a place of safe keeping,” where they 
are under the shadow ef God's ri 
hand, as their condition sometimes is descri 
in Scripture, till the season shall arrive for their 
advancement to future glory ; as the souls of the 
wicked, on the other hand, are reserved, in the 
other division of the same place, unto the judg- 
‘ment of the great day. Now if Christ went and 
p to souls of men thus in prisen, or 

safe keeping, surely he went to the prison ef 
those souls, or to the place of their custody ; and 
what place that should be but the “ hell ™ ef the 
A es’ Creed, to which our Lord descended, I 
kave not met with the Critic that oould explain. 
The aoule in custody, or in prison, to whom our 
—— went his — soul, and 
preac were those whi rmerly were dis- 
obedient. The ex ion pim were, or one 
while had been, disobedient, implies that they 
were recovered, however, from that disobedience, 
and, before their death, had been brought to re- 
pentance and faith in the Redeemer to come. To 
such seuls he went and preached. But what did 
he preach to departed souls? and what could be 
the end of his preaching? Certainly he preached 
neither repentance, nor faith; for the preachi 
of either comes too late to the departed 
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These souls had believed and repented, or they 
had not been in that part of the nether regions 
which the eoul of the Redeemer visited; nor 
was the end of his preaching any liberation of 
them from we know not what purgatorial pains, 
of whieh the Scriptures give not the slightest 
information. But if he went to proclaim to them 
the glad tidings, that he had actually offered the 
sacrifice of their redemption, and was about to 

r before the Father as their Intercessor, in 
the merit of his own blood, this was a —— 
fit to be addressed to departed souls, and woul 
give new animation and assurance to their hope 
of the consummation in due season of their bliss; 
and this, it may be presumed, was the end of his 
preaching. Such also is the view of the passage 
adopted by Bp. Pearson (on the Creed), who re- 
marks, that ‘though thie preaching was not effected 
by an — act of the Son of pue as if ne 
personal — on earth, and actually 
Tachd io that old world, A the ministry 
of a Prophet, by the sending of Noah, “ a preacher 
of righteousness ;" yet to do any thing by another 
not able to perform it without him, as much de- 
waonstrates the existence of the principal cause, 
as if he did it of himself without any intervenin 
instrument.,'— For the common reading Awak 
éEsóé ero almost all the MSS. and early Edi- 
tions, t the Erasmian and Stephanic ones, 
have dwefsdiyero, which is preferred by almost 
all the Critics, and has been edited by Mattb., 
Grieeb., Knapp, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; 
and on just grounds; for not only is evi- 
dence in favour of that reading, but internal ; 
since, considering the rarity of the word dwexdi- 
Xomas, it is likely that the scribes should fall 
ito error, and mistake dweE. for rağ; and 
then thoee who revised the MSS. would perceive 
that idéyero was not right, and would, by refor- 
ence to other MSS., alter it to éEadéyero, omit- 
ting to cancel the wag. The force of ¿wo in 
thie compound may be illustrated from the ex- 
ge a@woxapatoxia at Rom. viii. 19. Phil. i. 

. The term denotes * long and anxiously waited 
fer/—namely, during the 120 years given the 
persons in question to repent on hearing the 
preachi of Noah. So it is said, Ies. xxx. 18, 
for the Lord will wait to be gracious.'—ale fy 

óÀíyai, &c. I am now inclined (with Lachm. 
and Tisch.) to read and point, from 8 MSS., 
some Versions, and some Fathers, sie fy QA (yaz, 
—TovTíeTi» ÓxTé Wuyai—cssow8noay. There 
isan of sense in d:eow. ; the meaning, 
expressed in full, being: ‘into which a few per 
sone [only] embarking were saved through á. e. 
out of) the water.’ Similar to tbis is the expres- 
sion in l Cor. iii. 15, ià wupde ce0., and Jos. 
Anti, ii. 10, 1, ol ài sls Tñ olxeiay ĉisawbyoav 
Pevyovres, Thus by óALyot Quices0. it is inti- 
mated that few there were (only eight souls) 
who, by taking refuge in the ark, were saved. 
. el. < xai nuas dyrirvrov—ale Osór] mean- 
ing, * The antitype to which thing (namely, what 

corresponds to, and was red by the preserva- 
tion of Noah and his Eu ud the ark) doth 
now save us, through the resurrection of Christ, 
as the ark did them; [I mean] baptism, which is 
not merely the putting away the filth of the flesh 
{by material water], but the answer of a good 
conscience s God.’ I cannot better ex- 
press the full sense of the words of this verse 
tham 1 have above done; but I now see cause to 
reject the sense which Wesley assigns to the im- 
portant term cosi», because it has in it some- 
thing vague and unmeaning,—in short, any thing 
but suitable to the forcible and significant cha- 
racter which belongs to the writings of St. Peter. 
Nor is the view adopted by Beza and Calv. to be 
regarded as satisfactory. Baptism is, I apprehend, 
here , Not as a second type to the first, 
but as the antitype, the true spiritual deliverance ; 
for this is expressly eaid to be the effect of bap- 
tism. Agreeably to this view, Eat. ably para- 

as follows: ‘ which water, in the thing 
signified by that or figure, meaning its very 
antitype, which is ism, doth now in the time 
of the new covenant, save us with spiritual sal- 
vation, just as that water preserved from a cor- 
poreal destruction those who were in the ark.’ 
The same able Expositor remarks, that baptism 
is bere said ców suds, just as St. Paul, Tit. 
iii. 5, says Sowers Huds (ó 810v) id Aovrpov ra- 
— xai kvaxawós sos [veinar. d-yiov, 
* after the very manner that those eight were saved 
by that temporal deliverance by means of the 
ark.'—oó capnds &óÜscis péwou, meaning (ac- 
cording to the lit. sense of áaro0.), ‘ not a getting 
rid of the filth of the flesh,’ i.o., in a figurative 

tion, those evil habits and corrupt affec- 
tions which defile the soul, Matt. xv. 18, and 
biis n — washing of a — Pe even 
the washing of regeneration ; 3 being, as 
Est. Meist A meant to in those which — 
ceded, —namely, à xal suas dvtiruroy vvv 
cafe: Báwricua. This the Apostle does by 
employing a sort of rhetorical correction whereby 
to set forth, that in the sacrament itself of ba 
tiem there is not to be recognized so much the 
external purification (which of iteelf can onl 
avai] to the removal of the corporeal impurity 
as the éwrapwrnua sls Oeov. By the éwapmrnua 
here spoken of (which has been not a little dis- 
puted) 1 am still of opinion is meant ' the en- 
gagement by promise, whereby we return answer 
to a question, whether we will do any thing pro- 
posed P' The answer in the afirmative implies a 
promise, or engagement. Thus Tertull. de Bap- 
tismo, c. 18, says, with allusion to the present 
passage, ‘that the sou] is censecrated, not b 
washing, but by answering,’ alluding to the well- 
known — in baptism. Mr. Rose (ou 
Parkh. . in v.) indeed remarks that, ‘ not- 
withstanding what has been said [as above], 
éwepestnue doce not occur in any of the Gree 
writers on the Roman law; but that dwepurnore 
is used by them in the eense ation (of 
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which sense he adduces two examples); and +ó 
¿aperrn0iv is also used by them to denote a 
promise, Now this might of itself seem to afford 

. sufficient proof of the usage in question. But in 
point of fact iwepernua d$ found in those 
writers, —from whom Dindorf in Steph. Thes. iu 
v. adduces several exx., which leads me to ani- 
madvert on the want of judgment displayed by 
Lachm. and Tisch., who, for nuas, at the begin- 
ning of the verse, read vuar, from some 12 M 
and the Vulg. and Syr. Versions. Now extern 
authority, were it much greater than it here is, 
will not in this case suffice, where the words are 
so much alike, and words so constantly con- 
founded as are suae and óuas. In such a case 
internal evidence must decide, and that is here 
uite in favour of uae, which is as much called 
or by propre of sentiment as at ver. 18. 
— «Eit Tw O1ov] See p at aper 

viii. 94; and on the expressions ¿Eouci@w xa 
Óvráusev, coo Eph. i. 21. 

IV. The Apostle here returns to the subject 
he had been treating on at iii. 17, and again pro- 
poses the example of Christ, whom he enjoins 
them to imitate in his Áo/iness as well as in his 
sufferings, notwithstanding the opposition they 
might encounter; and, for their comfort, he re- 
minds them of a righteous judgment to come, 
when they should be rewarded, and their enemies 
punish 

l. XpıoToù ob» wabovror—iadicacbs] Of 
these words the sense, somewhat disputed, appears 
to be, * Since, then, Christ suffered for ue in the 
fl arm yourselves with the same temper of 
mind which animated him [in his sufferings],' 
namely, that resigned, self-denying, and meek, 
but stedfast and resolute, frame of spirit, which 
results from trust in God, love to him, and zeal 
for his glory.— The words iip uev have been 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., on the authority 
of 5 MSS.,—wholly insufficient to warrant the 
cancelling of words which were in the text as 
early as the Peech. Syr. Version. They may have 
been introduced from supr. iii. 18; but the inter- 
polation would hardly have commenced so early, 
and extended so far, as to all the MSS. but six; 
for I can only add Lamb. 1182. Far more prob. 
is it that in those few copies the words were re- 
moved by some Critics who stumbled at the 
transition from 44er to Juris, but certainly 
without just cause. The i» before capx} (2nd), 
not found in very many MSS., has been cancelled 
by Griesb., Scholz, Lacbm., and Tisch., Ed. 1, 
but restored by him in Ed. 2; rightly ; since in- 
ternal evidence is in its favour, and it is con- 
firmed by tho Pesch. Syr. Version. 

xaTepryáaaaÜas, meropevpévovs v acedyeias, émiÜvuíais, oivo- 

2. sls rd — — In these words is 
e the result of the sfirit just spoken of. 

it is intimated, that they would no longer 
live the time that might be allowed them on 
earth, conformably to the lust of men (i. e. the 
carnal), but to the will of God ; see Rom. xii. 2, 
and 1 Thess. iv. 4,5. Moreover, as tbe term 
óA (X. before used naturally su the idea of 
endurance, self-denial, and suffering, so, for their 
consolation, the Apostle throws in the additional 
consideration, ó waQerv—aucprias, namely, * he 
that suffers adversity is [usually or naturally] 
freed from the dominion of sin, the temptations 
of p rity being withdrawn. 

. Here is adduced a further reason why 
should live * the E of (od: b 
argument as that at . li. , the remem- 
brance of pe iniquity serviug, by the feelings of 
shame called forth, to e future ionocence. 
—dpxtrÓs yap uir o *apsA oA ver, &c., mean- 
ing, * Let it suffice for the time past of our life to 
have practised the things to which the heathens 
are prone. A similar argument is employed in 
Joe. Antt. ix. 12, 2, uóror (I conj. Wpwrov) yàp 
dxdxpy Tò wps avrò» (scil. Gedy) uas i- 
anapTeip, CA uh rawoTtepa TovTaw a 
para dpaQy, also in Joe. Antt. xix. 1, 12, we have 
o WapednrAvOws ypdvos óvudi(e TÒ ifiméà dor 
huy i) rote oUTe BovAsvÜsio: mT aperis. 
he Sui» is cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., 

from 7 MSS., the Syr. and Vulg. Versions ;—an 
authority quite insufficient. For gat» a rather 
considerable number of MSS. bave éuir. Im 
those two readings I see no other than a certain 
course pursued by Critics who, not aware of the 
force and delicacy of the xoivesocs (a figure which 
we have bad not unfrequently occasion to - 
nize 2 the — Apostle M ay Pen St. — 
eemed it derogatory to postle to 

what follows to im. ; and accordi xad 
thought fit to remove the uir, while others 
altered it to baty.—rd OfAnua TG» ivp cer- 
ep'y., i. e. * to tise all those depravities which 
were characteristic of the heathens, rò 04A. +. iby. 
veng ei by tacit opposition to OéAqua Oreos, 
— — the use of reru "s Rom. i. 27, 
K. Thy deyxnuocévgy : ii. 9. vii. 15, . Kar. 
TÓ jae And sd it is occesiotall? ceed in the 
Claes. writers. For xarepy., the reading xar- 
ecpydo8a:, adopted by m. and Tisch. from 
a few MSS., is evidently a correction of style 
proceeding from the Critics, in consequence of 
the former being used by the best Greck writen, 
— they also, and more frequently, use xar- 
£o'y&CacÜa.. — wewoprupivous dv agedyelas, 
15 These peres — waich comp. T xiii. 

are explanatory of the foregoing. sToptv- 
Mívovs depends upon Suas, to be supplied at 
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ruyiass, KOMOL, TOTO, kal ADeuirors eibwXokaTpelai * 4 ¿p aps. s 18. 
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7 s IIavrov dé Tó tédos Tryyice' cwppovycare otv, xai 

xatspyéoacGa: just before. The expression may 
be explained, ‘habitually living.” ‘“AcsA-yeiare 
and the subsequent terms seem meant to ezem- 
plify the vices just adverted to. By doeAysiase 
and éw.Ouulace are denoted ‘fornication, adul- 
tery, and other sins of uncleanness;' by olvo- 
Awyiate, xwpors, and wérore, * intemperance in 
rinking. and the debauchery and revelling con- 

sequent thereupon ;' see Rom. xiii. 3. With the 
expression ae»topsvuívovt dy dcsAysíaie, imi- 
Ovuiais, comp. 2 Pet. ii. 18, iv iviÜvuíais 
capkós, dcedyeiace, where see note. Hence it 
might have been expected that here éw:6. should 
have come before dcedXy. But the MSS. present 
no variation; and the ancient Versione are so 
negligently formed as to be of no authority. 
Consequently, we ma the phraseology as 
intended (by a sort of hendiadys) to denote one 
complez notion, namely, of uncontrolled sen- 

ity, — acts of lascivi and pro- 
fugacy the most flagitious; for such is the sense 
‘that dcsÀy. bears here and at 2 Pet. ii. 18. 
Finally, as res the term side oXaTpaía:s, 
this, considering that the Jews were not guilty of 
idolatry proper y o called, is supposed to have 
reference only to the Gentile converis ; or to be 
meant to denote vices as bad as idolatry, or 
rather the practices usually connected with idol- 
atry, and the falling into idolatrous and heathen 
manners, customs, and opinions, by participation 
(as we may imagine) in heathen feasts to the 
honour of their gods. ‘A@eir. is a highly suit- 
able term to the occasion; which is strangely 
rendered by Wakef. ‘extravagancics,’ whereas its 
true sense is, ‘ ne/andis, ‘ nefariis, denoting the 
various forms and ceremonies of idol-worship, as 
alike impious and abominable, the most exact 
version that our lan admits of. Comp. 
Dion. Hal. i. 41, EavoxTovía:s aOspirore pw- 
ves. 

4. iv © Esv((ovras uh cvvrpsx.] The con- 
struction here is very unusual, not to say — 
cedented, for no other ex. is, I think, of a it. 
after aví. However, in avvrpexóvro» Üpew 
we have rather Genitives absolute, denoting either 
time when (q. d. they are surprised when you are 
not running, &c.), or rather Genitives of cause 
why, as Thucyd. iv. 11, opi» ov yeplov XaXa- 
Rou rros Tove Tpirpápyovs doxvovyras, *sce- 
cs ar trierarche boggling at the place, being so 
difficult of approach.’ True it is that iy c may 
seem to run counter to this view, and to be meant 
to advert to the cause of the wonder. But in fact 
there is a blending of two causes, surprise at the 
thing and at the . This sense of Esví(ac0a: 
ie found only in the later writers, as Polyb., Plut., 
and Joseph.; and is by Rosenm. derived from 
* the admiration with which strangers view public 
——— — Tüv—dváyvcip, lit. ° into 

OL. Il. 

Rom. 18. 12. 

4 SRE 
uvore ch. 5. 8. 

9 Pet.8.9, 11. 1 John 2. 18. 

the same outpouring,’ ‘ excess, of dissoluteness ;” 
& metaphor taken from a river overflowing its 
banks, and inundating the neighbouring country. 

b. of dwodéc. Nyoy — rpoi The full 
sense is, * Who (for all their actions) must ren- 
der an account to Him who is ready to hold 
judgment on both quick and dead,' and, by im- 
plication, on botb the just and the unjust. 

6. sle ovo ydp kai vsxpois—Trsónari] In 
the interpretation of these obscure words it is 
espec. — to attend to the contezt. Now, 
according to this l see not how we can, with 
Whitby, Doddr., and others, assign to the term 
vexpots the figurative sense ‘ spiritually dead,” 
namely, in tres and sine; as understood of 
the Gentiles: though, taking the expression in a 

ysical sense, the perple — arises, 
ow the Gospel can be said to be preached to the 

dead? a thing no where asse in Scripture, 
and contradictory to what is there said. To 
obviate this difficulty several expedients have 
been resorted to, the least objectionable of which 
is that of Dr. Peile, who very ingeniously traces 
the connexion of siç rovro ydp, by considerin 
xal as the copula of connexion, thus, q. d. ‘ dead. 
I say, as well as quickened unto that newness of 
life, in which, &. He lays down the sense in 
paraphrase thus: * Unto this end is it that there 
are good tidings (see John v. 25. Eph. v. 14. 
Heb. iv. 1) for spiritually dead persons (i. 3. 23. 
Luke ix. 60. John v. 25. Eph. ii. 1, 5. v. 14. 
Col. ii. 13) that this their state of condemnation, 
and estrangement from God (John iii. 36. Rom. 
iii. 19. v. 12, 16, 20. Gal. iii. 22. Eph. ii. 8. 
iv. 18), may be so far'—meaning, ‘may affect 
them no farther than’—‘ as they are mortal men; 
but that they may have life after the eimilitude 
of God their Seviour under a spiritual, and no 
longer under a , form of being.’ 

, & From the consideration of the awful 
event just adverted to, the Apostle proceeds to 
exhort them to the performance of those duties 
calculated to prepare them for it, namely, sobriety 
and constant prayer; to which he then — 
mutual love, hospitality, and a right use of the 
gifts of God, of whatever kind. 

7. mávræv di +d Tidos fiyyixe] Iam still 
of opinion, notwithstanding what Benson 
and Mackn. urge, that téXos cannot, without 
great harshness, be — of ‘the destruction 
of Jerusalem and the Jewish state ;' and that not 
so much because the persons addressed had little 
or no concern in those events, as because the 
sense is foreign to the following context, namely, 
Cwopporicats ov, xal vars, &c. The Apor- 
tle inculcates sober-mindedness, vigilance, and 
prayerfulnese, on the very ground that it is no 
time for levity and carelesenees, or remiesness in 
prayer, in a world fast eliding fom us, and from- 
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which we may soon be called upon to take our 
departure—espec. considering that the end of the 
world, and the end of our earthly life, is the 
same to cach one amongst us, and we may and 
ought to prepare ourselvee for the sound of the 
jast trumpet, and to rouse ourselves from the 
torpor of spiritual insensibility. See more in 
Calv., Bulling., and Est. — vnpeare ale rae 
mpocevyac, meaning, ‘and [in order thereto] be 
vigilantly attentive to your prayers;' equiv. to 
the exhortation, Col. iv. 2, M. TpOoSsvy) Tpoc- 
xaprapeiTs. Conf. Plut. adv. Stoic. Xo wh- 
uy wpòr apathy öde ieri. The plural is used 
here (as at Acte ii. 42, — — Tait "poGctv- 

aiv. Rom. xv. 30. Eph. i. 16. | Thess. i. 2. 
YV Tin. v. 5, ot al.) by way of intimeting the re- 
petition of such prayers at all fit customary sea- 
sons. Lachm. and Tisch. have cancelled the 
Tae wor lan; as, from four i but 
wrongly, the ing quite invalid, eepec. 
consi ering that no ——— is there in the 
N. T. of wpossvy. in the Plural without the 
Article. 

8. T)» els éavT. dyawny inrevy iyortes}] It 
is well observed by Dr. Peile, that ray sls à. dy. 
ç your mutual love") is the logical subject, and 
«revi the predicate, of the sentence. On the 

force of ixr. Expositors differ; most of them 
go wrong by too much limiting the sense, 
which, from what I have said in my Lex., seems 
to mean both ‘continuous,’ and * intense,’ 
by a metapbor taken from a rope at full stretch, 
which never slackens. Thus the sense may be 
expressed, with Dr. Peile, frecly, thus: ' Keep- 
ing your love one towards another in active (and 
continual) exercise, East. well remarks, that 
the Apostle prefaces this injunction with mpò 
wavrov, ‘quia nec abstinentim, nec vigilim, nec 
orationes, nec alia, que putantur pietatis opera, 
sine caritate placent, et ut placeant, a caritate 
habent See also the passage of Bp. Sherlock, 
cited in my former Editjons.—ór. 9 dyawy 
waduyas TÀ 50s au. This is by most ancient, 
and many modern, Commentators understood to 
mean, that ‘our charity to others will induce the 
mercy of God to pardon our sins, i.e. be the 
means of procuring the pardon of our sins from 
him.” Yet thus there arises a sense, even with 
all the qualifications iutroduced by Bp. Sherlock, 
Abp. Secker, and Dr. Doddr., at variance with 
the whole Gospel plan of salvation, according to 
which the only cover for our sins is the blood of 
Christ, working with repentance towards God, 
and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ; see Calv. 
and Melancth., and eapec. Luther, who well rc- 
marks: ‘ No one can cover sin for thee but faith 
only. My love, however, covers the sins of my 
neighbour. And just as God with his love covers 
my sins if I believe, so must I aleo cover the 
sins of mr neenon (1 John iv. 19, seq. h. 
iv. 32. l. iu. 13, and Matt. xviii. )- 
Thus, then, the sense to bo, * fer charity 
will cover a multitude of offences ;’ meaning (ac- 
cording to the import of the passage of Prov. x. 
12, from which the present is derived) ‘ this cha- 
ritable disposition will lead us to throw a cloak 

girokevos eis aAANNOUS, avev 1 
38. Matt. 35. 14. Luke 12.43. Rom. 12.6. 1Cor.41,3. & 12.4. Eph.4.11. 

yoyyuopnov. 19 x” Exaoros 

over, and forgive, a multitude of offences in others 
against ourselves. "Though a deeper sense is 
intimated, namely, as Thos. Scott e after 
Calv., thus, that *as the love of God in Christ 
covereth the multitude of the sins of believers 
from his sight, so they ought to cast the mantle 
of love over the number of faults into which their 
brethren would fall io their conduct 
them, and thus hide them from their eyes, by 
forbearing and forgiving enc another, as Christ 
had forgiven them.’ It is peesible thas the A 
tle had in hia mind the worda addressed te hun 
by his Divine Master, Matt. xviii. 21, 22—Te 
advert to a question of reading. The à before 
ayamn is absent from about twenty MSS, and 
has been cancelled by Laehm. Tisch., but 
wrongly, for, as aya» has the Article just be- 
fore, where one might not have expected it, it 
cannot well be dispensed with here. Tho term 
is so used with the Article in Rom. xii. 9. xiii. 
10. 1 Cor. viii. L. xiii. 4and 8. xvii. 13. Gal. 
v.13. 1 Thess. iii. 12. Tit ii. 2. 2 Pet i. 7. 
1 John iv. 10, and in all these cases as a noun in 
ite moet abstract sense. And, considering 
St. Peter has himeclf so used it in his second 

notes.—ayau Ag dier" 

and 20 cursives (to whi 
1183, Mus. 5116, —— and many Versions; 
and confirmed by in evidence ; for although 
(ruk unas may derive from Phil ii. 
4 (which passage may bave been present to the 

mind of the Apostle here) where we bare, 
Xwple yoyyvapcep sine var. lect., yet the case is 
different here, and the singular, as denoting dis- 
position (i.e. ‘ grudging,’ ` unwillin to be- 
stow’), seems more suitable, and it is confirmed 
by the Peach. Syr. Nevertheless, Versions, in 
a case like this, have net their weual bur n 
and yo now may have come from the - 
andrian Critics; hence I have not thought & to 
disturb tbe t. rec. 

10, 11. The best Expositors, ancient and mo- 
dern, are agreed that what is said in these verses 
has reference to the various spiritual gifts, by 
which persons were fitted to di various 
offices and duties in the Church, whether as 
ministers or deacona And first there is laid 
down a general duty, which ie then considered 
—— as applied P pM CNN MOM. 

(as Rom. i. 11, and 1 Cor. i. 7) ; in advert- 
ing — the ij rra ap adire 
espec. have in view Ministers ; 
pes — p — —— 

° they regard ormer, the expressions have 
relation to the distinct duties of of the 
word, and of deacons. The her, it is said, 
‘is to speak as delivering the oracles of God, 
and, consequently, what is the truth of the Gos- 
pel, and not mere notions; see nate on 

te 
certainly 
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1 Cor. xiv. 27. The deacon, having various 
laborious duties incumbent on him (as we may 
imagine to have been the case), is to discharge 
them with the full strength supplied by God for 
this — ee Sak is, I find, me vee of e 
passage opted teiger, who acutely remarks, 
that ‘the command of the Apoetle lies in the 
elause with óraxovovrTe? ; the manner of this 
serving is determined in that with «afayv; but 
the quality of the persons, which as well capaci- 
tates and obliges thereto, as it must be proved 
through the service performed, with we, &c.' 
* Thus, then (continues he), this last clause 
declares their relation to the grace of God. 
Christians are householders of this, and must 

ve themselves to be good householders (1 Cor. 
iv. 2); but is manifold in ite nature (ro:- 
kiX ne) ; and this peculiarity the Apostle has here 

ncipally in view." What results from tbis he 
then proceeds to state: ‘The administration is 
alee manifold; every Christian has his peculiar 
office in the divine household, and not that only, 
but also the gift to falfil his office, the ydpiope, 
the capacity to administer the grace of as a 

householder, which is itself a gift of grace.’ 
ere, we may obeerve, the Apostle divides the 

spiritual activity required (comp. Rom. xii. 11) 
inte two leading classes, ing and acting. 
Ae to the former he says, let him speak the werd 
of God as indeed such (i. e. truly) ; consequently 
with conviction, and such a nranner of expression 
as beeomes the ipunvede of God; comp. 1 Cor. 
xiii. & 2 Cor. ii. 17.—Thus far in my former 
Edd. I would now, in this ninth, offer some 
remarks in illustration of the important subject 
eonnected with the term ydpioua. And first, 
the words Íxac-ros xaOwe thaBs xápispa may 
best be rendered, * As each one of you hath re- 
ecived a gift of grace.’ As respects the reference, 
I would not, with most Expositors, confine it to 
the gift of the Spirit ; still less, with others, re- 
strict it to this world's for which, how- 
ever, we are undoubtedly stewards. We ma 
— corel vines deste be to ens thoug 
to MS, primarily, as con- 
pected with the matter of the preceding verse, — 
yet also secondarily to the spiritual gifs advetted 
to in the next verse. Thie view is wel] stated 
in the anretations of Grot. and Est.; but the 
fall sense of the passage has been ost. satisfac- 
torily drawn forth by and Calv., to whose 
notes the reader is referred. It is well pointed 
out by Est, that the term xépicua is meant 
here to denote ‘every tas, ment, 
whether of body or mind, or estate, whereby we 
are enabled te benefit others, the faculty or 
power having been bestowed for this purpose, 
and this er only, that it should be im- 
parted. And nothing ie so caleulated to eorrect 
a tendency to think it too muck to communicate 
of our worldly subetamce, er exercise fer the 

m Isa. 48. 10, 
1 Cor. & 18. 
ch. 1. 7. 

good of others those faeulties of mind, or gifts of 
grace, with which we have been endowed, as the 
consideration that we hold them solely as stew- 
ards. It is worthy of observation that even the 
heathens regarded temporal blessings as the gifts 
of God, to be fully enjoyed, thoagh with thank- 
fulness to the Giver. So Alexis ap. Athen. 

. 40, obe «vTvyovrTas (i. e. * persons of good 
rtune*) imipavõs ('sumptuosé") set (jy, 

paved qa Thy óo Ty Tov Orov Tout. 
t it is also worthy of remark, that they did 

not hold that men were stewards of those gifts 
for the benefit of their fellow-creatures. The 
xdpie thus dealt out by God is termed woexfiy 
as being ‘ manifold’ in ita nature, and ‘ diversi- 
fied’ in its application to the various exigencies 
of the Christian olxovouía. Comp. Rom. xii. 
6—8. 1 Cor. xii. 4—12. In the words follow- 
ing, Iva iv arde: GoEd(rrrar ó Orde bia 'Igoov 
Xp., there is intimated (as Steiger observes) the 
final end of all that has been enjoined. ‘And 
(he adds) the doxology then subjoined follows 
neturally after the precept to consider all epi- 
ritual thoughts and words, as also the power of 
discharging Christian services, as gifts from God, 
and to be used for his glory.'—4á3 teri, &c. 
The reference in d has been disputed. Most 
Commentators, ancient and modern, refer it to 
Gop; while others, as Grotius and Hottinger, 
suppose it to relate to CHRIST; as at 2 Thess. i. 
12. Rev. i. 6. v. 12, and 2 Pet. iii. 18. The 
connexion may, indeed, seem to favour the for- 
mer ; every thing in the preceding context being 
ascribed to Gop. But thus, as SERT observee, 
the words da ‘Incov Xororos will have too 
formal an air. ‘ Whereas (continues he) if wo 
refer the doxology to CHRIST, then the expression 
im question will receive ite proper entphasis, and 
the whole period conclude most im vely 
with a new thought ;' namely, that ‘it is only 
through the mediation and help ef Christ that 
God can be glorified in us and our actions; hence 
to him s reality belongs the glory which arises 
from these, and the power over us and all things 
throughout all : 

12—19. After the above doxology, the Apostle, 
abandoning the strict order, returns to recapitulate 
and complete the foregoing exhortations in regard 
to cations. (Steiger.) He exhorts them to 

tiently endure afflictione in the cause of Christ, 
rom these several ments: l. that the heavier 
the trials are, which we have borne on earth, 
after the example of Christ, the greater will be 
our reward in heaven (ver. 13); 2. that afflic- 
tions, when suffered for conscience’ sake, are no 
longer to be accounted such (ver. 14—fin.), since 
it was not, the Apostle hints, a strange or unusual 
thing for the people of God to be uted ; 
3. that though they euffered here, as Christ did, 
they should r be glorified together with 
him; — besides the prespcot of thet futur» 
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glory, they had, at present, the Spirit of God for 
their comfort and support; 5. that it was an 
honour for any one of them to suffer, —not as a 
malefactor,—but as a Christian; 6. that though 
afflictions began with the faithful, yet the weight 
of the storm would fall on the unbelievers. 

12. uù EevitecOe—oupnBaly.] meaning: ‘ Be 
not surprised [and therefore troubled] by, or 
through, the fire for trial (i. e. the severe persecu- 
tion permitted for your trial) which ye now suf- 
fer; see note on Luke xii. 49, and Calv. here. 
The construction here, somewhat perplexed (and 
as such mistaken by Translators and itors) 
is best laid down as follows: uh Eevlt. Tp iv 
Duiv (scil. obey) Tupos ywonivy buy rods 
weipacmoy (scil. buco), ° Be not surprised and 
dismayed at the fiery trial of you ` [a test of your 
fortitude and endurance, James i. 12]. In the 
term rup., which is explained by Hesych. Lex. 
doxiuacta, there is an allusion to the questio or 
torture by fire. Comp. Isocr. ad Demon. p. 7, rd 
Xpuciov ty rw Tupi soxtmaYouer, and so Prov. 
xxvii. 21, doxlucov ápyyvoie xai yovow vÜpwais. 
Comp. Prov. lvi. 10. Zech. xiii. 9, and 1 Cor. 
iii. 13. Simil. in Origen, t. iii. p. 575, we have 
qti Tovras els rÒ rip Tov Tupwctiwv. Of this 
torture by fire the Commentators adduce no ex- 
ample, but one is ty by & passage which I 
have noted Joe. Bell. iii. 7, 33, AnpOeis ree, 
7rpàós wacay aixlay Bacdvey ávríays, xal un- 
div, did wupds EEepauv@er mois aroX euo, % epi 
Tí» ivddy slaw, ávacTavpoÜn cov ÜaráTov 
kaTapuscOLo. 

13. dÀAd, xabd—dyadd.] By this partici 
tion in the eufferings of Christ it is implied that 
the cause is the same, that of true religion ; com- 
ee? Cor. i. 7. Phil. iii. 10. 2 Tim. ii. 11. Heb. 
x. 

14. al dvscdifeoOe, &c.] See note supra iii. 13. 
— T TÒ THs do-ns—dvawaverat, ‘for the glo- 
rious Spirit of God resteth on, and abideth in, 
you [for your — and coneolation],’ a use of 
dvaw. found in Isa. xi. 2. xiii. 21. xxxii. 16. 
Prov. xxi. 16. Comp. also 2 Kings ii. 16. * Here, 
then, we have (as Steiger arene) shown the 
ground on which Christians are amidst 
the reproaches they suffer in the cause of Christ, 
— because the Spirit of God rests upon them, who 
strengthens and glorifies them the more as he is 
reviled by unbelievers.'—«ara piv airove BAac- 
$nustTai, &c., inda that while he is 5las- 
phemed and denied by the ungodly, in chem he is 
Glorified ; proving himself glorious in his effects, 
by which he is indeed evinced to be the Spirit of 

od himself. So Calvin observes, that ‘ it can- 
not obstruct the happiness of the righteous, if 
they should have to endure reproach in the causo 

of Christ, because they retain before God the 
entire possession of glory, being an habitation of 
God through the Spirit (Eph. ii, 22), with whom 
glory is in bly conjoined.’ The above words 
indeed are absent from 22 MSS. (to which I add 
Lamb. 1182, 1184), besides the Syr., Valg., and 
other Versions, and have been cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., but without sufficient reason. 
The external authority against them is not very 
strong, and internal evidence is in their favour ; 
for, while it would be difficult to sce why they 
should have been inserted, why they should have 
been omitfed may easily be accounted for in 
several ways. The general sense intended is: 
‘although the Spirit of God be hated by heathene, 
and calumniated in those who the name 
of Christ, yet He is glorified among you by your 

ient suffering for his sake ;' intimating that in 
ating them they in reality hate the Spirit of God 

which worketh in them. See John xv. 23 & 24. 
Thus the words declare what is perfectly aposto- 
lical, and of which the truth is verified by tbe 
as ier of every age. 

5. us) yap Tie Univ wacyites we — 
&c.] The connexion is: * [I speak not of suffer- 
ing In a bad cause ;] for let none of you so act as 
to suffer, &c.—dAXorpioswiexoror. Of this 
expression (which has been variously explained) 
the most natural and probable sense is the one 
commonly assigned, ‘a busybody, ‘one who 
intermeddles in business which does not belong 
to him: a sense illustrated by Steiger from 
Cyprian, Epist. iv. 6, alienas curas agens. It is 
not improbable that by this term were denoted 
those otherwise called Aoyoworol, or inventors 
and circulators of false — reports; and as 
it can be proved that there were laws enacted 
against suck, so it is not unlikely that there were 
laws also in force against persons convicted of 
busily prying into other people's affairs, 
rating what might be true, and inventing w 
was false. To this hateful vice of slander, natu- 
my connected with the idea of a busy, inter- 
meddling spirit, St. Paul seems to allade, 1 Tim. 
v. 13, in the words replepyor, AaAdoveat Tà uq 
iovra, whence it a that the two terms 
weplapyos and d\XNoTpioswicxowor are, as nearly 
as may be, of the same import; the former sig- 
nifving malè sedulus, ‘one frivolously busy, occu- 
pying himself with unn matters ; the 
atter, an intermeddler in other le's affairs. 
The affinity of the two terms is well illustrated 
by a passage of Philostr. Epist. Apoll. 59, where 
it is said, el uW wepiapyor He, Sç dv reise 
dAAoTplois wpaypac: dlxatos, ' you would not 
have been a judge in other men's business.’ 

16. iv re uípu ToÇTre] Lachm. and Tisch. 
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read, from 14 MSS. and some Versions, iv 7o 
dvonati ToT, but wrongly. The t. rec. is 
confirmed by 2 Cor. iii. 10, obé& dedoEacrar— 
iv routes TO ipa, ‘in this particular’ (in hac 
parte),—a very rare idiom, of which I have 
noted caly one ex. elsewh. in Jos. Antt. xv. 10, 
oud avrdy dusXeiy ToÚTOU Tov pipovs, ° this 

icular point.’ As to the reading dvduart, it 
je evidently a gloss proceeding from some whose 
purpose it was to explain this force of mapis by 
the more usual term dvoua, since d» óvóuarí 
Tipos, like the Latin hoc nomine, sometimes sig- 
nifies ° on account of, on the score of.” 

l7, 18. Here, as Hottinger and Steiger ob- 
serve, there is explained at once the reason why, 
and the grounds on which, the Apostle has given 
the foregoing exhortations; ‘it being meant (as 
Calvin explains) that this necessity awaits the 
whole Church of God, that it be not only subject 
to the common evils of men, but also, in an emi- 
nent and peculiar way, be chastened by the hand 
of God. "Therefore must persecutions for Christ 
be borne so much the more patiently.’ We have 
bere an obscure intimation of the fiery trials 
which were about to come upon tbat part of the 
world where the persons whom the Apoetle is 
addressing resided : to which is then subjoined 
the assurance, ‘that though the judgment, or 
affliction, in question would, according to the 
manner of God's dealings of old, begis with his 
faithful servants, it would be far from ending with 
them.'—To advert to a matter of philology. I 

with Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. Dial., p. 175, 
t the dori here left to be supplied, should be 

brought in, not before 6 xa«pós (and that for the 
reason which he gives), but before d«ó ov 
olxov Tov O«ov, and that the rendering should 
be: ‘for the proper [rather, “ suitable ^] com- 
mencement of judgment is from the house of 
God ;' said in allusion to Ezek. ix. 6, dwé T&v 
dylev pov ápEacOs, and * begin at my sanctuary" 
[holy of holies, as the word is often used in 
the Epistle to the Hebrews], meaning ‘the per- 
sons stationed there." Schoettg. and Wetst. ¿sadece 
many paseages of the Rabbinical writers, contain- 
ing the sentiment that ‘national punishments, 
occasioned by the abounding of wicked and un- 
godly Heighten in society, never commence but 
with the just and godly.’ The next words, +í 
rò tihos tay awed. Gia which there is a mix- 
ture of interrogation and exclamation) advert to 
the end of this severely itive justice and 
wholesome correction, as of children, mentioned 
in Acts xii. 6, with which comp. 1 Cor. xi. 87. 
The answer, left to be mentally supplied, may be 
best expressed in the words of St. Paul, Phil. 
iii. 19, ov rd réAoe GweXsia, meaning, as the 
result of the judgment in that day when the 
retributive power of God shall be manifested. 
The ment implied in el di wpa@rov and +Í 
rò TÀ ot is like that at Luke xxiii. 31, «1 iv te 
type Eú Tavra Tovey, iv te Enpe +Í 

yíryrat; From the manifest allusion to the 
passage of Ezekiel one can scarcely fail to see an 
ntimation from on High, that the second and 
utter destruction of the temple and city by the 
Romans was aleo intended to be foreshown by 
the n of Pas hecy, as well as the first destruc- 
tion by the Chaldeans. 

18. sl ó &íxavo pordis owXera:, &c.] Hero 
many eminent Commentators, supposing the ap- 
plication to be the same as at ver. 17 explain 
the term ceerai of temporal deliverance, i.e. 
‘is to be saved.’ But while the words admit of 
being applied to the temporal judgments in ques- 
tion, they have reference chiefly to the great day 
of final judgment, or at least as regards the 
preparation for it in our earthly trials: a view 
in no small de confirmed by the expression 
modus, of which the import is (as Steiger well 
expresses it), that ‘it costs believers much to 
remain stedfast in their endurance of trials, and to 
glorify God. Many a struggle must be sustained, 
and much trouble gone through, in order to final 
perseverance.” 

19. Bors xal ol aácyovrss, &c.] With these 
words the Apostle closes his exhortation, recom- 
mending those who thus suffer, according to the 
will of God, to commit their lives and souls unto 
Him, as unto a faithful and merciful Creator and 
Preserver; and withal to continue stedfast and 
persevering in well-doing.— To advert to some 
matters connected with variety of readings. At 
es wiore Lachm. and Tisch. cancel we, from 
4 MSS. (to which I can add nothing) and the 
Vulg.; but injudiciously, since the external 
authority for this is next to nothing, and internal 
evidence is opposed to it, from the greater proba- 
bility of the words being put out than fn. 
The Particle, indeed, is oft. omitted by the 
scribes, e. g. John vii. 46. James v. 5. Rev. iv. 6. 
See also Kev. iv. 7. xiv. 9. In tbese 
Tisch., I find, has nof sanctioned the omission, 
except, indeed, in ore of the above, James v. 5 
we iv nudpa opaynt, where he ought in bis 2nd 
Ed. to have recalled we, as he has done in the 
present instance in his 2nd Ed. Finally, that 
the we is to be retained may be urged from the 
circumstance of its being no less than indis- 
pensable to point the argument. For éavray 
40 MSS., with Theophyl. and C(Ecumen., have 
abr, Which has been received by Lachm. and 
Tisch., perhaps rightiy ; though dauray is occa- 
sionally used for airy. For ayaborote, 
Lachm. and Tisch. read &ya6OoToilais, from l4 
MSS., the Syr. and Arab. Versions, and Jerome. 
Bat the plural form no where else occurs: for 
Clemens Alex. p. 626 and 770, cited in Steph. 
Thes., scems to have had reference to this pas- 
sage. I suspect that the e arose from the II fol- 
lowing at xpecf., and w and ç are very similar 
in some ancient MSS. The plural form is not 
needed by the sense, since ayabowotla may sig- 
nify ‘being zealous in the performance of good 
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vona > ai, while tbe plural a eval only 
enote workings, the sin en gone- 

ricall Er denote ` good orta: On maturer 
consideration, however, of the point, I am of 
opinion that dy—a:e may be the true reading ; 
and I find it in Lamb. 1183, 1 m., Mus. 16,164, 
and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. It is also confirmed 
by the Pesch. Syr. Version, and by the similar 
idiom at 2 Pet. iii. 11, i» dylase ávacTpodcais 
«ai sboeBelace. 

V. The Apostle now enters upon a new series 
of exbortations, as to eertain external distinctions 
in the Church; and as much depended on the 
conduct of the relers of the Church in times eo 
eritical, be now gives particular injunctions to 
presbyters (namely, bishops and rs) and 
teachers ; exhorting the former to feed the flock 
of Christ committed to their ; the latter, 
to obey the admonitions of their spiritual pastors 
and masters. 

1. 6 cuuwpsoBirepos] Here St. Peter, wo 
observe, though one of the chief Apostles, yet 
modestly styles himself simply ‘a co-preebyter.' 
—pnáprus Tey Tov Xpio ov araÜnuármer, mean- 
ing, ‘ an eye-witness of the sufferings and of the 
resurrection of Christ from the dead.'—ó xal Tis 
psrAovens dwroxadkiwrecBar sdEne xowwvós, 
“and who am also a partaker of the glory which 
shall be revealed,'— namely, at the resurrection. 
See Phil. iii. 21. 

2. wopavars TÒ ¿v üpiv weluvoy Tov Osov] 
meaning (by s pastoral metaphor frequent ia 
Scripture,—eee John x. 10, —and found also in 
the Class. writers), that they should nourish 
with sound doctrine, and carefully superintend 
the morals of those committed to their charge.— 
&viakoTourras, ‘discharging the episcopal office,” 
—namely, the office of overlooking and taking 
care of the flock of Christ, In the general sense 
of overlooking and care-taking the word occura 
in Eurip. Hec. 491, Tóynv A bora di wavra 
Táp DBporoie iwioxoreiv, also in sense ‘ to 
hold the « office of superintendent, or bishop,’ in 
Athanas. t. i. p. 173, and tbere, I believe, alone: 
consequently that writer must have had ín mind 
the present ,—A circumstance which tends 
not a little to confirm the genuineness of the 
word, which has been rasbly cancelled by Tiscb. 
(alone of all the Editors), on the authority of 
only three MSS. ; though its place iu the text 
was at least as early as the forming of the Pescb. 
Syr. Version.— ij dvayxacrie, alluding, wo 
may su , to some who served, ind the 
office without pay, but with no zeal. In thc 
words following, uud aloxpoxepdae, there is a 

e 

3 Cor. 1. 34. , ^ , , 
Phi. 1.. éwougíox: 906 aicypoxepows, ANNA ar 

xvpievovres TOV KANpwWY, GANA TUTOL 'ywwOj.evo, TOU T'ouaviow 
44 xai, davepoÜévros Tod apyttroipevos, kouteiaÜe TOv üpapáv- 

AN 

3 ° und’ Qç wara- 

refcrence to those who served it rather from the 
motive of gain, than from any cordial alacrity. 

3. The Apostle here adverts te the fault of 
another class of pe y, that of certaia 
presby tors; who, thougb not — in zeal er 
iligence, yet gave way to a too domincering 

SPEI (COND. 3 John 9, ò $iXorpe sse» Avo. ). 
or by seeking dominion over the consciences of 
their people.—«a-axvup. Tiv àp, acil. rov 
O:ov, ` boldiog tyrannous rule over So Ps. x. 
10, xaakvp. T&v verüTe», and ch. xviii. 13— 
Of the term «A dpe the sense bas been variouely 
explained. By some it is understood to denote 
Rea pa dien Church” a view cuff- 
ciently —— y the signif. of the word, but, 
as e thing itself, little berne eut by pro- 
bability ; and from the very expression xarexv- 
ptevovres kA. being such a term as rather 
gests the idea of we may suppose the sense 
to be (as the Commentators are egrecd) 
t Christi ' or ° ions,’ hore called 
xArpo (acil. Geot), in allusion to the divisien ef 
Canaan by «A 5o, ‘lota, which formed so many 
separate hori See note on Acts i. 16. 

4. kouuioÜs ròv duepéárrwe» vit dolut 
crí$.] Here the Translaters and Expeeitore 
render du. by unfading, as if éunap&pTivor were 
formed from the Adj. aquapasvor. Bat such a 
derivative would have been superfluous. It 
comes from the we duéparros, the 
name of the flower so called, just as emaracanes 
is — Mm —— es ——— rweel-mar- 
Joram. us the sense (ae H. well 
shows), is amaranthine, formed of amaranth, and 

Half well — de itself is well adapted to suggest this i cinco, 
as wo find from Columella, x. 175, the epithet 
immortal was applied to the amaranth. Thet 
Clem. Alex. so took tho word, is vay from his 
words in Padag. iii. 8. 78, ò «adds row due- 
pavroy eridaver dvoxerrat oic Kedar Te- 
ToÀwweuuévow. This emaranth is with great 

riety placed Milton, Par. Lost, iii. 354, 
Life," since this amaranthine 

there is called in James i 42 
passage Milton must aleo bave had ia 

mind) the crown of Af. The term ¿na (pet 
is 80 rare as not to be found elsewhere (as far ae 
I know) except in Philostr. Heroic., c. x., eré- 
pavo: éuap. On this topic (the future reward 
annexed to a faithful discbarge of the office in 
uestion) the Apostles frequently touch, from 

the office itself being, at that period, one which 
carried with it much difficulty, nay, even danger, 
and accordingly required all the encouragement 
supplied by the consideration of aa ample feature 
recompense. 
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5. vewrepor] This, being opposed to mpioß., 
which term e eid to be one of office, ust 
denote other persons fafertor to them (as being 
under their euperinteadence), and bound to 
deference to them.—wavrec ĝi dAX. h ror. i. e. 
* Be obediont, each according to your different 
ranks and stations.” Lachm. and Tisch., indeed, 
cancel bworacc., from 7 MSS. and the Svr. and 
Vulg. Versions; bat wrongly, since the external 
authority for this is insufficient, and internal 
evidence adverse. It was, I doubt not, removed 
by certain Critics who thought it involved a 
tautology and overloaded the ignia f though in 
reality it does not, since the s aAA Aos 
bmerkoc. have only to be kept apart in con- 
struction from &yxouf. That eter did not 
mean to have ¢AArAore referred to Tesastyo- 
pocévn» ivyxoufecacÓs, is highly probable 

rom this, t he seems to have formed the 
rase on tho Pauline one (Col. iii. 12), iv- 

voachs Tawrsrvoppocivyy. As respecte the ox- 
praon iyxouß. Thy tamwewod., it was pro- 

ly formed on that of St. Paul, ivdvcag@a: 
rare., and hence there is no need, with some, 
to seek any peculiar force in this out-of-the-way, 
though not, what some have accounted it, bar- 
barous term ; for that it was sot such is plain 
from its being used by Epicharmus and Apollod. 
Caryet., though it was prob. known to St. Peter 
only from some provinciel, prob. Alewandrian, 
use, since the noun iy«oufegua is used by 
Aquila to denote ‘a girdle ;' and by Pollux and 
others to denote ‘an apron tied on with strings.’ 
Notwithetanding that the was one worn 
only by persons of humble condition, the term 
in question may be meant to communicate a cer- 
tain intensity to the sense of rawaivod., aud to 
intimate that tho Christian is to imsute his Di- 
vine Master, who said, ‘ Learn of me, for I am 
meek and lowly of heart,’ and thus to ‘ walk 
with all lowliness end moekness,' . iv. 9. 
Perhepe, toe, it fe a stronger term ivé- 
cacta:, intimating that the Christian professor 
is to gird on and hold tight about him this Chris- 
tian virtue, knowing thst thus alone shall he be 
exalted (Luke i. 52. Matt. xxii. 12) and find 
favour with the Lord, ae is intimated in the pas- 
sage then adduced, Prov, iii. 84; the truth of 
which sentiment the experience of all ages, and 
the history of the world so pary entas that 
even the great heathen writers acknowledged it; 
though, as might be expected, they profited little 
by their knowledge of the abstract truth. 

6,7. The Apostle here exhorts them at once 
to humble submission to whatever the hand of 
God may lay upon them, and pious trust in that 
gracious Providence ever watchful for their good. 
—TaT &ivoÜnrs ovv, Ke. As respecte the con- 
nexion here (far from obvious), { would now 

h Job1.7. Luke 21.16. & 99.81. 1 Bhees.6.6. ch. 1.18 & 47. 

(with Steiger) make the verse commence a new 
section, forming e rei admonition advert- 
ing to our whole life of humiliation on earth, 
primarily grounded on the injunction given at 
ver. 5, and made general towards the close, so 
that the ovv should be understood to imply a 
further conclusion, with which compare James 
iv. 7, bworayars ovv Ta Ore. 

7. twippipavres in’ abrov] We have here 
a significatio pragnans, i. e. ° casting off all anxi- 
ous cares, aud reposing them om, &c. The ex- 
pression warar Thy uépiuvar—aüTóoy is formed 
on Ps. lv. > and in the — Sri aire uie 
7 tpi ud there is implied, what is ezpressed b 
the Psalmist there, q. d. ‘ He careth for you, saa 
theretore will sustain you.’ 

8, 9. rı ó duriéincs vuv, &c.] Here, as an 
especial reason for watchfulness and circumspec- 
tion, the Apostle reminds them of the attempts 
of that spiritual Adversary who is ever on the 
watch for their destruction; warning them by 
their vigilance to defeat, and by their stedfast- 
ness to Meda the hs — with Nue he fs 
constantly aseailing the faithful, espec. the tempta- 
tion to ice, and abandon their Christian 
profession. It is true, the Sr: mentative ts 
removed by Matth., Griesb., Scholz, and Tisch., 
on the suthority of very many MSS. And, con- 
sidering that tr/ernal evidence is against the word, 
I have placed it within brackets. The asyndeton 
here communicates a certain force, and is not 
unsuitable to the conclusion of an epistle. The 
words, as Steiger points out, afford a ground for 
the admonitions in this verse, mhyare, yprryopti- 
gars, connected with which i$ the more special 
e at ver. 9. As : ts oe oe themselves, 
they are quite graphic, an ir main t 
sins to the therst for prey, and the — nóds 
with which that prey is t by him who goeth 
about, like a lion in quest , seeking whom 
he may devour. By épvousvos ie denoted, not 
the roar or yell of the lion in his den, but tho 
peculiar note, between e growling and s roarin 
sound, which is emitted by the lion when, pinched 
by hunger, he goes forth in quest of prey, and 
which he utters to drive the inferior beaste out 
of their lurking boles through fear. Even the 
term xarawip is not without its graphic force, 
as adverting to the insatiable voracity of the lion, 
as bolting down his prey bodily, and so as to 
leave scarcely a bone to pick for his morni 
meal ; a peculiarity in the habits of the anina 
to which we have an allusion in Zephan. iii. 8. 
* Her princes are roaring wolves; they gnaw no 

es in the morniag,’ as Dr. Henderson there 
renders, a version preferable to the commonly 
received one; though still better migbt the 
sense be ‘they leave not [aught] for 
the morrow.’ The Sept. Version of that peesage 
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(which was doubtless present to the mind of the 
Apostle here) is: ol dpyxorres airs (Jerusa- 
lem) i» aùr, œs Aétovrie Gpudpevci—ovy 
óxehiwovró T. (‘did not leave t for their 
use’) ele rd Tpwt. 

9. erapsol ty riors) This adverts to the 
means whereby Satan is to be resisted ; and esp. 
stands for oraysol ÓvTse, equiv. to ocrepsov- 
pevot, Particip. of means. Comp. Acts xvi. 5, 
dorspsouvro TH TíoTe. In the next words, 
aldores Ta avra, &c., the ment is the same, 
only more strongly exp , as in 1 Cor. x. 13, 
being simply this, that their sufferings are not 

tar to themselves, but are borne, and swr- 
— by * and are — not, ry 
usillanimity might suggest, insupportable ; q. d. 
your brethren in the world (a world of unbelief 
and persecution of the truth) suffer, as you do, 
from a sense of duty; and on you lies the same 
obligation to suffer Thus irrelevant, if not 
irreverent, is the remark of Pott, that what is 
here said amounts to the commonly proposed 
motive of consolation under suffering, ° solamen 
miseris socios habuisse malorum.' Again, Í must 
observe, the same Expositor (like others of his 
class) unwarrantably lowers the import of the 
term dwcreAsio@a: in assigning to it the sense 
semper evenire, a sense which has no support 
from correct phi: , and which is quite against 
all sound theology. The same objection also ap- 
plies to the sense fieri, accidere, &c. However, I 
can by no means coincide in the view of the term 
taken by Calv. and Est., who o iv vreNeiaga:, 
perfici, smpleri, recognize a reference to a certain 
Divine decree, whereby it is the will of God that 
his elect should not come to glory without suffer- 
ing; for the purpose of the Apostle here seems 
to be to suggest something in the way of prac- 
tical, rather than theoretical, truth; in short, 
something adapted to common apprehension and 
common experience. Agreeably to which view, 
we may Langhans i — . the — are 
gone through, ivsprystaÜa:, nearly equiv. to ‘ en- 
dured as a matter of duty.” In fact, the literal 
eense of éwereAsio@as is no other than this, ‘ to 
be paid, == ‘ rendered as a matter of duty; and 
in the present application of the term, ‘to be 
endured as in duty bound.’ Precisely such is its 
use in Xen. Mem. viii. 8, 8, where Socrates is 
made to say, el ĉi Biocouar wAslw ypcvor, 
lows dvayxaioy icra: ra rou yhpat (sub. 
waljuara) iuera)atoña, ‘to go through with 
as a matter of duty.” Finally, the true sense and 
full import of the term is, I apprehend, best 
of all illustrated by two qualifying expres- 
sions which the Apostle has elsewhere in this 
same Epistle interposed on the subject of those 
distresses and afflictions calculated to try the 

apny. 

faith — Thus at i. 6. seng tie Tani 
tian's ground of rejoicing agai ie reason 
heaviness, he says, ó\iyov dor: (el iov ieri) 
AuwnPivres iv wouxihowe Wetpacuois, ` though 
now for a season, if be, ye are, &c., and 

in, iii. 17, «petro» ydp. ayaboranoewwrat, 
tf Behe: rò 0fAnua ov Osov, wacyeus, &c., ‘ it 
is better, tf the will of God be so, that ye suffer 
for well-doing,' &c. 

10. ó àà¿ Gade wacyne Xáperoe, &c.] Thus 
pra ing, not that they should be exempt from 
trials, ut that the God of n gue [sce note oa 
Bess x. 28] who P — * — hope 
and sure earnest of ete ory, Christ, 
would, after they had suffered awhile, [for the 
increase of their faith], make them mature and 
near is in holiness, establish them in the peace 
and hope of the Gospel, them to resist 
all temptations, endure all sufferings, and perform 
all duties ; settling them immoveably, as a com- 
pact building on a sure foundation, which would 
redound to his praise to whom glory sud dotni- 
nion ought to be ascribed for ever. (Scott.) The 
full sense is, * May he perfect you more and more 
in the knowledge and practice of true religion, 
“ that ye may be complete, in nothing wanting " 
(James i. 4); may he confirm you in all that re- 
gards faith and practice, that ye may be neither 
— po — may he 
ou in the performance o Srey Feed purpose; 

and may de seitle you in the truth you profese.’ 
As respects the disputed reading of this veree, 
after Mun weighing the conflicting evidence of 
MSS., Versions, &c., I am now induced to follow 
Griesb., Matthei, Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., 
in adopting the future ind. forms xerapríc::, 
&c., reading also óuae for the juae after cadi- 
cac, and ing within brackets what has been 
cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch.,—namely, the 
Spas after xaraprice. This text bas the re- 
commendation that from it the other texts here 
existing may without difficulty be accounted for. 
Though 1 admit that cxaraprioca:, for which 
there exists considerable authority, confirmed by 
Heb. xiii. 21, be the genuine reading. In 
the other verbs the future is called for by a de- 
cided preponderance of external authority. And 
the Apostle may have intended a transition from 
the language of pious wish and prayer to that of 
consolatory assurance from firm asion, such 
as we find in 1 Cor. i. 8, and Phil. i. 6, where 
see notes. The aíTó« is emphatic, as supra, ii. 
24, and Phil. i. 6, and the doxology expresses 
adoring gratitude for the promised grace; q. d. 
* It i God gen n som da this ; DAT my i 
cere wish is that he o it! m persua- 
sion is that he tl do it te whom be,” &e. 

12. The Apostle here intends to briefly reca- 
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pitulate the substance of the Epistle, adverting 
to its main purpose,—admontiton and exhortation. 
—Tavtny elvai dnb xapew, &. By xápw 
vrov Qsov is meant the Christian religion; so 
called, as promulgating, in the Gospel, salvation 
by grace, in opposition to that by works in the 
Law. Thus far now add, that 

that I doubt not St. Peter had that of St. Paul 
in mind. It is observable that the verb there 
ác rüixaTe confirms the dorgxars here; though 
for this two uncial and fifteen cursive MSS. have 
ornrs, which was caught up by Lachm. and (in 
hie let ed.) by Tisch., though in his 2nd ed. 
Tiscb. has restored ¿orýxare. However, the 
imperat. would here be so irrelevant that Í sus- 
pect tho Alexandrian Critics, stumbling at the 
use of the preterite (the force of which I bave 
already set forth) wrote jorare or iv $ lorâra. 
The full force of xápw I have pointed out in 
the above notes; and I have only to offer the 
following admirable remark of e: ' Peter 
began his Epistle a/ grace; be finishes it in 
grace; he has besprinkled the middle of it with 
grace ; so that in 2e pan of what he says he 
might condemn the Pelagian heresy, and might 
teach that the Church of Christ cannot be saved, 
but grace. "The Apoetle solemnly attests 
that the present announcement of grace in the 
Gone (see 2 Pet. i. 12) is the true grace for- 
merly promised by the mouth of the Prophets, 
and consequently that no other is to be expected. 
By ioryjxare is meant standing stedfast in its 
poses and practice. So at I Cor. xv. 58 we 

ve iópaio: yiveoOs, and xv. l, iv œ (sci 
ebayysXle) iorixate. Of course the means of 
standing is by faih in Christ. So 2 Cor. i. 74, 
TH yàp víaTt: loTiykaTs. 

13 dy resté iie On the city here intended 
no little diversity of opinion exists. Some sup- 

Babylon in : an opinion, however, 
Ei improbable in itself, and whicb has been 
completely overturned by Lardner. Others sup- 
pose, that by Babylon is here figuratively de- 
noted Rome. Yet for this no stronger testimony 
exists than a bere /radition derived from Papias; 
and as n rests on re puc "in lg Ded riot 
ie it borne out lity, for no to e 
reason has ever bec alleges why the Apostle 
should here call Rome by the name Babylon, 
and withhold its (rue name. We may, indeed, 

Rome, arguing from Euseb., and others, who 
affirm it, saying what is contradictory, and does 
not hang together, as involving a gross anachro- 

nism; whence Calv. is warranted in ing, 
that since Peter had, when he wrote this Epistle, 
— Sen me — M — ion, it ie, 

priori, probable that he wrote the 
Epistle free Webelos, and hence well designated 
that Church as ‘your sister Church at Babylon.’ 
The best founded opinion is, I apprehend, that of 

» Calv., Lightf., Cave, Scaliger, 
Salmas., Le Clerc, Wetst., Bengel, Benson, 
Rosenm., A. Clarke, Steiger, Dr. 
ler; ue E — it means Baby- 
on in Assyria; though they are not agreed 
whether we are to understand š ia, i. e. New 
Babylon, or Old Babylon. We may rather sup- 

eile, Wiese- 

pose the latter ; for there is no satisfactory proof 
that Seleucia (dough it gradually s d into 
the place of Old Babylon, and was, indeed, chiefly 
built from its ruins) ever received the name of 
Ung ina certainly not so early as the time of 
St. Peter, whatever might be the case afterwarde. 
Though fallen from ite ancient deur, Baby- 
lon bad probably still a tolerably large population, 
though by no means in — to ite size. 
Plutarch, in his life of Craseus, c. 17, and in 
bis comparison of Crassus and Nicias, testi- 
fies to the existence of Babylon as a city, and 

of Babylon and Seleucia as distinct: and 
so also does Strabo. Indeed it were little pro- 
bable that Babylon should have come to utter 
desertion so soon after the founding of Seleucia; 
espec. since, as we learn from Pausanias, Seleu- 
cus took no decided steps to people his new city 
et the expense of the old one. In short, there is 
every reason to think, that Babylon was a sort 
of metropolis of the Eastern Dispersion of the 
Jews, where a great number of them had gone to 
settle, in addition to those who were the pos- 
terity of those that remained in Babylon, and 
did not return. This is strongly confirmed by « 

of Jos. Antt. xv. 2, 2, where, spesking of 
Hsrcanus. he a that on being carried into 
captivity by the Parthians, the king permitted 
him to take his abode i» BafjvAcwi, iva «ol 
4À50o0* à» 'Lovĉalwv, where by BañuA Qy is 
meant (as J shall A OF Babul on some M 
occasion) the country abylonia, as in Philo, 
587, måga yap, ixTòs pipove fpa for, Bafiv- 
Adv, kal ri» aAdwv catrpamicy, al apetra@cay 
iyovo: thy iv xúxÀ@ yy ‘lovdéaious txoues 
ch #ropac. From which, and other passages that 
niet be adduced from Josephus, it appears that 
Babylonia was thickly peopled with Jewish colo- 
nists, and therefore the more likely was it that 
the Apostle of the Circumcision (see Gal. ii. 7— 
9) should go thither, by way of sojourn; as we 
cannot doubt he visited other parts thickly colonized 
by Jews; for, as Calv. remarks, ‘eas prsecipue re- 
giones lustrabat. in quibus major erat gentis suse fro- 
quentia.’ And Dr. Davidson remarks, that ' there 
was, we know, considerable intercourse between 
the Babylonian and Palestinian Jews; and that, 
as Peter was principally the Apostle of the Jowa, 
it was natural for bim, in his travele for the pro- 

pagation of the Gospel, to repair to Mesopotamia, 
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Or this second Epistle the authenticity was at 
first called in question, P uk it is quoted or alluded 
to by some very earl thers, and in the second 
century was received into the canon. Upon the 
whole, the external or historical evidence for its 
authenticity is strong, and the internal yet more 
eo; for if not written St. Peter, it would in- 
deed be a most daring fabrication: and yet if a 
Sabrication, it would be one of the most artfully 
contrived on record ;—for there is not a single 
— that betrays imposture, though it has 

n a subject of examination for above seventeen 
centuries. Moreover, it would be very difficult 
to conceive what moftve could have induced any 
one to fabricate such a composition; for here we 
eee no attempt to support any peculiar doctrine 
or practice, for which the pions fraud might be 
supposed to have been committed. Indeed such 
an air of radi. ie and deep piety breathes 
throughout the whole, that ft is difficult to ima- 
gine how a person possessed of such a spirit could 
deliberately indite an imposture of that kind. 
As to the ent of some Critics against its 
authenticity, derived from the dissimilarity in 
character of the second Chapter with that of the 
first Epistle, it is very inconclusive; for tho 
it be different from that Epistle, it is also dif- 
ferent from the other two Chapters of this Epie- 
tle. In fact, there the « &re different, and 
(as in the case of St. Paul's Epistle to the Hie- 
brews) different subjects call for different styles. 
In the case of the Epistle, and the first and 
third Chapters of the second, the whole is simply 
didactic ; n in e potes rd of the 
resent Epistle, more of energy won requi- 

lite, — a higher d of inspi- 
ration would be vouchsafed, even like that ted 
to the Prophets of the Old Testament. ides, 
even waiving euch a principle, and supposing 
St. Peter's style elsewhere to be as piain as those 
Critics please, yet they will hardly deny that the 
style of a writer is much infinenced by the feel- 
ings with which he is affected. Thus, in the 
present instance, we may su that the Apos- 
tle's strong indignation at the heresies of the 
Gnostica quickened his feelings, and consequently 
somewhat altered the usual character of his style. 
The above may suffice to show that internal 

arguments the authenticity of this 
are unfounded. Proceed we to advert to the 
internal evidence for the authenticity :—now, to 
pe over several — which are fully stated 
bt Karkin d 1 t same 

racteristics (i. e. of gravity, imiy, " 
authority, uni simplicity) obiecrabie 

in this second Epistle, ss that which distinguishes 
the first. 2 There are several incidental allu- 
sions to circumstances which d to no 
other Apostle but St. Peter. 3. A truly apos- 
tolical ADS breathes through the whole. 4. 
The style is (with the exception of the second 
chap.) the same as the former Epistle, and there 
are repetitions of the same words and allusions 
to the same events. This Epistle is justly 

to have been written soon after the 
ret Epistle, and shortly before the death of the 

Apostle. If the date assigned to the first Epis- 
tle, A. D. 63, be, as there is little reason to doubt, 
the true one; and if, as we can scarcely doubt, 
Peter was put to death in A.D. 64, this Epistle 
must have been written in the carly part of 64. 
Dr. Davideon has shown that we are restricted 
in ire its date to the end of a.p. 63. or the 
first haif of 64; the latter of which ie the more 
probable date. That it was indited from the 
same place, and addressed to the same persons, 
as the former one, is the general opinion ; yet no 
Ko ein can be given why it should have 

n written from the same Nay, when 
we consider the great reason there is to think 
that the place at which the first istle was 
written was Babylon, and take in conjunction 
with that circumstance, the high probability that 
this Epistle was written but a shori time 
before the Apostle's death_—which we have the 
fullest evidence to show took place at Rome,— 
we seem authorized to conjecture that this second 
Epistle at least was written from Rome, whither 
it is probable St. Peter had been called, —as St. 
Paul was not long before, —to defend himself 
from the accusations of those who sought to im- 
plicate him as encouraging the rebellions spirit 
against the Roman government, which then per- 
vaded the whole of Judea and the neighbouring 
countries to the East. 

The design of this Epistle is (with the excep- 
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tion of ch. ii.) very similar to that of the former. 
In its character it is, like that, confirmatory, cau- 
tionary, and , to confirm the brethren 
in the faith, and to exhort te a life suitable 
thereto. The Apostle first applies himself to 
establish hie readers in the truth and profossion 
of the Gospel. 2ndly, He canéions them against 
false teachers (whose tenets and practices he gra- 
phically deecribes), and warns them of the 
mockers and ecoffers, whe would soon etart up, 
and deride their expectation of Christ's coming : 
then, after eonfuting their false assertions, he telis 
them ba do day of the Lord was deferred, and 
having ibed its circumstances and conso- 
quences (in which there is a strong coincidence 
with the account given by St. Paul) he subjoins 
suitable exhortations to re for that momen- 
tous period; after which he concludes with a 
truly apostolical commendation of them to the 
grace of God. Sooa after writing it, the holy 
Apostle sealed his testimony to the truth of the 
G by martyrdom, being erucified with his 
head downwards,—e mode of crucifixion uniting 
contumely with cruelty the most atrocious, in- 
etances of which were not unfrequent in 
age (savage in the extreme, notwithstanding a 
civilization perhaps never exceeded); insomuch 
that, as drin telle us, the Roman eoldiers 
gus cruci their victime in that way, —and 
ikewiee by nailing them one upon another, as 
he says, wpde yAsénv; and also, prob., from 
want of wood fer the crosses ;—a fact which Jos. 
elsewhere records. 

the Epistle: n which, afr aserdng bia apos to i in which, asec is apos- 
tolic character, and addressing the Epistle to the 
Gentile converts, St. Peter salutes them, and 
reminds them that their Christian privileges were 
owing to the favour of God in Christ, and in con- 
sequence of the miraculous effusien of the Holy 
Spirit. (Benson.) 

l. Lunes Wérpoe, dour. xal droer. 'I. X o.] 
* The — ressimg both Jews aad Geon- 
tiles, ae formin — Israel, is thus care- 
ful to describe kme f, and to introduce both his 
purely Jewish, and his better known Christian 
name (comp. John i. 42. Acts xv. 14), for tbo 
vory e n Aw , if we eomp. 2 Cor. 
xi. F 5. 2 Thess. iii. 17) of guarding the iu- 
fant Church against any such counterfeit Epistle, 
and any sach assumption of the office of an 
Apostle of Christ, as by some s trange fatality 
this Epistle was for a time held to be. ae) 
—othos xal dxdarodos. A peculiar desi 
tion, on which see note at Tit. i.l. Of rote 
leóriuop ui» Aayove: (ou, the literal sense 
is, ° to those who havo shared with us,’ i. e. ° have 
bad allotted to them like share with us in the 
precious faith ;' for the compound leor. refers, 
not to the thing, FAITH, but to the person, Peter, 
spoken of as like partaker with them, aad they 
with him, in the faith of Christ, which they held 
in common with him: eo Tit. i. 4, St. Paul ad- 
dresses Títusas his son, xarà Thy xotvay alot, 
Comp. Joha xiv. 1—3. Acts xv. 8, 9. xxvi. 18. 
Here, then, as says Wesley, ‘the faith of those 

who have not seen is considered as equally pre- 
cious with theirs who saw our Lord.’ Precious, 
it is called, being precious as the means through 
which ‘the pewer of God unte salvation’ works 
that great and good end,—the salvation of man. 
Comp. l Pet. i. 5, robs dv óvrámsi Oro dppov- 
poupivoue dia wiorews aie cwrnpiav.—iy dixato- 
ovvy oU O«ov, &c., ‘in respect of the righteous- 
e of ipe —— viour Jesus a Y 
meaning the me Justification {h in 

Jesus Christ, as to the Law) or so I 
render, with Bp. Middl., since, according to the 
principles of Bp. Middleton's theory, further de- 
veloped and greatly improved as it has been b 
Mr. Green, it appears that here, as at Tit. ii. 1 
vA — of the — — was the effect 
of desi rpose, which purpose must neces- 
sarily fe, as Mr. Green has solied out, either 
that the words should bo descriptive of a singlo 
person, or of two persons united in one joint 

ency, &c. But, in this passage and in that of 
itus, the datier cannot be supposed the purpose, 

and therefore they must be meant of the same 
person who is designated as our Gop and Saviour ; 
—a view supported by the authority of the Greek 
Fathers of early period of the Church,— 
plainly evincing that the passage is to be under- 
stood as an assumption that Jesus Christ is our 
God and Saviour; see Dr. Pye Smith's — 
Test. vol. iii. p. 188. The term Aax. has refer- 
ence to salvation being considered as an énherit- 
anos, laid in heaven for the righteous; see 
2 Tim. iv. 8. Col. i. 5, 12. Eph. i. 11, 14, 18. 

2. xéois üui»—Osov] An earnest wish aud 
prayer for every blessing upon them which can 
result from a nghi knowledge of our God and 
Saviour Jesus Christ. 

3. ós wdvra hutv—dperne] The construc- 
tion is this, wc THe Calas duvauswe avToU Tavra 
Ta ?rpÓs Lai kal evoissiav ñutu dscwpnusvne, 
m wm (èe ar propa) kai aùTÒ TOVTO, 

may rather be, ‘by a glorious (display o benefi 
cence (in the gracious plan of salvation).’ The 
reading, however, is disputed, since for tbe t. rec, 
A, C, and a few cursives Í add Lamb. 1182, 
1184), with the Vulg. Version, have lóía ofp 
xal dpary, which reading has been received by 
Lachm. and Tisch. And certainly it yields a 
very suitable sense,—' propria gloria et virtute, 
* by bis own glorious — and beneficence ;' 
comp. xewaTOT"»* kai $uXavOporría found in 
Tit. iii. 4. I say ‘suitable,’ since, as Calv. ob- 
serves, 'quiecunque nobis a Deo promissa sunt 
proprie et merito virtutis ejus et glorie effectus 
censeri debent, Yet to produce that sense wo 
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should require the Article 5 before lia, as used 
in various of the N. T., and so lð. is 
always found with the Art., except in Acts iii. 12, 
de lóía suvdua:, though there it signifies, not 
propria, but priv, ‘peculiar.’ As to Calvin's 
recommendation of the reading, that it removes 
all ambiguity and perplexity, s is it that it 
did not occur to him that the reading might 
sibly be one devised for this very effect. How- 
ever, the ambiguity and perplexity may be said 
to be rather fancied than real; and considering 
that the senso yielded by either reading is alike 
ood in itself and suitable to the context, hence, 
think, externa] authority of MSS. ought to 

turn the scale in this case; and that is decidedly 
in favour of &uà do—ne xal peris. I find my 
opinion confirmed by the suffrage of Dr. Peile. 

4. à ev] The oy is by some referred to 
SoEne kai aperne; by others to wévra. Both 
references may be meant; i.e. ‘by all which 
things.’ By iv . are meant tho ose pro- 
mises of pardon and salvation through Christ.— 
Gia TovTrev—Qicews, meaning, it would seem, 
‘in order that, being stirred up by theee promises, 
you might strive to become partakers [by imita- 
tion] of a Divine nature or disposition ; namely, 
by that purity and holiness, which may be said to 
be of a Divine nature, as bearing a certain simi- 
— to the Divine attributes, and being produced 
by Divine influence (see Benson and Bp. Bull's 

arm. Ap. p. 45). The same idea is found in the 
writings of the heathen philosophers generally, 
especially Plutarch. See Plut. de Ser. Num. 
Vind. p. 550, where see Wyttenb. It is to be 
observed, however, that the sense in ‘of a divine 
not the divine) nature And in illustration of 

the sentiment as explained by Dr. Benson and 
PP: Bull, I would compare what Diod. Sic. 1. i. 

, says of the tian kings, that ‘the people 
honoured them as if really gods, sb ager iy since 
they thought they could not have the power and 
the will to so highly benefit their subjects with- 
out ‘partaking of a divine nature,’ Üeí(ae par- 
¿ys pioews, implying Divine aid and influence. 

ere may be (Bp. Bull thinks there is) in sias 
Kotwevoi pucewe an allusion to the participation 
of the iufluence of Divine in baptism, 
cially considering that in the words following 
there is some allusion to the solemn renunciation 
of the covetous desires of the world and the car- 
nal desires of the flesh in baptism : but the chief 
reference must be to the keeping up through the 
whole of after-life what has been begun in ba 
tism ; so that the new man may gradually be 
raised up to be a perfect man, ‘to the measure of 
the stature of the fulncss of Christ.’ This view 
of Osiae and the general sense of the clause I find 
confirmed by GScum., who (building on the an- 
cient Greek Fathers) Jays down the general sense 
thus: es uvpía Aaflóvrte dyad ià THe éwi- 
gavelac Xpiorov, ór wv SuvducOa Kai Orlas 
Pucews ysvécÜat xowwroi xal arpóe Lory xal 

4080 àv Tà péyora fuir xai 
TÜüua émayyéXuara Sedapnrat, va ŠQ Tovrov vévnaÜe Geias 
ko,vavoi picews, amopuyoóvres Tis ev Koopm èv émifvuía pOo- 

omovony Tücav Tapewcyéyxarres, 
e ^ MJ , ` ~ 9 ^ 

pay Tij» dperny, 6 èv òè Ü dperi 
s$céfBsiap dvayOrvai, ódisl oua, ToXaaseo Ba. 
oUTet we émiyopryety * alerat,&c.—dr s. 
Ocias di xowevoi pices: yeryovane Q & THE 
ToV Kuplov xal Osov. bmiónuías, drepy» Tise 
tueripas dócies ip iavræ VxecTHucarrés 
(having assumed) rs xal aytacavrot Ty Tpos- 
Agar sl dd 9 dwapyd dyla xai rò épana 
Rom. xi. 16): $épaua à THe awapyy cox 
Ao ñ ol 4E dv à d'rapysi. This able and 

hape just view is confi by Heb. ii. 11, w 
see note. In the words following are pointed eut 
the means whereby this assimilation and partici- 

tion are to be attained; namely, dwogvy. rye 
v «dope ly lar. $0., by * eecaping the pollutions 

of this wicked world, arising from carnal appe- 
tites.' Comp. ii. 20, drop. Të pidop. Tow xee- 

eath, or So 
Plato de Rep. p. 329, Sophocles says that he has 
escaped rddpodicia, arep \vTTõPT Twa 
arovycp. 

5—7. The Apostle here calls on hie Christian 
brethren not to rest on their apparent conversion, 
or the reformation connected with it, or even in 
the beginning of a renewal to a ‘divine nature ;’ 
but, depending on the promiees of the Gospel, 
and pureuing the end for which they were given, 
to ‘cleanse themselves from al] ° remaining * fil- 
thiness of flesh and spirit,’ perfecting holiness ‘ in 
the fear of God." tt.) To the latter he espe- 
Kip d adverts, as the condition on which depends 
the former; for, as Bp. Senderson says, ‘ the pro- 
mises of God are true, yet they are conditional, 
and such as must be ever un with a 
clause of reservation or exception, —i. e. of obe- 
dience, as, in the case of his threatenings, of repeat- 
ance.’ 

5. xal avrd Tovro] Here is the apodosis to 
v. 9; and the full sense (rather implied than 
expressed) is, ‘So this very thing (which God 
hath given you the ability to perform) do ye; 
q. d. ‘ Since God has granted all means of 
holiness (vv. 3, 4), do your part ; thus suggesting 
what they are to render in return for God's mercy, 
as shown by bis thus calling them to salvation, 
and * is intimated uf e * following, 
aovó))v Tacay TapuceviyxayTac) in co-epera- 
tion with God's enabling them ‘ both to 
will and to do of his good pleasure ;’ Phil. ii. 12, 
13; in ale voras: $ — ste [on 
your part] to the grace o In his ` men- 
tioned at vv. 3, 4; and so concurring with God's 
gifts of grace by their utmost dili ; thus 
working out their salvation by doing what is 
requisite on their part; comp. Phil. ii. 12— 
imtyopryijeare by tý mieru oue Ti ápt- 
I In order to rightly — — sense 

TiyOop., it is proper to n the nature 
of the gare: which is derived from the yopiryos, 
n person "o — ancient times, used to furnish 
t players, singers, and dancers, 
at the public festivals” Indeed, such was the 
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primitive sense of the word yopnyds, which 
afterwards came to denote generally, one who 
supplies — So ina of Plut. 
it is said of Pericles, dari 3s v» yopnyds Tate 
yvra«cí. Hence in like manner the opn- 
yéw has often the senso — to ly,” or 
* furnish. In ixcyoonyioare iv TQ loa Unc 
Ti) aperny, ‘furnish forth, supply, in order 
(ém’) [one after another], we have a metaphor 

haps taken from the act of furnishs 
in suceession the various dishes in the courses 
which are required to form a complete enter- 
tainment. The i» has been variously, but never 
satisfactorily explained, or, at least, accounted 
for. It would seem to be used with allusion to 
tbe te successive, implied, or for i» péso, 
‘ amidet, == ‘together with, as in Matt. ii. 6. 
xi. 2l, et al. Thus the full sense is, ‘ furnish 
forth in addition to, and together witb,’ as the 
next link in the chain. In this enumeration of 
the various duties of faith and practice (formin 
what is well termed by Mr. Greswell an — 
tng scale of improvement, or a series of steps to 
perfection) we may recognise that regular order 
and nice gradation aleo observable in similar 
enumerations of St. Paul (as Rom. v. 3, 4. 1 Tim. 
vi. 11. Gal. v. 22. Rom. viii. 29, 30. x. 14, 15), 
by which the Christian virtues are here repre- 
sented as so many links in one beautiful : 
wherein FAITH constitutes tbe pri an 
Jeading, as CHARITY the final and complet: 
link ; the former as that from which the various 
Christian virtues are suspended, and the latter 
as that in which all the others terminate. ‘In 
this beautiful connexion (observes Bengel) each 
preceding grace leads to the following, and each 
following tempers and perfects the preceding; 
for though every bears a relation to every 
ether, yet here they are so nicely ranged, that 
those which have the closest dependence on each 
other are placed together." However, we are not 
ad some) to consider the Apostle as laying 
own what may be called a system of Christian 

virtues,—his purpose being mainly to specify by 
way of example, the virtues essential to * that 
participation of a divine nature' of which he hae 
just been speaking. There is grent truth in the 
remark of Dr. H. More, that * there is more than 
a mere ENUMERATION of those divine graces; 
for there is also implied how naturally they rise 
one out of another,’ as forming the several links 
of one common chain. See the able Exegesis of 
CEcumen. On the exact nature of the order, and 
arrangement in which these various virtues stand 
one in respect to the other, no Commentator has, 
on the whole, so ably treated as Bp. Warburton, 
in his Sermon on this text; notwithstanding that 
the learned Prelate has here, as on very many 
occasions, introduced needless, and indeed base- 
less refinement. One general remark may, how- 
ever, be ed as especially well founded. 
Every foregoing virtue gives stability to the fol- 
lowing: moreover, ‘commencing with faith, the 
A e, as “e wise master-builder" (1 Cor. iii, 
10), chooees for his foundation that ROCK on 
which our Lord promised him to build the 
Church, ss directed by the same Divine Spirit 
with St. Paul, who says, “other foundation can 

ty evoéBeav, Té Se Tj 

(or ought) no man to Jay, than that is laid, which 
is Jesus CHRIST." But, in order to counteract 
the error (then too prevalent) which regarded 
faith as alone sufficient to make man acceptable 
to his Maker, and without works, entitled 
him to the rewards of the Gospel covenant, the 
Apostle first enjoins us to add, or build, Virtue 
upon Faith.’ Here, it is true, very many Com- 
mentators (as Grot, Hamm., Zeger, Dr. H. 
More, Bengel, Whitby, Benson, Doddr., Wells, 
Wesley, A. Clarke, and Scott) take dpsrq to 
signify ‘ courage and — in professin 
the faith]: a signification of the LP rini 
n the : * ira em — — 
n justification of this Grot. u . the grada- 

tion observable in this * the several 
virtues in particular then ified. Bp. War- 
burton, however, satisfactorily evinces, that the 
no beauty — — that gaa peciit 
pend upon dpe ing taken in the 
sense, as in Phil. iv. 8, and elsewhere in Scrip- 
ture. Indeed of dperh in the senso , no 
2 deum — in I. on the Sept. 

ow peculi ere is dparh in the 
sense * moral erred has been shown by Bp. 
Warburton. ‘For whereas (observes he) Faith, 
while singto and solitary, remained dead, —from 
henceforth, being thus clothed by virtue, it 
becomes alive and vigorous, and uctive of all 
the fruits of grace and immortality; and Virtue, 
thus erected, receives a reciprocal advantage from 
Faith. The weakness of unguided reason, and 
the violence of ill- balanced passions, had reduced 
MORAL VIRTUE, both in principle and practice, 
to so shadowy and precarious an existence, that 
the wisest in the Pagan world could not forbear 
lamenting its helpless condition, and owning that 
nothing but a revelation from heaven could realize 
and sup it. They mistook the true founda- 
tion of Morality; some placing it in the native 
excellence of virtue, others in the exterior bene- 
fits of which it is productive. But it was the 

7 ion of Fath which taught us that the 
true foundation of Morality was compliance to 
the will of our Creator and sovereign Lord. It 
was Faith — enabled n" — all the 
opposition of the appetites olding out to us 
an’ infinite reward and which the assistance ot 
the Holy Spirit hath placed within our reach. 
But though Virtue be enjoined here and else- 
where in Scripture, yet if we expect to find there 
any regular or methodical body of morality, we 
shall be much mistaken. With respect to this, 
the New Testament, all along, refers us to an- 
other guide; for God, having before revealed the 
whole doctrine of morality by the religion of na- 
fure, and none of God's dispensations contradicting 
one another, it was enough for the first teachers 
of Christianity, when they preached up Virtue, to 
refer their followers for particulurs to what na- 
tural religion taught concerning it. This being 
so, and that the great Pandect of the Law of 
Nature is to be searched and studied, in order 
to attain a perfect knowledge of moral duty, 
there is need of much pains and exercise of mind 
to en that Virtue w a " are here enjoined 
to build upon Fash.’ * sadi saeua qi 
enjoined, i» (he adds) to s understood know- 
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ledge as respects the virtus before mentiened,— 
namely, thet wisdom which ie the result of the 
study of the Law of Nature in the persuit of 
truth.’ ‘To understand this matter truly (con- 
tinues he), we must consider, that Virtue con- 
sists in acting bly to those relations in 
which we stand to our common humanity, our 
fellow-creatures, and our Creator: for as reiigé 
in the fullest sense of the word, includes the 
duty we owe ourself and neighbour, so ily, 
in ite larger sense of the word, includes the o 
servance of that relation we staad in towards 
Ged ; and when the practice man it is 
called virtue ; when it respects Gop — 
These relations are commonly distingoi in 
the human, the social, and the Divine virtues; 
the end and 

Spio fo the dictates af grace: "Tie leervod NO to : K 

Prelato then te show the reoi 
service which virtue does to bnowledye. ‘ Know- 
ledge (says he) is the perception and attainment 
of TRUTR, and the perception 
and attainment of those truths which tend to the 
perfecting of our mature ; but Mie nig ar de 

an 

Mi 

her threughout hidden recesses; but it is 
only a love for the object which can heartily 
en us iB the pursuit, and this ean arise from 
nothing but the ef it. Now while Vice 
usurpe the heart, . her mortal enemy, will 
be a neglected guest; but when Virtue has as- 
sumed her seat, the passion for Truth will revive. 
For Truth and Virtue are twin-born sisters, and, 
with only a name of distinction, participate of 
one common nature; Trath being speculative 
Virtue, and Virtue only ical ‘Truth And 
now the understanding es a free progress in 
knowledge, as having no headstrong to 
mislead it, nor ea — to damp its affee- 
tions. From henceforth the only danger is frem 
the opposite 
of truth should engage it in abstractions, 
carry it beyond the limits of these truths which 
are given us fer our contemplation here. Now 
this folly so mischievous, and proceeding from a 
want of due censciousness of the narrow limits 
of the human understanding, St. Peter, in his 
nest precept, restrains. '* Add (says he) to know- 
ledge temperance,” i.e. sobriety, moderation, 
continence, in the pursuit of truth. For as 
Vertue, without Knowledge, falls into all kind 
of fanaticism in practices ; so Knowledye, without 
Temperance, leads to all kind of heresy in 

Ne quarter; lest the mind's ardent love 
and 

To reader our Tem 

. To Patients 
we are enjoined te add mem ; and then, as 
St. James counsels us, we “lot patience have her 
perfeet work." For then by this means godliness 
cannot degenerate either into fanaticism or bi- 
gotry, but wil] remain sober aad rational ; 
yet there is another to which it is ob- 
noxieus; for hy long and intense exeroho im 

a 

hety the joy so that elevates 
the mind, thus filled with ite trae and proper 
ebject, Gop, naturally di us to centem all 

T things, from despisimg the things, but 
too often, to jee tho who delight m 
on, Md, D7 NOUME j cotperisonme, like 
the Pharisee to the Publican, to forget ear rela- 
tien, our wear relation, both by nature and grace, 
to the meanest ef our species. Hence arises spi- 
ritual pride, the last and most fatal enemy te 
trae New for this, too, the A 

s remedy. “Add (esa; be) to godliness 
i " with whieh cemzmeaces the 

third and last order of this Christian buildi 
liness placed between and 

on band, by the Axman and the sewi vir- 
tues, becomes stable and permanent. And while 
it receives this united aid from both, it returue it 
back again to both. We have, then, shown the 

temperance and receive from 
; we mre now to of that which 
kindness receives it Tbe most 

kind - 
ness is friendship ; Wut friendship may be a con- 
federacy in vice as well ae a nuu 4 virtue. 
Hence it requires to be placed on gedlinrss, 
whereby alone it stands secure frem abuse, and 
brings forth all its gewnine fruits of public beme- 
ficence. Brotherly kindness is now only liable te 
one disorder, —that being enjoined to be built ou 

iness, or religion, men are toe apt (like the 
arisees of old) to confine brotherly kindeses to 

their own sect or pale ; but this narrow aad par- 
tial benevelence the A removes by eajoin- 
ing them to add to bro kindnese CHARITY, 
L e. the universal Jove of all mankind. This 

Virtues, as we have observed, degenerate both by 
defect and by excess: this is i le of either. 
Ite nature and essence secure it dcfeet, and 
its fruits and producte from excess. This, then, 
is the crown, the of thie heavealy edi- 
fice, this triumphant areh of immortality ; or, as 

© more emphatically calle it, the 
bond o ,"' Thus far the learned Pre- 
late, to whose statement, as above detailed, it is 
impossible to deny the praise of great acumen, 
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and consummate ability; yet it may be doubted 
whether certain particulars there be not too arti- 
ficial, and little ble to the simplicity of the 
sacred writer. For instance, whether the term 
ayvis» can admit of the sense assigned by him 
may be doubted. It is by many eminent Ex- 
positors, from Calv. downwards, rendered ratio- 
nom ; —namely, as Est. 
explains, ‘eam scientiam, que opera virtutum 
dirigat et ratione moderetur, ne quid in illis sit 
plus aut minus; ut hac parte virtus prudentis 
significata sit; which interpretation he thinks 
confirmed by Rom. x. 2, ¿yaqapas kar imi- 
yveay. However, he adduces as possibly true 
the interpsetation of (Ecumen., * eam sententiam 
quse est mysteriorum fidei, ut hec non tantum 
nude credatis, verum etiam aliquatenus intelli- 

tià wamini' Bat that seems teo far- 
Fetched ; there ie more simplicity, and per- 
haps truth, in supposing religious wledge, 
deep and real, yet applied to practice (as at ] Cor. 
m n 10. 2 Cor. x. 6), 30 as S G as 

experienee in things of Gop (es re- 
sealed in Scripture, and in hie ings with 
men). Now such will naturally produce what is 
hese subjoined to knowledge, —namely, lemper- 
ance, iyxpéraav, though not in that sense 
assigned to the word by Bp. Warburton, but 
— in oe usual acceptation of — or 
° mastery over our appetites, ens, 
m — oe Sig 5. Hr ee ue 
new oly experience, we are t 

how those passions ind appetites have — 
eeived us, and henee arises a streager resolution 
of controlling and keeping them under for the 
future’ Moreover, as the sense assigned by Bp. 
Warburton to iyxpérasay must be rej , 90 
neither cam his ition of iéTouor)» be ad- 
mitted. The tere bio here evidently the general 
sense of ‘a patient perseveranec in faith and duty 
under suffering,’ —a sense in whieh it frequent! 
occure in X. Paul's Epistles, and a virtue wit 
»eason recommended to those groaning under 
Jewish and heathen ( wy Now such na- 
turali uces godliness (svciBsiay) ae consist- 
ing "d Pr hose holy affections which constitute 
the true spiritual worshipper ef God; for, as 
Bengel truly observes, ‘omnia pietatis impedi- 
menta vemovet Orono. Moreover ‘ these 
three, itycpéresa, bnopovh, and sócépeta are,’ 
as Mere observes, * elosely connected to- 
gether : for we cannot keep close to the laws of 
temperance, but patient endarance will nego 
therefrom, nor be kept in the epirit thereof with- 
out the invocation aad aeknowl tof Divine 
assistance, which is a fruit of godliness rly 
so called.” I must take exception to the con- 
nexion between ‘ gedliness' and ‘ brotherly kind- 
ness,’ as laid down by the learned Prelate, who 
seems not to be aware that $uXadeA dia here, as 
often in all other paseages of the New Test. 
where it occurs, denotes ‘ the mutual love of 

j one to snother;’ the next 
gradation te which is the love of ad mankind ; 
and the connexion between the two virtues is 
excellently pointed out by Dr. More, ubi supra. 
* Having (says he) gained such a victory th 
Divine grace over our lusts and passions, and 

being tran d with a high sense of thankful- 
ness to our Redeemer and Benefactor, who wants 
nothing ef our retributions bimeelf, the stream 
of our affections is naturally driven downwards 
to his sainte that dwell on earth, and profess the 
same religion with ourselves; and St. Peter in- 
timates that having * purified our souls in obey- 
ing the truth threwgh the Spirit, the result 
thereof is tbe loving our brethren. However, the 

rified soul cannot stop here, but the quick 
me of love mounts rds, and is reflected 

again downwarde, and vibrates every way, reach- 
ing at obj im heaven and on earth; and 
therefore, in her pure and ardent lations 
of the Godhead in hie unlimited goodness, and 
also her observations on the capacity of the whole 
creation ef receiving geod both from him and 
from one another, she overflows those narrow 
bounds of brotherly love, and spreads out into 
that ineffably ample and tranecendently divine 
grace and virtue, UNIVERSAL LOVE, which is the 
ighest accomplishment the soul of man is capa- 

ble of either in this life or that which is to come, 
and thus at Jast becomes ‘ perfect, as her Father 
which is in heaven is > even in humble 
imitation ef that Ged who is Lovx, } John iv. 8. 
Here, then, as the Apostle begins with faih, so 
he ende with dove, those being the two leading 
virtues of the Christian, and hence so fre- 

tly associated. See 1 Thess. iii. 6. v. 8. 
These. i. 8. ] Tim. i. 5. 2 Tim. ii. 22. 

T&VTa yap — bwíyrcociw] The sense is, 
* For if those virtues reside in and abound (i. e. 
be on the ineresse) in you, they will show you 
to be those whose knowledge of the religion of 
Christ is not barren and unfruitful in good 
works [such as religious knotoledge should pro- 
duce]' By i*ápx. i$ meant such as abide 
in fer constant exercise. Similarly it is said in 
Plato, t. iii. 99, d. d& bwdpyet Tavra TárTa 
(meaning the five constituents of happiness) 
otros forw sidaiucov. The subjoined xai 
weovdYorra signifies, ‘and continua Y increas- 
ing,’ being on the increase. The words following, 
raðlornoiw els—iwiyvwoiy, are not well ren- 
ered in our Authorized Version and that of 

Abp. Newe., ‘they make you that ye shall be,” 
&e. Rather, ‘ efficiunt, reddunt, equiv. to ‘ effi- 
cient; *exhibebunt, ‘will show yeu to be; 
which is the sense that the word bears in Thu- 
cyd. ii. 42, and h. Antig. 657, Yavi y' 
iuavroy où kaTac Tic Tót. 

9. & yap uh wdpeoti—dpuaptioy] The full 
senso is, d e who is — in ee. 
virtues, and yet expects salvation by the Gospel, 
which imperatively enjoins them, is blind, or 
sees very little into the true nature of it, and for- 

that he was cleansed from his former sins 
only or condition of renouncing sin in future]. 
—TvudoAÀos tors. Supp. TÓV vovv, Which is ex- 
pressed in Soph. Œd. T. 8/1, meaning that he is 
wilfally blind, closing his eyes that he may not 
see. Comp. Matt. xiii. 6. Acts xxviii. 17, also Marc. 
Anton. iv. 29, cxaraputoy TOÀ voipo Supart, 
*the intellectual eye.” In uveválQor, which is 
a stronger term than kaTauówv, it is intimated 
* that he blinketh the light of truth which stares 
him in the face.” Comp. Theodor. Stud. p. 366, 
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f ch. 8.1. 

olóp Tw ÀdSug TH THE capxos TpocmaDsía 
‘passionate attachment to’) uverd(er. The 

phrase As68n» AaBew is so rare, that the only 
exx. l have noted of it elsewhere are in Jos. 
Antt. ii. 9, 1, and Ælian, V. H. iii. 18. Hist. 
An. iv. 35. But Ajn» AaB is a stronger ex- 
pression than A. Zxeiw or AaOduevoc, since it 
implies ‘a willing forgetfulness, a choosing to 
forget; similarly as rudAcs just before, which 
signifies ‘ choosing to be blind ; which is the very 
case of those designated by Isaiah as ‘ the blind 
who Aave eyes [but will not use them J." 

10. giò naAÀov—oc2rov0.—10::1090a:] ‘Here,’ 
as Calv. says, ‘the Apostle draws the 7 
that this is the only way to prove ourselves elected 
of God and not called In vain, if we have, corres- 
ponding to the profession of faith, a good con- 
science and an upright conversation. And he 
infers that we ought the rather to give diligence 
thereto, because he had before said, that faith 
must not be barren and unfruitful.’ Here, it is 
plain, the terms «Ajors and ix\oyh are synony- 
mous, simply denoting ‘admission into the Chris- 
tian covenant ;' and this being conditional, there 
was (as Mr. Slade observes) no impropriety in 
the converts being enjoined to ‘ make their calling 
sure and effectual.” They were, at that time, in 
a state of election; but it was a state from which 
they might fall: they were elect only so Jong as 
they were careful to maintain faith and good 
works.—ov p TTaícowTré Tort. The full sense 
is, ‘ye shall by no means ever fail of attaining 
salvation :' an idea further unfolded in the words 
—— v. II, obras yap rAovoies—X pioTov, 
where there is a resumption of the same meta- 
phor, though only by way of allusion to the 
above éw:yopnyla; the sense of the words at 
vv. 10, 11, ravra yap wowuvres—Bacuslay, 
being. ‘for by so doing (i. e. by thus ishi 
Jorth the various virtues and graces of the Chris- 
tian character, and thus striving to make your 
calling and election n) you shall by no means 
ever fail [of salvation]; for there shall be abun- 
dantly furnished forth to you the entrance into 
the cverlasting kingdom ;'—namely, the kingdom 
which Christ, as Gop, will i 
heaven, after having delivered u 
kingdom on earth unto the Father; see note on 
A v. 5, and comp. l Cor. xv. 24. . vii. 

. iv. 34. vi. 26. vii. 14. Ps. cxlv. 13. Rev. 
xiv. 6. 

In vv. 12—15 the Apostle alludes to his Lord's 
prophecy respecting his martyrdom; see John 
xx. 18, 19. oreover, from hence to iii. 13, he 
warns his readers against false teachers; 
mising a brief mention of the reasons for which 

13 f Alxascov 86 yodat, ef’ Scov cil éy Tovro TO axgvopar, 

he th t proper to again and again urge them 
to hold fast that part of pore doctrine, which was 
by ah false teachers not only corrupted, but even 
eri 
12. &«ó oóx áusXiioo] Several MSS. and the 

Vulg. read dd wsdAtiow, which is adopted by 
Lachm. and Tisch. But the cxternal authority 
for this reading is slender, and internal evideace 
is against it. It has, indeed, not any character of 
genuineness. The Fut a:ÀAsce is, as Est. 
observes, hardly in use in the Class. writers, and 
never in the Script. ones; whereas oóx das ew 
is, as he says, highly suitable to the context, the 
sense being, that the Apostle will not be wanting 
in his duty of reminding, however they — be 
in theirs of attending to admonition. Yet be- 
cause this might seem to imply distrast, the 
Apostle modestly softens it by a correction simi- 
lar to that of St. Paul, Rom. xv. 14; q.d. (ia 
the words of Calvin) ‘you do indeed hold 
truth of the Gospel with all sincerity and con- 
etancy, and I say not this as though I thought 
you wavering; but in so momentous a matter 
warnings are never superfluous; and therefore 
they ought never to be anwelcome.—inat vro- 
Miuuunieaksi wepi ToTep. In this use of won. 

— I petri ee by i nd that ing an ing, by a iari 
found also in Xen. (Econ. xvi. d SEU í z 
TÜ* yswepyias Smoutuyñoxcsu ; olda yap ör: 
imiorauives co, wavy *oÀAÀ dpáce. In 
2 Tim. ii. 14, and Tit. iii. 1, the tense of teaching 
by suggestion is found, as also in Xen. Cyrop. 

. 4, 5. In ¿ocmupeynuésouç iv T3. wapesey 
&AnÜsía, there seems to be a metaphor taken 
from a ` nail fastened in a sure place ;' iorypry- 
ívos iv TOT e wu. as it is said in Isa. xxii. 

. The words dy ry *apoécpg dAnSela are 
capable of several senses. On reconsidering this 
somewhat difficult point, it seems to me that 
the Apostle does not intend any ia] truth, 
whether, as Dr. Burton supposes, true doe- 
trine now being preached, as to im 
ing heresy, but the truth : or 
his Gospel 

iv TÜ wapovey adnbeig, by ‘in koc genere doc- 
tine [Evangelii x 
which seems a 
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-aposcg than that of Calv. However, Peter 
seems not to have meant his words to be taken 
with any rigid exactitude. 

3, 14. ‘Hic clarius exprimit, quam utilis 
adeoque necessarius sit monitionum usus, quia 
fideles incitare convenit; alioqui enim obrepit a 
carne torpor.’ (Calv. 

13. exnveuar:] note on 2 Cer. v. 1. Of 
this word, ae denoting the human body, an ex- 
amplo occurs in Eurip. Heracl. 690, euwpóv +ó 
odv axüvepua. 

14. sióde Sri, &c.] The full sense is, * (1 am 
the more earnest n,} as knowing, &. In 
the expression dwoOse1e Tov exnreparo?e pov 
there is a twofold allusion to the body, as a 
tabernacle, or temporary tent-house of the soul, 
to be some time abandoned, &c., and to the body 
as a garment to the soul, to be put off at death. 
The same twofold allusion is found at 2 Cor. v. 
2, where see note. In the next words, caOwe x«l 
6 Kópios—po:, the Apostle alludes to the words 
of Christ, John xxi. 18, sq. But whether xa0&e 
wil] admit of the sense assigned to it by Benson, 
‘in the manner which,’ may be doubted. It is 
plain tbat Christ foretold to Peter his (CR 
dom, as he also did to Paul (see 2 Tim. iv. 6); 
bat the question ie, whether these words of 
Apostle were founded on any fresk revelation, ae 
to the speedy approach of that event? This the 
ancients say was the case. It seoms T pro. 
bable that had another revelation; but it is 
ng lt pom that he had sot; and the words, it 
is evident, may be explained upon another sup- 
posi tion. 

15. evovéáceo di] ‘I will, I say, endeavour ;' 
namely, by committing his admonitions (such as 
those which follow) to writing. 

16. The Apostle now to exhort them 
to constancy in the faith, assuring them that it 
does not rest (as tbe infidels or false teachers 

) on mere ingenious fable, but on solid 
truth, even tbe testimony Fl del etc 
yàp cacodiontves, &c. : * For we did 
mot follow cunningly devised fables, when we 
mede known unto you, &. The connexion, 
indeed, of these words with the preceding is not 
var oinas and according y disputed. It seems 
to chiefly with ver. 14, though partly with 
ver. 15. As to the former, it is not merely his 
death that he alludes to, but hie martyrdom, 
according to the prophecy in John xxi. 19. The 
Apostle, therefore, meant to advert to the reason 
why he is so ready to encounter death, and so 
anxious to establish others in the faith; namely 
ii e — confidence in the truth and 

OL. IL 

certainty of that which he preached; intending 
thus to hint that they may feel the same con- 
fidence as on the besis of wedowbted 

My. In éE£awoAowÜrip we have a stronger 
term than áxoAovÜsir; of which the sense ie, 
tto follow any n or thing to the abandon- 
ment or exclusion of all others So iE. púĝo:s 
in Jos. Antt. Prowm. $ 4. XEacobicndvoee here 
is equiv. to arewAaeyuírovs in Diod. Sic. vol. ii. 
134, ui8ove — vix Aacuivovt Tas Ripi 
tev 'Apa{oviðæv épyaioAoylac.—Aóirauw xal 
wapovolay is for wapovciay QuvaThv, with re- 
ference to the second advent of our Lord to 
^ — AX’ ixowras yeonOivree, ° but [we 

e known to you that coming in power at the 
second advent to judgment), after having been 
eye-witneeses of his majesty,—if at least ¿móm- 
rar is to be taken, as almost all Expositors think 
it should, for avrowzva:. But some deeper sense 
seems intended ; and, considering that those who 
were admitted to be eye-witnesees of the more 
secret mysteries of the pagan religion by the last 
initiation, were called ierra, as distinguished 
from the uveai, whether lower or higher,—eo 
the seneo here intended seems to be, ‘admitted 
to the most intimate view and acquaintance with 
his glorious majesty;’ alluding to the august 
scene of the transfiguration, Matt. xv. 5. Nor is 
this metaphorical sense without example. So, in 
Greg. de log., it is said, Tovro alday åy oi 
iyyvripæ Oiv, xal ray ávs£uyráeror airov 
Kpop n d Toy UrómTai Kal 0 opol. 

17. The scope of this verse is, ae Aretius 
points out, that of illustration; and the yap is, 
as often, put by way of explanation. In fact, as 
Calv. remarks, ‘the Apostle here selects one pre- 
eminently memorable instance, in which Christ, 
clothed with a celestial glory, afforded the three 
dicis Y Sate wee proof of his — great- 
ness. t v yap we may supply rn», equiv. 
to iXefBe,—at least as the framer xd the Pesch. 
Syr. Version took it, and as the Commentators 
exin it. bind eae this — some- 
thing precarious and unsatisfactory, it is better to 
feler the anomaly to the head of anacoluikon, 
supposing the sentence to be left incomplete in 
consequence of the isterposed words pæœvije iv- 
ne arith just as in Jos. Antt. v. 1, 5, 
the same is observable in the case of the participle 
preti andat ch. ii. 1, aeecA agesca.—O wr 
vt XÜslans—óóEwus. Render, * such a voice from 

the exalted glory being pronounced over them, 
saying,’ &c. ; eee note at Matt. xvii, 5seqq. Com 
P Vit. J. Ces. l, porie ivexOslons v 

le 
— 8B 
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xdv, Aoyov] In this , not a little dis- 
puted ae to the interpretation, the difficulty chiefly 
turns on the expression Bsfja.oTepor, concerning 
which it has been doubted whether tho compara- 

19. xal WM BeBardrepov, Tov wpodnte- 

P has sri pe > I Jorce, or big vd it 
enotes only a Az of the positive. in, 

the ive force being retained, the ques- 
tion is, whether there is a — intended 
between the sure evidence afforded by Prophecy, 
and that supplied by the Transfiguration ; or whe- 
ther we are to suppose that the Apostle of 
the evidence of prophecy being by the 
wiraculous event in question. e eminent 
Commentators, ancient and modern (as Grot., 
Wolf, Benson, Doddr., Wetst., Abp. Newcome, 
Bp. Middl., Mackn., A. Clarke, and others) adopt 
the latter opinion ; according to which the sense 
is supposed to be: * We have the prophecies of 
the Old Testament SUC mE the Messiah more 
confirmed by the event of his transfiguration ; 
for if Jesus not been the Messiah predicted 
in them, such a miracle would not have been 
wrought to verify his pretensions.” And so Dr. 
Henderson (Lect. on Inep.) explains the meaning 
to be, that ‘now that the most important of the 
prophecies of old had received their fulfilment in 
the appearance, sufferings, and glorification of 
the Redeemer, their certainty was confirmed, and 
their authority heightened in the minds of be- 
lievers.’ Yet notwithstanding that the sense just 
stated is permitted by the words, and is not at 
variance with the corfeat, we may rather give the 
reference to the former view of the sense, which 

been adopted ien h generali of Expositors, 
including Estius, Menoch., Calv., Beza, Grot., 
Salmas., Whit Scott, and Bpe. Warburton, 
Sherlock, and iret d from whose able discus- 
sions t ard that t — 2 s Epiat is more 

e to the of the whole Epistle, es 
is Chapter, the object of the context being not 

so much the personal oharacter of Jesus, as the 
of the Gospel in general. ‘ Tho doctrine 

(says Bp. Sherlock) which the Apostle all along 
applies bimeelf to prove is, that we have a far 
more sure word of prophecy, in evidence of the 
future coming of Christ in power. In order to 
this, he had just told them that he had been him- 
self an eye-witness of Christ's majesty or glory. 
To this, indeed, it might be objected, that 
although his testimony showed that Christ him- 
self had been glorified, it was no proof that he 
would ever in return in glory and power. 
Accordingly, the Apostle may be to 
reply: ‘It is true that all future events can be 
learned only from God. All other ments 
can amount to no more than probabilities and 

umptions; and a great umption it is that 
brist shall come in glory, forasmuch as we have 

already seen him glorified; and it is a further 
evidence of his power to deliver his servants, since 
God has openly declared him to be his well- 
beloved Son. But to assure us that be will 
indeed so come, and so use his power, “ we have 
& more sure word o! prophecy >” that is, we have 
the very word of God, speaking by his Prophets, 
to assure us of the certainty of this future event. 

No comparison is here intended between miracles 
and prophecy, as arguments for the truth of the 
Gospel t for St. Peter -— rt al the coming 
of ChrBt in power. And by the “more sure 
word of prophecy" are to be understood, not 
merely the prophecies of the Old Testament, but 
probably also of tho New.' The above is strongly 
confirmed by the researches of Bp Horsley, in 
four masterty Sermons on vv. 20, 21. He under- 
stands * the Prophetic word ̀  of the entire volume 
of the prophetic writings, whether of the Old or 
New Test., then extant, or hereafter to be pro- 

hecies of the Christian 
with the prophetical writings of 

the Old Test. Dr. Henderson, however, in ana 
elaborate examination of this whole passage, con- 
fines it exclusively to the Old Testament 
cies, the ancient prophetic oracles of the Jows, 
which, having been written by men under a pro- 
phetic impulse, came to be spoken of under tbe 
general designation of rpogrretat, š 

By pointing the werds as above, much, I cen- 
ceive, of the difficulty wbich attachee to the pas- 
sago will be removed; the construction, I appre- 
hend, being, xal &youtv BsBaidrepow Adyar, Tov 
wpoputixdy [Aóyov]. Thus the >ó po. 
Adyop is in ition with, and exegetical AE 
former. By Acyor apod. is meant the entire 
Volume of the prophetie writings, whether of the 
Old orthe New Test. To this Ac-yor wood. they 
are enjoined to take heed, œr Avyre — 
iv abyunpe tore, prob. meaning, ‘a discovery 
from heaven of the schemes of Providence, which, 
however imperfect, is yet sufficient for the com- 
fort and support of good men, under all the dis- 
couragements of the present life" With the 
somewhat rare expression Acyor B«B. comp. 
acres  AXVpót in Thucyd. iii. 83, 1. By avyu. 
is den not dark, but droughty ; for, ui the 
idea of ‘drought, adymde, necessarily follows 
that of d mess, * squalidity, carrying with it 
the idea of duskiness and drearinces. in a 
arg poe — cited by Wetst., ro ARA- 
ka TpÓv is opposed to Te avyunpe rai 
autsi. i There dig à however be included an 
under sense, by way of allusion to the world, as a 
dark and d abode, full of misery.— xass 
rors rpogéyorres, às Asyre, &c., ‘unto 
which word ye do well to give heed (Heb. iv. 12 
James i. 2 u anto a lamp. ‘To give heed to 
prophecy’ to carefully trace ite real import, 
and, laying to heart in full faith its substance, so 
to ascertain its fulfilment in due time. Of these 
— — obscure — em: of 

qurative imagery emplo mean 
Dr. Henderson thinks, is thet * this prophets 
word, though, when compared to the sun, it 
might be said to be only a lantern, the light of 
which but dimly discovers the objects upon which 
it shines, yet it would afford certainty to all «ho 
availed themselves of its aid." Bp. Horsley, tak- 
ing a more correct and enlarged view, explains 
‘the word of prophecy" to mean, ‘a disco 
from heaven of the schemes ef Providence, which. 
however imperfect, is yet sufficient for the com- 
fort and support of good men, under all the dis- 
couragements of the present life; ae it furnishes 
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a demonstration,—not of equal evidence, indeed, 
with that which the final catastrophe will afford, 
but a certain demonstration,—a demonstration 
drawn from fact and experience, rising in ovi- 
dence as the : es — vous — on; and, in 
every stage of it sufficient for the ing gene- 
ration of mankind, '* that the Most Hi, b raleth 
in the kingdoms of the earth," * that there is a 
Gop who will judge the world in righteousness.” ° 
—as ob fiuépa Qiavyáam, Kai pwopópos áva., 
meaning, ‘until the day or time [of clearer know- 
ledge] arise, even the day-star [of spiritual dis- 
cernment] rise in your hearts ; in other words, 
* till a long series of events, yet hid in futurity, 
shall arise, to give gradual testimony; until at 
length what before was obscure shall become 
clear and intelligible, and the whole evidence be 
developed in one unclouded blaze of conviction.’ 

20. vaca podonTsía ypaphe, lias doi U- 
eot ob yíysrai] Of this verse the sense has 
been neil as much disputed as that of the 
ceding. The various interpretations (as detailed 
by Dr. Henderson, Lect. on Div. Insp. p. 559) are 
as follows: 1. No prophecy is of arbitrary inter- 

tion. 2. No prophecy is of separate or de- 
tached interpretation. 8. ee ecy is not to 
be literally interpreted. 4. No prophesy could 
be explained by the ves. 5. No 
ee an ee ine dm by i unassisted I 7 
powers er. 6. No prophecy is o - 
solution. 7. No prophecy can be rendered inta- 
lid. 8. No prophecy is the result of private or 
uminspired disclosure. Of these the second inter- 

tion (by which the words are supposed to 
mport that the sense of no prophecy is to be 
Corne m d consideration of bos 
peseage itself, but by taking itin conjunction 
other portions of Seri ture relating to the sub- 
ject) while it is one admitted by the words them- 
selves, and expresees what is perfectly true in 
itself, and presents a rule applicable to the pro- 
phetical vilium beyond all other parts of Scrip- 
tare, yet it is one little agreeable to the confeat. 
The only sense permitted by the general tenour 
of the whole ie, 1 conceive, that ado 
by Knapp and Fritzch, and further developed by 
Hp Horsley (in four able Sermons on this text), 
who eu the Apostle to lay down as a leading 
principle (well representing the import of the 
words Toßñno 4 poTov AVGE ROT), that ‘ not 
any prophecy of Scripture is of self-interpretation,' 
i. e. its own interpreter; or (as Dr. Pyo Smith 
expresses it) ‘it was esecntial to the scheme of 
prophecy that it should mot be of self-solution, 
meaning, that it could not be explained from it- 
self by any serutiny of its own terms, till light 
should be cast upon it by the event; for the 
Scripture prophecies are not detached predictions 
of separate independent events, but are united in 
system, all pasar maoni in one great object—the 
promulgation of the Gospel, and the complete 
establishment of the Messiah’s kingdom.’ And 
the reason is evident from the next verse, which 
as Bp. Horsley shows) means ‘that the predic- 

tions of the prophets did not, like their own pri- 
vate thoughts and sentiments, originate in their 
own minds. The prophets, in the exercise of 

their office, were necessary agents, acting under 
the irresistible impulse of the omniscient Spirit, 
who made the faculties and the organs of those 
holy men his own instruments for conveying to 
mankind some portion of the treasures of his own 
knowledge. Futurity seems to have been deli- 
nealed in some sort of emblematical picture pre- 
sented by the Spirit of God to the prophet's mind, 
which, preternaturally filled and heated with this 
scenery, in describing the images obtruded on the 
fantasy, gave pathetic utterance to wisdom not 
its own. In this view Dr. Peile entirely coin- 
cides; and, as an illustration of our text, and 
forming a summary of the train of thought which 
dictated and pervades our Apostle's last solemn 
exhortation, ke refers to the words of Hosea vi. 
1—3, and then remarks thereon, ‘Have we not 
here a Scripture prophecy, which, sent forth as a 
lantern, to guide and shed a gleam of comfort on 
the desolation of God's ancient people, was yet 
not such as to reveal its depth of spiritual mean- 
ing, until the Day of Christ had dawned upon 
the world, and that Light that should lighten the 
Gentiles also had so arisen in our hearts by faith, 
that now we see what Hosea and the righteous 
men of his day saw not ;—the ulterior reference 
which this “ prophetic utterance” had to those 
times of world-wide reconstitution of man's lost 
estate (ypdvo: d*rokaraoácsos wWavrwy: Acts 
iii. 21), in which while it is manifestly t the way 
to be, we cannot yet say it is fulfilled. To take 
heed then unto the word wherein He hath spoken 
to them, through whom alone cometh the moral 
and spiritual light of every man—this has been 
the wisdom and well-doing of God's Israel from 
the beginning. And be his light, be his day of 
acceptance o e, what it may, still must the 
Israelite indeed be forward to believe that '* then 
shall he know, if he follow on to know the 
Lord."' The meaning of the verse may be best 
thus expresscd freely, but faithfully, thus: ° Hav- 
ing this (great Truth) fully known to us,—that 
no Scripture prophecy ie ° matter) of private 
interpretation, or, as Dr. Peile explains, ‘ hath 
the property of self-interpretation. That the 
true sense of grid. is, not what ras Henderson 
(on Inspir.) supposes, information, but tnterpreta- 
tion, is ul hg om nd context; and that the 
word admits of this sense I have already shown 
by several exx. of the verb ísiX Uo; to which I 
now add exx. of the verba! noun in Symm. Ver- 
sion of Hos. iii. 4, and Heliod. i. 19, óvsipáTwv 
ixi., and iv. 9, xpnoBdvroy im (X. I find this 
view of éwfX\uois, and that above laid down of 
the whole verse, confirmed by the suffrage of 
Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. DN ok 8, who expresses 
the general sense of vv. 20, 21, thus: * Since 
rop q did not arise from man's devising, but 
f the dictation of the Holy Spirit, it is not one 
of those kinds of writing which contain every 
necessary element of the interpretation of their 
own matter, but requircs the aid of something 
extraneous, being not intelligible even to thoso 
who gave utterance to it. — To advert to a matter 
of criticism and interpretation. At v. 21 Scholz 
and Lachm. cancel the ol before d-yio« (which I 
had before paced witbin brackets), and with somo 

3 
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reason, as will appear from what I have said in 
note on 1 Tim. vi. 11, where I have fully treated 
on this important e ion, d»yio« Tov Osov, or 
Osov. To the strong authority for its removal sup- 
lied by A, C, G, and above 20 cursives, I add 2 
Lamb. and 7 Mus. copies. Tisch., indeed, has edit- 
ed drò Grot avOpuwa: from MS. B and 4 cur- 
sives; to which 1 add Lamb. 1182, very insuffi- 
cient authority ; and opposed by internal evidence; 
it being a —— alteration to get rid of 
tautology, though the expression no where occurs 
in the N. Test. or the Sept. As to tho term 
&poutrot, this uso of pépeoĝat of ‘being 
ivinely inspired’ is rare; the only ex. 

which Í can adduce is Job xvii. 1, Sept., mveú- 
pare $spousvos, with which comp. Rev. xvii. 3, 
and xxi. 10, add Jos. Bell. vi. 5, 2, Gray fuas 
TÓ ToU Qsov Aáfg Treva, and Jos. 
Antt. iv. 6, 5, öra» tude Gov AdBy wyeuna, 
evar Ae BovrcTat xai Aoyous, oudiy nuwy 
slüóTw», addinow, which passage has a remark- 
able bearing on what is here said as to the origin 
and nature of prophecy. 

II. From the mention of true and Divinely 
inspired prophets, the Apostle takes occasion to 
advert to false prophets; and, intimating that 
there had been such among the Jews, forewarns 
his readers that there will be at least false 

among Christians ; men of corrupt lives, 
promulgating false doctrines to support evil 
iving, and ingratiating themselves with tho 
ple, in order to make a greater gain M preaching 
the Gospel. The end of those men he contrasts 
with that of the pious and virtuous,—and after 
showing that, as in the case of the wicked before 
the Flood, destruction would as surely befal the 
one, as preservation be extended to tho other; 
he, in order the more effectually and forcibly to 
forewarn them of the persons in question, enters, 
as it were, more Prophetica, into a beauti- 
fully graphic description of the false teachers, 
and thus proclaims the hopeless condition of 
those who should be deluded by them. There 
is something very peculiar in the character and 
"e of this Chapter, as compared with those 
of the — and jon A Chapters; on 
which discrepancy, and its probable cause, Dr. 
Peile makes the following able remarks: ‘ Like the 
stern and appelling denunciation of hie country's 
Rulers, into which St. James is suddenly trans- 

rted in ch. v. 1—6, it is plainly to be distin- 
guished from its context by * something of 
phetic strain ;" and, together with the kindred 
chapter written by St. Jude, and of the 
second and fourth chapters of St. John's First 
Epistle, may be traced to that very remarkable 
Discourse which our Lord held with his ** A 
tles of the Circumcision," as detailed in Matt. 
xxiv. 1—25. Mark xiii. 1 —23, and as connected 

M which comp. the promise given in John xiv. 

l. dydvovro di — dwederav] Tbe sense is, 
* There were, however, also false prophets among 
the [Israelitish] people; and thus, too, will 
there be among yos false feachers, who shall 
introduce pernicious heresies, even denying the 
ea that —— mem imm his own blood); 
ringing thereby on themselves speedy destruc- 

tion" On the persons here eanit by these fale 
teachere, much difference of —— exists. 
Some suppose them to have been ics, or 
Nicolaitans ; others, Judaizers, holding opinione 
similar to those of the Montanists of second 
and third centuries. I am myself at t in- 
clined to agree with Dr. Peile, in holding. with 
Calv., ‘non unum notari a Petro tempus; quum 
dicit erunt falsi doctores, sed omnes potius ætares 
comprehendi: Christianos enim cum veteri Pe- 
pulo confert. Hanc igitur doctrinam ad tempus 
nostrum accommodare decet, ne hec tentatio nos 
ig w quum insurgere videmus falsos doctores, 
ut Dei veritatem oppugnent. Ceteram ideo 
nos admonet Spiritus Dei at intenti simus ed 
eavendum ; atque huc spectat tota deseriptio 
quam moz subjiciet."—By the very strong ex- 
pression alpécas dweeAsiat i 
mas as produce or occasion destruction to those 
who receive them. The next words are ana 
tory of the nature of the ruinous heresies in 
question; and by those which follow it is sug- 
gested that the persons originating them bring 
upon the very destruction which they 
occasion to othors, and that a sif? destruction. 
Comp. Lysias c. Erat. 96, raystav wap’ aves 
Ti» Tipeplay xogsicÜs. note on Matt. 
xxiv. 6. Dr. Peile is of opinion, with Calv., 
‘that these heresies are lese doctrinal, than sec- 
tarian and schismatical ; and Calv. would sug- 
gest sectarianism as an apt translation of alp:- 
oss, in tho abstract, on which Dr. Peile has 
somo instructive remarks. By the term wap- 
s.GáE. is denoted the surreptitious craft with which 
the doctrines and practices in question were in- 
troduced. A more definite charge is couched in 
the next words, «ai rd» dyo, y 
pavor, of which the sense depends upon the re- 

supposed in d:owornp, to God 
or to it. The latter seems the more correct 
bil eis * ys of the Old Test. 

in proof e former interpretation, 
are not quite to the point, and the —— 
almost demanded by ayopdcavra. Thus dcer. 
will, as often, be for Keprow. We are not, how- 
ever, to understand that they denied Jesus 
the Messiah ; for otherwise they could not 
been Seam e ar Mo mM 
meaning to at ° ied him who 

" Bedesencr be 

te be 
have 
the 

chased them (i. e. their to T — 
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b Deut. 33. 
36. 
1 Tim. 6. 5. 
Tit. 1.31. 

Upas épTopevcovrav ols TÓ pipa éxcmaXai oùe apyel, xa Ú ISS s, 
Luke 8. 31. 

dea, avrüv où vuotdte. +° Ei yàp ó Geos dryyéXoy ápap- Jons s + 
John 8. 8. 

Tncdvrev oùe ébeí(zaTro, Gra aeipais. Lodov, Taprapócas, map- %8 , 

2. xal w. ifaxod.—r. ee) To fix 
the interpretation, the reading must firat be as- 
certained. Now, for the t. rec. dweeX. most of 
the MSS. have &ácsA y. (which I find in almost 
all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), adopted by all 
the Critical Editors, from Bengel to Tisch., 
whom I have followed, since it is supported by 
both external and internal evidence. Mackn., 
indeed, defends the t. rec.; but on grounds 
very insecure. The word was nof a well-known 
one, at least in its present sense, to the Tran- 
— Ret even i eee i * — 
ing at the term, brought in de aíae, ae fur- 
nishing a sense which they could understand. 
The sense intended, as appears from the context, 
is not so much ‘ dissolute joes’ as licentious 
ways of handling the doctrines of the Gospel, so 
as — ra guar A nua as it is in a 
—the pure —to isparaged as supersti- 
tious and fanatical, or, at any rate, not sufficiently 
intellectual, and enlightened, to suit the votaries 
of a Gospel of man, not of Gop and Christ, 
That ¿caÀ y. is quite susceptible of this sense 
will — what I have said in my Lex. in 
v. I find this view of the sense confirmed by 
Est., who explains ¿caÀ y. of * impure doctrines ;' 
though he thinks the sense perditiones, áare- 
Alas, is meant to be conjoined, as pointing at 
the destruction into which the followers of falso 
doctrine will be hurried, equally with the teach- 
ers and dieseminpators thereof, referring to 2 Tim. 
iii. 13. But that seems a very erroneous view, 
which the learned Expositor would not have 
fallen into, had he understood the true force of 
doshy. The foregoing interpretation ie exceed- 
ingly confirmed by a quite lel of 
St. Jude (formed on that of St. Peter), v. 4, Thv 
TOU Grou Xdpu petariOivrat ale ác) ysiav, 
where the preceding and following context re- 
quires the term doady. to be taken of doctrine 

ially. As exx. of a similar use of ¿Kaxo- 
AovÓ. comp. Isa, lvi. ll, mávres raise odvcis 
avT&v iEnxodovOncay, and espec. Test. xii. P. 
p 628, iEaxoNovOicover Toit *ornpoie ĝia 

iots, and further Amos ii. 4, ols (sc. uaTalow) 
&EnxorocOnaay ol varípss avToy, meaning, 
Ta pata of idolatry and practical infidelity. 
The expression odd +. 4A 4O., as said of the true 
Goepel, is illustrated by reference to Lucian, 
Hermot. 46, play sidervo ¿Ë daracëv ó2óy, dÀ n5 
ve doximdoar xal wepa uaÜov, we póvn ya 
1609 THe avdatuovías. But there is no allusion 

— x at Acts ix. 2, — sect in dien 
y: some, it seems, in ancient, as we 

A Éa times, thought so. And to that I 
ascribe the strange ing in the Alex. MS., 
also in No. 9, and in the JEthiop. and Sahid. 
Versions,——àó Ea, meaning, ‘a tenet of Philo- 

y, or *a body of sucb, forming a system.' 
9. xai iv TAsorsEía—ipuTopsvcorra:] mean- 

ing, * And through covetousnese, they will make 
a mere gain of you (i.e. of teaching you) by 
words fashioned, made up to deceive.’ Comp. 

Isæus, p. 70, \óyois wewracpivos akioces 
wiorevacy Uuas: Jos. Bell. iv. 4, 3, ix vov 
imv@acriov Aoyev: Antt. iv. 6,1, iyxepetv 
iyves Toit Ac-yorr, whore there exists an acknow- 
ledged corruption, the best mode of removing 
which is to euppoee that before roe four letters, 
namely wAÀac., were eaten away by a worm, or 
otherwise effaced in some very ancient archetype. 
Now r Ly xeipeiv TÀacTOi* ig Lenin the very sense 
wanted, by wAacrois being denoted what is fuc- 
fitious, and made up for the nonce; a metaphor 
taken from dishonest traders who put off their 
bad wares, so making them up for sale as to ap- 
pear good articles ; comp. Goldsm..' with doctrines 
Sashtoned to the varying hour.’ With this use of 
éuwop. comp. that in tho phrase iuwopedecOas 
$:Àocopíar in Philo, p. 948, and Themist. 
p. 298, ‘to make gain of Philosophy.’ 
there is, by an anomaly, a use of t for 
the thing, as in Ezek. xxvi. 21, xapnAove Kai 
knobs dy ole iuvopsócorral oe, and Heliod, 
JEth. vi. 7, roy Kwüpera iusropsssTat woxl- 
Awe ádiXkóusvos, where, although the accus. 
is referred by Loesn. solely to isà., it seems 
meant as much for iuwop. The sense is, that 
Nausicles is striving by every sort of attraction 
and inveiglement to make a gain of kim, i.e. to 

in him as a euitor for his daughter, and obtain 
t the words +ó im as & future son-in-law. 

Kpima—ovx àpysi,—vvaTá([si, we have a sin- 
gular mode of expression as respects the two 
verbe dpyat and yuerdYe1, whereby predicates 
are —— the NN xpîpa and nibhr trinm 
properly belong to the persons exercising judg- 
ment and infi eting destruction. Certain! the 
phraseology is such as would be rather suitable 
to poetry, and that lyric, whereby what is properly 
Mice only to persons ie ascribed to ; 
though the idiom sometimes occurs in the Class, 
prose writers; e.gr. /Elian ap. Suidam, p. 790, 
ov u'jy ixdBevdey ù Tov Osov wodvoia. And so 
our great Poet has: ‘ Why sleeps the thunder in 
the vin si sky P" 

. Of these verses the scope is to exem- 
plify the method of God's judgment in such 
cases, and to verify what was before said, that 
God visits vice with punishment, and virtue with 

*7 L dp ó Oade dyyidev dua dvr . al yap ade dyyiiav erueárrw», 
&c.] In duaprnodyrey there is reference to 
the rebellion of the fallen angels. In the words 
espais {odov, raprapweae (one of almost 
JEschylean boldness) the term raprapeoatis sup- 

to be derived from the Heathen, and caipaie 
ópov from the Jewish forme of speaking on this 

subject; Tartarus being a part of Hades, in which 
criminals were represented as confined till the 
day of — Be that as it may, the fallen 
angels here are not spoken of as being in actual 
torments, but only adjudged to them, and mean- 
while committed to the security of chains of 

; i.e. to places where utter darkness 
holds them as it were enchained. So Wied. xvii. 
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[4 9 [4 & [d 5 d M » , Lå ? ddemn.7.n. édbwxev EiS xpigw * TNpoupevovs Kat apyaiov KOGJLOU OVK 
1 Pet. 3. 19, 

Jude 14, 15. épeicato, add Čydoov Ne Sixasoovvns «ýpuxa épvdafe, xara- 
eam. 10.2 KdUTHOV kocyo aceBaw émáfac 9 * <a mores Xoóóuay xai 
Num. 36. 10. 
Deut. 29. 23. 
Isa. 18. 19. 

Topuoppas tedpwoas xaracTpojij Karéxpwev, Uroderypa perior- 
^ , ` , e 

Jer Tov aceBew Teens T <a) Óikatov Awt, caTatrovoupevoy umo 
Hos. 11. 8. 
Amos 4. 11. 
Jude 7. 
f Gen. 19. 
7, 8, M5. 
g Ps. 119. 
58. 
Esek. 9. 4 

Ths Tov abécpwv èv aceNyeia avactpodis, éppycato— * Bép- 
pari yap xai àxojj 6 Sixasos, éykarowv v avrois, nuépay e£ 
nuépas *yvyiiv Sixcalay ávópow Epyos égaadwey: 9 ^ olde Kupios 

hP siz eùgepeis ¿x mepacpot prvecOat, adixous dé eis T)juépav Kpioews 
1 Cor. 10. 13. 
i Jude 4. 7, 
8, 10, 16. 

xodalopevous tnpeiy 10 í udduora è Tots Orlow capkóüs ev èri- 
Quia pracpod mopevopévovs, kal xupwTyTos karadpovobUvras- 
(roAunral, avdddes, Sofas où tpéuoves Braodnmovrrtes !) 

17, of the wicked, dAvce: oxdrove idiOnoay. 
Hdot. v. 77, where, in an Athenian inerription 
in the Acropolis, it is said of captives held in 
fetters, Azouw iy dyAvoayts ordipiw icBecav 
— Here the persons are thrust down ‘to 

ins of darkness, and the andying worm,’ Milt. 
Par. L. vi. 739. 

5. dydoov Næs] meaning, D an idiom fre- 
quent in the best writers, * Noah with seven 
others.'-—Kjpexa čıxarocóvne, meaning, ‘a 
herald to proclaim to the world tidings of the 
righteousness that is by faith,” and of which it ie 
said, Heb. xi. 7, that he was himself an heir.— 
'EoóAaEs, &c. So in Ecclus. xliv. 17, he is re- 
presented as xaráAtiuua Ty yit. 

6. xaracrpopy «aTíxpiwer] i. e. ‘executed 
punishment upon them by utter destruction.’ 
See note on Rom. viii. 3. — Yeróüstvyua—/Ta01:- 
«es, ‘having made them a type and example of 
the future punishment of the wicked.’ See Ec- 
clus. xliv. 16. 

7. xarTawovolpevov—avactpopis] * wearied 
out (comp. Ps. xev. 10, Sept.) by the profligate 
behaviour of men who trampled on all laws.’ 

8. BAíunaTi yàp xai dxop] These words 
denote the mode in which he was daily annoyed 
with witnessing their wicked conduct. Render, 
* at sight and report [of their dissolute course of 
life],' just before spoken of. There is something 
graphio in the mode of expression BA. «al dx. : 
and in the words xaratrovoumevoy Uwe Tfjv TOV 
adiouwy iv doshysia avacrpopit, there seems 
to be especial reference to the abominable con- 
duct spoken of in Gen. xix. 4—10.—(Jvxiw 
étxalay.—iBacayiTey. A remarkablo uta- 
tion of construction, for ifacavi{ero [kara] 
Yuyo sicaiay dvom. ipyos, scil. abre. The 
expression well corresponds to xarawovouptvov 
just before, and was probably formed on 2 Macc. 
viii. 3 TÓV — ag t DUE 
A e may also su to have in 
mind Isa. xlii. 2, es agen Versions of 
aque Symm., and Theodot. 

. olde Kópios evoeBete—rnpaiv] ‘In the 
two members, of which this eentence is composcd, 
we have (as Calvin observes) a twofold answer 
returned, to quell the uneasy misgivings of the 
oppressed righteous, when they see the ungodly 
in such p rity, ‘ flourishing like a green bay- 
tree,’ while themselves seem abandoned to hopeless 
adversity. To which purpose is a passage of Ps. 

lxxiii., where the same process of stumbling is 
described, occasioned by beholding the prosperity 
of oe — at the — of Free of the 
righteous; where the suggestions M nature 
* finely depicted, and then are introduced, in 
opposition thereto, the considerations of Divine 
grace, by a reference, l. to the examples of the 
saints ; A to the difficultv of judging concerning 
God's dispensatione; and, 3. (as here) to the 
final issue of things at the day of j ent. 

ej tat ‘if Here, then, the Apostle means to 
God panished formerly the wicked, an 
the good, he surely, m the exercise of his own 
wise providence, well how, in all future 
times, to punish the one and preserve the other, 
either by relieving them out of trial (for such is 
the import of w«ipacuov), or preserving them 
under it. Thue s trial was, that ‘his righteous 
soul was vexed with witnessing the deeds of the 
ungodly around him ;'* and from that trial he was 
delivered by their being removed out of the way 
in the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, just 
as the righteous will, at the day of j ent, be 
deli from this, ae well as all other trials and 
tribulations (see Rev. xxi. 4), by the evil being 
for ever seperated from the good. See Matt. xiii. 
49. At ele nuipay cpicsws xoceCoudsove Tap., 
comp. 4 Macc. xii. 12 and Jude 7; the former of 
which passages was prob. in Peters mind. On 
the force of wretpacpuod see note on 2 Cor. xii. 

10. Here what has been before said is now 
more directly applied to the persons in question, 
who are most graphically characterized.—rove 
óÓ*íce e«apxós—^Tropsvouívovs. Render, ‘ who 
live conformably to the flesh, in the last of pol- 
lution,’ i.e. in carnal and polluting practices. 
Then is represented their txsubordination and 
rebellion eant any such lawful authority as 
might check their vicious ices; and while 
(as at ver. 13) setting forth the greatness of their 
guilt, the Apostle breaks out into a parenthetical 
exclamation at their wickedness—‘ Audacious and 
self-willed are they ! they seruple not to 
evil even of rulers in high stations.” AvOddete 
means lit, self: for avroadeis), ° self- 
willed ns, to whom nothing ves itself 
but thcir own conceits, and who will have their 
own way in every thing, and say and do what 
they please : of which character a spirited eketch 
is given by Theophrast, Char. Eth. xv. 
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l*Gmoy dyyeXot, toxyvi kai Suvdyer peiLoves Óvres, od dépovat x Judes. 
«ar avtay Tapa Kupip BXáadnpuov xplaw. 1! Obroe 88, (cbs 13er isa. 
Groya aa, pvoixa, yeyevnuéva eis Grwow kal POopay,) dv ols 
ayvoouct Bracdnuovvres, ev T) dÜopà avtav Í xarad@Qapr- 
govrat, 13 m kopioúpevoi proOov adixias: fjGovijv Fyovpevor THY m Juden. 
év nuépa Tpudiu, (omiAct xal pdpor!) évtpupevres év rais 
t amdrats aùtôv, cvvevexoUuevo, our 1t dbGardpovs Éyovres 
peotous potyadibos Kal áxaramaócTovs dpaprías Seded{ovres 
uxas aornpicrous, xapóíav yeyuuvacpévny * mheove¥iais éyov- 

ll. oç @ipover xat’ avrov, &c.] The refer- 
ence in xer’ avtiov ie disputed. me suppose 
it to be to dóEasc just before ; others, to Tol unra, 
atOadas. lt is, however, better, with son 
and Abp. Newcome, to refer it to ayysAwy 
duapr. at ver. 4; un we read xab avTov 
(from some MSS. and the Vulgate Version), 
meaning those of their own body, i. e. the bad 
angels; which seems placed beyond doubt by tbe 
parallel passage of Jude 9. The argument is, 
that * the persons in gees calumniate those of 
high reputation and dignity, their brethren, while 
the angels, exalted as they are above them in 
power, do not speak calumniously, or with vits- 

ion, of their fellow angels, even though the 
very reverse of ipdoEo:. 

12—16. Here the Chaga je brought home, and 
the persons in question ibed, under various 
characters; 1. as, like the axtmals, devoid of rea- 
son, and guided solely by their animal senses and 
instincts (as if created only to be taken and 
destreyed), and thereby speaking evil of things 
which they do not understand, viz. the laws and 
measures of their rulers. ‘ These (it is added) 
shall utterly and justly perish by their own cor- 
rupt ices,” or, as the parallel passage of Jude 
10 (on which eee note) seems to call for, ° by the 
corruption, the abuse, of the things, or doc 
which they, through ignorance, calumniate. 
However, tho exact sense depends on the reading, 
which is disputed, inasmuch as for uidi = 
MSS. A, B, C}, and 4 cursivee, with some 
of the Vulg., and also some later Versions, have 
xai @0ap., which is prob., though not certainly, 
the true reading, since internal evidence is in its 
favour, and xl i oft. confounded with xara in 
composition by the ecribes. If xai pap. be the 
true reading. the sense is, that ‘through their 
corruption (of the doctrines) will they (the cor- 
rupters) themselves perish.” 

2. $veixd is put, by an idiom of ordinary 
Greek, for Wvyixa (used in the parallel passage 
of Jude 19) ` dewating * those who are governed 
by the animal passions of buman nature, and 
consequently are not under the guidance of the 

irit or soul For yeytrnuíra Lachm, and 
isch. edit yeyiw., from .; a mani- 

fest alteration proceeding from certain Critics, 
who did not pacan that e — ante, satis- 
factory, of yeyeynuiva is * brought iuto ing." 
13, 14. "Mere are introduced more special 

charges,—tbose of gross sensuality, nay, profi- 

BUTS. doy» wyoónaro] Here dovür is em- 
phatic, the full sense being, ‘ regarding this rather 
as a matter of gratification, and priding themselves 
in their shame,'—for sensual gratificatien in the 

day-time was, in ancient times, ever regarded as 
a matter of utter sottishness; sce ] These. v. 7, 
and note; an allusion to which occurs in Eurip. 
Meleag. frag. 22, rd gue 9' avayany xpoctiOnes 
ewdpovsiv.—'EvTovdoorTris iv Tait awarait, 
&c. These words seem intended te further un- 
fold the idea at ydovne—reuvgiy preceding, and 
the full sense may be as follows: ‘who, by means 
of their deceits, contrive to live luxuriously ; 
constant attendante at your feasts." This mode 
of taking the passage vields an excellent sen 
and involves no harshness ; for iy may very wel 
be taken for by, and ivrpupayres for àv Tov 
Cidyorres ; since of ixrpugge in the sense luvu- 
riari exx. are not rare.— To advert to a matter of 
various reading. For dwarais, the reading of 
only two MSS. and some Versions, d»yásraie was 
preferred by Erasm. and Grot., and has been re- 
ceived into the text by Lachm. and Tisch. (let 
edit.), but not on good grounde, since internal 
evidence is as much against it as external autho- 
rity. It might possibly arise from an error on 
the part of the scribes ; but it may most probably 
be ascribed to alteration by Critica, suggested by 
the words of Jude, ver. 12, obroí elow ¿v Tats 
d'yávaie Und aTiXdÓss, proceeding from scio- 
lists who were at a loss to see how drárare could 
comport with ¿sr Yet the two are 
any thing but lel. The expressions em- 
ployed in the above were indeed used with a 
view to — of St. Peter, though only so 
far employed as that the idea implied in ortos 
and pepo, iyvrpuavres and cuvevwxovusvos 
here is there more Sally evolved. Tisch. has in 
his 2nd ed. prudently recalled dwarais. 

14. p0. usc. uoix.] i. e. * by their looks 
they show the lasciviousnese of their hearts.’ 
Comp. Eurip. Hippol. 525, "Epws, ives Š xaT 
AMATUS Led n wo8ov. The ‘eyes are here 
spoken of as the especial inlets and outlets of 
adulterous passion; and, as giving entrance to 
sin, they are, in the words following dsata- 
TajcTovs duaprías, by a peculiar mode of ex- 
pression, whereby that is attributed to things 
which properly belongs to persons, represented 
as committing that to which they thus give en- 
trance. However, for dxatrawavorove, many 
MSS. and some Versions have dxararaverou, 
and two MSS. have dxarawacrove, which has 
been odited — But neither is admissi- 
ble, and the latter is wholly-undeserving of at- 
tention, as being a word no where found, and 
which, if it ever existed, would yield & sense 
here wholly unsuitable, —namely, unentbros A 
For wAcovefiase, almost all the MSS., at least 
of any note (I add most of the Lamb. and all 
the Mus, copies), have wAsoveEbas, which has 
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2 PETER II. 15—18. 

»Ne»s& Te, eatdpas Téxva | 15" KaraMróvre [rv] edOciay G$, 
émXavijógcayp, éFaxoXovOrjcavres Tí) 099 ToU Baħaàdu ToU Bocóp, 
$c uoo» adicias Fyámnoev, 19 édeyEw Se ¿cyxey dias mapa- 
vopias ùroķóyov addwvoy dy áyÜperrov devi) pbeyEducroy 

o Jade 18, 
13 

éxwhuce THY ToU Trpodiyrov Tapappoviay. 17 ° Orol eisi mya 
dvvdpos, + vepédas id Aalrarros éXavvópevas, ols ó Co 7 

paure. oxoToUs els aiðva Terripytas 18 P‘Trépoyxa yap paratoTnTos 
eh. 1. 4. 

been received by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch. I have now admitted it, since it bas in- 
ternal evidence, no lees than external authority, 
in its favour, being the mere difficult reading, 
though one quite correct in phraseology, since 
this construction of the genit. with participles 
and adjectives derived from verbe is found both 
in the Class. writers and in the New Test., 
e. g. John vi. 45, d:daxroi Oros. 1 Cor. ii. 18, 
dy dsdaxrots Tlysóuarot À cyo. 

15. cavediwdvtss—iaravi0ncay] meaning, 
that ‘they have utterly forsaken * the right way” 
of scriptural truth and holy obedience, and quite 
gone astray ; not merely from an erroneous judg- 
ment, but from the corruption of their hearts." 
The force of the comparison, ifexoX., &c., rests 
on this, that ‘as Balaam, for the gratification of 
his own inveterate covetousness, counselled the 
Moabites to entice the Israelites into illicit con- 
nexion with their women, and thus lead them 
into idolatry and draw on them the 
punishment of God ; so these false teachers, by 
giving Christians a licence to commit immo- 
rality, in like manner called forth the vengeance 
of '—pnu00óy dadcxlae Fy. Of the moral 
character of Balaam we know nothing; but it 
is plainly — in the Old Test. history, and 
confirmed by Philo, Josephus, and all the Jowish 
Interpreters, that covetousness tempted him to 
commit so base a violation of his duty as a Pro- 
phet ;—just as in the case of these false teachers, 
avarice and sensuality tempted them to falsify 
the Gospel, that they might make it the more 
— of gain, to expend on their own lusts. 
here is p force in the term hyérneav, 

with which I would comp. Soph. Antig. 1048 
(of Tiresias), radcxaty ptreov.— Kerarixdvree 
vi)» soQsiay ov. The rap is on strong autho- 
rity (to which I add all the Lamb. and several 
Mus. copies) cancelled by Griesb., Matth., Scholz, 

iech. 
w Gt leyes» liae wapav., &c.] 

gremion: a dumb beast, speaking with ion: a dum g 
voice, the Prophet's madness,’ 

17. í sle,—¿Xavs.] A most lively com- 

—— eren * d M rci promising m t constan Y Ë 
S pinum * those who — ment 

truth ; —specio ut deceiving, as 
wells destitute of water, and clouds that 
no rain; than which no disappointment can, in 

foram wees japan sometimes not merely di : t lure 
travellers to destruction. By the bighly fi ve 
expression (formed on the image of artarus, 
adverted to supra v. 4) is designated a place 
and state of woe the most dismal, with which 

POeyyopevor Sereafovow dv eriBupias capxos, aveNyeiass, Tovs 

18. sa AAE PE &c.] We have here 
same sentiment as at ver. 17; i 

regen but the — pase on 
t Swipoyxa su piuera, ° ing words 

of empty boasting.” So Ari . Ren. 971, 
und 

Kon Tahu Te xal puu&ver imayOav. Thus 
‘a allusion to that 

See 2 Cor. xii. 

f the perticip! ing, Toi : er leer fedens 

fant uidquid libet eoe; n lulum, id est, 
i tvel potius pauls- 

of the two other read 
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xa X«erijpos Ineo Xpiotov, Tovrow è may duTXakévres 
sTÉwTGA, 'yéyovev avrois Ta syara yeipova TAV Tporov. 
31 * Koeirrov yàp Ww avrois uù émeyvexéyas Tij» ddov Tis Bucato- wLoke 18. 
cvs,  ervyvotow émortpépas ¿< ris mapadoGelans avrois 
ayias évrodijs. ?? t SupBéSnxe 86 avrois Tó Tfç adnOods mapost- t Prov. M. 
plas ‘Kúwv émiorpéwpas ¿mi ro ¿ov é£épaua xat 
“Ts Novcapévy, eis eUAsopa BopBopov. 

JHI. ! * Tavryy fbn, dryammro, Sevrépay buiv wypádo émis 

in the case of dAlyes as used with ovx, though 
of the three passages where it is found one or 
two may be considered corrupt. And, as to 
óA lov, which Est. seeme to have read, it by ne 
means admite of such a sense. I doubt not that 
the true reading ie óA (ye, or dAiyor, ° within a 
little, almost.’ The words are often confounded 

construction 
as dog shir alge use of — — was 
never emplo any pure Gree ter, nor 
indeed any Class, writer at all, though it occurs 
elsewhere thrice in the New Test., also in Theo- 
dor., t. iv. 394. 3 Mace. ii. 26. The framer 
the emendation may be su to have in- 
tended dorAysias to be taken as a Genit. of 
Subst. for the cogn. Adject.; and thus as put 
for doeXyias, * inordinate, * excessive Yet it 
ís doubtful whether this be an idiom ever found 
in the New Test. ; and, as being after an attri- 
bative Genit. such as capxde, w it be not 
solecistic. 

19. iXsvOspíav] meaning, liberty both reki- 
gious (as releasing them from what was thought 
un strictness of life), and, probably, 
political. This they lera bak moet incon- 
sistently, themselves being slaves of corruption 
and vice. The best comment here is John viii. 
34, and Rom. vi. 16—20; compare also Eu 
Hec. 858. seqq. and Plato de Repub. ix. p. 255. 
The next wo & yáp Tis Srr., &c., have the 
air of a „and were, we may suppose, of 
popular application. 
bo. This gives another reason why black dark- 

ness is reserved for such offenders ; q. d. ‘ If 
fessed Christians, having escaped the pollutions 
of the world, by the knowledge of Christ,’ were 
again, by the artful seduction of falee teachers, 
entangled in those polluting — and so 
‘ overcome" as habitually to indulge in their cor- 
rupt inclinatione, their * latter end,' after they 

of da éyov, lv 

had learned thus to pervert the Gospel, would be 
far worse than the beginning, when they had 
sinned in ignorance; as they must have done 
violence to far clearer light and fuller convic- 
tion, (Scott.) Comp. Thucyd. i. 86, where we 
have divrAacías Qnuíae &giol slow, brc der 
dya0ur xaxol J— 
— is il belga of the in bag of the 

ing verse, and is meant to show that apos- 
tasy, or living unworthy of their Christian 
fession, is far worse than a state of heathenism, 
since ignorance would then have been some ex- 
cuse; whereas, by sinning against knowledge, 
they were at once more condemned and more 

ened. 
22, The baseness of the conduct of such per- 

sons is further illustrated by an apt comparison, 
formed on two proverbe; one derived from Prov. 
xxvi. 1], — 

Epiet. iv. il, 29, we have do«A0à xal yolpo 
kvAÍn Tai. —Àt 

of 

in the poses Here, however, wo 
may supply from the verb evuéfin«s its — 
noun cuufyue, just as in a passage of Plato, 
p. 136, done uoi TÒ Tov 'lfguxelov Tarmov xs- 
moviva, it is necessary to supply vráÜos from 
wenovbivas. 

III. The Apostle here declares, that he wrote 
this, as he had done the former Epistle, to put 
them in mind of Christ's final advent to judg- 
ment, and to induce them to prepare for it. But 
De were trons at hey mat expect to hear the 
notion ridiculed by foolish and profane persons. 
To show how ill founded is this ridicule, he inti- 
mates that the first constitution of the earth was 
such as to oceasion the Flood, and that the pre- 
sent frame tends to a dissolution by fire, which 
will take at ite appointed time; and that 
the — "ay it is delayed is, to — Hs 
opportunit previous preperation; but that 
when the osa of God are accomplished, the 
day of the Lord will come suddenly, and the 
world be destroyed by an universal co on; 
after which there be new heavens a now 
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oroAny, éy als Sveyeipw toy èv vropynoce thy eae) Šid- 
votav, ? uygeÜtrjvas THY TpoetpTuévey ómudTey vro TOV dry(or 
mpopnTav, kaè Tis TOv dirooTóMo, ay ÈVTOAÑS, ToU Kupíov 

1Tim.41. eal Xerijpos Š ToUTo Tpérrov ywwokovtes, Gts éXevoovTas èr b 
3 Tim. 3 
Jade 18. écxárov TOY f)uepóv ewratkral, xarà Tas dias avTOv émbu- 
clea.s.19. plas wopevopevos, *°xai Xéyoyres “Ilo éorw ñ émwarpyedia 
Jer. 17. 15. a , * ^ 
Esek. 13.33. TG TAPOVTIAS AUTO ; 

earth for the righteous. Thus it highly behoved 
them to re for that awful eonsummation by 
holiness and stedfastness in the faith. (Benson.) 

l. ravrny hôn, —irioroàń»} Render: * This 
second Epistle, beloved, now write I unto you ;' 
meaning that this which he is now writing is 
the second of two Epistles.—dcayalpw iv vroup. 
* ] stir, by way of remembrancer, your pure and 
well-disposed disposition.’ So Plato, stA:xpevet 
TÄ dsavola yowuevor. Comp. supr. i. 13, and 
note. By slArixpiv7 is meant ° pure of, free from, 
all leaven of prejudice against the truth; im- 
plying the being fully disposed to embrace it and 
uot upon it; for it is not, as some Commentators 
have supposed. the sind, or intellectual faculty, 
that is denoted by diápoiap, but the dispositi 
or affections of the mind, as directed by the well. 
Comp. Eph. ii. 3, rotoveres T 0s uaTa—Tóvy 
Ccavorwy, and see note. 

2. uwncÜnva, Tew wpostp.—Lethpor] The 
Ene sense is, *So as to be (constantly) mind- 
ul of the things before announced by the holy 

ets, and of the injunction of our Lord and 
Saviour [at the hands of] us his Apostles.” It 
js true that this version depends upon a Wand 
point of reading. For nuc» very many MSS. 
(to which I can add Lamb. 1183, 1184, 1196, 
and 2 ancient Mus. copies) have óuevr, which 
has been adopted by Matth., Lachm., and Tisch., 
but not on good grounds. External — 
has no great weight in the case of words so muc 
alike, and constantly confounded by the scribes, 
as "uis and Puer: and internal evidence is 
uite in favour of judy, from Sup involving no 

little harshness, and being liable to objection, 
which has been ably stated by Est., who gives up 
the Vulg. and its —— bue as indefensible, 
aleo pointing out (with his characteristic acute- 
ness) the origin of the false reading as far as con- 
cerns the Vulg. Strange is it that such perplexity 
should have Goan occasioned to the Commenta- 
tors by what is so common in the best Greek 
writers, aie Thucyd., and not rare even in 
Jos. and Philo, namely, a slight transposition of 
the words from the natural and more usual order, 
and what, when only duly adjusted, will stand 
thus: «ai tHe ivroàñs ñu@v rev dwoord\ey 
Tov Kuplov xai Zwr. That Jude must have 
had nud in his copy (as also had the Pesch. 
Syr. Translator), is plain from the 17th verse of 
his Epistle, written with this in mind. 

8. Tovro Tpærov ywooxovras, &. By 
iba ua to F understood not so much what 
was to happen first, as a premise, es to be 
attended to, from which, id conclude they ought 
to remember the paeen of the Prophets, and 
the injunctions of the Apostles; see Benson, and 
the note on i. 20, and comp. Jobn xiii. 19. At 
ix’ ioxárov T. ñu. supply uépous, hereafter ; 
the expression not denotiug any precise time, but 

ad 5 yap oi TaTépeç éxopHOnoay, rárra 

either a remote or soon approaching period, as 
best suits the context. The sense, however, partly 

nds on the reading, which varies. Thue, for 
ix’ doyarov Tw Ü"uspiv, Lachm. and Tisch. 
read, from A, B, C, aud about 12 cursives (J 
add Lamb. 1182), lo xdrov ; but without reason, 
since external authority for that reading is in- 
sufficient, and internal evidence against it, in- 
asmuch as écyarov is the more di reading, 
and defended by Heb. i. 2, iw’ icyarow Tav 
$arpew, and ] Pet. i. 20, ¿m' ioydrov Trew 
Xpore», ry — — there —— in- 
curring the charge of inconsistency ore- 
over, the reading £cxd rov here is confirmed both 
Hae Pesch. Syr. Vers. and Jude, ver. 18. 

ore éuwaixrac the words iw’ inwatyuovg 
are found in several ancient MSS. (I add Lamb. 
1184) and some Versions, as aleo some 
(ae Chrys. and Cyrill.), and have been admitted 
into the text by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tiech. External authority is, indeed, such as is 
scarcely sufficient to warrant their being brought 
in; yet in aid of this comes internal evidence, 
which is somewhat in its favour, considering that 
the words could not have ed from the 
Catenists or the Scholiasta, since there is no 
vestige of them there, and the words would have 
been more likely to be put out tban pat in. 
They derive strong support from the Pesch. Syr. 
and Vulg. Versions, Chrys., and Cyrill., as also 
Augustin. de Civ. Dei, xx. 1, 18, where it is 
said: ‘venient in novissim& dierum illusione 
illudentes, and Jerome adv. Jov. i. 25, and lastì 
by — a ore’ Father pd the fi 
century. ey ma supposed to have been 
omitted, from the similarity of the initial sylla- 
bles éuwacy. Nota few such expressions are to 
be met with in the Old Test., and some in the 
New, when, by a similar association of a word 
with another co-dcrivative of some verb, an in- 
tensity of sense is conveyed, however difficult it 
sbs oc ns a dle "t 

Aéyorras" “Iob ior, &c.] By avrov is 
plainly meant Christ. From the character of the 
persons, this cannot import any inquiry into the 
romises of Christ's coming ín ture; nor is 
t to be thought (with some) that they 
hie second coming, and thought it long. 
— — as a popular form of 
expression, in which was implied a disbelief that 
ho would come af all, and an insinuation that 
there was no hope of an event so long delayed. 
By his —— meant his coming to judgment, 
as a r$ m the answer to those ecoffers, 
vv. 18. —d$' Fs yap—xticsws, meaning, 
‘t Our fathers have successively died, nor has any 
one come to life; and as from the creation of the 
world al] things are carried on by an alternate 
course of living and of dying, so does the order 
of nature remain the same. Thus they will 
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fancy that what has been so long deferred will 
never come to pass.’ ‘It is —— Bp. Shut- 
tleworth) too early yet in the history of mankind 
for infidelity to derive an argument against Reve- 
lation from this circumstance ; but we can readily 
imagine that should the continuance of the pre- 
sent order of the universe be still maintained 
through & vast succession of ages yet to come, 
the time may arrive when tho misgiving here 
alluded to may begin seriously to shake the firm- 
ness of the conviction of the most sincere be- 
lievers. Under such a supposition, then, there 

to be much mercy in the arrangements of 
ruvidence, which have thus axn/íicipufed a for- 

midable objection of Infidelity, and s ted & 
satisfactory argument, from which every humble 
Christian may, to the latest possible duration of 
time, derive increased faith and consolation under 
a procrastinated ope which makes the heart 

5—7. To this objection of the scoffers, that al] 
things remained the same from the beginning of 
the creation, and therefore would continue so, 
St. Peter answers, that this is not the fact; for 
the world had been once destroyed by water, and 
would be again by fire.—Aas0ávs. abrovs T. 
Oà. "This is commonly supposed to import a 
wilful ignorance of what they might have known, 
but cared sot to know. The sense, however, 
rather seems to be, ‘it escapes the notice of those 
who opine (or give it as their opinion) that,’ &c. 
And so Hdian., v. 3, 11, elxóva Aso» dvdpyac- 
tov slvai ÜíA ovo. By ovpayoi we are to un- 
derstand, not ‘the ethereal,’ but ‘the aérial 
heavens,'—Of the words following, «at yn ig 
téaros x«l à d — e — 
rob. sense appears to at assign apel., 
Kypie, Elsner, Rosenm., and Pott, ‘ the earth, 

ith its atmosphere (i.e. the aérial heaven), 
being formed out of water, and consisting by 
means of water; cvwacT. being for eve Tuc 
&xovca. So Thales said that adrra i Udaroe 
GvyioTdra: ; as also did other philosophers. So, 
too, Philo de Plant. Noë, p. 215, says, ix 
yñs drdeys «el *arrós Udaros, xal dipos, 
Kai wupds—cuviorn 00s ó xócuos, and Max. 
Tyr. Diss. xxv. p.258, Tẹ Ais vadpats yñ 
cvvícT* &c. The Apostle thus means to 
confute those deridere, by proving that things 
had wot continued as they were from the crea- 
tion; and that such an assertion supposes utter 
ignorance on their part of what tbey might have 
known, both from the book of Revelation, and, 
i the book of Nature ;—ignorance of the 
natural constitution of the earth, which, he pro- 

ceeds to say, is physically ordained to bring on 
its own destruction by fire at some future period, 
as it did formerly by water. 

6, 7. On these verses see, for illustration, Jos, 
Antt. i. 1, 1, and 2, 3, where he says that Adam 
foretold, that icse0a. — tev ÜÀcy,— 
Tóy piv Kat’ loxiv wupds, TÓv Írspor di KaTa 
Bíav xal *X50os« odor. 

7. ol dà yuy obpavol—dyOpéw ov] ‘From the 
circumstantial manner in which the final confla- 
gration of the heavens and the earth is contrasted 
with the destruction of the old world, it is plain 
that the Apostle has given, not a figurative, but 
a real representation of what will hereafter take 
place.’ Abp. Sharp, in D'Oyly and Mant. 

8, 9. The Apostle here proceeds to show toky 
the Lord defers the last judgment; namely, out 
of his long-suffering, an at the sinner may 
come to repentance; and this he prefaces with a 
saying found in Ps. xc. 4, and oft. occurring in 
the Rabbinical writers. 

9. ob Bpadbvas — hyourras] — ‘The 
Lord does not procrastinate respecting his pro- 
mises, as some account what he doth to be dila- 
torincas.'—ov Bpadiver—rie iwayysAXlas. At 
T. iwayy. there is a Genit, of reference, quod 
attinet ad, ‘ slow as to his promise,’ i. e. in per- 
forming it. And of this use of the Genit. after ` 
verbs exx. occur in the Class. writers (see 
Matth. Gr. Gr. § 337), yet only in the instance 
of some verbe, and under certain restrictions, not 
comprehending Bpadive. However, this does 
not amount to a solecism, since Bpaduvw is used 
in the very same sense, at least with the dative 
case, in Sept. Deut. vii. 10, obxl Bpadiva: rote 
uicovaiy —* and often in Jos. In short, 
all the i arity consists in — being 
used where Bpad’s iors would have been more 
classically correct, since Adjectives are not un- 
frequently so used by the best writers. By pro- 
mise is meant fulfilment of promise ; namely, that 
he would return to judgment, The scoffers had 
prob. said, that either God had really made no 
such engagement to judge all men according to 
their works; or that, if he had, he had not lei- 
sure to fulfil it. The argument is, that the delay 
of the catastrophe in question does xol proceed 
from God's dilatoriness in making his assurance 
good (by coming to judgment and putting a final 
end to this mundane system) ; espec. if we con- 
sider that the measure of time with the Deity 
and with men is quite different; fime being as 
nothing to Him in whose sight all is eternity; 
but that He delays from long- ing, in order 
that all may have the opportunity of repentance, 
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i; & 
> a Eg 

10. Ee 8& š tumipa Kupiov] That is, ‘the 
day of judgment;’ see 1 These. v. 2; comp. 
Rev. iii. 3. m. and Tiech. cancel the $ 
before jm., from B, C, and 2 cursives, and Cyrill. 
The Article is, indeed, used at ] Cor. v. 5, and 
2 Thess. ii. 2. But there it is called for by tho 
one before Kupiov. At 1 Thess. v. 2, indeed, 
the Article is used, notwithstanding that Kep. 
has it not, at least in the t. rec. ; ugh there 
several of the best MSS. and some early Editions 
are without the Article, which propriety would 
certainly reject, and which is unn with 
Kvpíov ; for that adjunct so evidently adverts to 
one day alone that, the very notoriety of it, 
the Article is needless; and prob. St. Paul did 
not employ it there. And, considering that St. 
Peter evidently tranefuses what St. Paul there 
gays to this of his Epistle, the reading 
here may well follow the reading there. The 
words ¿y varl are absent from several MSS., 
Versions, and Fathers, and have been cancelled 
by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. They may have 
been an interpolation from Eph. v. 2, pro- 
bably were, since they could not well be omitted 
by accident in so many MSS. "Throughout this 
passage St. Peter had in view Judith xvi. 1, with 
which comp. Lucret. v. 93, seqq.—ol ovpavol 
porlnddy wapeAavoorras, ° with a mighty crash ;° 
— as Hesych. explains. So in Hero ap. 

useum, 339, we have poi{nddy wpoxdpnvor 
dx’ 4\:Batov rice wipyov. By this we may 
understand that the world will away only as 
to the purpose it had served ; for, as — ob- 

* it is not necessary to suppose, with some, 
that the world will be annihilated, or removed, 
with its atmosphere, from its present orbit to 

Gael? expressod by Shaksp. in the words, “shall ne sp. in the words, ° 
diwolve, And, like the base fabric of a vision, 
Leave not a wreck behind !'—ero: xia ài cave. 
—<arax, Many think that crocy. cannot de- 
note the elements properly so called, but the 
heavenly bodies. But the usual signification of 
the word may be retained; see Benson. It de- 
notes the com parts, those on which the 
Creator (as it were) went in the work of creation. 
In the cavootpmeva xataxanoera: there is some- 
thing quite graphic. That the world is to be 
destroyed by fire was the opinion of many emi- 
nent ancient Philosophers. And, potisidering the 
antiquity, and almost universality, of the opi- 
nion, Dr. Burnet, Theor. Tellur. vol. ii. p. 30, 
forcibly observes, ‘We have heard, as it were, 
the cry of “ Fire!" through al] antiquity, and 
among all the people of the earth. Let us ex- 
amine what attestation the ets and Apostles 
give to this ancient doctrine of the conflagration 
of the world. The Prophets saw the world on 

erpojais xai evocBeias, |? kr pocdoxevtTas xai omevdovras 
Tijv Tapovoiay THs ToU Oeod ñuépas, Ôt fjv ovpavol arupovperos 

17. , ` ^ , , 13 1 ` Se 

&% 3 AvOncovras, Kal OTOYA kavcoUpeva THKETAL. Kawoùs 

firo at a distance, and more imperfectly, as a 
brightness in the heavens, rather as a burn- 
ing flame. But Peter describes it as if he had 
been standing by, and seen and heard the crack- 
ling flames.’ 

. ToÚTey oU» T. Àvou., TOT. Sst Spaz] 
*Doctrinam superiorem de mundi per ignem 
tranemutatione Apostolicà convertit (Petrus) ad 
exbortationem. terum exhortatio ratiocina- 
tione constat hujusmodi: Mundus, qui noatri 
causá conditus est, incendio solvetur, purgabitur, 
innovabitur, ut nostrum, id est, electorum atque 
ustorum fiat receptaculum ; quantum igitur nos 
peos, ut in habitaculum illud recipiamur, puros 
et sanctos eese convenit!’ (Kst.) The interpreta- 
tion, however, depends on the reading, which is 
disputed. For oov, MSS. B, C, and 9 cursives 
(to which I can only add Lamb. 1182), have 
otres, which is edited by Tisch. But external 
authority is insufficient, and internal evidence is 
against the reading, for the ob» is almost indis- 

sable to the argumentation, by way of in- 
erence, and to the scope; to which ojTec would 
be inapposite, and t & sense feeble and 
jejune. I that ody —— by the 

esch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions) was first omitted 
in some very ancient copies through the carelese- 
ness of scribes (who oft. pase over that and other 
Particles), and that then oSrw was brought in 
by Critics, who, justly deeming a Particle of 

pes oV res, which 
ere as at v. 4, wi 

however, su 
MS. (I find 
Twy 

are intermingl d the i i ge end ihe interrogation here a 

Osov evaosBercev, ‘acts of piety; so the Vulg. 
* pietatibus;' where — is with re- 
ference to s collective body of people. 

12. ev19dorrac] i on 
in anticipation,’ ° furthering as far as carnest 
wishes and prayers can do it.’ Comp. Isa. xvi. 5, 
emrevies Cixarocurny. 

13. xacwods bi otp.—mpoeton., &e.] *Oc- 
currit huic objection, “Bi adra a ER &c. 
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18. & 5. 33. 
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tais émurtoNais, Maray é avtais wept Tovrev. ‘Ey ols dori + 

Nullumne amplius erit celum ? Nulla terra?" 
Respondet, “ Erunt quidem, eed nova," &c. Sed 
cestios novos ac lerram novam (i.e. Novum Uni- 
versum) ; nam id Hebrei nominibus cali ef 
terra solent i Gen. ii. 1. Ps, xxxiii. 6. 
exxiv. 8. cxlvi. 6. Acts xiv. 15. xvii. 24. Apoc. 

i. 1.° (Gerhard and Grot) It is well ob- 
served by Dr. Burton, that ‘ this need not signify 
that there will be another heaven and earth simi- 
lar to the present, but a different [and yet, mu- 
p mutandis ^ e xv. ^ f —— 

ogous] state ngs.’ —xarTa TÒ irá - 
pa. pem edite from MS. A, and inl Copies 
of the Vulg. and Ital. Versions, xal +a £A- 
ara: but external authority is far too weak (I 
find it in all the Lamb. M . and internal 
evidence is against it, since it yields a very forced 
and frigid sense. The reading, I doubt not, 
aroso from the blunder of an ancient scribe, for 
«al and xard are continually confounded; and 
the Plural ra may have arisen from the a of the 
next word; or it may have originated with & 
Critic, who thought the Plural bere dà edi by 
the Plural, supr. i. 4. But the Singu ar is re- 
gaiss by supr. v. 9, and justified by Isa. lxv. 
7, ‘Behold I create new heavens and a new 

earth, and by the very nature of what is pro- 
mised,—the resurrection of the body unto eternal 
life, 1 Tim. ii. 8, imayyeAlay xwv puer Thee 

$. only a few MSS. have iwayysX so 
Heb. vi. MT. Yet the Plural [^ supported by 
2 Cor. vii. 1. Heb. viii. 6. xi. 33, 39, and in 
some Rom. ix. 4. But there is no suffi- 
cient evidence for the Plural here. As to the 
xal Ta, that reading is equally weak, and quite 
indefensible, for the reasons I have given; whereas 
tbe sense in xard +ó, or Ta, is excellent, and 
found also in Acts xiii. 23, xar ¿mayysÀ) ias. 
Gal. iii. 29, xar’ ivayysAay — sine 
v. ].). ag en ix. 38, 2, xad Tv éwayysXiap. 

14, 15. dı, áyav.—?rysic04] The full senso 
is, ° Wherefore, seeing that ye expect such things 
as some time to happen], earnestly strive, by 
ing unspotted and blame ay rng of blame 

in His sight, to be found of Him in peace; and 
reckon [as you justly may], that this long-extended 
———— of the " meant to be our salva- 

n; i. e. to promote it, by giving us an oppor- 
tunity for working it out.'—Travra, not ° the pro- 
— ways Lue new heavens e , the 

vent rist to ju nt, ; 
all the things ir ei ic tho 
advert to some iculars of interpretation. 
Z^arovà. is bere (as at 2 Tim. ii. 15. Heb. iv. 
11, and 2 Pet. i. 10) of * working out our salva- 
tion * (Phil. ii. 12), and making our calling and 
election eure, supr. i. 10.—A ùra is by the Com- 
mentators construed with evpsO7vac, or taken as 
standing for rap’ avTov; but its truo construc- 
tion seems to be with de$:Ao: xal dpdnros, as 

is plain from the parallel passages in Col. i. 22, 
ducpove xal GvaYyxÀifrovs xatTsvemioy avrou, 
scil. ToU Bios, r- : Jude [és Heb. ix. 14, &uo- 
pov te Gass. us, in the t case, aire 
stands for iyermiop aUTOV, and eye, may be 
supplied, from avre preceding, wap’ avrov. I 
have pointed aecordingly.—' Ev elprvy means ‘ in 
peace with their great JUDGE, that ° peace which 
pese all understanding.’ See note on Rom. 

15. xaÜàe xal Š dyarnrés, &c.] We may 
suppose the Apostle to here refer generally to 
thoee Epistles of St. Paul which were written to 
the Asiatic Churches; for though addressed to 
particular Churches or persons, they were in- 
tended for general circulation, and in all of them 
he has written of the things mentioned, vv. 14, 
15; as, for instance, Eph. ii. 8—5. Col. i. 21. 
1 Tim. ii. 4. 

16. Pasai ais imioroXaie] Lachm. and 
Tisch. cancel raise, on the authority of only 
6 MSS. But that would be against matical 
prop iety, considering that the Article, when put 
or the Possessive Pronoun (which here the con- 
text absolutely requires), cannot be left under- 
atood.—i» ols iors dvoydénta 7.—dwedscayv. 
Here some difference of opinion exists as to tbe 
sense, which mainly depends upon the reading. 
Instead of the t. rec. ols, MSS. A B. and 16 cur- 
sives (to which I add Lamb. 1182). and some 
Fathers have als, ‘the Epistles; which is pre- 
ferred by Beza, Mill, Beuson, and Bp. Maltby, 
in a Sermon on this text, who thinks that ‘it 
agrees far better with the context; though (for 
reasons which will readily occur to the minds of 
Critics) the other might, at an prid gg, usurp 
its place.’ Accordingly it is edited by Lachm. 
Yet the weight of authority is, we see, decidedly 
in favour of ols, which is retained by all the 
Editors, except Lachm.; and with reason ; since 
internal evidence is quite in its favour, the other 
having arisen from a misunderstanding of the 
reference in ols, ‘the antecedent to which,’ as 
observes Dr. Peile, ° is to be sought in the words 
xabes—iypayer viv. The Apostle,’ he con- 
tinues, ‘meant to say, that, in what Paul has 
advanced to combat that great trial of the faith 
of the Hebrew Christians, the Persecution which 
they had drawn upon themeelves by desertin 
that imposing ritual, and that Ecclesiastica 
Polity, from which the God of their fathers had 

ven no indication of having withdrawn His 
there are [as Heb. x. 32—37. xii. 1— 

ii. 14. 9 Thess i. 4—10. 1 Tim. i. 16; — 
under this view, with 1 Pet. i. 6,7. iv. 12—19. 
v. 9, 10. 2 Pet. ii. 9. iii. 17, 18] some things hard 
to be understood.’ By the term áuaQsis is to be 
understood, nut so much selearned, as unac- 
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uainted with the subjects there discussed, and 
e manner of discussing them; including, of 

course, the style.—' Aa rripik Tot, i.e. ‘having no 
fixed principles of Christian doctrine to guide 
them; or, as Dr. Peile interprets, ‘having no 
root, no ion of the heart, to keep them 
steady ; which may be included in the other as 
the principal sense, and confirmed and illustrated 
by James i. 8, dvo dup. dxarácTaTos iv 
wdoas Tate dois. Comp. supr. ii. 14, Puyads 
darnplicrove, and Gen. xlix. 4. By rae Moitas 
yeapas we must understand all the Scriptures 
of the New Test. then extant, including, Dr. 
Burton thinke, the Scriptures mentioned at 
2 Thess. ii. 1—3, 15, as well as of the Old Test. 
—rpòs thy lóía» airuy drøňsav. Render, 
‘in suam perniciem’ (so supra ii. 1, we have 
aipécsis a e alas, ‘highly pernicious heresies’), 
* to their great spiritual injury, and consequently 
tending to the perdition of their souls. 

l7. %poyu. puvrdocecba] The full sense 
is, ‘ by taking forewarning, be on your guard, lest, 
being hurried away with the error of the lawless 
and disobedient (= dvduae xai dvuword«rais, 
l Tim. ii. 9).—éxawie. rou lƏíou orap., ‘ ye fall 
from your own fixed stedfastness;' said in tacit 
opposition to the ‘ unfixedness’ of the dariüpucrot 
mentioned supr. 16; which would be the case if 
they were hurried away with them into the 

erroneous notions of licentious and lawless per- 
sons, — the fulee teachers, who perverted the 
Scriptures, and corrupted the doctrines of tho 
Gospel, whereby those who were carried away 
with them would fall from their stabilitv in tbe 
faith, and obedience ef the l There is 
the same metaphor in Luke xxii. Rom. i. 11. 
xvi. 25. 1 Pet. v. 10. supr. i. 12, iornpiyuírove 
iv TB aXnOs(a. But would not refer it, with 
Dr. Benson, to a kigh tower, from which they 
might fall; but to a pilar, or coluz:n, so firmly 
fixed on its foundation and estal, that it can- 
not incline from the perpendicular, and fall; as 
the Apostle may have had in mind St. Paul's 
similar phrase, 1 Cor. xv. 58, ivato: yivecOe, 
dusTaklpnrou where see my note. On de force 
of the expression ixrimra:y see note at Gal. 

4 v. 4. 
18. aug sere) Here, as in other verbe, there 

is implied a notion of , ie. ‘strive to 
be continuall growing : an injunction, as is 
truly observed by Bp. Bull, Exam. p. 82, which 
has no bounds short of the high perfection aitain- 
able by the of Christ ; so that we are beld 
bound ‘to ever increasing" in virtue, «ie 
pérpov HArxlas meXslac, as Clem. Alex. save. 
Whence it ie plain that the Romish doctrine of 
works of supererogation is utterly excluded. 
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Or this Epistle the authenticity has been 
almost universally admitted, except by Marcion 
and the other early heretice. That it is from 
St. Jobn ie plain, though the writer's name is 
neither prefixed nor subjoined ; its authenticity 
being attested at once by external testimony and 
internal evidence ; the former on the testimony of 
Polyc., Papias, Irenæus, Clem. Alex., and others, 
down to Origen and Euseb. As the present com- 
position has none of the characteristics of an Epis- 
tle (being without inscription, salutation, &c.), it 
has by some (as Michaelis) been thought more 

r to denominate it a treatise: an opinion, 
wever, ably refuted by Lücke, who well ob- 

serves that Michaelis, measuring these Epistles 
by a Pauline standard, does not bear in mind the 
pana manner of St. John; and judges of the 
rm of lical literature according to the 
— e modern. MN cae steer a 
middle course, regarding this com on as a 
didactic address, with the internal character, 
though not the external form, of an Epistle. 
The time, however, when it was written, ie ex- 
ceedingly uncertain. Some assign to it as early 
a date as A.D. 68; others, as late a one as the 
end of the first century. The arguments for an 
early date seom to p derate; yet there is 
no sufficient reason, with the generality of Cri- 
tics, to suppose it written so early as even the 
year 68. e may rather adopt the opinion of 
those who think it wae written a£ least after the 
destruction of Jerusalem, and before the writer'e 
exile to Patmos, Beyond that period we seem 
forbidden to carry it, for certain reasons strongly 
stated by Benson, Hales, and others. Moreover, 
the same reasons of probability, which exist for 
an eariy, rather than a late to St. John's 

serve to establish an early date for this 
Epistle. However, whether these reasons for the 
early date of 8t. John's Gospel be so valid as I have 
heretofore — I now incline to doubt. 
That the Epistle was written after the Gospel, I 
regard as nearly certain; for though references 
to the Gospel in the Epistle have been traced 
yet ——— have not bees proved. All 
we can y say is, that the Apostle supposes 

his readers to be not only hearers of his preach- 
ing, but familiar with the substance of his written 
Gospel, cannot be doubted, for the strong reasons 
given by Dr. Davidson; and that it was written 
shortly after his Gospel, would appear from some- 
what strong internal evidence. The fact of the 
Epistle being, as has been shown, a kind of Sup- 
plement to the Gospel, containing a forcible and 

inted application of its doctrines, strongly con- 
rms this view. I should, however, be induced 

to embrace the view of Dr. Lardn., who assigns 
an intermediate date to the Gospel and Epistle, — 
namely, about A.D. 80, were it not for the Epistle 
bearing on its face such strong marks of a date as 
late as the close of the first century. With this, 
Dr. Davidson observes, the tone of it, 
which is characteristic of old age. Upon the 
whole I am inclined to with him, that 
* the Gospel was sent forth to the Christian 
world at (though communicated in sub- 
stance long tere in the East) about A.D. 97, 
and the Epistle soon after.” Whether, however, 
there intervened, as Dr. Davidson thinks, threo 
years between the Moe. and the piedi is 
more than can safely asserted. owever, 
there is nothing to forbid as early a date as A.D. 
90 for the Gospel, and about A.D. 92 for the 
Epistle; which dates may after all approximate 
nearly to the truth. As to the place where it 
was written,—if the Gospel, as there is no reason 
to doubt, was written at Ephesus, eo must the 
Epistle; and on this point the opinion of anti- 
quity ie as weighty as it is decisive. The great 

rpose of St. John in this Epistle was, as Dr. 
Tike says, to exhort his readers to constancy 
and firmness in the faith, to draw their attention 
to the chief defects in the Christianity commonly 
professed, but espec. to impress on their minds 
the commandments to sanctification and bro- 
therly love, and thus preserve them from the 
seductions of Antichrist; but, united therewith, 
is a subordinate, but yet highly important one, 
ef preserving them from doctrinal error; on the 
precise nature of which, and the character of the 
seducers and antichrists, much difference of opi- 
mion existe. From the profound investigations 
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of Dr. Lücke, it appears to have been the intent 
of St. John, in this Epistle, to encounter both 
the Docetic heresy as to the humanity of Jesus 
Christ, and the — porey of vue —— 
grossly misinterpreting the language of St. Pau 
as to the vónuot, or revealed Law of God, per- 
verted the Christian liberty into an antichristian 
libertinism,—confoundiug all moral distinctions, 
and deciding as (o what was or was not sin, not 
according to the revealed Law of God, but ac- 
cording to an indefinite so called Christian feel- 
ing of their own. To guard against this anti- 
christian error, seems to have one of the 
immediate occusions of writing the Epistle, mouse 
such may not have been its main g 
to the contents of the Epistle, it is best divisible 
into three Parts, and an Introduction,—namely, 
i. 5—ii. 28, 29—iv. 6, 7—21 ; the Introduction 
being at i. 1—4; of which Parte eee Dr. David- 
son's summary view, or Dr. Peile's Analysis. 
The connexion is not so loose and disjointed as 
some su — it requires no little care 
and skill to trace it), there being, as Dr. David- 
son observes, *sufficient connexion between the 
several Parte to give it unity and comprehensive- 
ness.” As to the disputed — respecting the 

to whom it was addressed, there is reason 
to coincide in the opinion of those who think 
that it was intended as a kind of circular letter, 
or address to the Christians, espec. Gen- 
tile Christians, of all the Churches, espec. in Asia 
Minor. The style of this Epistlo is, like that of tho 
Goepel, — and unadorned, without any pre- 
tension to rhetorical art or logical method, and in 
which the sense is quite as much to be traced from 
the context, as deduced from the words them- 
selves, —of which the brevity in certain cases oc- 
casions no little obecurity,— where, in short, the 
words in themselves are plain, but the exact im- 
port, as to the course of thought, difficult to be 
determined ; or, again, where the sentences, con- 
sidered separatelv, are plain, but the connexion 
between them is by no means clear. So that 
although, upon the whole, the general sense is 
sufficiently clear and adequate, yet as strict 
cision is not found, it is occasionally more diff- 
cult there to determine the exact sense than in 
the Epistles of St. Paul. As to the character of 
the ae it is distinguished by an artless but 
dignified simplicity, and unaffected mildness and 
benevolence, united with a paternal authority, 
by which it has something in it exceedingly im- 
pressive,—such, in short, as we may emphaticall 
style ‘speaking the truth in love.’ It is, indeed, 
in all respects worthy of ‘the disciple whom 
Jesus loved.’ 

1—4. These verses form a sort of proeme to 
the Epistle, in which the Apostle commences 
with adopting the same deciaratory style as in bis 
Gospel, entering at once upon the t subject 
of his present discourse, — namely, * Dat uncrtate 
and eelf-existent Excellency the Aóyos rie 
(we) which had been from the beginning, as 
co-equal and co-eternal with the Father, and had 
at length become ingarnate for the salvation of 

vpós TOv llarépa, kai é$avepo07 

men. Thus the A e, as observes Bp. Hors- 
ley, opens with the fundamental topics of God's 
perfections, man's corruption, and Christ's pro- 

Pi dv dw’ d ne, &c.] Of thi the . Ò qv EF apxnt, is passage 
construction is much cleared by throwing ver. 2 
into a thesis, according to the punctuation 
which I have adopted. As to its interpreta- 
tion, it has been not a little disputed whether by 
Š ñw am’ dpyis, and Tov Acyou Tix Guns, bo 
meant a thiny (i.e. the word of eternal life in the 
Gospel), or a person,—namely, the Redeemer, as 

manifest in the flesh. That there is a re- 
ference to the Gospel is unquestionable; and 
quite manifest, too, is it that there is a reference 
to the Logos, otherwise, as says Dr. Pye Smitb, 
the plain parallelism with the first verse in the 
Gospel of St. John will he lost; and indeed this 
is required by the whole context: Dengi (as 
the same learned writer observes) it still 
romain clear that Christ is personally intended 
under the epithet (ver. 2) 5 Co), ° the life, ° the 
eternal life, and ‘that which was from the begin- 
ning ;' for ae to these agents can only 
be affirmed of a agent. Under these 

t mode of solving the diff- 
culty will be to su with Dr. Lücke, that 
there is here a old reference, —first, to the 
doctrine of the Gospel, and, secondly, 
Thus rov Acyou tie [ec is put for Acyou 
Yeoworesyror (compare Johu i. 4), meaning, 
° the life-giving s” The several ex 
axnxdapusy, iwpaxamey, lÜÓsacáusÜa, and irn- 
Aadgneas, are meant to denote, by climax, ia- 
formation and knowledge of the most complete 
kind; i0sacdue0a expressing the idea of closer 
contemplation and more intimate iliari 
than iwpáxaus». In ei yetpse imaw ifydd- 
$ncar we have a figurative mode of ing 
any thing ascertained to be true by the 
moet minute examination. Comp. Acts xvii, 27, 
al dpays Wnragdtcccay abróv xai sbpeuvr. 
From the yeipee being here expressed, there 

to be an allusion to what is 
e xxiv. 39, and Jobn xx. 27; 

prob. meant to indirectly refute the notion of 
— heretica, that Jesus had not a substantial 

y. 
2. ñ Kes] for ó Adyor 3s (oss just before. 

Render ; * d this life (meaning Author of life, 
and Giver of life, the Word) was manifested 
{among us] and we Apostles have seen it, and 
do witness and declare unto you | the of] 
that eternal Life, or Word, which was with the 
Father (see John i. 1, 2), and was manifested 
unto us [in the fesh).' See iii 5. Johni 14. 
1 Tim. iii. 16. 

3. Š iepáxaper kel danx., &c.] ‘that [I say] 
which we bave seen an announce we 
unto you; as the Apostle bad already done in 
his .—lva—xoivevlay ixntre peð’ gue», 
&c. The expression xo:veviay éxeiw bere simpl 
denotes icipation in the ings and privi- 
leges of tho Gospel ; but in the just after, 
Š «ouovría 62 9 Sip. mera rou LIerpós xai perà 

circumstances, the 
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OU 'Ylov, &c., and at ver. 7, xoweslav iyoucy 
pat’ adArAwy, are inculeated the doctrines, 
(1) of the communion of believers with the 
Father and the Son, by icipation of those 
blessings, which God the Father hath promised 
to those that are in covenant with Him, and (2) 
of that communion which the saints have one 
with another, by love. ‘In order (says Liicke) 
to guard againet the misconception, that the 
mutual communion of the disciples of Jesus 
with each other, and with him, is only a human 
and arbitrary institution, St. John, by way of 
explanation, adds, that the Apoetolical Christian 
communion has its root, and 1s grounded on the 
communion with the Father and the Son." 

4. This verse serves to more presise y indicate 
the object of the present Epistle.—Kai Tavra 
yoadoury viv, Iva, &c., ‘and [accordingly] 
these things write we unto you, that your spi- 
ritual joy (that joy in the spoken of in 
Phil. iii. 1. iv. 4. [which you have from that 
communion] may be complete.’ This joy, it is 
shown further on, would alone be attained by 
faith, as evinced in a life agreeable to the pro- 
cepts of the Gospel. 

5. xai airy ieriv, &c.] Here, and in the 
verses following, St. John more fally opens tho 
nature of that message, which the Apostles had 
heard from Jesus Christ, and were to deliver to 
the world.—For aftrn icri», Tisch. edits ieriv 
airy, from a vast majority of the MSS. ; while 
Lachm. (mirabile dictu!) retains the t. rec., and 
very roperly ; for it is quite in the manner of 
the ‘Apoatle's writing, while the other may be 
characterized as a more classic position, and as 
such brought in by the Reviser of the Alex. MS. 
I am now of opinion that the t. rec. éwayysXia 
is an error of the scribes for dwayysAla, which 
was a gloss on dyyeà., ado by me, with all 
the Critical Editors ; and which I find in Lamb. 
1184. The sense here seems to include the 
notions of and ration. To show the 
true mature of the doctrine contained in this 
ayystAla, the Apostle lays down, in the words 
following, a fundamental and unquestionable 
position, that ° God is the great Fountain of light 
and purity, unsullied by any shadow of darkness 
or pollution whatever.’ 

. On this verse comp. 2 Cor. vi. 14. * To 
have fellowship, or communion, with Christ," is 
a periphrasis È aracteristic of St. Jahn) to de- 
note ' being a Christian,’ at least by profession. 
— iv te axora is a very forcible 

oL. II. 

mode of expression to denote ‘ the habitual com- 
mission of sin in the course of a sinful life.’ In 
the words vrsvóóusÜa, xal où wowiuev Tv 
a) i0ssay we have another forcible expression, 
alike characteristic of St. John, at least as regards 
rotsĩvu Thy dành., which is found in his Gospel, 
iii. 21. Though, indeed, it is not so peculiar to 
him, but that it is seca y —— aget 
found in the Sept, e.gr. hron. xxxi. 2], 
Urolnes — rò éAnÜic. The expression corre- 

nds to that of St. Paul, Epb. iv. 15, dàn- 
euacy. 
7. Here are strongly contrasted the blessed 

effects of tho ile conduct.—ddy ét iv To 
worl wepimatwmey, &c., — to say (as 
ücke expresses it) that * only he who is in deed 

and in truth in communion with God, and ac- 
cordingly like Gop himself, is in the light, and 
likewise removes from himself all darknees, and 
walks in the Divine light (dv re ori), i. e. 
strives to become like unto God,—only such an 
one is a true Christian, —only such an one really 
belongs to the holy fraternal community of Chris- 
tians,—only such an one can become conscious 
of Christ's redeeming power, and experience its 
effect on himself! The expression xoivesvíay 
met’ dÀ Añas must, from the context (see ver. 
Q: denote the holding mutual communion with 

od, and He with us; implying that communion 
the saints elsewhere spoken of.—xai Tò alua 

1 noou XpirToV, — In aise) — (formin 
the counterpart to the preceding) we have point 
out the blessed effects of that communion, aud 
consequent imitation of the Divine perfections. 
Render : * And [then] the blood (i. e. rag 
of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from al 
[repented and forsaken ] sin ;' i.e. by ratifying the 
covenant of pardon to the truly penitent. See 
infra ii. 2, and Bp. Bull's Harm. p. 56. 

8—10. While the Apostle strenuouely insiste 
on the necessity of an habitual holy walk, as the 
effect and evidence of the knowledge of God in 
Christ Jesus, and of communion with him; he 
guards with as much care against self-righteous 
pride, as against an antinomian perversion of the 
Gospel. (Scott.) 

8. ¿dy sixæpev OTi duaptiay ovx f yonsy, 
&c.] For those are said to deny tbat they have 
sinned, who deny that they bave incurred gui 
by sin, and so either excuse or palliate what they 
have done, and dissemble the fault.—éavrots 
TÀaveputy, kal Ú dAxOua ovk tori iv nai, 
moaniug, that ‘they who so speak oF think only 
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deceive themselves, and truth and holiness have 
no place in their hearts’ (see Bp. Bull’s Harm. 
p. 56). This assertion is repeated at ver. 10, 
with the additional declaration, that by thus de- 
nying the consciousness of sin in ourselves, we 
do not only deceive ourselves, but make God a 
liar, i. e. (by a form of expreesion occurring also 
at Job xxiv. 25) we contradict what he has bim- 
self declared, ‘all have sinned and come 
short of the glory of God" (Rom. iii. 20, 23), 
and in short renounce his word (ó Adyor avTov 
oix tori ly uir) ; his word (i. e. his revelation 
in the Gospel, see John v. 88) has no place in or 
about our hearts. See James i. 21. 

9. iav duod\.—adixlas] To those who are con- 
vinced of, and acknowledge, sin (day duodoyauey 
Tas dpaprtias), humbly casting themselves on the 
mercy of God for repented and forsaken sin,— 
to there, it is shown, ‘God is faithful to forgive 
them their sins,’ &c. ; i. e. he is so faithful to his 

omiscs, and just to his covenant engagements 
[to Christ their void as to forgive them their 
sins, and purify them from all unrighteousness. 
‘This revelation of God's righteousness, or 
method of bringing man back to be at une again 
with his Maker, St. Paul bas represented under 
this one view : * God is just, and yet, without any 
compromise nf hts justice, ready to acquit the 
transgressor whose A for mercy fe faith in 
Jesus: Rom. iii. 202 (Peile.) * (as Lücke 
observes) is fuithful to his promises because He is 
ngaen his righteousness makes him keep 
what He has promised and revealed as the law of 
the New Covenant, that the repentant and reform- 
ing sinner shall receive from him free pardon of 
former offences, and a new power of life.’ ‘ The 
Apostle (observes Dr. Peile) interweaves the 
words xai &í(xaios, salv Divina justitté: “ He is 
so faithful az once, and just, as to forgive us our 
sine, and hold us clear of all imputation of un- 
pn Comp. Ps. xxxii. 5. Prov. xxviii. 
i . Erk. xviii. 80—32. Heb. viii. 10—12. x. 

IIT. 1—11. The same argument is here con- 
tinued ; and to promote that holiness, which it is 
the t business of the Apostle to recommend 
in this Epistle, he urges the propitiation and 
intercession of Christ, and the necessity of show- 
ing our love to God by Christian lové and charity, 
and by overcoming that immoderate love of the 
world so inconsistent with the love of God. 

l. ravra ypd$o iniv, tva, &c.] meaning to 
say, that * his great pürpose in writing what he 
is now writing, is to warn them against sin, that 
they may not fall fátó it t. e, wilfully and habi- 

IJ. 1* Texvía pov, atra ypadw vutv, iva pì) ápáprgre xai 

tually.—«al ¿dy Tis dudprn, tapdaXtroe Exo- 
pay, &c. meaning, that ‘if, indeed, any one 
through human frailty) do sin, be need not 

ir; for in that case we have an advocate 
or intercessor with the Father;’ i. e. One who, 
standing at the right hand of God, intercedes for 
us with God, or, as it is said in Heb. vii. 25. 
ix. 34, prays for us as the eternal High Priest ; 
see note on John xiv. 16. So in Philo we have 
the terms wapaxaAdciy and -apdxAmgros fre- 
quently used of the Jewish High Priest inter- 
ceding with God for the sins of the 
From the absence of the Article at Afxacoe 
Middl. thinks that we are forbidden to take it 
(as is commonly done) for rò» Aíxaiov. And 
while, on the one hand, he is not for the di 
tion of Aix. from the proper name, and uniting it 
as is done by Benson, Wakef., and most recent 
ommentators) with vapdxA., he, on the other 

hand, thinks the version * Jesus Christ the Right- 
eous,’ beyond the original. He would, re, 
render, ‘ Jesus Christ, a righteous person.’ Yet 
to assign so frigid a sense merely because such 
seems required by the canons of the Greek Arti- 
cle, is surely to defend the Greek of the Apostle 
at the expense of something of far more conse- 
quence; and to rest thus mach on a minute pro- 
priety, in a writer so little exact as St. John, is 
any thing but judicious. Moreover, the render- 
ing of out common Version, ‘the Righteous,” is 
demanded by the context, from which it plainly 
appears that Aíxaiow is to be referred not to 
TupdkAiTor, which precedes, but to iAacues, 
which follows. So Lücke well remarks that the 
words xai abros, ver. 2, are not causal, but ; 
cative, equivalent to $d ille, and standing, 
indeed, ^ia use frequent in St. John, for the 
relative 8v; it being here the —— of the 
Apostle to show that the office of Christ as Inter 
cessor with God is founded on this, that he him- 
self [the Righteous] became the iAacude (an- 
swering to oT): in Levit. vi. 6, and often in 
the Septuagint) for our sins. Certainly there was 
a ley in here styling Jesus Christ the 
Righteous or Just one (as Acts iii. 14. vii. 52 
xxii. 14), with allusion to that suffering of ‘ the 
just for the unjust’ (1 Pet. jii. 18), whereby he 
made atonement for our sins. In short, the title 
was here introduced (as Mackn. observes) to 
make us sensible of the 
and of the of his Intercession on our be- 
half, founded on the merit of his death. 

2. wapi OÀov Tov kócuov] meaning, all man- 
kind, the whole community of mankind, com- 

ending men of every description, and 
bea. believers and unbelíovers (see the — 
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tion Prayer in our Communion Service); the 
* whole world,’ as Dr. Barrow well remarks, ‘ being 
here, as often in St. John, said in contradistinc- 
tion from all Christians, to denote all such as had 
not embraced Christianity.” So at 1 Tim. iv. 10, 
it is affirmed that God ‘is the Saviour of all men, 
especially of them that believe; and at John iv. 
4 and infra iv. 14, Christ is said to be ‘the 
Saviour of the world.” ‘ Hence,’ as observes Bp. 
Beveri ‘all particular persone comprehended 
under designation are capable of 
receiving the benefit of Christ's suffcrings, if they 
will but apply them rightly to themselves.’ 
speaking, then, ‘the Apostle (as Lücke observes 
refers to the distinction between Christians an 
non-Christians lly; and that, we may s 
pose, in order to check the self-complacent pride 
of Christian particalarism and spiritual pride 

inst the world that lay in error and sin; by 
directing the attention of believere to God's 
weiversal grace.’ 

3—6. Hore, by way of farther unfolding what 
was said supra i. 5, 6, tbo Apostle shows the 
necessity of true and heartfelt repentance and 
reformation; evincing that & mere outward pro- 
fession, unaccompanied by holiness ef life, is vain 
and fruitlees; also — ony ar test — 

ing knowledge o ristian an habit 
obedin sence to God's ———— * Postquam 
doctrinam illam de gratuita torum remis- 
sione tractavit, iterum ad exhortationes redit illi 
annexas, et que ab ea dependent. Ac primo 
quidem admonet non otiosam esse Dei notitiam, 
que ex Evangelio concipitur, sed — ex so 
ebedientiam’ (Calv.); q. d. ‘accordingly (xai), 
by thie practical test, may we ascertain whether 
we know him (God in Christ), if we are keeping 
his commandments ; obedience being represen 
as the only test of true knowledge. —* éyrcxauer 
has here,’ obeerves Lücke, ‘a ical sense ;' 
namely, as far as the of God leads 
men to obedience to God's commandments. That 
this paseage has nothing to do with the doctrine 
of Assurance has been fully evinced by Cud- 
worth, in an admirable Discourse on this text,— 
who well observes, that * the best assurance that 
any one can have of his interest in Gop is the 
conformity of hís soul to God." 

4. ó Meyev' "Eyvwxa, &c.] Here there is a 
i contrario, and the sentiment is the 

same with, or very similar to, that further on, 
ver. 9; the (es in either case being deficient, 
and consequently the pretence being evinced to 
be false. more in Calv. 

5. ös 0 dv rnpy, &c.] Meaning, that ‘he who 
keepeth God's commandments is he alone who 
truly loves God; since in him love produces its 
proper effect, and is carried to its due height; sce 

2 Cor. xii. 9. From the context it fully appears 
that here $ dydwn ToU Oso cannot mean (as 
many Commentators explain) the love of God to 
we (as at iv. 9), but our love to God; as infra 
v. 15. iii. 16. v. 8, and often in the Gospel of 
St. John; namely, as Dr. Peile explains, ‘that 
su ng Lovm (John iii. 16. xv. b 11. Rom. 
v. b. viii. 31—35. Eph. iii. 19. 1 Thess. ii. 13, 
et al.) which gave the Word, or Son of God to 
be, in Man reconsecrated *that engrafted newness 
of life, which shall be a sanctifying leaven within 
us, to fill up the measure of the fulness of Gop, 
and of the CRRIST.' By the strong term rersX. 
ie meant, as Calv. and Feile point out (referring 
to iv. 12, 17, 18. John xvii. 23. Phil. ii. 12. 
Heb. v. 9. vii. 28), *is fully developed, *hath 
attained its purposed end.’ See more in my Lex. 
inv. In the next words we have the same sen- 
timent as supra v. 5, with the substitution of the 
synonymous phrase i» avre slvai. This and 
other phrases occurring in Be, John’s writings, 
denoting communion with God, are meant to 
denote moral assimilation to God, which can only 
be attained by the profession and practice of the 
religion he une To this claim, when made, 
of abiding in God (on which and the consequences 
of the contrary, see John xv. 2), is, at ver. 6, 
applied the same test to pose its reality as at 
i. 5, 7, on communion with God; namely, whe- 
ther the conduct be habitually conformed to tho 
example of God, as consistent disciples imitate 
their master; with reference to the example of 
Jesus Christ, ‘the Righteous,’ who, while on 
earth, always did that which was well-pleasing to 
the Father (John viii. 29), keeping his command- 
ments, and abiding in his love (John xv. 10). 

7. ‘A new raph commences here, extend- 
ing over 5 vv., and suggested to the Apostle b 
the words of his Divine Master, John xiii. 34, 35, 
and xv. 12^ (Peile.) Thus, we may render 
* Brethren, it is not a new commandment that 
am writing unto you, but an old command- 
ment, which ye from the beginning (of the 
Gospel), Mark i. 1. Acts v. 42, That old com- 
mandment is the word (or Gospel message) 
which ye have been hearing from the begin- 
ning, Luke i. 2 (v. 2. Again, however, it is a 
new commandment that I write unto you, and 
this is a real verity, both as in Him and in you, for 
the darkness [of imperfect revelation] is passing 
away, and the true Light [of Gop in Christ] is 
now shining,' John i. 5, 9. Such is, I apprehend, 
the general sense ; though as to the exact iater- 
pretation a difference of opinion exists, espec. as 
to the particular commandment here mcant. 
Bome suppose it to be the injunction to the love 
of God and obedience to him contained in tho 
immediately preceding verses, 5—6 ; while others 
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understand him to allude to the commandment 
in verees, to ‘love one another as 
Christ loved them.’ Now, this t might 
be called old, as having been inculcated from the 

inning of the Gore by Christ himeelf, and 
— the Apostle's l, xiii. 34, 35, to 
which e he probably alludes. And yet, 
though an old commandment, it might, on the 
other hand (rády, as in Matt. iv. 4. called 
new, either as being Christ's new commandment, 
—that first enjoined by him so as to be made the 
badge of distinction to the true professors of his 
religion,—or because u from sew and su 
rior motives and obligations, and enforced by a 
new and perfect example :—new also, if we con- 
sider the standard to which the duty was raised 
wales hyámnoa Sua, and thus to performed 
in a new manner, and made a peculiar charac- 
teristic of the Christian religion. In fact, the 
precept, if not absolutely new, as being a of 
the law of nature, and a precept of the Jewish 
religion, was yet new as regarded the persons to 
whom it was promulgated, considering the senti- 
ments and practice of the age, when selfishness 
had almost eaten out all practical religion. Thus 
considered, it might be regarded as now, both 
with respect to Christ and to themselves; for 
such secms to be the import of the words 3 iorw 
dAuOis iv atte xal iv ùuiv, which I have 
thrown into a parenthesis; whereby will be re- 
moved the great difficulty of making the words 
irc 9j oxoria wapayeTat—dgaiva connect with 
the preceding. They refer to what was just before 
said, waXdiy évtoAny Kawhy yedde pir, and 
may ev/her be understood, as some suppose them 
ve Whitby and Bp. Horsley), — a reason 
or calling the precept of brotherly love a new 
commandment, namely, as recoiving additional 
authority from the light of the Gospel; or, as 
meant to suggest why this new precept should be 
observed in a new and far more perfect manner; 
namely, since the comparative darkness of Juda- 
ism is fast passing away, and the true light of 
Gospel truth is shining among them in full splen- 
dour; and they may therefore well be expected 
to evince the works of light, inasmuch as Chris- 
tians might be — to be more exaet in their 
obedience to God, and more abounding in love 
to one another and to all men, than ever believers 
had been under the darker dispensation of the 
Law. Specious, however, as is this latter view, 
it involves so much barshness, and so disturbs 
the natural connexion of this whole portion of 
the chapter, that it cannot safely be adopted. 
The former ono is therefore to be preferred, as 

involving far less difficulty than the other,— 
according to the mode of explanation 

adopted by Dr. Lücko, who lays down the fot- 
lowing statement of the context: ‘St. Joba 
having said of the imitation of Christ, ver. 6, and 
of the walking in the light, thet this is for his 
readers an old, long known, yet never an obsolete, 
but ever a new, commandment, he adds, with 
reference to this contrast, that this i»roAÀ3 is 
certainly true and established (aA 90i«), and that 
its truth and certainty is grounded, partly on the 
— of Christ, who thus walked in 
ver. 6, 

of the true know 

well with vv. 6—8. Now, the chief virtue of the 
Christian life, of the life in the light, and the 
chief injunction of Christ is, according to St. 
John, lowe: love is aleo, according to 
St. Paul, the fulfilment of the law, the bond of 
perfection, Gal. v. 14. Col. iii. 14. With refer- 
ence to this principle, and ing from that 
which is general to that which is more special, 
St. John says, ver. 9,6 X iyan iv Te parri sivas, 
* whoever thinks that he is a true Christian, and 
yet hates his brother, he still is (Zee &p7:) in 
the darkness of non-Christianity.' 

9—11. Here we have the f. ing sentiment 
further devoloped. * He alone, it is said, who 
Joveth hie brother is he who really abideth in 
light; nor is there any thing in bim likely to 
occasion his fe ink ino offence or sin (with allu- 
sion to Ps. cxix. 165); whereas he who hateth 
his brother is habitually and continually in dark- 
nese, not knowing whither be is going (see Job 
xi. 9): and as men walking in know 
not the course they are pursuing, nor at what 
they stumble, so such an one, not aware of the 
dangers that beset his path, is therefore likely te 
meet with man Par sid or stumbling-blocks 
in the way.’ us, then, it is meant, that he 
who loveth not bis brother is in utter ignorance 
of vital religion, and, as far as he is a professor of 
Christianity, and aims at salvation, he entirely 
wanders, both in conception and action, from the 
object he seeks. See Calv. and Mackn. 

2—15. In this portion we may beat su 
with Carpzov. and m., that the thesis, or 
main proposition of the argument, rests in the 
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words at ver. 15, uù dyawars Tò» kócpov unà 
Tà lv Te xoopw. And here, having first, at v. 12, 
addressed himself to Christians in general, by the 
endearing appellation rexvia, the use of that word 
seems to have su 
of addressing himself to the several 
Christians, as distributed according to their 

13, 14. ypd po byitv, &e.] In this word ypd pe 
there seems to be, as at ch. v. 13, a signifi præg- 
sans, the full sense being, ‘I tell, or remind you 
of this, that alone through faith in Him, and by 
virtue of His atonement, are ye, &c.—To advert 
to a disputed reading. For ypade, before rai- 
dia, Lachm. and Tisch. edit éypawa, from 4 un- 
cial, and very many cursive, MSS. ; and, consider- 
ing that internal evidence is in its favour, it ma 
be the true reading. I find it in Lamb. 1182, 
l m., and in Mus. 11,836. There is a repetition 
in inverse — of the bh — i ane in the 
repetition Zypawa is substituted, 1st, he says, 
I write [to tell you this], and, 2ndly, T have 
written [what I have, that ye may know].— 
iyveoxate tov dn’ dox7js, meaning, ‘Ye have 
known that exalted Person o was from the 
beginning, or Who has existed from eternity. 
Thus, as Bp. Middl. observes, by the expression 
elsewhere, ò i» Toit ovpavois, is denoted * He 
who is in heaven.” ‘That rò» ax’ ápx c (con- 
tinues he) must mean Jesus Christ, is to be in- 
ferred not only from the context, but from the 
circumstance that there was no occasion to assert 
the eternity of the Father, who is expressly men- 
tioned in this very verse. This text, therefore, 
in common with others, affirms the eternal pre- 
existence of Christ, and it barmonizes exactly 
with the language of the same writer in the 
exordium of the d ar ‘In the beginning was 
the Word.’ It is to be observed that at ver. 14 
we have a ition, with somewhat of amplifica- 
tion. of what was ssid at ver. 13, ypade Vuty, 
veaploxoi, OT: PspukrjkaTE Toy TOVQpOP : for as 
to the last clause of ver. 19, ypád o vuv, radia, 
OTi tyveaxats Tóv IIarípa, that, with 
Lücke, forms a part of the tion, the classi- 
fication being only into ‘fathers’ (masters of 
families), and ‘young men.’ Why ‘ children,’ in 
the literal sense, should here be likewise ad- 
dressed, and espec. as ‘having known the Father,’ 
I see not. e may, I think, with Liicke, sup- 
poee the words yodde Univ, radia, as parallel 
to ypdd e Sutiy, Taxyla, at ver. 12, and (as in tho 
case of ypddw vuiv, vTaTípes) containing an 
embers repetition, with amplification. In his 
address to the young (meaning kr persons 
in the flower of life) the Apostle, by the words 
varvucixaTs Tov Toynpò» (which intimate what is 
to be done by what is to have been done, 
or to be doing) alludes to those fiery temptations 
(* darts tempered in hell*) which the Evil One 
levels especially against persons of that time of 

ggested to the Apostle the idea 
of 

James 4, 4. 

life. In the address to them at ver. 14, 
there is an amplification of the proposition, —the 
full sense being, ‘ for you [I presume} are strong 
in the Lord] ; and the word (i. e. revelation) of 
od abideth in you, and [I trust that] you have 

exerted your strength, and conquered the Evil 
ne. 
15—17. Now follows the weighty admonition, 

suspended on the preceding verees, and at length 
introduced in diat to uc three — 
persons just mentioned. e is ably 
treated on by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit. p. 269, as 
follows: * The subject is laid down in a twofold 
form: 1. Love not the world; 2. neither love 
the things of the world. The former injunction 
is first taken up: “If any one love the world,” 
&c. ; the latter is then enforced : “ For all that 
is in the world," &c. ; and then the reasons of 
both injunctions are severally condensed : “ For 
the world passeth away, and the desire thoreof ;" 
after which the moral of the whole is most pow- 
erfully brought home by the strong antithetical 
assurance, that “ he who doeth the will of God 
abideth for ever." From the disjunctive form 
(continues the Bishop) of the commencing words, 
it is unquestionable that the Apostle intended to 
draw a marked distinction between " the world ” 
and “the things in the world :" but what is the 
distinct meaning of each? Probably the world 
here signifies that entire system of bad pursuits 
and false enjoyments which fallen man has 
manufactured for himself; and “ the things in 
the world,” the wrong dispositions and propensi- 
ties which en men in such pursuits, and 
lunge them into such enjoyments. He who 
oves the former must clearly want an abiding 
principle of love to God; for that system is an- 
tagonistically o to the word and the will 
of God: he who loves the latter, loves disposi- 
tions proceeding not from God, but from that 
world o to God, which fosters them, and 
to which they are subservient. These disposi- 
tions the Apostle describes by “ the desire of the 
flesh, the desire of the eyes, and the pride of 
life;" i. e. sensuality, avarice, and ambition. 
These, and that system to which they minister, 
are alike transient, —" they away: but 
“he who doeth the will of God," he who 
maketh himeelf a denizen of God's world, 
*" abideth for ever ;” eternity is stamped on his 
enjoyments and pursuits, an eternity which in- 
— belonge — om dyes formed, as 
it is, by the grace o . and by that grace pre- 
served "from sin.” Whether, however, the abovo 
distinction between the world and the things of 
the world be as well founded as it is ingeniously 
supported, may, I think, be doubted. For my 
own part, I apprehend, no marked distinction ts 
to be su in this disjunctive form, #n— 
uné; since it frequently happens in such cases, 
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that the things thus violently disjoined are in 
effect closely connected, one as resulting from 
the other: a =e — the cane are, 
as here, very short, they ought not to sepa- 
rated by a comma (ex. gr. Mark xiii. 11, ua 
wpomepepvars Ti Naddonrs, pyòè pe s); 
and im all these instances we may best render by 

Bal cone GAGA V. cy ot developing the pense panda seem y way eveloping the sense 
intended by i the 

at ver. 16 by way rò iv 
TQ y, then, it may be asked, did 
pot the yes here at once write wav Tó ir 
«dome P I answer, because the opposition be- 
tween this love and the love of the Father rather 
required «éemee, which is, indeed, in some de- 

personified, as in a similar of St. 
as iv. 4, where it is declared that friendship 
with the world ie enmity with 

16. 8v. và» rò iv Te xóeue—icrí) These 
words contain the reason for the foregoing in- 
junction, and the argument itself s on 
the presumption that the true Christian must be 
influenced solely by the love of God, and reject 
whatsoever interferes with it. The words $ iri- 
Ooula tHe eapx ev are leal ; be- 
me an enumeratien of the constituent parte of rd 
wav. By š iviÜvula Ts capar is meant * sen- 
suslity of every kind; ‘the living after the 
flesh, and not after the Spirit’ See Gal. v. 16, 
eeqq. By 5 &viüvula trav ó$ÜaXusr is com- 
monly supposed to be denoted the vice of covet- 
ousness. t I would still, as heretofore, under- 
stand it of ‘the desire of the carnal mind after 
whatever so captivates the eyo, that the heart is 
set upon it; which view of the subject ma 
throw light on an obscure passage of Job xxxi. 7, 
* If my step hath turned out of the way ; if mine 
heart hath walked after mine eyes’ ‘So (ob- 
serves Lücke) ss the flesh is the source of all 
sensual desires in man, so the eyes are the islets 
of that sensual lust, whose object is the external 
world (comp. 2 Pet. ii. 14, and note). The eye 
awakens a desire of the things it soes; and thus 
fu the eyes are reflected greediness, voluptuous- 
ness, and every other lust of the flesh.’ Comp. 
what is said by Epicurus (as cited hy Grot, on 
Rom. xiii. 14), who, adverting to the various 
$nlets to sin through the senses, mentions those 
Gd mop àe, meaning ‘the impressions made 
by, and through the eyes, of the various foras 
which float around us, and the forme of 
personal beauty. By à dAe(oraía roð (Mov 
seems meant ‘an inordinate desire after the ex- 
ternal vanities, the ostentatious luxuries, in short, 
the pomps and vanities of this world, —that am- 
bition of and attachment to show, well expressed 
by our old English word braverie, which means 
an ostentatious our. So ia Polyb. Hist, 
xi. 8, 4, we havo 5$ sapi robs Bíovs dX aLovata 
wal wohvtiAaa. 

17. à xéomot srepé&yerai] So 1 Cor. vii. 81, 
wWapayst TO expa Tov xóG uo ToSTos : James 
iv. 14, and see notes, —ó ĉi wrote rò ÜiAnna, 
&c. ‘By this description of the man, who, 
making himeelf (as Bp. Jebb expresses it) a de- 
nizen of God's world, abideth for ever, St. Jobn 
expresses the same thing as St. Paul, Rom. vi. 
22, where he describes thoee who, being emanci- 

from sin, are now servants unto God, 
ving their fruit unto holiness, even an ia- 

creasing sanctification.’ (Peile.) In 6 «owe r. 
Già. +. Osov, the Present tense denotes babet 
action ; q. d. * be who ie doing, carrying out inte 
[rein effect, God'e gracious purpose towards 

m’ i 

Læ, xai umsic Xúcse9sa. In fact, bost com- 
ment on the whole is our Lord's address 
to his disciples in the xivth chapter of 8t. John's 
Gospel. 
lam. ‘A — aeni, — docuit dili- 

oe fratres, et a dilectione m revocavit, 
Caiua nunc facit ad exhortationem, quà 
fidelee muniat adversus hæreses et sectas, qum 

(Est) the 

21, 27, the many advantages which they had fer 
knowing the truth, and, vv. 28, 29, the 
ligations which they were under to adbere to and 
practiee it. 

18. w., doyatrn Sea ieri) From tho perish- 
ableness of tho world tho Apostle is led to advert 
to the end of it, —(amely, at the day of judg- 
ment, as seems denoted by the expression dex dry 
õpe; comp. Rom. xiii. 11, seq. l Thees. v. 1, 
seq. 2 Pet. iii. 1, eq. Some, indeed, 
neo bere spoken of to be the last period of 
the Jewish economy, when many falee Christe were 
to appear.—d dev Xp. On the precise import of 
this expression no little diversity of opinion ex- 
iste. (One thing is clear, that the Antichrist, as 
spoken Ra, cipi 2 Thess. ii. 4, under the 
terms ‘the Man of Sin,’ and ‘ Antichrist,’ wag 
et to come; while the persons called antichriste 
ad already appeared, or were then in existence, 
Now — vidoe Ch —— have — (as some 
suppose rists icted by our Lard, 

xxiv. Sos. for dvra will EX here bear 
such a sense; nor do tho of the per- 
sons in question, as given at iv. 7, and 2 John 7, 
correspond. Those mainly designate the 
not as but opposers of Christ ; th 
it would seem (se Thos. Soott ) that 
direct and evowed opposers of Christiani 
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ther Jewish or Heathen, cannot be meant in this 
place. St. John hes rather in view that apostesy 
from the true faith, by heresy, which St. Paul 
foretold (1 Tim. iv. 1) would take place in the 
latter times. An antichrist in this sense may be 
defined in the words of Thos. Scott (after Beza), 
as being ‘one who Christ, whether he 
oppose the doctrine of his Deity, or his hu- 
manity; or ——— set — Wawa 
in respect of his prš office, bv substitutin 
other methods of atonin for sin, and 6nding = 
ceptance with God ; his kingly office, by claiming 
authority to exact Jaws, in his Church, — 
to his laws, or to dispense with his command- 
ments; or his office, by claiming au- 
thority to add to, alter, or take away from the 
revelation which he bas given in his holy word.’ 
This agrees well with the A poetle's definition of 
antichrist at ver. 22, ó dpvovpuavos Tov IIarípa 
Kal tò» Yidv, and iv.3 2 John 7. Perhaps, 
however, it — y! better zy pig mediis 

etasy or , but extend it to : 
RA d the virtual denial of Christ in works. 
After all, indeed, the expression may be only, as 
Liirke supposes, a name for an ides, and meant 
to express ‘tho — of falsehood and 

, resisting the truth of the Gospel within 
Christ's Church, by an internal and spiritual en- 
mity; as in like manner by the expression 6 
dvyvrixsimevor at 2 Thess. ii, 3, is denoted the 
ex and general enmity of nos-Christians 

Tva—xai vpis TrousiTs avrois 0uolvs. 
19. iE ñus iErXOo», &c.] The full sense is, 

from us, but they 
ie. were not sound a 

assurance to true 
believers. (Lücke.) Render: ‘ And yet an unc- 
tiom have ye from the Holy One; aud (accord- 
ingly) know all yi {which it hath pleased 
God to reveal to us by the Spirit]; John xiv. 
26. xvi. 13. 1 Cor. ii. 10—16 ; implying, what 
is expressed at the resumption of this at 21, 27, 
wal où xpalay &yers Iva ris (‘any man’) óc 
daoxy Saç. The term ypleua, occurring bere 
and at ver. 27, hae that metaphorical sense by 

against him, pa 

which the verb xpíe is used of * communicating 
the gie and graces of the Spirit; with allusion 
to the solemn inauguration of Priests and Kings 
with oil. Thus it méght denote that inaugura- 
tion of the Holy Spirit which accompanies tho 
use of the Christian sacraments ; and that, indeed, 
is all that many suppose to be here meant. But 
it seems rather to designate generally, the im- 

rting of the Holy rig toll rone by Christ to 
all true believers, to ] them into all truth 
(John xiv. 26. xvi. 13); and that whether by the 
communication of the su Gifts, or the 
ordinary Graces of the Spirit for sanctification, 
imparted through the preaching of the word, the 
administration of the Sacrament of the Lord's 
Supper, and other means of grace. Certain it is 
that od is often in Scripture — as typi- 
cal both of the gifts and of t e ol thie 
Spirit. So in the Parable of the Virgins, Matt. 
xxv. 4, the oč, enjoined to be taken in the lampe, 
is evidently the os! of grace to the heart, to keep 
alive the vigilance and — of professing 
Christians. See Bp. Sanderson, Serm. p. 365; 
and see note on Mark vi. 13. By the expression 
rou ‘Ayiov the best Expositors are agreed is 
meant Christ ; soo Mark i. 24. John x. 36. xvii. 
9. Acts iii. 14. Rev. iii. 7. 

21. ov iypawa iu. Sti—oix &oTi]. ‘Tho 
Apostle's argument here, mudatis mutandis, closely 
resembles that of Paul in Rom. iii. 3. * What, 
if some have separated themselves from the doc- 
trine and the discipline of the Apostolic Church, 
shall their secession, or shall their eecularity, in- 
validate the stability and the spirituality of that 
holy fellowship which we bave with the Father, 
and with his Son Jesus Christ? Far be it that 
I should assert this." ' (Peile.) Who further 
observes (very truly) that ‘this is the argument 
used in the Twenty-sixth Article of our Church.' 
The full sense is : ‘1 have written [as I perdon 
you, not because ye know not the truth, but be- 
cause ye know it (compelenuis) Taocordingir the 
word of remembrance may suffice], and (are well 
aware) tbat no lie (or false representation of the 
truth in Jesus) is of the truth as respects the 
Gospel. This turn of expression has the appcar- 
ance of being a mode of address intended to con- 
ciliale and to make that on of yielding pro- 
fitable instruction which is little acceptable to 
flesh and blood. See my note on Thucyd. iv. 
17, 8. Its purpose may have been to obviate the 
objection, that there could be no necessity to 
teach those who had been enlightened by the 
Holy Spirit, q. d. I have written thus to you, not 
because you are ignorant of the truth, but to put 
you in mind of what you already know. In 
short, the passage is very like that of 2 Pet. i. 12, 
where wo have Sropimvicasw vnus, xalwep 
ior 

I 22, 98. als iaTw—À Xpiorós;] The Apostle 
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& W. 18. 
BORN 19, 
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parka ése. webdos, xai xalas cSibakey buds, ueveire éy avra. % y Kai 
ch. 8.2. 

means to say, that this general self-evident pro- 
position [wav w/asvóos—oó« ¿ci is not more 
certain, the particular application of it to 
the delusions of the seducers; whose false doc- 
trines conld not from the same source 
with the truth of God. (Scott) These words are 
to be understood comparaté ; ' alios omnee su 
rare, q. d. nisi hoc censeatur mendacium, aliud 
nullum haberi poete" (Calv.); ‘Who is a de- 
ceiver or antichrist (i.e. apostate) if he be not, 
who denies ET ̂  is nie Maunt 
note supra v. 18. course, the expressions 
— and ó dyrlyp. are to be taken, respec- 
tively, in a poner’ sense, to denote the class of 
persone each individually such. The Apostle 
means, we may suppose, to thus designate the 
false teachers, or heretical persons, as Wavoras 
and dvriyptoro:, and to show why they ma be 
esteemed such; namely, 1. as denying the Mes- 
siahship of Jesus, by which we are to understand 
denying his full Messishship as it is described in 
the Scriptures Such an one is, then, ssid, by 
implication, to be an antichrist; and under this 
description (the Apostle adds) comes ‘he that 
denieth the Father and the Son,’ ó dprovpusvee 
TÓ» llarípa xai rév Yidv, where the xai is 
very significant. This antichristian spirit is pro- 
nounced to be the denying the mysterious con- 
ree the Fa Ad pm the Son, — 
ing to the relations in whi ey are represen 
io us in the Gospel, ting the Son from the 
Father, and consequently degrading bim from his 
high dignity. On this whole soe Bp. 
Bull's Judic. Cathol. Eccl., pp. 16, i4. and 84. 
The words following; v. 23, wate ó ápvoóusroc— 
ixu, serve to further develop the sense, and 
intimate that this tion 18 a virtual denial 
not only of the Son, but of both Father and Son. 
* For he (observes Whitby) that denieth the Son 
cannot retain the true knowledge of the Father, 
because he can be known only through the Son ; 
John i. 18. iv. 28, 24. viii. 19, 55. xiv. 6, 7. 
xvi. 3 Matt. xi. 27.' The words following con- 
tain an assertion of the They are, 
indeed, not found in the t. rec., but they are con- 
tained in most of the MSS. (to which I add 2 
Lamb. and 2 Mus. copies) ; almost al] the Ver- 
sions, and very many Fathers; and have been 
received into the text by Bengel, Grieeb., Matth., 
Scholz, and Tisch. (not Lackm.). They have, ia 

viv, Texvía, névere éy aur@ iva Stay davepwOh, &yepuev rappr- 

fact, every evidence of genuineness; for they not 
only seem to be required by the sense, but are in 
the manner of St. John. Their omission may 
far better be imputed to homesoteleston than their 
addition can have arisen from a marginal scholium. 
The words may be rendered, with Dr. Peile, 
thus, —' He who acknowledgeth the Son is he that 
hath the Father. The words, he adda, serve to 
elucidate the connexion which had been just ex- 
pressed by ovè = xai ov. 
2498. Here the A le first gives, at v. 24, 

an exhortation to stedfastness in adhering to the 
dr of faith, Dae pA have a bu ue at 
the beginni tbeir ession Gospel ; 
thus —— (as Lücke observes) that ‘ ein- 
cere faith in the apostolic Gospel is the best safe- 
guard against heretical error. Then at ver. 25, 
as an inducement to hold it fast, he points out 
the blessed of such stedfastness, in the com- 
munion enjoyed with the Son, and with the 
Father through him. Finally, for their encou- 

ment and confirmation he, at ver. 26, re- 
minds them of the promise given by God to all 
true believers; namoly, that of eternal life. It 
is truly observed by Dr. Peile, that ‘the Apostle, 
as in numerous instances, would seem to have 
caught the very manner of his Divine Master, as 
seen, for example, Matt. xxiv. 24, 25. John xiv. 
24, 29. xv. 1). xvi. 4."—To advert to a matter 
of reading. The ov», at v. 24, has been cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tisch., from three uncial, and 
sixteen cursive, MSS. (to which 1 can only 
Lamb. 1182), and some late Versions. But it 
seems more likely to have been omitted acci- 
dentally by the ancient ecribes, than 
John would omit a nue which seems 
tial to the sense; for the asyndeton is 
hardly to be thought of. 

28. pcre ee ane tied to the subject of 
ver. 18, and concludes ment of this 
Chap. of the Epistle with an sabortation im re- 
ference to the ieydrn Spa there spoken of — 
Kal vvv, Tixvia, pivere, &c. to ssy, í 

m= B 
and 

]et me add m S, assis : abide [I say] in 
that when he « — ean sls 
but myself) may have confidence (i. e. 
8 3 8 s š 3 š z 

ith | it 
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of the disciple tending to the discredit of the 
teacher. So 2 Cor. ix. 4.—4) aloyuvOiuev ax’ 
evrov. Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. Dial., p. 290, is 
of opiniou that these words may be rendered ; 
* that we may not shrink from him with shame 
at bis coming ;’ though ho may still contain 
merely a pure Hebraism. sa, i. 29. Jer. 
xii. © view, however, which I have laid 
down (adopted by Dr. Peile), seems preferable ; 
for, as verbs implying ‘fear, ‘caution,’ &c., are 
followed by dwo Tivos, $o may verbe implying 
* shame,’ or ‘confusion of face, which is nearly 
allied to ‘fear.’ Accordingly, in Hom. Od. vii. 
305, we have GAX’ ¿ye ovx aov dsloas 
alayuvopevos Te Mirmws, &c. 
od ¿av alénrs, &c.] The full sense is, ‘If 

ye know [as ye must] that he (i. e. God) is righ- 
teous, yo [cannot but] know that e one who 
(habitually and heartily) tises righteousness 
hath been received into the relation of a son of 
God, being born anew of Christ by the regenera- 
tion of m Spirit” Comp. iii. 1. ii. 2, 9. iv. 7. 
v. l. iv. 

III. 1. ‘The Apostle now en upon that 
ractical conclusion to which he had just con- 
ucted his readere—that if our faith based 

upon the Righteousness of God our 
Saviour, our life mnst needs be no more our 
own, but His who died for us, and hath been 
raised in a ransomed and regenerated Human 
Nature. John v. 21,26. xiv. 19. 1 Cor. vi. 20. 
Gal. ii. 20. 1 Pet. iv. 2 2 Pet. i. 4. And first 
of al) (vv. 1—9) he takes up the idea suggested 
by the words ¿Ë avrov »ysyéviriyrat, with which 
the preceding Chapter closed.’ (Peile.) In doin 
this he forthwith bresks out into admiration o 
the love of God, in making those who were, by 
natural generation, sons of fallen Adam, sons of 
God by adoption and grace. See Eph. Í. 5, and 
Rom. viii. 15.—iéere, vorat» dydwny. ‘See 
how vast a token of His love hath the Father 
bestowed upon us, that we should be called God's 
children !‘—d:a Tovro. This is to be referred to 
Src following; the meaning being, * The world, 
therefore, recognises us not as sons of God, nor 
comprehends the glory and nature of this filiation, 
because it doth not acknowledge Him [as God ].' 
This is, as Est. remarks, thrown in by way of a 
tacit consolation to the faithful; q.d. * Non 
mirum, si mundo non simus fllii Dei, sed contra 
contemptibiles atque exosi ; nam ideo mundus non 
novit noe nec diligit, quia Deum, cujus filii sumus, 
nec novit, nec diligit. Non debet autem moles- 
tum nobis esee si non diligamur ab iis, qui nec 
Deum diligunt.’ Comp. John xv. 18, 19, where 
the ment is of the same kind. 
2 dyar., voy T. Osov—iori] ‘Spectat hoc 

& 4. 6. 
Phil. 8. 31. 
Col. 8. 4. 

quoque cum sequentibus ad consolationem et 
exhortationem fidelium, ne succumbant in ad- 
versis. Quamvis inquit, mundo despecti et viles 
habiti, tamen etiam wunc, in hoc ssculo, atque 
inter pressuras et opprobia, revera fii Dei sumus, 
utique per gratiam adoptionis! (Eet.) Here we 
have a solemn repetition of the same assertion as 
at eMe of with a weighty, truth 
engra upon, with respect to our digni 
n the ae world. The general — 
ows: '[As to our present state], now [I repeat 
we are already sons of God by adoption ; and [es 
to our future one], though it doth not yet appear 
[even to Christians, much less to the world] what 
we shall be. However, this we do know, that 
when be shall appear (or, * when our state shall 
be disclosed °), we shall be /ibe unto him, for we 
shall see him as he is; q. d. (as Lücke ex 
it), ‘In spite of the world's disowning, we still 
really are God's children (how great is that dig- 
nity !), and as yet it is not even made manifest 
(xai ov*e ipavıpwðn) what we are to be (in 
what glory we are to have a share hereafter). But 
this much we do know with certainty, that when 
this is manifested (when the glory of the children 
of God is manifested), we shall then be like unto 
him (of whom we are born]: for we shall see 
him as he is; i.e. we shall know him indeed, 
and be in bis nce; see Rom. viii. 16, seq. 
Col. iii. 3, 4. is sense of ipavepæðn is also 
assigned by Dr. Peile, who obeerves that this in- 

tation makes ià» = the Class. avr’ d», on 
which as distinguished from Stray, he refers to 
hie note on 7Eschyl. Agam. 12. But thie idiom 
needs proo By being like unto him is denoted 
likeness in holiness and happiness; and by seeing 
kim as he is is meant, seeing him no longer, as 
now, ‘through a glass, darkly, but face to face.’ 
(1 Cor. xiii. 12.)—To advert to a matter of read- 
tag. At oldupey 64 Lachm. and Tisch. cancel 
the di, on the authority of MSS. A, B, C, and 
2 cursi the Vulg., and a few Fathers ;—an 
authority, however, insufficient to justify the re- 
moval of any word, espec. when, as here, it is 
called for by the context, and demanded by the 
ratiocination, as is clear from the statement of 

8. This verse is connected with ii. 29, and 
opes the train of ideas there commenced. 

(Lücke.)—xai was ó iyw» — ieri, meaning, 
that ‘where there is a true bopo of being e 
like unto him, at his a ce, the person will 
— a sin o — rity, in order 
to partic is g b ness; seo 

Bull Harm, App P44, and South's Serm., 
vol. vi. p. 441, seqq. on this text, where, after 
considering how a man may be said to purify 
himself even as Christ is pure, he shows, 1. what 
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is ae in that purifying, i. e. by carefully rid- 
ding himeelf of the dominion of sin (comp. 1 Tim. 
vi. 14); 2. how the hope of heaven purifies a man; 
first, as s special and, secondly, upon a 
moral account, by suggesting to him arguments 
for purification. 
ES M io said is founded oe the foral 

ference an essential identity of tho expres- 
sions duapria and dvomla, and directed against 
the error of those who, misunderstand the 
doctrine of Christian liberty, denied dis- 
owned the positive character of the moral law, 
and tho immediate relation of sin thereto, as to a 
divine prohibition. (Lücke.)—^4às 6 Torv The 
duapriay, &c., meaning to say, that ‘ every fault, 
every moral stain is a transgression of tho Diviue 
law, since God's commandment demands the 
most t righteousness and tho most exalted 
purity.” (Lücke) But this does not draw forth 
the full force of «rout, which, as used of habit, 
may best be rendered practises, as far as 
duapriav, but not as respects ¿rouíav, where it 
only means‘ commits ;' i.e. as Dr. Peile explains, 
* js chargeable with ; and dvou. may, with him, 
be rendered *mon-cenformity (rather, *un-con- 
formity `) to law’—‘a state of moral disobedi- 
ence’ (lawlessness). The Apoetlo's peng, ag 
Mackan. observes, ie, ‘that no one should think 
lightly of his sin, because a À sin (even the 
least) being a violation of the law of God, will 
moet certainly be punished if not repented of. 
The Nicolaitans, and other heretics in the first 
age, fancying that knowledge sanctified the werst 
actions, affirmed that wo man possessed of imow- 

will be punished for any actiun whatever. In 
opposition to this pernicious doctrine the Apostle 
declares that, as the offence of sin lies in its ing 
a transgression of the Law of God, the Mo 
Governor of the worid will certainly punish every 
wilfal sinner.’ 

5, 6. xai oldurs Šri ixatvor, &c.] meaning to 
say, as an acknowledged truth, that ‘the end of 
redemption, as well as the effective example of 
the guiltless Saviour, prohibits every one, who 
lives in communion with the Redeemer, to sin.” 
Every sin that the Christian commits is an elusion 
of Christ's scheme of redemption, of which the 
end is the annihilation of sin; it interrupts tho 
progressive communion with the Redeemer, and 
ie a proof of His not having been recognised in 
His purity and holiness. Only by means of a 
Nope sanctification can the Christian realise 

bimself tbat redemption which, by his faith, he 

ToU Geoũ ápapríav ov mowi, Ort oméppa avrod èv aùr uéves 

has only sdeally appropriated. (Liicke.) By e$ 
narri the best Ex deos are 4 ^ 
meant, sinneth not habitually, wilfully, and pre- 
sumptuously, but only from frailty. Of thie 

iar sense the only example I have noted 
out of Scripture is in Jos. Antt. xvi. 2, 4, meAd- 
THy TOUT ar —À d» ovx duaprueóusDa, * where- 
by we shall avoid running into sin.” Whosoever 
doth so sin (it is added) hath no true knowledge 
of Him, or conception of his dectrine. 

7. undele whavadte tpas, &c.] A solemn 
warning (like that at 1 Cor. vi. 9—11. Gal. vi. 
6—10. Eph. v. 5—7. James i. 22—25. 2 Pet. i. 
8, 9) not to let any man deceive them by plausi- 
ble pretences (founded on the loose ethics of balf- 
Christianity, which would make the love of the 
world consistent with the love of God) into an 
opinion that they might live in habitual sia, and 
et be true Christians. (Scott and Liicke.)— 
Tomy Thy Sixaogéyny, &c., meaning. ‘ be 

alone who ie habitually righteous, in imitatien of 
hie Saviour, ie truly righteous; see Simeca's 
Hor. Homil. vol. vi. p. 827, who truly says, that 
the whole scope of the context from ver. 3 sano- 
tions, and, indeed, requires this interpretation. 

8. 6 voie — Here in, as 
40181» must be understood of M; the 
sense being, * He who practises sia [must not sa 

a a is sonship is i simili- 
tudo] ; for the Devil bas been habitually and 
petually sinning.’ At els torre — Arafo 
supply «aires, ‘and yet.’ The omission of such 
ratiocinative Particles is ene of the peculiarities 
of St. John's style. The sentiment corresponds 
to that a£ ver. 5. 

9. wae ó yeyavruuávos —oó wou?) Tbe sa- 
timent is nearly allied to that at ver. 6 (wae ó d» 
atte mivæv, oby duaprárs:), sonship and iati- 

being cognate * In both pas- 
sages, then, it is plain that the phrase daeprías 
Tou; must be taken, like duapráve:, of delibe- 
ihe and pang dra ras —— to understand 
this passage fully ,ó ysyssv. ix rev Geov must 
= m as at i ab where seo note. Now 

such an one it ma id, in & popular sense, 
that he cannot sin ; since horoia effectual grace 
afforded te him that he alali not; ob severe: 
being used bere as at Heb. vi. 4, ddvvarey ioti 
—dvuxawifay siç perévorer. By the expres- 
sion e*ípua abrov we mey understand, with 
Augustine, of the ancients, and of the moderas, 
Grot., Benson, Roecnm., and most recept Com- 
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mentators, the revealed word of God (see | Pet. 
i. 23). But I would rather it to denote, 
as Carpzov and others explain, the vital principle 
of the spiritual seed committed to our hearts, li 
a seedling to the ground ; and consisting not in 
the word of God only, but ia the Divine grace by 
which that word is made effectual ; in short, the 
sanctificatien of the Spirit n of at Gal. v. 22. 
Nearly the same view is taken by Dr. Peile, who 
explains it ‘ the seminal principle of an imperish- 
able life,’ {wh xai — Tim. i. 10. Eph. 
iv. 18; q. d. ‘It is not only $4 him, but abiding in 
him, as the means whereby (as he is now a com- 
pound of “flesh and spirit ") he shal] ever more 
and more consecrate himself to God's service: 
Rom. vi. 22. vii. 25. viii. 11. 2 Cor. iv. 10, 11. 
vii. 1. 1 These. v. 23. 2 Pet. i. 4 ; and so he ean- 
not sip, because he is a BORN OF Gop.’ On this 
difficult point Calv. has the following able note : 
* Jobannes non de nno actu (ut vocant) hic loqui- 
ter, sed de continuo vitæ tenore.  Fanatici qui- 
dam a@ternum nescio quod semen in electis som- 
niant, quod secum afferant ex matris utero; sed 
hae plusquam ineppertuné torquent Joannis 
verba; neque enim de seterná electione disputat, 
sed initium a Regeneratione facit. Atqui con- 
stat sic incboari in nobis Regenerationem, ut ad 
mortem usque Veteris Hominis relliquis ma- 
neant. Quodsi nondum plena oet, ac solida Re- 
generatio, nonnisi pro medo suo a Peccati servi- 
tute nos eximit.’ 

10. Because the werld neither knows 
nor appreciates the difference between those who 
are the carp hss of —* and those who are not, 
the Apostle eubjoins an emphatic repetition 
of ho cenit! ment; that ‘every one who does not 
practise righteousness is not ef God;' and that 
with the assurance that this is the only test of 
men being in a state of salvation. On this general 

tion Te thea — a a a om. re- 
specting that moet important our duty 
i ned whieh consists in love and kindness to 
our brethren, —meaning, not only brother-Chris- 
tians, but brother-mon, See 2 Pet. i. 7. Gal. v. 
14. Col. iii. 14. 

]1. From hence to the end of the T the 
Apostle urges the foregoing exhortation by vari- 
ous a reminds them that 

with the Christian religion itself; originating 
with its Author, and made the distinguishing 

evidence of being his disciples. Those, there- 
fore (it is implied), who are destitute of this 
grace, are no true Chrisiians, but can only be 
ranked with him who, though professing to be a 
worshi of God, showed himself to be not of 
the family of God, but of the Evil One, by envy- 
ing, hating, and murdoring his brother. 

2. oó kaÜes Kai», &c.] This may be con- 
sidered as a brief mode of speaking, for what, 
more fully expressed, would be: ‘And not as 
Cain, who was a son of the Devil, and murdered 
nis brother [so let us do, by fostering those feel- 
ings of hatred, which may tend to murder]. 
Then, by way of caution, the Apostle in the next 
words, xel xápw + (xau, suggests the 
cause of this hatred,—namely, envy at his bro- 
ther's superior goodness and favour with God. 

13. u$ Oavud¥ers—6 xócuoes] In ether 
words, * Wonder not if the world hate you: it 
was ever so in the world; the wicked have ever 
hated and persecuted the good, as Cain did Abel.” 
(Lae ) ver. l. John xv. 18, and xvi. |, seqq. 

e. 
14. uels oldauer, &c.] This suggests, by wa 

of consolation, Aow it choad be $0; the — 
being, that ‘the enmity of the ungodly against 
them, as the children of God, was the most un- 
7 — proof that they had paseed from death 
(from a state of spiritual condemnation) to life,’ 
or a state of acceptance with God ; and d he 
of thelr being ín such a etate was that they loved 
the brethren.—754«$« oldauev. I am inclined to 
agree with Mr. Green, Gr. N. T., that the Pro- 
noun is here, as very oft. (I had almost eaid 
generally) in St. John. emphatic; q.d. ‘ We 
now [though the world which hates us does 

mot] that, &c. Comp. John xiv. 20. This em- 
phatie force may, then, briefly be expressed thus: 
We, for our pn know.’ The words roy dà1A- 

v, not found in a few ancient MSS. and several 
thers, have been cancelled Lachm. and 

Tiech. But, although internal evidence is some- 
what againet the worde, there exists no sufficient 
zuthorliy to warrant their being cancelled, 

15. In addition to the assurance that ho who 
hateth his brother is, as it were, under the ban 
of God, the Apostle adds, that such an one is 
even a sort of Cain, of whom he has just spoken; 
that his disposition and principles are such as 
tend to marder, and may, as in the case of Cain, 
lead to actual murder. Compare John viii, 44. 
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How short, as Liicke observes, is the step from 
hatred to murder, ience fully evinces. 
Moreover (as he adds) ‘it is not the mere ex- 
ternal action, but the internal disposition of the 
heart, that is inquired into and judged by the 
great Searcher of hearts; while man is apt to 
think lightly of evil thoughts only, and only 
shudders at grossly criminal acts." As, then, 

is utterly inconsistent with a state of 
salvation, so also must thoee dispositions, which 
are the seed of it, prevent any one from being a 
child of God. Thus even a heathen writer ( Vir- 
gil, JEn. vi. 607) places in his Tartarus those 
* quibus tavisi , dum vita manebat." 

16. iv Toéro iyvøxausv—iðnxe] * Hortatu- 
rus fideles ad caritatis orga fratres officia, Christi 
Domini proponit exemplum, qui summam erga 
nos caritatem ostendit, animam suam ponens pro 
nobis. Quo suo exemplo ipee Dominus disci- 
pulos hortatus est, dicens, Hoc est præceptum 
meum, ut diligatis invicem, sicut dilexi vos. 
Joan. xv.’ Calv. The full sense ie, ‘ Herein have 
we learned, and do know, Love (i.e. the principle 
of Love, what Love is), in that He (the Son of 
Gop) hath laid down his life for us.’ The pria- 

iple of Love is considered as exemplified in 
rist. At the next clause, xai huste dpslA.— 

v:Gévat, there is a tacit inference, deduced from 
the acknowledged and bounden duty of Chris- 
tians to follow the example of their Lord. Thus 
we may render, * Thus also as he did, ought we, 
following his example, to do likewise, and also 
in obedience to bis injunction at John xiii. 15, 
Uródteypa—xai Uueit wore. 

17. os & dv ixy—ir aires ;) meaning to say, 
* But if it be duty of the Christian to love 
the brethren, how unlike a Christian, then, does 
he act, who, being in peces of earthly 8 
(compare Luke xv. 12, 90. xxi 4), seeth his 
brother in distress, and shutteth up hie heart to 
him, how can the love of God, which only by 
brotherly love can be demonstrated and perfected 
De infra iv. 12, 20) abide in such an one P 
Lücke.) See Luke iii. 11. 2 Cor. viii. 14, 

compared with Rom. xii. 9. In xAslay Tà 
o) i*yyva áró Tiwos wo have a figurative mode 
of expression, to denote the, as it were, ‘ barring 
the heart against compassion, and forbidding it 
to flow.'—+óv Bio» Tov kóguov. Reader: ‘ this 
world's goods, or substance ;' a use of Bios found 
in Luke xv. i2, GcatAay avTois rov fiov. 
too, Jos. Antt. i. 20, l, yuvaixds s xal vaidac 
éwaycusvoe parà Tov wopicOivros Blov. So 
y ig v. 9, p. 104, Locell. xowwvýo aire 
Tov i 

18. uù dyar. Aóyc—«al &XAn8iía] ‘ Ex- 
hortatio necessaria propter eos, qui dilectionem 
fraternam verbo obtendentes, opere non preestant ; 
qas introducit Jacobus in Epistolà sua, cap. ii. 
icentes, Ite in pace, calefacimini et. saturamimi, 

juventur egeni ; sed dilectionem opere et effectu 
is, 973, ud 

v&KVÍa pou, ode má eive. 
19. The Apostle now adds, in conclusion, a 

serious exhortation to that ‘love unfeigned " in- 
culcated by St. Paul, Rom. xii. 9.—«ai iv rere 
yuwécxousp, &c. He also here applies the 
test of the reality of this love, by a comparison 
with that of Christ; q. d. * And by this we know 
whether we be of the truth [in this — 
namely, of love to others]. Similar to èx rie 
GAnOsiae salpa: we have ix rou Osev siva: elso- 
where. understand 
true religion, 

hoe; quod non 
et lingu&, sed et veritato 

fratres diig imus, sincere videlicet atque ex 
animo illis tes, cognoscimus, nos esse 
ex veritate ; et proinde, si id faciamus, conscien- 
tiam nostram coram Deo tranquillam atque 
pecatam reddemus, quod eum vere diligamus, 
certà oonceptà fiducià, quod damnationem in 
judicio Dei simus evasuri; ut inferius hoc et 
sequenti capite explicatur.'—Tbhe words «ei— 
weicousy may be ‘and shall (or 
‘ may’) assure our hearts ;* ‘thus quieting and 
tranquillizing our accusing conscience." 

20, 21. Some obscurity here exists, arising 
from extreme brevity: to remove which some, 
as Benson and Roeenm., supply a clause from 
the preceding verse, as follows: * For if oer 
— — us, as — in brotherly 
ove, ‘ greater our heart, and 
knoweth all things, [and consequently our 
hearts, instead of being assured before him, will 
condemn us; on the other band,] if our 
condemn us sof, then —— — 
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God. But there is thus something too forced 
and artificial to suit the Apostle's style. There 
is more of uires ani perhaps truth, in the 
mode adopted by Dr. Peile in the following 

hrastic Version : ‘(And this we have great 
need to do;) because, if our heart condemn ws, 
Gop is inconceivably greater than our heart, yea, 
is izant of all we say, think, or do; John ii. 
25. 1 Cor. iv. 4, 5. , it is tf our heart 

L. ie ed 

16. 1 Thess. ii. 2. yea, that, whatsoever we ask, 
ere receive from Him, ing his 
commandments, and doing what is ing tn his 
ight.’ Comp. John xv. 7—10. xvi. 23, See 
alvin's able note. 
23. xai abra ioriv—ipiv] Render: * And 

his commandment (tho sum of all) ie, that we 
should believe in the Divine mission of his Son 
Jesus Christ, and Jove each other, according to 
the injunction he gave us.” See 1 Tim. 1. 5. 
Gal. v. 6. John iii. 16. vi. 28, 29, and Calvin's 
note. 

24. xai ó tTnpiov—avrov] The full sense ie, 
* He, then, who keepeth oabi God's pro- 
cepts, is the person who abideth iu him, he 
in him; implying love, favour, and blessing from 

. In the next sentence is given a test of the 
having this ‘abiding of God’ in them, —namely, 
by bie imperting to them the Holy Spirit, and its 
gifts, whether ordinary or extraordinary,— since, 
in either case, is implied the approbetion and 
favour of God ; and, from the presence or absence 
of which, we may infer our spiritual state; for, 
as it is well observed by Dr. Glocester Ridley, 
* the way of the Spirit is not to be traced: the 
working of God is not to be perceived. The 
Divine Author and his operations are hidden 
from us, but his work is manifest; and though 
we cannot see God at any time, or fcel the mo- 
tion of the Spirit in our hearts, yet i» there a 
certain evidence whether wo are wrought on b 
Him or not ; namely, according to this infallible 
rule given us by St. John, whereby we may know 
that by his Spirit dwelleth in us, if we keep 
bis commandments.” 

. IV. The particular subject of this and the next 

Chapter is the Incarnation, in which the doctrine 
of the Atonement is, if rightly understood, in- 
cluded. It ie therefore with reason that St. John 
sets forth this as the cardinal doctrine of Chris- 
tianity ; insomuch that he speaks of the belief of 
this article as the accomplishment of our Christian 
warfare; the attainment, at least, of that faith 
which overcometh the world, inspiring the Chris- 
tian with fortitude to surmount its temptations, 
in whatever shape they may assail him. On the 
other hand, the denial of this great truth, so 
animating to the believer's hopes, he represents 
as the beginning of that apostasy, which is to 
come to its beight iu the latter times; in fact, as 
one of the characteristics of Antichrist. In the 
peus Chapter the Apostle follows up what he 

just said, as to the gift of tho Spirit being the 
sign of God's presence and favour, by warning 
Christians against those who falsely pretended to 
the Spirit; and he gives certain rules for dis- 
eriminating true from false spiritual gifts : after 
which he proceeds again to — brotherly love 
and charity as the bond of perfectnees. 

. Wavti wvevuats} meaning, ‘every one who 
claims to have a spiritual gift, or lays claim to 
inspiration; implying, as appears from the con- 
text, without und. So at 2 Thess. ii. 2, and 
1 Tim. iv. 4, the term is used directly of those 
who faleely make the claim. It must be by im- 
plication so understood here; for, as Dr. Burton 
observes, ‘As in the preceding verse the Apostle 
had said, the presence of the Spirit is the test of a 
man’s having Gon dwelling in him, so in this 
he guards against false pretensions to the Spirit, 
avant to the teudowp., ‘pretenders to the 

irit. 
2. The Apostle now applies an infallible touch- 

stone to prove the validity of such claims.—év 
TOUTQ yweouste TÓ Treva, &e. ' By this yo 
know and discern the SM in every person 
claiming to possess it.’ The test is adduced in 
the next words, ‘ et person, claiming to have 
the Spirit, who openly and fearlessly professes 
that Jesus Christ was made very man [for our 
redemption], is from God ;' i.e. his pretensions 
are valid. Seo 1 Cor. xii. 3 Considering tho 
known opinions of the heretics of that age, which 
c not in a denial] of the divinity, but of 
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the — Christ, the best Expoeitors are 
that there is reference to tho tenets of the 

tæ and others, who held Jesus Christ to 
have been a mere @avracua, destitute of a real 
body. See Bp. Bull, Jud. Eccl. Cath., p. 17, and 
Lücke's Introd. Now the Apostle maintains that 
he came really [clothed] in the flesh, i. e. in a 
human body. 

8. The fret clauso of this verse contains the 
converse proposition to that in the last clause of 
the ing. The second clause seems meant 
to advert to the which dictated the 
latter of the two confessions, or professions, and 
ie represented as a sort of davipwua, or mani- 
festation thereof: or we may, with our Common 
Version, eu wvyevna understood; and, 
ing to this view, the words mey be rendered and 
interpreted as by Eet. thus: ‘ Hic spiritus, qui non 
confitetur Jesum Christum in carne venisse, sed 
solvit Jesum, spiritus est illius Antichristi, i. e. 
heec doctrina cum suo doctore precurrit satellitio 
Antichristum, cujus emne studium atque cona- 
tus in hoc erit, ut solvat ac destruat Jesum Chris- 
tum et — ejus. The in tation of the 
next words, 5 dxnx.—«xdopues, depends on that 
assigned to the preceding; but they will apply 
either to Antichrist, or to the spirit of Anti- 
christ; and, indeed, it comes to the eame thing. 
Perhaps the spirit of Antichrist is as 
about to come, in order to pave the way for the 
appearance, or person, of Antichrist. 

4. ducts ¿x< Tov Osov tore—verx. abrovr) 
The Apoetle's purpose here, o Calv., is 
* fidelibus addere animos, ut fortiter et intrepide 
impoetoribus (yeuvdorp.) resistant.’ By ix Tov 
GoU is meant, ‘Ye are born of God; his chil- 
dren, as being in his i ° So at ver. 7, ix 
ToU Otoũ ior: is intere with ¿x tov 
Osov ysyévygTai.— Of xal sarix.. abrods, the 
senso is, * ye have frustrated all the ettempts of 
the Antichristian impostors to pervert you from 
the purity of the Gospel.” The next words show 
how this triumph is obtained; namely, * because 
superior is He (i.e. the Spirit of God) whois in, and 
influences you, to him (the evil Spirit) who is in 
the world, and influences it.’ Calvin's view of 
the general ope of the words is confirmed by 
the opinion of Lücke, who remarks that ‘ these 
who are sure of the victory, having it, indeed, 

dort, kal was 6 áyamv, éx ToU Oeod *yeyévvrrat, Kai vivo iet 
Tov Owr 9:6 p) dyamów, oùe &yvo Tov Oecóv, Ste 0 Oc 

already in their hands, t more courageously, 
and mii readily obtain the final victory. 

5,6. What is here said is, as before, founded 
on the absolute xpíais between infidel Christianity 
and genuine Christianity. (Lücke.) 

5. aùrol ix oU xóeuov, &c.] meaning, ° iy 
(i. e. the teachers ín question) are [not of 
but] of the world,’ actuated by a worldly spirit. 
‘In that spirit they speak, and th the 
world hearkens to them ; hence their success." 

6. gueic] meaning the Apostles and divinely 
—€— — — Ò — n O., ‘ho 

o we ight,’ namely, by regenera- 
tion and faith. 4x ToéTov yv., ‘by thie test 
(L. e. the receiving or the rejecting thie doctrine) 
we may know how to distinguish the spirit of 
truth from that of error.’ 

7, 8. After the above digression concerning the 
éoxtpacia r&y wreunares, the A resumes 
the exhortation commenced at iil. 23 to those 
who adhered to the true doctrine of Christ, that 
they should cultivate the most endeared affection 
towards one another; for this holy, spiritual, and 
self-denying love ‘is of God.’ ‘God is love, or 
essential goodness and benevolence. It is, as it 
were, his very nature to be kind, to communicate 
life, and im felicity, and to provide for the 
nd gps of his creatures, in al] cases and me- 
thods which consist with his infinite wisdom, 
— truth, and holiness; for love must ever 

exorcised in entire consistency with these attri- 
Gent by the perfect Source of all excellence.” 

tt 
7. ayarnroi, dyarupev, &c.] meaning, ‘ Let 

us love one another, as those who truly are of 
God, and rightly know him ; for love (bretherly 
love) is not ix xóguov, but dx cov Oxov (it bo- 
longs to that life which is of God), it is an cesen- 
tial criterion of a filial relation to God, and ef 
right knowledge of him.’ (Lücke. 

8. drt ó Gade dydwy ioriv) ‘for God is 
love, i.e. entirely love, love itself. Comp. v. 
16. Here the Apostle puts the attribute of love 
as God's essence (in a similar manner as im the 
ene iv. 24, it is said, )rveuua ó Cade), because 
a im ped pai i — Christ, — 

ially and most perfectly recognised felt 
i te love essentially. (Lücke.) Well is it said 
ef God that * He is love;’ for God can as weil 
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coase to be as cease to love. If He should den 
that, he would deny Aimself; and that He will 
not do, because he cannot, and He cannot do it 
Leong Deml not. It is i= ipe nme 
whom ‘ ings are iblo' to deny him 
(Bp. Sanderson. ) = 

, 10. Here we have the same sentiment as at 
John iii. 16 and supra iii. 16, where seo notes. 

9. Cee — — or Showing 
can be recogn us as lov 

in this was manifested the! love of God, &c. 
(Lücke.) Tho meaning, and logical connexion, 
of this verse will best by rendering freely 
thus: ‘Herein ss jon of the truth of 
God's love being set on us, and so of the truth, 
that God, as made known te us in Jesus Christ, 
is Lovz,’ &c. Herein is Love, in the fact, * not 
that we loved God, but that while we were yet 
sinners (Rom. v. 8), He loved us.'—Tó» movo- 
avy is hero added to roy Yiòv abou, ‘in order 
as Macknight te) to heighten our idea of 
od's love to us, in giving a Person of such 

supreme dignity, and so beloved of God, to dio 
for us.’ 

10. oy Sri ñuste Jryemicapsr, &c.] The 
A poetis bers aya a street on God s loving ws fira 
since men sre more di to love those by 
whom they are loved. On the term lAaeyuór 
see note li. 1, 2, and my Lex. ‘ 

11. Here is drawn the inference from the fore- 
going position of the free love of God to us; q. d. 
*Bince God hath — ais loved us, we also 
must, in imitation of love, love one another 
as brethren in Christ.’ 

12. @sów ovdeis—admtv} The first clause con- 
tains the same words as John i. 18, where see 
note; but the sense there, is here further carried 
out. der, ‘Gop no man hath (epea T 
with his bodily eyes) ever yet seen [in which it 
is implied], and therefore we eannot have such 
visible converse and sensible communion with 
Him, as we may have one with another; but if 
we have love eno to anether, God is remaining 
with us (is ia union with us; comp. ii. 5, mote), 
and His love is perfected in us; i.e. is fully 

ished in us, by our love of the brethren.’ 

Such is prob. tho sense of this obscure 3 
and it is confirmed by the suffrage of Est., and 
nearly of Liicke in the following —— 
* [Man cannot immediately return to the invisible 
God that love which he hath shown to us] for no 
man hath ever seen God (can ever see him); but 
when we love one another (love the brethren, 
who are visible), then God remains in us, he is 
present to us with his favour, and thus the love 
to God, who is invisible, yet spiritually eee 
(comp. vv. 19—21), is accomplished in us through 
eur love to the brethren.’ 

13. The connexion and sense is this: ‘ The 
love of God is founded en a mutual communion 
with him, but that communion d on our 
consciousness of the Holy Gheet, which we have 
received from God, operating within us (com 
iii. 24), through whose power, and in the faith in 
the Son of God, as Redeemer of the world, we' 
are God's children.’ (Lücke.) 

l4. xai ñuste T4Ü. xal paprvp., Sri, &c. 
* Nunc alteram notitis Dei partem, quam attigi- 
mus, exponit, quod scilicet in Filio ee nobis com- 
munieat, ac fraendam offert: unde sequitur, fide 
a nobis percipi." (Calv.) The full sense is well 
laid down by Est. thus: * Et ut amplius intelli- 
gatur, Deum in nobis esse, nos Apostoli, quorum 
pose, pid fidem Christianam suscepistis, vidimus 
oculis nostrie, et manibus contrectavimus (hac 
enim dicuntur primo Capite) Eum, in quem cre- 
didistis ; et sicut vidimus, ita testificati sumus, et 
adhuc teetificamur signis oooperantibus, quod 
Deus Pater mist Filium suum, ut esset mundi 
Salvator, i.e. ut homines toto orbe in se credentes 
a peccatis et morte salvos faceret.’ 

15. ' tit Apostolus illud axíoma, nos Deo 
uniri per Christum, nec posse Christo esse con- 
junctos, «uin Deus in nobis maneat.’ (Est) 

der, * whosoever shall confess that Jesus is 
the Son of God (the Saviour sent for our salva- 
tion. See John iii. 17), he is really united with 
God [in mutual love]. The Apostle takes for 
-— Bet a E bm ion ad Hace: 

y being foun n Faith, but uctive of & 
suitable conduct. dads 

16. The cennexion may be traced thus: ‘ And 
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to induce men to hold their faith] we do full 
ow, and firmly believe, the love that God hat 

towards us. *Hinc intelligimus," says Calv., 
* quantum a fide absit suspensa vel dubia opinio.' 
The iets is rightly referred by the best Exposi- 
tors to St. John, and those whom he addresses ; 
thus speaking, says Eet., ‘in person& populi 
fidelis; ut sensus sit: Itaque nos per Apostolo- 
rum predicationem, perque Spiritus sancti testi- 
monia cognovimus ac fide complexi eumus cari- 
tatem illam immensam, quam Deus habet erga 
nos, ut pro quibus vivificandis et salvandis Filinm 
suum miserit in mundum.' So, too, Lücke, who 
observes that ‘the conclusion of v. 16, having a 
reference to vv. 7, 8, contains a concise result of 
what is before stated.’—dv riv is for ale nude. 

17. * Duo hujus v. sunt membra: nos Divine 
adoptionis tunc esse compotes, quum Deum refe- 
rimus, ut fili patrem : dcinde hanc fiduciam in- 
comparabile esse bonum, quia sine es simus 
miserrimi.' (Est.) The general eense may be traced 
thus, ‘ By this [abiding in love to our brethren] we 
may know that our love is complete and perfect, 
so that we PAY no confidence [of our accept- 
ance] in the of judgment; namely, for this 
reason, that as God is [thus di towards us 
men}, so also are we in this world [disposed] 
towards others; namely, because we imitate the 
examples of love, &c. set us by our heavenly 
Father, and therefore may hope for acceptance, 
through the mercy of God and the mediation of 
Christ. So Lücke explains the passage as expres- 
sive of the power of brotherly love to give perfect 
confidence in the day of judgment to those who 
exercise it according to Christ's example. 

18. póßor oix torw, &c.] ‘Qua toto hoc 
versu de timore dicuntur; eo spectant, ut probe- 
tur, quod dictum est, eos, qui caritatem exercent, 
habere fiduciam in die Judicii. Nam ablegato 
per caritatem timore, dE locus est fiducism, cui 
timor adveresbatur, Ut heec sit probatio a remo- 
tione contrarii; So Est, who lays down the 
sense thus: ‘Timor ille, quo quis sibi male 
conscius timet condemnari in judicio Divino, 
non consistit cum caritate, sive non est in eo, 
qui caritatem habet Dei et proximi, veram scilicet 
atque sinceram ;' q. d. ‘ Slavish fear exists not in 
this love, but perfect love [such as this} casts 

e^ ? e^ ` 
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aside fear; for [such] fear implies terror, [ which 
is incompatible with love to ; since] he whe 
so feareth the judgment and punishment is not 
perfected in love,’ does not love perfectly and sin- 
cerely. * True love and terror,’ observes Lücke, 
* mutually excludo each other, because love and 
cheerful confidence are inse e, for (ST) the 
terror (of God in judgment) is grounded on con- 
seiousness of merited punishment, but (36) fear 
of punishment annihilates the perfect and cheer- 
ful love, which is fal] of confidence." 

19. ñuste ayarwpev—ityas| Many eminent 
Commentators, from Grot. and Est. downwards, 
take dy. in the Subjunctive, ‘ Let us lovo: which 
is supported by the authority of the Vulg. and 
Pesch. Syr. Versions; while most recent i- 
tors take it for the Indicat, which I still prefer, 
not only for other reasons urged in its favour, but 
because it yields the more suitable eense. But 
the arguments u by Est for the Subjunet. 
are so strong, as almost to constraiu one's assent. 
Upon the whole, the matter may be considered 
an open — 
20. ‘ There is a seeming want of connexion 

here, which we may supply from v. 11, and v. 1, 
by supposing it to have present to the Apos- 
tle's mind to say, '* But if the love of God be in 
our hearts, we cannot belp loving our Christian 
brethren also ; or, if we do not, we practically give 
the lie to our professed belief that in Christ we 
are sone, whom God, not imputing our 
unto us, has called (and by the — 

tnees of His love constrained) to before 
im in holiness and love’ (Peile), whose view 

of the connexion and course of argument, 
resting on somewhat precarious grounds, I pre 
to that laid down by Bp. Warburton (beretofore 
adduced by me), which, however, marked by his 
usual ability, rests on a very insecure basis, and 
savours too much of the sophist and rhetorical 
Rr Cu 

1. The Apostle here concludes with the irre- 
fragable argument, that *it is Christ's dietinct 
commandment, or rather God's through Christ 
(comp. iii. 23), that whosoever loveth most 
love his brother also.’ See John xiii. 34. 

V. The indissoluble connexion between the 
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law of God and of our brother is now placed in 
another point of view, and illustrated by new 
motives; since none who is not born of God can 
believe that Jesus is the Christ (compare supra 
iv. 5, 6. John viii. 43), it follows that whosoever 
hath this faith is born of God. i ges 

l. wai wae ó åyaræv, &c.] * Moreover, 
every one who truly loveth him, &c. The sen- 
timent has the air of an adage; q. d. ‘ He who 
loves the parent will naturally love the child.’ 
The full sense is well opened out by Dr. Peile, 
from whose able tracing of the argument we may 
safely conclude that ‘ both the love of God, and, 
next to that, the love of our brethren in Christ, 
do necessarily spring out of a — in the 
now realized promiso of a time of REGENERA- 
TION, when “ the Son of Man should be seated 
on the throne of his glory."' Matt. xix. 28. 
Eph. i. 19—23. Phil. ii 9. Heb. i. 3. James ii. 
l. 1 Pet. i. 21. 
2. ir — L —— aie 

A e here argues | ad speciale, Since 
what was aid at vec) vis universally true, so 
it holds good puecuany of the love of God. 
The sense is, ‘ By this may we know that we do 
love the children of God aright, when we love 
God, and keep his commandments.'—To advert 
to a matter of various reading. For Tnpõnav 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit wo:mpev, from several 
ancient MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 1182), 
and internal evidence is in its favour, from 
this use of «oisi» being quite characteristic of 
the Apostle. Nevertheless, Tnosiv is also so 
used by St. John in this very Epistle, supra, ch. 
ii. 3—5. iii. 22, 24, as also in the next verse, and 
v. 18. So that mouse may have been intro- 
duced for the purpose of removing a tautology. 

8. Of this verse the scope is to state more pre- 
cisely the connexion between loving God and 
keeping his commandments.—aitrn yao loriw 
5 é&yáwn, &c., meaning, ‘this is tbe proof and 
evidence of our love to God, that we keep his 
commandments.” The next words, xai al évru- 
Aai—elolv, seem meant to indirectly contrast (as 
an encouragement to obedience) the compara- 
tively light injunctions of the Gospel with the 
heavy burdens of the Law. In proof of which, 
the Apostle proceeds to show how they are easy, 
—adverting to those points in which the Gospel 
is es superior to the Law,—namcly, the luve 
of God, as o to the fear of him, and that 
renewal of the heart by the communication of 

VoL. LL 

Divine grace, which the Law did not, and could 
not, provide. 

4. Gri wav TÒ yeyevynuivoyv—rov koauov] 
q. d. ‘ Now, as a proof of this, whatsoever is born 
of God overcometh [the temptations of] the 
world.’ Then is suggested the grand ; 
by which the victory is obtained. in the words 
kai aUTy—Tío iS niv, where, at vixn, there 
is a metonymy of the effect for the efficient. The 
neuter, wav TÒ yey., is here, as at John vi. 39. 
xvii. 2, put for ds ó yey., not, as Lücke says, 
‘to express totality more forcibly,’ but in order 
to advert to the victory being obtained not so 
much by the man hiuiself, as by the neto nature 
infused into him by regeneration, 1 Cor. i. 30. 
vi. 17. 2 Cor. v. 17, and other passages referred 
to by Dr. Peile, who has well seen the true view. 

5. Instead of further demonstrating this pro- 
position, St. John, addressing himself to the 
conscience and Christian experience of his 
readers, exclaims, by an interrogative affirma- 
tive, * But who, except he that hath faith in 
Christ, is capable of overcoming the world? 
Who but he, &c. Comp. 2 Cor. i. 24, where it 
it is said, Tj, yàp Tío Ts: ia T kaTa.—Tís io Tiv 
ó vixwy, &c. Here (as at ii. 22) the-interroga- 
tion is strongly affirmative. Of course, to believe 
Jesus to be the Son of God is to believe that he 
is God incarnate. The belief, too, must be a 
vital one, evincing its truth by its fruits, other- 
wise it will not, cannot conquer. 

6. By the water and the bood here spoken of 
we may, with Wells and Carpzov, suppose the 
Apostle to advert to the sacraments; meaning 
by wafer the *laver of regeneration, and b 
ood the Lord's Supper, in which the wine is 

poured out as a symbol of the blood of the New 
Covenant—the former as being that by which we 
are regenerated, and become sons of God; the 
latter as that whereby we are united with God, 
and obtain s victory over the world (vv. 4, 5). 
The connexion and sense of the age is well 
stated by Liicke as follows: ‘Who can doubt 
that Jesus is really the Christ, the Son of God ? 
For, as he was to appear in the quality of Mes- 
siah, so he has appeared; and what he was to 
bring, as a purifying and atoning Saviour to the 
world, he has brought.’.—obros lori 6 
iX8Gr—aluaros. The words are to be resolved 
thus: oŭróe (ó Yide rov Oeut, ver. 5) dorw 
"Incous ó Xpsotds, ó ¿A02v à UduTos xal 
alparos, SD 
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7, 8. Sti ptis slow—ol pais cle rò ty alow) 
Ona like the present, on which volumes 
have been written by some of the most eminent 
scholars, it would be presumptuous to attempt, 
within the compass of a NoTE, even the briefest 
sketch of the state of a question so extensive in 
its bearings as that which relates to the authen- 
ticity and sense of the disputed passage p 
within brackets. Nor can this be A 
since, I presume, nearly all my readers pouce 
Mr. Horne's valuable Introduction, which con- 
tains an able condensed statement of the argu- 
ments on both sides of the question. Those, 
however, who desire to obtain complete informa- 
tion on the subject are referred, FoR the authen- 
ticity, to the disquisitions of Bengel and Ernesti, 
Bpe. Horsley and Middl., Prof. Knittel, Drs. 
Nolan and Hales, and Bp. Parse: AGAINST it, 
to those of Prof. Porson, Bp. Marsh, and Crito 
Cantabrigiensis [ Bp. Turton} I must content 
myself with laying before the reader ¿too close 
paraphrases of the whole ,— one witk and 
the other without the disputed portion ; leaving it 
to him to decide which way he thinks best. On 
the supposition that the words are genuine, the 
meaning may be expressed, in the words of Bp. 
Burgess, thus: ‘ This is he that was manifested 
by his baptism to be the Son of God ; and by his 
death to be the Son of God come in the ; 
manifested not by his baptism only, with which 
he commenced his ministry on carth, but by his 
death, with which he finished it; and it is the 
Spirit that beareth witness that Jesus is the Son 
of God. Now the Spirit is truth,—a true wit- 
ness. For he is not alone; there are three that 
bear record in heaven that Jesus is the Son o 
God,—namely, the Father, the Word, and the 
Holy Spirit; and these three are one in the 
Divine nature. And there are three that bear 
witness in earth that the Son of God is come in 
the aste tamem bis last breath on the cross, 
and the Wood and water that issued from his 
side. And these three are one in the Person of 
Jesus Christ, one united proof of his human 
nature from the phenomena of his death. By 
the Jewish Law, the testimony of two or three 
men is true, Íf, then, we receive the witness 
of men, the witness of God is ter; for this 
is the witness of God, that he hath testified of 
his Son.'—On the supposition that the words are 

rivus, we may express the sense according to 
e phrase of Sir Isaac Newton as follows: 

* This is he that, after the Jews had long expected 
him, came, first in a mortal body, by baptism of 
water, and then in an immortal one, by shedding 
his blood upon the cross, and rising again from 
the dead; sot by water only, walter and 
blood ; being the Son of God, as well by his resur- 
rection from the dead (Acts xiii. 33) as by his 

of otherwise than as 

TUpnke Trepi Tod Fiod abroU. 19 ^'O miorteúwv eis tov Tidy ToU 

supernatural birth of the Virgin — 35 
And st is the Spirit also that, together with 2 
water and blood, beareth witness of the truth of 
his coming; because the Spirit is truth, and so a 
fit and unexceptionable witness. For are 
three that bear record of his coming; the Sperit, 
which he promised to send, and which was since 
sent forth upon us in the form of cloven 
and — the baptism of water, where- 
in God testi “This is my beloved Son ;” and 
the shedding of his blood, accompanied with his 
resurrection, whereby he became the most faith- 
ful martyr or witness of this truth. And these 
three, the Spirit, the baptism, and passion of 
Christ, agree in witnessing ons and the same 
thing, [namely, that the Son of God is come]; 
and therefore their evidence is strong; for the 
law requires but two consenting witnesses, and 
here we have three; and if we receive the wit- 
ness of men, the three-fold witness of God, which 
he bare of his Son, by declaring at his beptiem, 
“ This is my beloved Son,” by raising him from 
the dead, and by pouring out his Spirit on us, is 
greater, and therefore ought to be more readily 
received.’ See also the paraphrase of Dr. Peile. 
I have only to add, that, after a fresh examina- 
tion of the whole question for this ninth Edition, 
] see less reason than ever to receive the words 
as genuine. As far as external evidence, 
the words must be considered as interpolated ; 
and internal evidence is, in the main, confirma 
tive of external. In sbort, tbe words cannot, 
with any due to those Canons of Criti- 
cism acted upon in all other cases throughout the 
writings of the New — nc be ed 

ous, not a i 
of them in an one of the numerous Lam. sed 
Mus. MSS. which I have collated. 

9. al rhy paprupiap, &c] Here we have aa 
elliptical syllogism, d minori ad majus, to be thus 
resolved: ‘lf we receive the testimony of men 
[meaning the declaration of two or three wit- 
nesses], how much more must we then receive 
the triple and concordant] testimony of God, it 
ing greater, i. e. more probative any tee- 

timony of man? But if we receive God's testi- 
mony, we must believe thet Jesus is the Christ, 
the Son of God; for this the testimony of God 
arsa” uso ke] «.d.*[ 

. Ó Tria T&Utb, . d. *[ Accordi be 
who believeth in the Jj God hath p dion 
amont of God [just spoken] in himself," i. e. he 
holdeth it with entire assent, and firmly retains it. 
See John v. 38. Heb. x. 34.—dyas rh» paprvpias 
iv i. Here the Alex. MS. and ten others add 
after apr. the words Tov Oso, which have 
been introduced into the text by Lachu., but 
most uncritically, since internal evidence is 
quite against them, they being derived from a 
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marginal scholium, of which the writer thought 
fit to supply the words to which the reference in 
Ti» papt. ia made, such being the true refer- 
eneo; for the general sense is, * [Accordingly], 
he who believes in the Son of God hath and 
helds in himself, for firm belief, the testimony 
of God. See John v. 38, compared with Heb. 
x. 94. That this is the true sense has been ably 
shown by Est., and et pan from the antithesis, 
the substance of which is well laid down by 
Lücke thus: ‘ But whosoever does wot believe 
God in what concerns his Son, he has even by 
that,—by not believing the testimony of God in 
favour of his Son, —made him a liar; as if it 
were possible that God could attest what was 
false.’ This is confirmed by the words of Est., 
* ut eum (sc. Deum Patrem) dicat mendacem, — 
tanquam qui falso sit testatus de Jesu; perinde, 
inquam, faciat, ac si disertis verbis diceret, Deum 
Patrem esso fallacem, dum non vult credere ejus 
testimonio. The above view receives a still 
farther confirmation from the same use of tiv 
paprvpiay in Rev. vi. 9, Qià TÒ» Xoyov ToU 
O«ov, xal dh Thy naprvpíap Bv slxov, whero 
see note. 

ll. xal airy icriv Š uaprvupía, &c.] meaning 
to say, that ‘the eseential practical substance of 
this “ seni: of up ea di into two 
parts ; aring, 1. really iven to 
us eternal life; and, 2. that this eternal life is 
p to us in his Son, i. e. through belief in 
im, as the dpynyós Tfj Qon*.' (Lücke.) 
12. This verse again is connected with ver. 5, 

and is a colophon to all that precedes; and the 
general sense is well expressed by Dr. Peile 
thus: ‘He that holdeth and hath part in THE 
Son, holdeth and hath part in the Life: Le that 
hath no hold upon nor assured part IN THE SON 
or Gop, hath no hold upon nor assured part in 
the Life. 

13. In this verse there is a sort of vinculum 
to connect the preceding and following context; 
since (as Lücke observes) though referring espe- 
cially to the immediately preceding passage (vv. 
G—12), yet it forms the transition to the subse- 
uent section, vv. 14—21. — ravTa Era bm 
82 To remove what might seem tautology, 
we must take mor. in the last clause : 
cally, i.e. as denoting reality and heartfelt con- 
stancy of ion, as opposed to a cold his- 
torical belief. 

14, 15. To enforce the foregoing exhortation 
to constancy in faith, the Apostle points out the 
high privilege of true believers, —in having a con- 
fidence of approach unto God in prayer, with full 
assurance of his readiness to answer their suppli- 
cations, if the requests be made according to his 
will; i. e. after the prescribed manner, in such a 
way as may tend to his glory and their own epi- 
ritual „—and with the persuasion that, in 
some sense, the petitions they put up would be 
granted in the dest manner, though it might be 
not in the exact manner they expected. Here 
there is an evident allusion to the promise made 
by our Lord to the Apostles, John xiv. 12—14. 
xvi. 23. 

14. xal atrn icri» ù wappnola}] Render: 
* And on this amens that we know we may 
— future salvation) rests our sure confidence 
in : 

15. xai iàv olgapev, &c.] These words, va- 
riously expounded, are best taken in their natural 
and obvious sense, as follows: * And if we know 
(as we do) that he heareth us (in whatever peti- 
tions we may prefer), we know (are convinced) 
that we have (i.e. are sure of receiving) from 
him the petitions we thus (i. e. according to his 
will) petitioned from him.’ The difficulty, which 
has perplexed Commentators, may be removed 
by su ing (with Doddr.) that xara rò 0£Anua 
is to understood, by implication, from the 
porius verse; or at any rate the petitions must 

su to be card To OéAnma (in the sense 
that has been just explained) ; for otherwise the 
A postle's own words teach us, that they will not 
be heard, much lese grunted. The words, xal 
éday of8.—avrov, are not, as may seem, a super- 
fluous repetition, but, as Calv. remarks, *quod 
in genere de orationum successu pronuntiaverat 
Apostolus nunc specialiter afirmat, and conse- 
quently, as Est. says, cum augmento ; which was 
well seen by Bede, who remarks, * repetitio est et 
inculcatio (gravis) superiorum dictorum, ut nos 
ad orandum vivacius excitet.’ —ô dv airaus0a 
should be rendered, ‘ Whatsoever we may peti- 
tion for ourselves.” The words, oldaus» Sri 
xouv, mean, ‘we know that we are sure to 
have them ;' a popular mode of expression, but 
which I find in a very pue Greek writer, Plato 
Comic., Zebs wxaxobp. frag. vi., ix Té —*2 
è dvr’ abrós iwOupsic, ixus, ° W ^ 
things yon yourell wish, you are sure to heve. 
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avrov. 

16, 17. Of this passage the sense will best 
pear by considering the comsezion, which is well 
traced by Liicke as follows: ‘St. John passes 
from Christian prayer in general to Christian is- 
tercession in particular,—espec. for sinful brethren; 
and as he has shown, vv. 14, 15, that it is only 
prayer full of confidence, and according to God's 
Till, which is fulfilled, so he here intimates, that 
the Christian should intercede with God only 
for that which is capable of being accomplished ; 
and accordingly not aspi duapTías rode Üáva- 
Tov, but only wepl áuapríae où arpós Üávacov. 
* [n order (continues he) to determine the force 
of which expressions, we must lay down the fol- 
lowing data: 1. that by “sin unto death” is to 
be understood no uiu sin in particular, but a 
course of sinning. note on Matt. xii. 31 ; 
2. that idy ris ly TÓv adeXpow abTov shows 
that here must be mcant a species of sins which 
can occur only among Christians, and not among 
those who are not Christians; 3. that tho differ- 
ence between “ mortal sin” and “sin not unto 
death" must be extemal? perceptible, and not 

ressed — ee d . otherwise the 
precept would without an object, nay, dan- 
gerous; not to mention that, had that been the 
case, the difference would have been stated more 
precisely; 4. that as here only moral relations 
are en of, and as, according to the wsus lo- 
qrendi and the fundamental ideas of the Epistle, 

Cam can be meant only spiritual life, Yor 
alis coe (compare iv. 9); the expression wpds 
Oávarov, too, cannot have a reference to bodily, 
but, as supr. iii. 14, only to spiritual death; 
Finally, it is plain that St. John, by wpds Oáva- 
TOv, can have meant, in pu only euch sins 
of which spiritual death is the inevitable conse- 
quence, i. e. sins by which, according to the laws 
of the BaciXsía ov Osov, or of the cotvevia 
srà Tov l[larpós xai perà rov Ylov avrov 
Incov Xpieov, the capability for the Christian 
{com i$ necessarily abolished, and the Christian 
state of salvation lost. As, according to St. John, 
the Christian life is acquired, or the passing from 
death to life effected by faith in Jesus Christ, 
and entirely accomplished by perfect and genuine 
brotherly love (which is the root of Christian 
life), so also by infidelity, worldliness, and Cuin- 
like want of love, the Christian life is again lost, 
and man re , a8 it were, from life into death, 
ix ris (ens sls TÓv Oavarov. Com su 
ii. 17, 25. iii. 11—15. (Lücke.) In dhori the fall 
sense is, ‘If any man see his brother sinning a 
sin not unto death (deadly), he shall ask, and 
shall give him (be the means of his having from 
God) life, (if the case respects) those sinning not 
unto death. There is (such a thing as) a sin 
unto death, — deadly sin; it is not for such a 

19 ofdapev Sts x Tod Oeod spev, xai 6 xoopos Gros 

sin as that I am bidding (any one) to intercede." 
I would add, that this often repeated use of wet 
Oavurov, may indeed seem — yet it 
occurs also in John xi. 4; though ele Odvaroy 
might have been interchanged with it, and is 
more agreeable to the Hellenistic idiom. As 
respects the expression itself, I have not met with 
it in the Class. writers, except in Lucian, t. i. 372, 
47, weds ÓávaTor» ¿mode Nas ; though even that 
would not prove the Classical use of the phrase 
as here employed, since there the sense intended 
is not, ‘are you frightened to death?" but ‘are 
you frightened at death?’ a constraction of 
moču. found also in Polyb. xi. 16, 2, and 

"S. Tue th A post] how that, . ‘Here the e goes on to show 
indeed, event &dixía (every action and in- 
tention which is contrary to the divine law, every 
infringement on the &ixaiocóry) is in its essence 
sin, but that still there exists a difference as to 
the degree of intensity and effect of sin, between 
the sin unio death and the sin not unto death. 
The true Christian can, as such, according to 
St. John, not sin unto death; he i» subject to 
the sins not unto death, as long as he walketh in 
the flesh. Comp. ii. 1. St. John, therefore, adds 
this consolation, v. 18, ‘ But we [also] know that 
every one who is born of God does not sin (com 
iii. 9) [in this sense— duapr. rpdcs Odvaror}, 
but that (dre being supplied) he who is born of 

od (being ever intent on senctifying himself) 
keepeth himself from so sinning (Type? iavróv, 
i. e. dyvdy, aad ov kócuov. (Comp. James i. 
27. 1 Tim. v. 92. Wied. x. 5), and thus is wn- 
assailable to the Evil One. (Lücke.) The full 
sense of the emphatic words xal sevi» d 
où wpde Üaya-oy may be thus ít 
is also sin not unto death, inasmuch as it may be 
washed away by faith in tbe healing bl of 
Christ, and thus be not mortal." 

18. The next words point at the result of this 
self-preservation ;—namely, that the Evil one 
oùx — avrov, w NUN be taken with 

e qualification su tbe ing words, 
that. * he doth not o isch (aut y hold + so as to 
keep hold) as to — sru. him; by an 
agonistic metaphor, and a peculiar expression, 
securing also in the Sept., 1 Chron. xvi. 22, and 
Jer. iv. 10. Pbilo Jud. p. 629, and also in the 
Class. writers. On the theological point involved 
see Calv. and Eat. 

19. oigamey Gre ix T. O. ¿cusv, &c.] The 
scope of these words is mainly warning, as Calv. 
saw, who remarks, * quod in commune pronun- 
tiavit de omnibus Dei filiis, nunc ad eoe, quibos 
scribit, accommodat, idque ut eos stimulet ad 
cavendum tum et ad repellendos Satane 
insultus animet.’ But the connexion is mere 
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ably traced, and the full scope, embracing comfort 
as well as warning, ably pointed out, by Eat. thus: 
* Hsec est aseumptio ad propositionem generalem 
proxime prsecedentem ; q. d. scimus autem quod 
omnes boni Christiani sunt pati ex Deo, ideoque 
tuti a peccato, et a violentià ac fraudulentia 
Diaboli, quamdiu hoc Dei semen et hanc filialem 
adoptionem retinere eatagunt. Nec tantum omnes, 
sed etiam soli boni Christiani ex Deo nati sunt ; 
nam reliqui omnes homines sub potestate sunt 
Diaboli, He further observes, ° Magnum igitur 
Dei beneficium his verbis A lus nobis ob 
oculos ponit, nempe quod soli boni Christiani 
sunt extra potestatem diaboli. Quod idem Paulus 
Apostolus Ephesiis inculcat ii., et Colossen- 
sibus cap. i." When, however, it is said that ‘ the 
world at ] lieth under (see 2 Macc. iv. 33) the 
dominion of the Evil One,’ there is an implied 
intimation that sin, though it may be naturally 
expected from the world, were highly inconsistent 
in them. The best Commentators are agreed, that 
T Toenpe is masculine, not neuter ; a view sup- 
ported by the — of the Pesch. Syr., and the 
masterly evincement of Est. ,who concludes his note 
bv remarking that this same assumption St. John 
repeats in the next v. 20, the full import of which 
is ably discussed by Bp. Burgess, in his Letters 
to Mrs. J. Baillie, thus: ‘The confident assur- 
ance with which the Apostle maintains his con- 
viction of the truth of the two doctrines concern- 
ing the Divinity and the Human Nature of Christ, 
which pervade the Epistle, and are summarily 
confirmed in vv. 7, 8, are strikingly expressed in 
ver. 20: “ We know that the Son of God is come ;" 
i. e. We know that Jesus is the Son of God, the 
Messiah, and that the Son of God is come in the 
Jiesh. But whence did the Apostles derive their 
knowledge that the Son of God is come? Who 
is meant by “ kim that is true,” and who by the 
“ true ?" When St. Peter confessed Christ 
to be the Son of God, our Saviour said, “ Flesh 
and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, but my 
Father, which is in heaven.” (Matt. xvi. 17.) 
And, on another occasion, “ No man can come to 
me, except the Father draw him." (John vi. 44.) 
I. therefore. interpret the words, “and hath given 
us," of the Father, and supply the term “ T 
by the same ellipeis as in the 16th verse of this 
Chapter. ‘ The true" (ror áXuOwóv) is a title 

uliarly applicable to Jesus Christ,—‘‘ the true 
ight,” ‘the true bread,” “the true vine," “the 

true witness.” In Rev. iii. 7, he is called (in the 
original) * the holy, the true." Here it means, 
as Tenai. “the truo [one, the] Messiah.” 
“ We are in the true Messiah, by OE and 
obeving him." “ This is the true God." Jesus 
Christ is the subject of the verse, as well as the 
immediate antecedent to “this.” The original 
term (houtos) is used here as in the second verse 
of the first Chapter of St. John's Gospel, and has 
the same relation here to Jesus Christ, as it bas 
there to THE WORD, by which Jesus Christ is 
ealled God in one passage, and the true God in 

the otber. In the Gospel the original term is 
rendered, not thts, but same, which expresses 
more strongly the connexion between the relative 
and ite antecedent: “ The same (Jesus Christ) 
is the true God.” I propose, therefore, the fol- 
lowing paraphrase of the Z0th verse: '* We know 
that the Son of God, the Messiah, is come; and 
God hath given to us an understanding, that we 
may know the true Messiah, and we are in—dis- 
ciples of—the true Messiah, even of the Son of 
God, and the Eternal Life,” that Eternal Life 
which was with the Father.’ To the authorities 
in support of this application of có» 4X28. to 
Jesus Christ, adduced by the learned Prelate 
from Athanasius, Bp. Pearson, and Dr. Whitby, 
may be added that of Lampe on John, vol. iii. 
p. 971. Nevertheless, as I have never heretofore 
expressly adopted this application, so, on further 
consideration, for this ninth Edition, I feel less 
disposed to do so, and must finally acquieece in 
the usual interpretation, ably supported by Calv., 
and espec. by Est., who, after showing that roy 
&A wO.vór in the first clause must mean God the 
Father * propter illa relativa verba proxime se- 
quentia,’ s to say, ‘Secunda igitur et 
tertia parte hujus versus exprimit Apostolus duos 
effectus adventus Christi, et redemptionis per 
eum factæ, quos omnes boni Christiani jam sint 
adepti. Prior est vera fides, nam hæc est ille 
sensus, quo unicus illo verus Deus oscitur. 
Posterior est incorporatio in corpus Christi, adeo- 
que in ipsum Christum.’ Then on the words 
Cuky iv rw &XyO. he remarks, that it is doubt- 

ful whether re dX. signifies the Father, or the 
Son; and then he adds, ‘ Et (read At) videtur 
rectius intelligi Patrem, sicut intelligitur que 
secundá : et nihilominus etiam Filius ab Apos- 
tolo verbis expressis nominatur verus Deus parte 
hujus versus quartá, que sequitur.’ On the last 
words, oð rés iori—{ wh alosvios, he has the fol- 
lowing woga soon ‘Filius Dei uni- 
genitus est sua Divina vita seterna per essentiam ; 
est angelorum et hominum vita eterna causaliter; 
idque bifariam. Nam et materia ost vite eternm, 
quoniam ejus Divina natura est beatificæ contem- 
plationis objectum ; et ipse in beatis efficit illam 
Ipsam contemplationem, per lumen glorizs mentem 
ipsorum veluti elevando et roborando, et speciali 
cooperatione eam contemplationem in iis faci- 
endo. Upon the whole, the words xai dédwxen 
naty Óiávorap—(e) aldvios may be rendered, 
* And hath given to us discernment, so as to ac- 
knowled e only True (Being); yea, we ore 
tx the on T True One, (being) in his Son Jesus 
Christ. This (in short) is the True Gop; yea, 
Life Everlasting.’ 

21. Ts«vía, pur. š. awd rev aló.) Calv, 
well obeerves that this is a distinct sentence; 
and yet is an ‘Appendix superioris doctrine ;’ 
and ber rem that the Apostle does not 
merely condemn idolatry, but leads his readers 
to beware of false gods, as opposed to the TRUE 
God, and eternal life, just presented to their view. 



IQANNOY TOY AIIOZTOAOY 

EIIIZTOAH KAOOAIKH AEYTEPA. 

1 ‘O IIPEXBTTEPOX ¿Mer kvpía xai rots Tékvots avrijs, 
obs yò áryamá év adnOeia, (xal oùe eye uóvos, AAAQ xai Trávres 

Or the authenticity of this, and the third Epistle 
of St. John, doubts were at first ente ed ; 
but, after due examination, they were, at an carly 
period, received as Canonical, and accordingly are 
quoted as such by writers of the second century ; 
and that they are such has recently been shown 
by the elaborate researches of Lücke. Indeed, 
their being at first kept out of the Canon arose, 
rob., not so much from any opinion of their 
ing spurious, as from their brevity, being 

addressed only to individuals, and on com 
tively familiar subjecta. That they are both from 
the same hand (‘ the beloved Apostle’) is abun- 
dantly clear, both from the manner and style, and 
from the sentiments : the design is nearly the same 
in both. After commencing with affectionate 
salutationa, they to commendation, and 
admonition to stedfastness in the faith, and 
Christian love and charity; and then conclude 
with cordial valediction. On tbe place and date 
of this and the third Epistle nothing certain is 
known, That they followed the first Epistle, 
there is little reason to doubt; and their date 
depends on that assigned to the firet; on which 
see the Introduction to that Epistle. ‘In this 
short Epistle St. John warns some lady of emi- 
nence, one of his own converts, against the seduc- 
tions of the Gnostic heretica, which had begun to 
prevail extensively in the Christian Church. The 
sentiments and arguments are nearly the same 
with those which are more copiously — 
in the preceding Epistle.’ Bp. Shattleworth.) 
Such being the case, it is probable that this Epie- 
tle at least was written very shortly after tho first, 
B yu dl" ven after eye 8. : 

. 0 7rpsc f. s the word wpsof. proper 
denotes senior, and as St. John was ien un- 
doubtedly the senior Apostle, and prob. the 
senior Christian, we may suppose him to have 
been called ó wpac8. xar’ i£oysv, which would 
$00n pass into a kind of appellatos, rhape, as 
Kiittn. thinks, o ss data. Comp. Philem. 9. 
But it may be put, as Dr. Peile thinks, ‘asauthority 
for John's — thus described himself, as one 
whom Christ hed ordained to be with Him, and 
to send forth as His ambassador (Mark iii. 14), 
comp. | Pet. v. 1. That the Apostle should use 
this, in preference to his own name, is probable, 
sinco he was accustomed, from modesty, to sup- 

para- name. The latter is preferable; and 
kunia was used as a x 

press it.—ixAexT8 xupia. On the olpeot of this 
address comideratle difference of opinion exists, 
Of the various interpretations that have been pro- 
posed, the two following have alone any sem- 
lance of — 1. that Thich ee which 

upon the supposition, proper name 
(erob. written n the outside of the letter) is 
omitted, and assigns as tho sense, ‘to (the) ex- 
cellent (lit. ‘ choice’) Lady (or ° Matron’), and 
her children ; 2. either éxAecrg, or xvpíe, as a 

name, has been pro 
by Heumann and This sense is ably 
supported by Liicke, and by Dr. Davideon 
fin his Introduction), and is confirmed by the 
esch. Syr. Version ; i i 

now will be, 
* To Kyris, elect (in Christ Jesus), with refer- 
ence to the Divine ¿x ,or'choice;' and this 

Mic sermi The cay chico xhextrots Wapswsdrjmoce. y objecti 
to this (for the use of <upía at v. 5 for ‘ Lad 
is really none) is, that tho Article would thus 

uired at ixàsxrý, as at the similar exx. at 
8 John 1. Rom. xvi. 5, 8, 12, where the Article 
is prefixed. But there the — is &yetaTe, 

omission is not unprecedented is certain from the 
ex. ta which he has himself pointed, at 1 Pet. i. l; 
and in both cases it can only amount to a brevity 
of expression, no where so observable, or likel 
to occur, as in the Inscriptions of Epi — 
dyvoxdres T)» éXAsÜsiap. The sense is, 
* those who have known and do know the truth,’ 
* — e the full — thereof,” im- 

ng e making profession of the 
Christian religion as their rale of faith and 
tice. The expression is, however, so rare, I 
bavo net met with it elsewhere, except in Jos. 
Antt. xiii. 10, 5, ¿mal — yrorat Te 
ang ie — iv. cAnGis eldivac, in 
an Epistle osopher Pherecr. tog. 
Laert. L. i. 121. edt T 
Ga:av, &c., connect with the preceding, &yawe 



2 JOHN 2—7. 

oí éyvokóres T)v dXxÜeav,) ?8ià Thv dXjÜeav Thy uévovcav 
év jui», xal we? judy gorat eis Tov aiva: 9 goras pef Uum 
apis, Edeos, eipnvn trapa Ocot Iarpòs, xal wapa Kvpíov "Incod 
XpuaroU ToU Tiod rod IIarpós, év adnOeia xai áryárg. 

* 'Exápyv XMav, ore eÜpnka éx THY TÉkvov aov WEeptTATOUVTAS s John 18. 
év adnbela, rabàs évroAijv éXáBopev mapa rob IIarpós. 55 Kai Ep tt. 

viv épwre ce, kupla, ovy ws vron ypadwy cos rawy, à 
fjv elyouev an’ apyis, iva ayarapev addjrdous. 9 > Kai abrn 5; + 
€otiy 7) ayatrn, iva wepematapey xarà Tas evTOAaS aUTOD. ionn 

1 Pet. 4 8. 
1 John 2. 7, 
soy 

^ © Matt. 34. 

Airy éotiy ù évroX3), Kabas nxovoare am apxfis, iva èv avr?) 2 Pet. 2.1. 
ohn 3. 18, mepimathre. 1 "Or, aroXXol mhávos eiotjNÓov eis TOV xóopov, hik a LE 

dy 4X 90., and may be rendered, ‘ for the truth’s 
sake; which (now) dwelleth in us, and shall (we 
trust) be with us for ever The best comment 
on which are the words of our Lord (prob. in the 
beloved Apostle's mind) at John xiv. 17, where, 
after mentioning the gift of the Paraclete, ‘to 
remain with them for ever,’ He adds, rò IIrevua 
Ts G\nveias—wap’ vplyv piva, kal iv uiv 
ferau. 

3. derat us0' Qu@v xápis, &c.] Here we have 
the usual Apostolic greeting, couched in the 
words of devout invocation for the subsequent 
gifts and graces, which have been explained in 
similar apprecations in. the Introductions to St, 
Paul's Epistles. The only point here to be set- 
tled is, the force of the concluding words, iv 
&dnOsla xal syam which must not be ren- 
dered, as Dr. Peile directs, ‘ truthfully and lov- 
ingly,’ intimating the feelings of the wrifer ; still 
Jess, as ho thinks may be better, to take the ex- 
pressions as a Dat. commods, * for a pledge of truth 
and love;' for the presence of the P ition iv 
excludes the Dat. commodi. I still think that 
the sense intended by the words is, ‘by,’ or 
* through the truth (its knowledge and reception 
into the heart), and mutual love and peace, 
whereby the graces bestowed by God are pre- 
served, and made available to his glory. 

4. kydpny lav, Sri, &c.] ere there is 
out the main purpose of the Epistle ;— 

— as Eat. observes, ‘to exhort this excel- 
lent Christian woman, and her faithful sons, to 
constantly remain in the true faith respectin 
Christ, and in true love and charity towards G 
and their neighbours.’ ‘Premittit autem huic 
exhortationi laudem eorum, ut qui hactenus in 
fide et Christiana charitate perstitissent. Verum 
hanc ipsam laudem non laudationis forma, sed 
sum tulationis, et tacite ad Deum gratia- 
rum actionis specie proponit. Id quod piis et 
prudentibus faciendum est, dum alios laudant, ut 
neque tentationem superbis iis creent, neque 
Divina beneficia hominibus, Deo preterito, ad- 
scribant, (Est.)—iv drXOeig is not well rendered 
by Dr. Peile, ‘truthfully,’ as if it were a mere 
P for sn adverb. e sense is well opened 
out by Est., who observes that by 478. here is 
denoted not only ‘moral truth,’ or that of life 
and morals, but aleo ‘truth of faith’ (see more 
in his note), thus denoting that they were not 
only Christians, but good Christians. —^"rapora- 
vovyTas denotes ‘habit and practice.’ Comp. 
Eph. v. 2, wepiw. iv dyawy. The best com- 

ment on xaÜós évroAhy idf. w. T. II. is v. 6 
infr. comp. with John x. 18. xii. 49, 50. 1 Tim. 
iii. 18, 14. 2 Pet. ii. 21. 1 John ii. 6. iii. 23. 

5. xal yvy ipwre ot,—Ive dyar.) * His verbis 
est cohortatio ad Christianam charitatem continu- 
andam inter fideles mutuo, quum undique tot in- 
surgerent adversarii et persecutores Christianismi, 
—— Sic loquitur, ut efficacius permoveat, 
dum is rogat, cujus erat hortari et monere. Simile 
fecit Paulus Apostolus 2 Cor. v. 20, ad Philem. 9, 
et alibi." (Ext) By the same holy refinement of 
phrase, iporra,, Iva áyasriuay may justly be sup- 

to be a delicate mode of expression for 
orTG, iva á-yaijTs. On the intermediate words, 

oby we ivro\t}v—xasiy, the best comment is 
1 Jobn ii. 7, 8. 

6. xal aŬrn ioriv $ dyawn—atbrov] ‘ Vide- 
tur Apoetolus sorite quodam suam adhortationem 
eo deducere, ut ad constantiam fidei initio Chris- 
tianismi te fidelos istos excitet; q.d. Si 
salvi esse cupimus, est omnibus nobis necesearia 
caritas in Deum et proximos ; caritatem in Deum 
non habet, qui non obtemperat mandatis ejus; 
inter cetera autem ipeius mandata est hoc, ut 
permaneamus in illis fidei dogmatibus et morum 
preceptis, que per sanctos Apostoles Domini 
accepimus, quum facti sumus Christiani." (e) 
As to the next sentence, atry lai 5 iv.— 
rapir. This contains the same sentiment as 
1 John ii. 24, where see note. The sense is well 
represented by Dr. Peile thus: ‘ This is the com- 
mandment, as ye have heard it from the begin- 
ning, for you to walk in it; as much as to eay, 
* All you have to do, is to walk in it, without 
looking either to the right hand or to the left.’ 

7. rt woddAol erdvor—ale Tov xóeuor] The 
connexion is with the whole of the context, from 
v. 4 to v. 6 inclusive; q.d. ‘It is not without 
reason that I am anxious you should walk in the 
truth, xaÜ&e ivroAny iAdBere, xara ràe iw- 
ToÀáe ToU [laTpós, xaQoç fjkovcavs dx’ åp- 
5t, many deceivers bave entered into 
e world, whose only study is to draw you from 

the right path in which you are walking; and 
who will not allow that Jesus Christ came in the 
flesh ;' 1. e. in the real human nature ; * who will 
not confess Ga doctrine of ) Christ’s coming in 
the flesh." ch, I agree with Dr. Peile, may 
have been the meaning intended by the Apostle ; 
though we should have expected him to write 
ovra, or EAnAVOdTe ; but whether by writing 
épxouevow he meant, as Dr. Peile supposes, to 
express what this early heresy denied ; not simply 



2 JOHN 8—11. 

oi uù ópoXovyoUvres 'Inaobv Xpioròv épyópevov èv capri obros 
¿ou 6 TAdvos Kal 6 avrixpiotos. Š * BAérrere. éavrois, wa ui) 
arrohéowpev à eipyaaápeÜa, GAA pohov jp aTrohdBaper. 

Ocóv ov exes ó pévav év 

the accomplished fact, but the possibili 
and abetract tdea — Incarnelion. or yy 
of Derry under a mortal form, I doubt.—oUTóe 
¿cu ò TÀ., q.d. ° that kind of person, or every 
such person, is the deceiver I mean ;' or, as Dr. 
Peile expresses, in paraphrase, ° Here have we, &c. 
—this is one form under which the faith of the 
Church is to be tried by the manifestation in it 
of—The Incarnation of Error and THE ANTI- 
ict : comp. 2 Thess. ii. 8. 1 John ii. 18. iv. 

8. Briere i.) for vAdocere i., ‘take heed 
to yourselves; compare Mark xiii. 9.—Iva uà 
droticwpey & elpy., ‘in order that we [your 
teachers] may not lose our reward.'—To advert 
to some variety of readings. For dwodticousy, 
sloyacdusÜa, and dwovdBwuev, Lachm. and 
Tisch. ; from several ancient MSS. (to which 
I can only add Mus. 11,836), dwoAddonra, tp- 
Yydcacs, and dwoAdfnre,—but without any 
eufficient reason, internal evidence being nn 
the change, which seems to have been introduced 
by some ancient Critics, who perceived not the 
Apostle's intent, —which was, by employing the 
first Person Plural to intimate the consequences 
of their backsliding even unto apostasy, as a 
double loss of labour and sacrifices both to him- 
self and to them, his desire being that both he 
and they might together receive a full reward. 
Lücke seems to have seen the matter in the same 
light, briefly observing, after rejecting the above 
reading, that St. John is distinguished by a fre- 
quent recurrence to the figure «oívecis, and not 
unlikely is it that GA£srara might occasion this 
alteration in the reading.—aAAd@ puoOdy wd. 
á*oXdf. The sense seems to be, ‘that we may 
receive the ample reward which will accrue to 
us, if ye continue stedfast.'—awApn hints at 
some reward that the teacher would receive in 
the other case; which, indeed, were but just, 
since disciples may apostatize, and bring dis- 
credit on the master, without his being to 
blame. 

9. The best comment on this verse is the 
parallel of l John ii. 23, 24, where see 
notes.—To advert to a matter of various reading. 
For wapaBalvev, Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from 
MSS. A, B, and one cursive, rpodyew ; but, 
though internal evidence may seem in its favour, 
it admits of no sense at all satisfactory ; and yet 
wapaBaivey has every a ce of being a 
gloss. I doubt not that St. John wrote wapayey, 
which might easily be mistaken by the scribes 
for arpod-yev, since the two prepositions are, in 
some .. Written by abbreviations very simi- 
lar to each other, and occasionally confounded. 

9 *IIàs 6 wapaBaivey xai wy pévov èv TD Say tod Xprotob 
Tí Sdayn ToU Xpicrov, obros xai 

rov IIarépa xai Tóv Tiov čye 109 ! Et tis Épyeras mpos vpás, 
Su. gal ravrny tiv Sdayny ov pépet, pù NauBavere aùròv eis oixiav, 

«ai xaipew avrà pi déyere 16 yàp Méyev aùr yaipew 
KoWever Tots Epryots AUTOU ToiS Trovnpois. 

Certain it is that rapdyar is capable of the 
very sense called for, namely, that of ‘so passing 
by a thing, as to turn aside from, decline it,'—a 
use prob. provincial. That Jerome so resd is 
evident from his version, recedit, found also in a 
copy of the Ital. Version. (Demid.) before Je- 
rome. The preces of other copies was an error 
of scribes, whence $pod-yst crept into the Greek. 
And that it might hess that sense here a 
from the antithetic uù mévæv. Indeed, in the 
use of this very term, wapdyw, there is an iwm- 
plied opposition to uíve in l Cor. vii. 31, wap- 
dya yap TÒ oyna ToU koGuov Tevrow, 
— see note. Dr. Peile adds, in confirmation, 
that in this sense 6 wapayor xai pq mírer, 
the that perius away and abideth not,” would 
correspond with the character described in Jamcs 
i. 8, 24, and contrast with the description given 
hid, 25: comp. also ] John ii. 19. The words 
TOU Xpiorow in the second clause of the verse 
have been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch. from 
seven. MSS.,—an authority insufficient in any 
case to justi ipee si e pea 
when internal evidence is adverse, as is the case 
— for the ve seem to have meee canceled 
or tbe purpose of removing a tau . As 
respects the reading just after, rd» Yiór wal Toy 
Ilarípa, adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. from 
only 2 uncials and 5 cursives (I add Lamb. 

, 1 m.), it is to be rejected on similar 
grounds. It plainly arose from critical altera- 
tion; and indeed a good Classical writer would, 
in expressing the same sentiment, have been 
sure to place the rò» Yidw last. The sense of 
Osov ox Exu: is prob. that assigned by Dr. Peile, 
‘hath no covenant hold upon, or part in, Gop.’ 
Comp. l John i. 3 and ii. 23. v. 12, and see notea. 
This I find confirmed by Est. thus: ‘Ei Deus 
neque per gratiam adoptionis sese veluti donat et 
conjungit in hac vità, neque por gloriam seso 
illi est daturus in futura.’ 

10. xalpew aire ph Ayers] Xaipaw dé- 
yew was indeed, of itself, a mere form of sa/uia- 
tion, expressive of friendly feels Bat as the 
receiving any such teacher into one's h and 
addressing such a salutation, could not bat imply 
some of approbation and countenance to 
his doctrines, so it is forbidden by the pee; 
though by no means out of any uncbaritable dis- 
potinon towards such persons as individuals, See 
— note, who rg ns en * to refuse the 

endly greetiug itable jon, to 
heretics, was enjoined by the aplecs, whi 
considering the increasing ansa gutaation 
Christian and Antichristian elements, ever be- 
came more and more necessary. i — and, according 
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12 6 IIoXA A Exov piv ypddew ove nBovdrnOnv Šià xáprov p John vr. 
Kal uéXavos Gra éedrrivw éAQety pos Upüs, Kai oTóua TrpOS Ya l^ 
eTóua Aadijoas, va $ xyapà huv 9 TemXnpopuéry. 
Ceraí ae rà Tékva THs adeAps aov Tis éxrexT Hs. 
to which, no dydan, and no xowewyla, could 
exist, unless it was based upon the common con- 
fession of unadulterated truth.’ 

12. &à xéprov xai uí£Aavos] A sort of pro- 

13 Aora- 
? / 

ajv. 

verbial phrase, as also may be cTóua mpòs 
e€Tóua Aadjoat, but formed on Hebr. Comp. 
Num. xii. 8. Jer. xxxii. 4, ‘coram loqui.’ 

IQANNOY TOY ANOZTOAOY 

ENIZTOAH KAQOAIKH TPITH. 

1*0 IIPEXBTTEPO Talp te ayarnre, by eyo ayar 
év adnOeig.  ?* Ayamyré, mepi mávræv etryopal ce evodotabas 
xai vyuaivew, xaÜds evododral cov 4 Wyn. 9*éyápgv yap ss John < 
Alay, epyopévoy adehpoy xal paptupovytay cov Tí ae, 
nabs cv é adnOeia Tepvmraréis. * Melotépay rovrov oùe 
éyo yapav, iva dxovm Tà uà téxva èv adnOelg vreprrarobvra. 
5 ° AyamnrTè, rua rov. trovis, Ô éàv épydon eis Tos GÓóeX ous xal 

Or the Gaius to whom this Epistle is addressed 
we know nothing, except from this Epistle. The 
date was doubtless after the former, to Kyria; 
the place of each was prob. Ephesus. The deis 
of it was to commend Gaius (prob. a person of 
some consequence) for his perseverance in the 
faith, and his hospitality to some Christian tra- 
vellere, who had called pen bim. 

]. See note at 2 John 1. 
2. wepl wavrev—oov ñ ŲYvxń] ‘above all 

thinge ] wish and pray that thou mayest be pros- 
pered, and enjoy health of body, even as thy soul 
is ring.'—:«Üxouaí oe, nearly equiv. to 
vellm be, as in Rom. ix. 3, and often in Sept. and 
later Clase writers. Montanus well renders, 
* opto te prospere agere.’ Wherever the Present 
Indic. of sfx. occurs in this sense, the subsequent 
Infin., together with the Pronoun Personal, ex- 

or understood, denotes the object. See Jelf, 
r., 8 664 and 665. The wspi may be construed 

either with sÜxoua:, or with ebod. ; but the for- 
mer is the more natural mode, and more agreeable 
to Class. usage. How 40d. comes to have this 
sense see my Lex. in v. 

3. éydpyw yap Alayv—dy åùnôð. Fimea] 
This passage is altogether akin to that at 2 John 
(tbus proving tho two Epistles to have been 
written at nearly the same time), and the inter- 
pretation which I have shown called for there is 
quite as saitable here. Accordingly, one cannot 
but wonder that Est. and Dr. Peile should have 
laid down the sense quite diversely. Est. was 
right there, but certainly wrong here, in explain- 
ing 4X0. of ° Christian ficence.' The words 
may be rendered, ‘ For 1 have been glad at bro- 
thren coming and bearing witness to thy truth, 

even as thou dost walk in the truth.’ The Geni- 
tives absolute in construction are Genitives causal ; 
and xaÜ ds is used to point at the co dence 
between the testimony and the fact, the latter 
verifying the former. Of course &A»0. is here 
to be n as in tbe perallel pene: and the 
phrase iv dàn. wepır. may be freely rendered, 
* the truly Christian character of walk of life and 
conversation, as marking not only Christians, but 
good Christians.’ 

4. rovrwy) for rovrov.—'Iva for ñ Tva. In 
i(orápar we have a provincial form for uel- 

fora.— E» áXnÜsla. hm. and Tiech. edit 
iv jj &A., from MSS. A, B, C, and 1 cursive; 
and, indeed, internal evidence is in its favour, 
though the occurrence at v. 3 of ¿y 4X. with repe- 
warsis in all the copies forbids the reception of 
the Article here, for it cannot have any force of 
reference. Lachm., indeed, queries whether tbe 
MS. B has not the +š there. But see note on 
John xvii. 7. Consistency, indeed, would require 
it; but of that the Critical Emendators were, as 
we have seen, little studious. But we may expert 
that the Apostle should be consistent with Zim- 
self. And as the Article is not found at John 
xvii. 19, nor at 2 John 4, so we can hardly doubt 
that it was not used here. 

5. From commending Gaius’ conduct in gene- 
ral, St. John adverts in particular to his Christian 
hospitality to the brethren. (Lücke.)—^rieróv 
(sc. Epyov, * conduct") may be taken, CEcumen. 
says, for áEióv "rio Tov. avépde, ‘ conduct worthy 

a Christian man ;' or we may take r:er. as 
t Adverb, for or«o-réss, Ps. ci. 6, Sept. Ecclus. 
14. 1 Macc. iii. 13; but the former mode is 

preferable. The action is termed atoóv as ‘done 



3 JOHN 6—10. 

eis Tous Évovs, 5 of cuapripnody cov Tf) ayámy væmiov exxdrn- 
cias" obs xahas Troujoews mporéu yas akieos ToU Oeod. 7 "Trip 
yàp ToU òvóparos éEñAQov, undév Xauávovres amò tay COvew. 

8'Hueis oiv óeilouev *vmroxaufávew Tos ToioÚrous, & 

778 

wa 
cuvepyol yiwwopeba TH arnbela. 9 "Eypajyra Tñ éxxdnola’ adr’ 
ó diXomporeóov avTOv Avotpepis oùe émidéyeras huas. 1° did 
Touro, éàv Elw, vrouvrjoo avrod Ta Épya à moi, Ayos mown- 

in faith..—To advert to some variety of reading. ever existed. Moreover, Urotauf. for ——— 
She ipyyá(n, for ipyaon, edited by Lachm. from is found also in Xen. Anab. i. 1,7. Dionys. Ha 
MS. E is evidently an error of the scribe of this Ant. 1437, 4. Diod. Sic. t. viii. 348, and x. 92, 
one copy ; and the *operaris' of the Vulg. was a where Wessel. adduces other exx. from Strabo 

and other writers. Under these circumstances I 
have now received ómoÀ — Iva curepyoi y:re- 
usÜa TH áXAnÜsía. ‘That we may be aiding to 
the true faith of the Gospel, by being joint pro- 
moters of it’ See note on 1 Cor. iii. b also on 
Col. iv. ]1. This construction of Dative of thing 
is so rare, that I know of no other ex. except in 
cus 212, c. Tg ávÜpersía icu. 

9. The sense of this verse depends on the read- 
ing. About 10 cursives have d» after ¿ypavye, 

ich was doubtless in the copies used by the 
Syr., Copt., end Vulg. ators. But the 
authority is insufficient ; and internal evidence is 
against the word, which was doubtless intre- 
duced to make the sense more distinct. As to 
the addition of +: after éypawWa in MSS. A, B, 
C, with 2 cursives, and the Copt. and Sehid. 
Versions, and edited by Lachm. and Tisoh., it is 
only another attempt to help out the senso by 
Critics, —who knew not that this absolute constr. 
of the word aque NOS e e HR of St. 
John, and suited to the languago of common life. 
Another instance of it ie found at v. 13, where 
strange is it that Lachm. and Tisch. should sub- 
join oo, & word evidently from the margin, and 
introduced for the purpose of lessening the harsh 
brevity there existing, The fittest sense to be 
ascribed to é*ypaw/« is, ‘I lately wrote to the 
Church ;—namely, on the subject just men- 

rtherance 

careless rendering of Jerome, who did not per- 
ceive the exact propriety of ipydon, ‘shalt, 
mayest, be doing.'— To advert to another variety 
of reading. For xai ele ovs Edvous, Lachm. and 
Tiech. edit, from Š uncial, and a few cursive, 
MSS., with the Vulg., xai TovTo Eévove,—8 very 
specious reading, but one not entitled to be re- 
ceived, both from deficiency of external authority, 
and failure of internal evidence, it presenting 
something factitious. In fact it arose, I suspect, 
from a Critical Reviser, to whom it a that 
the insertion of Tovro would better bring out the 
exegesis here thought inherent, and which is in- 
culcated by Lücke. If there be any exegesis in- 
tended, it must rest on xai, which may be rem- 
dered ‘ yea,” as oft. elsewhere; and hence it is 
better to suppose, with Est., that the Apostle is 
mentioning fwo things ;—namely, the beneficence 
of Gaius to poor Christians of his own city 
and nation, and also to Christians who were 
strangers and foreigners, who came thither. And 
what is subjoined in the next verso is to be under- 
stood of these latter ; —namely, travelling Chris- 
tian brethren, who had been brought thither by 
business, or as Missionaries. 

6. xalas westoas mpor.) Of this phrase, 
also used with a participle following, an example 
occurs in Jos. Bell. i. 32, 6, cates dà worjoeas 
urnuovasígac dy Vxt£o xov. By moor. is meant, 
* by having brought them forward ° on their jour- 
ney: Participle of mode, as in a similar 
of Acts x. 33, xaX dsroíncas wapaysrdusvor, 
where see note.—'AEiet ov Osov, in a manner 
worthy of that God whose servants they are, 

7. urip oV Óvou.) ‘for his sake and in his 
cause ;' i. e. Christ's, thus referring, as it must, 
to Os0v immediately preceding, Christ being here, 
as well as elsewhere, termed Gop.—Mndi» Aan ., 
* receiving no pay [nothing more than support 
from their converts.—For iv» Lachm. an 
Tisch. edit &Osixeov, from MSS. A, B, C, and 
some others; but without reason; for it has 
every appearance of being a mere g or 
correction. 

8. ñuste o)», &c.] ‘Conclusio est, qua ratio- 
nibus subjicit propositi sui inetitum.’ (Aretius.) 
And so Est., * Conclusio hujus exhortationis, cum 
adject& nova ratione.'—For t. rec. éwolanáveiw 
Lachm. and Tisch. read reà., from MSS. A, 
B, C, and 9 cursives, with Theophyl. and (Ecu- 
men. ; rightly ; since š evidence here comes 
in aid of external authority, from the greater pro- 
bebility that do. was an error of the scribes 
(who pe ly confound ¿ó and do), than 
that St. John used dwod. for Toà., an idiom 
which cannot be received without proof that it 

though its original quAóTperros 
Plut. Årstid.. and in other writers yet later. 

10. Complaint bere passes into intimation of 
the course which duty pointed out, to visit such 
an interference with his 4 $$ authority in 
a suitable manner; but what that is d s on 
the force of the words jweursdce avro Të 
ipya, of which there exists a considerable diver- 
sity of rendering. The sense assigned by some, 
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>’ Ayamyte, pù pipoÜ TÓ Kaxdy, Ps w. r. 
AAA TÒ ayalov. ʻO aryoborromy èx tov Oeod dorir 6 è 1 Pet. 3. 11. 
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pov cot xypádrav 1% éxito 66 eùhéws ¿Šety ce, xal oTóua, pds 
oTopa XaXüconev. 
aarátov Tots didous xar. Óvopa. 

*to remember,’ ‘to call rns “to be 
. ijs one scarcely strong enough; nor 

is that i cap dda eri ind. The 
recent interpreters nearly all take the word in 
the Actiee sense, for ‘to cause to remember, 
equiv. to dvadi{e. So Wahl and Bretechn. 
Schleusn. renders b 7 Fat. says that 
the meaning of the term is * to bring to any one's 
remembrance,’ ‘to refresh his memory ; and he 
renders, ‘refricabo fidelibus memoriam eorum 
um praviter agit.” But it should rather seem 

that the person referred to is Diot . The 
full sense seems to be this: ‘I will make him 
remember his evil deeds, by animadverting upon 
and prai him for them,’ by suitable repri- 
mand, but short of excommunication. Thus 
there is an ellipse. of aùrw, to be supplied from 
avrov. Comp. Hdot. vii. 171, fin, ñ Ilv0ín 
bropvýcasa Tavra, supply avrods or abTote.— 
xai ¿x Tije dx«X. ixB. As it can hardly be sup- 
poeed that Diotrephes would excommunicate an 
one on so frivolous a pretext, it is best, wi 
most recent Commentators, to take the sense of 
¿x rie iad. dx. to be, * refuses to receive them 
as Christians,’ for his thus denying them hospi- 
ri compelled them to go elsewhere. 

ll. uh pipot TÓ xaxóv, ad\Aa TÒ dya0ó,] 
‘ Imitate not the evil example, but the ; 

15 EKipnyn co. docmátovrai ce oi pior 

meaning to say, as Eat. explains, ° Ne opera qui- 
dem istius impii te commoveant, ut velis imi- 
tari; multo minus ejus verba et prwcepta, ut - 
velis parere; q.d. Ne feceris secundum opera 
ejus, neque secundum doctrinam aut prohibi- 
tionem ejus, quoniam omnia bec mala sunt.’ 
The injunction is then confirmed by a weighty 
m E ir full sense d a ed d M 
this: * He who practises what is ; y 
in works of benevolence, is [a true son] of God ; 
he who ises any sort of evil doth not (really 
know God, because, by his actions, he shows 
him insensible of his obligations to virtue.’ 

2. usuapr. TÒ wávrov] ‘has a good testi- 
mony borne to him by all; see Acts xvi. 2. 
Heb. xi.2 In vn’ airije ris GX. there is an 
aenté dictum, not to be too mueh pressed on. It 
means, as Est. points out, ‘ab ipea veritate, i.e. 
per pan rei evidentiam, for what is manifestl 
and demonstrably true. Comp. Jos. Antt. xvi. 8, 
4, Tov pay Ue’ aòrie THe dAnOslae dralmiov 
é:aBaXrstv, meaning, as Dr. Peile pointe out, ‘ to 
slander one whom truth itself could not cbarge 
with any fault.’ 

15. of $fXov.—xaT' voua) meaning, ‘Our 
frien de beg salute thee. rect our friends 
[ with ] by name;' i.e. severally and indi- 
vidually. 
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EIIZTOAH KAOOAIKH. 

a Luke 6, 10. 
John 17. 11. 
Aeta 1. 18. 
3 Pet. 1.6. 

l*s'TOTAAX “Incot Xpiorod 9o0Xos, aderges 96 'Ia«ceflov, 
Toig é Ocg Ilarpi srytacuéyvots, xal `Inco0 Xpuwrro ternpnpe- 
vois KANTOS 9 éXeos Opi xai eipijvn xai aydirn TXnOvyOcim. 

Tux authenticity, or at least canonicity, of this 
Eeue wa at first called in question ; but, after 
full examination, it was, at an early period, re- 
ceived into the Canon of Scripture, and accord- 
ingly is quoted as a genuine inspired writing by 
Tertullian, Clemens Alex., Origen, Ephr. Syr., 
Just. Mart., Irenæus, and other carly Fathers. 
The writer styles himself the ‘ brother of James’ 
the less, who was the bishop of Jerusalem. Thus 
he was one of the kinsmen of Christ. He was 
son of Alphsus, and was surnamed Thaddeus, or 
Lebbeus; and one of the twelve Apostles. Of 
the perticulars of his life after his presence with 
the disciples on the day of Pentecost, we have 
little or no certain information. It is probable 
that he remained for some time in Jerusalem, 
preaching the Gospel to the Jews; but tbat after- 
wards, as the troubles of Judea came on, he 
uitted his native land, and went to preach the 

Gospel in foreign countries. Ecclesiastical tradi- 
tion informs us that he evangelized Arabia, 
Syria, Mesopotamia, and Persia: indeed the 
Syrians still claim him as their Apostle. Upon 
the whole, there seems every reason to suppose 
that, after his leaving Judæa, he dedicated his 
evangelical labours chiefly to his own country- 
men, and especially those who were called of the 
Eastern ion; probably treading in the 
a of St. Peter, who seems, towards the close 
of his life, to have devoted himeelf to that field. 
In fact, we may reasonably suppose that he was 
first a coadjutor with, and successor 
to, that Apoetle, in evangelizing the Eastern 
Dispersion; just as St. Thomas, probably passing 
over from Arabia to Hindostan, evangelized at 
least the southern part of that vast region. That 
St. Jude did occupy the above field, is confirmed 
by the strong similarity (nay, even coincidence) 
between this Epistle and that of the 2nd of 
Peter, and will best serve to account for that 
coincidence, and moreover strengthen the evi- 
dence for the authenticity of that Epistle. It 
cannot, however, be denied, that much of obscu- 
rity hange over tbe matter of Jude, the writer 
of this Epistle, which Dr. Davidson endeavours, 
with some success, to clear away, to whose full 

diecussion the reader is referred. ‘ There were 
(he premises) two persons’ called by the name 
of Jude,—one a * brother of our Lord,’ and an- 
other called * brother of James; whsck of these 
is here meant Critics are divided in opinion. 
He goes on to affirm that ‘nothing is known of 
Jude the writer ; and that little is known of Jude 
the .4 ; though mention is made in history 
of Jude the Lord's brother.” Of the place where 
this Epistle was written we know nothing for 
certain ; but it was prob. Palestine. And on its 
exact date the learned are by no means agreed ; 
some, as Dr. Lerdner, assigning it to as early a 
period as A. D. 65; others, as Dr. Mill, to as late 
ra 90; nay, arn even — ar close of the 

t century. It is impossible to fix any preciso 
period; but the earlier date seems more entitled to 
admittance; but whether so early as even A. D. 70, 
affixed by Dr. Davideon, may be doubted. He 
seems to have been induced to take that view, 
because ho had ado spore toe caus. the 
notion that the 2nd Epistle of Peter was 
on this, which must thus have been written be- 
fore it. However, I etill think it more prob. 
that Jude made use of the 2nd Epistle of Peter, 
than vice versá ; and if so, we have some clue to 
the true date, which was prob. a few years later 
uc * of the ae e v — 

ith respect to the design is Epistle, it is 
precisely the same as that of the second Epistle 
of Peter, on which it scems to have been partly 
formed. As to the disputed question fo whom 
addressed, suffice it to observe, that, from the 
arguments and examples being chiefly taken from 
the Jewish Pen prone, there is reason to 
su (with Est., Witse., Hamm., , and 
Moldenbauer) that it was, tho addreseed to 
Christians ly, and ore written im 
Greek, sagen ger ue for — Chris- 
tians, not only of the ispersion (for 
whom it was prob. chiefly drawn up), vh of 
the Western. hether there was ever, as we 
are told, a Syr. Chaldee Version for the use et 
those Jewish Christians of the Eastern Disper- 
sion who did not understand Greek, we have 
nothing like proof; though tho tradition rests oa 
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3 b *Ayatntol, rácav omouónyv trovovpevos ypddewy busy Trepi » puni. r. 
1 Tim. 1. 18. 

THS ouis cwtnpias, avdyxmv čoyov ypayras dpiv TapakaXoy SA, , 
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eis aaéNyeuav, Kai tov povov Searorny [cov] xai Kuptoy sav 

high probability. Of this Epistle the character 
se well as matter is quite akin to that of 2 Peter; 
the style is generally pure,—alike forcible and 
energetic, and yet abundant in wd@oe; though 
the terms used are not unfrequently derived from 
the lan of common life. As to its con- 
tents, the Epistle consists of two Parts (Pt i. 
5—19. Pt. ü. 20—23), preceded and introduced 
by an Inscription, Salutation, and Introduction. 

1. Toiv iv Ose IIavpl ty.] equiv. to ñytac- 
pévos iv Xpiores at | Cor. i. 2. It is true, that 
for wy:acudvorce, Lachm. and Tisch. edit #yaan- 
pévore, from MSS. A, B, and seven cursives, con- 
firmed by the Vulg., both the Syriac, the Coptic, 
and other Versions, and some Fathers; a reading 
worthy of attention, but not entitled to reception 
into the text. I cannot, however, regard it, with 
Laurmann, as a gloss ; but would peer Seni 
it derived from a marginal scholium, ing 
from some theological Critic, who did not mean 
to exclude #%y:acu., but who thought that some- 
thing more was requisite to complete the sense 
(just as at d»yíois other Critics subjoin xAsois, 
to make it square with the expression at l Cor. 
i. 2, «Anvrois dyloíú) having in mind Col. iii. 
12, dyior ical #yryaxnu (sot, but not rememberin 
that yrau., as used here, and in Acts xx. 32. 
xxvi. 18. | Cor. i. 2, includes the notion of fra. 
since the sanctified are such from being beloved 
objects of Christ's redeeming love. See l Cor. 
ii. 9, comp. with John xiv. 23.—rernp., ‘kept 
stedfast in the faith’ to which they bad been 
called by the grace of God. On «Àr. see note 
on Matt. xx. 16. Ver. 2 contains an spostolic 
salutation, like 1 Pet. i. 2. 
. 9. váca» cxovdhv—nicra) The fall sense 
is: ‘When I made it my earnest business to write 
unto you concerning the common salvation, (that 
in which we have a common interest,) Í judged it 
needful to write unto you in language exhorting 
you to earnestly contend for [the maintenance 
of l the faith once for all delivered to the saints,’ 
and then, as Dr. Peile thinks implied, *com- 
mitted to the keeping of the Holy CHURCH of 
Currsr. “Eoyov dvdyxny is a very strong 
expression, but not too strong for the occasion 
which called for it, and, as Calvin remarks, 
tit is as if the writer meant to sound a trumpet 
for shaking off spiritual torpor.'—4xa£, ‘once 
for all” as Heb. vi. 4. ix. 37. 98. x.2 1 Pet. 
lii. 18, 20, and similarly in the t., Jos., and 
the Clase. writers. The senee here is importan 
since it is intimated, as Fat. remarks, ° fidei nihi 
addi posse, quia nimirum tota semel tradita sit, 
Instar iti, quod ita servandum datur, ut nec 
addi quidquam ei, nec auferri debeat. 
nec ulle revelationes, quse fidei addant aliquid, 
fXpectande sunt aut recipiendm ; sed tantum 
tenenda et explicanda, quie semel sunt tradita." 

4. The Apostle now shows why such care was 
pipet to preserve the purity of the faith — 
Teptiesióvear yap, &c., ° because certain persons 

had covertly insinuated themselves, —compare 
2 Pet. ii. l,—a use of the word oft. occurring in 
Jos., Philo, Plut., and other writer. Compare 
Gal. ii. 4, ofrevee 9aapaio gAOoyr xaTacKo- 
miea The iXevÜspíay nucv.—Ol wart rpo- 
eypapuivot, &c. In arpoy. sls xp. we have a 
orensio mode of expression, denoting ‘ those cited 

to trial’ by posting np their names, or those 
whose names were posted up, as required als 
kpiua, for condemnation and punishment. So of 
such, it is said, 2 Pet. ii. 3, ole T0 xptpa ove 
adpyst. Accordingly, the expression does not im- 
y any I of the persons, but merely 

Imports that they were long since foretold, and 
thereby desi , 28 persons who should suffer. 
—"rovTo Tó «pina, i.e. such a punishment as 
the Apostle proceeds to state, vv. 5—7, 11, 15.— 
Thy ToU Otoũ huey yapw pueraTiÜivT:is ele 
doéidy., ‘who abuse the gracious dispensation of 
the Gospel [meant to encourage virtue and pro- 
mote holiness] into an occasion of lascivious- 
ness.” Comp. l Pet. ii. 16.—perarcOivac prop. 
signifies ‘to alter any thing from its original 
purpose, and, figur., ‘to misuse, abuse. The 
persons in question (the falee teachers so strongly 
censured by St. Peter and St. John) abused God's 
promise of mercy to the penitent, by representing 
that mercy as having no limits, and as extending 
even to unrepented and unforsaken sin.—1f the 
word Ord», after uóvov, be genuine (which, how- 
ever, is doubtful, for it is on strong evidence, 
external and internal, cancelled by Griesb., 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch.), it will not follow 
that the words dseworny Gedy and Küpior— 
Xpretrdyv should be necessarily understood of 
one person ; for the canon of Mr. G. Sharp and 
Bp. Middl. affords but a slender proof thereof, as 
will from the more correct view of this 

int taken by Mr.Green, Gr. N. T. Dial. p.216. 
he same remark applies to 2 Pet. i. ] (which 

was probably had in mind by Jude), and 2 Thess. 
i 12 ] Tim. v. 5. This removal, however, of 
Oedy, does not at all invalidate the evidence 
which this passage affords to the Deity of our 
Lord Jesus Christ; but, as Dr. Peile obeerves, 
* really adds to the weight of the Apostle's testi- 
mony to the Divine worship, and the allegiance 
that is due from us to our ascended Saviour, the 
Gop-MAN, CHRisT Jxsus, For, not to men- 
tion that, despite of there being but one Article, 
the insertion of Gedy (as doubtless was intended 
by the interpolator) would tend rather to put 
before us Two Persons of the Godhead closely 
united (as in John xvii. 3) ín joint agency—the 
very term dsomdrny, here so emphatically given 
to “our Lord Jesus Christ,” is sufficient to 
proclaim that he is “set down with his Father 
on his throne" on high ; Rev. iii. 21.' In short, 
that title of dominion, elsewhere applied to the 
Father (as Acts iv. 24. Luke ii. 26. Job v. 8. 
Prov. xxix. 26. Jer. xv. 11, et al.), is given to 
Christ the Son, here and at 2 Pet. ii. 1. 
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5. brouvnea dà nac fob., eld. buat drag 
roũro, Sri, &c.] I with Dr. Peile, that 
uj ie andy — alls here was meant 
to have a twofold effect, mingling excouragement 
to the dispirited and weak-hearted, and warxing 
to the careless and ——— of Chris- 
tianity. Render: ‘ But I desire to remind you 

ou who were once made aware of this (= 
‘though you have been,’ &c.).’ However, the ex- 
act sense depends on the reading, which is disputed. 
For rovro m. and Tisch. edit árra, from 
A, B, C3, and 7 cursives, the Vulg., and later 
Syr. and Copt. Versions. But, though ancient, 
I with Griesb. in accounting it not the true 

ing, though I cannot agree with him in aleo 
rejecting rovro, which has the support of 2 Pet. 
i. 12 (8 doubtless preseat to the mind of 
St. Jude), ebx dpeAtow—iude UTouuunio«tuy 
?rspl revrey, where St. Peter might have written 
tovtov. The second dude has been cancelled by 
Lachm. and Tisch., from A, B, C3, and 15 cur- 
sives; but internal evidence is rather in its 
favomr, sinco it is more likely to have been 
thrown out for the purpose of removing a tauto- 
logy, than to have bees inserted to point out the 
reference at slôóras. The next words may be 
— xis Dr. dag $ — is rens . after 
aving sav 8 e out of the land o vc 

in the next place (lit. “the next thing he did,” 
Peile) destroyed those who had been found un- 
faithful, ‘ disobedient to his commands; rods 
MÀ T«cTsócapTas being for drabicavrac 
(comp. Heb. iv. 2), unbelief producing disobedi- 
ence. ‘If we be asked (remarks Dr. Peile) 
what is the reference made in «ldorae Irak, we 
answer that, (1) we believe St. Jude's Epistle to 
have been addressed (a man years after tho 
death of St. Peter St. Paul) to the samo 
Hebrew element in the same Christian communi- 
ties, ecattered over the faco of Asia Minor, to 
which the arden to the Hebrows and both the 
Epistles of Peter were written ; (2) that St. Jude 
reminds them in v. 5 of what the writer of the 
Epistle to the Hebrews bad so impressively urged 
upon them in Heb. iii. 7—19, and in wv. 6, 7, 
&c., of what St. Peter had written in 2 Pet. ii. 4 
—9, &.; (3) that St. Jude, like St. Peter 

Pet. iii. 15), has borne incidental and un- 
esigned testimony,—which, so far as it gocs, 

makes for the prevailing opinion, that St. Paul 
was the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

6. robs ud Tno. ri» š. á.] Some doubt exists 
as to the sense of Tù» davTrev px which the 
earlier Commentators in general explain * their 
first state,” the lator ones, ' their primitive dignity 
as sons of God, and the original excellence in 

which they were created.’ The former sense is 
called for by the antithetic clause, in which the 
term dwoA:wdvyras contains, as I pointed out in 
my Supplementary Notes, a metaphor taken from 
soldiers deserting their poet, or abandoning the 
sphere of service assigned to them in search of 
another (comp. Hom. Il. xii. 167, ol ài —os' 
awoksizouct Koho» Góuov, GAXA mevowter, 
&c.) ; so that the words should be rendered, ‘ by 
having relinquished their proper situation aad 
sphere of dignity ;’ for the latter of the above- 
mentioned two senses is comprised in the former. 
—Iidiov olayr. means, by a pregnancy of sense, 
‘their own (and thence rightful) place in the 
court of Heaven. The next words may be ren- 
dered, * He hath reserved in eternal chains under 
darknees unto the judgment of the great day (of 
final account).'—ele xpiow maydAys guipas is 
by À for als ñušpav kpíctos, 2 Pet. ii. 9. 
So the Pharisees, as Jos. informs us, Antt xviii. 1, 
3, believed that, ¿zà Óikatesc tus (punish- 
ments) «ai Tunç, ols &perij« Ñ xacíac ésrcrd- 
Cevore iv To Ble yiyout’ kal Tate ul» aipyuór 
átdiov *pocriÜscÜa: (are apporti ) reis ài 

CTOVWr TOV tour. 
7. al wept ao àe teniri] otni ine circum- 

jacent cities of Admah, Zeboim, and Zoar. At 
Toúro there is reference to the tnhabuants of 
those cities, by the figure póc TÓ Gnuauwoprvop. 
—'AsrsXO0vca: ¿rice capxdt it. Those words 
are explanatory of the preceding term ixwopyse- 
cacai, &c. ; denoting those unnatural vices ad- 
verted to by St. Paul, Rom. i. 26, and *poxsirrat 
Cetyma, is for wt wapddscyma, meaning, as ap- 
pears from 2 Pet. ii. 6, ‘are set forth as an exam- 
le for warning to all men.’ —4rvpó« aleoviow diane 

umédyovea, ‘un ing puni ot, &c. By 
the term aleríov (the sense of which has been 
unwarrantably lowered by several recent Com- 
mentators) the Apostle means to represent them 
as pawie set forth, in their condemnation, for 
an eternal example of the punishment which 
God sometimes inflicts for sin in this world; 
[forming but a faint type of the eternal woo 
which he bath reserved for the next]. —To ad- 
vert to a peculiar idiom : in vvoós — xw», ° con- 
demnation £o fire,” there is an idiom so rare, that 
I find it eleewh. only in Artemid. Onir. L i. p. 10, 

a, Ġid Thy ie’ avrõv AUTH, Os elarsiv * 
wupds, urd ToU T Katopsvoe Š ware 
Sca@Gelpsra:, where it is observable that Arte- 
wid. softens the harshness of so very unusual an 
expression by ae alarztv. Moreover, this use of 
ixn» oocurs also in Hdot. iv. 43, dvpecxoAdmries 
aŭt» Thy ápxaiure dingy avTe éwiripéon. 

8. dpoles—pracd.] The fall sense is, ‘In 
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like manner, notwithstanding [such awful exam- 
ples of punishment are held out] these dreamers 
defilo tbe flesh [with lewdness], set at nought 

vernment, and revile dignities.. See 2 Pet. ii. 
fo. 11. The best Expositors, from Beza and 
Grotius down to Laurmann, are justly agreed 
that ¿vumwiaaK. muet be taken in a ive 
sense, denoting the giving way to idle and delu- 
sive fancies, promising themselves security and 

tance in courses which the Gospel disallows. 
I have pointed accordingly, as, indeed, propriely 
requires; ivvryia{óuevo, standing for of épva* 
peafovrat, ‘dreamers as they are,’ the word 
being employed like doeBeis supr. v. 4; and so 
Tovpnrat, avOades! 2 Pet. ii. 10, and oiAot 
xai papo! 2 Pet. ii. 13. Jude may have had 
in mind a passage of Isa. lvi. 10 (where the false 
prophets are similarly spoken of), &craTUQAeov- 
Tat Wares, OUK Eyvacap, xivete ivsol ov vvh- 
corra: (for dvvarrat) (XaxTsip, ivvm v.a(óusvot 
xoíTny. lconj.xoírg, for ¿ml xolry, ‘as persons 
who dream on their couch.’ However, Dr. Peile, 
with some reason, asks, ‘whether (comparing 
Heb. xiii. 1) there may not be another, and more 
obvious (qu.?) interpretation of ivr. xolrny, 
which a to have suggested to our Trans- 
lators the received version filthy dreamers? 
Comp. Soph. Œd. T. 981, mooi yap fjón xåv 
évalpac: Bporwy unrpl EvyevvacOnaay. 

9. 6 dà Mixas$, &c. — — vont d 
we may sup to show that the 

Goostics here aitat ‘the füllen in their 
rebellious speeches and conduct; whereas the 
A rchanyel on high affords them a better example ; 
who, even under tbe greatest provocation, refused 
to ounce a harsh sentence of condemnation 
a a fallen spirit. The circumstance here 

luded to is by most recent Commentators sup- 
poe to have been derived from an — 

k (now lost) called the — ec tos, 
and to have been merely introduced by St. Jude 
as an instructive fable, serving to illustrate the 
doctrine in question, that we ought not to speak 
evil of &o£as (* ordines excellentià præditos, et 
honore supereminentes.” Calv.). But we should 
be slow to believe that an inspired Apostle would 
enforce his doctrine by a mere fable; and, indeed, 
the thing is evidently mentioned, not as a ; 
but as a fact. See note on vv. 14, 15.—iwii- 

cat, ‘correct ; said by meiosis for * punish,” as 
n Ps. vi. ]. xxxviii. ], et al. The Apostle had 
prob. in mind Zech. iii. 2, xal siwa mpòt TÓv 
ArdBodor "Eseriusoar: Kópios iv cot, Aid- 
Bode, though there the meiosis is not so per- 
ceptible as here; for the term exactly follows the 
Heb. w3 to chide, rebuke, lit. (as Dr. Hender- 
son there explains), ‘so to silence those who are 
the objects of reproof, as to restrain them from 
carrying their designs into execution.” 

10. otro, di—POelpovra:] We havo here a 

strong mode of — (pointed by the obo: 
of scorn; q. d. ‘those fellows’) setting forth, as 
Hyper. observes, the ce of the false teach- 
ers ‘a perverso judicio sive ingenio eorum, quo 
gratia Dei abutuntur. Aut enim non intelli- 
gunt res Divinas, et tunc eas aspernantur ac con- 
temnunt ; aut, si qui tam perspicus sunt ut non 

unt nón intelligi, ipsi illis abutuntur, et iu 
llis corrumpuntur; atque ita quomodocunque 
sit, transferunt Dei gratiam ad lasciviam.' Thus 
we may render: ' But those fellows, of thin 
such as they have no knowledge of, the ek 
railingly ; and, on tbe other hand, such things as 
they do know,—naturally, or sensually, as the 
irrational animale, — they corrupt themselves 
therein. The connexion is ably traced by Eat. 
thus: * Repetit Apostolus bac priori parte verbis 
eneralibus id quod dixerat, majestatem autem 
Ü bemant, tque hec connexio: Michaël 
Archangelue non fuit ausus maledicere Diabolo ; 
at isti nequam homunciones passim ea que non 
noverunt, maledictis insectantur, etiam majes- 
tates, longe supra i positas.'—]In the last 
words of the latter clause, ¿v rovros $UÜsípor- 
vat, there is a remarkable pregnancy of sense, 
and brevity of expression, developed by Dr. 
Peile thus: ‘In those things they first vitiate, 
then destroy, themselves; or, rather, ‘first vi- 
tiate the thing (or doctrine, by abuse), and then 
destroy themselves by that abuse.” This, I ap- 
prebend important correction of the interpreta- 
tion is confirmed by Hyper., ubi supr., and, what 
is more, by the parallel passage of 2 Pet. ii. 12, 
iv ole dyvoove: BAaonpuovrTes, iv Tj Pbopa 
avTov (the things so misunderstood and dis- 

raged) xaradÜaprcovra:, or, as it ought, per- 
Ds , to be , kal $0ap., see note. 
Ti ovai avToic | Sts, &c.] ° Rursus interitum 

illis seductoribus denuntiat, adductis ex antiqui- 
tate exemplis eorum, quorum mores imitantur, 
Cain, et Balaam, et Core, qui ompes male perie- 
runt.’ Calv., Hyper., and Eat, are that 
the words oval avrois are not, indeed, simply 
declaratory, as Mackn. and Peile say, but denun- 
ciatory ; feuwatiog that the persons are justly 
worthy of the punishment so denounced. * Nam 
(remarks Est) sicut Cain invidit fratri, et ex 
invidià eum interfecit, ita et isti fraternitatem 
oderunt ac deserunt, et venenosis atque perni- 
ciosis suis doctrinis animas m occidunt.’ 
Thus the sense is, ‘ Woe is in store for them 
(comp. Heb. x. 27), forasmuch as they havo 
walked in the way (took the gi gis example) 
of Cain, and, by the aberration o aam, have 
thoy impetuously rushed after tho lucre of gain, 
and by (adopting in their own case) the opposi- 
tion of Core, have they come into perdition.” In 
the sense of ‘rushing into, yielding to any evil 

on, or vice,’ I have noted the following exx., 
est. xii. Patr. p. 520, wopvela, iv $ &EsX6Ony 
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1 Prov. 35. 131 Oğroi eicw èv rais dyámaus Up omdades, avvevoryoo- 
2 Pet. !& evo, apoBus, éavrois Trotuaitvovres* vedéhas ávvÓpoi, tira avé- 

pov * mapadepópevar Sévdpa POworwpwa, dxapra, Sis ásro- 

iyá (where the dat. is for accus. and ele). Plut. 
Anton. 21, sle axdAacroy Blow ixxeyvpuívos. 
Polyb. xxxii. 11, 4, dEexéyvrro ele &raípas. 
Of &vriXoyía in the sense ‘ rebellion, or * insur- 
rection, an ex. is adduced by Laurmann, from 
the Protevang. Jacobi, v. 9. 

12. * Pergit Apostolus describere mores corrup- 
tissimos illorum (rather ‘istorum’ = etten qal 
Dei gratiam transferebant in luxuriam.’ (Est.) 
See also Hyper. and Calv.—oŭrol «low iv rate 
ay. &c., meaning, ° Those persons are spots and a 
disgrace to Jor lose: feasts, when they feast with 
you to an excess which shows no reverence to 
God, or regard to man ; see Luke xviii. 2. The 
term ow:Addee is by many learned Commenta- 
tors understood of those ‘rocks,’ hardly rising 
above the surface of the sea, on which vessels 
are shipwrecked; an apt emblem of those false 
teachers, who cause others to make shipwreck of 
their faith; comp. 1 Tim. i. 19. This interpre- 
tation, however, involves such incongruity of 
figure, that it is better to retain the sense com- 
monly assigned, ‘spots, or ‘stains, what St. 
Peter, in a similar calls erot. Thus 
far in my former Bad. I would now add, that 
I still see reason to reject the interpretation 
‘ rocks,’ besides the grounds of objection I have 
already stated, because it is forbidden by the 
parallel passage of 2 Pet. ii. 13, owtdor xal 
@pos, from whence this was evidently formed. 
t is true that ow:Ads almost always has the 

sense ‘a rock. But that it sometimes denoted 
also ‘a stain,’ is probable from Hesych., who, with 
seeming reference to this passage, and prob. bor- 
rowing from some very ancient Scholiast, ex- 
plains ow:Addes by memtaopivor. And though 
the two significations in question may seem too 
far apart to belong to the same word, yet we 
may imagine how the signification ‘ spot mrt 
arise from that of ‘ ` if we suppose that 
the peculiar sense thus ascribed might be de- 
rived from the ow:Addse being viewed as ‘rocks’ 
not by the sea-side or sea-coast, but is the sea, 
as Apoll. Rhod. Arg. ii. 568; iii. 1294, et aL, and 
in Lycoph. Theocr., &nd other poets, and also in 
some writers, e.g. Diod. Sic. l. iii. 44, 
omitadas éfeias dyÜaXarTovs, Apion, ap. Phot. 
Lex. ewiAadss al iv Gears xota wirpat. 
Here the metaphor might be taken from such 
rocky ridges, as only just rise above the surface 
of the sea, as in the case of the lot coral reefs of 
the Polynesian Archipelago; which seem, when 
viewed from an eminence, mere on tbe sur- 
face of the ocean; and thus the term might be 
used to denote ‘spots’ on any surface. So Orphei 
Lith. xvi. 1l, xarádortıxros owihadeca: IIvo- 
cator, ‘with red spots. By Jude the word is 
used ively ; the persone in question being 
thus represented to be as the cw. iv vy 
0aXdecy, and so as and stains ly ais 
dydais, ‘staining, ‘deforming,’ and *dis- 
gracing, the fair face of Christian society.— 
cvysvex. dpoBer. These two words briefly 

characterize the s in question as sensmoltais 
careful only to feed themselves, and so shame- 
lessly eager to monopolize what is set before 
them in common with brother Christians, that 
they help themselves, regardless of others. Jude 
had prob. in mind the words of Ezek. xxxiv. 8, 
where, speaking of the falso shepherds of the 
flock of Israel, the Lord says by the prophet, 
oox iEr(iTqnoar ol woinives rà weoBata pov 
«ai iPóoxnsav ol woipéver davTodc, rà dà TeS- 
Bara uov ox ¿Bócxncay, i.e. ° did not care for 
their being fed."—ve@iéAar Avvdpor, ° waterless 
clouds,’ the arida nubila of Virg. Georg. iii. 197, 
which promise rain, but uce none; a fit 
emblem of falee teachers, who promise much of 
evangelical truth and purity, but perform little 
worthy of the title; q.d. * As clouds carried 
about in the air, but devoid of water, do not 
nourish the earth; so theee boasters hurry about, 
promising much, but performing little, and doing 
no whatever; specious seducers, as being 
like those fountains or clouds, which promise 
water—the 5yal dvud po: of 2 Pet. ii. 17,—from 
the long grass covering them,—but deceive thoee 
who rely upon them. To this purpose is a pro- 
verb in Schultens’ Antholog., ‘ s sine opere 
est ut nubes sine pluvia. —ivó deiner xapa- 
epopevat, This reading I have, with Scholz, 
bm., and Tiech., received instead of the t. 

rec. wepipep. It is found in most of the uncial, 
and by far the greater part of the cursive MSS., 
to which I can add all the Lamb. and nearly ail 
the Mus. copies. And, in addition to this 
amount of external autbority, it may be thought 
to have internal evidence in its favour, from its 
being the more difficult reading. Y et, when nicely 
weighed, it may be found to be rather in favour 
of wepid., since, by the adoption of mapag., 
the imagery is marred, if not tbo propriety vio- 
lated, inasmuch as the sense ‘carried about, 
‘whirled this way and that, so as to keep no 
fixed direction,’ is more suitable to the purpose 
of the present passage than that of * being carried 
away. Admitting, however, that apad. may 
have been written by Jude, we hase only to 
pose that here, as in Heb. xii. 9 (where sce Bete), 
the idea inherent in wepid. is implied in that 
contained in mapag. — devdpa —— 
meaning, ‘trees as they are at the close 
autumn, without fruit ;—at least as the i- 
tors almost all explain. Yet, considering that 
no one would look for fruit, or even leaves, at 

season, Hamm. thinks that there is here 
meant to be intimated some fault in the trees, 
whereby they produce either no fruit, or fruit 
very immature and dwindling. Such, too, is 
the view adopted by Laurmann, who ingeniously 
conjectures that by qvo epiwoi is denoted ‘a 
sort of useless trees, then so called. And the 
above view is much confirmed by what H. Ste 
phens TE in his Thes. in v. ; and it is further 
supported by the Pesch. Syr. Venion, Thus the 
term is nearly equiv. to dxapwa, but graphic, e» 
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as to com with the secompanyi 
sions dic rar and ixp. T0 das There 
seems to be a in the terms $9:vo- 
wepivd, dxapsa, dis daroQavórra, and éxpi{e- 
UírTa. these, die dxoÜarórra is explained 
by the best Commentators, ‘doubly, i.e. alto- 
gether, dead.’ But there er seems an allu- 
sion to the preceding terms, which denote per- 
sons only thua far alive; see Benson and Mackn. 
In ixpile0irra we havo the apex of the climax ; 
for of trees uprooted there can be no more Aope 
of fruit. Moreover, as dxapwa is explanatory of 
POivowwpivd, so is ixpi{wOivra of die daroU. ; 
for trees torn up by the roots may be said to 
be twice dead; i. e. as dead again as those which, 
though dead, still continue in the pue 

13. xóuaTa dypia] This ma most closely 
rendered by an expression used by one of our 
moet refined poets, Robert Burns, the ‘ wild 
waves. The expression in Greek, however, is 
jo ree that it might be thought to bave m p 

ere ex in t resent , and that o 
W ied. zie | l, prob. p the mind of St. Jude. 
Yet, if I mistake not, there are traces of it ina 

ge, corrupt though it be, of Mosch. Idyll. v. 
E * örav dytog wodide Budde, a dd Oá- 
Aacca <upróov iwmagopl{y, ra di ximata... 
ntu wbere tho a should not be filled 
up (as is done by the Editors) by the very flat 
epithet naxpé. I would read «vprór iwadpitg 
TÅ Ta k(paT' &yeca pmenpop. Theitin &£ypia 
is long, by poetic licence, as in Hom. Il. xxii. 
313, dypt ov’ weocber dà cáxos, &c. Another 
ex. of dypios, as applied to an inanimate object 
(though not to ' waves"), occ. in Hdot. viii. 13, 
ÒE voÀAÀÓ» rj» (T+ dy pio Típn, Torote Oc 
Ú So EM a ener — — 
ovra is u y ren espumantes, vaming 

out, as if it were iğapp. I prefer ‘ foamin “p, 
viz. on the shore; agppoe meaning not only the 
foam of the sea, but (as we find by the Schol. on 
Hom. Il. x v. the dwdBAnua, the wreck, i. e. 
sca-weede, &c., up on the sea-shore. And 
this illustrates the term ——— just after; 
for, as the wreck is the refuse of the aea, so were 
the — n obecene : — Che sexiest 
leing rightly supposed . to denote the 
filthiness and oolish talking mentioned by St. 
Paul) which those — spouted forth, their 

Comp. Isa. lvii. 20. F inally, in the ex- 
pression doriépet wAasHra: (for the more usual 
one deripses d:a8dovret), we have an allu- 
sion to the ing, habite of those 
teachers, called sfars according to Jewish imagery, 
prob. from the not unfrequent sense of doripes 
to denote mefeors, whence, it should seem, its 

ive use bere, in which it is applied to the 
se teachers, doripss d:a8iovres, ing stars, 

or meteors; as being like meteors in their aim- 
ing at moral blazing for the present; hence their 
fires are short, sure soon to sink back into their 
native insignificance, and be trodden out. And 
accordingly the expression is meant to designate 
their Mori such stars being only me- 

VoL. IL. 

1 Thees. 1, 
10. 
3 Thess. 1. 
10, 
Rev. 1.7. 

pýrevoe Se xai 

teors, ‘which,’ in the words of Dryden, ‘ did but 
blaze, and rove, and dis.” 

14. wpospirevese—tobrore—'Evey] Ren- 
der: not ‘to,’ but ‘for,’ = ‘in reference to, 
these also (among others) did Enoch prophesy, 
saying, Behold, the Lord came; for so I would 
now render, with Mr. Green, Gr. N. T. Dial. p.17; 
& past tense being, as he says, not inconsistent 
with prophecy, for it may be a — of a 
vision representing future events; though havin 
s immediate views * of pen Similar to 
ose at present spoken of, and, accordingly, also 
— to the latter. The words 1àc9; 1A06 

vpios—dyuaproeAol acsfeis have now been at 
length Proved to be cited from an Apocryphal 
book of Enoch, often quoted by the Fathers (see 
Fabr. Cod. Pseud. V. T. vol. i. p. 160), and 
which was sup to be lost, but bas lately 
been discovered in an Athiopic Version at least, 
which bas been edited, with a translation, by 
Abp. Laurence, Oxford, 1821, who refers the 
composition to the time of Herod tbe Great. 
Notwithstanding this, however, Mr. Horne main- 
tains that Jude did not quofe from any book ex- 
tant in his day purporting to have been written 
by Enoch, and thinks ‘we may rationally con- 
clude that the Apostle altered the traditional 
Antediluvian prophecy of Enoch, under the 
direction of the infallible Spirit, who was to 
guide them into all truth.” But nothing surely 
can be more harsh and far-fetched than this sup- 
position, and the verbal coincidence overturns 
any such notion. At any rate, the quoting from 
the book in question will by no means invalidate 
the genuineness of the Epistle; for the Apostle's 
uoting as Enoch's a work which was recerved by 

the Jows as — will py involve 2n inspira- 
tion; since the promise of preserving the A 
tles from error, ind guiding them into all truth, 
must be understood, with limitation, to mean all 
error of any wence, and al] truth im 
to the purpose of salvation. Now here Jude's 
uotation gives no currency to imposture ; the 
postle merely DE to apply what was, by 

tradition, said by Enoch of the Antediluvians, 
to. the sinners of his own age. In short, the 
Apostle merely adverts to this tradition (without 
vouching for its truth) as a popular illustration 
of the weighty maxim, sof to speak evil of digni- 
ties; and that from the example of the Arch- 
angel, who did not venture to rail even at Satan. 
As to the ions su by some, from a 
comparison of this Æthiopic Version, to have 
boen made by the Apostle, it is uncertain whe- 
ther he made any, seeing that he prob. drew his 
quotation from tbe original Syro-Chaldee docu- 
ment; from which book, I agree witb Dr. Peile, 
both the Apostle and the Ætbiopic Translator 
may have derived the substance of what each has 
recorded of this ancient tradition (so oft. referred 
to by the Fathers) handed down from the ear- 
liest times, even before the Flood. To give a 

i the value of the variations from the 
ponies text found in this ee Version, 
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PIRA 
Pet. 2. 18. 

16 p Orol eici yoyyvoral, peprpipoipos, Kata Tas ériÜvpias 
auTov Mopevopevor’ «ai TÒ OTOA aùrâw MA brrépoyna, bavpá- 

a" ovre; mpóowma apereias yápiw. 17 ‘Tyeis 00, wyarytoi, pyh- 
1 Tim 4. 1. 
s‘Tim. 8, 

the arárrew, for abréw, in the 
ZEthiop., it is required by the context; for the 
po of the warning turns upon the word all, as 
a ae the — be — into 
ell, e orget ; comp. 

2 Thess. ii. 12, ba xkpiÜc. rdvres ol u 
TieTiscaeTte TH ÁXgOs(a. The writer meant 
to say that judgment and condemnation would 
—— against all euch sinners; that their 

as well as works would be breught into 
judgment at the shortly impending advent of the 
Lord. ayini pupu. This, for uvo. dy., is 
found in almost all the best MSS. (I add the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies) and early Editions, and 
has been adopted by almost every Editor from 
Wetst. to Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 

15. wotHea: xpicty] is best rendered ‘to hold 
jad t; lit. ‘to perform the act of judgment’ 
(xpivæ, John iii. 30), * to it owt.’ See Acts 
xxviii. 81. Rom. ii.6—10. 2Cor. v.10. The phrase 
is formed on a Hebraism; but does not, I think, 
occur in the Sept.—ifediyEa:—doef. . The force 
of é&eX. seems to bo, not ‘to convince, or even 
merely * to convict,” but, in a fuller sense, ‘20 to 
convict as to bring the convicted to judgment, and 
the execution of judgment upon him.’ Fn this 
senso (which is rare) the word occurs in Plut. 
Moral., 181, «$00: — outvou wixpice 
*avTÓs duapríjuaroc, where Wyttenb. renders, 
*quom statim omne tum acetbis panis 
arguetur. And so eusn., Wahl, and 
Bretechn. render by pwxio; of which sense 
Bretechn. adduces another ex. from Wisd. xii. 
17, iv rote eldca: 0pácos iEsAéyysis, where 
that sense is found, —though the is, from 
germano of text, almost unintelligib Hence 
it wi how little justified were Lachm. 
and Tisch. in editing DA éyEa:, from many MSS., 
but in direct opposition to internal evidence. 
The Revisers, in this case, evidently altered an 
uncommon into a common term, and, moreover, 
one incapable of the strong sense required by the 
context. This opinion is, I find, confirmed by 
Dr. Peile, who adds, that * under this view, xal 
SEeXiyE. becomes an emphatic enlargement upon 
Wonca: «plow. —doßeias atrav av hoff. 
This ie not well rendered in E. V. ‘ ungodly 
deeds that they have ungodly committed ;' 
which introdnces a tautology not to be found in 
the original, where the seeming pleonasm has 
really an intensive force, and the sense is best 

by a free version thus: ‘ Yea, to call 
all of them who are ungodly to strict account for 
all the grievous ungodliness of their doings.’ 
Comp. the frequent phrase dofSaay dosfety, 
The words of the next clause may be rendered, 

L byre TOY pupáTov TOY Tpocipuévoy brò TOv dTocTóNev ToU 
Kupiov æv 'Inco0 Xpiorod, 18 q z£ Ereyov opi», Ste “ èv 

* And for all the harsh which ungodly 
sinners have against them.” I reader 
*barsh,’ in rence to ‘ ' becamse mere 
enitable to this figurative use of the term, 
which it denotes ‘what grates on 
* shocks, and is offensive to the mind." 
"xlii. 7, 90, AaA et» oxAnpa avrotc, and A 
4 (in Jude's mind), * How long shall the wicked 
utter harsh things?" as Dr. Fresch well renders : 
so also John vi. oxnpée obror è Aóyos, where 
see note, and the of Eurip. and Stob. 
Cited there, and in my D in v., where I have 
shown how this sense arises. 

Ts,—nay, ‘ who are little 
solicitous about the favour of God, and follow 
their own likings only in short, the tpeorereis 
of 2 Tim. iii. 4; which well suits the following, 
AaAsi bwripoyxe, sub. pipara, with whi 
comp. 2 Pet. ii. 18, wi poyxa—pOeyydnevni, 
and echyl. Theb. 438, is osparóv Wdawer— 
xupaivort’ ian, to which I refer the gloss of 
— bwipuerea, ‘beyond all bounds of 
m » by vain eae a The next words, 
Üavuélorris — xápiw, subjoin another trait, 
— pa to — it more e 
noting * a time-serving spirit, paying court to 
preat and wealthy’ edd. Xápu = doe. rexa in 

hucyd. i. 28, *for what could get. —BPevudt. 
4rpóc.is a Hebraism for the Oavu&tur Traya. 

17. The Epistle, as usual, concludes with ex- 
bortation. In rap dq 
is doubtless a reference to 2 Pet. iii. 2, 3; bat 

pe also to Acts xx. 20, 90. 1 
Tim. iii. ). 2 Tbees. ii. 5—12. 
18. By éuwaicra:, as at 2 Pet. jii. 8, are de- 

noted ,—men who make a i 
and vital religion, and eepec. ef 
the advent of CHRIST to judgment, 
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éaxáTrp xpovy écovTas éumaikras, xarà Tas éavtav ériOupias 
, ^ > Be ^ 3 

TTOPEVOMEVOL TOV ATEDELWD. 

V9 t OŬroi eiow oi árobiopitovres, ypuysxot, Tveipa pù Éyov- z Prov. 18.1. 
30 “Tueis 6, dryamriyrol, TH drysorrárg Ud wiores éwosKo- 

Sopoûvres éavrovs, év IIvevpars dyap tpoaevyópevos, ?! éavrods 
Tes ! 

7. 
Hos. 4. 14. 
& 9. 

ép óyámy Oeo Tnpcare, mpoadeyopevos Tó ÉXeos ToU. Kuplou 
3ju«v 'Inaob XpiaoU eis kwiv aiwmov. 3? Kal obs pèv éXecire, 
&axpwopevor %* obs da é PiBy caoffere, dk ToU Tvpós áp-sners« 

resurrection of the dead. Tév ¿caDa Gv has the 
force ef the —— doeBeis; and we may, with 
Laurmano, take the whole phrase iwiÜvya. +. 
kasf. as at ver. 16, understanding it ef a self- 
ecslied spirit, which follows its own fancies, how- 
ever profane. Thus there was no occasion for 
Bentley to conjecture de:\yeiðv. It was the 
common š ion, not the common reading, 
that wanted rectifying. 

19. ebroí slew ol áào3.] Render, *(Ay] 
those are the men who (now] are exciting sepa- 
raien and causing schism.’ 'Asrodiopí[o is a 
very rare word, properly denoting, in a etri- 
a — (of which two exx. are — oe 

es.), ‘to separate any space, by fixing its 
— — another space,’ and figur., ‘ to divide 

. to apart,” ' to separate persons ene from 
another, thus creating schism.’ The expression 
be imitated by Epiet., st least in the 
Latin Version, * Nen — debetis seducere 
vos (read ‘ vosmet’ in unum convenientes,’ 
&e. There cannot be a denbt that in the original 
Greek (now lost) there was written dod up 
&nvTobs, found in the great body of the MSS. and 
the Elzev. Ed., but absent from most of the an- 
cient M&S. (to which I add Lamb. 1182, Mus. 
11,886, 5116, and Cov. 3, omitted by Mill). The 
word has been rejected by M etst., Matth., 
La., and Ties., but retained by Griesb. and Scholz. 
I have followed the former Editers, because in- 

evidence is against the word, whieh was 
far more likely to be than removed. The 

in Barab. will not prove that the Syr. 
——— err aia — a true MK 
not ; (as in the ers. ), but 
ei n Potek and Schaaf rightly sender: 
—a use of Neat. for Middl. Reflex. found in our 
English whence ists, or Schiema- 
ers If thie be the true view, Dr. — 
* who cause separations, separatists, by setting the 
example of ion prin be admitted.— 
Vrvxixol, IIvsvua mh ixovres, ‘sensual as they 
are, not heving the rit.” This turn seems 
suggested by 2 Pet. ii. 13, a7iÀAo: xal. põpo ! 
where see note, and on ] Cor. iii. 14. 

20. The Apostle now resumes his exhortations, 
and bide them not only beware of the artifices of 
the false teachers, but study to make fresh ad- 
vunces in religious knowledge and practice; and 
jn order to ensure the success of their endeavours, 
he enjoins them to ta the Holy Spirit. On 
the force of the m or in TH wlorss bwrotxod. 
see notes on Acts xx. 32, res Cuvanives Toxo- 

Pet. i. 5. 

, 90 termed, as 
* intended to make men most ho Mee "Eo Iya ú. 
dy., for did Tred. aylov, ° by the aid and infiu- 

enee of the Holy Spirit.’ The best comment on 
this clause is Rom. viii. 26. 

21. iavrods Tno.) ° Keep yourselves, i. e. each 
other.’ 'Ev dyamy Geol, * in love towards God.” 
IIpocdex. +d Asos +. K., ‘ — hop- 
ing fer the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ [to 
a you] unto salvation.’ See on Rom. xv. 8. 

some deal tenderly with, making a due discrimi- 

dealing with them as brands snatched out of the 
burning fire.” Of this use of dsaxp. as a Depo- 
nent, and in an absolute construction, another ex. 
oceurs in Hdian. iv. 6, 12, ol ài erparierat, 
vou Beaecbaí re xal ño áe AuBovras iķ- 
ovolay, ein ir: dsaxpivovro tives joav ol mpo- 
weviatepey POsyEdusvo:, and Thucyd. i. 49, 
Kai diakáxpvro ovdiy tri, and so Qaxp[vae for 
Craxpiwdmevos in Hdot. vii. 156. Here, then, on 
the pane even of a Heathen, Marc. Ant. vii. 
15, idtov ávÜpérrov diii» xal obs wraior- 
Tas, 'thoee who offend,’ the Apostle, we may 
suppeee, means to say that seme exertions should 
be made to save even certain of the false teachers 
themselves; for as the words oç uiv iAseivs 
may have respect to the seduced, so ma 
the words obe ôi, &c., to certain ef the saucers ; 
and to these the ion iv $ óleo có(«rs is 
highly suitable, q. d. ‘anxiously strive to save ; 
implying circumspection and exertion; c 
Phil. ii. 12, and see my note on Thucyd. ii. y, 
11. Similarly it is said in Liban. Orat. de vita 
sus, pofor fjvayxá(ero watinas, Tous abtray 
xaXtiv wap’ davToU«, Gasp ix wupde, where, 
I conjecture, should be read 4. aver cate Tot 
a. viobs a.; for vlobc, expressed in abbreviation, 
and ovr, might easily be confounded ; and +ó 
and rode are sometimes interchanged. It is true, 
that the above interpretation, as far as respects 
édsetra, depends on the determination of a ques- 
tion of disputed reading. Thus, for éAseire 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit ikéyyere, from MSS. 
A. B, md 14 cursives, supported by the Vulg. 
and some later Versions, together with Theoph t 
and (Ecumen. But external authority is insuffi- 
cient, and internal evidence uncertain. That 
ià. is required by the context, will appear from 
the context and scope of the passage, which I 
have iru down. ‘RAdyx. seems to have 
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walovres puacoüvres xal Toy amd THs capxós eomrthopévoy 
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t Rom. 16. 

Eph. 8. 90. 
a 16. 

% t To 66 Óvvauévo duXata, t das GmrraíoTous, cal orioa: 
, 

xaTevorriop Tis Sokns avToU apwpovs éy dryaXMdoe, % ú pore 

Y Tim. 1.17. [cod] Oep cor?p. judy, Soka xal peyakwotvn, xpáros xai 
¿Ëouc (a, xal viv xai eis rávras Tos aiðvas! aunp. 

arisen from dull Critics, who could not discern 
the true force of iXesire. There is great 
difficulty in — the connexion, and deter- 
mining the the closing words, uicovyres 
TÓP, explained by Wolf and Benson to mean, 
* Let, however, your endeavours to reform them 
be made with great caution; be careful to avoid 
being yourselves corrupted by their society, and ] 
show a hatred of whatever pertakes, in the 
slightest degree, of iniquity and sin.’ If this 
view be adopted, there may be y an allusion 
to the command of the Jewish law, not to touch 
any thing unclean, and partly to the caution 
showed in avoiding all contact even with the 
olothes of persons who have any infectious disease. 
But there is such great harshness in supposing so 
many words loft to be mentally supplied, that I am 
inclined to trace the connexion and scope, with 
Dr. Peile, in the following paraphrase: ‘ Your 
care for all the members of your own body in 
Christ, and your wish to be with 

raiment being shown in your abhorring even 
at soiled garment (Zech. iii. 3, 4) that comes 

of the flesh,—in opposition to the en prin- 
ciple of the Spirit.’ Comp. Rom. vii. 21—25. 
viii. )—8. Gal. v. 16, 17. Certainly Jude's epi- 
thet ioi eva well co ds to the 9vapá 
of the Prophet, and said, as Dr. Peile adds, * with 
allusion to that “soiled garment,” the “ filth 
rags” of lea. i. 16. Ixiv. 6. Ps. xiv. 3. iii. 3. Jo 
xv. 6. Eph. iv. 22. Col. iii. 8, 9. And this render- 
ing (continues Dr. Peile) represents rd» dd 
Tt capxóe as a mere adjunct of lavi outvor 
yiTeve, ed as in itself the one substantive 
term wherein the Apostle would put before his 
readers that depravation of nature, found even 
in believers in Christ, which so adheres unto 
our I holiest services, as in the religious in- 
fancy of the world to have been set forth under 
the impressive ef Joshua, the h priest, 
who himself had need of a change of raiment 
before the Lord.” 

24, 25. With the noble Dozology, which so 
suitably concludes this fine Epistle, comp. similar 
ones at Rom. xvi. 27. Eph. v. 27. Col. i. 22. 
] Tim. iii. $. Here, however, there are two 
doubtful points of reading. For óuas MSS. B, 
J, and 30 cursives (to which I add all the Lamb. 
copies and one Mus. copy) have avroóc, which is 
adopted by Lachm. and Tisch. ; but without goed 
reason, the other reading being called for by the 
pea ciberteHon sns ind por of 
ife, which has ing on throughout the Epi 

tle. Besides, as Fat remarka. * illis (ec. fratri 
ab errore revocandis) prius optanda erat conversie 
a malo gnam conservatio in bono. Denique Epi- 

s postulat. wt Gà ipu ad, ques erii 

cian, t. ii. 449, Reitz, ded 
dmralorov xai d«Xwovs Blov elt yipac óda peas. 

25. cope has been, on —_ 
of internal evidence, cancelled by almost every 
Editor. It was prob. introduced from the Epi- 
logus to the Romans.—Ze30 is here applied to 
God the Father, as at | Tim. ii. 3. Tit. i. 3 
iii. 4. The words da 'Inces Xp. ros Kupiov 
$ucv, added in many MSS. and any Vases 
(after ceri: Sudor), and inserted in the text by 
al a e recent 

ormer is more 

cant autom 

At vero, cum Trinitati ea que sequuntur, non 
— per meritam Christi, satis probabile 
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Or this Book,—which is universally allowed to 
be the moet sublime of all those contained in the 
New Test.,—the authenticity (namely, that it is 
a genuine production of St. Jokn) was almost 
universally admitted in the first two centuries 
after the Christian era (this appear from Dr. 
Routh's Extracts ( Rel. Sacr. i. 429] from Hermas 
Pastor, Ignatius, Caius Presbyter, Papias, Justin 
Martyr, Fratres Viennenses et —— Ire- 
neus, Melito, Theophilus, Antiochenus, Apollo- 
nius, Hippolytus, Tertullian, and Clem. Alex.) ; 
and if doubts were entertained in the third, they 
were soon removed, and tbe origin of them has 
been, with reason, ascribed to the wel]-meant, but 
misguided, zea) of some fanatical Expositors. If, 
teo, it was in the early ages judged unsuitable to 
be read in Churches, that was not from any doubt 
ef its authenticity, but from its very 
character; on account of which it was thought 
unfit to be read nex We have here a Revela- 
tion from the Jesus Christ, composed of a 
series of Visions representing the future state of the 
Christian Church. In ch. i.—iii. is made known 
to St. John the then state of the Church i» Asia 

mysterious 

(the thinge which are) ; in the fourth and fol- 
lowing Chapters are revealed the things which 
shall be hereafter—the future destinies of the 
Church Universal, through its several periods of 

down to its final state of glory. 
As to the date of the book, the learned are nearly 

agreed in supposing these Revelations to have been 
communicated about A.D. 96; but whether, as is 
generally su in the isle of Patmos, whither 
the Apostle had been banished by the persecuting 

an Emperor, or after John's return to Ephe- 
sus, has been a matter of vehement disputation. 
See Dr. Davideon’s ample discussion of the ques- 
tion; with whom I quite agree, that there is good 
reason to su that the Apostle wrote, as well 
88 saw the visions, in the isle of Patmos; and 
that the written document was sent from Patmos 
to Asia Minor, to Ephesus. From the phraseo- 
logy of this Book being occasionally such as 
Widely recedes from all rules of Class. Greek usage, 

ough quite reconcileable with those of Hebrew, 
it is not without some reason that scveral eminent 
Critics have supposed it to have been originally 
written in Hebrew; and it hae been justly re. 

j 

marked, ‘that if this theory of a Hebrew original 
could be established, it would relieve us from all 
the difficulties attending the objection that the 
style of the Apa pe should so much differ 
from that emp arad. y St. John in his Gospel 
and Epistles; but whether it be so very different 
may be doubted. And, after all, this view of a 
Hebrew original is but an À is, and cannot 
be admitted without the support of historical tes- 
timony ; not to say, that it would be difficult to 
imagine wåy it should have been originally 
written in Hebrew, being intended almost en- 
tirely for the use of Jewish converts who under- 
"° ) — ̂ e pene dida Raton knew mi 

ing of Hebrew. e may per su e 
Apostle to have put down the saisons of the 
various revelations, as they were communicated 
to him, in the Chaldee, and afterwards drawn 
them forth more fully in Greek, for the use of the 
Christian Church generally throughout the world. 
It has been observed by Mr. Hartwell Horne, 
Introd. vol. iv. 534, bly to the opinion of 
several eminent Biblical Critics, —that * there is 
scarcely an expreesion in this Divine book that is 
not derived from the Prophet Daniel, or some 
other Prophet of the Old Test.’ ‘It is (continues 
he) written in the same style and language with 
the prophecies of Daniel, and has the same rela- 
tion to them that they have to one another, so 
that all of them make one complete commentary." 
In the latter observation I nearly —— but 
at the former I pause, since it would make the 

developed expressions : 
au in mod. and 

spoke, and v 
1 

style is ihreughiout very prophetical,’ the Dr. seems 
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éonpavey ámogTelXas Sia ToU ayyédou avtod TQ Čop avrou 
s1Jen 1.1.  Dodvyg, 2*85 èuaprúpnoe tov Noyor ToU Oo xai TH papru- 

to have adverted to the manner, and character 
of the composition. And he might have added, 
that, besides the strong gonere similarity to the 
Books of Daniel and Ezekiel, thie Book abounds 
in phrases, clauses, and sentences, derived from 
(as my marginal references will show) the 
other Prophets of the Old Test., espec. Isaiah, 
Jeremiah, and most of the Minor Prophets. In 
order to make such passages more distinct to the 
eye of the reader, the words are spaced out in the 
same manner as the Citations from the Old Test. 
are throughout the whole work. 

On the scope and design of this Book consider- 
able difference of opinion exists. Upon the whole, 
I must agree with n Woodhouse in consider- 
ing * that scheme of general interpretation as the 
best which regards tbe A ypec as a prophetical 
history of the fate and fortunes of the Christian 
Church, from the time when it was written to 
the latest period of the world ; and those as being 
foretold by the means of symbols and emblemati- 
cal representations.’ In this view Dr. Davidson 
mainly coincides. ‘The sulject of tho writer 
(says Lo is the triumph of Christianity, chiefly 
and primarily over heathenism ;—the persecuting, 
hostile power under which John himself and his 
contemporaty fellow-Christians were suffering.— 
and over other opposing tendencies and influ- 
ences. The Apostle (continues he) deecribes the 
destruction of Antichristianism—the triumph of 
Christianity over it: this is the comprehensive 
scope of his predictions. The spirit of the world 
is symbolically ted as persecuting the 
followers of Christ. Its enmity to Him, and con- 
sequently to all who bear his name, is [repre- 
sented as] deep and determined. This personifi- 
cation of the Antichristian world is equivalent, 
to a certain extent, to the genius of the Roman 
empire, or rather it includes it. It should not, 
however, be limited to that,—either in compre- 
hension or duration. The hostility of heathen 
Rome to the true religion is ted in the 
descriptions ; but it does not exhaust their signifi- 
cance. They embrace the leading tendencies 
which are opposed, in their nature, to the pace 
ful victories aud universal dominion of Christ's 
kingdom on earth. Prominent events, at differ- 
ent periods of the Church's history, are not re- 
ferred to; or they are referred to in an indefinite 
way, if they be the consummation of agencies 
which have been, and are in continuous opera- 
tion against the pro of Messiah's kingdom.” 
In the above view I can only coincide partially, 
inasmuch as it is too limited to come up to the 
tokole of what, I apprehend, the Apostle intended 
to bring dq impuro i it is preferable to the 

extreme, into which several Expositors bave 
run. But it is not on the sadjects, or desi. 
tions, that writere have run into the extreme of 
going too far, or stopping far short of what the 
truth seems to call for, but still more in the 
application of the various symbolical representa- 
tions, and in pone out the fulfilment of pro- 
hecies, darkly predicted as they are. 
ave either attempted to apply all those symbolic 

representations, and to interpret them according 
to some ice system of their own, —or 
else abandoned he attempt as hopeless. ere- 

as, it would have been better to confine them- 
selves to noticing the bearings of those 
symbols, according to their usual meaning in 
Scripture, and then proceed to the application of 
those only, which have been, with more or less 
distinctness, developed by the lapse of time and 
the course of events. The actual predictions con- 
tained in this portion of the inspired word of 
God are doubtless all to be fulfilled; and when 
ney are, the — we cannot 
oubt, to serve, along with o to 

strengthen and Confirm the faith of alt Christians 
who witness that completion. But conjectures 
as to the &me and manner of such accomplish- 
ments are quite apart from the deeply momen- 
tous subjects of redemption, and our personal in- 
terest in them. But even were it not so, the 
plan, purpose, and limited extent (already far 
overrun) prescribed to this work, would have for- 
bidden the complete carrying out of even a plan 
of exegesis on so limited a scale as that just 
adverted to. I must therefore refor my readers, 
for what could not bere be furnished, te such 

sitting down to the ninth Edition of this 
work, I considered that the greatest service | could 
render, towards the full accomplishment of that 
which ay — my nee, was to lay a firm 
foundation for ex From the limited ex- 
tent prescribed to a work intended to be strict! 
a HAND:BOOK to the Minister, or Theelogi 
Student, the Author's were in this 

mew recen- 
servico 

ancient and sia g asp py MBS. of the 

another Mus. 

l cop 
digesting of the evidence, as to readi in 

to 

ngs of importance, 
tudes of readings, either glosses, or 
or mere errors of scribes. All th 
necessarily implied a vast amount of labour aad 
thought, which, nevertheless, I was the more 
induced to bestow, since I felt convinecd, with 
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Dr. Wordsworth (Pref. p. viii.), that ‘the more 
closely the Apocal ís examined and studied, 
the more clearly will it be perceived that every 
word of this Divine Book ought to be accurately 
weighed ;' of course he means, both as to the 
exact reading and true interpretation. Accord- 
ingly here, even more than elsewhere in the pre- 
sent work, it been my continued study to 
lace in the readers’ hands the means of judgin 

themselves, as to the genuine reading, nd 
true — ef those very numerous 
sages which have perplexed Critics, and b 

t success these laboure 

the cemposition of the beloved Apostle,— judi- 
cent lectores eruditi et eandidi.' T * 

]. dsroxáAvipio ‘Ino. Xo.] Render: ‘a rove- 
lation (i.e. a body of revelations) from Josus 
Christ’ (see note on Gal. i. 11, 12); meaning, 
as Dr. Hendersen (Lect. on Insp, p. 384) ex- 

ina, a development of future events directly 
rnished by the Som of God to the Apostle 

John in ecstatic vision. To this brief general 
Inecription there are various additions in the 
uncial, and a few cursive MSS, ; but are 
entitled to no attention, as being evidently inter- 

lations —iv Taxes, i.e. ‘in a comparatively 

harsh) ma 
orsirae (ò Oros or Š '[nceos:). scil. thy awoxd- 
Avdus, dohuave dià TOU dyyiňov a.: or thus, 
wai dwearilitas (ray AyyeXor airov) icfjuava 
ik Toure, 

2. šuaoróonos] The full sense is, * hath tes- 
tified and recorded.’ The ra in the t. rec. after 
Sea is not found in A, B, C, and 40 cursives (I 
add Lamb. 1186, and 3 out of 4 Mus. M88.), all 
the Versions, and Greek Commentators, and is 
cancelled by Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. 
But internal evidence is unfavourable. It is 
difficult to see how a werd so unnecessary could 
cresp into the major part of the copies. And as 
it ie better to heal than to amputate, I would sug- 
gest that the rs may stand for some other word, 
mistaken for rs by the scribes; prob. yè sci- 
lioet ; and the two words are perpetually con- 
founded. “Owey is often followed M yà in tho 
best Greek writers; e. Plato, 145, A, eov 
t ee sliva, alee p. 422; — Œi. T. 1289; 

hil. 1403. Render: ‘which things, to wit, 
he saw ; words which, as Matth. points out, are 
not to be referred ‘ad tum Apocalyp- 
soos, sed ad ea que Joannes aatea in Evangelio, 
ut testie, narsavit et docuit." ` 

8. à dvaywwoney, xal ol dx.] This peculiar 

mode of expression has reference to the ancient 
custom, when books were scarce, for some one 
person to read to a number of others, who listened 
to what was thus read. Here the saxapiorie 
is — on both the reader, or student, 
and the hearers.—rnp. here denotes the keeping 
in the heart what was read (see Luke ii. 51), so 
as to observe the injunctions therein.—Ó yap xai- 
pòs é»yybs, ° the time [of their being fulfilled, or 
bi rt to be fulfilled] is near at hand.” 

. d*o Tov d dp, &e.] There is slender au- 
thority for the rov; yet the reading O«ov, found 
in two-thirds of the MSS., nay, edited by Matth., 
—but injudiciousl y, as being an evident — 
appears to have been on it. And consi- 
dering the great antiquity of O«ov, and that the 
Sa must be E — ryan x would seem = 

nuine, on at it might suspected o 
having been inverted te soften the harshness of 
the solecism existing without it; yet one cannot 
well eee how the Article can here be dispensed 
with; for though ó ôv, and . ò Av, might 
be used, like * 1 AM" in Exod. iii. 14, as an inde- 
elinable title of JzeHovan (the Hebrew not ad- 
mitting of inflection in the oblique cases), T 
the Article would not be the less necessary. The 
"09, indeed, is absent from A, C, and 17 cursives 
(1 add Lamb. 1186, and 2 Mus. copies), and is 
cancelled by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; but 
internal evidence is ard balanced. The ior 
after à is omitted in B, C, and 85 cursives [also 
in Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1 & 2], and cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tis.; and certainly internal evi- 
dence is nst it. Dr. Wordsworth, in his late 
revision of the text of this book, e codicibus axti- 
— edits wrsun. ir from the Alexan- 
rian, end one other MS, But that is a mani- 

fest correction of some ancient Critic; being in- 
deed another mode of removing a harsh con- 
struction. The words following, dwó civ éwrd 
Totuu tror, &c., are, as Thos. Scett observes, 
‘generally interpr. of the “ Divine Spirit," with 
— to the abundanee, sufficiency, and 
of his gifts, gracee, and operations; and in rela- 
tion to ‘the seven Churches,’ with each of which, 
and all others, the One and self-same Spirit, 
dwelt, as the Pountain of life, grace, and peace.’ 
Others however, as Grot, regard the irrà 
arwa vu ker as tho same with imrà &yyeAot 
mentioned in Tob. xii. 15, as presenting the 
——— Saints to the throne of grace; or 

r, Abp. Newc. — the seven minister- 
ing Spirits whom St. John saw discharging sepa- 
rate offices in subsequent revelations made to 

Yet it would hardly seem that any created 
spirits would be comprehended in the selemn 
benediction of the Father and the Son which 
follows. Hence the former interpretation is pre- 
ferable, which ie ably maintained by Poole and 
Wolfius; from whose statements it is evident 
that thie was the way in which the on 
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REVELATION I. 5—8. | 
a 

woe. 5 5 xai ¿To Inoot Xpiortoð,—ó pdprus 6  ruoTos, 6 %peyróToxoç 
s£ [éx] r&v vexpav xai 6 &pyev tav BaciXéov T$S ys’ Te * aya- 

TOvT& nas kai NovoavrTt ñus GO TOY ápapTuAV JQ év T 
atuaT, avtov,—® ° kal éroincey nas * Bactreiav [wai] iepeis 
T9 @e@ xal Harp) abroU,—aUrQ ù Sofa xal Tò kpatos eis tots 

anv. 
7 t" [Sov ” : * ^ AQ ` | S a“ Š, Cpyeraé perà T&v vedehoy, kai betas avróv mâs 

OpOarpos, xai otrwes avrov é 
7 aùròv Tacas ai dura THS Yyñs- 

cay xal kóNrovras ÈT 
vai apv. 9 5éyo eiu 

f Isa. 38. 18,14. Dan.7.18. Zech. 13.10. Matt. 94. 30. & 35. 31. & 36. 64. John 19.87. Acts 1. 1L. 1 Thess. 1.00. 
$ Thess. 1.10. Jujelé  glse.41.4 & 44.0. &48.19. ver. 4. ch. $1.6. & 32. 15. 

was underetood by the ancient Commentators, 
and the generality of the modern ones to near] 
the middle of the 18th century; since whi 
time the foreign Critics, for the most part, have 
considered the ion as denoting ' the vir- 
tules, or attributes, of the Supreme Being.’ Such 
a sense, however, is very vaguo; and there is no 
reason to desert the ancient and usual inter- 
— which is ably supported by Dean 
Mi — and Dr. Pye Smith, Scrip. Test. 

5. ó paprue 6 vio rós] i. o. * worthy of im- 
plicit confidence.’ A trustworthy Witness he 
was, as coming into the world to bear witness to 
the truth, and as revealing all that he had re- 
ceived from the Father for that purpose. See 
John iii. 11, 32. viii. 14—16. xvii. 17. xviii. 37. 
On the expression 6 spwróT. ix Té» vexpesy 
see Col. i. 15, 18, from whence the ¿x here (only 
found in a few MSS., and, with reason, ed 
by most Editore) was prob. derived. The non 
use of tbe Prep. is justified and illustrated from 
1 Cor. xv. 2), Kaira: = drapxÀ T&v vexpov. 
In 6 ápxæv trav Ñacu ¿ev THe we have a 

; of Meesiahship; the Messiah being, 
as Commentators remark, called Elioun, Most 
High, in Ps. Ixxxix. 27. We may, moreover, 
suppose the Apostle to have here had in mind 
the subetance of the second Psalm, where the 
Messiah is designated as ' the Ruler of the kings 
of the earth.” As to the seeming grammatical 
inaccuracy at ò udprvs, I am inclined to regard 
the words up to yas, with the Eclectic Reviewer 
(Dec. 1832), ‘as forming a separate clause (and 
in some degree parenthetical), containing a pro- 
clamation, as it were, of the divine and sovereign 
titles of the Messiah.’ I bave pointed accord- 
ingly.—r« dyawarrs nude kal \ovgavrı. In 
these words, which are to be connected with those 
which follow, ere 4 éofa, we have (as Thos. 
Scott observes) ‘a sublime burst, in which,— 
animated with a view of the glory of his beloved 
Lord, and contrasting it with the vastness of bis 
condescension and depth of his self-abase- 
ment,—John breaks out into praises to Him who 
loveth them,’ &c.; rather, ‘so loveth as to wash 
them,’ ray nel (si acd here, for t. rec. dyar- 
carri, is founded on A, B, C, and about 40 cur- 
sives, to which I add Lamb. 1196, Mus. 1, 2. 
What could induce Lachm. to edit Avcarr:, 
from A, O, and some 7 cursives, I cannot ima- 
gine. It evidently arose from an error of scribes, 
who oft. confound Aovw and Aw. The Toit- 
gayr. of B, and 9 cursives (I add Lamb. 1186), 
aroso from a correction of some Critic, who did 

not perceive that = words ce sies erem 
form a semiparenthetic sort of ejaculation, ° Y ea, 
hath made us kings,’ &c. 

6. BaciAsíap] for t. rec. Baccdais xai (mo 
doubt from a marginal explanation, as i i 
from Andreas Cret. and the Scholiaste 
all the Editors, including Lachm. 
are in adopting, and with reason ; since 
it is supported by strong evidence, both external 
and ë , inasmuch as, in its very harshness, 
it bears the stamp of truth. BaeAela here 
means, not ‘ b * but ° ;? Te Ose, 
which follows, being bere suppli y this there 
je denoted that innumerable of saints 
and angels spoken of at Heb. xii. who are 
eu to constitute a holy polity seated in the 
heavenly Jerusalem, under the government, not 
of man, but of Gop. Comp. 1 Pet. ii. 5,9. It 
is scarcely to be doubted that what is bere said 
"gis ito Dn en a Ean S E 

, where, among the privi promised to 
Israclites on the condition "of their obedience, 
and their keeping God's covenant, ie this: ‘ Ye 
shall be a peculiar treasure above all people, and 
e shall be unto me a kingdom of prices and a 

nation ; where the Sept. renders by Sasi- 
Astoyv lspávsvua, l0roe diyios, —but better 
the Arabic, regnum f$, zz the Samaritan 
Pentat., regnum sacerdotale. The exact sense at 
Exod. xix. 6, and here, of Bac. x«i lap., bas 
been not a little debated. The si and most 
satisfactory explanation of it will, I think, be 
found the following. ‘Iepete is in exegetical 
—— by «al (soiliont), and further unfolds 

€ sense of Bac., q. d. * ] mean such a kingdom, 
or state, as that in which the individuals a 

T. ‘It is plain from this verse that the 
and power in ver. G are ascribed to Christ.’ 
(Burton.) Comp. Dan. vii. I$.—4*w«i ofr, 
* such as even who.’—ifexiyrycas, ‘ trausfixed,'" 
‘t pierced through.’ See John xix. 37. Even 
they, it is implied, were to acknowledge bis 
aty «nd xowy., &e. See Zech. xii. 10— 

8. iya elu:—wavroxpe 
are bv most recent 
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TÒ A xal ró 2, [ápy?) xai réXos, ] Ayes [6] Kúpios š exo. ó àv 
acai ó hy Kai 6 épyópevos, 6 Travrokpárop. 

9 h Kya 'Ioávvgs, 6 [xal] aderpos ipv xal ovyxosvevos bRom. 8.17. 
èv TÅ Oriper xal [ipiri] Baciheig kal inopovi Inso Xpiorod, tn. 
¿ryevopmv ev TH Dop TH raħovpévn IIáruo 9ià tov Xoyov Tod 
GO «o0, xai Sia Tv prvpiav 'Iyco0 Xprotod. 10!’ Eryevopny 16.41. 
év Tivevpars ev r Kupta) Hepa, kal Jxouca oricw pov bov)v 

peyáMgy às aáXmvyyos, llk Xeyotons: ['Ewyó eimi to A xai kd. sa 

Tò f), 6 mpatos kai ó écyarov: xa] ^O BXémew yparpov eis 
Birov, xal méupov rais érrà éxxrAnolas [ais é Acia), eis 
"Edecov, xai eis Suvpvay, xal eis IIépyapov, xai eis Ovaretpa, 
xai cis XápOew, xal eis Piradérperav, xal eis AaoBixeuv. 

himself, xxi. 6. xxii. 13; which fully establishes 
the Deity of Christ. It is finely remarked b 
Philo, de Mundo, Ovédiy wapa Ote níAXor, Ta 
xai Td T@v ypover UmwWyuiro Tipara. The 
text which I long ago laid down in this verse, 
I have since found confirmed by Lachm. and 
Tisch. (2nd ed.), except that they cancel the words 
dp y) xal vidoe and ò, which I have only placed 
within double brackets. Tbe words are absent 
from the Lamb. and Mus. MSS, The words 6 
Oecs were meant to intimate, by the subaudition 
of &» (which could not have been with- 
out & manifest tautology) the Deity of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. The Articles before A and Q 
have, as Dr. Wordsworth observes, a restrictive 
sense, showing tbat Christ is the only Author 
and Finisher of all things, The ó before Kvptos 
is, on stron unds, confirmed by the Lamb. 
aod Mus. uss, cancelled by al 
Editors. To the word is added 6 Oeòs in the 
uncial MSS. A, B, C, and almost al] the cursive 
ones, thus affording a clear assertion of the Di- 
vinity of Christ. 

9. The Apostle now proceeds to mention the 
manner in which he had received the revelations 
that he was about to deliver. By iv 73 Oiya: 
—«ai imoporp I. Xp. are denoted afflictions and 
troubles to be endured for the sake, and in the 
cause of Christ; 'I. Xpeorod being a Genit. of 
similitude; and the interposed ac. intimates 
that he is to be partaker with them, in the kin 
dom prepared for them, and alluded to supr. v. 6; 
for the whole may be regardeel as a Synchysis, for 
do T3 Oiya kai Smonovp l. Xp. kal Baci. 
avTov. The best comment on this postage is 
2 Tim. ii. 12, «| Groudvousy, xal avuflaciAso- 
couer. See also Rom. viii. 17.—The xai before 
d.à. is cancelled by the same Editors on ex- 
ternal authority nearly equal (to which I add 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 2 8) ; but, since inter- 
nal is rather in favour of Particle, 1 have 
only bracketed it. The text I have adopted 
throughout this verse is nearly the same with 
that of Tisch. (2nd ed.); the only difference be- 
ing, that for 'Incov X pia-rov in the first pert of 
the verse he edits, as does Wordsw., dy Xpioro 
'J., supported by a vast preponderance of external 
authority in MSS., Versions, and Fathers. But 
internal evidence is quite in favour of the roading 
'[gcov X picTov, as being the more difficult 

ing,—though admitting, as I have shown, of a 
suitable sense, the Genit. being one of cause, i. e. 
‘on account of,’ in the cause of Christ ; —a sense, 
indeed, which the reading adopted by Tisch. is 
meant to express, ough it evidently arose from 
a marginal scholium. The civ at cuvyxou,. was 
prob. excluded by certain Critics, who did not 
perceive its force, and were i t of the true 
construction, which is similar to that in Phil. i. 
7, where see my note. See also note on ] Cor, 
ix. 23. Or it might be over, by the ab- 
breviation written above, i.e. ç, being misunder- 
stood, or having faded away. The Genit. '15cov 
XpicTov is one of ion, conveying a testi- 
mony to the Meesiahship of Jesus, whence, how- 
ever, it would appear that Xpisrov bas ; 
with some reason, cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch. from several MSS., the Vulg., and Ital. 
Versions, and Andreas. 

10. éyevduny iv IIvsóúu.] meaning, that * he 
was the subject of the extraordinary operations 
of the Holy Ghost See Dr. Henderson, Lect. 
on Inspir. P 26. The expression is nearly equiv. 
to dy ixoraces yevioGa: at Acts xxii. 17, denotin 
the being in prophetic Vision. See Ben land 
Wets.— For fxovea—gevip Tisch. odits E ovx 
aviv óTícw pov, from the MS. B and 25 cur- 
sives (I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3). 
And indeed internal evidence is in its favour, 
from its presenting a construction which, though 
rough, is one quite in the style of St. John. 

li. +ó A xal 7d Q]i.e. ‘the First and the 
Last ; as v. 17, and xxii. 18, a mode of expres- 
sion —— to have been borrowed from Jewish 
phraseology (see lea. xliv. 9 though I find it in 
the Class. writers; ex. gr. heoer. dyll. xvii. 3, 
where king Ptolemy is called dpdper iv wpw- 
Torv xai *róüua'ros, and Orpheus, Hymn xiv. 7, 
Zev, dpyn wavrev, tavreyv Te TeheTh, and 
frag. vi. 9, Zebs arpirros iyiveto—Zebs boraror. 
Here, however, the words are absent from all the 
MBS. of — and are an interpolation.— 
The éwra before éxxA. and the words further en 
vate iv 'Acia, are, on ample authority (which | 
can confirm from the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
cancelled by all the recent Editors.—For t. rec. 
Ovétretpa, Lachm. and Tisch. edit -a», from 
A, B, C, and 6 cursives; while Wordsw. retains 
-a; rightly; since that spelling is confirmed 
the authority of Strabo, and Steph. Byz., and, 
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12 Kad éwéatpeya BSXérew thy onijv iris * Ndes per duot 
12s 19 xal émiorpéjras eldov érrà Auyvias xpvaüs, 131 kal èv weap Tew 
Dan. 7. 18, 
ch 

m Dan. 7. 9. 
ch. 19. 18. 

what is more, by the many coins yet existing of 
the city. The reading arose a blander of 
scribes, who oft. confound a» and a final. At 
ji. 18 Tisch., with singular inconsistency, edits 
Qvarelpors, though B and 14 cursives offer Ova- 
Tt . 

12 Préwecv—inov] The full sense is, ‘to 
look and discover the sound that was talking 
with me, = look whose voice it was that 
was addressing me, i.e. who it was that, &c. 
BrXiray pævyv is a phrase, I believe, without 
example in the Class. writers, and one so altoge- 
tber peculiar, that one cannot doubt but that St, 
John had here in mind two passages of the Sept., 
where alone, as far as I know, any traces of the 

rase are to be found, Exod. iv. 18, ó Aade 
epa T)» perho tie cddweyyor, and Deut. 

iv. 12, òuoiwpa ote elders dAX À hoovip, scil. 
alare. The two are adduced, and the 
poole pointed out, by Philo Judens, De 

igr. Abr., p. 395, and most ingeniously treated 
on agreeably to his mystical philosophy. Thus 
the peculiar mode of expression throughout the 
clause may be referred to the head of brevilo- 

a, agsociated with a transfusion of the peca- 
iarity found in the two of the Penta- 
teuch, where the interchange of signification in 
verbs ore oe same sense may be referred 
to Hebraism ; though euch is occasionally observ- 
able in the Greek Claes. writers, confined how- 
ever to the poets, as ZEechyl. and Pindar.— 
éds, for t. rec. iAáA mee, has been rjr neg 
by almeet all the Editors from Wetst. to Lachm. 
and Tisch. ;—with reason, since it is found in 
nearly the whole of the MSS. (including the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), supported by the ancient 
Versions, several Fathers, and Arethas. 

13, Suoroy Yia dv0p.] Most recent Commen- 
tatora, arguing from the absence of the Article, 
render ‘a son of man; i. e. ‘a human being.’ 
Yet the abeence of the Article will not prove this 
to be the sense intended. There is no reason to 
abandon the opinion of the ancient and most 
modern Commentators, that it means ‘the Son of 
Man.’ See note on Heb. i. 2; the Article being 
tmplied, th not expressed, since the title cor- 
responds to that at Dan. vii. 13, where the Sept. 
closely follows the Hebrew, which could not ex- 
press the Article. See Bp. Middl.—IIpót rote 
pactois, for repi rà @r3f n, ‘about the breasts.” 
The reading méYore, edited by Lachm. from A, 
and 7 cursives (to which I can only add Mus. 2), 
is worthy of attention, but not of vid Ma in- 
asmuch as, since it is almost exclusively poetic, it 
was not likely to have been used by Bt, John; 
but since it is found in the Ionic Greek of Hdot., 
it may have had place in the ordinary, or Provin- 
cial Greek of Asta Minor. At soósox supply 
xiróa, denoting ‘a robe descending to the 2 
such as was worn by persons of dignitv, espec. 

ests, Exod. xxviii. 27; and eo the word is used 
n Jos. and Philo. For woddpy Lachm. edits 
-4», from A, aad one cursive; but I cannot find 

th émrà Avywiv Ópowv Tid avOpwrov, evdedupévoy wodnpn, xai 
Trepuebwa uévov poç Tois, GG TOiS Corny pvo 1**"5 è xe- 
gary aitod xa) ai tpiyes Xevkai @c[e;] čpiov Aeuròv, ws gior 

a single ex. of the form: hence I suspect that 
the reading aroee from error of scribes, who wrote 
wodnpn for 9roóripy, an error tually orcur- 
ring.—For Suoiov, A and a few other M have 
óuoíeua, which may be the true reading, and 
Suotop an alteration for plainness’ sake for vie. 
But it will require us to read just after, vide, 
found in B, and 27 other MSS. Thus the con- 
struction will be, x. & 4. A. (eTdov) xa 0" duolepe 
viod avOp., which is somewhat confirmed 
Ezek. i. 4, 5 (a passage prob. in St. John's miad), 
Kal eldov—xai i» TG plow abrov et Spacit 
E óuoleua) hAixTpov—xai i» Te pisa 

óuoloua T. T.—Óóuoleua dvðpěrou ia 
abTroic. See also k. i. 26. viii. 12, and Dan. 
x. 16, 180d ùc duolwoıs viod dvOparow paro. 
Yet none of those 28 MSS. seem to have duoi- 
wpa, and hence the reading is destitute of autho- 
rity. Indeed, 1 suspect that it arose from Critica, 
who, stumbling at the somewhat harsh ellips. of 
Tira, sought to get rid of it by reading óuóiesue, 
but, to make it , they t also to have read 
vlov: at least the Dat. after du. is aps un- 
e though it occurs after óuoíwo:s in 

laton. Theot. p. 176, ouolecis Ore, ‘a likeuing 
of oneself to God." 

14. ù dt xaqbadh—wupés] This and the sub- 
sequent particulare are all characteristics of a 
Divine nature, and suited to the Messiah. Comp. 
Ezek. viii. 2, and Dan. vii. 9. x. 6. By the 
imagery at Arvxal we gpioy and de Xu is 
denoted shining splen ; and, therefore, the 
whiteness is not to be understood of age. Here, 
for brel, Griesb., Scholz, and Lachm. edit œr, 
from MSS. A and B, and nearly half of the cur- 
sives. As to Tisch., he in bis first edit. adopted 
ewe, and in his second restored wcei. No suf- 
cient reason was there either to change, or to 
change beck again. External authority is nearly 
equ ; but internal evidence is rather in favour 
of woai, which was more likely to be altered into 
ee, than the reverse. Thus, in all the passages 
of St. John's l} where wos) occurs, some 
MSS. have or, which is in those received 
into the text by Lachm. Moreover, &oc11 is con- 
firmed by the passage of Dan. vii. 9, 13. x. 5, 
from which the wording in vv. 13, 14, and 15 
were formed; though there wosi is also used 
before yıœv. However, if Tischendorff's * second 
thoughts” were wiser here, they must be 
as less wise at Matt. xxviii. 3, where he followed 
Lachm. in altering desi to às, on only com 
tively slender external authority, by 
internal evidence, and the reading in the 
of Daniel, which must have been as much in the 
mind of St. Matt. there as of St. John here. The 
words of ó$0aA poi adrov ds PASE wepds seem 
formed on those at Dan. x. 6, ol 6 
erred ne Aamwader — — the term 
ere. , Was su the dorp just 

befara G in the dim of Daniel. rds 
servable that the heathens similarly ascribed to 
their gods these ‘radiant flaming eyes,’ e.g. He- 
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nai oi &pbarpol aitod dx disk aruposs 15 n kal of móðes abro nas. 
Spor yáXxoXilfáve, os é cappy metvpwjiévor kai % dev; 
aurod s pwr 09árov TOAADY 169 xa] Zyop dv TÜ bá bre 
ro xap aotépas émTá' xal dc Tov Tó aros aùŭroû poudala vt. 

Siícroués teia d 
aive, ép TÜ Bbvduet abroÜ. 
arpos Tovs Tr0bae avTod ws vekpós. 

. 2.) 

pevouéry Kat dis avro), ds ó fuos w. i n. 
17 P Kal Gre ¿oy avTOv &reca beu 

xai [ér]é8gke tiv SeFav PS tas 

avro) [xeipa ] er’ epè, réyow [uo]: MÀ popo: eyed elu EAS T 
apérros kal 6 Écyaros, 19 q kai ó Gor, xa) éyevopny vexpds, xal im s.s. 

Rom. 6. 9. 

Sod Yav eip els rods aidvas TOv aiaver, [aun] kai éyo Tas dk . 

siod, Scut. Herc. 72, says of Apin mup è’ ar 
Óq Qa) uer èrsÀ\áurero, and Hom. Il. i. 200, 
of Minerva, dave dí oi ere péavð:v, and 
i. 104. Od. iv. 662, deca èi ol wupi Aauwero- 
ept: iturny. 

15. xadnodsBdvee}] A word no where else 
occurring, and of which even the derivation is 
uncertain. The learned are not agreed whether 
M — — orom, te wv" and 
sig or xAlflavos, or xa an iBavor, 

Mount Libanus, what is Xiled aurichaicum ; as 
Hesiod, Scut. 12, describes Hercules as having 
feet of ópsíyaAxos, ‘a sort of fine brass, more 
n iar god: be v M — mr the ex- 
pression i ignates the stible power 
and might of Chris, u as or) òè. — is 
& most noble image is grandeur and majesty. 
The words — bcdrwr wodXAcy are de- 
het ay vili. 2, in the Version of 

16. In his having in his hand (or rather ow his 
hand) seven stars, there may be an allusion to 
the custom of wearing many rings on the fingers, 
each studded with a diamond, or other sparkli 

. By these stars or brilliants are (as we fi 
fon ver. 20) desi the angels, or bishops, 
of the Seven Churches; intimating, not only thai 
they were to be burning and sbining lighte (as 
the planete in the night; see ii. 12, and note), 
bat that when reslly such, by the faithful dis- 
charge of their sacred office, they were exceed- 
fogly — in the sight of God.—foud. dicr., 
metaphorically denoting ' the word ef God,’ ‘ the 
doctrine of the Gospel.” See Luke ii. 35. Heb. 
iv. 12, eomp. with xi. 4. xlix. 2. 2 Thess, 
ii. 8, 12, also Dan. x. 5,6. vii. 9. Ezek. viii. 2. 
—iv +f ów. a., i.e. ‘when he has attained his 
meridian segat (comp. Eeclus. xxvi. 16, fAsor 
ávaTÜ A ev: i» vieron), has attained bis full 
power of heat.’ It is well observed by Dr. Hales, 
aa the — — — se Ton 
sublimi stupendous representation in this 
w gid , must have been drawn from the 
di pated no hamaa fancy could furnish such 

8. 
17. For dwiOnxe Thv ĉe. Lachm. and Tiecb. 

read iÓn«s & from MSS. A, B, C, with some cur- 
sives (I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1 and 2), and 
Aretbas ; and it may be the true reading ; at least 
internal evidence is in its favour. See note on 
Mark viii. 5. 

18. Tisch. and Thiele have removed the comma 
after iexaros, which cannot be justified, since 
é Yaw is and separate (ie of God, ab 

* that Being who liveth for ever; though it is 
meant to match with the preceding one, ‘ the one 
eternal God who is from everlasting to everlast- 
ing,’ seo Isa. xli. 4, and xlviii. 12, denoting the 
scif-existence of the em The next words, 
Kai éyevounu—Ciow alui, , are exegetical of' 
the preceding, serve to further develop the 
idea, adverting to God the Son, in his character 
of Mediator, to whom it was given to have life in 
Himself, and whe had been * obedient unto death 
(even the death of the cross) " for sinners, but 
behold he é aliwe, as the first-fruits of the resur- 
rection, to die no more. —rae xAsie—Üay., mean- 
ing, * power over death and the deed, to unlock 
the gates of Hades and make my disciples triumph 
over it, by giving them both life and salvation.’ 
On the expression déne see Doddr. in loco, and 
espec. Stuart in his Exegetical Essays on the 
several terms ve of fatare punishment, 
fi spite who 7 inae xe the New Test. 

ne signifies, not ut ‘the region of the 
» * the domains of death, or of him fn 

the prr of death, Satan.’ He obeerves, that 
‘in the Apocalypse the writer not only represents 
Hades as the region of the dead, but Death as 
being king of it, and governing those that dwell 
therein.’ He then assigns the following as the 
neral sense of the words, iyw rae «Asie rod 
dow xal rev Üar&rov, ‘Mine is the power to 

unlock the gates of Hades, to open the deors of 
this prison, from which none could escape. I 
have entered the region of Hades (comp. Acte ii. 
17, 81), and am come forth living; yea, in pos- 
session of everlasting life.’ Wesley well observos 
that ‘the Lord gave St. Peter the keys of the 
kingdom of heaven, but not the keys of death 
and Hades,’ and with reason asks, * How then 
comes his supposed Succeseor at Rome by the 
Keys of des etd = Ths du)» has been on 
food grounds cancelled by all the recent Editors. 

ot only external authority, but Internal evi- 
dence, is against it; and it seems introduced from 
those many passages, espec. of doxolegy, where it 
occurs Sosupr.v.6. The ming is not quite se 
certain as to Tov dev ral To v, for 
which A, B, C, and 40 cursives (with the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies) have c. Ôav. x. +. ddov. Ex- 
ternal authotity is decidedly in favour of the 
latter, but internal evidence of former; and 
the position seems to have been changed by those 
who took 22. to mean ‘hell,’ the place of eternal 
punishment, which, as is evident from the con- 
text, and from what I have adduced from Prof. 
Stuart, is a mistaken view. The ancient Com- 
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Keis t ToU ov xal roù Üavárov. 19 Tpáiyov ow & cides, xai 
rtr d eat, kai à péiet yiverOar perà Tabora: 90 và pvorýpiov 
ch. 2. 1. Tov émTà GoTépev, dv eldes mì rìs Oefuiás pov, xal tas Entra 

Avyvias Tas ypucds. Oi émrà dotépes dyyeXo, r&y émrà èx- 
Knot clor Kad *Avyvias ai era [âs eldes], émrà exarnoias 

+ 7 
etl. 

ch. 1. t P $ IL ! * TG ayyérp rips * év 'Edéco éexxrnoias ypáyor Tede 
eyes 6 KpaTav ToU; émTà aotépas dv Tí) Sekia avro, ó mept- 

Pit ts rary év uéco TOv émrà Avywi)v TÓv ypvcoy * b Ola Tà 
épya cov, kal Toy kóTov cov Kai Thy vmopov)v cov, Kai Gre ov 
Suvyn Bactdca: xaxovs* xai * 

mentator Andreas adduces both readings, and 
Arethas only notices one, Tov Oav. xal &9. ; yet 
he (as also Andreas) rightly — dé. of the 
region of the dead, as also does the Syriac Trans- 
Jator, rendering it by Skeoul. Thus the sense is 
the same on either reading; if the be 
adopted, the sense may be e 
hold the keys of ( power to unlock) the 
gates of Hades, and make my disciples triumph 
over death, both restoring them to life from 
death, and bestowing on them everlasting life 
and eternal salvation. 

19. The od» has been inserted by all the recent 
Editors, from A, B, C, and 41 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. D. several Versions, and 
Fathers, confirmed by the context. In short, 
the case here is the same as that of i\áÀs: at 
ver. 12; the absence of od» in the t. rec. being 
traceable to its absence in the Erasmian text, 
which was here, as in so many other instances, 
injudiciously followed by R. Stephens, when he 
ought to have followed the C —J4 slot, xai 
à péda y. p. +. ‘The subject-matter, which 
the Prophet is commissioned to deliver, is di- 
vided into two parts: 1. the scene at that time 
before him, with the addresses to the Churches, 
revealing to them, and commenting upon their 
present internal state; 2. the events which were 
to happen to the Church universal in future 
times.’ (Woodhouse.) 

20. Tò muor.] i. e. the mystical meaning: that 
ack — figurative resemblances. See 
xvii. 7. course, ypévyoy is to be repeated 
from the preca ng contexts q.d. ‘ Write from 
first the mystery,’ 

thus: ‘I 

TI. In this and the next Chap. are contained 
the seven Messages to the seven Churches of 
Asia. and certain ictions, whose fulfilment ie 
verified by the testimony of Ecclesiastical history, 
and attested by the present state of these Churches 
as described by Mr. Arundell, in his interesting 
work describing his visits to the eeven Churches, 
which, it is singular, are mentioned supr. v. 11 
in the very order in which any one would 
take them, who gees to visit them in rota- 
tion, beginning at esus. These messages are 
both P i and consolatory; and though 
immediately addressed, as the case might require, 
to the seven Charches (viz. through the medium 
of their presidents, who represented them: see 
Ezek. xxv. 3. xxvii. 3. xxviii. 2 xxix. 2. xxxi. 

émeí(paaas Tops * Aéyovras éauTous 

2), were, nevertheless, meant for the benefit of 
the Church Universal in all succeeding 

l. re àyyiio) By vid puras is here denoted 
* the presiding minister of the Ephesian Church," 
whether bishop, or by whatever other name then 
called. This name, yy., was borrowed from 
he Syn n. where t ue — is 
called. and also Episcopus. —For 'E$scívwt, A, 
B, C, and 40 carsives (T add Lamb. 1186, and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), and the Vulg. and Copt. Versions, 
with Andreas, and A have ¿y "Egicw, 
adopted by Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. ; rightly; 
since internal evidence is in its favour. Tbe re 
for rH, edited by Lachm., from A, C, is worthy 
of attention but not adoption. It arose, I sus- 
pect, from an error of scribes, who confounded 
the two abbreviations of rs and Te .—The phrase 
råe Aíysc is said to be f. on the Heb. 
MiP Yos 7D, so often found in the prophetical 
books of the Old Test. It may rather be said to 
be Oriental in its character, being the form used in 
the East as a preface to orders given by monarchs, 
or to 

rativelv re- 
Church for 

wi 
idiom, found also in Arr. Epict. i. 3, 2. This 
expression and ifác-racat, olóa Tov «ótor cov 
and ob ixowíaxas, v. 3, are antithetically op- 

to each other.—iaeípacas, * thou has put 
to the proof,’ or trial. So 1 John iv. 1, ĝox:má- 
Kera Tà wrevmatra. The readings éwsipacat 
and Aívyoyras, for t. rec. iweipdoe and Q&exor- 
qas, have been adopted by the recent Editors 
and myself, on the stron authority of MSS, 
(to which I add Lamb. 1186, and Mas. 1, 2, 3), 

removing a —— Cévy Buor., ‘thou 
* Greek 
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a7rocronous elvai, kal ovx eici, xal edpes avroUs wevdeis, 3 xai 
ÜTrouovi» éyew, kai éBaoracas, Sa TÒ Üvouá pov, xai oUx 
* éxomíakas. *’ANN &yo Kata cod, Sts Tijv dyám QV cov Thy 

arpatny ádíjkas. 5 Mynudveve obv mó0ev [éx]mémrowas, xal 
j4eravóngov xal Tà TpwTa Epya Toíncow ei Se ph, épxopai cos 
Tay Kai Kivncw THY Avyviay cou èx Tod TóTov auTis, day u) 
petavonoys. 9 *'AXXÀ TovTO Éyew, STs piocis TA Epya TOV over. 
Nucodaitayv å xayo pod. 14O Ééyov ods áxovcáro TÍ TÓ iMstU. 15. & 18. 9. 

TIveipa Mya, tais exxrnoiau “TÒ vizQvri doom abre payeiy diis. 

èx ToU LóXov ris Gwis, 5 dorw èv [péow] * r9 wapadelow rod 
Oeov pov.” 

and the ils Ed. The other arose from R. 
Stephens preferring the Erasmian to the Com- 
plut. readings. There is every reason to think 
that i*4(pàevc was a mere error of the scribes, 
and ddexovras a correction of style by the an- 
cient Critics; though it is found in the Sept., 
— xxvi. 20, $ácxorrse aitéy elvai rò 

ep. 
3. For t. rec. xexowlaxat kal où xíxunxase, 

I have edited as I have, with Griesb., Scholz, 
and Tisch., from B, and 40 cursives (to which I 
add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3). The read- 
ing où xexowiaxes, edited by bm., from 
A, C, and one cursive, aroso from error of 
scribes. 

4. ¿Xe xarà cov] See note on Acts xix. 38. 
— thy dydwvn—Àdtrkas, lit, ‘thou hast let 

thy first love,’ i.e. the first warmth of thy 
Fad and affection for me, and zeal for my ro- 
igion. 
5. penu. 7t00av picem] The ix, which I 

laced within brackets, has been cancelled by 
holz, Lachm., and Tiech., from A, B, C, and 

$4 cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 
3), confirmed by internal evidence. Whichever 
be the true reading, there is a metaphor taken 
from persons who ise of" from their vows, or 
pre of love, affection, or from duty. 

us. v. ll, and comp. Shaksp. Hamlet: 
* Love cools, one falls of" —ráà «pera 
Epya, ‘the (= thy) first works; ‘what thou 
first didst in faith and obedience.’ Comp. Heb. 
lii. 14, and Dionys. Hal. Ant. p. 2089, 3, aldov- 
piros tae ixl Toit Tpwroit Epyors Tiude 
adavica:. Of the three steps to recover the first 
love, there is pes in the foreground a lively 
re rom what d of faith, love, 
and obedience, one bas fallen,—then deep re- 
poene that T PA An d further, a 

y ution, under the of Divine grace, 
to do ‘the first works, and that, as Wesley ob- 
serves, ‘both outwardly and inwardly; or else 
we can never regain our first love"—+axo has 
been cancelled by Lachm. and Tisch., on the 
authority of A, C (to which I can add nothing), 
and the Vulg.—quite insufficient, espec. since 
internal evidence is divided. The word was 
prob. omitted through the carelessness of an 
ancient scribe. By xcvjce rhv À. is meant, ‘I 
will — thee from D a Church; by taking 
away the preaching of tho Gospel: a most 
alarming and rousing denunciation. 

6. àÀAà Tobro xee, &c.] * but this [praise] 
thou hast—that of hating the practices of the 
Nicolaitans;' who were a branch of the Gnostics, 
and held it to be lawful to eat meats offered to 
idols, and practised fornication. Comp. Ezek. 
xvi. 90, ioya wepynt.—piceis, ‘thou holdest in 
hatred,’ ‘strongly disapprovest of,’ as in Jos. 
Bell. i. 6, 4, xarnrriBóXove (ecil. abréy) 
piojoas Thy ' ÀApuerroffoíXov Blay. 

Ó yer ods áx., &c.) An earnest injunc- 
tion to strict attention, often repeated in the sub- 
sequent matter.—Tro vixi, ‘who overcometh 
[tbe — of the eg the flesh, and ue 

vil ]..—paystv ix Tov EvAou THe (ee, &c. 
Here be by a usago derived from the Sept., 
denotes tree ; which, by a common metonomy, 
is put for the frat. The words contain a figura- 
tive designation of that elernal life which was 
Jost by our first parents, and restored by Christ. 
This life is here compared to Paradise, in order 
to intimate its felicity, and denominated the 
Paradise of God, to denote the heavenly Para- 
dise, So Jalkut Rubeni, cited by Schoettgen : 
t Deus—animam educit in paradisum, eique gus- 
tandum prebet arborem vite.’—pice is can- 
celled, and ra w—e read for rov r—ov, by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., from A, B, C, and 
83 cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2) ; 
rightly; since the reading prob. came from a 

. scholium. The mov after OsoU, inserted 
by the same Editors, stands on a rk footing, 
being found in B, and 38 cursives (I add Lamb, 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2), and the Compl. Ed.—To 
— to matters K far more Dome ear ru 

discussion. comparing tbe parallel por- 
tions of the other six pletion with v. 7 here, we 
find twelve promises — which, as Wesley 
observes, are ‘an extract of all the promises of 
God.’ On this he (after Benge!) es the fol- 
lowing judicious remarks: ‘Some of them are 
not expressly mentioned again in this Book,—as 
the inscription of the name g a new Jerusalem, 

throne. the sitting upon the me resemble what 
is afterwards mentioned, —as the hidden manna 
(xix. 12), the ruling the nations (xix. 15), the 
morning star (xxii. 16). And some are expresel 
sit rg the pi of life (xxii. 2), : 
from the second death (xx. 6), tho name in the 
book of life (xx. 12. xxi. 27), the remaining ts 
the of God (vii. 15), tbe inscription of 
the name of God and of the Lamb (xiv. l. xxii. 
4). In these promises sometimes the enjoyment 
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, 8 * Kal rq wyyehp Ts * é Xpópyy dxxdrnolas ypayror T'aše 
9-151. Xéye, ó Tpüros Kal Ó 6cyaros, bs éyévero vexpos, xai noe 
tv.31% 9 f Old cov Tà Épya, xai T?» Ükiyw xal ri mTæyeiav, (434 

arovatos [de] eL) «ai T)» BXaejnpiav ix TO». Xeyóvrev 'Iov- 

Salovs elvas éavroUs xai ove eiciv, GAAA avvaryory?) ToU Xararà. 
gion*. 108+ Mndey popo & péddes Tácxew. 

* dE iuðv ó AiaBoros eis uM, Wa mepachire xa ere 2 Tim. 2. 
& 47, 8. 

Sod a péct Bareiy 

Tt t QX Nu, pepe Sica. Tivov motis &ypt Üavárov, xa) Serres 
h ati. got TOY oTépavoy tis Les. llh*O évoy ots áxovaáre Tí TÓ 
eh. 90. 14. 
& 21.8. 

Üavárov tod Sevrépov.” 

of the highest goods, sometimes deliverance from 
the greatest evils, is mentioned. And each im- 
plies the other; so that where either part is 
expressed, the whole is to be understood. That 
part is expressed which has moet resemblance to 
the virtues, or works, ef him that was spoken to 
in the letter ing. To eat of the tree of life, 
—the first thing vu ied in — letters, is the 
last and higeet the accomplishment (xxii. 2, 
14, 19). tree of life and the water of life go 
togeth ji. 1, 2), both implying the livi th God eternally te te porudie of my God: id 

8. iv sus This reading, fer the t. rec. 
Znuvporalw», d , on the strongest anony, 
confirmed ved by ve internas evidence, recei 
the recent Editors. The case is exactly the same 
as that of i» 'E$íco, supra, v. l.—ó «pe 
xal ó leyaror. ‘Periph Messin, ex cap. i. 
17, 18, huic potissimum loco apta, ubi id age- 
batur, ut solamen adhiberetur Smyrnensibus, pro- 
bis et castis, sed Judworum malevolentif et in- 
Ya — itis." dear E A: P 

. Ta a, K work, yea. 
words, not found n M88. A, C, with 2 or 8 
cursives, and tho Vulg. and somo later Versions, 
and Latin Fathers, and all the MSS. except 4 
(for I find them in the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
have been cancelled by Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch., but without sufficient authority, 
censidering that they are confirmed by the M8. 
B, and the Pesch. Syr. Version; and internal 
evidence is rather in their favour, from the pro- 
bability of their having been excluded by those 
Critics, who thought hey overloaded the sen- 
tence, not aware that xal significe scilicet, nempe, 
as in the Hel passages, which see in Dr. 
Wordsworth's Harmony. My judgment is con- 
firmed by the suffrage of ew. — dAXa, 
adopted by all the best Editors, is founded on 
the etrongest authority, nearly as valid as the 
preceding. Of course the ĉi, which rests on 
very little, may be cancelled. Indeed, it seems 
to have arisen from a correction of reading. The 
dx, received by the recent Editors, rests on ex- 
ternal authority—A, B, C, and 45 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by internal 
evidence. ]t is a peculiarly Hellenistic idiom 
pr awe, ‘on the part erg o — ° matters 

interpretation. By wrovcoe « meant, 
* art spiritually rich ;' see Matt. vi. 20, and 2 Cor. 
vi. 10. By vé» Acydvrev—aloiy it is denied 

IIveópa Xéye, vais exxrnolay Q vex où ph dóucgOp èx roi 

that they are Jews in the true and tual sense; 
. d. they dishenour the namo by ing it; see 
Kom. ii. 24. By Paco., &c., is intimated, that 

be exelusively 

10. andiv Qo. & u. w.] ‘fear not aught of 
those things which thou art just about to suffer." 
For unóiv Lachm. adopts uq, from A, B, C, and 
$ or 8 cursives, while Schelz and Tisch. retain 
pndip, rightly: since external authority is insaf- 
ficient, and internal evidence adverse, ay being 
evidently an emendation of Critics, For rá- 
ey», the MS. B, and about half tbe cursives 
(with the Lamb. and Mus. hig grec have waGzi», 
evidently from alteration, that fer the sake 
of adaptation to aAsiv ; th MS8. A, B, 
and not a few cureives, have se, edited by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. (ed. 1). who, kow- 
ever, in his second has restored Baresi». No 
“haw mcr was there to change either war ; 

which of the two is the true reading it ie dift- 
oult to say; and the point may be considered an 

question. Yet internal evidence is rather 
in favour of SaXet», and variation of construc- 
tion is one of the characteristics of this beok. 
After loù Lachm., Tisch., and Wordew. sebjoin 
$5, from MS. B, and 26 cursives (I add. Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2); aps tly, since the 
Particle has considerable force ( of now), 
pe eneconcet: es Wordsw. remarks, * imme- 

te s n dant TicoTés—Tegs:. See 
a v. 7, comp. with Matt. x. 22, 
vii. 57, aq. Jos. Antt. iv. 8, 2 —ó A:dBoror,— 
wamely, by his — hut indios — 
porsecutors ; 96e n vii TS TTE, 
that ye may "^ to the proof, and purified 

[in the furnace "PE pes deri $utper, B, 
and 27 cursives (1 add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 
2), have óuípas; but internal evidence is in 
favour of »uspéev. Some take these days for 
years (as usual in prophecy); others, to denote a 
very short space on Gen. xxiv. 55. Numb. xi. 
19. 1 Sam. xxv. 88); which might be justified 
by history ; see Daubuz and Newton.— róv eré- 
peer Z. See 1 Cor. ix. 25. James i. 12 

Pet. v. 4, and notes. 
ll. ob pi ddianOy ix, &c.] ‘shall by no 
means be hurt by the second death ;' in other 
words, * he may be hurt even unto death by the 
malice of the Jews: but he shall not be hurt 
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12 ! Kal TQ ayyédp tis ev IHepyáuo éxxrnoias ypdyrou. Tase Leh. 1.16 
eyes ó eyo THY poudatav Tv Sicrepov thy dkeiay 13 OlŠa tà 

ver. 

épya cov, kai TroÜ xatowxeis: mrov 6 Üpóvos tov Xaravàá': xai 
Kparets TÒ Üvopá pou, kai oux Jpujce T)v vic TwW pov, [xai] év 
tats ñuépas [é] als "Avréras ó uáprvs pov 6 motos, ôs år- 
extdvOn Tap )piv, mou ò Xaravás *karowei, 14)’ Ard eyo Num. 94. 

4. & 395. 1. 
Kata co) OAtya, Ors Exess ¿keç xparoüvras Tv bidayny Badradp, &u. 1. 
ôs t cdibacKxey Tov Badax Bareiv axdvdarov dvoriov tav vidy 
"Iopanr, payeiv eibwXóÜvra xal mopvedoai 15 obres exes 
«ai aU xparoUvras T?» Sidaynv [trv] Nixodaitav * cpoles. 

as the second death,’ even the death, i. e. 
tion, of the soul; compare Matt. x. 28. 

Tat the gekenna, implied in the loss of the 
soul, is here meant, is plain from xx. 14. xxi. 8, 
where the second death ie said to be the luke of 

12. thy poudalayv—dEsiav] i.e. Tò» Àoyor 
Tou O:ov, ver. 16, and i. 16. Heb. iv. 12. Hoinr., 
however, thinks there is reference to the immedi- 
cabile vulnus inflicted by the false teachers, and 
which required that the diseased flesh should be 
cut out with a knife or lancet. 

13. rà ipya cov, xal] These words are ab- 
sent from MSS. A, C. and one or two cursives, 
the Vulg., and some Versions, and are cancelled 
by Lachm. and Tiech., but retained by Griesb., 
Scholz, and Wordsw.; very ly; since the 
authority is quite insufficient to fusity cancelling 
words, of which the omission, by accident, is 
more probable tban the insertion for no parti- 
eular reason. I sus that the omission took 
place in copying from ancient originale that had 
olda eov Tá koya, xai arov.—' Osrov ó Bpovor 
T. 2., ‘where seat of Satan is; so called 
from the city being, as we learn from Arethas, 
more given to idolatry (and consequently vice) 

any other place ín Asia Minor.—xea eie 
TÒ Üvoué& pov, ‘ thou adherest firmly to me and 
my religien.' —sail oùx jpvücw. ' And didst 
not deny thy faith in me, the faith thou hadst 
vet in me.’ The expression occurs also in 
Tim. v. 8, where see note. The «ai before i» 

Taie nuipats is cancelled by Tisch., from MS. 
B, and ncarly the whole of the cursives (to 
which I add Lemb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 8) ; but 
it is retained by Lachm. ; very properly ; sineo 

evidenee is in its favour. Tbe 
(unperceived by the Revisers who removed the 
xai) is even. befere ale has been cancelled 
M Matth. and Tisch., from above half of the 

SS.. but retained by Griesb, Scholz, and 
Wordew. : rightly ; for it seems to have 
been removed for the purpose of doing away with 
® tautology. This view is confirmed yi the 
cireumstance that in MSS. A and C both é» and 
ele are left out; a reading this inconsiderately 
adopted by Lacbm. At i» ale ‘Avr. supply ý», 
Which, or something equivalent, the writer prob. 
intended to have at the end of the sen- 
tence; but, from the length of the suspended 
clauses, omitted to do it.—fdáeprvt pov ó mioror. 
Render : ° my faithful witnees;' a phrase oft. oo- 
€urring in Seri ; seo Ps. Ixxxix. 87. Prov. 
xiv, Š. Lech qr add pellets 5. iii. 14. Anti- 

pes is supposed to have suffered martyrdom in 
the recent perseeution under Diocletian. The ôs 
is cancelled by Tisch. in bis second edition, 
whose second thoughts were here the lese wise, 
since external authority for cancelling it is next 
to nothing,—only that of two cursive MSS. and 
the ZEth. Version ; and in evidence is ad- 
verse, since the às might either be absorbed in 
oen — — or bar peo put out b Qe 

visers, for the eing away wi e 
@nacol: ; but mest yneritienlly. Hoss the 
anacoluthon aroee, I have already pointed out. 
The reading #mov ó Ear. xaro:xsi, for the t. 
ree, Swou cat. Ò Bar., is adopted, on competent 
euthority, by all the Editors from Matth. and 
Griesb. down to Tiseh. 

14. Fort. rec. ¿AA Tisch.,and Wordsw. 
edit ¢AAd, from B, and, adds Tisch., doubtless 
other MSS. (I can myself adduce Lamb. 1186, 
and Mus. 1, 2, 3. —« verat, ° persens hold- 
ing, ‘some who hold, er maintain; see Jude 
10.—rijv 49. BaX., i.e. such dectrines es, like 
Balasm's suggestion to Balak, breed iniqui 
among the poeple of Ged, by turning the grace 
of God into laseiviousnesa, which is in 2 Pet. ii. 
10—15, and Jude 4, called ‘the way, or sinful 
course, of Balaam.’ The next words advert to 
the points of similitude. Together with the 

eursives (I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 8, and 
Cov. 2). However, I still retain, with Lachm. 
and Tisch., the t. rec., since internal evidence is 
in ite favour. Afvr'Iega?A Tisch. introduces 
wai, from B, and 20 cursives (I add Lamb. 1106, 
and Mus. 1, 2, 3), but without sufficient reason, 
since the weight of authority is adverse ; as also 
is internal —— from «ai having every 

ce a mere to su 
hal: oni wanting, but sae fer dias — 
since the true ellips. would rather be Sere, 

uiv. to sis +é. However, there is no real 
ellips., but wlr a uso of the Infinitive to denote 
purpose: an idiom found both in the Scriptural 
writers (as the and the Olase. writers 
See Wiuer's Gr. Gr. N. T., p. 297, and Matth. 

. Gr. & 531), and of frequent occurrence in 
dues ek gr. i. 17. iii. 6 & 88, iv. 84. v. 111. 
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kus. 16 k Meravénoov čr ei Šë ui), Epyoual aov Tax), xal qodepHoes 

Eph és, wer avrüv év ty poppala tod aróparos pov. Y1!'O éywr obs 
Heb. 4 12. , 
ch. 1. 16. 
& 19. 15, 21. 

dxovaáro tl Tó llveüua Xéye, vais éxxXNnoiau- “To vixcwrs 
co aùr [$ayeiv áo] tod uávva Tob xexpvppévov, xai Sreo 1 Matt. 18. 9. 

vv. 7, 11. 

mn abr Jrüdov Neuxiy, kai èm tiw Yijpov čvopa rawòv yeypap- 
pévov, Š ovdels * oldev ei u) 6 Nau Saver.” 

metu 18m Kai rj ayyédo tis dv Ovareipois exxdnoias ypayyor 
TáBe Xéyev 6 Lids ToU Ocoũ, 6 &yov rovs opOarpovs avrov as 
hoya mupòs, xal oi odes aŭro ógoto, yarxouBdave 19 Oá 

aixme TOV Tà Épya, xai Tv aym Kai Tijv Siaxoviay, raè THY ROTID 
16. 31. 

1 Cor. 10. 19, 

15. The r&v before Nex. is on strong grounds 
cancelled by all the recent Editors; yet internal 
evidence is in ite favour.— The reading opoiwrs, for 
t. rec. 5 moia. has been received by all the Critical 
Editors ; and with reason, since internal evidence 
comes in aid of external authority of the — 
est kind, to which I add the silage of Lam 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3. 

16. The oš ie, from A, B, C, and 36 cursives 
(I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 8) inserted 
by all the recent Editors. — avvéy, meaning 
those who hold the doctrine of Balaam. The 
metaphor at poudaíe Tov ordu. seems suggested 
by Iss. xlix. 2. 

17. To vui] i.e. quantum in se; sco note 
supr. v. 7. What follows, on giving him of the 
hidden manna and the white stone, may be re- 
garded as s periphrasis of the simple idea of 
making him pertaker of God's kingdom in 
heaven. The words gore amd have been, 
on the strongest grounds, external and internal, 
removed by all the recent Editors. —T0oU uávva 
T. xexp., i. e. ‘of the bread of life’ in its spiritual 
sense, as indicated by our Lord at John vi. 32, 
seqq., of which the manna, hidden and laid up in 
the tabernacle, free from corruption, was a type; 
intimating the benefits derived to the faithful 
followers of Christ by the offering of his body, — 

; Ins, and life everlasting. ( Woodh.) 
The manna of the Tabernacle was so far hidden, 
that, as Schoe shows, it was never seen but 
by the High Priest. So the spiritual manna 
may be said to be hidden, as being laid up for use 
in the keart of the true Christian. Comp. l Pet. 
iii. 4, ó xpvmTÓs rie xapó(as ürÜpormos. — 
Widow Asvxijp, so called, according to some, as a 
token of acquittal ; in allusion to the white and 
black stones used at elections or trials; the for- 
mer to denote acquittal or approbation; the lat- 
ter, condemnation or rejection. According to 
others, Asux. alludes to the white stone given as 
a warrant for receiving the prize at the Grecian 

; see Lowman and Doddr. I rather co- 
incide in the — of Dr. Ward (Dissertation 
on peseages of Scripture), Heinr., and Prof. Lee, 
that there is an allusion to the well-known tes- 
sera hospitalitatis usual in ancient times,—a sort 
of carte blanche, entitling the person who showed 
it to ask for and receive what he might want.— 
Svoma xawoy, said with reference to the Oriental 

3 Kings 8.7. ai thy iropoviy cov: kai Tà épya cov [xai] ra éoyata wrei- 

ova TOv pure, %°’ AN Éyo xarà ao [oiya], ór« * agets 

custom yi giving per — ad —— 
to t dignity ; . ado vou 
servants df God! as Abram and Jacob, havin 
often new names bestowed on them, when 
in new circumstances. Thus is here desi 
high spiritual favour, the reward laid up im 
heaven for the righteous.—d ovdrie Rr d 
Aauf., meaning, as Abp. Newe. ine, ‘at 
the time when it is given, secret and mysterious 
to all men but to bim who receives it” Very 
strong external authority exists for olde», intro- 
duced by the same Editors in the place of tyre ; 
but internal evidence is rather in favour of the 
latter reading, which may have been used in the 
same sense, scit, as at John vii, 29, where see 
note. 

18. ó yer rote dpbarposr—awupés] See 
note at i. 14, and comp. Eurip. Hec. 1255, répo’ 
Exovea dipypera, where the Scholiast explains 
by rupedecs dpOad pods Exoven. 

19. xai rà ioyara *Aslora Tay TpéTer) 
The reverse of what is said at 2 Pet. i. 20. The 
xal, which J have placed within double brackets, 
has been cancelled by Scholz, Lach., and Tis. ; 
and with reason. e may su it to have 
been brought in, either through carelessness of 

° 

scribes, or by Critics ignorant of the construc- 
tion, in which there is a brevity of expression, 
for xal Gri Tà oyara wAsiova [sl1oi] Tar 
pese. 

20. The alterations of the t. rec. adopted in 
this verse and the next are all besed on the 
strongest authority, and have accordingly been 
adopted by all the best Editors. —dA iye been 
rightly removed by all the recent Editors, as 
being absent from almost every MS. There is 
—— to think it urd E vci ee the 

paseage, supr. v. "Ageis, for das. a 
manifest gloss, ha boen with reason — by 
all the recent Editors, on the authority of almost 
all the MSS. However, I am inclined to read 
dos, for reasons which will from note 
on xi. 9. In the remainder of the verse, my 
text coincides with that of Tisch. "The eov after 
yvvaixa, which I have now not ecrupled to 
admit, is very strongly supported by external 
authority (including the Lamb. and Mus. copies); 
and internal evidence is rather in its favoor. 
Jezebel some female heresiarch ie supposed to be 
meant. The tradition of the ancients (preserved 
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T3)v yvvaixa co ‘JelaBer, * 7 t Xéyovca éauriw mpodirru, * xai 
Siddoxe: xal TÀGy@ Tos éuoUs Sovrous mopveðoai xal * dayeiv 
eidwdobuta. ?! Kai ewxa air ypóvov a peravonon [èx Tç 
aropvelas auris ]: Kat OU "04 peravojeas dk tie %opvsíat aj15e. 

o 1 Bam. 16. 
, ` => , y A , , ` ` , ^ 

22 Išoš, [éyo] BdXXo adriy eis Krlvyv, xai ToUs pouxevovTas Turon, s. 
^ > , Ld $ ` , ^ a Ade per abris eis Oripw peyadny, éàv pù petavoncwaw éx TOv Fe7.10. 

^ , ^ ^ 4 ` épyov *auris B ° kal Tà Téxva avTi]s atroxreva év Qavárq' kai $915. 
& 17. 10. yvoocovras Tücas ai éxxrnoias, Ste eyo eius Ó épevvOv vedpors Mati. xm. 
John 

xa xapdiay <a, dwow piv éxámTo Kata tà Épya tpov.*,. s 
^ — 8 FS ^ ^ , Rom. 3. A “Tuin 58 Aéyw [xai] rote Norrois rois é Gvareipow, Soot ove s113. 

Cor. 6. 10. 

Exovor Thv Sibayny tavTqy, [xai] oltwes oùe éyvwoay tà Bañéa Gies. 
in the Commentaries of Arethas and Andreas) 
that this person was the wife of the angel, or 
minister, of the Church at Thyatira, is not 
lightly to be set aside. Could we know the cir- 
cumstances of the case, all reason to stumble at 
what carries the appearance of something strange, 
would prob. cease. The $ Aíyovca for Vulg. 
Thv Aiyovoay and xal Qidáo «sc xal wav, for 
Vulg. éidáoxsiw «al wrrXavacBai, is adopted on 
airing authority by almost every recent Edi:or. 
Wordsw., indecd, edits 5 Adye:, from MS. B, 
and 38 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, 
and Mus. l, 2, 3), and I should be willing to 
adopt it, were not internal evidence adverse, inas- 
much as the reading prob. sprang from Gram- 
matical correction. @Qbaycy eldwAd0uru, for 
sid. pay., is adopted from almost all the best 
MSS. by the recent Editors, whom I now fol- 
ow. 
21, 22. In these verses fornication and adul- 

tery are interchanged; both denoting ‘the spi- 
ri fornication, or adaltery, of a from 
the truth by Aeresy.” It is true, that in the for- 
mer verse the words ix Tie wopysiae aüTfe 
(first time) are cancelled by the recent Editors, 
on strong external authority, confirmed by the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. Yet internal evidence 
is rather in their favour, since they may havo 
been cancelled for the purpose of removing a 
tautology. The reading où 0íA& psravojoa: 
¿x rit wopyelas abris, for the t. rec. ob miT- 
avdnos, has been with reason received by all the 
recent Editors, as found in almost all the ancient 
MSS., including Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2. 
The reading supplies, as Wordsw. observes, a 
strong text for the freedom of the human will, 

iust necessitarian doctrines. The iyw before 
(XA is absent from almost all the MSS., 

and is rightly cancelled by the recent Editors. 
Tho ‘casting upon a bed’ denotes (2 Sam. xiii. 
5) afflicting with severe sickness, or pains and 

ictions similar thereto. The sense of cw 
ipyov atti, is ‘of the evil deeds committed 
bv and with her.'—4AAX« ele srivyw. Comp. 
Plut. de Senit. Tuend. c. 14, $vAdrricÜai 
Gres ob WepiTecsivas Tots avTois, où’ avrde 
T» KKivny (I conj. 759 «Alvy) xararsooy 
buvos, ToÜo» Th» wodutinntroy ÜYulayv. 
This passage will serve to show that the nt 
is not what Heinr. su it, & Syriac idiom.— 
Tove moix. paT’ avTns, i.e. those who hold her 
heretical doctrines. Auris, for t. rec. avrap, 
has we ae reason adopted by all the recent 

OL. 

Editors, on the strongest external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence. 

23. dwoxtraym iv Oavdre] 'I will kill by 
death.’ This is wot a pleonasm, but rather an 
intensive expression, formed on Hebraism, and 
well explained by Winer, Gr. § 45, Obe. 3, on 
the principle of the Hebrew Inf. Absolute. 
pere Dome ver bY Gay. may be — ‘a — 
deuth,’ as that by pestilence, according to the use 
of the word che of 8. Ezek. xiv. 29. Jer. xiv. 
2—d ipavrew vedpod: xai xapdias, a title ap- 
propriate to Deity, formed on Ps. vii. 9, érdtev 
xapélas xal vaecppots ò Orde: Prov. xx. 27, de 
¿psuyë rapiña koiMas: Ps. xxv. 2, doxtuaoov 
Tove vedpode xal Thy xapdlay pov. With tho 
last clause, dace vuiv—ipya busy, comp. 
Eeclus. xxxv. 19, des dvrawodw áyÜporro xaTa 
Tas wpdtas avTov. 

24. [xai] orroe] So I intended to edit; 
but 1 have now not simply removed the xai, but 
substituted in its place rots, with Scholz, Lachm. 
and Tisch., from A, B, C, and 37 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2 9, and several Versions, 
sit vote Àoiwois are meant the t] number 
which remained, when separated from the bad. 
The full sense may be thus expressed : * But to 
* I [now] , the rest [of the flock] in 

hyatira.’ — 5c. ob« ixover. Strict propriety 
would require gxeva an — but this is 
one of the many slips in Grecism found in this 
Book. The second «ei has beon cancelled by 
Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch., on the strong ex- 
ternal authority of A, B, C, and 42 cursives (I 
add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3), with Andr., 
Areth., and Primas.—r» ĉi T., ° this doctrine,” 
namely, on the lawfulness of eating idol meats 
and of adultery. At ofrevas—Zar. there is a 
repetition of the sentiment, with a substitution 
for ĉ:. of a phrase expressing the rature of the 
doctrines in question, and formed (ss appears 
from the os 5 on & favourite phrase of 
the prefeseors of them. They, it seems, called 
their doctrines rà Bán Tov Gov (a phrase per- 
haps borrowed from St. Paul, 1 Cor. ii. 10), * the 
deep mysteries of God ;’ whereas such mysteries 
of iniquity were rather the deep mysteries of: 
Satan. have, with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., 
and Tisch., adopted Bafia, from A, B, C, and 
4l cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 
8), confirmed by internal evidence. For t. rec. 
Bare I have, with Mattb., Grieeb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., edited pane from A, C 
and 37 cursives (to which ui Lamb. lige, 
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Tov Xaravá, ws Xéyovciu, Oú * BáXXo è$ úuâs Aro Bapor 
N. 25 Parra Ó Éyere, xparrjoare üxpuis ov dy kw.  ?9 q Kai ó vucov 

xai 6 THpw@Y ypt TéNovs TA Epya pov, 600 € avTQ éEFovaiay 
eml trav éÜvày. —?!' al wotpavet avrous év paBdo 
ci.Ónpá, OS Tà oKEUN TÀ kepapikà 1ovvTrpíBeras as 
kayo elAnóa mapà tov llarpós pour B kal dow avTQ TOv 
9 , ` - f e y 4 ? , / ` ^ (51, dgTépa Tov Tpoivov. ?9*'O éyav obs axovodtw Ti TO IIveüua 
eyes rais éxxAnolats. 

b ver. 10. 

Maats peeoüs el ? livov ypnyopw 
Luke 12. 
4. * 

5. 3. 

. Ill. la Ka, to dyyéXo ris év Sdpdcow éxxrnoias ypáyor 
^ Tade reyes ó čywv Tà émrà mvevpata ToU Oeod xai Tots érrà 
ácTépus Old aov rà épya, ors 

Tryoptov, Kad + ornpikov Ta Xovrà, à t Epenr- 
Xov tamobavely. où yàp eüpuká cov Tà Épya memXnpouéva 

[rò] óveua Eyes Gre hs, xoi 

1 

are épevrioP ToU Oeod ue. 3d Mynpoveve oly mas eiX»as xai 

and Mus. 1, 2, 3): yet internal evidence is 
rather in favour of Bad, which bas the support 
of the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, and may 
be the true reading. 

26—28. To perseverance in the faith of Christ, 
and in the works arising thence, is promised 
* power over the nations ;' meaning, over the yet 
unconverted Gentiles; see Matt. xix. 28, com- 
pared with Dan. vii. 22,27. And this, in the 
verse following, is explained to be the same 
power which the Saviour himeelf had received 
over them, and which is expressed in words 
nearly resembling those prophetical of Christ, in 
the second Psalm. (Woodhouse. 

26, 27. Ó vexwy kal ó Typi, &c.] by an anaco- 
luthon frequent in Scrip., and sometimes in the 
Class. writers, meaning, according to some, that 
“he who overcometh the world shall participate 
in the blessings of that spiritual kingdom of 
Christ, which shall ultimately prevail over the 
idolatry and wickedness of the heathen nations.’ 
Others, however, understand éfouciay of * a tem- 

dominion’ over the unconverted nations, 
when Christ shall reign on earth. But it would 
rather seem only to denote ‘advantage over the 
heathen,’ by being admitted into heaven,—while 
they figuratively are spoken of as broken in pieces 
like a potter's vessel, by being consigned to utter 
destruction. By ó rnpwy ra šoya pov is — 
*he who keepeth or observeth the works which 
require.” For rà cxetn Tà xepapıxà, ver. 27, 
the Sept. has oxevor xepaniws. But the New 
Test. reading is defended by Plut. viii. 827, 1, 
Reiske, where we have xepagukol rpoxol. The 
quotation is as near the Sept. of Ps. ii. 9, as the 
application of the passage will permit. It is, 
however, not so much a quotation from Ps. ii. 9, 
as an application of the general substance of the 
p to the present purpose.—For ouvrpiße- 
vat, Lachm., Tisch., and Wordaw., edit evrrpt- 
preira from MS. B, and 38 cursives (I add 

b. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by most 
of the Versions: while Scholz retains cuyrpi- 
Bera:, with reason, since tho reading is uncer- 

n. 
28. roy doripa TÓv zr) Perhaps said 

symbolically, as also infr. xxii. 16, of our Lord 
Jeni Christ, as ‘the morning-star’ ushering in 

geb c 

the Gospel day of knowledge, grace, and glory. 
It is, however, the opinion of the more 
learned Commentators, that the sense ie, ‘I will 
ive him glories of which that star isan emblem" 

‘Dan. xii. 3); i.e. (in the words of Scott) the 
ineffable glory with which he will invest his 
victorious disciples, in the presence and enjoy- 
ment of him their Lord and —— and in con- 
formity to his glory. 

III. 1. ó yov ra éxrd wy. 7. O.] meani 
either, ‘ whose commands the Seven Spirits obey ; 
or, ‘ who | Pigs the Holy Spirit,’ from whom all 
spiritual life and strength proceeds; the interpre- 
tation here depending upon that at i. 4; see also 

16, 20.—6voua ixus OTi, Kc. "Ovoua here, 
as often in the Class. writers, would seem a 
in opposition to foyo», to denote semblance as 
opposed to ity. my Lex. in v. The ro, 
however, is cancelled by all the recent Editor»; 
yet internal evidence is in favour of the word, 
and the use of the Article would bere be very 
suitable, considering that voua here denotes, 
not name, i. e. ‘appellation,’ but attribute, * what 
is ascribed to & person or thing asa —— 
xal vexpos el, Render: ‘and yet dead thou 
art, spiritually dead [in trespasses and sins}, dc- 
void of Divine f 

2. Tà amd) i.e. ‘the remaining principles 
of piety and holiness].' “EuzAAov: so Griesb., 
holz, Lachm., and Tisch., for t. rec. ufAXa, 

which, though the reading be doubtful, —£u&A Asc 
being found in B and 20 cursives (alse Lamb. 
1186) and edited by Matth.,—is at least greatly 
referable to the t. rec. né£AA ei, which ie almost 
evoid of suthority, and has internal evidence 
uite against it.—For e-rüpiEov all the recent 

itors read zTrñotcov, from MSS. A, C, and 12 
cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, ] m.) ; but internal 
evidence is in favour of eríp«Eov. —IIesrA qp. is 
for réXe:a, meaning, ‘completely answering” to 
what God requires. Col. iv. 12, and note. 

3. In wes (for mota) sfAnpas xal froveas 
the former term refers to ines, the latter to 

On reconsideration of the point, I am 
still of opinion that was is used for rora; which 
view is supported by the Arab. Version, and by 
Areth., for he must have so taken the wees, since 



REVELATION III. 4—7. 
sl s^ 

jj«ovaas, ral Thodi Kat peravónaov. 

803 

Eàv obv ph ypnyophons, 
HEw émi oè ws KETTTNS, Kal où uÀ) Yes, molav pav Hkw èm. cé. i 
4 ANN Eyes OAiya dvopata [xai] év Sdpdeow & oix duóXvvav och. + 
TÀ ipaTia avTav, Kat WepitTratncovat €uou èv Nevxois, dre 37 9 
Eoi ciow. 5 4'O windy, obros MM év (pario, Xevkois" à Exod. s. 

xal-où uù) éEarenpw Tó Óvoua avtod é< tis B(SxXou Tie Cars: imus 
^ ^ z Luke 12. 8. 

xal oporoyjow TÓ Üvoua abtov évévrwv tod Iarpós jov xa Phil. é 8 
1 c ^ ^ te ⸗ 

évexriop Tv ayyéhwv avtod. 9'O éywy ovs axovodtw ‘ti TÓ 
TI vetpa reyes rais éxkXnaíaus. 

- 

be explains it by rH» wapddoowy fy ix TG» aro- 
c€TóÀe» «Anpas, having doubtless in mind 
2 These. iii. 6, xarà riv wapddoow hy Tap- 
éXaBs wap’ ñnuav. The above view of the Par- 
ticle is placed bevond doubt by Mark iv. 24, 
Primers, TÍ dkoósTs, as comp. with the parallel 

of Luke viii. 18, BAdware wae dxovere: 
so that, in fact, wic stands for dwotu, zz drive. 
And ¿mota drra (for driva) occurs in the 
parest Greek writers, Tps: may be rendered, 
keep such fast hold of as to preserve.’ — H Ew we 

wrAdwrne: a — used by our Lord, and 
from him by the les Paul, Peter, and John. 

4. The dA before &ysis has been on stron 
unds (I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2) ea 

y all the Editors, from Griesb. downwards. The 
xai before i» is with good reason cancelled by all 
the recent Editora. —'Ovdu., * persons,’ and thus 
the Neut. is put for the Masc.—ol, found, indeed, 
in 6 cursive MSS., but so evidently arising from 
a inal scholium, that one cannot but wonder 
at the utter failure of judgment in Tisch., who 
has, alone of the Editors, brought it into the text. 
—inudduvav Tà luária a. Álluding to the de- 
filement of sin, proceeding from evil communica- 
tions Ta iuaria is added for adaptation to the 
following image, designating high honour and 
happiness. The expression ¿> Aeuxois (scil. lua- 
viow) is very rare, but an ex. of it is found in 
Artemid. Onir. ii. 3, and Arrian, Epict. iii. 22, 
TpUt. d» xoxxivots. At áEiol slow supply, 
from the context, wer’ ¿oU wepiwareiv. Comp. 
Luke vii. 4, 4£i0« ioti € 0apíEn Tovro. The 
force of the term gios as here used is not to be 
pressed on with reference to any theological sys- 
tem. The term may be supposed to have merely 
a familiar acceptation, q. d. ‘ worthy of walking 
with Jesus, in so far as they had not defiled their 
clothing by mixing with the workers of iniquity.' 

5. ó vixtov—wepiB.] This is xot, as Heinr. sup- 
, & mere repetition of what was said at v. 4, 

ut an enforcement of the announcement there, 
and is meant to intimate how it would come to 
pass that they had not defiled their clothes, — 
namely, because they were oi yix@vretç, q. d. ‘He 
that conqueretb, that person (alone) shall be 
clothed in white, &c. The os, adopted by 
Lachm. from A, C, and 17 cursives, with tho 
a Vulg., and other Versions, arose from error 

scribes, who perpetually confound odros and 
obret.—Ob ph iaeio wns. The meta- 

+ 
+ 

& 90.13. 
& 21. 97. 

^ 

KXcíetu, kai kXeieu Kal 

phor here is prob. the same as in Phil. iv. 3, 
where see note; though it is by most Expositors 
thought to contain an allusion to & custom, not 
of civil life, but of military, bv which the names 
of those on the muster-roll, who were cashiered 
for misconduct, were expunged therefrom. Comp. 
Xen. Hist. ii. 3, 51, Onp. i£aA [bes ix Tov kara- 
Aéyov, also Aristoph. Pac. 1181, rove piv iy- 
ypapovras, rove È’ ¿À Í bowrae,and Plato, p. 501, 
xal Tò uiv dy i-adeicoray, Tò à wad 7 på- 

tep. Seo my note on Thucyd. iii. 7 2. 
omp. Exod. xxii. 81. Ps. lxix. 28, and Dan. 

xii. ]—4, which pes were prob. in St. John's 
mind; but the metaphor in them is not military, 
but civil, taken from keeping accounts in booke, 
or making out lists of citizens’ names, which, 
however, were liable to be struck out for miecon- 
duct. Of the former metaphor an ex. occurs in 
Eurip. Peleiad, Frag. 4, õp y’ (scil. ro» SABov) 
éEartsipar paov,  ypadder Gade, where tho 
marked antithesis leads me to — that for 
yoadau Eurip. wrote '*ypádosi—For t. rec. i£- 
opoħoyńoopa:, I now read, with Griesb., Scholz, 
Lachm., and Tisch., óuoAoy:fco. from A. B, C, 
and 37 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by And. and Areth. 

7. For 6—eia, A, B, C, and, I suspect, not a 
few cursives (at any rate Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 
1, 2, 3) have $—ía, the more ancient, and prob. 
the true spelling.—o “Ayior ò dAnOivds. Ren- 
der, ‘ the Holy One the True One, =‘ the Holy 
and True One ;' an epithet belonging appropri- 
ately to the Durty (Exod. xxviii. 36. lsa. vi. 3), 
but also pertaining to the only-begotten Son, as 
partaking of the nature of the Father.—o ixwv 
T» rÀsiv ov Ô., i.e. * has the power of shuttin 
out, or receiving into the spiritual kingdom, 
which, as tbe Son of David, the Messiah, he 
established, i.8; comp. Acts iii. 14. 1 Jehn v. 20. 
See more in Bengel and Wesley. The words of 
the v. are closely formed on len. xxii. 22, where, 
however, xAsióa is found, as it is in the t. rec. 
here, though the recent Editors adopt «Asi», 
from the uncial and the ter part of the cur- 
sive MSS. (to which I add Lamb, 1186 and Mus. 
1, 2, 3.) For the former x«Asís: Lachm., Tisch. 
and Wordew, edit «Aeiors from all the uncial 
and 30 cursive MSS. (I add Mus. 3), while 
Matth., Griesb., and Scholz retain «Aeles, which 
is confirmed by internal evidence. The same is 
true of EP ri which, however, I find in Lamb. 

8 
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ovdels tavotye 8 Ola cov ta Epya,—idou, Sédwxa éværióv 
gov Îúpav avepyperny, * ñu obdels Suvatas xXeicas avTiv,—Gre 

fi. foh. 2.0. TO Svopa pov. 
Eyes Suvauiw, xal érnpnoas pov TOv Noyov, Kai ovK 

9 f'T8ov, idw ex TS Gvvaryoryfjs ToU 
Zaravá trav Xeyóvrev éavrois ‘Iovdaious elvat xai oUx ciciv, 
GAA pevSovrar (800, mone aùroùs iva t Ewci xal Í mpoo- 
Kuy LY EVWITTLOY TOY TOV aov, kai yoo STL eyo YATOA 
ae. J0°Ore éripyoas tov 

d ded a 

Ë 
L p k JESSA, A 

Emi THS : » 

pt * 
96. 

13. 22. 
17 

zor Adfp Tov orépavoy cov. 

wre $2.9: 

1186 and Mus. 1, 2, 5; in short, the reading is 
an open question. 

8. dédeoxa—Oipav—fv}] Here cidena is a 
Hebr. for ré@esxa, formed on the Hebr. for 

dora estere le rers eh. ix. 35, . dv TH y p—$ (for Av) idwxas 
ivewiow avTov, for Hebr. 5) — 
both bere and there dédexa may mean (figur.), 
* I have made to be correspondent to srouígo, 
just after. By Odpay dviwyp. may bo meant ‘an 
opportunity of proaching the Gospel successfully,” 
as l Cor. xvi. 9. 2 Cor. ii. 12. Thus it may 
mean the door of opportunity, or even of utter- 
ance. I have, with Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and 
Tisch., adopted Aw for the t. rec. from A, B, C, 
and above 40 cursives (I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), with almost al] the Versions, con- 
firmed by internal evidence, in tho Hebraistsc 

m at fv—airiy, oft. occurring in the 
t. By 87: up. ixus Üvauiw seems meant, 

‘that thou hast fous] a little power,' that of a 
poor mean Chureh. Tho f)» for xai, before 
ovéeie, I have, on the strongest authority, exter- 
nal and internal, received, with all tho recent 
Editors.—«ai irip. pov Tò» Aóyor, ‘and [yet] 
thou hast kept my word, meaning my doctrine 
as set forth in the Gospel. Comp. ch. viii. 52, 
sq., xiv. 23. xvii. 6 

9. Sidcome ix] 
wonow. But 

the old Dispensation being applied even to the 
New ; for the present passage is (he adds) taken 
from Isa. xlix. 23, or rather lx. 14, which belongs 
exclusively, from first to last, to the times of the 
cone — — Mis give there 
.. : 4 q.d. ‘Z who have wer, 
will he For Evo: and wpoaxvriewct Lach: 
and Tisch. edit -ovocw, from MSS. A, C, and 
& few cursives (to which I add Mus. 1, 2, 
while Griesb., Matth., Scholz, and ordew. 
retain, as I have done, -ec:», though internal 
evidence is in favour of -ovcir, which, were there 
more external authority for it, I would adopt, 
The dd just before for sideu:, adopted by 

mas THPRTW èx THS @pas TOU Te 
d — Sm, Teipacas Tol i garoumüvras eri THs 

yis. 1 e[Iðoù,] épyouas rayv kpar ô dyes, wa unè 
12 h'() weedy, 10400 GUTOV 

*- dy rà vao Tod Oco pov, xai &Ee ov pry EEENOY Et, xai eypáxroo 

y Tis tropovis pou, ayo oe 
pov THS pedrovons EpyerOas 

a 

La 

Aor 

Lachm. from A and C, prob. arose from an error 
of scribes in pessing over the termination, as is 

uently tbe case. The ¿yë before hydr., 
omitted in B and 26 cursives (with Lamb. 1186 
and Mus. 1, 2, 3), ought not to have been marked 
for expungement by Griesb., since internal evi- 
dence is quite in its favour; nothing being more 
frequent in St. John than tho ¿ye emphatic; 
though oo over by scribes, as if without 
meaning. der, ‘and they shall know that it 
is J who have loved [and do love] thee." 

10—12. These verses contain a promise of 
bonour and glory in the eternal Temple in beaveu 
to the members of the Church who persevere in 
ar i. 3. ii. sis "e Gal. ii. 9. 

. éripnoae Tv Acyor T. ow gt pov 
The full sense is, ‘Thou hast observed the xi 

t of patience (i. e. patient continuance in well- 
doing) ` enjoined in my word, the Gospel.— 
xdyw cl Tno., &c. Render, * I too will preserve 
thee from the season of trial that is about to come 
upon the whole world, to try those who dwell 
upon the earth.' 

1}. ioú] This has been cancelled by all the 
recent Editors, on MIT den authority, —(to 
—— ds — 11 S 1, 2), and was 
prob. introdu m v. 20. TÓ» oridarcy 
cov is meant, not, as Grot. and Recent explain, 
‘the honour of perseverance unto the end, but 
‘the crown of life, destined for those who d 
the good fight of faith, and conquer,— as is all 
to in the next v. Thus we have here an agonistic 
allusion to the ancient contests: * ubi (to use the 
words of Durham) aliquem initio bene currentem 
(see Gal. v. 7) alius antevertit et palmam 
ripit, carries off kis crown of victory (that which 
"x have been kis), before he can put it on. 

2. woihcw abroy oreo iv T. v.) A meta- 
phor denoting high digaitv and trust; see Gal. 
ìi. 9, comp. also Isa, xxii. 17—26, prob. in John's 
mind. In the next words the metaphor is aban- 
doned, and the sense is, that * he shall not be 
out of that house ;' implying, as Daubuz 
an etornal state to be enjoyed in the New Jeru- 
salem.—7; xataBaivovee. So, fort rec. $ xare- 
Baiv, all the best Editors, on competent autho- 
rity (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2), 
espec. since talernal evidence favours that reading. 
—Of ob uù iEdAOn Eri the sense is, ‘ shall no 
more go forth from the Temple, but be fired 



REVELATION III. 13—18. 805 

ér avrov To Üvoua, ToU Geod pov, xal TÒ Üvopa Tis TONCO TOU 
Ocoü pov, Tis xaus ‘Iepoveadnp, ù *xaraflaivovca èr Tob 
ovpavod amò tov Oeo pov, xai TÒ Üvouá pov TÓ kauvóv, 13'O 
&ywv ots àkovaáro Tí To IIvebua Néyet vais éxxrAnoiass. 

i Kal rp áyyéko Tíjs * é Aaodsxeig éxxdnolas ypdyor !Col. 1. 18. 
Tade Aéye, 0 Anny, 6 náprus ó mioròs kal adnOwos, 7) 

Ocop. 15 Olbá cov rà TIS kríoeos Tob, 'eop. 
ely obre fears: Sperov vuypos *5js À Yeotds! 19 Obr 
XA aps el, xai obre Vuxpòæç 

pea! 

vüXalr pos 

>. & 3 7. 
apx, A 

épya, Ere obre Vuypos 
e? 

OTt 

p 13 Cor. 6. 9. 
ch. 7. 18. 

éx 7rvpós, va TroUTHONS Kal ipária Aevxà, iva Tep Bd) Kai & 16. 16. 
pù $avepo05 ñ aioxuvn Tis yuuvoTnTos cov kai Ko 

there, as one of the two pillars, Jachin and Boaz; 
—shall still continne a member of my Church, 
holy and happy in ite blessed s continually. 

14. iv Aaodkxeia ixx.) So, for t. rec. rH 
éxkX. Aaodixéov, the best Editors, from almost 
all the MSS., confirmed by several Versions and 
Fathers.—ó 'A uns, i. e. the Truth itself, as God 
is called in the Old Test. the God of trutb ; see 
also 2 Cor. i. 20, comp. with John viii. 12—19.— 
Ó uáprvus Ó m., see note at i. 5.—5 doy?) rigs 
av, seo Col. i. 15—18, and comp. John i. 8, 
On the expression doy?) THs x«Tíotws comp. 
Prov. viii. 22, and see the of Theoph., 
Tatian, and Clem. Alex., cited by Bretschn. in 
his Lex. in v. api. 

15. odrs Wuyxpde sl obra X.] i. e. art lukewarm 
and indifferent as to religion, neither wholly 
— nor fully observing it. So Woodh. 
observes, that ‘by the cold are meant, not persons 
devoid of all warm feelings and affections, but 
who, having their pessions absorbed by worldly 
objects, have hitherto been cold to religious 
affection. However (continues he) of such per- 
sons there is some hope that the time may 
come, when, from experience of the vanity of 
mere worldly pursuits, they may listen to the 
suggestions of the Spirit, and turn their affec- 
tions to their proper objects, — Gop, and bis 
works and promises! True,—for, as Dr. Henry 
More says, ‘ Coldness, though not better in 
itself than lukewarmness, might have sooner 
Jed the Church of Laodicea to repentance.’ 
Wordew. says that the reading of B is ele, which 
is confi by No. 1682; but that is merely an 
tlacism for Fe. Thus dne has not the support of 
any one uncial MS., for A omits ódQaAoy — 
Yeords, owing to the recurrence of Yeoror. I 
adopt Fs for eine, with all the recent Editors, on 
strong external authority. 

16. néAXw os iuáca: ix Tov ordu. pov] By 
the same metaphor it is said at Lev. xviii. 28, 
*spued out (iEf#usce, Symm.) tho nations that 
were before you.’ 

17. arre xós—rv$óse—-yvuvós] These three 
defects, and also their remedies, are now men- 
tioned.—wemrdobrynxa, ‘1 am become rich,’ 

H a Da wf 
Upiov, 

*abundant in means;' formed on Hos. xii. 8, 
Se Comp. 1 Cor. iv. 8, ôn ixvXovrfcars 
(where see my note), and Ovid. Metam. v. 198: 
‘Sum felix —felixque manebo ;—tuéam me copia 
facit, &c.—o radaiwepos, &c. Render, as tho 
force of the Article requires, *the wretched and 
pitiable one,’ ‘the poor, and blind, and naked 
one.” A metaphor taken from a blind mendicant 
n wretched case, with only a few rags to cover 
im. 
18. Wo have here a continuation of the alle- 

gory, and that in words similar to those at Matt. 
vi. 20. Comp. Philo, p. 589, and Isa. lxi. 10.— 
cvuflovAaéo cot ávyopácat, &c. Comp. Isa. lv. 
1,2. The pronoun iuo? is strongly emphatic, 
Christ being alone the dispenser of true riches. 
Here, then, we have these several things re- 
spectively o —to , fine gold; to 
nakedness, white raiment ; to blindness, eye-sal vo. 
Thus, to supply their poverty, they are to have 
recourse to Him, from whom they may receivo 
‘gold tried in the fire’ (i.e. gold of the purest 
sort, and fully assayed; see Prov. viii. 10, 19; 
meaning Gospel truth); to remedy their naked- 
ness, they are to seek to be clothed in the white 
garment of CHRIST'S righteousness; and to re- 
move their blindness, they are to seek the oint- 
ment of Christ, that they may see the true light 
of the Gospel. For wrucde, Tisch. and Wordsw, 
adduce, as the reading of MS. B, rúpas, which, 
I suspect, does not exist, since the Lamb. 1186, 
and two Mus. copies, which very rarely recede 
from B, have svpóc.—For woAX. lva tyxpicy, 
Griesb., Scholz, Lachm., and Tisch. adopt xoÀA. 
iyyxpicat from A, C, and 6 cursives (I add 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 9). while Matth. 
reads what I have hitherto edited on weighty 
authority. On reconsideration, however, I am 
of opinion that both Wwa iyxp. and iyypicor 
(the t. rec. and the Stephanic) are merely glosses 
on the reading éyxpica:, found in the above- 
cited MSS. and in Andr.; though, of the two 
—— ers, one took dyypica: as an T: : 

idd., the other for J Active, which latter 
ie the more correct view, and called for by the 

context; the complete sense, after fill- 
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mJob6.17. t a éyypion rovs OdÜaAXuoUv; cov, iv 
Prov. 8. 11, t eyxpe) * 908 Mio Ç `+ Jj. r- 
Heb. 12.6, 8. Scous day PtrAO, éXÉq yt xal mato 

REVELATION III. 19—22. IV. 1, 2. 

mys. 19 ™ "Kop 
+ , x € 

[EVE oùv, xai 
James 1. 13. " + 

n Cant. 5.1. peravogcov. 9) "'[Oov, éornka émi thy Oipay kal kpove. éay 
John 14. 31, 
&o. Tis axovon THs Qwevís pou, kai avoin thv Oúpav, x«l eicerev- 

` > A al 6€ , > > ^ ` , ` > 9 Lex 

Goat TPOS QUTOV, K STUNTW jer -AUTOU, KAL AUTOS PET €pov. 

8 oMat. 1e. 2] o O weav, doow alte xalicas per pod ev T@ Üpóvo pov, 

évixgaa, kai éxabica perà tov IIavrpós pou ëv ra Opove 
22 P'O &vey ods axovedtw Tí To llveüua reyes tails 

IV. !* Merà Tabra eldov, xai ioù Ovpa averypévn èv To 
ovpaver xal) boy) 9) TpwTn, ñv HKovoa, ws aáXTvyyos XaXov- 

Luke 23. 30. e > A 

pet, cim & 2.6, 13. KANT UALS. 
a ob. 1. 10. 

"é me m^ 
ing up the ellipses, being, ‘and I (counsel thee) 
to buy of me eye-salve, for to anoint thine eyes 
withal], that thou mayest see again (i.e. recover 

thy sight). There is very slender authority, in- 
deed, for the t. rec. &yyxpicov. And though 
nearly all the MSS., except eight or nine, sup- 
port iva dyvypioy, yet internal evidence is we 
seo against it. The use of the Verb ayopdoa: ir 
this sense is very peculiar, it being, not * to 
cure any thing by s price paid, but simply ‘to 
obtain R ‘in any other way that the 
may please to accept, i.e. iving whatever receiving 
the buyer has to offer, be it ever so little, or even 
nothing at all. The only other ex. known to 
me of this use is in Isa. lv. 1 (doubtless in 
St. John's mind), Sco: uh ixete ápyyopioy — 
á'yopácart, where the Hebr. rrp is used, as also 
at Neb. x. 31, in the sense ‘to obtain by taking,’ 
with no reference to price paid, where Thom. 
Aquin. well explains *emite' to mean ‘ac si 
emeretis accipite. Thus the person is invited to 
make the proffered article his own by simply 
plying the grace of the Gospel, offered generally, 
to himself individually. ere BAéwne stands 
for dvaBA £v ys, the term employed in the above 
passage of Philo Jud. 

19—21. See Heb. xii. 5—12. Luke xii. 37. 
John iii. 29. vi. 85. 

19. Scovs—wardetu] This passage, like that 
in Heb. xii. 5, seems written with & view to 
Prov. iii. 21.—YnAeve. 8o, for t. rec. tA wor, 
Lachm. and Tisch. edit, from all the uncial and 
above half of the cursive MSS. (I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2), together with Arethas, 
while Griesb., Scholz, and Wordsw. retain {ń- 
Accor, notwithstanding that internal evidence is 
against it.—The form (nAsve is, indeed, one of 
very rare occurrence; but it is found in Simpl. 
on Epict. c. xxvi. p. 212, and sometimes in 
Chrys. The sense here intended is, * be zealous, 
ardent, and active,’ as opposed to being lukewarm 
and sluggish. 

20. The xai before sies. is inserted by all 
the recent Editors, from the Vat. MS. and nearl 
half of the cursives, to which I add Lamb. 1186, 
and Mus. 1, 2. However, internal evidence is 
rather against the word, which is often introduced 
from the negligence of ecribes. 

IV. ‘ After the first terrestrial vision, others, 

0, * Neyo "Ava Ba óc, kai SeiEw cos à Set yevéoOas 
pera taŭra. 2? b Kai evééws éyevougv èv TIvevpate xal iðoù, 

stil] more amazing, were vouchssfed to the en- 
raptured Apostle, by successivo openi in 
heaven, affording new and more extend 
epects of futurity; 1. a door was ope in 
heaven, which gave him a view of the spiritual 
Church and worship, Rev. iv. 1 ; 2. the spiritual 
sanctuary was opened, xi. 19; 3. again, xv. 5; 
and bar G heaven itself was fully opened, xix. 11. 
Hence the remainder of the book naturally re- 
solves itself into four celestial visions. The first 

d vision begins at chap. iv. and ends at 
xi. 18; the second ins at xi. 19, and ends at 
xiv. 20; the third begins at xv., and ends at xix. 
10; and the fourth begins at xix. }1, and ends at 
xxii. 5.’ (Dr. Hales.) This and the next Chapter 
form an introduction to the prophetical part of 
the Book. In the present Chapter is represented 
St. John's Vision of the Heaven opened, with 
the Almighty seated on an exalted throne sur- 
rounded by four-and-twenty Elders and four 
Living Creatures, who adore him as the Creator 
and Lord of all. 

l. peta Tavra slšoo] The sense is, ‘ After 
this I had another vision, or a continuation of 
the first. This expression, slov, xai loù, whieh 
is of freq. occ. in the present Book and the Pro- 
phets of the O. T., is intended to intimate that 
somcthing espec. note-wortby in the way of revela- 
tion took place.—6upa avewyu. Render: not ‘a 
door was opened,’ but behold ‘a door was open,’ 
i. e. stood open, as in Demosth., p. 764,22 Seo 
Ezek. i. 1. Matt. iii. 16. Acts vii. 56, and Dau- 
buz inloc.—$ wpwrn. This is justly supposed 
by Dr. Burton to be an allusion to i. 10; q. d. 
* Lo! the heavens were opened, and lo! there 
was the former voice, which I had heard as of a 
trumpet speaking to me; and it said, &c.—Aa- 
Aovcye pet’ Íuov. i. 10, ws céAv., 
Asyovene, where one MS. has AeAovens intro- 
duced from the present passage. The reading 
Aye, for t. rec. Adyovea, has been ad oa 
strong external authority, confirmed by internal 
everest; by all the Editors from Griesb. to 

isch. 
2. xal — The «ai has been cancelled 

by the recent Editors on strong external autho- 
rity; but, since internal is equally balanced, the 
reading is uncertain. The form xai evis often 
ocours in the N. T., es St. Mark's 
and sometimes in St. John's.—¿ yes. i» [pavu. 



REVELATION IV. 3—6. 807 

Opóvos Execto v TH ovpave, xai emi trod Ópóvov nadnpe- 
vos: 8 xai ó kaDjuevos [Fv] pocos ópáca es Alby idomds xal 
capbdip kal Ipis kvkXoÜev ToO Üpovov *õporos ópdce, cuapay- 

Sivp. * Kal kvxX0ev rod Üpóvov Opovor eixoct [ xai] réccapes: 

«al ¿mi troùs Opovous [elor] rods elxoot xai réccapas mpeaBv- 
Tépous kaÜmuévovs, weptBeBAnpévous ev ipmarioss Xevxots, xal 

[éoxov] eri ras «ejaXàs a$rüv credávovs xpvcobs. 5° Kalt a 
éx ToU Üpóvov ékmopevovra, aotpamat xal Bpovral xai povat 
Kal émrà Napumades mupòs Kawpevat évarriov tod Üpóvov, ať 
eic, Ta TT Trvevpata ToU Ocot 6 d «al évayvriov ToU Üpovov ac. ws. 

ÜáXacca badivn ópoía kpvaTáXXov Kal èv perm tod Üpóvov 
Kai KUKA@ ToU Üpóvov réacapa CHa yépovra opOadpav &umrpoc- 

Sce note supra i. 10.—«a05,u4vos, scil. qv. The 
Person here spoken of is (as Daubuz remarks), 
bv his attributes, plainly JEHOVAH, God the 
Father. ‘ We are not to imagine (says Doddr.) 
that the Person sitting on the throne dor the 
Lamb], or the four-and-twenty elders, or the four 
animals, were real beings, existing in nature; 
though they represented, in a figurative manner, 
things that did really exist On the thing signi- 
fied by each symbol, reference is made to the 
tabernacle and temple service; see Abp. Newc., 
Dean Woodhouse, and Prof. Lee. The wpec8., 
ver. 4, are supposed by some to denote the 
ministers of the Christian Church, double the 
number of the Jewish tribes; by others, the 
Jewish and Christian Churches, or the twelve 
Patriarchs, and the twelve Apostles; which 
seems the more prob. opinion. ‘ The rest of the 
Chapter (says Prof. Lee) seems to mark out the 
majesty of Almighty God, attended by his minie- 
ters, who are prepared to execute his purposes, 
and bofore they do so, they ascribe rains to him, 
as the Creator of all things'— For rot Opóvov, 
Griesb., Lachm., and Tisch. edit rd» Opóvov, 
from A, B. and 25 cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1186, sand Mus. ), 2, 3), while Scholz 
and Wordsw. retain Tov póvov, which I con- 
tinue to do; though, since internal evidence is 
in favour of ròv Opovov, it may be the true 
EX 

3. The sj» has been on strong grounds can- 
eclled by all the recent Editors.—ouoros. On 
reconsidering the question (a dieputed one) as to 
the reading, I doubt not that Ouows is the 
genuine reading, as found in MS. A and six cur- 
sives (to which I add Mus. 2), together with 
Andreas. Internal evidence is in its favour, and 
it has been adopted by all the recent Editors. 
The other readings, ouoíos and dota, are evi- 
dently grammatical corrections.—Ai8e léowds 
wai capdio. By the former is supposed to be 
meant the diamond ; bv the latter ie denoted a 
recious stone of a red colour, called c«pà., as 
rought from Sardinia. Both are supposed to be 

symbolical of the splendid purity and awful glory 
of the Divine nature. The Tpis is symbolical of 
God's mercy and faithfulness, to be shown to 
Christians, as formerly they were to the Antedi- 
luvian world. See Gen. ix. 9—17. 

4. 0póvoi] Not seats, but thrones. The «el 

is absent from most of the best MSS., and came 
rob. from the margin.—41àor. This word has 

n with reason (espec. since internal evidence 
is — it) cancelled, on the authority of MSS. 
A, B, and cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. }, 2, 3), by recent Editors. As 
respects £c xo» just after, internal evidence is 
quus nst it, though external suthority is 
ecidedly favourable. : 
5. aorpawai xal Bpovrai xai pwval] Agree- 

ably to the terrific h attendant on the 
majesty of God on Mount Sinai. For fporral 
kai pev., all the recent Editors read, on stron 
external authority, fev. xai p. ; but intern 
evidence seems rather in favour of the former 
reading. The ‘seven lamps of»fire" are — 
to correspond to the seven lights of the Candle- 
stick in the Tabernacle.—ráà iwrd evijpaTa, 
* the seven spirits.” See note on i. 4. 

6. 0dAacca ¿aÀ.] The sea or laver of glass 
(analogous to that of brass under the Law) is 
supposed to be symbolical of the spiritual purity 
nec for introduction to heaven. (See Heb. 
x. 22.) Before 04&Aacca, Griesb., Tisch., and 
Wordsw. insert òs, from MSS. A, B, and 37 
cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 
2, 3), confirmed by the Versions. It is prob., 
though not certainly, genuine, internal evidence 
being rather against it.—riéccapa (wa. Ren- 
der: ‘four living creatures’ (not beasts), with 
Dr. Worde., who well observes. that ‘ the transla- 
tion living crealure is preferable on several 
grounds; |, as being more accurate; 2. as pre- 
venting the ibility of confusion between those 
heavenly [celestial] animals and the [terrestrial ] 
beasts in ch. xiii.; 3. because it identifies the 
living creatures with the living creatures in Ezek. 
i. 20. x. 15, 17, 202 As to the res of those 
four living creatures, see tho interesting illustra- 
tions of Dr. Wordsw., and a dag tps cited 
from Irenæus, iii. 11, by Heinr. These ‘living 
creatures' are sup to represent, either the 
highest order of angelic beings, whose qualities 
and offices are figuratively described : or, as Abp. 
Newc. explains, ‘the whole body of the Churc 
of — who — him in — at : 
of affection, with persererance, with reason, an 
with swifimess of obedience; qualities which 
seem to be signified by the emblems in ver. 7. 
The epithet ‘fall of eyes, denotes their know- 



V. 1. 

Oev xal SricOev. T Kal tò Lov TO Tpávrov Opotov Acovri, kai 
To Sevtepoy õov Öp oov puócy«, Kai TO Tpirov (ov exov TO 
mpocwmov [ùs] ávÜperrov, xai To Téraprov (Gov porov àerg 
verouéve. 9 ° Kai réacapa faa, Šv xa! éavrà elyov ava Trrépv- 
yas èE, kukXoÜev kal čowbev * yéuovaiw opOarpov kal ávámav- 
aw ove čyovow ñuéepas Kai vukrüe Xéeyovra: “" A ytos, ávyios, 
e , € ` e , e ` e A dytos Kuptos ó Geos 0 mavrokpárTop, 6 Wv xal 6 àv ral 
6 épyopevos!” 9 Kal Órav &@couo, Tà (Qa Sofav xal Tuy 
xai evyapiotiay TQ KaOnpévy eri tod Üpovov, rà Gare eis Tos 

aiavas TOv aiavey, 10 Teaolvra« oi eixoot kai Tércapes pea v- 
Tepot évayriov ToU kaÜnuévov éri tod Üpóvov, kai Trpoakvvijaovat 
TOÀ favre els Tos atëvas THY airov, Kal Badovot Tots ore- 

ll f*A£Eios el, ó 
Kúpios xal ó Geos jóv, XaBeiv thy Sófav xal Tj» Tipiy kai rH 
6Uvauar Gri od Exticas rà Trávra, xai ià Tò OéAnua cov * jaa», 
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up oe 
iE 

fd.t1* gdvous avTay evarriov ToU Opovov, Xéyovres 

kai exriaOnoav. 

8 
Deine Mον yeypappévov čowbev kai 

ledge, wisdom, prudence, and foresight. The 
page is, with reason, supposed to be formed 
on i5 , 0099. 

7. The t. — &vÜperos cannot be defend- 
ed, but arose doubtless from the frequent con- 
fusion of ç and v. Greatly preferable is the read- 
ing we ápÜpéT*oe, edited by Tisch. Yet, con- 
sidering that the œe has no place in MS. B and 
21 cursives, with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. J, 2, 3, 
it is probably from the margin. As respects 
mwetoutves, for the t. rec. taTapive, it has been 
very properly received, on competent authority, 
by the recent Editors, There is every reason to 
think that wsreyu. was a mere error of the 
scribes, such as is obeervable infr. viii. 13. xiv. 6. 
xix. 17. I say error, for I agree with Dindorf 
on Steph. Thes. in v., that no certain ex. exists 
of werdopac, at least in the Present tense. 

8. duípac xal wvcróc] Said per anthropo- 
pathium, to denote * continually, at all fit times.’ 
—ó ü»—ipy. An expression denoting the eter- 
nity of the Deity. 

. The Futures decovo:, rpockunijcover, 
&c., are used like the Aorist in the Class. 
writers, to designate what is customary. 

10. Badover rode e Tt ., &c.] in sign of deep 
reverence and perfect subservience. On this 
Chorus of the angels here and at v. 12, eee Bp. 
Bull, Primit. Ap. Trad., p. 40. 

ll. &Eios «T, ó Képioc—ó O«0s]. For t. rec. 
Kópa, A, B, and 30 cursives, with the Lamb. 
and. Mus. copies, confirmed by the early Ver- 
sions and several Fathers, have ó Kópios xal 
ó Osde ñuës,—sa reading which is edited by 
Lachm., Tisch., and Wordsw., while Scholz re- 
tains the t. rec. ; which I should still continue 
to do, were not the external authority for it too 
slender to be relied on, and internal evidence 
not entirely in its favour.—ri» dofav xai rip 
Tuy, &c. The Article has here the force of 
notoriety; being used as at Acts xii. 23 (where 

V. 1* Kai elSov dri 3j» ŠeËuày ToU kaÜnuévov éri tot Opdvou 
* éEwÜev, xaterdpayiopévov 

eee note), and Matt. vi. 13, Sr: eov ieri 
Baci s(a kal. $ óúsauc xai ù dota, &e.—yoar, 
xal ixrioðnoav, meaning, ‘were brought into 
being, and have been ; i e implying 
their remaining, by the same will, such as they 
were at their creation, 

V. 1. bari Thv QaEcdy] for iwi 75 skg, else- 
where. Under this i are denoted the pro- 
pbecies which follow. This volume of 
is said to be ‘in the right hand of God, as bei 
of Divine original, and infallibly true: it ie 
written ‘ within and without,’ as being abundant 
and perfect in matter; and ‘sealed with seven 
seals, as having its fulfilment in snoceesive 
times. No one, either in heaven or carth, was 
worthy to unfold this volume of , except 
the Lamb of God, the Saviour of world, vv. 
2—6; and as no other could ain the scheme 
of the Divine administration, w he took the 
book into his hand for this purpose, the ving 

written but on one side,—namely, that which 
was in rolling turned inwards. Any one writtea 
on both sides was called édwieOoypagos. The 
reading, however, here varies. For t. ree. 
Sasobey, the MS. B, and above 30 cursives, with 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, have i£e60sv, which 
is edited by Scholz, Lachm., and Wordsw. ; while 
Tisch. retains, as did Griesb., ós:00:»; perhaps 
rightly, for ££. may be no more than a correction 

some Critic, wbose purpoee it was to make the 
term correspond with fewð:». "OsicO:o is, 
moreover, confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Version, 
and by Origen and Cyprian, ae also by the read- 
ing in the parallel passage of Ezek. ii. 9 & 10.— 
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odppayiow érrá, ? Kal clov dyyedov ioyupov, kmpúccowra, iv 
hovyn neyáxy Tis [isre] Eros avocati to BiBAiov xal X$cat 
Tas aodpayidas avro; Š Ka, ovdels ndvvaro év TQ ovdpave, Pu 3.10. 
ovdsé émi THis ys, ode vToxáTo Tijs ys, avokat Tò BiBriov, 
ovee Sré7rewv auto. * Kal yà ÉkXatov roXAÀ, Gre ovdels ¿Eos 
eupéOn avoitas [xal avayvavar| Tò BiSriov, obre BAérew avro. 
5° Kal els èx tav TpeaBvrépev reyes por My kXaie' ioù, Gen. w.o, 

évicgoev ó Xo ó [dv] dx THs purñs 'To?8a, $ pita Aavié, Isa. 11. 1, 10. 
Rom. 15. 14. 

23. 16. 

t dvottas Tó BiPrlov kai [X0ca«] ras érrà odpayidas agro, 5** 

xateodp., ‘sealed down ;' the seals í. Dr. Bur 
ton observes) being placed on the last fold, so 
that the roll could not be opened without break- 

— ] ° proclaiming herald . kqypéccorra ming, as & " 
such as the Rabbins Lek to be in heaven. 
The i» here has been inserted, on strong exter- 
nal authority, confirmed by internal evidence, 
by all the recent Editors, The ici», which I 
aced within single brackets, has been cancelled 
y Lachm. and Tisch.,—a course not quite called 

for, since tho change of position of the word in 
some MSS, might, as — lead to its omission. 
I scarcely doubt that St. John wrote ris &Eiós 
éorey, as found in 20 MSS. (to which I add 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), and aleo the 
Commentaries of Andr. and Areth., and the 
Fathers Cypr. and Primas. 

8. hðúvaro] i. e. ‘could undertake it,” as being 
of dignity competent thereto; explained by á£vos 
sùpáðnņ just after.— To advert to a few matters of 
somewhat difficult reading. After iv Tw ovpave, 
MS. B, and 23 cursives (also Lamb. 1186,and Mus. 
1, 2, 3), with the Syr., Arab., and Copt. Vers., have 
dvw, which has been received into the text by 
Griesb., Matth., Scholz, and Wordew.; but un- 
critically, since there is very little doubt that the 
pius was — pn € art 4, and — 
other passage in the » where the expression 
occurs. Tisch. prob. saw the matter in this light, 
since he has forborne to receive dve. The read- 
ing ore, for the second ovdd, though of no in- 
considerable authority, is opposed by internal 
evidence, the ofrs bei evidently a Critical 
correction. The third oùčè has been altered into 
o}re by Lachm., from MSS. A, B, and a few 
cursives, but wrongly ; since there is little doubt 
but that it came from tho margin, and was 
meant to correct the second ovde. Moreover, 
090i is required by the context, which calls for a 
stronger sense,—namely, xe quidem, ‘nor even,’ 
asin Matt. vi. 29. viii. 10, et al. This was seen 
by Grot. (though by him alone), as I infer from 
bis remark: * Est io, Nec aperire quis 

terat, nec legere, imó nec introspicere ^ 
P the term sxtrospicere Grot. prob. — ‘to 

an insight into,’ not pernoscere, as Eichh. ren- 
ders, It is difficult, indeed, to elicit this sense 
m Birav, and hence the interpretation of 
einr., t nemo ausus est oculis intueri librum, 

may prob. be the true one, . considering that 
it derives some confirmation from Areth., who ex- 
plains oçà¿ Bréw. by obi davis ?pós rd Oxia 
xoluara loyvosy ópGr. The sense assigned by 
Heinr. is the li one, and the other may be 
meant to be implied therein. The ovdi demands 

this latter view, and rejects the other,—namely, 
‘for who is there that could fully comprehend 
what was there written?’ See Isa. xiv. 27. Jer. 
xxiii. 18. 

4. ToXAá] Above half of the MSS., con- 
firmed by the reading (however erroneous) of the 
MS. B (which is also in Lamb. 1186), zo) v», 
have wrod, which was adopted by Matth., Heinr., 
Lachm., and Tisch. ; while Griesb., Scholz, and 
Wordsw. retain 40ÀÀá; rightly; since the other 
reading has every appearance of having arisen 
from either a marginal gloss, or a false alteration. 
This use of wodAd for woAd is not unfreq. in 
N. T., e.g. Matt. xvi. 21. xxvii. 19. Mark v. 26. 
Luke ix. 22, wod\Ad wasiy. Rom. xvi. ] and 
12, wodrAd xomiá(ew. 1 Cor. xvi. 12, 40ÀA4 
vepixdÀAeca. James iii. 2, woAX\d wraiouey. 
By á£:os is here meant, not dignus, but i 3 
‘qualified to do a thing ;' seemingly an idiom of 
"kaw wA Greek, or a provincialism, like that of 
our Adj. meet, for —— fi. So Shaksp., 
Ant. and Cleop. i. 3,‘ You can do better yet; 
but this is meet.” The words xal dvayvievat are 
with reason cancelled by all the recent Editors. 
—oŬT: BAéwerv, From what I have said at v. 3, 
it can scarcely be doubted that St. John wrote 
ovéi, found in one MS. and Areth., and prob. 
existing in several other MSS. have the same 

ing. 
b. évixnoey is, aa I have pointed out, for ig- 

avix., q. d. *[so ponn, as to open it. A 
Class. writer would have prob. written ixparnes, 
which is found so used in Thucyd. v. 104, 4, 
«paToUrTes To MAHOS, DOTE un avTÍka Tas 
widas ávoíysola:, where wore with lof. is used 
for the simple Inf. It has, however, been sug- 
gested to me by one whose judgment and good 
taste are unquestionable, that possibly the use of 
the simple verb évixnas, for the compound iev., 
was qe by the allusion itself of a lion, even 
the Lion of Judah, conquering and to conquer, 
by the overbearing instrumentality of physi 
strength.—óv. This has been cancelled by all 
the recent Editors on the strongest evidence, ex- 
ternal and internal. For dvoi£a,, M8. B, and 
about 30 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 
and Mus. 1, 2), have 6 dvolyew, which is edi 
by Matth. and Tisch. —a resding wbich may 
seem called for by a well-known Critical canon ; 
which nevertheless its exceptions, and espec. 
in a case where, as here, the ing is so difficult, 
that no satisfactory sense can be made of it; and 
accordingly we are allowed to reject it. Hence I 
thought proper to retain dvotEa:, as did Griesb., 
and as has since been done by Scholz and Wordsw. 
The simple Infinit. dyoiEo: is here, as often, for 
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4john1.9, 6 d Kal elôov, [ka ioù] év péow roð Üpóvov kai TOv reGcápev 
1 Pet. 1. 19. 
ch. 18. 

—** itta 3 
ipao o Reb LU-Has-- Fp ZPP” O 

a” = ` B > 

wor Pas Pp 
9. 

Pon neg Py FS 
g s ^ 

ele rò = Sore, with Infin. just before. I 
that the reading was introduced by certain Critics 
who were ignorant of the nature of the construc- 
tion, and so altered the expression. Though they 
did not, I am persuaded, write ó avoiywy, but 
ó dvolEcy, scil. ora: Such, I doubt not, was 
read by the Pesch. Syr. and Arabic Translators. 
The Avca: just after has been, on the strongest 
grounds, cancelled by all the recent Editors. 

6. xai iov) These words are on strong, but 
not paramount, authority, cancelled by the 
recent Editors.—apviow sor. we ic da-yp., ‘as if 
newly slain :' an emblematical representation of 
the Saviour’s High Pricsthood before God, in 
our nature, as risen from the dead, through the 
merit of his sacrifice in behalf of ‘all who come 
to the Father through him.’ (Scott.) The sense 
may be best expressed freely thus—' a Jamb in a 
standing posture, as it were, butchered,” i. e. so 
badly cut and gashed as an animal is on being 
sacrificed. See more in note infra, xiii. 8. For 
iyov, MSS. A and B * which I add Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill) have £ywr, which is edited by 
Tisch. in his second ed. Yet his second thopghte 
are here not so wise as his first. "Exew cannot 
be tolerated ; and it evidently arose from an error 
of the scribes, who perpetually confound the two 
letters. And such slipe are too frequent in those 
three MSS. to occasion any wonder here. A 
very little after, the MSS. fluctuate between of, 
the t. rec., and d, which I edited, after Mattb., 
on very strong external evidence, including two 
of the three uncial MSS, which Tisch. has in his 
second ed. adopted, deserting the o? of his 
which was adopted by Griesb., and recently by 
Scholz and. Wordsw.; but, I think, wrongly. 
External authority is rather in favour of à, as is 
also tnternal, considering that the change of à 
into o? might easily arise from the óUaAuobc 
Inn before, but not the contrary. Those who 
nadvertently wrote o? did not bear in mind, that 
the reference in à is to both the horns and the 
eyes, the gender — usual, accommodated 
to the former noun. th the horns and the eyes 
are (i.e. are emblematical of) the seven spirits 
sent forth for the effectual working of God's will 
in all parts, being emblems of his irresistible 
strength and perfect knowledge. 

7. xai JAO: xai eiX.] Render, ‘and he went 
and took [the book]. The words rò ff. are 

(ov, cai év pés trv TrpeaBvrépov, apvioy éaTgküs ws spay- 
pévov, éyov képara érrà xai opOadpovs érrà, * & eios rà Extra 
TOU Oo Trveóuara rà aTreoTahpéva eis TAacay THY yiv. 

is He xai erbe [ró Brion] éx ris Seas ToU xaOnpévou èri 
1i Tov Üpóvov. 8° Kai dre éXafBe tò BiBriov, Tà Téccapa Coa xai 

oi eixocvréacapes mpeoßúrepoi Erecoy évwrriov ToU apviou, Éyoy- 
Tes Exaatos * kiÜápav, Kai diddas ypucës yeuoucas Guptapdror, 
ai eicw ai mpocevyat T@v dyiwy 9! xai ddovow @dny rawy, 

7. Aéyovres* "AẸios ef NaBely Tó B BXMDv, raì avoi~ar ras oppa- 
yidas auto Sts eodayns, xal sryópacas r@ Oc huas & TQ 

0 alpari cou èx waons puñs Kai yA@oons, kal Xao0 Kai ¿Qvous, 
10 € xa} érroincas * avrovs TQ Ocg uav Bacidels Kai tepeis, rat 

7 Kai 

cancelled by Matth., Lachm., and Tisch., from 
MSS. A, B, and 30 cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1386, Mus. 1, 2, 3), while by Gr., Scb., 
and Wordew. they are retained ; rightly ; consi- 
dering that internal evidence is divided ; for the 
words might have been ejected by the Critics, for 
the purpose of removing a tautology. 

8. diéAas] Not vials, but cups, pateres; 
something like our dishes; see Schweigh. on 
Hdot. ii. 151.—at elaw al Tpos. iy dy., denot- 
ing that the prayers of God's true worshippers are 
highly acceptable spiritual sacrifices. —«^t0&pa», 
for t. rec. -as, I now read, with Matth., La, Tis., 
Wordsw., from A, B, and 30 cursives (to which 
I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed 
by internal evidence. 

9. dé» <auñv] The expression seems de- 
rived from Ps. xxxiii. 3, and xl. 3. and Isa. xlii. 
10, and denotes ‘a song in a nobler and loftier 
strain’ than had ever been before used by them. 
Such is the import of xa:vdy in Isa. xliii. 19, 
Num. xvi. 1, and Jos. Antt. iii. 1, 4. The smae 
a little after, absent from MS. A, has been can- 
celled by Tisch., though retained by all the other 
Editors; and very properly, since it is almost in- 
dispensable to the sense, and might be omitted 
through careleesnees on the pert of the scribes, or 
rather removed by the rashness of the Reviser of 
the Alex. MS., who stumbled at suas followed 
by avrods, and ingeniously removed the anomaly 
by cancelling huas, thus making evrods serve 
for both #ydpacas and éxoincae. The readi 
aorovs for yuna has been adopted by nearly 
the Editors, on the strongest grounds, —4&£E:os el, 
&c. A sort of acclamation, usual in ancient 
times, and often employed to hail a newly-elected 
Emperor. 

10. For fjac«Aeic La. and Tis. read Bacı- 
Asíap, from MS. A, supported by the Vulg. and 
Copt. Versions, and some Fathers But the 
change in question requires much stronger evi- 
dence ; and therefore I still retain Sac:A eic, with 
Gr., Sch., and Wordsw. For t rec. Ace 
covow, I now read BactAsvovery, with » Tis, 
and Wordsw., from MSS. A, B, and 15 cursives, 
confirmed by the Syr. and Arab. Versions, and 
also by trternal evidence, from the probability 
that BaciAsuc. was a gloss on BactAsvove:, pro- 
ceeding from some Critic, who saw, rightly, that 
there is a use of Present for Future, as in 
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* Bacihevovow èm. ris «yis. 1» Kal elBoy xal ijkovaa deny Da... 
aryyéXwv Today *KUKA@ Tod Üpóvov xal Tov Lowy Kal TOV 
7rpeafvrépew: xai tv ó ápiÜuós abrav pupiddes pupiddwv ai 
rcades yididdov, 1? Aéyovres devi) peydry “Akwov ore TÓ iae. 
apviov To éohaypévoy Xafeiv thv Sivauw Kai và» TÀoOrov, Kal 
codíav kai ioxtv, kal tinny ral Sokay <a edroyiav. 18 k Kal x runs. 
qráv crispa, 6 [éotw] &v T ovpavp kal * éml rig üç, kal imo- Loir. n. 
Kato Tij yis, Kal ëm, Ths Oaracons & èst, Kai Tà èv adrois, 1i c 
i Távra Ñxovoa Xéyovras “Të xa8nuévo éml ToU Üpóvov xai 
TQ apvip 1) evroyia kai 7) ru) Kal 7) Soka Kal Tó Kpdtos eis ToUs 
aiavas TOv awvev!” * Kai rà réocapa tia treyor " Aur: 

e ? £ U ” / 

ai oi | eixoovréccapes] mpecBurepor erecay xa Trpoc ekUvnaav 

[favre eis Tots aidvas Tov aievov ]. 
VI. 1*Kai clov Gre ?jvoi£e Tò apviov piav èx tev intà ahpa- «a.&67. 

this book, and also in the Gospel and Epistles of 
St. John. This Future senee may be supposed, 
whether the reigning here spoken of be referred 
to the Millennial reign with Christ, or to that 
with God in heaven. 

ll. kóxÀ«] This, for tho t. rec. xvxAóOer, is 
adopted, on the strongest evidence, by all the re- 
cent Editors.—risy (owv. ‘ This is governed not 
by xóxAe, but by evyy, thus: I heard the 
voices of the angels round the throne, and of the 
Yeoa, and of the elders. (Burton.) 

12. AaBety thy svvayniyw—eiroylav] This 
seven-fold praise is supposed to correspond to the 
seven-fold attributes above. The rò» before 
7rÀovTop, which I received, with Matth., from 
MS. B, has been since adopted by Sch., Tis., and 
Wordsw. The article, from its being placed next 
to the first noun subst., would seem meant to be 
extended to all the rest, intimating, as Wordsw. 
remarks, that, as in the Doxology of the Lord's 
Prayer, the bleesin ; &c. is restrained to those to 
whom it is ascribed ; in other words, that to God 
alone, and to the Lamb, is to be ascribed Divine 
honour, &c., and to no one else. 

13. The ieri», which I bracketed, has been 
cancelled by La, Tis., and Wordsw. And cer- 
tainly both external authority and internal evi- 
dence are against the word.—iwi ris yne,— 
which I edited for éwi Th yn, from MSS. A, B, 
and about 30 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1186, aod Mus. 1, 2),—has been also adopted b 
Sch., La., and Tis. The reading »ávras, whic 
I edited for t. rec. mávTa, has also been adopted 
by Tis. But on reconsidering the matter I have 
restored ravra, which might easily be mistaken 
for wévras, since the terminations are very simi- 
Jar. To edit, as does Wordsw., avrois ?rávTa 
xai wévras from only one MS. (B) is running 
counter to every principle of criticism. Nothing 
is more manifest than that that reading arose only 
from a blending, through inadvertence on the part 
of the scribes, of the ¢t00 readings before noticed. 
For 4*1 Tov 0póvov, MSS. A, B, and about 20 
cursives, have ár} tw Üpóvo, which was edited 
by Matth., and lately by La. and Tis., while Sch. 
and Wordsw. retain rou Üpóvov, very properly; 
for internal evidence is in favour of that reading, 
which was changed to +ë Opdve cither by the 

D ligence of the scribes, the terminations ov and 
t» being perpetually confounded, or the licence of 
Critics. —ré iv aùroîs, i. e. ‘things in the sea as 
well as in the earth ; the dead committed to them.’ 
(Newc. 

14. readings which I long ago bracketed 
have been, on the strongest grounds, cancelled by 
the recent Editors generally. 

_ VI. In the following vision, the above-men . 
tioned Four Living Creatures, the Elders, and 
the Angels, are represented as looking together 
at the opening, by the Lamb, of the Seven $ 
for that éwra, which 1 have, with all the recent 
Editors, admitted into the text, is genuine, is 
attested by the strongest authority (to which I 
add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by 
internal evidence, since the omission is easily 
accounted for on the —— which I have sug- 
gested in my Suppl. Vol. The Lamb now breaks 
the seals of the Book of the counsels of God, 
and discloses a series of ical popece 
illustrative of the history of the Church, each of 
which, as observes Lowman, ‘is, in part, some 
figurative or hieroglyphical picture, or some re- 
presentation in the style and figurative expres- 
sions of ancient prophecy, describing certain par- 
ticular dispensations of Providence, proper and 
peculiar to tbe several successive states of the 
Church and Empire during the space of timo 
contained in this period.’ The first seal is ad- 
mitted to refer to the triumph of Christianity 
over both Judaism and Paganism ; the others are 
more or less obscure and disputed, inasmuch as the 
White Horse, the Bow, and the Crown, may be re- 
garded as emblems of victory, triumph, and roy- 
ally, accompanying the final triumph of the Gospel 
over all opposition, the imagery being similar to 
that at Zech. vi, 1—6. However, I am now in- 
duced to think that by this figurative language is 
set forth, not so much the triumph of the Go - 
pel, as of its Hearenly Author, who, though 
designated at Isa. lxii. 11, and xl. 10, as ‘ feeding 
his flock like a shepherd,’ yet is in the verse 
immediately preceding described as a Sovereign 
of uncontrollable power, —a mighty CONQUEROR, 
vanquishing all opposition to the Gospel. The 
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yBov, xal Feovoa évòs é< TOv Teccápov Cow Xéyovros as 
b ch. 19. 11. 
Zech. 6. š. 
Ps. 45. 3—6. 
ch. 14 14 

* bo) Bpovris: "Epxov xai we. 2° Kai eldov, xai ioù, Úr os 
Xeuxoç, Kat ó kaÜspevos er’ *avróv Exywv Tófov xai éd00n 
avt@ orépavos, ral EENDE vizQy, xal iva vucijay. 

8 Kai öre tote 15v Sevrépay odpayida, fjkovaa rod Sevrépov 
o Zech. 6.2. Ewou Aéyovros "Epxov xal Brére. ** Kai é£jA0ev Aros Tr- 

Tos TrvDpós xal TQ kaÜnuévo én’ * avrov é506n avro Xafeiy 
TH eiprjvnv * èx THs yùs, Kat iva àXXrjXovs a*áteci kai é600n 

a Zech. 6.3, aùr uáyacipa peyadn. 54 Kai ore ñvoite ri * aparyióa TT» 
TpíT3V, Heovea ToU Tpirov wov Neyovtos: "Epyov [xai] Bree ! 
kai elŠov, xai ¿ou (Tos péXas, Kal ó KaOnpevos èr * avrov 

e ch. 9. 4. 
& 4. 7. 

¿yo Cuyov év T) xeipi avroU. 9* Kai jj«ovca $ovijv ev néce 
Tov Teccápov» lm» Aéyovcaw “Xov airov Ógvapiov, xai 
Tpeis xoluxes xpibñs Snvapiov’” 

crown is & symbol of supreme — and 
the riding on a white hurse, of victory. To advert 
to two matters of reading, besides the above irá, 
qvi, for t. rec. pwævñs, has been adopted by 
all the recent Editors on v — 
The words xai ide are cancelled by Lachm. and 
Tisch., from MSS. A, C, and 1] cursives, —an 
authority, however, insufficient to warrant aught 
more than bracketing the words. It is a form of 
speaking meant to solicit attention to any thing 
said, or, as here, done, of which examples occur 
ch. iii. 5 and 7, and in John i. 47, aleo in Ezek. 
viii. 9, and elsewhere in the Sept. Aùròv, for 
t. rec. aura, is adopted by all the recent Editors, 
on very "im DE WE to which I add Lamb. 
1186, Mus. I, 2, 3. The construction of ¿mi 
with accus. for dat. is Hellenistic, and occurs in 
Matt. xxi. 5, dxcBeBnacs iwi vov, though it is 
also later class. Greek. 

2. In yix@v, Ua wich 
idiom, the sense being, ' 

, there is a Hellenistic 
be should gain vic- 

tory after victory.” 
ors forte) Render : ‘when ho opened,’ 

also at vv. 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, and viii. ]. For t. rec. 
v)» devtipayv ope. the Editors in general, from 
Grieeb. to Tisch., read T)» epp. T. ÓsvT., a8 
they do also at v. 7, but on insufficient external 
authority. At v. 7, indeed, Tù» epp. Thv Tar. 
occurs in nearly all tho copies, and so at viii. 1, 
but at v. 9 all the copies have rh» wiuwrny 
cop. I cannot but suspect that in all these 
several passages St. John wrote thy ósurépav, 
Tplrup, revaptny, TíuT TO», lxrwy, iBedunp, 
since the construction is more in the manner of 
e Apostle, and of tho Hellenistic writers gene- 

y. 
4. Tiros mug ey) A symbol borrowed 

from Zech. vi. 2, portending wars, seditions, and 
blood-shedding, though on the event referred to 
Interpreters are not . For ard, MSS. A, 
B, and 30 cursivee, with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 
1, 2, have ix, which is adopted by all the best 
Editors,—with some reason, since internal evi- 
dence, in its favour, is added to strong external 
authority supporting it. The reading of Lachm., 
who cancels ad, is specious, but rests on insuffi- 
cient authority, that of MS. A, and 4 cursives, 
and ie on other grounds inadmissible, espec. con- 

J 
kai “TÒ EXaLOV kai TOV OLVOV 

sidering that such an expression as ‘the peace of 
the earth" occurs no where in Scripture, nor in- 
deed elsewhere, On the other hand, A«efhir 
(for &0A.) Thv slp. ix (for dwe, by Hellenistic 
idiom) seems formed on the saying of our Lord, 
Matt. x. 34, ob A00» BaXsiv eloa» [ial rer 
yiiv] éXA4 aéxatpas. 

5, 6. Yarwros pidas] An emblem of woe, the 
colour being of evil omen. On the sense and 
reference in t iid Expositors dori mucb differ. 
The Common Version, ‘a pair of balances,’ or 
* weighing scales' (as in the and the Cisse. 
writers), may, however, be retained, and the ex- 
ression be understood of nicely balanced scales 
or exactly weighing out the corn: an allusion to 
severe famine; corn being usually smeGzured. 
The chonix was our quart, and was considered a 
sufficient portion for a man's su for & day. 

Hdot. vii 186. The price subjoined (which 
has been proved to be enormous, nearly twenty 
times the usual one) is meant to intimate the 
excessive scarcity and dearness of the article. 
By cirov is meant * [bread] corn,’ i. e. wheat ; 
and the proportion between quality of wheat 
and of berley was, it seems, an usual one. On 
the purport of the subjoined words, rò £Aaies — 
mn adx., Commentators are not whether 
there is herein contained a com not to ixjure 
the wine and oil, — — not to red 
wrong in respect to them. © former 
adopted. ddcx. will be = . a8 oft. in this 
Book, also Jos., and the Class. writers; as Tha- 

d. ii. 5and 71. iii. 28. iv. 52 and 98, where 
e word is interchanged with BAdwre: if the 

latter, we may sùppose uù ddix. to mean, ` Seo 
that thou dost not adulterate, lit. * play 
rogue with, it :’ a figur. sense not hars 
many in this Book, and even some in the Clas. 
writers. Thus the four articles are adverted to, 
which (according to simplicity of living in the 
East) formed the main support of li For 
— xpiÜiv is edited by La. and Tis., from A, 

; and one cursive ; but on insufficient evidence, 
—Tho ce at v. 6, prefixed to deriv by La, 
from A, C,and 8 cursives, rests on an insufficient 
foundation, and tame from Critics, who knew it 
freq. occurred in this Beok, and thought it re- 
quired here. 



REVELATION VI. 7—9. 
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uù adienoys.’ 

813 

7 Kat dre voke T9v adparyióa tiv Terdprmv, 
7j«ovca [ov] tov Terdorou wou i Xéyovcaw “Epyou [xai] 
Aréne. Š f kai eldov, xai Sov Cros x Xopós, xal 6 xaDrjjevos £ Zech. o. 
éTáwo avrov, dvoua avt@ 0 Oavaros, xai 6” A.dns axodovbe 3. x 5 
pet’ iabvroi- Kai ¿doln avrois éfovaía émi to TérapTov THs fìs 

F" Ezek. 14. 

GTroxréivas èv poujaía xai dv Aug) kai év Üaváro, ral urd THY 
Onpiov rìs yis. 

9 € Kal Gre Ñvorke Thv méumryv odpayioa, eldov vroxáro Tov ks. 18. 
ch. 8. 8. 

14. 18. 

QucuacTmpíou Tas Wuyds tov écdaryuéymv Sia tov Xóyovy rob 19.18. 

7. $evir] The word is cancelled by Tis., 
on the authority of MSS. B, C, and nearly 30 
cursives; but its genuineness is still an open 
question. It can scarcely be doubted, inasmuch 
as the removal of the word would efface the 
characteristic of the writer. There is very strong 
authority (to which I could add) for the readin 
Aévyorros, instead of t. rec. Aeyovons, whic 
I would receive, were not internal evidence 
against it. 

8. x\wpós] Sof a pale green, yellow green 
—— an — of ER Ms as D 
ca y pestilence and dea ida mors 
stalking about; or, as marking that sallow bue 
incident to fear, according to the Homeric ¿uà ài 
x^epór» íor eIAa—By OdvaTos is here, as 
supr. ii. 23, to be understood * death by pestilence,’ 
usually following in the train of war. See Thu- 
cyd. ii. 54. By the expression 0" Acóys is meant 
Aeoul, or ‘the grave’ personified; as ] Cor. xv. 

55, woo cov, Oavare, TÒ KivTpov; Tov cou, 
aén, TÒ vixor; On the forcible expression áxoA. 
pT’ avTov, see note on Luke ix. 49, ovx axodA. 
pF ñuav. Tbenext words follow up the general 
idea of death and the grave by the more special ones, 
of what is most deetructive of the human raco, — 
war, famine, and pestilence.—xal Ure T@v Onpiay 
ane yt. Render: ‘by the means, or instru- 
mentality, of the beasts.” A very appropriate 
addition; for, as Abp. Newc. observes, ‘ wild 
beasts increase where destructive calamities thin 
mankind. So Exod. xxiii 29, oùx éxBarto 
avrote iv iviavrg ivi, iva uf) yimyrat 9» Yñ 
Spwuuos, xai worAdAd yéentrac iwi ci Tà Ünpía 
rne yie. And in point of fact, the histories of 
the period in question attest, that in various parts 
the wild beasts so increased upon the small resi- 
due of the inhabitants left by wer, famine, and 
pestilence, that they were compelled to wage war 
with them, to keep them under, though with 
great difficulty and loss of life. One account 
records the entrance of 500 wolves at once into a 
depopulated city. To advert to some matters of 
disputed reading. The reading avro for abrou 
after uaT', found in the MS. B, and very many 
cursives, prob. arose from a marginal gloss, or false 
correction. For dxoXovO8si all the recent Edi- 
tors read #xoX., from MSS. B, C, and 29 cur- 
sives (also Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 5), with 
Andr., Areth., and some Latin Fathers. But 
internal evidence is in favour of ¿xoÀov0., which 
ie more in the manner of St. John, and of the 
Scriptural writers in general; for the narrative 
Present is frequent in both the Old and the New 
Test. Moreover, it is found in the greater 
of the MSS., confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 

sion; and it has been, with reason, recalled by 
Tis. 2nd Ed. For aérois, Gr., Sch., and Tis., 
edit aùr, from MS. B, and 34 cursives (I add 
Lemb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by the 
Syr. Version, while La. and Wordsw. retain 
attois, from MSS. A, C, and upwards of half of 
the rest. But internal evidence is rather in 
favour of avrw, since the € might easily arise, as 
often from the i — e reading aire 
is also confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. 
Versions; and it is more likely to be genuine 
from its having greater spirit, not to say more 
propriet and vraisemblance ; since OáraToc is 
ere considered as the principal person, and “Ains 

as only his follower. The recent Editors placo 
&rox+Tsivas not before the words ixi Tò Tir. 
THe yrs, but a them, on the very strongest 
evidence of MSS., which ought, where internal 
evidence does not interfere, to be decisivo. I 
have decided accordingly. 

9—11. This, as also the subeequent seal, do- 
rives no light, like the former, from the living 
creatures as to tbe timo of the commencement ; 
for here we have not a prophecy concerning sew 
events; but this is meant to minister consolation 
under the scandal of the Crose, and has reference 
to the preceding persecutions, which were of long 
continuance. 

9. Tov ÜvciacTnpíov) meaning, not, as some 
have supposed, the golden altar for incense within 
the Holy of holies, but (as the subject requires) 
the altar of burnt-offering in the court of the 
priests; for there is a tacit comparison of tho 
martyrs to the victims in the Temple Service. 
* These (observes Thos. Scott) 8 as sacri- 
fices newly offered, to show their fellowship with 
Christ in his sufferings, and the bleness 
of their faithfulness unto death, through his pro- 
pitiatory oblation.—d:a Tòv Adyor—elyu», ‘in 
the cause of God's word [the Gospel], and for the 
testimony which they had borne [to its truth]. 
After paprupiay MS. B, and above 30 cursives 
(I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3), with Andr. 
and Areth., idi TOU &pvíov, which was 
adopted by Matth., and recently by Wordsw. ; 
but wrong y; since internal evidence is decidedly 
against the words, which evidently came from a 
marginal scholium, proceeding from certain cor- 
rectors, who thought it necessary to complete tho 
sense, and who su the reference to be to 
our Lord Jesus Christ. Thus several MSS. have 
'Incov Xpieov, which reading might seem to 
derive co tion from supr. i. 9; infr. xii. 17. 
xix. 10. xx. 4, and 2 Tim. i. 8. But, in point of 
fact, the reference is to Tov O«ov just before, and 
what is meant is the testimony just spoken of, — 



REVELATION VI. 10—12. 

cod, xal 8&ià Thy paprvpíav fjv elyov. 10 ^ xai * gepatay pay 
peyáXg, XMéyovre “"Ews Tore, 6 Seorrorns ó yos xai [6] 
áX90wos, ov kpíveis kal éxüweis To alua uav * éx TOV rator- 
koUvrov eml Ts ys; lli Kat *é0005 avrois * orodn Mever 

xai é0óé0n *adrois Wa tàvamaveevra, “r, xpóvov [mpor ], 

Zos [o] * mÀnqpoBQo, xal oi cúvëouko, avrüv kal of áSeXdooi 
avTÓv, oi uéXXovres t atroxreiverOas ws kai avro(. 

namely, the attestation of God to Josus as the 
Christ, as conveyed in the words, * This is my 
beloved Son in whom I am well pleased.’ Comp. 
for confirmation 1 John v. 10, 6 wioreduy els 
TÓ» Yidv Tov Oio? Eyer Tù» naprupíar (scil. 
Tov Oot) iv iavTo, where the words Tov O«ov 
are, in MS. A, and about 10 cursives, with some 
Versions, brought into the text, and were received 
injudiciously by Lachm. 

0. Aéyovres] for Aéyouoas, by the figure 
wpde Td at]juatvousvoy.— Bws wors, &c. Hardy 
(MT the older Commentators) obeerves that 
this is an * ecphonesis impatienter a brachio for- 
tiori vindictam expetentium.' But it is well re- 
marked by laspis, * Martyres illi non vindicta 
cupiditate incensi hanc qusstionem proponunt, 

modo sciscitantur, quando vaticinia eventum 
habitura sint.’ The same applies to the words 
infra xix. 17, seqq. Comp. 2 Esdr. xiv. 8.— 
Ó &yioe xai ò dÀsy0. Render, ‘the Holy and 
True One.'—To advert to some matters of read- 
ing.—ixpatay for ixpa(ov is adopted by all the 
most eminent Editors from Matth. and Gr. to 
Tis. ; and with reason; since it is found iu the 
3 uncials and a large portion of the cursives (to 
which I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2). See note 
on Acts xxiii. 6. — The 6 before dA 50. is cancelled 
by all the recent Editors, on strong external au- 
thority, confirmed by the Lamb. and Mus. copies. 
Yet internal evidence is equally balanced. The 
ó is more likely to have been fe out than put 
in; and no reason is there why it should not have 
been employed here, as supr. iii. 7, ò đy:ort, 6 
dAnÜwos, where it has place in all the copies. 
That the Article communicates an intensity of 
sense, puni appears from another e of St. 
John, 1 Epist. v. 20, yewwonopev Tòv dànbivòv 
—kal iouey iv T dXn9o@. And vain were it 
to appeal to suc ges as supr. iii. 14, ó 
TicTOS kai aAdnOivds, because there the second 
epithet is so merely exegetical of the first, as not 
merely to dispense with, but absolutely to reject, 
the Article. For awd, Matth., La., and Tis. edit 
éx, on very strong external authority (to which I 
add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence, so that Í have now received the 
reading. 

11. £900n—o0X9 Aevi] So, for t. rec. idc- 
0ncav aoXal Asvxai, the principal Editors read, 
on the strongest grounds, both external and in- 
ternal. Bv the use of the Sing. it is intimated 
that, as Wordsw. remarks, ‘the same while robe 
of Christ's righteousness was given to each, as a 

mbol of Divine acceptance.” La., Tie., and 
ordsw. insert ixda-To, from MSS. A, B, and 

1? k Kai eldov Ste vorge Tv ofpayida thy Extny, [xai (Sov ] 

` t ceopos péyas éyévero: Kal 6 Mos éyévero pédas @S odxKos 

nearly 20 cursives ; though in his 2ed edit. Tis. 
removes it,—very properly, since internal evi- 
dence is against it, from ite having the 
of being brought in for the purpose of cohen a 
harshness, though one not uncommon in this 

by 
reading, confirmed 

Book. The reading ávaTavcorra:, adopted 
La. and Tis., is & very specious 
by internal evidence, but requires stronger teeti- 
mony than that of 7 MSS. "The Atxpor has, on 
the strongest grounds, been cancelled by all the 
Editors. The same may be said of the ob just 
after. As respects wAnpwOeor, for t. rec. 9À3- 
pecorra, which I edited, from MSS. A, C, and 
a fow cursives, ] am of the same opinion as before; 
and this opinion I find confirmed by the suffrage 
of La. and Wordew.., who adopt it in their texts. 
It is true that Gr., Matth., Sch., and Tis. edit 
wANpwowst, from strong external authority, 
opposed, however, by internal evidence. One 
may justly require some proof that such an idiom 
as this use of the active wAnp. in a ive sense 
ever existed. Until that be furnished, I shall 
continue to think that the scribes read 0 as if it 
were c: on which confusion of the letters see 
Schaefer and Bast on Greg. de Dialect. Ed. 
Schaef., p. 300, seq. ; p. 633, sq. Nay, the two 
letters were, we know, ofien interchanged in 

` pronunciation, as found in varying dialects.— 
or dwoxrelvecBac the most ancient MSS, 

fluctuate between &o«revy. and &oro«rev., the 
former of which is prob. the more genuine spell- 

dai. This sixth seal is generally under- 
stood to refer to the downfall of Paganism, and 
the establishment of Christianity in the reign of 
Constantine ; and thus the earthquake, and other 
natural commotions and phenomena, as they 
often denote revolutions and changes of religious 
systems, so they are here su to mark the 
violent commotions which agitated the empire 
from the reign of Maximilian to that of Constan- 
tine. Dean Woodhouse, however, su this 
vision to relate to the end of the world, and the 
final triumph of the Gospel over its enemies. 
Comp. Matt. xxiv. 29. 

12. xai làoó] The words are cancelled by the 
recent Editors, on very strong authority, which 
I could confirm from Lamb. and Mua. copies; 
and they were prob. introduced from the parall 

For ouaou. piy. dyivero, La. and 
is. edit cate. iy. uiy., from MS. A, and a very 

few cursives; but on insufficient grounds. 
same may be said of iyévero uíAas, changed, oa 
as slender grounds, to uéAase iy. by the same 
Editors. I suspect that Critical alteration wu 
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Tp(ywwos, xai % cerry An éyévero ws alpa, 18 xai oi üarépes 
TOU ovpavod Errecay eis THY yiv, WS ouni Bade TOS óXvvÜOovs 

> ^ e ` 4 ^ 4 14 1 e 9 ` 9 7 auTis wird ueyáXov Gvéuou cewpévr, Kal Ò oUpayos Gm ey w- 1Ps 10. 17. 
Heb. 1. 12. picdn ws B.BOXiov etAtocopevor, kai máy Spos xal voos #11 

èx Tay TOTTOV avTOV ÉéxiwrÜncav: 5 kai of Bacireis THs YS mel. 
xal oi ueywTüves kai oí xiMapyou Kai ot wrovcwL Kal oi 
* jo-xupol, kai mâs coos xal [mâs] éXeU8epos, éxpwirav éav- 
Tous eis Ta omiaa Kai eis Tas mérpas TÓÀy Opémw, 16 9 Kai nisa. iw. 
Aéyovci Tois Specs xai rais Trérpaus “* IIécare ef’ ñus, kai Luke ss. u. 
&pvYrare nuas dro mpocarou ToU KaOnpuévou èm} 1 ToU L Ópóvov, 

busy on one or both those occasions, to prevent 8 
cacophony: and, though no sufficient evidence 
exists to determine what was the original reading, 
yet prob. it was xal oticuós ply. iy. xal ó 
$jÀ:ios miñas iyiv. By caxxos Tpíy. ie denoted 
*a sort of blackish coarse hair-cloth, made of 
camels’ hair, then in common use, espec. for 
wear in seasons of sorrow, or of penitence; see 
Matt. xi. 21, and note. The imagery here would 
seem to point at public calamities of all kinds. 
The oA», inserted by all the Editors, from Matth. 
down wards, is found in too many MSS, (includ- 
ing the 3 uncials, and the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
confirmed by the ancient Versions, to allow us to 
su it introduced from the margin. On the 
other hand, there is something at which early 
Critics might stumble; and who, I suspect, for 

reason excluded the world ; just as at Acts 
xix. 29, iA do0n ñ worse SAN (or SAN $ róis) 
wry stss Where the dAn is absent from 4 MSS., 

the Vulg., and is cancelled by La. and Tis. 
on insufficient grounds, internal evidence being 
rather in its favour. 

18. ee ev«z; Báňa: obe ÓAUr0ovs] A most 
forcible image, and such as attests accurate obeer- 
vation,—violent winds shaking off in t num- 
ber the unripe and late-formed figs, which would 

ise remain for a later gathering. Comp. 
Isa. xxxiv. 4, xal wavra ra dorpa TaceiTat 
ee pudr9@ iE duwidov, xal we mirta: púňňa 
awed acuxne.—The reading eaX evouárn, for osco- 
pévn, edited by La. from MS. A, is merely a 
gloes, or false correction of Critics, who knew 
not that asíscÓa:. is a term espec. used of the 
sbaking of the branches, or leaves, of trees, b 
the wind, or otherwise; so that the fruit is 
shaken off Comp. Hesiod, Scut. 298, ópyos— 
gsiopévn purrorer. It is well observed by 
Wesley, that ‘ when the Scripture compares some 
vey great with a very little thing, the majesty 
and ompipotence of God, before whom great 
things are little, is highly exalted.” 

14. ó ovpavds—etlAroe.} The full sense is, 
* the heaven FG the — how heri 
was parted off (or seperated in the midst), [an 
the part removed,] as a scroll is rolled up.” So 
Iss. xxxiv. 4, xai slAtyrosTat ó obpavós we 
BiBXior, imitated in the of Orac. Si- 
byll., cited by Heinr, owdray Oede al0íp: 
vaiwy Ovpavdy ihiğsi, xaBawsp fiiov ai- 
Asira. 

15. xai oi Bacideis, &c.] Here are graphically 
described the effects of thie catastrophe,—in the 
vain endeavours to escape the wrath of Omnipo- 

tence, by persons of whatever rank, from the 
highest to the lowest,—from those who occupy 
thrones, to those who are in the lowest estate.— 

B 
sives; to which I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1. 2. 
—The was before ¿Xeú0. is abeent from A, B, C, 
and 30 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), and is cancelled by Matth., Gr., 
La., Tis., and Wordsw., but retained by Sch. ; 
and internal evidence is in its favour, since it 
may have expunged to remove a tauto- 
logy. 
kÚ: xal Adyover, &c.] Prob. formed on Hos. 

X. 8, xal dpovat Toit ópscv. KaXviyars quae, 
«ai Toit Boorow' IIícars id’ nuas, which pas- 
sage is more closely follo in Luke xxiii. 30. 
In dvd apocerwov there is not a Hebraism (as 
in Ex. ii. 15, dvexepnosy awd pose xov Qa- 
paw), but & stronger and more graphic expres- 
sion deeignating wrath and vengeance, as shown 
in the ceuntenance of the Avenger. Comp. 
Gen. iv. 14, dwd row Tpocærov Tov Kupíov 
xpuBycouas, and Nah. i. 6, aad rpocæwrov épyije 
avTov rie broorioetat; which may 

ibly have been in St. John's mind. In the 
last two clauses there is a hendiadys, by which 
the term ópyñ is meant to apply both to God 
and to Christ. It is here well pointed out b 
Grot. that ‘St. John mixes up (as eupr. ii. 14) 
his own words with those of the Jews; for they 
are represented as wishing to be covered — 
so many evils by God the Father, not by Christ; 
while St. John shows that the evils in question 
have their rise from the wrath of God and of 
Christ.'—For t. rec. wicere, I have now, with 
Tis., adopted wicars, from MS. A, and 2 an- 
cient cursives, as will, I doubt not, be found, on 
more careful collation, in several others. In- 
ternal evidence is quite in its favour, as being an 
Alexandrian form, often occurring in the Sept., 
and also in the N. T., espec. in this Book.—For 
vov Opovov, Matth. and Tis. edit rs 0póvo, from 
MS. B, and 20 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 3), while Gr., Sch., and 
Wordsw. retain Tov Opóvov (which I find in 
Mus. 2, aud Cov. 2, paseed over by Mill); 
rightly ; since interna] evidence is in ite favour; 
though the reading is an open question. 
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ae Kai GTO THS Opyis tov Apviow 17° r Oev 5) Huépa 7). peyáàn 

VII. 1—2. 

VIL. 1* Kai perà raüra eldov réccapas ayyédous éocrérras 

2> Kai cldov dAXov 

for ivl, simply to read ceíy, between 
che pga abbreviations, the 

difference is but small. This conjecture is con- 

o Isa. Joel $. 11. alt — 
Zeb. 1.16 qe Goris avTOU, Kai Tis Suvatat ora0ñvas ;” 
a Dan. 7. $. 

éri tas Téccapas ywvias THS Ys, xparoUvras TOU; TÉéG capas 
ávéuovs Tis vis, va uù mvén áveuos eri THS yÀs wire éTi Tis 

beh PGardoons, pyre tert taav Sévdpov. 
a@yyedov * avaBaivovra amo àvaroNis Hou, éyovta oppayida 
Geoũ Savros xai Expake ovi) peyddrAy Tois Técaapaty ayyéXoss 

17. fÀ 0sy à huipa Š .] This seems formed 
on Mal. iv. 5, — the me substance of the Lh re words, in 
verse on Joel ii. 11, and other of the 
Prophets. For ora@jva: several MSS. have 
eTgvat of which the reading of other MSS. 
cU va: is evidently a gloss. e same variety 
of reading is found in Col. iv. 12, where, for 
oryre, some MSS. have eraĝñr:. Neverthe- 
lees, era0ñsa, here may justly be presumed to 
be the true reading, and orjva: a gloss, as in 
Mark iii. 25, où ĉúvaraı 5—olx(a orabijvat, 
where three of the most ancient M have 
ornvat, Which has been most uncritically edited 
by Tis., who here omits to even mention or7jjvat. 

VII. This Chapter is admitted to be a con- 
tinuation of tho proce! vision, and of course is 
explained according to the view adopted of that. 
Those who, as Eich., Rosenm., and Heinr., sup- 

it to have reference to the downfall of 
ism, and the establishment of Christianity, 

maintain that by the four angels are meant the 
pretorian prefects appointed by Constantine over 
the four great provinces ; and by the fifth angel, 
Constantine ; who had the seal of the 
living God by being converted to Christianity, 
and through whom the utions against the 
Church ceased. Others, however, as Dean Wood- 
house, assign a more general reference, and sup- 
pose that this is a sequel to the preceding, and 
contains a representation of the gathering of 
God's elect servants from the wrath to come, and 
the consequent triumph of men and angels. 

l. vas Tíocapas *ywvías T. y.) ‘ the four an- 
gular quarters, corresponding to the i 

ints. The dyyéAovs must be understood accord- 
ng to the general view above adverted to.— uns 
&vl wav dévépov. This is rendered, ‘nor on an 
tree.’ But that would require déydpov, found, 
indeed, in MS. A, but prob. from emendation, 
and indeed the sense thus arising is not a little 
jejune. However, as the MSS. of this Book are 
well known to be very incorrect, I cannot but 
suspect a corruption, and for iwl wav I conjec- 
ture dwiosiacy, to stir. Thus the words uýre— 
Sivépoy will be a further development of what 
was said, —namely, that ‘there should not be a 
breath of wind, no not to stir the foliage of a tree." 
Certainly the error in question might easily arieso 
in ill-written MSS., espec. written with abbre- 
viations. If, however, it should be thought that 
¿w in composition, would not be applicable 
here, and that the genuinenees of the way (for 
which the vi of many MSS. is manifestly a cor- 
rection) is attested by its strongly Hebraic cha- 
racter, and a similar use at ix. 4, ippí0n avais 
Tra uh áducioect Tò» were THe vis, oudi 
mav XyAepóv, ovdi wav cévdpoy, then I would 

firmed by what occurs supr. v. 13, às cvai) S&A- 
Ase rods óÓÀórÜovs arie two asyáAov dp- 
éuov caconivn. In the imagery of both 

there is — graphic,—with 
which similar ones might be adduced from 
eas — Comp. a — use osle in 

esych. in v. gvxopavræ, Te» Ta axpodpva 
. bid * [ssid] of those who shake the fruit- 
trees,’ that the fruit may fall. Thus far in m 
former Edd. On reconsideration of this difBcaft 
uestion, it now occurs to me, that, although 

there is s external authority (to which I 
can add the b. and Mus. copies) for the 
reading irè Tl divdpov, adopted by Matth., La, 
Tis, and Wordsw., yet the t. rec., retained by 
Gr. and Sch., besides being based on stronger 
external authority, has internal evidence in ite 
favour, from its yielding a far better sense than 
Ti, which ie not a little frigid and jejune, and 
was prob. only a gloss on the — ebraistic 
wav. As to the reading of MS. A, éwi dévdpov, 
it removes the difficulty, but only by cutting the 
knot. lam now of opinion that almost as great 
objection lies against way as against Ti, and 
though I still prefer the former of my two emen- 
dations, the objection that [ have started against 
éiwcoeiacy seems fatal; to avoid which, I would 
now propose to read und’ iTi cisi» 6., mean- 
ing *that there should not be wind, no not any 
longer to stir the leaves of a tree.’ I have already 
shown how easily celsiy, written in MS. abbre- 
viation, might be mistaken for wav, written at 
full length. And although I cannot find that 
any existing MS. has this reading, yet that it 
was in the copy used by Areth., is evident from 
the following words of his ition : ivei xal 
Tk Óí»Ópa tie axed Tey áriuer drocsicses 
(read dwrocsioset, succussionis, ‘a gentle stirring 
of the foliage’) dwoXavorra &vavyox cai, whence 
it is plain that that Commentator read, not «a». 
but osiecy, And that such was in the original 
from which the MS. A was transcribed I more 
than suspect; at least, that it was formerly there, 
but afterwards lost, by being eaten away by a 
worm, or otherwise become illegible; of which I 
have noticed instances in After eii 
had been lost, the reading dévépow would easily 
creep in, to suit the preceding Genitives, Vñt aad 
0aXA dcams. 

2. ávaBatvorra] So, for t. rec. 4vafárra, 
the recent Editors read, from all three of the 
uncials, and several of the cursives (to which I 
add the Lamb. and Mus. copies).—4 xorre stands 
for xaetiy. rigo. in bis hand,’ ° bearing.’ For 
ixpaks, MS. A (alone) has Z«pelcr, which is 
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ols ¿8607 avrots dBucijcas Tiv yiv kai tiv ÜáXaccav, Š *Xéyay oce 
9. 4. 

*« Mù adienonte thy yay pyre T» Üáxaacap, ure Tà Sévdpa, Ksek.9.4 
aypis où oppayisæpev ToU; Sovrouvs tod Oeod jyov imè tev 
peerormrov aurav.” *4 Kal jxovca tov àpiÜuov tev éadparywrué- ach. 1.1. 
zov, pud yursddes t dodpayiopévor ex dons puris viov Ispani 
5 dx bus ‘Tovda, (9. yirsddes Eohpayiopévos dx puris ‘Pou8nv, 
eB yiruddes dodpayiopevor ex puris Tad, ° yiduddes cgpa- 
rytopevor 9 de puris Aot), 8 yddes dodpayicpévor ér 
puris NepOareip, 18 yiruades doppayiopévor èx duds Ma- 
racc), (8 xinddes doppayiospévor 7 de bus Xvueóv, 68 
yirsades doppayiopévos èx purrs Aevt, of yrsddes éadpa- 
yiopévor ex puñs Icayàpo, (S yrsddes èsppayiopévor 8 èx 
puris ZafovXàv, iB yddes eogppayiopévor èx puris Toa), 
A ximáðes éaparyuauévov èx puris Beviapiv, Qo youdbes 
éogdpayicuévos. 

9° Merà taŭra eldov, kal ioù Sydos moris, by apuia «2.1.58 
aùròv ovdeis * ¿ŠÚvaTo, dx mavròs ÉÜvovs xal pudrav kai XaQv Ye) 
«al yrwoooy, t éotares évorriov tod Üpovov xai évæmiov ToU 
" Apvíov, t rrepsBeBrnuévos aToras Nevads, xal 1 powes dv rais 
xepotv ata fral *xpdfovor boy weyddy, Xéyovres: “‘H trass 
compia To Oeo uv TQ kaÜnuévo emi tov Üpovov xa) TA fs us 

edited by Tis, but on insufficient authority ; 
nep it is somewhat countenanced by ixpa{sy 
found in many MSS. at xii. 2, though there Ti 
himself edits xpá%as. Indeed, the form Expat 
occurs even in the text of Tis. at x. 3, xviii. 
2. xix. 17, and the best MSS. at xviii. 19, edited 
by La. and Tis. [t would seem that ixpafa for 
ixpaYow was a peculiarity of St. John's phrase- 
ology. 
T spreyini) As denoting that they 

belonged to God; for, as it is shown by the 
Commentators, slaves were marked with the 
mark of their master. Comp. Exod. xii. 7. 13. 

4. Here the 144,000 is admitted to be a great 
and indefinite number, denoting the great num- 
bers of those converted from the Jewish to the 
Christian faith. The tribe of Dan is omitted 
for reasons which we can only conjecture: either, 
it is supposed, from its tdulatry, or because it had 
— extinct. — is here pet for Ephraim. 

| is mention use icipatin 
in the benefits of Christ. oA ma Ble 

9. dyAoe wodtds—idcvaro] Comp. 2 Eadr. 
ii. 42. By this óxAos some understand the Gen- 
tile converts to the Gospel; others, those com- 
posing, together with the preceding, the usiversal 
and visible Church of Christ; others, again, the 
spirits of just men made perfect, and received into 
glory, especially the martyrs and confeseors of the 
primitive Church. By their being clothed in 
white robes, and having palm branches, are de- 
noted their spiritual victory, justification, and 
senctification. For wapiBapr nuévo: many MSS. 
have wep:BsBAnudivove, which is adopted by 
almost all the recent Editors, who suppose the 
— RN to have arisen from emendation, 

OL. 

ciple, however, so far distrusted by Malis tha ciple, however, so far distrus i, that 
he has, from some MSS., altered iotwres into 
dotwras. Yet that reading seems to have ori- 
ginated in alteration, to adapt it to rep Bs BÀ 
mávove (for otherwise there would be an anomaly 
of expression unparalleled even in this Book); 
and I suspect that the ovs in wspcBeBAnpivous 
arose from blending the end of the word with 
the beginning of the next. As to the anacolu- 

, We are not to bring in i larities cause- 
Jess] y.—Thus far in my former Edd. On recon- 
sideration, I still continue to be of the same 
opinion as to the reading here; though I am 
ready to admit that the question as to the frue 
reading is an open one. At any rate I prefer the 
— ioreres to ¿oT@Tae, adopted by Matth, 
and Wordew. Though the Accusat. might be 
thonght to have been accommodated not to 
SyAor, but to Š> (scil. SyAov).—For eoírise, 

B, and 30 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), have -sae, adopted by 
La. and Tis, while Matth., Gr., and Wordsw. 
retained -xae, which I continue to do, because in- 
ternal evidence is quite in its favour; though I 
am ready to admit that the true reading (in either 
case of very anomalous construction) is an open 
question. 

10. —— This, for t. rec. xpdYorree, is 
adopt by all the recent Editors, on very strong 
authority (I add the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
porters rightly; though internal evidence is in 

vour of alee which may have been meant 
to match with dorares and wrepiSsBAnpévor.— 
'H cwrnpla—' Apríe ! A sublime chorus of the 
heavenly host, in which the ane at owt. is 
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"Apvíp !? 1 Kal mávreçs of dyyedos éotyxecay KUKXw TOD 
Üpóvov xal tev mpecBurépwy kai tv Tecodpwy Gowy, xai če- 
cav dvomov tov Opovov ém? * «à wpdcara avTav, xai Tpoc- 

exúmcav TQ @e@, 1? Xéyoyres Aur»! 9 edroyla xai $ Soka 
Kai copia xai $ evyapiotia kal $ Tt) xa) 5) 6/vapas. <a 9 
¿yt To Oeo joy eis Tov; aidvas Thy ailwvæv, Guy. E Kai 
arexpiOn els é< trav Trpea9vrépov, Xéyov pow Otros oi rrepiBe- 
BXquévo, tas oTodas Tas Xevxás, Tives cick xai obey FAGor ; 

818 

9. 14. 
ohn 1.7. 

; 5 
s 

"y 121. 6. 
F 131. 6. 

49. 10. F 

posed by Dean Woodhouse to be emphatic,— 
‘the salvation ;' but it would rather seem to be 
used according to that canon of Bp. Middl. (ch. v. 
§ 1), by which abstract nouns (i. e. nouns used in 
their most abstract senso) take the Article to 
express that abstraction. And so John iv. 22, 
ñ cwrnpla ix r&v 'lovdalwy ioriv, ‘salvation is 
from the Jews,’ and Acts iv. 12, ly AA odds! 
s cwrnpía. See also ch. xii. 10. xix. 1, and 
comp. v. 12.—For cov 0póvov many MSS. have 
Tæ Üpóvo, which is here, as on most other occa- 
sions, edited by La. and Tis. ; though elsewhere 
they retain ToU Opovov. I cannot imagine that 
the writer would adopt such a variety of construc- 
tion; and therefore Í have chosen, with Sch. and 
Wordew., to retain Tov Üpóvov, espec. considering 
that external authority is most in its favour. 

11. Fort. rec. póc wtov all the recent Editors 
adopt 4rpócowa, from A, B, C, and 40 cursives 
(I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2; rightly ; 
since the other is only a critical alteration. [ have 
now adopted £šzscav, with La., Tis., and Worde., 
from A, C, and several cursives, since internal 
evidence is in its favour. 

12. Aéyoures "Aun! : soXoy(a, &.] There 
is here, as at supr. v. 4, and infr. xix. 4. xxii. 20, 
an ‘acclamatio in Doxologim principio, serving 
to confirm the words of the great multitude ; — 
only, as Wes]. obeervos, the Angels carry the 
praises much higher. 

13—17. Here are described the glory and feli- 
city of the Church. 

8. awsxplOn] ‘addressed.’ —rives ela1—35AÀ- 
ov; A question, as Daubuz observes, not asked 
for want of knowledge, but in order to excite 
attention. 

14. xai sip. aires, x. p., ev ollas] Comp. Ezek. 
xxxvii. 3, xai elwa wpds abrop, KUpit, KÓPIE, CÙ 
txicry TavTa, also Jer. xv. 15. It would seem 
that St. John had in mind both those passages. 
In either the Pron. eù is emphatic, q. d. 
* [t is thou who knowest — The od I have 
with some hesitation received, with La, Tis., 
and Wordsw., on strong authority, to which I add 
Lamb. and Mus. omn.—For rae oroAds aù- 
qav Sch., La., and Wordsw., edit aùràe from 
MS, A, and 7 cursives; while Tis. cancels the 

1. 148 cal elpnxa avTQ, kúpte nov, où olas. Kai elré por ) 
etow oí épyopuevos éx THS 0MArees Tijs weyadrns, xal ë 
cTOÀÀs avTOv Ka) éXeUkavap oTodds avTOV ÈV TQ aiuats TOU 

*&*.'A4oyiov. 15^ (à rovro eiow éverrioy ToU Opovev To) Oeo), xai 
Aarpevovciw auT@ ")uépas kal vukrós èv TQ vağ aŭro? Kai ó 
xañuevos éri rod Üpóvov cenvaces èr abrois. 16 1 OU mewá- 

Sroé 
TAS 

e 

“No 
words, from MS. B, and 26 cursives (to which I 
add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2, omit- 
ted by Mill). But I am far from being sure that 
the words are not genuine, and that they were not 
e is so often the case) cancelled or altered for 
the sake of removing a tautology. In fact, I 
scarcely doubt that both the above two readings 
are only alterations of the early Critics, attesting 
the two ways in which they sought to remove the 
ta ; which is, however, quite in the man- 
ner of the sacred writers, espec. in cases where 
the feelings of the writer are strongly moved, as 
in the present passage, which may be said to in- 
culcate most forcibly the cardinal doctrine of the 
Atonement by tho blood of Jesus. 
I 15. ie TOVTÓ nei — od. ae 

would com a fine passage eocrit. 
xvii. 16—25" containing the d7oDíec:s of the 
Ptolemies of t.—I here again retain Tov 
Opóvov (for which Matth., La, and Tis adopt 
TO Üporo, from MS. B, and 20 cursives), for rea- 
sons which I have adduced supr. v. 10. How- 
ever, I doubt whether Te 0 be really in 
MS. B. It is noted in Bentley's collation, but 
not in the other two. What increases my suspi- 
cion is, that the Lamb. and Mus. * which 
almost invariably support the Cod. B, here all 
desert it. And as for the 20 cursives all for 
vo Op., there is, I suspect, some mistake; at 
Jeast in recollating the very precious MS. 7 (the 
Cov. 2) I found rot Opévov.—Aarpetover»— 
vas avTov, namely, as priests (see i. 6), though 
a priesthood far more august than the Levitical. 
oxyvucs ix’ avrods, i.e. as aspis explains, 
* will ever cheer them with his presence, and pro- 
tect them from harm.’ Comp. Nam. ix. 18, 22, 
where oxnvours is, in this sense, interchanged with 
cxiátew. See Ezek. xliii. 9, and infra xxi. 3. 

16, 17. The pon sentiment here is, that 
‘they shall be delivered from all the evils and 
miseries under which they laboured ; and this is 
expressed by imagery of the most exquisite kind 
(oft. found in the Old Test. See Isa. xlix. 9, 10. 
lv. 1. Ps. xxiii. 2), designating both the evils 
from which tbey shall be everlastingly delivered, 
and the positive good which they shall eternally 
enjoy. 
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covciy čt, ovde §upyoovow “Tu ovde un méon èr avrovds ó 

Mos, 
Ópovov r 

a 9 

GUTODV. 

o üv kavga: Y *ór, Tó ‘Apviov To ava uécou 
f , z 4 

D avrous, kal ddnynoe: avrovs éri 1 (cas Mnyàs 
b8árov, xai eadreiper ó Oeds mâv Saxpvov * éx trav spb 

A 

TOU Ps. $3. 1. 
fy 25. 8. 

hn 10. 11. 
ch. 21. 4. 

—XRXRXD 

VIII. 1 Kai 6re woke raw adparyióa rhv éßðóunv, éyévero 
c'ty?) év TQ ovpavo ox huiwpiov. Š * Kai eldov rovc émrda dryyé- «Tov iw. 
Rous of évexriov ToU Oco éorHxact, xai eSoOncay avrots émra 3ce. 29. 

16. 0688 pi) écg ix’ atrovs} namely, so as 
to injure them. 

17. To advert to some matters of criticism and 
philology. For wo:mavet and odnyrjoac, Matth. 
and Tis. edit woeuaivec and ddnyet, with 30 cur- 
aives (to which I add Mus. 1, 2), while Gr., Sch.,, 
and Wordsw. retain the t. rec. ; rightly; since, 
though internal evidence might seem in favour of 
the Present form, yet more external authority is 
needed ; and internal evidence is partly in favour 
of the t. rec. ; for it is not improb. that worualvec 
pran from error of scribes, which would lead to 

e alteration of od. into the Present. Besides, 
tho Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions strongly con- 
firm the t. rec.—As to the disputed reading Xæ- 
cas, I now feel a doubt whether my defence of 
the t. rec. be sufficient to sustain it; and I am 
inclined to defer to the authority of external evi- 
dence in a case like this, in which internal evi- 
dence is equally balanced, and would admit (wie, 
espec. considering that it is confirmed by three 

, infra xvi, 3. xxi. 6, and xxii. l and 17, 
comp. with John iv. 14; though ticas is some- 
what supported by John iv. 14, ddexey &v coi 
Gdcop (ov, meaning, * the fountain of eternal life; 
a paseage, perhaps, present to the mind of some 
Critics of early times, who altered (es5s to Lucas, 
by way of removing a certain awkwardness arising 
from the Genit. vdarey after pare sn 
stands for the more Class, dwouópě:s: used in 
Plut. vi. 643, and ie he xv. 26,3 The ix for 
dawo has been adopted by all the best Editors, on 
the strongest evidence external and internal. 

VIIT. ‘ Here the writer (after the episode, b 
way of jon, contained in the last Chapter 
returns to the subject treated of at ch. vi. and un- 
looses the seventh and last seal ; thus opening out, 
not an emblematical picture, but the book, or 
itself, written on both sides, and filled with mat- 
ter of the most mournful kind, of which the 
events are supposed to be already accomplished, 
and the return itself of the Messiah is regarded 
as if seen with the eyes (Heinr.) The opening 
of the seventh seal introduces the period of the 
seven trumpets, which is, like the former, vari- 
ously viewed by different Commentators, whose 
expositions are chiefly threefold : 1. That of Grot., 
Lightf., and Hamm., which supposes these pro- 
phecies to have been fulfilled in the Jewish wars, 
ending in the destruction of Jerusalem ; 2. That 
of Mede, Bp. Newton, and others; of which see 
a full detail in Woodhouse. 8. That of Vitringa, 
and some eminent foreign Commentators, adopted 
by Dean Woodhouse, which distinguishes the 
prophetic history of the seals from that of the 
trumpets; the latter not being allowed as s con- 
tinuation of the former, in a regular line of suc- 

cession. ‘The emblems (obeerves Dean Wood- 
house) under the seals are understood to exhibit 
& general history of the greater changes which 
were to take place in the world, more espec. in 
the Christian Church, until the end; while those 
under the trumpets are supposed to foretel and 
recount the history of the same times, but much 
more particularly and minutely, and under differ- 
ent characters. The seals foretel the history of 
the Christian Church ; and the first six contain 
& short, rapid, and general sketch of the progress 
of Christianity from its first establishment in the 
world to that time, yet future, when the enemies 
of Christ shall be separated for punishment, and 
his faithful servants for heavenly favour and re- 

8. 
]. iyívero ovyh—uiwprov] This is e- 

rally supposed i an Mieter to a ceremony in 
Jewish phil of silence for secret prayer, while 
incenee was offered on the golden altar in the 
Sanctuary. It seems better, however, to imagine 
no such allusion, but to simply suppose the awful 
silence merely as suspending the gratification of 
even holy curiosity, and as a solemn pause pre- 
paratory and introductory to yet more august re- 
en such as were, to use the words of 

or. Od. ii. 13, 29, *sacro digna silentio,' things 
not only worthy to be Acard in, but to be ushered 
in, by deep silence.—For rjuiopior La. and Tis. 
edit, from MSS. A, C (I add Mus. 2), rjuíopor ; 
while Sch. and Wordsw. retain sjuidpior, found 
jn B and all tbe other MSS. ; very properly; for 
there is no proof that the word sjjuíepoy ever ex- 
isted ; while 1}u:cpcow is found in good writers of 
the later Greek. I doubt not that the reading 
fjuÍepor arose from an error of the scribes, who 
here committed other blunders, The word is an 
Adverbial expression, formed on the subst. uiw- 
piov used as an Accus. of time, of which exx. 
occur in Strabo and Pollux. And, though it be 
very rare, I have found tho Adverbial use of 
iuiwp. in Procop. Hist. p. 623, avOpawem ovdi 
jucopiop duvaTóv low éyrav0a Biwvat. 

2. rove imrà dyyíXovs—icT.] The words 
should be rendered, * And I beheld the seven 
Angels who stand before (the ce of) God ;' 
those mentioned again, but as discharging another 
office, supr. xv. ]. Jackson, of Leicester, remarks, 
* Constans Judsorum opinio statuit, septem An- 
gelos Deo proximos: forte hauserunt ex Tob. 
xii. 15, vel Zech. iv. 10 We find traces of this 
in the Rabbinical writers ; e. gr. Targum Jonath. 
ad Gen. xi. 7, ‘ Dixit Deus m Angelis, qui 
etant coram illo; which confirms my rendering 
of &cTf. required by the context, and that 
idiom in the form iorixac: (unknown, it seems, 
both to the ancient and modern Translators). by 
which <a d tense forn«xa is used as a Pre- 
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d@yyedos Oe, xal éoráÜn èm? tò 
Bucvacripioy Éyev MPaværòv ypvcour xal é506n avr Gupid- 
para odd, Wa tdwon Taig mpocevyais TAY ayiwy TdáyTeaow 
èm) tò Ouataatrpiov TO xpvaoüv TO évarriov ToU Opóvou: *% ° xai 
avé8n 6 xamvós TOv Üvpiapárev Tais Tpocevyais THY ayia 
¿x xetpos ToU Qryyékou everrriov ToU Oeoi* 5 xai einer ó aryye- 
hos Tov Juaverüv, xai éyéuucev avróv ex ToU Trvpós ToU Ovora- 
ornpiou, xai égaXev eis THY yiv kal éyévovro oval xal Bpovral 
Kal dotpamral xal aeu 10s. 

sent; on which see Buttm. Gr. Gr. § 107, 
ii. 2. 
9. Ador dy-ysÀoc] i. e. the great A of the 

Covenant, the M as most "isis rs 
explain. To this, however, well-founded objec- 
tions have been made by Dean Woodhouse, who 
supposes that the angel represents the Christian 

) in general, exercised in subordination 
to the great High-priest.—lva daon—dyler, 
‘that he might give it to the qure of the 
sainte,’ i.e. that he might give the effect of in- 
cense to the prayers of the saints (Vitringa and 
Burton); thus showing, by an expressive em- 
blem, that the prayers of the saints are accept- 
able to God.—To advert to a matter of various 
reading. For duon, La. and Tis. edit dacse, 
from MSS. A and C, and not a few cursives (I 
add Mus. 1), with Andr.; while Sch. and Wordsw. 
retain éwop. Nay, the latter óoct as 
searcely a various reading at all, but a mere 
change arising from the óuoderla between T and 
st, put by itacism. Here, however, the change is 
between ef and 4, and it should seem that the 
change in question represents a érxe various read- 
ing pointing at a variety of construction between 
the ¿za followed by Subj. and by Fut. Ind. And 
vestiges there are of the latter idiom (unclassical 
though it be) elsewhere in the N. T., e in 
this Book. So infr. ix. 4, édc:aticovery, and xxii. 
14, in all the MSS., Wa iera:, infr. xiii. 16, in 
some copies Iva ducovery, John xv. 8, Iva lyevi- 
css, where several copies have the Subj. 1 Cor. 
xiii. 3, We xavOrcona:, as Tis. edits, from most 
of the uncial MSS., where others, with the t. rec., 
have xavO:scwpuat. l Pet. iii. 1, Wa xepónOj- 
covrat, as Tis. edits, from all the most ancient 

SS., where the t. rec. has «epónÜdcurra:. 
Eph. vi. 3, wa ed cor — Kal orat. So 
slo Mark xii. 19, in MSS, A, B, and many 
others, Yva AaBy—xai iEavacticy. Hence it 
is very possible that dawoa: may bere be the true 
— 

5. elAnder—rdv Aiavo Tor —xkal iBadrey ale 
thy fjv] This preparatory vision may, with 
Dean Woodhouse, be su to concern the 
Christian Church, and the ‘burning incense’ be 
understood, with him, to denote the Christian 
religion and worship pure and heavenly in its 
origin and nature, but which, being sent down 
to earth, and mixing with the passions of sinful 
men, produces si commotions, It begins in 

6 Kai oi érrà aryyedoe oi Exovres tas érrà ocddtruyyas Trroi- 
pacay éavrovs iva cadticwct. Ka 6 mpóros [dyyeXos] 
écáXTiwe€ xal éyévero xáXala xal wip penvypéva i» alpat 

pure incense, —which is offered up purely fora 
time, till, mingling with human corruptions, it 

the instrument of discord and violence. 
After this, the general view, are in the sequel 
of this seal more particularly depicted the here- 
sies and commotions which, under the name of 
Christianity, afflicted the Christian world, and 
almost benished from it true religion. The 
symbolical action of casting the contents of the 
golden censer upon the naturally paves the 
way for the representation of the efècts of the 

thus c in producing — 
earth, agreeably to our 's words, Luke xii. 
49, wip $À0o» Baar ale ijv yv, i.e. * divi- 
sions and diecords.' 

6. ol &yovrse] The ol before Zyowree, absent 
from t. rec., bas been, on ample authority, in- 
serted by all the recent Editors.— ràs éwTà 
cáÀT. On the intent of these trumpets great 
difference of opinion exists. The beet founded 
view seems to be that of Dean Woodhouse, who 
su them to desi hostile and 
thinks that throughout the object is the same— 

pure Christian ; and the assail- 
ants are not only its infidel and acknowled 
foes, but also those, its most formidable enemies, 
who, professing to belong to its bod v, have taught 
doctrines, and pursued measures, contrary to its 
purity, destructive of its peace, and almost of its 
existence,—the heretics and antickristian cor- 
rupters. * À view (continues he) confirmed by the 
fact, that in those visions of the trumpets whose 
meaning can be most accurately ascertained, tho 
Christian Church is evidently the object of as- 
sault. Such it is seen to be in the fifth and 
sixth trumpets, and yet more clearly and con- 
fessedly in the seventh, where (xi. 15) upon the 
— sounding, the heavenly voices immedi- 
ately proclaim the victory, and award the king- 
doms of the world to Christ; and that this 
Church is to partake the happiness and glory 
of his victory and reign, is apparent from the 
M Sa a song of the elders.and indecd from 
all holy writ. In this seventh and last conflict 
the contending powers are fully declared, and we 
may reasonably suppose them the same in al] the 
stages of the warfare, under the four first trum- 
pets, as well as under the three last.’ 

7. &yysAos} The word bas been cancelled by 
all the recent Editors, on strong evidence, ex- 
ternal and internal.—iyivsto—ainars, Comp 
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xal éBr7On eis Thy yi «ai +à tpirov fs yñe xarsxdn, Kat TÒ Tpi- 
Tov tav Sévdpwy xaTekám, kal Tas xópros yAwpds KaTexdn. 
8 e Kal ó Sevrepos dyyedos doddmise kal dx Spos péya Tup «1er s. s. 
xatopevov BANON eis tiv ÓáXaacay: Kal éyévero TO Tpíroy THs 9 
Gardoons alpa, 9 xal áméÜave Tó tplroy TOv krwouárowv TOV 
ép 1j Oaracon, Tà Éyovra *yvyàs, kal Td Tpírov tv mTXoiov 

t ScepOapn. 10 f Kat ó Tpíroç ayyedos éoddmice kal Srecev f Isa. 14. 12. 
ch. 16. 4 

€x Tov ovpavod otp péyas Kalouevos ws Xajrüs, Kal éreaevy 
mè Tó Tpírov Tv ToTaudv, kal ém} tas mnyàs [rev] vddTor 
11 € al Tò Svopa Tod áarépos Méyeras [ó] djywÜos* kal t yiverac gan 1. 30. 

16, 33. 
TÓ Tpirov Tay wdtwv eis dNyuvÜov: kal sroXXol tev avOpertrosy Je-9. 1. 

Isa. ix. 18, 19. xxix. 17—24. Exod. ix. 23, 24. 
Ezek. xxvi. 15, 16; whence it is plain that the 
dy has been bere rightly i ; from many 
MSS. (I add all the b and Mus. copies) and 
early Editions, by the most eminent Editors; 
who also, on the best authority (to which I can 
make the same addition) insert xal +ó TpíTor 
Tis 'ynv xarexdn. The omission, no doubt, 
arose from the recurrence of xarTsxáng. The 
whole imagery bere is such as is often employed 
to denote great calamity, as górala is a symbol 
of Divine wrath, infr. xi. 19. xvi. 2l.—eie T^v 
yi», ‘upon the land, as distinguished from the 
sca at ver. 8. So Dean Woodhouse, who also 
takes 77)» yi to denote Jewish Christiane ; and 
viv Oadaecay at ver. B, the Gentile Christians. 
By ‘the trees" ho understands ‘ genuine Chris- 
tians,’ many of them (+ó TpíTov denoting a con- 
siderable part) destroved by the fire of persecu- 
tion, and by‘ grass, ‘those Obristians who 
make a fair show, but in time of persecution fall 
away.’ Finally, he considers the imagery of the 
remainder of this Chapter, as be docks arog desig- 
nating the corruptions of the Gospel by heretics, 
and the darkness and ignorance subsequent to 
that corruption. 

8. Spot piy. w. xatop. iBA. a. T. 0&X.] In 
tracing the fulfilment, our usual guides fail us, 
and propound little short of absurdities. Prof. 
Lee is so far right in supposing the figures de- 
rived from Jer. li. 25, and thus the ‘ mountain’ 
may designate an immense host of men cast upon 
any spot; prob. pointing at the irruption of the 
vast hordes of atian descent on the Roman 
empire, whereby it was in the end destroyed; 
just as was the Babvionian empire, as recorded 
y the Prophet. e ‘sea’ here cannot desig- 

nate, as many suppose, the of Europe so 
destroyed, but ‘ ' xaT’ iğoxhv, the Medi- 
terranean,—an ion used to designate the 
situation of the sea which washed the shores of 
nearly the whole Roman empire. —«rvpí, not 
found in MS. B, and 29 cursives, with the Lamb. 
aud Mus. copies, with Areth., was cancelled by 
Matth.; but on insecure oo since it is 
found in the other uncial MSS., and above half 
of the cursive, confirmed by the Syr., Vulg., and 
other Versions; and likely was it to have been 
thrown os by certain Critics, who viewed it as a 
pleonasm, not bearing in mind Heb. xii. 18, and 
even infr. xxi. 8, Aluvy vd rdi *rupl. 

9. &eo80á4pn] Tbe MS. A, 8 cursives, 
with Andr., have ài 0ápuear, which bas been 

adopted by La. and Tie, but on insufficient 
grounds, external authority being against the 
reading, and internal evidence by no means in 
its favour, since it has every appearance of being 
a mere alteration proceeding trom some Critics, 
who thought a Plural verb called for by gram- 
matical propriety; though the contrary would 
rather be the case. In this casting of the burn- 
ing mount into the sea, there is a symbol of 
utter destraction, as — from xviii. 21, AtGoy 
oe uiXor piyay, Kal Aey ale tiv 0áAaccay, 
where see note. Moreover, it is plain that the 
writer meant to keep the aximate and the inasi- 
mate creation distinct, and for that reason em- 
ployed two verbs, each of which, depending on 
TÓ tplrov, must be in the Sing. And, as 
åriÂavev is so, thus ought &ied0. 

10, 11. The idea of the falling star seems to 
be taken from Iss. xiv. 12, where the fall of 
Babylon is predicted; and as Babylon appears 
in this book to be put for heathen Rome, the fall 
of the latter is here undoubtedly had in view by 
the Apocalypse. The star is further called worm- 
wood, to denote, perhaps, the sorrows inflicted b 
hat people, wherever they went. See Ruth i. 20. 
Exod. xv. 30. (Lee.)—åoTňp— œs Aauwas. 
Daubuz remarks, that ‘the Romans sometimes 
called a comet [rather a meteor] fux is.” 
So, I would add, did the Greeks occasionally use 
the term Aau*ás, Thus, in Artemid. Onir. 1. 
ii. 9. we have, rò 62 auto onualvouc: xai Aap- 
wader dE ovpavov xarioves: which fur- 
nishes an apt illustration of the use of the term 
here, since Aanzwadse there must denote meteors, 
or ' falling stars.’ 

11. The Art. ò is prefixed to diyivBos by all 
the recent Editors. It is prob., but not certainly, 
genuine. since, while the — here is 
firm a passage supr., vi. 8, it is, on the 
other hand, rejected by another, tx/r. iv. 11, 
though more ! ely was it to have been thrown 
out than put is. For yiverat, MSS. A, B, and 
not a few others (with Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
have éyivero, which is received by Matth., La., 
Tis., and Wordsw., while Gr. and Sch. retain 
yiverat, rightly ; since it has a preponderance ot 
external authority, snd is supported by internal 
evidence, from the circumstance that the use of 
the Present is quite in the style of St. John, and 
indeed of the Scriptural writers in general. Even 
Wordsw. seems to have intended to edit yivera:, 
which seems to be in M8. C, since in his note he 
remarks, ° The original is yiyveras (sic) oly 
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dméÜavov éx TOv Uarwr, Ór. émixpavOncay. 12 Kal ó Térapros 
dyyeNos écáXmige kal émÓoyyp TO Tpiroy ToU ñ9Mou, Kal TÓ 
TpiTov THS GEANVNS, kal TO TpiToy Tv aotépwy va axoricÓj 
TÒ TpiTov avTay, Kal 5) 4épa un * davy TÓ Tpírov avTis, xai 7) 
vUE opolas. 13 Kai eldov, xai Tjkovca évos * aetov meropevov 
év pecoupaynpart Xeyovros ovp ueyáxgy “Oval, oval, oval 
TOis kaToucoUcip mi THS Ys, €x THY Mamáy Govay THS cdA- 
Tuyyos TOv TpiQU ayyAwv THY pedrOvTwy  caXmitew !" 

aloes: [X, la Kal ó srémros adyyedos éoddmie xal eldov acrépa 
*  éx Tod oùpavoð merrwxota eis THY yiv, Kad ddofn avr Ù Aes 

Tov $péaros THs dfjóacow ? xal voie Tò $péap rijs aBvacov 
xal avéBn xatrvos èx ToU dpéatos dx xaTvós Kapivou + keys" 

&iruOoy. The Tiv» before àv0p. has been, on 
good grounds, inserted by all the recent Editors. 

12. A better comment on this passage than 
Isa. viii. 21, 22. ix. 1—7, cannot be given ; which 
is a direct prophecy of these times. Another such 
pfophecy is in Zech. xiv.; and vv. 6, 7, mark 
out the particulars bere mentioned. (Lee.)—To 
advert to matters of disputed reading. Fort. rec. 
gaivy, MSS. A, B, and several cursives, have 
avy, which bas been received by Mattb., and, 
after him, by Le, Tis, aud Wordsw.; while 
Gr., Heinr., Vater, and Sch. retain $aíry. In- 
ternal evidence is in favour of pávy, from the 
rarity of the form ; and that evidence ought here 
to decide. The sense is, ° so that the day did not 
shine for one-third of its course,’ or * was shorn 
of one-third of its light.” 

18. The readings dsrov fot 4&yyíXov, and 
wetoudvou for ar&Tou., are, on the strongest 
grounds, adopted by all the recent Editors.— 
scovpaynuat: may be rendered, the * mid- 
ven, or the space between heaven and earth, 

and answering to the ethereal heaven, or the sky. 
The word ocours only in the later writers.—ovai, 
ovai, ovai—carwi{erw! The sense may be thus 

, with laspis: * Ferri adbuc poterant, 
que vidisti, omina : sed tria illa mala, nunc in- 
gruentia, funestissimum afferent exitum.' The 
exact reference in these woes will be according to 
the hypothesis adopted ; and to axy of tho above 
it ie very suitable. Dean Woodhouse observes, 
that ‘under tho four first trumpets, which have 
their beginning from this period, the storm in- 
creases ; and under the three last, it advances to 
its maturity, and produces the most special and 
desolating effects, by three distinct explosions. 
T ree woes correspond to the three last 
trumpets, which, or the tcoe-truwmpets, are gene- 
rally p aba as predicting the miserable stato 

the Church in the dark ages.’ See also Bp. 
ewton. 

IX. 1. sléov—ele ij» yw] Render: ‘I saw 
a star fallen (zz * which had fallen’) from heaven 
unto earth.” By š «Asie is meant the ° power to 
open. It is generally agreed, that this star must 
denote, agreeably to the symbolical language of 
prophecy, a teacker, as in viii. 10; and that, no 
doubt, & false teacher pretending to a Divine 

ion. Most Expositors fix on Mahomet ; 
but reasons are given by Dean Woodhouse 
why it may be supposed to denote Satan, the 

instigator to all heresy, and the great Heresiarch. 
—Tov $píaros tHe aBiccov means, as Prof. 
Lee explains, ‘the well of tho abyes of waters’ in 
the bowels of the earth. He also compares Ezek. 
xxvi. 19, from which he thinks that here by 

- ; the great deep is implied the letting 
oose of some power to take similar to 
that in the buat of the Prophet. The subse- 
uent expressions, xavós, icxoric@y, and 
«xpléas, have all assi to them, by Woodhouse, 

a mystical sense, Others, however, take a very 
different view, according to the hypothesis they 
adopt. 

2. fwocEs +d pp.) ‘opened,’ not, as Beng. 
thinks, b — an orifice, but by opening the 
mouth of the pit by removing the huge stone 
which closed it. See Gen. xxix. 2—«ap. me- 
yd qe, ‘of a huge furnace.’ There is, however, 
& variety of reading, and consequent difference of 
— among Critics. For mE MS. B, and 

cursives (with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
have xatouivne, —— by Mill, and edited by 
— ie D — 
ave, with me, retained uey., su , Í ima- 

gine, xa:on. a cri alteration, to introduce a 
term more definite, as called for by the context; 
having, perhaps, in mind Dan. iii. 6, ele ray xé- 
wo Tou wupds xatondyny. Yet that is almost 

implied in xcaulvov, and mey. might be men- 
tioned by way of showing that the Gre was a 
great one. Comp. Ezek. xxiv. 9. However, on 
careful reconsideration of the question, the thing 
seems not clearly made out. It is quite as prob. 
that arom. was written by the Apoetle, and that 
MeydAne came in either from a inal Scho- 
lium, or from a Critie, who thought circum- 
stance of size better than implied. 
When, however, b t in addition to xarop. 
(as wo find in several MSS.), it was likely to 
expel xa:ou. That St. John used the epithet 
Katou. is y certain, frem various greg e» 
of the O. T., which seem to have been in hi 
mind; e. gr. Exod. xix. 18. Dan. iii. 6, already 
noticed. Job xli. 11, ixuveriper avTov ixwo- 
pabeTat xaarvós xayulvov k«auonépue wupl ar- 
Opdxev. Besides, as Heinr. truly obeerves, 
wacom. here is a term more suitable to the con- 
text, than ussydÀA nç, and, though that would not 
of iteelf sufficiently prove ite genuineness, yet 
internal evidence much confirms the strong ex- 
ternal authority for xacom. Besides, | cannot 
find a single ex. of the uso of utydA. with cap. 
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«al doxotiaOn ò fjuos Kal ó anp èx ToU kamvoU ToD $péaros. 
3 Kai éx ToU xamvod éEjXÜov axpides eis tiv «qv, xa) &60n 
avrai éfovaia ws Exovow étovaíay oi axopmio THs yas +? Kat b Ezek. 0. + 
eppéün avrai iva pù adwejowot Tov yópro» THS yíjs, ov68 Way S7. 

XXwopóv, ovde wav Sé&dpov,—ei uù rods dwÜpermrovs |góvovs] 
oirives oux Éyovci THY odpayida Tod Oeod él TOv perorrov 
auroav. š Kal é500n avrais va ui) adtroxtelywow avtovs, QX 
iva 1 Bacancbaos uvas Tévre kal ó Bacanopos avTOv os 

pn evprjaovair avroy kal érOuuncovow àmoñavetv, xai evf- °" ° 
erat ó Üávaros at’ avrav. 74 Kal rà ópowopara TOv. axpldwy 4 Ezoa. 10.4. 

Wied. 16. 9. 

Guo trio Wrosuacuévom eis Trédeuow xa) eri tas Kepadds Jo $. 4 
auTav ws oTébavo, Suotor ypuc@, xal Tà Trpócerra alTay dx 
mpocwra avOparrwv, 8 ° xa) elyov tpixas ÒS Tpixas YyuVALKaY, aus 
«ai oi odovres avTav as Xeovrov jjcav. 9 xal elyov Owpaxas 
@s Bwpaxas adnpois, xai 0 wvi) Tv mrrepvywr avTOv ws do) 

— Eoxore$n, for -ric8n, found in MS. A, and 
8 cursives, is a mere tica] alteration, as 
baseless in evidence, as groundless in propriety of 
diction. 

3. ws E xoveiw éEovelay ol oxopr.] i. o. power 
not to kill, but to torture and inflict misery. 

4. Iva uà déucáewci] La. and Tis. edit 
dčıxýcovo:, from MS. A, and one cursive ;—a 
reading worthy of attention, as will a from 
my note eupr. viii. 3, though not of adoption on 
authority so oer eit ` " din the 
strongest grou cance y all the recent 
Editors.—avreep ie cancelled by La, Tis. (lst 
ed.), and Wordsw., from the MS. A, and 2 cur- 
sives. But that authority is insufficient to au- 
thorize the mg of a word, espec. where in- 
ternal evidence is, as here, equally balanced. 
This is now, I find, seen by Tis., since he has, in 
his 2nd ed., restored the word. 

6. {nricove:—an’ abtav] A very expres- 
sive, and, by the parallelism, most energetic, 
mode of expressing an utter weariness of life. 
Comp. Luke xxiii. 29, eq. xxi. 26, and the Class. 
citations in Wetst., and Jebb, Sacr. Lit. 
p. 315, fin.—ó 6dreros is absent from Cov. 2, 
and from that alone; yet Dr. Mill, Proleg. 163, 
is of opinion that this is the ine ram 
thinking that it was more likely ó Odvuros should 
have been left understood than expressed. But 
although that would in the Clase. Greck writers 
have been the case, yet not in such a writer as 

It is, moreover, highly improb, that 
iou should have t into all the 

copies but ome, It is far more likely that the 
expression was lost by its variety of position—a 
case of frequent occurrence. Besides, to remove 
the expression would diminish the foree, and 
mar the beauty, of a passage all but poetic, ó 
Odvaros being almost personified, as it is quite 
so in several other of Scripture. For 
the same reason Í have, with all the reoent Edi- 
tors, adopted où uh for ody, from the 3 uncial, 
and many cursive MSS. (to which I add Lamb. 

1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3).—For padEera: Lach. 
and Tis, read $«óyt, from MS. A alone, —in- 
admissible, on such slight authority, and, indeed, 
I ne a mere error of the scribe (who so often 
blunders) for $súEÉs:, which might happen, since 
I’ and Æ in some forms of uncial writing, as X 
and A, are very similar. Or the true reading 
in the original may be @evye7, 2nd Fut.; a form 
of the ordinary Greek often found in the later 
writers. It is quite possible that St. John may 
have used the form. 

7—10. These figurative locusts are now de- 
seribed, representing a sort of army; comp. Joel 
ji. 4, seqq. The description has many striking 
points of similarity in the Arabians, o are 
generally su to be here meant; they being 
always famed for horsemanship. Thus the crowns 
will co d to the turbans of that people ; and 
their having the hair of women is explained by 
the Arabian custom of wearing their hair long. 
By the ‘ teeth of lions,’ they are well — as 
stroug to devour. The breast-plates alude to the 
scales of the locusts; and the sound of their wings, 
to the rapidity of their — The descrip- 
tion, however, I apprehend, would be quite as 
applicable to some Eastern nations as to the 
Arabiane; and certainly there are many charac- 
teristics which suit the Zelote, according to the 
hypothesis of many learned Commentators. So 
Jos. Bell. Jud. iv. 9, 10, yuvarxiYourevos di ras 
Ovis, ipóvæv Tate — Opuwrroucvos @à 
Toit Badlouaci, imiovres bEawivys iyivorro 
wortsuoral, There are, + Newton thinks, 
‘some things here said in allusion to the pro- 
Pouce of natural locusts, which well designate 
orsemen ; their heads resembling a horse's head ; 

whence the Italians call them cuvallette. So, I 
would add, the army of Thracians, under Ši- 
talcee, going to the aid of the Athenians against 
Macedonia, spoken of by Thucyd. ii. 98, are thus 
alluded to by Aristoph. Acharn. 137, "Oec» rd 
oua Tapvó* wv Tposipyerai! In either 
case there is a strong figure, to donote immense 
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dpudrev trey moa TpexópTey eis Trodewov. 10 kal &yovaur 
oùpàs uolas oxoptriows, kai xévrpa Wv év Tat ovpais avTOv, 
xal ù étovcia avrov abdtajoas ToU; àvÜperrovs pias mévre. 

éyovaw èp’ avrà» Bacihéa Tov ayyedov Tijs ávaaov, 
óvoua aùr Efpaicari 'ABabb5ív, t xai éy T) “EAAnvicn čvopa 
¿xet "Atro\Avev. 19 $'H oval 9 pia amie ov, 1 épyorras 

13 Kai 6 éxroc ayyedos dodvmioe xa fovea evi» play 
èk Tay Teccápev xepáre» ToU ÜvciaoTüpíov ToU 
éverrio» ToU Oeod, !4 ^ tAéyovcav T@ Éxro ayyédy, 6 €yev T3» 
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f ver. 1. 11 t[ Kai] 

g ch. 8, 13. 

€rs Šúo ovai peta Taba. 

hé. T. 

A ) 

TOU 

cáXmvyya: Abcov tos Tégcapas dyyéXovs ToU; Sedepévous ri 
T@ Tora TH peydrw Evdpary. 15 Kai é05cav oi Téccapes 
dryyeXos. oi syrouuaaiévos cis THY pay Kal f)uépay kal piva Kai 

Mx dnavrov, wa atoxteivwot TÓ Tpíroy Tay ávÜpanrov. 

multitudes and insatiable rapacity.— Thus far in 
my former Edd. I would now add another trait 
in this graphic sketch of the figurative locusts, 
namely, as from v. 9, doudrev —ps- 
xorrer sls aróAauor, their $ My in rushing 
to the contest, —a trait to which there is allusion 
in their very designation as &xpídas. Thus in 
Antiphan. «pov. fr. i. 6, p. 546, a person of most 
vehement character describes himself as róar mau 
xspauvos, ixtruprouy tw áeTpatà, piper Tw' 
seer Aet MO XNsústy caroude, elown- 

v axpíe. 
Fio. Kitak š, an Tait ig es a.) This is 
meant to show that they were hi : 
ever ready to hurt as well as to od. So Pliny, 
Hist. xi. 25, cited by Heinr., says of scorpions, 
* Semper is stu est, nulloque momento 
meditari ceseat, ne quando desit occasioni.'—4 
ifovcia aj/Téw, scil. qv, ToU, &c., equiv. to 
4660s avrais, supr. v. 5. Thus í£ovcía is used, 
as infr. v. 19, of the virtue, or power, with which 
nature endues animale, —The uvas siya here 
and supr. v. 5, prob. have reference to the whole 
lifetime of these ephemeral creatures, which are 
hatched in early spring, and die at the end of 
summer. 

11. In ’ABadday (lit. ‘the i a a 
is an allusion to Job xxvi. 6. xxviii. and 
Prov. xv. 11; for there it — with *wr and 
TiO so as to correspond to the Greek 'Afóws.. It 
may here designate Satan, as the instigator of 
heresy. For «al £yovaw, MS. B, and 26 cur- 
sives, have ¿xouca which is edited by Matth., 
Sch., and Tis.; while MS. A and some others 
have Zyovor, adopted by Gr. and Wordew.; 
rightly ; for that is more likely to have been the 
original reading. However, my own text, [xai] 
Save, me the — correct, since the «a 
s most . genuine, was, we may suppose, 
removed ‘after the syovoa t in. For ig’ 
aT, Tis. and Wordsw. edit iv’ adrar, from 

SS. A, B, and several others; while Gr. and 
Sch. retain io’ aùrõv, which is the more likely 
to be genuine as being more Hellenistic in ite 
character. For t. rec. xai iv, Matth. and Tis. 
edit, from M8. B, and 30 cursives, d» á; while 
Sch. and Wordsw. retain xai iv; very properly; 
since internal evidence is quite in its favour, 

16 ! Kai 

tas other being prob. a mero correction of 
stvie. 
‘12. à osai—TravTra] The words may be re- 

garded, with Heinr., as those of the angel ex- 

omn.) existe for oyara, adopted by the recent 
Editors ; Sea it prot ades fred ervoc of deri bos, 
who mistook the abbreviation of the two termi- 

uu This is b class of T —21. This one nterpreters 
referred to the victor[es o£ V ian; by others, 
to those of the Mahometans ; the fire woe being, 
T of the Arabian locusts; and the next, 
of the Euphratean horsemen. Dean Woodhouse, 
while he admits that this vision m be fitly 
applied to the irruption of particular Mahometsa 
nations, vet suggests that the symbols of this 
vifion, although more strictly applicable to the 
first grand — a aai and his Sara- 
cens, may not un 80 ied as to compre- 
hend ten all. d 

14. — - HOA vid — n be- 
tween t ings ovra, A eyoveap, Aiver- 
rot, and Adve, and Editors differ in their texta. 
Gr. and Sch. retain the t. rec. Aéyovsar, Matth. 
and Wordsw. edit Aé , from B and 20 eur- 
sives; La. and Tis. adopt À which I pre- 
fer, as having internal evidence in its favour, and 
being confirmed by xi. 15, éydévowre quai x. 
Aéyorrse, as at least Gr., Sch., La, and Tis 
read, for t. rec. Aéyoveat, which prob. arose, as 
here, from grammatical emendation. — ò îxev, 
for vw syovr:, a solecism arising from utter 
neglect of the rules of apposition and concord; 
like that infra xiv. 12, and elsewhere in this 
Book; of which see exx. in Green, Gr. N. T. 
Dial, p. 315. The t. rec. has Se alye, but this 
is of slender authority, and evidently arose from 
gram correction. 

15. xal iAé04car»——iriavrór] Render: ‘So 
there were loosed the four angels [that were 
bound] who were prepared [unto action] for an 
hour, ; meaning, prob., as Deubuz supposes, 
* for any such time as God should appoint’ The 
re’ 06 Work for which they were ready, 
s expressed in the words following, iya åror. 
TÈ Tp., &c. 
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> anvGuo m , ^ + O Api OS Te» a Tparevpárov ToU Í 
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immot úo pupiades pvpiá- 

Sew [xai] j<ouca tov dpiÜuóv avrOv. 17k Kai obras clBov v ts.& s, 
` @& 3 ^ è 7 ` , % °? ^ y — 13. TOUS lartrous èv TH Opacel, Kat Tous kaÜnuévovs ér avTOv, Éyov- } 

tas Ücpaxas trupivous kai vakiÜivovs xal Oewwdas xal ai kepa- 
Nal trav irme» ws Keparal Xeóvrew xal èc tv aTonáTov 
aÚr@v éxtropevetas Tip xa) xamrvos xai Üeiov. 18 €' Agro TOV 

Tpiy =)Xnyëv Tovrov amextavOncay Tó Tp[roy tæv ávÜperrev, ix 
^ ` % ^ ^ ^ ~ 9 Tov mupòs Kai [èx] tod xamvoð xal [éx] Tod Belov ToO éxrropevo- 

pévov èx TaY otTopárav avTay 19? 5 yàp ¿Ëoucía abróv év 
TQ crTÓuaT. aÙŬTÖV * dori, xal ly rate oipaie abrav ai yàp ovpal 
avrav óuouu, t peciv, Éyovcas xepadas, xal év avrais adixovor. 
20! Kad oi Morro trav avOpwrrey, of ovx arrextavOncay dv vais Yrer.v.7. 

Deut. 89. 17. 

adyyais Tavras, t ore perevoncay èx T@v Epywy TÀV yepõv Pree 
avTOv, wa pn * Tpockvvijaowci Tà Satyonua, kal rà ewa Tà 

16. rav] This has been inserted, on strong 
authority (which I can confirm), by all the re- 
cent Editors. For the t. rec. larvixov, upwards 
of 27 MSS. (to which I add Mus. 3) have Yr- 
mov, which was received into the text by Matth., 
and by Tis. in his 2ad ed.; while all the other 
Editors agree in retaining iwwixov. No reason 
was there for Tis. to have differed from almost 
all other Editors, and from himself (lst =; 
since it was more likely that St. John should 
have adopted the term iwam:xou, than Ixwov. So 
rò lwwixéy is used by Polyb, Diod., Plut., 
Lucian, and Elian; whereas the other is a more 

rely Attic idiom, and not likely to have been 
nown to St. John. Upon the whole, I doubt 

not that ros lxarixov was the original reading, 
which passed into Tov iwwov, from 
the scribes mistaking iamw:xov, written abbre- 
viatim for (aov. This bas happened elsewhere. 
Thus in Xen. Ages. i. 23, Troy and ivarixór 
were confounded, as also in Xen. Hist. iii. 4, 15, 
and what is more at v. 17 of this c , where, 
for Trawovs, MS. B has larixoós. Tho xal be- 
fore fi«ovea ig. on competent authority, cancelled 
—— recent gie ig, fasl f 

. "vptvovs WR, ' . H Miaserated bj an interpretation. confirmed 
the fine e ion ryt ins in Milton, Par. 
Reg. iii. 326, * The field, all iron (namely, from 
* armour of the soldiery), cast a plebs 

wn. 
18. áró] for t. rec. dwo, is adopted by all the 

recent Editors, from A, B, C. and above half 
the cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), Andr., and Areth. ; rightly; since 
the ¿mó prob. arose from a gloss; though dad 
may (so perpetually are the words confounded) 
have arisen from error of scribes.—aA nye after 
Topic», has been on strong grounds adopted 
by allt he Editors from Wete. to Tisch.—The ¿x 
before Tov ?repós, for t. rec. awd, is adopted by 
the recent Editors on rather slender external au- 
thority; but it is eu by internal evidence. 
—The ¿x before Tov xa*vov and Tov Orlov is 
also cancelled by the recent Editors, on external 
authority ; which would be sufficient, were it 
confirmed by internal evidence. The words were 
more prob. expunged for the purpose of removing 

& 198. 6. 

a tautology, than put in where they might seem 
unnecessary, though carrying a slight intensity 
of sense. — tov ixwopevousvou I would now 
render, ‘which issues; for I with Dr. 
W'ordsw. that the Present tense is much more 
expressive here, as it is aleo at v. 17, as showing 
the — agency and the Divine power of 
Hoy SCRIPTURE. 

19. ñ yap ass sn So, for t. rec. ai 
yap &Eovoía: sleiv, all the Editors, from Wets. 
to Tis., on the strongest external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence. The mistake 
I suspect, merely from error of scribes, occasion 
by itacism. The words xal iv raie—avrop are 
inserted, on ample authority, by all the best 
Editors.—For ód$sciw, MS. B, and 20 cursives 
(to which I add Lamb. 1186, aud Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
have óíw», which is confirmed by internal evi- 
dence, and by the same construction being found 
in St. John's , viii. 55, in all the MSS. 
except A, D, and 4 cursives, from which tho 
recent Editors have rashly edited úuīy, against 
the t external authority, supported by in- 
ternal. The same construction occurs in A 1 
m., and No. 2, one of the most ancient of the 
cursive MSS., in Mark xii. 13. See my note on 
John viii. 55. In deference, however, to the 
united — of the Editors, I have not for- 
borne the reading. 

20, 21. Whatever hypothesis be adopted re- 
— this vision, it seems evident that these 
verses designate tho state of the Christian world 
during the period in question, whatever that may 
be. T seems to mean, that the foregoing plagues 
of Divine wrath on the corrupt Christian world 
did not produce reformation ; the remnant not 
abandoning their senseless and idolatrous super- 
stitions, and the vices attendant thereon. 

20. offs peravoncay ix TG» ipywv, &c.] I 
still continue to reject the reading ov for otra, 
though adopted by all the Editors, because it 
leaves the re quite unaccounted for. My con- 
jectural emendation ovdi, ne quidem, I find con- 
firmed by MS. B, and another Vat. M8., number- 
ed 38 in Sch.'s liet.—4rpoexvriowo:. La., Tis., 
and Wordew. read xpoexusyjcovew, from MSS. 
A, C, and 3 cursives,—a reading worthy of at- 
tention, but not of reception, except on better 
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vouoã xal Tà apyupa xa) Tà yadea, xai tà XMÜwa xai Ta 
£úMua, & ovre BXérew Svvarat, oÚre axovey, obre TEptTaTERR 
91 ` , * 9 ^ , 9 a » , ^ 

Kal où peTevonoay èx TOV $ovev avTÓV, oUre ex TOY pappa- 
KEL QUTOY, OUTE EX THS Tropyeias auTOV, OUTE ÈK TÖV KXepusd. roy 
QUTOD. 

a Matt. 17. 2. 
ob. L 18, 16. X. !*Kai ¿lop ddXov ayyedov icxupov xataBaivovra èx 

ToU ovpavod, 7repGeBAsguévov vepéeArAny, xai ù Du èm THY xeda- 
MY, Kab TO %pógeToy avTOD ex 0 Mos, kal ot Twodes aUToU 

b Masa. ds OTUOL Tupos, >> Kal éyew ép TH yepi aitod BigXapituov 
Amos 1. 9. 
ch. 4. 5. 
& 8. 5. 

avearypévor xai 6Ümxe tov móða avroD tov ScEuv emè * ik 
Garacons, tov 06 evkavupoy emi * ris yas ? xai éxpafe dev 

e^ 

peyáxg orep Aéwv puküTa, xal Gre Expakev, eAddncay ai 

authority. The ra before sidwia is found in 
nearly half of the MSS., including the three un- 
cials, and is adopted by all the best Editors, with 
reason, espec. considering that internal evidence 
is quite in favour of the word ; which is further 
——— by Dan. v. 23, xai rote Osode (= 
va damoua here) trode ypucove xai dpyu- 

adxove—Kai EvAiveus xai A Bivove, 
pa greativ confirms tho words 

xai Tà yadxa, though abeent in nearly half 
of the MSS. and some Versions and Fathers, 
and the omission of which was, uncritically, re- 
commended by Dr. Mill. The Article has much 
force in both the words (namely, da:udma and 
siwa), and therefore ought not to have been 

over in our mon Version. Its mean- 
ng is, ° the spirits’ (i. e. thoee of departed heroes 
or benefactors) which they had deified, and the 
idols which they used to worship—a@ obra 
Pire déivarar, La., Tis., and Wordsw. read 
éivayra:, from two of the uncial MSS., which, 
considering that it is confirmed by internal evi- 
dence, I am disposed to receive, cepec. as I find 
it confirmed by the words following those above 
cited from Dan. v. 23, o? où BA £vrovet, xal of 
ovx dxovover. Yet dévara: is confirmed by B, 
and most of the cursives, to which I add the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies. In the words à obrs— 
awtprwarety, St. John had doubtless in mind Ps. 
exv. 7, Sapt, Xtipas fyovet «al ob j/nÀaoi- 
Guvet, Wodus šXouct Kul OÙ Wepiwarycover. 

21. povev] Namely, of those who opposed 
their superstitions. By papu. may be meant 
Mrs — or pie miracles (see Gal. 
v. 20), or the — of their opposers.— rop». 
and xAsuu. may, with Bp. Newton, be undor- 
stood of the tolerating of publie brothels, and of 
oppressive exactions and impositions. 

pove xal 
&c., whic 

X. 1. — — vio: vpo] The Person 
described by such sublime pum o has been 
generally supposed to be either Christ himself, 
or an emblematical display of his glory. Dean 
Woodhouse, however, supposes this to be the 
same kind of Divine messenger as before, but 
coming with a more dignified commission.—To 
advert to a matter of Criticism and Philology. 
The ñ before Tpit has been, on good grounds, re- 
ceived by all the Editors from Wots. to Tis. ; 
for, althongh external authority in its favour be 

not very strong as far as regards number of MSS., 
yet, as respects antiquity and weight, consider- 
able,—namely, A, B, C, and 18 of the best cur- 
sives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 
2, 3); and internal evidence is quite in its 
favour, since the Article, whether in Greek or 
English, can hardly be dispensed with. How 
— fine — Mel ra: rainbow) adds to 

e splendour of the noble imagery im a passage 
quite unrivalled—Sir Wm. Jones has remarked 
—in any uninspired composition! For rigs x—4« 
I have now adopted, with all the recent Editors, 
Thy x—thy, with A, C, and several cursives, con- 
firmed by internal evidence. 

2. BiBrapid:ov) It has been not a little de- 
bated what portion of the subsequent matter may 
be su to constitute the contents of this 
book. Mr. Valpy, partly from Woodhouse, sup- 
poses it to contain no more than the former part 
ef thie Chapter, which is an important appendix 
to the preceding, as it gives a genera] account of 
the state of the Weetern Church, during the 

riod of the 5th and 6th trumpets. Then, adds 
e, ' the former subject proceeds, the 7th trumpet 

is sounded, and a compendious view is given of 
the subsequent events to the end of the world.’ — 
The term árseyuávov should be rendered, not 
— but open, as Tynd., Wakef., and Abp. 

ewc., supported by the Pesch. Syr., and the 
other ancient Versions, The £yo» just before, 
for t. rec. sIyev, has been adopted, on the 
strongest evidence, external and internal, by all 
the recent Editors, Why Tis. should bere bave 
chosen to stand alone in editing ArcBAcdager, 
from some 12 MSS. out of nearly a hundred, I 
cannot imagine, since even La., in this case, rises 
above the petty pedantry teo usual with him, of 
ever catching up slips of the pen by old and care- 
Jess scribes, in preference to correct readings, 
Not but there are five times as many errors ef 
the scribes found, even in the so magnified un- 
cial MSS, A, B, C, as are received even by Ia. 
But the existence of such portenta should make 
one slow to receive a term like this AcBArd., of 
which not a vestige can be found elsewhere, and 
which may readily be accounted for as a slip of 
the pen, or a false spelling, such as perpetually 
occur in the most ancient MSS.—The readings 
Tis Oaddooye and rae yaHe for t rec. tyr 
0áAaccap and Tù» yh» are, on competent at- 
thority, adopted by the best Editors, 
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érrà Bpovraà tàs éavrüv bovds. *° xal öre éAddnoay ai érrà o Dan, e. s. 
Bpovrai [ras $evàs éavrow,] Euedrov ypddew. xal ñw<ouca 

13. 4 0. 

pavi èx tod obpavod, Méyoucdy [po] X$páywor & AdAnoay 
ai érrà Bpovrai, xai uù * atta ypans. 54 Kal ó dyyedos, åDen.12.7. 
dv eldoyv orrára mi THs Oadacons Kai emt THs ys, fpe THY 
xeipa. avToU àv àEiv. eis TOY Ovpavoy, 5 ° Kal duocev Èv TH COVTE ech. 16.17. 
eis Tots alvas Tov aimver, bs Extice TOv oùpavòv xal tà év 
QUT@, Kai THY yNv Kat Tà v avrj), kal THY QdXaccav xal Tà év 
auth, Sts ypovos * oükér, éaravr 1! adda dv Tal Huépas THs tan. 
gwvyns ToU eBSouou ayyéAou, Grav pÊ) caXTi(ew, xa *ére- 
AécÓn tò pvoTipiov Tod Beov, ws cumyyéMoe *roùs éavroü 
* SovXous Tos arpodyras. 

8 8 Kai $ pwav) fjv jxovoa éx ToU oùpavoð Td NaNovoa s ver. & 
peer’ nov, xal Néyovca: "Tararye, ápe Tò PiBrapidiov Tó sjveory- 
pévov v TÜ xeipl vov dryyéXov ToU éaTárros ëm) THS ÜaXácons euna 
xal ert TIS vis. 

4. rae evar davray] These words, —not 
found in A, B, C, and many cursives (I add the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), Versions, and Fath 
—have been cancelled by al] the recent Criti 
Editors; perhape rightly; but they may have 
been pea by ancient Critics, to remove a 
tautology. e later Editors read ñusÀÀov for 
ču., on good authority ; perhaps rightly. This is 
certainly so in case of uoi, which they, on 
strong authority, cancel.—_Zgpayicov & idaAn- 
da a i, Aa i. e. * place them among those so 
sealed by iel, viii. 26. xii. 92 (Prof. Lee.) 
This suppression is enjoined, since the prophecies 
in — were only proper for the knowled 
of the Apostle, not for that of the Church. Of 
the sense, ‘to not m known,’ another ex. oc- 
curs in Stobeeus, Serm. p. 215, Zpáyicor Tove 
Aóyovs ey I have now adopted aùrà for 
Tauru, With all the recent Editors, on the strong- 
est evidence, and have, with all the recent Editors, 
admitted the words 73v w Bae from MSS. B, C 
and 40 cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by the ancient Versions; 
though internal evidence is against the words. 
5. gpa Thy xpa abrou, A gesture an- 

ciently used in swearing. See Gen. xiv. 22, 
6. Sri ypovot ovxits icra] I quite agree 

with Prof. Scholef., that neither the Common 
Translation, nor another which has been pro 
(‘that the time should not be’), gives a satisfac- 
tory sonse ; and that the words ought to be ren- 
dered, * that there should be no more delay ; the 
scope of the passage being, that without any fur- 
ther delay, upon the sounding of the seventh 
angel, ‘the mystery of God should be finished.’ 
Such, too, is the view of the sense adopted by 
Heinr. and Iaspis, meaning (says Prof. a that 
° that dispensation which was temporal shall now 
come to a close;' see Deut. xxxii. 40, 43, and 
comp. Dan. xii, 5—7 ; also supr. i. 8, and the 

of Philo, there adduced. Yet this senso 
of delay cannot, I think, be proved to exist, as 
they imagine, in the term xpóros. It would 
rather seem to rest on the io Ta:, which is pro- 

95 Kal amndOov mpòs TOV ü/yyeXov, Xéyov ku, 

bably used provincially for gvaera:. So Thucyd. 
i. 80, el 82 peAXsTicouey kal aytiwapacKxevaco- 
pta, xpovos iverras, ‘time must intervene ;’ 
to omit other which might be adduced ; 
though it is not improb. that St. John wrote 
osxíT' ivaoras. For the t. rec. ir: ovx there is 
little or no authority ; and internal evidence is 
against it ; since it seems to have been an 
ttun, made to elicit the sense contained in our 
Common Version. The other reading ie sup- 
ported by all the best MSS., and confirmed by 
the parallel at xxi. ]. 

7. wai ¿ireÀ aO] This, for the t. rec. xal rede8y, 
is also edited, on good grounds ( which I could con- 
firm), by La., Tis., and Wordsw., as well as all the 
principal Editors preceding them. Thus far the 

fng is certain. And the interpretation of Bp. 
Middl., adduced in my former Edd., is confirmed by 
the suffrage of Matth. ; and, considering the phrase- 
ology we have here to deal with, it may, nay must, 
be acquiesced in. This is, in fact, no other than 
one of the many anomalous constructions existing 
in the present k: and in TsÀA«c0g we have 
one of the nearly as many grammatical corrections 
which swarm in most of the later and inferior 
MSS, In the expression uvoTńpiov ov Geos, 
see note on | Cor. iv. l.—«es «UnyyíAios ois 
dovAae rots mpophr. So the t. rec. On re- 
considering the question as respects the — 
here, I am now of opinion that, ange ex 
authority may be equal, yet internal ovidence 
turns the scale in favour of robs dudAove obs 
ToodjTae, which I find in all the Lamb. and 

us. copies, and have now adopted. omm a 
very similar construction in Thucyd. i.1,1. The 
construction recurs at xiv. 6, where all the MSS. 
but S or 4, have edayyeAXioas Tobs xaT. 

8. hveqpypivov] Here we have an ex. of the 
triple augment in verbs, sometimes found in the 
later writers; on which see Winer, Gr. 

9. ¿wnX0ov] La. and Tis. cdit 447A 0a, from 
MS. A and 3 cursives (to which I add Mus. 2) ; 
but that is evidence insufficient to warrant the 
introduction of a reading which, though the writer 
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avTQ * Oobvai por Tó BiBdapiur kal asyet pot, Aáfe xai 
kaTádarye aùtó' kal Truxpavet cov Tijv koiMav, GAN €v TO. orto- 
pari cou Eotas Avrò ws pén. 10! kai éXaBov To BiBrapidcoy èx 
TS weipós ToU dryyéXov, kal xarépayoy aùró' kal Wv èv T@ Tó- 
pati pou tas uM vyXvxi kal Gre éparyoy abro, émixpavOn 9) 
xoia pou xal Aéye prow’ Act oe máMu npopnredoas èm 
Aaoís xal EOvers kal yrAmooas kal Bacidedor qroXXots. 

might have been likely to use it, yet cannot he 
to have used. I have, with all the recent 

itors, adopted dovwac, for t. rec. àóc, on strong 
external authority (to which I add the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), confirmed by internal evidence. 
—The same may be said of the rod inserted just 
before.—I have not adopted the yXux9 as medi, 
with La., Tis, and Wordsw., because, in such 
matters of position merely, ancient MSS. have 
not (from the carelessness of their transcribers) 
their usual weight. I bave also not adopted 
Adyoue: for Aéysi at v. 11, with La. and Tis., 
because, though external authority is considerable 
—A, B, and 2 cursives —(I add b. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2), yet internal evidence is quite adverse, 
inasmuch as it would involve little short of non- 
sense. The united evidence of the ancient Ver- 
sions strongly confirms Aéye:, as used of the 
Aut from whom John took the Book. Render, 
* Whereupon he saith to me.'—xa-ráda-ys au, 
meaning, with avidity devoured the contents, by 
digesting the matter therein contained. From 
several paseages of the O. Test., and one of Arte- 
mid. Onir. l. ii. 50 (cited by Wets.), it appears 
that such a figur. mode of speaking obtained in 
the Greek verb, as it does in our Engl. * to devour.’ 
The words following, vv. 10, 11, denote, that the 
contents would occasion partly comfort, and partly 
sorrow,—meaning, that ‘it shall give pleasure, 
peace, and bleseedness to the believer in its de- 
clarations ; but, as to its trials, it foretels them as 
bitter things indeed; many of them shall be 
slain, and otherwise tried.’ See Jer. xv. 16—18. 
Ezek. ii. 8—10. iii. 1—3, 14. 

XI. 1—14. On these verses there has been 
much debate; some supposing them to be tho 
contents of the little ; others, to contain 
prophecies of events in the Christian Church 
under the 6th trumpet, which were posterior to 
the taking of Constantinople; others, again, regard 
them as a symbolical declaration of the approach- 
ing destruction of Jerusalem. All, however, are 

that the symbolical tation in 
Sesion is formed on what is found in Ezek. xl. 
— xliv. 

1. For uérpnaov, Wordew. adduces uípice, as 
the reading of MS. B: but of this I find not a 
shadow of proof; but if it did exist, it would only 

XI. 1 * Kat ¿ón por xáñapos Sporos pa Sp, [xal ó dryeXos 
ela Trike] Ayo: “Evyespas kal pérpnoov tov vaóv ToU Oco, xal 
Tó Ovovacrypioy, kal Tos Tpockvvoüvras év aÚr@ 9" xal rip 
avAny Thv ébeÜev ToU vaod éxBare Eo, xal ui) avrny nerpyjaTs, 
Sts 60005 Tots &Üvcov xal THY mów THY &yiav mrarijaovat uras 
reacapáxoyra úo. °° Kai Ówoo Toi; Ovol udpruci pov, xal 

be an itacism for utoíca:, which might be con- 
firmed by 2 other MSS., but the reading would 
only be a gloss, — The words xai—«lo-ri«s: have 
been, on the strongest authority (which I can 
confirm from all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
cancelled by all the recent Editors. They were 
plainly meant to supply a Nominet. case to À ¿yes, 
though it does not regutre one, since we may re- 
fer it either to ‘the mighty angel" who gave to 
St. John the little Book, or to ‘the voice from 
heaven,’ by which he had been called and directed 
in the last chapter.—rép vady rov Osov, meaning 
* the Church,’ or body of truo believers, as W oodb. 
explains. Others, however, interpret differently, 
— to the particular hypothesis adopted by 

em. 
2. ExBare iE} i.e. ‘put out of your mes- 

surement, take no account of it.'—rà» Tó» Ti» 
dy., i.e. the Christian Church. —4racrscovc:. 
Dean Woodhouse and Dr. Burton object to our 
common Version, ‘ they shall tread under foot, 
and take the sense to be, *shall walk in,' or fre- 
uent, as Isa. i. 12, compared with Ps. xlv. 4. 
ut the other sense is espoused by the mos 

learned Commentators, who take wart. for xare- 
war., ‘profane, which is confirmed by the 
Peschito Syriac Nt se trample under foot; 

the very same expression as that used by the 
same Translator, at Matt. vii. 6, of the trampling 
under foot of the pearls by the swine.— The 
Merpiieoverys, for t. rec. graríóc. of A, is an evi- 
dent false correction of a Critic, who stumbled at 
waT., hot remembering Luke xxi. 24, Sera: (sc. 
Hierusalem) sarovuévn rò iðvæv, and was 
heedlessly thinking of arp. at l, 2, and xxi. 15, 

: 4. rote voi pdpr.—ovrol slew ai dvo iA, 
&c.] Expositors are not at all agreed as to the 
Porn here designated as ‘my two witnesses," 

mething depends on the construction, in which 
there is a remarkable brevity, and a strongly 
Hebraistic idiom. The sense may be best ex- 

fully and freely, thus : * And I will give 

the two candlesticks which stand before the Lord 
of the carth’ The subject of their prophetical 
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arpopnrevaovat nuépas xtrias Scaxocias éEjxovra mepsBeBAn- 
pévos caxxous: * à olroí elow ai dvo ¿Mai kal ai 600 Avyvias ai 4 Zee. as, 
éyaymuv ToU * Kupiou tis yrs *éorares. 5 Kal ef rus avrovs * 0éXM 

& 11, 14. 

ahoa, Tip éxrropevera, dk ToÜ a TOuaTos avTOv, Kal kareaÜíe, 
` 9 0 ` ° ^ ` ” e 0 Ae ? ` ao ^ e Tous éyÜpous avTOw kai ei tis *OérXet aùroùs achoa, obres 

Sef avrov atroxtavOnvar, © *ovros youcw eEouclay Kreloas Top ° Kxo&. 7. 
oùpavòv, iva pi) *veros Bpéxn * ràs Quépas avrüv ris Tpodm- 
teilas: xal éefovciay Eyovow émi tay ddatwy cTpébeu avrà eis 
aipa, xai maráLa. Thy yiv é wacy Try}, Ooduis éày QeX- tDan.7. 1. 
cwci. 1! Kal órav terécwor Thy paptuplay avray, Tó Ünpiov 11, , 

address must be understood to be the second 
coming of Christ to final judgment: thus those 
two witnesses, or heralds, occupy a similar posi- 
tion to that of the herald of His first advent to 
temporal judgment—John the Baptist. Of course 
the maller of their preaching must be a most 
earnest inculcation of the truths of the Gospel, 
and the necessity of preparation for Christ's final 
advent, The expression w:pıßıßà. cáxx. is 
thrown in to intimate the deep anxiety of those 
two witnesses, that the people should receive the 
witness, As to the question, who are the two 
persons meant ?—eeveral are specified by Exposi- 
tors, all, more or less, eminent instruments in the 
hands of God, but almost all excluded from adop- 
tion by one unsuitability or other. It is not, I 
apprehend, ‘given to us’ at present to know toko 
are the persons. It is sufficient for us to know, 
by the Apostle’s evident allusion to Zech. iv. 10, 
14, that the persons bear a strong similarity to 
Zerubbabel and Joshua, as two chosen instru- 
ments in God's hand, anointed to their office, full 
of the unction of the Holy One; also burni 
and sbining lights (like the two candelabra) 
always standing by the Lord of the whole earth, 
awpocespsvovtes TO Kvplø.— As to the readings, 
I have. with Matth., Gr., Sch., La, Tis., and 
Wordsw., adopted Kvpíov, for t. rec. Ozov, and 
áo tarsas, for t. rec. lorocca, from . À, 
C, and many of the best cursives (to which I add 
Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3,and Cov. 2, omitted by 
Mill), confirmed by Andr. and Areth., and eup- 
ported by internal evidence, and the above-cited 
passage of Zech. As to iorwcat, it was evidently 
devised by the Revisers, to soften the harshness 
inherent in éorwrae, on which Jackson, of Lei- 
cester, remarks, * Lectio est maxime accommo- 
data stylo Apocalyptico, qui nominibus feminini 
aut neutrius generis sepe adjungit adjectiva aut 
participia generis masculini, cum res est de hu- 
manis personis; ut in hoc loco: vid. infra xix. 
14. et t. xxiv. 15." 

5. The readings Oide: for OíAy, and 0iA«t 
aùroùs for adr. 0¿A., which I have adopted 
from the recent Editors, are founded on strong 
eri confirmed by the Lamb. and Mus. 

6. otro: fxove1w—ovpavdy] The best Expo- 
sitors are agreed that by this is fig. denoted, 
that their prayers will bring down judgments on 
their persecutors; and, generally, that they will 
have as great an influence in heaven, as the moet 
eminent of the prophets had on earth. Seel Kings 
xvii. ], and xviii, 1.— To advert to matters of 
disputed reading. For otro: — oUpavór, as in 

my text, Gr., Sch., and Tis., edit from 20 MSS., 
ovra iyxovoiw—rdy ovpardy iğovolayv. And so 
La., except that he prefixes, as docs Wordsw., 
Thy to éouclay, from MSS. A, C. But the 
transposition in Tischendorff’s text is intolerably 
harsh, and not in the manner of the Sacred 
writer. Nor can I find a single instance of the 
phrase Dur i~ovelay, or didcva:, being ever 
divided by words in between the two 
terme forming the phrase; which, indeed, in the 
case of fyaw iEouclav, as serving to express one 
idea (nearly equiv. to évvacGa:), would involve 
an impropriety of ] It may be doubted 
whether the rh» of A, 6, be genuine; and the 
word occurs just after in the same phrase, wi 
the Article, as also several times with £xe«w and 
é.dovar, both in this Book and elsewhere in the 
N. Test. : v may, however, be genuine, since it 
ie confirmed by the words of our Lord in Luke 
x. 19, ioù siduxa vui» Ti» iEovcía» Tov 
watstv, &c. For t. rec. Boixy Šsr., just be- 
fore, MSS, A, B, C, and many cureives (to which 
I add the Lamb. and Mus. copies), have ver. 
Bp., which all the recent Editors have very pro- 
perly received. For t. rec. ¿y ñuépa:s, I have, 
on very strong authority, confirmed by internal 
evidence, adopted ras &uípas.— The change of 
avTG» THe poo. into THe poo. avTwr is 
made by the same Editors, from nearly the same 
authority of MSS, But, considering that internal 
evidence is in favour of the t. rec., as being the. 
harsher, I have, with Matth., retained it. After 
01A oe, all the recent Editors subjoin iv, on 
strong external authority. It is prob., but not cer- 
tainly, genuine. In not a few MSS. the words 
dcaxie tay OsdHho. are placed before instead of 
after aácy (or iv 9.) wAnyy, and this reading 
is adopted by Matth., Gr., Seh., and Wordsw., 
while La. and Tis. retain the common position ; 
and rightly, considering that it is more agreeable 
to the style of St. John. 

7. Grav tshicwo: T» gn Gh pend. i. e. when 
this succession of witnesees shall have continued 
as long as the Providence of God may think fit. 
(Abp. Newc.) When they shall have given their 
testimony completely ; i. e. shall bave called in 
the remnant of Israel, and vast numbers from 
among the heathen. (Lee.) By the Beast here 
mentioned the ancient and some eminent modern 
Commentstors understand the Roman power (al- 
luded to by St. Paul, 2 Thess. ii. 4), and the 
persecution by which the saints shall be brought 
so near to utter destruction (being considered 
dead, though not actually buried), to be the tenth 
and last general persecution, ‘which (says the 
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To avaBaivoy èx Tíjs àfgVccov mToujce, * per avTOv TrÓXepor, 
phas Kal yucrioet avToUs kal dmroxTeve; avTov. 95 Kai * 16 *Tópa 

avTay ert Tis TXaTelas TH TóXeos Tie peyadAns, Syris. kaXesras 
TvevpaTucS X00oua xal AlyvmTos, Ómov xai ó Kúpos pew 
écravparn. ? Kal *BXérovoiw èx TOv Mav xai $vXGwv xai 
yucaüv kai eOvav * 10 Trrüua avTOv f)uépae Tpeis xal Guau, 
xal Ta TrTOLaTa avTGv ok Í adynoover teivas eis * urina. 
10 Kal oí xarowxoÜvres él ris *ys * yaípovaw èr aùrtoîs xai 
t eddpavOncovras xal Sapa tréupovoty adANXAOLG, Gre 
ovros of úo mpodmra: ¢Bacdvicay rovs karowoDvras él T9s 
yis. !! Kal perà tàs tpeis ñuépas xa) ğuiov mvedpa Cons 

author of the Universal History, vol. xv. p. 502) 
broke out A.D. 303, and ten whole years 
with a fury hardly to be expressed ; and in which 
such numbers of Christians suffered death in all 
the provinces, that the tyrants, imagining they 
had com their wicked intent, and entirely 
abolished Christianity, told the world in a pom- 
pous, but lying inscription, that they had extin- 

ip of the gods to its 
and lustre. For móňepov pst’ 

avrav, 1 have, with all the recent Editors, 
adopted the reading wet’ abraw wdX., on con- 
siderable external authority (to which 1 add the 
Lamb. and Mus. MSS.), confirmed by internal 
evidence. 

8. rò mrono aitay lvl rie *ÀaTsías T. 
*0^.] An ps ie of the greatest brutality and 
indignity.—To advert to a matter of disputed 
reading. There is strong external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence, for the reading rò 
araua, which I have now received, with all the 
recent Editors. The same idiom (which, though 
harsh, is quite agreeable to the style of this 
book) occurs, in a still ter number of MSS., 
M ner M the word is 
— ; for t ural wromata, as m 

Matt. xxiv. 28, Swou idv 9 TÒ wrioma, ie? 
ouvayOncorra: ol derol, where see note. 
9-13, On the prophetical sense of these verses, 

see Dean Woodhouse and Thos. Scott. 
9. Bair. ix rev Nacw) Supply either tives, 

which I —— or &yOperro:, on which ellips. 
see note on Mark vi. 51. As to the reading fÀ é- 
*rougu, though I have, in deference to the united 

1 the recent Editors, ado it on 
e Lamb. 

su 
very strong authority (to which I add 
ind Mus. copies), yet I doubt whether the t. rec. 
Bréfoverw, found in many cursive MSS., and 
confirmed by the ancient Versions, be not the 
true reading; for, in a case like this (the letters 
* and Y being often confounded by the scribes) 
external authority has not its usual weight; and 
internal evidence is, at least, equall Balanced. 
See note on next verse. For t. rec. adijcovery, 
Tis. reads, from MSS. A, B, and several others, 
dgpiovery, but La. and Wordsw. &d$íoveiw ; of 
which two forms I prefer the latter, which I 
regard as a Present, namely, from the old, and at 
an early period obsolete, iw, ies, &c., posee 
peculiar to the Alexandrian dialect, and of which 
only a fow vestiges are found in the Sept., e. gr. 

in Eccles. ii. 18, Gre dle avrdy, and v. 12, 
TG lu*AncÜévri Tov 4ÀovTrácac. ovx erw 
ddiav atò» tow Grvaca. Neh. ix. 17, in 
several copies, Eò, ó Oeds, piov apapriac. 
The eame present occurs also, I cnt rte supr. ii. 
20, Sr: ádeis or &dieis, as found in the best 
and greater part of the MSS. The true reading 
seems to be das, of which doine and the t 
rec. das are only A vestige of the Jm- 
perf. tense of this verb occurs in Mark xi. 16, 
ovx Bu (scil. teva) Wwa, &c. See more in 
aU -" Luke ue 4. oa E M 

. dopa win. : custom of express- 
ing great joy; see Each lx. 22, from which this 

wession seems taken.—ifSacárica», namely, 
by drawing God's judgments on them, vv. 5, E 

me su an allusion to 1 Kings xviii. 17. 
(Abp. Newe.) On the events which were to take 
pue after the 1260 days, as stated in vv. 7—13, 

terpreters are by no means With the 
accomplishment of these the 2nd woe-trum 
terminates; and the 7th trumpet, or the 
"5 begins to sound, as described in 
vv. 14—18. On the purport, however, of these, 
equal diversity of opinion exists. It would seem, 
es Dr. Burton p prar that they refer to a 
future extension of tbe Gospel.—To advert to a 
matter of jor prs reading. For t. rec. yapovs:, 
the recent Editors read xaípovoa:, from A, B. C, 
and many cursives (to which 1 add Lamb. 1186, 
Mus. 2, 3, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill), con- 
firmed by internal evidence. And accordingly I 
have now received it, For t. rec. eU pasÜncor- 
vat, La., Tis, and Wordsw. adopt. on stron 
authority, from MSS., confirmed by in 
evidence, evppalvoyvra:, which is probably, 
though not certainly, the true reading. The 
reading wéuWovory ìs left untouched, and even 
unnoticed, by all those Editors, and Commen- 
tators, who in the preceding context adopt the 

tense in the foregoing verbe, thus form- 
ing what is called the Prophetic Present. But 
so great is the harshness of a verb in the Fut, 
coming after so many others in the Present, that, 
rather than adopt wéuvouvor, I would su 
that St. John wrote wéuwovew, which is found 
indeed in one MS. (No. 80), and exists, I dare 
say, in not a few others; for minute is the 
difference in most ancient MSS. between = and 
q/,—8s0 much so, as often to deceive the eyes 
both of transcribers and collators. See note on 
v. 9, supr. 
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ex tov Oeo ciondOev t èr * avrois: kal Eotncav èm, ToU; Todas 
avtav, xai goBos uéyas 1 

» , ` ^ , , érecev eml tovs ÜewpoÜvras avrous. 
12 Kai * jxovca $evijy ueyáXgv èk tov ovpavod Aéyovcav aù- 
Toi "'Avdfare ode! xal avéBnoay cis Tov oùpavòv év Tj 
wepéery, xal éÜeópnoav avrovs oi éyOpol avray 13 <a) év éxeivy 
Tj Opa éyévero aevauós uéyas, Kal TÒ Séxarov THs Toews rece, 
xai árexravÜncav dv Te cec dvouata àvÜporrew yididdes 
émrá: ka oi Xovrrol EuoBoar éyévovro, xal £a» Sokav r @e@ 
TOU oUpavob. 
TpiT) Épyeras Tay. 

l4 hH ojai j Sevrépa drier ibo), je obal $ ch. 8. 1$. 
& 9. 12. 
oh. 15. 1. 

15 i Kal o &88ouos (yyekos eoddmice xal éyévovro ovalis. 7. 
, % ^ , 

peyddas ¿u TH ovpare, * Xéyovres "Evyévovro ai aetXeias ToU 
xoopov, TOU Kvpíov nuay xal rod Xpictod avro), xal Bacı- 

11. For the t. rec. ix’ a/Tovs, the MS. B and 
many others have sls avrovs; the MS. A and a 
few others, with Andreas and Vigil. Tap. have 
dy adrois; and again the MS. C and a few 
others have ajTois. Internal evidence is quite 
in favour of ¿y avoit, edited by Gr., Sch., and 
Tie The other readings are plainly glosses, of 
which the purpose was to remove, or soften, a 
harsh Hebraism. By ¿Bos is denoted the feel- 
tng of awe produced by witnessing somethin 
supernatural. See note on Luke v. 9 and F 
For t. rec. &v40os», La, Tis., and Wordsw. edit 
d wémacar, from A, C, and many others, 
perhaps rightly, since internal evidence draws two 
wars, but the reading is an open question. 

2. For the t. rec. fi«ovcav, the MS. B, con- 
firmed by Andr, Areth., and the Syr., Copt., 
Arab., and Armen. Versions, have fovea, which 
was edited by Matth., and recently by Tis. and 
W ordsw. ; while Gr., Sch., and La. retain §xov- 
cav. Which may be regarded as the truc reading, 
is almost an open question, and the authority of 
MSS. in so minute a difference as -av and -a is 
not considerable; and txternal evi must de- 
cide; that evidence is, I think, in favour of hxovea, 
which l have now adopted. For &váßnre, MSS. 
A, C, and several cursives have dvdBare, adopted 
by La, Tis, and Wordsw., perhaps rightly ; 
but, if so, e — wrong. M e similar 
passage, supr. iv. l, a es, in editing avd- 
Bure, from only one MS. (A)—2 most glaring 
inconsistency. The state of the evidence there 
makes it all but certain that dvdSare is the true 
reading here, which I have now received. Here 
I cannot but remark on the strange negligence 
of Gr. and Sch., in omitting almost all mention 
here of the dvdBare, notwithstanding that Wets. 
bad already recorded it, as found in MSS. A and 
C and No. 28; to which authorities Tis. sub- 
joins Andr. (as Sch. had done) and Areth. But 
there Tis. isc ble with the same negligence. 
When he refe to Arethas he must have been 
aliud agens, since Arethas has in his text dvd- 
Ars, and in his apu csi! does not touch on 
the expression. In +$ vepiAy Wordsw. recog- 
nises a reference to the cloud of Christ's glory, 
appealing to other in this book, i. 7. 
x. l. xiv. 14, 15,16. But the reference, I appre- 
hend, is simply to the cloud provided to receive 
them in their ascent; which view is confirmed 

by ] Thess. iv. 17, — dy — 
answering to rñ veg. here. If there be any 
allusion ç. ond this reference, it cannot be to 
the cloud of Christ's glory, but must rather be to 
the cloud of Christ's ascension, as recorded in 
Acts i. 9, vac bwitaBey abróv.—On the full 
force of i» +T. vepéAy, see my note on l Thess, 
iv. 17. —At i0d5p. avrods supply draBdrras 
from the preceding dvdfaT:. 

13. féexar ddfay re Ores +. ovp.] The first 
two words intimate their heartfelt penitence and 
true conversion. As respects the expression +@ 
Ow ToU oùp., it is one very unusual, and ac- 
cordingly deserves attention, though neglected 
by the Commentators, —with the exception of 

gel, who remarks that ‘the Supreme Being 
is styled the Lord of the earth at ver. 4, where 
he declares his right over the earth by the two 
witnesses ; and he is styled the God of heaven, as 
here, when he not only gives rain from heaven, 
after most severe drought, but also declares his 
majesty from heaven by taking bis witnesses up 
into heaven.' This view, like many others in 
the same Commentator, is rather ingenious than 
solid. The best comment on the present paseage 
is supplied by the perallel one (in which the 
thought is more developed), infr. xiv. 7, poft- 
Onrs Tò» Otóy xal dors aires (Him especially) 
ééfay, xal wpocxuvicats Tw Koijcavre Tóv 
ovpavdy xal Tù» yiv kal Thy Odduccas. 

14. For the t. rec. i300, ù ovai 3 TpiTn, I have 
now adopted, with Matth., La., Tis., and Words., 
$ ov. ù rp. l8., from MS. B, and 25 cursives (I 
add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. !, 2, 3), also Andr. 
and Areth., confirmed by internal evidence. 

15. Moe So, for t. rec. Aíyovaa, all the 
Editore, from Gr. to Tis. and Words., ,on 
competent external authority (to which I add 
Lamb. and Mus. omn.), confirmed by internal 
evidence. For t. rec. éyévovro al BaciXsitat, 
the Editors from Wets. to Tis. and Words. are 
agreed in reviving — $ Baci sa, from 

| the three uncial and nearly half of the cursive 
MSS., confirmed by Andr. and Areth., nearly all 
the Versione, and several Fathers. The t. rec. 
did not, I think, arise from error of scribes, but 
from the false correction of Critics, who thought 
the Plural required by Rev. i. 5, ò dpyew tæv 
Baciiy rhe ys, but wrongly, since the two 
passages aro of a different character. 
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a.a 410. Nevoes eis TOUS alavas TOY alover ! 
8. , € » 7? 9 Oeo , > ` 

Téccapes mpeopúrepot oi ¿vaymiov ToU Oeod xa@sjuevo, ëm) Tov; 

REVELATION XI. 16—19. XII. 1. 

16 x Kal oi elxoc [xai] 

Üpóvovys aùrâv, @recav ml rà Tpócorra avTOv, kal Trpocexi- 
yncay TQ Oeg, 11! Xéyorrey Evyapioroipéy coi, Kopie ó Geos 
ó vavroxpárop, ó dv xal ó tw [xai ó épyopevos]: ór« etAndas 
Tij» Šúvaplv cov Tijv peyadny xal éBacirevoay 18 kal Tà Ovn 
épyíaÜncav, sal %Oev 5) opy) cov, xal ò raipòs TOV vexpów 
xpOijvas, xai Sovvar tov uua oy Tots SovAots cov Toi Tpodrrrass 
kal Tots dyiow, Kay Tots PoBoupévors TÒ Üvouá cov Tois ê 
kal Trois peyddots, Kal Šradñetpa, rovs t ScapOelpovras tiw yñ. 

m ch. 16. 5. 19m Kal voiyn ó vaòs roð Oeod év TQ oupav@, xai wpn 7 
Ki Barros Tie SuaOnens taùroð v TQ vağ avroy xal èyévovro 
aotpatrai xai pwval xal Bpovral xai ceropos kal yarala pe- 
yarn. XII. 1 Kal onpetov péya phn év te ovpavar yur? 

16. The «ai after eZxooe is, on good grounds, 
cancelled by the recent Editors; and the ol be- 
fore ives wow is cancelled by La. and Words., on 
the authority of MSS. A, B, and 4 cursives ;—an 
authority, however, insufficient, and in — 
tion to internal evidence, which is quite in favour 
of oi, the Article being required by xaÜifuarot, 
and only left out by accident, being absorbed in 
the oi ing. 

17. The words xai ò ipx., which I placed 
within brackets, have been cancelled by all the 
Editors from — and Gr. ean Ts y onie 
v , for reasons which fully occu 
to Bengel, protidng (as often elsewhere, th 
never with any acknowledgment) by whose able 
and interesting comment, Wesley remarks, ° God 
is frequently styled He who was, and is, and who 
is to come. But now (i.e. according to the re- 
presentation here) he is actually come: the words 
* who is to come" being, as it were, swallowed 
wp,—sn uncouth expression this, which Wesley 
here himself framed for the occasion. Of the 
words «al iBacitevoas the full sense is not 
reigned, but ° didst and dost reign,’ * dost exercise 
the rule which thou didst acquire, take possession 
of (eiAngpas).’ This use of the Aorist, as de- 
noting habit of action, is not unfrequent in the 
N. T.—4Ay$as thv ĉúv., ‘thou hast taken to 
thee this great strength.’ So Isa li. 9, ivdvcas 
Ti)» loyiv ToU fpaxtovós cov. 

18. apyleOnear] meaning, ° were rebelliousand 
contumacious,' Ps. xcviii. 1 Sept in à ópyij 
cov, &c. Supply ir’ avTé. magery seems 
derived from Ps. ii. 2, seqq., — in a similar 
manner at Acts iv. 25, seqq. It is wel] obeerved 
by Heinr. that the cov is emphatical ; q. d. * ul- 
tionem meditatus est Jova, et ejus dpy1) contra 
illorum ópy?jv insurrexit, per nomasiam, ut 
infra dad 0:tpas obs Q1a0.' In the words fol- 
lowing, the construction is harsh, and the mode 
of expression obscurely brief. The sense, when 
fully evolved, will be as follows: campos ici, 
vaxpots mày (CovAas cov) ov xpibñvai, col èi, 
ó Oads, xatpoe dari Tov Covvar Tov picbdy at- 
vois, xal col deri xatpds rov cscadbsipa:r mobs 
dad Oslporras. It is not clear whether d:apOel- 
povras is to bo taken of jom by wars and 
persecutions, or figuratively, of corrupting by 

falso doctrines and evil examplea—rode ĝia- 
POclpovras. Not, ‘those who destroy, bat 
‘those who destroyed,’ this being the ici 
im A view confirmed by the Pesch. Syr., 
Vulg., and ÆEth. Versions, and several modera 
interpreters, and also by the reading &eq6ii- 
perras, oc. in MS. Cov. 2, and three other copies 
mentioned by Matth. : which, however, seeme a 
gloss on the sense, ‘who bad destroyed,'— prob. 
the true sense. 

19. For the first euros in the t. rec., MS. B, 
and others, have K piov, or Tov Kwpiov, which 
latter has been adopted by Matth., Gr., and Sch. 
On reconsideration of the question, I agree with 
Tis. and Words. in retaining the t. rec. The 
words «ai cs:opot, not found in MS. B. and 25 
cursives, confirmed by the Arab. Version and 
Areth., have been cancelled by Matth. and Tis. 
But the external authority for removing them 
is ecarcely sufficient; and internal evidence is 
pn their removal, from the circumstance, 
tbat one can better imagine icd the two words 
should have been intentionally removed, — 
namely, by certain Critics, who might think 
this particular overloaded the picture—tban in- 
advertently omitted. The genuineness of the 
words is, moreover tapported by the Pesch. 
Syr.. Vulg., and JEth. Versions, and the ancient 

SS. A and C, as also by the parallel 
of viii. 5, cai iyávoyro erai xui Bporrai xai 
éeTpatTai «al cs:cuós, and xvi, 18, where the 
— om occur. Hon te is here the 
mention will appear by considering 
that these convulsions, as Humboldt has shown, 
are usually preceded, and sometimes accompa- 
nied, by thunder and lightning, concussion bei 
it seems, common to oreover, the 
are further confirmed rng e 
which seems to have been in the mind of 
ohn), ir:ıoxorù yap orat peTà Bporrst xel 

ocacpoy Kal dawns psyadye. 

XII. 1. With this ought to have been joined 
the last verse of the preceding Chapter, as being 
introductory of a new subject, ‘ containing (ob- 
serves Prof. Lee) another exhibition of the diffi- 
culties, judgment, &c., attendant on the propaga- 
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aeptBeBrAnpevn Tov HAtov, Kal 7) eein vroxkaro tv ToŠQy 
aurijs, kai éri Tis reparis aùrìs otépavos áoTépov Swdexa: 
2 xa) èv yaorpl Éyovca, xpales wdivovca xa) Bacavilopévn 
texeiv. 3 Kal adn ANo anuetov év TQ obpavar xa) ioù Spd- 
kav péyas Truppos, Exwv Kepadas émrà xai képara Séxa, xai ¿Om 
tas xepadas avtod diadjyata érra: * xal) oùpà adrod apes 
TÒ TpiToy TOY aoTépwy Tov ovpavod, xal EBarev avTors eis Tv 
yin xai ó Spaxwy Eotnxey evarrioy TS *yvvaukós Tis péAOVONS 
Texeü iva, Grav téxn, TO Tékvov avri karaddyp. © * Kai apeso. 

3. 

érexey viov * ápaeva, ôs péet Trouialve:w mávra Tà 0 é 8» 
ch. 3. S7. 

15. 

páB9p oinpa: xal ñomdác0n Tó Téxvov aris mpos Tov Ov xal 
apse TÓy Üpovov avrov. Š "xal $ yuv) Eduyey eis THY Épnpov, van. 
mov eyes ixt rómov HTomacpévoy amò ToU Oeod, Wa exe Tpé- 
ocu aùtùv, ñuépas yirias Siaxocias éEjxovra. 

T° Kai éyévero TóXeuos év TQ oùpav& ó Mixa9A xal oi oDan. 10.13, 
éyyeXo, avrov * tod moeupioat xarà tov Spdxovtos, xal 

tion of the Gospel.” Of that verse the first clause 
is thought to have reference to a Jewish opinion, 
as to what should take place at the coming of the 
Messiah. Be that as it may, the sentiment (ex- 
pressed graphically) is this,—that ‘ now there is 
an universal access to the favour of God, and the 
highest rewards in heaven await the pious wor- 
shippers of him." In the second clause the pur- 
port of the sublime imagery introduced is not 
clear. Fes ass and Pro j —— 

iy) Tov hA:ov—dwdexa. uy? some su 
* to be meant the Jewish Church ; but h 
would rather eeem to be, as others think, the 
Christian Church, whoso heavenly origin is de- 
eignated by the sublimely figurative phraseol 
subjoined, which is sup to be derived from 
Gen. xxxvii. 9, with which comp. Gal. iv. 19. 
The twelve stars are, with reason, thought to 
have a reference to the twelve Apostles, xxi. 14. 

2. édivovca xal Bacay. r.) ' being in travail, 
and in great pangs to be delivered.’ ‘ The Church 
may be viewed from its first beginning, when the 
promise of a Redeemer was given to our first 

rents; and the expectation of this promise 
ing fulfilled is expressed in tbis verse. 

Micah v. 3. Rom. viii. 22' (Woodhouse and 
Burton.) 

3. xwv xsaXás—PiaÓOsuara] All meant 
to suggest mighty power among the kingdoms 
of the earth. 

4. In ù ovpd airov cépeu—ovpavor there 
seems to be an allusion to the notion of a comet 
taking its course across the heaven.—iva xata- 
ayy, ‘that he may utterly destroy.” 

5. wotmaiveww—paBdw odynpg] i. e. finally 
subdue all her enemies, on some of whom God 
will execute signal vengeance. (Abp. Newc.) I 
now read dpceva, with several cursive MSS., 
confirmed by MSS. A and C, which have indeed 
Gpoev, but evidently a mistake of scribes for 
&poeva; or the a may have faded away in an old 
archetype. The MS. B has dpsra, where the c 
may have been carelesely omitted, or have faded 
away. Dr. Wordsworth's dposy’ is quite inad- 
uc m any prose writer, espec. of the N. T. 

oL. ll. 

Q Jude 9. 

—I have adopted, with La. and Tis., the second 
«pos, from strong external, confirmed by inter- 
nal, evidence. 

6. ipvyev ale Tj» Ep.) A circumstance su 
sed to be derived from the flight of the Virgin 
ary into Egypt with the infant Jesus. The 

mystical sense is disputed. But, after all, Pro- 
fessor may be nearest the truth in supposin 
“nothing more to be meant than God's faithful- 
ness in never losing sight of his promise.’ —ixeT. 
This word, omi in the t. rec., has been, on 
very strong authority, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence, introduced 4 all tho recent Editors. For 
tpideow, the MS. B and 25 cursives have ix- 
T io^ which was ado by Matth., and re- 
cently by Tis.; while Gr., Sch., and Wordsw. 
retain píd., as I still continue to do, espec. con- 
sidering that internal evidence is in favour of it; 
for I scarcely doubt that the ¿x arose from the 
ixa? just before with abbreviation. Moreover, 
the ERES verb occurs in the parallel 
infr. v. 14, sle TQ» TÓ*ov aoTjt, mov Tpída- 
Tat, 8. t. 

7—9. We have here s MT scene presented 
to the mind of the Apostle, of which the allegory 
is variously — but perhaps best by 
Mede, Newton, Newc., and Bp. Horsley, as re- 
-presenting the vehement struggles between Chris- 
tianity and Paganism during the first ages of the 
Gospel. ‘The angel, observes Bp. Horsley, * of 
the two opposite armics represent two opposite 
parties in the Roman State, at the time which the 
vision more particularly regards. Michael's an- 

ls are the who used the side of the 
hristian re igion, tho friends of which had, for 

many years, numerous, and became ve 
powerful under Constantine: the dragon's angele 
are the party which endeavoured to support the 
old idolatry.’ Dr. Burton, however, renders xal 
iyivero woX., * Now there been war ;' and 
thinks that vv. 7—13are parenthetical, and relate 
to an event prior to that in the eding verses. 
“It accounts (he says) for the hostility of Satan 
to the Ch of Christ.’ 

7. voXsusjsa.] On emen iy ceconeidening the 
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a Den. s.s. Spdxcpy erodeunoe xal ot ayyedor avoir ° 1 xai ove 1 loyvoar, 
eGe.11€ * oùe Tomos eupéOn aùrõv ert év TO oùpav®. 9*xal RAHO 

e John rx ó 

& 3. 5. 

ch. 1i. 16. 

Spdxov 6 péyas,—o ëd ó apyaios 6 Kadovpevos AtaBonros 
«al [ò] Xaravás,—0 TXavév Thy eixouperny OX, EBANOH cis 

fJob1.9. THY vyfjv, xay oí ayyedos avToU per auTrov éBAsjÓncav. 
Hxovea havi peyadny * èv TQ ovpave XAéyovcar “Apts éyépero 

10 f Ka) 

ý cwTnpia xal 9 Óvvapas xal ý Baciga Tov Ocob Huey, xai 
1j ¢Eovcia ToU Xptotov auro9! Sts xareBrAHOn ó xariyyopos Tw 
aderpov huv, ó KaTryopev avrO» “waymiov ToU OeoD ev 

9 lA 

Hpépas Kal vucrós. 118 «al avro) évíkgcav avróv @ Tò alpa 
TOU Apviou xa) dia Tov Xóyov THs papTupias avTOY Kal ovx 

T)» uy avrév ypt Üavárov. 1$ ^ Aià coro 
hsi — ebpalveae oi oUpavol xa, oi éy avtois oxnvoivres. oval [rois 

karowoUci] Tj yh xal Tj Oardcon! Sts raréßn ó AiaBondos 
mpos úuâs éywov Oupdy péyav, cies Sti OXiyov kaipóv Eyes. 
13 Kal öre elóev ó Spdaxav Gre EBANOn cis tH ynv, eSiwke riv 

question of the reading here, I have seen reason to 
admit roù 9roÀsuncat for ¿moÀéuncav, on the 

und of strong external authority, confirmed by 
nternal evidence. I 
8. xa; oóx Icyvoay] MS. A, and 25 cureives, 

with the Copt. Version and Andr., have lo xvcer, 
which bas received Matth., Gr., Sch., 
La., and Wordew., but I still prefer, with Tis., 
to retain loxvcay, on the ground of its being 
superior in externa] authority, and supported by 
internal evidence; for Icyucey would involve 
such a harshness and anomaly of construction as 
could scarcely be found even in this Book. 
Moreover, the reading Icxvoap is strongly sup- 
ported by the Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions. 
The oùĝi which | adopted, with . Gr., and 
Sch., on strong evidence, external and internal, is 
also, I find, received by La. and Tis. 

9. xai iBAnOn, &ke.] An animated symbolical 
representation of the complete victory of Chris- 
tianity over Heathenism. Thg ó before Sar. is 
absent from MS. B, and 30 cursives (I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), with Areth.; and its 
genuineness is doubtful. 

10. ó xartyopos Tiv 48. 4.] See James ii. 7, 
and notes. For xariyopoe MB. A has xarýyæp, 
which is edited by Gr. and Sch.; but rashly ; for 
though it may seem more likely to be true, as 
presenting a very uncommon form, yet the vast 
preponderance of external evidence (nemely, that 
of all the other MSS.) must forbid its being re- 
ceived. Besides, internal evidence may be urged 
for xac:lyopos ; since it is not improb. that in the 
MS. from which the Alexandrian was transcribed, 
the termination o for oe written above (which 
frequently occurs), had been inadvertently omit- 
ted, or was fadod away, or eaten away by a worm. 
This view is confirmed by the fact, noticed by 
Matth., that in several cursive MSS. he found 

xarnyop. as I have found in the Cod. Cov. 2 of the 
lith century. I must not omit to observe, that 
as to Gr. and Matth. cancelling the cat in xar- 
afi yn, it might arise from «er following ; 

but it is prob. genuine; and the writer, as he is 
in other places very antithetical, so here seems to 
have intended a paronomasia between xavsfA dy 
and xariyopos. Thus Paul (Acts xxiii. 3), on 
the High Priests ordering his apparitors to 
‘smite him on the mouth,’ says, ‘God shall 
e pest ha whited ecd Ear e 

. OUK ca» T j» a. &. 0. 
phraseology is Hebraic, anc obscure from — 

he full sense is, * they were careless of life, set 
lightly by it, even unto hezarding the loss of it 
by death,” a very rare use of &ya. ; of which, 
however, I find another ex. in Artem. Onir. L ii. 
20, usvyáNer idtipavot, xal +d 4tpocTvyóv (an 
eve day matter) oux dyawterres.— À Xp. Oav. 

. Middl. * cannot imagine why our T 
used the uncouth ph “unto the death," 
as they were not led to it by the original.’ "Had 
the learned Prelate been as conversant with our 
old English authors as he was with tbe Clem. 
writers, he would have been at no loss to see 
why the Article should here have been used. It 
wus an idiom in frequent use in the time of Tyn- 
dale, from whom our Translators derived it. So 
Hackluyt says, of Chancellor's voyage to Russia, 
and the attempt to bring about a commercial 
treaty witb Great Britain, * he resolved either to 
bring that to passe, or els to die the death.” It 
occurs elsewhere in our Common Version, and 
J udg, v. 18, ‘they jeoparded their lives unto the 
death,’ Bept. Aade doveldice Wuyhe avrow ale 
Odvarov, ecit morti’ The reason why our 
Translators used the e on ‘the death” was, 
because that use of the Article, they well knew, 
always implied a eiolent death, as here, and in the 
fore-cited passage. 

12. The words rots xaroixover are, on the 
strongest grounds, cancelled by all the receat 

1tors. 
13. This verse ought to commence a new sec- 

tion, as was seen R. Stephens in bis ed. 
O mirif., and also by Tyndale.—aggeva. I would 
here now read dpcsya, for the reason mentioned 
eupr. v. 5; and there is no incompetent authority 
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yuvaixa iris érexe tov appevar 14' kal ë8ó0noayv TÜ yuvam ai iDen.1.25. 
dv0 wrépuyes Tod üeroU ToU pweyaNou, iva Trérgras eis THY éprpov ver. % 
eig TOV TOTOV auTHS, GTrov Tpéperas ère? Katpov xal Kaspors 
Kal jju4cv Katpov, amò Tpooanrou TOU ÓQews 15 xal EBarev ó 
bis * éx ToU wroparos avro) ómíac THs yuvasKos DSwp ws Torta- 
pov, iva " avri» motapodhopntoy moron. 16 xal éBonOnce ñ 
ef) TH yuva, kaè Fvotkev 7) yÑ TÒ Toa avis Kal karérie TOV 
qrorauóv by égaXev ó Ópáxov èx Tod aróparos avtov. 17 * Kaj x1 Johns. 
w@pyiaOn 6 Spdxwy émi fj yuva, cad dwndOe moroat TrÓXeuov 
HET Tàv Xovrür ToÜ ocTépuaTos aur, THY TNPOÚVTÆV Tas 
€vrokas ToU O«coü xal éxóvroev thy paptupiay [Tov] ‘Inood 

[ Xpurroi |. 
a Den. 1. 18 wad doráðnv ëm, rip äppov rhs Gaddoons XIIL 1* wal Bas 

in MS. C, and also A (for dpaay, v. 5, is only a 
slip of the scribe for eva), together with at 
least 2 others, Nos. 14 and One cannot ima- 
ine what could induce La. here to edit, solely 
rom the MS. A, the barbarous &pesvav—far 
more such than c«atryep, which may have ox- 
isted in Provincial Greek. 

14. &80@ncoav—étio wripvyss T. 4.] MSS. 
A, C, and 6 cursives (to which I add Cov. 2, 
omitted by Mill), Andreas, and Hippolytus, 
have al before óo, which been adopted 
by La., Tis., and Wordsw.,—with some reason, 
since, though external authority for it is not 
very strong, it is su ed by internal evi- 
dence, and by the Pesch. Syr. Version. I doubt 
not that the a: was in pronunciation absorbed by 
the « just before. It is, indeed, required by pro- 

iety of language, considering that an eagle has 
ut feo wings, and to these two the Article has 

reference. Our authorized Version, followed by 
Abp. Newc., is here donbly erroneous, in the 
rendering ‘two wings of a great eagle ;’ a render- 
ing which overlooks the Article in a passage 
where al] the copies have it; and only partially 
right is the rendering of Wakef., ‘two wings of 
the great eagle.” esley offers a version alto- 
gether right, yet only by following his constant 
guide, Bengel,_-who shows that here the great 

le means the Roman empire [rather power], 
as in Ezek. xvii. 3, ‘ the eagle’ means the 
King of Babylon; and by ‘ the two wings" there 
spoken of are to be understood the eastern and the 
western branches of the empire. The Hebraic 
idiom in örov is such as is frequent in the Sept., 
as is also dv mposærov just after. 

15—17. Of these verses (which have been 
variously interpreted) the sense seems simply to 
be, that ‘the enemies of unadulterated Christian 
truth took different ways to subdue it; and par- 
ticularly by endeavouring to, as it were, drown it 
by 2 flood of ition and persecution, direct 
and indirect, ut God raised up, from time to 
time, many who supported the faithful disciples 
of Christ.’ 

15. The alterations of position from the t. rec., 
which I have here, with the recent Editors, 
adopted, is based on MSS. A, B, C, and ve 
many cursives, also Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2. 
On nearly the same authority rests the abriy, for 
t. rec. raérny, prob. an error of scribes. 

subsequent most spirited term «rorauodópnros 
ie so rare, that no other ex. occurs, except in 
Hesych. Lex. in v. dwdéepoey, in explanation of 
the phrase — ——7— twolnos, where 
worau. must mean is ‘so carried away by 
the whelming waters as to be drowned.” And 
such seems the sense here intended; and St. 
John may have had in his mind Ps. cxxiv. 4, 
“then had the waters overwhelmed us’ (Sept. 
KaT&TÓrTiG$), * the stream (woramos) had gone 
over our soul,’ i. e. drowned us. Yet there the 
full sense has not been perceived, and I doubt 
not that the Heb. in that (exactly 
as in lea. xxviii. I7 the water shall sweep away 
by its washing [ waves) the — for so 
would there render) means ‘ would have whelmed 
and carried us away. 

16. —— — Fermed on Num. 
xxvi. 10. Deut. xi. 6. 

17. &pyioðn] * was angry at the woman :’ see 
note on Luke xii. 53. The words cov and 
Xpicrov are, on very strong grounds, cancelled 
by the recent Editors. In the words éxovrey 
T)» paptvplay Wordsw. recognises a phrase 

liar to the Apocalypse and the writings of 
John, ex ing a firm maintenance of the 

truth. Seo Kev. viv 9, ít xix. 10, and 1 John 
v. 10. 

18. iord@nv] MSS. A, C, and one cursive, 
with the Syr., Vulg., and Arab. Versions, have 
ioráðn, which bas been edited by La., Thiel 
and Wordew. ; but on insufficient authority ; an 
the reading prob. arose from the very common 
confusion of the two terminations -»» and -n. 
All the other Editors retain ioráðnv: but, ac- 
cording to that reading, the words ought to be 
thrown to the next chapter, as has been done 
virtually by Gr., Seb., and myself. Wordew., 
indeed, conjoins the words with both chapters by 
pointing 'Iycov' xal terdbn—Oaracene «ai 
slov. But this is inconsistent with bis own 
reading, by which &crá0. is referred to the dra- 
gon; whereas his uation would make the 
verb refer to both the dragon and St. John him- 
self, which could not be. On further considera- 
tion, I am of opinion that iordy is prob., but 
not certainly, the true reading, as more suitable 
to the context; and internal evidence is in ite 

favour. If this be the true reading, tbe senae 

will be, ‘And he took post on the sea shore, 
5H2 
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elSov èx ris ÜaXácans Onpiov avaBaivoy, Eyov * xépara Séxa 
xal xehadds émrà, xai émi tev kepárov avroU Séxa raði- 
para, kal émi tas xepadas avrod *óvouara Bracdnpias. 

van.izs, 9* Kal tò Onpiov Š ¿oy tw Spotov mapdare, kai oi arodes 
auTod ws *dpxov, kai TÒ 

, 9 a e , , 

TOTOOG GUTOU @S TTOUA XcorTos. 

kai éSwxev alte ó Spaxwv TV Sivauw avroU xal tov Opovoy 
ooh.17.8 QÙTOÔ Kai é£ovaíay peyadnv. 3 e Kai [eldov | (ay ix TOv xeha- 

Adv avToU ws dodayuéevny cis Üdvaror Kai 1) Try) ToU. Bava- 
Tov avtov éQepameú0n. Kai éÜajpacev 0X5 9 Yi} oriow Tov 

awis Onplou, * 5 xai rpocexvvncay * TQ Spdxovrs, Ett Edwxev ri éEov- 
cíav TQ Onpip, xal Tpocekvvgcav * rà Ünpio, Xéyovres Tis 

namely, of the Mediterranean. Thus the Apostle 
is supposed beholding the encampment; and the 
next words may be rendered, * Then I beheld,’ 
Ke, 

XIII. On the contents of this and the next 
Chapter, considerable diversity of opinion exists; 
eapec. as to the explanation of particular symbols, 
and their — to particular — The 
best Expositors, however, are in a. den 
that there is a reference to Papal Rome and tho 
Romish religion, as opposed to the puro Church 
of Christ. Prof. Lee's remarks on this Chap- 
ter, who adduces reasons for regarding it as ‘a 
recital of tho attacks to be made upon the Church 
and people of God by Daniel's fourth monarchy.’ 
The beast rising out of the sea, he thinks, beyond 
all doubt, nothing more than Daniel's fourth 
beast, vii. 7; see also viii. 25. xi. Of 
course, he understands the whole of the Roman 
power, civil and religious, as associated to destroy 
Christianity. 

]. wépanta—xed. i&x-á] I have, with all the 
recent Editors, adopted this position, instead of 
that in the t. rec., from MSS. A, B, C, and very 
many cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by all the Versions and 
several Fathors. I have now admitted, with the 
same Editors, and on authority as great, óvouaTa, 
for t. rec. óvoua, espec. since it is confirmed by 
internal evidence, inasmuch as the Plur. is far 
more suitable; and the ra was likely to be lost 
— the negligence of scribes, by being placed 
over the ua. 

2. dpxov) So strong is the external autho- 
rity, confirmed by internal evidence, existing for 
dpxov, found in very many ancient MSS. (also 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies), and ad by 
almost all the Editors, that I have now received 
it. The genuinenese of the word is attested b 
its being an Alexandrian form, occurring se 
times in the Sept. and Apocr., and once or twice 
in Jos. and Philo, though rarely, if ever, in the 
Class, writers. 

8. The stdov, which I bracketed, has been can- 
celled, on strong authority (A, B, C, and many 
cursives, with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), by 
almost all the recent Editors. Nevertholese this 
fetching eldo» from the preceding context, where 
it is not in direct assertion, is intolerably harsh. 
If it be adopted, the barshnees may be lessened 
by punctuating thus: xai—ó Onp.—déovros (xal 
Sdeexey av To —peyéAne), xai uíay. Thus there 

will be an anacolathon, or an antapodoton, the 
words being as if there had been written «ai 
Onpiow slov Ó ñr Gu. &c. As to the reading 
csoai for dc, edited by Matth. and Tis., for this 
there exists strong, but not preponderating, autho- 
rity ; and inte evidence is in favour of ese, ° as 
it were,’ (see notes on James v. 5. 1 Pet. iv. 19.) 
which I have, with Gr., Sch., and Wordsw., re- 
tained. I have also now admitted the ix 
T&v, found in many MSS. (1 add Lamb. 1186, 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), and confirmed by the several an- 
cient Versions, and some Fathers.—«i« Odverov 
should be rendered * «nio death, ‘ad mortem,’ as 
the Pesch. Syr. and Eth. Versions, and even the 
Vulg., for ‘in mortem’ was only low Latin for 
ad mortem. Etheridge and Murdock, indeed, 
render by ‘ to death,’ but the Syr. original, zr, 
calle for ad mortem, as both Trost and Schaaf. 
render. Thus the term Îávarov is fied in 
sense by the we; and, though that may seem for- 
bidden by the strong term iepeyu., yet even that 
does p — — — — —— no 
more than ‘ being dangerously wou — 
as we aay, here Sel Wc ae ada. 
Something of this peculiar use may be recognised 
at v.6. But a certain proof of it occurs in Eurip. 
Iph. Aul. 1515—17, pavlew al pvTo«c pa- 
voUcap, cigun Ts ceomaror Aipny c sas. 
: iler vulneratam,’ ‘ hacked, or ached where 
Sipny stands for ele depp, ‘at the neck, or throat.’ 
—iGaipacs—Onpiov. Here we have a blending 
of two forms of expression ; the full sense being, 
* the whole world surveyed the Beast with admira- 
tion, and went after him.’ Comp. John xii. 19, 
ó kóc uoc [9Aos, added in many MSS. and Ver- 
sions) óxice avTov awndOay. 

4. te Spaxovrs, instead of t. rec. Tor dpá- 
xovra, has been, on strong authority (I add 
Lamb. and Mus. 1, 2, 3), received by all the 
Editors.—For os many MSS. have Sri, which 
— edited by all ug ce MAT I have 

ought proper to retain, with Wo ., the t. rec., 
the other being evidently a mere alteration, ta 
obtain an easier sense.—ris dedeoxor:, found in 
B and 30 carsives (with the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies), is axother mode of alteration.— For t. rec. 
+ó Onpiov, I have, with all the recent Editors, 
adopted tes Ünpíe, from B, C, with many cur- 
sives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2). 
I have now, on farther consideration, prefixed 
Tù» to &Eovciav, for which thero exista strong 
external authority, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence. As to the xai, which all the recent Edi- 
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^ í , ^ 9 > ^s 5 : Suotos TH Onpip; tis Šúvara, trodepioat uer abroU ; 5° Kat eDes.r.s, 
€500n ait@ aTóua XaXoÜv peydda kai Bracdnpias: kal éd0 & 11. 36. 

ch. 11. 2, 9. 

avTÀ éfovoia [óXenov] Toca, uñvas Teacapáxovra Svo. 9 xal 
jvot£e Tò oTóua avroU eis * BXaadmpuías Tpós tov Beov, Brac- 
nunca, Tò Üvoua avrov xal T)v axqvv avro), [xal] rovs év 
TQ ovpav@ oxnvorvras. "7 Kai ¿8609 ajTÀ TóXeuov trotijoas tDw.7. n. 

^ € f ^ , , A ee š > «A , ` oh. 11. 7. perà TOY dyiwy Kal vucijaat avrov" Kal é500n aiT@ é£ovaía ëm 
macay pudnpy «ai adv Kal yAMooay Kal EOvos. 

Exod. 33. 

8 £ Kal rpoakvvrjaovatw 1 aire Trávres oi karowoÜvres ¿mi Tis b en 
b. ch. 8 

xis, Gv ob yéyparrrat * Tò * Üvoua ev tT BiBXo Tis Ywñs Tod s zs 

"Apvíov [ros] éadaryuévov dd xataBodijs kócpov. 9 Bi tis acts. 
tors insert after Onpico, there is strong external 
authority for it,—A, Ú. C, and 14 cursives; but 
internal evidence is against it. We may suppose 
it to have been inserted by Critics, who thought 
it required, —not perceiving the force of the asyn- 

5. ordua—fracgnuiac] Formed on Dan. 
vii. 8, and iii. 29, with which comp. 1 Macc. ii. 
6. For BAacdnulas, the MS. B, and 30 cur- 
sives (with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2) have 
BXacónauíiav, which is adopted by Gr., Matth., 
and Tis.; while Sch. retains SXacgnuias, which 
I still continue to prefer, as supported by Dan. 
iii. 29, and undoubtedly read by the Pesch. Syr. 
Translator. La, indeed, and Wordsew. edit 
BrAaognua, from the MS. A, and a few cursives; 
but that is against both external authority and 
internal evidence, having every a ce of 
being a mere alteration off Critics, introduced for 
the purpose of removing a harshness, and sug- 
gested by Acts vi. 11, 18, oriuara AaA@y BrAao- 
nua, though in the former passage wd a 
mias has place in two, but only two, MSS. 
sides, the phraseology of St. Luke and that of St. 
John widely differ. — róÀsuow oda On 
carefully reconsidering the state of the evidence 
for and against woAcpoyv, I am now inclined to 
agree with Sch., La., Tis., and Wordsw. in can- 
celling ?róAsuor ; for, although the external au- 
thority is but slender, it is strongly confirmed by 
internal evidence. 

6. hvoiğe Tó erópa a. sle BXacó.] namely, 
for the utterance of blasphemy. See note on 
Acts vi. 1], and infra xvi. 9. However: I now 
read, on competent authority, and with La., Tis., 
and Wordsw., have adopted sle Aaadnuías, 
* for profane and wicked speeches.’ See note on 
Mark ii. 7. At the close of the verse the words 
Kal Ti)» exnvijv abTrov are absent from MS. C, 
and the xai before rots from A, C, and 23 cur- 
sives ( add Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), and 
cancelled by Matth., Gr., Le, and Wordsw., 
though they retain the foregoing words. —But 
this is introducing stark nonsense. I quite 
with Sch. and Tis. in retaining the t. reo., since 
internal evidence is quite in its favour; for it 
was the repetition of xai that caused the loss of 
the first words, and of the second xaí. Of course 
it esi is meant the abode of God — Heaven, as 

in the Old Test. 
8. wpocx. — MSS. A, B, C, and 25 cur- 

sives (with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 8) have 
ap. abrdv, which was adopted by Wets., Matth., 

and Gr., and more recently by Sch., La., Tis, 
and Wordsw., to whose united judgment I should 
be ready to defer, did I not consider the read- 
ing an open question. In editing, for ra óvo- 
ara, Td Óroua, l have followed all the best 
itors, who, in so reading, are borne out by 

strong external authority, confirmed by internal 
evidence. After óvoua the word avrov is inserted 
in MSS. A, C, and one or two cursives, and it 
has been received by La. and Tis., though not by 
Sch. and Wordew. ; rightly, since the authorit 
is quite insufficient, rone internal evidence is 
in favour of the word. For ri BigAe, the re- 
cent Editors all receive ræ fjigAío, also sub- 
joining rou before icpayu. The former may 
scem called for by strong authority of MSS., 
confirmed by Andr, Areth., and Theodotion's 
Vers. of the per of Dan. xii. ], and another 
at ch. xxi. 27, al ph ol yrypaupnivos iv Tos 
B pA Eo (in all the copies) 77* Lwie. But in- 
ternal evidence is in favour of t. rec. It might 
seem that the words Ts {ws (not found in the 
passage of Daniel) were subjoined by way of 
accommodating the to the present use. 
But the words rij (w?js are in the Sept. implied in 
the word c«wÜ0:jcsTa:.. And so, I doubt not, wrote 
Theodot., though our copies have. through an 
error on the part of the scribes, upwiicerai. 
The Hebrew should be rendered, ‘shall be 
saved, not ‘shall escape, as most Translators 
render, because the twofold sense uires 
ow8ic., and the AB BÀ. there mentioned 1s re- 
garded as the book of God's foreknowledge from 
the beginning. Strange is it that so many Com- 
mentators should have doubted the reference in 
the words awd xatafoA7e xócnou: the most 
judicious Expositors have been agreed that it is 
not, as the position would suggest, to ¿z bayu. 
(which would involve an intolerable harshnces, 
and yield a sense here unsuitable), but to yé- 
ypa*Ta:, as is required by the kindred passage 
at xvii. 8, dv où ylypawtat Të ÓvóuaTa iri 
Td [BAtor Ths (wr? awd xaraBoA ns xécuov. 
For this reason the ov, found in A, B, C, and 
many cursives, and received by all the recent 
Editors.—but absent from the great bulk of tho 
MSS.,—is better away; otherwise it would go 
far to fix a falee reference. Indeed, I suspect 
that the ancient Critics brought in the ov 
(though it is quite true that Christ was in the 
designation and decree of God from the begin- 
ning so slain), as thinking it necessary to make 
out the reference to dwé xaraf. x. But there 
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e. @ 9 z 19e.9 € yes ods, üxovcáTo. 

REVELATION XIII. 10. 

IiE? tis aiypaħociav Gcvváye eis 
d aivpaNegiay vmáyev et tis é payaipa arroxrevel, Set avrov 

èv payaipa aroxravOyjvat. 
TÀV aylov. 

is no need to incur the harshness thus arising. If 
the Tov be rejected, then the words may be ren- 
dered, ‘ whose names are not written (as those) 
from the creation of the world in the book of 
life of the Lamb slain, or ‘in the book of life of 
the slain Lamb ;’ for it seems intended that the 
expression should be taken as a Title of the 
Redeemer. 

10. ef ree alua 
he (this power) leadeth into captivity 
into — — he that killeth wi. 
be killed with the sword (Isa. xxxiii. 1), which, it 
is added, is a theme for the faith and patience of 
THB SAINTS. (Lee.) The sense, however, will 
depend on the true reading of the text, which is 
not a little disputed. La. edits sf ris els alxu. 
cvy. els alyu. mays, Tis. e£ ree ale alyua- 
Awolay, ele aixa. bwaya. But the former 
rests on very slender authority, and the latter on 
what is any thing but #rong. Sch. and Wordsw. 
retain the t. rec., which I am — still to do, 
at least in preference to both of the above new 
texts. And yet so very small is the authority for 
the t. ree., that little dependence can be placed 
on its genuineness. The true text can only be 
attained by a more carefal collation of MSS. 
Meanwhile, I think it will turn out to be what is 
found in a few cursive MSS., confirmed by the 
Pesch. Syr. and Vulg. Versions, as also Irenæus 
and Primas., sf rie alc — awayet, 
siç alxu. bwayet, q. d. ‘If any man leadeth 
any] into captivity, into captivity goeth he off 
himself], i.e. wil go. This does not differ 

materially from Lachmann’s text; only it rests 
on firmer piers since the very reading of the 
most ancient MSS., B and C, el ree vrdye, 
confirms it, since the letters a and v are often 
confounded. As respects the reading of M8. A, 
al tie ele alyuadwolay, ele alygmaAecíap br- 
áyst, which Tis. edits, it ie, I suspect, corrupt, 
but only from the scribes’ inadvertently omitting 
adwdye:, which, I doubt not, was in the arche- 
type from which that MS. was copied; and I am 
fully persuaded that that was tho original reading 
of St.John. However, I am now inclined to 
think that the original reading was «i ris dye 
els alyu., which 1s confirmed by Lamb. 1196. 
and Mus. 1 and 2; and many others (18 of 
which are specified by Scholz), ef rie yee 
ele alyu. bwaye, for there čys: ie manifestly 
corrupt, and an error of the scribes for åys:; no 
wonder, since the verbe ¿yes and ixa aro 
often confounded by the scribes. The word was, 
I doubt not, omitted by the scribe of the Alex. 
MS. because he found in his original two readings, 
one above the other, thus — — (or ixe) 

MP. yu — 
and, not knowing which to take (as is often done 
in such a case) took neither. I prefer to read 
yei rather than bwd-yat, since internal evidence 
is in its favour; for &r. tight well arise from & 
gloss on W^ or from a false correction, as in 
Acts xxiii. 10, dye ale Thy ?TapsufdoA Wv, where 
MSS. A and B read ésáysw, which was wrongly 
received inio tbe text by La, and by Tis. in hi 

mde dorw 7) bonor?) kai $ %ioTuu 

lst Ed. But dye: is entitled to ce on 
another account, since of dwdyew ele alym. I 
cannot find a single ex., but of dyew cle alym. 

; e. gr. Ezek. xi. 24, fyayd me ale rà» 
alypu.: Jer. xv. 2 (which seems to have been in 
St. John's mind), co: ele Oavarov ele Odvaror, 
Soo: sie padyatpay sls udXav pay. cove els aly- 
Madwolay sis alyuaXoaíay, ‘such as are Ca 
tined) to go into captivity, to Suniy let them 
go! This, I have no doubt, is the true readi 
and was, I suspect, in the archet of MS. É. 
though the scribe, through carelessness (occa- 
sioned by the recurrence of the phrase els aixa), 
omitted the intermediate word dye. Ac 
the Trung above adduced I find in Lamb. 
1186; Mus. 1 and 2; Andr. in MS., and not a 
few others (including the celebrated No. 2 (Paris 
x.), and 14 (the Leicr. MS.), is, I doubt not, 
De d ; — it ae * — Dr. 

ntley’s Collection (general t); which 
makes it easy to understand Los the corruption 
arose, namely (from an ordinary and perpeteal 
cause of omission), the repetition of & word, or 
words, as will thus appear, al Tis Zyet alxxa a= 
glas ixe [sls —— waya. "Thus 
we attain to the ing of the archetype of those 
MSS., «l vic ale alxu. žy, ele alXx. on. 
Nevertheless, Zac cannot be right; and we may 
suppose the true reading to be aye:: and the 
phrase dyaw alyuatociay = adyuse alypaà w- 
Tove, occurs in the Sept. The next clause, of 
which the words seem formed on these of oar 
Lord Matt. xxvi. 52, as our Lord's probably 
were on some such proverbial saying. Here, 

n, the MSS. exceedingly ; and Tis. 
its, from about 12 cursive MSS. el Tis dv 

&vocr. Bat I ua y aípp, det, &o., thus omittin 
with La., Sch., and Wordsw. in retaining 

e t. rec. (confirmed by the Pesch. Syr. Ver- 
sion); for the other reste on but slender autho- 
rity, invelves harshness, and is not at all in 
the manner of St. John. The reading of C is 
not noted ; but I suspect that it is the same as 
that of A, which has eZ rie iv mayaleg, ro- 
xTavÜnva. —namely, by the omiesion of the words 
— dst — e d lost D pae 
of the repeated phrase i» mayaipe. In Lamb. 
1186 the reading is «I ris d» payaipa bei arròs 
d*oxravÜrn»c exactly as in the 15 cursives 
followed by Tis., and manifestly by an omission, 
through carelessness of scribes, of darowrersi. 
There is every reason to think that in the ancient 
archetype from which tbose three MSS. arose 
(either mediately or immediately) there was the 
identical reading represented in the Pesch. Syr. 
and Vulg. Versions, and found in the t. rec., 
which aleo I find in Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2— 
dí iorie—dyiwv, meaning, ° Herein, in this 
matter, in resisting this enemy (see ver. 7), there 
is scope for the exercise of faith and patience in 
holy men.” In 4 twouovh xai 5 wieris, there 
is a hendiadys for 5 wiotis à. SromoyyTiKy, com- 
stantissima fiducia, ° the thorough-enduring faith,’ 
the rist; xai paxpod. of Heb. vi. 12. This 
use of ads, ‘herein, roourring infr. v. 18. xiv. 
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llk Kai elbov dXXo ÓOnpíov avaBaivov èx ris vis, Kat elye xoh.n.z. 
xépata. úo Suora apviy, xal éXáXey ws párov 12! nal Tiv lyers 
¿Eoucíay rod Tperov Onplov macav roe everrwv avtor 
moi THY Ynv kal TOUS xarowoUvras év abr), Wa Trpoc kvvijaec 
TÒ Onplov TO Trpávrov, où ¿0epameú0n 7) rXsypi) roO Üavárov avrob. 
13 m Kai oii onpeta peyada, j xai trip iva èx Tod oUpavoU mms. u. 

3 Thess. 3. 9. «arafaívg eis Tijv yim évorriov tov àvÜpoyrov. 14" kal rave Tessa 
^ n ch. 16.14. TOUS kaTowcoUvras Emè THs "yis, Sid Tà amueia & ¿8009 aia iam. 

mogoar evwomriov tov Ünplov, Neywy Tois xatoscovow “T tis 

vis, Trosfjsas eixova TH Ünpio, 10 16e Tim mAnyim Tis payal- 
pas xal noe 15 onal ¿800790 abro *ve)ua Sovvat TT) €iKOVL och. 19.90. 

TU & 16. $. 
Tov Ünpiov, wa kal Manhon ?) eixav ToU Onpiou, xal Toon ooo: 
Gy uù mpooxuvncwas t Tijv eixova tod Onplov, va aroxrav0adct. 
16 Pai TOLE? Távras, TOUS pakpoUs Kal TOUS peyáove, Kai TOUS psh. 19. m. 
driovgiovus xa) Tovs Toy, Kal TOUS €XevÜcpovs xal Tous 
Sovdous, va * sw avrois yadpaypa èm. Tips yeipós avrOv Tis 
Sefias, ?) éri rò uéranrov aitay 174 xal va pý tis BUvgras qon. 

ayopdoas f) Tedfoat, ei pÀ ó éxwv Tò ydpaypa, [9 ] Tò voga 
TOU Onplov, À róv àpiÜuóv Tod Ovóparos avrod. 18 7*f)8e 5 rch.17.9. 

cobia éoriy ó Éyov [Tov] vobv, ndiodrw tov apiOpov rod 
Onoiou apiOpos yap avOpwrov dori, xal 6 ápiÜuós atro0 y£ . 

XIV. !*Kai cldov, xa) ov rè "Apviov t éornnds emi Tó khaka 

I2. xvii. 9, is an idiom peculiar to the Scrip- 
tures. 

11, 12. dAXAo Onpíov] This is su to be 
emblematical of the Romish hierarchy ; 
horns denoting the and the secular clergy. 
Many points of similarity in the following verses 
with the Romish hierarchy and ecclesiastics have 
been traced, with more or less probability, by 
Commentators. 

13. xal wip tva—xarafalvy}] Tis. edite Iva 
xal tüp roy—xaraBaivay, from MSS, A, C, 
and a few cursives ; while Wordsw. retains, with 
Gr. and Sch., the t. rec., — by MS. B, 
and the great body of the MSS. (with the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies); rightly ; for tho other reading 
savours of critical emendation to get rid of a 

authority, which I cannot supply, except by 
Lamb. 1186. The very reverse holds good of 
elye for xs, edited by Tis., from B, and 30 
cursives,—being evidently a critical correction. 
The 73)», just after, not found in B, and a few 
cursives (Í add Lamb. 1186, Mus. Í, 2, 3), was 
omitted by carelessnese of scribes. 

15. I now read, with La. and Tie., wp. ò. for 
t. rec. à. xv., from B and 20 cursives (to which 
I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by 
internal evidence.—For T3» eixóva, MS. A and 
not a few others have 75 «elxóvi, which has been 
adopted by Scbolz and Wordsw. ; while La. and 

Tis. retain rh» elx. ; rightly; since internal evi- 
dence, ae well as ex authority, is in its 

vour. 
16. The readings dac and +d piTærov, for 

t. rec. àecy and Téw uaTwmev, | have on stron 
authority, external and internal "eg ses wit 
Sch., La, Tis, and Wordsw. The 5, which I 

within double brackets, has been cancelled 
y all the recent Editors. -Wordsw. well ren- 

ders, ‘that they should give to themselves ;` inti- 
mating compulsion under the semblance of choice. 

17. xai iva uf iv bby. 4yop.] ‘and that no 
one should have the power to buy ;' simply de- 
noting a deprivation of political privileges. So 
Thucyd. v. 34, Sore ure wpiaudvous ri 9 
wwdourrat xvpiovs sivaı.—The ĉúvaraı, for 
t. rec. déenrat, edited by Tis. (alone), from B 
and s few cursives, is plainly a blunder of scribes. 
—Tév ápiÜuór» Tow óv., meaning, ‘the number 
which the letters of the name e up.’ ‘This 
m (says Heinr.) is to be explained from the 

of the Jews. It means “the number 
which is made up, by reducing the numeral 

wer of each of letters of which the name 
s com , and bringing it to a sum total.” 
That art, now held in merited contempt, was, in 
the time of the Apostle, in great honour, not 
only among the Jews, but also the Greeks, as we 
may collect from Artemid. On. i. 12" 

8. dàs ñ copia icTív] meaning, ‘ Herein is 
wisdom to be shown,’ ‘herein is a test of wis- 
dom, or ity, ‘a fit occasion for exercising 
it; sco v. 10, and note, 
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Öpoşs Xuby, xal per’ avrod ÈKATÒV tTecocapaxovratéccapes XAL- 
ades, Exoveat TÒ Üvoua aire’, xal rò óvua ToU llarpós avrov 

ch... yeypappévov ert TOV Meraymay auTay 2» kai fjcovca horny 
^ ^ e ^ ` - 

èx Tod oUpavoU ws pwvnv U6dTeoy ToXXóv, Kat ws wv» Bpowris 
peyddns xal *% ov) fv qeovca œs KiBappdav xiBapitovrev 
év rais xOdpass abr Š * xal ddovow [es] pò camy vos- 
mov TOU Üpóvov, xai éverrriov THY Teacápov lov kai TOY Trpea- 
Burépwr xai ovdels hõvvaro naÜeiy Tv qv, ei u3) ai éxaTór 
TeGgapakovraTéccapes xuiMáDes oi Tyopacuévo, GTO THS "yf. 

Cor. 11 
$10 440b0bro( eiow of perà yuvaxdy oùs éuoXuvÓgcav, mrapÜévo, 

n Š : amel1& (ydo eioi oUTO( eiow oi dkoXovÜoDvres TQ ’Apvip Grou dy op a > 
&5.0 * iná. otro, yyopdcOncay amò tv avOpwrwyv àmapy) T@ 

£P*9-3 Geo xa) TO Apv(a" 5 ° xaà ¿y TQ TTOMaTL GUTA@Y oÙ% eù- 

péOn *WeiSos: dpwpor ydp elou [évanriov tov Opovou Tov 

6! Kai elóov àXXov adyyedov Trerópevov ÈV puecovparügart, 
Eyovra evayyédov aiwviov evaryyedicas [ixi) Tovs * xaÜnuévovs 

. B. 37. 

Jude 34. 

«oí |. 
f ch. 8. 18. 

XIV. 1. ixaró» reccapaxovrariocapet 
thiddec, &c.] These represent the true mem- 
rs of Christ's Church. Comp. eupr. vii. 4. 

They are, as Mede calls them, the legitimate and 
undegenerate offspring of the twelve Apostles. 
Abp. Newc.) ith this whole comp. 

that at Heb. xii. 22—24. On the several dis- 
pue points, as to particulars, see the Notes of 

tt, Woodhouse, and Lee. The rò, not found 
in the t. rec., has been inserted by all the recent 
Editors, on the authority of A, B, C, and many 
cursives (to which I add the Lamb. and Mus. 
copies). or t. rec. daornaos, La. and Wordsw. 
edit sords, from MSS. A, C; but Tis. iors, 
from MS. B and several others; while Sch. re- 
tains tornxos. Internal evidence is against the 
t. rec. ; but, as to the other two readings, there 
is an open question ; though external authority 
would rather incline the scales in favour of 
icTóv. Yet it is rather a matter of dialect as 
regards the terminations -we and -or, on which I 
have more than once treated in my notes on Thu- 
cyd. The words avrov—Tó Gvoua, which I have 
inserted, are also adopted, on the strongest autho- 
n by La., Tis., and Words. 

$wrij» Ud. word.] Formed on Ezek. xliii. 
2.—hh duviy—as «8. This reading, for t. rec. 
Qui» cjxovca x:Bapaday, I have, with all the 
recent Editors, received, on the strongest autho- 
rity, confirmed by internal evidence. 

_ 9. ol sryopacuéyo: dad THe ys] This pecu- 
liar expression is tantamount to that in the next 
verse, D vopde®. &wó TG» ápÜp. Thus the full 
sense intended is, ‘out of those upon the earth,’ 
i.e. the sons of men, so as to form a little flock 
rescued from perdition, redeemed from all sin, 
and thus forming what is called, v. 4, an dwapyi 
IO Kai tw 'Apvíe. Tho we before qónv, 
which | placed within single brackets, has been 
cancelled by Sch., Tis., and Wordsw., but re- 
tained by External authority is rather in 
ite favour (1 find it in Lam. 1186, and Mus. 1, 
2, 3), but internal evidence equally balanced. 

4. dy iwáyg] ‘he may go. The bréye:, 
adopted by La, from A, C, and 2 cursives, is a 
mere itacism, or error of scribes. I have still 
retained the same punctuation, though Editors 
differ not a little; who ought to have seen that 
the persons in question—the 144,000, sealed on 
their foreheads, and redeemed from the earth and 
sin —are here meant to be marked val, so as to be 
known by their principal characteristics ; (1) that 
of ity; (2) that of universal 
ness to their Master,—following his holy example 
in all things, and following his Word Spirit, and 
Providence, for their guidance in ali duties 
that may be laid on them, and the difficulties 
they may encounter in the di of them.— 
The next words, oŭrol slow, &c., do not present 
another characteristic of them, but point at their 
reward through , 88 being the Lord's * choice 
ones,’ ‘ the first-fruits of the great spiritual har- 
vest, rescued by redeeming mercy out of a world 
of sin and misery. —The next words (v. 5) seem 
a resumption of the thought at the first clause of 
v. 3, so as to further develop the idea, extending 
it from sexual parity to —in 
short, the absence of wickedness of any kind ; for 
such is the force of Wevdos, which I bave, with 
all the recent Editors, adopted, on the strongest 
grounde, for t. rec. óóÀos,—a sense of Yed. re- 
curring at xxi. 27. xxii. 15, also in Sept, Hoa 
vii. 3. xii. 11, 12. next words, i»eios— 
Osov, have been cancelled by all the recent 
Editors, and with reason; since external au- 
— and internal evidence are alike against 

em. 
6. ix. sšayyíhiow alewiop edayysr\ica 

Renders * having an universal Gospel to — 
—«xa@0nusvous, for t. rec. caromeurrar, has 
been, on — authority (confirmed by the 
Lamb. and Mus. copies), introduced by the 
Editors. La., Tis., and Wordsw. prefix iri be- 
fore xaÜny., as also before mav: while Sch. pre- 
fixes it before the butter, not before the former. 
There is indeed streng authority (to which I add 
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éT tis yns, kai Livi] way EOvos xai hud kal yrdoocay kal 
Aaoy, ! 5 * Xéyov év ov) peyadrr “PoByOnte tov Ocóv xal gon. LA. 

Sore are Bo£av, ór; HAGev ý dpa ris xpicews aro xal mpos- Ñ 1 6 

KUVITATE TH ToujcavT, TOY Ovpavoy Kai THY yiv xa) riv Oddac- BM 
cav xal Twyàs vddtav!” 8» Kal ddros dyyeXos neorovOnoe, b Isa. 0 

Aéyor “Erecev, [Erece] BagvXóv [9$ mores] 2 pe- ch. 18. 2 8, 
10, 31. 

16. 19 
yarn! * èx ToU olvov rod upod rHs Topvelas abf s &1.%5. 
aremóTuke WAaVTA +à EOvy! 9 Kai *àXXos ayyedos TpíTos 
sjkoXoUÜncev auTois, Aéyav é ovi) neyáXm. “ El tis * Tpoc- 
kvvei TO Ünpíov xai Thy eixova avroU, Kai Xap9áves xáparyua 
émi Tod neravrov aro À émi Tiy xeipa avro "xai aÙTÒS i Ps 7.8. 

sa. 51. 17. 

mietat Èx Tov olvov ToU Oupod rod Oeod, ToU xere- 1t P 
^ ^ , ^ ^ & 19.20. 

pacpévouy axparovu dv TQ ToT2pío TS PYS avTod, &1.. 

Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3) for the éwi before 
wavy, and hence it would be quite admissible before 
sað. š. T. ys, were there competent authorit 
for it; but there is not, there veing ay A, C, 
and 3 cursives (though I can add Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
while the bulk of the MSS. (including Lamb. 
1186) have it not. 

7. Adywv] This, for t. rec. AévyorTa, has 
been received by all the recent Editors, on com- 
petent external authority, confirmed by internal 
evidence.—For Q:dy, . B. and cursives 
(with Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), have Kú- 
prov; but it is inadmissible, as will appear from 
supr. xi. 13, and note. At any rate, Heinr. 
wrongly refers to John ix. 24, in illustration of 
the force of the expression here, dors &o£ar 
Ore; though it may be true that there is kere, 
as he obecrves, a ‘solennis formula apud Judzos, 
qua inctepabant secus sentientes agentesque, 
uos ad rectum Jove cultum revocare volebant. 

However, tov O«óy is empbatical ; and the full 
sense is, ° Fear ye Gop, and give glory to Him 
(alone), and not any portion to the t, nor to 
any image whatever; this is implied in the sub- 
sequent words, te woijcavTs TÒ» ovpavdv— 
bdarev, as distinguishing Gop, the Creator of 
the universe, from idols, the mere works of 
men's hands.—The words Sre 7AGey 8 Spa tüs 
xploees avrov must be explained according to 
the view taken of the reference, and of the 
whole They may, however, be taken 
as words not of consolation only, but of warning. 

8. By BaBvAcy is meant, as tho best Exposi- 
tors are agreed, the mystical Babylon, ROME, 
the metropolis of apostasy. In ix To9 olvov— 
Z0vn there is an almost lyrically bold expression 
of mad and unbounded idolatry, which is com- 

red to a harlot alluring to lasciviousness. 
einr. compares a similar image in the Tabula 

Cebetis: ¿méTn kaXetrai, f) wavras Tos dr- 
Opwwous—wor l(a. TB éavTíjs vráust. Comp. 
Rom. i. 24, 26, 28. —— After dAAos, Matth., La., 
Tis.. and Wordsw. insert dedrepor, from MSS. 
A, B. and 25 cursives (to which I add the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies), confirmed by the Syr. Vers., 
Andr., and Areth. But, considering that inter- 
nal evidence is against the insertion, I still, with 
Gr. and Sch., reject it. It was, I suspect, intro- 
duced by the Critics, to correspond to the 4ÀAAos 

Tpiros at v. 9, init. I have now received, with 
La., Tis., and Wordsw., 9, for the t. rec., from 
A, C, and 10 cursives, confirmed by the Syr., 
Vulg., and Eth. Versions. The dr: was plainly 
a marginal scholium, This I prefer to cancelling 
the or:, with Gr. and Matth. Sume word is in- 
dispensable ; and here the omission arose (as in 
very many otber cases) from the double reading. 
After *áyTa, 1 have now, with La, Tis., and 
Wordsw., inserted +à, from MSS, A, B, C, and 
20 cursives (with the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
since internal evidence is in favour of the words. 
The words ToU Üvuov were cancelled, on insuffi- 
cient authority, by Bengel, Gr., and Heinr., — 
not aware tbat the ancient Critics removed the 
words from ignorance of their force, as pointin 
at the cause of the thing (just as at xviii. 3, 
where no MS. omits) ; q. d. in tho words of Bp. 
Hall, *and thereby hath caused them to drink of 
that cup of God's wrath and vengeance, which 
belongs to those grievous offences." 

9. àAXos dyyedos Tp.] This, for t. rec. roir. 
&yy., I have admitted, with all the recent Edi- 
tor», on very strong grounds (to which I add all 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies). They all edit, 
from very many of the t MSS., 4poox. +ó 
Onp., for t. rec. TÒ np. mp., which I have now 
— — xdpayyua, &c. Vide supr. 

v. 17. 
10, 11. The heaviest punishments here and 

hereafter are now threatened. (Abp. Newc.) 
* There, indeed, is not,’ as observes ar | in 
m Scripture another threatening so terrible as 

is." 
10, In xal abrds miera: there is, as Heinr. 

remarks, an Ga is; q. d. ‘He had before 
a cup of inebriating sweetness, but now he 
will drink the cup of Divine wrath in full 
draught.’ See Jer. xxv. 15. Isa. li. 17, 22. 
— xskspacyu. axpdtrov. The best Commen- 
tators are that this denotes pure wine 
made yet stronger by a mixture of powerful in- 

iente. Comp. Lowth on Isa., ch.i., and 
oodhouse in loc. For dyiw»y ayy. La, edits 

ayy. dy. from MS, C and two or three car- 
sives; and Tis, cancels dy., from MS. A and 
one cursive. But I can approve of neither read- 
ing. The omission plainly arose, as is often the 
case, from the change of position in the words; 
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xai BacaycOncerat ¿v Tupi xa) Oei dvomov tev awylov ayyé- 
kis. 3.10. Awy xai éxomioy Tov Apviov. 11 k xa} ó cams tod Bacame pod 

avroy avaBaive eis ai@vas aimvey, Kai ovk Eyovow áváTravcir 
upas xai vuxrüs oi TrpockvvoUvres TO Ünpíov xal Thy eixora 

^ ` ? ` , ^ 9f y aw 
avro), Kat el Tis Aap9áve, TO yápaypa TOU Ovouaros avro. 

1eb.1x1. 12!*f)8e 5$ iouov) TOv ayiwy esrar [ġe] of TnpoUvres tas 

ch. 19. 

mic €yTOAas TOÔ ` @eo0 Kat thy wiotw “Ineod. 13 m Ka] $jovca 

iiw davis éx ToU oùpavoð Xeyovens [uo] Tpayor  Maxápw: 
oi vexpoi oi éy Kupie atroOyncxovres amdptt Nai, reyes Tó 

, 

n Ezek. 1 » ^ , a , ^ 
26. X fn GUT@p AKONOVÕE per avra. 
ch. 1. 18. 
& 0.3. 

and there is too little authority to warrant even 
the change of position in the words, adopted by 
some recent Editors. 

12, dda ñ Ow. v. dy.) I have now, with 
Matth., La., Tis., and Wordsw. inserted 5, from 
MSS. A, B, C, and above 20 cursives, with 
Lamb. 1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3, espec. since in- 
ternal evidence is in its favour. On the force of 
the e, with iori, expressed or understood, sce 
note supr. xiii. 10. Here the words may be ren- 
dered, * Herein [is] the patient endurance (con- 
stancy in faith and duty) of the saints ; intimat- 
ing. their state of suffering for conscience sake 
ie to be the test and trial of their constancy unto 
the end ; the fit occasien for evincing their 
session of the quality of mind in question. This 
sense of the phrase dé iar: is, I believe, quite 
peculiar to St. John, and was, perhaps, a pro- 
vincialism of Syrian Greek. The second ede is, 
on st external authority (to which I add 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies), cancelled by all the 
recent Editors. But I cannot do more than place 
it — ASE — ria — evidence, 
properly wei is rather in its favour. 

13. dedpri} I am still of the same opinion 
as to the construction and force of this word. 
Render: * Blessed are they from henceforth who 
die in the Lord,’ meaning that their bleseedness 
commences then, and continues uninterruptedl y. 
Dr. Wordsw. points, &vof8vüoxowrit dadpr: 
vai, Aéytt, &c. But that, however specious, is 
doing violence to the construction, and there 
thus arises a strained, yet jejune sense. He 
would have done better to — and read, awdor: 
Asye Nai, from many MSS. But that reading 
so plainly arose from alteration for the purpose 
of removing a difficulty, that we are not war- 
ranted in receiving it. What is said at vai 
Aéys,. +d II». was meant to confirm what was 
just said by, as it were, the Hoty Spirrr him- 
self attesting its trath. Moreover, the ardpre 
is intended to further develop and strengthen 
the sense in paxdp:01—dwo0sijoxovrss, q. d. 
* happy, I say, peculiarly happy from henceforth, 
lit. `` now onward" (i. e. from the period of their 
dying in the Lord [even for ever]).' As respects 
the £x just after, for this one id have ex- 
pected darò found in one or two MSS.; nay, 
even the use of a P ition at all is rather 
rare, the simple Genit. being more u Yet 
instances are found even in the Class. writers of 

TIvedpa, wat dvaraicwvras éx TOv KoTeY avro» {Ta Sé 6prya 

12 Kaj eldov, xa) ioù vepérn evan, xal émi Ti» vedéNop 

ix, e. g. Aristoph. Ran. 1531, ¿< peyd\ or a Xš esp 
qavcaíusÜ', and Eurip. El. 1108 The ing 
dvawavcovra: for t. rec. -errac is deserving 
of attention, and is not improbably the true one. 
Exx. of tva with Fut. Ind. are not — 
in this Book; e. gr. iii. 9 — La. and 
xiii. 12, wpocxuvicove: (La. and Tis.), xiii. 1 
écdcovesy, in some MSS.; xxii. 14, Tra icta, 
in all the copies, though the Subjunct. cioiA- 
Ocequ follows in the same clause. As respects 
dva atjcorrat, edited by La. and Tis., it is evi- 
dently a mere slip of the po by the scribes of 
the two MSS. A and C. Vain were it to plead 
the well-known Canon for a 1 On the 
term dye. to denote ‘resting from the labours 
and troubles of life by death,' see other exx. in 
Job x. 2 Micah iv. 4. Deut. v. 14, Esth. ix. 
16. JElian, Var. Hist. iv. 7.—At the next clause 
there is a disputed — For ra 8 £pya, 
La, Tis. (Ed. 1), and Wordsw. edit Tà yàp 
ipya, from MSS. A, C, and 3 cursives, with the 
= N and Vulg. Versions. But in his 2nd Ed. 

is. has restored dé; rightly; since the other 
was a mere alteration of Critics, ignorant of the 
force of àà, which should not be rendered ‘and, 
since ‘but’ (used by Tyndale) will better ex- 

s the sense, denoting, as in Mark vii. 26. 
Luke xxiii. 17. John vi. 17. xi. 2. xix. 23 (and 
often in the Class. writers), that a fresh circum- 
stance is added; q.d. ‘bappy are they! not 
merely because they shall rest from their labours 
and trials, escaping the impending calamities,— 
but because their works (their labours of love in 
Christ) are to follow them in their /ruifs, —to go 
along with them (when admitted to the inberit- 
ance of the saints in light), as it were, receive 
with them the reward which God has promised 
should attend them." 

14—20. Here again the judgments of God 
upon (Babylon and] the adherents of the beast 
are foretold, and graphically represented under 
the figures of harvest and vintage, which are often, 
both in the Scriptural and Classical writers, sym- 
bolical of destruction. See Joel iii. 13. Isa. xvii. 
5. Hom. Il. xi. 67. Virg. Æn. x. 513. The Mes- 
siah is represented under the similitude of a us- 
bandman committing the work of reaping to his 
labourers, and holding in his own hand a sickle, 
as a symbol of puni the execution of the 
judgment committed to him by the Father, John 
v. 22. The figure in ¿zi Tij» ved. xaO. is found 
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£ xaOnpevos t notos Tig avOparrou, Éyov ém tis xebaMiç aùroù 
o-réhavoy xpucoby, xai év TÜ xeu abrod Spéravov 0Ëú. 15 ° Kal oov. 

13. 

ekXXosc dryyeXos €EnrGev éx ToU vaod xpdhov év ueyáNg povi ws 

Te xaÜnuévo émi ris vedhérns Tléuyov tò Spéravoy cov xai 
Gépicor, Ste HAVE [cor] 4 dpa [Tob] Oeploa:, Sri eEnpdvOn ó 
Ocpiopos THs ys. 18 xal EBarev ó waOnpevog eri Tiy vedérnv 
Tò Ópéravov avro) émi thy yv, kal éQepía6n ñ yh. 

17 Kai adXos dryyeXos éf5A0ev éx ToU vaod tod v TQ ovpave 
Exar kal abros Ópémavov of 19 P kal áXXos dyyedos éEGAQev pa 168. 
éx ToU Ovotacrnpiou čyæwv éfovaíav éri ToU mupòs, kal épavnce 

oel 8. 13. 

xpavyh weyáNn TO Éyovr, TO Spérravoy TO o£), Néyou Iéuyov 
cov TÒ Ópéravov TÒ 0£U, xal rpiynaov Tots Bórpvas Tis ápmréXov 
ris vis, Ere * Hepacev $ aradvM) t abríg. 19 a Kal éBadev Ó ach. 19.10. 
dryyedos TO Ópémavov avrovd eis T7)» yi, kal érpúynce Tijv Qurre- 
Aov THs YAS, ral EBarev eis THY Anvov ToU Bupod Tov OeoÙ * roy 
péyav. 

Lam. 1. 16. 
ob. 1 cfc alua èx rìs Anvod yp, TOY yaMvüyr Tov Urey, ard 91.5 

otadiov yikiwy é£akoctov. 

also in Dan. vii. 13, and Virg. Ain. ix. 640. 
(Heinr.)—For xa0ñusvoe Suouioe, all the recent 
Editors receive <a0ñusvow Smoov, from many 
MSS. (to which I could add), Versions, and 
Fathers,—perhape rightly, at least internal ovi- 
dence is rather in its favour. 

15. dre s]AOs, &e. Gre ¿Emeav0n] It is well 
obeerved by Bp. Jebb, Sacr. Lit., p. 387, that 
these two clauses are not [as they may seem] 
synonymous in seuse; the ressons for reaping 
being distinct and progressive: l. the proper 
season for reaping is come; 2. the harvest of the 
earth is withered, and therefore demands the 
sickle. At ver. 17—ult. there is, as Heinr. 
obeerves, the other part of the image; q.d. * Not 
only is the harvest ripe, but the vintage 1s ready ;” 
the image being similar to that at Isa. xiii. 3, 
and Jer. vi. 9. It may seem strange that a sickle 
should be mentioned for the vintage ; but it seems 
that grapes were sometimes not gathered by the 
hand, but cut off by a hooked knife, of a sickle- 
like form.—rov Oepicac. La., Tis., and Wordsw., 
on the suthority of MSS. A, B, C, and 20 cur- 
sives, cancel Tov, which I have, with Matth., Gr., 
and Sch., retained. I am, however, now induced 
to bracket the word: though, as external authority 
is not against, and internal evidence is quite in 
ite favour, I can go no further. It is in its 
favour,—for this use of the simple Infinit, after 
the phrase ò &a«pós, or Spa ici, is the pure 
Clase. use found in the best writers from Homer, 
Hdot., and 7Eschyl., downwards; while that of 
the Infinit. preceded by vou is scarcely ever 
found in the earlier and pure writers; though 
occasionally in the later, as Dion. Hal, Jos., 
Arrian, and Dio Cass. ; and it perpetually occurs 
in the Sept., and frequently in the N. Test. ; 
though sometimes the Infinit., without ov, even 
when denoting purpose, is found in the N. "Test. ; 
e. gr. Luke vi. 12, John xiv. 2; but this is a 
rare caso; for passages where purpose is not in- 

dicated come not under this category. And this 
use in the Apocalypse ie, I think, almost un- 
cxampled, ex xvi. 19. xx. 8, sine v.l. In- 
ternal evidence is in its favour; and thus 
the harshness of ellipse. will be somewhat 
lessened; and the ellips. is not ñoa», which 
would require re w., but 7A Gon, to be supplied 
from the subject-matter. Comp. ch. vi. 2, xal 
iEnAOs vixcev, &c. The Genit. rov before Osp. 
is confirmed by Matt. xiii. 30, iv xaipw Tov 
Ospic uos, ` for the harvesting ;' xxi. 23, MA aed 
Ó kaipòs T&v kapri, ‘for the fruits; so Mark 
xi. 18, karpòs T&v cvxev. 

16. 7)» vaéAnv] La. and Wordsw. edit 
Tie proram from MS. A and 3 cursivee (to 
which Í can only add Mus. 2). But I still retain, 
with all the other Editors, Tù» vain», as sup- 
ported by the strongest ex authority, and 
ey ai by the parallel expression, supra 
v. 

18. xwv) La and Tis. prefix ó, from MSS. 
A, C, while Wordsw. rejects it; rightly ; since 
internal evidence is against it. —avris. and 
Tis. edit 72s ye, from MS. B and 25 cursives. 
But Sch. and Wordsw. retain avrje; with rea- 
son ; since internal evidence is not decidedly in 
favour of ris yijv. I have now, with Matth., 
Tis, and Wordaw., adopted -ct» 9 orapvAn 
from B and many cursives, with the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies, for t. rec. -cay al -Aai, which prob. 
arose from itacism. The Sing. is taken generi- 
e" for the Plur. 

19, 20. The readings Tò» niyan for t. rec. 
Tl» peyáànv, and etwhey, for Ew, have been, 
on ample authority (to which I could add), 
adopted by all the recent Editors. 

20. In i£5A0« alua ix tHe Anvov there is, as 
often, a blending of the thing itself with the 
thing thereby signified ; and, indeed, alua might 
be used of the juice as figuriog the blood of the 
grape. See Gen. xlix. 11. In áxpc Té» XaÀ. 
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REVELATION XV. 1—6. 

XV. 1*Kai cov dào onpeiov èv T obpavo péeya xai 
Oavpacroy, ayyédous @TTà Éyovras wryyas érrà Tas éoyaTas, 

ort ev avrais éredécOn ó Oupos tov Geo. 
: Odraccay vaXMygv uepwypevg» Tupi: Kai Tous viKa@vTas éx ToU 
Ünpíov xai èx Tis etxovos avtod xai èx ToU [yapaypyatos avroU, 

2* Kai eldov ws 

éx Tov] aptOpov Tod OvopaTos avro), éora@ras ém tiv Oadaccay 

11. 

& 130. 14. 
& 146. 17. 

c Exod. 16.1. Tiv vadivny, éxovras xiÜápas tod Oco. Š ° Kai dŠouo, Tw 
pôv Maicéws Sovrov rod @eco9, kal T2v qw ToU ’Apviou, 
Aeyovres Meyda xal Oavpacta ta Épya cov, Kupie ó Geos 
ó Tavrokpároep, Sixaas kal adrnOwal ai dd0i cov, 6 Bacthes 

dine. Tov *eOvav. +“ ris où pù popnli ce, Kop, xai So€don To 
^ évoud cov; Čti povos Sows’ Sts rávra Tà EOvn HEovos xai mpos- 

Jer. 10. 7. 

exam. 9- kuyrjaovaty évarrióv gov: ott TÀ Oawnará cov épavepa 
1. 18. 

1 e 

f ch. 

ERN, 

Ezek. 44. 17, 
18. 

there is a noble hyperbole, of which exx. are ad- 
duced by the Commentators. 

XV. Up to this Chapter we have — 
under the guidance of events, with more or 
lese of satisfactoriness; but Aere that important 
direction almost wholly fails us. Destitute of 
this, we need not wonder at the evident inability 
of Expositors to make any lar or consistent 
applica ion of the subsequent Chapters, except as 
coincident with thoee things which have 
already considered. The nt Chapter intro- 
duces the seven Vials, all of which fall under the 
seventh Trumpet, as the seven trumpets were in- 
cluded under the seventh seal; for they contain 
the seven last plagues, in which the wrath of God 
is filled up, or accomplished, on the persecuting 
idolatrous power assuming the name of Christian. 
These plagues must, therefore, be coincident with 
the last woe-trumpet. in measure, at least. 
Before he sees the effects of the ministry of the 
seven angels, who had it in charge to inflict the 
seven last , the Apostle records an intro- 
ductory vision, representing the joy and triumph 
which the Church would express on that occa- 
sion. (Scott.) Dr. Wordsw., with some reason, 

s the matter in this Chap. as a furthor en- 
ment of the foregoing. containing a Prophetic 

vision of the future triumph over the Beast ; and 
then representing the seven Angels holding the 
seven Vials to be poured out on the empire of the 

east. 
l. gyovras] ° having the charge of,’ ‘ having 

committed to them to deal out; a use of ¢yew 
very rare; though it is found also in Demosth. 
1153, 4, diac tie iX 0rTov ás dlxac.—TA.— 
TÀàs leyárac, meaning * the last,’ for the reason 
then subjoined, and, by implication, ‘the worst ;° 
a sense of icy. frequent in the best Gr. writers. 
—iÁreAícO0n, ` has been fulfilled.’ 

2. 0áXAacca» vaXÍvny] i.e. a 
laver, like a pellucid pavement, similar to the 
brazen sea in Solomon's Temple. "The fire in it 
as part of the temple-furniture) is sup to 
enote the anger of about to be buy K ion 

ToUs vixi Tat ix rou Ünp., &c. The sense 

erystalline 

av. 

` 5 e Kai perà abra eldov xai [ioù] zvovyg ó vaòs ris oxnvis 
ToU paptruplou èv T@ ovpaver 9 xai éEndOov oi intà ayyedos, 

of this brief but strong expression is: ‘ those who 
came off victors from (i. e. after) [contest with] 
the beast, &c. The words yapayuaror avTov, 
which I placed within brackets, have been can- 
celled by Sch., Tis., and Wordsw., from A, B, C, 
and many cursives (to which I add the Lamb. 
and Mus. copies). I should have doudle- bracketed 

em, were not internal evidence quite in their 
favour, since they might easily have been omitted 
from the repetition of ¿< roù, which might 
cause the intermediate words to be lost. 

9. 4. eó)» Meic.] i.e. a of triumph 
similar to that sung by Moses on the children of 
Israel being deli from nd ger bo 
Exod. xv. (Heinr.), and formed chiefly from 
hrases ín Ps. Ixxxvi. 9. cxi. 2. exxxix. 14. 
s t. — 4. Jer. I4 The — ' Apriov 
gene supposed to desi ‘new š 

above menlioued. in bere of ihe Lamb. $y 
3. iO z@y] This, for t. rec. dyiwv, has been, 

on the strongest authority (to which I could add), 
received by all the recent Editors—rightly, since 
it is confirmed by the next verse. The t. rec. 
was prob. a mere alteration ing from some 
Critic, who was thinking of several similar ex- 
pone in the Old Test. Sce note on 2 Pet. 
1. 21. 

4. The oa is cancelled by La, Tis, and 
Wordsw., but retained Ton and Sch., from A, 
B, C, and 5 cursives. idee the insufficient 
authority for its removal, such Pronouns as ox 
are occasionally paseed over by the scribes, and 
hence it must be retained. 

5. loù is, on strong grounds, cancelled by all 
the recent Editors, who have also, on comyctent 
authority, inserted ol before iyowras.— EXxwvire 
tov uapT. See note on Heb. ix. 2. 

The seven angels coming forth from the 
tabernacle of God in the Temple showed that 
these judgments would be executed on the ene- 
mies of the Church, in mercy to the people of 
God; while the white clothing and golden girdles 
worn by these ministers of vengeance represented 
their holiness, and the righteousness and excel- 
lency of theee awful dispensations. The living 
creature, an emblem the Gospel ministry 



REVELATION XV. 7, 8. XVI. 1—3. 845 

ol Éyoyres Tas EMTA MANYAS, ex Tod vaod, évdedupévos Aivov xab- 
apóv [xai] Xaumpów Kal meputocnévo, epi Tà oTú0n ovas 
Apvcás: T xal @v èx rv recaápov Cowy ESwxe Tois érrà dyyé- 
Aois érrà duáXas ypvaás, yenovcas ToU ÜvpoU rod Oeo tov 
tavros eis TOUS aimvas TOY aidcwov. 8 € Kai éyepicOn ó vaòs g, Exod. a. 

e^ ^ [4 A A A ~ 

Kamrvoi èr TÍN dokm TOU Boi, «ai ex Tie Óvvdueos alrou kai Eme 
aE 4 , a ` a ; 

ovdeis nduvato eiceAÜetv ets Tov vaòv, ypt TeXec0Qou ai émrà I Ties. 1.9. 
WAyyat Tov entra awyyédov. 

XVI. 1 Kai jxovea hwvis weydrns dx tod vaod, Neyovans Tots 
érrà ayyédou “Tardyere [xai] deyéare tas iv7à dadas Tob 
Gupod ToU Oeo eis tiv ñu! 2 a Kat amnrOev 6 TpüyTOS Kab »Exod.0.0 
éféyee thy hiarny avrod éri thy ynv kal éyévero Edxos Kaxov 

—11. 

eh. 18. 14 
16, 17. 

«ai Trovnpóv cis ToUs àvÜpwrrovs ToU; Éyovras TÒ ydpayya ToU 
Ünpiov, kal Tous Ti) eixovt avToU TrpoakvvoUvras. Š b Kai ó dev- b Ezod. 7. 

repos dyyedos ¿E¿yee Tiv. pid abrod eis Thy ÜáXaccaw xa) 889. 
éyévero alua ws vexpoi" xai mca «vy? [boa] áméÜavev èv 

giving the vials to the seres implied that the 
hing of the truth would be instrumental in 

ringing the judgments which were written upon 
antichristian o ; and the Temple being 
filled with smoke showed the darkness of those 
dispensations, and the horror which would enve- 
lop the enemies of God whilst these plagues were 
executing. (Scott.) 

. kaÜapó» xai Aau*póv] namely, as those 
who had pun themselves were accustomed to 
do. So J. Pollux, i. 25, rò 84 4pociíva.—b70 
peuvupy@ orody, UxÓ veowAuvet ioñt. — The 
x«l is, on the strongest external authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence, cancelled by all the 
recent Editors. 

7. @idAdas) Render, not vials, but bowls. Soe 
my Lex. in v. 

8. iyspioc8n—xarvov| Tis. prefixes ix oov 
to xa?rrov, on the authority of B and 25 cursives 
(I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2) ; but in this 
he stands alone, and indeed recedes from the 
truth. I more than suspect that the words crept 
in from the following context. 

XVI. Here there is described the pouring out 
of the seven vials, on which the opinions of Com- 
mentators are, as usual, very various; but, after 
all, Bp. Newton's view seems to be the best 
founded, because the most sober,—namely, that 
* as the trumpets were so many steps and degrees 
of the ruin of the Roman empire, so are the vials 
of the ruin of the Roman church.’ See also Dean 
Woodh. and T. Scott. Prof. Lee, however, is of 
opinion, that these plagues of the vials seem to be 
nothing more than a repetition of, and partly a 
supplement to, those. 

. &xyéars rae ewrd pidas] A metonymy 
of the container for that which is contained. By 
the pouring out of these vials Dean Woodh. aud 
Dr. Burton understand generally the punishments 
inflicted upon the enemies and persecutors of the 
Church.—ix cov vaov. These words are can- 
celled by Tis. (alone), on the authority of MS. B 
and 25 cursives, and the Syr. ; but internal evi- 

dence is quite in favour of them, they were prob. 
omitted by carelessness of scribes. The irrà 
before ia. has been inserted, on strong autho- 
rity, by all the recent Editors, though internal 
evidence is rather against it. I have now brack- 
eted the xai, which has been cancelled, but on 
slender authority, by Tis., because internal evi- 
dence is quito against it, and also a similar pas- 

. supr. x. 8. See note on Mark vi. 38. 
fo fates $Axos xaxdv, &c.) intimating that 

the calamity would resemble that inflicted on 
Egypt, as recorded in Exod. ix. 8—11, said, per- 
haps, in allusion to Deut. xxxviii. 35, seráEa: 
os Kúpıos iv ÉAxat wovnpe. By xaxóy is meant 

ignum, teirum, xaxonbit. The epithet is ap- 
plied to a disorder in How. Il. i. 10, vovcov epos 
kax?)», but it is no where else, I believe, applied 
to íAxos except in Hom. ll. ii. 723, VA«et mo- 
x0Ü(orra xax. 

8. xai iyíárero alua we — Comp. Exod. 
vii. 18—21. Here, by a strong figure, the vision 
portends great effusion of blood, and destruction 
of the human race.—Yeca. This word, which I 
heretofore — within brackets, is cancelled by 
Sch. and Wordsw., while La. and Tis. edit Zee, 
from MSS. A, C, and the Syr. Version. But the 
authority for this change is insufficient, and re- 
quires to be confirmed by some that the 
phraee hes (et: was ever in use. 1 have sus- 
pected that {ene was a mere error of the scribes, 
who, having (&ca in their original, mistook it for 
one; or St. John may have written teca, and 
at some Critics, stumbling at the expression, 

cancelled (&ca, while others altered it to Tes. 
However, on reconsideration of the question, it 
would seem that there was nothing likely to 
occasion stumbling in the expression Toca, how- 
ever unusual it may be. Internal evidence is 
quite in favour of ee, the difficulty of which 
reading might easily lead to its change into {aca 
by Critics who had in mind Gen. ii. 7, «ai iv- 
edvoncey sls Tó $póc eor al’Tou arvole (ene 
xai b'yívsro ávÜperros ele Wuynv (Leo cav, an 
Gen. |. 24. ii 19. What confirms suspicion, 



REVELATION XVI. 4—11. 

r ÜaXácop. + Kai ó tpiros [dyyedos] éféyee tay didà 
autov eis TOUS TOTAOÙS KAL Eis TAS Ty 

c 14& éyévero alua. 5 ° Kai jxovea ToU ayyédou r&v vddTav Xéyovros- 
Aixasos [ Kopie] el, 6 &v xal ó tv, [xai] [ó] “Ocios, 9r« Tavra 

TOV VOaGTwWY Kal 

ec.9.1.  GUTO/S Edwxas mier fuot [yap] eici! 7° Kai ğxovoa [Aou 
& 15.8. , ` , e ` € , 

éx] tod Ovovacrnplov Xéyovros Nai, Kupte ò Geos ò vravroxpa- 
Top, àX9Üwal xal Sixatar ai kpíceis cov! 8 Kal ó Térapros 

[ayyeros] éféyee rw duáXqv ajro0 émi Tóv fuor xai ¿8609 
avTQ kavparica, ToU; avOparrous év Tupi. 9 f kai éxavpatiobn- 
cav oi áyÜparro, cata péya: xal éBXaodjunca» tò Óvoua To) 
Oeod ToU Éyovros «i» éfovaíav ëm) tas Twyyàs ravrac xai ov 
percvonaav, Sovvar avro Sokayv. 

10€ Kal 6 méumros [yyeXos] éféyee Tv dudXgv avrov ¿mi 
TOV Üpóvov tod Ünpíow xal éyévero ù Bactiela avrod ésxore- 

hecho n. (uépp kai guacowvTo Tas yAcccas avTOv èx ToU 7rovov, ll h xal 
as to the origin of Toca, is, that the very same 
yash ge was made in this same Book by the 
same class of Critics, supr. vii. 17, ódmrysos 
e«éToée imi (ene miryat vddrev, where 
Leone, not {eeac, is the true reading, all Critics 
are now After dwiOavey Tis. and 
Wordsw. insert ra, from MSS. A, C, without 
any cursive. But that is an authority insufficient 
to establish a reading which is scarcely eapable of 
any sense. I suspect it to have arisen from a 
marginal scholiwm, though one eng rae 

4. &y*ysXos has been on good grounds cancelled 
by Sch., La., and Tis. ; as also the xai just after. 
—wnyat TOv vè., ° water-springe or fountains.’ 
The expression occurs also at vii. 17. xxi. 6. 
John iv. 14, and Eschin. Soc. Dial. iii. 20. 

5. éyyidou Té» ùg.) From the Rabbinical 
writers ee es 
to assign to every of creation its peculiar 
angel.—Srs ravra ixpiwac, ° because thou hast 
thus decreed and executed judgment.’ (See note 
on Acts xvi. 4.)—Aíxaios—" Oc:oc is well ren- 
dered by Abp. Newcome, ‘Just art theu—the 
Being that is and that was,—the Holy One.'— 
I have now bracketed the ó before “Oosos, which 
is absent from most of the MSS., and is cancelled 
by all the recent Editors. Supposing, however, 

e ò to be spurious, of which I am not fully per- 
euaded, I would not point, with La. and Tis., 
ò &v xal ó rjv "Octos, which punctuation destroys 
the spirit of the passage, and frustrates the inten- 
tion of the writer, which was to designate the 
ó dv, &c., by the title of ‘the Holy One,’ which 
“Osos even without the Article will denote. The 

ordained, that the 
T loved.’ So Queen own 

after defeating and taking prisoner Cyrus, 

full of human blood, with the words, * Satiate 
thyself with the blood thou thirstedst after.' The 
same figure of drinking blood, for ing it, is 
found not only in the Prophets of the Old Test., 

but in the Class. writers. So Soph. Elect. 783, 
roupoy ixwlvove’ del Vvysic Expatror aipa — 
The yàp is, on strong nds, cancelled by all 
the recent Editors; and rightly; for the asw- 
deton, harsh as it may here seem, is quite ia the 
manner of St. John, and is, as used in the Apo- 
cal generally intensive. 
7. The words d\Aow ix are, on good grounds, 

cancelled by the recent Editors; yet they may 
have been accidentally left out by careless 
ecribes. . 

8. The word dyyeXos is justly cancelled by 

rre ble ] MS B and 30 i I aedqiunga» cursives 
(with Lamb" 1180, ana Mus. 1, 2, 3) subjoim el 
&vðpwro:, which words are confirmed by several 
Versions and Areth., and received by Sch. and 
Tis, while La. and Wordsw. reject them, per- 
haps rightly; though their genuineness may be 
considered an open question. The full sense ef 
Éxovros just is, that of both * baving aod 
exercising act’ the power of inflicting the 
lagues in question. To ifovciay MSS. A and 
b, and 10 cursives (I add Lamb. He prefix 
Thv, which is received by La., Tis., and Wordsw. ; 
rightly; since internal evideace is quite in its 
favour, and the Article is very appropriate, q. d. 
* to exercise the power of inflicting the plagues.’ 
T testifies that B has not the TÀ», which 
is absent from Mes. 1, 2, 3, which usually 
go with B. But Lamb. 1186, its almost fellew 
copy, dae the à», which I doubt not was at least 
in the archetype from which B and Lamb. 1186 
were derived. . 

10. iyévaro ù BacádoÁala a. ¿cx.] This is 
strongly emblematical of distress, u a 
destruction. See supra vi. 12—15. viii. 12, and 
Exod. x. 21.—«ai inaccirro ràe yr. A lively 
and even ic description of and 
rabid —¿x Tov Tovov, lit. from the torment 
(they endured). IIóros is so used in the Sept, 
in Job iv. 5, and in 4 Macc. i. 9, Tec Oaverev 
wovot, and semetimes in the Clase writen, 
—— the Poets, as Homer, and the Trago- 



REVELATION XVI. 12—18. 817 

éBXacdnjugca» tov Ocóv ToU ovpavod éx TQv Tovey avTÀV kai 
éx TOV ÉA«Qv avT@y xai ov uerevoncav é< TaY Épyov avrÓv. 
131 Kai [ó] éxros [dyyeXos] éËéxee ray dada abrod ém) tov qao. 
vrorauóv Tov peyayv Tov Evgparny xa) éEnpavOn tò wp avrod, Isa. 41. 3, 25. 

iva érouiaa 07) ý 0860s trv Bacihéwv Trav amo àvaroXQv sjMov. 
13 k 2 cTó ^ Bod e =Á Kai eléov èx ToU cTóuaTos tot Spaxovros, kal éx Tov cTÓ- k 1 John & 

partos TOU Onpiov, kal éx tov oroparos ToU 
10. mvevpata tpia àxáÜapra, * œs Bárpayor 14 (leicl yàp mveú- 11 Tim. 4 1. 

para 18auióvov Towü)yra onpeta,) à éxtropeveras éri Tots Pagi- James's, 
Aeis Tis [Yyñs xai THs] olxoupérns SANs, cuvayayely avroUs eis ™ 

- 1 

Thess. 2. 9. 
15. 

17. 14. 

TOV TrO0XeLov THS ?)uépas éxelyns THs peyddyns ToU Oeo To) Tav- 
toxparopos. (15 m' Idoðò, épyouas dx xXémrys paxápios ó yp- m Matt. ss. 
vopõvu kai Tnpoy Tà ipatia avTOU- (va px) yuyos Tepurarp, 
BXérroct Ti] áaynuoa voy aro) 16" xal ouviyyayev avroUs eis } bee's: 10 
Tov TÓTOv Tov Kadovpevoy 'Efpaicri *’Apuayedov. 17 ? Kal ach A 

ka Luke 13. 89. 
l Luke 12. 8 

1 Thess. 5. $. 

18, 

6. 

ó EBSopos [dyyeros] ¿Eéyee raw piddny avbrod * émi Tov dépa 
wai be ay) peyddAn amò Tod vaov [roð ovpayod] amo 
tov Üpóvov Xéyovca: l'éyove! 

12. wa iroiuac95—5 [ov] The Euphrates 
is the great natural barrier to x. Palestine, 
and Mesopotamia, against any hostile attacks 
from the more eastern countries of Persia and 
otbers, —Here ó before Yur. sÀoç has been 
cancelled by all the recent Editors. See note 
on Matt. iii. 3. 

13. rou Yavor.) meaning, the Onpíov de- 
scribed at xiii. 11—17.—e« Barpayor. These 
seem to designate persons falsely pretending to 
miracles, and characterized by vain-glory and im- 
udence. So Artemid., ii. 15, says, paxot 

pas yoyrat xal feuoXlóyovt pocnuaí- 
povot. ‘Qe Bdrpayor. So, Tor Suoa Barpd- 
xors, all the recent Editors read, on competent 
authority. 

14. &aiuórey] The recent Editors all read, 
from A, B, and 25 cursives, Gatpovicv. But 
internal evidence is rather in favour of Catucvesy, 
the term daluwy being elsewhere in this book 
used, where we should expect ĝaıuóviov.—T ñe 
xui. These words are, on strong authority, can- 
celled by all the recent Editors; yet internal 
evidence is in their favour, considering that they 
may have been omitted in consequence of the 
recurrence of the r#*.—The rév before só) choy 
has been, on the strongest grounds, inserted by 
the recent Editors. The sense is, * to the warfare 
of (zz at) that t day of God Almighty,’ i. e, 
when he n evince his supreme power. Comp. 
supr. vi. 17. 

5. l8od, Epyouas we xdéiwrne—atbrov] The 
predictions are here , in order to ineul- 
cate a suitable and weighty admonition, —remind- 
ing those whom it concerned,—and, in some 
measure, all others,—that, in times of such great 
temptation, the professed servants of Obrist are 
called upon to be more than ordinarily watchful 
(for watching is their duty, and prayer their 
strength),—expecting his second coming; that 

18 Peal éyévovro 1 dwval xa) pos 

they may be found in the garments of salvation, 
snd not be surprised naked, as apostates or by 
crites, and so be put to shame by rejection. See 
Luke xii. 89, — with ] Thess. v. 2. 
2 Pet. iii. 10, also Matt. xxiv. 50, xxv. 13. The 
ape seems here to have bad in mind Gen. ix. 

, where Aquila and Symm. render, 112« rip 
aoynnocbyyy Tov warpds abrov. Comp. also 
Gen. ix. 22. The usual prophetical formula, 
Adye: ó Kópios, is here omitted, as easy to be 
su i 
j «al Tupar) The full senec is, * who keepeth 

hold of, so as to preserve a thing.” So Philem., 
ZrpaTuer., frag. i. 12, prie Ordray apwéoy 
TI, vspiToi Xit Tupovca Tovro. 

16. "Appaysdev) This has been variously 
interpreted ; either ‘the mountain of Megiddo, 
TTO "my, denoting, figuratively, the mountain of 
destruction, with allusion to the slaughter 
there (Judg. v. 19. 2 Kings xxiii. 29); or ‘ the 
dry mountainous tract, such as the Jews sup- 
posed to be the abode of demons. Here the nar- 
rative breaks off, to be resumed at xix. 19. 

17. à 188. iEdyes Or i. T. 4] On 
noticing this pouring out of the seventh, last, and 
worst it may be the fittest place to 
that no scheme for applying the vials, as yot pro- 
pounded, seems quite satisfacto . The course 
pursued by Dean Woodhouse, who regards the 
pouring forth of the vials as commencing the 
continued and universal punishment of the fol- 
lowers of Antichrist, without attempting any 
positive application, would seem, at the present 
stage of our Apocalyptic inquiry, as the safest 
course ; so that we need not, as in so many other 
cases, have to retrace our steps.—The dyyeAor 
has been, on the strongest authority, cancelled 
by all the recent Editors.—The reading iwi, for 
t. rec. ale, adopted by them, rests on s 
grounds. —By yéyovse is meant, as infr. xxi, 6, 



848 REVELATION XVI. 19—21. XVII. 1. 

Bpovrai xai dotpartrai, kal cewcpós éyévero péyas, olos oUx 
éyévero ad’ ob toi avOpwirat éyévovro ¿mi THs ifs, THALKOUTOS 

` @ 2 
ch. 14, 8, TELT LOS ovTO peya ° 

Yo, & 18. š. ç 
Isa. 51. 3$, 
33. 
Jer. B. 15, 
16. 

r ch. 6. 14. 

6 ch. 11. 19. 
& 16. 9, 11. 

t vv. 9, 11. 

194 Kai éyévero ñ TOM 7 eydn eis 
Tpía uépy xal ai mores TOV éÜvdv *émrecav xai BafljvXew 
7? eydn éuvija0g dyorriov tov Oeod, Sovas avri) TÒ moTýpiov 
ToU olvov tov ÜvuoU THs Opyí avro. 9)?' Kal mca rco: 
epuye, xal Ópg ovy eùpéðnoar 2? ° <a, yáXala peyadn dx 
taravriaia xataBalves èk trod ovpavod émi ToU; àvÜpoermows 
txai éBracdnunoay oi GvOpwrot tov Geow éx THs TAMPYHS TUS 
yaratns, Sts peyarn doriv 1) Ty?) aris copa. 

XVII. 1* Kai #A0ev els ex rev erra ayyédov TOV eydvTer 

Tas émrà diddas, xal erdArnoe per époU, réywr [uos]: Aedpo 
Seif vou TO pipa THS Trópygs TPS peyaArs, Ts kaÜnuéyns emt 

tactum est; q. d. ‘the thing is brought to a 
re is consummation ;' the work being consi- 
dered, by anticipation, as done. 

18. @wvai—dorpawai) The recent Editors, 
on strong. but scarcely competent authority, read 
dorp. xal «wr. kai Bp. ; Pesides, internal evi- 
dence is op The Lamb. 1186, and Mus. I, 
2, have xat dorp. kai Bp. xai ev. Thus the 
variation of position caused the omission. That 
the original of B had «ai Bporr. I doubt not.— 
čp’ ov ol avOp. ¿y(vowro. MS. A, and one 
cursive, with the Copt. and Armen. Versions, 
have dvOpemos, which is adopted by La. and 
Tie. ; insufficient authority, though internal evi- 
dence is in favour of tho reeding. And this 

ic use of dvOperos oft. occ. in the Sept. 
ordsw. edits, from MS. B and four cursives, 

dvÜpwro: iyivoyro,—a manifest gloss on dv- 
0poos évyípsTo. 

19. For i-«ceov, I now read, with La. and 
Tis., iv4car, from A and 4 cursives ; to which 
I add Cov. 2 (omitted by Mill), Mus. 2, and 
Lamb. 1186. Gr. passes it over, and Sch. re- 
poro it as if occurring in ome copy only.— 
uviíja0n, ‘was remembered [for visitation and 

punishment].” See xviii. 5, and 3 John 10, 
20, 21. ‘Id poculum, rm bibisset, en, 

summa imis miscebantur.' (Heinr.) The words 
are sioi y figurative, to denote the sweeping 
effect of the Divine judgments, and, accordingly, 
the total destruction of the enemies of Christ. 
The expression œ. vieoe tuys is a poetic 
one,—of lyric boldness,—an enlargement on the 
parallel one supr. vi. 14, way ópos xal voor ix 
Té» TOT av ixujÜncay, emota sedibus ; as Pliny, 
Ep. vi. 16, says of an earthquake. Tho strong 
figure is resorted to only to intimato, that, even 
places which seemed by natural situation the 
most secure, would be overwhelmed on the uni- 
versal convulsion of nature. The words of the 
next verse are meant to further develop the 
thought and finish the picture. The words 
match with the foregoing, inasmuch as in great 
— (such as those in South America 

Humboldt testifies), hail, pouring down hail- 
stones of enormous size and weight, either comes 
concurrently with the convulsion, or immediately 
after. Comp. Diod. Sic. xix. 45, where, speak- 
ing of the awful convulsion of nature at Rhodes, 

he says, xatappaytvrey iğaipons &À es 
SpBpev, kai xaráťns &vicTov TÓ piysBos" 
vaaias iwewrow. Here, however, raì. is to 
taken hyperbolically, of ‘ vast in size ;' and so, 

but metaph., we have in Alceus, ap. Polluc. 
Onom. iv. 53, voewuara T«À. ‘gravissima’ 
What is meant generally is, that ‘ there is no 
place of security to be found ;' for if from the 
earthquake men fled into the fields, there they 
would be crushed under the vast stones. At the 
next clause (which points at the result of this 
awful penal judgment) the xoi is for xalros, ° and 
yet, ‘ but nevertheless’ (as eleewh. in N. T., 
see my Lex.). gu, sense — though 
not expressed, is,‘ And yet men did not repent, 
but reviled the God who put the — 
viled him because he sent, denoting incidental 
cause, or occasion ; as in John iv. 6. James iv. 1. 
Rev. viii. 11, 14. xvi. 10, 11, 21. 

XVII. This and the next Chapter may either 
be considered, with some, as & continuation of 
the prophetic description of the events under the 
seventh vial ; or, with others, as & kind of reca- 
pitulation of what concerns ‘the judgment of the 
great whore that sitteth upon many waters, 
which judgment might be to take place previ- 
ously. In this latter view Prof. Lee coincides, 
comparing a similar — for illustra- 
tion, in Dan. ch. xi. e does not, however, 
with the great majority of Commentators, con- 
sider Babylon to designate the great Western 
Apostasy, POPERY ; neither does he, with most 
foreign Commentators, take it to regard the 
Roman empire only, but heathen Rome, con- 
sidered in its politscal as well as religious cha- 
racter; and this he endeavours to pore at large, 
with considerable ability, though not corre- 
spondent success. 

]. After Aéyw» the nox is omitted in A, B, 
and several cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, and 
Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by several Versions and 
Fathers, and it is, with reason, cancelled by all 
the recent Editors. —«abyudvns ivi Tov vè. To» 
TOÀÀ. The sense seems to be, ‘ at or near much 
water,’ as that of the sea, or a mighty river, like 
the Euphrates The expresion seems derived 
from Jer. li. 13, where Babylon is so described. 
By this siting upon many waters, however, 
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Tay UÓdroy TOv ToXXOy, 2” pef Hs érópvevcav oi Bacineis b Jer. 5 . T. 

eh. 14. 8. & 

Tij yis, xai ¿ue0úc0ncav t oi Karotxo0vreç Thy «fjv èx ToU otuou !5- s 
Tij Tropveias avTijk. 3 * kai darnveyné ue eis épnpov ÈV trvevpare, och. 18.1. & 
xai elbov yuvaixa xa0nuümu émi Onpiov xoxxwov, yeuov * vó- — * 
parta Bracdnpias, čyov Kepadds émrà xal képara Séxar **xai ach. 18.13, 
3) yuy?) yw meptBeBrnpevyn * TopbvpoUv kai Koxxiwov, kai Keypu- De n.8. 
owpévn * xpvaío kai MO Tuo Kat papyapitass, &xovoa * mo- 
Týpiov ypvaoüv v TH «epi avTis yépov SOeXvypárov, xai * rà 
áxáÜapra tis tropveias auras: 5 * xal émi TÓ pétwroy avTis e 2 Thess. 2. 

7. ch. 11. 8. 

óvopa yeypappévoy Muornpwov! BABTANN ‘H METAAH, *** 

would seem, from the angel's own explanation 
at ver. 15, to be meant ‘ruling over many peo- 
ples and nations,” sitting in the seat of rule; and 
that, it appears, as derived from the power and 
influence over many nations, which the com- 
manding situation of Babylon, as the Great 
Emporium of the world, must have given her. 
I have retained, with Sch., Tis., and Wordsw., 
the -@r—ë@v, bracketed by Gr. and cancelled 
by La., from A and 5 cursives; but wrongly; 
since internal evidence, confirmed by overpower- 
ing external authority (to which I add Lamb. 
1186, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), is in favour of the 
words. The Article points at the ety and 
celebrity of the waters; and the epithet roÀÀ wy 
is because there is reference both to the 
Euphrates and the Tigris, which, together with 
their tributary streams, water Babylonia: and it 
is the country, not the capital only, 
that is here meant. 

2. a0’ He ixdpy.] i. e. ‘imitated her fornica- 
tion, or spiritual uncleanness. By ol xaroix. 
Tijv yiv seem to be meant those sojourners of 
all nations, whom the commerce of the world 
brought in me numbers to Babylonia. That 
these should be intoxicated and maddened with 
her furious idolatriee, was to be ex d. I 
have, with all the recent Editore, adopted the 
variation of position here from the t. rec., because 
founded on the strongest authority, confirmed by 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies. 

9. Prof. Lee takes the description here to 
designate ‘ à en pomp;' at the same time teem- 
ing with the doctrines of error and resistance to 
the true God. By the sever heads and ten horns 
he understands great wisdom and power. See 
xii. 3. In ver. 4 he thinks we have the wealth 
and abomination of this state symbolically de- 
picted ; while in ver. 5 its character is so given, 
as to leave no doubt tbat the Head of ido- 
latry is mesnt; and at ver. 6 the insatiate rage of 
tbis state against Christ's followers is intimated. 
The Prof. seems right in the main. At any 
rate, that Rome is meant in this Chapter is next 
to certain;—and that, not Pagan, but Papal 
Rome, can — be doubted; and therefore the 
‘regal pomp” of the Prof. seems to be un- 
founded; however it be, that Rome Papal ob- 
tained and long preserved an ascendancy over 
even crowned beads: For stéov is edited by La. 
and Tis., sida from the Iéa of A, but wrens yi 
for that was merely an error of the scribe for 
Tov, found in B, and often occurring in the more 
ancient MSS., and prob. the genuine reading. 
Min ad P form slóa over existed is a matter 

OL. 11. 

of doubt.—For t. rec. óvoud rev, MSS. A, B, 
and many ancient cursives (with Lamb. 1186 
and Mus. 1, 2), have óvóuaTa, while A an 
4 cursives also prefix rà, and the reading is 
adopted by Tis. and Wordsw., but without suffi- 
cient authority. I have now, with some hesita- 
tion, — with La., óvouaTa, which may 
seem confirmed by internal evidence. Neverthe- 
less it may have arisen from error of scribes, who 
mistook the abbreviated form of termination. 

4. wapiBeB. vopivpovr xai konxiwwov] Such 
is the reading of many of the best MSS. and 
some Fathers, for the t. rec. wep. — «al 
xoxxlve, And this reading is adopted by all the 
rincipal Editors, to whose authority I have de- 
erred. But after all it may be questioned 
whether that reading be not an alteration of the 
Critics to introduce purer Greek. The construc- 
tion with the Dat., though not found in the 
Class, writers in the sense to clothe. occurs seve- 
ral times in the Sept. (see my Lex. N. T.); 
though in 1 Kings xi. 29, MS. A (as here) has 
the Accus. -Nay, there is some reason to think 
that it was not unknown to the early Attic 
writers. So in Cratin. Archil. frag. viii. (p. 9, 
Frag. Com. paige we Heb inan e Kop, 

xopn) sub. wrep:BaBAnuivyn. For ypvow 
the recent Editors, Hite I have followed, fcd 
xXpucío, and for ypvcovr woriprov, they read, 
on strong authority, zoT/piov xp. — To turn 
from words to things, the golden cup in the hand 
of the woman has reference to the gauds and 
allurements to idolatry ; the allusion being taken 
from the golden cups, which were used in the 
worship of the false gods, and consecrated to their 
service, See Jer. li. 7, and 1 Cor. x. 21.—74à 
dxáÜapra rie. The t. rec. dxaÜápri»Tos rie, 
has scarcely any authority from MSS., while tho 
reading adopted by all the recent Editors, on the 
other hand, would seem to offend againet gram- 
matical construction; but, in reality, rà dxáÜapra 
is not governed of what immediately precedes, 
but of £xov a little before: or rather the Accus. 
bere is in apposition with the Accusatives pre- 
ceding; the sense being, ‘even (xai) the impure 
produce of her fornication." 

5. ivl rò phrewov—ysyp.] After the custom 
of harlots, to have their name written on their 
forehead.—yvorypeov. It is justly observed by 
Heinr., that this is not a part of the inscription, 
but is put in apposition with, and is to be con- 
strued, in an Adjective sense, with dvoua, as if it 
were óvoua pvorixdy Or puoTnpiesdes. ; 
name BABYLON, inscribed on her forehead, is 
not to be understood, properly, y pere itself, 
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‘H MHTHP TAN IIOPNON KAI TAN B4EATTMA- 
tanis TON THX TH. &' Kai etdov tiv yuvaixa peOvovcay éx 

TOU aipatos TOV &yiwv, kal èx TOU aipaTos TOV papTUper 'Incot 
kai Cavpaca, dwv abrny, Oaipa péya. T Kal eimré poi ó ayye- 
Nos? Aiari CBavpacas ; éyo cot Èp% TO puoTHpLoy TIS "yuvaskos, 
xal ToU Onpiov tov Baarafovros avT)w, ToU Éyorros Tas énTa 

—R xeparas xal Tà Oéxa xépara. 9 E Té Onpiov Ó eles, hv ral oùs 
I éort kal pée: àvaßaivew éx Tis aßúoccov, Kai eis atraXeay 

imdyer kal Üavpdcovras oi KaroixowrTes émi Tie YS, à» ov 
yéyparrra: Tà óvonara, éri Tó BiBdiov Tis Sas aro xataBodFs 
koc ov, * BXeróvrav Tó Onpiov Ere Ñv, kai ook cT. * xai máp- 

sani eoTat. 9» "Se ó vois ó éyov copiar at émrrà xeparai dpy 
eiciv Era, Ómov n yuv) xdOnrac ëm aorov xai Bactres 

érrá ciou oi Tévre Érecav, [xai] ó els deriv, 6 dAXos otro 
3e, xal órav EAOn, Miyov avrov Set peivar 11! kai TO. Onpiov, 
ô 7», kai ovx Got, kat avrós ÜryOoos dott, kal éx TOv EMTA éari, 

k Dan. 7. 3, KAL eis ATWAELAV UIrayer. 1? kcal ra éra képara & elŠ€ç 
chisl S§éxa BaouXets eio iu, otr.weg Bacideiay otirw éXaBov, GAN 

éfovaíay ws DBaciXeis piav ópav Xap9ávovoy peta tod Ünpiov. 
18 obro, piav Yyveumu €yovat, kai thv OUvauav Kai TV. éEouciay 

time avTav TO Onpio * Sidoacw. 14! obro peta ToU ' Apviov trodeuy- 
$-141.& goust, xal TO Apviov vues avrovs, ór. Kúpios xupiov dori 

kal Bacirers Baciiéwy, kal ot per avtTov KANTO Kai ékXerroi 
miss? Kal mictol. 15 m Kai Xéyev por Ta Odara & eldes où 7) mópyn 
n Jerem. Ba KdOnrar, Naot Kal čyħoi ciol kal &Üyn kai yroooar l6 * gai tà 

Eick. 16.8%, Séxa xépata à eldes * xai Tó Onpiov, obTot pioýoovot THY 7rópymv, 
aLL ka Hpnewpeévny Torncovew avTny Kai yuuvny, cal Tas cdapKas 
oiThens. auTis Quyovra, xai ariy xataxavcovow ép mupit 37 °6 yap 
4-1.7. = @eos edmxev eis Tas Kapdias avTOv Trothoat Tiy yvon GUTOD, 

‘and yet he will be at hand, present himself. I 
have now adopted both the readings. 

850 

1 ch. 1.8. 

but, mystically and figuratively (xi. 8), of an- 
other city, doubtless Rome. On mver. see note 
on 2 Thess. ii. 7. 

6. ueBvoucay ¿x rou atuacvos Tov dy.] mean- 
ing, * being satiated to the utmost with the blood 
of, &c. in Hdot. i. 214, we have cz à' iyà 
—aluaTos kopíaw. 

7. TÓ uve Tüipioy THe *yvvaixóe, &c.) i. e. ‘tho 
hidden meaning' couched under the representa- 
tion in question.—Tov txyorvrow—xipara. These 
words clearly point out Roms to be meant. 

8. The rò before Onpiov has been, on weighty 
authority (which I could confirm), prefixed by 
all the recent Editors. For @auuécorra:, 
and Tis. edit YJavyac@ijcovra:, from MS. A. 
The reading is worthy of attention, though not 
of reception. For ra óvóuaTa, and Tis. 
edit, from two uncial, and a few cursive MSS., 
rò Óvoua; which be the true reading; at 
least it bas internal evidence in its favour.—2A«- 
wovrov, for t. rec. SAiwovres is, on strong 
grounds, adopted by all the recent Editors ;—as 
also is xal wapeoras (for t. rec. xaísap ici), 

9. wés ó vous—cogdiary]| See note supra xiii. 
18. The sense is indeed much disputed. Yet, 
when we consider that it contains the -peculiar, 
and quite Johannean phrase æi ier: (which 
I have fully explained supr. xiv. 12), we cannot 
doubt that the meaning here is, ‘herein (in the 
explaining of the obscurities contained in fol- 
lowing visions) is fo be the test of the sagacity of 
the enquirer.” 

ll. o ñv — leri] meaning, ‘that did exist 
under his former heads, and does not do so any 
uec but exists under another form." 

13. é:8dacrw] So, for t. rec. Qiadidecovcsuw, 
all the recent Editors read, on grounds. 

14. BaciAsbe BaciXéoev, &e.] So in 7EschyL 
Suppl. 533, vağ d»áxrwv. Here is plainly 
asserted the Divinity of the Lord Jeaus. 

16. In this verse we have strong metaphors 
importing utter destruction.—«ai +d Onp. So, 
for t. rec. ixi rd Onp., all the recent Editors, on 
good grounds, read. 
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«ai mocat play yuouny, kal odvar Tv Bacihelay atrëv TQ 
Onpiw, ¿ypt * reXeaÜsjcovrat * oi Aoyo,. Tov OcobU. 18 P Kai p ch. 16.10 

12.4 

3) yuv) fy cides čoriv 7) TOMS 1) eydn 7) čxovoa BactXe(av èr} 
Tv Bacuxéou TNS YNS 

XVIII. 1 [Kai] perà tara clov &Xov dyyedov xaraßal- 
vovra éx Tod ovpavod éyovra éfovcíav peyddyy, kai $ yÑ pw- 
TícÓ» èx ris Sons auto ?*xal éxpatev év icyvpá ævi tiem. 
[ueyáxn], Meyor "E meo ev, érece BaBvXóv 5j eydn! xai Joc me 

& 51. 8, 37. 

éyévero xarotcnrnpioy Saipovev, kat þura) ravrós %veúwaToe °h- 1*5. 
9 LA ` ` 9 / ?, / áxaÜáprov, xal dvXaic) mavròs opvéou áxaDáprov xal pepon- 
puévow S bóT, dx ToU olvov Tod GUMOũüõ 72$ Topveías aù- b oh, 14.8. 

Ts TéÉT ke Trávra TA ÉÜvsy Kai oi Bactreis tHS yis ' Jer. Bl. 7. 
HET Nah. 3. 4. 

auris émópvevcay, xal oi Eurropot THs ys ex THS Ovvápens ToU 
OTpHVoUS 

4¢ Kal ñaouca, ¶ ν èx Tod ovpavod Néyovcay `E E- Ser. š 
éEnNOere E avrijs, Ó Maós pov, iva H) cuykorvovyjcnre 5i. 
Tais aduaptiats auTñs, ral *éx TOv ν avTijs (a u) oe 

s 

e Iua. 48. 90. 
11 

& 51. 

9$ = ^ dex A 

, ^ ^ J 
AdByre, 5 å ri * exodAHOnoay aitis ai duaptiat ypt ToU ovpa- ch, 16.19. 
vo), kai éuvnuóvevaevy 6 Beds Tà adixypata avrijs. 

17. 7T«Xs09500vTai] So, for t. rec. re) sc0n- 
vict, Sch., La., Tis, and Wordsw. edit, on 
competent authority of MSS., confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence. The t. rec. prob. arose from 
an alteration of TsXsoÜjcevTa: by some gram- 
marians.—ol A\éyor, for t. ree. Tå pñuaTa, is, on 
strong authority (which I could confirm), adopted 
by all the recent Editors. 

XVIII. In this Chapter we have nothing more 
than another revelation [rather a recapitulation 
of the former], given for tho purpose, 
marking out with greater strength the certain 
fall of heathen (rather Papal] Rome. The terms 
are in many cases taken from the ancient Pro- 
phets. (Lee.) 

1. The xal is, on competent authority, con- 
firmed by internal evidence, cancelled by La., 
Tis., Wordsw.—dAXov is subjoined, from 
ir e same MSS., by the same Editors, 
an ; 

2. ivscs», ivaca, &c.] Comp. Isa. xxi. 9. 
The destruction of this spiritual Babylon is 
vividly —— by imagery derived from 
what usually accompanies utter destruction in 
great Oriental capitals; for in the East the de- 
sertion of the habitatione by mamn soon makes 
them the resort of the wild animals of every kind, 
partly beasts, but chiefly birds, as the testimony 
of all travellers in Oriental countries attests ; and 
not only of ‘hose, but, according to the notions of 
the Jews, of evil spirits, which were supposed to 
choose their habitation in all desert places. Comp. 
Isa. xiii. 20. xxxiv. 11l.—4qvAax«5, ‘haunt or 
lurking-place.'—4s4:c., ‘hateful; because the 
unclean birds were held in especial abhorrence 
by ien Jews. —To — to — of reading. 

exvpd Q. t. rec. dv Ui, Peavy m., 
is edited from MS, A and 20 — by Beh. 

ape, of 

e Ps. 187. 8. 
e Jar Jer. 50. 15. 6 e amóðore Jer, 80. 18 

Le., Tis., and Wordsw. But I cannot, without 
stronger reasons, consent to part with an expres- 
sion so Hellenistic, and quite in the manner of 
Bt. John as iv loyvi. I suspect that the Apostle 
wrote ixpatiw iy loyvi, and that the words 
lexvpà erg and $er5 uey. came from the 
Scholiastes. — &a«uóvev. Tis. edits dacuoviey, 
from MSS. A, B, and Areth. But the autho- 
"n for this change is insufficient. 

. Here is given the reason why this ruin has 
overtaken the city.—orpivous. See note on 
1 Tim. v. 11, and my Lex. inv. With this 
comp. a similar pasesge in lee. xxiii. 8, with 

ect to Tyre. 
. IEíA0sTs. iË abf, &c.] The words are 

taken from the p of Isa. and Jer. indicated 
in the margin. ith wa uh ovyKxoww. rate, 
&c. (of which the meaning is, *partakers with 
those that sin with iar (see Eph. v. 7, and 
note, comp. Thucyd. i. 39, fin. éyxAnuarov 
dusTóyXoue, oUTre T&v usTà Weatas uù kowe- 
vety. Í have now adopted the change of position 
in the words of the last clause, as called for by 
very strong external authority fo which 1 add 
Lamb. 1)806, and Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by 
internal evidence. 

5. éxodAHOnoav] So, for t. ree. $xoXoí8ncay, 
all the recent tors read, on the strongest 
authority, and internal evidence, which I have 
already pointed out. And I would now refer to 
Deut. xxix. 20, and Baruch i. 14. iii. 2. Comp. 
also Ps. Ixiii. 8, &koAANOn ù vyvxs pov óvíco 
cov, ‘cleaveth unto in following thee.’—éuon- 
povevosy Ó Osós Ta adix. a. God is seid to 
dir pre al sin by punishing it. See note supr. 
xvi. 19. 

6. Here the faithful are enjoined not only to 
avoid communication with Babylon, as accursed, 
but to — her fornications and seductions, 
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atr ús kai aùr) àméoxey [ vptv ], cai Serrdoare airy Sewda 
Kata Tà Épya auris, év TQ ToTnpip Q exépace xepácare azu 

tia. 4.7,& rodir 1 100a édokacey * avTi]v nal éoTpnviace, TocoUrop Sore 
aùr) Bacanuopov xal mévÂos Öri év TD xapdia auTips Aéye, 
T Ka@nyas Baovuoca xal ynpa ove cipi, kai TrévÜoc où pn ar 

[Ie 85044 ToÜro dv. pu ñuépa fjfovaw ai mAnyai avris, Oavaros 
xai TrévÜos xa) Quos, Kai éy mup KataxavOnoertat, tt ioyupòs 

/ e ` e + # nek. Kupios ó Geos ó $ xpivav agri. 9 h Kai t c\avcovras [aùr ] 
xal KoWovras én’ * avrny oi BaciNets Tis yS oi per aris mop- 

, ` LA @ , ` ` 

VEUTAGYTES KAL OTPNVLATAYTES, OTGV Brerwoe TOY KARPOV TTS 

Trvpoceos autis, 1°! ard paxpoÜe» éorynxotes, Sia Tow hofor 
ToU Bacavcpov auris, Meyovres: Oval, ovai! 7) ods 7) meyaAn, 
BafvXàv $ mós $ iayvpà, ór, [ev] ped Spa HVE 9 xpiots 

k Esek. 37. ! kl gov llk Kal oi Zumopor tis yas KAaiovet ral TrevÜoUaiy èr 
avTj, Sts Tov youov avTay ovdeis ayopales oUkért, 19 youov 

^ ` 9 A ` , , ` e ` e 

xpuooũ Kai apyupou, ka, MÜov Tipiov xa papryapirov, ka * Buvo- 

and that by a double retaliation (which is ex- 
pressed in strong figures, found also in Jer. l. 15. 
xvi. 18).—dcwAa, denoting, ‘full and ample 
retribution ; d:arda being taken for Sus, as 
in Æsch. Ag. 520. Comp. Soph. Œd. Tyr. 
1328, dewrta ca wevOeiv, xal ÓvvrÀa ipew 
Kaká. 

7. Sea iddEacer—wivbos] Render: ‘by how 
much soever she hath glorified herself, ty 80 
much give unto her torment and wailing.” There 
is much force in the term.—édof. abriy. La, 
Tis, and Wordsw. edit, from MS. A, and 
several cursives, airyy; but the true reading, 
which I have now received, seems to be aŭ- 
Tij», the sense being. ‘made much of herself, 
*held herself in glory. See Heb. v. 5. Rom. 
xi. 13, and notes.—torpnviacs, ‘hath played 
the lascivious wanton.’ See note on 1 Tim. v. 
])1.—«á0nua« Bacirtteca—idw, a form of ex- 
pression, quite graphic, signifying, ‘I am seated 
on a throne of regal authority, secure from all 
calamity.’ See supr. xvii. 9, and comp. Isa. xlvii. 
7. 8. Ezek. xxvii. 3. Zeph. ii. 13, with Ovid, 
Met. vi. 193—195, * Sum feliv—felizque manebo, 
—tutam me copia fecit. Major sum quam cui 

it Fortuna nocere.’ Here, then, we have an 
image of one who, feeling buoyed up with present 
majesty, takes his seat on a throne, serene in 
glory. To turn to a matter of various reading. 
—xcdáÜnuat BacíA. | Allthe Editors retain «a0n- 
par, though evidently dissatisfied with it; no 
wonder; for if «40. issued from St. John, how 
came so plain and unobjectionable a reading, as 
far as rds sense, to be altered? Besides, the 
various readings xáÜw, xa0.@, and «awe, are so 
little inviting, that Matth. showed prudence in 

ing tng as to their — claims. 
ence xáÜnua. has been retained by every Edi- 

tor; and does not even notice the reading 
xau», found in B and No. 14 (Cod. Leicestr.), 
and confirmed by the erroneous readings xáðw 
and «a0d«. found in but a few MSS. This, I 
am persuaded, is the true reading; and xáÜnua, 
a gloss, or alteration, for plainness' sake. The 

ancient Critical Revisers would not have dis- 
mi it so summarily had thev perceived its 
true nature. It is the Fut. Indic. contract. of 
xubi{e, which, in the Clase., and in the Alexan- 
drian Greek of the and of the N. Test., oft. 
means ‘to seat (oneself). ̀  * to sit,” *cousideo. So 
— ranan M rur e * — Š 

tAzbs, 1 Ki . 46, ixabioer—ini Qpóros, 
et al., and in the N. Test. It is true that the 
Ful., in thie Intrans. sense, does not occur in the 
N. Teat.; but it occasionally does in the Sept, 
and . in A pease’ which was, I doubt not, in 
St. John's mind, Isa. xlvii. 7, 8, xal etwas, Ele 
Tov alwva sopa: ápyovea—Prvr dé Gxows Tağ- 
Ta,—9? TeToilvia, 3 Aéyovca iv xepóia arrie 
(read aortic), Eye slut. xai ovx ioriy itipa, 
où kabı yxripa, ovài yowoona: Ópiariar. j 
contract form is not Attic only, but Alexandrian. 
Thus the cognate forms xaÜiovuat, xaÜistTa:, 
xa@couyra, oft. occur in the Sept. 

8. For xpivew Sch., La., Tis., and Wordsw. 
read kpívas, from A, B, C, and 25 cursives (I add 
Lamb. and Mus. omn.), confirmed by most of the 
ancient Versions; and it is prob., but sof cer- 
tainly. the true reading. 

9. The recent Editors read, from B, C, and 
many cursives (I add Lamb. aud Mus. omn.), 
xX\aecover for xAaécorrat, and cancel airs. 
The latter reading is certainly, and the former 
prob., true. They also edit aura for avery, on 
atrong authority, but against internal evidence, 
the letters z and « adscript being oft. confounded. 

10. The é» which I bracketed has been, on 
good grounds, cancelled by La. and Tis. 

ll. Tó» youov] The word signifies ‘ a freight," 
or, as here, ° freighted merchandise, With the 
whole comp. Ezek. xxvii. 

12. Now follows a list of the various sorts of 
sumptuous merchandise: with which comp. a 
very similar one (introduced for the same pur- 

) in Isa. iii. 16—24. The importation of 
every kind of luxury from all countries inte 
Rome is well known; insomuch that what Peri- 
cles (Thucyd. ii. 38) said hyperbolically of Athens, 
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aivou xai 1 Tópóvpas, xal onpixod xal xoxxivou, kal av EUXov 
Ovivov, kal may oxevos éXejávrwov, kal may oxedos ér EUXov 
TtktayTdTou, Kat yaXxoU Kal stdnpou xai uappápov, 13 ! xal kivá- 1 Ezek. 27 
pepov * kai duwpov cat Supidpata, Kat púpov xal riBavov, xal 
olvov kal Edatov, kal cepidarw xa) airov, kal krrjvm xai %pó- 
Bara, xai Urmov xal pedav xal acpárov, xai uyds ávÜporrav. 
l+ Kai $ ómropa [cov] ris éribuplas Tis Nrvyfjs * àámoXero amd 
coU, xai Trávra Tà )urrapà xai rà Xagorpà * üreXero ámó aoi 
«ai ovxéte ov pn teUpyoys avTá. 15 Oi Éumopot Tovrev, oi 
TrXovrijcavres AT avrijs, aro uaxpóÜev oTcovra, ià Tov PoBov 
tov Bacaviopod auris, KNalovres xai TrevÜoÜvrec, 16 m [xa] Aé- mob.17.4 
yovres Ovai, ovat! 1) TOMS $ eydn, 5) TrepuBeB9Xnuévg Búccr- 
vov xai Toppupoiy kai KoKKwov, xa keypvowpévn èv 1 ypve@ kal 
4p tiie kal uapyapirai: ór, jud. wpa nonuwOn ó TocoUros 
mdovros, ‘1 " Kai was xuBepyyrns xal was tèm TOv mroiwv tie 2-14 

was literally true of Rome: dvscdpyera: di, 
Oca utyiDot THe wees, ix waane ye Tà 
wavra. For fvccov, Sch. La., Tis, and 
Wordew. edit Bvacívov on strong authority (A, 
B, C, and many cursives, with the Lamb. and 
Mus. copies), prob. the true reading.—For wop- 
dupa: MS. B and 25 cursives (with Lamb. 1186 
and Mus. 1, 2, 3) have wopqupou, Adopted by 
Matth. and Wordsw., while Gr., Sch., , and 
Tis. retain -ae; with reason; since here the 
sense must be ‘ purple cloth,” not ‘a purple robe,’ 
as infr. v. 16, and supr. xvii. 4.—0úivov, ‘of 
citron, or some other such odoriferous wood. 
Sce more in my Lex. 

13. xai &ueuov) A sort of aromatic perfume, 
on which see my Lex. The words are absent 
from MSS., but have been inserted, on strong 
authority, by all the recent Editors, no doubt 
omitted homaoteleuton. On the terms Gu. 
and aeuld. see my Lex.—Kai xrivn kai——oc- 
pdrov, &c. Of this use of capa, to denote 
slave, exx. occur both in the t. (as Gen. 
xxxvi. 6, and elsewh.) and the Clase. writers 
espec. the later ones, as Polyb. Way the word 
was so employed was, Epiphanius says, in his 
treatise de Ancoratu, C. v. 9, * because all the 
command a man exercises over his slaves is 
— the body, and cannot reach the soul 

though it ma , it cannot quite depress, 
Do ssal. EDIT. ; and because bodil service 
was the thing chiefly looked for in a slave.’ It 
may be added, that, to this idea of (traffic, as 

ts the ccpaTa, or slaves, there seems an 
allusion in the next words, «ai * at á»0po- 
awy, which may be supposed intended to set forth 
the iniquitous nature of this traffic, by the consi- 
deration that it is exercised on their men, 

ually endued with a rational ! And to 
Heinr. aptly compares the expreesion in a strik- 
ingly similar of Ezek. xxvii. 13. wp 
Dr, dveropsiovre co: iv Puyais avipe- 
æ e y, adducing also in illustration the German 
word Seelen-verküufer, ‘a soul-merchant.’ 

14. 5 ó*opa] ‘ the rich fruits" An emblem 
of luxury.—rije iviüvuíae re Wuyxize, the best 
MSS. have cow Tis iwi. tHe Yvy., which is 

edited by La., Tis., and Wordsw. But the read- 
jng may have sprung from a Critical Corrector.— 
áTé ao, for t. rec. éA 08, is, on very strong 
authority, adopted by Sch., La., and Tis..—rávra 
ta — «al : AauTpá green awd e 

ere Aum. signifies ; ; ta; an 
Aapnrp., splendid, m mice, as in Demosth. 
£64, Xen. Symp. » 7: À. KaTacxevy, and 
Hi pag. i. ld, rà iv bwwixg À anuwpá Ayer, 
and elsewhere. Tho expression Td AauTpa 
(which is rare) occurs in Lucian, i. 473, amodc- 
uiwoe Td Xau*pd ixtiva wavra. Plato, 266, 
Tipi Td Aauwod xai Asia. Heinr. takes +a 
Aau*pd as Adj. neut. for Subst. Aauspórws, 
But that would require rò Aauwpdy, and would 
injure the sense, since, as observes Jelf. Gr. 
8 436, Obs. 2, ‘the Sing. neut. Adject. with rd 
expresses abstract notion; but the Plur., the dif- 
ferent elements, or particulars, which compose 
such a notion.” Now this is the case here, the 
sense being, that ‘all the particulars of luxury 
and splendour [in which she enjoyed herself] are 
perished and gone from her,—awiAGay, as the 
t. rec. and some MSS. read,—but plainly from a 
gloss. Of the above particulars, lurury of the 
table is referred to in A:wapa (comp. lea. xxv. 6, 
* to make a feast of fat things ") ; and by ra Aau- 
arpa is denoted ‘splendour in drees, furniture,’ 
&c.—avpijcys. La, and Wordsw. read sùph- 
covet, from MSS. A, C. confirmed by the Vulg. 
and Svr. Versions ; while Tis. reads ww from 
MS. B and 25 cursives. It is prob., but not 
certainly, the true reading ; it has, at least, in- 
ternal evidence in its favour. 

16. The xai before Adyowree is, on good 
unds, cancelled by all the recent Editors. 

here is less certainty in the reading Yet for 
Xpvew, adopted by them from A, B, C, and 
many cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), because internal evidence is rather 
in favour of the t. rec.— As to papyapiry. edited 
bv La. solely from A, C (to which I can add 

us. 3), it merely arose from the Sing. xpvcw 
and AiG ^. just before. Besides, the t. rec. is 
confirmed by supr. xvii. 4, and 1 Tim. ii. 9, sine 
v. L—Bpnne0n, ‘is come to nought,’ a sense of 
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[6 Sutros ], xal vatras, kal Soot Tv Oddaccay épyátovrai, aro 
o ch. 6.0 pakpóUcv čorņnoav, 18 ° xal éxpalov * Brérrovres Tov kamvór Tijs 

Trupocecos auTys, Méyovres Tis ósoía LA TNEI Th peyáM) ; 
pJos. 7.0. 19 p Kal EBadov yoüv eri ras xepadas avrGv, xal éxpalov xXai- 

ovres xai TrevÜoüvres, Aéyovres: Oval, ovai! 7) TOMS 7) peyan, 
ép $ érXobrqcav mávres oi éyovres TA mThoîa ev TH Oaddcoy èx 

In. 4.1. TPS TEuoTnTOS GUTÍS ! Öre pid dpa nonewOn. 4 Ebdpaívov 
Jede mr f airs, oùpavè, xa) oi Qytot x«i ol GiréaToNos Kat oí 7 Jer. Si. ¢ UT), oupaye, kal OL Grytot amogToÀo, KAL ot Tpod$rra:, 

Ste Expivey 6 Geos TÒ xpiva tav éË avrijs. 
rJe.5.4. 1° Kai pev. els dyyeXos. toyupos Mov ws puro péyav, kai 

éBadev eis Tw 0áXaccav, Meyar Obros spunpars PrAnEyoeras 
sins BayXav 7) weyady TróMs, Kal ov pù evpeOn ert. 29 * kal pav) 
š x A k KiÜapqbQy xal povoixay kal avrAnToY kal cadmuoTeV ov pÀ 

áxovcÓ;5 év col Érv xa was Teyvirns Taons Téxvys où pù 
evpeOy év cob ére kal do?) uóXov ov us) axovaby v aoi Ere 

the word very rare, but found also in Ecclus. 
xxi. 4, xara*Amynuós kal UBpie ipnuocovci 
qTÀoUTov. 

17. vae kvB«py.] On the exact force of the 
term xvflepv. see my note on Thucyd. vol. i. 163; 
ii. 126, and my Lox. N. T.—The words ó Su:Aos 
have but slender authority, and are with reason 
cancelled by the recent Editors, who also, for 
t. rec. iwi T&v wKoiwy, read, from A, B, C, and 
many cursives (I add Lamb. 1186, Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
¿wi TÓy Tórov wriwy. But the words are not 
susceptible of any but a very jejune sense. Ac- 
cordingly I still retain t. rec. iri wAoiwy, scil. 
àv, meaning, as I have shown on Acts xxvii. 11, 
* the master or ship-owner. However, I suspect 
that tbe true reading is iwi aAÀotoy. As to the 
readings wAéwy or opos, they arose from mis- 
taken marginal glosses. 

18, 19. gXísrovras, for t. rec. ópisvTse, is, on 
very strong authority (I add Lamb. 1186 and 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), confirmed by internal evidence, 
adopted by all the recent Editors.—4ixpaEa», in 
each v., is adopted by Wordsw. (alone), from A, 
C, and 2 cursives (to which I can only add 
Lamb. 1186), but on insecure grounds; as will 
appear from note on Matt. xx. 31.— The ra before 
Tiota is adopted, with all the recent Editors, 
from A, B, C, and 25 cursives (I add Lamb. 1186 
and Mus. 1, 2), confirmed by internal evidence. 
The next words may be rendered, * in which all 
who had the vessels (employed) at sea became 
rich by her costliness (arpensiveness) (in purchas- 
ing the sumptuous articles imported from all 
parts) ;' a sense of Tiu. of which I know no 
other ex. It was prob. a provincialism. The words 
of v. 20, sé paírov iw’ avrg, represent strongly 
the holy exultation of the inhabitants of heaven, 
and their compeers the Apostles and Prophots, 
over the fall of the idolatrous, mystical Babylon, 
is in strong contrast to the deep and heartfelt 
wailing of worldly gold seekers, seeing the ho 
of their further gains will be gone for ever. To 
advert to some matters of reading.—atrg, for 
t. rec. aurhy, is adopted by Matth., Gr., Sch. 
and Tis., from B, C, and very many cursives; to 

which I add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2, 3. The 
reading iv airy, edited by La. from MS. A 
alone, is one of the errors of scribes which 
abound in that copy.—The xai oi has been in- 
serted by all the recent Editors on the strongest 
authority c add Lamb. 1186 and Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
confirmed by internal evidence. The next wo 
contain the grounds of the exultation, —' seeing 
that God hath avenged Jow ¿Ë auras, lit. ° out 
of her, ‘at ber bands” The best comment is 
the parallel construction and sentiment at infr. 
xir. 2, ¿E díxnca TO alua Taw ÓovAm» avrov 
ë< yeipòs aurys, where remark the 
Jt. —E ale Thv Gad.) Soin Jer. 

li. 63, 64, the fall of Babylon is eignif. tx symbol 
by a stone cast into the Euphrates. See note 
supr. viii. 9. 
bs Qo») x(0.] Render: ‘a sound of lute- 

players Of the terms povoixwy xai avd. the 
second is easy to be understood ; while the exact 
import of the former is indistinct and uncertain, 
It might seem that its sense is singers, which 
meaning the word bears in Artemid. iii. 49, 
where it is said of the cicada, ‘grassh ç 
that in dreams they moan uoucizxoóç, and also 
Tove ovdiy mpsAourras; for, adds he, ‘ grase- 
hoppers are of no force, «Ai» deri» xoven 
Hesych., however, explains uovcuxós by e res. 
for which he had, I doubt not, good authority ; 
and this I apprebend to be the sense intended in 
the present passage;—namely, ‘the sound of 
lyrists and Aarpers, of pipers and trumpeters.’ 
y $er*? nvXov I understand the ‘sound of the 

mill-songs. See my Lex. N. T. in uéAos. That 
there were certain songs appropriated to that use 
is shown by Wilke in his Dissert. on the per) 
múñov. The passage seems formed on Jer. xxv. 
10, and perhaps Jer. vii. 34. xvi. 9. xxxiii. 11, 
in all which there is allusion to the wed- 
ding festivities, when the bride was brought to 
the bridegroom's house, and the cavalcade was 
met by maidens carrying lighted lampe. See 
Matt. xxv. 1—8. 
— was T&Xvirus waont Tiy.] meaning, by 

* sing. taken generically, ‘artificers of every sort. 
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*3 txal pôs Avyvou ov uù pavi èv col Er, xai ovi) vupdiou tin s.s. 
xai vipedns ov uù) Gxouc 00 v cot ért (Öri oi čumTopoi aov Joar $9. 
oí peyiotaves Tis yj") öte dv TH pappaxeia aov. émrdarnOnoay 
wavra ta Evn ? kal èv avri) * alpara wmpodytéy xal dylwy vcb.17.6. 
etpéOn, xai Táyrov tay éadaryuévov Qm. Tis YAS. 

XIX. ! * Merà Tavra jeovoa tas ovv Sydov ToXXo0 ach. 7. 10, 
& 12. 10. 

peyadny év T@ ovpavea, * Neyovtww  AXXgXovia! 7) cwTNpia Kal 
3) Sofa [ai 9 Tau) ] «ai $ñ Sivaues [Kuply] t 16 $ @e@ huv !— 
2 Gre ahnOwat kal Sixara: ai xpicers avroU-—ór, expwe THY b Dent m. 

> a 

qopuny Tijv peyddny, Ñris EpPerpe THY yiv ev TH mopveía aúrís, ust 
«ai é€edixnoe Tó alpa trav Sovdwy avrod é< [Tis] xerpos avr? 

23. parc Avyvou—col $i] This is meant to 
intimate that there will be an utter end to all the 

ieties and luxuries of life; see Bp. Jebb's Sacr. 
it., p. 387, q. d. * not only the arts that adorn 

life (and form the entertainment of the rich), but 
even thoee ordi employments, without which 
society cannot subsist, will cease for ever '—an 
image of utter and eternal desolation. The $w»?) 
pvjdíov xai véudois seems to be, not the voice 
of the bridegroom, &c., but the sound or noise 
occasioned by the cavalcade accompanying the 
bridegroom, and making up the ros A spoken 
of in Matt. xxv. 6. The words ors iv Tpy—Tá 
Ovn suggest the cause of these — 

24. For t. rec. alua, MS. and many 
cursives (with all the Lamb. and Mus. copies), 
with several Versions, have aZuara, which is 
edited by Sch. and Tis. ; very properly ; since 
internal evidence, Mies from its strongly He- 
braic character, is quite in favour of the reading; 
which I have now received. La. and Wordsw., 
indeed, retain alua : the former, with more than 
his usual caution ; the latter, with less than his 
usual judgment, since internal evidenoe is adverse. 

XIX. 1—10. These verses are a song of tri- 
umphant congratulation by the redeemed saints 
in heaven, and angelic beings, in consequence of 
the just overthrow of the mystic Bebylon. 

1. The «ai has been, on strong grounds, can- 
celled by all the recent Editors, whom I have 
followed. — ee pævrhv Y aW T. psyadnpy. 
Matth., Gr., Sch., La., and Tis, on very weighty 
authority (which I could confirm), read os œ. 
pey. ÓxX. wor. But internal evidence is ad- 
verse, for I doubt whether this be not a correo- 
tion of the Critics, to remove a harshness of 
pes . I have now, with Matth., Gr., Sch., 

, and Tis., adopted Arydvrwy, from A, B, C, 
and many cursives (to which I add Lamb. 1186, 
and Mus. 1, 2, 3), espec. since internal evidence 
js in its favour.—The words xal 9 Tt?) are, on 
strong grounds, cancelled by all the recent 
Editors, and xal ù Sóvaui — xal 9 Sofa is 
adopted, from the great body of the MSS., by 
Le. and Tis.; while Wordsw. retains, with me, 
the t. rec., xai 4 óóEa xal ñ 8., which is more 
agreeable to the e of Scriptural language. 
At Kupio re Oa, the recent Editors all read, 
on strong authority (to which I add Lamb. and 
Mus. omn.), ros Otov, and cancel Kupío. As 
regards the latier, 1 agree with them; but not 

, 

& 18. 30, 

the former, which would involve a harshness in- 
sufferable, and one capable of no tolerable sense ; 
unless, indeed, we insert (with Abp. Newc.) 
‘row is, which is quite inadmissible. If the 
Genitives be adopted, we must suppose that the 
words are spoken with erclumation,—the outcry 
of souls under the altar for avengement being 
changed into acclamation, soon subeiding into a 
song — and thus we may render, ‘ Hal- 
lelujah !' = * O of our Gop!” as if œ bad pre- 
ceded ; and then it would be similar to Rom. xi. 
33, œ Balor—yroosws Osov. Render: ‘O the 
salvation and the glory. the honour and the 
glory!’ there being reference to the foregoing 
matter, in which our Lord's salvation, &c., are 
treated on, as aleo his power and glory, and the 
honour due to his holy name. On attentive re- 
consideration of this matter, it seems to me that 
this latter method is not only admissible, but in- 
troduces the sense intended by St. John ; though 
it was quite unperceived by the Pesch. Syr., 
Vulg., and other ancient Translators, who render 
at least as if they read rw Oac, which, indeed, 
is equally suitable. 

2. The words or: €éX(n8.—abrov are semi- 
parenthetic, to show the ground of praise ; 
while the next words point at the 
—¿T ixpiwwe—ipOarpe. Render: * because ho 
hath brought to judgment (and condign punish- 
ment) the great Harlot, that did corrupt.’ The 
ScdpOerpe of B, and most of the cursives, is a 
mere gloss, though edited by Heinr.; and the 
wins 2d A isa — error of the scribes.—if- 
edixnot—ix T. Xstpót abT59, 8 sigmif f. pr. ; 
q. d. * I will io seek, as to avenge it t thelr 
bande;'a Hcbr. Comp. Ezek. iii. 20, * his blood 
will I require at his hand.’ Comp. supr. vi. 10, 
and a similar phrase in Lycophron, Caseand. 
1397, 4d4A as alua Tipwpovucvor. 
Tn is, on strong authority, cancelled by the re- 
cent Editors; but internal evidence is adverse, 
and _ propriety of calls for the Article, 
which may have been left out by accident. Be- 
sides, it 1s confirmed by Ezek. iii. 20, Sept., Té 
alua avToU ix Tis xeipós aov ix{nTHow. At 
the next words I have pointed as I have, with 
Abp. Newc. and Wesley, because it seems called 
for by propriety, and by the touch of graphic in- 
herent in the passage. I have received, with all 
the recent Editors, re Üpórvo, for t. rec. Tov 
Opcvov, on very strong authority, confirmed by 
the Lamb. and Mus. copies, though the other is 
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eim 3.9. Š ° xal Sevrepay eipnxav, 'AXXjXovia" kai ó ramos aùris ava- 
ch. 14. 11. 

18. 
446. 

Bate, eis rois aidvas TÀv aióvev! + Kai * &recay oi mpeo- 

Burepos oi elxocs [xai] Téccapes xal Tà Téccapa Cea, xai 

mpocexurnoay TH Oeo TQ kaÜnuéve émi T@ Opomp, Xéyovres 

"Aun °AdAndovia! 5 Kal dev) *åmò ToU Üpóvov Ebe, 

Aéyovca: Aiveire * roy Gedy "uv, vrávres oi Sodd0s avro, xai 
e eh. 11. 15, 
17. u 1$. 16, 

oi dofo/pevo. abróv, [xa] of uuxpol kal oi peyddos! 6 ° Kai 

fjkovaa dx pæviv ÓxXov TroXXo0, Kal dx; wv» UOdrev trode, 

xai dx dxwwi» Bpovr&v icxupav, *Xéyovrez "ANAndovia! óri 

t Masi. 21.1. (Bacihevce Kupwos 6 Qeds imav 6 Tavroxpárop 7 'xaípeper 

Lusié1. cal áyaXAsopeÜa, xai Sapev tiv Sokay air ór. Mev 

gs ó ydpos TOU ` Apuíou, xai 1) yuv atro0 tyrolyacey éavrrjv. Š § Kai 

Ex... ¿8009 abri iva mepiBadntas Búccuov xaÜapóv xai Xaporpor 

h Matt. 22. 3. 
Luke 14. 1⁄4, 
eb. $1. 5. 

equally suitable, and more frequent in Hellenistic 
k. ree 

5. For ix La. and Tis. edit 4rd, from A, B, 
©, and many cursive MSS., while Sch. and 
W ordsw. retain ix; tly, considering that in- 
ternal evidence is in ite favour; this use of ¿x 
for éàwó being Hellenistic, and quite in the style 
of St. John, while the other is purely Classical. 
—For có» O«ó», MSS. A, B, C, and several 
cursives, have Tq Oso, adopted by La, Tis., and 
Wordsw.; while Matth., Gr., and Sch. retain 
TÀ» Osày, rightly; since the other would be a 
mere sm; and the reading merely arose 
from error of scribes, who perpetually confound 
the ¿ adscript with » Whether Tó Oecd» is in 
the Vat. B, I doubt. It is not in the collections 
heretofore made ; and Tiechendorf’s was far too 
hasty to be relied on. It is not in those MSS. 
which almost invariably agree with the MS. B, 
—namely, the Cov. 2, and Mus. 1,2, 3. The 
Lamb. 1186 is here wanting. It in 7 
cursives ; for as to the alii multi of Gr., repeated 
by Sch., th , I suspect, little more tban 
imaginary. "The 4 MSS. of Matth, k, l. p, r 
added by Gr., arose from his blunder,—thoee 
MSS. belonging to the xal before ol uixpol. As 
to the Complut. Ed., alleged by Gr., it has +ó 
O:óv. As to the Syr. and other Versions al- 
leged, the Translators must all have had ròv 
Oady, except, indeed, the Vulg. ; and it is prob. 
that Jerome had có» O:«óv in his copies, and 
only rendered laudem dicite Deo by a free ver- 
sion. The xal before oi wumpoi is, on strong 
authority, cancelled by all the recent Editors. 
Yet it was more likely to have been left out by 
accident, or even expunged intentionally, for the 
purpose of removing an unpleasant repetition of 
Kal (just as the latter of the two os's at ver. 6), 
than to have been inserted. 

6. Adyoures] So I have edited for t. rec. 
-rev, with Matth., Gr, La, and Tis, from B 
and 20 cursives (to which I add Mus. J, 2), con- 
firmed, as it would seem, by internal evidence: 
though (so harsh is the barbarism) it arose, Í 
suspeet, from careless scribes mistaking the ab- 

(Tó yàp Bécawov Tà ÓwawopaTá dort TOv aylov.) 
9 h Ka) Xéyet pov Tpdyor Maxápiot oi cis Tò Oeisrvov ToU 

breviations for -ræv and -rse, which are ve 
oft. confounded. I have now admitted, wi 
Matth., Gr., Sch., La., and Tis, use, from 
MS. B, and many cursives and Versions ; though 
internal evidence is equally balanced.— To turn 
from words to thin e language of this 
whole passage may be considered, with Mr. Si- 
meon, as an outpouring of confident anticipation ; 
for the mystical Rome is not yet destroyed. and 
the Alleluias are uttered only in proepect of that 
event. 

T. 5X0» ò yáuos—éavTiv] A most sublime 
representation, formed on imagery elsewhere oc- 
curring in the New Test. (as 2 Cor. xi. 2, and 
p v. 22—32). of the spiritual union between 
Christ and his Church, consisting of his faithful 
disciples of every age.—For dyaAAususÜa La. 
and Tis. read, from MS. A and 4 curvives, 
&yaXéuto, while Sch. and Wordsw. retain 
d&yaA\:0u20a; rightly; since external authority, 
confirmed by the . in Ps. cxviii. 24, is quite 
in its favour. And the letters » and tho termi- 
nation -eÜa, written in abbreviation, are very 
similar; and the latter gg easily be taken for 
the former on account of the Xaípesusp, and the 
Ccouav just before and after.—triy óav should 
be rendered ‘the glory and honour’ (i.e. that 
are justly due unto him). For t. rec. dsuse, 
La. and Tis. read decoucy, from MS. A and 2 
cursives, But the authority for this reading is 
insufficient ; and Sch. and Wordsw. retain, as I 
have done, the t. rec. 

8. xaÜapór xal Xa af sad. Sch. and Werdew. 
read Aaus. kai xa0., from many MSS. ; 
La. and Tis. read Àayur. xul Rom MS A and 
a few cursives. But if aay change be called for 
(which is not the case), the former reading is 
preferable, — For ra dix. ior. rev, La, 
and Wordsw. read ta dix. Tav dy. ior, from 
MS. A and — with the Comp. Ed, 
Andr., and Areth., while Sch. retains, as 1 have 
done, the t. rec. ; though I am now inclined te 
preter ad inet iyu Pn ee eae Rea- 
er: ‘ justifications,’ i. e, justificatory robes. See 

note on Matt. xvii. J2 * 



REVELATION XIX. 10—17. 857 

eyápov ToU ’Apviov KexAnpuévor. ral reyes poi Orot of Moyot ol 
GrOwol cisti ToU. Oeo). 10! Kai @recov eumpoobev TÀv troddv | Acta 10. 26, 

& 14. 4. 

avToÜ MpocKuvngas avTQ* Kai reyes poi "Opa um'—csúvŠouxos 12ohn 5 10. 
cov ciui, xai TOv adeApav cov TOv éyóvrov THY paptupiay roo ” ̀  
"Inoot TG Ge@ mpooxivgcov 5; yàp paptupia tov Incov dots 
TO TrveÜua. THS mpodyteias. 

ll * Kai eidov Tóv oùpavòv avepypévov, kal iSod trios Nevküs, k oh.3.14 8 
xai ò xaÜ5uevos èr avróv Kadovpevos Ilioròs kal "Arn Orvos, 
wai éy Sixatocvvy xpives kal moree? 19 1loí 88 obOadpol aÚrob 1o 11e & 
cs Prok mupòs, xal eri Tj» Kepadny avtod Stadjpata TONNA’ 
Exov Óvoua yeypappévov Ó ovdels oldey ei uù) avTos: 13 m ca m I. e. 
weptBeBrAnpwéevos ipatiov BeBappévov aipare 
t xanetrat Tó Üvoua, avro? ‘O AOTOS TOT 6EOT. 

oln 1.1. 
kai 1 John 1. 1. 

Me Kal tps 
Tà cTpaTeUuara Tà é TH oÑoupavy@ neodovler aùr è$ immo "° 
Aeuxots, evdeduyéves Bicowov Xevkóv [xai] xañQapov.,. 15 o Kar ore eee 

éx TOU OTOpaATOS aUTOU éxmopeveras poudaía dkeia, iva èv avri) se x 
* matán ta év kal avTos Totmavet autovs év paBda 

^. ` oA a Ó` ` ^ v ^ ^ & 19. 5. 
g tonpa KAL AUTOS MATEL THY Anvov TOU OUVOU TOU Oupov kai N R 19, 20, 

TNS opyns tod Qeov tod Tavrokpáropos 16 Pal éyer émi Tó 
iuatiov kal émi tov pmpov avrod [ró] ¿yoga yeypappévov 

KAI KTPIOX KYPION. BAXIAETZ BAXIAENN 

& ver. 31. 
n Tim. 6, 

eh. 17. 14 

174 Kal clov &va ayyedov éaTóvTa ey TQ "Mx Kat Éxpafegie ne 
9. MS. A, and a few cursives, prefix ol to 

dAnbiroi, which is adopted by La, Tis., and 
Wordsw., but has been rejected by Sch. I am 
now induced to receive it, considering that internal 
evidence is in its favour, inasmuch as the Article is 
required by propriety of language; the sense being, 
* these sayings are the true sayings of God.’ 

10. wpocauvynca: avro] Intending merely an 
act of civil honour, or homage. But the angel 
declined it with humility, and with a wise and 
prophetic caution. (Abp. Newc.)— yàp map- 
Tvpia—rns v podrías. The best interpreta- 
tion I have seen of this variously explain 
sage is that of J. F. a Stade, given by Wolfius, 
which su the angel to say, ‘ Do not offer me 
the worship due to God; I am unworthy of the 
honour, since 1 am not superior to yourself, but 
exercise the same function. We both testify of 
Christ ; you to the present generation, I to pos- 
terity. herefore, love me as a brother and fel- 
low-labourer, but do not worship me as Gop.' 1f 
this be the meaning of a text which has created 
much dispute, and nothing, I think, can be more 
clear and satisfactory, we have here a convertible 
proposition. *'H  íeprvpía Tov 'Imcov, the 
office of an Apostle which you fill, says the angel, 
and rò %wsUua Tc Wpopnralas exercised by 
me, are not different in value or dignity, but are 
one and the same thing.’ (Bp. Middl.) See note 
on John xvi. 13, and John v. 39. 

11—21. Here our Lord is introduced as en- 
abling his followers to triumph in their last com- 
bat with the anti-christian powers, and is described 
in various characters, which respect both his attri- 
butes and his Atonement. 

ll. «aXoóu. Weorce xai 'AAg0.] I write 
ILoróse xai 'AX., since the words are nearly 
equiv. to proper names, amounting to the 
same as ò micròs and ó dAnO. Comp. supr. 
a š 1 Be 

. xwv Óvoua ysypapmévoy tween iyoy 
and Bona Tis. inser, from the MS. A, and ccnl 
cursives, óvóuaTa yaypaupiva xoi, while Sch., 
La., and Wordsw. retain the t. rec. ; rightly; 
since the other reading seems to have arisen merely 
from a blending of two readings, ró dvoua ye- 
yeaupsvovand Tà óvóuaca yeypappiva, of which 
the former is far preferable, considering that the 

: is much more suitable to the occasion 
than the plural, it being tbe intent of the writer 
to intimate the incomprehensibility of the Logos 
as God. 

13. xadsiva:) La., Tis., and Wordsw. edit, 
on strong, but scarcely competent authority of 
MSS., though confirmed by internal evidence, 
adaAnrat. . 

14. The xai, which I placed within brackets, 
is, on good grounds, cancelled by all the recent 
Editors. 

15. Between poudala and ó£«ia, the MS. B, 
and 36 cursives, with the Vulg. and Syr. Ver- 
sions, and some Fathers, insert dicrouos, which 
is adopted by Sch. and Wordsw. ; but wrongly ; 
since internal evidence is quite against it. e 
epithet was doubtless introduced from the paral- 
lel passages. For t. rec. a ác oy, Sch., La., and 
Tis. edit, on competent authority, to which I 
must now defer, warden. The «al after Juno 
is, on very strong authority, cancelled by the re- 
cent Editors. 
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povi meydan, Meyov aot Tots opvéots Tots Trerouévois év uecov- 
pawjuaTe  deüre [xai] * cuvdy0mre eis TO Oeimvov * rò uéya 
TO) Oeod 18 wa payre aápkas Baciéwy, xal aápkas yihiáp- 
«ov, cal odpKas iayvpOv, xal cápkas Urey Kai Tov xa nuevos 
èr avrà», xal capxas TávTOV ÉXevÜépov z< xai SovrAwy, xal 
pixp@y Te kal ueyáXov. 19 Kai elóov Tó Onploy xal Tos Bacı- 
Aeis THS Ys, kal TA OTpaTEevpaTa avTaY ouvyypéva Towjcat 
TOY TOAEMOY META ToU xaÜnuévov émi ToU Vmmov xal peta Tob 

z Deut. 13.1. GTpaTeUnaTos avroU. 907 xai ¿miáo n Tó Ónpíov, kai [6] * per 
avrov ó wpevdorrpodyrns ò Towjcae Tà onucia évæmiov avro), 

peyda ëm, riy 
t» TOV ap- 

avróv eis THv ágvacov, xai éxXewev [avrov] 

tt. 34. 94. 
oh. 18. 14, 

Aie ' év ols émrXávnoe rois Xaforras Tó yáparyua ToU Ünpíov, Kai rows 
`  qipockvvoUvras TH eixovL avToi" Cavres éf)j0nsay» oi Svo cis 

THY Mapy ToU mupòs Tijv Katonévrny é [To] cip. 9! Kal oi 
Aowrol dTexrávÜncav év Tf) poudjaía tov xaÜnuévov èm} To) 
(mou, Tj éxTopevouévy éx ToU oTOLaTos avroð kal vrárra Tà 

Spvea éyopráaO5oav ex TAY capkáv avràv. 
sc. ls XX, la Ka) eldov dyyeXov karaBatvovyra èc tov obpavoU 
hire ̂  éyovra Thv * Krew ths üfvagou, kal áXvaw 
Sor INS * ^ Q b 5. R Woy Sod > $ 
l. s, Xelpa avrov kai exparnce tov dpdxovra, Tov 
we * yatov, 09 dort AudBodos xa) è Xaravás, xal ednocev avróv yia 
Matt. 19. 38. ” 8 c LÀ 

Rom 8.17 err) gt «ai £Ba 

106 $* kal doppayioe émávo abro, wa un + TMy 1 Tà Bn ers dpi 
1 Y TeXec00 Tà «ua Eryn [kal] pera Tatra Set avrov XvOSvai 
isis is pixpov ypovov. *4Kait eldov Ópóvovs, kai éxáÜucay én’ aù- 

16. The rò before óvoua is of little authority, 
and has been with reason cancelled by the recent 

itore. 
17, 18. By the image of a supper, and eating, 

&c., is represented a great slaughter of, and a 
complete victory over, his enemies; and in vv. 
19—21, the nature of that victory, together with 
the advantages resulting from it. See Heinr. 

18. I have, with all the recent Editors, inserted 
Tt on very strong authority, confirmed by in- 
ternal evidence. 

20. ixiácÓn] ‘was apprehended and cap- 
tured.” As rds wer’ avTov for t. rec. pera 
voUTov, it is adopted, on very strong grounds, b 
all the recent Editors. Just after Wordsw. well 
renders, ‘his false prophet, —be who wrought the 
miracles before his face." 

XX. 1—8. In the foregoing Chapter the ter- 
mination of all open opposition to the Gospel, 
and the dreadful punishment of all these who 
had introduced, supported, or concurred in the 
idolatrous corruptions before described, are moet 
clearly predic But while the instruments of 
mischief had been cut off, the great agent was 
still at liberty; and he would surely excite fresh 
disturbances, or produce new delusions, if not 
prevented. The Apostle had, therefore, a vision 
emblematical of the restraints which would be 
laid on Satan himself. (Thos. Scott.) — 

]. For t. rec. xAeióa the recent Editors all 

read xAsiv, from almost all tho best MSS. (to 
which I add Mus. 1,2, 3).—4*i raw x1ipa is put 
for iy +H x*toi, a very unusual idiom. For t. rec. 
TÓv pw TÓ» dpxaiov, Tis. edits ò ıs ó 
&pxaios, from one MS. (A); an authority, bow- 
ever, too slender to justify the introducing of 
& mere barbariem. 

8. The aòròv, which I bracketed, has beea 
cancelled, on strong authority (which I could 
confirm), by all the recent Editors. At xai 
togp., the Teo Mines for éweogd., which seems 
to have had p in the archetype of MS. 40 
(for dxsogpay:osy must have been a blunder 
of the scribe for iwsogpp.), but by gloss. The 
sense is: — l' For wAavien, all 
the recent Editors , on very strong grounds 
(which I can confirm from Mus. 1,2, 3 š 
an Alexandrian form. And the sense of 

the x«i before mera. I see no cause for the last 
change, nor sufficient for the first. 

4. eldovn—ras Yuyde] ‘The vision here is 
not of bodies, but of souls, as in ch. v. 9, where 
the souls are represented as crying with a load 
vois. The orig. Greek has re elóop vat 
Vexás TG» 4icQeyuírer ... xai ixpakas. 
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Taps, «ai kpipa 66007) av rois kal tas Wuyds Tay zs ws 
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t. "T 

cAévov Sia thy papruplay 'Inao0 xai Sua TOv Xoyoy Tov Oeod, 
ry 4 tnt ` e % , ^ ⸗ Qs ^ ”, 9 A 

«ai oitwes où mpocexipnoay 1T@ Onpip * ovdé.7H eixovi“aùrtoù, 
, ` ec o > ` ` Mab ane ? ^ 

«al ovx €Xafjov TO yxapayñ& emi TO uérerov [aùr] xal èm 
` ^ > ^ v ` 9 e 

Thy Xeipa avTOv. Kal Enoav xa) éBacirevoav pera Xpiotod 
y e ^ ^ , 

xina Eryn. 95 * Oi Xovroi TOv. vexpav oix [àv]étgscav * yp, 
TerccOn rà «Qua éry. ATH Ñ áváaraaws  Tpwrn. $° Maxá- 
pios xai dys ó Éyev uépos év TD avactdce TÜ mpavrip èm} 
ToUTov 0 Üdvaros ó Sevrepos oU Exes éfovaíay: GAN écovras 

Tea. 61 
Pet. 3. 
». 1. 6. 

4. 11. 
5. 10. 

. 6, 
9. 

weg 

icpeis ToU Oeo xal ToU Xpictov, nai Bacidevoovar per aUToU 
Aa ern. 

7 Kal Grav tereo6h Tà yidta ern, AVONoETAL 6 Xaravüs èx 

TÜS pu 
év 
n st ^ 

avro), 9 xai éfeXevaera, m Xavijaa, Tà &0vg Tà f Esek. 88.3. 
{ais | Téaaapat yovius THs ys, tov Toy xai tov Mayoy, °h- 18.14 

Ar 

avVvaryaryeéty avToUs eis Tò» TOÀeuov, dv ó åpıðpòs biray OS 7) 
dippos Tis QaXácoms. ? Kai åvéßnoav èm} Tò mXáros TÄS 99, 
xai t éxuKdwoay T)» TapeuBoray Tav dylov Kal Thy TN Thy 

The expression here is very similar : el8ov—rae 
poxas TOV wewedextouivev—xai inoar. ... 

he spiritual sense of the former con- 
firms the spiritual sense of the latter.” (W ordsw.) 
— r Onpiw. The recent Editors all read, from 
most of the best MSS., rò Onplov, as also just 
after Thv alxova for Ty sixóvi, prob. but not cer- 
tainly the true readings. At xai ras exe: repeat 
slov.. Kai olrives où 7 poct«. e words are 
well rendered by Prof. Scholef., * and whoeoever 
worshipped not. 

5. The reading here is disputed. The t. rec. 
ol 8% Aoir. is found in nearly all the cursives; 
but of the uncials, B (and Mus. 1, 2) has xai 
ol, which is adopted by Matth. and Wordsw. ; 
while Gr. and Sch. retain the t. rec., as ] have 
heretofore done. But an obvious Critical reason 
now inclines me to adopt, with Le. and Tis., the 
reading of A.—To advert to other matters of 
Critical discussion as to reading. For vexpwy, 
MS. B, and 2 cursives, have dvÜpdcmov, which 
Dr. Wordsw. thinks is deserving of remark, — 
but only, I apprehend, on the ground that it pre- 
sents an instance of a marginal scholium having 
in the earliest ages expelled the textual reading, 
vexpésv, of which dvÜpemov is only a fills 
of the construction by some grammarian. Further 
on, the t. rec. avt(nca» bas, on strong nds 
of external authority, confirmed by internal evi- 
dence, been c to i(ncav by all the recent 
Editors. The other probably arose from a mar- 
inal gloss, the sense being lived, for came to life. 
The reading &xp: for tes, which 1 have adopted, 
with all the recent Editors, rests on the strongest 
evidence. The other was prob., as on several 
— ae no —— a — ^e. 

. wy mtpos] (for uspióa) o is a par- 
taker,’ 5 a share in.” Comp. Dan. xii. 13, 
‘and thou shalt stand upon,’ ‘occupy thy lot’ 
(Sept. xAnpdv cov), ° the portion allotted to thee 
at the end of days;’ i.e. ‘ thou shalt be a partaker 
thereof.” Comp. Acts xxvi. 18, rov Aagsate— 
kAsjper iv Toit tytacpivess, ic. thy pepida 

TOU kAfipov tay dylwv, with Col. i. 12, ‘at the 
end of days; i.e. * of all things connected with the 
Messianic Dispensation.’ Ezek. xvi. 53. — 
Ó Oavaror ó Seer. All the recent Editors read 
from A, B, and most of the cursive MSS., à 
Sevrepoe Odvaror, but that is at variance with 
their decision at ver. 14, and infr. xxi. 9. For 
Baci sócovei, MS. A has BaciAsvove:, which 
is edited by Wordsw., who thinks tbat it is thus 
intimated that the millennia] period had begun in 
St. John’s age. But the evidence of one incorrect 
MS. is insufficient ground on which to rest so im- 
portant a sense. I doubt not that it was one of 
the very numerous mistakes committed by the 
writer of that MS.; and the error might the 
more easily arise in this instance, considering 
that the terminations -covo: and -ove: are con- 
tinually confounded by the scribes. 

8. roy Tey xai ròv Ma'yey) An allusion, 
it is supposed, to Ezek. xxxviii. and xxxix. 
What nations are here meant, Expositors are 
wholly unable to ascertain. It is, however, prob. 
that no particular nations are meant; but that 
these are only names designating certain classes 
of men, inimical to the Gospel.—Tó» before 
woXspoy is, on the strongest grounds, received 
by all the Editors, from Matth. and Gr. down to 

is. The reference, though latent, is traceable, 
namely, ‘the war which had been stirred up by 
the artful deceit of Satan between Gog and 
Magog. The avdrap, just after, is admitted, on 
competent grounds, by all the recent Editors, 

9. xal aviBnoay imè T. wr. T. y.) Aorist 
for Fut. — the thing being viewed in 
the mind of the Prophet as if past. TÒ wid- 
vos is meant, as in Hab. i. 6, and Isa. viii. 8, 
‘the breadth,’ ‘wide expanse,’ of an extensive 

ion, similar to the vast table-lands and steppes 
of Central Asia, the Scythia of the ancients.— 
ixixAwoav. La., Tis, and Wordsw. edit ixú- 
«xAavoay, from MSS. A, B, and 20 cursives (to 
which I add Mus. 1). But Sch., Matth., and 
Gr. retain the t, rec., with reason, for the other 
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Den. 7.1. pyamnuévn 5 kai. xatéBn Tip èk Tod ovpavod [aro tov Gees | 
SL ka} xarébayev aitous 10 gai 6 AidBodes ó mXavov aùroùs 

7 EBAOn eis tiv Xjvqv ToU mupòs wat Belov, Sov «ai tò Onpios 
`Y e , ` E. opo € 7 ` ` 

kai ó yevdorrpopyrns, cai BacaviaÜraovras ñuépas kai vuKTos 
? ` 2a ^ 9» 

ELS TOUS G(LO)WVGS TWV ALWVWV. 

sr 
i » 

t aùroò oÙ ard apocwrov epvyey ù yj xai ó 
, , —*3 $ ^ 12! al elBov ` ` Tomos ovy cUpeUg aurots. Ka TOUS VeKpoUs, 

kai peyddous, éarárras ¿paymiv ToU * Üpovov, kai Riia * 7) 
Oncay kai * BiBrlov Gro * HvoixOn, Š éote TS Sons Kai èrpi- 

i. Onoay oi vexpol èx THY yeypappévwv év rois B(.8Mots, xarà Ta 
13 Kai éaxev ý QaXacca tous $ èv aùr vexpous, 

ó Odvaros kai 0" A.dns ESwxayv Tos 1 vexpous Tots év avTrois 

gto * 

TET pya avTOv. 
` 

KG 
` » , 

00 we Op p se 
he 

repre ye 

wee Bor 

# z F 

11 ^ Kai elbov Opovoy * uéyav Xevkóv, aà Tov rabýpevov èr 
> oùpavòs, Kai 

` 

kai éxpiangay éxaaqs-karà Tà Epya aurav. 14k kai ó Oavaros 
kal ò” Ag, éBrnbincay eis THY ALuYNY ToU rupòos- otros t ó Sev- 
Tepos Oavaros dors, à Muya ros epór 15 Kai ef tis ovy. evpéeOn éw 

Tf) Bio THs oñs yeypaypévos, EBAOn eis rij Miro Tod Trvpos. 
seems only to have arisen from an error on the 
part of the scribes. The verb xvxAsie is indeed 
of very doubtful authority. The words darà oU 
O:ov are, on good grounds, cancelled by all the 
recent Editors. They are retained by Sch., Tis. 
Ed. 1, and Wordsw., but placed after ¿x Tov 
obpayoU, which I prefer. Yet the state of the 
evidence is such as to discountenance them 
altogether ; and they have been cancelled by Tis. 
in his 2nd Ed., for though the authority is but 
slender—A. and 3 or 4 cursives (to which I add 
Mus. 2),—yet it is confirmed by internal evi- 
dence. They were prob. introduced here from 
xxi. 2, xataBuivoveay ix ov otpavey awd Tov 

tov. 
10. The «ai has been, on very strong authority 

(to which I add Mus. 1, 2, 3), inserted by the 
recent Editors. The same applies to the 
of position at v. 11: but not to the ards, for 
avTov, edited by Gr., Matth., Sch., Tis., and 
W ordsw.. though confirmed by Mus. 1, 2. Con- 
sidering the perpetual confusion of ¿ adscript for 
p, by the scribes, external authority has not its 
usual force; aud internal evidence draws two 
ways; and hence La., with unusual prudence, 
retains the t. rec. 

12. uixpovs xai p La., Tis., and Wordsw. 

ightly ; since Osov prob, came from a 
sc 

Tas š. T. Op. there is something quite hic, 
e—wWhich is further developed at dread. an- 
nouncement in the words following, xal B BN ia 
#voíxÓncav (intimating in the presence of the 
assembled multitude), —as Wesley says, a strong 
term, for ‘ How many hidden things will then 
come to light! How many will have quite an- 
other appearance than they had before in the 

sight of men / It is not said (be adds) “ the books 
wil be read ;" no! the light of that day will 
suffice to make them visible to all. Then will 
be the first time, full and impartial Universal 
History. —B:BXiov GÀ À «t, ‘another book,” 
‘wherein are enrolled all that are accepted 
through the Beloved; all who lived and died 
in the “faith that worketh by love.”* To advert 
to matters of reading. I have, with all the 

on strong authority, vexpoòùs dv avry. So also 
just after for iv avTois vexpods, they read vac. 
i «oToiv. But this is no case for ge, esper. 
considering that internal evidence is equally be- 
lanced.— The reading avrov, for aere, found 
in B and 13 cursives (I add Mus. 2, 3), arose 
from critical alteration. 

14. ó Oáravos xa] ó “Aténs] Render: 
* Death and hades;' in other words, * the death 
which consists in the tion of the soul frem 

To the wicked these shall be succeeded by a 
more terrible death, the second death, the damna- 
tion of Gehenna, hell, properly so called. I 
in this sacred Book, the commencement, as wel 
as the destruction, of this intermediate state, are 
so clearly marked, as to render it almost impoe- 
sible to mistake them. In vi. 8, we learn that 
Hades follows close at the heels of death: and 
from this that both are involved in 
one common ruin at the universal judgment, 
(Campb.)—oŭros ó deor. Oávarós ieri. The 
recent Editors all read, on strong but scarcely 
competent authority, o ó ÜáreToc o Der. 
éer:. See supr. v. 6, and note; and see infr. 
xxi. 9. The worde $ Aíur« ToU wupés are, on 
strong authority, subjoined by the recent Editors, 
But since internal evidence is adverse to their 
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XXI. 1* Kai lov oùpavòv xawov xay rv raw 6 yàp 
TF pPoyros oùpavòs ai) porn yn t maple, xal ñ 0dXacca ovK 

——— 
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Isa. 05. 17. 

Zorw čr 2° Kai [éyó Iwavvns] clov riv mów rh dyiav, vscom s. 
Gal. ¿ 

“Tepovoadnp xasvnv, xataBaivovoay *éx tov ovpavod amò Tov Beb. 1 10. 
Geo, vyrowpacpévny ws viudny xexoopnuévny T@ avp avrijs: PEL 
3 * kai jxovea dxovijs peyadns ex tod oUpavoU, Neyovons: ` Š o Ú, c Ezek. 43.7. 
3) c ky 7) ToU Beod perà TAY áyÜpomov, kal akxnvocet 
peT autor kai avroi *Xads aUToÜ CcovTat kai aù- 
TÒS ó Ocós tictas per avtav Beds arr ** xai ÈE dims 
anreipes [6 Geos] wav Sdxpvov aro trav phar pv o1 
avUTÀY kai 0 Oavatos ovx ëŠoTa, ETL, ovre mévÂos obre xpa 

ch. 7. 17. 

^ o Isa. 48. 19. obe Trovos ovK Eras Eri, Ste Tà mrpóyra tamndBov. 5 ° Kai elsrey 1o. 1r. 
ó xaOnpevos ém}. 1 rod Opóvov: “I S00, *xawa morð Távia. Kal i? 
authenticity, I have ado them, but in smaller 
characters, and within E 

XXL In this and the following Chapter is 
described in glowing imagery (formed on that of 
the Prophets of the Old Test) the bliss of the 
righteous in heaven, after the resurrection and 
judgment; unless, with some Expositors (espec. 
bes who vu" 7 7 — at the 

inning of the Millennium, and the personal 
reign of Christ on earth for a thousand years), 
we understand these concluding Chapters of the 
state oe Church during the MILLENNIUM. The 
best Expositors, however, are, in general, agreed 
that the only passage of Scripture which speaks 
of this Millennium (namely, xx. 4—6) is to be 
taken in a ive acceptation; and, conse- 
quently, the preeent Chapters are to be under- 
stood of time subsequent to the general j 
This has been proved by several Interpreters, 
but by no one more ably than by Thos, Scott, 
Thus, as Abp. Newc. obeerves, * the new heaven 
and earth, and the new Jerusalem, are emblema- 
tical of the glory and happiness which will be 
the reward and happiness of good men for ever.’ 
—«ai sido», a phrase of introduction, as supr. 
xix. 11, bringing forward several representations 
in the order in which they follo each other, 
and introducing a vision reaching even unto 
eternity. 

l. *ap5À04] Sch., Ia, and Wordsw. edit, 
on strong external authority, 495A00», while 
Tis. edits, from MS. A, á-*5AX0av, which has 
internal evidence in its favour, as far as regards 
the form, but not the use of tho Plural, where 
one should expect the Sing. That St. John 
used the Sing. | do not doubt. But whether he 
wrote wap. or år., I would not pronounce for 
certain. e more ancient authority goes for 
axyX. but internal evidence is rather in favour 
of wap., which oft. occ. in the Gospels; also in 
2 Cor. v. 17. James i. 10. 2 Pet. iii. 10, and in 
the Sept. ; and 477A. may have been brought in 
here to match the dw7X. at v. 4; tho the 
Apostle prob. intended the stronger una (comp: 
iguyse, xvi. 20) to come in at the latter v. ; not 
to say that wap. is the more suitable term at 
v. l. The Plur. reading may, however, have 
arisen from the scribes mistaking $w«ap5AX0«» 

undoubtedly the ancient orth y) for -ov 
s — 04A. voix ai dir Render : 
‘and the sea is no longer in being;' narrative 
Pres. for Past tense. Comp. supr. x. 6, xoovos 
ovx ite šora, or, as in the best MSS., ovxirs 
sora. 

2. The words ¿yo 'Iwáy. are, with reason, 
cancelled by all the recent Editors.—éx vov ov- 
pavov amd Tov Osov. So, for t. rec. dwd Tov 
O10 ix row ovp., all the recent Editors read, on 
the strongest evidence (which I could confirm). 
Comp. supr. xx. 9, and see note there. 

3. ovpavov] MS. A and one cursive, with 
the Vulg, Iren., Ambr., and August, have 
@psvov, which is edited by Le. and Tis. (2nd 
ed.); while Matth., Gr., Sch., and Wordsw. 
retain oUpavov ; with good reason; since exter- 
nal authority for the other is insufficient, and 
internal evidence i — it, from its havin 
every appearance of being an sugges 
8 some other passages of this Book, in which 
the voice is said to come from the throne of 
God. Moreover, thus dwd, not ix, would be 
required. The words following, ldov, ñ exqgvn— 
Ozov, are formed on Ezek. xxvii. 26, 27. For 
t. rec. Aaol, the reading Aaós is, on strong 
grounds (B and 30 cursives, with Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
adopted by Sch., La., Tis., and Wordsw.—Fo: 
iota: pet’ avTOv, Sch., La, and Tis. read, on 
considerable, but not competent, authority, uer’ 
avTov icra. 

4. Comp. supr. vii. 17, which ; like the 
present, is formed on Isa. xxv. 8; and with both 
we may comp. l Cor. xv. 26.—The words ó Oads 
are, on strong external evidence—B and 30 cur- 
sives—cancelled by Sch. and Tis.; while they 
are retained by Wordsw. que justifiably, since 
external and internal evidence are equally di- 
vided; so that the reading is an open question. 
—For à-w5A0ov, MS. B and 15 cursives have 
áv5AÀ04», which is edited by Wordsw.; while 
Tis. edits aa7;\0av, from one MS. (A), but 
Scholz retains the t. rec., which I still continue 
to do, though, if any change were made, I should 

fer àw5A0av. ArijAber is in opposition to 
nternal evidence, being prob. a critical correc- 
tion.—By rà rpõæra is meant, ‘the first or 
— state. See Matt. xii. 45, and 2 Pet. 

5. à xa@huevor ¿wi tov Üpórov] meaning, 
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Xéyet [uox] Tpáxov, Ste oUToL oi Noyoe * r.a Tol nal áXs0«vol eiat. 

fins 6 f cai ebmé pos, + T'éyove. éyo eiit Tó A kal tò f), Ñ) apyy xal 
TEM TÒ TÉlos. eyo TO Staves Oow airs Ex TÜS THYRS ToU 
1£ à7 8. bSaros Tç ens Swpedy. 150 vue» kXnpovousjoe, * Tavra 
Emini. Kal Ecopas aUTQ Geos, kal abtos Eotat pos [0] vids. 8 ^ * ois 
frena. TN dé BeXois xal dmiaTOw, wel duapreAois kai éBdeAvypévots, Kai i govetot Kai mópvois, xal *dappaxois xai cidwdoAdTpas, Kai 

. ^ A , ` , * ^ 9 A A 8 

. 13. 14. ac ob yev TO PEPOS avTov €» TT Xun T) KOLOJAEF) 
ch. 90. 14, 15. —— b 

rupi Kar Oei, 6 ort * 6 Üüvaros 6 ŠeÚrepos. 
9 i Kai sev [mpos ue] els trav erra ayyédov T@v éxyóvro» 

Tag entra duáXas [ras] yenovoas trav émrà Tryyov TOv doxya- 
TOv, Kai EAAAHTE uer. éjoU, Xéyoy: Acũpo, deko oor THY viudnpP, 

either the FATHER, or his great Representative. 
—ldob, xaiwa Tos wévta. See note on Matt. 
xvii. 1}.—To advert to a matter of disputed 
reading. For Tov Üpóvov, all the recent Editors 
read Ti Üpóvo, from very strong authority.—I 
have, in deference to all the recent Editors 
adopted x. wort 3árTa, from A and several 
ancient cursives; the reading wapra xatwwd woe 
is, perhaps, more likely to be genuine, bein 
founded on stronger authority, since it is foun 
in B and very many cursives, to which I add 
Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2, omitted by Mill. The 
change in position at the end of the verse is 
adopted by all the recent Editors, on the strongest 
authority.— The uot is, en strong, but not para- 
mount evidence, cancelled by La., Tis, and 
Wordsw.—For &An0. xai wieroi, all the recent 
Editors read, on considerable external authority, 
wiorot xai àn. But internal evidence, and 
the parallel) passages, are rather in favour of the 
ordinary position. 

6. Comp. Chape. i. and ii.—yiyove. Equiv. 
to rerideorat, ' all tiing are brought to a con- 
summation. —yéyove. Tis. and Wordsw. edit 
yéiyovay (an Alexandrian form for ysyovacr), 
meaning, all those things that the Prophets have 
spoken. But the authority for this reading is 
insufficient, being only that of MS. A and one 
cursive. Perhaps the true reading is yéyovev, 
found in two copies, which might be easily mis- 
taken by the scribe for yéyovav.—ris wnyis 
vou 68. +.,—a forcible and most appropriate 
figure, —s perennial spring of running water being 
a striking emblem of everlasting felicity. Comp. 
John vii. 39, and note.—Eyw—duceu. The 
¿yo is very emphatic; q. d. ‘It is I who will 
give to every one who thirsteth.' 

7. Tee ner xus 4 d — is, on 
unde, all the recent Editors. 

oa rors à —8 xai de.] With this comp. 
a similar passage at xxii. 15. By decd. xal dvíc'T. 
are denoted those who, from a base fear, want of 
faith to overcome, fall away from the Faith in 
time of persecution. St. John seems to have had 
in mind such of the O. T. as Judg. vii. 
3, tle ó ofloóusroc wai 8«iAóe ; and Deut. xx. 
8, ris ò dvOp. o poPotmevor kel Quos THK 
dia; The words xal dnagr., found in B and 
cursives (with Mus.1,2,3), and adopted by Matth., 
Gr., and Sch., seem, Heinr. suspects, to have 
been ejected from the text by some over-nice 

Critic, who liked not, in a portion containing an 
enumeration of ial and ; vices, to 
find a generic term denoting vices and sins of ail 
kinds. Yet exx. of this sort of peculiarity do oc- 
casionally present themselves in the N. T., e. gr. 
in 1 Tim. i. 9. Heb. xi. 37; though the words 
might even be lost by reason of the xai —«aí. If 
adopted as genuine, the words xai duapt. «ai 
éBéeX. may taken, per ladym, to denote 
‘sinners of the worst kind, even abominable 
ones; and so this may be regarded as a generic 
expression, followed up by some special ones in- 
troduced by way of exemplification, as is often 
the case in of this kind. oreover, as 
here dovevor is followed by wopvois, so in a 
similar enumeration at 1 Tim. i. 9, the terms 
dévdpopdvors and wepvore are placed in juxta- 
position, as also in Rev. xxii. 15, xal ol rópa: 
«ai ol movets. The terms $apuax. and 1lóeÀo23. 
are here combined, as in a similar enumeration 
at Gal. v. 20, we have slówAoAaTpsía and pap- 
uaksía conjoined, and coming immediately after 
sins of uncleanness as here after woppore. And 
the force of the two terms, papp. and sið., bere, 
is precisely the same as in the above passage, 
where see note. In saci—wWvd. we have a 
very strong expression, which is not well ren- 
dered ‘by all liars;’ nor is it quite equiv. to 
Wetoracs at ] Tim. i. 9. The word here must 
have the same sense as the one employed in tbe 
parallel passages at xxi. 27, 9rouetv Werdos, and 
xxii. 15, o ġir xai %oi@v vrsudos, and in 
each seems meant to be conveyed a de- 
signation of idolatry. On carefully reconsidering 
this puzzling Critical question, 1 am inclined to 
more than doubt the genuineness of the words 
They seem very much like a marginal scholium, 
such as $apuaxsvc: in the t. rec. just after, for 
$apuaxkoic, which latter I have received, with 
all the recent Editors. on the strongest autho- 
ar Oavaros ó deur. all the recent 
; rin from the best MSS., for t. rec. dav. 

9. The words arpós us are, on the strongest 
grounds, cancelled by all the recent Editors — 
Thy súu bv, ToU ' Applov Thy *yvratka. Here 
there exist not a few varieties of readings, and 
accordingly the texts of tho different Editors are 
diverse. Sch, and myself retain the t. ree., while 
La. and Wordsw. read Tù» vóudnr Thy yuv. Tow 
'Aov., and Tis, tiv yur. Tr)» vou. T. 'A. The 
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+ a? A , ` ^ 
4 TOU p»iov TNV 'yuvau«a. 

¿poç péya kai inndov, xai Berke poi Tv mów [Tv peyddnv] 
thy dytav ‘Iepovcadnp, xarafaivovcav *éx ToU o/pavoD amo 
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]0 k kal amýveyké pe V trvevpate eri k Gal. 4. 30. 
Heb. 13. 23. 
ch. 1. 10. 
& 8. 12. 

2. 

tov Ocoũ, l| Zyoucay Tv Šótay ToU O«ob. [xai] 6 dwornp 
auris Suows MOp timate, @ Am ¿dom Kpvotadrivovre 

12 1 # Zyoucd, [re] Teiyos peya xai , čxovoav mTuXQvas 1 Ezek. 48, 

wera, xal émi Tos [uM áyyéXovs Swdexa, kai OvópaTa 

émvyeypauuéva, & doti tev Swdexa purðv [àv] viðv 'IaparA. 
13 amò * ávaroXàv Tuda@ves Tpeis, «al amò Bopp mrudaves Tpets, 
xal ATÒ vórov TruAQves Tpeis, xai ard Ova» aTuAdVES Tpeís. 
14 m xal TÓ Teiyos THs Trodews Exov ÜeueMovs Swdexa, ral * ém m Matt.10. 
avTOv $óhx«a Ovóuara Ty Swdexa dmoaTÓXav tod 'Apviov, pè 219, 
15 n Kai 6 Nadav per éuoU elye luire] xáXapov ypucobv, tva 
perpon THY mów, kal Tos wudAmvas avTHS, Kal TÒ Teîyos D Back. 40. 3, 
auTns. 16 ° za) 4) TOMS TeTpaYwVOS xeirat, Kal TO UHKOS GUTHS o kph. 3. 18, 

[Tocobróv éotw] Scov xai rà mXáros' xa) éuérpnoe THY mów 
TQ Kadapw émi cTabiev Sadexa yidda TO uükos xal TÒ 
grAdáros xai TO pos aùris lod dori. 1 xal éuérpnae Tò teyos 
avTís éxaTrüv TeccapakovraTecaápoyv TNV, uérpov avOpwrrou, 

reading of La. rests on very slender authority, 
and is opposed by internal evidence, which is 
quite in favour of the t. rec. The reading 7)» 
yuv. Thy voug. T. 'À. rests on considerable au- 

7 B and 25 cursives, with Mus. 1, 2, 3), 
but evidently arose from alteration on the 
of certain Critics, who stumbled at the jar 
sense here of véudn». Had St. John placed 
vvaixa first, he would surely not have sub- 

joined »óu$5»v; but, supposing him to have 
vóudy first, he would be likely so to do 

r popan sake. 
10. awnveyxé us iv mysúm.) The same words 

occur supr. xvii. 3, where see note. The words 
Thy ueyadnpy are on strong grounds cancelled by 
al] the recent Editors. 

ll. Thv &o£arv Tov Osov) meaning, ‘the She- 
chinah.’ On the description which follows, see 
Bp. Newton, Dean Woodh., and Bp. Lowth on 
Isa. liv. 11.—The xai, which I have bracketed, 
has been cancelled by all the recent m from 
A, B, and 30 cursives, to which I add Mus. 1 
2, 3, and Cov. 2, over by Mill. 

12. For éxovod re all the recent Editors read, 
on strong authority (to which I have now defer- 
red), [xovca. After d ior: some ancient MSS, 
subjoin ra óvópaTa, others dvouara. The for- 
mer reading is ui es by La. and Wordew. ; 
the latter, by Tis. I should give the preference 
to the former, did I not suspect that it came from 
a marginal scholium. The Tw» before vió» is 
absent from A, B, and 20 cursives (1 add Mus. ], 
2, 3, and Cov. 2), and is cancelled by La, Tis., 
and Wordsw.; and internal evidence 1s against it. 

13. For dvaroA#s all the recent Editors read, 
en strong grounds (which I can confirm from 
Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2), dvarodmy. They 
also, on competent authority, prefix xal before 
rò Poppa, and dad vorov and ¿zó ducpey. 

These readings I have now, though with some 
hesitation, adopted. 

14. OzusAlous] meaning foundation courses of 
stone-work. Comp. Aristoph. Av. 1136, Oaué- 
Aros AlBor. So Hdot., describing the mode of 
building the walls of Babylon, i. 179, says: 
épvccovres—dia Tpijxovra Soper rrAlyGov— 
idstuay wpwra piv tHe TáQpou Ta ysíAta, 
Gsérepa di avtd TÒ Tiixyos. In the present 
passage, for ¿v avrois, the recent Editors are 
agreed in reading, on strong authority, to which 
I have deferred, iw’ avriov. Yet I suspect that 

John wrote ix’ avvois, in which we may 
recognize aa allusion to the custom of inscribing 
characters on bricks, while yet in a raw state, by 

The recent Editors prefix exa to 
dvdmara on very Ww. external autherity (to 
which I add Mus. ], 2, 3), confirmed by internal 
evidence; so that I have now thought fit to 
adopt it. 

15. sIXs uérpor] The second word has been 
adopted 5 all the recent Editors, on very consi- 
derable external authority, unsupported, however, 
by internal evidence, which is rather against the 
word. The doubt I have intimated. 

16. I have now double-bracketed roo.—ier:, 
which have been on strong grounds vor I can 
confirm from Mus. 1, 2, 3) cancelled by the 
recent Editors. 

17. pitpov—iorw áyyíXov] Render: ‘the 
measure of a man, that is, of an angel ; meaning, 
however, not any angel, but the angel before men- 
tioned; though &»Üpdiov is said because, as 
Wesley observes, St. John saw the measuring 
angel in a Auman shape. ‘The reed therefore 
oe be) was as great as was the stature of 

at human form in which the angel a — 
dudrpnes is absent from B, and 22 cursives (to 
which I add Mus. 1, 2, 8), and bas been cancelled 
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ë doriw ayyédov. 18 Kai jw 4 evdoynois trod teiyous auris 
lactis: ral mods xpvciov kaÜapóv *õpoiov bdp rahap. 
19 gat of Oepédsoe ToÜ TElyous THS Todews Travri Mbp Tele 
Kexoopnpéevor’ ó Oepédsos Ó Tpüros iacmis, ó Sevrepos odr- 
perpos, ó Tpí(ros yadendwv, Ò TérapTos cudparyŠos, * ò sréuarros 
capdovut, ó cros t cdpbtos, ó EBdonos ypucodsBos, ó Sydoos 
B'jpvXXos, ó Éyvaros romdbiov, ó Séxatos ypvoctpacos, ó évdé- 
xatos vaxtwbos, 6 Swdéxatos duéÜvaros. ?! Kai ot dwdexa ru- 
AQveç Sddexa papyapitas, ava e] Exactos T&v TuX0) Vy tw e£ 
évos uapryapirov: xai 1) TXTeta Tije T0XMoS Ypuciov kaDapov dx 
DaXos *Guavyrs. 22 Kai vaòv oùx eldov a airy, ó yap Kúpios 
6 Ocó; ó wavToxpadtwp š vaóg auTHs OTe kai TÒ 'Apwiow. 

piso 23 p Ka} jj TóÓXis où Xpeíay Exes TOD Aiou OVSE THS 

>ne ceXdjvgs, wa daiwow [ev] abri 4 yap ófa roo GO eo 
ema 6$orioev @UTHY, Kab ó Avyvos avTrüs TO Aprioy. 244% Kai 
X. wf; Tepimatncover Tà Oyy [Tov cotopévev] t èv Ta deri aris 
AER xai o. Races ts yas pépovoi tHv Sokay xai [rv] Tus 
&. o. aÙTOV eis abu 25 r xal of mudaves abris oU p) KXeurÜcaur 
aS. Tuépas,—vUE yap ov Eras éxei, —9 xal ota ovas T7)v óav 
Phil. 4. 3. ` ` a , ^ , , 7 , ` > >? 
ch. £. $. Kal Tùy Tepny TOV EOvav eis auTny ?1* kal ou wn eio é¿X0n 
ani els GUT) Tay *kowóy, Kal *moiðv BŠšéXuyua xal ebsos, 

by Matth., but retained by Gr., Sch., La, and 
Tis: rightly ; since it was evidently removed by 
a Critic, who thought it better away; and in 
modern composition it would have had no place. 

18. xal fr ñ évdounors T. T. a. L] Le. and 
Wordsw. cancel jv. from one MS —4A, con- 
firmed by the Syr. and 7Ethiopic Versions ; while 
Sch. and Tis. retain ccr Pere for it is 
more likely that it was absorbed in the 7 follow. 
ing, than that it was iutroduced from the margin. 
And the Article at iyóóuno:e is little lese 
indispensable. The meaning of the term is not 
eimply structure, as Heinr. renders, but rather 
* that which is built on some other structure that 
forms the foundation to the superstructure; a 
sense which ivdounars is well adapted to express, 
considering that éivdiuw and ivdeluacba: are 
terms of the building of city walls, such 
requiring a very deep foundation, and are there- 
fore very properly characterized as built én, i.e. 
down into the earth. And considering that no 
walls so much require a deep foundation, as the 
walls of piers, and next to them city walls, hence 
évdcunore was a term applied to either one or the 
other, as in the above . Soin Jos. Antt. 
xv. 9, 6, we have ñ dé évddunote Gown» iveBadeTo 
xarà tüs ÜaAdoons. Thus évdou. denoted the 
superstructure to the lower course which formed 
the foundation of a vast wall like this. —Guo«or 
bade «a0. MS. A and 25 cursives (with Mus. 
1, 2, 3), confirmed by the Syr. and Vulg., with 
Andr. and Arethas, have Guoior, which is adopted 
by La., Tis., and Wordsw., while Matth., Gr., 
and Sch. retain óuoía ; with some reason ; since 
internal evidence is quite in its favour, from its 
being the more difficult reading. 

19. edv pos] A precious stone, next in 
value to the diamond, mostly of a blue celoor, 
and variegated. See more in my Lex.— X í0. rem. 
xaxocunuávo:. This adornment isto be understood 
of the materials, not the workmanship, meaning 
that ‘ the foundation stones were framed of pre- 
cious stones worked up with exquisite skill and 
finish. —eudpayéos. A name under which the 
ancients comprehended all gems of a fine green 
colour, including the emerald. See m 

20. For cdpéiot, La, Tis., and Wordsw. edit 
€dpdiov, from MS. A, B. and mamy cursives. 
However capéios, which I have, with Sch., re- 
tained, is not less likely to be the true reading. 

21. &avytris) This, for t. rec., dcapavge, is, 
on strong external authority (to which 1 add 
Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2), confirmed by internal 
evidence, and adopted by all the recent Editors. 

22. vyaóv ovx sidow iv a., as being now unne- 
cessary in the immediate presence of God.—vade 
avrys. Le. and Wordsw. prefix ó tc »aóc, frem 
e A — have thought fit now to adopt. 

. The iv is, on cancelled 
al] the recent Editon” p T 

24. v:pvvaT. iv Te l aim] Comp. what 
is said Ps. ÜT 9,‘in thy light shall we see light.” 
—tiov co(. These words are, on strong grounds, 
cancelled hy all the recent Editors, he also 
adopt the position xai repre. rà ¿Ow è. T. $. 
avris xai, which however is doubtful. Whether 
they are right in substituting &à ov herds for 
iv Te deri, I question; since i» Te 
beri may mean ‘in and by the light; as 1 have 
shown in my note on John xii. 35. 

. ol Tuwri a. OU. me xÀuo0.] , Àn em- 
blom of peace. So Horace, ° Apertis etia portis." 
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ef pt) ot yeypappévoe dv ta BiBdip ris ons tod *Apviov. 
XXII. 1 Kad eek pot [xaBapov| morapòv ŠŠaroç Cons, a Ezek. 47.1 

Zech. 14. 8. 

Aagmpov ws KpUcTaXXoyp, éxrropevópevov éx Tod Üpóvov ToU Ocoũ 

xal tod ‘Apviov. ꝰ b dy uéoq tis TXareías abTís xal Tov baen. 39. 

qorapou, évreUOev ral éxetOev, EUXov Gwijs, moov Kaptrous Swdexa, 
xarà piva [eva] Exacroy arrodidoiv Tov xapmòv avro), xai Tà 
Púra Tod ÉUXov eis Oeparreiay tay eOvav. Š ° Kai srüv * kará- gzh ä0 
Qena, ovx črtati Ett, xa) ó Opdvos tod Beod xal tov Apviou èv 
aut écrav xa) oi SotAct avrod Natpedoovaw aire, **xal 
Hpovra: to mpoowroy avtov, kal TÒ ğvopa avtod ml tay per- 
oTov avTOv. 5 ° cal WE obx éorat [éxet*] xal ypelav ove $ youct e Ps. s. 

ch. 8. 12. 

Avyvou xa) $erós [Xov] Ste Kupios 6 eds * dori? ir 9, "TN 
?, ` ` ^ 9 ` 9^ ^ 9? 

avTovs, kai Bacthevooucwy eis TOUS aiQvas TOY Goya. 

27. xowóv] So, for t. rec. xoiwwovv, all the 
recent Editors read on strong external authority, 
confirmed by infernal evi: , Since the common 
reading plainly arose from a marginal scholium, 
or grammatical alteration made for the purpose 
of better adapting the word to wocovy, or, as the 
recent Editors read, on very weighty authority 
A and 20 cursives; I add Mus. 1, 2, 3, and 
ov. 2), ó Torv, to which there is no objection 

on the score of its gender, since xowòv, with 
which it is associated, is neut. for masc. I have 
now received it, with Tis., not expunging the ó 
with Wordsw., because it is called for by pro- 
priety of lan . At yrsvóos must be repeated 
T 01v, and the phrase morwv x/evóos is equiv, to 
ápyatouaros vysvdos in Ecclus. li. 4. 

XXII. l. «aBapdy is absent from all the best 
copies, and is cancelled by all the most eminent 

itor. Aaump., lit. ‘sparkling bright. —On 
worTapdy seo noto us xxi. 6. 
2. — Kee] Prof. Scholef. follows Bp. 

Middl. in rendering * was a tree of life [in the 
Paradise of God] (mentioned supr. ii. 7); and 
this, as he observes, to avoid the inconsistency of 
saying that the ONB free was on each side of the 
river. ‘ Another interpretation, however (con- 
tinues he), has been advanced by Dr. Owen, 
which is entitled to some consideration : “ And 
the river being on either side of i£." And this 
might be carried even further, thus: “In the 
midst of the street of it and of the river, being 
(viz., both the street and the river being) on either 
side of it" [the tree}'—For t. rec. xai ivravOan, 
MSS. A, B, and 25 cursives (to which I add Mus. 
1, 2, 3) read xal ¿xsi0e y, which is edited by La, 
Tis., and Wordsw., to whom I now accede. The 
Eva is, on strong, but not paramount authority, 
cancelled by the recent Editors, internal evidence 
being rather in its favour. 

3. In this verse Abp. Newcome and Dr. 
Burton with no reason su an allusion 
to the curse connected with the #ree of life 
in the garden of Eden; tho gencral sense be- 
ing: ‘the fatal effects of the first curse, pro- 
nounced in consequence of the firat transgression, 
shall cease; the displeasure of God will be hero 
unknown.’ —For t. rec., xarardÜsua, l have, 
with a gi recent Editors, adopted catd@sye, 

OL. 11. 

from A, B, and — cursives (I add Mus. 1, 2, 
8, and Cov. 2); and internal evidence confirms 
external. See note on Matt. xxvi. 71. 

4. kal dWorra T. Tp. a.) messing. * they 
shall have the nearest access to Him ;' denoting, 
in Scriptural language of the highest significancy 
(see Matt. v. 8. ohn iii. 2), that perfect feli- 
city reserved for the heavenly state. The next 
words, TÒ Óvoua avTov—avTov is a forcible 
figurative mode of expressing that ‘they shall be 
openly recognized as God's own property,' and 
whatever else that ownership implies. 

5. oùe ioraı ixa?) So I continue to read, 
since ire, hough admitted by Sch., Tis., and 
Wordsw., from MS. A and three cursives, is not 
certainly genuine. Indeed, I suspect that both 
iri, and t. rec. ixe? (for which there is but elen- 
der — came from marginal scholia: in- 
deed, Tis. in his 2nd Ed. M Pay the iri. For t. 
rec. xpsíav ox iyovor, MS. A, with the Syr., 
Arab., Copt., and Vulg., and aleo Andr. and 
Primas., have xp. odx kovos, which is adopted 
by La. and Wordsw.; while Sch. and Tis. read 
ov xpsía (scil. qu or &ca:), which is prob., but 
not certainly, tho true reading, and the others 
glosses thereon ; the former, on où xpsía (ñv); 
the latter, on où ypsia (icrtaı). Just after, the 
state of the evidence is such as to warrant, though 
not to cal] for, the cancelling, with Tis., of nA tov. 
If retained, I should prefer to read, with La. and 
Wordew., beróe€ Avxvou kai pwròs nAíov. For 
t. rec. Pwrife:, La. reads pwrtica, from MS. A 
and two others; while Sch., Tis., and Wordsw. 
edit (as 1 have done) wr, from MS. B and 
several others. The ix’ before avrovds is pre- 
fixed by Sch. and Tis, but not by La. and 
Wordsw. ; though it is favoured by internal evi- 
dence, as existing in the sncommonzess of the 
expression gear. ir’ aùToùs, ‘will shed light 
over them,’ which uncommonness affords stron 
grounds for supposing it genuine. I have poin 
atte’ at v. 4, and avrods, here, because the 
words xai BaoiX.—alayey seem to connect with 
v. 4; the words xai vóE—avToUs being paren- 
thetic, and reiterating what was said supr. xxi. 23. 
Thus ‘the saints reigning for ever’ will well match 
with the other circumstances, and the words xa 
vit, &c., be only an incidental illustration of them. 
Baci. ele—alavey, i. c. in — which tho 
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6 Kai elmé por Otros of Novos TioTol) wai adnOwol> Ka 

Kipws ó Qeds T@v wwepdrev röv [dyiev] wpopytay àmécree 
Tov ayyedov autow cbar rots SovrAats avrov à Sei yevéoOas èr 

ch. 1.8 

3. 11. 
Taye 78 kal ¿oÓ čoyopaı Tay! paxapios ó THP@Y TOUS Aó- 

h acta10.38 yous THs Wpopyreias ToU BsBAiev Tovrov. § h Kai ¿yo `[edaynçs 
& 14. M. 
ch. 19. 10. 6 axoúw 1 xai BAérer Taira: xal dre 1 ğxovoa Kai ë 

y 
eqeca 

mpocxuvncas éumpoaÜev r&v today ToU AryyéXov ToU SeLxvvovTOS 
por taŭra. 9 Kai Xéye, por “Opa ph —oúsoviós cov [yap] 
eim, xal trav ade\pov cov Tey mpodwrév, xal TAY THPOUPTOY 

Dan,8.9 TOUS Aoyous TOU Beou TovTou ro Oe mpooKuryncoy. 
réyes por M?) adiparyíags ovs Noyous THs mpodyrelas Tod B3- 

& Aiou ToÚrou' ó xatpos [yàp] èyyús dorar 11* ó ábu v adun- 
cáro “rú kal 6 *jwmapós pvmapevÜ:re ere xal ò Sixatos 

10 | Kad 

zan, + SuxamOnrm ¿ru kal ó dys ¿yuaciro Er. 121 [Kai] i06, 

— sublime representation of the destinies 
the Church, from its o 

tion in the eternal felicity of the faithful, which 
endures unto the ead. The remainder of tho 
Book is —— and hortatory, demandi 
a due attention to its sublime contents, and Son 
snot ia their practice, 

6. ‘Here commences the conclusion of the 
Book, exactly agrecing with the Introduction 
(particularly vv. 6, 7, 10, with ch. i. 1, 8), and 
giving light to the whole book, as this book does 
to the whole Scripture.’ (Wealey.) Render: 
* Then he said, Those sayings (that you have 
— the things you have seen) are certain 
(worthy of entire credit) and true — veri- 
ties) to be fulfilled and accomplished in due 
time.'—Tyrevuérov tev. So all the recent Edi- 
tors read, for t. rec. ol baat which ie of v 
little authority, and prob. derived from Luke i. 
70. The words were prob. removed, from being 
misunderstéod. Their sense is well cleared up 
by Bengel. 

7. xai iàoú] The «ai has been on weis 
authority (to which I add Mus. 1, 2, 3) prefix 
to idod, by all the recent Editors. 

8. For t. rec. ò SGAíwew xal. áxoów» «cava, 
the recent Editors all read, on strong authority 
(to which I add Mus. 1, 2, 3, and Cov. 2), 6 d<. 
xai B\dweay T. I have acceded, though internal 
evidence is rather unfavourable. At the vext 
words, the Critics have exercised much license. 
Thus, for dre fixovca xai iBA., Tis. and W ordew. 
read xal Sra fixovea xai Sra eldov, on consi- 
derable authority (to which I could add) ; while 
La. retains the t. rec. rightly, the other origi- 
nating in a grammatical scruple. 

10. uà cdpa*yloge Trobe Aóyove, &oO.] i.e. 
thou must not * keep them back, like things that 

. For t rec. Sr: ó gs og La. 
¢ yap, from A, B, and many cur- 

I add Mus. 1,2, 3, and Cov. 2); while 
Sch., Tis., and Wordsw. read ó xaiwós kyyós 
for: (meaning, ‘nigh at hand, the events begin 
to take place"); on grounds worthy of atten- 

strong grounds, both of external -— (to 
which 1 add Mus. 1, 2), and internal evidence, 
read ó puwapds purapsvOire. The other prob. 
arose from a marginal echolium. At the second 

for ĉıxaræb hræ, MS. A, and many car- 
gives (to which I edd Mus. 2), have d:xacocvrge 
wowncare, which is confirmed by the Syr., 
Arab., and some other Versions, and is adopted 
by all the recent Editors; to whose judgment I 
should be ready to defer, did I not see good ree- 
son to suspect that the reading in question arose 
from a gloss on Oia siro. Lf dixaseBures be 
not tbe genuine reading, it may be regarded as 
baving arisen from a false alieration of the early 
Critics, who thus to make the term 
more exactly suit jvm&psvÜ rires, though that is 
far lees prob. than the other supposition ; a view 
which I find confirmed by the suffrage of an able 
Critic in the Edinburgh iew, No. 191, p. 18, 
whe regards ói«aiocórno Toino. as an ans- 
tion of the ambiguous ó:xa,w0fre (ustificolur 

the : pao: 
6 ó(.ai0* čixaurwb hro Eri. Now the Alex. and 
some other MSS. have not the clauses o — 
puT@apevOires (or ó Busy puTwcare éT:), and 

mari rien. La vert De regarde nc ende i oss. short, he i 
in the Elietle as the origipel genuine reading, 
and ò ddixos dducnodre as one explanatory gloss 
on 6 drouot dvouncdTe, and perepós pes. as 
another, and &«aiocóvqrv *ouwcdTe as an er- 
planation of the ambiguous é:xquwOijre. ‘The 
expression dvomor —— is somewhat 
vague, and the dàwer pvrapós aro 
explanations of its two phases, ite bearing on the 
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čpxopas Tayo Kai ó praGos pov per épob, arodovva 
Exdote dx TÓ Épyov avtod gota, 18™’Eyo [eim] Tò A xai 
Tó 2, apxù kal TéXos, 6 TpaTos Kal 6 EcyaTos. 

1* * Maxápio, ot t rowbvres tas évtodas avrov, va “¿Tan .. 
John 8, 

7) éEouc (a avrayv ér To ÉóXor ris Cots, wat Tots rruNeow elo éN- i 

law of justice and the law of purity. There was 
a reason for their finding a place (probably one 
after the other) in the margin, as explanatory 
losses, But if the next transcriber S the 
SS. containing those marginal scholia) took 

the marginal notes not for glosses, but in the 
ag te for an alternative reading, he would be 
struck by the defect of the antithesis in the sen- 
teuce as it stood, and would add (likewise pro- 
bably in the margin) the words wanting to com- 
pete the rounded phrase, xa? ò dyus dyiaa- 
ive evs.’ This sense the Reviewer evidently 

thinks was admitted into the text by the nex 
transcriber; but such a transcriber must have 
been a reviser also: and, on the whole, this view 
of the learned Reviewer takes too much for 
granted to be safely adopted. The omission ef 
the words ó fuv. puTwcarw ir: in MS. A, 
and 4 cursives (to which 1 add Mus. 2), may 
well be accounted for as having arisen from the 
carelessness of the scribe, whose eye, in copying, 
passed, it seems, from d&ixnodraw ire to puww- 
CdTe iTi, and — the letters in large cha- 
racter formed the end of two consecutive lines 
in a very ancient MS. It is true that the read- 
ing ó drouos avouncatw is somewhat confirmed 
M Dan. xii. 10, Sept., where the reading of all 

copies but one is «el dvouria civ áropot, xal 
ov cuvncowct duras ol dvouow. That one MS. 
(the Alex.) has gvoriaovair for dyouñcesci is cer- 
tain, whence it is plain that in the Archetype was 
written dvojijeovotw avouo, which is undoubt- 
edly the true rang It, moreover, was in 
copy used by Theodor., and is required by the 
Hebr. original and the Pesch. Syr. and Arab. 
Mats saei pe vi gs sufficiently 
justify a ing in postle's tex 
fous ed out ack lender stithorit , and at ak 
riance with every hitherto collated copy of the 
MSS., and all the Vorsions. Besides, it may be 
uestioned whether the words in the Letter of the 
artyrs be, y speaking, a quotation at all, 

or not mies a ipture allepatio in & lax sense, 
formed on the of Daniel and that of St. 
John. As to the objections of Bp. Jebb, Sacr. 
Lit., p. 329, that ‘the reading purapabedra not 
only damages the parallelism, but introduces a 
word (svwapavomat) which there is no reason to 
think ever existed, the former objection bas 
very slender weight; and the latter has even less, 
since such strong external authority as that 
which exists (confirmed by the $vvwavÜrro of 
two MSS. and Orig. bis) is quite competent to 
attest the existence of a word analogically formed ; 
prob. a term of the ordinary, or provincial Greek, 
and changed, we find, by Critics into the Class. 
Greek, puravOnre. owever, we must not 
omit to trace the logic and course of reasoning 
2 the ip iae — meant — tor warn- 

j . te the evil-living persons above adverted 
to ai for ad monitione "i the faithful, to lay to 
heart tho sayings of this Book, se well as encou- 
ragement to all who were suif4'ing persecution 

in the cause of the Gospel. To both parties is 
pointed the awful remembrancer, that the time 
would be shortly at hand when the former party 
would be irreversibly fixed in a state admittin 
no remedial change, even in hope, for ever; an 
to the other when Christ would come, bringing 
recompense with him, as well for bis foes, as for 
his pepe: 

1 he x«l is with reason cancelled by all 
the recent Editors. The Particle is pecaliarly 
out of place here, because it interrupts the close 
connexion with the preceding context; q. d. 
[' Let each party misd], for Í am quickly to 
come, and, &c. he words, the 
Apostle for had in mind Isa, xl. 10, and lxii. 
11; in the latter of which passages the words 
er’ avrov have been, from an obvious cause, 

lost, after ipyow awo, and should be supplied 
from Symm., Theodot., and the Hebr., also from 
the Syr., Vulg., and Arab. Versions; and, what 
is more, from the parallel passage above cited, — 
xl. 10. Of course here u:c9. denotes retribution 
for either reward or punishment, and pet’ iuov 
implies ‘immediately on my coming,’ as Taxéws, 
wapayxp. in the of Crates, cited in my 
Supplementary Volume For avrov éera:, La., 
Tis., and Wordsw. edit, on considerable external, 
thong not paramount, authority, dorw avrov 
which, however, is rather confirmed by internal 
evidence. 

18. The word alge is, on 8 aspen (to 
which I add Mas. ], 2, 3), cancelled by all the 
recent Editors. Internal evidence is as much 
against it as is external ; and there is more gravity 
and dignity in the omission of the Verb Subset. ; 
q. d. * It is J who say these things (who am) the 
Alpha and Omega, —meaning, He of whom the 
Scripture saith that he exists ‘from cverlasting 
to everlasting, hath ‘neither beginning of days 
nor end of life’ (Heb. vii. 3); or, He who is 
‘the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever’ (Heb. 
xiii. 8): how clear and incontestable a proof of 
the Deity and Divine glory of our Lord ! 

14. uaxap. ol wowouvres] These are, as wo 
may infer from the matter of the next verse, the 
words of the Apostle (who here imitates the 
manner of his Lord in bis Beatitudes, Matt. v.); 
and by avrov being meant of Him who sait 
‘I come,’ &c., and the terms moss rae ivro- 
Ads there is implied the ing the commands 
of God and Christ, from Evangelical motives 
ee on repentance from dead works) of 
aith in Christ, and unreserved obedience to his 
will The ‘right,’ or * privilege,’ implied in the 
next words, wwa &eva: n ¿Eovcía avtar, &c., is, 
of course, a covenant right, through free grace, to 
the — of the Tree of Life; meaning 
that of which it was the emblem (as intimated 
in the next words), the fruition of all the bless- 
ings of salvation by Christ, and admittance into 
heaven, as an everlasting abode. The var. lect. 
occurring in MS. A and two ancient cursives,— 
No. 7 — 88,— with the Vulg., Armen., and 
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91 Cor.6.10 Owo eis tiv Tomy. 15 °"BEw [Si] of wives xai oi pap axol, 

duAGv xai ro.àv Veũdos. 
t Num. 94. 

Isa. 11. 10, 

SPLID — À 
ell  [ro0] auto, ó 
s edo d 
ohn 7. 87. 

eh. 21. 6. 
IIveüua xa) $ vindn 

[rò] ddwp Sons Swpedy. 

JEth. Versions, rAévoyrate crodds avriov is a 
very remarkable reading, which, though received 
by Mill and Bentley, and edited by La. and 

ordsw., (not Tis., in his second ed..) arose, I 
doubt not, from the marginal scholia, and ori- 
ginated in the wish of some Biblical student, 
who had in mind vii. 14, to intimate that ° to per- 
forming the commandments of God should be 
united the previous washing their vestments in 
the blood of the Lamb,” with a reference to 
what wes said, supr. i. 8, and vii. 14. I have 
said ‘previous washing,’ since, if adopted, the 
words should be rendered ‘ after having washed.’ 

15. 6 diXev xal wodcor qrevdos] Render: 
* whosoever as well as he that maketh 
or forgeth a lie;’ meaning, he who doth the 
thing from pleasure and pu ly, because he 
prefers falsehood to ake “Bo! Lucian Philo- 
peeudes, § 1, speaks of those who prefer lying to 
truth, psvot TO TpáyuaTi xai. ¿vóraTp[- 
oa iw’ ovdsuia wpopaca. The dé after 

is, on strong authority (1 add Mus. 1, 2, 3) 
confirmed by internal evidence, cancelled b ali 
the recent Editors; and undoubtedly no little force 
is comprehended in the Asyndetos. As respects 
the subjoined <úvsç, it is not easy to fir the 
sense of the term; and hence it has been vari- 
ously understood. Not a few Expositors inter- 
pret it tmpudentes, taking it to denote the samo 
persons as the iSdeAvypivor, supr. xxi. 8, ' im- 
mundi, caninis sordibus cosspurcati Others ex- 
plain it to mean, in a general sense, * profane, 
ungodly persons.” as in Matt. vii. 6, uà óra Tò 
dior rots xvol. But it should rather seem 
that here the two senses are conjoined, and that 
the term denotes, 1. profani, i. e. * persons out of 
the pale of the Christian fold, who are so either 
from aversion to, or non-acquiescence in, the 
doctrines of the Gospel :' and so the Jews styled 
all those out of the Jewish Church dogs. 2. by 
implication, tmpsi, i. e. * peccatorum ac vitiorum 
sordibus contaminati, itiost.. Commentators 
are not agreed whether the Verb. Subst. left un- 
derstood should be expressed in the Present or 
in the Fut. Indic. There is more of simplicity 
in alos, but more of spirit in &covra:, = fortwo- 
€av, q.d. Procul sunto profani ac scelesti f Comp. 
Virg. Æn. vi. 258, * Procul, O procul este, pro- 
fani. Moreover, the sunfo is supported by the 
moet ancient of Expositors, Andr., who remarks, 
ob povoy tebe ¿paste áàvíaTOve, dA\a kal 
Tovs yratpnxeras—awedavve, where I would 
read dyatdsis xd-wicroue, or dvaidais, delorous, 
which confirms the twofold sense that I have 
shown to be inherent in the word. The à before 
Asp is, on considerable, but scarcely competent 

xai oi wopvos Kat oi doveis, xai oi ei&eXoXáTpas, kal mâs [6] 

[16 e 'Eyò 'Incoós ereua tov dyyedév nau .paprvpijaas Uu 
^ 9 ^ , , » e! " ` ye 

Hom. 15.13. TavTa [émi] rais exxAnoiais èyw eiua pila xal Tó yévos 
ágT)g ó Aapmpos [xal] * ó mpoivós. 174 Kal to 
we ” Y e 9 , + —— — Ayovow "Epxou: xai 6 Gxoúov eimdto 

*"Epyov. Kal ó 8npàv * épyécba, [xai] ó Gédov t X&uBavéro PX PX t 

authority, cancelled La., Tis., and Wordsw., 
but retained by Sch. The MS. B and 5 cursives 
have oiv xal dic», but wrongly, the senti- 
ment (which that reading would at least -— 
being, ‘every one who liketh as well as 
up (deviseth) a lie;’ implying that the liar does 
it willingly and of set purpose ; just as, by a not 
dissimilar idiom, it is said, in a passage of St 
Paul, Rom. i. 32, oU uórvev avra 10:09c:», 
ada kal cupevdoxovery Tote ?Tpáccovcip. 

16. 'Eyó 'I. Deua, &c.] Render: ‘I 
Jesus (am) He who hath sent.” ‘ Hae altera 
asseveratio est, quo magis animum admoveant 
ot fidem habeant huic hetis auditores 
Christi.’ (Marlorat. CN not — suffi- 
cient to re nt angel speaking in the per- 
on retiree bat CAM himself also is vs in- 
troduced, s ing in his own person, confirmi 
the Divine authosty of this Book. and ——— 
it to be properly dss revelation.’ (Bp. Newton.) 
—To advert to a matter of various ing. For 
ixi MS. A and 13 cursives, confirmed by the 
Vulg. Version. and some Fathers, have i», which 
is edited by La.; while Matth., Gr., Sch., and 
Wordsw. retain the iwi, which undoubtedly is 
preferable to d»; though I am now incli to 
su that both readings came from the margin, 
and to as genuine the simple Dat., whi 
is found in not a few cursivo MSS., confirmed b 
Andr., Areth., Primas., and the Erasmian Edi- 
tions. And so Tie. in his second edition. Thus 
éxxA\nolace will be a Dat. commodi * for (the in- 
formation of ) the Churches; — The next words, 
iy% eluc oj pa seem meant (as Marlorat. ob- 
serves), to show “in quo et per quem universes 
omnino promissiones sdimplentur."' Of the 
two clauses, the first can need no anation ; 
of the second the sense will mainly nd on 
the reading. For the t. rec. ópOpirós, all the 
recent Editors are agreed in — Wpwivet, 
from B and many cursives (to which 1 add Mus. 
1, 2, 3). They also, on strong grounds, cancel 
Kai, and prefix ó to mp. Ihave followed them, 
espec. since a better sense arises, —namel y, ‘the 
bright, the early morning-star am I: q.d. 
t chasing away the dark night of ignorance, sin, 
and sorrow, and ushering in the eternal day of 
light and joy everlasting." 

17. This verse contains the response made to 
the promise of Christ, ‘I come quickly," v. 12; 
and the Holy Ghost and the Church, the epiritual 
bride of Christ, are represented as inviting all to 
perticipate in the blessings of the Goepel, and 
thereby accomplish the words of the pro — 
To advert to some matters of various 
For the t. rec. dÀ0à and ¿A0šéres, all the — 
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18 [ Sup |paprupodpas ¿yà [yàp] mavr? TG axovovts Toùs Aó- 
yous THS Mpodyteias ToU BiXiov rovrov: ¿dy tis émi[T:]05 * èr 
aura, émiOnoes ó Geos ér avrov tas [érrà] mAmyas Tas yeypap- 
pevas èv T@ BiB tovT@. !9 * Kal day Tis * ájéXg dro Tov NOyeoy r Ez. s. 
BiBrou ris rpodyteias tavrns, apaipnoe: 6 Beds TO uépos avroU Deat-. + 8. 

amò *£UXov tis fois, xal éx ris TóXews Tie dylas [xai] Trav Prov. 90. e. 

yeypappévoy èv BiBAlp Tovro. X Aéyes 6 paptupdy taŭra 
Nat épyouat tayó apýv. Nal Épyov, Kopie ` Io ! 
‘HA xápis tov Kvplov [5uàv] 'Igao0 Xptorob perà srávrov 

[ úpa] Tüv ayiov. [A penv.} 

Editors read. on arene authority (to which I add 
Mus. 1, 2, 3), what I now adopt, the reading 
Spxov and ¿oxíc0e. The xal before ó 0(ÀA ov is, 
on strong but scarcely competent grounds, can- 
celled by the same Editors. Moreover, for Aap- 
Bavire rò, they read AaBéte, from almost all 
the best MSS. ; perhaps rightly ; though there is 
no cause for change. 

18. For cuupaprvupovuar, all the recent Edi- 
tors, on good grounds, read uaprupe ive, and 
cancel yàp, prise rightly, certainly so in prefix- 
ing tw to axovoyt:. Moreover, on very strong 

unds they edit éw:09 ix’ aùr, for t. rec. 
T.T Tpóc T. cancel ixr before wAnyde, 

and prefix re before BiBAiw. All these emen- 
dations I have now adopted, except the first, at 
which I pause, because it somewhat weakens the 
force of the words which (as Wesley observes) the 
Apostle from the fulness of his heart utters: this 
testimony (in which his own heart fully accorde) 
conveying a weighty admonition both to the 
Churches of Asia, and to all who should ever 
read this Book. 

19. áeaipsice: ó Osds—Lwijs] In this ex- 
pression, containing the converse of the other, 
there seems a allusion,—first to the keep- 
tag of an accownt-book, in which every one's uépor, 

or ‘portion,’ is entered down, and crossed out 
when taken away; 2. to the fígXos of a will, 
from which any one’s name being removed, dis- 
inherits him. So Jos. Antt. xvii. 4, 2, ròv viðv 
aíT2s—lEnAena Tov. d:abnxav.—To advert 
to matters of reading. For t. rec. áqaipy, 
I have, with the recent Editors, adopted, on 
strong authority, the reading 4$:X«7; also the 
EvAov for B(BXov, which latter reading doubtless 

ed from certain Critics, whose purpose it 
was to introduce an easier sense. The xai has 
been, with reason, cancelled by all the Editors. 
With the sentiment comp lato, p. 394, al 
wpocksital Ti 'ypáuua ñ ádijpnTa:. 

. fox. T.) namely, to destroy her enemies, 
and establish her in everlasting up o In 
the next words, Nai foxov K. *I., the Apostle 
expresses his earnest desire and ardent anticipa- 
tion of their blessed results. 

21. The ġuwv and the buo» are, on strong 
grounds, external and internal, cancelled by 
the recent Editors; and the words cw» dyíov 
aro added by the same Editors from almost all 
tho MSS. of any weight (to which I add Mus. 
1, 2, 3), confirmed by almost all the Versions, 
except tho Vulg., and even of that somo MSS, 
havo the words. 
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PRINCIPAL GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES EXPLAINED. 

A. 

*ABaddsey, ii. 824 
åßapýs, i ii. 315 
"ABBa, ii. ae 9 Ia- 
Tp, i. 347; ii. 64 

ëBuveoos, i. 415; ii. 84 rò ppi- 
ep TH &flócaov, i ii. 

àyaBowoiíes, i i. 793 
éyabororta, ii. 
yet on the application of 

is word te To date also to 
Christ i. — 
from dixecos, ii. 40. ay. 
*pós olxodoun», ii. 397. rò 
d'yaó», ii. 568 

áya0wc irr, ii. 367. 
d'yaAA facis, i. 713; ii. 581 
dya Más, —* EL ii. e: 

stin m xaípe, 
603. 708 

&yapor, ii. 176 
dyande, i. 323; to 
pote, E dyarats tots 
i yOpovs 

ayazn, i 187; y ha 100. 113. 
214. 567. 374. 4 ay. Tov 
Xprerov, ii. 4* ay. Tow 
O«ov, 

&yaxwwrós for povoryevije, i. 21 
"Ayap, ii. 
¿yyapsúe, i. 98. 237 

sÀos, 1. 740; ii. 211. 450. 
yy. Kupiow, i 7.776. &yy. 
Zaray, ii. 

‘y: uuv, ii. 693 
dvyeveadoynror, ii. 614 
E ^" us 44. 617. 668, 669 ; ii. 

. 616. 586. wytac- 
DA i. ̀ 840; ii. 404. 482. 
35 

dycacpor, ii. 473. 493 
Gyros, i. 668; ii. 55. 444. à 

Ayios, 803. à “Ayios xal 
— 715. ò yos rou 
— 1. rò yov, 51. 705. 
à dyla FOALS, ol yio 

870; ii. 168. 444. iv 
* rome, i. 198. rà dia, 
i. 627 
— ii. 472 
dyxipas ixreivacy, i. 881. pir- 
TH 

eyii w, i. 626. dyviZopar, 845. 

dynouce, i. 845 
d*yvot, i. 784; ii. 17. 198. 238. 

475. 599, 600. — &yveoópuenos, dOAnors raÜnud rw», ii. 640 
obscure, 293 deos, i. 232 

ayvonna, ii. 599, 600. 625 alyua dip a, ii. 652 
int. i. 717 ; ii. 394 F ES eu a x" 
ayvorne, ii. 292 aldces, ii. 508. 665 
a-yver, ii. 41 Aldiop drip, i i. 751 
&yvocía, ii. 711 alua, ‘kindred,’ i. 819. alua 
'AyoeaTo Oc, i i. 817 dhaor, 232. alpa Tew erav- 
dyopal, i. 82 pow, ii. 444. à cairn eis 

alna, i. 706. alua xai vp, 
ib. alua xai *vp igibu, 
681, 682. 60poufe« et, 
498. alpara, denoting də- 

of consanguinity, 520. 
*F power alparor, 288. alae 

ayopaticbat Tusfs, i. 174 
4yopaies, i. 812. dycpaces, 

scil. — 
éyeduparor, L 
é*ypavA n, i. 377 
d'ypeén, i. 
d'ypiéAavos, ii. 92 Tit wt, li. 
avers! L 175. 724 * aluatexxucia, ii. 630 
dypvrvéw, i iL 669 alyuywa, y 229 
dypvrvia, ii. 292 
&y xeiw, i. 145 alpacas, i. "727. 859 ; ü. 366. 
&-ye, used as a pastoral term, 669 

614; for slaé&ye, 836. &yo- alpsti<, i. 88 
pas, ii. 63 alperixos, ii. 

dyerysá for —— ü 546 — aipe, i. 481. ivi — 
dye, ii. 464. 529 os, 23. dpavs Tóe ÇV 
ayevia, i. 498 put 85. &pov Té cór, sr 
eyevífouat, i 451; iL 446. — aipev éuapría», 

dà. Apó i 97; d 624; opposed d a * 5 9, enoting ' any ; to < 
one,” ‘ countrymen,’ 89 a nautical term, 877 

ddergcrne, i ii. 588 aic@Ouere, ii. 414 
ádyA os Qr, ii. 231 ptos, ii. 603 
oðx dàjAws, i ii. ded — — ii. 726 
dónuoríc, i i. 223; alc i. 399 
ğôns, i i. 83. 466; ii. ies 860 — t bu. i. 776. elr. dis- 
AUT preia, i ii. 535 tip from awatrio, 
ddiaheinreos, i ii. 461. 481 “alrionay, 716. 742 
ad:apBopia, i ii. 558 alria, i. 147. 238 
dàiwéc, ii. 169. décxodueves, alriáonat, ii. 27 

i. 738 xiii aos effector, ii. 602 
biggie i. 823 327; XuaÀ)ersúco, ii. — fxua- 
adexla, injury, ii. Nc alyu v. 

uf. ale alé Ss, ñ 06. 329. a=’ — vice and iniquity m 
11 ix row alavos, 607. 

aéixos, i. 475; ii. 495 — TÓV» alava TOV Koc pow, 
dóóxquos, i ii. 14. 197. 330. 607 ii. 380. 408. ol alevse, 578. 
dàoÀos, i ii 7 Tà tidy T&v alérwv, 202. 
ae ene 875 yarra Toe alevot T&v ale- 
'Aðpías, i. 881 v, 389. alow ó ¿À As. 379 
— i. 153. 791; ii. 117. eleva. i 214. 820. 652, 653; 

2. 643 
huipa TÖV fpem i. 774 — RR 190; ii. 13. 50. 
doé — ; 
d6:os, i ii. dxaipío, ii. 436 
d0eoua, i ii. 157 2 éxaxos, ii. 125. 618 
dÜcríc, i. 294. 348; ii. 344. dxapros, ii. 401 
"a b22 — d«eráxperos, i. 811 

érnore, ii. ; aTávavgToc duapti ii. 
vouíues a0AX si», ii. 538 743 * 
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axatacracta, i. 489. 491; ii. 
237. 292. 328. 689 

axata¢ Xs ros, ii. 687 
dxípauor, i i. 74; ii. 424 
pr ii. 637 152 
icp even 1. 

won, i. 25 "635. 636; ii. 86. 
don alors, 945.  dxoai, 

i ne -— dxeje, 467. 

axovw, i. 566. axovew 
dcop, 101. d«. — ib. 

axpatns, ii. 544 
axpiBaca, i. 847 
ax«ptBioraros, i. 869 
adxp:Bue wepiwareiy, ii. 402 
axpiéss, i. 
dxpoat atop, i. 867 
dxooBvoriíia, ii. 23 
axpoBveTía Tis cepxóe, ii. 

TÓ avayyé\cew axpo- 
Bvorias, 340 

axpoywviatoy. ii. 384 
axpovivioy ii. 613 
a@xpoy, ii. 648 
dA dBacrpos uépov, i. 215 
— ji. 694. dAafovela 

Tov Biov, 758 
ry rie ii "15. 544 
aXaÀ ée, — 
&Àae TH i. 81 
aGAnBea, i. 521. 645; ii. 165. 

409. ñ aàńðsa Tov Osos, 
ii. : 3. dp dA nOsía xai rice, 
508. 

dÀ nÜsvo, ii. 356. drAnOavercz iv d 
d'yáv 5, 803 

dA Ons, i. 178. 594 ; ii. 435 
éAusis dvÜprmev, i. 26 
áňí{opaı, i. 31. adAroOhorra: 

Eur Ió toyata Toy aldwrwp, i. 
799 

aX é, hortative, i. 766 ; ii. 423; 
. 885 i wero, i. 798; ii. 

Lok 721; 
* ii. 170; but rather, 

; for al — 1.159. 
ott ii. 305. a@AAa xai, 49 
— Thy eris, i. 74; 

áccouat, 254 
PN eed teta ii. 858 
EdXos for aX À) óretos, ii. 207 
dAÀAoTpiosTÍa oos, ii. 724 
dAAécuAos, i. 767 
dXoác, ii. 192 
aXon, i. 683 
¿v dÀ cas, ii. 410 
dAvorreAres, ii. 669 

dua twos, ii. 726 
duáparres, ii. 702 
duapTtávæ, i 598 
duapría, i. 525. 592. 505. 600, 

601. uñ erion: Ti» dm., 
i. 745 dnapría » vexpá, ii. 54, 
714. ywpis duapriat f- 
714. Xai 631, sex iv 
Tais duapr., ii. 880. 

duáprvpos, L 7 

C70 ‘heathens, i. 66; 

dua xos, ii. 561 
dutA o, ii. 518. 583. 621. 736 
— ii. 429. 466. 472. 

duípiuvos, ii. 183. auspíurove 
roiv, i. 

duetabsroy rie Bovlge avTov, 
ii. 611 

dusaxirijros, i iL 956 
dus vauíAnror, ii. 94. 299 
uaTavónros, ii. 17 

durv, i. 82; ii. 233. ô 'A us, 
805. duio duty Aéyo Opin, 
i. 

aulavros, li. 618. 666. 680. 702 
dpúvopas, di ce of meaning 
ur used with dat. or aecus, 
i. 
— i, 26. 260 
dudiévowps, i i. 49 

i. 846 
ava — i. 512. els +d rÀ otov, 

117, 125. 158, ale à» oò 
— 542; ii. 392. ale xap- 
Slay, lu’ 
dro O i. 861 
davaßıßáľw, 
Fi 311. 606. 848 
saBoÀ nv worsty, i. 866 

dvayaioy, i. 
dvayyédXo, ii. 121 
dya'svyées, ii. 701 
dyaytyúoxu, i. 430. 751; ii 

doable, i 115. 807 ; ii. 342. 

ol dedynxato: pires, i. 766. dw- 
a*ykaiórepóv bors, ii. 418 

dva*yxaorés, ii. 726 
— for PAiveie, i. 490; ii. 

871 

évaxawwounat, ii. 454 
dvaxalvwois, ii. 526 
dvaxap at, ii 647 
dvaxepadascw, i ii. 107. 376 
dsaxÀ (ves, i. 58. — 
&vaxomTe, ii 
Tee T) 776. 813. 858; 

dvaxprore, i. 868 
dvaxiwre, i. 492 
dva\aufavw, i. 741 
dyad nis, i. 425 
dvadione, i i. 425; ii. 491 
Kara Thy dvadoylay 79* ri- 
Í — ii. Ret 
vaAoy(toua:, fi. 

dvaddv yavtoBai, i. 3} 
dva 6c, i. 444 ; ii. 418 
dvanéprnros, L. 592 
avazive, ii. 463 
dvapynore, ii. 688 
dvaveoupas, ii. 395 
va es, ii. 548 
dvavide, ii. 543 
dvavripprress, i. 766 
dvatiws, ii. 216 
dváTavens, i. 84 
dvawave, i. 442; ii. 22. 260. 

999. 567 
dram aro, i. 297 
aya À node, ii. 368 
dvasAnpovr TÒv TóTov, ñ. 233 
dvaoAXó*ynos, i ii. 12 
dyáavtıs wopay, i. 884 
dvaculw, i. 352. a 
dvacxevatw, i. 
dydoracis, i. 179. 880. 815; 

ii. 244. 605. 652 
dracraTóc, i. 813 

. éracTavpóe, ii. 607 
dvacrpicw, i. 188 ; ii. 266. 640 
uw E ii. 336. 395. 518. 

688. 71 
ávaTíAAw, i. 25; ii. 615 
dyatiBivar +d coa yy aov, Ii. 

838, 
árvaToÀs, i. 10. : 974 
évatplarw, il. 54 š Ad in 

drayv žo xon, ii. 782 dvar pide. —*æ* 
dvrayvæpi{a, i —A 
dvá'yveenis, i ii. 518 dvagalyw, i. 841 
dvdye, i. 805. su Ovolar, dyad. dpaprias, ii. 631 

741. dsáyOn vro Tov IIysé- dvapipw, ii. $18, 619. 684 
paros, 2] drávrvE s, i. 

dvadeixyvps, i. 701 dvawé xen, ii. 
dydderEcs, i. 374 
dvadiyopas, i. 885; ii, 714 
dvátac, i. 
dva grío, i i. 882 
dvatóvrvyi, ii. 704 
dvalewupie, ii. 
dvabaddw, ii. 486 
åváðsua and dyráÜnua, H. 885. 
válna slya, dwd tov Xpi- 
eov, 71 

dvabsuarifer, i. 854 
dvabecopie, i. 817 ; ii. 667 
á&váO nua, i. 488. dvdOnea and 

àváðsua, ii. 335 
åvaíčea, i. 435 
á&vaipéoua:, L 738 
— ale psrdvecay, ii. 

dvaxvois, ii. 721 
dvparočiorýe, ñ. 502 
dvdp [X e, ii. 259 
dvéyxAnros, ii. 444. 512. 555 
dvexdigynroe dwped, ii. 312 
dvexAddnror, ii. 7 
avécXsiwror, i. 444 
aveXenpooy, ii. 15 
dveXicba:, i. 7 
qaa kona i 674 
‘r or, Íi. 
vivdexroy ien i. 468 
ri £peóviTos, ii. 95 
ave ixaxes, ti. 542 
* txviacros, ii. 386 

TÀ giros, ii. 510. 521. 530 
— ii. 486. xuv dvaccy, 

i 861, 862 
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árerá(o, i. 850, 851 
ársilitros, i. 877 
dvavpiane, i. 842 
— 423; ii. 313. áviyo- 

Mat, } . 137. 824; ii. 159. 

Ta &vrixowra, i ii. 
¿vix e. es prit ii. 456. 567 
dynpepos, ii. 544, 545 
Gvdpas, denoting of both 

— i. 719. bo TeTéptt, 

— 88 , ii. 341 
á«ÜonoAoy (ouai, i 381 
ásÜperiá, i. 673 
avipwwapeckos, ii. 407 
árðpæroxtóévos, i. 599 
åvðpærot for Ixacor, ii. 154. 

&yO. wadares, 395. avO. row 
Orov, 529. 548.  &v90. rie 
aduapriat, 532. à iow arb., 
388. xara &»0, ov, 192. 335 

drOewaror, i. 719 
árísuai, i. 809. &vi5prae Thy 
magy. ii. 

dviorrnpt, i. 719; ii. 691. &vé- 
ora ix tev vexptov, 401 

ávósTos, i. 510; 
avoiye, i. 29. $72. — — dvipyn vot, li. 
Tó copa, i. 29. ls decis, ax 
ii. 

apoia, i. 399 ; ii. 555 
dvouía, ii. 50. 491 
Gvouos, i. 707 ; ii. 491. 502 
— ii. 

ma, i š 
pp "poe, ^ — 
avtamcdoua, ii. 90 
drravwodovra:, iL 486 
drrawoxpivopat, ii. 78 
dwrí yonat, i. 48; ii. 480. 555 
1 dr? wv, i. 777 
avriBadhe, i i. 509 
dvTiÓiaTiÓsuívovs, i ii. 540, 541 
dvridixog, i i. 
deriOscsis TW Wavdesvopov 

yrooset, ii. 
arrixeipac, ii. 490. 502, 523 
dvriAauBávre, i. 971. 841; ii. 

431. 525 
dvri ye, i i. 380; ii. 559 
dvríA mrs, ii. 224 
avridoyia, ii. 785 
&vríAv rpov, ii. 507 
árTiuaLOÓÍa, ii. 13 
dvriwapipyouat, L 431 
dyrininxere, i. 
avritadcconat, i. 822; ii. 104 
ávTíTv1os, ii. 630. 719 
avril yeeros, ii. 758, 759 
&vrA nue, i. 532. 549 
árroQ0aAX nico, i. 878 
&rvdpos, ii. 785 
drvvóxpiros, ii. 501. 532 
——— ii. 502, 555. 585 
dp yatov, 
Evetey, i. 678: On Sab Ton 

the earliest age, 
ysvvacba, 589 

INDEX I. 

&verrspixós, i. 826 
dpt for —— ü. 64. 
doparer, ii. ii. 11. b 
Táyxopnat, i 

Ero 258. 716; ii. 218 
wros, ii. 542 

isuri and alráw, distinction 
i. 402. 

dzalyiwo. danrynxer, ii. 395 
¿= avo, ji. éyaAAaT- 
Taca, dró — i. YU 828 
—— ii. 394. 444 
eal Be ae? cA ‘781. ära 

TAP KTIC 
dwrérn TOV srioerov, i. 279. 

er i * prep, ii 
dratyacne, i ji. 557. 
dwei@aa, ii. 454. 595 
dashi, L 547. deas» 

dAmOiía, 19. daa +e 
Pus , 714 

$e, ii. 561 
re oua followed by Infin., 

dra i. 721 ; ii. 66. 407 
cost, i 676 

—— ii. 132, 360. 433. 

dwraxdvopat, ii. 449 
awixdvers, ii. per 
dra mós, i. 
—Q ii. Ww 
aarsAar(Qo, i. 402 
dríparTo: etr gd ir ii. 500 
— iL odia. L 743 
— Tanrot TH Ka 
drix, L 41 id 437. 516. 568. 

awéyat, 
— — of faith,’ 

i. 138. '817; ii. 59 
á&ricTos, i. 686, 687; ii. 177. 

yaya à &xia7os, i i. 1 
— ii. 301. 313. dv. 75$ 

xowveviat, 308. ¿v dw. Tie 
xapéias, i. 719; ii. 407 

d*Àovs bp0ahnér, i i. 48 
da es, ii. 
axó, —* ii. 302; for 
mó, i. 89. 770; ; intensive, 
ii. 88; distinguished from š£, 
465; in composition i. 41; 

dro(joA j, ii. 91 
aroypaph, i. 3/5. 790 
gp om 3/4. awoysypap- 

, ii 
Larga 189. ME ii. 158 
dsrod«xe Oo, i. 189; 14 
dródaxros, ii. 506 
darodí mcd 416. 711. 856 
— 18; tosell, i. 737; 

adwrodiopie, ii. 788 
dz o 4lonat, T 813; ii. 660. 

d*roóox5* &Ë:os, iL 517 
karar; dy opa ii. 305 

daróósons, ii. 719 
ev , i 20; 

from Tanto, dd 
Tobio xc, L 416; ii. 453. 

daroÜ0rijaxei gavres, 111. dxo- 
OrsoxovTas årðpæro:. 664 

¿moxa0(erwusr, i. 88. 137. 271. 
698 

éxocahiwre, ii. 9—11. 432 
dwocdduyis, ii. 230. 236. 377. 
&o«. Tov Kvuplov, 132. 703. 
doa. rov Kupiov dx’ ovpa- 
vov, 486 

dapsapeloció: ii. 417 
dsroxaTaXA ácere, ii. 444 
a@wroxaréctracie, i. 718 
a@woxsipas, ii. 440. 550. 631 
— TeU Üarérov iyecs, 

i. 
droxpivopar, to address, i. 562; 

ii. 818 
&vo«raipas Thy ixOpep, ii. 304 
&Toxvíio, ii. 6/7 
——— 260 

EST 7. sé. 123. 2 579. 802; 
distinguished from «pire and 
watradixa{er, 403 

drow) bre, L 303 
dropia, i. 491 
&Topdav omar, ii. 468 
d'roexevdtopa:, i. 843 
arocxlacna pots, ii. 
dzocwaonuat, i. 498. 84] 
— 844; ii. 489. 490. 

— Th» eriy, i. 

dxocrepies, i. $28. 719 ; ii. 170. * apis, 

dx=óc+roNote, i. 71 ; ii. 124. 426. 
doócrolo:  ixxA woe, ii. 

évocropuaTí(o, i. 449 
— pe Sly ii. 663. dro- 

pies Th» dAÀésÉnar, 

£e», ii. 100 
yeryos, i. 607 

—— 
dworoXuée. ii. 87 
dwordpws, ii. 556 

deer 

drovoía, i ii. 424 
d'roq0í E 703 
do “°p 
dx óxowos, i ii. 452 
—— i. 491 
— i. 960; ii. 208 

darra:cros, ii. 789 
@rrouat, i. 56; a, 451, 452. 685 
d1r eO tona:, ii. 88 
dare «ia, i. 748; ii. 643 
d1récacÜa., ii. 
&pa, then, ii. 86. 370 ; — 

tur, 54]. à 
doa ön i oy iro i 
dpa, i. 749 

épyós, i. 94; ii. 522 
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apytpiov i. 829. 
civ ool eln, 748 

upoxo wos, i. 
= oxeta, ii, 44) 
** ii. 464. ui) dpéoney 
Oe, 468 

dpscTóv, i. 774. oix ápseTóy 
dori, i i. 

dos, ii. 435; derivation and 
meaning of, 733. apsrai, ii. 
ar Cra óne xai dperi;s, 

TÓ apy. cov 

dpucfouas, i ii. 3 
dpviomat, i. 716; ii, 539. 560 
dpra*yuós, ii. 422 
åpráľw, i. 753; ii. 477 
doa yi. ̂ g 415; ii. 171 
appafev, ii 
inrer ii. 
detipney, i. 
Šor, i. 20. 530. ar "y d 
dorryivnros, i ii. 707, 708 
Guror, denoting the necessa- 

ries of life, i. 44. dprot THE 
apro Kpi- 

eror payeiy, 
Ty yaaa! Tov d., 711. 

yd davriy dp. icbisw, ii 

— i. 33. åp — 
dpxaloy, i. 79. 

Ev xricews, i. 322. áp ay 
— ii. 473. dpyai, i. 

ii. 387. dpyai xai iZovola:, 
5» 443. 378. 408. da’ dp xin, 

148. 363; ii. 493. KaT 
nds. 581. iv dexp, — 

de yryos,ii. 540; fora. "ios, 586 
y —e Tae Cone, ii. 
ápx. xal zero, 729; i. 716. 

n'yós THe mortes, 655 
ix pie dpxispaTixov, i. 720 
M oN i. 828. dpxupris, 

. apx. xal 
ypanpuaeie, i.9 

dpxiovváywyor, i. 287 
dpycríxTw», ii. l 
dp xereAcovne, i. 479 
doxirpíxAiwos, i. 
dp xona:, i. . 697 
d, tov rov Kóc pov, i. 634, 663. 
y pxæv Tit jare TOU 

dípos, ii. 380, ,Aexovris, 
i. 808 ; ii. 1a — rd Tél 

a def Tà ipya e:fılar dosfsip, ii. 
645. 

doddyua, i. 803; ii. 395. 721 
donnos, i. 
doðivua, ii. 325. do. rie 

capxót, deOipue:, i. 
59 ; ii. 66. 600 

doOsrien, i. 559 ; ii. 480 
do94rán ea, ii. "116. 
doderitsi. 6 618; ii. 40. 158. 311 
rov doÜvovrra =s, ii. 109 TD , 

'Aciapyaf, i. 831 
deris t 880 
dovroi Qua riA eis, i. 882 
doxol, i. 
deoQos, ii. 402, 403 
done, i. 0 
— i. 39. 73, 833, 842. 

dee nce. ii. 530. 680 
dowoveos, ii. 15. 544 
doccov, i. 878 
dcraTío, ii. 159 
dasios, ii. 649. 
0:6, i. 738 

doriüpixros, i ii. 750 
deoropyor, ii. 15. 544 
xni — — from Eivor, 

doroxiw, ii. 501. 532. 
dapai, i i. 
dotpéwre, i. 507 
aouvaros, ii. 15. 87 
dea ie, li. 428 ii. 15 
do ais, ii. 
iv —B 28; il. 478 
aopa 
deynpovies, i ii. 227 
dowrla, ii. 403. 555 
dcerres, i. 458 
draxos, li. 480 

adorsio: Te 

. $ ii. 

aiden, | ii. 555 
av0svTío, ii. 509 
aU £o, i. 82 
ao), i. 214. 228. 

erpofárev, 6 610 
abE£áro, ii. 441 
eÜEtur thy av—now Tov O«os, 

ii. 894. 451 
ebpiov, i. 50 
abotnpor, i. 481 
airdépxnt ii. 436 
abronatdéxpiTor, ii. 564 
«vTóuaros, i. 281, 775 
avTowrns: and ixowrne, i ii. d 
avTÓs for obror, i. 7. 3 

Tol otro, 860. iri +ó ag. ^ 
AT 713. aùrò rovro, ii 

—** rer à cà ii. 519 
46. 787 $avite, 

dn dyivero, i i. 511 
598 — 

pris deerinos, ii. 622 
dudes, i. 122 
doudia eo E ii. 452 
des órws, 
pois, i. S9 " 375 
a@pPapeaia, ii. 18. 411 
åplapror, ii. 702 
adinus, i. 59. 449. 596. 600; ii. 
uM devait —B8 

dp. duapria, 64 
de. — 854. dona rò 
wvevupa, 241 

dprayabor, ii. 544, 545 
ab ÀN d 

aùh Ter 

ápyvpos, ii. 666 
doíornu:, i. 418, 731 ; ii. 526 
ddopde, ii. 655 > 
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n i. 212. 341. 778 ; ii. 5. 

doppi, ii. 864. 523. de. ix- 
KóT TI, 316 

dpposivn, i. 303 
édpo», ii. 250. 403 
dpuavite, i. 414 
aduTvow, i. 414 
dd enuousuívos, ii. 614 
Epevor, ii. 231 
— ele ebayyiXtor, 

"Axela, ii. 305 
dxA vs, i. 780 
dxpeior, i. 212. 
dxpuów, ii. 27 
dxpnaos, ii. 568 
dx», — from uíxp:, 

1. ; ; li. GXpt Kapot, 

dxo, within, i. 834 
ó awevdns Osós, ii. 553 

B. 

— 88 
EE e», ii. 729. 841 

os xa) óe, ii. 512, 513 
n Tov Osov, ii. 145. 801 

, Ba vs, used with words denoting 
time, i i. 

Bata t&v powixwv, i. 629, 630 
— for éuBadres, infundo, 

; for kavrafldAA o, 211. 
—8 ale Thy xapdiav, 638. 
BdA No ery 32. iBiBA mro, 

up ir) 
xÀ (yn, ii. 801 

Be rito, i. 17. 697,698. Bar- 
Taw A Iran. dyiw Kal 
%upí, 1 BarriXec0ar ale 
TÓ» "Lopddvn», ivi To 
óvop. 'Incov XpicTov, 710. 
ele TÒ» Odvarov X pico, ii. 
46. ale ów Moor, 199. 

ip TOv vixpév, 24 
Rdwriona 'Iedvvovs, i. 167. 

topa e 256. 
Bévricua ¿ye Barrı- 

eva, ii. 446 
Baro uoí, ii. 604 
ó — a name of office, 

i. 

à 
ii. 204. iv Bá does ** 

Bap uper 

Bap*Tiuos, i. 216 
Bacavouau, i. Y 115. 261 
Bacan cis, i. 
Bácaros, i. 27. 467 
VE e denoting » ii. 

Š Baila Tov Oo, 
í ̂n. 50. 492. 589. à pas. 
TOV R$. d fne. «ai Osov, ii. 

Bac. TG» ovpaviey, 

Š Bae habe ro? "IepaiiA, i. 529, 
ó Bae. ro» alevey, il. 504. 
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o Bec. tev Bacsvovrer, 
530. Bac. dixcios vᷣvnt, 614. 
Bae. al 

Bac be, i. 14 
PARE E 557; ii. 682 
Bao, i. 715 
Bacxave, i ii. 

1 57, 846; ii 17; ps r , ii. 
371. Baere ma Swed. 
para. i. 19. opriov Baer., 
ii. 369 

Barpayor, ii. 848 
Barrohoyiw, i. 43 
— rìs spypwcset, i 

198. 464 
Beedvedmevor, ii. 28 
BoaAvxroc.i i 198 ; ii. 557 
BéBaios, i ii. 
BeBatwoa rat A IgM ik 
rn — Ti)» capdlap, 

Biber | ii. 502. A id 659, 660 
etAZeBovd, i. 

Benion ii 3 295 
Biàrıov, ii. 537 
—ãñã8 m 867 

»ÜaBapd, i. 524 
ids wipay Tow ‘loptiver, 

BnOecda, i. 558 
Arua, i. 865 
BiéXopnai, i. 81 
Bracrai, i 
BB iov, i. 389 
BigXos, i. 4. Tow Dy, 

741. Bip.twers, ii 
Bios, means of living, 
Bis res, i. 8 
— i 64; ii. 505. 

BXaednpía, i. 903; ii. 398. 
TOV II»ssuaTos, i. 9 
— ij. 544 TT 

Adare, its synonymes, 
š for iie o, 35. 51; ii. 447. 
Biwa rhv parir, 650. 
BXéarera iavroús, 7. 

U 845. in 58 

Bordym, ii. 607 
BovXal trav kaphi, ii. 156 
BovA3 epia urn, i. i. 707 
BesAopa:, i. 7; ii. 523 
BpaBeve, ii. 456 
Spadive, ii. 513 
Bpader)okm, i. 876 
Apatie Tj xapéia, i. 510 
Boaxiess, i. i. 685, 636 
Bpépor, i. 477 

Apapata xal womate, ii. 626. 
Sowers, i. 47 

INDEX L 

AvOiZerw als õAebpov, ii. 528 
Bupocðs, i. 

r. 

T'effpwi^, L 366. 747, 748 
yáy'ypawa, ii. 540 
xápa tæv Tadapyvan, i. 284. 

yáğa, i i. 751 
yános, i. 174. 530; ii. 666 
y&p, , i. 6. 424; ii. 5^9; 

altho . 149; sané, 585 ; for 
971,6 8; for oiv, 756; inten- 
sive, 590. resu mptive, 612; 
why, 693; referring to a 
clause omitted, i. 87. 123.236; 
ii. 401. 414. 417. 469. 496. 
549. 561. 563. 568. 586. 592 
595. 597. 661. ob yée, i. 811. 
Ti yép, ii. 416 

T'šswpa, i. 34 
sabes ak i. 223 
yeved, i. 55 
—— ii. 564. dwipas- 

yivin, | i. 111 
»yérvacse, i. 6 
yeünara, produce, i. 442 

i. 5; to 
Yysvyñua+Ta i xip, i. 18. =š 
niin ii 
venere, i. 

yim occi, ü. 221. 224 
y vomevot iv saves, i. 775 
Xapa T&v ['epysonvov, i. 090 
ypoveía, i PB 
yevoua, i. 764. 836; ii 452. 

606. yedscBar Bavdrov, i. 

tópy:ov, ii. 150 
yñ, denoting Judæa, i. 481. 
33 je 16. yñ LaBovhep, 

NepOadsin, sb. 
Yyiysa 
ylvoua: for xritouat, 517; 

wovovpat, 799. —R ale 
oudéy, 740. “svónapos, 

ii. 5. yavóm. ix yv- 
watxde, 353 

Ye se i, 55. 616; iL 415. 

yMkos, i. 705 
yAwcoa: Tupos, EX adsis 

yXeccais, 703. 
y^occókono, i i 628 
yvapeús, i. 314 
yrfüciov Tíkvov, i ii. 500, 553. 
yenoiws, S 434 
yropos, 
Lapel i ii, 218. 258, 335. 378. 

yvaois, ii. 220, 221. 441. 446 
yreerns, i. 
yrecos, i. 779; ram a sub- 

stantive, i. 
Yoyyvenés, i. wir ik. 424, 787 

> ii. 786 
—ã— i. 238 
yópos, ii. 852 
ypáppua, bond or ceniraet, i. 462. 

péupoara, Riera, 
bio an epistle, ii, 370 
— i. 9. 108. 832 ; dis- 

tingui: shed from vopixórt, 181 
ypetror, ii. 
ypaph, Scripture, i. 752; ii. 

690; denoting the Holy 'Spi- 
rit, ii 947. L. ees Wace, 
2 ypawras, ii. 

— iL 517 
yenyopie, i. 209; ii. 479. 617 
yopvate ceavrée Tpit soci- 
Bra», ii. 517 

“peu, ii. 517 T 
Yur, a matron, i. yat, 

used as a ferm ef address, 531. 
adder pn yvirá, ii. 191 

youla: Tew wiarassy, i. 45. 

A. 

—— 27 
bie eei — da i. 70. 583; ia 

— 815. bi: 
a ——— ii. 205; 

spereis saints, 
825. gah ya 

Gainey, i 815; dietingwished 
from Oeoi, ib. 

iv daxtére Oso, i. 436 
AaXuavovü0é, i. 308 
$6, imo vero, ii. 71; adversative, 

546. 32 wai, 134 ; continus- 
tive, 689 ; 702 

Sedemivor Tas wrséuers, i. 838 
sinais, i. ; ii. 413. 305. 601 
6st, i. 720. 844. 

Cary mat (to ii. 450 
#síxvəuu, 1. 24, 863, 617 
BarAoe, ii. 862 
ò dcive, i. 218 
Qsimsov Kupraacs, ii. 214 & 

Tó lov, ib. 
fot Óueidainovéetpos, i i. 816 

Carordaruevia, i. 
de AcxaroXis, L 28 
— for desares, i. 389; ii. 

— ü. 676 

de£iós —* i. 9& depuar 

éépe» dí ii. 
ae ipo tle — ü. 

Cioptos Inco Xprc-rev, ii. 566, 

Asoworne, i. 380; ii. 782 
Ósupo, i. oo. 
deve, i. 26 
deerapaios, i I 887 
ee ETAPO pete, i. 

Sie, id 81; ii. 467 
is 5 . 3d aces yuri, 

i. 777 
Pot 1. reri 812 



GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES. 

Sea, post, i. 860. dık mov Tel- 
xovs, 758. da for 2;aysvo- 
piven, ii. 

S:aBaddonat, i i. 22. 461 
AidfoXos, i. 22; ii. 544. ipri- 
wre als «pipa TOV TUM 
512. rayis tou Aiaf., 5 

Sraywoone, i. 854. 861 
Qidyveots, i. 867 
Gay ys A eo, i. 845 
Siayoyy Lew, i. 456 
diayw, ii. 561 
iadi xoa, i. 742 
Q:adideuu i. 724 
Scadoyxos, L 863 
8taOqxn, i. 220. 719; ii. 348.617. 

621. iab. vepcronijs, i. 
796. dtabiixar vie iwayye- 
À ías, ii. 383 

Sialpeccs, ü. 218 
Ctaxaradéyxonat, i. 826 
— i. 24. 59. 412. 732; ii. 

7 
Scaxovia, i. 702, 732. 773; ik 

99. 218. 29] 
$idxovos, i. 160. 363; ii. 105; 
— —— from àovAos, i. 

Craxovopat, i. 856 
Ccaxpive, i. 167. 176. 770; ii. 

38. 116. 8. 216. 681. undi» due 
xP., i. 766; ii. 674. e$di» 
Staxp., i. 797. dsaxpleecGar 
após Tiva, 770 

Scaxpicas wvevparesy, ii. 22] 
ğiaxw úw, i. 
2,a)À Cyopas, 1. 812 
dÀ (gros, i. 103 
aà iarrona:, i. H 
Scadoytouds, i. 381. 512; ii. 

424. 508 
ĝia Vouat, i. 730 
Stanapripopat, i. 467. 711. 

: ivænıov Tow Osov, ii. 
524. 548 

CranepiYouar, i. 702, 708 
— i. 
Craveves, i. 866 
Sidvoia xapdias. i. 870; il. 444 
Stavoiye, i. 812. dav. Thy 

«apóíav, 
ciawavroe, i. 762. 
diam À iw, i. 875 
Siawoviouat, i. 719. 808. 
$i1amopíe, i, 419. 704. 765. 841 
dia? píiona:, i. 744 
diacsíoirra unòiva, i. 385 
$iacxopmíCo, i. 376. 458. 461 
iaa ropd, i. 587; ii. 672. 701 
$iac TiA Aouevor, ii. 661 
9$iac To, ii. 29. 85 
— i. 137. 719. 780. 

— ii. 105. dravayai r&v 
ayyí — 744; ii. 360 

@,a+raceo, i. 78, 821. 861. 742; 
ii. 

$a npéo, i. 383 
dia ín, i. 496. scarlBecBar 
aan 11.621. dcaPepdvos, 

$ia pod, ii. 526 
Ccapépomas, i. 881 

deahipst, obser pot, ii, 339, 340. 
Tà dsapépovra, ii. 414 

CrapVeipopuar, ii. 283 
Qia B opár elder, i. 708 
diapdpor Bawticpol, ii. 626 
$a doporspos, ii. 
Say upítonen, i. 729 
àidaxixos, li. 5 
ecdanrds for dedidaypivos, i. 575 
$idacxaAa, ii. 502. 518. 549. 

Ccdacxadias Satpovieow, 515 
&ddoxados, i. 778; ii. 392. ò 

Giddox., a title applied to 
Christ, i. 527: distinguished 
from apod feris, ii ii. 224, ded. 

iw, ii. 
Cidaonxey, ii. 99 
day, i. 261. 583; ii. 604 
Blames, hod 138 
Aídvuos, whether a emen, 

i. 620, 621 iss 
Cidwue, to M to 

inflict, ii. wdovat kap- 
— 102  àó* aen 
447. dds TOWN, 396. ¿4 
vat éavrow, i. 831. dore 
TOTTov TH Any? li. 109. àov- 
vat vyvxriv, i. 160. 
paTdroiay, may ovar 
dautov ele Té Ciarpov, 831. 
cisovat Tó or T$ Araßóop, 
ii. 396. d:dods vouov, 621 

die alpes, i. 8 
duc odox : riv oda, L. 176 
drépxonat, i i n ii. 42. 596 
Qupd o, i 
duis, i. u' 
604A accos, i. 883 
Stixvobpevos, iL 597 
tic xuplYouar, i. 500. 776 
Cixatoxpicia, ii. 

236, 237. éíxaws, i. 6G. 77. 
457. 668; ii. 27. 413. 643; 

T an T from 

58, $59; ii. 49. Ma 907. 
vu 3j ix. rou Osoc, i. 50; 
i. 9. 83 

Six cider i i, 464; ii. 25. 360. 515. 
Óikaiovy Tov Oxó», i. 407 
— i. 864, dex. rod Əaou, 

6. dex. rob vonov, 23. 61. 
nasa a Aarpsias, 623. 
éixacwpara, 

éixaiws and delws, ii. — 
Qixaíwans, ii. 38. dex. (ens, 44 
Sixacrie, i. 739 ; Por 
from epie cn, 441 

Bex, i : for xaradixs, 866 
díxTvoy, i 893 
idoyor, ii . 512 
&i6, ii. 17. 218 493. 479. 567 
Aure ie, i. 
à.0pÜ ccs, ii. 626 
dopioow, i. 47 
Ardonovpot, i. 886 
Gide, st ii. 11 ; qua, iL. 

duros, ii. 674; for woNúe, 
523 
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$i oTspov, i. 188 
diorden, i. 116. 248 
ud Xaipa — ii. 597 
drü Lew, i 
i yates, i. "7 
— YHArov, and £pis, 
— between, ii. 149. 

à ML 206 
SiGe yes, 3 ii. 674 
diwypds, i ii. 70 
duke, i. 31 bis; ii. 359. 429. 

431. 481. 528 
Sova, ii. 449 
E ii. 238. 658. US ii. 

y pa Tío, ii. 
Pid sob part 801. ii. 153, 158. 

186; never at pleonaatio, i i. 927. 
ND 594. 
— ii. 14. 22. 97. 216. 

mato A14. 464. 482. 691 
—— ii. 591 
ôoxiuij, ii. 426. 673 
ëƏox[Íuutos, ii, 673. 702 
e cn 114. 124. 675. 856, 

doxos, i. 51 
SóXos, i. 303 ; i. 464 
óóFa, i. 49. ‘666. ii. 18, 212. 

l; salvation, ae yo» 

é: à " ye kal dori 732. 
Qovvat olav ird 

. 664, 665. 216; ii. *— š 

Covray ^y co, it. 197 
CovAaves, i. 838; ii. 463 
Covdsvaw à: dyawye, ii. 364 
ouor, i. 57. 144; derivation of, 

ii. 5; distinguished from à, dxo- 
vot, i. 160; used as adjective, 
ii. 50. &ovAot Qov, 1. 808 ; 
li. 5. v popdiyy doóAov 
AaBevr, 
—* TU Ginastocivy, ii. 

— i. 291. 815, 816; ii. 

vem i. 55. 365. 698. 723 ; 
ii. 378, 441; for ó Osos, i. i. 

$ dud pace, i. 109; ii. 70. 
224. 583. Cuvdmese TOV où- 
parov, i. Quydusi kal 
enueia, i. 747. dv duvduse, ii. 

duv. Osov, ib. duva- 
d uiMorrot alevos, ii. 

7 
duvdornye, i. 870. 751 
suvaric, ii. 829 
svvaroe, i. 201. 510. 708. 738. 

825, . Guvaroe ipyoie, 
738; ii. 93. 111. 116. 2. iv 
š — —— RETER 
Aúvaror, wi 
ol Jovarai, 864 ; 1. 17 

ào ĉúo, i. 291 
ried piov, i. 
53 ii. 602 usep 

duox dias, l i 152 
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Qedtxd uo, i. 869 
Cooma, i. 764 
Ceoped, i. 710; ii. 391 
Seps&r, i i. 72. 118. 656; ii. 344 

xai Cociat, iL 599. 620. 

Óepnpa, i ji. 43 
depos, i. 94. 118. 

E. 

ia, i. 260 
day for av, i. 73. 156; for or’ Pov 

634. las ob», now if, ii. 
drm sp, ii. 590 

Bie rios, i. 731, 739. "Eder paio, i. tos 
Efpaiwr, ii. 318. 429; 

n ished from "lopasi- 
rat, 918 

*EBpaieí, Syro- Chaldee, i. 505 
iyy Zur re Occ, ii. 616 

— EY A 401 lifi Y° (pe, i. ii. ; to out, 
i. 87; to leal, 262. iyipo- 
mat, ‘applied to ns birth of 
eminent 

&vyxaB eros, i. 485 
&yxaiví(o, ii. 629 
rà byxaina, i. 615 
éyxadtiracay AA Aos, i i. 833 
iyxataħsinopas, ii. 
ret to ii. — 
vxon nan i ii 

iykórrw, i. 857 ; ii. 362 
s alli 09: ii. 867. 734, 

é —— ii. 196 
¿da ite, i. 483 
&0patos, ii. 185. 256, 257. 445 
400A 00 pnoxela, ii. 450, 451 
80o«, i. 809 
sl, i. 697; with Indicative, 148 ; 

eivai, apá woe, 273. oox 

elpyvowocos, i. 
als for vis, i. 
xaf ale, 344. 
479. tv, den 
€ i. 278; 

a nd adjectives of the com- 
— ,i 288. els +d 

or Bere, i i. 301. 349 
sle yes, i ii. 580 
sleaxovouat, L 364; ii. 601 
slodixopuat, ii. 296 
eleépyonat, i. 225; ii. 42 
tle N «ai ei GENO, i i. 759 
sloodor, denoting entrance on 

an office, i. 784; ii. 463 
alra; stane? ii. 657 
ix for dad or èro, i. 373; ii. 

418. 501 
—2 i. 69. 108. 258. 

. 744 812; 685. ix- 
Nisus i. 69. 634. — 

ov ite, 7 762 
xcu rie dvartpopyAs, ii 

—— i. 879 

ixédawavaonat, ii. 327 
ih) a ii. 217. 635. 

éxdnusty dad rov Kupíov, ii. 
286 imprecatory, i. 309; for ró- 

i ; tum? 499. 697; —— i 171 
ii. 592; affirmative, 419; édxdideop: 

— 749. el à. 49; ii. 418. 
uij for add, i. 86; ii. 834. 

el vı for Š =, ii. 299. lye, 
385. 395. pri 

modo, 64; siquidem, 485 

elde, "sw. deplore, 70. 
TOV, tadOop 

Aéyov, 797; 
eÙ, 

slóeA ctor, ii. 188 
side ó0va, ii. 188 
eldwro\arpetan, ii. 721 
sldoAoAdrpns, ii. 167 
eldwhov, ii. RLA sIdeda +à 

va, 
elx?, i. 83; i 240. 845 
eli, ii. 253. 632. eixòv Oꝛoũ. 

applied to Christ, 396. 442. 
Kooy ̂ r éóEa Osov, i. e. 

áriáip, 21 
—— ii. 165 
elAexpurie, ü. 414. 746 

— i. 200 ; ii. 496 
Exdixos, ii. 
ixdceonee, ii. 468 
ixdoroy — i. 707 
ixdoyi, ii. 

ves, i. tw 
éxat — — 143 bag! cri of, 

after verbs of motion 
d9xinrío, zr de áx(nrsiv TÓ» 

inf derision L 246 euBionar, i. 
ixOera —— i. 
— ii. 
dxxaxée, i. is. e 869. 387, 

dxxAnela, i. 130. 740; ii. 213. 
Til — ix., i. 

ixxcoul{eo, i. 
iaxdwrety —* — ii. 316 
axxpsudopa:, i. 484 
¿xÀ é*yopat, i. 697. s ii. 374 
éxAslaracp, scil. > i 
dchaxrg xvpia, whether a 
Pow; ame, iL 774. 

i. 701. ixX. d 
524.  áxXaxcrol, 

from «Awrei, i 
i éixA excrov, ii. 710 

ixdeys, ii. 89. 461 
éxAdomar, ii. or 
i«nacew, i i. 

Š ¿xpmše, i ; A 562 
— ii 250 
&xovG et "n wi ii. 605 
ixTtipáte, i i. 23. 430 

et, ii. 87 
— i 339; ii 74. 228. 

¿xw A dpeeie, i. 785 
bcr we eónssos ivi Ty Àidaxg 

Tes Kvoiov, i i. 

leto, i. 30; ji. 979. 426 
idsnnosóvn, i i M 714 
— i. 67. 86 . 37 l. 374; ii. 
599. 701. Tohea: EA sos, i. 

ide il 
EAE i 94. 631; ii. 136. 
"EA. x ii. 8 

‘BAAgierad, i. 731. T 
dAdoyie, ii. 
¿Mr íXes, ii. 704 
édzwis Br cropéon, i ü. 66 
bv! irid ii. 65. 91 vay De, 

440. édw. Tie óne, 445. 
ede. cernpias, 4j nr. 

¿mol for elc iné, ii. 371 
éural{e, T 
iuvraik wt, ii. 787 
— sie xsipé rivers, ii. 

463 inryiw, L Lact 
& pro- 
— 



GREEK WORDS AND PHRASES. 

A dyor ludvros, ii. 678 
$2. be eria af. 167; a4 or by, 
2 for eis, 598; om the au- 

of, 728 ; for ou, 737; 
de, thori of for iá, 622; in ro- 
et to, x s Tois — 

un oot v iuoi or 
through me, ii. 336 — 

dvayxa Towa, i. 318 
dvap onan, ii. 413 
ivu yna, ii. 419. 485 
Evdeixvumt, ii. 550, 551 
Evdnpice, ii. 286 
ávðoķáťeobaí rims, ii. 486 
Evduua yduov, i. 176. awd Tpi- 

xov xapnrou, l7. ivõúpara 
?rpofla Tcv, 

&róvrauóo ii. 436. 537 
dvd, i. 513; ii. 108, 455. 478 
— ii. 878. 386. 394. 433. 

dv. TÀ duns, 492 
évepyde, i. 110. 467, 468. 491; 

ii. 340. 878. 424. ivepyéouas, 
58. 283. 698 

dvipynua,i ii. 218, dvvduses, 22] 
dvepyns, ii. 258. 597 
dvé xw, i, 293. 439 ; ii. 360 
evOuutonar, i. 7 
dvveocs, i. 755 
evrvxor, i. 268 
ivórne Tie wiocrses, ii. 993. 

iv. Tov Tvevm. 3 
¿so xXM íe, ii. 660 
—— ii. 682, for dvexcuevos, 

ivoxos ToU ewuatos 
xal aTua+Tos Tov Kvpíov, 216. 
Evoxos Oavarou, i. &vo- 
Xos Ty «piae, 33, 34 

ASTE ávÜporrev, i i. 120; 
i. 451 
— 216. 683 
dvrevday xal dvrevOey, ii. 865 
dvrevéce, ii. 505, 506. 
évrohn, 1. 615; ii. 530 
dvrcaros, i. 843 
ádvrpív e, i. 171 ; ii. 497. irrpé- 
ropa, ii 

ivr papcuevor rote Aoyoe THe 
wioreet, ii. 

ivrpopor, i. 739 
¿=rpoTñ, ii. 169 
dvrpuddy, ii. 743 
ivrvyxdvæ, ii. 617. ivrvyxd- 
i pew —8 y ; ii. 
vvBpíTes, ii. 
— gear ii. 784 
dviwmoy, i. 705 
&vcosriop, i. 459. ipermior Tov 

O:«ov, i. 763; ii. 524. iv. ov 
wrnOovs, i. 732 

dveriCouat, i. 705 
a AME from &vo, ii. 

bEayyéAXa, ii. 710 
é "Hi ih ii. 348. ifayopa- 

Yousvot Tov kaipóy, 
i aipéonat, i. das ii. 334 
éFacréonas, i. 
"eee ii. 727 
¿Za (bes, i. 717; ii. 449 
i£áAXona,, L 
éfavaderacit Tay vixpav, ii. 

490 

i£avraTde, ii. 55 
i£d via, i. 314 
i awopíopau, ii, 265 
i awooríÀÀe, i ii. 353 
oe nuspas, i. 842 

erede i. 796 

aurns for srapavríxa, i. 294 
d Evysípo, ii. 77 
dEedsy xos, ii. 787 
H ee ii. 676 

épaua, ii. 745 
&Eepevvdes, ii. 703 
iEfpxoua:. ei born, i. 10 ; to 

» 99 iLiox. ix, 
400. i ts doyua, 373. 
iStoy. x THe óc Vos Tos, 

iEeráto, i. 11 
—— i. 522 
iEnpriopévor, ii. 548 
iEnxfona:, i ii. 462 
l sf, ii. 603 

iornut, i. 89. 510. 747 ; ii. 
288 

i Evo xúw, ii. 888 
iEodos, i. 422 
é — i. 18. 84. 494; ii. 

&Eopx Yeo, i. 229 
igopxıoraí, i. 826 
&popéc ce, i. 265 
iFovBevies, i. 502; ii. 481 
ifovela, i. 56. 520 ; ii 378. 

wrevuareay, i. 71. 291. ov 
7r]ÀoV, ii. 79. ToU oxorous, 
Fn yuvh dpetra iEovolay 

aw inl rye xepadrijs, ii. 
210. iEovoíai, i. 408; ii. 
79. ùro iEovcías i. 58. i£, 
¿wi tæv iva, 

ol iEw, ii. 474. ol iE», 512 
¿Eesbsiv Tò arÀXotor, i. 883 
doprri, i. 215 
éwayyeAla, ii. 849. 376. 517. 

855. dia rige ir., 358 
dwayyerlat, iL 73. 614 
dwayyiddonmaz, ii. 509 
éwayyidtuarta, ii. 732 
dadyey iwi ria, i. 
—— ry mietu, ii. 

Swaivor, ii. 24. 105. 156 
ivaípo, i. 883; ii. 508 
obx irao Xovopat, ii. 9. 587. 

isakoXovOís, ii. 522 
éwaxoves, ii. 291 
indvayxss, i. i. 801 
iwavayw, i. 394 
¿wasamaóscbae te vouw, ii. 

iwaviornmt, i. 74 
éwavdpOcere, ii. 518 
— i. 481; for wAstop, ii. 

iwapxsiv OA :Boydvore, ii. 522 
iwapyia and ¿mirpori, i. 
Iravi, i. 7 
ivaipior, i. 
ivadoplite, ii. 785 
éwei, ii. 26. 632 
éwsides, i. 367. 725 
¿maucayeyn, ii. 616 

877 

éwixesva, i. e. n£py, i. 742 
évraxT epe, ii. 4 
doravdurne, i. 799 
dwipxonat, i. 491 
ésrepesrdow, i. 126 
bvaporrnpa, ii. 719 
bríxe, i. 714; ii. 425. 519 
dx npsates, i. 
éwl, with adjectives of compara- 

tive degree, i. 288; force of, 
in composition, 44; against, 
— d i li. er 

super, attinet a 
619; eter, 626. ini Tò 
aire, 1. 713. ir’ aAnBeius 
for i» a) nig, 391 

iviflaírvo, i. 8 
éwiBaddos, i. 68. 458. iwiBdd- 
Asw ras xsipae, 773. ixi- 
Badoov ixrXare, 351 

dw: Bapie, ii. 270 
iiA ores, i. 370; ii. 681 
ésríBA nua for iwi panpa, i. 68 
sess 

whyaca, ii. 433 
ÁTreysrouí£vov vórov, i. 887 
&vywecke, i. 721; ii. 293. 

att Hades ea 44]. 454, 

éaidnuourres, i. 704. 815 
imcdiatdocouat, ii. 348 
rina ro i. 435. are 
mwidtop at, ii. 
deuleis l. 858 
éwiecnds, li, 434. 712 
— œ, i. 50; ii. 497 
ir: aváTios, ii. 158 
dw (0ecic xsipov, i. 149; ii. 605 
&siÜvuíe, i. 35. 458. 465; ii. 

iwOupsiv iarivula, i. 

ixıðvunTis Kaxë@v. ii. 201 
éwBupia, i. 35. 599; ii. 453. 

542. 545. 660. 711; 
fied, 676. rie capxos, 758; 
T&v ói0aXucr, 758 

dxixadconas, i. 758; ii. 542 
dica voro, ii. 
isrikaTdpaTo,:, i. 588 
dwixawro devais ueyyáÀ ate, i, 

503. éwexeluevos, ii. 
"Excxodpacor, i. 814 
derixovpía, i. 
dar ixpives, i. 504 
is^ giis i 824; ii. 529, 

62]. éwiAapBdvay 758 xe- 
pos, i. 854. — 
485. 588. 815 

éwiXarbavopevor, ii. 431 
éridvens, ii. 739 
ético, i. 
daiuddcce, i. 834. 870 
dwipsAdonas, i. 432; iL 511 
dorcpéves, ii. 418. 445 
ix ivoa, i. 748 
Urioixodoníc, i i. 840 
iwuopxíos, i. 37 ; ii. 503 
ii0001:05, i. 44° 
Pri PA i. m 
wewnr ce, M. 
imiwobsiv Omar, ii 414. 426. 

inir. Tpos — 691 
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éxcwobrros, ii. 434 
imıTobia, ii. 122 
&vifpd Tes, i. 268 
ésippim To, ii. 727 
ixcoxiwrouat, i. 372. 782. 858 
éxioncates, i. 136. 368 
izoxor, i. 701 ; ii. 510 
— twioxowys, i. 483; ii. 

éwioxowose, i. 773. 837; ii. 280, 
412. — and «pseflérs- 

jode i ii. 179 
éxtotatne, i. 394 
émiotinrdr, i. 799 
vio Tuc, ii. 688 
imorro Xpiorow, denoting 

the Gospel, ii. 274. imıoro- 
Aai cvevaTikaí, ib. 

ixiotpipo, i. ge T)» kap- 

— ii. 549 
emitayn, ii. 500. 558. 561 
im. Tre) še, i. 345. 413, 728 
iririðnpe, i. 431. 748. 886 
— i. 61. 132. 161; ii. 

dxirpowh and iwapyia, i. 864 
ixitpowor, i. 156. 411. 864; 

ii. 352; distinguished from 
NY epwy, i. 232 

imipaivopat, i ii. 559 
— ii. 49]. 536. 550. 

irioaío, i ii. 40] 
imıpipw, ii. n Ero ded 

altlay, i. 828 pyúv, 
ii. 26 

¿ubeysiv Tw i. 850 
és woke, i. 245. 507 
¿mi Xe pio, i. 
¿mixše, i. 482 
dci xopnryíc, ii. 393. 451. 732 
éviXwpnyla tov IIvevparos 

"Inoov Xprorop, ii. 417 
¿wousodonée, ii. 447 
iwrorrava, ii. 71] 
iwowrns and aóTowrme, ii. 

7 
&vovpdyia, i. 542; ii. 374. 387. 

éwpred ixovpdnos, 606 
dora, an indef. numb., i. 
alwety Aóyo, i. 57. slwety and 
He . ws Eros elrsiv, 

ip "ius 55. 571. 767 ; ii. 
93. 370 ipydYecBat Qikaio- 

oúvnv, 651 
ipyacía, i. 808 
épyarns, i. 451. 890; ii. 428. 
X NN from Texvíus, 

Epyor Tov vópov, ii. 21. rot 
Oso, 14. Tov Kuplov, 259, 
The wlorews, 487. toya, 
miracles, a a lpya 05s 
capxos, toy. yalov, 
413. Toy, i ydane, 461 

ipeldo, 1. 

INDEX I. 

iped-youa:, i. 105 
ipevyae, i i. 145 
ipnuos tHe louóaíae, i. 15 
&piÜsía, ii. 18. 366. 416. 42] 
ipis, ii. 366. 416, distinguished 
WT aa and d:yooracia, 

épunve ia yAwoowy, ii. 221 
¿ñan 100a. év åydrg, ii. 388. 

riero, i. 856 
'Eov0pá OdAacca, L 740; 

650 
¿pyónsros ix’ avróv, i. 21. als 
— ee: ipydusvos ic 
ow, 525. ó ipyó 8. 
280 ; ji. 641. eni for 
$épouai, i. 521 ; for ávípyo- 

, Mat, 606 
Tdi, i. 501 ; ii. 484. 496 

corpor, ii. 
lexaros, 1. 593. fov icxdrov 

THe ye, 698. EryarTaı f Pr 
pai: 705; ii. 543. 577. 

— i. 157 
&repodióaaxkaMo, ii. 500 
iTepo{vyéw, ii. 295 
— ew, ii. 542. 647. ir. 

ye Monat, i. 785, sayy opar, i. gba 
(Lum slpisyr, 768 ; Xa 

o YT. &xpo- 
0. THs cerrn- 

sbayyéXvop, i. A 
Bvorias, ii. 
plas, 376 

sbayythiories, ii. 392 
—— TO CON 114 

evé Tepos, i. 
— c ; di. 444, 469 
südo«ía, ii. 416. etd. ¿ya0o- 
cvm, 466. Kara Thy evd. 
Tou OeArjparos abou, 424 

evepyeata, i. 
svepyerns, i. 496 
&00sTos, i. 426 
eiOudpoute, i. 805. 841 
pian Evita, i. 756 
tUxatp£o, i. 816 
sÜxaipos hudpa, i. 293 
ebxalpws dxaípews, ii. 549 
so Beta, ii. 
evAafSéoua:, i. 858 ; ii, 644 
eo) aç, distinguished from ĝi- 

xatot, i. ; from svoePne, 
703. 746 

airAoyéw, i. 99. 420. 719; 
159. 374. eid. iv ráo ù- 
Aoyía, 374. SUNT antes iy 
yuvartly, i. 

ó EiAóynTos, scil. Oeds, i. 349 
sidoyla, ii, 125. 974. ix’ eù- 

Aoyiare, 306 
ebuerádoros, ii. 531 
atvouy Yo, i. 149 
ebvoũ xor, i. i. 751 
svodoupat, ii. 7. 258 
sim epío-raTos, ii. 654, 655 
evwosta, ii. 669 
d olg i. 778 
evwopia, i. 
sbrpogsópeóc, ii, 184 
siTpocemío, ii. 370 

siploxw, ii. 627 ; fo convict after 
trial, i. ePpriy x&per, 
967. siptOn iuoarügs iyi- 
vero, i. 6. 

evodBaa, ii. 506. 517. 553 
evorBeiv Tua, i. 819. 

Baiv ròv olxoy, ii. 520 
svocBns and sola, i. 762 
tic tfo, ii. 
sUatnos for eUànÀos, H. 231 
stoma voc, ii. 
sc Xnu Oyess, ii. 474 
tUe yrijuev, i. 355. 790; ii. 223 
evToves, i. 
eiTpatrzAÍa, ii. 399 
sùpopéw, i. 442 
“genes i, 442, 798; iL 

evxapiorncas, i. 220 
sdyaproria, ii. 232. 399. 404. 

471. 505, 506 

son- 

——— ii. 456 
Mies iin 6. 413. 440, 441. 

abxonæi, i. 874; ii. 71 
evXenoros, ii. 
tio ia, ii. 398. 437 
i QáAXogat, i i 829 
ipárak, i ii. 618. 627. 634 
idevperis — i. 15 
idnpepla, i. 
épiornue, i. 49 719. 734 
"Eq@paty, i. 
i$ Qa0á, i. 306 
&y6paz, ii. 366 
Zxdva, i. 885 
Exov for &viXov, i. 699 
Exc for ¿=í C AS. aga 699; 
ixa ii ii 

for xar- 

transigo, 
. “to "be. united in 

pa ae ìi. 162; ‘to 
have in mind, i 619. i» 
acTpi tye, 6. dys ri- 
ot, PTT ey., 554. 

Ix. nhuciav, 607. Ex. duap- 
ire 610. ix . loxétos, 287. 

714" itolmat iy., 
3^ ixecta: cwrwpías, 1i. 

608 ix» xdpev, 665. oč- 
Tws tyes, i 

$3, 845. fer TOTON, tes, i. 
499. Zes od, 8; the Indic. 
after des, 10 

Z. 

Zn 68. 549. 564. 648. 836; 
ii. 417. 471. {pv iavro, ni 
H: Ote. 344. Qo» so. i. 
^ UOwp, running water, 

— TU — ii. 101 
suxTnp 
$Aos, 1. 727; ii. 366. 499 . die- 
tinguished from gas and &- 
— 149. i sos, 

7vpó A ET er 
YnAow, i. 812; ii, 224 
{novy Tira, 357 

Ducis vóuov, i. i. 844 
nuia, i. ii. 429 
yjitoes, ii. TN 
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Xue, lo call a council, i. 493. 
Lurety T)» Wuynv, 13. Yn- 
Teiv Tov Kúpiov, 

Cri Ttna, i. 869 
Lurene, ii. 500. 564 
«Yana, i. 103 
Ss ii. 525 
Cups, i. 104; ii. 164, A (va 

tev Dapicailey, i. 
piw, i. 394 

Py i. 441. 515. 727 ; ii. 283. 
(eor) ix vaxpéov, ii. 91. ù Yok 
ToU Osov, 453. à Leon, applied 
to Christ, ib. 

Leow, ii. 740. Yaw dep, i. 549. 
Civ xal évepyne, 597 

tom Cepuarivy, L 17. (orat, 

wa, ii. 808 
wowotte, ii. 530 

À for an, num ? ii. 17. 690 
$ múv, ii. 610 
è frya*s3uéves, a title of our 

Lord, ii. 375 
Tytucv and iwlrporor, i. 292 
© n'yosusvoe ToU. Aóyov, i. 792. 

tyyouu. avdpes, 801. of yov- 
pavor, ii. 667. 669 

Rön rori for opi wore, ii. 7 
Héoval for ix sOvptar, ii. 690 
mXcxia, i. 49. 383; ii. 393 
HAKewputvos, i. 465 
mpetpat, denoting time, i. 876; 

; t, ii. 48. 638. nuápa 
xpioses, i. 74. nu. dpyne, ii. 
18. peyadn ^ ña., 
ù Om. 9 voynoéá, 402. ; 
$ nu. tov Xpiwerov, 415. 
ixelyny Thy np., 7A. 
SnrAwoes, 151. ñu. dvicxo- 
ws, 711. huipav ¿Ë hpipar, 
742. jpipas xal vv« Tóc, 808. 
dv rais "nuípai zz d» Toure 
Tw Xxpóvo,i. 15. dq’ nuepow 
7 797. wu. Kwpíov, 

bee i ; 0ávaTor 
psi», i. 602. uíxpi Bav., ii. 427 

Capei, i. 
Ouvuate, i. 355. 583. @Qavu. 

$i, 291. Cavu. al—, 355. 

Cava. iwi—, 890. 
7rpoo wa, ii. 706 

Oedouan, i. 520; ii. 748 
OsarpiZouas, ii. 640 
@stov, ii. 545 
Oasorne, ii. 12 
0íAnua, i. 143; ii. 185. 04x. 

tov O:ov, i. 582; ii. 375. 
— Té» &iavoiðv, 

Oirw, to delight, i. 289; ii. 501 
9 GeutrAvoe Tov Osop, ii. 541. 

TsOspeXiepivan iv adyarn, 
«0. ty Tío Tw, 

Ocodidaxros, ii. 474 
0soua x £co, i. 853 
Oa carvava Tos, ii. 547 
Osós, in what sense said to be 

aveuua, i. 553. 6 Oide fe 
8dEne, 735. ó Gade Tov Kv- 
plov piv 'Incov Xpirros, 
P E Karà O. crec0cora, 

& Osds al&vos rovrov, ii. 280; 
distinction between @eol and 
Calmover, i. 815 

0s0cíftia, ii. 509 
Beoorvyse, ii. 15 
Osdéqpiros, whether a feigned 

name, i. 363 
Ospamwetw, i. 819 
Ospá?rer, ii. 590 
Oepl{co, i. 
0ipos, i. 203 
Oevdas, i. 730 
Oswpdw, i. 428. 488. 844 
Ónpion ax £e, ii. 240 
Onpiow, i. 
Oncavpí(o, i. 47; ii. 18 
noaupos, i. 11. 47; ii. 446 

0XÍBona:, ii. 522 
Orie, i. 200; ii. 70. 437. 640 
OopuBéc, i. 69. 812 
Oprivos, i. 18. 660; ii. 448 
Qoncxsía, i. 869. Opnoxela 
tev dyyiXor, ii. 

0p5oxos, ii. 680 
OprapBavo, ii. 450 
0póu Bo. alparos, i. 498 
0póvo:, ii. 
Opoovua:, ii. 488 
ù Ovydrno Xie, i.e. Jorusa- 

lem, i. 164 
bro Oúivov, ii. 858 
pua piov, ii, 624 

Ovucnayie, i. 776 
uno, ik. 306. 454 
épa, i. 356. 611. 0. T. mv- 

95 

avu. 

@voe, 775. Opa wiarews, 
7 

I. 

"lavyne xal 'Tauflpiis, ii. 545 
lae:s, ii. 907 — 

879 

lá, ii. 360 
lia, i. 245 
18105, Vier re from olxetos, 

ii. 404. 468. 520, 521. oi 18:01, 
i. 722. va [ào a, 842 
— i. 721; ii. 233, 234. 

*Iéoupala, i. 272 
ò lepaós, the High Priest, i. 728 
lepowpswys, ii. 557 
lspoovdXiw, ii. 23 
lepócvAos, i. 893 
Meowoyely TÓ svayyéXwoy, ii. 

'Incovs, i. 6 
ixavoe, i. 19; for áEioc, 57. 

ixavóv tort, 497. ixavdy Xa- 
Biv, 813; ii. 337 

lxavow, ii. 441, 442 
lnernpias, ii. 601 
lAdcÜnrí por, i. 476 
lAdexopat:, ii. 588 
iAaouds for lacri, ii. 754 
lAaerípior, ii. 29. 625 
Tews aoi, i. 182 

200. 849; distin- 
88 

luaTıs uós, i. 
lusipouar, ii, 466 
Tva for bore, i. 424; for 971, 

631. 652; eventual, 7. 635. 
Hi 675. 680. 702; ii, 218. 

ivari, í. 65 
"lovda, i. 105. 869; ii. 694 
ñ 'lovéaía yñ, i. 544 
"lovéat(os, 11. 342 
"Iovéaicuós, ii. 336 
lo d-yyeA os, i. 487 
*loxapiwrne, i. 72 
Teos, i. 157. 349. 

Ota, ii. 421, 422 
leorne, ii. 457 
ledripor, ii. 731 
lodypuyor, ii. 425 
"IopaijA xarà odpra, ii. 204 
'Iopanàîra: and "Efipato:, dis- 

tinction between, ti. 318 
leraw, torna, i. 217. 893. 701. 

721 ; ii. 409. 434. 471 
leropety Tuya, ii. 837 
loyvat sle obðév, i. 81 
lo xvpós, ii. 158 
lo xvos cat’ abrir, i. 829 
lows, i. 
læra, i. 82 

Tea Twas, 

K. 

kaña p(e, i. 870. 784. 830 
xabaipo, i. 
xaO dro, i. 885 
xabapl{w, i. 56. 765; ii, 302. 
dot oo. 627.630 ' 

xapdla, 90. xaO. dwó Tov 
aluaros, 839. xaÜapà xap- 
dia, ii. 549 
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Kas úe, ii. 478 
—— i. 186 
ka05ua:, i. 25. 791 
—— 29. 679. 781,782. 823; 

xaOlornut, i E 378, 739 
xat’ Ore for xaBás, i ii. 258 
alae een n i. x 
Kabos, when 

367; now as, i. 737 
xal, and yet, i. 662. 727; and 
then, S sane, 372; . 

852; verily, ii. 418; for xei- 
wep, 381; for àÀXa 'at, 661; 
for Ste, i. ' 726 

wxairor, nempe, ii. 595 
Kau évro f. i. 642. watch 

xriois, ii. 371. xau, dvOpe- 
wos, ii. 395. voua Kaiwóy, 
800. ooh xarvy, 810 

xaipós, distinguished from ypó- 
vot, 1.698. xarà Katpóy, 60. 
«aipoiv ioie, ii. 507. 553. 
x. va répots, 515 

Edi ,i. 92. xaíopa:, 

waxia,i. 51; ii. 15. 398. 9rspua- 
osia xaxlag, 678 

waxonOara, ii. 15 
waxodoyée, i. 118 
kaxóy, ii. 115 
kaxoTá0:1a, ii. 696 
xaxowaies, i ii. 537. 539 
«axós and «ornpós, distinction 

between, i i. 
xa«oŭpyos, i. 505 
KaxouXoúusvou, ii, 666 
xaxow, i. 790 
xakas, ii, 690 
KaKwors, i. 739 
xáAapos, i. 241 
Ka) še, i. 7. 174; 68. 206. 
— i 31. 378. 701; ii. 

xarowotetp, ii. 496 
Ka óe, ii, 694. nada šoya, 565 
KdÀunna TOU aou, ii. el. 
xaX UvTopa:, i. 61; i 280, 281 
xais, i. 301; ; ii. calor 
monis, i. 

nAos, on the meani ing of (at 
“Mate xxiii. 24), L 
Kap púw, i. 101 
xáum Tii Tà yovara, ii. 388 
xavov, ii. 432 
uri ipti 4 wapabadaccia, 

i. 
xamwnrave, ii. 273 
xapéia, i. 783. 797; ii. 435. 

xapdía Tit yas, i. 95. ù x. 
pia, torpadycay 76x 
K., (40. xarà Thy x. 7 
xapéla &dnBinj, ii. 636. iy 
xapéia xaXi wal yap, i. 
413. uù simpe iv TT «apóíq, 
ii. 84. wAavevrar Tj. Kap., 
592. ribivas iv T i. 725 

xapdioyvacrnt, i. 70k. 9 707 
kapwdv rosiy, i. 18. xapwós 

Tov TIveóua Tot, ii. . Kap- 

wos THe Guxaioo vins, 689 

INDEX I. 

«apmodopío, ii. 440, 441 
kapTepivs, ii. 
xápþos, i. 5] 
xaTá, in composition, i. 409; 

near to, 703; according lo, ii. 
878; similarly to, ib. ; unto, 
553. 621; because ACA 535; 
towards, i. 750. 805 ; down, 
63 ; in, 769. xa® éavro», 

xaraßáň\ roða, ii. 604 
xarafoAj, L 105. ¿=ó xaTa- 
Bons xoepov, 213; ii. 595. 
T gun owréipucrot, 

xataBpaBeve, ii. 
— i. 119; ii, 215. 

Ceres.) i. 69 
xaraye, i. 394. 7 
Kara deo, i 431 
Ka+Té&óëmnÀov, ii. 615 
Katabixdt es, i. 50. 203; ii. 695 
Karadimxes, i. 
xatadouh cen, i ii. 339 
«axaig xoyce, ii. 209. 

«aate XvyO5, 709 
xaraxavydopat, ii. 682 
Kataxetpat, i. 559 ; ii. 188 
kaTakA npovop£es, i. 783 
KATAKÓRTW, i. m 
«aTaxpnpuvíts, i. 
al at S 158; ii. 17. 116. 

xaTaxplvouat, a8 opposed to 
cetona., i i. 

xarraxvpieiu, i. 829 ; ii. 726 
xaTaXaAiá, ii. 328. 692 
kaTáXaAos, i ii. 15 
xaTaXauBávoua: i. 72] ; ii. 431 
xaraXaufáre, ii. 478 
xaTaA you, ii. 521 
wxaréAatuua, ii. 8l 
watahslw, ii. 469. 594 
xaradXayn, ii. 41. 91. 290 
Kara) ÀéT+Topat, i ii. 
KaTudve, j. 92. 193; ii. 285. 

843 
xarauayÜápe, i. 49 
xaravapká, ii. 315 
— i 789; ii. 589. 637. 

xatavtáw, ii. 395. 430 
«arayiE sec wvevpua, ii. 89 
KaTavugcopmat, i. 
caratiwbdyres, i. 487 ; ii. 485 
xarawatéos, ii. 639 

où mn 

xavéwavors, ii. 592, 594 
“soem i. 242; ii. 611. 

«aa wípo, i i. 190; ii. 727 
KaTamovoupsvos, i. 788; ii. 742 
«aTápa, ii. 347. x«Tápas iy- 

vs, «aTápac Tixva, 

xarapáoyat, i. 39 
kacap*yte, i. 449; ii. 47. 52. 

138. 142. 228. 276. 349. xar- 
apyety Tiva. 587. xarapysiv 
OávaTtov, 536. Karapysiabar 
awd Tov a ge 360 

"ut si ii. 331. 368, 

kaTápTiots, ii, 331 

karaptiopos Tav d&yíiew, ii. 
392 

xaraceio, i. 776. 782 
xaracxamwre, i. 799; ii. 88 
xaTackavat o, ii. 590. 625 
«aTackvewcs, i i. 
xaraexom ica ii. 339 
xaracoQicáuapoc “Š 
Hue, i. 7 

kaTacTéAAe, i. 832 
kaTácTnua, ii. 557 
kaTaeTps5viáo, ii. 522 
xeTacpodQii. iL 540. xe. xa Te- 

Kpivsty, 
KaracTpirrvt. ii. 200 
xatracupe, i. 447 
xaracppay ite, ii. 806 
ka'rác y soit, 1. 742 

xy tvor 

kaTaTiUscÜUat yaprras, i. 863 
kaTaToyufs, ii. 4 
xatapéys, ii. 833. xarapá- 

xarapipey reor, i. 870, 871. 
KaTapspopevot verre, 8 

Kara is, i. 226. 
— i. 48; ii. 17. 518. 

— i. 787 
xeTayÜóoyios, ii. 42 
xara xp&opuat, ii. 194 
kai yprecuápos, ii. 341 
kaaíómAop, i. 814 
kareoydtomat, ii. 19. 40. 409. 

carecQies, i. 187; ii. 545 
xarevlove Thy "aó, ü. 471, 
ut Ka'TevO. Tat —— 

— i. 823 
«aTáyes, i. 883; ii. 11. 482. 568 
TÒ kaTíxov, ii, 490 
xatnyopta, ii. 555 
Karna, ii. 692 
carn xées, i. 825; ii. 22. 369 
kaTtovyat, ii. 
ka&'Toikaiy, ii. 
xatop0dw, i. 857 
xavopOwma, i. 857 
Tà — upon THs yi, ii. 

ale xavoip, ii. 608 
xavoep, i. 157. 446; ii. 675 
— cuveléncw, ii. 

N^ + ii. 371. 428. 485. 
694. xavx. iv Org, 22 

«aóxnaa, ii. 418. 425. x. ree 
x lor, 

Kaúxnots, ii. 12). 265 
Kélpwr, i. 671 
«sia ii. 416. 470. 502. xii- 
cat iv Tw, 712 

wsiplar, i. 
xexdeicpévor, i. 728 
xéXsvogma, ii. 476 
K&X 00, to 
kavodoLía, ii. 421 
xevddo os, it 368 
— ii. 464; — 
e gon, 100” iL «evol 

— ii. 533 

wrge, i. 729 
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«&yóes, ii. 422 
xà»Tpor, i. 755; ii. 256 
wxepaia, i. 
xkípas cawriypías, i, 372 
x«zp&T:ov, i. 
xépðn, ii. 429 
xepdeity Ufpu kal Xnuíay, i. 

xepósiwm Xpioróv, ii. 
417. 430 

kípua, i. 534 
xepuatiorde, i. 165. 534 
xad dator, i. 851 ; ii. 619 
wxepararoe, i. 
Kaba), meaning of, thrice 

c within three verses, 
iL 209. ed. ywvias, i. 172. 
xed. rie áxxAnolas, ii. 404. 
Ketpausvot Thy K., i. 
KpaTe Tv x., ii. 451 

wxapanXis B BÀ (ovu, ii. 634 
ajnyoor i. 139 
x movpos, i. 684 
xipuypa, the Gospel, ii. 551 
wipe ccxasoovyne, ii. 742 
xnpicow, L 16. 72; ii. 348 

Ku (ona, i. 845 
«Adore áprov, i. 114. 711 
«Adopara, i. 114 
«dav &prov, i. 713. 834, 835 
Krslaw Tà cxAéyxva dwóo 

Tivos, ii. 
«xAdwrns, distinguished from 

Aporie, i. 610 
xA ires, i. 247 
KA huns, ii. 434 
cAnpovopée, ii. 253. 399. 609 
«Anpovoula, ii. 349. 378. 701 
kAnpovónos, ii. 352. 4 
kAfjpos, i. 702. 749 ; ii. 726 
«Anpooes, ii. 376 
xAgeore, ii. 69, 390. 491 
xÀnróe, ii. 5. «Anrol and ix- 
lentem i. 157. «Anrol &yut, 

«Alma, ii. 122 
nA, i. 280. 727 . 
kAíres used with hudpa, i. 420 
kAvdwpi( oua rot, ii. 393 
Kyntbduayoe Thy axore, ii. 549 
wor La, i. 587. 714 ; ii. 433. ix 

xoiAÍase unrpós, i. 365 
Koru dona, i. 498, 745; ii. 216. 

4 
xowde, i. 712. 765; opposed to 

Ayior, 300 pore. xoivij⸗ 
vio Tip, ii. 553 

xotveovées, ii. 369 
xowevla, i. 711; ii. 413. «our. 

Tov Ylov, 18). Kow. %vaÚ- 
parot, 420. kow. Trav wabn- 
pare, 430 

xotywvót, ii. 569. 640 
xoivecis THY ?río Tae, ii. 567 
3 «oi», i. 434; denoting mar- 

riage, ii. 
xoxxivn and woppipa, i. 237 
KOKKOS —— 138. 282 
xoAaxeía, ii. 465 
«oAadí(o, ii. 159, 

oL. Il, 

koXA&onuet, i. 458. 726. 75]. 
821 ; ii. 

Ko) X vios, i. 165 
«koX ofóe, i. 
koX vufii0pa, i. 558 
Kopi Çe, i. 211 ; ii. 287. 648 
om or spor, i. 
Kovides, i. 
Kovoprdy BddAwy ale dv 

dipa, i. 849 
xo? ato, i. 117. 283 
koTa'ós, i. 745 
koth, ii. 612 
Bí ii. 425. 446. 480. 523. 

xòorot THe á'ya s, ii. 461. xó- 
woe xal moxlos, «ó- 
rovs *apíyei, 371 

xéwropuas, i. 418. 504 
xopBavay, i. 233 
Koc uáe, i. 208. xexosunuévos, 

. TÓ"Awvior xoopmikoy, ii. 

koc uorpáTep, li. 408 
xoopot, i. 24. 525; ii, 36. 371. 

àv te xoouw Hv, i. 519. 
avri Td «., Ti 440. KOO jh. 
Tit 4dixias, 686 

Kosuixai iw Oupuiac, ii. 560 
xoopuor, ii. 511 
xoupe, i. 290 
wovorwdla, i, 244 
xogevor, i. 114 
KkpáBBa'os, i. 265. 561. 727 
xpates, i. — ul xpatas 
evt meyady, 

a yad 45 69 
xpatratoe, ii. 259 
xparic, i. 300. 315. 708. 715; 

ii. 451, 612. Kparaty wpobi- 
Coser, i. Kparsiv Tat 
7apa90ctis, ii. 493 

Kpatiorg, i. 855 
xpáTos rye loyvor, ii. 378. 408. 
a éavro, 216. xara xp., i. 

xpelrreop, ii. 579 
Kpína, i. 609; ii. 105. iuri- 
avey ele xpina tov Arafo- 
Àov, ii. 5612. «pipa alwviop 605° p , 

xpívæ, i. 38. 51. 403. 594, 637. 
116. 785. 799; ii. 17. 168, 
169. 204. 639 

kpícu Tona, ii. 787 
xpície, i. 33 xplow TOU 

xóc uov, 638; ii, 691 
kpuT ijs, i. 859 
KptTñputors, ii. 169 
&puTikóe xapdías, ii. 598 
Kpovcas Thy 0ópay, i. 52. 775 
«pu T, crypta, i. 497 
Tà kpviTÓÀ tH aloyóvmne, ii. 
a T. kp. THS kapõlas, ii. 

kpúrmrta, i. 32; ii. 453 
ardonat, i. 72. 700; ii. 475 
ata, i. 712 

627.711. xasvh xr. 871 
«tispa, ii. 516. 677 

881 

Kvfisía, ii. 393 
xuBipwnars, ii. 224 
xuBepynrne, i. 877 
«vAlouat, i. 316 
KéóÀ cua BopBopov, ii. 745 
KvAÀA cs, i. 
Kéuara aypra, ii. 785 
xv fao», ii. 
Képutvor, i. 189 
xuváp:ov, i. 123 
«vpiaxóv Geiarpov, ii. 214 
Kupios, i. 182. 868. Küópios ô 

0140s, 365. ó Kupios peta 
cov, 967. Kupioe TdvTw», 
767. Kópios T&v xupuuódv- 
Twy, li. 531. Kópioe iyyús, 
494. Kópios xvplev, abd 

xvptorne, ii. 378. 443 
xupoos, ii. 
Bréwers xovas, ii. 428 
«es oy, ii. 
Ke Ve, i. 769, 770 
KeopomwoXre, i. 263 
Kojost, ii. 
copo, i. 190 
«todos, i. 124. 305. 485 

A. 

Aayydvæ, i. 700 
Mat, i. 61. 283 
iX dxnos uícos, i. 701 

kTíkes, i. 755 
XNaÀ íe, i. 719. 807; ii. 396. 408, 

522. XaXsiv ele ipa, 23) 
AapuBavew TXoL eravpóv, i. 77. 

AauB. lxaydy, 813. anfa- 
yew šavre, ii. 600. AauBa- 
ve o bas dy av Tod ope, i. 591 

AauBave, often  erroneous;y 
deemed pleonastic, i. 714 

Aacaía, i. 876 
Aatpaia, i. 656 ; ii. 73. 623 
AaTpsów, i. 23. 381. 741; ii. 

428. 627. 668. 
Adxavov, i. 104; distinguished 

m OévÓpoy, 

Asyecop, i. 285 
Adyeo, to mean, i. 539; for ¿x.- 
Tdcc», ii. 233; distinguished 
from slweiv, i. 837. Ady. xal 
papropopat, ii. 394. Aéysiwy 
á&rvdÜsnd Tiva, X - 
pat, to be š i. 238, 
for xeAéonat:, 1. 5 

Aactrovpyio, i. 778 
Autroupyla, i. 366; ii. 425 
AstTrovpyixd Wyedpara, ii. 582 
Assroupy 6s, li. 
Asuna, ii. 545 
AírTior, i. 638 
Aer TO», i. 337 
A«vkos, i. 555 
Anvos, i. 170 
Apords, i. 166. 238. 505; dis- 
E. ished from  xAéarrys 

AlBavor, i. 11 
OM Bayer ov, ii. 820 
9. ura erri Toy A:Biptlyey, 

A«BoBoA íes, i. 744 
pe 8L 
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Alloc wpocxduparoe, ii. 709. 
Aí8ov oA, 1498. ol Aibo: 
xsxpdEoyrai, 488 

Ai06o Tpwor, i. 679 

ba, ii. 257 
Mina ii. 30, 64, 435. 551. 

Ao*yuti) XaTpsía, ii. 97 
Aéyiov, i. 740. Adyta Tov 

Osov, ii. 
Aóyios, i. 825; ii. 25 

cones, ii. 909, 310 _ 
ó Adyor, i. 514. 0 Adyot Tov 
Oxo, ii. 755. 666 

Aóyos, denoting ‘ doctrine,’ i. 
; * the Gospel,’ 361; *ac- 

count,’ 461 ; ii. 81 ; * history,” 
i. 697 Pa complaint,” K 

und,’ or ‘ pu ; li. 
; ‘iprieheey” 356. ale 

Ady. sdcawe xal Anpews, 
. Adyos dkofjs, 467. Avy. 

xoXaxaíacs, 465. THe àn- 
Oslas, 510. 677. Adyor xal 
vioois, 129. yvæcsws, 219. 
wacocvens, 603. diAavOs- 

plas, 678. ippurtos, ib. tHe 
xatadr\ayne, 290. copias, 
219, 220. y. xevors, ii. 400. 
Ady. wns, 425. Ady. Yaw, 
597. Aóy. Tov Xpic+ou, 

. tou oraupou, 134. +ñ 
UVrouovyns, 804. rie xapi- 
Tot, 840. ario óc ó Aoyor, 
503. 510. 517. 539. 563. ¿veu 
Acyou, 714 

rò Norwor, ii. 428. 472 
rt AÀovtpov wadciyyevecias, 

Aoves, distinguished from virre, 
i 606. 639. Zdoveey awe 
viv mAnyæv, 810. Asrov- 
pévor, ii. 

Avkaovic Ti, i. 791 
Aókot Bapsis, i. 840 
Avuaivouat, i. 746 
Avwéouan, i. 112; fi. 113. 145 
Arn Katawoly, ii. 270. Ary 

TOU KOC0U, bog. Avry irè 
Avr Exe, 426 

Avtpoy, i. 160. 614 
AvTpós, ii. 560 
AóTpwois, i. 372, 627 
Üxvot TOY GwyuaTos, i. 48. 

Š Aúxvos ó katduavos, 565 
úw, to ect or tranagress, i. 
32; — il. 131; to abro- 
Ja a law, 617; to remore, 
08. Aíona:, 884. AsAvoba 

é%ó yuvaixes, ii, 181 

MayššaN nx, i. 411 
paytúw, i. 746 
uáyo i. 8. 779 
mabryrevouas, i. 108 
paðýrpia, i. 761 
palvonai, i. 872 
Maxapifes, i, 370; ii. 697 

ò po? 

INDEX I. 

paxdpios O«ós, ii. 502, 508 
paxpay, i. 62. of sls x., 710; 

poeni, i 145. 474; d axpoOupio, i. . ; ii. e696 Mte, 

aniio n 455. 504. 549 
MKaxpobúuest, i. 
pañaxla, i. 26 
naXaxós, i. 80 
MÀ À or, intensive use of, i. 49; 

with comparative, 306; mod- 
Ag padAov xpeiacov, ii. 418 

papwväs, uaumevas, i. 40; pa- 
povas THe adtxtas, 463 

pavOdvew, i. 108; ii. 425. 520. 
EuaOs thy Uraxony, 602 

pdvva, i. 572. pdvva xaxpup- 
nyo, ii. 

papav 20d, ii. 260 
papyaplirns, i. 109; ii. 508 
paprupíe, i. 616. 803; ii. 360. 

466. 580. paprupsty rime, i. 
390; ii. 83. 649. 797. 848 

maptupia, reputation, ii. 512 
paprupioy, ii. 590. papriprop 

xaipois liors, 507 i 
RapTvpoua: and uaprupéouat, 
e 839 P li 894. see 

udpTvs ó Osos, ii. 7 
ork, i. 

patatodoyia, ii. 501 
partaioàóyos, li. 
paraos, li. 706. rå paraia, 

i. 793 
patacérne, ii. 65. pat. ToU 

yoou, 
patatow, ii. 12 
uya pa, i. 76. 227. 672. aveirs 

uaxaípa, i. 774. pax. ToU 
Tlvedparos, ii. 4 

méyouat, ii. 542 
peyadaia, i. 370 
meyadavxio, ii. 686 
meyaXetorys, i. 423 
peyadove, i. 370. 727 ; ii. 417 
PT: p ii. Hg — TOU 

vpíov, i. . cepeds 
nu éyas, 598 rr 

peyadrn  olxía, denoting the 
visible Church, ii. 541 

mayad sia, i. 704 
— i 293 

pita, ii. 567 
u (On, i. 492 
peBiornut, i. 462. 830; ii. 442 

sia THs Wravne, ii. 398. 
mað. ToU Ara BoNov, 408 

peOcprop, i. 122. 304 
pte, i. 532; ii. 214. 403 
mecYorspor, ii. 777 
pedrardes, i, 998. 722; li. 519 
uiAn, ii. 
mids dypior, i. 17 
Mis, i. 
— ii. — 
mau Wipozpor, ii. 
pay ob», i. 711 ; ii. 426. 623 
— i. 436; ii. 78. 429 
pve, i. 526. 651. 838. pdvety 

sic denuends, ii. 632 
uspiCopat, i. 441; ii. 184 
Mípiuva, i. 102 
utpipvdes, i. 48; il. 425, 435 

neols, i. 433 
— Tlvevparos dyiow, ii. 

peprorys, ii. 506. &. and d:- 
— i. I 

M , denoting ‘ employment,’ 
830. &vó M eae M. 22. 450 

MeotTavay Spxe, ii. 610, 611 
pacis, ii. 350. 611. 620. 629 
pecovexioy, i. 341 
pecororxor, ii. 983 
ix uécov yévnra:, ii. 491 
peords uova dos, ii. 743 
a at, after, i. 5; amidst, 

peraBacis, i. 637 
p£Tá*ye, ii. 686 
p&tTadilorai rl Tu, li. 7. 99 
psTaAaufásco, i. 713; ii. 538. 
u&TaXaBér Kapow, i. 863 
où — i. 169; ii. 298. 

perapoppeanat, i. 185; ii. 97 
Ta PA 116: 710. 717. 821. 
MtTapOW T£ Kai TLOTI éba TE 
259 ° 

MsTdvora, i, 457; ii. 298. 660. 
uvat p., i. 7 

perağò adAgrom, ii. 2). ale 
TÓ usTaEb caBBarop, i. 788. 
iv To paraty, 

piraotpipw, ii. 
—— ii. 156. 316. 

evarlOsuaz, ii. 334. 615. 6H. u^ fat, 

perixe, ii. 615. peréyew iË- 
ovcías, 192. par. rpawi%ae 
Kupiov, 

meteepile, i. 48. 443 
peToikadía, i. 5 
Mao: x (Çe, i. 742 
udroixot, i, 815 
uíToXxoi Tou Xpwurros, ii. 592 
ponis, i. 
petpiowabécs, ii. 599 
ale uéTpoy Xp., ii. 393 
néxor, distinguished froia & yr, 
— 7 2 PS — 

usi, i. ; in an interrogative 
sentence, 67. 741; when com- 
mencing a dependent clanse, 
ii. 471; instead of obx—ad- 
Ad, ii. 508. AP a i 588. 
p yívovro, ii. 25. 3439. as 
wore, li. 54] 

pnéd for und” 6X es, ii. 399 
MÀ erd, ii. 653 
pir ec, with Indicative, ij. 355 
prm, i. 
uixpòv Scop 600p, ii. 641 
myntai, il. 
pic8awodocia, ii, 583 
— used as a substantive, 

i. 
mioðów, i. 155 
plobeopa, i. 888 
plein, i. 48 ; ii. 788 
Musíay porovmevos, ii. 377. 413 
nuriunstop, i. 246. 356 
uvnucovvor, i. 2]7 
puruoTesoua:, i, 867. 376 
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poydor, i. 305 
po:xaàis, i. 94; ii. 690 
porxos, ii. 690 
5» cxyr!)) TOU Monsi i. 752 
podvopds capxós, 11. 296 
povai woAdai, i. 644 
© povoryerrs, ii. 375; added to 

ó Tiss Geos, 771. povoy. 
wapa, i. 520 

pórov, ii. 418 
prover góþos Gade, ii. 126. 504 
dy poppy Oso, ii. 421, 422. 

poppi for iocis, tb. 
poppæbğ Xp. iv vu., ii. 957 
pMopQoeois, ii. 22. 545 
Mona, ii. 436 
púðo:, ii. 500 
puctnpites, il. 369 
anes ii. 854. poros Óvixos, i. 

pupiades, i. 448 
puornpiov, i. 100; ii. 93. 405. 

uve. ToU ÜiAüuaTos 
O:ov, ii. 375. Tò uva. THe 
á&vouíae, 49]. vor. THe 
mwlorewst, 445. 51 

pte, ii. 436 
n vede, ii. 735 
popaivouar, i. 91 
peopia, ii. 196, 137 
peporoyia, ii. 399 
pupors, i. 81, 34, 188; ii. 564 

N. 

Nafwpaior, i. 14. 707 
vui, derivation of, ii. 569. val, 

Kopie, i. 123. val vai, oð o0, 
37 ; ii. 268. 697 

Ò vuos, the Sanctuary, i. 364. 
vaoi dpyuput "'ApTíuidos, 

vade Tov Otov, ii. 
828 

yava*yto, ii. 505 
vatxAnpos, i. 877 
ysayías, i. 744 
veavioxor, i. 348. 726 
iu i. 61. 460 ; ii. 880. 604, 

yexpow, ii. 453 
vsopuror, ii. 511 
yave, i. 
yt iAn pera, i. 136. ved. 

ávvópoc, ii. 785 
ytexopos, i. 
pewrepixoe, ii. 549 

vew- pawrepot, i. 725; ii. 727. 
Tspau, ii. 523 

vitwior, ii. 352 
pnorsia, i. 877 
yn$áA:os, ii. 5107 
vices, ii. 478. 549. 704. 722 
viıxáw, to frustrate, i. 663 
viæ Tw, distinguished from Xoúve, 

vote, i. 199 
yonua, ii. 310. »ofuaTa, 435 
youtfoua, i. 387; ii. 180 
voutnol, i. 9. 180, 181. 439 
vouíuws, ii. 598 
vóuicua ToU krjycov, i. 178 
vouodidáckaAos, ii. 501 

vonoOecia, ii. 73 
vopolsmío, ii. 614. 620 
vóuos, i. 634. 678; ii. 20. 23. 

51. 233. 429. 502; meaning 
of, in the Gospels and in the 
Acts, i. 82; in the Epistles, 
844. vópuos wiorewse, ii. 30. 
vóuos BaciXixos, i. 52 

vócos, i. 26. 59 
vocaía, brood, i. 452 
ai^ "iia and tHe Tipies, i. 

vovOscia, ii. 406 
voulsrécs, ii. 480 
vuudios, i. 67 
vunowy, i. 
viv, sane, profecto, i. 488; ii. 

471; for tore, 200 
vuxTÓs kai nutpas, ii. 466 
vvoTd(e, i. 208; ii. 741 
—— ii. 319 
ymÜpox, ii. 609. vol. Tais &xo- 

ais, 602 

AG. 

avia, i. 888 
Re, i. 763. 766. 885; ii. 
721. 724 
svodoXíe, ii. 522 
évos, distinguished from de-ros, 
i. 815; from wapotxos, ii. 384. 
467. ol Edvoe (Matt. xxvii. 
D, d meant by the term, 

iera, i. 900 
npalvouas, i. 316 
npa xsíp, i. 87 

d. 729; distinguished 
from xopros, i. 49. Edda, 

oldara for potestis, i. 52 
olxaios, il. 370; distinguished 

from idsoe, 520, 521 
oixnpa for óecuorjpiop, i. 775 
olxnTýpiov, ii. 
olkia, , i. 187 
olxodsowories, ii. 523 
olxodonie, i 760; ii. 186. 188. 
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olxodonus, ii. 397 
olxovouia, ii. 375. 385. 445. 50C 
olxovouos, i. 461; ii. 352. oix. 
puotnpluy Osov, 150. olx. 
Osov, 555 

olxos, i. 193. 480; ii. 520; dis- 
tinguished from arid, i. 

. oikos Tov Grou, 
oikos 'lopañÀ, 710. els olxov, 

«aT. oikov, 713. 731 
waca ñ olxovudyn, i. 875. -An 

3 olx., 197. 773. ù olx. ù 
puíAXXovaa. ii. 584 

olxovpós, ii. 557 
— and Meosr, i. 374; ii. 

420. 455 
olvopAvylat, ii. 720 
olus, ° quippe qui, ii. 21 
OK pou, ìi. 4: 
nui éxenoat, i. 761 
wepitout dxrarnpepor, ii, 429 
6A:0po« alios, ii. 
dduyowuyos, ii. 480 
dAoUpeurss, ii. 202 
óXoxA npía, i. 717 
OAOKAnpos, ii. 482; distinguished 
from réAecos and oA os fs, 

OAoreAns, distinguished from 
oAOxAnpos and réXecos, ii. 
482. 673 
— 509. Pad iiti 
uoge and wu. dpxy, as appli 
to God, i. 709 

óuoÜvuaóór, i. 702. 726. 776. 
Ono. iy ivl o opa, ii. 118 

ópoiate, i. 
óuouo ars, i. 798 
ópoícpa, ii. 422 
óuoA oye, i. 55. 76. 523. 859; 

ii. 556 
óuoAovyía, ii. 589. duod. 5s 

iA los, 637 
óuodporéo, ii. 716 
Sues for óuolws, ii. 230: quam- 

vis, 948 
6vap, i. 236. Kaw" 6v, i. 7 
us) dverdifwy, ii. 674 
dverdiopor, ii. 640. dvacd. TOU 

X picrov, 
Svecdor, i. 367 
podos óvixós, i. 141 
vonu, i. 667. 699. 720. 721; 

title of authority, ii. 378. 423. 
xaXioover To ôv., 1. 7,8. iv 
TG ôv., 115. óvópaTa, pers 

| dvonalíe0e i òu., ii, 899 uù dvopaliobw iv ùm., ii. 
ÓEos pera XxoÀ ny, i. 238 
éxal ris yns, ii. 
éwicw pou EAVerw, i. 26. 132 
@mÀa ddixlas, ii. 49. Ssixato- 

gúunç, ib. “ob pwros, 108 
bd (Qo, ii. 720 
émxotoç wore, ii. 339 
Swou, whereas, ii. 149 
ó* Tavóutvos, i. 697 
Gwropat, i. 870. Óyyorrat TÓr 

soy, 
fires av, i. 717 
papa, i. 763. 805 
Spaces, i. 705 
ópác, i. 127. 522. 557. 598 
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yd i. 18. 270 ; ii. 454. 463. 508 
óp'yitopna,, ii. 832 
ópyvié, i. 881 
dptorodin, ii. 342 

Sobre: for Soror, i. 510 piprac for 6p8pior, i. 
ó piles, i 1. 493 

pÜpos, i. 507. 728 
dpi<e, i. 707. jn ii. 5. 596 
Opxites, i. 
dpxwpocia. ii. ele 
opp, 5: aL ii. 686 

ó “Ocot, i. 708 
datos, ii. 618. Tà Sora TŘ 

wierd, i. 786. Sorat Xaipss, 
ii. 

décice and Cricatess, i ii, 466 
ouù THs yvwoees, ii. 

Oomny avesdias, 398. 437 
Soos, used indefinitely, i. 724; 
with genitive, 719 

iv ÓcTpakívo:? oxsvecw, ii. 

ov for otare, i. 735 
où a5, i. 93; ii. 696. oF yap, * 

i 81]. ovsx—4AAé, non tam 

. ale 

. 649 
ova, | 354 
e. div, i. 401. oval cos, 83; 

— for Gece, i. 459. oùp. 
xal À Yi qà dv T. 
oùpavoîs, ii. 376. ovpapol, 
denoting the aérial heavens, 
i. 706 ; 1i. 747 

— re—oUra —obrs, i i. 487 
OUT, ii. 477 
oUTws, i. 43; thane? siccine? 

225 
Sesréirns, i. 448; ii. 8. 63 
Spethjuata, i. 
óqsiAouay sù Fi istum ii. 405 
— 

— ji. 407. 456 
óQÜaAuós dx Aovs, a 48. 303. 
dO. wovnpos, 157. 303. 690. 
wipatiouivos, ii. 

Spice, i. 
dxAsopuas, i. 400 
$x^os, i. 133 
ó úÚpona, ii. 809 
óvrápiov, i. 569. 690 
opi eaBBáev, i. 245 
sia, i. 113 
KaT’ yus, i. 584 
éWeua, i. 385; ii. 51 

H. 

wayidesw, i. 440 
Ra ís, i. “193; ii. 519. 527 
— xowwvia, ii. 490. 

waOnrés, i. 873 
4rálos, ii. 
maidaywyós, ii. $51, 352 
wadaprorp, i. 
7aidiía, li. 406. 548. 657 
— i. 788; ii. 217. 505. 

INDEX I. 

vaidíov, a term of kindness, i. 
; ii. 587. 775 

wasdlonn, i. 808 
wailes, ii. 
wait, G servant, i. 57; the Mes- 

ken of under the name 
716. waides applied 

s male children, 12; denot- 
ing ‘ friends ° or ° officers of a 
cou 

TáAa:, i. 355; ii. 577 
Wadatde, ii. 622 
wan, ii. 
— i. 153. 539; ii. 

wakw, ii. 360 
Troas, ii. 624 
sravdoxetos, i. 432 
wavhyupis, ii. 662 
wavoupyia, ii. 280 
Td. — for rove TrávTas, ii. 

ele rò mavrah és, i. 449; ii. 617 
Favroxparep, ii. 
wavrora, i. 478 ; ii. 423 
—— i. j ik 196 

pa, propter, ii. 
sropa aive, i; 702 
*apáfacs, ii. 349. 583 
mwapaBatns vóuov, ii. 682 
wapaprd{onat, i. 907 
ao igi i. 122. 203. 453; ii. 

d» wapaBon p, ii. 648 
vAziscÜai TH vy, ii. 

"t 
wapayylAda, i. 820 
Nata paie d ii. 501. 506 
"Ser 851 ; à. 626 i. 15. 494. 759. 

7 ; ii. 
wWapaye, i. 66; ii. ite 
Tapadscynaí(o, i 
Nepaliiser, — 
wapadciatptBal, ii. 526 
— i. 24. 362. 801; ii. 

215. 493 
*apádoEov, i. 396 
iiy alae i 118; ii. 336. 448. 

inui tiri ii. 87. 91 
wapaliwpie, i. 792 
TapaÜ «n, ii. 537 
TrapauTíona:, j. 454; ii. 517 
EY 30. 794. 811.886; 

Me — 466. ele HE 479. 
549. 555. 592. 

——— ii. 57 
wapaxAnare, i. 781. 802; ii. 

420. 493. 518. 611. 670, 
TapánÀ. ToU 'lopas, i.e. 
the Messiah, i. 379 
um 647 ; ii. 7. 618. 

wapaxon, ii. 583 
"ten i 863; ii. 517. 

— i, 508; ii. 679. 

ur Tat i. 7. 25 ; hi 
215. 435. 447. 467. 49 

mepahiyonan ‘to coast — 

wapadAayn, ii. 677 
macedoyifonus, i ii. 447 

wapa vonas, ii. 658 
wapapive, ii. 679 
srapauvÜtouat, ii. 467 
wapauviia, ii. 420 
sapan &ya js, ii. 420 
wapamixpacpor, ii. 59] 
Tapa*ríaTOAua:, ii. 605, 606 
vapawscio» for waparÀs- 

viet, ii. 426 
mapa ncís, i ii. 587 
wapawopesouai. i. 318 
srapamr eua, i. 559; ii. 90. 3,5 
Wapappiw, ii. 
Tapáeuuor, i. 
srapacktvs, i. 244. wapacKevy 

ToU *rác ya, 679 
Tapaoxivt, ii. 305 
TapeTy ni i. 271. 398. 485. 
758 ; 
—— i. 471 
*rapaTíOnu:, i. 108.795. 840; ii. 

537 
TapavTíxa, ii. 284 
wapapipouat, i ii. 667 
wapappovie, ii. 318 
wapaxe(nate, i. 877 ; ii. 258 
wWapucdye, ii. 
Wapecacros, ii. 339 
Wapstesdues, ii. 658 
wapecipyopuar, ii. 44. 339 
cosi» ——— 732 
TGOSMBOAM, i. 84 UE ii. 
wapevoxrie, i. 
—— ii 64 ii, 647. 701 
wapépxouat, i i. a 
wapixe, i. 405. 830; ii. 371 
Xeipes srapsiuíva:, ii. 658 
*rapÜívos, i. 
wapiorave, i. 366. 378. 697. 

722. 859; iL 188. 405. 444. 
446. 551 

waplornut, i. 697 
wapoixke, i. 509 ; ii. 645 
— distinguished from 

évos, ii. 904 
— i. 611. 661 
x poros, i ii. 511 
wapoEvvouat, ii. 227 
wapotvepnós, i. 
wapopyiCa, ii. 406 
idola 423. 491. 696 
i i. 913. 580. 626. 658. 

791 ; ii 276. 298. 387. 
450. ais. be 
rr — «qp te Kv- 

$ ii. 

rára ság, jb. res, 
many, Tá:—uà 
for pnésie, ii. 397. «aca 
EK , 672 

T exa, i. 214. 774 
waoye, ii. 345 
waracoe, i. 222. 775. 777. 851 
watie for xarasaTáo, ii. 828. 

varíoua,, i. 
ó Tlarip c&w olxrippay, ii. 

263 rie Ens, Tue 
Kuplov "uer 'Incov Xype- 
orov, 988. T&v "TrivuáTwy, 
657. Tav boTeoev, 6/7 

watépes, denoting ‘the San- 
hodrim, i. 735; ‘the Patri- 
archs, ‘ii. 73; both parents, 649 
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4raTrpaX cas, ii. 502 
4raTpid and oixos, i. 376; ii. 388 
7rarpiaí, i. 719. 736 
watptapyal, i. 736" 
7raTpoot Orcs, i. 859 
Ta bree, i. 101 
7rtówós Toros, i. 400 
aeLeveo, i. 836 

i. 113, 295 
map yi, i. 729 5 ü. 861 
alor. i. Lal 
sss, i. 247 ; ii. 535. 608. 

weiOay wá, i. 822 
wevde, ii, 436 
wevevrse dixarocdvnp, i. 80 
Tj éXAnÜsla weiBecBa, ii. 345 
Repay AapPavacy, i ii. 652 
ki riii i. 21. 126; ii 470. 
M — Xp TÓ Hense 

upíou, wep. Osór, 
197 

wepacpol ii. 673 
Wecuom, i. 
widtuvyor Tis Oardoone, i. 141 
wevBie, i. 30; ii. 162, 163 
wivre, denoting few, ii. 233 
Meernxoors, i. 702 
wawoiOnore, ii. 387 
wervpepiva Bin, ii. 410 
¿x à» Fepareav THe YS, i. 96. 

als +d rr 60. 
— . 96. 188. 180; ii. 

arspuaipéo, i. 883 
—— abTÓ» ichra, i. 

e spifióXatov, ii. 212. 581 
— ii. 
— i. 8: — 622 
wep tP XOMAL, i. 

mepi yw, i. 394; ii. 709 
wepifeovrvus, i. 775; ii. 409 
iri dais TOU Kocgov, il. 

wepixstoba doGivecay, ii. 600 
“purus À óe, i i. 
wrepixparete — i. 878 
7r «piA áuros, 1. 871 
wepiheTouevos, i ii. 477 
7r «pioóíatos, ii. 
“epo, i. 751 
mapıTuTiw, i. 580; ii. 390. 898. 

400. 402. 432. d 466. 474 
artpimraípos, ii. 528 
7spumimTes, i. 673. 883 
Fepiroiouat, i. 840 ; ii. 512 
Tune ji. 377. 479. 649. 

wepippiryvunt, i. 809 
7 5p.O T des, i. 
wepicoela, ii. 301. erepue caía 

«axíae, 
wapioceves, i. 93; ii 26. 257. 

301. 375. 447. 472. wep. 
vw, 496 

arepiaaóv, i. d 40. ix mipis- 
cov, ii. ; 

wiptecoripet irs 469. 582 
wsprorspa, i. 21 
iA rut e i 795; ii. 870 

' 
— ii. 429. 

wept lOnu 
Wepsrrouy 

onpatoy rapironũjs, 95 

ersperpéare, i. 873 
bd post ii. 561 
wsplywpoe The loAi alas, i. 

Tov 'lopdávov, i. 17 
Tipiy nua, i ii. 159 
Wepwepevouat, derivation and 

meaning of, ii. 
dad wripvet, ii. 802. 305 
wersiva Tou oUpavov, i. 49 
witpa, i. 55 
II£rpos, i. 129 
TA werpwen, scil. ywpla, i. 99 
7wy) Tov aluaror, i. 288. 
Rot T» UÓdTo», ii. 846. 

46dA:op, i. 883 ; ii. 686 
wn ixes, ii. 370 
wpa, i. 72 
Tides, i. 715 
wBavor ta, ii. *— 
Ba TiKpa aq gr Pris 
pa wexpias, . Tp. 
A . 898 
— i. 885 
7rwakídiov. i. 
w va, i. 112 
alvey wornerov Kupíov, ii. 205. 

wivaw alna, 
wempauivor và auapriay, ii. 

mro, ii. 111. 697 
— i. 557; ii. 464. 502, 

quo TiKOS, i. 341 7 
wiers, i. 58. 221. 417. 598; iL 

367. 430. 439. 546. eù miT» 
* 115. ol ix sous, 

ropov THe %., 
—* T)» w., D 

—— ii. 3 
TicTÓs, ii. 503 miords TG 
Kvpíe, L 807. rixva wierd, 

Dem ii. 464. 492 
?rA dvos, i. 244; ii. 515 
TÀavoyTt$ Kai wavepevor, ii. 

546. 561. 592. 599 

306. : 
wr8oe, i. 501. 782. 798 
wrnOivew, i. 731. — 
aAntuve ae. ii. 701 

— ——— ii. pate 
— 
ap, i. i. 8$; for wine STi, ii. 

417. 482 
TÀspyt IlosíuaTot — i. 

eine. wlerews 
— éyaðov ipyæv, tel 
s npodopác, i. 362; ii. 551 
wA npodopía, ii. 446. 462. 609 
wXAnpoe, i. 82 795; ii. 437. 
ÖT ct a npesfj, i. 14. re- 
aAńpærta: ó caper, 250. ida 
awrnpa0jvac thy ped 
700. 4ua*wAnpexíva: TÒ sH- 
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ayyihiov, ii. 121. wr. ròv 
Aoyow T Tou Osov, 445. vÀmn- 

uy Thy xapdlay Tivos, i. 
724. qTÀnp. Tov Ópóuov, 784. 
TÀnp. Tv vopov, ii. 106. 
Ane: TÓV — TOU Osov, 

wanoh: — 
— i. 700 ; ii. 

[À pena, i. 968. sel ii. 91. 
853. 379. 389. 392. 444. Àp. 
E nt, 206. To» Xpierov, 

ó Ane ior, i. 39. 181. 490 
[TÀ nc uorf, ii. 452 
qÀoidptov, i. 272 
«otov, i. 26. 874 
awhovoles, ii. 456 
wrovroe óns, ii. 977. wh. 
THY XpueróTuTos, l7. wA. 
Ts xdpvTos, 497. wr. darAó- 
TOS, 

awoutay ale Oads, i. 443 
Tyva, summary of the various 

senses of, in New Test., i. 6. 
wvewuata dxaSapra, 273. 
7599 &AnBelas, 648. dofs- 
velas, 449.  xacTavóEses, ii. 

TOU KoomoU TOU 
poo, 895. THY * oTtewt, 283. 
iv copig kai wv., i. 733. 
codías xai dwoxahuews, ii, 
377. iv wrvsÜnat, ov rise 
part, 24. xapà iv 5 
Tinu: iv rv., i. 
mávoę Tæ Ty., 838. 
Tov  TlwsógaTos, ii. 
Tvstua dy:ov, i. 368. ud- 
Xapa Tov Iiv., ii. 410. g" 
Tv., b. IHvsöpa alóviov, 627. 
IIysbnua THY yap: Tos, 
vavio bai iv Tees 376 

Wevparixos. ii. 368. 44 
TyUivuaTiuKoS, m ly, ii. 830 
wviyw, i 145 
TÒ myixróy, i. 800 
Toiíw, to acquire traffic, i. 

fer, 098; 1 pan to pass, ii. "Er 
Wonca, to remove, L 
wouty iv abre, 187. aĝ- 
now, $94. thy ddr(4Oerav, 
98, 799. éxéixnors, bg 

éXenuocivae, 30, 
— ii. 377. — n 
a , 969. ovdtvds  Ao*yov, 

wacya, 217. wowcas 
Xoóvov 

à rouse, i. 613; ii. 392 
motor, ii. 104 ; for ris, i. 150 
móir, ii. 554. x. dyia, i. 23 
moditépxm, i i. 813 
70A (2ía, ii. 383 
woXirevua, ii. 419, 438 
woXtrevouat, i. 851; ii. 419 
woAXar\aclova, i, 478 
*roÀAol for marres, i. 161. 221 
Todvioyla, i. 43 
— xal wohurpéret, ii, 

woAvwolx:Xor, il 887 
wodds ó Adyos, ii. 602 
Ive i T s 805; ii. 14 
rovn ; distinguished 
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from xaxós, 211. àufpa wov., 
ii. 402. 409. 546. «ov Tomm- 
pov, whether denoting evil, or 
the Evil one, i i. 35. 45. 105 

wopsia, ii. 675 
woptvouevor, i. 72 
vopÜío, i. 758; ii. 336 
woptopos, ii. 526 
wopveia, i. 36, 800; ü. 14. 161. 

398. 454 
Topvsýw, ii. 201 
?rópyn, ii. 651. 685 
woppupa and xoxxivn, i. 297 
sropivpós es, i. 7 
srorarós, i. 
un ii. 339; for «poriépav, ii. 

Woriptoy THe evdoyias, ii. 204 
wou—; wou—; ii. 35 
wpayma, ii. 473; a suit, 167. 
TpáyuaTa Tov piov, 538 

Teayuareves, i 
— i 237. 857; ii. 

@paxrep, i. rv 
mpos, i. 30. 85 
mpgórTns, ii. 368. 390. 455. 529 
wpac,é, 1. 
*pácc e, i. oen ii. 435, to exact, 

i. 385. 48 
—— i. 3 
—Qxx sopas i ii. 688 
mpirsı, ii, 585. 618 
?rpto eie, ii. 410 
wpecButipioy ToU — i. 501 
r Peele pots ; 3, 720. 
"13 ; ii. 519. 
Tener i BB ii. i 567 
rTos B ¿>u 
pie, i. "38. 70 70 ̂  
9 piv f) for spl», i. 6 
wpó xpocwwov, i. 784 
@poaye, i. 774, 775; ii. 505 
TpoatpetaDa: iv xapata, i ii. 306 
w®poaridopat, ii. 27 
?rpoaxoves, ii. 
€poBáXXes, i i. 831 
awpoBatixos, i. 558 
arpófla-rov, i. 611, 612; ii. 70 
*rpofliBáto, i. 112. 83i 
* po*y uasa «es, ii. 
[T pÓ^y veis, decree, i. 707 ; ii. 
P 

Tpoypáde, ii. 945. ^4rpoys- 
paunivos ale «pipa, 781 

arpddnkor, ii. 6 ii. 
4rpodpoyos, ii. n? 
qm posAarí(e, ii. 376 
Tporrayyihouan ii. 5 
Wpostoimatery als dof. Ean, ii. 80 
Tpowwa'y*yt gusto 
7rpoé yos, ii. 
*póU1cis, ii. 69. 76. wir 

Tpó0. Tie Kapdias, i . 772. 
%p009. rev ñpTev, ii. 

xrpoBscuía, i ji. 352 
apobuuia rou Oti, ii. 802 
®poidovea, i. 
xpoterauat, i ii. 480. 511. 563 
?pokupéeco, i. 783; ii. 348 
wpoxdwres, i. 107 ; ii. 336, 546 
%póxpina, ii. 524 
7?rpoA évyes, ii. 

INDEX I. 

mpoXapuBáve, i. 884; ii. 214 
wpodnpen, i ii. 368 
srpóvoia, 1. 
?rpovooóputyos Kad, ii. 108 
Tpoopáona:, i. 707, 708 
wpoopites, ii. 68. 374. 376 
"pondo yxw, ii. 464 
xporipwe, i. 796 ; ii. 814 
v pores, i. 833; Í Tw d 
Tpós, respecting, i. li 
ret eas with nouns of time, 
i 

epocáfiBaoy, i. 355 
Sposa yopiohiis d ii. 602 
Tpooáyw, ii. 71 ̀  — 

avTois Xépa», i 
%pocavyeyñ, ii. d 
xe pocait oy, i. 
wpocavaridenat, ii. 937 
wpocawethia, i. 722 
portikoa, i. 456; ii. 560. 

mpoodoxla, i. 775 
mwpocedpaves, ii. 184 
erpocípxouau, i. 726, 727. 766; 

ii. 644. 661 
ñ, i. 399. 711. 732. 806; 

. dri ray poc. pov, 
377 

wpocíyw, i. 40. 746; ii. 500. 
518. ^arpocéysw dad Twos, 

pose 

i. 53 
qTpocnAocas, ii. 449 
?rpócoxaipos, i. 102 
T posxaA £e, i. 711. 805 
ve, 711, 712, 747. 

xapripnace, ii. 410 
M. 283 
—— TQ IIasAq, 

erpocaaiyTos, i. 876 
wpocxAirona:, i. 730, 731 
Kata © ark ii, 524 
spooxoN X ée, i. 7 
wpdoxouua, i i. Ps 188 
Feocxowres, ii. 15 
wpockuviw, i. 9. 24. 56. 513. 

766 
a tes no) i. 132. 825, 826. 
d — 

TBROGMâúvVc, i. 
wposopul{es, i. 299 
alec oa ii. b 
wpocoy Gites, ii. 
erpóaawos, i. 764 
wpocrütarrse, i. 707 
wpoemottoua, L 511 
TpocTé&Tis, ii. 123 
wpoorlOnus, i. 280. 469. 774; 

ii. 29. 849. 375; with the In- 
finitive, i. 774, 775 

Fpoopayioy, i. i. 689 
erpóqasis, i. 187 
swpocbáres, i. 
— i. 11. 34. 656; ii. 

vrpoa Qu iis, ii. 435 
bli bee. i. 860; ii. 398 
mesa xvers ToU " aluaros, ii. 

TpocwoNmrrío, ii. 682 
v pos wo fierns, i. 707 

w®pocemodnwia, ii. 20. Tpos- 
exo) nv/íar, 680 — 

Trpócwoy Tpos Tpócwtrov, 
ii. 229. ^4rpoce*ovr THe ys- 
vicewt, 678. arp. THe yn, 
i. 446. p. á&rÜperror os 
AapBaves, ii, 340. ,"e. £p. 

wpocoTe, o 

F 

wporiOnmt, ii. 29 
— — i. 826 
— awrsovetias, ii. 

apopyteia, L 705; ii. 221. 481. 
505. 519 

lt 9 L. 55. 843; ii. 209. 
238. 705 ; a play on the double 
sense of, i x 
— i. 14. 52. 77. 191. 

772, 773 
558 

wpoprris, i. 381 
KA A a 768. awpoxsipi- 

lonas, 
wpupon, i. 88] 
wpwtoxabedpia, i. 185 
[peToxÀio (a, i. 185. 453 
=patov for wporspoy, i. 654 
© pero, beat, i 

; iL 224. 392. 

rae, — 806; 
; iL. perros, 

of all,” i. 50. 4pérr« 
—— ii. ios 

xpwroorarns, i . 858 
rpeoTóxos, i. 8: ii. 442. 579. 

*rp«TOTÓKOL, 
T'TGÍo, ii. 

arondirres, i i. 512 
*rTApiyiop, i. 23 
Fronore, ii. 715 
ov, i. 19 iis 
TTðponai, ii. 
wrexoi, i. 465. wr. re Fré- 

wúXa, Zëov, i. 130 
wuvPdvouat, i. 
wi, difference of meaning when 

used with and without the 
US i. 317. avpós X9) ec, 

wed, i. 884 
wipyor, i. 455 
wpsrot, i. 
?rvpós, ii, 545 
*vpovuai, ii. 320, 321. Biàs 

qTATUpesutya, aio 
TÓpweis Tpót wapacpop, ii. 

wadop, i. 163 
Tepoopat, i. 298; ii. 89 
Weepoocis, i 271; ii. 394 
wee for ör, ii. 402 

P. 

'P t, i. 
M dene, i. 648 
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petioupynua, i. 823 
ad 779 

axa, i. 
pavri{w, ii. 627. 629. ippa- 

Ticuívos tas xapdiat áwó 
“ouvedicees Tornpas, ii. 636 
— ii. T d 

pire, i. 857 
pita, i. 19; ii. 659 
biloveba dv à dry, ii. 388 
piwifouas, ii. Mg 
Pim, i. 71. 849. 879 
601% nddy, i ii. 748 

— 463 
opat, ii. 

purapia, ii. 678 
pumapés, ii. 680 

caBBariones, i ii. 596 
cafiBa rov — i. 699. Ta 

cáfiBara, enoting *one sab- 
bath,” 260 - 

oayrvn, i. 107 
caivouat, ii. 470 
oaxkor, i. 
conn): 202. 708. 723. 813; 

oddavyE, i ii. 476. 661 
cada ile, i. 
Lapapsirye, i. 
ca*pós, i. 54. X. ii. 397 
cams por, ii. 864. 
capyden, ii. 322 
oadpcror, ii. 807. 664 
cupxixai iwiOupiar, ii. 711 
xar — évroAns capxixye, 

ti. 616 
edp, ii. 366; denoting n, 
S. 297. «e det ula, à. MT. 
oapE xai alpa, 129; ii. 
8s xarà  capxa, 3657. 
406. xai n capxi xal iv 
Kuole, yerat els 
Tat en d eod i» capxl, 
909. Tà ipya rie o., 
rd aes Juípais T3* capxós, 

Larava, i. 132 
K —— Tó Ivevma, ii. 481 
oifacua, ii pagel 
LeBaorée, i. 866, 867 
etfóuavos roy Ged», i, 807 
osioua: for n ir e i. 165 
esipal Zóov, ii. 741 
osiouór, i. 6]. 196. 245 
orknnd{ouat, i i. 27, 28. 187 
esuílals, ii. 
canvó9, ii. m 
capvorne, ii. 506. 558 
ennaíve, i. pA 772; ii. 791 
onystoy, i. 203. 890 88; ii. 

onp. Tipitos, ii. 85 

onuscoupmas, ii. 496 
orutpor, ii. 59). ou. kel að- 

prop, i. 
or c, ii. 694 
ors, i. 47 
ekápios, i. 847 
cíxspa, i. 
ZiXovavos, ii. 459 
orpixivOrov, i i. 828 
Ziva, i. 
civarı, i. 138 
owdwy, i. 243. 848 
gu Ge, i. 496 
cvricTá, i. — 
ciTos, i. 737. 882 
— 85. 79. 102. 141; 

axávčaňon, i i. 79. 106. 493 
oxamrey wepi, i. 449 
oxewaopara, ii. 527 
oxevy, i i 
exsvos, i. 330. 757. 764. 878; 
n 79. 541; ; applied to woman, 

ewyvi, i. 136. 742. 799 ; ii. 626. 
ñ arpérrn cxn, 623, oxneas 
alevíovs, i. 468 

oxnvornyla, i. 580 
G1voT0(6€, i. 022 
c«nvos, li. 284, 285 
oxnudes, i. 520; ii. 818 
oxivwua, denoting the human 

, ii. 
ond, i 450. 620. 632 
cxipráo, i. 369 
oxAnpoxapédla, i i. 148 
oxXnpos, i. 211. 577. 755 
exAnporpd dos, i. 743 
exXnpóve, ii. 77. oxXnpove- 
pas, i. ; ii 
oe 111; ii. 72. 
oxodow TH ca pki, L 
—X $ 368." 492. xavá 

oxowdy Óuoxe, ii. 431 
cop (Cw, i. 91; ii. 906, 307 
oxoría, i. 519 
cxorítona:, ii. 394 
coTos, i. 25; ii. — ewóros, 
p , B& . 212. 400. 

auépadow i ii. 429 

oxvlpwwee, i. 
axóAAoguat, i. 71 
exiÀA«c, i. 71. 417 
oxvAa, i. 436 
parus inar ji. 864 
cguúpun, i. 688 
LoAomavos orod, i. 615 
Copos, i. 
cov „i, 481. 6 625 
dt iun 82. 408. 733; ii. 153. 

75. 446. 674; distinguished 
from cuveass, ii. 

escogicopuivo: núbor, ü, 737 
* ii. 153. 402; distinguished 

m cvraTós, i 84 
orapdeoe, i. 
owapyavow, i. 376 
evaraldi, i ii. 
at eipa, i. 670. 762. 874 
omsipo, to bestow, ii. 306 
c akovA drop, i. 294 

887 

PR saad ji. 425. 549 
owépua, i. 179 ; ii. 75. 348 
owappodrdyos, i. 815 
owed, ii. 748 
er1jAa:a, ii. 653 
eviÀdéts, ii. 785 
aiXos, ii. 405. 743 
id ta ii. 686 ni 
oxXayyxvíi — 
aiot ii. wo 455. 
ee 368. Eri iA íovs, 

— ii. 469 
omovéaioriows, ii. 427 
eov, ii. or. 302, 303 
orabivres, i i. 727 
ordas, i. 796. 834.  aTdow 
xev, ii. 625 

c'ravpós, i. 237 ; ii. 970. 449 
oraupoe, ii. 
orapurh, i. 54 
Taxen i. A 

itle ii. 495 
eTtva'yuoí, ii. 67 
n) orevatere, i ii. 696 
oTevoxX pees, ii. 
erevoxwpla, ii. 19. 70. 326 
oTepia Tpoph, ii. 
eTepéopa, ii. 447 
— AE dxavbev, i. 297. 

arip. tis (eris, ii. 675 
oTepavów, Y 
ornxe, ii. 111 
ernp[(e, ii. 7. 470. 472. 494 
orlypuara, i li. 
erry) xpóvov, i. 388 
orod, i. 
sod, i i. 829 
rot; i. 845; ü. 868. 371. 

oroxsia, ii. 748. —— 
Tov kòguov, 352, 448. 
The dp ñe, 6 

oroX}, i. : 491; 
eTóua axaípas, i. ii. Sua naxalp 
orpdrevua, i. 502, 853 
orpareve, ii. 505 
orpatyyol, i. 494. 719 
eTpaTià ToU — i. 741 
erpnáto, ii. 
oT pevvupe, i. 761 
eS ii. M 

Xe, i. 26. 323 
ot sd. gTúÀo@ xal 

e b san zm &AnOsías, 513 
Erwixol, i. 814 
ovyyveun, ii. 475, 176 
Md jii rini ii. w 
ovyxaraTíOsue:, 

—— wi 233, 504 xepdvvupt, li 
— ————— ii. 95. 851. 394 
ov —— Toit ipyoss, ii. 

evykou[te, i. 746 
ovyniwre, i. 449 
itin ag i. 431 
evyxto, 1 
evyxedouat, i. 549 

Xovopat, i. 
x sty avre, i, 808 
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ov(srnore, i. 796, 797 
oul(ntnrHne Tov alevos Tovrov, 
i 135 E 

oe vyos, ii. 
Gv(wotroiic, ii. 449 
evka, i. 
Cuaduivos, i. 469 
ouxcopopia, i. 479 
Cuxopartics, i. 385.480 . 
co vA ayeyíco, ii. 448 
ovAaes, ii. 315 
ovd\\upBavouat, i. 394 
evAAaufdre, i. 774 

evulaei eio, ii. 539 
evufliBd(e, i. 758. 805; ii. 147. 

393. 451 
evufloóAior iroiovv, i. 271 
evunëšToxort, ii. 386. 
Cuumtunrai, ii. 432 
eóupuopdqoos, ii. 433 
cuunoppovpuevor, ii. 430 
€vurapaxaA Zona. ii. 7 
cuuweabncar tate &ocÜspeiaic 

fev, ii. CvuT. Tots 
— * 

Cupwdpetps, 
ovunwepiAanBaves, i. 836 
GuuwAnpoupar, i. 424. 702 
cums pac Brrepos, ii. 726 
0CvuTÓSI& euunwoeia, i. 
cuuhipa, ii. 
eoudona, ii. 56 
cumuXéirne, ii. 468 
Su QvTos, ii. 47 
€vudée, i. 412 
Cuudevin, i. 726 
Cuuderla, i. 460 
cimoyor, ii. 421 

Gvraty ua cos, ii. 570 
€vraAt(onua:, i. 
ovuvavanlyoups, ii. 496 
— i. 432; ii. 

evra'Tra*yonat, ii. 102. 342 
€vrapuoAoyáoyua, ii. 393 
GvrapTrdles, i. 415 
covóscpos, i. 750; ii. 890. 455 

627. 6 couveld al Sah 
501. 505. evvsid. xaapa, 
535, 556. ovveid. srownpa, 
"1s a cvysióncu Oio, 

ovveides, i. 724. 775 
ovvixenpoe, i. 831 
evrsA asves, i. 739 
ovvapyis, ii. 684 
Gvvsp-yós, ii. 469. 567 
cuverA Geta acTovs, i. 6 
cuvipyouat, i. 70 
ouvectie, i. 582; ii. 167. 341. 

wbraecs, i, 382; ii. 385. 446; 

INDEX I. 

rr ama from coglie, 
44 

ouveros, i. 779; distinguished 
from coder, 84 

cuvevioxay TD avatpicn, i. 

i. 27. 446. 744. 822; 

ocvvadouas, ii. 58 
CvrnAuxiérrnt, ii. 336 
cvrÜpemes, i. 843 
evvinus, i. 102; ii. 27 
ovviornus, ii. 25. 41. 273. 291, 

312. 443 
cevyouodouáo, ii. 885 
€vrouopíc, i. 
ouvoxn, i. 491; ii. 270 
— ¿y Ba?rrícpaT:, ii. 

eurri\ua Tov &lovos, i. 106. 
108. 195.  cvrrüuia Tav 
alere», ii. 630 

cuvrnpie, i. 293 
cvrríÉsua:, i. 606, 607 
cuvroves, i. 858 
ovvrplBes, i. 341. 423 
cvrTpodoos, i. 778 
CvvvToxpivouat, ii. 341 
qim Lvpopoineca, i. 122 

pris, i. 
eépe, i. 746. 794 
evecnpoy, i. 
cv$ccepnos, ii. 386 
cvaTaTikal imioroXal, ii. 274 
evo TíAA c, i. 726; ii. 181 
cevcToixío, ii. 
cvorparcaryt, ii. 426 
evo Toi eo, i. 
cuerpo, i. 834 

suaí(ouat, ii. 97 
Zvxap, i. 
Toyi, i. 741 
opeay Yw, i. 244. 547. 571; to 

keep silence, ii. 827. eppayi- 
p Te IIvevmars kyi, 
pik edpcytodpevot nat, 

ehpayie, ii. 85. 190. 541 
sprees: i. 715 

eyfiua Tov xóepov, ii. 183 
cximatrs sopiÜsie ec &yÜpos- 

wot, ii. — 
i{opaı, i. 1 
xn i. 615; ii. 133. 223 

cadppocven, ii. 508 
cuadpop, ii. 510 
eedpores, ii. 560 

TaTivodpecvrn, L 858; iL 
890. 421. 450. 452 

Tewsíyescuo, i. 369: ü. 675 
— i. 9. 298. 801; ii. 

Taprapeeas, ii. 741 
Táccopat:, i. 787. 789. 888 
T&X:or, ii. 513 
Taxiws, ii. 488. 524 
Gia row Tel yous, i. 758 
Texpnpror, i. 697 
vexvia, i. 642, 689. 801. 815; 

ii. 357 
Tíkva, denoting ‘ inhabitants,’ 
a 193. ráxva Ox:oo, 5: 
tixva ty ia eXéat, ii. 
75, 359. ríxva bo 

riAsiot, i. 40. 152; ii. 141. 398. 
431. 608. i 7 iv Xprote, 
446. rid. Tate ppeci, 233; 
distinguished from óAóxAg- 
pos and óXorsA vs, 673 

Teraorys, ii. 455 
T&À (00, ii. 616. 635. aX esovo 

TÓ» Spopmor, i. 838. mreAavovy 
viva, ii. 586. sÀ escena, L 
904. 452; ii. 431. 602. 625. 

Tto opio, i. 413 
TíÀsvTGOP Vardre, i. 118 
THe Tí ev T 8S, sc. TOU Biov, i. II 
vidos, eani * fi punish- 

o xo áte, i. 97 ment,’ ii. 8]7. ale TéAos, i. 
exo Tu kwvov, i. 828 473. -íXos vóuov Xpurrés, 

e, i. 7. 61. 69. 450. 713. 83 rò vidos, 247. Tò ri- 
; ii. Aor Kvplov, 697 

cima Tije duaprías, ii. 47. 449. rédes, ii. 51; distinguished 
capara, denoting persons, ii. from dópos, 105. “àw à 

; , es»cor, i. ] 
Guwparixes, ii. 448. 517 TsÀ&viop, i. 66 
coopsie, ii. 545 Terpdiwvr, i. 7/4 
ZecÓOírns, ii. 129 TtTpaxóeia, i. 796 
Zeráp, i. 729; applied to God tstpdunvor, i. 555 

the Father, ii. 518 Terpd reda, i. 765 
cernpla, i. 984. 720, 721. 788; rexrirme, ii. 854. may». and 

ii. 9. 417. 479. 608 dw, i. 830 
cipis, ii. 559 TnNavyës, i. 311 
cedporíe, ii. 288 rnpte, i. 862 
cudpoviXes, ii. 557 jogos, i. 727 
codporionóos, ii. 585 ums, i. 653, 654; ii. 224; for 
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rotið., i. 638,  Ti0Íve:, 
Vrexrv, i. 613. 1710. wapa 
— TÍ0s:c0a:. iv T9 
wapdia, i. 872. 724, 725. 
ibero iv wvedpars, 829. 
TiÜívai Bovi v, 877 

vixtes, i. 
*ríAA o, i. 85 
iude, ii. 406 ; to support, 519. 

Tipdopat, ‘to have a price 
set on one's head,” i. 234 

eius, i. 724. 886; ii. 19. 101. 
223. 523. 600. 709 

erípios, ii. 151 
rie, used for numeral, i. 406. 

rie for 4oios, 704; ii. 149. 
vie 41; i. 523. vi obv iors; 
844. ri iuol xal col; 531. 
Tí fui» xal coi; 62. í T 
[pose ci: 692; intensive, 638 

alrhor, i. 079 
"0, in reference to a sentence, 

i. 150. 817. 424. 493; a sign 
of vocative, 317 

Totxs xexonapévs, i. 852 
*róxos, i. 211 
"Toudcraspos, ii. 597 
TOTov á*oXoyías AauBdreiw, 

i 866. towor usTaroías, ii. 
660. swopevOqvar ele Tòr 
1diop r., i. 701, 702. o?or 
ix, 122. r. dora, i. 453; 
ià. 396 

rore (Hebr. w), ii. 634 
TovTO uiy—TovTo ĝi, ii. 640 
Tpdra Ça, i. 482. 534. 792 
hai (ri i. 211 
TpayxnA(Touai, ii. 598 
tpdgndAov boríÜUnu:, ii. 123 
Tpaxets Too! i. 881 
Tpets raBspvat, i. 887 
Tpipauy Tar xapdius, ii. 695 
+plBodor, i. 54; ii. 
Tp, i. 316 
pie, used of an uncertain num- 

ber, ii. 325. iwi rpie, i. 765 
aploreyor, i. 
od«xot Tp[Xuos, ii. 814 
Tpouot, ii. ron 
Tponne dwooxlacua, ii. 677 
Tpowot, ii. 497; for 400%, 666 
Tpodoi1, i. 73; ii. 608 
7Tpodqodoopíe, i. 782 
TpoXot THs yrviczes, ii, 686 
TpvuaAid, i. 924 
Tpvon, i. 407 
Tpéryevr, i. 640 
Twy Xdve, i. 828 
TVuTaviLoua,:, ii. 652 
vTvwor, ii. 22. 462. riot Tov 

médXovroe, 42 
vo Te, ii. 189 
Tupdvvev exo ñ, i. 828 
Tvpfldfe, i. 433 

&vsuot repevixos, i. 87 7 
éwipedsiae TvXsiy, i. 875, 876 

Y. 

0dXacca šaÀ Üm, ii. 844 

CBpre, i. 877; ii. 326 
vBpiorne, li. 15 
$702, i. 793 
bysalvovres Àdyot, ii. 502. 549 
Aoyor oy: fe, ii. 558, 559 
vépla, i. 531 
beara wodAd, i. 545 
vloBeoia, ii. 72. 374 
Tide ‘YWierov, i. 867. vide 

Oros, 60. 117. 243. 675. 
vide Aavté, 70. 88 Yide ToU 
dvOpeawov, 563, 564.  Yiós 
TOV av@., difference of mean- 
ing when used with Articl 

. Ylée Tov d»0. and 
Xpwrros, whether synony- 
mous terms, 634. Yide ToU 
Osov and ó Xprcroe, distinc- 
tion between tho appellatives, 
128. 579. Yide rapax- 
Sws, 724 

vios, ‘a descendant,’ i. 4. vide 
AiafoAov, 780. vide yedoune, 
188. ¿ó viós rie dAvOsías, 
667. vloí, denoting ‘ family 
in general,” 549. vioi +7 
dsreiÜsíae, ii. 381. viol ris 
BaciAsiae, i. 58. THe 
Scabyans, 719. viol pords 
xal nuspae, ii. 478. viol Tov 
vvudo eros, 67. viol Tav rpo- 

wréev, 719. vloi Tov Yy- 
— 402, viol Tov Osov, 

UA, ii. 686 
Uuvos, ii. 403 
Uuvouy Tov Orór, i. 809 
(ráye, i. 63. 152. 219. 417. 

629, 654 ; ii. 

Tíx«va vTakore, 704. 
Uraxony TWicrses, 4 

vrakxoso, i. 732. 775; ii. 423. 
496 

Swravdpor, ii. 52 
UraptE:s, i. 712; ii. 640 

svaytious, ii. 638 
dwip, for wAdoy, ii. 818; for 

madrXAov ñ, 326; for repi, 
488. iip ix weptacoy, 389 

bwrepatpdpuevos, ii. 
UT tpaxpos, li. 
brepBulvw, ii. 473 
twrepBorn THe Cuvdusee, ii. 

. Kab’ vrepBoriv sie 
UwapfoAsv, 204. xa’ rep- 
Bo úv, for epcdpa, 336 

Umepsíóo, i. 
ÜTspak apio aov, ii. 471. 480 
“alsakan sud ii. 312 
bwapexyxiw, i. 403 
Uwepertvyxave, i. 648 
Uwspixev wdyra you, ii. 494 
dwrepngpavia, i. 303 
bwspydavos, ii. 15. 544, 691 
UrepXiay, ii. 314. 326 
Urapvixde, li. 70 
bwrspoyii, ii. 
SrepwAcovd{es, ii. 508 
Uwapuydo, ii. 423 
repov, i. 49. 699 
bm «4peréo, i. 786. 863 
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Senopirne, i. 85. 363. 390. 871 
UwoBddAw, i. 734 
broypapuos, ii. 718 
vrodavypa, ii. 
brodelxvupe, i. 18 
— i 492. 813; ii. 

irroófuaTa, i. 19. 73. 257 
bvodpíue, 1. 878 
(vo(oyior, i. ] 

bwroxproce, ii. 515 
broxpirhe, i. 41 
— i. 431. 698; ii, 

U*oAjwioy, i. 170 
bwropuives, li. 657 
vmomiuyhoxæ, ii. 561. 736. 783 
monovi, ii. 66. 461. 485. 495. 

641. 657. 673. 735 
bwévoras wovnpai, ii. 526 
Vom, i. 
U*oTrto, i. 877 
brooracie, ii. 905. 578. 592 
VTroeTíAXopa:, ii. 642 
Uoc ríAAo, ii. 841 
brocro\ h, ii. 643 
Ve u^ a i 383; ii. 104, 

404. 
bwrordoow, ii. 379. 585 
bworlOamat, ii. 517 
VvroTpíxo, i. 878 
UToTUT wc.:s, ii. 504. 536 
brormáto, i. 478; ii. 197 
Vocem Trepi ívra, i. 
vorepio, i. 151; ii. 29, 188. 

815. 594 
Soripnua, ii. 445. 471 
vorinow xaipois, ii. 515 
iv wynos, ii. 5 
upndAors Te» ovpapepr, ii. 

618 P Ç 
nÀ od porta, ii. 531 
ó iyoros applied to the Deity, 

i 285. i» oie iwicerors, 
165. 378 

Oye, i. 709. hpoe05rac TO» 
Yiós Tov áy0pór vov, 684 

9. 

i» Eprov, i. 452 
S here or @sÀ ón, ii. 550 
Vd gum ii. 401. 453. 631 
, oe davepe for bavspë@t, ii. 

davipwaie, ii. 220 
aver, i. 670 
davra{Lopusvoy, ii. 662 
gavracia, i. 
$árracpa, i. 116 
pappaxıla, ii. 366 
aoe for fun, i. 846 
arn, i. 
edrovn or harrévn, ii. 550 
$ípoua:, i. 702. 878; ii. 629; 

used of — 740 
Q$ípo, ii. 57 
Ore, i. 91; ii. 312 
Q$0aprós eríQaros, ii. 196 
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POwowrewpivos, ii. 785 
8ovor, ii. 
@8opa, ii. 451 
$iáÀa:, ii. 845 
pirayaBor, ii. 555 
piatà dia, ii. 101. 474. 666 
iravtpwwia, ii. 561, 562 
pirapyupos, i ii. 544 
$íXavTos, ii. 
Q iÀ éco, soleo, i. 42 
PtAndovor, ii. 544, 545 
$i nua dor, ii. 482, 488 
$a ov xósuov, ii. 690 
Qi oEsvía, ii. 666 
Qi Esos, ii. 511 
Quom perrtim, ii. 718 
$i oeTopyos, ii. 101 
QiNorTuuoupnau, li. 12]. 286. 474 
PT applied to persons, i. 

"M ii. 686 
PL 466. 739. iv evel 
ono ii. 486 
QA vapor, ii. 522 
Sy ixdoxyh xpicoswe, ii. 

Qofíw, i. 286; ii. 594 
#$oBrrpov, i. 489 
PoBos, i. 712; ii. 165. deBos 

Grou, pera $éflov xal 
TpÓuov, 424 

Soin, i. 877 
Qovtiw, ii. 696 
povos, ii. 366 
— S onn from TéÀos, 

oprioy Bae rátur, i ii. 369 
— ix oxyowlw», i. 

pay À À óe, i. 237 
ppayuós, i. 455 
$párTe, ii. 29. 316 
$ptraxarás, ii. 368 
$ptvamárws, ii. 555 
ppoviw, ii. 414. 453. ppovsiv 
Ta Tivos, pov. TO 
avró, ii. 102. 118. 421. 432, 
433 

ppovyars, ii. 375 
$póviuos, i s i. 74. 208 
povpionat, ii. 35] 
Ppovpodmevos, ii. 702 
$pvácao, rd 
p 
des t 15; 775 ii. 718. 881 
prraxiles, i. 
gudaxriiproy, i. wt 
pviáosw, i ii. 750. pvAacoew 
— 203 

al pura Tis YAS, i, 
épana, ii. 91. 164 
Puoixoe, ii. 743 
$vo:óopat. ii. 161 
poors, ii. 212. 354. 686 
pvolwsıs, i ii. 328 
QvTsía, i. 121 
Qe) s óe, i. 60 
þpwviw, i. i. 222. 766 
ov), i. 21. — 632. 784. 4X- 
— ah p., ii. 857_ 

Qs, i. 25 . 48. ; for wip, 349. 
Tikva pers, ii. por 
olxa» axpoortov, 591. $e, 

INDEX I. 

i. e. 
637. rò 

Tip TOW 
733. 

Pwarhper i» TG 

oTov 

Jesus Christ, i. 636, 
Pat Tov Kocpov, 

32. 573. 605. 619, 620. 
par Tie Cone, 593. 

TÓ 
ó Ia- 

ii. 677. 732, 
viot eros, 478. 

Koopes, ii. 

der o, ii. 186, 377. 386. 606. 

$wriepos, ii. 281 

X. 

eips, i. 237. alpers, 31. 
XOT xaíp. ir Kvpig, ii. 

xaipe, 101; distin- 
ished from 4 eAÀ:tde, i. 

l. Xaíosu,a form of of salu: 
tation, 801; ii. 673 

XaAXáo, i. 879. 881 
Xa) sm óe, i. 62; ii 543 
XaÀxoÀ í vos, ii. 795 
adxds fj x», ii. 225 
avady, 1. 7 

yuu; Xavavaia, 5 s 
vad i. 367 ; ii. 
xapa« jp, ii. * 

1. 673 

xdpaE, i. 483 
—— i. 867. 865. 889; ii. 

975. 4 
x&e:s, i. 402. rN 863 

apts Geo, i. 
X. 900. 567. 599 

414. 
ii. 897. 

isi 771. 
. 659 

xépis avri X t 
os, i. 591. ssl oer jns ee, i 

xa iapa, i. 

19, 723. inca lor re ae a 
360. xapicuarta, 21 

XapıTów, i. 367; ii. 875 
Xaoua, i. 
XetAos THe Oadacons, ii. 646 
Xtuátonai, i. 
Xsimappor, i i. 671 
Xxttuop, i. 
Xsip, hand 

TOU qid Ti 
» di. 260, slp 
of, i. (80. 

bxiBáAAo Tae X., 773. iv 
T@ Ti 
723. 
605 

xupaveovio, i. 756 
Xstpa*yeryós, i. 

&víÜscue 

. €ov ixrelpuiv, 
Xetpev, ii. 

Xstpowoinros, i. 349. 742; ii. 
627. 630 

xetiporovío, L 795; 

Xepovßiu 8oFne, ii. 
xńpa, i ii. 520 
XiTey and luériop, 
yAduus, i. 
x^aváto, i. 821 
XAepos, iL 813 
XoA de, i. 504 
xo^, i : 238 * 
xopny£o, ii. 
Xopratenas, i i. 30; 
Xopracua, i. 

ii. 304 

i 38 

ii. 436 

x9eos, i. 49. 114. 281 
xptíar — i. 20. 

xeela v 709^ 

xenua, i. 724 

ip s 

688 
hes ped 

X So. GEL 668 i. 11. 379. 772; ii. 

XPumarionce, ji. 88 
Xpuevetonst, ii. 226 
xXenorodoyia, ii. 125 
Xeneres, i. 85; ii 398 
Xenerorys, ii. 17. 367. 455. 562 
pispa, i ii 759 

pic Tíapo,, L 772 
Xpioroe, i. 6. 319. 757 ; distin- 

guished from 6 Yise Tos 
Sued, 128. 579. X proves 
and 6 Yids mov dr0pexoc, 
—— T T cael 634. 
ol Tov X evpsbe 
iv Xp. 5 

xpiw, i. - 389. 768 ; ii. 581 
xporiui, ii. 641 
Xpóvos, distinguished from xa- 

si. 698. iexaro. xpóro,, 
n 577. xpov. ales, 553. 
did Tòr xpóv.,6 

xpvceoóaxTuA:os, ii, 680 
Xedos, i 1. 791 
xepa for d i. cae 
Ka ee xe 

xepíeo, i. 148. 598 ' 
Ksxwpicpivos dó Taw dpap- 
Tei», i ii. 

Xespía, estates, i. 885 
Xwpis — ii. 568; for ix- 

Tos, 

J— Kata Tht &Àg- 
íar, i 

197. 779 
sudos, ii. 13. 
tvopa, ii. 26 

Vyrnoor xeradípsu, i. 871 
VriÜvpi.o uós, ii. S08 
ye. te ii. 15 

t xÍa, i. 128. 465 
VOX de (8 712; ii. 104. ex 

or Yo, i ii Vvxà xai 
rritua, ii. 4 

poxucde, i ii. 146. 252. 689 
Vrvypos, ii. 805 
Venite, ii. 226 
Weoutor, i. 641 
váy, L 398 

Q. 

Kr — TH 
a, în this place, i. 

wbai rig ab Eni ii. 403 
wdir, i. 196. Abras rae diras 

Tov 0 v, 708 
cotives, ii. 357 
épa, denoting time, i. 59, 204. 
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429. 494. 657. 661. 663. ojdà we, even as, i. 44; ii. 385. 423. 
apd: Spay, ii. 939 for dri, ii. 535; for Sere, i. 
— à Asyoutyn ‘Qpaia, i. 89]. we à ii 

31. ós idv, 192, dw irí, 
i. 813. œs re for xal cs, ii. 
55. ws enm 

'Qcapyd, i. 1 

opaios, ii. 86 " . i 
“ns BovNñ ToU Oxtoũ, i. 

70 
opucpevos, ii. 727 

891 

ocaüíTows. ii. 508 
wora, 80 then, ii. 434; insomuch 

that. i. 727 ; ii. 490; for ära 
Or wowso, 856 

é&ríovy. i. 227. 60460a. ele ra 
ora, 423 

opéircuos. ii. 547. 563 



INDEX II. 

MATTERS. 

A. 

Aaron, inferiority of his priesthood to that of 
Christ, ii. 618—622 
— — and oye! e i 824 
* Abba, Father; origin and force of the expres- 

sion, i. 347 ; ii. GL 353 
Abel, on the faith of, ii. 643. How the Divine 

probation of his gifts was manifested, 1d. 
The blood of his sacrifice (Heb. xii. 24), 663 

Abiathar, on the difficulty involved in the allu- 
sion to him, Mark ii. 26, i. 269 

* Abomination of desolation,’ meaning of, i. 198 
Abraham, on the difference between his behaviour 

and that of Zechariah, i. 366. Accepted as 
righteous in consequence of his belief, ii. 33. 
Promise to him of the heavenly inheritance, 
nature of it, 35. The constancy of his faith 
commended, 645. His inferiority to Melchi- 
zedek, 613. Observations on his faith, %. 

Abrahamic covenant, its nature illustrated, ii. 
348 

Achaia (2 Cor. ix. 2), the part of Greece so de- 
signated, ii. 305 

Acts OF THE APOSTLES, an — to the 
Gospels, aud an introduction to the Epistles, i. 
691; Author, date, and object, $ó. ; genuine- 
ness, and state of the text, 696; vast number 
of various readings, ib. 

* Adam, the First and Last ;' import of, ii. 252 
Adria, what part of the Mediterranean sea so 

called in Acts xxvii. 27, i. 881 
Adultery, woman taken in, on the authenticity 

of the account of, i. 589—591 
Æneas, cure of, by Peter, i. 760 
Agabus, i. 773 
Agape, i. 711, 712. 773; ii. 214 
Agar, what mount intended by this name, ii. 358 
Agonistic contests, St. Paul’s allusions to them, 

ii. 195, 196. 361 
Agrippa, the question discussed, whether he was 

scrious in bis address to St. Paul, i. 8/4 
Alabaster box of spikenard, remarks on, i. 215 
All, often employed in the sense of many, i. 858. 

719. 745 
Allegory and Type, difference between, ii. 358 
‘Altar of incense, meaning of the words. so 

translated, Heb. ix. 3, ii. 624 
Axnacoluthon, exemplification of, i. 52. 288. 332. 

836. 851; ii. 19. 592. 293. 595 
Ananias aud aa nature of the offence com- 

. 935 
Anchor, a symbol of Hope, ii. 611 
Srt y method of reference employed by the, 

i 

* Angel of the Lord,’ meaning of, i. 7 
AME appearances, on the time of their ceasing, 

i 
Angelolatry condemned, ii. 45] 
Angels, ian, on the offices assigned them 

according to the tenets of the Jews, i. — 

* Angry, be ye, and sin not,’ meaning of the ex- 
pression, ii. 

Anna, the prophetees, remarks on, i. 38] 
anes on the tenure of the High-priesthood of, 

i 
Antanaclasis, example of, ii. 113 
Antichrist, meaning of the term, ii. 758, 759 
Aorist tense, frequently emploved to denote cus- 
pl i aly 350. 623. 652, 653. 707; ii. 

Apollos — x - u Corinth, ii. 127 
* Apostasy,’ and * Man of Sin,’ opinions respect- 

ing, ii. 488. 545. Danger of Apostasy, 605. 745 
Apostles. [See Disci 
Apphia (Philem. 1), who supposed to be, ii. 567 
Aquila, i. 821 
Archippus, ii. 567 
Areo , decline of its influence in the time 

of the Apostles, i. 815 
Arians, their suspected corruption of Acts xvi. 7, 

i. 
: co by a Hebrew figure, denoting power, i. 

Armageddon, derivation and meaning of, ii. 847 
— ow to be understood at Acts xvi. 6, i. 803, 

Asiarchs, origin and nature of their office, i. 831 
Assurance, doctrine of, untenable by the passage 

of ] John ii. 3, ii. 755 
A examples of, i. 283; ii. 618. 657. 692 

Athens, its excessive devotion to a plurality of 
s, i. 816. On the altar there, adverted to 

y St. Paul, 817. Its tolerant character, 818 
Atonement, Scriptural doctrine of, i. 160, 614; 

ii. 68, 69. 291 
Auricular confession, groundlessly built upon 
James v. 16, ii. 

Azotus, its site, i. 753 

B. 

Raby on; ii what sense to be understood, ii. 729. 

Balaam, on the crime of, ii. 784 
tiem, its general use among the Jewish and 
riental nations, i. 15, Nature and Origia 
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of, among the Jews, 17. ‘ Baptism ° denotin 
affliction, 159. Baptism of repentance, 256. 
nfant Baptism, its analogy to circumcision, 

249; mode of administering the rite, ib. 446. 
753. ‘Ihave a baptism to be baptized with, 
— of, 446. Supposed allusion to the 

administering the rite in early times, 
753. Rarely administered by the Apostles, 
769, 770. No visible token of pardon ordi- 
narily vouchsafed, in the Apostolic times, until 
after baptism, 848. Applied by St. Paul, under 
the similitude of death and resurrection, to 
denote the cultivation of Christian virtue, ii. 
46. Succeeded circumcision, 360, Allusion 
to the rite, ] Cor. vi. 11, 171. 172. Followed 
in the Apostolic times by the laying on of 
hands, why? 605. Baptism of John, observa- 
tions on the, i. 168. 524. Nature of it, 828, 
829. Baptism with Fire, what? i. 19. Bap- 
psu our Lord by John, nature and design 
ot, 

Baptismal eneration, nature of, ii. 562 
* Baptized in Jordan,’ meaning of, i. 256. ‘ Bap- 

tized into Moses, the sense of the expression 
discussed, ii. 99. ‘ Baptized for the dead,” 
these words explained, ii. 249 

Barbarian, origin and import of the word, i. 884. 
* Barbarian’ and ‘Scythian’ (Coloss. iii. 11), 
ii. 454, 455 

Barnabes, the companion of Paul, ii. 340. Styled 
by the Greeks ‘the fourteenth Apostle, ib. 

is character, i. 772 
Bartimæus, i. 327 
š Porn sins, import of the phrase, i. 525; ii. 

Beatitudes, the Mount of, i. 29 
* Beautiful, gate so called, discussion as to which 

it is. i. af 
Beelzebub, signification of, i. 75. Our Lord 

blasphemously charged by the Pharisees with 
being in league with him, 91. 92 

Bebesi ing, considered the most ignominious death 
among the Jews, i. 773, 774 

Belial, derivation and meaning of, ii. 295 
Bethany or Bethabara, situation of, i. 163. 524 
Bethesda, me of, on the miraculous cures 

wrought there, i. 558 
* Bethlehem Ephrata,’ i. 9, 10 
Bethphage, situation of, i. 163 

Bindin i e th f ted to S ing and loosing, the power of, to St. 
Peter, observations on, i. 129—151. 143 

import of the term, i. 803, 
. Existence of the office in the 

Apostolic times, ii. 412. The three orders in 
e ministry inferred from 1 Thess. v. 12—14, 

Bishop, origin and 
804^ 836—838 

Black, an emblem of woe, ii. 812 
Blasphemy, — of the term, i. 64. 229, 230. 

How understood by the Jews, 733, 734. Blas- 
phony against the Holy Ghost, nature of the 
sin. 

© Blood, born not of,’ observations on this expres- 
sion, i. 520. ‘ Blood of the Covenant,’ mean- 
ing of the expression, ii. 638. ‘The moon 
shall be turned into blood,' meaning of, i. 706. 
A redemption. without shedding of blood, ii. 

Bloody sweat, on our Lord's suffering under it, 
i4 

Boanerges, derivation and meaning of, i. 273 
Body, * whosoever eateth my body, and drinketh 
my blood, whether alluding to the Eucharist, 

893 

i. 576. The body compared by the Pytha- 
goreans to a habitation, and by tho Platonists 
to & garment, ii. 285 

t Book’ (BígXos, Heb. 0), Matt. i. 1, meaning 
of, i. 4. * Book of the Prophets,' import of the 
term, 74l. ‘ Names written in the book of 
life,’ the allusion in these words, ii. 434 

d EU again, import of the expression, i. 539, 

Bow, an emblem of victory, ii. 661 
read, by an Oriental figure, denoting the neces- 
saries of life, i. 44. ‘Breaking bread,” whe- 
ther to be understood of the Eucharist, 712. 
836, 837 

* Brid m, a title applied by the Hebrews to 
the Messiah, i. 67. Christ compared to a 

5, 546 brid m by John the tist, 
Brotherly kindness, ae ii. 733, 734 
Browne, Sir Thomas, on Col. ii. 8, ii. 448; on 

the last judgment, 631 
Burials, among the Jews and Heathens, outside 

of cities aud towns, i. 406. The interval be- 
tween death and burial short, 725, 726 

* Burn, did not our hearts ?’ remarks on, i. 511. 
* Whose end is to be burnt,' the allusion ex- 
plained, ii. 607 

Burning of incense in the Temple, the office 
determined by lot, i. 

C. 

Cesarea Philippi, how —— from Ce- 
garea of Palestine, i. 759, 7 

Caiaphas, observations on his tenure of the High- 
priesthood, i. 384. On his prophetical declara- 
tion respecting the death of our Lord, 626 

t Called’ and * chosen, sense in which these 
terms are employed, i. 157 

Calf, the golden, i. 740 
Calvinists, their interpretation of John vi. 37, 

i. 578. Their concession with reference to 
Eph. i. 5, ii. 374. On Heb. ix. 28, 631 

Camel's bair, girdle of, what? i. 17 
Cana of Galilee, i. 530 
Canaan, derivation and meaning of the word, i. 

797. A woman of Canaan (Matt. xv. 22), her 
cbaracter and country, i. 122. 304 
—— called Phenicians by the Greeks, i. 

Catholic Epistles, why so called, ii. 671 
Cedron, the brook, i. 671 
Cenchræa, i. 824 
Cephas (Peter), ground of the attachment to him 
s the party at Corinth called by his name, ii. 

Cerinthus, nature of the heresy maintained by 
him, ii. 751 

* Chaff,’ meaning of the word so rendered, i. 20 
Charity, its DE we fe all other virtues, ii. 

224, 225. 455. 733, 7 
Cherubim, symbolical emblems of tbe Divine 

nature, ii. 
t Child-beanng, she shall be saved in* (1 Tim. 

ii. 15), the meaning of the words, ii. 509 
CnnisT, signification and origin of the name, i. 

6. 389. hy he condescended to be baptized 
by John, 20. Predicts his crucifixion, 158. 
His consummate wisdom in his replies to the 

. Pharisees, 168, 169. Whether he celebrated 
the Passover before his crucifixion ? 217, 218. 
His agony in the Garden, 228, 224. On the 
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subornation of falee witnesses against him, 229. 
His bloody sweat, 498. His exclamation when 
nailed to the cross, 240. His commission to 
his Apostles to orang ite the world, 248, 249. 
His Omnipresence, . God's testimony as to 
his being his Son, 136. Brought up to a handi- 
craft occupation, 29]. In what eense it is said 
(Mark vi. 5), that he*could do no miracles, 
$b. External actions used by him in the cure 
of diseases and infirmities, why? 306. Nature 
of his promise to his persecuted followers, 325. 
Probable meaning of his promise to the peni- 
tent malefactor, His sudden disappear- 
ance from the disciples, who were journeying 
to Emmaus, 509. The way in which bis dis- 
ciples saw his glory, 520. On the number of 
Passovers attended by Christ during his mi- 
nistry, 533. His conversation with Ni us, 
537. His crucifixion typified by the brazen 
serpent, 542. Why he did not himself bap- 
tize, 544. Why he revealed himself more 
fully to the Samaritans than to the Jews, 556. 
His subordination to, and coequality with, the 
Father, 562; ii. 209. In what sense the Father 
is said to ‘give men’ to him, 572. Purpose of 
his journey to Jerusalem at the Feast of Ta- 
bernacles, 581. Reason assigned for his not 
accompanying his disciples to the Feast, ib. 
His Discourse on the last great day of the 
Feast, 585. Why he taught in Parables, 98. 
610. Glory of Christ, in what it probebly 
consists, 631. The purpose of his Passion, 
614. His death voluntary, i, His procession 
— T 662. pis — ma — 
48. His prayer for his disciples, 663. Dis- 

tinction biwi his EA viis from, and 
being sent by, the Father, 656. Appear- 
ances to his disciples, and conversations with 
them, after his reeurrection, 697, 698. Parallel 
between him and Moses, 719. In what t 
his intercession differs from that of the Holy 
Spirit, ii. 66. How said to be the Author of 
our Justification, Sanctification, and Redemp- 
tion, 140. Resignation of his Mediatorial office, 

, 246. His humiliation and exaltation, 
423. 583. ‘Brought life and immortality to 
light, 536. His titles, 577. In what sense 
he is said to be , as the Son of God, 
580. Said to be ‘a little lower than tho 
angels,” meaning of this, 584, Contrasted with 
Moses, 589. Shown to be the true High- 
Priest, 598, 599. ‘ Was heard in that he 
feared,’ explained, 601. His priesthood su 
rior to the Levitical, 614—617. In what 
sense he is to be called an ‘ Intercessor,’ 506, 
507. In what sense ‘the Mediator of the New 
Covenant,’ 663. The Expiation made by him 
neither requires nor admits of repetition, 634. 
His body typified by the Veil of the Temple, 
635. Set forth as an example of suffering, 
* Preached to the spirits in prison ° (1 Pet. iii. 
19), 718. In what sense called our ‘ Shep- 
herd,’ 714 

Christian Liberty, its nature and limits, ii. 712 
Christians, the carly ones universally hated b 

the Pagans, i. l Origin of the name, 77: 
Obliged by their persecutors to pronounce cer- 
tain forms, expressive of abuse of Christ, 871 

Church J———— import of the term in the 
Apostolic age, ii. 712. Promise of the fonnda- 
tion being laid by St. Peter, i. 129, 130. Per- 
secution of by Saul, 745. ‘The Church in 
thcir house, the meaning of the expression 
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discussed, ii. 123. 260. In what sense called 
* The pillar and ground of the truth’ (1 Tim. 
iii. 15), 513 

Circumcision, its analogy to Infant Beptism, i. 
249. Whether instituted before or after the 
Sabbath, 584. On the performance of the rite 
on the Sabbath, 583, 584. Put for the whole 
ritual law, 795. A seal, of what and how? ii. 

Earnestly denounced by St. Paul, 403. 
Jewish traditions respecting it, 429 

Circumspection and prudence, remarkable terms 
in which these virtues are recommended to tho 
Ephesians and Colossians, ii. 403 

Classical Greek contrasted with Hellenistic, i. 
140. 205. 227. 248. 269. 287. 298. 406, 407. 
773, 774. 813; ii. 6. 50. 193. 260. 302 

Clay, "T used by our Seviour in restoring the 
sight of the blind man, i. 605 

Clement, mentioned Phil. iv. 3, whether Cle- 
mens Romanus, ii. 434 

Clothing, emblematical of moral habits, ii. 727 
Cloud, a symbol of the Divine — L 547; 

a small one looked on, in the East, as the fore- 
runner of wind and rain, 

Vk coms , meaning —— — i. 222. 
nt discrepancy between account in 

ae aad: 34, and Mark xiv. 30, $5. 
Coins, the most ancient, usually square, i. 534 
Coleridge, on the characteristics of the Epistle to 

the Ephesians, ii. 372; and on those of the 
Epistle to the Colossians, i5. 

Collections for the Seints, why made weekly, 
and on the Sabbath, ii. 257 

ans, istle to, date and design of it, ii. 
438; whether written before, or after, the 
Epistle to the Ephesians, 372; its authentici 
and ——— 489; its style and composi- 
tion, ib. 

* Cometh, he that,’ a title of the Messiah, i. 19. 
165. 193. 519 i 

lr nc & new, why so called, i. 642, 

‘Common,’ the correlative word to * Holy,’ i. 
800. 765, 766 

Communion with God, meaning of, ii. 753 
Conscience, a law to the Gentiles, ii. 21. Power 

of an evil one, 588. The Law unable to quiet 
it, 625 

Corben, meaning of, i. 119 
Core (Jude 11), ‘the gainsaying of,” ii. 784, 785 
Corinth, state of society there when visited by 

St. Paul, ii. 127. The Christian converts tinc- 
tured with the Sadducean spirit, 238. Import- 
ance of the station, 905 
Ca t First Epistle to, date and design of, 

i. 
Corinthians, Second Epistle to, date and desi 

of, ii. 26]. Effects produced by it, 261, 292 - 
Cornelius, whether a mere Gentile, or a prose- 

lyte of the gate, i. 762 
* Creation of all things,’ the phrase never used in 

Scripture in a moral sense, ii. 441 
Crete, probable period of the firet preaching of 

Christianity there, ii. 552. Character of the 
inhabitants, 554—556 
Cross, on the form of the, i. 237. On the man- 

ner of inscription on, 238 
Crown of thorns, observations on, i. 237 
Crucifixion, nature of the punishment, i. 237, 

238. 636. Nature and extent of the darkness 
during it, 239. Whether twice described by 
Mark as having taken place, 853. Di ncy 
between him and John as to the hour, 855, 354 
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Cup, denial of it to the laity by the Church of 
Rome. a bold infraction of the ordinance of 
the Lord's Supper, i. 220 

* Cup, drink of the,' origin and force of this 
phrase, i. 159. ‘ Cup of blessing,’ origin and 
import of the expression, ii. 204 

* Cut off the hand,' meaning of the expression, 
i. 

Cyrene, situation of, i. 704 

D. 

Dalmanutha, situation of, i. 125. 808 
Damascus, i. 754 
Darkness at our Lord's crucifixion, nature and 

extent of it, i. 239. Darkness —n— in 
Scripture as an image of ignorance, . An 
emblem of evil, ii. 400. rkness, outer, the 
allusion to it explained, i. 58 

* David, son of,’ a title of the Messiah, i. 70. 
Davidson, Dr., his able refutation of De Wette's 

arguments against the genuineness of the 
Epistle to the Ephesians, ii. 373. His cha- 
racter of the Epistle, and contrast of its style 
with that to the Colossians, i5. 
rd Judgment, sublime description of it, 

i 
* Day of the Lord,’ meaning of the expression, 

ii. 
Deaconesses, whether the same as widows in the 

primitive Church, ii. 516 
Deacons, nature of their office, i. 732 
Dead, the, on the custom of wailing for, i. 69 
* Dead works,’ meaning of, ii. 627 
* Death, he shall never see’ (John viii. 51), re- 

mark on the — i. 602. On the expres- 
sion, ‘ Ye shall not see me,’ 660. ‘ Death of 
the righteous,’ ii. 216,217. ‘Second Death,’ 
how to be understood, 860 

Decapolis, the coasts of, i. 28. 892 
Dedication of the Temple, feast of, its celebra- 

tion not confined to Jerusalem, i. 615; of the 
Tabernacle, ii. 860 

Demoniacal possession, preternatural character 
of it, i. 27, 20. 69, 70. 284. 808 

Demoniacs, distinguished from the sick, i. 727 
Desert, nature of the place so called in the Gos- 
vy i. 15. Deserts of Judæa described, 142, 

Devil, origin and signification of the term, i. 22. 
Acknowledges the Messiah in order to impede 
his ministry, 393. ‘Stood not in the truth, 
600. Called God (not Lord) of this world, 
why? ii. 280. Assumes the fairest appearance 
for the worst of purposes, 316, 517. His 
agency groundlessly questioned by recent Com- 
mentators, 408 

* Devour widows’ houses, the expression ox- 
plained, i. 187 

Diana, her temple, image, and shrines, at Ephe- 
sus, i. 832 

Didymus, i. 62] 
* Died in faith” meaning of the phrase, ii. 646 
Disciples, their inquiry respecting the coming of 

Christ and the end of the world, i. 194, [95. 
Our Lord's warning dri rini the eacrifices to 
which they who would become his disciples 
must necessarily be subject, 325. Their erro- 
neous notions of the nature of the Messiah's 
kingdom, 660. 698. In what sense they are 
to understood as having had ‘all things 
common,’ Acts ii. 44, 712 
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Disease and sin, the ideas of, connected by the 
Jews, i. 59, 60 

Disobedience to parents, on the heinousness of 
the offence, ii. 544 

Divinity of Christ, facts and arguments in proof 
of it, i. 90. 116, 117. 128. 248. 364. 377. 424. 
603, 604. 616, 617. 660. 662. 665, 666. 688. 
706. 790; ii. 79. 86. 129, 201. 252. 281. 326. 
333. 627 

Divorce, doctrines of, as maintained by the 
schools of Hillel and Shammai, i. 36. 147. 
Ur Poenius by Moses, 147, 148. Not per- 
mitted by the Divine law, 147. 322. Terms by 
which it was anciently expressed, ii. 176, 177 

Docete, their tenets, i. 681, 682; ii. 766. Fact 
recorded by St. John in refutation of them, 

Duis bolical of ogs and swine symbolical of profane persons, 
i. 51. E (Phil. iii. 2), who meant by tle 
term, ii. 4 

* Door to enter in by the,’ import of, i. 610 
Doubt, often the consequence of very joyful and 

sudden events, i. 508 
Dove, descent of the Spirit like, at the baptism 

of our Lord, i. 21 
Doxology at the end of the Lord's Prayer, ite 

genuineness disputed, i. 45. The angels’ dox- 
ology, remarks on it, 378 

Dreams, prophetical, a very ancient channel of 
Divine revelation, i. 7. Ceased after the time 
of Malachi, and restored in the lc dream 
of Joseph, the husband of Mary, ib. Pharaoh's 
dream, why doubled, 765, 766 

t Dry tree, what shall be done in the, a pro- 
verbial expression, i. 

Dying to oneself, import of the phrase (Rom. xiv. 
7), ii. 111, 112 

E. 

Eagles, who meant by this term, i. 201 
* Ear, mine, hast thou opened,’ this expression in 

the Hebrew equivalent to ‘a body hast thou 
n udi red me' (Heb. x. 5), ii. 633 

* Earthly things’ (John iii. 12), import of the 
expression, 1. 542 

Ebionites, nature of the beresy maintained by 
them, ii. 767 

Edinburgh Review, the existence-of a Hebrew 
original of St. Matthew's Gospel disputed by a 
writer in the, i. 2 

t, its fitness asa place of refuge for our Lord 
in his infancy, i. 12. Its ancient reputation for 
wisdom, 740, 741. Its excessive devotion to 
idolatry, 815. The Philosophers acquainted 
m the doctrine of the xait/ of the Godhead, 

ç Egypt. out of, have Í called my son,’ explained, 
ii. 

Egyptian, an, Acts xxi. 38; account of the in- 
surrection headed by him, i. 847 

Egrptien hieroglyphic expressive of impossibility, 
i. 
nr (psc Bérspos), import of the term, i. 836, 

Election, on the doctrine of, i. 578; ii. 75, 76. 
dn No allusion to particular election in 

Asp din f, spoken of by the scribes, Elias, the coming of, spoken of by the scribes, i. 
81.187.965 — ' 

Elijah, a type of John the Baptist, i. 81, 82. 137. 
465. Tonet of the Jows respecting him, 482 
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Elymas, derivation and meaning of, 779, 780 
Embalming, ancient mode of, i. 683 
Emmaus, two places of this name, i. 509 
Enemies, who so termed by the Jews, i. 39 
Engrafting, allusion to the ancient mode of, ii. 

Enoch, translation of, ii. 644 
Enoch, on the A phal Book of, ii. 756 
Epaphroditus, brief account of him, ii. 426 
Ephesians, Epistle to, date and design of, ii. 372. 

Its general character, %. Its connexion with 
the Epistle to the Colossians, i. Futile ob- 
jections all by De Wette against its au- 
thenticity, 3/3 

Ephesus, reply of the disciples there to St. Paul's 
inquiry respecting their bapian. i. 827. Chief 
resort of astrologers, 831. Silver shrines of 
Diana at, 832 

Ephraim, probable situation of, i. 626 
Epicureans, their religious tenets, i. 814; ii. 238 
Epimenides, quoted Tit. i. 12, ii. 556 
Episcopacy, origin of, i. 838; ii. 450 
Epistles and ospels, their respective charac- 

teristics, ii. ] 
Easenes, their general tenets, ii. 438. Their prac- 

tices with respect to oaths, 697 
Eucharist, on the origin of the term, and whence 

so named, i. 220. Por alluded to in 
John vi. 51, 576. Considered as a feast upon 
Sacrifice, ii. 204, 205 

Bore s, on the offices anciently filled by, i. 

Euroclydon, derivation and signification of the 
word. i. 8/8 

Eusebius, his testimony respecting & tradition 
that St. Matthew's Gospel was written origi- 
nally in Hebrew, i. 2 

Evangelista, in the primitive Church, their office 
and qualification, ii. 
Er weena sense assigned to the tern, i. 

Evil, moral and natural, specimens of his power 
over both exbibited by our Lord while on 
earth, i. 27. 71. Classification of evil passions 
and habits, 803. ‘Inventors of evil things,’ 
meaning of the words, ii. 15 

Excommunication among the Jews, first d 
of it, i. 401. Second, 606, 607. 656. Tho 
— of mourning connected with it, ii. 163, 
1 

Extreme Unction, not sanctioned by the passage 
of James v. 14, ii. 698 

* Eye, right, pluck out the," this expression illus- 
trated, i. 35. ‘Evil Eye, meaning of the ex- 
pression, 35. 46. 157. $02. ‘Single Eye,’ 46. 
Mote and beam in the eye,’ remarks on these 

expressions, 51. 157. The word eye employed 
to denote what is most precious, ii. 356 

E. 

the, indicative of reverence and 
fear, i. 1 ‘Setting the face, import of the 
phrase, 424. ‘Face to face.” ii. 229 

Fair Havens, situation of, i. 87 6. Paul's visits to, 
ii. 

Faith, description of, ii. 648. Inefficacy of it, 
when unaccompanied by works, 682. ‘ Justifi- 
cation by Faith,” i. 786, 787 ; ii. 346. * From 
faith to faith, import of the expression, ii. 10. 
Its efficacy deduced from the Old Test., 346, 
847. The origin of all virtues, 643 

Face, k^ on 

INDEX IT. 

False Christs and false Prophets, distinction be- 
tween them, i. On their giving signs and 
wonders, i5. 

False teachers, in the Apostolic times, their prin- 
ciples and conduct, ii. 415 

Fast-days among the Jews, i. 476 
Feast, governor of the, nature of his office, i. 532 
Felix, his motives for dismissing St. Paul, i. 863 
Festivals, the three great Jewish, periods at which 

executions of malefactors rally took 
pce, i. 215. Females not required to attend, 

* Few saved," this question discussed, i. 450 
Fig-tree, the barren, observations on the cursing 

of it, i. 167. 329. Conversation, meditation, 
i prayer under fig-trees by the ancient Jews, 

Final Perseverance, on the doctrine of, ii. 642 
Fire, baptism with, what? i. 19 
Fire, an emblem of wbat, i. 445 
* First-born,’ a title of the Messiah, ii. 578 
‘Fishers of men,’ this expression illustrated by 

citations from tbe Classical writers, i. 26. 394 
Five, meaning ‘ very few, ii. 
Flesh, works of the, ii. 365, 366 
* Flesh, ye judge according to the,’ note on this, 

i. 595. ‘Flesh and blood, meaning of this 
expression, i. 129; ii. 337. ‘Flesh in the,’ 
*according to the flesh, meanings of these 
hrases, ii. 33. 309 

* Flesh and spirit’ com to fields, ii. 369 
* Follow me, import of the expression, i. 528 
Fornication, taken in a spiritual sense, i. 599. 
Why interdicted in the of the Council 
of Jerusalem, 802 

* Fox, go tell that,’ meaning of the phrase, i. 451 
* Fruits,” meaning of the term, i. 54 
Fulfilled, Time, when said to be, i. 259 

G. 

Gabriel, meaning of the word, i. 366. 747 
Gadara, situation of, i. 284. 890 

ians, Epistle to, date and design of, ii. 332. 
mnes sense said to be large (chap. vi. 11), 

Galileans, whose blood Pilate mingled with the 
— observations on this transaction, i. 

Galilee, character of the inhabitants of, i. 25. 
I of, whether different from that at 
u desa, 

* Galilee of the Gentiles, meaning of, i. 25 
‘Galilee, out of, ariseth no prophet,’ this obeerva- 

tion explained, i. 
Gamaliel, the descent of, i. 729 
Garments, rending of, mode and intent of, i. 230 
— derivation and meaning of the term, 

i. 
— its origin and contents, i. 118 

nealogy of our Lord, rent di 
between that pm by Matthew and by Luke 
reconciled, i. 

Gentiles, their admission into the Church, 
dicted, i. 614. 747, 748. 789; ii. 374. ow 
discriminated in the Greek Test. from Jews, 
627. The dictates of their consciences a law to 
them, ii. 21. St. Paul vindicates his divine 
commission to preach to them, 86. Their 
general conversion to follow the conversion 
and restoration of the Jews, 90 

Gergesa, situation of, i, 890 
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German Men ass their unwarrantable misin- 
ao ew of passages of Scripture censured, 
ES , 21. 70. 242. 725, 726. 754, 155. 776, 777. 

Gethsemane, derivation of the name, and situa- 
tion of the place, i. 228. Our Lord's agony 
there, $$. 

Gifts and Offices in the Primitive Church, ii. 98. 
216, 217. 301, 802. 391 

‘Son of Man to be glorified, in what the glory 
probably consiste, 1. 631. To ‘glorify : 
meaning of, ii. 12 

‘Glory of the Lord,’ meaning of the expression, 
i. 378. 744. ‘Give glory to God,’ import of, 
607 

Gnostics, their origin, and tenets, ii. 533. Their 
doctrine of the mediation of angels, ii. 451 

Gop, in what sense said to be a Spirit, i. 553. 
Not confined to place, 742. The different 
ways in which he has revealed himself to man, 
673, 674. ‘In the form of God, the phrase 
explained, ii. 421. ‘In what sense ‘God the 
Father’ is said (1 Tim. i. 1) to be ‘our 
Saviour, 498 

* God of this world,’ in what sense Satan is said 
to be such, ii. 281, 282 

Godliness, our need of, ii. 733, 734 
Gog and Magog, ii. 859 
Golden Calf, i. 740 
Golden — solution of a difficulty respecting 

it, ii. 
$ ru cu derivation and meaning of the word, 

i. 
GOosPEL, signification and origin of the word, i. 4. 

Preached t to the poor, 79. Its superiority to the 
Law, 522; ii. 274. Does not make void the 
Law, ii. 51, 52. Corruption of it by ‘vain 
philosophy, 447. Immortality brought to 
ight by it. how? 536. Its different effect on 
different ns, 607 

GosPzLSs, the Fuur, hypotheses with t to 
their origin and order, i. 251. Coincidences 
and — between them accounted for, 

Gospels and Epistles, their respective charac- 
teristics, ii. 1. 

* Grace of God,’ general import of the expression, 
i. 382. Not irresistible, 524. ‘Grace for 
p (John i. 16), the phrase explained, 
22. Grace and debt contrasted, ground of 

the allusion implied in the terms, ii. 51, 52. 
Human co-operation with it necessary to sal- 
vation, 424. 494. ‘The throne of grace,’ the 
allusion explained, 598 

Grecians, discussion as to who are meant by this 
term at Acts vi. l, and xi. 20, i. 731. 771 

Greece, bipartite division of, by Augustus, ii. 305 
Greek Article, exemplifications of Bp. Middle- 

ton's canon respecting, i. 106. 110. 121. 123. 
220. 368. 664. 723, 724. 792, 793. 833 

Greeks, Heathens sometimes called by the name 
of, i. 304 

Grief, excessive, its soporific tendency, i. 498 
t Grieve the Holy Spirit, meaning of the ex- 

pression, ii. 397 

H. 

Hanas, opinions concerning, i. 466; ii. 718, 

Hand, the withered (Matt, xii. 10), nature of the 
affection, i. 87 

VoL. IL 
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Hands, imposition of, a very aucient rite, i. 
149. 311. 748; ii. 605. Import of it in the 
any Christian Church, į. 732. 748. And im- 
mediately after Baptism, why? ii. 605 

* Have thou authority, &c. (Luke xix. 17), this 
allusion explained and exemplified, i. 48 

Head, covering of the, enjoined upon women in 
ublic worship, ground of the precept, ii. 209. 

* Head stone of the corner,’ meaning of the allu- 
sion, i. 172 

Heathen; their distrust of Providence alluded to, 
i. 

Heaven ed at the baptism of Christ, obser- 
alios an the circumstance, i. 20, 21. The 
beavens opened to dying Stephen, i. 744. Tho 
joy* of heaven anciently represented under the 
Image of a — 57, 58. ‘The kingdom of 
heaven suffereth violence, meaning of this, 81. 
Jewish notions concerning heaven, ii. 598. To 
* ascend into heaven,’ import of the phrase, 84 

* Heavenly things’ (John iii. 12), import of the 
expression, i. 542; (Eph. i. 3) ii. 374 

Hebraisms in the New Testament, examples of, 
i. 148, 144. 147. 172. 198. 204. 236. 344. 370 
T 380. 389. 425. 492. 603. 814. 841 ; ii. 

$ Poen, a, of the Hebrews,’ explained, ii. 318. 

Hebrews (‘Efpaior), the Jews of Palestine, so 
called in the New Test, i. 730, 731.  Diestinc- 
Ms between ‘ Hebrews ̀  and * lsraelites," ii. 

Hebrews, Epistle to, date, design, and authorshi 
of, ii. 571. To whom addressed, ib. Suppose 
by some to have been originally written in 
Eom 571, 572; its canonical authority, 

Hebrew Scriptures, di cies between them 
and the Septuagint and the New Testament, 
i. 105. 120. 167. 221. 309. 389. 629. 655. 719. 
735. 737. 742. 152. 786—788. 799 ; ii. 143 

Hell, meaning of the word thus rendered, i. 415. 
Opinions of the learned conceming, 731. Re- 
marks on descent into, ii. 84 

E un opinions respecting them, i. 718, 719. 

‘Hem,’ of the ao meaning of the word so 
rendered, i. 

Herculaneum and Pompeii, disclosures there 
made, confirm the character which St. Paul 
has given of the wickedness of the heathen 
world, ii. 13 

Heresy, of the time of St. John, consisted in the 
denial not of the Divinity, but of the Humanily 
of Christ, ii. 765 

Herod, difficulty respecting the real force of the 
* rendered bis berth-day (Matt. xiv. 6), 

ur Agrippa persecutes the infant Church, i. 

Herodians, origin and principles of, i. 177 
High Priest, Jewish, the Mediator under the 

osaic Covenant, i. 613. Christ contrasted 
with him, i5. ; ii. In what sense the 
words in John x. 8 are to be understood of the 
High Priests, i. 613. Character of the High 
Priests under the second temple, $. 

High priesthood, changes mado in its power and 
mode of appointment, under the Roman go- 
vernment of Judæa, i. 384 

Hinnom, valley of, i. 34 
t Holy and Just One,’ a cognomen of the Mes- 
iab, i. 715, 716, 743 
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t Holy City,” Jerusalem why so called, i. 23 
Hoy Guoar, blasphemy against him, what? i. 9). 

Proofs of his Personality and ib 648.658, 
659. 725. 778, 779; ii. 218. 376, 377. On the 
nature of the Spirit's operation, 765. Noces- 
sity and effects of his advent, i. 657. The 
allusion to him in Acts xvi. 7, sought to be 
destroyed by the Arians and Socinians, 804. 
His intercession different from that of our 
Lord, ii. 66, 67 

$ I mel enjoined on the primitive Chureh, 
ii. 4 ii. 

Homicide, its prevalence in ancient times, ii. 
367 ; s Gal. v. 20, $. ü 

Honey, wild, opinions respeoting it, i. 
Honeycomb, anciently the feod of such as aimed 

at abstemiousness of diet, i. 512 
* Honour thy father and thy mother, in what 

manner understood by the Jews, i. 119 
Hope and fear, their poworful influence upon 

human conduct, ii. 440 
— and Sinai, whether the same mountain, i. 

* Horn, meaning of the term in the Old and 
New Testament, i. 372 
ET derivation and meaning of the word, i. 

House-top, the word thus translated, how ex- 
plained, i. 75. 199, 200 

H ypallage, ii. 604 
——— and use of the plant, i. 241. 680; 

ii. 

L 

Idol-meats, eating of, how far lawful and un- 
lawful, ii. 193, 194 

Idols, notions of the heathen respecting, i. 830 
Idolatry, origin of it, ii. 13 
— situation x i. 272. m 

now you not,’ import of the expression, i. 
209. 451 ai bi 

Imposition of hande, a very ancient rite, i. 149. 
748 ; ii. 604. Import of, in the early Chris- 
tian Church, i. 732, 733. 747, 748. Empleyed 
immediately after Baptism, ii. 604 

Impossibility, moral, its nature, ii. 606 
Infant Baptism, its lawfulness argued, amd ob- 

servations on, i. 149. 249 
Infidelity, the origin of all sins, ii. 593 
Intercommunity of goods in the infancy of the 

Christian Church, true extent of it, i. 712 
Isaac, persecution of him by Ishmael, ii. 357— 

Iscariot, signification of the term as applied to 
Judas, i. 72 

Ishmael and Isaac, their cases contrasted, ii, 357 

Israel, a type of Christ, i. 11, 12 
‘Israelite, a true, import of the e ion, i. 

529. Israelites in t, i. 736. inction 
pis the terms ‘ Israclites’ and ‘ Hebrews,” 
ii. 

J. 

Jacob, his faith commended, ii. 648. Heb. xi. 
21 explained, @. 

James, St., account of him, i. 798; ii. 67). 
Style, date, and design of his Epistle, 671, 672 

Jannes and Jambres, who were » i. 455 
Jeremiah, difficulties attending the citation from 

him in Matt. xxvii. 9, 10, i. 234, 235 

INDEX II. 

— pad of, meaning of the expres- 
sion, i. 

Jerusalem, why called * The Daughter of Sion,’ 
i. 164. Testimony of Josephus to the com- 
pleteness of its destruction, 194. 516. Pro- 
phecy of its destruction, 471 — 473. First 

ouncil there, 796. ‘Jerusalem whieh is 
above.” ji. 358. 662. 668 
hdd signification and origin of the name, 

i. 
Jews, division of their tribes into ‘ tbousands, 

i. 9. Their law and custom respecting retalia- 
tion, 39. Called all heathens their enemies, 
40. Connected the ideas of sin and disease, 
55. Taught by our Lord in Parables, 100. 
Observations on their imprecation at the con- 
demnation of our Lord, 237. Obliged by their 
law to learn some handicraft occupation, 290. 
981. Their form of citing Seripture, 334. 
Their notions concerning heaven, 3/8 ; ii. 598. 
Their mode of instruction by interrogation, 
383. Their customs ing the ion 
of guests, 410. Their hatred of the Sama- 
ritans, 549. Correct ideas of the spirituality 
of God held by the wiser Jews, 552. Their 
custom of using apophthegms, 559. ies of 
learning cultivated by them, 721, 7: The 
inte short, with them, between death and 
burial, 620, 621. Discussion of the question, 
Whether, at the time of our Lord's crucifixion, 
the Jews had the pomer of inflicting capital 
punishment? 674. The hope of the resurree- 
tion held by all the Jews, except tho Sad- 
ducees, 869. Their conversion to be followed 
by a renewal of the genuine spirit of Chris- 
tianity, 90. Their mede of ing the 
duration of the world, 202. Their notious re- 
specting the dominion exercieed in the air 
by $80. Their antisocial spirit to- 
wards other — 381. rid the lite- 
rary pursuits of the young, 517. Two Disper- 
sions; the Eastern and Western; extent of 
them, 573. 671. Languages respectively used 
by them, 672 

JOHN, the Evangelist, some account of, i, 514. 
Discrepancy between him and Mark, ae to the 
hour of the crucifixion, 353. Records chiefly 
the discourses of Christ, 514. Design of hie 
Gospel, 516. Date of ic, 515. Genuinmeness 
eut Pa — Style of it, 516. 

. A t discrepancy between 
him and the sac Ba ists, "b xviii. 12, 
13, 673; again, chap. xix. 14, 679. Distin- 
pues by the term ‘That other disciple, 
rom Peter, 6/3. The design of his attesta- 
tion, xix. 34, 682. Lived to witness the com- 
pletion of Christ's judgments on the Jewish 
nation, 693, 694 

John, First Epistle of, v. 5, inconclusive reason- 
ing respecting its genuineness, i. 45. Its date, 
— style, ii. 751, sg. 

John istle of, on the afithenticity of, 
and that of the Third Epistle, ii. 774 

Joka, Third Epi ; design of, ii. 777 
John, Apocal > ite authenticity, ii 790. 

Date and design of it, $5. Whether originally 
written in Hebrew, ib. State of the common 
— $ Difficulties of an exposition of it, 

John the Baptist, design of his to our 
Lord, Matt. xi. 3, i. 78. His resemblance to 
Blijah, 82. Circumstances connected with his 
birth, 364. On his abode in the wilderness, 
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374. On the nature of his baptism, 524. Sup- 
posed design of bis removing to /Enon, 545. 
On the character of his ministry, 519 

Jonah in the whale's belly, i. 95 
Jubilee, the year of, allusion to it, i. 389 
Judas Iscariot, our Lord's designation of him as 

the traitor discussed, i. 219. Supposed by 
some to have entertained the opinion that our 
Lord would, after hie apprehension, have deli- 
vered himself, 232. On his suicide, 232. 700. 
In what sense Satan is said to have entered 

Jede, Epil * b 781 à J ; its authenticity, ii. 781. Ac- 
count of the author, ib. Its date and design, 
ib. 

Judgment, the final, ii. 631 
* Jupiter, the i that fell down from," obeer- 

vations on, i. 
Justification by faith in Christ, fulness of it, i. 

86, 787. Fruits of it, ii. 39. General re- 
marks on it, 683 

K. 

Eos power of the, natare of it diecussed, i. 

‘t Kingdom of Heaven, meaning of the expree- 
sion, i. 16. 33 

Kings, often ed Shepherds by Homer and 

Kite of perce. origin and d f 124. t Kiss of peace,’ origin and design of it, ii. 
Early laid aside, P. T: 
A bowing of the, at the name of Jesus, ii. 

Knowledge com to a uent re 
with the Some it 602” Kaowlodte and Vir- 
tue, ii. 734 

L. 

* Lamb of God,’ import of the expression, i. 525 
Leodiceans, Epistle to, conjectures of the learned 

respecting it, ii. 373 
Acts xxvii. 8, probable situation of, i. 

876 
* Last days,’ import of this expression, ii. 544 
Latinisms in New Testament, examples of, 

i. 431 
€ casi led in what sense to be understood, 

ii. 
Law, moral and ceremonial, fulfillod by and in 

Christ, i. 32. The ceremonial Law may be 
dispensed with in cases of necessity, 86 

Law, various meanings in which the word is 
used in St. Paul's Epistles, ii. 20. Design 
of the Mosaic Law, 44, 45. 357. Law 
contrasted with Grace, 49, 50. Not made 
void by the Gospel, 52. How ‘weak, 616. 
The true use of it, 500. Its ab ion in- 
ferred from the Scriptures by St. Paul, 614. Its 
inefficacy for salvation, 662, 663. Contrasted 
with the Gospel, 663. Its abolition predicted 
and accomplished, 707 

Lawyers, nature of their office, i. 9. 180. Whe- 
ther, in dignity, superior to the Scribes and 
Pharisees, 439 

Lazarus, on the perable of the rich man and 
Lazarus, i. 464, 465 

Left hand, placing at the, import of the expres- 
are aa I 
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Legion, i. 285 
‘Lend, hoping for nothing again,’ this precept 
erm by a reference to a heathen custom, 
i 

Letters of introduction and recommendation in 
53 Primitive Church, origin and nature of, ii. 

Levitical priesthood, its mutability, and infe- 
riority to that of Christ, ii. 613—616 

Libertines, synagogue of, discussion as to who 
are meant by the term, i. 783 

Life and immortality brought to light by tho 
Goepel, ii. 536 

* Life from the dead,’ meaning of, ii. 91 
* Light and Life,” import of the terms in Scrip- 

ture, i. 519. 
Light 7 darkness symbolical of good and evil, 

li. 4 
* Lighteth a candle’ (Luke xv. 8), necessity for 

this in ancient times, i. 45 
* Lion of the tribe of Judah,’ on the application 
of this title to Christ, ii. 809 

ems who are spoken of under this term, ii. 

Living to oneself, import of the phrase, ii. 111, 

* Living water,’ impen of the phrase, i. 549 
Loaves, nature of them amongst the Jows, i. 114 
Locusts, permitted to be eaten by the Law, i. 17 
Logos, the, import and origin of the term, 1. 518 
Long life, in what sense to be understood as tbo 

reward of filial obedience, ii. 406 
Lorp, import of the term, i. 182; ii. 85 
Lord's Supper (Kupsaxdy Qstwyor, 1 Cor. xi. 

20), p of the — ii. 214. On tho 
rite, and effect of it, 208—205 

Lots, ancient mode of casting, i. 702 
Love, Christian, on the Divine principle of, ii. 

226—229. 367. 455 
Loving our at al as ourselves, extent of the 

P t, i. 
Lukz, Sr., his reeonciled with that of 

St. Matthew, i. 4. observant of chrono- 
logical order than Mark and Matthew, 161. 
495. His Gospel believed to be prior to that 
of St. Mark, 251. Account of him, 359. 
Date of the publiestion of his Goepel, 361. 
Authenticity of the first two chapters ground- 

y impugned, 525. Design of his Gospel, 
ib.  Characteristies of it, ib. 

Luther, bis confinement in the castle of Warten- 
berg providentially overruled to bis obeerva- 
tions on the corruption of human nature, ii. 

Ë 563. m benefit vi the —— i, 862 x 
ycaonia, of, respecting its nature an 
character, i. 791 

M. 

oon ‘the first city of, Acts xvi. 12, i. 

Magdalene, Mary, opinions respecting her, i. 411 
Magi, visit of the ite chronology discussed, i. 8. 
= and meaning of the word, sd. 

Malefactors crucified with our Lord, probable 
nature of their offence, i. 505 

Malta, where St. Paul was shipwrecked. not the 
Illyrian, but the African ta, i. 884. Ac- 
count of the voyage, 875 

Mammon, meaning of, i. 48 
* Man, I speak as a,’ meaning of this, ii. 26 
NN ped tores of he epee i 029 
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* Man of Sin,’ observations on, ii. 488. 545 
Manaen, derivation of the name, i. 778 
Manger, import of the word so rendered, i. 876 
Manicheans, the Divine legation of Moses and 

the Prophets denied by, i. 611, 612 
Manna, its nature, i. 572, 573. Derivation of the 
nant ib. In what sense said to be hidden, 

MARK, ST., date and place of his Gospel, i. 251. 
254. Short account of him, 251. Whether 
he made use of St. Luke's Gospel, 252. Whe- 
ther he made use of St. Matthew's, ib. Design 
of his Gospel, 253. He and St. Matthew more 
— of chronological order than St. Luke, 

Marriage, doctrine of the pus respecting it, 
i.147. Laws and customs of antiquity respect- 
ing the newly married, 454. Oriental marriage 
customs alluded to Ephes. v. 27, ii. 405 

Mary. the Virgin, on the perpetual virginity of, 
i. 97. Her song similar to that of Hannah, 
370. assigned for her attendance at 
Bethlehem to be enrolled, 376. Her conduct 
at the marriage in Cana, 530, 531 

MATTHEW, ST., Gospel of, whether written ori- 
inally in Hebrew, i. 2; ii. 517. Ita date, i. 3. 

. Two Editions (in Hebrew, and in the Greek) 
believed to have been written by him, 1, 2. 
His sores reconciled with that of Luke, 
4. Title, Apparent discre tween 
bis citation, chap. iv. 15, 16, unsi for, 24. 
He and St. more observant of chronology 
than St. Luke, 161, 495. A t discrepan- 
cies between him and the o Evangelists, 
161. 164. 252 

* Measure, given by,' import of, i. 500 
* Meat and Drink, understood in a figurative 

sense, i. 
Mediation of Christ, manner in which it was 

effected, ii. 506, 507 
Melchisedek, * priest after the order of, ii. 601. 

Comparison of his priesthood with that of 
Christ, ib. His priesthood a type of that of 
Christ, 612. Conjectures respecting him, sd. 
His superiority to Abraham, 613, 614 

Melita (see Malta). 
Messiau, the, opinions of the Jews concerning, 

i. 128. 229. 424. 585. On the term as app'ied 
to Christ, 678. Called the Vine by the Rab- 
bins, 651. His dispensation acknowledged by 
the Jews to be of a higher order than that of 
Moses, ii. 

Metempeychosis, doctrine of, held by the Phari- 
sees, i. 604. Impugned by our Saviour, 487 

Miletum, distance of, from esus, i. 837 
— (Matt. xviii. 6), meaning of, i. 140, 

14 
Millennium, remarks on the, ii. 861 
* Ministry,’ import of the term, Rom. xii. 7 ; ii. 

Ministry, the Christian, entitled to provision, ii. 
522 

Miracle, definition of, i. 532. Striking difference 
between the manner in which they were per- 
formed by Christ, and that by his Apost) F 
K. its iein Ta Mie in i. 118; ^ | 

nevis, worshi the i i. 
Moloch, tabernacle of i. "ren * 
Moses, prophesied of Christ, i. 510. Parallel be- 

tween him and Christ, 719. Styled eloquent 
by St. Stephen, in what sense ? 738. St. Paul's 
allusion to the veil on his face, ii. 276, 277. 
On the title of Mediator given to him by the 

INDEX II. 

Rabbins, 350. Nature of his commission, 589. 
Parallel between the state of the family of 
Moses (the Jews in the wilderness) and that of 
the family of Christ (Christians under the 
Gospel), sb. Grounds assigned by Josephus 
and Philo for the anticipations of his future 
eminence, 706. Contrast between him and 
Christ, 663 

* Moses and the Prophets,’ import of the words, 
i. 467 

Mountains in Judæa, of refuge in times of 
public danger, i. 199. The topa of mountains, 
why selected as places for worship, 55] 

Mustard seed, on the species of plant which 
springs from it, i. 281 

M yrrh, nature and mode of collecting it, i. 683 
° Mystery, meaning of the term, i. 100; ii. 93. 

254. * — of iniquity, import of the 
expression, ii. 491 

Mysia, province so called, Acts xvi. 8, i. 805 

N. 

‘Nailing it to his cross," Col. ii. 14, ii. 449 
* Names, your, are written in heaven,’ this allu- 

sion illustrated and explained, i. 429 
Nathan — whether the same with Bartholomew, 

i 
Natural religion, duties deducible from, ii. 783 
Natare, human, original corruption of, ii. 380, 

Nazarites, usual among the Jews to partici 
with them in their vows, and pay —— 
penses, i. 824 

Neander, on the design of the Epistle to the 
Colossians, ii. 372 

Negatives, intense accumulation of, i. 428, 429. 
riple negative, 

Neighbour, who are to be understood by the 
term, i. 29, 40. 430. Our duty to love him, 
measure of, ii. 103, 104 

Neuter verbs used Passive, i. 374. 392. 412. 
746. Neuter adjectives used for masculine, 
ii. 614 

* Neck, laid down their,’ import of the expres- 
sion, ii. 123 

t New creature, nature of the change implied 
by this expression, as the Jews and 
the Gentiles respectively, ii. 289. * New com- 
mandment, why so called, i. 642; ii. 755 
* New covenant, 621. *New Name,’ 800 

Nicodemus, our Lord's conversation with, i. 537. 
His character, $. His motive for seeking a 
private interview, ib. 

Noah, in what sense he is said to have * con- 
demned the world,’ ii. 645. ition of the 
words in 1 Pet. iii. 19 concerning him, 718, 

mss The tunes Me x Be ark, 645 
ominative Case, or Vocative, i. 84 
287. 417. 688 

O. 

Oath of adjuration, its nature, i. 229. Our Lord 
answers under the appeal, $$. 
— p God, — E ur ii. 610 

aths, doctrine of the Pharisees ting them, 
i. 37. Prohibition of, 188; ii 697 f 

Obedience must be universal, ii. 482 
‘ Offences, it must needs be that they come, 

the nature of this necessity discussed, i. 141 
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Offices and gifts in the Primitive Church, ii. 99 
Oil, anointing with, in what sense employed b 
Fue Apostles in healing the sick, i. 392; it. 

‘Old Sau, those of, explanation of the phrase, 
i 

Ordination, ecclesiastical, in the time of the 
Apostles, i. 795. Extended to three distinct 
orders, ii. 479 

Oxymoron, instance of, i. 730, 731 

P. 

Palestine, state of the weather there in seed- 
time, i. 99. Fertility of the soil of, 100 

Fapa —— dr rd inferred from 
— sr ari 18, 19, 1. 129—13: i " 

apias, his testimony respecting a Hebrew origi- 
al of St. Matthew's G s 2 * 

Parable, signification of the term, 99. Wh 
1 Christ, ib. Why the Jews were ad- 

dressed in, 101. Twofold nature of the para- 
Det 99. 610. Rules for their interpretation, 

Puraclete, the, on the nature of his office, i. 646, 
4 

Paradise, in what sense our Lord's promise of 
admission into it to the penitent thief is to be 
understood, i. 506 . 

Paronomasia, instances of, i. 129. 321 ; ii. 601 
Parr, Dr. S., his explanation of the phrase 

é£avyopá(aco fat Tóv xaipor, ii. 402 
Paschal Lamb, a type of Christ, observations on, 

i. 68), 682 
Passive Voice used for Middle, i. 711 
Paseover, whether our Lord celebrated it before 

bis crucifixion, i. 217. The Sigin y appointed 
posture (standing) altered by the Jewish doc- 
tors to the reclixing, 218. The number of 
passovers attended by our Lord during his 
ministry, 533. Number of victims usually 
slain, ib. Two washings at the Paschal Supper, 
according to the Rabbins, 638 

Patience, on our need of, ii. 734 
Patriarchs, why so called, i. 736 
Patriarcha] Sabbath supposed to have been on the 

firet day of the week, 1. 244 
PAUL, ST., on the conversion of, i. 756. On his 

blindnese, 754. On his fasting, 755. Occasion 
of the change of his name from that of Saul 
779. In what sense he was enabled to call 
himself a Roman citizen, 850. Observations 
= his rape hie to me — 815—821. 
uppoeed allusion by him to a passage in 

Plato, 820. His interview with the elders of 
Ephesus at Miletum, i. 837. In what sense 
his ignorance of the presence of the High Priest 
(Acts xxiii. 5) is to be understood, 852. His 
addrees to Festus, 864. Reasons for his appeal 
to Cesar, 866. His imprisonment at C 
857. His voysge to Rome, 874. Lands at 
Malta, 884. Hh style similar to that of Thu- 
cydides, ii. 2. Peculiar character of his mind, 
ib. Style and phraseol of his Epistles 
generally, 3. Vindicates his Divino commis- 
sion to preach to the Gentiles, 86. Impresses 
on the Jews the dignity of his apostleship 
120. Probably visi gp 122. His method 
of preaching the Gospel at Corinth, 141. In 
what sense his injunction concerning divorce 
(1 Cor. vii. 10, 11) is to be und , 88 con- 
tradistinguished from the injunctions of our 

Ethiopian eunuch, 750 Phils pia à 
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Lord, 176, 177. Necessary that be should see 
the risen Saviour, 190. ‘Fought with beasts 
at Ephesus,’ explained, 250. fidence mani- 
fested by him in bis Second Epistle to the 
Corinthians, 261. His allusions to his bodily 
infirmities, 281, 282. 311. His voluntary re- 
mission of his right to a maintenance, 315, 
On the dangers he underwent, 320. Apparent 
discrepancy between him and St. Luke, 321. 
His subjection to the passion of pride, 322. 
Conjectures respecting the thorn in the flesh, tb. 
His journey into Arabia not mentioned by St. 
Luke, 337. His ministry not wholly exer- 
cised among the Gentiles, 340. On his enu- 
meration of human vices (Gal. v. 19—21), 366. 
Dictated his Epistles to a Scribe, why? 370. 
His earnest denunciation of circumcision, 360. 
His Epistle to the Colossians, 438. Whether 
he wrote an Epistle to the Laodiceans, 458. 
His views concerning the general resurrection, 
474. Demonstrably the author of the Epistle 
to the Hebrews, 570 — 573. Arguments from 
Scripture in proof of the abrogation of the law, 
614. Does not contradict St. James, on the 
doctrine of faith and works, 684. 

Pavement, the, nature and origin of. i. 679 
Pearls, precepts of wisdom so called by the Jews, 

i. 51. Their value in ancient times, 107 
MEETS ye, meaning of this precept, i. 40, 

Perfect Tense often put for the Present, i. 667 
Fencullen, religious, benefits resulting from, ii. 

Perseverance, final, doctrine of, not deducible 
from Scripture, i. 616; ii. 

Peschito Syriac Version of the New Testament, 
its authority, i. 45 

PETER, ST., no supremacy of dignity conferred 
upon him, i. 71. 130, 131. 357. On his words, 
: from me —— O Lord,’ 394. On his 
conduct when our Lord washed the disciples’ 
feet, 629. His Sermon on the day of Pente- 
cost, i. 705. His Speech before the Sanhedrim, 
720. Cures Æneas, 760. His visit to Cor- 
nelius, 763—769. Date and place of bis mar- 
tyrdom and burial, ii. 700 

Peter, ii Epistle of, date, design, and style of 
it, ii. 

JPeter, Second Epistle of, its authenticity ques- 
tioned in early times, ii. 730. Its dite and 
design, $ó. 

Pharaoh, illustration of the artful policy of, i. 
n Remarks on the hardeniug of his heart, 
ii. 

Pbarisees, their doctrines respecting oaths, i. 37 ; 
and respecting the resurrection, 178. 454. 
Their tenet respecting the baptism of Jews, 
and concerning the punishment reeerved for 
self. murderers, 595, Held the doctrine 
of Metempsvchosis, 605 
hilemon, character of, ii. 566—568. Epistle to, 
date and design of, ii. 566 

Philip the deacon, i. 746. 753. Converts the 

— to, date and design of, ii. 505, 
. Origin of the Church at Philippi, 506 

Phoebe, commended by Paul, to the Roman 
Christians, ii. 123 

Phenicians and Canaanites, these terms used 
promiscuously by the Greeks, i. 122 

Phenix, situation of, i. 877 
Phrygia, district so called, Acts xvi. 6, i. 804 
Phylectaries, origin and nature of them, i. 185 
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Pilate's wife's dream, observations on, i. 236. 
Whether Pilate's washing his hands, upon our 
Lord's condemnation, was a Jewish or a Gen- 
tile custom? sb. Import of the action, 2d. 
Mingles the blood of the Galilaans with their 
sacrifices, 447. On his words, * What is truth?" 
A 6. 2 ose — account e pin, $$. ; 

* Pinnacle' of the Temple, difficulty of assigning 
the sense of the word so rendered, i. 23 

dec isi in the early Christiau Church, ii. 

Pleroma of the Gnostics, observations on, ii. 564 
Pluperfect tense Paseive, in the Middle, or De- 

ponent sense, i. 607 
Pot of manna, observations on, ii. 625 
t Potters’ Field,” remarks on, i. 283 
Pretorium, import of the term, i. 287; ii. 415. 
Ha same with the Pavement, John xix. 13, 

Prayer, the Lord's, remark on it, i. 48, sq. The 
—— of the Doxology questioned, 45. 

rayer, usual time of, among the Jews, i. 763 
Praying for the dead, erroneously to be 
— St. Paul (2 Tim. i. 18), ii. 537 

Precepts, ritual, works performed by Di vir- 
Ë hrs pee € i. 56 

estination, doctrine of. supposed to 
countenance it, i. 213. 789; ii. 374 

Presbvter, remarks on the import of the term, 
i. 773; ii. 412. 519 
Prnt their vain gloss upon Titus i. 5, 

ii. 
Preseut Tense, peculiar nse of it unperceived by 
Commenta ii. 208. Use of ¿be poni for 
the Future, i. 193. 204. 660, 661 

Pride, its nature and tendency, ii. 734 
Prieste, Chief, their office, i. 9. Named along 
biis mud * Scribes, in denoting the Sanhe- 
rim, $5. 

‘Prisoner of Jesus Christ,’ import of the expres- 
sion, ii. 566 

* Prodigal Son,’ Parable of, i. 458 
Property, arbitrary dieposal of it under the Jewish 

law, not permitted to a father, i. 
* Prophecy, a more sure word of, these words 

explained, ii. 738. ‘Not of private interpre- 
tation, 739 

‘Prophecy, definition of the word, ii. 739. In 
what sense employed in the New Test., i. 119. 
373. The gift of prophecy sometimes imparted 
even to bad men, 4 

ab na office in the primitive Church, nature 
of it, ii, 236, 237 

‘Prophets, the, were until John," sense of this 
passage, i. 
a 595, Scriptural import of the term, ii. 

JProseuoke, observations on, i. 806, 807 
Prudence and circumspection, remarkable terms 

in which these virtues are recommended to the 
Ephesians and Colossians, ii. 403 

Psalm ]xxix. 5, erroneous rendering of, in the 
Authorized Translation, ii. 205. saim xvi., 
whether it has a double sense, i. 708. Psalm 
xxii., its acknowl reference to the Mes- 
siah, 238. 636. ‘Psalms, and hymne, and 
spiritual songs,” these terms explained, ii. 403 

* Psalms,’ denoting the Hagi phia, i. 512 
Public worship. importance of, ii. 638 
Punishments, future, eternal in duration, i. 214. 

819, 320. Description of them, 219, 220 
Purification, on the days of, i. 878, 379. Before 

the Paschal feast, observations on, 696 
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— — why used by the noble and 
meco, 1. 

Python, ‘having a spirit of* (Acts xvi. 16), L 

R. 

Rabboni, i. 827. 
Rahab, on the true sense of the terms morn and 

wopyn, applied to her, i. 5; ii. 651 
Ravens, remarkable instinct in them, i. 443 
Reclining, the posture of, less ancient than that 

of sitting, i. 218 
‘Redeeming the time, &c., meaning of the 

phrase, ii. 402, 403 
Redemption, universality of, i. 160; ii. 288 518 
Red Sea, why so called, i. 740; ii. 650 
* Reed shaken with the wind,' import of the ex- 

pression, i. 79 
neration, mature and necessity of, i. 153. 
tismal neration, its nature, ii. 562 

Remphan, i. 74 
Ront, most ancient mode of paying, i. 171 

tance, Scriptural, im of, i. 16. 710. 
‘Renew to Repentance,’ Heb. vi. 6, obeerra- 
tions on, ii. 

Rest, reserved for the people of God, its nature, 
ii. 598 

Resurrection, notione of the Sadducees and Pha- 
risees respecting, i. 179. 869; and of the Jewish 
Rabbins, 179. Our Lord's arguments in 
of the Resurrection, 160. Resurrection of the 
saints at the Crucifixion, H2. Se. Paul's argu- 
ment from the Resurrection of Christ, 786; ii. 
238. His views concerning the general resur- 
rection, 475 

Retaliation, law and custom of the Jews respect- 
, i. 39 

Riches, danger of, i. 150, 151 
Righteousness, imputed, remarks on, with refer- 

ence to Abraham, ii. 82 
* Right hand, let not your, know what your left 

hand doeth.’ remarks on, i. 41. * Right hand, 
sitting on the, import of the phrase, i. 182. 
Right hand, placing at the, import of the ex- 
premens t ‘Giving the right hand of fel- 

. 841 
* Rivers of living water,’ the phrase i 

and illustrated, i. 587 ph — 
Rock. ‘Upon this Rock I will build my 
ae. in what sense to be understood, 1. 

Romans, Epistle to the, subject-matter of, ii. 1. 
Authenticity of, $. Date and design of, 4. 
Contents of, ë. 

Romans, limitation of their principle of tolera- 
tion, i. 809. Nature and extent of their privi- 
lege of appealing to Cæsar, 865. Their custody 
of prisoners, its nature, 887 
i Church at, supposed origin of, i. 822; 

Rome, Church of, its unwarrantable sscription of 
a iwi dignity to the Apostle Peter, 
es 129,1 ° —— — it greunds 
ee offering prayers masses for 

‘Roo inasa the phrase explained and t of bitterness,’ i 
illustrated, ii. 660 

Rudders, two anciently used by the ancients with 
large ships of burden, i. 882, 883 

Rufus and Alexander, i. 358 
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Sabbath, change of it to the first day of the 
week, i. 245. Patriarchal Sabbath, 270. 
‘The Son of Man is Lord of tbe Sabbath,’ 
meaning of this, ib. ' The second Sabbath after 
the first" M vi. 1), signification of the ex- 
pression, 289. Works of mercy and pecessit 
performed on the Sabbeth by the Jews, 449. 
Anciently a dav of feasting and entertainment 
with them, 452. Our Lord defends his per- 
forming works of mercv on it, 561. A type of 
the heavenly rest, ii. 596, 597. Whether in- 
stituted prior to circumcision? i. 584 

Sabbath-day's journey, distance of, i. 699 
Sacrilege, sense in which it is to be understood in 
He New Test., ii. 22. Punishment of, by the 
aw, i. 

Sadducees, their tenets lis e the Reeurrec- 
ton, i. 178, 179. 869. hence borrowed, ii. 

Salem, whether the same as Jerusalem, ii. 612 
Salt, its loss of savour, remarks on, i. 31. * Sea- 

soned with salt’ (Col. iv. 6), ii. 457 
t jc with fire,” meaning of this expreesion, i. 

Salvation, how to be obtained, i. 374. A sum- 
mary of the doctrines of, ii. 563 

Samaria, i. 746. Philip the deacon preaches the 
Gospel there, ib. 

Samaritans, a disputed point among the Rabbins, 
whether they were to be as Gentiles, 
i. 470. Enmity between them and the Jews, 
549. Reason assigned by them for their reve- 
rence for Mount Gerizim, 551. Import of our 
Lord's rebuke of them (John iv. 22), 552. 
Correct ideas of the Messiah's character pro- 
bably entertained by them, 553. The werd 
Samaritan employed as a term of reproach, 602 

Sanctify, Scriptural import of the term, i. 668. 
In what sense the unbelieving husband or wife 
is said (l Cor. vii. 14) to be sanctified by the 
believing partner, ii. 177 

Sanhedrim, on the alarm felt by them — 
the miracles wrought by our Lord, i. 624, 626. 
Their authority with ib, ge 754 

Sarah, her example commended, ii. 
Satan as lightning falling from heaven, on the 

import of the words, i. 428 
d tbe Phonicispn, identical with Molocb, 

i. 74 
Seul, perseeution of the Church by, 745. His 

conversion, 754 
Scandals in the Church, duty of avoiding, ii. 124 
Schism, nature of the offence, ii. 564 
* Schoolmaster,’ the Law incorrectly so styled 

in the authorized Version (Gal. iii. 24), ii. 351 
Scott, Thomas, on the frame of mind in which 

the Epistle to the Ephesians was written, ii. 

Scourying, nature of the punishment amongst the 
Romans, i. 237. 503. 709. 850, 851. Nature 
of it amongst the Jews, 730, 731 

Scribes, their office, i. 9. 832 
Scriptures, form of citing, among the Jewish 

doctors, i. 834. Mode of reading them in the 
Jewish synagogues, 389 
ir a loose mode of interpreting, censured, 

ii. 6: 
Scythians, berberians, Col. iii. 11, ii. 454, 455 
rar inn on the, a property of the Deity, 

903 

Sealing, on the ancient cnstom of, i. 244. Figu- 
rative sense of the action, 547 

‘Sealed by the Holy Ghost,’ import of, ii. 876 
* See God,” force of this expression. i. 30 
‘Seeing. they see not,’ a proverbial cxpression, 

i 
Self-deception, observations on, ii. 547 
Septuagint, discrepancies between it and the He- 

rew, and the New Test., i. 24. 88. 105. 121. 
147. 162. 221. 389. 752. 798. 799; ii. 621, 
622. 624. 629. 633. 635. 640, 641. 660. Used 
by the Jews of the Western Dispersion, 571 
— monuments in the East, remarks on, 

ee tho brazen, whether a type of Christ, i. 

* Servant of God,’ import of the expression, ii. 5 
Seven, the number, observations on, i. 144. 

Sometimes put for an indefinite number, 97 
‘Seventy, the,’ remarks on, i. 
Shechinsh, allusion to it in the New Test., i. 

136. 377. 744 
Sheep, the fact of their, anciently, preceding the 
"Tama impliod in the name (wpcBarov), i. 

Sheep's clothing, worn by the false teachers 
among the Pharisees, i. 53, 54 

Sheep market import of the term thus rendered, 
i. 

Shepherds, in the Eas o their flocks, i. 
e 612 p aad Š; 

Shewbread, why so denominated, ii. 624 
— to bear, anciently implied the most 

servile office, i. 19 
Sidon, the coasts of, i. 892 
Signs and gifts promised to believers, i. 359 
‘Signs and wonders’ (Matt. xxiv. 24), whether 

real or pretended ? i. 201 
— the tower of, i. 448. On the fountain 

ot, 
Simeon's Nunc Dimittis, remarks on it, i. 379 
Simon, meaning of the name, i. 129. Person so 

named in Acts viii. 9, i. 747 
Simon Magus, Hope of the epithet applicd to 

him, i. 747. eretical notions broached by 
him, ii. 374 583 

Sin and disease, the ideas of, connected by the 
Jews, i. 60. Sin personified as a tyrant, ii. 48. 
The cause of unbelief, 492. ‘Sin unto death,’ 
observations on, 772 

Sinai, Mount, ancient appellation of, ii. 358. 
Whether the same as Horeb, i. 739 

* Sinneth not,’ force of this expression, ii. 762 
Peine ——— rna M ii. 662 — 

ting, the posture of, more ancient to 
kei abis Pals 

Sleep, the term figuratively employod to denote 
death, i. 745 E — 

Socinians, their misinterpretation of John i. 2, 
i. 518. Strong ment against their views 
respecting the Trinity, 660. Their miscon- 
struction of the confession of St. Thomas, 688. 
Their disingenuous treatment of Acts xvi. 7, 

. Their futile objections to the orthodox 
interpretation of Rom. ix. 5, 73. Their gloss 
upon Col. i. 15, 442. Their heretical notions 
completely overturned by the two first cbapters 
of the Epistle to tbe Hebrews, 582 
— porch, what, and why so called, i. 615. 

gris s tp ion of the term to Timothy 
by St. Paul, ii. 499 

Son of God,’ meaning of the expsession, i. 22. 
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117. ‘Sons of God, angels so called, and 
why, 487. 678 

* Son of Man,’ a title of tbe Messiah, origin and 
nature of the appellation, i. 60. 270. Obeerva- 
tions on, 564.  Emendation of the English 
Version of the text, John xii. 34, 634 

t Son of David,’ a title of the Messiah, observa- 
tions on, i. 70 
—— (1 Cor. i. 1), conjectures respecting, ii. 

Soul, — perception when out of the body, 
MN. p 94 

Spirit (z»svu«), Bishop's Middleton's enumera- 
tion of the meanings of the word in the N. T., 
i. 6. ‘In spirit and in truth, the phrase ex- 
plained, 553.  * Fruits of the Spirit,’ ii. 366 

be fe gifts,’ the nature and use of them, ii. 
7. 

Sprinkling with blood, ii. 629 
Standing, the usual posture of the Jews in prayer, 

i. 43. 475 
t Star in the East, we have seen his,’ import of 

the allusion, i. 9 
* Stars falling from heaven,’ meaning of the ex- 

pression, i. 
Stephen, St., remarks on his address to the Jews, 

i. 794. His allusion to Jewish traditions, 735. 
Apparent discrepancies in his address noticed, 
734—736. 742, 743 

Stoics, their religious tenets, i. 814; ii. 238, 239 
Stone's-throw, a, observations on the phrase, i. 

*Stones, the, would cry out, import of the 
phrase, i. 

Stoning, its mode of infliction determined by the 
Law, as well as the crimes for which it was 
isses i. 484. Ancient mode of inflicting 
the punishment, 592. Different modes of in- 
fliction among the Jews, 171 

Strangled, why the eating of animals so killed 
was forbidden, i. 801, 

f PU to enter in,' import of the expression, i. 

Subjunctive mood employed for the Future Indi- 
cative, i. 151 

Suicide, tenet of the Pharisees respecting the 
punishment reserved for it, i. 595, 596 

Sun, darkening of the, meaning of this, i. 202 
Swear, in what sense God is said to, i. 709; ii. 

610. ‘Swear not at all,” ii. 697 
Swine, the feeding of, deemed amongst the vilest 

em jloyments, i. 458 
Sword, the term used symbolically of war and 

civil commotion, i. 76. Our Lord's advice to 
his disciples, to provide a sword, explained, 497 

Sychar, originally called Sychem, why altered by 
š the x den i. 4 

vmbolical actions prevalent in the earl i 
"140. 843 ç — 

Syn e, ruler of, nature of his office, i. 287 
Syria (Gal. i. 21), district so called, where situ- 

ate, ji. 338 
Syro- Phenician woman, i. 122. 304 

T. 

Tabernacle of witness, why so called, i. 742 
Tabernacles, feast of, purpose of our Lord in at- 

tending it cre w — i. 579. The last 
greut of, origin of its institution, 587 

Tabor, Mount, i. 49. 134, 135 
* Take the Cross,’ meaning of the expression, i. 77 

INDEX II. 

Talmud, origin and contents of it, i. 118 
To taste, used anciently in the sense of fo Aare 

7 of ii. 606 
Temple, expulsion of the buyers and sellers from 

the, on the day our Lord's public entry 
into Jerusalem, i. 165. Testimony of Josephus 
respecting the magnitude of the stones with 
which it was built, 337. Rebuilding of it by 
Zorobabel and Herod, 536. Stephen's allusion 
to it, 742 

Temple service, manner and snfent of it, ii. 623 
Temptation and Trial, benefits of, ii. 675. The 
— of those which may be ascribed to God, 

Temptation of our Lord, remarks on, i. 21. 
Parallelism between it and that of Adam and 
Eve in Paradise, ib. Difference in the.order 
of the temptations, as recorded by Matthew 
and Luke, 22. 387. On deliverance from 
temptation, ii. 203 

t Testament,’ the word Jas» erroneously so 
Adr Matt. xxvi. 28), i. 220; (Heb. ix. 

; ii. 
Tenísonie Judicial, Jewish classification of, 

Thanksgiving, on the duty of, ii. 404 
Thessalonians, First Epistle to, date and desi 

of it, ii, 459. Origin and character of the 
Church, 459, 460 

Thessalonians, Second Epistle to, ita date and 
design, ii. 484 

Theudas, opinions respecting him, i. 750 
rer St., on his words, * My Lord, and my 

RA & 
Thoughts, evil, defiling nature of, held by the 
— — i. á phatical, i. 765, 

ree, that number anciently emphatical, i. 7 
766. Used as an uncertain number, ii. 825 

* Three Taverns,’ Acts xxviii. 15, i. 887 
Thucydides, similarity of his style to that of St. 

Paul, i3 ` 
‘Thy sins be forgiven thee,’ remarks on these 

words, i. 65 
Time, mode of reckoning among the Jews and 

— of; meaning of th ion, i i i. ame, tH ness of, meaning of the expression, 

Timothy, why circumcised by St. Paul, i. 803, 904 
Timothy, First Epistle to, date and design of, ii. 

Timothy, Second Epistle to, date and design of, ii. 
534. d Style and phraseology, ib. 

Tithes, remote antiquity of. asserted and demoa- 
strated by Spelman and Selden, ii. 613 

Titus, account of him, ii. 552. Why not cir- 
cumcised, 338. Plainly invested by St. Paul 
with Episcopal authority, 554 

Titus, Epistle to, date and design of, ii. 552 
* To-day and to-morrow,’ import of this phrase, 

i. 452. ‘ To-day,’ meaning of, ii. 596 
Tombs, uses to which they were occasionally 

applied both by Jews and Heathens, i. 284 
o CUM and importance of governing 

t, ii. 
Tongues, gift of, i. 703. Tongues of fire, ë. 
$ Tongues, interpretation of,’ nature of the gift, 

ii 
Town-clerk (Acts xix. 85), import of the term, 

Transfiguration of our Lord, obeervations on the, 
i. 1 

Tribate-money (‘the didrachmas"), nature ani 
e tax, i. 138 amount of 
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Trinity, doctrine of, 
249. 660; ii. 219. 

* Trumpet, thou shalt not sound a,” meaning of 
this interdiction, i. 41. * At the last trump,’ 
explained, ii. 254 

Truth, observations on, ii. 734 
T ype and Allegory, difference between them, ii. 

AN in proof of it, i. 

Tyrannus, school of, conjectures respecting, i. 

Tyre and Sidon, the coasts of, i. 892 

U. 

Unbelief originates in enmity of heart to God, 
i. 544. e cause of sin, ii. 492 

* Unction from the Holy One,' meaning of, ii. 
159 

* Undergirding the ship’ (Acts xxvii. 17), mean- 
ing of the phrase, i. 878, 879 

Unitarians, their groundless objections to the 
nuineness of the two first chapters of St. 
atthew's Gospel, i. 3. Refutation of their 
rversion of Isa. xxx. 5, 45. Their unfounded 

inferences from Matt. xxiv. 36, 204. Their 
wrong notions respecting the Logos, 518. Their 
erroneous translation of the words Yloe ‘Ywi- 
orov, 367. Their abuse of the words of Christ 
(John xiv. 28), 650. Their cause not served 
by Eph. i. 17, ii. 377, 378. Their erroneous 
interpretation of 1 Tim. i. 17, 504. Their per: 
version of the sense of 1 Tim. ii. 5, ; 
Their erroneous couceptions of the manner in 
which the mediation of Christ was effected, 

» 507 
* Unjust judge,’ parable of the, i. 473 
: Unjust Memini, parable of the, i. 461 

V. 

Yel of the Tepe rent at the Crucifixion, re- 
marks on, i. 

Versions, canon respecting their authority for or 
against a word, i. 298 

Vices, observations on the mode in which they 
are classified by St. Paul, ii. 366 

* Vine, I will not henceforth drink of this fruit 
of the,” sense of this , i. 221 

Vinegar mingled with gall, administered to our 
Lord, remarks on, 1. 238. Discrepancy be- 
tween Matthew and Mark respecting this 
transaction, 6. 

Virtues, Christian, enumeration of, ii. 733, 734 
Visions, why sometimes thrice repeated, i. 765, 766 
* Volume of the book, the phrase explained, li. 

of little authority when unsup- 
634 

Vulgate, the 
he ancient Italic, i. 709 ported by t 

W. 

Warburton, Bp., on Luke xlii. 1, 1. 447; on 
2 Pet. i. 7, ii. 733, 734 

Washing the hands, symbolical of what, i. 226. 
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— of the feet, on the custom of, 638, 

Watchfulness, Christian, observations on, i. 224 
‘ Way, the,’ the Christian religion anciently so 

denominated, i. 754. 861, 862 
Wedding-garment, observations on, i. 176 
Whale's belly, Jonah in the, i. 95 
White, a symbol of purity, i. 176. 246; ii. 814. 

White Stone (Rev. ii. 17), how to be under- 
stood, 800 

Whited sepulchres, origin and meaning of the 
expression, i. 190 

TOMOS their offices in the primitive Church, 
ii. 

Widowhood, virtuous, held in great honour 
among the Jews, i. 

Wine, in the Paschal feast, mixed with water, 
i. 220. Wine in the East, red, 221. Wine 
and oil employed in Palestine for the cleansing 
and healing of wounds, 432 

* Wisdom of God, the’ (Luke xi. 49), by many 
interpreted of Christ, i. 439 

Wisdom of the people of this world *in their 
neration,' i. 462 

* Witchcraft,’ import of the term erroneously so 
rendered Gal. v. 20, ii. 866 

* Woe unto you* (Luke vi. 25), the import of 
Pn expression declarutive, not tmprecative, i. 

Women, public duties discharged by them in the 
Primitive Church, ii. 123.  Enjoined to have 
their heads covered in public worship, ground 
of the preeepn 209. Jerome's observation, 
that all heresies begin with them, 545 

Word of God, the corruption of it alluded to 
2 Cor. ii. 17, explained, ii. 272 

* Word of truth, rightly dividing the,' meaning 
of this, ii. 540 

* Word of wisdom, the’ (1 Cor. xli. 8), nature 
of the gift, ii. 220 

W ords, omission of difficult ones, Critical canon 
respecting, i. 612 

* World, the whole, probable import of the 
term so rendered in Luke ii. 1, i. 375. Jewish 
mode of computing its duration, ii. 20 

: pocta come, the,' meaning of the expression, 
ii. 

Y. 

t Yea, yea’ (2 Cor. i. 17), import of the expres- 
sida ii. 267, 268 p d 

Z. 

Zaccheus, not a Gentile, as supposed by some 
Commentators, i. 480 

Zacharias, son of Barachias, opinions of Com- 
papaq respecting the person so called, i. 

Zacharias, Father of John the Baptist, not the 
High Priest, i. 362. —— nature of his 
rayer in the Temple, 366. Markod differenco 
eral his conduct and that of Abraham, $5. 
His Hymn expressed in the language which 
the Prophets have employed in describing the 
times of the Messiah, d 
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Stenersen (Prof. Christiane, Norveg.) Annot. 
ad Epistolas ad Romanos et l Cor. 2 vols. 
8vo. Christian. 1828. 

Stier, Words of the Lord Jesus. Engl. Transl. 
by 'W. B. Pope. Vol. i. Lond. 1855. 
ee (Prof.) on the Epistle to the Romans. 

8vo. London, 1836. 
—-— on the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

8vo. London, 1828 
Surenhusius de Formulis Allegandi in Vet. et 

Nov. Test. to. Amstel. 1743. 
Tate (Canon) Continuous History of St. Paul. 

vo. Lond. 
Theile (C. G. n Comment. in Epist. Jacobi. 

8vo. Lips. 1833 
—— — — — Nov. Test. Grecé. 12mo. 

Lips. 1850. 
Theadoret, Comm. in N. T. a oe ejus. Ed. 

Schulzii. 5 vols. 8vo. Hale 1774. 
Theophylacti Comment. in IV. Evangelia et in 

Epistolas. 2vols.fol. Ed. Lindsell. Lond. 1636. 
Thucydidis Hist. Ed. Arnold. 3 vols. 8vo. Oxf. 

1840. —Dloomfield. 2 vols. üvo. Lond. 1043 
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Tiechendorf. Nov. Test Greeé. Sm. 8vo. 
Lips. 1849. 

Tittmanpi a C.) Comm. in Evang. Joan. 8ve. 
Lipe. 1 

pe. 1829. 
Tor oend (Canon) Arrangement of the Old and 
New Testament. 4 vols. 8vo. Load. 1832. 
ae Phil. Nov. Test. 2 vols. 8vo. 

War urton S (Dp j e By Bp. Hurd. 12 vols. 
vo. 

Amst. 1751. 

Synonymes of N. T. 8vo. 

Wetstenii N T. 2 vols. fol. 

DISMIOREASE UM LIST OF BOOKS. 

Whitby (D.) Paraphrase and Commentary on 
the N. T. 2 vols. fol. Lond. 1703. 

Wilkineon (Bir G.) Account of the Ancient 
Egyptians. 2 vole. em. 8vo. Lond. 1854. 
M S 5) in Epist. ad Galat. 8vo. Lips. 

Grammar of the Greek Test. 
8vo. 1836, 

Wolfii a. C. ) Cure Phil. et Crit, in Nov. Test. 
5 vols. 4to. Hamb. 1739. 

Wordsworth (Dr. Chr. a x À pocal 
Greek, with various ———— 
and Notes, 8vo. —— "1849 

THE END. 
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